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anyone wise who hopes to attain the end without
means? Success in some degree is the chief
Education is the
object each of us is seeking.
means whereby we may reach this goal of our ambiWe cannot be too well equipped for our life
tion.
work, and by increased knowledge we not only earn
more, but we can serve our family, our country and

men are like old trees past bearing
they will suffer no young plants to
However, this slight feeling
flourish beneath them.
of antipathy between youth and age is reciprocal.

our generation with higher efficiency.

that "ignorance

Is the

Young men think old men
know young men to be so.
some day both

wisdom

—

Education is of two kinds one which we receive
from others, and one which we give to ourselves. We
refer here to the latter brand.

Its office is to call

—

power of every kind power of thought, affection, will and outward action; power to observe, to
reason, to judge, to contrive; power to adopt good
ends firmly, and to pursue them efficiently; power
to govern ourselves and to influence others; power
to gain and to spread happiness.
forth

And education
school

or later,

;

our head a
a

man

little

should not cease when we leave
when we have succeeded in lifting
abov'e the crowd.
It is no shame for

to learn that which he does not

be his age.

The two

know, whatever

principal difficulties attending

who are "on in years" is their
proneness to believe the task hopeless, because of
their handicap in age and their obstinate conceit.

the education of people

Many

people

No

famous.

who were unknown

at (ifty

have died

ever beaten unless he is discouraged, and this latter feeling never helped anv

man
is

one

is

over a difficulty, and never

a disease that saps

will.

The

conceit of age referred to above
is

less

is

ashamed

classes will unite in the

to the

is

and old men
be hoped that

common

a voluntary misfortune,

mind what health

is

belief

and that

to the body."

An oak is not felled at one blow; Edison was not a
master inventor the first day. No man was ever born
wise, or

was wise by chance.

heritance nor legacy.

Wisdom is neither inmay be seized

Other' things

on by might, or purchased with money, but knowledge
Simple
is to be gained only by long continued study.
wishes never mined coal, and mere hoping never
started

a

bank account.

The man who

cultivates

hoping as an employment will find that "like our
shadows our wishes lengthen as our sun declines."

When we

call on our mind today for its highest
and stretch it to the uttermost in our ])ower,
we have done ourselves a kindness. The mind will
Tomorrow we may do it
be all the better for it.
again
each time it will answer more readily to our

efforts,

;

call.

And

amount

it

is

not the quantity of study, or the
makes us wi.se, but the ad-

of reading that

vantage of the study to the purpose for which it is
Mental, like physical faculties, are developed by exercise. It does not matter how bright a
mind we have; if we do not use it, we will lose it.
pursued.

really a

of being

object of education.

than of being instructed.
Pride is commendable when it dwells in a man's principles, but
objectionable in his demeanor.
Of course, we all

ignorant

that the man who undervalues himself will
undervalue others, and he who undervalues others
will oppress them.
agree

It is to

if the end of all human efTort is honest
and if this latter can only be realized through
knowledge conquered by labor, then no man can afford
to neglect training the mind to think and to discriminate between truth and error, which is the real

coni-

paralysis of effort.

species of false vanity, which

is

are fools,

Despondencv

manhood and produces

Industry pays debts, while
despair only increases them.
jilete

old

themselves,

Therefore,

success,

The

desire for knowledge, like

the thirst for riches, increases ever with the acquisition of it.
We should always remember that no talent
comes unasked; no grace of mind stays unurged.
There never was a man who reached a point where
he could afford to abandon study and live altogether

on

his past reputation.

COAL AGE
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Matter

of

In obedience to the whispers of the small
voice \vithin, we will state a few of our plans
for this new year.
Conscience forbids our
working in the dark, so long as we profess to
follow methods of co-operative procedure.
Our aim and desire have been to judge matters
from the point of view of all, and not of one.
We have adhered to the belief that ever>'thing
is right which tends to the happiness of mankind, and ever)^thing is wrong that increases
the sum of human misery'.

the preceding page, we called attention
the necessity of gaining an education.
Here we intend to outline briefly just how
Coal Age can help in the accomplishment of
Everj^one knows that even a
that end.
skilled workman can't turn out a master job
if his tools are lacking in completeness or
Preparation is half the battle. A
quality.
great occasion is valuable to us, just in proportion as we have prepared ourselves to make
use of it.

On

to

Last year the publishers of this paper expended more than a hundred thousand dollars
getting together valuable data and printing
Coal Age each week. The individual subscriber could not have purchased this same
Is it not the
information for a penny less.
essence of wisdom, therefore, for each reader
to take the fullest advantage of the opporIn other words, we are detunity offered?
sirous of furnishing you with proper tools by
way of a practical education. Resolve to
spend two evenings, say six hours a week,
carefully reading Coal Age, and at the end of
one year you will know a lot more about actual
mining than the young fellow who has just
dropped in from a nearby college, with a
sheepskin diploma locked up in his trunk.

We

are not writing this with the idea of
securing new subscribers; it is a plain talk
directed solely at those readers whose $3 we
have already banked. Of course, we might
let it rest there, but we don't intend to.
Education is one thing every man wants and is
willing to pay for, but won't carry away with
him. It's the same old story with a staircase before us, we look for a rope to go down by.

—

—

Getting down to factjs The best way to
determine what will be is to consider what

Vol.

3,

No.

1

Co-operation
Last year we published 1776 pages
During the coming
twelve months we will better this record both
in quantity and quality.
Not every page will
interest each person, but if only one-half the
articles appearing are read and digested, the
result will be highly beneficial.
Don't forget
the old proverb
"A young man negligent,
has been.

of editorial matter.

—

an old man necessitous."

The manufacture

of

coke

will

come

in for

greater attention this year than heretofore,

and we will start a "Power Section" in our
paper commencing Feb. 1. Our idea is to
suiadivide coal mining into its special phases,
placing each department in the hands of an
engineer, expert in the particular field he is to
cover.

As a concrete example of what is to come,
here are a few articles soon to appear: ElecThe Testing of
tric Locomotive Practice;

Mine

Air;

History

of

Management; Early
Smoke Problem; Modem

Scientific

the

Strip-Pit Mining; Points
Mine Inspectors' Reports;

from British Coal
Relation between

and Packing; Distribution of
Producer Gas; Haulage vSystems in European
Collieries; Series o>i First Aid to the Injured;
Occurrence of Coal in Alaska; Series on Econ-

vSubsidence

om}- in Colliery Power Plantis; Compressed
Air Troubles in British Mines; Strength and
Size of Coal Pillars; Electric Mine-Signaling
Systems; Shotfiring by Electricity; Series on
The Preparation of Bituminous Coal; The
Belgian
Psycholog}^ of the Illegal Strike;

Methods

of

Underground Development; The

Engineering Aspects of Diamond- Drill Prospecting; The Use of a Refrigerating Plant
for Cooling and Drying the Air in Deep Coal
Mines; Modern Plans for Shaft Bottoms;

Recent

Developments

in

Byproduct

Coke

Ovens, and dozens of other articles now being
prepared for us by coal men in all parts of
the world.
In conclusion We want you to co-operate
with us, and get your money's worth. Don't
be content simply to read what the other
:

There
fellow says, write something yourself.
no difference between buried treasure and
are judged, not by
concealed knowledge.
our intentions, but by the result of our actions.
is

We

,

I
'
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Reducing Ventilation
Ry

.1.

That there are always two sides to every
debatable question goes without saying. The
truth of this statement has been amply proved
by the previous discussions in Coal Age, but
by none more so than by the one just closed.

no mine is fully
important feature.

discussion, to the belief that

equipped without

this

All contend, rightly, that a reversible

fan possesses possibilities that

make

mine

for either

depending on the use to
which it is put; and this, in turn, has been
shown to depend on the intelligence, experience and accurate knowledge of conditions,
on the part of the man in charge. But, while
a few men see greater safety in excluding this
feature of mine equipment from the list, besafety or destruction,

cause of

possible

its

misuse;

others claim

that the fan should be built reversible so as to
increase the chances for safety;

safeguarded

by

suitable

and

its

restrictions

use

and

regulations.

We may

ask

:

Is

safety

more assured by

the absence of weapons of defense, on the

ground that where there is no shotgun around
there can be no accidental shooting?
Is the
theory correct that the nation's peace and
safety are better assured and the chances of
war minimized by the absence of the muniMost men, now, ar ee that it
tions of war?
is

the prevailing possibilities of action that

speak for safety and success, in every sphere
of

life.

This practise has been

tried, in some mining
and the success claimed has won a
few adherents; wliile on the other hand, by
far the large majority of practical mining men

liave

ject

are

for

now

it unsafe to reduce the
the mine, at the time of

In many districts, in the East and
Middle West, it has been customary to speed
up the fan, at such time.

The question

is
fairly a debatable one.
be understood from the start that this
is not a question of high velocities, at the working face, which we all agree are both objectionable and dangerous.
Neither is it a question

Let

it

of humidity or temperature of the mine air,
except as these are incidental.
It is not a
question of whether the shots face the current

or otherwise.

Let it be assumed that the mine, under
normal conditions, is well ventilated by a
current of pure air that sweeps the entire
working face with a moderate velocity, sufficient for the removal of what gas, if any, is
generated.
vSuppose, under these conditions,
from 400 to 500 shots are to be fired; either
by shotfirers, after the men have left the mine,
or by a well-established system of rotation,
in which the men fire their own shots in regular order, beginning on the last of the air, at
a fixed time, and proceeding regularlv against
the

air.

Tsow, ask the question: Will there be less

danger of a gas or dust explosion occurring
and developing into a mine explosion when the
air has been short-circuited at some point,
so as to reduce the circulation in the workings
to a low ebb or cut it off completely?
This
tlic

question for debate.

facing another important sub-

discussion.

Although we do not
perhaps fewer

realize it at present, there are

subjects fraught with greater possibilities of
safety or danger,

in

coal mining,

than the

question: Shall the normal circulation of air
in the mine be reduced during the time of firing
shots?

always considered

circulating in

firing.

is

We

Firing

districts,

air

While there are doubtless still some ardent
advocates of the doctrine that no mine ventilating fan should be built reversible; there
are many other, equally practical, mining
men who have been converted, by the last

When

T. Hkai.m)

It is

the aim of Coal

Age

to confine the dis-

cussion of each subject, as far as practicable,

except where the interest is
to one month
such as to call for an extension of the time.
Let every practical mining man help to decide
;

this question,

conclusions.

by giving

his experience

and
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coal

motor hauling
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trip

slope
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common

in

the anthracite

Fig.
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— Miner
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The miner

is

drilling

shooting.

a

Fig.

— Pushing

in

mine

hole

at

ett'ects

of

hole

at

all

face

in

the coal

is

an

anthracite

shot

from the

without preliminary under-mining.

Pittston.

prejiaratory To

Fig. 6

—

Elei-tric

mine

,

motor pulling

trip of loads to shaft in

Dunmore.

Exhibits method of sus-

at

trolley

wire from roof by long rod,

thus avoi(Jing use of a cross timlier.
ears onto cage previous to hoisting, in

Erie Mine Xo.

6,

at

Dunmore.

The

entire

bodies of the cars in the anthracite region are
built

after

which we have often read.

Practically

pt'iiiling

•)'

home

exhibit the "distressing

drilling

mine.
solid,

J

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiP

work in mine near Scranton.

child labor," of

hard-

region.

Fifl.

iiiiiiiiiiiii|

Shows the hard

Sorantoii.

sandstone roof so

to

>

1

j
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SNAP SHOTS

I

Vol.

to

overhang the track, giving them a

large capacity.

Fig.
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— Empties

ready to go

Pittston.

The

dril't

down
mouths

slope

in

mine

at

of the anthracite

mines are rarely of an imposing character.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS

I

I
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When Times Are Good and Men
Bv

A.

Are Scarce

Hesse*

\V.

good, ears are scarce aud so are men.
poor, men and cars are plentiful, Vmt
the mine work drags along like "a ship without a sail."
For this reason, the superintendent and mine foreman
are between the "devil and the deep sea," most of the

When times ai(>
When the trade is

time.

was hunger that drove

It

the

(iermans

across

the

near a city
population.

economic

is

Suppose you get a gang of men and place them
place.
on these headings. They labor two or three days shooting
or digging the places to "death," and then the car shortage strikes you. A day or two of "no cars" and the men
disappear like scared rabbits.
Either the use of that persuasive coin in some other
car
fellow's hand, or the sight of some otlier mine's
allotment is sufficient to take your men away in droves
it is

done very frequently in these days.
is any" time at which a mine superintendent

If there

It

is

now

—

a

(piestion

it is more profitable to
demand and run the risk

whether

percentage of recovery and a consistent market the returns will far offset Ihose of the former method.

Bv FltANClS

Gl.OVEI!*

In these days of modern progress, wiien most problems
seem .so thoroughly understood, it is really appalling
that mine explosions should come around as regularly
For 20 years or more, after
as the "Hardy Annual."
every explosion, an inquiry has been made as to its
cause, and the usual result has been to place the blame
on an ignition of gas caused by a defective lamp, a blownout shot or the negligence of someone.
Earely has any further inquiry been made. In looking for ultimate causes, it is remarkable that the condition of the return entry has not been duly considered.

For at many mines today which have a fine equipment
on the surface and adequate haulage airways, you will
find the other ventilating passages incapable of performing the work demanded of them without exce,ssive re-

the air

•

avoid that loss of
coal .so frecpiently due to falls in standing rooms.
(^uite frequently a mine is overdeveloped because of
the inability of the men working therein to turn the
be properly proportioned

in order to

This is getting to be a very important
Pick miners are becoming scarce and, unless
can l)c cut by niacliinc. the return on this work is

trick of robbing.

very slow.

remedy often

I'oorlcd

to

The

wlicii

men
must

are scarce

is

thoroughly
systematized in order to give a high production.
A driver will liainllc coal from eight men on a single
heading much easier than he will from three men on one
as concentration.

lalnir

lie

heading, two men on another and three men somewhere
Likewise, a motor will make quicker tri]is when
hauling from a c-oncciit rated oporat inn than when run-

cl.se.

all

Return Airways

Inadeqtiacy of Man}'

a few months.
To escape that scathing criticism, so freely given Ijy
conservationists, care must be taken not to overdevelop
Most of us know that once a mine is estabthe mine.
lished, the recovery of heading, room and pillars should
lea.st

ning

shnw a

will

losing a quantity of cnal in pillars, or to keep
the work properly lined up in the hope that with a high

sistance.

A

mines

of

in the
longs for winter, it must be when men are scarce
hope that cold weather will drive in the miners for at

known

safe to say that these

fact.

order to rush everything is passed. Places are provided
be
in the mine, on headings that ordinarily would not
worked until the pillars could be extracted at once. The
"green" man, ou the other hand, must have a solid

|;)illars

is

take advantage of the present

cost of living and the desire to live
causing a good many shifts in the mining
Behind every such change we find an

During these times of heavy tonnage demands, the

factor.

it

The high

Rhine.

and

and

coal,

higher ultimate percentage of recovery than those mines
in whith systematic work is thrown to the winds and the
mine filled with men.

over the mine.

There are any number of mines right now struggling
along with fewer miners, notwithstanding the demand for

In some

they were not

.ises

first

large

enough

carry

to

driven, but frequently they are large

enough but too crooked, and the

air

is

much impeded

in

has not appeared necessary to drive them
straight because, as soon- as a section .is completed, the
progress.

its

It

be removed.
This fact not only explains why we permit the heading to be crooked, but also why it is allowed to become
full of fallen rock.
Once the road is torn up, it becomes
impossible" to clear up the heading without excessive ex])ense.
It therefore fast becomes full of a mass of broken
slabs of roof, through which the air cannot find its way
a; any sjteed.
In some mines where such ca\es have ociurred, it has
liceii customary to break up the rock into smaller sizes,
with dynamite, so that it will lie smoothly on the floor
and give the air an opportunity to travel without obstruction over it.
But in many mines even this is not done,
and the airways not being used for haulage, traveling oi
|ii|iiiig, and so not used or open for inspection fill with
rails will

rock, yet, because the airways are not explored, the rea-

hard to move is not easily a])l>arent.
is used
and much of the air is
The ])racwhich would otherwise go to the face.
of leveling the rock by dynamite. In which
liave

why

son

A
lost

tice

the air

is

larger water gage

referred,

•Assistant chief
mont. W. Va.

(

when

I

is

dangerous and not

•Consultins: ensine

7(1,

to he ciicnura^'cd,
I-adysmitti.

H.

C.

because

Jamiarv

4.
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body of gas in a gaseous mine might come along the
heading at any time and be ignited by the open shots.
At a colliery in England, of which I was the assistant
general manager for a long time, the output for the last 30
years has been from 3000 to 3000 tons per «-hr. day. The
depth of the lowest bed at the shaft is about -2350 ft.,
and as the present workings are about 3000 ft. from the
shaft bottom and the seam is dipping 1 ft. in 1, the depth
a

from the surface is about 2680 feet.
The bottom seam is very gassy and at different times
had been ignited at most of the adjoining collieries, but
at this particular mine during the whole period of 30
Mueseler
years, not the slightest mishap has occurred.
lamps were used, and this light, while not perhaps one of
the best from an illuminating standpoint, is more than
ordinarily safe, because it goes out when held a little out
Thus, lamp glasses are not often
of the perpendicular.

,

"gazogenes," as these furnaces are called, producing suffiThe
cient gas to drive only low-power engines, etc.
one exception to this is a company (who.se name may be
had from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C), capitalized at $240,000, which
manufactures apparatus sufficiently large and powerful to
produce gas for machinery of nearly 100() hp. per
As a matter of fact, the inventor informs
"gazogene."
the consulate that there is no limit to the power of the

machine, it being merely a matter of construction.
These "gazogenes," or producers, in addition to the generation of gas, are so constructed as to recover the

monia and

aiul

the auxiliary gangways.
I do not attribute the safety of that

mine to any
and safety regulatations. I have
no doubt that occasionally a defective lamp had been
used during that 30 years, and that some shots had
Its safeness from gas explosions was due to
!)lown out.
the efficient and systematic way in which the mine was
laid out and had been worked from its commencement,
U> its splendid airways, so designed and maintained that
any gas which was liberated speedily fouiul its way to
the surface, accompanied by sufficient air to dilute it.
During my employment at this mine, one of the overmen and myself were, sent to a near-by colliery, which
had been working about six years, and where they had
We went to inspect a fine endlessall the latest "tackle."
On the
io|)e haulage, which liad recently been installed.
surface, the colliery was well laid out, and there was a

But

of the above conditions

and other byproducts of

amThis

coal.

The coal or
done, however, only in the larger sizes.
coke used for the production of gas in the.se machines is
not broken up or crushed in any way.
is

A

cracked.

Xo shotfiring was allowed while the men were in the
mines, and the rules and regulations were strictly enforced.
All coal dust was removed from the main roads

coal tar

Unique Haulage System

In these days of high-efficiency electric locomotives,
which haul trips of 40 to 50 loaded mine cars at a relatively rapid speed, it seems strange that a coal mine depending entirely .upon dogs for haulage trips can operate
profitably, yet such is the case.
For tile past 37 years, W. A. Werner has depended

upon dogs of various breeds, from rat terriers to
Xewfonndlands, for haulage power in his mines, at ZanesThe average output of this mine is 2000 bu.
ville, Ohio.
(80 tons) per day. wliich is loaded on wagons and delivered to Zaues\ iUe. The entire output is consumed locally.
solely

tine ventilating fan.

But when we got down

to

the bottom of the main-

In the workhaulage incline, we noticed traces of gas.
ings, we found quite a body of it aiid. suspecting the
cau.se, we inspected the return airway and I'dund il nut at

what it should be. Some three uv tmii- year~ later
mine exploded and killed between .'nil ami 3i)o men,
and everyone seemed to wonder how it happened, foi- the
mines in that district are not subject to spontaneous comall

this

Docs

The

bustion.

II.\i-i,iNri ('o\T.

vein

is

about 3

ri;(m

ft.

,\

/

\

\

i

in height

-\

i

ii

i

'

Miyii

»iiio.

ami no roof

is

taken

out patents for,

down. Some (jf the entries are driven to a distance of
2500 ft., and the rooms are from 300 to 400 ft. deep.
Each niinci- mines his own coal, loads it into cars,
which hold about 1800 lb. run-of-mine, and assiists the
dogs in hauling it to bins on the outside. The car wheels
are without flanges and run u]x>n wooden tracks. From
one to three dogs liaul each car, assisted by the miner,
wbo rides on a "lazy-board," which projects behind the
car. Sitting on this "lazy-board" the miner helps the dogs
by pusliing with his back against the car and his feet on

lion, a

the iniiu' floor.

It takes

the fuel.

two things to cause an explosion, the fire and
If you remove the fuel, the explosion cannot

take place, even

if

the

fire

is

Producer Gas from

a|)])lied.

Low Grade

Coal

may

be of interest to American firms making use
of producer gas for different purposes to know that within
the last two years several French inventors have taken
It

and are now putting into actual operasystem of forced-draft furnaces, burning even the
poorest grades of coal and coke. These furnaces are eniploved in the production, by a method also patented, of
producer gas from lf>w-(|\ialify coal eontaining up to G5
per cent, of cinders.

With one exception, however, all of these inventors
experiments and o|)ei-atioris to small

iiave confined their

T'pon reaching the bins outside, the miner tips his coal
and then rides back into the mine, the dogs taking him

back to the face of his coal.
The miners prefer dog haidage, as in this way they
do not rerpiire anyone to assist them and can do theii
own loading, haiding and tipping of coal.
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Coke Region

in the

Bv Sim Kkyxolds*

SYNOPSIS—Some
nellsville
thi^s

notes on one of the important ('onIt in estimated that the life of

cohe plants.

operation will exceed that of the district as a whole.

Mining is conducted along hroad and comprehensive
and unusual attention is devoted to welfare work.

lines

erates three plants known as the "Oliver Xo. 1/' "Oliver
Xo. 2," and "Oliver Xo. 3." In all they employ about
1500 men and operate 1100 coke ovens. The coal acreage consisted originally of 3300 acres, and of this perhaps
only about
per cent, has been exhausted np to the pres.")()

ent time.

East of the Monongahela Kiver, in that part of Pcnnknown as the Coke Eegiou, a great deal has been
done in late years to bring coal mining, coke washing,
and the living c-uuditions of tlie employees of these indnstylvauia

Two Views
tries

up

to the perfection

this has been a settled

they

and

now

of this

present.

In some cases

persistent policy on the jiart

sudden outburst of zeal
ethics, and the subject
sketch, the Oliver-Snyder Co., is an example of

manufacture and mining

this kind.

This company has been
for about 20 years, and

it

m
is

the coke-making business
stated on the authority of

one of its chief officials that at the time recently set by an
eminent mining engineer for the exhaustion of the coal
in the Connellsville Region, this concern fully expects to
still be engaged in the business of mining coal and making
coke, so extensive are their properties.

tion

which takes care

of the Surface Plaxt at

of the companies, rather than any
in coke

The company's present workings are reached by three
main hoisting shafts about 400 ft. in depth. Xear the
middle of their property there is a central pumping .sta-

The company

mines.

tjm-:

Typical Miyi-Rs' Hnrsrs

.\t

made by

all

three

Oliver Xo. 2 Mine

The power plants

are practically identical, of ap-

proximately 1000-hp. capacity and equipped with Parsons'
Coke-Breeze Burning System of heat-generation under
the boilers.
Transmission of coal to the shafts under-

ground is by rope on the main entries, the loaded cars
being gathered by horses.
Tentilation of the mines is
obtained by steam-driven fans of the Capell type, sizes
10x18 ft, producing now 1.50,000 ft. each with a 2-in.
water gage.
Shipments are made from all three mines
over the B. & 0. and the Pensylvania Lines, both systems
running through the properties. The company operates
400 private cars.

op-

Welfare Work of the
As an example

*Mt. Braddock, Penn.

of all the water

the Oliver Xo.

Co:Mr.\XY.

of the interest the Oliver-Snvder Co.

2 'MiyE. Oliver,

Penx.

sliuws in the

welfare of

its

employees

that 44 miners" houses are being

ent

site to a position

A

C

.laiiimrv 4. 1!I13

it

may

moved from

r.

be noted

their pres-

will be totally free from
The miners' houses owned

where they

the coke-smoke environment.

company present an unusually attractive appearand trimmed with white,
with neat fences and outbuildings and ample room for
gardening and grass plots. Obviously much care and

AGE
have hot and cold running water,

electricity,

workmen can

jured

conveyed

to the surface.

by this

Anthracite a Luxury

ance, being painted a slate color

thought have been given to the living conditions at these
three plants, as is readily seen by the well graded streets,
lined with rows of large shade trees planted years ago.
This is something which costs the company owning the
new mining town, practically nothing except a little
trouble and thought and 5'et which in years to come will
pay great dividends in accrued benefits to the health and
happiness of the employees. Also these miners' homes are
One of
supplied with running water and electric light.
the dwellings has been fitted up as a Y. il. C. A. building,
where sociological work and a mining class is kept up
under the direction of Robert Ainsley, one of the foremen of Xo. 2 mine.
The first aid work of the three plants, which consists
of five trained crews, is managed by Clyde Brehm, Chief
The managing head of
Elei-trician for the company.

In-

etc.

there receive attention before being

Anthracite coal was at one time an important factor
in blast-furnace practice, but

its

use in

tliat

line of in-

dustry has now almost entirely ceased, according to E. W.
Parker, of the United States Geological Survey, as it
has been supplanted by coke made from bituminous coal

The

demand

principal

for anthracite will be in the fu

has been in the more recent past, restricted
largely to domestic trade, for which such sizes as furnace,
ture, as

egg,

it

and chestnut are required.
The breaking
lump coal, which was formerly a market-

stove,

down

of the

able product, for the preparation of the domestic sizes
results in a

much

larger proportion of the small or un-

desirable siees, all of which are sold at less than the cost

All the profits on the mining operations
must be obtained from the prepared domestic sizes, for
the revenue obtained from the smaller sizes, which an;

of production.

largely in competition with bituminous coal foi'
steaming pitrposes, serves only to reduce the cost of the;
domestic sizes. The conditions under which the anthracite mines are operated, the greater depths to which the?
workings are carried, the consequent increased expense
of mining, and the increasing cost of labor all contribute
to make anthracite fuel more and more a luxury.
sold

During recent years the anthracite operators have
adopted the policy of making an allowance of 50 cents
per ton from circular prices for domestic coal purcha.sed
in April of each year, with an advance of 10 cents per
ton for each succeeding month until the schedule prices
are restored in September.
This has had a more salutary effect in steadying the anthracite trade than any
other action taken by those controlling the anthracite
M.vi'

Showixg System of

Woi!Ki.\(,

i.\

iiiii

Coki.m.

industry.

purpose

Its

coal in the spring

Ri:<iiox

is

to

encourage the purchase of

and early summer, making the

cellars

consumers the storage places for the following
winter, and at the same time to cause the mines to be
of the

the Oliver-Snyder Co.. Mr. Fred C. Keighley,
interested in

all

is

vitally

that concerns the welfare of the com-

pany's employees as well as the product of the mines,

operated

ment

to

more

regularly,

taking an active interest in the living conditions and the
home life of his men. not a few of whom have been with

company as long as Mr. Keighley himself, and that
nearing the quarter century mark. This fact alone
speaks well for the relations between this company and its
workers.
In a celebration at T^niontown recently, termed "Old
Home Week," a profile map of Oliver Xo. 2 Mine on oxiiil)ition there created quite a great deal of interest.
This
was not due alone to the excellent method of work shown,
is

Government Majjs Increased

Price of

the

thus giving steadier employ-

miners througlunit the year.

the standard topographic nuips of the
United States Geological Survey will be sold at 10 cents
a copy or 6 cents wholesale, an order amounting to $r5

After Jan.

or

more

1

entitling

the

purchaser to the reduced

rate.

The-e maps have heretofore been sold by the Director of
the Geological Survey, under authority of Congress, at
5 cents retail and 3 cents wholesale, but for some time it

but i)ecause of the unique construction of the map. The
plan of the workings had been etched out on black leatlior,

has been recognized that this price has been loo low miisidering the cost of their preparation.

and later traced in with white enamel. The idea originated with the rJeneral Superintendent Keighley. and

to

the

map was made under

presented

to

the Minin<r

his direction.

Tt has since been

Department of the S<hool

of

Mines, State College. I'eniisylvaiiia.
First aid hospitals in the interior of

company

uiiiies

of this

are an interesting feature of their work.

They

tlie

are installed near the foot of each shaft, and are replete

with rescue and

first

aid

apparnhis, are well

liLrhtcd

by

The Director
furnish

an

of the

index

Survey at Washington will be glad
map, covering any area desired,

which

shows the particular quadrangles, as they are
which have been surveyed and the corres)ionding
maps issued for sale. This index-map circular also concalled,

tains a

list

of

special

maps

of

the

Ignited

States,

of

and of national parks, mining camps, etc., with
the prices, and a list of available geologic reports on
any part of the area shown.

states,
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Strip Pit

Vol.

By

C.

M. Yolxg'

recovery of coal adjacent to the outcrop is often difficult to effect in the mine, due to the
disintegration of the roof, and in such areas stripping
must he resorted to. Modern development in methods
of stripping has also brought with it some remarkably
low costs. This article describes an operation in Kansas

to greater

where the largest shovel

make

The

the world is in use.

coal fields of southeast

Kansas now present a

This is strip-pit work, in which the overburden
removed by the largest steam shovels yet constructed.
In this part of the state the coal outcrops and the strata

mining.

I'uotiii;i;ai'ii

of tiik Woim.h's

I;ai;(;i:st

]iense for timbering.
The coal luis been worked back
from the outcrop by stripping for many years, but only
ordinary slip scrapers were employed until recently.
There is a considerable area of coal land, lying between the shaft mines on one side and the limits of
profitable scraper strii)]5ing on the other, which can be
worked by steam shovels. Within these limits the overburden will vary in thickness from about 10 ft. to 30
ft.

it

profitable to strip to greater depths.

The Marion Shovel
There are now working in the district about twenty
shovels, having an average dipper capacity of about S^^
The most spectacular work is being done on the
cu.yd.
land of the t'entral Coal & Coke Co., where there are

Steam Shovel ox

Most of the coal is
dip gently to the west and north.
extracted from shaft mines, worked by the room-andpillar method, but near the outcrop the roof is too jwor
to permit underground work without prohibitive ex-

or 35

depths tlian 10 ft., but large quantities reless cover than this which will be stripped
by shovels. There is coal of greater depth than 35 ft.
which cannot well be handled imder cover, but this is
probably the limit of jjrofitable stripping under present
conditions, though an advance in the jsrice of coal may

main with

spec-

tacular illustration of the application of machinery to
is

a

STiin'rix(i

Opkhatiox ix Kansas

two firms operating near together under contract. One
of these is now erecting the third of three Bucyrus
shovels, and the other has just completed the second of
two Marion shovels.

These shovels are impressive in

The Marion machine has dimensions
Dipper capacity

Radiu.s of cut at

and

capacity.

bottom

ei

of pit

tr.iin pivcital ceritiT

to center of

dump

of

Kansas.

ft
ft.
ft.

tt.
ft.

95

ft.

14x16
10x11
9^x9

in.
in.
in.

Uin.
1

Mining Engineering, University

yd

90
54
65
103

Dipper handle
Heicht of dump above rail (boom 45")
Radius of rut at 40 ft. elevation

Hiaih

size

as follows:
,>

Boom

Considerable coal has been stripped by scrapers

* Aaaociate Professor of

Xo. 1

Mining with Steam Shovels

SYNOPSIS— The

in

3,

last.

„.""

in-

.525.000 lbs.

_
.°.

.

.

.

T

30,000 to 40,000 lbs

Jaimary

4,

AL

C

1913

This maihiue was shipped in nine ears and about three
It is carried on
weeks' time was required for erection.
four 4-wheel trucks. In this type of shovel the boom does
not turn, but the upper frame carrying the machinery
The Bucyrus shovels
rests on forty-five 12-in. rollers.
are mounted in a similar manner and this fact makes it
unnecessary to turn the shovel at the end of the cut. Instead of this the whole ujjper part is swung around on
the lower frame and digs backward on a line parallel to
the first cut. The foot of the boom is vertically above
one side of the roller track, so that the weight is transmitted directly to the lower frame.
To make it possible to move the machines over uneven
tracks, they are provided with track equalizing devices.
These are hydraulic cylinders placed at one end of the
frame, and transmitting the weight from the lower frame
to the trucks. They are provided with a'pump and with a

AGE
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ft. of overburden from 50 ft. of coal, dumpfrom the center of the turntable. The i3osition
of the shovel and the cross-sectional area of the overburden and spoil bank when stripping 35 ft. of overburden are shown in the line drawing supplied by the
Bucyrus company. They will dig their way to the coal

or 31 to 35

ing 85

ft.

on an 8 per cent, grade.
Some machines are provided
with electric generators and lights for night work.
It is stated that the cost of handling the ordinary
overburden of the district will be from three to four
cents per cubic yard. Probably these figures are slightly
low, as the wage scale has been raised since they were
given.
The present scale is: Shovel runner, .$150 per
month; craneman, $110 ner mouth; fireman, $75 per

month.

The 'i'^A-yd. shovel, removing 20 ft. of overburden, will
uncover about 6000 tons per month of coal 3 ft. thick
This does not include the
at an expense of about $1075.
liandling of the coal.

The uncovered coal is easily handled. Vertical holesare drilled with augers and squibbed with 2 to 3 in. of
dynamite to ri^move moisture.
The dynamite, with
is dropped into the hole and the blowing out
of the fuse removes danger of premature ignition of
the black powder, which is immediately poured in. This
is fired by a short length of fuse, which is dropped down
The coal is then loaded by
a pipe, acting like a fuse.
hand and hauled to the tipple. The simple type of tiiiple
lighted fuse,

WouKixG Baxge of a

ScExii IN A Strip Pit
bypass, so that the fluid

pump

may

31/^- yd.

Shovel

About 90
flow

Ft. Wide,

and Type ok Tipple Used for Scwkioxixg the Coal

from one cylinder

to

This device permits
the moving of the machine on tracks laid on the surface
of the uncovered coal with almost no ballasting and without torsional strain on the frame.
One Marion m,achine has excavated a pit 92 ft. wide and
24 ft. deep, piling the excavated earth on the top of the
bank at one side. This gives an idea of the magnitude
of the machine.
another or to the

reservoir.

The Bucyrus Shovel
The Bucyrus

shovels are similar in general design to

the Marion, but the com])any using

them has not em-

ployed any of the extreme size mentioned above, though

The
to build them.
have 3l/2-y'l- buckets,
75-ft. booms, and weigh about 175 tons in working condition.
Assuming coal 3 to 4 ft. thick, these shovels will
remove 15 to 20 ft. of overburden from 80 ft. of coal.
the manufacturers are prepared
largest

now used

in

this

field

shown in the accompanying photos. It is in fact
more than a frame for the screens.
One company expects to haul cars to the tipple with
an endless rope.
Another will lay track into the pit
on a 3 per cent, grade and haul with locomotives. The
used

is

little

tipple

is

located opposite the middle of the pit on

the

which the stripping is progressing. There an;
f;everal thousand acres of coal suitable for stripping and
the o))eration as now carried on should add considerably
side toward

to

the ontinit of the district.

When usIriK- rescue apparatus which contains caustic soda,
remove the soda from the bag as soon as the apparatus Is
It will cake and have to be dissolved with warm
water and a fresh supply procured. If removed at once It may
be washed, dried or melted, recast and used again.
India
rubber regenerating and breathing bags should be washed out
with warm wacer and thoroughly dried before the apparatus
is recharged unless It Is needed Immediately, In which case
washing Is not necessary. Masks and rubber mouthpieces
should be washed with soap and water, not only for cleanntake.n off or

ness. but to preserve the rubber.
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Mining Areas

of

Si'KCIAL CoEliKSPONllKXCK

SrXOPSIS—In the Midlands of England, the tree
found desirable for reforestation of ground which is
corrrcd irilh mine refuse is the black alder, which also
is

highly resistant to smoky atmospheres.
Instead of
in- tree planting being confined to the

popular interest

setting of individual trees on land around schoolhouses
o'l
bordering on roads, it shoidd be extended to the
of forests planted

yroirth

largely for the purposes

of,

social betterment.

The problem

from the general destruction of

resulting

assumes a serious aspect in the more important
mining and metal-working centers of the world. A
forests

large extension

movement

of the

for reforestation has

taken place in the ilidlauds of (ireat Britain.

Fi(;s.

1

.\XD 2.
Aric

The

were planted and. develojjed according to the princiin practice iu France, Belgium, Germany and Austria.
It was found to be jJossible to grow thriving trees
in such unpromising situations as the soil formed of
mine waste, furnace slag and even the ash of burned
ests

]>lcs

sliale.

The deterrent effect of a smoky atmosphere on the
growth of trees was argued, but it was found that smoke
was not so harmful as sulphur, which was emitted solely
by certain industries only found in a few localities.
Moreover, the increasing use of power or producer gas
and the utilizatioii|Of waste products of combustion in the
industries of the area present a factor of hope which
should liecome more and more predominant as economy
is

practiced iu industrial operations.

Fkvek Hosi'Ital Mound, Bilston, South STAFFoiinsHiiii:. Plaxtkd 1907-1908. The Aldees
Ft. High. Photographed is Sept., 1912. Sycamokes in Foregp.ound
Aiii: Spindling, Owing '>•> the Seasons Not Havini; Favored Theiii Growth

About 10

areas adjacent to

Birmingham and

Mannei;

.surrounding

industrial cities are not called without reason the "Black

No manure

Country," and there is no doubt that until quite recently
the predominant featitres of the scenery were furnace

make

slag, mine heaps and dreary looking waste lands interspersed with seething industrial activities.

at the bottom.

Mine Waste

Suitable Soil for Trees

Ls

To

correct this, an associalion was foniicd in 190:! as
a I'csult of a public meeting held in Bii-rniughani. to promote the reforestation of waste ground in the Midlands

and

parts

the

in

jiarticularly

of

Stalfm-dshire

and

Worcestershire known as the "Black Couiiiry."
Once this area was forest, but at the time of tlic founding of the association, a large ai-ca lav wholly waste, no

made

attem])t being
l)anks.

This area,

oonsiderai 'v

to conceal the shaft duin])s and spoil
at

more than

oupiecl by he

In (irdiT to

the least cominitation, contained
1

1.000 acres and

was wholly

oc-

of rubbish.

'

n-,

"u

this buid to its

former beauty, for-

or imported

TitEUS
soil

was found necessary

the trees take root, and the only preparation

to

made

1 ft. cube, the top soil being placed
Trees two to four years old were then
])lanted 4 ft. apart iu such pits, or 2722 trees per acre.
In tlie older plantations the trees were spaced '> ft. apart,
or 1742 per acre, but these did not do so well as with

was

to dig pits about

the closer spacing.
It was found that almost all the work of planting
It was
could be done satisfactorily liy unskilled labor.
(ail\ realized that plantations, even of infant trees, were

neighbors than unsightly waste heaps, and the
of e.u-h plantation added enornunisly to the
value of building land in its vicinity.
liciliT

lircM'n.ce

The
uias

first

Eve

two plantations were finished before Ohri.stand arrangements wore pushed forward

in 1004,

to increase the work of the association, which, it should
be remarked, was supported by voluntary contributions.

COAL
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HosriTAL ]\fouN"D. Willows in Foefx.i;ouxd, Aldei; a\d Wych Elm Highek Up. The PiEni
Shale Ground in the Eear Has Small Alders on It, Which Are Stunted Owing to
THE Severity of the Wind. Piiotographd, Sept. 12, \^Vl

Fi;vi;i!

o.

oj'-

At the prcscut day, there are 21 plantations

witli a total

area of 73 acres holding about 130,000 trees.

Various methods of forestry have been attempted and
made with various species in order
to determine the most suitable methods and trees for the
area under consideration.

the trees whieii ha\e been

trieil, the black alder
has done the be.st. Fig. 1 shows a typical tree planted in
the winter of 1907.
It is now 10 ft. high. The sticks in

the foreground are sycamore, planted at the

The white

alder, as u.sed for

same time.
mine banks on the Conti-

nent, does not as yet complete on equal terms with the

native tree.
It

tinct

may

be pointed

advantages

1

in

out

this

that

the alder has three dis-

((uini'ctidii.

fast

early age.
It will be seen that the Midland Association has had
somewiiat different experience from some other forestry
organizations, where it has been found that conifers,
notably, Corsican pine and Sitka spruce have lieen the
a

The Black Alder
all

grows

and has a high resistance to the ell'octs of
In the second place it fertilizes the soil, the
action being due ])robably to fungoid colonies at its roots.
As a third advantage, its wood is readily salable at an
it

smoke.

cxjieriments have been

Of

AGE

In

the

first

])lace

ntost

advantageous trees to plant in reforestation schemes.

Possibly the preference of other foresters has been due
oak. ash,
to the fact that conifers grow faster than

beech or elm, and in the forester's mind, conifers always
have the first place.
Birch, alder and poplars are much needed in the liinilier market and are quick growers.
Corsican iniie and
Sitka

>iii-iiic

arc

not

niiicli

used

in

(Ireat

llritain.

COAL

14
although there

is

no reason for their being neglected.

trees actually preferred are Scotch pine instead of
Cor.sican, and Xorway spruce instead of the Sitka vari-

The

It is

ety.

proposed in the plantations under the care of

the Midland Eeafforesting Association to try the Corsican and Sitka varieties when they obtain an opportunity
of doing so in more or less smokeless districts.

however, do not flourish very well where
the alder, therefore, appears to
be preeminently the tree which is adaptable for planting on mine-waste heaps and in similar localities in the
vicinitv of large works, where there is a smoky atmos-

These

there

is

trees,

much smoke and

AGE

Where Timbek Has

a Large

Moxey Value

Fig. 2 shows alders four years old planted 5

ft.

apart.

been found that the poplar grows freely. Under
normal conditions timber is a crop which, although yieldIt has

Xo.

1

Government Board. After considerable negotiation, the
Town Council of West Bromwich leased, at a nominal
mine-waste heaps to the association for
21 years, with power of renewal.
On Jan. 12, 1912, an Arbor Day was held at which the

rent, 10 acres of

mayor and many members

of the

Town

Council,

mem-

bers of the association and teachers and children from
the elementary schools in the town, assembled on the

waste heaps and planted trees. Ultimately the area will
accommodate 13,000 plants. So great was the success of

day six Arbor celebrations
have been held, and another has been arranged for the

this fmiction that since that

coming

phere.

Vol.

season.

In addition to this, there have been ceremonial plantings in which children took no part because the distance
was too far away from any schools. Fig. i shows a view
of the "Black Wagon" mound at Old Hill, Staffordshire,
taken in mid-winter. The view is well chosen, as by the

Fig. 7. Photographed ix April, 1912
6. Photographed ix Jaxuaey, 1912
Black Wagox Mocxd. Fire uxder Foeegrouxd ix Left Picture. Mostly Aldebs Growing
ox Bare Shale

Fig.

ing a good profit in the course of the years, has a slow
turn-over and consequently locks up much capital. With
the woods of quick growth, however, and especially with a
local demand, one of the great difficulties in the way of
reforestation

is

removed.

it may be possible to
planting to enable a colliery to obtain
Alder and birch have a
its owTi supply of mine props.
ready sale as young trees. In Great Britain, larch and
similar wood for mine props, after about 25 years of
growth, are worth $3.69 per short ton alder for turning,

It is reasonable to surmise that

develop

.sufficient

;

of 18 to 20 years' growth, costs $6. .51 per short ton.
Fig. 3 shows a general view of plantation No. 14 of
the association; this was planted four years ago. In the

foreground are willows, and behind are alders and wjch
elms. The alders on the patch of shale seen in the illustration are too small to be discernible, the slow growth

exercise of a little imagination an idea can be gained of

the desolate ap])earauce, these pit

mounds presented

in

the days before au\i;hing was attempted to make thetn
attractive, while on the other hand the transformation
effected when the trees are in leaf over this area can be
readily imagined.

and 7 show the two other views of the "Black
The former shows the north side,
planted in 1907-8, while the latter shows the top of the
Figs. 6

Wagon" mound.
mound

looking north.

The

The

trees are mostly alders.

Arbor Day, Dec.
were located on Janu-

larger trees on the left were planted on
17. 19U9, while the smaller trees

The foreground

ary, 1908.

is

there are only one or two trees

on fire underneath, so that
growing there.

Trees Arouxd as Well as Tx the Village
While

it

is

impo.ssible in an article of this nature to

being largely due to ^vind which strikes that point.

enter into

Eefokestatiox as a Feature of Village Bettermext

a useful text for an inquiry as to whether in connection
with the waste lands in the United States adjacent to the

Kecently the association has reached a stage where it
has been publicly recognized by a municipal corporation
as the proper authority to deal with waste lands and the
action of the corporation has been approved by the Local

mammoth

all

the details of this valuable scheme,

it

forms

iron and steel indu.stries and mining centers,
some attempt could not be made along similar lines.
Arbor Day is recognized as a national institution, but it
is time that attention should be focused more directlv

January

on

COAL AGE
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this phase of welfare

work among our

colliery

Controller

and

branches of industry.
It is pleasing to record the advance which has been
made in Great Britain in this direction, an advance, the
good effects of which will be felt in increasing strength
With the example of the Euro])ean
as the years go on.
nations above mentioned before us, and the widespread
opinion in onr own country that serious inroads are being

The

allied

advancing forces of industry, it is surely a wise proposal to consider whether a
similar system to that described above could not with
advantage be adopted here.

made upon our

15

forests by the

controller

of the parallel type, permitting rever-

motion and the braking is electrical. The locomomoreover, a mechanical brake, operated by a
ratchet crank, and it is etiuipped at front and back with
a 16-cp. electric lamp and reflector.
An ampere meter
and a voltmeter indicate the current consumption and

sal of

tive has,

state of the battery.

The accumulators, which are made at the mine, are
composed of 40 elements of six positive plates and seven

A

negative oxide plates.
after pasting

lb.

12x8x0.4

and

The

in.

and

fore pasting

Storage Battery Locomotives in Belgium

is

5

positive plate weighs about 9

lb.

The

before.

plate measures

negative plate weighs about 41/.

7 lb.

lb.

be-

afterward and measures 12x8x0.28

in.

Storage-battery

locomotives,

similar

to

those

which

have recently been installed
run on the
on the 1916-ft. level in part of the workings of the Chaumonceau mine of the Amercoeur collieries, Belgium.
Thev are housed and charged in a room constructed of
166()-ft.

iron

level,

and ventilated by

ties

are set at

20-in.

consist of 24 cars, weighing 550

loaded with coal, and SOPO

The charging
potential,

is

lb.

The trips
when empty, 1430

centers.

lb.

cost

The current

Recently a Berlin inventor. S. Sborowitz, read a paper
in the Exhibition Palace, in the "Spree- Athens," on a

new

process of his

own

invention, for

making

a

new ma-

ordinary coal and briquette ashes. According to his statement, this material has properties ranging
from those of marble to those of India rtibber, according
to the method of treatment.
terial out of

Sifted coal ashes, preferably those from briipiettes, are

loaded with rock.

of the batteries, being done at constant

requires no supervision.

The

starting.

about 3.35c. per short ton per mile.

Increased Value of Ashes
Caiss

The tracks have a grade of 0.3 per cent. The locomotives run on 24-lb. rails set at 20-in. gage and the cars
run on a separate track, the rails of which are 17 in.
apart. Oak ties, measuring 33x6.4x3.6 in., support the

The

and from 150 to 180 amperes when
of hauling

a separate air current.

Separate Tracks for Locomotives axd

tracks.

The capacity of the battery is 350 ampere-hours. Tlie
locomotive consumes aboitt 100 amperes when running

is

led

mixed with water
mixture

To

is

glass, copal varnish,

and

The

asbestos.

dried either in the air or by artificial heat.

give the material the a|)pearance of marble, the de-

from the surface by a cable with two conducting wires,
each of about 0.11 sq.in. section. As the junctions are
male and female, it is impossible to interchange the

sired coloring material

poles in charging.

It is claimed, therefore, that tiic substance is highly re-

ing, the material

may

added

is

to the mass.

Before dry-

be molded into any desired form.

and may be chiseled, ])lancd and sawed. Aside
from being fire-, water- and acid-proof, it is a good insulator, and so hard that it will break marble.
It may be u.sed for wall surfacing and for floors, for
sistant

DESClUrTIOX OF THE LOCOJtOTlVES

Each locomotive is about 14 ft. long, and 43 in. wide
and 47 in. high. Its weight is 13.200 lb., the storage batteries themselves weighing
6160 lb.
The motor is
formed of a rigid frame surmounted by a casing containing the storage batteries.

The

side

sills,

with crossbars,

end at the front and back in cast-steel buffer frames.
These carry the bumpers which are cushioned with hempen cords.
The battery, composed of 40 elements, is inclosed in
casings lined with lead and ])rovidcd insidi' with load
pipes to drain

off

the acididatcd

water uliich

mav

from the cells.
Each locomotive is equipped with two o-hp.

be

spilled

series

motors, the speed reduction being accomplished by gears
which run in a case filled with grease.

The housing of the motor, which forms at the same
time the yoke connecting the poles, is of soft steel; it
completely incloses the magnets, the armature, the commutator and the brushes, thus protecting all parts from
dust and moisture.
This housing is in two parts, connected by hinges which afford easy access to the interior.

The

motors, which arc placed between the wheels, rest
on springs, which themselves are partly sustained by
the axles and partly by the frame.
^**'''
^y ^- ^ Buffet from a report
f
i^'''l',~7''*.f
L.edoubIe
In the "Annales des Mines de Belslque."

table tops, etc.

It is said that a Berlin

company has been

formed to exploit the invention, and that 50 pfg. (12e.)
per bucket of briquette

ashes

are

being

paid

by

this

comiiany.

Why
E.

E.

Sulphur

Sommcrmeier,

is

Found

jjrofessor

of

in

Coal

metallurgy,

Ohio

book on
"Coal, its Composition, Analysis and Valuation" makes
the following remarks:
"If coal contained only the constituents which were
present in the original vegetable matter, it would be
uniformly low in both sulphur and ash. But during the
eaily stages of its formation and when underneath the
surface of swantps or lakes, streams or rivulets carried
silt and sediment over the decomposing bed of vegetation, which sediment settled down and became an integral
but varying constituent of the coal.
Sulphur in solution in the water, coming in contact
with salts of iron and re<lucing organic compounds resulted in the formation and precipitation of pyrite, while
other reactions not clearly understood produced variable
State

University,

in

quantities of organic
b\

uent of the

coal.

the

introduction

compounds

to

his

of sul])luir as a constit-
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The Science

of
By

SYNOPSIS— The

answer

to the

Vol. 3, Xo. 1

Good Management
A. J.

problem of the "time-

aiul-motion" loss in any industry is the one word
"system." Methods employed in the various shops today
may, with but little alteration, be applied to coal mining.
The bonus system may be introduced with advantage to
both employer and employee.

Ueef*

management problems

in that

same

scientific spirit tiiat

has heretofore prevailed in the design of automatic machinery and engineering structures
by the methods of

—

research, experiment

The Principle

and detailed study.
of "Transference of Skill"

The Subcommittee on Management
Engineers, in

the

of

American

The claim advanced bv ilr. Brandeis before the Interstate Commerce Commission that the application of
scientific management to the railroads of this country
would result iu economies of $1,000,000 a day, and
that this same science of management could be applied

dustry

to practically every business endeavor, has directed pub-

vince one that this principle of transference of skill to-

attention to a new propaganda in management and
new body of specialists in engineering.
The daily press and the popular magazines, which take

on

Mechanical

of

tiociety

this subject says,

to the

automatic machine

gether with

a

largely

What

is

Scientific

its

advocates

that there

is

is

"Scien-

a science

rather than an art of management, but referring to the

use of scientific methods in

management

as opposed to

These methods are largely
the science of physics and

thumb" methods.
derived from a study of
"rule of

psychology.
In popular discussion we hear much of time-and-motion studies, and nearly every one is familiar with those

by which unskilled workmen, under skilled direcwithout frantic exertion, to load into
cars four times as many tons of pig iron per day as had
been the record before. How is it accomplished ? The
answer is by eliminating all useless motion, wasteful expenditure of energy and by taking rest for fixed lengths
studies,

tion, are enabled,

of time at fixed intervals.

One hears

work and material through
one department is not waiting on another; of systematizing the giving out of tools and materials Ijy the use of requisitions and orders on a clerk
of stores ; of schedules of work for each machine or operative in a shop so that the least possible time may be lost
changing from one job to another; of scheduling the
work of the shop crane to fit this first schedule so that
a tool and operative may not be idle waiting for crane
also of routing of

factories, so that

; of systems of daily reports ; of cost and efficiency
records; of standards of performance; of bonus systems

service

of

payment

of

workers;

of

planning functions being

segregated in a separate organization.
All these things have part in scientific
in certain cases but not necessarily all of

essence of the

new

in

one

idea seems to be in attackinir

Co.,

Denver, Colo.

there-

Careful study will con-

concomitant, division of labor, has been

low-cost manufacture.
For years every large manufacturing concern has

em-

ployed a designing and engineering force to work out
The
this transference of human skill to a machine.
men of this force were the best talent obtainable and

They used research

well paid.

ment and

in all sciences, experi-

detailed study to aid them.

But usually the

operating department was allowed to run the machines
to the opera-

Application of this Principle to MANA(iEMENT
This new idea in management is merely the a]iplication
of these same methods of operation, to the workmen, as
well as the machinery.
Does it sound futile? Are you sure tnat the laborer,
skilled though he may be with the traditional art of his
craft, knows and practices the best and least laborimis
method of performing his task?
attempting to design a machine to lay

If one were

brick in a wall he would not hesitate to study long on the

He would

experiment with liis maand would not balk
It is only rational then
at continued study to improve it.
for the man who employs a human brick-laying machine
to study and experiment how to lay them iu the least
time and with the least expenditure of energy.
motions necessary.

chine, even at considerable expense,

One contractor made such a time-and-motion studv
and by applying its results cleaned up millions.
His
masons, instructed by him, and \rith scaffoldiivi' arranged to the best advantage, laid three times as many
bricks per

man

as those of his competitors.

This furui.shes a clean cut example of skill not traditional skill of the craft, but real skill based on scientific
research and experiment.
The report, above alluded to, ri'tiMiiics this movement
labor-saving management and draws the ]iarallel with
;

labor-saving machinery.

Fundamentally
three things:

tice.

then

of Scientific
scientific

Management

management

means

for every oft repeated operation, study in

good methods of performing it; deciding on
method; establishment of tiiat method in prac-

detail of all

the best

•Victor-American Fuel

tool.

meaning

the trained craftsman

not wholly responsible for our present era of

The Funda:mentals
management
them

individual case.

The

its

skill" ",

skill of

and turn out the product as seemed best
tive or at most to the foreman.

Management

The name adopted by most of
Management," not meaning

tific

if

recent report

basic principle in the rise of in-

by the transference of the

lic

no notice of technical matters except of a startling nature,
have given much space to this movement.
Inquiry as to what this new element in management is,
tends at first to confusion, for nomenclature and definitions of essentials and statements of principles still vary
even with the recognized experts, and there are even
those who deny that there is anything new about it.

"A

that of 'transference of

is

its

aimaiv

4,
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ilauy other things follow from these. To the first and
second steps we may add a bit of caution. A time-audmotion study is not always necessary to the decision.

should not be wastefuUy carried beto a decision; neither should it
Ire thoughtlessly applied to an occasional operation where
the total saving would not justify it. The establishment
of this best method as a standard, involves many of the

Even

necessary

if

it

yond the stage needful

auxiliary features of scientific

method

If a standard

is

The arranging

must obtain.

management.

set

up, standard conditions

work

of

standard

to give

conditions for the various operations for which the stand-

ard method is being taught is frequently a problem of
no mean importance. The solution, however, will carry
its

own

change and particularly dislike

dislike

is

a standard operation.

Then begin

a time-and-motion study and decide and
formulate in writing the best method of doing it. Determine a reasonable time to do it by this method teach
your track-layer that method until it becomes habit.
;

Make out

a schedule for him for the day based on this
determined time, and the moves to be made, and by
means of a bonus payment for performance according
to schedule keep him up to such performance.
Eight here an attendant or incidental advantage is
The workman c' course cannot expect to
manifest.
equal that schedule and obtain his bonus unless conditions are up to standard and a spur to the management to keep them so is thereby automatically provided.

benefits.

collateral

Workmen

switch

17

XoT All OrERATiONs Can Be Standardized
Ijeing

taught how to do their work. To obtain the establishof new methods, particularly when these promise
to turn out more work per man, usually calls for schedules of average work and payment of bonus for perform-

Admittedly there are many operations in coal mining
which can not be standardized even though oft repeated.
Thus, although the basic idea cannot be carried to completion, some careful study and experiment may even

ance above that.

here prove helpful.

ment

The maintenance and carrying

into

of

effect

matters frequently calls for systems of reports, and always temporarily and sometimes permanently for additional clerical and supervising force.

There

is

no question also but that

managing
the manager must
for the

it

means more work

force, for in order to
first

transfer skill,

acquire skill himself.

Management

ArPLic.\TioN OF Scientific

to

Coal Mining

No

particular part of scientific

management

is

new;

time-and-motiou studies were made in industries a
hundred years ago; profit sharing is nearly fifty years
old
but the scientific spirit in management which ap:

plies tliis principle of transference of skill to all
ities in

the industry consistently

Can we apply

it

to

coal

is

activ-

The laying

of

a

room switch on an entry is an oft repeated operation
and so worth roiisidcring. How long docs it take a tracklayer and hel]H'r to hiy one? Some managers may know.
How long ought it to take them to lay one? I donW if
any of them know, and necessarily under ordinary operating practice they cannot know, because the conditions
are so variable.
The men may have to cut a rail to put
ill
the frog or they may not.
They may have to carry
their tools a half mile to the job or not.
They may have
to wait for materials to be delivered or not.
Laying a

room switch

What
The

first

is

^Feant by a Standard Operation

management

to

is

make

one.
Lay the main-line track so that the joints will
come right for the room frogs. This will of itself par-

standardize the laying of the entry track.

the track-layer a schedule

when he

is

a

minimum

of

work for the day
moving between jobs.

Knowing how much moving

Give

reports for orders in

the morning, to cover his

there

is

so that there

done a
See to it

to be

time allowance for it can be made.
tliat the extra driver on the preceding day or night
shift has hauled to the same schedule of places the
track materials needed at each.
Then so far as the varialilcs mentioned are concerned the laving of (hat room

definite

tliat

seems in-

the present

the best that can be devised, advantage

way

method

may

a schedule of daily tasks

may

be intelligently

made

up and used, without any bonus system.
This will afford an easy method of detecting any soldiering on the job.
Witli conditions really made standard and the schedule intelligently made out. based on
what a man ought to do, the f- oerintendeut will have a
right to insist- on the schedule being completed.
Many minor points in management which can be used
will develop from the attempted application of scientific
management even though it be found that the system as
is

not applicable in

its

entirety to

all

the

various operations of the industry.

The great
labor-saving

imental

essential to success in apjilying scientific or

management
of

attitude

lies

the

in

managing

the

problems, and making

all

scientific,

forces

exper-

toward their

the activities of the industry

their problems.

Employment

A

word

the

as to

management

is

not

of Ouiside Exi'Eurs

employment

of experts.

Scientific

something that can be grafted onto

an industry by an outsider. It begins in the spirit of
management forces, and belief in it and enthusiasm
it

must

reside there continually, if its application is

granted manproblems of the
particular industry, can frequently see far more than
those who are in it every day. His point of view is difAl.so the work of making time-and-motion studferent.
ies is best done by one with special training and their
results are best evaluated by one with experience in

to

it

tially

should develop

the

not a standai'd operation.

step in labor saving

of the tiine-and-niotion study

if it

still be
taken of the knowledge that can be obtained of a standard
time ill which the work should be performed.
In this
is

for
is

making

expedient or

herein outlined

at least rec, nt.

miniu'jr?

If the

these

succeed.

agerial

Xevertheless

ability,

coming

an

fresh

outsider,

to

the

using them.
The whole idea

is so big that its ardent advocates seem
unduly enthusiastic and from some of their writings one
would imagine the movement a cult or religion. T-ike
every new movement with worth it has its fakers but
these things should not detract from the real value in
"labor-saving management."
:

.
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Relation of Subsidence to Packing
By Geo. Kxox*

The distance

SrXOPSIS— Where

flushing is used Instead of packwalling to support the mine roof, the miner is e.rposed to
The roof subsides over the pillar
less risk at his work.

one-eighth of the depth of the seam in
room-and-pillar working. With flushing, the subsidence

from one-tenth

to

extends over the pillar more than one-third of the depth
Flushing reduces the emission of gas and
of the seam.

coolsthe workings.

It costs

from 9

to 21c.

per ton mined.

The Krupps are extracting all the coal beneath
works and protecting them by flushing.

vance of the working face (that is the amount of "horivaries with the efficiency of the method

zontal draw")

In room-and-pillar workings, where
allowed to fall in as the props are withdrawn,
the draw appears to be about a tenth to an eighth of the
in longwall mines with good pack-walling,
total depth
a quarter to a third of the depth; and where hydraulic
packing is used, an even greater distance.
of packing adopted.

the roof

Where

their

those left in

mined area for regulating the subsidence of the overlying strata; and (b) the temporary support between
the permanent packing and the working face for pre%'enting any sudden movement of the descending mass from
the

without warning, pieces of the lower roof
strata.
Attention has centred largely on the need for
some system for the latter type of support.

breaking

the

draw

is

\^niere

increased, by the packing of the extracted area, the

is

vertical

force

horizontal

is

force

partly arrested by the pressure of the

projected

against

the subsiding

zone,

which throws a greater proportion of the weight forward
on to the solid coal, allowing gradual settling, with thr
roof unbroken (Fig. 5 and 6.)

The Change From Compression

to Tension

off,

As the

coal at the face

EooF SrppoKT IX Reak Has Bearing on
Safety at Face

tical,

After personal investigations of the methods adopted
and other continental collieries, I am

of opinion that the careful attention paid to the packing

which

accompanied

the

sys-

tematic timbering, had quite as much effect in reducing
the accident rate as the timbering at the face.
a layer of coal

is

being removed,

it

is

being undercut, and the roof

and enter the mined zone,
from compression to tension, must

take place in the rock particles.

at the Courrieres

of the worked-out areas,

is

strata above leave the "solid"

a change of strain,

When

short, gravity acts freely, breaking

the roof strata along the line of the coal face.

In extracting coal seams, there are two distinct types
(a)

is

;

it

of supports to be considered, namely:

DifAW

that surface subsidence extends in ad-

subject

two forces, one, that of gravity acting downwards, and
amounting roughly to about 1 lb. per sq.in. for every foot
the coal is below the surface, and the other acting horito

zontally in a direc-tion opposite to that of the workings.
If the packing is inefficient, the downward weight acts
suddenly and irregularly, breaking the roof strata by a
series of "'slip-faults," as shown in Fig. 1, and throwing
a large amount of extra pressure on the edge of the solid

The nearer

the line of strain approaches, the

to the ver-

more sudden and

become between these forces in
To minimize this, the plane
should be thrown as far back as possible, as

violent will the reactions

the

i-oof

strata at the face.

of strain

shown in Fig. 4, thereby increasing the horizontal pressure and allowing the reactions to take place slowly and
evenly.

opening out the workings in a partly packed seam,
evidence of strain as the workings advance
beyond the shaft pillar, is that of "thrusting" (Fig. 3)
until a sufficiently large area has Ii^en mined to permit
of the huge rock lever breaking through to the surface.
Ill

the

only

When

this

"first-weight" takes place, the strata will

cut through at the face,

up

to the surface, as

shown

in

lying strata, the presence of faults, etc.; but the obliquity
of the resultant of the two components forming these

undercut is made, new fractures
parallel to the first will be produced and the roof, instead
of subsiding solidly and evenly on the packs, will probably come down in a series of jerks between the fractures.
The maximum subsidence is obtained when the packing is wholly inefficient. Under this condition it ranges
from 30 to 70 per cent, of the thickest part of the seam.
The minimum subsidence is from 5 to 10 per cent., this
value being frequently obtained where the opened spaces
\\nien the subsidence is reduced
are filled by flushing,
to the lower figures and the roof strata allowed to subside gradually and evenly on the packs without fractures,

planes seems to be determined chiefly by the efficiency

better results

of the packing (Fig. 4).

systematic

coal at the face.

The resultant of the two forces, to which reference
has been made, acts toward the region of least resistance,
the area of extraction, thus forming planes of strain
projecting over the solid coal.

on the surface,

is,

of extraction below
of advance of the

Note

—

area of subsidence

it, and will vary according to the rate
working face, the nature of the over-

Lecturer in mining. Wigan and
England

AVigan.

The

therefore, always greater than the area

District

Mining Colles.

Abstract of paper entitled "Relation Between Sut.sidence and Pacltins. witli Special Reference to tile Hvdranlir
Stowing of Goaves." read before the Manchester Geological
and Mining Society, at a session held at Manchester. England.

Fig.

4.

As

each

may

be expected from the application of
is obtained
in present day

timbering than

pi'.Tcfice.

this subsidence would also
prevent the drainage of large volumes of gas
(and in many eases water) from the overlying strata

With complete packing,

tend

to

—
January
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into the mines and thus another danger encountered in
gaseous workings would be removed. Where the roof is
completely packed, all the coal can usually be extracted,
but even in cases where coal of a poor quality is left behind, it is impossible for gob fires to take place where
used. Seams up to 40 ft. thick, in which
formerly occurred with frequency when only
partial packing was in u-se, are now being worked and

flushing

gob

is

fires

packed

completely
risk

from gob

by

flushing

without

the

slightest

subsidence from

combustion (which accounted for the loss of 25 per cent,
of the total area of coal) has been entirely prevented;
surface damages have been considerably reduced, and
a great saving effected in timber.
varies

of

have been

coal

lost

through
Fig. 7

from

The

cost of packing

per short ton of coal extracted at Myslowitz, to 13c. per ton at Florentina colliery, and 14 to IC
9c.

per ton at the Kattowitz

collieries.

my

opinion, the problem of safety in coal getting
is largely that of regulating the subsidence of the strata
and the same may be said concerning the saving of coal

Importance of Manner of Working
attention to the cause of subsidence.

.30 to 70 per cent, down to 0.3 to 7.8 per
of the total thickness of the seam.
Spontaneous

cent,

In

fires.

Large areas

19

is

lack of

an ex-

ample where a series of pillars in a 9-ft. seam, covering
an area measuring about 1200 yd. in length by 400 yd. in

supplies.

It is evident that the regulation of subsidence

largely determined

by the efficiency of the packing
used, and that the most complete system of support known
is that provided by flushing.
is
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FI6.4- RELATION OF SUBSIDENCE,
RElATIVt DRAW, AND EFFICIENCY OF PACWN6

Fie.l3- METHOD OF WORKIN& BY L0N6WALL AND. PANELLINe'

FI6 &-PYRAM1D OF
STRATA RESTIN6 DIRECTLY ON TOP Or COAL

was rendered uiiworkal>lr through tlie extraction
on the rise sides of the basin, allowing the
strata to break to the surface, thus forming a huge rock
pyramid which rested directly on the coal seam.
Fig. 8 is another example where a 6-ft seam was being
worked from two different sliafts towards each other.
Wiien the faces approached within 200 yd. it was found
impossible to keep the strata from cutting along the
faces, and filling up the roadways through the longwall.
In Upper Silesia o>'er a hundred collieries have installed the hydraulic packing system in .seams varying
from 4 to 40 ft. in thickness, and have thus reduced the
wiilth.

of

tiio

pillars

li

may

not be altogether out of jilace to meet some of

the more

common

flushing,

which

objections against the introduction of
roughly resolve themselves under the
following headings:

Cost of PnoviniNfi Patkin'o
Ill

newly opened

ful sii])ply of

ly

dilficulty.

many

years, the

this

JlAiioiiiAr.

absence of a plenti-

material for packing, this might be a costWhere mining has been in progress for

huge

supply of suitable

Where

coalfields, in the

is

refu.sc

heaps provide a sufficient

filling.

plentiful, it

forms the cheapest and most
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packing material, costing in Upper Silesia from
per ton of coal raised ; but where local
weathered pit heaps are available the cost is said to be
from 10 to l-t c. per ton.
In Essen and other thickly populated centers, the money
saved in ground rents by getting rid of refuse heaps,
and the saving of 7 to 9c. per ton for surface damages,
reduces the total comparative cost of packing by flushing to a very small sum compared with the old system.

Vol.

.

to

8c.

Where

slag or other refuse has to be transported for

considerable distances by

Saarbrucken. the cost
about 5c. per
ton higher than for hard packing, but the difference is
made up in the saving effected in the timber required.

may become

P.\CKIXG

rail, as at

as high as 18 to 21c. per ton

Fl-.VT .\XD

—

UXF.\VOR.\BLY INCLINED WORKINGS

It is not so hard to pack flat or unfavorably inclined
workings despite the accepted opinion. With a dip of
5 deg. or more (Fig. 5) and the flushing shaft on the rise

side of the property, there is little difficulty experienced

in carrying the packing material into the extracted area.

In fact the material can be carried on a

level

grade a

di-

Xo.

1

Flushing Lowers Mine Temperatures

efficient
6c.

3,

Regarding the question of health,

(c)

hydraulii,- \yAck-

ing produces a cooling eifect.
It neutralizes the heat
caused by the grinding' of the coal in the pillars or of
coal left in the extracted area.

It pr(!vents the rapid ox-

idation and heating of the fine coal dust which

is

pro-

duced by the crushing action of subsiding strata.
(d)
There is no great difficulty in Great Britain, even
in the coldest weather, in providing a water supply sufficient to make up any slight loss due to evaporation. The
only other difficulty arises when the flushing is intermittent.
In this case, the water in pipes near the surface is liable to become frozen when the flushing cur-

but this can be avoided by lowering the
is stopped
water in the pipes to a point where the temperature is
high enough to prevent freezing.

rent

;

Packing Very Thin or Very Thick Seams
Krupp firm is successfully extracting

In Essen, the

from underneath their railway works, railways, and large
public buildings, 8 seams, varying from 20 in. to 5I/2 ft.

They are enabled to do this with impunity,
completeness with which the workings are

in thickness.

stance equal to from three to five times the pressure head

owing

according to the percentage of water used.

with flushed debris.
In Silesia, seams up to 40 ft. thick are being worked
and completely packed, sometimes by panel-slicing the
whole G thicknesses of seam and sometimes by longwall

the excessive volume of water needed

it

is

Because of
not advisable

to force the material in the pipes uphill, although this is
frequently done for a distance of 90 to 120 feet.
In flat seams, the flushed fill is kept in position by tem-

porary timber dams, as shown in Fig. 6. These are
raised sufficiently high across the pack area to prevent
the flushed material from spreading too far forward.
These boards are laid loose Ijetween two lines of props,
and moved forward as the goaf becomes filled up.

filled

layers.
Working is commenced from the bottom upwards and the goaf packed in each layer as it is extracted.
The only disadvantage in thin seams, compared with
thicker ones, is the frequency with which the flushing
pipes have to be moved for a given amount of packing.

Maintenance of the Pipe Lines.

Ob.jections to Flushing Invalid
It

The

has been objected that the use of large volumes of

water underground, (a) would cause creep, (b) increase
the cost of pumping, (c) be injurious to the health of the
It was also thought that in cold weather flushing
would be difficult.
(a)
Creep is the result of the movement of the rock
particles in the floor from the point of greatest pressttre
which is under the pillar or pack, towards the point of
least pressure which is the roadway or open excavation.
The packs are forced by the weight of the overlying .strata
into the floor, the rock particles being Iranslated horizontally towards the open roadways (Fig. 2.).
In flushing, the primary cause of creep can be reduced

miners.

by the greater amount of support left in the mined area
and the moce even distribution of the total weight on
the rock, as only a few roadways in longwall are necessary.

Being usually applied to retreating methods

working, the wet floor

is

left

of

behind.

As the old roadways are usually fitted with rubbish
dams, and the water from the packing area is turned into
them, they act as filter ponds and become silttMl u]),
thus completely packing all the mined area and reducing the tendency to creep.

to the

in

had to be surmounted
hydraulic packing arose from the excessive cost of
greatest difficulty which

maintaining pipe lines and it has taken several years
and practice to devise a suitable conduit
capable of resisting the grinding action of the debris in
of experiment

the horizontal pipes.

There are practically only four types of jnpe now in use,
namely: (a) mild ungalvanized-steel pipes; (b) mild
stet'l
or cast-iron pipes lined with hard wood or steel
Figs. 11 and 12); (c) steel pipe lined with porcelain
(Fig. 10); and (d) the Stephan sy.stem of oval steel
pipes, with steel lining, or tlie Busch system with iron
I

linings

Wood

(Fig. 9).

LiNi\(i

Costs 52c. per Yard and Porcelain
Pipes $3

The first system is still used in many continental
mines where the plant was installed some years ago, and
the second is utilized most successfully in Silesia and
the Transvaal the cost of wooden lininir bcim: about 52c.
per yd.; but in all new instrJlation types (c) and (d)
are adopted.

Porcelain-lined pipes will pass from 180.000 to 200.000
tons of material before they require renewal, and ironlined oval pipes will pass 14.280 cu.yd. per hundredth

(b)
Where very little water is met with in the lower
workings of the deep mines, the extra pumping would be
a disadvantage, but the advantage already suggest(>d.
and the increased safety due to the damping of all coal

inch wear of surface. The latter svstem would seem to be
the most satisfactory yet adopted, the cost of lining being

dust in the vicinity of the workin? races, would more
than counterbalance the extra cost for pumping.

now using

about $3 a yard.

There

is

a

difficulty in

M<la)itiiii:

the svstem to mines

hand-i)acking. especiallv w'itc tb» workings

are well advanced.
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Watch for our statistical mimber next week. This
special annual issue of Coal Age will contain a complete review of all that has occurred in each state chiring
the past year. Eead it, and file it for future reference.

Power Number

Special

February, ;he entire issue of Coal A(;i-:
will be devutocl to the question of power at coal-mining
All of 'o'.ir reader* are invited to contribute
plants.
articles and letters adapted tOx publication in this special
issue. If there is an uptodate power equipment at one of
the mines in your vicinity, send us some photograplis and
a description of the most intere; ting points connected
with this particular insfallatiou.

On

the

first of

The Air Current a Factor

in

Mine

Explosions
-\'o

air is

one doubts for a moment tlif.t < strong current of
an important factor in the initiation, and propaga-

tion of a niiiie explosioi',

when

the conditions in the

mine

pre favorable for explosion of either gas ov dust.

Xo

one would essay to question

velocity of pure intake air to

tl.e

potency of a high

augment

the combustion of

A

high veiocity repregas or dust in mine workings.
sents an energy that may, ui.der favorable conditions in
the confined space of mine worKings, be transferred to
and become a part of the energy oi an explosive blast.
When, however, one reads the accouui' of such experiences Hi- are unfolded in the letters of Ale.ander McAllister. Coal Age, Nov; 16, p. 692; Dec. 14 and 31, pp. 838
and 881 and again \n this i.ssue, p. 24, on? is forced to
the conclusion that the narration is simply phenomenal,
li is niore liuui remarkable
The question to be decided,
and which we hope will be clearly discussed in the coming
issues of Coal Age. is
To what extent is this experience,
;

Thf term "mining engineer" means
competent to survey and plot accurately
of a mine, and who has had ten years'
at such work; or one who is a graduate
or some similar institution, and who has
tical

any person who

is

the inside workings
practical experience
of a school of mines
had live years' prac-

experience in the mines..

While it goes without saying that there are many practical men, untrained in book knowledge and unacquainted
with the theory and principles of mining but whose practical experience in the operation of mines has fitted them
to successfully perform many of the duties that belong to
a mining engineer, it still remains that these men are
only specialists in particular lines of practical work.
They are incompetent to design new machinery; plan new

equipment

calling

known laws and

for

the

intelligent application

of

estimate accurately the
efficiency of the ventilating system in the mine oi the
power plant on the surface. These duties require a minprinciple,?-; or to

ing engineer, who is more than a tlioroughly practical
and experienced man. He must be a man who ((iiiibiuos
ill his personal equipment both the tluMiry and the practice of coal mining.
We would suggest that the enactment into law. of siu'h
a definition of the term "mining engineer," would oi)erate to weaken mine management and, incidentally, lower
tiie standard of efflc-iency of all certified mine officials, because of the tendency,, on the part of such practical engineers to eliminate theory and principles from

The

mining

ex-

would be to rapidly impair the
conditions in !he mine relative to the health and safety of
the men employed and the security of property.
aniination,^.

result

We would suggest that every mine examining Ijoartl
should include at least o.^e graduated mining engineer of
i'ot less than five years' practical experience in gaseous
mmes. We cannot safely eliminate fnun mining practice
tba knowledge of the theory ami principles of mining;
these are essential to all branches of mining if economy
ant safety of operation are to be secured.

:

Mr. McAllister, of general application in coal
today?

Class IvCgislation

as given by
iiiiiiing,

The Mining Engineer

the coal-mining laws which have been ])assed in
the United States have been written for the good of the
miner. Except the provision that the operator may conAll

demn
What
nricii

mining engineer?

This question is
asked, Ix'cause of the confusion growing out of
constitutes a

mining men styling them.selves "Mining
making mine
surveys and maps, or in planning and sui>erintending the
construction of mining ]>lants and equipment. The idea
seems to iiavc gained some prevalence tlial all that is required to make a competent engineer is an experience of
certain length of time in the mines, in the line of work

many

practical

rights-of-way over the lands of others, which is
probably unconstitutional in most states, we do not recall any parts of the law which were or are favorable to
the (ipcraliir,

iuigineers," after a few years' experience in

.1

generally ])crforined by

The suh-committec
codify

the

vania. in

the term

prcsciil

ils

ri'poit

I

ol'

iniiiing engineer.

hi'
I

be Commission to revise and

aiit h

lacilc

jii>l

niadi' to Ibr

"miiiiii:.'- cii'fini'cr"

iiiiiiiiiif

laws of

I'enii.syl-

Commission, define

as fdllows:

'J"bc

law reads (hat be sIkhiIiI do this ami supply tlial
to do and supply thc.<c things, certain penal-

and failing

Perties are threatened against hini and his agents.
haps some provisions do not cover all the dangers in the
mine, some are perhaps not duly severe, some, it may be,
bring too much force to bear on tlu' fonmian and (oo
little on his employer.
Hut this is not the matter wc have in mind. The main
Iriitb

is

that

all

the legislation hitherto passed has been

in

the interest of the

(it

tlic

o|)cralor.

The

workman and
laws

wnv

not in the interest

])roposed and

passed to

COAL
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promote the safety, health, comfort aud happiness of the
miner, mainly at the expense of his employer. These
laws were expected to put the mine owner to considerable
expense and no one can deny that at least the charge for
safety

large.

is

But we do not tind that the workman is prepared to
back up the laws provided for his sole advantage by insisting on their enforcement.
He does not condemn
openly those firebosses who fail to make inspections, he
does not demand the discharge of men who leave mine
doors open, he fails to hound those men who put in overheavy charges, who tamp with slack, who mix powders,
who make tight shots in dusty miines and who fill carttridges with pipe in mouth or lamp on hat.
In fact, if men are discharged or arrested who do such
tilings, the miners as a body go on a strike. The burden

A

C;

E

A^ol.

3,

Xo.

1

may explain to us many of the obscurities in diction and
much of the unsoundness m theory in an author who is
mining at an English college.
Wherever we were unable to understand what the author intended to convey, we left his wording in its pristine
jjicoherence.
Even when he talks the almost universal
language of pure science, he is as hard to understand, because he is as severely involved, as our own Mary Baker
Eddy of muddled memory.
Mr. Knox must surely pardon us if we do not believe
styled lecturer in

it is nothing to them.
It is
the operator's business, they think, to protect them, even

that the roof breaks along the lines he suggests.
We
cannot grant him that peculiar tilted L fracture which
he favors and we fancy he will find it hard to conjure
the roof to follow the extraordinary course of breakage
ho has laid out for it.
He appears, from his drawings, to think that a
measure will lie flat on a bed of coal and then bend down
at maximum curvature along a given line.
The whole
theory of flexure is opposed to such a conception.
All bendable bodies flex under load into continuous curves,
the continuity lieing only broken when the elastic bodies

though they

will

break.

first

E\ery evidence points to the fact that a theoretical
treatment of roof breakage is needed accompanied by experimental work in the mines and the stressing of rocks
and models in a laboratory. The matter is one of great
complexity, as the stresses vary not only with the movement of the face, but also with progressive demolition.
Before the coal in one part of the mine is even opened
up, it is subject to variations of jjressure due to the undulations of roof which mining in other parts of the workings create.
The load on the coal must thus be greater
Where
or less than the immediate overburden provides.
the roof, in bending, forms a trough, the burden is increased, where it forms a ridge the weight declines.
Then again comes a change when the coal tends to tear
from the roof and form no longer a part of that composite
beam. Later long rents form from the surface at the head
of the primary undulation and underground at the center

of enforcing these laws invariably

is

the operator and his officials. The
indifferent or hostile. Who cares?

workingman is either
Xot the men who are

placed entirely on

likely to be injured or killed,

not obey the law.
man to carry a safety lamp went into
an English mine, he met a miner who, resenting the
fancied foolhardiness of the stranger who would venture
to carry a lamp of any kind into a mine, so gaseous that

When

the

were prohil)ited, prepared to brain him with
Perhaps this British "coal hewer" had
a better conception of a miner's need to enforce obedience to common sense than is found among many miners
all

lights

his

pick.

today.

The miners should be prepared
is

obeyed.

to see that the law

Morality and penalties restrain the operator,

miner there
sonal interest.
It
to the

a third and larger restraint

is

is

own advantage and

a foolish

to his

own

man who

is

—per-

blind to his

safety.

We

would expect to fuid that the workers who did ]iot
value safety would be driven from camp to camp as
marked men and tliat official guardians of the miners who
habitually neglected duties, they were hired to perform,
would be drummed out of the society of the men whom
they had betrayed and whose lives they had risked.

But we do not

any such disgust and dislike on
the part of their fellows.
After a while an accident
occurs and then the operator and his unfaithful employee
are visited with resentment.
The men who haxe been
well aware that the careless fellow was always indifferent to all laws and regulations are often over ready to
blame an official who has had far less opportunity to
observe the work of his subordinate than the men who
make loudest complaint, and who was paying the man to
do his work well, possibly not at all for "the good of the
company, but for the sole advantage of the men employed.
find

koof Control

We

publish todjiy an article by (ieorge Knox, on the

'•Kelation of Subsidence to Packing."
It is reproduced
because of the valuable facts relative to roof settlement,

goh walling and flushing which it contains and not because we are impressed with the train of reasoning by
which roof fracture is explained.
rerhai)s the fear of the

German

technical training has

overcome English discretion and has caused Great Britain
to multiply her colleges unduly.
This unhealthy growth

As the extension of these rents would inof the span.
volve their becoming wider, they cease to extend.

The beam
lars

across the opening and over the adjacent pilbecomes an arch from a structural point of view, and

then various forces come into play, probably some tensions

from the line of pressure leaving the middle third,
longitudinal shears, .which permit the measures to distort
arising

such siiapes that the

into

actions on the coal pillars

the

mine

their

arch

can

fail,

overturning

and thrusts on other sections of

roof, causing greater subsidence in these

own weight would

occasion.

Now and

than

again, per-

little aud then the beam strains
Then the roof will crack further
and the arch strength once more come into play.
Thus at last demolition occurs and a number of forces
thus deprived of their balances tend to work havoc on
other parts of the mine roof. If the nature of the roof's

haps, the arch will fail a
reassert themselves.

lesistance did not change in the course of

its

demolition,

break would be the last, as rajiid as the failure
of a girder in a testing machine.
The mine roof is in need of ifs Xavier, Saint-Venant
and t'lcrk JIaxwcll, and both tlicoi-y and nomenclature
call for development.
Tiic use of the word "draw," for
instance, to cover both the area affected by tension and
the tension itself, is even more confusing than the early
indiscriminate use of "stress" and "strain."
file

first

—
January

4,
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may

best re-

be necessary to use the room-and-pillar
system. As regards cost, there may not be much difference
between the two systems, but on the question of the quality,
the longwall method will probably produce the best coal.

sults, examine the overhead work, as upon, the character of
this work depends to a great degree the success of the loco-

The importance of accurate work in the surveying department of a coal company is obvious when it is remembered

motive.

that mistakes are liable to cause great loss of mineral by
bringing down the overlying strata in the vicinity of faults
and loose ground, also through flooding in piercing old workings in front or overhead. Such mistakes also lead to trespass actions, the loss of coal through leaving extra-thick pillars and an increased length of haulage.
Care, accuracy and
attention to details should be the characteristics of a good
mine surveyor.

The use of animals for haulage purposes undergruuml is
generalJy unprofitable if the distance to be covered exceeds
2000 feet.
If

an electric mine locomotive

is

not giving

tlie

Borehole explorations have shown that the Appalachian
coal basin has an area from 50 to 7fi miles wide, barren of
commercial coal. This begins north of Pittsburgh and extends through Ohio, West Virginia and into Kentucky; in the
latter state it is 25 miles wide.
Increasing the life of mine timbering not only saves the
value of the timber, but also saves on labor needed for frequent resettings. and eliminates the worry and risk incident
Only timber so situated as to be free from
to such operation.
the danger of crushes can be profitably treated with preservatives.

When

choosing a

rescue

apparatus

give

consideration

to

the following points: Weight of apparatus, capacity, strength
and durability, liability to derangement in use, simplicity of
construction, comfort in wearing, regulation of supply, facility
of communication, safeguards for return, ease in cleaning,
initial cost, and cost of operation per hour.

it

Regarding the limit of depth in mining, Joseph Dickinson
"Some people are talking now of 5000 ft.; I think the
said:
possibility is that it may be obtained hereafter by means of
deeper shafts, and taking the men out and allowing tliem a
little respite and time to cool; also the use of some of these
cooling adjuncts. I do not know what effect an ice arrangement or liquid air will have, but compressed air, when liberated, will freeze the small valves of an air machine,

W&

have by no means exhausted the cooling powers within reach
of the collier."

Under no circumstances should a miner be allowed to enter
his place until it has been examined. All miners and laborers,
before going to their working places, sliould be compelled to
report to the official whose duty it is to make the early morn-

Crush and upheaval naturally increase with the depth. To
certain depths, varying with the degree of hardness, the increase may be moderated by increasing the proportion of
pillars, and in all kinds of work by varying the direction of
the working. Soft seams with slippery faces, begin to crush

ing examination.
This rule should be unbreakable and
ignored should be followed by prompt dismissal.

stances,

According

Bureau

if

George

S.
Rice, engineer in charge U. S.
Pittsburgh, Penn., there is an opportunity
they can be adapted to the conditions in
haulage-ways. If made light and durable, they could

to

of Mines,
for concrete ties,

if

the main
be used for temporary room ties and taken up and relaid like
rails in another part of the mine when the room is worked
out.

A great deal of unnecessary wear in the working parts of
machinery could be avoided if the nature and application o'
the lubricants were properly studied.
Too much oil shcj.d
never be used, and it shoukJ be the special care of the workman to see that it is uniformly distributed and regularly
applied.
One dry spot on a bearing causes heat, and cutting
is

sure to follow.

Some time ago a fatal- accident occurred, due to a miner
heating his explosive in an ove«.
This is perhaps a much
more common method of "getting the explosive into condition"
than is usually suspected, and among others is that of carrying the explosive next to the body. The miner who is guilty
of this habit is a walking danger, not merely to himself, but
also to his companions.
The advantages and disadvantages

of fixed screens used In

—

the preparation of anthracite coal are: Advantages
(1) I>ow
first cost.
f2) Run with very little attention.
f3) No power
Is needed to run them.
(4) Ijarge capacity.
Disadvantages
(1) Do not screen the coal as perfectly as might be desired.
(2) Need of additional breaker height to accommodate the
pitch.
(3) Breakage and loss of coal due to the drop at the
lower end.

As the pressure increases with the depth of mining, so will
the proportion of large coal decrease. This is clearly recognized, and It may be moderated by laying out the workings
so as to take advantage of the cleavages.
Also by the

method of holing and packing, and by avoiding downhill falls
in seams with much dip.
It is further held to be especially
desirable to work at a uniform rate with Just sufTlclpnt pressure to help in bringing down the cOal. Stopping the workings for a time is generally detrimental.

Comparing methods of working. .Toseph Dickinson, a British
mining expert. Informed a coal-supplies commission that he
favored the longwall system, but stated that there are considerations which have to be taken Into account with regard
to all mines. If there Is no material In the seam for stowing

narrow openings at a depth of about 500 yd.; in some inboth in narrow and wide work, large outbursts of
crushed coal occur suddenly from tlie unworked portions of
the seam beyond. Such outbursts are often accompanied by
firedamp, and may occasionally be avoided by boring in adin

vance, or in the roof or

floor.

Explosives should be handled with great care, and it is well
to keep in mind the eight causes of accidents when shotfiring, quoted by Prof. Courtenay de Kalb: (1) A hole missing
Are; driving a wedge near the hole two days later has been
known to explode the charge. (2) Using a short fuse to hasten
explosion has exploded the charge before the workmen could
retreat.
(4) Load(3) Smoking a pipe while charging a hole.
(5) Firing a
ing a hole with the aid of an iron needle.
immediately
reloadcharge in a hole to clear it of water, and
ing.
(6) Ramming a charge in a hole with an Iron crowbar;
(7) Drilling out a
also tamping a charge with an iron bar.
(8) Forcing a cartridge in too
misfire shot with a blunt drill.
small a hole.

The British Mine Inspector. R. A. S. Redmayne, is of the
opinion that it would be advisable to eliminate safety catches,
and to substitute chains in place of the rigid rods at present
used for suspending the cage from the rope. He also advocates having the former systematically annealed at stated
Such safety catches as are now In use constitute a
periods.
doubtful safeguard and may actually be a source of danger.
This was shown by Inspector Walker in connection with the
He said:
inquiry into the Barrow colliery shaft accident.
"The engineer did not run the cage at the same speed all the
way down, and the safety catches partially acted with the
result that the rope accumulated on the top of the cage until
the weight became such as to cause the cage to drop."
The Yorkshire mine Inspectors have long held the view
that miners should not be-allowed to keep gunpowder In their
homes. Explosives should be supplied by the owners themThe manager
selves, and the following case is to the point:
of a South Yorkshire colliery, who was bound to use a "permitted" explosive, thought the men were buying their explosives
outside.
He had them searched and found that they were
In gunpowder wrapped up with their meals and in
Even the British miner Is partial to this class
their pockets.
of powder, but as Is known, under certain conditions It is
dangerous to use It tn mines; in this particular mine It was
There had .nlready been one explosion,
prohibited by law.
and the result of the fooll.sh conduct of the men might very
easily have caused another.

taking

—
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Carbon JNIonoxide Produced by Explosion
of Methane

corroborated

I was iiitei'ested in reading the answer to the examination question, Coal,^ Age, Xov. 23, p. 73"3, whieli reads:

What would

be the probable composition of the explomixture, if the afterdamp of the explosion shows the
presence of whitedamp, instead of blackdamp, and why?
sive

The answer
.

.

.

.

to this question states as follows:

The complete combustion of the carbon requires

a volume of air practically nine and one-half times the volume of the marsh gas. This proportion denotes the maximum
explosive point of the firedamp. When the firedamp mixture
contains a less proportion of air, the combustion is incomplete and whitedamp is formed.

Xow, the complete combustion of methane in air
expressed hv the formuhi,

is

two volumes of
burn one volume of methane
(CH^) or, what is the same thing, for the complete combustion of the methane, the firedamp mixture must contain 9.46 per cent, of gas and 90.54 per cent, of air.
My own experience confirms that of Dr. Broockmann's,
namely, if more than 9.46 per cent, of methane is present
and less than 90.54 per cent, of air, there will be no carbon monoxide (CO) formed by the explosion of the
firedamp mixture, but the afterdamp of the explosion
Again, if
will contain some uuburned methane (CH^).
more air is present and less gas than the proportions
.stated above, oxygen will be found in the afterdamp.
In most gas explosions m mines, dust is also present;
and, as a result, carbon monoxide (CO) is found in the
afterdamp of mine explosions. In one case, in my own
experience, where only gas was present, a sample of the
afterdamp taken for analysis did not show any carbon

From

oxygen

this equation it is apparent that

{0.,) are required to

monoxide.
IlENitY B0( K.

follows
experiments pure methane was prepared and
air in such proportion that not enough of the
of the
latter was present for the complete combustion
methane. The mixtures were then exploded and the products
The most explosive proportion of
of combustion examined.
methane and air contains 9.46 per cent, of methane. When
the latter is increased above this figure, certain products are
formed, about which there has been some disagreement.
Some investigators have gone on record as saying that no
carbon monoxide is formed.
According to these experiments the carbon monoxide and
hydrogen increase, and the carbon dioxide decreases as the
methane content of the original mixture is raised.

j)a[H>r as

[In answer to the remarks of our correspondent, we
would draw attention to the discussion of the same question, in the excellent paper, "Xotes on Explosive Mine

Gases and Dust," by R. T. Chamberliu, being the original
Bulletin No. 383, of the U. S. Geological Survey and reprinted as Bulletin No. 26 of the Federal Bureau of
Mines. This bulletin, pp. 11-14. gives a full discussion of
the possible composition of afterdamp. The bulletin, p.
12, refers to the apparently as yet unsettled question in
regard to the combustion of methane in an atmosphere
containing an insufllcient amount of oxygen for the complete combustion of the gas.

As indicated in Mr. Chamberlin's bulletin, the conBroockmann that carbon monoxide raniwt
be formed l)y the combustion of pure methane in air,

clusion of Dr.

even though the quantity of air present is insufficient for
the complete conil)ustion of the gas, does not seem to
sufficient corroboration for its general

The

these

In

mixed with

The following

early experiments of Dr. J.

ac-

W. Thomas,

is

quoted

from ""Mine Gases and Ex-

plosions," Beard; p. loi):
The increase of carbon dioxide and decrease of
carbon monoxide, as the proportion of air to gas is increased,
the following results (Thomas):
shown
by
is
.

Gas

.

to

.

.

air:

carbon forms CO^: 90% forms CO:
carbon forms CO2; 87% forms CO;
carbon forms CO2: S0% forms CO;
the carbon is converted Into CO™.
The point of complete combustion is reached when the
pioportion of gas to air is 1:9.57 (9.46%), when all of the
carbon of the marsh gas is burned to carbon dioxide; and all
the hydrogen is converted into water vapor
1:4.5: 10%
1:5.0; 13%
1:6.0: 20%
1:9.57: ail

In an article entitled '"Methane in Coal Dust Ex-

Coal Age, Feb. 17, 1912, p. 609, F. I. AYilbur,
another reference will be found to the claim of Dr.
Broockmann. It is the opinion of Coal Age that until
further proof is presented to the contrary, it is better to
place confidence in the earlier experiments of Thomas,
plosions,"

corroborated by the

as

and the U.

Denver. Colo.

ceptance.

the later experiments of the French Fire-

led by the eminent mining experts,
^IM. Slallard and Le Chatelier (1882), have since been
further proved and endorsed by the able experiments
uf (i. A. Burrell, chemist of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
The experiments of Mr. Burrell are fully explained in
a paper read by its author, before the Coal Mining Institute of America, Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. 20, 1911.
(Coal Age, Dec. 33, 1911, p. 348.) AVe quote from this

;

bave received

b}'

damp Commission,

S.

Bureau

French Firedamp Commission
Editor.]

of Mines.

Reducing Ventilation at Firing Time
Continued from Dec. 14, /*. 838.
Western Coal & Mining Co. requested me to
go to mine No. 15, Dec. 1, as mine foreman, the mine
was a complete wreck and the miners were moving away
from the place, there being less than fifty per cent, of
\^lien the

men

now

mine. T agreed to take
was allowed to manage
the mine -vitbout any interference in using my method of
preventing explosions. 'Myself and Inspector Gil day made
an examination of the mine Dec. 1. 1913. The fan wa«
the

left

to operate the

charge of the mine, provided

T

out of commission all the stoppinsrs. doors and overcasts,
were destroyed. We found a hea\7 air cnrn ut .•ircuhiting
in the mine. 78,000 cu.ft. per min.
I emploved some sixty men to build stoppings and made
:

the repairs necessary to put the mine in working condition.
Wlien this was done I found that witli the fan stopped T

'

4,
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had a uatural circulation of ;<2,000 cu.ft. of air per minute, which I considered a dangerous condition.
I therefore had carpenters seal up the air shaft with heavy
folding doors, hung to fold down and close the upcast
shaft during firing time.
For this I was criticized by
the mining men of that section, who claimed it would be
murder to allow any person to enter the mine under those
conditions. I stated through the press, at that time, thai
1 would be responsible for any explosions at the mine and
would guarantee to fire all shots.
The steam and water pipes were destroyed by the last
explosion and I did not replace them.
Every part of the
mine contained a heavy coating of highly inflammable
coal dust.
The first night, 1 found nineteen shots in the
danger zone. These shots were charged with an average
of 5 lb. of black blasting powder and tamped with coal
dust and fu.se. I invited the critics to come to the mine
and see the results. Over one hundred of them came. I
closed the doors over the upcast shaft, shut

and, going down,

lit

down

the fan,

those nineteen shots, at one lighting.

There were no windy shots or any explosions. The mine
was only 220 ft. deep, and the people on the surface
claimed the nineteen shots went ofl: in less than one
minute.
I fired all the shots each night and, in some
cases, had twenty-five ignited at one time.
I succeeded later in hiring two men to do the shotfiring,
by paying them each $8.00 per day, and agreeing to accompany them while tliey were performing their work.
I had safety holes cut in the solid coal, in the danger zone,
for the shotfirers' protection.
When they had become
convinced that there was no danger of an explosion, I
told

them that

I

considered the mine a fine testing station,

and got them to agree for me to make some tests. This
was in the month of December. The first test I made
was with the doors closed and twenty-seven shots prepared
as before, in the danger zone.

We

next established stations at intervals of

from
At each

2.5 ft.,

the face of the entry toward the shaft bottom.
.station,

we placed

to the timbers.

a timljer,

and nailed some

Jly object was to find out

fine

how

paper

far the

flame would extend under those conditions. I then placed
one 2.5-lb. keg of Du Pont blasting powder, at the face,
with a fuse attached, and covered the powder up with
I wished to find out if it was possible to
and cause an explosion under these conditions.
I went on top, closed the doors and spread newspapers over them and set several empty cans on top of
the doors,
^fy object was to discover if a vacuum or a
pressure was caused by this method.
I stationed two
fine coal dust.

ignite this dust

persons close to the fan to watch the result. The shotfirers and myself then went into the mine and ignited
those twenty-seven shots and the fuse attached to the

keg of powder.
We retreated into the safety hole to
watch the results.
An explosion started rft; the fourth
shot went off, hut it stopped and the rest of the shots
went off. On going to the surface we found that the
cans were not moved, hut the newspapers were drawn
into the crevices in the doors, which showed a vacuum
was created by the explosion. T opened the doors, started

up the fan, and went into the mine to ascertain what
had occurred thoro.
We found the track covered with
ft. from the face of the entry.
We found (he
flame had extended for 27." ft. TIio timbers and everything showed there had been imirli flaine.
dust, TjOO

AGE
Two

days

later, the

superintendent instructed

me

to

remove the doors from the top of the upcast shaft, and
place doors on the main-return airway to give the same
results.
I refused to do this and immediately tendered

my

resignation.
He refused to accept my resignation,
but agreed to assume all responsibility if I would make
this change. As I still refused, he ordered the blacksmith

and carpenter

to

remove the doors, which was done.

He

then ordered the men to put' a door on the main-return
airway and that was done. I sent for the shotfirers and
the mine committee and informed them of the change
the superintendent was making.
When the day's work
was over and the men were hoisted the mine committee,
the shotfirers and myself went into the mine to note the
conditions as changed.
We found a strong air current
on the south .side of the mine, the second south being in
the danger zone.
1 explaiifed the danger in that entry,
and added that I would not fire a shot in this entry for
$5000, under those conditions. Eeturning to the bottom,
I asked the shotfirers to refuse to fire shots under those
conditions, and told them an explosion would occur if
they did.
The mine committee and myself then went
to the surface and I had sworn statements made by them
as to the instructions I had given of this danger.
The .shotfirers meanwhile held a consultation between
themselves and decided to fire that entry first, to prove
that T was right in my prediction.
They went to the
second south and lit two shots and a terrific explosion
occurred. At the time of this explosion, one of the cages
was resting on the bottom, the other being up at the
u])per landing.
This cage was forced through the head-

frame, breaking one of the sheave wheels. The other cage
was buried in wreckage, the shaft buntings and guides
were blown out.
At the fan shaft the fan drift and
buildings were destroyed the stairway was blown out the
top of the shaft, and all means of rescue were destroyed,
except the steel rope, that was attached to the cage on
the bottom.
;

lamp and a wet cloth and slid
and made direct for the
second south.
All stoppings, doors and overcasts were
destroyed in the mine.
Natural ventilation had set in,
however, and T found in the center of the main south
entry a small tunnel, formed by the rush of air through
I

at once procured

into the

mine by the

a

steel cable

When I at last succeeded in reaching
the safety cellar in the second south the men were not

the gas-filled mine.

there.
I made an attempt to get further in to locate
them, and heard one of them struggling. 1 rescued him,
brought him into this air tunnel and, returning, found

the other and brought him to the same place.
T
left
them there and went to call assistance. Ry this time,

willing hands had procured a block and tackle and lowered men with restoratives.
Tn two hours our efforts

were rewarded by the men being in
brought to the .surface.

The following

a

condition to be

day, T agreed to take charge of

tlic mine
up the upcast shaft. This was
done and there were no more explosions. I held this
position until the following March, 1908, when T resigned. These are hut a few of the tests that were made

again,

by

me

if

allowed to

.seal

on the question of reducing the ventilation at

firing time.

AlKXANDKU
Crowcimrg, Kan.
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GENERAL INTEREST

INQUIRIES OF
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Danger Signals
The

in

Mines

mine

law of Pennsylvania
danger signals, in all
3)
3,
mines, shall be uniform and of a design approved by the
Will you kindly ini-liief of the Department of Mines.
form me what kind of danger signals are required and
where these r-an be obtained. We have been using a
board laid across the track marked with chalk "Danger.
Keep Out." It would seem from the reading of the mine
law that this is not sufficient, at the present time.
l)itimiinous

revised

(Art.

requires

Sec.

that

which a .sample is inclosed herewith. The size recommended
for the signal is 10x30 in., with an oval circle in the center,
10x14 in. The word
appears in the middle of the
circle, in white letters.
The color inside the circle is red, and
the color outside is blaclv
The last paragraph of Sec. 1, Art. 5, reads: "The meaning
of all danger signals shall be explained to the non-English
speaking employees of the mine, in their several languages,
liy the mine foreman, assistant mine foreman,
or fireboss.
tlirough an intei'preter."
.\
sample signal should be placed at a converiient point
on the surface so that the non-English speaking employees
can see it and be taught what it means when placed in any
entry or at the entrance to a room or the entrance to any
place in the mine w-here such signals are likely to be found.

DANGER

Mine Foremax.
Punxsutawney, Penn.
One of the important provisions of the revised bituminous mine law is the requirement that all danger signals shall be uniform. The old bituminous law required
that all dangerous ])laces be "fenced off and proper danger signal boards so lunig on such fencing that they may

JAMES

E.

RODERICK,

Chief of Department of Mines,

Harrisburg, Perm.,
Oct.

31,

1911.

The form
is

shown

of signal board approved by Mr, Roderick

in Fig. 1,

with the exception that the red back-

be plainly seen."

The

difficulty is present,

however, that the large class

employed (many of whom cannot speak
fail to understand the
(H- write the English language)
old signal board, or comprehend the danger it points. As
a consequence, there have been many avoidable accidents
due to this class of labor not being properly warned.
Another difficulty is presented in the fact that men
going from one mine to another are unacquainted with
the danger signals used in different places and fail to
familiarize themselves with the change in methods and
of foreign labor

on this account, exposed to many
uniform svstem of signals would avoid.

They

conditions.

dangers that

a

are,

1.
Dangek Signal Approved by
THE Pennsylvaxia Depahtmext
OF JDXES

Fi(i.

This matter

lias

rrrcixcil

llir

carcrnl i-onsidcratiim of

deparlniciits. The chief of tlic Department
Mines in Pennsylvania draws special attcntinii to the
matter of uniform danger signals as r('(|uii-('il l)v the
bituminous niiii law. in tb.' bituminous h'cport (Dll).

many mining
of

recently issued,

Ill

this

report

II

r.

K<iilerick

states as

follows:
In compliamn- wHh tliis provision unci ufter a gpniral
consultation witli operatoi's and inspectors as to the liind of
danger signals that would be most suitable for all persons
concerned, T approved the signal designated in the following
letter, which was sent to every superintendent in the bitum-

FlG.

Universal Sigxal Pointing

Way Out
ground within the

of ilixE

circle is here

shown

in black, and the

hatched in the figure.
men will heartily approve of the
suggestion of iiiiif(jrm danger signals." The form approved by the Penn.sylvania Department of Mines appears eminently appropriate for the purpose.
In this
connection, we would suggest another uniform .signal
board, similar to the danger board just mentioned and
shown in Fig. 2. consisting of the black board with the
same red circle and a white hand pointing always in the
direction men should take to escape from the mine. Many
of the recent mine disasters have demonstrated the necesblack outside the circle
All practical miiiiiig

sity

of ]iointing the

is

way

of escape, at

numerous points
For this pur-

ti-avelingways throughout the mine.

<in all

board with a hand, the index finger pointing the
understood by every man. .Vs
slated ill Mr. Kodrrick's letter, a saiii])le of the boai'd
should be placed ill a conspicuous place on the surface,
iiiid
its iiicaniiig fully ex])lained to every employee and
riarticularly to the foreigner who does not understand
As far as possible, all signs should indicate
English.
their meaning by their form rather than by words.
The only firm we know wlio makes a sjiecialiy of danger and other signs for mines is the Stomdiouse I'hiamThis comeled-Steel Mine-Signal Co.. Denver, Colo.
a

))os(',

way

out. ^^ould be readily

pany has made a

.specialty

charcoal-rolled

of iirodticing

the

indestructible

enameled

li-ttcring

inous region:

signs

Dear Sir In accordance with Sec. 3 of .\rt. 3. of ihe Act
June 9, 1911. which demands that danger signals in all
mines shall be uniform and of a design approved by the chief
of the Department of Mines. I have approved a signal of

being fused on the sign at a high temperature, which
renders the sign iiii]ier\ ions to all uiiclci-L;r<uiiicl conditions and enduring.

—

of

of

steel,

January
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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linn

mill

iiiiiii

niiiin
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Managei; op
Mine Rescue Statiox
Foii

Springfield, TIL, Oct.

didate, by Bequettt of

— Explain

tlie

Coal Aoej

mine-rescue breathing appliances operate.
Alls.
The general principle of all mine-rescue ap[jliances is to supply the wearer with oxygen and absorb

—

the carbon dioxide and moisture contained in the air

exhaled from the lungs.
Ques.

—There

are three diffei-cnt

of rescue ap-

tyi)cs

Describe the con-

jiaratus used at the Illinois stations.

and operation of each of these types, giving
Tell which you contheir essential points of difference.
sider the best, and why.
struction

Ans.

— The

rescue

three

stations,

in

types

of

Illinois,

apparatus
are:

the

in

=

use

The volume should not be less
the bag.
(122 cu.in.) per min.
If asked by a mine superintendent to advise
Ques.
him how to plan and equip a training station, at his

required to

than

fill

2 liters

—

mine; what plan of station would you suggest, and what
different appliances would yoii advise him to get?
Ans.
T would ad\ise him to erect a building 20x20 ft.,
having no less than three rooms; a room for apparatus

—

TT

the

at

Draeger,

Attach a measuring bag to the inhalation tube

(b)

leading to the helmet or mouth-piece; then open the exhalation tube, turn on the oxygen, and note the time

BO

"West-

Smoke

The principles on which the Draeger
and Westphalia operate are niucli the same. They use
the same chemicals, soda and potash, in the regenerator.
Both of these types now use the helmet or the mouthbreathing attachment and deliver the same amount of oxygen per minute. The Fhiess has no helmet and is confined
wholly to the use of mouth-breathing attacliment. 'I'he
is

imiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiiiiiliili^

X

phalia and Fluess.

chemical u.sed in this regenerator

iiiiimiimmiiiiiiiiiiii

iimi

per minute.

which

upon

principles

general

mi

iimu

=

{Selected (Juestions Annicered by a Succes-iful Can-

Qnes.-

iii

X

1912.

3-4,

ii

normal conditions, when at rest. v!63 c.cm. of oxygen per
minute, which is increased by violent exercise about 8 or
2104 c.cm.; or, say the re263
9 times, making 8
quired amount of oxygen in mine work would be 2104
128 cu.in. per min. The quantity generally
0.06102
stated by the manufacturers of the apparatus is 122 cu.in.

State Civil vService Commission
Ex.vjiiNATiox

mini

i

Ven-hilafors

Room
in

Roof

The

caustic soda.

equipped with a by-pass valve, which is a
(lecidefl advantage over the other types, for the reason tliat
if the reducing valve should get out of order this valve
In the latest
can be used to fill the breathing bag.
make of the Draeger type they have added a by-pass valve.
Each type has its special advantages. Some men canregenerator

is

not use the

mouth

piece

as

it

The

makes them gag.

Peax of TnoposKD

advantages of the mouth-breathing type of apparatus are
the following:
They are more convenient for use when
the atmosphere contains no

irritating gases, as the c(in-

be more easily examiiicil. and
the wearer keeps cooler than when wearing a helmet.

dition of roadways can

The disadvantage

of the moutli-lireathing types is
absence of the protection afforded by the helmet.
Helmets are better when the air contains fumes given
off from fires.
Men can talk to each other, which cannot be done when using mouth-breathing apparatus. The

the

dangerous feature connected with hehnets is
ntmosphere contains no irritating gas, but will
life,

leakage

be overcome.

tliat
tiot

if

the

support

not easily detected and the wearer may
Leakage usually occurs around the face
more apt to be present than in the smaller

is

band, and is
mouth-piece of the other types.
Ques.
(a) TTow much oxygen per minute does Hie
average normal man require?
(b) How do you deter-

—

mine the amount of oxygen the apparatus
An.i.

—

(a) It

•Mliip Gasi-s

i.s

estimated* that a

and Explosions.— Bpaid,

man
p.

is

furnishing?

requires under

184.

Ricsct-E

Hl"ILl)l\(i

A'l'

Statiok or Trainixc,
A

MiXE

another for
repairs;
the necessary
and lockers; and a larger room to be used
The following are the dimensions
as a smoke chamber.
as shown in the accompanying diI would recommend
agram: Smoke Room 8x20 ft. and each of the other rooms
10x12 ft. This makes a very compact arrangement all

and

for

shiiwcr

making

iiatlis

;

under one roof.
The approximate

cost for building

and equipment,

in-

cluding six sets of breatiiing a])])aratus, oxygen storage
tanks and pumps, electric and safety lamps, pulmotor
and other necessary e(|uii)ment, would be about $3000.

—

Wliat effect is produced on a man by breathQues.
ing air that contains as much as .t% of carbon dioxide
(carbonic acid gas) ?
.1
The effect produced by breathing air containing 5% of carbon dioxide (CO^) would be to cause the
/(.<;.

—

head to ache, and the man would soon begin to get dizzy
and have pains in the back, chest and limbs, and bieathe
with difficulty.

—
AL

r
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Novel First Aid Splint

Fractured

for

n

niimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Limb

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

enables the first-aid

iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

men

to

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiik;

prepare the patient promptly

for transportation, thus reducing suffering to a

By James G. Jones*
As

a

member

of a first-aid corps in the antliracite re-

have recognized for some time the want of a combination splint which could be used for a dislocated hip.

gion,

I

This as

all

first-aid

men know

is

a

difficult

part to

After considerable thought. I planned
and constructed a splint for use in such cases.
Allien first-aid squads, without this appliance, were

secure properly.

upon to dress a dislocated hip it was necessary to
secure three splints, one about -i ft. 6 in. long and two
measuring about 3 ft. and the necessary padding. It
called

was then necessary

minimum.

can be used for either the right or left leg by reWhere it
versing the rise splint as can easily be done.
It

to turn the patient over

on his side

found that the patient must be carried any great disit can be locked by tightening
the bolts thus rendering it unnecessary to depend on
bandages to hold the splint in place.
[Fig. 1 shows a plan of the splint as seen from above.
.1 is the long or main splint and B and C are the extension splints which are made adjustable by thumb screws
D and E (see Fig. 4) which pass through the slots F
and G. B and C are pivoted at H. The main splint
.1 is 4 ft.
in. long and at one end is a foot rest / which
can be turned up as shown in the side view Fig. 4 and
is

tance without a stretcher

t)

secured by the bridle wire

In limb

B

of

J

as also

shown

the extension splint

plate with four slots

K, and

in the limb

in that figure.
a countersunk

is

C

are two small

Fig. 2 shows the rise splint also

plates carrying slots L.

M

N

and P
consisting of two parts
haying lugs
and
engaging in slots
and L. The two parts are hinged
at Q and are supported by a V-shaped wire E, hinged at
and provided with extension clamps T and V. This
enables the rise splint to be supported at any angle. Fig.
Fig. 5
3 shows this splint as it appears when folded.
shows the whole apparatus collapsed so that it can be put

K

(S'

Editor.]

away.

English Miners Object to Fuses
miners

Practical

northern

in

England

are

taking

exception to some of the clauses in the recent order in
regard to explosives which attended the advent of the

Coal Mines Act, 1911.

The

.Foxes Splint for Cojr'.uxn Fk-vcttre

in nongaseous

mines

is

They argue

that the use of fuses

totally unnecessary

from the point

of view of safety, but they admit that in wet places

measurements. ,;itcr which the splints
were bound together and applied with tlie padding to
keep the leg in' position.
In many instances the men were compelled to waste
time in hunting for old clothing and other suitable maWith this combination
terial for padding purposes.
unnecessary to
It is
splint, less padding is needed.
take the measurement of the patient's leg and hence he is
not kept in sufi'ering while s]-lints and padding are being
to get th.' proper

pn'iiiU'cd.
tlie side support can
any desired length and
at which the limb of the
Its most important feapntioni may be comfortable.
While constructed printure is its wide range of use.
cipally Por a dislocated hip, it can he taken apart and
Til,'

device

is

constructed so that

extended or shortened to
rai.sed or lowered to the level
be

used for any fractured liinb or

I'cire

limb.

In addition

— PaptT rnful before the ranther1912.VaUoy
stitute, held at Lansford, Penn., Nov.
Note

it

Mining In-

2.

Mine
St.

foreman. I^ehigh Coal
Lansford, I'enn.

& Navigation

Co.. 22

Patterson

it

is

often convenient.
It is recalled that in the old

days thousands of shots

were fired by the home-made straws, and with practically
no risk.
Squibs have supplanted these and are much
more eft'ective, being the acme of safety where there is

no gas present.
present complaint is, that, to compel miners in
from gas to use fuses to prevent an explosion
of gas, and at the same time allow them to rush about
the working place with a flaring candle in tlieir hands,

The

pits free

is

a

trifle

ridiculous.

A

]iresented their case to the
to

appoint

a

dcinitation

Home

from the workmen
and lie agreed

Secretai-v,

small expert committee to iiKpiire into the

facts.

ileainvhile the order has been modified
may be ignited in naked-light mines

fuse

light, subject to certain conditions.

somewhat; a
by a naked

Special provision

is

regard to shotfiring on roads where mechanical
hanlatre is in operation w]) to the face and where conditions make "back-ripping" necessary.

made

in

-

January

4.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
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Petty Strikes .V);aiu
A loss to the market of 11.000 tons of coal has been
caused recently by the strike of 1300 men at two Lehigh
Valley Coal Co. collieries in the Pennsylvania anthracite
region. In both cases the men quit work without negotiating for a settlement as provided in the agreement signed
last May.
The members of the Conciliation Board, including the
three labor representatives, not long ago voted in favor
of a resolution condemning these strikes that are called in
violation of the agreement, but interruptions are still occurring with frequency enough to reduce materially the output of coal.
.At
the Centralia colliery 700 men quit because of the

plane tenders work an
company's requirement that
hour overtime two or three days a week. The men were
paid at the regular overtime rate to clean the plane after
the mine closed in the afternoon, the only time when this
work could be done.
The three men themselves did not object to the work,
but some of their fellows protested, called a meeting of
the local union Thursday, and stopped all work at the
mine on Friday.
The compan.v oflicials learned of this
decision only when the men did not start to work Friday
morning.
The agreement between the mine workers and operators
provides that any grievance may be taken up first wHh
the company officials before recourse to the Conciliation
Board, but in this case no notice was given even to the
foreman.
The daily production at the Centralia colliery is 2000
tons, so that the strike has caused a loss of over 8000 tons.
At the Dorrance colliery. In Wilkes-Barre, where the
production is 1600 tons a day, a strike of 600 men caused
a loss of 3200 tons of coal.
Here also the strike occurred
without the attempts at peaceful settlement provided in tlie
agreement.
I»K.\\SVI,V.\M.\
three

.Inthriii'ltr

— Snow,

which

fell Dec. 23 and 24, materially retarded shipments of anthracite coal. The collieries, many of
them located at the bottom of steep mountains, were covered
to a depth of some 12 to 15 In., greatly delaying the delivery
of empty cars and the shipment of 'oaded ones.
It Is expected, however, that the situation will soon be normal again.

PottMvlll*

bosses of

fire
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—A

mine fire was discovered by one of the
the Buttonwood colliery of the Parrish Coal Co.
No. 2 East Kidney vein. Operations were sus-

Wilkes-Barre

D. C.

Democrats are being
It is understood that the House
very strongly urged to place coal of all kinds upon the free
tariff
which
is about to be
the
revision
of
new
in
the
list
taken up. The subject has been agitated for a good while
time
when
the reciprocity
urged
at
the
action
was
and this
bill was under consideration, but it was not possible to get
provision
for
free trade in
Department
any
from the State
coal with Canada.
entirely on
duties
Now the suggestion is to take off the
the ground that conditions have so radically changed as to
One
destroy all alleged danger from foreign competition.
particular phase of the situation that is being pressed upon
the politicans is the circumstance that under the proposed
arrangements for selling coal in the Canal Zone, the government depots there will afford a tremnedous new demand
for the American product, which will be shipped from Newport News and the terminus of the Virginian Ry. direct to
the Canal Zone.
At the same time the coal shortage of the current winter and the difficulty experienced in getting an adequate
supply in several parts of the country, coupled with the attempt to advance prices at a good many points which has
taken an actual, although frequently veiled, form have had
their effect just as they did during the coal famine in the
year 1902 when .Congress came very near definitely shifting
coal from the dutiable to the free list.
A list of commodities is being made uj, by the Democrats for free-trade treatment and it is understood that this
is a good deal more extensive than was the farmers' free
Coal is one of the
list bill passed in the summer of 1911.

new
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The fire is in
pended at noon. Dec.

16.

—

Hazleton The rockmen of the Panther Creek Valley have
been on strike for three weeks for a 10 per cent, wage ad-

They are

vance.

in

the

employ of contractors who are

Navigadoing tunnel and other work for the Lehigh Coal
tion Co. This class of work does not come under ..he agreement signed in the spring between the coal operaiors and
^i.

the miners.
Bitumiiiou.s

—

Connellsviile Reports from the various trade centers are
the effect that cars are still short.
In those t,e.;tions
where the shortage is less pronounced, the scarcity oi labor
is preventing operators from profiting to any great extent.
An adjustment of the wage scale of the U. S. .Steel C'orporation, which will result in increased earnings f c r Us employees, has been announced.
Definite statements .s to the
revised scale and when it will become effective, wil be made
later, but it is certain that an advance will be ma.le in the
near future.
to

—

Holiilaysbiirg James M. Dysart, formerly located in the
Connellsville coke region, near Mt. Pleasant, p.nd former
general manager of the Essen Coal Co.. of Pittsburgh, has
presented a new Y. M. C. A. building to Holidaysburg, where

now

he

resides.

WEST VIRGINI.'V
Charleston The Kanawha Coal Operators Association has
addressed a letter to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
complaining about the statement accorded the Kanawha operators through the machinations of the ^"ew York Central,

—

the Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Hocking
the Sunday Creek Coal Co. interests.

VaPey

railroads,

and

—

Downs Deeds for the Pittsburgh vein of c^l and mininsrights for about 1300 acres, li-cated near Downs, were filet,
with the county clerk, Dec. 27, Th-'se deeds are made to
JIareellus A. .lolliss and the total cor.siaeiation is over ,$100.Although details of the deal are not to be had. it is
000.
understood that Mr. Jolliss expects later to tran.sfer the coal
to the little Kanawha Syndicate, and that the field is not to
be opened until some time in the future.

—

The Morris Fork Coal Co. has complained .o the
Commerce Commission that the Coal & Coke P.R.
operating between Charleston and Elkins. is discrimin. ting against It. The company charges the railroad with sui
plying more cars to the Davis Colliery Co., of BIkins, than
to the Morris company.
C'hurU-stuu More than 4000 guns and revolvers, taken
from the miners and operators in the Cabin Creek coal
Governor
district, were returned to their owners, Dec. 26.
Glasscock has declared that he is convinced that all trouble
of the
seven
pardons
to
In fact, he has granted
is passed.
20 men sent to the penitentiary by the Military CommisTurner

Interstate
Co..

—

sion.

—

Oary Invitations have been issued for the third annual
banquet of the United States Coal & Coke Co., to be
held .Ian. 4. for the purpose of discussing the prevention of
accidents to employees.

OHIO

ColiimlMiH A strike has been ordered by union off.cials
at Mine No. 23 of the Hisylvanla Coal Co.. at Glouster, Ohio,
The cause of the strike was the discharge of three men
whom the superintendent claimed were careless in their
work In the mine and who endangered the lives of themselves and fellow employees.
W. Blower, manager of the concern, upon Investii a.1.
tion found the men working in a room with more than
The
750 sq.ft. of fioor space without a pillar or support.
question involved Is one of considerable Interest to operators
and miners generally as it concerns the right of the emAccording to Mr,
ployer to discharge for carelessness.

Blower, the company will make more money without operating at" all than by being compelled to employ careless
miners.
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KESfTUCKV

— The

tipple and power house of the Nelson
near Central City. Ky., burned to the ground
recently, the tire being caused by a spark from the firebox.
^Vork will begin at once on the installation of new
equipment, in order that operations may be delayed as

Central City

Creek Coal

little

Co.,

as possible.

Henderson

— Robert

against
the People's Mining Co. foi- $1750, alleging breach of contract.
The plaintiff claims that he resigned his position as
president of the United Mine Workers of District No. 23
in order to become the manager of the defendant's mines,
and that he was subsequently discharged by the president
of the company without cause.
M.

Roll

has

filed

here

suit

1XDIAN.\

—

Tokyo, Japan Ov
and probably dead
curred

Japanese coal miners are entombed
a result of an explosion which ocat Sappero. on the Island of

200
>

the Ubar:
Hokkaido, Dec. 23.

LOlliery.

in

—

Queliee, Canada Fire completely destroyed the coal sheds
of the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co., on the Louise Embankment, Dec. 12. The loss is in the neighborhood of $20,000.

—

The report that 100,000 tons of American
Cardiff, Wales
coal is being purchased by the Egyptian railroads in place of
the customary Welsh supply has caused quite a sensation here.

—

Wasliinston C. C. Jlartin, president of the Davies County
Coal Co., has offered a reward for information that will convict the persons who attempted to blo-w up the boiler of the
company's mine at Black Oak. The condition of the boiler
was discovered Just in time to prevent the entire plant from
being blown up.

many

—Hundreds

of cords of wood will be convicinity during the winter in the place of coal.
of the Newby woods has paved the way tor
to secure their winter supply of fuel at a small cost.

Fairmount
sumed in this
The clearing

—

Richmond In the annual report of Prank I. Pearce,
mine inspector, he states that the production of bituminous coal is increasing steadily, while the production

state

block coal is decreasing.
Clinton The Indiana Railroad Commission has declined
order the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern R.R. to operate a
miners' train between Clinton and the mines of the Bunsen
Coal Co., six miles distant.
Other trains of this character
are operated in this vicinity, the miners paying $1 per
month for transportation, but in this case even if this
amount was doubled, the train could only be operated at a
of

—

to

loss.

—

Terre Haute The Vandalia Coal Co.. the Coal Bluff Mining Co. and the \\'estern Indiana Mining Co. have contracted
with the Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern Traction Co.
The
for electric current to be used in mining operations.
furnishing of current to these and other developments, it is
output,
but
believed, will not only greatly increase the
render the mines less hazardous in every way.
liBfayette The Railroad Commission of Indiana issued an

Coal men and traffic officials generally are urging the appointment of Howard Manington, formerly secretary of the
Ohio Coal Operators' Association, as a member of the Ohio
Public Utilities Commission.
President J. M. Fitzgerald, of the Davis Coal & Coke
Co., has announced the appointment of Newell W. Roberts
Mr.
as assistant to the chief executive of the company.
Roberts was foi-merly connected with the Durham Coal &
Iron Co.

Joe Sniitli has resigned as general superintendent of the
Stag Canon Fuel Co. and leaves for Trinidad on Jan. 1 to
devote his attention to his coal property there.
The position will be filled by William McDermott, who has been
connected with the Victor-American Fuel Co. for a number
of years.
F. J. Durdan, of Pittsburgh, has been appointed Kentucky sales agent of the Monongahela River Consolidated
Coal c6 Coke Co., succeeding Charles H. Bohmer. whose
resignation takes effect Jan. 1. Mr, Durdan has been associated w'ith the company for about a year, and was formerly
sales agent of the Buffalo & Cleveland Coal Co.

OBITUARY

—

order, Dec. 23, fixing the freight rate for coal from Linton,
Brazil and Clinton District. Indiana to Lafayette, at 65c. This
order will become effective Jan. 25. 1913.

IOWA
returns from the Mine Workers
— Thealthough
incomplete, show that W.

-election. Dis-

Boone
trict

No.

13.

H. Rodgers.

has been reelected president for the coming year.
Ballantyne, of Boone, has been elected vice-president.
Mr. Rodgers is quite popular with the miners of this community and has proved an efficient official in the service of
It is said that he ran far ahead of the other
the union.
two contestants for the office.
of Albia,

Sam

— There

nent in Democratic politics in Northumberland County.
The funeral of A. W. Carlson a prominent coal dealer, of
East Des Moines, was held at his home, Dec. 15. Mr. Carlson organized the Maple Grove Coal Co., the Maple Block
Coal Co., and another enterprise known as the Delaware Coal
Co.
At the time of his death he was president of the High
Bridge Coal Co., at High Bridge, and also of the Zimbelman
Coal Co.. at Boone.

ILLINOIS
seems to be

little doubt that the BunCo. has contracted for the John F. Ashby farm,
northwest of this city, and also for a portion of the farm adThe purchase of this farm gives rise to the belief
joining.
that it is to be used for the sinking of a new shaft at an

Georsetown

Martin McLaughlin, state mine inspector, at Shamokin,
Penn., died in that city after a brief Illness. He was promi-

son Coal

early date.
Ta.vlorville

—

The Taylor interests, of

St.

Louis,

are pre-

take 1500 acres of coal rights in May Township, in
the 11,000 acres recently taken in Taylorville,
Buckhart and Stonington Townships,
A New York syndicate has purchased 30,000
Sprlnfctield
acres of coal rights in Macoupin County, for $600,000. and
taken an option on 2SO,000 acres additional, paying, therefor. $24 an acre in Montgomery. Saline, Perry. Madison and
Jefferson Counties. The syndicate will sink four mines in the

paring

—

Sartell, Minn.
The projected erection of a coal tower and
water tank at Sartell has at last become a reality. Material
is now being hauled to the location and work will be started

eoon.

to

addition

to

—

30.000-acre tract.

Pekin The Tazewell coal mine has been destroyed by
which is thought to have been started by particular
enemies of the company.
Belleville
On Dec. 19 the Supreme Court of Illinois affirmed a ruling of Judge Bernreuter and awarded damages
fire,

—

against a railroad company for failure to supply sufficient
The suit was brought
cars for the transportation of coal.
by the Mulberry Hill Coal Co. against the Illinois Central
are pending.
s:milar
character
of
a
suits
Other
K R.

Pottsvllle,
colliery.

Penn,

— Work

Raven Run, which

the old breaker destroyed
pushed rapidly.

by

on
is

fire

the new Girard mammoth
being rebuilt on the site of
several months ago, is being

—

Beaverdale, Penn. It was announced here, Dec. 20, that
the large tipple owned by the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke
Corporation, which was damaged by lire several evenings ago,
would be rebuilt.

—

Oseeola, Mo. C. R. Hunt and associates plan to construct
a hydro-electric plant on the Osage River, including a 14-ft.
dam of reinforced concrete, to develop 4000 hp., at an estimated cost of $600,000.

—

ConnellMville, Penn. The National Consolidated Coal Co.
will develop a large tract of coal in Barbour County. W. Va.
It is proposed to erect coke ovens and enter that trade as
well as the selling of coal.

HenderMonviil'P.

Sf.

C.

— Manufacturers

Powe

Co

if

H.n-

Jaimary
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dersonville. N. C, is reported as planning to construct a dam.
power house and transmission system, etc., on Green River,
between Hendersonville and Saluda.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa Among the notable improvements
of the year are those of the Hawkeye Lumber & Coal
The plant of this company has
Co. now nearing completion.
been thoroughly modernized at a cost of several thousand
general
surroundings have 'been
and
yards
The
dollars.
greatly improved.
Keynoldsville, Penn. The McConnell Coal Co.. which is
composed chiefly of Reynoldsville. Brockwayville and Beech-

—

—

woods

people,

making rapid headway

is

at

its

operations

above Brockwayville. Two hundred acre™ of land have been
Work on the tipples
leased for a long term of years.
and the drifts has been going on for several days.
Mount Sterling, Ky. The Kentucky Utility Co. plans extensive improvements to its electric light, power, railway,
water and gas system, at Mt. Sterling, Winchester, ShelbySomerset and Elizabethtown. Ky.. and is
ville. Versailles,
reported as expecting to build a $100,000 electric plant at
Winchester, and a $75,000 plant at Somerset.
Luzerne, Penn. Last week the new East Boston breaker,
which replaces the one recently burned down, was put in
operation. It is of steel and concrete construction, and unlike
the old. breaker, which was built directly over the shaft, this
is erected several hundred feet distant from the shaft opening
or mouth, to conform with the mine laws now in force.
Smith's Ferry, Penn. The East Liverpool Traction & Light
Co., and the Ohio Valley Scenic Route Ry. Co. expect to spend
$2,000,000 in the construction of a big power plant, one mile
north of here on Beaver Creek, at the Island Run Mines. The
traction interests have leased or bought over 2000 acres of
coal land in Beaver County, near the site of the coal plant.
MuNpatlne, Iowa The Graving Coal Bin Co.. of Chicago,
has just completed its automatic coal-handling plant at a
cost of $30,000.
The plant is 450 ft. long. 40 ft. wide and 55
More than Vi million feet of lumber were used, toft. high.
gether with 1000 bbl. of concrete. Barely 3 min. are required

—

—

—

—

now

4-ton wagon: while, before,

to load a

it

required fully

fifteen.

—

Toledo, Ohio Final details of a contract whereby the C.
W. Mooney coal lease of 25.000 acres, in Belmont and Monroe
Counties. Ohio, involving nearly $5,000,000 are said to have
been closed. The Captina Development Co.. composed largely
It is said that a railroad
of Toledo capital, is the purchaser.
switch to the old Correll mine, at Big Run. and a new steel
tipple will be built there.

—

Jenkins, Ky. Authentic information indicates that the
Baltimore & Ohio Ry. Co. is planning to build a bridge
across the Ohio River, at Huntington, as a part of a new
line which will be built from Jenkins.
Ky., to Jackson.
Ohio, to connect with the main line.
If present plans are carried out eight operations will be
conducted on the Jenkins side of the mountain and six on
the McArthur side. It is thought that the traffic over the new
road will be heavy and the Baltimore officials are pleased
with the prospects.

—

Con-ansburg, Penn. The development of the coal lands
between Yukon and Cowansburg after many years is a
realty.
The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. has begun work on the
extension of the V'ukon branch from its western terminus at
Bell's Mills to Cowansburg. on the Yough branch. The railroad will follow the big Sewickley Creek and about seven
miles of new roadway will be built.
McMann & Simms. of
rhiladelphia. Penn.. are the contractors. This coal is nearly
the property of the Manor Realty Co.. of Philadelphia.
It
will be developed in due time.

all

NEW INCORPORATION
\\

been

Inston-Salem.
por uted

liicor

i'lnrlnnatl.

Increased

vS

C—

\.
The Carolina Coal & Ice Co.
with a capital stock of $125,000.

Ohio

—

Cliff

Coal

Co..

Portsmouth.

Ohio,

has

has

its capitalization from $30,000 to $40,000.
MIeh
The Durmond Coal & Cartage Co.; $2500.
and Ethel M. Durmond and Levi Anderson. Incor-

Detroit,
lOrnest

I.

porators.

—

KepdluK, Penn
American Fuel Co.; capital. $100,000, Incorporators: T. F. Magarlty, B. P. Ocheltree. M. B. P. Hawkja,

Wilmington.

KnnnaH

Del.

<ity.

Mo.

corporated with a
VltglJ McDanlel, G.

— The

V. McDanlel Fuel Co. has been incapital of $4000.
The IncorporatorH are
L.

StaufTer

and Charles Hayward.

31

—

Brooklyn, N. Y
Greason. Son & Dalzell, Inc.. deal in and
transport coal of all kinds; capital. $100,000.
Incorporators.
Greason. J. L. Greason. E. T. Dalzell, Brooklyn, N. Y.

J.

—

St. Louis, Mo.
The Ratican Coal & Contracting Co. has
been incorporated here with a capital of $10,000. the incorporators being I. C. Muckermann. Wm. Ratican. and Peter J.
Ratican.

Hilllioro. III.— The Fayette
A. J. Williford. of

ganized.

company: $300,000

will

County Coal Co. has been orNokomis. is treasurer of the
out immediately for 32.000

be paid

acres of coal land.

—

Ottana, Ont
Letters patent have been granted incorporating the London Land & Coal Co.. of London. Ont.: capital,
$2,000,000. to operate mineral and other lands and to search
for coal and petroleum.

—

Clearfield, Penn
Application will be made Jan. 14, by J.
Boynton Nevling. Reuben F. Nevling. and Samuel E. McLarren. for the charter of an intended corporation to be called
the Nevling Coal Mining Co.
Waukegan, III. The Waukegan Coal Co. has been incorporated with a capital of $35,000 to deal in lumber, coal and
building materials.
The incorporators are Thomas McGay.
W. O. McKinney. Alexander Whan. David U. Hart and J. D.

—

Pope.

—

Lexington, Ky. The Kypadel Coal (& Lumber Co. recently
organized with a capital of $500,000. for the purpose of acquiring coal and timber lands, has secured some 35,000 acres
of land in Eastern Kentucky.
Xo immediate development is
contemplated, however.
Dover, Del
Articles of incorporation have been filed for
the Buffalo Creek, Coal cS: Brick Co.. of Pittsburgh. Penn.. to
purchase, lease, hold, own, control and deal in coal and other
mineral land. The capital stock is $250,000.
Incorporators.
Childs A. Smith, of Pittsburgh; R. D, Duranter. of McDonald.
Penn.; C. E. Meyer, of Ingham. Penn.
^VheeIing. \V. Va. The West Virginia Gascoloil Co.. of
Huntington. M'. Va.. has been incorporated to drill for oil
or gas. mine coal, acquire mineral or timber lands, and develop them.
Capital. $200,000.
Incorporators. A. B. Erode.
H. G. Bowles, and Frank W, Irvin. of Huntington; May B.
Hess and H. H. Baker, of Hamlin. W. Va.

—

—

—

Lisbon, Ohio Work at the new mine of the Card & Prosser
Coal Co. on the old Hanna farm, near Tecgarden, is now fairly
*
under wa>-.
Whltesburg, Ky. The Consolidation Coal Co. is shipping
from 30 lo 40 cars a day out from .McRoberts, consigned to
the Northwest.
St-ranton. Penn.
The BiUenbender Co. announcis that It
has just issued a complete catalog covering mine, mill, railroad
and contractors' supplies.
^ilsNoula. Mont.
O. O. Dutcher has discovered a vein of
coal in Boise Count.\' which is reported to be exceptionally
go(>d and hi- is making aiM-ang<*inents to place the coal on the
market.
Connellsvllle. Penn.— L. S. Mellinger and J, S. Bryner are
busy having options on Indian Creek valley coal lands assigned to them, preparatory to turning them over to new

—

—

—

purchasers.

—

I'nlontonn. Penn. The big purchase of Mrs. Sarah B.
Cochran, of Preeporl eoal in lower Tyrone township, will be
developed at once. Her nephew, Frank A. Farr. Is superintending the work.
Marlon, Penn.^The Hillsdale Coal & Coke Co., one of Clark
Brothers' interests, has opened up new mines on Horlon Run.
not far from Horton. The plant will be operated by electric
power from the plant at Glen Campbell.
Wllkes-Harre, Penn. Madeira, Hill & Co. have commenced
transporting coal over the Lehigh Valley R.R.. from their
Pond Creek openings to their Harleigh breaker, a distance of
about 11 miles, for preparation and shipment.
St. L«ulN, .Mo
The .Merchants Ice & Fuel Co. has obtained a permit to build a branch office and coal and Ice
depot at the northeast corner of Hodiamont and Bartmer
Aves. The estimated cost of the Improvement is $28,000.
.Manltou. Ky. Bernhelm Bros., of Louisville, who own
what Is known as the Bailey coal Held, near Manltou. arc reported to have made a deal in which they purchased adjacent
properties to the amount of about 200 acres.
The price Is
not announced.

—

—
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-MadiNimville, Ky. It is reported here that the large block
of coal properties in what is known as the Beulah coal field
is to he transferred under an existing option or an extension
thereof, as titles have been examined and the deal practically agreed upon.

—

Johnxtonii, Penn. Louis J. Bradley, of Williamsport, has
in Johnstown for the past ten days conducting negotiations for coal land, and it is rumored he has secured control
of a large acreage in Westmoreland County, and will start
operating in the near future.
Coshocton, Ohio Workmen, excavating- for a barn on the

been

—

R. R. Hanlon farm, have uncovered what is
The
believed to be the richest vein of coal in this county.
owners of the land plan to lease it to coal operators, thus
opening up an entirely new Ohio field.
Sunbury, Penn. The season recently closed has not been
a record one, owing to the tact that the water conditions
were not at the best during much of the time. Thousands
of tons of coal were secured, however, and there was a
ready sale for all that could be mined.
Greensburg, Penn. Over 1000 acres of Freeport coal
located in Ligonier Township, near the Pour Mile Run, has
been sold by the farmers of that section to Franklin Byers,
This purchase, which is the first of the
of Mt. Pleasant.
Freeport vein sold in this section, may develop this coal field.

Edward and

—

—

— The

Lehigh Valley Coal Co. is erecting a large new breaker at its Franklin Colliery in WilkesBarre East, which is one of the first, if not the first, colliery
owned by it. It will be modern in every respect, and is
estimated to cost about $200,000. or more, when completed.
Mononsahela, Peun. It has been learned that the Mongah
mine of the River Coal Co., which has been shut down for
the past 18 months, is to be opened up shortly after the
It
This mine employs over 400 men.
first of the year.
will be fitted out with new equipment which will cost in the
neighborhood of $50,000.
The Penn. R.R. Co. is buying or conPhiladeliihia, Penn.
demning by right of eminent domain, a strip of land along
its tracks for a considerable distance on the Sunbury Division,
mainly in Conyngham Township (including some leased by the
West End Coal Co.) for additional trackage and improvements.
It has long needed these for its increasing trade.

WUkes-Barre, Peun.

—

—

—

ClarkNburg, W. Va. An important coal deal which has
been pending for some time has just been closed, whereby
Vincent E. Gocke, president of the Daniel Coal Co.. has
acquired from the Calvert Coal & Coke Co., of Chicago, their
Byron and Robey plants. No possession will be taken of the
plants until Jan. 1. The consideration is private.
Haxard, Ky. The Buffalo Creek Coal Co. has secured the
County, near
C. G. Bowman tract of 2000 acres in Perry
Hazard, the consideration being about $75,000. The company
has made arrangements for the immediate installation of
equipment for mining operations, and also plans to put in
saw and planing mills for the utilization of the timber on

—

its

properties.

—

Whltesburg, Ky. Philadelphia and Baltimore interests recently acquired fifty acres of coal land in the Shelby Creek
above Whitesburg, Ky.. adjoining other properties
owned by the same parties, at a price of a little over $7500
cash, which is said to be the highest price ever paid for land
The purchasers are said to be preparing to
In that section.
develop their properties.
section,

The Alabama Consolidated Coal

"Baltimore,
Co.'s

Mil
stockholder.s'

It

Iron

committee has announced details of the

plan it has drafted tor rehabilitation of the property. It provides for an assessment of $30 a share against the preferred
stockholders and $15 a share against the holders of the common stock. This would furnish a total of $750,000. divided
equally between the two classes of stock.
Scottdale. Penn. Hon. John R. Byrne and his brothers

—

became the owners

of the Matlrias tract of

coal,

which

lies

Township, and is a part of the Yukon coal and
coke development. The Byrne interests will at once begin
the building of a 60-oven coke plant, it is said, and will also
commence on tipple, tracks, and other improvements, it being

in Sewickley

manufacture coke.
The options given the Pcabody interests on
Sangamon County have expired and Mr.

their intention to ship coal as well as
l.,in<'oln.

III

the coal mines in

Peabody has been
perts he has had

in

,Springfield

Investigating

to listen to reports of exlocal conditions for him.

Should these reports be satisfactory, Mr, Peabody was exHi- has assured the
pected to have taken up the options.
Springfield people that a merger will nut mean a closing

down

of the

mines.

—

.\Mhlan<1. Ky.. The
Co., and the Ironton

Sara Furnace, the Martiny Iron & Steel
Iron Co., at Ashland, Ky., have been
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compelled to shut down owing to a lack of coke, which in
turn was a direct result of the car shortage. The expected
operation of the big new plant of the Kentucky Solvay Coke
Co., will relieve the situation, as it will turn out enough coke
to supply the local demand, as well as considerable tonnage
for the outside market.

—

Freeland. Penn. Dump cars and a steam shovel are on the
ground and operations have been begun on the new stripping
at the east end spui- of the Buck Mountain vein, Drifton
No. 2 collie!-y, of Coxe Bros. & Co., Inc., in the Lehigh region.
The vein of coal is said to be about 15 ft. in thickness, lies
near the surface, and is believed to crop out near the southern
boundary line of the borough. It will be transported by
locoiuotive to and prepared at No. 2 breaker of this firm.
Chicago. 111. The Roberts & Schaefer Co. has just been
awarded a contract by the Queen & Crescent Route
for two 500-ton capacity, fireproof, main-line, reinforced-

—

concrete, Holmen coaling stations, electrically driven, for
installation at Danville, Ky., and Oakdale, Tenn.
Price,
These plants are to be exact duplicates of two
$37,000.
former plants of this character of construction that this
firm erected for the Queen & Crescent at Montlake, Tenn.,

and Ludlow, Ky.

—

Kingston, Penn. Near Sugar Notch, the Pittston Coal Co.
demolishing- the old breaker and building a ne"w one of increased capacity, to cost about $30,000. The old breaker was
dynamited at some parts to facilitate its removal. The concrete walls for the new are already in place, heavy lumber is
on the ground and being framed, and the work is being
pushed with all possible dispatch by the contractors, Messrs.
Rellly & Co., of Kingston.
It will scarcely be completed,
however, Ix'fore late next spring.
is

—

North Bend, Ore. A new coal mine is being opened by
A. Smith, of North Bend, and his business associates, and
in operation will be the largest coal mine in the county.
Only 25 tons per day are taken out at present, but when the
shaft is sunk deeper and the mine is in full operation, the output will be upward of 200 tons per day.
private railroad is
used to transport the coal to deep water, where it is dumped
into bunkers and stored till sold.
There are about 1.000.000
tons of coal above water level at this mine.
C.

when

A

—

Birmingham, .\la. Walter Moore announces that the PanCoal Co. will spend approximately one million dollars in
the development of 35,0 JO acres of Black Creek coal land.
Included in this development is the building of several miles
of railroad for the purpose of connecting the property with
the Frisco R.R., also modern equipment suited for working
the Black Creek seam. It is expected that the company will
be able to mine a minimum of 2000 tons of coal daily shortly
after completion of the railroad spur to the mines. An average of IS analyses of this Black Creek coal showed less than
2 per cent, ash and 15,629 B.t.u. per lb.
It is equal in quality
to the very best coals.

ama

—

Barbourville. Ky. Besides the Wallsend plant of the Continental Coal Corporation, near Barbourville, several other
coke ovens have recently begun operations in eastern Kentucky, and turn out a product which is said to be the equal
The Wisconsin Steel Co. is operatof any on the market.
ing the largest battery of coke ovens in that region at Benham, and with a million-dollar installation turns out coke
for the use of the company's northern plants, which are
owned by the International Harvester Co. Ovens are also

operation in Pike County, Elkhorn district, and elsewhere
the field, and the industry bids fair to attain large proportions during the coming year.

in

in

Much improvement is being made at the
Portland, Ore
Libby mine, which is leased by George Doll. A new vein is
being opened, which will greatly increase the production. The
town of Libby, where the
eral years was deserted,

now

quite

mine

when

situated, and which for sevthe mine was closed down, is

is

livel.v.

The Beaver Hill mine, owned by the Southern Pacific interests, is underg:oing some extensive development work.
new shaft is being sunk that will cost $300,000. Coal from
this mine has become widely known in Portland, and is good
coal for general use. The Southern Pacific owns its own coal

A

ships and
this mine.

makes cnnsidirable money from

—

the operation of

The .MiUicoma mine on Coos Bay has been
iMarHhfield. Ore.
leased from the chief owner. J. .-V. Ward, by Portland capioperated
E. H. Morgan, who exbe
at once.
talists and will
amined the mine for the Portland men several months ago,
will
take
superintendent,
and
charge of the propwill be the
Mr. Ward expects to be connected with the
irty at once.
mine
property
takes in about 400
operating company. The
acres of land, and it is in sut-h shape that coal in marUi-tablc
quantities can be taken out at once.
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GE>ERAL HEVIEAV

nage for

Additional stress has appeared in the anthracite marliet,
to the holiday suspension in the mining: regions. Retailers
continue short and the public is disregarding preferences in
sizes and taking w^hat can be obtained.
Renewed interest is
being shown in the premium coal out of New York and, while
prices remain unchanged, a
great deal depends on the
weather.
The trade has to depend on current production,
which is far from sutHcient to supply the demand. In some
respects, however, the situation is easing oft. There does not
seem to be the pressure there was for egg, but pea, stove
and chestnut are still quite short, and dealers can make no
promises about deliveries.
In the Middle West the larger sizes appear to be getting
more plentiful, and there are some cancellations, due to the
milder weather, but premiums are still being well maintained.
Consumers were "well stocked in anticipation of a hard winter, and the trade is only about normal.
In the South, the
situation appears more acute; the demand continues active,
and supplies are quite short.
In the coastwise bituminous trade, the last of the year
developed more buying and in a larger volume.
There are
only small arrivals, all-rail, quantities available are scattering, anS few operators can guarantee prompt shipment.
Prices have reached the highest point since the depressed
condition in effect during the summer and show every evidence of advancing still further. The receipts at the piers are
small, and supplies generally, far short of the demand.
The appearance of real winter weather, together with a
shortage, has developed an unusually strong market generally
in the East.
The situation could, ho'w^ever, hardly be otherwise in the face of these conditions; if the producers had an
adequate supply of both labor and cars, they would doubtless
flood the market with coal.
The situation will, of course,
ease off when the production does increase, but the trade generally is of the opinion that there will be no material decrease in consumption and that the high prices will hold. Tn
the Pittsburgh district, the market has been quiet, and production relatively light due to the holiday suspension. The
domestic demand has been fair, but the manufacturing quite
light.
Tn spite of the suspension over the holidays, there has
The steam business
still been considerable activity in Ohio.
continues strong, consumers stocking against an emergency
and the colder weather has brought an increased domestic
demand. Prices on slack are particularly firm and some contracting is being done at a slight advance over last year's

due

business.

Considerable surprise was occasioned at

Hampton Roads,

the new circular for 1913 was announced, showing an
advance of 30c. a ton over the old figures. West Virginia
coals are gaining rapidly in favor for bunkering purposes,
and the operators felt justified in making this increase.
Railroads in the Kentucky field have apparently about satisfied their requirements, and are now taking little coal; domestic has been declining for some time, and appears to be
on the verge of a break. In the Southern marl<ets the usual
holiday dullness prevails and not much buying is expected
for the present; operators In this district made a special effort to lose as little time as possible over the holiday period,
because of the prevailing high prices.
There has been a temporary set-back in the Middle-western market because of the holidays, but prices, as a rule,
ri-maln steady. The expected cold wave about Christmas did
not materialize, and domestic is rather dull, but dealers be-

when

Considerable
lieve that this will only be of sho'-t duration.
buying has been put oft until after he fiist of the year, and,
whin this appears. It will m.iterlally strengthen the market.

•r

H<»STOX. MASS.
The
.\ Mother
small spurt has come in bituminous.
l:il2 developed more buying, and in a larger voluni''.

has been loaded from Baltimore, and
the excessive delays there, due to car shortage on the B. & C,
make a serious upset in the calculations of those depending
on supplies from that quarter. The quantity of coal available at other points is scattering, and values are almost sure
to be higher in the next fortnight.
All-i-ail there is only a small movement of bituminous;
$2 @ 2.15 at the mine is the current price for fair grades from
the Clearfield region. It is only the exceptional operator who
can guarantee prompt service, and there is less heard about
coal offering at the junction points for New England routing.
The Christmas snowstorm was confined to the seaboard for
the most part and apparently did not aftect rail shipments,
except to increase the anxiety of consumers who are running
on small reserve stocks.
Hard weather on the coast has seriously interfered with
arrivals.
The retail dealers continue on the ragged edge for
the popular sizes, and there is nothing new to report.
A
great deal depends on January weather; if it turns cold for a
fortnight or so at a time, there will be real distress for
fuel.
As things have been, the public has shown a willingness to disregard preferences and get along on what sizes of
anthracite could be had.
There is renewed Interest in
premium coal at wholesale out of New York, although prices
are not materially changed.
Present wholesale quotations are about as follows:
Clearfields, f .o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Clearfields, f.o.b.
York

On
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Canibrias, etc., f.o.b. mine
Cambrias, etc., f.o.b. Philadelphia.
Pocahontas New River, f.o.b. Hampton H(.a<ls
Pocahontas New River, on cars Providence
Pocahontas New River, on cars Boston
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Anthracite The effects of the heavy .snow .storm, on Tuesday of last week, have been discounted and the hard-co:tl
trade is again back on about the same basis it was immediately preceding this.
This abrupt change in weather conditions, threatened for a time, to effect a radical change in the
hard-coal market and conditions during the remainder of that
week were quite uncertain and rather tense. It was believed
by many that the trade would prove very susceptible to this
first, and rather alarming appearance, of real winter and the
result was that shippers were inclined to hold all consignments available and free tonnages became quite scarce all
along the line.
The tense feeling, however, has been gradually easing
off since that time an<l is now back to appi-oximately the
same conditions in effect before. The demand has been
slowing up and the situation getting easier all along the
line, particularly on egg coal, the premiums on which are
quite materially

off;

there

is

also little

demand

for chestnut.

The consumption appears to be about normal and it Is Improbable that large premiums will again be paid In this
market during the remainder of the season.
Production Is quite good and it Is doubtful If any large
losses will be sustained as a result of the holiday suspension.
These stoppages at the mines has enabled the railroads to
keep the operators supplied with all the equipment they
could load, which was not the case previous to this.
It
Is
p^obable, therefore, that the loss of time, due to the holidays, was only about the equal that which would have been
sustained in an.v event, because of the insufficiency of cars
at the mines.
We quote the New York anthracite market on the following basis, with prices generally firm In all departments:
Upper Porta
Broken

the other hand, receipts at the loading piers are materially
reduicd by the hollda.v suspension, and prices are up at
This is especially true at
least 20 to 25c. from a week ago.
New York, and I'hiladelphia shares It to a limited extent.
.\t Hampton Roads and Baltimore there are as yet few sales
of spot coal.
The larger agencies are committed to loading
vessels on contracts that are still effective, and the detention i.s iinly slightly Improved.
Of late years a large ton-
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New England
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EgK
last

|
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Slove
Chestnut....

on
25(<;.()

5 25((ii0 .50
5 "',(<«fl.,50
.1.50'
I
75

Pea
Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

2 25

1.75

—

Lower Ports
$:>

00

00

5 aOfm.'i.tiO
5 20®(i.:tO
A.45(u)(! :)0
-.i

4r,&>4.2l>

2 35(ni2 70
70(n)l 05
1.2.5@1.70
1

IlltiinilnouH
The soft-coal situation Is badly mixed up at
the present time, there not being much coal available while
thi' demand Is spotty and Intermittent, and confined mostly
There are fairly good supplies coming
to small tonnages.
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not to be satisfied, but there are many grades of dissatisfaction foi" all that.
The quotations are as strong as ever. Some markets seem
to find a weakness in the trade, but anything of the sort
One active jobber of bituminous and indehere is denied.
pendent anthracite reports, that, for the first time in many
months, he has not a single car in this vicinity subject to
reconsignment. The Pittsburgh figures remain at $3 for select lump, $2.S5 for three-quarters, $2.75 for mine-run and
Coke is harldy as strong as formerly, the
$2.50 tor slack.
prices appearing- to have reached the top.
It is still proper,
however, to quote best Connellsville foundry at $6.50.
There have been a few cancelations of anthracite orders
on account of the weather, but a jobber is still able to report sales of independent hard coal at $1.50 premium; the
average excess is about $1.25. as last week. There is just
now, very little anthracite coming this way from the mines.
and prices are expected to remain pretty strong till mining is
more active. Large sizes of anthracite are more plenty, and
small grades shorter.

The line trade is
but on the whole shipments are liglit.
the best feature of the business, the situation at tide being
of
the
trade
are naturall.v
requirements
weak.
The
rather
riduced as a result of the holiday suspension in general manthe
mine
has
liltewise deproduction
at
utacturing, but the
creased for the same reson, and thus conditions in this reunchanged.
spect are practically
At the present moment it is practically a weather market.
A general decline in the temperature will doubtless
bring with it a jump in prices, while on the other hand, if
the weather remains mild, the market will continue soft and
unsteady; the car jfnd labor supply are also important considerations that may assume serious proportions at any time.
Production in the mining regions has been quite poor.
The car supply in West Virginia has been entirely inadequate, even with the curtailed work at the mines over the
In Pennsylvania, however, the roads seem to
holidays.
have been able to keep the mines well supplied with cars.
The shortage of labor in this latter district, however, is assuming serious proportions and promises to become quite
acute should there be a heavy production.
Vew York bituminous prices are as follows:
in.

PITTSBIRGH, PEXX.

—

BltuminouN The coal market has been quiet the past
week, and production has been relatively light, due to the
There has been a fair demand
interruption of the holiday.
for domestic coal, but very little from manufacturing consumers, either for prompt or contract. Circular prices conSlack, 90c.
nut and slack.
tinue to be quoted as follows:

Sa.l.5@3.25
3.15@3.2.'i

3.15@3.15
3.20(a:3,.30
3.30(a;3 40

3.50

i

PHII,.VDEL,PHIA, PK.\N.
The inclement weather of early in the week caused additional calls on the dealers, and they are more Mian insistent
Conin their desire to secure supplies of anthracite coal.
ditions are not in any way improved as to the output, for
after a week of holidays, with curtailed production, certain
sizes are in as short, if not shorter supply, than has been
Stove and pea coal are simply
the case so far this winter.
impossible to obtain in sufficient quantities, and all the dealers are complaining bitterly, but it is a fact nevertheless,
that the trade in this vicinity is being taken care of to the
best of the ability of the companies forwarding- coal to
this market.
The large operators and some of the small ones, have
been handicapped by lack of men. petty strikes and inadequate car supply. Large quantities of coal are coming to
this market, but the demand is so heavy, and everyone so
insistent, that when spread around, no one is satisfied. Egg
coal seems to be in easier supply than any of the other domestic sizes, but chestnut still maintains its place as a

With two months of what is likely to be
scarce article.
severe winter weather, the situation looks anything but
promising, and a heav.v snowstorm or blizzard would be
likely to cause considerable discomfort, if not actual famine,
if the operations of the railroads were held up for any considerable length of time.
Bituminous prices have reached what is considered the
high-water mark in quotations since conditions became betPrices are
ter the middle or latter part of the summer.
anywhere from 10 to 15c. per ton over quotations of the
previous week, and the supply is far short of the demand at
the present time, due in a large measure to the holidays,
added to insufficient car supply. As a matter of fact, the advance in prices is doubtless due to the scarcity of coal,
rather than any extraordinary demand.
Bl"PFAL,0. N. Y.
bituminous market is strong and could hardly be
No doubt
Otherwise, so long as the car supply is so short.
if the operators could have their way they would soon flood
the market, no matter how great the demand might be. but
as it is they are handicapped and it looks as if they would
remain so for some time. The car shortage is quite as great
as it has been at any time.
That there is no letting up of the stringency is shown
by the report of one of the large city jobbers, that he was
notified by the railroad that if he would load with fuel for
the road a supply of cars would be given him next day. Of
course, there was nothing to do but comnly. regardless of the
fact that there were plenty of customers walling for coal.
The holiday time is not a very good one for sizing up the
market, for the miners are idle a great part of the time, so
that even if the factories are shut down also. It is likely that
the decreased output is more than the decreased consumpWhat the operator is trying to do is to evade the
tion.
drawbacks and put a full capacity supply on the market in
There is comparatively a big margin
spite of everything.
of profit in the business now and to do that would mean a
large measure of success.
For all the bad places in the
bituminous trade, however, the general tone is very much
better than It was a year ago. It is the policy of business

The

$1.05;

nut.

$1.25:

mine-run, $1.30;

%-in., $1.40: IVi-in.,

$1.55.

per ton at mine. Pittsburgh district.

—

.

Connellsville Coke Consumers of furnace coke were so
well provided with stocks that last week's light shipments,
on account of the holidays, had only a moderate effect upon
Prompt furnace coke sold up to $4.;i5, when $4
the market.
Contract
had been about the highest previously obtained.
business has been light, consumers objecting to paying the
high prices asked, and believing the present to be an inopportune time to contract, when prompt coke is particularly
scarce. It is reported that one contract has been made withfn the past few days for 12.000 tons a month over the first
We quote: Prompt furnace. $4.15@4.25; conhalf at $!.50.
tract furnace, first half. $3.25(53.50: contract furnace, year.
$3(g'3.25; prompt foundry. $4.25® 4.75; contract foundry, $3.24
(as. 75, per ton at ovens.

B.\L,TIMORE, MD.
Real winter weather conditions and a limited supply of coal
were the dominating factors in the exceptionally strong market which prevailed here during the past week. The day before
Christmas, this section experienced the first touch of cold
weather for weeks, which was accompanied by a 3-in. snow,
and such conditions have figured largely in the movement
of fuel from the mines to tide water. Added to this was thi
expected shortage, resulting from the holiday period, in the
regions.
One of the large local
operators stated that the output from the mines of his company -was considerably reduced on Tuesday. Wednesday, the
mines were closed down altogether, and not more than halt
the miners normally employed, put in an appearance on
Thursday, thus reducing the week's output of fuel to three
whole days. This was the experience of practicall>' all of
the local companies.
Under such conditions, the market was naturally strong,
and prices of all grades advanced from 10c. to 20c. over thos-.of the previous week.
There were rumors that one operator
received $2 tor low-grade coal the latter part of the week
from consumers, whose stocks had run low, and who were
eager for coal at any price.
This was the highest price
recorded during the week, but the last three days spot coal
brought $1.75 and $1.80, and there were at least a half dozen
customers for every ton offered.
The coal tonnage of the Consolidation Coal Co. for the
year to Dec. 24 was 10,200,000 tons as compared with 9.075,000
tons tor the corresponding period of last year, an increase

West Virginia and other

of 1,125,000.

COLl'MBl'S, OHIO
While the past week has been broken by the Christmas
holiday, still it has been one of considerable activity in
the coal trade.
Colder temperature has caused a better domestic demand and accordingly orders fiom retailers in
Ohio. Indiana and Michigan have been more urgent.
On the
whole, the
car supply

trade

is

satisfactory,

when

the

condition of the

taken into consideration and operators look for
in the near future.
Prices are remaining firm at the figures which have been
prevailing since Dec. 1. Reports show a little softness in the
Chicago market, but this condition has not affected the Hocking trade to any appreciable extent. Dealers in all sections

more

is

activit.v

.

C

A

in

some

month's dumping figures are not yet available, indications
point to a larger tonnage put over the local piers than dur-

Steam business is still one of the strong points of the
trade and there is a good demand from all lines of manufacturing. Some of the larger plants have been attempting
to stock up to guard against an emergency, but they have
not succeeded to any great extent because of the car supply.
Concerns engaged in the iron and steel industries have been
Some contracts
especially large purchasers of steam sizes.
expire about this time and renewals are being made, in
prevailed
during
figures
than
slightly
higher
some cases at
the previous year. There is still a good demand for railroad
importance.
is
gaining
in
of
the
trade
fuel and this branch
Production in all fields has naturally been curtailed by
the shortage in cars, although it has alsS been affected by
In the Hocking Valley proper, the
the Christmas holidays.

ing November.
During the past week, prices on bunker coal at Hampton
Roads for the year 1913, were announced. Considerable surprise was expressed when it was learned that it would be
advanced 30c. per ton. On the other hand, it has developed
recently that good steamship coal could be purchased here
for much less than at other points, and steamers were going
out of their way in order to take advantage of the cheap

Jaiiuarv
ai-e fairly

4,
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well stocked with domestic sizes,
have run down rather low.

although

I.

localities stocks

production

is

probably larger than

in

other sections

the

in

state.

Retail trade has been rather inactive under the influence
Most of the larger householders have
of the mild weather.
purchased their winter's supply, although there was a rush
Retail prices are practically unof small orders recently.

changed.
Quotations

in the

Ohio

fields

are as follows:
Pittsburg

Htiirking

Domestic lump

.

J-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and slack.
Coarse slack

S2

(M)

1

SO

1

.10

1

2.5

2 00
2.

140

I.".o
.

Pomeroy
$2

$1 50

l.">

IIHI

1

15

Kanawlia
-

M

1

2.5

1

10

coarse-coal prices.
During the early part of December operators were quoting
$1.20 on Pittsburgh No. 8 run-of-mine for spot shipment and
$1.10 for contract.
This price has reduced considerably and
consumers are now purchasing run-of-mine as low as $1.10
for spot shipment.
Slack is still the ruling factor. One 50- and one 100-car
order was closed during the past week on Pittsburgh No.
8 slack at $1.20. the mines.
On account of the high price
of this grade, practically all of the mines are screening %-in.
lump coal on run-of-mine ordei-s. ,Slack is averaging 10c.
per ton higher than run-of-mine.
The following prices per net ton f.o.b. the mines are
quoted on the various coals for immediate shipment.

Coshocton

J-in.

40

$1

120
1
1

.

Mine-run
$1 30
1.10
.

4.5

1

75

1

35
.

supplies here.

It

.50

probable for- this reason that the export
will soon show a rapid increase.

is

shipments from here

MEMPHIS, TKNN.
Notwithstanding this territory is having one of the most
open winters in its history, there is quite a scarcity of coal
because the car situation has been bad for the past 60 to 90
days.
The miners are having a prolonged vacation during
the holidays, and it is making coal just a bit more scarce
than it has been this winter.
The car situation on all the roads leading into Memphis
would be very disastrous to all concerned should we have any
weather demanding an unusual amount of coal. While there
has been no scarcity of any particular grade, other than
screenings,

has made these higher this season, than ever

it

V1,A.

The usual holiday quietude prevails in the market for
coal and coke and not much buying is anticipated until well
after the new year-.
Owing to the high prices now being obtained for all grades,
a special effort was made by the operators to cut the loss of
time, incident to the holidays, to a minimum.
Many of the
mines were, therefore, put into operation on Dec. 26 with
a good quota of men ready for' work.
Both domestic and foundry cokes are in urgent demand,
and by adopting strenuous measures the coke plants were
kept running full all through the holidays.
IM)I WAI'OLIS. IND.

The Indiana coal industry has progressed fairly well during the past week. With the exception of two holidays, the
miners in nearly all the districts have worked full time.
Operators say the demand is good, orders are being filled
regularly and that little trouble is now experienced in securing cars for shipments. Retail and wholesale dealers report an even trade in all except anthracite coal; this has
become a luxury in some markets. The Railroad Commission of Indiana has issued an order correcting and modifying
rates to Lafayette and other- points in the state and otherwise materially rerrdi-ring assistarrce to the mining industry.

CHKACat

Slack
$1

10

1.20
1.25
1 25
.

The production of coal between Christmas and New Tears
was reduced 50'/, on account of holiday celebrations. Mines
continue to report a scarcity of railroad equipment.
These
conditions are bound to increase prices after the first of the
year.

Loi inville;. kv.
The car situation has been affected
which the eastern Kentucky miners, in

li.\
the lioliday lay-off,
particular, are taking
this year as usual, despite short work during the fall.
This
enforced idleness at the mines Is permitting cars to accumulate.
It is reported that the Southeastern railroads, however,
are In serious straits for coal, as initial lines have been
absorbing all the fuel available.
When the Louisville &
Nashville and the Atlantic Coast Line, for example, have been
facing a lack of fuel which made a curtailment of operations
imminent, it is obvious that roads less favorably situated,
with reference to the mines, must be rather badly off.
As a natural result of this condition, run-of-mine has

during the present week, as high as $1.75, and nut and
has run up to $1.25, although all sorts of prices,
down to fi5c. have been heard. While lump is qur)ted at from
$2.25fe2.40. this Is still a good deal under the high figures of
Novimli.r, when the car shortage was at Its worst.
sold,

slack

HA>IPT<»\ KOAH.S. VA.
Allhough interrupted by thi- Christmas holiday, the dumpHampton Roads during the past week was heavier
than at any time In the past month and a half. All shippers
appear anxious to clean up what old obllgation.s ar.- remaining, during the last few days of th.
oM year. W'hil.- the
ing at

35

BIKMI\(iH.\.M.

1.50
90
75

fLKVELAND, OHIO

District

E

00

150

Prices fell off considerably on coarse coal in the vicinity
of Cleveland during the past week.
This break, no doubt, is
due to the fact that the companies in the Pittsburgh No. S
field have been forced to operate their mines exclusively
on rail shipments during December; approximately 40% of
this product was shipped via the Lakes during the summer
months.
The sudden placing of this tonnage in the rail
market after the Lake season had a tendency to reduce

Youghiosrhcny
Pittsburgh No. 8
Coshen No. f)

(;

before.

$2 00
1

A

As a result of the holiday season, there has been a
temporary setback in the Chicago market, although prices,
as a rule, remain steady.
There is dullness throughout the
domestic trade, but dealers believe there will be a resumption
of brisk buying within a short time.

Hocking coal is being received In compar-atively small consignments. Smokeless is str-onger by from 15 to 20c. a ton
than it was a week ago. Mine-run commands $1.50 and the
price on lump and egg is about $2 a ton.
Splint coal shipments are very light. Domestic lump is being sold for $2 at
the mines. Orders for coke have lessened, although the producers have sufBcient on hands to keep a full force at work
for

some

time.

Prevailing

Chicago are:

pric-es at
Sullivan Co.

4-in.

lump

SprinRficId

W

Clinton

Va.

$2 87

Domestic lump

Egg
Steam lump
Mine-run
Screenings

—

$2
•

;J2 fg)

2

$2.52

.57

S4.30@4.6S

2 62
2

2 07
I
B2

6)2

@

1

67

12

,

2. 17

107

17
.

1

47

(at

1.97
I

57

1

.

,57

@
W

^

2.27
2.02
1 62

3.45®

3.65

.

Cokr Prices asked for coke are; ConnellsvlUe, $6,75@7:
Wise County, $6.75(ff;7; byproduct, egg and stovi-, $6(n!6.25;
byproduct, nut. $6@fi.25; gas house.

$6.

DKTROri'. MICH,
Conditions during the past wc-i-k have not varied a great
deal, even considering the usual holiday dullness.
.\nthraclte is coming In plentifully, and the fact that we have had
a mild season, and that nearly everyone stocked full of the
softer coals In preparation for a hard winter and a prolonged
strike, the price of same Is only normal.
Coke, however, is a scarce article, even In all sizes and
is commanding $5 at the ovens with scant possibility of getting any large amounts.

.,
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iiket conriitions

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-

Domestic
lump..

PORTATION STATISTICS

.

Egg
Nut
f -lump.

.

.

.

Mine-run,
Slack

1.60
1.40
1.25
1.25

1.30
1 35
1 10

SI. 40

1.25
1 25

SI. 40

1.30
1

15

The cold wave, expected about Christmas time, failed to
show up, and the market consequently continued to break.
The first of the year, however, saw a slight improvement,
occasioned by the demand more than anything else, inasmuch as buying has been held off until the first. It is doubtful, however, as to whether coal will again see the prices this
season that

it

did in the

fall.

The car- shortage and the slow movement of coal has
been the only support the market has had, and as a matter
of fact, it is the only thing that is keeping the price of
The anthracoal above the cost of production right now.
cite situation is still tense as far as chestnut is concerned,
Coke is extremely
but there is plenty of the larger sizes.
scarce, and the price continues to advance.
The prevailing prices are as follows:

2-in.
3-in.

lump
lump

1

.laiuiarv 4.
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PRICES OF MINING SUPPLIES
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GEXER VL,

The year 1913 opens far more auspiciously tlian did 1!)12.
Manufacturers everywhere have orders on their books to
keep them busily engaged for three or four months at least,
w-liile the prospect for new business is far better than at
the same time in any year since 1907.
Iron and steel industries continue to furnish the greatest
volume of orders, and the phenomenal increase in business
Every
taken by the U. S. Steel Corporation is marvelous.
blast furnace, rollinsr mill, and finishing plant in the country is not only working full blast, but endeavoring to find additional men to turn out a larger product.
Moreover, many
of these mills are building extensive additions to care for
future business.
Railroads of the country have purchased more liberally
during the last month than at any time this year, and indications point to a continuation of this large amount of busiRailway net earnings are
ness for several months to come.
increasing, and in good ratio.
Of course, no man or corporation makes as much money as desired, but the profits
of the railways are now fairly satisfactory.
Ship-building work is active, and promises to be more
Freight rates have advanced rapidly in the last year,
so.
and even now ocean berth space is so scarce that few, if
any, of the transatlantic carriers can offer cargo space for
the next ten to twelve weeks. The railroads' conditions appear much the same.
The shortage of cars, while not as
apparent as a month ago. still exists, and in December, more
cars were purchased than in any other month last year,
while the railways on .Jan. 1 were preparing to buy about
60.000 additional freight cars.
New terminals must be built by the railways, and additional facilities provided to take care of the enormous

freight traflic.
is

Financial conditions have materially impi-oved, and there
demand for money for mercantile purposes, enfrom stock-market speculation.

a healthy

tirely distinct

L.ABOR
The differences between laborers and employers have, as
general rule, been readily adjusted, and. in fact, there
have been only a few disturbances "which re<^uired any outinterference.
It rather prolonged strikes, the settlement of which was unnecessarily delayed by blundering on
a

side

the part of the authorities.
Voluntary action on the part of the U. S. Steel Corporation in raising the wages of all of its employees after Jan.
1 seems to indicate that the ofTicials of this corporation believe the present era of industrial prosperity will continue.
It is estimated that the increased wages paid out by this
company alone will amount to $5,000,000 annually.
In New York, on Dec. 30. about 75,000 garment workers
went on strike. They are better organized than heretofore,
and seem to have plenty of funds to carry on their campaign,
backed by able leaders.

The Public Service

which controls a large part of
the public utilities of the State of New Jersey, announced
.shortly before Christmas that hereafter no woman in its employ would receive less than $9 per week.
On making this
announcement, it stated that twof-thirds of the company's female employees were affected by it.
Co.,

In Bo.ston the clerks of
stiiking for $2.25 per day.

the

New Haven

railroad

are

better supply of

coke

in

and around the Pittsburgh
and the settlement
combine to make a

,

in

December than

In

any month
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Inability to obtain shipments of bars, sheets and other
finished material has caused more uneasiness than anv other
one thing this year.
The price of old material is considered an excellent index
to the course of the market by experienced iron and steel
men.
The highest prices recorded in 1912 were reached
around the first of November, but a month after that, prices
declined with little show of resistance.
During December
sales was larger, but there was practically no improvement
in prices.
The outlook now is not especially bright.
Orders for rails placed for 1913 by railroads in 1912 will
probably exceed 2,500,000 tons.
The total requirements of
the railroads for the present year will undoubtedly total
4.000,000, and to roll this vast quantity will tax the capacities of the mills.
It is true that the rolls of the country
had a capacity in the neighborhood of 5.000,000, and perhaps somewhat in excess of this, but that was several years
ago, and since that time these mills have been equipped with
different rolls; to change them over again would require a
great expenditure.

—

Rails Several good export orders came up during December; one for 100,000 tons for Brazil, which, however, was
not closed. Another order of 19,000 tons for South .America
was accepted. Quotations are unchanged, with a continued
scarcity in the lighter-weight rails, and, f.o.b. Pittsburgh,
are as follows:
Standard sections, 6 to 100 lb. per yd.,
1.25c. per lb.; 40 to 50 lb., 1.21c.; 12 lb., 1.25c.
Relaying
rails in Chicago, 45 lb., subject to inspection, are held at $22
to $24 per ton.
Standard sections of relaying rails in the
at $24 per ton.
Some of these rails

same market are held

can be had at points other .than Chicago.

—

Track Supplies A scarcity seems to exist in track bolts
and prices have been moved upward. In Pittsburgh, 2.05c.
per lb. is quoted.
Angle bars are in plentiful supply and
per lb. is named in Pittsburgh.
In Chicago, "angle
bars are 1.50c.; spikes, 1.75 to 1.95c.; track bolts with square
1.50c.

nuts. 2.30 to 2.40c.

—

Structural Material Mills rolling structural shapes and
track material have all the orders on their books that they
can take care of for the next six months, and in spite of an
advance of $1 per ton, made in the latter part of December,
there seems to be no diminution in the amount of business offered.
While the mills making plain material are
crowded, the fabricating shops are working to the limit of
capacity, and now have orders on their books which will
carry them well through the summer. Of course, some rush
jobs can be taken care of in the meantime, but for ordinarv
roof trusses and the like, there seems to be no possibilitv
of getting material for six months, unless fancy prices are
paid for It.
Prices, as stated, are $1 per ton higher, ordinary angles, beams, channels and tees being quoted at 1 55
to 1.60c., f.o.b. Pittsburgh, for deferred shipments and l'7S.
to l.SOc. for fairly prompt delivery.
In (;hicago, quotation
for future shipment is 1.6S to 1.7Sc., and for fairlv prompt
delivery, 1.S8 to 1.93c.
The enormous buying of' cars by
the railroads as well as the orders bv shipbuilding firms
resulted in stiffening the prices of plates which are now
quoted at 1.55 to 1.60c., Pittsburgh, for future delivery and
1.75 to l.SOc. for fairly prompt.
In Chciago, the price for
future shipment is 1.6S to 1.73c.. and for delivery in the
near future, l.SS to 1.93c.

Mine

TimherH

been up

to

—The

demand

for

the expectation of the

mine
mills

timber

has

not

rolling these spe-

cial shapes and the tonnage disposed of was disappointing.
Makers of mine timbers, however, have sufficient stock on
hand to supply the limited need, and prices are steady and
unchanged at 1.50 to 1.55c., Pittsburgh.

—

I'Ipe
A revision in the list of pipe announced by manufacturers on Jan. 1, resulted in slight changes being made in
the price of practically all different sizes. Most of the makers
of pipe have discontinued the manuf.acture of merchant sizes,
and all pipe will now be standard. Discounts are as follows:
Steel pipe, i/4-in.. large lots from the mill, black, 77% from
list; galvanized, 6G%'/,
%- to 3-ln., black, SO'/r galvanized,
71%%; 2-in., black, 77%; galvanized, 68>^%; 2>/4- to 6-ln.,
black, 79%; galvanized, 70%.
Based on these discounts, the
net prices of pipe per foot are as follows, in cuts:
;

;

Size, inches

Black

Galvanized

%

2.30
3.40
4.60
5.50
7.40
11.50
15.40

3.40
4.85
6.55
7.70
10.30
16.70
21.75

1V4

larger production of steel products.
While for the month
of December, we usually present no record.s on account of
the Christmas holidays. It is probable that in January several new high records of tonnage will be made, and It is
furthermore probable that the record-breaking production
which was established on several occasions in 1912 will be
augmented from time to time.
Prices of steel products have changed sllghtlv.
Pig Iron
P.ractlcally the same as a month ago; semi-finlshcd steel
is
likewise unchanged, but finished forms, such as plates
and structural shapes, have been advanced $1 per ton.
Railway buying has continued In large volume.
The
nrinclpal transportation companies of this country bought

more new equipment

iiiii:iiiiiiiiiiii

J 14

district, a more even distribution of cars,
of a small strike in Homestead mills all

year.

i

1

IRON AXn STEKl, PRonrCTS
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2,
2'/4
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—

ShretM Sheet makers are beset with many dlfl^cultlea in
pleasing their customers.
For blue annealed sheets. 14 to
16 weeks' delay Is experienced, while on the better known
sizes of black and galvanized sheets, from 10 to 14 w<iks,
and on sheets generally used for automobile purposes, there
is a delay of 12 to 16 weeks.
Specifications continue- larger
than the mills can turn out. and the total purchase of sheets
Increases rather than diminishes.
On Pec. 31 manv longtime contracts expired, and these were taken at much lower
prices.
Sheet mills expect consl.lerahly better prices aftethe first of the year, with a volume of business fully equal
to that of the last three months.
In general, prices ar"
steady without change, but small mills, which make prompt
shipments, are able to command fancy prices for this accom
modutlon.
•
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carload
The following table sives the price of sheets in price
of
the Pittsburgh district, and also the
f.O.b.
small lots from store in Chicago:
-Cents per pound-Chicago
,— Pittsburghlots,

^

No

Galv.
2.90
3.10
3.25
3.40

Blaclc
2.10

Nos. 22 to 24
Nos. 25 and 26
No. 27

2.15
2.20
2.25

28

Black

Galv.

—

—

—

m

—

the size of the order.

—

Cents
Refined Iron:

X

^qviarp

;

A

X
X

to 6 in.

1 to

6

in.

JJ?

3 60

bar.s

Soft Steel;
and square
J to 3 in., round
1

'b

o n-

i to 1 in
in

X i to

15

Norway

P'"''

round and

4 in.
U to
to 4 in.

2 03

J to 1 in
i and -^ in
in

Rods—land H

to 6xA to No.
Bands—
and channels — 3 to 15
1|

1

to

i in.

in

and

Ain. and
"

'

15 to 25
15 to2{ i
1 to 1} in
1 to IJxJ

.
.

3E

X
X

A

aod

^
Vi

in
in

1^5

in.

2.

25

2.60
2 35
2.25

—

Belting Manufacturers of belting have all the busiprosness thev can take care of for the time being, and the off
in
There has been a slight falling
pects are excellent.
the demand for leather for other purposes, and in conseThese
quence, discounts are unchanged from last month.
Oct.
5.
of
issue
the
482
of
on
page
found
be
may
discounts
Net prices per foot for various widths of leather belting
are as follows:

2 ',4.
3. ..

3>^.

2.70
2.60'

NET PRICE PER FOOT
Extra
heavy

Heavy

$0.11
0.17
0.23
0.28
34
0.40
0.46

$0.10
0.14
0.19
0.24
0.29
0.34
0.38

Light
$0.08
0.11
0.15
0.19
0.23
0.27
0.31

In
Brattice floth— Quotations continue at a high level.
fact prices todav an- on a higher basis than ever before.
This is caused l)v a phenomenal demand for all kinds of jute
brattice
inquiry
tor
enormous
an
to
addition
in
products,
Shipments are somewhat better, and deliveries
cloth itself.
can be made in shorter time than a month ago. while stocks
This is a relief
in the United States have increased slightly.
not
in point of view of shipment only, for lower prices are
looked for by conservative dealers in the trade for six months
to come, at least.

Packine Prices vary within wide limit, according to the
brands of various dealers, hut in general, packing can be

BB
1.50
1.50
1.25

and larger
Extras for

BBB
2c.

1.75c.

CO.XCRETE .VtiGREGATES

—

Portland Cement While prices are unchanged from last
month, the market is undeniably stronger. Makers of portland cement are looking forward to this year's being the
most satisfactory of any in the cement industry. Eastern
markets, which have been lagging behind for the last five
There, a large amount of busiyears, are the most hopeful.
ness is already in sight, and indications are not wanting

much more will develop, if conditions are at all favorAll things considered, it would not be at all surprising if the price of cement should be advanced in the
latter part of February, or slightly later, and revised on a
At present, quotations
basis of 10 to 20c. per bbl. higher.
are unchanged, as stated, at $1.58 per bbl., f.o.b. Pittsburgh, subject to the regular allowance of 10c for all bags
at
is
quoted
$1.58 per bbl., at the
returned. In wood, cement

that

able.

place.

—

Concrete Reinforcing The inability to secure dishipments of bars from the mills has caused many consumers to buy warehouse stocks, and in consequence, there
premium of $4 to $6 per ton for such stock. Shipis a
ments cannot be made within three to four months on any
kind of material from mill, and in some cases it is even
rect

longer.
for

The following quotations are named,
large lots from mill, also for small

house stock:
Pittsburgh prices

in

f.o.b.

Pittsburgh,

lots

from ware-

cents per pound.
Mill

and larger

a, -in.

shipments

Warehouse stocks
1.95@2.05

l,45'(il.50

sj-in
i|-in

1.50®!. 60
l.bofil.65

%-in

1.65(g'1.75

2.00S>2.10

2.05@2.15
2.20@2.30
2.45@2.55

1.95@2.05

14-in

—

.Mesh This form of concrete reinforcement
selling at unchanged prices, and the makers state that
they are able to make delivery in a day or so after the
receipt of order.
From mill in De Kalb, III., quotations are ISc. per 100
Prices are as follows, per 100 sq.ft., f.o.b. Pittslb. higher.
burgh district, for less than carload lots and lots of more
than 10.000 sq.ft.:

Triangular

is

"

tiiickr

BELTING

2.80-

and Vi in
and larger

ps
i\

•'

in

I,R.'\THER

3.00
2.90

Extras for

••

in.

larger
J in

i in
t« in.

,5.20

in
in
in
in
ii;
IVi in
;!

Angles;

3

$7.50
4.95
3.95
3.40

and A
and U
and
and

,'5

No.

S._

Beams

Pittsburgh, are as follows:

f.o.b.

lb.,

in
in
in
in
in

%
A
^
%
%
%
%

Bars.

Nails The price of nails did not advance, but it is felt
or
that an advance will be made within the next month
100 lb., f.o.b.
so.
The following quotations are per keg of$1.85
base^ In
Wire nails. Pittsburgh.
the points named:
Chicago, the base price is $2.08 for wire nails and in Pittsburgh less than carload lots are quoted at $1.85. Cut nans
are held at $1.80 in Pittsburgh for jobbing lots.
direct
Bar Iron and Steel Shapes Consumers ordering secure
to
from the mill find it difhcult, if not impossible, in_
conseshipments with any degree of regularity, and
jobbers
from
is
ordered
material
this
of
much
quence,
The prices from jobbers' store in cents per pound,
stocks.
f.o.b. Chicago, are as follows:

Asbestos wick and

—

same

MINE SUPPLIES

1

rope, 13c. per lb.; sheet rubber, 11 to 13e.; pure gum rubber.
40 to 45c.; red sheet packing, 40 to 50c.; cotton packing. 16
to 25c.; jute, 5 to 6c.; Russian packing, 9 to 10c.
Chain Mills seem to have caught up with their orders,
but the revision of prices announced two months ago has
had no effect on the volume of inquiries and many of these
Prevailing quotawill subsequently be turned into orders.
,%

Wire Continued effort have been made to advance the
noted last month, but the largest
^, as w
of wire,
quotations
^„,.„,^^„„„ „
anufacturers have strenuously opposed such a course, and
This does not
thev have been successful in their attitude.
in the near
mean that there is no expectation of an advance
future, for it is the unanimous opinion among manufacturers
that an upward revision of quotations must be made before
Plain barbed wire is $1.75 @ 1.80. f.o.b. Pittsburgh,
spring.
@)
'and galvanized is *2.10@2.15. Annealed fence wire is $1.55
All of these quotations are
1.65, and galvanized is $1.95@2.05.
per 100 po;inds.
Wire Rope Some large orders have recently j'een placed
It.,
for wire rope, and a notable export order was for 6000 of
Samples
to be shipped to Cuba to haul 100,000-lb. cars.
strain
this rope were tested by machines, and broke under a
scarcity
same
the
be
to
There does not seem
of 600,000 lb.
Net prices of the sizes in most
that existed a month* ago.
per
57f76cthese
general use are quoted, f.o.b. Pittsburgh; 2-in
All of
ft.
ft.; 1%-in.. 23@32c. per ft.; %-in.. 10@13c. per
prices are for large lots.
has been
Telegraph Wire The demand for telegraph wire BirmingFor lots in fair size, the wire measured Best Best
large.
ham wire gage, prices are as follows: No.Extra
12. 4%c; No 14.
Nos. 6 to 9 4% c: Nos. 10 and 11. 4y2C.;
11, .i_sc..
S'^c: "Best Best." Nos. 6 to 9, SHc: Nos. 10 andfrom
basic
No 12, 3v,c.; No. 14. 4c. Actual freight is allowed
pounds.
per
100
25c.
exceed
does
not
points where it
had a v-ery
Copper Wire Manufacturers of copper wire
satisfactory business all last year, and while they are somethese are made
what behind on shipments, as a general rule
on
promptlv. Prices are firm, at 18%@19c. base, depending

1 to 11 in.,

purchased at the following quotations:

tions per 100

WIRE PRODI CTS

No.

Vol.

$1.23
2.05

4

23
26
28

1.42
1.97

No. 32

$2.62

36
40

1.05
3.25
2.48

"

••

"

41

—

Petroleum Products Much higher prices prevail for crude
In fact, the advance in December was as
from well.
month this year. For example. Pennsylvania
at $2.07 per bbl.. compared with $1.30 at the
beginning of the year: Second Sand and Tiona, $1.90; Mercer
black and New Castle, Corning. $1.53; Illinois, above 30
All these prices
gravity. $1.08; Kansas and Oklahoma, 83c.
oil

rapid as any
is

now quoted

A revision has
are for the crude oil at the wells per barrel.
been made in the price of kerosene, and it is now being
quoted at 9c. per gal. Auto naphtha is 19% cents.
Paints A further revision in the price of linseed oil
brought the quotation down to 46c. per gal. in the principal
market. Paints have not followed the decline, but in a general way paint is cheaper, and there are few adulterants used
The amount of low-grade oils which has
in the mixing of it.
been used in the cheaper grades of ready mixed paints during
the last few vears is amazing, and the great trouble is that
their imperfections do not appear for six months or so after
a structure has been painted In consequence, all bills have
been paid, and there is no redress
^
„,.
o/.
Spirits of turpentine is also slightly easier at 35c. to 36c.
per gal. White lead in oil in 100-. 250- and 500-lb. kegs is
of
litharge
in
lots
500 lb.
and
Red lead
6^<.®7c. per pound.
arid over may be obtained at 7 cents.
Glass inInsulators Prices continue with out change.
sulators in lots of 1000. and less than 10,000 are sold at the
following price per 1000: Double petticoats 20-oz.. $33; \\ est$2.10;
cable,
ern ITnion" $30.25; No. 2 cable, $53.90; No. 4
Muncie type. 7-in., $236.50: No. 3 triple petticoat, 414-in.. $90.75.
in
the
which
is
noted
scarcity
same
The
Roofing
Steel
Sheet
market for ordinary sheets is felt in the corrugated-sheet
Prices are irregular, but from store. Chicago, are
market.
painted:
as follows per 100 sq.ft. for 2H-in corrugation,
Galvanized roofNo. 22, $4.75: 24. $3.75; 26, $2.85; 2S, $2.50.
ing is held at an advance of 10c. per 100 lb. over the flat
For example. 24-in.
sheets from which they are made
galvanized roofing in Chicago would be $3.75 per 100 lb.; 28in. galvanized. $4.20 per 100 lb.

—

_

—

—
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Facts and Figures.
The history of the development of America is a
record of unparalleled interest, but the story of the
growth of coal mining is a romance which reads like

cost.
Here is an important instance, then, where
industrial waste of a criminal order can be eliminated
only by consolidation along lines so generally con-

fiction.

Those who will look back a century hence,
"Connellsville ccke" is but a name in historv,
will marvel at the stupidity of a nation dissipating
its natural wealth into fifty miles of atmosphere.
Vise men no longer predict what may be in years to
come, so there is some consolation in the belief that
a people of greater intelligence than ourselves will
recover from the atmosphere a high percentage of
demned.

The pinnacle

was
production amounted

of progress in the coal industry

reached in 1912, when the total
to 511,964,403 short tons, having a spot value at the
mines of approximately 680 million dollars. This
was the largest output and highest total value ever
recorded in any single year.
Nearly one-half the coal produced in the world is
mined in the United States. The following figures
clearly show the miraculous growth of the industry:
In 1850
"

"
"
"
"

'
"

—

11 states

1860^15
1870—21
1880—25
1890—28
1900—28
1910—27
1912—28

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

produced
"

"

"

"
"
"
"

7,018,181 short tons
14,610,042
33,035,580
71,481,570
157,770,963

269,684,027
492,647,863
511,964,403

It is evident from the foregoing table that the output of coal has practically doubled every 10 years.
It is likely therefore, if business continues normal, we

will see either a material increase in

production, or

much higher prices for the tonnage mined.
The production of coke in 1912 also made
record, bettering the figures

margin.

shown

in 1910

a

new

by a small

This important branch of the industry has

shown a growth equally as remarkable as
The following summary is convincing:

coal mining.

In 1880 the U.S. produced 3,338,300 short tons coke
"
" 1890
"
"
11,508,021
"
" 1900
"
"
20,533,348
"
" 1910
"
40,807,204
"
" 1912
"
41,803,199

The total output of coke
approximately 110 million

in

1912 had a spot value of

and was produced
by 591 plants operating 107,000 ovens. The feature
of the coke-making business was the advance in retortoven practice. A plant of the byproduct type, comprising say 75 ovens, would cost approximately
dollars,

$1,000,000, while a 75-oven beehive plant costs onlv
$65,000.
The latter installation, however, will produce only about 52,500 tons annually, while the 75
byproduct ovens will show a yearly output of 400,000
tons.

Practically the only difficulty in the way of the
general adoption of the byproduct oven is its first

when

what we have thrown away.

A few years ago the press and public in the United
States were calling attention to the high death rate
in our coal mines, as compared with European
practice.
A revision of opinion is now in order.
Counting only those fatalities in 1912 where three or
more were killed, a careful compilation shows the
following:
United States, 254; Great Britain, 117;
Germany, 183; France, 85; Japan, 284. Considering
these figures in the light of tons mined, this country
does not compare so unfavorably with Great Britain,
and is far ahead of Germany, France and Japan.
In fact, working in the coal mines is now about as
an occupation as following a vocation in New
York City. In our metropolis last year, 532 persons
were killed on the streets. Of this number 221 were
struck by automobiles, and fatalities due to this one
cause are increasing at the rate of 38 per cent, anIf we continue to improve safety conditions
nually.
in our mines, these underground workings will soon
be a haven of refuge for New York citizens who are
not quick on their feet.
safe

In conclusion, there is much that we of the coal
Our product is the most
industry can be proud of.
needed of all the necessities Providence hasn't seen
It is the lifefit to make free, like air and water.
More than two million men
blood of all industry.
gain their livelihood directly or indirectly through the
production and use of this mineral. Two billion
dollars are expended for it, although the producer
gets less than one-third of this sum, which is equal
to nearly one-tenth the total income of the nation.
Freighting brings in over two-thirds the gross revenue
of the 350,000 miles of American railways, and coal
forms nearly one-third the entire freight business of
It does appear, therefore, that we
the country.
should feel quite pleased with our progress although
it

seldom

p;>'-e-

Vo

b- entirely

satisfied.
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Coal Mining for 1912

of
mine

Vol.

insperturs

ami

correspondents, giving estimates of the year's production and the outlook for 191S.

i-pecial

placed several classes of well-trained helmet men in readiness for immediate service when emergencies arise. These

have received instruction under Government superMine Rescue Station in Birmingham, and
have been awarded Government certificates of compeclasses

vision at the

Alabama
By

G. B.

The general conditions

tency.

Allkn

The coke production

in the coal industr}^ of

(luring 1912 liave been roost satisfactory

Alabama

and the indica-

tions are that this year's production will exceed that of

any previous year, probably running to between 18,000,000
and 1!»,000,000 tons. In support of this prediction the
advance statistics recently gathered from twelve of the
largest operators in the district

show material increases

tonnage during the greater portion of this year over
that of 1910, which was the "banner" year.
There have been no strikes or other labor disturbances
in any quarter, although here and there at certain
seasons there have occasionally been slight temporary
in

A considerably larger number of men
have been employed in all directions.
Xo serious accidents have occurred, excepting one in Tuscaloosa County,
« here 18 men perished in a gas explosion.
There has been an increased use of permissible explosives.
Mechanical haulage by electricity and gasoline
motors has been made more extensive, and operators have
shortages of labor.

incurred large expense for additional spraying
trict.

The general trade

in

this state is divided into three

classes, namely steam, domestic and coke. New openings
have been made in Walker, Jefferson, Tuscaloosa, St. Clair
and Jackson Counties (twelve in all) and these give promise of even greater production in 1913.
The Pierce Coal
& Lumber Co. has already opened up some mines on the
Belmont seam (in Jackson County) and will make other
openings at once. This company will concentrate all its
coal at one tipple, and the total output will reach approximately 1000 tons per day.
During 1912 McCormack & Ramsey, of the Pratt Consolidated Co., purchased the Newea.stle properties from
the Anniston Iron Corporation. Eight hundred tons are
being mined daily and it is expected to greatly increase
the output in the early jjart of 1913.
The Woodward Iron Co. absorbed the Birmingham Coal
& Iron Co.; the Bonnynian-Xorma:i Coal & Iron Co.
:

took over the Coalmont Mine of the Helena-Cahaba MinThese
ing Co., and a small property near Brookside.
\rere the only consolidations of consequence.
Unfortunately there was a shortage of cars in September, October and Novemiber, and at times this was
cause of some embarrassment; the situation in this

tlie

improve in December, however, and no
particular complaint on this score is heard at present.
The Tuscaloosa Mineral R.R., (property of the Louisville & Nashville R.K.). operating between Birmingham
and Tuscaloosa 5() miles), was opened for traffic in the
spring of 1912. This line will develop a large tract of
valuable mineral lands, which will naturally inure greatly
respect began to

(

to the general ])rosperity of the

Birmingham

District.

In the direction of safety, the important operators have

will

show an increase
were manufac-

2,;.5l\(397 tons

tured), although

it is doubtful whether it will be in excess
production in 1910, which was 3,231,399 tons.
The Government work on the Warrioi River is nearing
completion, a number of locks having been fini.shed. Immense deposits of undeveloped high-grade coal are acce.ssible to this stream only, while others are accessible to
both the river and the steam roads.

of the

Practically all of this

enormous tonnage

for markets

transported by barges down the;
Warrior River, and thence by the Tombigbee and Alabama Rivers to the Gulf.
It is estimated that no other agency will contribute
farther south

will

l)e

more vastly to the welfare of general trade conditions in
Alabama than the achievement of water transportation
from the rich Warrior coal fields to the Gulf of Mexico.

Colorado
By

facilities.

Several large Jeifrey fans have been installed in the dis-

Alabama

in

(when

in 1912 over 1911

The condition

jAiiES

Dalhymple*

of the coal industry in the state of

Colorado for 1912, has been wholesome and normal and
there has been a steady increase in the production over
that of 1911.
The demand for coal in 1912 has greatly
exceeded the production. This was due, in a measure,
to the better financial conditions prevailing in the country. The operators have been seriously handicapped, however, both by a shortage of miners and a shortage of cars.
The shortage of miners may be said to be due largely
to the Turkish war, which has caused an egress from the
United States of many Turks, Greeks, Bulgarians and
other foreigners, who follow mining as a livelihood. The
.'^hortage of cars has been greater than was ever known
before and

bumper

may

crops.

be attributed, in part, at least, to the
coal industry is but one of the many

The

great industries of Colorado, which has been hampered.
Colorado comes imder a new administration early in

January, 1913, at which time the legislature will convene, when it is confidently expected that our present
very inadequate mining laws will undergo .some much-

needed changes.

The

price of domestic coal

was practically the same

as the preceding year, with the exception of lignite coal,

which suffered a

.slight

decrease.

In the matter of wages,

in the southern coal field there has been an increase of

about 5 per cent. In the northern field, the American
Fuel Co. and the Louisville Coal & Land Co. have signed
up M-ith the United Mine AVorkers and, as a result, conditions have been greatly improved aiul the advance in

wages given, which was demanded in 1910, amounts to
more than 5 per cent. The strike is still on. however in the mines of the National Fuel Co., the Rocky
Mountain Fuel Co. and the Brooks-Harrison Fuel Co.
little

•state Inspector of Coal Mines, State Capitol. Denver, Colo.

:
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and 90
Coal is now mined
per cent, of the mining is done by hand, while machinery is used for the remaining 10 per cent. For the latter,
electrical machinery and compressed air are iised.
The number of new mines started and old mines reThe total number of mines in operao])ened is fifteen.
The average number of men emtion this year is 158.
ployed during the year was 13,713.1, and the number
of days worked was 186.4.
in IS counties in this state

The number of fatal accidents recorded to Dec. 1, 1913,
has been 92, while the non-fatal for the same period has
been 291. Falls of roof still leads as the cause of fatal
accidents, although there have been several gas explo-

The most disastrous explosion occurred
Hastings mine, Las Animas Co., June 18, 1912,
when twelve men met their death. In the Piedmont
mine, also in Las Animas Co., on Aug. 29, 1912, the su])erintendent and the mine boss were killed b)' a gas explosion.
A gas and dust explosion in the South Canon
mine, in Garfield Co., on Oct. 1, 1912, killed two men,
and the night foreman of the Simpson mine, in Boulder
Co., was killed on Nov. 9, 1912, by an explosion of gas.
Black powder is used in practically all of the mines of
the state, except in the coking coal mines, where permissible powder is used. It is but a natural consequence
that the mining dangers are increased by the changing,
shifting forces of men, although as a whole the operators
and miners show a disposition to respect the law.
sions this year.
in the

SrMM.\RY OF THE COAL PRODUCTION OF COLOR.\DO IN
Number
Tons
Tons
Tons
Tons

of

mines

in operation

1912
158

of lignite coal produced
of semi-bituminous eoal produced
of bituminous coal produced.
of anthracite coal produced

2,213,606
701,913
8,327,070
64,379

Total number of tons produced (Dec. estimated)

11,306,968

There have been but seven coke plants operating in the
state during 1912 and the production has amounted to
928,917 tons, some of which has been shipped from Colorado, although the bulk has probably been used at the

smelters throughout the state.

coke

is

produced here.

A

very superior grade of

The Sopris

coke, which possesses

a quality particularly adapted to the production of steel,

used exclusively at the Minnequa Steel Works, which

IS

contracts for the entire Sopris output of coke.

COLOR.\DO COAL PRODUCTOIN
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880

69,977
87,372
98,838
117,666
160,000
200,630
322,732

•

,375,000

1881

706,744

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

1,161,479
1,220,.593

1,130,024
1,398,796
1,436,211
1,791,735
2,185,477
2,400.629
3,075.781
3,512,632

1891

FROM

1873

TO

1892
:S93
1894
1S95
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

1911

INCLUSIVE
3,771,234
3,947,056
3,021,028
3,339,495
3,371,633
3,565,660
4,174,037
4,826,939
5,495,734
6,210,405
7,.122,923

7,775,302
6,776,,551

8,989,631
10,.308,421

10.965,640
9.773.007
10,772,490
12,104,887
10,197,595

Colorado
By

F.

W. Whitksidk*

production of the state broke
previous records, reaching a total of lo,;j()8,421 tons.
Since that year it has fluctuated about this amount unIn the year 1906, the coal

iill

til 1910, when the highest point yet reached was attained,
the total being 12,104,887 tons.
In 1911, the figures

•Chief engineer, Vlctor-Amfrlcan Fuel Co., Denver, Colo.
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dropped to 10,197,595 tons and in the past year again
ascended to 10,943,153 tons, a gain of 7.3 per cent, over
thac o- the preceding year. Of this amount only the tonnage figures of the first 11 months of 1912 have been
received

;

a conservative estimate for the production of

December was therefore added

The coke production
years

is

shown

as follows

COKE TONNAGE
^ear

to reach the total given.

of Colorado during the past four

IN

COLORADO

No. of coke ovens
3240

No.

of tons

produced

COAL AGE
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The increase in output, though but TJ) per cent, above
that of the year preceding, is indicative of improved and
more healthful business conditions, and when considered
in connection with the prosperous state of business in the

much

East, bodes well for a year of

greater activity in

1913.

Illinois

Marti X Bolt*
The coal production of Illinois reached the highest
point in the history of the industry during the year
ending June 30th, 1!)12. The total tonnage amounted to
57,685,700 tons, an increase over 1911 of 7,31:9,1-11 tons.
This increase is the more remarkable when it is considered that the shipping mines, winch produce 97l/o per
cent, of the total product, have decreased in number.
While the number of men employed and the number
of days

worked have increased

for the year, the rate is

not in proportion to the increased product.
daily output for each

man employed

is

The average

4.27 tons. While

3.87 tons was the daily average for 1911.
There has been a considerable increase in the

number

using machines, in the number of machines in
The increase in machine
in tons undercut.
13; while increase in machines themselves is
in tons undercut is 5,551,760. This method of
mining has steadily increased from year to year until
more than 44 per cent, of the total output is mined in

mines
use and
mines is
151 and
of

this way.

ACCIDEXTS

The number

of

men

killed while in the discharge of

was 180, and 800 men were injured so as to lose
30 or more days from their employment. The increase

dutv'

number of fatal casualties is in exact proportion to
Most of
the increase in tonnage which is 14.6 per cent.
the accidents in the mines in Illinois are caused by falling coal and rock and by mine cars and motors.
There are no reports on the mines for the last half
in

of the year 1912, except in a general way and these indicate a healthy activity in all sections where coal is

The tonnage produced
produced in large quantities.
in the last half of 1911 was nearly Sli/o million tons
and there

is

no reason for estimating the output

at less

than that figure for the same period this year. It will
probably reach a higher point, if the same rate of increase is maintained.
The activity is due largely to the fact that an early
agreement between the operators and miners in regard

wage scale was reached, tliereby giving the operator a better opportnity to secure contracts for the year.

to the

Idaho
By Koukht

N. Biaxf

several scattered deposits of tertiary lignite
iu the state that have in no place proven of commercial
value so far, and are confined to small ancient lake-bed

There are

and margins.
In the Teton Basin in Fremont

areas

area

of

the

rich

coal

bearing

County,

cretaceous

a limited
formai'Ons

Vol.

3.

Xo.

Western Wyoming extends across the Idaho state
and embraces a few townships. In one of these, at
Horse Shoe Creek, some interesting coal deposits are under slow f)rocess. of development and have been tested
to sufficient extent to warrant the anticipation of an important local supply of desirable coal in the near future.
The most extensive point of development has been on the
Brown Bear claim, and all that has been done has been
by the original discoverers without any outside capital.
This property has been developed by two crosscut tunnels at a total depth of 200 ft.
From the bottom tunnel,
entries have been run out on the seam 1000 ft. in each
direction.
The total extent of the development exceeds
5000 ft. on this property, during the progress of which
several thousand tons of coal have been produced, and sold
of

line

to the local agricultural settlers of the vicinity.

The average

analysis of this coal

Moisture

is

as follows:

.
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mines and

a

spur railway tould be constructed on a very

easy grade.

Indiana
[.

operations.

March, demands
and the mines generally were
operated better than three-fourths time.
The market
Jan.

to the latter part of

1

ton for the labor cost for the total production of bituminThe total wages reported from the block coal
field was $786,053.61, or a fraction over $1.53 per ton for
the labor cost for tlie total production of block coal.

ous coal.

Peakce*

The mining situation in Indiana during the fiscal year
ending Sept. 30, 1012 was peculiar in some respects.
The first half of October, the demand for coal began to
improve somewhat, and from this period to Dec. 30, 1911,
the mines averaged a little better than half time.
A
number that were closed down earlier in the year re-

From

Cost of PRODrcTioN

The aggregate wages reported from the bituminous field
was $12,302,9-47.71, making a fraction over 0.89Sc. per

By Fkaxk

sumed

43

for coal were fairly good,

conditions during the latter period were strengthened
somewhat, due to the wage agreement between the miners
and operators, expiring on Mar. 31, and with its ex-

There was a considerable increase in the labor cost per
ton for total production of both the bituminotis and block
coal over any previous year.
There are miany things which are contributing to increase the cost of producing a ton of coal and necessarily
adding cost to the selling price of a ton of coal. Increased wages is an important factor. Deeper mining and
increased cost of keeping the mines in proper condition,
more efficient safety appliances to protect life and health,
increased cost of timber and all kinds of material used
in a mine all contribute to the cost of production.

JIaeket Pkices

piration the likelihood of a lengthy suspension of work
at the mines.

The market

All of the mines in Indiana, except one or two very
small producing mines, stopped work Apr. 1, 1912, pending a settlement of the wage agreement.
Work in the

bituminous

field

block coal field

was not resumed until June

June

1,

and in the

10, 1912.

it

took several days to restore them to their

normal condition.

PEODrCTIOX
Xotwithstanding the two months' suspension pending
the adjustment of the wage agreement and a number of
days lost at some of the mines on account of car
shortages and a number of local strikes, the total production for the year was 14,30-1,578 short tons.

The

total

production of bituminous coal was 13,690,878 tons, while
the tonnage of block coal reached 513,700.
A fraction over 51.8 per cent, of this was mined by
machines, the electric chain cutters predominating. In
only one year (1910) in the history of the state was this
production excelled, when the miners of Illinois were on
strike for seven months, giving Indiana the opportunity
These could
of additional markets north and northwest.
not have been reached if the mines in Illinois had been
working.

DlSTIilBUTIOy OF PliODrCT

In Indiana, 8,023,701 tons of the bituminous coal were
consumed during the year; 5,667.177 tons were shipped
to other states.
A fraction over 57.88 per cent, was con-

sumed

in Indiana.

This shows an increase of about

1

per cent, in the home consumption of the yearly proThe aggregate wages
duction over any previous year.
reported for the year was $13,089,001.33.
•Diputy Inspector

of

Mines and Mining, Indianapolis, Ind.

for

period from Oct.

1 to

bituminous coal

(f.o.b.

coal

from $1.90

From

Both wage agreements were bitterly contested, and before a settlement was finally reached it was necessary to
submit them to the miners for a referendum vote. The
agreements submitted to the miners were carried by overwhelming majorities, giving to the Indiana miners the
highest price ever paid for mining coal.
Immediately on the signing of the wage agreements a
few of the mines resumed operations, but at most of them
considerable repairs and cleaning up had to be done, and
as a result

bituminous coal during the
Dec. 30, 1911 (except yearly contracts) ranged from $1.00 to $1.35 per ton for mine-run
prices

mijie)

and for screened block

to $2.35 per ton (f.o.b. mines).

Jan. 1 to March 30, 1913, selling prices for

mine-run iiituminous coal (except yearly contracts)
ranged from $1.35 to $1.90 per ton (f.o.b. mine) and the
the price of screened block coal ranged from $2.25 to
$2.75 per ton (f.o.b. mine). The higher prices paid during this latter period, were due to the, 3-year wage agreement between the miners and operators, which expired
on the last day of ilarch and \nth its expiration came
the likelihood of a lengthy suspension of

work

at the

mines.

From June

1

to Sept. 30, 1912, the selling price of

mine- run bituminous coal (except yearly contracts)
ranged from $1.15 to $1.20 (f.o.b. mines), and for screen
block coal the prices ranged from $2.05 to $2.20 (f.o.b
mine)

Average

The

total

number

AVagio.s

of Employees

of employees reported for the year

was 31,230, an increase of 453 over the first nine months
Of this number 19,703 were bituminous and 1527 block-coal employees.
The total wages reported from the l)ituminons field
being $12,302,947.71, show an average earning of $624.43
for each bituminous em])ioyee, and the total wages paid
to block-mine employees being $786,053.61, show an
average earning of $5J4.77; the aggregate wages for the
state being $13,089,001.33, and the total number of employees in the state 21,330, shov an average earning of
'$6(6.53 for each mine cniployei m the state.
Nine new mines, and other 'icams in seven mines already in operation, were opened up. Eighteen mines, and
the .scams worked by three othirs, were abandoned during
the year ending Sept. 30, 191'i.
of the year 1911.

F.vTALrriES

During the year there were thirty-seven fatal accidents.
This large loss of life we deeply deplore. We feel somewhat gratifiv''d, however, with the fact that only in one
year, 1890, to our knowledge, has the number of tons of
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coal per fatality been excelled, and that our yearly report also shows that in 1912 fewer persons were killed per
thousand employed than in any other year with the exception of 1903 and 1906.

^

Iowa

r^

.'

By

L. E.

Stamm*

In reviewing "-ilie coal mining industry of Iowa for
1912, it will not be possible for me to give the exact
figures as to coal production, number of employees, etc.,
for the calendar year ending Dec. 31, 1912.
This condition is due to the fact that since the establishment
of the department of state mine inspection, it has been
the custom as well as the law to collect all statistical
data relating to the coal mining industry of the state for
The law requires a rethe fiscal year ending June 30.
port to be made to the governor biennially, just prior to
the assembling of the state legislature.
Coal has been mined in Iowa since 1840, the first coal
being mined several years prior to Iowa becoming a state.
During the first several years that coal was produced, the
output was small and was mined only for domestic use.
Later, with the growth in population and the advent of
the railroads in the state, the production increased each

^

--

year,

and considerable

coal

was shipped

to the

Xorth and

West.

For a number of years Iowa was the second largest
coal-producing state west of the Mississippi river. From
the time that coal was first mined until the year 1900,
the output increased each year steadily until in the year
1900 the output of the state had increased to more than
five

Vol.

more than 17,000
which

to

vides cheap fuel

State Geological Department is authority for the
statement that the Iowa coal field contains about 19,000

The

square miles, possibly two-thirds of which in time may
These figures do not take into consideration that portion of the most productive formation,
the lower Pennsylvania (Des Moines) which is covered by
the Cretaceous, and the upper Pennsylvania (Missouri)

become productive.

which will certainly become in part productive.
Mr. Campbell, of the United States Geological Survey,
estimates the original coal supply of Iowa at 29,160,000,000 tons. Subtracting the 177,884,461 tons mined from
1840 to June 30, 1912, from the original supply, we still
have left more than 4000 times the production of 1912.
If the present ratio of a half a ton lost for every ton marketed continues, the supply will last nearly 2750 years et
the present rate of production of about 7,000,000 tons

per year.
will be safe to say that the production

for the calendar year 1912 will approximate that for the

Development work is progressing in the new mines in
Marion county along the new extension of the Eock Island
Eailroad from Des Moines to Allerton.
These new mines
will add much to the output of the Second District this
coming year. Xew mines are also being developed in
Monroe and Polk counties. Owing to the warm weather
which has prevailed this fall the work in mining has been
but fair, but from now until March the mines of Iowa
will run at their full capacity.
During the last year there have been but few labor
troubles affecting the production of coal.
Local strikes
or difficulties were usually settled within a day or two,

and none
of coal.

of these at any time seriously affected the output
Such troubles as arose at the mines were usually

caused by a difl'erence of opinion as to the construction
to be placed on- the agreement between the miners and
operators.

An

agreement between the miners and operators of Iowa
wages and working conditions in and around the
mines of this state and extending until Apr. 1, 1914, was
entered into the latter part of last May, thus giving asas to

surance that the coal industry of Iowa will be free from
serious disagreements or disturbances between the conWe
tracting parties during the life of the agreement.
therefore look forward to an increased tonnage in this
state for the year 1913.

Kansas
The year ending Dec. 31, 1912, was one of the most
prosperous recorded in the mining industry of the state.
The coal production will exceed the output of 1911 by
almost 700,000 tons, and will reach near the 7,000,000ton mark.

Kansas for the year just
two causes: First, the negotiating of a wage contract without any resort to strikes
Second, to the decrease in output of
or shutdowns.
natural gas and an increase in the price of fuel oil.
There were 27 fatal accidents during the year, most
of which were caused by falls of rock. This is a considerable decrease from last year.
Crawford County ranks first in point of coal production,, producing more than half the output of the state.
Cherokee County ranks second in the matter of coal

The

increase in production in

ended can be attributed

to

output.

—

Kansas (By Special Correspondent) The past year
has been fairly prosperous in the State of Kansas. The
trade was brisk during the early months of the year, due
to anticipated labor troubles after the expiration of the
wage agreement on Apr. 1. However, such troubles

did not develop and aside from a few local strikes, the
The trade was materially stimulated
is quiet.

situation

fiscal year.

The

coal industry of Iowa has added nmcli to the maThe mining of coal has
wealth of the state.
into Iowa because
broug'lit manufacturing industries
It has added to the popuof the cheap fuel furnished.
lation of the state, as the industry now gives employment
terial

•Secretary.

Aside from this it proan important item in the state's

people.
is

By Leox Besson*

From 1900 to 1906 the production eacli year was more
Since then the tonnage produced
than six million tons.
by the state has reached more than 7,000,000 tons each
year until the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912, when the
output was slightly under the seven million mark.

it

No. 2

welfare.

million tons.

T believe that

3,

Iowa Mine Inspectors. Dps Moines. Iowa.

during the

by a marked increase in
and a decrease in natural-gas sup-

last half of the year

Ihe price of fuel

oil

which two fuels have been the cause of quiet busiBoth steam
and domestic business have been benefited by this change
])ly,

ness in this state for the past two years.

•state mine in.spector. Plttslnirs-. Kan.

5

January

11,
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but more particularly has the demand for
During the latter weeks of
the year some fancy prices were realized for slack coal
which is unusual at this period.

45

There was a period of dullness

May and

in conditions,

favorable.

fiteam coal been stimulated.

June, but despite the fact, there will be an increase in
tonnage over 1911. The production in that year was 4,166,236 tons. The mining companies report an increase

STE.\ii

Shovkls Introduced

The year has been noted

t(u-

for the introduction in this

steam shovels, which ai'e used for "stripping"
There are now sixteen of these
They
giant dirt movers in the Pittsburgh, Kan., field.
each have an average capacity of about 850 tons of coal
per day when the coal is 3 ft. in thickness, with an average of 20 ft. of co\er.
There has not been much progress made in the way
of introducing mining machines in the deep shaft mines,
but it is predicted that more will be done in this respect
in the near future, as the growing practice of the miners
of shooting the coal with dynamite will likely force the
operators to the use of machines in order to get some
lump coal from their product.
J'atal accidents have Ijeeu few, although slight personal
injuries seem to have been quite numerous.
Development of several new properties in Crawford
County has commenced, and 1913 should show a good increase in tonnage unless the mild winter which marked
the close of 1913 continues on into the early mouths of
state of

coal near the outcrop.

the

new

1912, and I estimate the total will be 4,500,000 gross

tons.

The Consolidation Coal Co. will produce about 3,166,000 tons. This corporation is the largest coal company
in Maryland.
The Georges Creek Coal Co., Inc., reports
244,000, an increase of 66,000 tons.
The Piedmont &
Georges Creek Coal Co. reports 287,558, an increase over
List year

73,289 tons.

of

little

Coal Co. reports 90,731, an increase of 10,000. Likewise
Maryland Coal Co. has increased its tonnage.
The following list comprises the new coal-mming com-

the

organized during the year:
Maryland-Georges
Creek Coal Co., Mertins Bros., managers; Allegheny Coal
Co., Edwin Roberts, manager; Moscow Iron Co., of Barton, Oscar Baldorff, manager
and the Ajex Coal Co.,
with James G. Pugh, president.
The latter mines are
situated in Garrett County, Maryland.
Eleven fatal accidents occurred during the first eight
panies

;

months of the

fiscal year,

the largest transaction being the purchase of

days.

Kentucky
By

C. J. XoinvooD*
Based on the returns for 11 months ending Dec. 1, the
output of coal for the state of Kentucky will be approximately 15,500,000 tons.
Estimating the production by
districts, we have as follows
Western district, 7,435,500 short tons ; southeastern, 4,880,900 short tons north:

;

eastern, 3,163,100 short tons,

making a

total of 15,4'('9,-

500 short tons.
Thisjndicates an increase of more than 1,550,000 tons
over the commercial output for 1911, and an increase
of about 760.000 tons over that for 1910.
The latter
year held the highest record up to the year 1912.
A complete record of the mine fatalities has not yet
been received.
Indications, however, show that during

1912 there was a material reduction in the number of
deaths from falls of roof.
Five deaths from electric
shock have been reported, and five persons were killed by
a dust explosion in the Central mine.
A gas explosion
in the Coil mine also resulted in the death of five miners.
This record is as complete as it can be at the present
clay.
The figures arc made up rroin the monthly reports.

By
The

It

is

column.

gratifying to find Maryland

still in the 4,000,000
Business during the year 1912 has been quite

•Chief Inspector. Lexlnprton. Ky.
tChlef mine Inspector, Midland, Md.

1912.

J. B.

McDekmott*

tonnage produced in Montana for the year
ending Oct. 31, 1912, was 3,143,799 tons, valued at $5,600,097. The number of men employed inside was 3057,
and outside, 541 ; while the average number of working
days was 195.
The number of fatal accidents was less this year than
last, a total of ten against thirteen last year ; but the production was the largest reported for a like period in the
history of the state.

Many improvements have taken place during the past
year for the betterment of the producing end of the business and there is an incentive for still greater activity
With nearly one million tons enalong these lines.
tering the state, competing for local trade, together with
the fact that
fields, it

Montana

looks as

if

is

favorably situated to enter other

there was considerable business that

could be gotten with the pro])er endeavor.

TABLE

1.

Nl'MBER OK COAL MINES; NI'.MHER OE DAYS OPERHAND MINED AND SHOT OFF SOLID; MACHINE

ATED: COAL

.MINED; V.\LUE OF PRODUCT AT .MINES
Number Number Haiul mined
of

mines

County
Valley
Gallatin

1

1

Custer

1

Blaine

2

Fergus

I

Chouteau

2

Hill

.')

Park
Cascade
Musselshell.

2
l(i
..

.

Carbon

Maryland
\\'Ar.ri:ifsf

1.

total

In the

5

8

Total
Total coal

By W'im.iam

commencing May

Montana

change in ownership of properties,

The Fidelity
Coal & ilining Co.'s properties by The Mayer Coal Co.
The state produced considerably more than 6,000,000
short tons during the year and furnished employment to
12,000 men, with an average working time of about 220

The Xew York Mining Co.
The New Central

reports 265,000, a 66,000 increase.

year.

There has been

in

la.st

47

of

days

operated
130
13S
19"
193.
213./
'i

27B
194 4
218.
191

200.4
197.5
Av. 195

and shot

off

solid

DURING
Maehine
mined

1912
Value, selling
price at

mine

N20

$1 ;)27.00
5,:)88.00

S.tiST
4,r>27

13,031.00

5.720.9
4.947
10,080

11,807.50
24,223.50

10,fi87

,38,,S64.22

l(i,745.00

105,90«.(X)

4.5,;)96

22«,054
732,144
1,019,472

201,341
248,114

2,069,.W0

1,074,258.0

024,803.(5

1 .338,1)75 89
1,080,273.00
2,302,095.89
,

.

$5,000,097 00

3,143,798.0

published biennial report mention was

made

up in what is known as
the Roundup field. The mines were then, according to
county lines, divided between Fergus and Yellowstone
Counties, but are now in the baby county, Musselshell.
of

some new

proi)erties

()]>ciiiiig

•Chief coal mine Inspector, Helena, Mont.
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OCCUPATIONS OF THOSE EMPLOYED IN AND AROUXD COAL MINES IN MONTANA DURING
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1912.
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Jamiarv

11.
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through the western part of the state, giving
shipping facilities to but four coal-producing localities.

47

passed

Practically the entire lignite-bearing area was inaccfss-

shipping points.
Further, that portion of the
state west and south of the Missouri was given over to
grazing purposes, and settlers were few and far between.
JVow this section of the state is becoming ramiiied with
ible

to

railroads

and homesteaders have taken all of the availmining has received a

able land, and as a result lignite

considerable stimulus.

During the past

105 mines were operated. Some
of these shipped but a portion of the fall and winter,
others operate the year around, part of the time working double shifts. All of the mines are developed either
on a single or double entry method of room-and-pillar
work. The beds of coal vary from 3 to 19 ft. in thickness, occurring at depths of from 5 ft. to 200 ft.
Where
the over-burden is light the coal is mined by stripping.
)-ear,

As a general rule, beds of coal which are not thick
enough to permit of coal to be left for the roof, are not
worked by underground methods, on account of the cost
of timbering.

Practically

all

Car Shortage
The tonnage

would undoubtedly have
been much greater had the mines not been handicapped
by an insufficient number of cars to move the product.
The car shortage for the winter months of the year 1912,
was the worst experienced in years, in fact a coal famine
was threatened, which only seems to have been a\;erted
by the unusual climatic conditions, which rendered the
fituation less acute.

The situation became so serious that an investigation
made at the instigation of the Public Utilities Commission of the state, and while their report has not been
vras

completed, the investigation has so far developed the fact
that while there was no doubt as to the existence of a car
it was due largely to the inability of railroads
move them, from some cause, from one point to another after they were loaded and discharged. The output
of eastern Ohio would have l)een much greater had it
not been for this drawback.
The Hocking Valley operators did not suifer to so great an extent from this cause

shortage,
to

as did those in other parts of the state.

of the timber used under-

ground consists of posts of cedar and tamarack shipped
from Jlinnesota and Wisconsin. Local timber, such as
Cottonwood, elm and ash is available only in a few in-

Statistics

The number
when

No

F.VTALTTIES

minor accidents have been reported.
In none of the
mines is there any explosive gas, although black damp
is occasionally found, and lignite dust does not create
dangerous condition.

Lignite being slightly resilient,

the coal ordinarily left to support the roof usuallv gives

ample warning of
Briquetting

Thus

fall.

lignite

mining

is

a co^in-

occupation.

safe

is

a

subject

much

of

interest

mine

to

owners, and the

experimental station maintained aD
Hebron is performing work along this line that must be
of ultimate economic value to the industry.
Lignite has thus far only been used on

However,

it

is

now

the

established beyond question that

manufacture of

while in the gas-producer engine

is

it

will

one-half, in others two-thirds, while in some it will
amount to three-fourths of full tiijie.
The highest price ever paid for producing the coal ready
for the market was made possilile by a wage agreement
entered into between the miners and operators of the state
for a period of two years, commencing Apr. 1, 1912, and
ending Mar. 31, 1914. An increase of 5c. was granted
on pick-mined, screened lump coal, and 4c. on machinemined, screened lump coal per ton, 314c. of which was an
increase on the wages of the loaders, while the Yoc. was
to the wages of the niacliiiic ninner.
important strikes occurred iliwiiig the year. The
wage-scale agreement which will last lor a jici-iod of two
years makes strikes of siaic-widc inipdrtancc almost an

added

No

impossiltility.

grate.

possesses great possibilities for the

as a

comprised some 48,000 persons.
in the mines of the state
vary in different districts. Tn sonie it will average
it

The average time worked

OccrRKED

-Vn average of 1300 miners were employed during the
winter months, while 400 was the average for the summer. The state was especially fortunate in that no fatalities occurred during the year, and very few serious or

paratively

of employees in the mines of the state will

not be materially changed from that in the year 1911,

stances.

a

for the year 1912

it

gas,

especially efficient

I'nel.

I

X(.'REASE IN

AcciDEXTs.

.M A \ 1

Mi\i:

Ninety-nine were due to

falls of roof

and

coal,

dents due to mine cars increased fi-om s to

By

.1.

('.

Daviks*

from all the coal-mining districts of
tlir state point to an increase in tonnage over the year
1911.
Tfi some districts the increase will amount to 10
per cent.,

received

in

sonic S.

while

in

others

it

may

only be 5

per cent.

While the tonnage for the year may not reach that of
the year 1910, which was approximately 34,.'500, 000 tons,
it

to

from two
the year 1911, when

will, in all probability, increase

lion tons over that of

and

acci-

i:!.

While no explosions or mine catastrophes of any importance oct^urred in the mines of the state during the
year, the greatest care and pi-ccaniion have been necessary
in order to prevent such nnfortiinate events on account

Ohio
Ii<'|)orts

l''ii(i:s

I'p to Dec. 27, 133 fatal acciMcnls lia\e been iv]iortc<l,
which is an increase of twenty- four over the year li)ll.

30,342,039 tons.

to three milit

amounted

of mine fires breaking out in many of the large mines;
good judgment, however, was exercised in handling them,
and one mine which is considered unusually dangerous,
is now sealed up and will not be reopened until every vestige of fire has been extinguished and there is no possible

danger

to life or property.

Twenty

violations of

during the year, and
sessed.

One mine

mining laws were re])orteil
amounting to $170 were aswas arrested for not su]3])lying

the

fines

(ifficial

the other offenders
the reriuired amount of ventihit ion
were mine employees. Eight machine innnurs were jirose:

•Chief Inspector of mines. f:oliimbus, Ohio.

:
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cuted for not having the necessary shield on the maOther offences were: Hiding
on mine-car trips, 3 ; using impure oil, 3 ; using steel
a

and concurrent was on the

danger signal,

electric

1

;

B\-

Pennsylvania

will

Frank Hall*
attain

The outlook

for the year 1913

exceedingly promisiijg, especially if present conditions prevail ; and if industrial and manufacturing concerns maintain their present
activities, this year should be even more prosperous than
is

1912, and in consequence, coal, which is our prime
The year
modity, will also increase in tonnage.
from many standpoints was a most unusual one,
notwithstanding the fact that it was a presidential
the coal trade did not suffer.

com1912
and
year,

Oklahoma
L. C Snider*

By
All the coal in

Oklahoma

lies in

the eastern portion

the State and the greater part of the deposit

is

in an

area comprising parts of five or six counties in the eastThis main area is imderlaid by seven
central section.
coal.
A belt runs from this area north
Kansas line. It has three or four beds of coal,
which are mined by underground workings in the south
end of the belt and stripped by steam shovels at the end
near the Kansas line. The area is thus continuous with
the Kansas field to the north and the Arkansas field to
The coal from the different seams does not
the east.
All supply a good quality of
vary to any great extent.

workable seams of

bituminous coal.
The production of coal began to be recorded in 1880
when 120,947 tons were produced. The production
gradually increased until 1903 when the output rose to
Since 1903 the production has
over 3V2.niillion tons.
remained nearly stationary at very near 3 million tons
except in 1907 when it reached 3,642,658 tons, with a
value of •$6,253,567 the greatest output for any year up
Since 1907 the yearly output has been
to the present.
as follows

OUTPUT OF
Year

still

greater

distinction

bituminous output will reach the unprecedented volume of 150,000,000 net tons, the largest
annual production in the history of the industry. The
anthracite output may reach 85,000,000 net tons, making
a total of 235,000,000 net tons.
In both regions a shortage in the car supply lessened
the shipments to some extent. In the bituminous region
tlie complaint has been loud and persistent regarding this
check to trade.

The

inability of

CO.A.L IN"

OKLAHOMA
Value

Quantity
2.948.116
3,119,377
2,646,226
3,074,242

$3,976,304
6,253,367
3,867,947
6,291,494

The principal causes for the lack of development during this period have been the strong competition of gas
and fuel oil in adjacent territory and the mining and labor conditions which make the production cost higher
than it is in other states so that coal from other fields
can compete with the Oklahoma coal inside the state in
spite of the difference in freight rates.

During 1912 the trade conditions have been somewhat
better than in 1911 and a substantial though not a
phenomenal increase is promised. From preliminary reports the indications are that the production will be in

the neighborhood of 400.000 tons greater than that of
1911, which will make it between 3,400,000 and 3,500,-

000 tons. The value at the mine ruled a few cents less
per ton than in the previous year, but the value for 1912
should be about .$6,750,000 thus establishing a new high
record for values.
Geological Survey of Okhihoma, Norman, Okla.

many

of the

mines

to ob-

tain sufficient labor has also tended to restrict the otitput.

In the anthracite region, many of the mines have
reached their maximum capacity and some of them have
passed beyond that point, and it may therefore be predicted that the future annual production will never
greatly exceed the output of the present year. The culm
banks, which have been furnishing a great deal of marketable coal of the smaller sizes, are about exhausted, and
thus less coal of this grade will be marketed in the future.

Important Reduction of Accidents in Bituminous
Field

to the

1908
1909
1910
1911

to

this year as a coal-producing territory by reason of the

fact that the

wires, 1.

«.f

No. 2

Pennsylvania

chines, as required by law.

tamping tools, 2 ; crossing
veying powder while the

3,

In the bituminous region, the number of employees was
approximately 185,000, and the number of fatal accidents in that region will total to about 450, a decrease
last year, when the number was 515.
The number of days worked was about 235.
In the anthracite
region, the number of employees was approximately 174,000. and the number of fatal accidents will total about

from

600. a slight decrease from
days worked was about 220.

The number

last year.

The number

of

mining operamethods
of operation which naturally result after the mines have
been idle for a period of several weeks and the supply of
of accidents which occur in

tions are unfortunately increased by the rushing

coal approaches exhaustion.

The strenuous

effort

made

meet the demand at such times
adds greatly to the hazard of an occupation that is
fraught with danger even if the operations are carried on
to extract

enough

coal to

with the greatest care.
There were, however, no accidents of unusual magnitude.
Several mine fires occurred, but they were only
moderately destructive. Two floods of the character of
cloud-bursts caused the destruction of much property in

Seventeenth and Twenty-sixth Bituminous'
In addition to the property loss in the Fifth
District, 18 mine employees were drowned.
The production of coke will probably reach 22,000,000
tons, the year closing with business extremely brisk and
the

Fifth,

Districts.

The same may be said of the coal inand the prospects for the coming year for both
lines of trade seem to be extremely bright.
The anthracite production would no doubt have been
greater had not a suspension of about seven weeks occurred during the months of April and May, pending the
settlement of the differences between the miners and the
operators and the signing of an agreement for the coming year. The bituminous trade was not much disturbed
bv strikes, although some local suspensions of activity
prices satisfactory.

dustry,

occurred for short periods.
•Deputy to the chief mine inspector, Pennsylvania Department of Mines. Harrlsburg, Penn.

Jamiarv
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Developments of the Past Year

IxDusTRi.4L

demand from 123,752

making more improvements than usual about the mines, and in accordance with the act of June 15, 1911, all inside buildings
have been made incombustible. Many mines also are nowequipped with the most modern and complete electrical

The operators

generally have been

haulage apparatus and lighting system.
One notable feature in the bituminous industry has
been the recent acquisition by the Pittsburgh Coal Co.
of the mines of the Monongahela Eiver Consolidated Coal
& Coke Co. and the Xew York & Cleveland Gas Coal Co.
This addition to the present operations of the Pittsburgh
Coal Co. will give it a daily capacity of 100,000 tons.
In the anthracite region two new mines were opened
during the year, both in the Sixth District. In the
bituminous region 46 were opened, 2 in the 2d District,
6 in the 3d, 6 in the 4th, 1 in the oth, 1 in the 6th, 4 in
the 8th, 3 in the 12th,

1

49

4
and

in the 17th, 6 in the 18th,

in the 20th, 1 in the 21st, 3 in the 23d, 3 in the 24th

5 in the 25th.

tons in 1911 to 176,426 tons in

1912.

The

decrease in the output of the hydrocarbon product
due to peculiar Eastern conditions, by which its market is governed.
The sale of this mineral seems to be
intermittent, one month the mines are working to full

is

capacity, the next

month

the forces are reduced.

We

have had no labor troubles during the past year.
The wages of those employed in and around the mines
and coke plants remained ]) radically the same as in the
previous 12 months, and, from close observation, we are
convinced that a good feeling exists between employer
and employed.
The selling price of coal remained the same as in 1911;
however, the market price for the hydrocarbon mineral
is somewhat lower.
Xo serious shortage of cars has been
reported during the year, except in latter part of September and October.

Xew Developments

ix

Utah

Three new coal properties, viz., the Willow Creek mine,
operated by the Utah Fuel Co. the Panther Canon or
Cameron mine, operated by the Castle Gate Coal Co., and
the Neslen mine, operated by the American Fuel Co.,
have been added to the list of shippers during the past
;

Tennessee
By

Geo. E. Sylvester*

The 1912 output

is probably not materially different
than for several years past.
This year has been free
from any general disaster, and the death rate has been
materially lowered, being only eighteen from inside accidents.
There was but little labor trouble during the
past 12 months, although many of the mines ran on
short time at various periods on account of dull season
or car shortage.
Business with the mines at present is
good, and practically all companies are running full

Utah
By

J. E.

PETTITf

Helper.

A new
coal

contrivance (for the Western states) in handling
to the tipple is being installed at this
The coal outcrops on a bluff several hundred feet

from the mine

erection.

Nov. 30, 1912, with the largest increase in output of coal and coke for any one year
in the history of the state.
The output of coal increased
586,885 tons, or 23.46 per cent., and the coke production
was augmented by 134,988 tons, or 63.56 per cent., but
the extraction of hydrocarbon minerals other than coal
decreased 3393.69 tons, or 9.1 per cent.
The most important reason given for the large increase in coal has been the demand for onr coke.
During the past year, 603,446 tons of coal were used in the
manufacture of coke against 365,822 tons for 1911. The
close the fiscal year

increa.«e in

The Storrs mine, being developed and equipped by the
Spring Caiion Coal Co., will be shipping coal by Feb. 1.
A railroad four and one-half miles in length has been
built to the mine connecting with the main line of the
Denver «&; Rio Grande E.R. Co., one-half mile west of

mine.
above the bed of the caiion. Because the grade is so steep
that the railroad cannot approach within 3600 ft. of the
mine opening, it was decided to transport the coal this
distance by an aerial tramway, which is in course of

time.

We

year.

It has been impossible for the state

mine inspector

to

the coal and hydrocarbon mines of the state as required by law, owing to the increase of new mines and the
visit all

development of the old producers, separated as they are
from one another by long distances. All the large operating mines have been visited. Those which were not inspected were mines in Iron and Uinta counties, and
these are only in operation for a few months of the winter
During the ])ast 60 days, G. B. Smith has been
.season.
employed as deputy state mine inspector.
Statistics

the use of coal in the state for the past year

The

coal production for

1912 was 3,088,356 tons, mak-

also noticeable.
The amount used in 1911 was 2,124,500 tons, and in 1912, 2,466.745 tons, while our exports
to neighboring states increased from 418,671 tons to 463,-

ing an increase of 586.885 tons over that of the preceding
The coke production was 347,356 tons, an increase
year.

349 tons

of 134,988 tons.

is

in the

same period

IxcKEASED

The
ures.

of time.

Demand from Smelters

distribution of coke provides

The Nevada

some interesting

fig-

smelters received 31,563 tons, against

335 tons in 1911. The Montana smelters increased their
order from 86,714 tons to 135,865 tons. Idaho used 894
tons for that purpose, while

Utah increased her smelter

•Chief mine inspector, Nashville. Tcnn.
tState mine Inspector, 501 Dooly Block,

Utah.

Salt

Lake

The hydrocarbon production was

33,-

656.31 tons, or a decrease of 3393.69 tons.
The miners listed 351,505 lb. of black powder and 395,-

City,

218
723

lb.
II).,

of giant and permissible powders, a total of 746,or about one

pound

of

powder for every 4.13 tons

of coal mined.

The men employed in and around the collieries, hydrocarbon mines and coke plants, aggregated 4063 during the
year, or an increase of 265 men over those employed in
1911. The average number of days worked by the regular
producing mines was 280 days.

:
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The average amount of coal prodiieedper mau (includdaymen and outside men, but not including
coke workers) was 770 tons. Six mine foremen's certificates were issued and three certificates were awarded to
ing miners,

firebosses.

There were 160 accidents in and around the coal and
hydrocarbon mines during the past year. Eighteen resulted fatally, 31 were serious, and 111 non-serious. Two
of the fatal accidents occurred outside of the mines, one
in an open rock cut, and one in an engine house.

West Virginia
By John Laing*
On

account of the unsettled labor conditions in this
state during the past few months and also because of
the inadequacy of the car supply which has been extremely short, the production of West Virginia has been

much

However, as

constricted.

duced a

little

will

be seen,

we

pro-

over five and one-half million more tons

we did

gross in 1912 than

in the preceding twelve months.
not been for the labor troubles and
the short car supply that the production in the calendar
year would have been at least 63,000,000 gross tons, but,
as it is, I think we produced approximately 60,000,000.
Including superintendents, mine foremen, fire bosses,
I believe that

store

and

had

it

Vol.

directly in and around the mines of this state. The mines
have operated 218 days during the calendar year 1912.
Many improvements have been made at the various
mines throughout the state and about 25 new mines
have been opened; 38 power plants installed; 30 to 35
uptodate fans erected 35 tipples built and 38 additional
openings made at old mines.

Xo. 3

During the year the mines worked an average of 224
mine foremen, fire bosses, store managers, store and office clerks,
miners and other mine workers, a total of 79,781 persons.
Of this number there were approximately 50 per cent.
white Americans and 13,403 negroes, the balance being

days, employing, includ ing superintendents,

foreign labor.

Accidents
There were 409 lives lost in connection with mine operations, 392 of which number were killed inside and 17
outside the mines.
There were 840 nonfatal accidents,
759 of which occurred inside and 83 outside. This shows
an increase of 79 fatal accidents and 21 nonfatal accidents over the preceding year. This increase was duo to
explosions in the Standard Pocahontas Coal Co.'s mine
(Aug. 1, 1911), the Bottom Creek Coal & Coke Co.'s mine
(Nov. 20, 1911), and in the Jed Coal & Coke Co.'s mine
(Mar. 26, 1912). Had it not been for these unfortunate
accidents, the number of persons killed and injured by
usual causes would have been reduced substantially.
Exclusive of the lives lost in the explosions, most of the
fatalities were caused by falls of roof and coal.
We find
that 85 per cent, of them are caused from carelessness.

Rocky Mountain Coal Mining

there are 79,781 persons employed

office clerks,

3,

Institute

A

chapter

local

was organized

in

Trinidad,

Colo.,

Dec. 28, 1912, by a number of members of the Eocky
Mountain Coal Mining Institute. The chapter is to be
confined

to

members

living

in

Las

Animas

County,

Colo.

;

The following

officers

were chosen:

J. S.

president; F. P. Bayles, vice-president; B.

West Virginia Only Beginning
In

my

to Produce Coal

opinion, the development of the coal in this

state is in its infancy.
The next ten years will show
such a marked improvement in the coal industry that the
years prior to this will be almost entirely forgotten as
periods of mining development in West Virginia.
Furthermore, unless all signs fail, we will have the largest
output of bituminous coal of any state in the Union.
Tlie operators throughout the state report a marked
improvement in the demand for West Virginia coal during the past year over that of the preceding 12 months,
and the prices have advanced with the demand.

Statistics

The statistics which follow are for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912
The total coal production during the
:

year was 59,581,774 gross tons of coal or an increase of 5,548,588 gross tons over that of the year ending Jime 3(J, 1911, or 10.26 per cent. The coke production was 1,992,697 net tons, a decrease of 701,350 net
tons under that of the year ending June 30, 1911, or
fiscal

per cent.
The total value of the coal produced this year was $56,602,685.30 and the total value of the coke was $3,605,781,57. Thus the coal proudced, netted the operators an
average of 95c. per ton, f.o.b. ears at mines, and the coke
2(1.03

brought an average yield to the operators of $1.81 per ton
at the

same

point.

•Chipf of flep.Trtmcnt of mines, Charleston.

Thompson,

W. SnodgrasSj

These, with J. E. McLaughlin and
M. 0. Danford, will constitute the executive committee.
Other members present were W. J. Murrav, D. J. Griffiths, E. McAllester, 0. C. Cook, P. L. Miller and W.
Morgan. It was decided to call the first regular meeting
of the chapter on Jan. 25, 1913, and to notify all members residing in Las Animas County.
secretary-treasurer.

Large Coal Mines
There are 735 coal mines in the United States that
are producing more than 200,000 short tons of coal
each annually.
In 1911, according to a statement by
Edward W. Parker, of the United States Geological
Survey, 269 bituminous mines and 168 anthracite mines
in Pennsylvania produced in excess of this amount. The
average production of these Pennsylvania bituminous
mines was 321,773 tons and of the anthracite mines
444,697 tons. The largest anthracite mine had a production of 1,020,420 long tons (1,142,870 short tons).

largest bituminous production

from one mine

vania operation) was 1,285,483 short tons.
Thirty anmines produced over half a million tons each.
Illinois was second to Pennsylvania in large mines,
having 93 mines which produced more tlian 200,000 tons

thracite

third, with 59; and Ohio fourth, with
production of these 735 first-class mines

West Virginia was
38.

The

total

was 253,459,639 tons, or 51.7 per cent of the

W. Va.

The

(a Pennsyl-

duction of

ilic

country.

total pro-

.

..

..

.

January
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Coal and Coke Production in the

United States
The following tables have been compiled largely from
data commnnicated by the several state mine inspectors,
estimates having been made only where no such statistics were available, but in all cases upon the basis of
good information.

PRODUCTION OF COAL IN THE UNITED STATES
1911
States

Bituminous:

Alabama

.

Arkansas..
California.

Colorado..
Georgia.
mil
Indiana.
.

North Dakota
Ohi(

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Texas

.

Utah
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia.
.

.

Wyoming
Total bituminous,
inthracite:

Colorado

New Mexico
Pennsylvania
Total anthracite.

Grand

total

States

Alabama.
Colorado.
Georgia.
Illinois...

Kentucky

Montana

New

Mexico..,

Ohio

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania.
Tennessee

Utah
Virginia

Wa-shington.

West

..

Virginia.

Other states..

.

A

(J

E
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Our Export Trade During 1912
By

SYNOPSIS—As

F. E.

a resuU of England's
during the year, American e.r porters had unusual opportunities for strengthening their position in the foreign
markets. While the trade benefited in a substantial manner by this abnormal condition, the activity in our own

great coal strike

markets developed

to

such proportions that the attention

vas diverted and the full possibilities
Mr. Wadleigh and
of the situation were not obtained.
others are of the opinion that local exporters would do
better by concentrating their efforts on the markets
contiguous to the United States, rather than by attempting to establish control of the Mediterranean trade.
of those interested

In reviewing our exports of coal during 1912. the coal
shipped to Canada may be passed over with the bare mention of the fact that SO per cent, of our total exports are
That this is so, is not diie to our
to British America.
superior product (although it is superior), or to our better salesmanship, but simply becaiise of location, our coal
fields being nearer to the more populous parts of Canada
than are its own deposits, and the imports of United
States coal have grown steadily and kept pace with the
increasing population and more numerous industries.

Neither should the coal shipped to Panama, amounting to approximately 488,000 tons, be considered as export coal, as it i.s all shipped to the Canal Zone for use
en the Panama R.E., owned by the United States, and
in the work of digging the Canal it does not come into
any competition with foreign coals, and therefore is not

an export product any more than that shi])ped from
Hampton Eoads to New England. Coals shipped to
Porto Eico and Alaska come in the same category they
are not export coals, but coals shipped to our own terri:

tory.

The elimination from our export tonnage of coals
shipped to Canada, Alaska and Porto Eico, enables us
to consider with truer perspective and better understanding the relation that our coal exports bears to those of
the world, and especially to those of Great Britain, our
greatest competitor in the world's coal markets.
Bhigh'j'

Outlook at the Begixxixg of the Yeae

The beginning

of 1912 gave bright prospects of a large

American coals to foreign
countries, especially to those supplied from Great Britain.
Ocean freights were only slightly above normal, and the
increase in the shipment of

certainty of a strike of the British miners, with both

demands, that a prolonged dispute seemed probable, gave good promise to the local
operators of a large foreign business, and an assurance of
entrance into markets hitherto impossible or at best diffi"If once we get a foothold in these marcult of access.
kets," it was said, "the British coals can never drive
sides so far apart in their

us out."
In 1911 determined efforts were made by the United
States shippers to increase their coal exports and three or
four of the largo selling companies had already, that year,
sent

men

to

England and

Italy to establisli offices for Ihc

])urpose of selling trial cargoes

and making contracts for

•Consulting engineer, ICO Botetourt

.St.,

Norfolk, Va.

Wadleigh*
additional

ones.

Considerable

success

attended

these

and a few contracts for
specified tonnage running into 1912 were made, but on
coal for this year's delivery, with one exception (when a
freighting contract was made before closing any contract
for coal) no allowance, or insutticient allowance, was made
for any po.ssible advance in ocean freights; then, too,
the tidewater price of United States coals was at a low
point.
When the sudden, and to many, unexpected, rise
in ocean freights came, followed by a gradual but steady
ettorts

;

several cargoes were sold

advance in the price of the local coals, caused by increased
h.ome demands, strike pro.spects and a scarcity of labor,
the export business did not look ,so promising, and the

same old story was repeated, to some extent; that is.
when the home demand becomes strong with a fair price,
the foreign business fades into the distance and is not
nearly so attractive.

The
As

Stuiki-;

the British miners'

sured,

many

ix Gueat BraTAiN
.strike

became imminent and

as-

inquiries were received on this side for coals

Britisli product.
A number of foreign
buyers sent their agents over here
our
coal ports became congested, the tidewater prices went
lip to $4.50 per ton and the prospects for a large export
trade became bright. Unfortunately for us, however, we
were unable to increase our output (owing to labor troubles, and the scarcity and crippling of the railroads by
severe storms and floods) sufficiently to take care of this

to replace the

shippers and

;

increased export demand, liefore the British strike was at
an end, and many foreign buyers, unable to get coal here,

immediately went back to the British product, so that we
permanent business in foreign countries.
About the same time. New England buyers began
to call for heavy shipments on contracts so that foreign
business was not followed up as it would have been otherreally obtained little

wise.

The

miners was unexpectedly brief
diminution in the .stocks
of British coals in foreign countries: about the time we
began to feel the efft jts of the strike, the miners were back
at work, and the British slii]ipers were straining every
strike of the British

and caused comparatively

little

nerve to make up for their lost tonnage, in order to oust
the United States coals from what they considered their

own markets.

Hovr well they succeeded in this is largely
shown by the British export figures for the eleven months
of 1912, which amounted to 61,070,000 as compared with
fil,236,000 tons in 1911, or a decrease in the former year

of only 166,000 tons, notwithstanding the strike.

The

Channel ports, Cardiff, Swansea, Newport and
Port Talbot, from which nearly 50 per cent, of their coal
exports come, and are those with which the United States
fuels compete, showed an actual increase of 40,200 tons in
exports.
Part of this recovery of tonnage was undoubtedly due to the increased demand and consumption, but
the fact remains that they did recover most of the tonnage lost on account of the .strike.
The unparalleled rise in ocean freights hit the United
States shippers to foreign countries much harder than it
did the British shippers, and made it difficult, with the
rise in local prices, to hold the business they had gained
British

Jaimarv

11,

C
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and almost impossible to get any new business. For inin September, notwithstanding a difference of
about a dollar per ton in the tidewater prices of good
Welsh and the highest grade United States coals, the delivered prices in Rio Janeiro showed nearly two dollars'

53

Necessity of Buildixg Vessels

stance,

difference in favor of the

Welsh

coal.

OlR LoGH'AL ilAKKETS
It is the opinion of
local e-xporters

made

strongest efforts,

and

many,

of

whom

I

am

one, that the

the mistake of putting forth their
in

some

cases their only effort, to

get increased tonnage in the Mediterranean ports.

In-

stead, they should have

attempted to displace the foreign
coals in South America, our natural market, where some
other lines of trade are growing, not by steps, but by
leaps and bounds.
This market belongs to us by right,
and we will have it, if we go about obtaining it in the
right way.
It is

true that the difficulty of getting return cargoes

for steamships carrying coals to

make

South American ports,

these markets seem difficult of entrance, but they

can be taken possession of. ami will do us more permanent
good than all of the Jlediterranean business. It is, however, a long distance to Buenos Aires or Valparaiso, and
much easier to go to England and Italy and France, and
hundreds of agents and representatives can be found in
thoje countries quite willing to work for United States
gold, to one in Brazil or the Argentine.
In addition to
this a knowledge of Spanish and of the people and their
ways of going business is essential to the successful salesman, whether of coal or manufactured articles.

Before we can liope to compete for any considerable
share of export business wo must build our own ships to
carry it in, as is now being done in the New England
trade. We must also probably establish storage depots at
the most important markets accessible to us, from which
small or large quantities can be shipped as required. The
course of ocean freights during 1913 has been unusual
and has militated against our export business. Rates advanced steadily during the year to unheard of figures, and
vessel tonnage was scarce at any price.
These high rates
continued until December when they began to show a
decline.

would seem that

It

this scarcity of ships

and conse-

quent high rates was due to the unusual demand for tonnage owing to the increase of business all over the world,
and not to any diminution in the number of ships. Just
why the December drop in freights should have come
so suddenly and have been so marked, it is hard to determine, aiul its duration is equally difficult to foresee.
General business is just as good, if not better and the
shipyards have an immense amount of work ahead, the
effect of which may be felt later on, and which may result
in a still further lowering of rates, although the ship
owners say that these will go back to the previous high
levels at the first of the year.
It all puts the exporter in
a quandary, and the- wise man will be he who makes no
c.i.f. contracts, unless compelled to do so, during the coming year.

Statistics

Progeess M.\de

Yet notwithstanding the peculiar and unforeseen conditions that arose during the past year in the export coal
business, our exports did

show considerable

certainly did alarm the

British trade to the extent of

increase,

and

showing a hitherto unknown interest in the quality of
United States coals. This is shown by inquiries from buyers and editorials in two or three of the leading British
trade papers, as well as in staff letters from correspondents.
These latter generally consisted in running down
the quality of the United States coals, and their preparation and appearance, but they at least felt obliged to take
notice of them, something they had never done before.
One of the two leading English coal papers had an editorial on "The Menace of American Coals," while the
other, the Colliery Guardian had, some time previous,
called the American coals nothing but '"carbonaceous

Full statistics of our export trade during 1912 are not
yet available, but we give below complete figures from the
principal Atlantic ports.

With the exception of the tonnage sent to Canada, not
considered in this review, and small tonnages from the
Gulf of Mexico jiorts, these figures give our true export
trade.

Philadelphia

1912
8^5.^34

Baltimore

t)2S.712

Noi-folk

1.475.4S5
971.336

1911
791.506
479,096
1,071.130
785,763

Total

3,900,767

3,127,495

Newport News

These show an increase of 773,272 tons in 1912 over
1911, or 25 por cent., not a very brilliant showing for a
year that began so well, and aj)parenlly held out .such
promising conditions for our export coal trade, but still
a rather substantial sjain.

dust."

We did succeed in entering into markets that had never
used our coals before, and had prices remained where
they were at the beginning of the year, and ocean freights
not gone up, our efforts would have shown most gratifying results. Xow. at the close of the year, when cars are
scarce and laborers not only few, but inefficient and unwilling to work, the export market is being lost sight of

and shippers are hard put to

fill

their

home

contracts.

In

months of the year foreign business was taken
low a figure as $2.40 ])er gross ton f.o.h. tidewater,
wliilo now the same grade of coal is selling at $3.2.5 to
$3.50. Yet with all this increase there is a steady stream
the early

at as

United States coal going to foreign countries, more
any other time under similar conditions: the tidewater price of the best Welsh coals has also iix-reased from

of

tiian at

*:i.S:l

[)er

ton in .Tjinuarv to

$t..").')

in

Deceivlier.

Pennsylvania Leads
I'cnnsyhania
value of

its

far

mineral

outranks

all

output.

In

in

Minerals

other

1911

states

in

the

this state con-

tributed, exclusive of pig iron, 24.7 per cent, of the total

mineral output of the United States.
The reason for
Pennsylvania's undisputed leadership lies primarily,
according to the United States Geological Survey, in
its great production of coal.
It is almost exclusively the
source of anthracite, and produces over one-third of the
total bituminous output.
Penn.sylvania ranks second,
next to ^(^v York, in the value of its manufactures, and
stands first as a mineral producer in cement, coal, coke,
j)ig iron,

ing

lime, mineral paints. s:ind und graxcl, and build-

stone.

AL

C
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tlie

Connellsville region for
first time in

1912 crossed the 20 million-ion mark for the

Favorahle conditions prevailed throughout

history.

its

the year with the exception of a labor shortage which curThe year closed
tailed operations to a limited extent.

with

higher

quotations

than

ever

before.'

Shipments

totaled 20,000,873 tons representing a value of $38,401,-

676.

The Connellsville coke region shipped 20,000,873 tons
of coke in 1912, which, valued at the average market price
Connellsville coke trade for 1912

at least
Job.

As

10%
it

better if there

had been

would have been
a

man

for every

was, both production and output broke

all

and

output of 18,689,000 tons, the value e.v.ceeded $39,000,000.
Prices of spot coke were never higher than they are now,
If the
but the average of the j'ear was less than $2.
business continues at the same gait it is now going, 1913
will be by odds the biggest year in the Connellsville coke
business.

Coke Ovexs axd

Laboi; Supply

There has been no increase in the number of ovens in
the region, though there have been some changes from
The operators have not
beehive to rectangular types.
been able to work all the ovens they have and there has
been small incentive to build more. There are now in
Beehive, 35,399;
the region 38,884 ovens as follows:
There were 738 adrectangular, 3335; byproduct, 110.
ditional ovens constructed during the year and 746 aban-

doned.

A number

of mechanical coke drawers were installed

The use of mining machines became
The installation of these machines was

during the year.

more general.
prompted quite

as

much

by labor necessities as by the

desire for economical operation.
The greatest handicap the Connellsville coke trade

had
during the year was its inadequate and uncertain labor
This labor shortage was not realized until
conditions.
an attempt was made to fire up several thousand ovens
in Januarv, when it developed that there were not enough
men to be had to operate them to their capacity.
The year 1911 closed with 26,400 ovens in Iilast. During January, 4000 ovens were lighted, running the acMarch cWsed with 32,000 active
tive total up to 30,400.
ovens.
In the meantime, the Frick Company had announced an increase in the mining rate from $1.35 to
$1.44 per hundred bushels and other labor in proportion,
and the merchant operators followed suit. A few more
ovens were lighted and the first week in May saw 32,663
ovens fired, but production rose only to a little over
400.000 tons weekly, as against a capacity running full of
Note

— .Abstract

and

attractive.

from the "Weekly Courier," Jan.

2.

1913.

1912

in

to

make

These

the workmen's

efforts

met with

homes pleasant

so small a meas-

ure of success only because of other conditions which could

not be controlled.

COXNELLSVILLE COKE STATISTICS FOR

win by a scratch. Twenty miltons was very closely approached in 1906, but never

was it over-lapped until now. The value of the output
was often exceeded. In 1903, for example, with an output of only 13,345,000 tons the value was over $40,In 1906 and 1907, the value of the annual out000,000.
put rose to $55,000,000. As recently as 1910, with an

Xo. 3

tions.
Over 3000 ovens went out in the ensuing three
months.
In August the tide turned again. Through earnest
and systematic effort the labor supply was graduallv improved and the year closed with 32,700 active ovens. To
attract labor, the operators not only advanced wages, but
many of them, notably the H. C. Frick Coke Co., made
earnest efforts to further improve working conditions at

records, even if they did
lion

3.

44;;, 000 tons.
I'aiiing to secure enough men to operate
the ovens in blast the operators reversed their policy and
proceeded to regulate their active ovens to labor condi-

their plants

of $1.92, represents a value of .$38,401,676.

The

Tol.

Coke Trade

Connellsville

—I'rodnction

A GE

Production

Week Ending
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

6
13

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

9

20
27

16

Apr 6
Apr. 13
Apr. 20
Apr. 27
May 5

June

1

11

Junes

Julv6
Julv 13
July 20
July 27
.\ug. 3
.\ug. 10
-\ug. 17

•

Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26

Nov.
Nov,
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2
9
16
23
30

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,

7
14
21

28
31

Total

.

.

247,.589

247.296
2.32,458

15" ,619

247 228

157.900
158.732
132,913
148,097
150.285
152,375
164 295
159.663
156,452
161,088

2,55,241

1.39.745
1.34,206
144.6,33

June 15
June 22
June 29

Aug. 24
Aug. 31
Sept. 7

170.256
174,060
248.127
238,076
212.230
209,453
247,244
245,389

138.521.

23
30

18
25

Furnace

137 650
141.372
147.058
147,923
14S.114
146.420
145,664
148 421
151,419
155,779

3
10
7
24
Mar. 2

May
Mav
May

Merchant

102,692
136.486
154,863
137.614
118,069
146,728
150 796
147.352
145,107
146,585
142,277
149.882
151,781
157.267
166,188
166,099
166,719
166.825
165.286
166.583
167.309
167,584
166,302
164.134
162,705
166.747
145,508
48,523
7,991,437

256.732
230.376
248,223
251,209
249,169
237,665
239,293
237.854
218.033
238.911
237,.386

229,074
230,948
192.673
220,694
217,494
197,654
232.429
235.171
226.749
224,011
225,330
213,362
222,899
221,830
225,360
232.013
231,408
232.730
232.980
231.967
232,559
233,309
237,068

Total
307.906
315.432
395.185
376,597
360,153
354.569
393.664
391,253
396,010
398,715
408,237
398.847
413,141
415,464
363,289
396.320
401,494
401.544
401.960
398.956
394.316
379,121
398.656
391.792
373.729
393.640
329,161
375,357
353,108
315.723

11, .524

399.449
399,805
397.253
399.142
100,618

12,040,838

245.371
213,437

12,4.50

397,.307

385 967

20,032,275

226,3.59

Tons
307,894
316,138
379.220
375.955
359,016
351,404
394,110
389,597
393.787
401.643
398,204
385,541
412,112
413,595

374.101
369.118
371.915
357,839
372.781
373.631
382.627
398,201

379,1.57

,'1,146

228.872

Cars
9.095
9.341
11,271
11.113
10,623
10,590
11,862
11,738
11,890
12.124
11.983
11,613
12,314
11.033
11,654
11,882
il,929
11.991
11,942
11.793
11.361
11.767
11,837
11.364
12.096
9.777
11,246
10.639
9,377
11,369
11,451
11.101
10,967
11,032
10.611
11.028
11.005
11.168
11.651

404.652
400.111
393.006
389,064
412.118
359,005
119,669

.233.809

1912.

Shipments

11.710

11,7M
11.623
11,763
11,797
11,995
ll,8&t
11.626
11,.552

12,828
10,6,'»5

3,544

595.336

359..368

392,165
398,868
400,908
400.799
398.344
393.806
379.316
400.882
393.877
377,257
400,588
327.678
377.236
.356,215

312.875
380.734
387.871
377.730

373.4M
374,893
361.045
374.680
374.305
380.515
396,382
391,370
397.778
398.448
394.895
398.371
399,7.53

405.801
401.330
393.540
389,191
431.683
358„572
119,524
20,000.873

The United States Steel Corporation hints that there is
another wage advance at hand. If it extends to the Connellsville coke region it may stimulate immigration hither
and improve labor conditions.
The wages now paid are as follows: Pick mining and
loading room and rib coal, per ]00 bushels, $1.44; pick
mining and loading heading coal, per 100 bushels, $1.58;
pick mining and loading wet heading coal, per 100
bu.shels,

$1.70; drawing coke, per 100 bushels, charged,

83c.: drivers and rope riders (shafts and slopes) per full
run, $2.85: drivers and rope riders (drifts), per full run.

$2.80; cagers, per full run, $2.85: firehosses, per day,
$3.50: tracklavers, blasters and timbi-rniPii (shafts and

January

11.
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and timberand in-

slopes) per day, .$2.85; trackla^'ers, blasters

men

(drifts), per day, $2.80; assistant tracklayers

side laborers, per day, $2.15;

dumpers and

tipplemeii,

per full run, $2.15; levelers, per oven, 1314c.; chargers
per day, $2.15; forking cars, -40,000 pounds capacity and

$1.75; forking cars, 50,000 pounds and 60,000
pounds capacity, $1.85; forking cars, over 60,000 pounds

Au estimate of the production in 1913 and a comi^ariKon with the product in 1911 is given below:
PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM IN THE UNITED STATES IN 19U
AND ESTIM.4TED PRODUCTION FOR 1912
(Barrela of 42 gallons)

State

less,

Caiaomia
Oklahoma
Illinois

capacity, $2.00"

Louisiana

West

The crushed coke

Virginia

Tesas
Ohio
Pennsylvania

CBrsHED Coke axd Byproduct Coal
business, at one time a prominent

Indiana

Kansas

feature of the Connellsvilie coke trade, but recently con-

New

fined almo.st exclusively to outside districts has taken a

Colorado
Other States

fresh start. In spite of the desperate demand for furnace
coke during the last quarter of 1912, approximately 40,(>00 tons of crushed were shipped out of the Connellsvilie region during the year.

Crushed coke is a successful rival of anthracite as a
domestic fuel where it can be laid do^m at competitive
prices. It is prepared in similar sizes to anthracite, known
to the trade as egg, stove, chestnut and pea, the sizes bearing close relation to the articles whence they get their
names.
is made into coke in the ConApproximately 2,000,000 tons annually
are coked in the byproduct ovens of the United States
Steel Corporation at Gary, Ind., Joliet, 111., and Sharon,
Penn. About one-half of this coal, or some 60 cars per
day, is shipped to the Sharon ovens and the remainder
goes to the western plants where it is mixed with Pocahontas coal. It was the purpose of the Steel Corporation
to u.se a mixture of Pocahontas and Illinois coal in the
Gary and Joliet ovens, and for this purpose a large area
of coal was pnrcliased in the latter field, but it was found
in practise that better results, chemically, physically and
commercially, were obtained by the Connellsville-Pocahon-

Xot

all

Connellsvilie coal

nellsvilie region.

tas

coal combination.

Connellsvilie coal

is

now being

shipped from the Gates and Filbert mines which have no
oven equipment, and from the coking plants at Dorothy,
Bridgeport and Colonial Xo. 3.

1912

1911
81,134,391
56.069,637
31,317,038
10,720,420
9,795,464
9,526,474
8,817,112
8,248,158
1,695,289
1,278,819

87,000,000
52,000,000
28,000,000
10,000,000
11,800,000
10,500,000
8,500.000
8,000,000

952,513
472,438
226,926
194,690

700,000
500,000
200,000
500,000

220,449,391

220,200,000

Yoric

Kentucky

1,200,00(J

1,300,000

—

Stocks In all the fields except those of California
and tile Gulf there was a stead}' drain on stocks during
the year, so that from a total of 81,789,390 bbl.— over
half a year's output

—

on Jan. 1, the stock declined to
69,000,000 bbl. at the end of the year. This drain reflects
the increased capacity of the refining plants of the United
States, the greatly increased exports, and a gradual
change in the general condition of the industry by which
gasoline has become much more in demand, so that the
trade is well satisfied with heavier grades of gasoline or
naphtha.
For this reason the dividing line between
'

naphtha and kerosene has necessarily been drawn nearer
to kerosene and a large quantity of oil has been distilled
into the gasoline portion of the products and a less output
of kerosene resulted.

On the other hand, the heavy residues which are
marketed as fuel oils have come into greater demand, and
owing to the over-evident effort to increase the yield of
light products by splitting up these residues the supply of
fuel oil has not kept up with the demand.
The advent
of internal-combustion engines, such as those of the Die.sel

promises still higher prices for fuel oils. The United
States has been slow in the adoption of these new engines,
but their general adoption abroad has pointed the way
to rapid increa.se in their use here.
t.vpe,

Piticics

The

Petroleum Industry

The general

decline in production except in California
would doubtless have been much greater but for the effort

1912

in

There was no considerable change in the quantity of
petroleum produced in the United States in 1912 comXevertheless, according to David T.
pared with 1911.
Day, of the United States Geological Survey, the year was
as full of remarkable incidents as is usual in the history
of this article of commerce, which depends for its sta-

more upon the chances of new discoveries
upon trade demands than any other commodity

tistical position

and

less

except gold.
a rule, the Eastern fields declined in production, because it was impo.ssible to keep up the great output of
1911 without large additional discoveries of new pools in
fields.
The Eastern decline was, however, offset
by the increase in California, where the San Joaquin Valley fields (Midway, McKittrick, Maricopa, etc.) arc still
at the height of the gusher stage.

the older

take

much time

to calculate the

amount

sold at the different prices of the year, but

it is

that the total value of the product increased
iK'iiig

1911.

and demand

Iiy

increase in price.

and so checked the decline. Formerly this plan has
not been so successful. In the mid-continent field also
it checked the decline, so that the
product will come
within 4,000,000 bbl. of the maximum output (in 1910).
In the Ajjpalachian field, where higher prices and cheap
pools,

oil wells make the, decline slow in any
event, the great rise in price from $1.30 to $2 per bbl.

methods of punijjing

As

It will

to apply laws of supply

Prices advanced so greatly during the year as to stimulate
drilling, even in the old Xew York and Pennsylvania

of

oil

evident

markedly

about $150,000,000, compared with $134,144,752

iii

seems to have checked the normal decline and even to
have effected a slight increase, which was gratifying.
Another feature tending to strengthen the position of
oil in this country is the decrea.se in production in Russia, from 66,183,691 bbl. in 1911 to about 60,000,000 bbl.
in 1912.
Roumania increased its product slightly, but
not sufficiently to offset the Russian decline. The chief
decrea.se was in the old Baku field. The world's consumption of oil, according to Mr. Day, is now about a million
barrels a day, the United States furnishing more than all
other contitrics.
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The Coal Markets During 1912
By A. T. SiiuuicK

SYNOPSIS —A
the year 1912.

due

respects,

to

detailed review of trade condiiions for
The situation was abnormal in many

the protracted suspension in hoth

anthracite and hiiuminous

new wage

fields,

pending the fixing

the
of

Anticipation of this curtailment
in production caused heavy speculative iuying and a
the

scales.

temporary panicky condition, ichich was succeeded in
of extreme dullness. The markets
gathered strength, however, toivards the last of the year
and closed firm and active in all departments.

midsummer by a period

The year

Some

December

activity

new

j'ear.

which it held its own into the
This mild hardening of the market was due

latter part, at

primarily to the cessation of work in the mining region
over the holiday period, and offered only a temporary
relief.

The end

in steam

of the year witnessed a slight activity

business due to an improvement

in

work

at

the steel mills.

Januauy

during the early part of January, which brought with
an increased domestic demand and a general improvemenl all along the line.
Towards the middle of the
month there was an abrupt fall in temperature, accompanied by severe storms which created a shortage
in the market and resulted in the demand becoming
it

;

requisitions

became

so

numerous that opera-

were compelled to refuse further orders.
This condition continued for some two weeks, the
trade reaching the strongest position it had been in so
far that season.
The return of mild weather again
towards the close of the month, however, caused a slight
easing off and more normal conditions were restored.
Consumption, which was apparently below normal at
the end of the year, .showed an improvement the first part
of the month and became quite heavy towards the middle,
responding quickly to the change in weather conditions;
the reserve supplies of the consumers were drawn iipon
at tliis time.
The return of milder weather toward the
latter part of the month brought with it an easing off
in the domestic consumption and a resumption of a
more normal market. By reference to the accompanying
diagrams it will be noted that no unusual features occurred during this period, as regards quotations. Prices
remained at an even and rather low level, considering
tlie time of the year, throughout the month.
The inclement weather towards the middle of the
tors

The

materially.

transpor-

Febrlwuy
Contrary

to

expectation

the return

mild weather

of

month did not restilt in any easing
off in the sharp demand that appeared during the latter
part of January.
The large tonnages, .accumulated on
side tracks during the cold snap, were moved in and
readily absorbed without any apparent effect.
The
the

first

part of the

situation, as regards anthracite particularly,

became quite

hard at this time, and none could be bought in the spot
market. It was reported at some points that a number of
steam plants were compelled to close down through the
lack of sttfficient fuel.

As the month advanced the demand gradually became
more urgent, itntil the climax was reached shortly after
the middle of the month, when the situation was verging
on the acute. This was ascribed partially to the anxiety
of the consumers over the possibility of a long shutdo\m
in the mining regions April 1. but was more probably due
to the

The new year then o])ened with the market at a low
level but steady.
More seasonable weather appeared

quite heavy

movement

became moderately grave during this time
so that arrivals at the large consuming centers were far
below normal. The heavy weather caused some losses at
sea and made the coastwise movement slow and uncertain
but the more equitable conditions towards the last of the
month, effected a rapid cliange in the transportation
situation and the tonnage movement became quite heavy.
This increase is reflected in the rapid decrease in
the surplus of idle coal cars, at this time, as shown on
the accompanying diagram.

was noticeable the early

as a result of the car shortage, but

with the concluding of shipiuents in the lake trade, the
situation in this respect underwent a decided change with
the result that plenty of equipment was available, and
the market flooded with coal. This was further aggravated
by the mild weather which caused a light domestic consumption.
The trade slumped steadily, although easily, during
the course of the month but firmed at a rather low level

toward the

restricted the

tation troubles

of 1911 closed with the coal trade iu a rather

stagnant position.
l^art of

month

low temperatures then prevailing.

Consumption for the month was quite heavy, and it
was claimed by some that new records were established in
this respect.
Heavy shipments were made, but it appeared impossible for the production to keep up with the
demand, and the supplies in the hands of both dealers
and consumers were steadily depleted. This continued
well up past the middle of the month, when a break in
tjie weather occurred which brotight with it much needed
relief to the

consumer.

This did not, however, tend to

the market, as supplies were uniformly \ov
throughotit the country and the demand urgent.
Prices continued fairly uniform on a somewhat higher
soften

than during the previous month, as will bo noted
on the accompanying diagram. The close of the month
however, marked the beginning of the sharp advance
that prefaced the suspension in mining Apr. 1.
At the
beginning of the month quotations were Ttiling hard
and firm, and continued to gain strength throughout the
period.
Toward the middle, a strong demand appeared
for soft coals for storage uprposes, and these commanded
good figures, finally reaching the point where they cotild
level

be obtained only at fancy prices.

The

period closed with

operators entirely in control of quotations, and with every
indication of continuing

so.

The
Coal shipments for the month were quite heavy.
large tonnages, which the severe weather in January
had made
shipped

The

it

impossible for the roads to move, were

now

in.

car supply for the

month was only

fair.

As

will

i

Jaimarv
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be noted on the accompanying diagram, the surplus of idle
coal cars fell sharply below that for January, but main-

new low

tained the

level

throughout

month.

tlie

Pro-

on the situation.
terested

parties

It

on

was purely
l)oth

Apiul

creased in anticipation of the expected suspension of min-

However,

was too remote

1.

to

any radical change, although

effect

this

it

will be seen,

uniform, though slight, increase for the month.

M.VRCH
With the prospective strike of botli the anthracite
and bituminous miners now only a month off, the demand became tirmly established and quite insistent. It
was becoming evident that there was a shortness in supplies of all kinds and in practically all parts of the
Thus, instead of going into a protracted suspension of mining with large surplus .stocks, as customary
heretofore, the industry found itself with supplies low,
country.

and, in

many

eases,

below

all

The month

at this time

by reference to the accompanying diagram of the monthly
shipments of anthracite, that all the companies show a

previous records.

a strike market and inwere playing a wailing

game.

duction during this period was undoubtedly being ining Apr.

sides

in

eil'ect

of April opened with a general suspensicm

in practically all the organized coal fields of the

Probably over 60 per cent, of the production
off.
A feeling of hesitancy appeared
to characterize the trade for the first few days, but reports to the effect that an agreement was being reached
caused a softening in the market.
As these were only
tentative, however, and could not become operative in any
event for some time, a heavy slump was prevented.
Prices therefore continued at the abnormally high
level for from one to three weeks and it was the hope of
the trade that the suspension would be of sufficient duration to permit them, to work off the heavy stockc- accumulated during the last of the preceding month. The
country.

was abruptly cut

This was

of particular significance in view of the fact that both

the bituminous and anthracite agreements expired simultaneously.
It

was inevitable under these conditions, that prices

should experience an almost perpendicular advance which
was the case, as will be noted on the accompanying diagrams. While this sharp increase in quotations tended to

make the consumers

cautious about purchases, the

nevertheless continued quite streng all

The

demand

along the

line.

market gradually increased and towards the middle of the month began to assume panicky
proportions; severe weather appeared and the fear of a
possible long shut-down at the mines had taken a firm hold
on the consumers. There were many inquiries for April
tonnages but operators refused to quote beyond Apr.
15.
The situation was further aggravated by the large
Tran.s-Atlantic steamers coaling at this end for the round
activity in the

because of the strike in Great Britain.
Toward the last of the month the sensational advance in prices culminated at the high level of the year, as
trip,

noted on the accompanying price diagrams. The
in the extreme, and the general
tone of the market throughout the country was uniformly
will be

demand became urgent

The deliberations of the miners and operators
been entirely barren of any results, and it was now
evident that the industry must go through a suspension

panicky.
liad

of short duration at least.
The market conditions were
undeniably critical at this time.
The car shortage began to ease off toward the latter
part of the month, there again being a surplus on March
27.
This enabled the mines to materially increase their
production, and the close of the month witnessed the
heaviest shipments in the history of the trade.
This
was particularly noticeable in anthracite. As will be seen
by reference to the accompanying diagram of hai-d-ioal

shipments by the different companies for tlie year, these
show a uniformly sharp advance for the month of March,
and numerous new high records were established.

The month

market in a decidedly tense
consumers and producers both keenly
watching the results of the wage conferences, and many
of the larger interests having special representatives at
the meetings to assure prompt and reliable information
condition

closed with the

with

Anthkacite Production by Companies Duiung 1013
anthracite

production,

ordinarily

quite

heavy at this

period of the year, was, of course, practically eliminated.

Probably the most striking evidence of the effects of the
suspension is shown by the rapid increase in the .surplus
of idle cars, which advanced from 4.'3S1 on March 27 to
46,578 on Apr. 11.
The middle of the month found the panic prices being
liberally discounted in all parts of the country.
Consumers showed every confidence in the belief that the referendum vote of the miners, upon which the bituminous
situation hinged at this time, would be favorable, and, as
a result, there was a heavy .selling movement of speculative coal.

Later in the month, when it became evident that an
agreement between the bituminous miners and operators
had been effected, the trade was brought to an abrupt
Consumers had prepared for a protracted
standstill.
shutdown, and the unexpected short duration of the suspension eliminated any disposition on their part to buy.
A large number of dealers who had also stocked quite
extensively, for speculative purposes, were compelled to
throw heavy tonnages on the market, which tended to
still further depress the trade.
Much of this coal had
been bought at high figures and wholesalers made every
effort to maintain the high prices, but without much success.

The clcse of the month found the bituminous trade in
the final stages of readjustment and approximately, on

COAL AGE
The mines were at work, thoiTgh
a normal basis again.
under curtailed production, which was, however, sufficient to meet requirements as most large consumers
had stocked sufficiently to carry them over a 30-days' susFor the two
pension and were not yet in the market.
weeks ended Apr. 2.5, the surplus of idle coal cars showed
the gi-eatest increase for the year, the total on that date
being 93,548.
Operators were slow in getting started
at the mines and the month closed with the bituminous
production far below the full rated capacity. Uncertainty in the anthracite situation

still

prevailed, but the

harmonious sittings of the wage scale committees led to
the belief that an agreement would be effected at an early
date

May
The heavy stocks, accumulated in anticipation of a
prolonged .suspension at the bituminous mines, had a
decidedly depressing effect on the trade early in May.
While some companies were still delivering on contracts,
made

at the high level in March, it was difficult to obtain
amiihing more than normal prices at this time. Quotations were slowly but steadily easing off, and buyers were
hesitating to purchase until they were assured that the
Production was also at a low
bottom had been reached.

operators refusing to open up full blast until there
was more pressure for coal. In the Middle West there
was a total absence of any buying movement, and it was
becoming evident that quotations must soon fall off to

level,

about the cost of production.
Later, the unprecedented action of the miners in rejecting the scale fixed by the joint committee caused
some alarm and a further tightening of the situation
This deadlock also helped the bituminous
in hard coal.
operators and,

together with the opening of

the

lake

trade, tended to check a further decline in this branch,

which was now about, holding its own. The situation
was weak, however, and much difficulty was experienced
in placing arrivals, which were again about normal.
The middle of '.'ae month saw a further relapse, duo to
the more geDr^al resiimption of mining and consequent
increase in production.

Surplus stocks were

still

in evid-

ence an^ the market was hardly in a position to absorb

even normal tonnages; forced sales of demurrage coal
were reported at some of the large distributing centers,

and quotations again fell off.
In anthracite, the situanow become exceedingly tight and supplies quite

tion had

Heavy premiums were being offered on every
hand, and the market was in prime condition for a
short.

panic.

The end

of the anthracite strike, toward the close of

the month, was viewed with general satisfaction in trade

While this was accompanied bv a slump in
and a return to the usual summer lethargy, all
uncertainty was, on the other hand, reinoved and the
trade again established on a normal basis.
Dealers immediately began storing up to their full capacity, in anticipation of the large shortage which must necessarily result from the long suspension in mining.
circles.

prices

Toward

the last of the

month the new hard-coal

circu-

were announced, showing increases ranging from 1.5
to 50c. per ton. These advances were met with a strong
protest on the part of the general public, and the de-

lars

Vol.

3.
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mand eased up, consumers believing that little was to be
gained by storing at the new quotations.
The bituminous outlook, toward the close of the month,
was not encouraging. Production had been quite heavj',
and ^-ith all hopes of profiting by the suspension at the
anthracite mines now dispelled, it was obvious that prices
could be maintained only by the most rigid curtailment.
No attempts were yet being made to force the market by
price cutting, but the outlook was disappointing.

June
Tiie

month of June opened up with

the anthracite

companies pressing their operating departments to the
limit, in the endeavor to make up the shortage.
The
demand was not strong, however, consumers hesitating
In trituminous, the only
to buy at the new high prices.
encouraging feature was the reports of a labor shortage
in different parts of the country which, it was hoped,
would effect a curtailment in production.
With anthracite shipments again back to normal, the soft coals
were obliged to stand on their merits and, while quota-
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agencies were being favored by larger deliveries in order
them stocked up niiile transportation conditions

to get

were favorable.

As

a result, arrivals at the Eastern dis-

tributing centers were below normal.

Wholesalers were

attempting to accumulate their winter stocks at the summer price level and became anxious over the situation
with the result that the hard-coal trade began to assume

an appearance of activity.
In bituminous, conditions were directly the reverse.
The uncertaintv' in the political situation began to be
felt with the result that the manufacting demand was
showing a decided tendency to ease off all over the coun-

Domestic business was also slowly declining to the
usual low ebb at this period of the year; consumers generally were hesitating to contract, and the trade was ab-
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and it was becoming difficult to see how they
would be able to handle the heavy fall and winter bus-

orders,

iness.

The month
formly

all

closed with low prices being quoted uni-

over the country, although there was an effort

underway in the Eastern bituminous market to maintain
a higher level. Operators were, however, becoming morl
optimistic, shipments were more nearly down to requirements, while free consignments were seldom heard of

and there were not the indiscriminate pounding of
prices, so common during the preceding few weeks.

August

try.

solutely devoid of interest

The

August brought with it some tangible
evidence of the improvement in bituminous, which the
dealers had been looking forward to.
This was general
first

of

over the country, with the possible exception of the
Pittsburg district where prices broke to the low level

all

July
.\

the

the

car and labor shortage developed the early part of

mouth which had a decidedly stimulating effect upon
trade.
The former was ascriljed to the remarkable

activity

in

steel,

a

deal

great

of

being diverted for use in this way.

the

coal

equipment

Wliile the surplus

of idle coal cars showed a decided reduction for the
two weeks ending with July 4, it was not, however, at a
low point by any means, so production wa,s still low. The
labor shortage was becoming an important consideration,
and it was obvious that, if mines were working up to
anything like full capacity, it would ^k impossible to obtain an adequate supply.
Prices took another general slump all over the country, those at Boston touching the low point for the year,
as will be noted on the accompanying diagram. Cargoes
were arriving at Eastern coastwise points on consifinment and embargoes were being declared at some places.
It was evident that prices could be maintained only by
a rigid curtailment in production on the part of the

for the year.

Deliveries generally were

now

only

made on

.specific or-

and indications were that the low prices of June
and July would not again be duplicated during the rest
of the season.
There were no longer any heavy accumulations, coal was being more closely held, and there was
an entire absence of demurrage: the demand was more
insistent than at any time since the suspension, and the
business was on a fairly profitable basis.
This was, no
ders,

doubt, affected by the policy of rigid curtailment adopted
by a numb;.-r of the larger producers, together >vith a

further tightening in the car supply, the surplus of idle

equipment again showing a reduction for the two
ending Aug. 1.
Apparently, the only problem before the hard-coal
producers at this time, was the provision of an equable

coal

rt'eeks

distribution of their production in such a

cause the least complaint.

manner

as to

Eastern dealers were being

operators.

obviously discriminated against in this respect this was,
however, to be expected, as the more remote Western

The middle of the month found maiiv of the Eastern
anthracite dealers entirely out of supplies and the pres-

favorable.

sure became strong for shipments out of New York and
Philadelphia.
The relatively light production for June,

which was announced

at

about this time, produced a
trade circles.
This

noticeable feeling of uneasiness in

was further increased by the urgent demand from the line
and Western trade, the latter being still quite insistent
ujion having the first shipments.
There was an appearance of a better feeling among
the Eastern l/ituminous dealers at this time.
Although

;

points

must be supplied while shipping conditions were

By the middle of the month, the bituminous market
was on a strong basis, with every indication of holding
its own for the remainder of the season.
It was becoming apparent that the supplies in the hands of the consumers were low, as was anticipated, and while there
was no heavy demand, the market was probably in a
better position than normally at this period of the year.

The

sumers generally, had been out of the market since the
suspension and it was becoming apparent that many
had about reached the end of their supply, and were
being forced into the market. There wa.s also a steadily
increa.«ing con.sumption. along with the rapid advance
in steel.
In spite of this optimistic feeling, orders were
more scarce than at any time during the season, and the
market was so flat and dull that there was scarcely any-

departments of the hard coalers were pushing
it was apna-ent that
the August production of anthi-aeite would be heavy.
President White, of the miners' union, made a visit to
tile anthracite field during the month, which interfered
with work at the mines and caused some dissatisfaction
among the producers. This was unfortunate at this
time, as the shortage was becoming more serious, with
sfovc coal almost entirely out of the market.
Bituminous operators began to foresee an active business the coming fall, and the market gradually assumed

thing to report.

a strong,

the existing conditions did

The

position of

1hi'

not justify this,

market was quite

still

tiiiique.

con-

?>itu-

normally dull af this period of ilie ycMr, was
down to even a lower point than usual, while the shortage
of anthracite was regarded as quite serious.
Dealers in
tlie latter grade were rapidly g('tting farllier beliiiid on
niinous,

sales

the operating end to the limit, and

healthy tone.

troubles during the

The

coming

possibilities of transportation

fall, began to be anticipated
by some consumers who started accumulating surpluses;
This had a further stimulating efTeet upon the situation.
Mining generally was becoTuing restricted. In the
I'ittsliurg distriel the car supply wa.s poor, with occasional
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embargoes being declared on shipments from some districts, and there was an insufficiency of labor, together
with frequent small strikes at the mines. The car shortage in Ohio was so pronounced that mines were being
subjected to an occasional shut-down. For the two weeks
ending Aug. 29, there ceased to be any surplus of idle
coal equipment and a shortage of 1715 was reported for
the second time- during the year; this shortage was not
again eliminated during the remainder of the year.
The month closed with the demand for anthracite still
far in excess of the supply, and with the production beDealers were beginning
ing as readily absorbed as ever.
to receive inquiries from the consumers, and it was
evident that the winter trade would open vip in earnest
soon.

The

soft coal marJcet closed active

and

firm, with

unchanged but being much more rigidly held. Consumers were seeking to cover their requirements against
a possible car shortage and the rumors of the slow movement were making them anxious.
prices

The

early part of September found bituminous operabecoming cautious about future commitments, and
old prices being gradually withdrawn. The labor troubles
in the Paint Creek field had proved another disturbing
factor in the situation, deliveries were slower and consumers less inclined to be particular about quality.
Production in the Pittsburgh district was now practically equal
to any previous record, and would have been still heavier
were it not for the insufficiency of labor and inadequate
supply of equipment for loading.
Manufacturing demand was increasing and shipments to the lake becomtors

ing quite large.

Xovember deliveries of anmet with the reply that

thracite at this time, were being

no forecast could be made as to the situation then. While
every effort was being made to meet the constantly increasing demand, the Eastern dealers were becoming
more concerned over the situation, and premiums were
steadily advancing.
By the middle of the month coastwise dealers were down to a hand-to-mouth business, and
the companies were taking the stand that they could look
after none but old customers.
Bituminous production had become quite heavy by
the middle of the month, but no surpluses were reported
at

the large distributing centers.

Considerable of the

were being diverted into the Western
markets which caused a shortage in the East, and arrivals were only about sufficient to meet contract obligations.
Current shipments were going into immediate
consumption, and no supplies were being accumulated.
Prices in the Pittsburgh district were stiffer, without having experienced any advance, with the exception of donu'stic which had gone on to the usual winter schedule.
Eastern dealers generally, claimed they had more business than they could handle, shipments were up to the
maximum rate for the period, and the season showed every
indication of being a prosperous one.
As the month advanced coastwise bituminous prices became more firm and there was more or less detention at
The West continued absorbing an unusuall the piers.
ally large percentage of West Virginia products, and shipProduction appers were going .slow on new business.

West Virginia
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resulted in an advance in the schedule at
There was considerable business offered

this finally

about this time.

good figures, which the operators were unable to take
advantage of, and there was no evading the" fact that

at

tJiere

was a

The

fall

perceiDtible shortage.

demand

ward the end
retail

dealers

trade

for anthracite began to open

of the

were

Premiums asked

month.

reaching

up

coals

peared to be only about equal to contract requirements.

to-

in the

and
than
It was reported that a number of towns

generally

prohibitive

a

were finding

it

easier

to

level,
sell

purchase fuel.
were practically bare of supply, and, while the clear
weather caused an improvement in the coastwise movement, the scarcity at the terminals was making the loading slow.

At the

close of the

month

it

was becoming apparent

that the anthracite coastwise dealers were unable to

September

Inquiries for October and

Vol.

Operators and jobbers in Ohio had all the business they
could handle, and the inadequate car service was still
curtailing production. There had been a continued heavy
demand, with a limited supply, at Hampton Eoads, and

make

any impression on their orders, and the trade was getting
in a serious condition.
The movement was being interfered with by the inadequate car supply, the demand
still increasing faster than the shipments, and some con.

2.00
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middle cf the month gave the anthracite dealers all ovdr
welcome respite. Anticipation of the results at the closing of the heavy Western and lake trade
began to bo looked forward to, even at this early date.
The opinion was freely advanced that the demand was
abnormal by reason of many orders being placed in duplicate, and that with the appearance of these extra tonnages in. the Ea.stern market, there was a probability of
the trade experiencing a sharp recession. It was generally
conceded that the operating companies were dealing with
a hard situation and handling it to the best possible
advantage.
The heavy demand for anthracite now began to swing
onto bituminous, with the result that this branch became
practically as hard as the former.
There was a heavy
movement of all kinds of freight, making the congestion
worse and seriously afPecting coal shipments particularly
to tide.
There were no free tonnages of the better grades
to be had, tonnage consignments of all kinds were being
detained, prices were correspondingly firmer, and conthe country a

sumers more concerned.
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demand began

to get definitely under way, and, while
tonnages were being distributed, they were not
sufficient to permit of the accumulation of any surpluses.

large

The

coastwise bituminous riiarket began to fluctuate

toward the close of the month that it is
probable there was considerable buying on speculation
There was a freer movement to tide and
at that time.
some spot business developed, but supplies were so short
so spasmodically

that a

number

rechartering.

of

companies were offering their

The Pittsburgh market was

fleets for

also

fluctu-

ating considerable, due to the uncertainty as to what conditions would be after the closing of navigation on the

Lakes.

The

car situation again tightened up toward the close
month, there being a shortage on Nov. 31 of
12,005, this being the second greatest shortage for the

of the

The effects of this were quite noticeable in Ohio
where the situation was probably the most acute at any
West Virginia operators were
time during the season.
being pushed by their Western connections for final shipments before navigation closed and at the same time, the
demand at the piers was .so heavy that detention of from
three to four weeks was quite common. The number of

year.

vessels

awaiting cargoes

the close of the

fell off at

month

and more favorable weather conditions tended to lessen
the anxiety of domestic consumers generally in the South,
but the same uneasiness prevailed among the steam users.

The

month found the

close of the

anthracite dealers

with supplies probably shorter than they would admit
to anyone except the producers. The comparatively mild
weather had prevented any extensive runs on the producers and relieved what might have otherwise been a

The results of the closing
now being eagerly anticipated.

serious situation at this time.
of lake navigation were

December

Vol.
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ment on contracts continued heavy. Toward the middle
of the month the shippers were troubled a great deal by
the railroads confiscating coal en route. Shipments were
confined almost entirely to- contracts and consumers were
pressing the operators for their

maximum

allotment of

tonnages.

By

month the expected improvement
due to the suspension of shipments

the middle of the

in the car situation,

to the lakes, liad failed as yet to materialize

;

some opera-

tors reported a fair supply, but others stated that con-

ditions were less favorable than formerly.

In the coastwise anthracite trade, reports were general,
by the middle of the month, of dealers being down to the
l>ottom of their stocks and the situation was being furthur
aggravated by thick weather which was interfering with
the water movement.
Consumers were, however, becoming more reluctant to pay the high premiums, belie\ing,
apparently, that the diversion of the Western tonnages
into the Eastern markets must shortly effect a material
relief to the latter.
The markets were undoubtedly much
easier, but it was doubtful if they would continue so
when the real winter weather- appeared.
Toward the close of the month the hopes of the coastwise dealers to obtain better supplies were dispelled by
vessels were overdue and many
a siiccession of storms
Premium
barges were waiting power to move them.
prices, however, were now definitely established at a considerably lower level, particularly at points more con;

tiguous to the mining regions.

The middle of the month found the soft-coal dealers
beginning to anticipate the customary suspension in mining over the end of the year, at which time a slight activity was expected, and quotations for the new year were
being discussed. Prices in the Pittsburgh district were
down to only a slight advance over the circular but were
being rigidly maintained operators were receiving a fair
allotment of cars, probably sufficient for average needs.
The steam trade in Ohio gradually became more active
;

The

last

month

of

the year opened with an appear-

ance of a break in the anthracite market, the first for
many months. This was due to a combination of heavier
shipments into the Eastern markets and mild weather.
While the situation could not be termed easy, particularly
in

the

more remote

localities,

sharp decline in quotations

there was nevertheless a

at

several

points;

tions were at this time that the hard-coal markets

shortly

assume

average

normal

winter

indica-

would

proportions.

prices were further reduced as the months adand .shipments continued heavy although all
The
arrivals were going into immediate consumption.
unusually mild weather had been a great help to anthrarite distributors up to this time.
Stocks of bituminous in the East were becoming
shorter at the first of the month and the trade was on a
firm basis, but there was an absence of pressure for coal
and quotations remained conservative. Shipments to the

Premium
vanced

lakes had

entirely ceased

shortly after the

first

of the

month, and it was hoped that there would be an improvement in the car su])ply. A large proportion of the business in the Pittsburgh district for 1918 was put under
contract during the first week at the prevailing circular
and some large coke contracts were also let. Larger tonnages were being moved in Ohio and the situation in regard to supplies was somewhat easier.
No quotations
were obtainable on smookless at Hampton Tfoads. the
high voiatiles were bringing record prices, and the move-

towards the end of the year and production was quite
heavy, operators getting up between 75 and 90 per cent.

At the close, the car supply was fair and there
were indications that a shortage was developing; it was
obvious that a spell of cold weather would undoubtedly
Hampton Road shippers
precipitate an active market.
were gradually catching up on orders, but there were still
capacity.

number of vessels awaiting tonnages at the piers. The
December loading greatly exceeded that for November
and it was clearly evident that this point was rapidly
gaining in favor for bunkering and export tonnages
a

among
The

these consumers.

vear closed with those bituminous operators who
were not under contract getting handsome profits while
a still greater advance was expected with the appearance
The demand however, was spotty and
of more winter.
confined mostlv to smaller tonnages, although all arSuprivals found a ready sale at relatively good prices.

were undoul)todly restricted and anticipation of the
production due to the holidays caused consumers
generally to increase their committments.
It was evident at the end of the year that the antlwacite situation was swiniring around to more normal conditions.
There was a slight im|>rovement in receipts and
the demand at the close was strong, luit with pn'iniums
plies

loss in

being freely discounted.
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Coastwise Trade Conditions
By

SYNOPSIS— The
certainty.

hined
been

The

to

G. G.

much anxieiy and unindependent circunistaaces comrelieve situations which otherwise might have

Many

year vas one of

irlioUy

disconcerting,

if

not

disastrous,

to

the

trade,

prices on Pennsylvania grades

were high at the
beginning and end of the year, but low during the
sunnner.
They averaged better however than in the
previous twelve months.
Water freights moved up and
down with the demand for coal, and ivere on the whole
unsatisfactory.

The

anthrncite situation in

New Eng-

land was far from what might be desired, and the tendency toward extreme prices is something difficult for the
populace to understand or the dealer to explain.
•;

To some

extent,

1912

justified

marked by uneven prices and

expectations;

it

was

a surfeit of anxiety over

discouraging possibilities. The early adjustment of labor
troubles, iu the bituminous' region a day or two in adVance ot the expiration of old agreements, and in the
anthracite field after a few weeks' suspension, deprived the
year of a place with 1903, and yet it was a record twelve
months for bituminous tonnage and lent zest and variety
to an industry accustomed to turmoil and strife.
The collap.se in both the American and the British
strike situations came just in time to allow consumers to
replace at low prices the reserve stocks of bituminous that
had been wiped out by seven weeks of exceptional cold,
and in anthracite there has been a joining of weather, of

1912

in

Wolkixs*
toward obtaining coal than being relieved of it. A labor
shortage became increasingly evident during the fall
months, the Western demand went from active to brisk,
and bj^ late September the loading of all the favored
coals had begun to be subject to two or three weeks' notice
and in some cases indefinite delay.
Buyers have been obliged to buy outside of contracts,
and those Pennsylvania operators, iu the Clearfield region
particularly, who from one reason or another are free of
obligations at least for a part of their output, began in
October to reap a harvest in fancy prices.
The lines grew tighter until the end of December, when
$2fi'7'2.15 at the mine was found an easy sale, with very
little question as to quality.
So tlie year ended as it
began with a pronounced shortage of the coals on which
this market usually relies, and a prospect of panic prices,
"if the weather turns cold."
;

„

,,

^^

The bituminous market in New England hinges largely
on the output of the Pocahontas and Xew Kiver field.«,
and the question of whether they are in long or short
always a determining factor. With the excepmonths from April to July, three grades
were in strong demand and the average price return was
much higher than for 1910.
January opened with .slow loading at all three of the
Hampton Roads terminals and prices were firm at $2.70
supply

is

tion of the dull

RECEIPTS OF BITU.MINOrs COAL BY SEA AT BOSTON, SHOWING PORT OF SHIPMENT*
Baltimore'

1912
100,198
124,610
125,943
125,585
119,187
106,506
105,320

.

Newport News

Norfolk*
1911

1912
January
155,962
122,696
58,323
February.
128,546
80,846 144,579
163,033
March..
1.33,989
73,399
April..
Ul.l.iO
87,121
116,909
May
139,198
102,406 185,600
June
147.678
93,490
151.609
July
176,871
80,420
159,866
August
115,306
128,054
139,102
163.995
September
90,498
129,114
116,296
156,038
October
158,609
114,170
92,340
115,401
November
164,019
113,226
86,843
129,399
December
149,797
119,823 114,564
142,188
Totals 1912
1,836,750
1,361,994
1911
1,218,391
1,576,397
1910
1,.595.554
795,475
1909
561,388
1,302,729
1903
314,505
481.111
Courtesy of the Boston
* Includes small shipments from Washington and (Georgetown.
except during 1903 when a large part came from Great Britain.
1911

1911
87,463
78,397
71,899
85,794
70,161
65,358
75,821

.Mass.

.

1912

9,148
13,927
19,360
6,986
43,862 12,201
44,783 20.520
32,205 59,991
26,448 29.882
27.895 19,298
55,235 20,752
32,146 30,737
15,149 49,925
41,258 39,081.
29,693 23,813
322,334
381,961
292,636
436.164
.593,824

New York
1912^

1911
1.433

893
4440

1,193

8.M
.

.

600
1064
1100
1542
9,639
3,776

Totals
1911

ForeiRn'

315,675
308,682
323,149

1912
309,150
348,133
359,732

3.58,828

3,53,694

18,2.50

471,634
378,560
339,256
433,464
414,325
408,703
378,6.59
320,216
373,506 338,653
4,465,520
4,101,745

30,749
19,036
12,751
25,000
26,024
17,801

343,970
332.972
361,007
364,356
316,039
325,002

'l911
26,220
19.670
18,990

19,9.")0

29.420

1912
21,430
39,820
29,449
18,700
27,800
25,500
25,250
26,300
21,450
20,600
27,600
25,207

.309.126

2.5,315

3,954,251

4,730
93,940

263,861
296,564
228,297

3,393,423

1,226,131

ot Commerce, Statistics Department
Lamberts Point and Sewalls Pomt. ' .Almost exclusively from Louisburg, Cape Breton,

In January and February, for weeks at a time, rivers
and inlets ordinarily open to navigation were frozen over
and some loss and much inconvenience ensued. In April
a high freight market and a sharp "flurry" in steam coals
gave way almost at once to a etate of extreme dullness,
Buyers who had practically stampeded for supplies "to last
until ilay" now found their storage filled for months
10 come and there was generally an utter lack of interest
ill bituminous from any quarter.
Shippers soon grew cautious over commitments, even
the spring contract prices wore gradually withdrawn, and
by mid-August it was plain there need be no worry about
returns for tlie rest of 1912.
The pre^;su^e was rather
p.oHK.tj,

Philadelphia
1911

Chamber
•

to-iiiouth basis.

St.,

.-,8,.5,5.5

89,787
101,416
90,563
53,042
M,713 120,663
75,606
97,836
80,282
106,765
93,926
29,173
81,802
48,937
945,803
921,220
1,243,857
1,088,412
596,439

traffic, and trade accommodation
that has just about
enabled the average retail dealer to get along on a hand-

•50 conKr.-.q.s

1912
77,108
71.958

amounts could be had outside of contract,
Early in Mardi a season price of $3.80 on cars, Boston,
was made l)y one of the agencies as against $3.30 the
year bei'oi-e^ although part of the increase was due to an
for what small

active freight market.

The Eastern dealer or manufacturer whose old contract
was expiring was obliged, in effect, to bid against the off^^hore trade in order to get fuel for April, May and June.
The flurry then at its height soon subsided, however, and
the middle of April saw the usual short-lived celerity
j,, closing season business on price bases anywhere from
$2.50@2.70. The buying power was only moderate at
this time and purcha.ses were extremely con.serv!itive.
Loading conditions improved very" fast during April,
],„<. ^hp^e was lack of orders and late" in May recourse was
^^,i t„ the usual and time-worn expedients.
It was dilficult, after such mouths as .Tanuary to Ajiril,

K
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receipts at tidewater

there

volume was sacrificed down to 90c. and $1.00;
resumption of mining, prices swung back
^^ ^^^,^^^^ ,^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^j^^^ -^^^^ ^^ unusual dullness.
There was practicallv nothing forwarded except
^^ ^^.-^^^.^ ^^^^ ^,^^^g ^^^^^ ^^^ ;^^^ j^^^ ^^ ^^ absorbed. The
eambrias and Somersets again went out of the market,
^^^^.^ j^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^.^^^.^
^
^^ ,,^. quotations 5c. (a 10c. up
,g ,i,g„,g„t
,^^l ^^
*!
i
n
and by o
bept. 1 old prices had been withdrawn.
The contract basis for fair Clearfields was about $1.1--)
1-20 and for Somersets $1.25 (a 1.30 or 5c. higher
than 1911 on all grades. The fancy brands of Cambria
commanded $1.40 in most cases. Late in September all
the popular coals were well sold up and from then on
there was an advancing range of price on all the Pennsylvanias, varied only occasionally by an uneven demand.
Q^^j^g ^

^^^^^

T

Three dollars and a half, f.o.b., was the level reached
in November and December and, as an outcome of the
year's generally flourishing business, there is an effort
on toot. to try for a contract price of $3, f o.b.. and to
Jan. 1 rather than Apr. 1.
make the coal vear begin
"
'

-

i

Georges Creek

A

'

I

number

of anthracite barges were

^^.j^j^

Februar^"
March

January

3',623'.453

1,708,892
92,203
239,079
321,774
455,883
1,276,237
4 984,384
5.099,431

5,964,950
5,070,608
5,211,450
5.044,998
5,156,449
5.436.497
5,377,495
5,169,402
4,654,444
3.925,642
4,091,147
4,259,748

33,568,602

31,200,891

59,362,830

Anril

3715 295

3V^v
June

4'693 562
4'792 443

jlilv

3699 628

Au^st
SeDtember"
"
October
November "

4711517

:!'.

December.'

4,538,138
3,741,2,53

3 818 767
4 924,830

4'379,143
4 938.033
4 697 329

Total

1903

1902

engaged in freight-

of the early advantage was lost
signments for June and July.

1907

190S

1909

1910

5.618,339
4.503,756
4,766,138
5,987,221
6,088,116
5,704,852

5,183,345
4,576.004
6.332.474
3,891,176
3,063.873
4,904,858
4,020,765
4,198,273
4,416,120

.5,063,144

4,408.578
3,922,601
3,258,567
3,278,041
6,005,158
5,844,052
4,546,743
5,401,838
5,082,232
5.205.694
5,421,584
5,395,113

4,836,028

6.027,800
5,775.438

3.306,618
5,031,784
5,174,166
6.224.396
3.679,661
5,398,123
4,202,039
4.996,044
4,967,516
5,622,095
6.071.746
6.231.578

.57,492,322

61,410,201

55,698,595

67,109,393

64,665,014

61,969,885

64,903,786

4,326,269
4,375,033
3,407.786
5,285,079
5,728,795
4,623,227
4,325,734
3,967,600
5.131.542
5,124,068

5,182,53

to

i^.

,

.^

.

i.

4.1.

4.1

,

111-1

J.

i.-

J.

1

,

YEARS BY MONTHS.

P.4ST 12
5,249,496
4,563,720
5,235,814
5,916,583
5,994,272
5,976,906
5,669,024
5,795,347
5,512,717
6,108,065
5,743,522
5,343,477

and receipts the last of the year were trifling.
Only limited amounts came through for loading at
P 11 ade phia or Xew York and supplies of Georges
,,,',,.
1,
.1
( reek for this market were practically out ot the question
. -r^
Ai. ±1.
t inio
for November and December. At the close of 1912, there
,.
„
J,,,
^„„
was almost no offering by any of the numerous shippers,
,..„.,
n r,
^„A o-o i
but if there had been, it would have commanded $2.15
^notr net at the mines.
@2.25
,

i

i

1906

The sluggish tone of the market did not cau.-e the
Georges Creek shippers to waver on price, however, and
they thus furnished an object lesson to their more southerly competitors. The price remained firm but beginning
witli September, slow loading was the rule at Baltimore

,

i

5,458,084
4,712,099
5,797,167
488,203
3,254,230
5,676,018
4,981,448
3,400.511
4,527,886
5,384,768

$2.50@2.60, much
in materially reduced con-

Hampton Roads dropped

i

1905

1904
4,134,245

.

•

4,341, .506

4,399,093
3,211.047
5,977,497
5,839,491
5,827,938

5.579,7.59

1912

1911
5,904,117
5,070,948
3,996.894
3,804,913
6,317,352
6.215.337
4,804,063
5,531,796

5,763.696
5 875.968
6,569.687
266,625
1,429,357
6,191,646
6,283,133

.5,730,935

5,876,495

6,269,179
6,193,314
6.113.427

5,944 302

69.934.299

63.610.478

6,.i76,.591

6.66.5,321
6,165,.T3t>

Tkansportatiox

ing Georges Creek coal at low rates and the call for PennBut when
sylvania coals was narrowed in consequence.
prices at

•

j.

i

TOTAL ANTHR.\CITE SHIPMENTS FOR THE
1901
5 192 290
4 123.594
5 002 315

^^j^^,

@

The receipts of Georges Creek, chiefly via Baltimore,
were heavier than in 1911 and this would have been a
record year for the Marvland output, but for the extreme
car shortage that seriously affected shipments after
Sgpt_

to $3.25

forth.

m

,

fluctuated until the preferred grades disappeared

was paid the
was known to be en
route when a country-wide strike was supposed to be imminent.
The slump was so rapid in early April that
operators were slow to realize what had happened and for
g^^^g ^.ggi^g ^j^g lowest figures were maintained in clean^^„ ^,p the speculative cml that high prices had called

mend.

,

Xo. 2

selling agencies for anything that

This concerted move to send coal to tidewater only on
actual orders, was perhaps the mast hopeful sign of the
whole season in West Virginia. It showed that at last
the Pocahontas and Xew Kiver producers were tiring of
the old practice of throwing away great tonnages of highthe
est grade fuel just for the sake of making a dent
»

it

from the market in March and up

a scarcity of labor and the foreign demand already mentioned, it was but a few weeks before conditions were

market.

3,

During January and February receipts at tidewater
were so light that spot coal of the inferior kind was
marked up to $1.25 and even to $1.40 at the mine, and

output back to an ofE-year liasis, but when the June
accumulated to such a degree that
car embargoes were threatened and it was a matter either
of demurrage at Xorfolk or losses here, the more farsighted interests resolved upon $2.70 ($1.30 at the mine)
or i:othing. A general curtailment followed. Then, with
lo get

well on the

Vol.

Throughout the vear water
^j^^

^^.j^j^

^^^^^.^^

demand

moved up and

freights

The March

for coal.

"flurrv-'

tonnage before 1911-1912 con^^.^^^^ expired, caused a run up in rates from $1.00 (a
^^^ ^^ February to $1.40 (r? 1.50 on large vessels, Hani])^^^ -^^,^^j^ ^^ Boi^tou. With old business out of the wav
^^^^ ^j^^ Virginia terminals catering mostly to off-shore
steamers, together with a considerable amount of anthra^.^^ transportation freed from its usual service, ves.«el
^^^^ ^j^^ anxiety to cover

^^ ^^ ^^^. .^^ ^j^^, ^^^^ ^^^^.^^,^ ^^^^^
Owners preferred tving up to accepting tes than
.
o +
,in
/
^
T
i j.u
~0c. A brisk demand early in September moved the cur+•
j t
+
(m ^-h
with sliort time guaranteed
tor
rent rate
to ok
95c. andi $1
j^.^.^,^^^ ^^^^^^-^

^^
"

,

j.

•

^

•

,

j.

loading.

"

i

i

m

I lien

<-

i.

4
4i ^
tt
-n
i
the exrreme detention
at Hampton TJoads
4.

4i

f

j-

li.i
xi
so discourasred vessel owners that at
andt at t>
Baltimore
'7
/ ^ i mto
x
December many h,ndi cnnrtcred
endi ot t^
other

^

i

i.

,

i-

the

i.

i.i

,

trades.

The Pennsylvania
It

Gr.\des

can safely be said the Clearfield, Somerset and other
districts in Pennsylvania have enjoyed a satis-

Peceipts were so light in the Cliesapcakc the last of the
year that some of these colliers have also closed for other

two at least taking grain to Europe. For the
most part 1912 was a proRtless year for sailing vessels,

bituminous

frci.diting,

While in some sections prices were for
several monlhs no higher than in 1911, not enough even
to pay for the advance conceded the mine-workers, yet

Xew York

factory year.

profits averaged

much

liettor in

1912.

Several small vessels took frci.shts

ember.

for

eastern

points,

in

up

to $2.00 out

October

and

of

\ov-

January

11,
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Anthracite

G5

Boston and

Xew England

has had a troublous year in anthracite,
rrom Jan. 1, there was no time when more than hand-tomouth deliveries could be had, and a more trying year to
the distributor, wholesale or retail, would be hard to
imagine.
A prolonged season of extreme cold followed
on the shortage that had been apparent since Sept. 1911.

Boston points rather than the 50c
had obtained for more than a dozen years.

that

All this scaling up is of great interest to the pulilir
and there are many signs of restiveness. Retail prices
through New England were from 75c
$1.50 higher
than the same season in 1911. This is difficult for people
generally to understand and (|uite as difficult for dealers

@

The smaller producing companies were out of business so
far as the East was concerned, and to provide a climax
a bitterly fought anthracite strike Apr. 1 .seemed a fore-

to explain.

gone conclusion.

circumstance that has enabled tlie companies to send
east certain supplies that would otherwise have been
directed to the big city markets.
This was sho\^Ti very

Tbe

"suspension"' actually lasted only to

May

23, but

the loss of practically two of what are normally heavvmonths for production put the market several million

The saving factor in the whole situation was the wonderfully consistent mild weather all tlie later months, a

plainly

when

ntill

tically

closed

Dealers everywhere ha<l
more than they could do to keep abreast of their trade
even though every known expedient was resorted to.

harbor

tons in arrears, and 1913 ended with
far behind on

New

its usiial

Xew England

tonnage.

announced June 1, with 25e.
compared with prices effective
the same month in 1911, or ioc up compared with April,
1911.
In addition to the increased contract price oil
broken announced Jan. ], 1912, $.5.00 instead of $4.75
alongside Boston, an advance in pea was effective Nov. 1,
making the new price $4.25 instead of $4.00 alongside
Boston. In Decemlier anotlier change was made by some
•of the companies shipping from Xew York, namelv
a
loc. higher water freight on anthracite barges, or 65c. to
circular prices were

advance on

all

sizes

as

;

The

Situation at

SYNOPSIS— Dumping

gate

for

consignments

were therefore sparing

their

small

Had

at
for 1912 exceeded that for the previous year by one and a lialf million tons. Trade was quite good on the ivhole and prices
entirely satisfactory. Many improvements and additions
are under way which ivill greatly increase the capacity

of the port.

Hampton Roads

has experienced the most unique year
Over a million and a half tons more
was dumped than during any preceding year. Altogether
it has been a very prosperous year for Hampton Roads
shippers; no failures are recorded in the coal industry,
and on the other hand, new organizations have appeared
in the field, and the older ones have broadened out and
grown in proportion with the gradual increase oi business.
The value of the coal put afloat at these ports in
1912, estimating it at $2.60 a ton, which is a fair average
is about twenty-nine millions of dollars.
Naturally the railroads have played their part in the
prosperity of the port, and made numerous improvements,
purcha.scd equipment and locomotives, and improved in
other directions in order to better serve the mines located
on their respective lines. Botli the Chesapeake & Ohio
and Ihe Norfolk & Western have begun work on new piers
during the past year, which when completed will further
the efficiency of Hampton Roads as a coaling port. It is
still a matter of speculation as to what effect the completion of the Panama Tanal will have on the export of coal
from Han^pton Roads, but it is the consensus of opinion
that this port will very shortly be surpassed by few in

price,

and
supply of high quality coal; these facts are already being
in facilities

the

in deliveries

and

tlie

the rest of the year.

months have fulfilled certain predicwere freely made; that a new high figure
would be reached for the volume of business and hence
Tlie past twelve

tions

that

also for the

movement

had not kept

ste]i

of freight.
Railroad equipment
«ith the prospect and w(> had our

great shortage of cars.

more and more rccngnix.cd by
traders and consumers.

CdRTAILMEXT

in

1912

doiiicsin- as wi'll as forcigu

I\ Tin: IvMil.V

During the mouths

I'.MIT

Of THH YkaI!

and April, when the light
and curtailments in mining
are generally resorted to, local shippers found a ready
market for their product, which was placed with consumers heretofore using practically none other than British coals, this stroke of good fortune being brought about
by the British coal strike. Even hough this strike was
of only a few weeks' duration, during this period not less

demand

in its history.

prac-

outside

weather been
otherwise there is no saying what distress might have
followed. Boston retail prices were advanced to $8.25 for
stove and chestnut Oct. 1 and were Iield there through
stocks.

Hampton Roads

Hampton Roads

volume of business handled and by none

the

IJetailers here

conserved

New York

a slightly colder day in

is felt

df starch

for steatii coals,

1

than a quarter million tons of .'iteam coals moved out of
Hampton Roads bought by foreign dealers for consumers,
until then, using only British coals.
Prices at this time
ranged higher than known here for ten years. New River-

Pocahontas mine-run coal being readily taken np at upward of $4 a gross ton f.o.b. the local piers. Incidentally
a long sought opportunity was here given to place .\inerican coals with users of British fuels, and to better acquaint such consumers with the efficiency of the smokeless grade especially.
Th" results in the latter respect
WQYO highly gratifying and aside from the "smalls" (as
continually dwelt upon by foreign coal-trade papers).
Hampton Roads smokeless coals were found as high in
(It will be
efficiency as the best grades of Welsh coals.
noted that aliout this time we find the largest (lumping
for one month during 1912.)

During the early summer months the demand fi>r steam
up remarkably well, an unusually large tonnage
has been
being moved to New T'highind ports. While
coal held

it

..

.
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customary for a number of j^ears to curtail shipments
during the summer, the good demand for coal here obviated the necessity of such a step to any noticeable extent.
As soon as the lake season opened up the greater portion
of the coal from the Xew Kiver-Pocahontas district was
moved West. The market at tidewater not being flooded
with large quantities of unsold coal, prices remained quite
About this time large tonnages of coke were exfirm.
ported from here and for a time it looked as if this feature of the business would assume proportions worthy a
second consideration, but during the closing months of
the year, the tonnage dumped did not measure up to expectations based on the summer performance. Nearly all
the coke during the year was handled by the Norfolk &
Western Ey. The Virginian Ey. handled none, and tlie
Chesapeake & Ohio only a few hundred tons, at Hampton
Boads.
Early in the fall indications pointed to a good winter
Predictions came true, materializing earlier
business.
than expected, and by the middle of October it was difficult to obtain any quantity of standard smokeless coal at

any

.

price.

The car-shortage question became

serious on

Western, and Chesapeake & Ohio railroads
about this time and continued to grow worse daily. So
bad were conditions that 'a number of the mines only
worked two and three days a week. What free coal was
now on the market was eagerly taken up at prices ranging
from 50c. to ^Sc. a ton higher than that at which most
of the year's contracts were closed. This demand did not
lessen to any extent, as the year came to a close, although
the Norfolk

&

during the early part of December (due to the moderate
weather prevailing during the entire fall) the demand
weakened slightly and prices seemed destined to decline
somewhat, but on acco\mt of the curtailed output brought
about by an inadequate car sxipply and insufficient laljor,
no accumulation of coal was effected, and consequently
prices remained high what few sales of standard smokeless coal were made, came near to the high-water mark of
;

the year.

The high
shijjped to

volatile (free

burning) coals which had been

Hampton Eoads

in limited quantities

from

time to time, on account of the light demand in the open
market, were readily taken up during the stringent
smokeless period by consumers who heretofore would
entertain the use of smokeless coals only, but being unable

found the Hampton Eoads high-volatile
It is well to mention here
that during December, the Virginian Ey. overtook and
])assed the Chesapeake & Ohio Ey. in point of numl)e7f
tons of coal put over their Hampton Eoads piers, the
to obtain these,

coals an excellent substitute.

\"irgiiiian's total for the

that of the Chesapeake

&

month being 256,457

tons, while

Ohio was 226,344.

Increase in Bunkering Trade

A marked increase in the bunkering business was noted
during the closing weeks of 1912. This was attributed
by some to the cheapness of r.upplies here as compared
with other ports, although traffic in American waters,
especially cotton from Southern ports, was unusually
heavy during this period. Late in December prices for
coal for steamship use during 1013 were announced, and
found to be 30c. a ton higher than during the closing
year.

Prices prevailing on smokeless coal during 1!*12 were
as follows:

Yol.

Januar>'

High

Low

$2 70

52.50
2.50
2.50

.

Marrh

2.70
5.50

April

4 50

May

3.50
2 70

February

.

June

A
])iers

.

•^,

X(

High
July
.\ugust

September
October

2.5a
2.50

November
December

2.45

S2.70
2 70
2.80
3.25
3.25
3.55

statement of the dumpings during 1912 over the
at Lamberts Point, Norfolk, Sewalls Point, and

Newport News, in
Month

N.

January.
February
April

May.
July

August
September.
October.

detail follow:

.

.

November.
December.

.

& W.

Jamiarv

11,
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^yhat the dealers had predicted or rather felt would
came to pass. When every indication pointed
to trouble with the miners, orders came in faster than
they could be filled comfortably, and it is a fact, that the
be the case,

business in this vicinity for the

month

of

March, 1912,

far exceeded the business for any corresponding period.

Then came

work

the suspension of

at the mines.

Dur-

ing this time, while there was a complete cessation of production, the large companies were successful in disposing
of quite a quantity of the steam sizes of coal they had in
.stock.
The domestic
out by the demand of
After settlement of
that there was going

sizes

had been pretty well cleaned

the winter previous.

the strike,

it

was perfectly apparent

to be trouble in securing siifficient

AGE

67

dearth of supplies

is

on into the spring

likelv to last well

of 1913.

Premium

coal

came

to this city in fairly large quanti-

although it is not too much to say that the amount
has been probably exaggerated, isolated cases sometimes
being taken as a general condition.
It was encouraging to note that the best of harmony
.seemed to exist among the dealers, and price cutting on
any of the sizes was not heard of. Of course, it was an
unusual year, but under favorable circumstances, the
temptation to secure good business has sometimes resulted in the shading of figures.
With the close of the year retail prices remained Fgg,
ties,

:

$6.7.3; stove, -$7; chestmit, $7.25,

and

pea, $5.25 to $5.50.

During the summer, while the demand
was not insistent in this vicinity, and it was
not until the early fall that dealers were unable to secure
as much tonnage as they required. It came as welcome
news to the dealers that mining operations had been resumed, but it might not have been so welcome, if they
had known wliat difficulty and trouble they were to have

The wholesale market enjoyed, of course, its large season of prosperity, being a reflection of the extraordinary
demand prevailing, and the operators were hard pressed

in getting supplies of coal later in the year.
Early fall found the dealers very short of all sizes, and

the handicap of a 13,000,000 to 15,000,000 shortage staring them in the face, it was doubtless very often a difficult

.supplies of coal.

was good,

it

this condition continued chronic.
The city of Philadelphia receives, almost without variation, about 4,000,000
tons of anthracite coal annually. It is understood, with
the year ending Dec. 31, 11)12, there will be a falling off
•

in this

amount

of

anywhere from 15

to 20 per cent.,

owing

to the unusual situation tiiat has prevailed since the re-

sumption

of mining.

There

is

every indication that

tliis

The Pittsburgh
F>v B. E.

SYXOPSIS—frnihirUn)!
ing UilJ wax

iiHitf

in

Ihc rUtsImr;;!! Jislrirt dur-

hmrij, bul labor Irouhles and

lack-

of

adequate transportation facilities disturbed operations
to such an extent tliat tlie year proved to be another unsatisfactory one from a financial standpoint.
The most
important episode of the year was the favorable decision
obtained by the Pittsburgh operators in the PittsburghLake Pate case, the effects of which icere, however, immediately eliminated by an equal reduction on roads in
competitive fields. In the Connellsville coke regions, de-

know who and what to serve. However, there is every
indication that the distribution of what they had was
made as equitably as possible, every effort being made to
see that each dealer received his fair proportion, and with

to

matter to place the output where

it

would do the most

good.

Taking thcyear as a whole, it has been a very piosperous one, referring to one's peace of mind, and the balance sheet of both the wholesale and retail operator is
likely to show up on the right side, and compare verv
favorably with any previous years.

District in 1912
y. LuTY^
attributed to the fact that, on account of short car supply

and insufficient labor, ojjcrations were very intermittent
and the cost of production was accordingly much higher
than was anticipated. The supjdy of cars and labor was
not uniformly bad throughout the year, but it was frequently poor, and irregularities, by disturbing plans,
produced possibly worse results than would have oc-

curred with a uniformly inadequate supply, which would
have caused the plan of attack to be dill'erent.

termined efforts on the part of both producers and consumers to- control the market, resulted in spectacular

The coal market was seriously disturbed by the unexpectedly quick settlement of the biennial wage scale,
an agreement being reached between operators' and the

fluctuations in quotations, with prices ultimately reach-

miner.s'

ing the highest point in the history of the district.

29.

The Pittsburgh

district coal operators, as a whole, ex-

perienced another unsatisfactory year in

standpoint of financial results.

1912, fnun the

Our review

of 1911 noted

had been unsatisfactory in
this way also.
The prospects for 1913 were better, and
the tonnage on the whole was good. The cost of mining
was increased, through the wage advance, but operators
that

tiie

results of that year

allowed for this.

on a much

They made

close prices and. fisruring

expected to
make a fair profit through reduction in overhead charges
}>er ton.
The unsatisfactory financial result, the dis-

appointment
•fi27

larger tonnage

in

than in

1911,

view of the expectations entertained,

Oliver BulUllner. PIttshiirg-h. Ti-nn.

representatives at Cleveland on

Friday,

March

While the men did not return in a body until the
referendum vote was completed, the suspension lasted

is

only about three weeks.

Probably the general expectathat it would last four to six
weeks, perhaps longer, and stocks had been laid in accordingly, so that the early resumption of mining found the
Possibly the operators were
trade with little demand.
hastened in reaching a settlement Ijy tiie fact that on
March 1 more than a million men (piittcd the English
tion

among consumers was

coal mines, but that strike did not give the

the

demand

that was expected.

The

United States

Arage

settlement,

two years to the end Mar. 30. 1914, was on the basis of an advance in the general mining rate of from 95c.
to $1. following a similar advance made in the 1910 set-

for the

tlonieiit.

;
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The year opened with circular prices on the basis of
$1.15 for mine-rnn, and these were fairly well held in the
first three months, owing to there being a demand for
stocking-up pui-jjoses against the expected suspension of
mining. After the settlement, circular prices were promulgated on the basis of $1,221/2, but there was heavy
cutting to below even the $1.15 basis, and mine-run coal
for a considerable time was easy at about a dollar a ton.
With a heavy lake movement^ and materially increased

demand from manufacturing consumers, prices began
summer and by September a general
The Pittsburgh disshortage of coal had developed.
to stiffen in the

do little toward overcoming this, being handicapped by an insufficient supply of both cars and labor.
The difficulty was as much with irregular working by the
men as it was with a shortage in the actual number. In
October, Pittsburgh coal for prompt shipment practically disappeared from the market, small lots commanding
fancy prices. Towards the close of the Lake season one
trict could

named

Vol.

3,

Xo. 2

advances, coke becoming scarcer on account of coal shipments due to the mining suspension in the imion coal

mining districts, and prompt furnace coke sold
and $2.60.

Half Yeau Contract Prices Mount to
Pek Toy

at $2.50

$3.50

Then a number of operators decided to market their
product through a Pittsburgh brokerage firm and a price
of $2.50 was asked upon second half contracts.
The
furnace trade immediately arose in arms and a long deadFinally, towards the close of July, with
lock ensued.
charges and counter charges of bad faith, the brokerage
firm withdrew, taking with it a number of contracts it
had made for the purchase of coke. Several of the operators thus released made an arrangement with a Uniontown brokerage firm and a period of competition ensued.

A

condition of great activity in the iron trade had mean-

wliile

produced a heavy demand for coke,

wliile the capa-

circular prices on the basis of $1.25

city of the Connellsville region, little if anj' increased,

for mine-run, but later, on Xov. 4, the Pittsburgh Coal
Co. issued quotations on the basis of $1.30, slack being

nominally diiring the three years preceding when the
blast furnace capacity had been materiallv increased, was
not fully available on account of scarcity of labor. To a
disinterested observer, the conditions in August seemed
to justify a $2.50 contract price much more than did those
in June when that mark was set, but contracts were made

large operator

90c.,

nut and slack $1.05, nut, $1.25, mine-run, $1.30,
$1.40 and 1%-in., $1.55.

3/4-in.,

The

was entirely relieved at the close
and the market liecame relathough with no serious price cutting. Opera-

scarcity of coal

of the lake shipping season
tively easy,

showed a fresh determination to secure a reasonable
price for coal, and allow for the contingency of irregular
working in figuring the cost of production and will no
tors

doubt, consider this in the future.
An event of some importance in the Pittsburgh-Iiake
trade was the reduction ordered in the freight rate, to

For many years the rate
go into effect May 1, 1912.
had been 88c. and the Pittsburgh district operators, in
what was called the Boileau case, demanded a reduction
to give the district a portion, at least, of the advantage
which its location would give it over the West Virginia

and Kentucky

fields.

The Commission ordered

a reduction

by lowering the
other rates also, so that the discrimination .still remained
the operators took iip the case again, in their brief No.
3853, but without avail. Upon complaint of the Pittsburgh Vein Operators' Association of Ohio, submitted

to 78c., but the railroads followed this

Apr. 6, 1912, and decided June 6, 1912, the Commisson
ordered a reduction in the rate from Pittsburgh Xo. ^
field to Lake Erie from 85c. to 75c., to restore the formei
differential between the Pittsburgh district and Pittsburgh Xo. 8.

From Xovcmber,

1911, to December, 1912, the Concoke region saw the most spectacular advance
in prices in its whole history, the advance occurring
chiefly in 1912.
In Xovember, 1911, furnace coke for
nellsville

the early contracts

made

and
1912 were

easily be secured at $1.50,

for the first half of

and $1.60, contracts for the whole year being
made at $1.60 and $1.65. Toward the close of December the prompt price advanced sharply, a normal performance as shipments are usually deficient over the holidays.
In January, however, the market did not recede,
but reached higher levels for prompt, while contract
coke sold above $1.75. In .\pril there occurred further
at $1.55,

August

at $2.15

of contracts for 1913

$3.25 for the year. The nearest recent approach to such
prices was in October, 1909, when for a short time the
market for 1910 was $2.90 to $3, with a few contracts
placed at that range.

The understanding whicli certain sellers attempted to
maintain in the summer seems to have retarded rather
than to have accelerated the advance. The final figures of
the year were reached under open competitive conditions,
and were caused by the very simple fact that the coke
producing capacity of the country, at least with the labor
supi^ly available, was insufficient to supply the furnaces
for the pig iron output for which there was an assured
Prom November, 1911, to December, 1912,
demand.
the advance in prompt furnace coke was from $1.50 to $4,
and in contract from $1.55 and $1.60 to $3.25 or $3.50.
As about 2200 lb. of coke are needed to make a ton of pig
iron, the advance in the contract price increased the cost

making iron by approximately $2 ; the advance in this
same period was approximately $4. An
advance in ore occurred, increasing the cost of making
pig iron by $1 a ton. At the low point for pig iron, there
\A'as an actual loss for the average furnace, and with raw

of

latter over the

CONNELLSVILLE COKB

prompt shii)ment could

and $2.25. Later, when the question
came up, the Uniontown firm sold
Wlien it was sold out the market confreely at $2.50.
tinued to advance, and in December the contract market
for 1913 was close to $3.50 for the half year and near
in

materials advanced an equivalent of $3 a ton, the $4

ad\ance simply allowed
about even.

tlie

merchant furnace to break

The circumstances all showed clearly that the coke
The
producing capacity of the country is insufficient.
building of blast furnaces proceeded more rapidly in the
five years 1907 to 1912 than the development of coke
making

capacity.

The

capacity of the Connellsville reg-

was practically stationary, naturally enough when at
the prevailing rate of output the region would be exion

liausted in 25 to 30 years.

Jaimnrv
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Market Conditions
By
Sl'XOPSIS—

J.

in

W. Leioiax''

was fairly satisfactory
with ail, increase in production of about 10 per cent, over
1911. This result was attained despite a month's idleness
Tlie year as a whole

April and two periods of car shortage. Perhaps the
stril-ing feature of the entire year was the demand
for steam coal wliirh was merely the refection of indusin

most

trial prosperity.

The year 1912 was

a

fairly

good one in the Buckeye

both from a tonnage and a price standpoint.
Although the former was not as much as in 1910, which
was the banner year, but is estimated to be about 10 per
The estimated produccent, over the output of 1911.
tion during the calendar year was in the neighborhood
State

of 33,340,000 tons.

Prices were more satisfactory from start to finish.
While coal operators and jobbers did not make a large
profit on their investment during the year the returns
were in the main much more satisfactory than in 1911.
Price cutting was less prevalent during the past twelve
months and small operators and shippers were able to
sell their coal without resorting to shaving quotations.
The general tone of the market was healthier and the

year 1913 appears with a

The

much

1,

1911 by Hocking

Valley operators prevailed during the greater part of the
year.
This circular was generally lived up to although
during the summer months there wa.s some discounting

and some price cutting. But generally speakwho had a good grade of coal to sell
Domestic lump was
could get the circular figure.
quoted at $1.50 and %-in. screened at $1.35. Mine-run was
quoted at $1.15 and nut held at the same figure. The
market for the fine sizes such as mit, pea and slack
and coarse slack was varied and depended exclusively
upon local conditions.
Some small inflation occurred
from the

list

ing, all operators

when

steam
grades and many railroad companies stocked up to guard
against emergencies. The two-year mining sctile between
just

previous

to

April

1,

large

users

The

fact of

suspension, coupled with the noticeable

tlie

manufacturing business after June 1, caused
a good demand for all grades. Another aid was the good
lake traffic as the docks of the Xorthwest clamored for
all the tonnage possible.
The extra severe winter of
1911-1912 had the effect of using all of the surplus tonnage in that section and accordingly there was an unusual
demand.
The next circular was issued Oct. 1, the advance being
about 10 cents per ton. This was caused by the steady
demand for all grades coupled with an increasing car
shortage.
Domestic lump was quoted at $1.75; -^-in.
screened at $1.55 and mine-run at $1.30. Domestic nut
was sold at about the same price as mine-run. The prices
on the small sizes again advanced in sympathy and 95c.
to $1.10 was the usual figures.
revival in

;

demand together with a

greater scarcity

of cars caused another advance Oct. 21.

Instead of ad-

.in insistent

vancing the price a small amount, the jump was fully a
quarter and domestic lump was quoted at $2.00.
For
%-in. the price was strong at $1.80 and mine-run and
nut were sold at $1.50 and even higher. Fine sizes were
sold on the open market at anywhere between $1.10 and
$1.35.

better outlook.

circular put into effect Sept.

Ohio During 1912

of

While no special circular was issued in November
gradually became stronger until $2.25 was the
usual quotation for domestic lump and %-in. was
quoted at $2.00.
Pun of mine and nut were held as
high as $1.75 and even stronger. It was during this period that fine coal at some points reached the $1.50 mark
and even higher.
Mild weather caused a slump from the top prices of
ISTovember and by Dec. 1, the usual quotations had been
prices

During the
improvement was noted in

decreased to the circular figures of Oct. 21.
latter part of the year a slight

the car supply which coupled with the higher tempera-

But no great
weakness developed and the market is now at the complete mercy of weather conditions and the car supply.

tures which jjrevailed caused a softening.

In the other sections quotations ranged about the same,
Pomeroy Bend, which
is getting to be one of the important mining districts of
the Buckeye State has maintained a slightly higher sched-

operators and miners in the central competitive district
expired at that time and there was considerable doubt of

relatively as in the ITocking field.

Accordingly many of the larger
in a goodly fuel supply and
the larger railroad sy.stems stocked thousands and even
hundreds of thousands of tons.

ule than the

an early adjustm.ent.
manufacturing plants

laid

Then came the suspension which lasted a full month.
In Eastern Ohio districts some of the mines resumed bemonth was up, but generally speaking there was
almost complete cessation of work during .\])ril.
.\ fter

fore the
nil

negotiations which lasted a week or 10 days the

new

scale

was reached, which provided an increase of 5 cents per
ton, on the pick-mine plan.
Otlier brnnclies of labor
were given a like

increa.se.
District meetings were held
and the various Tninor problems were mostly worked
out by May 1, when mines in every district were opened,
it required several weeks however for the mines to get

into full operation.
fin

Him-K-iy

BWi,'.,

Columbus, Ohio.

Hocking Valley. The differential is somewhere between 15 and 25 cents. The field succeeded in
maintaining a $1.05 circular for domestic lump, the
greater part of the summer although at times some coal
was sold at $1.50. But with the appearance of the car
shortage, which affected Pomeroy Bend more severely
than any other section, prices were Jumped until in October and Xovember they were $2.35 to 2.50 for domestic
lump and $2.15 to 2.35 for three-quarter inch. Fine
coal in this field ranged as high as $1.05 but that jtoint
was not maintained for any length of time.
Prices in Eastern Ohio were the last to respond to the
increase in other fields towards the latter part of the season. During the early part of the year %-in. was quoted
at $1.15 and $1.20 and mine-run as low as 95c. and $1.
But with he approach of the car shortage in September
I
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it was later before any great
was noted. During the period of inflation in
October and Xovember three-quarter inch was sold as
Course
high as $1.65 and mine-run up to $1.50.
slack, the grade of fine coal produced in that field
was sold up to $1.25 but soon fell to $1.10 and $1.15

prices were strengthened, but

increase

where it closed the year.
While figures on the year's production are not yet available authorities are busy estimating the output of the
Buckeve state. As stated above it is generally conceded
that there

a slight advance, likely 10

is

to

I21/2

per

This means that the prosomewhere between 33,400,000 and 34,000,000

cent, over the previous year.

duction

is

tons.

The

largest increase in any field will be in Eastern
no great development work was done in

Oliio although

that

sec-tion.

Belmont County

as in previous years

shows

up the best in point of production with possibly JefferIn the Hocking Valley, Athens
son County second.
County is the leader with Perry County, second. In the
Cambridge field, Guernsey County will show up well
with a production estimated as over 3,000,000 and possibly 4,000,000 tons.

Generally speaking the Hocking Valley \nll have only
a slight increase if any over the records of 1911. This
is due to the insufficient car supply and to a number of
petty strikes which tended to curtail the production.

In Meigs County which is the whole of the Pomeroy
field the production is estimated at 750,000 tons
which is about 10 per cent, increase over the previous

Bend
year.

The records of the Toledo docks of the Hocking Valley
railroad for the year 1913 in comparison with 1911 are
They show the tonnage handled from
very interesting.

A

Vol.

Xo. 2

Ohio and West Virginia during the past year to be in
The modern dock machinery
at Toledo is one of the factors of the Lake trade and aids
in having the Hocking Valley E.E. act as final carrier in
many coal shipments from West Virginia.
Steam prices during the coming year will be much
more satisfactory to the operator. Contracts which are
being renewed at this time are at a more profitable rate.
The lower ones are being increased or dropped altogether
and the better ones are being renewed at the old figures.
In the department of railroad fuel the most radical
changes are contemplated.
The low railroad fuel contracts are believed to be a thing of the past in the Buckeye state and this branch of the business will be looked

excess of 1911, 75,000 tons.

to for its share of profits.

Practically no development work was done in the state
during the year. This is partially due to the fact that
1911 was a lean year both as to tonnage and prices and
as a consequence there was very little encouragement
But in some instances
for any new mines to be opened.
mines were enlarged and the tonnage increased which
makes the net result a better output in Ohio. Verj- few
mines were abandoned because they were worked out and
the small tonnage thus lost is more than counterbalanced

by increased output from other workings.
Outside of the suspension of a month in April when
the wage scale was signed there was practically no
labor troubles during the year. Generally speaking labor
was plentiful and petty differences were not as numerous
as usual. One of the largest and most important troubles
was the strike ordered at the mine of the Hisylvania
Coal Co. at Glouster where the right to discharge for careIt is expected this strike will be
lessness is involved.
settled in the near future.

Brisk Buffalo Market in 1912

SYNOPSIS—Buffalo

is a center for shiiJiiients to Canada and an important port for upper Lake shipments.
Sofne of the prices asked during the year were fictitious,

unthe johhe.rs u-ho were shipping coal being temporarily
desirous of local trade.

margin of 5c. a ton. In order to
was necessary to handle a big tonnage and as a rule this was done. Buffalo covers a wide
district, not only in this state and eastward, but through
Canada, making shipments via Detroit as far west as Lonoften worked on a

make any showing

tion

on account of the light consumption and the over
Operators complained that they were not
memalways able to make nmning expenses and some old
became so
bers "of the Allegheny Valley operating trade
discouraged that they declared without hesitation that

tirely cut off.

prices,

production.

thin seams,
they could see no future before it. With the
always decidedly lower
so expensive to work, and the price
There
than that of Pittsburgh coal, it looked hopeless.
but
was always quite an amount of coal land for sale,
were no buyers among those who understood the
tlere
conditions.

All that saved the market and kept the mines
other
running was the diversion of Pittsburgh coal to
rates kept
points on the lakes. Moreover, higher freight

out of the market.
the cheaply-mined West Virginia coal
The bituminous jobber was more hopeful. He had less

and he always insisted on

a

profit,

though he

it

don, Out., and getting into Montreal in the other direcand competing with the coal from Xova Scotia. This

The history of the coal trade throughout showed little
Bituminous
incident during the early part of the year.
whole of the past
coal was still dull, as it had been for the
year or two.' The consumer was entirely in control of

at stake

3,

railroad market does not cover the upper lakes, however.
The rate of freight from the mines to the lakes is sufficiently abo%e thai- from Pittsburgh that such trade is en-

On

the other hand, the lake

movement

of anthracite

is

no competition as to tonnage except
from Erie, Oswego and one or two minor Lake Ontario
ports, which latter usually confine their shipments to ports
on that lake or the St. Lawrence Eiver, so that Buffalo
ships about five-sixths of the coal which goes by water to
largest here, having

the upper lakes.
It has been the custom of certain leading mine owners
in Pittsburgh to make a Buffalo price, covering, of
course, the freight rate of $1.25 from that district. The
price for 1911 had been on the basis of $2.40 net for minerun. This had been fixed to take effect on Apr. 1, 1911,

and business was so dull that even the fall trade did not
it and the figures were still in force at
the opening of April, 1912. There had been an increase
materially change

:

Jamiarv
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of inining wages, however,

and

it

was

felt tliat

some

re-

turn must be demauded on that score, so the Butt'alo price
was made $S.4Ti4 for mine-run, with three-quarter 15,
and lump 25c. higher and slack about $2, but subject to

more

fluctuation.

This price grew steadily stronger as consumption increased through the summer, and anthracite became
scarcer, till on the week ending Sept. 20 it advanced to
•$2.50, with the following further fluctuations through the
Oct. 11, $2.5.5; Oct. IS. $2. TO; Oct. 2.% $2.85;
vear:
Xov. 22, $3.15; Nov. 29, $2.65 for contract; Dec. 6,
$2.90.

Here is a steady advance of 40c. from the low point,
which had been maintained for more than a year, or over
17 per cent. In spite of the fact that a great part of the
bituminous coal had been tied up in the spring by contracts at $3.10, or so, this at once put the trade on its
feet, where it will remain so long as the consumption e.xceeds the output. An explanation is needed of the peculiarly sharp advance made for a short time in November
and the prompt decline a short time later. The prospective closing of the lakes with insufficient coal shipped by
that route to last till spring caused the mines in that
trade to issue price quotations which were in a sense fictitious, in order to shut off' orders. Soon after the closing
of the lakes a surplus was produced, and in adjusting
itself the market for a short time was too low.
The Allegheny Valley market, which does not depend

on the
tions,

A G E
ments of anthracite from Burt'alo about 700,000 tons behind that of former seasons.
Only by mighty efforts
have they been able to make up that shortage. The following figures will show that this has practically liciMi
done
LAKE SIIIPMLNTS (iK ANTHRACITK BY MONTHS
1910
25,541
418.638
482,289
430,800
493,450

March
April

May
June
July

1911

191L'

650
39,600
440.250
606,885

21,600

193,325
412,694
590,265
711,539
573.466
428.280
470.760
498,650
38.450

3,639, ,3r,S

3.917,429

August
September
October

522,5.50
.331,190

November
Deeember

486,.300

42G.250

Total*

The

late start in 1911,

shown by the above

713.ij47

681,421
759,300
614,600
68.600
3,925,083

table, is

on

account of late lake opening, but the suspension of mining is responsible for the lateness in 1912,

TOT.AL COAL

AXn COKR E-XPORTS FROM BUFFALO
.\nthracite

Bituminous

99,957
78,154
113.845
19,285
3.123
94.013
168.274
160,454
137,131
154.075
106.515
99,734

254,267
276.267
305.831
290.492

Totals. 1912..

1.234,564

2,609,702

423,-524

Totals. 1911..
Total.i. 1910...

1.695,035

2.620,727
2,014.762

416.069
420.805

1912, January

Febniary..

March..
April

.

May
June.
July
.August

September
October...

November
December..

931,378

169.201
124.107
149.590
199,239
193.371
211.971
199.4,59

235.294

Coke
29 136
27 476
35.977
36.651
42.275
26.517
38.993
40.3.53

29.869
35.175
33.239
47.823

lake trade, did not sliow either of these fluctua-

and though

its

coal

commonly

sells at

Birmingham, Ala.

15 to 25c.

than Pittsburgh, there was for a short time the
anomalous state of the two markets which placed Allegheny Valley coal above Pittsburgh prices. There is not
so very much competition between the two, as a rule, as
each finds its own market.
less

In the anthracite trade the shortage has been so great
shown man) peculiarities
While the
larger mines made no advance in price on that account,
the independejit iiii crests were released from the old arrangement of til riling over their coal to the roads at 65
per cent, of the tidewater price, and they at once went into
the open market and sold their coal at a premium.
that the year has

Aided by a hue and cry from the daiiy press that "coal"
was about to advance to $10 a tmi. llic independent operators early began to get a premium, which in some cases
where quick delivery could be assured, rose to $3.50 a
ton, and would doubtless have remained there but for the
warm fall. On Dec. 20. the premium had fallen to $1.25,
on account of the gain made on their shortage by the
bigger anthracite companies.
On that date a leading
shipper declared that with a continuation of the mild
weather he would cut mil the prciniiim entirely in ten

common

It is

amount

for the anthrac-ite shippers to load a large

of coal in Uiittalo harbor during the winter.

The

larger sizes commonly accumulate during the latter part
of that season, and it is cheaper to put such coal afloat
at an extra freight of 10 to 1.5c. a ton than to stock it,
especially since

enables the lake shipments to begin in
full strength on the opening of the lakes.
So hard wa.s
the winter, however, that no coal could be so loaded last
spring, and with a two-months' mining suspension to face,

market for the year 1912 has been a cause of
when tlie whole year is considered.
All the owners of well managed mines have profited beyond their expectations and are highly optimistic in regard to the prospects for 19i;j.
The winter of 1911 and 1912 was about the severest
ever experienced and coal business was correspondingly
good.
To add to this favorable situation the English
strike lasted well into spring.
The season was unusually
cold and wet, and from the first of the year to July 1
all output records were beaten.
The expectation of a
coal

satisfaction,

strike in Pittsburgb on

A\n:

1

served to stimulate the

market and many users stocked up heavily for fear that
the trouble might become nation wide.
During the summer months this artificial market reacted and workeil a hardship on many of the mines for
a short while.
Tlic car shortage has been and is still
serious on some of the railroads in the district, and this
reduction in tonnage during the fall and winter resulted in abnormal prices on both steam and domestic

The coke market as a whole has been satisfactory and
the average price a fair one. The estimated coal ()ut])ut
of Alabama for 1912 is 18,000.000 tons which is about
2.000,000 tons higher than the record of 1910.

MONTHLY PRICES OF CAMABA FANCY LfMP DOME.STIC COAr.

it

there were only 650 tons shipped by lake in .\pril aiul
only .39,600 tons in May, .so that fhc resumption of minat

The
much

coals.

days.

ing

Sl'lX'IAL COKKICSPONDENCI-;

the end of the latter

month

I'ound the lake ship-

April''

}

May

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

2 1"

ajX)

2 10

2 10

2 25

2.2.';

2.25

2 30

2,35

2 75

2 70
2 85

3.00

3

2 35

2 25

July

2..'K)

AuKust
September
Oclober

2.05

2.50
2.50

2 75

2 75

2.30
2.40
2. 55
2 65
2 75

2.75

2.75

3.00

June

November
Deeemlwr

2 50

2(10

]
!

}

January
Februar>'

2.40
2.55
2 65

I

00

C
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These figures will be interesting to parties who are not
tiie coal trade and who are prone to condemn the
retail coal dealers on account of high profits apparently
made by them. However, in justice to the mines producing Cahaba domestic coal, it must be understood
that these prices are on Fancy Lump coal, which is the
cream of their product. The average price obtained for
the entire output of the mines is probably less than one-

amount.

half the prices quoted.

in the course of the coining year.

in

that

it

This
is

iiV E. J.

The year 1913 comes

make any money,
their

as they have been practically running
mines without breaking even on the selling end of

the business.

In the face of these conditions, new mines are gradubeing sunk and the capacities of others increased,
and it is a problem as to where this tonnage will move to

ally

W.VLLACK*

to a close as a rather successful

was a car shortage that
kept the buyer and large consumer in a rather uneasy

and

while, as usual, there

IDosition, yet it

served to keep the price for the greater

portion of time above the cost of production,
where the supjily exceeds the demand.
The threatened suspension of last spring was a stimulant to the market until the bubble burst in April, and
there was a curtailing of tonnage from that time until
in a field

in order to get the market in a healthy condition.
then on, however, the demand has continued to
grow, and with it the price, until at the close of lid 3,
the Illinois operator has a better looking profit culunin
than for the past three or four years.

July

1,

Irom

The

Illinois field lost considerable

ground

in various

sections during 1913, especially in Louisiana, Te.xas

and

Arkansas, on account of the expansion of the gas and oil
fields.
It also lost a large tonnage in the northern markets to the .smokeless coals of

West Virginia, and

is fail-

its proportion of the business in the extreme
Xorthwest on account of the growing popularity of better coals from the states of AVyoming and Colorado.
With all this, however, the tonnage in the Illinois field
the i^ast year will show an increase of from 8 to 15 per

ing to get

cent.

Very few mines during the past year have been abandoned, while a considerable number of new ones have been
opened, and the producing capacities of several others
have been increased from 35 to 50 per cent. There are
no complete figures at this time to show what the production for 1912 has been, but it is estimated at between 55,000,000 and 60,000,000 tons. The mines of
the state can produce fully 100,000,000 tons, while the
market for Illinois coal cannot take care of more than a
little

over half that amount.

years.

The year started discouragingly, but the severe weather
that followed and the threatened suspension kept the market in a healthy condition until the controversy between

the miners and operators was settled. This event had a
very distressing effect upon every coal field that caters

hundreds of
which were
in transit from outside fields, were thrown upon the
market and sold at far less than the producing cost. This
kept a poor market from March to July.
Since Aug. 1 there has been a gradually growing demand, ^\^th which prices have kept pace so that by the
first of October the market went as high as at any time

to St. Louis, for

developed

,so

hastily that

previous to the threatened suspension of last spring. The
car shortage and lack of motive power on the principal
coal roads in the Illinois field (from which St. Louis
draws practically its entire supply) helped keep the prices
up until the close of the yea;'.
The past year has seen a big increase in the consumption of smokeless coal and coke
at least 75% greater
than 1911, and smokeless fuels will continue to grow in

—

The amount of domestic coke consumed in the St.
Louis market for 1913 is estimated at 175,000 tons net.
The estimated AVest Virginia smokeless tonnage at from
75,000 to 100,000 tons.
The coke and smokeless coals
have displaced a large tonnage of anthracite in 1913, on
account of the scarcity of the latter. As a rule there is
an annual call for about from 350,000 to 300,000 tons of
anthracite, but the irregular movement this year has
brought the 1913 tonnage down to perhaps 150,000 net

favor.

tons.

The Arkansas semi-anthracite

contributed largely

field

in past years to the St. Louis market, but not

more than
during 1912. Xo Missouri
coal enters, and only during strike times is there any
movement of coals from Indiana or Kentucky.
5000 tons have moved

in

The over-production has

below cost.
The year 1913 has seen the starting of a coke industry
in the state, at Joliet and other poiuts in the northern
and central sections. This coke is of a byproduct nature
and will be used by the United States Steel Corporation
and allied companies, in their own plants with little if
any going to the open market.
In the inner belt field, which embraces the counties to
the east of St. Loufs and within a radius of 50 mdes,
there has been an increased output, but on account of the
irregularity of its production it is hard to estimate its

Lignite in the United States

a jjrice

Mo.

it

cars of coal that were being held in storage or

occasionally forced Illinois coals into foreign markets at

•St. Louis.

Lofis Coal Tijade

Everything considered, the St. Louis market has been
unusually good during 1913, as comjiared with other

one for the operators in the high-grade fields of Williamson, Franklin, Perr}', Jackson and Saline Counties.
The prices for the entire year have been above the average,

No. 3

has been kept down to such an extent
if a majority of the operators will

field

doubtful

St.

Mississippi Valley Trade in 1912

'},

A. Holmes, director of the
following table to illustrate the
in the United States:
J.

Alebama
Louisiana
Tennessee
Arkansas
Texas
North Dakota
Montana

Bureau
extent

of

of

Mines, gives the
ligTiite
deposits

Lignite.

Sub. Lignite.

Sq. miles.
6,000
8.S00
1.000
5.900
53,000

Sq. miles.

31,000
V.OOO

Wyoming

Washington
New Mexico
Colorado
Idaho
Totals

S,800
21,360
1,100

5,000
6,910
1,200

116,700

<3,370

('
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Statistics of reasonable commercial accuracy, published
promptly, are oJ' much greater value to technology and
trade than are figures corrected to the last unit, which
are printed six months or a year later. We are sure there

a real need for an annual statistical

is

we

are publishing today.

spent in au effort to

make

of careful attention,

number

Considerable tiine
this issue of

sixch as

lias

been

Coal Age worthy

and we believe the approximations

given in the different reviews
slight, if- any, revision.

^vill

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

prove to recjuire only
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ii

iiiniiiiiii

iiiiiiiiinii

ii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiig

is certain to condense in the piping.
This should be
gradually and thoroughly drawn oil before any attempt is
made to start the machinery again.
After such a period of idleness even the sudden opening of a large drain valve near the end of the line may
have disastrous results. Such a procedure puts the steam

and water

amount

its

in the pipe in
is

motion and the

latter,

provided

sufficiently great, acts precisely as a liquid

plunger or piston and strikes any obstruction or sharp
bend in its path with the force and suddenness of a blow.
This action is particularly destructive to cast pipe or
fittings.

A

Suggestion to Mine Operators and

I

nations producing coal,

is

ihrough
to

fill

its

more

livilized

slowest in getting out accurate

The U.

S. Geological

Survey,

Division of Mineral Resources, makes an eifort

the need for prompt and authentic coal-mining

have been unsatisfactory.
Perhaps the fault is largely with the federal officials,
and undoubtedly the different state mine inspectors as
individuals are greatly to blame; however, the owners
and operators of mines are not above criticism.
Frequently the companies delay their production returns for
no reason other than negligence, and thus the work of
issuing final figures showing total output is greatly hamdata, but the results

pered.

hands
of the

rected

Then

is

there

is

the matter of a

each and every state.

In

a

common

number

fiscal

year for

of cases the year

June 30;

in other instances, Sept. 30 is the time
can we not have all reports made out for
tlic calendar year ending Dec. 31 ?
Surely this plan
would be simpler.
Every coal man in every state is vitally interested in
the industry as a whole.
Those inspectors who wish to
improve botli the efficiency and general value of their
closes

specified.

Why

work, and at the same time gain a reputation for prompt,
definite action,

would do well

abolishing the dilatory tactics

to entertain the idea of

now

so prevalent.

aliominations to the average mind, none
tlicn

is

Of

all

more abhorrent

archaic facts.

Danger from Water
The

connected to a fan engine, was attributed to this
It should be mentioned also, that, in disregarding the instructions of his superior and entirely closing
the drain valve while his engine was shut down, and then
attempting to draw oif the water quickly by fully opening this valve, the unfortunate attendant paid the penalty
of his disobedience with his life. Even in coal mining it
usually pays to be careful and to obey instructions.
cause.

Revision of the Pennsylvania
Anthracite Code
The sub-committee of the commission appointed to reand codify the present anthracite mining laws have

vise

no reason why complete production figures for
coal company in America should not be in the
of the chief state inspector one week after the close
year, and tlie industry should have the final cortotals before the end of January.

There
every

recent accident in an English colliery, which re-

line

It is a fact that this country, of all the

yearly production statistics.

A

sulted in the destruction of a portion of a long steam

State Inspectors

liability

Hammer

of long steam linos to failure through

water-hammer

is a source of danger not generally recognized around mines. When pumps, fan engines or similar

apparatus connected to such lines are shut down, unless
they are continuously drained, a large amount of steam

recentl}'

submitted their report.

The commission appointed by Governor Tener, under
the act of 1911, consisted of the folowing: Sterling R.
Catlin, state senator, Wilkes-Barre ; E. E. Jones, Harford; James E. Roderick, chief of Department of Mines,

Harrisburg; H. C. Morgan, Scran ton; Martin A. Xash,
Glen Carbon; AV. G. Robertson, Scranton; Peter O'Donnell, Wilkes-Barre; William D. Owens, West Pittston;
William R. Reinhardt, Shamokin.
The commission organized by the election of Senator
Catlin, chairman, ancl Peter O'Donnell, vice-chairman;
AVilliam W. Hall, Wilkes-Barre, was appointed secretary
and counsel. A sub-committee was then chosen to draft
a suitable code for presentation to the commission for
their consideration.
The sub-committee consisted of
James E. Roderick, Peter O'Donnell and AVilliam D.
Owens.
The experience of Mr. Roderick, in the compilation of
the first anthracite law (1870). and its amendment in
188.') and, later, as a member of the mine commission,
appointed (1907) to revise t-lio bituminous law. together
with his knowledge of conditions as chief of the Department of Mines, rendered him capable of outlining to a
large degree the work of the committee.

To

say that the work of drafting such a code is giganexpresses but feebly the measure of the tnslc.
The
difficulty of adjusting the many conflicting conditions
tic,

would be and

is

superhuman, except as the several con-

;

:
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tending parties, each

.striving for individual interests, are

and enroll under
the onward march of progress.

willing to recognize each other.s' rights,

a

common

standard, iu

Carroll D. Wright, former commissioner of labor,

with saying that the difficulties surrounding
adjustment of interests between capital and labor
practically insurmountable, except by a mutual full
cognition of the Golden Rule and the application of
ereditecl

is

the

A

(

E

;

Vol.

The

law,

]ieglect of
liable,

which

more than

X(

however, distinguishes between the act or
official, for which the company is clearly

an

and that
it is

3,

workman,

of a fellow

generally held

tlie

employer

for accident due to one's

for the result of
is

not responsible

own

the

act or neglect.
the commission will finally do with the report of
its commfttee remains to be seen.
An open session is announced to be' held Jan. 14, 9:30 a.m., at which time the

This statement, coming from one having the broad
understanding of Commissioner Wright, is worthy of the
most careful .study and earnest consideration. AYithont

operators will be given a hearing. Following this, on the
15th, the miners will be heard. Little is to be expected,
in the way of harmony, from these hearings.
The commission will listen attenti\ely to the presentation of each

we can-

side; but to devise measures that will satisfy both parties

are
re-

principles of Christianity.

the "mutual recognition" of the rights of another,

not hope for harmony and without harmony there can
be no permanent progress.
Ignore the Golden Rule and
it becomes impossible to frame a mining code that will
be satisfactory to the operator and miner alike.
;

The iirst essential of a mining code is equity. The
code must define clearly the responsibilities of employer
and employee alike. There is no paternalism in the
operation of a mine. Every man employed in the mine is
responsible,

of

to

a degree, for his

fellows.

his

tion, to

which

vsubordinate.

tlie

The

SAFETY
cost of

own

the
operation
is

safety
first

and that
considera-

must always be

i-esponsibility for safety is twofold

;

it

does not rest wholly on the employer, but devolves alike

on the employee.

This division of responsibility must

be clearly defined by the law governing mine operations.

The re.siJonsibility of the owner or operator ends with
the provision of a recognized reasonably safe equipment
and management of the mine and its operations, in con-

What

and insure safety

One

is

a difficult problem.

of the contemplated changes in the present law

has been the practice in the anthracite region
There can be no doubt, in any unprejudiced
mind, that it is an unmitigated evil to expose any official
whose duty is that of inspection to the caprices of a popudistrict, as

since 1901.

It is clear to the candid mind that such a
law tends to develop an artful politician rather than a

lar election.

fearless inspector.

Let PS get back once more to the principles of civiland work to remove, as far as possible,
the office of mine inspector from the influence and control of politics.
Let us demand a high grade of intelligence, an ample mining experience and acquaintance with
practical conditions in and out of the mine, and a character above reproach, of all candidates for this important
service reform,

formity to the terms of an adequate mining code. The
resjoonsibility of the miner begins when he enters the
mine. He must exercise reasonable care, observe proper

office.

precautions, possess a fair amount of knowledge of mining conditions, and obey absolutely the regulations of the

parties at the polls.

mine officials and fulfill
all the requirements of the mining laws.
To every practical mining man nothing is plainer than
the fact that every mineworker must assume certain
legitimate risks common to his calling. A mining company does not run an insurance business or guarantee pro-

better the character of the

mine and the instructions

of the

tection of life to employees, beyond a liability for acci-

dent due to the neglect or mismanagement of an
or inefficient equipment.

Speaking of

liability for

official,

accident, there are at least

four responsible sources to which liability for accident
may attach, and of these the first two are the only ones
that can be said to offer a fair chance of recovery. They
are as follows
1. Neglect of government to provide adequate laws and
inspection service
2.

Neglect or mismanagement of

officials or inefficient

equipment;
3.

Neglect, carelessness or ignorance of a fellow work-

man
4.

Self-neglect, carelessness or ignorance.

Government that does not provide

a fair degree of pro-

tection for the citizen does not fulfill the purpose of its
existence, and such failure

The qualifications we mention are rarely combined in
man, and when found are not appreciated by contending
and

is

culpable.

The

failure

on

the part of any person charged with the official management, supervision, inspection, or operation of certain

work, machinery or men, to properly perform his duties,
renders the corporation, cojnpany, owner, or emi)loyee
liable for the results of such failure.

The

strongest proof of qualification

fitness for office is efficient service,

and no one knows

work performed by

spectors than the highest state officer,
responsible' for their every act.

who

is

state in-

ultimately

This fact alone should

recommend

the appointive system to every member of the
commission who seeks the best interests of mining.

Coal Age

will

watch with interest the work of the com-

mission, and will gladly voice

the

comments

of

con-

tributors.

Spontaneous Combustion Underground
Depth from the surface is iiot always a determining
ill
the matter of underground mine fires.
An
example can be given of two collieries working at identifactor

;iik1 having apparently similar conditions, fires
occurring frequently in one case and being unknown in
the other.
It is clear, however, that if a seam is predisposed to spontaneous combustion, the greater the depth,

cal de]iths

Tlie grinding action of the roof
and the natural temperature of the coal
will be higher at 2700 ft. than at 3000 ft.
One experimenter recenflv took the temperature of the
strata at a depth of 2660 ft! It was OSi/o deg. F. This is
exactly the temperature obtained by calculation, allowing
a constant temperature of 50 deg. at a depth of 60 ft. and
an increase of 1 deg. for every subsequent 60 ft. The
British Royal Commission on Mines has fixed the greatest workable depth of coal at 4000 ft.
The temperature
in such a bed would be 114 degrees Fahrcnlicit.

the greater the danger.
will be increased

;

is

the return to the previous system of appointing mine inspectors instead of electing them by popular vote, in each
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Cost of Mining Anthracite Coal

Firing Shots by Electricity

In the excellent article by Eli T. Conner, Coal Age,
Nov. 23, p. 708, he speaks of the propriety of including,

In Coal Age, Dec. 14, p. 833, Geo. M. Brown described
the conditions under which a violent explosion occurred
Nov. 20, 1913, in mine No. 38 of the Kock Island Coal

in

the cost of operation, the charge for coal

pi

the colliery, as

is

He

further states that this
knowledge, in the anthracite region.
mines.

While

may

it

consumed

done at well managed bituminous
is

not done, to his

not appear in the cost sheets of any of
it was once the custom

the anthracite coal companies, yet

with one of the then largest individual producers of anthracite coal, to always include this item in the costs,

charging
i/reaker.

up on the basis of the
The effort was also made

it

small sizes, for local consumption

;

price of

its

cost at

to use but the very

except in cases where

locomotives, which used a larger size, were used, or in

where there was not a sufficient amount of the
In such cases the coal for the boilers was often transported from other near-by collieries
where the coal was more brittle and small sizes were in
exec s of the requirements and brought a lesser figure in
market. Mr. Conner is correct in stating that this fuel
cases

smaller sizes made.

supply should be included, since these small sizes cost as
much to produce, less the royalty, as the larger sizes that
are sold to the trade. Moreover, no statement of the cost
of operation is complete without this item of fuel.

Emergency

Stoppings

—A

As the system of firing shots by electricity has been
adopted at a number of mines in Oklahoma, the managers
of these mines are naturally concerned to know whether
this

method

of firing shots

is

or whether the explosions in

particularly dangerous or

Mine No. 38 were

Suggestion

occurred to me that the following suggestion of what might be called an emergency
sto]iping would be of value, in this connection.
For some time past I have been building, at certain
jirincipal points in the mine, a stop]iing similar to
tli;it shown in the accompanying figure. The chief feature

The question

ie:

Is

it

safer to fire all the shots in

a mine, together or at one time as a single blast, tluin
to fire the same shots singly, at fixed intervals?
def-

A

full

answer to this question can only be given with the
knowledge of the conditions in each case. There

are,

however, certain general features pertaining to shot-

inite

firing that should be carefully considered before a final

it

I have often stated that, in my judgment, the presence
of a concentrated dust-carrying, return-air current acted

upon by a

shot's flame, is sure to start a dust explosion.

it appears that the margin of safety
claimed for the method of firing shots singly may be
much reduced or wiped out entirely through the absence
of anything to prevent the concentration of a strong dust-

If

this

be true,

laden, return current at the face where the shot

the other hand, the firing of all the shots in a mine,
at one time, may have some dangerous features that are
liowever,

.So Cm.t.im) KMi'T!f!r\r'Y

is fired.

On

absent in firing a single shot at a time.

A

the recnit

of local conditions.

conclusion can be reached regarding the choice of methods in firing shots.

deferring to tlie question of short-circuiting the air
iinrent in a coal mine, as suggested in the recent discussion of reversible fans,

Okla.
An electric shotfiring system
was in use at the mine, the shots being fired simultaneously, by throwing a switch at the surface when all was
ready. The holes were charged and tamped by shotfirers,
who also connected the wires. This was the second explosion, in this mine, since the electric shotfiring system
was installed.
Co., at Alderson,

may

be

minimized

or

These dangers,

eliminated

altogether

through the prevention of the draft concentration to
which I have referred, toward one point. For exainple,
if 100 shots are fired simultaneously their combined
power to produce strong draft is, of cour.se, much greater
than the draft -producing power of a single shot; but the

S'roi>iM\(i

on each .shot is very much less. My point is that
every one of the 100 shots fired simultaneously, produced an equal effect, the draft afl'ccting each shot would
effect

III

'i

this

to 3

rails

stopping
ft.

may

is

s(|uare,

tluU

it

coiituiiis a I'cutra!

opening from

supported by a wooden frame, or pit

be used for this purpose.

by brick masonry, which can be

This opening

bumped out by

is

closed

a

mine

By this means, the air can be
without damaging the stoppiiig.
The main body uf tin- stopping can be of concrete
or of brick and masonrv, as desired.
post, in case of need.
quickly short-circnilcd

F.

Mine
Fair Haven,

I'cnii.

Fnrcniaii,

I'.

rittsbui-gb

Mamk,
Coal Co.

if

be less than, say 10 per cent, of that which would be

by any one of these shots

fired

singly.

felt

Should two or

more of the 100 shots fired together develop more heat
than the others the greater induced draft toward them
would probably still be insufficient, under ordinary circumstances, to produce explosive results.
dangerous draft ran be considwo\dd seem that the more extensive the firing area and the greater the number of
If then the division of

ered a protective feature,

it
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same time, the less would be the amount
and the more remote the
danger of an explosion. From Mr. Brown's statement
il appears that, in the mine above mentioned, the shots
'ivere fired in sections and not simultaneously all over
^he mine. This method produced a strong concentration
o draft into each section as it was fired and this may
Lare had considerable influence in starting the explosions.
Eegarding the ventilation of mine No. 38, Mr. Brown
spates: "The ventilating fan is always stopped when the
shots are fired, but in this particular mine the natural
shot

.

fired at the

of draft affecting each shot

;

"

ventilation

is

strong.

*****
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3,

provide a 4-in. hook or hanger on each arm
The stirrup straddles the trolley wire
without touching it, and supports -i-in. pieces of yellow
pine, 1 in. thick and 14 ft. long.
l^ent so as to

of the stirrup.

These wooden strips form
protection

of

the

trolley

,

a

sufficient

guard for the

They possess the adput up or removed at any

wire.

vantage that they are easily

j believe that the nat-

ural ventilation should be stopped to prevent fresh air

from traveling along the entries while the shots are being fired."
I share Mr. Brown's belief in this regard.
It has been shown in several instances, where dual explosions had set coal or timbers on fire, that suljsequent
explosions occurred at short intervals and did not cease
If the
Tintil the mine openings were sealed air-tight.
closing of the mine openings prevented explosions in
these cases,

why

answered an inquiry asking for
my views regarding the value of emergency doors at all
the mine openings and in part I gave my opinion as follows: "I believe that, under certain conditions, the use
of such doors will prove a great aid in the prevention
of dust explosions." ^Iren I made that statement one of
the conditions I had in mind was the simultaneous firing by electricity of all the shots in a mine.
If such
emergency doors are used they must be substantially biiilt
and be practically air-tight; and they must be rigidly
fastened so that they cannot be opened by the force of
This is essential to secure succss. Explosions
reaction.
have occurred with the shafts partly blocked, they occurred
I

with the shafts nearly sealed up, they ceased to occur
after the sealing was complete.
If a theory
If the

is right,

manager

Showixg

Fig

a SiiiPLE FoRii OF

Trolley Guard

not in others?

About a year ago

it

is

right all the

way through.

time when desired.

In our experience, we have found
no nails or fastening of any kind necessary to hold the
Ijoards in place, although many prefer to bolt the strips
to the stirrup, using a %x3i/^-in. bolt for this purpose.

Thomas

Fish.

Latrobe, Penn.

—The swinging board forms what may

Another Letter

be called a shield for the trolley wire and serves several
purposes. It has the following advantages
It is easily
:

installed and, because of its swinging motion, the board

down by being

not as easily broken or torn

is

struck by any-

thing passing under it.
The cut shown. Fig. 2, explains clearly the manner of
hanging the boards by means of drift bolts in the roof.

The
a

drift liolts are of the ordinary expansion type

hook

at the

lower end of the

where electricity is used in
from the surface, believes that the

bolt.

The

having

eye hasps are

of a mine,

firing all the shots

Wood Plug

admission of strong draft during shotfiring time is a
menace and shows his belief by stopping the fan, why
should he hesitate about closing the mine openings tight
at firing time, especially in view of tlie fact that nobody's life is placed in danger thereby and that the doors
need be kept closed only for a few minutes?
.TonN Vern'er.
riiaritou. Iowa.

Trolley Guards in
1

gart.

Low

Coal

was interested in the inquiry of Robert J. McTagCoal Age, Dec. 7, p. 808, in regard to suitable pro-

tection for the trolley wire, in mines.

I

am

familiar

with the conditions in Mr. McTaggart's field, and, as our
own conditions are similar, and we have experienced the
same difficulty, I thought tlie following suggestion would
he helpful.

In our mines we have

ad<H)t('ii

to he vastly superior, cheaper,

a system that I believe

and more convenient than

anything so far described. The system is in use at our
Carney mine, and has proved very satisfactory. Holes
are drilled in the roof and %-in. expansion bolts arc
used to support a stirrup, as shown in the accompanying
Fig. 1.
This stirrup is a piece of strap iron lx% in.,

SIDE VIEW OF SWmaiNd BOAR 3

Fig.

2.

<:

A Swinging Board Trolley Guard

secured to the boards by %xliv;-in. bolts, or they

outward and at right angles
eye of the hasp

is

may

he

These hooks should be turned

nailed firmly to the board.

to the trolley wnre, while the

parallel to the board or wire.

The

hooks are first placed in position in the roof and care
must then he taken to space the hasps at the same distance apart on the board. The dotted lines, in the figure,
show tlie ])osition to whicli the board swings wlien struck
by anything passing under it. For shielding the wire on
curves, shorter lengths of hoards can be used.
E.

.J.

The
St. ClairsviUc, Ohio.

Christy. Electrician,
Troll ^lining Company.

2
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I
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Ques. In what time can an engine of 40 effective
horsepower pump 4000 cu.ft. of water from a depth of
360 ft. ?
Ans. The weight of water to be lifted is
6-2. 5
•250,000 lb.
4000
To lift this weight of water from a depth of 360 ft.

=

X

250,000

With 40
40

X

,r

^^

is

=

QP
337-)TTu

lii(i,(H)U

=

X

1

360

= 90,000,000

dicated horsepower of the engine

ft.-lb.

X

337)00
is

5.2

=
60 per

,, ^.

^''''

,

^'I'-

cent., the in-

is

effective horsepower, there will be available to

=

X

33,000
1,330,000 ft.-lb. per min.
required to raise this water is then

90,000,000
1,3-20,000

=

,,„

^^-^^

For the sake of illustration, we insert here a convenient diagram for finding the horsepower required to pass

.

"""

°''

^"' "•^' """•

^
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Ques.
With a water gage of 0.4 in., a fan is making
80,000 r.p.m. and producing, at this speed, 35,000 cu.ft.
of air per minute.
What quantity of air will this fan
produce, at the same speed, under a water gage of 0.8
in.?

—

Ans. Assuming the efficiency of the fan remains unchanged, the power on the air will be the same for the
same speed of the fan. The power on the air remaining
constant, the volume of air in circulation varies inversely

In other words, the

as the pressure per square foot.

rmie ratio

equal to the inverse jjressure ratio.

is

the required volume of air

35, (W)

X

=

If the fan

——=

35,000
is

vol-

Calling

.r

a-

_0.4 _
~

,,.

1

~

(lS

-I

.

li,o(JO cu.lt. per

jtroperly designed,

mm.

the efficiency of the

ventilator will be increased, under the increased water
gage; and, as a result, a larger proportion of the power
becomes effective on the air and a less indicated horsepower of the engine is required to produce the same
speed of the ventilator; but, for a constant power of the
engine, the volume of air in circulation may be considerably increased under the increased water gage.
It
is difficult to tell what any particular fan will do, under
these conditions, because so muc'h depends on the type
and construction of the fan and the speed for which tlie

fan

is designed.
Ques.
There is 10,000 cu.ft. of air pa.ssing on an airway, having a rubbing surface of 24,000 sq.ft. ami a

—

sectional area of 20

s(|.ft.

;

what

is

the water gage pni-

ilucing this circulation?

Ans.

—The unit of ventilating

ksq^

^'^11^=
sure

—

minute

the water

The time

'J'lic

water gage of one inch?
.ins.
The work performed, or the effective W(jrk per

If the efficiency of the engine

will require

lift

iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiig

Ques.
What horsepower will an engine exert when
yielding 60 per cent, of duty (efficiency 60 per cent.) and
circulating 100,000 cu.ft. of air per minute, under a

Examination Questions
(Answered by Hcque.st)

—

i

])ressure, in this case,

X 24,000 X
20 X 20 X 20

0.00000002

water gage corresponding
is, then
w.ff.

=

6.0

~

=

to

this

1.15

is

10,000

in.

=

'''' "^-

ventilating

i)res-

—
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Coal Mining

JANIARY

May

—

Jan. 1 Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Co. secured a $9,000,000
contract for furnishing locomotive fuel to the Boston &
Maine R.R.
Jan. 4. Meeting of the Western Federation of Miners at
Denver, Colo.
Jan. 3 Shops and engine house at the drift mine of the
Davis Coal & Coke Co.. at Thomas, W. Va.. destroyed by fire.

—

Loss. $12,000.

Portion of the plant of the Galloway Coal & Coke
Loss, $50,000.
Hill, Ala., destroyed by Are.
and
Jan. 10— Committee appointed by Gov. Tener to revise
Pennsylvania.
of
laws
mining
codify anthracite
upholding
decision
rendered
Court
Supreme
Jan. l.-i— U. S.
an employers' liability act as constitutional.
permaJan. 1«— .American Federation of Coal Operators
convention of
nently organized at Chicago. The 23d annual

T.s

— Convention

3,

Xo. 3

in 1912

of .anthracite miners voted to accept
Contract signed. May 20; general re-

agreement of Apr. 25.
sumption of "work. May 22.
.May 2!) Iowa miners voted
and return to work.

—
to accept proposed agreement
May 30— Wage scale contract signed for Missouri. Kansas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
May 31 — Wage scale contract signed for bituminous
of Indiana. — Miners attacked guards
Paint Creek district,
field

in

W. Va.

Jan. 7

Co..

JI'JJE

Carbon

United Mine Workers of America met at Indianapolis.

FEBRVARY

—

AnFeb. 3 Breaker and colliery building of the Connell
Loss.
thracite Coal Co.. Bernice. Penn,. destroyed by fire.

— Striking miners evicted from company houses of
Great Lalces Coal Co.
June — Miners on strike in Terre Haute section. Indiana,
June

I

.1

re

turned to work.

—
—

June 10 Wage scale agreement between operators and
miners of Pomeroy Bend, Ohio, signed.
June 21 Interstate Commerce Commission denied further
reductions on bituminous coal from Pittsburgh district to
Great Lakes.

June 2H

— Fire

at

Twin

shaft. Pittston. Penn.

$1 SO, 000.

—
—

Boiler and engine houses of the North Breeze
Pel,. «
Coal Mining Co., Breeze, 111., destroyed by fire. Loss, $50,000.
Plant of the Knickerbocker Briquette Co., MurPel,. IS
physboro. 111., destroyed by fire. Loss. $100,000.
Feb. sa Fire in No. 5 mine of the Western Coal & Mining Co.. Lehigh, Okla., resulted in the death of eight men.
Feb. 39 Over 1,000,000 coal miners in Great Britain went
out on strike for a minimum wage.

—

MARCH

— Anthracite operato?s formally rejected mine
workers' demands.
Workers refused
— Officials of the United Mine
.Mar.
counter proposition of the anthracite operators.
Mar. 1» — Interstate Commerce Commission ordered a
reduction on the Pittsburgh-Lake freight rate.
Mar. 20— Conference between bituminous operators and
miners opened in Cleveland, Ohio.
Mar. SO— Compromise agreement effected between bituminous operators and miners in conference at Cleveanthracite mines of Pennsylland. — Supervision of work
Mine Workers. — Bill

JUL,Y'

— Attorneys

representing miners of Paint Creek
district asked court for injunction to restrain coal operators
from maintaining guard system.
jnly s Majority of mines of the Spadra anthracite coal
field. Arkansas, started up.
July 23 Union mine of Sullivan. Ind.. idle during miners'
strike, resumed work.
July 35 Continental Coal Corporation opened up five new
mines at Wallsend, Ky.

July

1

—
—
—

13

.Mar.

!."•

10c.

.V

1

fire.

field.

receiver.

SEPTEMBER

in

vania was ordered by offlnials of United
providing minimum wage for miners became a law in Great
Britain.

APRIL

—

Apr. a Complete suspension of work at anthracite mines
js
of Pennsylvania, and at a large percentage of bitumii
mines in central competitive field.
at
otiicially
declared
8
Britain
Coal strike in Great
.\pr.

—
Apr. 10— Bituminous miners ratified Cleveland wage scale
agreement. — Conference of anthracite operators and miners
opened in Philadelphia.
PittsliiUKh disliirt leApr. IS— Fifty thousand miners
turned to work.
20— Central Pennsylvania miners and (ip.rators
agreed on a two-year contract.
— Two-year bituminous wage scale contract forApr.

an end.

in

— Experimental
Bruceton. Penn.
Sept. 20— Eight thousand
12

Sept.

mally signed at Indianapolis.

MAY

— Wage scale agreement reached Kanawlia
West Virginia.
May 2— Representative of anthracite miners refused
May

of

acc-ept

in

I

agreement reached by subcommittee

field

of

to

miners and

operators. Apr. 25.
May «-ll Serious rioting in various parts of anthracite

—

Illinois

T

miners voted

to

accept

wage

returned to work. Contract signed May 17.
May 11 Miners of western Kentucky voted
work, pending arbitration over wage scale.

—

May

— Wage

15

scale

agreement for Hocking

to

scale

and

return to

district, Ohio,

signed.

men went on

conducted

at

strike at Pottsville.

OCTOBER
mines,
Oct.
lieries

Oet.
Oot.
region.

— Forty-five

perished in fire in North Mount Lyell
caused by blowing out of a motor fuse.
25 Strike in Kanawha field spreads to Solvay ColCo.. Kingston. W. Va.
36 First anual field day of Tenn. Soc. Mine Foremen.
39 Celebration of John Mitchell Day in anthracite

Oct. 12

—
—
—

NOVEMBER

—One

thousand miners employed at the No. 5 mine
of the Lehigh and WilUes-Barre Coal Co., went out on strike
by the company of nonunion men.
employment
the
owing to
Nov. 11 Mines of Lawrence County, Ohio, terminate a
two-year strike and men return to work.
Nov. 13 First meeting of the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute, Denver, Colo.
Nov. I« Martial law again proclaimed in Paint Creek dis!Vov. 2

—
—
—

trict.

DECEMBER

—

Dee. 9 December meeting of the- Kirilucky Mining Institute held at Lexington, Ky.
Winter meeting of the West Virginia Mining
Dee. 10-11
Institute, at I'arkersburg. W. Va.
Dec. 13 Remainder of troops withdrawn frcmi West Virginia strike zone.
Dee. 1S-19 Meeting of Coal Mining Institute of .\merica

—

—

—

•Accidents and explosions have been omitted.

explosions

—

field.

May

mine

Penn.
Several small railroads in southwestern Pennsyl.Sept 35
vania consolidated with the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.

AjtT.

2."i

roil ST

— Extension of the Western Maryland R.R. to Connellsville, Penn., put in operation.
Aug. 7 — Girard colliery at Ravens Run, Penn.. destroyed
Loss. $175,000.
by
Aug. 9 — Fifteen hundred more miners went on strike in
W. Va.
Kanawha
,tug. 13— Western .Allegheny R.R. Co. placed in hands of
.-Vus.

at I'ittsburgh. Pt-nn.

.hiiniiiTv

1

r
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

I

I
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Washington, D. C.
Emory R. Johnson, of the Isthmian Canal Commisa statement this week concerning the effect ot the
the cost of shipping coal, says that attention should be called to the fact that in trading with Pacific
countries the fuel expenses of steamers engaged in the commerce of the eastern United States would be less than the
Prof.

sion,

in

Panama Canal on

regular figures by the larger companies, but premiums of
from 50c. to about $1,50 per ton have been paid up to the first
January for independent coal. It is believed that the closing of navigation on the Great Lakes will now concentrate
shipments in the Eastern markets, so that there will be an
ample supply of coal for all consumers during the coming
of

winter.

expenses of steamers operated over routes between Europe

and Pacific countries.
The cost of coal at Panama would be at least $1 per ton
less than at Mediterranean ports and at the Suez Canal, according to his estimate, and the coal at stations along the
Eastern seaboard of the United States would be fully $1 per
Relative fuel expenses
ton less than at European stations.
via the Panama and Suez routes will work to the advantage
of the Panama Canal and of the commerce of the United States
carried on through that canal with Pacific countries in competition with the commerce of Europe carried through the
Suez Canal to the Orient and Australia.
In considering the relation of the canal to the development
of American trade, factors other than transportation facilishould receive careful attention. In fact, transportation
costs and facilities, though of great importance, are only one
ties

influence affecting the

volume and direction

of international

trade.

Professor Johnson's analysis of the situation at Panama
is being read with great interest bj' members of Congress
who have concerned themselves with the competitive side
ot canal operation.

A DECISION OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered a
decision in the case of the Thomas W. Gilmore Co. vs. the
This case related to
Chicago & Northwestern R.R. Co.
carload shipments of bituminous coal to the complainants
at Rose Hill, 111., the freight charge being 20c. per net ton
in excess of the charge for similar trans- ortatlon to Ravenswood, 111., a point in the Chicago switching district.
On
anthracite coal the charge to Rose Hill is 10c. per ton greater

The

tlian

to

Ravenswood.

was

held that this rate situation subjects the complainants to unjust discrimination and Rose Hill to undue
prejudice and disadvantage, and the differential was reduced
on interstate shipments to not over 5c. per ton on coal in
carload lots to Rose Hill such 5c. to be in excess of the
charge for similar transportation to Ravenswood. The decision is of some interest as an incident in the general rate
controversy between anthracite and bituminous shippers.
It

—

ANTHRACITE PRODUCTION DECLINES

IN 1912

According to data compiled by the government, all records
for the production of coal in the United States were beaten
In 1912. taking hard and soft coal together, although the production of hard coal alone fell below that of many previous
years. It appears that taking the figures up to the beginning
of December (those for that month not being yet available),
and assuming that the month's shipments were the same as in
December of last year, the total tonnage of anthracite for
the year 1912 will amount to 63,781,503 tons— a smaller tonnage than for any year in the last six except 1909, when the
shipments were 61,909,SS5 tons.
Omitting the quantity sold to the local trade and to employees, which may be estimated at about 3% of the total
shipments. It would appear that the total marketable output
of anthracite In 1912 was 65.694.948 tons, as
compared with
72,000,000 In 1911.
This does not Include the coal used In the
operation of the mines themselves.
Suspension of work for about seven weeks last spring

Is accepted as the cause for th<falling r,ff in output.
The
Idleness of the mines during the period in
question caused
a loss of about ll.OOn.ooo tons, but after the suspension
th.mines were operated on a full-time basis In the
attempt to
make up -some of this deficiency. This cut the deficit
of
ll.nnn.OOn tons down to about
6,000.000.
Hetall prices, it is reported, have
been maintained at the

I*F.N>SYI,VAM A
Anthracite
Centralia

mine

— The

officials

which was declared here because
discharged several union men who refused to
strike,

work over-time, ended Dec. 30. Fifteen hundred employees
have returned to work after an idleness of two weeks.
VVilkeH-Barre Thomas Kennedy, president of the
in

—

thracite mine district No. 1., has served notice that the anion
miners throughout Pennsylvania would fight the proposed
changes in the mining laws which are expected to come up at

the coming Legislature.
On Dec. 27, miners from all parts of the anthracite region
formed a meeting of the State Mine Code Commission to
show their contempt for the proposed changes in the miningcode. Mine leaders have brought delegations to fight against
allowing the Governor to name mine inspectors instead of
letting

people elect them.

Four hundred employees of the Dodson No. 12 colliery
Plymouth Coal Co. have been thrown out of employment as a result of a fire which started two weeks
ago in the west plane of the Red Ash vein. The flames still
remain unextinguished, although excellent headway is being
of

the

made by those who are fighting the Are. Until they have been
subdued, the colliery will remain idle.
The walling in of the fire in the Kidney vein of the
Parrish Coal Co. is progressing so rapidly that it is expected
that the 500 men thrown out of employment as a result
of this fire will be back on the job in a short time.
Keadlns Fire which burns stubbornly at Mt. Carmel, and
wliich has hampered the fire fighters in theJr eforts to
battle with the flames has destroyed about 520.000 worth

—

property.

of

—

.Scruoton
The breaker boys and a number of the outside
hands at the Capouse colliery of the Scranton Coal Co. in
Keyser Valley, went on strike because of the refusal of a
half-dozen men and boys employed about the breaker to
the miners' union.
The colliery was closed down for
day, when the boys left the chutes, laying about eight
hundred men idle for the day. Within an hour after the
strike had been called, the non-union men had agreed to
join the union, but by that time the boys had scattered, and
no attempt was made to resume work for the day.
Tuinaqiin Eight of the nine miners entombed b-h'nd
a harrier of coal and rock in the East Lehigh colliery for
forty hours, were rescued alive standing In 4 ft. of water.
One of their number had met death by drowning, and his remains were discovered soon after the rescue of the others.
join
tlie

—

BltumlnoUH

—

Charlrrol The Union Supply ('o. distributed more than
50,000 presents among the tliousanrts of youngsters about the
coke plants of the ConnellsvlUe region on Christmas day.
Not only were the youngsters taken care of, but the poor and
needy were aleo remembered In a suitable way.

—

WIIUamNport Soft coal miners from central and western
Pennsylvania have Jii)peared before a committee of the Legislature and presented four bills which they would like to
have enacted. One bill provides that a man has to serve two
years In the capacity of laborer before being granted a
certificate.
This Is similar to the law governing anthracite
mining. .Another bill prohibits electricity In gaseous mines.
Tlie third Is directed against the use of machines with which
to rob pillars, and the fourth has to do with certain age
limits.

—

IMttHliiirKh
Director J. A. Holmes, of the Unltor' St.ites
Uurcau of Mines, Is quoted as saying that Pltt8bur:v!i is the
proper place for the mine testing station and that he would
lie sorry to see It removed.
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WEST VIRGINIA

—

Charleston It is reported that the situation in the stril^e
zone on Paint and Cabin Creek is asain growing threatening.
Outbreaks on ttie part of striking miners would cause little
surprise at any time. The fact that no proclamation lifting
martial law was issued when the troops were "withdrawn
two weeks ago leads man.v to believe that martial law is
still

in effect.

Notwithstanding the labor troubles in the Kanawha coal
field during the greater part of the year, the coal production
of West Virginia for 1912 far exceeded that of any other
This is a statement issued Dec. 30 by Edward W.
year.
Parsons, coal statistician of the Geological Survey. The total
production in the state for the' year ending June 30, 1912, is
reported as 66,731, GST tons.

PERSONALS
President Walker of the Illinois section of the United
Mine Workers has been selected to represent the American
Federation of Labor at the British Trade Congress.
Burke H. Keeny has been appointed Western manager of
the Bewley-Darst Coal Co.. Bristol, Tenn., with oflices at 505
Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. He will thus be enabled
to handle the business of the company in the states of Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and the West.

OHIO

—A

decision in the case of the dovei nment
against various railroad and coal companies handed down
Dec. 30, which declares the companies guilty of restraint
of trade in violation of the Sherman law, makes imperative
the sale of 100,000 acres of coal land now owned by the roads
Involved and the Sunday Creek Coal Co., together v/itn stock
in other railroads by which the alleged monopoly was formed.
The decision further orders that the joint ownership
of the Kanawha & Michigan by the Chesapeake & Ohio and
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern must be terminated.

Columbus

James M. Laing, aged

43,

was instantly

killed at

Berlin,

on Cabin Creek, West Virginia, by a runaway car on an
incline.
Mr. Laing is a wealthy coal operator in the New
River, Kanawha and Elk River districts, and is the brother
of John Laing head of the state department of mines. He is
survived by a wife and children.

—

Flushing An explosion in the Lafferty mine Of the Pittsburgh & Belmont Coal Co., near Morristown, Dec. 31, resulted
In the death of one man and the serious burning of another.
I\DI.\1V.V

— Deerin

No. 1., where an explosion ocago, costing the lives of two
curred nearly
shot-firers and damaging the property, has resumed work.
calculated to make the work
shot-firing,
new system of
More time will be demanded of
safer, has been adopted.
first coal loaded out was two
The
shots.
the men firing the
cars which was left from the firing of the two men who
Clifton

jrine

years

A

were

killed.

ILLINOIS
Springfleld The governor of Illinoi.s has appointed as members of the Illinois Mine Rescue Station Commission, Thomas
Moses, General Superintendent of the Eunsen Coal Co. as
one of the operators in place of the late W. W. Taylor, and
Workers of
J. M. Zimmerman, representing the United Mine
America, in place of Charles Krallman, recently resigned.
The following members have been appointed on the MiningInvestigation Commission; H. H. Stoek, J. A. Holmes, J. E.
Williams, Richard Newsam, G. W. Traer, Thos. Jeremiah,
Benj. Williams, Geo. McArtor, Wm. Hall.
This commission was authorized by the last session of the

Legislature and was given power and authority to
Investigate methods and conditions of mining coal throughout
the state with special reference to the safety of human lives
and property, and the conservation of the coal deposits.
Illinois

IIT.VH

—

Salt Lake City Word has reached here of the discovery
of quite a bed of anthracite coal in the southern part of
Utah, near Cedar City.
The existence of coal in this locality has been known
for some time, but it fell to the present prospectors to determine the quality and extent of the deposit.
Of late a large amount of work has been done, the main
portion being confined to what is known as Tunnel No. 3.
This tunnel has been cleaned out and extended until it is
now approximately ISO ft. in length. It has been timbered
the entire length and is in good condition.
This tunnel encountered five veins of coal, vein No. 2
measuring IS in. of pure semi-anthracite, vein No. 3 has 4 ft.
of the same quality, while veins Nos. 4 and 5 have a minimum of 5 ft. of the best kind of fuel.
investigation confirms the report that the
If further
coal is semi-anthracite, there is no doubt but that a ready
market can be had in Utah and California. The field is located to the east of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
R.R„ and It would be necessary to build a spur in order to
open up the deposit.
At present the anthracite consumers are supplied by the
Pennsylvania and Colorado mines and a good development
In the intermountain territory would be welcomed and no
doubt would draw Its share of the trade. Such a development
should also be able to successfully meet any price competition.

Pulilicity Maeazlne; devoted to the interests of the Jones
February, 1912.
Stoker.
The Underfeed Stoker ICo. of
America, Chicago, 111.
Rescue and Recovery, Bulletin of a few cases where
"Proto" (Fleuss-Davis' patent) breathing apparatus has been
used in England.
Seibe, Gorman & Co., Ltd., London, S, E.
H. N. Elmer, Monadnock Block, Chicago, general agent for
North America.
Condensed Catalogue and supplement of mine and industrial electric supplies. Electric Service Supplies Co., Philadelphia, New York and Chicago. Showing new and improved
devices and revised listings pertaining to material covered
by general catalogue No. 4, Vol. 3 of mine and industrial
siipplie.'-.

RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENTS
Bucket Conveyor. A. T. Perkins. Chicago. 111.
Filed June IS, 1909. Serial No. 502,882.
1. 1912.

1,040,005,

Oct.

Gas Producer.
Oct.

1,

W.

Climie, Bo'ness, Scotland.
1,040,148,
Filed Sept. 13, 1911.
Serial No. 649,002.

1912.

Hoisting .Vpiiaratus. J. W. Hammond and J. F. Donahue,
assignors to Mead Morrison Mfg. Co., Cambridge. Mass.
Filed Nov. S, 1907. Serial No. 401,264.
1.039,733. Oct. 1, 1912.
Miner's Combination

Duryea, Penn.

Tamping

1,040,037,

Oct.

1,

Tool.
1912.

L. and A. W. Shaffer,
Filed Oct. 4. 1911.

Serial No. 652,885.

BOOK REVIEW
CARBONIZATION OF COAL: A

Scientific

Review

of

the

Formation, Composition and Destructive Distillation of
Coal for Gas, Coke and Byproducts. By Vivian B. Lewes,
professor of chemistry, Roval Naval College, Greenwich;
315 pp., 5%x8V,, 27 ill. John Allan & Co., S Bouverie St.,
Clothboards, 7s. 6d.
E. C.

This book is a reprint with considerable modification of
Mr. Lewes' interesting Cantor Lectures delivered in the winMuch of the
ter of 1911 before the Royal Society of Arts.
introductory part we have published in its original form.
We have also made frequent reference to it editorially, and
found It necessary to dissent from some of the conclusions
reached.
Mr. Lewes frankly says "Many of my views will not, I
We cheerfully acfear, be acceptable to all my readers."
knowledge that whether intended for us or not, it describes
other
things
we may yet take
many
nicety,
for,
to
us to a

January

COAL AGE
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But it is not an inferior book which we
would not arouse our fighting- spirit.
are afraid that the clippings we have made from the

editorial exception.
have to review, or it

We

Cantor lectures will give a false impression of the present
work. Much is purely chemical, it is true, but a description
of present and past coke ovens and gas retorts together fill
50 pages and in these occur most of the illustrations.
There are several pages on tar, its formation, use, and
decomposition, some on coke, the nitrogen and sulphur of
coal and their recovery, and a concluding chapter on modern
coal gas. Every manager and engineer today should be preparing himself for the rapid introduction of byproduct ovens
and for the technical skill that introduction will involve.
We are sure that all such far-sighted men will want to
read this inquiry into the carbonization of coal. The reader
frequently bristle with dissent, but he will be interested,
for the book is by no means dull and we owe a debt to Mr.
Lewes for his willingness to propound theories which are
sure to arouse dissent.
A common English fault is that of writing long sentences.
which turn the reader from an analysis of the thought to a
consideration of the grammatical structure. It is strange that
in the land of Tynrfall, there are so many offenders.
We
formerly classed V. B. Lewes among them, but a disintegrator
seems to have gone to work at his sentences and broken
them up into "prepared sizes." As a result our anticipated
criticism is almost entirely disarmed.

may
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Ottawa,

Canada

—The

Canadian

incorporation of the London Land

&

Gazette announces the
Coal Co., of London, Ont.,

capital $2,000,000.

—

\Vilmlngton, Del. Bronx Mining Co.; capital stock, $325.Incorporators, J. M. Frere, Jos. Zurita and C. L. Hearn.

000.

A\"ilmington, Del.

—

Astoria, III. The Astoria & Woodland Coal Co.: name
changed to the Eclipse Coal Mine and capital stock decreased
from $2400 to $1200.

—

Elmore. «'. Va. Mead Pocahontas Coal Co.; authorized
capital. $(;o,000.
Dr. J. A. Wood, J. Edward Cox, J. C. Sullivan,
W. G. Hubbard and E. H. Mead.

—

Tiee, III
The Coal Bank Mining Co.; capital stock, $1000;
mining and marketing coal. Incorporators, J. P. Grosbill, H.

V.

Nelson.

Mrs. M. N. Grosbill.
MullenM. W. Va
Trace Fork Coal Co.: authorized capital.
.$75,000
Thos. F. Bailey, Jr., J. C. Sullivan, W. G. Hubbard.
K. .S. McCIanahan and E. F. Hoover.

tneeus. N.

Y

—Home Coal

Co., Inc., real estate, etc.; capi-

tal,
$25,000.
Incorporators are H. A. Beiler, H. W. Hach.
Richmond Hill: J. C. Garbe, Woodhaven.
MontBomery, Ala. Red Eagle Coal Co. filed articles of incorporation. Capital $50,000. The home offices of the company

—

will be located at Blocton in

Bibb County.
Portland, Me. Jaulin Alaska Mines Co.; capital- $2,000,000.
Promnters, Albert F. Jones, T. L. Croteau, Albert A. Richards.
B. M. Maxwell, N. B. Farnham. Portland, Me.
Manhattan, N. Y'. Alaska Kougarok Co., Inc.; mines and
mining rights: $200,000. Howard I. Seney, WiUiam Kennelly,
Felix Valdes. 237 Lexington Avenue, Manhattan, N. T.
Grafton, W'. Va
The Preston Fuel Co.; capital stock,

—

—

—

—

Monongahela, Penn, It is said the new plans for the improvement of Mongah mine embrace among other things a new
main entry, which will be much lower than the present
opening.

—

Dulnth, Minn. The Leliigh Valley Coal Co. is tearing down
parts of a coal dock structure built several years ago at its
Tower Slip plant in order to make room for modern improvements. It is understood that the present coal dock will be
converted into a hard coal storage plant.

—

Birmingham. Ala. The Pratt Consolidated Coal Co., one of
the largest coal concerns in the southern field, has just awarded a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Co., for the designing
and building of a complete 1000-ton Stewart coal washing
plant, storage bins, and steel tipple to replace the structures
Aprecently burned at their mines at Banner, Alabama.
proximate contract price $60,000.

$300,000.
Incorporators, Buckner Clay, G. E. Price,
Price. A. C. Collins, R. S. Spillman, all of Charleston.

R.

M.

—

Cleariield, Penn.
An application will, be made Jan. 14 to the
Governor of Pennsylvania for a charter for an intended
corporation to be called the Nevling Coal. Mining Co.

—

Tallula, III
The Menard County Coal & Mining Co.;
capital stock, $20,000; to mine coal, manufacture ice and deal
in both.
Incorporators, T. A. Tomlin, John Schome, S. O.

Savage.
,
McAlester, Okla. The Lane Coal Co.; capital stock, $50,000.
Incorporators, S. W. Lane, Wewoka; W. J. Baber, J.
Fred Miles, Tulsa: A. L. Latimer, Mc.\lester; W. C. Ellis.
Fort Worth.
Philadelphia, Penn. Application will be made, Dec. 30, by
James J. Reilly. Harold A. Schumann and L. E. Marter, for
the charter of an intended corporation to be called the Schumann Coal Co.

—

—

.Sorauton, Penn.

by John

—Application

R. Williams,

will

bo

made

Jan.

13,

1913,

Joseph W. Noble and William H. Jessup

for the charter of an intended corporation to be called the
Noble Williams Coal Co.

— The
Ind. — The

PortBmouth, Ohio
to $40,000.

IndlanapoliH,

Cliff

Coal Co.: increase from $30,000

Pan Handle Consolidated Coal

Co.

has dissolvi-d.

— The Eastern Coal Co.; number of directors
— The Wilson-White Coal Co. has changed
Cypress Creek Coal Co.
name
do a general
Wllmlnictun, Del.— The Electric Coal Co.;
coal business; capital stock, $100,000.
IndlanapoiiN, Ind. — The Terhune Coal & Mining Co. and
the Central Coal & Mining Co. have been dissolved.
Ky.— The Low Ash Coal Co. capital stock,
Alden.
Incorporators,
R. Hunt, E. N. King, W.
'Danville,
—The Beech Flats Coal Co.; capital stock,
I'eorln,

III.

decreased from

5

to

3.

Boonvllle. Ind.
to

its

to

L.aulMvllle.

$2.5,-

I

000.

O.

C.

III.

$100,000.
Whit'-.

Incorporators.

$10,000.

—The

W.

G. Hartshorn,

Grant Holmes,

Sandy Fuel Co.;
Incorporators, Ralph Chatfield, V. M.

.\Mhland.

Ky.

Big

C. J.

capital stuck,
Chatfleld. O. P.

Chatfleld.

PIttHltnrBh, Penn.

Incorporators,
Fleschter.

—The

Alfred

Ficschter Coal Co.; capital,
Fleschter, Roca Pleschtir and

Dellenbarger and Henry G. Dodge.

Waukeean.

Paul

—

this county.

>e»v York. N. Y. The Carter Coal. Co.; capital $5,000,000.
Incorporators (',. L. Carter, S. R. Jennings, J. C. Stone, Johnston City, Tcnn.

III.

— The

Waukegan

Lumber

capital stock, $35,000; to deal In lumber,
materials.
Incorporators. T. G. McGay,

Alexander Whan, D. Q. Hart and

—

J.

coal

W.

S:

Coal

Co.;

and building
McKinney,

O.

D. Pope.

Sernnton, Penn. Application will be
Archibald i!. Mahon, James A. Waddell,
Welbasky and T. Ellsworth Davles for
Mining Engineering Co., of Pennsylvania.

made Jan. 21 by
Jno. Coyle. W. J.
the charter of the
Frederic W. Fleltz.

solicitor.

—

AltuN, Okla. A number of men of this vicinity have organized a cooperative coal compan.v and have a mine at
Blanco, south of McAlester.
The name of the new company is the Tolleson Coal Co. Dr. B. A. Aberthnay is the
sales director.

PlttHburKh,
$200.

.N'okomiN, III.
The Fayette County Coal Co. has been
organized and will take up at once 32,000 acres of coal In

—

ColunibuN, Ohio^The Red Ash Pocahontas Coal. Co.; capital
stock of $10,000; to mine and deal in coal.
Incorporators,
W. H. Plant, Ethel. M. Plant, P. W. Barrlcklow, Margaret M.
Barricklow and E. W. Parkei\
Cleveland, Ohlo^The Pennington Mining Co.; capital
stock, $100,000: mining and dealing in iron ore and coal.
Incorporators, J. C. Merrick, G. W. Cottrell, C. C. Roads, F. W.

— The

Penn.

Buffalo Creek Coal

&

llrick

Co.:

capital $250,000: to purchase, take lease, hold, own and deal In
coal and minerals of all kinds.
Incorporators Charles A.
Smith, Pittsburgh, Penn., R. Duranteer, McDonald, Penn., C. E.

Meyer, Ingram. Penn.

—

CoIumhuH, Ohio The Taylor- Williams Coal Co.: capital
stock of $25,000; to mine and nell coal. Incorporators, John
W. Moore, S. E. Ranney, John M. Taylor, E. E. Learned and
W. E. Runyan. The concern Is the Incorporation of a partnership which was conducted under the same name.
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The Rex Coal Mining & Mfg.

Co. has filed
Florence, Colo
papers of incorporation with the secretary of state for the
purpose of taking over the coal mine formerly operated by
the Rex Coal Co. and located on Newlin Creek. Incorporatoi's,
G. F. Stevens, M. Collins, Denver; R. M. Ramsay, A. M. Smith
and E. R. Harris, Florence. It is the intention of the company to equip the mine with new and uptodate machinery
as well as to provide transportation facilities for hauling the
coal to market.
The company owns 160 acres of land which is underlaid
by a number of excellent seams of bituminous coal.

—

Danville, III. The new coal shaft belonging to Frank
Woodard has been completed, and miners have begun to take

out coal for the country trade.
Philadelphia,

— The

Penn.

Pennsylvania R.R., transported
November, an increase of

6,097,290 tons of coal and coke in
136.152 tons over October.

—

When the total production for Bel
Clalrsvllle, Ohio
mont County for the year 1912 has been compiled it is expected that the figures will reach the 10,000,000-ton mark.
St.

—

Philadelphia, Penn. The output of the Consolidation
Coal Co., for the year up to Dec. 24 aggregated 10,200,000
This was an increase of 1,125.000 tons over last year.
tons.
Hazelton, Penn. The Lehigli Valley Coal Co. took advantage of the snowstorm Dec. 27 to burn the abandoned Torktown breaker. The structure has been replaced by a modern
washery.
Newcastle, Ala. About 250 ovens will be fired up at once
by the Pratt Consolidated Coal Co. for the purpose of filling a
40,000-ton order to be delivered in the next six months. These
ovens have been idle for the past 3 years.

—

—

—

Oak Crest, Colo, George Campion, of Los Angeles and T.
Darby of Denver, have been making investigations into the
It is understood that arrangecoal lands on Trout Creek.
ments will soon be made for the development of the land.

L.

—

Ky. Two hundred coke ovens which have been
Creek for years are being put in repair by the
Continental Coke Corporation and will be operated at their
Thirty-three ovens were fired as a starter ana
full capacity.
their first coke was pulled.
PInevllIe,

idle at Straight

—

Unlonto-nn, Penn. A tract of 656 acres of coal land i^
Greene County, Penn. and Wetzel County, W. Va., was sold
Dec. 31 to a company of Connellsville men. The purchase
price was $100 an acre. Operations will be begun at once for
the development of the land.
Forrell, Penn. The record output of coal in Mercer County
in one day was broken by mine No. 7 of the Mercer Coal &
Iron Co. at Stoneboro, Dec. 23, wlien the output for 9 hours
was 1600 tons. The individual record was broken by Joseph
fchasser who loaded 35 tons of coal in 8 hours.

—

—

GreenHburfc, Penn. The Yukon Coal zone is developing
rapidly at present. Harry 'W'hyel Coke Co. made several purThis company now
chases of coal in Sewickle^ township.
owns coal lands valued at over $100,000. A modern coal mine
was constructed some time ago and the mines are running
very well.
Butler, Penn. The mines of the Great Lakes Coal Co.
which have been shut down since April 1, resumed operations
Jan. 2. The mines have been leased to the C. P. Munsch Coal
Co. of DuBoIs. The Great Lakes Company had 23,000 acres ot
land in the Kaylor district and the plant is considered to he

—

excellent.

—

It is rumored that the AUicia Coal Ac
making arrangements to start operations with 200
ovens, on the Fayette County side of the Monon
Kahela River. On the Washington County side the Reliance
Coal & Coke Co. is erecting 500 ovens in anticipation of a

Brownsville, Penn.

Coke

Co. is

new coke

heavy coke trade.
Grand Forks, N. D. The report of the state engineer to
Governor Burke .shows that there are 105 mines in operation
The beds ot coal
in North Dakota, employing 2000 men.
vary from 3 to 19 ft. in thickness and occur at depths of
is
light the coal is
overburden
the
Where
200
ft.
from 5 to
mined by stripping.
J. A. and W. H. Hardenbrook have leased
Trlnldail, Colo.
the Sugar Loaf mine from P. N. Bissell, and are at work

—

—

taking out some of the best coal it Jias produced.
J. R. Coleman, who broke into the coal business a month
ago. has taken hold of the Gibbs mine and has a force of
miners busy at that branch.

Vol.

3,

No. 2

— According

to an unconfirmed report among
the miners, another large tract of coal has been purchased
near here, and a new shaft will- be sunk witliin a short time.
The Indiana Harbor Ry. Co., is said to be back of the deal
and will likely put in a spur track on the northern limits
of the town as soon as the mine is sunk. It is stated that the
company has purchased all the mineral rights on the land in

Hlllery,

III,

question.

—

Shelbyvllle, 111. It seems probable that 35,000 acres of
coal land in the eastern part of Williamson County will soon
change hands. This is the tract which was optioned this
summer by Willard Heath, of St. Louis. After optioning
the land. Heath's representative left and nothing more was
heard from him until this week, when owners of the land
received letters asking them at once to have abstracts made
and ready for the deal to be closed.

—

Chattanooga, Tenn. The Chattanooga Estates Co., which
is developing between 20,000 and 30,000 acres of
and timber land on the north side of the Tennessee River,
announces that it will operate freight scows by means of a
tug from its property to inclines connecting with all roads
leading into Chattanooga.
The work on one incline is already under way and as
Three
»oon as it is completed others will be commenced.
barges will be used and one tug.

owns and

coal

•

—

Morcantown, Penn. New machinery has been installed at
the Rock Forge plant of the Connellsville Basin Coal &
Coke Co., which lias been shut do"wn for more tlian a year,
and the whole plant has been given a general and thorough
overhauling. At present a double force of mechanics are at
work putting in a new set of boilers. The ovens are being
can be supplied.
The company is short of men, but the force
creased as rapidly as workmen can be secured.
fired as fast as the coal

is

being

in-

—

Pittsburgh, Penn. The Toledo & Ohio Central, which is
ontrolled by the Lake Shore, an integral part of the New
York Central Lines, is planning to compete with the Hocking
Valley, owned by the Chesapeake & Ohio, in transporting
coal from the West Virginia and Kentucky lines through tlie
Toledo gateway, and has plans drawn up for new docks at
I

Toledo.

When the docks are well under way the road will probably doubletrack its line from Toledo to. Columbus.
>

—

Baltimore, Md. It is rumored that plans are now on
loot for the consolidation of the Durham Coal & Iron Co.,
and several other companies, representing between $12,000,This will be one of the largest
OOn and $15,000,000 capital.
It is said that
coal mergers ever put througli in the South.
C.
H. Smith, vice-president and general manager of tho
Durham Company, is slated for the presidency of the new
.Arrangements are being made to acquire about
concern.
Extensive improvements
20.000 additional acres of coal land.
will be made.

Birmingham, .\la -\11 indications are that the Sayreton
mine, operated by tlie Republic Company, will have the
The production of this mine is
largest output in Alabama.
expected to exceed 360.000 tons. No. 3 mine of the Tennessee
company at Ensley is expected to rank second, while the
Republic mine No. 2 will probably stand third.
Other mines ranking high in the list are the Flat Top
and Banner mines of the Pratt Consolidated Coal Co.. and the
Acmar and Margaret mines of the Alabama Fuel & Steel
Co.

—

Steamboat Springs, Colo. The financing of the Moffat road
and the awakened interest of Denver people throughout the
commercial bodies have turned the attention of the large coal
interests toward Routt County.
Last week Geo. Morrison, superintendent of the Routt
County Fuel Co., and John McNeill, consulting engineer of
one of the largest coal using concerns in America, spent
three days with Sam Adams, making a surface examination
along the outcropping of the coal measures from Oak Creek
through Twenty Mile Park, and as far west as the Wage
and Lenox mines.
Washlneton, Penn. The development of a large block of

—

virgin coal south of Washington is believed to be assured
by the closing of a deal Dec. 31, for the transfer of 250O
acres to a representative of a syndicate of Pittsburgh men

The amount Involved exceeds

$500,000.

known that William Smith has sold 100 acres
of coal and surface land east of Washington on the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. to D. L. Williams. W. S. Lockhart and
It is understood that
Robert Young of McDonald, Penn.
It is also

the purchasers will co-operate with the Pittsburgh men in
the development of the property. The price paid lias not been

made

public.

.
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GUM^RAL, REVIKW
The open weather and consequent light demand for the
domestic grades has undoubtediy proved tlie salvation of the
antliracite trade so far this season.
The situation continues
to become a trifle easier each week, and while arrivals are
not heavy and are going into consumption as promptly as
received,

it

is

noticeable

tliat

the consumer

is

not

obliged

wait so long for delivery.
The warm weather has undoubtedly developed a feeling of uncertainty in the market,
and orders are fluctuating, but the independents are still
commanding a fair premium for their product. In the Coastwise trade the storm of Jan. 3 and 4 resulted in light receipts
and high retail prices are still being maintained.
The Eastern bituminous market is firm with buying on
a large scale, stocks rather uneven, and demand fluctuating
with the weather. An active market will be dependent upon
the larger corporations, who have been relying upon districts
from which shipments have been particularly bad, rather than
upon the smaller consumers who appeared to be well stocked.
On the whole there is a fairly large demand, and with supplies
reduced and with a restricted output, due to the suspension
over the holidays, prices are firm or advancing. The car supply
variously reported as both good and bad.
is
It
is
stated that some roads are short, but making every effort
to take care of coal consignments, while at other points the
demand for equipment in other industrial branches is easing
off "which is helping the movement of coal.
Supplies were
undoubtedly reduced over the holidays, which is resulting
in a temporary rush for stocks at the present time.
Demand for prompt delivery in the Pittsburgh district
is relatively light, and production is again about back to
normal; a fair amount of contracting was closed on Jan. 1.
but most of this business here goes over until April 1. The
local coke situation has eased off slightl-y.
The softening
of the domestic grades in Ohio, due to the unseasonable
weather, has now disappeared, and all sizes are again strong.
Production at the mines has been fairly good, and the car
supply much improved due to the intervention of the holidays; contracts are being renewed at sliglitly higher figures.
The situation in the Southern market has eased off especially
as regards the steam grades; a fair demand is anticipated,
however, over the next two months.
The order of the
Louisville & Nashville Rail-road, requiring all operators on
their line to turn their entire output, during three days
of the week, over to the company, has been rescinded, but
it is doubtful if the road lias acquired a sufficient supply,
and the order may again go into effect at any time.
The trade in the Middlewest is described as being entirely
a weather market, and the winter so far has been only an
extension of the fall. At the present time supplies are plentifuk and the holiday dullness has effected a reduction in
quotations; if the weather is as mild through January, a.s
to

was the case in December, it is thought that summer prices
almost be reached. There is coal- of all kinds on track,
buyers are scarce, and a better supply of equipment on the
railroads has resulted in heavy shipments. The same unsatl.-sfactory conditions due to the mild weather, prevail in the
Northwest, and operators are attempting to curtail production.
Prices at this latter point are, however, being better mainwill

tained.

IIOST-OX,

MASS.

with buying on a large scale and there
Is more Inquiry for what bituminous is available.
Stocks
In
New England arc rather uneven and the demand
from this territory will greatly depend upon the weather.
It will, also depend on loading conditions at Baltimore and
Hampton Roads and if no improvement is shown, there will
be an Increasing call for Pennsylvania grades out of New
York. The largest consumers are most likely to come Into
the market for spot coal.
All-rail, the spot demand is not
so Insistent. The market In that direction does not yet Justify any con.'flderable volume of speculative coal and unl«ss
weather conditions become exceptionally hard, the call Is
likely to be limited at what are considered high prices.
Less anxiety over anthracite seems the rule, although
lh.-re Is little real occasion for It; all admit It la the influence
of mild weather.
The storm of Jan. 3 and 4. with its Interruption to the barge movement will probably cause new
Coal

is

firm

'

anxiety over tlie light receipts. The almost spring like temperatures this week have reduced retail deliveries to a minimum, and this has enabled many a dealer to bear a cheerful
front.
Premium coal is still a ready sale at $7.35 @ 7.60
alongside Boston, and $8.25 @ 8.50 is a current price for
stove coal on cars for shipment inland.
The high retail
prices that prevailed are still maintained and the shortage
of stove coal continues the chief feature of hard-coal trade.
Current of quotations are about as follows:
Clearfields,
Clearfields,
Clearfields,

f.o.b.

@

mine

$2.10
3.25
3.55
Somersets, &c., f.o.b.
2.15
Somersets. &c., f.o.b. Philadelphia
3.40
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton R'ds. 3.50
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
4.60
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Providence, 4.60

Bituminous

f.o.b.

f.o.b.

Philadelphia

2.20
3.40

(g)

New

@
@
@
@
@
@

York
mine

3.70
2.25
3.50
3.60
4.90
4.76

NEW YORK

—

In spite of the continued mild and unseasonweather, the soft-coal trade is still holding its own,
and if anything, becoming stronger. The effects of the curtailment in production over the holidays are now being felt,
and local supplies are quite short, particularly in the better
grades, which are practically unobtainable in the spot market.
The conservative members of the trade believe that
quotations are now approaching the high point for the season. It is thought that the next cold snap will see the maximum prices in effect, after which there will be a gradual
easing off to the usual summer level.
A good car supply has been reported on practically all
lines shipping the New York market.
It is estimated that
production in the Pennsylvania field has been up to about 75
per cent, of full-rated capacity. The labor shortage appears
to be the worst feature of the industry, and the effects of
this are being felt generally all over the mining districts.
New York bituminous prices experienced a further advance during the week, while anthracite has about held its
own. prices now Ijeing quotable about on the following basis:

able

Bituminous

Aiithracite

I'pper Ports
Hri.ki-n..

Kbp

$.5

5
5

.

Ktovf
Chi-stnut.

Pea

..

Ruekwlieat.
Kiee
Barley

.

,

0()((i..5

2.5

2.5(ak5

75
25

25C<t-6

5 50(a6 25
3.50(<ij4.1O

2
2
1

75
2 25

()0fai2
1 .5(<i
.

.

.

75

Lower Ports
$.5 ()()(«

.5

,

2.5

5 20(a', 5 75
5 20Ca.6 25
5 45(a>0 25
3 45(i!4 10
2 35(ai2,70
1

1

.

70(<^
25(a,

!t5

1

1

.

West

Virginia, steam.
Ordinary grades,

S3.25@3,3S

Penna
Fair grades, Ponna.
Good grade. Penna.
Best miller, Penna.

3,25@3 3.5
3 25®3.35
3.35@3,45

.

.

3,40@3S0

.

Georges Creek

3 SO
.

70

—

.Vnthrnelte
The hard-coal situation has become so easy
that the head of one of the large local selling agencies went
so far recently as to state that the unseasonable weather
might cause the bottom to drop out of the market. With a
shortage of 6.000,000 tons in the trade, such a view is obviously an exaggeration of the situation, but It Is nevertheless pertinent as showing the better feeling which exists
among the anthracite companies. The demand Is still strong,
hut there Is no doubt that warm weather is enabling the
operators to rapidly catch up. There Is no demand for the
high-priced grades, but speculators who have acquired such
are holding on firmly until the cold weather appears.
Egg coal has become so plentiful that there have been
some cases of the individuals offering this down at the reg-

ular company's circular.
Nut continues about normal with
broken a little short. Pea Is almost entirely out of the market, and rice and buckwheat are being substituted for this
grade; as a result, this latter size Is somewhat stronger. The
market is flooded with barley, which It Is almost Impossible
to dispose of.
PIIIL,\DKI,I>HI.\,

PENX.

The second week In the new year finds the coal trade
this vicinity in practically the same position as when the
year closed. As a matter of fact, the open weather has been
the only salvation the dealers have had, enabling them to
stave off, to some extent, the demands made on them. Taking
In

It

altogether.

easier.
ceived,

It

may

be said

that

the situation

la

a

trifle

Every size Is moving off almost as promptly as reand the arrivals are not by any means heavy, but

COAL
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householders do not have to wait quite as long to have their
orders for certain sizes filled, as was the case a month or so
Egg
ago. Stove and pea seem to still continue in the lead.
may be said to be a trifle easy, gaged by the fact that the
individual operators are playing this size heavier than either
stove, chestnut or pea. and quotations from them on this size
are pretty close to circular; there have even been cases, it
is understood, that a prompt order will take the coal at even
less.

The present price of egg is almost a safe indication that
good supply. It is understood, however,
that the large companies are having no difficulty in moving it
districts
are complaining that their orders
oft, although some
for it are being shipped, while those for other sizes are
marked
the beginning of full work
really
ignored. The week
The output has been anyat the mines, after the holidays.
collieries were reported
when
the
even
thing but normal,
as working, for in many cases, the full complement of men

A

(i

E

Vol.

to

market.

PITTSBIRGH. PENX.

—Production

of coal is almost back to normal,
Demand for prompt
after the interruption of the holidays.
Shipments
had been curtailed to some
relatively
light.
is
manufacturing consumers, on account of works being closed
lor inventory, but are again being resumed this week. There
A fair volume of
is little interest in contracts at this time.
contract business was closed for various periods beginning
Jan. 1 but the great bulk of this business will be for the
Circular prices are well
twelve-month beginning Apr. 1.
maintained, and remain as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and slack,
3/4in.,
$1.40; l^in., $1.55;
$1.30;
mine-run.
$1.05; nut, $1.25;

Bituminous

per ton at mine. Pittsburgh district.
A rise in the river last week permitted a good tonnage
of Monongahela River coal to go down the Ohio to the various distributing points.

—

ConnellHVille Coke. The market for prompt coke has been
easier than expected, there being no particular pinch on account of the curtailment of shipments during the holidays.
While as high as $4.15 and $4.25 was obtained in a very few
cases for prompt furnace coke, around Christmas time, the
market has dropped back to $4, where it stood before the
holidays, and sales at this figure have been rather light in the
past week, less than 5000 tons; in several cases operators have

very little
does not appear that

There

sold to brokers at less than
inquiry for early delivery coke and it
many furnaces allowed their old contracts to expire Dec. 31
Foundry coke continues relawithout making fresh ones.
quote; Prompt furnace. $4; contract furntively scarce.
ace, first half. $3.25 @ 3.50; contract furnace, year. $3 @ 3.25;
this figure.

is

$4.25

@

4.50;

contract foundry. $3.25

@

BALTIMORE,

SID.

The new year had an auspicious beginning
to
if
the remainder proves
coal
trade, and
be as satisfactory, especially from the standpoint of prices,
Naturally,
local operators will have no cause for complaint.
the supply of coal was greatly reduced, owing to the holiday, and there was a rush for fuel on the part of consumers,
Sales of the
resulting in an exceptionally strong market.
common grades at $2 per ton were the rule rather than the
exception and operators who could deliver at this price found
Other grades have shown corresponding
plenty of buyers.
for

the

Baltimore

increases.
The idleness at the mines, caused by the Christmas and
holidays, has resulted in a marked decrease in
The
the output and this scarcity of coal is now being felt.
mines for the past two weeks have not worked more than
a
prolonged
such
seen
that
easily
be
and
it
can
six full days,
cessation will have a pronounced effect on this and other
markets. Because of this condition, consumers who managed
to stock up heavily before the holidays, have been compelled
to draw largely on their supply with the result that they now
have little on hand. Some were able to buy at the market,

New Year

but others were not.
The car supply is about the same as it was the previous
All the roads are still short of equipment, owing to
ihe enormous traflic which is being moved but they are
making every effort to take the best possible care of coal
shippers. Considerable fuel was handled over the piers here,
The weather
destined for New England and other ports.
was cold 'during the week, which stimulated the demand for
anthracite fuel.

week.

N. Y.

No. 2

fairly staggering, especially if it is a real indication of
the advance that business has made since that time.
Prices are not quite as high in the bituminous trade as
they were a month or so ago, but they are strong enough
and nobody is complaining unless it be that they are not
getting out as much coal as was planned for.
Still the
annual reports of output coming in are satisfactory when
it is figured that quite a good percentage of it has been sold
for at least 30c. a ton more than it would have brought a
year ago.
There is much the same complaint of car shortage,
though as a rule other branches of business are not demanding so much equipment as they were a month ago, so that
coal will get the benefit after a little.
The railroads are
likely to take even more fuel for holding if actual winter sets
in so that the private consumer is not in good position to
Get prompt deliveries as he was last fall.' Complaint that
the roads are not acting fairl-y in taking so much coal now
continues, but it is not going to be easy to change their
is

methods.
slacking oft in the price of coke, though
Best
it ran too high for awhile.
not now above $6.25 and there is some
stock to be had.
In the bituminous market the quotations
remain firm at $3 for Pittsburgh lump. $2.85 for three-quar-

There

that

is

a

ter.

little

was expected because

Connellsvil'le

is

for

$2.75

mine-run and

Valley about 25c. lower.
ing, are all strong.

$2.50

foi

slack,

with Allegheny

Side coal, such as cannel and smith-

The warm weather has kept the anthracite dealer and
consumer very anxious. One day orders "will be numerous
and then the sunshine will occasion a number of cancellations but when the winter shows a disposition to return, it
brings the orders back again.

commands

Independent anthracite

still

a good premium.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

3.75,

per ton at ovens.

BUFFALO,

3,

There is a big demand for bituminous coal and with
the output still light on account of the
holidays,
the
prices remain firm.
The trade, instead of hearing that
coal is offered at cut prices, steadily reports the opposite, SO that the former strength certainly holds out well.
Quite a block of Allegheny Valley coal sold a day or two
;ii;o for $1.85, mine-run gross, at the mine, this same quality
selling last summer as low as $1 or $1.05.
This difference

We

prompt foundry.

when

the mines again produce their maximum output, but the trade is of the opinion
that there will be no cheap coal for some time to come.
Baltimore operators do not believe that there is going to be
any cessation in business, and that the demand for all grades
will continue brisk. The cold weather also brought increased
business to the anthracite trade. Many householders found
that their bins were about empty the early part of the week,
and were quick to put in an additional supply.

this size is in fairly

were not out.
The bituminous market shows little or no change as far
The available supply, however,
as prices are concerned.
seems to be better, due no doubt to the fact that the mines
were able to produce their normal output, but there is a
ready demand Just now, that is absorbing all that is sent

bit

The market may ease up a

With lower temperatures prevailing and a continuation of
active business conditions generally, the coal trade in Ohio
has been fairly active during the past week. The softening
from the unseasonable
in domestic sizes, which resulted

weather,
all

is

grades.

now passing away and strength has appeared in
The demand for domestic as well as steam sizes

good and the production
large during the week.
is

in

Ohio

fields

has been fairly

Despite the fact that tile one holiday interferred, the output was about 65 per cent, of normal during the week. The
car supply was much better, due to the intervention of the
holidays and also to the warmer "weather which aided railroads in a better freight movement. The improvement in the
car supply is expected to be only temporary as the underlying conditions have not improved in the least.
One of the strong points in the market has been the
Factories are demanding a large amount
steam business.
of fuel and this is especially true of the iron and foundry
concerns.
Contracts, which are expiring now, are being renewed at slightly increased figures and the low railroad fuel
The
contracts of last year will be a thing of the past.
requisitions on the part of railroads for fuel are large.
Retailers are now in the market for more stocks since the
mercury has descended. Their supplies were not large and
it
only required a few days of wintry weather to exhaust
them in most places. As a result orders for immediate shipment are now the rule and producers are able to accommodate the dealer because of the better car supply. There is a
good demand for the fancy grades of domestic coals such as.
splints and Pocahontas.
The bad conditions of the streets has hindered deliveries
on the part of dealers. Retail prices are strong at the same
level which has prevailed for several weeks.

Jainiiirv 11,

COAL AGE

1913

Quotations in Ohio

fields

pea and

fut,

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

1.10
1.50

slaclc.

0.90

1.00

loarse slack

CXEVELAXD, OHIO
the viewpoint ot producers and shippers of coal. 1913
The close ot 1912
rill be the banner year in the coal trade.
nds prices 25 per cent, higher than those which prevailed
year ago. With the unprecedented and, in many cases, the
nexpected increase in traffic in the many lines of business,
perators have every reason to believe that prices will coninue to go upward.
The speculative movement of coal to this district has
lightly diminished during the past few weeks, which, no
oubt, has been due to the mild condition of the weather
Transportation lines are handling a
or the past 30 days.
irge volume of business, but consumers seem to be pretty
rell under contract for their requirements.
The following prices per net ton f.o.b. cars at the mines
re quoted on the various grades of coal for spot shipment.

From

Three-

District

Mine Run

Slacli

quarters
SI. 35

ougliiouKhenv

1.20
1.45
1 75

itt.sburgh No'. 8

oshen No. 6
oshocton

.

$1.25
1.10

135
1

,

50

10

SI

120
120

1

,

20

The freight rate from the Toughiogheny district to Cleveis $1 per net ton, and Pittsburgh No. S. 90c.: the Goshen

md

nd Coshocton coals from

the middle district take a 70c.
The demand for Massillon domestic coal continues to
old out: $2.50 for 1'4 in. is quoted for shipment at the mines,
'oundry coke is selling for $4.50, f.o.b. ovens, while $4.25 is
Ite.

uoted on furnace. Antiiracite is extremely scarce and dealrs are experiencing great difficulty, due to this shortage.
Pocahontas lump and egg is bringing $2.75, run-of-mine,
1.50, and slack, 90c., f.o.b. mines, while $2.50 is quoted on
[assillon. 1^-in. lump at the mines.
Foundry coke is selling
3r $4.50 f.o.b. ovens, while furnace coke is going at $4.
Small dealers are experiencing difficulty in securing antiracite coal.
Substitutions are made freely, and those who
ave not been able to secure their requirements of hai-d coal,
ave been forced to utilize soft.
Railroads are operating to their maximum capacity and
re demanding heavy fuel shipments from the mines. A large
anadian Road recently purchased from 50 to 75,000 tons
f Pittsburgh No. S fuel for shipment into Canada prior to
pril first.
The recent cold wave did not have much effect
n the market and coal men believe prices will hold out.

number of the Illinois Central's long expected new cars,
has had considerable to do with the relaxation of the ten-

of a

sion in this respect, in that district.
Eastern Kentucky prices, especially on domestic grades,
have been showing indications of weakening, but there is
not yet mucli of a concession in this respect.
Block is
quoted at $2.25 to $2.50; lump 10 and 15c. lower: round, $1.75
to $2: nut and slack, 65 to 90c.: run of mines, $1.25 to $1.50.
The prediction is freely made by well informed operators
that the trade is on the verge of a sharp break. The domestic
market has been gradually declining for 30 to 60 days, on
account of the continuance of mild and open weather, and
The supthis in spite of the severity of the car shortage.
plies of local dealers, however, have in all cases been ample
tide
over
this
period,
consequently
there
has
to
them
and
The market in the steam
been no shortage in domestic.
has
been
extremely
high,
is
also
expected
to
grades, which
ease off somewhat, as the car situation is gradually improvresponsible
the
demand
of
the
Louisville
&
Nashville
was
ing:
for a more acute condition than had existed during the entire
Moreover,
season, but the road has about satisfied its needs.
it has been returning cars very rapidly, unloading and sendmade
threethem
promptly
the
mines.
This
the
ing
back
to
day loading to the railroad no more of a hardship on the
operators than was absolutely necessary.

H.\MPTON RO.VDS. VA.

A

very heavy tonnage of coal has been loaded during the
past few weel-cs for the Panama Canal. It is understood that
work there is now being pushed to the full limit. The market price on standard smokeless coal still continues upward
of $3.25, with very little available.
The demand for bunker and export coal for ships' use has
grown steadily during the past few months. The cost of producing and handling, the latter especially, have been increased materially by changes in railroad as well as pier
charges during the year. As bunker contracts are generally
made only at the first of each year, shippers were obliged to
stand these new charges until time to make new contracts
with ship owners.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
As predicted last week, the situation has eased up
onsiderably, especially in the steam coal market: alliough the expected break in prices has not yet mateiallzed, the falling off in the steam grades might well be
esignated as such, the difference being 30 to 40c. a ton below
le high figures which prevailed during the worst of the
tiortage.
For example. Western Kentucky pea and slack
on the market at 40 and 50c.. and some sales have been reorted as low as 35c.. f.o.b. mines, of course: and nut and
lack is selling in the same district at prices running all the
•ay from 65 to 80 and 85c., depending largely on quality and
\

)cation.

Some large consumers, however, whose supplies ran low
uring the recent scarcity of steam grades, and who have
ot yet been able to stock a sufficient amount over and
bove their current needs to assure them of a margin of
jfcty, are now making strenuous efforts to remedy their
eficlts.
They are consequently taking everything in sight,
1 many cases necessarily at figures higher than those quoted,
specially outside of their contract requirments.
Western Kentucky is figuring strongly In this feature
f the market, screenings from that field being shipped to the
)cal industries in considerable quantities, and absorbed wlthut any trouble. The usual Christmas lay-off affected Rastern
Kentucky operators, although beginning on New Year's, the
len were back on the Job in most cases, and half a day's
iin was made.
The week's output was light everywhere by
•a.son of the holidays, however, and there has been no comlalnt

danger of a shortage, with buying so comparatively
The worst of the winter usually occurs in January.
February and March, and a brisk demand is to be expected
for this and the next two months, at least, with tha usual
stocking by the railroads to follow that.
The Louisville & Nashville, whose recent demand for
three days' output from all Eastern Kentucky mines on its
lines, adhered to its promise, releasing the operators from
this requirement, some time around Christmas.
It may be
doubted, however, whether the railroad managed to lay in
sufficient supplies to last for any time, and it is. therefore,
to be hoped that the present relief in tlie car situation is
not merely temporary.
In Western Kentucky the receipt
real
slow.

are as follows:

Hocking

85

of

Insufilclcnt

cars.

Seasonable snows and considerably lower temperatures
lan ruled through December may be expected to result in
stiffer demand for all grades, especially the domestic.
So
illd has been the winter up to the past two weeks, that even
'Ith the scanty receipts from the mines, there has been no

IXDI.4.N.\POLIS, l.\D.
is a weather proposition, and so far.
It has
winter has been merely an extension of fall.
had the effect of enabling mines and dealers to catch
up with consumers' demands, after the great handicap at
the beginning of the season caused by the shortage following
the spring shutdown and the railroad transportation troubles.
The usual holiday dullness brought a reduction in the domestic grades of about 40c. a ton. and on steam grades 10c. to
The weather has also had the effect
15c. a ton. since Dec. 1.
of practically ending the car shortage and mines are making few, if any, complaints of lack of equipment.
If January has the same mild weather as December, the
summer schedule of coal prices will be almost certain to go
in effect at the mines.
Values of the steam grades have not
suffered like the domestic because most steam coal is under
contract, and there is only small buying in the open market.
The easing oft In domestic prices Is not yet shown by retailers' quotations because the mines are still delivering to the
yards on old orders, taken at the top of the market.
The following represents closely the Indiana mine prices,
Indianapolis prices being 50c. higher, to cover freight:

The coal trade here

the

finally

No. 4 mine-run
Noa. 5 and 6 mine-run
No. 4 steam lump, li-in
Nut, No. 4

$1.10
1.00
1.25
I,;i0

Egg

1

Domestic lump 2 j-in

1

.

40
50

Domestic lump 5- and 6-in
$1 .*i6
.Screenings. No, 4
0.70
Screenings No. 5 and 6
0,00
Waslied coal, Nos. 1 & 2..»1.76@2.00
Brazil bloclc

2.20

DBTUOIT, MICH.

—

llltumlnouH The coming of the new year witnesses an
unsatisfactory situation In the Detroit market.
Operators
are reluctant about making shipments to this point, preferring to wait until the weather conditions are more favorable.
They are slow to cut the prices and cause a break In

.

COAL
the market, at least until it has been fully demonstrated that
On the other hand the opercold -.veather will not appear.
ators afid jobbers of Detroit look back with great satisfacare
now predictingr with great
of
1912.
and
the
year
tion on
confidence that 1913 will be a banner one in the coal business.
the
holiday dullness is the
feature
of
One encouraging
There has only been a slight
fact that the prices rule firm.
drop in quotations and the smaller sizes are still in great demand with very little to be had. Track coal is scarce and is
being disposed of with little or no difficulty as fast as it
The railroads are experiencing considerable diffiarrives.
culty in handling cars properly, which has resulted in embargoes on nearly all of them. However, these conditions are
not as severe as they were a year ago at this time. On the
coarser sizes and domestic coal, the existing conditions are
quite different. There seems to be considerable of this kind
of fuel in stock, which it is utterly impossible to dispose of.
and a number of shippers are much worried about the outThe fact of the matter is that the prices on this
come.
grade are ridiculously low.
Local market conditions are as follows:

W.Va

Pitts.

Jaclcson

Poca-

Hill

liontas

\o. 8

Hocking

Splint

AGE

Vol.

Xo. 2

3.

creased the demand for bituminious coals and at present the
shipments east of Grande Island are good.
There seems to be no excessively low temperature in any
locality, the lowest reported being about 8 deg. above zero.
Reports from the territory covered by the Wyoming and
Utah mines show that most dealers have disposed of a large
percentage of their stocks in the last two weeks and are
urging the operators to place some coal in transit, anticipating colder "weather in January.

MO.

ST. L.OIIS,

The

Louis coal market is very quiet for this season
Everybody is well stocked up and no one is
It was thought that the first of the
buying.
year would
bring changes in both weather and prices, and although the
weather has been somewhat cold, it has not been enough to
warrant any material change in prices.
Cold waves and snowstorms seem to circle around St.
Louis, leaving the weather here moderate.
Towns to the
southeast are experiencing heavy storms, and trains entering St. Louis from the east are covered with snow.
Anthracite egg. stove and grate are flooding the St. Louis
market, but chestnut is not moving as fast as it should.
The prevailing prices are:
St.

of the year.

Domestic

lump

Egg
Nut

1.50

}-Iump

1

35
1.15
1.10

Mil
Slack

.

$2 40

$1,40
1 40
1 90

$1 .50

S

1

.

35

$2 4
2.4

2.40

1.15
1.10

1.15
1.10

1.20

1.6

110

Ope

—

—

gas house at $4.50 per ton.

$4.75.

f.o.b.

ovens.

CHIC.VGO
the new year a

soft market is conWith the beginning of
fronting Chicago coal dealers. Moderate weather and a betCoal
ter supply of cars are assigned as the chief reasons.
of almost every kind is on track and immediate buyers are
Retail dealers
few. the only exception being in anthracite.
are receiving a comparatively scant supply and are barely
able to keep even with the demands of their customers.
There has been a decided slump in the demand for splint
Two weeks ago dealers were kept busy obtaining supcoal.
plies of this variety, but now there are many carloads remaining on track unsold. The circular price is $2. but the
market is considerably below this. Smokeless market also is
Carterville operators are holding their high-grade
weak.
domestic product for $1.75, but the low-grade coals have not
Furnace and foundry cokes are
sold for much under $1.50.

The price of Springfield domestic lump
good demand.
ranges from $1.35 to $1.60.
Mild weather has had a bearing on the general situation
and retail dealers have been taking coal only on previous
In

The Western demand

for anthracite continues active
and it is believed that the situation will become acute before long as shipments are expected to be light for some time.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are:

orders.

Springfield

Sullivan Co.
4-in.

$2.62

lump

Domestic lump
Egg
Steam lump
Screenings

@

1.62® 167

— Connellsville.

rokc

$0(5.6.25;

$2 32

^....
f 2 27

2 12

2.17

1.97

1.97

$3 80

1.47@1..57

$6.75(3 7:

byproduct, nut,

W

.

.

2.52
2.07
2.070 2 17

Clinton

$6ia'6.25:

1.57®

Va

@ 4.05

3.45 ia 3^55

and Big

Muddy

stove,

OGDKN, IT.\H
The holidays found the mines in Wyoming and Utah
The shortshipping all the coal they were able to mine.
age of box cars that has been general, for the past three
weeks, developed into a shortage of all kinds, and the mines
The shortage on
in Wyoming lost a few days on this account.
the Rio Grande Railroad that has affected the mines in
accompanied
by a severe
was
three
weeks,
Utah for the past
congestion on the road at several points and the tonnage
blockThese
immensely.
off
December
fell
the last week in
ades were so severe that the railroad was unabl* to move
empties.
with
mines
the loads away or supply the
Weather conditions remain about the same over the
Northwest, and there is a good demand for domestic coal.
The shortage of anthracite coal in eastern Nebraska has in-

Standard
$1.00
1.10

®

$1.:S5 fe 1.50

lump.
Lump and egg
No. 1 nut
.

.

.

.

Screenings.

.

.

I

4.) (a

1

:10 (a

75
10

.

1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Mt.

lu

.

1

2
3
4
5

washed nut
washed nut
washed nut

1

.

1

.

50
35

(6
(a
(g.

®

1.35®
1.35®
0.85®

waslied nut
waslied nut

60
1
40
85
1 20
1 60
1 40
1.40
1.40
0.90

...
$2.-^i>

1

$1.40
1.60

1.25®

1

30

@
@

1

65
00

.

0.55
0.90

.

.

.

Gas house and byproduct coke are quoted at
St.

$5.50.

f.o.b.

Louis.

PORTli.VXD. OHE.
the week
past
Colder weather has prevailed here
and the. demand for coal for domestic purposes showed
Heretofore the winter has been mild throughan inciijas'

A large order to be placed
out the ' jicific Northwest.
here soor is that of the Federal Government calling for 7000
Ions for use in supplying power in the construction of the
Bids have
Celilo Canal on the upper Columbia River.
been invited and will be opened in a few days by the
government engineer in charge of the project. This will
be one of the largest single orders for coal placed here for
some

time.

The following table gives the range of various active
securities and dividends paid during the week ending

coal
Jan.

4;

90

Bid .\sked

Company

K.&H.C.&C.

975
.„.

^^

82}

84
835
94

80

95

Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f .is
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st .5s
Tenn. Coil gen. .5s
Birm. Div 1st consol. 6a
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co lstg6s
I'tah Fuel 1st e .5s
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s
Va. I. Coal & Co'kb 1st g 58

87
78}
102
102
101}
103}

97

88
81
102}
103f
103}

110

83

Sale

—

111

34J
103J
87}
220

87 j
220
23
91}
26
165}
90
92
55

2,3?

93
28
167}

90
93
5o
Year's

Week's Range

Range

or Last Sale

98

Dec. '12

79

107}
83i
8o
93
102J

June 12

107}

84

72j
.,
93

98

IstsfgSs

90

111
34
103i

34»
103J
875
220
241
94i
28i
168i
90
?3
58
Closing

Last

90

Ill

Lehigh Valley Coal Sales...
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Prcf
Pond Creek
Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke ...

Colo. F. & L gen. s f g OS
Colo. F, & I. gen. 6s
Col. Ind. l.st & coll .5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. Is 5s
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. Ss
Gr Riv Coal * C. l.st g 6s

Low

High

Company
American Coal Products
American Coal Products Pref..
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Island Creek Coal Prcf

Bonds

1.62

byproduct, egg and
gas house. $6.

and
Franklin Co.

lump.

.

6-in.

The hard-coal situation is being relieved quite
.Vntbrncite
materially, abundance of the larger sizes are arriving and
the marljet continues to be liberally supplied. However, it is
predicted that 10 or 15 days of severe weather would bring
Were severe storms to
quite a change in this situation.
come, in all probability the big shippers would send their
fuel to eastern markets, rather than take any chance of it
being tied up indefinitely in and about Detroit.
Coke Demand for coke is not so keen as it has been.
However, it seems to be holding its own as to price. Semet
Solvay being quoted at

Carterville

$1 25

.

87J
79}
103
102}
lOlJ
110

.••
85}
97

Jun^,'!
Oct.

12

Apr. 06
Dec. 12
87j

80
103
Dec. 12
Dec. '12
Jan. 09

lOOJ
107}
85}

..
94

.

97}
81}
79}
101}
102}
101}

a . ,;,;
Oct^'12

Aii
85}

97

94}

98J
S9
84
03!
04}
104
oi'

86
98}

I.ehlsh Valley Coal Sales Co. Dividend of $1.25. payable
Jan. 20. to holders of record. Jan. 7.
raclflo Coast Co.— Regular quarterly 1%% on the common and second preferred and 1^4% on the first preferred,
all payable Feb. 1.

—
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was when
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every
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with
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sponsibility

horse

gift

position

of

re-

with the gradual moral awakening in our business
conscience, perquisites have fallen into disfavor, until

now
of

it

ini

ii

requires an elastic conscience to accept most

them.

Every now and then, however, vou'll run across
some man in authority who is wiling to accept without question the old adage about .ihe "gift horse,"
and when you do, it is better not to suggest that his
conscience

is

elastic.

who

those individuals

In this class must be placed
are willing to stand sponsor for

any new organization, provided they

see

a

"gift
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on the customary two
same road and shut up shop.

after drifting

the

certain perquisites, but

it
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mil

years, traveled

Don't think for a minute that large companies are
that profit by the so-called "pull of
prominent names." You'll find the book agents,
picture agents and salesmen of all descriptions offering their wares free to ministers and other prominent
people, just to get their list started.
We have even
known raffles to "hang fire" until the "super" accepted
several numbers free and allowed his name to be artistically engraved on the sellers' lists.
the only ones

You

see,

horses" are grown in

'gift

ponies to draft horses, and serve

all

all

sizes

from

ages of humanity

from children to the aged and infirm. In one respect,
however, there is not much variation, and that is as
regards teeth.

horse" in the distance.

Here are a few

illustrations of

what they sow:

A fake "building and loan association" (there are
plenty of them still in existence) was organized in a
certain city which

was centrally located

in an imwere they to get the
miners' money?
Easy they gave stock to a number
of the more prominent mine superintendents and
foremen, afterwards displaying the names of these
men on all of their advertising circulars.

How

portant mining region.

—

During the two succeeding years, a large number
of thrifty

miners followed the lead (as they supposed)

of their bosses,

and invested

all

of their savings in

meantime, the
officials gradually became worried about the "teeth"
displayed by their "gift horses;" however, the time
to examine a horse's teeth is when the other fellow
owns it. When the inevitable crash came, everybuilding-and-loan

thing

they

disappeared
will

"But," says the pessimist, "everyone knows the
proverb about 'a fool and his money.' Why try to
And we answer: There is not so
protect him?"
much inclination on our part to guard the foolish and
gullible as there is a desire to awaken the moral conscience of the near-owners of the "gift horses."

stock.

—except

In

the

the

"gift horses'" teeth;

undoubtedly survive their masters.

The most conspicuous example
"gift horses"

now

of discipleship to

in the public eye,

is

the prominent

son of one of our most gifted authors.

Whatever

may

be the outcome of his trial as affects himself,
the incident is bringing home to all mining men the
realization of the responsibility of guarding well one's

name.

A man can no longer loan the use of his name to
an unsafe business enterprise! and hope to be held
blameless afterwards if the venture brings disaster.
Declarations of personal ignorance concerning the
true character of the undertaking will not exonerate
one.
The only argument left to such a man is to
defend his action on the basis of conviction that one
of the perquisites of leadership is reward without
responsibility.

In another mining town a fake industrial insurance

company was
resorted

started,

and the same

tactics

were

In still
with almost similar results.
other communities, fake land companies, fake cooperative mining companies, fake orchard companies,
to,

fake banks, etc., were organized simultaneously, and

The "gift horse" and the p'"-quisitc may not lay
claim to the same identical pedigree, but they never
refuse to cat from the

MORAL:

Do

same manger.

look a "gift horse" in the mouth.

C
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Week

Fallacy of Seven Shifts a
By a CoLOiUDO Engixeei;

machinery, for a
with several mines, can call to mind
times without number when he has made hurry trips to
a mine because some new piece of machinery "wouldn't
work," or some newly installed drive "went backwards."
Upon his arrival, he probably found that some little
thing had been neglected, by the local force in the erection, or that some easily remediable defect existed, that
took only a small amount of work and gray matter to
The same men can also recall that they, swore at
cure.

Anv

eno-ineer or superintendent of

large coal operation

the apparent stupidity of the mine machinist or master
The stupidity was only apparent. The fact is that
the local force had been working on that installation
three or four shifts straight, and some of them, doubtless,
for weeks previous, putting in eight to twelve shifts a
week, until they couldn't be expected to have any ideas.
Furthermore, the local machinist, when physically fit,

has almost,

if

not quite, as good ideas as the

came down from the

city office to set

him

man who

straight.

The

nnniiiini

niii

i

iiiiiiiii

inn

in

iiniiinni

iiinnnn

ininnin
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men

would work any slower, but because il would have been
The payroll was
keep men on the job.
difficult to
just one-sixth bigger than it would have been for the
same work on a six-days-a-week basis. The company lost
liy working that seventh shift.

Whkiie the

Hakm

Ts

Done

Coal mines seldom run on Sunday, but certain men
work almost every Sunday necessarily because machinery
is idle and can be gone over for repairs.
These same men
frequently put in extra shifts during the week, and I
never knew one of them to lay off a regular shift to catch
That is where the harm is done. Physically they
up.
stand up imder it, but mentally they are benumbed and
in a i^osition where they are incapable of keen intelligence and originality. The company loses rather than
makes by such continual service.
Again, life in many camps has no distractions, exSome men, ambitious and earnest, not
cept the saloon.
caring for these attractions, live, eat and sleep with the

may

be good for the job, but it is bad for tlu'
1t*s no outside interest, no recreaThe
tion, begins to think in a circle, to lose perspective.
soft-handed office chap, who forgets his work at fi\o
job.

men.

company, but is mistaken loyalty at that. On the part
of men paid by the hour it piles up the payroll without
commensurate service. In either case the company loses.
Even seven shifts a week is one too many for the best
work. Men get logy and give no more service than they
would in six. Such conditions are more common in the
West than in the older parts of the country, and the men

mind,

The Danger

i

gone slower on a six-day schedule, not because the

conditions under which he works, however, are such as to
absolutely benumb his brain and make original thought
Such a run of extra shifts^ on the part
impossible.
of monthly men is often made a matter of loyalty to the

themselves are largely responsible.
I myself worked on one construction job for fifteen
I observed many of the
months, seven days a week.
men insisted on working on Sundays and would have
The work would have
quit had it not been permitted.

n

I

It

The man who

can come down to the mine and with a fresh
and solve jjroblems that have baffled the mind,
naturally as strong, but clogged by unnatural living.
Would not companies be ahead by insisting that no
man put in more than seven shifts a week, or if he does,
making him lay of? during the next to even up? In
camps which the companies control, they should provide
amusement places, aside from the saloon, not merely educational features, but billards and bowling, and movingThese things need not be given, they
picture theaters.
simply need to be permitted. They will pay for themselves as they do in independent communities not cono'clock,

trolled

see

by corporations.

in Efficiency

Methods

By Pennsylvania Readeu
Tij coal mining, as in all other industries, a large proportion of the companies have as their higher officials
men who have not passed through every .stage of the
business before assuming their present position.
Thus by far the majority of presidents of coal-produc-

men who have

spent a considei'adigging coal or
driving a mule or picking slate. Very often they are the
choice of the board of directors on account of their genSometimes
eral executive and administrative aliility.
they hold their pcsition simply because they have the confidence of a majority of the stockholders and have average business ability. The same condition holds true with

ing corporations are not

ble portion of their early life actually

the general

manager and superintendent.

often, are technically trained

men

;

They, more

their actual experi-

ence in coal mining has probably been confined to more
or less desultory chaining done on an engineer corps during summer vacations while at school.
W^hen we get to the mine foreman we almost invariably find a so called practical

man who

has laboriously

the various stages of mining up to his
present position. He has mastered sufficient arithmetic,
geometry, etc., etc., to enable him to discharge his duties
But his main "stock-in-trade" is not his
intelligently.

gone through

all

book knowledge or the various theories which have been
propounded to him. He is valuable to his employer on

.raiuiarv IS.
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common sense and judgment, his
men, and various other qualities which,

account of his good
ability to handle

can be obtained at

least as easily in the school of prac-

anywhere else.
There are, of course, many presidents, managers and
superintendents who have literally worked their way
up from the bottom, but these are exceptional cases. The
men who have thus succeeded have had unusual ability.

tice as

In

the

present day,

when the

daily

papers,

the

so

objection to this system of getting at efficiency figures.
The mine foreman is the "man at the front." He is the

man who

personally directs and leads his men.

labor of which he has charge

is

of such a nature that

necessary in most eases for the foreman not merely to
give directions to his men as to how the work is to be
carried out from day to day but, if he is to be successful.
he must actually see the work done.
This, of course,
means that he must visit widely scattered points.

He may

be called upon during the course of the day to

muck-raking magazines, and reports of investigation committees are full of arguments for industrial
efficiency, it is no more than natural that the directors

see that a fall in a

of the coal industry should concern themselves with the

ventilation

improvement of the business over wliich they preside by
introducing scientific management.

that hundreds of other jobs are

called

The

step in this process

tirst

ness completely.
ports

from

•

is

The manager

to systematize the busi-

requires

numerous

re-

his superintendents in order that he can point

out to the latter where room for improvement exists.

The superintendent, in turn, must have facts and figures
on which to base his reports, so he calls on his subordinates to fiiruish him with daily statements.
The most
available man to turn to for these reports is the mine
foreman, and it is .just at this point that often more is
lost than gained by trying to introduce modern efficiency
systems.

The
it is

made

safe, or that
is

main haulageway
a roadway

is

is cleaned up and
repaired or that better

provided in a certain part of the mine or

may have men who

are

duly performed.

responsible

seeing these various jobs, but after

to

all a

He

him for overmine never was

a success unless the "big boss" devoted a large proportion
of his time to supervising the work in person.
It may happen that the foreman is conscientious and
truly aims to give his superintendent the information,
tlie

is

We

must remember that the mine
cannot get down to any
work, such as is needed in making out formal
without his attention being taken from his regudemands.

latter

boss

a self-educated

clerical

reports,

man and

much to the detriment of the latter.
do not mean to infer from the above that modern
efficiency should not and cannot be applied to coal mining.
But under the present existing conditions, with inferior grades of labor and strong overbearing pit committees, modern efficiency methods cannot start with the,
mine foreman. They must be initiated lower down the
sc-ale, with the diggers and daymen themselves.
The
modern mine foreman has not the ability nor leisure to
train his men, especially when radical changes in the
lar duties,
I

It is always difficult to make a practical man see the
advantages of any change in the established methods
and the average mine foreman is no exception to this
rule.
The new reports he is required to make are considered by him as a mere waste of time, so that he does
this part of his work half-heartedly and he is not so
much concerned with accuracy as he is with getting the
task out of the way.
But besides this apathy or even opposition on the part
of the mine foreman, there is another more serious

How

method

work are demanded

of

efficiencv

in the interests of

modern

methods.

Accidents Majy Be Reduced
By Joseph Northovkk*

Out

of

4!I0

jjcrsons killed

in

the mines of Pennsyl-

various languages and

vania during the year 1911, 308 met death from falls of
Thus 62.86 per cent,
coal, draw slate and roof rock.

mine.

of the fatal accidents were caused by

place and finds any

falls.

When

the

assistant

hung

in cous])icuous places in the

mine foreman

visits

workman violating the
company, such workman should

a

working

rules as set

be ohserved.

down by the
be promptly
suspended by the mine foreman for days, weeks or months,
according to the nature of the rule violated.
The rules posted might be somewhat as follows:
Rule I. When undermining coal, .set sprags not lesH
than 7 ft. apart.
Rule ill. Examine your working place at the beginning of every shift before you start to work.
Rule III. There shall be not less than 4 rows of projis
in all rooms.
These shall be not more than -IV^ ft. apart,
and the foremost props must be .set not more tliHn 7 ft.

be

from

Systematic timbering and spragging at the working
much to reduce this type of fatalities. The
question of when and where sprags or props should be
set is one which should not be left entirely to the judgment of the individual miner. While he should be free
face will do

to put up additional props when he thinks they are
needed, he should not be permitted to set them more than
a fixed distance apart.
Experience shows that a large
pro]iorti(in of accidents occur from falls of apparently
strong roof, in which no crevice or slip could previously

Hence ti)e roof, sides and working face can
made secure, only by timbering systematically.
The assistant foreman should not have any larger section than he can cover each and every diiy.
No more
There
than 75 men should i)e under his supervision.
should

be a

few

sjiecial

rules

printed on cards in the

face.

Rule IV. Do not charge even a rock hole wiih both
dynamite and powder.
l?ule V.
When you fire a blast in coal or rock, wait at
least ;J min. before going to see what the shot has done.
It would be the duty of the assistant foreman to see
that these rules were strictly enforced.

C
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— Concrete portal

of the Willow Creek mine, Utah
A mine opened in 1912.
Fuel Co., Utah.
iSTote the heavy rails for the electric locomotives.
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—Ziegler
1.

Ji
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District Colliery Co.'s Shaft Xnrth

Christopher,

—Koundup

|

Xo.

111.

Coal Mining Co.'s Tipple at Roundup.

Mont.
2

—Village

of

Monarch, Wvo.. wlicre the mines of

Wyoming

Coal Mining Co. are located.
Jlost of the houses are one story high.

the

5

—Headframe and Tipple
Pacific Ey.

Mine Xo. 6, Letliowned by the Canadian

at Gait

bridge. Alberta, Can.,
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1.

at the Carney Coal Co.'s Mine at CarneyWyo. Erected by Roberts & Schaeter.
Tipple of the Hutchinson Coal Co., at Bridgeport, 0.
A tipple belonging to the Wyoming Coal Co.
Van Dyke Tipple ot Central Coal & Coke Co.

Car-hau(
ville,

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Lorain Coal & Dock Co.'s 35-year old houses at
Wheeling Creek, 0.
Head of Short Mountain Slope, Lykens, Penn.
(1) R. A. Quinn, general manager; (2) W. Auman;
Kutzner;
(3) M. Readdy;
(5) C. N.
(4) C. P

9.

Finton; (6) J. Reese.
Gasoline Hoist at Ratcliif Coal Co.'s Mine, DoudsLeondo, Iowa.
Beehive Ovens of the Keystone Coal & Coke Co. at
Carbon Mine, Greensburg, Penn.
River Tipple of Pittsburg Mining Co., Pomeroy, 0/

10.

Leveller at work on ovens

7.

8.

shown

in Fig. 8.
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The Preparation
By

SYNOPSIS— This

The slopes of bar screens and
chutes for handling the various sizes of coal are also
considered.

quite

is

It

Hie first

different types of

and leading from them.

of bitumiuous coal for

market

is

one

of the simple problems of mining engineering. At least
the process itself is simple, but it is often quite difficult
to decide just what series of operations to adopt, or just

how

far to carrj' them.

The present

article will be con-

more particularly to the engineering aspect of the
business and attempt to give data of interest to those who
may be called upon to lay out mine. plants.
fined

What

Is

Coal Preparatiox?

from impurities and in sizing over screens. The first is
usually carried out in the mine and in the tipple or
dumphouse. The subject of washing is a specialty in
itself and -nill not be considered here.
Such cleaning as coal otherwise receives is simply the

The screening

picking out of impurities.

is

with this class.
coals, however, the conditions are quite the
Their hard texture and slower coking qualities

ble extent

With gas

make screening

advisable,

and

in

some

would seem that too much

Much

this point.

stress

had been

laid

on

coal is handled eight times before

it

reaches the grate bars, as follows
First, from breast
to mine cars; second, to railroad cars; third, to barge;
:

fourth, to crane bucket;

fifth,

to storage bin; sixth, to

carts; seventh, to boiler-room floor,
bars.

Sometimes even

this schedule

and eighth, to grate
might be increa-sed.

Again, the rehandling after the coal has been shipped
often much rougher than any received at the mine.
For these reasons we think the colliery owner would be

is

in

dumping

his coal

monitor or other contrivance,
do so.

from mine cars to

if

he finds

it

skijx

convenient to

i /ran on boH'om of Chute
on sides of Chute
Bottom of Chute arched ODove
screen as shown by dotted I'm

^'Iron

above

Fig.

1.

A

Gate Which Cax Be Easily Opened on
Closed

Moreover, it might be feasible by special designs to
drop the coal from the skip to the railroad car more
gently than it is possible to load direct from the mine
car.
The use of "baskets" on tipples to break the fall
is a recognized advantage, but from some cause or other
the use of a skip is not looked on favorably, though for
reasons just given this would seem to be nothing more
than a mere prejudice.

sections of the

country where competition is strong, we find this sizing
carried out with great care.
Coal is nearly always cleaned imderground. Above all
things the miner must be required to load a clean prod-

Any other policy would much increase the work at
the surface and decrease the efficiency of the plant.
Usually the only other attempt made at cleaning is caruct.

From one to several men
watch the coal as it is dumped can ordinarthe dirt which has passed the miner. Some-

ried out in the railroad cars.
jilaced there to

ily catch all
times picking belts are installed, as in the anthracite
mines, but their use has, in some eases, been found
superfluous. They are not usual nor in any sense com-

mon features of bituminous plants.
The smaller grades of coal are sometimes washed

for

In coking plants the entire output is somemarket.
times crushed and washed to remove the sulphur, and
thus improve the grade of coke.
•Consulting engineer, Cumberland, Md.

inconvenient where large outputs are to be ob-

tained.

generally

done at the tipple, although coal can be "forked" in the
mine.
For the present purpose we recognize two main classes
—steam coals and gas coals. In physical texture the first
They proare softer and more brittle than the latter.
duce less smoke and have a higher calorific value. On
burning, the slack coal cokes quickly, forming a cover
over the fire, which is easily broken with a slice bar, thus
allowing a full draught through the fuel.
Slack is, therefore, nearly as good as lump coal among
The brittle nature and coking qualifuels of this class.
ties of steam coals make sizing on screens both less effecWe, theretive and less important than for gas coals.
fore, seldom find screening carried on to any considera-

rever.se.

coal but once

it

justified

In a general sense coal preparation consists of cleaning

dump

usually thought proper to

is

has been loaded by the miner. Thus in nearly
all cases wc find the mine cars brought to the surface,
even though in shaft and slope mines this is sometimes

It

The preparation

.3

Bituminous Coal

of

after

The

Xo.

F. E. BiLUKETi"^

of two articles on this
car-dumping devices are
discussed, as well as the track grades, both approaching

xuhject.

A^ol. 3,

The Differext Kinds

of

Dumps

Contrivances for dumping coal from the mine cars
may be classified under three heads: bottom dumps,
cradle dumps and end dumps, or tipples. These all possess their peculiar advantages, btit the latter is by far the
most common in ordinary use.
Gates are sometimes placed in the bottoms of mine
cars, where they are to l)e dumped into long bins at different points.
Gear equipped in this way can be discharged at any point on a track where an opening is provided, and hence for bins this is convenient.
"T?ope
trips" can be dumped in this way without uncoupling the
cable.

As bins are a necessity at coke plants and many railroad coaling stations, this method of dumping is frequently found useful. Bins can also be loaded by putting the ordinary end dump on a truck and moving same
to various points, where a car is to be emptied.
however, is tedious for a large bin and output.

This,

COAL AGE
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Cradle diinips turn the pit wagons sideways and reThe form is that of a large
the ear.
no gate
open cylinder, in which one or more cars are placed.
This cylinder slowly revolves and thus discharges the

m
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below the tipple. In fact, to screen properly this speed
should be reduced a little for two-ton mine cars. There
is usually far more delay in getting cars to the tipple
than there is in actual dumping.

tar's contents.

For loading railroad cars this arrangement has been
iVumd too slow and cumbersome for general use, but for
tilling bins it might prove useful, especially where several
Like the bottom dump,
cars would be emptied at once.
it might be arranged to accommodate a rope trip without uncoupling, but for a long trip this would no doubt
It is probable that the coal is delie too cumbersome.
posited more gently with contrivances of this class than
with any other type.

Xecessauy Tkaciv Gkades

The grades

or slopes of the tracks below the tipple and

around the "kickback" should be carefully laid out so as
empty car from attaining too great a velocity, but at the same time to make its movement prompt
to prevent the

a lid

certain.

To accomplish

this,

be between 0.0265 and
,'."^
1-0

>f-

r'c"
5-6

<fAbOi/t
>ff-.

50tt.ah%iosaiks

amount

Empty Traaii%

would seem that the empty

it

track grade g should not exceed 3 per cent., and that the
total slope b, existing at the center of the tipple, should

there

is

0.0320

according

ft.,

the

to

For cases where
the lower value might be

of resistance to be encountered.

no unusual

friction,

used, but practice usually sanctions a little higher grade.
In a ease where there are two extra switches, besides

the one at the "kickback" to cross, and where the distance between the tracks is double width (about 16 ft.),
the factor used should not be less than 0.0320.
After leaving the mine car, the coal enters the chute.

no screening is done, this is only a means of conveying the coal to the transportation car and performs no
function except to break the fall and assist in trimming,
so as to give the loaded car a pleasing appearance. Under
these conditions the shorter the chute the better.
If

Fig.

2.

A Half

Tum'Lic,

Showing Tiuck

(Ikades

—

For ordinary commercial purposes loading railroad
we find the end dump or tipple almost universal.
This is on account of its small size, low cost and rapidity.
There are a number of different types of this tipple on
the market, but most of them can be classified as either
""half tipples" or "through tipples."
Fig. 2 shows an efficient and cheap device of a type
which since the introduction of the "through tipples" has

—

i-ars

come to be known as a "half tipple," because the car
must be puUed or moves automatically backward after
dumping, instead of going on through.
By arranging the grades as shown, the empty car
leaves the tipple of its
sufficient
u])hi]l to

own accord

momentum must

exist

after discharge, but

in the car to carry

the tipple from the low point, which

is

7

it

ft. in

rear of the mechaiiisni.

This

momentum

is

]n-ovided by allowing about 50

GRADES FOB THROUGH
Grade of apprvach for toodsabow tipple =O.OIO'h0.0115'
Grade forempfysafferfearmg l<iclibacfcO.OIS'toaO!P'=g
Letaverage grade betivcen tipple.at A.and kictiback.at
Then. Total fall

AC .h--dfa,gl

forw' 6 ft
kic/itxid"

rjoswifttiei except at

iatgl-Wbi'toO.OST

w-l6ft. fyvo

/j,^

kiclibacic •

iwihMs betides

(a^g).0.0S4'rT

Factor fo^g) depends on dis fance bettveen tracks fw) and
number of extra switches tvfiich empfy car must cross
before it reaches tippleat C

Fi(i. 3.

ft.

from the mine scales, as indicated. In
actual practice three cars per minute have been dumped

1

B^a

A

Tiiiioiiiii Tiri'Li;

'

and Kk kiiack

of a downhill run

with this tipple, but delaj's due to non-arrival of trips,
and other miscellaneous causes, much decreased this as
a daily average.

After being dumped,
and around the "kickhack" at B. The "horns" which hold the car on the
tal)Ie while it is being dumped are ojiened by the action,
through a special mechanism, of the next car fed to the
dump. This arrangement somewhat reduces the labor
requisite to the use of the half tipple and slightly increases tiie speed of dumping. About four cars ])er minute can be handled, provided there are no delays in
Fig. 3 shows a through tipple.

the car travels over the

tii)i)le

feeding.

frequently claimed that this speed can be inthough for ordinary practice it is very doubtful whether it can be materially augmented.
Certainly
not, if the cual is ]>assed over a bai- screen in the chute
It

is

creased,

When
sists

a screen is used in the chute, this usually con-

of a

number

of bars placed

longitudinally,

over

which the coal passes. That portion of the chute above
the screen should be long enough to spread the coal over
the entire width, but not so long as to unduly increase
its velocity.
Sometimes this part of the chute is arched
slightly on the bottom, as shown by the dotted line in
Fig. 1. This materially a.«sists in spreading the coal.
E.Ycept for an apron to aid in trimming the cars,
the part of the chute below the screen can scarcely be
said to perform a function, unless the coal is stopped
at its lower cud.

chutes no doubt are largely
mine cars. However, with
the standardization of equipment the dimensions of
chutes for lump and run-of-niine coal have been quite
generally fixed at 6 ft. wide and IS in. to 2 ft. deep
Tlie dimensions of coal

fixed by the capacity of the

where screens arc used.

Where there

are no screens, the
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Where

chutes are often made narrower and sometimes taper
Four feet ia a common
slightly toward the lower end.

fine-coal chutes are often

tlie

from 12

in.

be Ys

is nearly always thiis
speed would break up the lumps
too much were it allowed to enter the railroad car without check of some kind. There are various ways of stopping the coal, but the gate '"monkey" and pan are the
most common. A brief description will therefore not be

its

,

out of place here.

which is
opened and closed, and coal can be fed out at any
speed necessary for a thorough inspection and cleaning.
As a check on the velocity, however, it acts a little
Fig. 1 represents a gate of convenient form,

easily

From 5 to 8 ft. length of chute is usually required
above the screen to spread the coal. About 10 ft. of a
6-ft. chute is enough to hold, say, 2 tons of coal, or the
This, then, is about
capacity of an ordinary miffe car.
the proper length of chute below the screen. Where
chutes are made of wood, lined with sheet iron, the bottoms should be covered with y^-in. plate, while the sides
may

No. 3

3,

the chutes are long, the coal

retarded, because

width for the extremity or lip.
The narrower end assists greatly in trimming when
the length of the chute lies the long way of the railroad
car.
By this arrangement, the best trim on the car is
Where conveyors and revolving screens
accomplished.
are emi^loyed,
to 18 in. wide.

Vol.

in thickness.

in.

Jijjjrp,
Chain

to return (bafe to closed position

j

late.

The

coal

has

already

attained

considerable

and some breakage may be expected.
The sliding gate or "monkey," Fig. 4, was designed to
correct this" trouble. The illustration shows an iron truck
carrying the end gate for the chute. This truck is counterbalanced and controlled by a brake and a positive
clutch (not shown), which holds it in its upper position.
Both of these are operated through levers by the
tip|>le num.

speed,

The weight of
down the chute,

links to release date

Wheel 10"Diam.

too

coal against the gate causes

until ihe trigger

to slide

it

catches one of the

wrought-iron loops placed for that purpose. This frees
the gate, which automatically opfius and releases the
The couaterweight then returns the truck to its
coal.
•»pper position.
The gate itself is closed by the tiglrteuiug of the chain,
which is fastened to "the upper part of the gate frame
near tlie point where the trigger catches it. The figure
also shows an extension formed Jiy -anofher truck. This

j

is

a rather uncomaron form of apron.

A

Queer Fuel

In this country, where we have

coal,

wood and

gas, in

hardly give the heating question a
thought. But in South Africa, where there is very little
fuel of any kind, they are compelled to look to other
abuiulance, people

Fig.

4.

A

Sliding G.\te or

"Monkey"

In parts of Cape Colony, it i?
little boys, ranging over the
fields with a sack, picking up dried cattle dung.
In fact this is the principal fuel supply. The farmers herd their cattle in a kraal at night, for months at
a time, until their droppings have reached a thickness
of several feet, and are, of course, trampled down very
sources for their fuel.

a
If the chute is a short one, the slope is not of great
consequence so long as it is enough. As a rule, 25 degrees will be found sufficiently steep for steam coals.
With long chutes, such as are required with screening arrangements, care should be taken to get enough slope to

move the

coal slowly along, but not

enough

to raise the

velocity too high.

common

hard.

sight

When

it

to

see

the required thickness,

is

square blocks and corded, very
to be

The following pitches have been found by trial
Some variation, however, exists between
different regions. Slope or sump chutes and screens reabout right.

Four and one-half
ouire from 5 in. to 6 in. per foot.
33') can be used for very hard, bright
inches (20°

In this country.
use.

When

It lights easily

sufficiently

and gives

soon Inirns out. ;ind must

much

lie

oif

as

dry

it

is

cut into

we cord wood
it

is

ready for

considerable heat, but

rc])lenished frequently.

—

This pitch will sometimes fail to start coal which
has been stopped in the chute, even when the lining has
worn liright. Nut coal will run on 6 in. per ft. or a slope
34'.
The screens, however, should be pitched
of 26°
coals.

—

8

in.,

in. per ft., and the chutes a little steeper than
Pea screens require about 10 in. per ft., and pea

or 10

6 in.

chutes at least 8

per

ft.,

or

4.')

in.

Slack chutes should incline 12

1\i;tardation neai:

Coal
still

is

in.

degrees.

End of Chute

often retarded or l)rought to a complete stand-

in the chute at the lower end. in order to

more thorough cleaning or

permit

a

for the purpose of weighing.

Wher« a hillside
g-ineer shoulil select
Ions, with a pitch o

ruge of anthracite is desired, the enslope about 300 ft. wide and 1000 ft.
which ends in a level
t least 25 deg.

accommodate the desii'ed number of
area, large enough
tracks.
Tf such conditions are not obtainable the expense of
much digging and fillinK-in will have to be considered. The
topography of the immediate neighborhood should be such as
to permit the laying of a track, with a fair grade to the top
of the storage hill and down on the other side, at a moderate
With this method of storage, 'rescreening is easy
cost.
The cost of maintenance, however, is high, as the hillside
must be either concreted, paved or planked in order to insure
clean coal. The cost of installing this type of plant averages
$1.60 per ton of capacity, and where the hill is paved or conThe operating cost is
creted the cost is somewhat higher.
estimated to be 10c. per ton. The percentage of breakage is
high.
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avoiding a distortion of the frame and preserving more or

Metal Mine Posts

less elasticity.

Some metal

shown here-

of the Xellen system,

sets

with, have been placed for experimental purposes at the

Werister mine, Belgium.

Each post
split

CO

lengthwif^

ists of

a metal sleeve of 4.8 in. diameter,

into two parts, which are fastened to-

This sleeve is closed at the
bottom with a wooden plug A. In it are placed one or
two cylinders of compressed peat B, then some packing C,
composed of coal dust, pieces of stone, cinders, etc.,
reaching to a point about 12 in. from the top.

gether by thrc split collars.

si-eel

I.E.)

(

Hoop

D) Wooden Plunger)

Unlike wooden timbers, which break, the Nellen metal
way regulated so that they give a constant support to the roof. Experiments tend to show that
they resist the first pressure well. Sometimes, under its
action, the sleeves tend to open, in which case more split
collars are placed on them.
M. Dessard, director of the Werister colliery, figures
the cost of a metal set in place at $12.75, which compares with $1.78 for a timber set. The cost of putting up
the metal set is increased by the difficulty in handling
the heavy parts.
Each post weighs about 103 and the
crossrail about 158 lb.
Furthermore, the assemblage of
the parts requires some skill and takes more time than
ordinary timbering.
In spite of the higher cost of the metal frame. JI.
Dessard thinks that its use will be economical in galleries
of long life, where otherwise several successive repairs or
renewals might be anticipated, due either to the pressure
posts are in this

of the roof or deterioration of the timber.

In consequence of their being of greater size than
metal supports, all-wood sets require that the galleries be
made larger if an equal passage way is desired. Metal
sets save about 4 or 8 in. in width and 2 in. in height.
They may generally be placed farther apart than the
wooden sets. Even if spaced at the same distance as
wooden supports, a saving results, as, in general, intermediate timbers have to be used after the tirst timber
sets become injured.
Each replacement of the timbers in
a gallery represents a cost of labor and material of about
$4 per running foot.

Collar

>;

of coal
"f Packing
broken stone, cinder.etc.
I-

dust,

,

Collarcovering ftie hoi?
for removal of packing

(

B) Compressed

(

A)

peat

wooden plug

Comes on This Post it Telescopes,
THE ShOHTENIXG AcTION BeINC! RESISTED BY COM-

\Viii:x PuKsscitE

PRESSION OF

PlOA'l'

A
Above

is

inserted

high, with a steel
is

a

wiio(1('ii

hoop E.

jiluiigcr

regulated by abstracting a

.sufficient

packing through holes in the tube.
a crossbar rests

/>

28

TiiiiKK-i'iKcE

in.

quantity of the
rail serving as

The

on the plungers of the two
under it by iron shoos F

arc held in place
its l)aso liy

about

po,sts,
,

which

fa.stened to

pressure .screws.

In

ca.se

the galleries are abandoned, the metal post may
little expense and used over again.

usually be removed at
It

may

be added that the galleries thus equipped should
The general hygiene- and

be easier to keep amply open.

is

placed

l)e-

tween the plunger top and the shoe, a block of compressed
peat 0. The liolos in the sleeve permit the removal of
packing material when the pressure is too great, thus
Noti
Report of M. Btiiupaln In the Annales des Mines
df BelirliiUH Tome XVII, 11)11. Translated by B. P. Buffet tor
Coal Akc

l)y

the use of these posts, wJiich are likely to be adopted in
all collieries where the management looks beyond tirst

The Werister

cost.

take up the effect of the thrust, there

—

""(iivKs

safety of the workings cannot be other than improved

Post CrvKs .\i-im!Oximatei.t Eqlal 1?hsist.\\(I-: Un'Oki!.
T^XKQUAL St'BSinKNCIC

To

Set ON Nellen System, Which
AND DOKS NOT BUKAK

UXDEl! PltESSlIii:"

Tliu elevation of the plunger

sets

ill

colliery ])ro])oses to use

more

of these

the future.

It may almost be said that good discipline In the mine will
do more to reduce death rates than any discovery scientists
are likely to make. The highest technical skill at the command of Industry becomes Inoperative where discipline Is at a
discount.
In the same way mine rules and regulations are
useless If they are not observed.
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Statistics

Vol.

L.

Hoffman*

brief review of coal-mine accidents during the last decade, 1902 to 1911, together with a short
summary of the fatal accidents for the last thirty years,
1SS2-1911. It is shown that the death rate per 1000 men
employed is less for 1912 than for the previous year.

equipped

F.

SYNOPSIS—A

statistical

service,

and publish

Commerce Commission.
There are other urgent needs for reforms in the staIt requires no discussion
tistics of coal-mine fatalities.

state

..

to sustain the conclusion that trustworthy information

tabulation of coal-mine fatalities for North
America is a difficult and discouraging task. It is practically impossible to obtain all returns for the several coal-

regarding coal-mine fatalities is a matter of considerable
The
practical importance to the coal-mining industry.

TABLE I— NUMBER OF PERSONS KILLED IN THE COAL MINES OF NORTH AMERICA,
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mining states within a reasonable period of time after
the close of the year for which the information is required. As an inevitable result, the data are deprived of
the highest attainable degree of practical utility.
I first commenced the tabulation of coal-mine fatalities
in 1897 at the request of the late editor of the Engineerinq and Mining Journal, Richard P. Rothwell. Since the

was new, many difficulties were met with, and these
have not passed away during the intervening years. Apparentlv some of the coal-mine inspectors arc indifferent
to the Requests made to them for information, and in
field

other states the law prevents the publicitv of the required
facts previous to the publication of the official report.
The establishment of the Federal Bureau of Mines has
1 -J.
+„ K„ v.^r,o;i
hope<^
to be
to improve matters and
done s<,me
,

^'alue of the returns is in proportion to their inherent
trustworthiness and comparability.
It may be seriously questioned whether, under present

methods, the average number of men employed is always
determined by precisely the same method, and it may bo
suggested that an understanding should be arrived at by
all of the coal-mining states to make use of standardized
methods, not only as regards the calculation of fatality
rates, but also as regards many important statistical deThis suggestion
.tails, which at present are not available.
apjilies to the causes of accidents, the time of their occurronce. the age. race, nationality and precise (occupation of
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1904
84
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57
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1902

in the future

quarterly reports on mine accidents in much the same
manner as this has been done for some years by the Inter-

The annual

.

No. 3

on Coal Mine Fatalities
By

..

3.

^^^^

tinct

from the number of persons

killed or injured.

A

1

Jamiarv

further defect
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is

the absence of a precise definition as to

what constitutes a fatal, a serious, or a minor injury.
Some time limitation must be agreed upon to make the
It
fatalities strictly comparable for the several states.
occasionally occurs that death follows a serious injury
many months after its occurrence.

For practical

would probably be
serious injuries fatal which are

statistical

advisalile to consider all

purposes

it

terminated by death within seven days of their occurrence.
All these matters require careful consideration, and no

TABLE

III

—FAT.\L

ACCIDENTS IN THE COAL MINES OF
NORTH AMERICA.

Comparison

of 1911 with 190G-1910.

Number

Rate per 1000
employed

of persons
killed

Yearly average.

1906—1910
145
134
225
46
36
35
46

Alabama
Colorado
Illinois.

Indiana

Iowa..
Kansas..

Kentucky
Maryland

13
7
14
15
21

Michigan.
Missouri..

Montana...
New- Mexico
Ohio

209
85
157
35
.36

42
41

-13
7

Penn. Anthracite..
Penn. Bituminous
Tennessee

Utah
Washington
West Virginia
British Columbia

3,04
2.47
2.23
2.51
1.64

7
15
109

4.49
6.99
2 78

29
699
515

3 91

Increase or
decrease of

Rate
1911
9 20

+0.10
+0.52

—0.69

2.74
0.80

—+0.23
0.S4

1.81

—2.68
—2.78
—0.33
—0.37

3.76

3.48

16

92
97

2 17

36

2634

1

—120
—
67

—0.06

2555

37
332

3.67
3.16
2.99
3.97
5.82

+

—3

5.94
2 03
1 68
2.13
3.56
1.78

6 56
4 79
2 76

111
16

11

Average

7 2S
9 91
3 23
2 35
2 03

8

33
387
30
33

Scotia

— 1910

1906

4.21
2 25
3.54
4 03
2 82
10.37
4.21
6.18
4 90
2.33
2 87

134
37
622
580
33

Oklahoma

Nova

1911

+0

—0

36
34

+7.38

+0

24

+0.36
—1.66

—2

46

+0

11

—0.28

authority is in a better position to bring about the reIts
quired reforms than the Federal Bureau of Mines.
preliminary tabulation of accidents marks a promising beginning, and it is to be hoped that, in course of time, the
statistical aspects of the accident problem will receive

Granting a considerable degree of inherent trustworthi
uess to the valuable data regarding fatal accidents in coal

must be admitted that the returns regarding
and nonserious injuries are often worthless.
From the point of view of employers' liability and workit

serious

men's compensation, however, the nonfatal injuries are of
much greater importance than those which are terminated
by death.
According to the statistics of compensation, and of
proceedings under the Workmen's Compensation Act of
1906, for the year 1910, the financial consequences of
mine accidents in the United Kingdom were as follows:
There were 1347 fatal cases, costing companies .£'282,973
($1,085,098) in compensation; the number of nonfata'
eases was 1 6(5,709, for which £818,302 ($3,982,267) was
paid.
In addition, compensation was required to be pai^
to persons employed in mines on account of 3783 ca.ses
of indu.^trial

disease, to the

amount

of

£12,507 ($206,-

860).
In the course of time,

when

on account of the difficulties briefly referred to at the outset, I have found it necessary to include the returns for
three states as furnished by the preliminary report of th"

Federal Bureau of Mines.

the doctrine of

for

I

may

ance, since the returns

have done so with reluct-

be subject to future correc-

tion, but I have not been able to secure the required information from the state inspectors of mines of the three
states.

I

only refer to these difficulties to

that the long delay in publication

is

not

make

my own

it

clear

fault or

due to indifference on the part of the large majority of
state inspectors of mines, who have been most courteous
and prompt in furni-shiug the desired information.
According to the present tabulation, the number of fatal
accidents in the coal mines of Xorth America during 191
was 2555, or 496 less than the number of fatalities during
the previous year.
Since the number of persons employed in mining was slightly higher, the fatality rate
decreased to 3.48 per 1000 during 1911, against 4.18 in
1910. Table I gives in detail the number of fatal accidents in the principal coal-mining states of North America for each year' since 1902, and a similar statement for
the decade ending with 1911. Much to my regret, the re
turns for some of the smaller coal-mining states could noc
be included, particularly Alaska, Arkansas, North Dakota,

Texas and Virginia.
This table shows that the largest number of fatalities
(699) during 1911 occurred in the anthracite mines of
Pennsylvania, followed by 515 deaths in the bituminous
mines of that state, and 332 deaths in the coal mines of
We.st Virginia.

TABLE IV.—THIRTY- YEAR RECORD OF THE FATAL ACCIDENTS
IN THE COAL MINES OF NORTH AMERICA, 1882-1911.
Number

Number of Employees

Killed

151.737
188,519

412

203, .504
214, 1S4

594
576
514
514
659
681
853
959
883
970
962

1882

1883...

more extended consideration.

mines,

•
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1884
1885....
1886....
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

21'L'.I12<)
L',ili.s:i4

27s,175
278,361
301,295
326,684
343,564
.i.sl.L'lO

.

.ilU.l

Mil. ."..,.(

1061

)(Ki.:i2(l

1123

409,830
407,536
421,489
464,237
494,287
530.624

956
1056
1250

1906...
1907
1908
1909
1910

111

1.S20

2027
2180
E106
2852
2744
2417
3051
2555

733,144-

979,973

2681

1,415,349

3666
4999
6355
9988

Rate per 1000

Employed
2 72
3 10
2 92

2.69
2.32
2.23
2.37
2 45
2 83
2 94

2.57
2 52
2 44
2 62
2 74

2.33
2.59
2 97
3.25
3
3
3
3
3
3
4

2)

40
18

33

40
20
15

3 84
3.39
4 18

3.48

2,197,377
3,018,095
3,578,216

1,3619

2 74
2 59
2 58
2,89
3.31
3.81

13,124,842

41308

3.18-

1,93.5,832

The highest

I.S.19

609,001
643,225
658.880
686,460
715,355

730,707

1882—86
1887—91
1892—96
1897—01
1902—06
1907—11
1882—1911

1,507
1,586

.576,365

712„5.50

1911

,585

the consequent duration of disablement as measured by

during 1911 was 10.37 per
1000 employed, and this rate was for the state of Tennessee.
This excess in the fatality rate was due largely to an explosion at Brieeville, which involved a loss of 81
lives.
Second to Tennessee in this respect is the state of
Alabama, where the figures reached 9.20 per 1000, due
largely to an explosion at the Banner mine, which caused
a loss of 128 lives. The rates in detail for each state, and
for each year of the decade ending with 1911, as well as

incapacity for work.

for the

indu.strial disea.ses shall

and enlarged, it
on this account
ure.

The data

is

liecome

more firmly

lial)ility

estalilished

jiractically certain tliat compensatioii

will

reach a

much more

impressive

fig-

are merely referred to as an illustration of

the practical utility of trustworthy accident statistics, in-

cluding nonfatal injuries, precisely defined, according

'^">

the nature of the injury, the part of the b dy injured, and

After delaying the present discussion for several months

in

Table

fatality rate

North American
II.

coal field as a whole, are giveu

.

COAL AGE
According to this table the average fatality rate iii
mining in North America during the decade ending
with 1911 was 3.48 per 1000 men employed. The rate
attained its maximum during 1910, when it was 4.18 per
Com1000, and its minimum in 1903, when it was 3.16.
paring the rate for 1911 with the rate for 1910, it is
shown that there was a decrease of 0.70 per cent.
If the 1910 rate had prevailed in 1911 there would
have been 510 more lives lost than was actually the case

coal

The reduction in the rate may safely be considered a
gratifying evidence that improved methods of mining,
the introduction of safety devices, rescue work, etc., are
beginning to show

results,

but this cannot be entirely

credited to the causes stated.
Comparing the fatality rates for 1911 with the average
for the preceding five years, it appears that the rates in-

creased in Alabama, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Pennsylvania (anthracite), Tennessee, Utah, Washington and
Nova Scotia. This evidence of an increase in the rates
of representative mining states is in itself conclusive

proof that as yet the effect of improved methods of mining, the introduction of safety devices, rescue work, etc.,
expected.
is considerably below what might reasonably be
Only those who are thoroughly familiar with the under
lying causes of mine accidents can fully appreciate the
practical difficulties which will have to be overcome so as
to bring about a material reduction in the fatality rate.
The problem will only be solved by radical improvements in mining methods, and most of all by the gradual

development

of a strict sense of discipline

on the part

f

supervising officials
all mine employees, including the
Model mine conditions cannot be of much
themselves.
value as long as mine workers and mine officials continue
disregard rules and regulations, or wilfully incu"
to

risks

which involve the safety
are foolhardy enough

of others as well

as of

to imperil themselves.^
the
Tlie details of changes in the fatality rates for
several states are given in Table III.
In continuation of the fatality record for previous
with a
years, I include Table IV, for a 30-year period,
convenient summary of the returns by five-year periods.
for 1911
It will be noted that the decrease in the rate

those

who

five
did not materially change the average for the last
which exceeds considerably the average for the preceding 25 years of coal-mining operations in North AmerThe average fatality rate during this long period
ica.

years,

has been 3.15 per 1000 men employed. This rate,
without question, is at least 50 per cent, in excess of that
obtainable under safer mining methods with a mining
po])ulation

making

more obedient to rational
mine work.

rules

and regulations

for safety in

Considering that the rate includes both inside and outno argument to emphasize the

side employees, it requires

conclusion "that the rate, without doubt, represents condiundertions much better than they actually are. If only
ground workers had been considered, the rate would probably have been not far

from

5 per

1000 during

tlie la.-l

decade.

America
Since the average age of coal miners in North
probably not much over 33 years, when the norma!
that on acdeath rate'is about 9.5 per 1000, it is obvious
mortality
count of the risk in coal-mining operations the
increased about
this class of wage earners is probably

is

of

50 per cent.

It would, therefore, seem that much more
shoubl be given to the question of acci-

pul)lic attention

Vol.

3,

Xo. 3

dent prevention than to the subject of employers' liability

and workmen's coml^eusation.
TABLE v.— LIST OF MINING ACCIDENTS IN GERMANY DURING

THE LAST
Na

Year.

•

of the
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YEARS, 1867—1912.

Mine.

Fundgrube Sachsen

1867.
1869.
1869.
1876.
1876.
1876.
1S79.
ISSl.
1882.
1883.
1884.
1884.
1885.
1886.
1887.
1887.
1889.
1889.
1891.
1893.
1893.
1893.
1894.
1895.

Iserlohn. Ruhrrevier

Burgker-Schaechte, Sachsen
Neu-Iserlohn, Ruhrrevier
Karlingen, Lothringen
Borussia, Ruhrrevier
Brueckenberg-Schaechte, Sachaen.
Luisen-Tiefbau, Ruhrrevier
Pluto, Ruhrrevier
Massener-Tiefbau, Ruhr
Shamrock, Ruhrrevier..
Viktor, Ruhrrevier
Osterfeld, Ruhrrevier.
Konsolidation II, Ruhr:
Hibernia, Ruhrrevier
Gneisenau, Ruhrrevier
Konstantin, Ruhrrevier
Erin, Ruhrrevier
Hibernia, Ruhrrevier
Kaiseratuhl, Ruhrrevier
General Blumenthal, Ruhrrevier
Koenig Ludwig, Ruhrrevier
.

Camphausen, Saarrevier.
Prinz von Preussen, Ruhrrevier
,

1896
1896.
1897.
1897.
1897.

1901.
1901
1902.
1903.
1905.
1907.
1907.
1907.
1908.
1908.
1910.
1912.
1912.

General Blumenthal, Ruhrrevier
Kleophas-Grube, Oberschlesien
Oberhausen I and II, Ruhrrevier
Kaiserstuhl II, Ruhrrevier
Frankenholz, Pfalz
Zollern, Ruhrrevier
Karolinenglueck, Ruhrrevier
Koenig Ludwig, Ruhrrevier
Konsolidation, Ruhrrevier
CaroHnenglueck, West! alen
Konenigin-Luisen-Grube, Oberschlesien.
Borussia, Ruhrrevier
Reden, Saarrevier

.

Klein-Rosseln, Saarrevier
Mathildenschacht, Saarrevier

Radbold. Ruhrrevier
Didweiler, Saarrevier
Siegfried, Mitteldeutschland
Osterfeld, Ruhrrevier

Lothringen, Ruhrrevier

The following

is

a brief

list

of the accidents in the

United States, involving the loss of five or more lives
during 1911, arranged in the order of their occurrence
:

No.

killed

1911
Jan. 20
Jan. 25
Feb. 9

Gayton Mines, Richmond, Va
Hughestown No. 10, Pittston,

March 18
April 7
April 8
April 24
July 15
Oct. 25
No 9

Mine No. 16, West Mineral, Kan., M., K. & T. Ry
Pancoast Mine. Throop, Pa
Banner Mine, Birmingham, Ala
Ott Mine No. 20. Elk Garden. W. A'a., Davis Coal & Coke Co
Sykesville, Pa., Cascade Coal & Coke Co
O'Gara Mine No. 9, Harrisb\irg, 111
Adrian Mine, Puniautawney, Pa., Rochester & Pittsburg C.

Pa., Penna. Coal Co
Cokedale Mine, Trinidad, Colo., American Smelting and Refining

.

Table

9

.

I.

more

Company

Y

is

.serious

5
6

6

73
128
.

10
21
8

Co

derived from German sources, and sliows the
mine accidents throughout Germany since

1867.

During 1911 the number

of deaths in disasters caus-

ing a loss of 10 lives or more was 334. It is self-evident,
therefore, that the chief consideration is not the disaster
which attracts national or even international attention,
life, due to falls of roof, mine cars
and other causes more or less preventable, provided mine
workers and supervising officials cooperate and work persistentlv toward this desired end.

but the daily loss of

Dansei" from shotfirinff may be greatly reduced by observ(1) It possible use an electric bating the following- points:
The handles should be detachable and
tery for shotfiring.
(2) Examine all working- places
the cable at least 20 yd. long.
If
possible remove gas and dust if
carefully before firing.
After represent.
(3) Keep all detonators in a locked can.
(4) Never shoot from the solid.
moving one, relock the can.
All under cutting should be at least 66 in. deeper than the shot
hole.
(5) Use only just enough powder to do the work where
(6) Never tamp with coal
the coal is full of slips and breaks.
(8) LTse a copper
dust.
(7) Remove all powder before firing.
(9) Only fire one shot at a
scraper and a wooden rammer.
time.

Jamiarv
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Coal Cutting Machinery
By Thomas W. Fry*

—

S]'.\OPSLS This article describes hricflij the inception and development of the continuous undercutting machine from the first type employing a revolving cutterhar and cleaner-chain to the modern design, which tvill
operate either right or left handed and is driven by a
motor entirely inclosed

in a flame-prouf case.

For the purpose of undercutting coal, two types of
machines had been developed in this country up to about
1885.
These were the reciprocating or pick machine,
driven by compressed air, and the breast machine, driven
As compared
either by compressed air or electricity.
with hand work, the advent of these types mark a decided advance in the art or process of mining coal.
The reciprocating machine, or puncher, as it is commonly called, is practically the power operated equivavirtually a pick engine
lent of the miner's hand pick
mounted on wheels. Naturally it is much more powerIt is built in variful and cuts faster than by hand.
ous sizes, which are well designed, durable and efficient.
This type of machine will work in coal, which, owing
to impurities such as sulphur and rock, cannot be economically cut by some of the other types. It is small and
inexpensive in first cost, but owing to its relatively less
cutting capacity compared with the larger and more
powerful machines of other types, the expense of operation in labor and power per ton of coal produced is

—

must be moved with more or

less difficulty

and

loss of

cutting time to a position adjacent to the incision

al-

ready made. This frequently involves the removal and replacement of posts for supporting the roof close to the face
of the coal.
It is evident from the above that there is great advantage in a machine which, after its first undercut at one
side of the room is made, will cut continuously without

Such a machine 'S
interruption clear across the face.
not only more efficient in cutting capacity, but also
leaves a cleaner bottom.

CoxTixrors Goal Gutters
work (in cutters of the continuously
operating type was begun in the early Eighties and they
were placed upon the market a few years later. Fig. 1
shows a top view of .such a machine as built by the
Diamond Prospecting Go., of Ghicago, now the Sullivan
Machinery Co. It will be noted that like all of the

Development

higher.
Its

principal

limitation

is

that

its

successful

opera-

depends upon the skill, strength and continuous
effort of the runner since it must be guided and controlled by the hands and feet, and each blow which
tion

is

delivered

must be placed

effectively.

The Breast Machine
The

breast

machine substitutes for the reciprocating

pick a gang of teeth or cutters, which are moved against
the face of the coal, scraping or raking it from the

In the earlier types the cutters wei"e inserted in
mounted at the front end of the machine, and as this bar was forced under the coal at right
angles to the face, the bits cut a kurf equal in height
ti} the diameter of the circle in which they rotated.
In the later machines, however, the rotating cutterbar was dispensed with and the bits inserted in the links
of an endless chain, which traveled in a horizontal
plane.
In this type the cutters operate only while
crossing the machine at its forward end, being pushed
ahead meanwhile under the coal.
Generally speaking, breast machines are more continuous in their operation than punchers, since they
make an undercut, say, 3 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep, ordinarily without stopping.
They are held to their work by
jacks and fed forward by pow(!r instead of being guided
and controlled by the strength and skill of the operasolid.

Fig.

1.

Top A'iew of

Fiiist

Goxtinuous Goal Gutter

a rotating bar,

tor.

Roth pick and i)roast machines make undercuts about
3
and 5 ft. wide, respectively, and from 5 ft. to 7 ft.
in depth.
On the completion of these cuts, the machine
ft.

•C'Iar<;mont, N. H.

(iitlcr-b:ir was of the rotating type with inserted bits.
The machine was operated by compressed-air engines
geared to the cutter-bar and to a drum furnished with
a wire rope, the free" end of which was attac'bcd to a
jack set close to the face of the coal in advance of
the machine.
The entire mechanism could, therefore,
be pulled along by means of this rope aiul drum.
To keep the machine close to the face, it was either
mounted on rails or attached to a heavily weighted car,
which was supported on sharp, edged disks or wheels
which sunk into the bottom and resisted the outward thrust
of the cutter-bar, which tended to force the machine away
from its work. The illustration also shows the cleaner
chain following the cutter-bar aiul provided with scrapers

machines of that period, the

to clean the cuttings out of the kurf.

This machine was also provided with jacks for raising it on one side or the other, thus keeping the cutter
bar down close to the bottom or raising it to pass over
rocks or other impurities.
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The Imphotemexts Made
improvements in this type of machine hav^
been made from time to time. The first and most important of which was doubtless the substitution of the
endless chain for the revolving cutter-ljar. Another was
A'arious

employment of a cable chain instead of the wire
The chain is not only more convenient to
feed rope.
handle than the rope, but embodies a principle which
was a pioneer invention in the method of guiding or
steering the machine while at work.
The feed chain is fastened to a jack at the side of the
the

Vol.

controlling valve,

somewhat similar

piston valve on a steam engine,

No. 3

in principle to a

This is
proper posiThe outlet, or exhaust, is provided
is

provided.

equipped with a contact for the cage in
tion for loading.

3,

its

with a throttle valve to control the downward movement
of the gate. The general arrangement can be clearly seen
in the accompanying drawing.

extends along the face to a sprocket on the forof the machine body, thence to sprockets at the
rear of the machine, and then to a jack at the opposite
side of the room.
By tightening or loosening the chain between 'the
machine and the rear jack, the angle of the bar supporting the cutter-chain can be varied with relation

room,

ward end

the face of the

to

coal,

thus permitting the machine

to follow irregularities therein.

Then,

too,

by advancing the end of the bar

direction in which the
pletion of

its

machine

travel, the cut

is

moving

in

at the

the

com-

can be finished to the full

width of the room.

By
of the

raising or depressing the feed chain in advance
machine, the latter is made to cut higher or

This chain is also used in making
lower in the coal.
the entering of sumping cut, and also in removing the
machine from the face and loading it upon its truck
All of these operations
for transfer to another room.
are performed by

power from the

electric

motor or com-

pressed-air engine.
latest type of these machines is arranged to make
The motor is
face cut either right- or left-handed.
also totally inclosed in a flame-proof case, adapting it

The

its

The Gate and Operatixg Mechanism

admirably for use in gaseous mines.

Where the local conditions will warrant the use of
any chain-cutting machine, those performing a continuous cut are the most advanced and best perfected of
Being far more powerful than
all coal undercutters.
the puncher or breast machine, their cutting capacity
is proportionally greater, their expense of operation pei;
ton of coal mined is correspondingly less and an inTheir
creased output may be secured at a lower cost.

development has extended the use of machine mining
in drawing pillars and in work on steep-pitching beds,
whioh heretofore has usually been done by hand.

The operation

Automatic Safety Mine Gate

more than, a casual notice. It consists
of a cylinder approximately 61/^ ft- long made of 41/0
in. pipe and provided with a stuffing box at the top,

facture, requires

inside of which works a plunger made of 4-in. pipe
which has been turned down and polished to a diameter

4%
The

:

When

the cage

is

brought

In the ordinary operation of hoisting, the contact between the cage and the lever .4 is only momentary while
is

passing that point.

of air admitted to the

An automatic safety mine gate has recently been invented and patented by M. W. Harvey, of Sykesville,
Penn., which, due to its simplicity and ease of manu-

of

as follows

from the ground, it makes contact with the lever A, which operates the piston valve B.
This admits air or steam to the vertical cylinder C, forcWlien the
ing up the plunger D and with it the gate E.
cage is moved from this position, the piston valve B is
forced back to its original place by the pressure of the
air.
This releases the exhaust and allows the plunger
and gate to descend. The rapidity of this descent may
be controlled by the valve F to any desired speed.

the cage

An

is

to position for loading

start the plunger

from

Consequently, the amount

main cylinder
its

is

not enough to

initial position,

and the gate

therefore remains stationary.

This gate can be easily arranged so that temporary removal of one of the guides on the opposite side from the
plujiger will allow it to be swung open for the loading of
long rails or other material upon the cage.
One of these gates is in successful operation at a Pennsylvania coal mine, and we understand that four more
are to be installed soon.

in. outside.

cylinder is placed vertically in the ground,

renders

it

frostproof.

It

may

which

be set at either side of the

The
gate to be operated as convenience may dictate.
gate itself may be made by bending two pieces of straj)
iron and bolting

wood palings

vertically between

tli

in.

loss due to the run-of-mine law of the state of
operators and consumers is estimated to be
the loss to the miners is placed at $100,000, the
market loss equals $1,600,000, while the loss through waste
reaches $850,000.
All of which gives the appalling total yearly

Tlie

annual

Arkant^as

to

$1,670,500;

loss of $4,220,000,

due

to

hasty class legislation.

January

18,
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The New York Market
SYNOPSIS—Market

York, on the

conditioius at A'ew

The trade
average, ivere saiisfactory during the year.
in both anthracite and hituminous branches was active
and

profitable previous

regions.

Succeeding

the suspension in the

to.

this,

however, the usual

summer

heavy and characterized by an unusually high price-level.
Rather panicky conditions prevailed in the anthracite
market over the last half of the year, due to the shortage
as a result of the suspension, but the year closed with
conditions approximately normal.

Xew York as a coal distributing
probably not generally appreciated. Unfortunately no statistics covering tbe fuel bandied tliere are
available, but it is conservatively estimated that this runs
Tilt'

inij)ortance of

is

approximately 32,000,000 tons per annum, about equally
divided between anthracite and bituminous. Because of
the smoke restrictions in effect, the consumption of the
latter locally, amounts to less than 5,000,000 tons per
annum, the remainder being shipped to Xew England
ports or used in the bunker trade locally. It is estimated
that about 12,250,000 tons of anthracite are consumed
here, viiich is about 14 per cent, of the total production.

The

First Quartkr

The year ojjened with business fairly active. There
was only a limited spot demand, but the movement was
large, although not in excess of the contracts which absorbed

all

the arrivals without

tion had been
this time,

tions

more

much

much

delay.

Transporta-

better than during previous seasons at

and shippers were able

to

meet their obliga-

readily than heretofore.

A demand

for

prompt shipment began

to develop dur-

ing the first month, due to the stornn' weather which
caused more than the u.sual inquiries for cargoes. However, a large number of barges had been loaded and waiting power to move them for some time, so that prices were
not affected.
Loading at the piers was considerably
hampered by the freezing of the coal.
Congestion and accumulation of freight along the railroads retarded delivery of coal to line consumers, causing them much uneasiness over the supply and resulted
in a sharp increase in the

demand

for rail coal.

Jfarine

harbor and sound was quite hazardous in February, due to the ice conditions. The heavy
demand and poor car supply was keeping the arrivals
down with the result that local stocks were considerably
below normal.
The near approach of the expiration of the agreement
with the miners together with the short supply, stimulated th(; Xew York market early in Marc'h and prices
advanced rapidly until even the jioorcr grades were being
held at $'^.!H) to $3 f.o.b. with only small tonnages available even at these figures.
The sup[)ly al Ihe piers was
extremely limited and shippers were only able to take
tran.sjjortation in the

care of their contracts.
Prices continued

advance rapidly through the
month reaciiing the maximum about the midille, when
spot bituminous was quoted as high as $1 to $5 f.o.b.
It was believed at this time that the supplies were only
to

1912

about 50 per cent, normal and the market was apparently
bordering on a panic-

The Second

Qr.\ETER

mining

dullness developed in bituminous, but the fall trade icas

point

in

The demand
toward the

for bituminous

close of the

to be steadying up.

and the change
to the hesitancy

became a

month and

little less

urgent

the market appeared

Prices, however, did not ease off

in the situation

on the

jjart of

was due more probably
the consumers to pur-

chase at the prevailing high prices, believing that there

must shortly be a break in

the market.
That they
were justified in this belief, is shown by the sharp decline which occurred early in April when quotations eased
off to between $2.90 to $3.65 along side.
The suspension
in the nrining regions was now in effect but there was not
much anxiety apparent locally, as yet. This did not
apply to anthracite, however, as the arrivals of this
grade were entirely cut off and the consumers were becoming urgent in their requests for coal.
Arrivals of bituminous throughout the month were
much below normal, but there was scarcely any demand
due, no doubt, to the excessive storing in anticipation of
a more protracted suspension at the mines. This had a
decidedly depressing effect on the trade, and the market
continued dull and hea\y for a time.
The bituminous market gathered some strength at the
same time in .sympathy with the changed conditions in
hard coal. This was however, more in the way of holding its own rather than making any advance. When the
agreement was finally reached between the anthracite
miners and operators about the middle of the month,

there was a sharj) flurry in the local markets.
The month of Juno saw little of interest in either the

hard- or soft-coal markets. The larger anthracite comjianies reported an active business but consumers were
not showing hiuch interest in the markets due to the inThe
creased prices which the companies put in effect.

demand centered about stove coal, which was practically
out of the market.

Third QrAirrKu

The third quarter opened with
down at the customary low level

the bituminous trade
at

this period of the

There were few transactions, but on the other
hand there was no evidence of anj' appreciable tonnages
on demurrage. The movement was confined almost entirely ta contracts, any coal being sent in on consignment
year.

usually selling at prices even less than the cost of production.

Anthracite continued quite active throughout the
month, with shipments considerably behind reciuirenients.
Stocks were far below normal and there was no doubt
but what a decided shortage would be experienced during
Stove was particularly short, with
the coming winter.
none of the grades easy and prices were firm with the
exception of the steam sizes which were selling olf in

some

instances.

The month

of August opened with the soft-coal market

about normal for that period of the year. The car shortage was quite apparent the first part of the month and
there was a fair amount of contracting at average ])rices.
Little or

no coal was coming in on speculation with the

:
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that demurrage consignments were quite rare;
was evident that the companies were making a concerted effort to maintain better market conditions, by

Vol.

3,

on the lower grades, Georges Creek and the

result

this only

it

better qualities being entirely out of the market.

adopting a vigorous curtailment policy.
The strong heavy demand for anthracite continued
unabated throughout the month. No stocks were being
accumulated except in the steam sizes, on which a few
companies were able to get ahead. Tlie movement into
New York continued slow, with little or no indication
of any improvcnient. The shortage was most pronounced
in the stove size which was practically out of the market,
and by the middle of the month was bringing a premium
of 25c. per ton above the circular.
The beginning of September saw a gradual but perThe visible
ceptible hardening in the soft-coal market.
supplies on hand were rather low for this period of the
year and quotations began the steady advance which
they were to continue for the remainder of the year.
Inquiries were l)ecoming more frequent but consumers

trade; the prepared sizes were

were hesitating to enter the market because of the new
high prices.

The

past year toas fraufiht irith mani/ un-

was good so
Throughout the last few

anxieties, hut on the whole

far as profits were concerned.
months particularly, the demand for all grades of fuel,
including coke, was strong and insistent, with prices

ranging exceedingly high.

With the

close of the year 1913, coal producers

distributors have
tively little to

much

and

to be thankful for nnd compara-

complain about.

It

was a year fraught

and, at intervals, gloomy predictions, but with the balancing of the books for the twelve
months those in the coal trade find that it was a period

with

many

anxieties

of profitable dealing.

Tlie

of Xovemlier found the bituminous market in

first

it

had been for some

The movement was confined almost

years.

entirely to

contracts and producers were being hard pressed to meet

The trade was quite spotty at times
and showed some indications of becoming softer occasionally, but supplies were short and all arrivals going
into immediate consumption. The situation was relieved
about the middle of the month, by the appearance of
mild weather which caused the demand to lessen sometheir obligations.

December brought with

it an abrupt and
market.
This was
ascribed to the allotment of larger tonnages by the companies and partly to the mild weather conditions which
had been prevailing. This continued well into the middle of the month, the water tonnages received by the large
companies steadily reducing the premiums on the
domestic grades.

first of

decisive break

For the purpose of considering the varied features of
Chicago market, the year may be divided into four

quarters as follows

—

January At the beginning of the year tlie market was
technically strong, but sales were not particularly brisk.
Smokeless lump and egg were selling at various figures
with efforts being made to hold prices firm at $1.90 f?T: 2.
There was a period of severely cold weather during the
week ending Jan. 13 and wholesale prices for all kinds
of coal were forced to a level higher than any attained

during the preceding six years. The average mine-run
was one-third higher than two weeks before. Low
grade screenings doubled in value and a rise of 50c. in
other sizes was not uncommon.

the

anthracite

in

—Expectation

February

1912
of a shut-down of the

mines

erted on the market and railroads, public utility cor-

and others began acquiring surplus stocks of
steam coal.
Storage buying continued to be the chief feature of
the market in the latter part of the month with a break
in some prices and advances in others.
March Wlien March arrived there was a slight recession in prices for domestic coal, but steam prices remained firm. Anthracite was a trifle weak, as a good
deal of this fuel held in transit had reached the market.
There was a 10 per cent, advance in coke during the first
week of the month.
porations,

—

Second Quarter

—Early

what coal buyers tliere were
bargained shrewdly with a view of beating down prices.
There practically was no anthracite to be had and for
some weeks the market was halting and uncertain.
May Buying in the early days of ^fay was done
chiefly by the railroads which had supplied themselves
witli only enough storage coal to tide over the suspension of the mines. The coke market was active. Toward
the middle of the month there was some demand from
Screenings, mine-run and steam
small steam users.
lump all sold around $2.10 (n^ 2.25. f.o.b.. Chicago.
June At the beginning of this month nnnounrement was made bv the trade of an advance of 25c. n ton
April

First Qu.^rter

in

April 1 agitated the Chicago coal trade in the early part
of February. As an outcome, a bullish influence was ex-

tlie

price

still

as probably a hard a position as

Chicago Coal Trade
and

little

to acquire his entire winter supply at once.

The

That there was a decidedly tense feeling in the New
York bituminous market at the beginning of October
was no longer to be questioned. The heavy demand at
this period of the year was almost unprecedented and
it appeared at this time, that the situation would be
serious when the real winter trade set in. By the middle
of the month notliing could be obtained under $2.85 and

certainties

saw

change in tie anthracite
short and the steam
grades in rather long supply.
The mines were being
pushed to the limit, but production was curtailed slightly
although not seriously by the lack of sufficient labor
and the inadequate car supply. The large companies
expressed the belief at this time that the present acute
situation was brought about by the consumer attempting
of October

first

what.

The Fourth Quarter

SYNOPSIS— The
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Other important events octime included the agreement reached

in the price of anthracite.

curring about

tliis

between the Indianapolis operators and miners, the appearance of a number of contracts from the railroads
and the resumjition of work in Iowa.

Quarter

TiiiHD

—

July During the first part of tlie month screenings
remained firm, but domestic lump prices were exceptionally low.
In a number of instances, this grade sold below $1 a ton, but smokeless lump and egg continued
to

be scarce.

— Smokeless

August

mine-run advanced 15c. Aug. 3,
while smokeless lump and egg Jumped from $1.90 to $8.
There was much discussion among the trade concerning
the influence on business of big crops and a car shortAugust 8 there was an advance of 10c. a ton on
age.
Franklin County coal. There was an advance of an equal
amount on splint coal, while screenings fell off sharply 5c.
a ton.

—A

Hocking Valley
Coke prices were
strong and in many instances dealers were handling twice
as mucli of this f;:el as during the corresponding period
September

rise

coal to $1.65 a ton

in

tlie

price

was noted Sept.

of

7.

The Talking Cocoanut
"While

government employ in the Philipmanager at North Yakinia,
"I was stationed on the Island of Basilan, which is a
small island in the Sulu Archipelago.
The natives of
this island were so uncivilized that they did not even
know the value of money, and of course had never heard
in

the

pines," says Sanford Jones,

of a telephone.

Frequently they entertained us with
and in turn we would fill them with
wonder and awe by a phonograph which we had in our

their native dances,
outfit.

"Once we found it necessary to put up a telephone line
between two buildings that were a little distance apart,
using two 'Western Electric' magneto sets.
I found a
rather large cocoanut under a tree near the bamboo hut
we were living in, and conceived the idea of making a
cocoanut talk. So I emptied its contents and hung it on
the outside of the house opposite tlie phone, and arranged
it so that we could put the receiver through the grass
wall and drop it into the cocoanut.
"We then invited some of the natives to see the wonderful cocoanut that we could make talk.
With the aid of
an interpreter at the other phone who understood their

21 for smokeless coal.

language, we had a lot of fun.
Some of the natives
were so frightened they left the village.
'"One day a delegation of natives came and asked us to
burn it, as they did not like to have so uncanny a thing
around. So with great ceremony and much rejoicing we
consigned it to the flames, and to this day I suppose they

the price of screenings.

talk."

in 1911.

A premium

ranging from 10c. to 50c. was paid Sept.
The circular prices on Franklin
County and Carterville coals were advanced 25c. a ton,
while there was an increase of 15c. a ton in the price of
Hocking. Splint was strong and 5c. a ton was added to

are telling their children about the cocoanut that could

Fourth Quarter

—

month the Chicago
market was on a rampage. Nearly everything that
went by the name of coal could be sold at a fancy price.
Some kinds of domestic lump commanded $2 while good
grades brought from $2.25 to $2.75. In a number of instances prices were raised to such a level as to prevent
buying. Many producers were off the market and called
in their salesmen.
There was an upward shoot in the
price of .smokeless.
Mine-ran, with a circular price of
$1.25, sold at $1.50 in 100 carload lots and at $1.60 in
October

Small Tonnages in the West

At. the beginning of this

coal

lots of ten cars or less.

Xovember^Throughout

the

first

week orders for

coal in

Chicago exceeded the supply. Anthracite was exceptionally scarce and consumers bought other coals from
necessity rather than fi-om choice.
A break of from 25c. to 40c. a ton in the market for
domestic coal was reported during the week ended Xov.
23.
This drop was attributed to warmer weatlicr prevailing at that time.

December
market

still

—The beginning

of December came with the
demand for steam coal the
During the latter part
years.

strong and the

had been in
week in this month, however, there was a
drop of about 25c. a ton in the price for domestic sizes
of coal, due to the warm weather.
The steam market
continued strong. There was Wttle change in coke quogreatest

it

of the first

tations.

When the holiday season arrived, retail dealers andsteam users did not buy coal except to satisfy immediate
needs.
The market was unusually quiet, but prices
remained firm.

By Benedict Shubert*
In the Rocky Mountain district, a large daily tonnage
is rarely obtained over one dump.
In comparison with
the results at some of the P]astern mines, it might be
inferred that the Western operator does not concentrate

work and is losing the adv'intages to be gained from
handling a large daily tonnage at one point.
The demands of the coal trade in the West, places
a handicap upon the producer not found in Eastern
di.stricts.
It is true that a large tonnage can be economically taken from one opening and as economically
screened, but the fact that it is necessary -to load all lump
and nut coal into box-cars, introduces a serious obstacle
in the handling of large tonnages at one point.
For a daily tonnage of over 1800, the loading of practically all this coal into box-cars is a serious problem.
The delays attendant to placing the cars and running the
box-car loader in and out seriously cuts down the actual
working time.
The introduction of two or three boxhis

car loaders, two extra loading tracks, the necessary stor-

age bins and elevating machinery for handling the nut
coal, together with the extra labor involved, complic.ites
matters further and has prevented the development of
large-tonnage tipples.
In a word, it is necessary to balance the economies of
concentrated operation against the extra expense of loading this tonnage into box-cars so that the smaller operation is usually a liettcr paying proposition.
•Boston BuHdlnff, Denver, Colo.
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Notes on Mine Gas Problems
SYNOPSIS— The

lower "explosive" limit of methane is
nearer 5.5 than 6 per cent, and varies somewhat with the
size and shape of the explosion vessel, kind of igniting
hody, degree of temperature, intensity of pressure, perThe upper
centage of moisture and point of ignition.
limit is 12.Jt per cent. But partial inflammations could
he obtained below and above the limits mentioned. The
presence, of 10 per cent, of carbon dio.ride raises the
lower limit to 6.6 per cent. An explosion of 9.^0 per
cent, of methane was obtained, when the oxygen percent-

age was reduced to H. ^Tith 13 per cent, oxygen and 6
per cent, methane a complete inflammation was obtained.
Hence, J. Harger's plan of reducing the oxygen and adding to the carbon dioxide of mine air, tvill not entirely
prevent explosions.
limits

of

explosibility

of

fire-damp

have been

worked out by different investigators, and results, which
in the main are in accord with each other, have been determined in their laboratories. Some discordant conclusions have been published, but these have resulted mainly

from the fact that different experimenters have performed their work under different conditions. Sufficient
emphasis has not always been placed upon the decided
effect

Explosibility Depends

employed, the nature
of the source of ignition, i.e., whether a flame, a small
electric spark, a large electric flash, the ignition of the
mixture from above or below, the moisture in the sample
and the temperature and pressure, all may have influence

The

size

and shape of the

vessel

in determining the limits of explosibility of mixtures of

combustible gases with

A

partial

perature

is

air.

burning takes place when the ignition temreached, whether an explosive ])roportiou of

combustible gas

is

present or not.

The

extent of this

burning will depend upon some of the conditions to which
I have just referred.
But an explosion in the true sense of tlio word means a
self-propagation of flame to all parts of a mixture without
help from the source of combustion other than the ignition of the mixture at one point. The smallest quantity
of any combustible gas which when mixed with air will
enable this self-propagation of flame to take place
termed the lower limit of explosibility of the gas.

Low

is

Explosive Limit of Methane with Aiu Mixtures

The

low explosive limit for

methane

is

about 5.50 per

methane and not 6 per cent., as is sometimes stated.
Coquillon ignited methane-air mixtures in a closed vessel
by means of an electric spark, and placed the lower limit
liC Chatelier and
of explosibility at 5.8 per cent. gas.
Mallard and Bondouard have placed the limit at (!.0 ])er
cent,

when the gas was fired
from below with a flame and 6.0 per cent, as the limit
when the gas was fired from above. Teclu found the
lower limit of explosibility to be between 3.20 and 3.67
as the low limit of explosibility

per cent.

The most recent values are those obtained by Burgess
and Wheeler of England, who place the lower limit of explosibility between 5.50 and 5.70 per cent. No discussion
of the different methods of experimentation will be given
here, the idea I desire to convey being that an exact duplication of results by different experimenters has not always resulted.
In the laboratory of the bureau, an explosion could
not be obtained when a mixture of methane and air containing less than 5.50 per cent, was subjected to the
action of t small Vs-in. spark from an induction coil.
The latter was fed by four dry cells. The mixture was
placed in a 100 c.c. spherical vessel over mercury.
An explosion could not be obtained with 0.10 per cent,
less methane even when the pressure was increased from
A pronounced explosion ocone to two atmospheres.
cured when 5.50 per cent, methane was present, but the
combustion was not quite complete. Analysis of the products of combustion showed, however, that only a trace

remained unburnt. The experiment
was made with a pure methane prepared by the action of
alcohol and methyl iodide on a zinc-copper couple.

A Mere Flame Extension Is Xot an Explosion
A number of experiments have been performed in the
laboratory of the bureau in which a flame has been used
In some of these experiments,
a spherical flask having a capacity of one liter (61 cu.
Some burning followed under these
in.) has been used.

as the source of ignition.

conditions

Eitner determined the lower limit of explosibility of
to be 6.1 per cent. Clowes obtained 5.0 per cent.

methane

•Chemist, Gas Investig-ations, Kuroau of Mines, I'ittsburgh,

—

Part of an article read at thi winter meeting- of
the West Virginia Coal Mining Institute, 'arliersburi?, W. Va.,
Dec. 11, 1S12.

when as little as 4.75 per cent, methane was
when ignition was effected fiom below. The

present and

burning extended as a cone about halfway to the top of
Inflammation in the mixture increased with
increasing percentage of methane. Of course, all mining
men have noticed this behavior in mixtures of combustible gases and air.
With a very small percentage the inflammation starts
The inflammation spreads from
as a cap on the flame.

the flask.

the source of ignition as the percentage of combustil>le
gas is increased. Finally, conditions are right for a vioAt
lent projection of flame throughout the mixture.
about 5.50 per cent., the low limit of explosibility, the

flame extends to all parts of the vessel, but travels with
comparative slowness and can be followed l)y the eye.
With increasing proportion of methane, the explosion bocomes more violent.

A Mixture Which Propagates Flame Throughout
Its

Volume Should Be Said to Explode

was observed that the partial burning in a mixture
containing less than 5.50 per cent, methane depended
tip the several factors, such as nature of ignition, shape
of container, etc., but that complete explosion could not
be obtained, no matter what the experimental condition,
when loss than 5.50 per cent, of niothanc was jirosont.
Ill determining the low oxpldsivo limit of iiicthiiiic-air
It

cent.

Note

—

of combustiI)le gas

experimental conditions exert on the results.

The Variants on Which

Xo. 3

BUIJKELL*

liV G. A.

The

3,

.

.

Jamian-

18,
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products of combustion were examined to
what extent the gases had been burned. In
experiments to follow, this was not done, unless otherwise
The term explosion will be retained to mean that
stated.

in.)

the flame filled the container as far as could be seen by

CO,,

mixtures,

tlie

ascertain to

Inflammation will
the eye.
of the container by the flash.
at

:

mean only

105

was

filled

with a mixture containing the following

gases

an explosive mixture of gases
Ga

cntage
03

02.'.

CHj

1-4,00

a partial filling

All experiments were

made

atmospheric pressure.

When

exposed to a flame from above, inflammation
The flame spread downward to the middle of
the flask, and out to the sides. The eye could easily follow the course of the wave.
When the mixture was
ignited from below with a flame, it exploded with conoccurred.

High Explosive Limit of Methane-Air Mixtures
^\ hen the small spark from an ordinary induction coil
was used as the source of ignition, no explosion in methane-air mixtures could be obtained after the methane was
raised above 12.40 per cent. In these tests, a vessel hava capacity of 100 c.c. was iised. When we used an electric
flash,
produced l)y breaking copper wire terminals
through which a current of 220 volts and 7% amperes
were flowing, diiferent effects were observed. The mixtures were confined in a glass cylinder 4.5 in. wide and
12 in. high. The flash was produced in the center of the

As

sideral.)le force.

filled

far as the eye could see, the flame

the entire flask.

Further experiments were made

had been reduced

to 13 per cent.

in which the oxygen
This mixture had" the

following composition.

an inflammable mixture of gases
Gas

CO.

Percentage
I) 03
13 00

.

,

,

,

jar.

When a mixture containing 20 per cent, methane and
80 per cent, air was ignited, some inflammation occurred,
extending a distance of 3 in. above the electric flash, but
none was observed below it. In the presence of 15 per
cent, methane, inflammation extended to the top of the
jar and somewhat to the sides, but not downward. In the
presence of 13.5 per cent, methane, the inflammation
filled the upper part of the jar and spread downwards to
within an inch of the bottom. In the presence of 13 per
cent, methane, the flame seemed to fill the entire Jar.
Effects, about similar, were observed when a gas flame
was applied from below to mixtures of methane and air.
Effect of Carbox Dioxide on the Exflosibility of

Methane

ways occurs in mine-gas mixtures in which explosive
amounts of methane arc present and there is always a
greater oxygen deficiency than exists when the same
amount of methane it; added to air for sample laboratory
experiments.
The following tests show something
about the explosibility of methane both in the presence
of excessive proportions of carbon dioxide and when the
oxygen is considerably reduced.

when

2.5 per cent, of

carbon dioxide was present in a mixture, an explosion
followed on the methane being raised to 5.83 per cent.
With 5.0 per cent, carbon dioxide, an explosion occurred

when

the

methane was raised

to

6.25 per cent.

With
was

10.0 per cent, of carbon dioxide present, an explosion

obtained when the methane constituted 6.60 per cent, of
the total. A small spark from an induction coil was the,
source of ignition. The experimental conditions were the
the same as those under which the 5.50 ])pr cent, low e.x-

methane and air was determined.
presence of carbon dioxide narrows the explosive
liniits, but it will lie observed that even 10 per cent, only
raised the low limit to 6.60 per cent.
pbisive limit for
'i'lie

Effects of Keduceu Oxygen on the Exi'LOsip.jlity of

Methane
A

On

A

current of 220 volts and 7.5 amI/2 ^^- long was obtained.
the breaking of the contact, the inflammation spread

center of the vessel.

peres was used.

A

flash about

upward almost to the top of the jar.
With the same percentage of methane, but with 12 per
cent, of oxygen, and under the same conditions of experiment, only a slight inflammation extending about 3
in. upward was obtained.
But with 12 per cent, oxygen
and 6 per cent, methane, the flame filled the entire top of

With 15.1 per cent, oxygen and 0.4 per cent,
the jar.
methane, a quite violent explosion was obtained under
same conditions of experimentation.
Experiments were also performed in which a small %in. spark from an induction coil was used as the source of
ignition.
A mixture having the following composition
the

In explosions, as well as in flame extinction and physiological effects, the influence of carbon dioxide in mine
air has usually been overestimated.
Carbon dioxide al-

In the laboratory of the bureau,

This mixture was placed in a cylindrical vessel 4.5 in.
long and 12 in. high. Two copper terminals were quickly
broken to produce the flash, which took place in the

spherical flask having a ciii)acity of one liter (61 cu.

exploded.

A MIXTURE which EXPLODED
Gas

Percentage
3.92

CO,...

CH.
99.99

Under

the same conditions, a mixture in which the

oxygen was slightly diminished from the foregoing, and
having the following composition, did not inflame at all.
A MI.XTURE WHICH WAS NON-INFLAM.MABLE
Gas

CH.

CO,...
O,

Percentage
9 25
70.86

...

.

100 00

In

all

of these c:c]j|osibility experiments, both the large

and flame (flame applied from below) produced decided inflammation under more severe condiIn each case, when
tions than the small Vs-in spark.
used, the small spark was applied near the top of the
electric flash

mixture.

The

analyses are accurate to about 0.10 per

cent.

These are only a few of many experiments which have
made on explosibility of gaseous mixtures at the
They are given as showing
laboratory of the bureau.
something about the limiting i)roportions at which methane ceases to be inflammable under the conditions in
which it occurs in mines. Such knowledge has been esbeen

:
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pecially useful to the bureau in that frequently it has been

to know something, before explorations have
made, about the explosive character of the atmosphere in sealed areas and in other workings in the
mines where ventilation has been interrupted.
From the foregoing and from experiments to follow, we
can also conclude that oxygen in mine air at one place
may he diminished to such an extent that a miner's lamp
will not burn, but at some point beyond, a flicker of a
flame made in an attempt to relight a lamp, or the flashing of an electric spark, might precipitate an explosion
if enough methane was present.

Vol.

Two

Speed A. C. Motor

for

desirable

The Harger Curk

for Explosioxs

John Haroxygen be decreased and
carbon dioxide increased in mines to prevent explosions.
Briefly, Dr. Harger's proposition is this: A small reduction in the oxygen percentage and a small increase in the

ger

of

interest has followed the proposal of

England*

that

the

carbon-dioxide percentage in mine air will suffice to produce an atmosphere incapable of supporting combustion
and consequently one in which explosions and gob fires
cannot occur.
For average mines, it is suggested that in order to start
the experimental work on a large scale, the oxygen should
be reduced to 20 per cent., i.e., one per cent, below normal,
and a half per cent, carbon dioxide added to it. Wliere
the conditions are more dangerous the oxygen should be
further reduced, say, to 19 per cent., and the carbon dioxide increased to three-quarters of 1 per cent.
Experiments which have been performed by the bureau,
some of which are here presented, indicate that the
oxygen percentage will have to be reduced much below the
figures mentioned by Dr. Harger to prevent all explosHowever, if all conditions are identical, the mixions.
ture will explode less violently and less completely in
proportion to the decrease of oxygen percentage. As regards carbon dioxide, it appears that so much would have

added to prevent firedamp explosions that its use
for this purpose of treating normal mine air would be

to be

precluded.

MiXE Gas Mixtures Coxtaixixg Explosive axd Other
Proportiox^s of

Methaxe

Below are given analyses of mine-gas samples, some of
which contain explosive proportions of methane. The
accompanying carbon-dioxide and oxygen content are of
interest in connection with foregoing experiments.
The samples were collected in the rooms of mines
wherein ventilation had been interrupted for some time.
Explosions have occurred in these mines.

SOME samples of MIXE AIR
CO,

Sample No.

CH,

O,

N,

76.73
72.83
20
5 07
75 17
5 81
7.60
73 02
I 75
5
74 41
5 79
19.46
34
6
7.25
73 59
18 81
...
35
7499
7.37
15 64
2.00
7;;;; ;;;;;;;;
Samoles Xo. 2, 4. 5 and 6 are explosive. It ia not believed that even an
inflammation could be obtained in mixtures represented by samples No. 1 and 3.
8 28
48

]

o
Q
4

{To he roncludcd

10 Sn
17. 40
13 ns
17 63

in

an carhj

4 49
fl

isftuc)

Mine

Fan Drive

been

Much

Xo. 3

3,

An

excellent example

electricity to

mine

the efficient adaptation of

of

service is illustrated in the accom-

panying picture, which shows a

two-speed, alternating
current, three-phase, 60-cycle, -MO-volt motor belted to a
Guibal 12-ft. fan installed in the Greensburg Xo. 1
mine of the Keystone Coal Co., near Greensburg, West-

moreland County, Penn.
The force of miners is considerably less at night than
during the daytime, and consequently it is desired to
run this fan at only about one-half the speed at night
that is required during the day.
For this service there
was selected a AVestiughouse squirrel-cage type induction
motor with a rating of 71/^ hp. at 600 r.p.m., and 15 hp.
at 1200 r.p.m.

Two-speed A.

C.

Motor Drivixg Mine Fan

The change in speed
number of poles. The

is

the

accomplished

stator of the

motor

by

altering

is

provided

with two windings; one of which gives 6 poles, resulting
in a speed of 1200 r.p.m., and the other gives 18 poles,
with a speed of 600 r.p.m. The connections are changed
from one set of windings to the other by the controller.
This is a most efficient form of control for an instal-

motor can be operated at low
speeds and high efficiency; there being no losses in the con-

lation of this kind, as the
trol resistance.

The motor

itself is particularly well ad-

apted to this class of service on account of
characteristics,

which insure great

its

rugged

reliability of service.

Current for the operation of this machine is furnished
by the West Penn. Electric Co. In order to determine
the results obtained from the installation, tests were made
by C. V. Elliott, electrical engineer of the lighting company, which showed the following excellent results
The fan is 5 ft., 6 in. wide, and the depth of blades
3 ft. 6 in.
When running at 120 r.p.m., with 1.5-in
water gage, or an equivalent pressure of 0.87 oz. per sq.in.,
The
46,200 cu.ft. of air per minute were delivered.
motor in performing this work took 9.6 kw., giving an
efficiency of 63.03 per cent, for the outfit.

ning at half speed, or 60

When

run-

r.p.m., with 0.6-in. water gage,

or 0.29-oz. pressure per sq.in., 14,850 cu.ft. per minute

Experiments made in England have shown that ashes or
common salt properly spread will destroy the larvae and
This is an economical method
eggs of hookworm at 77 deg. F.
of disinfecting chambers used in place of the portable conveniences which are sadly lacking in most American mines.
a
of

The Prevention

Transactions
of Explosions In Mines.
Vol. XLIII. Part 2,

the Institute of Mining Engineers.

pages 132-166.

were delivered, and an

efficiency of 58.33 per cent,

was ob-

tained.

These results are particularly important as they show
economy in the use of purchased power, which is becoming standard practice where alternating current is
available.
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a giant, Antsvus, could vanquish

whenever he could touch Mother
And the
Earth and gain strength from the contact.
theorist is never at his best in the world of practical
and material things unless he has had some years at actual
his adversary Hercules

toil.

This is the real royal
This is the real upbringing.
road to achievement of which we hear so much. Yet it
is one we all might travel if we would, were we not so
desperately afraid of the cold, hard contact with Mother
Earth and of what we are pleased to call the drudgery of
toil.
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young Thomas became a runner and let cars
down from the working faces to the levels. Then he
commenced to load coal as a laborer and finally he became a miner. There were thus 'few places in the mine
which he did not fill before he was 20 years of age. In
those days there was not the multiplicity of occupations
which can be found in modern mines.
In 1880, Thomas Thomas was working in the E.xeter
mine and having saved a little money by frugality he
decided that he needed mental development and took up
a course of study at the Lewisburg Academy. An education, paid for from the savings of the student, earned by
some ten years of steady toil was not sought in the halfhearted way pursued by the young man who goes to
school at the parental admonition, and Thomas Thomas
burned the midnight oil, endeavoring to make up the deLater,

In 18S5,
ficiencies in the education of his earlier years.
he entered Lehigh University and after five years of study
he graduated.
During each vacation period he went back lo the
mines, part of the time working on the engineering
In 1891 he was
scjuads of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
made outside mine foreman at the old Enterprise colShortly after he was transferred
liery of that company.
to the Exeter colliery, serving as general inside foreman.

In 1901, he became superintendent of the William-

and Seneca

collieries.
Four years elapsed before his
next promotion and in Xovember, 190.5, he became divi-

sion superintendent of the Lehigh division

and established

his headquarters at Hazelton.

Thomas Thoiias
TlioiiiMs w.is hcjrii in Walrs in ISHii. the son
ShadiMch Thoniiis, a Welsh miner. When the young
boy was tiiree years old, the family emi)arked for America.
Shortly after landing. Shadrach Thomas took up his
abode in Pittston and later placeil the boy in the public
Tli(iina<

of

sch(x)ls.

Still later he was sent to the "pay" schools which
then so general in the anthracite region.
But at
years of age, he entered the mines as a trapper
thence he went to the breaker.
At 14, he was a

were
nine

and
full-

At the present time, he could not
be even a trapper at that early age but different views
fledged driver boy.

were held in the seventies.
His first work was in the Twin shaft, the scene of a
disaster caused by the heavy load of glacial drift in the
Wyoming "buried valley." This crushed in the roadways and killed .several men. Such an accident has never
been duplicated in the antiiracit<> region.
This colliery
•was thep owned' by the i'ittston & Elmira Coal Coni])any.

So well did he handle the
work of this responsible position that in 1907 he was
transferred to the Wyoming division, the largest under
the company; there he became superintendent.
Following the promotion of F. M. Chase to the ])osition of vice-president and general manager of the Lehigh
^'alley Coal Co., to succeed S. D. Warrinci', it was decided to create the position of mining superinteiulent,
and abolish the office of assistant to the general manager.
According to this plan, announcement was made Oct.
J, 1912, that Thomas Thomas was the new mining superintendent.
He was given complete control of all the
mining operations of the company, both inside and out.

Under

charge are thirty-two collieries and several
In
all, an army of 25,000 workmen is directly resjjonsiblo
to him.
Both educated and ex|)crienced is Thomas Thomas,
but somehow neither of these qualifications, important as
they are, overshadow in him that other characteristic,
his

v.asheries scattered throughout the anthracite fields.

just as vital

to success

—

the qnality of personality.

A

man who

has been through the mine, filled every place,
worked at every job and yet has had a college experience,
bridges the gap between the office desk and the mine

face,

the unfathomable abyss, as

man who works and

the

it

man who,

.seems,

between the

as the foolish jihrase

goes, "only thinks for a living."

Thomas Thomas has not forgotten the humble lit.tle
cottage at Pitt.ston, the dinner-|)ail days, the early walks
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to the breaker, the dangers of the coal face.

His interest

not the sympathy of an outsider but the
clear full-faced vision of one who has but to look back
in his own life to find similar experiences.
The miners
like to deal with men of that kind and it is to be hoped
that the future may see the mines officered by more of
such democratic talent, not only well trained but well
It will prevent that segregation of class
experienced.
interests, of which the worst is to be feared.
Mr. Thomas is a pleasant, affahle man who desires only
to impose what he would himself be prepared to accept.
And he realizes what is fair beeatise he knows the mine
in the

miner

is

from the shaft mouth to the face and the outside works
from the headframe to the main railroad switch. There
are not many young men who, after 11 years on the firing
line, will return to their studies to put a final finish
en their education.
Before such men, there opens up a large future. "With
bodies developed by early toil, with the mind matured by
contact with men of action, made independent by the
thought that they can take their place at any time in the
ranks of labor, such men have a strength not iisually to
be found among those who have not mixed the practical
\vith the theoretical, but have seen and probably thereafter always will see life through the spectacles of their
academic education.
But above all, the feeling of the Lehigh men for
Thomas Thomas is one of pride in an old friend who
Those who have known him from
has "made good."
boyhood and knew his father before him, recognize his
The younger men realize
solid purpose and real worth.
in him a promise that work well performed will not be
forgotten and that the high places of corporational control are not beyond those, who, beginning at the bottom
of the ladder, keep their eyes fixedly on the topmost rungs
and their feet pressing steadily upward.

Protection of Trolley Wires
By U. U. Caer

*

To safeguard employes about the mine against contact
with trolley wires, as is required by the mining laws of
some states, boards placed parallel to and on both sides
of the conductor are claimed by many to afford an efficient
and inexpensive means of protection.
•Engineer. Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
Pittsburgh, Penn.

& Coke

Co.,

FxG.

DofBLK PTaxoer Suspended EEOM EOOF

1.

Vol.

Xo.

Many different methods have been employed to suspend
protection boards placed in this manner, and where a
permanent installation is desired, the hangers shown
the accompanying cuts have proven satisfactory.

in

Where the usual type of trolley hanger, carried on
an expansion bolt in the roof is used. Fig. 1 illustrates
the method of supporting the protection boards.
The
iron strap

is

provided with a hole in the horizontal por-

which the boss on the base of the trolley hanger
fits.
This strap is thus clamped between the roof and
the hanger base when the latter is screwed onto the extion, into

pansion bolt.
Preferably this hole should be drilled or punched the
same diameter as the bolt holes and drifted to its proper
size. All the perforations can be made in the strap before bending.

The boards may be

joined at the hanger by

making

a

half-notch in each, as shown in the side view of Fig. 1,
or they can be spliced between hangers by butting them

end

to

end and nailing on a batten.

They should

be of sufficient width and placed low
enough to extend below the point of greatest sag in the
'

wire.
^\^^ere

'

the trolley hangers are secured to over-head

timbers, by

means

of lag screws, the protection boards

may

be carried by a similar strap, as shown in Fig. 2.
In this case, holes are drilled in the strap to match the

and the former clamped between the timber and the hanger.
These methods of. supporting the protection boards
have the advantage of utilizing the necessary trolley
wire supports and making them perform the double duty
of carrying the wire and also the boards.
If the trolley hangers are spaced more than 15 ft. apart,
an intermediate strap should be provided for the boards.
In cases .where it is desirable to carry these protections,
independently of the trolley wire supports, a hanger of
round iron, shaped as shown in Fig. 3, and driven into
the roof will answer the purpose. Xo bolts are required
with this arrangement, as the boards are allowed to lap
at the hangers and the thickness of tn'O boards should
holes in trolley hanger base

fill

the space in the bent portion of the hanger.

Where

the roof will not permit the boards to be placed

or removed from the top, this

is

accomplished by

slid-

ing them endwise to clear the hangers.
Each board should extend beyond or lap over the round
lianser at least 3 in.

2. DounLE ITangee
susfexdkd fkom
Timbers

Fig.

3,

3.
SixGLE Ixdepexdent
Hangers Driven into Roof

Fig.

January
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Bituminous Trust

of the Uuited States are not unalterably

opposed either to trusts or to reason. Their theory of
government, viewed along broad generic lines, does condemn, it is true, all amalgamations which are in restraint of trade. But they do not condemn labor unions,
which are, in a real sense, trusts, and there has been a
tendency to favor combinations of farmers and tobacco
raisers, who seek to obtain higher prices for their produce
and reduced rates for the storage of their goods.
The right to a fair compensation for services rendered to the community is thus generally recognized.
Unfortunately in some cases the compensation taken by
monopolists has not been fair, and in other instances, the
]niblic has set itself up as a judge when it did not understand the conditions it was endeavoring to adjiidicate.
The recent increase on the price of anthracite was a
case in point.
This boosting of the circular rates was
condemned by almost all the papers alike without careinquiry as to what the increa.ses actually were. Some
of the reputable papers doubtless soon realized their error, hut they did not care to retract their mis-stateful,

ments; the others doubtless never sought the truth and
would have published their diatribes in any event.
It is not now our intention to discuss the anthracite
but rather the pi'ospect of creating a successful
of the bituminous-coal market after a needed
change has been made in the sentiment of the electorate
and in the laws on the statute books. It is useless to
endeavor to harrow the mind of the average man with
the misfortunes of the producer.
The consumer is not
trust,

control

dispo.'ied to

to

be sympathetic and indeed he cannot afford

i)e.

An

is not a desirable end
usually the sole and declared

increase in the cost of coal

for legislation, yet this

is

end of those who would create a trust. The monopolist
miist ])resent the ])ublic with some more logical basis for
cooperation.
Tn fact it does not appear impossible to
forecast and promise that a unification of bituminous interests might lower costs of fuel.
It seems a violence to rea.son to declare that the cost
of fuel is too high everywhere in face of the fact that
many of the largest producers are in the hands of receivers.
Tlowevcr, not only the cost of mining, but the
cost of transportation as well, enter into the question,

and oidy

a large

combination can hope to compel reduc-

tions in this item.

When

the Standard Oil Co. found the costs of trans-

were too high, it threatened to build
pipe lines, and immediately obtained rebates on its
own oil and even on that shipjjed by others. Small
companips would have pleaded in vain, no, rather they
would have failed to plead at all.
They would have
spent their time trying to reduce the pay of their pumpers and refiners or in endeavoring to harass and underbid one another.
»
portation on

its oil

The question

in

iiiiiiiiiiinnii

of transportation, except competitively,
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wholly overlooked, because a general reduction of all oil-transport rates with unlimited competition would not have been divided between operator and
consumer. The latter would have received it all and the
change woidd have left the producer subject to more
competition by reason of the reduced expense necessary
to enter the business with only the lowered freight rates
to meet.
It

is

lieen

a fact that small profits almost invariably

narrow-minded operators, just as low wages
wooden-headed employees. The lower price of oil
not a little to the power of the Standard Oil Co. to
the railroad rate and of the Interstate Commerce
mission to give

all

the competitors of that

oil

make
make
owes
lower

Comcompany

an equal transportation charge.
Just as the Standard Oil Co. threatened to build jiipe
lines, so could a big coal corporation compel the railroads to make needed concessions by the building of a
canal or of a rival

railroad.

sure to bear by converting
tricity

all

Or it could bring presthe coal into gas or elec-

and transporting the product by pipes or wires

to the market.

But such minatory attacks on the
cannot

made

railroad corporations

by companies having small
purses, though carbo-electric conversion on a small scale
does not necessarily involve a large investment. To unamalgamated companies the railroad rate is fixed as by a
divine fiat.
The average operator would not attemjit to
argue with the nod of the Wall Street office.
This ability to reduce railroad rates in the hope of
sharing with the consumer in the benefits of the reduction
is but one of the advantages which a combination would
afford. Many developments could be expected from a unified

he

which a number of jarring elements can-

interest,

not hope to

effective

effect.

A Word
We

with

Our Readers

Com. .\ok
take an active part in discussions that oiiur in these
pages. It is also our wish that many more of our readers
are desirous that every subscril)er to

would contribute articles on some phase of coal-mining
and coke manufacture. Xot every article received by us
will be published, for

it

often occurs that a contributor

submit a paper of considerable merit, but which
deals with a problem of only local interest or discusses
a subject already covered in some recent issue.
will

It is certain that many more articles will he received
than we can use. so there is little or no occasion for a
subscriber to feel discouraged if his first attempt at authorship proves unavailing. Furthermore, articles are not
judged according to the reputation or personal jiopularity
of the contributor, but solely on the character and original
value of the information contained.

One statement may

be made in this connection, howconcerning neatness and legibility. It
just as easy to use n little more paper and double space

ever,
is

and that

is
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all

the lines, as

it

is

to

crowd the writing so that the

must turn the manuscript over to an assistant to
decipher and copy before it can be intelligently read.
Tliere is no denying the fact that a carefully written article, properly paragraphed and neatly laid out, will make
a better initial impression and receive earlier editorial
editor

attention than a slovenly prepared manuscript of equal
technical value.

We

again to the fact that we will
six-hundred-word article, suitable for publication as a "Foreword" on our first page.

wish to

call attention

pay $20 for any

The

subject

may

five- or

be ethical, technical or general

—just

Vol.

3,

No. 3

explosion has, from the time of its first use, involved
the sense of an action producing sound.
In earlier years
the word was used to express among other things the

clamorous clappings arid vociferous bellowings with which
Eoman actor was driven crestfallen from

the unpopular
the stage.

The dictionaries add to this root-meaning the idea of
expansion, and term an explosion "a violent bursting expansion with noise." The public, whose unexpressed opinion constrains reluctant lexicographers, declares that "explosion" is not a synonym for "inflammation."
On the

so

other hand, the British writers, Doctor Thornton in particular, agreeing neither with Doctor Burrell nor with the

Then there are the pages of ''Ideas and Suggestions,"
which in a general way are sub-forewords. These little
talks by our readers have proved both interesting and
popular and are paid for at an unusually liberal rate.
We are sure all our subscribers have appreciated the
pages of "Snap Shots" recently published, and we intend
to continue this feature of our paper. Every photo which
we print is paid for, and the best picture each week is
awarded a prize of $5. Xo view shown is valued at less
than $1.

vulgar herd, term "explosions" all those kinds of methane
inflammations which are not mere caps on a flame.

the meat

On

is

there.

the entire issue of Coal Age will be devoted to the subject of "Powei-" at mines.
There are
dozens of modern colliery equipments deserving the at-

Feb.

1,

tention of the industry.

Send us a descripLion of some
unique power installation or efficient arrangement which
has come to your notice.
Help us make this "Power"
number the best of its kind ever issued. Copy must reach
us not later than Jan. 25.

Self

Propagating Inflammation

•

As we have pointed out, Mr. Burrell is not so radical,
and we congratulate him on his stand. Even if it is not
as logical as the British view, it is more practical and
gives results which are more closely consonant with the
an explosion as approved by popular judgpreferences and philologic pre-

definition of

ments,

lexicographic

cedents.
All inflammations probably produce sound.
Hehnholtz
has shown that air vibrations of lower frequency than 16
per sec. fall without effect on the insensitive human ear,

and we

know

all

that sound waves of slight

intensity

cause perceptible vibrations of the auditory nerve.
Hence, in an extremely modified sense,, all inflamma-

fail to

Even the burning of a gas
produce musical sounds.
But the
judgment of most of us is that an explosion must make
at least an audible sound, and not merely one which is too
tions are probably explosions.
jet

may

made

be

to

infrequent in vibration and too feeble in intensity to be
detected by the

human

ear.

We

would be disingenuous for us to attempt to hide from
ourselves, or to deny to our readers, the fact that G. A.
Uurrell, in making his address before the West Virginia
Coal Mining Institute, purposed to make a "retort courteou,s" to Coal Age and the technical press.
This purpose does him much credit, for we eoneeive
that, with us, the Bureau of Mines is engaged in the informing of the industry. It would be negligent in the
performance of its duties did it not take due exception to
anything we might publish which appeared incorrect or
misleading. Similarly, we have felt such a duty impending on us, which we ho]ie we have not been disposed to

have seen how widely modern writers differ from
the best everyday usage in their definition of the word
"explosion." Mr. Burrel takes a medium viewpoint and
i< sure that "an explosion, in the true sense of the word,
means a self-propagation of flame to all parts of a mixture, without help from the source of combustion other
than the ignition of the mixture at one point."
AVhy not use another term for this low limit ? Does it
seem desirable to use a popular word like "^plosion"
Where a body of
in such an extremely technical way?
powder or dynamite burns away quietly without detonation, we do not say it explodes; we say it burns or de-

shirk.

flagrates.

It

As Mr. Burrell did not

fail to test

the Ijutton on his

foil before entering the conflict, we propose to thrust,
guard and parry with equally invulnerable weapons. We
desire that this reply may be taken, not as shrouded sarcasm, but in the most solemn literalness.
The section of Mr. Burrell's paper, which we re])roduce
today, details the percentage volumes of metiume which
are explosive, determining the higher and lower limits of
explosibility.
Made as carefully as his tests are, we .shall
be disinclined to cavil at his results, and shall be content
merely to object to his manner of expression, which we
have not hitherto followed and do not desire to adopt.
The use he makes of the word "explosion" follows
neither the popular practice, the preferences of advanced

nor the definitions of the dictionaries. Nor
agree with the philologv' of the word.
Soundless

scientists,

does

it

])laudits,

like noiseless explosions, are alike tmthiukable.'

Derived from the Latin root signifying "clap," the word

Why make

a

new meaning

for explosion, to be

applied solely to methane and similar gaseous bodies?

There were other expressions

available, such as,

com-

inflammation. The
English language has not broken down, nor has it been
found inadequate that we should suffer ourselves to limp
along with a poor philologic substitute like the word
plete, self-propagating or progressive

"explosion."

After

We

a question of words and their definitions.
was Lord Bacon, in his Novum Organum,

all, it is

believe

it

declared that disputations are as frequent over definWe hope that Mr. Burrell will modify his statements so that they will accord more closely
with popular parlance, and declare that, on applying a

who

itions as over facts.

light to a 5.5 per cent, mixture of methane and air, a
complete inflammation or a self-propagating conflagra-

and not an explosion, will result. Thus he will
pvoid confounding the violence of the latter with the gentle action of the former.
tion,

;
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Reducing Ventilation
Letter A'o.

1.

—

I

i

at

nun
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Firing

firedani]! at its

most

exjilosivc point renders the latter in-

explosive.

imuh interested and startled
phenomenal experiences of Alex-

have been

at times in reading the
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Time

I

ander McAllister, Crowebiirg, Kan., as narrated in his
The
letter, Coal Age, Jan. 4, 1913, pp. 2-t and 25.
statements set forth seem very con\'incing. Although such
an experience is forbidden the majority of mining men,
I am sure all would welcome the chance to be allowed
to witness such a demonstration as ifr. McAllister cites

I shall watch this discussion with interest.
It is an important subject, and until I was firmly convinced that I
was wrong, if I were a shotfirer on my rounds and discovered a weakness in the air I would cease firing and
ascertain the cause and would not c-ommence again until
conditions were iKU-inal.

E.

Johnstown.

v..

Vii!(ii:v.

I'ciin.

in his letter.

old proverb, "An lionest confession is good for the
me consolation, when I say candidly, I would
bo afraid to perform such operations as he has described,
It may be said with candor that his
in a gassy mine.

The

soul," gives

experience and convictions are contrary to or directly the
reverse of those of practically all mining men and theorists alike, to whom we have looked and on whom we rely
to furnish us facts, figures and experiences, for our guid-

have had nearly thirty years' experience, in all sorts
of mines, having served in every capacity, but have never
heard of such a scheme as that suggested. My opinion
is that it would be a costly experiment to perform in a
I do not think the property and
well equipped mine.
equipment of any mine should be jeopardized by such an
I

experiment.
Personally, from
tutors

and the

most half

my own

experience and from that of
men who ha\e spent al-

best authorities

a century studying

condemn the practice
mine at firing time.

—

mining conditions

—

1

would

reducing the ventilation in a
I firmly believe such a method of
procedure is extremely dangerous. To reduce the ventilation would increase the danger in the same proportion
as to increase the quantity of explosive gas in the mine.
of

By reducing the ventilation, we increase tlie percentage of firedamp in the air, as the same quantity of gas is
given off and a less quantity of air circulated. The
percentage of dust is also increased and likewise the percentage of carbon monoxide produced by the explosion of
powder in blasting. From these conditions it follows:
1.
Percentages of gas that are not previously ex]ilois

become explosive

in ])r(iporliiin as llic Nolunic of air

decreased.

is

given in

30, 1913, p. 756, to the explosion at Hastings, Colo.,
18, 1912 ; and it
one by Mr. \'erner, Nov.

damp

IG, p. 677, that the theory that
dust or wet zones will stop an explosion is at fault.

is

difiScult

for

me

how anyone can

to conceive

arrive at such a conclusion, in view

the dust experiIn those experiments,
the propagation of flame by coal dust ceased when the
moisture content in the air reached 30 per cent.
The

ment made

(jf

at Pittsburgh, Penn.

coal dust, in the Hastings explosion

was damp but not wet

the writers of these articles refer to that explosion
as proof that moisture cannot be depended on to stop an
still

In reply to this statement, these writers may
claim that, in the experinKMits nt Pittsburgh, the explosion was not sidliciontly uinlci- way when it reached
the coal dust zone in the entry.
If that line of argument
IS followed, then it is possible to suppose a case in which
the initial force generated by an explosion of gas, or both
gas and dust, would pass the flame through a zone of
either stone dust or moisture, or both combined.
I do
not mean to say that eitlici' of these writers would dispense with moisture entirely, as a means of preventing
explosions, but I think they are in error when they say
that it cannot be depended on to do this.
I have worked in the Hastings mine, ami know someWhen there wan
thing of the conditions existing there.
only the«pper seam working, the mine was naturally wet
throughout, and small exjilosions that occurred failed to
held the opinion
go further than the point of ignition.
and expressed it to others that it was the naturally wet
state of the mine that bad localized these explosions.
The.se considerations and the fact that the explosion in
June, last, did not enlei' the main-intake airway where
there was a running stream of water and where the jirops
and everything else were saturated with moisture, leads
explosion.

I

Percentages of gas that arc not previously explosive become explosive under the pressure of heavy blasting
2.

space where the air is dead.
air current will carry a larg(^ ])er cent.
of dust, which will greatly help to propagate the flame
of an initial explosion, and the danger point in respect

in a confined
3.

Coal Age, Nov.
June
would appear from that article and the

great deal of jirominencc

If

ance.

sive

The Hastings Explosion
A

The reduced

to dust will be in proportion to the reduced ventilation.

me

we knew the exact amount of gas given off in the
mine, we might, with some .security of feeling, estimate

moisture in conl dust will elfectually stop the propatration
of an explosion is correct.

If

the quantity of air that should travei

,

but

tiiis

is

not

to the conclusion that the theory that

I poinled out to

the presence of

Mr. Dean that there was not the

least

of the

eign of an explosion on the intake; to which he replied

of carbon dioxide (CO^) that would render the
firedamp iiiexplosivc.
.Vuthorities state that 1 volume
of carbon dioxide (CO.) when mixed with 7 volumes of

that there was no dust being thrown into the intake from
the cars, as there was on the nuiin-haulage road.
While

possible.

amount

\or can any

exact estimate be

made

that

is

true,

by cars

i.s

not the only

way

that dust

is

;
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spread through mines. The crushing and grinding action
of the overlying strata on the pillars produces a great
deal of very fine dust, which is likely to be deposited all
over the mine irrespective of the haulage roads and be;

sides, at

Hastings there was one haulage road, at

least, that

and there was also a side track from
which the dust had access to the intake. I was much
impressed with the amount of fine dust there was in the
crosscuts and which was much disturbed when putting in
new stoppings. I am of the opinion that had it not been
for the running water in the intake there would have
been enough of dry dust there to have carried the excrossed the intake,

plosion to the surface.

The new-slope south entries do not show the same
amount of moisture or standing water on the roadways
that the entaies of the old upper seam did, and therefore
the new workings, in the lower seam, could not be expected to be immune from dust explosions to the same
extent as the old mine in the seam above.
It seems proliable that the greatest force of the ex-

plosion was exerted at the upper end of the main-slope
side track.

A

It

was here that the cars were so badly broken

up the slope
and in the path of the explosion did not seem to be much
damaged, although they were surrounded and covered
with rock and loose timber. From what has been said it
seems likely that the explosive force was generated from
a little pocket of gas in the third south entry, and augraented, later, by dust picked up on that entry and the
From here the exlarge side track at the end of it.
plosive force decreased, as is clearly shown by the fact
that a man working near the top of the slope was found
up.

trip of cars standing about halfway

It is well known that a dust explosion will
always travel the intake road if it can get any thing to
feed on and avoid a wet road. The point of expansion
referred to by Mr. Dean unfortunately is above where
still alive.

the man was found alive, showing that the blast had lost
a great deal of its power before it reached that point.
The greater area of the road would reduce both the
Telocity and energy of the explosive wave, but the flame

Vol.

sloppy condition characteristic of the old mine.
It is
here, I believe, the explosion was stopped from entering
the upper seam; and I ascribe the credit for this to the

very wet condition existing there.
For hundreds of
on the. outby end of this point the damp conditions

feet

are very

much

in evidence.

In some

places,

pools of

from four to six inches deep, are found in the
manway. When these things are considered I think it
would have been a surprise to any of us had the flame of
water,

the explosion traveled beyond this point.
Cases have
been known where the mine was dry and dusty and the
explosion traveled through the shaft from one seam to
another without losing its explosive force; although there

would be more room for expansion, at the shaft bottom
and in the shaft, than there was in the Hastings slope.
An important factor, in connection with dust explostons, which sliould not be forgotten, is that, owing to the
difference in the amount of energy and heat developed by

flame in one mine, might not stop it in another
It is
because of the greater heat and explosive force.
reasonable to suppose that if it required a zone of 100
yd. of moisture and stone dust to stop the propagation of
flame in one mine, then it would require a zone of perhaps 200 yd. to stop the flame in another mine where the
explosion had developed twice the amount of heat and
energy. In the latter case, the greater velocity of the blast
would carry it further into the zone, before the moisture

and stone dust could cool the gases sufficiently to extinguish the flame, and the greater amount of heat in
the flame would be able to convert some of the moist dust
into gas, which would help to extend the explosion.
From this it is clear that a mine in which the analysis
of the coal shows a high percentage of volatile combusti-

matter would require more attention and the stone
dust and moisture have to be kept closer to the working
places, than a mine in which there was less volatile matble

Eeferring again to the intake airway, I
moisture did not stop the explosion from traversing it, what did? The flame had to
cross the intake to enter the third north, and the pumper
was found in the intake just below this point badly
burned, which shows that the flame was there and had
plenty of power behind it; but the naturally wet condition of the airway stopped it there, although it traveled
up the parallel entry about a quarter of a mile further.
It may be well to explain that the third-south entry is
driven at right angles to the intake and main slope, so
that it received little benefit from the water that was in
them. This explosion was a particularly unfortunate occurrence, because the officials of the Victor American
Iriel Co. had been paying a great deal of attention to the
safety of their mines, by the application of adobe dust,
water and other means, some of which were jjointed out
to me by the superintendent when he took me through
ter in the coal.

would

like to ask: If the

the mine shortly after the explosion.

EOBEKT McCUNK.
Delagua, Colo.

Timber

and stone dust that would stop the propagation of an

for

I have been asked which

piece of timber 13 by 12

2 by 12

in.,

SIX pieces

20

ft.

make a

the single piece

is

in.,

Framing

the stronger, a square solid
20 ft. long, or six pieces of

These

long, spiked or bolted together.

post or stringer of the same size as

first

mentioned.

There is no difference in the strength of the two pieces,
except what little strength may be lost by the penetration
of the spikes or bolts into the wood.

strength, however,
to choose

is

This slight

loss in

generally compensated by the ability

good clear-grained pieces of the smaller sizes.
the larger size, and the

The timber is less expensive than
latter may contain hidden knots

or imperfections in the
grain that are not observed on the surface, which weaken

the stick.

The combination
]>referred i)ot only

of smaller sizes of timber

is

often

on account of the saving in the

of the timber, but the pieces are

more

cost

readily handled.

^Tien a stringer is formed of several small pieces of
timber bolted together, they should always be set on edge,
or with the greater dimension corresponding to the depth
of the beam.

MiXIXG EXGIXEER.

different explosions, in different mines, a zone of mois-

ture

No.

exjjlosive

eould easily have jumped across this space had condi-

Immediately beyond this point,
tions been favorable.
where the area of cross-section of roadway expanded, is
the last evidence of the force of the explosion, on the
outby end; and here begins the naturarly damp and

3,

Clermont, Penna.

:
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INQUIRIES OF

I

:

:

«

I

«

posite

Surveying Methods

bank and

Please explain an approximate method of measuring
the distance across a stream, by the use of a transit and
tape or chain; but mthout reference to any book of

EF

m

line

F

likewise the point

line

AB

The distance

carefully.

L on the line CB, and
DB. Measure CD and

the point

on the

then calculated as

is

follows

tables.

Mine Surveyoe.
W. Va.
Method Where

Stotesbury,
First

—

it is

If the several distances are as iiulicatod in Fig. 2, the

possible to cross over the

calculation

AB

method may be used, which will
Kef erring to Fig. 1, set up the
give approximate results
instrument at A and sight to a point B. Then, by means
stream, the following

is

as follows
'^^^^

=
2U0

:

of the 3, 4, 5 method, often called the 3,
off

7,

13 method, set

OBT. To do this, first line in the
line AB, with the instrument, making
ft.

a surveying pin at 0.

or any multiple thereof, and place
B as a center and a radius of

With

lliO

X

=

lun

~!"'

X

40

K-tO

=

500

ft.

Discharge of a Mine Siphon

the right angle

point 0, on the
the distance OB 3

—

A

siphon pipe 4 in. in diameter and lOQO ft. long
has a rise of 15 ft. and a fall of 40 feet. How many gallons of water will this siphon discharge in 24 hours?

Hexry Hennessey.
Stauffer, Penn.

In ordinary mining practice, the

coefficient of friction

may be taken as
water in a 4-in. siphon
pipe, 1000 ft. long, rising 15 ft. and falling 40 ft., may
be calculated by the following formula:
of water flowing through a siphon pipe
0.01.

Fic.

4

1.

ft.,

Method

of Me.\sut!IXo Distance across a Eiver

describe an arc; and with

ius of 5

ft.,

as a center

and

a rad-

The angle
By the 3, 7,

OBT

will then be a right angle.
12 method, the end of the tape is fastened
at 0, and the tape is then carried around the triangle
OBT and back to 0. The distance around the triangle
OBTO is 12 ft. Xow, holding the end and the 12-ft.
mark at 0, with the 3-ft. mark at B, pull out the tape

T.

with a pin at the 7-ft. mark, which will establish the
point T, making the angle OBT a right angle.
With the instrument at A, turn off the angle BAfQ
equal to 5 deg. 43 min., and line in the point C on
the line BC. iSTow, since the tangent of 5 deg. 43 min.
is 0.1, the distance AB will be ten times the distance BC.
Thus, if the distance BC equals 50 ft., AG will be 10
50
500 ft.
Second Method When it is not possible to cross to the
opposite side of the stream, the following method can be
used:
Referring to Fig. 2, establish the line CD more

X

=

—

this basis, the flow of

800

G

describe another arc intersecting the first at

On

"V
The

X

1000

—

4 (40

+

2.08

X

15)

4

= 143.4

+ gal.

per min

qtuintity of water this siphon will discharge in

then, 24

X

34

=

X

143.4
say 205,000 gal.
In siphon work it is never safe to calculate the discharge of a siphon, by any formula, unless it is positively
known that the flow of water, under atmospheric pressure, in the suction end, is equal to or greater than tlie
discharge, under gravity, in the other end of the pijie.
If the flow in the discharge end due to gravity is greater
than that in the suction end duo to the pressure of tlie
atmosphere, the pipe will tend to empty itself; and sooner
or later the siphon will cease to work or, in other words,
will "run dry." Since it is the atmospheric pressure that
causes the flow in the suction end of the siplion, and this
hr.

is,

60

decreases with the elevation above sea level,
that a siphon that will

work

work

at sea level

it is

evident

wiK often

fail

an elevation above sea level where the atmospheric pressure is less. In order that a siphoxi shall
work continuously, the value of the following approximate expression must be greater than zero
to

at

Atmos .head —- sue. head
Length of sue. end
The normal atmospheric
pressed in water column,

is

dischg. head

Length
pressure,

34

ft.

—

atraos.

head

of dischg. en;1

at sea

level,

ex-

Assuming the siphon,

in this case, is located at sea level, the suction head being

and the discliarge head 40 ft., gives
34
34
15
40
19
6_
= 77^
= 0.0375
^^
~ 400
400
600
600
This value being greater than zero, shows tha' the
siphon will operate continuously without emptying itself, provided, of course, tiiat both ends are submerged
and other necessary conditions fulfilled.
15

Fig.

2.

Another Method of Sitbveting

or less parallel to the stream,

the

allel

to

Now,

select a well

fir.st,

and

and another
any distance

ifne

AO

EF

par-

from it.
defined point or object B, on the opat

ft.

—

—

—

C
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Then, for a steam pressure of 90
jiressure on the valve is:

Mine Foremen's Questions
(Answered Inj
are working together, the one 14x
If both of these pumps
."G in./aiid the other 15x30 in.
jire running at a speed of 90 ft. per min., which will throw
tlie greater amount of water per hour; and how much
Request)

Ques.

— Two

pumps

one exceed that of the other?
of 90 ft. per min., the piston
<;isphicement of each pump is as foHuws:

will the discharge of the

A»s.

— For a piston speed

Pump, 14x36

X

3G-^)

pt'i-

X

0.85 (441.78

IJrl.TS ou.ft. per miii.

sure of 90

as follows:

is

X
X

7.48
7.48

X
X

=
=

60)
60)

At a speed

of 90

per min.. the 14x3G-in.

ft.

throw 74,156

pump

in.

242,686 gal. per hr.
168,530 gal. per hr.
74,1.J6 gal. per hr.

Difference

therefore,

gal. yvr

will discharge, at the

—In

pump

will,

hour more than the 15x30-

same

sliced.

a ball-and-lever safety valve, the distance
from the fulcrum to the valve stem is 5 in. the diameter
of the valve, 2.5 in.; the weight of the lever, including
Ques.

=

In order that

30-^)

Since 1 cu.ft. of water equals 7.4S gal., and assuming
the water-end of each pump has an efficiency of 85 per
cent., the quantity of water discharged per hour by each

pumps

lb.

X

10

—
^^

=

1,50

off,

X

441.78
,^ ,,

5

.

= 27.45

in.

7o

144

0.85 (636.17

15

2308.9

in.

90 (0.7854

of these

+

mill.
a-

Pump, 15x30

441.78

total

there is equilibrium between the forces acting downward and that acting upward. Since the fulcrum is the center of moments
about which these forces act, the sum of the moments
of the downward forces must equal the moment of the u])ward force. Therefore, calling the distance from the fulcrum to the ball, x
75.1,-

G3G.1T cu.ft.

=

90

sq.in., the

[icr

At the moment when the valve blows

in.

90 (0.7854
144

X

1.9087

lb.

lb.

this valve shall

per

s(|.in.,

blow

the ball

off at a

must be

steam pres-

.set

27.45

in.

from the fulcrum.

—

If the separation doors at the bottom of a mine
Ques.
shaft are set open, so that the air current short-circuits
at this point, passing down one shaft and up the other

without circulating through the mine;

will

the fan run

faster or slower as a result?

—

Ans. The opening of the separation doors at the shaft
bottom and the consequent short-circuiting of the air cur-

As a result, a larger
same power applied
to the fan. This means a larger volume of air is passing
through the fan and the two shafts per minute. The resistance of the fan and the work lost in the fan is inrent, cuts out the

quantity of air

is

mine

resistance.

circulated by the

;

that of the valve
ity,

10

how

in.

and stem, 15

lb.

and

its

center of grav-

from the fulcrum. If the ball weighs 75 lb.,
it be set from the fulcrum in order that

far should

the valve will blow off at 90 lb. per sq.in., boiler pressure.
Ans. Referring to the accompanying figure, there are
two forces acting downward, namely, the weight of the

—

The

creased.

effective

power or the power available

to

turn the fan will therefore be decreased, and the fan will
How much the speed of the fan
naturally run slower.

depend upon the relative resisting
power of the mine and that of the fan, in connection with
that, also, of the two shafts and the airways connecting
will be decreased will

tliem.

Ques.
or does

Ans.

— Does dynamite exert a greater force downward,
it

exert the

— In

same

force equally in all directions?

the exiplosion of dynamite the cartridge

the center of a radiating force, which

is

is

exerted equally

The reason for the statement so often
heard that dynamite exerts its greatest ]iower in a downward direction is probably due to the fact that the cartridge or stick of dynamite is supported from l)elow. antl
the force of the explosion is more in evidence in this direcin all directions.

Ball-axd-Levku Safhiy Vai.ve

tion,

and val\e and the weight of the ball. The weight
of the lever and valve acts through the center of gravity,
".'hich is 10 in. from the fulcrum while the weight of the
ball acts through a distance .r from the fulcrum, which
lever

;

distance

is

to be determined.

;

=

to the destruction of the support.

explosion of dynamite

is

so sudden and violent,

only necessary to lay a stick of this explosive ou
the upi)er surface of a rock or boulder, and its explosion
that

it is

break the boulder.
Sometimes a handful
is placed over the cartridge to keep it
from rolling away before the explosion takes place. However, if the dynamite could be held against the under
will generally

of sand or earth

These forces acting downward are balanced by a single
upward namely, the total steam pressure
on the valve. This force acts through the valve stem, at a
distance of 5 in. from (he fulcrum. The steam pressure
on the valve is first found as follows:
4.9087 sq.in.
Area of valve
0.7854 X 2.5force acting

owing

The

=

surface of the boulder or anv other olistruction,

its

explo-

would be manifested as strong! v in an upward
direction as it was previously manifested in a downward

sive force

direction.

January
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
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nil

I
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Bunsen Miners' Change and Bath
F.

The miners' change and

wh

ijath

T\tki;ioi; Vii

Covciifti-

nipa.«ure.s

The

floor

31

ft.

and

Jlors;-; oi'

covering i.s of cement tile, supported on steel trusses,
and the window frames are of steel, making the building
«bso]ute]y fireproof.
It was designed by llii; T?olicrts &
Schaofer Co., of Chicago.

At the present time, there are about 200 miner.s emuse of the bath house.

number about 75 per
Ventilation

m

iiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiin

niiiiinii

niiiiiiiiiiini

The entrance to the building is provided with
outer and inside vestibule, the men passing from the
ter

through swinging doorways on

either

side.

an
lat-

This

feature prevents cold drafts from entering the building

i,l

xsex I'oal

Co.. rNivKitsAi.

ii:_\i.:f^^

Ci.ixton, Ixd.

v

ft. 8 in. in length.
are of reinforced concrete; the roof

ployed, out of which

iiiinn

;;,,,, '.]...-,
r Fvivkksal
Afivi-s, CoNSTinTTKn of Rfixfoiickd
with Siffi, W'tvdow Fiiamfs axp Cfment Tilf Uook

..

8 in. in width by 62

wall.s

nm

operating device.

Allai;d*

axd Sectional Elevation of Bath

ExTKiiioi;

iiiiiiin

windows placed (jn each side of the monitor,
running througliout the lengtli of the biiikling. These
windows are opened and shut from the floor by a hand-

house provided by the
liunseu Coal Co., at its Universal Mines, situate near
Clinton, Ind., is in close proximity to the shafts, and

J'lax

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

of pivoted

House
5y a.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1

is

cent,

make

provided bv means

•Chlpf engineer. Bunsen Coal Co., Westvllle,

Til.

chilling the stripped men.
A row of shower heads
located on the side opposite the washbowls, hut it is
not .shown in the illustration of the interior. 'N'ear the

and
is

entrance, two concrete

clo.sots arc fitted up with shelves
hooks for the personal u.«o of the mine managers.
The heating .system consists of steam-heat coils made
up of li/i-jn. pipe, in ranges of 11, supported along the
side walls and the end of the building.
The pipes arc
supplied from a high-pressure steam line and a comforta-

;ind

ble

temperature

is

maintained at

all

time.s.

Thp

hot-

COAL
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from a hot-water heater

Wooden benches

the boiler house, insuring a sufficient supply.
Along the bath side 15 shower heads are placed at 4-ft.
They are supplied
centers and 7i/4 ft. above the floor.

pairs back to back.

water supply
located

is

dra«'n direct

m

with hot and cold water, the temperature lieing regulated
by means of hot- and cold-water valves within easy reach

ft.

3,

No. 3

fastened to the floor are placed in
They are 16 ft. long and spaced 8
apart, allowing ample room for the men to walk be-

tween and around the seats. The mJn's clothes are suspended between the roof trusses by means of a 12-in.
diameter brass ring with chain attached, operating on a

When

of'each man.
On the lavatory side there are 20 individual enameled
washbowls, each supplied with a hot- and cold-water
spigot. The urinal is on the same side and located at the
extreme end of the house, but screened from general view
by a slate partition. It is 8 ft. long and is fitted with a

pulley fastened overhead.

tank and pipes for flushing and sprinkling.

The arrangement has an advanquickly becomes dry.
tage over lockers placed on the floor, because no ad-

The

concrete floor slopes 5

in.

from the center to the

gutter, permitting the water to drain ofE quickly.

Brass

the clothes are hoisted

into position, they are held in place by securing the chain
to a

padlock fastened to the back of the bench.
The
in combination, each man carrving his own
'

locks are
key.

Clothing

thus

susjiended

ditional floor space

is

is

required.

well

ventilated,

The method

and

adojJted

bee-hive strainers placed at intervals along each gutter
carry ofE the waste, which leads through j)ipes and traps

for handling the clothing proves satisfactory to the men,

to the drainage sewer. After each shift of men has used
the bath house, a caretaker, paid by the company, washes

short time.

the floor, cleans the benches aud wash bowls, keeping the house clean and sanitary.

down

enabling them to wash and change their clothing in a
In the view of the exterior of the bath house,
another building is included on the left the bath house
can easily be distinguished by the monitor or clerestory
;

in the roof.

Sociological Development in 1912
By

R.

Dawson Hall

SYNOPSIS— The

worl- of the subsidiaries of the United
States Steel Corporation lia^ attracted much attention
and ivill doubtless result in a great development of

The South leads in the
sociological ivorh of all hinds.
consideration of health, the anthracite region in the matter of institute

work and

first aid.

leads the country in almost all

The

Steel Corporation

forms of

ivelfCire

work

ex-

cept in the organization of institutes.

In relation to the

summer meeting
ica,

two

first it will

be recalled that at the

Mining Institute of Amerthe Cambria Steel Co., M. .1.

of the Coal

of the officials of

Moore and H.

S. Endsley, advocated reforms in the mining industry. The first urged the necessity for bathhouses
and the second spoke in favor of making accident compensation free from the defence of contributory neg-

ligence.

Playgrounds in Colorado
development of 1912 is perhaps one of
The work of the United
its most remarkable features.
States Steel Corporation at its many plants seems one of
the dominant facts of the year but, as a matter of fact,
the public announcement and the development of its work
are about all which can be credited to the year just passed.
The year before last it let an account of its plans to promote safety appear in the public press and last year it
permitted the public to learn how much had been done

The

to

sociological

make

its villages

sanitary aud picturesque.
of the work is older than these rec-

But the greater part

ords as the companies have been anxious to test the issue of the work before giving the public an account of it.
The paper of Thomas W. Dawson at the winter meeting

But while

eyes are directed to the H. C. Frick Coke
due credit should be given to the Rocky Mountain
Fuel Co., which is showing a commendable spirit in constructing playgrounds. We show an illustration of their
mines at Superior, Colo. Careful inspection will show iu
the foreground a playgroimd with a large swing and
some sliding boards. Such places of recreation can i)e
found at all the operations of the company, of which there
are nine in northern Colorado and about the same number in the southern part of the state.
Only one of two houses can be seen in the picture, but
this Superior camp is considered to be one of the best
looking and cleanest villages in the state. There are 30
houses some have four rooms aud some five or six. There
All the dwellis a good boarding house with 75 rooms.
ings are lighted by electricity and supplied with artesian
all

Co.,

;

Mining Institute of America best describes
the work of the H. C. Friek Coke Co. Many, but by no
means all, the pictures which illustrated that lecture
have appeared in Coal Age. What is true of the Frick
company is no less true of the United States Coal & Coke

of the Coal

Co., another

branch of the Steel Corporation.

Profits and Ethics
Suffice it to say that the Steel Trust is proving the
statement of an Ohio coal operator published as a foreword that so long as we have a cut-throat competition
in the coal business we cannot expect to have a truly
ethical vision of the duties of operators to working men.

The companies which lead today in sociologic work arc
tlie large steel corporations and the anthracite coal companies.

water.

A good bathhouse supplied with hot water is provided.
Fortunately, Superior has good connections, being on the
main line of the Colorado and Southern railroad. The
Denver and Interurban R.R. runs electric cars to Denver
and Boulder every two hours. With such provisions for
comfort, the Rocky Mountain Fuel Co. should have no
shortage of men.

The Southern Operators Fighting

Diseask

In the South, a large interest has centered ar<)\uid
sociological work. Disease which makes little headway in
the colder climate of the North is rife in Southern camps.

January
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Alabama

C'oal Operators' Association determined
and employed two experts to advise the operators as to prophylaxis and printed several pithy pamphAt the Kentucky Mining Inlets on disease prevention.
stitute, a paper was read on the hookworm.
Little on these lines has been done in the iSTorth, but
it is not unlikely that the lead of the South will ultimately be followed. The H.
Frick company has done
good work by constructing' concrete cesspools under their
privies.
In fact, the Frick company has paid as much attention to sanitary needs as to mere comforts and
aiul the

to cope witli it

C

aesthetics.

FiiiST

Aid Occupies

New

Terkitory and Intrenches

Itself in Old

work has had a large development. The work
Society was spread so thin over so
large a field of industrial work that the addition of Dr.
E. X. Mackey as an assistant to Dr. M. J. Shields was
First-aid

of the

Eed Cross

m

A G.E
There

is

marked

difference in view as to the relative

value of elaborate and rough dressings.

The

Pliiladelphia

&

Eeading Coal & Iron Co. is an advocate of the most
careful and elaborate dressing of patients.
But it must
be remembered that the success of the Eeading teams is
due to the fact that they are well trained. It would be
worse than useless to advocate such work where the men
were not likely to get such continuous training or were
not disposed to assimilate it.
The Coal Mining Institute of America and the Tennessee Association of Mine Foremen have each promoted
first aid by holding a, meet at their summer sessions and

Kentucky Mining Institute proposes to follow with
The work is, however, alien to the purposes of these institutes and will probably be dropped by
them after the work is well on its way. The time devoted to the reading of papers and discussion is all too
short for work of any other kind to be attempted.
the

one next year.

Doctors Differ, Ykt All Are Eight

The Bureau

of

Mines has developed a Mine Eescue and

First-aid Conference which

is

expected to hold frequent

The movement has been favorably received by
mining fraternity, but the doctors who met seem to

meetings.
the

A.s

Ali.i.-i

in a.\

II.

i

.

I

i,i.

i\

t

I'dWN. SllOW-

tMM.

ING Privy Vault
imperative.
ern States.

He

has been doing a good work in the South-

Kentucky has hitlierto not been active in first-aid work
but under the influence of W. L. Moss, the general manager of the Continental Coal Corporation, much is hoped
from the coming year. The doctors arc now at one in aiding the movement, their hostility being replaced by skillwork has proved

ful direction since fir.st-aid

First-aid meets have been held from one

its

value.

have been obsessed with the idea that they ought not to
have been there and did not become actively interested in
the work at hand. This feeling is doubtless because first
aid is a layman's movement.
It will take some time to overcome the unwilliiigiu'ss
of the medical profession to assimilate it.
P>ui that acceptance will eventually take place and then the doctors will be prepared to meet and to discuss the issues as
readily as they have hitherto considered other technical
subjects in their medical societies. The very fact that all
are not agreed is a reason for discussion. If all the practitioners of medicine and surgery had like views there
would be no need for a conference. The remarkable stand
is taken, however, that as no one agrees, it is well to
avoid discussing the issues.
During the past year, some local hospitals have been
built.
One at Cle Elum, Wash., was started by the labor
union. One at Pineville was built by the Continental Coal
Corporation.
That one has been in operation at PennMary Mines foi' two or three years has already been
noted. Evidence seems to point to a further development
wherever a dense industrial i)o])ulation is planted in
sparsely settled agricidtural co\intry whore such institutions have not been |)riivi(]ed.

end of the

Skculariza rtox of

Institi'ti:

Work

country to the other and have been most successful, especially in the anthracite region

where there is a clear
uiider.standing as to the marking of the judges.
In tiie
bituminous region, the umpires are biassed by their private
preferences as to methods.
As the contestants coming
from a distance have no knowledge of these preferences,
a slight injustice is sometimes done in giving demerits
with considerable disadvantage to a team near the lead
when the final count is made.
'i'liK

I)i:i!\TK

ON Methods

During the

last yeai-, the anthracite coal C'orporations

have been taking over the institute work of the Young
Men's Christian Association. This work, while conducted
on a ])urely nonreligious basis, was not regarded by many
as wholly unsectarian.
For this reason, the companies
believed

it

best before giving the

movement

their full

support to separate the work from the a,«sociation.
Whether because of the new s-tahif quo or from the renewed efforts of the operators, the institutes have been

C

ample that it really does not have any importance in
judging the results. In some eases no limit at all is pro-

doing extremely valuable work.
K. Oloman, of the
Susquehanna Coal Co., has published an exceptionally
useful booklet on methods to he adopted in the formation
of institutes. The Panther Valley Coal Mining Institute,
while ])erhaps not among the largest, is develo]iing an ex-

vided.

ce]>tional

as

The time clciiicnl
before.
Where it

so

in

first-aid

is still

work

is

not as po|Mdar

maintained, the time

is

made

amount

of high-class literature.
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All are doing a great deal to educate the younger men.
of the classes are supplied with the textbooks of the

Many

American School
the scholars are

of Correspondence, of Chicago,

making remarkable

111.,

bondale Mining School has, however, broken up, the
tendance having fallen off.

The Bitumixous Region Lags

and

The Car-

progress.

in Institute

at-

Work

It is to be regretted that the bituminous regions are
far behind the anthracite in aggressive institute work.

It should be noted here that C. L. Fay has resigned from
the position he has filled most acceptably for so many
years as organizer of the mining work of the Y. M. C. A.
He assures his friends that
in the anthracite regions.

the work will not fail of success as

it is

now

AGE

Vol.

washhouses at the mines.

Farmers

roads are bad, and sidewalks

in

unknown

3,

No. 3

villages

where

drift into care-

ways of living and attire, which low standard is immediately raised as soon as clothing is not exposed to so
much unnecessary wear' and tear.
The Bureau of Mines is securing a sociologist. Consequently, we may expect, in the year to come, that the bureau will spread the good work in other states which has
been started in Pennsylvania. As its good offices have
taken first aid from a restricted area and made it naless

tional, so

perhaps we

may

in a year or

two find that, owing
found in almost

to the bureau's work, institutes will be

every large

camp

in the

A

firmly sup-

diion.

Mine Cave

Fatal

ported by the coal companies and has borne enough fruit
to assure the public of its value and practicability.
The school code of Pennsylvania permitting occupa-

old Court-Wright House, at Courtdale, hanging over a

good work at Ellsworth and NantiE. E. Bach, of the

cave hole, which swallowed up the heater in the cellar,
sending it down out of sight into the workings of the old

tional schools is doing

coke and probably in other places.
first

mentioned place,

The

the ])iuneer in such 'vork

is

Pi.AYGitorxD and

Plant at the

X(i.

iNnrsTiiiAL

In Pennsylvania a miners' compensation

bill

has been

expected that in the coming year something will be
it into law.
The corporations having a firm
footing are a unit in favor of some such legislation. The
smaller are doubtless not so favorable, but the act will
is

done to enact

pass nevertheless and the provision will
if

not for efficiency.

and honestly applied

Unless the act
it

will result

is

make

for safety,

carefully

in increased

1

slope

(iT llie

worded

nuilinger-

Kiiigstoii Coal Co..

There has been some com])laint that the miners of today
do not desire to earn more than a minimum wage, that an
increase of pay is always offset by
decrease of effort.
If the mining villages of the country are improved so
that the inhabitants of these backwoods towns can enjoy
a sort of semi-urban life, it is probable that the standard
;i

of living will rise continuously with (be rale of wages.

Sidewalks, places of public entertainnient and churches

and some furtbei- stimuhis to
appearance will be derived from the luiilding of

will tend in that direction

reminds the writer

Co., Supeeioe, Colo.

l>ut more <lisastrous cave in llie mines at
Stockton, about three miles east of Hazelton, on the night
It occurred after midnight, when all
of Dec. 18, 1869.
were asleep, burying the house, a large double block, oc-

Lupants and all and to add to the horror of the occasion,
the stoves overturned with the wreck, burning the bodies,
which were never recovered. A marble slab was placed
over the spot, bearing the names of the victims and dates
;

of their births, as follows:

Rough,

179e

Mars:<ii'Pt Rouph.
Isaac- Rough.

1.S37

Elizabeth

Relation of Industry to Well Being

Coal Age, showing the

of a similar

ing.

priilc of

in a recent issue of

Mine of the Pocky Moi-ntain Fuel

written by a commission appointed for that purpose and
it

The photo

is:i'j

ISBSI
EUzabcth Roui^h,
1S19
George .Swank.
1850
WiUiam Swank.
Later a neat iron fence was built about the inclosure,
and within it stands several weeping willows, the mountain winds whistling in common sympathy with their

drooping

A

leaves.

apparatus has been recently plaeeil on the
intenfled to he kept below ground
is
It
markets.
ready for use by miners threatened by fire or bad air.
Incased in this apparatus the miner could live for at least oneIialf hour, which would allow him to make his escape to some
ventilated part of the mine.
"^^eIf-resc^^e"

I-Inglish

A

'aimarv

l!^.
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WILKES-BARRE, PBXM.
is expected at many collieries in the anthracite
On and after this date, miners in Disfield after Feb. 1.
trict No. 1 are supposed to refuse to be lowered into the
engineer
at the colliery is not a member of
mines if the
the miners' union.
enforce
decision
to
a rule of this sort was reached
The
at a meeting of the grievance committee of the district, which
was held at Plymouth. President John T. Dempsey was not
present at the meeting, and he has made a statement in
which he says that such action cannot be taken because it
would be in direct- violation of the working agreement between miners and operators.
Despite this the ininers declare they will refuse to ride
on any carriage which is operated by an engineer who is not
.Such a decree is virtually
a member of the miners union.
a strike order, for the refusal to ride on a mine carriage not
operated by a member of the miners' union would mean that
the operation would be forced into idleness.
Mine leaders are putting forth their best efforts to prevent
the men from carrying out such a threat, but the spirit of
the miners just now is that every man about the colliery
must be forced into their union, and this desire for a closed
shop is backed by an agitation that is hard to control.
Hoisting engineers in the anthracite region have other
The protroubles aside from those relating to the union.
posed mine code of the state, which has been drafted and is
now receiving the consideration of the mine code commission,
provides that an eight-hour day be given to only those engineers at collieries where more than 200 men are employed.
The engineers have taken up the battle against proposed
legislation of this sort, and are advocating that instead of
placing restrictive amendments on the state law, it should
be altered so as to extend to all hoisting engineers, for
there are many who. besides hoisting men, rock, or coal from
one vein to another, have pumps and a fan to attend.
.\ppeals have been made to the members of the Mine Code
Commission not to wipe out the eight-hour law for all engineers, which the last legislature placed on the statutes.

Trouble

the county that is now exempt from taxation, ^.n his report.
Mr. Davies will set forth that there is between $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000 of coal in the county that is being freed from taxation under the name of squeezed and unminable coal.
He
contends that all of this coal is not only minable, but
being mined; and that coal companies are now working in
I)laces that are reported as being squeeded and worthless.
In his report he will explain his reasons for declaring this
coal accessible, and further will advise that the assessment
value be increased from .$150 to $300 per foot-acre. At the
last triennial assessment the county commissioners increased
the assessed valuation of coal from $67.50 to $150 per footacre.
Appeals were filed from this valuation, but later the
coal companies accepted it.
^VIIkes-Barre The strike of Lehigh Valley Coal Co. employees at Yorktown has been amicably settled and work
resumed. The strike was caused on account of the miners'
claim that not enough cars were furnished them under existing conditions to allow them to make a living wage. Superintendent Davies held a conference with the men and decided to abandon the hoisting of coal in No. 1 slope at Yorktown, and heri-after all coal mined in this district will be
run underground to the Jeanesville operations and prepared
at the Jeanesville breaker.
By this plan the men can .get
more cars, and No. 1 Yorlitown slope will be used only for
the lowering of timber and hoisting of rock.
The North End Coal Co., of Scranton, proposes to take an
appeal from the decree in favor of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co.. to the Supreme Court. By the
decree of the local court, the North End company was directed
to forfeit leases and contracts to two tracts in North Scranton, and to pay the plaintiff $46,528.59 damages for alleged
mining of coal not conveyed in the lease.

—

BitumiiioiiM

—

WaMhineton Martin
when a flywheel on

^Villiams, a fireman, lost his life Jan.
9
a generator engine at the mines of
the Clyde Coal Co., near Fredericktown, burst. The generator
is

a wreck and the engine

Vuiuntawn

A Clean Place
Officials of the

to Eat Iq

Lehigh Valley Coal Co. have erected

Jan.
a

mess

lunise at the Prospect Colliery for the use of all outside men.
Us value will be put to a thorough test, and if it is found to
be of real benefit to the men, the system will be extended to
every one of the Lehigh Valley collieries.
Vice-President
and General Manager P. M. Chase is deeply interested in the

scheme, and is watching it carefully, believing that the
mess house will fill a long-felt need of the men who are

employed outside at the collieries.
The mess room provides a clean place for the men to eat
their meals.
Sufficient room is given for all men employed
on the outside. It keeps them away from the dirt and dust
of the breaker, gives them comfort from bad weather, and
provides the means for a pleasant chat while the meal is
being enjoyed.

The rooms

will

hour the men

may

be so arranged that during their noon
read and smol<e, discuss any topics they

desire, and get a period of rest that will be beneficial to
for the afternoon's work.

Hot and cold runnin'? water
benches and tables for the use of

is

all

them

provided, and there are

employees.

PEXMSYI.VAXI.V
AnthriK'Ke

—

PottMvlltr
An accident at the McTurk colliery at Glrardresulted in a mine car being hoisted over the sheave.
fell and landed in the engine house.
It was several days

It

is

It

—

room badly damaged.
drawing coke from an oven

at

Orient

horrified to find the skeleton of a

thought that the

thrown

man.

man may have been murdered and

into the oven.

WK.ST VI KG

I IV I

—

CharleMton Five hundred miners of th.- Four States Coal
Co., at Dorothy, have struck.
Several mines are tied r \
and among them is one which has a contract to furnish 1000
tons of coal a day to the C. & O. R.R.
Rioting has again been resumed in the Paint Cret li district.
\ coal train was shot up and the tipple of the
.Standard mine of the Siipplint Coal Co. was set on fire.

ALABAMA
HlrniinBiiiim— 'Ph.- s.-mianniial examinali.in will \h- h.ll by
thf State IMining Board in the auditorium of tlie Chamber
of Commerce, Jan. 21-24, according to a stateiuent made
recently by Chief Mine Inspector Nesbitt.

—

XewcaHtle, Ala. The Pratt Consolidated Coal Co. will fire
& R.R. Co.'s coke ovens at once, for the
purpose of filling a 40,000-ton coke contract, which is to be
delivered within the next six months. About 250 ovens will
be placed In service, after a three years' idleness. This property has been recently acquired by the Pratt company. The

up the Milner Iron

contract

Is

said to involve a

sum

KK.N'I'I

ville

before work was resumed.
Incendiaries set fire to the barn of th.' liiadlng company
iit the Otto colliery,
Branchdale, Jan. 3.
It is believed that
the object was to handicap the operation of the mine.
.Srranton T. Ellsworth Davies, the mining engineer engaged by the county commissioners to ascertain and report
to them the quantity of coal In Lackawanna County that
should be subject to assessment, will make his report this
week
Mr. Davies, among other things, has been asked to
"nllghten the commissioner.s as to the total squeezed area In

— While

workmen were

3

of $250,000.

<KV

liOulHVllle— The organization of the Du Pont Coal Co.
with a capitalization of $6,000,000 Is expected to take place
not later than Feb. 1. when the Central Coal & Iron Co. Interests will be merged. It is said, with 30 smaller coal-mining companies In western Kentucky.
About 20 of these
smaller' companies already have signed articles binding them
to participate In the merger, according to reports.
They
will receive besides "oonds securing the entire value of their
property turned over. 10 per rent, of this value, as agreed
upon by both sides in new stock the proposed company will
issue.

COAL AGE
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The new company
of stoclc.
of bonds.

of wliicli

is

it

Vol.
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said to be planning to issue $3,000,000
own 60 per cent., and $3,000,000

will

This -merger is supposed to be only the preliminary
to the forming of a larger merger later on.
Whiteside A new variety of smokeless bituminous coal
has recently been uncovered, according to a report from
Whiteside, Ky., which is said to have been used in a test
at Atlanta with entire satisfaction to the smolie inspectors,
no smoke consumers having been used. The coal is mined by
the New Etna Coal Co.. and will be placed on the market as
The supply in sight is said to be abundant.
St. Anthony coal.
MadisonTllle With Mine Foreman H. D. Mason and a crew
%
of expert miners in charge,. United States Bureau of Mines
Safety Car No. 3 is at Madisonville, Ky.. for a week's stay,
demonstrating the most approved methods of handling coal
From Madisonville
and of preventing accidents in mines.
the car will proceed to Earlington and other western Kentucky points.

—

—

OHIO

—

Pomeroy The floods which raged on the Ohio River recently caused practically all of the mines in the Pomeroy
Bend district in Ohio to close down. One mine was operated
and that was a mine l)eIonging to the Maynard Coal Co.,
which was a considerable distance back from the river.
Considerable damage was done to property in that mining
district.

—

East liiverpool There is a well defined rumor circulating
Pennsylvania E.R. Co. will
soon extend the Powhatan branch of the C. & P. division to
a point near Martinsville, W. Va., bridge the Ohio River and
extend the line through undeveloped coal fields in "tt'est
in Wellsville to the effect that the

Dr. de Holl will be succeeded by Mr. Harry M. Urban, new
chief civil engineer of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co.
P. J. Friel. of Mahanoy City, has been appointed state
mine inspector in the Shamokin district, to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Martin McLaughlin.

Henry R. de Holl, of Birmingham, Ala., assistant superintendent of the byproduct coke-oven department of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co.. has resigned his position,
effective Jan. 10. 1913, to accept the position of superintendent of the byproduct coke-oven department of the Inland
Steel Co.. at Chicago, 111.
Arthur L. ^Ware, well known in the Kentucky and Tennessee coal fields as an engineer and machinery agent, has accepted a position with the Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago,
and will represent them in this territory. The Roberts &
Schaefer Co., through Mr. Ware, solicit the patronage of any
coal companies contemplating building new plants or remodeling existing equipment.
John J. McNulty, who has been inside foreman at the
Barnum Colliery of the Erie, has been transferred to the
Butler Slope section of the Butler Colliery, and George V.
O'Hara, who has been inside foreman on the Butler Slope
workings, will have charge of the Barnum. Mr. McNulty is
just recovering from injuries received in a cave in the robbing section of the Barnum Colliery.

Virginia.

—

Columbus The United States circuit court has decided
merger of the Hocking Valley with the Toledo &
Ohio Central and the Kanawha & Michigan R.R. and other
coal companies is illegal and must be dissolved.
It is expected that the Ohio state legislature will pass a
bill compelling operators of coal mines to pay their men on
the run-of-mine basis. The operators of the state will oppose
the law with every obstacle they can invent.

OBITUARY

that the

INDIA 3V A

—

Terrc Haute The leaders of the Mine Workers of Indiana are canvassing the vote for district officials this week.
The term of ofKce will be for two years for the first time
and will begin April 1. It is generally conceded that William
Houston will be elected president and that Charles Pox will

William R. Brasher, aged 33, assistant state mine inspector of Kentucky, died recently at the Norton Infirmary,
Louisville, following a surgical operation for a tumor.
Mr. Brasher was brought to Louisville from Earlington, Ky..
He was unmarried, and is survived by
for the operation.
in

two

sisters.

CONvSTRUCTlON NEWS

be reelected secretary.

—

l!:vansTiUe A fire has been raging in the Elberfield coal
mine since Dec. 27. The opening of the shaft has been covered with timber and dirt to smother the fire. It is feared
that the loss will be heavy. The mine employs S5 men.

ILLINOIS

—

The large coaling station
& Alton R.R. were burned Jan. 3.
not known. Loss $15,000.

Greenfield

Chicago
fire

is

buildings of the
The origin of the

—On

Dec. 31 B. E. Parcher filed an injunction in
the circuit court of LaSalle County against the Harrison Coal
Co., restraining them from obstructing the flow of a small
creek which runs through his land, and thence to the Vermillion River, Parcher claims that the obstruction of this
creek deprives him of his right of drainage.

Streator

MISSOURI

—Six

fifty miners, employed In the five
went on strike, Jan. 4, because
the officials of the company refused to discharge the superintendent and the pit boss of No. 19 mine, as the men demanded. OfHcials of the company refise to make any statement, except that they expect the men to return to work in
1 few days.

Joplln

mines of the

hundred and

Wear

Coal

Co.,

WISCONSIN

—Fire,

starting in the operator's cage of unload1, at the Carnegie coal dock, caused a damage
to the apparatus estimated at $75,000.

Snpcriur
ing rig No.

—

.

WASHINGTON

Spokane An extensive deposit of commercial coal has
been discovered within ten miles of the heart of Spokane.
The discovery has been made on a number of farms while
digging wells, the workmen having cut through beds running from 10 to 20 ft. in thickness. Local and eastern capitalists have placed $250,000 on deposit in the Spokane banks
to develop the find, should the pending negotiations with the
ov/ners of the land prove successful.

—

Duluth, Minn. The Pittsburgh Coal Co. has let contra.-ts
for two structures at its Dock No. 5, which is being rebuilt
at Allouez Bay.
The cost will be about $300,000.

—

Oak Creek, Colo.- The Tampa Valley Coal Co. is installing
a plant for the manufacture of eggettes or briquettes. The
machinery is valued at $50,000 and has been imported from
France. It is now being erected in Denver.
Millsboro. Ponn. W. H. Flint, of Pittsburgh, has purchased a tract of 49 acres facing Black Dog Hollow and
ground has been broken for a new coal plant. A modern
tipple and plant will be erected, and the mine equipped with

—

electricity.

—

BirminKbam, Ala. The Tennessee Coal, Iron S- R.R. Co.
repairing and overhauling its Oxmoor Furnace, and will
put it into blast about Feb. 1. after being idle since the fall
With this one in blast, every available furnace
of 1907.
of this company will be at work.
Morgantown, "W. Va. —-The new mines of the Crucible Coal
Co., near Rice's Landing, will soon be completed and it is
believed that many miners will be put to work within a short
Robert Holliday has been appointed superintendent
time.
of the Crucible company's works.
Nelson, Ky. The Nelson Creek Coal Co.. at Nelson, Ky.,
is

—

announces that

it

will

rebuild

its

coal

tipple,

which was

time avoiding the possibility
of an.v such mischance by making the construction fireproof.
The mine has a daily output of 600 tons.
Centrnlia. Penn. The Estey Coal & Mining Co., capitalized
at $750,000, has been organized with the intention of starting,
as soon as possible, actual development work on 500 acres of
The new company
coal land recently transferred to them.
is an organization of Portland and Los Angeles capital.
ConnellHvllle. Penn. The Bellevernon Coal & Coke Co. has
bought the Somers No. 1 mine, and proposes to erect 40 coke
ovens.
Twenty are almost completed and the others will
soon be ready. The company intends to dig pillar coal for
the present, as most of the solid coal has already been mined
recently destroyed

b.v

fire,

—

—

this

January
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Birmingham, Ala. With temporary tipples and top houses
where the structure was burned a tew weeks ago by
that did considerable damage, work has been resumed
at the Banner mines, in the western part of the county.
Something like 600 tons of coal daily will be attempted at
in place,

a

fire

the start.

—

The work of setting poles for the
Blartln's Ferry. Ohio
high-tension electric power lines from the plant at Brilrapidly. Mines between these
progressing
liant to this city is
two points will be the first to be supplied with current.
installed
in the plant and it is
being
2200-volt generator is
expected to be in operation in a short time.

new

A

—

Pittsburgh, Penn. The Cheat Haven & Bruceton Ry. has
begun the construction of S miles of track along the bank of
the Cheat River, from a junction with the Baltimore & Ohio's
The new railline in Fayette County, to Ice's Ferry, W. Va.
road is backed by the Kendall Lumber Co., which has 25,000
River tract.
Cheat
in
the
land
acres of coal and timber
Frank Cunningham is president and chief engineer of the

new

road.

—

The George M. Jones Co. is planning to
Bellaire. Ohio
develop its recently acquired tarritory along the Ohio &
It
U'estern R.R., west of Bellaire, on an extensive scale.
has been learned that the company is planning to open at
least 3 additional shafts on their property within the next
year. The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. is running broad-gage cars
on a siding from Wegee to the first opening, which has alreadj- been started.
Birmingham. Ala. The Pratt Consolidated Coal Co. has
leased the Montgomery County. Ala., convicts for the year

—

1913,

paying $17 per month each

in addition to

maintaining

and caring for them. The company will work them in their
Flat Top Mine, where they will replace .the Jefferson County
convicts, who will be worked on the county roads after April
The Montgomery County convicts have for the past
1. 1913.
few years been worked on the roads and in lumber and turpentine camps.
NashTllIe. Tenn. It is announced at Nashville, Tenn., that
the Tennessee, Kentucky & Northern R.R., formerly known
as the Overton County R.R., extending a distance of 16 miles
from Algood to Livingston, Tenn., is to build south' about
20 miles to connect at Sparta, Tenn., with the Nasliville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis Ry., and northward about 40 miles
to connect with the Kentucky & Tennessee Ry. at Rock
Creek, Ky., giving a sh"rt through route between Cincinnati,
Nashville and Birmingham, and rendering accessible an immensely rich coal and timber section now untouched by rail-

—

roads.

—

Knoxvllle, Iowa More than $500,000 has been spent on the
plant of the Indiana Consolidated Coal Co., in Dallas Township. It is estimated that the completed plant will cost little
short of three-quarters of a million dollars.
The shaft at
the Indiana works is 200 ft. deep and has a concrete lining
built around a framework of structural steel from top to
bottom.
The Indiana company has 1500 acres of coal land surrounding the shaft and controls 5000 additional acres. The
output of the mine will be 2000 tons a day. It is expected
that everything will be ready to commence operation by
Jan. 20.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
— The Deep Fork Coal
Mont. — The Tiger Butte

Henryetta, Okla.
$10,000.

Great
stock,

Falls,
$50,000.

Bonanza, Ark.

—The

Woodson Strickland Coal

Co.;

Mount Vernon,

Co.; capital

—The King City Coal & Mining Co.;
general mining business.
—
— The Red Eagle Coal Co.; capital stock,

III.

$35,000;

CharleNton, W. Va. The Hughes Creek Coal Co.; to Increase its capital stock from $75,000 to $125,000.

Montgomery,
$50,000.

Home

.\la.

offices

name

to the

—

Blockton,

Bibb County.

The Vermeo Coal & Coke
Dawson Fuel Sales Co.

DawHon, N. M.
Its

at

Co.;

to

change

—

WIlllamNlinre, Ky. The Mammoth Blue Gem Coal Co.; to
Increase Its capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000.

—

mine and deal

—
—
—

;

—

mines.

—

Connellavllle, Penn. The West Penn & Shenango Coal Co.:
capital stock, $1,000,000; to develop western Pennsylvania
tracts.
.\lbia,

$100,000.

Iowa

— The

Monarch Coal Mining Co.; capital stock,
J. W. Gilschrist, B. A. Harris, H. A.

Incorporators,

Harris.

—

Charles L.
Toledo, Ohio The France Coal Co.; $10,000.
France, H. E. Fayne, Lee J. Bronneman, G. H. France, Walter
H. Jeffery.
Altoona, Penn. Application will be made Jan. 28, 1913, by
Anthony W. Smith, Alfred C. Steward and Luther E. Lewis,
Richland Coal & Mining Co.
Connellsvllle. Penn. Application will be made, Jan. 24, for
a charter for the Connellsville Coal Co.; to mine coal, manufacture coke and sell both.
Columhn.s, Ohio The Taylor- Williams Coal Co.; capital
W. Moore, S. E. Ranney, J. M.
stock, $25,000. Incorporators,
Taylor, E. E. Learned. W. B. Runyan.
Creek
Coal & Brick Co.; capital
Buffalo
Y.
Xcw Yorlv, IV.
Incorporators: C. A. Smith, R. D. McDonald,
stock, $250,000.
Ingram,
Penn.
Meyer,
E.
Pittsburgh, Penn.; C.
Connellsvllle, Penn. The Consolidated Coal Co., of Baltimore, the Somerset Coal Co. and the Fairmont Coal Co. conCombined output, 10,000,solidate; capital stock, $31,750,000.
000 tons a year.
Viola, 111. The McCraney Coal Mining Co.; to change its
name to the McCraney Sand & Gravel Co.. and to increase its
capital stock from $10,000 to $25,000; principal ofBce changed
from Viola to Milan.
Hazard Coal Land Co.; capital stock, $100,Roanolie, Va

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

000;

minimum,

$10,000.

W.

L.

Brown,

president,

Bristol;

B. Fishburn, vice-president, Roanoke; D. D. Hill, Jr., secretary and treasurer, Roanoke, Va.
Belington, W. Va. The National Consolidated Coal Co.;
capital stock, $2,000,000; to operate several new mines in
West Virginia. A plan has also been announced to consolidate the leading southern coal companies under the name of
the Consolidated Coal Co.; capital stock, $12,000,000.
Johnson City, Tenn. A company, to be known as the Carter Coal Corporation, with a capital stock of $10,000,000, and
with general offices at Johnson City, Tenn., has been organized
by George L. Carter, of that place, for the purpose of developing his extensive coal holdinprs in Tennessee, Kentucky,
Virginia and West Virginia. Mr. Carter is president ot the
company, J. C. Stone is vice-president, and T. F. Davis, secreMost of the properties to be developed
tary and treasurer.
are along the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio and its proposed
extensions to Elkhorn, Ky. The company proposes the immediate opening of mines in nine counties, with the most
modern equipment. The aim of the promoters Is to produce
coal for the Panama Canal trade.
J.

—

—

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

capital

stock, $5000; to deal in coal.

capital stock,

—

Toledo, Ohio The France Coal Co.; capital stock, $10,000;
in coal and other mineral products.
Bnelihannon. ^V. Va. The Welsh Colony K.R. Co.; capital
stock, $5000; to own, improve and operate a railroad.
CharleNton. AV. Va. The Cheat River Hydro-Electric Co.
has changed its name to the Great River Hydro-Electric Co.
Wheeling, «'. Va. The California Erie Co. capital stock,
$5000; to acquire mines and mining rights, develop lands, etc.
The Briquette Coal Mfg. Co.; capital stock.
St. liouis. Mo.
SIOO.OOO; to manufacture briquettes, to own and operate coal
to

Co.; capital stock,

Coal
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Dover, Del. The Electric Coal Co.; capital stock, $100,000;
to buy. sell and deal In coal and all like products.

— F.

S. Chalfant and F. P. Stewart have
In Luzerne Township at $55 an acre.
employ 300 men.
ConnellHvlIIe, Pcnu. The Enterprise Realty Co. has sold
604 acres of coal land In Deep Valley, SprlnghlU Township,
to Fayette County parties at $100 an acre.

BroiTUHvllle, Tenn.

bought 475 acres of coal

Works

will be built to

—

—

Frankfort, Ky. According to the report of State Geologist
Hoenig, a practically virgin coal field ot fine proportions
River.
Is on the eve ot development along the upper Licking
Springfield, III, The proposed merger of the coal Interests of the Springfield district has been dropped tor the presPrices are considered too high for the earning powers
ent.

J. B.

—

of the plants.

—

ConnellMvllIp, Penn. The outflow of Connellsvllle coke has
Connellsvllle region Into unwonted ac-

awakened the upper

,
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tivity.

lunning
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full

in

regrion,

blast.

its

complete collective sense,

is

Martins Perry, Oliio Deputy Mine Inspector L. D. Devore has closed the Rush Run mine No. 3, of the Glenn's Run
Co., at Rush Run.
Mr. Devore says he has discovered
that the mining law was being violated in a number ct
places.
The mine will remain closed until the company has
complied with the law in regard to timbering and refuge
holes on the main passageway.

Mining

—

—

BulTalo. N. Y. The Sterling Coal Co., of Toronto, Ont., has
bought out the Conger Coal Co.. of that city, and will reorganize under the name of the Conger-Lehigh Coal Co., with
R. E. Gibson, of the Conger company, president, and A. R.
Gibson, acting manager.
The agency of the Lehigh Valley
Coal Co. will be continued and a large amount of bituminous will also be handled as before.

—

—

—

St. Louis, Mo.
The Santa Ff R.R. has purchased extensive
coal-mining properties at Lehigh, Okla., from the Missouri
Pacific R.R. Co.
The property consists of more than 10,000
acres of the most productive coal land in Oklahoma. Mines
now being worked are producing over 2000 tons a day. The
Santa Fe management intends to open two additional shafts
and increase the output to about 4000 tons a day.
Clarlvsbure, ^V. Va. It is understood that the Righter Coal
Co. has bought 136 acres of Pittsburgh coal and 86 acres
of Red Stone coal along the West Virginia & Pittsburgh division of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R., 1^ miles south of Lost
Creek. Grading for the sidetrack and switch is about completed, and the company: expects to be shipping coal within a
short time.
The property will be operated on the royalty

acre.

—

—

—

plan.

—

—

—

I.,.

—

—

—

and the main line of the Grand Trunk Pacific R.R. Steps
will be taken shortly to open the property for commercial
purposes.

—

Fairmont, W. Va. It is understood that a coal deal between M. A. Jollifte and the Little Kanawha Syndicate was
completed Jan. 4. As a result the holdin,gs, recently secured
by Mr. Jolifte, underlying some 1300 acres of land near Downs
It is underStation, have been transferred to the syndicate.

sum involved was close to $125,000.
The first consignment of coke arrived

stood also that the

—

at
Sharon, Penn.
the Fannie Furnace, Dee. 27, and the plant will be ready to
resume operations in a short time. Officials stated that the
furnace was to have been blown in Jan. 4. .\11 the machinery
has been overhauled and the plant is in flrst-class condition,
of the Steel Corporation.

—

Kernle. B. C. A snowslide has placed a damper upon
operations in the Fernie, B. C. coal district. Such an occurrence is very unusual, the weather ordinarily being cold
enough to prevent such a catastrophe. However, six lives
were lost and seven others were fatally injured while working in the Coal Creek mines of the Crows Nest Coal Co.
I'niontonn, Penn.— The Whyel Coal Co., which operates in
the Yukon district, Westmoreland County, has added over
100 acres to its holdings.
The latest purchase includes 3
tracts and Involves a sum of $35,000.
The mines in the Sewickley field are running full time and
the exten.'iive development has given the section the title Of
the "million-dollar coalfUld."

\o.

—

now

—

Waxhiu^rtou. Penn. A deal for the sale of 2500 acres of
coal has just been negrotiated by a syndicate of Pittsburgrli
men, for immediate development. The consideration exceeds
one-half million dollars.
Masslllon, Ohio Valley Camp Coal Co. has purchased
from the Akron Coal Co. the Columbia mine at this place.
The mine will be operated as heretofore, but will be known
as Valley Camp Coal Co., Columbia mine.
McDonald, Penn. McDonald Coal Co. has bought a farm
of 100 acres near Thomas Station on the Baltimore & Ohio
R.R., which is underlaid with a 6-ft. bed of Pittsburgh coal.
It is likely that mining operations will be begun in the spring.
I'niontuivn, Penn. It is reported that J. O. Clark sold 400
acres of coal land in Braxton County, W. Va., Jan. 2, to Edward Prickell, of Pittsburgh. The consideration was $40 an
acre.
Clark purchased the acreage 6 years ago for $10 an
.Vltoona, Penn.
The Bland-Cambria Coal Co., a newly
organized concern, has taken over the Black coal field at
Dougherty's Mines, at the terminal of the Altoona-Northern
R.R., for the purpose of developing it.
William H. Byers, of
Xew York, is at the head.
Elkins, \V. Va. The Elkins mines are running as full as
the scarcity of cars and men will permit.
It has been officially stated that 200 men could be used up the creek, and
that, while the car shortage Is not so serious as during the
past few weeks there is still a scarcity.
Og'den, Utah The Lion Coal Co. has completed the connecting line between its mines and the Union Pacific R.R. The
mines are located within 4 miles of Rock Springs, A.'yo.. and
are said to embrace 600 acres of the best coal land in the
district.
The company has begun to ship its product.
Sprins'fleld, 111.
It is stated that the New York Central
road has purchased a tract of 30,000 acres of coal land in
Montgomery County. This land will not be developed at
once, but will be held in reserve for future locomotive necessities.
The land is located along the line of the Big Four.
Connellsvllle, Penn.
F. Ruth is recently reported to
have closed a deal for SOO acres of Greene County Coal land,
which gives him nearly 2000 acres of coking coal along
Dunkard Creek. The tendency toward developing Greene
County coking coal is becoming more and more pronounced.
Harlan, Ky. The Harlan Coal Mining Co. is reported to
have sold to the Clover Fork Coal Co. a tract of 500 acres of
land immediately adjoining the latter's tract at Kitt's. The
entire consideration is said to be between $40,000 and $50,000,
and to rfepresent a good advance in the value of the land.
AVheeling, AV. Va. The miners at the Virginia Hill mine,
at T^afferty, resumed work, Jan. 6, after an idleness of two
weeks. It is stated that the operators notified the men that
they would have to return to work or vacate the company
houses.
Upon the advice of their officials they returned to
work.
Edmonton, Alta. Official announcement has been made
that Dr. R. Hoppe, of San Francisco, has acquired 28,160
acres of coal land in western Alberta, between Grand Prairie

Vol.

—

.

Cliarleston, AV. Va. The Kanawha Coal Operators' Association has addressed a letter to the Interstate Commerce
Commission complaining about the treatment accorded tiie
Kanawha coal operators by the New York Central, the
Chesapeake & Ohio and the Hocking Valley Rys. It is complained that the independent operators along the Kanawha
& Michigan cannot fill half their orders because they are

not given cars.

—

Missoula, Mont. Butler Creek Coal Co., of Missoula, Mont
has discovered a large deposit of lignite coal on their property.
County Clerk F. W. Kuphal, head of the company,
states that the find was made after a tunnel of 30 f*. had been
dug. and the discovery leads the stockholders of the company to believe there is coal on every acre of the 1920 which
they hold under lease. They expect to have the product on

market before spring.
The Monitor Oil Co. is reported to have
struck a 4-ft. seam of fine coal while drilling for oil at a
The coal was struck at a
point 3 miles northeast of here.
depth of 419 ft. and is of superior quality, with a good roof
and no watc to contend with.
Probabilities are that arrangements will be made to mine
it at once.
The new find was made on the Lake Moore propthe

AVeleetlia, Olila.

erty,

close to

tlie

—

railroad track.

—

Grand Forlis, N. D. A big effort is being made to put
lignite coal on the market in such a form that it will be conThe Northern Briquetting Co., of
venient for handling.
Minot, will at once erect a large factory for pressing lignite
coal into small briquettes.
Heretofore companies have been organized with too

little

capital, but it is expected that the new company will be able
to make an exhaustive test of the marketable qualities of the
coal.

—

Cape Breton, X. S. The Dominion Coal Co. has commenced to pump out the workings of the Old Victoria mine,
which vi'as closed down in 1S97. The colliery produced 100,000 tons in that year, and it is expected to obtain an output
as soon as the workings are unwatered. The unworked area
The coal seam is 7 ft.
of this colliery is chiefly submarine.
thick, inclined at an angle varying from 20 to 30 degrees.
The same company also intends to open up the Emery seam
The upper seam is exhausted, and
at their No. 3 Colliery.
the existing plant will be utilized to mine the lower seam,
which is between 4% ft. and 5 ft. in thickness. The longwall m.thod will be used.

—

It has recently become known
that
\Vlieellnie, W. Va.
the Number Eight Coal Co. has purchased the old Wabash
Coal Co.'s mine, north of Dillonvale. The mine has changed
hands 3 or 4 times during the past 5 or 6 years, and it is
The deal
stated that it has never been profitably operated.
includes several hundred acres of good coal, miners' homes
and other physical property. The price paid has not been

made

public.

For several years past the Number Eight Coal Co. has
been buying up coal properties in eastern Ohio. During the
past year it has acquired a number of good mines and valuable coal lands in Belmont County.

January
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UBNKRAL REVIEW
becoming steadily easier, due to
the slightly better receipts and to a lessened demand from
Because of the absence of more seasonable
consumers.
weather, all householders have saved from one to two tons
so far this season, and the combined aggregate of these small
lots makes an enormous tonnage.
The future of the anthracite trade holds out excellent
There is just
possibilities: in fact, it never looked better.
a sufficient shortness in supply to stimulate the market to a
normal, or possibly a little more than normal, activity. This
also keeps the buyers a little anxious and on the lookout for
tonnages, which is an essential feature of a good market.

The hard-coal situation

is

Detention in the Eastern coastwise bituminous trade is
and shippers are able to promise fairly prompt
loading; as a consequence, there are more sales and for larger
tonnages. The demand is somewhat stronger for spot shipments on the better grades, as a result of which quotations
are up slightly: consumers of these are still being compelled
to fill out their requirements with the oft grades. The milder
weather has also relieved the car situation, and there are few
complaints about slow movement.
Nearly all the river mines in the Pittsburgh district have
been closed by the high water, which has also interfered
with railroad operations and caused a local shortage of equipment for loading. Minimum contract prices are being well
maintained and quotations on slack are firmly established
at a level well ovei- contract figures. The holida.vs and floods
have both interfered with production to such an extent that
it is difficult to form a reliable opinion on the soft-coal situation, but it seems reasonable to believe that stocks are
rather low and the market consequently on a firm basis.
In spite of the unfavorable weather conditions in Ohio the
trade has been fairly strong and the movement good; the
unseasonable weather has had a tendency to soften the domestic grades, but the steam sizes are in heavy demand, and the
consumers are attempting to obtain surpluses. The same
condition as regards domestic sizes applies also to the Southern markets, whei'e some claims are being advanced that the
winter is already over. The steam market, however, is strong
in every department with the railroads taking their maximum
tonnage on contracts and even confiscating consignments.
The Middlewestern market is uncertain and spotty. Some
appearance of real winter weather had a tendency to tighten
the situation up, but increased shipments has prevented a rise
less severe,

The best feature in the market is the steam grades,
which are relatively firm and in big demand. A heavy snowstorm in the Rocky Mountain region, with accompanying
landslides and dela>*s in transportation, has created an
active demand, but prices are unchanged.
in prices.

BOSTOX, MASS
Pocahontas and New River, for spot shipment, are up in
from a week ago; the demand is stronger in all directions, and loading conditions at Baltimore are rather worse
than heretofore. There are also more sales and for larger
tonnages, as a few of the agencies are working out of the
vessel detention at Hampton Roads and are in position to
promise fairly prompt loading. By far the most of the clearances are still on contract, however, and It will be a long
time before all the shippers have caught up on season obligations.
Prices for distribution Inland are on about the
level that ruled last month and there is only a scattering
market at the higher quotations. The shortage of Georges
Creek is the most notable feature of late and several of the
large corporations that ordinarily depend on that source of
supply are still being compelled to buy Pennsylvania grades
to keep them going, supplemented by what spot shipments
can be had from Hampton i-oads.
The market for ordinary grades at New York has sagged
a little in response to the renewed offering of Pocahontas
and New River, but there are only small quantities available
and the speculative business is largely confined to shippers who have sizeable contracts on which coal can be used
before charges accrue.
All-rail movement has been seriously affected, not only by
an increasing shortage of cars but lately by floods In southern Pennsylvania and In West Virginia.
Several Important

mil
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groups of operations have been put out of commission and
that, together with the two or three days of cold weather
served to give impetus to the demand for spot coal at the
transfer points; $1.75@1.95 is the market for this delivery.
There is more inquiry for transportation and several charters
have been made at 80c., Norfolk to Boston.
Anthracite conditions here are somewhat easier. Dealers
are in better shape in the larger cities, due partly to slightly
better receipts but chiefly to a slackened demand from the
consumer.
The New York companies are sending a better
volume of coal, but all the difficulties and restrictions as to
sizes and kinds still prevail.
Pea has joined stove as a
size that is very haid to get.
The call for premium anthracite fluctuates with the weather.
With the absence of
any prolonged cold this market would probably squeeze by
without any great distress.
Current wholesale quotations are as follows:
Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,
Clearfields,
Clearfields,
Clearfields,
Clearfields,

New
New
New

River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads.
River, on cars, Providence
River, on cars Boston

S3

.

4,5.3(a

mine

f.o.b.

en route, f.o.b. mine
f.o.b. Philadelphia

4.75

2.9.1® 3.25
3.25® 3.50
7.25® 7.40

Anthracite, delivered alongside Boston..

.NEW'

$3. 60

1.65® 1.90
1.75@ 2.00

ba.sis

New York

f.o.b.

,50(5'

4.50® 4.75

YORK

— The

soft-coal market is practically unchanged
and still continues at the relatively high level of last week.
There was a slight appearance of a tendency to ease oft early
in the week, but this was only temporary and was immediately succeeded by a resumption of the previous hard conditions.
No'w that the operations in the mining regions have
once again got under "way, aftei" the holiday suspension, there
appears to be a little more coal offering at the mines. This
is not. ho'wever, having any effect en the local situation, as
the demand remains strong, and there has been considerable
pressure for coal at South Amboy.
As most of the fuel contracts expire Apr. 1, there is some
activity in contracting at the present time.
Operators are
showing a determination to procure higher prices for the next
year, and are holding firmly for advances of from 10c. to 25c.
over the prevailing figures. In this connection it might be
stated that the selling agencies are to be complimented in the
fair and equitable manner by which they have dealt with
their contract customers during the past year.
In spite of
the relative high price level prevailing through the last few
months of the year, by which the companies might have
added materially to their profits by disregarding their contract obligations and entering the spot market, they have
in most instances adhei-ed rigidly to these obligations.
Both the anthracite and bituminous prices continue firm
at the following n-Uitively high lev.-l:
llitdDiinoiiN

Anthracite

price

Circular

Broken*
Chestnutt
Pea*

$5

(X)

5.50
2.75
2.75
2.50
2 25

Buckwheat**
Buckwheatt

Rice**
195
Ricet
Barleyt
75
1
* Scranton and LchJKh.

Bil

Individual
Virginia, steam $3
Fair grades, Penna.
3
grade, Penna...
3
3
3

10
6.00(ajfi 15
3. 7.5® 4 55
2, 7.5® 2. SO

40® 2,50
2.M®i2 .SO
1

.

.

85C'i(

1

9.5

2r,(<i'

1

.50

** .Scranton.

t Lehigh

in the

.

.

Best miller, Penna
Georges Creek

2

1

.

.

Good

.

— Mining operations

AnthracMe

West

»5.00®5

and

25® 3. 35
25® 3. 35
35@3.50
4C@3.50

.Schuykiil.

anthracite fields were

seriously curtailed over the holiday period, and since that
time by celebrations among the foreign element, ."nd can only
now be said to have resumed in full blast. The effects of thl.s,
however, have not made any material change In the local
situation, which still continues hard, and is the source of considerable anxiety, although not by any means as acute as
was the case a month or two ago. In fact, the present
anxiety Is confined more to dealers who are loaded up with
high-priced speculative coal, which they are now beginning
to fear they will not be able to dispose of at a profitable
figure.

Pea, stove and chestnut are In short supply and heavy
demand, and are the leading features In the hard-coal mark( t.
Nut is still about normal, with egg quite plentiful and
broken a trifle short. The weather still contlnue.s to be the
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controlling feature in the market and pending no change in
this respect a break in hard coal can hardly be looked for
before March.

Vol.
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No. 3

cars this condition is extremely difficult to meet. We quote:
Prompt furnace, $4; contract furnace (nominal), first half,
$3.25(5 3.50; year, $3@3.25; prompt foundry, $4.25@4.50; contract foundry, $3.25@3.75.

PHILADELPHIA, PEXN.
The unusually open weather conditions that have prevailed in this vicinity, with only an occasional touch ot real
winter, has done more to relieve the situation as far as supIt is
plies of coal are concerned, than any other factor.
safe to say that anywhere from one to two tons of coal have
been saved each householder, and this explains why, notwithstanding the unusual demand for coal, everyone seems to be
able to get a supply within a fairly reasonable time.
It has been the case, generally, all through the season that
when it was absolutely necessary to have fuel, orders were
filled, not promptly by any means, but without any unusual
delay, except for certain sizes; the supplies received by the
A
dealers have just enabled them to cover to this demand.
heavy snow storm or the cessation of traffic on any of the
railroads centering in this city, would have soon shown to
wliat extent this locality was in danger of discomfort or
possibly a famine, as regards supplies.
There has been but one fall of snow thus far, which
interfered little with deliveries, but a heavy storm, coupled
•with any freezing weather, is likely to bring about the
condition, which the dealers have been anticipating the enSupplies of stove, chestnut and pea, do not
tire season.
seem to be improving. Local offices of the large operators,
and the individuals as well, are still besiged by the dealtheir orders
ers, urging completion or partial fulfillment of
The future of the anthracite business has never looked so
bright at the beginning of a new year as it does at the
present time, and the dealers would consider conditions perreasonable disfect, if they could only keep up to within a
tance of their orders. Egg is getting to an easy stage, and
other sizes. Shipments
is now used as a substitute for the
the former,
of the latter are contingent upon orders for
and even the first intimations of cutting prices on this size
who ships
operator,
individual
large
have been heard. One
orders for egg
largely to this market, indicated that their
if the
concessions,
spells
this
and
coal were all completed,
current production cannot be handled.

PITTSBURGH, PENN.
Bituminous Production of coal continues to be interfered
High water last week closed nearly all the river
with.
interfered
mines, and these are not yet again running. It also
shortage.
with railroad operations and produced a fresh car
While the weather has not been conducive to a heavy demand
more
been
has
for domestic coal, production on the whole
interfered with, resulting in prices for prompt coal being
established at a level measurably above the minimum con-

Slack has commanded a slight premium for
prices.
some time, and in the past few days this has been quite
heavy, small lots for spot shipment bringing $1.50, or 60c.
above the contract price. Mine-run and screened coal are
regularly quotable at 20c. to 30c. above circular prices, making mine-run $1.50@1.60. The anomaly of slack bringing as
much as mine-run in some instances is explained by the fact
of stoker-using consumers being caught short and requiring
The regular minimum contract prices are being
the slack.
well maintained, and on contracts for six months' premium
of 5c. to 10c. have been obtained in several instances in the
The regular minimum contract prices remain
past week.
as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut. $1.05; nut and slack. $1.25; minerun. $1.30; %-in., $1.40; 1^-in., $1.55 per ton at mine, Pittstract

burgh

district.

The undertone of the market is strong and operators express more confidence in the future, from the standpoint of
financial results, than they have for two years or more. Demand is expected to be good throughout the year, and a
heavy demand in the lake trade is regarded as assured.
('onnellHville Coke
The coke market is rather dull and
lifeless, and in sharp contrast with some of the predictions
were
which
made of a special shortage. At various times
since the beginning of the holidays $4 has been shaded on
prompt furnace coke, the market occasionally dropping to
$3.80 for a day or two.
In the past few days there has been
a slight stiffening, and $4 is regarded as the minimum, but
there is little demand at this figure. Demand has also been
light as to contract furnace coke, some furnaces which were
inquiring having apparently lost interest. In the case of idle
merchant furnaces, the definite statement is now made that
nothing will be done unless coke can be had at lower figures,
or pig iron advances. Genuine foundry coke continues scarce.
Much furnace coke is being shipped on contract, and there Is
little,
if
any, really standard foundry coke available for
prompt shipment. There may be 72-hour coke available, but
It is likely to run high In sulphur, and as to shipment In box

—

BALTIMORE, MD.
Toward the

latter

part of the week, the market eased
the exceptionally unseasonable weather
conditions which have prevailed.
Prices, however, did not
undergo much change because of the fact that there was
a shortage of the coal, due to the fact that hundreds of
miners did not resume work during the previous week.
One of the features of the week was the spot-line business, the demand being much greater than at tide, with
slightly better prices.
At the beginning of the week the
$2 quotation for the low grades was well maintained, but
toward the close consumers purchased in any quantity at
prices ranging from $1.80 to $1.90.
The weather which has prevailed in Baltimore all through
the second week of the new year, was more like summer
than winter.
Such conditions, however, were conducive to
favorable train movements, and there was no complaint at
all about slow deliveries.
The car situation is far better
than some weeks ago, and many of the roads are ordering
additional equipment to take care of increasing business.
The Baltimore & Ohio is now negotiating for 1000 additional
slightly

off

due

to

cars.
It

is stated that there was a marked falling off in the
for anthracite, but dealers say that a cold spell
revive their business.

demand
will

BUFFALO,

JT.

Y.

The bituminous market is active and all members of the
trade look for an advance in prices soon, unless the production can be increased materially. It is hard to say at present
just how production and consumption will line up eventually
as conditions have been so abnormal lately. The holidays cut
down both, and then mining was brought to a standstill by
the floods. The car shortage is still present and promises to
continue, in spite of the fact that it has let up in most
other branches.
Some of the jobbers are already asking an advance of 10c.
to new customers and this will be general soon if present
conditions hold. There is no surplus coal anywhere. In fact,
the stringency in bituminous is now greater than it is in
anthracite, some sections being at times in fear of an actual
famine.
The lack of motive power is accountable for the shortage as much as anything. Some of the towns across the
Niagara in Canada are blocked; the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo R.R. has for several days refused to take at Welland
any coal, except fuel, for the Canadian Pacific, and other
roads have since followed. Again the roads themselves have
no fuel supply ahead and shippers never know where their
consignments will go.
There is a heavy call this way for low-volatile coal for
office-building fuel and this is made all the more active by
the anti-smoke agitation, which is doing "what it can to
shut off coal smoke. Mayor Fuhrman, of Buffalo, In a message to the city council recommended that all the railroads
entering the city be forced to electrify their passenger terminals.
It woulS be hard, though, to cut off this class of
smoke without making the abolition general.
The promise of winter weather lately added firmness to
all coal prices, but that has now passed off and the rainy
conditions have returned. For about the first time the coal
This was true of
trade is fairly welcoming mild weather.
the anthracite trade only, but it is now extending to bituminous also, on account of the slow running of the railroads.
Bituminous quotations for the week were $3 for Pittsburgh lump, $2.85 for three-quarter. $2.75 for mine-run and
Allegheny
$2.50 for slack with a strong upward tendency.
Valley prices continue about 25c. lower than Pittsburgh. Coke
strong
at
$6.25
for
best
Connellsville
fairly
is active and
foundry.
all

The demand
easy.
The

for anthracite is strong, with only egg at
price of independent, for the stove sizes is
which is the best gage of that

from $1 to $1.25 over circular,
market at present.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
There are reports of some of the larger steam users attempting to accumulate a surplus to guard against an
emergency, especially an acute car shortage or congestion.
But their efforts have not been very strong and surpluses are
Dealers stocks are said
the exception instead of the rule.
to be rather light for the season of the year and lower temperatures are expected to bring about a rush of orders for
immediate shipment. The Chicago market is fairly strong

—

.

January

18,

the railroads is a thing of the past.
One of the best features of the trade is the good demand
for the small sizes.
Nut, pea and slack and coarse slack are
all strong in every mining district of the state and spot
orders are taken at a high figure. The supply of that sort of
coal appears to be limited.
Retailers are having some difficulty in making deliveries
because of the slippery condition of the streets.
Retail
prices are firm at the levels which have prevailed for some
time.
Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

Kanawha

ISO

$2 00

$1.70

S2.25
2 00

.W
20
40
1.00

1.25
1.15

Hocking
S2.00

Domestic lump
f-inch

Nut

1
1

170

2.(X)

1

Nut, pea and slack
Mine-run
Coarse slack

25
35
1.10

1

1

1.40
1.00

mines:
Mine

Freight
.

.

Pittsburgh No. 8.

Goshen No.
Coshocton

6.

.

.

Pocahontas coal

is

Rat«

J-in.

Run

Slack

SI. 00

SI. 35

SI. 25

$1.10

90
0.70
70

1.20
1.45
1.75

1.10
1.35
1.50

quite

scarce.

20
1.20
1.30
1

Lump and egg

is

the fullest possible extent.

The pressing demand

for steam coal coupled with the
production due to high water in the vicinity of
Pittsburgh and Wheeling will undoubtedly keep the market

curtailed

some

time.

BIRMINGH.iM, ALA.
The temperature has been high for this season of the
year, and some claim that the winter is already over and
that spring will be with us within six weeks.
Although
prices are still firm, both the domestic and steam situation
To many of the mines this situation
Is just a bit easier.
There is ample business for all as the
is a great relief.
railroads are taking

maximum tonnages

on contracts placed
in this district, and in some instances they were compelled
This was esto confiscate coal just after the holidays.
pecially true of railroad lines not touching the coal fields.
The coke market remains strong in all its departments.
The iron melt in the South is breaking all previous high
records and this has reflected directly in the foundry coke
trade.

I,Ol

little

within the week.

Although

the weather man has been predicting cold
waves, none have
arrived, but one is again said to be immediately
ahead of us.
Prices hold steady at the recent slight declines.
The weather
is giving retail dealers a chance
to stock up as consumption
has been light under moderate temperature. The
car situation is. on the whole, satisfactory, and
operators are not complaining.
While the domestic consumption has been below
the average at this season, the demand for steam
grades is
good. The movement of coal from the East shows
some falling off. Mines are not working full time, but
are averaging
well.

quoted at $2.50; run-of-mine. $1.35, and slack, 90c. f.o.b. mines;
$2.50 is quoted on Massillon Hi -in. lump at the mines.
Foundry coke is selling at $4.50 and furnace at $4 f.o.b. ovens.
While the car supply has been less stringent since the
holidays, railroads continue to use every possible means to
expedite the movement of their equipment.
They are also
impressing upon shippers the necessity of loading all cars to

firm for

light stocks of this grade throughout the territory.
These
now selling in the Jellico district at $2.50(02.75; Straight
Creek and Holland Field, $2@2.25; Illinois 6-in. lump and egg,
$1.40 per ton f.o.b. mines.

are

IXDIAN.VPOLIS, IND.

a slight curtailment in domestic shipments, but this condition
will have little effect on the market.
Present wholesale quotations are as follows per short ton

.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
The conditions here have changed little during the past
three to four weeks, and there is a light demand on all grades
of coal throughout the entire section.
While there is no
surplus to speak of, the prices have gradually gone lower
from time to time, and now that the car situation is improving, it looks as though there will be a weak market for the
balance of the season, unless weather conditions make the
aemand heavier and shipping conditions
worse. Prices on west
Kentucky coal are practically unchanged. East TennesseeKentucky coals have held fairly well, inasmuch as there were

Conditions have changed

With the comparatively mild weather prevailing, no particular change in the market has resulted.
Producers report

District

135

grades should bring at this time. Mine-run ranges between
$1.10@1.25, and nut and slack has been sold as low as 60c.,
and on up to SO @ 85c. Western Kentucky prices on the steam
grades are ruling as high or higher than those in eastern
Kentucky, which is unusual. There is an abundance of river
coal available, as has been the case all winter.

20

1

CLEVEL.IND, OHIO

Youghiogheny

.

COAL AGE

1913

which aids in maintaining quotations in the Buckeye state.
The steam trade is by far the strongest point in the marThe requirements of the larger manufacturing plants
l5et.
are heavy and railroads are also taking a larger tonnage to
move a good freight business. There is no indication of a
let-up in industrial activity and as a result steam contracts
are good; renewal of contracts, which expire at this time, are
being made on a slightly higher basis as a rule.
At least
the reign of exceedingly cheap fuel contracts on the part of

f.o.b.

.

ISVIM,K, KY.

There has been a substantial slump in the local market
not so much in prices, although they have naturally fallen
Many operators, in consequence, are simoft, as in demand.
ply not offering coal, rather than be compelled to take summer prices or thereabouts for their product.
This situation is largely due to the fact that the holiday
lay-off permitted the accumulation of a large supply of cars.
Kven the largest operators have, therefore, been able to load
"ut their entire capacity for the past week or ten days, with
the result that buyers have all the coal they want, and are
The average Industrial concern
largely out of the market.
has no storage capacity to speak of, and consequently gets
along on a more or less hand-to-mouth basis, taking only
enough coal to answer its immediate requirements when there
is a plentiful supply, and staggering along on the verge of
famine when there is any shortage whatever.
Owing to the conditions noted, prices are extremely uncertain, and cover a wide range between one sale and another.
Block Is selling f.o.b. mines In eastern Kentucky at
|2@2.25, and it is hard to say just what other domestic

The following represents closely the Indiana mine prices,
Indianapolis prices being 50c. higher, to cover freight:
* °"°?-™°-.
G°l
Nos. 5 and 6 mine-run
No 4 steam lump, 1 i-m
'^o-

S"*'
Egg.
Domestic lump 2i-m
•*

SllO
1 00
1.25
1.30
.

1

.40

Domestic lump

5-

and

6-in

Screenings, No. 4
Screenings No. 5 and 6 ...
.

$1 .65
70

.

'

i! i'
60
Washedcoal, Nos. 1&2..S1.75B)2 00

Brazil block

1.50

'

2 20

DETROIT, MICH.
Bituminons— A few weeks of most discouraging weather
created a congestion of both steam and domestic fuel,
and
caused a decided weakness in the coal market but operators are now highly elated because of the change.
There has been no improvement in the domestic trade
for the past week which is attributed to the mild weather;
dealers seem to be stocked to their utmost. The steam trade
seems to be a little stronger and some of the large manufacturers are making inquiries as to closing of contracts.
The prevailing prices for today are as follows:
W.Va.
Splint

Domestic
lump...

.

Kgg
Nut
-}-lump.

.

.

Mine-run,
Slack

.

$1,60

COAL

126
Price
?6.50@6.

house

sked for coke are; Connellsville and Wise County,
byproduct, egg, stove and nut. $5.75(a6; gas

$6.

MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAVL

During the past week the weather has been a great deal
more favorable to the coal trade than at any time previous
However, conditions have not changed matethis season.
rially, and coal in nearly all grades is to be had in plenty
and can be bought at a low price, considering the period of the
Another week or two of this cold weather is what
year.
dealers are hoping for. and if it does come, conditions will
be greatl.v changed.
Prices are uncertain and spotty on nearly all grades.
Illinois screenings are selling at fairly good prices, in fact,
much stronger than during the previous five or six weeks.
for Illinois steam lump and mine-run has been
While some of the larger Franklin
steady, with prices firm.
County operators have been trying to hold at $2 for lump
and egg. they have been practically forced by the smaller
mines to sell for $1.75, and in some cases for $1.50.
Demurrage coal is reported at nearly every terminal between here and the mines and lower prices than the above

The demand

have been made to move same. Reports from Illinois mines
bear out the fact that the car supply is much better than
heretofore.

ST.

LOl

IS. >M>.

Louis experienced a sleet storm during the past weeli:
the rain, which started in Sunday morning, turned to sleet
Sunday night, and continued for a day or so. However, this
did not have a tendency to advance prices on Carterville
coal any, although Standard went somewhat higher Monday.
On Tuesday prices on all grades went up, and continui d
that way throughout the week, until Saturday, when there
was considerable Carterville offered at lower prices than it
had been selling for all week. This was due to the operators
and shippers wanting to clean up over Sunday.
However, during the week prices were made for only a day
at a time, the operators and jobbers hoping that each day
would see an advance, but there wap no material change after
Prices to the country trade were made for wire
Tuesday.
St.

acceptance only.
The prevailing prices are;
Carterville

AGE
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3,

No. 3
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The following

is

a list of abbreviations used below;

= A.E.G.-Ztltung,
Rev. — American Labor legislation Revue.
Ann. Mines = Annales des Mines.
Ann. Mines Belgique = Annales des Mines de Belgique.
Austral. Min. Stand. = Australian Mining Standard.
Berg-Huttenmann. Rdsch. = Berg- und Huttenmilnnische
Rundschau.
Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. = Bulletin .\merican Institute
Engineers.
Mining
of
Can. Eng. = Canadian Engineer.
Can. Min. Jl. = Canadian Mining Journal.
Chem. Eng. — Chemical Enginter.
Coll. Guard. = Colliery Guardian.
Comp.-Air Mag. = Compressed Air Magazine.
Compt. Rendus Acad. Sc. = Comptes Rendus de Academic
A.E.G.-Ztg.

Am.

I^ab. l.egis.

1"

(!es

Sciences.

=

Electrical Engineering.
EI. Jl. = Electrical Journal.
El. Kraftbetr. = Electrische Kraf tbetriebe und Bahnen.
Eng. Contract. = Engineering Contractor.
Eng. Min. Jl. = Engineering and Mining Journal.
El.

Eng.

Ind.

= Handel und

Industrie'

Mar. Eng. — International Marine EngineeringMetal = Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
Volkswirt = Internationaler Volkswirt.
Iron Coal Trades Rev. = Iron and Coal Trades Review.
Jl. See. Chem. Ind. = Journal of the Society of Chemical
Int.

Inst. Min.

lit.

Industry.

Ind. Engin. Chem. = Journal of Industrial and EngineerinsT Chemistry.
Jl. Royal Sec. Arts = Journal of the Royal Society of Arts.
Jl. S. Afr. Inst. Eng. = Journal of the South African Institute of Engineers.
Kohle Erz - Kohle und Erz.
LumiJre El. -- l>umif^re Electrique.
Jl.

Min. Eng. = Mining Engineer.
Mines Minerals = Mines and Minerals.
Min. Sc. Press = Mining and Scientific Press.

I

vol. 104. 2706. p. 93S-9.

"Am.

loc.

50c.

Kucoesses of the Tradi- Union Movement in Mining.
folge der Gerwerkschaftsbewegung im Hergbau.)

(ErS

vo.

^^P- Cologne 1912
Christl. Gewerkschn ftsverlag.
50c.
Shadow of a Great Strike: The Miners'
Samuel Gompers. ".\ni. Pederationist." vol. 19. Victory.
7
1912
(

Soz.-Technik = Sozial-Technik.
Slahl Eisen = Stahl und Eisen.
Stein-Braunkohle = Stein und Brauiikohle.
Tech. Rdsch. - Technische Rundschau.
Techn. "Wirtsch. = Technik und Wirtsc-haft.
Tckn. Tidskrift = Teknisk Tidskrift.
Trans. Min. Inst. Scot. — Transactions of Mining Institute
of Scotland.
Trans. Inst. Min. Eng. = Transactions of the Institute of

Mining Engineers
Trans. Manchester Geol. Min. Soc. = Transactions of the
Manchester Geological and Mining Society.
Ung. Mont. Ind. = Ungarische Montanindustrie und Han-

delszeitung.
Z.

Z. El.

50c.

List of Patents

Granted by the German Patent Office In 1911
<|em kaiserl. Patentamt Im J. 1911
er."'m
"t^^.^''.'' yPublished by the German Patent
r.m "-"o2 ^?'''"„'^'i>
Office.
pts. 906 p. Berlin, Hevmann. 1912.
%\'>
Mining Law Development. H. C. & L. H. Hoover. "Eng. Min
Jl.
vol. 94. IS p. 823-5.
(The early growth of min ng
'"?'\l''"iils widening rights at the expense of
h
#,^r
*° restrict the Individual
fm the
th. J^i./,?''
J'V
lot
good ofV'?^*''^^y
the State.)
.'

A New

5("c

14.

p.

191-5

^ «eh'T,i?,''^''*'*A/?.^''fr"
'^"^ Mining Exhibition
'^''"lY
at F%s°e"n
b.ssen.
.Schultze.
(Mittellungen ueber einige auf der
^'^

Ausstellung
zu
"Bergbau." 1912.

Essen

27.

p.

p.

390-2.

fiir

Dampfkessel und

fiir

Elektrotechnik uiid i.Iaschin-

t.

ibt;i

rei

— GEOLOGY

Coalfield.
The .\ssociated
"Coll. Guard." vol. 1U4.

Rocks and the
27111;.

p.

940-1.

Stratum

Map

'f Workable Mineral Deposits.
Everfiing. H. (Karte
der nutzbaren Lagerstaetten Deutschlands.) H. Baumann
& F. Schutiiemanu, 1911. Geolog. Landesanstalt, 1912.
M3.
(Group: Prussia and neighboring Federal States.
Pt. 1 contains sheets: Cleeves, Wesel, Muenster (Westphalia) Erkelenz, Duesseldorf. Arnsberg, Aachen, Cologne, Siegen Malmedy, Cochem and Coblenz. Two tables,
introduction, and explanatory note of coloring.)
Development ot' the Coal Measuns in the West Galician
Weichsel District of the Upper Silesian Coal Region.
Michael, R. (Die Entwicklung der Steinkohlenformation
im westgalizischeii Weuhselgebiet des oberschleischen
",11:.
Steinkohlenbezirkes.)
d.
kgl. jjii-uss. geol. Landesanst." Lex. 8 vo. p. 159-30t;. 1 ill. ncrlin, Geolog. Lande-

sanstalt.

1912.
Ill

$2.

— MINING

Ti;cHNOLOGY

How Penn-Mary

Coal Mine Doubled ils Capacity. "Coal Age."
7 fig. (Heat formerly wasted was ucilexcess direct electi ical current converted Into alternating for use in new portions, of the mine.)
The Lathrop Coal Company. J. H Williams. "Mines Min."
vol. 33. 4. p. 179-81. 1 plan. 1 111.
(The new plant invol.
ized,

2.

p.

stallation

Breyten

606-8.

and methods of mining empl'>yed.)

Collieries, Transvaal.
1101. p. 263-5. 3 fig.

S.

A

.

"S

Afrlc, Min. Jl."

vol.

(A description of mines and
equipment with output of 55.000 tons per month.) 50c.
Underground I^ayout and Working Arrangements for a New
22.

Colliery.

A

A

J.

Turtington.

"Mln.

Eng."

Recent Swedish Compressed .Air Plant.
(Eine
neiizeitliche
schwedische

vol.

16.

222.

p.

HJalmar Erikson
Druckluftanlage

)

"Glueckr.uf" 1912 34 p. 1368-72. 8 fig
(Description of
Tilant for the production of compressed air, recently built
ts the Strlber Co. for their mines.) 75c.
Stonedust Distributing Machine.
"Colliery. Guard" vol
104. 2710. p. 1139. 1 flg.
(The apparatus employed In the
Victor-American Fuel Co.'s collieries, Colorado, to cover
the sides and roofs of haulage ways with stonedust and
free them from coal dust.)
15c.

IV— WORKING

ausgestel Ite

377-80;

Zeitschrift

Zeitschrift

in the Gas-flaming Coal Section of the Ruhr
Coal District. (Eine neue Schict in der GasflammkohlenPartie des Ruhrkohlen-Bezirkes.)
"Tiefbohrwes." 1912.
12. p. 47. 50c.

(Das neue

The Museuin for Mining Technology at Berlin.
Paul Murtell.
Museum fuer Bergbau und Huettenwesen
zu BerIfn^
lin.)
Bergbau." 1912. 43. p. 601-2, 50c.

bergmaennlschen

=

15c.

'•''

H. A. Walter.
'^'"en£lT«,hr^'^'v''i,'^""'"^.
^^^.'.r,
Grubengesetz.)
"Eergbau." 1912.

^-egenstaende.)

Mach.

The Southeastern

-29.

Consequences Of the English Miners' Strike. Alms.
(Die
Folgen
des
deutschen
und englishen Bergarbeiterstreiks.)
"Bergbau." 1912. 25. p. 349-52. 50c.
The New Insurance- Regulations for Mining Officials. (Die
I^euregelung des Versicherungswesens fuer die Gruben'*'"" ^""' ^^' "• ^"-50: ">• p. 5697PT7
AVorkmen's Insurance and Hygienics. Hanauer.
(Arbeiteryersicheiung und Gewerbehyglene.)
"Bergbau."
1912
1».
211.
p.

=

Dampfkessel-Betr

Maschinenbetrieb.
enbau.

Guard."

"Coll.

= Portefeuille economique des
= Proceedings of Academv of

Rev. Univ. Mines = Revue Universelle des Mines
Saarbrucker Berg. Kal. — Saarbrucker Bergmanns KalS. Afr. Min. Jl. = South African Mining Journal

Buried Plateau.

Austrian Mines.
"Min. Jl." vol. 99. 4030. p. 1115-7.
(Coal
is 86.65 per cent, of the mineral output of the empire,
iron is 7.79 per cent, and the remainder covers the production of lead, copper, zinc and silver and gold.)
25c.
I'onditions of Labor in the Mines and Similar Industries in
the Prussian Mining Districts.
(Die .^rbeitsverhaeltnisse
auf den Bergwerks- und aehnlichen Betrieben in der
preussischen Oberbergamtsbezirken.) "Bergbau." 1912 20

51

N. T.

Political Science, New York.
Proc. Am. Inst. El. Eng. = Proceedings of American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Proc. S. Wales Inst. Eng. = Proceedings of South Wales
Institute of Engineers.
Rev. Noire =; Revue Noire.

fig.

of Upper Silesian Coal Mining, in 1911.
(Die
Ergebnisse des Oberschlesischen Steinkohlenfjergbaues
im Jahre 1911.)
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The Mine Mule
(

Written expressly for Coat Age

)

By Bektox Bralet

He

sees the pleasant daylight only once or twice a vear,

When they take him out to gambol on the grass;
But he cocks those funny eyes of his and waves a crazy ear,
And you bet he's wise to all that comes to pass.
He is meaner than the skinner and the skinner's awful mean
But he's stronger than the cable on the cage;

—

And

of all the critters

underground

it's

plainly to be seen

That the mule's the boy who always earns

The

skinner

is

a driver

But profanity

is

who swears

his

wage!

a purple streak,

love talk to the mule;

He would

kick the gentle miner to the middle of next week,
But when the skinner beats him he is cool.

For the mule he loves the skinner, and the skinner loves him back,
Though you sure would never know it by his talk;
And the mule he hauls a string of cars along the bumpy track
And very, very seldom will tie balk.

But

the mule gets sulky he can tangle up the mine.
While the pit boss and the eager stand and swear;
And the cars are backed behind him in a long, unbroken
And the skinner hops around and tears his hair.
Yet when the mule is ready he will start to work again.
if

And
For

like

line

merrily he hauls the cars away;

that guy, Sir Galahad, he has the strength of ten

When

he really wants to bring

it

into play.

Mr. Long Kars with the tassel on his
he prosper like a dividend that's fat;
when he's done with working and he hits the

So, here's to

tail.

May
And

May
Where

there isn't

And
Where

he go where

all

any mining and there

a skinner

is

spirit trail.

the saintly mules are at!
isn't

any

coal.

a critter never met;

the only occupation is to bray with all his soul
For the mule has earned his Heaven, you can bet!
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The Preparation
/SYNOPSIS

F.

3.

Bituminous Coal

of
By

Vol.

E.

—

The second and concluding article on this
This installment discusses gravity chutes and
the different types of screens tvith their comparative advantages and disadvantages. Some valuable data regarding screening areas are given, together with notes and
comments on the methods of sizing as practiced in differffUbject.

ent regions.

In some regions the pan .shown in Fig. 1 is very popuThere are a number of diiTerent types in use, but
the figure shows, jjerhaps, its most comprehensive form.
This pan is not hinged or attached to the chute at its upIn its upper position it forms a continuation
per end.
say 3 in. per foot.
of the chute, but at a less grade
Coal entering at the upper end at a high velocity is gradually brought to rest by this change in grade and by the
curve at the end of the lower part. The entire pan consists of two separate parts hinged with a bridle, like a
clam shell and hung by the bridle at its itpper end.
The cables by which it is suspended wind about some
sheeves, or small drums, on a shaft, on wliich there is a
band brake. By a proper arrangement of the size of the
drums, any ratio of displacement between the iipper and
lower ends can be maintained; the figure shows a two to
one ratio. If the brake be released and the lower end of
the chute lowered 2 ft., the upper end will drop one foot.
lar.

—

Xo. 4

—

Bkackett*
be sucked through the fire-bed,
temperature of the firebox.

The minimum

and thus reduce

thi

is about one-fourth of ai
about the smallest mesh usee
on bituminous-coal screens.
However, with mechanica
stokers, even the very finest coal can be economicalh
burned, although with these, there is no advantage ii
sizing below a certain limit.
The harder and less cuk
lug qualities a coal has, the more advantages there ari

of useful size

inch, or at least, that

in

sizing.

For

is

this reason

we

is done to the soft Eastern
In general there does not seem
formity 'of practice in sizing, in
fields.
Speaking in round figures,

sizing

most

find the

sizing plants in the anthracite region,

exteusivt

while the leas

steam

coals.

to be any great uni-

the

bituminous coal
coal is such as

lump

The entire pan is counterbalanced, so as to be held in its
upper position when empty. When full of coal, the brake
is released and the pan drops to the lower position shown,
the "clam shell" being opened by a piece of chain attached
to the end.

The whole mecluniisni can be mounted as a scales for
weighing the coal.
This arrangement checks the coal
more gently than any form of gate, and also shortens the fall after

it

leaves the pan.

though, whether this drop

is

less

It

is

horizontal space is not available, this pan certainly
does possess a decided advantage. This form of pan is

site

more commonly hinged at its upper end and sometimes,
where the main problem is to overcome height, the two
The
parts are made of equal length and Just alike.
pan then becomes a short box 10x6 ft. overall, and several feet deep, and when loaded with coal, it slides down
on guides to the car, and opens up on the same principle
The pan, as well as the monkey, reas the one shown.
quires some little time for operation, which should not

much more

in

J.

Pax tor Lowering Coal

than could be accom-

However, where a
plished by any well adjusted chute.
certain amount of fall is to be neutralized and the requi-

be lost sight of

i.

Fi(i. 1.

rather doubtful

coniiniting output; the jilain gate

is

114-in. bar screen 12 ft. long
passes through a li^-in. bar screen

passes over a

wide.

Nut

%-in. ; slack passes through the %-in. screen. We do,
however, find 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-in. lump on the market, as well as the various sizes of so called "egg" which
Also pea coal and buckwheat are
these lumps piroduce.

sometimes made from the "throughs" of the nut screens.
Perhaps these grades are usually about as follows:
Xut coal, through 114-in. and over 1-in. pea coal,
through 1-in. and over %-in.; buckwheat, through %It would seem that the grades of
in. and over y^-in.
lump over, say, 4-in., were really superfluous, and that
one, below nut coal, was really enough at most. The sizes
Domestic lump, all over 4-in. lump,
would then run
%-lump, all over %-in. egg, over ly^all over l^i-in.
m. and under 4-in.; nut, over %-in. and under li/4-iii->
slack, under %-in.
pea, over %-in. and under %-in.
However, certain market conditions undoubtedly require
further sizing, though in the majority of conditions there
;

;

:

rapid.

;

;

Thk Question
With the smaller

of

Sizing

sizes of coal carefully

separated from

one another, the depth of fire on the grate bars can be so
This
adjusted that each size will get proper draught.
process of sizing can be carried on until a grade is obtained so small that it would hardly be possible to carry
p fire light enough to get the proper draught, witliout
at the same time having it so thin that holes are liable to
•Consulting engineer, Cumberland, Md.

and 6 ft.
and over a

;

i're tisually less.

Tyi'ks of Screens

There are three types of screens in use— the bar screen,
The bar
the revolving screen and the shaking screen.
screen is the most popular, and is used to make the first

;

_
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or

lump separation

iu the vast majority of cases.

lump

thiug going through the

screen

is

E\ery-

treated either on

another bar screen, or on some form of the mechanical
In some regions, however, the shaking screen is
screen.
used to make the lump separations as well as the tine-

131

some form of mechanical screen. For use at
however, smaller bar screens are sometimes
placed above the nut screen, so as to take a small quanprei)ared on

the mine,

For the larger sizes
of lump, the tendency seems to be to shorten the screen.

tity of fine slack for boiler purposes.

coal separations.

Bar screens are

built of a great

number

;

^„Rah'-.

^

of Car on Tipple

.Position

.,

Top or

i

rS.d2'

iSi'Bar Screen -..iJ

,

iiP.

,

Top of
Kail

ji'BarScreen
" J.A

^/Barscreen/fff.lg.
(sometimes usee/ here)

^'5ar Screen

!

J'^^*'-'*'

I

I

5^C/r

Ix.

^

I

anc/ chutes are
except Box Car Apron
tapers to 3'-7"wide at end

6ff. wide,

AND

FiG.s. 3

Fig. 4.

3.

cc ...

measurement. In most cases this is the
is the only one placed in the chute.

For screening the '"through," or fine coal from the
screen, there seems to be a great diversity of plans.
For 6 ft. wide the length of the nut screen has been

lump

reduced to 6

ft.

without seriously impairing the results.

no doubt, that there is much less
than to the lump screen, and
KS it is usually placed \mder the latter, much of the coal
falls right through, instead of sliding along on top of a
larger size, for a time.
At the same time the customary
size for the nut screen seems to be about the same as
for the lump.
The capacity of the latter is about three mine cars per
minute, or say si.\ tons per minute of run-of-minc coal
ii.-ually twf>-thirds of this goes over the screen and onethird through.
It would, therefore, seem that, if con-

The reason for
coal coming to

this

is,

this screen

venient, the nut screen could be

But

lump.

lump
nut,

is
it

made smaller than

the

since the objection to a little fine coal in the

not as great as a like percentage would be in the
would hardly be practical to reduce the area of

the nut screen to one-third of the

lump screen;

commercial purposes, smaller than the nut

lump

screens do not give trouble in this way, under ordinary circumstances, because of the weight of the coal.
The bar screen cannot be replaced by a perforated
metal screen, because the coal travels over it too fast to

Fig.

screen and

initial

portant in the fine-coal screens, because small lumps catch
on the binder, or on the sheet iron, and the weight of the
coal is not sufficient to force the lump past.
The screen
thus begins to clog, even when given a heavy pitch. The

periphery of a cylinder or frtistum of a cone. If the form
is cylindrical, the axis must be given an inclination of

Typical Cross-track Tipi'les

Typical Gravity-screen Layoct

foot, horizontal

In setting the bars for the bar screens, care should be
taken that there is no binder over the top, at the lower
end, to hold them; the upper surface of the bars at that
point should be placed a little higher than the surface of
the sheet iron in the chute.
This is particularly im-

be properly screened.
The wire screen is, of course, too
rough.
For mechanical screens, however, both wire and
perforated metal give a high efficiency.
In revolving screens, the screen proper forms the

\SLACK

Alt screens
v.hich

Bar and Eevolving Screens

of bars, sup-

on crass pieces, notched to receive the lower edge
There is usually a little taper in the secof the bars.
tion between the toj) and the bottoms this assists the fine
(oal in passing through and also helps hold the bar in its
supporting notch. The standard lump screen, as before
stated, has a l^/i-in. space between the bars, is 12 ft. long
and 6 ft. wide. The slope is usually from 41/2 to 6 in. per
jiorted

size, is

coal for

usually

5.

A Double Lump-screen Arrangement

about 51^ deg., or about \y^ in. per ft., to force the material to travel through the screen; hexagonal screens
sometimes replace the circular ones. The periphery of a
revolving screen should travel about 300 ft. per niin.
There should be about 1 sq.ft. of screen surface for every
ton of coal fed into the screen per day of eight hours,
when the mesh is
in., and with i/i-in. mesh there
should be 3 sq.ft. per ton. If the coal is wet, this should

%

be increased.

Revolving screens are sometimes jacketed that is, two or
more screens are placed concentrically on the same shaft,
the inner being the coarsest, and each succeeding screen
making additional separations. This reduces the space
and height required for the same amount of screening.
In other cases, a long cylindrical screen has coarse mesh
near its discharge end and finer near the entrance end,
thus making two or more through products besides the
;

overproduct.

The disadvantage

"jacketed" screens is that the
the innermost screen reduces
the capacity of the entire combination, so that if rapid
work is essential, it is necessary to use large diameters;
there is also some difficulty in renewing and cleaning the
necessarily slow

of

s])ee<l

of

;
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inner jackets.
The di-sadvantage of using two or more
mesh of different sizes, placed one after the other on the
same frame, is that all the material must pass the finer
mesh, which, as a result, is rapidly worn out. Also as
more work must be done, the finer mesh must necessarily
be of greater area than they would be were they placed
so as to screen only that which passes through the larger

mesh.

Shaking screens probably possess a greater cleaning effiper square foot of surface, than do the bar
They ocscreens, and do not require so great a pitch.
cupy must less room and are more conveniently arranged
than the revohing screen, which usually requires conciency,

siderable elevating of the fine coal

;

the shaking screens

The prinare also particularly efficient with wet coal.
cipal disadvantage of this type is that the reciprocating
motion imparts a destructive vibration to the framing
of the building.

Vol.

shaking screen on anthracite,

would seem rather

No. 4

per ton per day.

sq.ft.

wide discrepancy even after making full allowance for the interIt

difficult to reconcile this

dumping.
between the mesh and the area, however, is much more dearly defined than the relation between the output and the area.
Thus, for shaking
screens of perforated plates, when the diameter of the
raittent action of

The

relation

%

is increased from
to 21/^ in., or as 3 is to 10,
which is nearly four times, then the area required is reduced one-half, in other words, the areas vary inversely

perforation

as

A

the square root of the diameter of the perforation.

similar result, but

more approximate, is obtained from
This same law is approxi-

the data on revolving screens.

mately borne out in anthracite practice.

A word might be inserted here about the bins or
pockets for fine coal, usually found at bituminous plants.
It is not often that these are large enough to carry

For sizing bituminous coal, inclined shaking screens
are extensively used in certain sections, particularly in
These screens are given a
the Middle Western states.
shaking motion by means of cams and connecting 'rods,
which make from 60 to 100 strokes per minute, the speed
varying according to the amount of moisture in the
The
coal ; the throw of the eccentric is about 6 in.
screens are 7 ft. wide and vary in length according to
the conditions on the tipple, no standard having been
adopted. The average inclination at which they set is 14
deg., or 3 in. per ft., but this angle varies from 13 deg.
to 15 degrees.

%

3,

screen,- wire nef
on hexagonal frame. Speed

fRevolYing
/Z'rer.

Small Coal -^
li'Mesh.,^

_

per mini/fe., slope

Is'lZ

"X'i Re/oh/inq screen;
ttire net on Tiex. fmme
Speed 12 lip-m.,shf?eli:IZ

"^'f^

Revolting Screen

(0j2i_ ''§/^'t/ ^i'Mesh

/lOiRp.m.

""'iI^-l"Mesh

Screening Area Eequired
necessary area depends upon the mesh principally
to screen the run-of-mine coal over a %-in. perforated
screen for making slack, requires 0.028 sq.ft. of screen per

The

ton of run-of-mine per' day of eight hours. If the perforitions are 2y2 in., then 0.014 sq.ft. per ton per day are
As with the bar screen, there seems to be
required.
some tendency to keep the fine-coal or nut screen about
the same size as the lump screen, although only about
one-third of the run-of-mine will pass through lyo-in.
mesh. Even at three times the above figures, however, the
ratio of material passing into the screen, to area of screen
surface, is far below anthracite practice, where a screen
for fine coal, of about %-in. mesh, will have about onehalf square foot per ton, per 10-hr. day.
It

is

interesting to note that at six tons per minute,

lump bar screen has an area of 0.025
per ton per 8-hour day, while the perforated shaking
screen requires about 0.028 for the %-in. mesh.
It is

a standard li/4-in.
sq.ft.

doubtful
below the

if

these

lump-screen areas

maximum

could be reduced
capacity of the tipple, regardless of

the actual mine output, because the rate of the flow of
coal across the screen is fixed by the time of dumping

To

avoid this and secure a more even distribins are sometimes introduced above shaking screens, though the writer does
not know of any case where these are used above the bar
screens.
The flow from the box is often produced by a
shaking motion. For the fine coal, small bins usually exist at some point, which equalizes to a great extent tlie
a

mine

car.

bution, feeding boxes or small

flow of the coal passing the

For the %-in. nut
type, the usual area

day.

lump

screen,

screen.

of the stationary or bar

would be 0.075

The corresponding revolving

according to usual practice, about 1

sq.ft.

per ton per

screen would require,
sq.ft.

per ton, and the

Fig.

6.

End-dump Tipple

Fig.

7.

Fine-coal Bins

more than a few days' run, the main object being
low a carload of the

fine

to

to al-

accumulate before

it

is

loaded into the car.
Unless these bins are used, there
must be a separate track and railroad car for every grade
of coal made.
With some arrangements, this is more
convenient than the bins, but in other regions we find
the bin plants more popular.

Tipple and Screen Arrangements

The various combinations of dumping and screening
apparatus are, of course, almost endless.
There are,
however, two main types which will be briefly described.
They are the "cross track" plant, with bar screens or
shaking screens, and the "end dump" plant, with or without elevators and bins.

In Figs.

2, 3, 4, 5, 9

and 10 are shown

typical plants

of the "cross track" type with bar screens; Fig. 2

is a
double plant consisting of two tipples or dumps and two
sets of chutes and screens, one set being preferably used
to load box cars.
Many of the other figures represent
one-half of a double plant, the second tipple and chutes
being exactly or nearly the same as the ones shown.
There are seldom more than two screens on the same set
of chutes used in these plants.
The sizing, therefore,
confines itself to lump, nut and slack.
In most cases the nut screen is placed directly beneath
the lump and is of about the same length and area as in
Figs. 3 and 10.
In other cases the nut screen is dis])Iaced or moved down the chute a little below the lump
screen, as in Figs. 2 and 5.
Figs. 4 and 9 show two

January

85,
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main chute. The %-in. lump,
produced in Fig. 4 by covering the lV2-in- screen, is
not the equal of that produced by screening fine over P/^
in. and then adding the nut coal, from the %-in. nut
In this particular case, it would
screen, to the lump car.
seem that the %-in. screen, being only 8 ft. long, was
According to
not sufficient to properly screen the coal.
established principles and data on screens, given elsewhere in this article, it appears that if 12 ft. were suf-

133

The End-dump Tipple

screens in succession on the

a li/^-in. lump screen, that 17 ft. would be the
proper length for a %-in. lump screen, and not 8 ft.
as shown. In the writer's experience %-in. lump screens,
13 ft. long, are not sufficient.
licient for

It will be noticed that

by throwing the chutes across
is conveniently loaded

a system of tracks that each grade

The "end-dump"
screens,

is

shown

plant, with elevators

VJeigh

Lump

6.

chute is to give a better
have been made to turn the ends of "cross chutes" for the
same purpose, so as to make them load in an endwise direction.
These are called radical chutes, and if properly
built, are successful but rather cumbersome.
With chute
and tipple or dump arranged as in Fig. 6, the point at
which the fine coal leaves the pocket beneath the lump
screen, makes it inconvenient to carry screening any further, or indeed to dispose of the screenings at all without
elevators.
Hence elevators and revolving screens are the
logical accompaniment of this arrangement.
To avoid many tracks and delays of railroad cars, or

=W>o=L

On

and revolving

The advantage of the end
turn to the cars. Some attempts

in Fig.

Box J^fTj^^'
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—
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Coal
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32, West Virginia division.
being prepared for a concrete overcast.
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West Kentucky Coal
Sturgis, Ky.
11 — Bear Creek Coal Co.
Montana.
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Wyoming Coal Mining Co.
13 — Tipple
Consolidated Fuel
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14— Second view of
Oakdale Coal Mining Co.
15 — Shaker screen
mine
placed
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Utah.
16 — Tank discharging water from the Gilbert on Colwater-hoisting
17 — "The Inn," company hotel of Clinchfield Coal
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Last Year's Coal Mining Accidents
Bv

Dawson Hall

E.

SYNOPSIS—A

large reduction in the important coalmine disasters of the United States was effected in the
Whereas in the previous year, J^J^J^ were
year 1912.
Icilled in accidents involving three or more persons,
last year only about 254 men died from misadventures
The greatest disaster in the year was
of like severity.

the explosion of the Yubari mine, and of this a brief
Many of the present-day disasters reis given.

from

too

brief

an acquaintance with

fields

which

have unforeseen dangers.

is

the accidents of any year
that early reports of the
and of all foreign catas-

The compilation of a list of
made difficult by the fact

smaller domestic accidents
trophes are the only statements which can be obtained till
tlie annual reports slowly appear.
When the final reports are published, from one to
two years after the event occurs, the number of recorded
deaths is apt to be decreased in the case of foreign accidents, owing to rescues effected or men escaping after the

The Lack

last report available.

Figures of domestic accidents are liable to be underestimated in our tabulation because after explosions the
living victims are so badly injured that death often
When these further deaths occur, they are
supervenes.
_

rarely reported except to the inspectors or the national
bureau and consequently the figures published at the

end

of the year are frequently too low.

With this introduction, it will easily be understood
why the list is only approximately correct. It may omit
some important accidents, though it givvjs almost a complete account of the principal mine disasters in America
and the British Isles. Unimportant explosions and other
accidents are purposely omitted.

Excluding
year.

all

accidents where less than three were

there were 254 fatalities in our coal mines last
Great Britain's deaths similarly calculated amount

and those of Canada to 7.
The estimate made by the Bureau
number of coal-mine workers killed in

is

a question whether Chant ought

of Precaution in English Mines

Simply as an example, I call attention to the fire at
the Headly Park colliery, Feb. 26, which occurred in an
oil house on the main haulage-way.
For a while it
threatened to duplicate the Old HednesTord disaster and
it might easily have been as unfortunate as the PriceOnly two days before, at St. Helen's
Pancoast fire.
colliery, a fire took place with 470 miners in the pit.
It was only with great difficulty that they finally got out.
The German record is pecidiarly bad and would appear worse if we had as complete a record of fatalities
as for the United States or Great Britain, and especially
Six
if compared with the output of coal in the Empire.
accidents caused 183 deaths.
The record may be unrepresentative of the true conit does not suggest that the German
laws give the mine worker a superlative assurance of
Some close observers have been of the opinion
safety.
that an excess of gold braid on the persons of all officials
charge makes it necessary in Germany to give the

ditions; certainly

Larger Accidents in Coal Mines qf the United
States Killed 254 Men

killed,

it

Part of the improvement in the fatality rate is due
probably to our mild and damp winter.
"A green
Christmas makes a full graveyard."
But this is not
the case with the mining industry and credit must be
given to the weather for its work in making the mines
Though
safer than they would otherwise have been.
we did not have a green Christmas, the winter generally has been mild and marked by frequent rains or soft
snows.
The British coal-mine death rate has only been swelled
in the past year by one large catastrophe, that of Cadeby
Main colliery. At this disaster, 89 persons lost their
lives.
Had it not been for that explosion, the British
record would have been remarkable.
But the frequency
of mine fires seems to suggest that large disasters were
only avoided by a hair's breadth.

account
sult

In fact

lights.

ever to have been worked as an open-light mine.

m

mines "absent treatment."

Other Disasters in 1912

to 117

Mines of the
the United States
during 1911 in accidents killing over two men at one
Consequently the fatalities this year
time was 444.
show a distinct improvement even if we allow a large
margin for inaccuracy in the estimate which I ha e
made. The drop given is 43 per cent., quite a noticeof

able reduction.

A
The

W^EEK OF Gloom

greatest domestic

mine

disaster of the year

was

W.

Va., where 81 persons were killed, the
next that at Chant No. 2, in Oklahoma, where there
were 74 victims. These accidents came within a week

that at Jed,

The first would probably not have occurred
had the Jed Coal Co. supplied their men with safety
The second
lamps, as was ordered by he inspectorate.
was probably due to the 1 set that the men, who were
awaiting the clearing of their working place of gas,
sat down where the escaping gas passed over their open
of each other.

France had two bad accidents; one an explosion at

La Clarence

colliery resulted in the death of 61 persons;

common cause, an outburst of
A Eussian explosion is said to have
tarbon dioxide.
fire in Tasmania, from the blowdestroyed 45 lives and
ing of a motor fuse, is said to have suffocated 42 men.
This fire was, however, in a metal mine.
Little has appeared relative to thel greatest catasSo little has been said of
trophe of the whole year.
On Apr.
it that an account may be fitly inserted here.
29, at 11 a.m., a violent explosion occurred at the Yubari
mine, in the island of Yezo, Japan, which, not satisfied
with killing all of the 278 miners and officials in the workings, destroyed the mine buildings on the outside killing
G men and injuring 5 more.
A brisk fire succeeded tlie explosion and in the report
the other was from a less
,•

made
ment

in the
is

made

of May 18, the stateonly 106 bodies had been

Japan Weekly Mail
that on

May

8,

recovered, so fierce was the struggle needed to combat

the

fire in

the mine.

s

.lanuary 35, 1913
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The Nichi Nichi

states that explosions in Japanese
mines can be traced mostly to carelessness on the
part of the miners. Match boxes carried with them int(^
the pits often prove to be the cause of catastrophes.

made here to an explosion reported
on Dec. 23, at Sapporo, on the same
island of Y; o, only about 40 miles from the illfated Yubari nime. The Echo des Mines et de la Me.tallurgie, of Parjs, reports that of 200 miners in the workAs the brief mention
ings
o only three have„ been saved.
.1
n
have not been added to tliose
IS unconfirmed, the ngures
°
1.
our summaries ot results.
3U our table or
Eefereuce should be

coal

to have taken place

-'„

,

,

,

m

'

,

,

.

,

n

,

j^o^
1

1209

Germany'!^!"! !!!;!!!;!!!!

!

5729

lo'.z

IN
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conditions in the United

XT HOME AND ABROAD
Number

Company

Place

CoUiei v

tip

In Colorado, UtaJi, Iowa
and Oklahoma, they are waUliiiig the extremely dry aud

IMPORTANT ACCIDENTS
Date

^^^ are beginning to size
some accuracy.

States with

58.

5S9

j?

i.-<

They nearly all look harmless enough when first opened.
The danger is usually revealed by a tragedy. Nearly
every new field has its peculiar dangers and until they
are discovered and duly measured, accidents will happen.
Until death has shown the way it remains undiscovered.

°exp^os^ion™ Percentage

23S1

m

,

,

^q.^\ field.

DEATH rate OF MINERS
Deaths

4.1,,

j.

4.

1

*-

,

Japan has probably the worst record in the world for
mining disasters. It is strange because Japanese companies seem more solicitous about the care of their
The Nichi
employees than those of any other nation.
yichi, a native organ, quotes the following table as an
average for five years, ended 1909.

Japan

Warned

TiLfi

Japan

in

Cognizaxt of Danger

.it ourselves not onlv on
Perhaps we may congratulate
xu
+1,
\i
ii
i,
„.^.i„,i
a lower death rate this year than last, but on the gradual
mi,
t'\.
is
The tactt ;,
movement toward safety
the mines.
sometimes overlooked that it takes a certain number of
years and a few disasters to exhibit the dangers of any

i.
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Cause

Other Notes

Killed

Jan. 9
Jan. 12

Parish-No. 9 Aope
Knickerbockei

Central City, Ky.

17

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

20
12
19

Mine

No. 4

.Susie,

No. 5 Mine
Powell DuSrj-n
Bentley

Mar. 7
Mar. 11

No. 3
Bentley

Mar. ?
Mar. 16
Mar. 20
.Mar.

26

Mar. 27
Apr. 21
Apr. 30
Apr. 30

Great Westcpi
Italianka

Chant No. 2
Jed
Navigation
Yubari

May
May

18

28

Parrish Coal Co.
Philadelphia & Reading Coal
& Iron Co.
Central City Coal & Iron Co.

6

Kemmerer Coal Co.

5

Abram Coal

&

27
2
8

Mining Co.

.

Messrs. Barber, Walker

Diamond Vale

&
&

Mine
Mine
Mine

200 had just
20 injured

fire

suffocation

fire

3 injured. 2000

Gas explosion

7

G.is explosion

Gas explosion

2

45
74

Cias explosion

SI
3
6

Gas explosion
Gas explosion

2S3

Gas explosion
Gas explosion

105
93

4

Explosion

•'>

Gas explosion

Hindley. ISngiand

Messrs.

Crompton & Shaw-

3

Fail of roof

Gilfach Goeh, Wales

Britannic-Merthyr Colliery
Co.
Victor-.\merican Fuel Co.

4

Gas

explo.sion in sinking

Gas

e.\plosion

12
16

men underground
men underground

8 injured
Many injured

Duke

.

in sinking

June 18

Hastings

July 3
July 6
July 9

Barnsley

Main
Cadeby Main

Hovic Mill, Yorkshire. Eng.
Cadeby. Yorkshire. Eng.

Julv 11

Bumside

Shamokin. Penn.

Philadelphia & Reading Coal
k Iron Co.

2

July 17

Gayton

Gayton, Va.

Old Dominion Coal Develop-

6

Explosion

July 17

No. 5

South Wilkes-Barre

I.ehigh

3

Gas explosion

4 injured

Gas explosion
Dust explo.sion

9 burned

1

Hastings, Colo.

Germany

O.sterfield,

3
89

Explosion
Explosion
Explosion from gobfire

37

in first

51 in

later-recovery

Fall of rock

3 seriously injured

90

ment Co.
Wilkes-Barre Coal

explosion

.«<-r<>nd

in

1

&

il

Explosion

Trane

Markham

mine

in

2 injured, only 18
6 men injured

Outburst ot gas
Explosion

.

mine

left

fire

3

San Bois Coal Co.
Jed Coal & Coke Co.

Hokkaido Coal Co.
Roden Coal Co.

dynamite

of

Explosion

.

Co.

2 seriously injured
6 seriously injured

caps
Explosion
Dust explosion

3

Co.

Colliery Co.

Messrs. Barber, Walker

Gas explosion
Explo.sion

5

Co.

Western Coal

Bedwas, Wales
Madison, Kv.
Yubari. Yezo, Japan
Mariel, .\ia.
Newport Monmouthshire,
England
Holybush, Wales

Coil

^Iay 18

June 6

Wyo.

Antonienhuette, Prussia
Bickeshaw, England
Lehigh, Okla.
Bargoed. Wales
Near Doncaster, Yorkshire, Eng.
Merritt, B. C.
Near Doncaster. YorVshire, Eng.
Pontypridd, Wales
Uzovka, Russia
McCurtain, Okla.
Jed. W. Va.

Yard

Feb. 22
Feb. ?

Fee 22

Plymouth, Penn.
Shenandoah. Penn.

mine

in

Co.

Julv
July
Julv
July
Julv

IS
19

Langcliffe
Lignite .Mine

20
24
24

Panama

Avoca, Penn

Near

Supcrba

Halle.

Germany

.

Penn.

Ben Franklin Coal Co.
Delaware & Hudson Co.
Superba Coal Co.

,

Penn

H

•

Plymouth
Evans Sta
Evans Sta

No. 8 slope
.\'o.

Lemont No.

2
I

Aug. 8

Lothringcn

Gerthe, Westphalia. Ger.

Aug. 13
Aug. 23

Abemaut

Abernant.

8
2
15
3

C. Frick Co.

110

Explosion folk wed by fire
Gas explosion
Stream overflowed mine

drowning workmen
Gas explosion followed by

7 injured severely
Others injured
2 injured

23 injured

fire

Aug.

19
2

.\la

Philadelphia and Reading
Coal and Iron Co.

Lincoln
Gclscnkirchen.

.30

Ga,s explosion

Premature explosion

of

1

mine

in

.58

seriously injured

bia.st

Germany

5

Collapse

platform

of

in

shaft
8<'pt. 3

La

Calonne- Richouart. Pasdc

Clar<-nrc

61

Calais

Gas

Normally 350 in shaft, only
70710 80 at time of cx-

explosion

j!

plcsion

Moenrariua

Duisberg. Germany
Parsons. Penn.
Mocanaqua. Penn.

No. 7 Netherton
fornl

Dudley. England
""oral, Penn.

WestendiMineral Springs

5

O
G.

H Dunn

Executors

Wharton Coal Co.

iddlcsboro.

Roland Darnell

Ky.

Continental Coal Co.

Okla.

raig.

1
'

1

20

crmany

.\ugu.ita-Victoria

3
1

Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas

explosion
explosion
explosion
explosion
Fire and explosion

No

Minton Vermillion Co..
Cansaa

Hill

3

2(?)

Ill

Mayer Coal Co.

2

i
bad„ y hurt
,

badly hurt
injured
injured

Collap.se of partition

Explosion of gunpowder
Explosion due to biown
out

Oak

,

4
5
9
2

,

.

,

severely burned
Sets fire to mine
1

.ihot

Shooting after regular hours
Windy shot caused ex- 1 severely injured
plosion

Superior No. 2

.

iperior,

Penn.

I.atrobe

and

Conncllsville

2

Fall of rock

1

Explosion
Explosion

2 injured

Coal and Coke Co.

Kimnson Brooks

Lafayette .Colo.

Clifton

Massillon

Massillon. Ohio

Dering Coal Co.
Masaillon Coal Mining Co.

.

2
2

,

,

j

5 seriously burned
Shotfirers

Fall of cribbing

and

(|uick-

sitnd

W. Va.

Peoria

Peoria.

narnimi

Pitt.ston

StMurtin

d.

Valgulgiiin

.^lais.

Card. France

Tamariiia,

Penn

2
Pennsylvania Coal Co.
Nord d'Alais Colliery Co.

24
1

Gas explosion
Fall nf roof
Outburst of

18 injured

hlnekdnmo

Inundation from another

40 men in mine
8 rescued after copsiuerablo
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Eocky Mountains, they are learning the inflammability of dried timber; in Ohio, they
are endeavoring to meet the mine-fire problem, and in
West Virginia, the question faoed is that of the leakage

Vol.

A

explosive dust; in the

fi'om gas wells.

in Foreign Couxtries

The Unsolved Dangers
But foreign countries
itnswers to new problems

are

,

having

also

to

contrive

parts of old fields and
litw regions are opened. In British Columbia, the trouble
i.s
with a roof rock which strikes fire as it falls to the
ground. In India is a rock, which breaks loose so sudas

new

In
denly as to create terrible air blasts in its descent.
the deeper workings of Yorkshire, spontaneous combusIn
tion in gaseous mines is an ever-present menace.
(lerinany and France, the outbursts of carbon dioxide

known in the United States.
At the Alais mine, in .southern France, the management has provided rescue chambers, so that men may
]i;i\e a place to which to flee when the gases escape. But
such a chamber is of little use when the dust is blown
clo^ar to the surface and men ai'c blackened with the procreate a danger not

is if they had l)cen liurned.
recent outburst was prol)alily not so severe

3,

No. 4

Spectacular Rescue
Special Correspondence

About noon on Tuesday, Dec. 31, of last year, a break
occurred in the East Lehigh colliery at Tamaqua, Penn.,
which caused the death of one man and the imprisonment of eight others for 34 hours. The mine is operated by E. M. B. Shepp, C. S. Shindel and James Tinley.
It is a steep slope 310 ft. deep and it is said that some 20
years ago the same number of men were entombed by an
explosion of firedamp and were rescued after nine hours.

The present disaster was due to a body of water
standing in the old workings above tho.^'e now in operaIt aption, breaking through and flooding the latter.
pears that danger from this source had been anticipated
as. apparently, a bore hole had been drilled through the
]nllar which failed, some ten days previous, and the water
allowed to drain off. After the water ceased running in

jected coal

The

as to

cause the ejection of coal from the ^liafl mouth, but only
They became aware of
those near the landing escaped.
the accident by

tlie

extinguishment of their

lights.

The

from the surface, not to prevent
coal-dust explosions from killing the shotfirers, but to
protect these workmen from a possible outpoiuring of

shots at Alais are fired

(iioxidc

if

a crevice

is

laid bare.

The Explosion

V

CorxciL

Both operators
b(uind.
cannot come with
and men have to be convinced against their will. There
fight against permissible explosives, safety lamps,
is a
When the
the pocket-searcher or some other pro\ision.
matter is in heated discussion and is about to be settled
or shelved on economic grounds, union politics or for
Safety

the sake of industrial peace, a violent explosion settles
the question in a peremptory fashion.
It

hoped that we may hereafter have the wismeet the issue before it is thus forced. The

to be

is

dom

to

evidence seems

to

favor the

idea

that

eventually

the

United States may be a leader in the matter of safety.
The Bureau of Mines has done a great deal to enforce
the teaching which has been derived from foreign accidents and to popularize the researches which have been
made by alien bureaus and commissions. That instruction was preceded and has lieen supplemented by many
ingenious devices which have been originated by clear
thinkers at American mines.

There has been too much bickering as to the
nu'rit

is,

tliat all

our mines

imported from abroad, the talent at the

Certain it
the inspectorate.
these factors will eventually coniliitu> to make

mines and the

much

efforts

removed,
it was assumed that it had all been
and the men were permitted to return to work in the adjoining places.
It must have been, however, that the
hole had simply become clogged.
the hole

The break occurred
relative

of the bureau's work, the labors of the technical

press, the ideas

Mine ilonn of the East Lehigh Mine

of

safer.

Motor rooms should, when possible, be cut out of stone
If this is impossible,
rather than located in the coal seam.
side walls of fireclay brick should be used. No wood or other
inflammable material should be used in their construction.
They should be equipped with safety lamps for tlie detection
of Kas and pails of sand for use in case of fire, and also with
a set of printed rules Kovernlng the treatment of per.sons inAll dust in the vicinity of motor
jured by electric shock.
houses should either be removed or thoroughly wet down.

from the shaft bottom.

in

breast
All

the

Xo. 3S. about IT 10 ft.
men on the outside

effected an escape, although with difficulty in

some

in-

on the inside were caught.
The rescuers had little difficulty in pumping the water
out, but it was found that the gangway was choked with
stances,

and

tho.se

Tappings of the endebris for several hundred feet.
tombed men were heard on the same afternoon or evening, so systematic and determined efforts for rescuing
them were undertaken. Over 300 men were employed,
the gangs working up to their maximum capacity and
being relieved at short intervals. Considerable care had
to be exercised in this recovery work, as the conditions
It was 10 o'clock of
in the gangway were quite unsafe.
the fdlldwinu; ni'dit before the rescue was

fiiuillv etrected.

.7;iiuiiirv
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Steel Tipple in Pennsylvania
l'>^

\YXOPSIS —

A.

KAUFFilAN*

The feeder haul

.4 brief description of a modern
ace equipment, having a rated capacity of J/OOO tons per
The plant is divided into two distinct units, each
'ay.

chain, with forged-steel tumbling hooks to engage attachments on the bottom of the mine cars; the drive is fitted

entirely independent
f which may he operated
Special provisions are made for effecting
thei:

out shutting

xteel sur-

hand picking

lujh

of

the

a thor-

of the coal.

At Colver, 28 miles from Ebensburg, Penn., on the
& Indiana E.R. is located the new mine of the

^amljria

Chensburg Coal Co. just recently put into full operation,
.''he surface arrangement
at this mine consists of what

termed a double or duplicate tipple, each a comunit which can be run entirely independent of the
ther and having a capacity of loading 4000 tons of bibe

[lay

ilete

Inclined Elevator to

consists of a heavy steel, Link-Belt roller

with a friction clutch to allow starting and stopping withoff the power.
After leaving the feeder the loaded car passes on over
a track scale, which is equipped with a quick-weighing
dial and then to the Phillips crossover dumps. The empty

mine

cars, coming from the kickback, are raised to the
proper elevation by the empty car haul, which also acts
as a trip maker and has a capacity of pushing 7.5 empty
cars around a curve having a radius of 100 ft.
Fig. i

shows the two loaded car hauls in the center and the
empty hauls or tri]) makers at each side of the tipple.

Tipple Proper

Boiler House.

Rock Bin

J^^

/

——'—

^

'

Bi6.NE.3TORAet_B4*i --^

Fig.

'1.

(lEXKKAi.

\'ji:\\

"'

run-of-miiie coal per day.
The preparation of
second in importance only to the cost, and knowag that in order to satisfactorily clean and load this
normous tonnage, new arrangements for picking the
ureign matter from the coal must be made, considerable
ttontion was given to the picking tables, and the handng of the slack coal and rel'u.se; aLso the disposal of rock

from the mine. Fig. 6 shows diagrammatic views,
and 1 a view of the approach to, and the outof, the tipple.
There is a storage capacity of 200

oniing

'i

ars

on each loaded track

1/2

tons of coal.

They

;

the cars have a ca])acity of

are brought to the foot of the

eeder hauls in the tipple by electric motors in trips of

rom

7.5 to 100 cars.
The motor cuts loose at this point
nd pushes the trip on the hauls from behind.
These feeder hauls are driven by a variablc-sfx^d uKitor

that a minimum capacity of four cars per minute, or
maximum of six cars per minute, can be obtained. At

ho bead of the feeder, there is a slight incline, allowing
he forward car to settle back against the trip, thus mak-

ng

it

easy for the attendant to ilraw the coupling pins.

•Llnk-Rflt

Co.,

U(s(DER

nr thk Khkn'sburg Coal Co.'s Tiitle at Clovkk. Pkxn.

oal is

idc

Operated

Picking "Ho usEr^^>;\

iiiiiiiious

ml Figs,

^%^l

Loading PoiKr"^

Nicetown, Philadelphia. Pinn.

.\fter the mine car has reached llic dump, the coal is
received by a steel hopper, the bottom of which is fitted

with a reciprocating feeder to insure a uniform amount
of coal being delivered to the shaking screen; this quantity

is

regulated by adjusting the length of stroke of the

The shaking screen is for the purpose of
separating the l\iin|) from the fine coal to facilitate the
picking of the slack and bone coal from it.
The largo
coal, which passes over the screen, is delivered to the picking band, while the fine portion, which passes through
feeder plate.

the screen

is

collected in a shaker chute

and fed to a com-

and refuse conveyor located midwnv betwo picking i)ands.

l)ined slack coal

tween

tiie

These bands are each located over the correspoiuliiig
loading track, as shown in cross-.section. They are of the
Link-Belt overlapping corrugated apron type, 60 in. in
width, and have S.'i ft. of clear length for picking. Moving
at

a speed of

men

10 ft. per minute, the picking
stationed along the side of the band.

is

done by

With praceliminated and the large lumps

tically all of the slack coal
spread evenly over the table, an excellent opportunity is
afforded the pickers to get at all the impurities; Fig. 5
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Fig.

2.

Vol.

"^^'^'''''-^''

3.

No. 4

Mine-car Tk.uk ARitAXGEiiENT, Showing Lakge Storage Capacity

jf^f!f£_Li£

Fig.

3,

.I'iiii^viti

Xear View of the Ttvple, Showing the Method of Loading Cars

i

'•^''^
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Fig.

Fig.

4.

.5.

View on the Tipple, Showing Cae-hauls and Method of Operation

Two

Overlapping, Corrugatkh Ainns Type Picking Belts, 35 Ft. Lonc
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Sca'e floor over Empty Track

AG E

Vol.

tion in the tipple proper.

are of oak jDlaok,

and the

Xo. 4

3,

All the floors and platforms

sides of the building are sheated

and the roof covered with the best grade of corrugated
American ingot iron ample light is also provided. SufScient clearances were made around all the different driving machinery, and special attention was given to the
provision of safety of the workmen, by furnishing guards
where necessary, and pipe hand rails at all stairways and
;

openings.

As an adjunct

to the tipple, a conveyor for

coal to the boiler house

was

handling

Fig.

also installed.

1

show.<

the bin at the end of the picking house into which the
Bone hoppers at
lent places in floor

forpickers

l-Wt/iy

-r\f'",

"^r^r/777m/77r
SHOW
"

WITH
6 BONE
r
OF MIXIH6
SLACK COAL

)

SiDE

E"" ELEVATIOM

ELEVATIOM
Fig.

6.

Diagkam-aiatic Plan. Elevations and Sectiox of the Tipple

shows two 60-in. picking taijles with the bone bins in the
The conveyor in the center of the two picking
center.
tables performs a double function, in that the top run is
used for carrying the slack coal from the screens to the
head of the picking band, where it is mixed with the

Drive For Rock
CoNv At This End

picked coal, and loaded as one, into the railroad cars.
The bottom run acts a% a refuse conveyor, taking the
slate and other refuse delivered to it through the chute
alongside the picking tables, and carrying same to the
rock conveyor located at the end of the building. The
bone coal is stored in hojipers immediately above the top
run of the conveyor until such time during the day when
no coal is being loaded, when it is also taken by the slack
conveyor to a storage bin and then on to the boiler house
as described later.

Disposal of Eock

The rock being brought out

of the mine, along with the

throughout the trip,
shunt a car to a rock dump would necessarily cause a delay in the operation of the tipple.
Consequently, the rock car is brought along to the Phillips
dump, a fly gate is opened in the bottom of the coal-receiving hopper, and the rock is bypassed and fed to a concoal, the cars are naturally scattered

and

to bypass or

veyor which takes it to the rock \>m located on the outside
of the passing track, as shown in Fig. 1.
This conveyor
is

made up

of

two strands

of Link-Belt steel strap roller

chain, to which are fastened steel plates, lined with 3-

making

moving apron.
form stationary sides
throughout the entire length of the conveyor. The main.

plank,

thus

a

continuous

Wooden

skirt boards, steel lined,

chine

electrically operated, the drive being placed at

is

the head of the rock bin.

The

bin

is fitted

with a steam-

operated Link-Belt under-cut gate (see Fig. 7), which
delivers the rock to a larry and takes it to the rock dump.
The tipple is a steel structure throughout, the structural
framework being well braced and stiffened to insure sufficient strength and rigidity.
Particular attention was
given to the design of the shaking-screen sujiports which
arc built so as to be entirely inde])endent of any other
part of the tipple, thus climinnting practicnllv all vibra-

Fig.

7.

Rock Bix Equippkii with a Steam Gate

slack conveyor delivers the Iwne coal.

From

here

it

i

fed to a two-roll crusher, the inclined conveyor deliveriiu
the crushed coal to the storage bin in the boiler hou^'

from which the stokers are fed.
The tipple was designed and the machinery furnishr
and erected by the Link-Belt Co., of Philadelphia an
Chicago. The work of preparing for the installation
this tipple, and the opening of the new mine was undr
the direction of E. Dawson Coleman, formerlv presideii
of the Ebensburg Coal Co., J. Edgar Long and W. P
I'l'

Kirk.

.himiarv 25. 1013
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Notes on Mine Gas Problems— II
By
.'SYNOPSIS

—Carbon

G. a.

more

dainpening
effect on the acetylene and oil-fed flame-^ than nilrocjen.
Tlie percentage of blacJcdamp present can he estimated
has

dioxide

a

from the brilliancy of the acetylene flame. An acetylene
light in air which wilt e.rtingiiish a candle resembles an
burning in nonnal air.
oil flame
Afterdamp, taken
V20 of a second after an e.rplosion, contained 8.15 per
cent, of carbon mono.ride and ^.."'i of nncDinbined hydrogen. Sparrows cannot lie kept in captirity; mice are too
fluggisli and pigeons not •<ensilire enough for indicators
of carbon mono.ride in re.'<cue work.
Inhalation of that
gas does not have a cumulative effect on canaries.
Natural gas is not niea.^vrablg more dangerous tlian methane in a mine. The rapidity and uncertainty of its entrance makes its occurrence signifirant. Hydrogen, ethijiine.
.1

etliane

merican

and carbon mono.ride are not emitted by

coals.

The bureau has already called attention to the tenacity
with which the acetylene ilame resists extinction and to
the fact that it will continue to burn in atmospheres in
which the ordinary wick-t'ed fiame is extinguished. It
v.-as found that a residual atmosphere in which an acetylene flame had been extinguished contained ll.T per
cent, oxygen and 6.30 per cent, carbon dioxide.
It was also found that when about one-half of the carIjon dioxide was removed as it was formed, the acetylene
fame continued to burn in a slightly greater oxygen deiiciency.
For this last experiment the flame was placed
in a gas-tight cabinet having a capacity of 25 cu.ft. The
residual atmosphere after the fiame had been extinguished
l;ii! the following composition
:

EXTINCTIVE .\TMO.SPHERE FOR C.\RBIDE L.\MP
Sample Trom Middle
of

Chamber

Bukrell*
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SOME SAMPLES OF DILUTED AFTERDAMP
Sample No.

Sample No.

1

CO,

CO2

CO

0.26
20.26
0.16
12

CH,

N,

79.20

O,

CH.

1.54
17.79
1.89

Oj

CO

0.65
78.13

N,

100.00

100.00

Hydrogen was not present

in these samples in quan-

Samples were not obtained
which were large enough to make quantitative tests for
sulphurous acid.
This constituent is probably mainly
:esponsible for the eye and throat irritation caused by
afterdamp. Large samples of such gases are being obtained at the Bruceton mine in order that we may study

tity greater

llieir

than 0.3 per cent.

3,

No. 4

whitedamp even
be drawn regarding the effects on men of carbon monoxide from these
experiments.
Men have been months recovering from
severe cases of poisoning, and the after-effects have been
formidable.
To show how differently carbon monoxide
alfects men and animals, the following experiments performed by the bureau are here tabulated.
PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF CARBON MONOXIDE
Quantity of CO used —0.25 per cent.
will

2

Vol.

not be

less

or

more

after repeated exposures.

sensitive to

No

parallel

(.-an

Subject

Exposed

Distn

Collapse

Recovery

composition.

These analyses are instructive as showing that very
dangerous atmospheres may exist after an explosion in
a mine in close proximity to those wherein men would
The bureau found that in 0.16
not soon feel distress.
per cent, carbon dioxide, a mouse only shows slight signs
In the same
of weakness at the end of one hour's time.
;;tmosphere a bird showed signs of distress in 3 min.

and

fell from its perch in 18 minutes.
In exploring a mine containing afterdamp, a person
(ould, by disregarding the warning of a sensitive animal
like a canary, travel in a very short time from an atmosphere which would not distress him into one where

collapse

would quickly

follow.

Automatic Gas Samplers
In order that the chemistry of the explosions in the
experimental mine at Bruceton may be better studied,
the Inireau has lately developed an automatic minegas sampler to a stage of completion where it is believed
samples of after-gases can be trapped at the time an explosion wave goes by and at prearranged intervals thereafter.

An analysis of a sample collected at the Altofts Experimental Station (England) '^/^„ of a .second after the
explosion had passed contained the following constituents:

AFTERDAMP ALMOST UNDILUTED
Gas

Percentage
11.25 per cent.
1.15 per cent.
8.15 per cent.

CO,
O,

CO

Gas

H,

Percentage

2.75 per cent.
2.95 per cent.
73-75 per cent.

CH.
N,

100 00
.

Tiie high percentage of carbon

monoxide

be noticed.
The British report calls attention to the presence of oxygen as showing that an inrush of air had
taken place even in the short space of time succeeding
the explosion. They state that at the instant of the passage
will

oxygen should have been entirely conis above ground, however, and the inrush of pure air would be quicker than in
mine where an explosion had occurred.
of the flame, the

sumed.

The

gallery at Altofts

i)

Use of Birds for Continued Explor.\tion Work
The bureau has made experiments relating to the use of
canaries in contiiniod exploration work, having in mind
the fact that the same animal might be used and overcome several times in the same day. It was found that
even after they had been repeatedly exposed to carbon
monoxide and had as often recovered, upon subsequent
exposures they showed distress and collapsed and revived
in about the same period of time a.s on the first exposure.
Consequently these animals can he used again and again
lor all practical purposes, with the knowledge that they

Whereas the animals were

left in

the mixture until

they collapsed, the man left the atmosphere experiencing
but little discomfort at the end of 20 min.
One hour
later he became very sick.

Use OF Sparrows for Eecovery AVork
The bureau has attempted to use English sparrows
for recovery work in mines, but with little success, because
far obtained have not survived captivity.
so
Pigeons are not sensitive enough, for at the end of 11
min. in an atmosphere containing 0.35 per cent, of carbon monoxide, they showed but slight signs of distress.
Mice are more sluggish and not so easily affected as
canaries, but they are useful nevertheless.
A mouse and
The
a canary together would make a good combination.
usefulness of small animals for detecting bad air in mines
has been so well recognized in England that the law requires them to be kept at collieries.

those

Escape of Natural Gas into Coal Mines
Natural gas has found its way into- some coal mines
with disastrous consequences. Old abandoned wells are
an especial menace in that nobody knows the exact
whereabouts of some of them. Natural gases of the Apjialachian fields contain other paraffin hydrocarbons than
The following analysis
methane, principally ethane.
shows the composition of the natural gas used at Pittsluirgh.
This gas is drawn largely from West Virginia,
but some conies from western Pennsylvania.

COMPOSITION OF NATURAL GAS AT PITTSBURGH
Gas
Carbon dioxide
Oxygen
Methane
Ethane
Nitrogen

Symbol

CO,

Percentage

COAL AGE
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more sensitive to inflammation than methane
produce an added menace from this cause should it
Sudden inrushes of large bodies
escape into a mine.
of inflammable gas have not always been sufficiently
is

iis

so

It

controlled to avert disaster.

is

also fortunate that car-

not present in the gas for its escape into
Many puba mine would produce an additional danger.
lished analyses show that natural gas contains this con-

bcn monoxide

is

stituent, but the statement

hydrocarbons than methane

is

erroneous.

in

Higher

paraffin

natural gas give to the

lat-

ter its characteristic oily odor.

Inflamm.\ble Character of the CtAses Present in
Mine Air

The bureau has almost ready

for

publication

a

re-

showing the exact character of the inflammable gases
In many textpresent in many samples of mine air.
books, the statement is made that hydrogen, ethylene and
ethane and even carbon monoxide may be present in mine
air under normal conditions of operation. As far as the
port

authors of these books are concerned, they are justified because analyses showing these constituents have been re-

ported occasionally.

Because these gases are said to exist in mine air, the
question has at times been raised regarding the application to mining conditions of experiments performed in
the laboratory or in testing galleries in which
or the nearly similar

natural gas

is

used.

methane

In the

re-

bureau, mine-gas samples are listed from
about 50 mines, ami the methods of examination are deof

the

scribed.
is

in

thane found.
It is also proved that ven' small errors,
which can hardly be avoided in the manipulation of
many forms of gas-analyzing apparatus, may result in the
reporting of one or more per cent, of combustible gases
other than methane.
Of course, if a careful analyst reports these gases in even a few samples, then one is justified in suspecting that they may occur in others.

Yarioi's Coxfi-iciing Definitions of Blackkaiip

AND

FiREDA.Ml-

Blackdiuup is still sometimes wrongfully used as if
meaning carbon dioxide, instead of a mixture of nitrogen
with that gas. Carbon dioxide usually plays but a small
part in the combustion effects produce(l by the mixture.
The deficiency of oxygen, which always accompanies extessive proportions of blackdamp, is the main factor in
flame extinguishment in mines. On the other hand, any
pliysiological ett'ects ])rodu(ed in

mospheres

men

wheji they are in at-

which lamps do not burn, are largely due
to the carbon dioxide.
This statement has reference to
atmospheres in old workings, etc., and not to tho.se that
have been vitiated by mine fires, explosions, etc., ami
wherein carbon monoxide might exist.
Different meanings have been attributed to tlu; word
fredamj). To some it means methane, to others any mixlure of methane and air. That other gases than methane
may frei|uently be present is sometimes stated. The writer
lelieves the best definition to be; any inflammable mixture (if methane ami air. This definition is used by some
at

hand to describe completely
in afterdamp. That the prod-

Sufficient data are not at

the constituents present

ucts of incomplete combustion of methane, coal dust
air can be quite complex,

is

shown by work already

and
per-

formed on single gases and air. This statement has reference to the immediate after-products of an explosion.
After a stagnant mine atmosphere has been clarified
of smoke particles and easily condensible gases that
irritate, a clear atmosphere can remain for a long time,
containing oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, methane,
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. In this atmosphere a
lamp may burn fairly well, with no flame indication.
Only the characteristic burnt odor will reveal to the
senses the fact that there has been

atmosphere
monoxide.

may

Largest
An

an explosion, but the

be fatal because of the presence of carbon

Mine Hoist
what

in the

World

thought to be the largest mine
hoist in the world, has been recently placed with the
Xordberg Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee. Wis., in competition with both German and English bidders.
The hoist is to be used at the Inverness Railway &
Coal Co.'s mine at Inverness, Cape Breton Island, and
is of the Nordberg-Corliss, duplex type.
The cylinders
are 34 and 34x72 in., and the hoist is provided with two
drums, each of which is equipped with a Nordberg axial
clutch and post brake, enabling independent operation
order, fur

is

of either.

shown that

no case are any of the gases mentioned present, except in some mines round the oil regions, into which natural gas may have escaped, and
as a consequence other paraffin hydrocarbons than meIt

Afterdamp

iiuic-li

to

port

145

present.

in

A

The hoist is designed for the following service:
train of 12 cars, each weighing 1151) lb., and containing
one long ton of

coal, must be hauled up a 10,000-ft. inwhich is 16 deg. at the surface and 35 deg. at the
))ottom.
This makes the pull on the rope about 41 ,()()()
lb., and in view of this rope stress and the length of
cable, this hoist is thought to lie the largest ever concline,

structed.

Hoists with. larger cylinders have been built for the
copper-mining business, notably the two Nordberg hoists
at the Tamarack mines in Calumet, Mich., but these are
sur])assed in the present case in the two particular features mentioned.
As might be expected, the brakes, clutches, reverse am!
throttle are not operated directly by hand, but by aux
iliary

engines.

A

British Coal Exporter

Here

That Wales aiul the other British coal-i)roducing centers fear an American invasion of their South American
trade was evident from the remarks of D. A. Thomas,
head of the Cambrian Combination, who is now in New
York. lie said he ex]K'cted to rcniain for a month ins]>ecting coal fields and investigating .\nierican met bods
of mining.
His remarks follow:
In South Wales we produce the finest haid co.il in llic
world, but In the cost of production we are not on a level
footing with the American companies.
Tn spite of a vast
difference In carrying distance the rates In America are so
much lower than ours that your coal can bo delivered at the
sea coast cheaper than we can do It.
These factors have made the Welsh mining Interest.^ a lilt
fearful of their South American trade.

Mr. Thoma.s said that he might look over some
view to purchasing them.

erties with a

|)ri)i)-
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A New

Apparatus for the Observation
of Gas Caps
Foreign- CouuEsroxDENCE

caps.
sists

new apparatus

for use in the observation of gas

This appliance

is

illustrated

herewith.

It

con-

drum marked A and at the right-hand
same is a measuring drum marked B and at

of a large

side of the

bottom of the measuring drum

B

3.

through tap

reaches the desired level, as indicated by

Xo. 4

C

till

marks

it

at the

back of the water gage connected to drum B.
Each
on tliis scale represents the quantity of gas
which, when passed into the chamber (which is normally
full of air) adds to it one-half per cent, of gas.
Thus to
obtain one per cent, of gas in the drum it is only nec-

division

Messrs. Ackrovd and Best have just placed on the market a

Vol.

the left-hand side, a receptacle for holding almost anj'
kind of lamp. The lamp is placed in a water-ring seal,

essary to pass water into the measuring cylinder to cover

two divisions of the

The

scale.

C'arbox Dioxide Is RKiiovEO

To allow an equivalent
drum A, a tap G in the

quantity of air to escape from

is opened while
being driven into the drum and a handle
connected with a large mixer is rotated from time to time
to blend the mixture adequately. To absorb the carbonic
acid given off by the lamp, a tray of caustic soda or

gas

base of same,

H

is

ordinary ground lime

The

lid

water

of that

drum

may
is

be placed in the drum A.
detachable and is closed by a

seal.

K

Taps C and F are coupled together hy a rod
to ensure their working in unison. It may be mentioned that
with this appliance, it is an easy matter to change very
rapidly from small percentages up to 5 per cent, (a 5per cent, cap reaching toward the top of the lamp gauze).
It may also be noted that the mixing chamber is of comparatively small capacity. If a mixture containing more
than 5 per cent, of gas is desired, it may readil_v be obtained by refilling the small chamber B from the mains
or

from cylinders and operating the machine as described

above.

Working with very low percentages the gas cap would
remain steady for 15 or 20 miu.
when testing high
percentages the cap would remain unchanged for a few
minutes; the makers, however, recommend taking an
average of not more than five minutes for observations
:

of each percentage of gas.

If

it

be desired that each

cap be capable of remaining steady for more than five
minutes, larger chambers are made for this purpose.

Greatest Western Coal State

Ax Appakajts

for DETi:i;iriNixr; the Ability of
FuiEBOSSES TO DETECT FiREDAlIP

so arranged that the pricker wire can be easily operateQ

from the

outside.

The Gas Mixture cax
The appliance

is

be Kegdlated at Will

adapted for use with gas from the

municipal mains or from high-pressure cylinders. To
work the apparatus the bottom tap C is opened and the
measuring chamber B filled with water. A gas tap D
connected to either the gas service or the cylinder of
compressed coal gas, is then opened.
By opening a tap J almost all the water is now allowed 10 pass from the measuring chamber, gas entering and taking its place, a little water up to the level
of the zero mark being left at the bottom to form a seal.
Tap E is then momentarily opened permitting the escape of the surplus gas so that the contents of the measuring chamber are reduced to atmospheric pressure.
Tap F. in a pipe which communicates between the upper part of the measuring chamber and drum .1 is then
opened. Water is simultaneously allowed to reenter the

Colorado leads all western states in the production
of coal, according to the U. S. Geological Survey, and
in 1911 was second only to California in the production of gold.
Colorado is also the leading western state
in the manufacture of pig iron and of coke and is the leading state in the production of tungsten ores and vanadium
minerals. The total value of all mineral products of the
state in 1911 was $51,958,239.
The following statement shows the values of the principal mineral products
in 1911:
Gold
Coal
Zinc
Silver

Lead

$19,138,800
14,747,764
4,814.562
3.9.W,800
2.755,890

Prof. E. W. Reiss, in an interesting; paper on the fossil
plants of the coal seams of England, says that the structure
of coal-measure plants can be studied in microscopic preparations as effectively as that of recent plants.
It is possible
to form some idea of the habit of the coal-measure plants by
studying their detailed structure. The wide air spaces in the
cortical tissues of Calamitean roots have led to the belief that
many of the coal-measure plants were rooted under water or
in water-logged soil.
Some plants were evidently carried by
wind and water to that portion of the country where coal is
now found. Fragments of marsh and nonaquatic plants
are bedded close together in the coal seams.

.

:
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The New Anthracite Mining Code

laws that will meet the growing needs of the coal-mining
industry.

That the present niiuing laws under which the anthramines of Pennsylvania have been operated and are
still governed are badl_v in need of revision is evident
b}' the interest recently taken, by both operators and miners alike, in the rejjort of the subcommittee to the commission appointed to revise and codify the present
law.
As previously announced, the commission held an
open session for listening to the arguments and suggestions of coal operators, Tuesday, the 14th and another
for the same purpose on Wednesday, when the miners

Speaking of the rapid growth of electrical equipment in
mines. Colonel Phillips suggested the appointment of a
board of expert electrical engineers to draft a law covering the use of electricity in the anthracite mines. This

cite

is a good suggestion and it is understood, of course, that
the electrical engineers j^o appointed would be only tho.se

thoroughly familiar with mining work and conditions in
the anthracite mines.

;

Mr.

were heard.

on the pari
of the operators in their recommendations to the commission.
Among those present at the session were: Col.
K. A. Phillips, of the Delaware & Lackawanna Coal Co.;
C. F. Huber, Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.; W. W.
Inglis and Alexander Brvden, Pennsylvania Coal Co.
W. J. Bennett, Philadelphia & Reading Coal Co. W. h.
Allen, Scranton Coal Co., and W. G. Robertson, operator,
Scranton, Peun.
Tlie operators presented a hundred-page typewritten
statement, containing many valualile suggestions. Prominent among these was tlie indorsement of the appointive
system of choosing mine inspectors, the appointments to
be made by the governor. In reference to this matter, the
recommendations of the antliracite mine operators read
It is pleasing to note the tone of conciliation

;

as follows
In
addition
to
the
comments offered we are
of
the opinion that, for the benefit of the service, the change
from an elective to an appointive system is to the best interest of the commonwealth, the miner and the operator.
The further the position is removed from polities the better
it will be for all concerned.
We go further and suggest that
the term of mine inspector should not be less than Ave years,
provided he shall not be guilty of neglect.

The operators favor the acceptance
miner from other countries; and

a

it

of a certificate of

was even suggested

Colonel Phillips that the provision of the present law
requiring a two years' citizenship before a miner could
l)y

oljtain

new

a certificate, should not be

made

a

part of the

was recommended that a board of qualified
miners should be aj^pointed to examine candidates for
code.

It

inexorabl(>

Burrell's

considerations

Address

space compelled us to
our remarks relative to Mr. Burrell's address
at the West Virginia Coal Mining Institute.
The editor
has the truly Procrustean habit of cutting us off at
lengths to suit the bed in which we must lie.
This
will be our excuse for displaying our weary, wayworn
feet and tattered sandals at the head of this editorial.
We took exception last week to the use of the word
"explosion" to cover an inflammation so gentle that, to
quote Mr. Burrell
"The flame travels with comparative
slowness and can be followed by the eye."
It is no
wonder that, having entangled himself with such a definition, Mr. Burrell does not agree with us and others
who l)elieve an explosion to be both forcible and noisy.
Xo surpri.se should be expressed that we have placed
the low limit of explosihility somewhat higher than lie
of

shorten

:

favors.

But we are not dispo.-*ed to pass on without a threefold
commendation of Mr. Burrell.
Fir>t. he has detined
clearly what he means by an explosion.
He has not misled people by using a word in an unusual sense without
letting his hearers understand what he really means.
That practice leading to mucli obscurity, is only too
common in scientific books. Second, he has shown clear!y what ha]i])ens when his "lower limit of explosihility"
is reached and when what he terms an "ex]ilosion" takes
place.
Throughout his article, no inisiinderstandiiig ran
arise as to his

And

meaning.

attention to an important
on the scale of inflammability. It specifies a percentage volume at which heat will l)e generated over a
large area, and at which the flame by coming in contact
with dust in suspension and with the mine rib is likely to
third,

he has called

iiint

I

miners' certificates.

The operators favor a mine inspectdrs' exainining board
composed of nine citizens, pro])ortioned as follows: Three
mining engiiieer.s, three mine foremen and three miners;
instead of a board of nine member.s, composed of lour
niiiiiiig engineers and li\e miners, as suggested in tlie
subcommittee's report.
Colonel Phillips addressed the commission at consideral)ie leugtli, and his remarks were well received as coming from one of long experience in the anthracite region.
.\

gratifying feature in the work of the commission

the disposition

is

to hear all

and to profit, as far as may be. In- their suggeshoped that this attitude of tiie commission
be rewarded by tlie codification of a set of mining

parties
tions.
will

on the part of the members

It is

be fed

till

it

may

pc>ssil)ly

beccmie explosive

in

a

real

due to liberated hydrocarbons. We think his so
called "lower explosive point" is one, at which. ])er(hanc'c, under natural mine conditions, an explosion
might result by reason of added methane, and other
sense,

gases distilled by the heat of the flame.
K. P. Perman, of University College, Cardiff, Wales,

has placed the lower limit of explosihility even lower than
Mr. Burrell. To him 2.5 per cent, seems the correct figure, not 5.5, and the higher limit is 24 per cent., which
is nearly twice as high as that stated in the address
to

which we have referred.

Suc-h

results

are so

con-
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previous figures that, at first sight, one is
them as percentages by weight instead of
Ijy volume: but the tendency in Great Britain to twist
the word "'explosiou" explains the difficulty.
trarv to

all

l^rone to regard

We do not feel disposed to alter our judgment regarding the canary. That bird may possibly serve the purposes of au indicator of carbon monoxide when' helmets
are

available

tion

work

in

safe

sufficient

and

to make exploraBut where this is not

quantities

efficient.

the case, the rescuers will be needlessly delayed in their
work by liasing their judgment of their powers of safe
lesistance by so susceptible a bird.

unit
If

we assume, with

l;ird like a

why experiment with

a

human

heavy phlegmatic
it

would

have a higher resistance than the bureau desires, without the corresponding advantage of lightness and lack
of bulk.

Moreover, we are inclined to believe that it might not
so many intermediate signs between normal con-

show

and

ditions

as are afforded by the volatile
would possibly be proved that "the
nerves," if we may be pardoned for the

collapse

resiliency of its

it

unequal to that of the smaller bird. As
Mr. Burrell Ijelieves that the canary has a power of recovery from afterdamp, as nearly perfect as desired, the
pigeon could not be, in that respect, superior.
We are disposed to believe that the test has been
prompted largely by the desire to placate those, within
and without the bureau, who look upon the use of the
canary as undignified.
We are not disposed to regard
If the canary is that
the matter in that foolish light.
animal of all animals which will note the moment for reexpression,

is

treat or for the

donning of helmets,

l)y

all

means

let it

be used.

Because this bird

the delight of old maids and other

is

dear to the hearts and replenishing to the pockets of the fortune-telling vagrant, is no
reason why it should not serve to defend life. We have
no patience with those who have regarded the canary
Our
as an unpractical introduction and a Uf<eless craze.
objection has always beeu that the canary succumbed
too easily to make it a correct index on which to base huchildless

women, and

seeing that, quite

recently,
is

temperatures, we are dispased to think that it is unsafe to
follow this conclusion of Mr. Burrell till the other side
has been heard.

The Weather Bureau Mine
8ome prominence

Mr. Burrell, toward the end of his address, attacked
the belief that there were other gases in firedamp beThis conside those given in any of his analyses.
extremely interesting, as it shows, for instance,
is not to be feared as a coal emanation in any of our mines and that ethane is only to be
expected where gas leaks in from gas and oil wells.
is

that carl)on monoxide

But we do not believe it is safe for Mr. Burrell to
deny, without examination, that such gases may be found
in Euro])e, from which source the condemned analyses
In some English mines petroleum has been found,
rise.
and it is needless to point out some peculiarities in European workings, among which are greater heat and

;

depth, outbursts of carbon dioxide, excessive tendencies
toward spontaneous combustion and the presence of coal
in a granulated condition.

The surmise of Mr. Burrell may lie correct. It is
we are not disposed to (Hothe analyses made many

is

It is a well established fact that mine atmospheres often
experience a sudden increase in the percentage of gas,
owing to the outflow of gas from large abandoned areas
or other void cavities, in the mine, where gas has ac-

cumulated. This outflow of gas into the mine workings
accompanies any considerable drop or fall of the barometer due to a decrease of atmospheric pressure. The effect

mine

in the

is

generally felt from 2 to 3 hr. after the fall

of the barometer occurs.

Such are the practical

difficulties of coal

re-spect to the ventilation of

abandoned

mining, with

areas, that

it

is

impossible often to prevent the accumulation of dangerous
quantities of firedamp in these workings. Such abandoned
and unventilated areas are a menace to safe mining.

The equipment
a

of most uptodate mines today includes
standard mercurial barometer, and its readings are

watched and recorded. It is the custom of cautious
mine foremen and firebosses to observe the reading of the
closely

barometer before entering the mine. The service proposed
liy the AVeather Bureau is a responsible one and will he
appreciated by the officials of those mines having no
liarometer at the shaft.

The

circular reads as follows;

AtmoHpherlr PreHxure and Mine Explosions
an established fact that the pressure of the atmosphere has a direct bearing on the explosions in coal
mines, in that while the pressure is high the gas in the
mines is confined in pockets and the danger of an explosion
It

Is

is at a minimum: but, when there is a marked fall in pressure (not necessarily, however, to abnormally low pressure)
causing the gas to spread from the pockets where it has
been confined, the chances of explosion are greatly increased.
I am directed by the chief of the Weather Bureau to ask
that you notify this oflice if you wish this service, and if so,
that you kindly forward the name of the person or mine superintendent that should be notified, together with his telephone number, to the end that the necessary protective steps
may be taken.
In this connection I wish to say that mine superintendents can obtain readings from the standard barometers in
this office, for comparison with the instruments the.v may
have in use for this purpose: also that on application to
this office they can have their aneroids set to compare with
weather bureau standard barometers.

WILI.I.\M

true

years ago with the authority of those conducted today,

Service

again given to the influence of atmospheric pressure on mine atmospheres, and the relation
of the rise and fall of the barometer to mine explosions,
in a circular recently issued by the Weather Bureau, at
Scranton, Penn. The circular shows a laudable desire on
the part of the Weather Bureau to extend their service
and make it of some practical value in the operation of
mines, with a view to furnish prompt information of a
sudden change of barometric pressure, by telephone to
the superintendent or other mine official.

is

jnan action.

clusion

il. Mahler has
formed by coal from
Anzin, Decazeville, Azincourt and Courrieres at moderate

Finally,

declared that carbon monoxide

the Bureau of Mines, that the re-

pigeon. It was to be anticipated that

canary, and further

Xo. 4

In short, the canary

sistance of a canary gives the correct limit for

temerity, then

3.

nor do we feel any real assurance that spectroscopic determinations are reliable, at least quantitatively. Xever
theless it is not safe to declare that because firedamp
is ethaneless here, it also must be free of that hydrocarbon in the Old World.

too low.

is

Vol.

DUDLEY.

Local forecaster in charge.
Scranton, Penn., Jan.

13,

1913.
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
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means of alleviating sufand domestic accidents, well known
iiousehold remedies are still and have been in use for

diistrial accidents and arranged for holding classes in
which the pupils were taught the proper methods of aiding the injured, pending the arrival of medical attendance. The movement met with signal success, and during
1877 and 1878, it was extended to include all the important towns of England.
About the same time, similar movements were started
In 1879,
in Germany, France, Belgium and Austria.
the movement spread to Scotland, but the organization of
the St. Andrew's Ambulance Association, in Glasgow, in
1882, with precisely the same object in view, removed
the necessity for further activity of the English asso-

many

ciation in Scotland.

By

J.

Aid

to the Injured
H. Young* and J. L. SnioNsf

First

Anyone conversant -n-itli the history of the medical
profession knows that it is a long unbroken record of
The treatments of today are todifferences of opinion.
morrow replaced by others diametrically opposite. Upon
one subject, however, all members of the medical profession agree,

viz.,

the advisability of enlightening the

general public as to the best
lering.

For

diseases

years.

The Origin

The American Movement Delayed

of First Aid

Until a comparatively recent date, however, industrial
and other accidents have been tended exclusively by

Case "A," Bandaging of Simple Fracture of Lower
Half of Left Leg

members of the medical profession. Although for a long
time it was felt that the physician could not be at or near
the scene of all accidents, it was not until the Crimean
first steps were taken in
Oct. 21, 1854, Florence Nightingale,
34 nurse.s, started from England for

war, in 18.54 to 1856, that the
Ibis direction.

On

accompanied by
the Crimea to organize
efforts in this struggle

a nursing department.

mark the beginning

Her

heroic

of professional

nursing and of first-aid-to-the-injured.
hi 1S61 to 1865, Clara Barton ])erf()rmed a similar service in the American Civil War, and in 1881, in conjunction with Miss Nightingale and otliers, she organized the
Intt-rnational Hcd Cross, which today heads all nursing
and first-aid-to-thc-injured movements, not only in

America but throughout the

civilized

countries of the

world.

Tn 1877, the St. John's .Vnibulance Association, of
London, took stops to meet the want felt for aid in in•Physlclan.
tFlre Inspector.
Note Paper read at the mcetInK of the Panthf-r Valley
Mining Institute. Dec. 7. 1912.

—

this

23 Years

an American movement of
kind, among those employed in industrial pursuits,

Probably the

first

case of

Case "B," Miotiiod of SurroRTtNG a Dislocated
llir

was the organization of tirst-aid-to-the-injured corps
throughout the anthracite-coal fields of Pennsylvania.
Various authorities differ in stating just where the movement originated, some giving the honor to Dr. George
Halberstadt, whose endeavors along these lines with the
employees of the Philadeliihia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co. have met with praiseworthy results, and others claim
the honor for Dr. M. J. Shields, now first lieutenant.
Medical Reserve Corps, TTnitcd States Army, but at that
lime affiliated with the Delaware & Hudson Co.
Doctor Halberstadt's and Doctor Shields' movements,
although differing in some small ways, are directed
toward the same end. To whomsoever this honor belongs,
it is an established fact that first-aid-to-the-injured in industrial plants had its beginning in America about
1899.
During the past 13 years, its spread has been so
great that today it is an in.stitution recognized, not only
by the anthracite-coal operators of Pennsylvania, but
by the bituminotis-coal companies throughout the United
States, by railroads, and. in fact, by almost every industry employing large numbers of men.
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The Burden
In Great Britain alone,

we

of Accidents

has been calculated that
This, of
17,000 persons, annually, die from accidents.
course, represents a small proportion of those temporarily
One authority calculates this
or permanently disabled.
number in England as 1,.500, 000 annually.
Lynch and Shields, Judging from the incomplete records kept in the United States upon this subject, tell us
Accepting the
that 500,000 are so disabled, every year.
figures of Lynch and Shields, which, it will be seen are
it

low in comparison with those given for Great Britain,
"the earning capacity of each man injured at a conservative figure of, say, $500 per year, we
have an annual loss, to victims and their families, of

and considering

$•^.30,000,000.

From (ierman

which are carefully compiled,
due
to the negligence of employees or employers, and -tS.OS
it

statistics,

a])pears that 57.95 per cent, of all accidents are

per cent, to the inevitable risks of the employed.

Lynch

It)

Upon
Edward Watkin, M.
made an exhaustive study

cent., respectively.

Sir

P.,

in

the world will not avail to stop acci-

We conclude therefore,
dents which may end fatally."
that although the greater number of accidents are caused
by negligence of employees and employers, that, even could
all

accidents from negligence be eliminated, there would
be a small number of unavoidable accidents.

still

The Importance of Early Assistance
noted surgical writer has said that the fate of any injured person depends chiefly upon the acts of the rescuer
We are in the habit of
into whose hands he first falls.
saying, when speaking of fires, that the first five minutes
The same holds good in case
are the most important.
of accidents, the difference being that in fires the conivhich

is,

is

property, and in accidents

it

is

human

life,

undoubtedly, of vastly greater importance.

value of prompt attendance to injuries was clearly
shown during the war with Spain, and in the South AfFrom statistics dealing with these wars,
rican conflict.

The

is

;

Case

'"X,"

Dressing a Crushed Right Lower Leg

Ihey should do and what they should not do, in endeavoring to save life, limb and suffering.

Xo Accident
The

Is to

Be Regarded as Trivial

aid is to do that which is
understood to be helpful ; the second, to do nothing which
is known to be harmful.
Should any doubt arise in the
mind of the first-aid man concerning the nature of an injury, he is trained to regard the accident as serious until
the patient is placed in the hands of a physician.
"A" was injured by having a timber fall upon his leg,
causing a simple fracture of a large bone of the left
lower leg.
He was allowed to walk three miles across
first

principle of

first

large city to his home, where a fracture was discovered by the physician. Only good fortune prevented the
a

compounded and resulting in a six
months' to two years' confinement with possible infection and loss of limb, instead of six weeks of practically

fracture from being

A

sideration

and limb has been reduced

nothing more important in the event of acsome one with sufficient coolness and
information should assume command and begin to set
things right.
Such a man will rarely fail to be recognized by those less efficient and will usually find it easy
to direct them so that they render valuable assistance,
or at least, do no harm to the sufferer.
The last remark brings to our minds the objections
advanced by a former division superintendent to the
training of first-aid men.
His objection was that they
would do more harm than good bj- the over-zealous handling of injured persons that they would probably poke
their dirty fingers into wounds, etc. This cannot happen
when men are properly trained. Training is incomplete
if the proper handling of wounds is omitted.
We do not
intend to convert first-aid men into physicians and surgeons.
We purpose simply to instruct them as to what

There

an Englishman who has

of the subject, says in a small

Xo. 4

the lowest ratio in the whole history of warfare.

the subject of inevitable risks.

jiamphlet entitled "Is Accidental Death Inevitable": "I
liave at last come to the conclusion that a certain proportion of accidental deaths are as inevitable as the measles.
All education

find that the loss of life

3,

cidents than that

Case "C" Bandaging of Fracture at Base of Skull
and Shields estimate, from such records as are obtainable, that in this country percentages run 66 and 34 per

Vol.

painless disability.
''B" sustained dislocation

home, while

working on a

of his hip,
railroad.

55 miles from
Fellow-workmen

and sat him down on the
an engine and thus moved him 55 miles, caus-

failed to recognize the trouble
pilot of

Had the injury been recoging him untold suffering.
medical attention could have been procured in five

rized,

minutes.
"C" standing on a frei^-ht train entering a

tunnel

:
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was struck and was imconscious for 10 min. He was reand the injury not being rerognized by his fellowworkmen, he was allowed to walk unassisted II/2 miles
to his home. He fell twice on the way and upon reaching
the house fell dead from effects caused by a fracture at the
vived

base of the skull, as was discovered in a post-mortem exHad the injury been recognized and the
amination.

taken,

proper precautions

"C's"

life

might have been

saved.

A

man, subject to fits, fell on "D," a four-year old
and she sustained a simple fracture of the thigh.
She was picked up and carried in cars four miles without
The physician was not seen for
a dressing of any kind.
Fortunately, the fracture was not comtwo hours.
pounded, but we can imagine the suffering which she
must have endured.
To look at the brighter side, we will now cite three
cases where nothing but the presence of mind of the firstgirl,

man

r.id

saved the patient.

age. fell under a locomotive,
having his leg totally crushed to the knee. Prompt application of the tourniquet by first-aid men and proper
dressing prevented loss of much blood and made it possible to operate on the patient two hours after the ac-

"X," a boy, 15 years of

cident.

down by detached cars from a trip and had
arm and shoulder crushed. It was impossible to control

'"Y" was run
his

bleeding by the tourniquet, but the effusion was stopped by
an original dressing devised by a first-aid man, who un-
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for the past four years

"Z" was attacked and beaten by four men, with a
and stove lid, at his home, and was undoubtedly

tea kettle

bleeding to death when a first-aid man passing the house
entered, controlled the bleeding, recognized that the skull

was fractured and treated the patient accordingly. "Z's"
life was saved.
The emergency treatment of the case
was commended by the surgeon of the hospital.
The accompanying illustrations "A," "B," "C" and
'*X" show the proper method of dressing injuries like
those of victims "A," "B," "C" and "X," respectively,
referred to in this article.

lOJ:

per cent, over the year 1910, and 190 per cent, over

the year 1909.

PnKiiiUMs FOE Safety
In order to give the officials an incentive to be constantly on the lookout for dangers which might be the
cause of accidents, the company gives a premium each
month to its foremen and assistant foremen, who have a
clear accident record, and a special feature of the banquet
was the "Foreman's Honor Table." at which were seated
19 foremen and assistants who have a clear accident
record of 6 months or longer, some as long as 17 months.
These men, after having oiierated their mine sections
for 6 consecutive months without an accident, receive a
special premium of from $15 to $25.
Notwithstanding the marked improvement that has
already been made in the prevention of accidents, it is
the intention of the company to put forth a still greater
effort to reduce accidents for the year 1913.

during the

j'ear there will

Banquet

Safety Boosting
& Coke

evening. Jan.

Co., at Gary,

boosting"

banquet.

4.

tbc

TTiiiicil

States Coal

W. Va., gave its 3d annual "SafetyAbout two hundred persons were

pre.«cnt.

The hall was beautifully decorated with s|)ruce and
rhododendron and was brilliantly lighted. The oltject of
the banquet was to discuss the jjrevention of accidents to
emphiyees, and the decorations were arranged to impress
this more forcil)ly upon the minds of all i)resent.
On the
front of the hall, facing the guests as they entered, the

slogan of the company, "Safety the First Consideration,"

was printed

in

large letters.

The

invitations ak^o were

decorated with safety gems, such as, "When in doubt,
take the .^afe course," "The prevention of accidents and
injuries

l)y

all

possible means,

is

a per.sonal

duty which

everyone owes, not to himself alone, but also to his fellow workmcii." Even the cigars which were served bore
the brarul mark. "Saf(?ty First."

For the past several years the TTnited States Coal &
Coke Co. has been making special elfort to reduce accidents to its employees, and while the management feels
that

it

has not

made

the progress

it

should, the figures

Each day

be mailed to every superin-

tendent, mine foreman and assistant mine foreman of the
company a short description of some accident which has

occurred during the preceding years, with a statement
showing how to avoid similar accidents. This is done so
that each foreman and assistant will have
of accidents

brought directly

his

to

will also be posted at the

th'e

question

attention

daily.

mines each day,

causes of accidents will also be
brought to the attention of the workmen as they enter
the mines in the morning.
When coffee was served, the following addresses were
delivered, with Edward O'Toole, General Superintendent.
so that the possible

acting as toastmaster

"Underground Management of Coal Mines, with a
View to Eliminating Accidents to Operatives, in Actual
Mining," James Booth, Mine Foreman.
'Underground Management of Coal Mines, witli a
View to Eliminating Accidents to Ojterativps in the
Transportation Department." J.

On Saturday

For

aiccident inside increased -19 per cent, over the year 1911,

These reports

derstood the needs of the case.

show decided improvement.

the year 1912, the total tons of coal produced per fatal

\'.

Rhodes, Jlino Fore-

man.
"Underground Management of Coal Mines, with a
View to Eliminating Accidents to Oi)eratives from Gas
and Dust E.xplosioTis," A. II. llahn. Mine Foreman.
A short talk from the Assistant Mine Foreman's
"Honor Table" on "How to Keep a Clear Accident
Record," Joseph Andring, Asst. Mine Foreman.
"Inspection of Mines, with a View to Eliminating
Accidents to Operatives," W. P. Kcarns, Mine Inspector.
"Mining Engineering. Relative to Coal Mines, with a
View to Eliminating Accidents to Operatives," TI. W.

Saunders, Division Kngineer.
"Mechanical Kngineering, Relative to Coal Mines, with
a View to Eliminating Accidents to Operatives," C. H,
Williams, Mechanical Engineer.
"Electrical Engineering, Relative to Coal Mines, with
a View to Eliminating Accidents to 0])eratives," Eli
Clemens, Chief I'^lectrician.
"Superinteiuling of Coal Mines, with a View to Eliminating Accident.s to Operatives," F. A. Kearns, W. W.
Harding, A. N. Harris and H. T. Graham, Superintendents.
"Statistics

Engineer.

on

Accidents,"

H.

N".

Favenson.

Chief
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seats for the orchestra.

Frick Coke Co. built a ball in the year
1913, at its Leiseuriug Xo. 1 plant, near the large swimming pool described in our issue of Oct. 5, 1912, and ilC.

lustrated on the front cover of that issue. The building,
which is to be used for the amusement and recreation of

employees, measures 60x30

ft.,

Xo. i

and dancing, being equipped with basketball
apparatus and liaving an alcove fitted with a piano and

By Special C'okrkspoxdext

its

3,

basketViall

Leisenring Hall

The H.

Vol.

with a 42x1 7-ft. side

As on the first floor, the wing of the second story is
divided into two sections, one of which is a complete
ladies' toilet and cloak room, the other being used as a
barber shop, the proprietor being the custodian of the
Though the two floors are connected by a stairway,
access to each floor is provided by ladies and gentlemen's

hall.

outside entrances.

wdng.
It is divided into

two

stories

;

the basement

is

Managed by Employees' Association

a concrete

structure and is used as a game and reading room, having
installed therein a bowling alley, pool tables, punching

bags and other gramastic apparatus. This room is also
used on certain nights as a reading room and school of

The

H. C. Frick Coke Co.
about $2500, erected, exclusive of material obtained from
an old building of this size, has been put in charge of an
association formed among the employees and known as

FkOXT A'lEW OF THE HaLL FKOM THE SwiillllXG
Pool

Leisexijing Hall, Eeected by the H. C. Fkick

Coke

Co.

instruction and at that Tunc

is

in

charge of a paid in-

structor.

Opening into this game and reading
lavatory for men, connected to which

room is a complete
a row of shower
athletic exercises. The
is

baths for the use of employees after
wing of the building, opening into this room,
into two sections, one of which

is fitted

up

is

divided

for a complete

building, which cost the

This body is rethe Leisenring Athletic Association.
quired to equi]) and maintain the hall from its treasury.
The association niendiership fee as fixed by the company
is

$1 with a monthly assessment of 2oc. per member. The

present membership totals 85 employees, including members of employees' families. The association, however, is
not granted the exclusive right to use the hall, all em-

members

kitchen and contains a cooking range, dishes and other
This kitchen is used, in connection with the
utensils.
basement, as a dining room for suppers and similar en-

ployees of the company, whether

tertainments.

has rapidly increased since

In the other section of the wing is located a large boiler.
This furnishes steam for the heating of the building and
for the swimming pool adjacent, and supplies hot water
The storv above the rcadini;' room is used for
to both.

has thus far received and expended about $300, most of
which has been used toward the equipment of the hall.

Boom for Basket Ball and Dances, Leisenking Hall

of the associa-

tion or not, having free right to its advantages

equipment therein.

The membership
its

and any

of the association

formation and the society

It is estimated that it will require an equal amount to
complete its outfitting.

Eoom for Games and Eeading

in

Same Building

I
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cliarge is made for admission to dances or basketgames, the only method used for obtaining money
being the association membership, assessment fees and
money derived from the sale of eatables at suppers and

Xo

ball

The work of the associannder the charge of a president, vice-president,
secretary and treasurer, with executive and house com-

festivals held in this biuldiug.

tion

is

mittees.

association has adopted by-laws regulating its

The
aifairs

relate

own

These
particularly to the behavior of employees and as-

and providing for the proper use

members while

sociation
strictly

enforced by the

custodian.

The

hall,

of the hall.

in the building.

officers of

The laws

are

the association and the

which was built as an experiment,

has proved a great success and is being used by old and
young, men and women, native and foreign born, alike.

Club

Room

at

Prospect Colliery

The Lehigh \"alley Coal I'o., under the advice of
P. M. Chase, its general manager and vice-president, has
a club house close to the breaker of the ProsHitherto the workers in the breaker have
taken their mid-day lunch either in the dust-laden building itself or in or even under box cars. The latter did
not form safe places, as it was not certain but that a
shifter might at aiw time put the cars in motion.
installed

pect colliery.

^^^Hhhi?

ju.jj,t.

uea^niitijJM
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Work

of the H. C. Frick Co.
By Thomas \V. Dawsox*

Welfare

Safety, relief, sanitation and welfare, as practiced by
H. C. Frick Colve Co., a subsidiary of the United
States Steel Corporation, are so closely associated that I

paper.

Bureaus of Safety
States Steel Corporation has a '•bureau of
safety" which is intended to assist in coordinating all efforts which are being made among the subsidiary com-

The United

panies for improving the conditions of the employees. It
sort
is not only a clearing house for everything of this
done within the corporation, but it is also an observation
station for everything of the kind done by other companies.
It is established to make sure that each subsidiary company knows the best methods adopted everywhere, and
also the most successful systems tried by the corporation.
The bureaus see that the companies adoiJt the measures

which have been proved to save

The Origin

life.

of the Expression "Safety First"

"Safety the First Consideration" appears on all letterheads, blank forms, circulars and stationery used at the
mine and general offices of the company. This slogan
originated with the president of the H. C. Frick Coke
Co., which has formulated 25 rules, printed them in

pamphlet form, and given a copy in his own language to
each workman. The first of these regulations states that
"Strict compliance with the mining law of the state of
Pennsylvania shall be the first duty of each and every
employee, at all times, and under all circumstances ; and,
'Safety must be the first consideration' of all superintendents, mine foremen and all others exercising authority, or charged with the direction of operations in every
department

;

quality of product, second

;

and

Every

official

ly impressed

and forenu.n

of the

company
is

is

continual-

to be the first

all these officials and their Subordinates
are brought together as one great committee on safety;
thus, the strenuous campaign, started several years ago,

consideration, and

being vigorously continued.
The 25 general rules of the company, printed in the
various languages of the employees, are posted at conspicuous points about the mine where workmen have the
best opportunity to peruse them. Pamphlets setting forth
the duties of the miner and the manner in which he
may protect himself against danger and giving the safety
regulations for those working around machinery have
is

been printed and generally distributed.
The sign significant of danger is the standard sign required by the mining law of the state of Pennsylvania.
will find it at all points in the mine where there is
the least possibility oF an accident. A similar sign, indicative of the particular danger which may be encountered, is used in aiul al)out that part of tlie plant situated
on the surface. These signs are of substantial construc-

being made of enameled

steel.

Tiicy liavo a white

•Assistant chief enginfcr, H. C. Frick Culit; Co., Soottdale,
Penn.
Note Abstract from paper entitled "Welfare. H. C. Frick
Coke Co.," read before the winter meeting of the Coal Mining
Institute of America. Dec. IS, 1912.

—

are

working in shafts, the "Men in Shai't"
that by no mistake can an accident be

Careless

Men Xeed Xot Apply

The man seeking employment
is

observes the sign that

willing to be careful to avoid injury to him-

and his fellow workmen, he is not to ask for employment, indicating that the company does not want
careless men in their employ.
.'^elf

The
IS

sign "Safety First," printed in various languages,

displayed in

ings,

all

the

the employee that this

rooms, power buildmine entrance, reminding

offices, boiler

pump rooms and

at the
is

to be his foremost thought.

number

of these signs are illuminated.

of glass

on both

They

sides, so that the

They

are

A

made

legend shows in two

mine entrances, shaft
bottoms and in other like places where they will intrude
iheir warning on the attention of the employee and the
directions.

are placed

at

public.

In the mine, guide signs in the various languages are
road junctions, and on traveling ways, indicating the safest way out of the miiu\
posted at

{To he coniinued

You

tion,

letters.

sign is placed so
caused by the moving of the cages. Where there are explosives, gasoline or inflammable material of any kind,
you will see the danger sign indicating the same.
Should a hoisting engineer be repairing or cleaning the
machinery in his charge a "Do Xot Move" sign is placed
at the levers.
When workmen are cleaning or making
repairs to the inside of a steam boiler, a "Man in the
Boiler" sign is displayed. As a further precaution against
accident to these men, the steam valve for the particular
boiler in which they are working is locked, and one of
them carries the key in his pocket, so that .steam cannot
be turned into the boiler while the men are within the
same.
Also when workmen are repairing or cleaning cokedrawing machines, the "Do Not Move" sign is placed on
the controller, and as a further precaution those men
are' instructed to lock the trolley wheel and carry the
key until they have finished such repairs or cleaning.
A "Xo Clearance" sign is conspicuously displayed at
all points in and about the plant where there is not clearance for a man between moving cars and buildings, tipples, yard walls and the like.
Where tracks approach
tipples, bridges or any other overhead obstructions which
do not admit of sufficient clearance for a man standing on
top of a railroad car, or a teamster sitting on his wagon
when passing underneath, bridge guards or overhead
warning signs are placed at a sufficient distance from
these obstructions, thus giving warning of the danger
ahead.

unless he

with the fact that safety

Xo. 4

Signs and Locks

When men

cost of pro-

duction, third."

3,

background, a red disk in the center, and black
Care is exercised to have these in use at all times.

the

have grouped them under "Welfare," the topic of this

Vol.

The January meeting

in

of the

an earhj

isyiic)

Xanticoke Mining

Insti-

tute was held on Jan. 18, in the auditorium of the Sus-

Papers were read by David TTum<Hiehanna Coal Co.
jihreys on "Mine Ventilation," and by Edwanl CurDuring the intervals, nnisic
tis on "Formation oP Coal."
was furnished bv a double (luartette, with Thomas filoyd
£iS

leader.

.laiiuarv

C

lOlH

5.-;.
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Leducing Ventilation
Letter Xo. J
i)g

—

my

alizing

since

first

I

advocated slowing down or stop-

did this after giving the matter long

1

its

bearings and fully

fairly general, in Iowa.

have not discovered a single

I

3n,

all

responsibility in the premises.

become

The

practice

Since its adopcase giving the

ghtest indication that life or property was endangered;

on the other hand, I believe

it,

has contributed maand the protection of

it

rially to the safety of shotfirers

operty.

had long been convinced that the- presence of strong
time, is a greater menace than the pres-

I

aft, at firing

of dust,

,ce

and

later evidence has so strengthened that

nviction that I not only

recommended the slowing down

stopping of the fan, but have since requested the comopenings whenever this seemed

ete closing of the intake

me

advisable.

The following

About

an instance.

is

six

years ago

additional air shaft was sunk at Xo. 6 mine, of the

I

noky Hollow Coal Co., in Monroe County, Iowa. The
:w shaft was located in the midst of live workings, couining considerable narrow work, and was about IV2
iles from the slope mouth and
mile from the fan,
lich was generally exhausting.
A heavy door was built
ar the bottom of this shaft.
To jirevent the entrance
to the live workings of a strong, cold air current, at

%

ing time, the shotfirers, before
)sed
1

and locked

all

commencing

The matter

occurred only with a rather intense draft,
seemed to hasten their occurrence and in-

I found that to produce a dust explosion the draft must be sufficiently intense and concentrated to pick up and carry the dust
along to the flame.
If this be true, it is evident that,
with the fan stopped and no natural draft, the flame of a
shot receives no assistance in the production of draft:
and there is an increased margin of safety, because a
larger flame and one of longer duration would then
be required to make an explosion possible.
Mr. McAllister evidently realized the danger of a
strong draft at shotfiring time.
He stopped the fan

and short-circuited the

The

shaft by doors.

of reducing vcntihition at firing time

from a

may

local

rather than from a general standbroader view should be taken

believe that a

I

the matter.

It

more important to investigate the
method or system than to discuss
Mr. McAllister's method of prevent-

is

ison for a proposed

method

itself.

may

lie objectionable under
seemingly proved its ef•tivenoss in his case and under most trv'ing conditions,
hether or not his metliod is ailofited in any mine, is oF
iS importance to the mining men of this country than
at they should know and understand the reasons why

<'\])losi(ins.

fferent

proved

Irir

instance,

siirroiindings, but

a

and, finding this

;

still insuffi-

them-

results he ol)tained speak for

selves.

The method of reducing ventilation at firing time will
probably never meet with general approval.
In mines
where the shots are fired by electricity from the surface,
the entire stoppage of draft when firing will probably
j-rove the most effective means of preventing an exploBut, much good will have been accomthe suggestion arouses an appreciation of the
dangerous properties of draft, and the realization of the
sion in the mine.

plished

if

truth that the magnitude of an explosion is measured by
the availability of the air supply as much as by the
character and

amount

of the dust present.

John
Chariton,

which was not opened again
It was customary to
greatly reduced speed for some time

viewed from several angles.
In a discussion of this
however, tiie (piestion will naturally be treated

int.

air

cient to stop the dangerous draft, he closed the upcast

X'erxkr.

Iowa.

this door,

nd,

ET

coal

the shots had been fired.

n the fan at a
and during firing time. The only air entering
8 mine traveled through the main slope a distance of
/2 miles before reaching the working face.
Notwithjnding the fact that many of the places were extremely
y, owing to tiie absor|)tion of moisture by tlic cold air
teriiig tile mine through the new shaft, and windy
ots were more or less frequent, no dangerous coiidi)ns developed and the shotfirers experienced no difliIty ill doing tiieir work.

e

fine

crease the force of the explosion.

their work,

fore

rgely

of

whicli always

careful consideration in

IS

Time

Firing

the fan at Iowa mines, during shotfiring time, about

n years ago.
id

at

lie

success in that instance.

Experimentally and otherwi.se, I found that explosion.s

Letter No.

— The

3

question

circulation of air, in a mine,

normal

the

Shall

is:

reduced during the time
of firing shots? My experience has taught me that a constant supply of fresh air must be kept passing through the
entries and workings of a mine, for the following reasons:
lie

To remove the four air jiroduced in the o])eration of
mine. 2. To dilute and render harmless the noxious
gases generated in the mine liy the combustion of powder
and the explosive gases coming from the coal and .strata.
1.

a

No two mines present the same conditions, however,
and what would be an ample provision of air in one mine
would prove inadequate in many otlicr mines, working
under other conditions. The question of the volume of
air required in any given mine to render the workings
safe and healthful must de])cnd on the local conditions.
But, the pre.sent discussion has reference particularly to

reducing the normal circulation

in

a

mine

iieforc firing

shots.

While

1

reduced

not
be
important
that

loo

strong,

the

especially

shots are being

normal

the

believe

should

fired.

at

air
at

district of a

mine

The
.should

working

it

should
face,

of
is

not

air

also

be

where the

strong air current will raise

and carry more dust, which
flame of the shots.

time,

eiirri'iit

the

A

circulation

this

is

liable to be ignited

by the

(piantity of air passing in

any

be regulated by a competent
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mine foreman
state

in accordance with the requirements of the

mining law and the conditions

in the mine.

It is

important, besides, to give strict attention to the cleaning
np of the airways and removing the dnst from the roads
and spraying all dry working places.
My advice is to keep the velocity of the current at the
working face normal and not allow this to be reduced when
firing.
I believe that it is necessary for the protection of
the shotfirers, as well as the health and safety of the work-

men.

It is also important that all shots should be in-

spected by a competent person before firing, in order to
prevent "shooting off the solid," or firing a "dead hole."

Either of these practices is liable to cause a windy shot,
which is not only dangerous but the frequent cause of

mine

explosions.

A. T. Wade.

Va.

St. Charles,

—

Letter Xo. 4
I have read, with great interest, the debate on the reversible fan, in Coal Age. and consider
these discussions very helpful to

men

interested in min-

ing.

In regard to the question concerning the reduction
of air circulation in the mine, during the firing of shots,

me that this will depend entirely on condisome mines are gaseous, while others are free
from gas. If I were firing shots in a gaseous mine, I
would not, under any circumstances, want the air shortseems to

it

tions, as

circuited or cut

or the

ofl^,

amount reduced.

I

should

want air enough to dilute the gases sufBciently to make
them harmless, and, also, to drive the smoke and gas out
of the places where the shots are being fired.
In my experience, I have found that where the air is
stopped the gas accumulates quickly, in mines generating
In such mines, I consider a sluggish ventila-

firedamp.

any stoppage of the fan extremely dangerous.
In a nongaseous mine, where there is a considerable

tion or

accumulation of explosive dust, I deem it safer to shortcircuit the air, so as to reduce the circulation to a low
My reaebb, in the places where shots are being fired.
son for this is that the firing of shots in a dusty mine
will raise the dust and a strong current of air will hold
the dust in the atmosphere for a much longer time than a
;

sluggish circulation.

My

will let the dust settle

danger of

its

idea

is

that a slow current of air

more quickly, and there

W.
Ideal,

is

less

being ignited, in case of a bad shot.
J.

Tyson.

Colo.

Letter Xo. 5

— An

experience of

many

years as shot-

mines, during which time I have closely examined 17 mine explosions and been in the mine when three
explosions occurred, has convinced me that air and not
coal dust is the prime factor in producing an explosion.
firer in

In proof of this claim

I

asters that have occurred in

and draw attention

would refer to the many dismodel mines of this country

to the fact that, in the majority of

cases, the explosion started in a portion of the

mine where

the air was at the lowest temperature and had the highest velocity. I acknowledge that at this point in the mine

wp

naturally find the most inflammable coal dust.
In mines where the fan was reversible I have been
able to prove the correctness of my conclusions, by
changing the direction of the air current so that the section of the mine that gave the most trouble from windy
shots was placed on the last of the air instead of being

Vol.
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swept by a cold air current fresh from the outside.

By

means the number of windy shots was greatly reduced, in every case.
It is customary, in most mines, to run the fan at practically the same velocity the year round; notwithstanding the fact that, in most cases, in the summer season we

this

must overcome the natural ventilation due to the difference between the outside and inside temperature. In the
winter season, natural ventilation generally assists the
artificial ventilation in a mine, and it is at this time of
the year that the most disasters occur.
I have observed, also, that the old mines with poor
ventilation are almost devoid of explosions, except where
a fan has been installed to increase the ventilation, or a
new downcast shaft has been sunk on the inside workings of the mine to furnish more air. In the latter case,
the cold air is brought directly into the midst of the
blasting section.
I consider any system of ventilation
faulty where a cold-air current is brought directly into
the workings of the mine at a high velocity.
When in the mine, at the time of an explosion, I have
always noticed a heavy rush of air behind the explosive
wave. In most cases, the ventilating power was overcome
and reversed by this rush of air, until the recoil of the
explosion took place, when the force would be exerted
in the opposite direction.
1

have also observed that, as the explosion advanced

against the air current, the pressure on the stoppings was
greater as the explosive wave approached the downcast

The stoppings

shaft.

are first subjected to a pressure on

the intake side, which

is

directly followed by a reverse

pressure on the return side.

A

careful sttuly led

me

to believe that if the inrush of

behind an explosion could be prevented, a vacuum
would be formed there that would soon develop a greater
power than that of the explosive wave and arrest its adair

vance.

It

down on

was

this that led

me

to build doors folding

the top of the upcast shaft, and which were to be

I have referred to this in a
Following up my theory, I have endeavored, at different times, to produce an explosion
under the conditions explained, but have failed.
In sitmming up, let me say we all agree that coal dust
will explode when intimately mixed with air and subCold air contains
jected to a flame of high temperature.
more oxygen per unit of volume than warm air, owing to
its greater density, and this tends to increase the temThe temperature of the flame of a blast of powder.
perature of the flame is further increased by the additional amount of air passing, which carries the most inflammable coal dust stirred up by the firing of the shots.
This causes a constantly increasing explosive condition of
the air and, being acted on by the flame of succeeding
shots, furnishes the combination necessary to start an eX'

closed during firing time.

previous letter.

plosion.

By

closing the doors over the upcast shaft

circuiting what air

is

passing,

we

and

short-

practically destroy the

—

the strong air current
reduce the temperature incident to blasting. My
argument is, briefly, as follows: Should an explosion
start in a mine, it will advance toward the intake opening, and the closed doors above the upcast cause a vt^
uum to form behind the explosion, which will soon i
velop force sufficient (o arrest the same.
life-giving property of the flame

—and

Alexaxder McAllister.
CrowcburiT, Kan.
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Coal Mining in Oil and Gas Fields
Some time ago

a eon•e;^polldLllt referred

these eol-

in

(Coal Age, June 2!l, 1912, p. 1255), to the danger
The danger menarising from gas wells in coal fields.
Limiis

tioned

not confined to gas wells, but

is

is

common

also to

dU borings.

—

the protection of his property

and

In the writer's opinion, a dry hole bored for
in a producing field, should be considered

and the safety of

his

to produce a large tonnage at a low cost

recover the greatest possible

amount

of coal

emand

per acre

oil

or gas

and treated the

producing well. No wells should be allowed
through the squeezed or abandoned section'
of a mine. All oil-and-gas companies should be compelled

same

as a

to be drilled

liy

law, to jarotect adjacent mines,

and

from gas issuing from

with the >tate Department of Mines
and the coal companies alike maps showing the correct

their wells,

Coal
Coal, oil and gas are great natural resources.
must be mined; oil and gas must be produced in quantities to meet the ever-growing demands of communities.
In West Virginia these industries are developing rapidly
and must eventually come into serious conflict with one
The same condition, no doubt, exists in other
iinother.
This situation given rise to many discussions, and
states.
considerable has been written on the subject; but much
remains to be done before the problem can be solved and
the best and safest waj-s to adopt rightly determined.
Coal and mineral publications, mining institutes, the
U. S. Bureau of Mines and in fact, all mining men
should discuss and take steps to prevent, as far as possible, catastrophes that may prove worse than even the
Monongah, Marianna, or Darr explosions.
An old, abandoned well, whose location has been covered
and forgotten is a menace to mining a great, hidden
As has been illustrated at the Enterprise and
danger.
Midilleton mines, in West Virginia, and at a small country ijank near Peora, W. Va., a mine may be blown tip
before actually cutting into such a well. The question of
who is, or who should be liable for accidents of this
nature may be hard to answer at the present time and
under present conditions and laws.
While every uptodate mine manager strives to insure
ployees,
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to

file

m

location of all wells drilled

should show

all

and gas

oil

a coal field.

The maps

lines laid in that district.

The coal companies should also place all such locations
on their mine maps.
Nitroglycerin magazines should
never be erected over mine workings where the covering

is

light.

Mining Engineer.

W. Va.

Clarksburg,

The

Price of Coal

For some time past 1 ha\e wanted to comment on the
Foreword in Coal x^ge, Aug. 3, 1912, by the president of
an Ohio coal corporation, followed by your footnote, referring to the subject of the poor returns on capital invested, received by those engaged in the production of
coal.
I would have written sooner, Init for the pressure of other work, which prevented.
It seems strange that those who invest their labor and
capital in the extraction of a mineral, a ton of which, it is

safe to assume, can be made to earn $500, are scarcely
able to realize a dollar on their investment.
The ques-

Why

what is the reason?
World Magazine, March,
1912, by George H. dishing, gives some interesting facts
and figures about buying and selling coal. He states
tion arises:

An

article in

is

this;

the Technical

mined; an unlooked for explosion may result from the
mere proximity to a hidden gas well and upset the most
I'omplete plans that an efficient and capable organization

that he buys his coal through a purchasing agent for a
certain large consumer, who buys 3000 tons a day.
He
quotes the agent as saying that if ever the time comes
when the price of coal equals or exceeds the cost of

lould outline.

}3roduction, his

Several of the large and responsible oil-and-gas companies

now

realize the seriousness of the situation

and

will last for the next 100 years.

oal in the vicinity of these wells.
Coal companies operating in an

of virgin coal land, or controls the principal coal-jiroducoil

or gas

field

should

compelled to leave a solid block of coal around all wells
I'hose location should be plainly marked on the mine map.
The size of such block of coal will depend on the char-

>e

inclination and thickness of the overlying strata,
nd other conditions relating to the mining of the coal.
•lany different opinions are advanced by mining men and
cter,

I

ness,

company would start to operate mines of
own; adding, if there is any profit in the coal busiour stockholders want it, as wo o^vn coal lands that

with the coal companies affected
•elative to the location of proposed wells.
The oil-and{as companies will cement around the casing when the
veil is drilled through a coal seam.
There are, however,
it the present time, some companies who locate and proeed to drill their wells without making any attempt to
nsure the safety of the men who some day will mine
•onsult quite generally

I

their

inen in the oil-and-gas business as to

who

is

responsible

unmined and the accidents that
jiay result from gas finding its way into the mine from
jlie well
and it is pretty hard to determine just what
jor the loss of coal left

;

liw

of equity should

be made.

Many

old

leld bosses
le

men
and many
drill

that cementing a well is not effective,
say that uncovering a gas line, under which
mine pillars are being drawn, does little good, Imt

laini

lost

mining engineers take the opposite view.

Another large industry in Chicago owns 14,000 acres
Kentucky and 20,000 acres in West Virginia.
Another Pittsburgh corporation owns practically all of the Counellsville field of Pennsylvania and
has something like 200,000 acres of coal in southern
Illinois.
Every coal-carrying road holds a large acreage
of coal land in

ing companies on its lines.
This, it seems to me, is the key to tiu' whole situation.
What enables railroads and other large consumers of
coal to dictate the price they pay for fuel is the private
ownership of land for which they pay only a nominal
tax and interest on the investment.
If these coal lands

vere assessed at their true value, the power of these corporations to dictate the price of coal would be broken.
This would seem to be the only remedy.
By the use of improved machinerv or by changing the

plan of working the mine, it is possible to reduce operating expenses; but the benefit, at the most, is only temporary, a.s sooner or later, the advantage is absorbed by
the large consumers.

Speciai
Chicago,

III.

Correspondent.
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Coal Required
How many pounds

from someone who has a puni
working under similar conditions.

a reference, in this regard,

Heat Water

to

bituminous coal would be

of

re-

quired to raise the temperature of water from 45 deg. F.
to 112 deg. F. ; the quantity of water used being 3000
gal. per hour?

Mine Supkrixtexdext.
Clearfield.

The weight

Penn.
of water used per liour

3000

X

231

X

1728

The quantity
deg. F.

is

fJ2.5

at the lower basin C, the

of water 1

lb.

—

The

^

45
67 deg.
temperature, in this case, is 112
Therefore, the quantity of heat required to raise
F.
the given weight of water from 45 deg. to 112 deg. F., is
rise in

Xow, assuming

1

=

67

lb.

1,679,355 B.t.u.

of bituminous coal has a heating

value of 14,000 B.t.u., the weight of coal required per

hour

is

1,679,355

=

say 120 lb. per hr.

14,000

=

Referring to Coal Age, Feb. lo, 1912, p. 586. it is
answer to the second letter of correspondent,
that it would be advisable to connect the upper sump
to the suction line of the pump at the lower elevation,
since by so doing the head of water due to the elevation
of the

upper basin above the

assist the

pump

pump becomes

available to

in draining that basin.

The argument apparently is that the water from the
upper sump would pass through the pump under a pressure due to the elevation of the ujjper sump above the
pump, and this pressure would balance the corresponding
head in the column or discharge pipe, whereby the water
from the upper sump would be discharged to the surface
as economically as if the pump were located at the upper

reaching to the stirstated in our previous answer, there should be
two
valves,
one
provided
above and the other below the
point where the pipe leading

from the upper basin enters
the suction pipe of the pump.
These valves are shown in the
figure. When pumping from
lower

valve

'

I

wish to ask what

effect this

system would have on a

reciprocating pump, as to the action of the suction valves
under this pressure; and whether or not the springs controlling the valves would have to be strengthened in order
to have the

the upper
and the lower

basin,

closed

is

valve opened.

When pumping

from the upper
order
valve

is

is

reversed
closed

basin,
;

this

the lower

and the upper

one opened.
N"o difficulty will be experi-

enced, owing to the pressure

on the pump valves, provided
the arrangement is such as to
This can only be preby placing an air

mTTTTTTTT/,

Showixg Arkangemks
OF Pump axd Coir
riix Pipes

chamber at the foot of
the pipe conducting the water from the upper basin tot

pump. In the figure, >S is the steam end and 11' the wat
end of the pump. The usual air chamber
is plac
on the water end of the pump to prevent water-hamm
in the discharge pipe, by maintaining a continuous fl(
of water in that pipe. A similar air chamber T is shw
at the foot of the pipe leading from the upper basin
the pump.
This air chamber is connected to that pi
just above the valve, and prevents water-hammer in t
pipe by maintaining a more or less continuous flow
'.rater from the upper basin to the pump.
William Schwanhausser, chief engineer of the Int«
national Pump Co., 115 Broadway, New York Ciij,
authority for the statement that a

basin.

pump work

as efficiently as

water under ordinary conditions.

when taking

its

If possible, kindly give

lorati

draining the u

As

vented

stated, in

mine pump

BC

CA

face.

pipes.

Slope

the

column pipe

avoid a water-hammer in the

Different Elevations

in a Shaft or

in

per sump, and the discharge
pipe

the

This assumes that all the heat of the coal passes into
the water, which is never the case in practice. The .efficiency of the heating system will depend upon the arrangement and construction. It may be assumed that the
coal burned in heating the water has an efficiency of 7
per cent., if burned under a boiler. Taking the efficiency
as 6 per cent., the weight of coal burned per hour would
2000 lb. or 1 ton per hour.
be 120 -^ 0.06

Pumping from

Coal Age, to which our (v
pumping from two differei
The principle is the same wheth

lb.

1

Brackex,

refers, related to

pumping in a shaft or a slope.
The accompanying figure shows

= 25, Olio

J.

Penn.

The inquiry answered
elevations, in a slope.

of heat required to raise

X

Gallitzin,

respondent

is

called one British thermal unit (B.t.u.).

25,065

M.

Gen'l Supt., Mountain Coal Company.

pump

thus arraig

under a pressure due -fa
head of water on the suction end. In such an arrJ&j
will

work without

difficulty

nient, the only factor to be considered

the water columns, which

come by the
pipes.

air

is

more

is

the inertia

or less perfectly

chambers connected with the

0V(

coluD
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C
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I

I
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the *northings, southings, eastings and westings of the

Mine Foremen's Questions

several courses, e.xcept the closing course.

(Answered
Ques.

—

(a)

What

Request)

liy

the angle

i.s

percentage of grade of

ul'

Bearing

and the

inclination

that dips S in. per yd.?

a slope

1000 ft. long, measured on the incline,
what is its length measured on a map drawn to a scale
of 100 ft. per inch?
Ans.
(a) Since there are 3G in. in a yard, the slope
Then, calling the angle of inclination of
dips 8 in 36.

(^

If the slope

is

—

A

the slope

A =

tan

=

A
The percentage

=

X

0.3223

=

100

mine map

a

32.33 per cent.
are horizontal

horizontal distance corresponding to 1000

The

distances.

31'

12"

is

measurements on

(b) All

iK-l-i-i-2

found hy multiplying the taninclination by 10(). Thus,

of grade

gent of the angle of
J'erceniage of grade

=

.^

36

measurement is found by multiplying, the distance measured on the incline by the cosine of the angle
slope

ft.

of inclination.
Ilurz. Dist.

=

Thus,
1000 X cos 13° 31'
976.3

For a scale of

map drawn

on a
976.3

9%

in.

ft.

per

in.,

9.763

KiOO

X

••.9762

=

the distance measured

to a scale of ion

=

100

-f-

lOl)

=

//.

in.,

or

ft.

per inch,

slightlv

is

more

then,

than

—

A cross-heading turned off the main entry is
(Jues.
driven due north for a distance of 150 ft., and dips 4
ft. in this distance.
The coal seam rises due west 1 ft.
in 6 ft.
How far east or west from the center of the
cross-heading will the line of strike, passing through the

main entry?
Ans. The cross-heading, from the entry to the face,
dips 4 ft.
Since the seam rises 1 ft. in 6 ft., going
due west, the dip of the seam is 1 ft. in 6 ft. due east.
The main entry will, therefore, dip 4 ft. in going
34 ft. and the line of strike passing through the
lace of the heading will cress the main entry 24 ft. east
face of the heading, cross the

—

4X6

=

;

mouth

of the

Ques.

of

the cross-heading.

— (a) How many acres are there

described piece of land

:

Commencing

in the following
at the southwest

corner of the northwest quarter of section 25
thence,
due X, 500 ft. thence, X 8514 deg. E. 532 ft. thence,
X 81% deg. E, 733 ft.: thence, X 761/, deg. E, 531 ft.:
thence, X 791/2 deg. E, 665 ft.; thence, S 753^ deg. E,
;

;

336

ft.;

;

thence, due S, 816 ft.; thence, westerly to the

place of beginning.

average thickness of the coal seam is 4 ft.
tons of lump coal can be mined from
this tract, allowing 27 cu.ft. of coal, in place, per ton
h(1 20 per cent, waste and 30 per cent, fine coal?
Ans.
(a) The accomj)anying figure is a plat of this
(b)

C

in.,

If the

how many

—

As shown in the figure, the closing course runs
west 2741.76 ft., bearing north in this di.stance, 6.65
ft.
The following is the traverse of the survey, showing
survey.

N
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Washington, D. C.
now understood that Attorney General Wickersham
has decided to make a further attack on the so called Hard
It

is

Coal Trust, by attempting to break up the minor combinations of coal-carrying railroads and coal companies in the
Pennsylvania fields, charges against which were dismissed
by the Supreme Court without prejudice in its recent decision,
because they were held to have been improperly incorporated in the Government's original general bill against the
trust.

The work will be in charge of James C. McReynolds, of
City, who was the Government's counsel in the
anthracite trust suit. The attorney-general's idea is to get
Mr. McReynolds to clear up the whole situation so far as
Mr.
possible by the preceding which is now contemplated.
McReynolds reported to the attorney-general last week concerning the result of several weeks of study of the general
situation and it is understood that he urged that the department go ahead.
The minor combinations not passed upon by the Supreme
Court, but left for future consideration and possible action,
were those said to have been created in 189S by the absorption of the New York, Susquehanna & 'U'estern by the Erie;
in 1901, by the acquisition by the Reading Co., which owned
the Philadelphia & Reading Ry., and a coal company of similar name, of the Central Railway of New Jersey with its
coal companies; in 1899, by the acquisition by the Erie of the
Pennsylvania Coal Co., which is said to have been projecting
a new railroad, the Delaware Valley & Kingston.
It is stated that negotiations between the Department of
Justice and these concerns are under way looking for a settlement.

New York

Alaska Coal for Testing
Eighty-eight dollars a ton for coal is the rate just paid
by the Navy Department for S55 tons, and the department
hopes and believes that the money has been well spent. This
particular purchase of coal is in the nature of a venture

and it is not Ijkely that the Government will buy much more
at the same price. But if the venture turns out well it may
mean that the United States will be provided with a sufficient
amount of coal to supply the entire navy for a long period
of years.

The Naval appropriation bill
the development of Alaskan
department could determine the
for

last

year contained $75,000
The only way the

coals._

efficiency

of

this

fuel

was

it aboard a ship and actually
Alaska coal has never been brought to market. Billions of tons of it are known to exist, but as yet no means of
bringing this fuel within reach of the people have been pro-

to get a sufficient quantity of

burn

it.

vided.

The Navy Department was instructed to determine
whether there was in Alaska a coal deposit containing fuel
in sufficiently large quantities and of proper quality to be
regarded as a source of supply for our warships. After Congress granted the $75,000 the Department turned the technical
operation of its expedition in search of coal over to the Bureau of Mines, of the Department of the Interior. It was
planned to take out about 900 tons of coal from the Bering
River

district.

The Matanuska field is much further removed from the
sea than the Bering River field. The Navy Department is not
attempting to solve the Alaskan problem in its present work,
but is only concerned in getting out to the seacoast a sufficient quantity to be tested. If it proves satisfactory, a better
means of transportation will be devised.
Another Forelfsn Coal Contract
Strong interest is expressed here in the fact that the Pocahontas Fuel Co. Is understood to have made arrangements
by which it will furnish coal to the Austrian-Hungarian
navy for several months to come. This firm already has the
exclusive contract with the Isthmian Canal Commission, shipping about 500,000 tons to Panama per year and is the largest
contractor for the coal used by the United States Navy.
Although the State Department Is disposed to claim some
merit for the progress that American coal has been making
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of late in the Mediterranean market it would seem that the
only reason for this recent success is the high price of Welsh
coal w'hicii has given American shippers the advantage.
Secretary of the Interior, 'W^alter L. Fisher, has written a
long letter to the Senate Committee on Indian affairs concerning the resolution extending the time for the appraisement of the coal lands of the Indians in Oklahoma The measSecretary
ure has been favorably reported to the Senate.
Fisher says in part:
the
owners
of the
justice
to
To work out this problem in
land (the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations), as well as the
persons claiming to be owners of the improvements, I have
provided in the proposed resolution that any person claiming
payment for improvements must file his claim under oath
within 60 days from the date of the approval of the act
with the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized representative, and that if no person shall so assert a claim to the
improvements on any tract, such improvements shall be sold
as a part of the land.
As a conclusive rule of evidence. I also suggest that if a
claim be filed by or on behalf of any person within the time
allowed, and no adverse claim be filed within such time, the
improvements shall be deemed to be the sole property of the
person applving therefor.
It is also recommended that where there is no controversy,
improvements be sold and the purchase price, except 5 per
cent, to cover expenses, be paid immediately to the owner
of the improvements; but that in case two or more persons
claim the improvements, and one of them is a successful bidder therefor, the sale be conducted as in the case of purchases bv strangers, and the proceeds deposited to the credit
of the tribes, subject, however, to withdrawal on order of
the Secretary of the Interior for payment to the true owner
in the event that the right of ownership shall be finally established by a court of competent jurisdiction.

WILKES-BARRE, PEXN.
During the year 1912, the working time for the collieries
in and near Plymouth was much less than during the preceding year, due principally to the suspension which began
April 1, and continued until May 23. The Avondale colliery,
of the D., L. & W. Co., made the best record, showing an
increase of 160 days and two hours. This mine was idle 11
months during 1911 on account of a squeeze, which almost
flooded the mine.
It is expected the breaker at No. 2 D. & H. Colliery will
be torn down during the present year and the coal taken
Of 12 collieries
out through No. 5 of the same company.
whose time was examined for the year, seven worked much
The Nottingham and Lance,
less time last year than in 1911,
of the L. & AY. B. C. Co., show a net decrease of 15 days and
four hours; Nos. 2, 3 and 5, of the D. & H. Co., a net decrease
of 129 days and six hours; Buttonwood and Parrish, of the
Parrish Coal Co,, an increase of 73 days, 3^4 hours; Woodward
and Avondale, of the D., L. & W. Coal Co.. an increase of 198
days and two hours; Gaylord and Gaylord Washery, of the
Kingston Coal Co., a net decrease of 23 days; Chauncey, of
the George F. Lee Coal Co., a loss of 19 days; and the Dodson, of the Plymouth Coal Co., a decrease of 128 days and
Part of this loss in the case of the Dodson.
seven hours.

however, was caused by the
laid the

mine

idle

from Dec.

in the Red Ash vein,
12 to the end of the year.
fire

which

PEXXSVLVAXLV
Anthracite
W'illves-Barre About 3000 employees of the Henry and
Prospect Collieries of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. went on
strike, Jan. 17, because 600 workmen at the mines refused to

—

join the union.
On Jan. 1, it

that several men had refused to
of the unionists, and a canvass was
following which the men decided to
strike.
The men, however, returned to work the next morning, and appointed a committee to confer with the colliers'

was shown

comply with the demands

made

of

the

colliery,

and company

officials.

UituniluonN

— The

miners at the Cunningham coal mine went on
strike recently, but enough men were found so that the mine
Butler

did not lose

much

—

time.

Baltimore, Philadelphia, Atlanta and ToConnellsvillv
ledo capitalists recently inspected the mines of the Buffalo
Creek Coal & Coke Co.. in Logan County. West Virginia. The
company owns 6600 acres of coal and operates five openings,
with a daily output of 1500 tons.

January
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—

KittanninB The bridge of the Pittsburg, Shawmut &
Northern R.R. which crosses the Allegheny River about 1%
miles above Kittanning. was washed out on Jan, S. This cuts
oft all connection between the mines of the Allegheny River
Mining Co. on the west bank of the Allegheny with the main
The bridge was only partially completed
line of the railroad.
when the flood came. The center span of the bridge was
400

ft.

Walter Finley has resigned as general manager of the
Campbell Coal Co.. which operates several mines in the
Eastern Tennessee field.

R. O.

long.

—

Pittsburgh An expenditure of $500,000 for the buildings
Bureau of Mines, located in this city, is proposed by
Congress. A bill appropriating $300,000 has been presented
in the House.
The buildings are to occupy the new Magee site, near the
University of Pittsburgh. This site is being transferred to
the Government in exchange for the Arsenal property, in
Lawrenceville.
of the

WEST

—

VIR<ilXIA

MonndHVllle It was e.xpected that the Panama mine, operated by the Ben Franklin Coal Co.. would re.iume work
The high water still covers the low ground about
Jan. 13.
the mine. It is said that the company has considerable work
to do on the new machinery, which has just been placed at
the mine. The management is taking advantage of the shutdo'wn to get this

The

PERSONALS

work

done.

which closed down

Fort' Pitt mine, across the river,

Stearnes has been elected president of the Tri-State
Co.
Mr. Stearnes is also a promoter of the

O. L.

Power & Milling

Appalachian Power

Co.,

of Virginia.

Governor McCreary, of Kentucky, has appointed Henry

S.

Sizemore, of Hopkins County, assistant state mine inspector,
succeeding W. B. Brasher, who recently died.
C. J. Johnson, of Electon, Ala., has resigned his position
as assistant superintendent of the Blocton Coal Mine Division
of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R, Co.
His successor has
not been appointed.

Neil McHugh, foreman at the Courtdale Colliery of the
Kingston Coal Co., has been made superintendent at the
Hadleigh Colliery of the Pittston Coal Co. at Sugar Notch.
His successor has not yet been named by the Kingston Coal
Co.

the 40-ft. stage of the

Andy Beveridge has resigned his position with the Western Coal Mining Co.. with whom he has been connected for
the past 35 years. For the past several years Mr. Beveridge
has been superintendent of the company's plant at Jenny
Lind.

Ohio River at Louisville has caused considerable embarrassment to the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke
For several days the offices have been accessible only
Co.
by means of skiffs, and deliveries have been, of course, impossible.
In view of the weather, however, which has kept
the domestic demand down to the absolutely irreducible
minimum, the inconvenience has not been great.

Charles A. Frisbie, of Boston Hill, outside foreman at
2 D. & H. Colliery, has been promoted to the general outside superintendency of the company's collieries of the Hudson Division, at Scranton, to succeed the late John Bowers.
He will be succeeded at No. 2 by William Steevers. of the
Boston Colliery.

on account of the proximity of the water to the airshaft,
was expected to resume work at the same time.

— During

LiOUisTllle

KENTICKY
the past

week

OHIO

— Columbus

shippers are very much interested
in the recent ruling of the Interstate Commerce Commission
establishing a rate of $1 from the Thacker and Konova fields
of West Virginia to destinations in Ohio.
This means that
there will be competition against Ohio coal for domestic con-

Columbus

sumption in Ohio.
The 50,000 miners

the

in

Buckeye

State

through

the

state organization will petition the Ohio General Assembly
to appropriate $10,000 for the purchase and equipment of a
mine rescue car modeled after the Federal car. The state
mine department has safety appliances, and it is proposed to
install them on the car.

Diamond

—

INDI.\NA
The McClellan coal mine No.

No.

Harrison S. Matthews, formerly of Birmingham, Ala,, and
some time previous to the receivership of the Alabama
Consolidated Coal & Iron Co., vice-president and general
manager of that company, has been appointed vice-president
and general managei" of the Western Steel Co., with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., and has gone there to reside.
for

G. B, Burchell, formerly general manager of the Maritime
Coal, Ry. & Power Co,, at Joggins Mines, Nova Scotia, has
opened a consulting office at 702 Canadian Building, Montreal,

Canada. He expects to spend a few months in England and
on the Continent.
The carbo-electric plant at Chlgnecto.
which was under his management, was described in the Dec.
7 issue of last year.

C.
9,

which has been

operation with fair production for the past 12 years, will
be discontinued within a few days on account of excessive
water, defective pipes, machinery, etc. Pillars, tools and machinery are now being removed.
The last of this month the Zellar mine No. 5, which has
been running night and day, will also discontinue. With the
closing of these mines a great many miners will move their
families to Bunsen and West Terre Haute, where extensive
collieries are being built.
in

—

Clinton Six mines In this field resumed work, Jan. 16,
following a shutdown of a week.
The cause of the strike
was an assessment of $1, which was levied on each man who
remained away from work because the miners' train was
late.
The mines involved were the two Miami mines, the
Jackson Hill mine and the Dering mines Nos. 5, 6 and 8. All

Dorrance,

.

is

appointed chief engineer in chai-ge of

of fuel engineer has been abolished.

title

E. Patton, who has for the past several years been
of the Birmingham oftice of Hickman, Williams &
has resigned that position and organized the Southern
Fuel & Iron Co. for the purpose of doing a general brokerage business. Mr. Patton has a broad acquaintance among
the producers and consumers of coal and coke and will no
He Is sucdoubt command a good volume of business.
ceeded at Hickman. Williams & Co. by Day Williams, who
has for many years been with the St, Louis ollice of that
L.

manager

Co.,

company.

are located on the south switch of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois R.R.
The grievance Is to be taken up. through the

TRADE CATALOGS

district officers.

—

IndlnnapollH A bill to legalize the taxation of mlneral.s
Indiana has been Introduced In the state legislature by
C. H. Bedwcll, representative from Sullivan County.
The bill
was Introduced because of a recent ruling of the Indiana
Appellate Court that mineral Is not taxable.
The passage
of such a measure will mean thousands of dollars annually
to the coal counties of the state of Indiana.
Bills have also been Introduced for the weekly payment
of miners and the separation of coal Inlaid and apart from

Ji-..

Mining and Mechanical Engineers' Departments, Fuel
Testing and Fuel Inspection Departments, Briquetting Plant
and Chemical Laboratory, of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation
Co.
The mining engineer, chief mechanical draftsman, chief
coal inspector and chemist will report direct to him.
The
the

In

real

estate for assessment and

Thr KryNtonr
ing

Co..

The Keystone LubricatNo. 2.'..
This treats exclusively of the lubrica-

liullt'tln

Philadelphia,

mining machinery, with particular reference to mine
This pamphlet is well worthy of study by those who

tion of
cars.

have lubrication troubles or excessive
Copies mailed free on request.

bills

for

pit-car

oil.

The Mllburn Oxj -Acetylene Welding and Cutting AppaCatalog Q. November 1912. The Alexander Mllburn
32 pp.;
1420-1426 West Baltimore St., Baltimore. Md.

taxation.

ratus.
II.L.I1VOIS

Co..

Peoria On Jan. 16, three men were killed by a premature explosion In the Crescent coal mine, six miles west of
Peoria.
The explosion let down tons of earth and dfbrls
upon the men. Their bodies have been recovered.

6x9

—

sizes

describing various sizes of welding and cutting outThis firm also manufactures various
and accessories.
and types of acetylene lighting outfits. Including min-

ers'

lamps.

In.:

fits

A L

C
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new mine on

its property south
of Danville.
This mine
and best equipped of any colliery in the
middle West. It is also stated that the new shaft will employ more than 600 men, when working at full capacity.
Bluefleld, AV. Va.
It has been learned that work has again
been commenced on the survey for the tunnel of the Norfolk
Western
through
&
the Elkhorn mountain. When completed,
the tunnel will be about three miles long and its grade almost level. The construction work will require about three

will be the largest

OBITUARY

—

Edwin

Wolford. a prominent coal operator in Linton.
Ind.. died at his home Jan. 14. after an illness of several
months. Mr. Wolford was president and greneral manager of
the United Fourth Vein Coal Co., which operates in the Linton field. He is survived by a wife, daughter and three sons.
L.

years' time.

—

Holt. Aln. The Central Iron Co.. which has a blast furpipe works and byproduct plant at Holt has broken
ground for the erection of 20 additional ovens, thereby
increasing the capacity 50 per cent. These ovens are of the
Semet-Solvay type.
The Central company has recently completed a blast furnace,

TWENTY-FIFTH .\XXir.\L REPORT OF THE BUREAU OP
MINES, MINING .\ND MINE INSPECTION OF THE
STATE OF MISSOURI FOR THE YEAR ENDNG DEC. 31,

1912.
By Geo. Bartholomaeus. secretary of the bureau.
Cloth, 6x9 in.; 160 pages; one illustration, 20 tables.
The report is replete with much information and valuable statistics relating to the production of coal and improvements in the coal mines of the state. There are three
lead and zinc mine inspectors. The coal mine inspectors are:

nace at a cost of $325,000.
Toungstown, Ohio It has been announced officially by the
Republic Iron & Steel Co. that the new coking plant of the
company would be built on 15 acres of land wliich the company has purchased between the Canfield branch of the Pennsylvania R.R. and Lake Erie & Eastern right of way. The
contract for the ovens has already been placed with the H.
Koppers Co., of Chicago. The new plant will have a capacity

Robert

of 1000 tons of coke.

Richards. Bevier; Michael Gavin, Lexington:
pointed respectively Apr. 15 and Feb. 15, 1909.

ap-

—

STATE OF TENNESSEE, TWENTY-FIRST ANNU.\L REPORT OF THE MINING DEPARTMENT. By Geo. E.

Sylvester, chief mine inspector, Nashville, Tenn.
Cloth,
6x9 in.; 177 pages.
This report contains a number of tables and useful information and is worthy of special attention. Following a
full account of the Briceville disaster, Dec. 9, 1911, at the
Knoxville Iron Co.'s Cross-Mountain mine No. 1, the report
gives valuable suggestions as to the causes and prevention
of mine explosions, and devotes several pages to the discussion of gas and dust in relation to explosions. The use
of steam, water sprays and salt are fully discussed, together
with the application of stone dust and the need of loading
out the dust accumulating in the mine workings.
The report further treats the subjects of mine fires, mine laws,
permissible explosives and first aid in mine rescue work.
Following these are full statistics relating to the production of coal in the state and a description of the coal mines.

RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENTS
Coaling Device.
8,

Ore Screen.
1,

1912.

May

Filed

Leftwich, Council, Va.
Serial No. 631.772.

1,040,703, Oct.

Incorporators, N.

1,040,251, Oct.

and others.
Columbus,

20,

1911.

Filed April

Oct. 15, 1912.

Serial No. 628,574.

17,

1911.

Serial No. 621,633.

No. 651,839.
Stettin, Ger1910.
Serial

No. 592,476.

Penn.

Pittsburgh,
1911.

No.

Serial

Method

P. Merian, assignor to
1.040,723. Oct. 8. 1912.
614,477.

Making Hot Producer

of

Dresdcn-Alstadt,

Germany.

1,041,058,

<ian.

Oct.

Forter Miller
Filed

Emil
15,

March

Co..
14.

Fleischer.
Filed

1912.

Serial No. 589,178.

Oct. 26, 1910.

Method of Mining Coal. J. H. Hoadley, New York City
and W. H. Knight, Portsmouth, R. I. 1.040.679. Oct. 8. 1912.
Filed Dec.

9,

1910.

— The

Incorporators,
$35,000.
Ulysses D. Beard.

Birmingham, Ala.

Burr Oak Coal

Harry

— The

D,

Co.;

Shepard,

Drennan Land

Brown Prosser
capital

Scott

stock,,

Dentol,

capital stock,
$100,000: to do a general land business and also mining coal

Page, N. D.
$25,000;

filed

Murphy and

Ga» Producer.

Jenkins, Charles Jenkins.

S.

OhIi>

Co.;

and other minerals.

Coal Separator.
D. J. Middleton. R. M. Keefer and J. F.
Ballamy. 1,040,374. Oct. 8, 1912. Filed Sept. 28. 1911. Serial

Regenerative Coke Oven. Arthur Gohmann,
many. 1,041.457, Oct. 15, 1912. Filed Nov. 15,

—
—

The Dailey Cannel Coal Co. capital stock.
mine and deal in coal.
Cleveland, Ohio The Midway Mining Co.: capital
ck.
?80.000: mining and marketing coal and clay.
Knoxville, Tenn
The Hickory Coal Co.; capital. .$30,000.
Coshocton, Ohio

Coal-borinc Bit. With renewable cutters and auxiliary bit.
George A. Moss, Plymouth, Penn. 1,040,383, Oct. 8, 1912.
Ore Bin Door. Oliver H. Dickerson, Duluth, Minn. 1,041,444,

NEW INCORPORATIONS
$25,000: to

1911.

7,

O.

C.

Portland, Ore. The coal fields in Coos County, in the
vicinity of Mai'shfield, will see active development during
the coming summer. Considerable work is already under way
and the scope will be enlarged with more seasonable weather.
C. A. Smith, who is extensively interested in the manufacture
of lumber on Coos Bay, is opening up a new mine on Isthmus
Inlet, near Marshfield.
A short spur has already been built
from the Southern Pacific R.R.. from Marshfield to Myrtle
Point, and machinery for the mine will be hauled in soon. .\n
electric haulage and lighting system will be installed.
From Coos Bay comes also the report that the old Beaver
Hill mine of the Southern Pacific Co. is working on a new
shaft and should be in good shipping condition the coming
summer. This mine has shipped coal to Portland by steamer
for several years, but the output has been rather limited.

Michaelson, Omaha, Neb.

C. C.

Filed June

1912.

—

Serial No. 596.495.

— The

Fargo Lumber & Coal

Dec. 31.
Incorporators.
M. J. Murphy.

AVaukegan, Mich.

— Waukegan

Co.

Lumber & Co al

$35,000; dealing in fuel and building materials.
T. G. McGay, D. Q. Harts, J. D. Pope.

Kan.

— The

capital stock,^

Murphy,

IS

Cherokee-Girard
Topeka.
Incorporators, O. S. Hubert, J.
$30,000.
Griffin, M. G. Slawson and J. O. Majors.

Coal
E.

E.

P.'

Co.: capital,

Incoi'porators,
capital,
O. E.

McFarland.

—

Trenton, N. J. The Burns Bros. Co.; capital, $7,500,000.
This is a consolidation of the coal companies known as the

Burns Bros. Co., and the Curtis-Blaisdell Co.
Ponhatan, \V. Va. Tierney Mining Co.: capital stock. $150,Incorporators, E. M. Hush
000: development of coal lands.
and E. V. Townsend, of Huntington. W. Va.
Articles of incorporation of the
Salt Iiake City, Utah

—

—

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Ketchum Coal

Co.

vice president,

and

Mont.

—

Danville,

It is

expected that in the early spring

field.
III.

— The

AV.

$150,000: mining.

the Milwaukee R.R. will commence work on the survey for
their proposed spur into Everson County, from Denton.
The
object of the spur is said to be to tap the coal deposits in

the Everson

—

Va. The Lehigh Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators. R. A. Pollock, of Massillon,
Ohio: Thomas Williams. B. P. Porter. David Morrison. T. and
G. D. Ewert. all of Cleveland, Ohio.

Fairmont,

(ireat FnllN,

A. T. Miller is president; P. A. Ketcluim.
G. S. Payne, secretary and treasurer.

—

Dover, Del. The Baker Bend Mining Co.: capital stocll^
to do general mining, milling and refining of oretf
Incorporators. Louis K. Stam. Chestertown, Md.;
G. Gray and M. B. Hawkins, Wilmington, Del.

$500,000:

metals, etc.

Runsen Coal

Co. is preparing to open a

J.

!

January

85,

COAL AGE

1913

—

Cincinnati, Ohio The Mineral Products Co., of New York
City: capital stock, $100,000; minerals and mineral rights.
Incorporators. Howard F. Campbell, of New York; Charles
H. MacDonald. C.

Hagedom, H.

F.

C.

Humphreys and

T.

J.

all of Chicago.
Danville. Ky. The Abigail Mining Co.; capital, $40,000.
Incorporators, George P. Crow, John S. Van Winkle, Mitchell
Taylor. Thomas Laniei and Judge B. O. Stone, all of Danville.
Judge B. O. Stone and J. P. Harper will have active management of the business at the mine.

KeoKh,

111.

—
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Cumberland. Md
The new steel coal tipple of the B. & O.
R.R. in South Cumberland, has been completed, and was

By the aid of this modern tipple, one of
tested yesterday.
the large engines was given its usual quantity of coal in
exactly 32 seconds.

—

Butler, Penn. There is a rumor that the Buffalo & Rochester Iron Co. will take over the coal interests held at presIt
ent in Indiana County by the New York Central Road.
is expected that this will mean greater activity in the Indiana County field than ever before.

—

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Laurler,

He

Blrmlnebam,
vention of

—W. Pfiefer has commenced work at the
expects to have two shifts working soon.
Ala. — A miner's safety lamp, the recent in-

Wash.

Laurier mine.

Thomas

Edison,

A.

mingham.

is

now on

exhibition in Bir-

—

East Liverpool. Ohio The Tri-State Electric & Ry. Co.
has optioned 2000 acres of coal near the Island Run mines
along Little Beaver Creek.
Pennsvllle, Ponn. Preparations are being made to fire the
25 ovens of the Pennsvllle Coke Co. at its Pennsville plant.
The plant has not been run for several years.
Boonvllle. Ind. Mine No. 3 has been shut down for an
indefinite period because of differences between the miners

—

—

and operators which could not be adjusted.
Jackson. Wyo. A 5-ft. seam of good quality coal has been
struck six miles southeast of Victor, by Cliff Bros. & Co. A
tunnel had been driven 125 ft. into the hill, before the find
was made.
Lancaster, Penn. C. H. Holt and Leroy H. Holt have acquired the coal, lumber, grain and feed business at Landsville,
together with the real estate occupied by the business, and a
dwelling of Ezra Miller.
Dn Bols, Penn It is stated by persons in a position to

—

—

know that practically all of the holdings of the New Y'ork
Central in Indiana County have been optioned by the Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co.
The mine known as No. 2. at Glen Camp.Vltoona, Penn.
The
bell, is soon to be put in operation by Eastern capitalists.
workings were recently abandoned by the Irish Brothers Coal
Mining Co., and sold with land adjoining.
Blrmlni^hain, Ala. The Pratt Consolidated Coal Co. has
begun to ship the 40,000-ton coke contract which it has made
with the steel works at Monterey, Mex. The contract calls
for the delivery of about 6000 tons a month.
Cleveland. Ohio The coal men of Cleveland are getting
busy and have taken options on some tonnage for Milwaukee
in addition to covering a block of something more than a
million tons, at 30c., for the head of Lake Superior.
Waynesburs. Penn. W. H. Brown, of Pittsbui-gh, has purchased a tract of 1325 acres of coal land in Monongahela

—

—

—

—

Thompson and associates, of Uniontown.
It is reported that $800 an acre was paid for the land.
Sidney, N. S., Can. The Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. has
decided to open a new colliery at the Sidney mines.
This
brings the total plants of the company up to six, and in-

Township, from

J.

V.

—

creases the output from 850.000 to 1.000,000 tons annually.

—

Weston, Dodson & Co.. Inc., with operaKaskawilliam, announce that they are
thoroughly developing their new operation in the north Mahoney region, from which they expect to ship by next autumn.
Benham. Ky. The Wisconsin Steel Co., controlled by the
International Harvester Co., has a million-dollar coke plant
at Benham.
This company operates the largest battery of
ovens In that neighborhood, and ships Its product to northPottHvllle. Penn.
tions at Morea and

—

ern plants.

The Wallsend plant of the Continental Coal Corporation
has recently begun operations.
Ovens are also In blast in
Pike County. In the Elkhorn district and elsewhere.
Rural Valle.v. Penn. Colliery No. 2 of the Irish Bros. Coal
Co.. which has been abiindoned for some time. Is to resume
operations under a different management. Considerable coal
land has been bought In the vicinity recently, which will be
developed In the near future.
ConnellNVllle. Penn. F. M. Coursln. representing a syndicate of Pittsburgh men. has purchased a tract of 2500 acres
of coal In Washington County.
The prices range from $200
to $300 an acre and the total sum Involved Is said to be In

—

—

the neighborhood of $500,000.

Bluefleld. \V. Va. The Electric Transmission Co. has let
contracts for buildings, electric machinery, boilers, etc.. for
the erection of a power plant at the mouth of the Lee County
mines. These units represent an expenditure of $300,000. It
is expected that the work will be completed by June.
Blrmlnffham. Ala. Eastern capitalists will soon undertake big coal development in the Birmingham district. The
Panama Coal & Iron Co. has added to its holdings until now
its total acreage has reached 35.000. The company already has
contracts for a daily shipment of 2000 tons to South America.
Windber, Penn. The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. is
planning several big improvements in its operating plant at
Windber this year. Among these is the installation of a new
turbine, at the central power house at mine No. 5, together
with the addition of four boilers of the same capacity as
those now in use.
Monndsvllle, W. Va. The Wheeling Coal & Coke Co. has
turned over the lease of 1000 acres of coal in Clay district
to the Ben Franklin Coal Co. The minimum royalty is to be
The tract in question is that which is
$12,000 per annum.
held in connection with the Panama mine.
Thirty-eight electric companies, in the
Penn.
Look Haven,
counties of Lehigh and Northampton, in the anthracite region,
have been authorized to combine and merge into the Lehigh
Navigation Electric Co., a subsidiary of the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co. This combination started through a plan to
utilize the culm piles of the coal company.
Jenkins, Ky. The different mines of the Consolidation
Coal Co. are shipping an average of from 12 to 18 cars
of coal a day and it is said this output will be practically
doubled in the next few months. Coal from the McRoberts
mines over the new extension of the Lexington & Eastern is
now moving at a lively rate, three of the six mines being
»
busy.
Louisville, Ky. It is understood that both the Chesapeake
& Ohio and the Norfolk & Western railways are in the market for coal cars, the former for 2000 of 70-ton capacity and
the latter for 1250. of capacity not known as yet. The additional Chesapeake & Ohio equipment will give a better car
supply for tidewater, as these cars cannot go west of Cin-

—

—

—

—

—

—

cinnati or oft their

own

lines.

— The

Berwind coal interests, operating
Pond Creek Coal Co.'s plants, at McVeight, are spending large sums of money in development work and the outlook is exceptionally bright in that locality for the new
This plant is reached by the branch of the Norfolk &
year.
Western running out from Williamson. W. Va. Other plants
in this field are showing unusual activity.
Boonvllle. Ind. J. T. Blair, representing a Chicago coal
for stripfirm, has taken options on 1200 acres of coal land
ping purposes. He claims to be able to put the coal aboard
company
the
new
that
reported
It is
cars for 35c. a ton.
has an option on the coal lands of Dr. T. D. Scales, a promInof
southern
operator
coal
and
inent Democratic politician
diana, in which the consideration is placed at $70,000.
ItlcRobertM. Ky. The Consolidation Coal Co.'s developments, on Wright's Fork. In the newest section of the Harlan
field, have reached a point where its dally shipments over the
Lexington & Eastern amount to from 20 to 30 cars. Four out
of the company's seven mines are supplying this amount,
and when the other three begin shipping the dally shipments
of the company are expected to reach an average somewhere
AVhItesburK,

Ky.

the

—

—

between

75

and 100

Louisville. Ky.

cars.

—The

proposed consolidation of the mines

In Muhlenburg and Ohio Counties, In the western Kentucky
district, appears to be considerably closer to consummation
than was at first supposi^i. Reports from that section Indi-

cate that the representatives of the DuPont Interests on
the ground are having considerable success In obtaining
options on the prgpertlcs desired, and It Is said that a very
If the plan
short time will see the completion of the deal.
succeeds, the holding company, which will be known as the
portion
of the
greater
DuPont Coal Co.. will control the
entire output of western Kentucky, Inasmuch as Muhlenberg
more
coal
produced
than
any
past
County has for some years
other county in that part of the state.
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
GENERAL, REVIEW
The premiums on anthracite are grradually disappearing
and the snappy condition of the trade has undoubtedly given
way to what may be considered a slump. Because of the
unseasonable weather conditions, and the fact that the summer reduction in the circular is now only about two months
off, dealers are becoming decidedly cautious about acquiring
new stocks. Consumers are certainly displaying a marked
lack of interest in the trade and dealers are beginning to
fear that the customary dull period in March, prefacing the
April reduction in quotations, will find them overstocked.
Some contracts are being renewed at last year's figures.
Coastwise shipping has been interfered with by the heavy
gales, and, as a consequence, loading has been rather slow.
The first break in a long time on bituminous, occurred
during the past week, and there has been a generally receding market, with prices weak and materially off. While
is still a shortage in some few quarters, good-sized
tonnages are being offered and large corporations are now
buying at lower figures: shippers not only have free coal
for sale, but are actively canvassing for buyers.
The open
winter has been decidedly unfavorable to consumption and
operators are coming nearer meeting their contract obliga-

there

tions.

The floods in the Pittsburgh district have interfered with
the manufacturing consumption, the mild weather has curtailed the domestic demand, and the prompt market is now
quotable at only a little above the contract circular; the
river mines are still idle, although they are slowly getting
However, there is a strong natural conin operation again.
sumption, which, together with the delays in transportation, has made the accumulation of an over-supply out of
the question.
The high temperatures have affected a falling off in the
Ohio market, i.-here prices are lower' than at any time during the pas', five months, particularly on domestic, the steam
It is entirely a weather
grades st'U being fairly strong.
market and it is believed that consumers have been buying
in excess of their requirements for the past 60 days or more.
There is a downward tendency in quotations at Hampton
Roads, due to the unexpectedly heavy loading at the mines
and the diverting of Western tonnages into the Eastern
markets, because of the fioods. The situation in the Southern markets appears to be somewhat better, there being a
fair demand and prices ruling firm; coke is particularly
strong,
with
considerable inquiries from the
Western
smelters.

The Middlewestern market is w^eak in all branches, w^ith
The movement
the exception of steam, which is only fair.
on the railroads has been quite free, and considerable demurrage coal has collected on tracks at various points
which cannot be moved. The delayed winter has had disastrous results on this market.

BOSTOX.

M.\SS.

The week has shown a generally receding market and
prices are off materially in bituminous. The Hampton Roads
shippers have eased their situation so much that some of
them now have coal for sale, and not only that, but are actively looking for orders.
The Pennsylvania grades have
sagged in consequence, and the continued mild "weather and
the abundant supply of water power through New England
are reducing consumption to the minimum for January. There
is still a shortage in many quarters, but the demand is by
no means insistent and there is quite a volume of coal being
offered at the various distributing points.
The big corporations are still buying, but at much lower figures than a week
ago. A drop of 40c. about measures the scaling down of the
different grades of bituminous for consignment to this section.

Already there are signs of the approaching contract searumored that $2.85 f.o.b. Hampton Roads, is to be
figure for Pocahontas and New River for shipment prior to Oct. 1. and it will be interesting to see how

Mon. It is
the initial

well it carries out. The top contract price in 1912 was $2.70.
but by far the most of the business was closed at $2.50@2.60;
$2.85 would net $1.45 at the mines, less the selling commission.

=

All-rail there is much less speculative coal offering.
The
movement on contract seems to be fairly regular, except
where there are restrictions as to kinds of cars. Some of

Pennsylvania districts have suffered from floods and
in transit have been appropriated more or less
by connecting lines. The Georges Creek situation is practically unchanged.
Shipments are few and far between, and
distributors at this end are hard to put to it to keep contractors going. In many cases they have had to admit their
inability to do so, and all manner of expedients is bein.g
resorted to.
Coal from Somerset County, Penn., and from
West Virginia is being freely shipped to take care of Georges
Creek orders.
The premium market on anthracite seems to be fading
away. On rail shipments at least, egg size is quoted at only
10c. over the regular company circular and the slackness of
the retail demand has about eliminated fancy-priced coal for
the present.
Coastwise conditions have been unfavorable of
late, and gales have been the steady thing for a week or
ten days.
Loading continues slow and most of the dealers
aie getting only enough to keep them in business.
There
begins to be an accumulation of egg and chestnut in some
places, but retailers are still taking these sizes in their eagerness to get stove and pea.
It will be a long time before
shipments have caught up, although at this end things are
apparently easier than at any tim>. since September.
Current wholesale prices are about as follows:
the

empty cars

Clearfields, f.o.b.

mine

,

ClearBelds, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Clearfields. f.o.b.

.

.$1 5o(o SI .85
2 SOig, 3 10
.

.

New York

.

3. ;.5(g
70(d.
1

Somersets, f.o.b. mine
Somersets, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Pro\'idence
Pocahontas. New River, on cars Boston

.

3.40
1.95

2.95@ 3.20
3. lo@ 3.35
4
4

.

.

30@
40®

4 50
4 50
.

.

NEW YORK

—

.Anthracite The past week has witnessed a still further
easing off of the hard-coal situation here and it has now
reached such a stage that the large companies are beginning
to receive cancellations on certain grades. The weather conditions have certainly been most favorable to the hard-coal
companies, in view of the shortage of some six million tons
The season is now so far advanced, that
in production.
even the most abnormal weather conditions could not cause
any great distress before spring.
As a matter of fact, the operators would like to see a
With the reduced sumlittle more activity in the market.
mer fcireular going into effect Apr. 1. requisitions for fuel
duriiig March are naturally cut to the lowest point possible,
so that dealers have now only about one month left in
which to dispose of the comparatively high-priced stocks
on hand. However, it seems reasonable to believe that the
next 30 days will develop some more seasonable weather.
The mines are reported as working good, and the car supply
is fair and all that is to be expected for this period of the
year.

We quote New York prices on both hard and soft coal
on the following basis:
Bituminous

Anthracite
Circula*-

Broken*
Chestnutt
Pea*
Buckwheat**
Buckwheatt

.

J5.00
5.50
2.75
2.75
2.50
2.25
1.95

Rice**
Ricet
175
Barlcyt
* Scranton and Lehigh.

—

Individual

$5.00(s5 10
6.00(a.G.I5
3.75(3)4.35
2.75(5(2.80

2.40@2.50
2.25@2.30
1.8S@1.95
1.25®1.50
** Scrantou.

Virginia, steam. S3. 0S@3. 25
Fair grades, Penna ..
3.150*3.25
Pcnna.... 3.30@3.40
Best miller. Penna.. .. 3. 40@3, 50

West

.

Good grade,

Georges Creek

3.50

t Lehigh and Schuykill.

BitumlnouH For the first time in over a month, there
While
has been a slight break in the soft-coal market.
the effects of this are not yet very clearly felt at tidewater,
it is, nevertheless, a fact that concessions under last week's
quotations are now readily obtainable in the mining region.
This applies more particularly to the lower grades and it is
doubtful if the quotations on the better qualities have sufWhile free tonnages are obtainfered in any way as yet.
able at the mines, some of the large operators are quite
short on their contracts at tidewater.

COAL AGE
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essentially a weather market, and it is rather
remarkable that it has held so good under the unusually
unseasonable weather conditions prevailing through the tall
and winter. This is only accounted for by the shortage in
transportation facilities and. had the weather conditions
been as normally, there would have been a heavy shortage at
this point accompanied by the usual spectacular market.
Floods in the Pennsylvania district have handicapped
operations somewhat, but not seriously. The car supply has
been rather inadequate, but there is a fair amount of labor
available, and, on the whole, pi-oduction has been ^ood in
the region.
It

is

still

PHILADELPHIA,

PE\"X.
still continues in this vihas been a decided falling
Egg coal is a drug on the
market, and while it is understood the large companies are
moving off their product, it must be in other directions. The
snappy condition of the trade has undoubtedly given way
Stove and pea
to what might be almost considered a slump.
seem to be the only sizes for which there is any demand at
all; egg and chestnut cancellations are coming in thick.
It is now simply a question of the weather conditions.
It
is a fact, nevertheless, that the dealers are not well stocked
with any particular sizes, although orders are being filled
fairly promptly, that is, for stove and pea, but any sudden
cold spell would be likely to bring about a sudden strengthening in the sitration. The uncertainty of the "weather, however, is causing the dealers to be cautious about laying in
stocks of coal that they are likely to be caught with during
the month of ]March, when the trade, as a rule, is rather

The same unseasonable weather

cinity, and as a consequence, there
off in the demand for anthracite.

stagnant.
Prices still remain at the same level, at retail, $6.75 for
It
«SS. $7 for stove, $7.^5 for chestnut and $5.50 for pea.
Is understood that the parties who contract for their fuel
requirements at this season of the year, are, as a rule, renewing their arrangements for the ensuing year. The same
prices prevailing last year are in effect, with the exception
of pea, on which there has been an advance in the contract
price of 50c. per ton: the price of this coal has made it practically out of reach of the majority of steam users, and most
if not all of this demand has been diverted onto buckwheat,
which is $1 per ton less. Pea coal is becoming, more and
more a domestic fuel in this market, and the demand far
exceeds the supply during most of the winter months.

PITTSBURGH, PENN.

—

BitaminouH River mines, which were closed on account
high water are still idle, although partial resumptions
are occurring this week. The car supply is better, railroads
being aided ty unusually good January weather. Floods have
serlcusly affected manufacturing operations along the :-ivers
and have somewhat decreased coal consumption, while on
account of mild weather the domestic demand is limited.
Prompt coal has declined with these conditions and is quotable at but little above regular contract prices, which are
well maintained as follows: Slack, 90c.: nut and slack, $1.05;
of

nut, $1.25: mine-run. $1.30; %-in., $1.40; 114-in., $1.55, per ton

at mine, Pittsburgh district.

—

The market has been uneventful.
C'onnellHvlIle fokf
There has been practically no contract business, while the
spot business has been light, much lighter than was expected.
Practically the entire production is going out on contracts
and little prompt coke is available, so that prices for this
have not declined in the face of a small demand. The $4
price for prompt furnace, however, is not invariably maintained.
Occasionally a consumer can buy for a shade less.
while as a rule a dealer can shade the $4 price enough to
make a comfortable brokerage, securing $4 from the consumer, which is usually obtainable. Foundry coke for prompt
shipment Is not closely quotable for the reason that there
iB little if any really standard foundry coke available In the
Foundries caught short must usually be
prompt market.
content with furnace coke, sometimes selected and someThe mere
times not. and frequently shipped In open cars.
shipment In box cars raises the price to $4.25 or even $4.50.

We

quote:

first

half,

4.75;

Prompt furnace,
$3.25'Si3.50:

contract

$4;

contract furnace (nominal),
prompt foundry. $4.25®

year, $3@3.25;

foundry.

$3.25(g)3.75.

BALTIMORE, MD.
open-weather conditions tended to create an
easier market In Baltimore during the past week, although
one or two of the larger operators reported that they experienced no falling off In the demand. Prices, however, declined from 10 to 15c.; one firm was offering coal at $1.75
and appeared to have plenty on hand to meet all demands.
Prevailing
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Local consumers appear totally indifferent to the market,
realizing perhaps that weather conditions are such as to
permit them to purchase in any quantities desired at a
reasonable price.
There was practically no spot business
during the week.
The car supply appears to be adequate, the train movements are excellent and contract obligations are being carefully met. The output of the mines is also increasing, as the
miners are rapidly getting back to work again.
There has been considerable activity at the local coal
piers, and at least a half-dozen vessels will load here during the next ten days.
The anthracite trade is feeling the effects of the most remarkable weather conditions experienced in this section fotwenty-flve or thirty years.
All through the week it was
too warm to keep fires going in furnaces, and practically al.l
the fuel consumed in the households was for cooking purposes.

BIFPALO,

N, Y.

The weather has been doing its best to shut off the sale
of coal, but other conditions are such that a moderate degree of dullness is about all that has been accomplished.
There

is a big natural demand and the slow movement has
it impossible for the operators to flood the market.
So
far they have not been able to accumulate any great amount
of coal at any point and the consumer has to look for his
supplies or he does not get them.
With the weather as favorable to freight movements as it
could possibly be at this time of the year, and with the rush
in the grain business out of the way, there is about as
great a shortage of coal cars as ever. The consumption also
promises to keep up as business is paying next to no attention to politics.
Bituminous quotations will therefore remain rather weak at $3 for Pittsburgh «elect lump, $2.85 for
three-quarter. $2.75 for mine-run and $2.50 for slack, with

made

Allegheny Valley about 25c. less.
The coke market holds
fairly strong, the high prices remaining on account of the
production about reaching its limit of late.
Prices f.o.b.
Buffalo are still on a basis of $6.25 for best Connellsville
foundry.

There is still much water to contend with in the mining
Allegheny Valley and beyond, but at present
only the convenience of working certain mines is affected.
The running of trains has not been interferred with for a
week or more.
The anthracite shippers are getting some orders to hold
or cancel former shipping directions but they are not disturbed.
.V single day of really cold weather would restore
the demand in full. Egg coal is plenty and premiums on independent anthracite are down to 75c. on chestnut and $1 on
districts of the

stove.

COLUMBUS.

<>HICi

With high temperatures prevailing lately, weakness has
developed in the domestic trade and prices are much lower
than in months: in fact the past week saw the first real easing off in quotations for five months.
Domestic lump and
%-in. are particularly heavy, and the other grades have declined in sympathy with these.
Retailers have unusually
large stocks on hands, and as a result are not in the market
at this time.

Steam business Is still the strongest point in the trade.
Manufacturing establishments, especially those engaged In
the Iron and steel industries, and the railroads are taking a
large tonnage, while prices are being fairly well maintained.
Renewing of fuel contracts is slow as few of them expire at
this time.

The car supply Is now about all that could be desired. Output In the various mining districts has been curtailed, not by
a lack of cars, but rather because of a slack demand. Eastern Ohio Is about the only section that reports any trouble
over the supply of equipment. The Hocking Valley Is well fixed
and as a result, production In that district has been about 75
Eastern Ohio has produced about 65
per cent, of normal.
per cent., but Pomeroy Bend's output was curtailed by the
high waters which flooded a number of mines In that section.
West Virginia competition was shut off. a portion of
the past week, by the high waters. Both the C. & O. and the
K. & M. were unable to run trains from the West Virginia
fields to the Ohio side.
While the weather has been unfavorable to an active coal
trade in Ohio, still the movement has been good In most
The wor.st feature
lines and prices remain fairly strong.
of the trade Is the growing softness In the domestic lines.
This Is due to the mild weather which has been prevailing
and makes the retail trade rather quiet. The car supply Is
slightly Improved and this aids the operators and Jobbers to
move cargoes more promptly.

COAL
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This softening, however, has not gone far enough to cause
in quotations, excepting the usual shading which
The circular which has been in effect
is done at all times.
since Dec. 1 is pretty well maintained and complaints of price
cutting are few and unimportant.
Quotations in Ohio fields are as follows:

the next six months' supplies of New River-Pocahontas coals
at $3 per gross ton f.o.b. Hampton Roads, an advance of 30c.
The export and bunkering business
over last year's price.
continues fairly heavy, the respective tonnages for the week
being 58,832 and 9929 tons.

Kanawha

is again prevailing, is
another cause for the present slow market. While this factor
does not enter to a great extent into the demand for steam

any decline

Hocking
Domestic lump

Pittsburgh

S2.00
1.75
1 75
1-25
1 25

SI. So
SI. 30

1.65

1-inch

Nut

1

Mine-run
Nut. pea and slack
Coarse slack

1-35
1.15
1.05

.

35

-

-

1

15

1

15

Pomeroy

Sl.ti.5

140

.

1

25

1

10
00

1

10

1

CLEVELAND, OHIO
the coal trade here is largely a weather
proposition.
Producers and shippers are convinced that consumers have purchased coal in excess of their requirements
Buyers are fairly well fortified against
for the past 60 days.
a scarcity of fuel and in many cases have suspended shipments temporarily. Slack which is the ruling factor on the
'Cleveland market has weakened to the extent of 10c. a

The situation

in

ton.

Quotations per net ton fob. mines are as follows:
Mine

Freight
IDistrictk

Voughiogheny
Pittsburgh No. 8

Go3henNo6
Coshocton..

Rate

}-in.

Run

Slack

SI 00

$135

$1.25

SI 05

0-90
0-70
70

1-20
1.35
1.75

1-25

20

150

110

BIRMINGHAM,
There

traffic.

It will be late in the season before the Lake fleet can
get coal to the docks if the mines shut down for any length
Dock companies expect to be preof time in April. 1914.
pared for a suspension then by carrying the maximum capacity of coal on upper lake docks at the close of 1913
To accomplish this a large volume of bituminous
season.
and anthracite will be shipped via the Great Lakes this year.

The following letter, signed by C. W. Galloway, general
manager of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. was mailed to all mine
operators recently: "The movement of freight tonnage
On
throughout the United States is the heaviest known.
account of the extreme car shortage it is necessary that
greater efficiency than ever before be secured from freight
equipment. Careful checks of cars received from mines underloaded with coal, have shown that equipment is not being
loaded to its full physical carrying capacity.
not kindly cooperate with us by loading cars to
Every ten cars so loaded means a car saved."

H.VMPTON RO.VDS.

you

Will
full

limit.

V.\.

Prices of New River-Pocahontas coal have had a downward tendency during the past week owing" to the warm
weather, the unexpectedly heavy loading at the mines and
partly to the diversion of considerable Kanawha gas and
This latter was
splint coals from the West to tidewater.
due to the interruption to westbound traffic by the collapse
of a bridge over the Guyandotte River, on the Chesapeake &
Ohio Ry.. near Huntington, West Virginia.
The New England market seems to be taking no coal except for contract requirements and but few spot sales have
lieen

made.

$3.15

(Si

3.25

f.o.b.

Hampton Roads,

is

grades, it is responsible for a rapid movement, which would
Heavy rains
be impossible even in normal winter weather.
and resulting floods throughout the state have done some
damage to mining equipment, bridges and the like, and if
they become such as to interfere seriously with operations
the market will doubtless show a stiffer trend.
Altogether, the mines are practically at a standstill for
lack of domestic orders, and while the steam demand is fairly
good, the market on those grades has also dropped off to a
noticeable degree.
Some mines are face to face with the
proposition of selling their coal at unduly low prices, or
going on short time. In the absence of a season of real wintry weather, which has been almost totally lacking so far.
the only thing whicli will operate to restrain this tendency
from working a still further demoralization of the market is
the closing down of some mines by the floods.

10»

110

Hocking Lump which was sold at $2 in the early fall has
dropped to $1.60 at the mines. Pocahontas lump and egg is
quoted at $2.50, run-of-mine, $1.35. and slack. 90c. Massillon
lump is going $2.58 at the mines. Prices on coke are steady
at about $3.50 f.o.b. ovens for contract and $4 for spot
Profurnace with about 50c. added for foundry grades.
duction in Jefferson and Belmont Counties is at an abnormally low ebb. the high water in the rivers and tributary
streams having lessened the output of the mines and tied up
railroad

I-OITISVILLE. KY.

The unusually mild weather which

&,.^out

the

luling 'price at present and sales have been made at both
those figures. A cargo (5000 tons) of Kanawha coal was sold
for New England at $3, but this grade is now offered at $2.S2.
The car supply at the mines has been somewhat better
than during the past ten days, which may be ascribed naturally to the light loading during the holidays and also to
The Virginian Ry.
the better movement by the railroads
has been doing exceptionally well in this respect; on Jan.
the heaviest day's loading
10, some 410 cars were loaded,
they have ever had.
A new harmony movement was started by this road last
week when all representatives of coal sales agencies at Norfolk, were invited to luncheon by the company to discuss
various questions of handling their coal at tidewater. It is
jiroposed to have similar meetings once every month, a plan
that might advantageously be followed by the other railroads.
The United States Navy has recently closed contracts for

,\L,A.

no material change in the situation since our
report of last week.
There seems to be plenty of demand
and good prices rule on all grades of coal. The volume of
business in all lines in the South was never as large as it is
at present.
Recent statistics show that a smaller percentage of Alabama iron is being shipped out of the state than
at any time in the history of the iron business.
The market for both foundry and furnace coke is firm.
There has been considerable inquiry from the West for
smelter coke, and although none of the ovens have large
tonnages for nearby shipment, some business was placed
with the local manufacturers.
We can quote standard furnace coke at $3.50®3.75. and
foundry coke from $4@4.25. f.o.b. local ovens. Nut, domestie coke can he had in small shipments at from $2.75@3
is

Birmingham

district.

CHIC.VGO
As a result

of the unusual

weather conditions, the Chicago
is ^veak and retail deal-

coal market, in almost all branches,
ers are ordering little coal.

According to reports from various sources, their storage
is taxed to the limit on account of slack business;
excepting coke, there is not a branch of the domestic trade
that is not suffering from lack of business. A great deal of
anthracite still remains in the hands of the dealers, many
On this
of whom are cancelling orders previously placed.
account, the market has eased oft to a considerable extent.
There is practically no demand in Chicago at the present
time for Hocking and splint coal. Hocking domestic lump is
selling at $1.50 a ton. f.o.b. the mines, when up to car service in Chicago, with shipments in transit being quoted
capacity

at $1.75.

The car supply has been much better than was expected.
Shipments to market, as a rule, are free and scarcely any
complaints are being registered against the railroads. The
steam trade continues to be satisfactory.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are:
lump

4-in.

Sullivan Co.
$2 62

Egg
Steam lump

$2 32

W.

Clinton

Va.

©o o-j
$2-27

$3.80®

2.52

2.07(3)2.17

Mine-run

Springfield

.

Domestic lump

2 12

2 17

197

1.97

3

4.05

55®3.65

157^162 1,57@1.62
1.72(@1.77
Connellsville, $6.50@6.75; byproduct, egg, stove and
$5.75@6; gas house, $6.

Screenings

—

Coke
nut,

DETROIT. MICH.
BltumlnoUK— The market here is conl

lolh-d entirely by
Prices are gradually dropping and
the weather conditions.
will
be
a lot of demurthere
weather,
colder
unless there is
Thr
rage collected for track coal that cannot be moved.
coming alons
fuel
is
Contract
good.
car supply is unusually
more readily now so that spot coal is not monopolizing the
cars: steam coal is not in much demand on the larger sizes.
Slack holds very firm, althougl- "he demand is not as great
There Is no demand whatever for domestic
as it has been.
coal; all the dealers seem to be loaded to their utmost capacity and in a few cases on demurrage, it has been offered

iiiiuarv 25,

)!
!
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Every operator
the freiffht, but was promptly refused.
much as possible, for almost any price tliat can

selling? as

The following are

local quotations, f.o.b.
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Pacific Coast Co.

Besides controlling tile Pacific Coast Steamship Co. and
several railroad companies, this corporation owns all the
This latter concern
securities of the Pacific Coast Coal Co.
owns the Franklin mines, aggreg-ating 3850 acres at Franklin, Wach.; the Black Diamond mine with 4670 acres at Black
Diamond. Wash.; the Newcastle mine with 2520 acres at Newcastle. Wash.: and the South Prairie mine, with 1140 acres at
Burnett, Wash. Company also owns coal-handling plants at
Seattle, Tacoma, San Francisco, Portland, Juneau and Nome,
Alaska.
During the last two years the company has paid 6% dividends on both the common and second preferred stock and
5% on the first preferred. The report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912, showed: Gross from steamships and col$4,181,147, and net. $143,389:
and net, $554,254: coal department
$2,553,990, and net. $388,868.
liers,

railroads,

gross.

$761,775,

and miscellaneous, gross,

departments were $7,496,912; operating expenses and taxes. $6,410,401. making net earnings
$1,086,511. to which are added $28,579 other income, bringing
the total net up to $1,115,090. Interest on bonds amounted to
$250,000: depreciation special reserve. $103,430; dividend on
first preferred (5%). $76,250; dividend on second preferred
This
(6%). $240,000; dividend on common (67o). $420,000.
leaves a balance surplus for the year of $25,410.
Gross earnings of the coal department amounted to $316.731: operating expenses. $214,198. making the net earnings
$102,533; all these accounts show a decrease during the year.
The total output of the mines was 709.262 tons, including IS.116 tons from mines under development: this shows a deThe
crease of 28,493 tons over that of the previous year.
amount of coal sold at all depots was: From company's mines,
S71.290 tons; other domestic coal. 12.129 tons: foreign coal.

The gross earnings of

all

making a total of 752.035 tons, or a decrease of
below last year.
The decreased output and sales is ascribed partly to depressed business conditions and partly to the competition of
California fuel o'^ which has been selling quite cheaply during the past year. A large number of steamers have been
converted into oil burners and a number of railroads are now
68.616 tons,
81.769 tons

using fuel

oil

m

nm

miimiii

in
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The Lehigh

Valley Coal Co.

was 8.224,317 gross tons, a decrease of 796,889 tons, or 8.83%,
as compared with the preceding year.
The percentage of sizes above pea produced by the mining operations of the company was 67.679;, an increase of
2.10%.
The b'tuminous coal mined from the Snow Shoe lands
amounted to 280.084 gross tons, an increase of 43,154 tons.
To offset in some measure the constantly increasing cost
of mining, which is every year becoming more serious, owing
to the greater depth and extension of the underground

n

iniiiii

iiuiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiE

workings, with the attendant increase in the length of the
underground haul, heavier expense for pumping and ventilation and legislation adding directly to the cost of operation,
has been necessary to continue making substantial exit
penditures for improvements and betterments to the property.
Expenditures for such purposes during the year, deducted
from income, amounted to $487,456, an increase of $42,779
over the preceding 12 months.
By appropriate court proceedings the Locust Mountain
Coal & Iron Co. has been dissolved, the charter surrendered
and its capital stock, all of which was owned by your company, canceled, thus obviating the necessity of maintaining
Prior
that separate corporation with its attendant expense.
to its dissolution, the real estate of that company, consisting
of certain coal lands in Columbia. Schuylkill and Northum-

berland Counties. Pennsylvania, from which your company
has been mining under lease for many years, together with
all its personal property of every description, was conveyed
to the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. for a nominal consideration.
On March 1. 1912. this company redeemed and canceled
the $10,537,000 certificates of indebtedness isued in 1905 to
the Lehigh Valley R.R. Co. for moneys advanced to it by that
company for capital expenditures; $3,037,000 of the said certificates of indebtedness were paid off in cash and the balance. $7,500,000, was taken up by the issuance in lieu thereof
to the Lehigh Valley R.R. Co. of a similar amount of 50-year
debenture obligations, maturing March 1. 1962. and bearing
interest at the rate of 4% per annum, payable on March 1 and
At the time this transaction was
Sept. 1 of each year.
consummated the arrearages of interest on the certificates of
indebtedness were paid to the Lehigh Valley R.R. Co. at the
rate of

per annum.

4":^

That amount of the interest which

accrued prior to the present fiscal year was charged to profit
and loss and the balance deducted from this year's income.
In addition, the income account of this fiscal year has also
been charged with the accrued interest on the debenture
obligations.

There were outstanding at the close of the previous fiscal
year $1,292,500 short term notes given for the acquisition of
property: $200,000 of these notes have been paid off during
the year, leaving $1,092,500 of such obligations outstanding at
this time.

on their Pacific Coast divisions.

President E. B. Thomas, of this company, has the following remark.s to make regarding the year's operations,
onded June 30, 1912:
The suspension of mining operations for practically both
the months of April and May. during which time the company was deprived of any revenue from its property, naturThe
ally made a serious reduction in the year's income.
agreement with the mine workers expired by limitation on
the 31st day of March, and. while negotiations for a new
agreement were in progress, the mines remained idle. An
agreement was finally reached in the latter part of the month,
which gave to the mine workers a substantial increase in
wages and mining was. therefore, promptly resumed.
The total net income of the company from all sources,
after deducting charges for royalties, sinking funds, improvements to the property and interest on the funded debt,
amounted to $1,162,241. a decrease of $350,603. as compared
with the previous year.
The total production of anthracite coal from the lands
owned, leased and controlled by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
and affiliated companies, including that mined by tenants,
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SECIRITIES

The following table gives the range of various active
coal securities and dividends paid during the week ending
Jan. 18:
Low
High
Last
Company
94
94
American Coal Products
109}
109}
American Coal Products Pref
109t

M

Colorado Fuel

&

Iron

Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Island Creek Coal Pref
LehiEh VaUey Coal Sales
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref

Virginia Iron, Coal

&

Coke
Bid Asked

Company
,*L-

K

f

Cons

Co:il l-i

Gr. Riv. fual

-

il

:,t,.l

>^

K.&HC.&C.

C,

98

.is

r.

83J

L-u
I

107}
83}
85

1

l.-l

,„

95

>!(»

Birm. Div. 1st consol. 6s
Tenn, Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s
Ptah Fuel 1st g .5?
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 53

Sale

84}
94

"'^

Istsf g53
Pocah. Con, Coll. Istsf 5s
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st OS
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s

204
21}
87
24}

93
..102}

..

98
87
77}
102}
102}
101}
103}

88}
78}
Sale
103
103}

87!
78}
102}
102}
101}
110

90
91

52

Oct, '12

Apr

83
97

85!
97

Year's

Range

98
June '12
84
June '11
'06

Dec. '12
87}
78}
103

Dec, '12
Dec, '12

97
107}
72}

100}
107J
85}

93

94

,-..

....

97}
81}
79}
101}
102}
lOlJ

98}
89}
84}
103}
104}
104

••;

•-•

85}
94}

86
98}

Jan. '09
•

96}

32
103}
87}
204
22|
89
25}
162}
90
91}
52

lOOj

or Last Sale

98

102

fi=

,11

(

240

Week's Range

Closing

Bonds
Colo F & I gen, s
T nr-n
Colo F
Col Ind 1-t ,v r
M'
Cons. Ind

31
103i
87}

22
92}
26
167
90|
91}
53

Pond Creek
Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref

33J
103!
87}

•

Oct. '12

97.

—

KeadluK Co. Regular quarterly dividend of 1% on first
preferred, payable Mar. 13, to holders of record Jan. 27.
ronHolldatlan Coal Co. Regular quarterly of 1%%, pay-*
.J

—

able Jan. 31. to holders of record Jan. 23.
Mononenhf-ln Cons. C. & C. Co. Dividend of $3,50 on the
preferred, payable Jan. 25.

—

—

j
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Power

at

more

the past there seems to have been a

Xo.

l!ii:i

slide-valve type.

consideration.

condition

of

inefficient transmission,
ijiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN^

to

the

of procedure along which
improvements have been
made, is approximately as

fact that the coal used for

The Delaware, Lackawanna

generating the steam was
considered to have

little

amount

the

If it

electrical expert,

its

We,

had been

The

therefore,

this

value of the power

used would probably have
been considered from an
entirely different point of

containing watertube boilers, designed with
special reference to the conplants

fore-

ditions

must

nection are

( 1 )

size of furnace,

selection

years however,

chief

the type and

and

(2)

the

which

burn the deand at

sired fuel efficiently

The various

costs of min-

a high rate of combustion.

The

ing and preparing coal have, for well-known reasons,

water evaporated per pound

constantly increased, and as a result the value of the

second, that the capacity of the

has followed along the same

surprising, therefore, that in the

lines.

It is

not at

all

endeavor to check, so

far as possible, the increasing cost of operation, the

cost of

The

grates,

of

latter should
later

conditions have changed.

fuel

under which they
operate.

considerations in this con-

view.
In

old boilers have been

and in their
we now see modern

place

H. M. Warren.

commend

:-

eliminated,

word, written for us by Mr. Warren,
to every COAL AGE reader who is
interested in the important problem
of "Power at Coal Mines"
Editor.

necessary to purchase the
coal, the

follows

principally to the engineering skill of

of fuel used,

or the actual cost of steam

generation.

and

Western Railroad Co. is a leader in
matter of economy at colliery
power plants. The modernization of
the D. L. & W. stations, and the high
efficiency to which this company's
equipment has been brought, are due

or

no value, because it was
taken direct from the mine,
and further, it is likely in
many instances, that no
accurate records were kept
of the

and

an inefficient steamdriven equipment. The line
third,

affairs

was probably due

r>

quately covered, simple engines, and pumps of the
This combination gave first, an extremely inefficient generating plant; second, an

or less

used at a colliery was so low as to be unworthy of

serious

1.

Coal Mines

I general opinion that the cost of power generated and
This

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii^
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power generation should receive

its

due con-

as

much

first,

in order that the

may be high the
boiler may be increased

of coal

as possible, in order to keep

;

down

the fixed

charges on the equipment.

As a means of increasing the rate of combustion, it
customary to use some of the various schemes of
producing forced draft, the particular method used
depending upon conditions. Open type feed-water
is

sideration.

When

the cost of steam generation is not considered
any great importance, it follows that the economy
of the engines or other apparatus using steam as a motive power, can hardlv be given serious consideration.
As a result of this line of thought, the first cost of the
equipment for generating and using steam would naturallv be considered the most important item.
of

heaters raise the temperature of the feed water to approximately 210 deg., and, in some instances, economizers are used to effect a further saving, and increase
the feed-water temperature to a still higher point.
In the

more recent

centrifugal

The

old eejuipment, therefore, consisted of the sim-

plest type of boilers,

namely, the well-known "cylin-

der boiler;" steam pipe lines either bare

f)r

inade-

installations

boiler-feed

pump

steam

turbine- driven

pumps have taken

the place

customary direct-acting type.
This change is due to the simplicity and low cost of
maintenance of the centrifugal equipment, as well as
of the feed

of the

COAL AGE

ITO

No.

Vol.

the elimination of the pulsating water pressure that

accurate records must be kept to show the actual op-

may

erating costs, including

occur with a direct-acting outfit.
Some few
plants are provided, and others are being equipped with

means

superheaters, as a

of increasing the

economy

amount

of condensation that

in the various

steam

lines.

I

is

bound

to occur

believe that the use of

superheaters designed for a moderate degree of superheat, will receive

more

serious consideration for boiler

plants of this kind in the future, than they have in the
past.

Thus we have the generating

outfit designed

installed with particular reference to

under which

The steam

it is

and

month

to

the conditions

The boiler plant records should show the amount of
water evaporated, and the coal burned per month, the
cost of labor

items

and material for operation,

maintenance.

for

It

is

also the

likewise

same

advisable

have a constant record of the boiler feed-water
temperature, and the steam pressure. The record of
the water pumped into the boilers may be kept by a

to

Venturi or some other type of recording instrument.
The coal may be either weighed, or measured bv passing through a coal meter.

to operate.

lines

used to transmit power are of im-

proved construction, and particularly well protected
by some good heat-insulating material. The steamdriven power equipment purchased during recent
years has been of a more or less improved type, such
as compound, and in some instances, triple expansion
pumps and engines of the Corliss or non-releasing fourvalve type, simple or compound as might be desired.
The pumps and engines, where conditions warrant,
are operated condensing.

For the generation of electric power, it has now bequite customary to use steam turbine-driven
generators, operating condensing where possible.
In
a few instances exhaust steam turbine-driven generatThese units generate the power from
ors are in use.
exhaust steam, which had formerly been wasted by
being allowed to blow directly to the atmosphere.
Where the supply of exhaust steam is intermittent,
such as the exhaust of hoisting engines, some form of
heat accumulator or regenerator is necessary to ab-

come

sorb heat, while the engines are operating, and give
it up while they are at rest, acting as a sort of heat
"fly-wheel."

charges, from

of

the steam-driven equipment, and the elimination of a
'large

all

month.

The

use of this type of equipment will

To maintain efficiency, careful attention must be
paid to the method of firing. The amount of coal
in the ash must be kept at a minimum.
Gas analyses
and stack temperatures should be made, to see that
proper combustion is taking place, and that an examount

cessive

of air is

not entering through the boil-

er settings; also that the baffles of the boilers are in

good shape, and do not permit the short circuiting

of

the gases.

Waste of steam through leaky joints or drains
should be avoided, and the steam-using equipment
should be kept in efficient condition. There should
be a frequent inspection to see that everything

is

in

good order, and that losses are not occurring
through open drains. The equipment should be indicated to insure proper setting of the valves.

Probably one

of the best,

if

not the best method of

discovering the use of excessive amounts of steam

various equipment,

is

in

to install a steam meter in the

and take indicator cards of the equipsame time. This will give the rate of
steam combustion per indicated horse power per hour,
steam

line,

ment

at the

which

in a

great

many

instances will be surprising.

increase rapidly in the future.

Take
power

transmitted various distances,
and used for several purposes, for which steam was
formerly employed, and in addition, furnishes power

shaft.

and portable equipment, such as
tric locomotives, coal-cutting machines, and also
trically-operated coal and rock drills.

cated,

Electric

for

lighting

is

elecelec-

As the object of installing efficient equipment is to
produce economical results, the mere installation of
such an equipment is not sufficient.
It is equally
important that it be kept in such condition continuproduce the highest practical economy, and
,in addition, no power should be wasted.
Therefore
the organization should be such, and it should be someone's duty to see, that the equipment is kept up and
operated in such a manner as to insure the best results.
It is entirely practicable to do this, but the .situation
must be handled in some systematic manner, and

for

example, a steam line leading down a
is placed in this line, and a

The steam meter

record obtained for 24 hours.

During

this period the

various equipment taking steam from this line

is

indi-

and the number of hours of operation recorded;
thus the steam consumption per i.hp. used during
Such information is
the 24 hours, may be obtained.
more valuable than any data that can be obtained by
With this data
the use of indicator cards only.
it is a comparatively easy matter to determine what should be done in order to improve con-

available,

ditions.

ally as to

In conclusion, "Power at Collieries" is an important subject, and as such, should receive careful conAll equipment should be designed for the
sideration.
purpose intended, and each installation should be

maintained so as to operate at as high an efficiency
as

is

practicable.

Februarv
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neat in ciirrnal apprarhoiJerx are all of the
rater-tube type, fed hij centrifugal turbine-driven pumps.
Hte prime movers of all the generating units are steam
urbines operating condensing, mine iruirr hrini/ utilized

•YXOPl^lS
<nce

or

and

/Ai'v

planl

.1

wliicJi

wo
n

is

efficient in operation.

The

many

other

indiisti-nil ac-tivitie?,

general types of powei- plants appear to exist. These
first, the plant which is designed and constructed

its

(;

E
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iei|uirenients of

any

group of collieries. The
which were at first deemed
requirements have been first

colliery or

result has been that plants
iidecjuate

for all

jjossible

overloaded, then added onto, again overloaded and again
added to, until, in their final shape, they greatly ex-

ceed the magnitude with which- they started.

purpose.

In coal luiniiig, as in

ire,

A

Large Anthracite Power Plant
ii"i

—

Ti

entirety at once, and, second, the plant which

is

few or small units, and which from time to
''me has been augmented and added onto until the final
esult is perhaps many times the magnitude of tlie orig-

In such cases, no matter how efficient the plant may be
it is seldom arranged fpr the greatest possible accessibility and convenience, and both the
first cost and the attendance are usually higher than when
Ihe ultimate magnitude of the entire installation may
lliermodynamically,

foreseen from

inception.

tarted with

l)e

nal iii~tallati(in.

however, some notable exceptions to the
general rule. Some instances exist wherein a plant, even
lliough it be composed of a series of additions to tlic orig-

IxTKifior;

OF Towi;i;

Ilofsi:. Siniwi.vd tiii:

or these two. the former
In

siu-li

is

usually the

may be
amount of

installations the en<l

more

clearly

\'i;i!'iic \r.

efficient.

i)erceiveJ

necessary materfrom the beginning, and the
ial, together with the desired head room, side clearance
\ni\ other circumstances comlucive to the greatest po.sible convenience,

may

be readily forcso(>n and calculated

There

its first

are,

Ti'iiBo-cicxiifi-vrous

Ar.so KuccnMiicALLY Duivicx

mal equipment, presents not only an elficient whole, but
and convenient ai)l)earanco. The Hampton
plant of the Coal Department of the I). L. & \V. K.K.
Co., near Sci-anton, Penn., may lie justly regarded as a
Although sevgood example of such an installation.
also a neat

eral

additions to the equii)ment

to a nicety.

'.ime to time, the plant as

Unfortunately, however, such plants as these are the exrather than the rule, i)articularly where jKJwer
in large quantities.
If strongly centralized and generated
The ever-increasing demand for fuel, and the constantly
growing applications of power to mining purposes, has

ient aiul efficient.

reption

rendered

il

difTi<\ilt

to

acoirately predict the

ultimate

it

have been

exists today

is

made from
both conven-

SiZK AM) Anl!A^<i^:^n:^T ok Moimcu I't.axt
Exclusive of the main flues and economizers, the boiler
house at this plant is 2-1 ! ft. 10 in. long by tT, ft. 7 in.
wide.
It is constructed of brick with steel roof trusses
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Faxs. Pumps axd O'nrui;

Al'XILIAKIES

f.iicl

concrete floors.

The

buildiiifr

contains 15 Babcock

k-

Wilcox boilers of 313 rated hp. each.

is

set singly

boilers each.

One

of these

and the balance in seven batteries
There are also six 2-drum Stirling

of

two

tained under the grates by means of two forced draught
fans 16 ft. in diameter and 5 ft. wide, direct-connected to
steam engines operating at approximately 200 r.p.m. On

boilers

the Stirling boilers. Parsons steam blowers are used iu
place of the forced-draught fans. After leaving the Bab-

The two types of boilers are arranged facing each other
on opposite sides of a single firing alley of ample width
to allow easy manipulation of slice bars, hoes and otlier

& Wilcox boilers the flue gases are passed through
Oreen fuel economizers. For this purpose two induceddraught fans, 18 ft. in diameter by 7 ft. long, direct-connected to steam engines and driven at approximately 140

of 630 hp. each placed in battery.

tiring tools.

placing the 2-drum
only decreases
the
cost of the boiler settings, but also diminishes the heat
radiation losses to a minimum.
It

should be noted

iStirling

Xos.

boilers

1

dumped

in

also

battery

that

not

and 2 barley coal is used as
from railroad cars into

of the building.

From

here

it is

fuel.
a

This

pocket

is first

outside

elevated and transported

an overhead bunker above the firing alley by means of
a belt conveyor provided with an automatic tripper. Suitable dowucomer pij)es lead from the bunker to the I'arsons distributors, with which each boiler is provided. \uto

other series of these pipes also carries the coal to the flour
in the middle of the firing alley, so that a supply for

stoking the boilers by hand is always convenient.
The Parsons spreaders above mentioned handle about

70%
or

of the fuel requisite for operation.

30%,

A

is

hand

The

balance.

fired.

draught pressure of about

ExTKR.SAT.

\ ii;\v

'i

in

or

of water

I'xhlkii

i>

wd

main-

Knuine

cock

r.]i.m.,

are employed.

lans

about

is

The

suction at the intake of these

Sl/o in. of water.
.\si{

Disposal axd Water Feed

The

ashes are flushed from the pits below the grates
into the old workings of the mine through a borehole.

Feed water

is

supplied to the boilers by two

.5-in.,

4-stage

centrifugal pumps, each having a capacity of 500 gal. per

minute.
These are direct-connected to and driven by
steam turbines. A 12x24-in. reciprocating plunger [nimp
is also provided and held as a spare.
Feed-water regulators are used on all boilers, and automatic governors are provided for the turbines, maintaining a difference of pressure between pump and boilers of
about 30 lb. This apparently large difference is probably
necessitated, in part at least, by the interposition of the
small number of economizers, through which the water for
all tlic lioilcrs must lie I'lincd in order to enter them.

lloisi;,

Mkiwinc

a

I'oi;tion

of tiik

Lawn

February

1.
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upon the engines
means a boiler pressure

Retrulating devit-es are also placed
driving the draft fans.
of 1-50 lb. is

The

By

these

maintained at praetieally a constant value.

feed water used

surface condenser.

is

drawn from the hot
it

posed of old

The

from 60 to 100° F., varying according to the season of
the year and the conditions of operation. The water leaves
the heater at a temperature slightly in excess of 200°
v.. ]iasses through the ]nimp, and enters the economizers.
It normaliv leaves the ];itter at a temperature of about
ef

At

All are carefully covered

and

piping, with the exception of the

necessary expansion joints,

Coch-

enters at a temperature

steel T-rails.

The water

j,ainted.

well of a

It passes first into a 6()00-hp.

rane feed-water heater, which

173

is

extra heavy cast

iror..

Gi;xi;rati\g Equipmi:nt

m

this plant

the generating units are located
a
building distinct from the boiler house. The two arc sepi)y
arated
a distance shoi-r cuoiigb to be convenient, btit
long enougli to avoid the dust and dirt existing in tlie
boiler room.

?40° F.
It should be borne

The power liouse proper contains live vertical, Curtis
lurbo-generators of 500 kw. capacity eacli, operating at a
voltage of 2300 and a frecpiency of 60 cycles.
There are

latter

also

in mind in connection with this
temperature of the water that the supply for all of
the boilers is forced through the economizers, which iu'e
subjected only to the gases from the Pialicock ami Wil-

-i;

Yiicw OF I'ow

i.i;-iiiji

,

I.

lMi.i:ioR_,

Four steam lines, ranging from
and from 1200 ft. to 3800 ft.

in length, radiate

led to the boiler plant.

diamfrom
he Itoiler house to the various collieries supplied from
t.
A double steam line al.so leads to the power plant.
\ iJodge steam-flow meter is installed in the boiler-house
jflR<e. and connected to each of these lines in such a way
:hat the (piantity of steam in any of them may be con:inu()usly measured.
-All of these steam lines are extra heavy, including all
littings and bends.
In tile lines which have lioeii in-

more recently, 40-ft. lengths of wrought-steel pipe
lave been employed, which are provided with Vanstone
:lallcd

joints.

Ckaxe, Etc.

8 in. to 12 in. in

final

:ept.

;ter.

Turbixj;,-:. '['k-vvllixg

baromelric condensers, 'i'he other turbine exhausts into a
surface condenser.
Mine water is employed tor cooling purposes in 'lie
former machines, and as this is strongly acid, all pipes,
In
as well as the conden.sers tliem.selves, are wood-lined.
the surface condenser fresh water is used, which is then

boilers.

low

i!ic

Showing Hokizoxtal

This adequately accounts for the comparatemperature of the water.
By means of a venturi meter all the water entering the
oilers is measured and ])ermanent records of its amount

'OX

:ively

two Allis-Chalmers 2000-kw., 2300-volt, 60-cycle.
same room. Four of
xcriical turbines and the two horizontal machines use

horizontal turbo-generators in the

These pipelines are carried upon .supports com-

The

five

Curtis turbines have two dry vactium inimps
to the condensers as to be available for

so connected

either or

all

turbines has

of these machines.
its

cross-connected, so
•ui'bine,

or rather

Each of the 2000-kw.

own dry vacuum ])ump. but
that either

its

juimp

will

these are

serve

either

condense'

The large machines are also provideil with lioine-niade
automatic vacuum breakers fo prevent water from backing
up into the machines, should the ('ondensing crpiipment
by any mischance be floo<led.
One engine-driven exciter is provided for start i>'" up

:

COAL
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and for emergency, while a motor generator

set

is

em-

])loyed for ordinary or continuous e.xcitation.

A

10-ton electric crane spans the main part of the
and serves all machines both on the main floor

A

—

;

E

Vol.

3,

Xo. 5

per ton of coal.
It is maintained that with hydraulic
stowage the expenses for pit-timber are reduced and the
total coal outjiut per annuni increased.

building,

and basement (where the dry vacuum and condenser circulating pumps are located), except the outboard bearings
For these a smaller crane is provided.
is located on the main engine-room
Transmisfloor, and is both compact and convenient.
sion is accomplished at 2300 volts in all lines except that
to the D. L. & W. shops, where 4600 volts are employed.
This plant is frequently called upon to develop 12,000
hp.
It supplies current to 15 mines for lights, locomoIt
tives, pumps, rock crushers, breakers, drag lines, etc.
also furnishes current to a water shaft and approximately

Song

of the

Coal Miner

of the large units.

(Written

The switchboard

1(100 kw. to the D. L.

& W.

shojis. yards, offices, etc.

Tino I'LicAsAXT 8ri!itorN[)iNiis
It
(-'.ent

requires
plant.

more than good equi])ment to make an efliThe human element enters into power gener-

ation to a degree not ordinarily recognized l)y coal operators.
To obtain satisfactory results, not only must the
equipment be of the best, but good morale must exist
v,'ithin

the operating organization.

Much has been done around this plant to render pleasant the environment of the men employed. Most conspicuous are the well kejjt lawns and flower beds, with which
the buildings are surrounded. Of course, grass and flowers
have no direct connection with the combustion of fuel
or the generation of energy, but a little care and pains
expended upon the grounds around almost any power
station is practically certain to find a reflection in the
increased care and pride the workmen take in the dailyoperation of the niachinerv intrusted to their keeping.

Hydraulic Stowage

in

for

expi-t-ssly

Cu.al

.\ge.)

By Bkrtox Bualky

Down
An'

in

the hole where

M'etter'n

we care

it's

dark as pitch.

to say.

We

cut an' shoot to make 'cm rich
The fellers that pay our pay
They drops us down in a rattliu' cage

A thousand feet er so.
An' there we work in the dust
Makin' the profits grow.

an'

What if we do "take five"'*
What if we do "take ten"*
The men that didn't ain't alive.
They're part uv the "might-uv-been."
do what's fair.
we do what's right,
But we'd rather be LH^E lazy men
Then under a tombstone white.

We aim to
We think

We gotta look out when
We gotta "shoot down

the "cap" turns blue.

the back,"
'Er while we're drillin' a hole er two

The

room may crack.
"Dig the poor devil out
take him up to the top."
roof uv the

An' then
All'

it's

Fer the wife may sigh an' the I'hildren
But the Mine the Mine can't stop.

Down

the majority of the coal mines may be compelled to
adopt this system. In the old days the plan was to produce as much coal as possible at the least expense. In
recent years, however, surface damages and claims for

Er a ladder that will break.
So what if we do "take five"
An' what if we do "take ten,"
We'd rather be lazy an' ali\e
Than dead as we "niight-uv-been."

compensation are getting more frequent as the value of
coal land rises. As a result, a system of hydraulic stowing
has been adopted to support the surface, pre\ cut buildings
from cracking and railways from subsiding.
The ideal material is sand. In Westphalia this is
not available. Instead a mixture of pit waste, blast-furnace slag and ashes is ground down and well mixed, and
In many inthen flushed down the pipes with water.
stances the pillars of coal which formerly had to he left
to support railways and buildings have been dispen.sed
In fact, there are places where the coal is being
with.
worked from under the town by this system willi no dangerous results.
The pipes used foi- hydraulir stowing are items of
steel

or

ameter

ex]ien.-<e.

wrought
is

They

consist

oi'

iron with a cast-iron

usually about 7

an outci' shell of
lining.

The

di-

in.

Where sand can be used hydraulic stowage is cheap and
said not to amount to more than 12c. per ton, but in
cases where more ex])Cnsivc material has to be mixed and
ground down before use the cost of stowage rises to 21c.
is

cry.

—

Westphalia

From a British consular report it appears that hydraulic stowage of wastes in Westphalian coal mines is
increasing from year to year, and that in the near future

considerable

murk

in the deep black hole
There's alius the chance to take,
Uv a "missed hole" found er a "fall uv ground"

We

])uts in timbers an' takes "cm (uit
In crosscut, entry er raise
Soldierin' sometimes, there's no doubt
But them is natural ways.
We takes our lives in our hands eadi shift

For never a guy can
But what he will ])ick
Tharil blow hiiii all

tell.

in
l(.

a

powder

stick

hell.

So what if we do "take li\e"'
An' what if we do "take ten."
We're here today, alive.
Not part uv the "might-uv-been."
There's better

men

than us

That tried to outwork a mule.
But we'd rather be LTA'E in a coal mine

Than dead
"To take

fiv

in a gravevard cool.

iiere

February

1,
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Barometric Condenser Installation
SYNOPSIS — //(

the barometric condenser, the condensing water and condensate flow out of the cooling
cliamber ivithout heing pumped. A vacuum of 25 in. can
he obtained without the use of an air pump as the air
(.y
entrained by the fatting water in the condenser, but a
pump must be used if as complete a vacuum as 2S in. is
desired.
Too mucli water should not be used in higtiracuum worl- or the condenser will be cholced and tiie
air and water to be handled irill he increased williout

corresponding advantage.

Oue
trv

of the largest

located at

is

.about

-±5

mining

Homer

lounIndiana County. Peun..

f-entral stations in this

City,

miles from Pittsburgh.

The power

station

The installation could Ije placed
supply or convenient to water. As it was
necessary to install pumps for the cooling water, regardless of the site chosen, and a pipeline was the only additional equipment rendered necessary by a choice of a
location convenient to the coal supply, the plant was located at the mine shaft.
This greatly reduced the cost
cf handling the coal. The loaded cars, on being brought
alternati\e locations.
iiear the coal

ground level, are run directly into the
and emptied into the coal bunkers.
to the

boiler

room

Description of Power Pla.vt

The power house

is

built of brick with concrete founda-

and occupies a space of 100.xl50 ft. It is an imposing building and the twelve steel stacks and three
tion

is

one of a number of phmts throughout western PennsylMUiia, owned and oi)erated by the Rocliester & Pittsburg
Coal & Iron Co., and is a fair example of the modern tendrnoy of generating power at oue mine and distriimting
it through high-tensiou lines to other operations.

condenser exhau.sts can be seen for miles.
The prime movers consist of two General Electric Co.
oOOO-kw. horizontal turbo-generators, and an Ingersoll-

Kand two-stage

Space has been reserved
3000 kw. The exhaust
condensed by two Wheeler baro-

air compressor.

for a third turbo-generator of

CoxvEXiEXCE

I'Oii

Obt.vixixg Co.\l Locates Plan

i

In building the plant, duo considpration was given to

Fio.

1.

Co..

vacuum

WifEKLER roxnKXsT-i:s at tiii; LiZKrivi: Pt.avt f)r Tin; l?ii( iri>Ti:i! & PrTrsucnnir Coae & TnON
City. Pexx. Tfik Larcji: OfTFiT.s ox Tin: Lkft Coxdknsi: Stkam from Two Triiiuxi-s;
THAT ox THE RiOIIT FORMS THE VaCITM FOR THE StKAJI ExD OF AX AlR CoirPRFSSOI!

TiiRi-i:

AT

of the two turbines is
metric condensers, with 48-in. exhaust elbows,

HoMKR
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Vol.

3,

N"o.

5

condenser, even with high cooling-water temperature. The
exhaust piping is of riveted steel, which is quite unsuitalile

high-vacuum service and it
have been kept perfectly
might have been obtained.

for

this could

results

is

probable that

air-tight,

if

unusual

Excessive Use of Water ix Baro.metric Coxdexsixg
However detrimental this leakage was to the maintenance of a high vacuum, the loss was undoubtedly small
compared to that resulting from tiie undue excess of injection water wliich was fed to the condensers at all
liaroiiictric condensers will not operate at their
with mure than a minimum amount of water, yet'
nearly every case where the initial operation of the

times,
best
.-•agasi

i'K..

-i.

A

Dl :Y-vA(ruM

KXIIAIS r
hrenkors and

two large
111

iiiMii'wegaiaaBaB^^ 'JSMK^

Sri, AM

Pump Removim. Am

AND

iuo.m

TIIK COXDEXSIXC. AVatek

exliaiist relief valves.

M-iii. aiit(imati(

tin bine

ill

(•oiideiiser

^

mav

be seen

at

the

The
lett

Fig. 1.

A
tyjie

Wheeler rotative dry-vacuum pump ol' the tandem
remo\es t!u> air and uiu-oiidensed gases from each

(cndeuser has been left to the engineer of a plant, the
mistake has been made of using too much water, with the
result that the throat of the condenser is constantly
choked.
Formerly, for engine work and reasonably cold water,
the amount of injection water used w-as rarely considered.
!>ut with large high-vacutmi condensers for warm water,
the quantity used is very important; first, because of the
cost of puiii])iiiii' and second, on account of tlie (piautity

WORK OF CONDENSERS ROCHESTER AND PITTSBURGH COAL AND IROX CO

-

Felininrv

1.
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flows into the auuiilar

In large plants having a number of noncondensing cn-

reservoir with vertical slots in its inner wall, through

gines, the installation of a central low-pressure turbine

number of streams in
the direct path of the steam,

plant with the exhaust lines from the isolated engines,
all discharging into a single- header in the station, the
average flow will be sufficiently uniform so that the

The water eutering near the top
which the water

falls in a large

condensaheating of the
water. The water is then col-

causing

partial

and

tion

upon the tray immefrom which
splashes upward to some

lected

diately beneath,
it

may be adequate, thusi
rendering a regenerator unnecessary.
When sufficient exhaust steam is constantly available
for operating the low-])ressure turbine, the simple design
without
governor is preferal)le.
heat .storage in the exhaust mains

ii

extent, causing further con-

densation,

and

lieating

A New

of

the water. Finally the stream
flows through the multitude
of small holes in this collecting tray, falling in a rain

bottom of the conand condensing the
remainder of the steam.
to

the

denser,

The

iiinikci a m-w nutomatic stol-cer which,
an unprcivciucnt over all its predecessors.
It is of the underfeed type, with self-dumping features,
and is the only underfeed stoker that has such a mechanical movement of the fuel-bearing surfaces, that the moveis-

placing on

Air from "Vacuum"
For high-vacuum work
the air is withdrawn by a
vacuum pumj) (see Fig. 3)
which is connected to the
Fig.

4.

Sixtion Showing

WOUK,
TvrKfTIXG AlH AXD
CoxiiKXsiXG Stkam

C"OXDi;XSER AT

air-outlet nozzle at the left

center of Fig.

rangement

4.

The

ar-

of the air intake

within the condenser

may

be

plainly seen.

For moderate vacuums an air punij) is unnecessary,
.since the water falling down the condenser shell entraps
air and carries it out by ejector action.
Air is also supplied to the neck of the ejector by the air pipe .fhown.
Several times during the initial run of the outfits at
Homer City, the condensers were operated without the
air pumps and in all eases, fair working vacuums of
25 in. and 'id in. were recorded. The average vacuum obraiiicd is -iLV) in., which corrected, is 38.75 iuclies.

Low
Tile

term

liirliine"

i-cl'crs

to

niaciiines

which utilize e.xiiaust .steam at ai)out atmospheric pressure by expanding it to a lower pressure maintained by

means

of a condenser.

The only

costs chargcalile against the l<)w-j)iessure tur-

bine are interest depreciation and maintenance of the turbine and condensing api)aralus.
the most economical

method

They, therefore, furnish

of increasing plant capacity

where the main engines are ojjerated noncondensing,

or,

for furnishing j)ower for live rolls or lighting in rolling

mills and

mines where exhaust steam from rolling mill

IT hoisting engines

is

available.

Wliere the exhaust steam from a single engine running intermittently, such as in hoisting, is to be used for

operating a low-pressure turbine, continuous operation of
the latter

made

by use of a steam regenerator,
or heat-storage reservoir which consists of a plain cylindrical tank ))artly filled with water, which condenses the
excess exhaust steam not used by the turbine when the
engine is running, and reiivaporates it. owing to a slight
drop in pressure in tlie regenerator when the sujiply of
engine steam is deficient.
is

is

of the fuel and ash

down the

slight incline results

in a continuous rather than a periodic, cleaning.

For a year the Eiley stoker has been tested out in a
large electric-light plant, with conspicuous success.

It

has been operated under the severest conditions of actual
service, and has been subjected to numerous tests to determine its effi-ciency and capacity. As a result of these
tests, final improvements have been introduced and ])arts
standardized.
all other undcrJVed stokers, the Kiley is smokeeven when I'ontMl to far beyond the normal capacity
I'niikc other ty])es, however, it is without
of the boiler.
dead plates, the entire surface within the furnace being-

Like

less,

The makers chiini that this stoker takes
room than other types. It has been made thoroughly rugged in every ])art. but at the same time ])rolive fire surface.
lip less

iected by shearing pins, so that serious obstruction in the
no damaire to the mechanism.

fuel can cause

West

\'ir^inia

Examinations

There were -11 persons who were succc^^sful in passing
the state examination for miiu" foreman and firebosses,
hold at Clarksburg, W. Ya.. Dec. 17 ami 18. 1913. The
names of the successful candidates are as follows:

Pressure Turbines

"luw-])i'i'ssurc

tlic

m many ways,

ment
CoxDENSKii Itself Ejects

Mechanical Stoker

Saiifoni Kilcv Si.ikn- Co., Ltd.. Worcester, Mass.,

—

Elliin Reed. .Simpson; O. C. Straiglit, ClarlisFirst grade
burg: Roscoe Summers, Gypsy; .Jolin M. Matheney, Mt. Clare;
K. Ricliard. Lewis: ^no. Oldroyd. CIarl<sl)urg; Scott Sturm.
t>.
Wortlilngton; James Cummings. Reynoldsvllle; S. D. Conner,
Oypsy: Jno. A. Rutter, Gypsy; Clyde Van Pelt. Wilsonburs,'.
Second grade Homer Yates. Grafton; M. L. Gett, ICnterprise; W. H. Folf. Hutchinson; P. J. Smallridge, Weaver;
Jesse M. Lutman. Forbes Road; Linnie H. Harvey. Clarksburg;
Thomas McCormick. Clarksburg; Marvin S. Miller. Fairmont;
Frank Trader, Everson; P. O. Satterfleld, Hutchinson; J. B.
McCloud, Gypsy; J. H. Yoder. Shlnnston; Howard Conner,
Clarksburg; J. W. Bernard, Clarksburg; Allen Watson,
Monongah; Richard Adcock, Reynoldsvllle; Guy Russell, Interstate; A. J. Powell, O'Nell: John Charry. Vlropa; Ira Ernest
Bales, Barrackville; John J. McElroy. Fairmont; J. B. Greynolds. Raynesvllle; E. W. Freeman, Enterprise; Dave Malone.

—

Morgantown; W. D. Walker, Blaine; Thomas L. Price, Mt.
Clare; Peter McCormick, Clarksburg; H. C. Saunders, Everson.
Firebosses Wm. Li-cp.r, Furmlngton; Matthew Conners.
Grant Town.

—

pos.siblc

Lignites may be profitably used In; (1) Gas producers. (2)
The U. S. R«
(3) Urihuottes.
Specially constructed boilers.
clamatlon Service has a boiler at Wllllston, N. D., which burns
lignite untreated, shortly after it Is taken from the mine.
When lignite Is to be used for brlfiuettlng It should be thoroughly crushed, then dried until II contains nol more than
from 5 to 10 per cent, of moisture, then compresse while still
I

warm.
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.SYNOPSIS— The
common

to

many

Coal

Clinchfield

Dante, Va., has gone through

W

Corporation,

.

H. Ea^tux^
of

evolutionary process

the

large coal producers.

The company

small poiver plants and replaced them
by one central station and fire substations, some of which
are situated over eight miles from the point at which the
has abandoned

its

power is produced.
met and the co.^t

Thus
of

the water problem has been
generation and transmission re-

bu.nness of producing power and of extracting coal are thus kept dlsliml ami holh are in charge

duced.

men

of

The

best fitted to handle

The mines

Xo. 5

Company

Central Station of Clinchfield
;v

3.

Proper boiler water was also hard to obtain at sonuand bad boiler water meant heavy repair
expenses and, what is even more serious, occasional shutIn fact, all maintenance expenses could be
downs.
greatly reduced by centralizing the power supply, as all
machinery can be given better attention and kejJt constantly in the best operating shape.
of the mines,

For these reasons, the Clinchfield corporation estabpower station at Slemp, Va., on Dumps
Creek. The generating equipment consists of two 12jti-

lished a central

them.

of the Clioehfiehl Coal Corporation, with

headquarters at Daute, Va., are iuteresting for many
reasons but are especially noteworthy because of their
system of developing and transmitting power.
In starting the earlier development, each operation had

own power

its

plant which was situated as advantage-

ously as possible to the water supply.
plied direct current

ciency as

is

and operated

These plants supas high an effi-

witli

possible for this typo of installation.

Ri:PLA(inri:xT of Scatteeed

Uxitb by Central

PowEu Plant
The management never questioned

the advantages of

the use of electricity. The superiority of electric power
for operating locomotives, pumps, fans, hoists and other

mine machinery was regarded as sufficiently demonWhen, however, the development work was well
under way and broader plans were formulated for the
company, it became evident that great economy could be
secured by doing away with the isolated power plants,
efficient as they were as compared with ordinary steam
plants, and operating all the company's mines from cue
central power station.
One of the most important considerations that led
to the change was the question of water supply.
Pig.
1 shows the character of the country in which the comstrated.

})any's operations are located.

It is typical coal counwhere, as every miner knows, the water supply is
usually not satisfactory. The rains drain off very rapidly
and the rivers vacillate between conditions of flood and
low water. Moreover, as much of the coal first developed
try,

lay high in the hills, it

was

difficult to locate the

power

houses immediately adjacent to the operations, which is
necessary in order to .secure good economy with a directcurrent

])lant.

1. A'lEW, Typical of rnr: Cocntry in Which the
Clinchfield Coal ('oi;f(ii;atiox Is Operating.
Inclined Plaxi: of ()ni: of the Laurel
Mines ix Fokegrouxd

FiG.

kv.-a.

Westinghouse

turbo-generators,

which

develop

three-phase, 60-cyclc power at 6600 volts and have an

The Advantages of Having Only One Plant Which
Can Be Placed in Charge of Comfetknt Men
Another consideration of great importance was that of
At a central power plant there is
nothing to be done but to keep power on the lines. At
the mines all thought of power is eliminated
there is
nothing to interfere with the getting out of coal. Consequently, there is practically no loss of time because of
the failure of the power, and the coal-mining operations

overload capacity of 1560 kv.-a. each.
interior of this plant.

Fig.

:>

Fig. 2 shows the
shows the switchljoard.

Substations at Slejip. LAcina. and Oaxth

greater reliability.

:

can be carried on with greater effectiveness.
sult

is

greater and cheaper production.

•Pittsburgrh.

Penn.

The

re-

The power

is transmitted at i)resent to five substations,
one near the power bou.se at Slcmp, one at Laurel, some
three miles distant, and the other three are located on
the Dante group of operations, eight miles away. Thus
all the ])ower required for the Dante and Laurel operations is supplied from a single ])ower house.
The
addition of two niore sulisiaiions is contemplated and the
apparatus for them was included in the original contract
with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

Febniarv

FiGs;.

v!
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Power Plaxi (if ('li.V( ufikld Coai. ('oi:i'(.)iiATioN, at Slemp, Va. Fig. 2 Shows
^^ESTI^GHOUSE TURBO-GENERATOKS, 1250 Kv.-A 6600 VOLT, o PhASH, 60 C'YCLK.
Fig. 3. Illustrates the Switchboaru

C'i:.\i'i;AL

Two

,

This scheme of [jower distribution lends itself readily
expansion and it is probable that the future development will justify the addition of a 3000- or 3000-kv.-a.
unit for distribution at either 6600 volts or some higher
voltage, such as 23,000 or 33,000.
This higher voltage
will enalile power to be transmitted economically to more
remote Clinchfield properties as they arc developed fur
an inerea.sed tonnage.
The substations are comparatively simple installations.
Fig. 4 shows the end of the Laurel substation, Fig. 5
the e.xterior.
They can be placed almost anywhere and
are independent of water.
The main feature of their
equipment is a motor-generator set. the one at Slem]) beto

ing shown clearly in Fig.

high-voltage

the power house
current,

suitable

motors, lights,

transmitted from
transformed into low-voltage direct

and

all

If

im-

m' I'iik hasf.d Powki;

.\nvAx'i'A(ii;s

is

It

often difficult for

iiiinr

a

can
cost

nperator to see that he
he

many cases acliuilly buy |"iwer cheaper than
make it himself when apparently he is getting

(an in

But his

which

it

would bring

Furtlici'iMdrc.

attention

is

while he

fuel

slmuld be ligurcd

if

sold.

is

making

his

his

al

the

own power,

his

centered on the power house because trouble

means shutdowns and

production; but with

there

central-station power, he transfers this responsibility to

for

etc.,

power

and

is

alternating current

driving

at the

locomotives,

pumps,

fan

is

not wanted the motor

5.

IntekioI!

loss of

to carry it, leaving him to
mining coal. Records go
to j)ro\e that central-station power is more reliable than
that from pi'ivate plants.
The o])erator substitutes his
jiower house with its engineers and firemen and its need
for good and aluiiidant water, for a small substation that
iei|uires minimum attendance and no water su]ij)l\.

those who.se whole business

it is

the uninterrupted business of

mine.

expense for current ceases; starting up

Figs. 4

power

is

The substation requires little attention. The motorgenerator set runs practically continuously and an attendant is needed only to see if everything is running
properly.

Till':

full

This system of pii\\rr disti'ibut inn is uiiquestionalily the
most advantageous foi' companies in the position oF the
Cliiiililield corporation.
Companies operating single or
widely separated mines can secure its most important ad\antages by purchasing power from power-supply companies if such are operating in the vicinity.

fuel for nothing.

6.

Each set consists of a 6600-voli altei-nating-current
Westingliouse motor which drives a 3O0-h)x Westinghouse
generator delivering direct current al 275 volts.
Thus
the

matter of throwing a switch and
mediately nvailabli'.

a

is
is

and Kxtkimim; of

stopiK'd

simply

Lai-i;fi.

Si-iisr

ation

oi- tii f

Cfimii

fifi.d Chai.

foKroiiATiov
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He

little expense and
power is concerned. He can
obtain increased power quickly and at less cost than is
involved in building additions to his power plant. His
power is at all times ample so that production does not
lag.
If his operations become so extensive that the voltage drop in the direct-current lines becomes too great, he

can shut clown his plant with

up

start

instantly, as far as

Vol.

iced regulator has been successfully

British iirm

known

as the

Xo.

introduced by the

Diamond Coal Cutter

Co., of

This contrivance is illustrated herewith. The
regulator consists of an elect ito-magnetic device which, the
moment that an excess of current is taken by the motor.
Slops the forward travel of the machine by lifting a pawl
Irom its ratchet wheel. This does not stop the cuttin.si
action, but automatically adjusts the rate of travel to suit
the conditions, allowing the cutter to advance the moment
it has overcome the diificulty.
It will be seen that overloads, such as have been mentioned, may be caused by some extra hard material being met with in cutting, by the picks becoming blunt,
by the men attempting to make the machine travel at
too fast a speed, or by neglecting to use the shovel. Overloads due to any of these causes are automatically corrected if this feed regulator is employed.
In actual practice it has been found that under the
most unfavorable conditions of working the armature
breakdowns have been reduced by fully 70% and the output of the machine has been considerably increased, due
Wakefield.

to the longer total cuttiuff time, resulting

from the avoid-

6. Westinghouse Motor-generatok at Si.i ii'
Substation, 300 Kw., 275 Volt, D. C. Generator,
Driven by 6600-volt Synchronous Motor

Fig.

easily

is

points

able to

and

run high-tension lines

to

install other substations, in the

the proper

mine

if

need

be.

In any ca§e, it is well worth while for every mine situated to obtain centralized power to estimate its present
costs and those of operation with purchased power, thus
obtaining assurance that

it

is

A-

Electro

B

Balance Weight
Plunger
Auxiliary Spring
Pawl Lever

=

C=
D=

on the most economical

E=

Magnet

basis possible.

An

Automatic Feed Regulator

in

Coal Cutting

Direct-current Regulator x\pplied to Diamond

It is admittedly true that the coal cutter is a ditticult

Machine

portion of electrical mine equipment to keep in proper repair.
This is due to the hard work which it has to perform, and frequently to the class of attendant in whose

ance of stoppages. Moreover, the gate-end fuses, which
formerly blew frequently during every shift, were renewed

care

only at intervals of several weeks.

it is

placed.

The ordinary machine runner is more concerned with
the amount of coal secured than with technical considerHence the

otions as to overloads on electrical equipment.
coal cutter is not infrequently

poses, even

worked

at a rate

under normal cutting conditions,

which im-

a severe test

in addition to this, it is

remembered that

it is

the rule rather than the exception to find the face varying as regards the nature of the material to be cut, it is
evident that a very seriotis additional strain is thrown on
the cutter from time to time, which, unless the speed of
the cutting is regulated in accordance with the excess

demand,

The

is

very liable to work serious results.

inevitable consequence

is

frequent and excessive

overloads, which culminate in exa.sperating trouble, both
Under the severe conditions
electrical and mechanical.

frequently met with, breakdowns and stoppages are numerous and the constant burning out of fuses or the trip-

ping of cut-outs

is

annoying and sometimes positively

dangerous.
It

is

The figure shows a direct-current regulator applied
Diamond two-motor machine. The solenoid A is

to

in

series with the armature circuit, and at a predetermined
current value draws in the plunger C against the weights
and the auxiliary spring D. The working current can be ad-

moving B along the bar. When the plunger
drawn into the solenoid, the pawl attached to E is lifted
and the machine ceases to travel forward until the curlent falls again to normal, when the plunger is releasedi
Ihe pawl once more drops into place and the machine ifl
justed by

as to its continuous reliability.

When,

a

interesting, therefore, to note that an automatic

is

again put in motion.

For alternating-current macliines the principle is the
same, although the arrangement is slightly different. A
sliunt relay across one phase is employed, which interrupts the main circuit.
The instrument is especially
\aluable for machines of this type, since the starling curlent involved brings the regulator into operation and

al-

lows the motor to start comparatively light.
It will readily be perceived, therefore, that a valuable
iiddition has been

equipment.

made

to this

important portion of mine

PYbriiaiv
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Economy
— Deacription

installation in

under a tight load, and tjij means of a
novel arrangement, a similar conservation of steam is
The plant presents a striking combination of
obfained.
electric plant

ihe old

Power Plants

Svi)Ni;y F. \\'a[,ki:k*

of a peculiarli/ effective elerAccumulators are
Great Britain.
used for storing the surplus power when running the

frical
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in Colliery
Hv

;SYNOPSIS

AGE

and new.

economv is effected by doing away
with the low-pressure type and installing others generatiug steam at 150 pounds.
There have been cases, however, where the low-pressure
boilers were still in good condition, and where the management hardly felt justified in facing the expense of iustalling others of the higher-pressure type. The economy
replacuil, considerable

many

would hardly pay for the cost of
case, on a large scale, was
that of two collieries at Hueknall Torkard, in Nottinghamshire. England. These were about two miles apart,
and each had its battery of Ixiiiers carrying steam at 30
in a great

:•;

With the increased cost of the working of collieries in
the United Kingdom, owing partly to the increased
depths of the seams, and largely to the greater cost of
labor, colliery managers have found it necessary to l<Kik

cases

making the change.

One such

''Scrap Iron Rai Is

5 Phase Aliernalor

^

Swdchjbse^ ^^.,

Discharge
Oil

Switch

Lighting Circuit
Private House Lighting

transformer 5,000-100

Switch Fuses.
t^otor Starter
Motor Generator

Switch

rf_

Lighting Circuit
Fio.
into all possible

means

1.

OKxi:f!Ai. Pr.AN.

of saving m<iiicy.

Showinc EAYoi-r at UrcKNAi.i.

Ouiicrs

in

the

United Kingdom are notoriously conservative they move
slowly in the adoption of a new plant, regardless of how
large a saving it promises to effect, but when one pioneer
has successfully carried out some improvement, every
colliery of any staiuling generally follows suit.
Thirty
years ago, boilers at collieries generated steam at 30 lb.
pressure; a little later they ventured to 50 lb., then to
80 lb., and now 150 lb. is quite common, while pressures of 2f)0 11).. with water-tube boilers, may be found
at many collieries.
While the demand for steam is coiislaiitly increasing, and the boilers are at the same time
gradually approaching the point where they have to be
:

•Bloomflcld Crescent. Bath. En)?land.

('(ii.i.ikkids

pressure. Those at the one colliery were dismantled,
and the whole of the work at both plants is now performed by the one battery at the other colliery.
lli.

ISKFI'lcrKNCV OK

THK OlD PlANTS

quite recently, the steam
used by the winding engine was considerable. Until 15
years ago. little thought was expended ui)on the steiin
III

the early days, and

nj) till

consumption of the engines,

at

a

colliery

or,

for

llic

The
matter of that, at industrial works of any kind.
one thing needful was that the engine should work, and
if more steam was required, more boilers had to be ]m-oWith the increased cost of working the collieries
referred to. the comiu-tition that has arisen in all industries, and perhaps more than all. with the general imvided.

COAL AGE
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which has taken place in engineering work
consump-

Ipid'.niu'nt

(luring the last 30 years, the question of steam

came up for examination.
remembered that feed pumps of

tion by engines
It

will be

found

boilers

were

exceedingly wasteful, using the equivalent of
10, and sometimes 15 lb. of coal per horsepower-hour.
As to the steam used by hoists, it was found that they
were even more wasteful, 11 lb. of coal per horsepowerto be

hour being quite a
not tell the whole

common consumption. And
The
own set

tale.

that did

hoisting engine vvas fre-

quently .supplied by its
of boilers, placed as close
as possible to the engine house. As is well known, however, it only works for from S to 10 hr. a day, under tlie

Hours Act, with an occasional hoi.st for men,
timber or supplies during the remaining IG hours.
jeceut Eight

At the Hucknall collieries, what was previously a loss,
has been turned into a source of economy. The exhaust
steam from the engine is employed to s^ipply a Rateau
ex hau.st -.steam turbine, which drives a three-phase generator.
The current developed is employed for working the
machinery

at the colliery, and the whole of the plant, including the hoist at the other colliery, by the aid of
currents transformed to 3000 volts, and transmitted On
overhead wires from the one colliery to the other. There
is a
railway between the two collieries, and the pole
transmission line, carrying three i-opper wires, insulated

Fig.

Extra HEiGirT. TrinEE-PHAsE Tkaxsmission

o.

Link

The turbine takes steam from
(here

is

any there

when the

to supply

it,

this old boiler, as long as

and when this fails, as
some little time,

hoist has been standing for

steam is fed to the turbine, thi'ough a reducing valve.
1 shows diagrammatical ly the arrangement of the
hernial rc^^ervoir, the delivery of steam to it from the
iiigine, from it to the turbine, and from the boiler to the
iiirbine, when the supply of exhaust steam fails; it also
.-liows the electrical system at the Xo. 5. and at the Xo.
live

I'ig.

I

I

pit.

\Mien the engine is hoisting rapidly, and the quantity
steam going into the thermal reservoir is large, the
storage capacity of the water and the old iron rails
(onies into play.
The water is raised to a higher temiierature, togetlier with the old iron rails, while the pres"When the steam is
sure of the steam slightly increases.
not coming .-;o fast, the rails, and the water, give up a
portion of the heat which they have stored, and the pressure within the steam space being lowered, evaporation
takes place on the surface of the water, steam being
of

l-K

.1

witli

of

\

IIATiti;

I

ordinary telegraph insulators,

tlic

Ai(it.\xGK.\iEXT of 'I'hk

installation

is

at wdiat

station, or the lower colliery,

mine

fixed

E.n'.CTOi;

by the side

road.

The
The

is

AND

may

Powei! Station
be teruied the power
as Xo.
the other

known

"-^

;

There is, firstly, a thermal
miles up hill.
storage reservoir consisting of an old boiler, half filled
with old iron rails, located outside of the engine house in
winch
is

is

1^/4

lie turbine
runs; the exhaust steam from the
about half full of water, the remaiuder of the steam is
I

condensed to water, the boiler gradiuilly becoming partially filled, and the old iron rails lu-ated. When the boiler
is about half full of water, the remainder of the steam is
Konietinu's condensed to water, and sometimes merely delivered into the steam space 1)etween the water and the
Tt may be mentioned that the old iron
t(i)) of Ihe boiler.
boiler is merely a shell, and it is only exposed to a pressure of 2 lb. above the atmosphere or,, say, 16.7 lb.
absolute.

ElO.

4.

\lEW ur SUB.STATION AT THE No.

1
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ami thus

iriiied,
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Fel)ruai-\

iiiruisliing the s^iipjily

rpquired by the

li'biiu'.

The

uagiue usually

shut

down

at about 11
ni.. the fires under the boilers being banked, and the
irbiiii' and turbo-generator also shut down.
The curlidisting

is

183

mine where the turbine is fixed. For the power lequired at the upper colliery, where the boilers have bee;i
taken out, and where the only power is electricity, the
500-volt three-phase current is transformed to 3000 volts,
three-phase, and carried by the transmission wires mentioned above, to the ui)pei- colliery.
There the surplus
the

energy, of the exhaust steam from the hoisting engine
at the lower
olliery, is stored in an electrical accumulator.

It will

be

remembered that alternating currents

cannot be em])loyed to charge accumulators, and therefore the three-phase current has to be converted to continuous current, before the accumulators can be charged.

?Ui.

nt

-).

IIOTOIJ-GEXEKATOR AXD BoOSTKI! AT Xo.

rrquircd

;ries,

and

Inr

work during the night,

at

1

both

at the electrie-light system, is supidied

battery of electrir-al

PiT
col-

from

accumulators fixed at the other

lliery.

Tm-: I'^LKCTKICAL

This is accomplished by the aid of what is called a
synchronous threi'-phase motor, taking the 3000-volt
system from the nverhead IransmLssion wires and converting it into mechanical power, the axle of the alternating-current motor being connected to the axle of a
500-volt continuous-current generator. The power from
the continuous-current generator is employed to charge a
storage battery iixed in a room clo.se to the transformer
Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the motor genand booster and Fig. 4 is a view of the substation in which the motor generator is housed, and of the
accumulator house adjoining.
But there was another
problem to be .solved. The continuous current from the
motor generator is employed at the upper colliery for
various work, .such as di'iving mining machines, haulage,
pumping, workshop motors of various kinds, together
liouse.

SyS'I'ICM

erator

'['he

arrangement of the

electrical

,sy>teni

is

shown

place the steam turbine drives a
ree-pha.«e turbo-alternator, furnishing current at 50i)
Fig.

In the

1.

first

Fig. 2 shows the turbo-engine house at the No. 3
and Fig. 3 the overhead transmission line between
As mentioned before, the current at 500
B two pits.
Its is employed for lighting, pumping and haulage, at
Its.
t,

Yoltmefer Tor Booster Volfage
'~"
Paralleling Baifery

and Pare/leling

with electric lights for

I

lie

surface, offices, etc.

Vo/fmefer for Bus Bar Volfoae_
Baffery.and Getjera^—'

Generaior,

Fuf.

6.

Diagram Showing Akkangkmkxt of Acoujiilatok, TiiREK-niAsi: Motou. roNTiNuoisand Roos'iki!. wirir Coxnections and Measi'isixg iNSTitrxiENTs

ii-i{i(r:vi' r;i;\i:i!\Toi!

The

cur-

1
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rent from the generator side of the motor-generator is
taken primarily to worlv the motors about the colliery,
and any surplus energy that comes to the upper colliery
from the thermal storage at the lower one, is stored in the
electrical accumulator.
But, in all cases where there is a varying demand for
energy, and where storage is attempted, there must be
some arrangement for give and take. The thermal stor-

age reservoir at the lower colliery,
all the exhaust steam that

takes up

remembered,

it

will be

is

delivered to

it,

pass-

Volfage Transfon
Voltmeter reading

zero wfien mifage
-4—,
of line equals voltage I—
of motor when running
as a generator
-

|

'

tch

Voltmeter
Voltage Transformer

i'lG.

Mi;thoi) of ('oxnix tixc 'riiui:i:-i>nAsK

T.

Motor

liver

A^ol.

when discharging,

is

3,

Xo.

The individual

required.

.3

lead

accumulator cell furnishes, when discharging, a pressure
of from two volts downward, the pressure decreasing as
the discharge proceeds.
While being charged, gases are
generated by electrolysis, in the dilute sulphuric acid in
which the lead jjlates are immersed, and the presence of
these gases increases the pressure between the plates of
the accumulator to 21/2 volts per cell. In addition, each
accumulator oifers a certain electrical resistance to the
passage of the charging current.
When a current is passed through the accumulators
to charge tliem, it must be of sufficient pressure to overcome this back pressure, which the accumulator itself is
furnishing, and also to overcome the resistance of each
individual cell.
This leads to the 30 per cent, or so.
increased pressure required by the charging current. It
an accumulator is charged, and allowed to staiid for a few
minutes after the charging current is cut oif, it commences to deliver current at about 2 volts. When, however, current is taken from it during the process of
charging, it would be at the pressure of 21/^ volts, and
therefore would be unsuitable for performing the work
that is being done by the current delivered by the generators themselves.

The
ing on the surjdus energy to tiie overhead transmission
It also gives up stored energy when the exhausi
wires.

steam

is

short.
Ttiic

In

the

"Kkversiblk BoosfKii" Svsii:m
storage

electrical

l)attery

a

simihir

ar-

upper colliery
is similar to that
at electric generating stations for
No matter how carefully the number of
small towns.
engines and generators are regulated to the load, there
was always some surplus energy wasted before the adopThere were also
tion of the method to be described.
always times when, unless the plant was running con-

rangement

holds.

The problem

at

the

Voltmeter

met by the

pressure to the busbars.

"reversible boostei-" reconit

at that

The accumulator then

acts as

another generator connected in parallel with those runIn practice, there is a variable see-saw between
ning.
the accumulator and the generators. At certain times of
the day the accumulators are receiving a large quantity
of current, and at others they are receiving only a little;
again at times they are discharging small quantities, but
at others,

when

lighting and power are required together,

comparatively heavy discharges are taken from the accumulator.

Systicm at THr: Hick.vali. Colli i:iiii:s
At
with

,

difficulty is

verting the 214 volts to 2 volts, and delivering

ilic

Huckiuill collieries, a reversible booster

its

axle

forming

i)art

of a

FiG. 10

Fk;. 9

whiili are arranged the .-iyiuhrouous

be a shortage of power.

tinuous-current generator.

is

called the "reversible booster" system

met the

The "reversible booster" takes the surplus
current from the generators, or rather from the "busbars," converts it to the pressure required for charging
the accumulator, and on the other hand when the demand
for current is above that which the generators running
can supply, the "reversible booster" delivers the current
difficulty.

required to

make up

re-converting

it

the difference, from the accumulator,

to the "busbar" pressure in the process.

A little explanation again is here necessary. When
charging electrical accumulators, a pressure of about 30
per cent, above that which the accumulator itself will de-

fixed

Fig. 12

siderably over the average roquinMncnts. that tliere would

What

is

mechanical svstem in

motor and the con-

Fig. 5 shows this,

and

Fig. 6

the arrangement for charging the accumulators.
All surplus steam, up to a certain point, is converted,
at the

lower colliery, into electricity, and transmitted to

This electricity furnishes all the
upper colliery.
power that is required at the upper colliery and any surThe
plus that remains is delivered to the accumulator.
accumulator itself helps to make u]) any deficiency of
power at the lower colliery. It was mentioned above,
that the boiler and hoisting engine at the lower colliery
is shut down at about 11 p.m. and a certain amount of
power was required after that time, .\fter the boiler aii'i
hoisting engine are shut down at the lower colliery, tlir
the

Fi'liruarv 1,

current from

C

1D13
accumulators

llie

at

tlio

upper

A

]j

colliery i?

transmitted to the lower one. being first transformed
through the motor generator, and through the reversible
booster, into three-phase alternating currents at 3000

AGE
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miles on one side of the pit bottom, and for about
on the other side. There was also a small
rope arranged to haul the trams round the shaft bottom.
Vy-2

half a mile

The engine and

boilers were taken out,

and the

60-hp.,

three-phase, induction motor installed; this motor was

volts.

It will be remembered that every continuous-current
generator also acts as a motor, if required, and a
synchronous alternating-current motor will act as a generator if required consequently when current is no lon;

ger coming from the lower colliery to the synchronous
motor, power is delivered from the electrical accumulator
driving it as a
to the continuous-current generator,
The synchroinotor, assisted by the reversible booster.

nous motor then becomes a three-phase generator, and
3000 volts to the overhead transmission lijie. At the lower colliery, the 3000volt, three-phase currents are transformed down to the
500 volts at which the colliery service is worked. The
lights for the houses are supplied by special transformers,
arranged for the purpose, furnishing current at 100 volts.
These lighting transformers take power from the threephase generator at the lower colliery while it is running,
and from the synchronous motor, working as a generator,
at the upper colliery, when the generator at the lower one
Figs. 7 to 16 are parts of the diagram given
is standing.
in Fig. 6. They represent the details of the arrangement.

guaranteed to be capable of giving' 100 hp. for four hours
without undue heating.
The two endless ropes were
driven from a single shaft, by the aid of clutches in the
usual way, the driving shaft taking power from the motor
by means of a series of belts.
Some careful tests were made of the power required
to work the haulage plant, and it was found, as in other
cases, to be less than the sum of the two powers required
for the two ropes working separately. The smaller quan-

delivers an alternating current at

The Haulage
The working

Systeji at the

Lower

TnpCoil

6 / 6 / i

'""Ft

t'oLLiHUY

of the haulage system at the lower col-

where the exhaust-steam turbo-electrical generating
is, will probably be interesting, inasmuch as it is
a conversion from a steam drive to an electric. The colliery where the plant is installed is an old one, having
beeti working .something like half a century.
The haulage undergi'ound is worked by two endless ropes, which
liery,

station

I'm;,

i:

5e/f [xcifing Field

i'lG. IG.

were driven, Ijel'ore the installation ul' llir exhaust-steam
plant, by a pair of simple cylinder hnrizniital engines,
furnishing together about 80 hj).. ami supjilied with

steam by a boiler near the pit, working at low pressure.
At the time this plant was put in, it was the common

underground.
Tn the Xorth ol
Kngland, in the counties of Durham and Xorthumberlaiid. whore the most advanced ])ractice was usually to be

practice to take steam

found, it was a common thing for steam to be taken
considerable distances in-bye, and the working of a haulnge plant by steam engines, near the pit bottr)m, exhausting into the upcast shaft, was also quite common.
.\t
the Hucknall colliery, the haulage extended about

tity of

Tiiip

Coil ox C'oxtinoous-ctuui'Nt

power required, and the reason,

is

(Ii:m:i;a roit

|)erhaps

best

seen by taking the case of a large engineering works, with
a number of machine tools. Going through the works, it
will

be

found that perhaps one machine

is

standing,

man

looking after it is setting a tool; another
machine perhaps will be taking only a light cut: a third
may be taking its full cut, and so on, the result being
that only the smaller quantity of powr'r mentioned above
while the

is

required.

The ninning

costs of the jilant at lluckniill are (|uito

low indeed, so low, in fact, that the manager of the colliery stated that he would not like it to be known for
business reasons.

;
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SNAP SHOTS

I

1

—Tipple

mine Xo.

at

2.

IN

West Kentnrky Coal

Co.,

9

COAL MINING

I

— Transmission

&

Coke

Sturgis, Ky.
2

—Main

shaft and general surface plant Xo.
Dominion Coal Co., Glace Bay, X. S.

2 mine,

10

— Fan

Coal

&

50 hp., 230 volts,

collier}^ Philadelphia
Iron Co.. Shenandoah, Penn.
200-400 r.p.m.

ilex.

.1

— Alternator with belted

exciter, at Bear Valley colPhiladelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.,
Shamokin. Penn.; 4iio kw.. 2300 volt. 3 phase.
6n cycle.

11-

field,

liery.

Coal Co., Porter, Ala.
5

;

motor of Turkey-Run

& Reading

— Primitive charcoal burning, La Paz, Coahnila.
4 — Man-Lee seam in the Warrior
AVarrior- Pratt

towers of the United States Coal
W. Va. 7-5 ft. high.

Co., Gary,

—Plant at the Lady Wellington mine of the American
Coal Co., Spiketon, Wash.
12

6—A

ft. deep at Xo. 2 mine. DoGlace Bay, X'. 8.

— Air

compressor at the Luzerne substation of the
Rochester & Pittsburg Coal & Iron Co.
Each

hoisting shaft, 1000

minion

(^oal Co.,

7

—A gravity-screen

S

— Electric

tipple at the

Eo.slyn-Cascade Fuel Co..

phia
volts,

Patrick-McKay
Eoslyn, Wash.

slope hoist at Lincoln colliery,

& Reading
385 r.p.m.

Coal

&

is

I'liiladcl-

Iron Co.; ITO hp., 220

direct-driven by a 450-kv.-a.. fionO-volt, 125-

r.p.m. .synchronous motor.

i:r-H\

13

—A

?5-hp., 220-volt, 43(>-liiT5-r.p.m..

shunt-wound

motor, driving 18-ft. fan through counter.shafting at Xorth Franklin colliery. Philadelphia &
Reading Coal & Iron Co., Treverton, Penn.

Februarv
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Feed Water Purification at Mines
Sl'HCIAI, ColililOSPONDENfE

iSyyOPSIS

— The feed

ira/ers encouniered in mining regions are frequently both sealing anil corroding in their
nature.
If used in their raw or untreated stale, even
ttiough lieated to a considrabte extent before being forced
into the boilers, rnucti trouble and expense is liable to
he incurred. A system of water softening and purification
is liere described u'Iricli has been successfully installed at
many mines.

many steam

In

particitlarly

those

plants in t-oal-mining regions,

])u\ver

scale-forming material as to be extremely undesirable for
boiler-feeding purposes; likewise a stream which near its
source shows good analysis, and not enough foreign matter to cause any trouble in a boiler, at points lower down,

due to contamination from outside sources,

may show

both

sealing and corroding properties to a marked degree.
To decide on the suitability of a water for boiler-feeding

purposes, an accurate analysis
be complete

and

possible, is

specialist

An

which draw their boiler-feed water

a-

be carefully

is

This should

essential.

made by

a chemist who,

if

on boiler-feed waters.

analysis of the scale in the boiler

is

of practically

and danger arising from these causes is strongly
evidenced by the large number of boiler compotnids, purifying de\iccs, skimmers, filters, etc., which are u]ion the

no value in determining the character of the water from
which the scale was deposited. This is due to the fact
that incrustation is a precipitation resulting from reaction
between some of the substances in solution, as well as to
the heat and concentration, so that the original character of the impurities and their amount in the water in

nuti'ket.

question

mine
has been experienced from

froin sources which have been contaminated with
tlrainage, considerable diffictilty

either scale or corrosion, or both.

The

fear of the ex-

j)ense

ri-.i;ij-\\ ATi.i;

I'l i;ii

li

A

I

AT BuiiGKTTSTOWN, l't;N\.
(on Tin: Rttiirr)

K

Tmi: 0:;i(iix

iron,

typo of boiler
sure at wliich

in
it

iron,

lime'

and magnesia,

Mine

uiion

the

AND AT

rioxAiii.i:

Di:

LaxCY,

SoriiCKs of Sitim.v

waters, creeks and streams fed with

To overcome

mine drain-

suspension.

The sulphates

of iron and ahimimi

in

such supplies

act in the boiler exactly like snl|iliiiric acid,

o])erated.

I'ji.NX.

age are objectionable on account of the Free sulphuric acid
and corrosive sulphate of iron and alumina as well as
the other scale-forming substances which they carry in

use and the rale, tcmperalui'c and prt'sis

TIU; LlJ'T)

()i'..i iC(

water, or in some cases to the free acid which it carries.
The physical character of the scale de)H'nds upon the arids

combined with the

not always apparent I'rom the scale.

{.VV

oi' S<'Ai,i':

and corrosiun can nearly always be tracc<l
lime and magnesia salts in solution in the

Iiicnistatioii

to the

is

inasmuch

as

the waste and expense due to the operation
of boilers with water containing one or nu)re of these
impurities, many methods and devices are in tise, nearly

they are dissociated by lieat, the acid being thus set free,
and the iron and alumina ])recipated as sludge or scale.
The siil]ihuric acid liberated as well as that introduced

upon sound mechanical or chemBut many of these devices fail to perform
fidlest measure what is expected of them, or are

the metal of the boiler, forming iron sitlphate, which the
heat decomposes, freeing the acid and forming iron

of

all

ical

in the
<it

them

de]K'iuling

theory.

best only partially successful dtu^ to impi-oper applica-

tion or to the fact that ell'ort

rather than

A

tlie

is

directed against the effect

cause.

waler, which fo the eye seems to be absolutely clear,

one wliich is known in be perfectly good and safe for
drinking i)urpiiscs. may coniaiii so great a propovl ion of

the Free state

in

livdrate,

wWh

the feed water immediately attacks

which gives the water the

cliaracteristic color

of iron rust.

The

acid liberated by the rcartion due to beat is conits destructive action uitmi the metal.

stantly repeating

Sulphuric acid is nonvolatile; consequently its amoiiut in
contents of the boiler is constantly being imi-eascil

tlie

Feln-uarv
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the quautity iutrodueed with the feed, either as free

bj'

acid or that combiued with the iron or alumina.

The

destruction of tlie metal of the boiler may be said to be
almost in direct ratio with the concentration of the acid
which is contained therein.

Other corrosive acids and substances are often present
Water which drains through swamps
or marshes wherein there is much decayed vegetable matter often contains enough organic acid to cause severe
and dangerous pitting. But in the mining regions sulphuric acid is the most common, and is also the most
in boiler supplies.

destructive to the piping, heaters, boilers, etc.

of scale

the tubes eventually show the characteristics of cast

(if

This condition is not uniform
but is more evident iu
those parts which are exposed to the greatest heat.
The actual thickness of incrustation seems to have less
to do with crystalization than the nature of the scale
and the furnace temperature, which in turn is dependent
on the rate at which the boiler is operated.
iron in their structure.

'liroughout

the

entire

boiler,

The second condition, the failure
is more common iu some

blowouts,

in others,

and

as a rule

is

of tubes by blisters or

types of boilers than

chargeable to the insulating ef-

sludge or oil from which
overheating results.
This condition Is, of course,
aggravated by the furnace gases impinging more directly
on certain parts of the tubes than others, thus bringing
about unequal heating and a tendency to drive the water
fect of irregular deposits of scale,
local

away from the tube walls.
That scale and corrosion

affect the life of the entire

steam plant, as well as increase the maintenance
self-evident.
stalled

to

The

cost, is

full efficiency of the various devices in-

increase the

economy

of the steam plant, as

well as that of the individual boiler, will not be reached

therefore as long as any scale

is allowed to form, or any
permitted to be fouled with oil or sludge.
The attempt to prevent scale in the boiler by having
it deposited in some auxiliary, such as a feed-water heater
and purifier, is one of the most common methods of atlacking the feed-water problem. It is a known fact tliat
raising the temperature of water reduces the solubility of
some of the substances in solution; but this does not
justify this method of precipitation for purifying all

boiler

is

boiler feeds.

Any attempt

to

efficiency as a purifier increa.ses,

its

a heater diminshes.

upon

its

Tiie

mere fact that

walls or pans does not justify

|)urifier any more than to call a boiler
for the reason that scale is deposited

its

scale
it

efficiency as
is

de])osited

being called a

by the same name,

upon

its

walls or

tubes.

The

large nundier of nostrums and mechanical devices
into use indicates that the steam users realize how
irrational it is to expect an economical purification of feed
water to bo accomplished in either boiler attachments or
l)ut

auxiliaries, or in the boiler itself

coni])ounds.

clear,

soft,

problem in the manner perscribed by the chemist,
by the use of proper reagents which neutralize corrosive

llie

sedimentation and filtration. These can easily be accomplished in apparatus designed with all the chemical and
mechanical requirements kept constantly in view.
The impurities in a water of average hardness (say
iO grains per gallon) only represents about Vi„o of i
per cent, by weight. This being the case, it becomes of
\ital importance that an exact weight of the reagent be
mingled with a measured volume of the water in order
to produce complete chemical reaction (in which time is
also a factor).
The use of sludge from previous softening to aid sedimentation, and perfect clarification by filtration are also important features which must be considered in order to obtain results tiiat will compare favorably with a natural soft water.
The operation of a softening and pui'ifying system requires only the exercise of c(nnmon sense and ordinary
care.
It is possible

tem

with a ])roperIy designed and operated syseliminate or neutralize any acids,
t(5

of this kind

to completely

remove

all

jjermanent liardness, to reduce

the remaining scale-forming sub.stances to less than three
grains per LT. S. gallon, and to produce a clear effluent.
Any water-softening system that fails to give these
re.<ults is eitiier faulty in design or improperly operated.

The cost of w.iirv purification will, of cour.se, depend
upon the amount of the reagents required, and these in
turn upon the quantity and kiiul of impurities.
Tt is
readily understood that it coses moi-e to remove 25 grains
of cai'boiuitc of lime than it does to remove 1') grains,
not because the niclhod is any different, but hecau.se a
greater quantity of reagent
the

is

required to bring about

precijjitation.

Two

T^

i'i:s

oi'

Wai'i-:!;

S()|"|-km-:i!s

There are two types of water-softening and purifying
ajjparatus in \ise, the continuous and intermittent. With
the continuous .system the introduction of the reagents

make

the open feed-water heater perform two separate functions, savors of a make-shift, since
as

is with the use of
noncorroding, nonscaling feed water.
Tiie
]n-oblem, tlierefore, before the mine operator who has
at his- command only a supply of objectionable water is
ihiit of purifying and softening the boiler feed before it
enters either the heater or boiler.
The process of softening and purifying water deals with

efRcient boiler operation can be obtained

and change the soluble salts of lime, magnesia and
iron into insoluble precipatates which can be removed by

on the heating surface tends to
sliorten the life of any boiler.
That over heating results
from scale is certain. As a rule, the metal is not of such
a quality as to stand continued overheating, and portions
effect

The condition under which the most economical and

acids

Scale Shoiitenb a Boiler's Life

The
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by making use of various

upon a proportional feeding device, and hence
adjustment must be nuide in the quantity of the chemicals
introduci'd to meet every variation or change in the water.
This being the ca.se, an erior must necessarily occur,
whenever the quality or (juantity of the water varies.
On the other hand, in the intermittent type, measured
amounts of water are treated, and the exact quaiitity of
reagent is determined by weight.
It is possible, therefore, to accurately treat any water, no nnitlcr how it nuiy
depeiuls

vary in quality or

in

qiumtity.

Xo

automatic arrangement to adjust the quantity of
reagents to the impurities of various kinds in water luus
yet been invented, nor is it probable that one will ever be
devised.

Therefore, this vital fuiicfion

of

the

process

:
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performed by the operator, and the care and inwhich it is done practically determines
the efficiency of the system when there are no fanlts in

musT

ne

telligence with

design.

Any

softening effect will improve a bad boiler feed, but

to obtain the best results, accurate treatment,
careful attention, is absolutely essential.

which means

The water-softening and purifying apparatus manufactured by William B. Scaife & Sons Co., and known as
the We-Fu-Go system, may be considered as a typical ex-

ample of the intermittent purification process. Such a
device renders its owner independent of uncertain weather
conditions or surface supply, as water from any source
can be

utilized.

The Essential

Eleiients of the SrsTEii

This system consists essentially of two or more treating
and settling tanks, equipped with mechanical stirring devices operated by power, a small reagent or chemical-mixing tank with mechanical stirring device and a jet or other

Two
pump
and

\Ve-Fl--(;o

for introducing the reagents into the treating tanks,

a filter.

rise
is

removed by means of

a

hinged floating outlet pipe, ar-

No. 5

used.

While one tank is being filled, treated and settled, the
is supplying pure water; and by the time it is
emptied the fir.st tank is ready for use. In this way a
constant supply of accurately treated, clear water is always available.

other

Pipe Connections Locatkd
I'ipe connections

and

also those

the bottom.

Tank

:

through whi

BoTTOii

the tanks are filled.

which carry away the sludge are placed in

The washing

of the settling tanks needs only

al'

Oakdale, Penn.,

be done once a week, or when the sludge becomes
enough to interfere with the rotation of the paddles.

dee]i

To clean out these tanks it is onl}- necessary to open
the valves to the sewer and start the stirring device which
mixes up the sludge, this being soft enough to go through
the pipe into the sewer.

The

results accomplished with this ap])aratus are

tiic

following

Accurate chemical treatment, tliorougli mixture of the
reagents with the water, accelerated and complete chemical reaction, rapid sedimentation and perfect clarification.

With a properly .softened watci- tliere will lie Jio scale
formed in heaters, pumps, pipeliiU's (ir other auxiliaries,
because the salts of lime and nnignesia will have been
removed to a point below their normal .solui)ility. So that
at the

higher temperature that

may

be obtained without

concentration, no accumulation of scale will occur.
Xeither will such a water form scale or cause corrosion
in the boiler.

little jxnver.

After a tank is filled the stirring device is stopped, and
the water permitted to stand, in order to allow the preThe .softened water is
cipitates to settle to the bottom.

3,

and fall with the level of the water, so that
always drawn from the top.
The water near the surface being the cleanest, carries the least amount of floating sludge through the outlet
pipe to the filter bed. Therefore, the latter can be run
the longest possible time without being cleaned. The rate
of flow through the filters is automatically controlled, so
that they are supplied with water as fast as it is drawn
from them. Either pressure or gravity filters may be
ranged to

the latter

Feed-water Purification Systems. The One on the Leit ib Located
AND THAT AT THE RiGHT AT NOBLESTOWN. PeNN.

Tlie treating or reaction tanks are filled alternately
with water. While a tank is filling, the reagents are introduced and thoroughly mixed with the incoming water
by means of the mechanical stirring device consisting of
a specially designed paddle revolved by power from an
available line shaft, an engine or a motor.
The paddle not only mixes the reagents with the water,
but at the same time stirs up from the liottom the
sludge of preceding purifications. This sludge held in suspension in the water, hastens tlie chemical reaction and
causes the new finely divided precipitates to form large
wooly flakes, heavy enough to settle quickly as soon as
the water stops moving.
The mixing device is the simplest and most efficient
that can be constructed.
With reasonal)le care it will
not get out of (ird(>r. Tt does not have to be frequently
cleaned to kec]) il in working condition, and requires but

very

Vol.

Incrustation cannot take

])iace

even with

indefinite concentration, for the small amo\uit of lime

magnesia

salts left in the

water are of such

and

a character

that when precipitated as a result of cnnrciit ration in
the boiler, only a slight sludge is rdiiiicd.
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WHO'S WHO — IN COAL MINING

I
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Oakdalc, Long IsUmd,
S. Y., and graduated from the Columbia School of Mines
in 1879. In order to put the test of ijractical usage, on
his long years of theoretical training, he engaged with

Edwiu Ludlow was born

at

the United States Engineer Corps under his brother, the
late

General William Ludlow.

This early work included

the surveying of various rivers and harbors on the

Xew

Jersey coast from Shrewsburg south, and on the Delaware River from the city of Trenton to T)elaw!ire Bay.

At the end
Ludlow found

of

two years, young

him.self in charge of

development of what was then a virgin coal field in the
Indian Territory, now Oklahoma. Preliminary geological
studies of the district had been made by H. M. Chance
and Ludlow's instructions were to extend the known
areas of workable coals, see that the line of the Choctaw
Coal & Ry. Co., then being constructed, was located in
the most advantageous position for working same, and
develop mines to provide a large tonnage for the road.
The Held was some eighty miles in length and during
the early constructive period Mr.
Ludlow made a buckboard his head-

the hydrographie work of the dej)art-

quarters,

mcnt, the highest position in the service open to civilians at that time.
While casting about for a new field
with greater possibilities, he was
offered a position in Mexico, whicli
appealed to the adventurous side nt
the man, and he accepted. Accordingly, the year of 1881 found him.
in company with two other eiigiiieer.s, one servant and one pack animal, engaged on the reconnaissance
of the Mexican Xational R.R. from
Laredo, Tex., to Mexico City. Sonn^
eight months were consumed
in

time at the

covering this eight hundred

accustomed

other
tried

new

straits,

first-hand

his

'J)\VIN

collieries and,

large scale,

and

at

to the success

which attended

efforts.

for pioneer work, this time in
Mexico. At the head of an American concern he was the original op-

LfDLiiW

erator in the

he spent

At

young Ijudlow was appointed superthe Union Coal Co., which concern had just

two of the Mineral Co.'s

a

upon

the end of two years,
lea.sed

on

After ten years at the Oklahoma
mines. Mr. Ludlow was again called

of his time, dinner pail in hand, underground.

intendent of

field

ment

company was in finanwhich necessitated the

tiie real ])ractical i.ssues,

man's shoes and follow out
and approved methods of pro-

probably few engineers possess. The
present-day importance of the district he opened stands as a monu-

mile-

modern engiueiT.
camp equi|i-

knowledge of

sufficient

quires an executive aliility and a
capacity for original thinking that

discontinuance of all further activities for the time being.
Returning to the States, Mr. Ludlow made his de.biil
in the coal industry as assistant superintendent of the
Mineral Railroad & Mining Co., one of the anthracite
sui)sidiaries of the Pennsylvania R.F?. Co.. with headquarters at Shaniokin, I'cnn.
Being a novice at this
new vocation and ob.sesscd with an insatiable desire for

much

only

to place orders for

the same time build up a working
organization from the ground, re-

ments, will appreciate the hardshipentailed by such a meager outfit.
Added to this, the party ultimately
arrived at tlieir destination, only to
cial

office

cedure requires a certain ability
sometimes, but to tackle the many
problems incident to developing a

to elaborate

find that the

.^pending

the supplies required at the rapidlybuilding camps.
To step into an-

of mesquite- and tarantular-infested

country, and our

I

in

when Major Stearns was made general manager

188.")

of

all

binas

field

northern

in

Coahuila,

now
and

well
in

known Sathree

years

transformed a Imre desert into a thriving and attractive
mining camp, incidentally putting his company on an
earning basis of six hundred thousand dollars ])er annum. Handicajtped by unfavorable mining conditions,
a meager supply of trained assistants, and forced to
draw his labor from an inexperienced race of people, accustomed to the intermittent work of ranch life, the

man was put to a severe test. Xor were
problems confined entirely to the operating end. New
markets had to he created, steam consumers ])revailed

ability of the
his

111)011

to

local

product

install

fireboxes suitable for using the inferior

and today an important railroad system

coal properties of the I\'nn.«ylvania R.R. Co., Ludlow was promoted to the suptTintendcncy of the Mineral
Co.
During his four years' incumbency of this position
he was actively engaged in <'arrying out an extensive de-

and many large industries

velopment propaganda, under 1h(> direction of Major
Stearns, and incidentally he installed the first water-tube
boilers and chain conveyor-s u.sed in the anthracite re-

raj)idly opened ujj which ultimately developed into important competitors of Mr. Ludlow's company. His mining ])roblems were, at the same time, becoming more

gions.

complex

tlie

In IMS!),

Mr. Ludlow was asked fo take charge of the

li'ict

I

for' their

rely exchisivelv u|)on this dis-

fuel.

The evident success of the American company atnew capital to the field, and other mines were

raited

at the increa.sed depths, and in order to effect
greater economics, and provide funds for sinking a '100-

COAL AGE
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shaft (the deepest coal shaft in Mexico) he installed
is today the most modem battery of Koppers waste-

what

gas ovens on the American continent.
Ability such as Mr. Ludlow's was, obviously, too rare
to be confined to the relatively small operations on the
frontiers of civilization and it was inevitable that he

must eventually gravitate to the large mining districts
In 1910 he was chosen vice-president and
of the East.
general manager of the New Eiver Collieries Co., and,
although only with that concern about one year, his work
in this field was particularly effective and brought the
results which the company had been seeking for a number of years.

In March

of last year

Mr. Ludlow accepted a

posi-

&

Navigation Co. as viceAt the time of his
president, in charge of the mines.
appointment to this position the late W. A. Lathrop said
"Mr. Ludlow brings to his new situation a long
of him
tion with the Lehigh Coal

:

experience with mining problems and management and
is to be congratulated iipon having secured
A more tangible tribute to his ability,
his services."
however, was made by William C. Potter, vice-president

the company

"He has that rare
Guaranty Trust Co., who said
combination of technical and executive ability which is
in such great demand today."
of the

:

Edwin Ludlow

is

essentially a

man

of contradictions.

iiitake

Vol.
t^mnel,

when

it

go into the plant to be used

will

1000 kw. each are to be inthree-phase current will be
generated at a voltage of 11,000 volts, which will pass
through step-up transformers until it has reached the
Galvanized steel
transmitting voltage of 110,000 volts.
towers will be used for supporting the cables of the transmission line. The towers will be 78 ft. 6 in. high, and
will be spaced about 600 ft. apart.

Three turbo-generators

stalled at the beginning.

of

A

A New Bond

for Butt Entries

In coal mines, the haulage tracks in cross headings
or butt entries are used for only a comparatively short
lime before they are taken up and removed to new workIn order to meet this condition, the Ohio Brass
nigs.

N

removable mine bond
Co. recently designed their type
for the exclusive purpose of bonding temporary tracks.
This bond differs from compressed terminal bonds, in

may be readily removed without injury when the
temporary tracks are taken up and it can be used over and
that' it

over again.

Before putting the type N removable mine bond on
the market, the makers placed a numljer in actual service in mines and kept a careful record of their per-

formance and have proved conclusively that they are mui-h

blase,

of his popularity there.

ough disciplinarian

among

his

1

No more princely host or thorA man of quick decisions,
full appreciation of human fail-

exists.

tempered however, by a
ings, he has invariably won
corps

Xo. 5

tigain.

almost Chesterfieldian in manners, a
Diember of New York's most exclusive clubs, and an
epicurean of no mean discernment, he is none the less
at home in the mines, will answer to the call of "grubpile" in a cow-camp, with the avidity of the normal
"puncher" and then show the latter a few of the fine
points in throwing a "diamond-hitch." He is by all instincts and training an Eastern man, while a handsome
loving cup, presented him in the West, speaks eloquently
I)ebonair,

3,

men

that

a loyalty
is

all

and an

too rare.

prefers to be.

A Modem

Power Plant
Co.

is

iMPiioVKD Tyi'k of

Incisive in

immediate confidence that has
stood him in good stead during the inevitable mine
disasters, when directing his men at the face, where he

his orders, he inspires an

The Lehigh Coal & Navigation

2-Removable Bond

(nBtttHed

CoalAse
i

esprit de

building a power

house at Hauto, seven miles above Maunch CJuink, which
will transmit current at 110,000 volts anywhere within
The power house is being
a radius of 175 miles.
built of brick, the operating room being 180 ft. long,
and the boiler room 385 ft. long and 70 ft. wide. The
dam will be 1700 ft. long, and the height of its embankment 31 ft. The width at the base is 150 ft., and 15 ft.
Broad Mountain and Nesquehoning Mounat the top.
tain form the sides for the new reservoir, which, when
completed, will entirely cover the old L. C. & N. dam.
Tlio boilers are of the water-tube type, having a capacity of 1000 hp. each. The water will be taken from
the reservoir and, after passing through the turbines, it is
to be condensed and returned through an open canal to
a point midway in the new reservoir.
The water will
circulate through the reservoir until it again reaches the

Bond for Use

in

Coal Mixes

than channel pins, which have hitherto
been largely used for bonding temporary work.
Briefly, this bond consists of two tapered steel terminals Joined together by a flexible copper cable (Fig. 1).
This cable is headed and soldered into the terminals,
which are tinned all over. The taper has been carefully
worked out so that when the bonds are first installed
they need only be driven in a short distance. The next
time they are used they are driven in a little further,

more

and

efficient

so on.

Application is extremely rapid, as the bonds arc simply driven into holes drilled in the rails by a few ta])s
of a hammer, no special tools being required.

A
so

standard %-in.

drill is

used to bore the hole in the

and the bond terminals broach this hole
that it conforms to the taper of the bond.
The design of the bond is such that it will go around

web

of the rail,

the fish plate

(Fig. 2),

thereby

making

it

unnecessary

remove the generally rusted fish-plate bolts in order
to install the bond. This feature makes inspection or removal mucli easier.
As previously stated, this bond is designed exclusively
to

for temporary tracks, while on main-line haulages the
compressed terminal type of bond .-fhould be used.

Febriuiry
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High Fan
A
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Efficiency

great majority of the fans and blowers used in the
t-oal mines are sold under guarantees of

ventilation of

Unfortunately, however,

performance.
the

means and methods

tests are
if

mentioned

properly

.set

in

it

is

seldom that

employed in the acceptanee
the contract.
Almost invariably,

machines measure up to their speci-

fications.

not at all uncommon to read of ventilating fans,
even of the disk type, having an efficiency of 70 to 80
per cent., or even higher, while some manufacturers
appear to have no hesitancy whatever in guaranteeing
It is

such high performances.

Almost invariably, also, the acceptance trials are conducted with the aid of an anemometer, the shortcomings
of

So unsatisfactory and

inac-

these instruments become, particularly

when

which are well known.

curate

may

used in strong air currents, that it is believed by some
engineers that results obtained from their use are, or
rather

may

be, quite as unreliable as a guess.

In an article appearing in Enqinetring News, Vol.
"A simple centrifugal
65, p. 558, A. H. Anderson says:
blower with six radial vanes has an efficiency of about
40 per cent. A later type having a large number of narrow vanes has an efficiency of about 60 per cent." These
figures closely corroborate determinations made by Prof.
R.

('.

would not have them

slip away and leave him with a weak
when the matter came to court.
The change is coming. It will be before long as easy

case

to be

up, in accordance with the instructions

of the builderis, these

would not have so many accidents. It would be dangerous to violate the mining code. The inspector would find
witnesses at hand to testify against the violator.
He

Carpenter.

W.

G. Walker, in experiments on disk fans of uniform
si/e and speed, but varying shape and angle of blades,
found efficiencies ranging from 4.7 per cent, to 43 per
cent.
All of the above, it should i)e remembered, wore
laboratory tests conducted in a most careful and scientific

manner.
If approximately 60 per

cent,

is

to

put

men

in jail for neglecting to take precautions

to incarcerate

them

a.s

for "stealing cars" or appropriating

picks.
An act, which puts in danger a mine full of
men, has not as great a justification as can be brought
forward for changing checks or sawing the mark off a

pick handle.

No man who committed

such a petty theft would have
by the union, although at present there are
those who claim that the penalty which is imposed for a
violation of the mining law, is often paid from union
funds.
This is an evil feature in the attitude of labor.
It is not what is known as "solidarity of the working
classes."
It permits the criminal to injure his brother
man. Surely men are not banded together for the purpose of having the careless injure others who are innocent of wrongdoing.
his fine paid

In fact, we should
The man who steals

not be satisfied with the law alone.

cars has to move away from the
place where he committed the act; the disapprobation of
the community makes the journey necessary, and the

man who
and

jeopardizes a

mining

mine should

find it best to leave,

an occupation where
the careless usually injure more than themselves, the
man should be compelled by some provision of the law to
enter a life work where his folly and dishonestv of pur])Ose could no longer constitute an offence against his fellow men.
in fact, as

The

the best that can be

is

essentially

Central Power Station Idea

obtained from a centrifugal blower when on the testing
floor under the most favorable conditions, it is hardly
natural to expect better results when in operation at the
mine.
The careful mine owner or engineer may well

During a a comj)aralivcly recent jicriod of time, the
idea of the central power station has been rapidly gaining headway. It has been found that power losses, even

look askance therefore, at the extremely high
guaranteed by some fan builders.

costly than are fuel freight rates for the

The
The strength

Strength of

of law

i.s

in

efficiencies

Law

the approval of the citizens.

^ever was an act pa.ssed which served its purpose, if the
people were o])posed to its execution. The law must be
accompaiwed by the right .sentiment or it will be only a
job for the public ])rinter.

When a man is killed, the common cry is, "Lynch the
murderer," but in more civilized communities it is
changed to "Apply the law."
Everyone who saw the
crime gives evidence; the whole community ho])es that

over transmission lines of considerable length, are less

same

distance.

Already we have hydro-electric developments supplying current to large coal-producing area.s, and steam- or
gas-power stations projected in the heart of coal-miuing regions, where the fuel as taken from the ground
possesses, as an article of commerce, its first and least
value.

In the present state of jjower engineering, it is idle
hope that unit efficiency or even any ai)])roximation
hereto, can ever be attained in any thermo-mechanical
to

or thermo-electric plant, as a
(uierg}' is

certain

amount

of

heat

invariably wasted in any process involving fuel

the crimiiuil will not escape.

consumption.
But, since heat losses are inevitable, it
would appear to be the ])art of wisdom to permit these
losses to take place only at the point where the fuel in-

If such a sentiment backed the mining law, if the
thought of everyone was to let the law be enforced, we

and money.

volved represents the least possible outlay in actual time

—
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A

Fan Question

Electricity in

publish, in the Discussion department this week,
a criticism of our answer to a recent examination quesThe
tion, by one of our readers, at his special request.

We

criticism

is

an honest one, although as we have

tried

to show, in a brief editorial note following the criticism,

the correspondent misjudges the conditions invohed in
the que.stion.

When
error
cial

a criticism or otlicr contribution
the same except

is

evidently

upon the

iu

spe-

request of the correspondent; and then only when
is an all-too-common mistake, which

the question involved

to correct, in a measure, by a free

and open

dis-

cussion.

By
By

increasing the speed of the fan.

increasing the mine resistance.
In this question, the increase of gage, for same speed
of fan, can only be due to an increase in the resisting
power of the mine, which means a less air volume, less
work lost in fan, slightly greater fan efEcieucy and less
])ower required to produce the same speed of fan.
2.

,

is

the production of light, the distribution of power,
transmission of intelligence and the initiation of
chemical reactions, the number and variety of the operations performed by its aid are scarcely less than legion.
Let us consider for a moment what manipulations iu
the mining and preparation of coal are, or rather may
l)e, accomplished by means of this power.
First the coal
viz.

:

undercut by electrically operated machines.

the powder charges have been properly placed and made
ready they are fired by electric detonators.
The coal is then loaded into mine cars by electricThe cars are hauled to the shaft
shoveling machines.

bottom by

an electric
an electrically operated eager counts
them off and places them upon the cage.
The attendant then presses an electric button and the
engineer ou the surface receives the signal to start the
electric locomotives, controlled by

signal system, where

electric hoist.

During the upward ti-avcl (if the cage an electric tachograph makes a permanent record of the time, duration
and rapidity of the hoist and warns the engineer by a
visible or audible sign

slack

demand for
such a large number

])roblem furnished by the absence of

is

likely to be severe so

long as

burn ruu-of-mine coal. It would
pay the mining companies to get together and engage a
capable canvasser who would watch new installations in
the cities and urge the introduction of uptodate slackburning and self-feeding boilers. We believe that an energetic campaign might be made which would double the
demand for slack and make the price such that the extreme care in preparation and mining might be relaxed.
However, the man who undertook to press the claims of
slack on the attention of the smaller con.sumer would
have to keep silent about the conditions at many of the
mines which he represented. He would not be able to
fortify his claim by showing how much his companies
were saving by their use of small sizes and the reduction

of coal corporations

still

of stoking labor.

we do

the safe speed limit

is

being

Upon arrival at the pit bank an electric ram pushes the
loaded car off and an empty one upon the waiting cage.
After removal from the mine car through the medium of
an electrically driven dump, the coal passes first to
electric shaker or revolving screens and thence to elecand loading booms.
mine product has been safely deposited in the railroad car, by means perhaps of an electrically driven box-car loader, the tipple foreman calls up
the superintendent over the telephone and informs him

trically impelled picking tables

Finally, after the

that a certain railroad car of a certain

number has been

properly loaded with such anil such a grade and is ready
to be turned over to the transportation company for delivery.

In the above, only the processes wherein the coal is diNo mention whatever has been made of the very common and important,
although perhaps somewhat subsidiary uses for electricity,
rectly involved have been considered.

think the Harger plan, as originally laid out, was
by the public before Mr. Burrell
his address at Parkersburg, W. Ya.
Nevertheless,
nun' idtimately be found available

in the ten or twenty years which are immediately lieliind

sufficiently discredited

made

if

such as lighting, ventilation and drainage, to say notijing
of the employment of electric head- or safety-lam])s by the
individual miners.
We can only view the fuiiire in tlu' light of past experience.
So rapid has been the progress of electricity

The Harger Plan
We

N'ext the

shot holes are bored by electrically driven augers. After

exceeded.

Slack
The

Coal Mining

probable that in no branch of human activity
does the power of electricity meet with a more diversified
Although all of
field of usefulness than iu coal mining.
the applications of this form of energy to mining processes may be divided into four great classes or divisions,
It

is

In the present case, the point of issue is the reduction
of the air volume caused by an increase of water gage,
Our correspondent saj's
for the same speed of the fan.
the air volume is always "proportional to the speed of the
fan, irrespective of the water gage."
The point to be impressed, here, is that the water gage,
in mine ventilation, may be increased in two ways:
1.

Xo. 5

3,

the

we do not publish

we hope

Vol.

believe that

it

When

us that

no one is in the mine, it will be possible to fill the workings with carbon dioxide and oxygen-depleted air, so that
the only things which are likely to burn will be explosives
which contain their own oxygen. In this way both mine
fires and explosions will be prevented.
When the mine is entirely depo])ulated, its atmosphere
can be made so foul as to l)e destructive to life. The short
time during which this condition will be maintained will

jecture.

in connection with shotfiring from the surface.

involve less cost thnii 10 br. of

lesspi' air ])ollntioii.

ultimate future utility is difficult even to conYet, the basic principles underlying all electrical achievements and inventions are extremely simple
so much so, in fact, that we are often deceived and misled

its

by their lark of complexity.

The wise

operator,

therefore,

will

rather eiu'ourage

than discourage an inquiring spirit and a tendency to
experiment with things electrical on the part of his employees, even though to him the experiments in question
ma\' appear lo be crude. |nierile or even silly.

'ebniarv

1,
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and the plant

owing resolution

was unanimously adopted and made

art of the records of the commission.

The

resolu-

but feebly expresses the high esteem in which Mr.
vsam, familiarly known as "Uncle Dick," was held
1

jvery

mining man

in the state

honored chairman of this Commission. Mi". Riohai'd
having announced that on account ot his nearl.v
and the need of conserving his
ewhat impaired health, he has felt it his duty to refrom this body, we, the members of the Mining In.igation Commission of the State of Illinois, do hereby
e on record our appreciation of his services to the minmine owners and mining" interests of this state.
t is his honor that in the early years of mining in this
when the inethods of mining were crude and primie,
and when scientific kno'wledge of mining "was rare and
valued,
he, with a public spirit unusual in those days,
e
lied himself to the betterment of mining conditions and
increase of scientific knowledge, and made of himself
of the most important factoi"S in the subsequent mining
["he

,

railroad, tipple, incline

and attendant buildings, ami

the e.xpectation of the

management

mine managers, examiners

and contains 5

vey,

The Slemp Coal

the operation of mines, with the result that the standof efficiency in Illinois from being among the lowest is
among the highest in the civilized world.
^s chairman of the State Mining Investigation Commiscreated in the shadow of a great mining disaster, he
e freely of his lime, his knowledge, his ripe experience in
ing matters, and his rare personal qualities in the guiddirection of a deliberative body, with such purpose
i and
the labors of the Board resulted in the production of
•t
has been pronounced to be the best code of mining
s ever formulated in any state or country.
Ind all this he was able to do without advantage of
iemic or collegiate training.
An English ininer, inured
he use of the pick from early years, having entered the
es at the age of eight years, a man whose school was
,

is

C. C.

,1.

Mayo and

J.

tucky Jewel Coal Co.
Samuel Bennett, of
Smith, of Chicago,
Foley,

of

Jellico.

E. Bulloch, of

jI,

loch

is

moving

of a high grade of splint coal.

ft.

Co.,

which is headed by C. V. Slenip,
N. Camden, is lessoi- to the Ken-

The

president;

vice-president:

III.,

secretary

'i'enn.,

his family to

have personal charge

the latter are Dr.

oflRcers of

Middlesboro,

I'iiicville,

and

Dr.

J.

C.

I).

0.

and
Mr. Bulweek, and will

treasui-er.

general manager.

Hazard

this

the npiTation.

(if

Rocky Mountain Coal Mining
Institute

and others connected

1

it

to be shipping coal

by midsummer.
The seam to be operated is known as
Xo. 7 in the correlation of the Kentucky Geological Sur-

jress in the state.
^s chairman of the State Mining Board, he labored to
e the standard of technical mining knowledge among
lectors,

Co.,

mile east of

It is the purpo.'ie of the company to put in a
plant with a capacity of 800 to 1000 tons daily.
iVs
soon as spring opens, work will commence on the Itnuuh

score and ten years,

1

be locatetl about one

will

Hazard.

'sam,
le

Kentucky Jewel Coal

It is being iiistalU'd l)y the

Resolution
Jpon the recent retirement of Richard Newsam, as
irman of the Illinois State Mining Commission, the

A

was organi/ed in Walsenburg, Colo., Jan. lo,
19i;i.
Joseph Ball was chosen temporary chairman, and
Lewis Hufty, temporary secretary. Others present were
D. A. Stout, Charles H. Pete, John Shaw and John A^eish.
eliaptcr

Permanent

officers

meeting. .Ian.

be' elected at the first

will

regular

"^."i.

:

pit, and whose university was contact with great minds
lUgh the printed page by candle light, he was yet able
3ualif>' himself to be the leader in the application of
nee to the mining industry, and make of himself an
lority in that science.
ilost of all, he is to be honored for his devotion to public
'ice, and the unstinted giving of time and energy to its
rest, at a time when most other men were mainly conled with making money.
For many years, especially in
latter years of his busy life as a coal operator, he has
idrawn his working power from a business where it
d have been coined into dollars and given it freely to
service of his fellow men, especially in making minconditions in this state healthier and safer to life and
for those who must earn their livelihuud in the bowels
)
he earth.
'he state needs such men.
The patriotism of the future
i
for heroes who will serve their country in the strif.stress of industry rather than on the Held of battle and
lage.
Because Richard Newsam has been a pioneer
ng such modern patriots, this Commission honors him as
of the great leaders of the mining industry in the Stale
lllnois and places on record this public testimony of its
rd and esteem.

Power Factor Cbnditions
A

is that the demands upon
power factor decreases. The
power factor, of course, is determined solely by the load
and not by generator conditions. Machines are rated in

fact not always appreciated

a generator increase as the

kilovolt-ampere.s, this rating being tbe product of the cur-

rent

and voltage output.

The prime mover driving

the gciieraloi- lias its energy
horsepower or kilowatts. In order to
successfully match generators and prime movers, it is
necessary to know the ma.xiinum outputs of botb, and the
ojierating pown- faitor. so that a generator, the liniiling
capacity ol wlinb male-lies the limiting capacity of the
engine, can be cbo.sen.
The kilowatt capacity of a genex])i-essed in either

erator

is

e(|ual

to the kilovolt-am))ere

capacity only

when

macbinc operates mI IOO per cent, power factor, a
conditiiin which practically nexfr exists with present(be

day comnici-cial biads.

Turbo Generators

Direct Current

small line of direct-current generators arranged for
direct connection to steam turbines, the complete outfit,
.\

"Jew Coal Operation in

Kentucky

entirely .self-contained,

25 kw. to 150 kw.|
Si'KCI.M,
k
atioii

CoiiliKSPONDICXCI";

has begun on the cntrv
in

Perry County, ami

<,{'

i.>^

the
Iteiiig

made

large coal

pushed ahead

a year in I^etchcr County, which lies to the east of
and on the bead of the .North Fork of the KenRiver, but this is the first active step toward de'" the resources of Terry County.

desirable for

rent machine

many
is

in capacities

c(;nii)actness,

cating parts, simplicity and
first

the object of driving a double heading during Ihe
T months, while outside work is impracticable. The
•olidation Coal Co. has had work under way for more
V,

is

The

reliability,

ai)plicatioiis

ranging from

absence of recipro-

make

these sets

where a small direct-cur-

For exciter sets in large censmall isolated plants. Ibey jirove ex-

required.

tral stations, or Tor

ceedingly desirable.

When installing a spray locale It In
way near the roof and In such a way

the center of the roadthat the water will be
discharged In the direction In which the air travels.
One
spray box Is sufliclent for each 5000 cu.ft. of air supplied per
minute. A pressure of from IG to 20 lb. per sq.in. Is neci.asnry
to run a spray.
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DISCUSSION BY READERS

I

I
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Reducing Ventilation

When

Firing

—The

coal-dust prohleni has heen distime by good authorities, and much
valuable information deduced, relative to the presence of
this dangerous element in mines.
Coal dust is now cjuite
generally recognized as one of the important factors in
propagating an explosion. Likewise, a few exponents of
the practice of reducing the ventilation in mines, at
shotfiring time, have urged this as a means of preventing
mine explosions but, in most cases have failed to give
good reasons for their opinions. These advocates have
been, for the most part, content with recoiinting their
personal experiences, as proof of their contention.
I have been waiting patiently for someone to ascribe
the danger of explosion to the explosibility of powder
smoke when mixed with air; but so far no one seems to
have made any allusion to this important phase of the
question.
On account of the close connection between
the two subjects, I am com]jelled now to discuss both the
explosibility of jJowder smoke and reduction of ventilation during shotfiring, at the same time.
The idea seems to be prevalent, in many minds, that
black powder and dynamite do not give oft" explosive gas
when used in blasting. While powder manufacturers admit that this is not true, they generally claim that the
explosive gases generated are due to the incomplete combustion of the powder. However this may be, any miner
of several years' experience when doing his own shotfiring, or any shotfirer who has used squibs instead of fuse
will tell you of many instances where they "fired the
jjowder smoke" in going back too soon after shots had
exploded.
With this suggestion any thinking man can

Letter .Yo.

r-iissed

(i

from time

to

;

any kind had been encountered, in either place, before
the explosion; and none was found after the explosion;
although, by reason of the stoppings being blown out, the
circulation in these places was practically stopped.
Our
conclusion was that the second shot ignited the gas produced by the blownout shot and, as the fire traveled only
iibout 300 ft., we decided that this gas furnished practically all the material for the explosion. Had the mine
not been in good condition an extensive and violent explosion would likely have resulted.
As stated previously, I believe the volume of air in
circulation to be closely concerned in the explosibility of
powder smoke. Another instance of a violent explosion
that came under my observation, gave sufficient evidence
;

powder smoke was the sole explosive
agent.
The mine was an unusually wet one; the entries
were muddy their entire length, and considerable troubli
was experienced in keeping the rooms di-y enough to althat,

here

low the

also,

men

to work.

The

ribs in both the entries

vocate of reducing ventilation at firing time.

how

He

lun

run the fan, whirl
was just fast enough to hold the .smoke back sufficient!;
However, oi
to allow the shot firers to keep ahead of it.
the evening of the explosion the shotfirers had been fir
iiig about 30 min. when they came out of the mine aiii
asked the engineer to speed up the fan, as the smok'
was bothering them. He refused to do so. as he woiil
instructed the engineer

fast to

experience to have investigated five explosions in
In each case the investigation showed that it
took at least two shots to start the trouble. We invariably found that a bad or windy shot produced a dangerous atmosphere for the shots following. In one instance,

few minutes the explosion occurred killing them botl
The mine was badly wrecked and there was consideralil
evidence of flame. The speeding up of the fan increase

our examination showed that a heavy dynamite shot, laid
about four feet on the solid, had been fired in the jilace
adjoining that in which the explosion started. This shot
did not do its work, but blew the tamping; and the
force of the wind was very apparent where it had
traveled out through the crosscut into the adjoining
place.
'J'he shot that had been fired in this place was a
good shot, charged with black powder, and did its work
nicely.
Although this shot had no appearance of being
overcharged yet

it

was here that the

fire

started.

Some may

say that the first shot stirred up the dust,
which the second shot ignited. This, however, was almost impossible, as after the lieat of the explosion liad
passed over

enough

it

we found the dust and

to squeeze into a ball, in the

fine coal

hand.

still

No

wet

gas of

,

aiii!

not disobey the instructions of the mine foreman. H
suggested that the men wait a short time and allow tli
smoke to clear up. They did not do this but went over
the fan house and opened up the throttle, giving the fa
Full s])eed.
They then returned to their firing and in

mines.

I

i

rooms were always wet, which puts dust out of the cpiestion, for there was none.
The coal seam -was near tlu
surface, the .shaft being only 40 ft. deep.
Not a tract
of explosive gas hid ever been found in any of tlu
workings, or in any of the neighboring mines.
The mine foreman, in this mine, was a staunch ail

readily realize the danger that may exist in a mine filled
with jjowder smoke, provided a sufficient amount of oxygen is introduced into the smoke to make an explosive
mixture.
During the past year it has been the writer's iini)leasajit

I

t

the supply of oxygen, which rendered the jjowder sniok

and a shot ignited the mixture.
At another time, when opening a new mine, wc Im
for some time a number of light explosions, which, ^
^
times, were strong enough to damage the tipple.
tried shutting down the fan and had no further troubl'
This was nine years ago and, from that time to the pr
ent, the mine has worked steadily, but the fan is alwii}
ex]i]osive

Some of the Wfirkings are OO'
stopped at firing time.
over a mile from the shaft. It might be argued that
sufficient air was kept circulating to keep the mine fw
from smoke there would be no danger from that sourcf
but this could not be done in this mine.
:

To those who have observed the action of shots luulc
ground, when at close range, the ideas 1 am advancii
I once liad an op])ortunii
will ajipear very reasonable.
til watch the cx])lo8ion of a black-powder shot in a rooii

(

;

Februarv
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extended from the face about 75 ft. and seemed
Upon examination, it was found
It wa.s not thought to have
le shot had woriied nicely.
It occurred to me that, after so much
>en overcharged.

explosion

much oxygen left in
and the question was suggested
If an explosion
lould originate in an adjoining room, what would be
16 result,
by reason of this atmosphere from which
ractically all of the oxygen must have been burned,
ven, supposing that the room was full of fine-coal dust,
Duld an explosion be propagated through it, in the abnce of oxygen ?
The argument is that the reduction of air supply is
aid in the prevention of an explosion, because of the
ck of sufficient air to form an explosivfe mixture. The

advise to shotfirers is to make a personal examination
themselves and be sure that the fan is running at its
proper speed before going into the mine to fire shots.

he

fire

air

le

;

John Sutton.
West

they arouse a lively

if

may

thus completely shutting

When

(ienl.

Su|)l.,

of "Reducing
Ventilation
Taking that meaning, it is obvious that
produce or est^iblish a condition in the mine that

Firing."

this will

When oxidation conthe percentage of oxygen in the air is
decreased while the percentage of carbon dioxide is in-

will be unfavorable to explosion.

tinues in

still air,

which produces an atmosphere that will exert
retarding influence on any explosion that might be
started. As the oxygen in the air is reduced, the nitrogen
creased,

the necessary reduction in the percentage of oxygen in
der to render the most explosive mixtures

a

harmless.

('. W. W.VTEIiMAN,
The Fleming Coal Co.

and this excess of nitrogen will
further retard explosion. Admitting
these facts, one can readily see that there is something,
in the narration by ^fi'. McAllister (IimI is wortliv nl' conremaining

in excess;

is

likewise act to
I'ittsburg,

Kan.

Letter No.

7

— Referring

ation by slowing

down

to the

matter of reducing ven-

the fan at firing time, allow

a dangerous practice.

that this

5

several letters,

is

Mr. McAllister, in
has described practices that every good

man must condemn

would
ither try such methods myself nor recommend them to
bers.
The operators in Indiana think more of their
operty than to allow such a method to be adojiteil and
e shotfirers here would not risk their lives in the mines,
they knew that the fan was not in good condition and
nning at its normal speed.
It is the general practice, in our district, to speeil up the
ining

a

as unreasonable.

I

fan

is

the day.

^rea.sed

to

fire shots.
Suppose, for example,
run commonly at a speed of 40 r.p.m. dur-Vl firing time, its speed wouhl probably be

fin

r.ji.m.,

especially

nerated in any (|iiantity.

It

in

mines where gas

appears to

me

is

unreasonable

mining men of experience should recommend firing
un 100 to 300 shots, in a mine without any air in cirIt

Our doctrine is that the fan should be run conluously for 9A hours of the day, with an increa.se in velation.

\ irgiii

first

poiiii.

(lixidcwliicli

under

argunirnl

Ills

seem,--

In

iiic

l(i

llircc heads.
absurd, states:

Ijc

Pficentiiges of gas that aif not pri'Vlouslj- explosive bein proportion as the volume of air is decreased.

come explosive

According to this argument, the ininimjiiii volume of
produce a ina.riniiuii e.\])l()sive mixture, which, it
seems to me, is contrary to all teaching.
His second point states:
air will

Percentages of gas that are not piiviously explosive bepressiu'e of heavy blasting in a fon-

come explosive under the
flned space where the air

Xow, "dead

air"

is,

is

dead.

as T understand

the life-sustaining element, oxygen.

nir devoid

it.

ol'

In suili air. certainly

there could be no explosion.

before beginning to

JO-ft.
»

ilr.

His

my

;

still

sideration.

me

experience of 35 years in the mines, in
sry capacity from trapper to superintendent, has taught
tnat

.say

the ventilation.

headed "Stopping" instead

be

would ask that careful investigation be made as

I

off

Assuming that Mr. McAllister's article refers to the
complete stoppage of ventilation when firing, it should be

limed that the reduction in the percentage of oxygen in
e mine atmosphere, by the flame from shots, would not
ake any appreciable difference in the explosive mixtures
used by blasting.
In answer to such a claim, bower,

me

seems to

sumption that the ventilation was merely reduced in quantity; while Mr. McAllister, it seems to me, has sought to
make it plain that he advocates closing the mine tight and

some severe
discussion on the
It

Ileferriiig to the criticism of Mr. Mcon "Reducing Ventilation Wheii Firing,"

4, p. 24, by R. Z. Virgin, Jan. 18, p. Ill,
that both of these men are in error. Mr.
Virgin's criticism is seemingly based wholly on the as-

that these remarks will meet with

but

—

Co.\L Age, Jan.
it

ason that this is harder to control in winter than in
is because the natural ventilation in a mine, in
inter, makes it almost impossible to limit the supply
oxygen unless all intake openings are clo.sed.

;

Haute, Ind.

Letter A'o. S

immer

bject they will have served their purpo.se.

Teri-e

Allister's article

1

iticism

of every shot before firing.

always advise our miners never to leave a shot to be
fired that they would not like to shoot themselves.
My

:

I realize

keeping on hand a good supply of safety lamps

I

in the room, there could not be

re

;

pnd the examining

the entire room.

til!

I

The

third point states:

"The reduced

tarry a large percentage of dust.
carry no dust.

Water

is

saiil

(>tc."

to carry

air current will

But
a

still

air will

weight of ma-

terial in ])r(>portion to the sixth |)o\ver of its velocity.

Ap-

plying the same principle to air, a reduced velocity would
arry much le*is dust than a current of high velocity.

(

John

R.\i:.

Ilanna. W'yo.
Referring to the above. If the flrediimp ml.xturc conlalna
an excess of air, a reduction of the air volume, for the same
flow of gas in the mine, would cause the mixture to approach
I

rity

of,

say

25 per cent, while shotfirers are at work.

At the present time, I am firebossing at the Wizard
ne, and I am certain not one of our shotfirers would go
;o the mine to perform this work, if the fan were to lie
it down.
Not only this, but the superintendent would
allow such a practice.
We believe in good ventilan; air-tight stoppings and overcasts; withdrawing the

t

n from

the

mine

in case the

fan

is

stopped or iu case of

the

maximum

meaning.
"Dead air"

explosive point, which

is

evidently Mr, Virgin's

ventilation generally relates to a stagnation
of the air current In the mini, it does not refer to any deficiency of oxygen In the air.
The third point stated by Mr. Virgin contemplates the
dust being raised by the force of the blast, and in this casi
a greater weight of dust will permeate a given volume ol
air,
Editor,]

—

In

—

:
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Yield of Fan under Increased Gage
IMerring

Coal Age, Jan.

to

11. lin:i.

TT, the qties-

ji.

What

quantity of air will a fan prodnce,
the water gage is increased from
O.-i to 0.8 in., the original Tolume of air being 35,000
cu.ft. per min., under the lower gage? In answer to this
question, it is stated that the vohime of air is reduced to
one-half of the original amount, or 17,oOn cu.ft. per

tjoii is

asked:

at a constant speed,

when

minute.
tliat my experience in making many air
measurements has proved that the same speed and efficiency of the fan gives the same quantity of air, regardless
of the water gage against which the fan is operating. The
yield of a fan is so much per revolution, up to a reasonable
speed. The yield of the fan for a .speed of 80 r.p.m. given

beg to say

I

in this question,

is

35,000 -^ 80

=

say,

440

cu.ft.

per

certainly will not produce less air

The fan

revolution.

AGE

Vol.

sisting

power

tion

reduced.

is

3.

Xo. 5

of the mine, the quantity of air in circula-

The

ventilator, under these conditions,

more efficient that is to say, a larger proportion of the
power is made effective on the air. This is not to say, a
larger volume of air is circulated per unit of power. TIig
volume of air circulated per unit of power depends solely
on the resisting power of the mine, which is independent
is

;

of the ventilator, but controls the quantity of air cir-

culated and the water gage.
The condition that our correspondent evidently

mind

is

kr.s in

the increase of air volume due to an increase

speed of fan, for the same conditions in the mine.
In that case, it is true, apjJroximately, that the volume of
air is in proportion to the speed of the fan.
Practically,
the fourth power of tl>e speed ratio is equal to the fifth
power of the quantity ratio. In other words, the quantity increases in a slightly less ratio than the speed inreases.
Editor.]
in the

(

per revolution because it is harder to turn but it may
take more power to produce the same speed under the in;

creased gage.

In

my

experience,

The Miner's

have found that the quantity of
normal tip speed, say a mile

I

air a fan will produce, at a
a

minute,

proportional to the

is

Thus,

in

revolution as a base

(if

per minute.

number

of revolutions

taking 440 cu.ft. per
calculation, this fan would yield
this case,

])leased to

.see,

Certificate

Law

in last week's editorial pages, the

suggestion of Col. R. A. Phillips that the requirement of
the present anthracite-mine law,

demanding

a two-years'

citizenship of all miners before they could receive a miner's

At 40
At 60
At SO
At 100

17,600
26,400
35,200
44.000

r.p.m
r.p.m
r.p.m
r.p.m

know vou

cu.ft.
cu.ft.
cu.ft.
cu.ft.

answer

JcsKPH

Bancroft,

\Y.

in

is

\'ir!Gix.

Va.

[The experience of our correspondent is at variance
with that of most fan engineers. By the terms of the question the water gage is increased and the sjieed of the fan
remains unchanged. There are two ways in which the water gage in a mine may be increased; namely, by increasing the speed of the fan, or by an increase in the resistSince the speed of the fan, in
ing power of the mine.
this case, is unchanged, the increase of water gage here

must be due

to

from Wales, England and Scotland, from setThe result is that these
men gu West or South, or find their way into Canada, often reaehing British Columbia. Others give up mining and
gc to farming. The antiiracite-mine law, in this regard,
as well as

will gladly correct this if the

cror-

mine.
In

was

certificate, be dropped from the new law.
This requirement of the old law has debarred the better
class of miners, from the soft-coal regions and the West>

as follows

I

I

an increase in the resisting power of the

tling

ill

the anthracite region.

has stopjied the immigration into the anthracite

field, of

numgrowing less and less, here, year by year.
Does any person of judgment think that any of these
English-speaking miners from the old world are less qualified to receive a miner's certificate; or that an old experienced miner from the AVest or from the soft-coal regions, in any state, is not rightly entitled to stand an examination in the anthracite field of Pennsylvania, and, if

practically ail the English-speaking miners, whose

bers are

Miccessful, to receive a miner's certificate?

any increase in water gage due to an increase in the resisting power of tiie mine reduces the
quantity of air in circulation in the mine and passing
through the fan, for the same power on the air. accord-

The conditions

i)ractice,

=

ing to the equation U
Qp.
As the pressure per square foot

is

increased,

in

llic

mine, as indicated by the water gage being inciv:i>ccl lidni
0.4 to 0.8 in., or doubled, the quantity oT air lirculalt'd
by the same

])o\ver is

only one-hall' of ihc (iriginal

(|iian-

in the anthracite field, at the jiresent

time, call for a change in this law; so that any miner

who

has worked from two to ten years in any coal mine and
gives his affidavit to this effect would be eligible for examillation, and, if succe.'isful in ))assing the cxaminafion,

g

should receive a miner's certificate, giving him the right
!(i
mine coal in ilie anthracite mines of Pennsylvania.
One of the baneful effects of the present law has lieea

almost depopulate some small towns and mining disand to close many English schools and churches.
M'he English-speaking miners will not generally swear to
an unfrnfh, preferring rather to go back to where they
(ami> from than to labor for Iwn years for men who probI hope
ablv kiHiw less of coal mining than themselves.

to

tricts,

There

is,

however, under these conditions, a slight inThe quantity of air pa.ss-

crease of efficiency in the fan.

ing through the fan being le.ss, the work losi in the fan
is le.ss, which increases its efficiency; and Ihc clfective
pow'er or the power exerted to turn the fan is increased,

which makes the fan run faster, umlci- llic inncased water
To maintain the same speed ol' Tan. under these
gage.
conditions, it will be necessary fn reduce the puwer applied to the fan shaft.

Therefore, a slightly less power is ie((iiired td ]iroduc'0
the same speed of fan when, owing to the increased re-

the commission aiipointcd to revi.^^e the anthracite mining
law will carry out Col. Phillips' suggestion and change
T was glad to know that the
tliis respect.
Wilkes-Barre Mining Instilute recently voted unanimously in I'avor of the repeal nf iliis portion of the law.
1).
W. Evans.

the law in

Wilkes-Barre,

Penn.

''
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Mines

driver busses ami firebosses, in

our mine, have been discussing the question
Why is it
tliat a mule or an electric locomotive cannot pull as
great a load when attached to the car by a long chain or
rope, say 10 or 20 ft. long, as when a shorter chain, say
from 2 to 4 ft. in length, is used ? We have agreed to
submit this question to Coal Age for their explanation.

iiiiiiiiiiiiii

mi

i

iiiimiim

in

mm

iiiiin

iiimmimiimim

i

i

iimimiii

I

1

i

on the irregularities of motion between the mule and the
car, which is similar to the effect produced in the operation of a belt-driven fan.

:

Ch.VRTEI! SUBSCRIBKIi.

Scranton, Penn.

Before attempting
is

well to consider

answer a question of

to

some

this kind, it

of the conditions affecting prob-

lems of a similar nature. It is a matter of common ob.servation that a mule, haulage engine or locomotive is
able to haul a greater load, once started, than what the

same power

is

of loaded cars

link couplings
stiff

known that a trip
when loose chain or
used between the cars than when
employed.
The obvious reason for

able to start.
is

more

are

couplings are

In reply to the question, therefore, we would suggest
important factor, in the use of a short

that the most
chain,

the

him

to

from the

pull to lift the car

track.

Extracting the Fifth Root

It is well

easily started

downward

pull exerted on the mule, which
maintain a better footing on the road
and the compensating connection between the mule and
the car, afforded by the driver standing with one foot on
the short chain. The short chain also acts to steady and
control the motion of the car.
Moreover, the weight of
the driver on the chain destroys the tendency of the
is

enables

Will you kindly extract the

Age,

Sejat.

1912,

7,

come the
ond

and

it

is

necessary to over-

inertia of a single car only; while, in the sec-

case, the inertia of the entire loaded trip

to the

moving

is

opposed

force, at the start.

A

haulage engine often takes advantage of the slack
heavy trip, which it can
easily handle when once started, but the inertia of which
is too great for the maximum steady pull the engine
can exert. Experience has proved that a belt-driven fan
in the haiilage rope to start a

runs smoother than one direct-connected, owing to the
sag of the belt compensating largely for the irregulariFor a similar reason, an
ties of the engine and the load.
The compression of
air chamber is attached to a pump.
the air in the chamber assists the action of the pump by
maintaining a continuous flow of water in the discharge
pipe, during the period when the pump is reversing its
stroke.
By this means, the pump is relieved of the bur-

den of overcoming the inertia of the water column, at
the beginning of each stroke; and water-hammer, in the
pipe, due to the sudden arrest of the water, is avoided.
We have mentioned the foregoing conditions more for
the sake of information

and because

of

their

indirect

We understand the
bearing on the question in hand.
question asked by our correspondent relates to tiie ability
of a mule to haul a greater load with a short chain
than with a longer chair., after the load has been started.
There are two conditions affecting the answer to this
1. The sag and swing of a long rope interquestion:
feres with the steady i)ull necessary for the movenuiil oF
the load and

is

annoying

to

the mule.

2.

A

short

c

AssIS'l'AXT

re-

9,

Coal

FoKKMAX.

;

the tifth root of 3, proceed as follows:
2=
2
2
2
2

= X
= X

1'

X
X

•'i

X
X

=

X
X

(high)

:i^

=

(hnvl
Since the given number. '>, lies between 1 and ^2.
Therefore, the
fifth root will lie between 1 and 2.
quired root is 1 plus a decimal.

To

1

1

1

1

1

2

X

X

2

X

2

X

3

=

1

Hi

2X2X2X1X1=
2X2X1X1X1=
2X1X1X1X1=
The

last

add the

product being

its

re-

less

(liifrh)

S (liiKli)

tlian

-t

(high)

2

(

low)

the given

several factors together and divide by

2

+

1

+

1

-;-

1

+

1

^

^

liftb

root

of the given

correct to the

first

decimal.

Therefore, the
is

Ii

j^

•">.

number,
Thus,

.,

o

5

which

1

find the first decimal figure, |)rocecd as follows:

nuniiier

is

1.3,

To

find the second decimal figure, proceed as follows:
Divide the given inimlier by the fourth jmwer of the
root thus far found, and add the quotient to four times
the said root, and divide the sum by 5. The quotient will be
the fifth root of the given number, to two decimal places.

Thus,

_3
1.'2*

downward ]ndl on the mule that enables him to
maintain a firmer foothold on the road. When a short
chain is used, the driver usually stands with one foot on
rting himself

in

Find two numbers whose fifth powers include the given
the fifth power of the one being greater and that
of the other less than that number.
Thus, to extract

number

hain

by placing one hand on the mule and holding to the car
In this po.sition. the weight of
with the other hand.
the driver, on the chain, exerts a compensating influence

and

California, Penn.

exerts a

the car and one foot on the chain, supi

.">

cxphiiiicil

:i;!;!.

p.

this is that, in the first case, the load is started in sec-

tions or one car at a time,

roots of

tifth

according to the method

spectively,

(4

X

3_
~ 2.0736 = 1.447
-I-

1.447

-|-,

whicii

1.2)

= 1.24

5
Therefore,

mal

The
iayl

V

•'

=

1.2

I

is

correct to fwo deci-

])laces.

i)

fifth

=

root of 9

1.37.

is

found, in the same mauiicr. and

COAL AGE
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Vol.

3,
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I
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Power

which mechanical energy

at

is

efTective

The expression

depends on three elements or factors

Power

is

of power, therefore,

namely, force, dis-

;

—
—

What is a horsepower?
Ques.
Ans. A horsejjower is an adopted standard for the
measure of power. It is the power exerted when a weight
of 33,000 lb. is lifted through a vertical distance of one
This power is expressed as 33,000
foot in one minute.
The same power (one horsepower) is
ft. -lb. per min.
exerted when a weight of 330 lb. is lifted through a vertical distance of 100 ft. in one minute, or 10 ft. in six secends; or a weight of 55 lb. lifted 10 ft. in one second.
The same rate of work is performed, per unit of time,
same power

difference between

when

is

a

work and power.
force

exerted

is

through a given distance, irrespective of time or velocity.
Power is exerted when that work is performed in a given
time. Power is work performed per unit of time. Work
IS expressed in foot-pounds, while power is expressed in
foot-pounds per minute or per second.
For example, 100 lb. lifted through a vertical distance
of 10 ft. ; or 10 lb. through a distance of 100 ft. or 1 lb.
through a distance of 1000 ft. represents a certain work
performed, which is expressed by 1000 ft.-lb. To perform
this work in one minute will require ten times the power
necessary to perform it in 10 min.; thus it requires a
greater power to perform the same work in less time, the
power varying inversely as the time.
Disregarding friction, what power is required
Ques.
to hoist 100 tons of coal per hour, from a shaft 500 ft.
;

;

—

deep?
Ans.

—^The work performed,

in this case,

is

=

X

X

100,000,000 ft.-lb.
500
2000
This work is performed in one hour. The work performed
per minute, or the power exerted, is, therefore,

100

122.1^2^22 =i,ooo,r,n.;+ft.-lb. per min.
This corresponds

horsepower of

to a

1,666,660

50.5 hp.

33,000
Qiies.

— Disregarding

required to
shaft 400

Ans.

8%

lb.

pump 300

what horsepower will be
water per minute, from a

friction,
gal. of

deep ?
gal. of water is practically
The weight of
The weight of water lifted is, tlicrel'ore, in this

—

ft.

1

case,

300 X ''^^:'i
The work performed

=

then

2500

X

400

V!.")0I1

in

=

II).

per min.

raising this water 400

1,000,000

ft.-lb.

ft.

is

= 30.3 hp.

—

Ques. A boiler is to be run under a pressure of 100
to the square inch ; to what hydrostatic pressure should
this boiler be subjected in order to test its safety?

lb.

—

Ans. The hydrostatic test is not applied to boilers to
determine the degree of safety. It is applied for the purI'ose of showing any leaky joints or revealing other structural defects in the workmanship.
For this purpose it is
customary to subject a new boiler to a hydrostatic pressure 50 per cent, in excess of the proposed working pressure.
For a working pressure of 100 lb. per sq.in., a new
boiler should be subjected to a hydrostatic test of, say, 150
lb.

per sq.in.

To determine

the safety of a boiler

it

must be subjected

by a competent man, and must fulthe requirements determined by a computation based on

to a rigid inspection
fil

exerted, in each case.

— Explain the
performed
Xns. — Work
Ques.

refjuired

33,(J00

ex-

tance and time.

arid the

performed each minute, the
is

1,000,000

relates to the

exerted.

emplified by a given force acting through a given distance
in a given time; or a given force moving at a given rate
of speed or velocity.

is

horsepower

in nuniiig.

as

in

liite

Since this work

Mining

in

— Define the term power, used
mining, the term power
Ans. — As used
Que».

the strength of the material
of the boiler.

To

and manner

of construction

subject a boiler to a hydrostatic test ex-

ceeding 50 per cent, of the proposed working pressure
would, generally, strain the parts of the boiler and weaken
its condition.
The hydrostatic test is regarded as a test
of workmanship, rather than a test for safety.

duplex
— Explain the advantage
one having two
Ans. — A duplex engine
Ques.

of a

over a sin-

gle hoisting engine, in mining.
is

cylinders.

In

such an engine, the cranks on the main shaft are set at
right angles to each other, so that the engine has no "dead
center."
This is an important feature in a hoisting engine, in mining, where it is necessary that the engine
shall be able to start promptly and pick up its load without difficulty. This cannot be done with a single engine

happens to be on dead center, or near that
In hoisting practice, it is customary to calculate
the size of" the en"-ine required to perform a certain work,
on the basis of a single cylinder. This always gives an
excess of power, which is imiwrtan*' in hoisting.
Ques.
For what reason shoulil a boiler have a good
if

the crank

point.

—
—

water circulation ?
Ans. -The principal reason for this requirement is to
provide an even distribution of the heat throughout the
bulk of the water, in the boiler, and thus accomplish a
more uniform generation of steam and avoid likewise any
unnecessary strain on the parts of the boiler due to alternate expansion and contraction arising irom a change in
In other words, a good water circulation
temperature.

maintains a uniform condition in all parts of the boiler.
What weight of coal, per horsepower jier hour,
Ques.
will be required in operating a tubular boiler, in com-

—

mon

coal-mining practice?
Ans. In mining practice, an ordinary tubular boiler
from
\\ ill require from four to six pounds of anthracite, or
five to seven pounds of bituminous coal, iicr horsepower
per hour. dei)ending on the quality of the coal and the

—

manner

of firing.

February
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Washington, D. C.
The Senate has passed a bill extending the time for the
survey, classification and appraisement of the surface of
the segregated coal and asphalt lands of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations in Oklahoma, which contains the follow-

nnmnininniiiiniiinn

I
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with caved material, and several days will
probably be required to reach the men.
Nine men were
entombed in this mine three weeks ago, eight of whom were
rescued after being imprisoned for 40 hours.
fur several feet

Antbraclte StrikeH

ing provisions among others:
That the act of Feb. 19, 1912 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at
Large, page 67). as amended and supplemented by Section
IS of the act of Aug. 24, 1912 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at
Large, page 51S), is hereby amended to provide that the survey, classification, and appraisement of the surface of the
segregated coal and asphalt lands of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations shall be continued in the manner prescribed in said acts, except as otherwise provided herein, and
shall be completed not later than eight months from the
date of the approval hereof, such appraisement and classification to be made by the appraisers appointed by the President Nov. 25, 1912. or bv their successors in office, at a compensation of not to exceed $15 per day each, with allowance
for actual and necessary expenses. including transportation,
not to exceed $5 per day each, to be determined by the Secretarv of the Interior.
Sec. 2. That said survey, classification, and appraisement
shall be made under such regulations in such manner as may
be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and the disposal of said lands, including purchases by holders of coal or
asphalt leases, may be proceeded with when and as the appraisement of the several tracts shall be completed.
A bill reading in part as follows has been introduced in
the House by Representative Foster and referred to the Com-

Strikes are on at tour collieries in the anthracite-coal
region. In Nanticoke nearly a thousand men are out of work
as a result of a dispute between the workers and the Susquehanna Coal Co. The men claim that the company ordered
representatives of the union off the company's property, and
they are determined that this action shall be repealed. Until
it is they say they will remain idle.
The breaker hands at the West End Colliery are on strike
The trouble arises from the time of blowing
at Mocanaqua.
The first whistle is not
the first whistle in the morning.
blown until 7.15, and the men and boys are not paid for the
extra quarter of an hour.
At the Lytle and Pine Hill Collieries, both subsidiary interests of the Pennsylvania R.R. Co. west of Pottsville, the
rockmen have gone on strike. They claim they are not receiving the full wages decided by the agreement entered into
between the miners and operators last spring. A request for
an increase of 10 per cent, has been refused by the company.

mittee on Public Buildings and Grounds;
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to enter into a contract or contracts
for the erection and completion of fireproof laboratories and
other buildings suitable and necessar.v for the investigations
of the Bureau of Mines, on a site hereinafter provided, in the
city of Pittsburgh. Penn.. within the total limit of cost here-

At a meeting of the conciliation board, held in WilkesBarre, the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. was ordered to
pay its contract miners 61c. per yard for cutting top clod
The company claimed that they
4 in. and over in thickness.
were supposed to pay only when the thickness exceeded 6 in.
All back claims are also to be paid to the men.
The same
company agreed to have two kinds of explosives at the Lance
Colliery for the men to determine which is the better for
their work.
The employees of the No. 7 Colliery of the Susquehanna
Coal Co.. who have been on strike because the company refused to allow the grievance committee to examine the union
buttons of the men, were ordered back to work. The board
has never made a ruling on this question, and it was decided
that the men should return to work, and present their case
in a proper form at a later date.
The grievance of the contract miners of the Hollenback

*

inafter fixed.

That the said laboratories and other buildings shall be
constructed under the supervision of and in accordance with
plans and estimates to be approved by a board consisting of
the Supervising Architect, the Chief of Engineers of the Army,
and the Director of the Bureau of Mines, and shall be so constructed as to cost, complete, with the necessary railroad
sidings, approaches, plumbing, lighting, heating, ventilating
and hoisting apparatus, and other necessary appurtenances,
not to exceed the sum of $500,000. of which amount the sum
of $300,000 is hereby appropriated and shall be immediately
available for the preparation of plans for said laboi-atories
and other buildings and for carrying forward construction
work: and the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
to employ, withnut regard to civil service laws or regulations,
and to pay for. out of this appropriation, such architectural
or other technical services as may be recommended by the
above board to aid in the preparation of the plans and specifications and to supervise the construction work herein provided for.
Coneerninf;: .\laHka ConI IjiinilN
Senator Jones, of Washington, has offered the following
bill in the Senate relating to the establishment of coal-land
titles in Alaska:
That every person who located or entered, or attempted
in good faith to locate or enter, any coal land in Alaska under
the coal-land laws of the United States prior to Nov. 12. 1906,
and whose location or entry thereof has been suspended, contested, denied or canceled by the United States, is hereby
authorized, at any time within one year from the d.ite of the
approval of this act. to bring a suit in <'quity against the
t'nited States, in any court of competent jurisdiction in the
district where the land is situate, to quiet his title thereof:
and if. upon the trial of such cause, it shall be found by the
court upon the evidence that the said locator or entryman had
complied with the coal-land laws of the United States up to
the time of the suspension, contest, denial, or cancellation of
his location or entry, such location or entry shall be reinstated
by order of the court, and the locator or entryman may
thereupon complete said entry by making the proof required
to the court.

A

of similar character has been offered in the House
by Delegate AVlckersham, of Alaska, but this measure eontains the following proviso in addition to the main ti'Xt:
That either the locator or entryman so bringing said suit
or the United .States may appeal said cause In the manner
provided by the laws relating to appeals from said court:
that if the final decree of the said courts shall be In favor of
the said locator or entryman a patent shall be Issued in the
usual form, conveying the said land to the said locator or
entryman: that If the final decree of said court in said cause
shall be in favor of the United States, the said locator or entryman shall be held to have no right to or equity In said
land, and his location or entrv shall be canceled and held for
bill

naught.

WILKKS-HARRE, PEIVN.
Three men were burled beneath a rush of coal and rock
East Lehigh Colliery, at Tamaqua. A 15-ft. gangway
leading to the place where the men were working Is filled
In the

The Meetiner of the

Colliery of the L.

&

VT.

B.

Cti

C.

uiliati

Co.

Board

was ordered sent

to the

umpire by President Dempsey. The miners want 20c. per
for mining rock, and the company offered 13c.
The
umpire will decide the question. Relative to the grievance
of the employees of the South Wilkes-Barre Colliery of the
L. & W. B. C. Co., the board decided t« take further testimony, and probably render a decision at the next meeting.
The contract rock miners of the Laflin Colliery of the D.
& H. Co. presented a grievance In which they declared that
foot

they received only a 5 per cent, increase following the recent
award, though the coal miners received the full 10 per cent.
The ease will be given further attention by the board at the
next meeting.
A grievance was presented by the contract
miners of the Seneca Colliery of the L. V. C. Co., at Plttston.
The men ask 50c. per foot for removing rock and bone.
The miners from the Drlfton district ask for 61c. a foot for
removirfg impurities in the vein. These cases will also be
discussed further at the next meeting.
Itllne

CaveM

Wilkes-Barre and Scranton have been the scenes of serious mine caves during the week. Twenty houses were damaged in West Scranton by a surface disturbance caused. It is
claimed, by a cave In the workings of the People's Coal Co.
The cave affects properties on Lafayette St. to Price, North

Main St. and North Hyde Park Ave.
The workings of the Hillside Coal & Iron Co., at Cork
Lane, Plttston, settled and caused considerable damage,
affecting several houses and breaking the water pipes of the
Spring Brook Water Co. Officials of the company have warned
the residents to be on the lookout for more caves as the
workings are still settling.
Fully a score of houses on North Pennsylvania Ave. and
Wyoming St., between Chester and Ralph Sts., In WilkesBarre, were damaged by a surface disturbance caused by mining operations at the Dorrance Colliery of the L. V. C. Co.
The majority of the properties are not affected seriously.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

—

Seminole There was a strike at the Shawmut mine a
short time ago and no coal vas mined for a period of four
days.
The disagreement is said to have arisen from the
fact that some of the employees were working longer hours
than prescribed by the union. The matter has been settled,
however, and the men have returned to work.
Tamaqna Little hope is entertained by The rescuers at
the East Lehigh colliery for the safety of the three men entombed Jan. 22. It is believed that they were caught in the
The character of the
fall of top rock and killed instantly.
debris which must be removed Indicates that it may be a
week before the bodies will be reached.

—

the surface.

— The

State Railroad Commission has recommended that the rate per ton for coal from the Clearfield
region to Lancaster and points between Harrisburg and
Lancaster should not exceed $1.40 per gross ton. This ruling was made in the complaint of the Manufacturers Association of Lancaster against the charges made by the Pennsylvania R.R. on bituminous coal.
Prederlcktown The bursting of a flywheel on a generator engine at the mines of the Clyde Coal Co. resulted in the
total wrecking of the generator and serious damage to the
A large piece of the wheel tore a hole in the roof
building.
and smaller fragments tore through the wall. The generator
suit of the
supplied light and power to the mines, and
The
down.
accident these latter will have to be
cause of the accident is unknown.
Xantlcoke Seventeen men had a narrow escape from
death at the No. 4 Slope of the Susquehanna Coal Co. at Nanticoke, when a trip of three cars in which they were riding
Seven of
to the surface broke loose and ran down the slope.
The accident was
the men were injured, three ser-ously.
debecoming
manner,
caused by the rope, In some unknown
tached from the cars as they were ascending a slope about
traveling
after
derailed
The cars were
4500 ft. in length.
downward about 200 ft., and the ten men who remained in the
cars were injured considerably less than the seven who
jumped from the trip when they discovered their danger.

Harrisbnrs

Germany

—

Berlin In Haselbach, near Altenburg. a burning subterranean coal deposit has just been discovered. The whole town
stands above the burning coal field. For some time several
of the larger houses of the place had to be repaired because
of the mysterious cracks in the walls.
Finally the architects
decided to drill into the ground to ascertain the cause. They
came upon the burning coal field less than seven yards under

—

—

PERvSONALS
W. M. Whitmore, a coal dealer
ill

Dayton,

of

O.,

is

seriously

at his home.

John P. White, of Oskaloosa, la., president of the United
Mine Workers of America, has been reelected president of
the organization over A. Bradley, of Mt. Olive, 111.
Frank
Hayes,

CoUinsville, 111., was
opposition.
Edwin

reelected
vice-presiPerry, of Oskaloosa,
secretary-treasurer by a large majority.
On the auditing and credentials committee John J. Mosson,
of North Lawrence, Ohio; Albert Neutzling. of Glen Carbon,
111., and William Dondaldson, of Dubois, Penn., were elected.
Three tellers were elected: William Young, South Fork, Penn.;
Thomas Paskell, Shawnee, Ohio; Thomas Holiday, Granville,
111.
Twenty-one candidates were in the race for delegates
to the American Federation of Labor.
The following were
elected: John P. White, John Mitchell, Spring Valley, 111.;
Frank J. Hayes, CoUinsville, 111.; John H. Walker, Springfield.
111.;
William Green, Coshocton, Ohio; Duncan McDonald,

J.

la.,

.

of

He had no

dent.

was

reelected

Springfield, 111.; Adolph Germer, Belleville, 111.
The
elected officers will be installed early in February.

newly

Bituminous
Charleroi Five hundred miners employed in the Jumbo
mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., near McDonald, have gone

—

on strike because the company officials refused
charge three nonunion men employed at the mine.

WEST

to

dis-

VIRGIXI.V

Charleston— District No. 17 of the United Mine Workers
its convention here by the passing of resolutions
denouncing a martial law regime.

wound up

ALABAM-V
Birmingham

— The

Alabama Consolidated Coal & Iron

Searles Mine, which has been idle
The
put into operation at once.
mately 1000 tons per day has been
made
Iron & R.R. Co., and will be
product ovens at Corey.

Co.'s

for several months, will be
entire output of approxisold to the Tennessee Coal,
into coke in their new by-

OHIO

—

Coshooton Thirty miners, who were entombed in the
Tyndale mine No. 1 of the Columbus Coal & Mining Co.,
have been rescued through the alrshaft. Several of the men
were faint from exhaustion and foul air.
Columbus A hearing on the merits and demerits of the
antiscreen bill,' which provides that miners must be paid on
the mine-run rate in the Buckeye State, will be held during
the coming two weeks before the Senate committee on mining.
The bill which was introduced in the Ohio legislature by
Senator Green is bitterly opposed by operators in every mining section of the state. The passage of the bill will mean
a long fight between miners and operators Apr. 1, 1914, when
the present mining scale expires.
Operators gathered at Dennlson, Ohio, recently and claimed
in case the bill became a law all of their operations which are
valued upward of $2,000,000 will be dismantled.

—

IXDI.VN.V
Princeton Coal Co.'s mine has been shut
fans can be installed at the bottom of the air
The mine, worked at 440 ft., is one of the deepest in
shaft.
the state. Two hundred miners are employed.
Terre Haute Fifteen hundred miners who struck in the
Clinton field, returned to work, pending negotiations by
their officials for redress of their grievances, chief of which
was alleged unsatisfactory train service to and from the
mines.
Princeton

Jown

— The

until

—

ANNALES DES MINES DE BELGIQUE — Tome XVII

4-me

livraison, 1912.
366 pp.. GVixlO in.
Paper. L. Narcisse,
4 rue de Presbytere, Brussels.
This section of the government mining annual contains
"The Iron Ore Problem in Belgium," by A. Delmer, "The
Coefficient of Safety of Hoisting Ropes," by F. Herbst, republished from "Gluckauf," "Ankylostomaisis in the Sicilian Sulphur Mines" from the "Rassegna Mineraria," "General Rules
for the Use of Electric Machines and Transformers (except
Locomotives) Adopted by the Belgian Committee of ElectroTechnology, Session of Feb. 20, 1912."
This is followed by the statistical section, relating to the
mining and metallurgical industries and to boilers, engines,
Reports are made on underground haulage by storageetc.
battery locomotives, mechanical coal cutting, lining a shaft
with reinforced concrete, safety forms used during shaft sinking, a method of hauling excavated earth from a spoil pit for
use in flushing, a bucket for removing earth, installation of
electric signals at shafts and Nellen's elastic metal mine
posts.

The book

is

completed by a series of cross-sections of

strata in the Hainault coal basin.

PUBLICATlONvS RECEIVED
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE MINE INSPECENDED NOV.
TOR OF NEW MEXICO, FOR THE YEAR
Bv Rees H. Beddow. state coal mine inspector,
30 1912.
Gallup. New" Mexico.

Paper. 6x9

in.;

35 pages.

The report is the first made under the law regulating the
operation of mines for New Mexico, approved June 13, 1912,
and made operative 90 days later. Rees H. Beddow was appointed the first state coal mine inspector, succeeding Jo. E.
Sheridan, who was mine inspector under the federal government.

The report is a brief summary of the 52 coal mines in the
of which reported to the mine inspector, 16 failed
any report and three other mines are reported not

state, 33
to make

working. Beside the usual statistical tables, the report contains a brief summary of mine inspections made by former
Mine Inspector Sheridan, from July 15 to Oct. 30, 1912. The
report also contains the New Mexico mining law

V
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1,
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their coal docks and many contracts have already been let
fur the same.
contract has been let recently for a new
dock for the Berwind Fuel Co., which will have a capacity
of 800,000 tons.

A

OBITUARY

—

Ton-nsend. W. Va. A large power plant is now in the
course of construction on the south side of the Kanawha, at
Cabin Creek Junction.
The foundation has been laid and
practically all the frame work is complete.
The West Virginia Power Co. is said to be the chief company promoting

new

the

enterprise.

—

Morganto^vn. \V. Va, A company of Ohio coal operators
is preparing to open up a tract of 140 acres of the Pittsburgh
seam of coal just below Lowsville, together with a 90acre tract of the Sewickley coal at Rivesville, along the
Buchanan & Northern R.R. An uptodate mining plant is being installed at Watts, and it is reported that the Ohio
firm will mine the coal on a royalty basis.
Franklin, Penn. The Pennsylvania Southern R.R. pro-

—

poses to construct eight miles of new track, which will cut
the distance between Franklin and Clarion from 60 to 39
miles. Valuable coal deposits are being developed along this
line, and it is stated on good authority that a new coal
company, having 2000 acres of the best coal land in Clarion
County, is being organized, with offices in Franklin.

—

Soottdale, Penn. It is expected that the Hecla-Baggaley
of the West Penn Railways Co. will be completed by
of the lesser surface grading has been done
the larger cuts has been started.
Steel
for the bridges is being delivered and ties and rails have
been ordered.
This road will furnish train service for
nine coke towns, with a population of 15.000 or more, which
are now virtually cut off.

line

June 1. Most
and work on

—

EdWAKD
Edward

L. WOLFORl)

Wolfoid, probably one of Indiana's most prominent coal miners, died at his home Jan. 12.
A strange
coincident arises in the fact that his death occurred within
a few hundred feet from the spot where he was born
July 7. 1861.
The history of his life is interesting. After receiving his
early education, Mr. Wolford was attracted by the mining
business in the locality of Linton, Ind. His executive ability
soon drew attention to himself as a wizard in organization
and development.
In 1892 he entered the Island Valley Coal & Mining Co..
His
acting as treasurer until the business closed out.
next position was that of secretary of the South Linton
Coal Co., of which concern he was also a proniirient stockholder and general manager.
Mr. Wolford was one of the original promoters and organizers of the Black -Creek Semi-Block Coal Co., and was
secretary-treasurer of this company until the time of its
merger in 1906. When the Linton Coal Co. was organized
Mr. Wolford became general manager. Later in the organization of the United Fourth Vein Coal Co., he demonstrated
his keen executive ability and won for himself the lespect
of all In the coal mining business.
Through the achievements of Mr. Wolford this company
effected the consolidation of 6 other companies, together
with Itself, at a capital stock of $1,000,000. Mr. Wolford became president and general manager of this concern and remained in that capacity until the time of his death.
He is survived by three sons and a daughter.
L.

Pittsburgh. Penn. It is rumored that within the next
three years 10,000 new coke ovens will be built in this territory, to meet the constantly increasing demand for coke
from the Connellsville region. A secondary purpose is said
to be to offset the number of ovens that have been abandoned
because of exhaustion of coal in that region.

The Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co. has planned for 250 new ovens
near Marianna, and the Pittsburgh-Westmoreland Coal Co.
contemplating the addition of many hundred ovt-ns in its

is

20,000-acre holding.

Ky The Mingo Coal Co.; capital stock, $1500.
Incorporators; John Reese, Mollle Reese and Mossle Reese.
WilllamHliurg, Ky.— The Bank Coal Co.; capital stock,
$6000: to purchase or lease coal lands and engage in operating.

—

l.ouiN,
St.
Mo. The Briquette Coal Manufacturing Co.;
capital stock, $100,000. Incorporators: J. Carlton O'Neal, D. E.
O'Neal and Virgil Turpln.
Phvenlx, .VrlK. The Black Pine Mining Co.; capital stock,
$1,000,000: to deal in coal and the byproducts thereof, together with other minerals.

—

new

Jnhnntown. Prnn. The Fallen Timber Coal
is almost completed and it is expected that coal will
shipped within a few days.
The company will employ
about 150 men.
KuDkln, III
The new $12,000 coal dock, of the L. 13. & W..
Is now completed.
It Is built entirely of steel and Is run
engine.

It

Is

the

only

one

stock,

Mo

.$10,000.

The Ratlcan Coal & Contracting Co.; capiIncorporators: I. C. Muckerman, Wm.

Ratlcan.
KnnMaN City, Mo. The V. McDanlel Fuel Co. has been
incorporated here, with a capital of $4000, by V. McDanlel,
G. L. Staufter and Charles Hayward.
P.

J.

—

Co.'s

be

—

stock,

—

Ratican and

tipple

by a 12-hp. gasoline
kind on the system.

capital

.MlrtilieNhnro,

St. l.oulM,

—

Co.;

—

Tenn. The Hickory Creek Coal Co., capital
stock, $30,000: to develop coal lands.
Ottumt%a. la. The Trio Coal Co.; capital stock, $10,000; to
mine and sell coal and operate coal mines.
Knoxvllle,

tal

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

The Summers Coal

Henryetta, Okia

$50,000: to develop coal lands.

of

Its

Miller Grove. III. The new coal chutes which were being
erected by the Fairbanks Morse Co., at a cost of $45,000,
have been completed and the machinery for hoisting the
This newest chute Is said to be the
coal has been installed.
best nf its kind on the Frisco System.
Various coal companies at the head of
Diiluth. Minn
the Lakes are making preparations for the enlarging of

—

III.
The Meadow Grain & Coal Co.; capistock, $12,100; to deal In grain and coal.
Incorporators:
John Streld, Andrew Bailer, and Emanuel Oyer.

Bloomlnetun,

tal

—

Franklin, Penn. .Application will be made by George C.
Miller, Dennle D. Mallory, (lordon F, Proudfoot, John B.
.Moorhiad and James .S. Carmlchael. Pensy Coal Co.
VuHtIn, Tex. The LIbby Manufacturing Co.: capital stock,
Incorporators; L. C.
$50,000: to mine and sell lignite coal.
LIbby, W. H. Seay, P. M. Fleming.
Principal office at Mount
Plea.sant, Titus County.
.Srrnnton, Penn. Charters were granted by the state department In Harrlsburg to the NobU—WIIllams Coal Co. and
the George D. Fuchs Co., both Incorporated by Scranton men
and both capitalized at $5000.

—

—
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Cleveland, Ohio The Balkan Mining Co., mining and
dealing in iron ore and coal, etc.: capital stock. $300,000.
Incorporators: G. W. Cottrell. C. G. Roads, I. L. Evans, Henry

Dodge and Gustav von den Steinen.
Hamilton, Ohio The Hamilton-Otto Coke Co.. ot Hamilton,
Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital stock of .$700,000,
The incorporators are
to mine and deal in coal and coke.
J. C. Thomas, E. M. Peters, E. C. Seimer, John W. Linfert and
G.

—

Ramsey.

Rol^ert

—

Fairmont, «\ Va. The Karnak Coal Co.; capital stock,
$150,000: to develop coal and other mineral lands in Paw-

paw

Marion county. Incorporators, David Morrison,
J. W. Hayward, C. T. Porter, and G. D. Ewert, of Cleveland,
O.. and BI. T. Porter, of Lakewood, O.
New York, X. Y. The Socorro Mining & Milling Co.; capital stock, $2,000,000; to engage in all kinds of mining. Incorporators: J. L. Kauffman, B. Abbott, C. E. McMahon, M. A.
Lynch, and G. H. Fitzgerald. Principal offices at 165 Broadway, and chief works to be located in Socorro County. New
district.

—

Mexico.
Sugarcreek, Ohio The Sugarcreek Clay Product Co., of
Sugarcreek, Ohio, has been Incorporated with a capital stock
of $40,000, to mine and deal in clay, coal and brick and other
clay products.
The incorporators are Amra Hotchstetler, J.
M. Hotchstetler, E. E. Weaver, W. B. Hochstetler, and J. F.
Zahner.
Charleston, W. Va. The Thomas Coal Co.: capital stock,
$50,000; the production and selling of coal, oil and timber.
Incorporators: D. C. Thomas. Classton, Penn. J. W. Blower
and E. B. Graham, of Columbus, O. L. 6. Worsten and H.
D. Wilson, of Atherton, O.
The principal office and chief
works are at Seng, Logan county.

—

—

;

:

—

Joplln, Mo. A company was organized here comprised
of Webb City and Oklahoma mining operators for the purpose of drilling virgin land north of Hattonville, Okla.
A
lease on 500 acres near that city was taken by A. D. Hatten.
a local operator.
Local members of the coinpany. A. D.
Hatten, T. F. Coyne, and A. J. Mclnturft. will leave in a few
days for their property near Hattonville.

have sold

to

—

.A New York syndic.ite rias purchased
Macoupin County, Illinois, for $fi00,OOO.
Harlan Coal Mining Co. is reported to
the Clover Fork Coal Co. a tract of about 500

Harlan, Ky.

— The

acres of land.

Somerset, Penn.
ator's Special

—Lloyd

Agency

G. McCrum has opened the Operfor coal and coke trade in the Shafer

Block, Somerset, Penn.

$.=50,000.

St.

of

will be rebuilt at once.

Chleago.
tric

prize

—

III.
The fifth conference of the Western Elecsalesmen at Hawthorne was held at the Hotel

week

LaSalle during the

of Jan.

6.

—

Blrmln^cham, Ala. Margaret No. 3, the new mine being
opened up by the Alabama Fuel & Iron Co.. at Margaret, Alabama, will be ready to ship coal by Feb. 1.
Holflen. W. Va. The U. S. Coal & Oil Co. will add to the
equipment of its mines six 6-ton electric mining locomotives,
which have been ordered from the General Electric Co.
AVIndlier, Penn.
The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co. has
ordered a 4375-kv.-a. Curtis turbo-generator, which will be
furnished and installed in the company's power plant by the
General Electric Co.
CreMHon. Penn. The Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corpora-

—

—

—

tion will install in the power plant two 345-kv.-a., 2-unit, 3motor-generator sets and switchboards recently ordered from
the General Electric Co.

—

W. Va. The mine of the Lewis Coal Co., at
of Cabin Creels, which has been idle since Apr.
resumed operation, giving employment to about 500
miners and mine laborers.
Fairmont. \V. Va. The Consolidation Coal Co will equip
its collieries at McRoberts, Ky.. with five 10-ton 42-in. gage
electric mining locomotives.
The order for these machines
has been placed with the General Electric Co.
Hoovemvllle. Penn. Washington Custer, a prominent
farmer living in Shade Township, has disposed of the coal
under a large tract of land to the Loyalhanna Coal & Coke
Co., which is estahlishinc: n new mining town near Reitz.
ChnrleHton.

the

18,

Xo. 5

—

Colver, Penn. The Ebensburg Coal Co. has arranged to
to its power-plant equipment a 500-kw. rotary converter,
three lS5-kv.-a. and three 75-kv.-a. transformers, and switchboard apparatus. The equipment will be furnished by the
General Electric Co.

add

AVlIliamsburer,

Kj-.

— The

Appalachian Ry.

Co.,

Knox-

of

ville, Tenn.. has started the actual work of surveying the
line which it proposes to construct from Williamsburg, Ky.,
to Petros. Tenn.. a distance of about 60 miles, for tlie purpose of giving it access to a ricli coal section.

—

Birmingham, Ala. The byproduct coke-oven plant of the
Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co., at Corey, is now manufacturing 3000 tons of coke daily. H. M. Urban has been appointed
assistant general superintendent of the byproduct coke-oven
plant to succeed H. R. deHoll, who goes with the Inland
Steel Co., at Chicago.

—

Ne^v York, N", Y, At a recent meeting of the Executive
Committee of the American Museum of Safety, it was unanimously decided that the "Scientific American" gold medal
for the most efficient safety device invented during the last
three years, and exhibited at the Museum, should be awarded
to the Draeger Oxygen Apparatus Co.
Pittsburgh, Penn. The Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal &
Iron Co. will add to its power-plant equipment at Punxsutawney. Penn.. two 300-kw. rotary converters, two 7o-hp. and
two 100-hp. motors, three 75-kw., six 110-kw. and one 200-kw.
transformers, and switchboard apparatus. All this material
has been ordered from the General Electric Co.
Hazard. Ky. The first large operation in Perry County
field is being rapidly opened up by the Kentucky Jewel Coal
Co., which has leased from the Slemp Coal Co.. a good-sized
boundary for immediate development. The exact location of
the new plant is one mile east of Hazard, and it will be designed to handle a daily output of 800 to 1000 tons.
Jackson. Ky. The extension of the Louisville & Nashville
R.R. from Jackson, up the North Fork of the Kentucky River,
has opened up a heretofore entirely undeveloped and valuable

—

—

—

coal

territory.

Up to date, there are no operations in this field, but from
now on it is expected to be a factor in the coal business.
Chleago, III. The Consolidated Indiana Coal Co. announces that Frank Ragan has been appointed general sales
agent of the company, with headquarters at 139 West Van
Buren St.. Chicago. Customers and the coal trade are requested to send their orders and inquiries to Mr. Ragan.
\Vllkes-Barre, Penn. During the past week the Auchincloss colliery of the D.. L. & W. Coal Co. broke the colliery

—

record for the number of tons of coal loaded for transportaThe previous record was 1156 tons, but the new one
tion.
This is an excellent record for»
is 1226 tons of prepared coal.
an experimental colliery like the Auchincloss.
Roundup, Mont. Coal of a very fine quality has been dis-^
covered by John Davis on Horse Thief Creek. The coal seam
extends over an SO-acre tract belonging to M. M. Klein, and
A shaft
is all very convenient for loading cars on the spur.
100 ft. in depth has already been opened, and an operating
Klein
and
the
possible
on
rapidly
as
opened
as
mine will be
"

—

1^.

—

The washer of the Lumaghi Coal Co.. of
which was recently destroyed by fire, with a loss

Cantlne. HI.
Louis,

3,

—

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
C'i»nnollNvllle, I*eun.
"0,000 acres of coal in

Vol.

mouth

h.is

—

—

Davis properties.

—

Charleston. AV. Va. The New River Pocahontas Consolidated Coal Co. will equip its collieries with new electrical
apparatus consisting of an S50-kv.-a.. 3-unit. 4-bearing motor-generator set. a 435-kv.-a. motor-generator set, a 380-hp.
motor, and an electric hoist with control equipment, air compressor and switchboard. All the apparatus will be furnished
by the General Electric Co.
Hazard, Ky. The Kentucky Jewel Coal Co. has leased
about 500 acres of valuable coal land from the Slemp interests, and has started on the construction of a $50,000 plant,
from which they expect to be shipping from eight hundred
to a thousand tons per day, by early fall.
H. E. Bullock, who has made a success in the Jellico field.
construction and
will give his personal attention to the
operation of the plant here. The plans, as formulated, call
most scientific
best
and
only
the
using
for a modern plant,
methods of mining.
similar
to those
coke
ovens
Koppers
Mllke. Japan Some
employed at Gary. Ind., have been erected at Miil«e by the
has
which
dust,
with
coal
Mitsui Busan Kaisha to deal
The capacity of the plant, says the
hitherto been wasted.
dust
of
London "Times Engineering Supplement," is 300 tons
One
at one charge, and the time of coking is 26 to 28 hr.
ton of the dust is stated to produce 10.000 cu.ft. of gas, 65
to 70";'^ of coke. G% of coal .tar. and 1 to 1.3% of sulphate of
ammonia. Part of the gas produced is to be used in large
gas engines for the generation of electricity. Current will
also be supplied from this source for the lighting of the
towns iif Omutri and Miike.

—

—

.

Fel>rnary

1.

.
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GEXER

VL,

REVIEW

Cancelations of orders for anthracite are being received
such numbers as to cause some anxiety among the comThere is considerable coal moving, and while there
nothing as yet to indicate that any is going into storage,
continuation of the prevailing unseasonable weather conions is liable to make such a disposition necessary in the
Domestic consumers have certainly effected a
ar future.
eat economy in fuel so far this year, but February and
irch of the last two years saw a heavy consumption, and
sre are still possibilities of the market assuming rather
ave proportions yet.
However, conditions have been even
)re favorable than the most optimistic of the anthracite
jducers had dared hoped for, and it is hardly possible that
;re will be any real distress during the remainder of the
ison.
The trade is showing a direct reversal of form, and
Jullness more characteristic of June and July.
There seems to be plenty of bituminous coal for prompt
iding in the Eastern coastwise trade, and the market has
jwn a tendency to soften still further. Buying is limited
a confined mostly to the largest consumers, small buyers
pearing confident that the market will ease off still
The more popular grades are beginning to come
•ther.
•ough as the pressure is released, and the prospects are
iditions will shortly be more normal.
There are rumors of
nies.

above last year's figui-es, but buyers as a
e are holding off pending more settled conditions.
Eastern dealers generally are holding firm on the preiling high prices, appreciating the fact that once they
jtracts at

15c.

be difficult to restore them. In spite of their
however, slight reductions have occurred, and
re will undoubtedly follow in rapid succession, unless
re seasonable weather appears.
There are considerable
sold tonnages at some points, and buyers are showing a
al lack of interest in the market.
Prompt shipment is obnable in the Pittsburgh district at practically contract
ces, with the exception of slack, which brings a small
?mium; the manufacturing demand here has been someal less than was expected.
The unseasonable weather has had a disastrous effect
jn the trade in Ohio, and the shortage caused by the reit flood
is probably the only thing that has prevented a
lent break.
The domestic market is particularly weak,
lie
the steam grades are fairly strong, but showing a
idency to act in sympathy with the domestic. At Hampton
ads the continued warm weather, good loading at the
nes. and prompt movement by the railroads have softened
market, and prices are again off; however, contract
ces for the new year are fairly well established at 15c.
ir the prevailing circular.
There is a good healthy dend for the steam grades in the South, while the domestics
rather weak, but the mines are making record proje

off it will

it

efforts,

:tlons.

Quietness prevails throughout the Middle Western marsmall tonnages are being taken on contract, and a numof mines are shutting down.
There is less coal being
ight than was ever known in January, retailers appear to
heavily overstocked, and the only redeeming feature of
;,

I
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ket until the season is far enough advanced to show a more
settled outlook.
There continues to be serious interruption in all-rail deliveries from certain districts because of floods and slow car
movement. The market in that direction, therefore, shows
more life than at tidewater, and is likely to be more responsive to changes in the weather.
Nothing has been heard of
any canvassing for contracts for 1913-1914, but season prices
on bituminous all-rail will probably be out before long.
The anthracite trade shows almost a reversal of form.
Dealers are getting particular over the assortment of sizes
in their cargoes, and cancelations are reported.
Egg is in
long supply, and there is some trouble between the companies
who want to ship this grade and the dealers who don't want
to receive it.
Shipments are not any too plentiful, that is,
they would not be if we were having a normal January, but
the demand from the consumer is almost nil.
Retailers are
laying off men and teams and there is a lassitude about the
trade that is more characteristic of June and July. Premiums
are not heard of now, in the face of the companies freely
offering to ship on old orders during February.
There is a
marked change in that respect from a week ago.
Current prices at wholesale are about as follows:
Clearfields, f.o.b.

mine

Clearfields, f.o.b.

New York

Cambrias and Somersets,
Cambrias and Somersets,
Cambrias and Somersets,
Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,

New
New
New

f.o.b.
f.o.b.
f.o.b.
f.o.b.

3.15® 3.30

mine
Philadelphia

70®

I

1.80

2.90® 3.10
3.20® 3 35

.

New York

River,
Hampton Roads
River, on cars Providence
River, on cars Boston

3 00 and less
4.2S@ 4.50
4 35® 4.53
.

NEAV YORK
Bituminous

— There has been a slight

increase in the stocks

at tide water, and the market has shown a further absence
of strength during the week.
While quotations are being
normally held at last week's level, there are rumors of operators making sales at a concession of 10c. on the off grades,
with the better qualities still holding firm and difficult to
obtain.
This easing off of the situation continues to be
ascribed to the unseasonable weather conditions. Had it not
been for a pronounced shortage of equipment on the Pennsylvania lines, it is probable that this slump would have at-

tained even greater proportion.
A rather unique condition
pievails in transportation circles; the supply of equipment on
the New York Central has seldom been known to be better,
while the Pennsylvania is failing utterly to meet the demands
upon them for cars.
The weather continues to be the controlling feature in the
market, and an abrupt fall in temperature would doubtless
bring with it a sharp advance in quotations. There Is still
a scarcity of labor noticeable, but the men are working much
better, petty strikes are less prevalent, and on the whole production in Pennsylvania is on the increase.
V.'e continue New Y'ork quotations on the following basis
with the low-grade soft coals rather weak as noted:

•

trade

is

BOSTON,

Circular

.M.\SS.

market continues to soften and prices are still lower.
Hampton Roads there seems to be plenty of coal for
impt loading, and there Is only a limited amount of buying
the part of corporations and contractors who arc still
lind on their requirements.
Pocahontas and New River
reported to have sold at less than $3 f.o.b. for shipment in
next fortnight or so, several of the shippers having quietly
ced a moderate volume of coal.
The business for the
ment is confined to the largest buyers, for none of the
aller plants appear to have enough confidence in either a
ersal of weather conditions in February or in any higher
Thi.

ces than

Anthracite

the steam business.

are currently quoted to Justify taking on fuel
more than a month or so ahead.
For Inland dL-ttributlon, contracts are rumored to have
n closed at 15c. higher than the delivered price for last
ir and extending to Apr.
1, 1914.
The feeling Is, however,
t buyers are going to be diffident
about entering the mar-

Broken*
Chestnutt
Pea*

$5.00
5.50
2 75
Buckwheat** ...... 2 75
Buckwheatt
2. 50
Rice**
2.25
!

Ricct
1.95
Barleyt
1.75
* Scranton and I^ohigh.

—

Individual
OCilus.T.lO

6.00®0.15
3.75(«i4.35
2.75(ai2.80
2.40(n'2.,')0

West

Virgil
I, steam
_
FairRradcs, Penna..

Good grade,

.

Penna....

Best miller, Penna
Georges Creek

S3.05®3.25
3.15@3.25
3.30@3.40
3.40®3.50
3 SO
.

2.25(ai2.;iO

1.85(wl.95
1.25® 1.50
** Scranton.

t I.ehigh

and Schuykil

Anthracite While the demand for hard coal still continues greatly in excess of the production, operators are
slowly but surely losing control of the market, and providing
no abnormal weather conditions appear within the next thirty
days the trade will again be on a normal basis. Premiums
are still being offered on some grades, although not In such a
great amount, while, on the other hand, concessions below
circular are readily obtainable on other sizes.
Cancelations
of orders seem to be increasing, while operators are continually facing the possibility of being caught with heavy consignments of demurrage coal on their hands. Such conditions,
of course, have a tendency to force the market, with the re-
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suit that buyers feel much easier.
The smaller sizes are in
practically full supply, while sellers are almost to the point
of making concessions on egg in order to move it more
rapidly.
Work in the mining regions continues to be interrupted
by small strikes on the part of the miners. However, the
companies are getting a plentiful supply of equipment for

Operators are experiencing difficulty in getting
miners to produce the coal in quantities to meet an
easy market, and this would be much more acute should the
demand suddenly increase.
West Virginia companies are
doing everything to divert miners to their properties in that

loading, and production

state.

is

quite heavy.

ments are as good as they usually are in midsummer, and
roads seem to be able to supply all equipment desired by
operators.
sufficient

BUFFALO,

PHILADELPHIA, PEXN.
Cancelations are being received in depressing numbers,
and dealers whose orders were being pushed with the large
companies some weeks ago, are now tumbling over themThere is a noticeable fallselves to have them canceled.
ing ofE.in the demand for all sizes, even pea coal, which up to
active
demand, premiums being
week
or
so
ago,
"^vas
in
a
asked and freely given for reasonably prompt shipment.
Stove and pea were about the only sizes for which there was
any pressing demand at all, and even these are now becoming soft.
Of course, there is considerable coal moving, and
there is not anything as yet to indicate that the large companies are being compelled to stock, but a continuation of
the present unseasonable weather is likely to pave the way
for disposition of the coal into the storage yards.
However, that there is comparatively little coal in stock
at the various yards, and a sudden flurry of snow, combined
with a healthy fall in the thermometer, would likely bring
about a condition similar to that existing a couple of months
ago. Householders are economizing in their consumption of
coal, hoping that the present weather will continue until
The last two winters in this
spring, but this is doubtful.
vicinity has seen the heaviest snows, and the most strenuous
weather conditions during the months of February and
March, and it is not too much to say that the present light
requirements will not answer later on in the season. The
month of March, taking the last two years, has been as
large as any of the so called winter months, in the consumption of fuel, and if it is any criterion, the present

year will be the same.
There has been a marked reduction in the prices for bicoal, the market falling anywhere from 25 to 35c.
quotations of a week or two past, and unless there is a
decided change in the weather, this price stagnation is likeCar supply at the mines seems to be fairly
ly to continue.
good, and the market apears to be in a fairly acceptable
mood, although not insistent.

tuminous
off

PITTSBURGH, PENN.

—

Bituminous The market for prompt coal has eased off
more, and shipment is obtainable at practically the contract
prices, with the exception of slack, which frequently involves
a small premium. Production is ample for all requirements,
with a fair supply of labor and plenty of cars. Manufacturingdemand is somewhat less than was expected, and it is inferred
that the accumulating of stocks some time ago has operated
Regular prices remain
to decrease the demand at this time.
quotable as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and slack, $1.05: nut,
$1.25: mine-run. $1.30: 34. in.. $1.40; 1%-in., $1.55, per ton at
mine, Pittsburgh district.
ConnellNville Coke Under pressure of materially increased
production, coke prices have declined. Prompt furnace coke
has been available at lower and lower prices in the past ten
days, and late last week the decline was sharp, down to $3.50,
at which fairly satisfactory brands could be purchased without difficulty. The market holds at this level, but in some
quarters still lower prices are expected as conditions conThere has been
tinue unusually favorable for production.
scarcely any inquiry for contract coke, although there are
possibly some uncovered consumers who are holding off.
Occasionally cut prices are offered by producers, but in general a definite contract market has not developed under the
new conditions. Foundry coke is easier and more readily
obtained. We quote, with contract prices practically nominal:
Prompt furnace. $3.50; contract, first half, $3.25; year, $3;
prompt foundry, $4@4.25; contract foundry, $3.25@3.75, per
ton at ovens.

—

IIAI/riMORE, MD.

The continued open weather conditions again proved a
serious handicap to the local market and caused a marked
The
falling off in demand with a further drop in prices.
only thing which can give a better tone to the market is a
spell of severe weather, but the weather man promises no
relief in this
all

way.

The scale of prices for the week was about 10c. lower on
grades, and even then consumers were not particularly

interested.
Of course, the usual supply of coal is moving under conTrain movetract, and prompt deliveries are now the rule.

\. Y.

The coal market is quiet, due almost entirely to the
Everybody agrees that a good snowstorm would
firm prices and restore the demand in both anthracite and
bituminous. The weather has also assisted the railroads in
moving coal, and they have almost entirely caught up with
business, so that there is now some unsold bituminous at
weather.

various points for the first time in months. Certain enterprising jobbers have lately busied themselves picking up
what they could of this consignment coal and getting it off
the market.
The bituminous market has not broken to any extent, and
if
steady weather should set in at once the sag would
straighten out rapidly, for the consumption is as large as
ever and promises to continue.
Iron furnaces are running
full blast and the demand for all classes and grades of iron
and steel is as active as ever. The operators are doing what
they can to flood the market with coal, but are not able to
get much surplus as yet.
Everybody is anxious for cold weather, but none is expected for several days. This state of things affects anthracite most, but it slo"ws down business generally as well.
Already the complaints that the railroads are confiscating
coal have ceased and blockades are forgotten.
The bituminous trade is agreed that prices are at least
10c. off and not strong at that, quotations being $2.90 for
select lump, $2.75 for three-quarter, $2.65 for mine-run and
$2.25 for slack.
Coke is tending downward, though mainly
on account of excessive prices of late; quotations are based
on $6 for best Connellsville 72-hour foundry. Allegheny Valley coal is quite as active and strong as Pittsburgh, at about
25c. less.

The premium on independent anthracite is about 50c. on
stove and 25c. on chestnut, egg selling at circular at the
mines, with jobbers adding a little for their profit. It appears that the extra prices paid for this class of coal are
about at an end. which means that the large companies are
pretty nearly caught up with their orders and will remain
All complaint's
so till some actual coal weather appears.
from this or that isolated district of being out of coal hav.
disappeared.

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Mild weather has softened the coal trade in Ohio still
farther and as a result quotations took another tumble
Prices are weak generally, and particularly so in the domesDealers have large stocks on hand, and as a
tic grades.
In fact,
result are not inclined to buy to any extent now.
orders for future delivery, which were placed earlier in the
month, are generally being canceled.
The steam trade is still strong although quotations have
sagged considerably in sympathy with domestic coal. Manufacturing establishments are taking about as large a tonnage
as usual, although they are not stocking up any. Factories
engaged in iron and steel lines are the best buyers of steam
grades. The tonnage required by railroads is also large and
the freight movement is holding up well.
Production in the various mining districts of the Buckeye State has been hampered by lack of demand and, consequently, it is estimated that it is less than 50 per cent, of
normal. In the Hocking Valley the output was fairly large
In eastern Ohio steam
and somewhat above that figure.
business is good and there was a fair production, while in
cater
more
which
to
districts,
the domestic trade, the
other
output was low.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
Hocking
Domestic lump
?-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and slaek
Coarse slack

*1 Z^

1.50
1.35
1.20

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

Kan.iwha

$1 75

$1 65

1.40

las

1.20

15

110

1.15

1.05

1.00

.30

1

1

1

.

05

.

.tO

l-.W
1 25

SI

CLEVEL.IXD, OHIO
The unseasonable weather had a drastic effect on the market during the past week and prices fell off from 5c. to 10c.
The flood that devastated the
a ton on all grades of coal.
Ohio valley prevented a violent decline. A few weeks ago
high premiums were being paid, but with the stringency of
the car supply less noticeable, coupled with the spring-like
weather, premiums have disappeared and sales organizations

February

1.

are having
orders.

COAL AGE
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difficulty

keeping the

mines

supplied

with

the
this

Coal men are convinced that dealers have overbought and
do not look for an improvement in the domestic market until

weather arrives.
Wholesale quotations per short tons,

207

number of blast furnaces now In operation in
district.
The 1912 production of pig iron was consider-

record

ably higher than any previous year and an additional furnace will be blown in during February.

the cold

f.o.b.

mines, are as

follows:
i-in.lump

Freight rate

District.

Youghiogheny
Pittsburgh No. 8
Goshen No. 6
Coshocton
.

;

Mine-run

Slack

SI 00

SI. 30

$120

SI. 00

90
0.70
0.70

1.10

1.00
1.15
1.45

1.00
1.00
1.10

124
1.70

Pocahontas lump
is quoted at $2.50 mines.
sold at $2, run-of-mine $1.25, and slack 90c. at the
Prices
to $1.55, mines.

Massillon lump

and egg
mines.

is

Hocking lump has dropped

on furnace coke dropped to $3.25 f.o.b. ovens with about $1
added for foundry grade. Coal sales people are holding up
quotations on contract business, realizing that prices will
again take a decided jump upward at the opening of navigaThis will take a large tonnage off the rail market and
tion.
improve conditions generally.

H.VMPTOX ROADS,

V.\.

The continued warm weather, good loading at the mines
and prompt movement by the railroads have all contributed
to a still further lowering of tidewater prices, $2.80 f.o.b. iier
long ton being offered and sales made at $2.90 to $3.05.
Inland business is now being sought and some contracts have
already been taken from Apr. 1 to Dec. 31. The change in
the contract year has been determined upon so as to make all
contracts after 1913 effective during the calendar year. The
price of standard New River-Pocahontas coals on inland contracts seems to be settled at $1.25 per net ton, an advance of
15c.

over this contract year.

Now that the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. is open to the west
and the bridge that caused the diversion of tonnage is again
In service, the movement of Kanawha coal to tidewater has
about ceased. This is offered at $2.70 per gross ton and a
sale of 5000 tons was made last Monday at $2.75 less comLocal prices
mission, about $1.25 f.o.b. mines per long ton.
for the new contract year do not seem to have been settled
net
ton, f.o.b.
as yet, but they will probably be $1.25 per
mines, an advance of 15 cents.
for
contracted
The report that the Italian government had
200.000 tons of American coal has been confirmed and the enRoads.
Hampton
tire tonnage will be shipped from
LOUISriLLE:, KY. •
mild rainy, weather in this vicinity
has further depressed the market, to an unusually low point.
With several weeks of quite moderate weather, and small
demand for heating coal, the domestic consumption has fallen
The continuance

away

of

INDI.VX.VPOLIS, IXD.

The dullness of the coal trade here is the worst ever known
for January in the history of the industry. One operator who
hcis just returned from an extensive trip, said he found retailers' yards full and much coal on the road still coming
On
to them and that he expected to close down his mine.
mine shipments, operators can get out without a loss, but
those consigning their coal cannot get cost out of it. Operators say it is too late now to recover this winter. Retailers
bought heavily early in the season, stimulated by the car
sliortage. and are overstocked almost without exception.
The steam grades are much better than the domestic.
Factories are busy; but are using 25% less fuel than last
winter on account of the mild weather. Mines that can put
in half time or better fom now on will be in luck. Operators
are giving their attention now to selling for next season.
One of the novel situations is that five cars of anthracite coal
are held for demurrage at Columbus, Ind., and are offered
Indiana prices, f.o.b. mines are;
r.t a bargain.

Domestic lump 2 J-in

AL..\.

Coke is the most active commodity In this district. The
output at the present time Is above all previous high records
and bids fair to go still higher.
There Is an export Inquiry here for approximately 300 tons per day of smelter
coke and If this order Is secured It will take practically all
the available surplus; It Is reported that the figure asked Is
H, local ovens.
Some foundry-coke sales have been reported as high at $4.50 ovens for spot shipment, which Is
the highest price received for cok(- In this district since the
early part of 1907.
The steam coal and coke markets are being stimulated by

and
1

&

SI. 65

6-in

0.70
0.60

2.

.SI

.75@2.00
2.20

.

Prevailing prices at Chicago are:
Sullivan Co.

Screenings

continues and there is a growing
uneasiness among the domestic dealers and operators, lest
we should have no more real winter. There is a healthy demand for both steam and coking coals, and many mines are
producing record outputs. The market for these grades of
coal seems to broaden from day to day and the products of
newly opened mines find a ready market.

5-

ashed coal, Nos.
Brazil block

v.-

the mines.

The prices being quoted on nut and slack indicate pretty
Eastern Kentucky nut
accurately the state of the market.
and slack is selling at 90c. to $1.05. according to grade; and
western Kentucky is in good demand at 85c., while the Indiana variety, which is usually not wanted here, is being
offered at about the same price.
Eastern Kentucky block

still

Domestic lump

Screenings, No. 4
.Screenings No. 5 and 6

Dealers say they are lacking in storage
for anthracite coal.
Smokeless mine-run is firm at $1.50@1.60, while lump
space.
and egg is selling at from $1.75 @ 2. There has been a reduction of between 5c. and 10c. a ton in mine-run and steam
lump coal of the Springfield variety. On account of a small
production of lump, screenings have advanced from 5c. to 10c.
a ton. Prices in the coke market are steady, but there has
been a decline in the volume of sales. Gas-house coke has
been cut to $5.85. Fair prices are being paid in the West
for splint coal in box cars. There is comparatively little demand for Hocking Valley coal, prices remaining close to $1.75,

Mine-run

niRMINCJHAM,

2.5

mines have closed them down and a number of lines, which
have been purchasing coal under a maximum and minimum
contract, are now taking the minimum.
There has been an increase in the cancelation of orders

year.

The warm weather

00

I

<H!C'.\nO
Quietness prevails in both the steam and domestic coal
markets in Chicago. Several railroads operating their own

4-in.

can be had for $1.75@2; lump, $1.65®) 1.75; round, $1.50@1.65;
and mine-run, $1.25.
Indications are for colder weather, and this seems to be
But
about the only salvation for the coal interests here.
even If the entire month of February should be genuinely
wintery, this will be poor consolation for having lost practically all of the fall and early winter through a car shortage, and the month of January by unseasonable weather.

I

1.30
1 40
1 50

Egg

Dealers report that their supplies are all but untouched, and that their sales are hardly
25 per cent, of what they usually are at this period of the
to practically nothing.

$110

No. 4 mine-run
Nos. 3 and 6 mine-run
No. 4 steam lump, 15-iu
Nut, No. 4

lump

Egg
Steam lump

Springfield

Clinton

W.

Va.

S2.62
$2 32

Domestic lump

$2.27

$3.80

2.52

2.07®
1

.

77

@

2.17
1

.

87

2.02
1,87
1.62 (a) 1.67

2.17
1.97
1.62

3.55

@
@

4.05
3^65

—

Coke Prices asked for coke are: Connellsville and Wise
County. $6.50@6.75; byproduct, egg, stove and nut, $5.75@6:
gas house. $5.85.
>IIIVNE.\rOl.IS-ST. PAl'I..
Twin Cities and in the country has done
and while not rushed, he is enjoying
business,
a nice, steady
a steady trade and will make money befo-e the winter Is over.
as has beek the general condiquiet,
The wholesale trade is
tion ever since the record-breaking mont^- of November. The
does not r^em to make Its apweather
much hoped for cold
pearance, and coal men. while trying t^ keep a stiff upper Up
with thii th-."-.ometer registerdiflicult
very
and smile, find it

The

retailer in the

ing 50 deg. above zero.
Prices on all grades of coal, with the possible exception
of hard coal, are weak. This includes soft coals at the docks,
which are reported below circular, as well as Illinois and
Eastern grades. Demurrage coal Is to be had at low prices,
this being a secondary consideration If the coal can be moved.
Smokeless is sold at the docks for from 25c. to 50c. below Jan.
1 circular.
Franklin County lump, egg and No. 1 nut Is selling at from $1.40 to $1.50. and Cartervllle In the same sizes
Is quoted at $1.40.

DETROIT. MICH.

—Detroit

dealers and steam consumers have
two w<>eks than over any similar
period for the past two years, not even excepting the summer
time.
About the only thing worth featuring In the market
here today Is the scarcity of the slack. This perhaps Is duo
to the floods which have made It Impossible for the railroads
to handle cars, thus necessitating the shutting down of some
mines.

nttiimlnouH

bought

less coal In the last

COAL

20S
The

local

market

is

quotable on about the following basis:

W.Va.

Gas

Splint

Lump

1.35
1.35
1-50
1.10
0.90
1.00

Egg
Nut
flump
Mine-run
Slack

.

...
1.10

Hock-

Cam-

Pitts,

ing

bridge

Xo. 8

1.40
1.40
1.50
1.10

0.90
1.00

1.00

1.10
1.00
1.00

1.10
1.00
1.00

PocanoDtas
2 00
2.00

Jackson
Hit.

2.23
2.25

1.25

Open

—

.VntUracite The movement of anthracite is still slow and
should the extremely cold weather which "w^as promised, materialize, the supply in the local yards "would soon be ex-

hausted.

—

Coke The demand for this article is falling oft rapidly.
Some of the local ovens are still shut down. Connellsville is
$4. .Solvay $4.25. and Gas House 54, f.o.b.

being reported at
ovens.
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The Car Situation
American Ry. -Association reports surpluses and shortages
coal equipment for 2 weeks ended Jan. 15 as follows:

:
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Arnold Bennett, the famous English author, who

made

recently

a short visit to the United States, has

been writing his impressions of us for one of the leadmonthlies.

ing

One

these

of

articles

contains the

United

else in the

the efficiency and fearful universality of

is

tlu-

telephone."

Mr. Mine Operator, do you think that sentence
equally applicable to the telephone service in the

is

We

average American coal mine?
if

why

not,

But

think not.

not?

We'll let you answer that

if

you can.

We'\e heard

we

are

still

you reverse the question and ask why telephones

man

mines, ever\^

in or

reasonable answer.

out will give you a prompt and

But

if

you press the matter a

further, you'll probably find that

tle

hazy as to what constitutes

lit-

your informer

is

efficiency in tele-

phone practice.

We

once heard an operator expatiating on the

effi-

and dependability of his mine- telephone system.
A few weeks later circumstances led us to make a trip
through one of his mines and out of .curiosity, we investigated the telephone system.
Here is what we
observed.

of

of a

headings turned

left

main slope with long

off at

regular intervals.

right

Some

these headings were several miles in length,

and

they were served with electric haulage locomotives.

The telephone system inidergroinu! consisted
Ihree

phones one at the
:

first

of

of that

roadway.

When
liearing

(5

please,

is

tance of a regular worker,

who could be depended

to hear the telephone signal bell.

In an office building the boss
his affairs as to

who

can't so regulate

be within hearing distance of his

tele-

phone every minute of the day feels justified in employing an office girl to assume such service; if he has
a few assistants scattered around in adjoining rooms,
he supplies each of their desks with phone extensions
and push buttons and bells. He could summon any
of these subordinates

by simply opening a door and
that when the phone saves

why do

even these few steps?
In our friend's coal mine, to

summon an

assistant

Ring, ring, ring,

until someone happens to answer.
Then order that
someone to go to the face of one of these cross-entries

matter of possibly one mile), as the assistant

(a

re-

ported earlier in the day that he expected to be there.

Perhaps

traveling a

A

be found there, perhaps not.

he'll

what chance would tlic workers at the
depended upon some one
mile to warn them?

In case of

fire

their escape

if

large coal-mine organization which has once be-

come accustomed
would no more be

to

an

efficient

telephone system

able to operate without

it,

train despatcher be able to handle his trains

son

may seem

little

a

little

exaggerated at

than a

without

This compari-

first

blush, but a

consideration will overcome such an impression.

The

train despatcher has a lixed

number

of trains

operating on a fixed schedule and passing at fixed pass-

pair of entries, one about

midway down the slope and one near the face

intries

\„

keeping in touch with them by wire.

The mine consisted

untnir

iiiiiiiiiuii

phone bells were useless. If you
an extreme case, begin to observe if vou
how few mine phones are within hearing dis-

face have

ciency

and

iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiii

requires the following operation:

should be "fearfully universal" in and about our coal

a little

miiii

side gathering trips, the

in

the dark.

luiiiiiiiiiiiinininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

liJl;!

beckoning, but

plenty try to give a reason but, frankly,

If

S.

think this

and frightens the backward Euro-

strikes

pean almost as much as anything
States

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

upon

following

"What

m

FKBI.TAIfY

would not require telegraph communithem if the schedules were always main-

ing points; he
cation with

tained

— how

often are they maintained as a matter

of fact.'

mouths of these
motormen were within

the locomotives were at the

waiting on empties, the

distance of these phones.

When

thcv were

in-

How

often are the mine foremen and his assistants

able to carry out an entire day's

previously arranged schedule'

work according

to a

•J
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS

I

I

InniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiu^

we

see the subordinates infused with a
toward the other departments, and there is
absence of the esprit de corps, with the result that

Moreover,

Co-operation

hostile feeling

By
Those of

who

^is

K. L. foLi;

a total

are employed in the eoal-mining in-

there

dustry are continually having the cry of economy dinned
into our ears, until it forms a part of our very l>eThere is also the demand for the elimination of
ing.
And our superiors have pro\ided
wasteful methods.
elaborate accounting methods, so that we are at all times
confronted with statements, proving that the cost of production is one that requires constant vigilance on the
part of all, to insure maximum results with minimum

It
of
to

not necessaiy for

department
most prone to stand on his "dignity," and
who is first to take offense when he meets the head of another de])artment "trespassing" on what he consider^
his "private domain."
Have you clearly and forcibly impressed on the mimls
of your emi)]oyees that their salary, as well as that of all
others, is payment for services rendered to the same em-

who

is

And

jiloyer?

that to be guilty, even in a small meas-

ure, of refusing to cooperate with

nothing short of larceny
under false pretense.
is

Concerning Conservation

it

was trustee to posterity for the

coal within

Xo man.

:

much

that

is

totally

and forever

lost.

We

When

this

country must be appalling.

•Dacono. Colo.

It is certainly

i>f

humanity,

him more than

going to get

is

he can

sell

it

for.

he encounters such coal in his mine he is going
to leave it there
and tliis coal generally is in such shape
that its future recovery is impossible, and if it is not
taken out with the rest, it is gone forever. This is good

—

enough for the operator, as it cuts down his average cost
and enables him to make more money than he otherwise
would. It is good enotigh for the consumer, as he gctchea]H'r coal

Who

!

mines of

just for the love

out coal that costs

don't believe

you have the right to spoil what will be so valuable and
necessary in just a few years, and we are going to try
to find a way so you won't want to do this.
"So we are going to tax yon for what coal you don't
That is, of course, within certain reasonable limits.
get
If you lose coal in your mine, you are destroying this
state's wealth, and so you will pay hack what you have
And if you can't operate your coal mine
lost for us.
under these conditions and make money, fhen your ininp
never .'<liouhl have heen opened, and this will compel you
to close down until such a time that coal will be worth
more money to us and we can pay you such a price for
it that you can afford to fulfill our conditions!"
The amount of coal left and ruined each year in the

Coal

of

continue.

boundary, and said to the coal-mining man
"Xow, friend, we have come to the conclusion that you
can do differently and a lot better with these mines of
yours. We don't like the way in which you are gouging
out the best and cheai)est portions of our coal, leaving
so

money

unfortunate, and to a large extent unnecessary.
This
loss, liowever, will continue to be excessive just as long
as the pre.seut economic conditions of the coal business

Has it ever been ]u-o]H:)sed that the state should lax a
company for coal left and rendered inaccessible in a
mine? Suppose for instance that some state took tlie
its

your fellow employees

Is in fact recei'^ing

^

W. SillTll*

AliSdX

coal

notion that

The reader needs
own department and. if

to the sins of omission, or commission, of the

tagonism, higli and wide, between those wlio are supposed
to work together for the interests of their employer.

t

to cite instances of this lack

stand on their so called "'dignity."

liead

rises a wall of an-

Hy

me

Idward the heads and employees of other departnicni--.
Troubles in industrial work are nearly always due

one phase of this proijlem, whereby the
cost' of production is enhanced, though even the most
elaborate system of accounting fails to show the large
This is the lack of thorough colosses thus sustained.
operation between the heads of the various departments.
Too often the men who are charged with the management of departmental work are prone to guard with zealcus care, what they are pleased to term "the encroaching
on their territory," by the heads of other departments.
I'hey frequently remark, in the presence of subordinates,

and there

is

cooperation, where heads of departments are prone

lie is candid, he will often be obliged to admit that tlie
absence of discipline is but the reflex of his own attitude

is

their opinion of the offender,

falling off in the efficiency of the en-

only to study conditions in his

expenditures.

But there

marked

a

is

tire organization.

was

—

for the time being.

it

said.

"After

us. the

deluge I"?

Is not

thi>

our attitude?

A

sinking fund

Would

is

good policy

in

most any

business.

be ami.«s for the people of this state to curtail
their profits to a slight degree, so that their busine.ss
might he greatly prolonged ? Eeal patriotism is not in
or even for our
living only for ourselves and for today
it

—

children

lake
.

it.

just
is

for tomorrow.

Practical

a real patriotism, indeed.

conservation,

1

It is as intimately

associated with the future welfare of the nation, as pre-

serving the integrity of this republic.

stronc

men have

offered

up their

And

a great

many

lives to the future of

Fchruarv
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scarcely think of con-

We, today,

United States.

this

servation as being so serious a matter.
Could a state administer successfully a law imposing a

tax of 15c. a ton on all coal lost, destroyed and rendered
Would it be
unavailal)le by the operating company?
to do so?
inipracticaliie. unwise and uiicoiistitutioiial
'

Possibly.

what would

Oiif i-au i)lainly see, however,

lie

some

of

roults in the coal world from such a measure. First
Later on cer])robal)ly, the price of coal would go up.
tain mines would shut d<iwn. Tlic coal jiroduction of the
whole country would decrease to the resulting economic
ih

lialaiice.

mines, operators would

the coal

in

begin

to

sjjend

and explosion
And they would begin to get
proof and trouble proof.
within what the law considered reasonaout all the coal
luouev

nuikc

to

their

mines

fireproof

—

Instead of seeing ten million tons in a property, the
owner would see fifteen million tons, and he would

something wrong with tlie air current, and on investiga"nipper" or doorboy has left his place
and gone in on a trip with the driver, leaving the door
open, as he expected to be gone but a short time. Does
the forenuin discharge him? Very seldom; he needs doorl:)oys, and the next oiu' would probably do the same thing.
So the boy is let oH' with a reprimaiul, and threatened
with dismissal if the olb'use is repeated. Such things do
not make for a good standard of disi'ipline, and thus go
far toward rendering the mines more uii.-ai'e than (!iey
would be if all rules were enforced.
Nor is the trouble wholly with the workmen. The
Lorenuiu, in a hurry to go from one section to another,
will ride up a slo))e in a mine car, instead of having the
man-cars put on: or be will ride on an electric or air
motor: either of which acts would be sexerely censured

tion, finds that the

if

perpetrated by a workman. And yet, how can he exthe miners to wait I'oi- the nuui-cars, or to walk a

ble.

|K'ct

His nu'U would live in better hou.?es.
They would
Tliey would work under safer conditions.
have instructions in careful mining, and as their skill
And, above all, no longer
grew, so would their pay.
woidd they work for their bread in daily danger of their

the

build accordingly.

Tile price
l)ay for

pay

it.

foi-

them s]iells ruin to the company
and the public would
of coal would go up
Why, (iod bless them, of course they would

disaster to

lives, for

it

I

—

By

r>Y

Pi;\xsYLv.\.\iA 1-]xgineer

.\

Nearly every time we pick up a table of

this

is

enfoi-ce(l

in

mining

statistics

giving

mined and the

thousand men employed, we are sure to see a
column comparing the United States unfavorably

with other coal-producing countries.

why

so, is

Among

the reasons

the fact thai a more strict discipliiu-

the foreign count

o])erations.

I'ies

Discipline

is,

is

than in (Uir own coalby all odds, one of the

most important factors in the safe operation of a coal
mine: and tiiis means discipline not oidy for the mine
workers, but also for the ollieials. of whatever slanding

may

they

he.

miner was judged
which he cut his coal and loaded his quota
of cars for the day.
Haste to linish the shift, however,
nearly always entails a baste in which there are apt to be
infractions of the mine rules and the mine laws which
mean increased danger, not only to the otfending miner.

Not

so very long ago, the worth of a

by the time

but

in

to his neighbors.

al.fo

How

often do the foremen and tircbosses, in their daily

examination of the workings, find little infractions of the
law which may lead to serious consequences, and pass the
matter over with a slight reproof? Frequently the miner
is found making a cartridge with a lighted lamp on his
lieail, instead of kce])ing his ligiit five feet away.
He is
not discharged, as he should be, but is given a lecture and

same thing. The foreinflicting a more serious

the next time proi)al)ly does the

man

than in this country. We must, then, enforce strictly
both the mine laws and the special rules of our collieries,
aiul nuike the men, of all classes, understand that any
deviation from these rules means instant dismissal.

Cutting the Price of C^oal

Discipline

of

the death rate per thousand tons of coal
rate per

manway, when they see him ti'a\el in
mine cars?
The strict discipline existing in European mines is one
of the reasons for the decreasing death rate, even though
the working conditions are said to be more dangerous
long, roundabout

I

The Value

parallel
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excu.ses

himself for not

punishment i)y saying that if the man were discharged,
he w(udd find work immediately in a near-by colliery,
and as men are needed in his own mine, he might as well
keep him.
Often the foreman,

in

walking through the mine, finds

A

PKNXSYi.VAMA

1

.\SPI-.(
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AVe are often surprised to find that men, as intelligent
as the coal operators of the present day, are continually underselling one another; in fact, cutting each
other's throats.
Every person interested is asking someone to explain how he can make a fair |)rolit on his investment.
If these

same operators would gi\c

the matter just one

hour's thought, each anil ('wry one would ani\e

same conclusion; namely,

at

the

must he sold at
a .standard price which will give everyone the lair |M-olit
for which they are continually clamoring. This can nc\er
le accomplished as long as coal is sold at llie mine.
There must be a fixed price for the dilTcrent grades of
the product at every market place.
If one concern has all the necessary timber on its pro|)crly to operate its plant and can ])rol)ahly sa\e two or
three cents on projjs and mine ties, it is so much to its
aiKantage. and means so much more [)rolit on each ton
of coal mined, if coal is sold at a fixed price.
Other operators are interested in steel mills.
They
figure that they can get their rails at a lower cost than
other coal companies.
This is all well and good but
that

all

—

coal

—

making that profit the difference in cost of
steel paid by them and tJie other com))any
they sell
their coal just that much cliea])er and the others must
do likewise. Then tlie\ wonder why the ])rice of coal is
instead of

—

not higher.
is
It
11
is
all
up to yoii. Mr. 0|)erator.
you who
must get busy,
"^'oii
cannot look to some outsider to
drop in and show you how to run your business. Do you
icalize that there would be just as much coal consumed
if the prices were three or four times wliat they are at
present?
The operators must get together; they, and
they alone, can remedy the low prices.
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The Bering River Coal
By W.
,-<YXOPSIS

— The Bering

Eiver coal

field is

shut in by

Cunningham Ridge it may be equally fhiclr. The
folding and faulting are considerable and the volalite content changes rapidly from east to west.

parts of

coal lield lies north of

Controller

and the Bering Eiver, and extends some 20 miles
in a northea.sterly direction from Bering Lake on the
west to the Bering Glacier on the east and south. The
iEartin Eiver Glacier and the Chugach Mountains lie to
The accompanying map gives
Ihe north of the iield.
the position of the prosjoected areas in which coal has been
found, which is of g(K>d grade and in beds of sufficient
i5ay

thickness to warrant working.
C'oAr, IX

The

coal field

is

See Fig.

Cold

Alaska

not for the excessive rainfall, it would be possible to carry
on mining operations the whole year round. While there
is occasionally a heavy fall of snow, which would seriously interfere with cutting and handling timber and performing other outside operations, yet there are many
.seasons when the fall of snow would be of no consequence.

Only
The

(j9

Square Mii.es of Coal Laxd

Bering Eiver region does not exceed 430 square miles, of which 6H square miles are underlaid with coal or at least consist of coal-bearing formatotal area of the

1.

Stoi!A(;k

practicably surrouiided by lofty, snow-

mountain ranges and extensive

clad

Xo. 6

K. CiiA.NK

high ranges of mountams and large glaciers. It ovly covers 69 square miles, but the total thichness of the beds
in the Carbon Mountain district is 75 ft. and in some

The Bering Eiver

Field,

3.

fields of glacial ice.

but natural then that the climatic conditions should
be aifected to a marked degree by the close proximity of
such vast ice-bound areas. An annual precipitation, apIt is

proaching 150 in., is not uncommon, and this is practicdivided throughout the year, although the
summer months are probaldy somewhat drier than the
ally equally

other seasons.
practically isolated from the interior by
and nigged mountain ranges, which isolation
is so complete that moose, caribou and deer are not to be
found here, and the smaller animals and birds are de-

The

t!ie

field is

glaciers

cidedly limited in variety.
to the north of the
have elevations of 6000 to 12,000 ft, and increase in height as they approach the coast, while the
mountains lying within the field seldom attain a height of
more than 2000 ft., although occasionally isolated peaks
have elevations of 2500 to 4000 feet.
Mountains of moderate elevation rise abruptly from
the flats and lowlands of the Bering River, and are cut
cations in which both swift mountain and glacial
i'y
streams are actively at work cutting the gorge deeper
and wider. Erosion is much more active below timber
line than abo\'e, due largely to the protection that the
rock masses receive from the moss which covers the moun-

The Chugach Mountains, lying

coal field,

tions.

1.

Plax Showing the Bering Eiver Coal FiHLn
AND Its Relation to the Coast Line
is gradually being
not probable that there will be any material

Wiiile the coal-bearing area

extended

it is

additions made.

According to Dr. G. C. Martin^ the area containing
can be subdivided into definite parts according to
the character of the fuel found. The anthracite and semianthracite coal are distributed over 26.6 square miles,
coal

tains.

Spruce and hemlock are abundant but seldom reach a
greater elevatiot) than 1000 ft., which is the normal timAbove timber, the mountains are covered with
ber line.
a mantle of moss and small plants, also in many places
with thickets of low bushes. Many flats or parks on the
summit of the mountains produce luxuriant growths of
low grass, whicli might furnish excellent feed for animals
wer(> it not for the exceedingly wet and marshy condition of the soil.

The average temperature
deg.,

FiG.

for this region

is

below 50

ranging from 2 deg. to 84 deg. above zero.
Tilning,

the

Penn.syl vania

State

Were

it

semibituminous over 20.2 square miles and there is an
area of 21.6 square miles probably underlaid with coal,
although the coal-bearing formations do not appear on
the surface.
^A1^ile the existence of coal in the Bering River field
was knovni at an early date to the Indians and possibly
to the Russians, definite knowledge regarding it does not
seem to have become known until 1S9S. when R. .\. Johnson, of California, learned of it from the Indians while
investigatinir the oil resources of Yakutat Bav and the re-

rollppe.
U. S. G.

S.,

Bull. No.

33.1,

p.

BS.

Ffbriiarv

COAL

1!M:5

,s.

about Katalla. Considerable prospecting was done,
and the Alaskan Commercial Co., now the Alaska Devel()j)niyut Co. was formed, being interested in both oil and
(oal.
The r-nal on Kushtaka Ridge was located by this
gioii

i-ompany.

Hkat

fkoji

1i;xi;oi's

Hocks Has Dkvolatilizku ihe
Coal

For convenience of discussion, the coals of

this

field

according to location rather than charalthough the kind of coal will be carefully desigThe five areas into
nated for each particular locality.
Carwhich the coals of this field may be grouped are
bon Mountain, Cunningham Ridge, Kushtaka and Carbon
ridges, the Bering Lake district, and Lake Tokun dis-

AGE
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That part of the field occupied by Carbon Mountain is
hundred feet higher than the other parts. It is
capped by a large mass of snow and ice. known as a
"slope glacier." There is ]irc)bably no pai't of the Bering
River field which has been incn-c ihoi-oiigblv and sysseveral

1

ematically prospected.

The northern

portion and the greater part of Carbon

Mountain contains beds

number

are a

will be considered

sion of the

acter,

probable that coal will

:

The order

trict.

which

is

kind.s

of

of these fields

is

from

east to west,

also the order of the occurrence of the different

coal;

namely, anthracite,

and

seniianthracite

•^emibituniinous.
]t is somewhat difficult to explain why there should be
such a wide divergence in charaitcr of c-oals as is fo\ind

while there

of anthracite coal,

of isohited portions in the southern exten-

mountains containing seniianthracite.

It

ultimately be discovered on

is

all

parts of the mountain, for the area is constantly being
extended by careful prospecting.
It is extremely cliflicull to estimate the iiunibcr of coal
i'cds occurring on Ciirboii Mountain, owing to the shape
and the exceedingly irn^gular surface formed by the enormous streams diverging radially from the summit and
fed by the capping of ice, also due to the ever-changing
dip and strike of the strata. While it is not impossible
to correlate the coal beds from the top to the bottom of
t!ie mountain from data obtained tiirough examination of
outcrojis, yet it would be very difficult and has not been
attempted.

Sevknty-fivk Feet of Co.\l on Cakhox ilofXTAix
]t

not

is

h()\ve\('r.

difficult,

to obtain

an approximate

estimate of the aggregate thickness of coal beds occurring
:it or near the base of the mountain.
As Canyon Creek
!•

apjiroximately straight, a line of sectioning could be

Such

taken paralleling that creek.

normal

a line

would be nearly

to the strike of the majority of the coal outcrops

thus preventing the repetition of coal beds unless a fold
was cross, in which case the fact would be evident from
reversal of

From

Some Badly DisTriiBED Coal ix the Cunning-

Fig. 2.

ham Ridge

clip.

all

there are

iiiroi'iHMl ion

(J5 ft.

or a total of

DisTiurT

available,

of seniianthracite

T'l

it

is

and 10

safe to say that

of anthracite,
present hx-ated

ft.

of workable coals at

ft.

along the lower part of the mountain and

two extremes

in the

planation

based

is

of ibis field, particularly

supposedly greater

on

if

the ex-

intensity

of

earth movements.

Dr. Martin' holds that the rocks of
*lie antliracite region have been more closely folded, while
tbo'^e of the i)ituminous areas have more or less open

To

the writer a

more plausible explanation

the anthracite coals were
certain instances

intrusions

clo.se

were even

now forming

to igneous ma.sses

in actual contact

sills

and

dikes.

is

that

and

in

with igneous

These, though

masses of igneous materials. Further, there are
the bituminous area, wiiich have
undergone fully as extensive folding and faulting as any
l>art of the anthracite area, and yet the coal retains its
l)ituminous character.
This matter will be referred to
!.gain nnfler the head of occurrence ol' toals both in this
and the Malanuska fields.
nf larger

localities in the heart of

Xo

estimate of the (piantity of coal a\aiialjlc for min-

ing in

tills

field

will

be attemi)ted

in

this

t.ite

•IT.

same bed
other beds,

to tlie

information
s.

r:.

is

available.

s. Bull. 335.

p.

91.

of coal,

may

while others, which appear to be on

be upon the same, due to a
result of folding.

change in

Further,

di-

many

outcrops located arc of beds too small to be of any commercial value. There are, however, a iiuniber of coal beds
on this niiiuniain that range from 6 to 20 ft. in thickness,

which

ha\(' not

been located at the

CrN\iNi:ii.\M

The Cunningham

I'idgc

Kii)i:i:
is

ba.<e of

the mountain.

DisTidir

aliout

e(|ually

divided

be-

tween the seniianthracite and the semibituminous coals,
the former area being at the east end of the field. The
.«emiantliracite area has undergone extensive folding, as
is shown by the condition of the strata on the wall of the
See Fig. 2. From the summit to the base of the moiintain the strata have been so
folded and faulted that it is practically impossible to

canon facing Canyon Creek.

connection,

fad liiat the coal beds in many localities
exhibit a tendency to be quite varialile in thickness and
any estimate ba.'icd on tiie assumption that a uniform
bed will l)e maintained for a given deptli or area covered liy the seams will be of little value until more dcfiowing

Maps of tills mountain show a large number of outmany of which are evidently on the strike of the

are evidence of the comparatively close proximity

sinall,

this direc-

crops,

rection of strike as a

the structure beijig simpler.

fold.«,

in

tion.

trace!

the separate beds continuously for even half a mile.

The dip

of the strata

to south.

Under such

is

constantly clianging from north

conditions, particularly

when

ac-

by cross-folding and faulting, it is practically
a hopeless task to attempt to secure definite information
regarding the number of workable coal beds. Conditions
are, however, not so bad a mile or two to the westward,
and more definite information can be serured.
i()m)>anieil

V
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A L

Clear Creek extends in a northeasterly direction from
Kushtaka Lake and cuts through the center of the prodactive area of the semianthracite field. Pa.ssing up thi.-^
stream,

formations

non-coal -bearing

are

first

ti.'ming up the bed of the creek, the gorge becomes deeper
and the outcropping of coal beds can readily be observed.
Tt is not, however, until an elevation of about 650 ft. is
reached that coal is found in any considerable quantity.
Between elevations 650 and 800 ft., and for several luin-

dred feet along the course of the creek, extensive l)e(ls
of high-grade coal occur, standing at inclinations varyinu' from 4o (leg. In 67 (leg. with the lu.rizontal.

Which Mark Estimatkix Dikfutlt

serious difficulty arises, rendering the
estimation of footage of coal beds very uncertain. At the
locality where the largest amount of coal occurs, a fault
has displaced the beds the creek following the strike
The direction of
of the fault for considerable distance.
displacement is not vertical but makes an angle of about

Here again

A

Vol.

a

-\u.

6

Simple Electric Mine Signaling
System
By

'crossed

over, then a small extension of the semi-bituminous area
IS encountered, in which a -i-ft. bed of coal outcrops. Con-

LiKKGi-L.unTiK.s

AGE

Josici'u T)-Vxii;ls*

The accompanying sketch shows

a simple, economical

and dependable system of electric signaling. The current for lighting, pumping, underground and surface
This current is utilized
haulage is 550 volts, d.c.
tor signaling purposes in

&

the nuuiner to be described.

No.

12,

down

the slopes and suspended from small porcelain knobs

B.

galvanized-iron

S.

wire

is

carried

on plugs driven into the roof or fa.stened to posts on the
These wires are also carried into each level or gangway and a double-pole switch is provided at each level to
cut out the signal wires below that point.
In the engine room the current to operate the gongs is
supplied by shunting the ground light of a series of ten

fide.

line
/0-/0 c.p.
llOvolf lamps

;

with the vertical, thus the coal beds, while occurol' tlie creek, are not continuous, and
one must cross and recross the stream, often going a distance of several hundred feet, up or down stream, in order
4') (leg.

ring on both sides

examine the outcrops.
In estimating the nundicr of coal beds in this locality,
those on one side of the creek alone should lie taken into
to

consideration, those on the other side ig-nored.
jection that
is

might be raised

that the bed' on one side
is only 17 ft.

to this

40

is

Tt

the other side

ft.

is

method

The

ob-

of procedure

thick, while that

Tt has probably
the 40-ft. bed will maintain this width.
been thickened or masse by lie ni(i\ement of the strata
a contention that seems
that accompanied the faulting
I

I

—

to be borne out ljy examination of apparently the same
bed outcropping at a point several hundred feet uj) the
mountain and evidently in line with the strike of the 40ft.

bed.
If

self

this is correct the coal

into practically a

17-ft.

in

this locality

bed.

resolves

it-

Several thinner beds

occur at oi' near the source of Clear Creek and
The aggrealmost on the summit of the mountain.
gate thickness of coal beds as ob.served along the line
of Clear Creek is therefore 21 ft., of which 4 ft. is semibituminous.
T^assing to Trout Creek, which traverses the western
po'tion of the Cunningham T?idge. a number of outcrops
of excellent coal are to be found, which aggrega'j some
of coal

.r>5

ft.

in

thickness.

outcrops, which, as in the case of the Carbon Mountain,
have not been traced to a lower level. The ridge is quite
narrow, is practically devoid of vegetation, and it is, therefore, an easy matter to make observation on the oc-

currence of existing coal

beds.

From

north to south.

seams of coal of the fdllowing thickness were noted: 3 ft.,
m.. and
ft., making a total thickness
38 ft.. ;il n.
of 75 ft. within a distance of less than a fourth of a mile.
:i

The coal beds of the western portion of this district
Ktand at angles varying from a few degrees even up to
I

he vertical.

(To

1''ot;

hr rniiliniicf] in an ravlil issiiP)

Sicixalixg Svsti:m

16-cp., 110-volt lamps, as indicated in the diagram.
series of lights are in the

lamp bank

Twe

rheostat, thus pro-

viding for accident in case one series should burn out.
Two bells, a pilot light, and a testing switch are installed
on a board in front of the hoisting engineer. The bells
are so arranged that either one may be used, in case the
other is out of order, by simply throwing the handle of a

double-throw, double-pole switch. The pilot light is connected in parallel with the bells and burns brightly at
each signal, thus acting as a substitute in case the bell
The single pole switch, connected with the
tails to ring.
wires to the mine, permits the engineer to test the
signaling system from iiis station. Signals from the mine
arc sent by short-circuiting the wires in the slope. This
is done by means of a copper spanner of ample width, so
."ignal

that the trip runner can close the circuit without having
to get off the trip or grasp the signal wires in his hands.
The system does not require much labor, expensive ap-

paratus or material

ridge extending in a southwesterly direction
from Monument Mountain and forming a divide between
Trout and Clear Creeks, also contains a number of large

The high

:'.

Layoi't

on

doubtful, however, that

to

install,

and

its

maintenance

In case of any trouble
in the mine, short-circuits or broken wires can be easily
located and quickly repaired.

amounts

to ])ractically nothing.

Geological Siirvi-v olassifles land as coal land
the coal lies at what is now considered a depth
The character of the coal determines
The higher grade coals are
extent.
of SOOO ft., less is allowed for poorer
depth
allowed a maximuni
Lands underlaid with coal at a depth of 3300 or 4000
grades.
The amount of coal below
ft. are classed as "non coal" lands.
3000 ft. has not .vet been estimated, but it is without doubt
The coal above this depth is estimated by the Geolarge.
Less than 11 billlor
logical Survey to be 2000 billion tons.
A large part of the estimated 2'0(
tons have been mined.
billion tons consists of comparitively low grades of lignite

The

onl.v

V.

S.

when

niinable in this country.
the depth to a certain

•College of Mines. Seattle. Wash.

Fehniarv

COAL AGE

I!tl3
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Our Future

in the
By

SYXOP'^'I-'^
ant xiihjeel.

—

Tlie second of the serien on

F. R.

iiti/joii-

iliis
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Export Trade
The

—

The great coal basin of
the second largest in (Jreat Britain, con-

confined entirely to a

South Wales

study of Brilisli coals, inclhods of

niininij. (j)iatity. trans-

taining vertical strata

portation

and

ati/ses of Itie

A

ports; in
is

British product,

distiiiict'

between

the

of fiMiii

".'(I

tij

Welsh mines

t'aet,

Satisfactory anonly serions competitor

conditions.

niarkeliiiy

.American fuels, are

tlir

of

insfalliiienl

tin-

to obtain.

difficiill

."iti

inilc's is

the

aiid

nearly every coal

;ill

that iiitt'rveues

tidewater

field

t;liii)ping

in Great Britain

within that distance. This would seem to give the Welsh

II

Wales Coal Field

Soutli

is

This

—

Wadleigh*

covering

is

about

lii.ooii

alioiii

in thickness

fi.

and

xinarc indes.
It
i>
dnidcd bv
C:ermarthen Bay into two parts. The larger to ilic cast
into Jlonmouthshire i> -^li nuh's long, and the smaller
toward the Atlantic Ocean, i: miles long, and both cjf
them are about 1".' to 1(1 imlo aci-o.-s. Its general topography is not unlike thai "f llie \ew li'iver-l'ocahontas
field

90ti

— mountaiiKJiis and

The

ml

|]\

deep

\allcvs.

coals in this basin \a!-y considerably in cbai-acter.

an immense advantage in transportation over the
American product witli their oO(i- to -100-mile haul, part
of it through a mountainous country. This advantage is

coals prevail, while in the middle they are semibituinin-

Amerimmense ton-

ous but gradually turn lo aniliiacite in the west: it is
even found that scams in ilic -anie hill mav \arv from

coals

entirely overcome, however, by the efficiency of the

ican coal roads

and their

ability to handle

nages at low costs.

SotTH Walks Coals

from true

bituiiiimuis or gas coals lo anthracite.
This
variation usually shows rr(un cast lo ucsi in tlie east-, gas
;

bituminous to antliraciic. In the total area there are 7.")
seams of coal, Vi of them over
ft. in thickness, the latter showing an aggrcgaic of al)oni
ft.
The estimates
v;

•">

There has been so much loose talk and so tnany incorrect and misleading statements luiiile in the United States
trade papers, regarding Welsh and Cardiff coals that it is
advisable to give some information regarding them, the
beds from which they are mined and the different qual-

1

Royal ('oinmis>i,]n of

of the

gave the total available
ing the limit of depth

minimum

shotdd be noted that some of those from other
ports. .Swansea, .\e\vport and Port Talbot, are also of
first-class quality.
In addition to these there are also
many other coals in (ireat Britain that enter the export
coals,

it

markets and with which Fnited States coals must come
into com])etilion. some of them being nearlv equal in
quality to the best

Let us

first

Welsh product.

consider the liritish export tonnage and

how much of it is Welsh coal. The total exports from
Great Britain, in 1911. amounted to (jl,.5i)l),26() long tons,
vakied at $l?O,i)44,298.80, or an average of $2.64G per

see

Of

16,127,000 tons were exported from
from the other three Briti.sh channei ports, so that 24,900,000 tons may he taken as the
annual total exports of Welsh coal, leaving out the small
ton.

this total,

Cardiff and 8,74;j,00(»

Llanelly, \cath, etc. Of this total about 8,000,000
tons goes to countries where we can never compete, because of geographical and transportation reasons.
Of

]»ort.s,

the total British exports about
Soutli Wales.

.!:

per cent, comes from

This leaves 16,000,000 tons for the United States coals
they can do so. an uphill task and
one that has not yet been properly started. An old Spanish
proverb will apply here: "In .scratching and eating, everytliing is in *e beginning."
Currents of export trade once
well started, gather volume as they move
and have settled
channels.
Our attempts on this export market have been
spasmodic ami unsy.stematic we must overcome a bad
beginning and do our best to reverse or change the trade
;

Hank

working
al

2

t,n

Coal

Supplies,

unmincd

as 4(iOll
ft.,

coal, tak-

ft.,

as 21 .:m

'.'.

and

llu'

loii.dii

I

Beds of Coal Owiiii; lo llic \arialions nicnliciiicil aho\e
and to the great mi.xture of names, many seams lia\ing
different names in different localities, it is difficult to give
any general characteristics of the dilferent beds, exce])t
Most of the best grades of
however, come from the ICastern Miildle section, in East Glamorgan. io the north, which is about (if
as applied to given localities.

steam

coal,

square miles in area, in this section, along the .\berdare.
Rhondda and Mertliyr \allcys, is mined the majority

Welsh Admiralty coals, Xixoiis Xavigatioii. {'ernPowell Duffryii. Corys .Merthyr, Insoles Merthyr.
Penrikyber, Great Western Xavigatioii. (A complete list
of coals on the .Admiralty list will be found elsewhere.)
Analyses of Welsh Coals Before making comparisons
of the
dale,

—

of the aualy.ses of

Welsh

coals gi\eii below

and tho.se of
United States coals, it must he understood that it is dirticult to make any accurate and final comparisons, based on
actual analysis of the coals as sbipjied and on trials under
boilers.
There are comparatively \'vw puhlished analyses
and calorimeter tests of liritish coals and such as have a))peared seldom give any data as to Jiow samples were
taken
whether from coinmcicial shipments or fi-om the

—

.seams in the mine.

The methods of making and reixirling analv.ses also
and in many cases a different type of calorimeter
is used, making comparisons misleading; while the few
coni|)arative boiler tests that have i)eeii made between
United States and Welsh coals were often under conditions unfavorable to our product or else the figures were
open

to doubt.

Practically all of such tests have been
private intcre.sfs and the results have not been
published and are only known by the parties interested.

made by

The

British

series of tests

government has made no sucli elaborate
and analyses of their coals as has our gov-

ernnieut and as there

channels.
engineer. 1013

in

of

diifer

to displace, as far as

folk'^Va*"'""^

nmnagc

—

each.

There are different kiiuls and grades of Welsh or "Cardiff' coals and to lump them all together for purposes of
comparison, as has been frequently done, would be about
the same as putting all the Pennsylvania and West Virginia i>roducts in the same class. In speaking of the Cardiff

net

woikalile tlm kiu'ss

tons.
ities of

I'.ioi-.',

of

Commerce

specifications
Bldg.. .Nor-

in

is

Great

comparatively
Britain,

little

available from either of these sources.

little

buying on

infonnation

is

COAL
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Class "'A"

is

the oue that includes the best Admiralty
comparative smokelessness ; the

AGE
iliNiNG, Preparation, Screening

and the small coals coke and open out
burn more
By this coking and expansion into a more
in the fire.
or less cellular condition, better combustion resiilts and
freely

there is little loss through the grates; they can also be
burned with smaller grate area and less draft. It is these

Xew

River and Pocahontas
fuels most resemble in character, structtire and in burning qualities, and it is for the reasons given above that
they equal the Admiralty coals in the results obtained unclass

"B"

coals,

which the

der boilers.
TABI.K NO.

1.

ABC

ANALYSES OF NINE TYPICAL SOITH WALES

Most of the mines in South Wales are worked on the
or

single

system,

room-and-pillar

double,

local conditions.

Every

is

lumpy condition as
used for breaking down the coal, instead of explosives;
the hydraulic cartridge is coming into extended use, es-

out in as

where explosives are prohibited.
is dumped from the mine cars on picking
tables and screens, the greatest care being taken to avoid
i)reakage; it is then passed over screens with 1%-in. openings, that going over screen being the "large" coal, while
the portion going through is divided further by screening
pecially

The

coal

into the fnlldwing sizes:

.Sulphur
B.t.u. (calculated)

.

Inches

D

67.30
26.00
5 30

73.75— 73.75

82 50
12 50
4 on
1 OO
85
14.877

78.00
17 00
4 00
1,00
75

15.038

14.607

1.75
14.841—14,842

E

F

G

H

20

00— 18.00
5 00

83

I

S7 00
8 00

66 00
83 00
89.50
10 00
5.50
27 50
3 00
4 00
3 SO
3 .50
1.50
1.50
00
150
1
0.50
1.30
75
30
0.60
.Sulphur
14,620
14,981
14,614
14.763
14,364
B.t.u. (Calculated)
B, Cardiff Large, second
A, Cardiff Best Large; semi-bituminous steam.
D, Ronda No. 2 seam.
steam. C, Best Newport Large: bituminous steam.
G, Dry Steam. H, Anthracite. I. BasF, Gas Coals.
E, Ronda No. 3 Seam.
tard Anthracite.

70,30
25.00
3 50

Fixed carbon
Volatile

Ash

120

Moisture

researches of Professor Constaus and Dr. Sclilapthe Zurich Polytechnic, in 1909, give convincing

The
fer, of

rea.sons for the superiority of the coals with the higher
per cent, of volatile, such as class "B" and the Xew River
and Pocahontas coals. These researches have established
the fact that coals containing about 20 per cent, volatile
constituents, yield the highest temperature and best thermal efficiencies. The conclusion that coal which gives
the most satisfactory results in the calorimeter, because
it contains a moderate amount of gaseous constituents,
should also give the most satisfactory results in jiractice
under boilers, is confirmed by these studies and by actual
extensive experiments.

TABLE

NO.

2.

ULTIMATE ANALY.SES OF .MONMOITHSHIRE BLACK
VEIN COALS
Newport

Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Sulphur

Mynydd

Valley

84.91
5 33
3 27
1.61

.82.91

S3. 64

4 89

3 12
14,677

4 59
7 01
1.06
71
2 23
14,304

104

0.76

100

0.57

1

4 31

Ash
B.tu
Moisture
Note:

Western

.\bercarn

3 93

14,454

—

80
These are hard coals and stand handling

TABLE NO.

3.

11

Fixed

Volatile

Sulphur

85.50
Dry Steam
Best Monmouthshire Steam. 73. .50
Second Quality Monmouth72.80
shire Steam
83.30
Swansea Dry Steam
Cardiff

(Note:

.\ir

I'rofessor

12.20
17.90
11.00
20.50

21.20
10.00

.\sh

Moi.s-

B.tu.

turp

(Calcu-

90
1.20
70

70

2 80

0.70
0.80
0.80

3.00
2.00
2.20

(K)

1,5,197

130

3,50

1

20

90

2 60

I

(Kl

14,S71
14,812

1

14.971
13,064
14,996

dried coals, selected analyses.)

Constans

summins up the results
from a commercial standpoint,

states, in

of his experiments, that

where freight charges are at all heavy, short
flame coals, containing from 16 to 23 per cent, volatile
matter, will prove most ocononiical, because it does not
pay to transport either ashes or volatile matter that will
escape unbiiriit.
especially

1%

%
%

through

Inches

over
over
over

1 Vs

%
Si

At many collieries the small coals are washed, the nuts,
and peas being sold for .steam making or, mixed
with large coals, for ships' bunkers and the duff is used
As to what
in the manufacture of briquettes and coke.
we term run-of-mine coal, thea-e is very little shipped or
indeed taken from the mine. The British term "thro" and
thro'" coal does not have exacftly tlie -sauK, meaning as
our run-of-miue. "Wro't thro' " coal is our Tun-of-mLne,
while nearly all the thro' and thro' coal is made by mixing
large and small, at the d(K-ks, in proportions to suit the
lieans

buyer.
It

will

seen, therefore, that practically all of the

l)e

Welsli coal shipped

is

screened coal.

There are threa

descriptions of large coal, as follows:

— Screened the mine
— Screened once the mine and

Colliery Screened

Single Screened

only.

at

at

also

passed over one %-in. screen at docks, the latter process
taking out about 5 per cent, of the small coal.

—

Double Screened Screened at the mine and passed
over two %-in. .screens at the docks, removing about 8
jier cent,

As

small coal.

to difference in price, the "Single

Screened" coal

averages about 8c. more per ton than "Colliery Screened"
and the "Double Screened" 12c. more. The British export statistics show that most of the fuel shipped to coun-

where we compete is large coal, which, of course,
has at least one screening, over 1%-in. screens.
tries

TABLE NO

ANALYSES OF DIFFERENT W.\LES COALS

4

Volatile

lated)

83.40
Best .\dmiralty Steam
Second Quality Welsh Steam 77.20

1 "-4

well.

TYPICAL ANALY.SES OF SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE STEAM COALS
Carbon

Nuts, through
Beans, through
Peas, through
Duff,

125

120

modified by

made to get the coal
possible. Wedges are largely

effort

COALS (EVANS)
Fixed car'jon
VolatUe.
\sh
Moisture

and Lo.\ding

Conditions

coals, dtie largely to its

coals in class ''B" are just as high or higher in heating
value and are largely preferred to class "A" coals as they

Xo. 6

Vol.

Clvne \alley

,i-ft.

Seam

Fforchiven Steam

Glanmwrag
Great Western Forest Coal

Cwmnant

tJraigola

Seam

Pontardulais Smokeless

Merthyr

,Slantwit

Moisture Matter
Dry
29 90
0.70
10,34
1.56
14.52
1.16
10.04
0.68
11.34
0.81
17.72

(locks or piers at

.\]1 (if tiic

I

lie

Fixed

Carbon

.\sh

65.76
83.74
79 54

4 34

4.38

85.44
82.48
73.73

1.76
3.54
4.52
7.75

2.30

Sulphur
0.84
92

0.69
98
98
2 41

Welsh loal-lnadiiig ports

are equipped with special appliances for loading ships,

most of them worked by hydraulic pressure and having
various devices for preventing lireakage and for screening the coal nearly all of the liydraulic tips are eqnipi)ed
with anti-breakage boxes. The Lewis-Hunter coalin,g boxes
are considered the most satisfactory, as they not only
:

avoid breakage of the coal, hut do away almost entirely
with any trimming of cargoes. These boxes arc filled with
coal

(about 12 tons), lowered into the hatchway of the

ship and

when the

desired height

is

reached, the conical

»

Februarv

8,

C

1U13

A

I>

5279
4773
6715

A

tons
tons
tons

loaded
loaded
loaded

12
111

11

hours
hours
hours

8.

Payment

— The

Purchaser shall make payment as

fol-

—

Strikes and AccldentH In the event of a stoppage or
9.
partial stoppage of the Vendors' Pits, or any of them, or on
the Railway or Railways over which the Vendors' trafhc is
usually carried between any of the Vendors* Pits and the
place of shipment, or at the Dock named as the place of shipment or of a suspension of work by Trimmers or Dock, Railway, or other hands connected with the working, delivery
or shipment of the said coal or from any cause whatever,
whether or not of the same nature, the Vendors shall not be
called upon to deliver any coal during a total stoppage, and

Welsh Coal Coxtk.ut Fohm
South Wales and Monmouthshire coals, a knowledge of which is essential information for the United
States exporter of coal.

sellers of

5

—

lows:

the form generally used by the larger buyers and

TABLE XO.

the
per

—

record of 995 tons in one hour by fnur Lewis-Hunter

is

4c.

poses whatsoever.
Prioe The Purchasers shall pay the Vendors the price
7.
per ton for colliery screened coal
of
per ton
if single screened at time of shipment
per ton if
double screened at time of shipment.

cranes working one ship.

This

to

Quantity and Weight The Purchasers shall inspect the
6.
coal in the wagons on the tip-road at the place of shipment,
and any objection to quality or condition shall be raised before shipment, or be deemed to be waived.
The returns of
weight as ascertained at the Loading Tips by the Dock or
Railway Company shall be final and conclusive for all pur-

:

in
in
in

—

.">.

ton.

not compare with the records made Ijv the United States
piers, but they are able to do good work even along that
the following will show
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Whorfnee The Purchasers undertake to pay
Vendors or the Dock Company the usual wharfage of

bottom of the box is allowed to drop, dist-harging the coal
by sliding iu four directions. If it is desired to put the
coal only ou one side of the hold, the conical bottom can
be secured by chains for that purpose. Tliere are several
other loading devices at the British docks, but all of
them have one point iu common, the avoidance of any
breakage of the coal.* Of course, the speed of loading can-

line, as

AGE

A TYPICAL SERIES OF ULTIMATE .\XD PROXIM.\TE AXALY.SES OF THE WELSH.CO.ALS

The following analyses of Welsh coals are taken from Grecnevells ".Analysf s of British Coals and Cokes". 1907. the method of taking samples being specified
in only three instances, as noted; the others are picked mine samples and do noi represent the coal as shipped, as is shown by the analyses of Naval Merthyr coal,
the mine sample yielding 15,492 B.t.u. and the coai as shipped 15,199.
:
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Pump of D. L. & W. E.R. Co. at
Hampton Sump, Direct Connected to G. E.
Induction Motor
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A New

Small Steam Turbines
When running

areoinpaiiyiiig ilhi.stratiou sliows

Coal Company.
This machine was built
W'ilkes-Barre, Penn. The
base -18 in., the height is
The diameter of the
ill.
\'alley

the tractive

ett'ort
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Gasoline Locomotive

au 11-tou gasoline
locomotive drawing a trip of 18 foiir-tou cars up a V2
jier cent, grade at the Prospect Colliery of the Lehigh

The

is

by the Vulcan Iron Works, of
track gage is 42 in., the wheel
4 ft. and the width is 4 ft. 8
driving wheels is 21 in. and

4000

Operating at 600 r.p.m.

lb.

the engine will develop 45 hp. while the speed varies

hand-operated brake,
is provided with a

graph,

bell

to give

warning

turbine

of ap-

is

attention

When

used underground,

tiiis

bell

is

dispen.sed

an economical speed, the small steam

required, as the only lubricated parts are the

is

Since there
is

from

free

no inside lubrication, the exhaust steam
and, therefore, may be used in an open

is

oil,

feed-water heater and returned to the boiler, the efficiency
of the thermal process being practically 100 per cent. Due

Colliery, Wilkes-Bauk

to the absence of mechaniial friction in the

which the steam does
the present stage of

its develojmicnt there can l)0
no (|uestion as to the utility of the locomotive impelled
liy internal-combustion engines. It must be acknowledged,
however, that these machines require a certain amount
(if skill on the part of the operator in order to obtain
the best results, and naturally this can only be acquired
through intelligent experience.
Ill

at

practically equal in steam

main bearings and the governor.
The turbine shaft has a constant turning effort exerted
upon it, which makes it desirable in driving small lighting sets, exciters, centrifugal pumps and blowers.

A Wlcan Gasolixk Locomotive at the Prospect

wilh.

now

economy to the
reciprocating engine of equal capacity. Due to the higher
speeds employed, less floor space is used. Practically uo

from

The machine is equipped with
and as may be seen iii the photo-

4 to 8 miles per hour.

proach.

The builders

of

:

gasoline mine

locomotives have

the experience of the automobile designers

all

from which

chamber

in

work, the parts here do not wear
appreciably, and, therefore, the steam economy of the
turbine remains practically constant.

Tiie
[One

its

Mine Mule

Today

of

mir advertisers after reading ilr. Braley's
verses on the mine mule, in our .Ian. 25 issue, comes
back with the following refrain: The elfort entitles him
to whatever publicity he will get.
Ed.
of

|

that of the makers of electrically opcrated haulage motors.
They should be able, therefore,
to turn out a product which, .so far as reliability is concerned, is equal to any present-day automobile or power

The poor old sinner had to work, you bet
But now the modern mine mule, as he works all day below,
Hardly has enough to do to make him sweat.

And, although slight difficulties may be experienced at first in operating such motors, these will rapidly
disappear as the driver gains familiarity with the ma-

He's as playful as a kitten and as gentle as a lamb.
And the skinner now is acting like a saint.
And you never hear him cussing not a single little

to profit as well as

truck.

That pictures Mr. Mine Mule

—

cliiiie.

damn.

One We.stern mine manager who
oline

was long ago.

as he once

locomotives

in

several

i'-ouble at first, in .securing

of

men

recently installed gas-

his

mines,

of .sufficient intelligence

and mechanical experience to successfully operate these
iruichines.
This trouble was overcome when he secured
a

number

a

near-by city, and

of chauffeurs,
.sent

All of wbirh

may

.seem a story, hut

it

ain't.

had serious

who were out of employment in
those men to the mines to operate

the gasoline locomotives.

And

the cause for
mine.

Which
Is the

And
And

tbc-^e

changes

making Mr. Mine Mule

And which turns

in

the labors

nl'

the

fling his heels.

the busy skinner to a ])crson near divine,

Hyatt Roller Bearings in the wheels.
day is easy for the skinner and his

so every

.\iid

According to actual tests, coals consumed In producer-gas
plants develop about 2V4 times the power that the same coala
would develop In the ordinary steam-boiler plant.

is

all

friend.

they're looking "like a dividend that's fat,"

Ihey think that Rraley's joking

when he

carols near

the end

"May

he go where

all

the saintly nniles are at."
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British Inspector's Report, 1911
SYNOPSIS— .4/1

account of some mefhod.s of spraying
mines and of a coat-dust explosion which occurring above ground, could not have been aided by gas.
The use of electric hand-lamp lighting is on the increase.

in British

The danger.^ of electric shot firing with damp detonators
are exemplified and a severe outburst resulting in 3 fatali-

Some notes follow on the use of ropes
strength of collars and on the flushing of

ties is described.

to increase the

gobs.

Thomas ilottram in his report for tlie Liverpool and
Xorth Wales district of Great Britain says that there are
some mines at which steps are now being taken to prevent coal dust from entering the downcast.
In some
eases the sides of the shafts are to be enclosed between

the surface and the landing.
the coal dust

made

In three or four instances

in unloading the cage

ing and screening the coal

is

and

in

dump-

collected by suction.

Tubes connected with the screens at one end suck in
means of an exhauster and a water-spraying
device then douses what is thus collected. The chamber
which receives the dust is provided with an outlet for
clean air and another for the conduct of the water and
dust to a settling tank. By this means a considerable
quantity of the surface dust, which would otherwise descend the downcast, is secured and ultimatelv used for
the dust by

The motor was enclosed but not gas-tight, and stood
on a platform about 6 ft. above the ground floor. Owing
to the short circuiting of one of the armature coils much
sparking resulted and this ignited the coal dust inside
the motor casing causing an explosion which produced
sutficient force to blow ofi^ the sheet-iron covering over
the commutator end of the motor.
The flame thus produced was sufficient to explode the
fine dust held in suspension within the building and the
flame extended 6 ft. outside the open door of the house
and for a height of L5 ft. inside. The report was heard
some distance away. Some panes of glass were broken,
but there was no further damage as the roof, which was
partly open, was composed of corrugated iron.
Fortunately the engineman was not inside the building at the
time.
In view of this accident, the company decided to
erect the motor outside the crusher house.

;

Portable Electric

of the late Inspector

Even where this system is in vogue, a considerable
amount of dust still descends the downcast, it being
blown from the cars in their rapid ascent to the surface.
This can be obviated to a considerable extent by spraying
TMiere this is done the comparative absence of dust
bottom of the shaft is quite apparent. The spraj'ing of empty cars at the screens or at some other convenient point on the surface, is also well worthy of conat the

Pickering, the

lamp

management

into the work-

an incomparably

give

better

light

than

the

safety lamps and in his view their general use

would have
the efl^ect of reducing accidents, especially from falls of
roof and from haulage.
Before agreeing to the introduction of these lamps, however, he drew the attention
of the
1.

the contents of the cars in transit or near the shaft bot-

tom.

W. H.

ings.

They
Speayixg Loads and Ejipties

Oil Safety Lamps

of two mines introduced this type of

h\el.f

vs.

In the Yorkshire district, 241,282 working people were
employed in 1911 and 211,356 safety lamps were in use,
A noticeable feature was the increase in the number of
portable electric lamps from 69 to 922. With the approval

management

An

phere (a)

to the following points:

explosion might occur in an explosive atmosif

the connection between the battery and

ment was broken or
2.

to

If electric

made

be

fila-

(b) if both glasses were shattered.

lamps are used, arrangements

for the periodical testing for

will have
firedamp by

lamps or other means.
Objection (a) can be overcome by a proper method
of locking the lamp (e.g. by a lead rivet) and a rule re(juiring that no lamp shall be unlocked and opened exsafety

sideration.

3.

Portable Spray Tank
Reference is made to a portable spray tank for laying
the dust in working places at Pemberton colliery, Wigan.

This 2-gal. device is only 16V^x8x5i4 i"- and is carried by means of a canvas sling thrown over the shoulders
of the operator.
It is necessary to till the tank three
times to water each working place a length of 60 or 90
The pump empties the tank
ft. of floor, roof and sides.
in 8 to 10 min.. according to the .speed of rotation of
the crank.
The diameter of the nozzle is li/o mm.
The water is thrown out in a fine spray, and it
iVir, in.).
takes 30 min. lo water each working place.

—

cept on the surface.
4. The danger
more remote than

Di'st

Explosion Above Grofnd

It may be interesting in connection with this dust problem to describe a somewhat remarkable coal-dust explosion on the surface, caused by excessive sparking of an
electric motor at New Branccpeth collien-.
The explosion, to wliich reference is made bv Inspector A. T).
Nicholson of the Durham distrfct, took place in the coalgrinding house where a 25-hp. direct-current motor at
500 volts was in use for driving the machinery.

the glass

in the case of

will

an

oil

be broken

is

far

safety lamp.

It

probable that a shock which would break the outer
The
glass would also break the thin glass of the bulb.
is

outer glass, however,
safety

lamp and

given

liv

it

in

strike
5.

A Coal

that

a

the
place

is

is

stronger than that of an ordinary

better protected.

The

better light

lamp enables the miner
from falls or where tools

electric

safe

to

set

lainiot

it.

The lamp

gives such a splendid

and clear

light that

accidents should be greatly reduced wherever these lamps
are used.
6. The following conditions should be observed in using these lamps: (a) They should be locked with a lead
(b) Xo lamps
rivet having a clear device on each face,
should be opened except by an authorized person and on

fc) Arrangements should l^e made for frethe surface,
quent testing for firedamp by safety lamps or other means,
(d) Any man ill-using a lamp, or daiuaging it. or having

Febriiarv

it

S.
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within two feet of the swing of

tlie

tool?,

should be

prosecuted.

EsPLOSiox OF Shot After Rattkhy
There

is

a prevalent belief that,

by electricity,

is

Disconnected

when

shots are fired

danger in returning to a missed or
removed if the firing cable has been dis-

all

hanging shot is
connected from the battery.
Reference to this
stone of the

is

made by Inspector Hugh John-

Midland and Southern

district,

the fallacy of this idea has been proved on

and he says

many

number

a

of electric

powder fuses in which the priming

charge had been purposely dampened, and in some eases
actually moistened, by exposing them to a jet of wet
steam.
Although they all failed to fire on the first attempt, by repeatedly passing the current through them,
tbe inspector succeeded in firing even those which had
been moistened. It ajipears to him that the only way to
obviate risk of accident is to prohibit any one from re-

turning upon electrically
least

occa-

One of these delayed ignitions occurred at Snowdon colliery in Kent, where 13 shots charged with Rippite and provided with Xo. 7 electric low-tension detonators, especially insulated for submarine work, were
being fired in the bottom of a shaft then being sunk.
They were coupled together in series and connected up
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niin.

1.")

An Outburst

sions.

fired

hanging shots until at

have elapsed.

of Gas Dislodges 190 Tons of Coai.

An

accident of an unusual character, causing the death
of three miners, John Peden, George Peden and James

Jamieson, occurred at Valleyfield colliery, and is discussed by Inspector W. Walker, who has charge of the
Scotland distriot.
The sinking of both siiafts had just
been completed.
A cage was put in the Xo. 2 shaft and rapid progress
was being made in the work of forming the shaft parting and driving the roadways.
The guides were fixed in
the Xo. 1 or downcast shaft, but as the sheaves of the
head-frame were being erected, this shaft was not available at the time of the accident.
The upcast or No. 2
shaft is 1290 ft. deep and cuts the Five Foot Seam in
which the accident occurred at a depth of 1200 ft. Two
levels had been turned out of the shaft in this seam, one
to the north-west and the other to the .south-east.

An

outburst of gas occurred at the face of the southFoot Seam about 300 ft. fronj the

east level in the Five

Xo.
the
six

2 shaft, displacing

more than 190 tons of coal and
suffocated by it.
There were

men were overcome and
men on the south-east

side of the pit. three in the

heading nearest to the shaft and three in the face of the
level, the latter being suffocated by the coal displaced by
the outluirst.

Draft Produced by Ascending
.\

roHTAHLE Spray Used to Dampen the K'lus
l?oi)ii I'luoii to Shooting Down Coal

in

a

to a

dynamo which was generating

The

shots failed to go off and the wires were uncoupled

a current of 820 volts.

Three minutes afterwards, one of the
shots in the middle of the series exploded, leaving the
other 12 shots intact.
Tiic makers of the explosive wore
from the

cable.

The

Sii:A^t

being new and the fan incomplete, the
inspector says ventilation was produced by means of induced draft caused by the discharge of exhaust and live
steam into the upcast shaft. This resulted in about 7200
colliery

cu.ft. of air

per min. travelling the workings and around

the South side of the Five Foot Seam.

away from the

Tlii>

liist

IK

head-

such occurrences, although rare, were unfortunately not

up
and the second 12(i ft, further in. (SO ft.
\A'hen measured, at S a.m. on tbe day of the acciup.
ft. I'l-om the
dent, the face of the south-cast level was

unknown, they were unable

second heading.

questioned about this failure but while they admitted that
to give

any conclusive ex-

ing which

from the

()()

Fl'SES

Mr. Johnstone says he has come across quite

which

a

number

have exploded an appreciable time after the cable had been disconnected from
the exploder and in one case after it IkkI alsf) been disconnected from the fuse wiri's.
The most feasible explanation appears to him to be
that the priming charge in the detonator had become
more or less damp and had been ignited but not flashed
by the passage of the current.
Thus it had smouldered
for a time until sufficient heat was developed to fire the
fulminate of mercury.
Some years ago Inspector Johnstone experimented with
of such occurrences in

.shots

was

shaft,

ft.

level,

1

I

in thickness had been bnilt on the
from the upcast shaft to within 10
ft. of the level face and from this ])oint the air was earned forward iiy ordinary brattice cloth and on leaving
the face (if the level it was conducted nji to the end of
cacli (if the headings by the same nu'ans.
The haulage

brick wall 4

low side of the

DaNCKH of DA^rPENED

ft.

1

A

planation.

i<

in.

I'oad

road was. therefore, the return airway.
Tiiio

Cause of

i'Tie OtTrnuii.ST.

M

the time of
was affected.
the outlnirst three men were working in the first or outside heading, none in the second heading and three in
^Vllen the three last mentioned
the face of the level.
were found by the rescue party from the surface, Georsrc
Peden and James Jamieson were facing outby, lying

Only the south-east

level

COAL AGE
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aden was also
ick from the

about 48 ft. back from the face; John
lying facing downwards, about 20 ft.
original end of the level.

All three, being buried under 5

ft.

of coal dust,

had

been smothered, but on removing John Peden's clothes it
was found that he was severely blistered, due to his having
been close to the face, and having experienced the full

sudden expansion of the gas. When the face
of the level was ultimately reached, it was discovered that
a small rise fault crossed about 7 ft. in advance of the
original position of the end of the heading and that the
face of the level had been blown out or advanced for 12 ft.
in addition to which a hole, some 30 ft. long and running
parallel with the fault, had been formed on the upper
side where the seam rises 1 in IV2, whereas at the shaft
The coal near the fault was
the inclination is 1 in 2.8.
burnt, and further back it was sooty and soft.
effect of the

'

Precautions to Prevent Outburst Accidents

Vol.

As he points

faults.

out,

it

.1.

Xo. G

caused by the obtrusion

is

whin (eruptive rock) beds, which appear to have burnt
the coal after it was deposited.
Through movement o^
the surrounding strata, small parts of the coal seam have
been disintegrated, and thus filled with gas at high pres-

of

sure.

When

the intervening solid coal between

tlie

burned

area and the face of the workings becomes too weak tu

away and the small coal pours
This disintegrated coal contain-

resist the pressure, it bursts

out like running sand.

ing gas appears to be in local patches.

At Valleyfield, the south-east level appears to liavc been
driven against one of these pockets of gas and disintegrated coal, with
within 7

result that

tile

upon the face reaching

of the fault, the pressure

ft.

and blew

sistance of the coal

it

overcame the

re-

out with such force that

men had no chance to escape. Safety lamps had been
introduced or nutrc men would have been killed, as an
explosion of gas would have followed the outburst.

the

After the accident the agent undertook that boreholes
ft. in advance of the faces of the levels

Old

be kept at least 40

Wiiiic

Ifoi'ios

a,s

Hoof Supports

Old wire ropes are utilized at a mine in Lanarkshire,
in conjunction with timber as aids to the sujiport of the
roof on a haulage road.
The seam lies from 24 to 84 ft. below the surface and it
is owing to this fact that some difficulty has been experThe stratum above the seam.
ienced in its working.
at a depth of 60 to 84 ft., is fakey blaes (Inminated
jjlue shale), but nearer the surface, the roof is <-(iniIn
posed of irregular blaes, boulder and surface clays.
wet weather, owing to its becoming saturated with water,
is difficult

if

-NOTEDoffed arrows, unless
otherwise noied, indicafe the direcflon
of fhe air current

roofs in Silesia by
ropes,

'ndOeo. Pendens bodies were found
Point af winch John Pedens body

was found

Bn^lfia^
Place where the hurst of gas hook place —--'
PI

J,

,

,

,

,

A Fatal Outburst

of (jAS at a Fault Removing 190
Tons of Coal. Thereby Smotheiung Three Men

and headings. On one occasion when a borehole of this
kind was being drilled, the rods were blown out of the
ole and gas at high pressure continued to be given off
for some hours.
1

The holes have frequently been choked with small coal.
At times, this slack has been blown out in clouds of fine
dust to such an extent that boring had to be discontinued
until the gas blew off and the pressure decreased.

To

method of supportinvr
means of timber strengthened by old
the management decided to give the sy.sfem a trial.

of Scotland in 1908, describing a
nfai which Jas Jamie son's

f^««

to support.

Formerly mtich timber was used but its life was short
and little could be withdrawn or restored. After hearing
a paper read by Sam Mavor, before the Mining Institute

prevent outbursts of

the inspector thinks

it

tliis

kind, causing loss of

life,

necessary, in addition to boring

advance, to have experienced men, such as firemen in
ciuirge, always on the watch for movements in the coal

It has been found that not only was the saving of timber
and labor considerable, but the roof of the main haulage
Collars or
road was much more efficiently supported.
cross bars which before would have had to be renewed in
six months, have already lasted over 3 years.

How the
The method of
lows The timber
:

decided which

as fol-

more

suitable side

the rope, a small piece of the thick end of the collar

is

and a small "V" shaped notch is cut in the end
the rope is drawn straight and tightened along the

fiattened
of

it

;

under side of the collar to within alwut 12 in.
small end, and a staple driven down over the rope
vent its moving.

in

Also he advises that the same workmen be ke]>t
such places with orders to retire if there is any sign of
the coal working more easily or moving toward them.
As soon as a pocket is located the face should be riddled

is

and after it is
on which to place

carefully examined,

is

the

is

Ropks Are Fastkxed

fixing the rope to the collars

The rope being

in

of the
to pre-

is further secured by the
length at intervals of about

position

addition of .staples along

its

face.

20

in

the collar and secured on the upper side by means of
The other end of the collar is left unother staples.
finished because the length which may be required is not

with holes in order to liberate the gas behind

it.
I

RuRNT Coal Common in
Burnt
shirc.

coal is often

Fifesiiire

found in the coal mfnes in Fife-

In the deeper measures,

it

is

as a rule close to

in.

The end

of the rope is turned

back over the end of

may have to be reduced
In this condition the timber
The mnn putting the collar in

nowii nnd fhe original length

before the collar

is

used.

is sent down the shaft.
position finishes the uncompleted end in the

same way

as

February
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8,

the other, after he finds the exact

length which

is

223

An

re-

Coke

Early

Plant

quired.

Great care

necessary in the choice of the rope to see

is

is used, that there are no broken wires
time of erection and that it is in such condition
that the wires are not likely to break as long as the timber remains in position, as broken wires would be dangerous to persons and animals traveling along the road.

that only the best
at the

A

portion of the

Flushing Gravfx
Wishaw Coal Co"s leasehold

The accompanying illustration shows the surface plant
of the Waverly mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., located at
Smithtown, Penn. In view of the fact that this picture
was taken in the year 1f^77, it is interesting from an
historical standpoint.

The

particularly noticeable.

On

old type of railroad cars

the left

gondola cars, such as were used

at

train

n

is

that

is

of shorl

tiiiic.

at Dalzell

and Broomside colliery lies along the banks of tlie Clyde,
and the greater part of the area is covered with a bed
of water-bearing gravel.
The main seam, 150 ft. below the surface at this point,
has been worked out into pillars known as "stoops" about
60 ft. square. Owing to the danger of rapid subsidence,
breakage of the roof and flooding of the workings, a constant menace to those in the deeper .«eams, the owners were
advised by their mining engineer, Tl. W. Dron, to extract
the pillars and fill the waste with '"redd" from the refuse
heaps on the surface, by means of the flushing system.
The seam in question is 4 ft. thick, and has a strong
roof and blaes floor.
The dip of the strata is 1 to S

and fairly regular.
heap of washer debris consisting of burnt
shale and fireclay was at hand on the surface, and that is
to the south-west,

A

large

probably the best material for flushing, as in the absence
of grit the iron pipes carrying the filling materials are

Moreover the

not worn.

fill

is

Tin: W.wi.in.v I'LANT

ous combustion.
is carried down a borehole to the workmain seam; another borehole affords a passageway for the electric cables which supply power to

Tiu^ pipe line

mgs

of the

the ])ump,

and a third hole

umn which

%,;-in.

main

used for the discharge col-

passes through cast-iron pipes to the work-

There

thick,

it

same diameter

as

is

used for the

line.

erected on the low end, but since

the

has been found that

it

'vall

and

it is

now

How THE
An
face

little

work has been
or no pressure

built only about 6

ft.

in progfalls

on

wide.

Cars Ark Handled

ingenious method of letting the full cars douii the

is

in operation.

A

bogie

is

attached by a clip to a

and passes down the face collecting the cars
by the miners and lowering them to tiic iiaulage

single rope
filled

road.

In those days this

Judge Thomas McHon.

ii.sed.

and

its u.se

was upiTaled

niiiu'

of I'illsburgh, iViiii..

liy

and

Corey, of Braddock, Pciin.
Tiie walerlioy who
the rigid in tlie picture is J. B. Xcel, now em]doyed by the Pittsburgh Coal Co.

J.

B.

al

Increased Shipments of Australian
Coal
The shipments
Wales,

dni-ing

amounted

of coal

the

six

frimi

mniilhs

is still

the chief

In .some places, however, coal is preferred,
is increasing as the su])piy of turf is becoming

Nowadays there is less economy than formerly
burning turf, since coal has become somewhat neapcr,
and much time and labor are required to cut the turf and
carry it often many miles over rough country to the
homes of the peo])le.

exhausted.

'

Newcastle,

New

June

ended

30,

South
IIIIS,

2,218,692 tons, valued at $.5,603,833, com
pared with 1,846,633 tons, valued at $4,696,128, for the
corresponding period in 1911. The increased shipments
to

were principally to other [larts of the Commonwealth
and New Zealand. Victoria took 148,000 tons more than
during the first six months of 1911, New Zealand 73,000
(ons more. South Australia 49,000 tons more. Western
Australia 28,000 tons more, and Tasmania and Queensland each about 10,000 tons more.
fiireign

Tlie increase in the

trade was 53,877 tons, Chile taking 47,00(1 tons
its

purchases, while the Straits

Settlements took 28,000 tons
Islands 45.000 tons less.

as a Fuel

most parts of the Faroe Islands, turf

fuel

in

the late

more and Java doubling

Turf
In

of erection.

enters a line of wrought-iron pipe,

of the

The working face consists of four pillars with the roads
between them, amounting in all to a straight line of 2G0
ft. to the full dip of the strata.
This face was at first
prepared for the flushing bj' a rock packwall 30 ft. wide
ress

is

In the foreground, and cxlcnding bai-k to tile washery
a battery of beeliixc o\cns, which arc in Ihc cour.se

stands

returns the used water to the .surface.

The material
ing face.

is

1877

IN'

not subject to spontane-

less

and

the

I'hilippine

Gto. Knox, in a recent article, states that it Is diniciilt to
adopt the flushing system in mines where the worklncr operations are far advanced, particularly in those seams where the
advancln(f system of lonjfwall Is In use and the shafts are
sunk to the dip of the territory. It cannot be applied lo newly
opened collieries, nor to most collieries where thick seams
are worked, either by retreating longwall or room and pillar.
The only diniculty In the latter case will be the rost of either
driving tunnels or else levels In the upTev seom to thi' rise
of the coal to provide fall for the debris
hi' plie.<>.
I

i

I
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How

Coal Mining Threatens the

Town

Frank

of

The commission appointed by the Canadian Department of Mines to investigate the prospect of further falls
from Turtle Mountain onto the town of Frank, Alta.,
included Eeginald A. Daly, W. G. Miller and (ieo. S. Rice.
The latter is, of course, mining engineer of the U. S.
Bureau

of Mines.

they should be broken by any means at right angles to the
plane of bedding, the parts thus broken would be almost
sure to be precipitated onto the town below.
All that is
necessary is that the plane of fracture should lie at 33

more

deg., or

to the horizontal.

The

pieces deprived of their structural connection with
the mass of the mountain would be sure to slide over the

plane of fracture and descend to the valley.
Bearing
in mind this outside value for the limiting angle, an

Fear of a Second Slide

A

occurring on Apr. 39, 1903, killed ?() people in
the town of Frank and destroyed much property, including nearly 700(1 ft. of the Crows Nest Branch of the
Quoting an earlier commission,
Canadian Pacific Ry.
slide,

which reported June

13, 1903, the commissioners say:
In their report, R. G. McConnell and R. W. Brock
state that the slide was due, not to a single cau.se, but to
a combination of causes, among which the opening up
of large chambers in the mine, situated under the base

the Turtle Mountain, may have been contributory.
Speaking of the North peak and shoulder of the mountain
overlooking the town, they say "the caving of the rooms
in the mine, after the coal has been withdrawn, perhajis
long after the inhabitants of the town have lost all
dread of another disaster, may precipitate it suddenly in
of

Since this possibility must

a second destructive slide.

always overhang the town,
that

it

be

moved a

it

certainly seems advisable

short distance

up the valley beyond the

reach of danger."

appears that all the cross-sections striking the two
of Turtle Mountain show that the slope continuously gets steeper as the peak is approached.
The
It

main peaks

Crows Nest River is 4155, while the North
peak of Turtle Mountain is 6911 and the South peak is

level of the

7304.

Canxot Slide on Bedding Planes
As

will

Fallen

be seen from the cross-section accompanying

measures is such as to assure
mountain could not slide into the valley

this article the sloping of the

that parts of the

by the slipping of one bed on another because the measures dip in the opposite direction with an extremely
marked pitch. But the trouble arises not from the bedding planes, but from the jointing of the measures. These
joints are lying at so steep an angle that if they ])art
from any cause such as the weight of the rock, seismic,
mining or other disturbances, or from the action of frost,
the detached masses will freely slide ami vm'u more readily roll

down

into the valley.

The commissioners
the coarse

state

rock debris in

ward from

a jjoint

acter that

it

zontal, but

if

of that slope

ihat

the

ihc

lon,;,a'st

rock,

talus

j)eak, is of

loiisi iiiiling

slope

east-

such a char-

on an angle of 30 deg. to the horithe rock mass begins to move on a surface

will rest

continue to slide till it reaches the
That is, its angle of rest is 30 deg.
have seen that the measures on the mountain are
'o disposed that they cannot slide into the vallcv. hut if
it

will

inspection will show the large
fall

amount

of rock which could

from Turtle Mountain.
Tin: Wi:akxkss of Turtle

If that

mountain were composed

nonjointed

of

Mountain
homogeneous gran-

foregoing calculation
would have no practical value; the strength of such rock
would be such as to make absurd any reference to the
critical angle above defined in connection with the probite

or

limestone,

lem of the mountain's

the

stability.

But Turtle Mountain

peculiar in pos.sessing a structure which forbids placing an estimate of an absolutely safe angle for the eastis

near the South

foot of the mountain.

We

Plan Showing Area of Rock Threatening to Precipitate- Itself ON THE Town of Frank, Alberta,
Can., Whehk a Large Slide Has Already

much greater than 30 or 35 degrees.
not meant to imi>ly that all the rock bounded
by .slopes greater than about 35 deg. is in danger of sliding before the ordinary processes of erosion have lowered
Such a danger is remote according to the
such slopes.
ern slope at

This

is

commission, except in a limited area where structural
weakness is combined with stee]iness of slope in a manner
to threaten disaster to th(> town.

Fel)Tuarv

A

8,

;;(i()0-FT.

From
(that
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MorxTAix ox a Footing of Soft Shalk

the lower contact of the limestone
the outcrop of the thrust-plane), the mountain

the river

is,

flat to

underlain by soft shales, intemTpted by coal
seams and by some interbeds of sandstone. The whole is
an unusually weak mass of rock; yet it forms the basul
abutment which is today helping to sustain the heavy
slope

>veakness of the limestone

The

itself.

latter is

composed

Some

of rapidly alternating beds of contrasted nature.

and coherent, and, if the whole
upper member were constituted of similar material, the
chance for a destructive slide in the future would be
of

and

them are

thick, massive

greatly lessened.

actual dips of the bedding

joints are almost ideal for the production of great in-

termittent slides from any

mountain

as

steep

as

that

under consideration.

The

joints are thus of

profound importance as they so

the strength

reriously affect

their attitude, furnish

of

])otential

the limestone and,

by

slipping planes, which

threaten to become sliding surfaces if a heavy jar or a
disturbance of the basal abutment should occur. Moreover, the joints are favorable channels for the seepage

of ground-water.
also to wet

This tends slowly to enlarge them and
increasing the danger of sliding

the rock,

iiiassf.

e/i

Working Coal Mines a Source of Danger
The commission
at the foot of the

But many other beds are flaggy, easily split along the
bedding planes and, therefore, far less strong than the
beds just mentioned. On this account alone the average
strength of the whole limestone member is much below
that of many, and perhaps most, of the great limestone

The

iO deg.

at an angle of

is

limestone forming the upper half of the mountain.
Weak as this lower member is, it might continue
to hold up the entire slope if it were not for the inherent

335

declares that

mining

mountain

likely to

is

seams
produce or aid

in the coal

in the production of a slide, thus imperiling the

Frank and

inhabitants.

its

town of

The only method known

the commission that would insure against appreciable

to

suli-

packing with sand.
packing with ordinary sand, is
with granulated slag, settlement is
less than 5 per cent.
inappreciable, and it would probably be equally imperceptible if sharj), clean sand were used.
The use of loam
and sandy clay, ashes or crushed shale is less succes.sful,
the settlement with such material being from 10 to 15

.^idence is that of hydraulic

The

.settlement, after
;

per cent.

Sand Flu.shing Xot Practical
vx'y

.oV ,»»

does not appear possible to employ sand filling under
ordinary commercial conditions in the Turtle Mountain
It

i.f;'^''

.^

There are no large bodies of clean sand at
hand.
The only availahle source from which material
could be obtained in sutlicient (|uantities would be the
sandstone at the base of Blurt' (Goat) Mountain. This
would have to be quarried, crushed, transported and
flushed into the mine. The cost with the high labor rates
district.

Daium,'iOOO Feef above Sea-level

OF MeASFRKS,

I'liO.SS-SKfTIOX

SHOWING CoAL SeAM,

Weak Shale, Contorted LimestoXe and the
THRE.4TENING XoRTH PeAK

which prevail

formations of British Columbia or Alberta. In addition,
the total strength of the member is seriously lessened by
the proseru'e of two zones of crumpling within the mass.
Tliese zones are diagrammatically shown in the section.
It should be carefully noted that the lower edge of the
rock, which fell in April, 1903, coincides with one of these

That event actually illiistrated the
profound weakening of the mountain strucliu'c due to
Another source of weakness is ((nnid in
their ])resence.

contorted

a

zones.

barul of soft shales,

which breaks the continuity of the

limestone.

The Limestone

Is

File of Whm:

.loixrs

often

the case

with sedimentary

rocks,

very

.\s is

so

abundant

joints occurring in several systems are developed nearly
or rpiite perpendicular to the bedding.

The dip

always westward, and varies
At the N'orth and South peaks,
jud fur a considerable distanee north of tiie former peak
(that is, the part of the mountani opposite the town),
the average dip is about 5i) deg. to the west. This means
that many of the joints mentioned dip directly eastward
fniin

.")0

of the strata

(leg. to fJo

deg.

is

the

competitive conditions of coal

production

in

that

district.

While the use of dry |)acking probably lessens the

amount
method

of subsidence, the experience with the long-wall
of

in America and Europe, where
employed, indicated that a settlement of

mining both

dry packing

is

per cent, of the thickne.ss of the seam must be
It takes several years to reach the full settlement, but any poi-tion of such contraction might cause

•10 to

()0

expected.

ilisastrous slides.

However, the chief reasons for concern as regards this
matter of rock strength, are the heavy jointing of the
limestone- and the relation of the joints to the eastern
slope of the nu)untain, the side facing the town.

Alberta, plus repairs, renewals and
would add not Ifcss than $1.35 per ton of
coal extracted, even if done on a considerable scale.
The
cost of installing the necessary plant would also be great,
so that the system appears commercially impossible mider
in

capital charges,

The

under which mining should be
danger area above described are: (1)
The townsite should he abandoned and com])ensation for
the damage to the i)ro])erty of the Canadian Pacific Ry.
assured.
mine, which
(3) The present entrance to No.
is a drift, should he abandoned and the mine slxndd be
operated hy deep levels from the shaft, or from an
opening at the extreme sonthern end of the property in
the vicinity of TTillcrest.
(3) Unusually heavy pillars
should be left, throughout the danger area, particularly in
the upper levels, and not more than 50 ])er cent, of the
only

carried on in

conditions
tlie

1

coal .should be extracted.

be packed.

(4)

The excavated

areas should

COAL AGE
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The EnymepriiHj umi Miniii;/ Journal gives the following account of the Edisou mine lamp:
The accompanying illustration shows the general featfires and the manner of carrying a new safety electric
lamp, which is operated by an Edison storage battery of
the tvpe for the development of which Mr. Edison was
recently awarded the Eathenau medal by the American

Museum

3,

Xo. 6

million tons of coke and considerable quantities of natural gas, which, added to the coal consumption, gives that

Lamp

Edison Electric Mine

Vol.

of Safety.

good lead over Xew York as a fuel consumer.
In the qtiantity of coal handled the comparisons are
still more striking, Pittsburgh's business exceeding that
In 1911 the total
of Xew York by nearly 50 per cent.
coal traffic in New York Harbor, including the city concity a

sumption, the trans-shipments to Xew England and uj river points, and the btmker and export trade, amounted
to approximately 36,000,000 short tons, whereas the coal
traffic of Pittsburgh, including rail shipments east and
rail and water shijjments west, amounted to nearly 53,000,000 tons.
In the total movement of coal to Pittsburgh and points
east and west thereof, there was an increase in 1911 of
1,974,795 tons over 1910, all of the increase being in the
shipments through or from the district. On account of

and steel trade, the local consumption of coal at Pittsburgh decreased about 1,250,000
tons, or from lo,600,65-± tons in 1910, to 14,349, e-t-l tons
The rail shipments to Pittsburgh decreased
in 1911.
about 1,000,000 tons, and the water shipments about
250,000 tons. The decrease in the consumption of coke
the depression in the iron

The movements of coal
was, of course, much larger.
both oast and west, however, showed increases, western
shipments increasing from 24,453,581 tons to 25,291,364
tons, all in water shipments to lower Mississippi River
points,

and eastern shipments,

all-rail,

10,781,544 tons to 13,169,866 tons.
were the largest since 1907.

Edisox Electric Lamp
AXD Stokagk Batti;i:y

The

battery

is

Blueprint

inclosed in a uiekeled-steel container,

crom which the electrolyte cannot escape. It is claimed
ihat the cell cannot be so over-charged, as to injure it,
lud charging it in the reverse direction, or leaving it in
my state of charge or discharge does it no harm.

The

must be charged, and

cell

plenished

with

distilled

water,

the

the

electrolyte

electrolyte

The

filing

and handling

increasing from

The water shipments

Rack

of blueprints in a

often becomes a troublesome problem.

mine

office

The accompany-

ing illustration, from Engineering Xeus, Jan. 23, 1913.

re-

being

ihanged every nine or ten months. Xo other attention
needed. The battery is inclosed in a locked case and a
This cord canflexible cord connects it with the lamp.
not be disconnected and is covered at both ends by flex-

IS

ible

steel

armor

for a

part of

its

length.

Danger

of

sparking by breaking at the connections is thus avoided.
The lamp itself has a tungsten filament and a parabolic
reflector protected by a heavy glass lens, cushioned on
There is also a hook for attaching the lamp to
gaskets.
The miner cannot get at the lamp without
the cap.
breaking

a seal

on the

roflcctdv.

Pittsburgh Greatest Fuel

Consumer

Pittsburgh and its
coal is shipped to and
through the Pittsburgh district, than in any other district in tiie world, according to the U. S. Geological Sur-

More fuel is consumed in the
immediate vicinity, and more

vey.

With

Greater

a

Xew

Pittsburgh

is

city of

population of about one-ninth of that of
York, the consumption of coal alone in
nearly equal to that of the

Xew York consumed

much

larger city.

1911 approximately
19,000,000 short tons, and Pittsburgh used about 16,But Pittsburgh consumes several
500,000 short tons.
Greater

in

A BLfEPRixT Rack
shows a rack that has proved useful in such cases. The
prints are assembled in convenient groups, and bound
together with softwood strips, i/4xV4 in. in section,
fastened by ^xl-in. machine screws and wing nuts.

:

February
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A

Bill to

Amend

the Bituminous

Mining Code
A

bill

of a proposed

19, of the

i.rt.

just been received.

las

icxt

legislature.

to

Sees. 3, 5

and

6,

The

bill is to

Practically,

it

be presented to the

covers two

important

the bituminous code, relating to the appoint-

loiuts, in

nent of

amendment

bituminous mining code, of Pennsylvania,

mine inspectors in the bituminous

district

of

We

give below the reading of these secions as they appear in the present law, together with the
Section 3
'hauges contemplated in the amendment.
'eads as follows:
Pennsylvania.

SEC. 3. The qualifications of candidates for the office of
nspector shaU be certified to the examining board, and shall
le as follows:
The candidates shaU be citizens of Pennsylvania, of temperate habits, of good repute as men of personal integritj',
n good physical condition, and shall be [between the ages of
hirty and fifty years:
Provided, however, that any inspector
ippointed under the provisions of the act of May fifteen, one
housand eight hundred and ninety-three or under the proisions of this act, shall be eligible for reappointment, even
f beyond fifty years of age, if in good physical condition.]
rhe candidates shall have a knowledge of the different sysems of working coal seams, and shall have had at least
en years' practical experience in bituminous mines, five years
f which, immediately preceding their examination, shall have

bituminous mines of this commonwealth, and shall
have had practical experience with explosive gas and
dangerous gases found in coal mines; and, upon eximination, shall give evidence of such theoretical as well
knowledge and general intelligence respecting
IS practical
nines and mining, and the working and ventilation of mines,
18 will satisfy the examining board of their capability and
Uness for the duties imposed upon inspectors of mines by
)een in
ilso

)ther

provisions of this act.

;he

The amendment

to this section propo.ses to omit the

term, [from the names on file in the Department of Mines, a
person who has received an average of at least ninety per
centum. When the number of candidates who have received
an average of at least ninety per centum] shall be exhausted,
the governor shall cause the aforesaid examining board to
meet for a special examination, and examine the persons who
may present themselves for examination in accordance with
section three of this article, and the board shall certify to the
governor, also to the chief of the Department of Mines, the
names of all applicants who have made a general average
of at least ninety per centum in said examination, as provided for in section four of this article; one of whom shall
be (X) commissioned by the governor, according to the pro-

visions of section five of this article, for the office of inspector for the unexpired term. In conducting the said special examination the board shall comply with all the requirements of section three and four of this article."

There are two proposed changes in this section. The
to substitute for the words inclo.sed in brackets the
following: '''one from those whose names have been certified by the examining board. The choice of the one to be
thus commissioned shall he made in the order of the
rank of percentage attained by applicants or candidates,
at examinations held by the examining board, the higher
ilrst is

to be first

When the number of candidates or applicants, ivhose
names have been certified to the governor and the chief
of the Department of Mines by the examining board".
The second propo.sed change is to insert at the point
marked (A) the following: "chosen in accordance with
tlie rank of percodage attained, at such examination, the
first preferred over those of lower percentage, and, in case of tie in percentage the candidate or
applicant oldest in point of mining experience to be preferred, and shall be".

higher to be

words of the section inclosed in brackets and substitute

words: "at least thirty years of age."
other change is suggested iu this section.
therefor the

Section

5, of

"SEC. 5. The Governor shall, from the names certified to
by the Examining Board, commission one person to be

iilm

Inspector for each district, in pursuance of this act, whose
commission shall be for a full term of four years from the
(ii'teenth da.v of May following the
regular examinations.
(X) Each inspector appointed under the provisions of the
act of May fifteen, one thousand eight hundred and ninetythree, may continue in office until May fifteen, one thousand
nine hundred and thirteen.
After the passage of this act, the chief of the Department
if
Mines shall have the right to assign the inspectors to
the districts for which, in his opinion, they are best fitted.

The proposed amendment is to insert at the point
marked (A') the following: "Applicants or candidates
'rhose names have been so certified shall be chosen and
omniissioned in the order of ranic of percentage attained
d the examination held by the examining board, the
tigher to be first preferred over tho.^e of lower perrenfand, in ca-ie of a tie in percentage, the candidate or
ipplicant oldest in point of service .'shall be preferred."

\'ge,

No

other change

is

contemplated in this

.section.

I

Section
"SEC.
lipfctor,

6,

6.

the

No

Xo

the present law, reads as follows

of the present law, reads as follow.s:

When a vacancy occurs In said office of liigovernor shall commission, for the unexpired

preferred over those of loiver percentage; and,

in case of a tie in percentage, the candidate or applicant
oldest in point of mining experience shall be preferred.

other change

is

*

conteinplatcd
*

*

in this section.
*

Referring brietiy to these ]iniposcd changes, the limitanew bituminous law

tion of "fifty years," provided by the

(1!)11), is a wise safeguard against

making

eligible for

appointment as mine insjjectors, men of mature ago
who have passed the fifty mark and whose habits and
opinions have quite generally become fixed. Men of this
type, while possessing experience in certain fields and
under certain conditions, are often prejudiced in their
iileas and convictions. They have, as a rule, passed the age
when they can readily adapt themselves to new conditions, which is one of the most important requirenicnts
the qualifications of a

in

It

is

mine

inspector.

very proper, as the present law provides, that

any mine inspector who has passed this age limit (50
i)e and is still eligii)le for reappointment to
His acquaintance with
the office he has filled acceptably.
tlio conditions existing in the mines he is to inspect places
liim in another class from men who have had no e.xperi(iice as inspectors in the district.
We would not, theref(.re, iiidor.se the proposed amendment of Sec. 3.
The i)roposed amendments of Sees. 5 and 6 have, each,
|iractically the same pur])ose in view; namely, to require

years) shall

tlic

M))p()intmeiit by the governor, of that candidiile

who

COAL
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has secured the highest percentage in the examiuatiou.

According to the present law, the governor may appoint,
as inspector, any one whose name appears on the certified list furnished him by the examining hoard.
As claimed by the advocates of this amendment, the
present law places the inspector at the mercy of politicians,
and has a tendency to make him part of the political machine. In support of the amendment, it is stated that the
purpose of the law the protection of life, health and
property requires that the men appointed to inspect
the mines shall be free to perform this work unhampered
by any political considerations and without fear of punishment, such as can be administered, by corporations,
upon those who oppose their will.
These reasons appeal to the unprejudiced mind as being sound and furnishing sufficient excuse for the proWe hope, therejjosed amendment of both Sees. 5 and 6.
tore, that these two sections of the present law will be
amended, in this respect.

—

—

Self Ignition of

Coal

Rabid dogmatism has marked the discussion

of sponThe advocates of the theory that
taneous combustion.
iron jDyrite or marcasite are the cause of this action have
been unsparing of those who favor the belief that oxygenation of the coal substance is the real incendiarj'.
The promising suggestion and enlightening experiments of H. C. Porter, of the Bureau of Mines, that
hydration may be the cause is worthy of careful consideration and he will fortify it if he can show that the coals,
most subject to spontaneous ignition, heat more when
exposed to hydration than coals which are not so subject.

This,

M. Taffanel has shown, is true to a large degree
The coals of Lievin, Bethune and Lens

for oxygenation.

(Ontaining 29, 14 and 12 per cent, of volatile matter reon an ash-free analysis, absorbed at 60 deg.,

spectively,

and 1.12 c.c. of oxygen
from Xceux with
matter absorbed less oxygen than
We wish to submit a working

gram

How-

2.90, 1.35

per

ever, the coal

20 per cent, of volatile
any of the others.

sideration of our readers.

of coal.

hypothesis for the con-

It is based partly

on the fact

that the heat of combustion of the coal as an organic

AGE

found in coal which has not been subjected to much heat,
oil of mustard, a truly organic body, C3H5.XCS, containing 826 B.t.u. per pound of the liquid. If 3 per cent,
of sulphur in the coal were combined as oil of sul])hur,
the whole body of that compound would represent 9.3 per
cent, of the mass of the coal.
In many coals 3 per cent.
is sulphur which is neither in a sulphate nor in a metallic sulphide and this sulphur probably forms compounds
analogous to the oil we are discussing.
It is true that the oil of mustard itself is probably not
1(
l>e found in coal, nor yet are any of the compounds
mentioned, but it is certain tliat other hydrocarbons coml)ined with sidphur and nitrogen are to be found and thermochemical inference suggests that they might be equally heat-giving on breaking up to simpler forms.
Morei?

over, experience favors the suggestion that the sulphur,
at least, will be

more

of the heats of the resulting chemical actions

be zero, the dissociation producing a

number

equal to those which it absorbs.
If it be fair to argue on this basis,

would

of calories

its

union with

Hence we have suggested a chemical action which is
probably most active in coals still in formation, and which
is independent of oxygen.
Such an action can take place
in the heart of a coal pile and here it is that spontaneous
combustion commences. But we do not explain by tliis
hypothesis why coal is most subject to this action after it
has been exposed to the air nor are we able to show why
hydration increases the heat of the coal mass. But these
are not sufficient objections to our assumption.
It is likely that hydration, dissociation and the ox^'genation both of coal and pyrite all do their part and may
help one another. The taking of the coal from the hill,
not only oxidizes it, but removes the water which apparently is in chemical union with the coal, for otherwise
its reunion woidd hardly he accompanied with so nnich

This fact suggests that

sum

ready to break loose from

organic bodies.

heat.

coal could be dissociated, the

Xo. 6

coal, at least, in chemical free<lom.
They may be expected to be pre.sent in combination with other radirles.
Most representative of the cla.ss of bodies, likely to be thus

This oxidizing and dehydration

sult

if

3,

The heat resulting from dissociation of a pound of
cyanogen is 2273 B.t.u. and of hydrocyanic acid 1831.
This assures us that at least some compounds of carl)on
and nitrogen are able to give out much heat on dissociation.
The compounds of carbon with sulphur are perhaps fairly represented by carbon disulphide which on
dissociation surrenders 1062 B.t.u. per gram of the liquid.
But these are compounds, which may not be found in

is almost identical with the heat which would refrom the l)urning of its elements, omitting all that
hydrogen from the calculation which may be considered
as combined with oxygen to form hydrates or moisture.

unit

Vol.

may

possibly aid in

the breaking up of the original compoiuids in the

In

effective in

American

Their desiccatimi

fire.

is

coals than oxidation becau-se

coals left in the mine, snbject only to

lake

coal.

there are reasons for thinking dehydration

fact,

is

tlie

latter, rarely

prevented by the subter-

ranean moisture.

we must

be con-

vinced that the chemical dissociating actions wliitli produce heat must be considerable. We know that some of
the hydrocarbons will generate heat in breaking up. but
whether any of them will ])roduce enough to create the
balance to which we have referred is at least doubtful.

We

are inclined, therefore, to regard as significant the
fact that sulphur and nitrogen arc found in larger proportions in those types of coal which ignite spontaneously

and that they are also components of com])oiiiuls wliicli
create much heat on dissociation. It .<eems to take much
energy to make sulphur or nitrogen mate with carbon
ccnver.sely their separation produces much heat.

;

Educating the Coal User
When we

recall that the early aiitliiariic loal producer

expended his money to

an-

thracite in a stove,

the

thul some means of burning
when we note with what ability

Standard Oil Co. has taken over the oiling of cars and
engines,

when we pass

exhibitions of the gas com])anies in

show how light and heat can be
more economically obtained from gas than from electricitv or coal respectively, we wonder why llie operator
liaxing a waste grade to sell, tries to make the market
the big cities striving to

accci)t

it

oidy by

a

price differential.

Feliruarv

S.
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A

lighted by electricity.
Xo lockers
are placed over others and all are of such height as will

steam heated and

Kentucky Bathhouse
Spi:CIAL t'ORRESPOXDEXCE

The bathhouse

receive a

for the use of coal miuers

is

without folding.
Holes
A motor-driven
pump and a 10,000-gal. tank provide water during continued dry weather; at other times water will be piped

not an iniio-

In the older mining communities it is as much
equipment of the modern mine as the tipple,
machine shop and the })ower plant, but in Kentucky,

part of the

nd especially in the mountain

district, it is

from

not often to

The Stearns Coal & Lumber

Co.. when it attempted
improve the condition of its miners, by erecting a
washhouse" for their use. did so with some misgivings.
t is rather a delicate subject to approach, to suggest that
ny man would feel better if he had a bath once a day,
nd miners, as a class, are sensitive, especially when it
the ''company" which does the suggesting.
The first experiment, for it was so considered, was at
line Xo. 4, which employs about 200 men.
A simple
ooden building was constructed, with 60 lockers, four
lowers and about a dozen basins, over which were hotIt was heated by a stove, and
ad cold-water faucets.
The water was ]iiped from a reservoir
lectric lighted.
ud heated by an <ild ])i)rtal)lc boiler.

hill-side springs.

from it, since it permits him to leave his working
clothes at the mine, where they belong, and appear on
fort

D

trains, in the office, at the

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

Baths

I

I

Prizes for Efficiency
The Corona Coal

Co. and H. B. Swoope & Co., who operate 10 mines in Clearfield County, near Madera, on the

Pennsylvania and

Xew York

roads, recently initiated a

& Hudson

Eiver

rail-

scheme for increasing the

effi-

Central

ciency of their employees by the giving of prizes to those
who showed themselves willing to do good service. The
I

I

commissary and at home in apworkman.

parel befitting the well-to-do

i

I

clothes

Possibly the principal beneficiary of the minei-'s bathhouse is the housewife; but the miner derives much com-

found.

e

suit of

full

are bored in the doors for ventilation.

ation.

lie

is

T~f

O C O O C C Ol

Q
Floors

I

'

I

I

'

'

'"T^^

ooooooq
T~T"1~~r

tt
5 ieam Pipes

Tfii:

Bathhousk Built by the Stearxs Coal & Lumber

The problem

of maintaining the bathhouse was a
an attendant night and day was required,
t
was solved by charging all who u.sed a locker 50c.
er month, and all other employees at the mine 25c. per
loutli "whether they needed a bath or not."
There was
jnsiderable opposition to this at first, but the miners soon
Jalized the advantages and were willing to pay for them.
Jrious one, for

iS

the arrangement .«tands. the

"company" furnishes the

equipment, water, light and fuel, and the minrs i)ay the other running expenses.
This means of mainmaiice seems based on sound business principles.
Luxries that cost nothing are not usually appreciated.
uilding,

'in

ITT per Cent, ok

the Employees Petition for a
Bathhouse

a short time the miners at

Xo. 10, a larger mine beabove company, sent a petition, signed by
less than 90 per cent, of their number, asking for a
Btliliouse on similar terms.
The plan shown herewith
'ill
give an idea of the one which was constructed in
nswer to their re(|uest.
III

gging

It

is

)ckers.

to the

larger than that at

mine Xo.

4,

containing 100

It has four showers with concrete floors.

It is

Co. at Xo. 10

tonnage of the combined mines

annum.
They promise
and the awards

is

Mine
about 500,000 tons per

to give, about Apr.

1,

fifty

cash prizes,

made by

a committee to consist
of the general manager, mine superintendent, engineer
will be

and mine foremen. The prizes will run from $1 to $20
and the time to be considered in the award commenced
Xov. 18, 1912, and extends to the time of distributing
the prizes. All employees, regardless of where they may
work, are eligible for a prize, except the members of the
committee. However, the mine foremen receive extra pay
for the above mentioned period if they make a good record.

Open to All Employees
Without limiting the nature of services for which rewards will be made, the general manager has outlined certain possible conditions which will find favor with the
committee.
A miner who works faithfully every day if
possible and loads as much coal when the company needs
it as he rea-^onably can and always tries to keep his coal
dean, and who endeavors to help out the mine foreman
by getting him miners and in other ways, will be a suitable recipient for one of these prizes.

;
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A

cutter

places cut,

and his scraper who systematically keep their
and who see that there is somebody to replace

they have to be away, will he favorably considdriver
ered by the committee in the making of awards.

them

if

A

who works hard and uses good judgment, making as many
trips as possible, who takes good care of his mules and encourages the men whose coal he hauls, who suggests im]irovement in the method of hauling or gathering
and who helps to get miners when they are scarce,
Ipc in line for an award of merit.

coal,

will

WoKK OVERTIME
who keeps the tipple floor
clean, who helps the motorman or driver to get away
(juickly with his trip, who loads out a railroad car aftex
liours so that it will not stand over, who watches for the
EXC0X'R.\GEMENT TO

An employee

on the tipple

and hustles for the company's interest, will be
i-emembered when the distribution of prizes is made.
Motormen, trip riders, and team drivers who make an
early start in the morning and a good tonnage each hour,
dirty coal

remembering to be careful at the same time, who
in an extra trip now and then, and who are not
afraid of an extra trip in the evening, particidarly if
iieeded to finish the end of a railroad car when cars are
scarce, or any other employee in the boiler house, blacksmith's shop, on the road, or in the barn, who keeps the
work moving will probably be rewarded for his activities
in the interest of the company.
In short, 50 cash prizes will be given to the 50 men
in the employ of these two companies who are of the most
value to the corporations between Xov. 18 and Apr. 1. It
will be interesting to see what effect this award will have
.aet

It is openly admitted
efficiency of the employees.
that it is based on the practices in vogue in the Pennsylvania E.E. and the IT. S. Steel Corporation. However,
imis not necessary to point out that there are certain
it
portant differences in the character of the aims.

on the

Precautions Taken by the Frick Co.
By Thomas W. Dawson*
the enginemen, machinists and others, the following notice is posted: "Employees working around engines, moving or revolving machinery, shafts, etc., are
warned of the danger, and are prohibited from wearing

To warn

Vol.

3,

No. 6

arrester for charging locomotives; soap lubrication for air

compressors; wagon guard and dumping platform for
swing-gate mine wagons; spooling device for tail rope on
haulages; stiles or protected crossings over rope and
sheaves where necessary for men to pass ; improved safety
catch for cages; device for positively rectifying wagon
catches on car hauls; self-closing hinges for shaft gates;
steel gallery and runway over boilers; protecting railing
of all kinds around the revolving and moving parts of all
machinery, and around drum pits, sumps, waste-lieat
flues, etc. ; safety platform for operation of electric larries
extra cages ready to replace shaft cages for use in ease of
accident; rubber matting around all switchboards and
electrical machinery; and printed rules and regulations
for the proper care of all moving parts.
"Do Not Touch" signs are used about electricity, indicating the voltage of the current; and "Do Not Pass
TTnder" signs will be found at such places where there is
danger in passing underneath structures.

Notices Uxdeegrouxd

When

you will see a sign in large letload which may be placed
on the cage, and the gross weight which that rope will
support. The standard signals for the hoisting and lowering of cages or trips, and the number of men permitted
to ride on a cage at one time, are indicated by signs having large letters, placed at the most convenient points for
coal

is

hoisted,

ters indicating the

maximum

observation.

We

ha^e

steel

doors to drop over shafts which have

wood headframes or coal bins above them, in case
these wood structures catch fire
pits for reception of
blowoff pipes from boilers, to prevent accidents to anyone
who might be passing during their blowing off; and
;

"drags" or "dogs" on the rear end of

all trips

hoisted on

inclines or slopes.

A thorougli search is made of one man or more of
each cage load which is lowered into a mine generating
All safety
gas, to discover matches or smoker's articles.
lamps are insisected thoroughly at the lamp house each
morning immediately before they are given to the employees.

(To

lie

conlUnied

in

an

earli/ {<sue)

torn clothing, loose or unbuttoned jackets, blouses, shirts,
long neckties and loose sleeves. Always wear the overin the trousers or under the overall
Xever forget to examine your clothing before commencing work." There is also the sign, "Stop this machine before oiling, wiping or repairing."
By way of safety devices, there are safety guards for
all smith-shop equipment, saws, lathes, emery wheels,
gears, belts, pulleys, shafting and all wood- and steelworking machinery; a locking device for handwheels on
all

jacket, tucked

bib.

valves; safety lock for electric switches; guards for water
gages ; concealed setscrews ; safety gaskets to be inserted

steam blowoff and feed-water connections when cleaning and repairing boilers; safety-locking device for self-

in

dumping

cages; safety chucks for drill-press spiiulles;
safety lock for belt shifter,

safety chuck for engine lathes

;

guards for governors and governor
•Assistant chief engineer. H.
Penn.

—

C.

])nllpy

Flick Col<e

wheels; spark
Co.. Scottdale,

Note. Al)Stract from paper entitled "Welfare, H. C. Prick
Co.." read before the winter meetinE of the Coal Mining
Institute of America, Dec. 18, 1912. Continued from our Issue
Of Jan. 25, 154.

Coke

Winm:i;s of A'k idi: .V.\li.iiicax Frt;L Co.'s Silver Cup
AT Gibson, N. M. From Left to Right: Dr. J. \V.
Stover. R. W. Dennard. T. Kuzniar, J. Kacicr,
AND F. KUZNIAU. St'B.rECTS, V. KoMllXPA

AND

p.

MeDeRMOTT

February
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When

Reducing Ventilation
Letter So.

—

Firing

the

have been iimeh interested in the
discussions on reducing ventilation in mines at firing
It seems to me that it would not be right to stop
time.
the fan or reduce the ventilation when firing in a mine
that is making any gas at all, for at least two good rea1. The continued flow of gas into the mine would
sons:
soon produce a dangerous atmosphere if the fan were to
V

I

be stopped or the ventilation checked. 3. The gases produced by the firing of a large quantity of powder, at the

must be diluted and swept away by a sufliwhich must be kept traveling.
In the use of dynamite, it often happens that one or
more sticks of the charge do not explode; but, being
In the use of black powder,
ignited, burn with a blaze.
much the same result is often produced by a shot blowing its tamping, and much of the powder being thrown
These occurrences often
out and burning in the air.
produce an explosion, if the atmosphere in the mine is
working

face,

tieut current of air,

not sufficiently diluted with good, pure air.

occurrences a competent
shots before they are fired.
these

man

To avoid

should inspect

Thomas

all

R. Pierce.

Scranton, Penn.

Letter No. 10

—

have followed closely

I

all

that has been

Coal Age, on the subject of reducing or shutthe air when firing in mines, and from my own

written in
ling off

experienced, strengthened by the opinions

some old-time

and experiences

am

convinced that it is
safer to fire shots in the mine with the fan stopped, or at
least with slack ventilation, than with a strong air curof

shotfirers,

I

rent.

have noticed that a "windy shot" seldom occurs in
rooms on a long entry where the air is generally
poor and there is much room for expansion and plenty of
1

the

first

But, as we shoot the rooms

cooling surface.

in

rcguUir

order and approach the face of the ciiliy. the space bocomes more contracted and the ventilation stronger. In

head of the entry, it is often necesor 6 shots together. These may not all

inisliing up, at the

sary to light

.5

explode at once, but follow each other in (|uick succession,
in this clo.se confined space, the gases produced
by the burning of so much |)owder and distilled from the
coal

make

and the
a

fine

dust thrown int(j the air, combine to
atmosphere, which is often ig-

!iighly explosive

nited liv one of the shots, producing what is called a
"windy shot," or perhaps a small local explosion.
It is my opinion that if there were no air current here
(Jas will not burn withthese gases woidd not explode.
In the about a certain admixture of air or oxygen.
This
sence of sufficient air, flame (piickly dies out.
would greatly sliorteti the range of flame, in blasting, and
limit the amount of destruction should a windy shot occur.
ft would not be necessary to stop the fan or slow it
down, at the time of firiiig. Tn order to reduce the ventilation in an entry we are about to sli(M)t, all that is neces-

setting open the door at

.-ary is to short-circuit the air In

mouth

of the entry,

oi-

This

a

at

point outside of where

the section we are
and accomplish the same purpose as stopping the fan. Such a question as this I think
is worthy of the attention of the Federal Bureau of Mines
and should be thrashed out at the Pittsburgh experiment
tiie

firing

begins.

will

leave

abotit to slioot unventilated

station.

R. J. Pickett,

Shelburn, Ind.
Letter Xu.

11

—

has been generally admitted that
gage is dangerous, but
to what extent has never l)een thoroughly settled.
The
opportunities for studying the j)roblem are limited and
It

firing .shots against a high-water

we must therefore depend

largely on theory.
In considering the question of reducing the ventilation
in a mine at firing time, in its practical bearing, and
ignoring for the time the possible effect of a high water

gage or pressure, we must

first

ask

Are shots

:

fired in

why?

Personmaintain that in tlie majority of cases they are
dangerous and the danger is greater in a gassy mine.
The argument in favor of shooting in still air appears
to be that if the ventilation is stopped there will not be
enough available oxygen to support an explosion if one
should start. But, let us see if such is really the case.
For example, say the day .shift in a mine goes oft' at 4
p.m. and the shotfirers going down an hour later stop the
Allowing them time to get to the nearest working
fan.
face, perhaps an hour will elapse from the time of stopXo change
ping the fan until firing of shots begins.
absolutely
ally,

still

air daiigenuis and.

if

so.

I

could take place in the atomsi)heric conditions, in this
time, that would wai-rant our saying that an explosion
In niiiu-s
could not occur, tlie fan having been shipped?
generating no gas the condition of tlu' air is |(raelieally
unchanged, except for a slight reduetidn in pressui-e,
owing to tliei'e being no circulation. The oxygen ciintenl
of the air has not lieen ap])reciably diminished by any

There is, then, hut
in so short a time.
one difference; namely, the air is at rest instead of ni
motion and there is no xcniiialing pressure.
Let it be assumed thai this eondition exists in a mine
that is dry and dusty, and that three shots are fired in the
What will l>e the result? It is practically
face, by fuse.
chemical action,

impossible for a short Hrer fo cut the fuses so that the>e
same time, but they will i)rob-

shots will explode at the

ably

follow each other

in

The
away from the

quick succession.

shot will cause a rush of air and du.st

first

face,

which

will probably react or rebound about the time
another shot goes off; and this may be repeated, each shot
throwing more dust into the air, which soon becomes thoroughly dusl-laden. If, now, one of the shots happens to
be overcharged and hinus its tam])ing, producing con-

siderable flame, the

dust explosion.

resulting conditions are ripe for a

Such an explosion, feeding on the oxygen

of the air. will seek the lines of least resistance, regardless

of whether the air

is still

or in motion.
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I believe it is

respect to

uuiieeessary to discuss this question, in
gas, for the state mining

mines making mucli

laws generally prohibit the firing of shots in the presence
of firedamp, which would be sure to be present in any

Vol.

;

air in the

mine was

sufficient to generate the heat neces-

sary for the effects just named.

amination of each place before firing a shot therein, in
order to make sure that no gas had accumulated while
I think few, if any, firebosses
the fan was stopped.
woidd try such a caper. One would be liable to lose his
certificate, in almost any state, if he did.
Ventilation in the mines may, of course, be carried to
an unreasonable extent. A strong air current may increase the tendency of the air to rush back, after a windy
shot but if a given amount of air is required, at the
working face, to dilute the inflammable gases generated,

has created

Others claimed that a body of gas and more or less
dust was ignited by sparks, given out by the roof rock
striking the iron ciiutes or in the grinding action of the
loof as

ill

amount or more must certainly be kept in cirwhen a deficiency of oxygen
would result in producing a larger amount of inflammable gas (CO) from the explosion of the powder.
The more logical thing to do is to insist on rigid shot
inspection; mine the coal wherever, possible; and use
permissible powders, with an electrical firing system op-

erated from the surface. If this is done it will make little difference whether the air is still or moving.
As long as coal is shot by black powder and the holes
are charged as some miners see fit, with no regard to the
position or depth of the hole, there will be a good chance
of explosion,

no matter what steps are taken in regard

to the ventilation of the mine.

0. a. Shaerer.

Hanna, Wyo.

The

Bellevue

Mine Explosion

Referring again to the discussion of the cause of the
second explosion at Bellevue, Alberta, Canada, which occurred Dec. 9, 1910, I have been hoping that there would
be a further discussion of the important questions involved and which have been referred to in the StirlingCadman discussion. Coal Age, Oct. 5, p. 457 and my
;

own letter, Nov.
The verdict of

2,

p.

617.

the jury reads in sul)stance as foUows:

We

do upon our oath say that 30 men came to their death
by carbon-monoxide poisoning, and one by a combination of
carbon-monoxide poisoning and a fractured skull ?ausod by
a cave of rock in chutes Nos. 76 and 78.

This evidence was based on the percussive theory as
advanced by James Ashworth, mining engineer, who was
called by the government to give expert evidence on this
disaster.
The question ari.ses as to whether a fall of roof
rock, without an exj)losion of gas and dust, or either, in
coal mine, could generate heat siifru-ient to coke the
dust so as to form minute globules of coke, ciiar the
timber, blow out stoppings and do other damage, besides
generating large volumes of afterdamp containing carbon
monoxide.
According to the expert evidence given by
Mr. Ashworth, all of these eflEects were caused by the
percussive effect produced by the heavy cave of roof rock
in the chutes mentioned.
If we understand correctly, Mr. Ashworth discards tiie
ignition of a possible accunudation of firedamp or a
i,

it

The

fell.

much

discussion of these possible causes

interest

among miners and mining men

general, throughout the Crow's Xest Pass; and we

would gladly

see the question further discussed.

J. W. Powell,
Mine Manager, Columbia Coal & Coke Co.

Coalmont, B.

C.,

Canada.

Surveying Methods

;

culation during firing time

Xo. 6

cloud of dust by sparks from the falling rock, and ascribes all to the percussive effect produced on the mine air
by the fall of roof assuming that the compression of the

mine making gas.
I would like to ask what mine foreman, in charge of
a mine generating large quantities of gas, would dare to
stop his fan for 30 min. or an hour before the shortfirers
go into the mine. It would be necessary to make an ex-

the same

3,

Referring to the question of Mine Surveyor, Coal Age,
Jan. 18, p. 113, I would like to suggest another method
This
that has served my purpose on several occasions.
method is a very convenient one to use in a level country,
although it could not be applied, in many cases, where
the country is rugged and there is not sufficient room to
It possesses the advantage that it reextend the line.
quires no technical knowledge on the part of the surveyor,
or

any calculation.

The method
panying

is

figure, set

as follows:

Referring to the accom-

up the transit at A on the edge
.

of the

:

February

19

S,
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I

I

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

tity of air divide

Ventilation

employed

tors are

(Answered
Ques.

—A certain

Requed)

htj

Ans.

fan, at a certain mine, produces Go,-

000 cu.ft. of air per min., when running at 40 r.p.m.
what volume of air will this fan produce at the same mine
when running at a speed of 55 r.p.m. ?
For the same power applied and the same conAns.
ditions in the mine, the volume of air produced is, practically, proportional to the speed of the fan.
In other
;

—

words, the quantity ratio
fore, calling the

is

X

55

" 40

G 57000

and length

area, perinicti'r

^
^

=6x 9=54
0=6x10=60
=4x10 =40

a

=2 (6+ 9) =30
=2 (6+10) =32
=2 (4 +10) =28

o

sq.ft.;
sq.ft.;
sq.ft.;

o
o

no

rejjula-

of eai-h of these

ft.

;

ft.;
ft.;

/

=2100

ft.

/=2400ft.
/=9000ft.

Keduced. the lowest relative values are as follows:
^
b

The

a =27;

o=1.5;

0=30;
0=20;

0=16;
o=14;

1= 7
/= 8
=.30

/

now found by

relative split potentials are

ing these relative \alues

x,

splits if

?

airways are as lo

equal to the speed ratio, there

required volume of air

— The

helwecu these three

substitut-

the expression for potential.

in

11
""

"\ro

"8

as follows

=

,/•

^ X

= 89,375, say 90,000

G.i,000

cu.ft. per

min.
A,

In practice, the increase of quantity

27

a slightly

is -in

than that of the speed. For e.xample, the fifth
power of the quantity ratio is e(pial to the fourth power
Thus,
of the speed ratio.

\

7

X 15

\

8

X

27

\\—

= 27

V

=

i:5.(;90

=

;5n

V 0.2344 =

14.524

20

V

O.047G =

4.'3G3

less ratio

•io

11\*

^

C, 20

Sum

X = 05,000 {'"17375*

=

Que«.

X

65,000

—If 70,000

1-29

=

83,850

The

per min.

cu.ft.

passing through a fan

what

under a water gage of 2.1
horsepower on the air?
Ann.
The hor.sepower on the air or the cffecliNc horse
in.,

is

the

—
is

70,000 (5.2

V/'

If

X

2.1)
II,

33,000

hp

B

14.524
Qb = ,, ^^^

.

32. 0(

Qc =

— If

a certain power is passing .'5(1,000 lu.ft. of
an airway 6.\6 ft., what would be the size
of a similar airway that will pass 40,000 cu.ft. per min.,
under the same power, assuming the airwnys are nf equal
Ques.

13.690

Qa =

C

33,000

r
\2l

32.577

of potentials

^
'

G4

((uantity of air passing in each split

and

to the split potential,
cu.ft. of air is

drift per min.,

jiower

20

\ 30 X 14

l.:J75*

05,000

X

\

IG

0.2.571

proi)ortional

found as follows:

is

X

25,000 = 10,500 cu.ft. per nun.

X

25,000 = 11,150 cu.ft. per min.

X

25, (too

I

''-^~

.

is

=

3,3.50 cu.ft. per iniii.

25,tiOO fu.ft.

Total

jiei'

iriiii.

air per min., in

Mensuration

length.
.I//V.

— In

siniibir iiirways of equal length, for the

power on the
the

same

same

the fifth powers of similar sides bear

air,

ratio to each other as the cubes of the quantities

In other words, the

of air in circulation.
the side ratio

Thercrore.

is

fifth

power

of

equal to the cube of the ((uaiitity ratio.

cidlinL!'

IIh-

siile

ol'

the

rei|uii'e(|

iiirwav

./.

we

—

(a)

in

'.)

—

and the

('lameter d,

lieigbt

The

ft.

7.128

=

QucK.
it

2.37

=

6

size of the rc(|uirc(f

7.128

that

il

(i

X

1.1«8

airway

is,

=

7.128

50.S

—A

is

X
X

split

so

W. =

25,000

cuj't.

of

air

is

size

common

])res-

(b)

^-^^^^X^^

The

is

y>»

-

f/»

\iiluc.-.

Ibi"

\iilumc of ibe tiink,

is

=
of

and length of the airways are as follows:
Split A, 6x!) ft., 2100 ft. long; split B.'fixlO ft., 2400 ft.
long; si)lit V, 4.\10 ft., 9000 ft. long. How will this quan-

sure.

I

ciise,

si|.rt.

current

travels in three airways subject to a

The

7.128

therefore, 7.128

TIk' sei-tioniil jiiva of "this airway

this

in

ft.

i;ink

=—ir-^ n-ir

•'''•

Substituting ibc given

=

volume of the

:

0.7854/;

/4\'*

30,000
.(•

the

A.

lound by the following foi-mula

llJlV.

-Kl,000\''

What

is the volume of a conical lank 8 ft.
ft. in diameter at the bottom
diameter at the t(i|i.
and 10 ft. high? (h) How many gallons of water will
this tank hold?
A us.
(a) Calling (be birgi' (luinicOT /'. tlir small

Ques.

2.GI8

X ^l|-" =
X 217 =

cai)acity of this

5G8.1

tank

in

2.G18 (729
cii.ft.

gallons

follows

5G8.1

X 1728 =

231

- 012)

say 4250 gal.

is

found as
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Washington, D. C.
A statement made upon what appears to be good authority
among Democratic members of Congress is to the effect that
coal which is now dutiable under the Payne-Aldrich law will,
forthcoming tariff reform measure, be shifted to the
The hearings before the committee are now finfree list.
ished, although briefs relating to various items are still bein the

ing received.
Coal producers have not made any vigorous arguments
before the committee recognizing as they apparently do the
disposition to abolish the present rates, in the interest of the
consumer and thereby to afford such relief as transportation
conditions would permit.
It is the expressed view of Democrats that the coal section in the Canadian reciprocity bill for which practically all
Democrats voted clearly committed the party to the idea of
free trade in coal. They do not think that general free trade
in this commodity would be more injurious to the domestic
miner than free trade with Canada would have been, and
while the Canadian bill did not provide for absolute free
trade with that country in this item it did take a decisive
step in that direction.
Another feature of the situation which has received considerable attention is the fact that the duties on various
classes of manufactures are being materially cut and that
under those conditions Congress ought to relieve the manufacturer of such increase in price as the coal duty necessitates. This is supposed to be particularly important to manufacturers in the Northwest.

An Important Decision
The Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered an important decision in the Louisville & Nashville coal and coke
This proceeding involved the reasonableness of
rates case.
proposed increases on coal and coke from mines east of Middlesboro, Ky. It was sought to advance the rates on coal to
the Ohio River and points south thereof 25c. per ton while
the advance on coke was 30c. per ton north of the Ohio River.
The Commission now finds that the defendants (the railroads)
have not succeeded in establishing the reasonableness of
the new rate and, therefore, the tariffs are ordered withdrawn, the present rates being continued. Incidentally the
commission expresses some interesting opinions on methods
of discussing the rate question and gives the following useful summary of this important controversy:
Briefly summed up the record shows, among other things,
That the Louisville & Nashville enfollowing:
(1)
couraged in every proper manner the development of the
mines and ovens in the St. Charles and Appalachia districts,
operators
in establishing a market north of
those
assisting
the Ohio River; (2) That the present rates have been in effect nearly ten vears and the advance contemplated will
probably exclude the Virginia operators from the northern
territory; (3) That the cost to the Louisville & Nashville
for transporting coal and coke via Cincinnati is not fairly
representative of the cost via that route because of substantial expenditures incident to improvements under way; (4)
That via Louisville the cost to the Louisville & Nashville is
materially less than via Cincinnati; (5) That according to

are further of opinion and find that the present rates are
reasonable and should be continued for a period of two
An order in accordance with these findings will be

years.
issued.

Look for Higher

.\ntliraeite

Prices

According

to reports that are being received by government officials engaged in the investigation of the coal situation, materially higher prices for anthracite coal are to be
expected in the near future, unless there should be a 1.3duction in freight rates tending to offset them. As to future

demand it is apparently positively assured while, according to information received by the bureau of mines production is about reaching its maximum capacity
a point from
which it is certain shortly to recede. This prospect in connection with coal prices is likely to be seriously discussed
in connection with the reports to Congress regarding the
coal situation that are now in process of preparation.

—

PENNSYLVANI.4
Anthracite
Scranton It was announced here, Feb. 3, that following
of
directors
held in New York, the Erie Raila meeting
the
road Co. has divorced all relations with its coal holdings.
Henceforth they will be operated as two separate corporations.
The headquarters of the coal department, now located in New York, will be removed to Dunmore, where the
offices of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. are now located.
F. D.

—

Underwood, president of the Erie, retires as president of all
He is sucthe coal companies that are subsidiary to it.
ceeded by Captain W. A. May, vice-president and general

manager

of the coal companies.

—

Treverton and Shamokin locals of the United
have adopted resolutions to work on days
that colliery employees, "who are killed, are buried and to
give the widow $150. If a breaker boy is killed, the parents
will receive $50.

Treverton

Mine Workers

—

Taylor As a part of the campaign that has been waged
months in the interest of a 100% organization of mine
workers throughout the anthracite field, about 6500 employees
for
of

the

Lackawanna Coal

Co.,

at

eight

of

its

collieries

in

Scranton and Taylor, quit Feb. 1. They refused to work with
nonunion men, engineers being included in this list, the
miners insisting that they should belong to the organization.
Pottsville Two largo collieries of the Reading Coal Mining Co. are crippled as a result of the strike of 2200 of
The reason is said to be that certain of the emtheir men.
ployees refused to wear union buttons.

—

the

the Louisville cSr Nashville's figures the cost to it equals or
exceeds its revenue, while according to the commission's figures the cost is only from 71 to 82 per cent, of the revenue;
<6) That these costs include all costs except return upon income account, the out-of-pocket cost being, therefore, even
at the Louisville & Nashville's figures, about 60 per cent, of
its revenue; (7) That the Louisville & Nashville system as a
whole is prosperous, that its Cumberland Valley division as
a whole is prosperous, that the portion of the Cumberland
Valley division east of Middlesboro shows either a profit or a
loss dependent upon the method used in the assignment of
cost and revenue; (S) That the eastern half of the Cumberland Valley division is more expensive per unit of freight to
operate than the western half because for ten years it has

remained practically unimproved and a much moie economic
line could be secured from 'Wassiota to Appalachia; (9) That
while joint rates are under investigation all of the cost and
revenue figures relate only to the movement to the Ohio
River; (10) That the freight traffic manager of the Louisville
& Nashville admits that his road seems to have been
"trimmed" bv the northern lines in the matter of divisions;
and (11) that beyond a few categorical answers there is no
testimony tending to show the reasonableness of the increased joint rates in their entirely.
Under all the circumstances our conclusion is that the
burden cast by law upon defendants to show the reasonableness of the Increased rates has not been sustained and that
We
such rates should not be allowed to become effective.

Bituminous

—

Connellsville A scarcity of labor has been serious in the
eastern Tennessee field since the holidays and, as a consequence, the car supply in that section is exceptionally good.
The full output is not being loaded at any of the mines.
It is said that many miners in the Tennessee-Kentucky
field left that region shortly before Christmas, owing to the
scarcity of cars and the consequent slack work and came to
the Connellsville region.

—

GreensliurB The U. S. 'O'eather Bureau is notifying mine
owners throughout the country that it will inform them, if
they so desire, of the times when it would be advisable to
take extra precautions to prevent explosions and mine disasters.
The weather bureau declares that when there is a
fall in atmospheric pressure the chances for mine
explosions are greatly increased.
Carrolltown Mine Inspector Monteith is conducting an investigation into the explosion in mine No. 25, of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, in which Ferdinand Behe
and Paul Steffus, both of this place, were killed, Jan. 23.

marked

—

•WEST ViKC.INIA

—

Bluefleld The visit of D. .\. Thomas, head of the Cambrian Syndicate, and one of the most prominent men In the
coal trade, has aroused much interest and discussion among
Those who are in a
coal men here as well as elsewhere.
position to know best believe that the interests represented
by Mr. Thomas are about to take over the ownership of a
considerable portion of the New River-Pocahontas coal fields

and that the

deal,

whatever

it

is.

is

already consummated.

February
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—

Boomer A vigorous membership campaign has been
waged during the past montli by the Boomer local of the
United Mine Workers. As a result the membership roll has
been increased by 3500.
At Boomer from SOOO to 10.000
miners are employed in the various mines, who have never
had any trouble with the Kanawaha Coal Operators* Association.
The union believes that if the Paint and Cabin Creek
sections were unionized, the operators in those districts
would have no trouble.
Charleston Delegate W. W. Wertz, of Kanawha, has introduced a bill in the House, changing the present system of
privately-employed guards, and prescribing the appointment
of special police by the governor.

—

COLORADO

—

Bonlder The House of Representatives has adopted the
Ardourel resolution calling for the appointment of a joint
committee from both branches of the legislature to investigate the labor conditions in the north Colorado coal fields.
The resolution now awaits the action of the senate.

FOREIGN NEWS

ALABAMA

—

Birmingham A number of the largest coal operators in
the district have announced wage increases effective in the
near future. Included in these are the Tennessee Coal, Iron
& R.R. Co., Pratt Consolidated Coal Co., Alabama Fuel & Iron
Co.,
Eldorado Coal Co.. Little Cahaba Coal Co., Blocton
Cahaba Coal Co., and others.
The properties of the Southern Iron & Steel o., bankrupt,
were sold on Jan. 31 to the bondholders who will reorganize under the name of the Standard Steel Co.
James Bowron,
trustee of the bankrupt concern, will be president of the

new company.

England

— English coal

to the fact that it
erations in March.

KENTUCKY

—

The slo'wness of the domestic demand has given
during the current season to somewhat extensive resort on the part of some operators to the practice of consigning unsold coal to the various markets to their own
account.
An agent is sent on to sell it or some dealer
handles it for them, and, in event of failure to accomplish
this, the coal is thrown on the market as demurrage coal.
The practice is often followed by tieing up of railroad equip
ment for an unduly long time, and the demoralization of the
market.
rise

trade is extremely unsettled, owing
feared that the miners will cease op-

—

.Vlaska Officials of the Department of the Interior were
at Anna, 111., Jan. 25, to investigate the Hartline coal claims
in the Controller Bay region of Alaska.
They are in the
same section as the Cunningham claims, the title to which
has been invalidated by that department.

—

The shortage of flats and gondolas on the railroads
has reached a climax during the past two weeks.
Brideeport President John Moore, of the Ohio Mine
Workers, has arrived to take up the strike of the 400 miners
at the Crescent mine of the Lorain Coal & Dock Co.
The
miners claimed that they were being cheated by the scales.
Mr. Moore will also look into other strikes in Belmont
County. Involving 1500 men.
CoMhoeton— At a recent meeting of the board of trade of
Coshocton, strong resolutions were adopted opposing the
proposed anti-screen law, pending in the Ohio General Assembly. It is said that the law, if enacted, would be "inimical to the best public interests of our community."
The resolutions call attention to the fact that Professor
Edward Orton, of the department of geology of the Ohio
full.

—

State University,

Is

opposed to the

bill.

INDIANA

—

PER
the

Terre Haute On account of high waters. 450 miners are
Idle In the Clinton field.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois
R.R. has been compelled to abandon its mine trains and the
men will be compelled to remain idle until the water sub-

1.

Wadleigh has opened an

R.

office at 1013 Bank of
Building. Norfolk, Va., as consulting engineer. He
will specialize on mining reports, purchase and use of lailway fuel, coal markets, both here and abroad, handling and
analysis of fuel.
Mr. Wadleigh has had a rather unusual
experience in certain branches of the coal industry, which
places him in a position to speak authoritatively on these.

F.

SIXTEENTH BIENNl.AL REPORT OF STATE MINE INSPECTORS TO THE GOVERNOR OF THE ST.VTE OF

west of this city

—

Cloth bound.

was 2.13. The best record was in 1905, when It
was 1.4, and the worst in 1902, when It was 4.2.
The mines are for the most part small. For the first fiscal year
of the two considered, only 212 mines were working; the tonnage was 7,729,674, or about 32,000 tons to each mine, that is
about 125 tons per day. In the second fiscal year, the number of mines working increased to 260, and the tonnage fell
to 6,S20,S2S, but the mines were Idle for 60 days, owing to a
strike, and after that the work was quite slow for a whole

month.
This report covers the coal-mlning Industry In Iowa for the
two years ending June 30, 1912. Marked features In Iowa
mines are the frequent use of longwall and the rare use of
mules. Laboriously totaling the record, we find that 90 mines
have longwall workings and 190 are worked on the roumand-piUar system. The former method of mining Is used In
eleven counties, well scattered over the state, and of these
Appanoose is the chief, 3S mines being worked by longwall
In that county and 34 having rooms and pillars.

GOB

FIRES, ETC.,

5

111.

MET WITH

Certificated

IN COAL MINES. By Arthur
mine manager.
55 pp., 5%xS%,

Chronicle Printing

ette boards.

covered with water.

huge fall of slate at the Latham mine, near Lincoln.
Benton The strike of the miners at the Benton Coal Co.'s
mine here, which lasted for over a week, ended when the

in.

fore, the loss

Is

ILLINOIS
LInroln Two miners were killed, two injured and 34
had a narrow escape from being burled alive recently by a

110 pp., including index; 6x9

There are only three mines using mules and these are all
in Appanoose County. Iowa is one of the safest mining districts in the United States.
There are few which can show
an accident rate lower than 1.S5 per thousand men employed,
as Iowa did in the year ending June 30, 1912. The year be-

Brealey.
of the great coal fields

ONALS

Commerce

sides.

The entire area

vS

H. L. Findlay has been appointed general sales manager of
Toughiogheny & Ohio Coal Co., Cleveland, Ohio, to take

effect Feb.

IOWA.

UIIIO

Fully 3000 men are out of work as the reSt. Clalrsvlllr
sult of the car shortage.
Mines which have box-car loaders
are able to operate in full; on the other hand, few mines in
Belmont County which cannot load box cars are operating in

—

is

TEN>'ES§EE

—

Kno.'KVille
Kentucky operators are interested in the mee
ing of the Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association,
which is to be held Feb. 11, at Knoxville. Several addresses
of unusual interest are on the program, among them, probably one by Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, of Washington, D. C,
head of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
The association, while an organization now only in its
third year, numbers among its members operators who expect during the current calendar year to mine between six
and seven million tons of coal, which is much the largest
tonnage it has ever enrolled before.

LouiMville

235

charter of the Miners' Local was revoked by the state organization. The strike was caused by the coal company fining the employees for refusing to work one day in December
last, and the miners' state officials upheld the mining company.

1912.

&

Publishing

Co., Ltd.

Leather-

Price, Is.

This pamphlet makes no great pretensions, and this fact
makes us little disposed to criticise It severely. It Is written
In a somewhat disjointed and obscure style, does not contain
anything which Is at once new and true, and contains quite
a few misstatements.

We
flre

miss

fighting.

many

Interesting and valuable features of gobIs,
for Instance, no reference to the

There
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There is
French method of mudding- coal to extinguish
no discussion as to the best method of approaching a mine
guard
animals
to
nor is anything said about using
fire,
against carbon-monoxide poisoning. The author has nothing
sulphuric
or
to say about drowning the fire with carbonic
fires.

\o\.

at Newark Bay, N.
200,000 tons.

J.,

will

3,

Xo. 6

have an annual consumption of

—

dioxide.
He believes that

Charleroi, Penn. Contracts are to be awarded in a short
time for important extensions to the little coal road owned
by the Pittsburgh Coal Co., known as the Montour railroad,
which will connect that road with the Bessemer & Lake Erie
In all, 40 miles of new road will be
R.R., near Homestead.

cause

built.

it

of coal

an exhausting fan is to be avoided, bedraws gas out of the coal and says that "if a piece
inclosed in a vacuum, a high temperature can be

is

procured very quickly, thus assimulating it to coal left in the
gob and inclosed in a space containing a warm atmosphere,
the oxygen being used by the coal absorbing it and also
by the surrounding strata producing a warm atmosphere simIt is obvious that had we quoted
ilar to that of a vacuum."
this at the head of the review, no further criticism would
have been necessary.
For instance, we read "Water will boil in a vacuum at
After this statement, which, by the way, places
67 deg. F."
the temperature too high, the author states inconsequentially
that "the above facts show that any substance will burn at
a very low temperature if the air pressure be sufficiently reduced." This is neither true nor apropos of anything which
precedes.

We

are not surprised, therefore, to find that the

author is capable of announcing that the expansion of tne
gases on the fall of the barometer "causes a rise of the
temperature of the goaves."

Cost, 14,000,000.

—

Kosmosdale, Ky. The St. Bernard Mining Co., one of the
largest of the western Kentucky operators, has just closed a
five-year contract for the full supply of the Kosmos Portland Cement Co., of Kosmosdale, Ky. The company's requirements average about 3000 tons a month. A former five-year
contract between the two companies has just expired.

—

Cincinnati, Ohio The C. G. Blake Coal Co.; to change its
to the C. C. Blake Co.

name

—

Arvonia, Va. National Slate Corporation; capital stock,
$25,000; to develop slate property.
Hamilton, Ohio The Hamilton-Otto Coke Co.; capital
Incorporators: J. C. Thomas and others.
stock. $700,000.
Richmond, Va. Maryland Coal Corporation; increased
capital from $250,000 to $600,000 for continued development of

—

—

its

properties.

Johnston'n, Penn.

— M.

Sheeley

&

Sons, the well

known

con-

have landed the contract for 1900 ft. of tunnel work
and a lot of shaft work at a mine being opened by the
Loyalhanna Coal Co., in Shade Township, Somerset County.
Youngstonn. Ohio The Republic Iron & Steel Co. will
build a new coking plant on 15 acres purchased between the
Canfleld brancli of the Pennsylvania R.R. and the Lake Erie
The plant will have a 1000-ton
&. Bastern I'ight-of-way.
tractors,

—

capacity.

—

$500,000.

—

British Columbia Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: Henry Rising, managing editor of the

Spokane, Wash.

—

Danville, III. The new mine of the Bunsen Coal Co. will
be located % mile west of this city. The company has over
25,000 acres of land in this vicinity.
Clay Lynch, formerly
of the Connellsville region, is general manager.

"Spokane Chronicle," and J. H, Tilsley.
Cambridge, Ohio The Economic Coal Co. capital stock,
$10,000; to deal in coal and coke. Incorporators: C. B. McCoy,
J. L. Secrest. J. A. Thrasher. Homer Witten and F. W. Tobin.
Cleveland. Ohio The Albert E. Ward Coal Co.; capital
stock, $5000; to mine and deal in coal. Incorporators: Albert
E. Ward, C. V. Ward, M. W. Shetter, Fred J. Axel, and J.

—

;

—

Stacel.

—

&

The W. T. Fields Oil, Gas, Coal
InvestIncorporators: W. T. Fields,
Co.; capital stock. $25,000.

Cushing, Okia,

ment

Guthrie; William
McAlester.

W. Cuthbertson. El Reno and Pete Hanraty,

— Thomas

Knox

Somerset, Penn. The Quemahoning Creek Coal Co. is rushing work on a new opening at their operations at Harrison.
It is expected that when this second opening has been completed the number of men as well as the output will be

Salt Lake City, Utah
stock. $10,000; shares $100

trebled.

Fairmont, W'. Va. Milan Coal & Coke Co.; to develop coal
lands in Harts Creek district, of Lincoln County, West Virginia; capital stock. $100,000.
Incorporators: Milan N. Glumicich, Julius Hoffman, Marvin L. Linn, Thomas W. Powell
and Richard Hoffman, all of Fairmont, W. Va.
Clarksburg, \V. Va. Francois Coal & Coke Co.; to develop
coal lands, manufacture lumber, coke, and drill for oil and
gas in Harrison County, West Virginia; capital stock, $100,000.
Incorporators: V. E. Gocke, J. M. Francois. J. C. Williams, E.
J. Francois and E. L. Spraker, all of Clarksburg, W. Va.

—

Bessemer, Ala. A large sum of money will be expended
this year by the Tennessee Coal & Iron Co. in developing
the mines at Potter, on Red Mountain. Several hundred miners
will be employed at this mine when working with a full
force and full time.
Washingrton, Penn. The opening up and development of
untouched coal fields of Washington and Greene Counties is
forecast in the report that the Pennsylvania R.R. is at work
preparing to make an extension of its lines from northern
Washington County south into Greene County. It is likely
that work will be begun on the new extension within a few
months.
Connellsville, Penn.- The contract for the boiler house to
be erected at Trotter works of the H. C. Frick Coke Co. is to
be let this month. The structure is to be of brick, steel and
concrete, and to have a length of 118 ft., with ends 43 and 75
ft. wide.
The height is to be 35 ft.
The new structure is to be built over the old one witliout
stopping operations in the latter.
Connellsville, Penn. Two contracts have been awarded
One plant of 100
for new coke-oven plants in this section.
ovens is to be built in the Ligonier Valley, on 300 acres of up-

—

—

—

per Connellsville coal land.
The other will consist of 200 ovens, to be built near Du
The ovens are to be
Bois, Penn., by the Sykesville Coke Co.
of the rectangular type with mechanical pushers. The plans
for this plant have been completed and it is to be built this

summer.

— According

from New York, a
syndicate has been formed to build byproduct coke plants in
These
plants arc to use
country.
the
of
dlffrirent portions
adjacent coals for coking them. It is proposed to build plants
.special
and
no
type of oven
localities,
suitable for different
St.

Louis. Mo.

to dispatches

will be used.

The concern will establish one plant at
an annual coal consumption of over 400,000

St.

with
Another,

Louis,

tons.

each.

A.

Athol Rawlins, vice-president; George

R.
S.

Coal

Co,;

capital

Thomas, president;
Knox, secretary and

treasurer.

—

—

—

Roundup, Mont. Articles of incorporation were filed Jan.
by the McCleary Coal Co., which will have a capitalization
of $500,000. V. C. McCleary is secretary.
Active work will be
started on a spur which will be built from the main line of
the Milwaukee, up Carpenter Creek to the mine, a distance of
about five miles.
Work will also be started at the mine
early in the spring, and they expect to be able to load 300
9

tons of coal daily.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Rivesvillf. \V. Va.-:— .According to reports, active preparations are being made to develop the Pittsburgh seam, along
the western side of the Monongahela River.

—

Plains, Penn. M. J. Healey has concluded negotiations for
the transfer of his interests in the Stark holdings, recently
purchased by the Madeira Hill Co., to that concern.

—

Fairmont. «'. Va. The National Consolidated Coal Co. will
deve.op a large tract of coal in Barbour County, West
Virginia.
It is proposed to erect coke ovens and enter that
trade as well.
Cleveland. Ohio The largest purely gravity coal-handling
plant in this cit.v is now in practically complete operation at

—

February

S,

Cuyahoga Coal

the yards of the
city of 3000
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The bins have

a capa-

—

—

—

—

works are now nearly full. All told, the company has now
employed about 145 men. They are hoisting from 500 to TOO
tons of coal a day.

—Judge

Wasliinfrton, Ind.
real-estate dealer,

Ogden has appointed John Dosch.

as receiver of the Riverside

Coal

Co.,

owning one of the largest mines in tliis section. The recei\'ership was brought about by trouljle existing between the
miners and operators.
Pittsburg:, Kan.
State Mine Inspector Leon Bessen has
ordered mine No. 6 of the Dixie Coal Co. to be closed down,

—

owing

3;n

—

Birminit'ham, Ala. Between four hundred and five hundred
will be put to work Monday in the Searles mines. Tuscoloosa County. Harry Coffin, trustee of the Alabama Consolidated Coal & Iron Co., with permission of Referee in Bankruptcy Dryer, has made a contract with the Tennessee Coal,
Iron & Railway Co. for 1000 tons of coal daily. The coal will
be used in making coke at Corey.

men

tons.

San Francisco, Calif
The Taylor- Wharton Iron & Steel
Co. announce that they have moved their Western sales office
from 203 Mills Building. San Francisco. Calif., to 504 Newhouse Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Prcscott, Iowa An 8-in. seam of bituminous coal has
been struck during the past week at a depth of 104 ft. The
drillers are still going down in the hope that they will strike
the second seam which they believe to be close.
Connellsvllle, Penn. The mines of the Latrobe-Connellsville Coke Co.. near Latrobe, are partially flooded from old
The company has
workings which take surface drainage.
found it necessary to order a pump installed in the mine.
Morgantown, Ky. G. L. Drury. J. A. Watkins, C. E. Sullivan and J. C. Haney, of Union County. Ky., have purchased
the West Aberdeen Coal Co.'s property and are now repairing the mines with a view to putting them in operation.
LovlnKton, 111. Up to last week the Lovington mine has
been taking on new men almost every day, until the entire

a

AGE

to the failure of the

company

to

make

certain altera-

The mine is the largest in the disthe equipment.
and employs 300 men.
AVaynexburK. Penn. E. F. Baily has just completed the
sale of 1000 acres of coal located in Braxton County, West
Virginia, to some Greene County business men. The sale included both the Pittsburgh and Freeport seams.
The consideration has not been made public.
M'hitesburK, Ky. It is announced that an eastern syndicate has purchased the Sam J. Wright and John Osborne
tracts of coal and mineral land near that city, consisting of
about 1200 acres. Early development is planned, in connection with which a four-mile branch will be built.
.Middl'esboro, Ky.
It is reported that a company composed
of West Virginia mining men has obtained control of the
Mary Moore coal property in that vicinity, which has been
idle for some time, and will shortly reopen the mines for option in
trict

—

—

—

e-ation.
Ray Moss, of Middlesboro, will act as manager for
the company.
ramden. Ark.
A fluid extracted from lignite coal, which is
mined near here, is being successfully used for tanning purposes. The discovery was made by Dr. Geo. W. Kimball, who
has offered to sell his patent to the Morris Packing Co., for
$20,000. with the stipulation that the company install a tanning plant here.

—

—

Fairmont, W. Va. Filing of 87 coal deeds with the county
brought a big coal deal to light recently.
Eightyconveyed various parcels of the Sewickley
or Mapletown coal vein underlying parcels of land in PaT
Paw, Lincoln and Fairmont districts to the Southwestern
Coal Co. from the individual owners, and the other conveyed
the tract from the Southwestern company to E. H. Thompson, of Chicago. It is said the coal would not be worked, but
was bought by Mr. Thompson as an investment.
clerk

six of these deeds

—

W'ayne»l)ure, Penn. E. F. Bailey, of Cumberland Township,
has just completed a sale of 1000 acres of coal, situated in
Braxton County, W. Va., to a party of business men in the
eastern part of the count.w
The coal comprises the Pittsburgh and Freeport veins.
Since Greene County
coal is
passing into the hands of operators, the eyes of investors
are being turned toward West Virginia, where coal may still
be had at prices which may double themselves in a short time
if the present rate of advancement is maintained.

—

ChicBKo. Ill
The Link-Belt Co., of Philadelphia and Chicago, designers and manufacturers of coal-tipple equipments
and other conveying machinery, announce that hereafter the
contract work in the West Virginia and Virginia coal fields
will be in charge of tiieir engineer, F. F. A^'aechter, replacing A. Kauffman, who has been transferred to the Chicago
plant.

Mr. Waechter has been in the company's employ for the
last 15 years, having spent a great pai-t of his time in the
engineering department, where he held the position of chiei:
draftsman. The last two years he has spent in the sales deThis combination of experience fits him admirpartment.
ably for his new duties in the coal field.

—

Penn. Orenstein-Arthur Koppel Co., general
Machesiiey Building, Pittsburgh, Penn.; works, Kopadvise that their general manager, A. Reiche,
is
now in Berlin, Germany, where the head office of
this
company is located, in consultation with the executive officials regai"ding the extensive improvements to
be made during the coming year at their American plant,
to
know that the
of
interest
Koppel, Penn.
It
is
organizaof the American
entire executive department
PittMburj^'h.

offices.

pel,

Penn,,

tion, which is now located in the Machesney Building, in
They
Pittsburgh, is to be moved to their plant, at Koppel.
are having a new office building erected, which will be two
This shows
stories high, and will cover a plot 100x160 ft.
the tendency of the larger manufacturers toward avoiding
the heavy expense of the rents in cities and getting closer
to their mechanical and opirating departments.

—

Sycamore, Kan. .\ 5-ft. bed of anthracite coal has been
discovered by a test drill. 7 miles from Independence. Experts declare that the coal is first class in quality. The anthracite coal was struck at a depth of 800 ft.
.Additional
ore drills have been ordered to test the field further and ascertain

its

extent.

—

Fairmont, W. Va.

The holdings of the Southwestern Coal
of 8000 acres of land, are to be transferred to
the Excelsior- West Virginia Colliery Co., which has just been
Incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000,000. The land will
be developed at once. The principal offices of the company
will be in this city.
Co., consi.sting

—

Fayettevllie. W. Vo. The Marsh Fork Splint & Gas Coal
began loaillng coal from their new mine, near Jarrolds
Valley, a few weeks ago.
They are Just out of the strike
zone, the men seem well satisfied and indications bid fair
to make this one of the most Important operations In this
section of the country.
Co.

—

Norfolk, Va. The Norfolk & Western has just placed an
order for 40 more Mallet locomotives and 2250 cars while the
Virginian is now receiving the 7000 coal cars ordered last fall
and the delivery of the 2000 cars ordered by the Chesapeake
& Ohio will soon begin. The ordering of the additional equipment Is assurance that th(r rallroad.s look for a moat prosperous coal year in both domestic and export business.
St.
I,ouIh, Mo.
James Campbell, a local capitalist, and
others, are reported organizing a company, with capital $5,000,000, to build byproduct coke plants In various cities. Including St. Louis. The local plant, it is proposed, shall have
a capacity of 1000 tons of coal per day, with plans that will
permit expansion.
Evrythlng pertaining to the proposed
corpora lion as yet is j-omewhat Indefinite.

—

Developii

•

f

the

lelelllKJ

over 37 years of age, and
therefore still young, has probably developed more In that
short time than any of its humanity-helping contemporaries.
In fact, writers have termed the development of the telephone a "romance of science." The story of this romance has
been put forward in what is perhaps the most understandable and, at the same time, the most interesting way. In the
exhibit of historical and modern telephone apparatus and
electrical supplies recently Inaugurated at New York by the
Western Electric Co. The exhibit Is in three sections.
The historical section shows the development of the telephone from its earliest stages up to the present time. The
smoked-glass records of sound waves, made by Alexander
Graham Bell, in 1874, using the human ear x3 a transmitting
diaphragm, and thus proving that diaphragms would transmit sound waves; parts ef Bell's original telephone of 1876,
mounted to make a complete model, and numerous Instruments showing the gradual improvement In design, are exhibited to great advantage In largfl glass cabinets with plaIncluded In the
cards, giving a description of each article.
historical collection, which Is composed partly of apparatus
loaned by the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., and
partly of the Western Electric apparatus, are the switchboard used by Mr. Bell in opening the New York-Chicago
line In 1892, and the receivers and transmitters used at the
opening of the New York-Denver line In 1911.
The modern apparatus section contains switchboards, magneto and central battery, each switchboard having wired to
it a number of telephone sets, so that servlo; dcmonstrationa
may be made to visitors.

The telephone, though but a

bit

-

.
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GENERAL. REVIEW
It is generally conceded by all that the hard-coal trade
has passed the high point for the season, and is now defiPremium coals have almost entirely
nitely on the decline.
disappeared and concessions on various sizes are being freely
offered.
Some operators are attempting to enforce restrictions as to allotments of various sizes, but consumers are
showing an independence of any such regulation on their
orders.
Middlemen who contracted heavily at high prices
over February are being forced to sell at liberal concessions
below contract prices.
There is a general slump apparent in the Eastern coastwise trade.
Shippers are pressed by cars standing in the
yards, with the result that they are eager to make sales,
and it is evident that there will have to be a curtailment in
mining, or the trade will shortly be demoralized.
Only a
few contracts are being closed; prices are oft, and the trade
is finding it difficult to contract as buyers appear confident
that quotations will ultimately reach the low level of last
year. Consumers of Pittsburgh coal are, as a rule, taking full
allotments on their contracts, although some are asking for
curtailment in shipments: spot prices are down to the conThe
tract level, and operatoi-s are actively seeking business.
car and labor supply are suflScient to meet all requirements,
Ordinarily,
but mining is only under a moderate pressure.
such a winter as the present one would make the marketing
of coal difficult if not impossible, and Eastern dealers generally are surprised at the ease with which the heavy tonnages are being moved; however, prices are weak and unsteady, and operators are finding it difficult to contract.
The Ohio market is showing more strength but is still far
from normal for this period. Domestic continues the weak
feature in the market, with steam still showing a tendency
to act in sympathy with it; cars are plentiful and production
is down to a lower point than at any time during the seaThere are some forced sales at reduced prices to avoid
son.
demurrage on speculative coal, and the general tendency is
toward lower prices; however, producers are holding firm for
higher quotations on contracts. Dumping at Hampton Roads
is heavier than usual and close to the record, but the market is weak, due to heavy accumulations, as a result of a
good car supply and warm weather. There is still a good
healthy tone to steam in the Southern market, although domestic has weakened and operators are finding it difficult to
dispose of their output.
.\n abrupt change in weather conditions has avoided what
would certainly have developed into a complete demoi-alizaImtion of the Middle Western trade had it not appeared.
mense tonnages of unsold coal were standing on track and
the
the
result
had
been
it is difficult to say what would have
same unseasonable weather continued. Prices still rule low,
reasonable
and operators are finding it difficult to contract at
figures, but it is expected that the zero weather will effect a
rapid change in the existing conditions. The improvement is
confined mostly to domestic grades, but it is also having a
stimulating effect on the steam sizes. In the Rocky Mountain region and on the Pacific Coast severe weather has been
prevailing, and there were temporary fears of a coal famine,
but the situation appears to be well in hand now.

BOSTO.X. M.ISS.

The shippers
is apparent in every direction.
Southern coals are pressed with cars standing and so
prices
are
now
down to
eager are they to make sales that
the level of last summer; $2.70 has been the current price
for nearly a week, f.o.b. Hampton Roads, for Pocahontas and
New River. The off-shore market seems a little better than
along the coast, but there will have to be a restriction in
The Pennsylvania
mining or things will be demoralized.
grades are off to $2.70 (5) 2.80 f.o.b. New York, and even
Georges Creek is beginning to come down freely on orders,
both at Philadelphia and New York as well as at Baltimore.
A week ago there ^vas talk of contracts, but the agencies
realize now that it would be next to impossible to close a
season's business at $2.S5®3 when the market is lri®25c. less
than that for current shipment. Some business is rumored to
have been closed, but the volume fs relatively small. Buyei-s
are confident prices will rule at least as low as last year, and
The slump

of the

February

too early
present conditions.
is

them

get

to

interested,

view of

in

The market

all-rail is as dull as at tidewater.
Prices for
spot coal are not much in excess of $1.25 at the mines for the

ordinary grades and purchases are small and less frequent.

Some

down

railroads which were

of the

to

two and three

supply several weeks ago are now apparently well
stocked and there is no life to the situation. Car supply is
improving, and practically all the mines are enjoying a,
reasonably good allotment.
Current quotations at wholesale are as follows:

days'

Clearfields, f.o.b.

mine

.$1

Clearfields, f.o.b.

New York

Cambrias and Somersets,
Pocahontas,
Pocaliontas,

Pocahontas,

New
New
New

f.o.b.
f.o.b.

.

mine

.

.

.

.

River,
Hampton
River, on cars Provide
River, on cars Boston.

NEW"

25@11.40

2.50® 2 65
2.75® 2 95
1.40® 1.60
2.60® 2.70

ClearBelds, f.o.b. Philadelphia

.

3
3

90®
95®

4.10
4 10

YORK

—

Bituminous A fall in temperature the last of the preceding week which continued over the first of the current one.
had a somewhat steadying effect on the local market, but did
not entirely check the decline "W'hich the trade has been experiencing over the last few weeks. But even though prices;
have fallen off, there is a slight increase in the demand and

some of the operators are

of the opinion that the market is
a stronger position.
As a reason for this belief, they
state that, owing to the high price level prevailing in the
spot market over the last few weeks, shippers generall\'
have been curtailing allotments on contracts in order to take
the greatest posible advantage of the high quotations for
prompt coal. Now that this demand has been partially satisfied, thus causing an easing off in prices, consumers having
contracts are finding their supplies at an unusually low poinl.
The railroads are again beginning to appear in the mai
ket after having been out over the last t^'O or three week-s.
The heavy buying on their part has been one of the best
features in the trade, this season, and the new inquiries
from them will do as much to steady up the market as anything that could occur, with the possible exception of an
abrupt change in weather conditions. This latter has been
so entirely adverse to a heavy consumption, that it is rather
remarkable that the soft-coal market has held so well as it
in

has.

quote the local market as follows

\v
s

pri.

somewhat reduced, but

Circular

Broken*
Chestnutt

$5 00
5.50
2.75
2 75
2 50
2.25

Rice**
Rioet.

-.

195

S4 SO
5 45
$3.75(3.4 10

2.25@2 70
2

00@2

40

West

Virginia,

steam

Fair grades. Penna.

.

$2 f«

.

.

.$2. 90@2,£'S

Good grade. Penna... 2.90@3.00
Best miller, Penna.. .. 3. 00@3. 05
Georges Creek
3.25@3.30

1.80@1,95
1.50@1.65

1.20@170
**Scranton.

t

Lehigh and Schuykill.

— While weather conditions

.\nthraclte

level:

Individual

.

1.75
Barleyt
* Scranton and Lehigh.

new

Bituminous

Anthracite

Pea*
Buckwheat**.
Buckwheatt

with bituminous

quite strong at the

have experienced an

abrupt change locally,

it has not as yet been of sufficient duration or severity to effect any difference in the hard-coal situation. The result is that prices have slumped off still further,
orders are quite scarce, and the trade is at an unusually low
ebb.
There is some slight demand for stove and pea, and chestnut is becoming noticeably easier: egg is so plentiful, that
concessions are readily obtained on it. and consumers generally are becoming particular about sizes and grades. Cancelations are coming in at a rate that is alarming the companies and new orders are almost impossible to obtain.
It is evident that the speculators stand to lose heavilj'
000. 000
the coming season. In view of the shortage of some
tons in production, many of these anticipated an acute
libercontracted
the
winter
and
during
famine in hard coal
Conally for February tonnages at relatively high prices.
weather,
unseasonable
to
the
due
sumption has been so low.
that the heavy demand failed to materialize, with the resuft
that quotations are low and the speculators will be forced
to sell this high-priced product at circular or lower.
fi,

February

8,
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PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
A slight fall of snow, followed by a comparatively low
thermometer, stimulated the retail coal market, but unfortunately, it centered on the two sizes which were already
Durins
short of the current demand, that is stove and pea.
the previous "week, these sizes had been slightly easier, but
Egg and nut
the cooler weather, tightened them up again.
are in a comparatively easy supply, orders being filled with
promptness, but the dealers are still short on stove and pea.
Tidewater business still continues good, and while it is
understood there are some cancelations, large numbers of
barges are going out weekly, consigned to down east points,
although it is admitted that the trade in the east is taking as little as possible of egg size. This is used almost exin large residences, and assuming that it is purchased in large quantities, the supplies now on hand, due
to the unseasonable weather, have been ample so far this
winter, and unless conditions change, there is likely to be a
surplus of this grade until the spring or opening prices
It is a fact that egg is invariably active,
are announced.

239

cially in spot business.
There has not been such a mild January, according to reports issued by the weather bureau, for

nearly eighty years. Naturally such weather would affect the
anthracite trade the most, but the bituminous dealer, too. has
found the demand gradually falling off until but little or no
coal is moving except on contracts.
The only activity is in contracting; one of the largest companies has closed up three contracts during the week at
prices from 10c. to 15c. higher than the old quotations.
It
is expected that contracts will be closed spasmodically until
the general renewals which will take place two months hence.
There is a sliglit shortage of labor and some little complaint
was heard of the car supply during the week, but it is not
causing the trouble that it would were the demand for fuel

clusively

gi-eater.

only when prices are the lowest, in the spring, some dealers
at that time taking almost their entire requirements.
Complaints are heard that, inasmuch as the supply of coal
Considerable
is easier, prices should recede or be reduced.
coal was brought in this city, for which the dealers paid
the houseis
doubtful
if
but
premiums,
it
handsome
quite
The inholder paid any advance over the current prices.
market
their egg
impossible
to
finding
it
operators,
dividual
coal at current figures, are conceding anywhere from 25
to 30c. per ton to move it. and in some cases, are breaking it
down at the mines into the smaller sizes, for which there is
still a ready market.

The anthracite shippers are agreed that the mild winter
has been a good thing for them, as otherwise the demand for
coal would have been so far in excess of the supply that the
situation would have been acute.
As it is the anthracite
supply is now about up to the demand.
Ordinarily such a winter would have obliged the bituminous trade to use every possible means to sell coal at a profit.
Prices are. of course, what they were a month ago, though
it is difficult to quote accurately just now, as buyers and
sellers are far apart. There are many rumors of coal offering
at sacrifice prices, but at the same time jobbers are expressing
surprise that their sales are going through so well. Even the
railroads, which bought considerable high-priced coal during
December, are generally taking it without grumbling. Sellers
are finding it difficult to contract because of prevailing low
prices.
The car situation is easier than it has been for some
time, as all the railroads have to contend with is some high
water and landslides. Quotations are weak and unsteady on

PITTSBIRGH,
Bituminous

— Mining

is

PE>"X.
being conducted under only moder-

Car supply is adequate and so is labor, while
ate pressure.
demand is less than was expected. Contract consumers are
taking full shipments as a rule, but there are cases of requests for curtailment in shipments, owing to accumulation of
Prompt demand is relatively light, and some of the
stocks.
operators are rather actively seeking such orders, though, as
a rule, not at the expense of prices, which recently dropped,
In exceptional cases
for prompt coal, to the contract level.
it is possible the contract prices have been shaded slightly
on small prompt lots, but generally speaking, the market
This is for mine-run and screened coal. Slack conis firm.
tinues to command a good premium above the circular or
general price for the season, 90c., and is rather readily sold
at $1.10.
There is more sounding of the market on contract coal
for the year beginning Apr. 1. and some buyers evidently have
hopes of breaking the regular prices, but thus far there has
been practically no encouragement for this position. Regular
contract prices are as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and slack,
$1.05; nut. $1.25; mine-run. $1.30: %-in., $1.40; IH-in-. $1-55
per ton at mine. Pittsburgh district.

—

ConnellHviile Coke The coke market has been soft since
the decline noted a week ago. and prices are quotable still
lower.
There has been an almost entire absence of demand
for both prompt and contract coke.
This has been partly the
cause of the market weakening, but of equal moment has
been the increased production since the celebration of the
various holidays was completed. In the past three weeks the
output has averaged about 425.000 tons weekly, against 400.000 tons maintained for many weeks previous.
Sales of
prompt furnace coke have been made in the past week at
$3.25. and while $3.50 is asked by many operators the price
seems to be entirely nominal. There has been scarcely any
negotiation for contract coke, and the full measure of the
decline is not disclosed, but enough is known to make it quite
certain that $3.50, formerly the minimum asking price, is entirely out of the question, and $3.25 would doubtless be shaded
for

many good

brands. Foundry coke has also declined, but
not 80 markedly as regards price, the change rather being
that better grades of coke can now be secured.
For many
«'eek.s really standard foundry coke was out of the market.
We quote: Prompt furnace. $3.25; contract furnace. $3.10(5
3.20; prompt foundry. $3.50'S'3.75; contract foundry, $3.25@3.50,
per ton at ovens.
II
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A sharp break In price! occurred during the week, occasioned by the prolonged open weather.
Operators reported
Bales at prices from 50c. to GOc. lower than were obtained
10 days or two weeks ago: some offered low-grade fuel as
low as $1 per ton, and found consumers were not overanxious to enter the market even at these low quotations.
The market Is weaker than It has been for three or four
Week.s. and does not show any signs of Improvement, espe-

BIFEALO,
^

N. Y.

the following basis: $2.75 for Pittsburgh select lump: $2.65
for three-quarter; $2.50 for mine-run and $2.40 for slack.
In
some instances slack is so much stronger than sizes that it
sells on a par with mint-run.
The price of coke is about as
formerly, being based on $6 for best Connellsville foundry.
Allegheny Valley coal is quite as strong and active as Pittsburgh, at about 25c. less.
The sellers of independent anthracite are getting little
premium now. and will get none at all soon, if warm weather
continues. The Buffalo retail anthracite trestles are running
only about half as strong as they usually do in midwinter,
and orders from outside are no longer urgent.
COI.l.MBlJ.S,

OHIO

While steam trade is holding up well, it is sharing in
weakness which has taken possession of the market.
Manufacturing plants are taking large tonnages, although they are not inclined to stock up for the future, only
taking what is temporarily needed. There is now no complaint from a lack of cars, they being plentiful in every section and shipments are coming out promptly.
The high waters, which interfered with the movement from West Virginia, have not subsided and a considerable tonnage is coming from that state.
The first day of the low temperature caused a rush of telegrams asking to start shipments on orders placed previously.
Production has been lower than at any time during the winter, most of the mining districts reporting between 40 and
the general

50

per cent, of normal.

the

In

strictly

domestic

fields

the

production was even below those figures.
In the Pomeroy
Bend district most of mines have been placed in commission
and a considerable output is reported. Consumers have a fair
supply and unless continued winter weather comes the retail
business will be slack from this time on; retail prices have

weakened materially.
Quotations

In

the Ohio

fields

HockinK
Domestic lump
}-inch.

..-«

$1

50

I

:!.->

Nut

1.50

Mine-run
Nut, pea and slack
Coarse slack

1

20

I

1

are as follows:
Fitt»burKh

Pomeroy

$120

$1.65
1.40

I

10

L.'io
1.2.1

1

(lO

l.l
.

(W

Kanawha
50
1,30

$1

1

(K)

1,15
1
05

1

()5

95

CLEVELAND, OHIO
The large speculative movement of coal to this district
had a tendency to reduce prices during the past week. Shippers continue to report a scarcity of orders and In many
cases, unconslgned coal Is being held at the mines.
Some
operators have shipped large quantities for distribution In
the city retail trade, and this has weakened the market and
companies have been forced to sell their product at reduced
prices to avoid demurrage.
Shippers of Pittsburgh No. 8 coal report a general curtailment of railroad fuel.
Orders to discontinue shipments

COAL AGE
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tempv-.arily were received from the Pennsylvania, Baltimore
Ohio, Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the Ann Arbor

&

railroads.
Shippers, however, are assured of a resumption of
fuel shipments as soon as the present accumulation is

cleared away.
Wholesale quotations per short ton fob. cars at the mines
are as follows:
District.

Youghioglieny
Pittsburgh No. 8
Goshen No. 6

Freight rate
SI. 00

0.90
0,70
0.70

J-in-lump
SI. 40

1.20
1.35
1.70

Mine-run
SI. 30

Slack
SO. 95

1.10
1.25
1.45

1,00
1.05

105
quoted at $2, run-of-mine
Massillon $2.50 and Hockbringing $3.50 f.o.b. ovens,
at $4 for spot shipment.
AVhile the prices for spot coal are below normal, shippers are
quoting high prices on contract business, believing that the
market will improve in the near future.
Railroad equipment is arriving with regularity especially
Coshocton

•

Pocahontas lump and egrg is
$1.25, and slack 90c.. f.o.b. mines.
ing $1.50 mines. Furnace coke is
while foundry grades are going

Toughiogheny field; in fact, cars are too plentiful
Some difficulty is reported in
the good of the market.
in the

for
re-

ceiving exactly the class of equipment wanted, but shippers
believe this condition will gradually improve.

H.VMPTON RO.VDS, V-\.
The spot market is rather weak just now, owing to the
temporary accumulation of coal at tidewater; the Virginian
P.ailway has about 56.000 tons at its terminal today with
about 45,000 tons more along the line, while the Norfolk &
Western also has quite a large tonnage here and the
Chesapeake & Ohio about 38,000 tons at Newport News.
This accumulation of coal, caused by heavy loading at the
mines, quick movement and abnormal weather conditions,
has brought quotations down to $2.90 to $3 f.o.b. with few
buyers even for the best grades.
The dumping at the piers has been heavier than usual,
close to the record figures and there has been no scarcity of
During January the Norfolk & Western dumped
bottoms.
484.843 tons at Lamberts Point, the Virginian Railway 260,544 tons at Sewalls Point and the Chesapeake & Ohio 243.571 tons at Newport News. The week's exports of coal have
shown a slight increase over the preceding week: January
exports were 173,706 tons as compared with 109.325 tons in
the same month last year.
Two new tidewater agencies have been established here.
e United States Coal Co.. a new concern, handling New
River and Pocahontas coals and the Flat Top Fuel Co., operating and owning properties in the Pocahontas fields. The

Tl

latter is an old company, owned by the Thomas-Cooper inA new
terests, but has not been in the tidewater market.
sales agency has also been chartered, the West Virginia Coal
They are to handle
Co., with headquarters at Richmond, Va.
New River and Kanawha coals, and will be a factor in tidewater business.

BIRMINGH.VM,

.VL.\.

The market on domestic coals has weakened considerably during the current week and mines producing this
grade are finding it a hard task to dispose of their output;
The much-longed-for
prices have eased oft to some extent.
cold weather has not arrived and many of the dealers still
have good stocks in their yards. Not much more winter is
expected and it is probable that considerable domestic coal
will be thrown into the steam trade during the next few
Fortunately, there is a healthy demand for steam
weeks.
grades and any surplus is not likely to materially effect
prices until well in the spring, when automatic reductions
are made on all grades.
Domestic coke is less active, the market on this product
being directly subject to conditions controlling the domestic
coal situation.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
day of February brought with it the beginning
of about the only really cold snap of the present winter and
gave some strength to the trade. Some of the more pessimistic have taken the ground that the present cold wave,

The

first

unless quite prolonged, is not likely to benefit operators to
any extent. They believe that the retailers will take advantage of the stimulated demand to get rid of the stocks laid
in during December and earlier, and chance the possibility
of a late spring, rather than buy in any considerable quanat this time.
to the conditions outlined, the domestic market has
been really no market at all. The only quotations made to
high-grade Jellico and other good domestic coal,
trade
on
the
are in the neighborhood of $2.25, with second-grades from
$1.50@2, and there have been practically no sales at these
Steam coal is scarce, and the market stiff. Eastern
figures.
Kentucky nut and slack is quoted at 80c. @$1; No. 2 run-of-

Vol.

INDIANAPOLIS, IXD.
About the only change in the situation here this week is
a spell of cold weather that took the temperature down
around zero and greatly increased sales of domestic grades,
adding also to the steam consumption. But buyers are well
stocked and will not be in the market to any matei'ial extent until their piles have been reduced; mines caught up
some time ago with the heavy demand of November and
early December, caused by buyers trying to get all the coal
possible.

Factories are busier than they have been for years, but
the mild weather of the first two months of winter has resulted in a comparatively light consumption.
Prices at the
mines are at the summer level. Operators are making, or
trying to make, contracts for next winter, the earliest in the

year they have ever done

mine, $1@1.15, and straight run-of-mine,

$1.25.

this.

DETROIT, MICH.
Owing to this uncertainty, and after an investigation covering a period of about three months, which has been extended into a number of other cities, a special committee of
the city's common council has submitted its report recommending the establishment of a municipal coal yard as the
means of regulating the local prices on hard coal. The committee announces that in other cities, less accessible to the
mining regions than Detroit, hard coal is being sold at $7.50
per ton while local consumers have had to pay from $8 to $9.
It is feared that the balance of the season will continue
to show an over supply of domestic coal, and that there will
be no demand, in this market, for that kind of fuel.
W.Va.

Hock-

Gas

Splint

Lump...
Egg
Nut
IJ-in, lump
J lump

,

,

...
,

1

1.0.5

Cam-

Pitts.

bridge

No. 8

,

,

,

,

.

00
1,05

1

1

PocanoDtaa
$2.00
2.00

,,,,

10

$1 10

1,00
1,05

1.00
1,05

$1

00

105

Jackson
Hil.

$2.25
2,25

,

,.,,

1.10

.

00

..

1,50
1,50

....
$1 10

110

Mini-run
Slack,

ing

$150

1.50
1.50
1.40
1,25

.

...

.,,

,

1.25
1.25

J

CHICAGO
With the advent of zero weather, Chicago coal dealers are
anticipating a change in business conditions that will bring
better prices and a greater volume of sales.
There has been such a slump in the local market that a
curtailment in production has been advocated on almost every
As a result of this, a number of mine operators in
hand.
Illinois and Indiana have been planning to close down two
or three days each week until conditions improve. The storage space of retail dealers has been taxed to capacity, but
the forecast for continued low temperatures is expected to
result in a comparatively buoyant market.
An index of recent conditions is seen in the statement that
at a distributing point in northwestern Illinois a few days
ago, 250 cars were awaiting reconsignment orders, with no
demand for the coal. So far as anthracite is concerned, egg
and chestnut are abundant. Prices of steam-lump and minerun have weakened to some extent, but there has been some

advance

in screenings.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are;
Springfield Franklin Co.
S2 07(n 2 17 $2.45@2,55

Domestic lump

Egg

2

Steam lump

2

107
1

— Connellsvllle

Coke

45@2

1

W.

2.17
1,97
1.62

90@2.05

Va.

$2.27
3

2'20(a;2,30

07

Clinton

.55

02

Mine-run
Screenings

55@3.80

3.30@3.5S

Wise

and

County, $6.50@6.75;
product, egg. stove and nut. $5.75 @6; gas house, $5.85.

by-

MlNNE.\POLIS, ST. P.\l'L
The long-sought-for cold spell has at last made its appearance and while it is too late in making its appearance
to save prices, yet it will clean up the market in general.

The soft-coal situation remains practically the same as
heretofore, much coal is in demurrage and is being sold
One case is shown of a car of the best
at any old price.
Illinois grade of coal taken in by a city council in a southern Minnesota town for the freight and railroad charges,

when

but

the books were balanced they

owed the buyer

ST.

The cold wave helped
this

showed the shipper

$8.

tities

Owing

Xo. 6

.1,

I.

OILS. MO.

local

conditions considerably.

If

had not occurred to move the coal, it is hard to say
of the hundreds of cars at the dif-

what would have become
recent points.

.\t

the different railroad centers in the South

and in Illinois. Iowa and Missouri, it is estimated there were
between 3000 and 5000 cars, of unsold coal, and because of
this, there has been practically no market, as a general thlnp.
It has been a case of everybody trying to get as much a?

.

.
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tluy c-oulti. but taking- what they were offered. This applies
tn the high-grade field, both Franlilin County and Carterville. with the former in perhaps a more precarious condition than the latter.
In the Mount Olive district prices are being maintained by
curtailing the output and keeping the mines working on a
short schedule. In the Standard field coal has been going for
less than the cost of production, and many mines have shut
down until the market gets better. As a rule, the selling
price in all districts has been below the cost of production,
and in many instances mines have suspended operations, except in the Standard field. The present cold wave, if it lasts
long enough, may bring about a condition that will enable
these operations to start up within a few days.
In anthracite, chestnut is still scarce, but the other sizes
are moving freely, and as a matter of fact, are coming in too
fast.
Smokeless business is just holding its own at the present time, and the demand for coke is exceedingly good, ranging from $5.25 to $5.50 on the better grades of gas house and
byproduct.
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2,168,943 for December, 1911; coke tonnages for same periods
were 418,296 and 313,821, respectively, making gross of 3,064,T25 tons in 1912 as compared with 2.782,764 in 1911.

CONNELLSVILLK COKE
The "Courier" reports production and s hipments in the
Connellsville region for the week ended Feb. 1, as follows:
Week

Production (tons)

I'T.VH

The car shortage and congestion that has prevailed on the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad has been somewhat relieved,
although traffic conditions are far from normal. The mines
in Utah tributary to the Rio Grande have suffered greatly,
and at present are not able to work full time, due to the
shortage.
In Wyoming the Union Pacific is able to furnish
sufficient cars to keep the mines running full time. Box cars
are scarce and a large percentage of the commercial coal
must be loaded in open equipment; again the railroad places
instructions that certain cars must go East or West,
In the Northwest there are no lar^e stocks of coal on
hand and shipments during February should continue normal,
providing the usual weather conditions prevail.
Both Utah and Wyoming prices continue strong as follows:
Lump, $2.75; nut, $2.25; mine-run, $1.85. Wyoming
slack brings $1, with Utah 25c. higher.

S.\!^

PRAXCISrO

For the past month there has been an exceptional cold
snap, and the supply of coal in wholesale yards is pi'actically
nil.
Owing to large bunkering engagements in the north
there is but little Wellington available for this market; in
fact, the deliveries of this coal here were only 24,537 tons in
the past four months.
Tonnage en route from Australia is
small, probably not to exceed 12,000 tons for arrival during
the next three months. There is one steamer cargo of Japanese house coal on the way, due to arrive the end of this
month, and it will be much needed when it comes in.
Whilst nominally rates remain unchanged, in many cases
dealers are charging consumers $13 in place of $12, the regular price.

PRODUCTION AND
PO

RTA T

I

O N

S

TA

TRANvSTICS

'JM

vS

of Pittsburgh...
E. of Region

Total
period 1912.

Same

& WESTERN

.\ORPOL,K

.

.

5 weeks

4,445
7,136
901

21.767
34,484
4,483

12,482

60,734

10,623

51,543

RY.

The following is a statement of tannages shipped over this
road from mines in West Virginia and the commercial and
ipany coal, for the month of December, in short tons:
ComShipped

Pocahontas.

.

Tug

.

River.

.

Tipple
17,364

1,038,432
167,355

Thacker

Total

mercial

086

171,179
229,167
71,118

993,357
137,786
165,923
65,025

28,253

1,-527,260

1,466,622

3,824
6,979

222,188
71,032

Kenova
CUnch Valley.

1,0.55,796

Company
121,246
33,393
63.244
6,093

104,531

Shipments of

ely

i

from the Pocahontas

field,

230,866

were

100,848.

Norfolk

<6

Western R>

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke shipments over the lines of the N. & AV. Ry. for the
month of December and the 12 months of the years 1911-12,
in

short tons:
Deccmbi

Tidewater, foreign
Tidewater, coastwise..
.

After two weeks of cold weather the temperature is again
higher through all parts of the Pacific Northwest and the
worst of winter is believed to be over. A great deal of snow
fell during January in the mountainous sections and in many
instances traffic "was badly crippled. The Great Northern and
Northern Pacific lines through the Cascades, have been more
or less tied up for the greater part of three weeks, but on
the Columbia River, out of Portland, they have been open as
There has been no advance in coal prices this winter
usual.
and there is little probability of any now. The volume of
business has been fair.

Week

{cars)

W.

Total
422,753 2,168,728
.Same period 1912.. 360,153 1,755,273

Domestic

PORTLAND, ORE.

Shipments
Pittsburgh

Field

OGDEN,

5 wei

Connellsville
233,350 1.237 225
Lower Connellsv'le 189,203 931,503

.

.

.

.
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The Four

States

At a special meeting

Coal and Coke Co.

ot the stockholders, held on

the preferred stock of the

Jan.

company was increased from

18,

$1,-

500.000 to $2,500,000 of which increase $250,000 is to be issued at once for additional working capital. The company
has been organized slightly over two years, and for the

year ending June

30. 1912, is eleventh in production in the
state of West Virginia, and at the present rate of production will be fifth during the coming year.
It is the judgment of the management that by the installation of two additional plants the earnings will be at least
15';}..
based on the present selling price of coal and the
average cost for the past two years. As of May 1, 1913,
after deducting all operating and fixed charges, the earnings are estimated at 6% on the preferred stock and about
7'"^
on the common.
Reports have recently been made on the properties of the
company by Dr. I. C. White, State Geologist of West Virginia, and W. H. Coverdale, Consulting Engineer, of No. 66
Broadway. New York City. Mr. Coverdale's report reads in
part as follows:
The Pour States Coal & Coke Company owns 37,000 acres
ot coal seams, of which 6110 acres of low sulphur Pittsburgh
coal are located in Marion County, West Virginia and on
which are located the Annabelle mines.
Annabelle is a shaft mine operated by air with a past
life of only two years, as it was opened late in 1910.
It
produced 189,579 net tons during the year ending June 30,
1911, and 390,521 tons during the year ending June 30, 1912.
This mine is now developed to the point where it can produce its normal tonnage of 750,000 tons.
Dorothy and Sarita are drift mines, electrically operated.
Dorothy has been shipping coal for six years, and Sarita for
three. Together, they produced about 300,000 tons during the
year ending June 30, 1910; about 578,000 tons for 1911, and
534,819 tons in 1912.
After the additional preferred stock referred to shall be
issued, balance sheet of the company, which follows, will be
in all other respects as per report of certified public account-

ant under date of Oct.

31.

1912.

Assets:

banks and at works
Cash
Accounts receivable
Supplies on hand and coal not billed
Development and equipment of mines:
Annabelle
Dorothy

$300,748
118,733
31,794

in

Sarita

MarshaU No.

1

and 2 Dev

$1,061,710
38S,4SS
341,473

763
209,254
84,425
56,203

Houses, Annabelle
Dorothy...
Sarita

7,110,711

919.702

Stocks and securities in other conipanies
Amount ad\'anced to B. & O. to build

R.R
Total assets
Liabilities:

.\ccount9 payable and pay

roil^

Due
Due

to Big Supply Company
to U. S. Sewer Pipe Co.

Bills

payable

,

Bonds
Interest

and taxes prov. fund.

Insurance
Sinking fund

Total

liabilities

Xo. 6
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THF,

MVRKET

The edge of the boom

IX (;E\'ER Al,

mean

that
business conditions are deplorable or anything of the kind.
DUt it does mean that, while trade was booming in October,
^lovember and December and merchants were competing
R'ith one another in placing their orders with jobbers and
nanufacturers, they have now settled down to a regular rate
Every manufacturer in the country, practically,
)f business.
lias as much business as he can do. and orders on his books
for months ahead, but new orders since the first of the year
This is by no means unusual.
tiave come in rather slowly.
January is generally considered to be an excellent time for
inventory, and many large concerns are taking stock and
making preparations for another year's business.
Fundamental conditions appear to be unusually sound,
rhere are numerous investigations going on in federal, state
md municipal government. In tact, there seems to be an
epidemic of them, and while some facts are brought out
that are not at all to the liking of the projectors, still to the
country at large it is doing a great deal of good. There are,
however, not as many unsavory disclosures being made as
was the case during the life insurance investigation in 1905
and 1906, which was followed by several years of depression.
The open winter that has permitted outside construction work
has aided some lines of trade, but for winter specialties there
has been a decided lack of orders.
The steel market is steady and firm without any advances
compared with last month, few orders being placed yet. with
numerous contracts on the books of manufacturers.
Railways continue to plan large expenditures during the
year, and the amount of money paid out in developments
would be larger if it were possible to sell bond issues at more
advantageous terms. Perhaps this method of doing things
will be better in the end, for the Southern Ry. has just
spent for improvements, out of surplus earnings, the sum
of 55,000.000. and the Pennsylvania Line will probably spend
about $16,000,000 for new freight equipment. Most pressing
of all the needs of the railways are new yards at strategic
points and large terminals at all points.
The necessity for
these will grow rather than diminish, and the demand seems
to increase in all proportions to the amount of traffic.
is

off.

This does not

LABOR
An important advance in wages was made by the Interborough Rapid Transit Co. of New York, which followed the
advance made last month by the Public Service Ry. which
operates in Newark, and in addition, the New York Operating
Co. established a company store where employees may secure
food, provisions, and other necessities at considerably lower
prices than at ordinary stores in the city.
There is a very good demand for miners in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, and agencies for the most part are able to supply
this demand at about $2.85 per day with transportation paid to
New York by the employing company. Surface laborers when
obtained from New York agencies are paid »l.so per day and the
same rate is demanded for other rough laborers.
Firemen on the railways now have grievances, and the
Brotherhood of Local Firemen is now taking a vote regarding
a strike.
Both the employers and employees express them
selves as willing to submit to arbitration, but differ over the
form of arbitration being made.
Immigration has not shown up in the expected volume, and
unless Immigrants come into the country more rapidly in the
next two months than they have, present indications show that
there will be a dearth of labor this summer.
The new scale of wages announced by the Carnegie Steel Co.
calls for a payment of 17Jc. per hr. to common laborers in Alleght ny County. Penn.
I

)

IRON AM> STKKt, PRODUCTS

A diminution in the volume of orders received by mills
land selling agencies since the first of th(- year has been alimost universally reported.
No strenuous efforts have been
made to book a large amount of business, but there Is a
noticeable hesitancy among men of large affairs to place or'Jers for future delivery.
As far as present contracts are
::oncerned. there Is

no uneasiness, for all of the mills have as
much work as they can do for three months to come, at
least, and many of them have sold up until August.

Railway buying is of fair volume, and a recent inquiry
sent out by the Pennsylvania R.R. for 16,000 cars indicates
the confidence of this corporation in the continuance of this
present era of prosperity.
Other railroads have purchased
freely, not only of cars but of rails, and these consumers
have been the real mainstay of the market.
Building operations all over the country are not as active as it was hoped, and while the amount of building in
1912 aggregated a fair total, in New York, in particular, the
outlook is not especially bright: for one reason, funds are
not available for large operations, and furthermore building
operations seem to have gone forward on too generous a
This latter, however, is an opinion
scale for several years.
held by only a part of the community, while others firmly
believe that building operations in the last few years have
been on a very much restricted plan, and in the near future a

marked expansion will take place.
The demand for scrap iron and steel is no better, and the
amount of old material coming on the market is large.
Prices are low, compared with quotations for iron, and

many believe the scrap marthe most valuable index to the iron situation.
Some of the
Steel Rails New orders have been few.
Western roads are inquiring for a large tonnage later in the
year, but these cannot be taken by any of the "ft'estern mills
and it is doubtful if the Eastern mills can make deliveries
before July. Southern mills are shipping direct, and will do
so for at least four months to come. The demand for standard sections has been very light and no large orders, either
for domestic or foreign business, are reported.
Quotations continue unchanged as follows: Standard sections. 50 to 100 lb. per yd., 1.25c. per lb.: 40 to 50 lb., 1.21c.;
Relaying rails in Chicago of standard sections
12 lb., 1.25c.
are held at $24 per ton.

this is especially disturbing, as

ket

is

—

—

Track Supplies The railroads in the West are specifying
heavily on old contracts for all classes of track fastenings,
and much work has gone forward by the railroads during
the winter which would ordinarily be postponed until spring.
This results in a scarcity of fastenings at mills, and quite a
In Pittslittle delay is experienced in securing shipments.
burgh track bolts with square nuts are held at 2.05c., and
splice bars at 1.50c. per lb.: spikes at 1.90c. for very large
lots and spikes of large size.
There has been a particularly
active demand for small spikes, and these are sold as high
as 2.25@.2.40c. per lb.
In Chicago, angle bars and splice
bars are 1.50c.: track bolts with square nuts, 2.40@2.50c.;
tie plates, .?32@35 per net ton.
Structural 31aterials Mills rolling structural shapes have
had a large volume of business from the railroads, which
was made up of plates and all kinds of shapes and some
The demand for cars has, of course, stimubridge work.
lated the inquiry for plates, and in addition there is a good
deal of interest in the market for plates for shipbuilding
work, and some large aqueduct work is prospected, which
may, later in the year, call for a good tonnage of this
material. The biggest piece of work in sight for the structural mill is the New York Subway, the interest in which was
revived late in the month when there were reports that
If these contracts go through.
contracts would be signed.
It will mean a great deal of structural work in New York
City, and stimulate some business on the outskirts, which
otherwise would not take place for several months. Structural shapes in Pittsburgh are 1.50 to 1.55c. for future deIn Chicago, quotations for
livery, and 1.75c. for prompt.
future can be had at 1.68 to 1.78c., while prompt commands
Plates are held at 1.55 to 1.60c. In Pittsburgh
1.88 to 1.93c.
for future delivery, and 1.75 to 1.80c. for fairly prompt
shipment.
In Chicago, plates are 1.68 to 1.73c. for future
shipment, and 1.88 to 1.93c. for fairly prompt shipment.
Pipe This is practically the only line In which business
booked during January shows an excess over that for December. All the mills in and around the Pittsburgh district
There Is one Inquiry
report phenomenally heavy business.
In the market for l.SO miles of 12-ln. pipe, and the leading fuel
company In Pittsburgh has sent out an Inquiry for over 8000
tons of tubing and casing. New discounts on pipe are firmly
held, and the demand for small sizes, particularly those formerly known as merchant sizes. Is excellent. Discounts are
as follows: Steel pipe, Vi-ln., large lots from mill, black, 77%

—

—

—

:
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66%%; %-

galto 3-in.. black,
galvanized, 70%%.
vanized, 71%%; 2%- to 6-in. black. 79'
Based on these discounts, the net price of pipe per foot are
as follows in carload lots Pittsburgh;

from

galvanized,

list;

;

inches

Size,

.

Black

Galvanized

5.50

7.70
10.30
16.70
21.75

.40

2%
3

11.50
15.40

—

Sheets The leading interest making black and galvanized
sheets has advanced its quotation $2 per ton, and the new
prices which are established are the maximum of the prices demanded for prompt shipment from independent sources for the
Even at the higher prices, mills are securing
last few weeks.
some fairly good orders, and the sheet trade is more active than
any other branch of the steel industry, with the exception of
pipe.
Not so much complaint is heard regarding deliveries,
but makers are still from 12 to 16 weeks behind on their orders,
and this will increase rather than diminish, for the sheet trade
opens in the spring, and large orders placed during the winter
are heavily specified aganist at that time.
The following table gives the price of sheets in Pittsburgh
and also the price of small lots from store in Chicago:

Vol.

3.

Xo. 6

—

Brattice Cloth Agents selling brattice cloth are unable to
secure a stock in their warehouses, and mining companies are
buying more freely, although they feel that present prices are
too hj;;h. This is denied by those in close touch with the situation who point out that the world wide demand for all kinds of
hemp products is phenomenal, and besides if there were anything artificial in the situation, it would have shown itself long
before this in increased stocks, as prices have been high for at
least eight months. Some buyers are purchasing more freely,
not only because they have to, but for the reason that they
think no lower prices will rule for some time, and there may be
some difficulty in securing supplies.

—

Chain Stocks of chain are not at all large, and consumers
are buying freely. Prevailing prices are not high considering
the rapid advance in the price of other steel products. Prevailing quotations per 100 lb., f.o.b. Pittsburgh, are as follows:

— in

$7 50
4 95
.

in
in

—
J

—
in
—
—
— in

s

and
and
and
and

1

to IJ in.

3
t

i

in.
in.

Extras lor BB

Cents per pound

Chicago

Kos. 22 to 24.
Kos. 25 and 26
Xo. 27

2.20

28

N'o.

Galv.
3.60

2.90
3.10
25

2 75

3.65
3 90

3.40

2.90

4

.3

lb.

—

Wire Rope Xet prices of the sizes in most general use are
quoted f.o.b. Pittsburgh; 2 in., 57@76c. per ft., IJ in., 23@32c. per
ft.;

i

in.,

10@13c. per

ft.

All of these prices are for large lots.

—

Telegraph Wire The demand for telegraph wire has been
For lots in fair size, the wire measured in Birmingham
wire gage, prices are as follows: "Extra Size Best," Xos. 6 to 9
4jc.; Xos. 10 and 11, 4}c.; X'o. 12, 4|c.; X'o. 14, 5|c.; "Best Best,"
Xos. 6 to 9, 3ic.; Xos. 10 and 11, ajc; Xo. 12, 3}c.; Xo. 14, 4c.
Actual freight is allowed from basic points where it does not
exceed 25c. per 100 pounds.
Copper Wire The condition of the copper market is unsatisfactory to the holders of metal, and prices have declined
within the last month. Copper wire which was sold at I8|c. per
lb. a month ago can now be had at 17}c.
Even at this concession, there is little or no demand.
large.

—

MINE SUPPLIES

Per

to 1} in., round and square
li to 4 in. X J to 1 in
Ij to 4 in. X } in. to
in
1

Norway bars

—

.

lb

2. 15c.

2.15c.
2.35c.
3 60c.

Soft steel:
J
1

1

to 3 in., round and square
to 6 in. X i to 1 in
to 6 in. X } and
in

— —

2. lOc.
2. lOc.

2.25c.

Rods i and
in
2.20c.
Bands — 1§ to 6x — in. to No. 8
2.40c.
Beams and channels 3 to 15 in
2.25c.
Nails The demand is fair, and the fact that prices advanced means that most of the orders for the time being have
been taken. Consumers will not order from the mills, and
are permitting their present stocks to run down. The minimum price to largest trade, in carload lots and over, is $1.75

—

—

Pittsburgh. In Chicago, carload lots to retailers are 1.98;
than carload lots, $2.03. In Xew York, wire nails from
store are $2.05 per keg base. Cut nails are quoted at 81.70®
1.75 in Pittsburgh and $2.05 New York.
These prices are per

less

100 lb.

—

CONCRETE AGGREGATES
Portland Cement Manufacturers of Portland cement are
pleased with the situation, prices are firm, and no con-

much

cessions are made from the existing level of $1.30 per bbl. at
the mill. This corresponds to a price of $1.58 in Xew York and
Pittsburgh, with an allowance of 40c. for bags returned when
shipped in cloth bags, or no allowance when wooden bbl. are
used. Stocks at the mills are exceptionally small, probably
smaller than any time since 1903, when there was a marked
shortage of cement. Few of the mills are getting any large
portion of the increase in price, and, in fact, most of them are
tied up with long-time contracts which run well into February
By early summer, however, ail of these x>ld caixtracts will have
been filled, and the mills will commence to maJce all shipments
on the basis of 90c. per bbl. in bulk.

Bars, Concrete Reinforcing

Packing The demand for packing has been only fair, and
while prices are high, there seems to be plenty of stock at the
following unchanged quotations: Asbestos wick and rope, 13c.
per lb.; sheet rubber, ll@13c.; pure gum rubber, 40@45c.; red
sheet packing, 40@50c.; cotton packing, 16@25c.; jute, 5@6c.;
Russian packing, 9@10c.

— Shipments

are being

made

a

more freely, and tliere is a larger stock at the warehouses.
Contractors', however, have been able to use concre.te most of
the winter, and the supply has not increased 'is rapidly as was

little

hoped.
Quotations are

$1

per ton higher as follows:

PITTSBURGH PRICES

IX

CEXTS PER POUXD
Warehouse

Mill
J-in.
i-in
}-in

and large.
,.

Shipments

Stock

1.50''£l55
1.5o^c2 15

2 00<~i2.10
2.05<~(2.15
2.10<-;2.20

1.60'7cl.70

1.70rcl.80
2.25<''c2.35
of this material report a very
good volume of business, considering the winter months, and,
moreover, the fact that they can make shipments promptly has
i-in

—

Bar Iron and Steel Jobbers in Xew York and Chicago are
demanding from Sl@'2 more a ton for refined iron and steel.
The consumption is unusually large.
Quotations from jobbers' store, either Xew York or Chicago, are as follows:
Refined iron:

BBB

—

—

Wire Painted barb wire in large lots Pittsburgh is $1.75.
and galvanized S2.1o. Annealed fence wire in carload and
larger lots is sold in Pittsburgh at SI. 55, and galvanized at
In Chicago, annealed fence wire is SI. 73; galvanized,
$1.05.
The supply of woven wire fencing is not at all large,
$2.13.
and the mills are rushed to keep up with their specifications.
Barbed wire in Chicago is $1.93 base, and galvanized, S2.33.
per 100

Extras for

1.5

\VIRE PRODrCTS

All of these prices are

and larger

in.

Triangular

Mesh — Makers

aided them to a marked degree.
From mill in De Kalb, 111., quotations are 18o. per 100 lb.
higher. Prices are as follows per 100 sq.ft., f.o.b. Pittsburgh
district, for less than carload lots and lots of more than 10,000
sq.ft.

Xo. 4
Xo. 23
Xo. 26
Xo. 28

$1.23
2.05
1.42
1.97

Xo. 32
Xo. 36
Xo. 40
No. 41

$2.62
1.05

3.25
2.48

MISCELLANEOUS
Kentucky Mule Market — Reports from

Louisville, Ky., and

Nashville, Tenn., are to the effect that prices of mules continue
high, good mules bringing from $175 to $180 and some very good
stock has been disposed of at considerably higher figures.
Matched and mated teams sell at around $500. Most sales
have been exceptionally well attended, and practically au of the
offerings have been cleaned up. The farmers of southern Kentucky who are raising mules are being paid anywhere from
$110 to $160, but at the low figures, farmers are quietly dropping
out of the market, and refusing to make sales.
Castings, Gray Iron Foundries are making more of an
effort to secure orders than they were a month ago, and prices
are somewhat cheaper on particularly large orders. For the
general run of orders, however, quotations are established
as follows: Building castings, 1.75@2.25c. p^r lb. rough castings, such as are used for footings, manhole covers, and
similar work, 1.75(5 2c. per lb.; castings for machinery, lock
gates and similar work, 2%@4c. per lb., depending on the
size of the order and the intricacy of the pattern.

—

;
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There are many different ways

any

task,

erally

performing most

of

no matter how simple, but there

one way that

any

far superior to

is

others; often the best

way

is

gen-

is

1!)1:^,

l.l.

customer and a note stating that

wished the

he

be brown.

suit to

the

of

Under such conditions the purchaser

not the one adopted.

furnished

is

with proposals that cover wide variations in design

The

cycle of operations carried out

by some

and

mine equipment, should
the last statement above

any one

convince

that

the salesmen of the various companies competing for

When

the business.
it

not extravagant.

is

and these proposals are soon followed by

price,

coal-

mine managers when they decide to purchase new

lowest-priced
If

a

man

know

does not

himself what he wants,

ought to be reasonably evident that no one
can know, and yet every day mining

it

way

satisfactory

to purchase

is

only one

mine equipment

—

re-

quire your office force to prepare plans and specifications to cover the exact

we say

exact,

we mean

machine

that the

But,

What

up a

the more conscientious

own

their

engi-

engineer in

the employ of the purchaser, this work

precisely

is

the

one

that

would require

the

coal

When we

washer or what

let

the various

and estimates

manu-

what they

of

from these we choose the one that looks

;

ones send

for

Frequently,

the final plans are not passed on by an

way our requirements and then
recommend

and specifications

which they receive no compensation.

if

circular letter giving in a general

facturers prepare plans

vSome six or seven manufacturers have prepared,

1.

however,

an engineer, and we have worked out a

get

the result?

and then be sure

exact)

plan that relieves us of that expense.

we

is

the

need a new hoisting engine,
not,

off theprize.

neers to

furnished

someone,

offered the

through the highest-priced

at considerable expense, plans

is

objects

who

machine wanted (when

specified.

services of

machine,

salesman, carried

men buy ma-

There

finally reached,

is

else

chinery under just such conditions and then cuss
the maker thereof ever after.

the decision

often occurs that the manufacturer

mine

up the missing

pick

to

links

'

;

never noticed.

One manufacturer has succeeded

2.

machine which

will

selling

in

a

not give satisfaction and event-

ually his reputation as a builder will suffer because

performance.

of its

You've

about "give a dog a bad name;"
3.

will

A

purchaser

do everything

general

has

heard

proverb

the

well, he's the dog.

received a machine

except

produce

which

and

dividends

satisfaction.

the best to us.

These facts cause us to believe that
US.

No

engineer within forty miles.

Get on the

other side of the fence and see what these manufacturers are

up

against.

Most mine equipment

is

such

that each piece of machinery has to be built special,

and

complete and intelligent data are not at hand,
the manufacturer has about as much chance
of furif

nishing a suitable machine as a tailor would
have of
fitting a man whom he had never
seen and whose

order

contained

only

a

picture

of

the

would-be

the

more promising

who

are

now

of our

if

young mining

some

of

engineers,

earning their livelihood by time keeping

and similar occupations, should be allowed to carry
on investigations covering present

and

quirements in mine equipment, the pay
the coal-mine operators

future

rolls of

and the manufacturers

machinery would eventually absorb the young
gineers' salaries

current charges.

and

still

have room

for

re-

both
ol"

en-

the usual
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Coal Mining Investments
By Elt

Men

in all ages

have

felt

and responded

to the lure

"mines." The fascination of winning from
Nature's store of wealth a great prize, by some "lucky
strike," has always attracted the layman as well as
Were
those who are well informed in mining matters.
the belief of the prospector
it not for this optimism
of
the
wealth;
him
will
bring
in ultimate success that
operator, in the turn of the market that will convert
apparent failure into a profitable venture the wonderful expansion in the mining activities of recent
years would not have been witnessed.
Were mining ventures susceptible of the accurate
forecast that is possible in most other lines of business,
they would lose some of their attractions; and the
of the

—

—

well

known

risks

lar investments.

would deter many from making simiOn account of the risks and uncer-

tainties of coal mining, much larger profits are necessary and legitimate in that industry than in other
well-established enterprises.
It is

important, however, in

all

mining investments,

to remember that each ton of mineral extracted requires a proportionate depletion charge; so that by
the time the whole deposit is removed the entire capitalization will have been amortized, as regards the
value of the mineral deposit. This fundamental
principle is often lost sight of and, in consequence,

many

disappointments result.
Coal operators too often put of? charging to their
monthly or annual cost, an item for the depletion of
This should be done as regularly, if
coal reserves.
not as often, as the actual payroll outlay because, if
it is not regularly shown, the operator is deceiving
himself as to his actual cost of production; and when
the margin between operating expense and net price
realized is as narrow as it has been during recent years
in bituminous mining, an apparent profit may really
;

represent instead, an actual loss.
The amortization charge should not only provide
for the ultimate extinction of the capital account, in
respect to coal reserves, but should preferably include
an item that will cover certain possible mining risks,
such as floods, fires, explosions, faults, creeps or caveins, labor strikes, car shortage, shrinkage of shipments and other interruptions to regular producLastly, but quite as important, the
tion and losses.
industry should bear its fair proportion of compensation to workmen who may be injured in the discharge of their duties, or to the families of any who

may

be killed by unavoidable accident.
Reference to these matters incident to coal mining,
need not be taken as indicating that, when properly
conducted, coal mining is relatively a less stable and
profitable investment than the average business
In considering a coalventure, in normal times.
mining proposition, however, it is not enough to knowthat coal exists under certain lands. To insure success,
it is absolutely essential to ascertain the quantity and
quality of the coal and to compare the facts ascertained,
with the same facts in regard to other coals supplying
the same market and with which the property to
be developed must compete.
The cost of building and equipping a plant of
economic capacity together with the cost of the coal
lands will constitute the capital to be invested.
The cost of producing the expected daily capacity,
including depreciation and depletion, must be ofTset

T.

Coxxer
daily tonnage and the average price
per ton that may be realized for the product.
It is
also necessary to consider well the labor conditions in
the region where the property is located so that when
all of these elements
are carefully estimated the
amount of capitalization necessary can be determined.

by the proposed

;

The mistake is often made that the cost of development is underestimated (at times perhaps intentionally, in order to get the work started) and the attempt
is made later to make up the deficiency from the earnWhile there are some instances of this being sucings.
;

it is hazardous to attempt to
conduct a business on an insufficient working capital;
as any interruption, such as is liable to occur in minOn the other
ing, may result in wrecking the project.
hand, it is almost as great a mistake to provide too
much money for a given project, as this tends to extravagance on the part of the construction engineer,
whose tendency is naturally toward incorporating
features that may be desirable from an engineering
point of view but are not justified from a commercial

cessfully accomplished,

standpoint.

In addition to the matters mentioned, it is essenthat the market conditions, transportation facilities, freight rates, etc., be well considered to insure a fair competitive chance for the disposal of
I have thus tried to make clear that to
the output.
estimate correctly the value of a mining venture requires painstaking study and careful weighing of
many factors any one of which, if ignored, may seriAfter the project is
ously cripple the scheme.
launched, it should be evident to anybody that men
trained by education and experience should be put in
charge as officers, superintendents and managers.
tial

It

seems unnecessary to make

this

statement but

for

instances are known of manufacturers, druggists, doctors, lawyers, preachers and
are constantly venturing
uninformed,
others equally
into mining investments without competent advice
and attempting to direct and manage the operations,
with the usual result of partial or complete failure.

the fact that so

It is

many

almost unaccountable

why men

of

good

busi-

ness acumen in their own lines, will essay to go into
a business as complex and exacting in its requirements for success as coal mining; or allow themselves
to be persuaded by some smooth-talking seller of
so called mining securities, into purchasing stock
that if subjected to the most elementary analysis by

experienced mining men would be found wanting in
The only
the essentials of a paying proposition.
explanation for this credulity is the gambling spirit,

which most men possess to a greater or less extent.
willingness to "take a chance" in a mining venture
is found in many women also, who fall easy victims to
the glittering prospects held out by the vendor of
insecure mining securities.

The

The points to be investigated before making an
investment in coal mining seem so obvious that it
appears needless to emphasize them. Nevertheless,

many

instances are daily occurring that

show

the

uninformed investors, in their readiness to buy worthless mining stocks; and it is hoped
this article may both benefit meritorious projects
and help to expose worthless ones. Do not wait until
part or all of the investment is made before fully ingullibility

of

vestigating the project.

Do

it first.
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Washer

entral

AGE

of the Ala. F.
By Euw. H.

yyOPSIS — The
tteresting plant.
igs of the

of a series of two articles on this
description of the extensive hold-

first

A

company are given here and some preliminary

tmarks on the methods of washing.
This company was organized in 1!)06 by the late Henry
DeBardalaben, one of the pioneers of mining and furTheir coal
ace building in the Birmingham district.
oldings consist of 24.660 acres in the Cahaba field, lying
bout 20 miles south of Birmingham, Ala.; 12,660 acres
f this is in what is known as the Henry Ellen Basin,
0,000 acres of which surround their Margaret opera'.

FiG.

Co.

I.

—

C'oxe*

the middle of the Cahaba measures, and produces about

1800 tons per day. At their Acton mines, opened in
1907, they have 60,00 acres. The Helena seam, one of the
highest grade coals in the state, is mined; it is next to
the top seam in the Cahaba measures, and production at
the two mines is 1000 tons a day. Large holdings in the
Water- Works and the Scottsville basins are, as yet, undeveloped.

In addition they own 2.300 acres of red-ore land in
Shade's Valley, across Red Mountain from Birmingham,

which are

also undeveloped, but

to be underlaid

Track Arraxgemext at the Washer, at

1.

&

with

which

test

borings show

8I/2 to 9 ft. of self-fluxing ore, carry-

Locomotive- R5 Ton
Consolidation Type
Coal per Car 55 Ton
Weight of Car 46000 lb.
Speed per hr 15 Milesjiaximum

Colgate
which are mining the Harkness seam, the bottom
the Cahaba measures. These mines, three
a number, opened in 1906, produce 2500 tons per day.
'heir Acmar mine has about 2600 acres and was opened
1 1911
it is working the Mammoth seam, which is about
ions,

'orkai)le coal of

;

•1026 Glen Iris Ave.,

ii

3 a^
[u

-'

a

[ah-Hx-a

Ala.
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i
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?

Birmingham,

i

§

N

i

.
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Kn;.

2.
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Washer
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ing 36 to 38 per cent, metallic iron, and 3500 acres of
brown-ore land in Franklin County.
All the operations, including the central washer, are on
the Central of Georgia Ry., except the Acton mines,
which are on the Louisville & Xashville R.R. The officers of the company are J. M. Overton, president, XashCharles F. DeBardelaben, 'vice-president and
ville, Teun.
general manager; Overton Fullton, secretary and treasurer, Birmingham, Ala., and I. C. Delony, general superintendent, Margaret, Alabama.
The coal at all the operations is screened over shaking
screens with -i-iu. perforations, the lump l)eing hand;

Vol.

3.

was built in 1911 by the American Concentrator
building, bins and tanks are of

ing.

It

Co.

The main washer

reinforced concrete, except the shed over the unloading
which is a steel frame covered with corrugated

]>]atform,

and the belt galleries and shed over the washed-coal
which are frame.
The map. Fig. 1, shows the general track arrangement
at the washer, all cars being handled altogether by
gravity.
The loaded cars from the mines are placed at
the south end of the tracks, the coal from the Margaret
mines on one track and that from Acmar mine on the
other. The loads are dropped over the bins and unloaded.
iron,

I)ins

Sinnvixd
"What

passes

after

through the 4-in. screen in carried over a 2-in. screen, the
nut and .^lack being loaded and washed separately, after
which they are again mixed that at Acton is washed at a
small local washer, and that from the Margaret and
Acmar mines is sent to the central washer for treatment.

point

picked

after

passing

over

the

screens.

;

Thk Cextwal
This washer

is

Co.vl ^A'askick

located at Colgate station, 8V2 miles
mine and 7 miles from the Margaret

from the Acmar
mines, from which points

coal is shipped to it for

wash-

No. 7

Ti;i;sTLE

which the empties run to the switchbaek at the
marked A on the map, and thence under the

washed-coal loading bins; after being loaded there, they
run to the ."-torage yard ready to be removed by the railroad company. The coal from the two operations is kept
The photograph, Fig. 4, of the
separate throughout.
plant, looking north, shows on the left the
On the exloaded-car trestle approach to the washer.
treme riglit is shown the empty cars leaving the washer,
below which are other empties which, having passed
(()ni|ilete

through the switchback, are approaching tin- washed-coal
bin, the building on the right. Between it and the washer

COAL AGE
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building are

shown the two washed-eoal inclined

belt

conveyors.

A foundation plan of the washer is given in Fig. 2.
This shows the supports for the columns carrying the
jigs

and

bins, also the location of the refuse conveyor,

settling tanks, water tanks

refuse

is

and circulating pumps.

The

carried to the conveyor by another cross belt

conveyor between the two center rows of si;pport.s. These
two rows of supports are arched together just below the
jig floor line supporting one row of pillars from there
up. A cross-section of the washer is given in Fig. 3, and
Fig. 5 is a view of the jig floor taken before the curtain

249

four under each track, three for slack and one for nut;
these were figured for 100 tons capacity each, but will
actually hold 150 tons.
Directly under the bins is the

and under this are the washed-coal sluiceways
and refuse cross-conve3'or belt. On the jig floor are the
two rows of jigs, 10 on each side, six for slack 2-in. and
under, and four for nut from 2 in. to 4 in. in size, the

jig floor,

capacity of the whole being intended for 250 tons per
hour, though they have washed 3500 tons in a 10-hour
day.

The

coal

is

through round

dropped directly
iii].ies

to the

or feeders.

top

From

of

the

the jigs

jigs
it

is

Approach ox Left and Two Elev.\tors to Washed-coai. Storage Bin on ErmiT
and sprocket
from these
that there are two sets of tracks, jigs, settling tanks and
washed-coal elevators, so that the treatment and loading
of tlie coal from each of the two operations is kept en-

sluiced, nut and slack together, to the two settling tanks
from which it is lifted by short perforated bucket elevators and discharged onto two 24-in. inclined-belt conveyors, 190 and 220 ft. long, respectively, which discharge

tirely separate.

The jigS are arranged in pairs and the refu.se discharged by automatic slate gates which drop it into bins
or tanks under each pair of jigs. From there it is lifted
by short bucket elevators, one for each pair 9f jigs, and
discharged onto the cross-horizontal belt conveyor running under the floor and from wdiich it is discharged
onto the final refuse 22-in. belt conveyor J050 ft., riui-

walls were put in,

showing

drives for refuse elevators.

By

jigs, line shaft
It

referring again to Fig. 4,

will

it

be seen

will be seen that the

main wa.sher building

consists of four floors, the top or
corrugated-iron section being the raw-coal dumping floor,
whore eight cars (three of each kind of slack and two of
each kind of nut) can be dumped at one time, four cars

on each track.

Under

this are the bins, eight in

number.

into the washed-coal bins.
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Fig.

5.

Jig Floob,

Fig.

6.

Vol.

Showing Jigs, Lixe .Shaft axd Spkockkt Deives for Eefuse Elevators.
Substantial Concrete and Steel Construction of the Main Building

Interior of Power House, Showing SwiTniiiOAia). One Oenerator and
Building Is Well Lightkd and Has Concrete Floor
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iiiiig at a slight elevation, which discharges over a ridge
west of the washer where it is washed down the hill. A
photograph of this last mentioned conveyor is shown in

Fig.

7.

The water

is

pumped from Black Creek by an

single-stage, centrifugal

From

pump through

Alberger,

the condenser to

picked up by two De
Laval single-stage centrifugal pumps, running at 1800
General Electric induction
r.p.m., driven by 35-hp.
motors, and having a capacity of 2300 gal. per minute.
The boiler plant consists of two batteries, each of two
Sterling water-tube boilers, the total rated horsepower
being 1000.
These run two General Electric, turbinedriven, horizontal, 500-kw., 3-phase, 60-cyole, 2300-volt
A.C. generators, which supply power for the whole washa well or cistern.

ing plant, as well as the

Fi(i.

A

7.

22-ix.

here

it

is

pumping and

351

pair and the maintenance cost was also high.
Hence a
east-iron circular plunger was designed especially for the

work, with eccentrics running in

oil,

the

oil

casing being

of cast iron bolted to the top of the plunger.
Detail of
this plunger is shown in Fig. 8.
This plunger is giving
excellent results, the wear being almost entirely eliminated.

K--

//-/g?-'

-

•,

f-^

--

H

DDnnnnc
DBEQQEG
DDHBPBE
DDDDnn

ventilating at the

Belt Coxvkyor 1050 Ft. Long

Acinar and ilargaret mines; they will also furnish power
for hoisting at the Margaret mines, where they are now
installing a General Electric, 350-hp., 2300-volt, water
rheostat, induction-motor gear, connected to the drumshaft by cut-steel herring-bone gears.

An

power house, showing switchboard,
is shown in Fig. (5.
The
power for operating the jigs is furnished by two Geninterior of the

one generator and one exciter

eral Electric, 75-hp., 900-r.p.m., 2300-yolt, induction
motors, belt-connected, by toggle-clutch pullies to the two

Each jig is belted through tight and loose
the line shaft, so that any one jig can be cut

line shafts.
I'nllies to

out at any lime without disturbing any other operations.
The washed-coal elevators are driven by cut-steel sprockets from the line shafts.
The refuse conveyor is driven

400

per minute by a General Electric, 25-hp. induction motor.
The speed of the washed-coal conveyor is
450 ft. per minute.
ft.

American concentrator type of jig consists of a
mesh, stationary screen over th(> front lialf of the
jig tank with a square wooden plunger which acts as a
valve, the water being introduced on the upper side and
drawn into the tank on the up stroke.
This type of
plunger was unsatisfactory, being difficult to keep in reTlio

fine

A

crusher and rewashing jig with iiu1e])endent motor

drive were provided for rewashing the refuse to save the
tine coal lost in the primary washing, but the refuse is
only 5 per cent. goo<l coal and the rewashing of the refuse was abandoned, not being considered worth the cost

and annoyance

it

entailed.

The custom of wliltew.ashlnp the surface of loaded coal
waprons has been Inaugurated In Germany as a security against
coal pilfering during transportation.
Where the experiment
has been tried It Is said to have been successful.
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A

Large Steam Mine Hoist

is

By
IJf

each.

may

L. F.

Mitten

is

when up

to speed, the

used expansively.

The Delaware, Laekawaniia & Western K.R. Co., coalmining department, is now installing at the Loomis colliery. Plymouth, Penu., two pairs of 3-l:x48-in. first-motion, link-reversing, heavy-duty, Corliss-type hoisting en-

gines,

:so.

The

Corliss type, provided with dash pots.

full

The actuating

forces of the catches are a comhand-adjusted springs and gravity.
The
trips or releasing motion instead of being controlled by
the ordinary type of Corliss governor, are operated from
gear.

drums of this machine are conical, 10
ft. in diameter and S ft. long, weighing 40 tons
The valve gear is so arranged that the engines

be started on the throttle, hut

steam

y,

cylinders are fitted with Vulcan improved releasing-valve

SYNOPSIS — The
to

of

Toi.

which were built by the Vulcan Iron Works, of

Wilkes-Barre, Penn. Engines of this kind are, to a certain extent, an innovation in the anthracite region, and
a description of them will, no doubt, be of general interest.

bination

of

the throttle lever.

The first two or three revolutions of the engines are
with a long cutotf, the throttle being only partially
opened. A complete advance of the throttle lever, after
the engines have gotten up to their full speed, throws
into gear the trip motion, and the engines use steam expansively for the balance of the hoist. The cylinders are
also fitted with a bypass arrangement, allowing the engineer to lower a load under compression. A foot treadle
is

conveniently located for this service.

These engines are to handle 100 cars per hour in a vertical shaft.
Each hoist will be used for raising coal
from lower levels up into the tower by means of selfdumping cages. The maximum depth of shaft at present
is'9011

the

but this will ultimately be increased to about

ft.,

].57o ft.

The

empty

cages weigh approximately 13,000

car 3000

AVe illustrate
engines.

As

lb.

each,

and the coal 8000 lb.
the conical drums that are used on these
lb.

])reviously st-ated, they are 10 ft. to 14

ft.

and have a face of about 8 ft. Some idea
as to their size can be formed by comparison with th(!
man who stands alongside. Each section of these drums,
in diameter,

together with

its

spider, weighs approximately 40 tons.

Coal Mining
The most
is

in

successful coal

that of the

Southern Shantung
mine

in all Shantui:ig Province

Shangtung Chung Hsiug Mining

Co., a

I'hinese concern operating in the vicinity of Yi-Hsien,

Shantung. In fact, these mines seem to have
been the only ones operated in Shantung at a profit. The
capital of this concern is $2,450,000 gold. The company
is operating eight shafts and has just equipped its newest
operation with modern machinery.
The machinery for this mine was supplied entirely by
Uerman manufacturers, who advanced a loan of 80,000
marks (about $19,000) to the. company in connection
with the installation of the machinery. The plant includes 10 boilers, pumps, elevators, electric machinery
and cars. The company operates 27 miles of railway in
connection with the mine, and for the construction and
."routhern

Hoist ox Assemblixg Floor.
Hoistinxt

Xote Max beside

Drum

The engines are equipped with two conical drums, each
tapering from 14 ft. to 10 ft. in diameter, and are spirally
One drum is securely
grooved for l^^-in. wire rope.
keyed to the engine shaft, while the other is brass bushed
and driven by a toothed clutch-wheel, to allow for changing for different levels. The engines are reversed by an
independent steam cylinder, while the brakes on each
are also operated by thi.? same type of mechanism.
In addition to the steam brakes auxiliary hand brakes
are provided. The engines are equipped with tail crossheads provided with guards. Sheet-steel crank or splash
shields are also furnished, wliicii cover entirely the crank

drum

disk.

The arrangement

of throttles

is

also different

general practice as followed in the coal regions.

On

top

placed a vertical throttle-valve, surby a steam separator. These valves arc (ijierated

cf each cylinder

mounted

from the

is

simultaneously by a cross shaft.
In the overhead steam pipe is mounted an auxiliary
which is used in emersrencv. The valve motion

Ihniltle.

equipment of
were used.

this railway

German

capital

and materials

Previous to the construction of the Tientsin-Pukow
Ey., the company's products were shipped via the

Grand

now practically all of its coal is shipped over
railroad.
The company states that shipping over the

Canal, but
this

canal costs 3c. Mexican a ton-mile, while shipping over

the railroad costs but 2c.
for $2.25 gold a ton,

is

The
a

coal,

which

first-class

sells at

the mine

bituminous.

The chief engineer and the first assistant of this company are Cantonese who were trained at Toug Shan in
Chihli.
They have had no foreign assistance in the conThe
struction and operation of the company's plant.
chief engineer receivers $120 gold a month and his assistant one-half this sum. All of the labor in the mine is
on a contract basis, the native miner making an average daily wage of about 10c. gold. There are about 800
men employed on the company's premises.

il
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Compressed Air Trouble

Mine

in English

By Fkaxk Eichakds*

SYXOPSIS—Extracts

from a recent

letter describing,

trie fly. trouble experienced in transmitting

power by com-

pressed air long distances, in an English coal mine. Pressure drop quoted as being 80 per cent.
The situation
carefully analyzed on

assumed conditions. The importance
and ample pipe capacity clearly

of high initial pressure

demonstrated. The pipe capacity does not increase in the
ratio as the diameter of the pipe. Large pressure
drop may be economical in certain work. It does not always indicate loss of power.

same

tinuously drops there are, of course, leaks and these must
be found and stopped. If the pipe is properly laid at
first, there should be no leaks and none are likely to develop later.
But leaks, however small,- will grow bigger

and become more and more difficult to stop. It is unfortunate for anyone who has to do with compressed air to
assume that leaks are a legitimate part of the game. On
ihe contrary, they show a poor installation.
Pipe

Capacities

The .Johnson formula,

am

pleased to lay before the readers of Coal Age
the essential portions of an interesting letter recently reI

ceived from the manager
The wTiter says:

We

have at

this colliery a large compressed-air installa-

The compressor

The shaft
leading
such as
the air

bottom

more or

loundings.

This

I

is

is

+

;

The formula (A) may Ik- transformed as follows, according to the purpose for which it may be used:

the temperature of the surquite plainly the case here where the

less closely,

temperature of the

going only a third of a mile or
so down the shaft, has fallen 160 deg. F.
It would seem, at once, that this is a case of too low initial pressure, very common in English mining practice,
and an insufficient pipe capacity. It is much to be regretted that no information is given regarding the size
of the ]>ipes, which is a most important particular.
In the absence of any statement to the contrary, we
may assume, at first, that the pipes are \vithout leakage,
which may or may not be the case. Air pipes with proper
attention are less likely to leak than steam jjipes; but often they do leak more, because the air leak docs not sizzle
and drip and compel attention, as do steam leaks. That
air-pipe lines may be made tight is attested by the many
long |)ipc lines in use and kept at full pressure in switch
and signal service; and by the many-jointed and valved
air-brake pipes, in service on trains.
We would, in the present case, shut off everything, at
the extremities of the lines or wherever the air is used;
and pump up to maximum pressure, at the compressor;
and observe how this pressure holds. If the pressure conair, in

Co,,

New York

City.

(«)

jTi

„

_

20(X) d^

f

(

p-

— Pl)

(C)

V^l

'^^.2000
In the case before

+

52
sure at the end

(j»J

— pl)

(^^

us, the absolute pressure, at the

14.7

=

com-

66.7 lb. per sq.in.; and the pressay 14 -f 14.7
28.7 lb. per sq.in..
the difference or drop being 66.7
28.7
38 lb. This
terminal pressure, by the way, is 43 per cent, of the initial
pressure, and the percentage of pressure "loss" is only 57,
instead of 80 per cent., as stated.

=

is,

—

=

We

are told that there are two 4-mile lines; and we
that each transmits about one-half of the air,
so as to enable us to estimate the possible conditions. Say,
then, that we have a 9-in. pipe (which we are aware is

may assume

common commercial

not a

ting, say

4500

By formula

lb.

^'-

^'

per minute, at the initial

absolute.

we ha\e,

.4,

- pi

n-i

size), 4 miles long, transmit-

cu.ft. of free air

pressure of 66.7

=

'^5" 0'^

X

4

X

2000

X 5280 _
- ^^^^
9*

which gives the difference between the squares of the
itial and terminal
absolute pressures.
But, 66.7=
4449. and 4449

— 3621 = 828 and
terminal absolute
—
= 38
28.7

Noting the above
taking the

100

pressure.

=

which
This shows
,

from formula A,
gage; let us now aspressure was, say 100 lb. gage, or

result,

obtained
lb.

114.7 absolute; and observe the difference.
since 114.7''
13.156, we have 13,156
3621

-(-

14.7

—

=

Now,

0535 and
;

-

initial

=

= 28.7

in-

lb.

pressure at 53

initial

sume that the

V'828

;

is, therefore, the
a drop of 66.7

V

9535

solute pressure.

•Ingersoll-Rand

- pl)

_ 3000 d^ (pl

'

pres.sor, is

Suggested Axalysis

is

pipes,

the volume of free air, in cubic feet per
the length of pipe, in feet; d the diameter of
the pipe, in inches; p^ the initial absolute pressure (gage
pressure
14.7, for sea level)
and /;, terminal absolute
pressure.

1690 ft. deep.
Would covering the pipes
down the shaft, with some nonconducting material,
boiler covering, be of any use? The temperature of
leaving the compressor is 250 deg. and at the shaft
it is only 90 deg. F.

In answer to the question asked in this letter, allow
me to say nothing could be gained by covering the pipes.
When air is transmitted to such distances, it inyariably
attains,

V

Here,

minute;

is

A

flow of air in

of a large English coal mine.

consists of a cross-compound condensing steam engine and a two-stage air compressor with a capacity of 9000 cu.ft. of free air per minute.
We have about
13 miles of pipe, which comprises two mains, each 4 miles
long: two mains, each 2 miles long; and various lengths of
tappings, making a total of about 13 miles.
The air pressure, at the compressor situated on the surface, is 52 It), gage, while at the two ends of the 4-mile
mains (especially in the winter time, or in cold weather), the
pressure varies from 10 to 14 lb. gage, which shows a loss
of from 73 to SO per cent. As the entire colliery depends on
compressed air for driving the haiiling engines and pumps
(not coal cutters), this great loss is an important item.
If
you can suggest a way to reduce this loss of power it will be
welcome information.
tion.

for the

which is quite generally used, for sea level, with a slight
change of the constant, is as follows:

97.65

=

=

The

say 17

lb.

97,65, which

is

=

then the terminal ab-

pressure drop in this case

is

111,7

;

This .shows clearly what an increase of initial i^ressure
do toward reducing the pressure drop, in transmission.
Without giving further figures, it may be stated
that if, in the last case, the pipe had been 10 instead of
9 in. in diameter, the theoretical terminal absolute pressure would have been 105 instead of il7.65 lb., and the
105
9.7 lb.
Thus,
drop would then be only 114.7
by adopting a suitable diameter of pipe the pressure drop,
in transmission, may be whatever we choose.
will

—

In

=

Eelative Capacities of Small Pipes
installations where the mains are of sufficient

many

size, there is still a considerable final drop of pressure in
branches and extensions that are too small. It is not sufficient to have the sum of the sectional areas of the
smaller pipes equal to that of the main pipe that supplies
them.
The pipe areas are, of course, directly as the
squares of the diameters. For example, a 2-in. pipe has
one-fourth the area of a 4-in. pipe ; but, for the same pressure drop, four 2-in. pipes, though having the same total
area, will transmit much less air than the single 4-in.
pipe, because of the greater rubbing surface of the former.
If the four 2-in. pipes were required to transmit the
same quantity of air, per unit of time, the pressure drop

would have to be much greater.
It has been found, in practice, that the square root of
the fifth power of the diameter approximates the relation
For example, as
of pipe capacities for delivering air.
stated previously, a pipe of one-half the diameter of an-

other has only one-fourth the area of the larger pipe
but it will not transmit one-fourth as much air, under
the same pressure drop. For the same pressure drop, the
ratio of air volume, in this case, will be

= V 0.03125 = 0.176

G)'
Then

to transmit the

same volume

of free air,
1

same drop

of

pressure,

will

require

under the

^

5.65

of

0.170
a pipe of twice the diameter
of another will transmit 5.65 times the volume of air,
the smaller pipes.

Or,

-tl

l-|

=

gV of the air volume, for the same

pressure, pressure drop

and

initial

distance.

Am Saved by Phessure Loss
must not be supposed, however, that this drop -of
pressure, in transmission, always, means a loss of power.
That will depend on the way in which the air is used in
doing its work, after transmission. There might be eases
It

where the pressure drop outlined in the above letter w'ould
a gain in actual power or a saving in air consump-

mean

than the reverse; and, in that case, the loss
of pressure mentioned might prove to be the most economical feature of the proposition.
The wasteful habit of the ordinary steam pump when
Not only is the
driven by compressed air is notorious.
air iised without cutoff for expansion while doing its work,
tion, rather

and there are

Vol.

3,

Xo.

greater this excess of pipe pressure, therefore, over that
required for the pump, the greater will be the loss of air.
It is always desirable to transmit air at high pressures,
for the sake of pipe-line cost, if long distances are to be
traversed.
"While the air is at a high pressure, the opportunity is presented for draining the air, so that the
later freezing of exhausts must be minimized.
If the
air
be,

is

it

to be used at high pressure, as usually

it should
ought to be used expansively and reheated, if

The

possible.

various types of rock drills

for pressures approximating 100

lb.

now

in use call

gage, in order to de-

velop the highest efficiency in the drills.
The indications are that, in the above

colliery, the
the haulage apparatus mentioned would be
?.mply supplied, so far as pressure is concerned, if a 20-

pumps and

pressure could be maintained. If the air were to be
used at that pressure but reached the work, at a pressure considerably higher ; pressure reducers should be employed at that point ; and after reducing the pressure, the
air should be reheated as near to the work as possible.
In this case, the pipe line mentioned serves as a pressure
reducer; but it seems to overdo the business. It is also,
to a certain extent, a reheater ; as the air, notwithstanding
the drop in pressure, will generally reach the point where
the work is to be performed, at a temperature close to
that of its surroundings.
Ib.

We may

say that the case in hand

is a bad one and
redesigning and reconstrttcting the entire system, the cost of which would
probably be prohibitive.
Leaks should be sought
and stopped.
With two-stage compression, the delivery pressure should approximate 100 lb. gage, or, say,
In the present case,
at least, not less than 80 lb. gage.
however, this would prove of little advantage, unless arrangements were made to use the air economically. It

cannot

be

improved

without

seems quite evident that the "loss" of pressure, in transmission, in this colliery, is only an item that is by no
means the- chief element of inefficiency.

I

saj'

vith the same pressure drop, for any given distance and
This difference becomes greater as the
initial pressure.
difference in pipe diameters increases.
A pipe of only
one-fourth the diameter of another will transmit not yV?

but

:
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excessive clearances to

fill

;

but, at the

end

of the stroke, the entire cylinder will fill with air at a
pressure perhaps considerably above the required working
The
pressure, equalizing the pressure in the pipe line.

Survey Spads

_.

For a number of years the standard spad for underground surveying was a horseshoe nail with the head
flattened and punched or slotted to receive the plumbbob cord. The Engineering and Mining Journal states that
a few years ago, a substitute was proposed consisting of
a wire nail with a triangular file-cut halfway through
the rim of the head, the nail being inclined when driven,
so as to bring the ncrtch on the upper edge of the head.
Considerable experience with both types has brought out
the following points

The wire nail is stronger and better
(1)
chance blows or blasting, if set near the face.
It is cheaper and easier to make.
(2)
(3)

It

makes the plumb-bob

easier to

hang

resists

in

the

but slower to adjust for height.
It is more accurate.
Any one size of plumb-bob
(4)
cord can occupy but one position, whereas in a hole the
cord can climb the side and be off-center by a small fracfirst place,

tion of an inch.
It is not suitable when it must be set in a posi(5)
tion difficult to reach.
In such cases, it is customary,

with the old-style spad, to hang a permanent loop of cord
This is not possible
to a point wuthin easy access.
with the wire nail.

down

I

:
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Problem

Oil Well
R.

Dawson Hall

SYNOPSIS — The

Bureau of Mines called a conference
of those interested in the drilling of gas and oil wells
The Federal authorities opened the
through coal beds.
discussion but did not try to influence the decision of the
meeting. However they presented some extremely helpful suggestions.

A paper was read by G. S. Rice entitled "Gas and Oil
Wells in Coal Fields." The most novel feature in this
paper was its reference I had almost said its "advocacy of the withdrawal of coal around gas wells. But
it did not arouse any
discussion because neither this
paper nor the one which followed, nor even the preamble
of the third paper, was presented for criticism.

—

my

amiable intention to praise the admirable
the engineers of the Bureau of
Mines in relation to the protection of mines from gas
and oil wells. Unfortunately, I was enjoined to say that
the Bureau really had no suggestions, nor even any work-

The proposal that coal around wells should be extracted has some merit as a suggestion, but as presented
it cannot be regarded as without serious objection.
The

ing hypotheses; that all which was said at the Pittsburgh conference was intended simply as a quiekener of
It was darkly hinted that
interest to awaken discussion.
the Bureau secreted its judgment '"in petto," so to speak;
everything was unauthorized and inchoate.

parent of the idea for Mr. Rice acknowledges that he
suggested it calls attention to the success with which
pillars have been drawn around shafts by the longwall
procLoS both in England and America.
But I may be pardoned if I call attention to an essen-

was

It

suggestions

The Attitude
I

Why

made by

of the Bureau

really feel their solutions were

the best which they could devise, and any attempt to

shake their confidence in the cures suggested met with
though courteous dissent. It did not appear that they were presenting merely the consensus of
their spirited,

ideas urged at the various ex-parte

conferences.

—

difference in the plans presented.
The workings
around such shafts proceeded from the axis of the shaft
as a center, but the illustration of Mr. Rice exhibited a
well in a room from which the pillars were being extracted back toward the borehole. Thus the well lay in
a piece of rock unsupported at one end.
Even before
fracture would take place, the borehole would be tilted
out of plumb and a partial breakage of the rock might
di.stort the hole so that gas or oil tubing would be broken.
tial

confess that I could hardly credit that G. S. Rice

and 0. P. Hood did not

—

Leave Well Pillars?

The

suggestions did not seem a composite of jarring interests,
but rather the personal preferences of those presenting

them.
Naturally the Bureau does not desire to appear to be
coercive and would not like to have its working hypotheses used as expert testimony in a court of law.
Moreover there are only too many worthy people who desire to see a pallid, limp institution, rather than a Bureau of fearless initiative. In fact, in this country little
is less free than our governmental bureaus.

The Representatives Present
The meeting was held

in the auditorium of the Western Pennsylvania Society of Engineers in the Oliver
Building, Pittsburgh, Penn., commencing Friday morning, Feb. 7 at 10 a.m. W. E. Fohl was made presiding

and 0. P. Wood, secretary. The meeting was not
was fairly representative, and those
present were of sufficient importance in their various
A few may be
fields to make their judgment felt widely.
mentioned

officer

largely attended, but

E. J. Taylor, PittsburKh. Penn.. chief engineer, PlttsburKh
Coal Co.; W. C. NelU, Pittsburgh. Penn., attorney, Manufacturers Light & Heat Co.; P. W. DeWolf, Urbana, 111., director
State Geological Survey; Richard R. Hice, Beaver, Penn., state
geologist; A. P. Cameron, Irwin, Penn., general superintendent, Westmoreland Coal Co.; A. C. Beeson. Pittsburgh, Penn.,
chief engineer, \Vm. A. Weldln, Pittsburgh, Penn., assistant
chief engineer, Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co.; B. H. Canon. Pittsburgh, Penn., United Coal Co.; George W. .Schluederberg,
Pittsburgh, Penn.. general manager, Pittsburgh Coal Co.; A. ,1.
Moorshead, St. Louis. Mo., president, Madison Coal Corporation, representing Illinois Coal Operators' Association; E. B.
Moore, Fairmont, W. Va., chief engineer. Consolidation Coal
Co.; John W. Bolleau, Pittsburgh. Penn., coal operator, David
Toung, Freeport, Penn., state mine Inspector, and George S.
Rice, chief mining engineer; O. P. Hood, chief mechanical
engineer; H. M. Wilson, engineer In charge, and Irving C.
Allen, petroleum chemist, all of the United State Bureau of
Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Where Well

Pillars Might Be Extracted

a method of action providing strains more
closely analogous to those sustained by a pillarless shaft
in
longwall.
A plan known as the "double-entry

There

is

America, and I believe as the "wicket" sysconsists of rooms driven from two headings to meet at the center line between them.
A hole
sunk on that center line would be free from warping
provided that the ribs were withdrawn to the right and
left, beginning at the room where the hole was located.
The plan would be successful only where it is arranged that the borehole will be at the center of excavation at all times prior to final collapse.
One cannot feel
confident that even with careful scheming such a result could be attained, unless the privilege to drill were
immensely restricted.
Even though the discussion did not take up this essential consideration on the ground that it formed no
part of the proposed legislation, E. B. Moore, chief ensystem"

tem

in

in

England

gineer of the Fairmont division of the Consolidation
Coal Co., declared hiniscH' uncluingcd in his views on the

importance of

pillars.

To Fight Legislation with Legislation

A paper followed by L. M. Jones on "Some Troubles
Experienced by Mines Resulting from Proximity to Gas
and Oil Wells." This paper reviewed the unfortunate
experiences which have already occurred. It can only be
said that they justify the Bureau in taking up this subWhat do the stand-patters want? Are they anxiject.
ous that the mining public wait and learn their lesson
from a disaster of a magnitude equal to that at Monongah or TIarwick, before any preventive action is taken?
A third pa])er by 0. P. Hood and A. S. Ileggeni made

:
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"Suggestions for Laws and Regulations in the Matter of
Boreholes Passing Through Workable Seams of Coal."
The actual draft of law with which that paper concluded
was read clause by clause and criticized carefully till the
close of the meeting shortly after noon on Saturday,
the Sth.

The Attitude

to the Pkoposed

Departmext

Tol.

Surel}' the gas

of the matter.

and

oil

3,

Xo.

7

inspector ought to be the judge

It should not be required that such test

holes be extended 20 ft. beyond their needed length.
Water and elevator wells possibly should .so extend to
protect the pipe from breakage when mining reaches the
well but test holes if immediately plugged and filled
should be safe, and made free from all such unreasonable

requirements.

Richard R. Hice opposed the suggested creation of any
more departments in the various states. He thought
there were already too many. 0. P. Hood conceded that
all the services of state geologist, mining and fuel-well
inspector might be gronped under one and the same head.
F. W. DeWolfe speaking for Illinois, regarded it well not
to put the authorit}' in the hands of the mine inspectors
because many parts of his state, underlaid by nnworked
coal, were being drilled for gas and oil.
The inspectors
already appointed could not supervi.se these drillings. G.
W. Schluederberg favored leaving the matter to the Department of Mines.
Discussing notification to parties interested before locating a borehole, it seemed generally conceded that a
should be
a week or ten days
certain period of notice
sufficient.
In the event of the coal operator failing to arrange to be present or represented in that time, his absence should not act as a stay to prevent location and
It was suggested that the mine owner, fuel-well
license.
inspector and mine inspector should not be the only persons notified, but that the lessor of the coal and of the
oil right was entitled to a notification and hearing.

—

—

To Reduce Suuveyixg Ixaccuracies
It

was asserted that the demand for an accurate sur-

vey was deficient in several points. It calls for a connection with two property lines. This gives an assurance
that the meridian of the survey can be accurately determined if the corners of the property are obvious and undisputed, and
perience,

it is

But from exthe survey is correct.
nnlikely that either need will be fulfilled.

case indeterminate.

Consequently, it was suggested that all surveys be
to connect with the U. S. Geological monuments,

made

or with certain arbitrary

monuments

cases of- "wildcatting."

There

is

set in

new

how

fields in

a strong objection to

reliance on a survey connected by long lines

or

monument, no matter how permanent

from some
it

may

be

carefully recorded.

Essential,

it

seems to me,

a requirement that all sur-

is

veys be carefully duplicated along separate lines, not only
because a competent surveyor will thereby discover his

but because a novice and ignorant practitioner can
be unmasked infallibly by a careful traverse of his surA diligent traverser at headquarters working in
vey.
dubious cases could make it extremely unpleasant for

error,

such a

tance thereunder, two casings should be provided and
the space between them filled with clay is as sane and
sound a proposition as has yet been heard. Fault can
be found with it but criticise it freely as you will, it is
based on correct principles

The scheme as outlined is probably insufficient; it is
hard to place the clay and difficult to retain it in place;
the plan has not been submitted to test and sufficient
emphasis has not been laid on the ductility of the casing
or of the tubes -within the well, and the method involves a larger hole than has been hitherto provided.
These are important objections it is true, but as an indication of the right lines for future progress, no better suggestions have so far been made.
Make no question but that all the specifications of all
the coal companies have been worse than useless as have
been the orders of the court. How can any number of

man and

his employers.

Are Churn and Diamond Drill Holes a Menace?
Exception was taken, and I believe rightly, to the requirements that "any borehole drilled for gas, oil or
other mineral shall be drilled at least 20 ft. below any
workable seam of coal which may be penetrated," and be
double cased and muddcd and so forth. This would include churn and diamond drillings, aTid only for the
inadequate reason that gas or

oil

might be struck.

.

casings laboriously placed and diligently concreted be expected to resist the movements of millions of tons of
rock.
Our final "caves" frequently in%-olve not less than
one
a million tons, and often five million tons tilt over

m

Against this we oppose a miserable pipe stem incapable of upholding an axial load uf a few hundred

body.
tons.

The

if

Fuel-well surveying, with some noteworthy exceptions, is
grievously inaccurate, and land lines are in nearly every

distant

The Clay Packing
The proposition advanced by G. S. Rice and 0. P.
Hood that above the workable coal and for a certain dis-

Elastic Casing

marevelous that such a false protection received almost the unanimous approval of the
coal-mining fraternity, and Mr. Hood is to be congratulated that he is leading what, at first sight, appears to
Yet his ideas are sure to
be a forlorn hope against it.
.succeed for nothing is more certain than that casings
should be elastic.
What chance has a casing with its joints imbedded in
concrete or cement mortar, with that material hanging
doggedh' to the roughnesses and recesses of llic borehole,
when the rock to which it thus adheres falls, subsides or
It has always been

take a

;'

I
|

I

tilt ?

Surely none whatever, but

if

the pipe rested on sup-

from the surface or stood on the unyielding measures below, without restraint from the environing walls,
it could be relied upon to slide up and down the hole as
ports

of the measures rendered that motion
provided always that the distortion of the
hole did not suffice to bind the pipe.
It is true that the concrete has been provided to keep
corrosive waters from destroying the casing. This it may
do in some instances. As Mr. Hood pointed out, the
rapidity of the corrosion is a function of the frequency
with which the corrosive waters are replenished and cement mortar or concrete may well serve to reduce the
frequency of that change, even when porous and filled

the

.

movement

necessary,

with air holes.

B
f
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IMPERFECTION'S IN

But

2oSi

CeMENT MoRTAR

The Bohunk

notoriously hard to keep airbubbles and re-'
suiting voids out of concrete, even when the material is
it

is

deposited in large bulk and the air

Written Expressly /or Coal Aye.

By Beuton Braley

given a vent bj' a
shovel, a paddle or some form of tamping tool.
In the
depths of the well, the only hope is that the increased
is

make the air bubliles smaller.
The quantity of air introduced with cement mortar

[In several coal-mining camps the term "bohunk" is applied to the
men of any race, who live in herds, speak no English, and have no
mdependence. no pride, no desire apparently, to Be human beings.
In short, the lowest class of European Labor is the Bohunk.]

pressure will

in

We

deep well must be larger because as it falls do\.n the
annular space, the air has less chance of escape. It may
lie reduced in quantity by the use of a lowered pipe by

He

wliich the mortar

He

a

is conveyed in -an almost continuous
stream to the point of deposit. It is impossible to make
this continuous, however, and some air must enter.
But there is probably a solution of this difficulty. The
clay in the alternative clay filling could be ground somewhat coarsely so that there would be plenty of granular
material for settlement.
The pressure of the water in
the hole would probalily serve to make a complete fill.

never loved the Bohunk an' I guess we never will,
He ain't the sort of person you kin cheer for,
hasn't got no decency ner self respect, ner skill
An' a job at any price is what he's here for.
lives in dirt an' squalor, sleepin'

seven to a bed,
In a tumble-down old shack that was a cabin.

An' work an' sleep an'

eatin'

is

the thoughts that

While

his favorite

We

amusement

is

a stabbin'.

He

do not love the bohunk,
We never liked his style,
hasn't got no winnin' ways.

particular emphasis on the providing of a vent around

He

He don't know how to smile,
often pays to git his job,

It was stated that it was customary to convey gas from sands of low pressure between the casing
and the outermost gas tube. Should the gas traveling

But we don't

Vented Pipe Lines
The suggestions presented by the bureau

officials laid

A

the pipes.

heavy gas pressure would soon
This gas is likely to escape from the casing if
that pipe should be corroded or torn apart. Of course a
gas company might leave all manner of instructions forbidding the shutting off of the gas from the line without
opening a vent to the surface but such instructions might

fill

his head,

fact that's plain for seein'.

He

like the

ain't a

bohunk, for

human

bein'!

this pipe be closed off, a
result.

well be forgotten or disobeyed.

The gas and

men who showed

through the meeting a disposition which does them no little credit seemed
at this point prepared for opposition.
The representative of the gas interests near Fairmont, W. Va., stated
that there were 11 sands making gas in that section. He
oil

all

The husky guy from Tuscany is just as good as us,
The proper sort of Finn is all the candy.
An' the Frenchy an' the German an' the Spanish

You

take 'em as a rule an' they are dandy.
is a dummy an' a rummy an' a clam.
He's a lowly beast of burden like a mule is,

But the Bohunk

An' I'd rather be a comrade of a native of Siam
Or the chum of any yellow brand of coolies.

We

number of
from the different

said that this involved the placing of a great

pipes in

the well as the pressures

strata did not permit of the use of a single tube.

He

Which doubtless

from one

hole.

If there are

witii

necessary

steps

Plugging Abandoned Wells

The question

of abandonment was warmly debated. It
Was thought by some of the coal men that it was impossible to plug a gas well satisfactorily if the rock pressure was extremely high. A well having a negligible gas
flow may develop a rock pressure of 1000 or 1200 lb.
per sq.in. Such a well is hard to plug even with lead.
As Mr. Hice pointed out, a lead plug, however tight,
may fail to keep back the gas by reason of leakage
through the strata as the plug cannot be made sufficiently long to prevent such by-passing of the gas.
The
consensus of opinion seemed to favor the idea that the
method of plugging should be settled by the inspector.
(To he continued in the next issue)

a

sin.

him

An' he ain't a decent animal
Ner yet a decent human!

mucii justice

men demanded too much
so many profitable sands,

for their safe tapping should be
provided and if it could not be done satisfactorily by
one hole, two could be drilled in close pro.vimity.

the

is

Ner the color of his skin,
But he doesn't love his feller man
Ner yet his feller woman,

be put on the gas companies.

Mr. Ilood answered his criticisms

do not love the Bohunk,

It ain't the ugly face of

con-

cluded by saying that the hole would be rendered so
large, if a vent were provided, that a heavy burden would

stating that perhaps the gas

an'

the Russ,

The bohunk takes

He

his

money

an' he sends

it

over

sea.

where he makes it.
He comes to get his wages in this country of the free,
An' when the land has paid him^why he shakes it!
An'though he joins the union, he's acrooked scab at heart,
There ain't a single soul he seems to care for,
I kin like a decent nigger
but I found out at the start
That the Bohunk I ain't any love to spare for!
never goes an' spends

it

—

We

do not love the Bohunk,
No matter wiiat his race,

We

never want to shake his hand,
We want to break his face,
For when all is said an' spoken,
It is plain for any seein'
That the Bohunk may have feelin's.
But he ain't a human bein'!
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mechanical shoveler mounted on a motor truck and

suitable for loading coal at a storage pile

is

ii

i

described in

Gliickauf, Dec. 14, 1912, by 0. Dobbelstein, a mine asGermany. It is built by the Pohling

n

nnnnnini

i

The conveyor, with

Motor Truck Coal Shoveler*
A

n

nunui

moved

carriage which can be

iiiio

iiii

shovel and drive,

is

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiui

mounted on a

at right angles to the

path

of the truck, so that as removal of the coal progresses,

the shoveling outfit can be shifted to the extent of about

40 inches.

sessor, of Essen,

Aktien Gesellschaft, of Cologne, Germany.
The shoveler is mounted on a strong platform truck
having wheels of wide tread roughened as is customary

The machine proper

for traction-motor service.

of an inclined bucket conveyor wliich

is

consists

supplied with

This is shown
ground into the discharging

coal by a mechanically operated shovel.

in the cut, lifted clear of the

The coal is dumped by a chute into a railroad
wagon or dump cart.
The truck, conveyor and shovel proper are driven by

position.
car,

motor situated at the front end of
covered by a hood, but even that is
concealed in the illustration by the side boards of the
conveyor. A ditferential gear acts upon the rear driving
axle, and the front axle of the truck as in automobiles
a benzine or electric

This

the truck.

is

has a knuckle joint.

A Conveyor ^K)R

a

Max

the shovel

the ground which

The shovel is actuated by a crank drive which causes
to move in a manner similar to that of a hand shovel.

crowded into the pile close to the ground,
and throws the coal backward into the conveyor. The scoop is not fixed solidly in its frame but is
so arranged that when it emerges from the pile it tilts
back and so retains the coal which would otherwise spill

5 ft. 6 in.

front 2.9 tons.

;

is

is

2.2 tons

and

in

The consumption of power by the motors averages from
12 to 15 hp. with a maximum of 20 hp. The shoveler costs
about $5000 and will handle from 39 to 65 cu.yd. per
hour.

at its edges.

Why

Attachment and

it

the wheel pressure l)eliind

It is first slowly

then

it rises

a Shovelixg

Loawng Wago-nb with Coal

to be moved long distances and
must traverse is irregular, the conveyor which is 1?% ft. high, may be swung around till
lengthwise of the truck. The gage of the vehicle is about

Where

Shovel Actuated as by
it

A Motor Teuck with

Proximate Coal Analyses
By

Differ^

a. C. FieldnerJ:

SYXOPSIS — Proximate

only in establishing the fuel value, but in directing the

tical

coal into the

anali/se.i of coal samples of idencomposition may vary greatly even when made by
chemists of undoubted ability and according to recognized
dandards. Thus the moisture content found may vary
vith the chemist, and the ash percentage of two determinThe content of
ations of one coal may vary 1 per cent.
fixed carbon and volatile matter found by two chemists
with identical samples may differ by k per cent. If samples can be taken which accurately represent the coal in the
led, the sulphur percentage as determined by two chemists
Oxidation is the
u-ill usually agree within 0.05 per cent.
cause of errors in the moisture determination. Inequal-

ity of the heat applied, in the ascertaining of fixed car-

bon, volatile matter

and

found in estimating

their percentages.

ash, occasion the irregularities

In recent years, chemical and physical losts have conu^
into use in connection with the mining and utilization of
Within certain limits these tests are useful, not
uial.
•Abstracted by E. V. Buffet, from the German.
tPart of paper entitled "Accuracy and Limitations
Coal Analysis." read before the Coal Mining: Institute
America, at the winter meetinp;, Dec. 1.1. 1912.

tBureau

of Mines. PittsburRh. I'enn.

market for which it is best adapted, and of
maintaining the standard of the output to meet the requirements of this market.

Proximate Analyses of the Same Coal Vary
The growing practice of buying on specifications demands accuracy and strict uniformity in the methods
of sampling and analysis. Chemists who make only occasional examinations of coal

do not, as

a rule, realize the

empirical nature of the pro.ximate analysis, and while they

may

obtain concordant results,

a.s

own laboramay not agree

far as their

tories are concerned, their determinations

with those obtained in another laboratory.

These discrepancies, which are more likely to occur
some determinations like those of volatile matter or

in

of

tend to discredit the whole analysis in the
who are not familiar with the diffi(ulties peculiar to each individual determination.
The
fixed carbon,

eyes of those engineers
(object of this

paper

is

to call attention to the fact that

some constituents may be determined much more acniratcly than others, and to jireseiit some experimental

February
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data bearing on the variations which are likely to occur
in good laboratory practice.

Tests Vary with Xature of Service to Be Rexdered
Coal

is

used principally for fuel purposes; hence

its

other things being equal, is proportional to its
falorific power.
The different kinds of coal, however,
vary greatly in character, so much so that each has its own
particular field of usefulness. For instance, a Pittsburgh
steam coal cannot be burned efficiently in an anthracite
i'urnace, nor can a coal high in sulphur or phosphorus be
value,

used for the manufacture of foundry coke.
Certain other tests, then, are also required, and for this
purpose, we have the conventional proximate analysis and
While these
che sulphur or phosphorus determinations.
tests may be sufficient for most industrial purposes, it is
desirable at times to know the elementary composition
of the coal as sho'mi in

an ultimate analysis, and

to as-

certain its clinkering properties as indicated in the relative

fusibility of the ash.

Xo

doubt other

suitable for individual needs will

come

tests

more

into use as the

chemist learns what coal really is.
For fuel purposes the constituents of coal may be
grouped into the following three classes: 1. Water or
moisture. 2. The mineral impurities which remain in a

1
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cordaut results a standard temi^eratiire should be adopted.
If this is done dui)licate determinations on the same
powdered sample will agree to within 0.3 per cent.

Usually More Ash in Coal Than Any Analysis
Will Show
Coal asli, as determined, usually weighs less than the
mineral matter from which it is produced. This is due
mainly to the loss of volatile constituents during ignition
the shale and clay will lose their water of composition;
the carbonates will be more or less decomposed, giving off

carbon dioxide, and the iron pyrites will be changed to
ferric oxide, giving off sulphur.

Several methods have been proposed to compute the
v:eight of original mineral matter in the coal, by adding
corrections to the weight of ash obtained by ignition.

These methods are, however, too complicated and uncertain in their general application to all classes of coal to
be used iu technical work.

Vol.

mate analyses made

in different laboratories.

matter and fLxed carbon represent the relative proportions of gaseous and solid combustible matter
which may be obtained from the coal by heating it in a
This is done by heating, for exactly seven
closed vessel.
minutes, a finely powdered sample in a sniallj, covered
platinum crucible, supported in the flame of a bunsen or
Meker burner. The volatile matter consists mainly of
the combustible gases hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane and other hydrocarbons and some noncombustible
volatile

—

The volatile
gases as carbon dioxide and water vapor.
matter does not include that part of the water present in
the coal which can be driven off as moisture at 10-5° C.
(321° F.) or lower.
The residue of coke left in the crucible aftey deducting
That term does
the ash is reported as "fixed carbon."

not represent the total carbon in the coal, as a portion of
this element is driven out in combination with hydrogen
in the volatile matter; furthermore, fixed carbon is not
pure carbon, but still contains several tenths per cent, of
each of the three elements, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen ; from 0.4 to 1.0 per cent, of nitrogen and about half

trated in the

the sulphur which was in the coal.
It should be clearly understood that the terms "volatile
matter" or "volatile combustible matter" and "fixed car-

bon" do not represent any definite compounds which existed in the coal before heating.

and

is

The method

of determin-

purely arbitrary, and variations in temperature

rate of heating will cause variations

amounting to

Even with a strict adherence to the
peveral per cent.
method recommended by the American Chemical Society,
variations of 3 and 4 per cent, in both the volatile matter
and fixed carbon may occur in different laboratories.
Variations or

3

deter-

accompanying

and

figure

set forth in detail

in the table.

Volatile matter as percentage of whole coal sample

Anthra-

Temperatures

Coke

740-745

0.40

745-750

....

750-755
755-760
765-770
770-775
785-790
790-795
795-800

0.51
0.56

805-810

{oil}

810-815
815-820
825-830
S36-840
840-845
850-855
855-860
860-865
865-870
870-875
885-890
890-895
895-900
905-910

o!60

910-915

0.68

per Cent.

Which Are Not Errors

One of the most prominent factors in causing variations
This
is the temperature at which the crucible is heated.
is especially pronounced in anthracite and semibituminous
It is not improbable that one lalioratory would recoal.
port 4 per cent, and another 7 per cent, volatile matter
on the same sample of anthracite, or 14 per cent, and 17
per cent., respectively, on the same sample of Pocahontas
These different percentages of volatile matter were
coal.
actually produced by different conditions of heat treat-
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Illinois

32.38

33.69

965-970
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Colorado
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900-965

10.50-1055

Pitts-

burgh
32.86

H-66

{Ige}

91.5-920

920-925
935-940
955-960

Pocahontas

cite

2.93

;

ation

Even

minations made at the same laboratory by the same analyst may vary to the extent of 0..5 per cent.
Eecently a series of experiments were made at the Pitts
burgh station of the Bureau of Mines to provide data on
which to base a temperature specification at which the
most uniform analytical results could be obtained.* A series of determinations at temperatures varying from 750°
C. (1382° P.) to 1100° C. (2013° P.) were made on five
different types of coal and one sample of foundry coke.
These determinations were made in a 30 c.c. platinum crucible, which was heated in an electric furnace under uniform conditions. Oxidation was prevented by passing nitrogen into the crucible. The results obtained are illus-

matter volatilized at different temperatures

Described as "Volatile Matter"
AND "Fixed Carbon"

—

Xo. 7

ment. Caution must therefore be observed iu making coml)arisons of the volatile matter and fixed carbon in proxi-

The Percentages
The

3,

17.30

35.63
35.89

1.02
1.02
34 89
.

....

5.19

[llll) [f^ll)

34.97

5.36
....

5.60

.

17.35
17.49

y

1.22
5.71
1.25

It will be seen that more volatile matter is obtained at
the higher temperature, although the ratio between temperature and volatile matter varies in the different coals
rested. The curve for anthracite is remarkable in that it is

Those for the three bia straight line.
tuminous coals become horizontal at about 950° C. (1742°
P.).
The Pocahontas curve retains a slight upward inpractically

clination even at the higher temperatures.

Prom

the

analytical

standpoint, 950°

to

1000°

C.

•Fk'ldner. A. C. .and Hall, A. E. Influence of temperature
on the determination of vol.itile matter in coal. Eighth International Congress of Applied Chemistry, vol. X, p. 139
(1912).

.
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(1742° to 1832° F.) appears to be the best temperature
for the determination of volatile matter, as slight varialions in temperature
less

.Mammoth, every 360 ft., at whicli jwiut
made between the gangway and airway

form, as pyrites, difficulty

in

is

and somewhat greater

may

also

can arrange to split the air passing through the
workings by taking it up through a rock chute and
passing it up and down the chambers and through the
airway connecting them till the next air tunnel is reached.

O.Ob per Cent.

At

this point, the air returns to the Skidmore airway.
In the accompanying plan the rock chutes from the
gangway in the Skidmore to the side chute in the Mammoth are marked a, b, c, d and e. The air tunnels from
the airway in the Skidmore to the airway in the Mammoth are / and g. It is obvious that all the rock chutes
from the gangway will not be needed as intakes but all
the tunnels from the airway will act as returns.
For example, consider the section between air tunnels
/ and g, as show^l by the arrows, the air travels up the
rock chute c, up the side chute or slant h and the travel-

from the coarse ag-

errors,

due to inaccuracies

occur.

(To he

ing way

i,

Here the

air

reaching the second slant chute or airway.
is split.
Part goes up breast No. 5 and part
to the right along the airway.
That traveling up the
breast returns after reaching the face and passes along
the airway ventilating successively breasts Nos. 4, 3, 2

experienced in obtaining

representative powdered sample

sampling,

is

live

Sulphur is usually determined in connection with the
proximate analysis. It is classified with the impurities
and undesirable constituents of coal, although it usually
exists in a combustible form and contributes to the heating value. Commonly sulphur is present as iron pyrite,
either in brassy lumps and bands or in very fine particles
uniformly distributed throughout the coal. Sulphur may
also occur in combination with iron and lime as sulphates
and in combination with the coal substance as organic
compounds.
Duplicate determinations by the "Eschka" method on
the same powdered sample will usually agree to within
(.05 per cent. Where much sulphur is present in visible

gregate,

a crosscut

in the Skidmore.

We

on the upper end of the curve produce

deviation in results.

Sulphur Determination Correct to

a

363

and
cuiiiiiiued)

1.

Eventually

the air tunnel

it

returns to the Skidmore airway by

/.

The

Ventilating

Mammoth

other split passes up to the faces of breasts Nos.
and 9 respectively and descends by air tunnel g
io the airway in the Skidmore.
In this way, there are
never more than five breasts on one air split, so if one
6,

and Skidmore

Beds

makes gas freely, it can be isolated with the other
breasts on that split without shutting down the whole

customarily worked from the
Skidmore bed by rock chutes spaced at 120-ft. centers.
Air tunnels are driven from the Skidmore bed up to the

_S/<idrnore_Airway

8

breast

By H. M. Cr.\kkshaw*
The Mammoth bed

7,

is

Also when breasts Nos.
ment stopping can be phuec

to 5
1

are wcirked out, a ce-

air tunnel /

and the whole

.

All Rock

Air Tunnels 160 Feef Ceniers

^5

Chuies off Skidmore Oanawav

A II Mammofh Breas ts

()YardsWide
|

Mow the

M,ni.MOTH

All Skidmore

Chuies 120 Feef Centers

Bicd Can- Bic

Vkntilated by

Splits fhoii thk Skid.mohio TIkawngs
section can be entirely abandoned, thus saving the cost
of maintaining extensive airways, chutes, etc.
It is also
possible to work any section sejiaratcly or as desired, and
the same system applies equally well to any size of breasts

or any system of chutes

•DIstrl

Lehigh Coal & Navigation

Co..

Lansford,

—

Note Abstract of article read at
ley MInIn K Institute. Dec. 7. 1912.

meeting of Panther Val-

we

iiiiiv

care to use.

The Important points to be kept In mind during the manufacture of briquettes are: (1) The percentage of moisture
should be kept as low as possible.
(2) The binding agent
should not add largely to the percentage of ash. When possible only organic substances should be used In binding materials, as the use of Inorganic substances adds to the Incombustible part of tlie briquette and correspondingly docreases the calorific power.
(3) For domestic purposes the
shape of the briquette should be modified to suit the demands
of the consumer.
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Regulation
SYNOPSIS—A
The

rough draft of a

mine owners and

bill to

oil

0. P.

Hood* axd

cover the rela-

and gas

operators.

objects sought in the regulations governing the wells

themselves are:

To supply

a free vent for all gas es-

caping from the packers, a casing which

is free

and plastic enough to remain
and capable of transmitting

uncraclted after deformation

side pressures in such a tvay that the strain on the inner

may

casing

No. 7

at

A. S. HEGGESif

any subsequent time it may be possible for a mine opto locate abandoned wells with accuracy.
He

erator

should not be obliged to proceed in ignorance of their existence.

to slide

past the measxires in case of any movement of the same,
the protection of the casing by a coating of clay, impervious to corrosive ivaters

3,

Boreholes through Coal

of
By

tions between

Vol.

Abaxdoniiext of

inspector

not be local in character.

"VTells

In order that the wells shall be properly plugged when
they are abandoned, it has been suggested that the well
driller shall furnish a bond which is to be returned to
him when the plugging has been properly done. The
is

required to supervise this plugging, so that a

record becomes available of the method employed and

The following suggestions are an
as far as possible the information

attem}3t to harmonize
and advice which has

Suggestions have
come from those interested in the safety of miners; those
interested in mining operations and the boring of ga.*
so far been available to the bureau.

and those interested in geologv' and the
conservation of the coal, gas, oil and other mineral resources of the country. There has been no attempt to put
and

oil

to

make

them entirely complete, but only to frame them so as to
form a basis for discussion and further suggestion at this
It is hoped that as a result of this considconference.
eration, suitable laws

which

will

may

be suggested to the various
safe and prevent

make mining more

mineral waste.

Appoixtment of Gas- and Oil-well Ixspectors
'

In making a provision, that wells which have suspended operation shall be maintained in a safe condition
by the well owner, it is believed that formal abandonment
will naturally follow rather

wells;

these suggestions in proper legal phrases nor

states

the satisfactory accomplishment of this operation.

seemed to be the general opinion that some form of
is necessary in order to make operative any
laws which may be enacted, and which required specific
methods or results. It is, therefore, suggested that there
he a chief inspector of gas and oil wells; that he have
sufficient help of a permanent and temporary character
to meet the exigencies of the well-drilling business and
that these officers .shall have certain duties prescribed.
It

inspection

Licenses Required before Drilling

What

Is

than neglect.

a Workable Coal Seam?

These suggestions cover only those wells which are
put down through workable coal seams. A definition of
this term "workable coal seam" is so difficult that it has
not been attempted, and the responsibility for a reasonable interpretation of this phrase is placed on the state
geologist whenever the matter becomes one of dispute.

some such official would interpret this
phrase in view of the intention of this act, namely, to
protect the miner while working seams of coal that may
be used during the reasonable life of any well.
It is

It is believed that

not the intent to require special protection for all seams
of coal which are physically workable.
The exploitation

some of these will probably not be attempted before
is abandoned and plugged.

of

the well

Survey Requirements
It

is

believed that the location of a borehole should

be so accurately determined that it could at any time be
relocated, even after all surface indications have disappeared and for this purpose it seems necessary to have
;

In order that it may be possible to locate a well, with
accuracy, which goes through a workable coal seam, and
which may at some time be witliin a mine area, it seems
desirable to require a license to drill, this license depending upon the filing of proper maps and records. In case
a location is proposed which may be detrimental to a coal
mine, from the standpoint of either safety to the miner.
or economy in tht working of the mine, a conference
between the three parties interested in such location is
provided, these parties being the mine owner, the well
owner and the miner, as represented by the state mine

the

made

insure a safe and equitable condition.

It

is

that the inspector shall keep records of his

also required
office, so

that

of Mines. Tittsburgh. Penn.

comjietent

and reference
These must be located

persons

the same scale.

In order that gas may not be drawn into the ventilating system of any mine, a minimum distance from a
mine opening has been provided, and a similar minimum
distance to those buildings which are vital to safety in
the operation of a mine, so that in case of fire, of either
wells or mine buildings, the risk shall not be increased.

Location Relative to Haulage Ways
seems evident that a borehole should not go through
any mine haulage or airway, and in order to insure this
a distance of 15 ft. from such mine haulage or airway is
It

required.

irechanical engineer. Bureau
tPetroleum expert, Bureau of
Note A paper read before a
mine proper lesislation coverintr

made by

to established boundaries.

by reference to at least three monuments or reference
points.
It is also desirable that all maps should be on

inspector.

The ga-i- and oil-well inspector is given power to change
the proposed location within reasonable limits in order to

survey

It

is

believed that if pillars are considered

Mines. Pittsbursh, Penn.
conference caned to deter-

necessary about such a borehole that the supporting
power of the haulage-way ribs will be sufficient, as it

the drillinp of jjas and oil
wells in the coal regions, held at Pittshiireh, Feb. 7 and 8.
full title is "Suggestions for Laws and Regulations in the
Matter of Boreholes Passing through Workable .Seams of
Coal."

seems to be generally admitted that such a pillar does
not serve the purpose of keeping out gas which ma)' leak
around the casinsr.

—

The

:
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In requiring casing from surface water, it is believed
after the casing which goes through the coal seam
s properly placed and packed as required that the one
ised for excluding the surface water may be withdrawu.
rhe double casing which is required through any coal
seam is deemed necessary because should a mine be
jpened, the operation might be fraught with much danger if the casing had been exposed to corrosion or if the
:liat

In
a movement of the measures.
might be allowed a certain amount
)f play in conforming to the side strains resulting from
iich movements, it is requireij that they be extended into
he floor a sufficient distance, that they be surrounded
»y a clay pack and that the second casing shall be brought
)ipe

were injured by

)rder that the casing

It has, however, the quality of probably staying

where
two qualities, it is suggested
that there be a body of cement on each plug and that a
it is

Fillkk

Clay was thought to be a more desirable material for
It would not under strain be so
ikely to (fevelop cracks through which corrosive water
)acking than cement.
Qight enter
iver

was

it

the outer casing was penetrated.

if

More-

that the use of clay would prevent the

felt

ocalizing of stresses on the second casing in case of a

Qovement of the measures.
A hard connection would
ransmit the stresses in such a manner that the casings
rould have to break, not being able to bend.
Clay is beieved to be of such a nature that

gas even

f

it

will prevent leakage

the casings are deformed by a

if

movement

The second

casing, which is provided through any coal
extend downward to any depth, but in the
vent that it is stopped 10 ft. below the first casing, when
is cemented in place, this cement does not extend to
t
he first or outer casing.
This facilitates the drawing
f the outer casing when the well is abandoned.
Where the casings pass through a mine excavation, a
iirther mechanical protection is provided by a suitable
'ail and clay pack surrounding the casing, with the injnt of preserving it from mechanical injury and corroion.
Where such a casing passes through an inaccessible
line excavation a similar protection is attempted by aplying a cement covering held within an outer metal tube
cting as a form.

eam,

may

The Free Vext

to the Atmosimikhe

In the arrangement of casings and casing head, it is
reposed to require a free vent to the atmosphere from
jwint in the wall below any of the casing used and to
emand that this vent shall be maintained by openings
hich cannot be readily closed l)y ignorant or malicious
ersons.

Where

oil

allowed

is

OOF of a mine, as

may

find its

it

t-o

rise

within a casing above the

may during

way past

the disuse of a well,

the several casing seats and into

mine, so that it seems necessary to keep the level of
ny such oil below the mine floor.
le

Ifow

.V

\Vi:i,E

Snori,!)

\',e

I'LfG(iED

In suggesting a l)lugging method, it has been attempted
keep the requirement a.s simple and as general as jiosblo. The method is based on the theories that while
clay
lone nuiy make a good stopping, it is also apt to flow anil
o\ bo maintained where it is believed to
be. Also, that
meiit mortar or concrete is apt to be porous, to deter>

irate

in

oil,

and

to

form a plug

of doubtful tightness.

these

the cement, the clay will be carried into small openings

and eventually

close them.
It also seems desirable that
there be a hard, solid portion through any coal seam,
so that if struck by mining tools it is immediately disclosed.

We submit the following suggestions for laws and regulatons to control the drilling and abandoning of boreholes passing through workable seams of coal
OFFICERS
Method

Appointment

of

—

.\ chief inspector of gas and oil
wells .shall be appointed by the governor from an eligible list
of men who have passed a satisfactory examination showing
technical fitness for the position.

—

Salary The yearly salary of the chief inspector of gas and
wells shall be
dollars.
Necessary traveling expenses
amount of
shall be borne by the state and an
office equipped with suitable filing arrangements provided.
oil

to the

—

.Assistants Assistant Inspectors of gas and oil wells, subject to the authority of the chief inspector, may be appointed

by the governor.
Deputies Competent men may in an emergency be deputized by the chief inspector to perform the duties of the position in the field, but an appeal from their decisions may be
made to the chief inspector. Deputies may receive not over
dollars per day and actual expenses not exceeding

—

dollars per day.

the strata.

f

;

To combine

put.

length of clay filling shall be placed above and below the
cement, so that if there is any movement of fluids through

nto play through the pressure of a similar clay pack.

The Clay
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DITIES

—

Liocation It shall be the duty of the inspector to receive
applications for permission to drill boreholes and issue a license to drill to persons who comply with the law.
The inspector shall receive and file maps, giving the location' of boreholes: shall determine the sufficiency
of sucli
maps, and shall cause a new survey of such location in case
the maps shall be deemed insufficient.
It shall be the duty of the inspector or his assistant to
examine the maps accompanying applications for permission
to drill boreholes, and where the location is in the vicinity of
a mine, he shall immediately proceed to the site and notify
the district mine inspector and the coal operator to state
whether the location on the map accompanying the application to drill is such as will interfere with the safe and economical operation of the mine.
The inspector shall Issue a license when the proposed location of a borehole is such as not to interfere with the safe
and economical operation of a mine, as determined by the
mine owner, state mine' inspector and himself. To this end
he shall have the power to move the location of a proposed
hole as hereafter specified.
After hearing and duly weishing the evidence he shail
permit the borehole to be drilled at such point as will In his
judgment permit the safe and economical operation of the
mine.

—

Records It shall be the duty of the Inspector to keep a
complete record and prepare for publication a yearly report
of the number of wells drilled in his district together wltli
their location; date of completion; depth; production; date of
abandonment and name of owner.
Supervision It shall be the duty of the Inspector to examine each well In his district at frequent Intervals, giving
special attention to all wells containing gas in quantity which

—

may be. in case of leakaRc, a menace to a mine, and to see
that all the provisions of this act arc observed and strictly
carried out.

—

ComplaintN He shall receive and Investigate all complaints as to Injury, present or impending, due to a lack of
pr"-caution on the part of any well owner or mine operator,
and If he finds the complaints against the latter well founded
he shall lay the facts before the state mine Inspector.

—

PIUKirinK Weils T'lion receiving notice of Intention to
abandon a well the Inspector or his assistant shall proceed to
such well and satisfy himself that the provisions of this act
referring to plugging wcUa are complied with. Hi' shall Join
the owner In making afndavlt to the manner In which the

well has been plugged.

COAL AGE
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—

violations If the inspector discovers any well being
drilled, operated or plugged contrary to the requirements of
this act, he shall order the workmen engaged upon such well

work at once and until the law is complied with.
Enforcement of tarns To enable the inspector to perform
the duties imposed upon him by this act, he shall have the
right at all times to approach and examine any well in his
district, and with the authority of the state mine inspector,
enter any mine affected, and upon the discovery of any violato cease

—

tion of this article or upon being informed of such violation,
he shall institute proceedings against the person or persons
at fault, under the provisions of the law provided for such
cases.
In case of failure of the owner to properly plug an
abandoned well, it shall be the duty of the inspector to have
the work properly performed by contract and assess the cost
against the well owner.
Penalties There shall be adequate penalties provided to
aid in obtaining the safer conditions here proposed.

—

LOCATION

—

Application Any person (firm or corporation) purposing
drill a borehole through a workable seam of coal shall
make application in writing to the chief inspector of gas and
oil wells for permission so to do, and he shall not commence
drilling until such permission, in writing, has been received
by him. In case of dispute the state geologist shall determine whether a seam of coal is workable within the intent
to

of this act.

—

Survey and Maps Accompanying the application for perdrill such borehole there shall be submitted a map

mission to

showing the location of the proposed borehole with reference
by course and distance to the boundaries.
Said map must be made on a scale of 200 ft. to one inch,
and shall be based on surveys made by surveyors or engineers
of recognized standing, and certified to by the surveyor or
engineer making the same.
In case the inspector finds the map insufficient to enable
him to locate the proposed well with accuracy, he shall require that another survey and map be made before permission to drill is granted.
If the original map is found to be correct the cost of tlie
second survey and map shall be borne by the state.
Bond Any person (firm or corporation) purposing to drill
a borehole through any workable seam of coal shall be- redollars to insure
quired to give bond in the amount of
that the drilling and abandoning of such borehole shall be
in accordance with the provisions of this act.
Distance from Bulldlnss, etc. No borehole penetrating a
gas- or oil-bearing formation shall be located within 300 ft.
of a shaft or entrance to a coal mine not definitely abandoned
or sealed nor within 100 ft. of any mine shafthouse, boiler or
engine house, or mine fan. No borehole shall be located to
reach the coal bed within 15 ft. of any mine haulage way or
airway.
License Should the proposed borehole be so located as
not to Interfere with the safe and economical operation of
any mine and the previous requirements of this act be complied with, a license shall be granted and said person (firm or
corporation) may proceed to drill such borehole in accordance with the further provisions of this act.

—

—

—

PROTECTION OF

COAIi

MEASURES

—

Casing from Surface Wuter^ Any borehole penetrating any
worliable seam of coal shall be cased by the owner of the
borehole with a suitable casing (conductor or drive pipe) so
as to shut off all surface water from entering the coal seam.
CasiuK Throueh -\ny Coal Seam Any borehole, drilled for
gas. oil or other mineral shall be drilled to a point at least
20 ft. below any workable seam of coal which may be penetrated ,and receive a metal casing not less than '4 in. in
thickness and an outside diameter 4 in. less than the boreThis casing shall be concentrically seated on the bothole.
tom of the hole and shall extend to the surface and shall be
known as the first casing,
A second inner casing 4 in. less in diameter shall extend
at least 10 ft. below the first casing and be seated in 1 to
The inside of the second cas2 cement mortar 9 ft. In depth.
ing shall be open to the atmosphere tts full length.
spaces
between
the second and the first
The intervening
casings and between the first casing and the borehole or outer
puddled
clay
to a height 30 ft. above
wall shall be filUd with
the coal seam.

—

—

.Mine
Excavation Casings
which pass through a mine excavation shall be protected by
a wall of concrete or of masonry or brick laid in cement mortar, extending from 2 ft. below the mine fioor to the mine

Casini;

Through

.Vceessllile

No.

A^ol.

7

roof.
Between the first casing and the wall thus constructed
there shall be left an annular space of not less than 2 in.,
which must be filled with puddled clay. This work shall be
done by the well owner.
Casings which are exposed by mining operations shall be
covered as above by the mine operator.
Casinc: Through Inaccessible 3llne Excavation Where a
borehole passes through an inaccessible mine excavation the
outer casing shall be protected by cement mortar held within

—

metal tube 4
extending from

a

mine

I'oof

greater in diameter than the casing and

in.
4

ft.

below the mine

floor to 4

ft.

above the

or cave.

—

Casinpr to Exclude AA'ater Before drilling a borehole into
a gas- or oil-bearing formation a string of casing shall be so
set as to exclude all water from the lower borehole.

—

Tubing: a Gas Well To conduct gas from a gas-well tubing shall be inserted with a suitable packer located below the
inner casing and in such manner as to prevent the escape of
gas except through the tubing.
The inner casing shall be left open to the atmosphere

throughout

its

full

length.

—

TubluK an Oil AVell To conduct oil fiom an oil well, tubing shall be inserted and extend from the oil-bearing formation to the top of the well.
The inner casing shall be left open to the atmosphere
throughout its full length.
Should gas be liberated in the well in sufficient volume to
have commercial value it may be shut in by means of a packer
placed below the inner casing and be conducted from the well
through tubing inserted into the well parallel to the oil
tubing.

—

Casing- Heads Casing heads must have at least one opening to the atmosphere to which a valve or plug cannot be
attached, so as to insure ample vent in case of leakage into
casing spaces.

—

Completion of AVell When a borehole las been drilled and
put into operation the owner shall file with the inspector a
statement of the total depth of the hole, the sizes and lengths
of casing used and remaining in the hole, the depth and thicltness of all coal seams penetrated and whether oil, gas or
water is obtained.

—

Suspended Operation When for any cause a borehole
passes through a workable seam of coal shall cease
temporarily to be operated the inner string of casing shall be
maintained open to the atmosphere. Should oil tend to rise
in the well above the bottom of the first or outermost casing
passing through the workable coal seam, such oil shall be
pumped out by the owner and its level maintained below the
"w^hich

bottom

of this casing.

AB.\NDONMENT OF WELL,
—When any oil or gas

Notice of Intention

well

is

to be

abandoned the owner shall notify the chief inspector in writing of such intent to abandon and proceed with plugging
methods only after complete arrangements for inspection
shall have been made and permission granted.
Method of Plnesing In abandoning a well it must be
entirely filled from bottom to surface. The lower hole must
first be filled to a point 5 ft. above the lowest gas- or oUbearing formation with sand, clay or rock sediment. Above
each formation supplying gas, oil or "water and immediately
below any workable seam of coal there shall be a plug as
hereafter described, and each well shall, have not less than
three such plugs whatever the formation.
This plug shall consist of 25 ft. of cement mortar made of
1 part Portland cement and two parts of sand properly mixed
and placed with a bottom dump bailer upon 5 ft. of clay resting on a seasoned wood plug 2 ft. long and of the same diam-

—

Five feet of clay sh.all also be placed on
eter as the hole.
top of the cement section. Tile space between the plugs here
called for must be filled solidly with puddled clay, sand or
rock sediment, cement mortar or concrete.' The filling shall
be complete up to the bottom of a casing before such casing
can be drawn and the filling shall continue length by length
as the casing is withdrawn, using cement, mortar or concrete when passing through coal seams.

—

LoK of Method of PlUKslnie When a borehole has been
affidavit stating the method followed, the materials used, and the distances occupied by each material shall
be certified to by the gas- and oil-well inspector and filed
with the oil-well inspector and a duplicate with the county
plugged an

recorder.

—

Release of Bond After, and not until these several requirements have been met, any bond which may have been
given by the owner shall be returned.
Pees Shall fees be charged for license and inspection?

—

,
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Appraisal of such property, iu our opinion, should be
based on the probable proportion of the original content
of coal that can be won and prepared into a marketahle
product.

of Coal Property

Mining and Metallurgical
Society of America (Xew York Section), the subject
for discussion was "Systems of Mine Taxation."
Interesting descriptions of methods of valuing mineral property in many different states and countries were

At a

recent meeting of the

Under this method, the holders of the coal properties
are to be considered as land owner.s, offering their lands
for lease on a royalty basis that is, on the basis of a fixed
;

jrought out in the discussions of the principal paper of
:he evening, by J. R. Fiulay ; who, it will be remembered,
iVas retained by the State of Michigan in 1911 to appraise

royalty per ton, of each size of coal, to be paid as the
coal

By

mined.

this

method, the calculated value of

money which, compounded

is

at

the present value of the
interest,

will

ultimately

pay to the land owner or lessor the royalties (dividends
or profits) receivable from the coal yet remaining to be

mined therefrom.

done other property owners by reason of the valuation of mineral lands being too low.
There is, undoubtedly, ground for this feeling, as there
ire many instances known where the valuation of minral property is relatively much below an equitable basis,
IS compared with other taxable real estate, and on the
)tlier hand, there are instances of excessive values when
land
ill the factors that make up the worth of mineral
jeen

In calculating the present worth,
5 per cent,

is

it is assumed that
a reasonable interest for investments of

this character.

We believe this is a fair method of valuation for the
reason that rates of royalty for coal lying in beds of
known thickness and quality are, in the older mining regions, well established

;

iu fact,

far

better

established

than the valuation of the lands on an acreage basis, or a
basis of future profits from operation.
This method
necessitates an approximate estimate of the date of ultimate exhaustion of the tract under consideration, which
determines the annuity period.
The particular point we make is that mineral lands
should be valued as a present asset, not speculatively, as
would appear to be the case in the testimony of the engineers for the commissioners in the Luzerne County suit.

considered.

The

is

the lands as a present asset,

he mineral properties of the state for this purpose.
This subject of taxation is being agitated in nearly
dl mineral-bearing states and countries, and the general
)ublic has come to believe that in the past, injustice has

ire

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

subject of the taxable value of coal lands in Lu-

County, Penn., has recently been in the courts on
m appeal by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., from the asessment of 1907 on its Franklin colliery. Many other
ippeals are pending, but it was agreed by the County
i'ommissioners and the Taxpayers Association to make
test case and api)ly the decision to other cases, not for;erne

I

nally tried.

The

was long and tedious, and

trial of this case

it

is

Weather Bureau Mine Service

inneccssary to follow the details, but the striking feature
irouglit

out in the evidence

is

the wide difference between

he expert mining engineers representing the two sides.

The average

of tho estimates of five engineers represent-

ng the company was $750 per acre, and of five engineers
epresenting the county was about $3050 per acre. These
wo sets of engineers u.sed the same maps, etc., to get at
he content of the property. These figures are here quoted
bring out the fact that no logical method of determinng the real value of coal-bearing lands for taxation purio.se.s,
appears to have been develo])ed or adopted anywhere.

In most counties of Penn.sylvania, and we believe in
ther states also, valuations are largely matters of com-

Tomisc between the local assessor and the corporation
epresentatives, subsequently revised by the county coraJissioners.

Referring to the circular recently .sent out by the U. S.
Weather Bureau, from its several stations in the coal-

mining

mine operathey so desire, information
will be given them promptly, from time to time, of
weather changes that are liable to affect conditions in tho
mines, a contemporary comments on the possible value of
districts of the country, notifying the

tors of each district that

this service to

if

mining.

Dr. Holmes, director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, is
quoted as expressing the fear that the warnings themselves may add to the risks and dangers in mines where
gases occur in dangerous quantities.
The investigations
of the past two years, by the Bureau of Mines, are said not
to have given conclusive results as to the influence of
weather conditions, especially barometric pressure, on the
oiulition of the mine atmosphere.
In the same connection. Dr. Holmes is quoted as using
•

As a

result,

many

instances of great inequality, entirely

Djustified by the geologic or

icent properties, are

AVe believe the time
3nse systematic

mining conditions

of ad-

known.
is

ripe for the adoption of

methods

connnon-

of arriving at values for the

urposcs under discussion, and suggest a method not by
ny means new; but seldom considered by taxing authoraes.

argument that such warnings may (end to make
miners aiul operators less careful during the periods in
which no warnings are given. He adds, however: "If
they should serve to make miners and operators more
careful at the time of danger, they will serve a good ])iirpose, in gaseous mines."
the old

Coal Age

referred to this

mine

service offered by the
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Weather Bureau,

in

an

editorial, Jan. >5, in

which

it

ex-

being a responsible
one, would be appreciated by those mine officials having
pressed the hope that the

.service,

no barometer at the shaft.
Mining men differ, to some

own

barometer continuously during the past six years. Dur
ing a portion of this time, we received reports from firebosses in different mines, in the same locality where the
barometric readiugs were taken; and these showed co)itinually that the indications of the barometer preceded
the change in condition in the mine, from two to three
hours.

In regard to the Weather Bureau's proffered service, we
can endorse the statement of Dr. Holmes that "the value
of the service will depend on the way in which it is used."
We do not doubt for a moment that such warnings
promptly given should prove of great value to the intelligent mine official and if such warnings are freely offered
to operators, they should be held the more responsible
for not having availed themselves of the opportunity of
In each
forestalling a dangerous condition in the mine.
;

taken after the warning

is

received

depend on the particular conditions existing in the
mine, and this can be determined only by the officials in
will

Conditions Favorable to the Coal
Industry
In

many

parts of the United States the chief bugaboo

of these natural fuels have been

growing

of the Outside Driver

locomotive, either electric or gasoline, where connecting rods are not employed, is a fruitOn these
ful source of minor accidents about mines.

machines the brake mechanism between the drivers forms
In attempta possible foothold for the trip brakeman.
ing to step aboard the moving motor, should this man's
foot slip, it is almost certain to be caught and crushed
by the rear wheel. Many of the crippled and one-footed
men to be seen about the collieries can trace their misfortune to this cause.
It appears to be utterly useless for the management of
any mine to forbid men from getting aboard the locomoSo long as the opportunity is there,
tives in this way.
and the man wishes to get upon the machine, the tempta-

from the side is well-nigh irresistible.
So numerous have been the accidents from this cause
that some companies refuse to buy any new motors of
this type, while the machines which they already posssess
having outside wheels have been guarded by an auxiliary
plate or sheet of steel, which is hinged at the top of the
motor frame and secured at the bottom by two or three

tion to do so

This plate com]iletely incloses both driving wheels
and brake mechanism and presents no projections whatever, that can possibly serve as a foothold.
If the outside-wheel locomotive possesses sufficient advantage over those of other types to warrant its manufacture or purchase, in the interest of humanity and our
brakcmen's feet, let us house in its dangerous drivers.

supplies

each year,
and as a consequence their price in the market has advanced materially.
The benefit to the industry brought about by this
change has not been confined entirely to the Western
states. Plants at various Eastern points, which for many
years have been burning oil as fuel
notably at such
places as Worcester, Mass., and AUentown, Penn.
have
been compelled to return to the use of coal, owing to the
fact that the oil producer will not contract with these
less

—

—

consumers for a further supply of fuel oil.
The rapid dwindling of the natural-gas supply in most
parts of the United States has already caused many
mauuacturers, who have been depending on gas for fuel,
to install

producer-gas plants.

All of these conditions

are tending to the betterment of the coal industry through

Adding
improvement which preour export business, which latter trade amounted

bringing about an increased coal consumption.
to this favorable situation the
vails in

it does appear that the owners
mines should view the future with optimism.

to $78,000,000 last year,
of coal

British Indian Efficiency

The outside-wheel

The

of the coal industry has been oil and gas.

charge.

bolts.

carelessness, negligence or willful disobedience.

extent, on the supposed

barometer are too tardy to be of any value in giving warning of the change in conditions in the mine. For several
years past, we have made a careful study of the relation
existing between the indications of the barometer and the
appearance of gas in mines generating gas, especially in
mines having large abandoned areas.
We have barometric charts showing the changes of tl'/i

The Danger

No. 7

3,

and just so far as we are aljle, render it impossible for
anyone to get caught beneath tlrem even though such a
misfortune might be only the logical outcome of a man's

infiueuce of weather conditions on the atmosphere in the
mines. It is sometimes stated that the indications of the

case, the action to be

Vol.

Methods

Resting during working hours and eliminating waste of
time by reducing distances traversed are two principles
carried to their conclusions in British India.

J. B. E.

Wilson, at the recent meeting of the Xational Association of Colliery Managers (Yorkshire, England, branch),
stated that 24-hr. shifts are Cjuite common in the Eani-

ganj coal field.
the time; they

"Of

course, the

eat, sleep

men

and work

are not working

all

The system
numbers of them live
at will.

probably arises from the fact that
long way off and they do not care to and could not perhaps make the journey every day. Sleeping in the mines
is cjuite common, both on the part of the piece-worker and
a

of the

day hand."

Reduction Gears
As turbines inherently

many

of their

involve high rotative

speeds,

applications necessitate some means of

transmitting their power at greatly reduced velocity. For
this purpose a reduction gear provided with a floating
frame so supported as to equalize tooth pressures, has boon
devised for large capacities.

An

official test of

a 6000-hp. set has

shown an

flliciciicy

of 981/2 per cent, over a wide range in load.

The reduction gear was primarily intended
practice, to permit the turbine

and propeller

fur marine
to be op-

erated at their most efficient speeds, but has been adopted
for driving large direct-current generators, and may be

used to interpolate between the higli and low relative
speeds of any two movers.

l-Vlirnary

l.j,

C
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How

the H. C. Frick Co. Eliminates

Accidents

at Its

Mines

By Thh.mas W. Dawson*
The company

has originated a device for automatically
and has ap-

controlling liigh-pressure air compressors
plied for a patent on the

mechanism.

When

the tem-

perature of the discharge air in the pipe reaches a predetermined point, showing that the air is being excessively
compressed, it acts on the thermometer and the recording

thus closing an electric circuit and energizing a
This in turn moves over a tripping device,
solenoid.
which open.s the pilot valve, releasing the steam pressure
<levice.

on one side of the regulating piston. Thereby the valve
on the steam feed pipe is automatically closed, shutting
off the flow of the steam to the compressor, thus stopping it and ])reventing au explosion.

all

shafts where

men

safetj' point.

of shafts which have sumps,

it

is

fre-

quently necessary to remove fine coal which falls from
During this removal, the
Ihc dumping platform above.
cages are hoisted to a clearance height, and iron pins are
placed in holes in the guides and on these the cage
rests, making it impossible for the engineer or others to
lower it into the sump. These pins are always in place,
l)eing attached to the guides by chains which prevent
tl)e removal of the pins when not in use.
There is a. device installed at surface landings of all
shafts to prevent gates from being opened when the
cage is not in position at the landing. When the cage
is at the right height, it serves as a fulcrum, so that the
gate latch may he opened.
This device also controls a
spring switch on the track leading to the cage at the
surface landing, which opens when the cage is in i)ofeitiou, and is closed at all other times.
All hoisting compartments of shafts are lined at the
cage ends. Tliis provision with that of .safety gates prevents workmen from being caught during the movement
of the cage.

Inspections in Tiiu'LIcate
All cages and safety catches are periodically inspected,
tested, and a written report made of the inspection. In

no case, is a hoisting rope kept in service longer than two
and one-half year,s, even though apparently safe and in
good condition.

ElUJCIRES

:

there

will

be

sufficient

around the working

volume in circulation

places,

to

and

in

give not less than 300

of air per minute, per person

cu.ft.

employed in each

shall

have at the intake

le-ss

than 300

cu.ft.

and sufficient
volume shall be supplied in and around working places
to give, at least 150 cu.ft. per minute, per person emof air per minute,- per person employed,

ployed in'that

split.

This rule provides increased air at

working faces and at the intake, above that required by
the state mining law.
These measurements of air supplied are carefully made
and reported to the general office once each week. Local
officials, at mines which generate gas, are required to keep
air up to the. working places, and to such otiier places
where explosive gas might be encountered.
On all ventilating fans can be found the Bristol recording and "U" gages, and these are kept in good and
At a number of the larger and
operating condition.
more recent plants, the ventilating fan is operated by
two engines, one on each side of the same and each
of them is powerful enough to operate the fan in case
of failure of one or the other.

Here is installed a system of piping, with
means of which either engine, or both, can, in

valves,
ca.sc

by

of ac-

immediately by the attendant should
lie stopped
he be in either engine hou.se. All ventilating .systems in

cident

the mines are ascensional.

Clowes' Hydrogen La.mp

Wc

do not rely on the ordinary safety lamp for the detection of gas.
The Clowes' hydrogen-test lamp is used
in all mines generating methane.
This will detect a
very much smaller percentage of gas than can be discovered when watching the indications of an ordinary
safety lamp.
Samples of air are taken in gaseous mines
and sent in copper cans to the company's laboratory where
they are analyzed. A detailed report is filled out by the
party obtaining the sample,

•Assistant chief enRlneer, H. C. Frlck Coko Company,
Scottdale, Penn.
Xoti
Abstr.Tct from paper entltUd "Welfare. H. r. Frlck
Coke Company," read before the winter meeting of the Coal
Mining InMtUute of America. Continued from our Issue of
Feb. S. 1913. page 230.

—

THAN L\W

Xo. 2 of the general rules of the company
"Mines generating explosive gas must have,
states that
al the intake, not less than 500 cu.ft. of air per minute,
per person employed in the mine, and so distributed that

Xo mine

are lioisted, the engines are

equipped with an automatic device, which acts directly
en the engine, cutting .off the steam and applying the
brakes, making it impossible to hoist the cage beyond a

At the bottom

MoiiE All! PllOVIDED
Article

split.

Protectio.v against Shaft Accidents

At

Frequent inspection of air shafts must be made to
them open and free at all times from ice and other
obstructions.
A fireboss must make this examination,
and travel either up or down such shaft once each day,
the mine foreman once each two weeks, and the superintendent once a month.
It has been the practice for
some years to pass exhaust or live steam into the air
compartments of such shafts during the winter months,
to prevent ice from forming therein.
kcc])

man,

his assistant

The

who

is

usually a mine fore-

or a fireboss.

results of the analyses arc reported to the general

to the mine, and if there should bo a percentage of explosive gas which might have been de-

office

and
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making the

tected by the Clowes' lamp, the part}'

test

required to explain, and i:)erhaps to hand in his resignation*. In this way, all the imfiergronud officials are trained to make careful investigatiDcl

reporting uo gas

is

tions.

Boreholes are frequently drilled from the surface to
any dangerous accumulations of explosive gas in
the gob where these cannot be removed by the mine

release

ventilation.

Shotfirers have

and they are required

blasting

been employed to do all
where

to inspect all places

uo

or other
Only the safest permissible explosives

shots have been fired to see that there

danger thereafter.

is

all

All safety-lamp mines

before operations are renewed.

In the larger mines, wherever safety lamps are used,

7

any other workman can at once note the clearance side of
the heading when passing a moving trip.
All undergrountl trips controlled by motors, steam engines or other mechanical means must carry front and
rear lights. Underground signal systems on all haulages
All apparattis in connection with these

are standardized.
signals

is

liaulage

kept

you

in

good working order.

On

electric

will see the block system, similar to that

used in the operation of street cars in our towns and
cities.

TiiiBEEiNG Provisions

fire

tamping is done with clay.
must be examined on Sundays,
holidays and lay-off days, and all mines which have been
idle for more than two consecutive daj's are examined
and

are used,

Xu.

Vol.

Systematic timbering systems are devised and strictly
Printed regulations cover the system of timfollowed.
bering in rooms^ headings and rib and pillar drawing,
and are worked out to suit conditions at the various
Timber is not set without caps or crossbars as
mines.
safety depends so mtich on their use and only when
it is

so set will

bear

it

its full

share of the load which

it

OiuHXAEY Method of Releasing Chain of a Haulage Fkick Method of Detaching Haulage Rope without
Risk to Trip Runner
Rope by Use of Foot
In some instances
from the surface to the mine, loTRese shafts are
cated in the active working sections.
In other
also arranged so that they will aid ventilation.
instances, means of escape are provided by having connections between mines which are closed by double iron
escapeways are provided.

atixiliary

these are stair shafts

Freqtient

doors.

examinations are made to make sure

that these doors are always in condition for use in case
of necessity.

Where

a menace to safety, a system of
water under suflicient head and all
necessary appliances are provided to dampen thoroughly
the floor, sides and roof of all parts of dry mines.

pipes

coal dust

and

is

a supply of

is

intended to support.

is

When

of Avoiding Accidents from Cars

wagons has been hauled to the
shaft bottom, the rope rider, at most mines, releases the
lope or chain by using his foot to remove the slack so

may

be extracted.

This

dangerous practice has been eliminated by a simple device
Mliich disengages the chain as soon as

At the bottom

it

is

given slack.

of steep headings safety switches are

provided, so that in case of a runaway, the trip
before

it

can reach

tiic

is

is

furnished so

provided for the recovery of timber when making a

Boreholes for Pipes
Another point of technical interest is that high-pressure air lines for underground hattlage are placed in boreholes from the surface to the mine, thus eliminating accidents from the bursting of these high-pressure pipes.
Also, in a number of cases steam lines are placed in -special boreholes drilled for the purpose, and water discharged from main pumping stations to the surface by
of boreholes.

On

a trip of loaded

that the pin attaching the chain

post extractor

"fall."

v.'ay

Means

A

that timber can be withdrawn in safety and a long hook

derailed

main headings, the landing or

possibly the shaft bottom, with a consequent accident and

even loss of life.
Brakes are provided for mine cars, eliminating the use
The wide or clearof sprags where braking is necessary.
ance side of all headings in the mine is indicated by a
wide whitewashed strip so that tlie driver, brakeman or

compressed-air haulages, at the charging" stations,
protection provided to the engineman, so that
he cannot be injured while attaching or detaching the
there

is

supply pipe of the locomotive.

H. C. Frick Coke Co. have commine telephone systems. Phones are located at the
various landings, shaft bottom, mine foreman's office, conAll the mines of the

plete

necting with the superintendent's office on the outside,
where a connection can also be nuide with the general
office at

Scottdale.

Thus

in case of accident,

immediale

attention or assistance can be obtained.

{To

he continued in an earh/ issue)

In graseous mines the coal seams shouM be worked out
systematically and completely in order to bring- about a uniform subsidence of the strata, thus preventing the accumulation of pras in reservoirs.
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Reducing Ventilation
Letter Xu. 12

—After reading Mr.

numbers of Coal
he was not serious, or,

When

Firing

McAUistei-'s letters,

was inclined to think
at least, that he had greatly
that
exaggerated his statements or is himself mistaken as to
the facts observed. Xot one man in a thousand has had
the opportunity of making tests such as as he has described or would have the nerve to experiment witii his
tm])Ioyer's_ property in such a reckless manner.
During the 30 years I have worked in the mines I
liave had ample opportunities of studying the diifereut
I worked as shotfi^er in a very
conditions that exist.
gaseous mine, in the north of England, where my instructions were that not a shot was to be fired- if the
lamps showed the faintest trace of gas at the working
face.
This often occurred, and the only remedy was to
increase the circulation so that the air would dilute and
sweep away the gas. Since it is well known that marsh
gas (CHj) will only explode when mixed with a certain
amount of air, someone might say: "Stop the fan and
It is
let the place fill with gas, and then fire the shots."
safe to say that such argument would not appeal to
many practical mining men.
Mr. A\'aterman (Letter No. 6) states that the advocates of reducing the ventilation at firing time "have
been, for the most part, content with recounting their
jiersonal experiences."
I would like to ask, what better
]>roof can be found than that of "personal experience."
This discussion arose from the personal experience of Mr.
McAllister; and if any good is to be derived from the discussion, it will be through the personal experiences of
others, either confirming or disproving the theory he ad\ances.
Many practical men, my.self included, have a
high regard for theory where it can be applied to everyday practice.
Keferring again to Mr. McAllister's experience, 1 call
to mind an explosion that occurred in our mine, caused
by a single shot and there was not a trace of gas in
the mine.
The explosion killed 20 men and destroyed
all the overcasts and many stoppings, besides doing other
damage. Although we did not stop the fan when firing, after that occurrence; but adopted the use of permissible explosives and fired as before with the full current of air in circulation, there were no more explosions
in recent

Age_, I

;

however,

McAllister,

a

single

to his Ijelief, he lias still the satisfaction of

know-

But, suppose, instead, we
adopted the practice of slowing down the fan and
had put doors on the upcast shaft, no more explosions
occurring, we would have concluded that such practice
was correct and that it prevented other explosions.
The practice of slowing down the fan, or stopping it
the four years following.

liad

when firing, may possibly work in .some mines,
can never become a general thing.
This is a subject that should receive the close attention
of all our expert mining men, who should strive to ])rove
or disprove the correctness of the theory. But until shown
altogether

but

it

be wrong, the old practice of running the fan at the
normal velocity when firing, should be continued. If
(o

has

not

ing that he has called attention to a subject that

is

worthy of discussion.

Thomas Hogaeth.
Heilwood, Penn.

—

We are operating a pick mine and, at
some very heavy shooting. It is our custom
to run the fan at a speed of from 35 to 40 r.p.m., daring working hours.
The other evening, my duties required me to go into the mine, at shooting time. HavLetter No. 13

times, have

much

ing been
tc

me

to speed

which

interested in this discussion,

up the fan

it

occurred

to 50 r.p.m. before going

down,

did.

I

Upon going
him the

below,

I

met one

of the shotfirers,

and

Considering your own safety
and the safety of the property, do you prefer to slow down
the fan, or to increase its speed when firing? Not knowing that I had speeded the fan before coming down, he
replied
"When I am shooting I want the fan to run
about the same as it is running now. This is a good air."
I might add the speeding of the fan, in that case, gave
asked

question

:

:

no trouble.
I believe it is important, however, to regulate the air
according to certain conditions, as they exist in the mine.
For example, a new mine that is just being opened has
a comparatively small air space ; and the number of shots

fired ie

correspondingly small.

number

ings and the

The volume

of shots

fired

of the work-

increase with the

At the present time, in our
mine, we are firing from 250 to 300 shots, in about 95
development of the mine.

Many mines

a larger number of shots in
that it is of the utmost importance to give more time for firing, so that the air
current will be able to handle the large volume of smoke

minutes.

less time.

seems to

It

fire

me

and gases produced by the firing
mine accidents will be reduced by
by reducing the ventilation.

;

in

converted

Mr.

man

of the shots.
this

I believe

method more than

An Indiana

Fiuioisoss.

Liiilon, Ind.

Letter No.

i^— As

the ventilation

when

bearing on the question of reducing
firing in a mine, my attention has

been drawn to a statement of Mr. Verner, Coal Age,
In speaking of electrical firing, in mines
p. 75.
Mr. Verner refers to the concentration of a strong dust-

Jan. 11,

laden current returning toward the face, where a sinHe adds, that this concentra-

gle shot has been fired.

air, which he styles "draft concenminimized or fidly eliminated when a large
inunber of shots is fired at one time.
Mr. Verner concludes his obscure reasoning with the
statement that, assuming each of the 100 shots fired
simultaneously produces an equal efl'ect, the "draft concentration" affecting each shot would be less than, say
10 per cent, of the effect produced by the firing of a sinNo attempt is made, however, to cxiilaiii the
gle shot.
reason for this "dangerous draft."

tion

of

tration,"

dust-laden
is

COAL
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Except in steeply-pitching seams and under extreme
conditions of temperature, a velocity due to an air column, in an entry, could not exceed, say 800 ft. per min.,
as a simple calculation would show.

But, even assum
ing a draft of high velocity returning toward the face,
following the hlast, it is hard to see how the tiring of a
large number of shots at one time will reduce this draft,
so that the heat and flame produced will be less liable
to ignite a dust cloud than when a single shot is fired.
Stopping or reducing the ventilation in a mine, at the
time of firing, may or may not reduce the chances of a
dust explosion in a large mine generating little or no
gas.
However, this is not proven by the bare unsupported statement of a theory. When a man starts to proa tlieory for the guidance of practical mining men,
he should nuike clear the facts on which his theory is
based, so that others than he can judge whether or not
his conclusions are correct.

pound

Leonard
Johns, Ala.
Letter No. 15

—The

L.

Quisenberry.

I

when

consider

reducing ventila-

tiring has been
it

object of reducing the current

tain a low oxygen content

of

in the

may

how

7

apparently to ob-

mine

Coal Age, Jan. 18, p. 106, one of the samples contained
only 17.49 per cent, of oxygen, which, I believe, is lower
than what could be, or is commonly realized at the
working

face.

In closing, I wish to refer to the excellent article of
K. T. Rhys, Coal Age, May 11, 1912, p. 1004, in which
he classifies all the principal explosions that occurred
in Iowa, from the year 1892 to date; comparing those
that occurred under reduced

ventilation

when

the fan

was slowed down, with those that occurred under the
normal ventflation of the mine.
From the records of

am

sure that the claim that reducing

ventilation at firing time reduces the force of the explosion

is

not supported, but the records are decidedly

against such a theory.
I shall watch with interest the
further discussion of this subject, which must prove of

much

value in mining.
J.

W. Powell, Mine Manager,
Columbia Coal & Coke Co.

Coalmont, B. C, Canada.

the violence of an explosion once started,

be diminished.

N"o.

has ceased to flow, to defeat this plan or render it effective for the purpose in view.
This would be especially
true in a large mine generating little or no gas.
In the
samples of mine air, given as explosive by G. A. Burrell,

that will prevent the ignition of gas and dust, than to

consider

is

3,

air.
It would
seem to me, however, that the atmosphere of the mine
would supply enough oxygen, for a long time after the a:r

these explosions, I

discussion on

of great interest to me and
mui'h importance in practical mining.
I fail to see any reasonable ground for reducing the
I
air current to a low ebb when firing shots in mines.
consider it of far more importance to adopt measures

tion

Vol.

"

Mr. McAllister certainly had a remarkable experience
be congratulated that he is still among the
In my estimation, a man would be taking desperiite chances to place 25 lb. of blasting powder in a pile
and cover it up with fine coal dust and ignite that pile
together with 27 shots, at the same time
and 'withal
remain in the mine to await the explosion. Not only
would I never attempt such an experiment, but I certainly would not remain in the mine in a safety hole, as no
hole inside the mine could be considered safe under
The result, in this case, has proved
those conditions.
llie truth of the old saying:
"It is always the unexpected
Certainly an explosion might have been
that happens."
expected under the conditions Mr. McAllister has deaiul

is

Seven Shifts a

to

Week

living.

;

scribed.

Willian Scaife has estimated that a pound of powder
energy of 500 ft.-tous, and that thi.-!

has a potential

energy expended on the air, in a lOxlO-ft. airway, woiild
])roduce' a velocity of 346 miles an hour.
This estimate,
If true, easily explains how tipples have been weakened,
fan houses destroyed and loaded cars of over two tons
weight hurled through the air like feathers in a breeze.
In my opinion a mine is never safe unless it is thoroughly ventilated by an adequate supply of pure air to
dilute and render harmless the obnoxious gases generated.
In the Crows Nest Pass mines of British Columbia,
at Fernie, Morrissey and Michel, should the ventilation be reduced to a low ebb, the gases generated would
fill the entry a long distance back from the face, in a few
minutes, and make it impossible for a shotlighter to approach the working face to fire a shot, even with a safety
hunp. Again, the seams here often pitch 40 and 60 deg.
and generate explosive gas to such an extent that the
head of the pitch 'where the shot is to be fired would
become dangerously charged with firedamp, immediately
ii]ion the current being reduced.

Personally I cannot agi'ee
neer,

Coal Age, Jan.

18, p. 88,

with the Colorado Engi-

who

considers seven shifts

have had some experience as mine
superintendent, mine manager, etc.; and I- want to say

a week a "fallacy."

that the

limited

man who
number of

I

expects to be successful, working a
shifts

or hours for the present-day

corporations, will certainly be disappointed.

There was a time, before the large companies came
week were sufficient; but,
today, with our large plants and valuable machinery to be
carefully gone over, repaired and inspected, it is necessary for the superintendent, master mechanic and mine
manager, to be on the job almost day and night; and
often he must live, eat and sleep with the job.
"When
that is necessary, the job will be better off and so will

into existence, that six shifts a

man who

the

tions

and

contentedly adapts himself to the condi-

stays with the work.

have been on the job, at times, forty-eight and sixty
home or bed; and when the job was
done and my tonnage thereby increased by little improvements made, here and there, which would not have
been made had I been at home or enjoying a season of
recreation, 1 always feel amply repaid for the extra hours
I

hours, without seeing

of

toil.

My

opinion

is

that living with the job will never hurt

anybody as long as they are ambitious and determined to
make good. Seven or even ten shifts a week cannot hurt
such men. But the man who limits his time, watches
the clock, and neglects business for ease and plea.sure,
will soon be reduced from a monthly wage to day's pay;
and ithiced in the class in which he riirhtlv belongs.

Mine Foreman.
CoUinsville,

111.
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Weir Measurements
there

I

is

ft.

6 in. long, in a stream in

a considerable velocity of approach and in

impossible to secure a forebay of any

is

it

weir 6

would

mend

like to ask:

which
which

size.

What means do you recom(b) What

(a)

for obtaining the velocity of approach?

formula do you prefer for the calculation of the quantity of water passing through the weir?
I have read the height of the water on the weir at
two points, one 3 ft. and the other 8 ft. upstream. Could
the difference of the readings at the.se two points be used
to calculate the velocity of approach according to the
formula

c

=

V

-

7''

=

V 2 gli gives the velocity due to any height
body falls from rest, or when the initial velocity
i.< zero.
h^
which
But, even assuming that
/(.,,
is probably the meaning of our correspondent, the formula would give only the increase in velocity between the
two points at which the measurements were taken.
It
would not give the velocity of a])proach.
What is re(|uired is the average velocity of approach, which cannot
l)e calculated by the above formula, even if tlie actual
head were known.
There are two or three essential ])oints that must be
r

;

the sides, also, of the

and extended a short distance

be vertical

velocity of the flow over the crest.
It is always important that the weir should be so arranged that there will
be no vacuum formed in the space o in front of the weir

and under the

waterfall.
If this space is closed, the falling water has a tendency to reduce the pressure at o..
which would increase the flow of water over tlie weir
;

and this

flow

iiiireaseil

w<iulil

not

lie

accduntcd for iu

There are different methods of measuring the height
which is assumed as approximately the velocity head of

/(.

The formula suggested by our correspondent could not
used for calculating the velocity of approach. The
when

li

must

.V

beyond the crest over which the water flows. The pur]iose of extending the sides is to prevent the rapid expansion (if the stream of water, until it has passed beyond tlie point where such expansion would influence the

B. T.

Canmore, Alberta, Canada.

formula

.V

the formula.

?

W.

ije

be regular thruughout

((lui-sc.

<ir

weir
I lia\e built a

a

—

^

It

observed in order to obtain accurate weir measuremciits.

A simple method is.
gage G. in the weir, say from 6 to 8 ft.
upstream from the crest a. making the zero of the gage
correspond exactly with the elevation of the crest a.
The reading of the gage at the sni'lace of the water will
then be the required height /(. which must be measiircd
in feet.
The gage must lie thin ami ari'aiigcd so as to
prevent the formation (if ripples at the surface ol' the
water; it mu.st present no apiircciabic obstruction to lliu
flow of water through the weir.
Except in a still-water basm, the walcr rradics the
point where its height
is measuivil. wiili a certain \cthe watcj- flowing over the crest a.

to ei-ecl a \ertical

/;

locity called

the "velocity of appi-(iarli."

Ii

is

oi-ilinar-

impracticable to mea-iire the lieail to wlinh this velocity is due. or the head t(i perfeetiy still water upstream. Moreoxcr, as .slated jjreviously, the velocity of approacli is the actual a\crage velocity of the stream, allowing for frieiKii] and other obstructions. Experiments
ily

have shown thai wlien the velocity of approach does not
A-,

exceed

--'ipMil

height

LOXGITUDIXAL Cl!OS.S-8i;CT10X AND FrOXT ViKW OF
Weik, Siiowixg Impoutaxt DniExsioNs
First,

it

locity of
.-ection
•jy

''

X

is

desirable lo reduce, as far as possible, the ve-

approach.

In order to do this, the area of crossof the flow of water through the weir represented
' (see ac'companying figure) should be small with

respect to the total area of cross-section of the stream,
repre.sented by w (h
d). To obtain good results, the
depth d of the bottom of- the weir below the crest a,

+

over which

water flows, should not be less than
and the length of the weir 7, say not
greater than one-third of the width of tlip stream w.
the

twice the head h

of

the cross-

section of the weir will not exceed one-ninth of the crossfcection of the stream; and, as a result, the velocity of

approach will not
through the weir.
It

is

be

exceed

one-ninth

of

the

.-hi.w

the

The

cross-section of the

di.sdiarge

calculated

for

the

an ernir not exceeding 2 per cent, of

the actual ilischarge.

Ignoring the velocity of approach, or taking the mea.sured height // as the head creating the velocitv of the
water flowing over the weir, the flow of water niav be
calculated very approximately by the formula
y = 3 Ih ylli

When

it

is nece.-<.-;ary.

in

anv given

velocity of approach, divide

tlie

ca-se,

to consider the

cpiantity of wat«r. as cal-

culated by tlus formula, by the area of cross-section of ho
is / times h; or this velocity may be calculated independentlv by (he fornuda
I

weir, which

V

derived

fi-oni

= 3

V

//

the preceding I'ornnila.

The head due
tional head,

is

to this velocity of approach, or the addithen calcidated thus.

velocity

important, also, that the back of the weir.
vertical.

will

;

With these limiting dimc'nsions, the area

>liall

per sec.

I't.

1

//

<ih,

weir must,

This head /(,, t\w to the velocity of approaih, must be
added to the measured head
to obtain the total IicjhI
/)

:
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creating the flow of water over the crest.

Calling this

Relative Size of Intake and Return

head H. we have

total

H=

h

-\-

The quantity

h^

=

h

-[-

0.14

/(

=

1.14

Airways

/(

of water passing over the weir is then

found by substituting this total calculated head for the
thus,
in the previous formula
measured head
li

Q =
This

last

:

3

formula

IH yjll =
is

3.65 Ih yjU

practically correct for tindiug the

appro.ximate flow of water over a weir constructed according to the diagram shown in the accompanying figure,
when the measured height of the surface of the water
in the weir, above the crest,
of the weir

is

I,

in feet,

is h,

in feet,

water

found

tluis

is

and the length

assuming that the weir complies

with' the other conditions mentioned.

The quantity

Xo. 7

Tol.

of

given in cubic feet per second.

would

like to ask: Which .should have the largest sectional area, the main-intake or the main-return airway

I

and why?

of a mine,

The textbooks

all

say the return

airway should have the greater sectional area, owing to
the expansion of the air and gases in the mine.
In my opinion, the relative size of the intake and return airways should be determined by considering which
of these airways is the haulage road,

I believe

it

is

of

greater importance that the haulage road should be the
larger of the two.

There

when the hauhvay

is

of loaded

cai's,

is

scarcely an hour of the day

not more or less blocked by trips
which greatly obstruct the flow of air along

the road.

Does Carbon Monoxide Support
Combustion?
monoxide, I
Some books
state that carbon monoxide supports combustion, while
others state that.it does not. Will you kindly .state somewhat fully the opinion you hold in regard to this ques-

In reading up on the subject

of carbon

find a conflict of opinion regarding this gas.

tion

Besides, when the haulage road is used as a travelingway, extra width should be jirovided, so that men or animals can safely pass the loaded^cars. For this reason, it
seems to me, that considering both the ventilation of the
mine and the safety of the men, the haulage road .should
always be the larger of these two airways,
.T.

Lock No,

M. D. Cooper.
Ellswortli,

Penn.

The following quotation from "Mine Gases and Exp. 62, will make our answer clearer:

qjlosions,"

In a broad sense, combustion is any chemical reaction accompanied with the evolution of heat and often with the
production of light or flame or both. Combustion always involves at least two substances, one of which is the combustible and the other the supporter of combustion, the latter

being generally a gas.

Carbon monoxide

is

a

product of the incomplete com-

Since the combustion of
bustion of carbon in oxygen.
the carbon is incomplete, in this case, it is possible to
carry it farther, in an atmosphere that will supply the
needed oxygen; and, as a result, carbon dioxide will be

produced. It is clear that the carbon monoxide is, here,
the combustible, because it is susceptible of further oxidaIt is not, in this case, the supporter of comtion.
•

Bkxxett,

Penn,

Tlie question presented by our correspondent
is

?

3,

frequently asked

is

one that

mining examinations, and the

in

is
The return airway is the larger of the two, for the reason first stated. There is no
doubt, however, but that there is much truth in the remarks offered by our correspondent in reference to the

answer generally given

:

need of a large haulage road.
This is a case, as frequently happens, where the
answers given to examination questions are too theoretical
and ignore the practical requirements in the mine. We
might add, however, that while it is well to refer to the
necessity of a large sectional area for haulage purposes, it
is also important and absolutely necessary that the sectional area of the return airways shall be amply sufficient

volume of the return air and gases
mine at a moderate velocity. This is

to allow the increased

to travel out of the

We are
very essential, particularly in a gaseous mine.
glad attention has been drawn to this point, as the
answers to all examination questions should cover both
theory and practice.

bustion.

The only reason we can suggest for the statement being made that carlmn monoxide is a supporter of combustion,
fact that

is

that the idea probably has grown out of the

lamps continue
is not an

The gas

gas.

to

burn in an atmosphere of this

:

contact with the flame increases the heat of
latter, causing it 1" Imrn brighter and with greater
A lamp will not burn in an atmosphere of
intensity.
itself in

pure carbon monoxide, since there
oxygen to carry on the combustion.

From

is

then no available

monoxide
be considered a supporter of com-

this reasoning,

it

is

are given. Coal Age. Vol. 1,
1030, for calculating the iiercentage of gas from the

The following formulas

extinctive, gas, as is carbon di-

oxide, because the presence of this gas in air does not depress or extinguish the flame but the eomlnistion of the

gas
the

Height of Flame Cap and Percentage
of Gas
p.

height of flame cap

Unbonneted Davy,
Jionncted Davy,

Pcrmifagr = V 36
rvrrcufaye =

-\l

Tu

//

//

Please give a formula for calculating the height of a

flame cap

when using

a

Wolf lamp,
FlItKHOSS,

clear that carbon

that substance.

Bruceton, I'enn.
There is no rormula for calculating the percentages of
gas from the height of the flame cap, in the u.«e of the
Wolf lamp. The volatile nature of tlio oil burned in the
Wolf lamp makes the height of the flame cap vary ac-

concerned and combustion ensues, the .sas i.s the combustible and not the supporter of combustion.

posed to the gas.

cannot, in any sense,
bustion, except a reaction takes place in which the carbon
monoxide gives up its oxygen to another substance, in

which

ca.se, it

could be said to support the combustion of
In all other cases in which this gas is

cording to the length of time the lamp has been ex-

:

February
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I

|

^iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

—

Air and Mine Gases
(Answered by

and Suggested)

Rec^iiesi

dry
— Find the weight
when the barometer
70
perature
dry
Ans. — The weight
deg. F.

of

tem-

air, at a

of 1 cu.ft. of

Ques.

is

29.5 inches.

air is calcuhited

of 1 cu.ft. of

thus

^^

1.3273

X

460

+

— Find the weight

Ques.

29.5

The

.,

of 1 cu.ft. of air fully saturated

at a temperature of 65 deg. F.
of 29 in.

_.,„ „
-0-0'-^8?6.

70

and a barometric pressure

tension of the water vapor, at this tem-

perature (65 deg. F.) is 0.6176 in. of mercury.
Ans. The weight of 1 cu.ft. of saturated air at the
given temperature and pressure is calculated thus:

—

1.3273 (29.0
'"

=

— 0.3765 x 0.6176)

i6^T65

—

Ques.

How many

'''"'''

'*•

out

mine per minute by an
per min., assuming the temperature of the return
70 deg. F., at which temperature the tension of
air

of the
cu.ft.

air

=

•"

gallons of water are carried

is

the water vapor

Ans.

is

0.36

—The weight

lb.

current of 100,000

—

per square inch?

of water vapor in this return air

- o^lr^l -»».Taking the weight

of water as

=

8^j lb.

per

gal.,

the

is

is

114.46

-;-

8;^

=

crease the circulation in the affected district, as the conditions may require.
Approach the trouble from the in-

take side, and avoid as far as possible being trapped in

Erect the necessary brattices so as to deflect the
current of air upon the gas. Allow sufficient time for the
air current to sweep away the gas, making occasional
tests to ascertain the progress of the work.
the gas.

The dangers are: The possible ignition of the gas by
lamp or otherwise. A possible fall of rodf may

a defective

be overcome by the gas.

the work

must be conducted,

best type of safety lain])

Ques.

—AVhile

lamp

safety

extinguished

is

characteristic

I

]K'rature

and pressure, by the

It is calculated

X

460

—Write

28.6

+

indications

60

X

0.559 = 0.0408

?b.

chemical

equation

expressing

the

—

CH,

-f 2

0.,

of

roof, if the

giving any of the
firedani]); what
inference

without

/!/).«.
It is possible for the lamp to be extinguished by
body of pure marsh gas (CII^ given off at the roof but
;

)

in tliat case, the

la

nip flame,

gi\c some indication of

Again,

viously

complete combustion of marsh gas in o.wgen, and .state
what volume of carbon dio.xide is produced in the explosion of 100 cu.ft. of marsh gas.
Ans.
The chemical equation e.xpressing the reaction is

The

used.

—

a

it

is

tlie

if

carefully observed, should

gas before being extinguished.
lamp to be extinguislicil bv

possible for the

worked out and abandoned.

It is very probable,

the

must be

blackdamp, issuing freely from the roof strata and coming probably from an overlying seam that has been pre-

thus:

1.3273

Ques.

specific gravity of the gas.

avoid these dangers

draw and what would be an approximate com-

position of the gas'^

I

To

as explained,

examining for gas near the

Ques.
Find the weight of 1 cu.ft. of marsh gas, at a
temperature of 60 deg. F. and a barometric pressure of
28.6 in. taking the specific gravity of the gas as 0.559.
Ans. The weight nf
cii.ft. of gas is found by multiplying the weight of
cu.ft. of dry air, at the same tem-

—

an

;

wotild you

;

in

from the intake side, with safety lamps, by experienced men
and
am])le time must be given for the removal of the gas.

nearly half a barrel of water each minute.

—

tlicin

If poisonous gases are present the

men may

The

13.735 gal. per min.,. or

upon the men, and envelop

drive the gas back

explosive atmosphere.

num-

ber of gallons of water carried in the return ciirrent, in
this case;

Ans. .Before attempting to remove any considerable
accumulation of firedamp, the men on the return of the
air must be notified and withdrawn from that section of
the mine. Under cei-lain conditions where roof falls are
imminent, all of the men in that section of the mine
should bo promptly withdrawn. Guard all approaches to
the district by stationing reliable men to prevent anyone
from entering that portion of the mine. Select only experienced men, and provide each man with a good safety
lamp that has been previously examined. Arrange to in-

.= CO,

+

2

H.O

coefficient of each

term, in this equation, represents the relative volume of the ga.s concerned in the
comliustion. Thus, one volume of marsh gas (CH.J consumes two voluiucs of oxygen (2 O,) and produces one
volume of carbon dioxide (CO.) and two volumes of
water vapor (2 Jl.O). Therefore, TOO cu.ft. of marsh gas
will produce 100 cu.ft. of carbon dioxide and 200 cu.ft.
of water vapor.

—

Qnes.
How would you prweed to remove firedamp
from a section of a mine after an explosion what dangers
would you e.xpect, and how would you overcome them ?
;

is

a

however, that the gas in question

mixture of carbon dioxide

(CH^).

Under

(CO,) and marsh gas
mix

certain conditions where these gases

in the strata without being diluted with air, there is produced a firedamp mixture lighter than air but containing
sufficient carbon dioxide to make the mixture extinctive.
This mixture of (arboii dioxide and marsh gas has been
termed "flashdaiii])." for the reason thai wlicn a lam)) is
first elevated into the gas the pure air i-ontainod in the
combustion chamber of the lamji dilutes the gas, wliich
gives a distinct cap to the flame. Rut this cap a|)pcars
for a moment only and is gone, owing to the lamp filling
with the undiluted gas, which dims and may extinguish
the flame if the lani]) is not promptly withdrawn.
It is
this brief apjiearance of the cap tliat has given the
mixture the name "flaslidamp." By tiie addition of air
the mixture becomes highly explosive, as the pro]iortion

of cari)on dioxide

is

insufficient to |)revent cx])losion.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
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Orders issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission
vn Saturday. Feb. 8, have canceled the advanced coal rates
which it had been intended by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Ft R.R. to put into effect from Colorado coal-producing regions to points in Kansas, Oklahoma & Texas. Under the new
orders, however, coal rates are allowed to be established from
the Walsenburg fields at a figure 10c. higher than the rates
from the Canon City field to the same points in the three
This new adjustment will go into effect on
states named.
Mar. 12.
The commission is following the general policy of keeping
coal rates down so far as possible practically everywhere.
AVhile it probably has not been more extreme in this matter
than it has in regard to other advances on commodities of
miscellaneous character, it is a fact that the general policy
planned by the commission contemplates the keeping down
of rates on staple products which are presumed to have a
direct relationship to the cost of living.
In the case of coal it has been strongly desired by the
admin. stration that so far as possible everything should be
done to keep the product moving steadily to market. That
there has been success in this regard is claimed by some
to be shown in the fact that the coal-car shortage up to
Feb. 1 is reported to the commission to have increased by
1211, notwithstanding that there was an idle-car surplus of
37,260 on the same date, which was an increase of very
nearly 9000 cars, as compared with the middle of January.
An advance in coal rates, it is supposed by some members
of the commission, would prevent coal from moving to market
quite as actively as would otherwise be the case. It is probable that the question of the attitude of the new administration on the freight-rate question generally and particularly
with regard to rates on coal and other staples will be one
of the first business problems that has to be met after Mr.

Wilson

is

inaugurated.

A

»v

month.

The immediate effect of this is shown by an increase of
nearly 35,000 tons in the amount of coal on hand at tidewater
shipping ports '..i the last month. On Dec. 31. 1912, there were
On Jan. 31. 1913, this amount had in340.637 tons on hand.
creased to 375,566 tons.

The Threatened Strike
in the controversy between
are causing considerable
anxiety in administrative circles because of their dangerous
iharter and particularly on account of the possibility of their
intensifying the coal shortage should matters come to an

The threatening developments
the
railroads and the firemen

actual breach.
The fact that

Commissioner

of

Labor

NeiU,

although

reappointed by President Taft. has not been confirmed by
the .Senate is an additional aggravation. If arbitration should
be attempted under the Erdman act, the only man available
for the service in the Bureau of Labor would be the present
chief clerk, G. W. Hanger, who is not considered sufflciently
familiar with the task to handle it successfully.
The criticism to which the Erdman act is now being subjected in the present controversy has greatly weakened the
demand that that act be so extended as to permit Federal
arbitration in cases involving coal-mine controversies.

PKNNSYLVANIA
Anthrnc'tte
colliery engineers employed by the
the Scranton district, have joined the
miners' union, after a one day's strike at eight collieries of the
company, it Is said that In many Instances the engineers will not
have to take the oath of allegiance which would call upon

Scrnntou

D. L.

& W.

— Although
Coal

Co., in

thi'

of their eligibility under the

—

.Vrehbald Employees at the White Oak Colliery of the
& H. Co., in Archbald, have gone en strike, alleging that
the company is unfair in the distribution of cars, and that
certain men are being discrirrinated against. It is claimed by
the miners that contractors in headings and gangways are
working six or more men, and that these contractors are
being openly favored in the number of cars furnished them.
D.

—

.VNhland Following a conference of officers of the union
and officials of the Reading Coal & Iron Co., 75 miners on
strike for over a week because of a checking out system recenly inaugurated, agreed to return to work at Bast Colliery.
Instead of the check system oblisilng all men to report at the colliery office nightly, forcing many of them to
walk a long distance out of their way. the company has
agreed to place peg-boards at all openings to the mine.

—

WllliamNtown The Williamstown colliery resumed work
30, after an idleness of one week.
The one miner who
refused to join the union has quit and the men have returned

Jan.
to

work.

—

Shamokln Enterprise colliery employees have resolved
that they will not work "with men who refuse to pay dues to
It is feared that a
the United Mine Worliers' organization.
strike may result.
Coal stripping operations are to be started soon at the
Alaska Colliery of the Reading Coal & Iron Co., at Shamokin.
Two IS-ton locomotives and a 70-ton steam shovel are on
the ground ready to begin work.

—

Haxleton The boys at the White Ash breaker of the Lehigh Coal & JSTavigation Co.. at Hazleton, have been given a
15 per cent, increase, putting them on equal terms with the
No. 6 breaker boys.
IVanticoke In order to do away with any inconvenience
and delay in sending its officers and engineers to the different
collieries, the D. L. & W. Coal Co. has installed a new auto
bus which will run between Nanticoke and Kingston.

—

Record of Output

.According to information received here by government
authorities, a new record has been set for anthracite shipments in the first month of the year. The shipments in January amounted to 6,336,419 tons, an increase of 572,723 tons
The former record, made in January,
over January, 1912.
1903, was 5,964,950 tons, or 371,469 tons less than were shipped
last

to quit work in case of mine strikes.
The engineers
have long hesitated about joining the miners' union because
company's pension rule, "which
would be canceled if they went on strike or left the emplo.v
of the company.

them

Washington, D. C.

—

Wllkes-Barre In addition to the elaborate provisions for
rescue and first-aid work now in force in the anthracite
mines, the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. is preparing for service
a mine-rescue car, wliich can be rushed at a moment's notice
This car consists of a
to any colliery in case of. accident.
remodeled passenger car equipped with oxygen breathing apIt has six
paratus and every kind of first-aid equipment.
Draeger helmet outfits, with the necessary auxiliary equipment, pulmotors, stretchers, blanliets. splints, bandages, etc.
It will be used as a hospital and ambulance combined, and
rushed on call to any colliery where an accident has occurred, by special train service, and manned by a crew of
trained helmet men.

—

I'ottsville
To stop annoyance resulting from the numerous
petty strikes, the Reading Co. has adopted a new policy.
strikes are called the operations shall remain
idle until the operators get ready to resume.
This rule has
gone into effect in several parts of the anthracite region.

Where such

Bltuinluou!^

PunxMutawney

— The

Lindsey Coal Mining Co. has bought
250 acres of coal land of the BerwMnd-White Co., near Punxsutawney, and will make a new opening at once on the Bellwood-Punxsutawney branch of the Pennsylvania R.R. It is
expected that this opening will tap nearly 1000 acres and
will lead to the

mining of nearly a million tons

WKST VIRGIM

—

of coal.

\

Twenty-one miners of the Hou.'iton Coal & Coke
llluefleld
have been arrested by Mine Inspector Nicholson on the
charge that they have been shooting off the solid. Twenty
It is
of the men were fined $10 each and one was fined S.IO.
learned that If this practice is not stopped Mr. Nicholson intends to have the mine foremen prosecuted for allowing
the men to make use of this dangerous method.
CharleHton Much interest has been attracted by th(< introduction of a bill in the House of Delegates, which will
Co.

—
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mine owners responsible for deeds of violence comby guards employed by them.
Reports are current that the town of Acme has been shot
Some rumors say that 501)
p by the striking Eskdale miners.
It is claimed that conditions on Cabin Creelc
lots were fired.
The mine-guard system is inre as bad as they ever were.
aming the miners to a pilch where a serious outbreak may
jme at any time.
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KEXTUCKY

—

BaHketts The breaking of the hoisting cable in the mine
the Pittsburgh Coal Co., at Basketts, Ky., recently imrisoned the entire working force in the mine for four hours.
he cage started to fall when the cable broke, but it was
;opped by the safety catches, and no one was injured. The
:cident occurred at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and it was
before the cage was put in working condition.
^VhiteHburB It is announced by the Consolidation Coal
0. that coal shipments from its plant at McRoberts will soon
2 doubled, reaching something like sixty cars a day. most
which goes to Northwestern poirits. The company's mines
Jenkins, in the same field, are also making large increases
their capacity, and will cut a large figure in swelling the
)mpany's output.
f

—

L

t

1

OHIO

—

The Colonial Coal & Supply Co. has asked the
Public Utilities Commission to collect $15.70 from the
ocking Valley and the Chicago and Erie Ry. companies. The
>al company claims that there was a shortage in weight on
car of coal shipped from Pomeroy to a customer in Lima.
he railroad companies are charged with being negligent in
le transportation of the coal resulting in the loss.
A hearing was held recently before the Ohio senate comitte on mining, on the anti-screen bill pending in the Ohio
Colambus

hio

Operators who spoke were C. L. Cassingham.
gislature.
•esident of the Coshon Coal Co.. of Cleveland; E. M. Poston.
the New York Coal Co,. Columbus: Edward Johnson, presimt of the Lorain. Coal & Dock Co.. Columbus. All of the
)erators were opposed to the bill as unjust in every respect.
number of representatives from the miners' union appeared
favor of the bill.
'

IXDI.VN.V
Indianaiiolix The supreme court of Indianapolis has re;rsed the decision of the appellate court and the Greene
)unty circuit court and holds that coal in the ground and
id is taxable although it is not connected with an open
This decision was handed down in the case of the
al mine
eene County oflScials against the Lattas Creek Coal Co.
The court thinks that after a farmer has sold the coal
ider his property he should no longer be compelled to pay
xes on it. These taxes should be paid by the persons who
lught and own it.
Fort Branch Two shotfirers were recently killed in an
:plosion in tiie mine of tlie Fort Branch Coal Mining Co.. by
"windy shot" caused from the clay placed around the
large not being packed tightly enough. Horace Dewees and
lUiam Bush were the names of the men, who went into the
ine after the other men had left, in order to shoot down
The first shot caused their
al for the next day's work.
^ath.
The mine-rescue car from Evansvllle, Ind.. was sent
T, but no great damage was done to the mine, and the bodies
ere removed J)y volunteers from among the miners employed

—

—

the company.

ILLINOIS

—

Lincoln A pocket of gas was set off, Feb. 1, by the lamp
an electrician In the Latham coal mine. Two miners were
lied and thirty were Imprisoned.
Three hundred were in
e mine.

MISSOURI

—

Holla The State Bureau of Geology and Mines has Just
sued a report showing that the annual coal production for
e state of Missouri reaches 4.000.000 tons.
The productive
ams vary from 18 in. to 5 ft. in thickness.

NORTH DAKOT.l

—

Grand ForkM Thousands of tons of coal are being conimed In North Dakota by fires which are burning In undeloped mines. It Is expected that action will be taken by
e state legislature to halt this destruction of the nation's
nourcfs.

FOREIGN NEWvS
—

PERSONALS
General Superintendent Thomas R. Evans, of the I'arrish
Coal Co., has tendered his resignation.
D. A. Thomas, who has been visiting various coal p-operties in this country, and whose home addi-ess is Cambrian
Building, Cardiff, Wales, sailed for home Feb. 11.

Chas. Dorrance, hitherto fuel enginer of the Lehigh Coal
Navigation Co., has been made chief mining engineer for
same company, having superintendence of the mining and
mechanical departments.

&

the

Judge George Gray has appointed Charles

Clinton Neyhart, weighmaster at. No. 3 D. & H. Colliery,
has been appointed outside foreman at the Boston Colliery of
the same company, to succeed \^'illiam Steevers, wiio w.is
transferred to No. 2 Colliery.
It has been announced that T. K. Jenkins, formerly purchasing agent of the Durham Coal & Iron Co., at Chattanooga,
Tenn., has been appointed chief clerk to the assistant to the
president of the Davis Coal & Coke Co.

Robert W. Johnson, for 10 years sales manager of the
Ottumwa Box Car Loader Co., has accepted the general managership of the United States Coal Co.. at Kemraerer, Wyo.
This company has a plant with a daily output of 2500 tons.
E. T. James, superintendent of shops of the Lehigh Coal
Co., has resigned to become an assistant of
Charles A. Str^w, his former chief. His place is to be filled
by Joseph Williams, hitherto general foreman of shops. Al-

& Navigation

bert Leonarz is made assistant master mechanic in charge of
the electrical department.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Red Ash
Co., Woodward Leavenworth, John N. Conyngham. Willi. Conyngham. G. Frederick Parrish and Edgar R. Reets
were elected directors. The olficers elected are: Woodward
Leavenworth, president; G. Frederick I'arrish, vice-president
and treasurer; Walter Roberts, secretary.
Coal
liam

OBITUARY
John Fritz, mechanical and mining engineer, born in Londonderry Township. Chester County. Penn.. Aug. 21, 1S22, died
at his home in Bethlehem, Penn.. Feb. 13, 1913.
His early boyhood was spent upon his father's farm,

where he received what education the local school afforded.
At the age of 16, Mr. Fritz became an apprentice In a machine shop; later on entering the employ of the Moore &
Hoover Iron Works. It was here that he perceived the Immense possibilities in the iron industry.
From the Moore & Hoover Iron Works he went with the
Morristown Iron Works and later the Cambria Iron Works,
While here he revolutionized the Ironat Johnstwn. Penn.
rail Industry, securing a bettei- product with four-fold greater
capacity of the mill, thus enabling American manufacturers
to compete with those of foreign countries.
About this time he perfected blast-furnace practice. In
July, 1860. he began service with the Bethlehem Iron Co. as
general superintendent and chief engineer.
While here he
greatly assisted In perfecting the bessemer process of steel

manufacture, and also In remodeling and Improving the Slemen-Martln openhearth process.
Turning his attention to the production of steel plates and
structural shapes, he designed mills and rolls superior to
any then on the market. When the problem of making armor
plate arose, he originated the solid steel plate, the superiority
of which still remains unquestioned.
He took a great Interest In Lehigh University and recently
presented that Institution with a laboratory.
The engineering profession has lost one of Its great members one who was associated with all of the principal englnerlng societies both In this country and abroad, which vied
with each other In doing him honor. Engineers and scientific
men throughout the entire world will mourn the loss of
"Uncle" John Fritz, as he was famlllarl.v c.-illed. whose name
will be forever associated with the growth and development
of the American steel Industry.

—

i

NaKaHnkl, Japan One hundred and fifty coal ininerH were
tombed. Feb. 0. by an explosion In a colliery near Fukooka.
tie hope Is entertained for their rescue.

P. Neill, Unit'.-d

States Commissioner of Labor, as referee in three cases which
the Board of Conciliation was unable to settle.
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In some places the track w^ill be built on a continuous
lignite.
Most of this fuel which has been blasted

seam of

BOOK REVIEW
BOOK OF STAXDAKDS.

Tol.

out will be wasted.

Co.,

Pittsburgh.

559 pp.; 4x6>A in.; leather bound, about
Price. $2.
strictly a handbook devoted to pipe and

Much valuable information bearing on

%

In.

allied

subjects

which may appear to be but remotely connected with the
main theme of the w^ork are concisely treated. Among these
might be mentioned the Pilot tube, the Venturi meter, the
mechanical properties of solid and tubular beams, boiler incrustation and corrosion, the properties of saturated steam,
etc.. etc.

Not the least valuable part of the contents is a glossary
To the man
of terms used in the pipe and fitting trade.
unfamiliar with these and particularly to the technical student or recent graduate., this glossary alone is worth the
price of the volume.
The compilers of this w^ork express themselves as being
of the opinion that it contains a greater amount of information in regard to tubular products than any other similar
work of this character. "We think that we can honestly con-

—

Mononsahela, Penn. ^A corps of engineers under the direction of George B. Eaton is making surveys of the Charleroi
coal properties sold recently to the Carnegie Coal Co.
As
soon as the surveys have been completed work of improvement will begin.

—

ITniontoivn, Penn. Engineers for the W. A. Stone Coal &
Coke Co. have been making surveys on the company's property near Maidsville Landing, on the west side of the river.
It is stated that the surveys are preliminary to the opening
of mines. The company owns 350 acres at that point.

—

"nhltesburg, Ky. It is announced that an eastern syndicate has bought the Sam J. Wright and John Osborne tracts
of coal and mineral land, consisting of about 1200 acres.
Early development is planned. A 4-mile branch railroad from
the main line of the Lexington & Eastern w^ill be constructed
at once.

— The

Battle CreeU, Mich.

Commonwealth Power

Co.'s

big 10.000-ton coal pocket at the
plant has been completed.
The

cur with them in this belief.

coal stored in this pocket will be kept under water in order
to avoid fire and explosion hazards.
The sidetrack, which is
being constructed to the plant by the Michigan Central, has
not yet been completed.

ANNUAL REPORT. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 'U'ORKS OF
THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA. 1911. 242 pp., 6%xl0.

form the

Paper.
This pamphlet, as its title suggests, contains more than
mining reports. It covers bridges, ferries, roads, architecture,
The mining section
building, steam boilers and telephones.
It states that whereas in 1910 there
is spread over 95 pages.
was one life lost for 49.7S3 tons of coal mined; in 1911, 242,OSO tons were extracted for each fatality.
It seems to be easier in Alberta to secure conviction of
violaters of the mining code than in the United States. Seven
persons were fined an aggregate of $110, and paid costs
amounting to -531.25. One Qase was dismissed. Two managers,
three firebosses and two miners were convicted. All prosecutions were instituted by the mining department.
The Bellevue explosion is detailed at some length in this
report.
The inspector states that telephones are being installed in nearly all the mines in accordance with the suggestion of the coroner's jury, impaneled after that disaster.
An arrangement is being made to ventilate the completed sections of the Bellevue mines by frequent openings to the surface, and instructions have been given the West Canadian
Collieries Co.. Ltd.. that no further pillars may be drawn
until a sufficient number of crop holes have been made where
these pillars are to be extracted.
The examination questions for mine managers, "pit"
bosses and firebosses are given in full, as are also the wages
for all employees. Outside workers labor 10 to 12 hours, and
those underground for S hours only.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

—

Actual "work has been started to transold Wopsy road into the Altoona-Northern line. The
will extend from Altoona to Patton. a distance of
20 miles. The line will be designed for both steam and electric po^wer and ^vill carry passengers by day and coal b>
night. At Patton connections will be made with the Northern Cambria Ry. The company is capitalized at $750,909.
Altoona, Penn.

new road

—

Mobile. Ala, Information has been received that the first
barge of the New Orleans & Mobile Transportation Co. will
be launched about Mar. 15. The announcement is recciv:;d
with great satisfaction by those who are interested in the
"Warrior coal fields. Boats of the company will make points
bet"ween Mobile and New Orleans "wherever tonnage is offered
in sufficient quantity to warrant.
The company was organized for the purpose of developing the Warrior coal field.

NEW

XCORPORATI

I

NS

—The North Alberta Coal Co.; capital
Ky. — The Purity Coal Co.: capital stock,

Toronto, Can.
S2.0«0,000.
Lonisi-ille.

Incorporators;
Gardener.

A.

H. Gardener.

R.

H.

Tydings

and

stock.
$8000.
J. T.

—

Little Rock. Ark. The Arkansas Anthracite Coal Co.: capital stock. $100,000.
Incorporators:
W. H. Barrett, T. M.
Barrett and "W. H. Barrett. Jr.
Greensbnrg, Penn. The Greensburg Coal & Coke Co.; capIncorporators: Alexander Coulter. H.
ital stock. S200.000.
W. Coulter, W. A. Coulter and Margaret Coulter.
Danrtlle, 111. The Two Rivers Coal Co.: capital stock
Incorporators:
$100,000; general coal and lumber business.
R. H. Sherwood. ^". C. Hartshorn and J. W. Hegler.

—

—

Fall Rlvep, Maas-^The Fall River Gas Works Co. is making plans for a $500,000 coal gas works at Birch and Bay
Sts.

—

Ky. The St. Bernard Mining Co. has installed
coke ovens a 20-in. rubber belt conveyor for carrying

Earlln^rton,

at its
coal to the washer.

—

RankJn. III. The new $12,000 coal dock of the L. E. & W.
has been completed. It is built entirely of steel and is run
by a 12-hp. gasoline engine.
Ceutralla. III.-— Chicago capitalists have secured a large
acreage of coal land in the Zeigler district and w^ill put up a
modern colliery during the summer.
Alblcn. Mich. Albion's coal mine will soon be in operation, provided high water does not interfere with the work.
The shaft has been sunk 66 ft. and is now within 6 ft. of the

—

coal.

—

Honejidale. Penn.- The D. & H. Co. are soon to build a
washery between Honesdale and Waymart for the purpose of
cleaning up the coal and culm dumps along the line of the
old

gravity road.

—

.\la.
The Central Iron Co. has broken ground for
more ovens, thereby increasing Its byproduct plant capac50 per cent.
The c'>mpany recently completed a blast

Hult.

20
ity

furnace at a cost of $325,000.
Schafer.
for the

new

>".

D.

—Beds

line of the

of lignite will form the foundation
Great Northern Ry. through thi.s sec-

—The

Paint Rock Consolidated Coal
Incorporators:
J.
R. Barnes.
J. E. Patton and G. M. Price.
Slann, "W. Va. The Kistler-Schuler Coal Co.; capital stock.
Incorporators: J. F
$50,000:
to develop coal properties.
Kistler, Grace Kistler, E. J. Schuler, J. F. Schuler and S. A

Chattanoosa, Tenn.

Co.: capital stock. $50,000.
H. B. Bonney. W. B. Garvin,

—

Schuler.

—

Cambridge, Ohio The Economic Coal Co.; capita] stool
to mine and deal in coal.
Incorporators:
C.
J. L. Secrest, J. A. Thrasher, Homer Whitten and iri

$10,000:

McCoy.

W.

Tobin.
Charleston.

—

W. Va. The California & West A'irginia Lum& Mining Co.; capital stock. $3,000,000; to produce lumber,
mine and market coal, iron and other minerals and ores,
ber

together with oil.
Xew York. N. Y.

—

Plans have been completed for the conthe Burns Brothers and the Curtis-Blaisde!'
firm will be known as the Burns Brother?
and will be capitalized at $2,000,000.

solidation
The
Co.

of

new

—

Fairmont. W. Va. The Ross Coal Co. capital stock. $75.000; to carry on a coal mining and real estate business. Incorporators:
C. E. Hutchinson. C. H. Jenkins, E. C. Curry.
R. A. Johnson, and H. M. Pierpont.

—

Charleston. "W. Va. The Argrj-le Coal Co.: capital stock.
$50,000: to do a general coal and mining business and deal to

COAL AGE
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Incorporators: W. H. Thurmond, T. H.
real estate.
E. J. Payne, G. M. Jones, and A. W. McDonald.

Hooper.

—

Ashland, Ky. The Elk Horn Fuel Co.; capital stock, $150,000; to do a general mining business and acquire real estate
Incorporators:
R. D. Davis, Jr., J. S
and mineral lands.
Hager, K. M. Fitzgerald. Thomas Boggess, Jr., and W. P.
Wheeler.

—

Canal Fnlton, Ohio The Fulton Pit Car Co., of Canal
Fulton, Ohio, has been incorporated "with a capital stock of
$100,000 to manufacture mine cars and deal in iron and steel
The incorporators are E. J. Nichler. E. E. Shillproducts.
ing. C. A. Vanderhoof, A. H. McCadden and George Fellmeth.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
—

Elys, Ky
The Camp Coal Co. has increased its output to
200 tons per day.
H. N. Camp is general manager.

—

Pueblo, Colo. The Royal George coal mine is now working on a larger scale than ever and is employing several

hundred people.

—

Clinton, Ind. Now that the -waters of the Wabash dre reit is the hope of the management of the Lyford mines
work can soon be resumed.

ceding
that

—

Penn. Dr. J. C. McClenathan has purchased
the West Aberdeen Coal Co.'s property and Is now repairing
mines with a view to putting them in operation.
ConnellsvilLe, Penn. The Mahoning plant of the Cambria
Steel Co. has been sold to J. M. Gray and K. K. Kramer, of
Connellsville. The 82 ovens will be flred within two weeks.
Peliln, III.
Coal has been found on the farm owned by
George W. Cunningham, 4 miles north of here. The quantity
of the find is not known, but men are at work to determine
A\'ayTiesburg:,

—

—

it

—

Pittsburgh, Kan. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas R.R. Co.
has just completed taking options on coal leases on 20.000
acres of land in Grant Township, on the west border of

Crawford County.
Jasper, Ala. The gas development in Walker County is
assuming greater proportions.
The Pennsylvania Gas &
Oil Co. has enlarged its working capacity and is beginning to
bore for gas and oil in additional fields.
Kansas City, 3Io, The possibilities of large coal deposits
as yet untouched in the Ozark regions will be investigated
by a party of Eastern capitalists. Rscent small finds have
been made in the country near Gretna, Branson and Hol-

—

—

lister.

—

Sailne, la.
Drilling operations have been resum d after a
suspension of about S months. In case anything valuable is
found a company will furnish funds for further testing. In
case a general field is indicated by the test drilling a shaft
will be sunk.
Dartiesvilltf, Okla.
A coal company, recently formed in
Wann by B. W. Mizer and D. W. Bunnell, has leased a tract
of land 2 miles south of town and has begun operating their
mine. The seam crops out at a creek, is of good quality and

—

Is

15 in. thick.

—

Cnnnelisville, Penn. J. E. Barnes, of Pittsburgh, has secured options on 2500 acres of coal land In Whitely Township at $400 an acre.
It has been reported that he secured
the options for the Pittsburgh Coke & Coal Co.
The options
extend for 90 days.

—

CbicnKo. Hi. The strength of the Colorado Fuel & Iron
pref'Tred stock, which has advanced to 155, is taken in some
quarters to foreshadow a substantial payment on accumulated back dividends.
This year's earnings are at about the
rate as last year's.

ame

—

The old SackvUle coal mine which was
some years ago is to be reopened. There Is
plenty of coal, left In the field and good management is all
Moline.

III.

abandoned

make It a paying
& Sommerson.
Ind. The miners at

that is netdid to
cured by Slevers

Petershnrsr,

—

—

Canon City, Colo, The coal mines of Fremont County are
in a prosperous condition and are working better than they
have for months.

One mine official states that there are sufficient orders now booked by the Victor American Fuel Co. to
the mines and putting them in operation.
Lewis, W. Va. Owing to the abandonment of the Lynch
mine the Consolidation Coal Co. has removed its store to the
Two Lick mine. The Lynch mine was opened in 1878. It
was first made a modern mine by the Hutchinson Coal Co.
and was then sold to the Consolidation company.
McRoberts, Ky. The Consolidation Coal Co. announces
that this plant will double its capacity.
They expect to
ship from 20 to 25 cars a day. The plant at Jenkins is also
expected to make an increase. Thousands of men are now
employed at the mines at McRoberts and Jenkins.

—

—

—

Tuscaloosa, Ala
Certain Florida men have purchased 320
acres of coal land at Shira's Station. This land contains two
fine seams of coal which is considered to be the best in the
country.
The purchasers expect to ship much of the coal
which they mine. The property is situated near the Warrior
River.

—

Steamboat SprlUKs. Colo. Graders on the Moftat Road extension have struck sufficient coal to last the road tor years.
12 miles below here.
The seam is 4 ft. in thickness and the
coal is being thrown over the dump by the gladers.
M. A.
Wogan, the Denver contractor, has charge of the construction work.

—

Cheyenne, Wyo. John Skinner and son have been workall winter opening a seam of coal which they discovered
on Badwater. They expect to get into the best coal within a
few days and are contemplating putting it on the marltet
as soon as they have the mine sufficiently developed to
warrant hauling the coal to town.
AVaj-ne»t)oro, Penn.
Dr. J. C. McClenathan has purchased
from W. F. Patterson 1500 acres of coal land located in Moning

—

project.

the

It

has been se-

Hammond

coal mine

have found a vein of lead or bismuth embedded In the center
of a O-ft. seam of coal.
The vein Is about S In thick, but
no estimate can he made as to how far It runs.
Samples
have been sent to the assay office.

The amount involved in the transaction
The new owner has not given out any plans

roe County. Ohio.

was
he

—

Providence, R. I. At the annual meeting of the Portsmouth Coal Co., which was formerly the Rhode Island Coal
Co., the stockholders voted to continue the development of
the property.
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$100,000.

may have

in

that he bought

Howe,

regard to the property but

—

it

is

understood

as a speculation.

it

stated on good authority that the
Southwestern Tennessee Iron & Coal Co. has purchased all
the mines of the Rock Island R.R. from Hartford to McAlester.
This means the opening of new mines and the
working of the old ones, together with a demand for men.
The properties or leases are valued at $3,000,000.
Olcla.

is

It

—

Conneiisvll!e, Penn. A company of eastern capitalists
who own about 7000 acres of mineral land in the vicinity of
Kingwood have been drilling test holes on their property.
Results show -that the land is underlaid with a seam of excellent
inches.

steaming coal varying in thickness from 54 to 62
Analysis shows this coal to be of superior quality

to that of the

Humbert

field.

—

CineinnatI, Ohio -Arrangements are being completed for
the issuance of $10,000,000 convertible 6 per cent, notes by
the Consolidation Coal Co.
This new financing has become
necessary owing to the great growth of the company.
Of
this issue $6,000,000 is to be sold at once and the proceeds
used to continue the development of the company's coal lands

Kentucky, and otherwise enlarging facilities.
Racine, Wis. The Racine Gas & Electric Co. of Racine.
Wisconsin, have placed an order with the Roberts and
Schaefer Co. for a large coal-dock bridge for the storing of
coal at Racine and the handling of same mechanically. Con-

in

—

tract price approximately $75,000.

This company has also secured a contract this week from
the Alpine Coal Co., Ottumwa. Iowa, for a complete coal
mining plant at the point.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

—

Alex. Patterson has opened up
said to be the finest bed of lignite ever discovered in
This strike confirms the belief of the experts that
the land immediately north of here Is underlaid by coal de-

what

is

this state.
posits.

Patterson has opened up a se^m 11 ft. thick, which apparently extends over several hundred acres, at a depth
of 371 ft.
The value of the find Is estimated at $1.000.000.

—

Columbus, Ohio The Kllbourne & Jacobs Mfg. Co., of Columbus. Ohio, In the annual report recently Issued shows a
fine year in ivery respect.
The company Is preparing to put
on the market a new kind of mine car which Is Intended for
slope mining. At the annual meeting. James Kllbourne was
elected president. Felix A. Jacobs, first vice-president, James
R. Kllbourne, 2d vice-president and general manager. F. W.

Hubbar,

secretary;

Potter auditor.
general manager.

B.

Prank r. Raton, treasurer and Joseph
Lincoln Kllbourne was elected assistant
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REVIEW

The continual rather cold or stormy weather over the
two weeks has had a mildly stimulating affect on the
demand for hard coal. This has not materially aided thr;

last

situation, however, as this demand has been concentrated
entirely on one or two sizes already in short supply; these
are pea and stove, the only two grades for "which there is

any sustained demand, and the former is the only one which
now brings a ready premium. Substantial concessions on
the regular circular are easily obtainable, and the individuals
are creating a market by their usual methods of price cutAll sales departments are actively seeking orders. The
ting.
current month will no doubt see the smallest production in
the anthracite field since May of last year, at which time the
suspension in mining was brought to a close.
Contracting is the only feature of interest in bituminous
circles at the present time.
rumored that a conIt is
siderable volume of the Kastern contracts 'are being closed at
figures,
and with the usual
a small advance over last year's
protection being guaranteed against a declining market.
This applies more particularly to the Coastwise situation,
few all-rail contracts having been placed so far, most operators apparently waiting-action by the larger producers. In
spite of the abrupt change in weather conditions, there is
little demand except on contract.
The movement is rather
light, and prices low, with buyers showing no interest whatever in the market; there are, however, fair tonnages moving on contract.
The market in the Pittsburg district is now feeling the
effect of the long period of mild weather, which greatly increased the production at the mines, and at the same time
curtailed consumption; there is little active negotiating on
season contracts, buyers evidently doubtful if the new prices
will be maintained.
At Buffalo the abrupt drop in temperature occurred at the crucial stage, and turned what
might otherwise have been a disastrous slump into a fairly
active market.
The change in weather conditions also brought an immediate increase in the orders for domestic coal in Ohio.
This, together with the heavy steam consumption, has materially stimulated the market, although not sufficient to afThe indications are for a thoroughly good busifect prices.
ness the balance of the season, and the operators are optimisThe feature of the Southern market is a rumor to the
tic.
effect tliat there will be a general advance on the Cahaba domestic grades, to take effect March 1. There is a tendency
in this district to shade prices on the steam sizes in order
to secure good business, but otherwise quotations will re-

main unchanged.
Colder weather has caused an increased consumption, and
a rather unsettled feeling in the Middlewestern trade; however, the heavy overproduction is still tending to keep prices
down. In the Northwest cold weather has made a decided
change for the better, although the domestic grades conThe dealer's stocks are still quite heavy, and
tinue weak.
some cancelations of orders are coming in. while others are
being held up.

of continuous cold has served to steady the

mar-

ket, but neither bituminous nor anthracite can be said to
be at all active. Sales are few and prices are no higher than
a week ago; it is simply that the downward tendency has
been checked for the time being. There is ample coal at the
Hampton Roads piers and what transportation reports is
loaded promptly; a liberal share is going off-shore.
Contract business has already been closed in considerable
volume, but only by two or three of the Southern shippers.
The prices are understood to be slightly in advance of the
figures for lfll2 but as usual protection is guaranteed against
a declining market. It is the usual straining to get business
covered.
Meanwhile, spot coal. Pocahontas and New River,

down

and even less.
nothing new. Buyers generally have lost
interest in the current market, if indeed there can be said to
There are
be any, and prices are on last summer's level.
the usual signs of campaigning for contracts but little is
honrd of actual sales being made. Most of the operators are
is

being

solr"

All-rail there

is

to $2.70 f.o.b.
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to see what position is to be taken by the
larger producing companies.
Cars are in much better supply and the movement is so good that cancelations, rather
than orders, are the rule just now.
Individual hard-coal operators had a taste of lucrative
business for a few months but now they are offering coal
broadcast at prices well under the company circular.
Not
much of it is likely to reach New England, however, for
the rates on company transportation are likely to exclude
outside shipments at market freights. On Long Island Sound
the margin between the company rate of 40(5 45c. and the
market rate of 45(5 50c. is so small that some individual coal
is still being received, but mostly on old purchases.
All-rail
anthracite is almost certain to be stirred up more or less by
offerings of independent coal right through the season. The
sales departments of all the companies are actively out for
orders now and February is sure to be the lightest month for
tonnage since May. Egg is still the long size, and stove
and pea are again coming into supply so that free shipments of those sizes are beginning to be made.
Current wholesale quotations are about as follows:
Clearfields, f.o.b, mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelpliia
Clearfields, f.o.b.
Yorlt

$1 .20(ai$l .35
2 45® 2 60
2.75® 2.90
1 30® 1 45
2 55® 2.70
2.85® 3,00
2 70 and less
3 85® 4 00
3,90® 4,10

New

Cambrias, Somersets,
Cambrias, Somersets,
Cambrias, Somersets,
Pocaliontas.

Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,

New
New
New

f.o.b.

mines

f.o.b.

Philadelphia

Bilumiuous

.

.

.

.

.

f.o.b. New Yorlc
River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
River, on cars Providence
River, on cars Boston

,

IVEW YORK
of a week of

—

In spite
severe winter weather
soft-coal market has fallen off still further.
Prices on
grades have receded sharply, the off qualities suffering
particularly.
Conditions now, however, are only about what
was ultimately to have been expected in view of the abnorinally open winter up to the first of the current month.
As a result of this, production in the mining regions was
j^reatly facilitated, "while on the other hand consumption was
correspondingly curtailed. Consumers have naturally accutile

all

mulated substantial surpluses, and in the face of these coninevitable.
The abrupt
ditions a reversal of form was
in weather conditions had a steadying influence on
the trade, and while essentially weak it cannot by any means
be considered down to a low level.
There is little or no activity in contracting for the. new
Because of the unsettled conditions in the spot maryear.
ket, consumers are holding off in the hope that the present
slump will see prices forced to a low level; such a condition
would, of course, have a detrimental effect on contract figPrices on both the hard and soft coal have suffered
ures.
a more or less general reduction on all grades, and the market is now quotable on the following basis;

change

Bituminous

Anthracite
Circuli

$4.50
5.25

Broken*

Egg

Individual

5.00

3.50
2.75
2.45
2.25
1.95

Buckwheat**
Buckwheatt

Rice**
Ricet
175
Barleyt
* Scranton and Lehigh.

West

Virginia,

steam $2 65@2
.

.

.

75-

2.75@2.85
Fair grades, Penna ,.
Pcnna...
2 90® 3. 00
Best miller, Pcnna.... 3.05@3.15.

Good grade,

525

Chestnutt
Pea*

BOSTON, MASS.

A week

iiiiiiii

marking time

3.70
2.55
2.25
1.80
1.10
** Scranton.

.

Georges Creek

t Lehigh

and

3.25@3.30'

Sc'juykill.

— The

advent of more seasonable weather conto have any very stimulating affects on theAll sizes are in free supply and can
hard-coal market.
Egg is
be obtained in any require'd tonnages riromptly.
under the ;ircular are being freeconcessions
quite long, and
ly offered; nut is in fairly good dcnand, while stove and pea
are the two short grades in the ii^arket, the latter being
Buckwheat la
the only one to command a ready premium.
plentiful, while the same applies to barley, but there is a
.\nlhraelte
ditions failed

fairly persistent

demand

for rice.

There is but little doubt that .substantial surpluses have
been accumulated, and many dealers will not require any additional shipments until after the summer reduction in theThe week of cold weather
circular goes into effect Apr. 1.
the first of the month helped the speculative coal to a cer-

Februarv

15,
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it was not of sufficient duration to do more
Operators agree that
slump, temporarily.
nothing less than two or three weeks of continuous severe
weather will save the situation for them.

tain extent, but
than checlc the

PHILADELPHIA. PENX.
There has been a continuous run of cold weather for the
week or ten days, but while it has stimulated trade to
a certain extent, the demand has been concentrated on
The demand for egg coal
sizes which were already short.
seems to have fallen off altogether, and some dealers report
the
way of egg. Stove and
rapidly
going
is
chestnut
that
pea coal seem to be the only sizes for which there is any
dealers are having to
these
the
and
for
demand,
sustained
depend on current receipts. Prom now on until the spring
there
is hardly likely to be
are
amiounced,
prices
or opening
any great movement of the egg and chestnut sizes, and it is
are putting some
the
large
companies
that
some
of
understood
of the former size into stock.
market
by their usual
The individuals are creating a
methods quoting prices which dealers cannot very -well
for
several
weeks now.
This has been continuing
overlook.
and it is only by working the lever of stove and pea that the
large companies are able to work off any of the egg size at
Of course, the production of the stove and pea sizes is
all.
limited, and with the demand as it is, there is some little
premium pea coming to the market that is disposed of without trouble, but stove is at circular, and likely to remain
The steam market is not particularly good, although
there.
that there is a fairly good movement of
It is understood
tuckwheat. This grade is gradually falling into the domestic
class, large quantities being used for both ranges and furnaces in the smaller residences.
The bituminous market is anything but favorable at the
present time. Prices as well as the demand are off. although
the figures secured now compare more than favorably with
those being received late in the fall of 1912, but the operators
Complaints
do not seem at all pleased with the situation.
are general that this branch of the trade has been infected
with the apathetic condition of the anthracite trade, and a
cure for one will bring the other back to normal.
last

—

Bltaminoas

— The

PITTSBl'RGH. PE!V>.
market has continued rather

dull.

ind

the effects of the open weather so long prevalent,
encouraging production and curtailing consumption below
expectations. The prompt market is dull, except that there is
slightly improved demand from retail dealers.
While there
are inquiries against contracts to begin Apr. 1, there is little
active negotiating, and buyers are evidently in doubt whether
The
the advanced prices for the season will be maintained.
prompt market in the past few weeks has been on the con-
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&

R.R.
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Co.. selling

Co.,

recently

burgh

district.

BUFP-VLO, N. Y.
The sudden cold turn on the opening of February saved
local
bituminous
marliet
the
from a bad- slump. Prices had
become weak and there was report, as usual at such times,
of considerable coal offering at sacrifice prices, but the temperature dropped 40 deg. at the crucial point and the market
began to right itself. The railroads, which had been delivering coal at a rapid rate also fell down at this time, which
further strengthened the market. In a short time coal began
to pile up at terminal points, especially if destined for Canada; embargoes were issued against several trunk roads and
the Grand Trunk embargoed itself by refusing coal.
The
last active Lake Erie ferry began to freeze up with 600 cars
of coal waiting for it, and Canadian coal consumers became
anxious, especially after it began to snow.
It would be hard for bituminous prices to go down after
such conditions had set in and it is quite possible that the
market may stiffen up soon. This uncertain condition of the
market creates some uneasiness as to the prices likely to be
obtained for spring contracts; predictions differ 15c. to 20c.,

and

it

is

quite possible that as

—

-

a decline in contract of $1, since $3.50 was the minimum
quotation on first-half, and was actually obtained in two or
three instances.
We quote: Prompt furnace, $2.50; contract
furnace (nominal). $2.50; prompt foun-Jrv $3; ci^ntrac': foundry, $3® 3.25, per ton at ovens.
Tht slump in prices has now
reached such proportions that curtailment in production will
undoubtedly occur.
This will be particularly with respect
to off grades, which found a market during the scarcity, but
can hardly be sold now at any figure.

BALTIMORE. MD.
In spite of a decided

the week, there
tracts.
Prices

was but

change
little

in

weather conditions durlngr

demand

for fuel, except on con-

were weak, steam coal being quoted around
$lifil.lO, while run-of-mlne sold at 90c., with but few consumers Interested. The movement from the mines to tidewater was light due to a lack of cars. A number of additional contracts were renewed during the week, at an advance from 8 to 10 per cent. In the price as compared with
last

year.

much

variation as that

may

be the case. It is known that contracts alreadj- let have varied more as a rule than usual. Pittsburgh lump is quotable
at $2.75. three-quarter at $2.65. mine-run at $2.50 and slack
at $2.40, with best Connellsville foundry coke down to $5.50.
There is no change in cannel or the smithing coals, as they
are not commonly affected by the fluctuations of ordinary

bituminous.

The demand for anthracite has been easy of late, on. account of the mild weather and the return of snow has not
firmed it up much.
Retailers say that a great part of the
supply bought early is still unused and there is now talk of
a short winter, even though February is severe, so that buying is not likely to be heavy, unless the cold weather runs
quite late, as

it

did last year.

COLUMBIS, OHIO

Is feeling

tract basis, except for slack, which commanded premiums,
although for prompt shipment it has now dropped to the contract level.
We continue to quote: Slack, 90c.; nut and slack.
J1.05: nut, $1.25; mine-run, $1.30; ?i-in., $1.40; l^i-in., $1.55,
per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.'
ronnellHvUle Coke The prompt coke market continues to
slump, and contract coke, while not definitely quotable in
the absence of sales or active negotiations, may be considered
as having declined equally.
In the past few days standard
grades of furnace coke for prompt shipment have sold at
$2.50, and it is doubtful if above that figure has been obtained
within a week, while it is possible the price has been shaded.
The total turnover has been very light. This makes a total
decline in prompt furnace coke of fully $1.50, all occurring in
less than 30 days.
Contract coke, while not closely quotable,
can hardly be considered as above prompt, which would make

agents for the Pittsburgh Terminal
forwarded their first shipment of

Pittsburgh gas coal to Spain. Early in the week, 6700 tons
were loaded on the "Volnay." destined for Valencia, Spain,
and about 6000 tons will be shipped this month. The coal is
from the new mines opened by the Pittsburgh Terminal R.P..
it C. Co.. located on the West Side Belt R.R., in the Pitts-

Lower temperati:res

"which prevailed during the past "week

were almost immediately reflected upon the coal trade in
Ohio by a large run of orders for domestic grades. This,
coupled with the larger steam tonnage required, stiffened the
market perceptibly, but not sufficiently to advance the price
list.
Coal men are content that prices did not go lower and
believe that there are indications of a better trade from this
time on.
Dealers

who had rather large stocks during the winter
un.able to dispose of them are now placing
orders with the operators and jobbers and are asliing for
immediate delivery Factories are also taking more fuel and
the large apartment houses and office buildings are buying
better. Operators believe that prices will remain at the present level until late in the summer as it is too late for rusli
of orders to have any great effect upon quotations.
Operations in the various mining districts of the state
have been more active during the week. The Hocking "Valley
probably received the greatest benefit although an increase is
reported from eastern Ohio and the Pomeroy Bend. The Indications are very bright for an active lake season during the
present year and the larger shippers are making preparations accordingly.
Operators are preparing for a good Lake trade, despite
the soft winter weather which has prevailed so far in the
Northwest.
The supply on the docks Is not large, .and as
a result shipments via the Lakes will probably be heavy.
Arrangements are already being made for chartering vessels, and It looks like there will be a scarcity of bottoms.
, Quotations In the Ohio fields are as follows:
months and were

Hocking
$1.50
nIiT. ,..'...;;;:
Mine-run
Nut, pea and alack.
Coarse slack

Pittsburgh

1.30
1.45

$1.20

1.20

1.05

1.10
1.00

0.95

Pomeroy

Kanawah

$1.05
1.35
1.35
1.20
1.10

$1.60
1.30

1.00

0.90

1.15
1.05

CLEVELAND, OHIO
The sudden change

to winter weather put new life In the
trade here, and prices on slack advanced 5 to 10c. a
ton. The final arrival of real winter caused a feeling of comfort to shippers, and they look for a strong markr't during
the balance of February.
While reports Indicate that all

coal
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manufacturing plants are operating full capacity, line trade
and the spot demand have slightly diminished and shipments
are largely made on contract business.
The transportation of coal has been remarkably good
since the first of the year and consumers report deliveries arriving with a good degree of promptness.
Coal men are in the market for all available vessel-tonnage for the coming season of navigation on the Great
Lakes; 1,000,000 tons is already under contract for delivery
to principal Lake Michigan Ports at 35c. per ton, which is an
advance of 5c. over last season's rate. Contracts are made
subject to price adjustment, but with the demand for ore and
grain tonnage, vesselmen believe that 35c. will be the established price this year. Vessel men are satisfied with the
30c. rate to Lake Superior and have placed approximately
5,000,000 tons under contract for shipment to the head of the
Lakes.
Quotations per short ton

f.o.b.

mines are as follows;

Freight rate

District.

Youghioghenv ..
Pittsburgh No. SGoshen No. 6....
Coshocton

{-in.lurap

$100

SI 40

0,90
0.70
0.70

120
135
175

Mine-run
SI. 30
1,10

125
1,50

Slack

$1,00
1,05
1.15
1.15

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
The most interesting feature of the current week is the
rumor that several of the mines producing Cahaba domestic
coal will increase their prices beginning with the month of
March. Some of the leading companies are now quoting $2.50
f.o.b. mines, for March and April shipment as against $2.25
for the same months in 1912. This is an increase of 25c. per
ton and if adhered to during the remainder of the year, it
will place the maximum price for the winter months at $3.25.
Some winter has appeared, but it has not stimulated the
market except in retail trade. A slight weakness is apparent
in the steam market, there being a tendency to shade prices
The coke market is unin order to book desirable business.
changed.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
ample production of coal at the mines, plenty of
cars available, and there are no impediments to traffic, but
the temperature is such that the average citizen does not
find it necessary to heat his residence and the wheels of industry are threatened with paralysis by reason of a lack of
demand.
As a consequence of this condition, summer prices are
prevailing, insofar as any quotations at all are to be had.
However, many operators have practically withdrawn from
the market, believing it to be useless to attempt to sell coal
by cutting the prices, especially in view of tlie possibility of
more severe weather later on. Some Indiana coal is coming into this market for steam consumption, because of the
vastly reduced output of these grades in all sections of KenThere

is

cular again.

MIWEAPOLIS — ST.

careful estimate of stocks of anthracite at the head of
the lakes up to and including pec. 13, after the last boat
was in, shows the following figures; Egg, 88,000 tons; stove
The stove and
67.500 tons; nut 85,000 tons; pea 8000 tons.
nut is practically all gone and the pea is reduced to about
400 tons. About 50.000 tons of egg are on the docks and some
companies are thinking of getting a stone crusher and reducing the egg to smaller sizes as this grade can only be
Some Twin-City shippers are receiving
used in furnaces.
some nut and stove direct from the mines all-rail, but it
comes slow owing to shortage of cars in the east.
Arrangements for making Minneapolis the head of navigation on the Mississippi River are working into a reality.
With the completion of river improvements and the establishment of adequate steamboat facilities, followed by the operation of a line of freight-carrying barges, there will be a reduction in cost of transportation of fully one-third. It now
costs $2 to bring hard coal from the mines to Eastern loading
ports. There it is loaded and carried to the head of the Lakes
for 35c., and the railroads charge a $1.25 rate to the twin
cities.
With steamboats coming here, the coal could be
loaded on boats at Pittsburgh and brought here via the Ohio
and Mississippi River route for $2, if the charge for conveying the coal from the mines to Pittsburgh by rail does not
exceed 50c. per ton.
A company incorporated in South
Dakota has been formed by Minneapolis capitalists under the
name of the Star & Crescent Navigation Co.; it is capitalized
for $2,500,000.
ST. LOIIS,

W.Va.

Hock-

Gas

Splint

Domestic lump. $1.65

Egg
Nut
i lump
Mine-run

1.65
1,35
1,10
1.00

,

,.

$1.15
1.00

ing

Cam-

Ohio

bridge

No. 8

$1.80
1,80
1,50
1.15
1.00

$1.15
$1.15
1.05
1
05
05
05
1 05
1
for hard coal has

Pocahontas
$2.00
2.00

Jackson
Hill

$2.25
2.25

135

Open
been unusually
Anthrnclte- The demand
The cold weather has drained the supplies of all
heavy.
the large wholesalers, so that the consumers are again demanding great quantities. The premium is now about 25e.

Slack

Open

—

Open

1

,

,

MO.

With some

slightly colder weather, causing an increase
in the consumption of coal, the market still remains in an
unsettled state.
Under ordinary conditions, the local trade
should be in fine shape, but the overproduction in the Illinois field keeps the price below cost.
The only sizes that
are standing up are the small steam grades. The ice in the
I'iver has put the ferries out of commission and everytliing
is moving via the bridges; traffic is consequently much congested. Standard mine-run has sold as low as SOc. and lump
87 %c., while Carterville lump and egg have sold at $1.10,

with nut at

$1.

The prevailing

prices,

however, are;

and

Trenton
and Big

Mt.

Franklin Co.

Muddy

Olive

Carterville

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg

2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

No,

1

$1 45
.

$1,25
1 60

@

,

$1.25
1.40

Standard
$0,95
1.15

$2 00
,

1,25

nut

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
No, 5 washed

However there does not seem to be
canceled or held up.
the amount of domestic on track that there was a week ago
which has a tendency to strengthen the market. The demand from many factories is holding up well and railroads
are also taking large tonnage.
Prices for mine-run and slack are probably the strongest
Most of the West Virginia districts
points in the market.
report less than 50 per cent, of normal capacity while in
strictly domestic fields the production was even lower.
The prevailing market prices for today are as follows;

P.Vl'L

A

The Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co. reports that business has been fairly active on domestic grades,
although this demand is merely the accumulation of an abnormally light run of orders during the high-water period.
This company has recently put into effect a price of Si^c. a
bushel on Pittsburgh, a substantial reduction from the price
of lOc, which has prevailed through the winter.

DETROIT, MICH.

Xo.

circular, but should these conditions continue for some
time dealers will be paying more than a dollar above cir-

Screenings

—

3,

above

tucky.

Bitumlnons The unexpected cold weather has made a deDomestic trade
cided change in the local coal situation.
Retailers' stocks are
still seems to be the weakest factor.
orders while
place
new
to
heavy and they are not inclined
those for delivery the early part of January tire being

Vol.

nut
nut
nut
nut

nut

,

,

1

,

1

,

90
20
50

0.60
0.85

1,40
1,35
1 35
,

1

,

00

OGDEN. UT.\H
Shipments continued good from both the Wyoming and
Utah mines during January, except for the shortage of
equipment on the Rio Grande railroad which to date has
not been entirely relieved. This condition has continued for
practically two months and has greatly diminished the shipments from the Utah mines. Idaho, Washington and Oregon
are short on Utah coals and the operators anticipate good
business during February and March on account of this
shortage.
The Nebraska and Kansas market has not recovered from
the extensive shipment in the later part of December and
January and at present consignments into this territory are
The railroad could not be persuaded to reat a minimum.
move the east routing placed on the cars until the mines had
accumulated a great number of loaded cars drawing demurrage at Rock Springs. Then, after the Eastern market had
been flooded, they removed the embargo and allowed the
However, the damage was done and
cars to be billed west.
there is nothing for the mines to do but wait until this over
supply has been partially consumed.
There has been an over-production of slack and some of
the larger operators have reduced the price to several large
consumers which if continued will place the slack market In
Both Utah and Wyoming prices continue as
bad shape.
Wyoming
follows: Lump, $2.75; nut, $2.25; mine-run, $1.85.
slack brings $1. with Utah 25c. higher.
The box-car situation on the I.Tnion Pacific Rriilroad has
been somewhat relieved, and n good portion of th- eq"lp-

II

.

.

February

15,

J

.

COAL AGE

1913

mines for loading is closed. The mines in
are still bothered with a car shortage, although the
ituation is slightly relieved, and no doubt in a short time
The officials of
here will be sufficient equipment available.
he Denver & Rio Grande Railroad have succeeded in overand
is now movthe
line,
coal
congestion
along
the
oming
ag in reasonable time.
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

aent sent to the
rtah

SPOKANE. AVASH.
Fear of a coal famine in Spokane and the Inland Empire
as been alarming the citizens here for the past two weelis,
n account of the conditions of the railroads in the mounlins. but the local coal dealers state that although they have
een running close for the past month, conditions are now
Tiproved to such an extent that there is no further cause
There is no advance in the price of coal, quotaor alarm.
ions continuing as follows:

The following

is a comparative statement of imports and
United States for the first 11 months of
1910-11-12, and for November of 1911-12, in long tons:

exports

ump
ump and

,

1910

54

12
102,473
4,959

142 G12
9i307

2,754,214

3,312,755

3,404,958

296,628

372,267

7,083,881

9,S.'SS,701

447,608
627,230
777,142
414,676

9.917,740
451,743
449,671
941,504
511,608

930,733
27,100
12,350

602.406

984,696
34,267
31.192
87,666
64,251

671,760

608,076

1,383,092

34,339

53,378

10,022,297

12,880,342

1,>53,977

6,118,474

13,549,753
6.766.443

1,236.411

5,933,516

334,997

610.153

13

Expc/rts

Anthracite

Bituminous

Canada

Panama
Mexico

Cuba
West Indies
Other

423,327
269.007
l,n:j3.220

89,9,5"8

38,458

coun-

tires

Total
coal

COIVNELLSVILLE COKE
The "Courier" reports production and shipments in the
Connellsville region for the week ended Feb. S, as follows:

[ine-ruu
aclc

SAN FRANCISCO,

Total

Same

Imports from British Columbia were 149,830 tons, and
rom Australia, 89,2SS tons.

THE CAR SITUATION
American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages
coal equipment for two weeks ended Feb. 1 as follows:
Surplus
Surplus Shortage Shortage
.

.

Wyoming, Nebraska

Louisiana,

New

Okla

^lexico

"egon; Idaho: California: Arizona.

Shipments
Pittsburgh

of Pittsburgh..
E. of Region

407,369 2,153,344
354,569 2,109,842

Week

(cars)

W.

.

Total

Same

6 weeks
21.666
34,173
4,484

4,344
6,825
871

.

period 1912.

12,040

60,323

10.,590

62,133

FOREIGN MARKETS

rs.

ansas; Colo.; Missouri, Arkansas;

period 1912..

C.\1>IF.

Tht total deliveries of coal by sea into this port for year
»12 aggregated 374,556 tons, of which quantity 135,438 tons
•as the domestic product, consisting of 110,299 tons of Pocoontas for the U. S. Navy, and 25,139 of steam coal from the
tate of Washington, for use on the Pacific Coast Co.'s steam-

BW England Lines
Y.; N. J.; Del.: Maryland; Eastern Penn
lio; Indiana; Mich.; Western Pennsylvania
Va.; Virginia; N. & S. Carolina
entucky; Tenii.; Miss.; Ala.: Georgia; FJa
Illinois; Wis.; Minn.; N. & S. Dakota

6 weeks

,

Connellsville
225,207 1.228,882
Lower Connellsv'le 182,162 924,462

PRODUCTION AND TRANvSPORTATION STATISTICS

ontana,

Week

Produttion (tons)

domes

,,

:xas:

1912

1911

1,670
1,480,503
93,732

egg-

Eg

r

1912

1,101,22,S
H5,,S43

.

urnace

ireened

November

1911

1.815,336
147,535

Colie

Bunker

S7 20

Months

11

Roslyn

tana

S7 20

S6 .43

tht-

Imports
Anthracite
Bituminous....

MonNest

in

49

184

1.676
6.049
1,103

270
5,838
1,277

686

543

2,535
135
1,566

2,269
100
1.556

353

347

2,745

2.705

GREAT BRITAIN

—

Jan. 31 The market' is weak in places for spot loading,
due to tonnage being delayed by stormy weather. For forward loading quotations are on a firm basis. Prices are approximately as follows:
Best Welsh steam
Best seconds
Seconds
Best dry coals

84 56
4 44

Best Monmouthshires
Seconds
Best Cardiff smalls
Seconds

.

.

4 32
4 62
.

.

$4.20
4.08
3 60
3 36
.

.

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.
Newport: both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30 days

— less

2

1/2

%

Spanish Imports of coal for

11 months to Nov. 30, 1912
2,118,948 tons as compared with 1,834.315 tons for same
period the year previous.
Coke imports over same periods
were 327.325 and 293.841 tons respectively. Practically all
imports are from Great Britain.

were

LDadian Lines

Totals

4720
5538

16,897
14,042

period 1912

imc-

12,177
8,504

.ANTHRACITE SHIPMENTS
Shipments of anthracite for January of the current year
ere the highest on record for that month, and fourth highJt of any month.
The following Is a comparative statement
shipments for December and January of the last two years:

The following table gives the range
and dividends paid during

coal securities
Feb. 8:

—
—Week's Range
High
Low

Coal Products
Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Island Creek Coal Pref
I^ehigh Vallev Coal Sales
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref
Pond Creek

90

90

Ill

HI

1

lila.

A Reading

Jhigh Valley

R R

int

N. J

& West

el.

Lack

el.

4 Hudson

innH^lvania
rie

4 Westerp

at.

Total

.

December -

-January-

1912

1911

1913

1912

1,223,880
1,108,765
760.479

1,238,727
1,109,705

1,257,132
1,175,151
813,367
922,099

1,186,534
1,020,447

508,969
543.361
667,532
190,539

820.963
827.248
592,922
600,803
722,093
202,966

5,944,502

6,115,427

8.50,977

653.177
576.552
717,235
221,706

760,035
791,698
567,279
542,819
682,845
212,039

0,.33G.419

5.763.696

L

Reading
Reading Ist Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal

CHES.\PEAKE & OHIO HY.

November
alination

Tidewater.
East

Weot
-T"'*'
Coke

om

Five

Months

1911

284,872
200,002
825,597

1912
2.52,447

211,684
731.129

1,603.1
860.1
4.798..'

1

.466.7.58

963.386
1.222.603

1,310,471
18,603

Bituminous
Antracite

K. & H C. A C. Ist ef gSs
Pooah Con. Coll. 1st 8 f 5s
fit. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. let 5s
Tonn. Coal gen. Ss
Birm. Div Ist consol. 68
Tcnn. Div, Ist kBs.....
Cah. C. M. Co. letK6«

18.4R4
2,273

175.R87
5,430

Va.

I.

Coal

No

<t

90l
9l}

91J
54

Coke

54

Closing
Bid .Xskcd
100
98}
107}
Sale
84}

94

95
87}
77
102
102!
lOlJ

Sale

79!
07}

84

77}
103

...
103

High

.391
102|
85
204
23i
9IJ
251
1651
901
91j

Low

411.

31

1021

102*

24j

28}
168}

21J
87
24 j
160J

91

90

93

91

96

52

54

5-1

Week's Range

Year's

or Last Sale

Rnngc

99
107}
84
85

99J

June
June

98

99J

83J

85

OS
871

98

'12

85
'11

93

Oct. '12

102}
08
87J
77j
103
103
lOlJ
110

Apr. '06

,Tan.

Jan. '13
87)
'l3
Jan. '13
Jan. "13

771
102}
103

Dec. '12

...

871
SO
103
103

Jan. '09

S»

VictorFiicMst »f 5s

ConntctiOTM

22|
91
25i
164?

91

&

Colo F & I. gen. R.f.g 5s
Colo. F & I. gen. Bs
Col. Ind. Ist*coll. 58. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. Is Ss
Cons. Cral 1st and ref. 5«
Gr. Riv. Coal & C, l9tg6s.,

Utah FucMst K

85
204

186}

Bontta

The following Is a comparative statement of the coal and
>ke traffic over the lines of the C. & O. Ry., for November,
nd the five months ending Nov. 30, 1911-12, In short tons:

102|

80
240
23J
92}
27

Year's Range

^

Last
90
111

38

41J
102|

active

week ending

the

/

Stocks

r

-

various

of

Coke

1st

e 6»

98

85}
97}

Oct. '12

08

06}

98

Impiirtnnt Dlvldenila were announced during the week.

— ——

..
.

.

.
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
Wuw

nil

I

mill

I

&

Philadelphia

Reading Coal

HALANtE SHK ET TO
Assets

Coal lands

Timber lands.
New York and Eastern depots
Western yards and depots
Minets" and other houses
Pottsville shops, real estate, etc

Storage yards and washeries

Other

real estate

Improvements and equip, at collieries
Stocks and bonds of. and loans to. cos.
.

.

.

.

contr'd

Cash on hand

.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiliiliilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii

.

.

.

Coal accounts.
Rent accounts

Companies and individuals
Coal on hand
Supplies and materials on hand
Depletion of coal lands fund
Stocks, bonds and mortgages,

i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

& Iron Co.

Jl .\E 30

1912

1911

$49,397,660
841,691
839,540
1,736,979
553,138
391.463
851.892
388.425
12.959,224

$49,913,026
841.691
839.540
1,651.644
553,138
391.463
851.892
388.425
12.959.224

$50,385,196
841,568
790.097

1910

9.863,915
2,692.618
3,221,693
24.164
796.146
776,701
1,236,240

9.863,915
456,949
3,480,268
29,647
854,524
3,333,268
1,517,489

9,563,915
678.200
3.109.475
35.228
734.917
3,817,482
1,406,986
300,004

1.351.571
553.1381

376.169
851.892
386,339
12,959,224

The main haulage slope at Wabana was driven 1835 ft.,
while levels east and west of the main slopes have been
driven 2335 ft., opening up a considerable amount of productive territory. In all. more than 5000 ft. of slopes, crosscuts, rises and levels have been driven in the submarine ore
territory during the year.
No serious difflculties were encountered, and exploration and development work done has
further increased the quantity of proven ore in this property.

OUTPUT OF CALENDAR YEARS

86,647.523

87.999.254

(fN

TOXS)
Steel

Wab. Ore

Coal
780.468
847.176

1911

1910
1909

521.011
532,058
460,387

809.341

Coke

Pig Iron
97,580
84,497
90,360
65,484
87,816
58,676

Steel In.

BiUets

83,718
73,019
64,240

78,004
59,244
52,931

1911

88.214.307

$1,019,392

1910

1909
$799,978

$1,140,504

Liabilities

Bonds
Reading Company
Pay-rolls and vouchers
Phila. & Reading Ry. current account
Interest, taxes and miscellaneous
Profit and loss

.

liabilities

.000.000
.170.000
.395.787

.

1,459,694

86.647,523

87,999,254

88.214,307

647',870

930,008

980,244
564.933
711.908
,391,435

1911—12

Anthracite coal

Bituminous coal
Coal rents and miscall
Earnings

Expenses
Fixed charges and taxes
Alining coal and repairs
Coal purchased (anth.)...
Coal purchased (bitum.)
Royalty leased collieries
Transportation of coal by
.

.

.

.

.

Transportation of coal by
water

1910—11

1909—10

1908—09

$34,021,026
1,186.203
526,424

$32,695,271
1.152,915
541,944

$31,619,652
1,080,489
517.794

$33,411,277
909,809
471.606

35,733,653

34,390,130

33,217,936

34,792,694

85.455
..618,0.59

1.100,315

458,523

88,81817,616,030
1,826,169
1.040,909
563,224

106.876
18.091.769
2,111.246
838,169
594,182

7,114.995

7,250,288

7,909,920

1,140,540

1.042,277

86.598
18.194,578
1,906,678
1,070,566
510,687

$1,519,995

Improvements and
ments

Depletion coal land fund.
Int. on Reading Co. loan.
on Trem. C. Co.
Int.

743.9.58

1,172,205

465,768
935,003

33,289,437
34,725,720
34,493,447
35,562,077
Total expenses
sur. 171,576 def. 103,317 def. 71,501 sur. 66,974
Balance, sur. or deficit.
* In 1909
10 this item amounted to $1,878,628, less $422,748 coal added
to stock— $1,455,880; in 1908-09, $1,809,042, less $478,867 coal added to stock
—$1,380,175.
.

—

&

Coal Co.

is an abstract from the general manager's
report for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 1911:
The company controls for periods of from 2 to 10 years, S
large steamers, totalling about 42,000 tons dead weight,
Several additional steamers will
chartered sometime ago.
be required to move the ore and coal tonnage of 1912. Two
steamers cf about 13,000 tons deadweight capacity each were
put in the service In May last. These boats are under contract for 10 years, the hire paid being based on a certain perOne of these boats
centage of the cost of the vessels..
landed 37.560 tons of ore In Philadelphia during August:
The total tonnage carried by the fleet was in the vicinity
of 1.000,000 tons, of which more than one-half was iron

The foUowingr

ore.

Iron-ore mining at Wabana passed through a period of
transition, due to the substitution of submarine for surface mining; the quantity mined, however, was nearly 25,000
tons more than during 1910, but owing to the severe weather
during December, and other causes, the actual shipments

60,000
79,371
82,400

30^000
77,669
82,400
60,000
b 184,453

di)

76,746
82,400
74,814

better.

18,834

.

$976,708
$790,363
Total
$1,011,450
$718,083
$500,603
$336,807
$508,.545
$1,219,221
Surplus carried forward..
a Under the Act of April 27. 1907. the Government bounties expire in 1910.
b Commissions and premiums on converting bond issues written off.
.

BALANCE SHEET DECEMBER

—
bills receivable.

Total
Liabilities

stock.

Dividend on preferred Jan. 15.
Dividend on common Jan. 15.
Reserve for depreciation, etc
.

Insurance funds

and

Total

1910

1909

$13,490,554
1.245.682
606.857
498.788

$12,382,191
1,134,259
662,280
207,029

$16,815,247

$15,841,881

$14,585,759

,030.000
.000,000
.933,900
26.101
.000.000

$1,030,000
6,000.000
4,960,000

$1,030,000
e.iwo.ooo

—

Sinking fund
Debenture stock
General reserve ...
Bills payable
Pay-rolls and accounts not due.
Coupons (January)
Coupons not presented
Debenture stock interest Jan. 1

Profit

31.

$14,489,286
1.338.128
590.543
397.289

1911

Cash

Common

58,667

$1,937,306

$247,837

(1)

Preferred stock.

amount

Scotia Steel

60,000
96,124
82,400

.

.

Property and mines

*1, 330,175

$1,127,170

$291,169

Accrued int. on bonds
Int. on debenture stock
Depreciation and renewals.
Div. on pref. stock (8%)
Div. on common stock(6%)
Disc, etc., on bonds issued.

Ledger accounts and
*1,455,8S0
1,216,015
445.868

$1,477,311

Deduct

Inventories

.

adv

.

Total available

Assets

Handling coal at depots,
taxes on coal lands, imports., coat sold from
stock and miscellaneous
Colliery improvements.

Nova

.

Sinking fund and miscel..
i.382.202

147,935

Total profits
$1,019,392
500,603
Balance brought forward
Deduct 20% stock div., declared Dec. 1909

Interest on bonds, etc

INCOME ACCOUNT
Earnings—

natured.

1908
$386,767

107,971

8.000,000
1,140,000
74,423,817
1,147,656
1,274,437
725,225
1,288,119

8.000.000
1.110.000
73.466.530
1.033,421

.stock

Total

I?)

50,913
45,090

RESULTS FOR CALENDAR YEARS

72,905

etc.

Capital

imiinii

less than would have been the case under normal conditions.
It" is expected that 1912 will show a substantial increase in shipments.

owned,

Total assets

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

ii

were

loss

.

.

.

750.000
773,000
440,691
123,347

3..50O.000

607,459
l.OOO.OOO
730.000

508,545

304,597
124,000
843
30.000
20.600
73.000
994.624
51,614
500,603

30,000
20,600
60,000
924,562
45,280
336,807

S16.S15.247

$15,841,861

$14,.585,759

1,540

30,000
20,600
90,000
,023,332
62,191

—

Mnrj-land-(;eorBcs Creek <<iiil Co. This company was Incorporated in Maryland in September, 1912, and has a paid-up
It has recently floated a large bond
capital of $1,500,000.
issue which is secured by 2470 acres owned in fee, 661 acres of
coal without surface and 41 acres of surface, a total of 3172
acres located in the Maryland-Georges Creek coal basin, nine
miles from Cumberland, Md. The mortgage also covers mining plant, miners' houses, etc.. charged on the books at $120,000 along with $80,000 for other equipment. The sinking fund
is 10c. per ton of mine-run coal and 5c. a ton on all clay
mined with a minimum for 1913 of $10,000; 1914. of $15,000;
1915, of $20,000; 1916. $25,000; 1917 to 1931. $33,000 per year,
1932. $35,000 to retire bonds at not to exceed $105 and
Interest.

and
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might as well be understood that the "good old d^ys" are gone for
The "good old days" of careless haste, enormc^us profit, sinful waste,
are dead and done and have been cast out on the cuhh heap of the past.
It

good.

New

new days, new ways, and "forward" we must turn
upon a modern track and never think of turning back.
If there are bills which must be paid for blunders that our fathers made, we
might as well make up our minds to pay them. We need our skill and common sense, our tact and our experience, and now's the time for coal men to
times are here,

our gaze

—

set forth

display them.

The

labor problem

is

ours to face at almost every time and place, and

ancient force and brutal power are not the methods of the hour.

We cannot

trample underfoot with ruthless strength and iron boot the mighty hosts
of labor. The man who mines the good black coal is not a blind and brainless

mole, but human, with a mind and soul

Yes,

we must

—a brother and a neighbor.

deal with discontent because of

ways our

because they somehow wouldn't see the lesson of humanity.

fathers went,
It's

not by

guns and high stockade that wage agreements can be made; it's not by
guards and strong redoubt that peace and calm are brought about. But we
must keep our passions cool and give the gentle golden rule some practical
expression, and meet the men who toil and sweat for all the tonnage that we
get, with just and fair concession.

The

thank God! are done, abetter time has just begun, a
wound and sore; a time to
love our brother more, forgive and be forgiven.
We have our problems
grim and great, our legacy of wrong and hate, but we shall reach a nobler
The bitter past is dead and gone, and
state, with less of toil and sorrow.
progress still goes marching on to greet that bright and rosy dawn ^The
"f^ood old days,"

time for which we've striven; a time to heal each

—

—

Dawn

of a

Tomorrow!
Berton Braley
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Working Face

Post Timbering at the
1>Y

T. Beaki)

.1.

make

In considering methods of reducing mine accidents
there

of greater importance than that of

no subject

is

More

limbering the working face.

mines are due

fatal accidents in

and

the work

iji

as the direct result of either a lack of

same mine

proper timber or faulty methods or

support
_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Mine

systems of timbering.

and mine

An

and

I

|

act

as

What

is

but

silent

a

impending danand

careful

a

mine
I

General Discussion

I

slight

observant

I

for

I

efficient

methods and systems of mining.

from the

affords to the roof slate,

to

ger,

|

The Next Question

determining

most

the

adopting

Outline
of

secure greater uniformity of remedial action in respect to

this

faithful miinitiir of

an effort to

legislators, in

was

them that

post, aside

it

or should

acts

mine inspectors

with

a post

set

liuildiug that

iiiiiiii

ex-

pressed their willingness and desire
to cooperate

iiiiiiiiiiNii

iiiiiiii

officials

have

country

the

throughout

Ill

a

does not once occur to

It

not to say

laborious,

ilany miners

mine, as they would shore up

a

liable to fall.

coal,

mining more

of

more dangerous,

iiecessai'ily

tluin one-half of the

to falls of roof

Xo.

3,

the

post

province of a

real

when and how

where,

:

shoidd the post be set; what advan-

|

tages are to be gained by systematic

timbering; do you advocate system-

from the knowledge and

Aside

under

tinilieriug

atie

all

conditions
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skill

required iu the placing of mine

working

posts in a

miner's

own

place,

true

is it

luail

oiii

wait for no

tide

tnnbering; should

large majority of case

tlie

There

responsible for his injury.

s

•Time and

urged

the

is

it

neglect that, in

man"

an old saying:

is

and none the

;

less

that a falling roof never waifs for a miner to
hix

or tiro, needed

before setting a post

coiil

own

still

—

a small

percentage only

procrastination

their

number can

smaller

should

as ever present,

human nature

and economy

On

and one that

it

upon

discussion.

present

Instead

of

known

failings of

men,

let

men, setting forth ways and means

tiie

human

sponsilile for the daily

and length of mine
in

service; the

theoreti<-al ques-

the

as

diam-

relative

posts, to secure the greatest

calculation

of

the load

<'fH-

mine

a

strength of mine timber: the effect of sea.-;oning, and

e.xist

which

factor,

rec uri'eiii-e

in

Owing

mines,

and

many

im])erfect

of

shall

its

of ])ost timbering.

the nature of the

vintl'

who

luni' but

They make no study of
tliey work, or its mode

under which

They regard

faults

preser\ation

steel

timbi'i-

of
in

from the corroding action

tend

simple rudiments and

the

growing scarcity

use of

at the face,

mine accidents.

intelligent miners today

knowledge

the

to

the

regions,

mine water, are

ipiestions of

gmwing

ini]iorlance.

so largely re-

is

ot fatal

mining

timber

It

is

the plan nf

iliscussions to

action.

many

in

of

to eliminate

of

view to increased

a

the operation of mines.

importance, such

equal

us have the i)ractical sug-

improving conditions as they now

]iriucij)les

;

prcser-

its

wasting time and

and advocating the adoption of systems that

an

with

profit,

in

other like questions.

Thei'c are

be stored

post can properly be expected to support; the crushing-

gestions of practical
of

mine; wheu
it

will

valuable space in a fruitless attempt to enlarge upon the
well

how should

hand, there are

the other
of

ciency

the

sent into the

it is

i)e

mine

of

that

any considerable length,

at

timbermen
liark

These are some of the practical questions that

\ation!-'

safety

the

any, should be employed for

if

can be discussed with

eter

needless to dwell

purpose; should

the

timber be removed before

tions

must be recognized
lie

.i

to timber his

this work, or should special

for

enii)loyed

This habitual disregard

therefore, an element of

is,

the les-

them: and

ever be e.xpected to prolit by

the misfortunes of their fellows.
of safety

—learn

teach

systematic

against

place and be held responsilile for the proper per-

formance of

what methods,

Few miners

and

for

miner be compelled

a

should mine timber be cut ami

to ninkr his /ilace safe.

sons

mines; what arguments can be

in

and dislocations

in

strata, oiilv in the sense that the.<e cut out the coal

visable
interest

to

Coal

.V(ik

extend

this

time,

in

ii

should

any

It

is,

therefore, in)])ortant

that

seeking to impni\c mctlici(N and svstems

(he

should

month

Ik'

rniind ad-

owing

case,

to

the

manifested and the importance of the matter

discussed.

and

each of these

to coiiline

one mmitli. except

take

|iart

as possible.

in

the

discussion

as

in

all

who

mining

early

in

are
coal

the

C
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A Modern Mine
By
."'YXOPSIS — This
c/ficieiicy

wns built

plant

irifh

and economtj predominating

the

in

the

i.deas

Ventilating Plant

U. U. CAiai'uf

design.

The rope transmission between motors and fan is a departure from ordinary practice and one which possesses
many advantatjes over the customary and time-honored
belt drive.
The arrangement of sheaves and clutches to
obtain operation from

other

is

The pre-emineut

motor independent of the
worthy of notice.

either

also particularlij

ideas governing the design of the ven-

equipment of the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co.'s Crescent Mine, loL-ated near
California, Washington Countj^ Peun., were to provide
against interruption of service, and to secure a permanent, fire-proof construction that would endure throughout the life of the mine, combined with the highest possitilating

ble efficiency of the fan.

The desirability of continuous operation is easily appreciated and. in emphasis of the importance of perma-

A'ikw

(ii:xi:i;.u.

I.

cut construction,

of

it

AG E

ring

UOOO tons daily the estimated

life

of

liiis

is

:;.")

power

apparently often disregarded or
]>a.ssed over with the thought that the generation of a
few extra horsepower will show no appreciable increase
in the expense of operation, but the fact remains that
every horsepower generated, represents an expenditure
of

of

is

Kieiitioiied

the

duplication

the driving machinery,
doors,
reinforced-concrete

of

self-closing steel
explosion
construction, extra large airways and an eva.<e
of unusual strength.
PO.SITIO.V

OK

F.\.\

.\.\I)

;

of concrete on the side walls
and where the space to be tilled was
nuich greater than this, cyclopean masonry was employed.
The haunches of the arches were cut into the rock, and
the si^ace above packed with broken .stone in the usual
manner.
The concrete airways and fan drifts are proportioned

was fixed

of
in

l.'jiKt

chimney

HOISK

removed Inmi the direct force of any explosion occurttHbur^-h.

I'.iiii

ft.

output of the fan with

('iri.Mxi:v.
])er mill., at

Showinm;
which

and were poured

in

a

maximum

velocity

I'tlastkiis

spci'd the I'rictional losses

them are negligible.
The fan drifts are constructed

loncrete

entirely of reinforced

plank

forms.

The

side

vails are 6 in. thick, stiffened with pilasters and rein-

forced with vertical and horizontal sets of %-in. diameter bars, spaced 18 in. cciilers and wired together at
each intersection.
flat slab,

bars spaced

I

in.

thick reinforced with }s"'H- diameter
forms the roof over the fan

Id-in. centers,

To reduce the span of the roof slab, reinforcedconcrete beams were arranged crosswi.se and along the
(enter line of the structure, so as to not interfere with
the drainage of water from the roof.
drifts.

These beams rest on the pilasters of llu' side walls
])roject upwards from the roof, leaving the interior
free of ol)st ructions.
The roof slab was linislied with a
••|-in. coal (if cement ])laster. water|)roofe<l with Tru>;Coii watcipidodng i)aste, afterwards heavily coated with
anil

asphalt

center line of the fan drift intersects the main
airway at an angle, and the fan and motor iiouse arc

I'i

at 6 in.,

to carry the

The

•410 Barrlay Ave,,

air course.

ment for the ari-h.
The minimum thickness

-V

considerable outlay, tending to increase the efficiency.
For tiic fulfillment of the above conditions, .several
innovations were employed.
Chief among these may be

fan drift, directly in line with

faulty strata overlying the coal

money.

In the case of this installation, each jier cent, increa-^^
in efficiency means a saving of approximately Tour horsepower, or .say $J0() annually; an amount ju.stifying a

liie

air

E\'Asi:

mine

The explosion doors are

airway.

ways are lined with concrete through the
near the outcrop.
For
lliis work, plank forms were used on the side walls, and
Hy-Rib sheets bent to the ])roper radius were u.<ed as
forms for the segmental arch roof. After the concrete
arch was placed on these sheets, the under side was
plastered the Hy-Rib sheets forming the steel reinforceThese

years.

Cost

main

the

Ilor

nuiy be said that with an output

main

the

in

located in the side of

Loi

.\

The
drift
to

paint.

iroN

.\NJ)

exj)losioii

CoNsTincrioN or

Ivni'I.osjon

doors,

the side of

facing the main

located

in

airway, cover an

and I'omeiding with the

i)roj('cled

Doous
the fan

opening equal

area of this pa.s-

COAL AGE
While the impossibilitj- of coustructiug a door
sage.
that would withstand the force of a severe explosion
without damage was well understood, the intention was
provide a device which, if not comijletely wrecked,
vrould automatically close and thus restore the ventito

lation.

Manifestly the size of the opening (1-5 ft. by 17 ft.
10 in.) rendered the use of single or double doors impracticable on account of their inertness to the explosive
force and their momentum when in motion.
In the design adopted, sixteen overlapping doors were

opening or closing indeThese were made of i%-in.
steel plates, hung on 2i4-iii- diameter axles by means
of 214^%-iii wrought-iron hinges, which extend the full
each one capable
pendently of the others.
used,

of

Fi;ame axd

Pit Morxii

nriiixc.

Erection
width of the
a

a ranged to

doors are further stiffened by
along the lower edge and

plate.

The

angle,

riveted

3x2xi4-in.

lap on the upper edge of the door below.

The frame supporting the door

axles consists of five

I-beams tied together by a 12-in. chanThe
nel at the top and a plate and angle at the bottom.
door axles extend the full width of the opening and pass
through holes drilled in the webs of the beams.
The concrete was built around this frame, and is so
interlocked with it, that it can be displaced only by the
vertical

12-in.

The axis of the hinge, being
destruction of the walls.
located near the tops of the doors and two inches from
the vertical plane, causes them to close against the Ibeam frame, by gravity, where they are tiglitly held liy
atmospheric pressure.
In this connection it may be said that for this mine
jt was not considered necessary to have a reversible fan.

Vol.

3,

Xo. 8

It, therefore, was designed primarily for exhausting and
no provisions were made for operating it as a blower.

Type axd Size of Fax
a double inlet "Sirocco" type, manufactured by the American Blower Co., and was designed to
deliver 350,000 cu.ft. of air at 157 r.p.m. against a 5-iu.

The fan

is

The wheel is 13 ft. in diameter and 6 ft.
water gage.
9 in. wide, driven by a central hub, mounted on a shaft
10 in. in diameter, which is reduced to S in. in diameter
at the Journals.

The fan

SiDi-;

shaft extends into

tlie

motor house and

is

Elevation of Fan Ukive. Siiowinc I.MroirrAXT
Dimensions

carried in three adjustable bearings, one mounted on a
concrete pedestal witliin the house itself, while the other
two rest on bridges in the fan inlets. These bridges are
of unique design, being constructed of V^-in. steel plate,
so disposed as to offer a minimum resistance to the flow

through the inlets.
Only the inlet cones and upper half

of air

are steel plate; the lower half and

of the fan casing

ilii'

cvase chimney

are of concrete construction.

the maximum water gage effect and
an exhaust fan would be realized were it
possible to extend the chimney with an increasing area
to that point, where the velocity of the air discharged
would be zero. This, of course, is impossible and subject to practical limitations, but that chimneys of greater
length than those usually employed, would result in inTheoretically,

efficiency

of

creased efficiency,

is

not doubted.

COAL AGE
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The chimney in this case is about 40 ft. long from
the point of cutoff to the end of the evase portion. For
practical reasons

was placed in a horizontal position,

it

representing the usuql vertical arrangement of chimney and casing rotated through an angle of 90 deg. Be-

yond the evase portion, the bottom is inclined upward
and the discharge opening made horizontal, so that the
outflow of air

is

not appreciably affected by the direction

of the wind.

That portion

made

of

the stack below the ground line

concrete, poured

of plain

in

plank forms.

is

The

remainder of the stack is constructed of Hy-Rib sheets
steel frame and plastered with cement

supported on a
mortar.

The frame
6-ft.

consists of i-in.

I-beam posts spaced about
and bottom with

centers, tied together at the top

The Twix Rope

latter were used mainly to facilitate erecthan as a necessary member of the frame.
The cover is carried on 6-in. I-beams which rest on the
posts, and the Hy-Rib sheets are secured to the inner
sides of the beams by .steel clips made for that purpose.
To carry the plaster coat, strips of metal lath were
stretched over the projecting beams and fastened on
either side to the Hy-Rib sheets.
This gives the appearance of small pilasters on the wall, and encloses the
tion, rather

steel

beams

in

ihe finished concrete
is 31/2

J"-

On

concrete.
is

with extended sub-base: speed variation being accomplished by means of resistance in the secondary circuits.
The .stacks of grid resistance for each motor are inclosed with expanded metal and provided with a face
plate controller.
The switch board equipment consists
of two indicating wattmeters, one recording wattmeter,
and two triple-pole automatic oil switches with low
voltage release and inverse time limit overload relays.
With the exception of the incoming lines, which are
carried in the ceiling, all wiring for the motors is placed
in conduits under the floor.
Current for lighting is
furnished by a 110-volt transformer f-'-om the liightension line, the wiring being run in small pipes.
To provide for increased ventilation in an emergency,
the rope sheaves are proportioned to operate the fan at
normal speed with a motor speed of 400 r.p.m., so that

Drives and CLTTTonES

The

angles.

•.•89

the sides of the chimney

2 in. thick, wliilo the roof slab

thick.

motor speed would run the fan

I'ull

173 r.p.m., or ten

are the Dodge Manufacturing
American or single rope system, each carrying sixteen wraps of 1-iii. nianila rope and arc ilii])licat('s in

The rope transmissions

C'o.'s

every particular.

The motor sheaves
107
or

are 12 in., and the driven sheaves
These latter are mounlcd on hollow
shafts through which a 7-in. jack shaft passes.

in. in

(|uill

The jack
a

diameter.

shaft

flanged

patent

Power TKAxsjrissioN to the Fan

at

per cent, above normal.

rigidly connected to the fan axle with

friction

s])lit

ends of the

is

coupling
(|nill

and

is

siiafts

engaged

by

4S-in.

Dodge

on tlie
and operated by handwliocl and

clutches

bolted

to

flang<>s

|>inion.

The

fan

is

driven by manilla rope transmission from

two Allis-Chalmers
60-cycle,

duction

C'o.'s

300-hp., 450-r.p.m., 2300-volt,

three-phase-wound rotor, variable-speed, inThese are of the three-bearing type

motors.

The
in

(piill

and jack shafts are supported indcpendcMtly
bearings, resting on concrete pedestals,

adjustable

which are joined by a continuous concrete footing to
prevent uneven settling.

C
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The motors are set 30 ft. centers from the jack shaft,
T.hieh gives sufficient room to operate tlie tension carThe winding sheaves and
riages inside the building.
tension carriage tracks are placed directly above the driving ropes, and are bolted to timbers which are in turn
secured by anchor bolts to concrete leveling pads on th'-

With this arraugement, exunder sicle of the roof.
treme accuracv in setting the anchor bolts is avoided
ami the alignment of sheaves and tracks greatly facilitated.

Pipe hand railings are provided around the sheaves and
while the clutches are protected by exiianded
metal gtiards.
Either drive can be thrown in or out without changing
the speed of the fan, in fact the sheaves and clutches on
the ciuill shafts being split, one drive could be dismantled without interfering with the operation of the
ro])es

Vol.

3.
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plain concrete as are those under the sides of the fan
Trussed Concrete Steel Co.'s standard reinforcing

drift.

and waterproofing materials were

u.sed

throughout the

work.
In addition to the usual water manometer required by
law. the fan is equipped with a Hydro Manufacturing
Co.'s recording gage, which indicates both the pressure
and the volume of the air delivered. The recording pen.^
of this instrument are attached to floats re.sting on water
and move up or down by the action of the air on Pitot
This instrument is
lubes stationed in the main airway.
quite sensitive and faithfully records any variation

in

conditions

The fan when running
S22,i70

air at

of

ni.it.

chanical efficiency

T9 and 83

is

14:T.4

at

4.9:

in.

r.]i.in.

will

water gage.

deliver
Its

nie-

remarkal )lv high, rangius; between

])er cent.

other.

ropes run exceedingly smoothly and are practicand in addition when worn out their re-

The

Mining Steep Seams

South Wales

in

ally noiseless,

placement

Motor House

Size axd t'oxsTnrcTiox of

The motor

hou.se proper

30

is

with an irregular addition to

its

South Wales coal liclil,
the seams are usually steep, having a dip of from 17
Shafts are not common in this field; instead,
to 27 deg.
advantage is taken of the outcropping and the seam is
followed inward and downward \Aith a pair of main

At the southern outcrop

matter of small expense.

is a

wide by 45 ft. long,
width where it Joins the
ft.

of the

Midnight
3

£

350.000

Cu.

4-

5

7

6

8

9

10

n

1?

1

FhTperMiniHB

I300.0OO,

I

Itsgoool

I

I

300.0001

-_^
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gSCOOO'Cu.R-. Iper Minu+e
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I

,

I

I

I
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^
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.

I
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[250,000

MINE

Dcde,MN.2l,l3l3, 7A.M.
To JAH.2Z,
e^A.M.

M0N0N6A.HELA RIVER CONSOUDATED COAU AND COKE CO.
3.0

InchW.6.

-SfaH- -h Change of 6.50 A. M.

Hydro
fan drift and chimney.

Ch.\rt.

EECORn of F.vx Performaxce for 24 Hours

It is also of concrete

construe

tion.
in. thick, reinforced with Vo-m.
and has a rise of 8 in. at the
center.
Eeinforced concrete beams projecting above the
oof and re.sting on columns carry this slab and leave
the clear height under the roof unobstructed for the accomodation of the rope drives.
The concrete columns, ten in number, are 12x1".' in..
Plank forms were
reinforced with four %-in bars.
used for the columns, beams and roof slab but the motor

The

roof slab

and %-in.

steel

is

"ji/C,

bars,

1

walls

hou.se

are

constructed

of

Hy-Rib

sheets, placed

horizontally and plastered with cement mortar
2

in.

and are

slo]ies.

Hy-Rib

sheets are secured in grooves

in the columns, and are also attached to 3x3xV4-in.
angle posts, which are .«et in the concrete and support
A surface coat of cement
the door and window frames.
waterproofing
with
Trus-Con
waterproofed
|')la.ster,
]iaste

iiouse.

was applied to the sides and roof of the motor
The latter was also heavily coatcMl with as])halt

paint.

The foundation

walls

under the motor house are of

permits

quick

travel,

provides

mine deepens substantial

pillars are left against the outcroii to |irevent the percola-

tion of surface water.

Where more than one seam is to be worked, connection
made by cross-measure headings driven horizontally
and the coal taken out through the seam in which tiie
Often an inferior seam unfit for
slopes have been driven.
working, is chosen for the main hnulway. simply because
is

it

has a good roof.

The Park
of the

method

tion against caves, also as the

thick.

The ends

This

plenty of fuel available for power, and water gives less
difficulty than if a vertical shaft crossed the measures.
Large pillars are left along the main slopes for protec-

Slip

modification

of

longwall

mining

is

headings are driven every 100 or 110 yd.
^'entilation is secured by driving a roadway, about 50
yd. distant from the .slope, through the block of coal to
the level above: an airway is then driven from this crosscut, parallel to the level heading which leaves a rib of i-oal
22 yd. wide between, which is cut through evcrv 2') yd.
for ventilation, thus forming pillars 25x22 yd. along the
upper side of the level. These are allowed to stand unused.

til

Ijcvel

the level

is

worked out.

ll

I
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Gas and Oil Wells
By George

SYX OPS IS—Much

pressure has been brought to be hear
on the Bureau nf Mines to induce it to call a conference
on the proper methods of drilling and casing gas and oil

wells in coal fields and on the legislation needed for the
regulation of the same. The author here suggests tentalivelij the discontinuance of the practice of leaving pillars
around wells, and the protection of boreholes bij other

He

means.

questions whether a return of the measures to
is not sufficient when wells are

their original condition

His .scheme for protecting wells through
abandoned.
goaves is submitted to the consideration of the public.

The problems

of gas or

oil

wells

extending througli

and through the future coal reserves,
has gradually become more and more serious, not only on
or near coal mines,

account of tlie danger to the miner, but also because
there has been an increasing loss of coal in pillars left

Vol.

in

Coal Fields

Eice*

S.

Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and
Kansas. In Pennsylvania and West Virginia, mines not
infrequently strike uncharted and abandoned wells.

In many cases these have been found filled with gas,
in some instances the gas has been lighted.
Eecently a serious fire was caused in a mine in the vicinity of
Pittsburgh, by gas which ignited when an unknown well
was struck in mining operations.
Fortunately this fire was' not attended by an explosion,
but it led to the mine being shut down for two weeks,
and the bureau's engineers and rescue crew had to be
(ailed upon to iuvestigate behind the fire stoppings.
In
a number of cases where wells have been encountered,
explosions have been but narrowly escaped.
It would therefore appear that the industry hitherto
has been more lucky than far-seeiug, in not taking pre-

and

cautions to

make

secure and to record the location of
which, while not giving gas in com-

There will be a further loss in the future unless means are found which, while giving safety

abandoned

to the miner, will enable the coal to he extracted.

menaces to mining.

around the

wells.

prominent engineer told the writer ro-ently that he
had been obliged to report imfavorably to liis client upon
the purchase of a certain tract of coal land which he was
examining, on account of the numerous oil and gas wells
on the property, which would seriously interfere with
mining operations.
Fortunately so far there has not been a large loss of
life in mines through explosions or fires caused by leakages of gas from wells, but there are a number of cases
on record in which lives have been lost, and the possibility of

occurrence of disasters has been present in a

num-

ber of instances.

which has Ijeen much referred to, is
and Enterprise mines, near Fairmont, W. Ya., where natural gas under high pressure
leaked from a well and entered the two adjoining mines,
leading to local explosions in each mine, and to the death

One

special case,

that of the Middleton

mine occurred at night when but few men were in the
workings; and fortunately also, the company which owned
the mines had taken most excellent precautions to keep
the coaldust wet, and the explosions were thus limited
in extent.

This case

is

particularly interesting because the well

was surrounded by a

ft. wide, and there was
two mines 100 ft. thick.
Therefore the gas entered the mines, not through the
coal, but through the floor and along a line 3300 ft. in
length, according to Mr. Tarleton, general superintendent of the company, who presented a paper on the subject, which appeared in the Transactions of the West

pillar

100

also a coal barrier between the

A'irginia

Mining

Wells are constantly being drilled

and are numerous

—

7,

In a recent meeting of this association, a committee was appointed to confer with the director of the Bureau of Mines on this
of the Association of State Geologists.

subject.

1913.

Director

Holmes

also

received

requests

from

others to take up the question with a view to formulating

suggestions which might lead to uniformity of

oil-

and

gas-well legislation in the various states in which gas or
oil is

found in the

coal fields.

Hitherto the legislation on gas and oil wells in all
states except Ohio and Indiana, has dealt with the subject
oulj- from the standpoint of protecting the wells from one
another. The Ohio laws, and to a lesser extent the Indiana laws, take some cognizance of the dangers to mining in the vicinity, but they are considered inadequate.
Tin-;

As

Preliminary Conferences

to this general meeting, it was
thought advisable to have conferences with those interested in the questions involved
consequently a meeting
was held a few weeks ago with some of the coal operators who had had experience in dealing with gas and oil
wells through mines.
Then followed a conference with
a

preliminary

;

and more recentproblem was discussed- with a number of state geologists, representing several of the leading coal-mining
states in which gas and oil wells have become or are becoming an important factor.
Following these preliminary meetings, the members of
the staff of the Bureau of Mines who had been charged
representatives of the gas-well interests

;

ly the

in

the coal

and regulations which might serve
and

as a basis for possible legislation on the subject of oil
fields

•Mining engineer. Bureau of Mines.
Note A paper delivered before the conference to suggest
and oil wells in coal
Feb.

render them serious

for .Satisfactoi!Y Legislation

Xei;ij

tative outline of rules

in the coal basins of

legislation covering the drilling of gas
flilds.

sufficient to

by the director with this investigation jirepared a ten-

Institute for 1911.

Mine Fires from Gas Wells
of this country,

The

make

The dangers which threaten have frequently been
pointed out by I. C. White, of West 'Virginia, president

Fortunately the entrance of gas into the

of three miners.

holes,

mercial cjuantities,

Deillixg Has Made Property of Doubtful Value

A

3, Ino.

gas wells, passing through coal measures.
These were foi'inulated to harmonize as far as possible
with the ideas presented in the several preliminary conferences with the different interests, taking into con.sideration that it would be wise to have such rules and regu-.

:

Feliniarv 22.
lations

of

a

AL

191.'

general

AGE

character suitable for formiug a

29 ;3

Pillar Is Xot a SToi>riXG But a Svppoki'

basis for possible legislation in each of the states.

There are several features which have been discussed
length in the preliminary couJerenees
which have not been incorporated in the rules and regulations, as it was felt that it would not be wise to do
The Bureau thought that certain questions should
so.
be left for gradual development, and in certain cases,
should be left to private agreement between the parties
These questions are as follows
at interest.
at considerable

In the preliminary conferences it was unanimously
conceded that pillars of coal of any reasonable size did not
prevent leakage of gas into the mine when there were defects in the well casings,

but that they served as sup-

ports to the overlying strata

to

pre^•ent fracturing

or

breakage of the well casing anywhere from the coal seam

upward

to the surface.

Looking

at it

from

this point of view, the question of

PuM/edC/ay
Tubing

Suggested Method of Casing Well
Where Pillar Is Wi'I'hdrawn
AS Described on Pages

Suggested Method of Casing Well thuoi'Gh ArcicssIBLE Coal Ska M. Hood
AXD Haggk.m Plan
Size of Coal Pillai:s

That

294 AND
Snorr.n SriiuorND Cas

AND Oil Wells
from investigations and inquiry tiiat
have been left around gas wells in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia vary from 40 ft. diameter or 40 ft. square, to 200 ft. in diameter or 200 ft.
square, the well being at the center of the circle or
square. Inquiry has been made as to the underlying reasons by whicli the size of the.se pillars was determini'd,
but it was found tliat the choice of size did not have a
scientific basis.
Tlie various sizes of pillars merely rej)resented the o])inions of the parties concerned, or compromises made between interested parties.
The courts
in rendering decisions, would a])i)ear to have determined
It has been iouiid

Presumably the

cases.

case

rei)resented

sented.

must be

i/'j

KMriiMc

left in certain

determined in each specific
the consensus of the testimony presize

surrounding the well is a problem similar
which has arisen as to the proper size of pillar
Investigation by
to be left surrounding a mine shaft.
the bureau has not disclosed any unifonn system of determining the size of a shaft pillar, but there have been
a number of empiric formulas used by mining engineers
They are usually based
in the various mining countries.
nn the distance of the coal bed from the surface.
The ratio in diameter of the jjillar to depth from the
to 1 up to y^ to
surface in such formulas varied from
1, that is, under the first ratio if the coal is 400 ft. below
tlie surface, the i)illar would be |00 ft.; in tb.. bitl.T ratio,
the pillar diameter would be 200 feet.
size of pillar

to that

the pillars which

arbitrarily the size of pillars wliich

29.5

Plan oi' Casing
Wkll th hough Inac'l'EssiiiLK Coal Sham. Hood
AND Haggkm Method

SuGGio.sTKD

A

Formulas eor Barrikii and Shaft Pillars

formula used for barrier pillars in the anthracite
district, by a number of prominent companies, and approved by one of the state mine inspectors, takes into ac-

:
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count the
lows

tliickiies

)f

the coal.

formula

Tlip

is

as

is

equal

the thickness

tii

cent, of the depth below
natural drainage level, plus the thickness of the workings

If, for example, a seam was 9 ft. thick and 300 ft.
below drainage level, the thickness of the barrier i)illar
72 ft. The drainage
(!) X 5)
would be (9
3)
While aplevel presumably is at or near the surface.
parently this formula is chiefly for protection against inrushes of water, it is manifest that the effect of crusliing
is also involved, for if the pillar was crushed it would not

X

=

+

suggested

where D equals
X V /^ X
depth of shaft and t equals thickness of seam. For example, in a shaft 900 ft. deep and the coal bed 8 ft.
thick, the radius of pillar figures •355 ft., or diameter
510 feet.

The

^.-

necessity for protecting a shaft

is

doubtless greater

than for a gas or oil well. It is the means of egress, and
it is not simply the protection of the shaft itself that
must be considered, but also the support of the surrounding buildings, including the engine and boiler plant;
hence there is greater need to have large pillars surrounding shafts than around wells.

The Fkactuee May Pass

over the Pillar

manifest that the varying character of the strata
in different districts affects the determination of the size
that is, asof mine pillars to adopt for oil or gas wells
suming that it is necessary to prevent any movement of
the measures surrounding the casing all the way to the
If the roof over the coal bed breaks easily, the
surface.
fracture will probably extend upward in more or less
vertical jDlanes; on the other hand, where the roof is
strong, sandstone or limestone, and the fall occurs on only
one side of the well first, which is usually the case, there
It is

—

is

a possibility that

there

may

be a considerable pull

toward that side whicli may carry the break diagonally
upward, so that the plane of fracture may intersect the
line of the well before it readies the surface, in which
case there might be danger of ru])turing the casing, or
at least swinging it out of line.

Inequality of Strength of 1'illar
It was poiiircil (lilt liy S. A. Taylor in the first preliminary conferences, that where the cleavage of the coal was
very marked, as in the Pittsburgh coal seam, a pillar
should not be square but should be rectangular in order
to get equal strength, that is, that the pillar should be

longer across the faces, or

The Consolidation Coal
is

considering the

"square,
realize

necessity

surrounding the

how

])arallel

with the butts.

Co., in the

of

wells.

It is easy,

serious this requirement

wells are close together, eitlicr

Fairmont

leaving pillars

froiii

may

district,

200

ft.

however, to
be when the

the staiid]i(iint of

laying out the mine, or from the hiss of coiil m the ])illars.
This brings up the question uliellicr or not it is
necessary to retain the pillar peruiaiicnlly.

So. 8

in

the

preliminary

conferences

that

it

might be possible to dispense with a coal pillar around
an oil or gas well provided an artificial pillar was substituted.
This proposal is not quite so radical as it might
seem at first.
The coal stirrounding shafts has been
extracted without detriment in some of the longwall
mines in Great Britain, and in one longwall mine in
northern

Illinois.

Where

this plan has been employed, the section from
which the coal has been excavated is carefully packed
with broken rock and dirt, as is usually done in "long-

wall

advancing,"

furnish the necessaij protection.
The Coal and Metal Miners' pocketbook offers this formula for shaft pillars deeper than 700 ft., namely, railius
of shaft pillars equals 3

3,

Extraction of Coal Surrounding a Well

i'ol-

I

The width of the barrier pillar
of workings multiplied by 1 per

Vol.

/

•

-vi'.

so

that

the

movement downward

is

C
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ruck or shale

when

tlie

AL

casing has been lowered to place

and hung from the beam supports.
A gi"outiug of clay will be run in lietween the casing
and the sides of hole so as to completely fill the space
from the gasket to the surface. This is to allow an op-

AGE
Would

resist corrosion for

fore

is

such extended periods, therebelieved that the project of restoring the strata
to practically the same strength and impermeability as

Abandoned Wells Shocld Be Plugged to the

After the easing has been put in and grouted with
and putting down of the inner easing
If subsidence of the
will proceed in the usual manner.

clay, the drilling

ground occurs the arrangements spoken of will be equiAaThe inner
lent to an expansion joint in a steam line.
casings and the gas tube being rigid and fixed below,
when the subsidence takes place they will merely project
that much further above the surface of the ground, and
by the subsidence.

will not be affected

assumed that a space

will always be
open to the top between the outer casing and the
next inner casing, so that if there are any gas leaks they
will be enabled to pass unobstructed to the surface, in
accordance with the plan employed in recent wells where
by agreement wnth the coal companies various precautions have been taken.

of course,

left

PKECArxioxs

When

the

Whex the

Wi:ll Is Reached

room above mentioned has reached

the well,

the casing should be protected from contact with moving
cars and from the violence of blasts by the use of the

necessary post timber

;

and further,

if

the roof

a timber cog should be carefully built

and packed tightly with

clay.

When

is

very poor,

around the wA\
the rooms in the

vicinity have reached their proper distance, before with-

drawing the pillars, clay should be brought from the
(any ordinary clay will do) placed around the
well casing, and tightly packed so as to make a cylinder
from 6 to 8 ft. in diameter. It will not be necessary
to withdraw any of the timber to do this.
The space surrounding this clay cylinder back to the
ribs should be filled with mine waste obtained from lifting the bottom, or from fallen roof rock.
When the
rilis have been drawn back to a point opposite the artisurface

a thin curtain wall can be retained on either
merely to hold the gob in ])lace.

ficial

rib,

pillars,

The purpose

of the "gobbing-" will be to allow the roof

dropped evenly, as the packed clay around the
hole will prevent undue pressure at any point, thus preventing distortion of the casing. Since above and below
the coal bed the casing is surrounded with a layei- of clay,
to

be

allow the roof to slip down without injury
to the casing, or if the whole strata above goes down and
grips the casing, the latter will slide further down into
the hole, which has been previously drilled large enough
it

will either

to receive

it.

With such

ger in hiving out a mine, or in the working of same,
without paying attention to an abandoned well, beyond
ap]:)roaching
is

it

carefully,

and testing

to see

whether there

any sign of leakage of gas.

Drilling Gas Wells through Inaccessible Mine

Workings
The question has
tection

arisen in several cases as to the jjroleakage of a gas well drilled through an in-

from
mine opening or excavation,

accessible

as, for example,
pillars have been pulled.
In the case of such leakage there would be danger of the goave filling with gas,

where

which would escape into the active mine workings.
I will not attempt to discuss the relative merits of
the two sides to the controversy, but as the courts have
held that the parties possessing the gas ownership have
the right to drill, it is necessary to consider how ikis can
be done with a minimum amount of danger.
All have conceded the necessity of having at least one
outer protective casing open at the top to the atmosphere,
but in the event that acid mine water may corrode it, additional protection is neccssai-y.
One pian proposed by
Mr. McCloy, of the Philadelphia Company, is to make the
hole large enough to in.sert an outer pipe ojiposite the
coal bed and fill between it and the casing with cement.
This plan seems to be an ("Xccllciit one.

The Protective Cone
I

offer

in

Abandoxkd Workings

an alternative scheme which

when the mine excavation

is

not

too

might

much

l)e

used

lillcd

with

debris, and in some cases might he used Id supplcnicnl
the previously described method.
The plan is: When
the drill has entered the excavated space and drilled

through any loose rock to (he hoftoin. to (ill Ihe space
with crushed rock orgnnel. sand :miiI <cnic)il, Ihcroughly
mixed by a concrete mixei-.
This is to be put in rapidly and will, if of jiropi-r ((insistency,
of the

form a

open space.

conical

A

liea]) with the apex at
the toi>
conical bit or tool fixed on the end

of the string of tools will

and
crete

u.sed to

then be inimediatelv lowered
spread out the top of the cone.
More conlie put
in and again spread out by the

must then

conical tool.

properly carried iml. [ can see no
serious risk in not leaving a coal pillar, for even if a
break of the outer ciising occurred, wliich does not seem
iikely, at all times there is a vent to the surface between
the inner and outer casing.
a

|>lan

abandoned wells are properly ijluggcd fnini hottom
top, there would seem to be no need lor other special

If
to

SuiiFACE

was further agreed by the geologists that the simplest and safest way of handling abandoned wells through
coal mines will be to plug them tightly all the way from
the bottom to the surface.
If holes are plugged so that
there is no leakage of gas, there would seem to be no danIt

subsides.

is,

it

originally found will be the best method.

portunity for the casing to slide freely, either at the bottom or the top if the coal is excavated and the ground

It

21) J

precautions for deeper coal beds.
It is manifest that in
the great majority of cases the.se coal beds will not be
worked fo'r many years to come, perhaps 25 or 50, or as
much as KKI y.ars. It is al.so clear that no casing

The concrete slundd ihcu

be allowed to set,

lolbjwin"-

which a hole will be drilled through it bv the
method.
This hole may be a small one.
Then
cement will be run in and forced under pi-cssure

usual
li(|uid

lo

fill

the interstices.

After this has set il is antici|)ated that ilicre will be a
strong concrete column through the mine excavation,

which will be practically impervious to the mine water,
and through which a hole of full size can be drilled as
through a solid rock stratum, the casings being
inserted in the usual manner.
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The Gas and
By

SYNOPSIS— Sonie reasons for urging

R.

Dawson Hall

the elastic casing

A committee was
proposed legislation. It has been
decided to proceed in a more leisurely and cauiious manner in framing a code than was at first suggested.
oil

formed

to discuss the

Ill

wells passing through coal.

this artick', T ])urpo.se to coiitiime the

remarks on

the Pittsburgh fuel-well conference contained in the previous

issue.

was urged at the meeting that the recommendations
of the Bureau did not furnish a sufficient guarantee of
elasticity, though it must he granted that the provision
It

for this quality has rarely

if

must be

6 ft. in order that a body of rock which origwas rectangular may become a rhomboid.
It must be remembered, however, that if this slipping
along bedding planes were uniform from coal to surface
there would be little or no injury to a bore hole drilled
through any part of the measures.
The strain would
arise wholly from actions prior to the shearing, which are
in themselves severe enough. There is good reason to believe, however, that most of the readjustment takes place
at favoring bedding planes, which are rendered free
to slide past one another by reason of the new-found freedom caused by ruptures from tension.

inally

How

ever been even considered in

was pointed out that the space
between casings was only, two inches on either side, and
even this was much reduced at couplings.
previous discussions.

Xo.

3,

Problem

Oil Well

as a necessity were presented at the recent conference on

gas and

Vol.

Some sketches here reproduced were presented to the
meeting to aid in the presentation of this view of the
Fig. 1 shows a rock beam over an excavation.
subject.
The roof in bending tends to break at A, B and C. A and

Shears Ark Eased in Practice

0. P. Hood, the mechanical engineer of the Bureau, in

It

reply, declared that there

was rarely any such thing in

actual practice as the shearing of pipe or iron by natural
forces, that shearing could hardly be attained in a labora-

tory or a mill and that what actually took place was a
reverse bending with curves of small radius.

This criticism

is

and miglit be supple-

perfectly just

I'-fe

500'

Fui.

1.

Hoof Which Has Failed by Bending Begins

To Resist by Arching

B
is

are points on the surface over the pillars, and C
the center poiiit on the underside of the roof beam.
These breaks do not extend, at least at once, for the

—

2.

meiited by the statement that the principal shearing distortions would occur at beds of coal, clay and shale, and

would be distributed over some distance. Still making
allowances, the fact that measures readjust their shape
as much as 6 or more feet is extremely suggestive of de-

depth or height of the rock mass, and it may be
added that it is not asserted tuat the breaks over the pillars are vertical there are some reasons for thinking they
For the present purpose, the matter is not
are not.

all

material.

the floor rises, the coal crushes

full

:

formations.

Of
mine.

How Roof Will Waup

course, the angle of

On

the other

ment when the

These breaks tend to divide the roof which we have in
question into disturbed and unaffected areas. The latter
shows in sectional eleva;tion as a pair of rectangles. These
rectangles tend to revolve on the edges of the coal pillars,
which are here supposed to be comitletely resistant. This
action produces a thrust between the rectangles at D,
The bending is thus arrested until some part
Fee Fig. 1.
of the roof mass gives.
One action which may take [ilace and the most probable of all, is a horizontal shear along one of the many
weak measures, or less probably between two bodies of
idck having a smooth bed between them.
If the coal is
()
ft. thick and the opening is 300 ft., the final slope of
(lie strata in case of complete subsidence and a complete
break, will be 6 ft. in 150 ft.
If the measures are 150
It. thick, the aggregate of shear along the shearing planes

~H

Roof in Previous Figure Breaks Down Completely" AS THE Measures Slide Past Each Other

Fig.

hand there

coal

greater depth and

warp

is

is

in

is

further reduced

and gob
is

is

left

when
in

the

an increase of move-

thicker and the roof

beam

of

])roportion, other things being

equal to these factors.

The Action

of

Unbroken Roof

was ])ointed out also how extreme might be the
motion of a borehole before breakage took place. If a
lath is placed over two supports and the position marked
by two tacks A and B, as in Fig. 3, on being loaded it
is drawn down between the supports and the tacks moved
to A' and B'. A similar action takes place in a modified
degree with the mine roof and the new angle assumed l)y
,-11111
.1
B. to wit. A' and B' siiows the nature of the tilt
whi<li a vertical hole might receive.
At the same time a tack in mid s])an is lowered vertically and is still plumb, regardless of the amount of
lowering. This is why a borehole in the location shown in
It

Fig. 4 woiihl be subject to miiiiimim distortion.

Note

— Continued

from the issue of Feb.

15.

It

was suggested that the hole should be lined with a

r
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thin coating of cement of an internal diameter 8 in.
This cement could be
larger than that of the casing.
kei)t in place b}- some e.xtremely light pipe, possibly
spiral riveted.

The

syjace

terior casing could be filled

The

between this pipe and the
with clay.

Difficulties in

The whole

Abandonment

objection

work and that might not be

The

is

to the cost of such

prohibitive.

involved in the abandoning of fuel
wells caused some of the coal operators to favor the inserdifficulties

ft. above the surface and
bent over with elbows. It is easy to see that the perpetual
use of an unprotected vent pipe as part of an abandoned

tion of a 2-in. line e.xtending 10

well

is

fraugbt with

r

'>^^/y/y/////^'Z^,

Fig.

3.

T.\(

much danger and

could

onlv be

^^^^i'--'^///////////////

Ks [Move between Supports and Tilt
OF Plumb When Lath Sags

Out

where efficient plugging was impossible or where
the measures above the fuel sands were so creviced as to
make the escape of gas dangerous.

justified

The Workable Seam
Mr. DeWolf frequently brought up the question as to
what coal seams should be protected. He urged that
drillers could not well form an estimate of the thickness
of the coal beds through which they passed and would be
less likely to find workable beds if the protection of such
as they found would be likely to involve the e.xpenditure
of much money.
lie thought the drillers should be compelled to protect, by double casings, all the productive coal measures
whether coal was known to be contained in them or not.
It was easy to see that the definition of "workable
seams"' had a larger meaning in Mr. DeWolf's vocabulary than in that of the Bureau.
The engineers of that
body declared a "workable seam" to be one likely to he
exploited during the life of the well.
All other seams were to be protected by the precautions in abandonment. This seems a fair decision.
Extremely remote protection afforded at great expense is
not true conservation but waste. If beds are to be jirotected for long periods of time before mining has commenced concrete casing seems to be preferable wherever
the oil can be prevented from attacking it.

WluTe

the concrete is thick, it is probable that there
a limit to the corrosion, the face of the mass becoming
glassy and impervious.
But unless the ipiantity of material is large and dense, this action will not prevent coris

The Difficulty

in

Placing the Clay

L^'Dosed to these disadvantages, clay seems to Ije free
from c.n-rosion by salt water or oil. If deposited as a

C.

employed.

29 r

rosion,
-doreover concrete is destroyed by oil and if any
length .,-f (v'nicnt-protectcd casing is attacked by oil and
sal*" water in turn, the casing will he inevitably destroyed.

in-

Johnson spoke on the possibilities of cement
grouting under pressure for the filling of crevices in
broken rock. The use of cement in this connection is
described in Vol. 1, pp. 639 and 674, and the German system can be found in the Engineering and Mining JourThere is little question but what
nal, Vol. 93, p. 363.
such grouting would serve on abandonment of wells to
stop natural crevices and those caused by the shooting of
the hole, but it may be added that the pressures in a well
3000 ft. deep are even greater than Mr. Johnson has ever
K.

AGE

it w.^uld contain few air bid)l)h's.
Mr. Ilice, howdoubted whether, if clay were comminuted so as
to form a slime, it would settle at all in a coherent manmer in a hole where the water is not filtered off.
Mr. Hood and Mr. Heggeni urged that it would so settle if the water were made acid and instanced filling
pipes with the loess of Louisiana, but while it is possible
that the salt in the wells would be enousjh to cause the

slime
ever,

"r"
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SYNOPSIS The coals of ihe KusMaka and Carbon
ridges are thicker in aggregate than the anthracite coals
to the east and may reach in all ISS ft., four beds ranging from 25 to 32 ft. Proceeding further to the east, a
reduction in aggregate thickness is discovered,, the Bering
district

only SO

ft.

having 76

ft.

and the Lake Toktin

In some cases the

coal is so

bod;/

fragmentary as

and this condition e.rBut little of all the Ber-

to aiipear briquetted in the bed.

tends into the body of the hill.
ing River field will find its way into market in its natural
Coking or briquetting ivill be necessary beconditio?i.
fore it is sold. The second of a series of articles by W. R.
I

'rane.

The

district

ridices lies

Xo. 8

Soft Coals of the Bering Field
By W.

Lake

AGE

named

after

tlie

Kushtaka and Carbon

wholly within the semibituniinoiis coal area.

The Bering River Coal

is such as to place them parallel with those on
The thickness of these
the eastern slope of the ridge.
beds is as follows: 17 ft., 13 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., 20 ft., and
19 ft. 6 in., making an aggregate of over 70 ft., which

these beds

if

added

to

the total thickness of beds on the eastern
make a total thickness of over 15(i ft.

slope of the ridges
of workable coal.

Western Half

Ha.s 188 ft. of SEMiniTriiixors

Coal

There are abundant outcrops of excellent coal on the
western slope of Kushtaka ridge and the southern extension of Carbon ridge, but owing to the distance between
them and the extreme folding and faulting that they have
undergone, it is hazardous to attempt to correlate with
any degree of accuracy and equally difficult to estimate
the

number and

-thickness of the separate beds.

A

state-

Field in Alaska, Showing the Change in the Xature of the Coal Beds from

xortheast to southwest
The outcrops

of the coal beds occur along the streams

two ridges, on the slopes of the latter, and
limited extent on the tops of the ridges themselves.

se])arating the
to a

Eastern Half Has 150

ft. of

SEiiiiuTrMiNors Coal

of coal beds of moderate size have been
located on the eastern slopes of the Kushtaka and Carbon ridges, but owing to the dense thickets of salmon

A

large

number

ment

as to the

number and thickness

of the various beds

however, serve to give an idea of the size of the coal
beds that have been located.
Beginning with the extreme southern extension of this
district on Carbon Creek and proceeding northward, the
following thickness of coal beds was noted: 18 in., 10
ft., !) ft. 4 in., 30 ft., 32 ft., 24 ft., 30 ft., 12 ft. 6 in..
25 ft., 14 ft., and many others impossible to measure with
will,

brush, willows and alders, as well as a thick covering of
moss, many of the outcroi)s are concealed. However, over
80 ft. of coal has been measured on the lake side or the
eastern slopes of these ridges, and it is not improbable
that many other workable beds still remain to be un-

any degree of accuracy owing to excessive folding. The
aggregate thickness of the beds measured is 188 ft.

covered.

There arc two localities in this district, namely, west
of the narrow ridge extending southeastward from Carbon ridge and west of the northernmost extension of
Kushtaka ridge, where folding and faulting have cau.<cd
such extreme changes in the coal beds as to render them

Five coal beds outcrop on the top of the extremely
The dip and strike of
of Carbon Ridge.

narrow prong

•Professor of miniriK.
College. Penn.

Pennsylvania State CoUege, State

Two

Localities So CRUiirLEi) that STitiP-riT Mining

Will Be Required

COAL
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Ffliruarv 22.
totally unfit for

working except by open

AGE
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Powei;s and Falls Creeks Are

cut, but fortu-

The

coal beds at these points have been

upon themselves by the
rocks until in

many

forced back

The

folding of the inclosing

close

rock

eases the

crowded out and the coal oiassed together in huge pockets.
Erosion has removed the overlying rocks and exposed
large bodies of badly crushed coal.
See the illustration

Another more or

which
on the

less isolated coal-beariug area,

be considered as belonging to this district,

lies

in the

northern exten-

information regarding their thickness and extent.
Further, the coals of both Powers and Falls Creeks tend to
be dirty, containing numerous shale partings.

below.

may

on Falls Creek,

coal beds

sion of this district, have been badly folded and faulted,
so much .so that it is extremely difficult to secure reliable

been

have

strata

Xot Only Contorted,

Many Shale Partings

BIT Have

nately such areas are very limited in extent.

of

The coal beds on a narrow ridge, the southern extension
Mount Hamilton, stand at high inclinations; one in

particular, the IT-ft. bed

western slope of Carbon ridge and also on the like slope
This area lies between two extensive
of Charlotte ridge.
fault planes forming a long narrow strip of land practically separated from the adjoining districts except for
narrow extensions of the Kushtaka and Carbon ridges
touching it on the east and a similar extension of the
Tokun district connecting with it on the west.
Xo attempt has been made to correlate the coal beds
lying within this area, but the following outcrops have
been located 20 ft. 6 in. of coal at the extreme southern
extension of the area and 16 ft. at a point about halfway

at

mentioned above and occurring
stands practically on end.

considerable elevation,

a

This bed measures 17

ft. at the summit of the ridge, but
pinches out in depth, as shown by the outcrops on the

mountain, until

side of the

it

narrows to 6

ft.

some 300

below.

ft.

The

coal lied at the

regular and
original bed.

should

is

McDonald mine

claimed to be a

If this is the case the line of

readily

be

but

seen,

somewhat irmass of the

is

detached

am

I

not

displacement
aware of its

:

existence.

Lake Charlotte.

uj}

Lake Tokun Dlstrict

Berixg Lake Distiuct
The Bering Lake district comprises an isolated area
lying directly to the east of Bering Lake and including

This area of semibituminous coal lies to the southeast
of Lake Tokun. and on Tokun Creek.
The locations of
the outcrops of coal beds have been made princi])ally
along the gorge of the creek. The precipitous walls of the
canon of Tokun Creek afford an excellent opportunity to

and while a number of fair-sized outcrops
have been found, many others are so badly disturbed and
broken by rock movements as to be practically worthless.
locate outcrops

The following measurements were taken along the
course of the creek, beginning with the uppermost and
proceeding downward toward Lake Tokun: S ft. 10 in..
9 ft. 5 ft., 6 ft. 6 in., etc.. making total thickness of approximately 30

FOLD CREST

Wall of Canon, Cakton Creek,

Section ox West

Powdered

feet.

Coai.

Showing Folded Stkata
The

localities the coal has been

thotigh

3

ft.,

70

ft.

6

n., etc.,

it

coal badly while in certain
crushed almost to powder, al-

stands fairly well

in

badly crushed condition of the coal is of a superficial
nature only, and will disajipear beyond the weathered
zone.
Sufficient work has been done in the nature of
drifts and tunnels driven into the coal beds for distances
up to 700 ft., to demonstrate that while the coal is not
as soft as at the outcrops yet the fractured condition

4 ft.,
ft., 17 ft., 10 ft. 6 in., 7
giving an aggregate thickness of over
in.,

feet.

exists

and practically the same degree of breakage

TABLE GIVING THE CONSTITl'TENTS AND HEATING EFFECT OF BERING RIVER
vtriiKfof
\naly«is

S-A

S-n

Total Moisture

A

.S-A

7.88

Cunningham

15

u.eT.ake

7

Tokun

(1)

34

Ridice

Kuthtnka and Carbon HidRcs
f

.S-H

Avcraitc of 8 tesU.

Avernee

.S-A

0.1.5

8.29

of 4 tents,

IS.M

3.U4

14

A = anthracite.

f.3)

Fixed Carbon

A

.S-A

78.23

7.5.48

S-B

3.f>2

6.01
4 .3.5

1

(2)

Volatile and Combustible Matter

A

78.8.5

10

II

97

of 4 teats.

S-A = semi-anthracite.

S-B

S-B

.

.S-A

S-B

is

ex-

COAL.S
Sulphur
S-A
S-B

Calorifir Value
B.t.u.

S-A

S-B

(2)

7 74

74.80
7.5.42

13 01

Average

the face at the outcrops

owing to the high pressure to which it has been subjected.
There is little likelihood, as is often expressed, that the

:

10

and wa.steextreme rock

difficult

eiul of the field to the other

movements have broken the

and where not too badly broken are of fairly good grade,
As the strike of the majority of the coal beds is east and
west, a north and south line would serve very well along
which to estimate their number and thickness. Beginning at Foul's Point and proceeding northward the following thickness of coal beds was noted !) ft., 7 ft. 6 in.,
in., 6 ft.

such as to render mining both

From one

ful.

Tlie coals of this district are wholly semiliituminous

4

the Bed hv

physical condition of the coals of the Bering River

field is

to the northea.stward.

ft.

in

Pressi-re

most of the highland between the lake and Shepard
Creek.
To the northward the district splits into two
prong.s, one extending toward Lake Tokun on the north,
the other toward the Kushtaka and Carbon ridges district

2

Sometimes Briquetted

IS. .37
(S

16

n

8(1

1.43

12..57n

1.30
1.37
2 04
1.13

13,607

13,n.52

—

:
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only
perienced in mining and handling as at a distance of
a few feet fi-om the exposures on the surface.

of the Coal

The Crushing

Has Les^eked

anthracite -coals

Obviously the

will

Its

Value

affected to a

be

than
greater extent by breakage and disintegration
will be
the bituminous coals, and their commercial value
to
reduced in proportion to the sizes that can be delivered
certain reduction in size is advantagethe consumer.

much

A

ous but beyond that the result is an economic loss.
necesSizes including pea coal and below are often of
with bituminsity, placed on the market in competition
that
ous coals for steaming purposes and at a cost below
of production.

With the bituminous and to a less extent with the semianthracite coals the reduction in size is of less importance
although it is a serious matter even with these coals, particularly from the standpoint of waste in mining and
handling, ^\"ith coking coals, aside from waste and the
cost of cleaning,
in a certain

if

necessary, there

amount

is little

disadvantage

of breakage, as reduction

must

ulti-

mately be resorted to.
Much work has been done by the United States Geoheat
logical Survey in determining the constituents and
value of the coals of the Bering Eiver field. At the foot

from
of the foregoing page, the analyses of coals taken
in
the various districts are listed in the order followed

Vol.

3.

Xo.

S

The average voltage was 250, whiir
from 35 to 45. The machine worked
times and without any breakdowns.

tons per sharpening.
the amperage ran
free at

all

The ordinary

or standard bits tested against these, oper-

ated the 13 days with 36 .sharpenings, producing 3120
tons of coal, or approximately 84i/^ tons per sharpening.
The voltage recorded was 250, the same as before, but
During the time of
the amperage ran from 65 to 7.5.
testing,

this

machine

also

suffered four breakdowns

three chain failures and one burn-out.
It is to be regretted that the test was not carried a step
further, and the two types of bits exchanged between the

two machines and the work continued for another equal
period of time. Had the records then been as much in
favor of the new bit as before, it would have removed all
suspicion that the results might, in part at least, have
been due to the condition of the machine rather than the
excellence of the cutters.

A Hand

Mixer

Supplementing the

for

Concreting

series of articles

now appearing

in

we show in the accompanying illustration an ingenious hand mixer. This machine is comparatively inexpensive and of such size that
it could be readily mounted on mine-car trucks and run

Coal Age on

colliery concreting,

through any part of the mine.

this description.

The ash content of these coals is very high so that extra
care will be required in mining and there may be much
It is not improbable
expense incurred in preparation.
but that in certain localities it may be found necessary
prevent
to leave several inches of coal on the bottom to
too extensive mixing of the coal with waste.
As a whole, the bituminous coals of the Bering River
field cannot be used without being first converted into
coke.

Likewise the anthracite and semianthracite must,
most part, be rendered acceptable to the market by

for the

hriquetting.

A

Test of Carborite Bits

old adage concerning the "the test of the pudding."
mining as to anything else. Many
devices are constantly being placed before the country

The

is

as applicable to coal

which appear

to possess

good

qualities.

Xone

of these,

however, secure general adoption, unless they "make
good" under actual conditions of service.
The Carborite Steel Bit Co., of St. Louis, Mo., has
placed upon the market a new bit for use in chain coalcutting machines, a test of which was recently made by
R. Xeeson, mine manager, O'Gara Coal Co. mine Xo. 4,
at Harrisburg, 111. The results obtained are here given

Two machines were selected in as nearly the same
One of these was supphysical condition as possible.
plied with ordinary bits, while in the other Carborite
cutters were placed. These machines were then operated
for 13 days in adjacent territory, so as to subject them to
cutting conditions as nearly identical as possible, the bits
in both machines being sharjiencd only when necessary.
Records were kc])t of the voltage and amperage of the

current and of the tonnage produced by each machine.
The Carborite bits operated 13 days with 12 sharpenings, producing 3546 tons of coal, or slightly less than 273

View

Shall Coxckete Hand

oi-

^Iixei;

It is a well known fact that ordinary hand mixing is
not only exorbitant in cost but also uncertain in results.
For the" small jobs that are almost incessantly developing
around the surface plant or in the mine itself, few companies feel justified in going to the expense of a complicated power-driven mixing machine, and such would

cumbersome to handle under certain conditions.
The machine shown herewith turns slowly and easily,

also be

lb., and, as before mentioned, is selfcontained so that it could be readily taken down the slope
or shaft without dismounting. The manufacturer.*, T. L.
Smith & Co., Milwaukee, Wis., claim that only three
turns are required for a perfect mixture, the capacity

weighs only 1000

of each

batch

is

21/2

cu.ft.,

and the daily capacity of

the machine, 25 to 30 cubic yards.
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Central Washer of the Ala.
By

Kl)\\.

S}'X(jPSIS— The second and concluding instalhuent on
which a description of the mines and
Conmderable ivater is
methods of working are given.
encountered and a comparatively large drainage equipment is in use.
fliis

subject, in

The main washer building,
struction,

shoviTi in Fig. 1,

is

The separation

in

washing

is

made on

a 1.37 specific

Tlie average analysis of the Margaret

raw

coal

as brought to the washer shows 25 per cent, ash, which

Fig.

Tin: ^[.\i\

1.

\Vasiii:i;

I'.i

rinivd of

reduced by washing to 7 per cent., as c<iinpai'ed with IS
and 10i/<, per cent, for the Acmar coal. Tlie washed coal
contains 3 per cent, of sink heavier than 1.37 sp.gr., the
balance of the ash being in chemical combination wth
the coal.

There is, in connection witli the waslier. a small machine shop, erpiipped with a lathe having a 24-in. swing.
a sharpener, drill press and forge.
In this shop all the
is

work for

all

the mines, as well as the washer,

done, that can be handled.

employed at
•1026 Glen

The

total

number

of

men

this washer, including siii)erintendent, elecIris

Ave..

BlrmiriKhatn, Alt.

Co.

I.

—

II

Coxi;
trician,

engineer,

thirteen 4-room

etc.,

is

These are housed iu

thirty.

and one 6-rooni house, weather boarded

and

ceiled, with 16-ft. square rooms.
The houses are
fenced and each one has ample ground surrounding it for
a good garden.

The Acmau Mine
As stated before, this mine is on the Mammoth seam
and it has an average daily output of 1800 tons. The
about 30 ft. thick and is one of the best
mine roofs I have ever seen.
The upper bench, which separates readily from both

slate roof is

thk .Vi.ahama

is

light repair

I.

iu the early stages of con-

and" the washed-coal bins in

Fig. 3.
gravity.

J

&

F.

Fria.

tlio

&

I

rtox Co.,

ix Phocess of CoNSTRrrTiON

rash jjarting and the roof,

is

shot out on the solid by

siiearing ahead of the cutting shots,

advancing about 12

then the parting, which is soft, is shoveled off into
the gob, and the bottom bench of coal is shot up. Monobel, manufactured by the du Pont Co., is used exclusively
for blasting.
The mine was opened on the outcrop, the
ft.;

slope following the

seam

the pitch at the outcrop
crea.ses

4 per

gradually,

til!

at
is

right angles to the strike;

about

2!)

near the face

it

per cent., which deis only a trifle over

(^ent.

Xear the face

This is not a
of the slope is a fault.
regular displacement, but is in the nature of a wave or
wrinkle, the coal rising abruptly about 6 ft., without de-
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Vol.

Xo. 8

for about 80
creasing in thickness ; then rising gradually
indications are that it will
ft., and at the present face
The headings are
the slight normal dip.

again assume
On the
driven on a slight up-grade to be self-draining.
causing the headrio-ht of the slope the pitch steepens,

in%

to

obtains.

come closer together, and on the left the
Every eighth room an 80-ft. solid block

reverse
of coal

is left in.

Mine
The mine

Is
is

Yextilated by a Sikocco Fax

ventilated by a 6x3-ft. single-inlet, steel-

r.p.m., beltincased. Sirocco exhaust fan, running 218
induction motor,
connected to a General Electric oO-hp.
intake
running 895 r.p.m. The main slope is the main

and the manwav the

return.

Each heading

is

furnished
right

with a separate split of air, the return from the
the manway beside being overcasted over the slope, and
ing undercasted across the left-hand headings.
The main pump station in the mine is between the
water made
third and fourth right headings and all the
The
above this point is drained directly to this sump.
two-stage cenis an electric-driven Alberger,
working against a head of 270 ft., and having
pumping
a cap°acity of 500 gal. per min. Below this and
500
to it, is another Alberger electric driven, single-stage,

pump

here

trifugal,

per min. capacity pump, rated for 125-ft. head. The
sinking pump is an electric-driven Aldrich, triplex, port270able, 120 gal. per min. capacity pump, rated for a

gal.

.

head.
Considerable firedamp is given off. but it is carried out
and rendered harmless by ample ventilation. This is
naturally a damp mine, water dripping over the coal
everywhere, so that there is absolutely no drv' dust and

ft.

FiG.

2.

The

2Sx48-in-.

Fig.

View Showing the Washed-coal

humidifying
slope

is

is

entirely unnecessary, even

single track

and

m

Bix:^

winter.

laid with 60-lb. rails.

The

In the

rooms are laid 16-lb. steel rails on one side and 3x4-in.
wood rails on the other, the latter being used to help
hold the loaded cars coming out of the rooms.
Iron-frame, wood mine cars of 4800 lb. capacity, having side bumpers and swinging end gates, are used, the
Eight
couplings consisting of a link and two clevises.
cars to the trip are hauled out of the slope by a Hardie-

Fikst-motiox Hahdie-Tyxes Hoist Being Ekected

COAL AGE
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Tynes duplex, 2Sx48-in., first motion hoisting engine,
having a single 8-ft. drum; steam for this is furnished by
two 200-hp. Walton, Chattanooga, Tenn., boilers, having
one stack 60 in. in diameter 120 ft. high. Fig. 2 is a
photograph of the hoisting engines being erected, the
end of the tipple showing on the right. In this picture
will be seen a large pile of coal stored across the tracks,

which was obtained while driving the slope before the
There is an electric-driven auxiliary
hoist, consisting of a 75-hp. General Electric induction
motor, geared to a 4-ft. drum, for driving the slope and
turning new headings in the mine.
railroad was built.

SCKKEXIXG THE CoAL

The tipple
when a trip

on a direct line with the slope track, and
is landed, the cars are handled by gravity
over a Phillips crossover dump, then over a switchback
to the empty track, where they are attached to the rope
and dropped down the slope. Fig. 4 is a photograph of
the tipple and yard under construction, the former being
of frame.
The screens were built liv the Montuomerv
is

FiG. 4.

Gexef.al

Co., of Birmingham, and consist of two parts.
Working in opposite directions, to equalize vibration. The

iili]>er

section has (ixl6

ft.

of screening surface, with 4-

and the lower one is the same size with
perforations. The lump coal froui the upper screen

perforations,

.

111.

Signal Lights for Single Track
By

A

over a 36xl6-ft. traveling picking belt, where it is
band picked before dropping into the railroad car for
lipment.
The other two sizes over and through the 2perforations are loaded separately and shipped to the
.i-her.
All the machinery at this plant is electrically
i'|MTatcd, except the main hoist, by power from the
]i;i>ses

C. J. FuKTTEi;*

number

of mines are using electric haulage motors
which, for some reasons, must pass over thn same track

In such mines it is almost necessary to provide some arrangement so that only one motor
at a time will have the right-of-way on this portion of
for a certain distance.

Some mines have telephone systems, but these are
not effective for the purpose.

track.

The safest and most economical arrangement is to
have an electric-lamp signal as shown in the accompanying figure. This consists of two lights of the proper voltage, connected in series, two single-pole double-throw
switches, two fuses and enough of No. 14 B. & S. rubbercovered copper wire to be strung the full length of that
particular place in the track. Suppose both switches to
be in the upward position, giving a live wire but no return, and consequently no light.
Then, the motorman
to arrive at the signal light first, will throw the switch
downward and light up the sj'stem, giving him the right-

View of Yakd Tkack-

Washer

303

Til'I'LE

DUKIXG r

of-way.
When he reaches the other end, he throws the
switch downward, darkening the lights, showing that the
section

is clear.

The next motorman

will repeat the

same operation

to

get his right-of-way, with this difference, that instead of

throwing the switches downwind, be
To TroHey

will

throw them upTo Trolfgy

.

washer generating plant.
William J. Hand is superintendent of this mine, and
W. J. Lovejoy, mine foreman 150 miners and 50 day
lids are employed.
All the employees are housed in
;

number, mostly 4-room, and of
same construction and dimensions a.s those at the
i-her, except a few larger ones for the mine and office
'iiials.
There is also a commodious company commisry, operated for the convenience of the employees, where
'y can buy all the necessities a.s cheap or cheaper than
Ml be done elsewhere.
The inside of this building
nuasures 100x40 ft., in addition to which is an ice house
mid well equipped meat market.
iiipany house.s, 15() in

ToGround

To

WlUIXCi DlAGIfA.M

I-OI!

Ground

Bl.OCK SlONAL

•

ward.
Under no conditions must a inoldrmaii change
the switches in any way when the lights are bright, as
somebody else has right-of-way. Should the signal get
out of order, no light can be obtained. In that case no
motorman should enter the single track before signal is
again in working condition.
•Haidlne

P.

O.,

W. Va.
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The legislature of Peunsylvania, which is credited with
doiug nothing without a political motive and whose politics is said to be swayed continually by the lure of the
dollar, has managed to keep its mining and geological
departments, among some others, remarkably free from
Geology is a study which attracts men who are
graft.
not of a domineering or acquisitive nature, and to whom
politics for its own sake or for hope of reward is

The

utterly repellant.

developed by

ability of the geologist is rarely

men whose minds

are diverted by their per-

sonal interests.
J. P. Leslie, for

many

years

vate engineering practice at Pittstou, Penn.

and 1888,

as assistant state geologist, he

completion of the geological survey of the Wyominsj

Lackawanna

men who were

asts like himself.

After this work was finished, he opened an office in
Scranton as consulting mining engineer and geologi.st.
Since that time he has prepared numerous economic

many of which have appeared in print
and had extensive firculation in Canada. England and
Holland, and some have been translated into German
and French for circulation in
Europe.

geological reports,

Among

calls the

names

enthusi-

As one

of the

his pen
was an
extended monograph entitled
"Anthracite Coal with Estimates of Reserved Supply."
This appeared in the "Bond
Record" of Xew York and

re-

men who

career after their service closed,

one cannot recall a single instance of a

man who

failed to

in his after

life,

attracted widespread

and

all

become elder

try, doing far more than their
share to stir its inner life and

In 1895, he purchased a tract

It has

of

been said that every Pennsylvanian is a geologist. The general interest in the strata of the
bills

and valleys of that

his

a

William

Griffith,

Andrew

the

eldest

Hazleton and Bernice, and mapi)ing
Schuylkill, Lehigh and Bernice coal measures.
From 1884 to 1886, inclusive, he was engaged 111

it

a

number

of

was sold to the

and on the head waters of
River. From 1906
1908 he examined and re-

slope

J.

Valley R.R., residing at Bethlehem, Penn.
Two years
later he became an assistant geologist on tlie Geological
Survey of Pennsylvania, being located suecessivelv at
Pottsville,

fur

the anthracite deposits of northern Peru, both on the Pacific

was

and Jemima
W'll.l.l \M
(Sax) Griffith.
He was educated in the public and private schools of West Pittston, Penn., and at Lehigh University. He taught school
for one term in Xew Albany, Bradford County, Penn.,
and on holidays and Saturdays he surveyed near-by farms.
In 1878 he went West and secured a position as transitraan and assistant engineer for the Union Pacific Railroad Co., for which he surveyed and supervised the con.struction of railroads in Xebraska, Idaho, IMontaua, Utah
and Colorado. He returned East at the Christmas season of 1880, and became division engineer for the Lehigh
child of

Wyoming,

Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
Ill 1 897 and 1898, he investigated and rendered a report on

we not rather say
supporters,

colliery

years until

the proteges of J. P.

stalwart

at

and Land Co.. which operated

state

second geological survey.

Among

anthracite

Penn., organizing and becoming
president of the Wyoming Coal

has been continually fostered by
the able monographs of the

Leslie, should

cir-

In 1892, Governor Pattisou appointed him a member of
a commission to inquire into
the possibilities of utilizing the
waste in mining anthracite.

brethren in the mining indus-

ihold its later progress.

attention

financial

cles.

placed in him.

have

business and

in

to Justify the confidence Leslie

'I'hey

the most notable arti-

from

cles

were young enough to have a

make good

&

coal fields.

state geologist of Pennsylvania,
cJiose

During 1887
had in charge the

(liMri'ITII

the
to

Amazon

ported on the coal resources of the Mataiiuska valley in
Alaska, being the first to recognize the high-grade character and coking qualities of the Matanuska coal. In fact,
he manufactured on the ground the first coke ever made
in Alaska. At one time or another he has visited all parts
of the United States and Canada, including the more distant parts of the latter dominion, Vancouver and Queen
Charlotte Islands.

In 1908 he was appointed by the Court of Xorthumberland County, Penn.. a member of a commission to fix the
In
taxable value of all the coal lands in that county.
1910. with Eli T. Conner, he was appointed by the advisory committee to the city of Scranton to investigate

the

the risks to which the city was exposed by the extensive

]in-

mining work being prosecuted beneath it. and the
])ort made wa« jniblislu'd liy the Biii-cau of i^liiies.

re-
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Use

of Explosives in

Mines

proper that explosives used in miiiiug
The only wonder
coal should be subjected to rigid tests.
It is eutireiy

movement in this direction in the United
was so long delayed. The safety of our underground workers and the preservation of our mining property make it incumbent that the inquiry be extended inthat the

is

States

definitely.

The advent of a flameless explosive would be welcomed
by the whole industry; however, this is asking a great
It is
deal of the manufacturers of permitted powders.
quite generally realized that even the best of our permitted explosives

fall

cial test of actual

short in this respect under the cruThere is no doubt but that the

use.

present products have been improved until they more
nearly approach the ideal than was ever the case when
we used any and all powders with indifference as to their
safety qualities.

The experience

'
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municating tiicrewitli wliicii is in process of being sunk,
deepened or enlarged."
The wages of the appointed shotlighter must not depend on the amount of coal to be gotten, and no person
shall be qualified for appointment as a shotfirer, unless
he has obtained the requisite certificates as to his ability
to make accurate tests for inflammable gas, and as to his
eyesight.
Before firing, the shotlighter must examine
the place where the shot

is to

be fired and

all

contiguous

places within a radius of 20 yd. for the presence of in-

flammable gas ; and, also, he must examine the floor, roof
and sides within a 5-yd. radius, for coal dust, and render
all dust harmless that may be within such area.
It might be well for coal operators in this country to
follow the example set by European nations in this matter of providing stringent regulations concerning the use
of explosives in coal mines.
A few states have taken
steps in this direction, but the movement should be more
general and the laws more uniform in character.

of Great Britain in the matter of test-

work is of interDuring recent years
the British have formulated one Coal Mines Order after
ing explosives for use in underground

est to the industry in this country.

another, until legislation on this subject in that country
quite complete.

is

A survey of the most recent British acts shows among
other things the following requirements: The storage of
explosives underground is prohibited, and the workman
must bring
or deliver
his

his

it

room or

remaining stock out at the end of his

personally to the
entry.

shift,

workman succeeding him

The mine owner must provide

in

facilities

on the surface for storing the powder. For use below, the
explosives
ister, in

must be in cartridges in a secure case or canit must be kept until required for charg-

which

ing shot holes.
If the explosive contains nitroglycerin,
proper wanning pans have to be provided.
Detonators are under the control of the mine manager,
or some specially appointed person. When issued to shotlighters, the latter must keep the detonators in a locked
case separate from any other explosive until about to be
used.

Concerning
ish rules are

that

all

firing,

tlie charging and firing of shots, the Britsomewhat exacting. A shotlighter must see

persons in the vicinity take proper shelter before
fired only by means of an

and the hole may be

magneto, electrical apparatus or a fuse complying with stated conditions.
In case a shot misses fire,
careful search for the detonators and charge must be
made; if they are not found, the coal must be loaded under the supervision of the [lerson firing the shot, or one of
the mine officials. After being loaded, this coal is sent to
efficient

marked cars.
Only permitted explosives may be used in seams in
which gas has been found within the previous three

the surface in specially

Reducing Ventilation When Firing
AVith this issue closes a discussion tiiat has been at
once interesting and profitable, in breaking down or at
least forcing a passage through one of the high walls of
prejudice surrounding the practice of coal mining.
Although the discussion has in no wise proved the
truth of the claim that "greater safety is assured by reducing ventilation when firing," it has clearly pointed
the way to a new field of investigation that promises developments that may lead idtimately to a pi-actical solution of the mine-explosion problem, which thus far has
successfully baffled both science and practice in their efforts to discover its hidden secrets.
Mining practice has dealt with the problem of Ihc prevention of explosions of gas and dust in mines, by diluting the explosive atmosphere with air the very element
en which the explosion depends much as a child's appetite for sweets is broken by an overdose of the same.
Recently, suggestions of a variety of different methods
of treatment are being offered. Many of these, as wet
zones, stone-dust zones, the Taffanel barrier, etc., have
been tried with varying results. And now comes the latest suggestion
the depletion of the oxygen content of the
air, by diluting the mine atmosphere with extinctive

—

—

—

gases.

The TIarger suggestion

of doing this

"by introducing

the waste gases of the furnaces, into the intake air cur-

rent" has not been taken seriously l)y practical men, because of the kiu)wn poisonous character of these gases;
and even could this element of danger be eliminated, there

would still remain the difficulty of rightly gaging the percentage of gas necessary to prevent ignition and which
would not 111' inimical to life. The nuirgin is a narrow

months, "in such quantity as to be indicative of danger."
In mines not naturally wet throughout, the use of per-

one.

mitted explosives is requireil in "any road or any dry and
dusty part of the workings, or any shaft or drift com-

mine when

The question

of reducing the circulation of air in the

firing,

by closing the

dischar;,'e

opening

at the

.
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mouth

men

of the upcast shaft, has appealed to

many

practical

good suggestion, applicable to all but gaseous
mines; where according to general opinion, such a proposition could not be considered, owing to the rapid accumulation of dangerous quantities of firedamp.
It has been rightly urged by a number of our correspondents that this question shoidd receive the earnest at-

Too High an

as a

tention of the federal Bureau of Mines, and that a series
of suitable experiments should be undertaken to ascertain

what,

if

any, advantage

may

be gained by this practice,

what conditions it is applicable. We heartily commend this suggestion and hope that the Bureau of Mines
will be able, soon, to throw some light upon this subject
about which there is so much speculation.

and

Tol.

to

Importance of Rail Bonds
of electricity of taking the
been the cause of many urban
Electrolysis and the deterioration of concrete

The unfortunate property
line of least resistance has

troubles.

However, until the recent
experiences at the mines of the St. Bernard Mining Co.,
in Kentucky, detailed by C. J. Norwood, the state geologist and chief inspector of mines of that state, the danger
of stray electrical fields at collieries was not made clear.
Efficient bonds and adequate returns may, from now
onward, assume an entirely new aspect. They may be regarded not merely as good investments but as essentials,
the use of which is to be enforced by laws and regulations.
If a permissible explosive had not been used at the
mine in question, the men who were present at the premature explosions recorded would have been killed and
their deaths would have been wrongly charged to their
Fortunately, the flame of the explosive was
carelessness.
so short that the men could state what occurred.
In all three cases, the copper needle was in the hole
when the cartridge exploded. In two cases, the powder had
been in the hole for some time and had not been ignited.
The presence of the copper needle seemed necessary to
conduct the electricity. This raises the question whether
in mines where extensive electrification has taken place,
it is well to use metal and especially copper needles without some kind of protecting insulation.
\V. C. Wadded, an electrical engineer, ascertained that
are prominent

among

a fair average of the current required to fire the permissible powder under investigation would be 2.5 volts and
As
0.30 ampere and to fire black powder 0.35 ampere.

Professor Dates obtained voltages of 25 volts between an
air pipe and the lower dirt band and several of 12 volts
between that parting and the mine floor, it is easy to see

how an explosion could arise, especially if the needle
tended to convey the current between two pyritiferous
m.asses in one dirt band or from one dirt band to another.
It was shown by H. B. Dates' experiments that the dirt
and sulphur bands carried nearly twice as high a voltage
as the cleaner coal of the seam.

Conclusions must be drawn with due conservatism,
but it may be necessary in some instances not only to provide good bonds hut a shorter return to the surface than
As the resistance of minis afforded by the mine tracks.
eral bodies, likely to be encountered, is apparently not

known,

it is

impossible to form an estimate of their rela-

tive conductivity

compared with

iron.

Moreover,

much

work remains to be done to ascertain the amperage by
which powders may be exploded.

Xo.

Efficiency

In our Feb. 1 nundjer, we printed an editorial calling
attention to the remarkable performances accredited to

some mine fans, no approach to which has ever been attained in any careful or scientific laboratory test. lu this
issue

we

tion.

]>rint an article describing a recent fan installaThis states that the efficiency ranges between TO

and 83 per

cent.

We

cannot but believe that the men making the test
from which these efficiencies have been derived were deceived in securing their own data and that the real performance of tlie fan was considerably below the figures

named.
In making the above statement, we do not wish to be
misunderstood as casting any reflection whatever upon the
veracity or accuracy of the observers; neither are we inclined to question the reliability of the Hydro-gage used,
as the basic principle of this instrument is the Pitot tube,
the accuracy of which has been firmly established.

these.

;

3.

If one will observe the flow of water in

any stream, he

will notice that the swiftest part of the current

may

not be in the center, but the
edge is quite different from both

movement

may

or

close to the

maximum and average
Furthermore, that the only sure method of determining the a'^erage rate of flow, with any current
meter, is by making a complete traverse of the entire
velocity.

cross-sectional area of the stream.

Coming back

to the efficiency of the fan in question,

we are much disposed

to doubt that the velocity of the

air at the point or points of

measurement represented a

correct average of the rate of flow across the entire head-

ing or airway.

And,

if

this did not represent the true

average, the capacity or performance of the fan as reck-

oned from

it

would necessarilv be erroneous.

Simultaneous Shot Firing
As
in

to the advisalnlity of firing shots simultaneously,

a coal mine, experienced

mining men

States are divided in their opinions.

in the

United

The question was

disposed of with considerable finality in Great Britain by
the most recent Explosives Order. The British rule heari)ig on this problem provides that "Except in driving a
stone drift, or in sinking pits, two or more shots shall
not be fired in the same place simultaneously." In stone
drifts the number of shots that may be fired at one
time shall not exceed three, unless fired electrically in
series.

In the United States, a niunber of mining companies
have adopted the simultaneous-shotfiring plan, exploding all shots by electricity from the surface, after every
man has been withdrawn from the workings. The officials
at the mines where this plan is followed voucli for the.
success of the scheme, claiming that falls of roof arc not
increased thereby.
It may be suggested as a safeguard in liring simultaneously by electricity that the current should be thrown in,
When the switch is thrown a second time
once only.

blownout shot occurring when
filled with gas and
dust.
A Western mine was severely damaged some years
ago when this latter plan was followed.
there

is

likelihood

of

a

the mine atmosphere has Just been

J
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A

Winter
By

An

J.

First

Aid Meet

ing

Smyth*

(i.

interesting series of meetings was held under the

p.iispices

of the ifiners'

Y. M. C.

A., of Jenkins,

ivy.,

officer.

Mr. Dix introduced as the

first

Price,

who gave a

1*.

Bureau of Mines.
Fleming then described the large

S.

speaker D. J.
work of the

history of the mine-safety

J. E.

first-aid

meet-

ing held in Pittsburgh in 1910, illustrating his remarks

with moving pictures.

during the week beginning Jan. 20, 1913.
P. C. Dix, state secretary of Louisville, Ky.,

was pres-

and the Industrial Department of the International
Committee of the Y. M. C. A. was represented by Peter

The

AssnriL.vTiox ok the Foreigxeu

ent,

Eoberts,

who

to foreigners,

jects after a

is

author of a system of teaching English

which enables them to discuss mining subfew lessons, and of books on the immigra-

tion problem, especially in relation to mining.

Gathehi.vg at

Fii;sT-Aii) ^MKirrixr,

Held ix the

D. J. Price, J. Ilenson and .1. H. Fleming, of car Xo.
7, which has been located at Jenkins for three weeks, also
gaVe their assistance. During their stay, they have instructed six distinct classes, of nine men each, iji the use
of the helmets and puimotor in mine-rescue work. They

have also given

about

men

60

a

course

of

finst-aid

training.

Almost

a

Week

of Safety Plaxxixg

.Mthough a preliminary Jeclurc, illustrated with moving ])ictures, was given at the Burdine Y. M. ('. A. on
Monday, Jan. 20, by J. R. Fleming, the meetings really
opened with a dinner and conference at the home of W.
N. Ewald, secretary of the Jenkins Y. M. ('. A.
The first session of the institute was held on Wednesday, Jan. 22, with State Secretary P. ('. Dix as presidb]

•Managir. ConsoMdatlon Coal

Co.,

Kentucky

Division, Jen-

The concluding speaker

of the evening was Dr. Peter
Eoberts, who, in a forceful address, proved to his listeners the economic value of the foreigners who are daily arriving at our shores, and the place they have and will have
in developing the natural resources of our land.
He

;Mixi:iis'

Y. M.

('.

A..

.Tkxkixs. Kv.. .Tax. 2]

clearly brought out the fact that inunignints do not reach

their

maxiimun

efficiency

until

thoroughly

assiniilatcd

into our civilization, or until thi'V have become naturalized citizens of our country.

On Thursday niglit, J. E. Fleming gave an interesting
and instructive lecture on mine safety, which was illustrated l)y stereoj)tican slides and nidtioii pictures, taken
by the F. S. Bureau of Mines.
Doctor Eoberts addressed

this meeting, dwelling prin-

cipally on the part the Y. ^I.

('.

A.

is

taking in educa-

work among working men, and made a plea for
the attendance of the men in and about Jenkins at the
educational classes to be conducted liy the \. M. C. A.
tional

at' that

town.

The week culminated

in a first-aid c(jntest, the teams
competing being taken from the various mines in and
about Jenkins, and including two teams from ihc engi-

neering department.

:
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Six men from each of the seven mines constituted the
teams, the personnel of which was as follows
Mine
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DISCUSSION BY READERS

f

Reducing
16

Letli'i- A"o.

\'t,
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itilation

When

— The discussion, thus

far,
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Firing

seems to have.

been conftued more to the questioniug of certain statements of facts, rather than to the ascertaining of the reason for such facts. The experiences recorded in the letters of Mr. McAllister apparently contradict all we have
been taught in relation to the prevention of explosions.
It has always been considered important to keep the
mines free from accumulations of explosive gas, by means
of an ample air current, which w-e have been taught serves
two purposes
(1) The pressure causing the circulation
of air acts to oppose the expansion of the gases generated
in the mines.
(2) The air current dilutes, renders harm:

and carries away the.se ga.ses.
One naturally concludes from this teaching

less

that

when

circulation ceases, the gases held back by the ventihiting

pressure expand and

the working places of the mine,

fill

mixtures of firedamp. That
true, and that an explosion would occur if such firedamp mi.xtures came in contact with flame or become otherwi.se ignited, is unquestionable. That an explosion did not occur, in the experiments of Mr. McAllister, is sufficient indication that these
conditions favoring an explosion did not exist.
We observe Mr. McAllister states that when the fan
was .stopped there was still an air current of 30,000 cu.ft.
per min. passing in the mine, produced by natural ventihition.
He rightly regards this as a dangerous condition
because such a current, even in an ample airway,
would have a velocity sufficient to carry dangerous quantities of coal dust in suspension in the air, besides supplying the danger zone in the mine with a large quantity
of o.xygen, which is the supporter of combustion. There
were thus pre.sent the two elements regarded by all mining
men as the most potent in the propagation of an explosion.
The danger in this case was overcome, as stated,
by sealing up the upcast shaft with heavy doors, which
stopped this natural circuhition.

forming

ing on the limitation and prevention of an explosion.
While the experience of Mr. McAllister is unique, I do
not consider it contradictory or inconsistent with the

conditions

known

and conclusion are

He

to be characteristic of explosions.

seemingly succeeded in turning an element of danger into
a factor of safety, which was possible to do in his case, because the pressure was maintained while the circulation
was stopped. On the other hand, had the circulation been
stopped by sealing up the intake opening instead of the
return opening, I believe we will all agree that the experiment would have resulted disastrously.
Coal mining has no greater problem demanding a sothan that of the prevention of explosions^ the
king of terrors underground.
I am inclined to think

—

lution

that experiments should be conducted along the lines
suggested by this discussion, to prove the efficacy of the
proposition and to show its limitations in practice, or
to expose the error of such a method.

^vith the air explosive

this teaching

I

I.

C.

P.VKFITT.

Jerome. I'enn.

—

Letter No. 17
Referring to the discussion on reducing ventilation when firing, I would say that while there
have been some points advanced in favor of such practice, and these were seemingly supported by experience
and the results reported were good, the arguments are
not strong enough to induce me to abandon th(> oldschool practice.
Like the man from Missouri.
think
enough has been said against the system and
can add
1

1

.

It

may

be assumed that as long as

])roducing the natural air column in

unchanged,
tion

still

tiic

existed.

])ressiire

The

temperatures
the mine remained
tiic

producing the natural circula-

outlet being do.sed. the condition

in the mine would be the same as when a forced fan is
working on a closed drift or mine. The pressure would
be maintained and would be, ])crhaps, more etfective in

preventing the expansion of the gases than when the air
was ill motion.
If tiiis reasoning is correct, the mine :\\ the lime of the
experiment presented the following conditions:
(1) A

constant pressure opposing the expansion

of the ga.ses

(2) A limoxygen, the quantity being determined by
the capacity of the airways in the danger zone.
(3) The
ab.sence, to a greater or les.ser extent, of coal dust in the
ant!

thus far acting to prevent an explosion.

ited sii])ply of

mine atmosphere, owing

to the lack of circulation of air.

I believe such conditions

must have

nii

important

iiear-

but

little.

In case a

mine

is

gciiciatiiig ex])l()sive gas,

it

woukl

be very unsafe to stop the ventilating fan or reduce its
.speed.

When

men, exmine; or when a num-

the shots are fired after all the

cept the shotfirers, are out of the

1

am

on the

re-

ber of shots are fired at one time on a single entry,
ia favor of having the shotfirers begin

firing

turn end of the air current and advance with their work
ftgainst the air.
By so doing, the smoke and gases will
not be carried past any place yet to be shot; and this
eliminates the chances of flame being projected into
what might be a tlaiigerously explosive atmosphere. The
shotfirer thus always has a clear atmosphere for his work

and can make the jiropcr test for gas and feel satiswith his examination
'lereas, if the places were
full of smoke and gas, he would be doubtful in making
tlie necessary examination before firing the shot.
When this system is strictly carried out, with an air
current sufficient to keep tiie split or mine in a liialtliy
condition; or, in a dusty mine, if the ])lace where a
fied

;

watered for a distance back
yd., the chaticc of an explosion taking place will be reduced to such an extent
that 1 w(nild feel much safer in the mine while shotliriiig
was ill jirogress, than if the speed of the fan were to
be reduced or the fan shut down.
shot

is

to be fired

from the

face,

is

well

say 25 or

3(t

For cxiMiii>le, I will cite one case, that of the Harwick mine explosion, in 1904, when 17!) men were k!!''- 1.
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The

mine was nearly shut off by the
the airshaft, and very little air was travel-

air current in the

freezing

up

of

ing through the mine, especially in that portion of the
mine where the explosion took place; here the air curI think this instance may
rent was hardly perceptible.
serve, at least, to offset similar ones that have been
given in favor of reducing the ventilation when firing.
F.

Mine
C'harleroi,

W. CrXNIXGHAlI.

Inspector, 21st Bituminous Dist.

Penn.

Letter Xo. IS

—The question

of reducing the ventila-

mining man's belief, that
seems absurd. There are mines where

to the average

is

so foreign

at first glance it

experiment
can never be tried, for the reason that the miners would
leave their places in a hurry the moment they discovered
the fan had been slowed down.
To reduce or shut down the ventilation, in any mine
producing a large amount of gas at the working face,
would be to court disaster. On the other hand, former
Mine Inspector Verner and others have called attentitm
and this, together with
to this subject, for some time
the experiences described by Mr. McAllister, in his recent letters in Coal Age, has placed this subject beyond
the category of mere conjecture. If there is any truth in
this

;

its practical application must be ascertained
and the conditions clearly demonstrated.
More or less of the same theory has been recently
strenuously advocated by Prof. Harger, in a series of
Prof. Harger contends that the
lectures, in England.
lowering of the oxygen content in the mine atmosphere,
While I am unwill reduce the liability to explosion.
able to believe that the arguments advanced apply to
mines generating gas freely, I can see that the theory
may have an important application in mines subject to

the theory,

dangers of a coal-dust explosion. A coal-dust exis merelj' a rapid form of combustion and must
require a large amount of oxygen to propagate the exUnder these conditions, it is reasonable
plosive wave.
to believe that the chance of a dust, explosion will be
naturally lessened by reducing the supply of oxygen.
While it may be shown, later, that the same argument
can be applied likewise to a gas explosion, I fear such a
My opinion
conclusion would surely lead to disaster.
now is that, in a mine free from gas but liable to dust
explosion, greater safety may be secured bj' reducing or
I
entirely stopping the ventilation when firing shots.
do not, however, accept this theory as a panacea for
all the ills of coal mining.
tlie

plosion

James Holdex, Supt.,
Princeton Coal & Land Co., Ltd.

Letter Xo. 19

C, Canada.

—

I

have read with great interest the dis-

cussion of the question of reducing ventilation in mines

when
work

am

employed, every afternoon, in the
of inspecting shots.
I note some writers favor reducing the ventilation, while others would increase it, at
firing.

I

tiring time.

My

is that when conditions will permit, the
should be entirely stopped before firing is
begun that is to say, provided there is a proper system
Every hole
of shot inspection maintained in the mine.
should be examined by a competent person to as-

opinion

ventilation
;

3,

Xo. 8

it is properly placed and cleaned out before it is charged.
Only permissible powder should be
used in blasting and the holes should be tamped with

certain that

wet

clay.

when everybody is out of the
do not believe in the employment of shotfirers
who must make their rounds, firing one or two shots
at a time, when all the men have left the mine but themI believe in electric firing

mine.

I

mine

If the

not safe for the men, it is not
and what is more dangerous still,
the mine air is often heated and loaded with coal dust,
which makes it ready for an explosion to occur upon the
selves.

is

safe for the shotfirers;

tion in a mine, at the time of firing shots,

Princeton, B.

Vol.

slightest mistake of a shotfirer.

We have in our mines one of the best systems of firing possible.
Each afternoon, the firebosses, carrying
the electric detonators in a leather bag, visit every working place, examine each hole to be fired, see that the
place is well sprinkled with water, make up the necessary charge of powder and see that it is put to the back
cf the hole and the hole properly tamped with wet wood
pulp, which we use for tamping.
All electric currents are turned oft' at the end of each
shift.
The wiremen then go around, couple up the shots,
put in the switches and return to the surface. The fan
is then stopped for 20 min., before firing, and remains
so for a few minutes after the shots have been fired.
After starting the fan again and giving time for the air
to clear, in the mine, the wiremen go below to examine
and take out the switches.
in this way, from 150 to 200 shots, at the end
of each shift and I have never yet foiuid the least evidence of any trouble having occurred, when making my
for

fire

We

fire,

;

inorning examination as

fireboss.

William Eothwell,

Fireboss.

Castle Gate, Utah.

Letter Xo. JO

— In regard to reducing ventilation when

firing shots in a mine, I

any

c^ualification

would say

at once

and without

that I consider such a proposition a

retrograde step.
It is a parallel to the suggestions of
Ur. Harger, as expressed in his recent book on the "Prevention of Explosions and Mine Fires."
Assuming, however, that the shots are to be fired in the

working places and not on the roadways, the danger of
explosion would be less, owing to the coarseness of the
dust at the face. Also, whether we consider a longwall
face or a bratticed room, the air current is seldom a
serious obstacle to the expansion of the gases produced
in firing.

In a mine generating firedamp, I cannot imagine that
any sane man would advocate closing off the ventilation
either wholly or in part, at any time. The Mines Eegulation Act (Canada) and the mining laws of most states
require the maintenance of a current of air sufficient to
dilute, render harmless and carry away the gases generated in the mine.

If this rule

is

to be disregarded,

adopt the "Harger
theory," and reduce the oxygen content of the air current to 17 per cent., and introduce, say lt/4 per cent,
of carbon dioxide into the air current.
In my own experience, I have never had charge of a

mine

officials

mine where

it

would be

at liberty to

was possible

to shut

down

the ventilating

current without causing an immediate accumulation of
firedamp in the workings. Besides the accumulation of
firedamp, the shutting down of the ventilation would
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iiitrodiu-e another danger
namely, large quantities of
r-arbon-monoxide gas, produced by firing in a dust-laden
atmosphere and a limited supply of air, would accumulate in the rooms and chambers to an extent that might
prove fatal to the shotfirers should they have to return
to a room where shots had been fired.
;

The reading

of

some

of the letters, especially those of

Mr. McAllister leads one to conclude that the mine
the cases mentioned, must have contained a low
))ercentage of oxygen.
It would l)e interesting to know
air, in

the exact composition of the air in the mine at various
l)oints, at the time indicated in Mr. McAllister's letters.

To

nu\ke the investigation complete, an analysis of the
coal should also be given to show the inert dirt contained
the seam, and which probably played an important

in

part in preventing an explosion.
Ill

closing,

permit

me

to say that the

whole proposition

of reducing ventilation in mines, at firing time, appeals

me

only as an excuse for reckless blasting. Although
some support, from the instances given, the details are insutPcient to be conclusive.
to

the theory seems to have

ASHWOliTH,
Mining Engineer.

Ja.MICS

Jfine air always contains less oxygen than outside air.
deficiency of oxygen, in the air that is traveling
through the mine, may vary from 0.1 to 0.3 per cent,
or even more, while at advancing faces, under ordinarv

The

more

be sincerely hoped that more uniformity of reby future experiments.
If it is
true that, under certain conditions possible in mining,
the deficiency of oxygen may anioiint to 2 or more per

might be assumed that in such workings an explosion of gas would be practically impossible, according
cent., it

Doctor Harger's figures, inasmuch as we may be reasonably sure that from 1/2 to 1 per cent, of carbon dioxide will also be found at the face of such workings.
It is
to

in this connection we are to look for whatever benefits may
be derived from reducing the ventilation at the time of
firing in mines, since, by reducing tlie air supply, the oxy-

gen percentage

will be decrea.sed and the carbon-dioxide
percentage increased.

Experience shows that mine explosions frequently orig-

toward the intake or fresh

Mine

it is

retUuiug ventilation

when

true that there are frequent exceptions to the

firing

Investigations of a few dust explosions in the Pittsburg

(Kansas)

to support

combustion in mines where coal dust or fireabounds.
In mines where the coal is blasted, the explosion of a
large quantity of powder, at one time, undoubtedly has a
tendency to decrease the percentage of oxygen in the mine
air, at the working face.
This is due, not to the consumption of the oxygen of the air by the powder in explosion,
as the powder is supposed to contain its own oxygen supply but the large quantities of carbon dioxide produced
by the explosion of the powder naturally reduce the percentage of oxygen in the mine air in the immediate vi-

originated on the

damp

intake.

cinity.

At

present, authorities differ as to the reduction of oxypercentage that is necessary to prevent the ignition
and exi)]osion of otherwise explosive mixtures. Dr. J.
L'cn

llarger, England, states that comparative safety in mines

be obtained by a reduction of from

about

1

to 2 per cent.

oxygon content of the air and the introduction of
'Yi per cent, of carbon dioxide: and adds that ab-

solute safety will be .secured by a reduction of 31/2 per

oxygen content and the introduction of from
per cent, of carbon dioxide.

cent, in the

14 to

]

G. A. Burrell, chemist of the Bureau of Mines, gives,
as a result of his lalioratory experiments, a much larger
percentage of reduction in the oxygen content of air as
necessary to prevent the ignition of an explosive firedamp

mixture.
In fact, Mr. Burrell's figures are, approximately, double those of Mr. llarger (Co.al Age, Jan. 18,
The oxygen content given by Mr. Burrell as
p. 105).
necessary to prevent the ignition of firedamp, would not

probably support

human

In commenting upon the
Mr. Burrell states (p. 10«)
"If all conditions are identical the mixture will expl(jdc
less violently and less completely in proportion
to the decrease of oxygen percentage."
life.

results of his experiments.

:

field

The

proved that, in every
first of

the air

significant feature,

case, the explosion

and traveled toward the
in this connection, was

that the dust on the intake was not as dry as that at
the working faces. It is the general practice in this field

change the direction of the

to

section on the

first

of the air

air current

is

giving

whenever the

troui)le.

By

this

change, the troublesome sections of the mine are placed
on the last of the air, and the trouble ceases.

While

:

in the

travels
signifi-

If the recoil of a violent explosion extends inby

naturally draws attention to the oxygen supply necessary

may

and the explosive wave
While this fact is

air.

from the point or origin, there is generally found little
evidence of flame, particularly in territories where shots
have recently been fired.

Explosions
discussion on

reach 2 per cent, or even

cases.

sults will be obtained

rule.

The

extreme

in

It is to

cant,

as Affecting

mav

conditions, the deficiency

inate on the first of the air

Vancouver, B. C, Canada.

Oxygen Supply
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I

am

fully

in gaseous mines,

if

aware of the danger that might arise,
the circulation were to be materially

reduced at the time of firing shots. I am still of the opinion that, in a dusty mine, there is a benefit to be derived
from limiting the oxygen supply at the time of firing,
as described in the letters of Mr. McAllister, recently ])ublished in Coal Aoe.
I wish to heartily endorse the suggestion thai has been
made that the Bureau of Mines, which is well ei|uijM)ed
for carrying on extensive experiments, should undertake
the experiments necessary to prove or disprove the theory
that greater safety is obtained by the reduction of the
circulation of air at the time of firing shots, in mines,

under different conditions
Although, it is true that cutting off or reducing the
ventilation, in an experinicntal mine, might not ])roduce
a mine atmosphere precisely similar to that found in a
regular working mine, where the air becomes diluted with
a noticeable percentage of carbon
after the ventilation

is

reduced.

dioxide very (piickly
In this connection,

will be glad to afford

we

opportunity to any representative
Bureau of Mines to oiitain samples of the air, in
mines where the fan is entirely stopped for from 30 niin.
of the
to

1

hr. before firing shots.

Genl.

Pittsburg, Kan.

Siipt.,

C. W. WATKiar.w.
The Fleming Coal Co.
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Rescue

Work and

Appliances

—

How would you proceed to enter a mine after
Ques.
an explosion, ami how would you conduct the rescue operations
_4„.y.

?

—Much

depend on the extent and violence
first step is to ascertain what damany, has been done to the mine openings and the

of the explosion.
age,

if

will

The

ventilating apparatus.

Any damage

to the fan

or fan

promptly repaired, or temporarv' arrange.nents should be made for producing the necessary ventiObserve if the air current is
liting current in the mine.
ti.king the same direction as usual, or if it has been reversed by the explosion.
It is important in entering the mine to follow the fresh
air current, and the above observations are generally of
importance, even though rescue apparatus is available and
a trained rescue corps is at hand ready to enter the mine
by any available opening. There is generally more hope
of rescue by following the air, but this course may be
modified by the conditions existing in any particular

drifts should be

mine.
In the absence of an organized rescue corps, an immediate call should be sent out for volunteers and, from
these, experienced men should be selected and a rescue
party organized under the leadership of a competent
miner who is thoroughly acquainted with the mine and
the conditions existing in the workings. The party should
be equipped with approved safety lamps and tools, such as
picks, axes and hammers, necessary for the work.
Upon entering the mine, careful tests should be made
of the mine air, to ascertain what poisonous qualities it

may have aside from its explosive condition. For this
purpose, the rescue party should carry with them, in addition to safety lamps, caged mice or birds, and constantly
observe how these are afl:ected by the atmosphere of the
mine.

The aim

of this first rescue party

is

to

make

as rapid

advance as possible; exploring, as they go, every nook
and corner where it is possible someone may still have
Only such work of repairing
survived the explosion.
doors and stoppings and erecting brattices should be performed, at this time, as is necessary to conduct the air
current forward so as to make it possible to explore the
rooms and headings.

A

second party should be organized, at the surface,
the fir.st 7)arty and supply them with what-

to follow

As surever is needful to expedite the work of rescue.
vivors are found, they should be promptly treated by

live surrounded by a poisonous atmosphere.
Such a
return airway should be entered only for the purpose of
rescue or for the performance of such work as is absolutely necessary for the extinction of the fire or preventing its spread.
Ques.
If the safety lamp gives no indication of the

—

IJresence of gas, is this fact proof that the

—

cape detection on the lamp. Its presence can only be ascertained by the blood test; or by observing the effect of
the gas on small caged animals, such as mice or birds.
These small animals are much more quickly afEected by

and seek fresh
Ques.

—

the

human

— How

men

to vacate the place

air.

would you determine which of two

conditions in the

—

Their action will

system.

ferent kinds of rescue apparatus

is

dif-

the better for given

mine?

Ans. Before entering the mine the wearer should
test each apparatus in the smoke room and find out
which is the most suitable to him. The conditions in
the mine, however, largely determine which type should
be worn.
If the conditions within the mine are kno'svn
and no irritating gases are likely to be met, I would prefer the Fluess apparatus ; but if fires have to be contended
with I prefer one of the helmet type.
Suppose you were wearing a rescue apparatus
Ques.
while hurrying into a mine to save a man; and you
suddenly felt as though you could not get your breath,

—

under normal working conditions.

What would

prob-

ably be the cause and what would you do?
.4ns.

—As the apparatus

is

regulated to give 122 cu.in-

of oxygen per minute, which

is

the

amotmt necessary

under normal working conditions, it is probable that by
hurrying more was required and this supply of oxygen,
therefore, was not sufficient and he found that he could
To overcome this condition sit down and
not breathe.
Then
rest until the supply of oxygen is again sufficient.
be careful not to exert yourself more than is required
to perform the work.
How would you test a rescue apparatus beQues.
fore giving it to a man to wear?
Ans. ^lake sure that the apparatus is properly
;

—
—

charged.

all

Ans. No one but the most experienced miners sliouid
be permitted to enter a return airway, under these conditions and, then, only when protected with an approved
form of rescue apparatus that will ])crniit the wearer to

is

therefore serve as a warning for

them

to enter?

than

this gas

is

—

is

Ans. Xa The atmosi)here. in a mine, may be poisonous to that extent a.* to be instantly fatal, owing to the
presence of carbon monoxide in the air. The percentage
of the gas present may be so small that the gas will es-

methods and removed from tlie mine.
Ques. Would you allow any class of workmen to enter
a return airway contaminated by gases coming from a
mine fire; and. if so, for what purpose would you allow
first-aid

atmosphere

safe to enter?

giving

and to

The apparatus should be tested to see that it
the required amount of oxygen per minute,

off

see that the presstire

vacuum on
than 3.94

the return tube

in.

water gage.

on the intake tube and the

is

Be

not, in either case, greater

careful to note also, that

connections are air-tight.
Before going into a mine, the

man

should be required

on the apparatus and go into a roont filled with
This will detect any
the fumes of burning sulphur.

to put

leakage in the apparatus.

Fehruai-.v 23,
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Washington, D. C.
The action

new

suit

of

on Feb.

Attorney-General Wickersham in filing a
13 against the Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western Ry. Co. and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Coal Co. under the Sherman anti-trust law had been expected for some time past. J. C. MacReynolds, counsel for
the Government in this suit, explains the purpose of the
action as that of securing from the Court a judgment on the
question whether persons in control of a railroad company
can organize among themselves a corporation which continues under their management and through the form of a
contract escape the prohibitions of the commodities clause of
the Interstate Commerce law, while it was also intended to
apply the Sherman act so as to restrict railroads to the
business of common carriers by preventing them from entering into contracts or arrangements tending to interfere with
the performance of their duties under such contracts.
Attorney-General Wickersham In outlining the object
of the suit says:

The purpose of the railroad company and those who con.
trolled it in organizing the defendant coal company was to
use the latter as a mere instrumentality for retaining under
their direction and for their profit the business of selling coal
theretofore carried on by the railroad; and under the agreement of Aug. 2, 1909, this purpose has been carried into
fruition.

They have always constituted its dominant stockholders
and probably always will. They elect its officers, determine
and. moreover, they may take away its sold
upon six months' notice.
If its conduct should
to meet their approval, it may be deprived of all beneunder the sales contract and its business quickly destroyed. In such event a similar subterfuge could be organized and the profits of the entire business still be secured to
its

policies,

business
fail

fits

the stockholders of the railroad.

The arrangement under which the defendant companies
are operating in no proper or legal sense destroys the interest which the railroad company has in the output of the
mines which it owns and operates or in the coal which it
purchas.?s from others before the same starts in the course
of interstate or foreign transportation, but during the entire
course of such transportation the carrier has an interest
therein within the true meaning of the statute.
The two companies are but the instrumentalities of the
same group of stockholders; the arrangements and contracts between them are but devices to avoid the prohibitions
of the Interstate act. and operations under them are more
damaging to the public than those under the old plan prior to

August, 1909.
They have enabled the coal company to acquire a monopoly of the sales of coal produced along the defendant
railroad, and through the exclusive use of the instrumentalities leased by the latter, and otherwise this monopoly will
be continued.
Having secured for itself a monopoly, the defendant
railroad successfully undertook to transfer this to the coal
company, and. unless prevented, such monopoly will continue to the great detriment of the public.
Furthermore the contract between defendants necessarily hinders the railroad from freely fixing its rates for
transporting coal according to recognized and legitimate
standards, and introduces a factor into the determination of
questions relating thereto which may not be considered consistently with the rights of the public, and v.'hich necessarily tends to keep such rates unduly high.
For since under
the contract the railroad company receives for its coal at
the mines a percentage of the price at New York harbor,
which price is largely determined bv the freight rates, it
follows that the higher the freight
from the mines to
New ^ork harbor the higher the price rate
received by the railroad
company at the mines, and. on the other hand, as the freight
rate decreases such price decreases.
The contract is thus not only a barrier against any reduction in the railroad company's freight rates to New York,
however justified by the conditions, but is an Inducement to
higher rates regardless of any change in the cost or character of the service.
It Is in undue, unreasonable and unlawful restraint of interstate and foreign trade and commerce.
Munlclpnl Coal MlnrH
Mr. Taylor, of Colorado has offered the following bill for
the establishment of a "municipal coal mine."
That the following-described coal land or so much thereof
as the city of Grand Junction, Colorado, may apply for within
six months after the approval of this Act. Is thereby granted
to said city as a source of coal supply for the us<- of said
city and for the use therein of the Inhabitants and Industries
thereof, to wit:
In section ten, the east half of the east half.
In section eleven, the southwest quarter
the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter, the and
west
of
the northwest quarter and the southeast quarter half
of

the
northwest fjuarter.
fourteen, the north half of the northwest
,.„.'..",
J"''^^",""
quaiter
and northwest quarter of the northeast
quarter.

And in section flfte.-n, the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter, all in township one north, ran^-e one east, of
the Ute meridian, containing six hundred and fortv acres,
more or less, upon the following conditions, that is' to sav:
That said city shall, within two years from the approval of
this Act. open a workable vein of coal upon said land and
shall continuously thereafter develop and operate a practical
coal mine thereon for the purpose aforesaid; shall not assign
or transfer said land or any Interest therein; shall comply
with such rules and regulations as mav from time to time
be prescribed by the United States Bureau of Mines and approved by the Secretary of the Interior
Mr. Taylor has also continued this same policy in a general way by offering the following measure:
That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized,
in his discretion, to patent lands of the United States classified as coal lands within any State or Territory to any citv
or incorporated town therein, duly authorized in this behalf
as a source of coal supply for the use of such city or town
and for the use therein of the inhabitants and industries
thereof, the lands so patented to be conveniently situated
w-ith reference to such city or town.
Every such patent
shall include not to exceed six hundred and forty acres for
^'^^ °"^ hundred and sixty acres for each town.
It
'^2'^V, S!'^'
shall be appropriately conditioned to provide for prompt and
continuous development of the coal, the prevention of any
assignment or transfer of the land, the safeguarding of the
health and safety of laborers mining or handling the
the prevention of undue waste of mineral resources, andcoal,
securing of full reports and publicity as to the mining the
disposal of coal mined under the patent. Including costsand
of
construction, of maintenance, and of operation, use for municipal purposes, sales, and receipts from
all in such
manner and form and at such times as thesales,
Secretary of the
Interior may by rules and regulations prescribe.
PEi\NSYl,V.\.\I.\
The mine inspectors' examination in the bituminous region
of Pennsylvania will occur in March.
The examinations for
mine foreman, assistant mine foreman and firebosses. in the
bituminous districts of the state, will take place In April,
The dates of these examinations will be announced later.
.Vnthravite
Wilkes-Barre The Bliss colliery was idle Feb. 4 as a result of the smashing of the cage.
Work was resumed, however, the following day.
Questions of importance to the Miners' Union were considered Feb. 12. when the members of the three anthracfllte
district boards met.
The call was issued Feb. 11. President
White attended.
In addition to the provisions for rescue and first-aid
work
now in force in the anthracite coal mines, the Lehigh Valley
Coal Co. is now putting into service a mine-rescue car
which
can be rushed at a moment's notice to any colliery in case
of
accident.
This car consists of a remodelled passenger car
equipped with oxygen breathing apparatus and several kinds
of first-aid equipment.

—

—

Scranton The Scranton school board has gone to court in
effort to force the Scranton Coal Co. to furnish them
with
maps showing the underground condition at the corner of
Washington and Vine Sts.. where the board Is contemplating
the erection of a new school building, and about
which
they have been unable to obtain any Information from the

an

coal company.

llltunilnouH

Harrl»l,..rK— Senator Sensenic'h. of Westmoreland
County
bill aimed to take the appointment
of mine
inspectors in the bituminous region out of politics.
It makes
specific provision that the Governor must
appoint Inspectors
in the order of rank of percentage.
The candidates making
the highest mark must be appointed first. This bill
has been
endorsed by several coal operators, while others
oppose It
The present law gives the Governor the option of appointing
as Inspector any man passing the examination with
an average over 90 per cent.

has presented a

Beulah—The Beulah Coal Co. has filed suit In the United
States District Court against the Pennsylvania
R R Co to
recover $50,000. The coal company alleges that
the Pennsylvania company Illegally discriminated against them
In awarding and distributing of coal cars to their mines
In the Clearfield district.

—

Indiana Six thousand acres. Including practically all of
the unsold coal In Green township, this count.v.'has been
optioned by Elmer E. Davis, of Johnstown, representing
Philadelphia capitalists. In the tract Is a solid block of 2000

near Pine Flats, which was obtained at $70 an acre.
tions expire

May

1.

.acres

The op-
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WEST VIRGIXIA

—

Charleston Manufacturers of South Carolina have united
in a complaint to the Interstate Commerce Commission of
alleged excessive and unreasonable freight rates on coal
from West Virginia fields to cities in South Carolina. The
petition is directed against the Norfolk & Western and its
connecting lines.
Bluefleld An appropriation of $70,000 will be made for the
purpose of establishing a mine-rescue station at Norton. A
rescue car will be stationed there and will have easy access
to mines in the ^Vest Virginia fields.
Bridgreport .\rrangements have been completed for the

—

—

men and

locals from this district of the
United Mine Workers to District No. 3, which centers about
Mansfield.
Mar. 29 has been set as the date for the district
convention, and New Philadelphia as the place for meeting.
The action taken will then be ratified. The reason for the
transfer is said to be that the miners involved do not work
the Pittsburgh No. 8 vein, which is worked by the miners of
the eastern portion of the district. As a result, difficulty in
adjusting the scale is always arising.

transfer of 1500

22

—

TlltonTille Work has been resumed at the Red Mud mine
A mass
north of Martin's Ferry after a ten days' strike.
meeting was held and the members voted to abide by the
order issued by John Moore, president of the Ohio miners,
and return to their work.

Vol.

3,

Xo. 8

on hundreds of acres of coal land in the vicinity of Augusta,
Pike County. They are paying $20 an acre for the coal.
The Ingle company is now operating seven mines along the
Southern R.R., and employs seven hundred miners.

MISSOURI

—

Kansas City An order has been granted by United States
Judge McPherson, in the Federal Court, restraining
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. from tearing up
seven miles of track on the spur known as the Adair County
R.R., whicli runs seven miles northeast from Youngstown to
District

the property of the Great Northern Fuel Co., at Novinger.
is claimed that the absence of a railroad there would
make the Great Noi'thern property worthless.

It

COLORADO
Denver

—The

itinerary of the Denver Rescue Car No.

2

is

given as follows:

Town

Arrive

Frederick (mail Segundo), Colo
Madrid, N. M. (Alberquergue & Cerillos
Coal Co.)
Carthage, N. M. (Carthage Fuel Co.)...
Gallup. N. M. (Diamond Coal Co.) (Victor-American Fuel Co.)

Leave

Feb. 23

Mar.

Mar.
Mar.

Mar. 8
Mar. 15

2

9

Mar. 16

Apr.

1

5

M-\RYL,.\ND
Baltimore

— Announcement

has been made of the establish-

ment of a joint new coal rate by the New York Central &
Western Maryland R.R.. from the Pittsburgh district to Baltimore piers. For the first time in the history of the Pittsburgh coal industry, competition with other coal fields is
This action
thus made possible in seaboard coal markets.
also opened to Pittsburgh the growing coal export trade.

—

Brussels* Bel^um King Albert has stepped
into
the
breach in an effort to avert the general strike which has
been called- to go into effect througliout Belgium in April.
The King has advised the cabinet to make concessions to
the Labor Party and Socialists.
The 200,000 Belgian miners
who have grievances are anxious to go out.

TEXNESSEE

—

Knoxvllle The fourth annual banquet of the Southern
Appalachian Coal Operators' Association was held in Kno.xville, Tenn., on the evening of Feb. 11, at the Colonial Hotel,
with a fine attendance. Col. James R. Wooldridge, of WooldA. F.

ridge, Tenn., presided as toastmaster.

KENTUCKY

—

Lexinsitoii
The recent order of the Interstate Commerce Commission suspending railroad schedules providing

for cancellation of point rates for the transportation of coal

from Kentucky and West Virginia mines to Wisconsin points
via the Pere Marquette R.R. has been attacked in a brief
The company confiled by the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co.
tends that no public necessity exists for the establishment
or continuance of a through route from the fields indicated
to northwestern territory via Toledo and the Michigan lake
lines.
The commission is asked to vacate its order, and to
permit the company to haul its coal over its own lines to
Chicago.

OHIO

—

Columbus Fire of unknown origin destroyed the offices
and yards of the Murray City Coal Co. and the Hocking Valley Ry. tracks, Columbus, early Saturday morning, Feb. 15.
General Mine Inspector John C. Davies has appointed
Thomas E. Grogan, of Cardington, Ohio, as district mine inspector in Belmont County to succeed Thomas Hennessy, who
resigned on account of ill health.

—

—The

Summit

coal mine, one of tile oldest in
has been flooded ten days or more,
the Greene County
and all efforts to lower the water have proved futile. The
mine is on low ground, and it is believed water from some
abandoned mine is pouring into the Summit. The owners
have almost decided to abandon the place, which means a
loss of several thousand dollars worth of mining machinery,
to say nothing of the unmined coal and the miners' loss for
lack of employment.
PetersburK The Ingle Coal & Coke Co. Is taking leases
field,

—

of
to

King J. Ellicott has assumed active management of the
Operator's Coal Co., taking the place_ recently made vacant
by the resignation of B. O. Hoover.
J. Q. Clarke has severed his connection with the Pittsburgh Coal Co. as assistant sales manager at Buffalo, and has
opened an office there on his OAvn account under the name of
the Monongahela-Youghiogheny Coal Co.
In the latter part of May President John Moore, of the
Ohio mine workers, expects to leave for Europe to attend the
International Mining Contest. During his absence VicePresident John Valenka, of Bridgeport, will be in charge of
the state organization.

"^Wemyss Jackson

has been appointed general sales agent
of the Consolidated Indiana Coal Co.. with headquarters at
Mr. Jackson is to be in
139 West Van Buren St., Chicago.
general charge of the sale of coal in place of Prank Ragan,
who at his request, is appointed district sales agent, with
headquarters at 403 Terminal Traction Building, Indianapolis,
Ind.

IXDI.VXA

Indianapolis The coal-mine operators of Indiana are
greatly interested in the proposed transportation of coal
from the Indiana and Illinois coal mines to Chicago by pipe
line.
This scheme is said to be well under way by Chicago
financiers.
The plan is to pump the coal by hydraulic
power, which it is claimed can be done at a cost impossible
for the railroads to meet.
Isham Randolph, engineer, the expert behind the project,
is emphatic in declaring the plan perfectly feasible, and that
coal could be delivered in Chicago cheaper than at present
and that the new process will revolutionize the coal-carrying trade. It is said that the right-of-way for the pipe line
and branches has been quietly obtained.

BInomfleld

Harper has been transferred as resident engineer
Iron Co.'s coal mines from Dolomite. Ala.,

Woodward

the

Mulga, Ala.

THE

PUMP & CONDENSER CO.. 140 Cedar
Hammond water meter. S p., Si^xll in.,

.VL,BERGER

;w York City. The

St.,
ill.

—

.Vkron, .Mich. Tracks are being laid by the Handy Bros.
Co., of Bay City, to a point near here, where two coal

Mining

shafts will soon be sunk.

—

Wiikos-Barre, Penn. The D. and H. company is conemplating erecting a washery some time in the near future be-

tween Honesdale and Waymart.
Philaclplphia, Penn. The Keystone State Construction

—

Co.

has secured a permit for a coal trestle 22x220 ft. on the east
Broad street south of Sedgley avenue, for the Pennsylvania Railroad: cost. $12,500.
Fort Wayne, Ind. Kendallville business men have a
side of

—
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proposition to establish a factory for the manufacture of
peat fuel from bogs. It is the desire to establish a factory
with a capacity of 50 tons per day.
Shamokln. Penn. Local mining engineers of the Reading"
Coal & Iron Co. today completed plans for the sinking of

—

new shaft

at the Sterling colliery.
preparing other plans for the greatest
history of collieries in this region.

a

The company
improvements

also
the

is

in

—

AVaynesburg, Peiin. Engineers are making the location
new mines and coke plants about a mile above the Poland
Coal Co.'s new works up Dunkard Creek, new developments
are to be made by the Henderson and Kennedy interests of
Pittsburgh. About 400 coke ovens are to be built at once.
Shenandoah, Penn. Plans for the breaker to be built for
the Locust Mountain Coal Co., which will operate the new
Girard Estate lease, are nearing completion and materials
and machinery will be brought in February so that construction can be commenced about April 1. A 6000-ft. drainage tunnel will be started about the first of March.
for

—

— The Mlnooka Coal Co.

has leased from the
Delaware & Hudson Co. a tract of land containing more
than 70 acres, situated South of Minooka Park. The location
is known as the old Corey Tract.
Scranton, Penn.

It is the intention of the Minooka company to erect a $25.The company also expects to mine
000 breaker on this site.
more than 200,000 tons of coal from the land, and this product will be prepared at the new breaker.

—

St. Louis, Mo.
A byproduct coke oven and recovery plant is
to be erected by the Laclede Gas Light Co. on a 200-acre
tract of land at the junction of the River Desteres with the
Mississippi.
The cost is to be approximately $5,000,000. and
the plant will have a capacity of 250,000 tons annually.
In connection with the coke-oven plant, the company will
build an additional water-gas plant, power stations, pumping
stations, and machinery for handling the 500,000 tons of
coal that will be consumed every year for the manufacture
of coke and the byproducts.

—

Ironton, Ohio It is reported that the Semet Solvay Co., of
Syracuse, N. Y., is negotiating with the Rogers-Brown Co.
for the installation of a coke plant similar to their million
dollar plant at Ashland. Ky., for supplying coke for the
local furnaces.
The Ashland plant has a capacity of about
700 tons daily, and a plant of similar capacity would supply
coke for the furnaces of this city. It is also stated that the
Rogers Brown Co. will erect a large blast furnace at Ashland.
Should another coking plant be installed here, it will
prevent the frequent coke shortages at the furnaces.
BronnsTille, AV. Va. A contract has been let to R. J.
McFadden by the Hitchman Coal Co. for the sinking of a new
shaft to connect with the new coal which that firm owns at
the Glendale mine.
The contract price is said to be about
$10,000, and it is aimed to complete the work by the 1st of
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—

Montgomery, Ala. Papers have been filed reporting the
incorporation of the Syracuaga Ice and Coal Co. of Talladega
County; capital stock, $15,000.
Incorporators: F, W. Ledbetter, A. B. Parker, and Ethel Ledbetter.
Fairmont, W. Va
The Mineral Fuel Co.; capital stock,
$1,200,000: to develop coal and other mineral lands in Letcher
County. Incorporators: A. B. Young, G. M. Alexander, Brooke
Fleming, Jr., J. O. Watson and Walter Miller.
Vaughan, \V, Vo. The Lewis Land & Coal Co.; capital
stock. $400,000; to develop mineral land and deal in real
estate in Nicholas County.
Incorporators: E. W, Knight. G.
S. Couch. Jr., P. F. Brown, A. W. McDonald, and O. P. Fitz-

—
—

gerald.

—

Wheeling, W. Va
The Washington Oil & Gas Co.; capital
stock, $15,000; to acquire real estate and explore for gas,
coal and other minerals.
Incorporators: B. E. Thompson, R.
J. Desch, Geo. Haid, R. S. Magie, J.
R. Rowan and J. E.

Hughes.
Wilmington, Dei

—

The Coal Savings & Smoke Consuming
Co.. $1.000.(jOO.
To establish foundries for the purpose of
manufacturing coal saving devices and install the same on
stoves, etc.
Incorporators:
R. Boyd Cooling, Clarence J.
Jacobs, Harry W. Davis, all of Wilmington, Del.
Pittsburgh, Penn. Alberta Development Co.; to deal in all
kinds of mineral lands in the state of New Mexico and else-

—

where.

Capital stock, $300,000:
Incorporators:
Preston B.
Ewing. Thomas H. McKay, E. W. Ewing, and J. Albert Mc-

Kay, of Pittsburgh and Lloyd L. Little, of Emsworth, Penn.
ConnellMvilie, Penn. The Northumberland Coal & Coke
Co., operating three miles south of Somerset, will apply for
a charter on Feb. 25.
The incorporators are R. C. Fiss
and James Christian, of Shamokin: E. G. Jones and V. S.
Truckenmiller, of Watsontown. Penn. and E. H. Mayer of
Somerset.
The compaiiy has opened mines on the Frank
Walter and Robert C. Bittner farms in Milford Township.
W. H. Mayer has charge.
Hartford, Conn. The Schniewind Coke Oven Co., of Hartford, has been formed to manufacture illuminating gas and
coke and use the by products. Capital stock, $500,000. Incorporators: Robert C. Metcalfe, of Newark, N. J., and Alvan
Waldo Hyde and Charles Welles Gross, of Hartford.
.•Vllen, Ky.
The Mayo-Hampton Timber. Coal & Land Co.
has been organized by B. M. Craft and others, with a capital stock of $25,000.
The company proposes to acquire timber and coal lands for development.

—

—

—

—

May.

The new opening will be made on the Bell property, on
Little Grave Creek. It is said that a new uptodate structuralsteel tipple will be erected upon the completion of the new
shaft.
The mine will be equippd with the most modern machinery, and will have one of the largest outputs in this section of the state.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
—

PariN, Ohio The
$1000. Incorporators:

Caney Cannel Coal
P.

J.

Johnson,

Co.;

capital

stock,

Wm. Kenney and

M,

F.

Parres.

— The

Mayo, Ohio
capital

stock,

M. Allen and

Hampton Timber Coal and Land

$25,000.
Incorporators;
C. Craft.

B.

M.

Craft,

Co.;

John

C.

—

PittxIiurKh, Penn. The Buffalo Creek Coal Co.; capital
stock, $25,000; to operate in Butler and Armstrong Counties,
Incorporators: C. A. Ross. C. B. Clark. C. L. Glass, C, E.
Meyer and G. M. Bilger.

—

GreenNliurK, Penn. A charter was granted the Greensburg Coal & Coke Co. at Harrlsburg Saturday, $200,000,
The new company will operate -a tract of about 600 acres of
coal north and west of this city.
PittMliurKb, Penn. A special meeting of the stockholders
of the Wellsley Oil Co. will be held Mar. 27 for the purpose of
voting on a proposed decrease in the capital stock of the
company from $500,000 to $5000.
IloHton, MnNN.
The Belmont-Monroe Coal Mining Co.;
capital stock. $1,000,000.
Promoters: William B. Crowther,
James <). Evans. Pittsburgh. Penn., C. L. Andrews, L. L.
Coleman and R. S. Buzzell, Augusta.

—

—

Eaaton, Penn.
at Belmont
president.
site

— The

Easton Coal & Coke Co. will occupy a
and McKeen streets.
Frank Mclnerney is

—

Fairmont. «'. Va. The Consolidation Coal Co., will equip
its collieries at McRoberts, Ky.. with five 10-ton 42-inch gage
electric mining locomotives.
Indiana, Penn
The .\rmerford Coal Mining Co. have
opened coal developments on Blacklick Creek, on the site of
the old John R. Wilson farm.
Huntington, W. Va.-— Twelve mines are now operating on
the Buffalo extension of the G. V. Ry. above Logan and
put out something like a hundred cars of coal daily.
WayneMburg, i>enn. Attorney G. C. Drake has purchased
50 acres of coal land in Gilmore township at 4160 per acre.
The tract was formerly known as the John D. Russell farm.
MarMball, .MIeh
While sinking a shaft at the Sheridan
township mine, coal was struck at a depth of 72 ft. The seam
is 5% ft. thick, and the operators believe that the strike will

—

—

prove

profitable.

—

PunxHutanney, I>enn. W. S. Blaisdell expects to be shipping coal from the mines which are Just being opened on
Williams Run, near No. 6 mine, of the Anita Coal Mining
Co. about midway between Punxsutawney and Horatio.
Morgantoivn, Ky, G. L. Drury, C. E. Sullivan. J. C Hanoy,
of Union County, have purchased the West Abei-deen Coal

—

Co.'s
liito

property, and are
operation.

now

repairing the mines to be put

—

Penn. Colonel T. Coleman du Pont, the
powder manufacturer, with many diversified interests, has
effected a merger of six bituminous coal companies with an
annual output of more than 10,000,000 tons a year. The capPhiladelphia,

ital

Is

$6,000,000.

Ilerby,
All .Saints'

—

Kngland John Davis & Son (Derby), Limited, of
Works, Derby, England, and care of Messrs. J. F.
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York, have been
Co.. of 157 Chambers St., New
granted letters patent by the U. S. Patent Office for their
anemometer.
"Davis- Birani"
Pittsburgh, Penn. At a special meeting of the stockholders of the four States Coal & Coke Co.. the first stock of the
company was increased from one and a half million to two
and a half million dollars. This concern was the 11th in
production in West Virginia for 1912.
CarroUtown, Penn. It is reported that the Logan Coal
Co. is negotiating for the purchase of a l.1i)-acre coal tract
near the operation of the Black Diamond company at this
place. It is reported, that John Hayes and William Mardera<'i
of this place may take over the mine.
Grafton, W. Va. The Preston Fuel Co. is owner of about
5000 acres of coal land at Independence and is opening up
the same. A shaft is to be sunk to a depth of 210 ft. and
a steel tipple will be built. The work is in charge of R. B.
Stewart, superintendent and manager.
Huntln^on, W. Va A deal involving ?500.000 and the
transfer of a tract of valuable coal and timber land in Logan
County was closed recently. Six thousand six hundred acres
on Buffalo Creek were sold by Huntington and Charleston
capitalists to the Buffalo Coal c& Coke Co.
ConnelUville, Penn. The Knickerbocker Fuel Co.. with
mines at Hooversville, Somerset County is a new firm in that
The company expects to mine 600,000 tons during 1913.
field.
Officers Jas. A. Hill. New York, president Frank M. Graff,
Blairsville. treasurer. Telford Lewis, Johnstown, secretary.
AVaynesboro, Penn. J. E. Barnes, of Pittsburgh, has
secured options on 2500 acres of coal land in Whitley town-*
It is reported that he secured the
ship, at $400 an acre.
option for the Pittsburgh Coal & Coke Co., and that the
option extends for 90 days.
W'aynesbnrg-, Penn. J. B. F. Rinehart of this place closed
a deal recently with Justice W. S. Mankey. of East Waynesburg, whereby he was granted title to the Pittsburgh vein of
coal underlying a tract of land containing a little over
100 acres, situated near Nineveh, Morris township, the price
per acre being $125.
Summerset, Penn. Captain Sanner, L. G. Lambert and J.
Shaver have listed their options on a tract of 6000 acres of
The option price was $50 an acre. The
coal in this county.
purchasers of the tract have not been made known, but it has
been given out that the men holding the option have sold out
to a firm which will develop the tract.
Tuscaloosa, Ala. A. S. Costellono and associates from
Jacksonville, Fla., have purchased 320 acres of coal land at
Shira's Station near Tuscaloosa, on the Tuscaloosa Mineral
L. & N. Railroad from Miss Margaret Miller and Messrs. John
Purchasers expect to ship
T. Bradford and C. M. Peterson.
much of the coal which they will soon mine.
Windsor. Mo. The Brownington Coal Co. expects to begin
operation soon on a large scale. They have been stripping
some coal for the past several weeks with teams and scrapers, but expect that their new 95,000-lb. steam shovel will
soon be on the ground. They have a fine 4-ft. seam of coal
near the surface, the depth ranging from 9 to 13 feet.
Connellsville, Penn. Announcement has been made that
the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co. is prepared to fire up 1000
ovens in the Allegheny Mountain coking region.
Greene
County coal will probably be used. The ovens have a capacity
of about 12,000 tons per month
Byproduct ovens will also
be built at Midland to run on this coal which is floated down

McCoy

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

the river in barges.
St. Lionls, Mo
Dr. J. C. Parrlsh, representing the Audrain
Coal Co. of Vandalia, Mo., announced the closing of a deal
with the Laclede-Christy Clay Products Co., of St. Louis,
by which about 300 acres of coal lands in northeast
Missouri, overlying a rich vein of fire clay are transferred.
For the present the fire clay will be shipped to the St. Louis
factory of the company.

—

— The

H. W. Johns-Manville Co. announce
office to 239 Halsey St.
Its new
located on the ground floor of a modern building right in the heart of the city's business center.
With a floor area of 4000 sq.ft., ample space is afforded for
the display of a varied line of J-M asbestos roofings, packings, pipe coverings, etc.

Newark. N. J.
the removal of its

office

Newark

and salesroom

is

—

Colorado SprinKs. Colo. Alexander Patterson has exposed
a body of coal one mile north of Pikeview on the land owned
by Dorr, Flosson & Meridan.
The value of new seam is
estimated at several hundred thousand dollars. A shaft 14x7
ft.
was in the course of construction when this bed was
struck at a depth of 371 ft. Mr. Patterson says that he will
arrange to extract 1000 tones a day.

Dew

Miit.ne.M,

la.

—The

Madison coal mine at

Twentieth

Yol.

3.

Xo. 8

and Hickman avenue sustained a $3000 loss when
house and boiler room wher destroyed by
The origin of the fire, which was discovered by Carl
The loss is partly
Miller, night watchman, is unknown.
Repairs were begun at once and
covered by insurance.
the company will continue operations.
Salt Lake City, Utah
By the middle of February the Spring
Valley Coal Co. expects to have its coal upon the market of
the West. This is the enterprise brought into being by the
Jesse Knight interests of Provo, and a wide market for the
coal is being prepared by Le'wis M. Cannon, the general
The company has equipped
for the company.
sales agent
the mines for a daily coal production of 2000 ton^
Plneville, Ky. The Continental Coal Corporation has restreet

the

engine

fire.

—

—

cently sold, at

its offices in Pineville,

Ky., all of the standing

oak and poplar on 10,000 acres of its coal properties in Bell
and Knox Counties, in this state, to Carr Bros., of Nashville, Tenn.
The purchasers propose to erect on Straight
Creek a large mill for the immediate working up of the
timber in that vicinity.
It is estimated that it will
several years to go over all of the timber purchased.

take

—

Reynoldsvllle. Penn. Two years ago the McConnell Coal
Co., of Reynoldsville, secured the mining rights of the Dennison and Ross tracts above Coal Glen, consisting of about
300 acres of coal and established a colliery on the tract.
This mine has developed into a large producer.
A few
weeks ago the McConnell coal interests secured a large
tract near Sugar Hill and a force of men is now putting in
.V
drifts and equipment for the development of the tract.

new

tipple is being erected.
Clarksburg. W. Va. W. W. Fowler, owner of the Calvert
Coal & Coke Co. and the Calvert Coal Mining Co., has purchased two mines now in operation and producing 600 tons
Mr. Fowler took over the
of Kanawha splint coal daily.
entire holdings of the Ceste-Kanawha Coal Co. and the

—

Co.
The acquisition of the two
mines gives Mr. Fowler's company the advantage of
onlj' company in V.'est Virginia producing the four
best varieties of coal mined in the state.
.\ew York, rV. ^". The sales of the Western Electric Co.
will be between 71 and 72 millions for the year 1912. which
is slightly more than in 1906, the previous largest year in
the company's business. The increase has been in American
have increased
sales outside of the Bell System, which
about 100% over 1906, and in European sales, which were
the largest in the company's history. The results have been
accomplished by an energetic selling campaign in the face
of increased and increasing competition.
Barbourville, Ky. Local coal operators, among them W.
M., S. H. and J. R. Jones, have acquired a valuable coal
acreage on the outskirts of Hazard, Perry county, and will
install one of the largest mining plants in that newly
opened district. The mines "will be electrically equipped and
the company will seek a franchise from the town of Hazard
for operating an electric-lighting plant.
In the event arrangements are made, the same power plant will be used to
operate the mines and furnish the town with electricity.
Stoyestown, Penn. Owners of a tract of about 6000 acres
of coal land lying between Stoyestown and Shanksville have
been notified that options taken about three months ago will
be lifted and that the money, $50 an acre, will be received by
The company making
the owners probably within a week.
the purchase is not known, but the agent who has been
working in the field is A. G. Smith, of Lehigh County. The
options were taken by Capt. Sanner, L. G. Lambert, and
Joseph Shaver, all Somerset County men. Deal will mean the

Ceste-Kanawha Merchandise
splint

being the

—

—

—

transfer of about $300,000.

—

Chicago. 111. The Western Electric Co.
has
recently
placed upon the market a new dry battery to be known
as the red label blue bell battery.
It is designed for intermittent service requiring high efficiency and rapid recuperation.
This new battery is a result of careful development work extending" over a long period.
The Red Label battery is of the high initial amperage
and low internal resistance type, giving 25 amperes on
short-circuit.
These characteristics together with its powers of rapid recovery after use, insure its long life and usefulness wherever this general. type of battery is required.

—

Mcdford. Ore. Experiments on the Sunnyside coal mined
al)out three miles from Medford have demonstrated that it
will produce illuminating gas and it is probable that it will
be used by the Medford Gas Co. in place of crude oil. which
is now shipped from California.
F. W. Topkin, of El Paso, Texas, is experimenting with
this coal and finds that it will have valuable byproducts In
the way of tar and asphaltiim and as it Is not of a sufficiently high grade to ship will be useful for gas companies.

Fel niarv
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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CiEXERAI. REVIE^\
In spite of the changed weather conditions, the expected improvement in the hard-coal trade has failed to materialize.
Production at the mines is heavy, perhaps close to
any previous high record and the coal is being readil.v
absorbed, but there is an absence of snap in the market and
indications are strongly in favor of the situation becoming
worse. There are rumors of concessions of from 25 to 50c.
being offered on individual egg and chestnut, while even
stove is selling at less than the circular; such conditions
obviously make it difficult for the companies to maintain
their regular circulars.
Dealers are hoping for a continuation of low temperatures so that they will be able to dispose of their surplus egg and chestnut.
The Coastwise bituminous trade is a shade firmer, but all
shippers have coal they are anxious to dispose of, and receipts are not being absorbed very readily.
The market is
characterized by a feeling- of indecision and none seem to
be able to formulate an opinion as to which way it will go;
.It
present it is down to approximately a summer basis, and
I
is quite difficult to arouse, any interest among the buyers.
'Illy a few season prices have been announced so far, and
contracting seems to be reserved for a later period. On in'

land contracts considerable business is being done, operators
.m-tting a slight advance over last year's figures.
There also
seems to be more activity there in the spot market, particularly in the North, where the movement on the railroads
is quite uncertain; the Canadian trade is divided between a
fear of both a surplus and a shortage because of the great
uncertainty in the movement. There is little interest being
displayed in contracts in the Pittsburgh district and conti'act prices are
being slightly shaded on spot business;
there is considerable inquiry, however, and prices are as
good or better than formerly.
There is more activity in the Ohio field due to the lower
temperature and the increased domestic demand; the movement is also slow and uncertain and shippers are convinced
that tlie railroads are not prepared to do much in the face of
adverse conditions, should these materialize. A considerable
tonnage is being produced, dealers are busy and insisting
upon immediate shipments, with the result that the down*
ward tendency in prices has been checked and producers are
the South
the
holding firm at nominal quotations.
In
weather continues favorable to a good domestic consumption, stocks are being depleted, and there is a good healthy
demand generally. While the trade has not by any means
been satisfactory so far this season, because of the unseasonable weather, stocks are rather low, and there is a
fairly strong buying movement.
The cold weather In the Middle West has materially reduced stocks in the retailers hands and resulted in a rather
concerted buying movement. The demand is unusual and all
The Far Western
shipments are being readily absorbed.
market is in a doubtful condition, due to the impending
change in the season; many dealers are putting in stop orders and will not again be interested in the market until

next season.

HOSTOJJ, M.\SS.
The New England market continues practically unchanged
from a week ago. Bituminous is perhaps a shade firmer rm
account of the seasonable weather, but all the shippers have
coal they are anxious to sell and the receipts at the piers
have not been absorbed very readily. There is not so much
doing on contracts as might be supposed; the uncertainty
over transportation rates coastwise. Is helping to put off
closing business at season rates.
Water freights are firm at 95c.@$l on large vessels, Hampton Roads to Boston. On I..ong Island Sound barge rates for
New Tork loading are down to 45@>50 cents.
Pennsylvania coals arc dull and season prices are not yet
announced on any but a few of the more popular grades.
Those are asking from 5'?J'10c. more than last year, but it Is
doubtful If they can command it In view of the light demand
that will probably prevail between now and September.. The
Georges Creek shippers have as yet made no announcement,
but they are expected to be out for comprehensive business
within a short time. There Is a general air of Indecision about
the bituminous market Just at this time and all hands seem
to be

wondering what moves

to

make.

there is little doing. Even fuel contracts seem to
be reserved for a later time and the trade is so nearly on a
basis that it is difficult arousing any Interest on the
part of buyers.
Then, too. most steam plants are carrying
over considerable stocks of what they have called their "reserve" during the winter months.
Anthracite trade from now until April will depend wholly
on the weather.
If the present cold spell continues there
will be some orders for Eastern shipment, but if warm
weather sets in soon it will be dull, indeed. Dealers are
hoping tor seasonable tempei-atures so they can work oft the
surplus supplies of egg and chestnut they took on earlier in
order to secure stove. Some of the New York companies have
receded from the 15c. advance on company barge freight.
New York to Boston, and are making efforts to sell on the
old 50 @ 55c. basis. It will be interesting to see what attitude
the same companies take Apr. 1.
Pea size is still in short
supply.
Wholesale quotations are nl>out as follows:
.\ll-rail

summer

Cloarfields, f.o.b.
Clearfield.s, f.o.b.
Clearfields, f.o.b.

mine

$1 .20etSl .40

Philadelphia

New York

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. mines
Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. Philadelpliia
Cambiias, Somersets, f.o.b. New Yorl<
Georges Creeks, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Pocahontas. New River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
.
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YORK

—

.\nthraeite The cold weather has been holding" out more
or less continually throughout the month and has resulted
in an active business in the local retail trade.
Conditions
have also been favorable for a large distribution, and this
branch of the business has been quite prosperous over the
last two or three weeks.
This prosperity has not, however,
extended to the wholesale end. Practically all sizes are In
easy supply with egg quite heavy. Premium coal is entirely
unheard of, and with the individual cutting prices, the large
companies are experiencing a great deal of difficulty in
moving certain grades at circular; they are already putting
some of these into storage, although this has not by any

means become general yet.
Had it not been for the recent stretch of cold weather,
It is diflicult to say what condition
the trade would have
been

in at this time.
Production has been quite heavy at
the mines, there being a plentiful car supply, while the petty
which so seriously interfered with the output durmonth, have not been so much in evidence. As a
result shipments have been quite large and these, added to
the reserve stocks accumulated by many dealers on speculation, make an enormous tonnage that the market has not
been able to absorb.
New York quotations remain practically unchanged from
last week.
Price variations are noticeable both up and down,
but average prices continue as before. We quote the nominal market as follows, with consignments possibly a little
more difilcult to obtain, and quotations a trifle firn-.er:

strikes,
ing last

Bituminous

Anthracite
Circular

Broken*,

Egg
Stove
Chestnutt

Pea*
Buckwheat**

Buckwheatt

S5.00
5.25
5.25
5.50
3.50
2.75
2.45
2.25

Rice**
Ricet
1.05
Barleyt
1.75
• Scrantoo and Lehigh.

— The

Individual
4 7S

West

4.70
5 25

Good

5 .W
3 75
2 .50

VirKinia, steam. 82.

Fair grades, Penna.
grade, Penna....
.

Best miller, Penna
Georges Creek

.

6.')(a)2.7.';

2 75(<> 2
2.9'IC«3
3 05(a;3
3.25(n)3

85

00
15

30

2.35
2 25
1.90
1,20

** Scninton.

t l.cliigh

and

Scliuykill.

soft-coal market at this point continues
oft. and weak, in spite of almost three weeks of practically
continuous low temperatures. While this has resulted In an
active retail trade. It has not helped the large wholesalers.
Large stocks have accumulated at tide which the
companies are finding It almost Impossible to move. Some of
these have been standing for so lonpr,
that
demurrage
charges are piling up on them, and among these are some
high priced coals.

nitumlnoiiN

.
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For prompt delivery, the market is uncertain and irregular, with prices fluctuating a great deal, according to ihe
urgency of the demand from the consumer. As a whole,
quotations are' oft from last week for spot coal and buyers
are displaying an entire absence of interest in the market.
Much the same condition applies to contracting, although
there has been some slight evidence of activity in this
branch; only tentative figures have so far been advanced,
and the market cannot, as yet, be said to be quotable. There
are rumors of the operators holding out for from 10 to 20c.
above last year's figures, but there is nothing definite of
anything being closed at these prices, and it is highly improbable that they will be able to maintain this level for the
season.

PHILADELPHIA, PEXN.
Notwithstanding the changed weather conditions, the expected improvement did not materialize in the local market.
Although there is considerable coal moving, and the output
of stove, chestnut and pea seems to be readily absorbed, yet
there is an unmistakable lack of snap in the trade, and this
seems likely to continue, or grow even worse, unless unusual
conditions prevail.
The reported strike of the firemen on all the roads leading
into this city has not taken hold of either the dealer or the
It would undoubtedly bring
public as might be expected.
about a distressing condition, if continued for any length of
no
activity manifested
there
has
been
apparent
time, but
so far.
The papers are not giving any undue prominence to
this matter, which undoubtedly has its effect on the public
at large, but scare heads of a strike which "would result in
an almost complete tie-up of any additional supplies, would
likely cause considerable commotion, and this would not apply
to the anthracite business alone.
Taking the trade as a whole, it is inclined to be rather
dull.
Current gossip hints at cuts of anywhere from 25c.
to 50c. per ton on the individual egg and chestnut coal, and
stove is reported to be selling at less than circular. This is
a condition that has to be met at this season, although earlier
than usual this year, and with the added output of individual
coal that has been turned loose on the market, owing to the
recent decision of the Supreme Court, it makes rough sledding
for the large companies who uphold the prices on their circulars.

The bituminous market does not seem to improve in any
and coals that were being offered at from $1.60@1.65
are now selling at anywhere from 25c. to 35c. less, and current reports indicate no immediate improvements.
respect,

—

PITTSBURGH, PENX.

Bituminous Demand for prompt coal has improved, and
especially the demand for slack. There is considerably more
inquiry, and sales are more numerous, with prices fully as
good as formerly, and in some instances better, while slack
is quotably higher.
Slack was rarely bringing above the
circular price of 90c., but in the past week it has occasionally
brought $1.10, and $1 has been done even on desirable tonnages.
There is little interest in contracts.
For prompt
lots shading of the regular contract prices is altogether
exceptional, while prompt slack, as indicated, is quotable at
Contract prices remain as follows: Slack, 90c.:
$1@1.10.
nut and slack.

$1.05: nut. $1.25;

mine-run. $1.30; %-in.,

$1.40;

1%-in.. $1.55. per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

— The

ConnellsvUle Coke

coke market

is

beginning to shew

slight signs of a reaction after its precipitate decline in the
past few weeks. Last week saw new low prices for prompt
coke, $2.25 being reached, though probably on indifferent
grade, since $2.50 has been obtained for standard grades in
several instances.
While there has been no negotiating of
importance on contracts, it would appear in the circumstances
that about $2.25 would represent the closing basis were
buyers and sellers able to get together on common ground.
There is curtailment of production, both by some of the
standard operators running only four or five days, as well
as by some operations, those making inferior cokes, being
forced to blow out ovens.
The consensus of opinion in the
trade is that the situation will have to be righted by this
means, there having been coke produced in the past few
months of such quality that it cannot be marketed at any
price in normal times when consumers can choose.
The
using up of stock coke will have its influence also. Consumption all along the line is as heavy as ever.
quote: Prompt
furnace, $2.25(5)2.50: contract (nominal). $2.25; prompt foundry. $3; contract foundry, $3® 3.25. per ton at ovens.

We
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of April.

The supply of fuel at the present time is sufficient, but
the demand is lacking.
Consumers appear to be entirely
out of the market so far as spot business is concerned. Consumers who wanted low-grade coal during the week had no
trouble in getting it around $1 per ton and even less.
The cold weather brought about a slight improvement in
the demand for anthracite, but the market was by no means
active, as many households were well stocked.
West Virginia mines are still facing an acute labor shortage.

Bl'FPALO, N. A.
For some time the Grand Trunk has been struggling with
more coal than it could move. Occasionally it would take a
large tonnage and seem to be out of its difficulties: then it
would refuse everything again and allow the coal to accumulate at East Buffalo and Black Rock: it is reported that the
East Buffalo yards are full of coal trains, made up for the
Grand Trunk, ready to run over to it the moment it will take
anything.
Of late the Canadian Pacific has been taking so
much coal that was routed over the Grand Trunk that it is
also occasionally blocked.
The Canadian trade has been divided between an oversupply and a fear that the stocks would run out before the
roads were back to normal conditions again: at last accounts
there was still a surplus, but the demand was improving
rapidly.
Buffalo has not suffered in that way: in former
years it was used as a dumping ground, but the local dealers
became tired of having the market ruined by consignment
coal and refused to handle It.
Car service charges did the
rest.

There is a heavy demand for bituminous and. if the prois not allowed to run away with the trade there is a
good margin of proflt in sight for both operator and jobber
right along.
It is generally conceded that this is going to
be a good bituminous year, if only because of the necessity
for readjusting wages again next year; some jobbers are already making calculations based on a shutdown at that time.
There is a disposition to accept the figures of the Pittsburgh Coal Co. as a basis of quotations here, merely adding
the freight rate of $1.25 to those prices as follows: Pittsburgh
select lump, $2.80: three-quarter. $2.65: mine-run. $2.55: slack.
$2.15. with Allegheny Valley 15@25c. lower.
Coke is still
declining, chiefly on account of having gone too high.
Best
Connellsville is quotable at $5.50.
The anthracite trade is strong, but the excitement is gone.
The cold weather has insured a heavy consumption and it is
not quite late enough in the season for consumers to consider
the possibility of being stuck with some of their stock. Only
chestnut is at all scarce; the independents are getting a small
margin on it. The Lehigh Valley Co. has begun to load its
surplus egg into vessels, having loaded some two cargoes
duction

already.

COLUMBITS, OHIO
More activity developed in the coal trade in Ohio during
the past week, due to lower temperatures which stimulated
Dealers in Hocking Valley coal were
the domestic demand.
busy and insisting upon immediate shipment, with the net
result that a considerable tonnage was produced.
One of the best features of the trade is the good demand
from steam users. Factories are good buyers, and since the
general industrial prosperity continues, are taking a larger
Then there is a good demand from
tonnage than ever.
apartment houses and office buildings for steam sizes. Taking
it all in all the trade is in excellent condition, and a complete recovery from the dullness of the past few weeks has
taken place.
Retail business has been active and dealers are busy

making

deliveries.

Some

sm.all

advances have been made

in

quotations, but not sufficient to shut oft buying in the least.
icy condition of the streets has interfered with deliveries.
Production in various Ohio fields has been rather good.
In the Hocking Valley the output is estimated at about S5
per cent, of usual, and the same is reported from the Pomeroy Bend district: in eastern Ohio the output has been about
Little or no complaint has been he.ird of the
75 per cent.
lack of cars, although there is .a shortage of motive power on
some of the roads touching the coal regions.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

The

BALTIMORE. MD.
Except for some contracting at an advance over last year's
the Baltimore market has been devoid of interest
during the week. It Is g-enerally believed that practically
all contracts will call for an advance of from 10 to 15c.
figures,

3,

During the remainder of February, many contracts will
be closed up here, but the majority of them will not be renewed until the latter part of March or around the flrst

Domestic lump
J-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut. ppa and slack
Coarse slack

..

Hocking
81.50
1.35
1.50
1.20
1.10
1.00

Pittsburgh

$1.20
1.05

0.05

Pomeroy

Kanawha

»1.50
1.40
1.25

$1.50
1.30

1.15
1.15
0.90

1

15

1 no
0.90
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CLEVELAND, OHIO
The situation in this, district has improved to a large degree and prices continue to advance. Tlie movement is slow
and uncertain, and shippers are convinced that Northern carThe
riers are not fortified against abnormal conditions.
trouble is most noticeable on shipments from the Youghiogheny district to points in this territory. This condition has
caused considerable of a hardship to shippers and consumers; in many cases deliveries are 72 hr. overdue and public
service and large manufacturing plants report their storage
All shippers are wiresupply running dangerously low.
tracing coal en route and have impressed upon the railroad
people the necessity of belter movement.
Mines in the Toughiogheny and Pittsburgh No. 8 district
did not operate over 80^.^ this week on account of the scarcity
of railroad equipment, and operators are not assured of an
increased supply for the present.
Wholesale quotations per net ton

f.o.b.

cars at the mines

are as follows:
District.

Yougliiogheny
Pittsburgh No. 8
Goshen No. 6

Freight rate
SI. 00

J-in.lump
SI. 40

0.90
0.70
0.70

Coshocton

Massillon domestic lump

is

Mine-run
SI. 30
10

1.20

1

135

125

1.55

1.35

quoted at

$2.50

f.o.b.

Slack
SI 10
I 13
1.30

1.30

mines.

Pocahontas lump and egg is selling at $2, run-of-mine $1.25,
and slack $1.10. Hocking lump advanced from $1.50 to $1.60
mines. The coke market has weakened considerably, furnace
coke has dropped to $2.50 f.o.b. ovens; about 75c. is added for
the foundry grades.

The downward tendency of prices has been checked and
producers of Youghiogheny coal are firm in their quotations
on contract business for the ensuing year. Inch and a quarter
lump is quoted at $1.55; three-quarter, $1.40; run-of-mine.
Consumers
$1.30, and slack, 90c., f.o.b. cars at the mines.
do not seem to be overanxious to sign at these figures, but
shippers claim they will not experience any difficulty in conThe
tracting for their entire production at these prices.
demand for Youghiogheny gas coal increases as the lake
season approaches.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
There has been no material change in the local market
during the current week. The weather continues to be gratifying to retailers, who are fast depleting their stocks.
Incidentally, this condition is pleasing to producers of domestic
coal who "would surely have found trouble in inducing the
dealers to stock up early had they not been able to dispose
of the supplies on hand.
Many of the mines are having more or less trouble with
water, but such trouble is not out of the ordinary at this
season of the year. The foundry coke market has softened
slightly, and while prices have not been reduced, orders are
now being taken by the ovens with the promise of immediate
shipment.
Domestic nut coke can be had more freely, although prices remain very firm.

LOVISVILLE, KY.

A few

operating companies and sales agents report some
light and cautious storage on the part of dealers whose fall
purchases were not sufficient to carry them through the
months of November and December, during which time the
car shortage was at its worst, and leave a surplus for the
rest of the winter.
The comparatively few dealers In this
class have fared rather well, altogether, inasmuch as they
have disposed of their stock coal at the regular winter prices,
and are now enabled to supply their trade with coal purchased at phenomenally low figures, considering the date.
The best grades of block are quoted at $2, while the second and lower qualities shade down to as low as $1.50, especially In western Kentucky.
Lump and block from the eastern Kentucky district Is 10 or 15c. lower than the prices
indicated for block, with a poor demand; for the best grades
of round, prices vary from $1.20 to $1.40.
.Straight mine-run
Is quoted at $1.10, and No. 2 at $1.
Nut and slack are In active
demand, at prices ranging all the way from 75c. to $1 and a
little better, for the best grades, depending upon location and
other factors, and from fiO to 75c. on second grades. A few
Bales are reported of Indiana screenings, as usual when the
supply Is Inadequate on this side of the river; the sales agents
of the river companies state they could dlspo.se of practically
their entire stocks of steam coal at good prices If they cared
to do so at this time.

KNOXVILtiE, TENN.
The

last half of .January

and the

first

of

February have

been characterized by little or no demand for domestic grades,
land what was promising to be one of the most prosperous
Winters in the history of the Kentucky-Tennessee field has
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been turned into a most unsatisfactory one, so far as the last
four weeks are concerned. However, that retailers have no
stocks is revealed by the fact that a few cold "days in succession quickly brought some orders for immediate delivery.
The demand for steam, especially the smaller sizes, has
held up well, but they are not as high as they were 30 days
ago. The active steel and iron market in the South assures
a fairly good demand for steam, as considerable is used in
making coke, thus relieving the commercial market, but the
trade is ta.xed to take care of grades that ordinarily would be
marketed as domestic coal.

INDI.VX.IPOLIS. I.\D.
lasted about two weeks, with the
temperature hovering not far from zero. Necessarily it has
helped the coal trade by reducing stocks in the dealers' yards
and among the larger users in factory districts where large
piles are kept in reserve.
The retail yards were well loaded
before the cold snap came, sales having been quite restricted
in January.
The optimists, both among operators and dealers, believe
there is still to be some winter weather, and that retailers
who stocked up heavily in October and November will be able

The cold weather has

to clear their yards.

The smaller dealers who did not load

up with coal in the fall, when cars were scarce and prices stiff,
have been benefiting by the situation since the first of the
year, buying at summer schedule practically and underselling
the larger dealers 50c. to $1 a ton. There is no trouble now
about cars, the mines being promptly supplied.
The following represents closely the Indiana f.o.b. mine
prices, Indianapolis f.o.b. prices being 50c. higher, to cover
freight;
No. 4 mine-run
Nos. 5 and 6 mine-run
No. 4 steam lump, 15-in
Nut, No. 4

Egg
Domestic lump 2J-in

SI. 15
1 05
1.30
1.40
1.45
1.50
.

DETROIT.

Domestic lump 5- and &-in
Screenings, No. 4
Screenings No. 5 and 6

Washed coal, Nos.
Brazil block

1

& 2.

.

$1

$1 65
.

.

0.
.

80
70

75@2 00
.

2 20
.

.MICH.
Bitunilnuu.<«
Conditions at Detroit and in the southern
marked
part of the state have shown a
improvement during
the past week, owing to the cold weather that has recently
set in.
Steam trade still remains the strong feature at this
time, and the domestic line has taken a decided increase in
sales also in the past week.
Operators in the south are beginning to make much larger shipments on steam coal, while
the dealecs on the other hand are getting rid -of domestic
stocks in a more satisfactory manner. The domestic line has
improved to such a great extent that the retailers are now
disposing of a great deal more fuel than was predicted they
would.

—

J

.
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ST. L,OUIS,

Continued spring- weather has left its mark
during the past ten days; it has resulted in the
of many mines in the Carterville and Franklin
and others in the Standard and Inner District,

on the trade
closing down

County fields
and some of
not resume work until

these operations claim that they will
some time next August or September.
In both the Carterville and Franklin County fields, as well
as the Standard, coal is being sold below the cost of production. How long some of the operators can hold out with
this policy is a question, and it begins to look as if some
of the St. Louis shippers were skating on thin ice.

The prevailing

prices,

Carterville

and

lump
lump
lump
Lump and
No.

1

Trenton
and Big

Mt.

Muddy

Olive

1

2
3
4

5

*

—

washed
washed
washed
washed
washed

I.ignit*.

1.35

1.00®

242,008

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke traffic over the lines of the C. & O. Ry., for December,
and the six months ending Dec. 31, 1911-12, in short tons;

1.25
1.20
1.10

nut.
nut.

is

DestumUon

of great benefit to the wholesale trade as far as demand and
The dealers in the country are beneprices are concerned.
fitted to a certain extent, but they have not been able to
clean up stocks and consequently there has been no occasion
It is thought that a large percentage of
to order any coal.
the dealers in the Northwest will not be able to clean up
their bins this winter and all grades of coal including anthracite will be carried over.
Prices on the various grades are hard to quote as the
different mines in the different localities vary a great deal.
Mines which have no contracts have flooded the territory with
coal at low prices, while those that have, are only running
part time and are in most cases, asking a fair price. Dock
prices are steady, owing to the low stocks at Milwaukee and
Nearly all of the docks are
the head-of-the-lake points.
swept clean- and only here and there can be found any coal
to speak of that is not under contract.
In the Twin Cities hard-coal stocks are low, especially in
the nut size. One car of nut was received on track recently
which had been passed at the docks through a stone crusher
and before it could be switched onto the side track there
was a line-up of from 15 to 20 dealers waiting to get at it.

1IT.\H

The market in the Intermountain territory is in a doubtful
While there are no indications of an early spring,
position.
most of the dealers expect the demand for domestic coal to
A
break soon, and they hesitate to get much in transit.
large number of small dealers who entered the market in the
again
will
not
fall have discontinued shipments entirely, and
be in the market until next season.
The mines in Wyoming and Utah have caught up on all
unfilled orders and have their salesmen out looking for
business. Nut and slack coal are hard to dispose of, and quite
a num.ber of loaded cars are accumulating at the mines. The
larger producers of the steam grades are now unloading at
the mines, as there is practically no market for these grades.
Nut should commence moving in the near future, as it is an
coal

for use in

Total

4 20(n:.4.32

4.08®4.20
4.20@4.38

Be.st Monmouthshires. .$4.08(a4. 14
Seconds
4 02® 4 08
3.60®3 «B
Best Cardiff smalls
3.18@3 42
Seconds

7,853,266
134,936

23,204
3,338

65,984

117,326
18,749

241,000

1,541

6,971

RY.

ComTotal

mercial

1,281,448
195,917

1,216,218
158,209

78,.371

18,579
4,021
6,944
5,620

1,810,154

35,164

1,845,518

Kenova

217,555
72,573
156,189.

283,962
83,991

Clinch VaUey

coke,

of

pany

Tipple

191,896
277,018

Shipments
were 117,305.

Com-

Shipped
1,262,869

Field

Pocahontas
Tug River
Thacker

from

entirely

124,213
37,708
66,407
11,418
9,384

249,130

1,820,744

Pocahontas

the

field,

The following table gives the range of various active
securities and dividends paid during the week ending
Feb. 15:
coal

Week's Range
^
Low
Last
High

Year's

,

Stocks

....

American Coal Products Pref
Colora.lo Fu.'l
f.ih,.

Fn.

i.l.i

(

11-.

Iron

,\

I'.i,

I

M:.ryland
,.

.

\.,l!.

L. ti.jl,

'

I

l>.

^

Pi(l,.^l)urBh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref

Pond Creek

<

&

Iiil

I.

I

'

102}
85
204
20i
88}
24}

toll. 5s.

gu

..il

.V

Victor Fuel 1st s f .5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g

.53

1025

85
204
21}
89}
25
160}
90}

Range

Low
94
109*
31
150
102}

24}
95
28}
168}
91}

20}
87
24}
159J

90

93
54

91

50

91
.iO

Closing

Week's Range

Year'.s

or Last .Sale

Range

99
107?

Sale

84

Sale

,1

:

<

90J
91
50

94
109}
41j
155

94
109}
36}
155
102}

Bid Asfcod

94

'

l.i.

159}

52

!

i;i

'

91
91

& Coke

Me. Is 5s
at.dref. 5s
C. Iatg6s
K. .t H. C, A C. Istsf g.5s
Pocah, Con. Coll. l.st s f 5s
St. I.. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s
Tenn. Coal sren. 53
Birm. Div. l.st consol. 6s
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. Ist g 6s
Utah Fuel 1st g Ss
!

<

102}

26
165}

een. s.f.B 5s
1. een. 6s
.V

34^

86
240
22J
91}

I

"!! -,l.

Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal

395
rr.-f

'

I

(

1

&

1

I

M

High

-

.\merican Coal Products

Cnlu F. &

$4.380i4 ,W

8,775,654
110,597

The following is a statement of tonnages shipped over this
road from mines in West Virginia and the commercial and
coal, for the month of January, in short tons;

<-!

follows:

1,200,519
23,544

company

Colo. F.

—

I,.W4.782
17,557

NORFOLK & WESTERN

Bonds

ri»E.\T BRIT.VIX
Feb. 7 Steam-coal market conditions are quiet and easy,
Substantial reductions can
on account of tonnage delays.
be obtained by buyers who are In a position to nominate
For forward loading, sellers are holding
spot tonnage.
Quotations are approximately as
firmly for higher figures.

.

1912
1.690,591
1,215,205
4,947,470

Bituminous

1912

Months

1911
1,970,464
1,069,625
5,735,565

Antnicite

ranges and small heating

FOREIGN MARKETS

Six

.

223,833
251,819
724,867

West
Coke
From Connections

.

1911
367,310
200,434
937,038

Tidewater.
East

—

OGDEN,

December

.

is

Bcstseconds
Seconds
Bestdrycoals

2,551,839
5,629
505,844

676,065
50,130
21,443

CHESAPE-VKE & OHIO RY.

I..30

nut
nut

Best Welsh steam

Exports

1,002,271

The following

nut.

summer

Imports

14,805,443
7,558,561
2,596.768
2,119,594

,

1.10

MINNE.VPOL.IS ST. P.Vll,
While the weather in the past two weeks has helped considerably in forcing the consumption of coal, it lias not been

excellent
stoves.

.

1.25
0.85

strong at $5.25 and up. and some smokeless
offered, but there is little moving.

Coke

Production

Coal ....

Standard
$0.90 (§1 0.95

Screenings
Mil

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff. Tenartli or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.
Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30
days less 2%%.
GERM-V^" EMPIRE
The following is a statement of the German production,
imports and exports during November. 1912;

si, 25
SI. 25

egg.

nut

Xo.

3,

however, are:

Franklin Co.
2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

Vol.

95
87}
76
102
102}
101

97}

—

.American ConI Dividend of
ers of record Feb. 2S.

—

88J

78
103
103J
103}

99
107}
84

85
93
102}
98
87J
76}
103
102}
lOlJ
110

79'

'79}

98

97}

^% payable

99

98

99*

83}

85

.lune '12
,84}

June

'11

Oct. '12
.Apr. '06
.T.in.

98

"13

Feb. '13
76}
Jan. '13
102}

87}
76S
102}
102!

98
87}
80
103
103

793
961

79}
98

Dec. '12
Jan. '09

70)
97}

Mar.

1.

to hold-

CoIoriKlo Fuel & Iron Co. Dividend on preferred of 35%
(on account accumulated dividends) payable Mar. 20, tO
holders of record Mar. 1.

—
I

mill
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ALLthrough

the nations that have died have perished
privilege.

Never before

hav^e

men

grasped such powerful levers against the snags
of special benefit as at present.
in historv for

in

human

There

is

no

An

did.

aristocracy held as private property

and all the avenues of production. The community was divided into mutually hating classes
those who possessed special privileges and those who
soil

The inevitable happened. Greece
from her exalted independent station in the world,
and now, through the perspective of time, we can see
how impossible it was for this proud people to contoiled in poverty.

fell

tinue their glory.

From
thing

Of 450,000
of

real

came the downfall

of imperial
only 2000 possessed anyEleven Italians owned the

citizens,

value.

The French Revolution

Province of Africa.

from a

like condition,

resulted

where only one per cent, of the

nation's population constituted the privileged class.

The

lesson

is

plain

:

We people of the

I'nited States

have become a world power. Individuals here have
built up greater fortunes than were ever dreamed of
in ages past.

A

privileged class has

rapid development.

fortunate citizens,

who

live in

in a

come with our

And, in opposition to these more
we have our discontented masses

semi-poverty.

slavery exists;

condition of greater equality.

,Some employers are pulling for shore.
are sitting tight, drifting they

In

many

class hates class;

places, industrial

discord and bitter-

ness prevail.

Many

greater

the success of their mining operations is dependent on something more than ideal physical conditions and modern mechanical equipment at their
tliat

properties.

workmen

They

recognize that a satisfied body of
means regular production is just
good ventilation or efficient haulage.

— which

as essential as

—

Whether we follow the way of Greece and Rome
depends on whether special privilege is eliminated by
reason or expelled by force.
No man need bend his
ear to the ground to hear the rumble of the approaching storm.
Labor matters in the coal industry, as
in most other lines of business, are unsettled.
The
anthracite field today is a hotbed of strife, notwithstanding the contracts recently signed.
Conditions
in West Virginia border on civil war.
a time to

It is

all

come out

employers today are of the newer school.
seen the handwriting on the wall and want
to do what is fair by their men, but the latter have
been fooled so often they arc suspicious of every move.
Humane motives are questioned. Distrust is every-

in the

open and advocate

Half the troubles of our

around.

present mine managers arc inherited from their arbitrary,

all-sufficient

predecessors,

who

invariably

placed the corporation before the individual.

many

Too

and tremble lest the
truth be spoken aloud.
What we need is not more
education, but rather an injection of humanity mixed
with equal parts courage and patriotism.
of us converse in whispers

At no time on

this planet

gains that have not been

has a nation

lost.

made

social

However, there has

never been a real democracy before.
We started
by going after the biggest culprits first, but we
must not forget the corner grocer who gives short
weight, the milk-dealer who sells one-third water, or
"I have no responsibility;
the labor union that says;
right

a contract only binds the other fellow."

An

age of

permanent progress cannot come until we sweep
Might as well try to make
clean from top to bottom.
our mines safe by eliminating big disasters only.
They draw the bold headlines in the papers, but it's
the little falls of roof we do not hear about wliicli make
real

They have

A

know not

where.
few of the more charitable and more intelligent ones,
however, are trying to steer the social craft, realizing

a square deal

a similar cause

Rome.

'.i

A

falter?
it

X...

where evident. Labor has discovered its power and
determined to force a state where we shall associate

number

Greece leads
Athens is pre-eminent, mistress of the
world.
In no other nation had the gods raised
philosophy, morals and physical courage to such
Men said: Does not intellect govern the
heights.
earth?
How can Greek supremacy fail? Other
civilizations have faded and gone out, but with such
a constellation of genius how can Greek progress

Vet

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

is

the deep hatred of injustice that exists

hearts today.

civilization;

the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

IIM:;

1,

parallel

the golden age of Pericles.

Recall

iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

]il.\I{(ll

our death

toll

so great.
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A

frictional rope steam

tandem

were neglected to make

it

modern

as reliable

«-<

possible.

engineering has been alIt is only in exceptional cases when it is desired to accomplish special results, that the consumption of steam is made a secondary
of

most universally toward

.«teani

efficiency.

consideration.;

Weigh House and

II.

KXKELAXD

The Lesson

lioisting

engine which hauls the output of 4S collieries up 2Iauanoy Plane. In the design of this machine no means

The trend

No. 9

3,

6000 Horsepower Steam Hoist
By FuAXK

SYNOPSIS—A

Vol.

E.\(u.\i;i;k'.s

Certain uses to which the steam engine has been
adapted have reiiuircd the development of special forms
and devices in order to accomplish the desired results
wherein the consumption of steam per horsepower-hour is
Perto all intents and purposes a negligible quantity.
liaps the best example of this is a modern steam fire engine, which must be light, rapid and reliable in action.
Another instance of a machine wherein reliability is of
much more importance than great efficiency, is to be
found in hoisting engines which handle a large amount
of material and are required to operate over long periods
of time without shutdown or repairs.
A good example of this latter lyix' of ci:gine is to lie
found at the Mahanoy Plane, near I'ottsville, Penn. .\n
idea of the importance of reliability in this instalbitioii
may be gained from tlie fact that the output of -iH collieries located in the Mahanoy and Shamokin valleys is
here hoisted to the top of Broad Mountain, from whence
it is transported to tidewater bv tiic I'hiiadclphia & Reading Rv. Co.

of Previous Ixstallations

All the previous experience (extending over a period of

something

like 40 years) of the Eeadiug Ry. Co. operating this plane has gone to prove that the cost of a failure of the plane engine could by no means be measured by

the expense of the necessary repairs. In the design of the
present machine, therefore, neither time, pains nor expense was spared to make it as reliable as possible.

The engine is designed to hoist an unbalanced load of
lUO long tons, up a plane 2500 ft. long with an 18%

Rooji at Top of

maximum

Mahanoy Plane

ft. per minhas already hoisted 161 tons of unbalanced load at a piston speed of 450 ft. per minute, and a
rope speed of 3250 ft. per minute, developing an indicated horsepower of 5100. At various other times I'Jd

ute.

Under

grade, at a piston speed of 600
test it

tons have been hoisted.

The engine was designed by John Wood, superintendent of shops and machinery of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., and built jointly by the Rea<l:ng
iron Co.. Scott Foundry Dept. and the Pottsville Slio]is
of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. It is of

heavy rolling-mill type with piston slide valves, loThese valves are
(i])erated by tlu' ordinary Stc\ciis(in link reversing motion
from eccentrics di'ivcn by a rcliirn crank from the nuiin

liie

cated on the outside of the engines.

(raMk])in of the engine.

Each

of the

two simple cylinders

ter with a 7v-in. stroke.
l(/\v

eter.

The

is

51

in.

in

diame-

piston rods, which are

nuMlinni liigh carbon forged steel, are 11

in. in

These pass through the pistons, forming

liol-

diam-

tail

rods-

March
10

1,

iu. iu

i in.
in.

iu

C
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diameter, while the hole through the center

in diameter.

The crosshead

diameter and I614

are 16x16 in. with a 6-in.

or wristpins are

is

11

in-

long, while the crankpius

Iiole

through the center. These

are of forged steel also.

The hollow medium high carhon forged
shaft

is

1?

ft.

8 in. long, and

32

is

in.

steel cranksquare for a dis-

To a
ft. 8 in. between the friction rollers.
square section of this size the driving and idler drums
tance of 3

323

on the main shafts. This system of rollers can be
adjusted to relieve the pressure on the main journals
caused by the rope tending to pull the drums together.
ers

The system of hoisting is an endless-rope friction system not dissimilar to the American type of rope transmission.
There are two steel built-up rope drums, one
of which only is driven by the engine, the other being
simply an idler to carry tlic ro]>e. The rope leads from
one track of the plane and makes eight laps around both
drums, then to a rendering sheave 17 ft. 2 in. diam(which

eter

is

the distance between the center lines of

the two plane tracks)

and theiu-e down the plane. By
arrangement sufficient rope friction is obtained Ijy
eight half laps on the driving drum.
The driving and idler drums ai'c !!• ft. in diameter
:'.nd 2914 and 33 in.
wide resj)cclively.
The driving
<irum is equipped with eight and the idler drum with
this

nine wrouglit-iron differential rings 18 ft. -±1/2 in. in
internal diameter, each grooved to receive the 2%-in.
hoisting rope.
These rings are not shrunk or fastened
to the driving drum, as sufficient lricti<iii exists between
the eight rings and the driving (h'uiii tov hoist the load.
The main rope is 2% in. in dmmeter. made of cast
steel

a

View

ix

Engixk Eooji. Note Comparative Size

fastened a
uaat'

\'ii.w

AT P)i)TToM

(iiI

long.

A

hole 11 in. in

in

length of this shaft.
A shaft similar to the crankshaft, except that it is 11
ft. HYo in. long and carries no crank, is placed 20 ft. 6
in. from the crankshaft.
This carries the idler or what

might be termed

tiie auxiliary drum.
Inside of each main journal box on each of the main

.shafts is

mounted

a friction

in. in diamThis arrangeon each side of both drums.

roller 10

ft.

3

eter with a ]0-in. machine-finished face.

ment places

a friction roller

To

than the

i-ailniad cai^.

iMiw \
IM

A

^lidway lietween the main shafts is located a roller
shaft on wliicji is mounted two friction rollers 10 ft. 3
ill. in diameter whose faces meet those of the four roll-

upon

end of tliis large cable is
lianicy, wbidi li-ii\els upon a ti'ack of a lesser
cnrh

Load

diameter and 48 in.
diameter runs through the entire

are 26 in.

of six strands of 19 wires each,

I'lam:. I'.aknky .IfST Taki\(

loij) oi'

are securely clamped in halves to ihcir respective shafts.

The main bearings

and composed

wire-rope core.

ll^-in.

I'l,

\

\

1:

LwiMNi:

rope passing arouinl a sheave upon a

tail

movable carriage connecbs the two barneys.

To

this tail

sheave carriage is fastened another cable which ])asses
over a l)ack balance, keeping the rope tight at all times.
[ipon reaching the bottom of the plane, the barney
passes into a pit under the track, where the above

tioned movable carriage
then run by gravity to a

is

located.

The loaded

men-

ears are

advance of this barney
ami the barney comes
contact with and pushes against the rear bumjier of

|iil.

in
ih(>

The engine

is

])oiiit

in

started slowly

rear car, forcing the entire trip

'I'lie

hoist house

is

up the

located at the head

position that the operator can at

of"

i)lano.

the plane in

times see the
cntiic length of the incline and, therefore, has a view of
the car landing.
Xo brake is provided upon the engine,
siicb a

all

COAL AGE
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and the only levers which the operator is required to
handle are the throttle and reverse, which with a distance
of 15 ft. between the usual stopping place and the head
slieave provides ample means for stopping the hoist.
Each cylinder of the engine is provided with a throttle
1314 ill. in diameter, both being controlled by the sinThe reverse is operated by a 12 -in.,
gle hand lever.
horizontal auxiliary, steam cylinder, in conjunction with
fin 11-iu. cataract or oil cylinder, both having an 18-in.
Proper lubrication of all bearings is obtained by
stroke.

The steam plant

Stf.am

furnished by a suitable blast fan. Steam
pressure is carried at 125 lb. The ashes are disposed of
by means of a scraper line, which conveys them to a point
is

outside of the boiler house, where they are elevated to

and then deposited in railroad cars for disposal.
Weight frequently expresses more than lineal dimensions.
An idea of the massiveness and solidity of this
lu)ist may be gained from the fact that the weight of the
engines and drums as a whole is 500 tons, while that
(if the main shaft with its drum alone is approximately

a bin

tons.

As was stated abovj, the output of 48 collieries passes
over this plane. This means a daily average of about 1100
cars in 12 hours.
During the mouth of .January, in 2.5
working days,

(ir

a

of ;)0I

Iota!

Ikiui's,

II),

874 cars were

hoisted.

The

Electric

Mining Lamp

Si'KciAi, ('0Ri;i;si'()\i)i:\c'E

The

official statistics of

the I'russian

government show

that 208 out of 344 ex])losions occurring between

and 1911

in Prussian

mines were due directly

IDOL

to the use

or rather the abuse of the so called miner.s' safety lamps.
It

is

needless to say that the Prussian government

particularly strict in
in

its

is

regulation of mining lamps, and

prescribing the precautions to be observed in

their

maintenance and handling.
The lamps mostly in use burning benzine or naphtha
can only be called .safety lamps when in the hands of
eld, experienced miners, who are aware of their dangers
installation,

—

—

and consequently know how to haiulle them with the
They cannot be regarded as furnishing
any absolute immunity from an explosion. They have
the advantage that they warn the miner of the presence
necessary care.

to recognize the

heed

when

it

The

it

is

his guard if he is intelligent
warning and careful enougli to

given.

use of the safety

the present time, not so

lamp has been approved up

much

because

it

justified

to
its

but because it was the be.st lamp available. About
10 years ago, efforts were made to introduce electric mining lamps with small accumulators, but the cell rapidly
deteriorated and the lamps were heavy and clumsily
made.
Eecent lamps have overcome these difficulties,
title

Among

consists of eight Stirling boilers, with

always tight. A loop system of steam piping is employed,
the pipe being 12 in. and 16 in. in diameter. They discharge into a steam drum 34 in. in diameter, and about
40 ft. long, which supplies the engine with steam through
This steam drum furnishes a storage
suitable piping.
space, and reduces the pulsation of steam in the pipt
connected with the boilers to a considerable extent, thus
avoiding a fruitful source of priming. As an additional
safeguard against the possibility of a water slug, each
engine cylinder is provided with 6-in. water relief valves.
The boiler stokers above referred to burn rice coal,
with an air pressitre of approximately one-inch water

!»ii

and put him on

enough

Xo. 9

and

Plaxt

an aggregate capacity of 2060 rated horsepower. These
are fired by improved Cox automatic stokers, the improvement consisting in driving the chain grate from the
rear sprocket, thus keeping the upper part of the chain

gage, which

of gas

3,

the new electric lamps radiate a stronger and
brighter light than the old benzine or naphtha lamps.

a continuous gravity oiling and filtering system.

The

Vol.

made by

these the

Ceag lamp deserves mention. It is
Dortmund, Germany,

the C. E. A. G. Co., of

and the American rights are held by the Mannesmann
Light Co. of America, with offices at 55 John St., New
York C'ity. In an international competition given by
llie British department of internal affairs known as the
Home Office, this lamp was awarded first prize. It is the
lamp exclusively used in the most dangerous mining
sections in Hamm, Westphalia and also in the mines
of England, France and Belgium.

The

and benzine lamp is the right type of light to
and foremen. It would be well to
also to rib bosses but to hand it to every

oil

/ntrust to firebosses

give

it

man, regardless
of such

men

A

in

of his experience

is to

put fellow workers

unnecessary jeojiardy.

Successful Scraper Line

The accompanying

illustration shows 1500 ft. of Eivetchain at the washery of the Susquehanna Coal Co.,
iVanticoke, Penu., which has been conveying from 1600
to 1700 tons of wet culm and coal per day for the past
live months without any delay from breakdowns.

less

1

March

AL
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A New
thrijiiijh

I

hoixt

two

(

'ounjcsi'iixDUXfi-:

drums driven

lO-fl.

Several oilier feiiiures are emhndied

7iatiii(/-iiirrenf inofor.
ill

icilh

roiuAL

steel herritif/boiie gears hi/ a 700-lip. alter-

III

Hie eonslriiilioii

the ordiiiari/

iif

llils

525

Electrically Driven Hoist
Hi)i

SYXnPSIS—A

AGE

iiiaili

i

iir

are mil

lliiil

fiiiiiid

in

Iioisl.

is

done by means of a liquid rheostat of the rising and
The rate at which the water level may

falling weir type.

be raised, and, therefore, the rate of acceleration of the
nidior, can be made independent of the weir, so that
Mutomatic acceleration can be obtained, while the lower-

ing of the weir for the retarding of the motot can be done

The
.

(oiiceiitratidii

i>\'

jiowit in reiitral stations in vari-

ous mining districts and its distribution by means ol'
liigh voltage alternating currents has rendered it advantageous to operate hoists from these lines without making
use of a rotary converter or motor-generator set.

Hoists

thus operated are, however, exceptional, although the

ail-

rapidly.
Each drum is equipped with an extra
heavy band brake, one lieiug operated by hand and the
ether by means of a weighted air cylinder. The weighted
iirakc is of the floating lever type, which ]iermits of the
band being only jjartially applied or set up tight as may
<|uit('

Ije

desired.

It

is

possible, therefore, to regulate the pres-

Confroller Lever
I

Forward

^J'

'T.PSI. Switches

Brake Operating

Brak Lever Soleno'id Swiich

n.CT -559 A Coniador Panul
Limit

Fig.

T)i.vGi!AM

1.

Switch'

of Ei.ECTiacAij Coxneotions,
CoXTIiOL

Il.U'STIIA-I'lXG IIoi.ST

vantages attendant upon their use are inimedialelv manifest.

The \'uban Iron

\\(jrks, of W'ilkes-Harri'.

ward

Iron

Penu., have

WoodWoodward. Ala. This machine! is
hoisting cars from a slope, the lengtli of

recently built a hoist of this desci-iplion
Co.,

intended for

for the

of

which is a])iir()ximately ISOfl ft., and its inclination about
30 deg. from the horizontal.
I'lic gross weight of the
cars to be hoisted is (JM.IiOO lb., and llu' Hneal speed oC
travel is ISOO ft. per minute.
Traveling upon an auxiliary track atul attached lo the
hoist by a two-part rope so that its travel

is

one-half ihat

counterbalance weighing -15,1)00 lb. 'IMie
hoist is provided with two drums each 10 ft. in diameter,
which are grooved to coil ISOO ft. of ll/4-in. wire ro))e in
two layers. 'I'he motor has a full load speed of 2!)0 r.p.m.,
of the cars

a

is

and the power

transmitted to the drum shaft by means
of single reduction cast-steel machine-cut gears of the
herringbone ly|ie.
is

Till: .Moi'oii Axi) Its

The

hoist

})olar-wounil

is

dri\i'ii liy a

rotor,

phase, 25-cycle

lOO

Coxthol

General Electric variable-s|ieed.
lip.,

induction

10-pole,

motor, which

:{.300-vo!l,

The speed

of

ami ndjber-buffer

the motor

is

variety.

varied and

controlled by
cutting resistance into and out of the rotor circuit. This
is

as

may

Operating
is

drum

to revolve as slowly

be wished.
in conjuiu'lion

with Ibis

drnm

brake, there

a smaller brake on the counter shaft, and boib

plied simultaneously.

This removes

all

ai-e afi-

iindiie sbejck

or

due to the inertia ol' the rapidly moving parts in
ease ihe emergency is suddenly thrown on.
There is,
tbererore. no danger of stripping or other injury to Ihe
gears from ihis contingency.
.stress

three-

connected lo
the countershaft of the hoist by mean.'; of a flexible coupling of the flange

sure on the baud, allowing ihe

(;r\i,'i)i\(i AfiAixs'r .Vccini'X'rs

and

()\i:i!Wi\i)s

means employed to guard against accidents and
overwinds upon this hoist are iini(pie and well worthy of
attention. That they may be better understood, rc'ferenco
should be made to Eig. I. \V\? will suj)posc thai Ihe ma'i'lie

C
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chine

at rest preparatory to a hoist.

is

A

The

AL

controller

forward position, thus through a
shaft closing the circuit in the master switch B, which
lever

is

moved

A

switch

that of the load being hoisted.
nut forces apart the contacts

this

D, which are connected

is

and opens them.
geared to the drum,

A

to its central or off

to contactors

Simultaneously the cam E, which
has returned the controller lever
position.

The hoist is now running from momentum, but at an
adjustable, predetermined point the nut C opens up the
This breaks the circuit to the solenoid //,
switch G.

Fig.

its

core to

2. Tin-:

fall

FIoist.

and disconnect the brake-operat-

Siiowim;

llF.nrLA'i'K foi:

At the same time

G

solenoid

Xo. 9

3,

This closes the main contactors through the

direction.

controller switch B.

ment corresponding to
Near the landing point,

allowing

Vol.

to its

further movement reduces the resistance in the liquid rheostat causing the hoist to accelerate
in motion.
The traveling nut C' on the limit switch has a movestarts the hoist.

AGE

has short-circuited the limit

this

through the switch J, thus reenergizing the

H

and raising

core again giving the engineer

its

may now be released. In case
with a loaded cage, the machine would
now start to reverse ; if with an empty cage, the motor
would be slightly energized and would sustain the load.
When the brake wears sufficiently to alloy the brake
weight to settle to the limit of its travel, the slack brake
switch A' will be opened and the brake cannot be released
until the necessary tightening adjustments are made.
As soon as the hoist starts in motion after an overwind,
or other accident calling the emergency apparatus into
action, tbe contacts on the limit switch are automatically
reset by the nut (' during- its return movement.
control of the brake which

the overwind

is

JIotoh in I'lack. PAn|
Fix ION

IF

(iKAi;

JiFMovioD.

('(ivi:i;

Showing

HKi.'iaxiiBoxE

This allows the
ing lever from tbe engineer's lever.
weighted valve in the cylinder controlling the brake to
shut off the air supply and exhaust that which is already
in the cylinder, thus allowing the weighted brake to come
into action bringing tbe hoist to rest.
Of course, under oi-dinai-y circnnistanccs.

tlic

opci'ator

would have shut oil' he ciiiTent and a])plied tbe lirakc
through the medium of the air cylinder by hand and none
of the emergency deviees described as operating above
would have come into play. The solenoid is |)rovi(led
I

solely for case of accident or overwind.

How THF

As

stated

2~>

above,

The

.•.300 volts.

V\v

v\r\v.
(iciiei'iil

an overwind has occurred and the switches P and
coiiti-ol of his machine,
the operator moves a lever (which is the air-brake lever
and is not shown), to the on position, (ben tbi-ows the
lever

A

to the

first

contact

in

the

reverse

I'llccl rir

lii|iii(l

I'or

line

ciroiit

iiiicial

2 !>;-(

is

of

to this

220

ing the brake

11,11.

electric

machine

is

both are
i>rovidod by

volts,
is

driven auxiliary

uhih' the ir-islanci> cmiiloN-ed

is

a (iencral

rhciislat.

KUMBER AND
There are

the

rnn in either direction

lie

coiitvol liiciiit

l-'Jcctric

iiir ciiniin-cssiir.

KnGINKFI! REGAINS CoNTIiOl. OF Ma(11I\|:

are both open, to again. gain

controller

This hoist connot
its supply.
without cnrrent on the motor.

a

If

G

Any hoist driven by an alternating-cnrrent motor
cannot ordinarily be made lo I'un too fast, even when
lowering a load. The motor then tends to generate current into the line, at the same time it tends to keep in
step electrically with the generators from which it draws

POSITION

01'

in all three levers

CONTHOL

IjEVEliS

employed for the control

These are all located in a convenient
of this mac-hine.
quadrant on the operator's platform, which is elevated at

Miireh

1,

COAL AGE
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sucli a height tluit he

may
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easily see over the top of the

Karl F. Schoew

hoisting drums.

The

bedplates and pedestals on this machine are both
lieavy in design and free from sharp angles and projections. The base for the motor is securely bolted to that
•of

the hoist, and the whole may be set up as one
Whatever other impressions may he received

unit.
liv

the

A

circular letter, dated

Feb. "^(i, iyi;>, announces the
candidacy of Karl F. Schoew, for the position of chief
of the Department of Mines, in West Virginia.
The
]iresent incumbent of the office, John Laing, has sensed
the state during the past four years. Mr. Laing's term
of office expires June 30, 1913.
It has been known for
some time by Mr. Laing's intimate friends that he does
not desire and would not accept an appointment to the
office for another term.
During his incumbency, Mr.
Laing has brought the Department to a high state of efficiency, in which worli lie has had the unqualified and
earnest support of the twelve district mine inspectors, who

constitute the present efficient

miiie-ins])ection

force of

West Virginia.
Karl F. Schoew, at present mine inspector for the 1st
having served the state in that capacity for a
term of four years, now desires to succeed his chief. Mr.
Schoew has had a practical mining experience of 23
3'ears, 15 of which have been devoted to mining endistrict,

His work during the past four years, as dismine inspector, has been performed with credit to
himself and the department, and has earned for him the

gineering.
trict

uni|ualified

indorsement of

all

the operators in his dis-

trict.

As every inspector knows, the work of mine inspection
more than a thorough mining knowledge and ex]icrience on the part of the inspector; he must possess
good judgment and tact in dealing with the numberless
complicated questions that arise constantly and which are
submitted to the mine inspector for his decision.
The
fact that harmony has prevailed in the lirst district speaks
well for the ability of Mr. Schoew in tliis respect.
Mr. Schoew reports that during his term of office not a
re(|uires

man

has been burned or killed by a gas or coal explosion

tlu-diigh

more
the

Mr. Schoew makes

carelessness.

this

statement

in a spirit of thankfulnes.s, realizing that

<-rcdit

for this

must be ascribed

to

much

of

good fortune rather

than that it should he regarded as the result wholly of
good management and efficiency on his ])art.

Mr. Schoew has the success of the mining industrv at
tlie policy followed bv Mr.
Laing during his term of office. He believes that this policy of educating the miner, which has been followed
throughout the state and which has received the hearty
indorsement of both inspectors and ojierators, has reduced the loss of life and increased the value of mining
heart, and thoroughly indorses

property and contributed mor<! to the success of the industry in the state' thai
It
is
y niher I'aclor.
Mr.
ScIkjcw's hope thai the haniion\ and pnisperitv that has
existed in the

Elevation

1st

district

stale can be fnrther

Fio.

;!.

I'i..\.\

AND

l';i,i:vAri()N

of

IFoisi'

and

Mo'I-oi;

will

and. largely, el.sewhere

in

advanced by the ])ronu)tion of

and a proper use of

(lii)l(iniacy in

the trealinenl

the

gejiid
i)f

all

(luestions that arise.

man

wiio sees this

itself

upon

longest,

is

iioist,

the

i(h'a

that

will

(irst

force

mind, and prol)ai)ly remain witii him ihc
that the machine was designed and built "for
his

business."

The ma.ssiveness and solidity in the design, together
with the obvious care and attention that have been given,
oven to what might be considered unimportant details,
give this machine the appearance of one which should
stand U]) indefinitely under any operating conditions to
which such a hoist might legitimately be subjected.

During Mr. Schoew's

residences in West \'irginia. he
both in the northern and southern portions of
the state, which fact makes him tiioroughly familiar witli
mining conditions in both these (ields. If Mr. Schoew
lias lived

i.s suece.ssful
in securing tiie appointment as chief of the
Dejiartment of Mines in West Virginia, lie will receive the

hearty cooperation of

Coal

Aoi?. in every effort to ])ro-

motc education and rai.sc the standard of mining, wiiich
is our constant aim and purpose in respect to every mining state and district.
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Large Capacity Electric Hoist
By W. H. Kastox^

SVNOPSL'^

— The

difficulties incident to the application

of electricity for hoisting purposes are too well known to
require comment here. These seem to have been siirressjulhj overcome, in the case of the C'oali'wod hoist

_

ii'lirre

it

///. from a
handle 5000 ions per daij of
Reserve jioirer for orerrominy the excessive initial .starting load is provided for Inj means of a
pi/irheel, and perfect control is jissiired Ihroughout the

IS

proposed

V

to

depth of 650

ft.

by means of a small lever, with perfecc ease and
complete accuracy. The loss of energy at low speeds is
small in spite of the fact that the hoist will develop 2200
\\\K on starting, at no time can more than 700 hp. be
drawn from the main transmission lines. These results
are unusual and the principles liy whii-li they are obtained
are worthy of particular note.
trolled,

:

l)i^sci,ii-ri()x

hoist.

The Coalwood
The interesting annoumenient lias just been made that
the \'irginia-l'(x-ahontas ("oal Cd. has ordered from the

Ottumwa Irou Works and

Westinghousi:

the Westiuehouse Electric

]\r()i'iii;-i;i;xi:ii\T(ii(

Skt. wti'ii

&

will be one of the largest, if not the largest,
coal-mine hoists in this country for their new mine at
Coalwood, W. Ya. This hoist will rai.se 5000 tons of coal
in

S hr.,

evert

a

from

dcntli oP

a

maximum

(i.-iO

horscpdWci'

nl'

ft.

The

•.'•.'(lo

hoist

motor

will

dui'ing radi iKirnial

hoi.St.

Those faniiliai- with ,~inall clcclric hoists will ask av
once: How can so large a machine be controlled with the
necessary ease and certainty? Will there not be a tre-

mendous waste
.started

at

of energy in resistance

.slow

speed?

Hciw

can

when the motor

the generating

is

and

transmission lines stand the heavy ]icaks, drawn fmni the
line in starting?

For a
nary

hoist of this capacity, patterned after

tlu'

ordi-

which the hoist motor receives its
"power directly from the transmission line and is controlled through resistance, the points rai.sed bv these
questions miglit prove serious obstacles.
But they liresent none for the f'onlwood in.stallation, as it is coninstallatinii.

•Pittsl)ur>,'ti.

Pt-nn.

in

THI-;

C'oALwooD Hoist

liouse Flywheel Equalizer System.
In this system the
current from the transmission line is not received directly
by the hoist motor, but by a flywheel motor-generator set.

•3.j,0iH)-lb.

Mfg. Co. what

OF

hoist will be operated by the AVesting-

1-"i.y\\ in:t:L.

((Uisisting

I'-oii

('M:v>;i,A\n-('LiFFS

an altci'nating-current motor,

ol'

rent generator, and a heavy flywheel,

same

The

shaft.

hoist

motor

is

all

Hoist
a

direct-cur-

mounted on the

a direct-current macbiii"

energy from the generator of the flywlieel
set.
The in list I'at ions herewith .show the motor-gcneraiin- set and the lioists'of the Cleveland ('lift's Iron Co..
which operate on the same princi])le and constitute what

and receives

is

a

its

present

I

(ipci-atidii

The

the largest electric

hoist

of this type

in

in .Vnu'rica.

altei nalinu-curi-cnt

nintor,

of course,

drives

the

generator ami flywheel by the energy it reM'i\cs from the line.
It
is si> arranged that, whenever
(here is a dennind foi' powci' in excess of the average, it

dircct-curr<'iit

will sloir diiirii

wlieel

to aid

demand
cally,

foi-

and

in

in

autianat ically. thereby permitting the flydriving the generator. AVhou the heavy

power cea.ses, the motor speeds up automatidoing so restores the expended energy to the

flywheel. So nicely are the conditions balanced that when
hoisting steadily at the rate of oOOO tons a day, with peaks
of 2200 hp. at each hoist, there is not nioi-e than TDO hj).

drawn from the supply

line.

Marcli

The

1,

hoist

COAL AGE
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motor

is

coutrollefl by adjusting the voltage

means

This rheostat is small and light and wastes but little current, but
by moving its lever, the hoist motor can be run at any
Acspeed from zero to maximum in either direction.

of the generator by

celeration

of a field rheostat.

and retardation limits are provided, which,

to-

gether with the ease of control, reduce the possibility of
accident to the minimum, and probably below anything
that has been accomplished with steam hoists.

Method of Maixtaixixg

Ri:.si:i:ve

Power

Ihis motor is of the slip-ring type and the three phases
are connected to three stationary plates, in earthenware
pots filled with a solution of carbonate of soda. Above

i2!)

and the movable plates are

raised, thus introducing re-

main motor, reducspeed and bringing the flywheel into action. When
curnmt to the main motor falls below the adjusted

sistance into the rotor circuit of the

ing
tlie

its

value, the m(j\able electrodes fall, thereby permitting the
speed of ihe flywheel set to increase to normal.

This system has been used in

a

number

of installations

ami has proved eminently satisfactory.
It overcomes
many difliculties which would be unsurmountable with
steam hoists or with direct-driven electric hoists and enables the mine operator to use hoists of practically unlimited size with a high degree of economy and perfect
ea.se

of control.

In the Cleveland Cliffs

motor has a

maximum

a net load of 10,000
late of I-dOO

ft.

installation the
capacity of 1000 hp.

lb.

from

"a

nuiin

lioist

It can raise

depth of 1000 ft. at the
make 40 trips an hour.

a minute, and can

When

the hoist is working steadily at this rate, the alternating-current motor of the flywheel motor-generator set
draws not over 'Mi5 hp. from the line and its variation in
speed is about 1.") [ler cent.

Generator Ratings
Standard ratings of Wcstiughou.'^c alternating-current
turbo-generators are based on two different methods of
First, a rating with guarantees
determining capacity.
covering performance at normal loads and at certain overloads, momentary peak loads being within the guaranteed
overload caiJacity. Second, a rating at the maximum safe
operating capacity of the machine, with no guaranteed

DiAGHAM OF WESTTXGlIOrSE FLYWHEEL EgiALl/.KR
HoisTiXG System

.Main

i

i.i,\ i.i.a

mi

i

i.ii

i

> ll(ii>

i

t/i

1'

overload capacity.

II'.

movable electrodes, connected together
nearly balancd Ijy an
adjustable counterweight and can be raised and lowered
by a small motor. This latter receives its current from

the.se

plates are

electrically;

these electrodes are

transformers in the main line to the main alternating-current motor.
When, on account of an excessive demand for power
by the hoist motor, the main alternating-current motor
receives more current than that for which the system is
adjusted, the current in the small motor also increases,
series

vMi Arxii.iMiv

oi-

The maximum

400

111',

rating basis

is

])roving to be a highly

desirable one, the tendency being to install units of such

capacity that as the load on the station varies, additional

machines can be cut in or out, and the renniining units
operated continuously at or near their maximum rating
and

efficiency.

making or comparing guarmost satisfactory, from the centralstation operator's standpoint, when once it is thorougiily
It

is

the simjilest to use in

antees, as well as the

understood.

—
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3.

X(

Hoisting and Haulage Plant in India

SrXOPSIS —Descriptioa

of both a huisiing and haulage
plant of large capacity. The hoisting engine is designed
for a depth of 3700 ft. and has J,2-in. cylinders and a
strol-e of 7 ft. It is equipped with a Oott overtvinding device,

Vol.

which has proved particularly

Each rod passes through
and heavy nuts on the rod one on either
side of the plate
secure it in position. The plate is bolted
to the crosshead by four bolts, a method which retains the
roiistituting a special feature.

a steel plate,

—

—

advantage of being able to adjust the distance between the
centers of the piston and crosshead with ease, when con-

effective.

The question of overwind prevention is now receiving
considerable attention, and the particidars of a plant constructed for mines in India will be of interest. The information has been specially secured for this journal, and
relates to a 5o00-hp. corliss winding engine and a 100-

necting or disconnecting the crosshead from the piston

b.hp. electric haulage gear, the former being constrvicted
for use at a gold mine and the latter for a coal opera-

cast with the beds, have the steps lined

rod.

The guides are of circular form, 41 in. diameter; the
beds are of massive design, of what is known as the
"Mammoth" type; the drum-shaft bearings, which are
with special metal
and 33 in. long; the connecting rods have screw and wedge adjustment at both

and are 21

tion.

The
The

corliss

r).5oo-iii>.

winding engine

is

and the speed of winding is
per min., using superheated steam at 120 lb. pres-

pies a space of 20 sq.yd.,
ft.

sure per square inch.
The cylinders are 42

The unbalanced
in. in

load

diameter, with a

is

15.5 tons.

7-ft. stroke,

the valve gear is of the improved corliss type, placed
on the outer side of the engine.
The valve spindles have spherical metallic packings,
the end pressure of the valves being balanced by springs,
while the eccentric shafts for operating the valve gear
are connected to the crank pins by drag links. Possessing
separate liners the cylinders are steam jacketed, each body
being cast separately from the two end pieces which carry
the valve chambers. The pistons are fitted with metallic
packing rings, the outward pressure of which is adjustable, and the piston rods have a diameter of 8 in., being
The crossfitted with United States metallic packing.
heads are of steel with cast-iron adjustable slippers, the
method of attaching the piston rods to the crossheads

and

in diameter

the Shops for Testing

ix

ends; the drum shaft is 25 in. in diameter, having an
overall length of 27 ft., and disk brakes are provided, operated from the driver's platform by foot, handwheol and

one of two, both con-

structed exactly alike as regards size and design, to wind
from the same vertical shaft, which has a depth of 3700
The total weight of the engine is 275 tons; it occuft.

3000

Fp

Cokliss Hoist Set

in.

,

screw.

A

special feature in the design of the crank disks

made

is

These disks are
9 ft. 2 in. in diameter, with center hub separate and
having a flange cast on one end of it. The disk itself
is bored to fit the hub to which it is keyed, and is also
bolted to the flange, which makes it very secure and reduces the weight and overall dimensions of the drum
that they are each

shaft for transport.
type,

of

cast

iron,

in tw^o pieces.

The drum
built

in

is

of the cylindro-conical

sections,

the conical

part

grooved for ]%-in. diameter rope, the cylindrical part
which is 20 ft. in diameter and 8 ft. 9 in. wide being
plain.
Two small internal drums, fitted inside the main
dnnii, carry spare rope, which can be phivcd out as re-

—

quired.

Two main brakes of the suspended curved post type,
have power applied to both ends of the posts. They are
operated by a steam-brake engine, the brakes being put
on bv means of a weight and hold oil liv steam, which can

.Marrli

jilso
if

Ik'

1.

put

COAL AGE
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oil

extra pressure

the top side of the hrake-engine piston,
The brakes are adjusted auis required.

Reversing the engine is
done by means of a steam jeversing gear, having an oil
locking and controlling cylinders. The main steam valve
is 181/2 in- in diameter and of the single-beat tyj^e, the
valve being balanced by a steam piston which makes it
«isy to operate. On the left-hand side of the engine is
placed the driver's platform, with all the operating
tomatically as the blocks wear.

levers.

The governor
and

is

is

of the spring-loaded, high-speed type,

very powerful.

During

acceleration, the engine

takes steam up to about seven-eighths of the stroke, but
when Hearing full speed the governor begins to open, operates the cutoff gear and controUs the speed of the

Detait.kd
engine.

and

Special

attention

is

View of the
given

to

the

IOO-b.hp.,

lubrication

steam cylinders and cylinder jackets are drained
by means of steam traps.
The engine is fitted with Gott's controlling gear for
preventing overspeed, overwind or starting in the wrong
direction.
In case of overspeed, in any part of the wind,
the gear automatically shuts off steam and applies the
brakes.
It also operates in the same way if, on nearing
the surface, the driver has not reduced speed sufficient to
land the cage .safely, or if the driver starts his wind in
the wrong direction that is, if he is taking the cage into
the headgear instead of down the shaft, the lirakes are
automatically applied and the steam is shut off as beall

;

fore.

Coming now
trically driven,

to the description of the 100-b.hp., elec-

double-drum hauling gear,

coal mine, the conditions of service are to bring a full set

for the

Indian

4000 ft. without the help of
empty tubs (although normally the

of loaded tubs a distance of
a descending set of

tubs will run in balance) at an average speed of six miles
per hour. The incline is 1 in 51/4, with steeper sections
up to 1 in 3. One trip comprises 12 tubs, each weighing
6 cwt. and carrying 12 cwt. of coal ; occasionally some
of the tubs may be loaded with 20 cwt. of rock.

The drums are 4 ft. in diameter by 2 ft. 9 in. wide,
each capable of holding 4500 ft. of Vs-in. rope.
The

drum

centers are of cast steel bushed with gunmetal, the

sides being of mild-steel plates in halves bolted to the

drum

centers

and

Lagging

stiffened by steel channels.

for taking the rope

is

of cast iron in halves, strongly

ribbed and bolted to the

drum

sides

by

li/g-in.

bolts.

Electrically Driven Hai'lage Gear
half of

which

pass

right

through

ihc

drum from one

side to the other.

The brake rings are of cast iron, in halves, bolted to the
drum sides, the clutches being of the cast-steel jaw type,
the

moving portion

on

the

the

drum

driver's

Siemens

platform;

Martin

on

the

operated

by

sliding

shaft,

steel,

the
9

in.

drum
in

hexagons

hand
shaft

formed

levers
itself

diameter,

the

is

on
of

outer

bearings being 7 in. in diameter by 13 in. long.
The
<ountershaft is 514
in
diameter.
in.
Each drum
is provided with a strong brake of the post type, capable
of holding the full load.
Each brake can be ojjeralcd in-

dependently by foot levers or by a handwheel and screw
on the driver's platform, the latter being an extension

bedframc and covered with chequered plate. This
bedframe is built of mild-steel channels, having machined
facings for the bearings and joggles to prevent lateral
movement of the same, the side frames being of siilTicient
of the

Electric nAfLixo CJear
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lieight to raise the

drums aud gearing above the bottom

3,

No. 9

desired to increase the speed of the winder to

is

Jt

Vol.

its

of the bedframe.

maximum

(tearing is double reduction, motor speed 36ti r.p.m.
and drum speed 40 r.p.m. While the pinion on the, motor
shaft is of compressed paper, the other pinion and wheels
On
are of cast steel having straight machine cut teeth.
to the extension of the motor shaft a brake operated
by hand is fitted, aud can be used in case of necessity. A
magnetic brake is also fitted on the same shaft, and is
automatically lifted off when the current is switched on

This lever operates, by means of a chain, the liquid switch
in the rotor circuit, and is connected to the three slip

motor, being again applied when the current is interrupted. The position of the tubs on the haulage road
is given by a dial-type indicator for each drum.
The engine is driven by a Sandycroft-Huut Cascade induction motor of the two-speed, pipe ventilated tyjie, the
machine being capable of giving a continuous output of

the

to the

the second lever

brought into operation.

is

rings.

The magnetic brake
hand brakes and

provided in addition to the

is

comes into operation on the opening
of the static circuit or the failure of the supply, or by
means of an emergency button in series with a no-volt
this

Referring to the photograph, it will be seen that
gear is entirely protected by means of a
wrought-irou case, containing a double-pole isolating
release.

switch

switch.

The Armies

Peace

of

By Bertox Bralky
Written expressly for "Coal Age"

Xo band

them on parade, no uniform they

precedes

wear.

But armed with

shovel, fuse

and pick the underworld

they dare.

They war against

And

the inky dark, the overhanging shaK-

the perils that

all

may mark

miner's burrowed

a

trail.

Each dav thev

make the seam pav

seek the pit airain to

toll,'

The armies

that go underground to give the world

its

coal.

They

face the e\er-lurking

damp, that

strikes

when

all

seems well

And

turns the niaiiv workings to a fierce and flaming
hell.

They take

their cliance with cheerful

mien

in dust

and

wet and mirk.

They

are not heroes to themselves

their work.

Aud

go about their task

so thev

—

—

just

to shoot

workmen

at

and cut and

hole.

The armies

that uo undi-rurouiul to give the world its

coal.

Thev mine the gleaming anthracite

meet the need of

to

men
(

Forests of ancient ages whicii are brought to light

GOTT OVKKWIXD 1'REVKNTIOM GeAT! IN rosITIOX
100 b.hp. when running at a speed of 360 r.p.m., or 6-5
240 r.p.m. Efficiency at the higher speed is 90
per cent., at the second speed 88 per cent.
The motor, which is controlled by two liquid switdies
of the Sandycroft patent inclosed type, is wound for a
three-pha.se circuit of 2000 volts. 25 cycles. As the motor
has to work in a hot, saturated return mine air, the insulation of the machine has been specially impregnated,
and it is capable of giving the output stated continuously, the temperature rise not exceeding 60° F.
Further, it can give at either speed an overload of 25 per
cent, for two hours immediately following the full-load
current the temperature ri.se not exceeding 80 deg. F.
The lever mounted on the driver's platform operates
the reversing switch by means of a side motion, and when
moved backwards it operates a four-phase liquid .switch.
which is connected to the secondary stator tappings. Tl'
b.hp. at

—

again).

They mine the soft bituminous, a million boilers Inirn,
Which keeps the wheels of industry forever on tlie turn.
Of all the life we live today they are the very soul.
The armies that go underground to give the world its
coai.

Our

trains that thunder over land, on rails of shining
steel

Our

shi]is

that

travel

over seas, on swift and steady

keel,
tire that warms our houses and the light that keeps
them bright
Are spoils of all the battles That these peaceful soldiers

The

fight.

So

let

the

honor's

trump

of

triumph

sound,

These armies that go underground
its

they

stand

on

roll.

coal.

to give

the world

March
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Gasoline Hoist at

SYNOPSIS — It

Coal Mine

a

it

Alt bough the cost of operation of a hoist of this type
may be somewhat higher than that of an electrically

advisable to use for stationary worlc at coal mines.
This article describes one of the exceptions to this rule,

driven machine of equal capacity the ease and cheapness
with which it may be transported and set up more than

bteam and

ordinarily

is

elect ririti/ are the

taken

for granted that

only forms of power that

is

(/asoline
piiirer

being so far ahead of these other sources of
lliere teas no hesitancy in its adoption.

Altliougli
tiuii

operated

hoists

.*nuill

eugines have

l)een

in use for a

There

when employed

in

an isolated position.

by intenial-coralnis-

number

what

of years at

Western metal mines, an installation of this
charaiter in tiii' center of a coal-mining region is decid(mIIv a]i iiiiiiAMtion.
The Lehiah ^'allev t'oal Co. has re-

some

offsets this

the advantage that the fuel is easily
transported and the danger from fire is probably less than
with a steam operated hoist, all of the gasoline except

supply that

of the

is

also

is in the tank on the machine being stored at some
point outside of the hoist house, preferably in an under-

ground vault or tank.

One

of the principal difficulties experienced with hoists

of this tyjje

which have been built heretofore has been
was low in starting. In this particular

that the torque

machine, however, the capacity of the engine

is

sufficiently

great to equal this condition.

This machine has been in operation for some time, and
has, thus far, given entire satisfaction.

It has, of course,

which the operator must become
familiar, and which require decidedly different treatment
from either a steam engine or an electric motor.
its

ilolsT

LiK

lloisi:

ccnilv

installed such n

A

,\ri:ii

Tin:

ho.Vl'LV

I'l.ACi:

IN

\\"(

luiist

at

its

Blackwood

f'ollierv,

near Pottsville, Penn., the machine being designed and

by the Vulcan Iron Works, of Wilkes-Barre.

built

The above named

coal

company was desirous

of sink-

ing a proving hole at a point which was a considerable
distance away from their power house or any source of
electrical supply.
A careful investigation was, therefore,

made

of the cost of hoists

embodying each

of the three

sources of power, namely, steam, electricity and gasoline.

This comparison was so far

when used

hoist

in

favor of the gasoline

in this isolated position, that there

no hesitancy in making its adoption.
The machine was designed for the following

was

service:

Single-car trips are handled on a slope approximately

5(iii

long at an inclination of 40 deg. from the horizontal.
The gross weight of car and coal is Miiki Hi., ami the
cars are handled at a rope speed of 200 ft. per minute.
Aside from the motive power, the hoist is not mateft.

different

rially

electric motors.

the machine

is

from those designed to be operated by
As will be seen from the photograph,
self-contained, and may be readily trans-

ported from place to place.
shaft,

is

driven by

by the usual

a

The drum

is

loose on

the

band friction clutch, and controlled

tyju' of

The driving engine

brake, operated by hand.
is

of the four-cylinder type, with

a rated capacity of 2') hp.,

having cylinders 5 in. in diameten with a stroke of 6 in. It is equipped with a speedregidating governor, magneto, battery, intake and overflow water pipes, water circulating |>iiiii|i and intaki'
and exhaust manifolds.

Owing
operates,

to

the

it is,

which this machine
change the direction

drum, and reversing gears are, thereprovided for this purpose.

of rotation of the
fore,

conditions under

of course, necessary to

peculiarities with

4
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Vol.

An Important Advance
Hy William

SYNOPSIS— The

E.

Hamilton*
tanks, having conical roofs

describes a storage plant of large capacilii ami
embodying some novel and original appliances for the rc(lurh'on of breakage in both slorini/ and rrlnadiiig ii,<il.

and principles, and

It

is

Peiin.,

estimatt'd by A.

aud William

D. W. Snutli. of Wilkes-Barre,

Griffiths, of

Scranton,

who have made

investigations for the U. S. Geological Survey, that the

El(i.

1.

It

will

therefore continue to increase in value, and this fact will
neces.sitate

The

more economical

each tank
;Hid a

.systems of handling.

features to be desired in a plant to store and re-

handle anthracite coal are the following:

is

and

floors.

pivoted bucket conveyor, which operates in coiMiecand a track hopper. Although tlie

plan

is

proved.

new, the details have been heretofore tested and
It is a combination of old and well known ideas
its

simplicity insures

least breakage of the coal.
Ijowest operating cost.
first-cost, per ton of storage capacity.
Least amount of labor employed.
Least amount of machinery involved.
Simplicity, and consequent freedom from breakdowns.
Greatest storage capacity.
Greatest strength in construction.
Protection against fire, either accidental or incendiary.
Protection against the weather.

Low

its

successful

operation.

The first aim is to reduce the loss in value of the coal,
caused by degradation. This is an item, which, on a tonnage basis, often amounts to more than the cost of operation, and the cost of interest on plant investment, combined.! A great deal of machinery, costly to install and

SHOWING SoME DETAILS

operate, expensive to maintain,

and destructive

to the coal

(through its chipping aud flaking by abrasion),
pensed with by this method of handling.

The number

of transfers

and the

these points has been reduced to a

The

In the center of
a spiral chute,

a hollow tower, containing

tion with the chute

C'lfOSS-SKCTION OF A SlXOLIC UnIT.

anthracite coal will be e.xhausted in 104 years.

No. 9

Coal Storage

in

elimination of breakage in the handling and marketing of anthracite coal is one of the serious problems of the hard-coal operator. Immense savings
have been effected by numerous ingenious devices for
reducing the severity of handling, ivith the consequent
increase in the percentage of loiver-priced grades. This
article

3,

fall

dis-

is

of the coal

minimum.

The

at

roll-

ing or sliding of the product upon itself is also less, by
The
reason of the form of the retainer.
(See Fig. 1.)
coal is carried on ])ivoted buckets, traveling on self-oiling
wheels.

.\

conveyor

such

more durable and consumes

as
less

this,

is

50

per

cent,

power than the scraper

type.
tC. Dorrance. now chief engineer of the Lehigh Coal
Navigation Co.. states that an increase of 1 per cent, in the
steam sizes means an annual loss of $75,000 to his company.
See "Coal Age," bottom of second column, page 659, and also
erratum, page GS3. Vol. 2. Editor.
cS;

The system

herein

(loscril)ed

•Engineer with the Jeffrey Mfg.

consists
Co..

of

cvliiidrical

Columbus. Ohi

—

)

March

1,
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Method of Operation
The

coal

is

received

from the mines

which are

in cars

"spotted" over the track hopjjers.
From these it is
wheeled bucket conveyor to the top of the rewliere
tainers or tanks,
it is discharged into the large

carrieil hy

hopper of a covered spiral chute.

It glides

down and

fills

chute and then sliding gates are opened successively,
which allow the coal to flow out into the retainer or tank.
The spiral chute has a capacity greater than that of the
bucket conveyor, and may always be kept full the angle
this

335

there are eight to each spiral turn, so that the difference
in height between one gate and the next is very small, in
fact, the top of one gate is higher than the bottom of the

one next above
diagram.

The

it.

so there

no falling of the

reac-hes the top of the

hollow tower
is

is

the

is

coal

and there

sliding,

(See

and the coal
which the

entirely filled,

tank in a conical

pile, of

the center, and the steel wall of the re-

circumference.

;

of inclination insures of the

coal.

gates are opened and dosed, one after another,

until the storage retainer

tainer

is

In this construction the

is

no "internal movement" or "working" of coal within the
chute, such as would cause grinding or abrasion.
The

:

-Bef^ Can^/eyor

and &cr/lery

Eleva + lon

side
Fig.

-l.

Genku.m,

1'i-a.\

of

'1'

-w.

moves down the chute en masse, sliding on
and not grinding on other coal.
through the gates is regulated so as to keej)
chute filled, this i)eing shown by its height in
coal

•

the smooth

The

surfaces,

at the top of the tower.

The

Seo+ion

A-B

I'xrrs .\xd Diaomam.s Siiowim; Maximi-.m P'all of

flow

strains occasioned

i)y

Coal

this great \v<'ight of coal are equally

distributed on the (niter wall of the retainer.

the spiral

Keclai.mi.no

the hopper

into this hopper, travel on guides, down through the center of the hollow tower, and through the coils of the spiral
chute.
Passing out of the retainer at the bottom, they

In reloading (out of storage), the preceding operation
is reversed.
Beginning at the top, the gates in the spiral
are opened successively as they are uncovered by the lowering of the coal in the retainer; thus the coal is drawn

return under the track hoppers and are again
passed on to their discharge.

from the top of the pile, and never from the bottom under pressure of overlying coal. The only labor refpiired

Fai H.niKs

At the beginning

buckets, after discharging

FOK Stohivo

filled

and

the Coal

of the operation of storing, all gates

is for o])ening and closing the gates, and even
done mechanically.

The

travel of the coal

is

retarded by the turns of the
the bottom of the chute

of the spiral chute are closed, except the lowest one, and
the coal flows out of this and fills the lower part of the
retainer.
As soon a.s the coal has reached its level of rc-

spiral, so that the pressure at

po.sp in

were

opened.

the tank, this gate

The

is

gate-controlled

closed

and the next higher
large, and

oiienings are

where the

coal

passes into the pivoted buckets,

slightly greater than at the top, whereas,
vertical,

this can be

straight

and smooth, when

there would be a pressure of 3000

lb.

per

if

full

sq.ft.

is

only

this chute

of coal,

at the hot-

COAL AGE
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torn, for

each 50

The weight

of height.

ft.

of coal in the

spiral chute is practically iiuiform at every turn, as it is
not carried by the coal at the point of discharge; in re-

loading (out

"of

storage), there

is

Vol.

none moved under pres-

By
Many

foxes

grow

One man's story

the

is

Way
grow good.

but few

gra.v.

no story

No. 9

— hear

both sides.

sure.

In this plan of "piping" the coal from the top of the
on
pile, it is taken out of the center so that the pressure
reduced etiually iu all directime and stages of both
The
like the pressure of water in a tank.
operations
"internal working" of a pile of coal when drawn off from
the bottom is apparent. A cone-shaped depression forms
the wall of the retainer
tions,

and

it

—

is

uniform

is

Ijittle

minds, like

He who

weak
with

strikes

liquors, are soonest

his

tongue

must

soured.

ward with

his

head.

at all

is
at the top and throughout the pile one piece of coal
grinding against another, chipping, flaking and breaking
comoff the edges into particles too small to be of nuu-li

To

i>elieve

lake

a

thing

impossilUe

judged, not by

\W

walk

will

hnd an

mercial value.
Plants for the storage and recovery of anthracite coal
involve the expenditure of a considerable amount of
money. Only a few covered plants have been built, in
fact, little advance has been made in this work in comparison with the general progress and improvement in

is

the

one sure

way

to

so.

it

e

a

ost!-ich

men

itentions,

but by the

i-esult

long time behind a wild goose befort
feathei-.

are instructed b

and beasts by nature.
said
Penn..

is

that

were

Chamberstown,
all

named

afte

hambersyiUe and Tottsthe same man.

other arts and industries.
From records kept at a number of plants, through several years of operation, the fact is disclosed that neither
the first cost nor the operating expense is the principal

The man who starts out with the intention of doing no
more than his part is apt to b.- satisfied "vi-ith doing only a

The loss in value of the coal
thing to be considered.
from its "degradation" is a cost greater than any other.
This degradation has not been materially reduced in late
years, as the plants which have been installed have fol-

A state mine inspector of long experience in gaseous mines
characterizes a nonreversible fan operating at a coal mine,
as a rall'way passenger train minus the air-brake equipment. This is too practical an illustration to let slip.

lowed the original scheme of storing the coal in conical
and drawing it off either by tunnels,
under the great pressure and weight of the overlying coal

or rectangular piles

or by conveyors scraping against the side of the coal pile.
The system herein described provides protection against
either accidental or incendiary, as no sparks nor flying embers can get into the inclosure; also in case of
labor troubles, strikes and riots, there are no doors or
fire

other openings that give access to the coal where combustible material can be piled and fires started.
The circular tank or retainer is the strongest construction known.

Likewise the capacity

that of any other geometrical

form

is

greater than

of building, with the

exception of a sphere it also affords the greatest possible
storage capacity for the amount of niaterial entering into
;

its

construction.

The German Coal
Tlie activitv

in

mining and

Industry

industrial

enterprises in

Germany continues unaljated. Despite the coal miner.*'
strike of last March and other impediments such as the
chronic shortness of railroad cars, political unrest, etc.,
the production of coal in Germany has come u]> to 177.094,917 tons in 1912, as against 160,742,000 tons in
1911. Prussia alone produced 167,267,860 tons, of which

93,798,000 tons must bo credited to the Dortmund district, while the administrative district of Breslau, comprising Upper and Lower Silesia participated with 47,-

272,579 tons. The production of coke amounted
141,070 tons, also an increase over 1911. wliilr .").:!:i'.',(i.")l
tons of coal briquettes were manufactured.
The production of brown coal or lignite likewise shows
to 29.-

an increase, to wit, 82,339,588 tons

in

1912, as against

The production
73,516,789 tons in 1911.
briquettes amounted to 19,058,000 tons.

of

lignite

part

of that.

Press I'eports state that .losiah Van Kirk Thompson, the
Pennsylvania coal and coke operator, recently paid $1,000.We believe this establishes a new high
000 for a divorce.
record and it is worth>- of note that coal men can head
the list in more than one way.

Morgan Kingston, a Nottinghamshire (England) miner,
has signed a contract with .Andreas Dippel, of the Chicago
Opera Co.. to appear as the latter's principal tenor, beginning October. 1913. Kingston was a miner for eleven yeai's,
but has been under the cai"e of some of Europe's ablest
vocal instructors during the past three years.
The vote registered at a certain Western coal camp in
Republican, 40; Democrats. 27S. Two years later
1910 was:
Republican. 304; Democrats. 32. In explanathe vote was:
tion it is stated that the superintendent changed his politics
during the intervening two years. Why such a man should
waste ills time bossing a mine is moi'e than "w^e can under*
stand.
Curious happenings are recorded even in England.
.\
Nottinghamshire collier sold his wife for 24c. The man was
drinking and his wife tried to persuade him to go home.
Friends joined their entreaties to hers and this so incensed
him that turning to one of them he shouted; "Does tha' want
Tha' can 'ave 'er for a 'bob." The offer was promptly
'er
accepted and the woman "changed hands."
The husband
has since repented his soi'ry bargain, but his wife prefers
new order, and is obdurate and apparently content. The
husband has invoked the aid of the guardians of the peace,
but in that <iuarter has met with little sympathy.
The
woman's husband and pifs.nt owner an- "old friends."

the

Tn the discussion of an interesting paper on th" "fitructure of the Northern Anthracite Basin," presented by N. H.
Darton, geologist of the U. S, Bureau of Mines, at the November meeting of the New York Section of the American
Institute of Mining En.gineers. the question was asked as
to the quality of coal that is being mined at present in the
Mr. Darton replied that the operators are
anthracite fields.
endeavoring to conserve the coal fields in that region and are
shipping as low a quality of coal as the market will take.
He stated further that if the market demands high-grade
coal it can bo delivered, as there still remain millions of
tons yet unmined.

Miirch

A

1.
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Monitor Gravity Plane
By

R.

uiuiiiis

ils

7 mine of the reiui-Mary Coal Co.
The
coal near the drift iiioiiths into a tjin.

i« loaded a.s reciuired into a Ictri/e car or monitor
holding 15 gross tons, tehich, runninij to the hot torn of

coal

the plane,

hill

is

draws an emptij monitor up the

hill

to

crated successfully by unintelligent men, they are sure
to be extensively introduced at all tipple scales.
Thev
arc

made

Ijy

the Streeter-Aniet

Co.. of Chicasio,

Weighing

III.

tali-c.

The

coal on reaching a bin at the foot of the
discharged, and is alloired to fall thence at will

place.

Penn-Mary

at

Dawson Hall

STXOPSIS—No.

its
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^r

into railroad cars.

The Penii-Mary Coal Co. is most successfully operating a monitor gravity plane at its Xo. 7 mine. The cars
after leaving either of the openings pass over automatic
scales.
One front wheel operating on a lever sets these
in operation, and the corresponding rear wheel
throws the scale out of gear. The weight of the load in the
car is automatically registered on a paper tape, as shown
ill
the illustration.
The upper printed figures in Fig.
represent thousands thus 3 in the upper "part of the
1
diagram denotes 3000 lb. the lower figures represent
hundredweights. It will be seen that the arrow lies between 3200 and 3100 lb. and that the actual weight of
the car evidently approximates 3120 lb. because the scale
divisions each correspond to 25 lb.
scales

;

;

Reduc'Ixc)

Weigh

Scalic

f/

Wokries
I

The

figures written cursively on the

weighman or
from the check numbers taken off
placed there by the

tained at the

I'k

i

the cars as they passed

would not, of course, be necessary to
employ a weighman. The check numbers could be placed
in order on a file and by reading the values on the tape
and the check numbers on the file in due order, the tonnage corresponding to each check number could lie ascerever the scale.

I,

diagram are those
and were copied

clerk

It

I'lid

(if

Fig.

1.

Record of Coal

tonxage of

txdi^

viuuAL Cars

thr dav.

\ i:i;

COAU A6E

rill.

&

Recording
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Fig.

4.

Tile Moxrroi; Ghavity 1'laxe at

and the car passe.s on a solid track. As soon
has passed, the track is broken and is so disposed
that empty cars can pass back on a rail just below the
loaded track, either to the right o-r left.
As the grade of the plane was excessively steejD, a simple kickback dump was necessary to save the expense
of high trestling which would have been involved had a
The switches for the
crossover dumji been installed.
load track and the two empty tracks are all together and
are controlled by one and the same lever and are set so
close to the dump that the operation of the parting is
This is n:c:ssar}' as the cars are
simple and rapid.
small and have to be handled with rapidity if a large tonnage is to be obtained. By setting the rails in solid concrete, the switch rails are made so stiff that it is impossible for them to get out of alignment.
Thus derailments are avoided. The immediate track grades leading to the tijjple and away from it, are 2 per cent.
The bin at the head of the plane holds 43 tons and
dumps into a monitor with a rated capacity of 12 long
tons.
It is customary, however, to load it with about 15
iuto line
as

it

l-'h..

'1.

^loM

lul;

.\

I

I,

L,.,\

I

1;

l\\\

Vol.

Texx Maky Xo.

7,

3.

Xo. 9

Hicilwood, Pkxx.

—

The box of this large car one is almost moved
term it a traveling bin- is 18 ft. long and the height
of its upper edge is 7 ft. 10 in. clear of the 60-lb. rail
on which it runs. Its length is 15 ft. over all, the wheel
base 4 ft. and the gage 4 ft. 8I/2 in- There is only one
switch on the plane and that is near the top. Under the
ujiper bin, the monitors occupy in turn the same rails, Init
Ions.

—

to

they are switched to a separate track at the parting, to
which reference has just been made, and each dumi)s always iuto its own portion of the lower bin.
The monitor lias three hoppers and these are raised by
winches which are held in place by pawls. They can be

from the end of the
and striking a bumper will release all the pawls at
one time and dump the monitor almost instantaneously.
This, however, has not been placed up to the present date
on the Penn-Mary monitor.
so arranged that a rod projecting

car

Sl'OTTIXU

The monitors dump

THE EaILIJOAD CaKS
into a large bin holding about 50

Ions and having three chutes discharging endwise into

i-.

(•,.

(

\l;

i:(;riPPED FOR

AUTOMATIC DUMPINO

Miireh

C

1913

1.

AL

These chutes are eoufrom a dumping platform by the long levers
shown in Fig. 7. In order to reduce the labor needed,
the railroad tracko are set at a grade of 2 per cent, and
the ears are controlled by the use of a Fairmount Machinery C'o.'s car retarder, which enables one man to s]iot
The
the car within a few inches of the desired place.
man in Fig. T has his hand on the controlling lever of
the
ti

railroad cars below them.

oiled

AGE
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been made to correct this by jnitting brakes above and
This puts the lower bands iu an
below each sheave.
undesirable position.

band

Consequentl}', a single

is

preferable and in order

to avoid the possibility of breaking the wheel or of wear-

ing

the bearing by

excessive unsupported strain, the
machine is reinforced by being connected
with four arms to another bearing on the same shaft.
This keeps the wheels true and safe under any load the
checker can throw onto them.
In fact, the monitor

band in

this

system has been rendered so reliable that grades of 70
]ier cent, have been fitted out and operated with entire
success.

At Penn-Mary Xo. 4, a mine recently worked out,
monitors controlled by figure-of-eight sheaves were in
use from 1906 to 1912.
The outfit was slightly smaller
than that now in operation at No. 7, but it handled 322,:>1:7 tons in that length of time and cost only $4 a year
for renewals.

The

brake blocks.

No

only parts to be renewed were the
repairs were needed.

Lessening Friction of Fan
No.
Hyatt

Fig.

The Car

7.

7

mine

is

liy an S-ft. disk fan
with
There has been nO test made to

ventilated

roller bearings.

and ix^Ei'iMi Liaichs

1-ii;tai;i)ii:

By gently lifting on this controller, he permits the car to travel forward as desired.
The grades near the top of the plane are from 20 to
25 per cent. At the steepest point the grade is 38 per
cent.
The approach to the tipple is, however, only about
8 per cent. This easy grade at the foot involves allowing
the monitors to travel at some speed. At the same time
they must be under such control that they can be stopped
this device.

at

any point on their

travel.

culty with the two sheaves

This

shown

is

done without diffiThis photo-

in Fig. 8.

Fig.

9.

An

S-et. J. C.

Stine Fan with Hyatt Roller
Bearings

determine the saving effected by the use of this antiFiG.

8.

Till-;

FiCLUE-OF-EKiiiT Sheave
BliAKE

Wheels and

friction device, but the Penn-JIary Coal Co.

ing to equip another of
the same improvement a.s

graph was taken in the factory as it was impossible to
get a good view of the niaciiine in position.

How THE
The rope winds

fected in
use.

of tlie

MoNITOKS AliE CONTROLLED

in the

form of

a figure-of-eight

the two sheaves and thus has sufficient turns to

l)y

between

make

a

prevented from slipping under
the ni(jst untoward circumstances.
Tiie brake ijand lieHig cast integral with the sheave whec'ls absolutely restrains both tliem and the rope, when the brake is applied.
The liands are 18 in. wide and there is only one
to each sheave, and as this is on one side (mly, it would
tend to throw the bearing out of line.
Attempts have
firm contact, so that

it is

its
it

the use of roller bearings fully justifies their

The fan installed will
same type when more

a

is expectfans in a short while with
is sure tiiat the economy ef-

be replaced by a lai'ger one
air

714-hp., shunt-wound,

is

needed.

It is rotated

590-r.p.nL, 220-volt

motor

which takes a full load current of 28.7 amperes. The
track running up the side of the ])lane. Fig. 4, is for thetransiJortation of supplies.
ally driven is

.V

Ijidgi>rwood hoist electric-

kept at the bead of the ])lane for (hat

]nii-

])()se.

The monitors,

flgiire-of-cighf sheaves

lioned were supplied by J.

('.

and the fan menPenn.

Stine, of Tyroiu',

H. P. Dowler is general manager, M. II.
and J. T. Hoover chief engineer

.-istant

I\:ill:iu:iv

;i.i,
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By Geokge

coal

is

transferred to the cage with

anywhere from 50

bottom,

to

'

2000

car of

its

dow^n at the shaft

ft.

the wire hoisting rope,

is

and power

the power developed by the

and upon

its

quality

of transmission rests the efficiency of the hoist-

ing apparatus.
Steel hoisting ropes are used at all shafts, those best

suited to the work having six strands of 19 wires each,
medium steel and having an ultimate strength of from

of

60,000 to 70,000 lb., the working or safe load being obtained by employing a factor of safety of not less than
five.
The character and quality of the steel, as well as
the lay of the strands, play an important part in the life
of the rope, the continuous bending and straining to
subjected making it necessary to look closely
A poor steel rope becomes brittle
as a result of continuous bending, over a sheave which is
perhaps just a trifle too small, and the individual wires

which

soon begin to break.

No. 9

of efficienc)' can be obtained.

We herewith submit a diagram of the safe loads that
can be carried by ropes of a given diameter over sheaves
of a given size.
The abscissas are sheave diameters in
feet and the ordinates safe loads in pounds.
Along
the curved lines will be found the diameter of rope in
inches.

For instance, should we desire to ascertain the safe
working load for 2-in. rope on a 12-ft. drum; we find by
tracing up the 12 line until it intersects the 2-in. line,
that the corresponding ordinate gives 38,000 lb. AVhere
the 2-in. line crosses the 214-in. line w'ill be the minimum

sheave for a 2-in. rope.

size of

Production of Coal
Seventeenili Bituminous District

it is

after these detail.s.

3.

and sheaves, and the

in the selection of pulleys

maximum

L. Phillip.s*

The agent through which
hoisting engine

ment

Ropes

Steel Hoisting

Vol.

(Pennsylvania)

Following is the production of coal in the ITth bituminous district of Pennsylvania, for 1912, showing
the tonnage of each mine in the district, and its distribution in the counties:

Company
Pittshiir^y
Pitt 1,1 .!

Ni «

T

I

I

Short Tons
2,360.163

or Operator

rrrnnal Railroad

I

and Coal Co

Mmpanv
^ .land Gas Coal Company

1,937,974

371,283
317,401
275,224
250,803
250,783
28,561
21,452

'I
iiipany
Pitlsl.uiKl.-liulialo Company
'.

Cr.

55,000

'

I

Yougbioglieuy and Ohio Coal Company
Monongahela River Consolidated Coal and Coke
Mans Williams Coal Company
Ollett Brothers
Paul Coal Company
Sorg Brothers
Vogel and Weinman

Company

14,491
11,449
7,484
7,482

Samson and Hormel
S. B. Hays

W

Weinman

Brothers

6,950
5,894
5,350
3,725
3,674
3,423
3,223

:

and Scott
James T. Fox
Bureau of Mines
Steele

Shearn Brothers

.-

John Peterman
Production by Counties
-Mlegheny County

5,729,361
157.428

Washington County
Total

Record

5,886,789

of Charleroi District, 1912

Last year's coal production in the twenty-first inspection
tons)
(213,322
district of Pennsylvania while 3 per cent.
l.Trger than the year before, would have increased still more
had it not been for the freezing- of the Monongahela River
in the months of January and February, which caused navigaFurthermore,
tion to be suspended for about three weeks.
there was another suspension of equal duration in the month
of .A.pril pending the signing of the scale by the United Mine
Workers of America and the operators. The labor shortage
also resulted in a further restriction of output.
There were 22 fatal accidents in the mines, 13 less than in
1911.
This is a decrease of 37 per cent. They can be classified
and compared with those in 1911 as follow-s:

C.\USES OF DE.^TH,

CHARLEROI DISTRICT
Per

Causes
5,000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

F
Sj\ki-:

II

13

12

14

16

15

WoKKiNf; Loads

roi;

Sti;i:i.

n

18

19

20"^

co^u^oE.

e e +

Miscellaneous

-

Cf!nt.

South Main Ave.. Scranton, Penn.

Per cent.

1911

1912

11-43

IS.l'i

34.2S>

13.63
9 10
13.63
36.36
9.10

11-43
11-43
2S.57
2.86 (blasts)

100.00

TIoistixg Ropks

Given the proper kind of ro])(\ as above stateil. and
with reasonable care as to the kind of oil or lubricant
used (one part of linseed oil to one part of lamp black
being a good preservative) and the right kind of judg• 205

Falls of coal
Falls of drawslate
Falls of roof
Electricity
Mine cars

100.00

be noticed that accidi-nts from falls have materially
decreased, but there has been an increase in accidents from
mine cars owing to the large steel cars used in two of the
Of 6735 persons employed at the mines only
largest mines.
The majority
240 are between the ages of 16 and 21 years.
of these young men are 19 years old. The number employed
is 91.
None
years
of
age
above ground between 14 and 21
of the mines used compressed-air mining machines. By hand
undercut
machines
picks. 1.787.697 tons were mined; electric
the balance of 5,141,536 tons.
It will

;

March
Hill

1,

1

1

1
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Hoist

Evolution

The methods employed

for raising coal

from the mines

have prohably been as iinmeroiis and varied as those devised for its transportation upon the surface.
To begin with, liaskets or boxes were strapped u]iciii the
backs of carriers, usually women, wlw toiled laboriously

up and down ladders or crude stairways. Then came the
windlass and rope with a bucket attached to the end
next the winch or sweep mill, to which a horse, mule or
ox could be hitched, the liucket being slowly raised l)y
the animal walking endlessly round and round.
Finally, with the utilization of steam and the development of the steam engine, this machine was quickly
adapted to the hoisting of coal, which service, until very
recent years at least,

it

has performed to the almost en-

work

like the Bureau of Mines we can condone a trifle of
excess self-adulation in a IuhIv seeking to establish itself

The

diplomat has been

hoist or affect

in

no wise increase the efficiency of the
any way the number of horsepower-

hours necessary to raise or pre])ar(' a ton of cDal. it will
undoubtedly have an influence ii|iiiii the rt'giiiaiity <>(
iioisting operations

and

man who

honest

fa

i

r.

hope Doctor Holmes

will get his appropriation of a

half million of dollars.

The Bureau needs it and its
members deserve it, but we also hope the claim that the
Bureau alone is the cause for the growth in mine safety
will never be made good, no matter however
faithfully its
attaches serve the nation. The mining public will do its
part, no matter how severely its Bureau may
misre])resent
actions.

its

advantages over the

electrical standpoint, to place the operator near the
point where the load hoisted is discharged into the bin or
chtite.
He is thus enabled to wiitdi all that goes on in
the dumping process.
And, although this arrangement
in

an

member only the propaganda dC fmeign experiments
which, as far as safety is coiici'incd. has replaced original
research in the Bureau of Mines, is ungenerous and un-

steam engine, chief among which might be mentioned
adaptability to distant control. With a motor-driven
machine it is quite possible, even convenient from the

probably

as

their millions for safety, of the lidiuir due them, to overlook tlie original work all nwr the country, and to re-

We

electric hoist possesses other

described

makes misstatements for the good of the commonwealth;
but to rob our philanthropic companies, which have spent

To

its

vrill

:

and needing funds to make such establishment possible;
We can excuse some exaggeration, remembering that a

tire exclusion of all other devices.

Within a comparatively short time, however, the electric hoist has come into extensive use and has proved
Itself as reliable and satisfactory as the time-honored
steam engine. Its employment obviates the necessity nf
providing a boiler plant at each mine, and allows the
complete centralization of power, which is always conducive to economy.

iiiiiiiiiiniiiil

who. as Washington Irving ivitirds, declared, "When I
draw my sword, the earth trembles" (tiembia la tierra).
A\'e can forgive a little self-esteem in a bureau doing good

will reduc-c the liability to hoist-

Regulate the World's Output
of C^oal

The

Fedcralicm

.Miners'

made

public the

gress,

which was held

to formulate,

re|Mii-t

,,r

nf the
at

(Jival
I

liritaiii lias recently
niernat Knial Miners' Con-

.Vinstenlain.

Holland, July 13,

po.ssible,

an internal lonal rule to reguthe world's output of coal.
The British miners are now voting on the question of
if

late

only working

eight-hour days each week, which

five

far rej)orled as follows:

.sc

For. ^.-M.?!!

;

is

171

atrainst,

-

370.

ing accidents.

The .Vmerican

report did not make any reconimeiidamerely giving statistics of AineriJan production.
After the vote of the English miners has been carefully
tioiks,

Lonely Virtue

(onsidered,

The Director

Bureau of ilines ap])eaivd before
the Conmiiltee on Public Buildings and Grounds, and
made the following statement. It is sent to us for publication, and we will not give it a lowly place, but quote
it in our editorial columns, for we know our suliscribers
of the

want to read it.
What is more wc will

will

draft

a

the

plan

International Committee will
which, in their judgment, will

ada]ited to regulate the world's output of coal.
It should be remembered, however, that even

edit

it

as one of oui- distin-

guished i-onteni]>oraries did, before putting it into circulation, and we will not write the words •'conlriliulcd
to" in place of the bolder word "yielded" in the quotation
we make. "The work," .says Doctor Holmes. "simIi as
we have been able to do in our pre.sent location within
the pa.st year, ha.s n'lpldrd a rcdiiclion in the annual less
of life of not le.«s than ."iiii). l,ut ihr great less is still
a
discredit to the nation."

This gas.onade reminds us

(,f

the Ainlaliisian jicasant.

if

be

best,

a

live-

days-a-week working policy were adopted in all coal-producing countries, tlie output, if limited at all. wouhl lie
so only temporarily.

n(jt

jirobaiil'v

Such

regulate the supply of coal.

a

plan couhl not pei-maiicnt v
I

Xew mines would

I

|iciii'd

as fast as needed.
if.

t'oiial

howe\cr,

miners should appoint an inteniaInning ])ower to reconiinend at any

the

conimitlee

lime a reduction of working days to four, three, or even
j)er week, for a prescribed period, the ])roduction of

two

coal might he regulated as desired.
This latter statement, of course, assumes thai the unions in the different
coujitries would be able to enforce or carry out tlie rccommendalion of the international conmiittce.

—
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ou the part of the coal miners in
could l)e consummated, the various governments would then have on their hands a trust of such
If such a bold plan

all countries

importance as to justify their closest attention. New
evidence is being brought forward every day that labor
will have to be regulated by federal control precisely as
we now attempt to regulate industrial corporations that
have become too dangerous for public welfare.
vital

Mine Telephones Made Compulsory
A law that becomes operative Apr. 1 in Great Britain
compels all mines to have telephones installed when the
point of entrance is more than 1000 ft. distant from the
workings.
Legislation having the same object in view would not
There is no debe out of place in the LTnited States.
vice more urgently needed, in case of trouble underIn a few years any
ground, than the mine telephone.
mine unequipped with a complete telephone service will
be looked upon with the same misgivings as are aroused
by a commercial enterprise lacking such .service today.

Vol. 3, No. 9

volved in the handling and various processes to which
coal is subjected before it is resolved into actual power.

But we do not

new solution to be worthj' of
The more conservative engineers

believe this

serious consideration.

however, beginning to regard long-distance electrical
transmission as a fruitful field for investigations along
this line, and the next few years will doubtless see a more
general adoption of this method.
Already the Lehigh
Coal & Navigation Co. has a large installation of this
character under construction, which will transmit power
over a radius of 175 miles. AVe recommend this method
to the consideration of the "jiipeline" jiromoters.
are,

How Our

Plants

Are

Built

mine superintendent
and determine just how many

It is a healthful exercise for a
to look

aroimd

his plant

of the features in his operation are the result of his

devising.
jiis

The number

of these is not large.

own

Most

of

imjDrovements arose from the prompting of a cata-

log, a technical journal, a

agent or of someone

government bulletin, of a sales
he happened to meet or who

whom

strolled into his plant.

Railless

Coal

Transportation

It is rather surprising to find such a well informed
publication as the Wall Street Journal giving credence
to the somewhat visionary plan of transporting coal by

In a recent

pipelines.

gram

issue,

however,

to the Manufacturers' Record,

it

from

jjublishes a tele-

a "drainage en-

gineer" in Chicago, which reads: "Developed a project
for transporting coal hydraulically for 96 miles, divided
Pipe 18 in. in diameter; 6 ft.
into six equal sections.
per second; resulting economy very great." Whether the

"developed" on the ground or only in the
brain of the inAcutor, is not stated, but we venture to
believe that it has not yet outgrown the latter embryo
proposition

is

stage.

The

idea apparently originated from watching the re-

sults of dredge

pumps working

material up to 6

in. in

in

diameter

Lake Michigan, where
is

pumped

half a mile.

His vaunted operation is based on other men's ideas,
and his work has been largely that of an adapter, not
of an inventor.
This being the case, why do we not
]>ut ourselves in the way of learning more? Why do we
sta}^ in one place -till the new idea is forced upon us?
We will learn it sooner or, later, but if we grasp it andadopt it now, we shall receive enough profit from its use
to pay for its installation and for our search after it,
long before we would otherwise have been brought face
to face with it, had we waited till it traveled our way.
We shall make such an improvement before long; why
not

now ?

field has undergone a different
development from the anthracite because its problems
have been slightly different. The minds of its superintendents, engineers and manufacturers have been concentrated on these peculiar difficulties, and machinery
has been devised to meet these problems. The bituminous

The. bituminous coal

region has like questions to solve but in a minor deThey are overshadowed by other difficulties and
Consehave therefore received only casual attention.

was a new departure in
the science of engineering, when as a matter of fact it
has long been recognized as a standard method of handling material, within certain limits.
That these limits
iiave a radius of 96 miles remains for the inventors to

gree.

prove.

problems on which he has not concentrated all thought
and energy, but which are nevertheless of great importance in the conduct of soft-coal mines. We mention as
examples, the matter of sizing and cleaning coal and dis-

Perhtips

it

was thought that

this

hardly to be presumed

they expect to transport anything other than the finest sizes; obviously, the
largest himp would be reduced to an almost impalpable
powder at the, end of its 96-mile jaunt in the restricted
It is

an

tliat

In

innmnerable
physical conditions might be cited, any one of which
would sliow the utter absurdity of the scheme. For instance, it is doubtful if the inventors have considered the
mere detail of wear and tear on the pipeline. This question was first brought into prominence on the mammoth
fill made by the Chicago, Milwaukee & I'uget Sound l?y.
near North Bend, Wash., which was accomplished by hydraulicking. In the sluiceways, sheet-iron, cast-iron and
even steel plates were worn away with surprising rapidity,
and it fin-ally became necessary to resort to removable
confines

wooden
It

of

18-iu.

pipeline.

fact,

lilocks.

has long been conceded that enormous losses are in-

when the bituminous mine manager goes to the
anthracite region, he learns how the hard-coal operator
has solved many of the problems which also vex him
quently,

posing of waste.
The Coal Mining Institute of America is going to holdThere will
its summer meeting at Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
be an excellent opportunity to see the great anthracite
It,
industry at its best and in the most intimate way.

seems

fitting that every

member

of the Institute shouldj

We

wonder why the operators do not insisR
on every member going- instead of granting a grudging

be present.

permission to a few. AVe can almost as readily under-*
stand the purpose of a manager who discourages th^
reading of technical papers or CJf publications of ths
Bureau of Mines as we can the intent of one who does
not lend every encouragement to those desiring to view
practice iu other fields.

—
March
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Week

Seven Shifts a
I

am

not sure whether

it

is

wise to sympathize witli

Coal Age, Feb. 1.").
on the job "almost day and
night"; "living, eating and sleeping" on the job; working "±8 and 60" hr. (2 to 2I/2 days) without going home
;:nd making "from 7 to 10 shifts a week" is beyond the
average human capacity for endurance.
A man might as well be in the penitentiary at once.
We may assume from his letter that this man works
for a large company and should have assistants;.
If lie
has brains, he should be able to share the responsibility
with his assistants, provided they are not mere imitations
of himself.
Perhaps their brains have been numbed
by the continual grind of work.
I am heartily in accord with the jjrevious article by a
Colorado engineer. Coal Age, Jan. 18, p. 88, in which
lie describes seven shifts a week as "a fallacy." Statistics
have shown that men are more efficient working six shifts
The man who takes his rest
a week, instead of seven.
day every week is the man who is ready for emergencies
"Mine Foreman,"
The idea
p. 272.

Collinsville,

111.,

of being

when they arise.
The man of initiative and the man of ideas is not
ordinarily the man who sleeps with his job; but rather
the man, who, when the day's work, is over, takes up some
hobby or other occupation apart from his day's work.
This is the man who systematizes his work so that it
can generally be accomplished on the regular working
days or nights, as the case

may

be.

There is unquestionably some necessary work that must
be performed on Sundays; but the extra "Sunday job"
should be made the exception and not the rule.
I will
guarantee that

if

the Collinsville

"Mine Foreman"

Mill

follow this suggestion, aiul use the six shifts a week to
the best advantage, he will prove a more useful and valu-

man

company. In closing, I may express the
no calamity of any kind will occur that would
make me dependent on the service that this nuui would
be able to offer, as I could scarcely expect any bright
ideas or help from him.
able

to his
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Allegheny A'alley and neigliboring territory that we ought
to be taken out of the list and given a special jtrice in the
market quotations." On the face of it, this always ap-

and proper, for no doubt the

])ears just
is

coal in (juestion

above the average.

The
same

trouble

is

there are others in the business in the

who also would like to
coal.
Some of them are

territory

ing their

others are not,

and the worst

of it

obtain help in boomentitled to it while

is

that there are also

mine owners who have high-grade coal coming
from one mine and ipiite a different grade from one or
more others. Ask any old Allegheny Valley operator
about it and he will say that he knows of certain concerns,
with a limited amount of really good coal and a lot of
certain

poorer grades, who are selling the good fuel four or five
times over. The consumer comes to know which mine's
output suits him best and he always asks for that
coal.

The fact is that in the Allegheny Valley and vicinity
there are grades and grades, all of them varying according to some geological condition. All that the public is likely to find out is that such a mine has the reputation of producing good

coal,

Xow

tinction.

while another does not enjoy that disis a jobber or consumer

and then there

who claims to be so well acfjuainted with the different
coals that he can recognize at sight the mine any coal
(omes from, but this is subject to doubt in most eases.
It

is,

therefore, quite out of the question to quote spein a general district, unless some mine or

prices

cial

mines turn out a very distinctive sort of coal, such as
smithing or cannel. There are mines which are known to
be better than others, but (Jie producers will not agree
as to which they are.
There are .so many operators who
hold their coal above its actual grade that any effort to
distinguish between ordinary coals in a single district,
for the purposes of quotation in print, is certain to lead

The

to endless disputes.

writer speaks from experience.

liope that

St-vte
.

Mine

Ixhimoctok.

Illinoi';.

"Buffalo."
These remarks are well

I

mine coals from several different beds, the
Upper and Lower Freeports, the Lower Kittanning and
the Brookville.
In some sections of the East only one
bed, the Pittsburgh,

I'unxsutawney ])riee quotations listed separately in Coal
Agk, instead of including them in the general Allegheny
Will you kindly advise us wiiy you do
prices as you do.
not do tliis.
J. a. StI'IXEU.

come

Pittsl)urgh ha.s
tliat

"our

coal

is

so

to the surface again.

much

better than the

The

run of

it

plea

Of

is

in the

all

is

mined, so there

seam from which the

is

no uncertainty

seller receives his

coal.

YaUoy region, the Lower
The Upper Freeport and Lower

the beds in the Allegheny

Freeport

is

the best.

Kittanning are of about e(pial value and the Brookville
run the whole gamut from the best to the worst, so

will

varied

is its

siderably

bone
it

Knoxdale. I'cnn.
It appears that the old difficulty in regard to quotations
on coal produced in the territory between Buffalo and

The Allegheny Val-

ley operators

as to the

Allegheny Valley Price Quotations
A number of hjcal operators are desirous of having

justified.

is

quality.

from place

varies con-

place; sometimes

has much
In dips,

to

it

and sometimes but little.
be streaked with sul])hur, but it is

in the roof coal

apt to

The Lower Kittanning

also, in a

few places, extremely dirty on sharp ridges.
Most of
the large companies are mining both beds of coal and
some wore at one time dum])ing them into the same cars,
so that they themselves did not know the actual value
of the coal they were shipping.
Kwtok.]
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Oxygen Supply and Mine Explosions
The

recent

discussion on reducing ventilation when
and suggestive as show-

firing has proved both instructive

supply of oxygen in restricting
ing
combustion and preventing mine explosions. This seems
to me one of the most serious and important subjects
connected with coal mining and one calling for the most
the effect of a limited

careful consideration.

rapidity and intensity of all forms of combusdepend on the amount of oxygen available to support
Both gas and coal-dust explosions are
the combustion.
but forms of very rapid and violent combustion, and

The

tion

little doubt, therefore, that the violence of
the explosion can be controlled, to the extent that we
are able to regulate the supply of oxygen.

there can be

In case the ventilation in a mine has been stopped and
no air is moving, there is still sufficient oxygen present,
in the mine atmos])here, to support a gas or coal-dust explosion when the finst shots are fired. As the firing pro-

where gas or dust is present much of
oxygen is consumed by the combustion of
the gas or dust. Now, if no more air is allowed to enter
the mine, during the time the shots are being tired, there
can be little doubt but that the chances for an explosion
will be lessened; and if an explosion should then occur,
its violence and extent would not be as great as if a
large volume of air was in circulation.
Again, when the dust is stirred u]i and blown into the
ceeds, however,

this available

the concussion of the shots,
still air than when there

air by

quicker in

it

is

will

much

settle

a strong air cur-

This soon
rent passing, which holds it in suspension.
produces a dusty atmosphere that is readily fired by the
tiame of a heavy or windy shot should such a shot occur.
If we can take as correct the figures of Dr. J. Harger,
which he presented recently to the Society of Chemical
Industry, at Liverpool, England, it is surprising what
a slight reduction in the oxygen content of the air is necAcessary to produce a marked effect on combustion.
cording to these figures, a reduction of from 1 to 2 i)er
cent, in oxygen, together with an addition of from V2 '^"^
per cent, of carbon dioxide, will render a firedamp
mixture nonexplosive. This statement is said to apply
}dso to an explosive atmosphere formed of coal dust sus-

%

pended

in '.he

mine

air.

Yol.

Name

3,

Xo. 9

places in the mine where there was evidence of col\ing- or cindering of the dust, or of any abnormal
1.

the

heat.
2.
State the place where, in his opinion. No. 2 explosion
had its origin. The origin of this explosion, according to
Messrs. Stirling and Cadnian. was between the third and
fourth cross-pitches above No. 73 chute.
State what evidence of firedamp, if any, was found at
3.

this point.
4.
State if it is not a fact that the timber work at the
foot of this chute was not blown away.
5.
State if this is not proof positive that an explosion of
firedamp did not originate at this point.
Explain why Mr. Stirling's evidence at the inquiry
6.
does not agree with the place mentioned in his paper as being the point of origin of the explosion.
T.
State if the pillars were not intact between chutes
Nos. 70 and 71 and were there not stoppings in all the
crosscuts between these chutes, excepting the top crosscut.
State what pillars were being worked between chutes
S.

Nos. 71 and SS.
9.
State if it is not a fact that no firedamp was found in
the fourth cross-pitch between chutes Nos. 71 and 75 according to the examination by Bovio & Cardell, who made
a special investigation of the old workings in this part of the
mine, before the disaster occurred.
10.
Explain the probable effect on the mine, if a body of
firedamp such as that assumed by Messrs. Stirling, Heathcote and Cadman to have accumulated here had been ignited
by sparks caused by a fall of roof.
11.
Where, in your inspection of the mine, did you find
the strongest indications of heat, after the second disaster.
12.
State which of the high-pressure, air-charging stations were plugged up by .vour rescue party, and to "what extent it was injured.
13.
State in what condition you found chutes Nos. 52 and
53, as regards abnormal heat and debris, especially in the
cross-pitches on the south side of the chutes.
14.
State which chute or chutes were used for dumping
and carrying the coal gotten at the south end of the fifth
cross-pitch, to the main gangway: and describe the condition
of this chute after the disaster.
15.
State if you or any other person, to your knowledge,
found any traces of flame or coking on the pillars between
chutes Nos. 45 and 82.
State if Messrs. Stirling and Cadman do not eliminate
16.
coal dust from taking any part in the propagation of the
flame, in this e.xplosion.
17.
State in what condition >'0u found No. 5 cross-pitch,
between chutes Nos. 45 and fil, and the main gangway between these points, after the second disaster.
If

Mr. Towell

will

answer these questions
date as possible.

in order,

I

I believe this

will

re]3ly at as early

will

help to settle definitely any points at issue as to

a

the real cause of the explosion.

James Ashwoktii.
Mining Engineer.
Vancouver, B.

C.,

Canada.

Haldane, in his description of the Haldane
Dr.
flame test for oxygen, states that the light of a candle
or lamp is diminished 30 per cent., by a decrease of 1
per cent, in the oxygen content of the atmosphere. This
might be taken as indicating that the flame of the lamp
or candle would be wholly extinguished when the oxygen

ton, in reference to his article. '"Gas

was

tric

S.

.].

de])leted

3.',

per cent.

Rkks II. BEnnow,
State Mine Inspector.

'

(iallup.

X. M.

Explanation
The

following

letter

received

Sparks," Coal Agi;, Vol,
explanatory.

2,

W. M. Thorn-

IVoni

j)]).

Ignition by Elec08."),

722 and

'i^iCu

is self

in reply to your letter of the 6th inst., in regard to the
gas-ignition tests. I would say
size of conductors used in
that the same size of conductor was used throughout; viz.,
Iron, 0.075 in.; copper. 0.065 in.: nickel, 0.05 in., except where
have definitely specified otherwise.
1
You will probably notice some criticism from the chemists to the effect that small quantities of impurities in the
opinion, is quite
gases would influence the result. This, in
beside the mark: for the value of the results, as a general

my

The Bellevue Mine Explosion
Controversy
Referring to the request nf

.1.

W. Powell. Coai,

A(;i:.

Feb. 8. p. 232, that the (luestion as to the act\ial cause of
the second Bellevue mine explosion be further discussed,
T would suggest that Mr. Powell give the readers of Coal
Aoic his

ing

own theory accounting

this, T

for the explosion.

In do-

would 'Suggest that he give particular attention

to the following points:

my

electrical survey of the ground covered, is not affected by a
change of even a few per cent,, in any of the constituents,
have reason to believe that my
I
before dilution with air.
analyses were well within that limit.
\V.

M.

THORNTON.

Professor of Electrical Eiiglneeiing, Armstrong College.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England.

Mnnh
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GENERAL INTEREST

INQUIRIES OF

I

|
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Bending

Hoisting

Stress in a

Rope

the safe Working load

diameter should be
Please explain fully

what

is

meant by bending

stress,

in reference to wire ropes; and state how this
the safe working load. Will the use of a sheave of larger
diameter reduce the bending stress, and how may the required diameter of a head sheave in hoisting be calcuaffects

lated

fur the rope,

so

iised,

a

i

sheave of larger

a

to reduce

tlie

bending

.-tress.

In the ca.<e of a rope bent over a sheave (Fig. 2), it
can be shown that the elongation of the outer fiber of the
rope per unit of length, or the unit elongation, is equal
to the ratio of the diameter d of the rope, to the diameter

?

MixiXG ExniXKicK.
ritt.sburgh, Penn.

The term bending

as its 2iame implies,

stress,

greatest stress produced in any of the

fibers

the

is

V\

or wires

of a rope, due to its being bent over a sheave or pulley.

When

is bent over a sheave, the result is the same
bending of a loaded beam (Fig. 1). As in the
beam the fibers are compressed on one side of a neutral

a rope

as in the

k

^

I

Fig
1.

axis

and extended on

a rope

tlie

other suh' of

tlial

axis, so wjien

bent over a sheave s(jme of the wires are compressed while the others are extended. The extension or
compression is greatest in the out<?r fibers of tlie ro]3e.

A

1>iagi;a.m ^^Iln\vl^(; Alu'

Showixg Effect of Bexdixg ox the Fibeks of
A Heavily Loaded Beam

Fig.

is

no stronger than its weakest fiber and, for this
reason, the bending stress in a rope is always calculaleil
for its ultimate fiber, which is at the outer surface or
circumference of the rope. This stress in the outer fiber
of the rope, cau.sed by bending, is calculated frcjin a basis
rope

is

of the niodulus of elasticitij
for steel.

,

K =

:i().o(iii.i)(M)

lb.

of tbe sheave

f)

=

/

OF Roi'E. Xia'TitAL Axis,
h'ADU'S OF RoPE

and

liADIlS OF BkXUIN(;

y:

:

which gives

the unit

for

bendiui!' stress
/•

An

make

exanqile will

=

A'

this clear.

Let it be required to find the smallest diameter of
sheave that will be re(|uired to hoist a load of 8 tons, including friction, from a shaft 400 ft. deep, using a factor
of safety of

per

The

five.

step

first

diameter of

to find ihe

is

a fi-strauil.

10-

s(|.in.,

Tlie

modulus

ticity of

the material.

For exampU',

material and cross-section. Tlie force divided by the area
of cross-section is the unit force; and the elongation divided by, the length of the rod is the unit elongation. The
elasticity

the unit elongation

E
/.

is

the ratio of the unit force

/.

to

Thus,

£ =;^;and/

stress must always be considered as a part
working load and therefore decreases the net work-

ing load or the load hoisted. Tn the use of a sheave of
too small diameter, the bending stress in the rope may
often equal or even exceed the load hoisted. It is, therefore,

of the

and add

it

calcu-

lated for this load, as follows:

utmost importance to calculate this

=

A

I

wii-e

1-in.

the weight

1.58

X

8

X

\ 30X2000 -5
X

rope weighs l.oS

llie

ui'

=

-iOOU

(1.58X400)=
lb.

^•""' '""

The

'"

per lineal foot, anil

rope hanging in tbe shaft

632

'

is,

therefore,

on the rope at the
beginning of the hoist, including friction, is then 8
21)00 -f 632
say 16,630 lb., or 8.315 tons.
For a fi-strand, 19-wire, extra-strong ca.st-stcel hoisting
rope, the niiniimim diameter D of sheave, in iiiilie<. is
fouiiil by di\iding the cube of the diameter J of the
rope in inches, by the load L on the rope in tons, and
nuilti])lying this result by 100, thus:
!"<)

11).

total load

X

J)

= 400 %r = i-y^-f- =

48

+

,

sa;/

50 m.

stress

to the load hoisted, including friction, in or-

der to find (he total load on the rope.

5

,

'^

=

= A7

The bending
of the

is

a certain force will

]irodnce a certain stretch or elongation in a rod of given

modulus of

which

wire. extra-strong cast-steel hoisting rope,
of elasticity expresses the degree of ehis-

If this exceeds

The above fornnda
of elasticity for

steel,

is ba.sed
J<J

=

on a value for the modulu.s

30,000,000

lb.

per sq.in.

:

:
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I
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Ans.

Pertaining to Hoisting

—
—

What are the essential qiialiiications of a comQues.
petent hoisting engineer at a coal mine ?
Ans. The hoisting engineer at a mine must be honest,
He must be prompt in the persober and industrious.

—In

iimi

—

companying

He must

clteratious

and

make

in

the necessary

practice,

best

what

style

to

generally give the best service.

cast-steel rope

X

=

and, for this reason, thej^ are 1)etter adapted to hoisting
than the 7-wire ropes (7 wires in a strand, making a

X

6

=

J:2

wires).

plow-steel ropes are often
greater tensile strength.

steel,

For very deep hoisting,

used,

on

account

of

'•^

i
DiAGEAM SlIOWIKG THE DIRECTION AND InTEXSITT
THE Load ox Head Sheave in Hoisting
the sheave and the resulting load on the axle

—Find

10 tons.

—The

breaking load of a 1-in., G-strand, 19-wire,
extra-strong cast-steel rope is 39 tons. In ordinary mining practice, it is customary to use a factor of safety of
•?.
Then, since the strength of ropes varies as the squares
of their diameters, the required diameter of rope, for a
working load of i
10 tons, may be calculated as follows, using a factor of safety /
5

^

shown

"-^'i-^

X

AD =

AF and the sides of the paralrope is the same,
lelogram of forces are all equal. The diagonal AE represents the direction and intensity of the resulting load
on the axle of the sheave. This load is calculated thus
L

Ques.

— Find

(90°

1/2

X

and have

the safe working load of a %-in., extrahoisting rope having 6 strands and

is

deep.

ft.

—

L =

39

d-

39

X

0.752

4.38 tons

/

—What load

=

diameter

lb.

an

of

The mine

=

extra-strong,

cars weigh 1600 lb
;

the weight of the

Allow one-tenth of the

total load hoisted,

a capacity of one ton, each

2400

10 cos 20°

18.8 ions

19-wire rope required for hoisting

for friction.

—

Ans. The load hoisted
1600 lb.; cage, 2400

at

(Hie

time

is

6000

coal,

^ODD

lb.:

Allowing
one-tenth for friction, the load on the rope is 6000 -f
eOO
6600 lb. Using here a factor of safety of 6 and
making allowance in the calculation for the weight of
the rope hanging in the shaft, the depth of the shaft
being 650 ft.; the required diameter of Uie rope for this
far,

A?j,s.
Using the same factor of safety as in the previous question and reversing the formula, the safe working load, in this case is.

— 50°) = 3 X

0.94

the

6-strand,

in a shaft 650

cast-steel

]9 wires.

Ques.

cos

— Calculate

cast-steel,

cage

strong,

=2W

Ques.

1%

clearly

—

20

diameter, will have a safe working strength of 10

is

extended to meet at
40 deg. The parallelogram of forces is represented by
the figure, ADEF. Since the load on each branch of tlir

10

Therefore, assuming a factor of safety of 5, an extrastrong, cast-steel, 6-straiid, 19-wire hoisting rope,
tons.

Ol'

diagram at the right. The center of
0, the two branches of the rope are
A, and the angle BAC is 90
50 =^

in the small

the sheave being at

^

5

in. in

Shaff

tlicir

the diameter of an extra-strong cast6-strand, 19-wire rope, for a safe working load of

^ins.

Mohi-ing

prmrrrm

The 19-wire ropes

19
(19 wires in each strand, making a total of 6
11-4 wires) are more pliable, because the wires are smaller

Ques.

on

repairs.

—In ordinary coal-mining
hoisting?
adapted
of rope
Ans. — A 6-strand, 19-wire, extra-strong
is

wrong

be able to detect anything

Ques.

total of 7

=

figure, the relation of the forces acting

;

the running of his engine and to

v.'ill

branch of tht

10 tons (20,000 lb.).
If the shaft is
vertical, the angle the rope will make in passing over
the sheave, or the angle between the two branches of the
rope, will be 90
50
40 deg. Eeferring to the acis

obtain the best results in the generation of

to

firing,

steam.

iiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniii

this case, the stress in each

hoisting rope

formance of his duties observant of small details quick
to answer all signals and miist exercise care and judgment in the handling of his engine. He must be intelligent, able to read, write and speak the English
language; familiar with the theory of steam and the
steam engine and have had sufficient experience to understand the care of boilers and the requirements of
;

iiumi

iiiiiinnuii

i

lb.; total,

lb.

=

load will be
will

lie

exerted to break the axle of

head sheave when the load on the hoisting rope is 10
including friction; and the rope leading from the
winding drum to the head sheave makes an angle of ."lO
deg. with the horizontal ?
a

'4.39 X

lon.s,

The constant
a

1-in.

rojie.

6

X 6600

2000

—

1.5S

is

6 (1.58

x

=

0.74,

sft)/

3

ill

650)

the weight, in pounds per foot, of

March

1,
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT

I

I
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conform to the state mining laws, but
with the rules and regulations of this company
which are more stringent and more exacting than the
former.
All their employees are urged to report the
presence of any unusual danger which they may encounter, rather than begin work under threatening conditions; thus the number of serious injuries has been reduced to a minimum.
cjuired not only to

Safety the First Consideration

also,

By Peter Westleigh*

SYNOPSIS— The United States Coal & Cole Co. has
adopted the motto of the other subsidiaries of the United
States Steel C orporation as its own and is doing its hest
to iiialce the mines safe. The im parlance of having sufficient power in erjuipment to do the work demanded of
it is emphasized as an item in mine safety.
'"Safety the first eoDsideration"
lias

been adopted

bj-

is

the slogan which

the United States Coal

& Coke

Co.

iLLririXATED

At

uf G.vuy

Si;iix FKoii

IXJUEIES BY ALL POSSIBLE
MEAXS IS A PERSOXAL DUTY
WHICH EVERYOXE OWES
N^OT TO HIMSELF ALOXE. BUT
ALSO TO HIS FKLLOW WORKMEN'

the "Cajiiol's Back." Showing Catholic
Clcbhouse on the Middle Left

town. At all the mines the cutting and shooting i.^ done
at night and the coal is loaded and hauled out during
the

ilay.

All

the mines are drifts with the exception of

mine

which i.s a shaft and Xo. 2, which is a slope. The
seams vary in thickness from 4 ft. in X'o. 3, to 9
ft. in Xo. 12.
The mines all receive their power from
a central power house located in Gary, tlie power being
transmitted by high-tension feeder lines supported in
some places by steel towers and iu others by wooden
poles.
At each of the mines is a substation, at which an
electrician is constantly in charge and which is frec|ueiitly visited and inspected by the chief electrician of
Xo.

1,

coal

the com])any, who al.'<o inspects, once each month or six
weeks, tile entire electrical equi]inient and any new wir-

ing which may have Ijcen done in any ])art of the mine.
All employees in or about the various mines are re•Columbus, Ohio.

placed a large

THE PEEVEXTIOX OF ACCIDENTS AXD

and other subsidiaries of the United States Steel CorThis compan}" operates 12 mines around Gary,
McDowell count}', controls several thousand acres of coal
lands and has an average daily output of 15,000 tons.
All of the mines are easily reached from Gary, the most
remote beintr Xo. 1:2, which is twelve miles from the

\"ill.\cie

is

sign, with conspicuous letters, illuminated at night.

poration.

Tin;

Wauxixg

the entrance of each mine, there

This sign

is

the mine, and

Cuuiicii, Office

the last thing the miners see as they enter
it serves to remind them constantly that

the care of their limbs and lives
be ignored.

The

axd

is

important and not to

mine Xo. 7 shows how conspicuous
how continually they confront the
shown directly over the entrance of the

illustration of

these signs are and

miners.
One is
mine, another on the side of the foreman's

office.

In the actual process of mining the jjrecautions taken
by this company are much more stringent than those re(juired by the state

mining

laws.

Cros.scuts are driven

at such intervals as arc considered necessary, regardless of

the

les.ser legal

ref|uirement,

and the minimum

ventilat-

min. in the last breakthrough of every pair of headings, whether working or
The company requires that props be set within 6
not.
ft. of the working face, although there are but few places
ing current

is

12,000

cu.ft.

])er

where these props are actually necessary.
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On

roads where more than one car is hauled at a
haiilageway is driven wide enough to allow 214
clearance on each side of the mine ears so that a trip

time
ft.

may

all

tlie

be

On mam

any point. This applies to
mine with the exception of the rooms.

in safety at

pas.'^ed

parts of the

all

haulage roads where large

trips

die

hauled

Vol.

3,

No. 9

This makes the frame absolutely indestrucand insures the motorman against serious injuries
which would ordinarily result from a collision with rolli)attleships.
tible,

ing stock or

rib.

The capacity

ime

is

motors

of the

heaw

aide to haul

,iie

es])ecialh

such that the locomotives

is

tiips with great ease,

which fea-

\aluable in view of the fact that

it

THE PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS
AND INJURIES BY ALL POSSIBLE

MEANS

A

IS

PERSONAL DUTY

EVERYONE

WHICH

Q*es

NOT TO HIMSELF ALDNE BUT

ALSO TO

The Motto

HIS

FELLOW WORKMEN

of thk United States Coal
AT (iAliY, W. Va.

"refuge holes" are pro\ide(l

in

& Coke

Co..

UP a

addition to the above.

Tho.<e are cut in the coal at stated

intervals

])ermits a schedule to be

and kept

Good Equipiiext
Every precaution

is

anmj

taken not only

in

the

method

of

has been designed with safety as a prime factor, equipment that will not only give perfect service and afford

maximum output, but will also insure the workmen
against the possibility of danger during the operation of
the

all

haulage locomotives.
should always be

& Coke

States Coal

Co. has adopted \he

3-ton "Armorplate" type locomotive as standard haulage
equipment, not only because it renders perfect service, but
J

because safety was given careful consideration in

its

de-

sign and construction.

The locomotives

in operation at this company's mines
only have motors of unusual capacity, but are also
designed to control heavy loads on steep grades.
This
i;ot

feature

it.self

has averted
of

"Arn

fi.

south of Gary, shows

a

Co.

Great, powerful locomotives they are. with a frame constructed of solid steel similar to the armorplate used on

also

m:

,s

\

I

i

r'l

I

)i

Nil's

is

shown

menmine Xo.

of the above
a trij) at

13-ton locomotive approaching

the tipple and lianliiig up a

other side.

1,1

accidents.

from i)hotographs taken at the iniiies
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"Safety the first consideration" is also the slogan for
the locomotive motorman, as may be seen in the accompanying illustration, showing the motto prominently displayed on the side frame. This legend is repeated on the
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out-
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age to property, which might result as a failure to heed
This re(piires locomotives
with a record for reliable .service.
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A Cleax and Sanitary Towx
The headquarters
folk

United States Coal & Coke
McDowell County, on the Nor& Western K.R. The offices of the coal company,
their i)o\ver house and machine shop are located

is
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modern throughout

roofed and as well
as one

would find

in

first

marked improvements are alleady being made to insure sanitary conditions and nothing is left undone which will promote the health and
comfort of its inhabitants, or add to the attractiveness of
as yet in its infancy, but

their

homes.

The houses are better ecjuipped than many of those
They are
occupied by mechanics in towns and cities.
all fitted with electric lights and have water in the
company realizes the imposition
kitchens,
as
the
which is often placed upon the female members of
the family in mining communities in having to carry
v.ater for long distances and pump it from deep wells.
This provision also promotes better sanitary conditions
and more cleanliness among the people.
There is also a sanitary committee appointed for each
plant, composed of the householders with the resident
physician in charge, which makes regular examinations
and reports on the sanitary condition of the houses and

Xo. 7 MixK, Ux[TED States Com, & Cokk Co.. with
Signs on Dhift asd Foj.M'.mans Oifke

The houses
the yards are

are

ijiiilt

fenced

all

not less than 50 ft. apart, and
in, giving to each householder

ample room for a yard and garden, and
each plant

is

a

premium

at

every year by the company to the
has the best ke])t vegetable garden and

oft'ered

householder who
yard.

Schools and cliurches of every deiiominatiou are found
at the plants,

Gary

and there

is

now under
which

course of erection

an
opportunity to educate their children at trifling expense.
The rapid advance so readily noticeable is entirely due
a high-.school building

will give parents

management of the United States
That coniijany looks after the welfare
of its employees and affords them every convenience poi?sible.
The president of the United States Coal & Coke
Co., Thomas Lynch, is a man who has luid a wide experience in the mining industry, having been in charge
of the coal-producing plants of the Carnegie steel companies long before the United States Steel Corporation
was formed, and it is entirely due to his untiring efforts
that the company has made such rapid advance in the
protection of its men frfim the dangers of the mine and
in the development of comfortable \illagcs for its many
1(>

Southern Appalachian Coal Operators
Association

impression one receives on entering the village is most favorable, as its appearance is far in ad^ance of most mining towns. In fact, it reminds one of
a quiet country town, so invisible are the coal mines from
most parts of the ^illage. In matter of years the town

at
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city.

The

is

AGE

the pcdicy of the

Steel Corporation.

iiiiployees.

Special Coi;i!esi'oxdence
The annual meeting of the Southern Appalachian Coal OpAssociation was held in Knoxvllle on Tuesday, Feb
Those who continually harp on the alleged fact that

erators
11.

coal men,

and especially coal operators, cannot get together
should have been present on this occasion.
So successful
was this meeting, that invited guests who have visited annual meetings of many societies, declared that this association surpassed all others in effective, cooperative work along
all

lines.

Starting three years ago with a few members who were
determined to bring the operators together in a legitimate
manner in order to place this field upon a business basis,
they increased in numbers and cooperated under the leadership of the president, B. A. Morton, who has been president for these three years, until they developed a strong
working body, which has accomplished much for the field.
Upon the refusal of President Morton to stand for reelection, E. C. Mahan, general manager of the sales department of the Southern Coal & Coke Co.. was elected to that
position.
The
different
for 1913:

from

following
districts

operators, all representative men
the field, make up the official

in

list

President,
J.

L.

Boyd,

E.

C.

Mahan.

Knoxville;

Knoxville; first vice-president,
second vice-president. C. S. Me-

Manus, Knoxville and Middlesboro; secretary, James

E.

Mc-

Coy, Knoxville: executive board, C. M. Moore. Careyville,
Tenn.: B. A. Morton, Knoxville: L. I. Coleman. Knoxville;
J.
B. Campbell, Atlanta, Ga.; T. I. Stephenson, Knoxville;
H. M. La Follette. LaFollette, Tenn.: A. Gatliff, Williamsburg, Ky.: James R. Wooldridge. Wooldridge, Tenn.
There are now SO companies in the association, representing from SO to 90 per cent, of the tonnage of the field. The
report of the secretary showed ample resources to meet all
obligations with a handsome surplus on hand, and the financial
outlook for 1913 equally bright.
The credit bureau, with a collection department, is much
used and acts as a clearing house for credit Inquiries and
information. The newly elected president, E. C. Mahan. suggested that the association should also act as a clearing house
for operating data and that an exchange for ideas and experience in economical operating should be established.
As a number of the large operations in southeastern
Kentucky which are just getting into the producing class,
produced practically no tonnage in 1912, they will add considerably to the income and importance of the association
.\
traffic bureau, with an expert
during the coming year.
rate man in charge, is a new feature added during 1912
and it has already shown its value.
A campaign of publicity to create public sentiment in favor
of the state abolishing its mine in which convicts are employed, and the placing of them on the roads, is being successfull.v waged, and it is hoped that some relief will be
secured during the legislative session of this year.
A banquet was held at the Hotel Colonial in the evening
with James R. Wooldridge as toastmaster. Walter H. Flnley
spoke on "Scientific Management." and emphasized the point
that the human element should be given as careful consideration as the most costly machinery. W. C. Tucker, general manager of the Wisconsin Steel Co., with coal and
coke operations at Benham, Ky., spoke on "The Relation
of Welfare Work to Production."
C. J. Norwood, chief mine inspector of Kentucky, made
"Some Observations Touching .\ccldents in Coal Mines." J. P.
Callbralth, secretary of the .\merlcan Mining Congress,
pleaded for some legislation permitting the operators to
combine and arrange prices in a legitimate manner so as to
obtain a fair price and profit from their product.
About one hundred and twenty-five members sat down
to the banquet table and nearly all were the highest executives
In the diffi'rent departments of their companies.

Firedamp may be given out from freshly-cut coal, from
cracks or fissures In the roof, from the gob or waste, from
blowers either In the seam Itself or In the strata. In gaseous
seams It often escapes with m singing noise and a cracking
of the coal.
On wet faces small bubbles are often formed by
the escaping gas.
The presence of firedamp depends In a
great measure upon the character of the roof. A soft roof
will pack tightly, while a hard roof does not pack so tight,
but leaves plenty of space for the collection of gas. Diluted
firedamp can be breathed, and nothing less than a 50 per cent,
mixture will

nffpct

respiration seriously.
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during-

the

past

week

indicate

that

the

Federal Government has no intention of abandoning its attack
upon the anthracite coal combination, but that it has decided to adopt a new method. As a result of application made
by counsel for the Government, the United States Court at
Philadelphia, on Feb. 19, dismissed the suit of the Federal
Government against the Philadelphia & Reading R.R. Co., in
which it was charged that the company was violating the
"commodities clause" of the railway rate law.
The Government claimed that the railroad company was
violating that section of the law which forbids a line from
transporting commodities in which the company has an interest and sought an injunction restraining the road from
transporting coal dug from its own mines. In this connection it named as a codefendant the interests allied to the
railroad company. The order dismissing the case states that
the action taken is without prejudice and will not prevent the
Government from bringing another action on the same line.
This dismissal, it is understood, was secured for the purpose of clearing the way for consideration of the position of
the road, both under the Sherman law and under the comThis is the next step
modities clause of the railroad law.
in the policy which seems to have been initiated by the civil
suit filed a few days ago at Trenton, and charging the Lackawanna R.R. and the Lackawanna Coal Co. with violations
both of the Sherman law and the commodities clause. There
is no official statement as yet as to how far this policy is
likely to be carried.

Bureau

of

Mlurs Appropriations

In the Sundry Civil Bill, just reported to the House of
Representatives by the Appropriations Committee, the following appropriations are made for the Bureau of Mines for the
coming year:
For the general expenses of the Bureau of Mines, including the pay of the director and the necessary assistants,
clerks and other employees in the office at Washington, D. C,
and in the field, and for every other expense requisite for and
incident to the general work of the Bureau of Mines in Washington, D. C, and in the field, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, .$70,000.
For the investigation as to the causes of mine explosions,
methods of mining, especially in relation to the safety of
miners, the appliances best adapted to prevent accidents, the
possible improvement of conditions under which mining operations are carried on, the use of explosives and electricity,
the prevention of accidents, and other inquiries and technologic investigations pertinent to the mining industry,
5347.000.

For the analyzing and testing of the coals, lignites, ores,
and other mineral fuel substances belonging to or for the
use of the United States, including personal services in the
Bureau of Mines at Washington. 15. C, not in excess of the
number and total compensation of those so employed during
the fiscal year nineteen hundred and twelve, $135,000.
For inquiries and investigations into the mining and treatment of ores and other mineral substances, with special
reference to safety and waste, $100,000: Provided, that no
part thereof mav be used for investigation in behalf of any
private party, nor shall any part thereof be used for work
authorized or required by law to be done by any other
branch of the public service.
For one mine inspector for duty in Alaska, $3000.
For per diem, subject to such rules and regulations as the
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe, in lieu of subsistence
at a rate not exceeding $5 per day when absent on official
business from his designated headquarters, and for actual
necessary traveling expenses of said inspector, $3500.
For technical and scientific bool^s and publications and
books of reference, including payment in advance for subscriptions to publications. $1500
For the purchase or lease of the necessary land, where
and under such conditions as the Secretary of the Interior
mav direct, for the headquarters of five mine-rescue cars
and for the construction of the necessary railway sidings on
She same. .?2n00: Provided, that the Secretary of the Interior
is hereby authorized to accept any suitable land or lands that
mav be donated for said purpose.
In

all.

for the

Bureau

I
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attempt to apply the regulations, begin with a current unit
valuation of the product concerned instead of the en bloc

Washington, D. C.
Developments

iii|

of Mines, $662,000.

Conrornlne the rorporatlon Tax
After careful Inquiry Commissioner of Internal Revenue
Oabell has Issued the following statement as to the corporation tax:

"There have been several inquiries as to the application of
the regulations relative to an allowance for an unearned increment in the ascertainment of net income of mining corporations for the special excise tax on corporations, which Indicate that the true intent of the regulations Isnot understood.
The fact has also developed that many corporations. In their

value as of Jan. 1, 1909, as is required. The manner of entering the ascertained valuation as of record has also been neglected and misunderstood.
In order to make the requirements of this office plainer
and to assist corporations in arriving at valuations which
shall not be speculative in character nor founded upon the
future profits and earnings of the corporations which should
belong to the period during which they are earned, and in
order that no portion of income which really belongs to any
particular year shall be ascribed to or allotted as the earnings of previous years, items Nos. 99, 100, 101 and 103 of T. D.
No. 1742 are modified so as to read as follows
"No. 99. The note is amended so that it shall read:
" 'Values, as aforesaid, should not be estimated on the
basis of the assumed salable value of the output under current operative conditions, less the actual cost of production,
because, as hereinbefore stated, the selling price, under such
conditions comprehends a profit both for carrying the invest-

ment

in

coals,

etc.,

improvements and working

capital,

and

for conducting operations in respect of production and disposal of product. The value to be determined as stated must
be en bloc of the entire deposit of minerals and mineralized
property o"wned. exclusive of improvements and development
work, if the same "were disposed of in that form.'
"No. 100 is amended to read:
" 'The unit value as of Jan. 1, 1909, ascertained as above
outlined, would indicate the value to be attached to that
date to the capital assets disposed of during any calendar
year succeeding. The amount claimed as a deduction from
gross income on account of unearned increment shall be
shown separately in the deductions from gross income in the
return of annual net income.'
"No. 101 is amended to read:
" 'The precise detailed manner in which the estimate of
value of minerals, etc.. as at Jan. 1. 1909. shall be formed,
must naturally be determined by each corporation interested.
Every corporation claiming and making a deduction for unearned increment as provided in section 100 preceding, shall
maintain an official book record of the properties owned by
it in connection with which unearned increment is claimed,
and which record shall show the general ledger or general
balance sheet value thereof, together "with the estimated
amount of appreciated value in such properties In excess of
general balance sheet values, as of Jan. 1. 1909, together with
all evidence and information on basis of which such appreciated value was formed.
This estimate must be formed on
the lines and basis indicated in the 'note,' Section 99, namely,
the salable value of the entire deposit considered en bloc.
This record should also present clearly and fully the transactions during each year in respect of quantities of minerals
disposed of and for which deductions are made, respectively,
for depreciation and unearned increment, together with the
amount thereof. No deduction for unearned increment will
be allowed unless the aforesaid record Is kept, nor unless the
evidence as to the estimates of quantity of minerals In deposit
and the valuation thereof are accepted by the department
Values determined and recorded as of Jan. 1. 1909. as aforesaid, should be used in the compilation of all subsequent
years' excise tax returns.
"In case It subsequently develops the property possesses
a greater quantity of mineral, etc.. reserve than was in the
aggregate estimated as of Jan. 1. 1909, only such an amount
of aggregate value can be assigned to such excess mineral
tonnage as of Jan. 1. 1909, as it was at said date estimated
by the company attached to the property and was not assigned
by It, as hereinbefore provided, to the specified tonnage in the
property.
"No. 103 is amended to read:
" '.As the amount to be deducted for depletion of deposits
(Regulation No. 101) is to be formed on basis of the estimated
reserve of minerals, etc., it follows that if it develops such
estimate is understated, the cost investment and estimated
unearuf d Increment in the capital asset may be whollv extinguished before all mineral reserves are removed.
When
this is reached, further deductions for exhaustion of minerals
should he discontinued.
"Collectors of Internal revenue will make requisition for
the necessary number of t-hese amendments and furnish :i
copy to each corporation Interested."

PENXSYliV-VNI.V
.Vnthraoiti-

—

.lahlanil
The Scranton Coal Co. has reported to the Pennsylvania Mine Code Commission that they will allow onehalf the value of the property under $3000 If damaged by
mine caves. On all properties valued at more than $3000.
they will allow half valuation or agree to sell underlying
coal subject to royalty agreement.
.Vrehbaia The White Oak colliery of the Delaware .t
Hudson Co., which resumed operations Feb. 10, after an idleness of eight days, due to a strike, was forced to close down
again owing to the burning of the fan house. The company
officials arranged to replace the damaged machinery, and an
effort was made to operate part of the colliery the following day. There are 800 men and boys employed in the plant.
It is supposed that the cause of the' fire was a hot Journal.
Wilkes-Ilarre President White of the United Mine Workers Is trying his hand In the anthracite region to stamp out

—

—
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Mr. Wl^ite sa>'s that there has been
the petty strike habit.
a tendency to over-step the agreement in the anthracite field
by declaring petty strikes. He further states the welfare of
the miner's organization depends upon standing firmly by
their agreements.
While eight men were being lowered to work in the Alden
shaft of the Susquehanna Coal Co., Feb. 13, the drawhead
on the mine carriage pulled out and the cage dropped a distance of 200 ft. before the safety devices worked.

The annual summer meeting of the Coal Mining Instiof America will be held in Wilkes-Barre on June
This will mean a gathering of several
IS and 19.
17,
hundred coal operators, inspectors, engineers, and superintendents from all the soft-coal states, as well as the local
tute

men

with the coal interests. This is the 56th semiannual meeting of the institute.
Easton Officials of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. are canvassing their employees at Mahonoy City for sentiment on a
proposition to pay $75 to the widow or dependent of victims of a mine accident, provided the remainder of the men
agree to work on the days of funerals.
Bitnminoiis
Mt. Pleasant Differences between the Brush Run Coal
& Coke Co. and their employees have been adjusted and the
40 men who have been idle several days have returned to
work. It appears that the men had difficulty with a certain
boss whom the company has discharged after a careful inallied

—

—

vestigation of the matter.
ConnellHville
C. A.

— Secretary

T.

B.

Dilts,

of

Mining Department, has opened a new

ing in the mining

town

the State Y. M.
Y. M. C. A. build-

of Jerome.

The United Coal Co. has erected the building, a modern
two-story structure, 24x100 ft., and has equipped it with
bowling alleys, reading rooms and class rooms.
.'Vrcadla
The plant of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation at mine No. 41 has been destroyed by fire, entailing
a total loss of about $25,000 and throwing 120 men out of
work.
The company had been making extensive improvements at the plant and intended to abandon that part which

—

destroyed.
A new power house, boiler house, and
motor barn of brick construction will be completed within a
short time.
the

fire

— In

the recent convention of District No. 5 of
the United Mine Workers in the Labor Temple a sympathetic
strike of the miners in western Pennsylvania to aid the strikers in West Virginia was urged strongly. The proposal was
finally defeated after a stirring debate.
l'lttHbi]rii:h
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and the third

to discussions on various questions by

OHIO

—

Bridgeport The miners employed at the Lansing mine of
the Lorain Coal & Dock Co., are on strike because the blacksmith has been discharged. Four hundred men are employed
at the mine.

—

GalllpoliH Three barges of coal belonging to the Campbells Creek Coal Co. were sunk Feb. 13, when the tug boat,
Robert T. Gillehan, collided with the cofferdam. Rivermen
pronounce the new cofferdam a menace to navigation.

WEST

VIRGINI.V
Charleston Delegate W. W. Wertz has succeeded in forcing his anti-mine guard bill through the house in the face of
strong opposition. This measure prohibits the sheriff of any
county from appointing deputies to act as mine guards in
the pay of private corporations. The measure was carried by

—

a vote of 45 to

—

ILLINOIS

—

Chicago The Chicago and Northwestern Ry. has awarded
a trophy to the rescue team at its mines at Gillespie. This
team made the best showing in a contest held recently by
the company.
The contest is open to all first-aid workers
in the state and the winners are declared the champion team
of the state of Illinois.
Similar contests in the
first aid are held by the Superior Coal Co.

interest of

—

Elflorado Five men were buried by a cave-in caused by
an explosion in the Seagraves mine. Feb. 20. Three others

were hurt.
Canton Operations

—

in the mine of
have not yet been resumed, due to the
Inspector Tcaylor has not completed his
satisfaction since the time he ordered

the

Norris Coal

fact that State

Co.

Mine

investigations to his
the mine to be shut

down.

MICHIG.VN
Grand Rapids

—

This city is to sell coal at $7.50 per ton to
people.
This will afford a saving of $1.60 a ton to the
citizens from the price charged by local dealers.
its

Rattle Creek —.A rich seam of coal is supposed to be located under a considerable portion of the city and men are
attempting to get options on property, beneath which they
believe the coal is located.
An analysis of this coal has
shown it to be of good quality.

—There

KANS.\S

has been a strike rumor flying over the
days to the effect that there is a threatened strike among the coal miners of Cherokee County. It
is claimed by those in a position to know that the report Is
without foundation.
PIttsbnrK

district for several

31.

It Is expected that the Illinois mine workers, in their
annual state meeting, will ask President Taft to intervene in
the long drawn-out strike in the West Virginia field.
Elk RIflee A coal tipple of the M. B. Coal Co. was destroyed by fire, Feb. 18, causing a $40,000 loss. There appears
to be some doubt about the origin of the fire.
The incident
at Elk Ridge is the first serious trouble under the present
proclamation of martial law.
Military authorities in Paint Creek Junction have announced that, of the 128 prisoners arrested in the strike zone
recently, 50 have been released.

—

—

INDIAN-V

—

Indianapolis The shotfirers bill has been passed by the
Indiana House by a vote of 84 to 3, and now goes to the
Senate.
The miners have been trying to get such a bill
through for six years. It provides that the shotfirers shall
be employed by the operators.
The bill provides that the
law shall become operative in April, 1914. so that the parties
to the next two-year contract between operators and miners,
will have full notice of the proposed now law.
Under the
present shotfirers law, the miners pay the flrers, as their
appointment is made for the miners' convenience.
Terre Hante Five hundred cars of coal have been under
an embargo on the Big Four road. A complaint was made to
the Indiana Railroad Commission and an order was issued for
officials of the operating department of the road to appear
before the commission and explain why the road had refused to remove the coal.
At the offices of the railroad
company it is said that the entire tonnage will be removed as
soon as possible.

—

Du Bols The miners of this region are planning to aid, in
a financial way, the strikers of West Virginia fields. Local
No. 2722 has decided to assess its members $1 each as a
starter for its fund.
It is said that $3000 will be sent to
the strike zone within the next few weeks.

mining

experts.

.\L..\IIAM.V

BIrmlnKhnm In the effort to enforce the state mining law
during thi- past year, 108 arrests have been made at the Instance of the state mine Inspector. Certificates of five mine
officials have been revoked by the state mining board amd
certificates of three mine olHclals are being hold, pending
the action of the State Board of Examiners.

—

CALIFORNIA

San Francisco Eight indictments charging criminal conwere returned
to defraud the U. S. Government
yesterday by a Federal Grand Jury against eight olficers and
employees of the Western Fuel Co. The Investigation disclosed an alleged conspiracy whereby the Government was
defrauded out of $450,000 or more in drawing back payments
on imported coal resold by the company for use outside the
United States.
spiracy

FOREIGN NEWS
—
—

LoalHvllle
An Interesting tentative program has been arranged by Prof. H. D. Raston for the annual meeting at Lexington of the Kentucky Mining Institute on May 15, 16 and 17.

Winnl|>eK, Can. It Is reported that 72 men have been
killed at the Slwash Peak mines at Yale, H. C.
Berlin, Germany
Four miners were killed by an accident
Feb. 15 in the Wleche colliery, near Mulheim, In the Westphalia n coalfield.

The first-aid competitions between teams from various mines,
which will be one of the most Interesting features of the
meeting, will probably be held on the first day of the meeting.
The second la to be given over to the formal program,

Vnneouver. Can. The refusal of the Britannia Mining &
Smelting Co. to recognize the Western Federation of Allners
The
has resulted In a walk-nut In the company's mines.
compani employs, about 6000 men.

—

KENTUCKY

—
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where the miners congregate at the end of their
work, while waiting to be hoisted to the surface.
Harlan, Ky. A new road is being built in Harlan County,
Ky., extending from Harlan several miles up Martin's Fork
to the Hall and other large coal holdings, which are among
the richest in the county.
The right-of-way has been secured, and grading will begin as soon as spring opens.
Raltlmore, Bid. The Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. has under
construction a third track between Rockwood and Garrett,
Penn., on the Connellsville division of the road. The completion of this track will give the road additional facilities for
the movement of its coal traffic out of the Somerset regions.
Charleston, S. C. The directors of the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio R.R. have approved plans for the construction of modern coal piers at Charleston.
The work will be
started as soon as the bids have been passed on and it is expected that coal will be shipped from the piers by the end of

colliery,
da>''s

—

James F. Thompson, until recently division superintendent of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., has been appointed
superintendent of the coal mining operations for the Cerrillos Coal Co. at Madrid, N. M.
W. H. Webster has been appointed new traveling coke
agent for the Baltimore & Ohio in the Connellsville region,
with headquarters at Uniontown. H. C. Tucker, the former
representative, has been transferred to Cleveland.
Godwin H. Powel, of Penrallt. Weston-Super-Mare, England, managing director of the Mount Carbon Co., Ltd., arrived in New York on Feb. IS, and is spending the time betwen the 21st and 2Tth at the company's operations at PowellMr. Powel will sail again for
ton, Payette County, W. Va.

England on Mar.

—

—

the year.

—

Philadelphia, Penn. The Philadelphia & Reading R.R.
is constructing a new coal pier at Port Richmond on the
of old pier No. IS.
It will be 765 ft. long by 70 ft
wide, and of concrete construction. It is estimated that the
work will be completed and the pier in operation some time
during the summer or early fall.

1.

Co.

site

William E. Cassidy, aged 54, vice-president of the Cassidy
Coal Co. and the Bell-Jellico Coal Co.. of Lexington, Ky.. died
recently at his home in that city from a paralytic stroke sustained ten days before his death. Mr. Cassidy had been engaged in the coal business in Lexington for about 16 years.
His wife, who has been seriously ill for about a year, survives him, as well as a daughter and a brother, T. D. Cassidy,
of Lexington.

PUBLICATlONvS RECEIVED

—

Lexington, Ky. The Lexington & Eastern R.R. proposes
immediately to begin the construction of a 4-mile branch
up Yount's Fork, of Boone Creek, in Letcher County, in order
to tap the extensive holdings of the Mineral Development Co.,
a Philadelphia corporation.
The branch will be rushed to
completion as rapidly as possible.

—

Martin*.s Ferry, Ohio
Work is progressing rapidly at the
new mine of the George M. Jones Co. at Wegee. The main
shaft has been sunk and work is being done on the archways of cement. The shaft will also be of concrete. A
temporary wooden tipple will be constructed so that there
will be no delay while the material for the steel structure is
on the way.

—

GouIflH Rotary I'umps. Bulletin No. 113. Published by the
Goulds Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y. The bulletin describes
the characteristic features of construction and operation of
the Goulds rotary pump. 16 pp.; 7%xlO in.; ill.
Eighth Biennial Report of the State Mine Inspector of the

State of Utah, 1911-1912.

170 pp.: 6x9 in.; ill.
Lightning Arrester.s. The Electric Service Supplies Co.,
Philadelphia, Chicago and New Y'ork, has issued its 1913 edition of catalog of the Garton-Daniels lightning arresters and
other lightning protective apparatus.
In this book is given much information relative to lightning phenomena, installation of lightning arresters, grounding, distribution, inspection and other allied subjects
Its pages illustrate and describe the complete line of Garton-Daniels lighning arresters, a new line of panel-board
lightning arresters cataloged for the first time by this company, high- and low-voltage choke coils and disconnecting
switches, grounding apparatus, etc.
The last eight pages of this catalog are given over to installation diagrams, through which it is possible at a glance
not only to learn the proper method for installing lightning
arresters on any circuit, either d.c. a.c. or arc, but also to
select exactly the type of arrester which is best suited for
the protection of any class of circuit.
The catalog as a whole is well gotten up. intensely interesting, beautifully illustrated and printed, and is a book
which every electrical man should have.

Martin's Perry, Ohio The Rail &
planning extensive improvements in all
will involve an expenditure of $250,000.

River
its

Coal Co. is
properties which

A new

steel tipple

to be built at No. 3 mine, which will more than double
Power will be supplied to all openings by a
the output.
The improvements also include the erection
central station.
of 100 houses.
is

—

LlvingNton, Ky. A railroad some 30 miles in length is projected between Livingston and McKee, by the owners of coal
lands in Rockcastle and Jackson Counties, in order to open
up their properties to development and connect with the
Louisville & Nashville at Livingston. The road has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 under the name of
the Rockcastle R.R. Co.

—

Fairmont. W. Va. The Mineral Fuel Co. has purchased
bet\veen 4500 and 5000 acres of coal land in Letcher County,

Kentucky and

planning an expenditure of approximately
$700,000 for opening mines, constructing plants, installing
machinery, building houses, etc. The annual output is to be
The property was purchased from the Mineral
750,000 tons.

Development

is

of Philadelphia.

Co.,

—

III.
The Clark Bros, syndicate, of Philadelpi-ojecting a railroad from here to Alton, and contemplating the sinking of several mines here to furnish coal
They have
for the several electric lines that they control.
organized the East Side Coal & Mining Co. as the operating
end, and have bought a site for a power house in Alton at a
cost of $25,000. The coal land in this vicinity has never been
worked, on account of lack of transportation facilities.

Fosterhurg,

phia,

is

—

KnnMaH City, Mo.- An English syndicate is to begin at
once to develop the Christy coal tract in the Waverly-Lexington field.
Morgnnton'n. "W. \n. Three large steel companies are interested in coal in Greene County and extensive developments
are expected during the early spring. The Crucible Co. has
already begun the operation of its 8 holdings.

—

—

Lake City, T'tah Within the next ye!>»- the Utah Ry.
which is building a line between Provi- and Mohrland
expend more than $1,500,000 for coal cars. The company

Salt
Co.,

will
is

now

considering the initial purchase of 500 of these cars

at a cost of $500,000.

— The

mine and deal

in coal.

ConnellsTllle, Penn
The Stanton Georges Creek Coal Co.:
capital stock, $50,000; to mine coal near Frostburg, Md.

Spokane, ^Vash.
tal

et

stock,

—The

Peerless Roundup Coal Co.; capiIncorporators, L. G. Nash, M. J. Tait,

$500,000.

al.

MemphlH, Tenn

The National Coal Saving Co.; capital
S. L. Cockroft, Henry Burkurd,

stock, $10,000. Incorporators,
W. D. Beam, G. E. Petty and

—

Pottnviile, Pcnn. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal &
Iron Co. has installed steam heating .apparatus at the several bottoms and at e.ach of the shanties of the Locust Gap

Cleveland Western Coal Co.; capital

Cleveland, Ohio
stock. $250,000; to

Los Anceles, Calif
stock,

$100,000.

E.

Staples,

F.

J. W. Wyatt.
Los Robles Land & Fuel

Co.; capital

Incorporators, E. G. Tilton. G. A. Nehrhood,
J.

O.

Horton and

C.

E.

Joslin.
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E. Taplin. C. F. Taplin, C. N. Fiscus.

Wald.

— The

MorRantonn. «\ Va.

W.

S.

Lister and A. C.

Morgan Run Coal & Coke

Co.;

capital stock, $50,000: to carry on a general mining and coke
Incormanufacturing business in the Kingwood district.
porators, A. L. Foster, C. W. Zinn. N. C. Steel, A. J. Arnett

and

J.

E.

Hamilton,

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
—

>llnank. III. Webber & Sutton have recently purchased a
120-kw. generator for their coal mine at this place.
Emienton, Penn. A $1,000,000 coal deal involving 10.000
acres of high-grade fuel in Somerset County is being closed
by the Penn-Quemahoning Coal Co,
Colllnsvllle, Penn.
In the Windber field, during the past
year, the Berwind-White Co. has had an output of 4,000.00u

—

—

Fourteen mines are in operation.
PittMbnreh, Penn. Ten thousand two hundred and six
acres of mineral land in Clearfield County have been sold by
A. R. Balcom. of Philadelphia, to the Star Portland Cement
Co. for approximately $1,000,000.
Tamaqua. Penn. The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. has
made a record output for the month of January, in Panther
Creek colliery. The figures rfeached 330,000 tons, the largest
for any single month in the history of the company.
Brazil, Ind.
On account of the poor market for domestic
block coal, the Plymouth mine No. 1, of the Coal Bluff Mining
Co.. northwest of this city, has been closed until next fall.
The mild winter has caused a big slump in coal markets.
Connellsvllle, Penn
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
R.\'. has under option about 11.000 acres of coal land belongtons.

—

—

—

ing to the New York Central. It is predicted that the railway will double-track its Indiana branch in the near future.

—

AVaNhlns-ton, Penn. It is reported that representatives of
of the big coal companies are trying to take out options
on the Pittsbuigh seam underlying a few farms near Old
Concord.
It is said that they are offering about $200 per

some
acre.

—

Dnqanin, III. As a result of the general depression of the
coal business a number of the largest mines in southern IlliTwo of the
nois have suspended operations indefinitely.
largest mines are the Big Muddy and Chicago and Carterville
companies.

—

ConnellMville, Penn. Announcement has been made of the
sale of 20fi acres of coal underlying the farm of ,J. M.
Clark, in Jefferson Township, to the Washington Coal & Coke
The coal will be operated by the purCo.. for $412,000.
chasing company from the Star Junction plant.

—

PInevtIle, Ky. Judge M. J. Moss and others liave procured a lease on ISOO acres of coal land in the Harlan field
and plan to begin development work at once. The land is

owned by Judge W. F Hal! and
0-ft. seam of coal is to be opened
McAlllHter, Okla.

—

.\n

lies

on Martin's Fork.

.A

at this time.

application has been

filed in

the Su-

preme Court requesting the appointment of a receiver for
the Choctaw, Newcastle & Western R.R., a small coal road in
this section.
The petition charges mismanagement and
enumerates an alleged indebtedness of about $9000.
Fairmnnt. W. Vn. The Consolidation Coal Co. has issued
its report showing its earnings from all sources for the year,
1912. to be $13,887,410, or an increase of nearly two and onehalf million over the preceding year.
The surplus for the
year was about 10 per cent, of the full capital stock.
PottHvllle, Penn.
The St. Clair Coal Co. has purchased a
considerable amount of machinery used by the Nolan Pros. In
their stripping contract at this place. The coal company will
use the material in Its own operations.
The machinery
purchase consists of a steam shovel and a number of locomo-

—

—

tives.

—

Clinton. Inil.
Tt Is reported that the Clinton Coal Co. Is
using compressed air to pump water from the flooded Crown
Hill mine No. 1. west of Clinton.
This is said to be the first
time the system has been used in the Indiana coalfield. An
electric pump hooked up to a 3-in. pipe had failed to reduce
the water.

—

r;ienrock, Wyo. The Falrview Coal Co.,
operating its mine at this place for the
has recently put In a side track and Is now
crease Its d.iily output.
The old mines,
Idle for several years, have also taken on
one Is being operated on a small scale.

which has been
two .years,

past

preparing to Inwhich have lain
a new life and
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—

PittMhursh, Penn. It is reported that the Pennsylvania
R.R. is contemplating the extension of its road from Mari-

anna almost
ing, W. Va.

directly west to Hackney Station, and to WheelThis will mean a new and quicker route of
transportation from Wheeling to Pittsburgh, than that possessed by the Baltimore & Ohio, its chief competitor.

—

VVhltesburg', Ky.
The Consolidation Coal Co. is now shipping from 20 to 30 cars of coal out from McRoberts per
day. an average of from 140 to 175 cars per week. This output will, however, be increased, and it is said that by March 1
they will be shipping about 200 cars per week.
They ai.now shipping more than 500 cars per week from their
Jenkins mines.
Shaniokin, Penn. The local engineering department of the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. completed plans today for the sinking of a large new shaft at the Stirling colliery.
The new opening will pierce several rich beds of
anthracite coal, heretofore untouched or only partly worked.
Airangements were also made to sink a slope at North
Franklin colliery.

—

—

Jasiier. .\(a
The work on the big coal mine, owned by
the Jagger Coal Co., is being pushed rapidly and it is expected that the mine will be in operation by the middle of
the summer.
The mine operates three seams, and each is
said to range from 4 to 5 ft. of thickness.
The coal is pronounced to be the best grade of steam and domestic coal
found in the country.

—

Iront»n, Ohio The Semet-Solvay Co., of Syracuse, N. T.,
said to be negotiating with the furnace interests of Ironton for the construction of a byproduct coke plant at that
place to supply coke in the immediate vicinity.
The same
interests are now building a plant at .\shland, Ky.
It is
reported that about $1,000,000 will be involved in the new
plant and about 100 byproduct ovens would be included.
Lexinerton, Ky. Representatives of IS bituminous mines
in western Kentucky are at Wilmington, Del., in conference
with General T. Coleman DuPont, president of the DuPont
Powder Co.. relative to the consolidation of his large coal interests in that field with their company into one corporation,
which will practically control all the large mine properties
in that part of the state.
The new corporation, if formed
will have a capital stock of .?15.000.000.
is

—

—

CnnnellNVille, Pean. Owners of a tract of 6000 acres of
coal land lying between Stoyestown and Shanksville have been
notified that options which were taken out
about three
months ago will be listed soon, and that the money, $50 an
acre, will be received by the owners within a week.
The
company making the purchase is not known. The consummation of this deal will mean a tr.ansfer of about $300,000.
With the exception of a few small mines, the tract of 6000
acres has not been opened; consequently, there is some speculation as to the point from which operations are to be

commenced.

—

BuiTnlo, i\. Y. The educatio.ial force of the Lehigh Valley
R.R. Co. has been teaching its firemen how to fire their engines economically. In the face of the fact that the road is
running larger and heavier trains than it was a year ago, antl
that many new firemen were employed in the latter months
of 1912, the consumption of coal per ton mile has decreased.
In addition to the work of the road foreman of engines, who
has the general supervision of this Important task, expert
firemen are assigned to train the new men and teach them
how to economize In the use of coal.
The actual results secured during the last six months of
the year 1912. show a net decrease of 5 per cent. In the
amount of coal used per ton-mile as compared with the sanae
period of the previous year.

—

said that much money will be spent
developing new operations In the
Schuylkill district of the anthracite region In 1913.
The prosperous state of the anthracite coal market Is Inviting the investment of unprecedented ainounts of capital
The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co..
in the business.
the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.
and the Pennsylvania Coal Co. are the leaders In developing
new fields, but the Independent firms are also taking an Important part In the work, a feature of which will be the
reopening of -many collieries whose operation was abandoned as unprofitable.
The Madeira Hill Co. Is spending $3,000,000 In opening
up new colU'Tlea and remodeling old ones. It ts suspected
that within 4" year or two they will increase their shiplieaillnB',

Penn.

It

by coal companies

Is

In

ments four fold.
Sernnion, Penn. The old Orangevllle mine near Bloomsburg, which has been Idle since the civil war. has been reopened and preparations are being made for taking out the

—

coal.
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GENERAL, RBVlE^V
il

mines.

Bituminous is in good supply, with orders scarce and operators unwilling to make sufficient concessions to move any
In the Coastwise trade, conconsiderable volume of coal.
tracting is still being confined to inland business, few contracts being closed for water delivery, particularly among
out of
If the high water-freights
the larger consumers.
Hampton Roads continue in effect, the Pennsylvania grades
all-rail will begin to supersede the West Virginia product at
a number of the coastwise points.
The uncertain weather conditions have been such that they
would cause a break in the stiffest market. Shipments generally are confined entirely to contracts, although to the
in Canada, a comparatively heavy local demand has
The railroad
developed, which has tended to steady prices.
movement in that section has also been quite slow and uncertain which has aided the situation materially and is the
principal reason for the prices holding so well. There is considerable hesitation over new contracts: consumers are not
offering to close and operators are affirming that prices are
too low.
There is a fairly good retail demand in the Pittsburgh
district, but contract consumers are showing a disposition
The trade
to hold off because of the prevailing high prices.

north,

Ohio shows little if any improvement. The movement is
being seriously restricted, in some instances, and Toledo is
badly congested with coal. Ohio operators are eagerly looking forward to the opening of the lake shipping in anticipaThe Hampton
tion of a heavy business the coming season.
Roads market continues to show a downward tendency and
position.
difficult
are
in
a
tonnages
speculative
of
holders
There has been a heavy dumping at the piers, but shipments
light.
coal
being
spot
demand
for
the
contracts,
are mostly on
In the Middlewestern markets, prices were being freely
heavy
and
a
temperature
of
drop
when
a
cut in all directions
snowstorm occurred which steadied up the situation maThe unfavorable conditions in this market were a
terially.
result of over shipments on speculation and a heavy overin

•

production.
is in

plentiful supply at all the terminals

March
The call

delivery.
There is an abundance
for anthracite is spotty.
of independent coal being offered at prices well down to the
April circular, or 50c. less than the present company figures,
No
but apparently only a small tonnage is being placed.
one wants egg, and the edge is off on the demand for stove
and chestnut. Some of the companies, who are equipped with
Eastern storage, are sending egg and chestnut to those points
and stove coal that only a few weeks ago was next to impossible to get in any but small lots is now being freely offered in straight cargo shipments. Pea is also appearing in
increasing quantities, now that the demand is falling off in
the large cities.

apparent that the distribution business inland is being
more and more confined to those agencies that are equipped
to maks deliveries by the day or by the week.
So many of
It is

iiiiiiiiii

I

I

II

mil

IIIII

Ill

i

mimmiiiiiimmii

i

mills have relatively small storage, as compared with
consumption, that the distributor who is in a position to demuch coal at stated intervals has much the advantage. The old method was to rely on rail or barge tonnage to arrive at times that could only be estimated, but now
with large steam colliers seldom varying the time in transit
or the number of trips in a season, the conditions are much
changed.
The larger consumers who have large storage
facilities will undoubtedly continue to buy a share, at least,
of their fuel requirements through the spring and summer,
and usually they save a good de'al by being in shape to do

liver just so

that.

Current wholesale quotations are about as follows:
Clearfields, f.o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Clearfields, f.o.b. New York

SI.
2
.

25®
50®

1.40
2 65
.

2.80® 3.00
1 .35® 1 60

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. m nes
Cambrias. Somersets, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Cambrias. Somersets, f.o.b. New York
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
Pocahontas. New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas. New River, on cars Providence

.

60®

2 85

2.90®
2.60®
3.75®
3.75@

3.15
2.70
3.90
3.85

2

.

.

NEW YORK

— The

bituminous market has shown a tendency to ease off still further during the past week and prices
are slightly softer. It is reported in one instance that an indifferent grade of Clearfields has been offered down to $1.05
f.o.b. mine: such cases are. however, more the exception than
the rule, and because of the uncertainty in quality, should not
be accepted as any accurate criterion of conditions. There
are large tonnages on hand at the piers, and rumors state
that producers are beginning to curtail production, rather
than sell at prevailing low prices.
Liittle or nothing is being done on next season's contracts,
producers and consumers being hopelessly separated on prices.
The companies are showing a determined effort to obtain advances over last year's figures of as much as 23c., in exConsumers on the other hand are naturally
ceptional cases.
little interested in these high figures because of the declining
spot market and the result is a deadlock. Prom present indications the buyers will not close contracts until forced to do
so. and the ultimate figures will probably be a slight increase, on an average of about 5c. per ton, over last year's
RitiiminoiiK

figures.

Bituminous prices have experienced a further decline durweek and we quote the nominal local market on both
hard and soft coal on the following basis:

ing the

Bituminous

Anthracite
Circular

Egg

and

The spot market is lifeless, and the
orders are scarce.
concessions made are not sufficient to move any volume of
Contract business has so far been confined for the
coal.
most part to inland consumers who are supplied from points
like Boston and Providence; tide business, especially for the
large corporations, has not yet been closed to any extent.
Buyers are tempering the situation and in view of the general outlook are likely to be slow coming into the market.
Georges Creek is coming down only on orders, and generally
there is lack of snap to bituminous in all directions, both allMine prices are down to last year's range
rail and at tide.
for

mil

II

Broken*

BOSTON, M.\SS.
Bituminous

iiiiiiiiiiiii

the

an abundance of individual Iiai-d coal being
offered at prices well down to the regular Apr. 1 circular and
only small tonnages are being placed. Even stove, which was
in such heavy demand a short time ago, is .now readily obConsumers are keeping their
tainable in carload lots.
requisitions down to a minimum in order to avoid having any
surpluses when the April reduction goes into effect. Orders
will gradually contract through the current month, to such an
extent, as to force some curtailment in production at the

There

iiiiiniiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

Stove
Chestnutt

So 00
5.25
5.25
5 50
3.50
2.75
2.45
2.25
1.95
.

Pea*
Buckwheat**
Buckwheatt

Rice**
Ricet
175
Barleyt
* Scranton and Lehigh.

Anfhrnoite
to

—Buying

Fair

1.

Virginia,

gr.idc.=,

Good

.

.

Penna ...

grade. Penna...

.

.

.

,

.

2.50
2 35

2.25
1.90
1.20
* Scranton.

t Lehigh and Schuykill.

of hard coal Is

are

now

confined entirely
requisitions

keeping

minimum to
when the summer

to the lowest possible

tonnages over Apr.

steam $2 60® 2. 65
2 65fri 2 70
2 75CS 2 80
Best milk-r. Penna. ... 3 OSfri 3 1
3. 23® 3. 30
Georges Creek

West
5.25
5.50
3.75

Consumers

immediate needs.

down

Indi\'idual

avoid carrying any
discount goes into

will naturally be light from now on until
begins.
Locally few of the companies appear to be finding it necessary to put any coal in storage as yet. They are. however,
already beginning to look forward to an early loading of lake
vessels, for shipment into the Northwest. As a rule production at the mines is quite heavy, there being few Interruptions.
Last week there was some shortage of open cars, but not
In view of the reduced circular effective Apr. 1.
serious.
orders will gradually fall off through this month until operwill
ators
be forced to curtail the production.
effect.

The orders

summer stocking

Plin,AnEl.PHI.V, PKNN.
It is commencing to look now as though the anthracite
business, for the winter of 1912-13, was about done. All the
dealers here claim to have stocks of coal sufficient to carry
them over until the spring or opening prices are announced.

March

1.
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and with the cheap coal offered by the individual operators,
there is no reason why they should load themselves up -with
any more coal at the full circular prices, than is necessary.
It would take unusual conditions to bring about any parOutside of stove and pea, there does
ticular active demand.
not seem to be any call at all, and there is no waiting in line
Pea coal is still a little short of the demand, alfor stove.
though the dealers claim to have no difficulty in keeping up
It is simply a waiting game
with their current business.
and any orders placed now are to piece out, until the usual
spring reduction becomes effective.
Bituminous coal still continues in the same apathetic conWhile it is understood that contracts are being redition.
newed at better figures than last year, at the same time current business is far from satisfactory. It is understood that
there is a large accumulation of loaded cars at tidewater
points, and if demurrage on these grows to any extent, there
is likely to be some bargain coal on the market.

PITTSBURGH, PEIVX.

—

Bituminous Retail demand is fairly good, while manufacturing continues rather light. It has been between seasons as to contracts, the next period being the year beginning
Apr. 1. Against such contracts there has been only moderate
inquiry thus far, consumers sho^'ing a disposition to hold off
until the last

moment, on account

of the sizable

advance

in

regular circular prices as compared with those of a year ago.
Slack for immediate shipment continues to command a slight
premium over the regular contract price of 90c., and is quotable at $1@1.10, while mine-run and screened coal are only
moderately firm at regular prices, which we continue to quote
as follows; Slack, 90c.: nut and slack, $1.05; nut. $1.25; minerun. SI. .30: %-in., $1.40; lV4-in., $1.55, per ton at mine, Pitts-

burgh

district.

—

Coke The coke market has continued its
until $2.50 is the regular asking price for good
grades of furnace coke for prompt shipment, and most if not
all the operators seem to think they ought to obtain more
than this for a contract running to July 1. Curiously enough,
there are others, however, who would probably be willing to
shade $2.50 for the second half. Demand for prompt coke is
light, and the stiffening in the market appears to be due altogether to the recent sales at cut prices which moved a great
deal of coke that had been stocked in the region, 25,000 to
33,000 tons, and that production has been somewhat curtailed
owing to lessened activity in the production of off grades,
chiefly high sulphur coke, which found a ready market during
the famine, but which are practically unsalable now.
Foundry coke is relatively stiff er than furnace. We quote; Prompt
furnace, $2.40@2.50; contract furnace (nominal), $2.50; prompt
foundry, $3.25i5i3.50; contract foundry, $3@3.25, per ton at
ConnrllHvillr

stiffening,

ovens.

B.VLTIMORB, MD.

A number of independent operators who work a few mines
for a brief pei-iod during the season, in order to take advantage of the high prices, have closed down completely, because of the depressed condition of the trade. The elimination of these will tend to benefit the market to a certain extent, as It will decrease the supply of spot coal and enable
the other operators to obtain a better supply of men. These
Intermittent operators offer the miners considerably more
than the others can afford to pay, and consequently obtain a
of men.
Operators feel that their prices on contracts have been
too low, and they are making a determined effort to maintain a higher level and believe they will be successful In

better supply

doing so. It Is generally conceded that It is costing more
to produce coal than In previous years and that the profit
has of late been exceedingly small. Many of the large consumers believe that there Is some justic In the stand taken
by the trade, for they registered no complaint against the
higher contract prices.
Trade conditions during the week did not undergo any
change. Unfavorable reports were heard as to the car situation, and on at least one of the roads, operators stated that
conditions were worse than they had been for a month. But
little spot business came to the surface, and the only activity apparent was In the contract trade.
Low-grade coal waa
quoted from 90e. to $1 per ton.
There was not much activity at the piers this week; only
a few ships loaded here and these were on contract business.
Vessel rates for the South were slightly weaker than for
Weeks previous, owing to the exceptionally
favorable
weather for sailings. Coke continued strong, the demand for
the stetl trade holding the market up.
ConnellsvlUe coke
sold around $.1.50 and $4.
Prices for the West Virginia product also remained firm.
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BIFPALO,

X. Y.

There was again a weather condition that would flatten
out the^stiffest coal trade. Still the big demand for bituminous has kept prices much firmer than would be expected,
so that some of the leading jobbers are reporting prices about
on the level of last week. There is also complaint that the
car supply has been down to 40 per cent, of requirements.
Many roads have been unable to handle the coal after it had
started from the mines.
They report all embargoes off. but
when urged for prompt delivery of coal in transit it is often
found that the cars were so scattered about that it was hard
to locate them.
Still, as this is the chief reason for coal
prices staying up, there may not be much reason for complaint.

Though bituminous prices are weak, they are still based
on former quotations and with a return of winter conditions,
which may occur any day, the prices would stiffen up and
hold indefinitely. Pittsburgh select lump sells at $2. SO, threequarter at $2.63, mine-run at $2.55 and slack at $2.15. Coke
hardly holds its own and is not quotable above $5.35 for best
Connellsville foundry.
When coke goes very high, and then
begins to decline,

takes a long time to stop it.
hesitation over the making of conto close and jobbers and
operators claim they could not make anything at present
figures.
They are not often strong enough to resist, though,
even if fairly convinced that prices are too low. ' The demand for anthracite, is, of course, light. Cancelations of
orders, made when there was snow on the ground, are common. Buying will hereafter be from hand to mouth.
The coal trade is much steadier than it has been for
some time and it promises to remain so if the weather continues seasonable as it has been so far this month. Uncertainties are now confined entirely to the railroads; every day
something new comes up to disturb transportation conditions.
Sometimes it is a blockade from accidents down the
Allegheny Valley or another embargo on the Canadian roads.
If a big snowstorm should appear prices would return to
all their former strength, and for this reason the trade is
holding tenaciously to old quotations, as it is much harder to
restore them when they are off.
This is the time when the
good salesman earns his salary and the poor one goes to the
wall; for quite a long time there has been little for salesmen
to do. but they are out again, as the orders are not coming in
unsolicited as freely as they were.

There

is

still

it

much

Consumers are not offering

tracts.

COLL'MUl'S.

OHIO

The warmer weather of the past week had the

effect

of

softening the coal trade in Ohio to a certain extent. But the
volume of business is still good and the prospects for the
future are believed to be fair at least.
Prices have not
suffered by the warm spell and there is still a fair demand
for domestic.
The steam trade continues good as manufacturing is still
prosperous.
Contracts are expiring now and arrangements
are being made to renew at slightly higher figures.
Railroads are also taking a large tonnage as the freight movement continues good. The domestic trade is weakening as
dealers are not placing orders with operators and shippers
as freely as formerly. Stocks on hand are not large and If
there should be a spell of cold weather it will be reflected
immediately upon the trade.
In the Hocking Valley and in Pomeroy Bend districts the
output has been about 80 per cent, of normal. The same is
true of other fields with the exception of eastern Ohio where
Some trouble was reported
it has been about 75 per cent.
from a car shortage in eastern Ohio, but other districts appear to have a sufticlent supply of equipment.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
HockinK
Domc8ti< lump.
^

J-inch

.

.

.

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea nnd slack.
Coarse slack

Pittsburgh

$1 40

Pomeroy
1.40

.

1.30
1.30
1.15
1 no

SI. 20

0.90

0,00

I.O.i

.

Kn

vha.
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While the movement to this district has slightly improved,
Pennsylvania and Ohio shippers are experiencing great diffiSix hundred cars are deculty on coal routed via Toledo.
layed, awaiting acceptance by the Detroit & Toledo Shore
of
account
the
congested
condition at Toledo.
Line R.R. on
Eastern carriers have placed an embargo restricting the
routing of coal via the D. & T. S. L. when destined to points
on the Grand Trunk Ry. This has caused no inconsiderable
hardship to shippers and they will be forced to discontinue
shipments on many large railroad and corporation contracts
until the

embargo

is

raised.

Wholesale quotations
mines, are as follows;
District.

Youghiogheny
Pittsburgh No. 8
Goshen No. 6

Coshocton

per

short

ton.

Freight rate
SI. 00

0.90
0.70
0.70

f.ob.

^-in.lump

$1.40
1.20
1.33
1.55

cai's

Mine-run
SI. 30
1.10
1.25
1.35

at

the

.Slack

SI

.

10

1,10
1.20
1.20

Pocahontas lump and egg is quoted at $1.75, run-of-mine
Massillon domestic lump is
$1.15. and slack $1. f.o.b. mines.
Furnace
seling at $2.50 and Hocking lump at $1.55, mines.
coke has dropped to $2.25. f.o.b. ovens; about 75c. is added
for the foundry grades.
Shippers of coal from the Youghiogheny belt seem to be
highly elated ovei' the recent advance in the price of oil.
Many of the large gas plants have been making water gas.
but the increase in the price of oil will prohibit, to a large
degree, thi manufacturing of gas from this product.
Many
large plants have alread.v changed to coal gas. and this will
have a stimulating effect on the Youghiogheny market and
high premiums will, undoubtedly be paid on coal from this
district.
This is regarded as the opportune time for the
operator of gas coal to insist on getting a good price for his
product. He was handicapped by a scarcity of men and cars
and is not getting the returns from his miners that he was
when labor "was plentiful. Certainly better results should be
attained fi-om the great tonnage sent out from this field.

H.AMPTOJi R0.4DS,

V.V.

Prices of tidewater coals are still showing a down'ward
tendency, with but small prospects of any increase in the
near future. Sales of spot. New River and Pocahontas, have
been made during the past week at $2.60 f.o.b. and even at
this low figure, there have been but few transactions; the
holders of surplus tonnages shipped on speculation, have
found themselves in a difficult position.

Notwithstanding quite heavy dumping at the coal piers,
there are still large accumulations of loaded cars, nearly all
of the coal shipped having been on contract business to New
England ports. The situation is worse at Newport News,
where the dumping has been slow. The Sewalls Point piera
did a fair week's business, but nothing to what they could
have done, had there been a good supply of ships. Movement
of coal from the mines continues to be good.
The export business still shows an increase and rumors
are heard of some large contracts to begin on Apr. 1. The
local market is still quiet and buyers are slow to make conti'acts during the present dou'nward tendency; however, there
has been as yet, no break in the local contract price. $1.25 per
net ton f.o.b. mines.
hirmin(;h.V-M,

.\i,.\.

The volume of the steam business continues to be large
with good prospects of unusual prosperity during the next
several months.
Operators are cheerful over this and also
that general business in the South was never as good as it
is at present.
An immense amount of construction work is
under way and there are shortages of labor; neither are there
any labor troubles worthy of mention. A slight car shortage is now apparent with two of the larger lines, although.
as a rule, all mines have been well supplied with cars since
the first of .January.
The coke market remains unclianged, although competition
with Virginia producers is keen in some districts. The abnormal Virginia coke market during the past several months
has enabled the Alabama producers to cover a broader territory and has been a source of strength to the local ti'ade.

LOlISVIIvLE, KV.
For some unaccountable reason, the steam

market has
trifle.
Little heating has been required recently,
which may be the cause for a slight slackening of the demand. It is possible that the stringency of the marl<et during the past few weeks has resulted in their being forced to
curtail operations somewhat, which would have its effect in
a considerably lessened demand.
Eastern Kentucky block and lump varies from $1.00 to $2
eased up a

a

ton

what

mines, indicating that coal is being sold at about
will bring: round is selling at the usual differential
prices.
Mine-run fluctuates between $1 and

f.o.b.
It

below these

$1.20,

Vol.

3,

Xo.

'.)

and nut and slack is now selling at from 73 to 90o.
and as low as 50c. for lower qualities.

for the better grades,

Some Indiana nut and slack is reported selling at
advantage in freight rates making this a favorable

65c.. the
price for
delivery to this market. In the absence of better coal. Western Kentucky nut and slack can be had at about the same

price.

The trade here is still clinging to the possibility of seasonable weather in March, as that month not infrequently brings
cold weather and blizzards, but as the whole winter has been
one of disappointments, operators are prepared to face an
early spring, and a consequent steady slackening off of business.
Practically all dealers will, however, have to put in
pretty fair stocks, as their conservative attitude at this time
indicates that they are taking no chance of going into the
summer with a large quantity of coal on hand, bought ^t
winter prices.

I>"DIA\

Vl'OL,l'<.

I\D.

Continued mild weather makes the consumption of coal
unusually light for February. Mine prices, which have been
practically at summer schedule, have not improved any and
there have been some bargain sales to reit
is reported
tailers.
However, those who bought heavily in the fall, in
an effort to take care of their customers, when it looked as
if the car shortage was going to cause a coal famine, have
not reduced prices
Smaller >'ards that were unable to place
large orders in the fall have nad opportunity to take advantage of the mild-weather cut at the mines and are offering Indiana lump as low as $3, Pocahontas lump at $5.75
and furnace anthracite at $S.50. The mines are curtailing
their running schedules again.
On account of the poor demand for domestic. Plymouth Mine. No. 1. of the Coal Bluff
Mining Co.. in the Brazil field, has been closed down until
next fall. Indiana prices, f.o.b. mill, are as follows;
No. 4 mine-run
Nos. 5 and 6 mine-run
No. 4 steam lump, 1 ^-in
Nut, No. 4
Egg....

$1

.

1
1
1

,

Domestic lump

1.5

05
30

and

6-in

SI. 63

0.80
.

,40

1,45
I
50

Domestic lump 2i-in

.5-

Screenings, No. 4

Screenings No. 5 and 6
70
Washed coal, Nos. 1 & 2. $1 .75^.2.00
Brazil block
2 20
.

,

DETROIT, MICH.
Cars are coming through quite promptly, and it is predicted that the D. & T. Shore Line will embargo against the
Grand Trunk, because of its Inability to handle freight billed
over the Grand Trunk. There are few new orders being taken
However,
at present owing to the unusually warm weather.
a considerable number of delayed shipments are coming in
and flooding this market with track coal. Domestic is unusually bad. Dealers all over Detroit and immediate vicinity
are loaded up so fully that it is impossible for them to take
in any more, and they are asking the mines to discontinue
shipments on their contracts.
If the present cold weather continues it will give the
operators and dealers a chance to bring business up to the
There have been
record of the previous year at this time.
several large contracts let. although operators seem a little
reluctant to close owing to the disturbed conditions which
exist in

West

Virginia.

The car situation shows a marked Improvement, and there
seems to be little trouble in supplying equipment or moving
shipments.
The prevailing market prices for toda>- are as follows;
W.Va,
Splint

l-in. lump.
Mine-run

Slack

,

,

103
0.90
1

10

Cam-

ing

bridge

Ohio
No. S

SI 80
.

ISO

1,40
23
1

Egg
Nut

Hock-

Gas

Domestic lump. $1.40
$1,05
1.00
1.13

1,23
1,15

$1,05

90

100

l.(X)

10

1.10

1.10

1

ST. LUl'IS,

Pocahontas
$1.60
1.60

.lackson
Hill

$2.00
2.00

$1,13
1.25
1.20

1,10

MO.

In the Carterville field, mine-run costs approximately from
Screenings are selling at
to $1.10 per ton to produce.
40% at Soc. means 34c. for screenings, and 60'; at
$1.10 as a maximum, nets 66c., making $1 per ton for mine-run
on a screened basis. These .are the minimum producing and
the maximum selling prices, so it Is easy to see what the situation is. In East Louis there were several hundred cars of
coal the past week from the Carterville field, which sold
In the Standard field it costs from S5@90c. to
at $l(fiil.05.
produce the coal, and mine-run is selling at SOc, with the
screened coal going at an.vthing from S2'.:®90c., and screenings at from 60(S)65c.
The market condition in St. Louis has not changed any for
the better, although the earliei part of the week the weather
Indications were such that there was hope for improvement.
$1

80(5iS5c.;

...

March

1,

.
.
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lould take a period of from a week to ten days
weather could affect any change.
and

Trenton
and Big

Franklin

Muddy

Cartervi

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg.

1.20

2
3
4
5

washed
washed
washed
washed
washed

0.60

0.85
1.10
1.35
1.30

.Min

Xo.
Xo.
No.
No.
No.

Standard
90 fe 0.95

$1.25
1.25

No. 1 nut
Screenings
nut.
nut.

357
CL,EVEI,.VXD,

50

2-in.
3-in.
&-\n.

1

.

@

65

nut
nut
nut

CHIC.\<iO
AVith a return of snow and a drop in temperature, Chicago
For several
coal dealers are expecting a revival in prices.
days the market has been demoralized and prices slashed
Unusual production and an exceptionally
right and left.
large volume of shipments are credited with being the chief
causes for this condition. The over-shipment was due to a
speculative campaign. It has been possible to buy all kinds
of Springfield coal at $1 and, in some instances, Springfield
egg, on shipments direct from the mine, has been offered at
Some Franklin County coal of the lump and egg variety
85c,
has been for sale in Chicago at $1 and $1.05.
There has been a reduction of prices for mine-run and
•steam lump as a result of the fact that a great deal of domestic lump has been sold for steam-making purposes. Prices
for screenings also have softened. Furnace and foundry coke
are active. A drop of about 25c. a ton has been noted in the
prices for domestic sizes of byproduct colie.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are:

OHIO

Too much emphasis cannot be given to the great volume
of bituminous and anthracite coal, which will be shipped via
the Great Lakes during the coming season of navigation.
The demand for Youghiogheny coal for lake shipment, continues to hold out and shippers of coal from the gas belt
expect to receive high premiums for their product this yeai-.
There has been no change in the lake freight rate to Lake
Michigan: so far all contracts have been drawn up on the
basis of 35c. per net ton. Coal men look for an early opening of navigation; practically all the coal-carrying vessels
will he ready for operation by Apr. 10 at the latest.
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The following is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke shipments over the lines of the N. & W. Ry. for the
months of December and January of the last two years, in
short tons:
-De
Coal
Tidewater, foreign.

-January-

nber-

101, lis

293,830
1,413,644

112,204
248,219
1,327,525

1,616,894

144,062
308,918

1,819,588

2,218,125

Coke
Tidewater, foreign

Franldin Co.
S2 07® 2 22 $2 45(6,2 53
2.43(8)2.55
Springfield

Domestic lump

.

Egg
St«amlump

.

.

1.92@1.97

Mine-run
Screenings

1.87@192

2. 20(3)2.30

1.57@1.62

1.90@1.95

W, Va.

Clinton

82 27
.

S3 95
2 17
1.97
1.67

—

Lg.

Connellsville and Wise County, $6®6.25: byproduct,
stove and nut. $5.50; gas house, !f5.50®5.75.

to clean up their yards.
This period is the hardest on the
operators and probably the dullest time of the year. Later,
shipments will adjust themselves to regular summer business, and the mines will be able to work accordingly.
The eastern market is still in bad shape and shipments
low; in fact, it has been a number of years since the movement has been so small. Nebraska and Kansas have not been
visited by a severe winter and this, in connection with the
heavy shipments during January, caused by the railroad routing cars east, has given all dealers a good supply of coal.
which must be disposed of before spring.

TR ADK

N

I{

W
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HA.MI'TON ItO.lDS. VA.
Lambert Point

piers established a new high record during
week ending Feb. 22. Slightly over 150.000 tons were
imped.
Between 6 p.m., Sunday, and 6 a.m. Tuesday, the
dumping totaled 33.000 tons.

ST.

I.OCIS, .MO.

Local operators are being obliged to close down because
of slack business.
Those having contracts claim they can
buy In the spot market cheaper than they can produce. Hence
they are making additional profit's by keeping mrties Idle.
Other operations closing down indefinitely has been steadily
increasing for several weeks.

BOSTON, MASS.
If water freights from Hampton Hoads continue on their
present high level there Is likely to be a somewhat enlarged
market for the better known grades In Pennsylvania. In
other words, Pocahontas and New River at $2.85 will lose

tonnage

to Cambrlas and Clearflelds that range In price from
at Philadelphia, for ordinarily anthracite barge
transportation can be had from Philadelphia at less than the
eolng rates from the Virginia ports.
$2.50*1/2.7.';

1,931,313

1,832,251

SOUTHWESTEB.X TONN.VGE
The following is a comparative statement of the Southwestern production for August and September, 1911 and 1912:
State

OGDEN, VT.%H
The larger dealers who continue buying during the spring
and summer have decreased their ordei-s, and are endeavoring

COAL

Total

3.30

Coke
•

Domestic

Missouri

.

.

.

Kansas
Arlcansas.

.

Oitlahoma.

—— —

.

.
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
I

mill

Ill

iiiiiiiiiiim

I

mil

I
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&

Colorado Fuel

of Oct. 21. President

Under date

iiiiiii

m

i

iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiii

Iron Co.
J.

Welborn issues

F.

his

report for the fiscal year ended June 30. 1912. from which the
following abstract is taken:
Results Gross earnings from operation were $24,268,452.
Operating expenses aban Increase of $1,333,767, or 6%.
sorbed $1,039,835, leaving $293,932 net gain, and making total
net from operations $3,772,282, an increase of 8.4%. Adding
income from other sources, the net income was $4,448,975.
After providing for all fixed charges, sinking funds, etc.,
there remained a surplus of $1,801,229, out of which a dividend of 5% ($100,000) was declared on the pref. stock, leaving $1,701,229 for profit and loss.
There was a decrease of 195.000 tons in coal output. This
is accounted for by a falling off in railroad consumption of
somewhat more than that tonnage and an increase in general
sales.
The result in fuel department earnings was a decrease
of $31,092 in gross and an increase of $29,724 in net: as prices
of domestic coal were generally lower than in previous years
and an advance in miners' wages made effective April. 1912,
added at least $20,000 per montli to producing cost for three
months of the year, this showing is considered particularly
favorable.
Charter Rene-»val At the stockholders' meeting, Oct. 19.
1912, the charter was renewed for 20 years from Oct. 21. 1912.

—

—

STATEMENT OF PRODUCTION FOR YEARS ENDING JUNE
Coal

1910-11

1909-10

4.iiri.s.s.s2

4,233,756
753.192
841.699
425.704
397,701
424,421

4.722,832
905,599
879,630
407,517
385.602
412,749

Coke
Limestone
Pig iron produced
Finished iron and steel.

RESULTS FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE

Industrial dept. (fui
Denver retaU dept.

295,.534

359,793

30

1910-11

1909-10

$15,140,523

$13,775,364

$13,604,832

9,127,929

0,159,021

10,034,981

$24,208,452

$22,934,685

$23,639,813

$20,344,631

1,742,615

$2,901,011

;

Total gross earnings

4,094,352
645,545
580,784
363,975

1911-12

Gross EarningsIron department.

30

1908-09

1911-12

Short tons-

1908-09
$12,058,228
7,889,910
396,492
1
f

Net Earnings
Iron depart.ment
Industrial dept. (fuel)

Total

Add

r.e;

earnings.

—Income

from

.

.

$2,766,775
1 ,005,507

.

$3,772,282

.

se-

526,270
150,423

curities

Interest

and exchange...

Total net income

Deduct
Bond interest

$4,44.8,975

$4,149,948

$4,369,535

$3,.346,772

$2,0.39,622

226,737
138,317

$2,091,610
214,785
151,263

$2,097,692
218,765
171,458

$1,054,968
177,783
61,414

64,105
120,000

233.602
128.106

Taxes
Real estate
Insurance, sociological,
personal injury, etc.

Equipment renewal..
LossonCol. &Wvo.Rv
Loss on Crystal R. RR.
.

.

52,346

fclO.005

i'94,69i

36,000

36,000

36,000

Rentals (Col. Ind. Co.
prop.)

(5%)

.

.

'

22,965
100,000

Prospecting
Pref. dividends

.

is,'948

$2.4SS,396
$2,890,276
$2.,S62,716
$2,747,740
Total deductions....
$8.58,376
$l,2.59,67i
$1 ,.506,819
BsvLincc, surplus
$1 ,701.229
lonth ($300,000). less
b Inchides traffic contract guaranty at $25,000 pe
19I?-11 and $103.:509
earned from traffic, as per contract for year, $289,995
in

1908-09.

c
traffic

Includes traffic guaranty at $3000 per
as per contract for year, $3425.

B.\L.\NCE
Assets
Properties and

securities.

Equipment
Cash on hand
Stocks and bonds
Accounts and hills

.

receival

Subsidiary cos

Manufactured

stocks, etc..

Stripping, etc

Accrued dnndends and'intcrcst.
Miscellaneous

month

SHEET JUNE

($30,000), less

30

15,749,791

e,

ned from
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»piiRECEDENT"

forms a comfortable wall for

However, the fellow

people to lean against.

who wants

YOEK, MARCH

Xo. 10

l!n;5

S.

Now

who

to return to the fellow

ingenuity lesson.

One

is

to furnish the

bright Thanksgiving

morn he

needs only to keep his fingers on the railing of "in-

found himself facing an almost exhausted stock
of coke and a group of miners longing for a good

genuity" that persistently winds about on the other

fashioned

side of the street.

responsibility on the shoulders of his manager, since

to

remain

in a standing position

Christmas drunk.

a general strike that affected

We make
above.

no claim for originality of thought
Sidney Smith hinted the same thing

in the

we know

to the

essay published in 1824, and, for
contrary, he

may have

all

in

but voiced the thought

an
of

early in the previous

meager stock

"Precedent"

all

responsible for the

pile.

But the manager was not required to
sponsibility this time.

haven't discovered that there

annual holiday drunk until Christmas

anything of value

above, below or across from the "wall of precedent,"

even though vSmith has been dead "Lo these

many

years."

For the benefit

of all

who may

be willing to class

themselves with the last described, we wish to

young

in part, the experiences of a

fellow

who

relate,

followed

put the

mines in the state

summer was

someone who lived a century or two before. Close
observation will show that some of our mining folk
is

pile

old-

that he would try to

feel the re-

The superintendent decided
make his miners forget their

Day at least,
how he went about it
He posted a notice
stating that all miners who worked every day during
the month of December up to the 25th would be preand

this is

:

sented with a large live turkey on Christmas morning.
Of course, he did not know how successful he would
be, since "precedent," so far as he could learn, fur-

nished no clue.

the "ingenuity" route regardless of "precedent."

As a matter of record here is what happened
His
December output exceeded that of any previous
month during the year, nearly every man earned a
turkey and the company earned the goodwill of the
miners.
Last, but not least, the meager stock pile
:

This

man was

superintendent of a group of mines

that supplied coking coal to a blast-furnace plant.

The capacity

of his

mines was such that under normal

requirements of the furnaces were

conditions

the

easily met,

but during the months of December and

January, when the holiday
his

men,

it

from stock

spirit

took possession of

was necessary to feed the furnaces largely

remained intact during the holidays, notwithstanding
the fact that no coke was purchased from outside

companies.

piles.

The
Occasionally

strikes

at

the

mines compelled the

furnaces to draw from the stock piles at other times

than Christmas, and during such years the holiday

giving of bonuses or prizes has been success-

employed in many industries for years, but
amples in the coal industry are rare. A little
genuity would suggest numerous possibilities.
fully

exin-

shortage had to be met by buying coke in the open

Coke bought in this way and at such a time
was always high in price and generally inferior in
quality.
This was especially true following a general
strike covering all mines in a district, for in that event
the only available source of supply must needs be at

clusion becomes in turn a precedent, which even the most

a great 'iistance.

timid

market.

There

is

also a broader aspect to such ingenuity

that should appeal to anyone

accomplish things which

many.

may

Each innovation carried

may

follow tinhesiiaiingly.

who

is

ambitious to

be of benefit to the
to

a successjul con-
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fill

Cheer
K.

J.

Up

Since the work of the coal producer is at
somewhat unpleasant, the least that men in author-

ization.

JoxKS*

not out of place wherever people are
is this true in connection with
The darkness of the mine, the absence of
coal mining.
sunlight, the nature of the work and' the generally austere
bearing of those in authority are a few of the many

Good cheer

can do

ity

upon centuries ago mankind was taught that
kind answers would turn away wrath, and a pleasing countenance was better than the possession of gold and silAnd down through the ages, wise men have enver.
deavored to drive these lessons home. But with all of this
teaching and our twentieth-century advancement, we are
not exceptionally cheerful, nor are we adepts m giving
kind answers at critical moments.
t'eiituries

is

Especially

associated.

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw
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best

By

Xo. 10

to strive to let

is

into their lives,

and bv

while,

so

m

a little of God's sunlight

and make living for them more worth
doing the world will be brighter and life'

C'HEKR UP.

happier; therefore.

Men

Handling
I>v

The

Fkank

ability to iiaiidle

Shlise*

men seems

to be one of the chief

mine foreman. I have heard
was a trapper, and while it is un-

points in being a successful

preached since
doubtedly true to

I

this

excellent opportunity for the practice of lessons in "good

certain extent, still I do not bemost important point. I think, among
the qualifications of a successful foreman, the first to be
considered is his knowledge of mining operations and
methods.
The term "handling men" has more than one mean-

cheer."

ing.

make the average mineworker despondent, cranky and suspicious. But, because of these
unfavorable surroundings, the mining industry offers an
things that tend to

lieve

noth-

sults

ing more contagious than cheerfulness. In a brief period
of time, it finds its way throughout the mine. Men seem
to catch it and their work is lightened, the day made
shorter and all go home to enjoy a good night's rest after
a prosperous day's work. Even the mules and machinery

tion.

From

manager

genera]

are benefited,

shorter time

to trapper boy

tliere

is

for the work has been accomplished in
and with fewer mishaps when men keep

temper throughout the daw
Good cheer is as essential to the most successful management of a mine as is the good will of the men. To
a great extent, these go hand in hand. Other things being equal, a cheerful mine manager will get better retheir

sults than one

who

tain an earnest,

gruff.

men are
are severe in correcting a fault,

faults of

who

Bosses who are able to mainmanner when discussing the
infinitely more successful than those

is

cheerful

pression in the

The best
work with

minds

results are

and

leave a bad im-

workmen in their charge.
obtained when men perform

their

a hearty good will, and have a pride in the

finished Job.

This sort of workmanship

and

a

cranky

Men at best are but
boss are .seldom found together.
grownup children. They are aflectod nearly if not quite
as

much by

their emotions ami

the emotions of others.

more time lor a manager or boss to
speak cheerfully for a minute or two to men as he travels
Men often carry to work burdens
through the mine.
It is a simple
that a cheerf\il word will make lighter.
It takes

but

little

matter to inquire as to the welfare of a sick child, or
speak approvingly of improvements noticed on the house
or in the garden at the home of the workman, or ask
about the baby and the mother.
Any manager with a little tact and ability to read
human nature can, with sincerity and cheerfulness, make
a iiig advanccnioiit in the building up of a strong organDcring No.

2.

DanvilK

to be the

it

First

)S

the placing of

men

to obtain the best re-

from their labor, and to insure their own satisfacNext comes the problem of handling them in time

This is a
of dispiites, strikes or other labor troubles.
big question in itself and often time can be saved (and
time is money)
forethought.

A

by the exercise of a

little

judgment and

is often caused over the most
For instance, a miner finds some unusual impurities in the seam, something from which it
is almost impossible to free the coal and he is then
docked.
He sends for the mine foreman to examine it
and tell him what to do. The foreman sends word that
he is well acquainted with conditions and there is noth-

great deal of trouble

trifling matters.

ing for

him

to

do but clean the

coal.

It

may

be that the

mine foreman has not been in this miner's place for a
week,and the latter, feeling that au injustice is being done
him, goes with his complaint to the company, with the
result

of

a

that trouble usually follows.

In another instance, one miner sees a fellow-workman
bringing his boy, who is under age, according to the
state laws, to the mine.
boss,

who informs him

He
that

reports the case to the pit-

:

"I

am

carrying the time-

book here and if I need any assistance, I will call on
It would have been much better had the foreman
yoit."
"I will look into the
used a bit of tact and replied:
matter am very glad you mentioned it."
It seems to me that the average mine foreman is too
He quite often resembles Simon Legree
self-important.
very knowing and important until the su])erinteiidcnt
arrives on the scone, when he becomes as meek as a lamb.
And not infrequently lie is guilty of shifting the blame

—

—

for mistakes on someone else.

The

best of

men make

mistakes and they shouhl lia\c no hesitancy in acknowledging them. It has been wisely said that: "The man
who never made a mistake, never made anvlhing."
•Elkrldge, \V. Va.

———
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Generally, the mine foreman who finds the mo.st fault
the one who ignorantly, but effeetively, multiplie,-: the
evils, and he often convicts himself while trying to con-

The cooperation of every man on the job
necessary to do this.
In this respect the workmen
themselves become undernuinagers. They study to con-

foreman has
he will use good

duct their business "with frugality and economy."
The work of the manager is thus, not only lightened,
but made more efficient.
Difficulty is sometimes met

1;

vict

someone

some

diftlcult

Of

else.

problems to

judgment he

sense and

Frequently he has a
bullheaded as himself.

course,

but

solve,

the
if

will obtain better results.

man

contend with

to

who

is

as

Such a one, having bis own
ideas of right and wrong (nearly always wrong), may
destroy the peace and contentment of others who are perHe also has some men who are never
fectly satisfied.
satisfied
men who are always on his trail, wanting to
change places, extra pay for everything they do, and so
There is also the man who is always trying to
on.
make trouble. He thinks he is the right party to lead
the men to victory, when he is simply a black sheep,
and the best thing for all concerned is to weed him out.

—

Modernizing Mine Management
By

a

defines a manager as "One who conducts business or other affairs skillfully and with frugalan economist." But, in coal mining,
ity and economy

The dictionary

;

many

factors complicate the duties of a successful

Competition

ager.

demand

man-

trade, the increased difficulty in

owing

the recovery of coal

the increasing

in

to the exhaustion of the seam,

greater safety and the ox-

for

acting requirements of large consumers of coal, together

with the

demand

when

the work

mind

man

especially

;

if

the con-

not interested in in-

is

cutting will materially increase his wage.
It is, of course, impossible for wages to increase in the
same ratio with the increased efficiency of workmen. Men
generally

are

fair

as

whole,

a

A workman who

dividuals.

they

if

are

not as in-

increases his efficiency two-

demand twice his former pay. In this
regard experience teaches that a word of encouragement
often works wonders that money cannot accomplish.
fold will seldom

cessful attempt to increase the efficiency of workmen,
a step in the ultimate increase of efficiency.

A

make

it

a practical im-

accomplishment of such a purpose, in the
and an ability, on his

of the one high in authority,

part, to inspire confidence in his subordinates.

Where

a

tendency to be stubborn someone
must be appointed to take his place, and the choice is
preferably of one within the organization. Such change
is necessary for proper discipline.
The manager must
study, standardize, instruct, condemn and reward, using
always his best tact and judgment.
Much of the expense of operation, in coal mining, occurs at the working face.
Where machines are used in
mining the coal, there is great need to study carefully

The

Trapper's
l!v

(Writtfii

"When

I'm

man."

a

.1.

1!.

f.xi.Mi

Swagger,

Ai.LAunYcK

ssly

Coal

for

.\ge.)

(pinth the ancient kid

That .-^its by the third
show some guys in
And he >pat through

"I'll

door,

we.-^t

this mine, what's what,"
his teeth

and swore.

suljordinate shows a

the conditions here, so as to expedite the

work

of cut-

ting and loading the coal and harmonize the movement.-^
of the machine man and his helper, aiul those whose duty
it

to blast

is

and load the

coal.

is often experienced when starting to cut
morning and when moving the machine from room

iluch delay
in

the

to room, in the unloading of tools, and setting of anchors
or jacks and other details. A careful study is often necessary to determine the exact cause of .such delay.
The

may

fault

machine.

the necessary rejjairs

(ause

A

may

electrician

man in charge of the
may have failed to make

re[)orted

the previous day. m- the

not rest wholly on the

The mine
lie

careful study of

ascertaining data

l)y

all the.se

which

it

conditions should result
is

jiossible to set a

"There's ^'aiikem Jones

in

stand-

ard time for each operation, barring, of course, unfore-

— the

son of a gun!

I'd give that jay a rope."

He

swallowed

And

chew and missed

a

niulc

kilh'd

his sprags.

Dick on the slope.

"And Balky I'ete," says he, as he .-tullVd
Some "long-cut" into his cheek:
"He cracks his whip like a man, but — huh!
He i-onldirl drive cows Id the creek."
".And thai lied .lack tliat swipes
And doiKs my dinner tea:

He

"And

in

my

oil.

—

slee|is

I'm

1

on the trip the roundhead dub.
raining for him," says he.

tluil

(ild

guy with the rriuge on

his chin

—

Sam Sear."* he thinks he's It;
He bosses me 'round like a blooming
But now

And

a faulty installation or e(|uipment.

is

growing feature of the new management, in coai
is the desire shown to provide for those on whom
the industry depends, giving to them comfortable places
in which to live, providing suitable amusement and education for them and their families and encouraging
thrift in the community of workers.
By this means each
worker is stimulated to do his best.
mining,

to successfully

ager in fact, to insure ultimate success.
To bring about this millennium requires an intense
desire for the

done on contract

creasing his rate of cutting in order to expedite other
work in the mine. If he is working at a certain rate
per day, he must be assured that an iiu-reased rate of

manage and harmonize these conflicting conditions. The demand is now
that every personal unit in the organization be a manpossibility for one

is

ditions are such that the

wages and redtiction of

for increased

hours on the part of the miner

man

is

In seeking to better the management of a coal mine,
every improvement in design of equipment, every suc-

Exgixeer

(.'olokado

seen accidents.

lie

slave.

has got to quit."

list, and he felt his arm
muscle ought to be;
puffed himself up and smote his chest

he clenched his

Where

And
"Oh!

the

I'll

.soon be a

man," says

he.

—
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Mouth op Slope at Heaton Mine

of Victor AjieeicAN Fuel Co., Heaton, N. M.

Tipple AXD I'owEii

Tlorsi;
Bi!i:tz.

OF El, KINS Coal
W. \'.\.

& Coke

Baktlett Suai'T at Mine of Victor Ajierican Fuel
Co., Gibson, N. M.

Co.,

HoNEYBROOK Strippings AT McAdoo, Penn.
Folds in the Coal

No.

2

Mixe of Doirixioy Coal
Breton, N.

Note

Co..

Cape

S.

Axotiier A'iew of the Anthracite Strippixgs
at McAdoo, Penn.
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Our Future

in the
By

SYNOPSIS— The

concluding article

of different export coals of the ivorld, and gives a careful
analytical comparison. The question of transportation to
the loading ports is also discussed in detail.

As already uoted iu a previous issue, the average railroad haul of Welsh coal is about 20 miles: for this distance the maximum rate chargeable is 1.75c. per tonmile; a rebate of about 35% is allowed on coal for export.
For instance, the rate from mines to Cardiff is 33.3c. for
export and 46.3c. for local use.
here that both the French and
cial rates

on coal for export.

might

also be stated

German railroads give speThe following table shows

of the different British coals as of

market value

the

It

July

1912:

1,

T.\BLE

I.

.

4.02@4.14

Large best drj-s
Best smalls (bunkers)

43® 2

2
2

Cargo smalls

13®2

56
25

Monmouthshire
Best Black Vein

$3

No. 3 Rhondda, large

No

.

.

Rhondda, smalls.

3

No. 2 Rhondda, large
No. 2 Rhondda, smalls..
Patent fuel (briquettes) ...
Special foundry coke ..
Furnace coke
Scotch Coals
Scotch ell coali
Glasgow.
Scotch steam coals, f.<
.

Newcastle coals, (F.o.b. Tyne)
$3 10@3.17
Blyth best steams.
2 43(^2 56
Blyth ordinary steam.
2 13@2 19
Blyth best smalls
2 92
Tvne prime steams
2 62(6,2 68
Tyne second
.

.

2.31@2.37

best smalls

Northumberland un2 31(g2 43

screened

Northumberland ordinary

2.31@2 43
2.49@2 68

bunkers

Glasgow
Scotch splint coals,

.

6S@3

.

77

3.90@4.14
2 92@3.04
2.92@3 04
2 07(0)2 19
4. 39@4 62
6.57(3i6.82
4 62(g»4 87
.

2

56@2.70

2

56@2.68

f.<

2.74@2.86

Glasgow
Fife steam
ilethil
Fife treble

coals,

f.o.b-

nuts,

fo.b-

Methil

2

92@3

2

56@2.58

04

Good Durham bunkers...
3.29
Wear gas coal
3 20
Durham gas coal

grades in question, as well as the coal beds
from which they are mined.
The United States fuels considered in this comparison
different

New

known under the trade names of Pocahontas
Both of these come from what is called

River.

by the state and U. 3. Geological Surveys, the New EiverPocahontas area of West Virginia both are found in the
same geological measures, known as the Pottsville Series,
the Pocahontas coal from the Lower Group and the
New River from the Middle Group. The estimated total
area uuderhiid by these coals is about 1,648,000 acres, or
;

about 9,888,000,000 tons of available coal.

much

of that from the No. 3, but the

amount

so small as to be negligible in this comparison.

The Pocahontas No.

—The Xo.

3 Pocahontas underlies
approximately 300 square
miles. The thickness of the bed will run from 41/^ to 12
ft., the average for the entire field being about GYz

Analyses

—The

water

level,

following analyses are taken from the

various publications of the U. S. Geological Survey, the

Mines and the West A'irginia State GeoWe also give analysis of a picked sample, made by J. & H. S. Pattinson, Xewcastle, England, as showing the purity of the clean coal
No. 1
Average of 205 mine samples, from 64 mines,

U.

Bureau

S.

of

logical Survey.

—
analysis from the ones averNo. la— The
above.
aged
Xo.
Xo. lb — The worst single analysis from the ones averXo.
above.
aged
mine samples from three mines,
Xo. — Average
Geological Survey Bulletin 362.
U.
four samples, actual shipment. U.
Xo. 3 — Average
U.

Geological Survey. 1909.

S.

best single

as

1

as

1

of five

3 bed has been \inder

S.

of

Geological Survey Bulletin 362.
No. 4 Average of samples from

—
—

15

mines,

M'ost

Virginia State Survey, 1911, Bulletin 2.
No. 5 Average of samples from 38 mines.
Virginia State Survey, 1908, Vol. II (A).

West

—
—
1909-10, U.
Geological Survey.
I'anama
5530
shipped
the
No. 6b — Worst average
Geological Survey.
Panama Canal, 1909-10, U.
shipped
the Panama
181,000
Xo. 7 — Average
Geological Survey, Bulletin 428.
Canal. 1908-09, U.
No. — Analysis of samples from 100 tons shipped

Average of 407,326 tons, shipped to the PanaCanal. 1909-10, Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 41,
Xo. 6a Best average of 5021 tons, shipped to the

No. 6

ma

S.

Caiial,

of

tons,

to

S.

of

tons,

to

S.

8

About 90 per cent, of the Pocahontas coal is mined
from the Xo. 3 Pocahontas bed, which is generally conThe coal from the upper
sidered to be the standard.
thin beds is, as a whcile, not equal in quality to that from
the No. 3 bed, with the exception of the Davy-Sewell
bed, which is correlated with the Sewell bed of the Xew
River field proper. There is also a small tonnage of coal
from the Xo. 4 Pocahontas lied that is quite equal in
is

Area and Thickness

a large area above

to

Navv and made

the U. S.

Pocahontas Coals

quality to

of the field.

S.

In making any comparison between the coals of the
United States and Welsh product, we should first have a
clear understanding as to the names and quality of the

and

its quality and to the intelligent manner in
was put on the market and advertised by Messrs.
Castner & Curran, who for many years were the exclusive
The foresight and sagacity of
sales agents for this coal.
F. J. Kimball, former president of the Norfolk & Western
Ry., on which line all of the Pocahontas mines are located, also had much to do with the rapid development
it

2

.

are those

— III

largely to

which

feet.

.

Xo. 10

986,000 tons of coal and 25,000,000 tons of coke have
been produced.
This coal is probably the best known,
especially in foreign countries of all American coals, due

COMPAR.\TIVE VALUE OF VARIOUS ENGLISH COALS

South Wales (F.o.b. Cardiff)
84 0S@4 26
Best Admiralty large
3.65@3.90
Admiralty seconds
3.53@3 65
Large ordinaries

Tyne

Export Trade

3.

F. E. Wadleigh'*

on this
third and
This installment discusses the monetary value

subject.

Vol.

development

since 1883, since which time to the close of 1910, 101,-

into briquettes, 1907, Bulletin

362.

No.

9-

— Selected

sample.

Analysis by J.

& H.

S.

Pat-

tinson, Newcastle, England.

£

—

Western Ry. All Pocahontas coal for ocean
hauled to tidewater at Hampton Roads over
this road
the average distance from the mines is 376
miles and the freight rate $1,40 per gross ton, or 3.70
mills per ton-mile: the weight of a coal train hauled to
the Lamberts Point terminal and piers with one locomotive is 4200 net tons. There are three piers at Lam-|
NorfolJc

shipment

is

;

Point for dumping coal into ships and the best
During
da_\''s dumping was -26,851 tons.
year ending Mar. 31, 1912, 3,827,121 tons of coal were
dumped at these piers, A contract has been let and
berts

record for one

—

.

March

8,
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begun on a uew steel pier, 1200 ft. long and 00 ft.
with an estimated capacity of 1700 tons per hour.

•p-ork
l:ii,di,

Xew

Xo. 10

U.

There are three beds of coal in the New River field,
Sewell, Fire Creek and Beckley, although there are never
more than two of these of workable tliiekness in the same
iocalitv the largest percentage of coal mined comes from
ihe Sewell bed.

The

same and no distinction

is

is

prac-

nuulo between them

in shipping.

has been under development since 1873, and
the coal has been used by the U. S. Xavy since 1878 the
output last year was 9,898,000 net tons.

The

field

;

TABLE

IL

Volatile

.

,

Fixed carbon
Ash...

Carbon ...
Hydrogen,
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Sulphur.
B.t.u.**

of

Wilco.x

shipment of 100

Co.

of

five

analvses

Hill.

of

four analvses--

Hill.

of six analyses

H.

—

J.

&

S. Pattinson.

X^ew River coal is hauled over the Chesapeake & Ohio
Ry. to Xewport Xews and over the ^'irginian Ry. to
Sewalls Point.
Chesapeake tf- Ohio R.li. The average distance from

—

TYPICAL ANALYSES OF THE DIFFERENT GRADES OF POCAHONTAS COALS
la

Moisture

—
sample from
—Babcock &
Boiler
Xo. 12 — Selected
average
W.
Xo. 13 — Selected sample average
W.
No. 14— Selected sample axerage
sam])le

J.

J.

from each bed

from 11.700-ton cargo of
mines

Collier •"Cyclops." ,luly 27. 10 12. five

tons

:

tically the

— Average of samples

Xavy

represented.
Xo. 11
Analysis

Eivee Coals

heating value of the coal

S.

365
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and Fuvrc & Silbennami L-alorimeters and comparatively
few ivith the bomb (Mahler) calorimeter, as used iu the
United States. The Thomson instrument gives uniformIv lower results than does the Mahler type, while the
Favre & Silbermaiin determinations are liable to error,
owino- to the delicacy .of the instrument, and the results
obtained are usuallv higher than those obtained from
However, the

given elsewhere, show very

as

results,

difference between the coals undei- coiisideratiou

—The

show that the ash content
The United
of the two kinds of coal is about the same.
States coals have sometimes shown a greater amount of
refuse under boilers, because, where comparative tests
have been made the grates were designed for burning the
Welsh product and the stokers were accustomed to handIJijtr

it.

results of analysis

—

Here the United States coals have a slight
advantage, although the amount of sulphur in any of
the coals is too small to be of importance.
The Welsh coals are uniformly lower
Volatile Matter
Sulpliur

—

m

than the local product, which lowers their heatvalue to some extent (see remarks under Table IV)
and causing them to give off slightly less smoke, althougli
this is largely a question of proper combustion condivolatile

iiig

and

U<ins

firin"-.

TABLE
1*

86

Moisture
Volatile

19 61

Fixed carbon

76 05
3 46

Ash
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen

85.29
4.87
3.99

Nitrogen
Sulohur
B.tu..

Air

1 53
83
15,006
.

...'..'.'.. ..

dried.

lb

la*
77
17 24
79 42
57
2

86.26
4.93
4.22
1 48
.

0.677

4.707
3.415
1 44
0.749

0.812
17.27
77.588
4.33
85.092
4.546
3.974
1 366
0.746

15,263

14,857

15,007

19. 6H

19 625

74 13
5.16
83 05
4.94
4.53
1 46
0.86

76.842
3 564

.

.

....
...

•83.846
.

.

.

.

54
15,286

14,666

unable

to

iiud

a

jicrcentage

the

that

clinker

of

refuse

total

to

is

smaller,

^^^^^^ Obtained from Actual Trials
When

each coal is burned under suitable conditions, the
evaporative results obtained from New Eiver-Pocahoiilas
fuels will be quite as high as those yielded by the

Welsh

Under certain conditions, the former coals will
show greater economy and make more steam per pound
coals.

owing to their superior coking qualand higher percentage of volatile matter.
As stated elsewhere, the Welsh export coal is harder
and is usually screened at least once, hence reaching the
consumer with a larger percentage of lumps, while on the

of coal per hour,
ities

other hand,

of the 'New

all

River-Pocahontas coals are

riin-of-mine or "wro't thro'" coals and are not screened

This

al all.

American

often the basis for comi>laints against the

is

although it is really an advantage, as
good run-of-mine, semibituminous coal will yield better
results than lump coal; the stoker has less lalior on account of the coking qualities and the swelling of the
coals,

1.107
20.50
73.37
4 96

5.395

4.84

9*

8*

7t

NEW RIVER COALS
11

lOt

1.46
20.36
73.89
4 35

20 B2
74.80
4 58

813

0.828

0.837

0.68

14.881

15,053

15,007

14,934

0.705
15,215

any

12

94
22 16
75 85

21.90
78.10

20.32
75.87
1.75

135

199

14
1.51

13

20 399
75.99

174
86 29
4,60
3.54
1
50
76

14,985

302

...

15.159

46
15,440

15,514

15,516

Dry.

1

each kind of coal.
Freparalion The United States coals are not. on the
whole. as well prepared as the WeLsli. More care is taken
with the Welsli coals both in mining and cleaning and
they are prepared to suit more nearly the needs of the

—

and consumer.
fMrge and SmaU Coal— The slack or small coal in the
local rnn-of-mine product is pure and of higher value
tlian that from the Welsh coals. This is conclusively
shown by analyses of briquettes from each, those from
the Welsh coal being made from the dock screenings of
the large coal, while those from the New River-Pocahontas were made from the run-of-mine smalls.
I)uyer

The following analyses

of briquettes will be of interest

'''^'''^'

weUh

.NewRuer-Pocahonta,-—
Fixedcarbon
Ash
Sulphur
Hydrogen

1 40
19.88
73 22
5.50
0.58
4.32

06
1
17.30
76 13
5.31
0.65
4.70

2 70
20.28
72 74
4.28
0.81
4 94

S?f?oTen

'o89

'fo9

1«

B.t.u

been

has

.

an equal anti-calorific value with the ash. In this respect
the Welsh coals .show slightly better, although the combined ash and oxygen will give about the same totals with

Oxygen

writer

standard New Biver-Pocahontas coal
showed an average of over 2600° F. Actual experience
lu burning Welsh and Xew River-Pocahontas coals under
boilers has shown, in specific cases, that the latter coals
will not clinker any more readily than do Welsh coals,

6-t

0.65
21.94
73.62
3.79

—

Moisture

— The

series of tests of a

5*

4'

3t

O.n/geii
The researches of Dr. David Wiiite have
shown that the oxygen content of any coal has a distinct
and constant relation to its heating value and that it
niav be considered as an impurity and as having nearly

Volatile

Cluikeiv

TYPICAL ANALYSES OF DIFFERENT GRADES OF

III

2t

OS

1

Vol. 3, X... 10

actual tests of the ash-fusing jjoint of Welsli coals;

:

as regards theoretical heating value, the Sew Kiver-Pocaliontas coals yield slightly higher B.t.u. values.

Ash

E

(?

^H"!

the Mahler.
little

A

.

.

.

5 09

2.90

4.77

14,796

14,836

14,886

1

.

.50

16.50
73 00
9.00
0.81

92
15.87
75.52
7 69
.

18 50

7.40

1

30

90

4

14,089

70

7 60

80
3.80
''

'"

3 00

13,740 13.890

mass when
the

coal

luirniiig. gives

falling

I'rniii

through grates and makes less smoke,
Firing The amount of work done by the stoker or
fireman, accustomed to handling the New River- Pocahontas coals, will be less, in a day's run. than that done
by a Welsh-coal fireman, when burning equal <|uantities

—

under similar conditions.
The cormof Heating Surfar(
sion and wear of heating surfaces, grates and connections
and the cleaning of tubes is about the same with both

of each coal

—

Wear and Currosion

kinds of coal.

—There

will be found less vaiiaRiver-Pocahontas coals tliaii
y^^ t^e 26 Welsh coals on the British Admiralty list,
Stoirage— The New River-Pocahontas coals, being all
run-of-mine. will stow more closelv and will vicld more

Variation in Quality

ijon in quality iu the

New

f^^^ ^^ space" occupied,

^.^i^j^

p^.j.

j^^^^ ^jj^j^^

specific

tlic

two coals (Welsh and New River-Pocahontas) being practicallv the same, 1.27 to 1.31.
Wealhcring nud Storage— The heat value loss under
storage iiiav be considered as negligible with both the
oals'uuder consideration. Recent exhaustive tcsts luadc
„ , ,
i
|,y the United States Bureau of Mines have proved that,

j,,.avitv

of the

i

,

,

,

,

3 90

13,167

50

prevents

conilmstion,

quicker

.

6 60

'''"
...

1

into a iimrc or less cellular

t-iial

tx-

,

i

..

under actual storage Conditions, uiidcr covcr. Ill the oiH'ii
i1
1,
A
11
V
+
+1 „
;;nd uiidcr Water, 111 hotli hot and cold climates, the lo;-s
in heating value of the New River-Pocahontas coals is
'•

l

,

,,

ICSS tlUUl

,
1

j.

,„>rc..iit
vp'ir
tCUt. npr
per }tdT.
pCr

1

.

I

Maivh

A

C
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from the Xew River-Pooahontas mines
same coals are the only ones that the
V. S. Government will accept for the Panama Canal
work, where thousands of tons are kept in storage, in
the open, under the most likely conditions for spontaneous combustion to take place, proves that these are, from
actual experience, known to be comparatively free from
There is no bifires due to spontaneous combustion.
tuminous coal that is not liable to tire, under certain
conditions and the Welsh coals are n<jt excepted from
done

so for years,

tiid

that these

this liability.

New

must not be thought that

It

There are large markets in Europe and
South America for coals used in the manufacture of illuminating gas and at least two large gas works in South
America have contracted for a year's supply from this

Our gas

way

coals are quite equal in every

those from Great Britain and there

to

no reason why we.

is

should not share in this business.
The following laboratory results are the average obtained from eleven mine samples of best Durham (England
gas coal, compared with results obtained from a
shipment of 50 tons of West Virginia gas coal in actual
)

jirac'lice:

We
Durha
1)2

01

30 17
20
1.19
4 76
07 9.3

3.i

10

1

IS

11.115

10,S42

10.05

17.42

«li

11

1

Ash
Coke

.

yield

Candlepower

my

In

enter.
The coals now used for this purpose come
mostly from England (Carditf and Swansea), the best
of which come from the liluuulda Xo. 3 seam in Wales

(analysis given elsewhere).

While these are very pure
have been famous for years, they are not in any way
sujierior to the highest grade smithing coals of the United
States, such as Piedmont, Xew River, N'alley Forge,
Blossburg and Pocahontas.
I
witnessed a test of ordinary Pocahontas slack from a cargo of steam coal, in
a railway shop in Chile, against Swansea smithing coal
;uul

The market

River-Pocahontas

foreign trade.

Sulphur

in

to

5 73
74,91

alsd be a

high-volatile coals of the I'nited

large mai'kct

for coke in South

that are suit-

States,

:

tion ])er square loot of heating surface pvr hour. or.

other words,

make

the most steam per ininiite and

iii

when

and under suitable ccuiditioiis will
smoke; they are also hard and luiripy and

handled

little

stand trans])ortation well.

E]xports from the United States during same period
were 1,023,839 short tons, most of- which went to Mexico
and Cuba. Germany also sent 171,000 tons of coke to
South America and Mexico during 1911.
Our best Eastern cokes are as good as either the Welsh
Durham or German and can be put on sliijjs at a lower
]iriic.
Present quotations on best Durham fonmlry coke
are $4.76 f.o.b. Tyne ports, while ordinary Cardiir
foundry coke is quoted at $5.24(0 7.20 f.o.b. and Special
foundry $7.44(« 7.67.
Analvses of United States and British cokt^s are given
below
Durliani Foundry Cokes

Fi.vd

.Mil.
Volatili

90.311

i!.

.

Ash.
Sulphur
Moisture
Phosphorus

hjiig

1

decideilly

inferior

inentione<l

in

way

every

to

the

I'nited

States

abo\c: they are testing Japanese coal
We should secure jjractically

this year, also high volatile.

of this

all

Typical

S.40
85
0.45

are given
Moisture
Fixed earbon
Volatile matter

Anh
Sulphur
B.t.u

of

I'nit.Ml

100

147
r>7 HO
34 83

.32

12

on

7.30
92

0.89

14,1.53

The.se ,i-,nl-M'» are taken from the
I
and represent actual shipments*.

14.1.51

i;.

1

02

17
9.5

87
4.01

31

91
14.821

S. Geological

S7
02 19

128
59

0.3

4.58
«8

33.77
.5 02
0.08

14,770

14.333

.32.30

Survey

....

7.87
0.91
0.10

5.47
0.60
0.08
0.003

5.97
0.774

0.022

FouTidry Cokes

92.69
.

I,

3 78
,59

0.7.38

1.14

0.345
0.000

S.i!|.l,in

-\lni-i.iM
I'l.u^i.le.ni.-

The
S.

..

0.007

1.34
5 24

0.09
0.36
007

91.85
1.26
6.73
0.55

0.16
.

51
1

.S4

..

0041

Elk-

Host
Connclls-

horn
92.74
1.033
5.03
0.451
0.142
003

ville

91.00
1.70
7 30

0.47
0(112

are from the following authorities:
Survey, Hulletins 261. :)18 and 291);

Geological

by John
Cokes."

The

Kiver
93.04

Creek,
Va.

21

7.75

alio\(' analy.ses'

I'ullon:

('(ike,"

and

New

U0.20

.

5.63
1.09
0.59

Greenwell's

"British

Coals

idiiiparisdus given above are baseil. jiartly on

healing

\alues

of

the

coals considered,

rrom the

th,-

best

parlly on an experience riiiithrough some lifteen years i<\' actual conlaet with
the handling of Xew River-Pocahnntas fuels in foreign

available iiiforinal ion. and
iiing

markets.
solution of the exjiort (piestion for the UnitiHl

finjls

States shii)i)ers lies in the eveatioii of a consolidated selling agency to handle the sales of all Eastern coal to

1.54

an agency should have not only
head to direct the whole business,
but also a first-class technical department.
This department slioiild liave charge of the inspection and
jireparation of the coal, as well as its handling.

below:
nS.92

Wclsli

93.234

....

Pocahontas
92.094
0.341
5 822

Ky.
94.66
0,410

Fixed i:irlion
Xnl,u\r
A

The only

locnniotivc

States

93.79

...

Toms

South .Vniciican railwav trade.
analy.s's

91.00

.

I'incville.

U.

ago as lilO'i, a cargo of such \\'es( \'iigiiiia
roal was shipped to Chile and gave excellent results on
the State Railways. The.se same railways are now using
large amounts of Anslralian ( U;,20() tons) and ChiU'an
(10;{.()()0 tons) coals, both of which arc high volatile an.
coals

also quite

is

is

1.061,000 long tons.

''>'>

As

coke used

all

"

There are nn belter l<icomotive coals in ihc world lliaii some of the niediuin
high volatiles (.'>(i in
per cent.) mined in West \'irgiiiia
and Pennsylvania Ihey will yield the highest evapoi'a-

will

America

imported from England
und Germany and Australia. No late consumption figures are obtainable, but it is a business well worth looking into. In 190!) coke was exported from South Wales
as follows, in long tons:
Chile and Peru, 6358; Argentine, 13,513; Uruguay, 12,.5-13; Brazil, 12,618; Cuba.
2Gi)3.
The total British exports of coke in 1911 were
extensive: nearly

in

able for use as Incunintixc fuel.

pro])erly

that were entirely satisfac-

:

iIhtc will

opini(ui.

South .\merica and the West Indies, and possibly in
some of the Mediterranean countries, for the medium

make

re.sults

tory, at a lower price for the coal.

are the only local ones that can compete in the

country.

There is also quite a lai-gc market for smithing coals
South America which «c lia\e ne.ver made any effort

ami the former gave

AM) Locomotive Coals

(iAs

CI .a Is

367

—

While for obvious reason.-:,
eoniparative figures or tests are availai)le, the fail
that the U. S. Navy gets its main supplies now, and has
Spuiilaiieous Coinbuaiiun

AaE

Ti

.58.307
34 985
4 499

887

Hulletins, 382-348

foreign countries.
a

single

Sii.cli

resjionsible

.

C
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Suggested Anthracite Steam Sizes

N2|-

N94- BUCKWHEAT or CULM

BUCKWHEAT

Staxiueds for Axthracite Steam Sizes,
RfXOJtMEXDED BY THE AmeHICAX SOCIETY
OF Mechaxtcal Engixekks IX the Society's J 0!(.rna/, ?>rOVEMBEIf.

11)1

3:

Circular Screen or Opening
ThrouKh or Over Which Coal
Will Pass, Inches

Through

Steam Grades

Pea

!

A

No. 1 buckwheat
No. 2 buckwheat
No. 3 buckwheat
No. 4 buckwheat or culm

I'ower states that

-h

A
A
tlie sizes

specified

Ovei

A
A

'h

A
by the

Xi'W York City Department of Water Supply.

Gas and Electricity are practically the same as
coal, which is specified
as coal which will pass throiiEth W^-m. and

above except for pea

N2
PowtR

2-BUCKWHEAT OR

RICE

over

i/o-in.

openings.

ilarth

S.
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Economical Steam Mine Hoists
Srix'iAi.

('oiaiESPOXDExcK

6'YXOPSIS—For

shafts over Uni) to loOO ft. deep tlic
frst-inotion Corliss type of hoist appears to he iJie most
economical, hut for sliaUower deptlis even the simple
slide-valve engine has the advantage. For such locations
a valve with a cutoff which is varied automatically has

developed shoiring salisfaclory results.

lieen

economy

is

.subject

a

Fk;.
hoisted

from the mine has

of

ra]M(lly

1.

.\

market

^S-fJd-iy.

flgers

ment

of

high

fuel

economy

is

value,

desirable,

if

ma.ximum

profits are to be obtained.
llii.n

In

and

the iron

l-!(i)\o\iv

and copper

fields

The pliotograph. Fig. ], shows a typical Lake Superior
'ountry first-motion hoist. It is equipped with steam re\erse and steam brakes and an automatic throttle-closing
mechanism, which cuts off the steam from the main
throttle at a fixed point in the hoist, so that if the engineer should forget to throw his lever at the proper
time, the steam will be shut off automatically and it will
be impossible for the skip or cage to come to the lauding under steam pressure.

Coui.rss llois

further safety device

is the automatic brake, which
goes into action in a similar iiuinner. in rase the brake
levers should not be thrown, in time to stop the hoist
at the landing.

.\

For mines

Moists
of northern

m

Fri.'sT-iroTiox

ami niaiiarc realizing that the installation of power equipa

mines of over 1200 or 1500
depth, such hoists could be employed with great operating economy.
The ordinary Corlts hoisting plants
will consume about one-third as much coal
a given
space of time a- the plain slide-valve engines usually
employed.

growing
interest to all coal-mine owners and managers.
A few
j'ears ago, many owners did not seem to appreciate that
liie use of engines and machinery, high in consumption
of steam, were profit wasters.
Then, too, it was customary to burn run-of-niine or lump coal under the
boilers, grades which found a ready market.
At the present time, practically every grade of coal
Ol)erating

lion Corliss plants, hut in

ft.

less

than 1000 or 1800

ft.

depth, uliiih

in

are the rule in coal mines in this country,

Michigan

the precious-metal mines of the West, lioists of
high economy have long been favorites.
In the Lake
Superior country, first-motion hoists with Corliss enin

gines and many refinements, are necessary in order to
produce tlie heavy tonnages from the great depths there

encountered.
In ordinary coal-mining work, the depths of the shafts
are not sufficient to permit thi. in-tallation of fir.<t-mo-

it

is

out of

the question to use first-motion Corliss hoists, as already mentioned, on account of the limitations in sj)eed
of the Corli.ss valve-gear, requiring engines unduly large
^'or the service rendered.
In shafts only a few hundred
feet in depth, after the load

lutions of the engine
cutoff

in

action,

so

Avill

that

would be needlessly high
extravagant

in fuel

is

be
a

accelerated, but few revo-

made with
direct-acting

in first cost,

the automatic
Corliss

plant

and actually more

than a slide-valve engine.

COAL AGE
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Corliss geared lioists have also been tried for shallow

but as in the case of first-motion hoists, engines
disproportionately large had to be supplied, to keep the
Mumber of revolutions as low as possible.

iiiiues,

Yol.

quarters to one-quarter at the latest setting, and from
four-tenths to one-tenth at the earliest.

The

cutoil is out of the question.

Tt

would require an en-

the proper point of cutoff when the luad is under full
luotion, and to lengthen the cutoff again, at the end of

at

liie

trip.

Xeilhcr would

be possible for the engineer

it

most economical point each time,
owing to variations in steam pressure and load.

lo set the cutott at its

The engine

of this hoist

is

of the jilaiu di)uble slide-

licratcd

1

The brakes

Fre.
ties,

2.

A

Tyi'ical.

(jE.MtEi).

As the

the load from the bottom.

le\<'r

is

to

pullc(l

start

inuk.

admits steam to an au.xiliary valve nunhnnisni ami ylincler.
The piston of this cylinder actuates a crank and
shaft, which in tui'ii moves a vertical rack at the rear
These racks engage pinions, one
tind of eiicb cylinder.
The admisat the outer end of each cutoff-vahe stem.
it

(

sion of steam to the au.xiliary cylinder, therefoi'e. automatically places the main \'alves in the |iosition of ihe

shortest cutoff.

\\

the end

the lever, to close the main

<if

the trip, the rcxcrsal

thi-ottles,

admits steam

<ir

to the

opposite side of the piston on the au.viliary cylinder, anil
the cutoff is restored to its first position.

As

stated above, no

attention to the eulolV

meebanism

needed, after the ecccid:rics baxc been set. to senii'e
the most economical operation possible with the serxiee
factors of steam and load pressure which are pre\alent.
The slide valves are oiierafcd by se])arate eccenfrics, with
is

all

haiulshaft.

are

with cut teeth of the short involute pattern, rendering the action of the hoist smooth and quiet.
steel,

\\

bile

these hoists have been used for the most ]iart

iron mines of the

Lake Superior district, in whirh
they have given excellent service, there are many ronditions met with in coal mining wherein they would take
care of the required output satisfactorily and result in
in ilic

a tremendous saving in fuel over the i)lain slide-valve
engines in such general use at the jircsent time.

iDifficulties in

Indian Mining

In an address before the Xational Association of Col-

f

admitting steam during the entire stroke

in

thrown by steam, with a handwheel for
t!se in emergency or when the plant is not tnider steam.
The gear is of semi-steel, and the pinion is made of cast

valve pattern, the valve-gear placing no limit on the
The nicihanism conspeed at which it can be run.
trolling the automatic cutoff is so arranged that no e.vtra

bought or action is required on the part of tlie engineer.
When the steam-admission lever is pulled, the Mrst two
or three inches of its movement opens the main throt-

embody the most mndern ]:>ractice
The engines are rc\crsible. by a standard
link motinn.
The drum is keyed to the

hoists

details.

gineer's constant attention, tn gi\c his engine steam for
•"he entire stroke when starting the load, to set the valves

Xo. 10

ihc usual link motion, a third eccentric being employed
lor the cutoff.
The range of the cutoff is from three-

Slide-valve Hoist with Aftomatic Cutoff
After much study, tlie Sullivan Mai-hinery Co. has
developed an automatic slide-valve type ol' hoist which
]uis now been in satisfactory use for several years.
In hoisting engines, hand adjustment of the point of

:l,

liery

Managers (Yorkshire lu-anch). Kngland. J. R. R.
a British mine inspector, tohl the following tale:

Wilson,

Automatic

Si.idi'.-valve

Hoist

In India instead of usins canarips or mice as indicators "t
tlie presence of carbon monoxide in fighting" mine fires thi-y
.\ gang of men in chargf of
use chicl^ens quite frequently.
ii
Eurasian was building ,a stopping to close in a mine fiii'.
As a precaution a chicken Wds placed inby, and the man in
charge went frequently to ascertain if it was dead or alive.
The men knew ver.v well that if the chicken died they
could be sent out of the mine and moreover would receive
Taking advantage of the boss' tendency
their wages in full.
to doze, a man would .slip away from the rest, and after
quietly wringing the chicken's neck would return to work.
.\fter awhile, they would contrive to make a noise which
would waken the boss, who would immediately jump up, go
and examine the chicken, only to find it dead. The men, of
course, were sent out of the mine without delay.
'i'be

Indian's method of work

Mr. Wilson said
The whole family goes

ject

is

peculiar.

On

this sub-

:

into the mine, latlur. mother and
children, leaving the hut locki'd up. The males dig the co;\l
and the women carry it, often long distances and ."iO lb. to a
load.
The first mine I visited was a shaft and when the
age came up a woman with a black baby In her arms stepped
o>it of the cage.
I
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mid and sometimes hot atmosphere

in Collieries

of a mine is extremetrying to an electrical installation and the remarkable
fact is not that breakdowns occur, but that they are not
far more common.
Their infrequeney points to the excellence of the work which is now being turned out by
ly

Si'icciAi. 1'oi:i;i;.si'o\iii;N('i;

SVNOPSL^ — Mum/

vpi'i-alurs ami miiie mitiiayers loolr
more or less justifiable suspicion upon the employment of electricity a.s' a motive power in mines.
This article calls atfnitioii In souic of the rnnimon diffiifith

cultics

irhicli

occur

iu

llic

npcrdHint

<//

uiolors

umlrr-

g round.

motor manufacturers.
It will often be found, also, that the cause of trouble
with an electric drive is traceable not to the motor itself
but to the apparatus controlling it.
Here, again, al-

though occasionally the

There

come

is

im ilmiht that eh'ctric power

to stay,

and that

its

in eollieries' lias

introduction has proved a dis-

advantage in tiie processes entailed in the actual
mining and transporting of the coal to the surface. It
is, however, (juite a matter of ordinary experience that a
great many mine operatives and even managers have a
certain amount of distrust of electric power which is
not altogether without foundation iu actual experience.
The large number of electrical plants which are worktinct

ing satisfactorily and with good results in economy rather
tends to show that where trouble has occurred it may

Hence there is jushave been more or less preventalile.
tification in bringing forward one or two notes of a minor
character concerning incidents which have happened in
connection with electro-motive power in mines in order
to expose the causes which lead to such ditfieulties and
also to indicate to a certain extent the way in which they
might have been avoided.
LlTTLIC TliOfiiLKS

A

WllK

11

fault

freiiuenlly caused

is

may

lie with the manufacthrough insufficient atten-

was I'oiiiiil in coniii'ciioii with tlie motor driving a
and tail haulage that it started up very sluggislily
and was therefore dilliciilt to control. The trouble gradIt

mam

ually became so bad that at last

it

was quite often the

case that the rope was broken.

overhaul

motor

Eventually a thorough
investigation was made not only of the

and

itself,

but

of the controlling apparatus.

al.so

was then discovered that the liquid starter which
was being used had not been cleaned out for mouths, but
as the water evaporated a fresh supply had simply been
added.
As these replenishments had been obtained from
the mine itself, it can be readily understood that when
the tank was emptied a ciuisidcralile (piantity of mud
and other imintrities was rcnioxcd.
After clean water bad been provided and the requisite amount of salt added, it was found that the machiite which had been gixiiig so much trouble woi'ked in
It

a

troiililc

it

tion to the needs of the e(|uipment.

(!i;o\\

which occurs in collieries is
due to the fact that apparatus is fre(|utiitly placed in an
awkward and ill-lighted position and is moreover not algreat deal of the

turer,

satisfactory

perfectly

In

luaiiuer.

mine management learned

a

instance

this

flu,'

valuable lesson on the im-

jjortance of a thorough pci'iodic overhaul.

Tin;

.M.\Ki;i:

Mi

CoNijinicii

.sr

Exacting

riii':

ways given the proper amount of attention. The result
is that troubles which at first may be insignificant and

Conditions

easily preventable, if allowed to accumulate, develoj) into

As was mentioned above, it sometimes occurs that the
manufacturer has not thorotighly grasped the peculiar

quite serious matters.

A

llii- nalnre is to be found iu conbreakdou n of an alternating-current
motor which was employed to drive a dip puni]). This
machine had been in operation for some time, but little
attention being bestowed upon it. and, owing to the intrusion of grit into one of the bearings, this bearing ullirnfortnnatcly. however, the man in
malely seized,
charge of the plant failed lo stop the motor. ]ierliaps
hardly realizing that anylhiiig .seriims was wrong.

very typical case of

nection

One

witli

of

the

two things was. of course bound to occur.
would be serious enough to stop the

Hlither the seizing

motor and

iience by a \irtual short-circuit blow the fuse,

or the bearing itself would have to give way.

The

latter

bush which seized on
the shaft was found to be running round with it, and the
amount of heat geneiated was naturally considerable.
In order to effect a repair the brass had to be knocked

actually

off the

The
ning

shaft by

The

means

brass

of sets and thoroughly scraped.

shaft wa.s then replaced and the machine was runagain in two hours after having been stopped.

TaUing

may

occurred.

into account the serious nature of the seizing, this

be reckoiu'd a

it was a matter
with proper atten-

very fpiick job, but

which should not have oecuired

at all

tion.
.\

great deal of trouble with

motor drives

in collieries

occurs through failure of insulation due to the
cations in which they are called upon to work.

damp loThe hu-

conditions attendant

on mine operation.

that apparatus w bidi

may

ab(jve g]-ounil,

fails

iu

The

result is

work satisfactorily
mining service. This often appt'rform

its

plies to the auxiliaries.

The

teiiipi-i-ature of a

that comiiioii in a
is

a

amount

large

pliere.

mine
and

IVei|uently

is

factoi-y

in

in excess of

addition to this

of moisture contained

These causes sometimes lead

to

tliei-e

the atiuos-

in

breakdown.

In one itistallation, for example, the no-voltage coils

on some
the

oil

failure

switches rejieatedly burned out.
occurred twice in one week.

ments could not be used without these
switch was fastened in, and as this was
ceeding, a considerable
.Vfter various

methods

tried without success,

it

number

Sometinms

The

coils,

a

instru-

unless the

dangerous pro-

of stojipages took place.

to obviate the difficulty had been
was decided that the root of the

matter lay in the fact, that. c<msi<lering the temperature and humidity of the air, the coils were of loo small
a cross-section for the current density they carried, and
as a result they were rewound with a slightly larger
After
wire, provided with a bettor class of insulation.
this

had been done the trouble entirely

cea.sed.

very useful instance of the extra care and
attenti(m which has to be paid by manufacturers of electrical mining equipment in order to .safeguard against

This

is

a

the extremely .severe conditions of operation which prevail.
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Railroad Coaling Plants in England
British Coerespondexce
Description of one of the newest railroad coaling stations in Great Britain. Provision is made for cleaning
the smoke-boa-

and

tubes,

dropping the

fire,

filling

tank

and

coaling the locomotive, all of which operations are
accomplished in 24 min., as compared with 11/4 to

1%

hr.

at

method previously in
a high speed and Is designed
bji

the

labor costs

use.
to

The plant operates
reduce breakage and

to a iiiinini un:.

in the country,

it is

the Joint design of Mr. Cooke and the

builders of the machines.

The increasing consumption of coal at the Crewe depot,
and other causes, made the cost of transferring it from
the cars, amount to 7.o8c. per ton. This high price, and
the fact that the tonnage dealt with

the largest on the

is

London & North- Western system, were two of
cipal

factors

leading to the adoption of a

the prin-

mechanical

coaling plant.
All

interesting

description

of

the

ineohanical

CON.SIDKKATIOXS AffIXTIXG DesIGX

coal

handling plant recently installed by the Loudon & Northwestern Ey. Co. is contained in a paper read before the
British Institution of Civil Engineers at the end of November by C. J. Bowen Cooke, Chief Mechanical EnginThis plant removes the coal autoeer of the company.
matically from the car, conveys it to the overhead bunkers, measures it. and ])laces it on tlie tender without hand
shoveling of any description. This is the first of its kind

In designing the new plant
sider the following points:
coal

1

1

it
)

was now dealt with by hand

was necessary

The cheap
;

i

of obtaining reliable statistics of a
British requirements;

(3)

2

)

to con-

rate at which

the impossibility

plant suitable

the large size of coal

for

mined

in England;
(4) the class and size of coal cars in use;
(")) the restricted area available in most railroad yards;
(11) the regular and adequate supply of coal;
(7) the
high cost of land for extensions and alterations to yards;
(8) the impracticability of one plant capable of dealing
economically with coal between (i) car and tender (ii)
ear and stack, and (iii) stack and car or tender:
(9)
the varied local conditions existing at steamsheds on any
one line;
(10) the large outlay necessary for installing
a plant and the cost of working; and (11) the breakage

of coal.

With regard

to point Xo. S, the various

known

plants capable of dealing economically with

all

existing

the condi-

would limit the choice to one or two
was not required to exceed, say,
3000 tons. In cases where this tonnage was to be greater
there was also a choice of two and where storage space
was a consideration, only one.
tions mentioned,

types, where the stock

View of Railroad

C'oalixu Plant, at Crewe, ]]nglaxi),

Showixg Car

ix Process of

Dumping

—
March

8.
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the two types were:

(i)

(a) one adopted by

maintenance, and working charges.
Such an
expenditure, with such a result might lead locomotive
engineers to the conclusion that, in their case, the exciation,

certain railways abroad, in which the handling of stock

and current coal by gravity, bucket, or conveyor was
combined; and (b) some form of power driven crane and
grab bucket.
With plants of type (a) the stock rarely exceeded 3000
tons and was stored in bunkers, either underground immediately below the coaling stage, or above ground and
forming part of the coaling stage. In the latter case the
coal was handled no less than six times between the
colliery and locomotive tender, with consequent breakage
It had been argued that, owing to the deat each stage.
terioration of coal

when

left in

periment was not worth trying, owing to the smaller
tonnage dealt with.

The consideration

condemning such a proposition.
For instance, (1), a mechanical plant, whilst occupying
less ground than an old fashioned coal stage, could deal

with nearly double the quantity of coal per annum
(2)
there was an economical advantage in coaling as many
engines as possible at a point adjacent to the collieries
(where coal was cheapest) and in the shortest time pos;

stock out of doors for

is

(3) the rapidity of coaling might enable a railway company to dispense with an engine or two, or even
to refrain from building a similar number, with consequent economy of capital: (-1) the release of cars would
sible:

it

equivalent to a

lo.ss

probably take place in

less than half the time required
consequent increase in earning capacity,
and a possible reduction in the cost of shunting in the

in value of 9.6c. per ton. or in the

case of a 30,000-ton stack $362 per

at present, with

annum.

With a soft Blaenavon coal the deterioration after seven years was, 2 per cent, which is equivalent to a loss in

yards.

The

value of 7.2c. per ton or in the case of a 30,000 ton stack,

$309 per annum. x\dding even $30i» to the $750 for the
taking up and putting down, the resultant figure $1059
|)er annum
did not leave much margin for profit on a
mechanical plant, after allowing for all capital charges
and for the cost of working tiie plant, even if one of such
capacity could be designed. Further at nearly all depots
in England where the annual consumption was sufficient
to warrant the installation of mechanical handling, the
stock coal greatly exceeded 3000 tons: so that this type
of plant appeared to be undesirable.
Regarding type (b) the crane might be of the revolving derrick class travelling on rails or the bucket might
be supported from a traveller running on the overhead
guide of a crane of goliath type. The grab-bucket, however, was limited in size by the receptacle from which it
picked its load; when, therefore, it was compelled to work
out of railway cars such as those u.sed in England it became anything but the most economical form of appliance.
In case ii where the stock exceeded 30,000 tons, choice
could be made between the bow string girder type of conveyor and the crane and grab-bucket. Where the former
arrangement was installed it was apparently used only
for handling coal mucii smaller than that generally mined
in Great Britain, and therefore, in ^Ir. Cooke's opinion,
it was not suitable for British conditions.
In case (iii)
the crane and grab-bucket type appeared to be the only
one available, and further comment was unnecessary.
)

(

Tyi'k

Finally Adopted

appeared, therefore, that so far as Great Britain
was concerned, the existing types of apparatus, capable
of putting coal from cars to stock, stock to cars or tender,
It

and cars to tender, were not suitable, owing to the peculThe problem of coaling engines direct
from cars would therefore alone be considered.
iar conditions.

With regard

to

point Yo.

10 consideration of seven

different types of plant

showed that a suitable one could
not be erected for less than $25,000 to $30,000 capital
expenditure.
Further, that where electric current was
available at about 2c. per unit, the total cost per ton of
coal when handling 140.000 tons per annum would be

about

J-.

per ton including interest on capital, depre-

amount

of slack created by the present manwas perhaps not generally realized, and the
following statement might come somewhat as a surprise.
After a tender had been loaded in the ordinary manner,
and the coal broken by the fireman to a suitable size, the
proportion of slack ranged from 13 per cent, in the case
of Welsh coal to 2.3 per cent, in the case of North Staffordshire coal, although particular care had been taken to
start the experiment with cars from which all slack had
been removed by hand. When the slack which was in the
car when it arrived at the coal stage was added to this
in this case 10.2 per cent, in soft coal and 2.9 per cent,
in hard coal
the total was sufficient to make one pause
to consider liow this waste might he avoided.
In this
test "slack" meant all the small coal which was passed

large

ual handling

—

—

of certain inducements might, iiow-

ever, be studied before

was more economical to handle it in this
manner; but actual experiments had shown that a hard
Yorkshire coal, after being in stock out of doors for
eleven years, had deteriorated only 2.5 per cent., which
several years,

373
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•

by a screen with

i/j-iii.

mesh.

Description

of

tiiic

Pe.vnt

The new plant was installed at the Crewe, north steamshed where about 130 engines were permanently stabled,
and where the quantity of coal transferred from truck to
locomotive every 21 hr. was about
tons per

As the

150 tons or

1

10.000

annum.
coal cars belonging to the raihvav

neither side nor end doors,

with cars of up

to ten

a

company

liad

"tippler" capable of dealing

tons capacity. becanu> the initial

was driven by a 660 volt, direct
li.p. and was capable of emptying n car in about live minutes inclusive of the time
taken tn cramp down and release the wagon.
The hopper of mild steel plates and angles held
aljout 20 tons and was carried by cross girders in a bricklined pit.
The coal was fed from this hopper by a jigging-tray, through an adjustable door, and into a tworoll breaker, where the large lum|)s were reduced to 8 in.
This breaker, was belt-driven by an independent directcurrent electric-motor of 10 h.|i. which also operated the
part of the ajiparatus.

It

current, electric motor of 5

—

—

The coal pas.sed. with the large himps
broken, through the breaker to the conveyor trays, which
carried it to the overhead storage.
At the back of the
jigging-tray was fitted a chute which delivered any jiowjigging-tray.

dered coal that tended to work out between the bottom of
the hopper and the jigtfing-tray.
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The conveyor was

running

Vol.

3,

No. 10

through a belt, a train of machine-cut gear-wheels the
efFect of which was to give a very (piiet drive. The coal
was delivered over the end of the conveyor-track but, in
order to prevent any breakage at this point, a special
form of balance-plate retained it on the trays until the
return Journey, when it had a fall of only about one foot
to the inclined chute which delivered it to the re(iuisite

which a jet of air at 100 lb. jier sq.in. pressure, could
be blown down.
The average daily quantity of coal placed on tenders
is now about 450 tons and the new plant performs this
task with a staff of three men by day and one by night,
the conveyor being at work approximately ten hours a
day. At present between 140 and 150 engines are coaled
per 24 hours, and the coal should be placed on the
tenders at the rate of two tons per minute, though
the rate at which engines ]iass through the coaling
plant is governed by factors dther than that at which

division of the bunker.

coal could actually be put on the tenders.

at a speed of 70

of the "tippinsj-tray" type,

ft.

per minute and capable of lifting

The driving gear

about 60 tons an hour.

motor of

660-volt, direct-current electric

Owing

consisted of a
i)

hp. driving

numi)er of the main-line engines being loaded with two classes of coal
namelv, Welsh and
to a large

—

iii-iLiui-D

"barci"
class.

—

was necessary

it

The bunker was

(

u

\i

(

\i

l>iMii\(

to ])rovide sc|iara1e bins

\i

Ini-

I

caeli

therefore divided into two parls,

in all, so that the tenders idiild be coaled

same

t

on both sides

ime.
riFSI-T.T

ORT.MKEn

the

new condition

of things, an engine

coming

the turntable proceeds in the following way, and

\\(iMi\i

so as to store 100 tons of Welsh and 200 tons of "hard",
with the floors. oF course, i)uilt to suit.
There was an
outlet on each side of each division ol' the bunkei-. Four

at the

Under
ofF

J-iiowiNc

Vnti-iji;i;aka(;i: 1)i:vi(I1

detained For the lime staled
snioke-liox

of

umn.

niin.

:i'2

is

;

I'oi'

each process:

Cleaning

tank at water-colcleaning tubes, I'o miii.; coaling en-

aslies,

I

inin.

;

tilling

dropping tii-e. S min.: or a total oF
These are the actual times taken by the several
operations, and as they are only a few feet apart, little
additional time was occuju'ed in irioving from one to
Tender the old conditions the time taken was
the other.
gine, 4 luin.; and

2\ min.

^^

to

i:*4

hours.

Tn

conjunction with the coaling plant, an ash-conveyor bad been installed close to the coal bunkers. There

was also a compressed
sist iii'/

against

of

a

tlie

special

air.

Form

smoke-bo.x

end

tube-cleaning apparatus conoF pipe that eould lie held
of

the

tube,

and

flirouirh

new coal-iniiuK bill statL-s that all newly opened
mines shall have two main intake airways, affording
of inpress and epress to the mine, one of which shall
not be used for haulage purposes. Mines employinpr less than
100 men, are exempt from this provision.
Kiisland's

coal

means

:

March
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Diamond Crossovers
By

SYNOPSIS— The

II.

D.

describes a neat graphical
a diamond crossover to fit given con-

article

iiiethod of designing

ditions at the foot uf Ike shaft.

Track arrangements at shaft bottoms must be in firstcaging is to be done expeditiously and

class condition if

maximum output of coal is to be obtained. In cases
where the caging is done from one side of the shaft only,
the most rapid handling of ears is made possible.
The

for Shaft

bump

the

empty

cars off the cages

and allow them

run by gravity into a kick-back and thence into the
empty hole. This permits the tracks on the caging side to
have a gentle down grade to the shaft, and allows the
to

loaded car to

bump

empty car off from the cage
lands.
Such an arrangement

the

much

length can be allotted to the crossover and then to
design the best one for the given length.

Our proposition, then, is to design the best
crossover with the following data given
1.
Track gage.
2.
Size of rail to be used.
3.

4.
5.

mond

diamond

Distance between track centers.
Clearance.

Length

of shaft

bottom to be given up

to the dia-

mind that the longer
greater the ease of pushing loaded cars over it.
crossover, bearing in

it is

the

PROCEDt'RE

al-

most at the instant it
requires few bottom men.
There are many mines in which the caging is done
from both sides of the shaft where it would be an inexpensive improvement to alter the arrangements so as to
take advantage of natural grades and do all the caging
from one side. This is true of many mines operating in
pitching coals. In other cases, especially in flat beds of
coal, it would be necessary to install an automatic empty
car lift to run the empties into a kick-back. This would
))rove advantageous in eases where mines have reached the
maximum capacity of caging from both sides.

Bottoms

Easton

the

loads

375

a

The sketch shows a purely graphic method
diamond crossover with the above data.

of designing

Draw the
tracks accurately to scale at the given distance a{)art.
Erect the perpendiculars ah and cd so that the distance

DiAMiiND Crossover

Tin-:

of the caging is done from one side
diamond crossover is needed on the caging
side.
When the caging is done from both sides of the
siiaft, two of these crossovers are necessary.
It is rather
common to find these diamond crossovers constructed in

In mines where

all

of the shaft, a

manner possible. Often they are built by a
who has no design to follow, but is left to his
own resources. Much time is lost in caging over such
the crudest

blacksmith,

tracks and the shaft bottom is always littered with coal
pilled from the well-topped cars because of the abrupt
turns and sudden jars.
Besides this, wrecks and derails

are especially expensive at the shaft bottom since they
always im])ose a forced idleness upon the top men.

How

TO Dksign a Satisfactory Diamond Crossovior

The

distance between the track centers

by the

.size

of the shaft compartments.

known, and the weight and
ance

is

The

is

determined

track gage

size of rail used.

taken to accommodate the wheels used.

tion to the above data,

it

will bo necessary to

The

is

clear-

In addi-

know

ojie

two things before ])roceeding with the design. First,
the frog angle must be known.
To most jieople, however,
the frog angle means little, and it.s use would reipiire

of

trials in order to find the best angle to be used.
the angle selected is too great, the crossover will be
too short and abrii])t while, if too small, the crossover will
.several

If

;

much of the shaft-bottom
causing the cagers to travel a long way
io get a loaded car, since the trips cannot be ke))t uj)
Second, instead of determining the
«lose to the shaft.
frog angle, it is a very easy matter to determine how
be too long and occupy too

space

iiesidc'S

•Professor of minima •nBlneorlntj,
LexInKton. Ky.

versity.

Kentucky

Sliite

Uni-

TiiK Lay
or equals the allotted length for the crossover. Erect the
]nr])endicular ef midway between ab and cd, also draw
gh midway between the center lines of the two tracks.
Establish points ; and k so that ji
ik
y^ ac. With i
as center and a radius of i^ track gage, draw a circle.
Now jilace a 90-deg. triangle at o. so that one side will
be tangent to the circle at s. with the other side cutting
through tlie point ;'; shift about until a position is found,
such that the distance o]i
This can best be done
pq.
by using a second triangle, or a straight-edge, against
the first one so as to ])ro(hice the line so to /; and comparing the distances op with /;</ by means of a pair of dividers.
With the triangle in the right position, iliaw the
line oj and extend it to e and to h.
\ow, locate point /,• ie
Draw fja. fkr and ekd.
if.
thus locating the four points o, b. c and d.
With these
four ])oints, a. h, c and d. as centers, use a beam compass and draw the curved portions of the diamond crossover and then fill in the remainder, as shown, using any

=

=

=

desired clearance.

=

:
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special

drawing of the

of track, can
structions to

steel plate

X. with

its

pieces

now be given to the blacksmith with inmake two of these similarly for plate V,
;

two of which will be needed. All pieces of track and
guards should be riveted solidly to the plates so there will
be little danger of the track being torn up by a run-a-way
or wreck. These plates can be spiked solidly to the ties.
If the shop has the machinery availahle, the points S^,
S,, S, and N^ can be planed to fit accurately to the sides
cf the rails. There will be two of each of these. Each pair

AGE

Vol.

3,

Xo.

1(1

and the switch
thrown as on a railroad, allowing the play to come at the

oT points can then be connected to a rod

fishplates.

In the absence of a planer, to

the side of the rail, the usual

fit

the points to

mine points can be

substi-

tuted for the planed ones.

X

and
Being made in sections, as shown by the plates
F, this diamond crossover can be taken into the mine
without difficulty, readily assembled and, in case a wreck
tears a portion of it up, it can easily be taken to the shop
for re]iair.

Some Foreign Coke Oven Improvements
By Alfred Gobiet*

SYNOPSIS —Description

of some unique departures in
established coke-oven practice. Tliese consist of two un-

of quenching coke.
more elaborate than ivould
ordinarily be considered good practice in this country,

usual (toor-lifters

The

last

and two new methods

installations

are

but they are not without their advantages.

The following

are two

methods of

cated by the dotted lines, raising it obliquely 20 to 24 in.
its socket, so that it can readily be moved

high, out of
sidewise.

Fastened to the rope windlass by the braces J are the
guide shields L, the curved edges of which serve as tracks
for the rolls M, from which the door is hung. The rod /
by a hook N, with a balance
is connected with the door
As the apparatus, with the door swinging
weight 0.
from it is moved aside, the lever G may be used to push
forward the rod / and keep the suspended door from
striking against the front of the ovens. For use with doors
that have to be lifted straight up before removal from

K

lifting

and mov-

ing aside coke-oven doors, the first being that of H.
Grono, Oberhausen. Germany
The winch frame A, Fig. 1, balanced by the counterweight B, carries a roll-guided, horizontal slide rack C
moved by a pinion D geared to a crank. The rack is connected with the lever E bv the shaft F, and E in turn

Fi(i.

(JliONO

DOOT?

T;TFTEn

slides

1.

The movement

of

tiu>

rack in the direc-

tion of the nrrnw brings \\v clmir intn the position

iiidi-

•Knglnecr. the Witkowit/.er Mines. Ostrau, Moravla. .\us-

— Abstract of
Eundsrhan" (Vienna).
'xote

paper
Oct.

1,

appearing
1912.

in

GoKK-ovEx

Donii

Eifter

the oven, the shields L may be shaped as vertical guides.
The H. Koppers door lifter. Fig. 2, is a car B moved
in front of the oven and carrying a mechanism for raising the door A.' A bracket with a horizontal cross movement bv the screw (' supports the lifter proper E. which

with the lever //, so as to form a toggle joint. The cokeoven door /i is suspended by means of strong, adjustable,
jointed rods

2.

'Montanistische

on a vertical guide F. It is elevated by the aid of
and other gearing, and can be held in any desired

a rack,

Two fingers G of this lifter enter corresponding hollows of the oven-door frame which may thus be
raised, drawn liack by means of the horizontal slide, and
In the construction
rolled aside by moving the i-;ir.

position.

.shown in the figure, there

which, when the door

is

is

moved

on the same car
forms a connection

a lu-idge

aside,
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between the oven floor and the inclined coke dump D.
Moreover, the car carries two side shields which prevent
an luitimeiy dumping of the coke that is drawn out.

Bleichert Coke Quexchinu Apparatus

The following quenching apparatus are patented by
Adolf Bleichert & Co., of Leipzig and Vienna. The type
illustrated in

A

Fig. 3 consists of a water tank

peculiar shape shown, which runs on rails

B

D

is

of the oven battery; a perforated bucket

of the

in front
let

37^

and during transportation the coke becomes

started,

suffi-

ciently quenched.

At a certain point beyond the oven battery tlie cable
bends upward and elevates the bucket 1) out of the tank
and carries it to a bunker or storage yard. At the bend,
guide rails are provided for it. When the bucket has
been dumped the movement of the cable is reversed, the
bucket restored to the tank at the bend, where it is rolled
to the oven to be drawn next.

down

After the coke has been quenched, the
Ijucket is lifted out of the water by a hoist on the frame
(', and is thus drained.
The bucket may then be placed
on a car and transported to the storage yard, or the tank
and bucket together may be rolled to a hopper E and
there the coke dumped out, as shown by full lines in
Instead, the bucket may be raised to the
the drawing.
dotted position and dumped into cableway buckets.
At the Tegal gas works, near Berlin, is installed a
Bleichert quenching system on this general principle.
There the cdki- is drawn into the bucket standing over
into this tank.

The Huerfano

C'hapter of the

Mountain Coal Mining
The

Rocky

Institute

permanent officers for the chapter took
County Court House and resulted as fol-

election of

place in the

lows:
President, Joseph
Stout; secretary-treasurer,

Ball;
L.

vice-president,

Hufty

D.

A.

com.lames Turner,

executive

;

John McDowell. Martin Brciiuaii.
James Tyson. E. Poll.
The ones who joined as new members are: M. Brennan, John McDowell, James McDowell, T. J. Stone,
B. B. Muir, John McLiver, R. F. Poli, John Harrison,
John Calderhead, Marion Bainbridge, Neil McDermott,
William Smith, P]rnest Head. Charles O'Xeill, James
Turner, Joseph Ang.*ter. John Buback. L. (). Smith,
James Hare, R. J. Alexander and Charles Burleson.
John Neish, John
Charter members present were
Shaw. D. A. Stout, Joseph Ball, L. Hufty. During the
mittee,

:

axu

Figs. 3

the tank and during the operation the lank
vated

so

that the water gradually

rises

in

is

1.

Two

slowly elebucket.

tlie

Afterward the tank is let down again and the Inu'ket
moved aside for emptying.
shown
Another patented Bleichert quenching system
in Fig. 4.
Here the water tank, and in it the bucket,
are rolled on rails in front of the ovens, and after the
quenching are run to a particular place at a distance,
where the bucket is lifted out of the water and its contents dis])osed of.
The tank .4 is partitioned, so that it
contains the reservoir C anti the compartment B, which
receives the perforated bucket I).
These two compartments are connected by pi])ing with a pump. The bucket
is fastened to an endless cable chain E by which both it
and the tank are movcid.
The quenching process is as follows: The tank is
moved ill front of the oven and after the charge has been
drawn into the bucket P, the ])iimp is set in operation
to force the water from the reservoir C into the iiiickct
coni|)iiitiricni /;.
ibe same time the endless rope is
.\i

Tyi'ks or rm:

[ii.i:irii

i:i;i'

('(iki.-qi'i:niii

im;

Mirriion

meeting, Mr. Stout gave a yt-ry intci-esling talk. Regular
meetings will be held the third Sundays of each month
at 2 p.m.

i-<

Briquette Binders
The

best

bindci-

for briquettiiig

depends upon the

lo-

the chai'acter of the coal, and the purpose for
which the briquettes are intended. It the mines are near
cality,

an

oil

field,

the cheapest and best binder

is

asphalt; the

best results are obtained with about 4 per cent.,

which

Five or six per
per ton of briquettes.
cent, of water-gas pit<li is a good binder and co.sts about
the same as asphalt; ()."> lo H per cent, of coal-tar pitch
costs 50 or

6()c.

probably one of the most widely available binders and
Wood-distilled tars
is from 65 to !)()c. per ton.
and asphalts form good binders but, with the exception
of a few localities, they are too high in cost to be genis

the cost

erally

and

used.

I'rodiicer-gas tar gives the best of results

calls for a

low percentage of binder.

—
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Belgian Methods of Coal Working
Special Cokrespoxdence
under which the Belgian coal
industry is operated, the margin between the cost of proin
duction and the selling price is much smaller than
circumstances
other European mining countries where

Owing

to the difficulties

more favoralde.
The method of working generally used

in that part of the Belgian coal field

and the flatter
inclined seams are worked in reverse steps,
measures cither by rising or forward stalls.*
riti.MiTivE

Methods of Mining

sives

Inn

No. 10

on account

district)

known
w'ill

as the

"Cou-

be impracticable

of the folded character of the beds.

A New

Type

Locomotive

of

shows a type of mine
locomotive which has recently been jilaeed on the market by the Baldwin Locomotive Works and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., whieh it is claimed
will operate satisfactorily under the worst conditions with
minimum attention and maintenance expense.
The motors, brake rigging, brake shoes and sand boxes

The aceonipiinying

illustration

The upper parts of the motor and
armature-bearing housings can be removed without disturbing the suspension, so that each part of the motor
The only work necessary to
is exposed for inspection.
remove the grid resistors is to take off the locomotive
covers and loosen the liolts and terminals that hold the
arc easily accessible.

hand and
Coal cutting is nearly always performed by
the unproductive parts of the
it is preceded by cutting, in
contaiinng
seam. Blasting iu coal is restricted to mines
specially used in the lianl
little or no firedamp and is
of exploseams of coal near Charleroi. The tonsumptioii
scams vanes
for the getting of coal in these latter
from 40 to !)6 lb. per 100 tons extracted.
mines where the use of explosives is allowed

Mons" (Borinage

cliant de

that of con-

is

3,

the Hainaut province the average available thickness of
These conditions preall the seams is from IG to 20 iu.
sent obstacles to the use of coal-cutting machines, which

are

from the
tinuous headings, which are pushed forward
room-and-pillar
shaft toward the limit of the field. The
some thick beds
svstem has occasionally been adopted in
Center and of Liege, while steeply
iii the districts of the

Vol.

I'csistor

frames

in place.

other

in

their average

consumption does not exceed 28 lb. per 100 tons.
Compressed air is applied to drilling machines and
mechanical
small fans. Haulage is mostly done by horses;
is less detraction is restricted to the main roads, and
output is
veloped than in the other coal fields where the
preferred
greater and more concentrated. Locomotives are
systems.

Li the

in Belgium to the endless rope or chain
haulage
colliery of Aiiieivoeur at .luniet. Ihc uiidergi-ound
a
locciiintives, Imi ol' late
is effected bv areumulator

m

number

benzineof collieries preference has been giveu to

propelled locomotives.
The underground applications of electricity for drillhauling, lighting, and especially pumping, hoisting and
conare already numerous, but have hitherto been

Ei:jI0VIX(i

A

.ToUHNAL Box ON AN

Uu TSIDE-FliA JtlO

Locomotive

age,

nonfined to downcast shafts and intake airways except in
In most cases continuous current at a modfiery mines.
erate voltage has been employed,

l)ut

thive-phase current

used in some important installations.
At present more than 50 per cent, of the comi)aiiies
have no underground power, except for the dumping of
But since the application of the new law limiting
cars.
is

the hours of work in coal mines, the adoption of mechanicomcal appliances has been considered by a numijcr of

panies as a matter of necessity.

TniN

.\NU CoNTOIiTED

BuDS MAKE COAL CoSTLY AND

The Vauclaiu removable

introdured on locomoa Joui'ual box with
this jib it is only ue(es:-,wy to drop the binder Mu] take
the weight oil' the box, whieh may then be slipped <uit
from till' side. On locomotives with inside frames the
j<iui-iuil-bo\ cellars are arranged to be easily dropped out
tives with outside

lor
I'ast

repacking.
steel,

frames

The

and are

jib

is

To remoM'

fiMuies of the motors are

split

diagonally.

made

of

'Dhe axle bearings

and sus|>eusiou nose are on the lower half, so that the
upper half, the armature and bearing housings can be
removed without disturbing the sus|ieusion or axle
brackets.

Methods; Pisimitiye
Three circumstances have a prepondei'ating influence
on the cost of production of the Belgium mines the
thinness and contortion of ibe seams, the occurrence of
firedamp, and the de|illi of llie woi'kings. The seams are

—

and folded everywhere. These folds and wrinkles
numerous in the .southern ])ortions of the coalbearing area, but while they are still well marked in the
center, they become less noticeable toward the north, iu

it

The armature core
is keyed, making it

out

is

mounted on

a

spider to whieh

possible to i-emo\e the shaft witii-

disturbing the windings, and also reinforcing the
Large openiugs arc pro\idcd in

shaft again.st bending.

the s]uder

and through the core

to give sullicient \ciiti-

split

lation.

are most

the lower part of the country.
The average thickness of the workable seauis

27

iu.

with 101/^

in. as

is

oidy

low limit; in several collieries of

•Narrow rooms usually with large pillars and frequent
crosscuts dlvicHiiK the ribs into large rectangular pillars.
Ed

;

tor.

Wht-n ili'siKiiins an uiiiUrmound stable the character of
.<iuiies special consideration.
111.rlDor to In- decided up
So long as the mules are slioil, it docs not malto any difThe
ference to the foot itself what the shoo rests upon.
material used for flooring should be such as will keep the
work.
of
stalls and mules clean, with the least amount
Cement, properly corrugated, gives the best results in stable
Drainage should be so arranged that the slant
ci^nstruction.
and the iliiect sewer conectlon will remove all tluids.
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EDITORIALS
luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mill

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiii

A

Bad

iiiiiiiiii

Name

largest graves in the country, that

remedy the

evil,

nothing

chance to learn related facts from other bodies beside the
of Mines; should be presented with an opportunity for fulminations against other persons than those
who chance to be producing coal and should be afforded
an opportunity to do justice to an industry which deserves to stand well in the judgment of the public.

Bureau

The mining industry has a malodorous name. Everywhere we go we are informed that the mines are the
to

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

ii

is

being done

for nobody cares about the countless

sacrifices but the general public.

Kcally the i^opulace is to be thanked for its keen conIt would be well,
tinued interest in our deliquencies.
however, if it did not inquire into our conduct alone.
Congress is willing to spend thirty times as much for
agriculture as for mining, but it is not desirous of discovering how many agriculturists yearly succumb to the

An investigation pursued with diliperils of farming.
gence would probably show that the number of fatalities
among farmers exceeds, as in (Jermany, the accidental
deaths of any other cla.ss of operatives.
Since 1909, no investigations have been made regardThe Interstate
ing the deaths of railroad trainmen.

Commerce Commission no longer

gives publicity to such

but during the last year in which the record was
kept, the death rate among trainmen was 4.87 per thoulosses,

sand.

These men were killed mainly one by one. There were
no sudden reapings of men by tens and hundreds, which
The
in years of gloom swell the death rate in mines.
record represents a far greater number of separate accidents than would be indicated by a similar figure in coal
mining. Xevertheless, though this proportion has been

exceeded in France and Canada, it has only once been
reached in the mining records of the United States. That
was during the year 1907, which is generally conceded to
have been abnormal.
There are many industries more dangerous than mining,

and

it

would be well

if

all

We

were investigated.

do not advocate ceasing the good work of inquiring into
the fatalities of mining.
By all means let the investigation proceed as a continued prod to the industry to do
better and to prove to the world that progress is being
liiado.

The
should

of

loss

life

The City

l)e.

deaths from

Bureau of Mines

and

not great, tho\igh larger than

of .Xew

York

often records as

it

many

causes in ten days as are collected by the

all

tion of the city

the mines,

is

whole year. Of course, the populaabout seven times as great as that of
is not Just to compare accidental deaths

in a
is

it

with mortalities of all kinds.
But we need a ba.se, a norm to control the public mind.
Tl
is easy to condemn
and to rant wliether the losses
be few or many. The man on the street will shudder as
readily when told that 1000 men died in the mines last

would if you increased the number to 10.000.
Tie has no liasis for judgment and readily believes
the purchased press.
For the press is venal. It may be free from the constraint and control of the multi-millionaire, but it is
usually slavish before the man who pays pennies and
dimes for its circulal ion. This press .should be gi\cn a
year, as he

The

Large and Small
Turbines

Efficiencies of

Ever since the conversion of the steam turbine from
a scientific toy to a commercial prime mover, there has
been a steady increase in the size and power of these maSimultaneously also they have been developed
chines.
both in capacity and efficiency.
There is a marked difference in the performance of
large and small turbines as they exist conunercially toThe average overall efficiency of a 1000-kw. unit
day.
is in the vicinity of 57 per cent., while that of a 10,000kw. machine may easily reach 70 per cent.
There are two principal reasons why the small nuichine
The first of these
is less efficient than the larger one.
In low-capacity turis simple and readily understood.
bines, a far greater percentage of the entire cost is
taken up by those parts (governor, oiling system, pipes,
etc.), which do not directly contribute to the internal
efficiency of the unit.
In a .500-l\W. machine, the cost
of these parts may easily reach 4.5 per cent, of Uu> total,
while in one of 10,000-kw. capacity, this item is only
about 30 per cent.
From this it may be readily appreciated that .small turbines of high efficiency cannot be
commercially produced unless exceptional prices are obtainalile.

The second reason is more obscure, and is strictly techEach ))ound of steam contains a certain definite
amount of potential energy, which, through expansion, is
nical.

converted into kinetic energy, in which form it may be
absorbed by the moving blading. The wide range or difintake and exhaust on a
renders available a considrable amount
of heat for each ])ound of steam, and the machine's efficiency depends upon how and in what manner this heat
pressure between

ference

in

modern

lurljine.

is

distributed.

To
made

obtain a maximum absorption of the beat (-nergy
available by a given pressure drop, the velocity of

the steam must bear a certain ratio to that of the blades.
This ratio, however, varies a<cording to the type of blad-

ing em]iloyed.

With
total

a given

speed of rotation,

number

pressure range, the radius of

of stages, ami

a|i|)liciit

ion

or ni(>an

diameter of blading must remain constant, and the onlput of the machine is dependent directly upon the length
of the blades.

The more

stages there are employed, the

upon the (vpe of the
turbine and the speed, will be the overall efficiency.
.\s to relialiility. which is an extremely important factor in mining s(>rvice, there can be but lilllc i|iii'-li<in
greater, within

limits dependent
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but that the steam turbine

is

the equal,

if

not the su-

any prime mover now iu use. It has the further advantage that wear is con lined to but a few surfaces, practically all of which may be subjected to forced
lubrication, so that the maintenance charges on even the
largest of units may, and under ordinary circumstances
perior, of

should be, so small as to be almost entirely negligible.

The Committee on Gas Wells
hope the mining inspectors of the United States
will be well represented on the committee on gas wells and
Unless the mine departoil wells passing through coal.
ments of the states do their part, there will be an imperfectly balanced council, for the gas and oil industries both have their representatives, and the coal men
have no more than either of these interests.
Someone jokingly remarked at the conference that the
separating of two industries, so unified in their purposes
as those pertaining to gas and oil, would justify the
coal men in demanding a representation both for their
])oint of view and for that of the producers of lignite.
However, if the inspectors do their part, the unfairness in

The Pennsylvania inspectors were represented by one
man only and he came late for the third part of the conIt seemed to bode no cooperation on the part of
the inspectional service of that state where the Bureau

ference.

of

Mines finds its home. The sentiment of the mining
we believe, hardly justifies that abstention.
Unfortunately, the whole question has sprung u]K)ii

public,

us before the ])roblem of roof action has been thraslied
out to a universally satisfactory conclusion. We still have

many adhering
difficulties.

to a belief in shear as

an explanation of

The Belgian bureau seems

all

to favor this hy-

pothesis, others believe that the roof bends but oppose
the idea that the strata act as a unit, and, of course, there
are others who.se ideas are contradicted by every evidence,

but their theories are not worthy of serious consideration.
That being the case, the various departments of mining
the states should be willing to meet in conference and

n

contribute to the consideration of the subject.

Red Tape

in the

The government printing

Geological Survey
ollice

in

Washington assumes

prerogatives that are, at times, exasperating in the extreme.
For instance, when one orders a series of topographic maps, he is apt to receive a notice with them
to the

effect

that a certain sheet

is

out of stock, for

which another one has been substituted. What firm of
l>ublishers would reply to a request for a certain issue of
their magazine by sending the number immediately preceding or following the one asked for? Engineers generally know what they want and resent this ajiiJarently
indifferent attention to their requests.

The procrastination (conmion
]>artments)

in filling these orders

of annoyance.

why

it

to

all
is

government de-

also prolific cause

It is difficailt to understand, for instance,

should take eight days to get certain topographic

and geologic sheets ordered from New York City. Few
engineers have either the means or the facilities for filing
anythnig like a complete set of the Geological Survey
publications now in print, and it frequently liai)peiis that

LO

map.

The high excellence of the government publications,
and particularly its maps, are too well known to require
comment. But it is to be deplored that the distribution
of these cannot be effected in a more businesslike manIf

certain

maps

are

out of stock, the question

naturally presents itself as to when they will be in again,
or reprints be made.
Questions as to when certain re-

numerous
ways in which the survey could enlarge the scope of its
usefulness had it the facilities for getting in closer touch
with the public. Surely it would not strain the resources
of the department to install a force of correspondents,
well posted on the Survey's publications and competent
to act promptly and effectively on all communications
ports will be issued are ignored, and there arc

received.

Sand Filling
N. H. Barton on the "Sand
is painstaking and
complete.
In fact, Mr. Barton is a most unwearied
investigator.
The monograph frankly acknowledges the
main difficulties in the sand-filling problem, the fineness
of the silts and the possibility of their running like a
This difficulty
(luicksand, if not restrained by pillars.
we pointed out in an editorial, of identical name with the
present, published Xov. 25, 1911.
We then urged, and still continue to insist, that exI'erimeiits on cementation should be made, and thoug-h we
know Mr. Barton has been extremely busy along other
valuable lines of investigation, we think it would have
been well had the Bureau of Mines taken up the problem

The

representation will be met.

3, ]^o.

one of these may be required on short notice. Unless
one has connections in AVashington to whom he can wire
he is sure to be disappointed, for the go\>ernmeut would
not trust the greatest engineer in the country for a 10c.

ner.

We

Vol.

new

of

bulletin

Available for Filling

Mine Workings"

from the first.
The bureau is acting in an open way with the public.
The parting and thus the most prominent words in the
bulletin draw attention to the inadequacy of the available supply of sand to

fill the workings.
"'The (piantity
necessary to replace all the coal which can be shipped in
the future, under present conditions, is about 10, ()()(), OOO

tons, or sufficient to cover to a depth of 25 ft. the whole
area of the coal basin, 176 .square miles.
This is more
than twice as much material as is contained in the buried
valley of the Susquehanna River, but is about the same
quantity as the contents of that valley, together with all
the till and terrace deposits."

Excluding areas, now occupied by towns, and which
can hardly be removed for the obtaining of the sand, it
will be seen that the supply is inadequate.
Still there
is sufficient to do a greater part of the flushing needed,
and to support and control completely those parts of the
workings under pernianeiit buildings. With such a large
body of sand placed almo.st providentially to hand, and
with the crying need for some release from the severity of
the present situation, it .seems that some effort should be
made to guarantee a continued life to the otherwise per-

manent beauties

of the city of Scraiiton.

Nevertheless, prudence compels us to declare that the
removal of much of the sand in the Wyoming buried
valley

would involve engineering
it would .^olve.

greater than

difficulties as great or
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Pure Milk

stand,

SYXOPSIS — 27)6

Heiiwood

forming the corporation
coal mines, has started a

irhich

hopes

more

an.riovs to a.ssure a

operate.'^

good

tlie

pcr.sons

of

suppti/ for

I

is
lie

still

min-

preventing such diseases as migtit result from
contaminated milk. The daily expense is $16, the income ^Ui.SO; so in due lime botli tieallli and profit mag
ers,

til

A

Penn-Marij
The com-

the project, hut
miilt'

IIS

I

he

The Heiiwood Co.

is

a cui'poralioii running- a store at

It is believed to be eontrolled

by the
stockholders of the Peiiii-Mary Coal Co., a subsidiary of
the ilarylaiid Steel Co., which has
that

'

village.

The

store

its offices

company

d(jes

>',^iS|HH9HKH|P|H||HH|HH|HH

and houses

not,

howe\er,

Pl.\xt

lledwood Co. ha^ signed a 20-year lease with
I'enn-Mary Coal Co. for some 400 acres of farm

has erected the modern dairy plant shown on
cover and is now prepared to supply milk to
all the miners.
The plant, when entirely complete, will
cost about $1-5,000.
land.

It

the ri(]nl

tioors

ill

.$15,000

'I'he

The cowbaru measures

be attained.

Heilwuoil. Peim.

i

to linv tlieir

roitipuscd

model dairy farm.

mak-e moiici/ on

paiiij

to

Co..

instance, has been conducted, 1 iiiiderconsiderable loss l)ecause the miners |irefer
milk from other and less desiralile sources.

that

pi-oje.-l

for a Colliery Village

Special Corresi'ondknti.;

can

-tnxl.'iii ft.,

and feeding troughs

be

.ind

of concrete!

is

finished with

Drinking water

turned into these troughs when

needed.

The

stalls are built of steel pipe, as are also the

stanchions by
Each stanchion consists of

which the cattle are secured.
two pijjes about o ft. long, set just far enough apart to
liMJd tlu' head of a cow.
These pipes ai>proacli each
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There are
rear are single stalls for the grown cattle.
32 milch cows at present; 19 of which are giving milk
and there is room in all for 50 cows. All but one of
is
the present herd are of Holstein-Friesian stock, and it
altogether probable that after the weeding-out process
has been completed and the herd is well balanced, the

milk production will gradually increase.
The second floor of the barn is divided into two comjiartments; one for hay and the other for a feed room.
On the one side of the main building are twin silos, two
large towers which can be seen in the picture of the
Each holds 150 tons of ensilexterior of the building.
They are connected by an entryway to the barn
age.
Between the main barn and milk house, to the
])r()|)er.
in which
left of the silos, a passage 8x14 contains a room
milkers change clothes and another with a milk scale and
a lavatory.

The Cow Hospital

should

room and

tuberciUosis will, of
In this same building are the boiler
The entire plant is lighted by
bins.

coal

electricity.

Sanitary Milk at Eicht Cents a Quart

The

pi-oduclion

of

milk

certified

is

a

comparatively

m

its infancy, for it
small induslry and it is still only
the only kind
is certain that before long such milk will be
The retail price of certified
sold in the larger cities.
milk in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh is 15c. per quart,
The Heilwood Co.
while commercial milk sells at 8c.
is

markeiing

its

product at the lower figure, so

seen that only a

narrow margin

is left

it

will

l)e

for profit.

marks the producFirst of all the cows must
the Heilwood milk.
from disease. They are tuberculin-tested and

.Vbsohite cieanliness at every stage
tion of

be

free

passed as perfectly healthy animals by official veterinarians, recommended by the dairy division of the DepartAny cow
nicnl of .Vgriculture. at Harrisburg, Penh.
nuiladv

is

killed at once.

the

well

venti-

Cleanliness in this connection

means

must be sanitary

r.arns
lated

clean.

Mild

in

construction,

It also
removal of any contaminafiiig filth.
employment of cxpcnsixe and responsible
Pure running water must be accessible at all times

dailv

involves
laboi-.

flic

and only persons of good health and clean habits should
.\ll milkers are relie allowed to work in the milk room.
i|iiired fo wear clean wliile duck suits wlicii milking.

How

riii:

Milk

Is 1\i:i't

l-'i:i:t:

i'ijom

I'oLLrTioN of

Cow

AMI Am;
W'lien

and

cloth strainer

is

into sterilized bottles.

fed

It

is

then put in a <-ooling room, kept at an even temperature by the ammonia system of refrigeratioiL and delivered to the consumer in a condition such tliat it will
be maintained sweet and pure for twice the length of

common milk

can be

ke]it.

HiGLi Percentage of Bltter Fats
prove

Tests

of butter fats,

that the milk averages 4.4 per cent,
which shows that it is of a very fair qual-

In the village of Montclair. X. J., just outside New
York, where a most diligent campaign for good milk has
been conducted for many years, only one firm out of the
dozen doing business in 1911 had as good a record for
Certified milk is
richness of milk as the Heilwood Co.
required to have over 3.5 per cent, of butter fats.
It must be free from any disease germs and should conAll
tain only tlie harmless bacteria found in all milk.
these germs multiply very rajiidly when the animal heat
is retained in the milk, and when it is exposed in open

ity.

'

It is

ves.sels.

quickly.

It

ten times as

owing to their presence that milk sours

known that
many germs as

connnercial

is

are

found

milk
in

contains

tbe certified

product.
.\11

inilk

[lails

are

milking

and utensils used

sterilized

stools,

daily

in

^'entilation

in

the handling of

tlie

the
steam, even
to
seciii'ed by the King sys-

li\t'
is

covered with
cows are curried and
brushed, litter and bedding being removed every morning.
E\entually the floor will be covered daily with a
sprinkling of land plaster or cheap lime as a deodorizer
and disinfectant. This will be reiiio\ed \\h\\ the litter.

tem. Eacli cow stands on a
Once a day. all
sawdust.

<(n'k-brii k flcnu'

the

illLK FOR Ba|!I1:s

AM) IxVALIDS

a

cow freshens,

all

lieforc

wtirni water

(be

loni;-

bail's

are clipped

llic bind legs and part of tbe
milking, the iiddiTs are washed clean with

and

all

ndlking

is

The Heilwood Co. is selling milk especially for babies,
This milk is sup|ilied by cows which are fed on simple
Two
food, cxcliidiiig oil cake and \\kv healing foods.
cows, wliost' milk runs low in luiltcr fats, ha\e been selecled. and their milk is marketed es])ecially for babies
I'or this a charge of lOc. per cpiart is
and imalids.
made. The babies wliich lia\e been fed on this milk have
sIkiwii I'cniarkalile improvement.
purpose of the (oinpany to keep a detailed
is the
it
account of file cost of ninning the dairy, though the large
amount of wm'k iinolved hitlu-rio in starting the ]ilaiit
has caused

done into sanitary

pails.

all

attention to be directed to building, sani-

the coining year, the comand stock farms. Tbe cost of
li\ing is increased tbronghoiit llie country by the fact
that nianv coal companies bold idle large acreages of
tation

from the udder, inside of
lail.

Througli the pipes in this tank passes a continuous
stream of fresh water at a temperature of 45 deg. F. This
eliminates the animal heat from the milk and prevents
the multiplication of bacteria, some of which would lie
liarmful to life. As the milk cools it is allowed to drip
slowly through two or more layers of gauze or strainer
cloth and goes into the bottling machine through a wire

to be diseased is

louncl

is

immediately isolated and if the
found to be in an advanced stage, the animal

Xo. 10

the cooler.

is

The cows having

occur.

(ourse, be killed.

3,

having two layers of strainer cloth over the toj). Each
cow's milk is weighed as soon as it is drawn and is
emptied into a large funnel, which conveys it- through the
wall to the cooling tank. In this funnel is a large mass of
absorbent cotton, through which the milk filters into

time that

an emergency building. It conIt is almost entirely
tains six box stalls for sick cattle.
empty at present, having only one cow in it, and that is
only in the hospital because slie is about to become fresh.
There are diseases among cows like cow-pox, which are
exceedingly infectious, hut which cannot be transmitted
It
is necesto human beings except by inoculation.
cases, if any
siii-v to have an emergency building for such

The smaller barn

Vol.

.-iiid

marketing.

In

]iany e\|)ects to rnii tiaick

land, vvliich

they could

make generously

productive,

l)ut

March
which

8.
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they

keep

either

idle

reut

or

rates

at

which

barely pay the taxes, to tenants who try to extract the
last vestige of nitrogen from the soil without regard to

the future.

The

action of the Heilwood To.

The manager of the
who is also in charge

store

company

Two men

of the dairy project.

(be

M. Thompson,

J.

is

is in

SuilFACIO

immediate charge

The second

deliver the milk through

man

town of about 3000 inhabitants, and one
rough chores around the plant.

The Nova

In the rear on the right is the surgical case
with the pulmotor at its foot. Several Draeger helmets
are hung on the right wall of the car with o.xygen tanks
adjacent.
Below this aie the regenerating apparatus
which are carried on the backs of the resetters. In the
foreground on the same side is a desk with a telephone.

observation.

E. E. Blackburn, a

of the farm.

graduate of State College (1912)

tlie

therefore

is

welcomed.

to be
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does

EQUIPMENT

FlIilC-KUIHTIXf)

shows the section equipped for
The large doors on the right and left are

illustration

fire fighting.

hinged at their lower edges so that when let down they
furnish a suitable runway for the hose reel in the rear.
It will be noted that llicsc (biors are slatted horizon-

and Coal

Scotia Steel
Co.'s Cai

Special

oiiitKsroxDEXCE

(

Canada has not been enlarged by
any great fatality in the Xova Scotia mines, but this has
not prevented the Xova Scotia Steel & Coal Co. and other
nearby corporations from providing a complete system of
In fact, no other company
lirotection for their mines.
m Canada except its neighbor, the Dominion Coal Co.,
is so well fitted for fighting mine fires and for rescue
work after an explosion, as is this Xova Scolia comiiany.

The death

rate in

Tin: IiHscTE Cah
It

formerly kept

its a])])aratus

eral office building, but the
to a raili'oad car, whicli

is

in

room

a

equipment

now

is

a'wa\s readv to

the gen-

in

transferred
to

ijo

anv

col-

tally

so as

1he\-

arc

make

to

<in

are so sborl

At

the i-anic

the hose cart

that

up ibcin when

tra\cl

to

]iossililc

it

steep slant.

ii

(iliic

the slats

the ends of the

clears

stri],s.

walls

Tbi'

boot> and

lii'c

wlicrcxcr

axailabic

helmets.

Tlic root'

lanterns. w'\t\: rope
rigli(

are

a

carry
is

firemen's

liiing

ami lire buckets. On (be
ami a "tbive-bole" oil

bo\

tool

coats,

with stretchers,
flom' to (be

sto\c.

the

latter not being visible in the |iliotoL;i'apb.
'riii:

Mi;i ii'M !:\i'

Draeger-helmet rescue apand one of the Ever-I'eady mouth])iece type,
"24 oxygen cylinders,
o\ygen-re(ill pumps. 1 pulmotor, 2
eleeiric charging device
dozen electric safety lamps.
for the electric-lamp batteries,
Draeger oxygen revivIn

all

there are

l-">

sets of

para(u>.

I'lii.

I.

Tin; MiDULi. Si;cJio.\ of iin;
Stkkl & Coal Co.'.s Rksci

.\n\

\

SmriA

,'

\i;

(

i:

1

I

lieries in the ]>rovinc-e

be made.

The

car

is

into three sections.

with which railroad ((iniii'ctic.iis can
a reiiioileled passenger coach di\idi'd

ing box.

Two

only se\cn are carried in the ear, the others being stored
These cylinders conlain 100
as an emergency supply.

article; the third, at one

of these are illustrated

end

(,f

the re.<cue corjfs during travel.

and a lavatory.
The middle section

the car.
Jt

is

is

in

ibis

For the use of

litlcd

with seven

cu.f(. of
.\

is

shown

in Fig.

1.

On

the

bl'l.

in

long closet with two ibioi- lin- the ai oonimodation of Draeger apparatus and clolbing lor the
rescuers. On the floor at (he rear left is an o\y;:cn pninp
and still further back a switch board and table for (barging the hand electric lani)).«. Above the closet, the plans
of the mines and of the various water systems are ke|)(
ready for use.
is a

.\bove (be rear door Icmling to the ihinl section arc a
of eledric bini|i> and ihrcc oil safety lamps Tor ga>

row

ordinary

res])irators,

tion.

It

a(

a

is

so

liuill

pressuri' of

that

tele-

adnosjiheres.

];:>

const nicted in a central locatbe

bead

ti-aiiiiT

can obsei-\c

outside as tbey perform tbeir e\olnti(Uis.
present there are about |o ini'n, iminding tbe oHieials

the mi'n
\t

oxygen

smoke house has been

of portable

set

I

Of the 'H oxygen cylinders

phones and some canaries.

seats

the foreground,

(>

fj-oin

of the collieries,
|!aratus.

who

In addition

are Iraineij in the use of rescue apto Ibis

hold cer(i(ica(<'s of probeii'iiey

number,
in

lirs(

'2

I

of the ollieials

aid.

There are ambulances, s(re(cliers and i)lanke(s at each
and in the rescue car (here is a first-class anibnlance for (he conveyance of injured men from the ear

colliery,

(o (be lio>p:tal or to (heir

homes.
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DISCUSSION BY READERS
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Timbering

In the mines of the Kanawha region,
the overburden.
there are few if any foreign miners employed. The mine

Working Face

the

at

—

This f^iibject is of the greatest imporLetter No. 1
tance with respect to the safety of the miner, the conservation of the coal, cost of production and economy of
time and labor; although the timbering of the working
face is primarily for the protection of the workman. For
The provthe most part, post timbering is employed.
First, to give support to
ince of a mine post is twofold
:

overhanging slate or rock; and second,
to give suitable warning of any movement of the roof
and the danger that is imminent. In post timbering, the
time and place of setting posts are items of more importance than the number of timbers set. There must
be no delay in setting a post under a loose piece of roof
slate; or, better still, the loose piece should be pulled
loose pieces

down

are careful a good system of inspection is maintained; and any failure to properly timber the face results in "stopping the turn" of the miner.
As a result,
officials

under

at once.

The manner

of setting po.sts or style of

many

conditions, such

this treacherous roof, there are comparatively

for the state.

In

my

opinion, a large jiercentage of accidents
coal

men" and

of coal,

want to refer to a peculiarity
gion, which I have found requires

size

must be kept open.

A

strong slate or shale roof will generally have a good
In my opinion, such roof requires a systematic method of timbering, which should be rigidly
maintained. The posts should be set a constant distance
apart every way. This will enable a large percentage of

bending factor.

when the room
drawn back. In all

finished

the posts to be recovered

is

the pillars are being

eases,

it

is

due

can be ascribed to what may be
It is stated with some
called the '"personal equation."
truth that probably 50 per cent, of the falls at the working face may be ascribed to the neglect of mine foremen
in seeing that their orders, in respect to timbering, are
properly obeyed.
It has been my duty, frequently, to
take mine foremen to task for their lack of discipline in
this respect; but the excuse is always, the "scarcity of

and

to falls of roof

as the character of roof

and floor, thickness and character
of opening and length of time the place

few

nonfatal accidents, while the fatal accidents, which are
mostly unavoidable, do not exceed the general average

of

timbering adopted will depend on

;

the

"demand

for coal."

I

([uent slips occur in the roof slate

practice

among

the miners

is

of the roof in this respecial treatment. Fre-

here,

and the general

to set their posts vertical.

and
im-

portant to keep the timbering within as short a distance
of the working face as practicable.
Since a good, strong slate or shale is generally considered the safest kind of roof, in coal mining, its proper
support is too frequently neglected by the miner, and

regarded as serious by most mine foremen. An experience of 20 years in the superintendence
of mines has convinced me that this is one of our greatest dangers in coal mining; and the reports of mine accidents, both fatal and nonfatal, in all states, bear out this
conclusion.
Many times I have seen a space 30x30 ft.
left wholly unsupported, under a strong roof slate, while
miners still continue to advance the face of the coal.
Frequently, such neglect will result in a fall of roof sufficient to close the place before it has been driven 30 yd..
causing both a loss of coal to the company and loss of
time and labor to the miner.
A soft, friable roof, or a drawslate thao disintegrates
by exposure to the air or by reason of the increasing roof
pressure, or a roof containing slips or faults, or one of a
fireclay nature is always more or less dangerous.
An
example of such roof is found in the Pittsburgh scam.
This seam, in West Virginia, is soft and friable; and.

this neglect is not

A
(111

SUGGKSTIOX IX TlMBKRTXti RoOF SlIPS OVEH Ro.VDS
each side of the road

in

the rooms, as

shown on the

This invariably causes
the slate to break over the roads, which gives no end
of trouble.
I have found that this difficulty may be
largely avoided by setting the first post, next to the road,
slightly inclined toward the roadway, and the post behind this, more inclined in the same direction, as shown
on the right of the same figure. The advantage is twofold;
namely, a break in tjie roof is resisted by the full thickleft,

in the

accompanying

ness of the slate
to

figure.

and the inclination

of the post tends

arch the weight over the roadway.

in the

Many miners and a large number of foremen know of
but one way of setting a mine post, and that is in a vertical position, without regard to the conditions existing in
I am proud to .<ay, however, that
tlie roof or the seam.
the majority of our good foremen know that the proper
jtosition of a mine post is in line with the pressure.
The fireclay formation overlying much of the coal, in
the ('onnellsville coke region and in various parts of the
rnited States and Canada, is a hard roof to hamlle, ex-

careful attention to insure .safety and

cept where the coal

ing.

for roof

mines of the lower Kanawha region, must have
economy in minI think this fact is clearly shown by the state in-

spectors' reports of these mines.

Mine

roof of the character .just mentioned requires a
practical .system of timbering adapted to the special conditions of the roof

and

coal

and

the pressure exerted by

is thick enough to leave a top bench
when driving the rooms up to the limit or, as

wo say. in the "first working." This top coal forms a
good roof and can be taken doAvn when the pillars are
drawn back. In a thin seam having no top bench, it is
often necessary to resort to cros.sbar timbering.

;

Marcli

S.
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A .saiulstone roof is likewise a dangerous roof. The
roof stone often contains joints and irregular fractures
Mine posts are
that give no warning of their presence.
use under such a roof, except for giving some
warning of danger, which, however, often comes
too late. This roof hreaks in massive pieces, which, when

of

little

slight

they once start to move, cannot be held except by buildhave seen hundreds of cases
I
ing substantial crilis.
where the attempt has been made to hold up a large roof
rock that required constant retimbering and was still a
constant menace to safety. Time, labor and material are
generally saved by allowing such a rock to fall and finding a way around it. When this cannot be done, it should
be cribbed and crossbarred in such a manner that cars
cannot knock out the timbers and cause an accident.
Mv experience has taught me that this class of accidents, in the past, has been largely the result of a lack
What has already been aceomof proper supervision.
plislied in this direction, proves that perhaps 90 per cent,
of these accidents could have been avoided by a system

Operators now very
of careful in.spectioii of the roof.
generally realize the importance of regarding safety first
This was the experience, formerly,
and profits second.

England.

in

The

district

where

notorious for accidents from roof

I

worked (1873) was

When

falls.

the I'oal

Mines Regulation Act became a law, in that year, roof insiiection was made compulsory, with the result that, in
live years, this class of accidents was reduced od per cent.
and,

if

my memory

serves

me

right, this reduction grad-

ually increased to 80 per cent.
^\'hile it is

true that the neglect of miners to properly

examine their own working place before going to work
and to promptly set any timbers that may be required
and, likewise, the neglect of mine officials and bosses to
give sufficient time for a

working

thoi-ougli

place, will account for

responsibility

rests

many

inspection

of each

accidents, the larger

In the same manner, each air split should be conducted along the fai'es of the several chutes or brea.sts,
by passing through the crossheadings connecting the
chutes near the face, and only returning to the airway
by the last chute in that split. To course the air up one
side of the chute and down the other, ventilating in this
way several breasts without crossheadings, is not in accordance with the best accepted laws of ventilation. Experience has taught us that seams of any considerable inclination should be ventilated, as far as practicable, so
that the course of the air will be generally toward the
rise in other words, the ventilation should be ascensional.
This system should be adopted in all mine ventilation
;

whenever practicable.

By driving crossheadings every tiO ft. or less, between
adjoining chutes, the cour.se of the air is much shortened
and the mine resistance reduced, which will increase the
circulation of air, for the

in

tor.

JoSKi'll

\'lUGIX.

\a.

Ventilating Breasts in the

Mammoth

Seam (Penn.)
Referring to the ailicle of Mr. Craiikshaw, Coal Aoic.
15, p. 263, in which he describes the method of

Feb.

ventilating the breasts in the
sjilits,

1

Mammoth

seam,

iiy

sep-

was surprised that no cro-ssheadings arc

connecting the breasts.
The syslcm of mining described is what is known as
"rock chute mining."
The system of ventilating by
6]>lits
is
good, with the excei)tion that cros.sheadings
should be driven between the chambers or chutes every
60 ft., or less if the conditions re(|iiire. In the lirst split
sliowii

lo the left, the air current taken

up chiifc No. 5 should
not be made to return by that chute to the airway;
but should be conducted through the upper cros-sheading to (he face .\'o. 4. from which it should pass through
another crossheading to No. 3 and so on, returning to
the airway through Xo.
ilmte.
1

it

would

it would be difficult to remove
any accumulation of gas from such breasts and much
time and labor would be lost, besides running a risk of

gas or dust explosions.
The statement that "if one breast makes gas freely it
can be isolated from the other breasts on that split without shutting down the whole gangway" is true; but, in
the majority of cases, this would not be necessary if the
circulation in each split was properly arranged and the
air current conducted through the crossheadings as ex]il;iined.

(iood ventilation at the woi-king fa(^:! is one of the important factors in the economical operation of a niiiie;
as, thereby, many long delays are avoided, wliicli \v<iuld
otherwise greatly reduce the output and increase the op-

erating expense.

Damkl

the mine.

press the responsibility for jiroper roof inspection upon
every mine worker, forciuan, superintendent and opera-

Again,

ings connecting them, and

This responsibility is shared in part by the mine foreman.
The discussion of this (|uestion in Coal Ack cannot fail to im-

arate air

same power.

be impracticable lo drive breasts any considerable distance, either in flat or pitching seams, without crosshead-

upon the operator for the mainte-

nance of proper discipline

Bancroft, W.
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Fern

(lien,

J. BoYi.i:.

Penn.

Danger

of

Powder Smoke

The danger from powder smoke is greater than miners
commonly suppose. In one of the recent letters discussing the reducing of the ventilation when firing, 1 was
glad to see a reference to the explosibility of powder
smoke.
(Coal Agk. Feb. 1, p. 196.)
In some mines, the miners have a practice of rushing
iiack to the face immediately after a shot has been tired,
so as to light the smoke behind the standing shot before this smoke has mixed with the air to such an exI
have often thought the
tent that it will not ignite.
]:ractice should be stopped, as the miner not only runs
the risk of being burned, but the shot may have knocked
out a ])rop, leaving a loose
to fall at

|)iece

of slate that

is

ready

any moment.

Fire(lani|) is not the only clanger in

a great mistake that one or

mines and

more

I

believe

not
employed, in every mine, whether gas is generated or not.
There are many accidents of this class that a competent
lireboss could |)revent, in a large mine where it is a jiraclical iin]Jossibility for the mine foreman to give proper
it

is

attention to

many

firebosses are

of these matters.

WiLLIA.M RoTIIWKLL,
F'ireboss.

Castle (iaie.

riah.

—
C O

;i<'-.(j

Seven

AGE

AL

Week

Shifts a

The

three splits were sectioned and readings taken con-

In the main airway, the
at the same height as

secutively in adjacent squares.
liave noticed recently the discut^sioii of the cjuestioii

1

week and want to say that,
whiJe we cannot altogether avoid Sunday work at a coal
mine, I have never advocated the practice of working
of working seven shifts a

seven davs in the week.

many

think there are

I

jobs set

Sunday that could be done as well during the
week. I presume I have been "on the Job" as many hours
as Mine Foreman, Coal Age, Feb. 1-j. p. 272; but I
have never regarded it as "living on the job"
When a r.uui has worked for me two shifts running, I
would not givt' him oOr. for a third shift. Many men
want to work extra time, but it is more the time, on the
pav sheet, they are after, than the work they assay to acMore and l)etter work is always done by obcomplish.
serving regular hours; begin on tune and quit on time
aside for

Men should be allowed to
generally good doctrine.
make extra time, only when this is necessary for the continuous o])eration of the mine. When the work requires,
is

it is all

an extra

right to put in

on Simday or any

shift

may

cause unexpected trouble.
idle day, although
I have known men to be so anxious to make extra time,
that they have called the attention of the mine committee
to the fact that they were not employed on certain extra
shifts, disregarding the right of the boss to employ such
this

men on an

as he considers most cniiable of do-

extra job

ing the work.
While r consider it necessary that any man in charge
of the work should be ready to respond to a call at any
time, I do not think it is necessary for him to eat and
Extra time is often made at the exsleep with the joli.

and

]3ense of eificiency

witli loss to the conijiany.

Ax Indiana
West Tcrrc Haute.

anemometer was moved crosswise

These airways are concrete lined during the test they were lighted by electric lamps and the
time was announced by clettric bells, offering the best
possible facilities for accurate work. A deduction of six
the pitot tubes.

was made from the sectional
The water gage shown by the Hydro
recording gage was also checked by two water manometers on opposite sides of the fan drifts.
By this method
area of the airways.

Coal Aue.
stand. the

\oiii-

Eel). 22. p. ;iU(i,

llmli

'"'rein

The results of an average test were as follows:
Volume in cubic feet per minute
(A) :!22,410. (B)
oO(5,620.
(C) 302.550. The water ga-e was 4.S!) and
:

calculated mechanical

the

inter yoii do

1

methods that were

em]il(]yiMl

luit

I'lillx

iindcr-

the

to dcicrniiiie

amount of air exhausted by the fan diirin;; ilic test.
The measurements taken liy the Elydro re.-ording gage
were not relied upon solely in calculating the results.
I'lit
the amount of air passing was measured siniidtaiieouslv

three methods as Tojlows:

liv

i.i)

tached to

tiii>

main airway,
average

a

was

\('l()cily

iiciiig

point

Wy an anemometer
l>y

points

<ir

not

in

an aneinometei'

With the

course,

well

the >aine in

wliei-e

iicrnianciitly in th<'
tiie

main aiiway.

the

oi'

the

average

think

I

Feb.

first editorial,

all

fan

engineers know,

.\n

important

tests.

conditions
ing

to

to say,

is

tlirouLili

the

duels must

fan and

in

considered

lie

fan

eliminate other factors act-

the

eircidation

gene|-al

the airways, of which
a

This

part.

lieeaiise a

or even

leiit..

;ier

certain

respoiisiMe.

fan sliow> a

higher,

it

olilaineil.

made
ami

tests in

these

which suih

i>,

therefore, of

of

fan eflieiemy.

I

liiuli

efficiencies

he opinion that

and

The

iliarge of the test.

thai

parts of

ihc

\clocity

of the

airwav: that the
occurs remains un-

tlie

velocity

In

speaking

engineers

of

the enniiie driving the

that

sucli

it

effieiemy

li\-

fan.

is

liiuierally

includes

and

is

peated readings taken in each section with pilot tubes altaclied to a portable recording gage, the dial of which was
graduated to read velocities in feet per second. The piini
tubes of the Hydro gage, used during the test, were

lime it is
low eniciemy

into sixteen

|)oijil

determined, j"id readings taken
to clieck

follow that

fully considered

dicated hoi-sepowcr of the cm;ine card.

found

often

.

lieeii

the engineers in

liy

i-

ellieieli-

high efficiency, say so

doe- not

roulile~oine features liaxe not

air

fan-

one of the most

such a test, and one that
niiconMioiisly overlooked, and for which the high

seldom made

permanently at the

is

of

the

tronlili'Sdine featui-es of

re-

fixed

under working

of m fan

test

to

is

opp<ise

(U'

ami

e\eiy

in

the mine,

at

;issist

tests

fan

arc

tlu're

way was divided

wii-cs

('Ai;ii.

feature in every practical

changeil for dilfereiit velocities, has also l)een established.
'J'o determine the point of average velocity, the main airliy

«
r.

'alifornia. I'enn.

test, that

t

men-

l!i:l.

1, ]i.

r.

wrilei- lia>

ihe three airways

must be

it

were

tliev

are

possilile.

i<no\\ii
all

understood,

facts

cess of that obtained in the lalmratory exjicriments

eliiiiinaled

in racli

aliove

admitted that the results of the test are reasonably near
the truth, or that all the instruments were inaccurate
in the same direction, \>hieli is hardly jirohalile.
Cood efficiency would naturally be expected of this
fan, with its long evase chimnev and low inlet vi'loeities and, granting that all the ohserveis were dect'i\ed
a reasonable amount, the efficiency would yet be in ex-

at-

main airwav.

lo the

is.

is

tuln's

ol)taine(l.

((')

It

(ixcd

|iitol

the cross-section, where

in

(H)
h'adiii;^

air

in,-tniiiiciit

at

llic

diffi-

read-

ings in large airways, are probably as close as e(mld be

cies oiilaini'd are often

rcconliiig gage;

ilyilro

liy

839<.

expected.

tioned in vonr

i'llliciencv.'"

fan

the

of

etticieneies

77.0% and 76.G%, respectively.
The above results are typical and, considering the
culty and the chance of error in taking anem(mieter

fan

an

also

vohinies measured in the three splits.

total

Fiuiihoss.

Efficiency

editoi-ial

main airway should check with each other and

with the

|_As

t(]

measurements, the volumes of air measured

of taking
in the

(

IJcferring

;

.square feet for each operator

Iml.

High Fan

No. ID

\'ol. 3,

very closely.

sections

of average

m

lioth

and

ver-eilv

thus

instruments were

power on the

air. as nieasureil

in

recognized

the effieienev

the

ratio

of

the

ihe fan drift, to the in-

The

atleinpt

is

while at the same
recognized that an engine o'' poor design ami
to

separate these

may

fac-tors,

seriously handicap the ventilator and

i-educe the effieiemy that should he obtained.

The letter of Mr. Carr shows clearly thai the test to
which he refers was carefully conducted, and the efficiency
claimed Hir the fan is a projier one, barring the uiisiisI-'ditoi!.!
iiected operation of air columns in the mine.

^„„,„i,„„„„
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I

I
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Mine Gases and

—

of

of 801)0 ft.?
.-1h6-.— In this case, the sectional area and the perimeter of the airway remain unchanged, while the length
Since the pressure per square
of the airway is doubled.
foot varies as the length of the airway and the scpiare
of the velocity, the pressure ratio will be equal to the

lerujth ratio multiplied by the square of the velocity
Therefore, calling the required water gage x, we
ratio.

have

/8\2 _
X _ 8000 /800\2 _
~ 4000 \50oj ~ "[5/ ~
-Z
.J

Ques.

—

2

X

G4

=

5.12

25

500 ft. per min., in an airway 6x8 ft., 1 mile long;
what water gage will be required to produce a velocity
of 750 ft. per min. when the length of this airway is
?

Ans. As in the previous example, the .sectional area
and the perimeter of the airway remain unchanged while
the length of the airway is doubled and the velocity inThe area and percreased from 500 to 750 ft. per min.
imeter of the airway being constant, the water-gage ratio
varies as the length ratio times the square of the veloriti/
ratio.

case

Therefore, calling the

=

i:2

—

/3\^

water gage, in

="'(2;

i(5T?jj

As the development of the mine increased, however,
would be found to -give better satisfaction and be more economical in the, end.
A furnace
shouUr not be tised in any mine liaiile to dttst explosion;
culation

means

in

mine

the

2x0 ...
=^=-t-^'-

and

the lenglii of

is

cfpial

to the fifth
llii'

power of the diameter

required quantity of air

.r,

75 sq.ft.
The first airway is rectangular,
being three times its height: the second airway
of

and the third airway is
Ans. The first step
its

ti.

width

3

is

ratio.

is

Calling

se])arate airway.

3/(2

I,

first

height of the

])erimeter

The

Then,

s(|.ft.

airway

is,

+

=

1"')

=

/(

however, 5

2 (5

is

is si|uare,

the perimeter of each

find

to
tlie

and the sectional area

//.

There-

widtli

its

circular.

—

X

airway

first
is

then

X

h

75

\-3 = V

'-^

ft-,

2f

'u section,

5.

and

"' ft-

being sijuarc. (iiie side is V 75
8. (id ft.; and its iicrinieler is then
8.()6
34.64
The lliird iiirwav being circular, its diameter is
secdiiil

airwa\

X

I

\

we have

is

—

=

and

/v.

=

m- circumference

its jicj-iuieter

30.7

ft.,

=
ft.

0.7854

tlie

airways are constant. Since both these airways are circular, they are similar and the square of the quantity of air
passing varies as the fifth power of tiie diaineter of the
airway. In other words, the square of the quanlilij ralin
fore, calling

a fan

Qves.
Find the entire rubbing .surface of three airways each 6000 ft. long, and each having a sectional area

its

this case, the pressure

when

employed.

The

If

— In

under better control and the

is

of ventilation inunodiately accessible

'k-iiirilisy
.\iis.

ventilation, for a

a ventilating fan

this

a certain pressure jiroduces 20,000 cu.ft. of
air per minute, in an airway G ft. in diameter; what
(|nai)tity of air will the same pressure produce in an airway 12 ft. in diameter, assuming the airways have equal
(Jiie.t.

column that would insure ample

air

considerable time to come.

y,

we have
X
2/r50\2

.r,

rci|iiirc(l

—

for the reason that, in the event of an explosion, the cir-

of

—

—

ill.

If a water gage of 1.2 in. produces a velocity

increased to 2 miles

=

80,000 -^ 64

If a water gage of 2 in. produces a velocity
500 ft. per min., in au air course 4000 ft. long, what
water gage will be required to produce a velocity of 800
ft. per mill., in tlie i^ame airway extended to a length

Qucs.

by the sectional area of the airway: ihus,
1250 ft. per minute.
Ques. Would you recommend a fan of furnace for
Ghe reasons for your
a new shaft mine 500 ft. deep?
recommendation.
.-1ms.
If the .seam is generating explosive gas, a furnace could not be used wntli any degree of safety. If the
mine generates no gas, however, a furnace can be used to
good advantage in the early development of the mine, as
the depth of the mine below the surface would give au
in circulation

Ventilation

is

llien 3.1 llfj

X

!'.77

nearly.

Since the length of each airway is COOO ft., the entire
rubbing surface is
6000 (10
3-1. 64 -f 30.7)
say 632,000 .vr/./7.
y
A volume of 10,0()i) en. ft. of air and marsh gas
Ques.

=

+

—

=

Ikiw many cuiiic feet of
is at its most exi)losive ])oiiit
marsh gas does the mixture contain?
Ans. A mixtur-' of marsh gas and n'.r. at its mavinnim explosive ])oint, contains 9.46 jier cent, of tlu; gas.
Therefore, a volume of 10,000 cu.ft. of this mixture will
;

/

-

.y

i2i),iii»(iy

X = 20,000

V^

=

=

A-^y.,a.32
\(\

J

113,000 at.ff. per min.
(Jiie.i.
The total rubbing surface of a square airway
being 160,000 sq.ft., the length of the airway, 5000 ft'.,
and the (piantity of air ])assing, 80,000 cu.ft. per min.;
find the velocity of the air current, in feet per minute.
Am. First find the ])erimeter of the airAvay by dividing the mbi)ing surfare by the length of airAvay; thus,
lfiO,000 -^ 5000
32 ft. But the airway being .s(|iiare.
each side is 32 -r- 4
8 ft. and the sectional area of
the ainvay is then 8
8
64 sq.ft. Xow, find the vejlocity of the air current by dividing the quantity of air

—

vrt^

—

=

=

X

;

=

—

(ontain 10,000

X

0.0916

=

916

cu.ft. of nuir.«h gas.

— Under what conditions may artcrdamp l)ecome
explosive?
Ans. — Afterdamp may contain unburned marsh gaa
Ques,

(C'H.,) or carbon monoxide (CO), either of which gases
becomes explosive when mixed with a sufficient quantity
of fresh air. Such an atmos])here may have a temjierature

sufficiently high

have access

to ignite these ga.ses, .should fresh air

to the I'lace

where they are fotmd.
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Washington, D. C.

Nearly $11,000,000 of this sum came from the advance in
prices and about $2,500,000 from the suspension of the discount. There were also some profits made by sales of coal at
famine prices in certain instances.
The report goes on to charge the existence of a trust including the mines and the railroads with which they are

As a result

of

this

community

of interest

it

is

nothing in the mere fact that producto warrant an increase of price to
the consumer unless there is some very large advance to
bring it about. "The capital invested in coal mining." says
the report, "derives its income both from the mining and the
transportation of the coal, and a failure to realize profits i.n
the mines ma.v be and often is compensated by the profit in
the operation of the railroad on account of coal tonnage. The
purpose is simply to operate the coal mines and the railroad
so as to produce the maximum profit from both together and
not simply to secure profitable results from each source of
claimed that there

tion costs

is quite severe in his strictures on the
retailers, as he asserts that they took large advantage of the
increase in cost and were often responsible for the suspenHe cites New York, Philadelphia and
sion of the discounts.
Washington as p'acts where the retailer shifted the full

of the increase demanded by the operators, and perhaps something more, to the shoulders of the consumer. He
adds that in each of the cities mentioned the increase In retail prices was very similar to the advance in the circular
prices quoted by the operator.
This report, of course, comes too late to serve as a basis
of any legislation by Congress at the session which closes
Mar. 4, but it is expected that the subject will promptly come
up again during the special session which has been called for
the present month. Specifically, it is believed that the showing made will lead to the removal of the tariff on coal as has
already frequently been predicted.

amount

AVInHton-Saiem Rate DeclKlon
In a decision issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission on Feb. 25. it was ordered that the case of the Board
of Trade of Winston-Salem against the Norfolk & Western
K.K. should be dismissed. The Commission held that the rate
of $2.10 per ton on coal from the Pocahontas fields in Vir-

West Virginia to Winston-Salem Is not unreasonThe Commission, however, concluded that the rate of
able.
$2 per ton from the same point of origin to Martinsville, VirThe
ginia, is excessive to the extent that it exceeds $1.80.
roads were ordered to put the latter rate Into effect by
ginia and

&

15.

The Commission further held that the Chicago. Milwaukee
Paul and other railways had failed to justify the pro-

St.

in

iiiii

iii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiniiniiii

iiniiiiin

luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiii^

the rates on coal in carloads from mines

in Iowa to stations in .South Dakota. North Dakota and Montana.
The tariffs were ordered withdrawn.
similar decision was reached with respect to the proposed advances on
the rates for soft coal in carloads from Illinois mines to Clin-

A

ton, la.,

and other points on the Chicago. Burlington

cS:

Quinc.v

The Chicago it Alton and other roads were ordered
withdraw their suspended tariffs not later than Apr. 15.

R.R.

to

I'EWSYLV \M.\
.Vnthracite

—

SerantoD At a conference with the oflicials of the Scranton Coal Co., Feb. 20. the 300 striking miners from the lowtr
seams of the Capouse colliery agreed to go back to work.
Instead of returning, however, they not only stayed out, but
induced 300 additional men to quit. As a result the whole
colliery

is

idle.

—

Wllkes-Barre A cave in the Pine Ridge mine of the Delaware & Hudson Co. at Miner's Mills, Feb. 20. caused the cellar
of a house belonging to James Flynn to sink. The house was
immediately vacated.
An attempt to call a strike at the Avondale Colliery of
the D., L. & W. Coal Co., in Plymouth Township, has resulted
in the mine being closed indefinitely, ^\'hile repairs are being
made to the breaker and the mine workings. The subject
of disagreement vchs the price for standing timber, the men
claiming that the price had been reduced, and the foreman
showing his books to prove that no reduction had been made.
of the boolis was satisfactory to the members
of the committee, and they announced their readiness to return to work the next da>', only to be met with the statement
by the superintendent that inasmuch as they had quit and
thrown the colliery idle contrary to their agreement, work
would not be resumed until the long contemplated repairs

The evidence

had been made.

—

is

somewhat more

income separately."
Secretary Nagel

Apr.

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

posed advances

Secretary Nagel just at the close of Congress has rendered a report covering the much discussed question, what
was the effect of the advance In prices on anthracite coal and
how far it was warranted. His investigators have reached
the conclusion that the advance of prices took about $9,000.000 out of tile consumers in 1912, but that there was no good
warrant for the action taken. This is the net result of the
so called Difenderfer resolution which was presented and
passed about nine months ago.
With reference to wages the conclusion is arrived at that
the advance represented about 8 or 10c. per ton and was
necessary in order to avoid sli-ike conditions and insure a
supply.
This cost the companies about $4,000,000.
On the
average, howevei-, there was an advance of over 31c. per ton.
Wholesale prices were increased on the average only about
26c. a ton, but when the advance in price is considered in
connection with the change in sizes of coal it figures out at
more than 31c. per ton.
The sources of profit to the companies were not, however,
exhausted in a mere advance in price, but considerable gain
was made by cutting off the discounts of 40 and oOc. per ton
usually granted to consumers on purchases made in April and
May. Altogether the total excess gathered in from the community was about $13,450,000 more than would have been
obtained had the same tonnage been sold at the old prices.

affiliated.

in

a

Pottsvtile The miners who were entombed, Feb. 25. in
colliery near Mahanoy City were rescued early Feb. 28.
of them were completely exhausted and had to be

Two

dragged through a small aperture, which had been made
during the last 10 ft. of digging in the wall. The men were
without food for 5S hours, and their clothing was soaked witt
icy water.

Bituminous

»«• Kensington — While trapped in a
Camp Coal Co. at Valley Camp,

fiery mine of the
a searching party
narrowly escaped death. Four of the party of 10 were badly
burned by an explosion and three of these are now in the
hospital. Three hundred men employed on the day shift were

Valley

warned

in time to escape, but
others in the workings.

it

is

feared that there

may

be

—

DuBois Nearly 700 men employed at the Eriton shaft of
the Northwestern Mining & Exchange Co. have gone on strike.
It is said that the weighing methods employed at the colliery
are the cause of the trouble.
California Three men were seriously injured Feb. 25, in
Two were caught in a fall
the mines of the Vesta Coal Co.
of slate while a third had his right arm torn off by an electric
cutting machine.

—

—

WEST

VIRf;lM-\

Charleston General Elliott, commanding the troops in the
martial law district has reported to Governor Glasscock that
the mines in and out of the country covered by the National
Guard resumed operations Feb. IS. This is taken to indicate
that the crisis has passed and that peace will soon be restored.
No arrests have been made as yet in connection with the
burning of the tipple of the M. B. Coal Co.

—

Fairmont Karl F. Schoew. state mine inspector for the
district, is an applicant for the position of chief of the
department of mines of the state of West Virginia, to succeed
John I^aing, whose term expires June 30.
first

—

OHIO

ColumliuH One of the most important events In coal circles
during the past week was the enactment by the Ohio legislature of the Green compulsory workmen's compensation hill,
which will apply to every coal mine in the Buckeye State.
Effective after Jan. 1. 1914, every individual, firm or corporation
which employs more than five people must pay Into the state
board of awards a premium based on the yearly pay roll.

March

8.

COAL

191:3

which is calculated to take the place of liability insurance
and to compensate all workmen for injury or their dependants
for loss of life.
The law provides for a schedule of compensation to be paid to workmen injured by the loss of members.
For partial disability, the injured laborer is to receive twothirds of his weekly wage, providing it does not exceed $12
weekly for a term of six weeks. For permanent disability
he is to receive two-thirds of his average weekly wages for
Employees of
life, providing it does not exceed $12 weekly.
Itss than five persons can come in but are not required to
will
make
quite
the
system of
do so. The law
a change in
operating mines in Ohio.
The Ohio legislature has also passed a bill giving heirs
instead of lineal descendants the right to recover damages
caused by death in the mines of Ohio.

KENTUCKY

—

Louisville Recent rains throughout the Ohio Valley have
resulted in a rise in the river, which is expected to bring a
stage of water from Pittsburgh down that will enable the
coal fleets to get out with the biggest tonnage in years. Tows
are now being made up at Louisville for several of the
steamers, "which have recently returned from the South with
empties, the quantities of river coal now available at this
port being ample for this purpose.
The decision of the Interstate Commerce Commiiiiun
makes permanent the recent suspension of the Louisville &
Nashville's advances in rates on coal from mines on the Stony
Fork branch to various destinations. The decision upholds
also the contention of the coal men that the L. & N. is legally
the initial carrier, and is. therefore, responsible for the fur-

nishing of cars.

—

!lL,L,I>OIS

Edn-ardsvillv The Henrietta Mine, owned by the Federal
Trust Co. of St. Louis and leased by W. S. Walker, was shut
down by action of the miners filing claim for wages. The
management claims that the mine was unable to work, because the people of Edwardsville bought outside coal instead of patronizing the local mines.
Cherry The last death claim against the St. Paul Coal Co.
arising out of the mine disaster at Cherry in 1909 has just
been settled in the circuit court at Princeton. It is estimated
that the company has paid out over half a million dollars
in settlements to date.
Peoria The Illinois miners in state convention Feb. 25.
voted to give the striking miners of West Virginia $900,000
to aid them in their struggle. The gift not only means a levy
of $100,000 upon the members of the union in this state, but
it authorizes the state executive board to spend every cent of
the reserve fund of $800,000 if necessary.

—

—

Dr. J. H. Hughes, of Nantlcoke, has received an appointfirst-aid advisor for the Susquehanna Coal Co. in
Nantlcoke and Glen Lyon to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Dr. F. L. McKee. of Wllkes-Barre.
Hiram Smith, general foreman at the Dorrnce colliery of
the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.. has resigned, and his place has
been taken by Hugh Price, foreman at Mineral Spring colliery.
James Weston, assistant foreman at the Dorrance. has
been promoted to foreman at Minci-al Spring.

ment as

N. W. Campbell. C. H. Peacock and S. L. Kinsser have refnom their position.>4 with the Pennsylvania Coal &
Coke Corporation at the Philadelphia office.
Their places
will be filled for the present by K. S. Lawrence, assisted by
N. C. Ashcom. G. A. Brown. H. G. Mettlach and W. ,1. Ryan.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Goulds Mfg.
Co. was held at .Seneca Falls. N. Y., Feb. 24.
No change was
made in the board of directors, and the following officers
were re(>lected: President, N. J. Gould: vice-presidents, D. V.
Colby, W. U. Pomeroy, W, B. Davis, W. E. Dickey; .•secretary,
H. S. Fredenburg; treasurer, B. R. Wells; assistant treasurer,
F: W. Medden.

signed
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Whitesbnrgr. Ky.

—

It

is

of Huntington.

sociates,

reported that R. E. Echols and asVa.. have been pui'chasing nu-

W.

merous tracts of coal lands in the Carr's Fork Creek section
of Knott County, where their holdings will aggregate from
10.000 to 12,000 acres when deals now pending are completed.
It is the intention of the purchasers to start development
work during this year, which will involve the construction
of a twelve-mile branch from the Lexington & Eastern's new

—

Pottsville, I'enn. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal and
Co. is paying considerable attention to the improveof its mines in the Shamokin region.
The four-wa.v
shaft of the Reliance colliery at Beaverdale is being sunk.
and when finished, will be 620 feet in depth. The Dolan
Bros., of Pottsville have taken charge of the sinking and
will push the work as rapidly as possible.
The Reading Co. expects to have this shaft completed

Iron

ment

II

—

IndianapollN. Ind. The ^\'arren Coal Co.; to operate mines;
capital stock. $100,000.
Directors; William P. Ijams. Thomas
H. Gill, .Albert L. Pfau. Clem J. Richards, J. W. Ijams.

ton,

—

The Claybrook Coal Mining Co.; to
coal: capital stock, $100,000.
Incorporators: J. E. ChilA. Thayer, S. B. Chilton, S. Hess and T. S. Clark.

CharleNton. \V. Va.

mine

John

—

Chicago, HI. The Lignite Products Co.; to mine lignite,
metals and other natural minerals; capital stock, $5000.
Incorporators: Charles Martin, T. A. Sheehan and H. M. Byall.

—

Chlcasro. III.
The Harkes Coal Co.: to mine and sell coal
and clay and their products; capital stock, $6000. Ineorporators: Arthur Connor, Thomas J. Luney, Christopher Walen.
St. John, N. B.
New Brunswick Coal, Iron & Clay Co. is
asking incorporation, with $275,000 capital, to develop coal,
iron and play deposits and carry on business incidental

—

thereto.

within ten months.

&

R. C. & I. Co. will spare no expense to make this
It
shaft one of the finest in the anthracite coal fields.
also intends in the very near future to have Reliance, Alaska,
P.

No.

coal,

extension.

The

Vol.

Locust Springs and Potts collieries equipped with electricity,
motor cars, electric hoist and light. They will all receive the
The compo^ver from the electric plant at Locust Spring.
pany expects to enlarge this plant and will ship in a few
days a Corliss engine of 700 horsepower and one of the
largest in that section.
When completed this plant will be
able to furnish power for all the collieries in that district and
Potts colliery at Locustdale,
At the Locust Spring colliery
the work on the electric hoist at the new rock slope has been

Fairmont, W.

Logan County;

—

W.

Va. The Virginian R.R. is making a survey
along the water course of New River for a direct line from
its present connection at Rich Creek, Va., to its subsidiary
line, the Piney Creek R.R.
The latter road was one of the
several lines recently acquired by the Virginian. The cutoff
extension will probably be seventy-five miles in length. Engineers are at present engaged in making estimates on this
proposition and preparations will probably be made for
actual work by the latter part of the summer.
Blueiield,

—

Ft. Worth, Texas The development of coal fields in the
northern part of Stevens County containing estimated deposits of 100,000.000 tons of coal and the construction of a
railroad from Knox City on the Orient Ry. to this city will
begin "within a few weeks. The line will pass through oil
lands aggregating 20.000 acres and located between Bomarton and Crystal Palls. The estimated cost of its construction
is $1,650,000.
Six towns. Knox City. Munday. Goree, Bomar-

— The

Ross Coal

stock,

Del.

AVilniinii;:tan,

— The

Co.;

chief

works

in

Incorporators: C. S.
C. Curry, R. A. Johnson and H
$75,000.

Octave

Mines

Co.;

capital

stock,

$1,000,000; to acquire mining rights of all kinds; acquire mining sites. Incorporators, George Steigler, W. M. Pyle, Edmund
S. Hellings, all of Wilmington, Del.

—

Oklahoma City, Okla. .\ charter has been granted to the
Hillock Oil & Coal Co., of Welcetka; capital, $100,000.
Incorporators. Robt. F. Turner and J. H. Bynum, of Indianola.
Okla., and M. H. Sharp, of Mena, Ark.
Hazard, Ky.

started.

Va.

capital

Hutchinson. C. H. Jenkins, E.
M. Piermont, all of Fairmont.

—

The Mabel Hill Coal Co. is a recent entry
around Hazard, Ky., the capital stock bein.g
The company has taken over the properties formerly owned by the Gaddie Coal Co., and has engineers on
the ground making surveys for additional improvements.
A
daily output of 500 tons is aimed at.
into

the

field

$100,000.

—

Salt L,ake City, Utah The Utah Coal Sales Agency has
been organized under the laws of the State of Utah and after
Mar. 1 will handle the output of the Consolidated Fuel Co..
Black Hawk Coal Co.. Castle Valley Coal Co., and Castle Gate
Coal Co.
The officers of the company are: "W. D. McLean,
president and manager; W. O. Bridgman. vice-president: G. E.
Forrister, secretary-treasurer; J. H. Mays, director; H. R.
Macmillan, director. This is a departure from the established
method of handling the sales department of the mines in the
Intermountain territory and will be closely watched by the

other operators.

Throckmorton and Woodson have agreed to furnish tlie
right-of-way for the railroad and land for stations, and to
purchase coal from the newly discovered deposits to the
value of $7.50.000.
ton,

—

ConnellMville. Penn
Preparations are under way to increase the capacity of the Provident Coke & Mining Co.'s
plant at the Kelly station, in the Allegheny Valley.
The
present output of the mine is 500 tons a day. This will be
increased to 2000 tons as rapidly as possible. The company
owns 3250 acres of land under which run three seams, the
Upper and Lower Preeport and the Middle Kittanning. About
50.000,000 tons are contained in the tract and the coal is of
excellent quality.
The plant is being electrically equipped. The West Penn
Co. will furnish curent for the haulage system, the cuttin.g
machines and other equipment.

NBW INCORPORATION

—

Halifax, Penn. The Pett Mountain Coal Co., near Matamoras, has installed a new 10-hp. hoist and engine and a new

pump.
Punxsiita«ney, Penn.

iberi

pk

Coal

Co.;

—

Washington's birthday.

WaynesburB, Penn.

vS

capital

—

—

Incorporators;

$,''10,000.

see and

Hiram

^Vheellnii',

capital stock.
Jones, W. R. Mar-

Co.;

H. Owens.

'W.

Va.

— The

capital stock,

Harry

C. R. Luttrell, J. R.

$25,000.
O. AVilis, M. B.

Warren Coal Co.; to mine coal;
Incorporators: Johnson C. McKinley,
C. Beury.

Mather and John

—

— The

Enterprise Realty Co. has trans-

ferred 600 acres of coal land in Springhill
Norris, of Connellsville.

Helena. .Mont
The Lock Bluff Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: J. L. Wester, Jens Rivenes and Harry
$15,000.
Wold.
Louisville, Ky.
The Schwind Coal Co.; capital stock, $10,000.
Incorporators; Ernest E. Schwind, John C. Schwind, Jr.,

and George Miller. Jr.
Hazard, Ky. The Hazard Dean Coal

M. Guthrie, of Center Townthe Tide Coal Mining Co.

Srranton, Penn. The various collieries of the D., L. & W.
Coal Co. were idle Feb. 22, to give their men a holiday on

^VheeIlIle, W. Va. Warwood Coal Co., $25,000.
Incorporators, Johnson C. McKinley, W. R. Warwood, Harry O. Wells
W. B. Mathes and John C. Berry, all of W'li.-.-Iing.

Township

to

Robert

—

Ravenna, Ohio The Hudson Coal Co. has recently purchased a 400-acre tract of coal land at Hopedale. The removal
mine No. S will soon commence.
Indiana, Penn. F. L. Neff and E. I. Berry are opening a
coal mine on the John Lydick farm in Cherryhill township,
where they own 30 acres of high-grade coal.
(iadsen, .Via. The North Alabama Iron, Coal & R.R. Co.
has received a 200-ton ore crusher. The capacity of the mine
will be brought up from 75 to 200 tons a day.
of

Hazletoii. IVnn.— Th.
stock. $10,(1011.

— Annie

ship, sold 174 acres of coal land to
for $17,500.

—

—

Klee, Ohio— The Klee coal mine, known as the Brutchey &
Eberling Coal Co., will hereafter be known as the Eberling
Coal Co. Mr. Eberling has bought out his partner's interest.
\%'ashinKton, Penn. A. B. Kirsch, of Nicktown, is optioning many hundreds of acres of coal lands in the vicinity
For whom Kirsch is acting no one has any inof Bradley.

—

formation.

The mine operated until three years ago
.\ltoona, Penn
.\shville Coal & Coke Co.. at .\shville, has been reojjened >inder the direction of Clair P. Burtner, with offices in
the .Mtoona Tr\ist Building.
by the

—
M.\rch

8,
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ConnellsTllle. Penn. Jas. M. Clark has sold to the Wash& Coke Co. 206 acres of coal underlying his farm
Township. The price will be about ?200 an acre.
The coal is the 9-ft. seam of Pittsburgh coal.

on a large scale and the mined products will be shipped to
the Eastern markets as soon as the syndicate takes over the

Va. The United States Coal & Coke Co., a subsidiary of the United States Steel Corporation, has announced
in wages to its employees averaging about
advance
general
a
Three thousand men are affected.
S per cent., effective Mar. 1.

made in this county for 10 years, may be closed on May 1,
when a block of 6000 acres of Greene township, which is now

ington Coal

in Jefferson

Gary,

W.

—

—

Columbns, Ohio Columbus capitalists headed by Attorney
E. D. Howard are negotiating for the purchase of extensive
The tract comprises
coal rights in Lawrence County, Ohio.
about 12,000 acres, and will be developed during the summer
the deal is closed.
CharIe.stowti, AV. Va. Announcement has been made that
the coal holdings of the Dixon Pocahontas Fuel Co., together
with all the property of the company, has passed by purchase
The price paid
into the hands of the Lake Superior Coal Co.
is said to exceed $500,000.
if

—

—

Bellefonte, Penn. The Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation have fired up some 400 coke ovens at its No. 10 mine at
Gallitzin.
They have been idle for the past week or more for
repairs, and these have been finished and all will be put
into operation as quickly as possible.

Reynoldsvtile, Penn.

—A

coal deal involving over 5000 acres

was consumated in Perry Township when the Buffalo
company bought the Adam Eyler Farm and opened negotiaof land

tions to secure the surrounding
an opening will be made in the spring.

territory.

It is

believed that

—

Lester, Ark. The Camden Coal & Clay Co., of Camden.
has acquired and will develop 10,000 acres of lignite coal land,
and also the clay. The clay will be ground and washed at
the mines and shipped to Pittsburgh, Penn., for pottery use.
The lignite is a somewhat unmatured deposit.
Connellsville, Penn. The Indian Head Coal & Mining Co.
began operations Feb. 24 at the two mines just opened at
Indian Head. The number will be increased as the workings
Lloyd Reese, of Indian Head, president and
are developed.
general manager of the company, is in charge.

—

—

Connellsvllle. Penn. The possibilities of large coal deposits
as yet untouched in the Ozark regions will be investigated
by Eastern capitalists headed by A. D. Vance, of Pittsburgh,
who will go to Taney County. Mo., and begin prospecting
in the country near Gretna, Branson and HoUister.

—

Penn. The Operators' Coal Co., composed
men, has taken over the holdings of the
Pennsylvania Smokeless Coal Co. in Somerset County. More
than 1000 acres near Holsopple changes hands. Two mines,
with an output of 1000 tons a day, are being operated.
Columbus. Ohio Announcements were received here recently that a special meeting of stockholders of the Provident Coal Co. will be held Mar. 20, to vote on increasing the
capital stock from $300,000 to $600,000, to finance improvements made at the company's property in Belmont County.
BlrminKham, .\la. The Alabama Coal & Coke Co. have
sold their mine and coal lands at Waverly, Union County, Ky.,
on the Illinois Central R.R.. to the Drury Coal Co.. of Morganfield, Ky., and it is now being operated by .-V. Maben
Hobson. of Birmingham, Ala., as trustee for the purchaser.
Cherlerol, Penn.^ The Carnegie Coal Co. is surveying the
block of 1400 acres of coal near Hickory, recently bought
by them.
The work is under the supervision of Engineer
Thomas. This is the company that bought the Charleroi Coal
Works at Charleroi, which it will operate as soon as a new
Connellsvllle.

of

Johnstown

—

—

—

tipple

is

built.

—

lluntlnKinn, W. Vo. The management of the Chesapeake
& Ohio R.R. expects soon to let a contract for the construction
Half of the 50 locomotives
of 3000 seventy-ton coal cars.
which the company ordered last year have been completed and
The remainder will be finished and delivered
delivered.
within the next two months.

—

.MorKantunn, W. Va. J. A. Comley has sold a tract of
fittsburgh coal along the Buckhannon & Northern R.R. to
Pennsylvania men with the understanding that It Is to be
operated on a royalty basis. The purchasers must mine at
least 10,000 tons per acre.
The
mines will be opened at once.

— The

deal involves $70,000,

The

Blue Ridge Mining Co., operating
the Mllllngton group of mines on Columbia Mountain, promises to soon have one of the heaviest producing properties
A big force of men Is being
In the upper Clear Creek district.
employed, and as fast as ground has been placed In condition
more miners will be given work.
Korkivooil, Penn. A syndicate composed of Baltimore capitalists have taken options on about 8000 acres of mineral
land lying along the Baltimore & Ohio R.R., one mile west of
Rockwond. The operations will then at once be commenced
Cieoricetown, Colo.

—

land.

Indiana, Penn.

—What

promises to be the biggest coal deal

option, may be bought by Philadelphia capitalists.
E. Davis, of Johnstown, representing Philadelphia
The entire tract lies
capitalists, is securing the options.

under

Elmer

along Twolick Creek.

—

Interest w'as aroused in Alton by the anS*. Louis. .Mo.
nouncement that the Clark Brothers syndicate, owning the
East Side electric lines and systems in East St. Louis, Alton.
Belleville, EdwardsviUe, Collinsville and Granite City, has
organized the East Side Coal Mining Co., and that a site for
a power house has been bought by the company from Mrs.

Janet Watson at Alton for $25,000.
Pittsburgh, Penn
A Pittsburgh coal land broker has sold
to the Welsh combine, headed by David Andrew Thomas.
227,000 acres in West Virginia and Kentucky at a price aggregating $10,000,000. Of this land 175,000 acres are represented as being in the Gauley River district, of West Virginia and 52,000 acres in Belle. Whitely and Knox Counties,
Kentucky. The report, as yet, lacks confirmation.
Fairmont, ^V. Va. The Mineral Fuel Co. announces that
it has purchased between 4500 and 5000 acres of coal land
in Letcher County. Ky,. and is planning an expenditure of
5500,000 to $700,000 for development work, including the opening of mines, machinery installation, building houses, and the
like, for a modern coal operation with an annual output of
something like 750,000 tons. The property was purchased of
the Mineral Development Co., and adjoins the 100,000-acre
holdings of the Consolidation Coal Co.
Huntinicton, W'. Va. J. W. Parshall, an agent for Eastern
capitalists, who has been inspecting coal and oil lands in
West Virginia and Kentucky, expected to close a deal by
Mar. 1 for a 50,000-acre tract on New River. It is the intention of this syndicate to build and open up six new collieries
on New River before ne.xt winter. An expenditure of $7,000,000 is planed. This sale will mean the opening up of three
new towns. Over four thousand workmen and officials will
be brought into the state to help in the developing of the
first big tract which it is decided to open up.
Barbourvilie, Ky. The recently-organized Raccoon Coal
Co. has acquired 1200 acres of rich coal land near Hazard,
Ky., and will proceed to develop it at once, the daily capacity
being estimated at 500 tons. The company intends to install
operate four
sufficient electrical generating machinery to
six-ton motors, four fans and eight machines, as well as
Machinery bids will be opened
four electric rock drills.
about May 1. It is probable that an electric-lighting franchise will be asked for. in order that the company may sell

—

—

—

its

surplus current.
^Vilkes-nnrre. Penn

-The Buttertub coal property, in the

borough of West Wyoming, has been sold by Messrs. Stark
and Kintz to J. D. Davis, of Kingston, No announcement is
as to what company is to acquire possession of the
The property consists of about 15 acres, which, actract.
cording to the account of the mining engineer, carry six veins
The property is bounded on one side by the Mt.
of coal.
Lookout Colliery of the Temple Coal & Iron Co., and on the
An opening was
other side by the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
made on the property about 25 years ago, but no mining
operations have ever been conducted.
Corbln, Ky. The Louisville & Nashville Is planning to
double-track that portion of the Cumberland Valley division
between Varllla and Corbln. Ky., the latter point being the
juncture with the Knoxville division, and the former being the
point a which the new Harlan County extension joins the
Cumberland Valley division. The cause for the decision to

made

—

make the Improvement is the crowding of the presi'nt single
track by the increase In coal trafllc during the past few years,
and the Increasing development along the extensions will

Work on the additional
this condition.
track, which will be about 35 miles In length, will bcKln early
In the spring.
naturally Increase

At a recent special meeting of the stockTennessee-Jelllco Coal Corporation, held at
In the Equitable building, in Louisville,
it
was unanimously decided to Increase the capita! stock
from $300,000 to $400,000, for the purpose of providing capital to develop a large tract of <oal land recently acquired b.v
the company near Hazard, In the rapidly developing Pi-rry
Most of the stockholders are residents of
County field.
Louisville, the officers being Robert Wedeklnd. president;
L. I. Coleman, vice-president and gineral managi'r; John 1".
Gorman, general superintendent of mines, and W. P. I'ulk.
secretary and treasurer.
Louisville,

Ky.

holders of the
the company's

office

-

C
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GEXERAL. REVIEW
All kinds of prices are being quoted on individual hard
coal in anticipation of the April reduction in the company's
Few sales are being made, however, only a small
circular.
volume of coal moving into consumption and this only for the
purpose of carrying the consumers over until the reduction
goes into effect. The dealers in particular are quite active,
endeavoring to dispose of their stocks, but indications are
that there will be considerable on hand the first of the month.
April. May and June will no doubt see heavy buying for storage purposes, in order to take advantage of the reduced prices
in effect and the present inactivity is giving the companies

welcomed opportunity to accumulate surpluses against this
impending demand.
The most striking feature in the bituminous market is the
evident determination on the part of the larger companies
to obtain an advance on next season's contracts, and this, in
a

the face of an unusually adverse market. With the contract
season now at hand, the operators are making every effort to
get control of the market. Ordinarily prices are high at this
season of the year, but now spot quotations are firmly established well below contract asking prices, and as a result consumers are reluctant to close and will not do so until forced.
In the Eastern Coastwise trade concessions are becoming
more frequent and there appear to be too large accumulations
Comparr.
to permit of any great stability to the market.
tively high water-freights are making spot buying slow at
has
business
contract
competitive
more
some points, and the
The Pennsylvania grades are dull, but
not yet developed.
of
coal
abundance
is
an
there
believe
Buyers generally
firm.
and are showing a disposition to buy only as they require the
product. In the Pittsburgh district there is some irregularity
as to prices due to concessions on the part of the small operators, but the uncertainty about obtaining shipments of
these, in time of a heavy demand, makes the buyer hesitate to
close with them.
The volume of trade in Ohio is considerably restricted by

higher temperatures, but the price list shows little
change. The manufacturing demand is good, but buyers are
anticipating cheaper coal in the near future and are confining
Contracts are being
their orders to immediate requirements.
renewed on the same basis as last year. Domestic prices ir.
over last year's
25c.
advanced
been
have
market
the Southern
the

circular.

The Middle Western mines are running on a still shorter
schedule and the demand is so light that there is not even any
Quotations have, in any
incentive to reduce prices further.
event, about reached an irreducable minimum and even, on
production. February
of
the
cost
occasions, run off to below
proved a good month for the Rocky Mountain operators and
over
the first part of ths
the higher temperatures prevailing
current month indicate a continuance of these favorable conditions.

BOSTON.

M.\SS.

Only a rigid curtailment can improve the present situation on Pocahontas and New River, and it is understood that
such a move is in prospect. The $2,85 prtce is going hard:
the accumulation of coal at Hampton Roads is too great
Concessions have been
to give any stability to the market.
made perhaps more freely the past week than at any time
to be a restriction it
really
is
there
it
so far this year and
There is apparently
will be interesting to see how it works.
business has
competitive
more
the
little doing on contract;
There is no
not yet come into the market to any extent.
coals
are dull
Southern
and
points
activity at the distributing
Strike rumors in the New River field will
in every quarter.
outlook
spring
for
the
and
section
be followed closely in this
much will depend on the news that comes from the seat of
the threatened troubles.
The high range of water freights, particularly from
Hampton Roads, has Interfered with the ready absorption
of spot coal and will likely make the movement slower
price
still if there is a concerted move to realize the $2.85

The Georges Creek shippers seem well supplied with
An influx of government steamers at Baltimore has
taken up whatever slackness there was.
The Pennsylvania grades are dull but with a fairly tiim
attitude on the part of most of the operators to net higher

f.o.b.

orders.
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1S12.
Tliere is only a scattering business at
all-rail there are no new features.
Buyers feel
to be an abundance of coal and they are following a
hand-to-mouth policy of ordering.
It is "between seasons" on anthracite and all kinds of
prices are current on independent coals. As low as $5, $5.25
and $5.50 alongside for egg, stove and chestnut, respectively,
have been quoted; in other words the individual shippers are

prices than in
tide,

there

and
is

anticipating the expected 50c. reduction in the companies' cirFew sales are reported, however, for the dealcular, Apr. 1.
ers are generally loyal to the companies who saw them
through the hard season and what cargoes they are taking
are largely of the sizes on which there will be no reduction.
Individual operators are having difficulty in moving the
steam sizes as well as egg and chestnut. This is where the
companies with their storage depots here and there have a
distinct

advantage

in dull periods.

The retail price in Boston for bituminous was reduced
Mar. 1 from $5 to $4.75 per net ton delivered in teams.
Current quotations at wholesale ai'e about as follows;
Clearfields, f.o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia.
York.
Clearfields, f.o.b.

New

.

-

$1
2

.

.

mines

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b.
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton Road.s
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Providence

>'EM

.

.

.

25®
50®

1

,

50

2 75

2.80® 3.03
1.35® 1.60
2.65® 2.70
3

.

85®

4 00
.

3.75® 3.85

YORK

—

BitumiiiuuN The soft-coal consumers are still holding off
on contracts and the weather has been such that the domestic
consumption has been reduced to a minimum with the result
that there is little or no demand. Only a small proportion ot
the contract business has been closed so far this year, but
such is not unusual; last year it is believed most of the larger
companies closed as many contracts during April as In March.
However, conditions for contracting are particularly unLast year at this time there was a
favorable this season.
strong spot market, with prices ruling well above contract
asking prices, with the result that consumers were eager to
get under cover by closing business. During the current season, the conditions are almost reversed, the spot market being substantially less than contract asking prices, so that
consumers will hold off closing until they are absolutely
The prospects for obtaining higher prices
forced to do so.
for next year's contracts are looking more favorable, consumers appearing to have accepted the advance as inevitable
particularly on the higher grades.
The larger companies are still curtailing production preferlng not to sell at the prevailing low prices in the spot
The supplies at tide are a trifle low and the car
market.
supply is fairly good and much better than last week.
The New York soft-coal market is not quotably changed
from last week and continues dull and quiet on the following
basis: West Virginia steam, $2.60@2.65; fair grades, Pennsylvanias, $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.80;
best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15; Georges Creek. $3.25@
3.30.

—

While there is some hard coal still moving,
Aufhriieite
the volume is relatively small and confined entirely to the
small tonnages required to carry some of the consumers over
Shipments
until the spring discount goes into effect Apr. 1.
of ar.y grades can be had promptly and individuals are offering discounts well down to the spring circular. Such conditions, of course, makes it dIHicult for the larger companies
to maintain circular prices with the result that much of their
The operators are
coal is now being diverted into storage.
now looking forward to a great activity after the first of tho
month. Consumers of all kinds are working their supplies
off down to the lowest possible point in anticipation of the
and will be in the market for large tonnages,
reduced pri
maiket on the following basis:
Wi
-.te the N ew York
C'ln-uiar-

:\iiircli

S.
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PHILADKLI'HIA. PENN.
A

long continued spell of unseasonable weather, broke
and there by a cold snap, has reduced the market to
almost a standstill. There is actually no size at the present
time which cannot be furnished at a moment's notice, and
orders are promised prompt delivery, without hesitation.
Some coal is moving, of course, but the tonnage is comparatively small, and is only to piece out, until the opportunity is
piesented of buying at the spring or opening prices.
The
lurt-

dealers are trying to get rid of what coal they have, so as
to carry as little as possible of the high-priced product over
into spring; judging from the number of idle men and teams
many of them complain about, there may, however, be considerable coal on hand Apr. 1.
Some of the most severe
snowstorms in this vicinity have occurred during this month,
in former years, and the dealers are living in
hopes that
such will be the case this year.
The demand for the steam sizes, however, continues good,
and furnishes the only firm feature of the market. The individual operators are already in the market with April coal,
that is. 50c. off the prevailing circular prices, and even less
than this it is said. Taking their mid- winter prices of $5.25 iS
t-.5U at the mines, this represents at least as much as $1.75 #2
shrinkage in the value of individual coal.
The large com
panics are still adhering to their circular prices of $3.75 for
egg. $4 for stove and $4.15 for chestnut, and what they cannot dispose of at this figure is going into stock, to provide
against the heavy demand that is likely to prevail during the
months of April. May and June.
Production still continues at top notch, none of the collieries having suspended operations owing to the unfavorable
market, and the prevailing dull condition really comes in the
shape of a blessing, as it will give them an opportunity to
place some coal in stock, which a winter of even normal temperature v^'ould have rendered impossible. When it is recalled
that most if not all of tht companies went into last June
with no coal in stock at all, and have had no opportunity until
the present to divert any to their storage places, it will phce
the companies in a much more comfortable position to take
care of their spring and summer business.

The bituminous market shows no improvement whatever.
Constant pi'oduction has thrown large quantities of coal on
the marki t. which has to he disposed of, and in most cases,
at ruinous prices.
PITT.^Bl R(iH. PEXX.

—

BltumiiKiuM It continjes to be between seasons as to concoal, buyers having contracts expiring Apr. 1, being
slow to close. There is some irregularity in prices quoted
oi. contracts, due to cutting by small operators, but the large
producers are adhering strictly to the regular prices and as
supplies are usually somewhat uncertain from the smaller
companies, in the event of high prices for prompt coal, the
cut prices named are not readily accepted, though occasional
sales are made. Demand for prompt coal is not heavy, as the
weather has been unusually open for winter, and retail demand is rather light. Slack for early shipment usually brings
a premium of 10c. occasionally more, and can be quoted at
$1(61.05.
Regular prices are: Slack. 90c.: nut and slack. $1.05;
nut. $1.25; mine-run, $1.30; %-in., $1.40; l>4-ln.. $1.55.
I'onnrllHvllle Coke
The improved prices noted a week
ago as having been reached through the stiffening which followed the unloading of considerable stock coke, have been
maintained without difficulty, and the present outlook seems
to indicate fuither Inci'eases i-ather than a recession.
Demand
for prompt furnace coke has not been particularly heavy, but
shipments have been larger on contracts and It seems evident
that the recession, which began late in January was, as suggested at the time, due simply to a few furnaces worklnp
badly temporarily, and to some furnaces starting to consume
portions of stock piles accumulated late In the year against
the Irregularities in shipment, which are usually experienced
In Ihe winter, but which were absent this time.
Prompt furnace coke has been held at a minimum of $2.50,
and while demand has been rather small In point of tonnage,
the figure has been well maintained.
For contract coke, operators have held to higher figures than expected, and In one
Instanci- a moderate tonnage was placed at $2.G5. for regular
shipments to July 1. There are few operators quoting as low
a» $2.50. but the price could probably he done either to July
or for .second-half.
1
Foundry coke has undergone considerable stiffening.
Transactions are now based on standard
foundry coke, the foundries no longer purchasing the IndifWe
ferent grade they were glad to get around holiday time.
quote: Prompt furnace. $2.50: contract furnace, largely nominal, $2.50; prompt foundry, $3®3.25; contract foundry, $3®
3.25, pir ton at ovens.
tract

,

—
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BALTIMOUK. MD.
The market underwent no change whatever during the
The low grades of coal are still being quoted around
but the car situation improved slightly.
Operators are

week.
$1.
still

quoting contract prices for the better grades at 10c. to
15c. above last year's level.
About two weeks ago, a number
of contracts were closed on this basis, but the buyers are Inclined to hold off for a while, and are talking of seeking other
fields, if the trade insists on the higher prices.
The coal men
claim that they are entitled to the advance, owing to the
increased operating cost.

West Virginia operators were in Baltimore during
week to confer with Baltimore & Ohio officials relative to

the

the

suggested change in the car-distribution system prevailing
on that system. Many complaints have been made regarding
the present distribution, and the railway company is endeavoring to satisfy its shippers. It is thought that some plan
v.'ill
be evolved which will be satisfactory to all concerned.
There is some talk of this road building another coal pier at
Curtis Bay.

BlFF.VL,0,

iV.

Y.

The weather has spoiled anthracite so completely that it
will require a more severe freeze than March is likely to
develop, to restore it to its former activity.
Sometimes the
semiwinter season continues so persistently that there is a
fairly good market all through April, but that does not appear to be expected now. February was only a winter month
for about two-thirds of the time, and spring is too near for
much return of the demand.
Bituminous naturally suffers less from the unseasonable
weather than anthracite, but even it is now standing still
because of the increased efficiency on the part of the railroads.
During the first half of February the roads became
badly demoralized and prices were strong in consequence,
but now the delayed shipments are coming forward freely and
there is plenty of coal being offered. But the soft-coal market
is not so T. eak as the small sales would seem to indicate.
The large operators are holding firm, and if the surplus coal
on track can be worked off in a short time it is possible that
no break of consequence will take place. Still the tendency
is to mine more coal than is needed, and if the railroads can
move a full output, it is going to be diffieult to hold the quotations.
.Jobbers, as a rule, refuse to concede of any lower quotdtions. saying that the extra quietness of the bituminous

market does not necessarily indicate weakness. Pittsburgh
lump continues at $2. SO; three-quarter, $2.65; mine-ruu,
and slack. $2.15. with Reynoldsville and Allegheny
$2.55,
Valley 15c. to 25c. lower. Coke continues to decline. It went
too high and. now on the decline, it does not seem to know
where to stop. Jobbers find no other reason for its present
select

weakness.
Quotations are on the basis of $5.20 for best
Connellsvllle foundry, with very little stock coke yet to be
had.
The consumption remains good, or stock piles would

mount

up.

Anthracite premiums are a thing of the past, and Buffalo
has three Lake cargoes made up of surplus large sizes, with
more to he loaded right along. So far only the Lehigh Valley company has done any water loading, though the D., L.
& W. would begin soon but for the seizure of the water trestle by the government on a ch.irge of trespass.
COI.I

ItlBl S,

OHIO

week

the tempei'ature rose and the degrades became less, although the general price list showed only a slight change from the previous week. The volume of trade Is considerably restricted
and operators believe that there Is not inuch In store for
them In the future, unless weather conditions become more

Dur-ing the past
fni- dijmestic

mand

favorable.

Operations In most of tin- Ohio fluids have been curIn the Hocking Valley
tailed because of the weak demand.
district it is estimated that the output was only 65 per cent,
of the average and the same Is reported from Pomeroy Bend
district.
In Eastern Ohio where the steam trade Is mor.In the
active, the output was about 75 per cent, of normal.
strictly domestic fields the production was below 50 per
cent.

Steam business

Is

as active as could be expecteil

nrid.f

Manufacturing plants are still taking a
tonnage although they are not stocking up any.
believing that cheaper coal will prevail In the future. Quite
a few of the steam contracts are expiring about this time
and they are being rem-wed generally at the same figures
In eastern
that prevailed during the past twelve months.
Ohio practically nil of the larger fuel contracts are being
entered Into at a slightly higher figure than lust year. Rethe circumstances.
fairly large

COAL AGE
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tail stocks are fairly large and as a result orders are not
coming in fast from that source. Dealers have not been
having much business and they are inclined to pull in and
prepare for the summer season.
Quotations in the Ohio Field are as follows:

Hocking
Domestic lump
J-inch

Nut
Mine- run
Nut, pea and slack.
Coarse slack

SI 50
,

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

Vol.

3,

No.

11)

March

8,
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ST. LOUIS, MO.
Weather conditions have been more favorable

to the coal

it was not of
Movement of coal
up some, but the local demand

the past weel< than for over a month, but

tneii

any market.

sufflcient strength to create
for Northern points picked

showed but a slight Increase. The operators have settled
down with the knowledge that there will be nothing more doing now until next fall, and many of the mines are making
arrangements to shut down for several months.
For the last week or ten days coke has been a drug on
the market, and the demand for smokeless coal has dropped
wonderfully. It has been actually hard to give away, at
the circular or under, the different sizes of anthracite. The
St. Louis coal market was perhaps never in a more deplorable condition at this season of the year than it is at the
pi-esent time.
The circular prices are:
off

•

Carterville

and

Mt.
.Standard

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg ....

SO. So

2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

No. 1 nut
Screenings

1.10

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
Ho. 5 washed

1

nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

@

0.90

S1.20gi 1.25

1
1

-

1
1

.

@

.So

@

05

(g,

35
25
20

(«
(g,

g
15®

1.25
1 20

0.90
1

.

1

.

1

.

1

20

40
30
25

1.20

1.00®, 1.03

—

Ml.\>E.VPOl,IS ST. r.vi 1,
There are no new phases in the Northwestern trade at the
'\^'hile the weather of the past two weeks has
stimulated a few orders they have been few and far between.
There has been so much free coal on track in this territory
that few orders go direct to the mines.
The Twin Cities
during the past two months have been made a regular dumping ground for surplus tonnages and this has had a demoralising effect on the market; in many cases such coal has been
pi'esent time,

sold for the freight.
(><;de:\.

I

T AH

February has been a good month Ijoth for the opei'.itor and
dealers.
In the e'arly part of the month shipments were decr(;ased slightly, due probably to the fact that most dealers
anticipated warmer weather, but this condition did not prevail and orders were freely placed for additional shipments
the month finishing quite strong. Conditions in Nebraska and

Kansas have not improved and consignments to that territory are at a low point. A general storm with lowering temperatures is now visiting these two states and if of any duration, should relieve the situation to some extent.
California is experiencing some wet weather and the Utah
mines report good shipments to that territory: however, the
prices for that market have been lowered to: Lump and nut,
$2.50, effective Mar. 1.
Quotations throughout the balance of the t^i-i lory riMiiMtn
unchanged as follows: \V\iiniing lump, $2.75; nut. .$2.25; minerun. $1.85; slack. $1: ftnh lump. $2.75: mi:if-run. $1.S5; slack.
$1.23.

i>(>i(Ti.\\n, OKI-:.

The cold weather is practically i.vii- for the winter and
signs of spring have already appealed in the Paciric Northwest, particularly along the coast where the weather is seldom severe, although the temperature is low enough to creaie
a good demand for fuel. Coal dealers hei'e expect no change.^
In the market .>iituatlon till next .luly when summer prices
will undoubtedly be made upon the strength of concessions
from the mines.
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Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
and Coke Co.

output, were sold at generally lower prices, there was
not a corresponding gain in steel department earnings, though
the ratio of increase in gross was maintained in the net earntotal

Presideni John A. Donaldson, undei- date of Jan. 15. reports, in part, for the fiscal year ended Oct. 31, 1912, as fol-

COAL SECURITIES

lows;

Trade improvement in the fiscal year balanced the special
The river was frozen up for 48 days during January and February, no loading- being done at the river tipples.
and there was an entire suspension of all operations during
April in negotiating a labor wage scale, which together materially decreased production and lessened profits from the
transportation department: but both were offset by an unusual demand during the lake shipping season and a better-

difficulties.

1:

of commission, en$142,452, with
a depreciation fund of only $50,753 to the credit of the account, left a balance of t91.699 unprovided for.
It was decided as an equitable disposition of such balance to charge
one-half, or $45,849, against the profits of the fiscal year just

and valued on the books at

ended, and the other half against undivided earnings account,
for the reason that some ot these boats have been out of
commission for several years. Adjustment of the active river
ciaft equipment net book value to its present trade worth is
being considered.

COAL ACRE.\GE PURCHASED TO DATE, MINED OUT AND SOLD—

REMAINDER

.\merican Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref
Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Island Creek Coal Pref
Lehigh Vallev Coal Sales
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref

Orig.

Since

1899

Total
39,626

Pennsvlvania

Mined
Out

Balance

33,07.5
6,551
22,754
16,872
2,119
558
2,677
242
2,435
[A reser\'e fund of 8100,000 each has been created to pro\*ide for future

Kentucky
loss

by fire and sinkage.
Bonds have been redeemed and canceled during the year amounting

§214,000.

Certificates of indebtedness

to

have been redeemed during the year

amounting to $145,000.]

1910—11

1909—10

1908—09

x7,910,300

7,509,413

7,637.553

5,947,826

157,602
§2,628,843

122,641
$2,258,456

117,591

84,.566

$2,117,960

$2,134,587

Maint. & rep. river craft
474,654
Depreciation charged off.
!/954,788
Interest on bonds, etc
490,863
Loss bv storm Sept. 20,1909
Div. on pref. stock
(7%)700,000

436,965
913,099
506,753

422,740
937,426
526,571

405.548
834,927
560,858
*709,410

(4)400,000

(2)200,000

& Mining

Earnings

34J

3U

102}

102}

86
240
22
88

85
204

90|
90
50
Closing

& Coke

81}

.\1.
l-tSs
Cons. Ind
.1
Cons. Coal Isi and rci .53
Or. Riv. Coal & r. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f g 5s
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f OS

Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s
Birm. Div. 1st consol. 6s
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s
I..

1

82

.

96

St

g

94

93
102}
98
87s
76}
100}
102}
102
110

88

716}

77}
Sale

100}
101
101

24i

19}

103}
103}

94
109}
31

95

90
50

102J

87}

150
102}

84
22
153^
89}
93
87l
54
44|
Year's

or Last Sale
99
Feb. '13
107} June '12
81}
82
85
June '11

100

99

Range
Low

94
109}
41}
155
102|

28}
168l
91|

Week's Range

Bid Asked

Bowls
Colo. F. A 1 Lnn -fL'.'is
Colo. F .VI .--11 r,.
Col. Ind 1-1 .\ r.ii :,. -u

St.

19J

84}
22
153|
89}
87}
44}

High

Year's

^

Last
91=
109}
33j
155
102}
85
204
21}
87}
23}
156|
90

Range
98

99i

81}

85

J.»n. '13

98

98

Feb, '13
Feb. '13
100}
Feb. '13
102
Jan. '09

87!
76}
100}
102}
102

103
103
102

Feb. '13
Feb. '13

79}
96}

Oct. '12
Apr. '06
.S?}
.SO

.5s

96}

79|
97}

79J
97}

79}
98

Xo Imimrtant Dividends were announced during the week.
The Roelf Island R.R.

Co.

—This

corporation owns stock

companies as follows: Coal Valley Mining Co.. $50,000;
Co.. $2,400,600: Crawford County
Mining Co., $100,000; Dering Coal Co., $1,700,000.
Burns Bros. The recently formed consolidation under this
name will have net tangible assets after depreciation allowance of $2,407,309.
This figure includes only the salvage
value of equipment carried at $269,000. and which is appraised at $1,029,100. the difference. $760,000, having been
transferred to the item good will, leases and contracts.
in coal

Less
.

Total

$2,620,305

Net balance

for year

sur.S8.539

$2,256,817
sur.$l,639

$2,086,737
$2,510,743
sur.$31,223 def.$376,154

* Loss on coal, river craft and harbor equipment sunk during storm on
lower Mississippi River, j/ Depreciation, $954,788 in 1911-12. includes depreciation on mine equipment, $254,549; depreciation on river craft, etc., $354,527;
depletion of coal acreage, $299,863, and one-half book value of certain steamboats worn out and dismantled, $45,849.

BALANCE SHEET
1912

Cash on

hand.

$269,579

$461,029

8,614,.529

8,240,597

260,039

248,118
143,554

Reinvestment
fund with trustee

1912

1911

Preferred stock.. 10.000,000 10.000.000
Common stock. 20,000,000 20,000.000
Bonds
7,342,000
7,538,000
.

Certificates of

indebtedness.

890,000

1,035.000

50,690

126,950
5,319

1^*99.906
lOO.OOO

2,649,633

fund
100,000
Undividedprofits 1.596,104

100.000
1,587,564

Bond

s.nking

fund

Bonds purchased
and bills
recctc
2.859,748
Stocks and bds.
Accts.

oth. cor
Def. chgs. agst.

352,029

opcr
Coal on hand..
Supplies on hand
Lumber,&c..sup.

90,728

2,821,946
4.54,883

185.020

11,679
1,429,039
260,890
185,594

245,461
27.901,984

289,957
28.595.190

1.2:j6,437
.395,146

premium

res'vc

Mortgages
Accounts and
bills payable...

Fire insur. fund..
Coal sinking

100,0(X)

coal

boats
Investments.

Total

31

Liabilities-

etc

Empty

OCT.

1911

Assets—

Bond

91J

158|

Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s

31

1911—12
Co., additional tons

Low

91i

23}

Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal

Utah Fuel

EARNINGS, ETC., FOR YEARS ENDING OCT
Coal mined (tons)
Ohio Valley Coal

High

Pond Creek

(

Purchased

^Week's Range

,

Stocks

American Coal Products

ment in prices.
Four steamers and one tug being out
tirely dismantled,

The following table gives the range of various active
securities and dividends paid during the week ending

coal

March

.

42,410,700 43,142,466

Total

42,410,700 43,142,466

There was an increase of 14% In tonnage sales of steel, yet
ns most of the smaller products, representing about SC^ of

Consolidated Indiana Coal

—

Pittsburgrli

Coal Co.

— This

company was incorporated

in

New

.Tersey, Sepembcr, 1S99.
It owns about 150 coal mines
and 100,000 acres of coal land in or within a radius nf 40 miles
of Pittsburgh, together with 5000 coal cars, operating over
rail'-oads radiating from Pittsbur.gh.
Dividends p.iid were;

On

preferred,

1900 to April,

none: 1910. 1911 and 1912.

Reading Co.

— In

5

1905,

7%

yearly;

1906

to

1909.

per cent.

1S96 this corporation

was bankrupt, but

decade it has expended from income, on additions
and betterments, an amount equal to 45% of its $70,000,000
in the past

common

stock.
This is at the rate of $3,150,000. or 4 '-j % per
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, this expenditure was $3,469,482. and had this not been charged to income,
the common dividend would have amounted to 12%% for the
fiscal year.

annum.

—

JeiTerson & riearflrlii Coal & Iron Co. This company wa«
organized under the laws of Pennsylvania in May, 1S9G. The
maximum production per year so far was 2.595.161 tons. The
$1,500,000 common and $300,000 of the $1,500,000 of 5 per cent,
noncumulative preferred stock is owned by the Rochester 4
Pittsbuig Coal & Iron Co. On the common stock 5 per cent,
was paid In 1900. nothing In 1901. 5 per cent, per annum during 1902 to 1905, since which date nothing further has been
paid. On the preferred stock 5 per cent, per annum has been
paid regularly since .\ugust. 1S97.

March

S,
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MARKKTS

IX

GKXKR Al,

Businers did not improve during February, either in the
volume of orders, or in sentiment. The distinct feeling of unrest which was discernible a month ago continues, and the
most disquieting thing about it is that it is as prevalent in
the agricultural region as in eastern cities.
Business men
to be afraid of a number of different things, which in
probability will pass away without leaving any mark on

seem
all

affairs.

The continual drawing of gold from the United States
to Europe must soon have a serious effect on interest rates
and money conditions here. The continent of Europe has
been hoarding currency, and in as large amount as was laid
away in the United States during the money panic of 1907.
The continued unrest in the Balkan States and an outbreak of a revolution in Mexico have not been favorable
factors In business.

The
shown

steel market is barely holding its own.
Prices have
practicall.v no change, but the demand is falling off.
This is not at all serious, and the unfilled orders of the U. S.
Steel Corporation decreased less than 2% in the month of

January. Since that time, too, there has been an almost unheard of amount of buying by the railways of cars, locomotives and all kinds of materials.
Those conversant
with the situation appear to think that the railways will
secure their desired inci-ease in rates some time this year.
Labor conditions are not especially unsatisfactory, although there are a number of strikes reported, including a
rather serious one among the carbuilders on the railways.
The fact that the firemen on the railroads and the railway
managers have reached an agreement regarding the arbitration removes this danger, and at one time it was a serious
question whether or not a strike could be averted.
Continued activity is noted in shipbuilding work. Several
new vessels have been laid down, oi- plans prepared during
the last month, ana the activity continues as great as ever.

LABOR
of the attempt to pass the Immigration Bill
over the veto of the President is one of the most important
topics which has confronted the labor world for some time.
While it may be granted that a stricter supervision is needed
of some of the immigrants coming into the country, it does
not mean, by any stretch of imagination, that we are to put
all comers except those who can pass an
elaborate educational test.
What the country needs is the
best kind of workers it can obtain, workers who are capable of wielding a pick and shovel, without any pretension as
to educational fitness.
The threatened strike of the firemen on the railways was
averted at, almost the last moment. Some hold the opinion that
It would have been better to have had a strike at this time,
fighting it out once and for all. and thrashing the matter out
regarding higher freight rates and the like, even if It did
stop business, and cause discomfort to thousands of disinterested people.
It is a test of the Erdman .Act which may
g:o a long way toward its further use in industrial dissensions, or result In a modification of the bill to make It more
applicable to all kinds of disputes.
As the railway managers claim, it does put an enormous responsibility on the

up barriers against

third arbitrator.

Unrest continues among the garment workers in New
York, one result of which has been the establl.shment of
factories outside of New York City.
On the Lehigh Valley,
In the car building and repair shops are strlk.
Ing In Buffalo, and there Is a threat to carry the trouble
all along the line.

men employed

WD

>'ear.

The decline in coke has affected sentiment, and a fui-ther
weakening in the price of foundry iron in Birmingham has
had a depressing effect on consumers who ordinarily purchased in that market.

There has been very little pig iron
sold for forward delivery duiing the last month.
Iron trade conditions in Europe are not as satisfactory
as they were, and, in Germany especially, prices are only
maintained through the operation of a strong syndicate. It
is probable that there will be more active competition
for
export orders this year than last.
The scrap market shows an improvement in the West, but
the Pittsburgh district there is a continued falling olf in
the number of new orders, and prices have likewise declined.
Rails A significant feature of the buying of rails this
month has been the comparatively large number of orders,
all of them for small lots.
Big railway companies have purchased freely, and these purchases are much earlier than
usual. More activity is noted in light rails than in any other
branch of trade, and there is considerable delay in making
shipments.
Quotations continue unchanged as follows: Standard sections, 50 to 100 lb. per yd.. l.LTic. per lb.: 40 to 50 lb., 1.21c.:
12 lb., 1.25c.
Relaying rails in Chicago of standard sections
are held at $24 per ton.
in

—

Track Supplies

The defeat

IRON

revised more than once during the month, and while it is
probable that some diminution will be shown in the volume
of orders on the books of the leading steel company, these
will be by no means as large as was first expected.
The
fact that orders fell off less th=>n 2% in January, is sufficient
reason to believe that the present activities in steel production will continue for the next six months, at least.
Building operations were larger in January than last
year, and, outside of New York, indications are that they
will continue just as large as during 1912.
Manufacturing
concerns are making some additions and extensions to plants,
but these are by no means as numerous as they were last

pecially

—

Structural 3laterials The market Is considerably better
than for several weeks past, and quite a little new work is
cropping up, especially in the West.
Most of this Is for
small Jobs, although an order for 15,000 tons of merchant
shapes for the Newport News Shipbuilding Co. has been
taken and some enormous orders have been placed for cars.
There Is a prospect that contracts for the operation of the
new subways In New York will be signed this week which
will call for a great deal of structural material.
The trade
has been expecting these contracts for a long time.
Much plate work Is being taken for water supply, as well
as for cars and shipbuilding work.
Prices for structural
shapes are unchanged at 1.50 to 1.55c. Pittsburgh, for future
dellver.v, and 1.75 for prompt.
In Chicago, quotations for
future shipment are madi- at 1.58 to l.TSc, while prompt delivery

STKIOI,

PRODrCTS

Continued activity in the purchase of rolling stock, rails
and track fastenings by the railroads, has been the interesting feature of the market during the month.
The railroads
have been Just as active buyers as they were during the
last month of 1!)12, and, had general mercantile consumers
purchased as freely as they did then, the tonnage disposed of
would have been as large. If not larger, than at any other
time In the last year. As It was, the early estimates regarding the total booking of steel orders during February were

—

Specifications on contracts are heavy for
kinds of track supplies, but spikes seem to be in eslarge requisition.
The Great Northern recently
ordered 15,000 kegs of spikes; the Pennsylvania is taking as
many spikes as can be sent it by the two mills making special
kinds used by this railroad, and other railroads are having
difficulty in securing the materials needed.
Prices of spikes are $1.90 to $2 for small lots, but for
prompt delivery, as high as $2.25 has been paid in Pittsburgh.
In Chicago, prices are $1.!)5 to $2.05: track bolts with square
nuts, $2.30 to $2.40; angle bars, $1.50.
These quotations are
per 100 lb.
An especially heavy demand is noted for tie
plates, and probably more have been sold this year than ever
before.
Quotations are from $32 to $34.50 per net ton.
all

commands

1.8S to l.!)3c.

Plates are held at 1.55 to l.GOo.

Pittsburgh, for future delivery, and 1.75 to l.SOc. for fairly
prompt. In Chicago, plates are 1.B8 to 1.73c. on contract, and
1.88 to l.n3c. for nearby shipments.
These are base prices,
and small sizes are held at advances above this quotation.
All quotations are per 100 lb.

—

Pipe Business continued Just as heavy during February
as In January.
Some large orders have been received from
Canada where a great deal of work Is going on In natural
gas fields. For the smaller sizes of pipe, the demand Is not
quite as active as a month ago.

:
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Discounts continue unchanged as follows: Steel pipe, IMin., in large lots from mill, black. 77%; galvanized. 66%; %

Paokins There is more demand for packing than a month
ago, and quotations are as follows: Asbestos wick and rope,

galvanized. 70i/4'7r; 2%- to 6-in. black.
to 2-in. black, S0<;;
79 9c: galvanized. lOhiV^Based on these discounts, the net prices of pipe are as

13c.: sheet rubber, 11 to 13c.; pure gum rubber. 40 to 45c.;
red sheet packing, 40 to 50: cotton packing 16 to 25c.; Russian packing, 9 to 10c.

;

follows in carload

lots,

Pittsburgh;

f.o.b.

Brattice Cloth

-CentsGalvanized
3.40
4. 85
6.55
70

—Prices

are higher than last

appears to be

The

—

15.40

Chain Prices of chain art fir
been especially large.
Ruling qui

21.

I'ittsburgh.

—

2.20
2.25

2.!I0

3.10
3.25
3.40

2.-()

-..5

WIKK

l'!!OUI

3.60
3.65

2.65
2.70
2.75
2.90

3.1>0

4.15

CTS

— Business

continues active, with more order.s being
One mill has
is usual at this time of year.
quotation on wire nails, but other mills have
Quotations are unchanged, painted barbed
not followed.
wire in Pittsburgh being held at $1.75, and galvanized at
Annealed fence wire in carload lots is $1.55 and galJ2.15.
vanized in $1.05. In Chicago, annealed fence wire is $1.73;
galvanized, $2.13. while barbed wire in that market is $1.93
and galvanized $2.33. All of these quotations are per 100 lb.

Wire

received than

advanced

its

—

M'Ire Rope Prices are without change, 2-in. rope being
held in Pittsburgh at 57c. per ft.: H4-in., 23c.; %-in.. 10c.
These quotations are the minimum for large lots, and for
the better grades, higher quotations are demanded.

but

bu\
per 100

tile

IS

Extras for

Extras for

BB

BBB
1.75c

Purtlan*]

Cement

— The

marl-'el is especiall.v

in

Cupper Wire -As
metal, the price
base price now qi'oted

of the steady dec lin.
declined, almost, day
16c

3pp.

•suit
is

i-

,'.

:.ie

I

—

Bars, Concrete Relnforcins The demand has not been as
active in the last month as previously, and some of the
largest interests ai'e refusing to sell bars beyond July 1, at
the quotation of $1.50 Pittsburgh.
The supply from warehouse stock is somewhat better than a month ago, and likewise mill shipments are being made a trifle more promptly.

PITTSBtTRGH PRICES TN CENTS PER POUND
Shipments

lots of fair

prices in
cents per lb. are as follows: "Extrat Best," Nos. 6 to 9, 4%c.
Nos. 10 to 11, 4%c.: No. 1, 4%c.; No. 14, 5%c.; "Best."
Nos. 6 to 9. Syoc; Nos. 10 and 11. 3%c.; No. 12. SVoc: No. 11.
Actual freight is allowed from Trenton, N. .1.. where it
4c.
does not exceed 25c. per 100 lb.

fij-m.

New York

State are securing as much as
$1.10 per bbl. in bulk at the mills.
The greater part of the business transacted foi" mills in the Lehigh Valley district is at
90c. per bbl., but some few sales have been made around 95c.
Quotations in Pittsburgh and New York delivered are $1.58
per bbl. with an allowance of 40c. for the bags returned.
These are for shipments in cloth bags.
Manufacturers of cement are especially optimistic over the
situation, and believe that the present year will be make a
new record in the matter of shipments and are also of the
opinion tliat prices may work somewhat higher as the season
advances.

manufacturers

Mill

—

Telesraph AVlre Prices are without change for
Measured in Birmingham Wire Gage, the
size.

f.o.b.

lb.,

are as follows:

<slifec.s
Husmi-ss uiiei ed the mills for third-quarter de
livery at present prices has been refused, and many jobbers
would be willing- to place orders for such shipments, provided they would be accepted at these quotations. Activity
continues, and many orders are being received for delivery
during the first half of the year, yet there are only a few
mills that can spare any tonnage for delivery before July.
On the ordinary grade of black and galvanized sheets, mills
are from twelve to fourteen weeks behind in shipments.
Should the general steel business improve, there seems
to be little doubt that prices will be advanced from $1 to
The following table gives the
?2 per ton later in the year.
price of sheets in Pittsburgh, and likewise in Chicago:

-Cents per pound-Chicago
PittsburghGalv.
Black
P.lack
Gal v.

month and no

in sight before the end of the summer at
mills are now quoting on April, May and June
shipments which, of course, means late arrivals. The deliveries are still delayed.
Despite the usual February dullness, the volume of business seems normal.

relief
least.

,4 -m.
%-in.

Warehouse
Stock
2.00(52.10

ifa 1.6

1.7
)ft l.s

V4-in.

111

%-in.

2.05®

2.15
2.10(S 2.20
2.25<S 2.35

—

Trlanjcnlar .>lesh lousiness is actl\'e. Init produce rs art
able to ship promptly on receipt of orders.
Stocks ar
fair, .and a large production is looked for this year.
From mill in De Kalb, 111., quotations are ISc. per 100 111.
higher.
Prices are as follows per 100 sq.ft.. f.o.b. Pittssburgh
000
district, for less than carload lots and lots of more than
.-q.ft.:

WKOl

Ml.'^i«KI-I,

liar

Iron

und

Steel

— Prices

are

S

unchanged

jobbi-i's store, either

month, and quotations from

from

last

New Vtnk

No.
No.
No.
No.

THE

or Chicago, are as follows:

Ter

Refined iron:
1

to 1% in.,
to 4 in. X
to 4 in. X

1

%

1

1^

Norway

and

round

%
Vi

to

square

2.15c.

in

1

to

in.

,;.

lb.

S

in

??,

•

3.60c.

bars

Soft steel:

%
1
1

to 3 in.,
to 6 in. X
to 6 in. X

round and square

%
VI

Rods— % and
Bands

— 1»A

to

to

1

and
{1
6

x

Beams and channels

—

is

2.Ulc.
2.10c.
2.25e.
2.20c.
2.40c.
2.25c.

in
,;.

in

in

—

,;,

in. to
3 to 15

No.

S

in

NallH The demand is not as heavy as a
as large as usual for this time of year.

month

ago. but
Stocks are not

manufacturers of nails who make other wire produets are devoting as much raw material as possible to other
are more profitable. Quotations are unchanged
which
lines
as follows: I-arge lots of carloads and over are $1.75 Pittslarge, as

Tn Chicago, carload lots are $1.98; less than carload
In New York, wire nails from store are $2.if5.
lots $2.03.
Cut nails are $1.70 to 1.75, Pittsburgh, and $2.05, New York.
All of these quotations are per 100 lb.

burgh.

No.
No.
No.
No.

$1.23
2.05
1.42
1.97

3

23
26
2S

— The

Ml

I.K

32
36
40
41

$2.62
1.05
3.25
48

2.

M VRKKT

mules in Kentucky and Tennessee
Two-year-olds have sold recently at
is reported to be active.
Buyers in the
Danville, Ky.. at from $120 to $150 per head.
Lancaster, Ky., market have paid from $175 to $215, while
Four hundred
several excellent pairs have sold at $550.
mules were sold at Mt. Sterling. Ky., recently, at from $200
A large lot of three-year-old mules sold
to $350 per head.
Prices in the
in Danville recently brought $160 pei' head.
Five hundred
Paris, Ky., market range frimi $200 to $225.
mules disposed of at a recent sale at Franklin, Ky., brought
prices
are being
Fancy
prices ranging from $125 to $250.
At Lawrencequoted in some of the Tennessee markets.
which,
Lynchburg,
burg, pairs are selling at as high as $600.
with Columbia, takes rank as the leading mule market of
Some
Tennessee, has shipped over ISOO mules this season.
unusually high prices have been paid for the fancy stock
MulcN

demand

for

offered there, the record price of $900 being paid for a single
The average is about $275 per head. Two
iniir recently.
A Louisville.
p;iirs of two-year-olds sold recently for $1025.
Ky.. mule firm recently purchased three carloads of mules
in Hardin County. Ky., at $250 a head.
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Payday

at the

Mine

llv l>i:irrux I>uali-:v
Written expressly for Coal Age

II

I

Say Jimmie,

We
It's

Till

git the whiskey out
An' order up the gin,
want the boys to go the route
When they come rolHn' in,

The)' stops fer just one

booze that starts 'em in to spend
An' gits 'em feelin' fine,
each guy's treatin' of his friend

An'

—

It's

payday

To wash
Until
if it

we

gits

git their roll,

'em wild an' rough
round Hke swine.

Or lyin'
Aw, we don't care, we got the stuff
It's payday at the mine.

—

Ill
of booze, they row an' fight
An' bruise an' smash an' maim.
well, we got our cash all right
An' they they gits the blame,
they that has to go to jail

If, full

—

It's

Or pay the court

their fine,

An' we're the boys that

—

It's

payday

gits the kale

at the mine.

IV

They

risks their lives an'

Their

little

wad

sweats to

make

of pay,

—

But we're the wise ones an' we take
The most of it away.
So let their women weep an' cry
An' let their children whine,
We're coinin' dough an' livin' high
It's

drink

We'll keep 'em blowin' in their chink

at the mine.

Aw

little

their throats of coal,

payday

at the mine!

11
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Coal Mining

in

a. 0.

i^YNOPSlS—Description

of one of ihe most important
Western coal fields. Relatively thick seams prevail
and mining conditions are generally favorable. The distnct is subject to those peculiar freaks, ^vhich have on
occasions proved .s-o disastrous, termed "bounces." Dikes
ilte

and faults are encountered and the crop coal has been
found burned for a distance of 1500 ft. from the surface.

The advent of railroads iu Utah marked the dawn of
mining iu this state. Soou after the completion of
the Union Pacific E.R. iu 1869, mines began to be
opened, and iu 1871 the Summit Cormty R.R. began operations between Echo on the Union Pacific R.R. and
coal

the mines at Coalville, a distance of nine miles.

Iu 1880

a line was in operation between the Coalville mines and

Utah Fckl

3,

No. 11

Carbon County, Utah
By

of

Vol.

Co.s Stkiol Tipplk

Wati>
mines of the

and the practice of shooting from the
mine with electricity, after all the men

state

outside of the

were out, were

first introduced.
xklthough the coal measures of Utah embrace a wide
territory and mining is being carried on in many places,
by far the greater part of the coal produced, approxi-

mately 90 per

cent., comes from Carbon County, so that
a descri))tion of the methods employed by the companies
operating there will cover the best practices in the state.

Carbon County

lies

The county

state.

habitants,

is

on the D.

&

approximately in the center of the
town of about 2000 in-

seat, Price, a

situated 121 miles east of Salt

R. G. R.R., and

lies

agricultural district of the county.
fitting point for freighters to the

Lake City

in the center of the
It

is

also an

out-

Uintah Reservation.

and Screening Plant at Castle Gate

the rich silver and lead mines at Park City, which required a cheaper fuel for their operations than the timber
found on the mountains. In 1876 the Utah and Pleasant

The principal drainage stream of this county is the
Price River which heads in the Wasatch Mountains at
Soldier Summit and also near the Scofield coal-mining

Valley R.R. commenced operations between the coal fields
of Pleasant Valley at Scofield and the town of Spring-

district.

ville.

This date probably marked the first coal mining on a
commercial scale iu Carbon County. In 1881 the Rio
Grande Western Ry. began construetiou between Salt
Lake City, Utah, and Grand Junction, Colo., connecting
with the Denver & Rio Grande R.R. at the latter point.
In 1889 the coal deposits at Castle Gate on the main
line of the Rio Grande Western were opened and the
second mine for commercial business in Carbon County
came into being. This date has some significance not
only in the history of coal mining in Utah, but in the
United States as well, for it was at this mine, at about
this dat(\ that the dangers of coal dust Avere fully recogTiized iiiid sprinkling by hose, the turning of exhaust
steam int.i llic mine, the use of eicctricitv in the coal
•

•Chief engineer, Utah Fuel
City, Utah.

Co., 722

Judge

Bldg., Salt Lalit

The waters from

this drainage area flow cast
River to the Greeu River, thence .south iu
the Green to the Grand River, and south and southwest
in the Grand to the Colorado, which empties into the
in the Price

(iulf of California.

Outside of the coal-mining towns of Castle Gate, Clear
Creek, Winter Quarters, Sunnyside, Kenilworth, Black

Hawk and

Hiawatha, the principal towns of the county
Helper (a D. & R. G. R.R. division point)
Scofield and Wellington. The D. & R. Q. R.R. is the only
trunk line passing through this territory and Castle Gate
is the only coal-mining town on the main
lino of the
railroad.
All other camps are reached by branch lines
of the 1). & R. G.. or by railroads under the control of the
mining companies.
The coal production of the county in 1912 was 2,750,are Price,

;.'6.5

sliort

i'ractically

state

is

tons, an

increase of 504.2]

two-thirds

consumed

of

tlic

total

tons over 1911.
production of the

williin its liuuudaries. the

amount

be-

March

15.
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ing almost equal to the total output of Carbon County.
The balance of the production goes to Idaho and the
Northwest, Xevada and the Southwest, and to California.

The

coal of the various

seams

variety, and, although there are

is

a good bituminous

many

grades having a

coking tendency, none but that from Sunnyside field
a good coke. The coal as a rule is hard and clean
and stands storage and shipment well.
The analyses
will vary generally between the two following:

make

Moisture
Volatile matter,

Kxed

carbon,

Ash

Sulphur

A

good xiUiinate analysis

is

3.49
43.35
47.23
5,93

39,22
54,78
4,13

100,00
67

100.00
1,022

1.S7

about as folldws:

Hydrogen
Carbon

,

.

Nitrogen
Sulphur

,

Oxygen
Ash
Calorics

,

5 07
79.06
1 09
.

.

,

10.03
3.99
7720

,

General Vikw of
Average analysis of tbe
Moisture at

Com.

.

.0,76

115**

cokt

Town

ihi;

follows:

C.

Fixed carbon

88,61
10.19
1,25

A»h

the Cretaceous period.

of

locally

On

known

The rooT and floor as a rule consist of hard, unyielding
sandstones, although in some places there will be a few
feet of shale on to|i of the coal.
When two seams come
to within a few feet of each other the parting is often
a shale. The roof is generally so good that it is misleading and operators are sometimes led to trust too mucii
to it.
After extensive areas have been opened up, and

the extraction of pillars begun, roof troubles often start

and "bounces," which do niiich damage to pillars and are
a serious menace to life, occur.
The amount of cover
over the coal varies, of course, a great deal some mining is being done under 1.500 to 2000 ft. of cover.
;

Geolooy

There are three formations,

Main and Sub,

Upper horizon

is

coal horizons.

a massive gray sand-

stone from 200 to 700 ft. thick, called the Castle Gate
Eeef.
This forms the high vertical cliffs seen from the
train in the Price Valley Canon in the vicinity of Castle
Gate, and near the bottom of the formation are some shale
and thin coal seams.
The Upper Coal Horizon is from 200 to 500 ft. thick
and consists of thin beds of sandstones and shales with
thin seams of coal, occasionally 5 ft. thick, occurring
locally.
At present these seams have no commercial
value.

The Main Coal Horizon is from 200 to 500 ft. thick
and consists of alternating beds of sandstones and shales.
The latter are often arenaceous and the sandstones,
massive. In this horizon are all the workable coal seams
at present known in this field with the exception of the
Sub coal seam in Spring Canon between Castle Gate and

C.\i;ii()N

Coitxty,

Utah

Hcl|)er.
There arc luo. and siuiictiiiics three, workable
seams varying in thickness rroin 5 to 20 ft. The Castle
(iatc seam is the most important one in the district, and,

although it pinches out in places, it is generally between
5 and 18 ft. in thickness.
This .seam rests on what is
known locally as the Castle Gate coal floor, a massive,
grayish wliite sandstone from (Ki to HO ft. thick, which
serves to identify the seam and llic workable horizon.
The SiiIj Coal l/nn'zon is from 100 to ItiO ft. thick and
lies directly under the Castle (iatc coal floor.
One seam
of this horizon, though usually thin, occasionally attains
a workable thickness as noted above.
This .seam rests
on a saiidslone floor of from 10 to (iO ft. in fbiekncss
which lies on the Montana Shales.

The

pitch

of

from practically
extremes

The

may

Scofield

traversed

The coal measures in Carbon County occur in the
Laramie, or as some call it, the Mesa Verde loririation

as the Upper,

top of the

dk Kkxilwokth in

volatile mattei

Total sulphur

401

the .seams

varies

in

dill'crent

localities

10 or 12 per cent., and the two
be found within a few miles of each other.
level to

district,

with

north

or Plea.sant Valley coal

and south

faults

fields,

is

having throws

ranging from a few feet to 1500, and with many cross
faults, which add considerably to the dilliciilties and ex-
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mining. Dikes are encountered as thick as 50
The width of these dikes does not seem to have any
it.
the smallinfluence on the amount of coking of the coal;
amount of coked
est dikes sometimes have the greatest
encoiintered in the
coal adjoining thein. These dikes, as
mines, run approximately east and west.
From the Castle Gate district east, great areas of
the burning
burnt coal are encountered. In many places
the outcrop.
has penetrated a distance of 1500 ft. from
seams have been
It is usually the- case that the upper
to be
burnt the most; the lower ones are often found
burned area
good for a considerable distance under a
This burning must have occurred
of the upper seams.
many years ago, as evidenced by the growth of trees over

]ieuse of

some parts of the burnt

The seams are
cult because the seams are so irregular.
entries is comso thick, as a rule, that the grading of
The pillars between
paratively easy and inexpensive.
and 60 ft. with barrier pilbetween the rooms below of from 50 to 150 ft. Main
to
slopes and haulageways have thick pillars, from 100
250 ft. on each side. The general heavy cover requires
them.
substantial pillars and careful work in drawing
posAll mines thus far opened are slopes or drifts. The

entries will vary between 30
lars

System of Mining
generally
The room-and-pillar system of mining is
Rooms vary from 18 to 30 ft. wide, according
are used
mining conditions. Where mining machines

practiced.
to

wide and have two tracks,
from 30 to 50 ft
one on each side. Pillars between are
of the coal, roof and
thick, depending upon the nature
length of rooms will averfloor and depth of cover. The
level
Those in pitching seams are turned oil
ao-e 350 ft.
worked
such angles as will permit them being

in low coal, the

rooms are 30

ft.

entries at

of the coal and
on or quartering to, the face cleavages
In
animal haulage.
not have the grade too steep for
varying
11 to 18 ft. thick, a roof of coal

large seams,

ft.

is

Thickness of the ^eam

mining are limited as tlie mountains
and high.
at many oc
Undercutting the coal by hand is followed
conditions demand,
where
places
some
in
and
mines,
the
chain-mmpracticed. The undercutting by

sibilities

of shaft

are precipitous

overcutting

is

be

will probably
is being introduced and
The confuture.
fotlowed to a greater extent in the
seems to be the best
tinuous cutter, short-wall machine
mines shooting ofi the
adapted to the work. In several
in-^

machhies

used at some

powder is still
solid is still in vogue. Black
explosives is
mines, but the use of permissible

more

becoming

general.

ShOTFIKIXG and Sl'TlIXKLING

until retreatrng is
additional safety to the

left

up

This method gives
and protects the
miners, as the coal forms a good roof
started

\r

from

generally from 3 to 8

Xo. 11

percentage of the coal.
Entries as a rule are driven on sights as well as rooms,
entries make
as experience has showTi that water-level
diffithe maintenance of proper pillars for safe mining

THK Kl-MLWiMiril MiM

\-r

3,

rock from weathering, minimizes the amount of timber
required, and affords an easy way of recovering a large

area.

IxsrECTio X FAliTY

Vol.

usually
is done by the miners,
Shotfirers or mduring the day.

In some mines shotfiring
at

stated

periods

March
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spfcturs are employed, whose dutj-

it is to eoutiiiually
the preparation and firing of shots. Eigid inspecthe general practice, as the explosive nature of

iiisi)ect

tion is

the coal dust has taught operators to be careful. At two
of the mines of the Utah Fuel Co., Castle Gate and Sun-

from the outside, after
are out of the mine, has been prac-

uyside, shotfiring by electricity

men and animals

all

403

In tlie intakes where the water freezes,
While sprinkling has been compulsory since
about 1900, it was adopted at the Castle Gate mine of
the Utah Fuel Co. as early as 1889, and sprays, operated
by steam in connection with the water, were placed at
cold weather.

salt is used.

regular intervals along the main intake.
tem has proved its worth can be shown in
for instance

That the

sys-

many ways

as,

Samples of dust have been taken from abandoned places where there was no water, and which had not
been sprinkled for four years, and have been found to
contain 50 per cent, moisture, and were of about the con:

mud. The objections that dust cannot be successfully moistened; that moisture injuriously affects the
roof and the health of the men ; that it forms wet places
which seriously inconvenience the men, have been proved
sistency of

not to apply in this region.

and Methou.s of Ventilating

Gase.s

Explosive gas is found in some mines, although in but
one is it in sufficient quantities to make the use of safety
lamps imperative.
These are, however, used in other

SuiiFACE

Plant at the Hiawatha Mine

with excellent results for years, and this is looked
This method of firing
was adopted at Castle Gate about 1889, and as far as is
known this was the first time this commendable safeguard was tried. It was the outgrowth of a series of exjjeriments to reduce the number of dust explosions and
was u.sed in conjunction with sjirinkling and exhaust
ticed

upon with favor by most people.

With

steam.

electric shotfiring

l)(}th

explosives are used, with wet

inissil)le

dynamite and perwood ]nilp or clay

tamjuug.

The

mine law requires all mines not naturally
thoroughly wet down by some sprinkling device, although the moistening by turning in live or exhaust steam is recognized when shown to be efficient, and
this method is used in many dry mines.
Xot only is the
(himp

floor

state

to

l)e

sjiriiikled,

but

the sides,

Co.vs(ii.ii)ati;i)

Mines, (lours and in fact

all

roof,

timbers, overcasts.

Iim, (n.

~

I

I'i'i

i;

('wii'

places in the o])en ]>arts

mines where dust can lodge. Tlie dust must be
ct that it can be easily ])rcssed into a ball by the iiand.
mines are laid with pipe and the places sprinkled by
,"
.1,,., ,,„i,
II em|)loyed s])nnkthrough liosc carncii11liy regularly

ilie
'

I

I

11

;

'i

mines in the pillar workfngs where bounces sometimes occur.
This is found to be necessary, because the dust
generated by the bounces crushing the ])iilars, can be readily fired by open lights.
Ventilation is accomplished entirely by mechanical
means and there are various types of fans. The older installations were large, slow-speed fans, but of late the
adoption of the smaller, high-speed type is coming more
into vogue. Most of the fans are situated near the power
houses so that steam is used to run them, l)ut when the
workings are at some distance, electricity is used. Almost
all fans are run exhausting and are equipped with reversing doors; they are generally so located that they have not
been destroyed by the explosions in the past.
Some
bocster fans of the Stine variety are used and have given

The split system of ventilation is used
almost entirely, the state law requiring that not more
than 75 persons shall work at the same time in one sj)!!!.
excellent results.

and

tmi-:

The law

Hiawatha

Mixi: <)|'i:m>

also inquires

100 cu.ft. of air

jJor mill,

for cacli

person and 300 cu.ft. for each animal.
Stoppings and
overcasts of concrete are becoming more pnpular.

llArLAGE AND HoiSTlNO

•

'iiic

IS pumiicil into the mines in most cases, although
mines the pumps are .so connected as to be used

general rule all gathering from rooms to partings
is done by animals, heavy horses being used a great deal.
In pitching .seams the coal is taken to partings in level

'iut

for this purpose.

entries and either let

.\s a

A

aicr

uays when there

is

Pipes are laid

in

the return

any danger from freezing in the

down

or raised lo Ihe

roads where locomotives take

it

main haulageFew steam

(o the tipjile.
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hoists are used, electricity being the general practice.

At

some mines it is necessary to have long outside rope
tramways to lower the coal to the tipples.
Cars are generally made of wood with a capacity of
from one to three tons and track gages from 36 to 42 in.
Gathering locomotives are used in some mines where the
Main haulage locomotives vary in
coal seams are flat.
weight from 6 to 15 tons. Sixteen-pound rails are used
in rooms and from 30 to 60 lb. for main haulage roads.
All mines have their own steam-power plants using runof-mine. slack and sometimes dust under the boilers. The

Vol.

3,

No. 11

and loads are weighed with a locomotive. At the Castle
Gate mine of the Utah Fuel Co., two railroad track-scales
are used, one above the tipple for weighing empties and
one below for the loads. As all the mines are located in
mountain canons, the grades of the yards must conform
in most cases to those of the canons and as high as 4
per cent, is found.
The only coking is done by the Utah Fuel Co. at its
Suuuyside mine, where it has 650 beehive ovens. The pro-

nuijority of boilers used are the horizontal, return-tubular

type of from

12.5

to

150 hp., although there are some

internal furnace boilers used, having steam pressures of

between I'MJ and 150 lb. At some mines American Automatic stokers are used.
Of late there is a tendeniy
toward central power plants for mines of the same company, situated within a few miles of each other.
Almost every mine is using electricity for hoisting,
haulage and lighting. Reciprocating engines, direct connected to the generators, have been the usual installations
up to the last year when turbo-generators appeared in
the field.
Direct current, of voltage varying from 350
to 500 is used in the mines, while alternating current of
from 2200 to 4000 volts is used for transmission lines
This is converted to direct current
outside the mines.
bv motor-generator sets at the mines.
PitEl'AKATIOX OF
All

mines where commercial

CoAL
is

i

with shaking-screen plants, niak

mined are equipped

four principal sizes, as

follows:

Lump

over 4^ in. round perforations
Nut through 4i in. and over If in. round
Slack through IJ in. and over f in. round
Dust through I in. round.

sizes will vary a little, owing to the nature of the
some break into more angular and slabby shapes
than others. At mines where the coal is wet, rescreening
of the smaller sizes, by means of revolving screens, is reAt the Winter Quarters mine of the Utah
.sorted to.

These

coal, as

Pleasant Valley district, the first steel
tipple and screening plant was built in the winter of
1909-10. At the Castle Gate mine of the same company
F'uel Co., in the

Tippi.i:

duction of coke in 1912 was 317,356 tons, an increase of
134,988 tons over 1911. The coal for coking is crushed
to pass through a %-in. square opening.

the second steel tipple and screening plant was built in
the

Nationalties Repeesextei) and Sociological

summer

kind

is

of 1912, while the third installation of this
being erected by the Spring Canon Coal Co.

The general

practice

is to

dump

the coal by Phillips

or Wilson cross-over, or rotary dumps, after having been

weighed with registering scales, into receiving hoppers,
from which it is fed to the shakers by reciprocating
feeders. As the seams mined are, as a general rule, clean
throughout, picking is not resorted to, to any extent, and
washing is unnecessary. Picking can be done at some
plants which use conveyors for carrying the coal from the
receiving hoppers to the screens.
The boxcar loaders,
used for loading run-of-miiie, lump and nut into l)o.vcars, are tlic Ottuinwa and Ciiristy types.
li.vii.iiOAD

Yards

Railroad yards at the mines are laid out to suit conditions and no general plan is or could be adopted.
.\t
some plants there are tracks for each grade of coal, with

under the tipple on each track.
At others, one
be used to serve for two and sometimes three
different sizes of coal.
Another plan .is to have but one
track scale, with deal rails, on which all cars, empties
scales

track

may

AND Incline at the Kenilworth Operatiox

Conditiox.s

4063 men emjiloyed at the mines Amer.'cans comprise 35 per cent., Greeks 30, Italians 16, Austrians 11, Japanese 3 and Negroes, French, Scandinavians, Swedes and Germans make up the balance, or 5
per cent.
During 1912 the larger producers averaged
280 working days and the average tonnage per man was

Of a

total of

770.

As most

of the

mines are situated

in

the laying out of towns in a regular

and

mountain

manner

is

caiions,

a

diffi-

water is a rather expensive
luxury, the possibilities of having attractive homes with
lawns and gardens are limited. The altitude of some of
the camps adds to the difficulties of garden making, and
none but the hardiest and quick growing variety of flowers
can be raised in these phicos where heavy fro.'its often
oivuT in midsummer.
cult

proposition,

as

Mines are equipped with Draeger helmets, and have
regularly trained

"Safety

is

men ready

methods adopted at

all

The motto,
evidenced by the

for emergencies.

the First Consideration,"

mines.

is

:

Manh

15,

A
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Storage Battery Gathering Motor
Special C'ouiiESPOXDHNCK

—

syXOPSIS One of the latest application of the storage-battery electric-haulage locomotive is for gathering
irork in coal mines. One of these machines, manufactured
by the General Electric Co., was recently installed in the
Glendower colliery of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
£ Iron Co. The locomotive is designed specially for the
service

and

built for hauling

.st.r

charge of the batteries. Under an assumed car and track
friction of 30 lb. per ton on level track, this rating is
equivalent to 300 ton-miles on one charge. The machine
is fitted with the usual ampere-hour meter, indicating
the amount of charge and discharge, headlight and gong.
The locomotive is built to conform to the following
specifications

cars.

Total weight

Electric-

locomotives, of both Uic storage battery and

overhead-trolley types, have been employed advantageComparatively recently a
ously for industrial service.
number of motors of this type were also introduced and
h:i\e operated successfully in the work of excavating the

MoTOK Assembled Ready

fui;

Wouk

In general, loCatskill Aqueduct Tunnel in New York.
comotives of this kind are designeil specifically for shortdistance hauls, at moderate speeds, where it is not feasible
Under these conto install the overhead-trolley system.
ditions, the storage-battery machine has proved to be both
economical and well adapted for the purpose.
DEStlMFTIO.N' OF

The locomotive

foi-

THE MoTOI!

service in the

Glendower

colliery

is

equipped with two, 85-volt motors and controller. The
batteries are Type A-8. Edison, 70-cell and have a 30iianipere-hour capacity with a discharge rate of 00 amperes
for five hours.

pull

and

.speed,

They

provide, at the full rated drawbar

for a mileage of

nine miles with one

Length

over.ill.

Width

overall...

Height over platlonii
Height over battery conipartmeiit
Wheel base
Diameter wheels
Track gage
Rated drawbar pull
Speed at rated drawbar pull

8000

lb.
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on the spindle and carries an equalizing bar, to the ends
of which are connected chains leading from the brake
levers.
This device admits of locking the brakes automatically, without the use of pawls or ratchets, in any
position left by the operator.
The controller is of the
drum tj'pe and built for this particular class of work.
The motors are series wound, totally inclosed and of the
familiar aiitomobile type.
They are designed especially
to operate from batteries and have characteristics that

maximum

economy

Vol.

3,

Xo.
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The Markham

shale a day.

at Curranville, about

Co.'s Workings are located
miles north of Pittsburg.
The

I'l

good quality, about 3 ft. thick,
and the overburden varies from 15 to 22 ft. in depth.
Another 150-ton Bucyrus shovel has been purchased
by the Eoy Millner Coal Co., of Weir City, and is now
being installed. This shovel carries a 60-ft. boom, 2^yd. dipper, and will handle 2000 cu.yd. of earth per 10coal in this locality is of

hr. day.

A

Marion steam

gearing, an intermediate shaft, supported in the bearing

shovel, model 270, has been installed
Ellsworth-Klaner Co., two miles east of Chicaope.
This shovel is likewise of the revolving type, with a 90ft, boom, a 5-yd. dipper, and will handle 2000 cu.yd. a
day. This long boom enables a lO-ft. depth of overburden
to be removed.
The Sternberg Construction Co., who have been stripping coal with a Marion steam shovel, model 250, have
recently sold their plant three miles north of Weir City,
They have purchased a
to the J. R. Crowe Coal Co.
tract of 400 acres near Minden, Mo.,- and will proceed to

housing integral with the suspension cradle, carrying

develop

develop the

battery current.

possible

They have high

in the use

of

efficiency, large over-

load capacity and operate with practically sparkless com-

mutation. The high efficiency is obtained by designing
them with a small air-gap and running the iron at low
densities.
By reason of the latter provision, the speed
and torque characteristics are steeper than in the ordinary
series motor, thereby tending to limit the overload which
can be thrown on the batteries.

The motors

drive the axles through double reduction

As slow-speed

the intermediate gearing.

at the

it

at once.

service is or-

dinarily required of a storage-battery locomotive, the use

double reduction gearing affords such speeds with
rheostatic losses; and due to the large gear
ratio from armature shaft to wheel tread, high tractive
efforts are obtained at comparatively small current inputs to the motors.

Kubierschky's Gas Cooler and

of

Washer

minimum

Stripping Operations,

at

Pittsburg,

Kansas
All the steam shovels used in the coal stripping operations in the Pittsburg district are working continually,

and four new ones are being erected. It is expected that
by the end of February there \vill be 20 in active operation.
A noteworthy fact is that all have been installed
within the past two j'ears, thus demonstrating the
greater advantage and economy in strip mining as compared with underground shaft mining. The coal in this
field averages 3 ft. in thickness, or 3000 tons to the acre,
and it is claimed that a depth of 10 to 30 ft. of overburden can be removed with the new type of revolving
steam shovel, at a low cost per ton of coal mined.
There are many thousand acres of good coal land
available for stripping, with an overburden varying from
10 ft. to 25 ft. in depth. This land can be bought or
leased and operated at a good profit; in fact, the Kansas
coal fields offer as great inducements for stripping as
any other section of the country. The coal is of a good
It burns freely,
quality and is quite free from sulphur.

By Alfred Gobiet*

A frequent fault of coolers and washers, such as are
used for coke-oven gas, results from the unequal temperatures of the different strata of the
As they enter at the bottom

gases.

they are cooled and tend to remain
there while the hot gases following

them, which lack the velocity needed
to sweep them up and overcome the
resistance of the falling water, seek

short cuts of less resistance to the

upper regions. Moreover, gases that
have been washed and cooled will
sink to the bottom.
Thus the efficiency of the apparatus is seriously
affected.

To

through.
it

with but

little clinker.

The increased demand
the withdrawal of crude

IS

oil

is

largely due to

from the market and the

fail-

Bucyrus shovels have been erected
for Smith, Scott & White, contractors on the Weir fields,
two miles east of Ohicaope, and a third is being installed.
The Pittsburg-Scammon Coal Co. is also using a Bucyrus shovel of 150-tons capacity, on their field two miles
large 175-ton

south of Scammon.
The E. H. Markham Coal Co. is operating a 150-ton
Bucyrus steam shovel of the revolving type, which is
capable of handling 2000 cu.yd. of overburden and soft

this

The gas

cooled,

following
for soft coal

ure of the natural-gas supply.

Two

obviate

Dr.

difficulty,

Kubierschky has patented the washer
shown herewith.
It is divided into vertical compartments, with sieve bottoms which
let the water drip through in a fine
rain from one to another, but are
so clogged by the liquid that they ob-KuBiEHSCHKY"s Gas
Cooler axd
struct currents of gas from passing

As

it

floats

it

which time

it

cools,

is
it

A and

enters

The

sinks.

over

Wasiieu

as

light gas

it

like

oil

upon water, during

well exposed to the streams.

downward and crowds the lower
B into the compartment next

presses

layer through the outlet

same process is repeated. Finally the
and best washed gas escapes from ihc
top chamber.
The gases have no liquid resistance to
overcome in ascending, and the water flow harmonizes
with that of the gas instead of opposing it. This device
is said to effect a perfect washing and cooling.
above, where the
heaviest, coolest

Note

— Abstract

of

Rundschau" (Vienna),

paper
Oct.

1,

appearing

in

'Montanische

1912.

•Engineer, the Witltowitzer Mines Ostrau. Moravia, Austria.
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Until quite recently the beehive coke oven held unIndeed, to go
disputed sway in Cumberland, England.
no further back than 1910, out of the total of 582 ovens

which were then in operation, no less than 502 were
of the beehive and square types, the remaining 80 being Koppers regenerative byproduct ovens installed at
Watergate Colliery, at Flimby and at St. Helens Xo. 3
Xaturally other coke makers in the
mine, at Siddick.
paid close attention to the operation of these new
first a marked success, perhaps the best testimony to this being that the whole of the
district

ovens,

making coke in beehive
ovens at both their Buckhill and Clifton collieries.
A
few of these are still in operation at Buckhill, where the
waste heat is used for raising steam for the colliery. The
plant installed at the Clifton collieries with a capacity
of 7000 tons of coke per month
is designed to deal with
the smalls from the whole of the companj^s properties.
Of the coal required at the ovens, the Clifton
colliery supplies about a half and Buckhill and Brayton collieries each about a quarter, only a little outside
coal being bought.
The coal from Buckhill is delivered
the Allerdale Coal Co., Ltd., was

Byproduct Coking Plant

British

which proved from the

—

—

washed condition, while that from Brayton Knowe
washed, together with the Clifton smalls, in a Shep-

in a
is

Service Hopper
SO Tons CapacH-y
/

LoadingSfa.
Levelof
'\

g

>

i
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ami Klevatiox of Byi'koduct Plant at

b\7)roduct ovens in Cumberland, both in o])crati(jn

and

under construction, are of the same type.

Though

the introduction of the regenerative oven into
belated, its developmeiit has

thf.

Clikton

Coi.i.ikuy

pard washery, adjacent to which is tiic ilrainago bunker,
which .serves the disintegrator.
The new installation comprises a battery of 50 Kop-

Cumberland was somewhat

pers latest regenerative coke ovens, with recovery plant

1910 there were only 80
such ovens installed, there are today 230 in regular serThese
vice, and a further 100 in course of construction.
last comjirise an additional 10 to the existing batterv' of
50 for tlie Jloresby Coal Co., Ltd., a Ijattery of 50 for
the Harrington Coke Ovens, Ltd.. and an initial installation of -K) ovens for the Oughterside Coal Co., LimitedPrior to starting the plant with which this article deals,

designed on the makers' patent direct-recovery princi])le
Provision is also
for the extraction of tar and benzol.

since been rapid, for while in

made

for the

manufacture of sulphate

o[ annnonia, to-

gether with auxiliary plant, comprising nuichinery for
elevating and conveying the washed coal to the drainage
bunker of 300 tons ca])acity, an aerial ropeway with a
feed hopper of 5(!0 tons capacity, and a combined coalLi addition,
com])ressiiig and coke-discharging machine.

four

and an electric generating yilant
and lighting are erected. The contract for

Stirling boilers

for ]H)W(T

1
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work was plac-ed with the Koppers' Coke
Oven & Byproduct Co., Shetfield.
The general arrangement of the plant will be seen in
our illustration. Fig. 1. The whole of the washed coal
that from Buckhill
rs delivered to the drainage bunker,
the whole of the

colliery,

which

washed, being raised by a

delivered

is

bucket elevator, and the locally washed coal, treated in
The coal
the Sheppard washery, delivered by conveyor.
does not exceed 8
is allowed to drain until the moisture

From

per cent.

the

to the disintegrator,

speed engine.

Siemens motor
crushed coal

drainage bunker the coal passes
at present is driven by a high-

which

This, however, will shortly give place to a
From the disintegrator the
of 100 hp.
elevated to a 50-ton feed hopper, which

is

an aerial ropeway of the Pohlig type, in connection
with which an Avery automatic weigher and totalizer will
shortly be installed. The ropeway buckets have a holding
capacity of ^1/2 cwts., and are automatically discharged
into the crushed-coal storage hopper at the ovens, which
The ropeway is equal to
has a capacity of 560 tons.
handling 800 tons of coal in 12 hours.
From the storage bunker the coal is discharged through
openings in the bottom onto a conveyor and thence into
the receiving hoppers fitted to a combined coal-compressing and coke-di.scharging machine. The hoppers on this
machine have a capacity equal to two full charges, thus
enabling two ovens to be charged for each visit of the
machine to the coal bunker. The stamps for compress-

serves

'Gas

Pipe

Meter

Pig.

Thk ••Factum"

2.

U.\s .\nd

Air Meter

fully

and

Vol.

appreciated

in

America.

It

in

England

may

as

3,

^o.

1

upon the Continent

not, therefore, be out of place

to point out that the chief

advantage to be derived from

that the surplus heat in the coal
(i.e., the heat over and above that which is required for
heating the ovens) is produced wholly in the form of a

regenerative ovens

is

while the surplus heat from waste<
combustible gas
heat ovens is produced mainly in the form of a hot wastl.
gas, which can only be used for firing boilers and must
be consumed on the spot directly it is produced. Gas
in a combustible form, such as is obtainable from regener,

employed for illuminating purposes, for raising power in gas engines,
This last is, of course, by
or for firing steam boilers.
no means an economical application, as the gas engine
would probably yield from two and one-half to three
times the power produced from the steam raised with an

ative ovens, on the other hand, can be

equal quantity of gas.
The distinctive feature

oven

the

in

lies

of

employment

the
of

Koppers regenerative
separate

regenerative

chambers for each oven, so that each is an independent
unit; thus the air for combustion and the chimney draft

The average charge for
can be separately regulated.
each oven is 2W2 tons of wet coal. The coke is discharged
through a quencher onto a sloping bench, covered with
cast-iron plates, from which it is loaded by gripes into
the trucks, the coke being of exceptionally good quality
and homogeneous character and little breeze being made.
As already stated, the byproduct recovery is on the direct-recovery system, or what is perhaps better knowTi
The hot gases
as Koppers low-temperature principle.
from the ovens pass by way of a common main to a series
of multitubular water coolers, where the temperature is
reduced and the condensation of tar and aqueous vapor
brought about. The gas is then drawn by a turbo-blower,
and driven forward to the tar extractors, where the last
remaining traces of the tar are effectually removed, an
operation which cannot be successfully performed with-

out cooling the gases.
the charge are driven by a Brush motor of 8-10 hp.
The combined ram and charger, which travels upon a

mg

double set of rails, is operated from a oO-hp. motor taking
current from bare overhead wires. Any coal which may
be split during charging operations is tipped down a
chute at the end of the battery nearest the storage bunker,
to

which

it is

means

raised by

The
Most

of

the general

of a bucket elevator.

Koi'Piciis

our readers

will,

principles of

Ovens

no doubt, be familiar with

the

Koppers ovens, in which

the gas and air for combusiion an' separately distributed
on each side and along the whole leiigtli of the oven.

with
a gas jet in each, so lluit llie ovens are heated from 60
The means of regulation are simple and effecpoints.
tive, and absolutely uiiirorm heating from end to end is
This uniformity is. of course,
rendered easily |50S!^hle.
the salient point of success 111 a coking plant, as not only
to the product ion of a homogeneous coke
is it cs.sential
and enables the charge to lie liiirni off more quickly, but
effects a considerable eniiiomy in gas, thus giving a
it

Each oven

wall

i.-

lornied of

alxiiil

lid

The turbo-blowers referred to (which, like all the important apparatus and engines in the plant, are in duTheir normal speed
plicate) work at 25-in. water gage.
governed by the pressure in
a simple and ingenious arrangement which can best be described as a miniature
gasometer, the top of .whose gas tank is connected by
After being freed
levers to the stop valve of the turbine.
from the tar the gas is superheated to such a degree that
is

3400

r.p.m., but this is

the main.

The governor

is

may be passed directly into the saturator without condensation taking place.
The salt produced is of excellent quality, being white in color and containing no trace
it

of tar.

The sulphate factory adjoins the e.vhaust'er and ])ump
The exhaust steam from the blowers provides the

\ertical flues

house.

necessary heat for the superheaters, and the surjilus exhaust, together with the exhaust steam from the pumps,

used for distilling the gas liquor without the addition
The benzol )ilant is arranged in a parallel
After passing through
line with the sul])liate factory.

is

of live steam.

the saturators, the gases are conducted

to

final

coolers,

reduced to the degree required
(>f the benzol, which is washed

where the tem])erature

is

larger avaihible surplus.

for the efficient extract

ioii

ovens, as previously stated, are of the regenerative
type, the advantages elainied over those of the waste-heat
hough that does not seem to be so
ty.pe being important,

I^'roiu the scrubbers the gases
out in the usual manner
pass in ])art back Ic, the onciis and in ]iiir( to the boilers,
while a considerable portion is at |iresent going to waste.

The

I
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a matter of fact, of the total gas evolved

As

approximately 70 per cent,
other than heating the ovens.

coal,

is

from the

is

as follows:

into a collect-

its

pumped

owing to the difference in their .densities, the
washing oil, from which the benzol has been removed,
passing out at the bottom of the still, through a series of

water coolers, into the storage tanks to be used again.
Water for condensing the gases is drawn from the River
Derwent, which is distant about a quarter of a mile and
is 145 ft. below the works' level. For this purpose Worth-

pumps

centrifugal

Each pump

are

installed,

in

duplicate.

driven direct by a 62-hp. motor, and
capable of delivering 822 gal. per minute.
is

is

The power-house equipment comprises two BrowettLindley combined sets, each of 120 kw., generating threephase current at 500 volts, and a small lighting set, consisting of a Robey high-speed engine coupled to a continuous-current dynamo generating at 230 volts.
Steam is raised in four Stirling boilers at 150 lb., fired
entirely by waste ga.ses.
The power units exhaust to a

Wright feed-water
boilers,

In addition to firing these
Lancashire l)oilers at the colliery

heater.

three of the

have a gas-burner fitted to each of the flues.
As previously stated, the results obtained at the Clifton colliery plant are of a remarkable character.
We are
indebted to the coke- works manager for the following
figure.s, indicating the yield of the various products, as
for diagrams showing the gas yield and consump-

al.so

armoring being 50 per cent, of that of the
if three-core, and if single armored caare used for continuous current, then the armoring

bles
is

separate,

ington

All cables in future

cables inclosed

temperature is about 20 deg. C,
into a preliminary heater, where
It then
the temperature is raised to about 40 deg. C.
goes to the superheater and finally to the still proper,
where it is subjected to distillation by means of live
steam at a temperature of about 105 deg. C.
In this way the whole of the benzol is removed from
the washing oil, and the benzol vapor, together with the
steam, passes away intx) coolers, where the two liquids

where

it

1.

tivity of the

The Benzol Recovery

ing tank,

tion.

must be 25 per cent, of the conductivity of the cable inclosed and this armoring must be bonded every 50 feet.
2. No restriction is placed upon the voltages used
underground (within, of course, reasonable limits), except that motors below 20 hp. must not be supplied at a
pressure higher than 650 volts.

Leakage Det?:ctoes and Grounding Required
3.

Leakage detectors are required, and

moring or the outer sheath.
4.

Direct-current electric lighting circuits which ex-

ceed 250 volts must be grounded.

125

;

per

ton

of

earbonized; surplus
gas, 60 per cent, of total quantity evolved from coal.
The surplus gas would certainlv appear to be an abnormally high percentage; but the manager is satisfied as
coal

to its accuracy.

The method

of grounding portable maciiinery, such
and conveyors is described in the memorandum and the grounding arrangements must be such
5.

that the earth connection

The

nection.

Klcctrical

Rules
In the course of his presidential addn'ss to the Brit-

Mining Electrical Engineers, at Shefon Sept. 21, 1912, W. C. Mountain referred to the

ish A.«so(iation of
field,

new Home
Mines.
rules

lows

Office rules for the installation of electricity in

Claiming an intimate knowledge of what the
demand. Ii<- briefly stated the rei|uireiiients as fol-

:

is

made

must

before the live con-

also be broken before the

In brief, the main object of IJie new rules is to make
armoring compulsory in the future; and there is no
question but that armoring affords a good mechanical
protection and is also convenient for grounding. Grounding

may

seem, to be a simple matter but

difficult to

is

it

sometinu's

secure satisfactory results.

In a recent case, although the installation complied iii
with the new requirements, it was found that

all details

the resistance measured from the earthi)late on the surface to the armor at the inby terminal was nearly 12

ohms, which

is

much more than

Tin: Difficulty
Insulating strata exist in

should

it

i.\

be.

(Jhoundixg

many

mines.

It is extremely
junction boxes, and
there is also the risk of the armoring being damaged,
or (he joints broken by falls and by corrosion.
There-

bond the armoring

difficult to

fore

is

it

to the

<iuestionable whether a

many

than

an

grounding system con-

earthplales as ]wssible
installation

where

is

safer un-

grounding

i.i

avoided.

In every case it is necessary to lonsiiler the local circumstances, and only those expei'ienccMJ in this ])articular work can satisfactorily deteriiiinc the right method
of obtaining a good grounding system.
There can be no
questinn but that groiiiiding in some form or aiuither
desirable an<l in fait

Our
British

live circuit

earth connection.

is

Requirements of

the pressure exceeds

as coal cutters

derground

gal.

if

volts.

One reads:

3

Similar alternating-

current circuits must be grounded

sisting of as

Coke, 72.5 per cent, of coal carbonized; tar,
5.25 per cent, of coaJ carboniKed; sulphate of ammonia,
1.62
per
cent,
of
coal
carbonized
crude

systems must

all

be grounded to the surface, preferably through the ar-

Records of the ga.ses arc taken on a " Factum"
meter (Fig. 9), which is installed in the manager's office.

benzol,

COMITLSORY, VoLTAGE Ux.SPECIFIED
must be armored, the conduc-

.A,I!MOBTXG

available for purposes

The Koppers method of benzol recovery
The rich oil containing the benzol is run
wiience
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The

neccssarv.

Front Cover This

illusirat ion

on the

frotd,

Week

cover of this week's issue

shows the 350-11. Link-Helt chain-retarding conveyor and
tipple, designed and built for the E. E. White Coal Co..
Stotesbury. W. \'a., by the Link-Melt Co. of Philadel])liia.
The capacity of this ci|uipiiieiit is 300 tons per hour over

A 60-in. wide Jjink-Hcll picking table in the
head house delivers (he coal to the relarder. The storage
bin is shown at the iiollom of the incline.
This is one
of the most modern and efficient lijiplc e(|iiipmcn|p>s in
the West Virginia (idd.
two dumps.
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Some Notes on Diamond
By
tSYA^OPSIS

J. B.

—An interesting review

of the current practice in prospecting large undeveloped coal fields with the

diamond

A number

of useful hints are given with
regard to the location of the holes, subterfuges of undrill.

scrupulous contractors and size of holes. The author regards $1.75 per foot as an average price for work of this
character, although this cost often amounts to $2 or
The article is confined more
$2.-50 in some districts.
particularly to the drilling of relatively shallow and horizontal seams.
article treats of the

method

of laying

field for drilling; the character of drill employed;
the form of contract; the supervision of drilling; the
instrumental location of holes and the compilation of

testing extensive areas of shaft coal in the Appalachian

and Interior coal fields. With the rapid exhaustion of
the more accessible areas of croi^ coal in the older bituminous fields within recent years, the attention of
operators and capitalists has naturally been drawn to
those localities where coal seams, known to be of commercial thickness and quality in neighboring fields,
are buried beneath a few

The seams

hundred

feet of rock' measures.

and pure in
when operated on a large

are frequently as thick

areas as elsewhere and,

those
scale,

can be mined almost as cheaply as in drift or slope mining.
The chief obstacle to their earlier development has
been the difficulty of obtaining accurate information concerning the structure, bed section and quality of the
seams, conditions which can be disclosed most satisfactorily by judicious prospecting with the diamond drill.

Prospecting

Drill

i

as those of the

Lower Productive Measures

ern Appalachian

in the north-

one hole for each square mile of
is in a comparatively solid block this will place the holes about one m:!e
apart. This rule will usually be found quite satisfactory,
though at times a bed in one portion of the field wiil
prove so variable that closer. drilling in that particular
area will be required. After tentatively locating the drillholes on a map, the points selected should be visited on
the ground, where it will frequently be found desirable to
area

field,

If the property tested

is sufficient.

them somewhat that the drill may
ground and near water.

be readily set

up. on firm

In a

out a

data obtained, which have proved most satisfactory in

Xo. 11

DiLwoiiTH*

shift

The following

3,

hilly, region the location will naturally be selected
valley bottoms, if possible, to avoid needlessly deep

in

A local prejudice against such locations will sometimes be found, based on a belief that the underlying coal
seams have been disturbed by the streams.
Generally
speaking, there can, of course, oe no relation between a
valley and the character of the much older strata in, and
over which it courses.
If the coal seam has not been
holes.

actually reached by erosion, or, in other words,

if

the

found above the coal, it is safe
to assume that a core from under a valley is as typical
as one from beneath a hill. It rarely happens that erosion
has extended more than 50 ft. below the present surface
natural, stratified roof

even in a

is

valley, so

if

the coal bed sought

greater depth than that

it

will usually be

flat

lies at a

found

intact.

Chaeactee of Deill
The most
sideration

machine for the work under conmoved diamond drill of a

satisfactory

the light, easily

is

type similar to that generally used in the coal fields east
the Mississippi Eiver.
It consists essentially of a

of

PRELIillXARY Ex.iillXATIOX

The

hollow stem about 6

long, held in either a vertical or

ft.

moved upward
The drill rod

logic section

valuable data as to the structure of the region, its geoand the characteristics of the principal coal

or downward by two
hydraulic pistons.
passes through this
stem, in which it is clamped by a chuck at the lower end
and the whole is rotated by two small steam engines.
This apparatus, together with a small boiler, a steam
windlass for lowering and withdrawing the drill rod
and a pump, for forcing the water down the drill rod,

beds can be secured, which will prove a great help in

an<l

duty upon undertaking the prospecting of such a field is to familiarize himself with genThere the
eral geologic conditions in adjoining areas.
seams, to be sought by the drills in the locality under
consideration, will frequently be found to outcrop, and
engineer's

first

interpreting the drill records obtained.

In determining the number of holes to be drilled,
consideration must be given first, to the object of the
drilling, whether a knowledge merely of the general
value of the field

is

sought

—

to determine its desirability

for purchase as a whole, for instance
detailed information

is

wanted

—or

whether such

as will closely define the

mining areas, determine the most suitable shaft
And, second, the regional character of the
sites, etc.
principal coal seam, as regards persistency and uniformThus one good core would "prove"
ity of bed section.
a much larger area of the regular Pittsburgh seam in
best

southwestern Pennsylvania than of the Freeport or Kittanning in the Alleghany Mountain district of that state.
As a rule, where the object of the drilling is to ascertain the general commercial value of the field as a basis
for purchase and where the coal beds are fairly regular.
•Associate of Edward V. d'Invilliers,
engineer, 506 Walnut St., Philadelpliia,

inclined position and

supplying the boiler, are all mounted together on a
wheeled truck. The whole weighs about three tons and
can be hauled to any ordinary location by two teams.

The main

accessories are derrick poles, drill-rod sec-

hand tools and, where the location
more than a few feet from the water supply, a mounted
pump and boiler with 1-in. water pipe and a small tank.
tions,

core barrels,

is

The

entire outfit can be

teams and

set

moved over

up by three men

in half that time.

The

fair roads

by seven

in 10 hr., or dismantled

best results in coring bituminous

coal have been obtained in using an eight- or ten-diamond

double core barrel and cutting a core
A careful driller thus equipped
will usually secure a perfect core even of the soft, lowvolatile coals; indeed it is customary for him to guarantee such a core when drilling in fields with whic-h he
bit attached to a
21/4

is

in.

in

diameter.

familiar.

The speed

of drilling with such

an equipment naturally
and the

varies with the character of the strata penetrated
skill of

the driller.

In the ordinary Carboniferous shales

;
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and sandstones 50 ft. per 10-hr. day of steady running
a good average, though occasionally more than twice
that speed will be maintained for a single shift.
In estimating the total time required to drill a field one should

To secure these results it is not necessary that the engineer remain constantly at the drill, but only while the
coal and a foot or so of strata immediately below are being cut.
His free time can be advantageously utilized

allow a shift of 10 hr. for each 20

in safeguarding his employers' interests by familiarizing
himself with all the local conditions and in general surveying as a basis for his complete graphic records.

i.~

by one machine.

This

ft. of hole to be drilled
generally sufficient to cover

is

the time consumed in moving to new locations, laying
water lines, maintaining bits and machine, and redrilling

an occasional hole where a core has been lost.
The amount of fuel required for such drilling may be
roughly estimated at one-third bushel of coal per foot
of hole, or a long ton per one hundred feet.
If a separate pump boiler is used, the fuel allowance must be
increased somewhat, probably to one and one-half tons
per hundred feet of hole.
The water requirement of a
drill in full operation is about two-thirds oi a barrel per
minute.
Considerably less will suffice in an emergency
if the discharge from the hole can be repeatedly pumped
back into it; but this is not always possible, owing to
rock fissures, through which the water sent down the
rod escapes.
As already stated, an auxiliary pump and
boiler are necessary if the location is more than a few feet
from water. The type generally used will force sufficient
water for drilling for about a mile against a moderate
head.

FoKM OF Contract
Most drill prospecting in the Eastern coal fields is
done, under supervision, by special contracting firms.

Under

the contract usually in force the drilling

agrees to furnish a certain

necessary appliances and
to transport the

number

men

of

company

machines with

all

for their proper operation

equipment into the

the various locations assigned

;

to

field; to

supply

move

all

it

fuel

to

and

water; to drill holes of a specified size to the depths deeired by the engineer in charge, and, usually, to furnish

The maxiwhich any hole may be

perfect cores of the coal seams penetrated.

mum

and minimum depths

carried

is

usually

to

specified;

also

the

minimum

total

amount of drilling to be done.
The contract price for such work in the Pennsylvania
coal fields, when several thousand feet of drilling is to
done and the maximum depth of hole is approximately 600 ft., averages about $1.75 per foot for a hole
yielding a 214-in. core.
In less accessible localities, farbe

The time of striking a given seam can usually be predetermined with some accuracy if the structure and geologic section of the field are at all regular.

When

the

which can be readily told by the
action of the machine, he at once stops and sends for the
driller reaches the coal,

After the latter marks the position of the drill
rod the coal is cored and the point at which the floor is
struck is noted.
Measuring between these two points
engineer.

gives the total thickness of the seam.
When the drill
has gone a foot or so. into the floor, to give a hold for
the key piece, the rod is drawn and the contents of the
core barrel carefully pushed out.

Detailed measurement

of the coal core can then be checked with the rod

urement, from which

it

measshould not vary more than an

inch.

There might be raised the objection to this method that
an unscrupulous driller, fearing he would grind up and
lose part of the core, would run some distance into the
bed before calling the engineer and thus have less core
to account for than should properly be present.
But
this is most improbable, for no driller could tell just

how much of the core he would grind up, and if he
should produce more than the rod readings called for his
deception would be at once apparent.
have a long, narrow box in which the coal
snugly when pushed from the core barrel, as
it is sometimes very tender and difficult to measure accurately unless prevented from falling to pieces. Usually
it is best to let the core dry before it is finally measured
in detail and broken up for cbemical analysis, as bony
coal and small partings of hone or black slate are apt
to be overlooked in a wet core.
It is well to

core will

fit

IXSTRUJIEXTAL S'JKVEYS

AXI)

OFFICE RECORDS

To

properly interpret the results of drilling a series
of holes it is essential that both the position and elevation of each be known. Neighboring mines or outcrof
openings should also be located for the light they may

ther from the base of supplies, as in many portions of
West Virginia, Kentucky, Illinois and the Middle West,
the contract price ranges from $2 to $2.50 per foot, or

and

even more if an exceptionally hard formation
such as
the Raleigh Sandstone of the New River field in West
Virginia
has to be penetrated.

usually sufficiently accurate for the
the examination.
If so, it is particularly desirable because of the rapidity with which the

—

—

Sri'ERvisiON' or Ditii.i.ixG

Usually the engineer in charge of drilling operations
responsible for the accuracy of the reported records
rather than the drill contractor or his machine runner,
is

and very properly so. As large expenditures of money
for purchase and mining develo])ment are frecjuently
based wholly upon the records of a few holes, it is essential that the supervising engineer know, beyond all

tlirow

A

all

on structural and other conditions in the field,
referred to a definite bench mark in the district.

stadia survey

surveyor can obtain, not only tiie locations and elevations of the drill holes and coal exposures, but also a
wealth of topographic &\\<\ cultural data useful in jireparing a general map of the field.

Tbc coni'iion method is to measure the distances by
stadia on a self-reading rod, the horizontal angles by compass and the vertical angles, from which elevations are
calculated, by reading the vertical arc on a carefully
leveled

transit pointing

the word of the driller, who is sometimes teni[)te(l to
overlook a few inches of ground-up core
especially when

a day.

his contract calls for the hole to be reurilled unless
plete

coal

cores are obtained.

com-

runnijig a

continuous line the

and rodman occui)y alternate

Iraiisitman

country two
Drill

When

transit.

reasonable doubt, that the coal cores secured, represent
the full thickness of the beds, and not be dependent on

—

is

jJur])oses involved in

stations,

men

records are usually most intelligible

in graphic

the

back then ahead. In a fairly open
can readily average four miles of line

first

form where the character

when seen

of the various strata

COAL AGE
penetrated, the relative position and thickness of the coal
seams, and the variations of these features in different

A
parts of the field can be comprehended at a glance.
40 ft. to 1 in. has been found suitable for plotting

scale of

the drill logs, though

it

is

usually desirable to supple-

Vol.

and causes the
nearing
ing bar

dump
iie.xt

seams plotted on a

E

its

L

over.

Upon

forces the lock-

former place, thus locking the
it remains until the

car

is riTn

upon

it

ready to be emptied.

scale about ten times as large.

the plate of drill records
should show the location and elevation of each hole and
eoal opening the lines of the property tested the drainage and important culture and geographical features of
the field and, by contours based on survey elevations, the
With such data
structure, of the principal coal seam.

Coal Mining

hand the engineer is able to discuss intelligently and
with a fair degree of accuracy the geologic conditions
of a field; to determine its economic value, and to outline a general plan for future development. The cost of
such methods of investigation amounts to such a trifling
sum per acre of coal involved that, viewed as a tentative
or permanent record, there can be little doubt of its value
and expediency, particularly so with the advancing prices
of good coal lands and the greater security vouchsafed
at

any professional opinion which may

be rendered in the

jiremises.

A New
The

rotary

dump

Rotary

here illustrated

is

a type used by the

Fi'om the central switching station the cars are distrib-

Fk;.

1.

SiDK View

Fui.

2.

uted fo the several dumps, run upon them by gravity and
dumping -j^ass on to a chain road for the empty cars.

track.

total of 1,654,240 short tons against

nationalization of the Dutch

adapted to the form of the car, and it is
manner on four rollers A which suptwo end rings B. It is inclined as is the approach
The double ring B at the front is provided with

pins to form a lantern gear meshing with the driving pinion C. The pins of this lantern gear are lacking, however,
for a distance of about 20 inches, between the points B'

and B", Fig. 2, which interval corresponds to the initial
and final position of the dump rotation. Thus the pinion
C, which keeps on turning, has no further effect upon the
lantern gear when this open space is reached.
The axle of the car, in running upon the dump pushes
down and passes over the lever T), which moves the longitudinal bar E away from the catch TT. The weight of
the car upon the rails (which are not in the e.xact cen-

dump

iii

Limburg

basin, the deter-

mining reasons being on the one hand, the increasing
competition in Holland of the German-Westphalian Conl
Syndicate and, on the other, the apprehension that concessions granted to Dutch firms may pass into foreign

The state-owned area extends over 62,600 acres, containing an estimated total of a billion tons, of which 51)3,000 lie at a depth of less than 3281 ft. or 1000 m., as
compared with an area
exploitation

is

of 17,291 acres in the

The only state-owned mine

in its revolution.

soon as the open space above referred to in the lantern gear has l>oen passed, the pinion C meshes therewith

hands nf

in

regular

the Wilhelmina, which was responsible tor

Fig.

a total of

275,555 tons

in

3.

1911.

Tor View
xVI)out

65 per cent, of

the state output was sold abroad.

Work

is

in the usual

ter), then starts the

1,447,040 tons

1910 and 1,255,520 tons in 1909. The total number of
workmen was 7477' of whom 5499 were below the surface
and 1978 above. They included 6122 Hollander, 1397
Germans, 200 Belgians and 244 Austrians.
Dealing specially with the state-owned mines, the report states that a fair tendency is noticeable toward the

E\D View

after

its

From a return dealing specially with the Limburg
(Holland) coal industry, it appears that in 1911 the conl
raised from the seven mines working amounted to a

private firms.

tian Steg in "Gliickauf," Oct. 12, 1913.

The dump

Holland

hands.

Dump

Eheinischen A. G. fiir Braunkohlenbergbau und Briquettfabrikation, Cologne, Germany. It is described by Chris-

mounted

in

Special Cokkespondence

;

;

.\s

back into

the guide

upright, in which position

The map accompanying

port

to turn completely

11

these records with magnified sections of the coal

ment

to

dump

its initial position,

No.

3,

is still

in progress for completing the tM'o shafts

Emma

Colliery, sunk by the freezing process.
These in 1911 produced 662 tons. The coal formation
was reached at a depth of only 650 ft., and fOur workable seams from 271/2 in. to 47 in. thick were intersected
At the third state-owned
at between 650 and 912 ft.
mine, Hendrik, a depth of 732 ft. of cap rock had to be
passed through before the coal formation was reached.
It is estimated that when completed the Emma and
Hendrik Collieries will yield 3400 tons daily. The probable production of the state collieries is put at 672,000
tons in 1915 and 3,920,000 tons in 1930, the number
of workmen occupied being estimated at 3000 in 1915

of

the

and 17,000 in 1930. and the capital invested at $13,000,000 in 1930. against $3,200,000 at present.
It is claimed that the increasing invasion of the Dutch
market by German coal is attributable to the reduced railwav tariffs and tlie low freiiilit rates on the Rhine.
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Switch Gear for Collieries
The development

of switch-gear desitru has of late years

owing to the remarkably
which electric power has been adopted for
The problems attenduse in collieries and other mines.
ing the use of power in such situations make electric
mining machinery a class by itself, since not only is the
danger of coal dust and gas to be contended with, but the
necessity of placing machinery in dark and damp situations under the control of inexperienced workmen have
introdticed difficulties which it has taken a considerable
received a considerable impetus

rapid

way

amount

in
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by a suitable arrangement of the plugs, a few minutes
will suffice to dismantle the whole of the switch gear
and thoroughly inspect the same.
It is hardly necessary to describe this device to any
great length, but it may be said that the general specifications conform in

all

Office regulations for

particulars to the British

Home

apparatus used generally in mines.

The design allows of a certain flexibility of arrangement
and as no two collieries are alike in desiring the same
class of apparatus, the manufacturers are able to vary
the position of the component parts in order to suit individual requirements.

of careful design to overcome.

Two Xkw

A

DouBLK-i'OLE Mixing Switch

Pikcks of Ai'p.ujatus

The second

Among

the firms

who have

carefully

investigated the

problems of mining machinery is the Morely Electrical
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Stanningley. near Leeds, and
two of their latest productions in mining switch gear are
worth attention.
It is therefore proposed to describe

piece of apparatus of interest which this
firm has recently placed on the market is the double-i)ole

mining switch of the oil immersed type, with patent fuses
and joint bo.xes, shown in Fig. 2. When the switch is
placed in the off position, there can be no possibility of its
being turned back again unless the man in charge of the
it controls unlocks the switch frame.
This voluntary act prevents any unauthorized ]iers(ji)
from tampering with the fuse or putting larger sizes of
conductor into the fuse holders than the current of the
machine warrants. That this is important will be readily

machine which

gi-anted,

l'"ii..

1.

()ii.-i.\iMi:i;si;n

Stauti:!:

.\n'I)

('ovriioi,Li:i;

an oil-iminciMMl diiim type starter and conwhich is shown photographically in Fig. I.
Those who have had experience in the manipulation of
colliery switch gear for direct current, know that
although there is a great advantage in having the switch
resistance and joint bo.xes combined in one self-contained,

inasmuch

Fig.

2.

as

considerable

noiniMo-i'OLE

m

damage has

beforcs

Mining Switch

briefly, first

now been done

troller,

ing with fuses.
These switches have been standardized and made in
various sizes from 25 to 250 amp. capacities, and ha\e
been found especially suit^ible for controlling coal enl

transportal)le or semi-trans])ortablc bo.x.

Many

designs

which have been previously attempted on these lines have
not been entirely successful on account of the fact that
the work of inspection, always diflicult in collieries, has
been impeded by the way in which the naits of the gear
have been arranged with relation to one aiiDlhir inside
the case.

Where bad lighting

is the rule rather than the excepextremely desirable that the utmost facilities
for inspection of the working parts should be given, and

tion,

it

is

is in this feature that several of the previous designs
have to some e.xtent failed.
This disadvantage, in the present instance, has been
avoided.
Hv riiciins of hinging the two drums and also
it

ters,

drills

mines, owing to iinau(liiu-ized tani|ier-

and similar mining machinery.

It

will

lie

seen also that this type of switch gear lends itself ecpially
to use in such situations as flour nn'lls, powder factories,

or other dangerous places, and therefore possesses a wide
range of technical interest.

The t;. S. GeoloKliiil Survey elasslfles land as coal liiiul
only when the coal lle.H at what la now considered a mlnable
depth In this country. The character of the coal determlnei"
the depth to a certain extent.
The hlRher-grado coals are
allowed a maximum depth of .lOOO ft.: loss Is allowed for
poorer srades
I^ands underlaid with coal at a depth of 31)00
or 4000 ft. are clas.sed as "non-coal" lands.
The amount of
coal below 3000 ft. ha.s not yet been estimated, but It Is without doubt larn-e. The coal above this depth l.q estimated by
the Survey to be 2000 billion tons. T.,eHS than 11 billion tons
have been mined. A lar^e part of the estimated 2000 billion
tons consists of the comparatively low Rrades of lignite.

:
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Loading Coal

Trade

Retail

for the

Mechanical loaders for loading coal wagons from storA year and a
age have fairly jumped into prominence.
half ago there were firohably not over half a dozen in
ii.se the country over, while now hundreds are in successThis method of loading wagons is such a
ful operation.
decided improvement over the hand-shoveling, that manuit diflicult to build enough machines

facturers are finding
to

meet the heavy demand.

shows the Link-Belt
Scrantou & Lehigh
Coal Co., of Brooklyn, X. Y. This is the company's standard Type "D" bituminous loader, which will load a 2-tou
wagon with bituminous or small anthracite coal in about
two minutes, or a -j-ton trui-k in five minutes. It fills a

The accompanying

Wagon Loader

illustration

in the yards of the

Vol.

3,

Xo. 11

large quantities of blackdamp or other poisonous gases are
liable to accumulate, until such places have been examined
by a competent person and pronounced free from a foul or

poisonous atmosphere.

Up

time all efforts to introduce acetylene
Ohio mines have proved unavailing. The Ohio
Mining Law as amended June 11, 1910 (Section 974),
it may seem, was drastic in respect to the vise of acetylene
or carbide lamps in the mines.
The position taken liy
the commission appointed to revise the mining law at
that time was that, owing to the many dangerous conditions incident to the use of calcium carbide for the

lamps

to the present
in

generation of acetylene gas, in the mines, the use of this
lamp shouul be prohibited by law.
This ruling of the commission, it may be supposed, was
not wholly acceptable to all classes of mining men and
efforts have been made from time to time to overcome
the prejudice that existed in the Department of Mines
of

Ohio against the use of the lamp.

Under

new administration

the

successful,

and Section 974

these efforts have been

mining law was
Ohio Assembly. The

of the

vised Feb. 13, by action of the

re-

re-

vised law was approved by the governor,

Feb. 24.

justification of the previous action of the

Mining Com-

In

mission in this regard, it may be stated that the section
as now amended provides certain restrictions, which cover
all of the objections raised against the use of the lamp in
mines.

Advice after mischief
First

drive

tobacco and
Second driver;
1:

The Wagon Loadek

at

It

so quickly that

like

medicine after death.

second driver: "Lend me your pipe and
fumbling for a match while I'm filling up."
to

Work

hardly pays the driver to leave
his seat, if the loader can be fed without his help. Where
considerable coal is handled and rapidity of loading is essential in order to avoid delaying teams, greater capacity is secured by using another yard man to feed the
The driver then
niachiiic, in addition to the operator.
stays on the wagon and simply trims the load. Operating

wagon

is

is

easier to bear adversity than to forget prosperity.

it

way an average of 40 or 50 tons an hour, or 400
500 tons in ten hours can be loaded.
The Link-Belt Co. has recently pulilished a l(5-page
book which describes the method of operating the ma-

The flywheel of any industry is in its storage capacity, and
as most coal will not stand storage, the greater part of the
coal industry is reciprocating without a flywheel.
people see a glow-w<

who

and think

holds the bag sins as

it

a

much

in this
to

chine ;nid the results to be exjjected with

Acetylene

Lamps Permitted

it.

in

Ohio

Mines
Section 974 of the Ohio (rciieral Code has recently been
One item of revision

amended by the General Assembly.

provides that it shall bo lawful to use acetylene gas in
lamps in mines subject to the following conditions and
restrictions
First, no pei-son shall take into a mine a greater quantity
of calcium carbide than will be a reasonable supply for his
own lamp for one day's work.
Second, no person shall deposit, or keep in his possession,
In a mine any calcium carbide, or refuse therefrom, in anything except air-tight containers These containers must be
taken out of the mine at the end of each day's work.
Third, no person shall be allowed to use acetylene gas !n
lamps where there are old or abandoned workings, where

A mining camp weekly says: "Apparently we were erroneously informed as to the nationality of Joseph Remas, as
in our account of the burglary at the A. C. M. Co. store, we
Later we were waited upon by a
.stated that he was a Finn.
delegation of that nationality whose sensibilities were highly
outraged by the statement. We apologized for the error and
were informed that he was a Lithuanian. If this is a mistake, we are prepared with another apology," which goes to
show that the way of the editor is hard.

When we
that

are in the valley we should act in .<;uch a
fear those who stand on the hill.

way

we need not

Mine Inspector James Taylor. 4th District, Peoria, 111., has
issued a neat booklet presenting the Compliments of the Season. 1913, and extending "greetings" to the coal operators and
He reports but one
all employees in and about the mines.
fatal accident having occurred in his district during the first
everybody
Mr. Taylor says:
To
six months of the fiscal year.
"Don't fail to brighten the usual gray of life with a bit of
series
of "Don'ts"
the rosegold of kindness." He then gives a
for operators and superintendents, mine managers, miners,
mine examiners, shotfirers, hoisting engineers and drivers.
The ground of necessary precautions In coal mining is pretty
fully covered by these worth-while suggestions.

March
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Storage of

i

iiiiiiiiiii

Ill

Hill

Powder

A

few years ago the coal industry began to realize
an urgent campaign must be made to protect the
miner at his work, but more recently operators have begun to take the larger view that workmen should also
that

be taken care of at their homes.

Unfortunately when laws were made restricting the
of powder which might be taken into the mines
at one time, the ordinance made it necessary that each
miner should either buy powder in small quantities,
which was an extravagant practice, or store a broken keg
of powder at home. At one mine, a genial clei"k of the
commissary, on his own responsibility, agreed to keep the
partly used powder supplies of the miners in his "general
supply house" and dole out the powder to each man as
he desired it, supplying every individual from his own
keg until that receptacle was empty.

amount

inspector arrived and condemned this pracwhich, of course, was dangerous, as the miners persisted in calling for powder with lighted lamps in their
hats, and, it being winter, there was an open fire not far
distant. So the miners reverted to the old practice which
was at least as bad. They took the powder home and
left it often where the children could play with it, subject
to fires should the house burn, a danger to neighboring
houses and a terror to the local fire department.
Powder cannot well be sold like milk, of which a cer-

The mine

tice,

amount is purchased each day, the consumption always being regulated by the consumer to equal the quaittity ordered.
The men use part of a canister of powder
one day and on the day following have less on hand than
Consequently, they
will serve them for a full da/s run.
desire to purchase a quantity running to a certain number of odd pounds or even ounces, only to be determined
by weighing the can from which the powder is transThis involves
ferred both before and after depletion.
excessive clerical work, which it seems reasonable to add
tain

to the price of the powder.

Every coal company should have, in addition to the
regular storehouse, a safety magazine where the miners
may store their ])owder and where their cans may be
filled every night.
They should never be permitted to
enter the magazine and no stove should be allowed within its walls.
The men should l)e obliged to leave their

depleted kegs at this place of storage and on quitting the
mine at night should deposit their numbered canisters
for storage and replenishment.
This will not only serve the purpose of safety, but

should also lower insurance

risks.

Tn (Jreat Britain the

men are required to I)riiig out their canisters
The Coal Mines Order of 1911 reads:

nightly.

N'o explosive substance shall be storerl underground In a
The owner, apent or manaRcr of the mine shall provide a suitable place or places of storaKC above Kround for
all oxploslvcfs Intended to bo used In the mine and shall make
suitable provision conveniently near the entrance of the mine
for the storage of surplus explosive brought out oC the mine
£t the end of each shift.

Tnlne.

mil

iiiiii iiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiim
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiimi

riimnfiiiniiiiiiii^

If any explosive remains in the possession of a workman
at the end of his shift, either he shall bring it with him, out
of the mine and return it at once to the place of storage
provided for the purpose or if the explosive is required for
a shift immediately following, he shall deliver it personally
to the workman succeeding him in his working place.

In view of the possibility that explosions may occur
falling of rock on canisters of powder, it seems
desirable that the American operators should require here
what the law demands in Great Britain, that every man
bring the remnants of his day's supply of powder to the
surface when his shift is done and deposit it in a maga-

from the

zine.

In places where cartridges of permissible explosives
is less difficulty in arranging the sale of
the powder in small tmits, but the need for a place for
storage over night and idle days should be careful!}' con-

are sold, there

sidered in this case also.

The Need

of Efficient

Mining

Legislation
Much

confusion
in

islators,

mining

legislation.

riety of

mining

liable to exist in the

is

relation

what

minds of

leg-

needed or desired in
The confusion arises from the va-

bills

to

is

that are being presented for the

now in session at HarWhile some of the proposed bills that have
been brought to our attention contain commendable features and are based upon a practical knowledge of mining conditions and reqtiirements, there are others that
have seemingly been drawn more for the purpose of defeating good and needed legislation than to supply a
recognized need or to meet certain known dangerous
conditions existing in mines.
An example of this is to
be found in House File Xo. 592, which is a bill introduced by Rei)resentative J. Wilfred Donahoe and referred
to the committee on Mines and Mining, Feb. 13.
Mr. Donahoe is a native of Schuylkill County, having
been born at Ashland, Nov., 1880, and educated in the
public schools of that place. At the time of liis election
to the House of Re])rescntatives, Xov., 1910, Mr. Donahoe was engaged in clerking at a stationery store.
AMiat the author of the bill knows of mining may be
judged i)etter by some of the features of the bill. For
example, one of its first provisions is that "the Board of
Examiners for Inspectors of Klines and the examinations provided for in Art. 2 of the Act approved June
2, '.SiJl, be and ai'o hereby abolished."
The bill further provides for "two chief officers of the
Department of Mines, one to be known as chief of the
bituminous mining district and the other chief of the anthracite mining district,"
By tlie provision of the bill,
to
both of these officers of the Department
are
be
consideration of the legislature
risburg.

"elected by the qualified electors of the counties" of their
respective districts, "for a term of four years or until
iheir successors are duly qualified."

Under

the present law, approved -April

1

1,

IDO,"}, cstali-
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Department of Mines in Pennsylvania, the
Department is appoinied by llie governor.
Under the provision of the bituminous mining law
(1911), Art. 19, the bituminous mine inspectors are appointed and commissioned by the governor, from a list
In
of names certified to him by the Examining Board.
the anthracite district, under the Act approved June 8,
1901, and amended May 3, 1909, the mine inspectors are

Vol.

cite

thief of the

at this time,

the counties of tlie disIf the proposed bill should become law, the elective
trict.
si/stem would control tiie Department of Mines as well as
in.

anthracite mine inspectors, leaving the bituminous
inspectors to be appointed by the governor.
In abolishing the requirement of the examination of
tiie

candidates for the office of inspector of mines, the proposed bill provides that

Any person shaU be eligible tor election to the office of
inspector of mines in the anthracite mining district who
shall be a citizen of the State of Pennsylvania, not less
than 30 years nor more than 60 years of age at the time
of his election, shall have not less than ten years' practical
experience as a miner in mines where noxious and explosive
gases are evolved and shall have a mine foreman's certifigate, granted to him in accordance with the provisions of
Art. 8 of the Act approved June 2, 1891, and who has been
employed in or about a coal mine within five years prior
to his first election to the office of inspector of mines.
the proposed bill the expenses of the Department
Mines would be increased from the present $19,500
per annum to $21,800. or an increase of. $2300

By

of

No. 11

coal in the state, the introduction of similar

lishing the

elected by the qualified voters

3,

would seem

bili.s

no other purpose than

to have

to block legislation in this regard,

by confusing the true

estimate of the situation and conditions.

The Downsitting and
With \<-hat deliberate
arms of our office chair

purpu.<e

the Uprising

we

sit

to think on the

fores of our tonnage cost, our output
It

would be well

if

down between the
whys and where-

and our

sales.

we would often compel ourselves

with the same, earnest, knitted brow, and view

to re-sit,

awhile in anticipation that unforseen, because unlooked
for, group, or it might be even a succession of groups, pro

ceeding slowly, with frequent stops, carrying the injured
on stretchers from our mine.
If a stranger were to travel unbidden, without carpini':
spirit or the hope of journalistic reward, the length and
breadth of coaldom, we cannot but think he would be impressed that many were the i)rovisions of safety res'.ilting from such downsittings.
But most of these provisions have not come as the result of such deliberation. Too many carry the blood mark
on them. It would be well; it would be worthy of this
our new century, and this our modern outlook, if we did
not wait for misfortune, for maiming, for death, for heca-

tombs even, before we roll that chair into position and
sit down and review, and again review, tlie

deliberately

Instead of the present force of one
one deputy, six clerk.';, three stenographers and one
messenger; the working force, under the new bill, would
be two chiefs, two assistants, four clerks, two stenographers and two messsengers. The clerical force, including
messenger, would be reduced from ten persons to eight,
with a reduction of $4400 for the expense in the clerical department of the work, while the force of supervision is doubled, with an increase of $6700 in expense

And having sat down and considered, let us go arouinl
and explore. It is not here can be written down all the
thoughts we will think and the places we will visit.
Let us hark back to our first visit in some large city,
recall with what difficulty we found our way around,
.stopping here and there a man and plying him with the

for supervision.

faced and misplaced signs

per

annum.

chief,

No argument

is

required to show that the work so ef-

question of safety.

way

to reach the object of our visit.

strictures

on that city for omitted, deand on the pioneers for

endless question, the

Eemember our

crooked, happy-go-lucky twisting of the streets.

done under the present system, would be greatly
hampered and its efficiency impaired by the proposed division of the Department. The questions presented are:
1.
Is there any existing need for such division in the

Cherish that memory; it will help us to understand the
predicament of strangers, of that foreigner, newly arrived, who barely learns the way to work and may never
learn the way to safety, to whom the maps of our laby-

Would the work of the
3.
Department of Mines?
Department be conducted harmoniously iiiuler two

rinth are inexplicable puzzles, to

ficiently

heads?
While the conditions in the two

districts, in

Pennsyl-

vania, are recognized as substantially different and are

regulated by a separate code of laws, the anthracite mine
inspectors and the bituminous mine inspectors report to
the same head, and we predict greater advantage and

harmony
exist if

working of the present system than would
the interests in these two districts were comin the

pletely divorced.

We
that

believe that the

must pass on

this

committee on Mines and Mining,

and other

bills

before they can bo

presented to the legislature, will be too wise to handicap
the work of the committee appointed some time ago
to revise the anthracite

has given

mining

much time and

law.

That

committee

study to the conditions ex-

and the report will be ])rescnted in due form for such action as the
Assembly deems fit. In view of the extended work of
isting in the .state and the anthracite district,

the committee and the time

it

has consumed in the codifimining of anthra-

cation of suitable laws to g-overn the

whom

the general prin-

on which our mine is based are unknown, who is
not enlightened by converse with his more competent

ciples

fellows.

In semi-darkness, in complete darkness, in terror, facing the eye of death, after cavings have destroyed landmarks, through roadways rarely traveled, he inu.st thread
his

way

Have we explored that roadway which
he has the knowledge to choose and the

to safety.

he will travel

if

power to reach it, and which lie must strive to pass before
we, following time-honored ])recedent, restart the fan driving the afterdamp on him.
Is that

roadway

free of water

?

Is it likely to

be after

the shock has jarred down the slate in the heeding? Is
it reasonably straight?
Can a man in the dark, groping,

wandering, ignorant, unerringly follow it? Is it low and
It will be lower and narrower after a fall.
And now let us uprise and make our mine in this and
all other ways a compliance with the law, with the spirit
of the enactment, nay more, a reflection of this present
age of altruism, even more, a foreshadowing of that age
of psycho-sympathy which is yet to come.

narrow?
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Frick C^oke Co.
of Its
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iiiiiin

I

Article

Men

employing

Dawsox*

foremen,

SYNOPSIS — The

companij realizes thai safeti/ is promoted as much by preparedness and discipline a,s bi/ the introduction of mere devices for protection. The personal
aspect of safetij is a.s ini portant o.v the material.

The H. C. Frick Coke; (_'o. lias carefully considered the
For the illumination of
risks of mine and village fires.
the mines and mine buildings, only the best and safest oils
are used.
Open lights are prohibited in all buildings
around the mine. No oils and explosives must be stored

No.

the general

of

;")

of only steady, reliable

master

firebosses,

neers, boiler

rules

provides

and sober men

mechanics,

and fan tenders and

for
is

hoisting

stable bosses.

of intoxicating liquors by any employee on duty

engi-

The
is

vhe

mine
use

abso-

lutely forbidden.

Article No. 16 of the general rules says:

"No

one will

be permitted to interfere with the religious or political

opinions of the workmen, and no superintendent, boss or
clerk will be allowed to solicit money or make collec-

from the workmen for any church, society or assoFmployccs must have ])crmission to be absent from duty.

tions

ciation."'

underground workings.

in the

pump

rooms, haulage-engine rooms, shaft botoffices, and all such places where men
might congregate, are of fireproof construction and are
Stables,

toms, underground

kept clean and neat.

mine rooms,

All

must
Cans

as well as those on the surface,

and kept both neat and

be well ventilated

clean.

arc provided for the reception of oily waste, grease, small

quantities of

etc.

oil,

Hay and straw
is

are taken into the mines in

l>alcs.

not

All electric wiring, either for lighting or power,

loose.

carefully installed and properly

examined

All stoppings and overcasts along

tervals.

are of fireproof construction.
crete linings have been

VlLLAGK

In the

at stated in-

main airways

newer

slvafts.

con-

])i()\iilcil.

Fllii:

ni:i'Al!TMEXTS

At every mine there is an organized fire-fighting force.
The equipment is staiulard for all plants and interchangeScattered throughout the towns, as well as at the
mine, arc ho.se, reels and drying towers. Fire signals arc
printed on cards and ])osted at the convenient points, as
able.

is

eu.stomary

in

fivstems are laid,

having

sufficient

water head for

figliting

On about

every fifth or sixth hou.se in the town you
will note a ladder and water buckets ready for immediate
fire.

use.

power lines underground and on the surface
arc properly guarded for theii' entire length by a neat
wooden guard, so as to prevent the workman or bis tools
from coming in contact with the same. To insure the
same security, trolley wires for coke-drawing machines
All bare

are placed at a suflicieni

hciglit

to

make

contact

with

tools unlikely.

An improved
of the

Phows
at

all

for checking men in and oiil
maintained at all the iiiiiicK,
'I'bis
MA.X)' men mid WffO mit iiiidcrgroiin.l

workings

NOW

A

Si'iiixi;

S'riM:i'rHi';i;

svstem
is

times.

I

IN

A

.Mini-:

Cau

Tlic coinpaiiy employs four mine inspectors, one of
them acting as chief. It is the duty of these men to visit
each and every mine, and thoroughly inspect it at least

once every 60 days, reporting the result of his inspection
in writing to the general superintendent.
When an accident does occur in or about the mine, the chief mine inspector of the comi)any |)romptly visit,s the scene of the
accident, gathers all the data he can relative thereto, and

makes a sketch of the surroundings.
Tmmcdiately this sketch is put into permanent form,
bliic|)riiitcd and sent to each mine with a circular letter
giving a full account of thi? accident, and making suggestions for preventing a similar one.
This circular and
plan is discussed at a meeting of the local ollicials at ^'ach
and every plant and methods are devi.sed for preventing

similar accidents
•Assistant chief engineer. H. C. Prick Coltc Co., Scoltdalc.
Penn.
Note Abstract from paper entitled "Welfare, H. C. Frick
Coke Co.," read before the winter meotlnBr of the Coal MInlns
Institute of America,

—

im:

Water

the larger well-ordered towns.

at

their mines.

Till

Once each week

WkKKTiY COIINCIL
of every mine and
and discuss mine conditions and

tlic .-iiiiierinteiidciits

their siiliordinalcs meet
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operations generally, and especially matters pertaining
to the protection of the lives and health of the employees,

and

the care

and safety

of the property.

The

partments.

There is a separate and distinct plan for the future
working of each mine. This plan provides a layout which
will assure the best results.

Specitications are written for

each mine, stating where and how the mining is to be
These are signed by the compan/s chief engidone.
neer, mine inspector, division engineer, superintendent
and mine foreman, to show that they are all familiar with
the plan for working each mine.
Projections are made for the workings far in advance
of the actual work, and the haulage and ventilating prob-

lems planned so that when the mine

is

developed the

best systems are in use.

The

officials

of the

company

periodically

make

a

de-

and every mine, insuring that
their instructions, and the liest methods are actually foltailed inspection of each

lowed at

all

credential, permitting

mines.

of Safety

The company has

might be the cause of an accident.

They report their findings in writing to the superintendent of the mine, who forwards the same to the general
office.
These suggestions are immediately acted upon,
and any and all dangers, should there be any reported, are
removed as quickly as possible. Thus there is a frequent

which went

who attended

Before a

men

cue-corps

"new" or "green" men are conducted to and from
work underground, and this is continued as long as
it is necessary to acquaint them with the traveling way to
and from the surface. Should an employee not return
from the mine in due time, after the day's work is done,
is at once made for him.
Reports are made daily by the firebosses, shotfirers and
mine foreman. These reports eventually get in the general superintendent's office, so that he is in close touch
with existing conditions in detail.

a search

I

he

first

are freely circtilatcd.

To supplement

these rescue stations, pulmotors or re-

are kept at many of the mines
throughout the region. By their prompt application a
number of employees have been resuscitated after severe
electrical shocks and similar accidents.
Tliere are 180 first-aid teams fully organized and qualified to render first aid to the injured.
For the purpose
suscitating apparatus

increasing proficiency, local

of

time to time.

Much

at

Emergency
a number

axd Rescue

rescue ami (Irst-aid

United States,
from those which wore established by the government. Three stations arc now maintained, one at Leisenring N"o. 1, one at Buffington, and one at Ilecla No. 2.
They are fully equipjied with the best a]ii)aratus and ac-

of the larger mines,

(To be conlimted

A

cessories obtainable.

There are 36 trained corps of five men each which
and twice that number of men are
fully trained and qualified in both rescue and first-aid
practice quarterly,

tion

the course,

(jf

issued to each

and a card

is

given

man

on comple-

him which

is

his

and the company

is

in

an

earlij

issue)

Traveling Hospital

and
work now in force in the anthracite-coal mines,
the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. is just putting into service
a mine-rescue car which can be rushed at a moment's
notice to any colliery in case of accident.
This car conIn addition

to the elaborate provisions for rescue

first-aid

remodelled passenger car equipped with oxygenbreathing apparatus and every kind of first-aid equipment.
It has six complete Draeger oxygen-helmet outfits, by
means of which the wearer can breathe for two hours in
a gas-filled chamber, with the necessary auxiliary equipment, resuscitating apparatus consisting of puhnotors,
sists of a

i-tretchers,

is

first prize, a silver lov-

contemplating erecting one at each of its operating mines.
Underground, in close proximity to the various working
?ections, can be found first-aid rooms, in which are stored
stretchers, blankets and such accessories as may be needed
immediately in case of accident. Hospital wagons are
used at some of the mines. A device having springs and
straps to be applied to the ordinary mine wagon is on
hand at each mine. On this the stretcher can be placed
and the injured conveyed to the shaft bottom or the surface, without the least shock due to transportation.

visions for setting

certificate

held from

is

hospitals fully equipped have been provided

aside

\

interest

team from Phillips mine won

station in the bituminous-coal fields of the

work.

contests are

manifested by these firstaid men, and in the miners' contest held by the Xinth International Red Cross Conference, in Washington, D. C,

All

their

cstahlisln'd

wages to the men
is

Local Fihst-aiu Stations

tion.

i'(iin])any

as

man

allowed to pracwoik, he must possess a doctor's certificate
showing that he is physically fit to train and perform the
labor incident to that work.
Every corps elects its own
<-ai)tain or leader, and consequently a man is chosen in
whom they have confidence. Printed regulations for respractice.

tice rescue

check on the general condition of the mine, and a stimulus to mine officials to keep everything in first-class condi-

Ck.n'tral Stations for First-aid

spent .$20.(iOO on this work in one

ing cup.

In addition to these precautions there is appointed at
each mine a committee known as a "Safety Committee."
It is composed of three or four men chosen from the various occupations in and about the mine, and it is their
duty to inspect periodically the working places, roadways,
ventilation and any other things which in their opinion

This

to use the oxygen helmet at

year, about one-half of

[he

The Committee

him

Xo. 11

3,

the time of an accident.

discussions

meetings are reported to the general superintendent each week. Then there are general meetings at stated
intervals held at the main offices; these are attended bv
the superintendents of all the plants, and the heads of deat these

Vol.

blankets,

splints,

antiseptic cotton and

pro-

up a small commissary in the field.
It will be used as a hospital and ambulance car combined, and rushed on call by special train service to any
rt)lliery where an accident has occurred, and will be
manned by a crew of thoroughly trained helmet men. As
there

ill

is

already a corps in every mine, specially trained
work and a small hospital with similar first-

first-aid

aid facilities at the foot of

all

the working shafts, this

additional service will complete the provisions for the

comfort and safety of the injured mine workcis.

March

l.J.
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Safety Provisions of H. C. Frick Coke Co.

Sti:i;l

Dooks to Dkop over Shaft
Case of Fire

Mouth

in

All Hoists Are Provtdkd with Overwind
Devices

Trollet-wire Protection and Sign Pointing the

Stile over Kope Sheaves to Protect Traveling

Way Out

Men

FiKKi'itdOE Ovi:i!CA,sT

()[•

('o\ci;i:-i'K

Tile Poof

with Stkkl anu

All Man Tkits

Alt: Secuheo with Double
Safety Chains

:
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Mine

ions for
By

J.

My

arise

fmrn persons stepping

be-

Safety

oe puiced at this point, so that employees

#

leir feet

caught and possibly mashed by the

he dump.
'its should be provided at all switches on
bu. .p,j roaus, and the throws for partings should be put
on the opposite side from the trolley wire, to keep brake01

men from coming
Xo motormen

in contact with the charged wire.

permitted to make flying
dangerous and is prohibited
on all first-class railroads. A practice which is dangerous
with heavy equipment on a good rail is even more to be
feared with light cars on a mine track underground, where
in case of a derailment there is no opportunity for esThe pushing of trips of cars, either loaded or
cape.
empty, is also very dangerous and should be prohibited.
On delivering empty cars to miners, the driver should
ride inside the car at the brake end, and should see that
the wagon is properly provided with a "dead block" to
keep it from running away from the face. In some cases
the miners depend upon the brake to hold the car, and
when they start to load coal, the brake is knocked loose
by a lump and the ear may run on the miner or in the opposite direction, causing an accident either to some emshould

is

1
would recommend that the assistant mine foreman,
when hiring a new miner, put the brake on and then
pick up a shovel and throw some coal into the car so that
This will show the miner
it will knock the brake loose.
Mere
the danger arising from relying upon the brake.

may

Xo. 11

buy

from bootleggers, who are even

less scrupuEither they will get
their liquid refreshment from this source, or thev will
go to some other camp where they can obtain it.
"We had our share of trouble because of the existence
of a cheap saloon at our camp.
Finally
seeing that
something drastic had to be done, I called some of the men
together and we talked it over.
The outcome was that
we organized a social club and furnished a club house.
it

lous than the owners of groggeries.

"The members appointed an experienced manager, fitup their club with all necessary conveniences and

ted

comforts, ordered only the best brands of beers and
quors, and were ready for business.

produce the required result, as the
miner may not understand w-liat the foreman is endeavoring to tell him.
Ma.uy people fail to understand the importance of keeping cars in good condition. One wagon which does not
run truly on the track, or which has some other defect,
i« apt to derail a whole trip and seriou.sly cripple or kill
It is also important that
the motorman or brakeman.
all the bolts on the car shall lie thoroughly tightened and
Otherthe ends cut off flush with the top of the bolt.
wise the clothes of men on traveling ways niav be caught

They decided

li

at the

would be handled, and that
drinks would be served at just about a price which
would pay running expenses.
outset that only bottled beer
all

''One of the first rules laid down was that the club bar
should be open only from 4 :30 to 10 :30 p.m. This has been
strictly enforced.
This regulation has resulted in the
men retiring early every night, being fresh for work the
next day, and starting in with a clear head because drinking is discouraged in the evening, and the club is closed
until after working hours the next day.
"To date the plan has worked to the satisfaction of the

men and

the company, and I believe the system

eventually be adopted in

ployee or to property.

explanation

will

be

switches, as such a practice

3,

less to argue against the existence of a saloon of one sort
or another in or about a mining-camp.
If the men cannot get their beer, or whatever they want to drink, they

Safety

V. EiioDKs*

k-baek rails at the tipple.

n

Vol.

all

the big

camps

will

in the state.

•'"The Sunnyside club is fitted with barber chairs and
necessary tonsorial equipment, a pool table, several r-anl

which gambling is barred, easy
and other attractive furnishings,

tables for social games, in
chairs, a library table

including pictures."

fail to

by passing motor

trips.

The Canteen

at

the Coal

Camp

Fatality

The number

Reduction in Anthracite
Mines
of deaths from accidents m and about

the

mines of the anthracite region of Penusvdvania decreased
from 699 m 1911 to 593 in 191-2, according to the annual report of the Department of Mines. This is an improvement of approximately 15. per cent. The actual
improvement will not be ascert.ained till it is possible
to obtain the number of days worked. It must be remembered, moreover, that one of the two largest mine disasters
which have occurred in the anthracite region of Pennsyl\ania happened in 1911, so that comiiarisons with that
'2

year are misleading.

In view of the discouraging results arising from the
privately owned saloon in mining towns, the Sunnyside Coal Co. has taken a leaf

from the past history

of

army and estaliiished a canteen at Sunnyside, Colo.
W. P. Oakcs, vice-president of the corporation, makes

the

the following statement relative to (his novel

attempt

The number
tion of coal
in

1911 to

These bar rooms are generally of a low order: tl*e liquor .sold in them is the vilest of the vile, and trouble
It is useof one sort or another is always impending.

])er

fatal

136.9()-i

S.Sfi in

accident

rose

The produc-

from 130,0(57 tons

The number

191->.

tons in

1913.

of fatal

accidents per million tons ])ro(lurci| ilecrea.sed. therefons

from

T.n'>

to meet the situation

"One of the acknowledged handica]>s in evM-y mining
camp is the cbarncter of the saloons maintained there.

of fatal accidents per 1000 employees de-

creased from 4.03 in 1911 to

to 7A->.

IATAl.n\ TAKI.K
Yearly Averaizc

Kmplo

lS!)9-l!)ni|

1912...

.V.VTHRACITK

I-'atalitics
22.')

lS69-l.s7n
1.87II-ISX!!
18S!1-1S1I!I

()!•

97.716

.MIN'K.S

Fat:ilitics

Output

I'alalities

per 1000

per Fntjil

Employees

.-Vccident

per million
tons

4

02

93.288

10.72
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Post

Timbering
2—

Letter No.

It

at

the

would be

Working Face

useless to attempt to U-

original in the discussion of such a subject as

bering; but I have in

mind

mine tim-

carried out,

covered,

from

is

falls of roof

followed by prosecution.

It is needless to say

that this kind of legislation has had the effect of greatly

reducing the rate of accidents from this cause. If good
legislation and the enforcement of such laws have been
good for Great Britain and Germany, surely it would
be worth while to try the effect of the same in this country.

Information on which to base such legislation could be
be.st obtained from the mine inspectors who have good
opportunities to know the nature of the various seams in
their districts. T believe it would be possible for the mine
inspectors, in most mining districts, to determine what
.'rhould

be considered a

maximum

distance apart for set-

and the maximum distance such timbers
should stand from the face of the coal, for different depths
of seam and for different kinds of roof, leaving, perhaps,
to the mine inspector of the district, the particular classification of the mine in this respect.
Having settled upon the details of such a classification
of mines and the maximum distance of timbers apart, for
the several conditions, it would be up to the chief mine
ting post timbers

inspector in each state to urge suitable legislation that

would enable the mine inspectors to enforce compliance
with such requirements, in their districts. A good law
is the first requisite and this should be followed with a
thorough discipline in the mine, without whicli it is impossible to secure the greatest efficiency, safety and economy in mining.
Another suggestion is in regard to the size of limbers
sent into the mine, for use in certain places. Tiic ordinary miner does not give any attention to the diameter of the jwsts that are sent in to him.
To most miners, a post is a post, and its length is of the first imjiortance; the diameter concerns him less. I have seen props
taken into a mine that were 10 ft. long and only f in.
in diameter at the small end.
Every miner should knowthat a prop of this kind is out of proportion and totally
inadequate to sui>])()rt any reasdiiable amount of weight.
In post timber, .some s|)ecificd diameter should be determined by those who have the matter in charge. It is
also important that all miners should be required to
ha\o suitable tools for setting timbers; and. as a fur-

miner should be required
method of testing roof and settiii"

ther precaution, ev^ry

onstratc his
P'.sf,

i,

William Crooks.
Mine Foreman.

coal.

a suggestion that I believe,

would have a greater tendency to reduce
and coal than can possibly result from the closest vigilance of mine officials.
In Great Britain and on the Continent, the mining
laws specify clearly what is called the maximum distance
distance
that mine timbers may be set apart and the
such timbers may lie set from the face of the coal. Any
violation of this law on the part of the miner, if disif

accidents

1 have tried to make these suggestions
mI
such as I believe should form a basis for our'^work-ifjeducing the number of accidents from falls of roof and

to
a

dcm
mine

Quintoii, Ala.

—

The question of timbering at the workone that needs careful thought and .study. In
the first place, the work of timbering should not be
phumed for the present only but also for the future. What
is the working face today will soon be left behind for a
road or haulway, and the weight on the timbers will not
be less but greater, if anything, as the face is advanced.
The timbering, good or bad, will affect the expense of
keeping the place open and maintaining the road in good,
Letter Xo. S

ing face

is

safe condition.

Mine timbers should be set so that they will conform to
the rules and regulations of the mine, and in such a manner and where they will do the most good. In my opinion and experience as a miner, however, there can be no
set rule for the placing of props.
This is particularly
true in the anthracite region.

To avoid accidents due to falls of roof and coal, it is
necessary to consider carefully the condition of the roof,
having regard to whether it is a hard or soft stone, or a
slate or bony roof; as the size of the timbers needed will
vary accordingly, from 6 to 13 or 16 in.; although such
lieavv timbers are seldom sent to the face.
In most anthracite mines, no timber

less tiiaii 10 in.
In general, the strata have
been very much disturbed and broken. The nature and
condition of the roof play a large part and, in fact, are
the chief factors to be considered, in timbering.
Study
the roof and consider whether a large or small ])rop is
needed. Many times a small prop is stood where a large
one would be better; and, again, a large one is used where
a smaller one would answer the purjjose. Props should
be stood so that they will give the necessary support and
take the weight properly.

in diameter should be used.

The strength of mine timber is important and largely
determines its value.
The best timber is needed and
should be used, as the weight it is required to support
caniKit always be estimated and varies with different kin-l*

When

of iDof.

the character of the roof and overlying

known

strata are

the style of timbering best adapted to

the conditions can be determined

edge one

is

but without that knowlmostly playing a game of chance.

Timbers should be

;

set as .soon as po.ssiblet after a slant

slab or other condition that requires special attention ha.s

been discovered.
vent

many

A

Observing (his rule carefully

will ])re-

accidents that occur from falls of roof at the

always protect the timber supsome coal around the props
that will prevent tiiem from being knocked out by the
flying coal when a shot is fired.
Tt is always more dangerous to reset a prop that has been once stood and then
knocked out, under a l)ad roof.
face.

good plan

pouing the

is

to

roof, by heaving
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The wedging

of a post

is

importaut.

The wedge shouki

cover the whole top of the post and not just a few inches.
Proper wedging is necessary to give the post greater resisting

power against flying coal to avoid, as far
being knocked out when a shot is fired.

as pos-

life of

post timber differs with the kind of

wood

and the manner and time it is cut, as well as the conProps cut
ditions to which it is subjected in the mine.
when the sap is out of them will last longer than the
same timber cut when it is green.
There are good reasons why miners should stand their

own

X...

U

tention to the need of widening all old entries where hauling is done, as required by tlie law, Art. 4, Sec. 8; and
where electricity is used I would urge that due attention
be given to paragraphs 40 and 41, of Art. 11. In asking
this cooperation of the

sible, its

The

Tol.

my

sire to express

mine

officials

ready done in this direction, and
that

it will still

in the district, I de-

satisfaction in the

my

work they have alconfidence in them

be carried vigorously forward.

CiiAKLEs p. McGregor,
State

Mine Inspector,

7tli Bit.

Dist.

Carnegie, Penn.

This practice will make each miner, to a
own safety. If a miner
does not understand the roof where he is working, he
should be instructed by someone who is competent to instruct him.
In many cases, it would be better to take
down a bad piece of roof than to attempt to prop it up
and hold it in place. There would be fewer accidents
at the working face if this was done.
timber.

Following

is

a

copy of the instructions:

large degree, responsible for his

A

Mixer.

Scranton, Penn.

Posting a Drawslate
Some time

was sent by the bituminousmine
foremen, assistant mine foremen and firebosses, in their
since, notice

mine inspectors
several

to the

different superintendents,

the manner sug(Coal Age, Vol. 2,

describing in detail

districts,

gested for the posting of drawslate

I would like to draw special attention to a
258).
dangerous feature and one that is often overlooked in
posting roof slate, at the face of a room. I refer to the
p.

possible existence of a clay vein or spar, or a slip in the

the back end of the cut, which is, as yet, hidden
from sight, so that it is not detected.
Having this matter in mind, I prepared, a while ago,
the following instructions, which were sent to the several
mines in my district, asking for the kindly aid and cooperation of all the general siiperintendents and superinslate, at

tendents in the district, to assist in reducing accidents at
the working face, by again directing all mine officials in
their charge to urge that every precaution be taken by the

workmen
it

to avoid danger from this cause.
In sending out this notice, I was anxious to urge that
is not sufficient for the mine foreman, assistant fore-

man

or fireboss to

and think that

draw attention

to the notice as posted

his responsibility ends

when he has

told

men to set the needed posts. It is important that he
should see that his orders are carried out to the letter, as
this is the only way to reduce the numlier of accidents
the

from

falls of roof

The reduction

and

coal.

of fatal accidents during 1912 has been

largely due to tbe carrying out of Art. 4, Sec. 10, and Art.
5, Sec. 3, of the new bituminous-mine law (1911).
I

wish to express my satisfaction in the generous assistance the opefrators have given their mine foremen, aiding them to carry out this part of the law. I feel that
what remains to be done is to impress iipon all mine officials the absolute necessity of

tions are

seeing that their instruc-

carried out or enforced.

In this connection, also. I want to call attention to
the fact that all coal should be spragged while being undermined, especially in pillar and stump workings, in accordance with Art. 4, Sec. 9. I would also refer to the
high percentage of accidents by mine cars and draw at-

PL^N

SECTION

SlIOAVIXG I'OSSIBLE LoCATIOX OF SlIP IX EoOF SlaTE

INSTRUCTIONS TO MACHINE LOADERS AND MINERS
TO POSTING DRAWSLATE VS'HILE LOADING
OUT A CUT OF CO.\L.
To Mine Foreman

of

-AS

Mine.

The common method

posting along the front of the
slate is not safe, as there may be a false slip, clay vein, or
spar, at back end of cut of coal, which will throw the posts
and slate forward. In order to avoid this, as far as possible,
the mine foreman, assistant mine foreman and fireboss should
each instruct the men under their charge to put from four
to five posts at a point halfway back or near the face of coal,

under

all slate,

in the

of

form of a

triangle, the

mine foreman

use his own judgment as to the distance these posts
should be set apart, as shown on blue print. It would be a
good thing to insist on the machine cutters putting a piece
of pit rail about 8 or 10 ft. from the rib or pillar, under the
coal, as a sprag, which would keep the coal from settling
down and allowing the drawslate to sag. All projecting
drawslate, both in rooms and entries, to be taken down, also
on haulage and travelingways.
The writer would urge the manager, general superintendent, mine superintendent, mine foreman, assistant mine foreman and firebosses to give this matter their most careful
to

consideration.
I feel certain that the number of fatal and
nonfatal accidents can be reduced.
The mine foreman is referred to Art. 20, Sec. 1, Rule 1
of the mining laws, which reads as follows: "The mine foreman shall attend to his duties in the mine and carry out all
the instructions set forHh in this act and see that the regulations prescribed for each class of workmen under his charge
are carried out in the strictest manner possible." Post this
up in a conspicuous place at mine, as provided for in .Art. 10,
Sec. 12, of the mining laws.
CH.AS. P. McGregor,
state Aline Inspector, 19th Penn. District.

Engineers
The Xew York
Mining Engineers

Meeting

section of the Anierit-an
will hold its next

Institute of

meeting at the Engi-

neering Societies' Building, 29 West Thirty-ninth St.,
A^ew York City, on Friday, Mar. 21, at 8:3o"p.ni. (i. S.
Rice, chief mining engineer of the U. S. Bureau of Jfinos,
will present a paper on "Xotcs on European Mining Practice. cs])ecially the Methods of the Hydraulic Filling or
Flushiii"; of Mines."

March

15,
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Taxation of Coal Lands
Your editorial on the Tax Yalnatioii of Coal Property. Coal Age, Feb. 15, 1913, p.
267, advocating a
royalty basis of valuation, was evidently written without
uiijidering in full the present laws of the state of

:

-vhania.
sylvania

The assessment of lands
is made under the Acts

for taxation in

PennPenn-

of the Legislature of

and 1842, under which all properties must be
assessed at the actual value and at such rates and prices
as the property would bring at a bona fide sale, after due
1841

notice."

In the long, tax litigation that has taken place over
1907 anthracite assessment, in the Pennsylvania
courts, the matter has been five times brought to the Suthe

preme Court on appeal, and the decisions made in these
cases must be followed in making any legal assessment.
The question of valuation on a royalty basis was brought
up in two of these appeals, and the Pennsylvania 8uCourt says, referring to such a royalty
Penn. Supreme Court Report Xo. 299, page 470)

]ireme
(

basis,
:

Its market value is its fair seUing value for cash, not payable as royalty strung out through a long series of years, but
payable at the time or as soon thereafter as the value could
be determined. Such a method does not make allowance in
undeveloped territory for the length of time coal may lie in
the ground unmined, undeveloped and unprofitable. It is impossible to reduce to a scientific basis and to mathematical
precision the elements of value entering into the present selling price of a tract of coal land. The question is not what
earning power coal lands may develop in the future, but what
they are actually worth In the market at present.

Further, in the opinion of Judge Fuller. President
Judge of Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, Xo. 614. October term, 1907, sustained by the Supreme C'ourt, it is
stated,

page 21,

The law does not sanction a valuation upon coal
determined by the royalties which it may

specifically
Its

in place

yield or

availability for market.

Under
it is

these decisions, which form the law of the state,

necessary to assess coal land at

its sale

value not on a

was previously
done; for, in Pennsylvania Supreme Court Report Xo.
229, page 465, Reading a])peal, the Court says,
royalty basis, nor on the foot-acre basis, as

*
*
•
•
that the foot-acre rule for ascertaining valuation of coal lands of the appellant for the purpose of taxation is not the proper measure of their value
*
•
*.

Further, it may be pointed out that, under the Pennsylvania law, assessment on similar properties must be
equal and, if not so made, may be etiualized by the

County commissioners. On a royalty basis, the time of
mining would be the deciding factor in the value of any
property.
Calculating the present value on a six-per
cent, basis, less the taxes, which must be paid as an
annuity and which amount to about 2V4 per cent, of the
assessed valuation in Luzerne County at the present time,
coal land of a value of -inOO per acre if mined now,
would be reduced in value to about $42 per acre if it were
not to lie mined for ten years, or to $1 1 per acre if
standing idle twenty years, and beyond 23 yr., 8 mos.
*uch lands would have a present minus value amounting,
it thirty years, to minus $20 per acre, and at forty years,
minus $10 per acre.
Then, on a royalty basis, two adjacent and similar
racts, OIK! opened and in operation and to be mined out
n ten years; and the other not to be opened for tiiirlv
"'ears, would ahuw radically dilfcrent values though con-
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taining similar amounts of coal of identical value in the
market; and further, a mere extension of ownership to
include the reserved with the opened tract would change
the value of the reserved tract from zero to a very large
cash value, which i.s certainly neither legal under the
state laws,

nor apparently just to the communities in-

volved.
It seems to
erals in the

me

that

ground

is

all

taxation of coal or other min-

logically wrong.

The

coal has

no

has been mined and prepared for market.*
The amount of mineral, its availability, and the duration
and cost of working are all undetermined and undeterminable factors, which, used as a basis for assessment
only lead to dissatisfaction and litigation.
The projjer
value until

it

method

of taxation of all minerals would be a tax on
the value of each year's output, at the rate assessed for
that particular year, including taxation of surface improvements and machinery the value of which is readily
ascertainable, but not including any valuation for mine

openings, which are incidental to the mining of the mineral and which on its exhaustion are no longer of any
value.

Thus, a colliery producing 1,000,000 tons of anthracite
with a value at the breaker of $2,500,000, should
pay taxes in 1913, at the regular rate for that year, on a
in 1912,

\aluation of $2,500,00(1, regardless of the area of coal
land tributary to such a colliery. This method is clearly
unlawful under the pre.sent Pennsylvania law, and would
require special legislation to put it in force.
However,
such a system if legalized would possess the advantage of
doing away with all uncertainty and litigation as to the

and would result in the payment of
taxes in greatest amount, at the times and in the localities of greatest production and consequent greatest popassessed valuations,

ulation and greatest need for money; and, by concentrating taxation on the land being most actively worked and
relieving reserve land from its present almost insupport-

burdens not only of taxation but of litigation, it
would tend to the conservation of the unrei)laceable coal
resources of the community by encouraging the complete
mining of lands once opened, including all workable beds
large or small, rather than the opening of the best beds
on all lands, to obtain immediate earnings even at the
able

cost of injury or destruction

and

to

interstratified, smaller

less profitable beds.
If.

y. Xoiiiiis,

Consullmg Engineer.
Wilkcs-Barre, Penn.

[The arguments
are also the

of

Mr. Xorris are familiar to

Supreme Court

decisions.

The main

us, as

ques-

concerned with the methods of determining actual
present value. How does a competent well informed engineer arrive at such value?
Xaturally, by the method
suggested in our editorial, which is the method used by
such authorities as Jo.seph H. Harris, and the late W. A.
tion

is

Lathrop in determining the value of coal lands as the
security for issues of bonds, etc. *The statement that coal
has no value till mined and ])repare(l for market doos not
agree with the Sui)renie Court decisions quoted.
If no common-sense method of valuing property exists
under present judicial interpretation of the laws, is it
not time to devise such a method, and if necos.sarv to

revise the laws for that iMirpose?

from

oihci-

EuiTOif.J

We

would

like to liear

engineers who have ideas in this matter.
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Blowing

vs.

Exhausting

in

Fan

statement and the foregoing explanation that the
how the reversing of the air current in a mine
will affect the water gage, cannot be determined, except
with a full knowledge of the conditions.
this

question of

Ventilation
Will you kindly inform me whether there is any difference in the pressure that a fan will produce at a given
mine when blowing or e.xhausting, under the same con-

and at the same speed.
For example, suppose a reversible fan,

Timber
Seam

Setting Post

ditions

at

a certain

mine, produces 60,000 cu.ft. of air at a given speed, under a water gage of one inch and suppose it is desired
to reverse the air current by shifting the doors in the
;

fan drift so as to make the fan blow the air into the
mine instead -of exhausting the same from the mine. For
the same quantity of air in circulation, will there be

anv

difference in the watei- gasje

and,

if so,

why?
J. A.

How much

pitch should be given to a post in a

seam

A Miner.
Crosby, Wyo.

must
must be inclined up the
pitch a slight angle from the normal, as shown in the
accompanying figure. The angle NOT at which the post
setting a post in an inclined seam, the jiost

be underset; that

For the same quantity of air in circulation in the mine,
there will be no change in the ventilating pressure or
water gage unless there are natural or secondary air

an Inclined

having an inclination of 18 deg. ? Explain the manner
of setting a post in an inclined seam.
What is the purpose of the cap-piece above the post ?

When

McD.

Reserve Mines, V. B., Xova Scotia.

in

is

to say,

it

,

columns in the mine that act for or against the circulation, or some other obstruction exists that makes the flow
of air in one direction easier than the flow in the opposite direction. Either of these conditions would change
the observed water gage, for the same circulation of air.
A secondary air column might easily exist in a shaft
mine or in a seam of steep inclination, owing to the heat
This
radiated from steam pipes in the shaft or slope.
air column would act to assist the general circulation
when such shaft or slope was the upcast, but would oppose the circulation when the air current was changed
so as to make the same shaft or slope the downcast. Without knowing these conditions it would be impossible to
state what change of pressure would take place when the
fan was reversed.
In this connection, it is necessary to remember that
it is the resistance of the mine airways, including the
shafts, both downcast and upcast, that produces the ventiWithout this resistance
lating pressure or water gage.
there would be no pressure, but the power of the fan
would be wholly exerted to produce a high velocity of
the air current. There are still other conditions affecting
this question besides those we have mentioned.
When the fan is exhausting, it is filled with the mine
air,

which may be warmer or colder than the outside

air

COAUA6E

Showing How

is

a Post

up the

inclined

Should Be Set in an Incltxkd
Skam

pitch, will vary

from

1

to 9 deg., ac-

cording to the amount of inclination of the seam. The
purpose of undersetting a post, in an inclined seam, is
to prevent its being loosened by the slipping of the roof
It is evident from
downhill, as the coal is extracted.

movement

the figure that any

down the

of the roof, in a direction

pitch, will tend to tighten the post

when

it

is

thus underset.

When
hold

setting a post in an inclined seam, a slight foot-

is first

cut in the floor of the

seam

sufficient to hold

The small

the foot of the post in place while setting.

end of the post is then placed over this foothold with
the large end up the pitch.
In this position, the head
of the post

is

raised, the cap-piece being inserted between

the top of the post and the roof.
post

Both the head of the
and the cap are then driven forward from the u])pcr
assumes

proper position.
is twofold
First, the

and may contain gases that are lighter or heavier than
pure air. When the fan is working on heavier air, a
greater power is required to produce the same speed of

side, until the post

revolution of the fan and, vice versa, when the fan is
with lighter air, a less power is required to produce

over a greater surface of the roof and tends to prevent
the post from cutting into the roof as would otherwise

filled

the same speed.

Tt

may

be stated that the power applied

The purpose

often be the case.

wood and

the fan, the fourth potver of the speed and the squarp
and
of the density of the air passing through the fan
inversely as the resistance of the mine, the latter being
measured by the product of the unit pressure and the

of the ])ost.

sectional area of the fan drift.

Tt is readily «eon

fmni

:

cap-piece serves to distribute the resistance of the post

to the fan shaft varies as the square of the efficiency of

;

its

of the cap-piece

Second, the cap-piece should be of

soft

of sufficient size to completely cover the head

As the roof "weights," the head of the post
wood of the cap, which binds it
By
together and prevents the "furring" of the post.

is

forced into the soft

furring is meant. the crushing over of the
head of the iHist.

fibers, at

tl;i>

'
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Therefore, the temperature remaining the same, a fall
of barometer from 30 to 39.5 in. expands the air volume 1.017 times; or, l(>,i)i)0 cu.ft. of air would then be-

Miscellaneous
Ansirercfl by

n

iiii

Ji'e>iiie.st

—

AVhat precaution would you take in a gaseous
Ques.
mine, where coal is cut by electric machines and what

come 10,170 cu.ft.
(b) For a constant volume, the absolute temperature

method

varies as the barometer; or, in other words, the absolutetemperature ratio is equal to the barometer ratio. In this

of blasting the same would you adopt?
Ans. The use of electric machines in gaseous mines
is attended with danger and should only be permitted
when the working face can be kept free from any accumulation of gas and an ample current of air continually
sweeps the face of the coal.
In a gaseous mine, it is
Letter to use some other type of machine for undercutting
If electric machines are used, every precauthe coal.
tion must be taken to prevent sparking or short-circuiting of the electric current, as well as to maintain an
ample ventilating current sufficient to carry off the gases

—

as they are generated.

x the temperature required to maintain the
when the barometer falls fi-oni
30 to 29.5 in., we have
case, calling

volume of

air constant

+

460
« __460-|-a;
460 -I- 60
520
460
X

29.5
~30"

=

0.9833

+ X = 0.9833 X 520 =
= 511.3 — 460 = 51.3°

511.3

F.
the temperature falls from 60 to 51.3 deg.
the barometer falls from 30 to 29.5 in., the

Therefore,
F,

_
~

when

volume of

if

remain unchanged.

air will

In blasting down the coal, after the face has been undercut, care should be taken to avoid heavy shots and
to see that the coal is not cracked or broken in the vicinity of the shot.
The fine machine cuttings must be

—What determines
must be
a room 24
Ans. — The number

cleaned up and removed and the place carefully tested for
Permissible powder should
gas before a shot is fired.
If the mine is dusty, the working
be used in blasting.
face .should be thoroughly sprinkled, and also the road

and floor, the depth of the seam below the surface and,
to some extent, on the thickness of the seam. Assuming
a 5-ft. seam and timbers 5 ft. long and 5 in. in diameter
at the small end, the end area of each post would be 0.7854
19.635 sq.in.
Then, taking the safe crushing
X 5strength of the timber as, say, 3500 lb. per sq.in., and

and

about 20 yd. from the face.

ribs for a distance of

Ques.
state

— Give

the composition of monobel powder and

what gases are generated when

this

powder

is

ex-

Ques.

set in

room

pulp,

ammonium

the powder are nitroglycerin,

of

nitrate

and moisture.

wood

The proportions

constituents are such as to produce complete
combustion. The gases produced are carbon dioxide, nithese

of

— At

19.635

Ans.

— At

same temperature and pressure, dry
than air saturated with moisture, volume

for volume.

The

water vapor

is

reason for this is that the water vapor
or moisture occupying a portion of the space is lighter
than the air that it displaces.
The specific gravity of

Ques.

—

(a)

0.6235.

With

a barometric pressure of 30

a temperature of 60 deg. F.,

what

effect

in.

would be

in;(l

i)ro-

duced on a given volume of air if the barometer should
fall to 29.5 in.?
(b) What change in temperature would
be required to maintain a constant volume of air. umler
this fall of barometer?

— (a)For

a constant teni])orature, the volume of
pressure;
other words, the voluine ratio is c(|ual to the iiirer.<:e
\ns.

r

or gas

varies inversely as the barometric

<sure ratio

or harometer ratio.

F, _ n, _ 30
r,

B,

29.5

=

For

ing on the props

set at the

is

3500
34.36, say 35 tons

may

be taken as one-half of the width
the weight of the roof ma-

Then taking

as 160 lb. per cu.ft., the pressure per square fof:t

terial

24

ca.se,

is

^5— 60
1

—

=

1920

lb.,

say 1 ton

therefore, each post will safely support 35

of roof; or the posts

sq.ft.

may

be set V135

=

say, 6 ft.

This is what may be called the maximum distance apart of the posts, under the conditions assumed.
apart.

With a

the timbers must be set closer together.
the inclination of a seam of coal outcropping on a level surface. A vertical borehole is sunk at a,
point 500 ft. from the line of outcrop and penetrates the

Ques.

seam

frail roof,

— Find

at a dei)th of 350

ft. below the surface.
tangent of the angle of inclination of th»
seam or the tangent of the angle the seam makes with the
horizontal plane is equal to the depth of the hole divided
by the horizontal distance from the bore hole to the outcrop of the seam as measured on the surface.
Thu«. iu

Ans.

— The

this case,

-:s;-»'

e.\iini|)li',

1.017, nearly

that

fair roof, the height of the loose material rest-

of the opening.

In this

the

air is heavier

X

2000

Under a

the

saturated with moisture?

must be

the load each post will carry without crushing

same temperature and pressure, which
the heavier, dry air or the same volume of air fully

is

posts

depend on the character of the roof

lesting on the props

trogen and water vapor.
Queif.

will

of

=

—

pal constituents

number

wide?

of posts that

face of a

ploded.

Ans. Monobel is a permissible powder of the ammonium-nitrate class, containing nitroglycerin. The princi-

the
ft.

The angle
gents

is,

of inclination, as found in the table of tontherefore, 35 deg.

:
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Washington, D. C.
Investigations -n-hich have been ordered by the Interstate
Commerce Commission during the past few weeks have developed, it is now understood, a condition ^'hich. it is believed,
can be corrected only through a searching inquiry and ordeis
The case in question relates to
issued as a result thereof.
the use of private cars in a way that tends to produce abuse
and to give what amounts to rebates to those who are dis-,
posed to avail themselves of the opportunities in this regard
that are offered under the situation said to be in existence
today.
In order to get at the facts in the matter. Inquiries have
been sent out to a large number of concerns throughout the
United States that the commission may ascertain, if possible,
whether these concerns have shared in any degree in the cupposed profits of the private ear system. Among those who are
understood to have made serious complaints to the commission within the recent past, are many coal-mine owners who
assert that they have been unable to get the facilities they
desire, and that, as a result, they have had to witness advantages given to others ^'ho are not especially entitled to them
and whose preference over the complainants has resulted in
decided damage to the latter.
The private-car question has formed the basis of a good
many inquiries and hearings before the commission for some
time past, and there has apparently been no way of correcting
the abuses said to have sprung up, under existing laws. Mr.
Marble, the newly appointed member of the commission, is
particularly close to the private car situation, as he has
devoted himself largely to the study of the conditions growing out of the widespread use of the cars in question.
Commissioner McCord has been given general authority
over this investigation and has designated George P. Boyle as
chief examiner to collect the information and direct the work
In communicating with the public,
of special examiners.
the commission says officially: "It is the desire of the commission that all shippers or associations interested in this
investigation communicate to it not later than Mar. 31 such
information as may be in their possession and which they
consider pertinent to the inquiry."
It is stated that in all probably about 1200 private car
companies exist, and the series of questions has been mailed
to them, preceded by a statement setting forth that it is the
intention of the Commission to hold hearings at various places
throughout the country and informing the recipients that
the answers sent in will be used as the basis of the ;'?arings.
It is believed that one important phase of the answer^to the interrogatories will be found in the question whether
in the judgment of the shippers and the car companies a carrier ought to own enough equipment to take care of all of the
commodities of every kind originating on its line and which
it is likely to be asked to handle.

Judging from present appearances, the investigation
likely to be protracted for a good many months.
will probably be carried on in the mining regions.

Much

of

is
it

Proposed Rate Advances!

roads. Nevertheless, the railroad men are preparing to present their case in a strong and effective manner in order that
Mr. Wilson himself may be persuaded to take a definite attitude regarding it.
It is felt that, while the powers of the administration with
respect to rates are far smaller than they were at the opening of the Tait administration, owing to the transfer of so
much power to the commission, the point of view of the
President would be exceptionally influential with the commission as the policy to be followed on rates has always
been considered a semipolitical, if not a wholly political, issue.

PEXSrSYLV-VXI-V
Anthracite

—

W'ilkes-Barre No. 4 colliery of the Kingston Coal Co. was
totally destroyed by a fire which broke out in a tower over
the engine house. The loss to the company will amount to
$100,000, which is partially covered by insurance.
More than
2000 men and boys will be thrown out of employment for a
time at least. The cause of the fire is supposed to have been
a crossed wire in the tower of the breaker.
Hazleton The Government mine-rescue car which has
been stationed at the collieries of the Hazleton district for
the past seven weeks has been removed to Willies-Barre.

—

—

Plymouth According to the decision of the oflcials of
the Avondale colliery of the D., L. & W. Coal Co. that colliery
will probably be closed down for some time.
The company
is having trouble with its men over the prices paid for setting
timber.
Bituminous

— The

considered by railway
men the necessity of an advance in the rates on bulk commodities generally and on coal and a few others in particular.
The roads are feeling keenly the movement for the increase
of wages which, they assert, has put them in position to
suffer severely unless they are enabled to raise their rates in
a corresponding degree. Up to date, as is well known, the
attitude of the Interstate Commerce Commission has been
hostile to any advance in rates, and proposed increases
have been almost uniforml.v turned down on the ground that
they were not required and were not in harmony with the
policy enunciated in the so called "advanced rate decisions"
of a couple of years ago.
The action of the administration In appointing Franklin
K. Lane as its Sccret.ary of the Interior and in nominating
John H. Marble, who has been in general sympathy with the
policy of Mr. Lane as his successor, is not considered to show
much sympathy with the plan to advance charges on the
is

large

field Co.

—

California

jured by a

—William

Matthews and son

fall of slate

in the

Vesta Coal

w'ere seriously inCo.'s mine at Cali-

fornia.

—

Altoona Mine-rescue car No. 6, in charge of Mine ForeD. D. Davis, has left Cardiff and is now located at Vintondale.

man

Dn

—

Bols Superintendent John H. Fulford, of the Eriton
announced. Mar. 6, that that operation would close
for the purpose of repairing the pan on the tipple.
Mr. Fulford stated that it would require three weeks to
repaii" the work, and that the mines would be idle all of that
time. He stated that in the 40 hours that have been worked
at the shaft since the men resumed worlv under the new s.vstem, the company has lost 257 tons of coal, which is the chief
cause for stopping work at this time.
It is planned to raise the rear of the pan so that it will
shaft,

Quwn

clean

itself.

Definite plans have been made, according to information
received here by the domestic interests, to urge upon Presi-

dent Wilson's administration what

company

store of the Jefferson & Clearhas been totally destroyed by fire. The building was
a three-story structure, with a warehouse annex.
Harrisburg Governor Tener has named the members ol.'
the mine-examining board for the bituminous district for th'i
next four years. The board consists of A. W. Callaway. Indiana: Robert Morris, Greensburg; H. C. Drum, Coal Centei
R. M. Pollock, Star Junction, and C. B. Maxwell, Morrisdal'!.
All appointments have been confirmed.

Adrian

Wifc:ST VIRGI.XI.V

— Seventy-five

miners at the mine of the Fairpoint Coal & Coke Co. are out on strike. Subdistrict officials
are investigating the trouble with a view to an early settlement.

WheelluK

—

MoundsTllle The jury has granted a judgment of J6000
favor of the widow of one of the eight men who lost their
This case is the
in the Panama disaster last July.
Incompetency on the part of
first of the eight to be tried.
in

lives

the fireboss

was

alleged.

ixni.vx.v

—

Prineeton The Jackson coal mine at Fort Branch has
The inspectors
been closed down by the state inspectors.
insist that black powder shall not be used in the mine, while
the company declares they see no reason for a change, since
the mining law does not prohibit it. The trouble is the outcome of a recent accident in which two shotfirers were killed,
and the mine partly wrecked. It is probable that the owners

March
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of the mine will bring action to restrain the state mine inspector from enforcing this order.

KANSAS

—

Plttsliurg Two hundred miners employed at the mine
No. 14 of the Fleming Coal Co. have been ordered to remove
their coal and tools from the mine by the district mine offiThe men say they quit work because the operators recials.
fused to raise the wages of tlie mine motormen according to
an alleged agreement.
Coal has been struck in Grant Township on the land -which
has been optioned by the Misouri, Kansas & Texas Ey. Co.
The seam is 10 in. thick and lies at a depth of 84 ft.

NORTH

—A

DAKOT.*.

is said to have been
discovered on the B. Rosenberg farm by well diggers. It is
believed that the fuel is of the highest quality ever found in
the state.
It is extremely hard and apparently not of the
ordinary lignite type.

MakotI

6-ft.

bed of high-grade coal

127

MIner-H Squih. J. R. Powell. Plymouth. Penn.
1.050.390,
14. 1913.
Filed Mar. 7, 1912. Serial No. 682.154.
Coal Drill. W. H. Clarkson. Edwards Station, 111. 1,049,454.
Jan. 7, 1913. Filed Mar. 16, 190S. Serial No. 421,342.

Jan.

CentrifiiKal Tump. R. H. Dixon, Newark, N. J.
1,050,623.
Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed Dec. 20, 1911. Serial No. 666,977
Mechanical Stoker. D. F. Hervey, Logansport, Ind. 1,049,357. Jan. 7, 1913.
Filed Mar.- 25, 1912. Serial No. 686,185.
Furnace Grate.
T. Dawson.
Livingston Manor, N. Y.
I,05i;.til9, Jan. 14. 1913.
Filed Dec. 12, 1911. Serial No. 665.290.
System of Handlins Coal. W. E. Hamilton, Cuiumous, Onlo.
1.050.272. Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed Nov. 27, 1911. Serial No. 662,639.
Mechanical Stoker.
W. Seaton, Jr., New York, N. Y.
1,048.356. Deo. 24. 1912.
Filed June 27, 1905. Serial No. 267,174.
Exhaust Valve for Steam Engines. H. O. Hem. Kansas
City, Mo.
1.050.537, Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed Feb. 12, 1912. Serial
No. 677,153.

Valve Gear for Steam Engines. J. Davidson. Pendleton,
Eng.
1.050.61S, Jan. 14. 1913.
Filed May 20, 1911.
Serial
No. 62S.372.

Coke Oven Door.
town.

Hohart, Tasmanin

— The

bodies of 18 miners were brought
to the surface of the North Mount Lyell mine Mar. 1, after
a search which has lasted nearly five months.
Forty-five
bodies have now been recovered, and a further search has
been abandoned. A fierce fire, started by the explosion in
which the men were killed last October, has made it unsafe to
explore the mine further.

Handle Fastening for Pleka and Other Tools. E.
Agency. Iowa. 1,048,096, Dec. 24, 1912. Filed Mar.
Serial No.

John Markle, for over thirty years a prominent factor in
the anthracite mining industry, is about to retire to private
and his brother. Alvin Markle, will assume charge of the
Markle mining interests on Apr. 1.
H. M. Wilson, engineer in charge of the government experiment station at Pittsburgh, has been made chairman of
the executive committee of the American Mine Safety Association.
This orgfinization has been formed to work for a
reduction in the number of deaths in the mines and quarries
through the country.
Fred R. W. Thomas, formerly superintendent of mines for
the Northern Pacific Ry. Co., at Roslyn and Cle-Elura, TV'ash.,
was recently promoted to take charge of the company's mines
in King County, where the mining conditions are much more
complex.
His headquarters are at Ravensdale on the main
line of the Northern Pacific, about 30 miles from Seattle.
Herman Bacharach, until recently located at 722 Lewis
Block. Pittsburgh. Penn., has moved into larger quarters at
1009 Hartje Building.
He has enlarged the number of his

and Industrial instruments. Besides
Indicating and recording steam and gas apparatus, he has
taken up some new lines of Instruments.
Among others,
smoke and dust recorders, specific gravity meters for gas and
liquid, carbon dioxide recorders and engine indicators with
scientific

automatic efficiency reckoner,

Ore Dock.

M. Toltz, St. Paul, Minn.
1,050,357,
Filed Apr. 21, 1911. Serial No. 622,498.

7,

C.

1910.

Jan.

A. Teatman, assignor to United Iron
1,050,588, Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed Dec. 26,

1912.

Serial No. 531,938.

Gas Producer.

W.

B.

Chapman, assignor

gineering Co., New York, N. Y.
Mar. 5, 1910. Serial No. 547,514.

to

1,049,994, Jan.

Chapman En7,

1913.

Filtd

Stoker.
H. E. Stover, assignor to Baldwin Locomotive
Works, Philadelphia, Penn.
1,048,756, Dec. 31, 1912.
Fllid
May 21, 1912. Serial No. 698. 6S0.

System for Utilizing Waste Heat from Furnaces for HeatJ. "U'. ami H.rman Hegeler, Danville, 111.
1.050,-

ing Boilers.

134, Jan. 14, 1913.

Filed Jan. 25. 1912. Serial No. 673,428.
.\pparatus for ^Vaterlne Coke In Coke Ovens. C. E .Taylor,
Pittsburgh. Penn.. and A. C. Wolfe, Alicia. Penn.
1,049.006.
Dec. 31, 1912. Filed Oct. 11, 1911. Serial No. 684,152.

Coke Oven Steam Generator. J. H. Morgan, assignor to
Titlow Waste Heat Power Co.. Uniontown, Penn.
1,050.679,
14, 1913.
Filed July 28, 1909. Serial No. 510,091.
.Apparatus for Removlne .\sheH from Gas Producers. W.
H. Bradley, assignor to Huff Patents Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.

Jan.

1,049,561, Jan.

7,

Filed Feb.

1913.

S,

1912.

Endless Movable Grate for Furnaces.
signor to Laclfde-Christy Clay Products
1,050,531, Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed July 8, 1911.

Serial No. 676,461.
F. Girtanner, aeSt. Louis, Mo.
Serial No. 637,464.

Co.,

Shield for Detonators which are used In Shot-firing In
of all kinds and in Quarries. A. Price and W. Pryae,
both of Treorky, Pontypridd, Eng.
1,049.143, Dec. 31, 1912.
Filed Dec. 12, 1911. Serial No. 665,343.

Mines

CONvSTRliCTlON NEWS
Sealp Level, P?nn. The Scalp Level Coal Mining Co. Is
erecting an extensive tipple east ot Rummel.
Tnmaiiuu. Penn. Work on a shaft to be 750 ft. deep and
requiring one year's time to complete was started recently
by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. at No. 11 colliery.
Shenandoah. Penn. Work was commenced Mar. 1, on the
construction of a colliery to prepare for market the coal
which will be mined from the recently discovered coal beds

—

li.

1,050.054, Jan.

Coal Chute. F. H. Dudley, Lincoln, Neb. 1,049,464, Jan.
Filed July 15, 1912. Serial No. 709,610.

1913.

J.

Serial No. 667,758.

—

N. Y.
1.048,834, Dec. II,
Serial No. 600.007.

Stoker. D. P. Crawford, Pittsburgh, Penn.
1913.
Filed May 8, 1909. Serial No. 494.894.

Ray,
1912.

—

W. Hunt, New York,
30,

L.
12,

683. 2S1.

Valve Gear. T. Hall, assignor to Ridgway Dynamo & EnCo., Ridgway, Penn.
1,050,213, Jan. 14, 191S.
Filed Dec.

8,

etc.

RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENTS

Filed Dec.

191J.

gine

life,

Conveyer.

18,

S»rial No. 445.964.

Centrifugal Pump.
Works. Oakland, Calif.

F. R. Lyon has been appointed general manager of the
Consolidation Coal Co.
Mi-. Lyon will be in charge of the
operations in all the coalfields of the company.
Daniel C. McAlpine, formerly superintendent for the
Brewer Coal Co., at Brewer, Okla., has taken the position of
superintendent for the Folson Morris Coal Co., at Lehigh,
Okla.

1912.

Union-

J.

Device for Propping; Mines.
P. Nellen.
Fssen-on-theRuhr. Germany. 1.049,135, Dec. 31, 1912. Filed July 29. 1908.

1911.

1913.

Mitchell & J. A. McCreary.
Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed July

T.
1.050.677,

System of Feeding Treated Water to Boilers. J. H. Cooper,
Paola. Kan.
1.050.616, Jan. 14, 1913.
Filed Mar. 13. 1911.
Serial No. 614.198.

PERvSONALS

specialties in

Penn.

Serial No. 710.304.

7,

In

Locust Mountain.

—

VVherllne. \v. Vn. Work haa been started on general repairs of the machinery which cperates the cables at the Birr
Hull coal mine.
A new 450-hp. boiler Is being In.stalled and
the work will be completed about the middle of the week.
lialtlmure, .Md.

— The

Alabama & New Orleans

Transporti'.-
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Co. is having built at its shipyard 16 self-propelling
barges of 1000 tons each, to cost altogether $416,000.
One
barge is ready for launching and the others will be ready at
the rate of about one every six weeks.

tion

—

Vol.

C.

S.

— The

mine

and the danger therefrom is reduced one half.
AshlaiKl, PeBn. The G. B. Markle Co. is completing a line
wash house for the employees at No. 5 Highland, which will
be ready tor use in a few days. The building was formerly
the old elctric-light station, the interior of which has been
remodeled and fitted with all modern conveniences.
Connells>'llIe. Penn.
Charles Pore and H. N. Odbert. of
Monessen, said to represent Pittsburgh and Charleroi capitalists, are putting a force of men to work opening a mine
to develop a tract of 540 acres of coal at Rogers Mill, in the
Indian Creek valley. It is reported a coke plant will be con-

Thomas Padden and W.

—

structed.

—

Fairpoint, Ohio The Provident Coal Co. is planning to
construct another mammoth reservoir which will furnish water for the use of the new mine of the company at Fairpoint.
It. is not known
whether the reservoir will be constructed
The cost of construction is estimated at
this year or not.

—

Peoria, III. The Newsam Bros, are sinking a shaft on the
Prank Bateman farm, one mile south of Glasford. They expect to have a greater output of coal than that afforded by
their mine at Kingston, and hope to be able to hoist coal by
the latter part of the summer. One hundred and seventy-five
men will be employed.

—

Huntiniirton, AV. Va. Thirty miles of railroad is to be built
by the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co., near Beaver Creek, Ky.
The work will be begun Apr. 1. A number of capitalists owning valuable coal and timber lands adjacent to the Beaver
Creek territory, are preparing to begin work at once on
building tipples and locating mine openings.
Serauton, Penn. It is estimated that the Laurel line will
be able to reclaim approximately from fifteen to twenty thousand tons of coal out of the basin of the old Roaring Brook
boom that it owns along its right-of-way and preparations
have been made to double the capacity of its pumping plant.
The addition to the plant will probably commence operations

ton,

1.

Pottsville, Penn.

greatly adding to

—The
the

Reading

output

Co. is developing plans for
of coal within the next few

Many new openings
is now in hand

will be made. The largest propois the sinking of a four-compartat the Reliance Colliery at Beaverdale.
This will
be dropped to a depth of 620 ft.

which

ment shaft
probably

Claybrook Coal Mining

coal; capital stock. $100,000.
S.

Hess and

T.

Incorporators:

J.

Co.; to
E. Chil-

Clark.

S.

—

Hamilton, Mont. The Darby Coal Mining Co.; to engage
mining. Incorporators: R. B. Nicholson, D. D. Nicholson,

in

R. Gibford.

—

Little Roek, .Vrk.
A number of Pine Bluff capitalists have
organized a company for developing the coal and clay resources of the county; capital stock, $1,000,000.

—

Wherlin);, AV. Va. The Warewood Coal Co.; to mine coal;
capital stock. $25,000.
Incorporators: Johnson C. McKinley.
Harry D. Wells, M. B. Marther and John C. Beury.

—

LoulsTille, Ky. The Tennessee Jellico Coal Corporation
has increased its capital stock from $300,000 to $400,000 for
the purpose of developing a large tract of coal land at Hazard, Ky.
Chicaeo, III. The Harkes Coal Co.; to mine and sell coal
and clay and their products: capital stock. $6000. Incorporators: Arthur Conno, Thomas J. Dunney and Christopher
Whalen.
East St. Louis, III. The Southern Coal, Coke & Mining

—

—

mine coal and manufacture coke; capital stock, $1,000,W. K. Kavanaugh. James Y. Lockwood
and John B. Kennard.
Klnifxton, N, V. The Silver Bell Mining Co.; acquire mining rights of all kinds and to develop mineral lands; capital
stock, $1,000,000.
Incorporators: Walter H. Clark, John M.
Lester, Guillermo M. Bingham.
Cumberland, Mil. The Proctor Slate Mfg. Co.; to quarry
and mine for slate and all byproducts; capital stock, $1,200,Incorporators: Theodore Thimmel. G. Harry Bevard,
000.
M. C. Alwine Roberts, H. Rea Engle. D. H. Silver and W. J.
000.

Incorporators;

—

—

Maloney.

—

years.
sition

It

Co.; to

about $30,000.

Apr.

ATo.

Whitlow.

Charleston, AV. Va.

Little Roek, Ark.
Electric mining machines have been installed in Central Mine No. 4 and are declared to be an unqualified success.
It is said by their use the output of coal
is made SO per cent, lump and the quantity of explosives used

—

3,

—

BartleNVille, Tex. The Interstate Oil & Gas Co.; capital
stock, $100,000.
ncorporators: .A.. H. Garges, John Melcher,

—

Pittshur;?!!, Penn.
The Pennsylvania R.R. is arranging to
enlarge the coaling stations along its lines, especially at larger
terminals.
In the improvement contemplated the Pennsylvania will probably carry out the new plan adopted by the
Wabash. This road has erected at different points along its
territory modern steel structures, which store about 300,000
tons of coal, which are arranged so that they can deliver the
coal to the engine either on the main tract or on passing

tracts.

—

BronuMVllle, Penn. The plant of the Luzerne Coke & Coal
is expected to be in operation by May 1.
When comit will consist of 35 ovens and in addition it is expected to mine about 400 tons of coal per day for shipment.
The Belle Vernon plant is now in full operation with a battery of 32 ovens. The W. Moreland Co. plant of the concern,
heretofore known as the M. rion Coke & Coal Co., has increased in size by 40 ovens.
Co.

pleted

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
—

Canton. 111. -Star Mine No. 2 has shut
owing" to the poor market for coal.

down

indefinitely

—

LettabridKe. .Vita. The city contemplates purchase of 240
additional acres for an industrial site and another municipal
coal mine.

—

Hickton Station, Penn. J. H. Sanford Coal Co. will soon
13-ton electric mining locomotive recently ordered
from the General Electric Co.
Pottsville, Penn. The Gilberton colliery has resumed operations.
The colliery has been idle since Feb. 25, when the
waters of Mahanoy Creek broke into the workings.
Jolinson City, Tenn. The auditor's department of the
Clinchfield Coal Corporation has been removed to Dante, Va.,
where the mines and headquarters of the company are located.
install a

—

—

—

Pittsburgh, Penn. Reports are heard of the formation of
a company whose purpose will be to install retort coke ovens
in the region surrounding Oakmont, to utilize the coal of the
twin Freeport seams.
Georgetown, III. The Bunsen Coal Co. will place a 13-lon
electric locomotive in service in connection with its colliery
The order for th ? machine has been placed
at Georgetown.
with the General Electric Co.
PittsburKh. Penn. The Pittsburgh Coal Co. will shortly
install in its power plants, nineteen 150-kw., two-unit, threebearing, sj'nchronous motor-generator sets recently ordered
from the General Electric Co.
Pottsville, Penn, The anthracite region is again handicapped by a shortage of cars.
So pronounced is this deficiency that collieries In the Shenandoah district have reduced their working day to seven hours.
Fairmont. W. Va. The Consolidation Coal Co. will add to
the equipment of its mines at Jenkins, Ky., four 10-ton and
The machines have
four 6-ton electric mining locomotives.
been ordered from the General Electric Co.
Cnrrollt<iv\-ii, Penn.
No. 33 Mine, the biggest of the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation, Kt Patton, was closed on
Wednesday of last week, because, it is said, of a fault in the

—

—

—

MclteeHport, I'enn.

— The

Meyers Coal

capital

Co.;

stock,

$5000.

—

PInei-llle, Ky.
The Pineville Coal
coal land; capital stock, $50,000.

Mining

Co.

;to

—

develop

HnrrlNliurK. Penn^ The Hudson Coal Co. has Increased
capital stock from $2,500,000 to $3,500,000.

Its

—

HnrrlHliure. Penn. The Locust Mountain Coal Co. has inIts capital stock from $10,000 to $350,000.

oreased

—

DallnH, Tex. The McKay
Incorporators:
stock, $7500.
P.

B.

McKay.

Lignite
J.

C.

Mining

McKay,

H. C.

Co.;

capital

McKay and

—

—

coal.

Between

300 and 400

men were employed

there.

-Ashlanil, Penn
The Midvalley collieries Nos. 1 and 2 of
the Midvalley Coal Co. are tied up by a strike which was
caused by the .alleged refusal of the company to discharge
nonunion workmen. About 000 men and boys are idle.

March

15,
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The C. Reiss Coal Co. closed a deal by
Green Bay. Wis
which it becomes owner of the Waulve^an Coal & Dock Co.,
The new property has the capacity of
at Waukegan, III.
150,000 tons of coal, and is equipped with three loading towers.
Scranton, Peno. The Reading company is developing plans
which will add greatly to its output of coal within the next
few years. The contemplated improvements consist of many
new openings, besides the breaking in of a tract of virgin

—

territory.

—

RnHxelville. .\rk. The store at the Russelville anthracite
mines, which has been closed since the mines shut down two
years ago, is to be reopened. The mining property is being
put in shape for operation again, and will start work early
in

March.

—

Ureensbnrgr, Penn. Rockwell Marietta, of Connellsville,
purchased for the Marietta-Connellsville Coke Co. 225 acres of
coal land in the Ijigonier Valley from Judge John B. Steele,
The consideration was in the neighborhood
of Greensburg.
of $200 per acre.

—

Mc.Vleoter, Okla. Osage mine Xo. S at Krebs and No. 7 at
Kichville have been shut down by the operators, and the
The mild
miners have removed their tools from the pit.
weather has caused a •falling oft of orders, which has resulted in the shutdown.
Wilkes-Barre, Penn. The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. is pumping the water out of the old Tomhicken Colliery, which has
The company intends to retimber the
been idle for years.
workings and resume operations, as considerable unmined
coal remains in the colliery.
Birmingham, .Via. The Maryland Coal & Coke Co. will
equip its plant at Sipsey, Ala., with two 150-kw. generators,
18 motors, ranging from 6.75 to 40 hp., switchboard and
All the equipment will be
three 7-ton electric locomotives.
supplied by the General Electric Co.
Piiiiadelpbia. Penn.
The Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.
will add to the electrical equipment in its collieries at Windtwo-unit
two-bearing motor frequency
ber, Penn., a 400-hp.
changer set and switchboard apparatus, which has been
General
Electric
ordered from the
Co.
Dn Pont, Hi. It is generally understood that the new
Du Pont Coal Co. will combine the Central Coal & Iron Co.,
Caldwell Coal Co., Duncan Coal Co., Wickliffe Coal Co., Broadway Coal Co., and others on the Illinois Central and Louisville & Nashville railways in Kentucky.
Scranlon, Penn. Five collieries have been shut down temporarily by the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co.
These are the Sloan and Central shafts of the Avondale. the
Dodge, the Diamond and the Pyne. It is understood that operations have been discontinued because of the need for re-

—

—

—

—

—

pairs.

—

Bin Stone Gap, Va. The Stonega Coke & Coal Co. is arranging to install a 200-kw. generator and switchboard in its
power plant, and will add to its mine equipment six 4-ton and
two 13-ton electric mining locomotives. The order for all

new apparatus has been

this

placed with the General Elec-

tric Co.

—

RaHHelviiie. Ark. The Southern Anthracite Coal Co. mines
closed the season's run Saturday, and will shut down for a
short time to make necessary repairs and clean up for the
coming season. It is reported that the mines will start again
not later than Mar. 15.
They have had practically a 12months' run.

mine of the Vesta Coal Co.,
a subsidiary of the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co.. has during
The
the past 10'/4 years produced 13,337,599 tons of coal.
mine employs 1050 men Inside, The property originally covered four square miles.
The mined-out area would make a
tunnel 6 ft. wide and 1203 miles long.
ConneiiHvllie, Penn.
Further development of the Indian
Creek valley coal field is to be undertaken shortly near
Rogers Mill. Preparations are under wa.v for opening a mine
C'onnelinvilie, I'enn

The No.

4

—

Charles Por«, of Monessen. who, with
of that place some time ago purchased the

on a tract of 540 acres.
H,

Odbert,
on the ground employing men for the Initial work
The U. S. Coal & Coke Co. has In\V. Va.
augurated an educational department for Its employees. The
principal subjects treated In the Instruction are arithmetic
and the properties of gases. .So far there has been considerable Interest manifested by the employees, and It Is understood that the meetings are largely attended. The school Is
N.

tract.

Is

Biuelleld,

open to

—

all.

\ew Hethirliem, Penn It Is rumored that the Pennsylvania K.R. hiiH an option on the Buffalo * Susquehanna R.R.,
and that there Is a probability of Its taking that road over
In the near future.
The B. & S. road has been In the hands
of a receiver for several years. The purpose of Its construc-

tion was to tap
coal region.

some

of the best

mining territory

in the soft-

—

Cliarleston, S. C. The action of the directors of the Carolina. Clinchfleld & Ohio in approving plans for the construction of large coal piers at Charleston has been warmly indorsed by business interests. By improved machinery, vessels
of SOOO tons will be loaded with coal in four or five hours.
Much double-tracking has been done ever the Coast Line road

entering Charleston.
Moryrantoivn, W. Va

—

A deal for the sale of 500 acres of
Union district was consummated Mar. 2. The sale included two tracts, one of 201 acres, the other of 250 acres.
The surface and the Pittsburg, Sewickley, and other beds of
coal were sold to \V. H. Seymour, of Pittsburgh.
The price
was $300 an acre. It is said that the purchaser expects to
develop it without delay.
coal in

—

Cultimhus, Oliio Attorney E. D. Howard is negotiating for
a tract of 12,000 acres of coal land in Lawrence County for
interests here.
A 30-day option on the tract known as the
McGugin coal and iron fields has been authorized by Judge
Corn.
The price mentioned in the option is $200,000. It is
understood that a new mining company is to be organized
here to opei-ate the property.

—

Terre Haute, Ind. The Grant Coal Mining Co. of Vigo
County executed to the Continental & Commercial Trust &
Savings Bank, of Chicago, 111., a mortgage on its holdings in
this county for $100,000, to cover a bond issue of 100 gold
bonds of the par value of $1000 each.
The bonds are to
bring 6 per cent, interest, and the money so realized is to be
used in improving the property of the company.
Hutcitinson, Kan
The Columbus Coal Co, has leased about
800 acres southwest and west of here, with the guarantee
that work will begin on prospecting within 90 days, and that
if coal is found, that shafts w-Ill be sunk at once.
That the
fuel will be discovered in paying quantities is almost a foregone conclusion as prospects were made there several years
ago, and it was declared then that good deposits existed,

—

—

Graftou. AV. Va. Unless unforeseen difficulties arise it is
practically certain that the coal holdings of Col. J. M. Guffey
will soon be taken up by the Morgan interests.
The tract
lies in Preston. Barbour and Taylor Counties, and comprises
something like 100,000 acres. The price Is said to exceed
$100 an acre. It is understood that the deal will be closed in
anticipation that the New York Central will push the completion of its line from Fairmont to Bellngton.

—

lied Bank. Penn.
In a few days active work will start on
the Pennsylvania R.R. tunnel at the Junction of Red Bank
Creek and the Allegheny River. This tunnel cuts off several
miles of a bend, and was to have been constructed many decades ago, when the road was built.
East Brady parties,
however, paid part of the construction cost of diverting the
The tunnel is half a mile through
railroad several miles
and will save several miles between Pittsburgh and Buffalo.
Seranton, Penn. Producing a million tons of coal without
a fatal accident is the record to which the Lackawanna coal
officials are pointing on behalf of the National Colliery, at

—

.Scranton.
The last fatal accident at this place was In the
fall of 1910.
The inside foreman at the National Is John
Owens, and the outside foreman Is Fred Peters. The Manvllle Colliery, of the same company, has had a perfect record
for the past two years, but Is not so large a colliery as the

National.

—

The Increase of the capital stock of the
PottHvliie, Penn.
Delaware & Hudson Coal Co. from $2,500,000 to $3,500,000,
and the Increase of capital stock of the Locust Mountain Coal
Co. from $10,000 to $550,000, are indications that the former

company will develop the coal lands in Schuylkill Valley soon.
The Locust Mountain Co. came Into possession recently of
rich coal lands north of Shenandoah belonging to the Glrard
estate, which will be opened during the year and great producing

facilities will be established.

PottHViile. Penn,— The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co. has arranged for Itist.alling considerable electrical equipment, consisting of a 150-kw., two-unit, three-bearing, motorgenerator set, switchboard, and an S-ton, 48-ln. gage electric
mining locomotive in the Suffolk Colliery near St. Nicholas.
Penn.; a 600-kv.a. generator with 30-kw. exciter, 20-kw.
motor-generator set and switchboards In the Bear Valley
Colliery, near Shamokln. Penn.: a 600-kv.a. generator with
30-kw. exciter and switchboard In the Locust Gap Colliery;
a 100-hp. Induction motor and controller In the Mahanoy Colliery: a fiOO-kv.a. g<-nerator with 30-kw. exciter and switchboard In the Pine Knob Colliery, r»-ar MInesvlHe. Penn,: and
a 375 kv.a. generator. 20-kw. exciter and switchboard In the
All this various apSilver Creek Colliery near PIglla, Penn.
paratus has been recently ordered from the General Electric

Co.

..
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GENERAL REVIE^V

closed

Orders for hard coal are so scarce that companies have
Such a condition
finally been forced to curtail production.
at this period of the year has never been known to exist in
more remarkit
is
even
industry,
and
of
the
history
the recent
able in view of the fact that there was a shortage of over

warm

The individuals are
6.000,000 tons in last year's production.
effort to sell at the April discount, but with

making every

The movement now is restricted
success.
to the steam grades, in which there is some
on
pea, which is the strongest of
particularly
little activity
any size. Indications are that considerable winter coal will
there is not a very favorable
April,
and
into
be carried over
feeling over the outlook for that month.
bituminous operators to gain
the
Eastern
The attempt of
some control over the market is apparently meeting with
is
obvious
that production is being reIt
partial success.
stricted, while accumulations are slowly disappearing, and
weak
points
in the market will be elimif this continues the
inated shortly. The movement is light, although steady, and
only on specific orders, while the general tone is firmer and
It is noticeable that contracts
concessions less frequent.
for the new year are generally for a larger tonnage.
Shipments in the Pittsburgh district are almost entirely
on contract, but are quite heavy. It is evident that the consumers are accumulating as much of a surplus as possible
before the higher contract prices go into effect. The market
is not particularly good, and operators are now looking forward to the opening of navigation on the Lakes, which will
be somewhat earlier than usual according to present indications.
In Buffalo and vicinity the railroads have not yet
caught up, and there is considerable coal on track. Some
colder weather caused a slight temporary increase in the
demand, but dealers generally are well stocked and new sales
are limited.
There has been a small increase in the demand in Ohio,
as the result of the colder weather, bujt the trade is by no
means active; however, this change in conditions served to
check the rapid decline. Operations are fairly good .contracts
are being closed, at a slight advance, and the producers are
looking forward to a heavy Lake business. The smokeless
operators in the West Virginia fields are said to have agreed
to suspend operations for one week, in order to work off
surplus tonnages; dumping at the piers continues relatively
slow. There have been some vigorous protests at the advance
in retail prices in the Southern market, but the trade has
been active as a result of the recent cold snap.
There are no new features in the Middle Western market,
and operators are concentrating their attention on the new
contracts. There has been a curtailment of shipments in Chicago, which has resuted in an increased demand, but dealers
are holding off buying, believing they have enough to carry
them over into the summer. The St. Louis trade is still badly
demoralized, and some operators are going into bankruptcy.
only indifferent

almost entirely

BOSTON,

M.VSS.
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buyers generally are showing only a luke-

slowly:

Water freights are firm at 95c. @$1 for large
interest.
Tonnage is in fair devessels, Hampton Roads to Boston.
mand.
Anthracite is marking time, pending the first of April.
Orders are being filed for spring shipment and a normal seaMarch so far has been good for coalson is looked for.
burning and stocks are going to be low when April shipments start coming in. Representatives of the independent
operators are making desperate efforts to move March coal at
ShipApril prices buv so far they have had little success.
ments for March are confined almost entirely to sizes like
pea and broken on which the price does not change. There
was some apprehension over spring .orders calling for large
proportions of stove but they turn out to be well assorted as
to sizes.

Current wholesale prices are about as follows:

25® 1 50
2.50@2.7o
2 SO® 3 10

Clearfields, f o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
York
Clearfields, f.o.b.

SI

New

f.o.b. mines
f.o.b. Pliiladelphia
River, f.o.b.

Cambrias, Somersets,
Cambrias, .Somersets,
Pocaliontas,

Pocahontas,
Pocahontas,

New
New
New

Hampton Roads

River, on cars Boston
River, on cars Providence

NETV

.

.

.

.

1.30® 1.60
2.55® 2.S5
2.70® 2. So
3.85® 4.10
3.75® 3. 85

YORK

— The

soft-coal market is comparatively firm
on the better grades, which are in sufflcient demand to make
turn in having
it necessary for consumers to await their
orders filled. The off-grades are not so active, and as a rule
There is still little or nothing
are rather hard to move.
doing in contracting, and operators are not showing any disposition to recede from their avowed intention of obtaining
higher prices for the new year's business. The demand on
current contracts is quite heavy, it being evident that consumers intend taking all the tonnage they can accommodate
before these expire.
Mines as a
St~ocks of soft coal at tide are about normal.
rule are working fairly good, and while there has been a
slight shortage of equipment on the Pennsylvania R.R., the
New York Centr.al has been furnishing a full supply. Quotations are probably somewhat easier, and small lots of the
lower grades can no doubt be picked up at less than $2.60.
However, operators continue holding the nominal market at
last week's level as follows: West Virginia steam, $2.60@2.65;
fair grades, Pennsylvanias, $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.S0; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15:
Georges Creek, $3.25@3.30.
Anthracite The condition of the hard-coal market is such
that nearly all companies have been forced to suspend operaThis is probably
tions because of the insaf3ciency of orders.
the first time in the recent history of the industry that the
operators have been forced to restrict their output so early
in the season; it is a rather remarkable condition in view of
the fact that production last year was over six million tons

BitnminoDS

—

than in 1911.
Of course, grades of all kinds are now accumulating in
storage with the exception of the steam sizes, which still
continue in fairly good demand, particularly pea, which is
the strongest grade in the market. The large companies are
still adhering rigidly to their circular, but individuals are
readily quoting at the April discount, and even lower; individuals are also being forced to close down, and they are
not making any further shipments on consignment. There is
a feeling on the part of some of the conservative members of
the trade, that if there is not a better buying movement, and
a more pronounced disposition on the part of the consumers
to stock, conditions this year will be a repetition of last year.
The market has shown slight fluctuations during the week,
and is now quotable on about the following basis:
less

There is a firmer tone to Pocahontas and New River.
Most of the agencies are holding to the $2.85 price and concessions are less frequent. The accumulation at the Hampton Roads piers seems materially reduced and delivered
prices at this end are up somewhat from a week ago. It is
early for any restriction to be effective but if that said to
have been determined upon last week, is carried out it is
likely that soft places will disappear for the next month or
two. That prices will be firm throughout the summer at a
range from 15 @ 35c. higher than last year seems too much
Coal is to plentiful and there are too many shipto expect.
pers to permit such a general advance in an off year; $2.70
is still more nearly the actual price for spot coal.

Georges Creek is in rather short supply and orders have
taken up in turn. The price for next season has not
announced but it is likely the f.o.b. basis at Balti-

to be

Individual-

yet been

more

will

closely

follow the
continue

Hampton Roads

price.

The

on about the same range.
Clearfields are in light demand and, with other grades, are
coming down only on orders. Prices are still from 5@10c.
higher than the summer basis last year.
The all-rail movement is fairly steady but with only a
light volume of coal running.
Contract business is being

Pennsylvania grades

iiib

Broken.

.

Era
Chestnut
Pea
Buckwi.ca
.

.

Rice
Barley...

March

15,
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PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
The element of curtailment has been introduced Into the
anthracite coal situation and the time has passed when the
current output can be disposed of at the ruling circular
prices: this does not refer to the quotations made by the individuals, which are hard to keep traclt of during the present period of inactivity. Half time is now the rule with many
of the important companies, and a large proportion of the coal
mined is going into stocli.
The retail trade is in no sense active. The occasional cold
snaps cause a monetary liveliness, but stagnation is likely to
mark this branch of the trade until Apr. 1. There is no report
of any of the dealers reducing their prices, which might be
possible, considering that many of them are taking advantage
Perhaps
of the low offerings by the individual operators.
they regard this as a recompense for some of the premium
coal bought during the strenuous times a couple of months
ago.

Stocks are not dwindling to the extent that the dealers
like, and if the present weather conditions continue,
there are good prospects that some of them will carry over
considerable coal into April, for which they have paid topnotch prices. Some of them are even complaining of premium
coal still on hands, and their only salvation is to secure bargain coal now to mix with it, and get out with as little loss
as possible. As a matter of fact, there does not seem to be
an altogether favorable feeling as regards April business.
The bituminous market seems to have reached a process
of elimination.
Good coals are Ijeing offered at low prices,
and as a consequence, inferior grades cannot find any outlet at all.
Everything seems to be uncertain, and while
contracts are being talked over, nothing definite seems to
take place. Buyers are prospecting, looking to get the best
for their money, and shippers indicate that they will expect
anywhere from 10c. to 15c. advance over the figures prevailing last year.

would

PITTSBURGH, PENN.

—

Bltuminoas Mines are running at slightly greater output than formerly, and shipments are heavy, with a good
car supply.
There has been no difficulty as to the labor
supply for some time.
Operators notice a strong tendency on the part of many consumers having contracts expiring Apr. 1. to take extra tonnages at this time in order
to create a surplus, in view of the fact that prices are on
a higher level than those of expiring contracts. While it is
claimed efforts are being made to prevent such accumulations, and to restrict shipments to actual
it
needs,
is
doubtful whether these efforts are made with any energy.
The market has not been particularly good and the average operator is probably satisfied to obtain shipping instructions, irrespective of whether or not the consumer is
trying to "beat the market."
Prompt coal is bringing approximately contract prices, with slack at $l@1.0o, or a
premium of 10 to 15c. a ton. Regular prices remain:
Slack, 90c.; nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run, $1.30;
%-in., $1.40; 114-in., $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

—

Conn«IlHvlIle Coke
prompt and contract.

The market has been dull as to both
Strictly standard grades of coke are
well held, but grades slightly off in sulphur or ash are offered at concessions, down to $2.15 or $2.20 fur prompt
furnace, such coke being better than much that was freely
taken during the famine which suddenly terminated nearly
two months ago.
There have been no serious negotiations on contract furnace coke.
Prices for standard grades,
which are partly nominal, can be quoted as follows: Prompt
furnace, $2.50; contract furnace, $2.50; prompt foundry, $3
®3.50; contract foundry, $3igi3.25. per ton at ovens.

BALTIMORE,

!»D.

Failing to get relief from the continued open-weather
conditions, the local trade ia now looking to the future expansion of business to force the large industries to enter the
market. This is the only hope the trade has for any real
profitable business. Many of the largest consumers, expecting
severe weather in January and February, stocked up heavily.
and because of the mild weather, the depletion of this supply
was slow, and not a few of them have remained completely
out of the market for the first two months of the year. There
are now riim(>r« that the concerns are about to the end of
supplliM. ,iiid will again be in the market shortly. There are
also reports to the eff'Ct that there are Inquiries for American
coal on the part of English operators, who claim that they
can find markets for the lo(;al product, among foreign consumers who prefer American, to Kngllsh. coal.
While the date for the opening of the lakes has not yet
been set. It Is believed that It will be earlier this year, on
account of the mild winter. The movement of coal from the
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West Virginia and Pennsylvania mining districts is increasing each year, and Western business always proves highly
profitable to the trade. A few eastern contracts were closed

many consumers prefer to wait until
the latter part of the month.
Practically the only fuel moving at this time, is on under
contract.
There Is little or no spot business in sight. The
week brought about no change in prices and the low grades
are still being marketed around $1.
Vessel rates continue
easy, owing to prevailing good sailing weather. Train movements are all that could be desired, although there is still
some complaint about a lacli of cars. The local coke market
remains firm, and there appears to be a fairly good demand
for the product.

during the week, but

BUPP.VLO.

N. Y.

There has been plenty of winter lately, but it has come
too late to help the coal trade.
There has been some return of the demand and if March continues wintry, which is
doubtful, the situation will be farly good.
The amount of
both anthracite or bituminous sold lately, has been much less
as the consumer appears to have had a large amount bought
that had not been delivered.
On account of the uncertainty of the demand, the jobbers
have not known how to take the market.
Sometimes it
would look as if prices were going to smash and then there
would be an increased firmness; at present the word is that
contract prices will be better than they were last year. There
are more dealers staying out of the contr.act maiicet this year
than usual and if they continue to hold aloof there will be
an added solidity to everything on that account. There will
also be a further effort to shut down if coal again drops
down to cost, as some who did that last summer made a paying venture of it.
There is report of considerable bituminous on track at
various points, as the railroads have not entirely caught up
w^ith bituminous, though there are no more reports of embargoes.
Allegheny Valley operators now say there is no
shortage of cars at the mines and everything is progressing
smoothly. From that it must be taken as a certainty that
the consumption of bituminous is heavy, for the output is
probably larger now th.an it has been in a long time.
In spite of all this the bituminous trade is rather quiet
Prices are
and there is some cheap coal on the market.
fairly steady and may go lower before long, but at present
follows:
$2.
for
Pittsburgh
select
lump,
are quotable as
SO
$2.15
for
$2.65 for three-quarter. $2.55 for mine-run and
Reynoldsville
.Allegheny
Valley
15
slack, with
and
to 25c.
lower, chiefly on account of the difference in freight rates.
Coke still sags a little, the best Connellsville foundry being
quoted at $5.15.
There is a small spurt in anthracite on account of some
final heavy winter weather, but it is now too late for any
Besides the local dealers as a rule had
great activity.
bought heavily and are taking advantage of the severe turn,
but they will see their stoclis run pretty low before they
buy much more. It sometimes happens that March and even
April are good coal-burning months, but they cannot be depended upon for it.

COLIMBUS, OHIO
While the colder weather during the past week caused a
small increase in domestic business, the coal trade in Ohio
It is between seasons and
has been anything but active.
everyone Is apparently waiting for the Lake trade to open.
Orders from retailers are slightly larger and more numerous
and this had the effect of bracing up what was a rapidly
declining market. Prices have not reached lower levels than
prevailed a week ago excepting In fine coal which Is weak.
Steam business Is fairly active although some decline is
noted in the tonnage. The falling oft Is not suHlclent. however, to demoralize the trade to any great extent and prices
Iron and
are about as strong as formerly for mine-run.
steel concerns are not quiet as good purchasers as they
have been during the past few months. Other lines of inThere Is no
dustry apparently buy as much as formerly.
movement among factories to stock up and many plants will
purchase their fuel supply on the open market. Many of the
contracts will be renewed at a slightly higher figure than
prevailed the previous year.
ReIndications are bright for an active Lake demand.
ports from the Northwest Indicate the consumption of most
of the dock coal and as a result the movement will be large.
It Is expected that bottoms will bo chartered i^'irller than
I'lans are being laid for some development work In
usual.
Ohio during th.- coming season. The greater i)art will be In
the eastern Ohio district where there are thousands of acres
of coal which has not been touched.
Operations in Ohio fields during the past week have been

COAL AGE
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Hocking Valley district reand the same percentage is
reported from the Pomeroy Bend district. In Eastern Ohio
the output has been fairly large and the production is estimated at about 70 per cent. This section is busy renewing
fuel contracts which expire about Apr. 1. In the strictly domestic sections, the output has been below 50 per cent, of the
average.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:

Operators from the
fairly active.
port about 75 per cent, of normal

locking

Domestic lump
3-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut. pea and slack.
Coarse slack

Vol.

3,

No. 11

.

March
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15,

Quotations on
prices are holding: firm at circular.
Illinois and smokeless coal are uncertain and buyers in most
cases set the price. Some Smokeless from the east has been
known to have sold on the basis of less than a dollar at the
mines-

Dock

LOUS,

ST.

5IO.

Continued spring weather and the action of the operators
producing and selling coal below cost, is keeping the market in the same condition that has prevailed for the past
four or five weeks. There is absolutely no change and nothin

ing to indicate that there will be any change.
As was to be expected, a few of the producers have
reached their limit and have sought refuge under the bankruptcy laws, and it will not be surprising to have a few more
follow suit. Several St. Louis ofllces have also been ordered
to close up in order to curtail expenses.
Anthracite and coke, such as is coming in, are a drug
on the market. A small volume of smokeless is moving in,
The circular on other
but there is practically no dt mand.
coals

is:

Carte rville

aud

Mt.

Franldin Co.

$0.85(0,0.90

.lump
$1.25
1.35

..lump

S1.20@1.25

lump
lip
1

and egg
nut

1.10®

0.90@i0.95
l,05<aillo

cnings
lu-run

washed nut.
washed nut

1

2

.

3 washed nut.
4 washed nut
5 wa-shed nut

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

40

fgs

1.35©
1

.

25

@

1.15®
1.00®

1.10

$2.25

1.25
1.15

0.65
0.85

50
1.45
30
1.20
1 05
1

1

.

OGDEX, UTAH
during the month of February the mines have been
long on slack and nut coal.
The slack can be handled by
unloading at the mines, but none of the operators have had
the courage to unload the nut as it would, no doubt, be a total
loss: however, the operators are face to face with a large
over-production of this grade of coal. A little latter in the
spring and during the summer months there will be a fair
demand for this, but at present it is a drag on the market.
The operators are endeavoring to hold the market price on
all grades, but there is a tendency to weaken in several localities, especially on slack and nut coal.
The Colorado operators have announced their spring
quotations for April and May shipments to the Nebraska marWyomket, as follows, f.o.b. mines: Lump. $2.25; nut. $1.75.
ing and Utah quotations remain unchanged, except nut coal,
which has been selling below circular, due to the surplus.
All

I'OR'rL,.V;VD,

ORE.

expected that consideraole development work will be
done this summer in the mines at Coos Bay, Ore., and in
Washington; in the former district because of the fact that
Coos Bay will have railroad facilities by the end of the summer, upon the completion of the Southern Pacific line from
It

is

Eugene to Marshfield. It is said that there is little probability of much coal, if any. being Imported here next summer
fall from Australia, on account of the high rates on vessels.
Tonnage is fuFly as scarce now as last year and Importations here were light.

and

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-
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following Is comparative statement of the anthracite
shipments for February and the first two nonths. of the years
1!"12-13.
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long tons:
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The following Is a list of abbreviations used below;
A.E.G.-Ztg. = A.E.G.-Zeitung.
Am. Lab. Legis. Rev. = American Labor Legislation Revue.
Ann. Mines = Annales des Mines.
Ann. Mines Belgique = Annales des Mines de Belgique.
Austral. Min. Stand. = Australian Mining Standard.

Berg-Huttenmiinn. R,dsch. = Berg- und Huttenmannische
Rundschau.
Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. = Bulletin American Institute
of Mining Engineers.
Can. Eng. = Canadian Engineer.
Can. Min. Jl. = Canadian Mining Journal.
Chem. Eng. — Chemical Engineer.
Coll. Guard. = Colliery Guardian.
Comp.-Air Mag. = Compressed Air Magazine.
Compt. Rendus Acad. Sc. = Comptes Rendus de I'AcadSmie

=

Electrical Engineering.
El. Eng.
Electrical Journal.
El. Jl.
Electrische Kraftbetriebe
El. Kraftbetr.

=

=

i
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^lontan. Rdsch. = Montanistische Rundschau.
Oesterr. Z. Berg- Huttenwes. = Oesterreichische Zeitschrift

Berg und Hutten'wesen.
Portefeuille Econ. Machines = Portefeuille ficonomique des
machines.
Proc. Acad. Pol. Sc. N. Y. = Proceedings of Academy of
Political Science. New York.
Proc. Am. Inst. El. Eng. = Proceedings of American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Proc. S. AVales Inst. Eng. — Proceedings of South Wales
Institute of Engineers.
Rev. Noire = Revue Noire.
Rev. Univ. Mines = Revue Universelle des Mines.
Saarbrucker Berg. Kal. = Saarbrucker Bergmanns Kalendar.

Industry.

Jl. Ind. Engin. Chem. = journal of Industrial and Cngrineering Chemistry.
Jl. Roval Soc. Arts = Journal of the Royal Society of Arts.
Jl. S. Afr. Inst. Eng. = Journal of the South African Institute of Engineers.
Kohle Erz - Kohle und Erz.

El. — Lumi^re Electrique.
= Mining Engineer.
Mines Minerals = jlines and Minerals.
Min. Sc. Press = Mining and Scientific Press.

Lumi^re

Afr. Min. Jl. = South African Mining Journal.
Soz.-Technik = Sozial-Technik.
Stahl Eisen = Stahl und Eisen.
Stein-Braunkohle = Stein und Braunkohle.
Tech. Rdsch. = Technische Rundschau.
Techn. Wirtsch. = Technik und Wirtschaft.
Tekn. Tidskrift = Teknisk Tidskrift.
Trans. Min. Inst. Scot. = Transactions of Mining Institute
S.

of Scotland.

Trans. Inst. Min. Eng. — Transactions of the Institute of
Mining Engineers.
Trans. Manchester Geol. Min. Soc. = Transactions of the
Manchester Geological and Mining Society.
Ung. Mont. Ind. = Ungarische Montanindustrie und Handelszeitung.
Z. Dampfkessel-Betr.
Maschinenbetrieb.

(Die Kohlenproduktion der
"Bergbau."
1912.
26. p. 361-2.
50c.
Potts' Mining Register and Directory for the Coal and Ironstone Mines of Great Britain and Ireland. 1912.
Svo.
Simpkin.
The Coal Problem. (Die Kohlenfrage.) "Oesterr. Z. BergHuettenwes." 1912. 9. p. 117-21.
Colliery Working and Management. H. F. Bulman and R. A. S.

Welt.)

Redmayne. 1912. 3d edition. 300 p.
The Taking Over of Mines by the Government in France. E.
Brasvl.
(Die
Berg^verkstaatlichung in
Frankreich.)
"Dokum. Fortscher." 1912. 10. p. 742-5. 75c.
The Purchase of the Brown Coal Pit "Zillingdorf" by the
Vienna Municipality.
(Der Ankauf der
F. Backhaus.
Braunkohlengewerkschaft Zillingdorf durch die Gemeinde
Wien.) "Oesterr. Z. Berg-Huettenwes." 1912. 4. p. 43-5.
Abstract of Official Reports on Mining in Nord et Pas de
Calais. France, in 1911.
(Industrie Minerale dans le Nord
et Pas de Calais en 1911.)
"Soc. Amicale de Douai."
Bull. Oct, 10. p. 661-680.
Oct 25, p. 700-712. 50c.
"Colliery
Technical Education in Mining.
Prof. Hardwick.
Guard." vol. 104. 2711. p. 1190-2. 15c.
Mining Progress in Japan. C. P. Deichman. "U. S. Consul
Rep."
1912. p. 244.
(Chiefly on gold, copper, sulphur,
zinc and coal: also table of production, 1911.)
Coal Mining in 1911.
(Der Kohlenbergbau im Jahre 1911.)
"Bergbau." 1912. 12. p. 162-3.
The Coal Industry in Queensland. "Queensland Govt. Min.
1912. p. 426.

Coal Prices in Germany. "Iron Coal Tr. Rev." Oct. 25, p. 673.
(Schedules of Westphalian Syndicate for 1912-1914.) 30c.
Report of the German Brown Coal Industry LTnion for the
(Bericht des deutschen
Year Ending March 31. 1912.
ueber das GeschaeftsEraunkohlen-Industrie-'Vereins
"Brauniahr vom 1. April. 1911, bis 31. Maerz, 1912.)
kohle."
vol. 11. 1912. 15. p. 226-30. 16. p. 244-8. 17. p.
276-9.

$1.

The Rhine-"Westnhalian Coal Syndicate. Wiedenfeld. K. (Das
Bonn, 1912.
Rheinisch-Westphaelische Kohlensyndikat.)
172 p. Atlas of 5 plates.
The Foreign Coa.\ Trade of Austria-Hungary in 1911. Buseh.
"Oest.
(Der Kohlenaussenhandel Oesterreich-Ungarns).
Oct. 12. p. 581-585.
Z. f. Berg-H. wesen."
Rhenish Brown Coal as an Industrial Fuel in South Germany.
(Die rheinische Braunkohle als industrieller
Weiss.
Brennstoff in Sucddeutschland.) "Wuerttemb. Ind." 1912.
9.

p.

243-6.

Coal. Briquettes and Coke from TTpper Silesia
'Various Places at Home and Abroad in 1909-11.
Steinkohlenueber den oberschleslschen
fUebersicht
Brikett- und Koks-Versand nach den einzlnin Stationen
des In- und Auslandes, geordnet mach den Empfangs-
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=

Zeitschrift

Zeitschrift
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_

Elektrotechnik und Maschin-

Note: We shall be glad to obtain for readers, where po
copies of the papers referred to.
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Eng. News = Engineering Xews.
Fordertechnik = Die F.jrdertechnik.

18.

i

I'Electricite.

und Bahnen.

Mag. = Geological Magazine.
Handel und Ind. = Handel und Industrie.
Int. Mar. Eng. = International Marine Engineering.
Inst. Min. Metal — Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
lit. Volkswirt = Internationaler Volkswirt.
Iron Coal Trades Rev. = Iron and Coal Trades Review.
Jl. Soc. Chem. Ind. = Journal of the Society of Chtmical
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i

Mining AVorld and Engineering
Min. World Eng. Rec.
Record.
Mon. Ind. Gaz. — Moniteur de I'lndustrie du Gaz et de

Geol.

Jl."

i

==

Eng. Contract. = Engineering Contractor.
Eng. Min. Jl. = Engineering and Mining Journal.

I

iiiiiii

|

Gueterbewegung, fuer di-*
Oberschles. Bergmaenn."

bezirken der Statistik der
Jahre 1911. 1910 and 1909.)

"Z.

1912. 10. p. 445-65.
40c.
Statistics of Mining and Metallurgic Production, Wages.
(Statistique des industries
J^abor, etc., in Belgium, 1911.
"Ann.
extractives et metallurgiques en Belgique, 1911.)
de Min. Belg." vol. 17. No. 4. 1912. p. 989-lOSS. 65c.
People Employed in the Mining Industries. "Min. Eng. World."
1912. p, 749. (U. S. Census Returns.)

German Mining Law on

the Utilization of Waters for Mining
(Ueber die Benutzung des WasPurposes. Saueracker.
"Bergrecht Blatter," 1912.
sers fuer (3rubenzwecke.)
Nos, 3 and 4. p. 177-234.
Collection of French Regulations Governing Coal Mining. L.
Aguillon.
(Recueil des textes Officiels relatifs a I'exploiParis, 1912. 330 p.
tation des mines de Combustibles.)
Extract from the Report of the Extraordinary Meeting of the
Board of the General Miners' Union, at Bochum. October,
1912.
(Aus dem Bericht ueber die Ausserordentliche
Sitzung des Vorstandes des Allgemeinen Knappschafts"Bergbau."
vereins zu Bochum am 31 Oktober, 1912.)
1912.

48.

p.

671-4.

50c.

of the Law for the Insurance of Employees on
Beisert,
the Existing Old Age Provision Arrangements.
(Den Einfluss des Angestelltenversicherungsgesetzes auf

The Influence

"Braun-

bestehenden Altersfuersorgeeinrichtungen.)

die

kohle."

vol,

11.

1912.

12 p.

183-6.

20c.

Report on the Administration of the Mines Union during 1911.
(Bericht ueber die "Verwaltung der Knappschaft-Berufsgenossenschaft im Jahre 1911).
"Gluckauf."
1912. 42.
p.

1721-5.

75c.

Comparison of Miners' and General Daily Wages in Germany,
past and present. Herbig.
(Ortsuebliche Tageloehne und
Bergarbeiterloehne.)
"Tech. Blaetter." 1912. p. 321. and
p.

329.

tabs.

40c.

II— GEOLOGY

On

the Formation of Hard Coal.
Steinkohle.) "Triefbohrwes."

What

Is

Hard Coal?

"Oesterr.
91-3.

Z.

(Ueber die Entstehung der
1912. 21. p. 93-4.

Ed Donath.

Berg-Huettenwes."

(Was
1912.

ist
6.

p,

50c.

Steinkohle?!
71-3;

7.

p.

$1.

(Ueber die EntstehThe Origin of Hard Coal. Potonie.
ung der Steinkohle.) "Organ d. Bohrtechniker." 1912. p.
221.

50c.

The Probable TLife of the Anthracite Coal Field.
W. M,. and Conner, E. T. "Black Diamond." Nov.

Griffith.
2, p.

17,

(Read to Interntl. Congr. of Appl. Chem.) 25c.
Geology. Mining and Preparation of Anthracite. Stoek, H. H.
"West. Soc. Eng. Jl.'*^ Oct., 1912. p. 705-735.
O.
Advances in Geological Science Effected by Borings.
Schneider.
(Die Foerderung der Geologic durch Tief245.
1912. p.
bohrungen.)
"Organ d, Bohrtechniker.
(Read to the 26th Convention. 1912.)
Ground Water and Springs, or Underground Hydrology. H.

;

March
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1913

15,

Hoefer von Heirahalt. (Grundwasser und Quellen: Hydrologrie des Lrnergrundes.)
146 p.
51 figs.
Braunschweig.

Modern Mine Valuation. M. H. Burnhar

London, 1912. $4.
Coal Occurrences and Progress
Alberta and Saskatchewan.

Svo.

Griffln.

Geol. -survey.

172

Development Work in
B. Dowling.
"Canada

of
D.

Ref. t. 1911. p. 201-25.
(Including special
report on Roche Miette area, Jasper Park, Alta.)
Geology of Blairmore Map Area. Alberta.
W. Leach
"Canada Geol. Survey." Rep. f. 1911. p. 192-201. (Coal,
iron and cement.)
r.econnaissance on the Upper Skeena River between Hazleton
and the Groundhog Coal Field, B. C.
Malloch.
C. S.
"Canada Geol. Survey." Rep. f. 1911. p. 72-90.
Joggins Carboniferous Section Nova Scotia.
W. A. Bell.
"Canada Geol. Survey." Rep. f. 1911. 1912. p. 328-34.
The Brown Coals of Otago.
A. G. Macdonald.
"CoUierv
'

W

Guard."

vol.

270S, p. 103fl-8, 2 fig.: 2709, p. 10S9-91.
1 fig.: 1710, p. 1140-1, 3 tab.: 2711, p. 1190.
The Coal Resources of the British Crown Colonies and Protectorates; I. W. Indies. Trinidad, Southern Nigeria,
Nyasaland, E. Africa.
"hnp. Inst. Bull."
1912.
Oct.,
p. 434-453.
Coal on the North Ipswich Coal c& Coke Co.'s Property. W.
E. Cameron. "Queens Geol. Survey."
Publ. No. 235, p. 3-6.
104.

Cameron, W. E.

Coal near Dalby.
Publ. No. 235,

p.

atische__

Tests of Pick-Quick Electric Coal Cutters on the Petite
Pleuse Coal Seam of 3!J0 meters depth in the MonceauFontaine Colliery. Vogel & Losseau. (Essais de havage
mechaniqv" )
"Annales d. Mines Belgiq." 1912 vol 17
4.

(Geologisch1908.
M. Koenig and W. Wolff.
agronomische Karte von Flensburg u. Umgebung. Aufgenommen 190S.) With explanations bv W. Wolff. 2 col.
1:25.000.

A

plates. Lex. Svo. Geol. Landesat.
Berlin, 1912. 3s.
New Mining Dial. F. P. Mills. "Colliery Guard." vol. 104
2711.
(Improvements are embodied in the new
p. 1196-7.
dial which remedy certain defects that were a source of

trouble in mine surveying.

15c.

New

Coal Stores of Europe. (Neue Kohlenkammern Europas.)
"Montan-Ztg." 1912. 7. p. 123-6. 30c.
Eight Sources of Genuine Anthracite Coal Supply in the U. S.
"Black Diamond." Oct.
Griffith. Wm.. and Conner, E. T.
26.
(Read to Sth Interntl. Congr. ot Appl. Chera.
p. 15.

Abstract).
Geologv of Certain Lignite Fields in Eastern Montana. W. R.
Calvert. "U. S. Geo. Survey." Bull. 471-D. 1912. p. 5-20.
The Glendive Lignite Field, Dawson County, Mont.
J. H.
Hance. "U. S. Geol. Survey." Bull. 471-D. 1912. p. 89-102.
The Terry Lignite Field, Custer Count?, Mont. F. A. Herald.
1912.
p. 45-89.
"U. S. Geol. Survey." Bull. 471-D.
The Sidney Lignite Field. Dawson County, Mont. E. Stebinger. "IT. S. Geol. Survey." Bull. 471-D.
1912.
p. 102-37.
The Culbertson Lignite Field Valley County. Mont. A. L.
Beekly. "U. S. Geol. Survey." Bull. 471-D. 1912. p. 137-76.
The Baker Lignite Field. Custer County, Mont. C. F. Bowen.
p. 20-44.
"U. S. Geol. Survey." Bull. 471-D.
Preliminary Report on the Economic Geology of the Hartford Quadrangle. Kv. Gardner, J. H. "Ky. Geol. Survey."
Bull. No. 20, 1912.
(Chiefly coal and undevelp. 1-25.

oped iron.)
Hamilton No. 8 Coal Mine. "Mines Min." vol. 33. 5. p. 255-6.
4 fig. 1 table.
(The coal and the methods of its working: also notes on the geology around the district of
Arma, Kan.).
Geology of Nanaimo Sheet, Nanaimo Coal Field: also Geology
of the Comax and Suquash Coal Field, Vancouver, B. C.
C. K.
107.

"Can. Geol. Survey." Rep. F.

Clapp.

Against

Pit

Coal

(Das

revicr.)

"Oesterr. Z. Berg. Huettenwes."

p.

50.

richtungen.)

MacWne Mining

437-43:
505-7.

1911.

p.

91-

Rossltz-Zbeschau-Osltwaner

Conc^e^e,

Mming

common

453-62:

30,

p.

Oct. 28, p.

3.

p.

35-7:

469-74:

31,

p.

289-97:

32,

1126.

.^status of Knowledge as
the Extension of the West Gallclan Coal Field.
Dr.
Michael.
(Die neuen Anfchslussbohrungen im Westgallzls-Berg- & Huetten, Ver. Zts ) 1912. p. 394-414. 50c.

The Development of

Pit Coil Formation In the West Gallclan
District of Upper Silesia
Michael, 4.
(Die
Rntwicklunc der Stelnkohlenformatlon Im west gallzl-

U'elchsel

Welchselgeblet
4vo.

306

p.

des

Oherschleslschen

Stelnkohlen

Berlin, Geol. Landeaanstalt, 1912.

$3.

Stratigraphy of the Northwest Bohemia Coal Field between
Breux and Dux. A. Fleck. "Gluckauf," 1912. p. 1661-8.
75c.

The Mineral Fuels of Bulgaria.
chew.
(Die
mlnerallschen
"Allcm, Oestr. Chemlker-Ztg,
The Coal Fields of Oyon, Peru.
1912.

Sept.

p.

314.

-B^.TaT'-'

2'!,

1749-58.

p.

Cameron.

Nov.

2.

Coal Tr. Bull.

I.annay and S. BontsRrennstolTe
BulgarlenH.)

L. de

1912,

p.

Delsauo.

145.

40e.

"Peru To-Day,"

^°'-

'

••«'^°'-

^"--^-^^

SINKING AND TUNNELING
"Los Angeles MIn.

Fletcher.

C. ^R.

failings

in

electric

firing.)

Goaves.

ETC.

Knox

G.
1240-1.

"Colliery Guard."
(Special notes on
the v^l^,Un\'^iJ^^^-^'r>}tne
lelation between subsidence
and packing. The ca:etul attention to the packing of the goaf is
as important
"^
as the timbering.
^'i''%^ fpt Timbering.
E T. Rice. "Min, Eng. World." vol.
P-

ol,

^4,

1Uj9-S2.

p.

fig.

5

*l-"^„'5i>PP"'"ts in Germany.
"Min. Min." vol. 33. 5
lb ng.
(Timber, steel and concrete rails, pipes

Insect Damage to Mine Props and Its
Snyder. "Mm. Eng. World." vol. 37.

p

Prevention
23.

p.

240-2

and angle

T

E

1043'.

VII— WINDING AND HAULAGE
Three-Phase Hoists at Bantjes Con. Mines, Transvaal. J Askew.
Mm. Eng. World." vol. 37. 22. p. 993-5, 2 fig. 2

New Arrangement

in Mine Hoisting.
H. K. English. "Coal
Age." Vol. 2. 23 p. 791-2, 2 fig.
(The electric hoist employing herringbone gears is placed on the ground
the
operator Is in the scale house and can watch the discharge of the cai-. but no signals are dispensed with)
C^^%^^"/-%Ci«'e«,-9.i?''- G, P<^asegood.
"Colliery Guard." Vol.
gates cannot be opened Inward

into the shaft

)

Skip

Accidents on the East Rand.
Suggestions for Safety
Catch Inventors. S. African Min. Jl. 1912, p. 38.
50c
Requirements for a Model Mine Track. Mclntyre, J. B. "Coal

VIII— SIGNALING
Modern Practice
vol.

23.

2,

in

Mine Telephony.

789-91.

p.

6

G.

Brown.

"Coal

fig.

A-e
"

"
'

i:c— LIGHTING

Some Fundamental
m. Clifford.

Principles of Safety Lamp Construction
"Coal & Coke Op." 1912. p. 276.

X — VENTILATION
C.

F.

&

Co.'s Rockvale Mine, Fremont. Colo.
G. Alley.
"Coal Age," vol. 2. p. 744-6. 7
T.

XI

A

— MINE

R

.1

fig.

Marka
'

GASES. TESTING

Portable

Electric Instrument for the
bustible Gases and Vapors in Air. L.

p.

'o

bezlrkes.)

Shafts.

,^^'','"n]"'o"-?,''"''''J?„9^

$1.

wcr Prospect Borings, and Present

schen

J. S.

'^'"^

El. Eng." vol. 49. 214.
Phllpp & Steel detector.)

The Antwerp Coal Basin, Belgium, to follow after the Development of Camplne. de Lalande. (Le basin houlller
d'Anvers apres celul de la Camplne.)
"Echo de Mines,"
N'

Oct.

Oklahoma.

VI— TIMBERING, PACKING.

and

p.

fig.

Heckmann

Notes on Shotflring by Electricity.
F. H. Gunsolus.
Coal
Age. Vol 2 23, p. 787-8.
(Prescribes remedies for the

Edviard
Stelnkohlen-

1912.

In the Grand Duchy of Hesse.
(Die Braunkohlenvorkommen des GrossherHessen.)
"Braunkohle." vol. 11, 1912.
2S.
p.

29.
1

"Gluckauf."

V— BORING, SHAFT

The Occurrence of Brown Coal

zogtums

in

^'^'''•'°"RtpSrt"'"ltl'r'6ll%. ^- ^-

$1.

Scheerer.

Mining.
W.
Bergbaues.)

of

High Grade Bituminous Coals— Their Mining and PreoaraHaenig. (Die Steinkohle, ihre Gewinnung und
i-2,"w.'^Verwertung.)
Leipzig, 1912.
Machine Mining of Thin Coal Seam Using Face Conveyors;
Ruhr. Dist. Germany.
Bolesta-Malewski.
(Abbau mlt
,Verwendung von Abbaufoerdereinrinh,?;'„<fJ°^>^ V,?,','^''

District.

Panek.
4,

Dangers

ilTll.TtVi'l^Tl^.''''

\\

The Rossltz-Zbeschau-Osltwaner

*

IV— WORKING OF MINERALS
Protection

Flen3burg_ and Surroundings.

of

'

1099.

p.

Colliery Practice in Concreting.
E. E. Seelye and =»-""lk.
Sburick,
A. T.
"Coal Age." vol. 2, 23, p. 822-5: 6 fig.

1: 125,000.

Map

TECHNOLOGY

"Queensland Geol. Survev."

7-13.

Coal near Chinchilla. Marks. B. O. "Queensland Geol. SurPubl. No. 235, p. 14-17.
vey."
Coal with Glossopteries Flora near Hughenden. Marks, E. O.
"Queensland Geol. Survey." Publ. No. 235, p. 18-20.
Map of the Iron and Coal Mines and Iron and Coal Industries
of Southw'est Germany and Vicinity.
Kornatzki, M. von.
(Karte der Eisen-und Kohlen Industrie in Suedwestdeutschland.)
Charlottenburg, text and map in scale of

Geologic-Agronomical

—MINING

Handling of Machinery. Fr. Helbig.
(SystemMaschinenbehandlung.)
"Braunkohle." vol. 11,

Systematic

G.

p.

435
Ill

p.

289-96.

Detection of Com-

J. Steele.
"Jl
2 flg.
3 111.

Inst

(The®
*

XII— COAL DUST
Prevention of Coal Dust Explosions.
vol.

2.

22.

p.

756-8.

5

fig.

2

S.

Dean.

"Coal Aire"

tabl.

The Production

of Coal Dust In Mines. T. J. Matthews "MIn
Eng." p. 182. (Reviews the various means of produclnir
^•"uih.iiik
dust underground.)
15c.
Dust Explosions.
Young C. M. "Minos MIn." vol. 33, 5 n
258-60,
(The inlluence of the composition and fineness
of dust, and the presence of gas on the liability of
Ignition.

^"^ Necessarily Safe from Coal Dust Explo.slons
^^''^^'i"^^
S. Dean.
"Mines MIn." vol. 33. 5. p. 245-8. 6 fig. 3 tab.
The French Experiments Made with Coal Dust at IJevIn
Rybak.
(Die franzocslschen Versuche mlt Kohlenstaub

M

"=
'^-'^-H-tt'-nwes."
VlTf'Ioc,
Humidifying Mine Air to Avoid Explosion. "Black

1912.

p" 99'-'?03?i
p.

1012.

U.

S.

p.

16.

r.ureau of Mines

mond."

1912, p. 19.

Type of Air Humidifier.
"'Eng.

World."

1912,

8.

Diamond"

"Black Dia.
p,

852.

'

COAL AGE

436

XIII— EXPLOSIONS
by MoDiscussion of the Ignition of Coal Gas and Methane Colliery
W. M. Thornton.
mentary Electric Arcs.
Guard." vol.. 104, 2712. p. 1242, 15c.
(Der
Official Report of the Mining Disaster at Lothringen
amtliche Bericht ueber das GrubenungluecK aur jjOtnringen.) •'Bergbau." 1912. 45. p. 629-31. 50c.

XIV — MINE FIRES
with Gob Fires in Leicestershire.
vol. 104, 2711. p. 1192-4.
"Colliery Guard."
Mine Fires, a Preliminary Study. G. S. Rice. "U.
Mines." Tech. Paper No. 24. 51 p.

Experience

Bureau

On

2712,

104,

30c.

XVI— DRAINAGE, PUMPING.

ETC.

Pits near
(Die InBruex, in February 1909.
undation der Viktoria-und Habsburgschaechte bei fruex
"Montan Rdsch." 1912. 11, p. 521-6,
in Februar 1909.)

The Inundation

4

and Habsburg
Wolfgang Kumm,er.

Victoria

the

of

(Turbokompressoren.)

Ernst Blau.
Compressors.
"Kohle-Erz." 1912, 37, p. 921-4.

XVII

Age,"

— PREPARATION

in

829-30,

p

24

2

XVIII

of

Reef. "Coal Age,"
attention is given
chutes of adjustother appliances.)

p.

1706-19,

p.

806-11.

2

fig.

12,

Electrical Colliery Installation.

"Coal Age."

130.

p.

Greaves,
618-23.

3

tab.

3

of

Mine No.

F.

"Coal Age."

electrical equipment
tensive, also a large

4

E.

Lucas.

"Am.

Inst.

G.

Coal

vol.

2.

IS.

p.

amount

of water

is

handled.)

Guard."

Mining.

& Coke
Min."

(*Jouvell(^ bombe cal118. 2 sem. 1. p. S0-«.

S.

McMahon.

Jl."

"Coal Age."
S.

R. Stone.

fig.

—

1

"Colliery Guard."

Cooke.

B.

An

15c.

flg.

Tramroad

Elevated

Electric

Installation.

"Coal

Age,"

(It employs no third rail nor
p. 831-2, 3 flg.
trolley, no cross-ties nor sleepers are used; the
cars dump automatically in all weathers.)

vol.

24,

2,

overhead

Lake Docks May Determine Success
mond,"

1912,

p.

18.

(Coal

at Panama.
"Black Oiahandling methods at lake

docks.)
No.

1912.

1-5.

Face

Conveyor. "Coll. Guard."
vol.
104.
2708.
(A coal conveyor which is designed to
fig,
p. 1035-6.
take as little space as possible in a vertiele direction

Adair

when

H

discharging.)

15c.

A.

D.

Williams.

"Power."

H. Meredith.
"Cassier's Mag."
The World's First Coal Port,
9 flg. (The Bute Docks, Cardiff, of
vol. 42. 5. p. 379-88.
4Uc.
the Cardiff Railway Co.)

XXIV— SANITATION DISEASES
Compulsory Reporting by Physicians of Industrial Diseases.
I^.
W. Hotch. "Am. Labor Ligisl. Rev." vol. 2, p. 263-72.
Baths.
W. B. Wilson. "Coal Age." vol. 2. 18. p.
(Notes upon provision made
656-8.
619-20.
4 fig.
10.
in different mines .and the building constructions for
from 650 to 1000 men.)

Miners'

"Coal Age."
vol. 2. 18. p.
H. F. Bulman.
(Method of running the bath and some
flg.
mechanical appliances for suspending clothes, the locked
hoists being under owners' control.)
Town Planning on the South Yorkshire Coalfield. P. H.
Boulnois. "Colliery Guard," vol. 104. 2709. p. 1092-S. IBo.
Mlner-s' Baths.
619-20.
6

Calorimetric Bomb, System Fery.
orimetrique "Ind. Nat." 1912. vol.
(Thermo-electric bomb.)
2 fig.

R. D. Main6 flg.
(The
complete and ex-

600-3.

exceptionally

is

XXIII SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
Mechanical Handling of Coal for

MIn.

1912, p. 225.

"Min.

(A

tab.

2

Alternating Current Motors for Mines and Mills.
7
"Min. Eng. World." vol. 37. 19. p. 839-43.

TESTING

U. System.

Van Brus-

J. B.
flg.

"Eng. Min.
in

25c.

XX— FUEL

New

635-7.

p.

Coal and Coke Corp.

of the Penn.

9

waring.

15c.

Coke.

Shortcomings of the B
Op."

19.

R.

(Deals exclusively with the
Eng." Bull. 71. p. 1315-26.
by-product oven and its economy of working.)
The Manufacture of Coke. W. H. Blauvelt. "Am. Inst. Min.
(The qualities of
1
fig.
Bull. 71. p. 1299-1314.
Eng."
the by-product oven and some of its advantages over
the beehive oven.)
Progress in Byproduct Coke Manufacture. F. E. Lucas and
5 flg.
"Iron Age." vol. 90. 20. p. 1161-5.
others.
Significance of the Counter Current. J. Verner. "Coal Age."
(The flame of an explosion
2 fig.
vol. 2. 20. p. 677-9.
feeds on the rear of the dust column, so there must be
The air is supplied by the
fresh air behind the dust!
return draft. The coke dust on the leeward side of projections is deposited also by the counter current.)
"Min.
Electric Smelting in Norway.
J. L. Vogt and others.
Jl."
vol. 99. 4031. p. 1145-7.
(The employment of coke
as a reduction material in electric iron smelting is conto
make
poorer
sulphur-containig
sidered
a
and more
pig iron.)

2.

tig.

"Power." vol.
of Coal at Low Temperatures.
(Considers the possibility of modifying
19. p. 697.
the composition of raw coal in order that a different
type of fuel may be produced in coking.)
The Coking of Coal at Low Temperatures. S. W. Parr, and
H L. Olin. "Colliery Guard." vol. 104. 2708. p. 1039-

The Manufacture

E.

;

"Coll.

36.

flg.

vol.

flg.

District.

Troubles.

p.

The Coking

1

Electrical

typical plant of six unusually complete electrical plants
which total 20,000 hp. the important units are all duplicated.)

tab.

42.

Mine

of

lighting.)
sel.

10,

Co.'s
2711,

Clemens. "Coal Age," vol. 2, 23, p. 793-5, 10 fig.
Central Stations Service in Mining Operations. E. T. Spence.
(Interest of the cenvol. 60. 5. p. 260-1.
"El. World."
tral station in the use of electricity, in coal mines within
reach of its circuits; electric cutting of coal, haulage,
draining and pumping, hoisting of coal, ventilating,

a Prelimi-

1S5S-64.
75c.
"Metall. Chem. Eng." vol.

Coking Practice in the South Wales
"Foundry Tr. Jl." vol. 14.
H. G.
3

1187, 6

p.

A German

nary Study of the Byproducts. S. W. Parr and H. L. Olin.
Univ. of Illinois, Eng. Experiment Station Bull. No. 60.
.Vutomatic Indicating Devices at Coke Tar Plants, with SpeA. Thau. (Selbsttaetige
cial Reference to Gas Metering.
Betriebsueberwachung auf Teer-Kokerien mit besonderer
"Gluckauf,"
Gasabsaugung.)
der
Beruecksichtigung
1912.

Coal

Jennings.

T.

J.

779-80.

p.

Emergency Treatments

— BRIQUETTES

XIX — COKE OVENS
Coals at Low Temperatures, with

Byproduct Coke Ovens.

23,

2,

Equipment of the Shelton Iron Steel & Coal
Works. Stoke-on-Trent. "Colliery Guard." vol. 104,

Coal with Addition of Napthaline.
The Briouetting of
Napthalinzusatz
mit
Steinkohlenbrikettierung
Grahn
75c.
2 flg.
3S.
p. 1536-7.
"Gluckauf," 1912.
Steam.
A.
Advantages of Driving Briquetting Presses by Brikettpres(Vorteile des Dampfantriebes von
Eckardt
507-9.
20c.
1912.
32,
II,
p.
vol.
"Braunkohle,"
sen.)

The Coking

vol.

ctrical

Pit

p.

XXII— ELECTRICITY
Applied to Coal Mining.

Electricity

50c.

Coal Preparation. A. J.
(Particular
4 flg.
to defects in shaking screens and coal
able pitch, and the principal defects in

Improvements

23,

2,

1

in

30c.

flg.

Turbo

vol

fig.

and sold

curring in the use of an apparatus in which an injector
15c.
is employed.)
the Organization of Rescue Work in Mines. Josef Popper.
(Ueber die Organisation des Rettungswesens im Berg959.
1912, Special Number, p.
bau.) "Montan. Rdsch."

"Coal Age," vol.

of Slack.

(Electric energy generated from slack
tab.
nearby towns.)
Dales. J. H.,
"Eng.
Boiler Practice and Fuel Economy.
(The estimated preventable
Rev." vol. 26. 5. p. 166-8.
loss of fuel is 10%, which is valued at £8.000,000 per
annum.)
How and Why Coal Smoke Is Injurious. B. C. Benner.
vol. 10. 11. p. 735-7.
"Metall. Chem. Eng."
3 flg. 3 tab.
(Some speciflc instances from the town of Pittsburgh.)
Laws in Force in Europe against the Emission of Black
Smoke. J. B. C. Kershaw. "Metall. Chem. Eng." vol. 10.
(American laws differ greatly in various
11. p. 756-9.
States, European laws have greater uniformity.)
Smoke Abatement as Related to Steam Railroads. W. A.
Hoffman. "Boiler Maker." vol. 12. 11. p. 325-7. 5 fig.
781-4, 9

"Colliery Guard."
Dr. J. Cadman.
(Indicates a danger oc2 fig.
1243-4.

p.

XXI — STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS
Energy instead

Selling

Mine Rescue Appliances.
vol

30c.

of

XV — RESCUE AND AMBULANCE

Xo. 11

3,

Determination of Heating Value of Solid Fuels by Calcula"ProH. H. Clark.
tion from the Proximate Analysis.
(Formula applied
gress Age." vol. 30. 22. p. 8S1. 3 tab.
to anthracite, bituminous and lignite coal and coke.)
S.
Spontaneous Combustion of Coal.
5
World."
vol. 57. 1480. p. 725-8.
30c.
of prevention are discussed.)
Coal Stacking and Coal Firing. H. Kendrick. "Gas World."
vol. 57. 1481. p. 762-7.
(Special consideration is given
to gas "works storage of coal in anticipation of strikes.)

Stubb*.

T.
15c.
S.

Vol.
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Mr. Mine Foreman, you're one
When you are tempted to urge your motormen to
make up time they have lost, even
though it be contrary to speed
think of that haimting
rules;

of the hnks!

popularized a post-

er that pictured a large

hand with

pointing

fore-finger

M

Xo.

22, 191.'i

few years ago an ingenious

man

iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiir;
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advertising
the
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niiiiiiu

straight

and underneath, in
flaming red letters, was the word

at the passerby

YOU.

pointing at

finger

Mr.

It was so designed that
no matter from what angle
you viewed it, the finger
seemed always to point at

of

you.

Fireboss, you're

the

one

The next
a room on

links!

time you skip
your rounds, just because

you are

vou.

that

This man realized that
the average human being

it

and know

tired
safe;

is

think of

that ominous finger pointing your way.

prone to accept any statement as true, so long as
it afi'ects mankind in general, but if you hope to make
the human being in question realize that you are talking to him, and for Jiiiii, you must stop him long enough
is

mind

to get his

mankind

off

in general.

Mr. Trackman, vou're also one of the links! When
you put two spikes in a rail that requires five, just
because you are out of spikes and don't feel like
going after more; think of that

tell-tale finger point-

ing at you.
If, after pondering over this statement for a moment, you are inclined to agree with it, you'll be in
position to understand why it is that so much of the

welfare

work carried on around our mining camps

seems to bear so

Take
tion:

now

used

ards

are so

as an illustra-

generally begins (and very often

it

ends) with placards.

Now

man

worded that no one can dispute
and yet they fail to make

realize that the

message

is

intended prim-

arily for him.
If

us to

we hark back to the old, old pro\erb that tells
remember that a chain is no stronger than its

weakest

the necessity of the personal note as
suggested by the advertising man's pointing forefinger

not attempting to take sides with the miner;

example set by the
want to get you, Mr. Superintendent and Mr. Mine Foreman and Mr. Fireboss
and Mr. Trackman and Mr. every other man, into

we

becomes apparent

Mr. Supertntendeni, you're one of
the links! The next time you are inside the mine
and decide that you will ride the haulage trip out,
to save time, even though none of your men are alride,

that invisible

under [jenalty of discharge; think of
but fearfully real finger pointing at

you from a "Safety

first" placard.

are simply trying to follow the

advertising

man

— we

an argument with your tlimighlless

link,

For example,

lowed to

We are

interest

fest

a large part of the plac-

the truth of the statements

each

as to just

if they understood, you might manienough to inquire from your neighbor
what ail the fuss was about.

bosses acted as

campaign

"safety first"

the

Just

little fruit.

No need to get personal with you, Mr. Miner:
every one knows that you must be careful and every
Perhaps, however, if some of the
one tells you so.

self.

Ralph Waldo Ivmerson, who knew

human

about

when he

said:

nature,

"If you

on liigher groimd."
isn't

a case of lifting

difTictilt

;

its

MORAL:

lift

things

the ground

me, you must be

say partially because this

me;

it's

something

far

more

a case of lifting you.

Don't forget that you and

I

and every

bodv must realize our individual responsibility
we would be linked in a chain of safety.

fither
if

would

We

few

a

partially covered
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Dynamite

Scientific Principles in Use of
SpKflAL C'oLiliHSPONUIONCK

SYNOPSIS — The
cally considered but

use of explosives has been scieniifino one seems desirous of using the

The writer shows that
both depend on the methods emThe action of the deployed in the use of dynamite.
tonator should be directed toward the main body of tlie
charge and so arranged that the ma.rimum shock will he
results

of

safety

and

at

tlir

the determinations.
efficiency

end of the

double
into

It is said that there

is

a right

and

a wrong;

way

manufactured

circuit,

the

.V

article*

Method of

which

is

is hardly a
used with such

PiiiiiixG by

Which

Short-cik-

utter disregard of the manufacturer's directions as high

Manufacturers print directions, which are
placed in every box of dynamite they distribute thousands of booklets and catalogs and issue carloads of
warning cards of various descriptions indicating how
Notwithstanding all this,
their goods should be used.
there is probably not more than one consumer in five hun;

directions.
ject

He

it

is

it

Of

will

course,

the

if

current goes across this

not fire the detonator.

The detonator when stuck in the end of the cartridge
and pointing out toward the mouth of the borehole, does
not realize the full power of the explosive for the reason
that the direction of the greatest detonating force of an
electric fuse or blasting cap is out of the "business end,"

n

explosives.

dred who thinks

that

where the wires are pulled against each other at

2. Wroxg Method of Phi.^iing, Giving Greatest
Intensity of Detonation neak the Tamping

Fig.

3. A A\ ell Planned Shot.
The "Business End"
OF THE Primeu Faces Lakgeu Part of Charge

Fig,

AND MlSFIBKS KesULT. AvolD HaLF HiTCHES

CL'ITS

stick the cartridge exploder

borehole.

is

hitch.

point,

liilWW"

1.

the

method

and

of

blasted with d^'namite even before that time.
It is no exaggeration to say that there

Fni.

over,

it

hole.

performing even the most ordinary and commonphice
act, and it is interesting to note that the unerring instinct of so many is to do it the wrong way, especially
Any user of dynamite
those people who "know it all."
and every blaster will tell you that he knows all about
dynamite and has been shooting holes ever since dynamite was invented, and some of them claim to have

line of

end of the dynamite cartridge,
end first
The trouble with the half-hitch
liable to cause misfires by a short

insert the detonator in the

it

necessary or desirable to follow these

considers himself an expert on the sub-

and knows more than the manufacturer about the

product.

There are two re<iuisites which consumers fail to oband because of their neglect they get lessened efficiency from the dynamite; (1) they do not thaw the explosive correctly and (2) they fail to make the primer
The question of thawing will not
in the proper manner.

serve,

be dealt with in this article.
correctly
precautions:

two

that is the opposite end from that into which the fuse
put or from which the fuse wires protrutle.

The DinoNAToR Should Have the Open End
ix(i

is

Fac-

the Bulk of the Charge

When the ijrimer is placed, as shown in Fig. 2, the
dynamite at the point indicated by A gets the maximum strength of the explosion, and in actual practice it
has been found that there is a liability of unexploded
powder lieing found at B.
Fig. 3 shows the proper way of ])laeing the detonator
where only one is used in each hole.
shows even a better method with two detonators.
Fig.
-1

Correct ])riming involves
the
connecting

locating

that is, fuse or electric fuse wire, and ]ilacing the
detonator in the proper position in relation to the charge.

medium,

Bewahe ok
Taking up
insert

the

Siiaki>

Bexds ix

tite ELicrrnic;

electric blasting first,

electric

fuse

in

the

99 out of

Fuse

IIX) blasters

side of the

dynamite

cartridge and take a half hitch with the wires around the
cartridge, gi\ing tlicni a smart ])ull to tighten thnn. as
in Fig.

1.

Of those who do

Frc;.

use this method, 99 out

one

set not

hole.

plosive

.\i;i;.\\(m:i)

Two Centers
HkiHTLY liOCATKD

wri'ii

far fi-oin the lam|iing in the

Practically
is

Shot

l'i;i\li:iiS

used and

In a

mcry
tlin-r

i-.irtridge

particle
is

second cartridge

in the

end of the

of strength of the ex-

iilmost

no chance for a mis-

or of having iincNpiiiiliM] dynamite in the debris.

Avoid

—

W'ei.i,

of lOO

Illustrated are for the mo.st part arranged
for vertical holes, as frequently appears in the text. In many
cases, it will be seen that the holes, beintt in soft material,
The
at the ends by untamped shots.
enlarged
been
have
principles enuntiated apply equally to all forms of dynamite
shooting. Editor.

The shots here

_A

and the other running

fire

not

I.

OF DeTONATIO.V and Willi

i'iii:

Possir.ii.i

i^i'

of

.Simkini;

the Cautkidok

Willi Tami'i;k
Tlie few lilaslcrs who do not us,, either of the two
mwtlHids of priming coiidc'iniicd al)()\c, open up one end

March

33,

of the paper
tric fuse

down

in

COAL AGE
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wrapper and
and either

stick the blasting cap or elec-

the end

tie

to hold the detonator in place.

in the

hole, it

Once

this

is

loaded

ideal blast, as the detonator is

center of the borehole and pointed towards the
has the disadvantages, however, of bending

in the

end.

makes an

or crimp the paper

It

the fuse wire or fuse sharply when the tamping stick is
pushed against it and of bringing the detonator itself

nearly in contact with the tamping stick, and on this account is a little less safe than the method whereby the

detonator

shown

is

placed in the middle of the cartridge, as

439

most desired. With very sensitive explosives and
those most dangerous to handle, this difference in the
effect of the direction of the detonator would not be as
noticeable as with more insensitive explosives, such as
the gelatines and ammonia powders.
it

is

Dynamite Detonation Gains Speed with Travel

Up

to a Certain Limit

In a hole loaded like this, you will not get as much
work out of the dynamite as if the primer were placed
as in Fig. 3, because the power of an explosive depends on
two things the volume of gas liberated and the qiuckness with which this is done. It takes a certain well-de-

—

in Fig. 5.

fined distance in the

up

full speed,

its

dynamite for

just as

it

its

detonation to pick

takes a certain time for a

railroad train to get under way.
takes about a foot,

sometimes more for modern,
dynamites to reach their maximum
speed of propagation.
This is not theory; it has been
positively and accurately determined by firing charges
with different explosives in a tube, through which wires
are passed at intervals, which are connected electrically
with an instrument called a chronograph. In this way,
it has been determined that a detonating wave will travel
It

Fig.

Tying Fuse hy Loni- around the PEEirHERY of
THE Cartridge Keeps It Securely in Place
.").

may

be tied with a string to
be laced through the
cartridge (see Fig. 6), thus avoiding the wires crossing
and so making: a short circuit.

The

fuse or fuse wires

may

the cartridge, or the fuse wires

insensitive

safe,

li

Fig.

6.

A Method

Wires

so

of Arranging Electric Fuse
that There Is No Eisk of a

^/ r

Fig.

Short-circuit

Common Fuse Should Be Run

to Last Cartridge,
Electric Fuse to Last But One

Fuse, of course, shotdd not be laced through dynamite
cartridges, as

it is

liable to ignite

them from

its

side spit,

and for the same reason, charges fired with blasting cap
and fuse should have the ])rimer in the last cartridge
loaded in the hole, especially in charges where the cartridges are slit or taken out of their paper wrappers.
With electric exploders it is usually best to allow one
cartridge to be above the primer, i.e., have the primer
next to the last cartridge loaded in the hole so that in
case of a misfire, if the

tamping

is

to be removed, there

t''''

w^^TfF^f^WTfg^f^

8. A Good Shot Wired to Show that
Detonation Time Is Shorter from
B TO C than from a to B

through dynamite

([uitt'

sluwlv. coiniiai-ntively speaking,

and about a fool from the place
where the detonator was located it acquires its full velocity and goes on at that speed for the rest of the
for the

first

6 or 8

in.,

distance.

has iieen often observed in liring iiorizonlal shots
comparatively shallow hole, say 10 or 13 in. deep,
that after the blast the rock shows a perfectly smooth
It

in a

surface up at the top, where the detonator was located,
and for 6 in. from that jwint, but after that and at the
bottom of the hole, the rock is burned and shattered.
In Fig. 8 if wires are placed across the charge at equal
distances at the points itidicatcd by A. B and C, it will
be found that it takes much longer for wire B to break
.1
has broken than
has broken.

after

it

does for

7.

Wll.l.

Primkk with Its "Business End" Fa<'Ing A,
DkTONATK ,M()|;K N'toLENTLY ThERK THA\ AT B

'-i,

that (xemplilicd in Fig. 2.

nuim

effect of the

One

detonator

is

reason

is

that

at its "business

tlu!

maxi-

end"

in a

hole loaded as sliown thus.

With the primer in the middle (see Fig. 7) and an
amount of dynamite at each end, the charge at A
would explode with greater force than that at JJ, where

equal

—

other holes were loaded as shown in Fig. 3,
detonator at the top ami ])ointing toward the
The ledge in which the detonator
bidk of the charge.

hole.

one cartridge between the tamping and the primer,
which is the most dangerous point in the charge.
There are two reasons why Ijetter execution is obtained
from the ]H-iniiiig method shown in Fig.
than from
is

to break after Ji

This ])oint has been proven on a large scale in practiquarry work by priming half the holes in a uniform
the detonator beledge of 38 holes sis shown in Fig. 2
ing at the top and i)ointing towards the mouth of the
cal

Fig.

('

witii

The

tiie

pointed outward wa.s thrown

off to

within 3

ft.

of the

bottom of the hole. There the rock was broken in places
In the other half of the ledge
but was not thrown out.
wiiere the detonator pointed towards the hulk of the
charge, tiie rink was tiirown off clear aiul clean and
nearly 3 ft. below the bottom line of the hole, taking off
about :!0 ))er cent, more material than the same charge
did with the detonator point«'d the

wrong way.

:
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Naphthalene

Vol.

is

hy both the government and private individuals in the
effort to obtain a substitute for pitch as a binder in
briquetting
These have, in the main, been unproduc-

trast to

.

The accompanying

article describes the

use of naphthalene for this purpose and it is said to give
satisfaction when used as a partial substitute.

kneaded by a stirring device iu the mixer. Into the
mixer is led superheated steam at about 660 deg. F.,
which keeps the temperature at about 480 deg. In con-

the

the Schiiring apparatus, to be described later,
is
not vaporized until it reaches the

naphthalene

mixer.

The

A

new method

of

mixing naphthalene with briquettes

as a substance for part of the pitch bindei is described in

Germany, Sept. 21, and Oct. 26, 1912,
Mine Assessor Grahn, instructor at the Bochum Min-

Gliickhauf, Essen,
b}-

ing School.
We translate in abstract as follows
The binder generally used for briquetting coal is pitch,
the price of which is therefore an important considera-

quettes, this

an expensive binder and if, at a cost of
added to the brimeans an item of TOc. per ton of the product.

Search

beea made for a cheaper

It is quite

tion.

$10 per

ton, 7 per cent, by weight is

has

substance

with

It is

wliich to replace

some

at least of the pitch.

The Buss-Fohr

is

An

import-

naphthalene.

Sy.steji

patent system for briquetting coal, lignite, peat, etc., using superheated steam and naphthalene. This apparatus
operated in Kray, Germany, at the Bonimine of the Gelsengirchener Bergswerks-A. G. it
is shown in the accompanying figures.
Crude naphthalene is first led into an iron pressure
tank in the briquette factory cellar and there melted l)y
is .successfully

faeius

steam.

;

then forced, hy compressed air, through a
sieve filter, and into a reservoir above the mixer, the
reservoir being likewise heated by steam coils.
Formerly the naphthalene simply flowed from this reservoir
into the mixer, but it was found that on mixing with tlie
fine

coal

It is

it

formed into lumps wliich adhered

to

the

all

the naphthalene shall vaporize

and be distributed in the gaseous state between the particles of coal.
That it does effectually vaporize, and
not remain in liquid form, is proved l)y the fact that
when more steam is led into the mixer, or when same is
at a considerably higher temperature than usual, naphalene in vapor form escapes above and precipitates outside

of the mixer in white flakes.
This risible deposit is a
guide for regulating the temperature and quantitv of
steam supplied.
From the mixer, the pasty mass of fine coal, melted

foi!

Briquetting

is conveyed to the presses.
At the
Bonifacius mine two Tigler presses of new design are
used for making large industrial briquettes weighing

pitch and iiaphthalene

22

There has been introduced in Germany the Buss-Fohr

Iiii'oinAxcE of V.kpokizixg.

important that

ScHiriixG's Xaphth.^lene YAPorazEK

ant material for this purpose

Xo. 12

Briquette Binder

as a
—
SYNOPSIS Exhaustive experiments have been conducted
tive of results.

3,

lb.

The average

pitch consumption, without naphtha-

lene, is 6 per cent, of the coal supplied, but this is re-

duced to 5 per cent, when replaced by about 2 per cent,
It is stated by the inventor, however,
that the spray nozzle which has been mentioned, renders possible a further reduction in the pitch of about 1
per cent., for which is substituted 1 per cent, more of
naphthalene.
The results at the Bonifacius mine were
of naphthalene.

attained in

making

briquettes of very fine coal of a sort

requiring more pitch than some other kinds.
Briquettes, containing naphthalene, from this mine
have proved satisfactory for marine use after more than
two years storage. The manufacturers prefer the briquettes with naphthalene; they come from the press
softer but harden on cooling.

briquetting press.

This difficulty has been remedied by introducing a
spraying nozzle or injector in the top of the mixer. The
liquid na])hthalene is now blown by steam and thus distributed as evenly as possible upon the fine coal, which

ScnriiixG System

Another process it that of Schiiring, also patented in
Germany. The naphthalene, melted outside of the mixer.
is

next vaporized in a carburetor heated

I)y

superheated

Marih

22,

AL

C

1913

AGE
Some Practical Applicatioxs

steam and afterward forced into the material by superThe apparatus is illustrated
lieated steam iu the mixer.
in the

accompanying

The naphthalene

figures.

is first

441

The

coal, together

pitch binder,

fed through a hopper B into a
of live steam from the super-

pot A, where, by means
heater coil E, it is heated to about 212 deg. F. and so
allow the melting pot to
The cocks G and
melted.

H

is

with the required proportion of the

heated in the ordinary manner.

It

is

then well impregnated by passing the naphthalene and
steam mixture through it from the bottom to top, yet
so that no naphthalene vapor escapes at the upper end.

The briquetting press is connected with the vapor mixer.
The Schiiring system has been tried at the Blankenburg mine in the Dortmund Upper District. It was
found there that by the addition of 3 per cent, naphthalene the percentage of pitch could be reduced from
614 or 6^/2 per cent, to li'o or o per cent., while maintaining a satisfactory quality of the product
it
was
found impracticable to use over 3 per cent, naphthalene,
as the briquettes stuck in the press and also showed less
;

The average quantity of pitch per ton of
without naphthalene, as employed in the district, is said to be slightly larger than that at the Blankenburg mine, which will indicate a still greater possistrength.

bri(|uettes

Nozzle fok Srr.AYixG Xaphthalene
De emptied of naphthalene and naplithalene sediment for

The condensed steam

cleaning.

is

led

off

through the

bility of saving.

While the percentages of saving in pitch, as here
are too rough and fragmentary for close com-

pipe F.

In general, the melted naphthalene passes automatically
through the outlet cock / into the measuring apparatus
A', which is surrounded by a jacket that can be heated,
and thence in definite quantities, through the feed funnel L, into the vaporizing coil in the heating cylinder .1/.
Through the pipe A', superheated steam at perhaps 480
to 660 deg. F. enters the heating cylinder, surrounds the
vaporizer coil and emerges through the pipe Q in order
to serve the steam-jet apparatus or injector 0.
The napthalene is vaporized in the heating cylinder
and flows through the outlet connection P also to the
injector 0.
Here the steam pressure should be at least
four atmospheres absolute, mth. a temperature of 480
deg.
The naphthalene, in a practically gaseous state, is
blown through it and along the pipe R to the steam
kneader or mi.xer.
A drainage cock N permits the re-

Com/?fes5e_d Ai,rFi^

stated,

parisons,

it is

proper to point out a slight difference in

the bases of computation, the percentage at the Bonifacius

mine apparently being reckoned upon the weight
and at the Blankenburg colliery upon the

of coal used

weight of briquettes ])roduced.

A
The
great

Large Coal

Bill

coal bill of a big trans-Atlantic liner is sufficiently

under ordinary circumstances, but

when

strike

sum

conditions prevail, with consequent high prices, the

paid for sufficient fuel for a single voyage may amount
almost to a small fortune.
The White Star liner "Olympic" for her last trip to
this country was compelled to pay $5 per ton for her
bunker coal, and had difficulty in securing enough to
Her total ex]iense
supply her needs at even this price.
for coal alone upon this voyage was $25,000.
LTpon this trip the vessel carried 1586 passengers of all
cla.s.ses,
and the expen.se for fuel for each passenger
amounted in round numbers to $15.70, and as the voyage
was completed in 5 days, 18 hours and 46 min., the coal
bill amounted to very slightly over $3 per minute.
In reckoning fuel costs, all figures should be regardeil
as relative.
Because one steamer burns a greater weight
or value of coal than another, docs not necessarily signify
that her freight cost per ton-mile

is

any higher.
same

jirobable that other vessels plying between the

It

is

]iorts

about the same time as the Olympic were compelled to
e(|ual rates per ton in order to fill their bunkers.
It is doubtful, however, if any other steamer paid such an
at

j)ay

enormous sum
Fi;oxT

AND

SiDi: \'ii;\v ni-

The
nioval of
lected.

any condensed naphtiialene that may have colIt must always be opened when the entire ap-

The tiicrmomelcr (' and a pyrometer are jjrovided for
observing the temperatures of melting pot and vaporizer
respectively.

A

float

gage

D

enough

for a single voyage.

.itlvantatres

shows the

level of the

naph-

of

electric

mine

lights,

as

compared with

ordinary mine lights, are:
(1) The absence of oil permits tilting at any angle ulthnut
Injury to the light, thus affording a good Illumination for the
Regular and constant radiance.
(2)
of roofs.
(4)
(3) .Safety In explosive Kas unless the hulb Is broken.
Light not extinguished by the presence of gas or by small
from
being accidentally
No loss of time
(5)
blasts of air.
Periodical examinations unnecessary.
extinguished.
(7)
(8)
No smoke, (fl) No gauze being used. It cannot become heated
by the tilting of the lamp with a consequent explosion of gaa.

examination

paratus ceases operation.

thalene in the melting pot.

for fuel

Picss-Fohk System
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Mine Explosions Caused by Gas Wells
By

SYNOPSIS— The

writer

shows

gas

that

wells

a.

W. Hesse*

hare

The upward
been the cause of three severe explosions.
pressure of the gas at the coal may be greater than the
downward pressure of the roof. It is easy, therefore, to
A mine
see how leakage through crevices takes place.
separated from a icell by 1500 ft. of unbroken strata
caused a violent explosion in a mine just opened. A oneinch pipe inserted in the coal gave 17,600 cu.ft. of gas.

opening.
Upon investigation, the odor of natural gas
could be easily detected and a 1-in pipe inserted into the
coal showed a pressure of two-tenths inch water gage or
a flow of about 17,600 cu.ft. of gas per clay. It is easy to

imagine how large a quantity of gas must have been
escaping from the entire face of the entry.

Explosion Caused by a Well 1500 Feet Away

A

On Xov.

1912, an explosion occurred in a small
mine located about three miles west of

2\.

country coal
Shinnston, W. \a.

Two

small boys were killed and the
father was fatally burned while attempting to rescue
them.
Later e.Kamination showed the cause to be the
escape of gas from a well located about three or four
hundred feet away. This well had been drilled to the

gas about

6

years

previously

and about 1910 it was
which a casing head was

cleaned out and tubed; after
placed so as to enclose the gas witiiin the outside casings.
In all probability no packers were placed at the

bottom of the hole to prevent leakage around the casings.
Attention has been called to Judge Doty's decision
against the Penn. Gas Goal Co., which corporation sought

gas well about 450 ft. distant from this opening, and
near the outcrop, was uncapped but this had no effect

upon the flow of gas. Another well located about 1500
ft.
south was then opened and the flow of gas immediately stopped.
Xo indication of gas has since been
found in this mine.
Any gas well of long standing may be considered a

menace

to coal operations,

fined in the outer casings.

made

being

A

and goes

escape of gas.

ment

8-in. casing

two mines of The

Coal Co., in the Fairmount region in
1910, was proved to be directly caused by a capped gas
well.2

This well was started with a 13-in. bit and drilled
depth of about 2-16 ft., or about 82 ft. below the
Pittsburgh coal seam. An 814-in. casing was then "run
in" and a cement mixture poured around it, up to some
The cover at this point is about
point above the coal.
176 ft. thick. When the well reached the gas, a casing
head was placed on the 8i/t-in. casing. After standing
for some time, the pressure reached about 8.50 lb. per
to a

sq.in.

The Downward Pressure of the Measdres Compared
WITH the Upward Pressure of the Gas
According to investigations made at Lehigh University
a vertical column of coal-measure rock, 176 ft. high and
one foot square, will produce, approximately, a compression of 13.3 tons net or about 18,5 lb. per sq.in. The gas
pressure of the aforementioned well was over four and a
half times this amount, and as most of the coal in this
neighborhood was extracted, the chances for the leaking
of the gas were highly favoralile.
In June of 1911, the Hutchinson Coal Co. made an
opening into the Pittsburgh coal, about 8 miles west of
Clarksburg, on the Parkersburg branch of the Baltimore
& Ohio IM?. After the entries had advanced about 80
ft. a gas explosion blew mine cars and tools out of the

i"Coal Trade Bulletin," Vol.
^•Mines and Minerals," Vol.

XXVII. No.
XXXII, No.

Coal

Co.,

The

may

hole

be drilled on

run in to

13- or

this-

down

point.

to the Big

Lime and

It is probable that the

packer on the bottom. The
then reduced and the hole extended down to the Big Injun Sand, where a sufficient
quantity of gas to warrant immediate piping may be
found. But we will suppose that a fair quantity is obtained.
The 6-in. casing is immediately run in the hole
and the packer placed in some rock just above the point
size of the bit

Consolidation

•Assistant chief ptiBinper, Consolidation
Virginia division. Fairmont, \V. Va.

commencement with a

to

driller will fail to place a

Explosion at a Coxsolidation Mine
in

con-

some point between the surface and
the Dunkard Sand, depending on the location of water.
Ten-inch casing is run in the hole to this depth; but no
packer is placed on the bottom to prevent any possible
16-in. bit

Greensboro Gas Co. from drilling a well
through their coal without fulfilling a previous agree-

The explosion which occurred

is

follows, reference

to the sands penetrated in this locality.

well is drilled at tlie

to restrain the

to protect their operations.'

especially if the gas

The reason

West

AuR. 15, ltil2.
1, August, IDll.

where gas

is

and

drill is

found.

This confines the gas to the

6-in.

casing.

The

driller continues

down

to the Thirty Foot, Fifty

and Sixth Sands, depending on the
Perhaps 5-in. casing
gas indications and the location.
is run in to some point below the Injun Sand to confine
Then if the
this gas between the 5- and 6-in. casings.
flow of gas is not exceptional from the lower sand, 3-in
tubing is run in to the gas-producing sand and the
anchor packer plaied in some solid rock above.
Foot, or the Fifth

If

Packers Deteriorate, the Casinos Cease to
Protect

Should this well stand for a iiiinil)er of years, there is
doubt but that the rubber on the various packers
may deteriorate to such an extent as to allow the escape
of gas around the bottom of the casings to which the
It is dilficult to say just where
))ackers are attached.
this gas will appear
on the surface or in the mine.
Therefore, a coal operator should know, and has the
right to know, as much regarding the conditions and
methods, of a well being drilled through the seam of
coal he is working as the person, party or company drilling such a well. Otherwise, he is negligent and, unless
little

—

he takes sufficient interest in his own property to call
attention to these dangers, how can he expect the gas

fi.

or

oil

man

to care for his interests.
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5-Tox Motor Hauling Teip of Empties,

Coal Mining

Co.,

Monarch, Wyo.

Wyoming

Tipple and Power House, Lansing Mine, the
Lorain Coal & Dock Co., Lansing, Ohio.
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Original Impurities of Bering Coals
By W.

SYNOPSIS—Had

Bering

the

field

folded, faulted, pulverized, devolatilized

and

they would

coals

never

E.

been

and streaked with

have been intensely interDr. Crane in this, the
third of his series of papers, shoivs that the partings rise

dikes

sills,

esting to

still

economic geologists.

and wane incontinently, and that pyrite boulders are
found of an abnormal size. Bituminous shale "horses"
and "bells" of argillaceous maferi-al add to the risks of
mining and to the difficulties experienced in preparing
clean coal.

The

coals of the

rocks, as do

given a number

Fig.

Bering Eiver

field

occur in Tertiary

The beds are
other coals in Alaska.
of local names, but the enumeration of

many

Sections i\ Tunnel on Cakbon Mountain,
Showing Vaeiatioxs in Coal and Shale

1.

these would be of no particular interest,

omit

all

and

I therefore

reference to them.

How

Upheaval, Erosion, Subsidence, Folding, Intrusion and Glaciation Have Modified the Coal
The

and

is one of mauy
has been subjected to periods

geological history of this region

diversified changes

;

it

of upheaval, alternating with periods of inactivity, during
valleys which, at

which time erosion acted, cutting out

present, are filled with alluvium. Later, subsidence brought
the land to practically its present position. Folding and
faulting, accompanied by intrusions of igneous materials in the form of dikes and sills, were probably subse-

quent actions.
Glaciers have played no small part in the production of
the present topography of the region and further have
•Professor of mining, Pennsylvania State College, State
College, Penn.

Ckake*
behind in their retreat vast accumulations of debris,
which are still choking the rivers and bays with silt. Bering River, which would otherwise have been of great assistance in the opening up and development of the coai
field has, by such accumulations, been rendered unnavi-

left

gable to

all vessels

The condition

except canoes and rowboats.

is an index of the conand character of the coals found associated with
them. The folding and faulting observed in this region
and the occurrence of igneous intrusions as dikes and
sills, are evidence of extensive rock movements, and the
coal beds being soft and friable have been disturbed even
in undue proportion to what might possibly be expected
from the conditions of the rock formations.
The character of the coal both physically and chemically has also undergone marked changes, as the whole

of the rock strata

dition

Fig.

2.

A Xodule

of Pyrite Occurring Close
TO the Top Eock

range from bituminous coal to anthracite is to be found
in the limited area of this field.
Eeference has already
been made on pages 213 and 298 to certain badly disturbed areas, and some sections were given showing the
forms assumed.
The characters of the I'oal beds result from the conditions existing either (1) during formation or deposition,
In this paper only
or (2) during subsequent periods.
the nature of the coal, as determined by the first condiIn the first case may be contions, will be discussed.
sidered such characters as, variations in thickness of deposit, occurrence of shale partings, nodules of shale, clay

and pyrites, horses of shale (not clay veins) and bells,
which occur in the deposits or extend into them from the
top or bottom formations in the second case, such occurrences as clay veins, igneous intrusions as dikes and
sills, and a wide range of irregularities resulting from,
folding and faulting of the formations.
;
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must be separated from the

Occasionally it is found extremely difficult to explain
he occurrence of an irregularity without considering both
There will be
causes as contributing to its formation.
occasion to refer to one or more such occurrences in con-

small, they

nection with this discussion.

Masses of clay and shale, so bituminous in character
as to have every appearance of coal, not excepting the
luster, are of frequent occurrence, often making an extremely treacherous top or even bad walls if the bed
stands at a high angle, as is frequently the case. See Fig.
;3.
Aside from difficulties of support, much coal is often
of necessity left around such masses or horses, the idea

I

Interstkatificatioxs of Foeeigx Material
Probably the most

common form

of irregularity is the

occurrence of foreign material interstratified with the

Few

coal.

coals are free

from such

or partings and those of this field 'are

interstratifications

no exception

to the

coal,

the difficulty

of handling increasing with the size.

Horses axd Bells Make Mixing Dangerous

These partings, in some instances, vary greatly in
thickness at points not far removed from each other,
and they are often far from parallel with the coal beds.
See Fig. 1. Further, both partings and coal may assume
lenticular forms varying in width in a most surprising
manner. Again a parting may become abnormally thick,
assuming the form of a roll and wholly or in part pinchIt is not an easy matter to consider
ing out the coal.
that such irregularities are produced alone by conditions
affiecting depositions of the coal and rock materials, but
rule.

12

Fig. 4.

3

4

5

Bell and Weathering of Shale Top Rock
along Joint Planes

being to prevent their fall rather than go to the trouble
and expense of removing them. Such irregularities are
usually designated as "horses."
Large rounded masses of clay and shale occurring in
the top formations of the coal beds and having practically no connection with them, are usually known as

As

"bells."

a general rule they are of limited size, sel-

dom

Fig.

3. House Next to Bottom Rock as Exposed in
TuxxEL, SiiowixG How Latter Was Turned
TO Avoid Excavatiox of Waste Rock

when the

B

Fig. 2,

conform with the irregucan hardly be denied.
See

lines of stratification

such a conclusion

larities,

Considerable pyrite, regularly termed "sulphur," octhe coal beds of certain portions of the field.
Such occurrences are locally known, as nigger heads;
they are nodules, oval or disk-like in form, and they
vary in size from a fraction of an inch to several feet
in diameter.
In fact, in certain coal beds masses lenticular in form, have liecn observed to extend for 6 or 8 ft.,
curs in

in

reality horses.

Tiiey usually follow close to

the top or iiottom of the bed, although occasionally they

protrude into

it.

Sec Fig.

2.

These nodules, having no connection or bond with
either the coal or rock, present an clement of danger
which, in

moderate
coal aiul

many

The Deepest Borehole
Xear Czuchow,

and C.

Pyrite Occurs in Phenomenal Masses

forming

exceeding 6 or 8 ft. in diameter, but occasionally
they assume such proportions locally as to be in the nature of beds, and they may even pinch out the coal entirely.
See Figr. 4.

cases,

is

formidable.

Further, nodules of

from the faces and ribs of
do considerable damage. In any case, large or
size are apt to fall

in

Silesia,

the

in

accortling

to

World?
The Miiiiny

Journal, a borehole has been sunk to a de])th of 734!) ft.,
the time required for its completion being 9S2 days. The
first 174 ft. were bored by auger, the next 1715 ft. by
churn drill, and the rest by diamond drill. More than 700
carats of diamond were used up.
The total cost dI' the
It was expected that the lual
bore was about $72,900.
measure would be stnu'k at 4920 ft. aiul (he original diameter of the hole was made to accord with that assumption, but when that depth was exceeded, the hole had to
be enlarged, thus much increasing the cost and the working time. Other deep boreholes have been sunk in Germany at from $-1.3.5 to $.').S0 ])er foot. The rods were
constructed of Mannesmann tubes, the O.JGO ft. running
At ](;40-ft.
length of the tubes weighing 31.30.5 lb.
depth, the temperature was 79 deg. F. at 3280 ft., 104
deg. F. at 1920 ft., 156 deg. F.; and at 7287 ft., 182.1
;

:

deg. Fahrenheit.
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The Psychology

E. L.

review of the recent "button" strikes

The author presejits some
thoughts and brings out a number of points not generally
in

the anthracite-coal field.

l-noivn to the public at large.

According

to his version

the miners have repeatedly violated their agreement.

A survey of the industrial world reveals the fact that
the labor unions are not rigidly adhering to their contract agreements signed by employers and their emAnd
ployees who are members of labor organizations.
this is true notwithstanding that it was organized labor
that initiated the contract form of agreement in the hope
that by means of periodical conferences between labor

and

more amicable

capital,

relations

would thus be main-

wasteful strikes relegated to oblivion.
The labor organizations, alone, are guilty of violating the
This
agreements that liave been thus legally made.
illegal attitude on the part of organized labor is not

tained,

and

tlie

confined to any particular industry or country. The dock
laborers of England, the miners of Great Britain, the
railway workers of France, and many others have in

times past been found guilty of violating their contracts.
The numerous violations of the agreement entered into
by the anthracite operators and the U. M. W. of A. has

much cause for comment in the press. The executive officers of the coal companies seem to be at a loss
how to account for the irresponsible attitude of the
miners, and more than one manager has despaired of begiven

ing able to operate his collieries continuously.

Causes of the "Illegal Strikes"

An

investigation of the causes of these "illegal" strikes
brings to light a number of interesting points. Since the

present contract between the anthracite operators and
miners was signed, the TJ. M. W. of A. have posted at
the collieries an alleged remark of G. F. Baer, who is re-

"When you
ported to have said to the union officials:
succeed in enrolling the employees of our companies in
your union, we will recognize your organization."
Furthermore, while the miners realize that they are
now working unden better conditions than have ever before been obtained, they are, nevertheless, far from being
satisfied.

At

the recent district conventions,

when the

were interrogated by the radical element of the
organization, as to why they did not insist on further
concessions from the operators, they have replied that the
concessions secured were all that could logically be expected in view of the numerical strength of the organizaThis reply of the union officers shows that they
tion.
believe that it is only necessary for the miners to join the
union and whatsoever concessions they may desire at the
termination of the present agreement will be theirs for

officers

the asking.
Here then we have the real reason for

tlie

Xo. 12

of the Illegal Strike
By

SYNOPSIS—A

Vol.

so called

Most of the miners have been per"button" strikes.
suaded to join the U. M. W. of A. in hope that the next
conference will find them not only numerically strong,
but also with substantial resources with which to carry on
One of the means employed to increase the
the fight.
membership of the miners union is the work of the
This committee is
"butti)n committee" at each colliery.

Cole

made up of aggressive union men; they do not
mince words when engaged in seeking additional members, and in more than one instance men have refused to
join, or to continue paying dues, because of the insolent
and domineering attitude of its members. Xo one cares
to do what is compulsory, and it may not be amiss to suggest that a more diplomatic course would result in less
usually

friction.

When the miners call a "button" strike they state that
they are not on strike, but have simply stopped working
with nonunion men, for whom they have secured an advance in wages. Therefore, they reason, it should be compulsory for these men to pay tribute to the U. M. W. of
A.
They further aver, that the responsibility for the
stoppage of operations, should be laid at the door of these
nonunion men. That this is illogical is readily apparent
to any thinking man, and the organization will undoubtedly find their "illegal" strikes an obstacle in their path
when they seek to secure further concessions.

The Eadical Element
In justice to the national officers it must be said that
they have placed themselves on record as being opposed
to what they are pleased to term these "petty" strikes.
No strike is "petty that causes a loss of even one day's
production of a product for which there is a ready
market and surely, a strike is not "petty" when a cessation of work causes a loss of hundreds of thousands of
The
dollars in wages, and thousands of tons of coal.
men do not seem to realize that the permanent success of
their organization rests on the strict adherence to the
orders of their officers. Ever since President White has
been in office a large number of miners have boldly disregarded his instructions, and their illegal acts have
caused their executive officers considerable embarrassment.
Since the resumption of operations after the Tri-disConvention of May, there has been circulated
trict
through the coal fields, statements that boldly denounce
One radical magazine states that the
the agreements.
men have been handed over to their employers, bound
hand and foot, for four years: furthermore, the miners
are advised that they are morally right in refusing to
mine coal whenever they think that a stoppage of work
As the operators
will injure their employer financially.
cannot recover any losses sustained, it can readily be
seen that they are helpless, unless they should do the
same as the miners and violate their agreements; it is
only fair to say that they have so far scrupulously observed
the letter and spirit of their contract.
The recent Panther Valley strike was probably the
largest of the "button" strikes, in point of tonnage lost.
It occurred while the Seventh District convention, of
which the Panther Valley is a part, was held. Toward
the close of the meeting, the men were addressed by
James Mauer, of Reading, the lone Socialist member of
the Pennsylvania Legislature, (but who has since been
;

defeated in the recent election).

The

result of his ferv-

ent appeal to class-hatred was that within a few hours
every colliery in the Panther Creek Valley was closed
down and remained closed until the Conciliation Board

found a way out of the

difficulty.
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Too often the otficers are prone to i)ay undue attention to
the enhancing of their personal fortunes within the organization, instead of discharging the duties for which

The Dlty

of the

Mine Officials

strenuous work ahead for the otficers of the U.
M. W. of A. Theirs is the task of combating the schools
On
of radical thought, both politically and industrially.
the other hand, should the work of the opponents of
present-day organized labor be permitted to go unchallenged, we shall soon see two labor organizations in the
is

As a matter of fact, it is an open secret that
representatives of the radical element among the miners,
coal fields.

have recently succeeded in organizing more than one
branch of their school of thought in the very heart of the
anthracite

field,

and

it

is

their boast that April, 1916,

U. M. W. of A. fighting for its life. They
further contend that in the meantime they will so
thoroughly inoculate the miners with their conception
of the moral and statutory law that there will be an enwill find the

tirely

new method

should do all that can be done to keep organized labor ou
a high plane of honor so that its existence will result
in a

permanent industrial peace.

When

they are well paid.

There

447

of industrial warfare inaugurated.

acknowledged that, through the TJ.
M. W. of A., the coal miners of this country are better
recompensed for their labor than ever before. All who
have the well-being of the present-day society at heart
It will be readily

M. W. of A. wereav^red that inasmuch as the

the district officers of the U.

recentljfej«.terviewed, they

'•check 'oS" is not in effect tfe^' cannot bet held responsi-

They "have said: "If we had the
and the miners should cease working without
just cause, we would at once suspend the guilty locals
and immediately end the strikes." The question arises:
If all the miners could be suspended when the "check
off" is in effect, why can't the union miners be suspended
by their officers today? What answer will the miners'
ble for illegal strikes.

'check

off'

leaders

make

to the operators in 1916, should they be re-

have given such
dence of their ability to control the miners?

fu.sed recognition because they

The

little evi-

for the numerous illegal strikes
on the shoulders of the union officers.
They have failed so far to maintain the production of
coal, which is one of the foremost reasons they always
advance when seeking recognition at the hands of the
rests

responsibility

squarely

operators.

The

usefulness of the

TJ.

M. W.

of A.

thracite field will be limited unless there

is

in the an-

a peaceful

adherence to the legal and advantageous wage agreement
entered into last Mav.

Guarding Coal Mines against Fuel Wells
SYNOPSIS—At

on Mar. 11, the national
an act to regulate the drilling of oil and gas wells through coal. The ie.rt of this
measure is here given in full. The recommendations of
the Bureau of Mines required that there should he two
itg

ineetinij

fuel-well committee prepared

casings, the diameters of which varied J/ in., and that the
drillhole should he U in. larger than the outer casing. The

committee dispenses with

and

requires

that

the

this

single

pipe altogether
trhich is retained

e.rferior

casing

have an internal diameter 6 in. less than that of the
hole. The annular space between the casing and the walls
of the hole mag he filled with either cement mortar or
puddled clay. The bureau's recommendation proposed
only the latter. The thickness of the casing is not speci-

.'^hall

fied

though

thvi teas a feature of the original draft.

An act to provide for the location, drilling, casing, protecting, operating, abandoning, plugginfr and filling of natural
gas and petroleum wells, and for the protection and preservation of life and property, especially in and about coal mines
In gas and oil regions, creating the oHice of chief inspector
of natural gas and petroleum wells, and providing penalties
for the violation of this act.
.IKTICLE:

1

— nrtlnltlonM

Section 1. Be It enacted, etc., that for the purposes of this
the terms and definitions contained therein shall be as
follows:
Well A borehole drilled for the purpose of developing
natural gas or petroleum, or a borehole producing natural
gas or petroleum.
W«-ll Operator
Any person, persons, firm, partnership, corporation, company, or association, who drills, operates or
abandons, or purposes to drill, operate or abandon such well
as hereinbefore defined.
<'"nl Oprrntor
Any person, persons, firm, partnership, corporation, company, or association, owning, leasing or operating coal mines, or coal properties, but excluding coal stripping operations.
Plat A map, drawing, or print, made In accordance with
the provisions of this act. as hereinafter contained.

act.

—

—

—

—

— The

commonly used within wells drilled for
petroleum.
The sizes of casing refer to
dimensions.
nominal commercial
Cement Mortar Cement mortar shall consist of one part
of Portland cement and two parts clean sand, mixed with
sufficient water.
Coal Beil -\ workable bed or seam of coal that may be
mined during the reasonable life of a well, proposed to be
CaHing

pipe

natural gas and

—

—

through it.
Well Inspector The chief inspector of natural gas and
petroleum wells, or his duly authorized deputy.

drilled

—

.\RTICL,E
I..lccniie— Section

1.

::

— L.oeatlon

of ^Vell

'When a location for a well has be

made, the well operator shall malie application in writing to
the chief well inspector, for a license to drill, and send therewith a description and plat in duplicate of the proposed location.

—

Survey Section 2. The location shall be .determined by
survey, and the description and plat shall give the courses
and distances from two permanent points on the boundaries
of the tract of land upon which the well is located, together
with the name of the tract of land, names of adjoining tracts,
township or district and county.
CopleH of Plat Section 3. The well operator shall send to
the coal operator, if known, and to the state coal-mine inspector, a copy of the description and plat filed with the chief

—

well inspector.
Verify Location Section 4. Immediately on the receipt of
the plat the coal operator shall verify the well location and
mail, to the well operator, a plat showing the present and proposed mine workings under the tract of land on which the
proposed well is located.Time Limit of Complaint Section 5. The license to drill
shall issue immediately on the expiration of five days (excluding legal holidays) after the application and the plat of
location have been received by the well Inspector unless ho
makes or shall have received notice of complaint during that

—

—

time.

—

Time I.lmit to iHNue LIrcnNr Section fi. If notice of comthe well Inspector within
is made liy or served on
the said five days, then it shall be the duty of the well
inspector to confer with the several Interests, including the
state mine Inspector, coal operator, well operator, and where
possible the owner of the land and of the royalty Interest,
and designate, within 10 days of the receipt of the application
for license, a suitable location for the well, or If no well can
l)Ialtit
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be drilled on the premises because of conditions hereinafter
specified, refuse to issue a license to drill.
Resurrey Section 7. If the well is relocated, a resurvey
shall be made by the well operator, and corrected description
and plat mailed as previously required.
Mine Plats Section S. Each coal operator shall furnish annually to the inspector a plat of all of his present and immediate projected mining operations within the state showing
the location of all known wells. The coal operator shall also

—

—

furnish, if requested, to any well operator, a plat of the mine
under the leases or property owned or operated by the said
well operator.
Distance from BnUdins;s. Etc. Section 9. No well shall be
located within 300 ft. of a hoisting or air shaft, slope or drift
into an artificially ventilated coal mine when not definitely
abandoned or sealed, nor shall such well be located within
300 ft. of any mine shaft house, boiler house, engine house.
power house, mine fan. or mine tipple, unless such structure

—

has been abandoned.
Distance from Mine Ways Section 10. Xo well shall be
drilled within 15 ft. of any underground haulage way. traveling way, drainage way or air way.
Display of License Section 11. It shall be the duty of the

—

—

chief well inspector to issue the license in duplicate, and
the well operator shall display at the location, one copy of
the license properly protected from injury, and in such place
and manner that it may be easily seen.
Duration of License Section 12. The license shall expire
at the end of one year from the date of issue unless drilling
operations are actually in progress.

—

ARTICLE

— Manner

3

of Drilling and Protectine Well

— Section

Throngh AVorkable Beds

Each well passing
drilled, cased and

1.

through a workable bed of coal shall be

manner hereinafter provided:

protected in the
(a) Where the coal is in place.
A hole of a diameter 6 in. greater than the inside diameter
of the outside casing to be put through the coal shall be
drilled at least 30 ft. below the bottom of said coal bed.
Within this hole shall be placed the casing, and the space
between the outside of said casing and the wall of the hole
shall be filled with cement mortar, or puddled clay, to a height
of at least 30 ft. above the top of said coal bed, to exclude
water from the coal bed.
(b) Where the coal is removed and the mine excavation
is

inaccessible.

A hole of a diameter sufficiently large to permit the setting in of a liner 4 in. larger in diameter than the inside
diameter of the casing to be put through the coal, shall be
drilled at least 30 ft. below the bottom of said coal bed.
Within this hole shall be placed a liner 4 in. larger than
the inside diameter of the said casing and extending from the
bottom of said hole to at least 30 ft. above the mine roof.
A string of casing centrally guided by shoes or winged
guides shall be placed within the said liner and the space
between the liner and the casing shall be filled with cement
mortar or puddled clay to the top of the liner.
To exclude water, the space between the said casing and
the wall of the hole and immediately above the top of the
liner, shall be filled for a distance of at least 10 ft. with cement mortar or puddled clay.
excavation
(c) Where the coal is removed and the mine
is accessible.

The method may be either as provided in the case of
inaccessible mine excavations or as where the coal is in place,
provided that if the latter method is chosen the well operator
shall at his own expense provide a suitable retaining wall
laid in cement mortar to retain the cement mortar or puddled
clay about the casing. This wall shall extend from 2 ft. below
the mine floor to the roof of the mine, and be of such size
as to retain at least 2 in. of puddled clay or cement mortar
about the said casing.
MnOavIt as to Casing— Section 2. The well operator shall
upon completion of the work of casing through a coal bed
three
make an aflidavit signed by two men having at least casing
method of
years' experience in casing wells as to the
with the
and protecting the well: said affidavit to be filed
chief well inspector
Section 3. Under any of the above provisions the
Vent

through
of casing and protecting from gas and water
bed shall be completed before the well is drilled to
being proa greater depth: and in the event of any well
outside
ductive of oil or gas, the space between the said
casing and the next string of such other casing as may
with a
provided
being
the
top
be left In, shall remain open,
time
suitable device to permit ventilation and at the same
in.
thrown
being
or
in,
falling
from
to prevent dirt or d&bris
or the ventilating opening from being readily closed.

work

the' coal

Vol.

ARTICLE

— Section

— Abanaonment

4

^T^o.

13

of Well

The well operator when he purposes to
shall send a written notice of his inwell
inspector, and the work of plugging
tention to the chief
the hole or pulling the casing shall not proceed until the
present
to see that said plugging is done
well inspector is
as prescribed by this act. except as hereinafter provided.
Inspector
Section 2. In case the well inIn .Vbsence of
spector fails to be present within three days from receipt
of notice, then the work may proceed provided that two
men having experience of at least three years in the plugging
of wells be present, and make affidavit in duplicate that the
work was done in accordance with the provisions of this
act, said affidavits to be filed with the chief well inspector,
and made a record of his office.
Copy of License Section 3. The well operator shall send
to the chief well inspector with the notice of aljandonment, a
legally certified copy of the license to drill, provided the
well was drilled under the provisions of this. act.
Locating Old Wells Section 4. If the well was drilled prior
to the passage of this act, the well operator shall send to the
chief well inspector, with the notice of abandonment, a description and plat showing the location of the well as herein
provided for in the application for license to drill.
Method of Plugging Section 5. Every well upon abandonment must be plugged and filled solidly and tightly from the
bottom to the top as follows:
The hole must be filled with rock sediment, sand, clay, or
other suitable material from the bottom of the well to a hard
and firm stratum below the last string of casing set in above
When the well inspector
the producing oil or gas sands.
declares that it is impracticable to fill the cavity in the
lowest producing sand then he shall permit the well operator
to place plugs at the top of the lowest producing sand and
fill as hereafter specified.
In this firm, hard stratum three seasoned wood plugs of
a diameter equal to the diameter of the hole, and each of a
length of at least 3 ft., shall be driven into place. Above the
third plug 10 ft. of clay must be placed and thoroughly
tamped down so as to prevent the passage of oil. gas or water.
Immediately below the seat of each and every string of
casing there shall be driven a seasoned wood plug as described, and all spaces between wood plugs shall be filled
solidly and tightly with rock sediment, clay, sand or other
suitable material as the casing is withdrawn length by length.
All plugs shall be driven in place with proper drilling tools.
In the case of a well in which the outside casing has
been cemented as herebefore provided, said outer casing may
be cut off at a point not less than 50 ft. above the coal bed
and removed, but in any event the hole shall be filled to the
Wotlce

abandon any

1.

well,

—

—

—

—

surface.

The location of the plugs herein provided for are made
with reference to the relative positions of the workable coal
beds and the gas and oil sands, for the purpose of preventin.g
the passage of oil or gas into the workable coal beds and of
water into the oil and gas sands, and it any well presen's
a variation in such relative positions of the said strata, such
additional wood plugs as the well inspector may deem necessary shall be driven into place by the well operator.
Report of Plugging Section 6. When the work of plugging and filling from bottom to top has been completed, the
well operator, or his authorized agent, shall make a report
in duplicate to the chief well inspector, upon forms to be
furnished by the well inspector, showing the date of completion of the well, the depths to the coal beds, the names of.
and depths to. all productive oil or gas measures, the total
depth of the well, and the location and kind of all plugs and
filling used, and the method followed in placing the same.
Section 7. If the well inspector has been present during
the performance of this work, he also shall sign the report to
the chief well inspector.
Section S. If the well inspector has not been present, this
report shall be joined in by two men employed on the work
as provided for in this act.
Protection of Casing by Coal Operator Section 9. When
the coal is removed from around a well casing or liner, the
coal operator shall protect the same from corrosion and mechanical injury by a wall of suitable material to retain 2 in.
of cement mortar between the said wall and the said casing or
liner: this protection shall extend from 2 ft. below the mine
floor to the roof of the mine, except in the case of an abandoned well, which has been plugged and filled as prescribed

—

—

in this act.

ARTICLE

."i

— Chief

lirsiiector

of \n<iiriil

<iiis

niiil

IVIrol.-um

\\ ells

—

There is hereby created the oliice
Section 1.
Office
chief inspector of natural gas and petroleum wells.

of

—
March

COAL AGE

22, 1913

—

Aiuiulntment Section 2. A chief inspector of natural gas
and petroleum wells shall be appointed by the governor, or
by a commission provided for the purpose, from an eligible
a satisfactory examination
list of men who have passed
showing their technical and practical fitness for the position.
The salary and necessary travel ex.Salary
Section 3.
penses of the chief "well inspector shall be borne by the
state, and an ofBce provided and equipped with suitable filing

—

arrangements.

—

Bond Section 4. The chief well inspector shall, before
entering upon the discharge of his duties, give bond in the
of $
with approved sureties for the faithful discharge of his duties: and shall talie oath that he will
discharge his duties with impartiality and fidelity to the best
But no person who is acting
of his knowledge and ability.

sum

-

manager or agent of any oil or gas company, or any coal
company, or who is interested in operating any oil or gas
well or any coal mine, shall at the same time act as chief
well inspector under this Act.
as

—

Assistants Section 5.
The chief well inspector shall be
authorized to appoint field and office lassistants whose salaries
and expenses shall be borne by the state.
Appeal Section 6. An appeal from the decisions of any
assistant may be made to the chief well inspector.
Duties Section 7. It shall be the duty of the chief well
inspector to carry out all of the provisions of this act. and
keep a complete record and prepare for publication, a yearly
report of the wells drilled in the state, together with their
location, date of completion, depth, character of product, date
of abandonment, and name of owner, and other information,
Tlie well inspector shall receive and investigate all complaints as to injury, present or impending, due to lack of
precaution on the part of any well operator or coal operator.
If he finds the complaints against the coal operator, well
founded, he shall lay the facts before the mine inspector.
In case of failure of the well operator to plug an abandoned
well, in accordance with the provisions of this act, it shall
be the duty of the well inspector to have the work performed
by contract, and to assess the cost against the well operator.
If the well inspector discovers any well being drilled, operated or plugged, contrary to the requirements of this act,
he shall order the workmen engaged upon such well to cease
work at once, and shall not permit the work to be resumed
until he is satisfied that the law is complied with.
The well inspector shall determine the sufficiency of plats
for the purpose of accurately locating wells, and shall cause
a new survey of such location in case the available plat and
descriptions are unsatisfactory.
This survey shall be paid
for by the applicant unless i* is shown that the original plat
Is correct in which case the cost of the new survey is to be
borne by the state.
It shall be the duty of the chief well inspector to transmit
to the proper county recorder, the duplicate of plats, descriptions, applications and reports sent to him by well operators,
and these shall be recorded in a book kept specially for this
purpose by the county recorder,
Heleht of Entr? Section 8. To enable the well inspector
to perform the duties imputed upon him by this act, he shall
have the right at all times to approach and examine any well
In his district, and with the authority of the state mine inspector, to enter any mine affected, and upon discovery of
any violation of this act or upon being informed of such violation, he shall institute proceedings against the person or
persons at fault, under the provisions of the law provided
for such cases.
When a well Is so located that it passes through a mine
or near a mine, the well operator may appoint as his representative a mining engineer or other competent person experienced In mining operations, who shall, with the written
permission of the chief or district state mine Inspector have
the right to enter the mine at such times as will not interfere with the operation of the mine.

—
—

—

— MlHCfllonrouM

ARTIC'L.10 «

—

Penalties Section 1. Any coal operator or well operator
neglects or refuses to comply with the provisions of this
act. or who violates any of the provisions or requirements
thereof, shall be deem<'d guilty of a misdemeanor, and shtill,
upon conviction thereof In the court of the county In which
the misdemeanor was committed, be punished by a fine or
Imprisonment at the discretion of the Court,
Constltutloiinllty Section 2.
Kach section of this Act and
every part thereof Is hereby declared to be an independent
section or part of a section and If any section or sub-section
Shall for any reason be held unconstitutional the validity of
the remaining sub-section and sections shall not be affected
thereby.
Rep>nl of ronniotine I..rKls1ntlon Section 3. All acts or
parts of acts Inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.

Who

—

—
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Coal Mining Institute of America
The Coal Mining

Institute of America expects to make
summer visit to the anthracite-coal regions. The program is not yet completed, but it is roughly as follows:
Members will leave the bituminous field from Pittsburgh
at 8:50 p.m., Monday evening, June 16, special sleeping
cars being attached.
The train will take up passengers
its

between Pittsburgh and Tyrone and will arrive at WilkesBarre at 8.59 on Tuesday morning, June 17. Those who
desire to make the interesting trip during the day may
leave Pittsburgh at 7:50 a.m. on Monday morning,
and arrive at AVilkes-Barre at 7:50 p.m.
The meeting for organization purposes will be held in
Wilkes-Barre at 10:30 a.m., June IT.
Luncheon will
be at 12 o'clock. In the afternoon, a trip will be made

and in the evening, after the instiH. G. Da\is, district superintendent of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Coal Department,
will deliver a lecture on anthracite methods of mining
and will detail the sociological work which has been done
by the company. The address ^^ill l)e illustrated by stere*
to near-by collieries,

tute banquet,

optican

slides.

The following "Wednesday, the
pass over the scenic Wilkes-Barre

18th, the visitors

& Hazelton

%vill

third-rail

system to the latter town and view the anthracite strippings and collieries in that district. In the evening, the

members

institute will invite the

Mining

of the

local

District

meet them at Wilkes-Barre. Addresses will be delivered on soft-coal methods of mining
and sociological work in the bituminous region, illustrated by the stereoptican and possibly moving pictures.
On Thursday, the 19th, a trip will be made to the anInstitutes to

Wyoming \'alley. From 3 to
5 o'clock a session will he held at Wilkes-Barre for a
discussion on the impressions received while visiting the
thracite collieries in the

anthracite operations.

At 6:20 the

train

leave Wilkes-Barre for Pitts-

will

burgh and other points in the bituminous-coal field. It
may be added that the members are invited to bring their
wives with them if they so desire. Several of the leading anthracite comi)anies have, by their e.xecutives, evpressed themselves much pleased to have an opportunity

show their hospitality

to

to the

members

of the visiting

institute.

A
Our

Special

Pump Number

issue of Apr. 5 will be devoted I'litirely to the ques-

pumping at coal-mining properties. The various
problems encountered in actual ])ractice will be discu.s.sed
in detail, while several modern tyjjes of ])umps will ])e
All readers of Coal Ack are invited to send
described.
us ])liotos and data concerning interesting pump in.stallalious with which they are familiar.
Copy should be iu
our bands within a week.
tion of

Entombed

in a

Kentucky Mine

130 miners were iinprisoiu^d Mar.
18 in a colliery at Baskelts, lleiidersoii County, Ky., by a
rave-in, which clogged the mouth of the shaft. Tliough
it is stated that the men had not escaped when the report
It

is

arrived,

rejiorted that

it

was said

fX])C(lc'd that
tile

air shaft.

the

tJiat tiiere

iiieii

were no

falalities.

would soon be released

l)y

Tl

wa.s

wny

of
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A

Benzine Incandescent Safety

Lamp

By Emjiantel Lemaike*

SYNOPSIS—M.

Goulef has introduced a safety lamp
which utilizes an incandescent mantle to Intensijij the
light.
The oil is vaporized and mixed with air in a
carburetor resting on the top of the lamp. The illuminating

power

is

from

to

1

S

The former

is

.4 by an asbe.«tos
chimney covers the burner and the

cushioned on the disk

washer.

An

draft

occasions favors the circulation

it

inside

tects

The metal

of

the air in

guard which prothe outside chimney, surrounding the lower part

the carburetor.

fixture or

cp.

Regulafinq

illuminating power of safety
lamps is a great desideratum. Imperfect light is prejudical to the safety of the miner, reduces his output

Improvement

and causes him

of

the

to do poor work.

To

it is

also attributed,

in part at least, that occupational disease of the

known
It

miner

as nystagmus.

is

true that there are

many mining lamps which

high degree of security as regards gas, but their
average illuminating power in practice is low and hardly
reaches one unit Hefner'. Now that the question of safety
is, in large part, solved, attention should be paid to improvement in lighting power.
offer a

A

LiuHT WITH A Mantle Which Gives

During the
light than any
tests

at

the

3.2 C.P.

1910, a new lamp giving a better
of its predecessors was subjected to safety
Belgian E.xperimental Station in Frav'ear

of this lamp, M. Goulet, applies
the principle of incandescence, which has been so much
developed since the appearance of the Auer mantle.
Thus he has obtained a lighting power which may reach

meries.

The inventor

The mantle is brought to incandesc3.5 Hefner units.
ence by combustion of the mixture of air and benzine
vapor obtained by using a carburetor.
As shown in the accompanying figure, the Goulet
is in general arranged, like an ordinary safety lamp,
with two gauzes and a bonnet. The oil reservoir, formed
by the carburetor, instead of being below the burner,
This pois on the top of the lamp above the bonnet.
sition favors the flow of the combustible gas to the
burner, since a mixture of air and benzine vapor has a
density greater than that of air alone.

To Impdove the Draft a Chimney
The burner

Is Provided

a simple copper tube, the bottom being
inserted in an immovable metal disk .4, resting by asbestos washers on a copper socket base B, which closes

lamp

at the bottom.

It is connected

•Chief Engineer of the Mining Corps attached to the Mining and Gas Accident .Service, Belgium (Frameries Government Experimental Station). Professor at the University of
Louvain.
Note Translated from the French by E. P. Buffet for Coal

—
candle. — Editor.

BT'RETOR

is

with the carburetor on the outside by a tube C and a conduit in the
The two gauzes placed below the disc A, as
base B.
well as the double gauze which closes the burner at the
top, checks any return of flame toward the carburetor.
The lamp is supplied with a glass and a chimney.

the

The Goulet Lamp with a Lamp Chimney,
Incandescent Mantle and Car-

Agrc.

'One Hefner candle

is

nine-tenths

of

an

international

of the lamp,

and which supports the bonnet, screws upon

the base B.

The Benzine

Is

Not Free but Absorbed nv Blotting Paper

An absorbent mass formed of lilotting jiaper in layers,
keeps the benzine in the carburetor quiet and is lodged
in a sheet-metal cylindrical tank E, from the ends and
side walls of which it is held free by supports. Tiie mass
channels D for the
is pierced with cylindrical vertical
passage of the air to the carburetor.
The tank E is placed within another cylinder F,
which has a double bottom. The joint between the two,

March
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completely closes the outer cylinder at the top, the inner
tank extending only part of the way down to the bottom
of the outer, forming a false bottom.
A cylindrical sheet-metal cock, set vertically in the
center of the double bottom, passes through the carburetor and provides a way for regulating the admission
It puts the inside of the carbureof air to that vessel.
tor in communication with the space between the two
bottoms of cylinder F, a space into which air enters
through the tube //* placed inside the bonnet of the lamp.
The aforesaid cock is composed of two tubes, one outThis inside the other, the inner tube being movable.

The mixture which passes out of the carburetor contains a quantity of air too small to insure complete com-

ner tube turns with light friction in the former, and is
manipulated by a knurled head A'.
These two tubes are pierced near each end with two
apertures diametrically opposite each other.
The lower
openings of the movable tube are placed at right angles
to its upper openings and the rotation of the tube is
limited to a half turn by two stops.

the inside tube P to the carburetor.
The open tube tl
through which the air enters the carburetor comprises
an inside tube Q soldered to that tank and an outside

Regulatiox of Gas Mixture for Bcrxer

The extreme

positions of the movable tubes correspond

complete closing of the upper and
lower apertures or to an uncovering of the lower openings with a closing of the upper apertures.
The mean
respectively to a

position

is

a complete uncovering

of

the upper open-

movable tube, the air enters
tank E by the upper openings, becomes charged with
benzine vapors by circulating around the absorbent mass
and through the canals by which it is pierced, and
passes to the burner by tube C.
When the air enters
by the upper openings, the proportion of benzine vapor
this position of the

contained in the gas reaches a maximum.
When the movable tube is turned to the extreme
position, which gives the complete opening of the lower
openings with closing of the upper, the air passes
through these lower apertures into space comprised between the bottom of tank E and the double bottom of
the cylindrical vessel F, and goes to the burner without
coming in contact with the absorbent mass.
It merely mixes with the benzine vapors which issue
from tank E through the space between the edge of the
central orifice of the lower end of this cylinder and the
cock.
In this case the gas which reaches the burner is
but feebly charged with benzine vapors.

Cakburetiox of Air Fed to Flame

May Be Closely

ad.justed

For other positions of the moval)lo tube, the lower
and upper apertures are i)artly uncovered. A portion of
the air comes in contact with the absorbent mass and
goes directly to the burner.
The degree
of carburelion of the air varies with the amount of
opening of the upper apertures and this carburction is so
regidated that the mantle is brought to maximum incandescence.
the rest of

it

To

extinguish the lamp, we simultaneously close the
upper and lower openings in the cock.
Nevertheless
the benzine vapors produced in the carburetor continue
to reach the burner, so that the extinction is not always
complete, but in this case a light blow on the side of
the lamp will extinguish it.

'Thp tube

H

la

simply dcscribpd as a tubulure: but from

the Illustration the tube

Is

double.

admission of supplementary air is therefore
This enters the lamp through the double
gauze which surmounts the lamp glass and .reaches
the burner by openings in the bottom of the ring, or
fixture, which supports the chimney.
necessary.

The Lamp

Loi kixg

Mechanism

The

outside tube C, which leads the combustible gas
to the burner, is formed by two tubes, one sliding in the
other.
The outside tube
is soldered to the base B and

N

R

tube

fixed to the inside of the bonnet.

When

the carburetor is in place, the tubes P and Q,
which engage in the tubes iY and R, oppose the unscrewing of the fixture or guard which supports the
bonnet, and in consequence the opening of the lamp.
Thus, until the carburetor is removed, it is impossible
to unscrew the lamp.
The carburetor is held by a sort
of yoke, the ends of which are attached to the bonnet
at two diametrically opposite points.
These ends engage
in two eyes on the bonnet and are held by two magnetically controlled bolts.
The yoke carries the hook
for the suspension of the lamp.

ings with a closing of the lower ones.

For

bustion;

Points of support fixed under the carburetor prevent
from resting directly upon the top of the bonnet, and
thus keep it from becoming excessively heated.
it

The

lighting power of a Goulet

lamp has been found
Hefner units, after having been burned for a
half hour and 1.2.5 Hefner units after nine hours of
lighting.
It is important
that the mantle be well
adapted to the burner, otherwise the lighting power is
to be 3.2

much

less.

Lamp Showed Good Results in Gas Tests
The safety tests have given the following results:
The Goulet lamp resisted a current of air containing
methane, and traveling at a speed of 15 m.
sec.
The gas mixture was caused to
travel in 5 different directions, namely, horizontal, descending and rising at 45 deg., ascending and descending vertically.
The gauze became heated to redness wlicn the air
traveled at the following speeds and under the conditions
S per cent, of

(49.2

ft.)

per

specified.
8

6

9

m. (26.2 ft.) per sec. or 1575 ft. pc-r min. In a hoiizuiital
current;
m. (19.7 ft.) per sec. or 1181 ft. per niln. In a current
descending at 45 deg.:
m. (29.5 ft.) per see. or 1772 ft. per inln. In a current
rising at 45 deg.;

13 m.

(42.7

ft.)

per sec. or 2559

per mln. In a vertical

ft.

ascending or descending current;

The
(45.9

m

outside chimney was broken at the speed of 1 4
per sec. or 2756 ft. i)er min. in a current

ft.)

45 deg.;

descending

at

The

chimney was not

inside

but several times

it

it

resisted in the other currents.
i)rokeii

softened to a

in

jjoiiit

any of the tests,
of bending and

even of closing partially or completely at the top.

TiiK CAiiBiniKTOB Does

When

Not Explode

When Heated

placed in an atmosphere at rest, the Goulet lamp
In order to make sure
liccomes considerably heated.
that an excessive heating of the lamj) would not create
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a dangerous pressure in the carburetor, the latter was
heated directly by a bunsen burner so intensely that the
solder was fused.
This did not lead to an explosion of
the carburetor; when the solder melted, the benzine
vapors were simply ignited by contact with the bunsen
flame. As has already been said, the opening in the base
of the sheet-metal casing, which contains the absorbent
blotter is larger than is needed to permit the regulating
cock to pass through, thus the benzine vapor produced
in the carburetor can
always escape through tlic

Vol.

When

In the preceding experiment it was found that some
benzine was condensed in the conduit at the base of the
lamp. The presence in such a place of liquid benzine
not retained by an absorbing substance, could not be
otherwise than objectionable if the lamp were reversed.
It seems, however, that there is no need of worrying
about this cause of danger, since it has never been found
that benzine vapors produced in the carburetor by normal heating of the lamp, even in an atmosphere at rest,
become condensed in the conduit of the base.

its

absorbing substance

is

put

in-

to place immediately after having been dipped and before it has been allowed to drip, the benzine in excess
falls into the base of the

rapidly evaporates,

lamp.

(0.143

lb.).

Xo Risk

of

this benzine

is

putting the
substance
absorbs

before

Although

better to wait a few moments
tank in place after filling.
The

it

porous

With

burner.

the tank with

No. 13

:^,

65

grams

of

benzine

Back Firing of Carburetor

view to determining the degree of explosiveness of the gas produced in the carburetor, the gas was
lighted several times as it issued from the burner. Ala

though the wire gauzes, which are intended to prevent a
return of flame, were removed, the fire was never transmitted as far as the carburetor.
The Goulet lamp seems to be reasonably safe in gas.
It is an interesting attempt to improve the lighting
power of mining lamps and for this reason it deserves
notice.
It is, however, too early as yet to judge of its
practical availability in the mines.

Gleanings from British Experience
Special Correspoxdexce

SYNOPiSIS—A

digest of the worth-while coal neirs from
The reports from the institutes illus-

the British Islands.

trate the trend of the minincj industry
forth to increase safety.

The English

and

the efforts put

the fall of a rock, puts the cutout into action and thus
the sparking is immediately stopped.

practice seems strongly in favor of the

use of armored cables.

The

ing material with a grounded metallic cover, as a protection from leakage even when using low-pressure currents, by which he means those not exceeding 250 volts.
That being his advice, we are somewhat surprised that
it necessary to add that those who fail to armor
and ground cables carrying more than a medium pressure

he finds

(over 650 volts) are inviting accident.

He points out that fuses and circuit breakers
"maximum cutouts," as our British friends term
strength

(or

the

are called into action only in the event of the
of the electrical current exceeding a certain

predetermined value, namely, that at which the fuse is
The proset to melt or the circuit breaker to operate.
'tection is, therefore, in no manner sensitive, and in a
current so protected a mere overload
rent to be cut

may

cause the cur-

off.

On the oilier hand, leakage cutouts do not operate
on an overload, temporary or permanent, so long as the
act

is

confined to the conductors.

when some portion

They only

of the current elects to lea\'e the

path provided for it and returns to the generator by some
other way, possibly by the earth. When that occurs there
is a "fault" on the circuit, and the balance which normally
exists at every instant between the current which enters
and that which leaves the conductors of a healthv ciran address before the North Staffordshire Institute of
Mining and Mechanical Engineers.
'In

As Mr. Nelson

recalled, an explosion in South Wales
was attributed to bare signal wires. Men were engaged
removing a fall when the electric bell was heard to ring,
though there was nobody at the other end to operate it.
There was a second ring, and almost at the same time an
explosion occurred which burned five or six of the men.
Those who investigated the accident agreed that something had brought the two bare wires into contact.
An extensive knowledge of the theory of electricity is
not necessary to enable a colliery manager to take an active interest in the electrical plant under his charge.

What

he needs to learn is easy of attainment, but if
soundly applied, he should be able to supervise the electrician effectively, to the advantage of that official and
of the plant

and

under his

care,

and in the

interests of safety

efficiency.

Will the BvpRonrcT Market Fail?

iMrOUTAXCE OF LEAKAGE CuTOUTS

flow of current

Babe Sigxal Wires May Cause an Explosion

British electrical inspector

of mines, Robert Nelson^, advocates covering all insulat-

latter)

cuit, is disturbed at every point.
Leakage cutouts are
operated by disturbances only; that is, they act only in
case of a fault. A break in the line, caused possibly by

In a recent paper, J. E. Chri.stopher- stated that in
liJOO the world's output of sulphate of ammonia was unNow it is more than doubled,
der half a million tons.
but the price has been well maintained. There is plenty
of scope for the use of sulphate of ammonia, and the outlets for tar also appear promising, with the increased
demand for use in surfacing roads.

The main outlet for benzol is for use in automobiles.
Assuming an average yield of one gallon of automobile
benzol per ton of coal, Mr. Christopher estimates the coke
=Paper read before the Manchester section of
of Chemical Industry.

tlie

Society

March
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works of Great Britain can turn out 19,000,000 gal. per
annum, without overstocking the market, so that the field
for the exploitation of benzol

The production

is

extensive.

of gas for purposes of illumination as

a byproduct of the coke industry has lately

made

consid-

In the period 1903-1910, the amount of

erable headway.

gas produced in Germany in this way has increased from
13,750,000 cu.ft. to 1,472,000,000.
It is not suggested
that gas manufacture in coke ovens will ever displace the

modern

vertical retort, with its advantages of continuous

carbonization

but an attempt has been made to show
is nevertheless a valuable byproduct

;

that coke-oven gas

453

Stationary power generators will be electric. Reciprocating
engines will be used, no doubt, for a long time, but they
can only be regarded as makeshifts, and as soon as an

machine for any particular purpose is deprime mover.
It is difficult to predict the form of the prime mover
of the future, but in search of the highest economy, and
with the limitations of temperature imposed by known
materials, Mr. Ferranti is inclined to look to electricity,
converting the energy of the fuel at low temperature and
giving its power in rotary form, as the most likely evenequallA' efficient

veloped,

it

will replace the reciprocating

tual solution.

which cannot be overlooked.

Peat Coke

Controllers fob Hoisting Engines

James Black'

The Peat Coke &

recently stated that with the passing of

the British Coal Mines Act, 1911, numerous controllers
have been placed on the market, which prevent an excessive hoisting speed.
It is his opinion that the speed of an engine should
be controlled throughout the whole length of the hoist,
because:
(1) Complete control is accompanied by no
disadvantage whatever, as it can be adjusted to penuit
any margin above the normal hoisting speed, and consequently does not interfere in any way with the output of
the shaft; (2) the controller will not come into operation
at any point during the hoist unless the engine is running faster than the predetermined safe speed at that
point; (3) the engine speed, and, therefore, also the
speed of the cage when it comes into operation, is likely
to be less with complete than with partial control.
Controllers are also so constructed that they act instantly
if the engine is started in the wrong direction.

Eelics of Early Mining

Oil Syndicate, of Doncaster, in
developing a new invention for treating
special dried black peat and converting it into a hard
foundry coke, byproducts being tar and tar liquor, from
which can be distilled fuel and automobile oils. It is not
claimed that all kinds of peat can be profitably utilized,

Yorkshire,

but

it is

is

said that thousands of acres, containing millions

of tons of peat, by this process can yield results satisfac-

tory as a commercial undertaking.

The bottom

or black layer of the peat is most suitmanufacture of coke. This is freed from an
excess of moisture and subjected to a carbonizing process
by which the byproducts are recovered, the residue being a soft, friable coke. Although peat coke contains a
able for the

lower percentage of sulphur than other fuel, a difficulty
hitherto has been to produce a coke

from

to

of

the

make the transference

A

less

difficult.

which has surwas reloaded at
baskets and carried by

part of one of these sleds

vived from that remote time.

the main roads into creel-like

women up
Toward

is

The

all

coal

;

A

a stairca.se in the shaft to the surface.

ladling water and a

number

of tallies or pins similar to

used today by miners in Scotland for marking
coal wagons before sending them t-o the surface. These
relics are deposited in the Scottish Xational Mus(Mim,
those

the gilt of Robert Jlain, general

manager

of the

iron

company owning the mine.
1*1!

I

Ml-:

MoVKU ok

ItIK

Fl TlliK

In his lecture on "Prime Movers," before the Greenock
Philoso))hical Society, S. U. de Ferranti declared that the
electric motor, actuated by electricity from central power
displacing

forms of small engines.

He

stations,

is

thinks

probable that in future small prime movers will

it

treated.

the end of the eighteenth century, the coal was

hauled to the shaft landing on large sleds and hoisted
to the surface probably by a horse gin.
Simple methods
for draining mines were also introduced and implements
for tiiis purpose have been discovered in the mine, including a wooden shovel, coal picks, a wooden bowl for

all

be refpiircd only to propel cars and boats, and that

all

'Pappr ppad before the Scottish members of the National
Association of Colliery Managers.

hard and

based on 1000 tons of air-dried peat, show that the following results can be obtained
Coke, 400 tons tar,
40 tons; tar water, 400 tons. The tar cati be further
distilled, yielding 18 tons of crude oil, 2 tons of creosote
oil, 2 tons of pitch, 8 tons of paraffin.
The tar water
will yield 4 tons sulphate of ammonia, 6 tons acetate of
lime, 2 tons methylic alcohol.
It is estimated there will
be a profit of 90e. on every ton of prepared ]ieat so
:

Glengarnock Iron & Steel Co., near
Stevenston, in Ayrshire, date back to the 17th century.
The coal was drawn from the working faces to the main
roads ijy children, the coal being placed on small sledges

Mines

it

strong enough to hold up in the smelting furnace. This,
it is said, has now been overcome, a hard, strong, clean
coke being the result.
Analysis by a German chemist,

The
14

men were

Feb.

Hoisting Accident
"An accident in which
and four others injured, occurred on

Colliery Gvardian says:

7, at

killed

the Eulford shaft of the Bolsover Colliery Co.,

Raiinvorth, near Mansfield,

close

shire and Derbyshire line, England.

taining about 900 gal. of water,

to

A

the

Nottingham-

largo barrel, con-

fell a distance of 4S0 ft.,
and struck a platform in the shaft on which wore 18
sinkers, who were engaged in tubbing.
The barrel was
being hoisted when the rojjc was overwound and thus
broken.
In falling, the barrel broke the scalTolding, and
all the men, dead and living alike, were thrown into the
water beneath them. The five survivors clung to the
wreckage and were ultimately rescued.
The overwinding was caused in a peculiar way. While
the cngineman, Sidney Brown, was working the controlling lovers, a horsecloth which had been placed beneath
the roof of the engine house to keep out (he rain, fell upon
him, and at the same time some wooden laths used to support it droppcfl between the levers. Momentarily blinded
by the canvas, Brown was unable to ])ull (he laths from
between the handles and to stop the hoisting engine.

—
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Automatic Car Latch

AGE.

Xo. 13

3,

Waste

for Siding

underground when run upon an incline
from sliding back and doing mischief, there is installed
in the Sterkrade mine, Oberhausen, Germany, a sort of
latch or chock, which lets the car pass freely forward
upon the incline, but bars its return.

To prevent

Vol.

'

By Bertox

cars

Bralt.t

U'ritten expressly for "Coal

If only our fathers

Age"

had faced

The problems we

face in our mining,

If iheij were less given to waste,
ll'e might be less prone to repining;
They worked with a carelessness vast

And

they left us a burden unpleasant.
of a bounteous past
Is the Coal of a close-fisted Present.

For the Waste

v

We are saving the culm which
We are working the gobs that
And we

seek to recover the cost

they
they

—

Of the coal they left standing or
For somehow they never caught on

To

lost,
filled.

spilled;

item of sane information,
of the days that are gone
Is the Coal of a new generation.
this

That the culm

Now they
And we

probably thought they were wise
think we are careful and tasteful.
Yet our sons, without doubt, will devise
Xew methods which make US seem wasteful;

Section

That the Waste

This device is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The latch consists of an angle iron A, bent in a circular arc, pivoted beside one rail and resting upon it. A spring B made of old
wire cable, presses this angle iron against a stop C, thus
holding it in place. If a ar runs forward on the track
its wheels push the angle iron aside against the force of
the spring. When the car has passed, the spring restores
the angle iron to its position against the stop and thus
blocks the

Note

BY THE WAY
In skating over thin ice our safety

A

single

coming
from "Gliickauf." Feb.

Today
Tomorrow!

of a Careless

Is the Coal of a Careful

rail.

— Translated

—

this we must learn
or we pay
In trouble and money and sorrow

For

Ax AUTOMATIC Car Latch

breaker

may

recede

is

in our speed.

even though

the

tide

is

in.

1913.

22.

Paint Creek miners are showing up fast on the initiative,
but are lacking in control on the referendum.

Seventh Bituminous District (Penn.),
1912

The difference between landscape and landscape is
is great difference between the beholders.

small,

but there

Tne advance report of C. P. McGregor, mine inspector
of the seventh bituminous district in Pennsylvania, for
1912, shows 30 mines in operation, 15 gaseous, 13 nongaseous and two new mines opened; total production of
coal, 5,740,099 tons, of which the Pittsburgh Coal Co.
produced nearly one-half, or 2,777,404 tons. The number
of persons employed in the mines was 6403 the number

—

Never judge a coal camp by the mine whistle some
them have to shut down the works when they blow.

of

The United States imported 32 million dollars worth of
diamonds in 1912. However, we sold foreign countries 59
million dollars worth of "black diamonds" so we got "ours.

—

;

of fatal accidents inside the mines, 15

;

nonfatal accidents,

inside, 54; outside, two.

shows 426 persons employed inside tlie
mines and 382,673 tons of coal produced, per fatal acciThe causes of fatal accidents showed the
dent inside.
following percentages: Falls of roof, slate and coal, 40

The death

rate

per cent.; mine cars, 40 per cent.; electricity, 13.3 per
cent.; drawing timber (one accident), 6.7 per cent.
The causes of nonfatal accidents, inside the mines,

showed the following percentages: Falls of roof, slate
and coal, 70.38 per cent. mine cars, 7.41 per cent. explosions of gas and dust, 5.55 per cent. blasting, 3.70
;

;

;

per cent.; machinery, 3.70 per cent.; electricity, 1.85
per cent.; mi.scellaneous, 7.41 per cent.

Thespian talents are a failure when applied to coal mining, according to a suit recently filed in Chicago by Mrs.
Richard Harding Davis (n«e Bessie McCoy), the well known
actress.
She and others of her company were induced to invest in an Indiana coal property for which they are said to
have advanced the necessary funds to meet the last pay-roil
before the concern became defunct.

A

special cable to the

New York Times

states:

"An

of-

notice has been issued to the effect that six large spidhave been added to the Canal forces. They are to be
used for spinning threads for use In the engineers' transits."
It is said the new spid >r department is being double shifted,
which speaks bad for the carelessness of the engineering
corps in the matter of handling their instruments. Too bad.
to waste good money cabling the "discovery" of a new meth
od long ago abandoned.

ficial

ers

March
s
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examination of candidates for the former has always
been of a higher grade than that required to qualify for

The Eight Hour Day
There are certain labor agitators at work at the present time to influeuce opinion and secure the passage, by
the Legislature now in session, of a bill to reduce the

the latter position.

time of labor for all minors, or persons under 21 years
of age, from the present nine hours to eight hours a day.
This action is being promulgated under an assumed
symijathy and consideration for the young who work un-

acter, as required

Such a purpose, at any other time, would
derground.
be accepted as just and humane. Consideration for the
young is a noble trait; but when such assumed consideration is clearly only a guise under which the work of mining coal is being performed at the present time in the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania, and upon which the price
of labor, including montlily and shift rates, is based, the
attempt appears in its true light.
The miners and their representatives must show as
high a regard for their agreement with the operators, as
They should be reminded
consideration for the young.
here of the old saying "Consistency, thou art a jewel."
Be honest, stand fast to the agreement, and when that
expires it will be the proper time to show consideration
for the young, which is made the pretext for the present
action. It would, indeed, have been more honorable on the
part of the miners, and their desire would have been received with greater favor by the general public, had they
sought this as a concession from the operators, instead
of attempting to force a bill through the Pennsylvania
Assembly that practically abrogates the miners' agreement

—

now

difficult,

before

the

tiie

so called Scthacll'er

Penusyhania

present session, has passed the

unanimous vote and now goes

The

all

the

but

many

of

conditions.

would be a miserable mistake to 2)ass such a bill
through the Pennsylvania Legislature, and virtually begin to tear down the work of the past twenty years in
that state.
Education is the recognized leading feature
in every branch of industry today, and the examination of
all candidates for positions of responsibility is the one
It

sure means of securing the highest efficiency in
and safeguarding hazardous occujiations.

The

bill

provides that

all

tiie

l)ill

that has

during the

House by a
to the

practically

Senate.

persons holding certificates

competency to act as mine foremen

mine inspector, in
The promoters of

The

J^egislature

sucii certificate, eligible for election to

of

made

office,

in force.

It is reported that

of

questions that are

mine inspectors are not only more
them are of a widely different char-

by the greater scope of "the work.
It is not expected that the upper branch of the Legislature will lend themselves to endorsing the unwise and
hasty action of the lower House. The bill passed by the
House is a first step in the lowering of the present high
standard of the work of the mine inspectors in Pennsylvania.
It is an entering wedge to make men eligible
for the high office of inspector, who jjossess only a limited knowledge of the theory and principles on which
modern economical mining is based.
The work of mine inspection is one in which theory
and practice go hand in hand. The one is as essential
No man, however successful he may have
as the other.
proved as a mine foreman, can make an efficient inspector of mines unless he possesses a thorough knowledge of
the theory and princi])les of mining that he can apjily to

Mining Legislation
been

The

test of qualification for

are,

by virtue of

the higher

office

anthracite district.

made an unsuccessful attempt to have its provisions adopted and made a ])art of
the new law recently codified and recommended by the
Anthracite Code Commission. Its rejection by the commi.«sion, whose jjrolonged and careful study of anthracite
conditions render their conclusions worthy of the utmost
regard, makes it diflicult to understand the action of
the House in this matter.
The present anthracite mining law ])rovides that all
candidates for election to the office of mine inspector must
pass an examination before the mine inspectors' examining board, which is differently constituted from the mine
foremen's examining boards.
The office of state mine inspector is a higher and more
responsible office than that of mine foreman; and the
this bill

Fuel Well

fuel-well committee lias

controversy relative to gas and

Menace

made

its

report, but the

in the coal regions is by no means settled.
The discussion should
continue till more is known relative to earth movements
and about the placing of cement mortar or plastic clay
in

oil wells

deep and narrow spaces and until

careful

investi-

gation has confirmed or corrected current notions.
We regarded the suggestions of the Bureau of Mines
as marking the minimum requirements of the mining pro-

They should have been conceded

fession.

in full without

Unfortunately the comany abatement or quibbling.
mittee undertook to increa.sc the Bureau's concessions
to the fuel industry; where the Bureau asked for two
where an ancasings, the committee concedes but one
nular space of four inches was required around the inner
casing, the committee reduces it to less than three.
We feel wo must warn the fuel-well interests that the
;

make unreasonable

restrictions on their busiunreason, if any accident occurs.
safest position for any industry to take is that which

public will

ness in return for

The

])rornise8

which

tiieir

most safety for the public.

The

pcndiiliini

held out of perpendicularity on the iiL;lit is
apt to be destructive on the left if once let loose.
The exterior of the couplings in a line of 10-in. casing
is

:
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exceeds the interior diameter by 1.3

that the clear

in. so

aunuhir space around the single liner, which the committee provides, is only 2-J in. instead of 3 in.
If the gage of the bit is reduced by wear, the hole will
be narrowed and the clearance reduced.
It will be contended that the driller will not permit such a reduction, that if he allows the hole to be reduced, it will be
impossible to get the full sized bit in later.

But

of
is

the hole at will, except careful
not likely to be exercised.

The contracted character

of

this

inspection,

which

annular space in-

up in the filling
be of clay or of cement mor-

creases the probability of air being shut

material, whether the latter

There is nothing to prevent the borehole caving in
such a manner, before completion, that the cement or
clay will be rendered incapable of implacement by bodies of broken stone made impermeable at their upper sur-

tar.

ing of the walls of the hole will result in having masses

hard material which will prevent a lateral movement
compensate for the motion of the measures.
If concrete is desirable, any caving will replace
concrete with clay. We are afraid there is little option
provided the failure to provide an outer casing assures
the parties interested that the filling will be of a hybrid
nature, partly caved, and partly filled material with some
of the faults and few of the virtues of either.
It is regrettable that the committee's biU is more liberal to the oil-well interests than the decision of Judge
Van Swearinger in the Greensboro Gas Co. case. He required two casings and a hole full 6 in. larger in diameter than the outer diameter of the inner casing.
Argue, contrive and use diplomacy as we will, the last
word is never said till safety is secured.
of

of the pipe to

;

The following

then, ask practical hard-working men, compelled

to pass competitive examinations in order to show their
fitness for filling positions of responsibility, to sit in ex-

amination under conditions more arduous than those that
govern in daily practice ?

Here

is

the letter

Please find inclosed 3 units of the great and only "Long
Green," for which you will please credit me with one (Great
Sun) year's subscription to the Public Forum or that book of
yours called "Coal Age." My time is up tonight. Am sorry
I did not come across before, but the ghost did not walk
till the 2Sth: so blame it on the company.
Now say. Old Cotton, there is just one favor I would lijce
to ask
could you find a little space to put in your book a
few formulas, what you think I would need for the examination for mine foreman (anthracite) next month? I can
work the problems all right if I can think of the formulas.
I mean just a small space, so that a fellow could tuck it in
his vest pocket to look at frequently and memorize.
If you
can do this I shall be much obliged, but if you can't, why it's

—

right anyway.
The book is all

all

O. K.

—

I

Keep

don't

the good

know where,

work
but

going, and we
are on our

we

On

another page of this issue will be found a brief outplan we have had in contemplation for some time
Its aim and purpose is twofold:
past.
(1) To simplify
the calculation of mining problems and provide a practical Study Course for mining students and those preparing for examination.
(2) To provide a handy referline of a

ence book of formulas, data, rules and principles that are
constantly needed by mining engineers, mine superintendents, foremen, firebosses, timbermen, trackmen and

mine mechanics and

support to the arguments so

advanced by Coal Age, that mining examining
boards should give to candidates, in certain sessions of
the examination, the privilege of the free use of such
textbooks as they see fit to bring with them.
The best material in mining, the strongest and most
often

men, are men whose minds have never been
trained to remember formulas, constants and other data
to be found in all mining handbooks.
It goes without saying that these handhools are the
necessary tools of every inteUigent mine official, and of
none more so than of mine foremen, firebosses and hoisting engineers, who are daily called upon to make calculations, many of which are impossible for anyone, other
practical

than a born mathematician, to make without a textbook
containing the necessary formulas and data.
Some of our best colleges now allow the use of textbooks, in certain examinations, and this by students with
trained minds.
The reason for it is educators recognize

hope this handbook, which
as "The Coal Age Pocketbook,"
vance the study of coal mining.

Photography
Some

will

simplify and ad-

Coal Mining
come

to real-

importance of visual records in coal mining, have
installed complete photographic apparatus at each of their
ize the

In case of serious injury to any of their employees, corporations so equipped can immediately secure a view of
the particular place where the accident happened so as to
verify the engineer's report on the casualty.
The plan of
having a camera handy makes it easy to show the condition of anything when an explanation regarding it is
desired.

In the case of one large company in the Middlewest,
the railroad serving the mines asked the coal officials to fill
a number of new cars, and load into each as much coal
as could be piled on and carried safely to destination without wastage. The desire of the railroad company was to
determine the exact capacitj' of the cars. After the latter
were loaded to a safe height, photographs were taken an(i
endorsed on the back with the gross, tare and net weight.
It

was thus possible for anyone to

cars looked

when loaded

demands and the ever expanding

company yards

much

tell

lost in stu-

dents attempting to memorize anything but the most

to capacity,

see exactly

and

how

the

to judge whether

they were suitably piled for safe carriage.
It is also a fact that photographs furnish the best means
of conveying to anyone the general appearance of coal-

spheres of knowledge

is

in

will be published later

of the larger coal companies having

that in the growing

valuable time

electricians.

We

plants.

Good Suggestion
letter lends

Why,

way.

AVe are sorry that the use of clay is merely an option,
and are surprised that the person to whom that choice is
left is not anywhere specified.
If clay is desirable, cav-

A

Xo. 12

rules and data.
Few college men can extract cube root, today, without their table of logarithms.

will all get there

faces by bodies of clay.

3,

commonly used

as a

matter of fact as the width of the hole is not to be tested
by the entry of casing couplings of equal diameter, there
is nothing to prevent the driller from rediieing the size

Vol.

as to whether they are dirty or clean.

They

the story better than can be described in writing by

an inspector.

March

COAL

23. 1913
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Post Timbering at the
Letter Xo.

Working Face

—In

regard to timbering the working
face in our mines, I do not believe it would be well to
have a fked law or system that would specify exactly how
Jf

such timber should be set, as the conditions vary conNeither do I think it advisable to have men appointed to visit the working places and timber the same,
as this would mean much loss of time to the miners in
waiting for the timbermen to reach their places. Every
miner ought to be compelled to timber his own place
and he should be responsible for keeping his ]>iace in
stantly.

safe condition.

In
all

my

opinion a law should be passed requiring that

post timber at the working face should have a certain

minimum diameter, say 12 in. This would be a heavy
timber to handle; but my reason for suggesting it is that
a heavy timber will stand more of a blow and will not
be knocked out so easily by a shot. Where light timber,
say from 6 to 8 in. in diameter is used, the miner will
often set up such a post under a stone that he should have
taken down.
Then, when he fires a blast the stick is
knocked out by the flying coal, and when the miner goes
back in the smoke he will probably be caught by the loose
rock falling on him.
The advantage gained, if the law
required the use of heavy timber, would be that it would
often be easier to take down the stone than to set the
heavy timl)er, and greater safety would result.

When

I

started to

mine

coal 35 years ago,

we were

down any loose rock that was liable to
fall.
At times we had to take down rock 6 ft. thick and
we were allowed so much a ton for it. I believe some
required to take

such regulation in the anthracite mines would greatly
reduce the number of accidents from this cause.
Timber should be cut in the fall when the sap is in the

Such timber

a.s quickly, in the mine,
preserve timber, I tliink a thin solution of well-slacked lime is Ijctter than any solution of

roots.

will not rot

To

as green timber.

creosote or other chemical that has a bad odor, as the

odor taints the air and is unplea.sant to breathe.
When shooting under bad roof, the miner can often
drill the hole so that the shot will not be apt to knock
out the timber. A miner should be just as careful under
a good roof, when the fireboss orders him to stand a prop,
to attend to it at once, as delay is often fatal.
T helieve

would be better for the company to pay a miner fur
taking down a bad section of roof instead of attempting
to prop the .same.

uiniiuiiiiniiiirrr
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K. Pierce. Minor.

•Scranton, I'enn.

Letter .Vo.
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— Tlic

matter nf timbering the working

face .should have first attention.

Tiie

his posts before starting to load out his

should be set

plumb with

so as to cross

any

miner .should set
coal. Post timber

a heavy cap-piece over the post

slips in the roof.

The

large eiid uT

ilic

prop should he up. In my experience, T have found that
a post .stood with its large end up •.vill bear a greater
load than one stood with the small end up.

mi

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i«':iiiiiiE

important that the cap-piece should be of softer
itself, so that when the weight comes
on, the cap will bind the head of the post together, ^^'hen
both a cap and a wedge are used the wedge should be
driven between the cap and the head of the post, and not
between the roof and the cap. In this case, the cap may
be of hard wood and the wedge of softer wood.
I
have had six years' experience as mine foreman in the Xo. 8 Pittsburgh seam, and during
that time have had but one man hurt by accident
other than by a fall of slate at the face.
In No. 8 seam,
there is a drawslate averaging from 12 to 1.5 in. thick,
which the miner tries to hold up for three or four yards
at the face, to give him an opportunity to load out his
coal before dropping the slate.
In this way we have had
more men hurt in the mine, than from any other cause.
The best plan, in Xo. 8 seam, in posting this drawslate,
is to set the posts 4 ft. apart each way so that they will
form a triangle. Large caps, say 3 ft. long, if necessary,
should be used, pointing toward the face.
The caps
should always point toward the face, unless it is necessary
to point them in another direction in order to cross the
It

is

wood than the post

slips in the roof.
Too small a wedge or cap-piece will
often cause a post to "trip" and they do not give the
proper support across the slips or breaks, which makes

If miners would be more careful
good wedges and long caps under a roof stone or
at the face, it would greatly reduce the number of

their use dangerous.
to use
slate,

accidents.
It is always important that a post should be .set so that
the weight comes directly over the post; otherwise, the

post

tom

may

"trip" and the cap be broken.

Where

tlu-

bot-

mudsill should be used; and this should not
be less than 10 in. wide, 18 in. long and -t to 6 in. thick.
is soft,

In some

a

cases, a larger

and heavier

sill

will be required

The system of
timbering will necessarily depend on the conditions at
the working face.
In many cases, it is necessary to set
the posts in rows parallel to the face.
Sometimes, four
rows of posts will be necessary, the rows being only 2 ft.
apart, while the posts are 4 ft. apart in each row.
This
method throws an equal weight on each post and greatly
strengthens the roof.
to give a suitable foundation to the post.

AFiiiLVKL Fi!i:i;man, Mine Foreman.
(Jlendale Coal Co.

it

Tiio.\r.\.s

I

Glcndale.

W.

A'a.

—

Li-Hir Xij.
The following brief description, together
with the inclosed drawing, shows a new method of working I have inaugurated in this district. The whole ]ilan
(')

depends on the

s])ecial style of

tind)ering ado])ted, wbieb,

therefore, will be of interest in this discussion.

The method

of timbering I

usud to mine a

fi-

am

beiiih of shale varying in thickness
to

;i

ft.

The

about to describe

is

or 7-ft. seam of coal, overlaid by a

from

a few inches up
nowhere thicker
The stratum immedi-

cover above the shale

is

than 80 ft. and often less than 25 ft.
ately above the shale is a hard black slate that breaks
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The

easily.

roof shale,

if

not supported, will stay iu

place but a few days, a couple of weeks at the most, after
the coal has been removed. It weathers rapidly when ex-

posed to the air, detaching itself in large slabs measuring
sometimes 3 or 4 sq.yd. and only 5 or 6 in. thick.
The rooms are driven 40 ft. wide, with two loading
The roof is supported by
tracks spaced 20-ft. centers.
crossbars spaced Si/^-ft. centers. One end of each crossbar is "hitched" into the coal, while the other end rests
on a prop so placed as to clear the mine cars by at least
8 in. This has been found amply sufficient to hold the
The coal is undercut 7 ft. deep by electric-chain
roof.
machines. After the room is driven up to the assigned
a ~-ft.
limit, the miner starts what is called "slabbing"
;

being taken off each rib.
Starting at the face, the machine makes a cut extending
outward under six crossbars. This is plain sailing, as
there are no props in the way. But, as soon as the cut
is done, the timbermen set a prop under each crossbar,
leaving a ^pace of not less than 8 in. between the rib and

slice

Vol.

3.

Xo. 13

change of cars is made. After a slab-cut is loaded out
and before another cut is started by the machine, the
timbermen remove all props and crossbars they can take
out witliout exposing themselves, always stopping at the
last set of timber, above the lower end of the cut where
the coal has just been loaded.. This set they leave for
the present.

The timbermen

are careful to remove also

the upper end of the track that has now become useless.
It has been found practicable to save six props out of

and about the same proportion of crossbars. It has
always proved easy to knock down any standing props
that it was thought too risky to attempt to save. This
allows the falls to take place more easily. The space left
open is only 54 ft. wide, but it falls nicely, in a few days.
The caves appearing on the surface are so neatly and
definitely cut, that a map of the workings could be made
from them without the surveyors goiag underground.

ten,

F. C. CORXKT,
Mining Engineer.

Charleston,

Letter A'o.

W. Ya.
7

— Timbering

at the

working face

is.

I be-

one of the most important subjects connected with
mining, and, at the same time, the work most neglected
by the miners. The disregard of miners for their own
safety is the most serious problem with which mine offilieve,

have to contend. Many mine officials fail iu their
duty by not requiring of each miner the proper timbering of his working face, at the proper time. As a consecials

quence, we are losing more lives from falls of roof slate
and coal than from all other causes combined.
The question is, what can we do to reduce the number
of accidents from this cause ? I am a firm believer in sys-

tematic timbering. Any kind of a system is better than
I am also convinced that the miner is the proper
person to do the timbering, except in some special cases
that require the skill of experienced timbermen, employed
none.

for that purpose.

Plax axd Ceoss-sectiox of a 40-ft. Room, Showing
Mr/rHOD OF Eemovixg Pillahs by "Slabbixg"
The timbermen then

the prop.

shift

that part of the

made

cut, 6 ft. toward
done in a very short time with ordinary crowbars and without disconnecting any rail Joint.
The slab is then bored and shot by special men before

track whicli
the rib.

is

opposite the newly

The work

is

the loaders come to work.

The shooting seldom knocks down a prop, so accustomed to the work have the men become. If, however, a
prop is either knocked down or moved, it is immediately
When tlie loaders come to work, in the early mornreset.
ing, they at once set themselves to dislodging and shoveling the

coal.

It

would seem, and for a time,

it

certainly

did seem to me, that the distance between the props was
too short to permit of quick work on the loaders' part.
But, after the men got accustomed to the work, the thing

proved a great deal easier than was at

The

first slab

cut

is

first

anticipated.

started s\ the face of the

room and

consequently, both ends of it are fast. This is the case
shown in tiie figure. Rut the next cut will have one loose
the upper or inside one. The lower or outside end
pjid

—

of the cuts will, of course, always be fast; hut it is a
matter of only 30 min. work for two men to make an
opening there. When this has been done, the work pro-

In slal) work, four men work together,
and two mine cars are set out for them every time a

gresses rapidly.

The miner should understand the necessity of setting
a post, at the proper place and time; if he does not, he
should be instructed along these lines. On the other hand,
if he had to wait till men employed to do the posting arrived, he would too frequently take chances and load an
extra car of coal, which, in past experience, has often
proved to be the fatal car. Accidents from this cause
will continue as long as the negligence of the miner is
allowed to prevail.
In my experience, the best results have been obtained by
adopting and enforcing a certain system of posting, more
Then, satisfy youror less adapted to the conditions.
self that the miner thoroughly- understands it and hold
him directly responsible for the proper performance of
the work. I am of the opinion that systematic timbering, in

one form or another, will cover most of the con-

ditions in coal mines.

It

may

be, of course, necessary to

have different systems to cover different conditions, in different mines, or in different sections of the same mine.
In the various systems that I have recommended, I have
only given the minimwn amount of posting required or,
in other words, the maximum distance apart of the timnot prevent intermediate posting
bers, which would
should the case require. By so doing the miner or the
official will always have to keep within this limit in set'ting posts.
In case the rule is violated by setting post
timber farther apart, an exanijile should be made of the
2)erson or persons at fault.

—

:

March

My
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remarks and rules are particularly

a(liii)tcd

to the

Pittsburgh coal seam; but the same rules can be niodihed
so as to apply to similar seams and conditions in other
mining districts. The accidents from falls seem to be on
the increase, so that about twelve of the bituminous-mine
inspectors, I being one of the number, met early in 191i),
and after several meetings and much discussion, adopted a
system of posting the drawslate in the Pittsburgh coal
seam, which posting is temporary while the miner or
loader is loading out the coal from under the slate. This
system was shown and fully described in Coal Age, Vol.
258.

2, p.

We

also adopted seven rules for timbering,

which are

particularly adapted to the Connellsville coke region, but
will

meet the requirements in seams of coal where condi-

tions are similar.

reader
Rule No. 1
exceeding 10

I

give

them here

for the benefit of the

459

by mining machines, the coal should not be blasted until
the roof is posted within 6 ft. of the face. The blast many
times causes a sag in the roof, and a number of accidents
have resulted therefrom, that could have been avoided h\
setting timbers to prevent this sag.
In timbering, in pillar work, the cap-piece should be
directed toward the fall or gob, and wedged in the same
direction, so that when rock presses against the post from
the side of the gob, it will tend to tighten the post instead of knocking

it out.
Accidents, both fatal and nonhave resulted from the failure of properly wedging a
post, on pillar-work.
The ordinary posting of a room should be carried out
on a .system best adapted to the particular locality in
whicli the mine is located, and which past e.xperiencc has
proved adei|uate.

fatal,

F.

— In

aU rooms,

Mine

cut-throughs and chutes,
ft. in width, posts must be set nearly at right
angles to the pitch of the seam, with good cap-pieces and in
a straight line as near the center of the place as practicable.
The distance between centers must not exceed 4 ft. 6 in., and
the distance between the last post and the working face must
not exceed 6 ft., except in places being undercut by machine,
entries,

between the last post and the face may be
such as the mine foreman, using sound judgment, may deem
necessary for the safety of the workmen.
Rule Xo. 2 Where roof conditions necessitate the use of
crossbars, no room, entry, cut-through, or chute shall exceed
10 ft. in width, except where special requirements render a
grreater width necessary.
All crossbars must be properly and
securely set, the distance between centers not exceeding 4 ft.
and the distance from the last crossbar to the working face
must not exceed 5 ft. We advise the use of temporary center posts, with good cap-pieces, to be set between the last
crossbar and the working face, until another crossbar has
been set, or until the loose coal or slate is taken down, as
the case may be.
Rule No. 3 In all places after a blast has been fired, the
roof and timber must be carefully examined by the workmen
before they start to work, and any displaced timber must be
promptly placed in position.
Rale No. 4 In the removal of pillars, the timbering should
be done in a systematic manner. The distance between posts
and between ro'ws of posts must not exceed 4 ft. 6 in., and
they must be set nearly at right angles to the pitch of the
seam, with good cap-pieces and in parallel lines as close to
the working face as practicable, maintaining a sufUcient number of rows to insure the roof being kept in a safe condition
until the posts are withdrawn.
Rule No.
In cutting across ribs or pillars where their
thickness requires track across the working face, posts should
be set on each side of the track, in the manner described In
Rule No. 1 or Rule No. 2. according to the nature and condition of the roof.
Rule No. ^i In all cases when the coal is removed and the
gob exposed, a line of posts shall be set near its edge. The
distance between such posts or between the posts and the coal
must not exceed 4 ft. 6 in.
Rale No. 7 In the removal of posts or timber while maklliK rib-falls, none but competent workmen shall be permitted
to perform the work.
Tou will understand that the system described In the
above rules gives but the minimum amount of posting required and Is not to be understood as forbidding Intermediate
posting or the adoption of additional precautions that circumstances may render advisable: nor as permitting you to
omit such additional precautions If circumstances should
render them reasonably necessary; nor does It permit you to
neglect the rigid enforcement of any of the provisions of the
mining laws pertaining to the prevention of accidents.
In order that these rules may be fully and carefully carried out and In order that the desired results may be secured the prevention of accidents from falls we would respectfully recommend a more rigid and frequent Inspection.
by mine oRlcials. of all working places, roadways, etc.; because we are decidedly of the opinion that by exercising good
Judgment and strict discipline In the enforcement of these
mles, there will be a very material decrease In the number
of both fatal and nonfatal accidents from falls In the mines
under consideration.

—

—

—

."i

—
—

—

—

In mines wiiere the coal

is

undercut, in wide rooms,

W. CrxxixGiiAM.
Bituminous District.

C'harleroi, I'eim.

Education of Miners

Self

tirhen the distance

—

Inspector, 21st

To become
It

is

a fireboss

is

the ambition of

many

the stepping stone to something higher.

miners.

The gen-

run of miners and men employed in and around the
mine began work at an early age and, as a result, many
have consicterable less than a common-school education.
eral

When a
he begins,

man

has attained his first position as fireboss
he is ambitious, to educate himself and
make up for his lack of schooling. While acting as fireboss, if he makes the most of his spare time, studying
a few hours a day, he can soon master any line of study
that interests him.
If he does not want to follow up
mining, there is no necessity to do so.

The
makes

He

if

usual hours in which a fireboss must do his work
it

possible for

starts out

him

between

to

one

devote

much time

and two

to study.

a.m. in
order to be at the mine and ready to begin his examination at three.
He returns home about noon, tired and
hungry.
But, after wa.shing up and eating his dinner,
o'clock

he can often utilize an hour or so to good advantage as
no one should go to bed immediately after a hearty meal.
If he is wise he will begin to study the common-school
books first, such as arithmetic and spelling, and apply
these to his daily work or the work he wants to follow.
A little study along these lines eai-li day will soon give
him a broader view of life and a broader mind. But a
man who makes no effort to improve his position or
broaden his mind, will sooner or later have to step aside
to make room for a more earnest, eager and deserving

man who

will take his place.

A. V. DicKsoN'.

Poscoe.

I'ciin.

We are glad to indorse these liricf remarks of our
correspondent, drawing attention to the many ojijiortunities that mine workers ran improve if they will. Tlio man
who toils with his hands, during 8 or 10 hours of the day.
I

and devotes the balance
rest, often

the ofTice

of the 24 hours to recreation and

thinks his time for study
It proves the old
worker.

is

less

than ihat

of

maxim: "Distaiuc
Office men, who must

lends enchantment to the view."
toil Ifi and 18 hours of the day, have learned the

often

value of spare

moments

other

Editok.]

toilers.

that are so generally wasted by
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and water gage produced when both fans are
running?
Ans. This is one of those unintelligible questions to
which no answer can be given that would be of any practical value.
If it were possible to introduce another motor
of a given power, into an air current circulated by a given
motor, in the same manner as it is possible to increase the
power moving a train of cars, at any point of the train, *\\e

tity of air

Fan Ventilation

—

Ques. What would happen to a mine-ventilating fan
the doors at the top of the upcast shaft were suddenly
opened; would the fan stop, slow down, or increase in
speed? Give reasons for your reply.
Ans. If the doors at the top of the upcast shaft were
suddenly opened (assuming, of course, that the fan is
exhausting the air from the mine), the mine would be

if

—

—

increase of air or the quantity in circulation could then

cut off from the action of the fan, the air current being
short-circuited at that point and passing directly from the
outside atmosphere into the fan drift and through the fan

be calculated, assuming the quantity proportional to the

from which it is then discharged through the expanding
chimney into the atmosphere again.
This cuts out the mine resistance, which always op-

on the

poses the circulation of the air; and, as a result, a very
large volume of air enters and passes through the fan,

work lost or the power absorbed
Assuming the power applied to the fan
by the fan.
shaft remains constant, the effective power causing the
circulation of air would be very much decreased. It is this
effective power that turns the fan and, under the conditions just named, the fan would run slower but would,
as stated, pass a larger volume of air per minute.
When do the workings of a mine give off the
Ques.
most gas, when the fan is running or when it is stopped ?
A_ns.
The answer to this question depends wholly on
For example, asconditions not named in the question.
suming, first, that the conditions in the mine remain
unclianged with respect to the emission of gas from the

greatly increasing the

;

—
—

and other strata, if the fan is a blower, the mine
pressure will be reduced by stopping the fan, and the
outflow of gas from the strata will be increased. On the

cube root of the power applied to move the air or the effective power on the air.
The effective power or power
air, in

than before.
from the strata will naturally be
There are other conditions, however, affecting the outflow of gas from the strata, which produce a far greater
effect on the outflow of gas into the workings than that
produced by the stoppage of the fan whether blowing or
less

from the strata is not
regular, but increases or decreases, from time to time, according to conditions existing in the strata itself. There
are periods when the outflow of gas from the strata is
nhuudant and, again, it will almost cease for a time. Be-

exhausting.

The emission

of gas

feeders of gas continually.

Owing

to these

answer can be given.
A fan 15 ft. in diameter, working alone, proQues.
duces 40,000 cu.ft. of air per minute, under a water gage
of 1.06 in., giving an efficiency of 50 per cent. At a distance of 4000 ft. from this fan and on the same entry,
another fan is placed and driven by a 25-hp. motor. The
(ffiiicncy of this second fan is such as to make available
(III per c'cnt. of the power applied. What will be the quanconditions,

—

no

definite

is
,.

,.^,

,

^

In the second instance, the effective horsepower is increased by the effective power of the second motor, which
is 25x0.6
15 hp., which makes the total effective power
21.68.
or the total power on the air 6.68 -|- 15
Then, if the quantity of air in circulation varies as the
cube root of the power on the air, the quantity ratio will
Or, calling
be equal to the cube root of the power ratio.

=

^

the required quantity of air in circulation,

.r,

^"

U^^ =

40,000

X

= 40,000 X

=

1--1S

1.^8

6.68

\f

59,200, say 60,000 cu.ft. per min.

Then, since the water gage varies as the square of the
quantity of air passing, the increased water gage will be
,,./60,000\2

_,

=

1.06X9 =

1.06

2.385 m.

conditions, however, that exist in the mine, with

The

respect to these two ventilators,

make

this solution very

problematic.

Qves.

—A

fan, 12

ft.

in diameter, having an equivalent

If
at a speed of 90 r.p.m.
the equivalent orifice of the mine is 19 sq.ft., what is the
manometrical efficiency of the fan and what is the quan-

30

orifice of

is

ft.,

running

fan should deliver.
Ans. It is necessary, first, to calculate the value of the
manometrical efficiency of this circulation, from the given
values of the equivalent orifices of the fan and mine, respectively.
This efficiency is the ratio of the square of
the equivalent orifice of the fan to the sum of the squares
Thus,
of the orifices of the fan and mine.
tity of air this

—

sides these conditions existing within the strata, the advance of the working face and the extraction of the coal

open new

instance,

first

40,000X5.2X1.06
33,000

coal

other hand, for the same conditions in the mine with respect to the emission of gas from the strata, if the fan is
exhausting air from the mine the mine pressure will be
increased when the fan is stopped, and the outflow of gas

the

^

^

0/

+

The quantity

302 -h 19^

O'm

of air circulated

1261

by this

ning under a speed of 90 r.p.m., in
equivalent orifice of 19
<2

=

3

0,nBn

=

sq.ft.. is

VX =

3

X

19

a

12-ft. fan.

run-

mine having an

then calculated thus:

X

12

X

90

V

0.7137

52,000 cu.ft. per min.

This stvlc of question depends nn the correct determin(if tlic equivalent orifices of the mine and fan, re-

ation

spectively,

which

is a

diffieult

matter.
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Study Course
The

deraarnl for increased efficiency

every industry, and in none

is this

grows steadily

demand

in

greater, tochiy.

than in coal mining. The shortest road to efficiency is
education of the workers.
Large industries and corporations employing workers

thu

in every capacity, have long since felt the need of increased efficiency of the workers in the mine, the shop and
the field. To meet this growing need, many of the larger

companies have organized special training schools and
employees and the progress of students
is rewarded by the advancement of those who prove their

classes for their

fitness for the

work.

—

this

The

has

for compiling later in book form, which will be done as
soon as a suitable number of pages have been completed,

—

schooling can study and understand."

when we

—

In response to repeated requests from readers miners,
officials and engineers
for the publication, in tangible form, of reliable formulas and rules used in calculating all kinds of mining problems, the editors of Coal Age
have decided, after carefully considering the needs of
these different classes of men, to publish each week one
or more pages of useful formulas, constants, tables, etc.,
together with practical rules, examples and brief, clear explanations of important principles in coal mining.
This will appear each week under the title, Study
Course in Coal Mining. The matter will be published in
page form, as shown by the two pages printed below.

mine

in

direction by several of the
produced commendable and
gratifying results.
Mine workers today recognize more
than ever what proper training and education can do for
The evidence of this fact is
the man who has them.
shown by the number of ambitious mine workers who are
anxious to study.
The cry that comes to Coal Age from these men is for
"something simple something that a man of little
coal

Beard

companies

The work done

large

Coal Mining

in

iY J. T.

461

The

cry

is

pathetic

men must

study while they
work.
Others of their number, with an overmastering
ambition to learn, rob the much-needed hours of rest
and burn the midnight oil while the family sleeps.
reflect that these

size of these pages,

3x5

in., will

make them

available

make a useful handljook.
The book will be published as The Coal Age Pocketbook
and will be as complete a reference book for coal men as
it is possible to make it.
To this end the editors of Co.vl
Age invite suggestions from ail their readers.
The subjects treated will cover every branch of coal
to

mining, but will give only what is most essential, avoiding duplications, and all unimportant matter. The pages
will be complete in themselves, but will follow no regular
order, as they first appear.
will be classified

The Coal Age Pocketbook

and

In the later publication, they

indexeil.

The Coal Age Pocketbook
M VTKU

CompoNltion-

"Water

Nitrogen,

a liquid;

practically

incompressible; freezes at

C); boils at 212° F. (100° C), at sea level.
Decrease of pressure lowers the boiling point.

By Volume
Oxygen.

is

32° F. (0°

20.9 per rent.
79.1 per cent.

100.0

100.0

Increase of pressure raises the boiling point.
Elevation 10,000 ft. above sea level; pressure — 10.1 lb. per
sq.in., water boils a* 194° F.
but in steam boilers, under 160
lb. gage (150 -|- 14.7 -- 164.7 lb. absolute pressure, sea level)
the temperature of the water is 366° F.
DenNity of Water Although water is practically incompressible. Its density and, therefore. Its volume, does change
slightly with the temperature.
Water reaches the point of
maximum density at 39.2° F. (4° C), and expands in freezing
at 32° F.
It is this expansion in freezing that bursts water
pipes and disintegrates porous rocks saturated with water.
Taking the maximum density of water as unity, the relative
density at any absolute temperature T is calculated by the
;

Air also contains 0.04 per cent, of carbon dioxide (COo).
air seldom contains less than 20 per cent, of
oxygen, unless the air is diluted with other gases generated
fn the mine.
Quantity of Oxyeen C'onHiimeil in Breatlilngr- A man at
rest consumes 263 c.cm. of oxygen per min., or 263 X 0.06102
= 16 cu.in. per min. and exhales an equal volume of carbon
dioxide.
Air exhaled from the lungs contains 2.G per cent,
carbon dioxide, is. 3 per cent, oxygen, 79.1 per cent, nitrogen.
In violent exercise, a man consumes from eight to nine
times the amount of oxygen required when at rest: or, say 128
to 144 cu.in. per min.
The exhaled breath may then contain
6.6 per cent, carbon dioxide and only 14.3 per cent, oxygen.
Dpplptlun of OxyKcn In .\lr, KITeot on Life Air containing
3 per cent, carbon dioxide can be breathed without discomfort,
even when the oxygen content has been reduced to 16 per
cent.; but 5 per cent, carbon dioxide causes headache, dizziness and nausea, after a short time.
When no carbon dioxide is present In the air the oxygen
content may fall as low as 14 per cent, before much difficulty
Is experienced In breathing; but air containing but 10 per cent.
Is no longer breathable; but will cause death quickly by suf-

Average mine

—

—

focation,
WolBlit of .\lr The weight of air, for the same volume,
varies directly with the pressure It supports, and Inversely
as the absolute temperature.
There are two formulas for
flndlng the weight of 1 cu.ft. of air, one In terms of the barometer <H), In inches, and the other In terms of the pressura

—

(p)

in

pounds per square

Inch.

By the barometer,
I.3273jB
4eo + (

By the

—

formula
_ ^

UiOO r
500" -I- T'

—

Water an a Standard Pure distilled water Is an important
standard In many ways. The melting point of Ice being more
uniform than the freezing point of water. Is taken to mark
the zero of the Centigrade and Reaumur thermometer scales
or 32° F. while the boiling point, at sea level, marks 100° C,
;

and 212° F.
As a standard of weight, the weight of water (max. density) is taken as unity or 1, and the weights of equal volumes
of other liquids and solids are referred to this standard by
S0° R.

what

Is called the specific gravity of the substance.
Thus,
the average specific gravity of anthracite coal Is 2.5, which
means that this coal weighs 2'A times as much as water,

volume for volume.
As a standard of measure,

10 lb. of water was, at first,
adopted as the English gallon. In the metric (French) system, 1 kilogram of pure distilled water (max. density) = 1
liter (cu. decimeter).
As a standard of pressure or measure of pressure, the
height of water eolumii supported by the pressure Is used to
measure the pressure per unit of area
Thus:
In pumping:
I //. water column or head " 0.434 tb. per «7.m.
.

,

In ventilation:

1 in.

tcater gagt

~

5.2

lb.

per

tq.fl.

'
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the various languages and a copy given to each employee.
One is now given to every arrival as he goes to work.

Financial Outlook of a Flick

Employee

I'iCXSIOXS

By Thomas W. Dawsox*

SYXOP:STS—The E.

C. Frick Coke Co. provides free

iih'mrance to all its employees, the

maximum payment

be-

ing $3000 in case of death. Pensions are paid to the old
and incompetent. The company is endeavoring to enable
the employee to increase his earnings by increased output and to conserve them by investment in U. S. Steel

Tlie

work

H.

Fruk Coke

C.

to protection

against

Co.

has

not restricted
but provides

accidents,

its

a

plan whereby those who are injured, or whose relatives
are killed, may he provided with a livelihood.
The plan of relief in case of death or accident was
put into operation May 1, 1910, and was tried for one
year to determine its success. It is purely voluntary, and
was established by the company for the benefit of all

employees injured, and for the families of

all

workmen

comno contribution whatever from the emThe principal features of this plan are that reployees.
lief is paid regardless of legal liability, and without any
Even application for relief is not
legal proceedings.

who might happen
pany.

There

to be killed in the service of the

is

required.

and
bv* surgeons
paid for the first 10 days of disability, such restriction having been found necessary in

The company

hospitals.

Xo

provides treatment

relief is

on the subject. In case of accident, single men who have been in the employ of the company
five years or less are paid 35 per cent, of the daily wages
received at the time of accident, and an additional 2 per
Married men
cent, for each year of service over 5 years.
all

legislation

in the service of the company for five years or less receive 50 per cent, of their daily wages at the time of accident, with 2 per cent, additional for each year of service,

and 5 per

3'ears of age.

cent, additional for each child

The maximum payment

is

under 16

fixed at $2.50

per day and for the loss of a hand 12 months wages; of
an arm, 18 months; of a foot, 9 months; of a leg, 12
months ; and of an eye, 6 months wages.
For death by accident the company pays reasonable
funeral expenses, and the widows and children of men
so killed receive relief equal to 1<S months wages of the
deceased if in the service of the company five years or

with an addition of 3 per cent, for each additional
An additional 10 per
year of service above five years.
cent, is added fi>r each child under 16 years of age, the
maximum being fixed at $3000.
When the plan was put into effect, it was printed in

less,

•Assistant chief engineer, H. C. Frick Colte Co., Scottdale,
Penn.
Note Abstract from paper entitled "Welfare, H. C. t'rick
Coke Co.," read before the winter meeting of the Coal Mining
Institute of America.

—

LoXtlER CoM-

The United States Steel Corporation, of which the H.
Coke Co. is a subsidiary, has provided $8,000,000, which, with the Carnegie Relief Fund, created by
Andrew Carnegie on Mar. 12, 1901, makes a joint fund
C.
of $12,000,000, in which the employees of the H.
C. Frick

I'rick

Coke Co. participate.

Its principal features are;

men

at 70 years of age after
20 years of service; retirement at the request of the employee, or his employing officer at the age of 60 after
20 years of service; retirement by reason of permanent
total incapacity after 20 years for a man under 60 years

comi3ulsor}- retirement for

Corporation stock.

Xo

FOE THE OlD AXD ThOSE
PETEXT

of age.

The

basis of the pension

scheme

is

of service, 1 per cent, of the average

first,

;

for each year

monthly earnings

for

the last 10 years of service; second, credit for service

rendered to any of the plants of the subsidiary companies
United States Steel Corporation, or to the predecessors of such companies; third, a minimum pension
of
$100
of $12 per month and a maximum pension

of the

per month.

Thus

it

has been seen that the company in the first
undone to protect its employees from

place leaves nothing
injury, that

when

injured, as

some

them

of

are

bound

to

be in the operation of some 65 mines, everything possible is done for their care and treatment ; financial provision

made

for

death, for their

them and their families, and in case of
widows and children and when old age
;

comes after years of service, the employees are assured
take care of them to the end of
sufficient income to
Thus, while conducting the great business
their days.
done by the H. C. Frick Coke Co., it ever keeps in
sight that one great factor "the employee."
IxTiniEST IX Raisixg

the Eakxixgs of the Employees

The company has done much to increase the
and to assist them in making

of their employees
est

efficiency

the high-

earnings possible under the contract prices.

company pays the highest wage

in the region,

The

and has

always been foremost in increasing it when justified. It
has established a standard efficiency basis, indicating what
each employee, no matter what is his job, should accomThis standard is not based on
plish for a day's work.
what the most capable man can do, but on the strength
and endurance of the average man.
Daily reports are made showing the efficiency of each
grf>up of cmplov'ees,

setting forth the

work performed

by those mining or hauling coal, laying track, setting
timber, etc.
To aid tlie miner to earn all he can, steel
track is used in headings and rooms, instead of the former
wood track, on which the mine car can be far less easily

moved. Haulage partings are continually moved up to
Empty cars arc supplied to the
tlie working sections.
miner as fast as he needs them, being delivered to the face

Mardi
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of his working place.

All loaded wagons are promptly
removed.
General Rule No. 18 reqiiire.s that "Superintendents
and foremen shall see that the turns are fairly distributed
among the workmen on contract or piecework, and that
no more men are employed than are absolutely necessary
to perform the required amount of work well, and at the
proper time."
Rule Xo. 31 states that: "Superintendents must pay
:

rights and privileges of all emand give prompt attention to any rea.sonable
complaint or claim for redress made by any employee,
and not allow any discrimination on account of national-

are close together,

it

is

common

practice

among

tho

men

changing from one place to another. Wherever they
would go the uniform danger signal would convey to them
the same meaning, for the reason that it would look just
the same as the sign they learned meant danger at the
first or last place at which they were employed.
Since
to keep

"Safety the First Consideration" is the slogan now
adopted by all operators, it seems that the uniform danger
signal would be an additional step in this direction.

strict attention to the

ployees, hear

463

A)i efficient

and serviceable signal

is

shown

in

detail

by the accompanying sketch. It should be of No. 24 sheet
tin, 12x14 1)1., witli beaded edges, a wire being strung

ity or creed."

Where the working sections of
from tiie entrance or

able distance

are transported on

"man

trips" to

a

mine are a consider-

shaft bottom,

and from

workmen

a point near

their work, thus eliminating the expenditure of a

amount of energy which would
and from their working places.

IxmcKMEXTs Offered

vast

be required in walking to

fok the Savixg of Wages

Each year the employees of this company are otfered
stock of the United States Steel Corporation upon easy
and especially favored terms which involve benefits beyond those granted to the ordinary stockholder. Of rehas been over-subscribed.

cent years the .stock allotted

The

market price or a

figure charged is the

The minimum payment

usually the latter.

little

less,

$2 to $3
per share for preferred, varying in accordance with the
price of the stock, and $1.85 to $1.50 for common stock.
The maximum which can be paid is 25 per cent, of the
monthly earnings. A payment of $5 for preferred and
$3.50 for common per annum for five years is paid on
each share of stock purcha.sed by employees under this
plan. Xon-paid-up subscriptions can be cancelled and the
money paid in is refunded to the employee with 5 per cent,
is

Daxger Sigx
through the bead, and looped at each corner. The diameter of the loop should be about y^ in., making it easy to
hang up. The InickaToiinil should be enameled red, and
the border around the word "Danger," and the letters
should be white.
This would form a striking signal, arid one not affected
by water or humidity in the atmosphere. The enameled
surface can be readily cleaned of dust and grease, with a
piece of waste or cloth.
ily

made,

is

This sign being duralile and eas-

presented to the mine operators for their con-

sideration.

interest.

Premiums
scription.s,

employees who cancel subtheir stock or leave the employ of the com-

are not

.sell

])ai(l

to

pany, and the forfeited or unj)ai(l premiums are kept in
a fund and divided pro rata among the remaining stockholders under this plan at the end of the five years. If
death occurs to an employee who has subscribed for
stock and made ])ayments under this plan, his estate receives the unpaid jiremiums for the full five-year period
and a jini rata lA' tlic undivided premium at llie time of
death.

A

Uniform Danger Signal
By

L. R.

Douolas*

During a discussion on the fencing

off of bodies of gas,
or other dangerous places, at a recent meeting of the
Trinidad Ciiapter of the Rocky Jlountain Coal Mining

Institute, reference wa.s

made

to a

danger signal of some

mining laws for the
uniform danger sigiuil.
It i< highly imjiortaiit that whatever warning device; is
used, should be uniform throughout the district.
The
majority of our miners today are foreigners, and unable
in most cases to read the English language.
In the southern Colorado coal fields, where the mines
kind.

-Mso a clause

state of

('olora,do

in the ])roposed

alludes to a

•Assistant engineer. Danford

&

Sanderson, Trinidad, Colo.

First

Aid Demonstration
Coal Co.
By H.

G.

of Pittsburgh

Adamsox*

On Thursday evening:. Mar. 5, the PittsburRh Coal Co.'
first-aid teams in tile Tlioms Run district, save th<>ir first
competitive exhibition in the hall of the Knights of P.vthias,
at Federal, Penn.
The three teams composing the organization were dressed in new white uniforms having a red cross
on the left sleeve and these suits- gave the contestants a. neat
and military appearance. The. classes had been thoroughly
instructed and drilled by Dr. Kittenhouse, of Federal, Penn.

An audience estimated at 500 persons witnessed the contest and many late arrivals were unable to secure admission to the hall.
Among the visitors were several of the
officials of the Pittsburgh Coal Co.. including J. M. Armstrong, manager of mines. F. C. Frltchman, assistant manager of mines, J. M. Sloan, district superintendent, J. 10.
McDonald, superintendent of the relief department, Dr. Kennlhan and Mr. Judd, also of that department.
The mothers, wives, fathers, brothers and sisters awakened to a realization of the fact that the men who are members of first-aid teams will help materially all the mine employees in the district. One feature that the company and
its local officials much appreciate. Is that a. number of those
who attended the exercises for the first time, cxjiressed their
desire to become members of the first-aid teams.
The company has furnished a hall at Federal, Penn., centrally located, and It Is fitted with first-aid charts and a
skeleton for the benefit of all the employees who wish to
The classes meet
avail themselves of first-aid instruction.
once a week.
•Burdine. Penn.
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Views

of

Vol.

H. C. Frick Coke Co. Welfare

Exterior of Bathhouse at Collier, Smithfield P.
Fayette Cou^'TT, Pekn^.

0.,

3,

No. 12

Work

BaTH AND CHANGE HoUSE,
Showing Showkr Compartments
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BRITISH COIA'MBl.V BUREAU OF MINES. BULLETIN NO. 1.
PRELIMINARY REVIEW AND ESTIMATE OP
1913.
MINERAL PRODUCTION, 1912. By Wm. fleet Robertson,
provincial mineralogist.

Paper,

7.\10

in.;

29 pages.

The bulletin has been prepared before the receipt of the
reports of the gold commissioners and mining recorders of the Province, for the year 1912; and before receiving
the usual returns made annually by the managers of mines
and reduction works. In estimating the net production for
official

1912, the bulletin has made allowance for a possible slight
reduction in the total final figures, to be received later.
It is estimated that the coal mines of Vancouver Island
have produced during the year 1,553,000 tons; those of the
Crowsnest district 1,299.000 tons; while those of Nicola and

Similkameen have produced 214,000

Of this coal procoke, the coking operthe Crowsnest district
coal in that district to
a brief summary of the
Important mining developments in the Province, during the
year.
tons.

duction 393,000 tons were made into
ations being confined entirely to
which fact reduces the production of
The bulletin gives
904,000 tons, net.

EINFUHRUNG IN DIE MARKSCHIEDEKUNDE MIT BESONDERER BERUCKSICHTIGUNG DES STEINKOHLENBERGBAUS.

(An introduction to the study of subterranean surveying with particular reference to coal mines)
by L. Mintrop, teacher at the Bochum Mining School. 209
6^4x9% in. 191 ill. and 5 double-page
pp. with index.

plates.
Julius Springer. Berlin. 1912.
The title of this book sufficiently defines its character, and
the author's standing proclaims its reliability.
The discussion covers land surveying, the instruments used above and
below ground and their use. and the estimation of areas and

earthwork.

A few

useless traverse tables are given, which are carried
only to even degrees, even meters from 1 to 10 and two
places of decimals. We can hardly see what use these would
be, even in a classroom. The plates are Interesting and suggest that the German coal mines are not operated without
considerable difBculty.

down

COAL MINES REGULATION ACT. 1911 — HOW TO REMEMBER IT — Arranged by Henry Davies. director of mining
instruction for the County of Glamorgan, Wales. 120 pp.
5%x8t4 in. Thos. Wall & Son, Ltd. Wigan, England.

Cloth boards.

Price.

1/6.

this book has taken the British mining law
and rendered It into everyday English, giving each subject
a bold and easily visible title. Moreover, the information is
alphabetically arranged so that ready reference can be made
to any part of the contents.
It would be well if a book, following a somewhat similar method and containing the various state laws, were printed in this country.
It is probably well known to our
readers that Gre.it
Britain Is governed by both laws and Home-oflice orders. Several of the latter relating to coal mines are Included In this
book and also the Coal Mines (Minimum Wage) Act. This
book is both cheap and handy, and should obtain a ready

The writer of

sale.

ANNALES DES MINES. RECUEIL DE
L'EXPLOITATION DES MINES. Vol.
H. Dunod et E. Pinat. 47 & 49 Quai

.MEM(JIRKS
III.

SUR

Series XI. 1913.

des Grands-Augus-

Paris; 5?ix9.
Paper.
This edition of the Annales contains a study on magazine*
containing black powder, by M. Saladin, chief engineer of the
Schneider establishments, representing the committee on iron
works and iron mines In Meurthe et Moselle, and M. H.
Dautrlche. chief engineer in control of powders and saltpeter.
It may be well here to quote the conclusions at length:
1.
In case of an explosion in an underground magazine
or one built on the cut-and-cover principle, thr' mine powder
In grains, the compressed and unenveloped powder and that
tlns.

compressed and conHned In cartridges produced almost
equally destructive effects.
It appears to be Justifiable to use the tables prepared for
flynamfte magazines, burled or sunk and covered over, for
estlmacing the clearance needed around powder depots of
like kind with the proviso that one pound of black powder
be considered equivalent to half a pound of riynamlte.
2.
In the case of an explosion of a light magazine In
free air, the mine powder compressed to a density of 1.5
produces effects comparable to those of powder in grains.
It Is the most Important conclusion of the Droitaumont testa
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that the effects are considerably reduced when the
compressed powder is carefully put up in paper cartridges.
This reduction results from the slow progress of the Inflammation.
Consequently the pressure produced was more
marked when the magazine had light walls and presented
less resistance to the discharge of the first gaseous
products.
The weakening of the effect was considerably greater for
the light magazines than for those which were sunken.
We can therefore increase the safety of magazines of
3.
powder when compressed and made into cartridges by dividing the powder into such suitable sockets that the inflammation of one of them will not be communicated to
neighboring sockets. The experiments at Droitaumont ought
to promote the use of socket magazines having unit cells
capable of containing 1. 5 or 50 kg. (about 2^4. 11 or 110 lb.).
In the building of such a magazine, it seems necessary to
reduce to a minimum all combustible parts.
Nearly half of the concluding part of the book is taken
up by a bibliography and a list of the personnel of the department of mines in France. We recommend this list to
those people who believe that our own bureau is disposed to
undertake too large a scope.
There are commissions on
steam engines, automobiles and cartography, all under the
control of the Mines Council.

WORK IN CANADA. By W. J. Dick, mining
Commission of Conservation. Canada. 48 pp

MINE-RESCUE
engineer.

with index.

Paper,

6%x9%;

,

19

illustrations,

mostly

in-

The Rolla L. Grain Co., Ltd.. Ottawa.
This book contains an account of the mine-rescue provisions of all nations and a full description of the excellent
work being done in Canada. British Columbia requires rescue
sets.

apparatus

to be kept at all mines and it may surprise many
to learn that when the book went to press in November, 1912,
there were 1S2 mine-rescue apparatus in use or ordered, 22
belonging to the province of British Columbia.
An interesting chart shows the death rate in all the coalproducing countries. In 1902. Canada had a fatality of over
13 per thousand.
Our own death rate in 1907, which approximated 5 per thousand, shrinks in comparison. Never before
or since that time have our coal-mining operations been
nearly so fatal as in that year.
Canada has difficulties which demand peculiar precautions.
In some years past, its death rate has been lower than our
own and this little volume shows that it has determined that
the future risks of mining shall be reduced and is taking
radical steps to that end.

COAL.

ITS Cn>rriiSTTION, ANALYSIS, UTILIZATION AND
i:>
K. Somermeier, professor of metal(ihi.i .sill.
Iiiiverslty. 169 pp., with index; 6V4x9%;

VALUATION

\-:

lurgy,

MeCiiiw-llill li.iok Co., 239 W. 39th Street. New
boards.
I'rice $2.
This book Is written by undoubted authority and can
therefore be recommended to anyone seeking information on
coal as a heating agent.
The word "composition" in the
subtitle refers to its chemical characteristics, and hn.s no
reference to the physical and biological nature of tho coal.
There are chapters on composition and heating value,
chemical analysis, sampling, methods of analysis, determination of heating value, methods of reporting analysis, improvement of coal by washing, purchase of coal under specifications and on flue-gas analysis.
Several analytical table!
are contained In the concluding chapter.
It will be seen therefore that the book Is valuable to the
coal chemist and the coal user. The remarks on washing are
purely applicable to the theoretical determinations of the
chemist and do not take up washery practice and the efficiency of different methods.
Trifling exceptions may well be taken to the view that
sulphur Is an extraneous and not an Intrinsic part of the
<oal, and to the use of analyses of ash which do not show
This dioxide which runs from
the presence of titanic add.
0.10 to 1.30 per cent. In clays is usually found In coal, probably as an extraneous Impurity. It Is generally, as In these
analyses, Included as silica.
However, the exceptions we have taken detract In no
manner from the value of a book which is Intended for practical use and completely fits the place for which It was published.
The coal analyst and coal burm-r will lliid In it those
facts which are needed In their d.illy work and m book logically arranged and free from non-essentials.
S

ill.

Y'ork. Cloth
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Anthracite

—

The Woodward Colliery of the Delaware.
Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co., Coal Department, at EdEd"ar€lsville

The time of the
has been closed for repairs.
suspension has not been announced, but it is expected to last
about three weeks.
Scranton The first strike to receive the indorsement of
the district ofiicers of the United Mine Workers since the
signing of the agreement last spring is that at the Oxford
Colliery of the People's Coal Co., at Scranton.
The mineis
allege that the company is not abiding by the award of the
strike commission of 1902 and the agreement of last spring,
under which the mines of the anthracite field are being
worked. The indorsement of the district union carries with
it the support of all the anthracite miners, and implies that
the union is to make an issue of the Oxford matter.
Mrs. Cora Evans, of West Scranton, widow of Joseph A.
Evans, the rescue foreman of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, who
lost his life in the Pancoast mine in Throop, Apr. 7. 1911,
while leading a rescue party, has been granted a pension of
The pension is payable at once, and is
$1320 by Congress.
equal to one year's salary.
wardsville,

—

Bitiimiiiou.s

—

Mryersdale A coal mine is to be added to the varied industries of the Somerset County Home and House of Employment, according to the annual report of Poor Directors

Dickey and George P. Kimmel.
county farm.
Pitt.sburgh^The meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers will be held in Pittsburgh, Friday and
.Saturday, Apr. IS and 19, under the auspices of the new committee, which has just been formed to discuss the use of elecOf this committee Geo. R. Wood, consulting
tricity in mines.
engineer of the Berwind-White Coal Mining Co., is chairman.
Jacob W. Peck, Chauncey

The mine

F.

will be located on the

A number of interesting papers covering the various
phases of this subject have been promised and it is expected
that an interesting discussion will take place.
Owing to the location of the meeting in the heart of the
bituminous coal mining district, it is expected that a larye
number of coal-mine papers will be presented.

Jrnkins John Potter, a farmer, will probably receive a
fancy price for an acre of land now located in the heart of
the town, which he reserved for his house when he sold his
200-acre farm to the Northern Coal & Coke Co., a few years
ago.
The Consolidation Coal Co., who bought the land and
constructed the town, is said to have offered Potter $40,000
for his remaining acre, but he has thus far refused to sell.
Xjexinffton
In connection with that part of the program
of the Kentucky Mining Institute Involving demonstration of
first-aid work, to be given at its meeting on May 16 and 17,
the treatment of various injuries will be required.
For this
purpose volunteers will be needed to submit themselves to
the application of tourniquets and other first-aid devices, the
use of the plumotor, and the like. Ainong the injuries which

—

will be theoretically treated are listed right ear torn oft,
bright-red blood coming out in spurts Hndlcating a severed
compound fracture of right thigh, man unconscious,
overcome by gas, broken back, electrocution, right hand cut
off, and compound fracture of jaw.
Naturally, it would be
impracticable to produce these injuries for the occasion, and
some skillful "faking" will be necessary in order to make
the work as realistic as possible.
The Board of Examiners in the office of State Mine Inspector C. J. Norwood, at Lexington, Ky., has completed its
examination of applicants for mine foremen's certificates, and

artery),

has granted first-,grade certificates to 7 men, second-grade to
17 men and third-grade to 2 men.
Under the gradings established by the Department, a
first-class certificate entitles the holder to take charge of any
niine In the state: a second-class qualifies him to assume the
position of foreman in any nongaseous mine, and a third-class
to take charge of any nongaseous mine not employing more
than 26 men.

TENNESSEE

—

Coal Creek A 30-ft. vein of coal has been discovered near
Coal Creek, according to recent reports, on a farm which has
been taken over by parties who intend developing it at once.
The property is said to lie between the Southern Ry. and the
L. & N.. and to contain three veins of iron ore, in addition to
the coal.

INDI-VNA

Columbus— Operators in Ohio are fearful that the Gilson bill
now pending in the Ohio General Assembly, which gives the
right of eminent domain to condemn an approach to a mine
will pass. It is claimed the bill is so loosely drawn that ownmine and use

it

as an

— William

member of the district executive board of United Mine Workers, received a message
from National President White, announcing that the National
Board had given its consent for a 30-day test of a new explosive in the coal mine at Fort Branch, this county.
PHnceton

OHIO

ers of coal mines could seize another
entry to their own mines.

iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

—

I'K>'.\SYL,VAJfIA

H. Raney.

—

Indinuupoli.i The shotfirers' bill, which proposed to compel the operators to pay the shotfirers, failed to get through
The operators put up a stiff fight
the Indiana legislature.

The Green anti-screen bill, providing that miners shall be
paid on the basis of all coal mined instead for that which
does not go through a screen, passed the senate of the Ohio
Senator Green,
legislature recently by a vote of 21 to S.
father of the measure, pushed the bill through suddenly alSenator Green
though considerable opposition developed.
stated that between 25 and 38 per cent, of the coal mined in
the state goes through the screen. The measure as it passed
the senate does not become effective until Apr. 1, 1914, when
the present miners' scale expires.
Bellolre- Fire of unknown origin, starting in the oil room
of the general store of the Pittsburgh Belmont Coal Co., at
Neffs, just east of here, destroyed that structure, the warehouse adjoining and the blacksmith shop of Alex Neff. and
threatened the destruction of the entire town recently. The
loss was $25,000 with $14,000 insurance.

against it. The bill got through the House, but was killed
in the Senate committee, of which Jacob C. Kolsem, operator,
of Terre Haute, was chairman.

KENTUCKY

Coming Meetings

—

—John

M. Day, of this city, has discovered
a seam of coal on his land, near Campton Junction, on the
Lexington and Eastern R.R., east of here. He intends to begin working the mine at once.
WhltcHbure A 6-ft. seam of cannel coal Is reported to
have been discovered on the property of the Mineral Development Co., up Boone's Pork on the new Lexington & Eastern R.R. If the report is correct, the seam Is one of the largest in eastern Kentucky.

YVIncheMter

—

C.

The new weights-and-measures law prohibits the selling
by the basket, unless the baskets are of standard

of coal

size.
In the Ohio River towns. It has been the cusof
to sell coal by the "bushel" of 72 lb. and the "load,
ISOO lb. This will be superseded, probably by the SO-lb. basket and the full 2000-lb. load.

bushel

tom

"

C.\l,IPORNl.\

—

Magalia, Butte Co. The boiler building and hoist at the
Crystal mine, formerly known as the Princess mine, was destroyed by fire. R. C. Andress Is superintendent of the mine.

ENGINEEUS' SOCIETIES
of the Engineers Society oi
Northeastern Pennsylvania will be held in the Board of Trade
Auditorium, Scranton, Penn., Thursday evening, March 80,
Refreshments will be provided by the
1913, at 8:15 o'clock.
social committee. Subject: Centrifugal Fans, Design and Application, by E. B. Williams, manager mining department of
the B. F. Sturtevant Company.

The regular monthly meeting

March
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HILI, PUBLISHING COMPANY
Notioe to StockholdtTN

mteting of the stockholders of the Hill TublishIng Companv will be held on the 7th day of April, 1913, at
11:00 o'clock a.m., at the offices of the Company, 505 Pearl
Street, New York, N. Y., for the purpose of voting upon the

A

"special

following propositions:
To increase the number of the directors to nine;
a.
To increase its capital stock from $1,000,000 to ?3.000,b.
000, to consist of 30,000 shares of the par value of $100 each;
increase of capital
classify the aforementioned
To
c.
stock amounting-'to $2,000,000, so that $1,000,000 thereof shall
be six per cent, cumulative preferred stock, also preferred
on dissolution, and $1,000,000 thereof shall be common stock;
To alter the certificate of incorporation by eliminating
d.
the provision in Section 7 thereof relating to cumulative
voting; and
e.
To ratify the by-laws of the Company as amended by
the directors.
Dated. New York,
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Monnnsataela, Penn. .\ number of coal test holes are to
be drilled in the vicinity of Eighty-Four this coming spring,
with a view to the location of a number of coal shafts in that
vicinity.

—

Robert Izzett has a force of workmen
in reopening the mine on Big Vein Hill, near the Silk
Mr. Izzett will devote himself to developing the fire
coal business.
LiOnaeonine, .Md.

engaged
Hill.

—

Topeka, Kan. The Union Pacific coal chute that was destroyed a few days ago by fire, will be replaced by a new
concrete and steel structure. The new chute will cost about
$20,000, and its capacity will be about 200 tons.

—

Cumberland, Md. The Stanton mine, at Short Gap, a mile
of Clarysville, will be ready to ship coal this week.
This mine has been reopened by the Stanton Coal Co., of
which Louis Stanton, of this place, Is the president.
Tamaqua, Penn. Besides ten dwelling houses the Lehigh
Coal & Navigation Co. is erecting at Lansford and ten at
Seek, near Tamaqua, it has contracted for twenty-five blocks
of houses at Hauto for employees of the new electrical
east

March

20,

1913.
A.

HILU

JOHN

President.
Secretary.

ROBERT McKEAN,

Correction
In our issue of Mar.

the last paragraph on

S,

p.

Vol.
369,

3,

the

No.

10.

in the third line of

word first-motion" should

read "second-motion."

—

plant.

—

PottsvlUe, Penn. The Kaska William Colliery, of the Alliance Coal Co., has been closed down for a full month. This
was done to permit repairs, a fire having done great damage.
A new shaft has been sunk 100 ft. and it is only about half
finished.

—

M. D. Reyer, of Birmingham, Ala., has resigned his position as assistant general manager of the Galloway Coal Co.,
and the position has been abolished. The duties are now being looked after by Cyrus Garnsey, Jr., general manager, of
Memphis, Tenn., we will make his headquarters at Carbon
Hill. Ala., where the largest operations of the company are
located.

William Hadley, who was appointed temporarily superintendent of the Foundry Furnaces of the Tennessee Coal
Iron & R.R. Co. on Nov. 1 last, when E. P. Williams resigned,
was on March 1 transferred to his former position as assistant superintendant of the company's furnaces at Ensley. W.
E. Oldham, superintendent of Vanderbilt Furnace of the
Woodward Iron Co. has been appointed to fill the vacancy as
general superintendent of Foundry Furnaces, comprising four
furnaces at Bessemer, Alice Furnace at Birmingham, and
Oxmoor Furnace at Oxmoor. Mr. Oldham was for a tew
years superintendent of Alice Furnace for the Tennessee
Coal Iron & Railroad Company.

John Markle, head of the firm of G. B. Markle & Co.. the
Jeddo coal operators, has given out an official statement contradicting the report that he was to resign from the firm.
He sails on March 22 for Europe, where he will undergo
treatment by noted oculists.
Announcement has been received that F. F. Taplin, formerly sales manager of the Toughiogheny & Ohio Coal Co., will
be president of the recently incorporated Cleveland & Western Coal Co. This concern will do a rail and lake business
in coal from Pittsburgh and Ohio districts.

Connellttville, Penn.
The interests which acquired the coal
under the lands of the Peter Miller Estate, near Rogers Hill,
i:i the Indian Creek Valley, will construct a coke plant of 50
ovens.
The interests are represented by Charles Pore and
H. N. Odbert, of Monessen.
Jenkins, Ky. The Consolidation Coal Co. has started the
construction of a large central hospital to be used by all of
the company's constituent branches. The building is to be of
brick and stone, and will cost in the neighborhood of $40,000.
It will be completed within six months.
OreenMljurK, I'enn. Rockwell Marietta has purchased 134
acres of coal north of Wilpen and near to the plant of the
Marietta Stillwagon Coal & Coke Co., of which he is president and manager. Engineers are now on the ground laying
out the ovens, coal tipple and railroad sidings.

—

—

Pottsvllle,

Penn.

—The

Locust

Mountain

Coal

Co.

has

awarded the contract for breaker of 2500 tons capacity per
day. Nine hundred thousand feet of lumber will be used in
its construction.
Baird .Snyder. Jr. formerly superintendent
of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.. is the head of the new
company.

—

AVellexburK, \V. Vn. The Finley Coal Co. will build thirty
houses this spring to accommodate the employees of the

company,

fifteen of these will be built at their mines just
north of the city and the remainder at the La Belle mine.
The company also proposes to build a large electric plant at
Buffalo Creek, near the old tipple,

—

Pomeroy, Ohio Report is now extant among railroad men
that the 12 miles' extension of the riter division at Pomeroy,
will commence when the good weather appears.
Contractor
John LIndsey secured the job. This extension will tap a virgin coal field in Meigs County, and should produce thousands
of tons of tonnage annually for that division of the H. V.
R.R.

—

I.anHford. Penn.

— Contractor

Louis RIebe, of Lansford, is
erecting a big washery at Haunte for the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.
MlililleNbnrn. Ky.
The Mary Moose Mining Co.. operating
In the Mkidlesburo field, is planning to sink an additional
shaft on Its properties.

—

China

— The

Osaka Shosen Kalsha has placed orders
with the Osaka Iron Works for the construction of two 3000Oiiaka.

ton steamers having a speed of 10 knots.

—

SyraruHe, N. V. The Semet-Solvay Co. will build 20 additional coke ovens at Holt, Ala., Increasing the plant 50 per
cent., and dally capacity to 350 tons coal.

—

Hamilton, Ohio Extensive improvements are being made
at the plant of the Hamilton, Otto Coke Co., at Hamilton.
These Improvements will Include a coal mixer.
roHhof'ton, Ohio J. H. Daley, who has been operating a
coal mine on the Lee Moore farm, at Mohawk, haH opened up
another mine on the L, N. McVey farm, near Walhondlng,
Sairtnniv, Mlfh.
The Consolidated Coal Co., which controls
the soft-coal mines In the Saginaw Valley, announced today
that three new mines will be opened within the next month.

—

—

IllrmlnKham, .\ln. The contemplated construction of a
joining the Jasper-Manr.ailroad line In Walker €k)unty,
chester R.R., to that now extending from Burgin, will mean
development that will bring about expenditures of $2,000,000,
at least.
The Maryland Coal Co. Is developing as fast as
money and labor can do the work. Milton Flcs Is in charge
of the coal developments In this section.

—

Homc-r fity. Ponn
The Miller Construction Co. Is beginning the building of a branch line for the Buffalo,
Rochester * Pittsburgh R.R. In Indiana County, Penn., to
tap the new mine opening of the Clyde Coal Co.
A high
trestle will be built In connection.
A new mine opening at
Cralgsville, south of Punxsutawncy, will also be given a railroad connection by the same construction company.
The
Clyde Company will put up about 45 houses for workmen.

—

WllkeM-llnpre, Ppnn. Sinking operations at the new shaft
of the Butler Colliery, of the Hillside Coal & Iron Co.. have
been suspended temporarily, at a depth of seventy feet. In
order to permit the concreting of the shaft for a depth of
McConvllli' and FItzpatrIck, of PIttston, are
thirty-five feet.
doing the concrete work. The Inside dimensions of the shaft,
after the concrete has been placed In position, will be twelve
by twelve feet. After the completion of the concreting, the
shaft will be sunk to a depth of about 150 feet.
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—The

'tt'oodward Iron Co. is making' improvements at its No. 2 "Woodward mine, consisting of concrete and steel tipple and crusher building, electric hoist
housed in a fireproof building built of brick "with the tile roof.
The ore will be handled in a 14-ton steel skip on the upper
i;00 ft. of the slope, to which point it will be gathered in the
mine cars by an auxiliary electric hoist in the mine and
dumped in to a 300-ton bin from which it will be loaded
into the skip. The power for operating the skips comes from
the electric plant at their byproduct coke plant at Woodward, about three miles distant.

Eirmlnghain, Ala.

NEW INCORPORATIONS
mocker, Okla.

— The

Belt Coal Co.; capital stock, $25,000.
Incorporators: James L. Brazel, Al Belt, and R. P. Harris.
Kentucky
Jewel Coal Co.: capital stock,
Ky.
The
Hazard,
Incorporators: H. E. Bullock, D. C. Foley and T. F.
$50,000.

—

McConnell.

—

New York City, X. Y. Loyalsock Coal Mining Co.; capital
Incorporators; F. C. Overton, J. R. Overton,
stock, $100,000.
E. P. Young.
The Drake Blue Gem Coal Co.; capital
IiOnlsTille, Ivy.

—

$8000.

stock,

Incorporators:

Frank Owens.

—The

T.

B.

Mahan, John Goias and

Armerford Coal Mining

Co.: capital
Incorporators; Charles C. Pfordt, C. F. Armstock, $100,000.
strong and A. L. Walker.

Armerford, Penn.

—

Rlrminjcham, Ala. The Donalison-Grant Coal Co.; to mine
and sell coal; capital stock, $5000. Incorporators: G. J. Grant,
G. M. and T. M. Donalison.

—

Salt Lake City, irtah The
Incorporators:
stock, $50,000.
man and George E. Forrester.

Utah Coal Sales Co.; capital
W. D. McLean, W. O. Bridge-

—

Blocker, Okla. A charter has been granted to the Belt
James L.
Incoi-porators:
Coal Co.; capital stock, $20,000.
Brazell, of Hartshorne, president.
Nashville, Tenn. The United Mining Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: R. M. McMillen, S. M. Copper, Edward
$10,000.

—

Maynard and Henry W. Curtis, Jr.
The Southern Ice & Coal Co.; capital
]Va.<ibvIUe, Tenn.
Incorporators: James H. JlcCall, O. T. McCall,
stock, $20,000.
A. McCall and James H. McCall, Jr.
Camden, Ark. Dr. George Kimball, and associates, plan

—

—

the organization of a $1,000,000 corporation to develop coal

and clay property in Ouachita County.
The Southeast Coal Co. has been organized
.'Vshland. Ky.
with a capital stock of $1000. The incorporators are John
F. Hager, K. M. Fitzgerald and L. S. Wilson.
The Camplatt Coal Co.; to develop
Charle.iiton. AV. Va.

—

—

Incorporators; W. I. Robinson,
coal; capital stock, $200,000.
H. C. L. Forler, R. M. Mackenzie, A. A. Meyers and A. Meyers.

—

Packard, Ky. The Drake Blue Gem Coal Co. has been organized at Packard, Ky.. with a capital stock of $8000. The
incorporators are T. B. Mahan, John Goins and Frank Owens.
Phoenix, Ariz. The Frontenac Mining Co.; to deal in coal
and other mineral lands and mine coal and other minerals;
Incorporators: Wm. C. Muntz, and
capital stock, $100,000.

—

others.

The Beaver Pond Coal Co., has inPreston«burg, Ky
creased its capital stock from $20,000 to $50,000, with a
to extending its operations and enlarging its existing plants.
Houston, Tex. The G. B. Zigler Co.; to drill, open and
work mines for obtaining oil. coal ore, etc.; capital stock,
Incorporators; G. B. Zigler, W. A. Rowson and N. S.
$25,000.
view

—

Wishenhunt.

—

AVheelln);, AV. Va. The Richland Block Coal Co.; to develop coal fields; capital stock, $100,000. Incorporators: J. C.
Long, H. B. Lockwood, L. W. Brown, Nelson C. Hubbard and
L. L. Talbot.

Cleveland, Ohio
supplies,
L. J.

coal,

— The

etc.;

McFarland, Don

and D. Strader.

Xo. 12

—

business; capital stock, $100,000. Incorporators: E. L. More,
Cyrus A. O'Xealand. Henry Stanley.

—

The Cleveland & Western Coal Co. has
F. E. Taplin, F. C. Danielson and E. W.
The new company will do a lake and rail business,
principally from the Pittsburgh district.
ShaivtOTm, Ohio The Shawtown Grain Co.; general eleCleveland, Ohio
been organized by

Astel.

—

vator business, coal, cement, fencing, etc.; capital stock, $10.000.
Incorporators: F. S. Burhley. "«'. S. Moorhead, F. S. Robinson, B. J. Otte and George B. Mulford.
Wllmln^on, Del The Artificial Coal Co., of Philadelphia;
capital stock, $100,000: to acquire lease, own and control
coal mines of all kinds.
Incorporators: J. Howard Much,
John D. Wolf. John T. Waite, all of Philadelphia.
Cleveland, Ohio The Cleveland & Western Coal Co.; to do
a lake and rail business. Incorporators: F. E. Taplin, F. G.
Danielson, E. W. Astel and J. M. Todd.
All the members of
the new firm were formerly connected with the Y. & O. Coal

—

—

Co.

—

Pine Bluff, .l^rk. The Ark-Ol Manufacturing Co. has been
organized here to manufacture products from lignite coal.
The officers are John Holmes, president and general manager, Clifton Howell, vice-president, and Frank Tomilson,
secretary.

—

Hopkinsville, Ky. The West
been incorporated with a capital
clusively in the wholesale coal
incorporators are Paul Wynn,

Kentucky Fuel Company has
stock of $5000, to engage exbusiness at that point. The
Sam W. Wynn and James

Breathitt, Sr.

—

Shamokin, Penn. .\ charter has been granted to the
Northumberland Coal & Coke Co., of Shamokin Dam, Penn.,
with capital stock of $10,000. The company intends to mine
and market coal and will establish a coaling station at
Shamokin Dam.

—

Jefferson City, Mo. A charter has been granted to the
George E. Smith Coal Mining Co., Hudson Township, Macon
County; capital stock, $5200. Incorporators. George E. and
Annie Smith, .\ndrew H. Clark. Roy D. Conley and John
Parker McCanne.
Birmingham. .Via. The Donaldson-Grant Coal Co.. Inc.,
has been incorporated with C. J. Grant as president and general manager and J. M. Donaldson as secretary- treasurer:
The company will do a general coal
capital stock, $5000.
mining and selling business.
Concho, AV. V. The Rock Lick Coal Co.; to mine coal in
Fayetteville district of Fayette County, W. Va., drill for oil
and gas; capital stock, $200,000. Incorporators: Angus W.
McDonald, V. L. Black, O. P. Fitzgerald, John Wherle and L.

—

—

G. Summerfield, all of Charleston.

—

PunxHutanney, Penn. The Brush Creek Coal Mining Co.;
to mine, quarry, excavate and bore for and otherwise produce
coal, iron ore, limestone, fireclay and other minerals and subIncorporators: Lucius W. Robinson,
stances.
B. M. Clark. F. H. Beck and J. W. Brown.

Lewis

Iselin.

—

Columbus, Ohio Papers of incorporation have been filed
with the secretary of state of Ohio for the Kittaning Coal
Columbus with a capital stock of $10,000, to mine and
deal in. coal. The incorporators are, C. E. Leslie. A. H. Jones.
J. C. Yontz, Herbert M. Myers and M. H. Recob.
Cincinnati, Ohio The Beaver Fond Coal Co. has started
new financing in the shape of an increase of the capital stock
from $20,000 to $50,000. The new issue is to be in the shape
Headof preferred stock at S per cent., par value $100.
quarters of the company are at Prestonburg. Ky., at the
Co. of

—

mines.
Charleston, \V. Va. For the purpose of mining coal, drilling for oil and gas. operating coal washeries, mills and manufacturing plants, in Brooke County. W. Va., a charter has
been issued Richland Block Coal Co.. Wheeling; capital stock,
Incorporators: J. C. Mclnley. H. B. Lockwood. L. W.
$100,000.
Brown, Nelson C. Hubbard, and L. L. Talbot, all of Wheeling.

—

Euclid Brick & Supply Co.; builders'
Incorporators:
stock, $100,000.
B. Swisher, O. B. Long, C. M. Addison

—

—

$35,000.

3,

'

capital

The Slug Gulch Mining Co.; to deal In coal
I'boentx, .*.rlJi.
and other mineral lands and to mine coal and other minerals;
capital Sto^k, $400,000. Incorporators: Fred H. Larsen, H. A.
Babbitt and others.
BoHton, MaMM. The Wakefield Coal Supply Co.; capital
Btock,

Vol.

Herbert M. Whitten. Albert R. Perkins, Daniel D.
Peabody and George H. Smith.
Birmingham, Ala. The Black Warrior Mill Co.; to develop coal and mineral lands and to do a general sawmill
Perley,

Incorporators:

Edward

P.

White.

F.

Horace.

—

Indianapolis. Ind. The South Side Lumber & Coal Co..
Kokcmio. has increa.sed its capital to $20,000
Columlius, Ohio The D. A. Thomas Coal Co. will develop
about 1000 acres of coal land near Seng. W. Va.

—

March

22,
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— Twenty-five

land owners in Curry Townsiiip have filed deeds for part of thir land to the Indiana Coal
Co., and it is expected mining operations will begrin promptly.
Sullivan.

Inil.

—

Shamokin, Penn. While engaged in driving a tunnel at
the Bear Valley shaft, owned by the Philadelphia & Reading
& Iron Co., workmen uncovered a 7-ft. seam of fine anthracite coal.
Ryder, N. D. While drilling for artesian water on the Ben
Kosenberg claim near here, the drillers struck a seam of
Samples of the coal will be sent
coal at a depth of 170 ft.
to experts at the uni\'ersity for testing.
Coal

—

—

is

Connellsville, Penn.
Th Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.
developing a mine betwen Harborton and Pan. Va. The

which

will

•

deep.
The
750 dwellings,

shaft will be 600

have

ft.

company
and

will

will build a

town

open a 12,000-acre

tract.

—

Philadelphia, Penn. Philadelphia capitalists are making
overtures for the purchase of the 10,000-acre tract of coal
land recently taken over by Howard Davis, of Conemaugh,
George Gore, of Johnstown and others, at Garway, near
Hastings.

—

Artemus, Ky. The Anchor Coal Co. has been purchased
by J. B. Rogers and associates, and the company will be reorganized, "With Mr. Rogers as general manager. The facilities of the plant, and its capacity, are to be increased by the
installation of additional machinery.

—

Belie Vernon, Penn. Men from Monessen will open a ii40acre tract of coal in the Indian Creek Valley next week.
John I. Rogers' plant has been taken over by Pittsburgh men
and the output will be increased to 200 tons a day. The

Pittsburghers will take charge at once.
Altoona, Penn. The Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co., operating mines throughout Cambria County, will this summer
electrify all its working.
The Penn Central Electric Co. of
this city will furnish the power.
The company will also
build new offices at several of its mines.

—

—

St. l.anifi. Mo.
The Mississippi River Commission, Major
S. Smith, secretary, Liggett Building, is asking for
sealed proposals for furnishing 380,000 bushels of coal in
barges, to be opened at noon, on Apr. 5.
Major Smith will
furnish all necessary information on the subject.

Clarke

W'eleh, 'W. Va.

— The

Pocahontas-West Virginia Coal

Co.,

a

Leckie, nineteen miles above Welch on the
is pushing its work rapidly.
Mine Xo. 1 is
equipped with electric power and No. 2 with a gasoline encoal.
William
Leckie
is
president.
le to haul the

new operation at
Tug Fork branch

Conneiltiville, Penn.

— The

Jamison Coal & Coke

Co. is elec-

trifying all of its mining and coking plants in the Greensburg-Connellsville field, substituting electricity for
compressed air.
Fifteen locomotives, electrical machines, dynamos and generators have been purchased, and nearly all of
the new equipment has been installed.

—

Colunil>uH. Ohio
Pennsylvania Railroad officials here have
announced that the Sandusky docks of this company will
be extensively Improved before the opening of the navigation
It is expected that the capacity practically will be
doubled and new loading machinery added, which will
greatly facilitate the coaling of vessels.
PIttHbureh, Penn. The Buffalo & Susquehanna Coal Co.
Will hereafter pay the miners regularly on the 15th and 30th
of the month, instead of at somewhat Irregular times twice a
month. In some of the mines the men are to be allowed to
load something more than the former exact two tons to the
car.
This will result in an Increase of earnings.
Irvrln. IVnn.
The Penn-Westmoreland Coal Co. a now
organization, has taken over the J. A. Guy block of four-foot
coal, Just east of West Newton and expects to put the product on the market this summer. The tract comprises about
100 acres, $60,000.
The company has purchased from Charles

season.

—

—

Suter ground for tipple.

A. R. Byers, of

New

Stanton,

Is

pres-

—

—

Broclcnayvllle, Penn. C. A. McDonald and other DuBois
nen have leased the mine property at Westvllle formerly
jperated by the Jeflerson Coal Co. and are re-openIng the
lame for the purpose of shipping coal. They will also lease
in additional ten to twenty acres.
The new company will be
<nown as the .Sandy Lick & Rochester Mining Co., and will
36 managed by Mr. McDonald.

Va.

—A

deal for the sale of 500 acres of
coal in the Union district has been consummated.
Surface,
Pittsburgh. Sewickley and all other seams of coal were sold to
W. H. Seymour, of Pittsburgh, and the price was $300 an
acre.
The property is situated between the Stewartstown
and Warm Hollow roads in the Union district. The purchasers
expect to develop it without delay.
Nielvtonn, Penn
Options on what is probably the biggest
undeveloped tract of coal in Cambria County are being taken
by Anselm Kirsch and his brother, A. F. Kirsch. Between
6000 and 7000 acres are involved. It will eventually fall into
the hands of the Manor Real Estate & Trust Co. The deal, if
put through will mean the exchange of something like $600.000.
Between 50 and 60 owners will get a portion of this

sum.

—

LiouiNvilie. Ky.
Certain well-defined rumors current in the
Harlan field indicate that foreign capital other than Welsh is
on the verge of becoming heavily interested in that region.
Exact details of the deal are not yet available, but it is stated
on good authority that French interests are involved in a
purchase which has practically been arranged. A few days
more will probably see its con.summation, and full details will

be published.

—

\VhltesburB, Ivy. A big Letcher County deal, recently reported, is that closed by Maxwell & LItts, of Wise County,
for a tract of about 2000 acres, lying on the proposed
of the Cincinnati, Licking River & Virginia R.R.
The
development of the property will probably await the construction of the road, which promoters intend to begin
this spring or summer.
Va.,
line

WaynesburB,

Penn.

—P.

J.

Bradley and

J.

J.

Koelfert

closed a big sale of coal with Fayette County parties last
Saturday. They disposed of 490 acres of coal in Wayne and
Gilmore Townships, Green County, at a consideration of over
$100,000.
Local parties who owned the coal are P. J. Bradle,
J. J. Koebert, J. L. Rush, Delbert Orndoft, R. E. Kent, of
Waynesburg: Prank Gump, of Mt. Morris, and Dennis and
Peter Meighen, of Jollytown.

—

PlttNburgh, Penn. At the request of a number of customers, the Goodman Mfg. Co. has decided to open a repair
and supply department in Pittsburgh. This will be known
as the Pittsburgh Repair & Supply Department, 700 Phipps
Power Building. E. Kent Davis will be manager.
The electrical repairing done in this shop will be of the
same high-grade character as they do in their Chicago shops.
The Goodman company is now carrying in Pittsburgh a
small stock of shortwall machine parts, and expect, within
a short time, to have a complete stock of parts for this type
of machine.

—

St. l.ouiN, Mo.
Representatives of the Eastern Coke and
Coal .Syndicate who have been here two months are said to
have options on tracts of land on both sides of the river.
They are reported to have obtained nearly 200 acres on both

sides

of

the

River Des Peres, between Broadway and the

Iron Mountain Railroad.
Part of the tract was owned by the Laclede Gas Light
Company. Julius Pitzman, civil engineer and investor, who
owns a large tract there, says that he has been dealing with
a prospective buyer, but that he does not know whom the

agent represents.

—

Cincinnati, O. Details have been arranged for the transfer of coal property which involves over half a m'llion dollars and which will be the second large holding of the Canadian
coal interests in the West Virginia fields.
Captiiin Michael Roach, the president of the New River
and Ohio Coal Co., has arranged the sale of the properties to
the Lake Superior Coal Co., which is a subsidiary of the
.Superior Co., the largest coal. Iron and paper pulp producer
of Canada.
This company bought the Cannelton Coal & Coke Co.. in the
Kanawha district. Coal from these mines Is shipped to the
headquarters at Sault Ste. Marie.

ident.

lilnKbamton, X. V. With nearly 500 acres of land situated
Just northeast of Port Crane, leased or sold to Scranton capitalists, the plan to mine coal In that village is fairly well
under way.
The H. A. Allerton farm of 150 acres and the
WlUlan Bunzey farm of 100 acres are among those said to
have been leased to the Scranton people.
Boring will be
Uarted as early as possible.

4G9

W.

Morganton-n,

—

I>inevilie, Ky.
It Is reported that the Harlan Coal Mining
has recently leased to the Lick Branch Coal Co., composed of John W, Williams and associates. Its recently completed coal-mlnlng plant at Croxton, Ky., In the Harlan field.
The new plant Is one of the largest In capacity and most uptodate in equipment in the eastern Kentucky field, and under
the management of the experienced opi'rators who have leased
It, Is expected to cut a considerable figure In
the production
figures.
It Is probable that with this plant off Its hands the
Harlan Coal Mining Co. will shortly begin the construction
of another plant In that vicinity.
The lease referred to Is
said to provide for minimum royalties aggregating $100,000
during the first five years, with the privilege of renewal for
an additional five years, during which period the royalties are
fixed at a minimum of $125,000.

Co.

C
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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GENERAL, REVIEW
Anthracite orders for April delivery, when the spring discounts will be in effect, are coming in rapidly, and indications are that the trade will be active over that month.
In fact, some believe that production will be so heavy
through April and May that June, and even July, may And
prices

still

below the April

circular.

At the moment, the hard-coal market is slow and dull.
has been" definitely announced that the customary spring
discount will go into effect the first of the month, so consumers are cutting orders to the lowest possible minimum,
in order to avoid carrying over any of the high-priced product.
As a result, current orders are scarce. Production is
still being restricted, and some stocks are being accumulated.
Egg is particularly easy and is being freely offered at well
below the April circular; pea size continues the strongest of
the hard-coal grades.
Conditions in the Eastern coast-wise bituminous trade are
unsettled and inclined to be a little tense. Pocahontas and
New River operators are actively seeking contract business,
but the consumers do not believe they are justified in the
large increase they are demanding over last year's quotations, and, as a result, little business is being closed, and
the contract market is decidedly dull. .Spot prices are ranging 10 to 15c. below contract asking prices.
Pennsylvania
operators are holding off on prices, pending a more settled
condition in the labor situation in West Virginia, which now
appears to be assuming serious proportions. In the event of
extensive trouble there, the Pennsylvania operators will be
materially benefited.
What contracts are being closed are
for uniformly heavier tonnages than during the previous
It

Georges Creek is now coming to tide In better volume and
the demand seems right up to the supply.
Coals from the
Pennsylvania districts are being railed only on orders and
there is only a moderate call for the medium grades. Demurrage has been paid for coal standing at Philadelphia and
at New York, but the accumulation was not significant iind
is now well cleared up.
Prices at the mine are practically
iinchanged and the movement all-rail is steady for the more
popular coals.
Water freights are strong at 95c. @$1, Hampton Roads to
Boston, with 75@S5c. on yearly contract on large vessels.
The Reading barge rate on bituminous has been reduced,
however, from 90 to 80c.. Philadelphia to Boston. On Long Island Sound freights from New York are 40® 50c., with a demand now for anthracite shipment the last of March at April
prices.

year.

Anthracite is expected to start in with a rush Apr. 1.
Orders have been filed for all the Eastern points and shipments are expected to be heavy until the retailers get their
storage filled and call a halt. There is quite a tonnage being
carried over at almost all the New England points and the
weather is so mi'd that this situation Is not likely to improve.
With a fair amount of domestic sizes taken on in April
and May the dealers are likely to rest on their cars until the
demand from the public begins to deplete their stocks. Egg
is in the least demand and continues to be offered by the independents at prices well below the anticipated April cirThere Is a fear on the part of some anthracite buyers
cular.
that there will be such a surplus of individual coal mined In
July that prices then will be as low or lower than tne companies' list for April. This feeling is not shared, however, by
the dealers who have had experience before with dull years

The Pennsylvania and the Western Maryland railroads
have both announced that, effective Mar. 20, they would accept consignments for Lake destinations, and it is believed
the initial shipments will be heavy. Deliveries on the North-

At least, those whom the companies served
in anthracite.
well in 1912 are apparently quite willing to let the same companies fill them up during April and May.
Present wholesale quotations are about on the following

ern border are still a trifle uncertain, but railroads are
rapidly gaining control of the situation; consumers in this
district point to numerous low prices being quoted, but
dealers claim the trade is steady and showing a strong tone.
In the Pittsburgh district shipments to the Lake trade are
rapidly increasing.
The demand in Ohio continues fair, and there is considerable activity in renewing contracts; operators believe that
industrial conditions are steadily improving and that consumers will soon be in the market for a large tonnage. The
domestic dealers have fair stocks and will be out of the market until the fall stocking begins; prices remain at a rather
low level. Coal continues to accumulate at Hampton Roads,
in spite of some curtailment on the part of the operators,
who are, however, firm in the belief that there will be a
distinct improvement in the trade shortly.
The dumping is
rather light, and few contracts are being let, but there is a
good demand on the existing ones, and the export business
continues to show a steady increase.

The Middlewestern retailers have definitely concluded
buying for the current year. Prices are down to the sumare showing no disposition to change.
There is a total absence of activity in the trade.

mer schedule and

BOSTON, MASS.
There

Is

much

uncertainty over bituminous prices.

Most

of the agencies for Pocahontas and New River are actively
seeking contract business on the $2.S5 f.o.b. Hampton Roads
basis, but only a small share of the total tonnage of those
coals for New England is understood to have been pla<;ed.
The larger buyers particularly, are declining to accept so
high a figure, feeling that conditions do not warrant so large
an advance over 1912, both on coal and on water transportation. The result is that the contract market Is decidedly dull.
The fact that spot coal is still being offered more cr less
freely at from 10c.@15c. less than on contract, and that certain shippers are going slow on commitments after Apr. 1,
In view of possible labor troubles In the New River Cold,
makes the outlook rather complicated. The Georges Creek
and Pennsylvania shippers are awaiting developments on the
Southern coals before announcing their own season prices,
.so that
In general the spring prospects on bituminous are
more or less mixed.

basis:
Clear6elds. f.o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Clearfields, f.o.b.

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. m'nes
Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. New York
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Providence

>E\V

—

SI 25® 1 45
2 50(a 2.70
2.S0(S! 3.00
1 30(0
1 fi5
2 .55(ai 2 90
.

New York

.

.

2.S50' 3.20

2.65®

2.80
3,80(3) 3 90
3 75® 3 90
.

YORK

Bituinlnou.s There are rumors current in the local market that a number of the smaller operators have succeeded In
closing contracts covering their production over the next
This would seem to indicate an increased
contract year.
activity In contracting, but since only the smaller companies
were mentioned in this connection, the tonnage involved is
probably not large. As a matter of fact, operators are finding it difficult to close, particularly with the larger consumers, who are holding off, apparently in hopes of a sharp
decline in the spot market, which would naturally have a
sympathetic effect on contract business.
There has been little change In the prompt market, which
on the
still continues rather dull and weak, particularly
lower grades. The better qualities are in good demand and
slightly short in supply. Stocks of all kinds and size at tide
have fallen off considerably during the week. Production Is
still being curtailed, especially those operations producing
Prices have experienced no change, except on
off quality.
the West Virginia steam grade, which we quote 5c. off of
the price prevailing over the last three weeks, the market
being about as follows:
West Virginia steam, $2.55(?i)2.60
fair grades, Pennsylvanlas, $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias. $2.75(15)2.80; best Miller. Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15;
Georges Creek, $3.25@3.30.
Anthrncltie
Several of the large companies have sent out
instructions to their agents to the effect that the customary
spring discount on the domestic grades will go Into effect
Apr. 1 as usual.
With this feature finally eliminated from
consideration, buying Is becoming even more restricted, and
there is an almost total absence of any demand for the domestic sizes; dealers and consumers generally have sufficient
coal on hand to carry them over until the first of the month,
and consequently there is no incentive to buy.

—

March
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Production in the mining regions is still being curtailed,
most companies laying off on an average of three days per
week. However, this feature is being welcomed by the operating departments, who are taking advantage of the idle
time to effect repairs which have been accumulating for several months, while the mines were working under a heavy
With the lowest prices of the year in effect next
pressure.
month, it is expected there will be a great deal of activity in
the trade. All sizes are in ample supply, with the exception
of pea, which, as has been the case for several months, is a
little

difficult to

obtain.

Quotations have not undergone any material change during the week. Both stove and barley have suffered a slight
decline, while chestnut is quotable on a little higher basis.
The following are the nominal New Tork prices on hard
coal:
Individual

Lehigh

Circular

$3.00
5.25
5.23
5.50
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.75

Brolten

Egg
Stove
Chestnut

Pea
Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

.50 ^i
4.55C<J.

S4

,

4.70

@
@
@

4.95(S)
3.45

2.00

.Scranton

00
5.20
5.20
5.45
3.55
2.45

$.5

.

1.80® 195
1.10® 1.50

$4.50(3 So. 00
4.75(al 5.25
4.75 (S. 5.25
5.50
5.00
3.50(3) 3.60
2.50(Sj 2.75
2.25

@

1.60®

1.75

PHIL.VDELPHIA, PENIV.
the dealers are doing now is waiting for Apr.
reduction in the price of anthracite goes into
1, when the
effect.
It is practically understood now. that there will be
Some of
the same reduction as customary in normal years.
the companies have already issued circulars making this
announcement.
The individual operators have been using
this April price as a basis for some time past, and even so
are not having particularly easy sledding in getting rid of
their product.
Dealers are loth to turn down an offer for a
car of egg, stove or chestnut at fifty cents off the present
circular prices, but when it comes to putting on coal now
that they really do not require, that is another matter. The
thought of the premiums of $1.50 to $2 per ton they were
compelled to pay to these same individuals no less than
three months ago, still lingers in their minds, and there will
undoubtedly be lots of feeling manifested in the placing of
orders during the coming season. Companies that took care
of their own trade and gained new friends, are likely to hold
on to them.
It is useless to speculate on the coming business for the
month of April as it could not help being good. Every
dealer has a little space that he would like to see filled up
at the reduced price, and this will make an active demand,
which perhaps may be duplicated in May. The weather for
the balance of March is not likely to be conducive to the
clearing up of stocks purchased at the old prices, and in almost every case, some coal will be carried over. It is understood that the large companies are still receiving orders
for the prepared sizes, but they are few and far between,
and it la further understood that they are obtaining the full

About

all

prices.

Instead of reduction in quotations Apr. 1, there is talk
operators of advancing the price on contracts after March 31, and as a consequence, there is a little
flurry to get as much of the old-priced coal as possible. This
Is particularly true at Tidewater points, where considerable
Whether the threat will hold good remains
coal Is moving.
to be seen, but judging from present conditions, it will be a
difficult position to maintain.
The soft-coal trade at this
time seems to be willing to take almost anything that is

among bituminous

offered. In the

way

of prices.

PITTSBURGH, PENN.
BltuminouH

— Mining

and shipping of coal for the Lake

trade has Increased and is now of considerable proportions,
although practically confined to l..ake shipi)er3 who have mining Interests of their own.
The production of so mucii
%-ln. coal has naturally increased the supply of slack which
has resulted In the premium for this coming off. the slack
market being now quotable at the regular figure of 90c.
The coal market as a whole Is not overly firm, chiefly bi'Cause a number of small operators are Indifferently well
supplied with contracts and are occasionally cutting prices.
The large Interests are adhering closely to schedule prices,
which we continue to quote as the general market: Slack,
90c.; nut and slack. $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.3(/; %-ln..
$1.40; Wt-in., $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

—

ConnellHvlllr Coke Demand for both spot and contract
furnace coke has continued extremely light, but for foundry
coke It Is slightly Improved.
Production has decreased a
total of 30.000 tons a week, according to the last report, and
the position Is sound, as actual consumption Is fully up to the
record.
The decrease In production has been due chiefly to

471

by operators making
market now at any figure.

restriction
find a

off

coke, which can hardly

In

December and January

dokes running above 1.25 per cent, in sulphur and very high
in ash were accepted in lieu of anything better, but today
furnaces will hardly consider a badly cut price if it involves
coke running even a tenth per cent, above the recognized
sulphur limit of 1 per cent., or running much above 12 per
cent. ash.
Such off cokes are available, at least as low as
$2.20 for prompt furnace, and perhaps might be had at $2.
Standard furnace coke we quote fairly firm at $2.40, with contract nominally at $2.50.
Foundry coke is quotable at $3@
3.50 for both prompt and contract, depending on grade, per
ton at ovens.

BVLTI.MORE, MD.
The orders so far booked by the Consolidation Coal Co.,
for delivery during the next six months, show an increase of
over 500,000 tons as compared with the same period of the
previous year; this is mostly for coal from the Fairmont field.
This increase in tonnage has done much to revive hope in the
Baltimore market.

By

the last of the week, coal from the

West Virginia and

will begin moving to the Lakes.
The
Ry., following in the footsteps of the
I'ennsylvania, has notified shippers that the road would accept Lake shipments on Mar. 20.
All business received will

Pennsylvania

fields

Western Maryland

be forwarded to Buffalo and other lake ports and held there
until the Lake traffic opens.
There is considerable business
ready to be turned over to the roads, and it is believed that
the initial shipments will be large.
Prices softened a bit on spot business during the week,
where low-grade coals were concerned; sales were reported
under $1. But only a slight change took place in the price
of the better grades.
The car situation seems to have been
eliminated as a factor in the trade. About the usual activity
was witnessed at the railroad piers. The coke market continues fairly firm and there has been a slight reduction in
the output of the product, especially in the Connellsville
region.

BUFFALO,
much complaint

X. Y.

the railroads are making uncertain deliveries and thus complicating the bituminous
trade badly. One operator says that he has been billing out.
coal for ten days, but none of it has yet reached destination.
It looks as though the roads were getting farther behind In
certain branches of their business in spite of the fact that
the weather is more favoi-able to quick despatch.
Another disturbing element in the bituminous trade is the

There

is still

th.at

resumption of shipments to the Lake ports. There is such
a shortage of coal in the Northwest that much lake tonnage
will be loaded before the opening of navigation.
A favorite
size

for

this

trade

is

three-quarter, ^\'hlch necessitates the

turning out of a great amount of slack and sometimes breaks
that market badly. Often the Lake firemen refuse to handle
anything but three-quarter for steamer fuel and that also increases the

There

Is

amount of slack.
more unsold bituminous on track generally than

for sometime, so that everything Indicates a period of quiet
trade. There will be small fluctuations that the active salesman will take advantage of, while the slow one will get left.
The contract season Is on and there is some Indication that
The
prices are to be held stlffer than they were last year.
lowest bid for furnishing nut and slack, to the Buffalo State
Hospital, Is $1.99, as compared with $1.93 last year; the
bidder who obtained the contract last year now bids $2.05,
which shows what he thinks of the business. It Is understood that there is likely to be a good amount of docking
for ash and other tests.

Buffalo anthracite shippers are loading considerable hard
coal Into lake steamers, but the D., L. & W. Is handicapped
by a dispute with the government over possession of the
dock. Tt now appears that the fast-accumulating anthracite
will have to be dumped In great part, as a loaded steamer Is
grounded at the Lehigh Valley dock, blocking It completely.
Bituminous prices are held pretty firmly In spite of the
Ir.ck of demand, on the basis of $2.80 for Pittsburgh lump,
and $2.15 for
$2.G5 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run
slack, with Allegheny Valley and Reynoldsvllle 15 to 2Cc
lower. It Is said that coke Is becoming firmer, but Jobbers
generally admit that It does not sell hero for more than $5
for best Connellsvllle foundry.
COi.l MBU<*.

OHIO

While the weather has not been favorable for an active
coal trade, there has not been any great falling off during
There Is a fair demand for tonnage from
tbe past week.
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steam users and considerable activity is shown in the renewing' of fuel contracts by the railroads.
The domestic trade is
a thing of the past and operators and shippers are loolving
forward to a rather active Lake trade.
Dealers have pretty fair stocks generally.
This means
that they will not be in the market for much coal until the
begins
later
in
the
season.
stocking up period
On the whole
the retailers had a pretty fair trade despite the unfavorable
weather conditions. They secured good prices generally and
a great deal of trouble was experienced in obtaining
tile mines.
Operators, especially those who engage in the Lake trade,
are anticipating a good demand from the Northwest.
Reports from that section show that the docks have been well
cleaned i.p and this means an active season. Improved dock
machinery is being installed at many places in order to take
care of the expected increase in tonnage.
Prices are still at a rather low level and no improvement
In that direction is expected for the time being at least.
Dock prices have not yet been determined and there is a
strong movement to place them back to the level of two
years ago, before the recent decline. Chartering of boats is
going on and everything is being arranged for the opening
of navigation.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows;
not

prompt deliveries from

Hoctcing

Pittsburgh

Domestic lump.

SI. SO

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and
Coarse siaclc

Pomeroy

slaclc.

0.70

0.S5

Ka

Vol.

3,

Xo. 12

.

March

32,
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selling for $1.35 at the mines and Pocahontas can be had at
the same price; mine-run is selling for as low as $1 at the

mines.

CHICAGO
There is a continued lack of activity in the Chicago coal
Xo demand exists for domestic coal, retailers demarket.
clining to increase their stocks lest they be compelled to carry
a large part of them over into the summer. Domestic grades
are not being produced by the mines except where it is necessary to do so in order to obtain fine sizes to apply upon contracts.
Scarcely any orders are being received from the
retailers for high-grade, southern Illinois coal.
Operators
in the Springfield district and producers of various Indiana
coals are making no effort to sell their domestic product
in Chicago.
A number of them have changed their screens
to make steam lump coal and others are disposing of what
domestic they have at points nearer the mines.
The smokeless trade is unusually dull. Until the latter
part of February, smokeless operators reported large sales
at satisfactory prices.
Business among dealers in anthracite continues to be slack.
Prevailing prices in Chicac'o are:
Domestic lump
Egg
Steam lump

.

Sullivan Co.

Springfield

$2.47
2.47

$2.07(5,2.22

$2.12®

W

Va.

2.37

1.67@172

1.92® 1.97
1.87® 1.92
1.57@1.62

ST. LOUIS,

197
167

No.

1

nut

Screenings

Coal

$1.20®

1.25
1.25

@
@
1.35®
1 25 @
1 15 @
1 00 @
.

.
.

40

Standard
$0.85
90

The following

is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke traffic over the lines of the C. & O. Ry., for January, and
the seven months ending Jan. 31, 1912-13, in short tons:

Destination

Tidewater
East

West
Total

.

....

.05

.

Grand

total

335,290
212,524
749.893

2,068,111
1,518,698
5,437,455

2.305.754
1,282,149
6,485,458

1,337,216

9,531,878

10,359,542

1,170.998
30.764

92.894

Anthracite

Field

Pocahontas.

OGDEN, UT.VH
shipments from Wyoming and Utah have dropped

mine-run, $1.85 and slack,
mine-run, $1.85 and slack,

377,520
303.493
489,985

378
1,295,034

The following is a statement of tonnages shipped over this
road from mines in West Virginia and the commercial and
company coal, for the month of February, in short tons:

Tug

$1:
Utah
$1.25.

River..

Thacker
oft

in the past week and the mines in both states are experiencing idle days, due to lack of orders. This has decreased
the production of slack and at present there is no appreciable
surplus on the market.
Warm weather is prevailing generally over the territory
west of the Mississippi River, and the demand for coal Is
decreasing.
The over-production of nut coal continues, and
there is quite a surplus of this grade at the mines drawing
demurrage. Now that winter is practically over, and there
is a diminishing call for lump, the mines will be compelled
to decrease operation, and this will tend to keep down the
surplus nut coal.
Conditions in Nebraska have not improved and it now develops that the Wyoming operators were unable to take care
of the market during the fall and winter and the dealers
were compelled to look elsewhere for coal. This gave the
Colorado producers a chance to gain a foothold and as a consequence a portion of the spring and summer trade will go
to them. This condition was caused by the car shortage during September, October and November.
May and June quotations for shipments to Nebraska have
been announced as follows: Lump. $2.25; nut, $2; mine-run,
$1.75; slack, $1.
Quotations for the balance of the territory
remain unchanged as follows: Wyoming Lump, $2.75; nut,
$2.25;
$2.25;

—

NORFOLK & WESTERN RY.

1

1

17,292,426

Pittsburgh and Erie only,
^Includes coke and that from
affiliated lines.
^Bituminous only. 'Includes coke and anthracite.
Note Tonnage included in this table covers nearly 40% of the country's
production and the results may be taken as a fair criterion of the progress of
lines east of

Bituminous

Mt.

95
50
1.45
1 30
1 20

453,886
20,869,061

Ry

i

1.10@115

1

1912
5,703.696
4,522.296
2,443,528
1,819,588
1,088,697
1.337,216
317,405

CHES.\PE-\KE & OHIO RY.

1.05® 115

nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

'On

®

0.90

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 wa.shcd
No. 4 washed
No. 5 wa-shed

1913
6,336,419
5,498,710
3,442,580
2,218,125
1,624.298
1,295,043

business.

Cartpr\'ille
Bi,

in short tons ex-

Net Increase 20.7%

MO.

Muc

MOVE.MEXT

comparative summary of the coal
this year and last year as reported

-Anthracite shipments (long tons)
Penn. R.R. (bituminous only) '
Baltimore & Ohio'
Norfolk & Western
Philadelphia & Reading'
Chesapeake & Ohio*

Coke
From Connections

and

a

by seven of the largest railroads or districts
cept where otherwise noted;

3.30

is:

Franklin Co.

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg

is

January of

.

slight touch of winter, following an unusually pleasant

The circular

in

Total

spell of spring weather, brought about a slight demand for
domestic coal in St. Louis the early part of the week, but It
was of short duration and did not cause any change in prices.
Everything indicates that it will be a dragging market
for the balance of the spring, and the operators are curtailing their tonnage, some of them having closed down.
There is considerable demurrage coal at diverting ooints,
and it is usually sacrificed at prices far below the cost of

2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

following

Virginian

house, $5.50.

production.

CO.Vl,

The

movement

2.17

Prevailing prices for coke are:
Connellsville and Wise
County, $5.75 @ 6; byproduct, egg. stove and nut, $5.50; gas

A

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-

PORTATION STATISTICS

$3.95

Mine-run
Screenings

Clinton
$2 27

473

dication of any Australian coal coming this way during the
summer, although it is yet early, since chartering of carriers for the summer and fall business has not yet opened,
excepting in some cases for lumber.

lump, $2,75; nut,

PORTI,.\>l), OIIK.
The coal market here is quiet at this time, being between
seasons.
The demand is light and prices arc unchanged,
with no probability of any occurring until the summer rates
go Into effect. This will probably be In July as usual, when
people begin to put in supplies on the .strength of thi- reduction of $1 per ton for storage.
So far there has been no In-

Kenova
CUnch Vallc;
,

Shipments
;re

121.058.

Shipped
793,880
192,545
232,527
64,018

.

.

.

.

.

'
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
Deductions

Victor-American Fuel Co.
summary

of the report of this company
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912:
After providing for fixed charges and depreciation reserves, there remained a balance of $358,463 [against $510,Two dividends on the capital stock, ag6SS in 1910-11].
gregating $258,500, were paid. After making all adjustments,
the credit balance in the profit and loss account, as of June
30, 1912, is $268, S6S [as compared with $201,689 on June 30,
1911.]
The loss in earnings for the year was largely at the New
Mexico mines, and due to a falling oft in the tonnage of coal
sold in Southern California and to increased cost from various temporary causes which have already been or will be
removed. There is also a considerable loss as compared witli
the previous year in the falling off in the tonnage of coke
sold.
The Colorado mines, notwithstanding the halt in general business activity throughout the year, produced practically the same tonnage as the preceding yeai-, with a slight

The following

a

is

increase in profits.

Rentals
Sinking fund
Depreciation
Total deduct
Surplus
Prev. surp
Sdy. adi. dr

Colte sold

Coal purchased and soUl
earuings.

i

Operating expenses

1911-12

1910-11
2,256,041
2,033,699
84,943
85,213
103,353
S3.592,344
2,788,625

Net earnings
Total net

:

Insurance
Miscellaneous

on
on

Interest
Interest

\'.--A.
\'.

F.

F. bonds.
bonds.
.

.

.

Depreciation
Dividends.

$651,591
$739,980

$803,719

$30,339
10,008
28.256
127,325
92,350
103,238

$21,597

$879,610

10,041
10,131
126,000

93,550
107,603
(5)470,000

i)2ci8.500

$640,016
$99,963

Total deductions.
Balance, surplus....

BAL.\NCE SHEET, JUNE

$838,922

2,358,909
2,063,085
108,409
108.693
200,833
$3,669,070
2,832,720

$836,350
$923,250

$40,688

1912

Real estate

Equipment
West. Stores Co. stk.
Col. & S. E. R.R. stk..
Col. & S. E. Ry. bds
.

Mtn.

Tel. Co. stk
accts.

Bond redem.

.

.

Development
Advance royalty
Supplies

Cash

in

$20,152
9,312
9,277
152,500
95,000
116,580
(31)305.000
$707,821
$215,429

30

Assets

banks

Accounts and bills receivable
Treasurj- bonds (V.-A. F. Co).
.

Coal and coke on band
Miscellaneous
Total.

1911

$9,850,844
2.691,530
210,000
100.000
300,000
15.000
71.067
199,485
42,928
100.561
131,977
390,900
53,000
14,314
10.227

$9,882,939
2,620.147
210,000
100,000
300,000
15,000
21.251
187,905
43.671
112,869
124,151
356,030

and

Ist

ref.

M.

6s

14,181,833

13,986,906

$9,400,000

>,400.000
!,100,000
1,871,000

2,1.53,000

Victor Fuel Co. bonds.

1.847,000
100,900
107,900
161,163
10,350

Interest accrued
Bills

payable

Voucher and pay-rolls.
Taxes accrued unpaid.
Unpaid coupons.
1

liability to

Re.s. for

sub cos. on current aceotmt

bond redem

Di.sr. on V. F. Co. bonds redeemed.
Acc'n for bond red

Profit

and

.

.

lo.ss

99.534
2.000
168,211
10,600

.505

950

.50,875

70.781
10,445

104,439
21,044
7,439

44
t268,869

201,689

Total
14,181,833
13,986.906
3! After deducting los.ses of $33,743 through Weaver mine fire and $1519
and adding miac credits of $2478.
1

Scrip div.

P

1912

1910

$2,288,899
*I2,916

1911
$2,287,147
32.S9S

1..579.310

2,033„3.57

22,264
1,698,276

354.587
4,209,880

191,391
4,534,783

1.38,728

1,227,6.56
167.7,37

4,144,621

3,654,543

$2,2,85.2,53

183.068
300,000

152,686
300,000
1,767,007
1,887,536
4,294,163
469.108
3.150,412
1,813,976
748,203

1909
$2,278,055
*18.904

292.363
884,719

1,900,477
2,244,044

748,203
49,897

15%

»fc

L surplus
*Deficit.

tEquai to 8.61% earned o: 1 $26,557,950 capital stock after allowance
compared with 10.2 ^ earned on same stock previous year.

for de-

preciation,

The following table gives the range of various active
coal securities and dividends paid during the week ending
15:

Week's Range
^
High
Low
Last

Stocks
American Coal Products
American Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel

&

88

88

101

101

34

32

102}
86

102}

19}

82

85
23
157}
90}

Pond Creek
Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal

85
204

240
21}

& Coke

22}
152}

90

Bonds

Bid .\sked

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.g .5s. .'.
Colo. F. & I. Kcn. 63
Col. Ind. 1st & coll. .5s. gu...
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s...
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f g 5s
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f 5s
St. I.. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s
Birm. Div. 1st consol. 6s
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s
Utah Fuel 1st g 5s
Victor Fuel 1st sf 5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s
.

OS

99

78}

Sale

.

80
94

96

102}

S7(
75'
100
101|
101

87}
77S
102
102}
103}

95

84
97}

—

79>
95}

.Vshland Coal <& Iron Co. Dividend of
to holders of record ^lar. 19.

.American

Coal

ProduotH Co.

20
84

95

23
156}
90}

28}
168|
91}

31
150
102}

22
82

22
152}
89}
93
87}
54
44}
Year's

Range

81

98

99}

78}

85

'11

Oct. '12
Apr. '06
Jan. '13

98

98

87 j

87}
76}
100}
101}
102

87}
80
103
103
102

Feb. '13
95}

79}
95}

79}

Feb. Hs
100}
101}
Feb. '13
Jan. '09

1% payable

— Dividend

common, payable Mar. 31.
Island Creek Coal Co. Dividend

87
109}

24J

98
June '12

June

Low

High

or Last .Sale

98
107}
78}
85
93
102|
98
87|
76}
100}
101}
102
110

Range

109}
41}
155
102}

90
48
50
Week's Range

50
Closing

Year's

88

88
109i
335
155
102}
85
204

Iron Pref

Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Island Creek Coal Pref
Lehigh Vallev Coal Sales
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref

of

l%9f

98

Mar. 20
on

the

on the common,
Dividend on
payable May 1 to holders of record Apr. 26.
preferred of $1.50 payable .4pr. 1 to holders of record Mar. 25.
of 50c.

Burns Bros.—This concern was recently consolidated with
the Curtis-Blaisdell Co., forming the largest retail coal company in the world. The new company is a New Jersey corporation, and will have $2,000,000 7% cumulative preferred
and $5,500,000 common stock.
Reading Coal & Iron Co. It Is popularly believed that the
anthracite companies are working on a basis that produces an
enormous profit for them. As a matter of fact, the companies
are working on a remarkably narrow margin of profit, and
one which has been gradually contracting during recent years.
Thus, in 1903, the Reading company showed earnings at the
rate of 53c. per ton of coal mined; in 1908. this had fallen
to 32c. per ton, and for 1911 it amounted to only 15c. per ton.
Mononeahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co. This

—

—

in Pennsylvani.a. in June. 1899,
interests along the Monongahela River,
and coal traffic to Now Orleans, etc.. including 200 steamers
and 4000 can.al boats, barges, coal elevators, etc. In September, 1903, the Pittsburg Coal Co. purchased $15,000,000 of the
$20,000,000 common and $2,500,000 of the $10,000,000 preferred
Btock at $15 and $45 per $50 share, respectively.

to

Net revenues:
Railroads

Si:57,:2^

Dividends

company was incorporated

INCOME ACCOUNT

Canals
Coal
Miscellaneous
Total net

385,000
1,825,423
2,709,370
1,010,605
177,007

—

Liabilities

Capital stock

400,000
1,921,623
t2.288,256
1,514,771
22,926

$151,988
368,078
897,343

f

1909-10

Deduct
Taxes

$146,45.
432,610
861,362

30

2,228,448
2,069,361
54,600
52,625
6,459
§3.457,062
2,805,471

Short tons
Coal produced
Coal sold
Coice produced

$139,841
450,567
931,215

Interest

March

RESULTS FOR YEARS ENDING JUNE

:

General expense
Taxes

consolidate coal

I
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The Dust Eaters
By BeRTON

BliALEY

Written expressly for Coal Age

—

quiet in the breaker you could hear a cannon clear
fire it ofT beside you with the muzzle at your ear
An' exceptin' for the crushers an' the screens an' other gear,
Why, you never hears a solitary sound!
There is coal dust on the winders an' there's coal dust in the
It's stickin' to the timbers an' it's settlin' everywhere,
It's clingin' to our eyelids an' our whiskers an' our hair
An' we eats it in the breaker bv the pound!
It

is

If

they'd

air,

Eatin' the dust,
Eatin' the dust,
Feelin' the breaker throb;
You wouldn't care

To
But

it

be workin' there,
happens to be our job!

any picnic when you got to stand an' stand
clumsy lumps that's heavy to the hand,
the "joy o' labor" is a thing that's mighty grand
But they otta eat the breaker-dust awhile.
They'd find the same old story in a hundred diff'rent plants,
A lot of dirt an' sweatin' not a flicker of "romance,"
With the dusty breaker shakin' Jike a hootchee-cootchee dance,
As the coal comes flowin' downward by the mile!
It ain't ever

A

turnin' over

They say

—

Eatin' the dust,
Eatin' the dust,
Wishin' the shift was through;
Early an' late
Pickin' the slate
We are the breaker crew!

O

the dust

is in the breaker an' the dust is in our hide
kind of lines our stomachs an' the whole of us inside,
our beauty an' it doesn't help our pride
Though we go on eatin' coal dust day by day.
An' maybe, in the breaker, though it ain't a bit of fun.
We're doin' of our duty in the way it should be done.
For the world's a sort of boiler an' it must have coal to run
So we reckon we are earnin' all our pay.

And

it

It doesn't help

Eatin' the
Eatin' the
an'
an'

(Rumble
Husky
Dusky

We

.^innmmmiiimi

niiiiimin

iiimii

i

i

iiiiii

i

mi

miiii

iinniiii

dust,
dust,

crash an' bang!)
rough.

an' tough.

are the breaker gang!
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Education

in
By

An

We

propose during

tlie

We

di.sc-ust:

in coal

broad-

mining,

What is education as applied to the
Has the minor any need of nu)re than a
mining of coal
common-school education ? Many miners today went into
want

to ask:
'i

mine

the

years,

Coal Mining
Beahu

aniiiiations';'

It

practical

important to discuss this question in

18

bearings.

its

all

men and

they

if

know how

to read

to reveal the ditticvdties that confront

men who

nuist pass

such examinations.

Of equal importance are the views

and write, they are

of arithmetic goes

further than the four rudimentary operations

and

subtraction, multiplication

him an unexplored

of percentage, ratios, decimals

—addition,

Fractious are

division.

wilderness.

no

He knows

and principles

nothing of geometry

cannot read a mine

map

On

and give

He

angles.

intelligently.

the other hand,

what

have, with keen insight, discovered

education has done to advance the earning power of

men

around them, and are today reaching out for the same

them

will enable

to,

at least, hold their
'

in the uneciual race of life.

men whom

Regarding now the ambitious English-speaking miner
aspires to learn such principles, methods and pro-

cesses as will increase his efficiency,

and

Shall

we

form

Recognizing the responsibilities that rest upon
workers alike to perform their work in a manner

all

mine

that will

not endanger themselves or their fellows, and the greater
responsibility of men who must act in an official capacity

most

in the operation of mines, the

mining laws

require the examination of

miners, mine foremen and

of

tliese

men

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^

why

Why,

^^^^

man

the

if

mining

of

the

to con-

in

text-

^^ allowed to use the same books in
to determine his ability to solve

is

the given problems.

An

unprejudiced mind

will

allow

that

the use of textbooks, in certain sessions of
inations,

erally

is

undue advantage

to give

more

able

is

in the

mine and

secretary of tbe state

eliminate

man who

is

while the genis

placed

denied the privi-

working under the same conditions

accustomed

As

:

man, from a mining standpoint,

at a decided disadvantage because he

lege of

to

mining exam-

to the

memorize formulas and constants

of years, I

mine.

made

not

say, if they can,

makes frequent and common use

states

can enter upon their duties in the

firebosses, before they

is

requirements

practical

to the conditions in practice.

practice

alile to

all

the

examination of practical men should not be made

education or training?

call it

the examination

to

incidentally, his

earning power, what are the essential qualities of such an
education?

why

of

discussion,

this

in

they are to certify as qualified for min-

Let

ing positions.

members

desired that the

is

closely

tho examination that

who

it

their reasons

conform more

to

of the

knowledge that

is

education to mining.

—

and

in

It

the relation of

fully

examining boards should take part

However, notwithstanding these untoward conditions,

many miners

who understand

these men, alone,

and other simple processes
mining problems.
of lines

mining

of

the solution of every-day problems, in the mine.

nothing

that are necessary in the solution of

He knows

mining

of practical

mining conditions and

a study of

are able to apply the theory

to

which he

is

in the office.

mining board,

have seen good practical

for a nundjer

men abandon

the ex-

amination and give their reason for not finishing the
work, that they could not remember the formula that they

This requirement by law,

is

quite generally,

say universally conceded to be right

and just

we might

as a neces-

sary protection against the dangers that would arise from

the presence, in the mine, of

men unfamiliar with minmay

ing conditions. The ignorance of a single worker
cost the life of every

ple of safety, then,

man
is

in the

mine,

'i'bc first -princi-

the education or training of all

What

to use.

There

when
are

is

all

practical ]irohlems

now allowed

liccausc

it

is

an earnest

must be

call for the

solved.

to use textbooks, in

College students

such examinations;

realized that the requiremeuts have

loo severe to expect students to
llnd in a reference book.

general

mining examinations

sessions of

become

memorize what they should

We are
Why

glad to say some states

not all?

Is

the delay

due to a desire on the part of some members of every

question has been asked

few years:

wanted

use of textbooks in

have adopted this method.

mine workers.

The

of

prnspectivo candidates are necessary

men who have made

The average miner's knowledge

own

The views

broad question.

It is a

as trappers or oilers at the age of nine or ten

and

fortunate.

to

No. 13

3,

Outline of the Next Question for General Discussion

niontli of April to

need of education

ly the question of the

J. T.

Vol.

many

times

in

the last

should be the character of mining ex-

(>xamining board to hold in their possession the key that
will

make them

the masters of the situation?

March

I
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Undehgrouni) View of ]0-i\.. (Jiixtuplex Pump,
Driven through Gears hv Kii-iir. G. E. 'Motor.
Operating Head 400 Ft. Koiiinoor Colliery

11

illMC OF St.

lil-KXAI;!) I'O.
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Simple Flywheel Calculations
By Chas. W. Beers*

SYXOPSIS— In

a simple manner

The fundamental

that anyone possess-

ing a knowledge of only the rudiments of algebra can
easily understand, the author develops the various forHe also shows
mulas used in flywheel computations.
how to ohiain, in the case of a planer, the experimental
data necessary lefore calculations can he undertaken.

Force

is

F
and since the mass
•

£ =

This state of

electric

power on a minimum demand

affairs is often

Let

t

basis.

encountered by large coal

Germany (and in this country, also) who
economical to make use of large flywheels on their
shaft hoisting equipments, thus reducing the demand
peak loads to practically J or Vi of ^^'hat they ordinarily
would amount to without the flywheel.
This is well illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the peak
it

,

load on the hoist motor compared to the demand peakas required by a flywheel motor-generator set from which
the hoist motor is operated.
To illustrate the manner in which a flywheel gives

up

its

energy in order to overcome e.xtreme load fluctua-

tions, let us take the case of the ordinary punch-press.

the press was initially started, considerable energy
was expended iji bringing it up to speed, much of thi-<
being due to the flywheel.
This starting load decreases rapidly as the press come8
up to speed, but the instant the punch enters the metal
plate the speed begins to decrease, owing to the large

When

It is at this instant that the
resistance encountered.
flywheel comes into service, for as soon as the decrease
in speed occurs, the energy that was originally put into
the vherl when bringing it up to speed is given out in

an
is,

effort to

prevent this speed decrease.

This energy,

and

assists in driv-

of course, e.xpended on the punch,

ing

it

through the metal.

As soon as the punch
up again, thus

plete, the press begins to speed

more energy

into the wheel where

it

is

com-

storing

becomes available

for the next punch.

In the preceding paragrajih, we have intimated that
amount of energy given up by a flywheel is proportional to the energy input, when changing from a lower
It has also been intimated that the
to a higher speed.
amount of speed change permissible is one of the imthe

portant factors in the correct design of flywheels. The
determination of these two points has been a stumbling
block to many, and it might be well at this time to make
these points clear.

The M.\thematics
known

of the

Flywheel

work equals the product of force
and space or the distance through which this force moves.
Expressed mathematically this becomes
It is well

that

Work

= F X

S

(by

= time

(9

=

E

<

100

is

A
equal to

32.2), or

—

,

its

we

n-eight
see

(W

that

the

y

any moving body

making proper

is:

substitutions

for

F

.1/).

in seconds required to bring the speed of

the given weight

operators in
find

—'—^

in

=M X

any body

and

the resistance to be overcome.
Sometimes flywheels are installed for economic reaThis condition is frequently thrust upon those
sons.

who purchase

of

divided bv gravitv
-

work or energy

The object oi any flywheel is to equalize the energy
and the work done, on or by, any piece of machinery
in which the load varies through large and comparatively
quick changes, thereby preventing sudden speed variations in the driving apparatus, due to the amount of

deKnitioii of force (F) says

equal to mass times acceleration, or

(ID up

to a

uniform linear velocity of

—
March

29.
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from V ft. per
energy change would equal

velocity reduced
tile

sec.

to

T'j

per

ft.

sec.
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tions, but the definition, as given above,

sufficient for

is

this article.

In the type of wheel ordinarily employed, in which
the depth of rim bears an appreciable ratio to the outside
rim radius, the value of the radius of gv'ration is
It will be observed that this expression is in terras of
velocity in feet per sec.)
foot-pounds per sec. (Since V
and since one horsepower is 33,000 ft, lb. per minute or
550 ft. lb. per sec, then dividing the above final expression by 550 will give the amount of power in terms
of horsepower seconds.

=

The

^— (F-

expression

—

F,^)

the

is

the outside, and

r is

—

(F^

and

T',-),
'

value

its

very small, or docs not exist at

is

;

\

is

I

-i^

=

O.TOTr.

A SfprosED Case

— 17 = W

of 24.0 hp.-see. to assist the i)unch.

tive flywheel weight.

This equation

is

Xow,
important

also

is

it

shows that the

greater the effective velocities are, the less

is

the

re-

24.5 hp.-sec.

X

work has limited
the change in speed from V to F, such that F
Fi
shall not greatly exceed 15 per cent, as beyond this point
the energ}' gain is not so valuable in dollars and cents,
Individual cases may arise, howall things considered.
ever, in which it would pay to greatly exceed this figexperience

in

electrical

—

Therefore, in order to get the greatest value posFV^^ it is necessary to
use the highest speed possible for F, consistent with safe
rim construction.
In ordinary cast-iron wheels, the safe peripheral

Equating

it

ft. to 5000 ft. per min.) ; in castconsiderably higher, amounting to an

is

average of 18,000 to 20,000 ft. per minute; steel plate
wheels (tho.se built up from steel plate) have safe velocities as high as 24,000 ft. per mn.
From this it is

iy

=

X

be rather small, and we

and

cast iron,

If Z)

may assume

wheel in

then ttDS

oU

make

(

=

TV)

not large, the wheel will

minute or 5280

dia. of

^^

=

sec.

=

-

T'-

11'

is

safe peripheral

its

at one mile per

—

quite low (3000

wheels

= E

these,

13,475
64.4
Since the energy required

ure.

sible out of the expression

13,4 75 ft.-lh. sec.

(r^-'V)

E

Thi: Liiiir Skt by Expekiexce
Practical

=

"50

but

quired weight in the wheel, and consequent cost.

is

the radius of

all,

Suppose that a complete cycle of power has been calculated (or otherwise obtained) for a punch press, and it
has been found that a flywheel could be used to advantage,
and that it is required to give out energy to the amount

the expression used for determining the eiTpc-

is

gyration

known, then by

is

^^^
v^

steel

the inside rim

^

simple transposition we get

speed

r^

(In this type of wheel the hub and arms may
be neglected with perfect safety.
They introduce complication!?, and contribute but little to the ftiiesse of the
result.)
For the plate, or flat type of wheel in which

Cfi

W
E = •2g
^r~

which

-, where

5

radius.

fundamental

the flywheel, and shows that the amouui of
energy that is stored up or given out, is proportional to
the squares of its particular velocities. Conversely, .';incp

equation

V

ft.,

it

speed
or 88

and

feet,

88 or

*S'

may

per

sec.

=

its

rev.

28.

of

be taken

ft.

=

DS

made

to be

per

In order

wheel
low
in
cost,
we may ashave a speed of 7 rev. per sec. and
the
outside
diameter
D of wheel will therefore
4 ft. A good, stiff rim section for a wheel of this
be
type would be 6 in. in depth and 2 to 3 in. in width,
and if the outside rim radius r
24 in., then r,
18 in.
to

ume

it

the

to

=

readily seen that the effective weights for wheels of the

and the radius

above materials differ considerably, varying in the proportions of ^^\^..
-inroViy^
nior-

and the velocity per

of gyration

=

=

——+^

illi'^

-^

sec. of the

182

=

21.21

in.,

radius of gyration equals

:

Up

to this point in the discussion, the*

has been used

in a

The formula

V

^9

shows the importance of

hence for any particular flynecessary to have some definite value therefor.
This value is taken as the linear velocity per second
of some point in the plane of the wheel, such that if the
entire weight of tiie wheel were conceived to be conit

centrated

energy

is

that

at

effect

as

point, it would still have the same
where distributed in hub, spokes and

rim.
is

known

as the "center of gyration,"

and

its

distance from the center of rotation of the wheel is called
the "radius of gyration." To the ordinary mind, the conception of this point may cause some mental gymnasits

X

3.U16

31.21"

X

2
77

Lot the speed drop

=

14.4 per cent.

Then

locity of the center of gyration is 77.77

—

(

ff.

the final ve14.4 ]icr cent.

=

66.57 ft. per sec.
Substituting these values of F atid F,. in the expresF,-) wo obtain U;
64.4
IF (Fsion 13,475

of 77.77 ft.)

=

=

X

-

which equals weight of wheel required. From
We now
this amount deduct 86 lb. for hub and arms.
have !50 lb. equals the weight of rim.
To determine a correct section, let us assume tlic rim
to be d in. wide, and since it is 6 in. deep, then its
ro.sssq.in.
The mean dia. of rim is
sectional area
3 ft. 6 in., consequently the rim volumne
792d
iron weighs 450 lb.
if
1
cu.ft. of cast
cu.iii., and
then since the rim weighs 450 lb., its cubic content
2.2 in.
7d2d., or d
thicknuLst be 1728 cu.in.
536

lb.,

i

This point

tics;

X

12

these calculations,

in

wheel,

7

term velocity

general sense.

such a point

location

is,

however, a mathematical

and uses are

es.scntial

to

flywheel

fact,

and

calcula-

=

M

=

=

ness of rim.

=

=

:

:
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The Value

of

E Should Be Knowx

In the above discussion it will be observed that the
value of E was assumed this was done simply to show
the method of using the formulas as far as the actual
calculations of the flywheel itself were concerned.
In almost all flywheel calculations, it is necessary that
the value of E be known, and usually the conditions of
the problem are such that this value can be readily determined, either by actual calculation of the total cycle,
as would be the case in new machinery design, or by
means of graphic curve drawing meters, properly applied to existing machines.
The latter method is more
accurate, and has the advantage of simplicity and relia;

bilitv.

Fii;.

30

20

10

Seconds
Typical Cui;vk of Power

2.

40
"'''"

foi;

'^^

Plaxeu Drive

To make this clear, let us take the case of a large
motor-driven planer, with a small flywheel attached, and,
further, let it be assumed that it is desired to operate
on heavier work, and that the present flywheel and motor
have been found, by experiment, to be inadequate to
properly meet these conditions.
These would be excellent reasons

for

increasing the flywheel capacity of

the machine and the

method

of procedure

would be

as

follows

Eemove

the present motor and flywheel, and attach
motor of same speed as original one, and of a
capacity sufficiently large to perform the new operation
a

trial

without serious effort.
A graphic curve ammeter is
then properly inserted in the motor circuit (it may be
found necessary to increase the speed of chart in order
to get a

diagram

The motor
erated at

its

is

of respectable size).

then started up and the ]ilanpr

desired capacity.

At the conclusion

is

op-

of the

graphic record should be carefully examined.
This chart will be somewhat similar to Fig. 2, which
may be taken as a type curve for one cycle of operation

test run, the

The

only.

consesecutive steps in the process are clearly

shown in the figure.
Xow, if the total area of

this cycle, expressed in lip.divided by the length of the cycle in seconds, thi'
result will be the average hp. required and indicates the
size of motor that may be used on this planer, when
provided with the proper size of flywheel.
If such bo

sec,

is

the case, then the energy above the average line will be
supplied, or given out, by the wheel, and that below the
line will be supplied by the motor.

Vol. 3, Xo. 13

The cross-hatched portion below the line shows the
energy, E, supplied by the motor to the wheel. The following calculations give the total hp.-sec. in the chart
for one cycle,

and

also indicate the

terminiinr the same
Hp-s

method used

in de-

Man-Ii

<;!1.
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Coaling Plants at Panama Canal
t<YXOPSIS

— Coaling

stations are

to

he

established at

loaders forming part of the specified handling machin-

both ends of the canal. That at the Atlantic terminus is
approilmatehj twice the capacity of the one on the Par

ery for each plant.

side of the isthmus. This article treats in more or
less detail of the facilities and equipment necessary for

ft.

cific

loading, unloading

and storing

the coal.

(Announcement of Isthmian Canal Commission)
Speed iu haudling coal with the least possible amount
of breakage is the main requirement of the coaling plants

The

storage basin at the Atlantic entrance will be 1000
long and 250 ft. wide. The bottom of the basin will be
1!) ft. below mean tide, and the elevation of the decks of
the wharves 10 ft. above mean tide. There will be 41 ft.
depth of water alongside the wharves. The wharves will

Canal, at Cristobal and Balboa, respectiveSpecifications for the machinery of the two plants

upon steel cylinders filled with reinforced conupon hard rock. The maximum tidal oscillation in Limon Bay is 3.6.5 ft.
For this type of storage basin, at least two layouts of
coaling plant are feasible; the first being that in which
the loading and unloading wharves occupy opposite sides

liave

been completed and advertisement will shortly be

of the basin parallel with one another with the coal piles

made

for bids.

between them, and the second that in which the unloading wharf will be at right angles to the loading wharf.
The normal capacity will be 240,000 tons, capable of increase to 290,000 tons by piling coal to 10 ft. additional

to be established at the Atlantic
to the
ly.

and

Pacific entrances

Panama

Coal rou

I'sk ix

A^'ai;

Will Bk Stoked uxdkr Wathk

It is planned to have a coal-storage basin at Cristobal
with a capacity of 2!K),000 tons, and one at Balboa with
a capacity of 160,000 tons. In each place the storage will
be within a large basin made of reinforced concrete, in
which approximately half of the coal will be stored under
water for use in time of war, and the other half above
water to be added to and taken from continually for the

ordinary uses of commercial and government vessels. It
is also planned, if the policy should be approved, to be
able to lease parts of the storage basin to such private
coaling companies as may wish to maintain their own
coal stores on the isthmus
but in such cases all of the
handling will be done by the government plant, a suitable charge being made for the service.
The specifications are not hard and fast, but merely establish certain general methods and standards, leaving
it to manufacturers to devise suitable machines.
One
of the limiting conditions is that the government shall
build the substructure or storage bin and place upon the
walls such tracks as cranes and other movable machines
may require. This substructure' will cost more than the
coal-handling plant. The details will not be decided upon
until the bids for the handling plant have been canvassed,
;

plan will require its own special substrucof the points considered in awarding the
contract will be the cost of the substructure required voider each plan.
because

ture,

ea'.ii

height.

The coaling plant at the Pacific entrance will be on
the quay wall south of the entrance to the large drydock.
The size of the basin will be 500 ft. long and 250 ft.
wide for one design of plant, and the same length and 340
ft. wide for a second design.
The extreme tidal difEerence
here

To

Hi:

Coalmi

kisom Bawgiis.

Xot

i'oCKKT.S

make

it

pos-

from the storage basin, and by means of
conveyors rai.'ic it to loading machines that will dump it
into colliers or lighters.
The Cristobal plant must be
capable of unloading 1000 tons and loading 2000 tons of
coal each hour, and the Balboa plant •'iOO and 1000 tons.
sible to lift coal

In the ordinary operations of each of the plants, ves-

hunker

not go alongside the
wharves of the plants to receive such coal, but will be
coaled while lying in the .stream from barges laid along-

requiring

side, these

coal

ft.

As

at the Atlantic entrance, the loading

height.

In the first plan a basin 500 ft. long and 250 ft. wide
provided for, with bottom at 18 ft. below mean tide
and top of wharf at I6V2 ft. above mean tide. The capacity of this plant must not be less than 500 tons of coal
an hour to be unloaded and 1000 tons per hour to be
loaded aboard colliers or barges. Two unloaders will be
required with conveyors, and two single stocking reclaimis

ing bridges.

Two

reloaders will also be required.

operation of this plant
the Atlantic entrance.

is

essentially the

same

The

as that for

Alteijxate Plax Provitjes Larger Basin

An

alternate plan for the Balboa plant provides for

same location of the wharves, but for a basin 500 ft.
long and 340 ft. wide. The unloaders are the same as iu
other plans, but instead of dumping into conveyors they
will discharge by means of the cantilever end directly into
the basin, and large cantilever cranes will then i)ick up
the coal and deposit it at any desired point in the storage
basin. For reclaiming, these same cranes will pick up the
coal and trolley it into their towers, where it will be
dumped into cars or other conveyors, whence it will be
carried away from the basin, along the front of the rethe

I'lioii

In general, however, the specifications call for cranes
that will unload coal from ships; a conveying system that
will transfer it to bridges that will span the storage basin
and dump it at any place desired; and such a system of
buckets operating ujion these bridges as will

21.8

is

wharf will be founded upon concrete cylinders resting
upon hard rock; the unloading wharf will be gravity section concrete wall resting on rock. The normal capacity
of the Balboa plant will be 135,000 tons, capable of iucreasar.te 160,000 tons, by piling coal 10 ft. above normal

and one

Siiii's

.sels

be founded

crete resting

will

barges having been loaded by means of the re-

loading wharf to the reloaders.
The purpose of this second plan

berm cranes now used

in

the

is to make use of four
placing of cohcrete at

Miraflores Locks and thus save the expen.se of the stocking and reclaiming bridges. Whether they will be used
depends upon the cost and general ilesirability of this
plant compared with one having entirely new handling
machinery.
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Units of the Plants

The following paragraphs

refer

wharf 51

particularly

to

the

Cristobal plant, but with certain modifications, as indicated above, apply also to the Balboa plant.
The unloading operation will consist of taking coal

from

a collier

bin or basin.

and depositing it any desired place in the
For this purpose unloading towers, a con-

veying system that will carry the coal lengthwise of the
storage bin along the wharf, bridges spanning the basin,
and a conveying system upon these bridges, which will
take the coal from the first conveyors and dump it wherever required, are specified.

Four unloading towers of not less than 250 tons capacper hour each, making a total capacity of 1000 tons
an hour, form the first unit of the unloading system.
These towers must be capable of mining coal from a
vessel and depositing it into a hopper built within the
tower, whence it may be delivered by chutes to the conveying system, or to Panama R.E. cars running on a
ity

•

track beneath the tower ; or of depositing it by the bucket
or shovel into the storage pile behind the tower; and of
mining coal from storage pile behind the tower and depositing

it

in the hopper in the tower.

The speed

of travel in either direction

must be

not less than 50 ft. per min. against a wind pressure of
10 lb. per sq.ft. The track travel must be by motors or
engines within each tower, and not by cable drive.
The bucket or shovel by means of which the tower will
colliers will have a capacity of 100
Larger buckets may be offered, however, provided small buckets are also supplied and a rapid
means of making the change from one to the other is

from the

mine

coal

cu.ft.

liquid full.

ft.

below wharf

level at Cristobal

Xo. 13

and 61 1/2

ft-

Conveying System

The conveying system must provide

for the transfer of

from the unloading towers along the wharf to any
point at which the bridges may be spanning the bin, and
the transfer along the bridges to any point desired, where
it may be tripped into the storage basin.
It must have
a sufficient capacity to handle the maximum amount of
coal

unloading towers. It may consist
by electricity or cable,
belts or continuous conveyors of similar construction, or
any other approved, tried out and guaranteed means of
doing the work, due regard being had to the basic reipiiremeut that breakage of coal in handling must be
reduced to a minimum.
At the Cristobal plant the conveying system must be
capable of performing any one of eight specified operacoal delivered by the

of either cars or trains propelled

tions, so as to facilitate in general the processes of

unloading coal from one or two vessels simultaneously and
conveying it either to the storage pile, the reloaders or
the wharf bunkers, or of Gonveying coal

from the storage

such manner that these
various operations shall interfEre -with each other .as little as possible.
At the'Balljoa plairtlh-e feepiirBments a«e
similar but are necessarily modified, bv rea-son 4af ilie

and

in

smaller size of that plant and the use of the
referred

berm cranes

to.

Four Bridges across Basix

—Reloaders

Two

duplex or four single bridges are required in the
proposed plan for the Cristobal plant. The former are
fitted with two shovels or buckets, and the latter only one
each. These bridges will span the coal-storage basin over
the coal piles and move along the walls longitudinally
of the basin, so that they can cover any point in the

Upon them

will be mounted the conveyors, that
from the conveyors upon the walls to any
point desired within the basin and the shovels or buckets
that will mine coal from the basin and carry it to the
conveyors, which will transfer it to the wharf bunker
and to the machines for loading it upon colliers or barges.
The reloaders will be machines moving longitudinally
along the wharf at which colliers and barges will tie iiji
They will move by their own power, but
to receive coal.
not by cable.
They will receive coal from the conveying system and deliver it to the vessels, and, to this end,

basin.

provided.

3,

at Balboa.

pile itself to the reloaderSj

Each tower will travel on two parallel pairs of rails
between which, at the level of the wharf deck, there shall
run a railroad track so located that cars may be run
beneath the unloading tower and receive coal from its
hopper.

Vol.

will carry coal

General Constkuction of Toweus

;

Each

tower

folding

boom

cantilever

may

be

age

of

be

will

fitted

with

a

lifting

or

water
side
and with a
the
on
on the storage-basin side. The cantilever
movable if necessary to permit the passIn any case the
reclaiming bridges.
the

track for the trolley of the bucket shall be horizontal

and continuous, between the extreme ends of boom and
cantilever, when both are in a horizontal position, and
the passage of the trolley over the hinge jomts shall be
made easily and without shock. Suitable buffers will be
The distances
fitted at each end of the trolley runway.
through which the trolley or bucket will be capable of
operation are as follows: Maximum height above wharf
level. Balboa and Cristobal, 60 ft.; maximum depth for
reclaiming coal from ships below wharf level, Cristobal,
maximum horizontal travel of
Balboa, 45 ft.
30 ft.
bucket on water side beyond center line of tower legs next
maximum horito water, Cristobal and Balboa, 60 ft.
zontal travel of bucket on land side, beyond nearest wall
maximum
of coal basin, Cristobal and Balboa, 35 ft.
depth below wharf level for reclaiming coal from storage
on land side at Cristobal, 29 ft. maximum depth below
wharf level for reclaiming coal from storage on land side
;

;

;

;

;

at Balboa, 341/2

ft.

Tn addition to these operations the towers will bo able
to dredge the bottom of the slip in front of the unloading

will be fitted with the following essential parts:

(a)

A

hopper or hoppers for the reception of coal from the conveying system of sufficient size to regulate the flow of
coal; (b) a conveying system to transfer coal to the discharging end of the reloader; and (c) an adju.stable arm
or boom equipped with a telescopic chute to deliver coal
with a minimum of breakage. This boom will house in
sufficiently to lie entirely behind the plane of the front
wall of the wharf when the reloader is not in use, in order

may

be moved past shrouds, yards, upvessels lying at the reloading wiuirl'.
The cxirenic conditions of discharge that
must lie met by each rcloiidcr cover such matters as size
of cargo holds and hatches in vessels, distance of vessels
from wharf, distance of deck of vessel above or below
that the reloader
|»crworks,

rigging, etc., of

deck of wlnirf.
iidinst

vessel.

ilscli lo

etc.

The

reloader

must

also be able lo

various iniiior ciiiiditions peculiar to each

T
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at a

Sumatra Mine

By Alfred Gkadenwitz*

iSiyOPSIS
ment

at

matra.

—

brief description of

.4

tlie

electrical equip-

Ombilin mines on the west coast of SuThe installation is quite elaborate and modern
the

in every respect.

Electricity

is

used for liauling, light-

ing and pumping.

Drift

used

The

600-mm. gage, and

electric

sion

155
Electric operation was started as far back as in 1905

Ombilin coal mines, situated on the west coast of
Sumatra, near Sawah-Loento, with a 900-kv.-a., 3-pliase

Back View of Switch Geak

I

NTI
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w
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I'liw

r.i;

Si

1450-KV.-A.

\

1
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,.'eri('r

and

is

level

at the

mining

ent seams worked.

gins,

way

there

are

coal is hauled

three

difter-

on tracks having

mine locomotives with adhedrive.
Since the mines are situated at a higher
than the to\ra of Sawah-Loento where the railway
km. in length to Padang and Emmahaven be-

—

—

the coal trucks are taken

down on

to the screening house for sorting

a chain

railway trucks.

Thkee-phase Generatoi! von

l-'i;(i\r

\li;\\

di-

rill-:
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Su n
i

ii
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and loading into
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Sy-^teji

Ombiliii Eiver, 8.o km. from Sawah-Loeulo.
a piimi^ing station for svipplying water to the
At the present time this
highest level of the mines.
there

tlie

is

contains 3 centrifugal pumps for 1800 litres
with a manometric lift of 424 meters; the pumps are
driven by 300-hp. three-phase motors, running at a
speed of 3000 revolutions per minute. AYith the increase
in the output, which now amounts to approximately 1300
tons per day, on the average, the demand for electricity
has also increased and the extensions to the power station have had to keep pace accordingly.
In the year 1907 the boiler house, which was originally equipped with three Steinmiiller boilers, each
having a heating surface of 340 square meters, was extended by adding two furtlier units of the same kind.
station

TiENKKAL

View of Power Plaxt, Wiik

ii

A'lEW OF Rack-Rail Loco.motive

In 1911 a superheater was added and the iron chimney
replaced by a reinforced concrete one.
A view of the
power station, which is situated on the small Loento
River, is given herewith. The latter supplies the cooling
water to the condenser, but during the dry season there
is

i^

sdUR'tinics verv little available.
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The switch gear, which was not originally designed
with a view to the extension of the power station, was,
entirely reconstructed in the year 1911, in accordance
The building was exwith the most recent practice.
tended at the back, a double busbar system was installed
and the W'hole of the high-teusiou apparatus was arranged on the cell system, all these alterations being
made without the slightest disturbance in the service of
The oil switches for the generators were
the station.
fitted with remote control and automatic release by

maximum and

reverse current relays, and the
transmission lines and transformers
were arranged for hand operation with magnetic maximum release. A small battery of accumulators was in-

means

of

switches

the

for

Electricity in a

485

stalled for the remote control of switches, relays and
emergency lighting.
The lightning-arrester plant was
also improved; each phase of all the transmission lines
was fitted with rough and fine protection horn arresters,
and water resistances mounted in cells, while water jet,

earthing devices were connected to the bu.sbars.
The
switchboard and high-tension room are shown in the ac-

companying illustrations. Since the recent improvements
and extensions have been completed, the power station may
It
be regarded in every respect as a model installation.
is now intended to modernize the transmission line and
transformer stations in accordance with the more exacting
requirements they have at present to comply
with.

Group

Mines

of

Special Corkespoxde.vce

SYXOPSIS —Aside

from some of the equipment

shaft, ever;/ one of the twelve operations of the

States Coal

&

Coke

Co.. in

at one

United

McDowell County. W.

Va.,

driven from a central power station. This
article enumerates nio.sl of the apparatus and gives some
interesting figures on percentage of motor to generator
is electrically

Capacity of Plant in Boiler Horsepower
The original boiler installation consisted of four 300hp. Aultman-Taylor horizontal water-tube boilers. With
the addition of power units, more boilers were installed
until now, besides the four 300-h]). ones already mentioned, there are five 520-hp. boilers of the

capacity.

making

In extensive mining operations, the problem of supplying power to the various workings, which may be quite
The
a distance apart, is best solved by electrification.
flexibility of an electric equipment, permitting the installation of motors at any point to which wires may be
run, the ease of control of electrically driven machinery.

plied with inal

the reliability and

economy

same type,

a total boiler capacity of 3800 hp., all of tliese

being fired by Jones' underfeed stokers, which are supfnini an oM'iliuad bin filled by a larry.

of the electric installation, all

make for the most successful and economical operation.
The extensive mining operations of the United States
Coal & Coke Co. in McDowell County, West Virginia, are
electrically operated

at Gary.

Nos.

1

Tliis

from

a central

power

company operates twelve

and 3 .being

drift mines.

Plants

1

.station located

plants, all but
to S

have coke

ovens, while plants 9 to Vi have none, these latter being

designed for mining and loading coal only.
Electrical
first

operation
being

installation

was gradually introduced, the
in 1008 and consisting of

made

two 400-kw. generators, driven by direct-connected crosscomjfound engines. These furnished power for mine haulage, crushing, coke ovens, pum]>ing, and fans.
In the
spring of 1904, one 7oO-kw., (jGOO-volt, engine-driven
generator was added, tliis unit being duplicated in the
spring of 190.5. Power hou.se facilities were further increa.fed in the s])ring of 1907 by the purchase of two
lOOO-kw. turl)ines, one being high and the other low pressure, with complete condensing and cooling apparatus.
This jjrought tlie power iionse capacity up to 3800 kw.
After tiirec years of satisfactory experience with electrically operated machinery, it was decided to electrify
mining operations, as regards mining machines. This
was accompanied by the further installation of motor-

IxTi:i;i()ii

Showing Transfohm
AND Fax Motor

OF A Sriisiw riox.
Ho'iAiiV,

i:i.'s.

Duplicate feedwater pumps and heaters have been

in-

stalled.

Every piece

of

the

apparatus

at

the

entire twelve

plants, with the excei)ti()n of the hoisting engine and the

fan at

.\o. 1 shaft, is

driven by electrical power from the

central station.

The generators
machines and

are

all

(!600-volt, So-cydc, three-phase

electrical ])ower is transmitted at this po-

driven air coni|)rfs.sors, for lifting water from the deep

No. \'i. For transabout 12 miles from the
central station, the potential is stepped up to 83,000
volts by oil-cooled transrormers installed in the jwwer
All the transmission lines are calculated for
station.

wells.

5 per cent, line drop.

coke-drawing macliines were installed to partially handle the coking processes at mines 1 to 8.
Subsequently,

electrically

driven

tential to all the substations except

mission to the

The main
els, six

latter,

which

is

station switchboard consists of twenty pan-

of these controlling the generators, while there are

eight feeder panels controlling the lines to the dilTerent

COAL AGE
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panels controlling motor-generator sets used
as exciters, and a Tirrill regulator panel.
Rotaries of 150-kw. capacity have been installed in
plants,

5

each of the substations, nine plants having one rotary and
three 2 rotaries each.
These rotaries supply direct current at 275 volts for the operation of locomotives, inside
mining pumps, mining machines, etc., the power being taken from the locomotive trolley, thus making it
imnecessary to run another line into the mines, and
greatly simplifying the installation.
The substation switchboards consist of from three to
seven panels to control rotary converters, step-down transformers for both power and lighting, and synchronous
motors driving generators or fans.
The transmission lines are supported on wooden poles
with the exception of the line from the power house to No.
6 works, where for a distance of 7000 ft., a heavy galvanized steel tower line has been constructed. This line

now

carries two separate circuits, one for Xos. 6 and 7
and the other for Xos. 8 and 9 mines, and provision has
iilso been made for a third circuit to proposed plants on

the waters of Dry Fork.

The

substations are, for the most part, located at the
mouths and, generally, the motors driving the mine

Ax

Fan

InDUCTIUX MoTUl! DlltECT-CoNNECTKD TO
THnouGH A Flexible Coupling

The power transformers for
fans are in this building.
reducing the transmission potential to 440 volts for operation of the induction motors are located in these substations, although, at some works, it was found more
economical to have the transformers nearer the tipples
than the substations and they were installed accordingly
in separate transformer houses.
There are, in all, 87
single-phase transformers, having an aggregate rated capacity of 5745 kv.-n., wliich are used for power, and 27
of 400 kv.-a. total capacity used for lighting.

The transformer house switchboards

consist

of

the

transformers and out-going low
voltage circuits for both power and lighting.
There arc nine single and three double tipples, each of
the latter receiving the product of two mines. At eight
of the operations, steel tipples have l)een erected. All of
the tipples are jjrovidcd with Phillips automatic crossnecessary

step-down

dumps

and, in every case, the coal

is

3,

Xo. 13

discharged in-

hopper and from thence passed to the picking
tables, all of which are 4 ft. wide, induction motor driven,
and nm at a speed of 50 ft. per min. The picking tables,
to a small

at all the coal plants, feed directly into a chute, froa
which the coal passes into the bins, while, at the coke
plants, the coal is fed from the picking tables to chutes

leading to the crushers and from thence it passes to bins.
At Ko. 2 mine, the dump is located at the foot of the

from which point an overlapping bucket conveyor,
induction motor driven and working on a 40% incline,
carries it about 260 ft. to the tipple. At Xo. 9 plant the
slope,

difference in elevation between the

two mines on opposite
from one is
brought directly to the top of the tipple, while that from
the other is lifted to the same elevation by a rubber belt
conveyor 210 ft. long, working at an inclination of 28%.
At Xo. 13 mine the coal is 600 ft. above the loading
point, and about 1200 ft. horizontally from it, consequently, it was deemed best to locate the dump and picking
tables at the top of the hill and to bring the coal down
by three retarding conveyors, the first passing it to the
sides of the valley is so great that the coal

second, the second to the third, while the third discharges
it into the bin.

Location of Substations
pit

over

Vol.

So satisfactory has been the electrical operation that
individual drive by induction motors has been standard-

A

51oT()i;-I>KJvi;x

("extiufugal I'imp fok Domi
WaTEI! SlPlM.Y

company, the
picking tables requiring, on an average, a 9-hp. motor,
while a 40- to 75-hp. motor is retpiired to drive the coii\'eyurs from the mine, the power demands varying with

ized for the operation of the tipples of this

the grade.

At

first

the crushers were belt driven, but so

much

trouble was experienced with bearings and belts that they
are now driven by direct-connected induction motors
through a flexible coupling.
There are 14 crushers driven by motors ranging in
capacity from 75 hp. to 300 li|)., the total load being 2525
hp.

The Water Supply
the coke plants, the water supply for the ovens
olttained from the river or from its branches on

At
is

all

which the plants are located, the water being pumped

ILmli
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into large steel storage tanks, by directinduction motor-driven, centrifugal pumps,
the latter operating against comparatively low heads, the
maximum being 250 ft. All plants have an auxiliary

The

from the streams
conuected,

used during the dry months of
These wells also furnish an
abundant supply of pure drinking water. Three of the
plants, Xos. 2, i and 5, have deep-well pumps of the
plunger type, each being driven by a 40-hp. motor, but
at all the others air lifts are used, the water being blown
into small tanks, from which the centrifugal inimps draw
their supply. At four of the plants, Xos. 1, 3, 10 and 11,
sumps have been cut out of the solid rock for the ground
and stream waters to collect in. At Xos. 9, 10, 11 and
12 works, the water supply is for domestic use only and
so nothing but deep-well water is pumped.
deep-well supply, which

the late

summer and

is

fall.

For inside pumping, 220-volt direct-current motors are
used receiving their power from the locomotive feeders.
There are seven air compressors driven by induction
motors, four of the latter having a capacity of 85 hp.,
two a capacity of 40 hp., while the seventh is a 75-hp.
motor. These compressors supply air at a pressure of 100
lb. for the water lifts, and to operate gates under coal

487
ratio of

motors to direct-current

direct-current

generator capacity is 232%, while the ratio of all motors
to generator capacity is 277%, and the load factor of the
central plant is 30% with a total motor load of 16,000

The consumption of electric power per month is
approximately 1,200,000 kw.-hr., while the coal produc-

hp.

tion

is

15.000 tons

Safety

Iter

dav.

Block

for Inclines

To prevent

the accidental return of a car or skip that
has been hoisted to the top of an incline and detached,

the device shown in the accompanying drawing is recommended by William W. Jones, state mine inspector, Albany, X. Y. It consists, says the Engineering and Mining

Journal, of two almost upright timbers A, fastened to
the .square shaft D by the straps C. The shaft is turned
in two places to fit the boxes E. The bottoms of the tim-

liins.

accomplished by means of fans,

all

motor

driven, except the one at Xo. 1 mine, which

is

direct

Ventilation

is

The fans

works Xos. 2, 3, 5,
The fan at Xo.
6, 7 and 8, are belt driven by motors.
4 works is driven by a 400-kw., 6600-volt synchronous
motor, direct connected by a flexible coupling. The fans
at works 9 to 12 inclusive are direct driven by induction
In most cases the
motors through flexible couplings.
motors are two-speed machines, and are run usually for
connected

four or
of the

to

five

an engine.

at

years at the lower speed before increased size
The
full capacity of the fan.

mine demands the

motors direct connected to fans have a capacity of 150
and 300 hp. at 240 r.p.m.

hp. at 120 r.p.m.

iMl'liOVlXd

To improve

THK POWKR F.ICTOR

the power factor, which

otherwi.«e

would

be low, owing to the large induction-motor load, two 400-

kw. synchronous motors were installed at plants Xos. 4
and 6 to drive fans, one by a flexible coupling and the
other by a belt, about 200 hp. being required for this
purpose, and the excess capacity supi)lying leading current to imjjrove the power factor.
A 500-kv.-a., 6600volt, .synchronous-motor, direct-current generator set has
also been installed for its condenser effect upon the transmission line.

Although

for

many

years coke was

made

in beehive

ovens at eight of these plants, its production has now
been discontinued, and the entire output of the mines is
shipped to (iary (Indiana), Joliet, South Chicago and
other points, where, mixed with other coals, it is coked
in the

more economic byproduct oven.

Such equipment
coke-drawing machines, etc.,
used in this prwess has, therefore, been disposed of.
Motor-driven coal cutters are em|)loyed almost exclusively, there being 78 Sullivan machines, and eight
Jeffrey short-wall machines each driven by a 30-hp., 250Tolt, direct-current vertical-shaft motor, while, for a few
low-vein machines, horizontal-shaft motors are used.
Gathering in these mines is performed mostly with
mules. There are thirty 13-toi) and eight 71/2-ton, 250as electric-charging iarrics.

volt locomotives for

mine haulage.

AfTOllATIC S.VFKTV

STOI' FOli

Top OF

I.Vrl.INK

bers A are l)olted to a transverse piece B.
The hoisted
car hits the timbers A, which revolve with the shaft, permitting the car to pass. The weight of B then brings

them

to the upright position and the cross piece
vents their swinging in the other direction.

F

BILL OF MATERIALS FOR SAFETY BLOCK: TRACK

GAGE

Tinihor

A

pieces 6x8 in.x4 ft. 4 in.
picee 8x10 in.x2 ft. 2 in.
F 1 piece 8x8 in.xS ft.
2 picese 8x10 in.x4 ft.
H 2 pieces 8x8 in.x.l ft. 2 in.
1 2 piooea 8x8 in.xlO ft.
J 2 pieces 8x8 in.x.5 ft
K 1 piece 5x8 in.xl ft. I in.

B

1

:

'

1

1

2

2

To permit
lever,
is

which

a car to
is

u.sed to ti])

FT.

Iron
1x20
1x14
1x17
!x28

holts
bolts
bolts
bolts
2 bolts
be
4 bolts
2 bolts

2

3-

pre-

in.
in.
in.
in.
ix.34 in.

ixlO in.
1x18 in.
shaft IHxlH in.x4 ft.
piece 1x1) in.x.'i ft.
clumps for shaft
l)oxos 2}x8x2 in. bore.

go over the head of the

incline, the
attached to a square portion of the shaft,
llie timbers over so far that thoy clear the

car axles and permit the car to

|ia.<s

over them.

«
The New Brunswick man who built and lined his own coflln
with asbestos must be reasonably certain where he Is Kolng.

;
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Does Coal Contain Living Organisms?
John Hargcr

on "Coal and the Pre-

in his recent liook

vention of Explosions and

The occurrence

in

coal

Mine
of

Fires," says:

ing vegetation to anthracite

such large quantities of

decomposes with the evolution of methane.
Furthermore, no process is known, with the exception of
the reactions between zinc methyl or aluminum carbide
and water, by which methane, unmixed with other hydrocarbons or with hydrogen, can be prepared in the laboraFor these and other reasons, I think it necessary
tory.
to ciiiiclude, on purely chemical grounds, that the formation of methane in coal .seams is due to bacterial fermentaneously

tation.

Possiblv the chief factor in the transition from decay-

a constalit

fermentation.

from vegeBernard Renault proved the existence of micrococci in the petrified state in some coals
he showed also that the tissues in some petrifactions show
theory for the

matter to

tal)le

methane practically free from other hydrocarlions is
m3'sterious from a purely chemical point of view. Among
the thousands of organic compounds which have been
made in the laboratorj', not one is known which spon-

is

At the present time most geologists accept the bacterial

all

first

stage in the transition

coal.

phenomena of cells attacked by bacteria.
Galle* found, in the course of a bacterial study of

the

H

under both anaerobic and aerobic

different kinds of coal

conditions, that, out of seven kinds of bacteria isolated,

when grown on suitable media in presence of coal,
produced combustible gas mixtures containing from 71.5
to 84.8 per cent, of methane and from 5.4 to 27.3 per
He sh(iwed that these comcent, of carbon dioxide.
bustible gas mixtures were generated by the bacteria even
under conditions approaching those which prevail in
four,

nature.
-Central Bakter a Parasiteuk," 1910.

2S,

461-173; "Chem.

Karns Reciprocating Heading Tunneler
By

0. J. GiiiMi

SYNOPSIS— The

Karns tunnelincj machine consists of
a drill head of diameter equal to that of the heading to be
This cutter is driven hackvmrd and forward,
driven.

and each return being
Tims the machine
breaks the rock into chips. It i^ said to advance from
two to fonr feet per hour, and to operate at from one to

each stroke being seven inches long

accompanied by a

five dollars

The

trifling rotation.

per foot run.

latest idea in tunnel boring, the Ivarns

tunneling

machine, is operated similarly to the small air drill now
used in drilling and blasting. It simply takes the place
of the drill steel that goes into the chuck of the air drill
except that it is heavier and must have a supporting car-

The motion

riage.

actly the

same

of the

machine

in

operation

There are 41 cutter blades made of tool .steel, each 1
wide and of various lengths. Points like
saw teeth are machined on one edge and the other edge
These cutter blades
is fastened in the face of the head.
are set in grooves 1 in. deep and backed on one side by an
in. thick, 5 in.

extra inch, to resist the pressure of the cut rock at the
bottom when the head is turning. They are held in these

grooves by two hook bolts to each cutter, which pa.ss
through the head and hold them firmly in place.
To remove the cutters, the nuts on the hook bolts are
unscrewed about 1 in., permitting the cutters to be ]iulled

forward and slipped

off

the ends of the bolts.

The

cn-

ex-

is

as that of the small drill, the blows being

delivered against the obstruction by direct forward moOn the back stroke, the reciprocating parts turn

tion.

slightly

nut

by moans of a rotating device, similar to the riile
with each succeeding blow

in the small drill, so that

the cutting points strike the rock at a different place.
The rock, instead of l)eing ground into dust, falls down in
small chips, resulting in

more rapid progress.
Fic.

COXSTKUCT.S A

()-FT.

ClIifTLAI;

TlXXDL

Al'

1.

K Ai.'xs TrxxELixG Machixe with

OnK

Mka.sirixg

Hkili.

Hkui

G Ft. in Diajiktki;

Opkuation

The

lalesi

and

Uii-gesi

machine constructed has

a cut-

It is not a combination of
ting head G ft. in diameter.
individual drills, but is a single drill with innumerable
points, striking simultaneously and rapidly.

be removed and replaced in about
from 25 to 75 ft. of tunnel. Arpending on the hardness of the rock, although !)7 ft. have
been driven without a change.
tire set of cutters

2 hr.

One

Two
Salt Lake City.
"Engineeilng New
— Extract from the

•Snow Apartments.
Note

Utah.

s" of

Mar.

G,

1913.

may

set will drive

TO Pouii Fekt of

The reciprocating

PiiOGTiK.ss

PEU Hori!

parts of this machine weigh

7^4

ilardi
tons.
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-.^1),

This weight

is

thrown against the rock about 1-10
making a working stroke of 7
4 ft. of tunnel per hour.

limes a minute, each blow
in.,

cutting from 2 to

The

the forward stroke the motion

The

supporting the cylinders is held firmly
in place by four columns, two in front and two in the rear,
jacked to the top and bottom of the tunnel. The column.s, shell and machine are advanced simultaneously
with each 6 ft. of tunnel driven. The weight of the machine rests on four wheels under the supporting carriage

Fit;,

v*.

^'Il:w^

JIorcH Castixc i-m;
TrxxKLiNi; JIa( him:

III'

Kai;.\s

lii:Ai>(ir

How

which run on heavy

These
tracks on each side.
and move along with the carriage,

eliminating the setting of tracks a second time.
B.vi.l

lives

planed on the outside of the hub of

is

to avoid

working the com-

boilers to their full rating, thus lengthening

and providing extra power shoidd a long

stretch of hard rock be encountered.

ly,

In the front cap of the machine are the front bearings,
consisting of 48 steel balls, 3 in. in diameter, resting
in Vi straight grooves,

their

and

ditional air

Bearixgs

Moved Forward

gear the surface of the supporting truck is raised so that
the entire weight of the shell and columns rests on the
truck.
This done, it is simply a matter of turning the
feed screw which pulls all under the cylinders again. The
surface of the truck is then lowered and the columns rest
on the rock, the jacks at the top are tightened and all is
ready for driving another 6 ft. of tunnel.
The engine driving this machine is a double, Oi/o-in.,
tandem cylinder, with an extreme stroke of 8I/4 in.
To operate a machine of this size, 2000 eu.ft. of air per
minute are required, but a plant capable of furnishing
3000 cu.ft. per minute is always installed. The purpose
of this excess of capacity

steel

Rotates ox

Tin; ilNciiixE Is

Having been fed ahead 6 ft., the moving up of the
shell and holding columns under the cylinders by the
feed screw is a very simple matter and requires but a few
minutes. There is a truck under the shell supported by
four wide-tired wheels on the rock. To move up, the columns are un jacked and made free. Then by a worm

pressor
tracks are fastened to

reversed and the nut

the nut.

and connected to
the operating machine by hea\'y

shell

is

Si)

turns, the dogs simply sliding over the ratchet teeth on

cylinders are inclosed in a shell

the supporting parts of
rods.

On

I

delivering

In such cases the ad-

used and the machine operated

is

much harder

more

ra])id-

blows, with the result that the

is maintained throughout the work.
A
400 hp. is necessary to operate an air com-

average speed
boiler of about

pressor of the rei|uired capacity.

The

other half of the grooves or bearings are on the inside of the heavy steel nut encircling the
hub.
The bearings at the back are under the rear caj)
and are similar to those in the front, except that there

operate the machine on each shift, one rnnncr and
hcl])er, two muckers, one engineer and a fireman are

are but 8 races of 3-in.

necessarv.

the head casting.

Fio. 3.

A

6-FT.

balls, three in

each row.

()i'i:i;ati\(:

D1A.METEK llKAnixn. ox a 1u-deg. Cliuve
with the Kauxs JIachixk

A

The

cap covets

rotating device. .It is the
beaiing exec])! that the races
for the 3-in. balls are spiral.
There are four races with
three lialls in each race.
On the outside of the steel nut
niiihllc

front

and

tlic

l)ack

there are ratchet teeth with dogs to drop into

them on

the back stroke and hold the nut from turning. This compels the shaft within to luiii, as the ball races are spiral.

blacksmith and helper are required in one

Fxci. 4.

Driven'

same as the

1]\I'i:xse

To

shift in three.

ItEAK View of ICvrns Maciuxe ix
.loiixsTowx, Penn., Tuxxel

The

cost per foot to drive a tunnel with

machine ranges from $1 to $0, according to he
rock and cost of fuel and labor at the place of installathis

I

tion.

Tunnels of large size can be driven quickly, safely and
If a round tunnel 18 ft. in diameter is desired,
a heading 6 ft. in diameter may be driven through the
cheaply.
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Xo. 13

A'ol. 3,

and from it holes drilled 6 ft. deep in a circle
with a small air drill. When blasting, the tunnel will be
broken the full 18 ft. In enlarging, the rock will be shot
into the tunnel, where there is sufficient room for hand-

steel

ling the debris.

are permissible, since

was the idea of the late David H. Moffat to use a
Karns machine to drive the gigantic tunnel through the

any great length of time. The cost varies exceedingly,
jn-obably averaging somewhere between 20 and 30c. jjcr
cubic yard.
Because of the higher cost of labor, this
would be much increased in the United States, and a
figure of from 30 to.40e. per cubic yard is given, tentatively when material can be obtained within two or three

center,

It

divide on the line of his railroad, the Denver, Northwest-

ern

&

He went

Pacific.

so far as to have a

model 18

ft.

in diameter constructed, but his untimely death halted

all

preparations.
V'AEu IX

The

The machine is controlled by the J. P. Karns Tunneling Machine Co., Mercantile Bank Building, Boulder,
Colo.
The inventor, J. P. Karns, president of the com-

lin

The use
mended for

offices in

Citizens' Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

the Arts, of the Frank-

awarded the Ed-

Philadelphia, last year

Institute,

ward Longstreth medal

to

it

of

the term

Mr. Karns for his invention

"hydraulic stowing"

is

recom-

the purpose of designating the general process

of flushing granular or fine material into

mines to

fill

the

excavations.

The Martin Plummet Lamp
Mining engineers
description of a

photograph.

The Committee on Science and

no great saving
wood
does not have to stand up for
is

in timber except in the quality; poorer classes of

miles.

BOTH Coal and Granite

which the Ivarns machines have been subjected have been severe and practical. The iirst was made
with a machine 52 in. in diameter through more than 100
The most recent
ft. of solid granite near Boulder, Colo.
demonstration was a tunnel 6 ft. in diameter and 200 ft.
long, driven for the Talle}' Coal & Stone Co., near Johnstown, Penn. To show the adaptability of the machine to
requirements, a 10° curve was driven as shown in the
tests to

pany, has

jhpe with a removable cast-iron trough-shaped bot-

tom is finding favor.
As the method is practiced, there

will

be interested in the following

plummet lamp

recently invented by C.
Y. Martin, a mining engineer, of Zanesville, Ohio.
Every mining engineer and surveyor knows the difficulty in using safety lamps for fore- and back-sights

where there
torches and

is

gas.

Even when

shielded carbide lamps,

reflectors are used, there are often

ditions in the

work of the

many

con-

assistant that are trying to

the transitman.

of the tunneling machine.

European Practice

in

Hydraulic

Filling

By

L. 0.

Kellogg*

New York

Section of the American
Mining Engineers, George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the Bureau of Mines, described various
methods of hydraulic filling in European collieries and
potash mines. The filling of excavated parts of workings
i*; becoming the stanrlard method of support in Germany,
Belgium and France and has been brought to a high state

Speaking before the

Institute of

of development.

The character

of material used depends

on

llie

relative

Sand,
crushed rock, loam and clay are used in varying ))roportions, and granulated slag is not uncommon. The manner
of handling the material and the amount of water necessary varies with its character.
Slag requires much water
to move it, whereas clay moves easily but is slow to dry
when placed and is unsuitable except in mi.xtures.
Natural sand or glacial drift is often handled through
a rather elaborate series of screens and crushers. One
plant stowing about 5000 cu.yd. of material per day dum|>s
it from cars on a trestle, and flushes the dumped piles
by hydraulic monitors (flushing nozzles).
Jn the ])otash fields, rock salt is used for a (illiug maaccessibility

terial.

wail,

of

the

possible

sources of supply.

Large chambers are excavated in Iho rock-salt fool
and the broken salt stowed away in the workings,

where the ])otash has been excavated.
Tlie problem of suitable pipe for handling the water
and material has received much attention. In Westphalia,

The Martin Plummet Lamp. Showing
Its

iiipe

is

used, while in

tiiI':

Dauk

Two

views of an improvement on liu' old mefhods are
One was taken in (he outside light and the
other by its own light as it hung from a spad in the mine.

The

illustrations are so plain that a description

is

hardly

The device consists of a double plummet
coupled and swung in gymbals by detachable chains from
an electric cell lamp.
The lamp has a sliding sleeve,
necessary.

may require, and
with a chain and hook for suspension from a
When not in use the entire device is convenienlly

to cover or expose the lens as occasion
fitted

Tipper Silesia, a
s])ad.

•Editorial staff, "Ens-int-priiiK and Mining .Iinirnal."

in

here given.

is

13orcelain-lined

Appearance

carrieil

in

;i

leather ease.

;

Mnvrh
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EDITORIALS
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iiiii

stated that on one occasion

Metal Mining Accidents
We

congratulate the Bureau of Mines on its work in
follecting tlie statistics of metal-mioing accidents and of
llie accidents occurring in mines producing nonmetals

A brief of these figures is contained in
department.
There has been no public demand that this work should
be done, because the mass of the people are interested
oidy in great disasters affecting a large number of men
at one time. An accident to an individual makes at best
an unattractive headline and is relegated to those parts
of the daily .newspajJcr which contain advertising announcements. We fear that we would not have had a
Bureau of Mines if it had not been for the Monongah,
Naomi and Cheswick disasters. Even today the coalmining division of that institution is the more popular
lit

her than coal.

(lur sociological

and significant.
As we suspected, the returns diligently collected by
Alliert L. Fay for the bureau, show that the loss of life
jicr man employed is higher than in the coal mines.
The
difference

is actuallj-

And

about 12 per cent.

this is true,

though there are no gas or coal-dust problems to be met
and though 40 per cent, of the employees work in the
open air, exposed to more easily avoidable dangers. The
proportion of underground to outside workers in the bituminous mines of Pennsylvania is 17 per cent, and in
the anthracite workings 28 per cent.
It is obvious that
other things being equal, the coal-mining industry

all

not been conducted with the interest in safety whicli
has marked the operations of collieries.
This has not
been because the metal industry has men of le.ss liberal
ha-s

mold but because the general
to consider the risks of metal

public, not being induced

mining by recurrent

dis-

asters of large pro)>ortion has never e.xercised so continu-

workers thus engaged.
which the coal operatinhas had to face has been irksome and expensive, but it
has certainly Ijecn of great value and it has sustained admirably the hands of those who among the operating
fones were clisiiosed to regard the safety of the employee
as one of the leading interests of the nHicers in charge of
a mine.
The coal oiierator has to look back carefully if he would
Realize llic ])rogress he has made.
Some !5" years ago, at
the Long Valley coal mine, a mule driver was killed. As
they brought his inangled body to the drift nioutli, the
foreman who till llieii iiad not heard of (he accident strode
up and blurted out "Wius the mule burl?" It was his
first thought, anrl he narrowly escaped
lynching.
A few years ago, iiule(;d, properly was generally esteemed as more important than life as the anecdote of
John Fulton at the .Toluistown meet of the Coal Mining
ou.s a

guardianshi]) over

The never wearying

tiie

jjublicity

ii

Institute

i,f

Arrienc;!

hist

>uniiucr well illustrated.

lie

num was
it

killed by a

had been placed,

:

The loss of a life or the occurrence of an accident at
mine throws a dark shadow over the faces of all the
officials.
If a stranger happens to visit at the time, he is

a

but veiled hints of the misfortune, but
he once learns about it, there is no detail which is overlooked in describing it and it is likely that he will see
the report to the inspector before he leaves.
likely to receive
if

We were interested in a recent article bv Don D.
Lescohier, of the Minnesota Bureau of Labcn-, in a recent
issue of the Survey. He says
"The key

to the situation," said Michael Godfrey, gen-

eral superintendent of the Canisteo iron district, "is the

foreman.
I hold my bosses responsible for every accident which occurs among their men.
Their ability to
prevent injuries and deaths is an important factor
in determining promotion and an inability to prevent acis certain to result in tlieir discharge.
I have my
foremen now where they come in and apologize for an accident.
"When the foreman is careful, (he men have to

cidents

be."

The point of view here staled i.s current wbei'ever coal
being extracted. It comes as a shock that in the metal
industry such a condition could be regarded as new.
is

Fuel Well Conference

onl)' eiiual care be taken.

It is iinfortunately true that the niclal-niiniiig iiidustrv

a

remarked with considerable heat '"I don't care about
your man Patsy; what I want to know is how I am going
to explain the breaking of the buggy."

which exposes the larger number of men to the full risk
would necessarily have the greater jiuiiib<'r of fatalities,
should

when

vicious horse, the party in whose care

The glamour

name, and
needed to enable
the Bureau of Mines to fill the rc(|uisite place in the public eye. Until a new generation has sprung \\\), replacing
the present, the bureau will b(> an innovation to be resisted
by every body of olilcr est:ilili>linient.
l-'verv element
of conservati-sm in llu' i-eiiublic. and many of these there
of time, the olilaining of a great

the possession of a stately plant are

be, will op])ose itself to (his

new

new

but too
recent gas- and

force, beneficent

for full national acceptaiu-e.

The

oil-well conference showed conclusively that local pride
and petty jealousies are preventing (he bureau from doing the large work, of which it alone is capable.

When

a federal bureau calls a conference on a matter
and asks for the opinion of the
])ublic on this matter, it is unseendy for the ])ersons who
are employed by the various states for the ])romotion of a
of national importance,

healthy public seidiment and for the enforcement of the
law relative to such matters, to hold coldly aloof and try
vaiidy to kill the conference by abstention.
Credit must be given to I?ichard R. Ifice. the state
geologist of Pennsylvania. F. W. DeWolf. dirccliu' of (he
State Geological Survey of Illinois, I. (', W'liite. stale
geologist of

West Virgiiua, and

to

no others of the .state
work of inrpiiry.

institutions for their coo))eratioii in the

If the authorities in the various states think the federal

conference without them will not be able to effect

:
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anything, they are much mistaken. It is probable that
the well represented gas and oil men have succeeded in
providing a law to their liking by recognizing the conference, and that the abstainers may find themselves mated

Vol.

hoped that

dictate legislation.

the street evaluates the force on the Bureau of Mines as of more authority than the local inspecThe decisions of the courts
torates and with reason.

of view will find imitators, for in

will also be molded greatly by what at least appears to be
concurrent testimony of the highest value.
It was proposed, as we explained in our issue of 'Feh.
22, to give an equal representation to the Bureau of
Mines, the gas interests, the oil men, the coal operators,
The scheme
state geologists and coal-mine inspectors.
apparently went awry for want of the cooperation to which
the bureau was fully entitled and instead a subcommittee

was appointed consisting

of three

men:

W.

S.

McCloy,

of Pittsburgh, Penn., district superintendent of the Philadelphia Co., which has extended gas interests ; E. B.

Moore, chief engineer of the Consolidation Coal Co., of
Fairmont, W. Va., who has had much practical experience
in the effects of gas leakages from wells passing through
coal beds, and 0. P. Hood, chief mechanical engineer of
the experimental station of the Bureau of Mines.
They produced an act which appeared in our issue of
Mar. 22, and which we criticized in an editorial of equal
date. This act reduced many of the suggested enactments
of the bureau in many important ways, yet it is easy to
realize that Mr. Hood could not feel disposed to present
a minority report to the conference.
When the meeting was called to consider the report,
the following jjersons attended, whose 21 names we quote
at length

Gas Interests

— John

Corrin, assistant g'eneral manag'ei",

Pittsburgh, Penn.; M. P. Layton, Manufacturers Li'iht and
Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.; E. D. Leland, Philadelphia Co..
Pittsburgh, Penn.; C. M. Thorp, attorney. Pittsburgh, Penn.;
and Henry Wittmeyer, American Natural Gas Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn. 7 representatives.
A. F. Corwin, South Penn Oil Co., Pittsburgh.
Oil Interests
Penn.: E. E. Crocher, vice-president and general manager.
South Penn Oil Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.; William C. Edwards,
Parker & Edwards Oil Co.. Pittsburgh, Penn. 3 representaCo.,

Heat

—

—

—

tives.

—

Conl Mininic Interests James Burns, mining engineer,
Penn. Salt Mfg. Co., Natrona. Penn.; \V. E. Fohl. mining engineer, Pittsburgh, Penn.; C. H. Jenkins, Hutchinson Coal Co.,
Fairmont, W. Va. C. B. Britton. mine inspector, Moreland
Coal Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.; E. J. Taylor, chief engineer, Pittsburgh Coal Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. 5 representatives.
Bureau of MlneN Representatives George S. Rice, chief
mining engijier; O. P. Hood, chief mechanical engineer; A. G.
Heggem, petroleum engineer, all of Pittsburgh, Penn. 3 rep;

—

—

—

resentatives.
State Gealoi;l.sts

the

first

The Buried

Valley near

Scranton

tions below.

We

remarked

week that such a removal

last

in whole

or in part would create engineering difficulties at least
equal to those it would remove and it is easy to see that

though the railroads might be moved back to the rock
slopes and might thus be protected, yet crossings from
slope to slope would be made w;th extreme difficulty.
The silt, being pervious and the outlet afforded by the
Susquehanna Eiver too high to lower the water considerably all the excavations would be converted into lakes in
fact, most of the sand would have to be removed by deepwater dredges.
^

;

acid character of the water in the deep lakes thus

formed would make it a difficult matter to maintain any
buckets and chains in operating condition and the amount
of water which would seep into the workings below would

make

their drainage almost infeasible.
Moreover, as the silt below the upper level of the Susquehanna waters near Nanticoke would be filled with
water, it is probable that almost as fast as the sand was
excavated, other bodies of sand would travel in to take
its place with unfortunate results to cities and villages
resting on the silt thus drawn away.

In fact, as far as filling is concerned we advise the
Scranton people to look in large part "to the hills from
whence cometh their help," rather than to the easy digIt would be
ging sand lying in the adjacent valley.
easier to crush rock than to dig it under such undesirable
conditions.

Accident
As we

3

more liberal point
matters discussed for

its

deep and for three miles near Plymouth, its depth is over
200 ft. When we compare these figures with those of the
falls of Niagara where the water is precipitated only from
154 to 161 ft. we begin to realize what changes would
take place in the topography of the buried valley were all
the sand removed and snugly packed into the coal excava^

—

— representatives.
—None.

all

time, ditferences of opinion are sure to occur.

F. W'. DeWolf, director State Geological
Survey, Urbana. 111.; Richard R. Hice, state geologist of Pennsylvania, Beaver, Penn.; I. C. White, state geologist of West

Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.
State Coal Mine lns|ieetors

It is

The buried valley occupied by the Susquehanna and
Lackawanna Rivers and Newport Creek between Glen
Lyon and Jermyn constitutes one of the geologic wonders
of America. The sand is deposited in places over 300 ft.

The
E.

Hope Natural Gas Co.. Pittsl^ui-Kli. Penn.; H. H. Davis, superintendent. Land Department. Greensboro Gas Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn.; John Gates, attorney. Land Department, Philadelphia

No. 13

Though some of the bureau's suggestions were not accepted by the assembled fuel-well men, it cannot but be
evident that the federal organization has done its tlutv.
It has asked for a discussion and has not attempted to

in every later play.

The niRn on

3,

the Baskett

mine

(if

at

Baskett Mines

when we published

anfieipated

the rei)ort fnnii

the Pittsburgh Coal Co.,

Henderson

written by the parties it is to control.
The views of the fuel-well interests as to the importance of the conference are made abundantly evident by

County, Ky., the affair was much exaggerated. We were
careful to throw some doubt on the character of the news
by the nature of the wording. Alexander Blair, the general superintendent, in answer to our inquiries states that
a part of the casing in the shaft broke loose and until it
was repaired the cage could not pass it. Most of the men
left the mine by the air shaft and those who did not want
to climb the ladders remained below till the sliai't was

the presence of several attorneys who attended the
.session in the interest of the gas- and oil-well owners.

coal

Thus

the fuel-well interests

outnumbered the

coal

men

though the safeguarding of gas and oil
man who drills them. It
is his apparent interest to make drilling as cheap as posThus the act, as now formulated, is practically
sible.
10 to 5 or 2 to

wells

is

1,

largely a matter for the

last

in condition.

All the

was resumed

men

got out and the hoisting of the

at 3 o'clock the

same dav.

1
"

Mnrch
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The Home

of the Frick

Employee

By Thomas W. Dawson*
SYNOP''>IS

—

.1

luilf

a million

and

I',]

.7

They are built on substantial stone foundations, and
neat and sanitary cellars are being provided, there being

ees.

dollar.'' sjienl

in

I

iro

yrars

have revoluiionizcd llir Frirk villages, and the improvements cover, antong others: lOo small stables, 295
thicken pens, lot) pi<j pens, 38 miles of picket fence, 2700
stone cellars. 40-j front porches, 650 back porches, water
supply within 1200 dwellings, 132 new houses, 1379 concrete cesspools, 2500 garbage receptacles, 6600 shade
trees

The houses of the cdnipany ai-e better than the (irdinary dwellings ereeted by corporations for their em])loy-

miles of surface drains.

2700 such cellars built to date, and practicaHy every house
is equipped with spacious front and back porches.
The
company built JG5 of the former and 650 of the latter
All dwellings are well painted a durable red
Running water has been placed
in the kitchens of some 1200 dwellings, or in about IS
this year.

with white trimmings.

per cent, of the houses owned by the company. A number
of bath rooms have also been provided, and many of them

Thu JI. ('. Frick Cdke (_'o. has i^ijcnt during tlie last
two years over one-half a million dollars in bettering the
(oudition of the workman bv improvements in sanitation
and similar matters, and in making the home and its environments as comfortable as possil;lo for the employee

are electrically lighted, as are also the streets where electricity is available for tins purpose.

ajid his faniilv.

neatly reiiced.

Fig.
It

1.

\Ioni:T.

Ai.m:y at

must be rememl)ered

ployees are foreigners,

that the inajoi'ity of

many

of

I'iicasant,

Stanm).\i!I). ]\It.

them

fresh

tlics,.

I'l-oni

cni-

Fui'ope.

They are immediately encouraged in thrift and industry,
and eventually become useful American citizens, much
sooner than they would with environments not soeh'vating
UxsKiiiTi.v OrTurii.Dixos

1ii:movi:i)

two years
ago and rettirned to it today would be im])ressed at once
with the wonderful transformation in the coke towns
owned by the IT. C. Frick Coke Co. Shacks or shanties
which were standing on po.sts with unsanitary surroundings have been removed.
At many of the towns whole
rows of houses have either been replaced or moved to better locations,
\ondescript outbuildings, liuilt by the employee from all kinds of material, have been replaced by
those of standard design and all these are neatly |)ainted.
The company built lOo stables, 2'.)5 chicken coops ami 1."iii
pig pens during the past year.
wiio visited

Ih.'

Coiinellsville coke region

•AsHlstant chli-f i-nRlneer. H. C. FritU Coke Co.. Scotl<laIi-.
Pcnn.
Notp .\bBtraet from paper entitled "Wflfarc. H. C. Filck
Coke Co.." read before ttie winter meeting of the Coal Mining Tnatltiite of America.

—

Kverv tenant

Pexn.
tlie

old style

is

providcti

I'uovun;!)

witli

a

lot.

of suitable size,

IJccciitly the i-oinpany has lieeii

Fio.
o!'

l-'i:\('i;s

Iioaril

and durable palings.

The company has

S.

Sti!E1-:t

at

Fii.iii;i;r.

fence and has re])laced

The

abolishing

1'i:n\.

it

with neat

gates have self-closing hinges.

built 202,000 lineal feet, or about

miles of this picket fence in the past year.
19.7 per cent, of the total fencing at

:!S

i-i'|iicM'iiling

the |)lants. Fences
done by the householder, lime being furnished free by the company, which
insists on the work being done.
The rent which is received for the larger houses is about -$7 ])er month smaller
Free coal is given the tenant if
dwellings rent for less.
he conveys it from the mine to his home. In the remodeling of these towns, in order to improve their appearance
and make them more satisfactory, 67 shanties and old
dwellings have been removed, and l.'?2 in adilition to these
were torn down but replaced l)y new, uptodate dwellings.

are whitewashed each year.

morally.

One

l'-\T,!\i;

This

all

is

;

SaMIAIIOV or YlLLAClKS
The company has been replacing

tlu-

old

un.sanitary

wooden privy vaults by neat concrete cesspools. There
have been 1375) of the.<e constructed, and the recent type
constitutes 3S iier cent, of the total imniber of vaults at

the towns. Similar vaidts are |)ro\i(li'd for thi' employee; around the mine liuildings at llu! plant. Combinall of
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ation closets and coal houses to the nvimber of 800 have
been built in the last two years, replacing the old unsanitary closet.

sary.

'^oOO neat garbage recepta-

which are emptied each week, or as often as necesThese are found at all the towns, and at all times

up streets and
from rubbish and in a sanitary

workmen and

carts can be seen cleaning

alleys to keep

them

condition.

To

free

beautify the towns, 6600 shade trees have

been recently i^lanted.

All are set at 30-

made !)y
it when the concrete has obtained its initial
The wire rope used in concrete drains are old

are

%-

Rope

to %-in. diameter.

are unstranded

:

2

set.

ropes of

larger than the latter size

the desired size

till

lirick are laid in 1

is

obtained.

The

cement mortar.

Specificatioxs of Drains ix Fig. 4

graded and suitable concrete and
Concrete water channels have
brick drains constructed.
been built where a short time aifo unsightlv and un-

and

in. thick.

Expansion joints occur every 40 ft. These
inserting Ys-ii^- sheet metal and withdraw-

ing

SriiFACE-WATEI! DliAIXAOE
Streets

further,

Brick cross walls are 8

centers.

ft.

Xo. 13

3.

They extend to the minimum depth
when necessary to secure a firm bear-

section.

bhown and
ing.

The company has furnished
cles,

the

of

Vol.

alleys are

Where wedge drains

are used, subject to excessive wear,

the bricks are laid on edge, and in

1:2 cement mortar

at

places of greatest abrasion; the excavation for brick laid

on edge in wedge drains
the details.
SECTION

The

is

2 in. deeper than

brick used

are

ordiiiarv

shown

in

hard-burned

March

29,
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Event No.

Right ear torn

2.

Two-men

ing'.

Event No.

deep cut on chin; bleed-

off;

event.

Broken

arm below elbow. One-man
Event No. 4. Lacerated wound on left side of head (the
temple).
Lacerated wound on top of right shoulder. Two-

tary.

3.

left

event.

Bacteriological Analyses of Water Supply

men

company's aim to provide good, pure
water, and make the surroundings at the source of supply
such that the water cannot be contaminated. During the
year, 788 bacteriological analyses were made of the water
supply at the many towns of the compan)'. Samples were
taken from all the wells, springs, hydrants and reservoirs
and from the water rings in the shafts. It was found that
72 sources of supply were unfit for use and these were
made unapproachable. In addition, 88 sources which were
in an unsanitary location were entirely closed, thus, in
It has been the

---5-10''

-J

2-6"-.-

ka'+s

right hand; bright red blood. Two-men event.
Event No. 10.
Dislocated shoulder left side; right foot
smashed, bleeding.
Full-team event.
Event No. 11.
Fracture right collar bone; lacerated
wound of palm of right hand. Full-team event.
Event No. 12.
Dislocation of right hip; leg thrown
outward and broken left collar bone. Full-team event.
Event No. 13. Broken back; simple fracture of right forearm.
Full-team event.
Event No. 14. Man fallen on electric wire, face down,
clothing burning; treat burns of breast and arms.
Full-

im

->f8'H

'--/5"->t<-/5 ->i

event.

Event No. 5. Wound of right eye; simple fracture of left
knee cap; full-team event.
Event No. 6. Lacerated wound in palm of left hand. Rigrht
thigh, compound fracture; improvise stretcher.
Pull-team
event.
Event No. 7. Treat burns of face, ears and hands. Two
men carry patient without stretcher. Two-men event.
Event No. S. Compound fracture of lower Jaw on right
side; deep wound on inner side of left ankle.
Bright red
blood.
Full-team event.
Event No. 9. Left ear torn off; ends of fingers cut off

?nt.

Event No. 15.
Fracture of right leg above the knee:
carry the patient on a coat and pole stretcher and place in
ambulance; mine at top of hill, hospital in the valley, road
dow^n hill all the way. Full-team event.
Event No. 16. Man oyercome by gas in a four-foot seam
with a dislocated left shouldei-. Remove 30 ft. to fresh air.

I

One-man
TYPICAL PLAN SHOWING METHOD
OF LAYING BRICK CONCAVE DRAINS

k

event.

Event No. 17. Compound fracture of left leg below the
knee: bone sticking out on the inside of the leg. Full-team

.

S'-O'

event.

Event No. IS. Man overcome bv gas; shoulder, lift and
Perform standard form of artificial
respiration.
One-man event.
Event No. 19. Broken ribs on right side; dislocation of
left shoulder.
Full-team event.
Event No. 20. Man squeezed between mine cars; broken
pelvis and left elbow badly crushed.
Full-team event.
carry to place of safety.

Event No. 21.
Man rvercome bv afterdamp;
hands, arms, neck and face. Full-team event.

Event No.

Man found under

burns on

of coal with puncof abdomen: broken ribs on left side; cut on
right side of face: bleeding with bright red blood in spurts.
Pull-team event.
Event No. 23. Man
hand cut off. Left arn
team event.
Event No. 24.
fallen on electric wire; back down.
:\Ian

TYPICAL METHOD OPLAYlhS
BRICK WEOGEDRAmS
X
J'-O"
l<-

22.

wound

tured

unconscious.

Hg'it-- /8--_->!<-9.",|

eat burns on

fall

Rescue, give artificial respiration one minute;
back and right upper arm. Improvise stretch-

e will be a large number of teams from coal companies in the western, northeastern and southeastern coalmining
i -6
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districts of

Kentucky.
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n.

EAST(<X. Chairman.
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Kentucky Mining
The annual meeting
will be held.
ATERIALS

CONCAVE DRAINS
TfPt A - 12 BricHs per Lineal Foo
•

B

-

'

IVCD6E DRAINS (BHICKS lAIDFiAT)
TYPE M- 7j Bricks per Lineal fiot

N- 9
0-7i

"

19

•

'

•

May

Jlctallurgy of

Hi and 17, at tlie College of Mines and
Kentucky State University, Lexington, Ky.

The following papers

"

-

nounced

Institute

of the Kciituiky .Mining institiite

will be read, with others not yet an-

:

( BRIOfS LAID ONtDOlJ

H-

Fic.

ill,

t.

15

Bnchs per Lineal Fijcf

FrsicK Sta\|)AI!I)s foi; liiacK DitAiss

the conunuiiitics were ijrutectcd against

sources of disease.

make

sure that

The.se analyses are
tlie

water

is

made

Kin jjossible
periodically

not contaminated.

Workmen's Compensati n:
K. U.
Meguire,
president.
Snead & MeguIre Coal Co.. Louisville. Ky.
Welfare or Sociological Work: W. C. Tucker, general superintendent. Wisconsin Steel Co., Benham. Ky.
Coal & Mineral Ta.xatlon: Hywel Davles and W. H. Cunningham, president and secretary, Kentucky Coal Operators
Association.

Mineral
District.

C.

Development of Western Kentucky: Fluorspar
Nunn, manager. Kentucky Fluorspar Co.,
S.

Marion, Ky.

Mining Laws of Kentucky:

C.

P.

Praser,

mining engi-

Taylor Coal Co.
f Kentucky, Beaver Dam, Ky.
Calorimeter Tests Made on Kentucky Coals: A. M. Peter,
chief chi-mlst. Kentucky Expciiment Station, Lexington, Ky.
How Best to Handle the Dusty Mine: David Victor, chief
mine inspector. Consolidation Coal Co.. Fairmont, W. Va.
neer,

Pirst

Aid (Competition

at

the

Kentucky

Mininjr Institute
The program committee of the Kentucky MlnitiR Institute.
or the meetInK to be held May 16 and 17. has selected 24
vents, Klven below, for the state-wide tirst-ald contest to be
eld on .May 16 at Le.tlnBton. In connection with the spring

leetinp of the Kentucky Mining Institute, and the Judges,
n the day of the <ontest, will select flvi' of the problems.
nd these five events will be performed by each team parclpatlng In the contest, and the prizes will be awarded
pon the work performed In the problems so selected:
Event No. 1. lacerated scalp; top of head with bleedIK

One-mai

•nt.

A

first-aid

contest

will

be an

attractive

feature

of

the

program.
England's new coal-mines bill states that all newly opened
mines shall have two mnln-lntake airways, affordln!?
of Ingress and egress to the mine, one of which abjiU
not be uned for h.iulage purposes. Mines employing less than
100 men, or mines wet throughout, are exempt from this provision.
.Such mines are required to possess only two main
airways, an Intake ;ind a return.
coal

means
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How

By

F.

providing a house or storeroom in
which miners can keep such powder as they have purchased but which thej' are not using, is of vital importThis applies, particularly, to blasting powder. It
ance.
is urged with reason that unless a storeroom is provided
of

miners will have to take their powder
to their homes, as the law does not permit them to take
niiire than what is aetitally required into the mine.
A keg of blasting powder is not a particularly appropriate plaything for children, but how much more does
this apply to blasting caps and electric fuses which are
used by miners in places where permissible explosives and
dynamite take the place of blasting powder.
at the mines, the

Blastinc Caps Are More Dangerous than

Powder

has been blinded by a blasting cap, or has had a hand
off, becomes a charge on the community and an expense to the tax-payer.
Mine owners can ill afford t'>

blown

neglect their share in

when

preventing these accidents aftnin rendering the miner s;,tV

much money

spending so

at his place of work.

When
go

to

the most progressive and enlightened mine own-

enormous expense

to reduce the

he expects to

number

of

can. of course, gage the

make

in

pound;

of

number

of shots that

one day closer than he can the exact
powder or cartridges of Monobel,

but he is less than human if he takes down into the mine
the minimum number of detonators. As a matter of fact,
he will usually allow himself several blasting caps more
than he thinks he will need, and it is these blasting caps,
when handled carelessly, which form a very decided menace to the health, happiness and prosperity of the com-

munity.

When

the miner carries these articles loose in his pock-

ets, they are apt to fall out or they may be removed
by his wife when she puts his overalls in the wash. Being bright and attractive in color and outline, they excite
tile

insatiable curiosity of youth to a

much

greater ex-

tent than the unattractive-looking powder.
The child may play with a small quantity of blasting

powder without getting hurt, and it
would be able to drop a lighted match

is

unlikely that he

in a

keg of powder,

the easiest thing in the world for a youngster
to jab a pin or a nail in the open end of a blasting cap
or to drop it into the kitchen stove, or hit it with a
hammer, or do a number of other easily performed opera-

but

and maiming

These blasting caps may be handled in the manner for
which they were designed with practically no danger, but,
on the other hand, they are exceedingly likely to explode
if probed and a child is almost sure to lose several fingei*s,
a hand or one or both eyes if he jabs a hat pin into the
open end or holds a lighted match against it.

of acci-

of the children of their employees deserv.

<

There are over 600 accidents every
year practically all to children
due to the explosion i>f
blasting caps and electric fuses.
Unless some steps are
taken to stop these articles from being carried home or
thrown loosely into the pockets of the miners, this numinstant consideration.

—

—

ber

is

liable

to

increase,

because more and more coal

mines are abandoning the use of blasting powder and
adopting the permissible explosives in order to promote
safety.

Just imagine, for an instant, what a mine official would
think if he saw his own youngster picking at the fulminate of a blasting cap with a hat pin to extract the exa lead pencil.

The

an ornament

picture of such an occurrence

pleasant to contemplate.

It

is

to

not

is

such an easy thing to pre-

vent an occurrence like this, and

it

partially repair the damage, that no

is so hard even to
mine operator in his

doing his .share in
preventing the maiming and crippling of children, should
senses, appreciating the necessity for

weigh for an instant, the

trifling cost to

him

that

is

in-

volved.

The miners,

themselves, should, of course, be educated

It is not enough to provide a place
where they can keep their powder and detonators when
Jiot in use, but they should also be warned of the danger of carrying these articles to their homes, and should
be prevented, as far as it is possible to do so, from carrying blasting caps and electric fuses loose in their
pockets and especially when they go home from the
mine.

to do their part.

The Fublic Schools Will Assure the Safety

of the

Public

it is

tions equally sure of disastrous results.

number

dents in their mines and the slogan of the entire industry
is ''Safety First," surely the prevention of the crippling

plosive, so that the shell could be used as

The miner

];'.

who

ers

subject

No.

H. Gcxsolus*

should be a storeroom for hlasihu/

powder; pennissibles, caps and electric fuses at every
mine. These dangerous explosives should not be taken
home. The brightness of the caps attracts the eyes of
the children and lures them to play with them. The use
of permissibles and caps reduces fatalities in the mines
and may increase the accidents in the home.

The

3,

Home

Endanger the Miner's

Explosives

SYNOPSIS— There

Vol.

In some of the jniblic schools in the large cities, children are taught how to avoid danger and it is explained to
them in detail why they should not play on streets where
traffic is heavy, why they should not coast in toy wagons
on

streets

crossing

others

why they should
wagons, why they should

traffic,

carrying

heavy automobile

not hitch behind ice and other
look to the right on crossing the

middle and then look to the
and they are taught a number of other ways of tak-

street until they get to the
left,

ing care of themselves.
Iliiw

Tt

icy

IIII-:

is

ri:ii.Missii!LE

Explosives ^[ay Evex Ixckkask
Fatalities

heartless and cruel, as well as shortsighted pol-

to contemplate

these

j^ossibilities
I.

calmly.

A

child

Du Pont de Nemours

Would
in the

it

not be fitting for the public-school teacln^
districts, to explain to the children, oih

mining

in each session, at least, what a blasting cap is. how
made, and what fearful things it sometimes will do
ihild? It would .seem that this instruction would I"'
worth the trouble involved.

it

to

:i

well

COAL

3Iareh 20. 1913

Compared

Fatality Rates

in

Coal and

AGE
Ix Mississippi A^alley Lead and Zinc

are

more numerous

number

in proportion to the

of

men

Of the
em]>loyed than are the fatalities in coal mines.
165.979 employed in the metal mines in the United States
during the calendar year 1911, 695 were killed, which
represents a rate of 4.19 per 1000 men employed, as compared with 3.73 per 1000 for the coal mines of this country for the

same

period.

Fatality Rate ix Metal

Than

ix

ili\i:s 12

per Cent. Higher

Coal Mixes

total number of fatalities, serious and slight indue to accident is as follows: Deaths 695, or 4.19
]ier 1000 men employed; serious injuries 4169, or 25.12
per 1000; and slightinjuries 22,408, or 135.01 per 1000.
Of the total number of fatalities, 532 occurred under-

The

juries

Uxi)KT!(;i;()rxi>

Workers ILwe Accident Death Rate of
3.46 PER Thousand

Other Mines
An iuquii. just completed In- Albert H. Fay, mining
engineer, of the United States Bureau of Mines, shows
that fatal "accidents in metal mines in the United States

497

The

figures for the lead

and

those in the Mississippi Valley.
of

other states are grouped

zinc mines refer only to

The

and zinc mines

lead

with miscellaneous

metal

mines on account of the difficulty of making a distinct
classification, as lead and zinc occur in so many places
as associated metals in silver ores, as, for instance, in

lead-silver

mines of

tlie

Coeur d'Alene

district,

ilie

Idaho.

The

Mi.ssissippi Valley lead and zinc mines form a class
themselves and hence are easily segregated.
The statistics given embody the reports of 483 operators, employing 12,521 men, of wliom 9247 are underground employees and 3274 surface men. The total number of deaths and injuries due to accidents is as follows:
Killed 43, or 3.43 per 1000 men employed; serious inbj-

1000; and slight injuries 1311,
Of the number of men killed, 32 fataloccurred underground, making this rate 3.46 per

juries 177, or 14.14 per

or 125 per 1000.
ities

1000

men employed,

while 11

men were

killed

on the

ground, or at the rate of 5.18 per 1000, and 153 were killed
on the surface, or 2.49 per 1000.
The figures show that approximately two-thirds of the
total deaths and injuries that occur in and about metal

surface, or 3.36 per 1000 men.

mines were caused as follows:

The figures fur the miscellancdiis metal mines show
3817 operators, employing 48,919 men. of whom 35,176
were undergrouiul and 13,743 surface men. The deaths
and injuries due to accidents are as follows: Deaths
serious injuries
193, or 3.95 per ]0<)0 men employed
540, or 11.04 per 1000; slight injuries 3078, or 62.92

Of the

due to

falls

bank; 11.23 per

cent,

fatal accidents, 32.52 per cent, are

of ore or rock

from

roof, wall or

to explosives; 15.39 per cent, to falling dovni stope, shaft

and

or winze,

Of the

5.32 per cent, to

mine

fires.

;

serious accidents, 31.37 per cent, are due to

bank 19.05 per cent, to car and haulage systems; 12.19 per cent, to machinery, and 6.41 per
cent, to timber and hand tools.
Of the slight accidents, 28.86 per cent, are due to falls
of roof; 15.52 ])er cent, to car and haulage systems:
falls of roof, wall or

;

machinery, and 8.02

10. Ill per cent, to

jier cent, to

tim-

ber and hand tools.

UxDERGnorxn Fataliiy Rate

Coi'PEii Mini-;

6.31

PER TlIOr.SAXD

The

Deaths,

follows:

serious injuries, 1326. or 29.67 per KIOO,
juries 9016, or 201.73 per 1000.

Of the

and

total

number

loOO.

per

i"i:i;

F,.\II'L()

total

number

Titof.sAx.o rxDEiioiiorxi)
VICES

of fatalities, 1G3 occurred
niid

30 im the surface, or

2.18 per 1000.

The rates of serious and slight injuries are low when
compared with the iron and copix-r mines. This may be
accounted for in part by reason of the fact that this group
includes many prospectors and small mines, which keep
no records.
Fatal accidents impress themselves on the
memory and are easily reported. The serious and slight
if

not recorded.

Many

of these

no inspection, and
.Many
they are not required to keep accident records.
of the larger companies operating gold and silver and
lead-silver mines of the West have, for their own protec-

mines are in states where there

tion, hosj)ital service

is

and medical aid

Xo.v-METAL Mines

of

199 occurred underground, making this rate
per 1000 men employed 6.31. The surface fatalities were

Ihox Mines Kill 5.34

Of the

underground, or 4.63 per lOOO.

slight in-

fatalities,

39, or 2.97

per 1000.

injuries are soon forgotten

mines show 396 operators
men. of whom 31.557 were employed
13,136 on the surface. The total numinjuries due to accidents reported is as
238, or 5.33 per 1000 men employed;

figures for the copper

employing 44,693
underground and
I'cr of deaths and

F.iTALiTY Rate at Otiieii MiriAi. Mixes Is 3.95
PKii TiiorsANi) r\i)i:K(ii;mND

.\'!E

Un- their cmiiloyees.

('(imi-ai!a'iivklv

S\Ft:

men. a\' whom
3182 were employed underground and 10,711 on the surface.
The total number of deaths and injuries due to ac-

The non-metal mines employed

cidents reported

as follows:

is

1000 men employed

;

13,89.3

Deaths 24. or 1.73

serious injuries 9

I.

or 6.77 per

))er

Kmo,

When coinslight injuries 313, or 22.53 ]kt looii.
pared with the copper and iron mines, these ratios .seem
exceedingly low. .ludgingfrom the rejx.rts received, this
is largely accounted for by the fact that the mines, being
small and em])loying an average of only 42 men each, do
The majority of tlie.se mines
not keej) coni])lete records.
and

The

iron mines show

207 iron-mine operators, who emphjyed 45,953 men, of whom 25,461 were
employed underground and 20,492 as surface men, including those engaged in steam-shovel work. The number of deaths and injuries resulting from accidents in
tlie.xe mines is as follows:
Heaths 197. or 4.29 per looo
men employed; .serious injuries 2032, or 44.22 per 1000,
and slight injuries 8690, or 188.3 per 1000.
Of the
total

figures for

number of

136 occurred underground, or
men, and 61 employees were killed while
surface work, making this rate 2.95 per 1000.

5.34 per 10(10

engaged

in

tiie

fatalities,

are in stales where there are no stale insjiectors, and are
therefore not obliged to keep accident records and make
reports thereon.

The statistics have lieen published in Tcchiiiciil Pajicr
Xo. 40. Copies ni!'V be obtained by addressing the Director, Bureau of Mines, Wathingtcm, I). C.
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DISCUSSION BY READERS

I

I
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Post Timbering at

Working Face

tlie

that timber should be kept

think

it

wonder why there is not mure preserved (creotimber used in this coimtry. It lasts three or four
times as long as ordinary timber. I have seen such timber still standing that I was told had been there "20
i often

sotecl)

—

Letter l^'o. S I believe in systematic timbering, to a
certain extent; but I do not think it would be advisable
for the state to pass a law specifying the exact distance

up

to the face.

would be possible for the

state

Neither do I

mine

inspectors,

props should be set apart and
away from the face, in each seam and at each mine.
While mine inspectors, almost without exception, are
practical and experienced men and know the nature of
the roof in the different mines they visit, yet in some
cases to employ one or two timbermen would be both practical and economical, particularly in view of the many
ignorant miners that are now employed. In pillar work-

years.
it

It

was

just as

cheaper

good as when

more

will cost a little

fill

the

places with props, especially where these are not taken

drawn back. At the same time, it
would not be safe to go into a place and tell the men they
are standing too man}- props. I have actually seen men go
into the gob and stand new props, because some of the
old ones were broken under the weight.
They actually
thought they were doing a wonderful thing and it is
often difficult to make them understand that the roof

out, as the pillars are

should fall in the waste, in order to relieve the great
weight on the pillars.

A tinil)erman,

say in each district, would generally save

more than his wages by seeing that the props were
properlj' set and that enough and not too many timbers
were stood. How seldom do we go into a place and find
the props .stood just where we would stand them. They
are often too far away from the face, or too far apart.

far

Sometimes, a

man

anxious to please the boss will stand

his timbers so near the face that he cannot work.

At

times, the ]>rops will be set within a foot of the rib where

under a good roof they can do no good.
It may not be generally known, but in

Durham (Eng-

currence.

Of

course, the

all

men know enough

prop to keep themselves safe, but
porarily till the deputy gets around.

it

is

to stand a
only stood tem-

Accidents do not generally occur as frequently under a
roof, as where the roof is fairly good, because the men

bad

are apt to trust a good roof too far.

To

illustrate this,

where the roof was short and
Though the miners
friable, about halfway up the rooms.
working there were good careful men we were anxious till
they got under good roof again and we thought then all
danger was passed, but a few days later a man was killed
there by a fall of roof.
Examining the place after the accident, we found the
props within 5 ft. of the pillar end, and a piece of rock
about 5 ft. across had fallen out and crushed the man's
head. Xo doubt, the rock would sound solid enough when
tested, but it was loose. Any old miner can recall similar

wo were drawing

instances.

jiillars

but

Xo
it

douiit
is

far

Thos. HoGAIiTH.
Heilwood,

Peiiii.

Letter No. U

— One

mining industry

is

peculiar characteristic of the coal-

that, except in reference to purely

me-

chanical features, no "hard and fast" rule can be given

overcome the various dangers that may arise from
time to time. The greatest source of danger is the fall
of roof and coal at the working face, which danger is
usually met by some form of "posting."
While posting, however, is of prime importance, it is
not the only consideration in maintaining a safe eonditon of the working face. It is equally essential that the
development of the mine and the extraction of the coal
should proceed in a systematic manner.
In coal mining, as in every other industry, systematic work cannot
be effective unless applied to all departments alike.
The
timber supply must be of uniform size and quality, and
the timbers must be delivered promptly at the working
face where they are required.
Posts are generally employed for three purjjoses. or to
fulfill three conditions:
1.
To make secure a bad and
to

irregular condition of the roof.

any movement

2.

To

give warning of

in the roof strata or unsafe condition of the

3.
To lend support to the roof strata o'?r the
opening and assist in the equal distribution of the load
on the pillars. Each of these cases may be considered sep-

same.

arately.
to timber a particularly bad condibad piece of top, the place should be
thorough'v examined to determine exactly its dangeroucharacter.
The person making the examination knowbetter where and how the several post timbers should 1h
placed.
I would not advocate the posting of a workiiip'ace by men especiall}- employed for that purpose. I believe greater safety can be secured by each miner timbering his o'HTi place under the instructions of a competent mine official, as this will make the miner himself
responsible for his own safety and amenable to the mine
regulations and discipline.
Under the present bituminous-mine law of rennsylvania (Art. 4. Sec. 10), the foreman or his assistant must
visit each working place "once each day while the employees are at work."
In addition to this, in gaseous mines,
the law requires (Art. .5) that each working place in the
mine shall be examined twice each day. once before the
men begin work and again during working hours. These
several examinations of each working place should afford
sufficient opportunity to give every miner the instruction
he needs. My theory is that any ignorance on the jiart
of the miner is best combated and overcome by careful
inspection and patient instruction.
lief ore

attempting

tion in the roof, or a

the timbers, in the
face.
Each deputy has from 15 to 20 men to look after,
and an accident from a fall of roof or coal is a rare ocland) the deputies (firebosses) set

stood.

in the end.

to specify the distance the

ings, for instance, it is not economical or well to

first

in the first place,

Maixh

i'J.

I cousider the

ing:

In a

1.
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following points essential in post timberseam, a single post should be stood

level

2. If the post is required for the
support of the roof strata, it should not be wedged tight;
and, in many cases where the roof or floor is hard, it will
be necessary to set the post on a soft foot-piece, or a
mound of dirt. In this case, the post should be twisted
backward and forward to give it a solid bearing. 3. A
cap-piece should always be placed above the post. 4. My
per,<onal preference is to stand the post with the large

in a vertieal position.

grew in nature. The number of posts
to be stood in a place and their arrangement, the distance
apart, and the distance of the posts from the face of the
coal, must be determined by the conditions in each place.
end down, as

Jly experience

number

is

that the

working

tise

of long,

heavy caps, or of

face, will generally reduce the

of posts required.

it generally a dangerous practice to set the
timbers so far from the face of the coal that the
miner is unprotected. Under many conditions of the roof,
it woidd be dangerous for the miner to be obliged to work
between the posts and the face of the coal. Many accidents have resulted from this practice.
Under particularly bad roof, places should be driven narrow and crossi)arred.
It may be often necessary to hitch the crossbars
into the face of the coal, in order to give the miner the
necessary j)rotection.
I

Posting in an inclined seam differs materially from that
In a level seam, the action of the weight
of the overburden is vertical or perpendicular to the
seam. In an inclined seam of coal, the action of gravin a level seam.

consider

owing

ity is still vertical; but,

to the inclination of the

seam, the vertical force ad is resolved into two resultant
forces, the one ab parallel and the other ac perpendicular
to the seam.
In this case, the post must resist the action
perpendicular to the seam; and, for this reason, must be

more

set

or less at right angles to the floor

Referring to the figure,

it

crossbars, at the

499

set a post vertical, as at

and roof.
would be obviously wrong to
A, when the seam is inclined,
it

as in that position

it could not be properly fastened but
out of place. Xeither would it be right to set
the post as at B, perpendicular to the roof and floor, although that would be in line with the force ac. But, the
post in an inclined seam must be set, as at C, leaning

would

slip

up the

slightly

pitch,

from a normal

position.

first

J.

('.

Paufitt.

Jerome, Penn.

—

Letter So. 10 In the mining of coal, in Penn.sylvania,
the conditions often require a better class of labor than
is found in the mines.
The majority of miners who apply for work are unfamiliar with the conditions and often
untrained. Owing to these facts and since about one-half
of the fatal accidents in coal mines are known to be the
result of falls of roof or coal, the question of timbering
at the

working

face, is exceedingly important.

Owing

to

the general lack of experience on the part of miners, it
might seem best to have the timbering at the working
face done by regular timbermen, whose knowledge of the

conditions and whose experience would enable

them to do
work more efficiently than the miners themselves.
As a matter of fact, however, it is generally better to
have the miner do his own timbering, if for no other reason than to avoid his working under dangerous conditions while waiting for tlie timbermen to appear.
Not
only should the miner be made to timber his own place,
the

but

lie

ouglit to be taught to follow a regular system that

experience

lias

taught

best adapted to the conditions in

is

that jiarticular mine.

Showix(; the ilKiirr and Whon); A\ay of Skttixg
Posts In Sii;ki>ly Ixclinkij Skams

Since a general method of timbering that is applicable
may be quite unsuited for another mine, each

to one min(}

mine ought to have

The use

of posts for the second purpose

mentioned

;

namely, to give the miner Avarning of any movement of
the roof strata and enable him to escape the danger that
ihreatcn.s, arises in pillar work.
A\hen used for this
jnirpose, the posts should be wedged tight, so that they
will nip and crack upon the first movement of the roof.
Iji neither of these first two cases can any regtdar svs^
t{'ni

of .setting posts be adopted.

The arrangement must

always be what the conditions require.
A .systematic method of timbering can be adopted
with advantage when, as stated in the third case, the purpose of setting ])osts is to lend support to the roof strata
above the opening and distribute the pressure of the overburden evenly on the pillars. In this case, the system to
be ado[)ted must Ije determined by such conditions as the
following:
1.
The width of the opening. 2. The height
of the coal. .3. The nature of the roof and floor. 4. The
tliickne.'is

of the pillars.

.">.

The

location of the road in

the room or work! tig i)lace. A system once ado]ited should
be followed closely as Ipng as the conditions, remain uiichaii'Tcd.

its

own

carefully worked-out sys-

tem, modified to suit its own conditions. There are at
least two reasons for not following a regular system of
timbering:
(1) The roof may be strong enough to require no timber; and, iu that case,
to

it would be a waste
where experience has shown they are not
(3) Under certain conditions, the miners may

set posts

needed.

be so well trained in timbering, as to render a regular
system unnecessary.
This latter case, however, is not

common.

A

regular system of

])ost

timbering, however,

said to have the following advantages:
strata are often cut by irregular

scams.
a

is

sli]js,

may

The

be

roof

fault-lines or clay

may draw

back from the coal face in such

trouble

invisible to tiie

way that the

danger
is

These

(1)

anticipated.

is

Under

miner and little
miner

these conditions, the

proTie to give little attention to the timbering of his

is often caught by a sudden fall of roof, the
break occurring at the face of the coal. Under such conditions, a regular system of timbering is absolutely neces-

place and

sary in order to

make

system of timbering,

the ])lace secure.
])osts

are set

(2) In a regular

more

|)romi)tly

and
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greater safety

is

A

secured.

regular system of timbering

eliminates the judgment of the miner, and any delay on
his part in setting posts is readily observed and con(3) A regular system of timbering affords betopportunity for a rapid examination by the mine officials and inspectors, who can observe at a glance whether
the system is being properly maintained.
(4) The roof
pressure is more evenly distributed and the coal breaks
The timber is recovered in
better after mining.
5
better shajjc and not so many posts are left behind in the

Vol.

and is there any way in wliiih
the danger can be foreseen and the accident avoided. If
good, sound timbers, well set, cannot be depended on to
place to suddenly collapse,

demned.

give sufficient warning to allow a miner to

ter

cape, then

)

(

gob.
il.

D. CooPKii, ilining Engineer.
Ellsworth Collieries Co.

Ellsworth, Penn.

Sudden Collapse
I

of

Working

have been an interested reader of

Places

Coal Age from

The recent discussion on the timbering
working face gives me the opportunity to menlien what I am inclined to believe is one of the most
dangerous conditions ^s'ith wliich we have to contend in
the work of mining coal. I refer to the sudden collapse
of a working place without any premonition that would
give the miner a chance for his life.
My attention has been attracted to this danger very
forcibly by the second occurrence of such a disaster in the
Connellsville region, in the last two months. In the first
one was the miner
instarjce, two men were in the place
who worked the place and the other a visiting miner, from
The visitor was caught
another portion of the mine.
and killed bv the falling roof, after a r.ace for life of about
30 ft. The accident occurred in the rib workings of the
mine, wher^ they were drawing back the pillars.
The method adopted for working out the pillars was
what is known as a "split." The pillar was supposed to
be 31 ft. wide; and a 7-it. roadway was driven up the
center of the pillar, leaving 13 ft. of coal on each side of
the road. This road or "split" was about 31 ft. in length
and double-timbered from the place of beginning to where
It was the finit cut through to the goaf or waste.
ishing up of an 80-ft. rib that had been crosscut halfway.
The original pillar had goaf on its left side (inby) and
Srst issue.

its

of the

;

goaf in front.
Starting at the rear ciul. the miners had cut through
to the goaf in front and had started to make a cut over
They had only gone a disto the goaf on the left side.
tance of 6 ft., carrying a working face or breast 10 ft.
wide.
In this distance they had set two double-timber
The fireboss
frames, at the time the accident occured.
had examined the place at 3 a.m. and again at 7 a.m.

and reported the timliers in good shape. The mine foreman had examined tlu; place again at 10 a.m. and the
driver had just loaded a wagon of coal about 30 min. beAll
fore the accident occurred, wliich was 1 1 :30 a.m.
these men reported that the place was apparently safe and
in good condition, no timbers being broken and there bei'.ig no indication of a fall.
The miner who was working the place and who escaped said that the only warning they had was the breaking of a post. When the post broke, the miner called
to the visitor, "Run I" and they both ran for their lives, the
one

who escaped being

only about

1

ft.

in

advance of the

other man.

The

qne.-ticjn

that presents itself is: \Vhat caused this

Xo. 13

make

his es-

what method or what means can be adopted

to

insure the safety of the worliers.
I should have mentioned that the coal was 9 ft. thick,
with a tender roof, and about 500 ft. of cover overlaid the
coal.
I mentioned the place was double-timbered, by
which I mean that it was timbered with 5-in. round timbers, forming a three-piece set (two legs and a collar).
These frames were set 3 ft. apart and lagged overhead to
support the roof between the timbers. Each set of timbers was tightly wedged over the posts and the lagging
fitted in snugly. The bottom, or floor, luider the posts was
hard.
When the fall occurred, the timbers were not
broken, but thrown out faster than a man could run,
for a distance of 30 feet.
I have tried to explain, in detail, the conditions that
existed at the time and place of this accident, hoping that
some readers may be able to explain the possible cause
of the accident and suggest a remedy or means for its

jirevention.

The second accident

of this nature occurred recently
not so familiar with the conditions
surrounding this accident, but I am told that the collapse
of the roof was so sudden the rib boss and the miner were
both killed.
There was certainly no indication of im-

in another mine. I

am

mediate danger, in this place, or the rib boss would surely have gone out and taken the miner out with him.
which would be his duty if he thought the place was unsafe.
J. IT.

Oliver

& Snyder

Lank,

iliiiing Su])t..

Steel Co.. Xo. 3 ]daut, Uiiiontuwu,

Penn.

Our Future

the Export Trade

in

have read with interest what has Ijeeii said in Coal
Age lately concerning our future in the export business
and admit the question has been treated in a masterly
way. But, so far, we have not yet heard what the iieople. who might buy American coal ha\e to say about it.
American coals are not so unknown abroad that foreigners have not had a chance to form an opinion in the matI

ter.

As a matter of fart, the foreign buyer is acquainted
with the analysis, the heating value and the physical
I was astonished some months
qualities of our coals.
ago, at the amount of information on American coal
that could be found in some buyers' offices in Paris. As
YOU well know, Paris is a large coal-buying center not
only for France, but Spain, Italy, ami the whole MedAll the Fremli railroads also have
iterranean littoral.
their headquarters in Paris.

we liave coals in Amercompete successfully with
;i]iy
coal cominsr out of cither i'higland, Belgium or
(iernian}'.
But they complain of our unwitliu'Tncss or
inability to deliver the coal nreparcd just as tliey want
it and as they have been used to receive it from the E:igThey also complain of
lish, Germans and Belgiar.s.
our insisting on being jiaid a<,'Miiist bill of ladi!)<r w'len
ihe time-honored Continental custom is ninety days.
Even the French (iovcrnincnt i)avs at HO davs.

They

ica

that

all

agree, in Paris, that

will

enable

tis

to

—
March
As
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imum

far as I was able to ascertain, while on the other

side lately, the complaint

There was

-

a

in

comment about

also a great deal of

irregu-

quality,

foreign buyers also complain, it may be due either to
poor preparation at the mines, or to rough dumping at

coal with not less than 30 per cent, volatile matters.

the ship reached Marseilles, the coal was insixjcted
It was plain that the shipment was
on the surface.

tidewater.

But, no matter how well a coal is prepared at the
mines, it is bound to suffer to a considerable extent when
dumped by means of such arrangements as they have at
all our tidewater piers, where the aim is fast work.

made up of two different coals varying widely in loots.
One was more lumpy than the other. The more lumpy
cue was less glossy than the other. Samples were taken
From
and analyzed in the railway's local laboratory.
18 per cent, in the smaller kind of coal to -T? per cent.
in the more lumi>y coal, was the difference in volatile

Whether the coal is pulverized or not while being dumped,
English
does not seem to be taken into consideration.
shippers know well they have little to fear from us as
long as we continue fo load our coals into sea-going
ships in the way we do now.
F. C. CORXET,
Mining Engineer.
Charleston. W. Va.

matters.

At about the same time, a cargo of American coal intended for some gas works reached a Spanish port. Less
than one-half of it was up to the guarantee in volatile
The rest of the shipment contained 30 per
matter.
The sellers had guaranteed a mincent, volatile matter.

Study Course

in

J. T.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
THE ATMOSPHERE
The atmosphpre is the atrial envelope surrounding the
The term is also used to descrilje the air or gaseous
mixture filling any given space; as. for example, the mine
atmosphere is the air and gases filling the mine or any porearth.

tion of the workings,
,%tino»pherle PrexMure

— The weight of the air surrounding
pressure, which decreases as the height

the earth causes a
above the surface increases: and the density of the air decreases In like manner, with the elevation above sea level.
Varlutlon of Atmonpherlc Presmire Atmospheric pressure
varies Irregularly with the condition of the atmosphere in
respect to storms; the storm center being always an area of
In this
lower pressure than that surrounding the storm.
country, a variation of 2 in. of mercury (say 1 lb. per sq.in.)
in atmospheric pressure, in 4S hr,. is not uncommon.
There Is also a regular daily variation, the pressure attaining a maximum about 10 o'clock and a minimum at 4
There is. likewise, a yearly
o'clock, morning and evening.
variation, the general pressure reaching a maximum, in the
northern hemisphere, in January and a minimum in July.

—

THE II.VKOMETEK

—

The Mercurlul Ilnrometer The pressure of thf atmosphere
measured hy the height of mercury column It will support
against a vacuum. The mercurial barometer is a glass tube,
is

This is first filled with
long, closed at one end.
mercury and then Inverted, tlie open end b;-ing immersed In a
basin of the same ll(|uid, the mercury In the tube will fall to
a height above the surface of that in the basin, such that
th>- pressure of the atmosphere acting on the surface of the
liquid In the basin will support.
Biiromrtrlc PreHMUre The pressure of the atmosphere exprr sHi-d In Inches of mercury Is called the barometric pressirrc.
For example, at sea level, the atmospheric pressure
will commonly support 30 In. of mercury column; or Is equlvali-nt to a barometric pressure of 30 In.
One cubic Inch of
('nloulntlan of norometrle PreMNure
mercury <V2° F. weighs 0.49 lb
A barometric pressure Of
Su In., therefor;!. Indicates an atmospheric pressure of
in.

—

—

)

.

0.49

which

Is

30

- U. 7

lb.

per sQ.in.

the normal pressure at sea level.

Cnleiilndnn

umn.

X

i.f

— The
pressure

Wnter Column

height of water colwill support Is found
per aq.ln.) by 2.3; or dividing

In fc.t, thi' atmospheric
by multiplying the pressure (lb,
the same by 0.434.
Or the barometric pressure. In Inches,
multiplied by one and one-eighth will give the equivalent water column, In feet.
For example, at sea level,

14.7

30

X
X

2.3

=

33.8,

1{

=

33.75, tau 34

mu

34
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY

—

The specific gravity of a substance solid, liquid, or gas
the ratio of the weight of that substance to the weight
of another substance taken as a standard, volume for volume;

is

_

—

wt. of unit vol. of substance

wl. of unit vol. of

standard

Standard for c;n>ie>i The standard adopted for gases is air,
of the same temperatuie and pressure as the gas.
Standard for I.iqiiidH and Solidx The standard adopted for
Except
liquids and solids is water at maximum density.
where great accuracy is desired, the weight of 1 cu.ft. of
water is taken as 62.5 lb. Exactly, 1 cu.ft. of pure water, at
niaximum density weighs 62.42S3 lb.; or 1 cu.in. weighs

—

252.89 grains — 0.03613 lb.
Use of Speelllc Gravity To find the weight of any volume
of a substance, multiply the unit weight of the standard, by
the specific gravity of the substanie, and that product by ihe
given volume; or, expressed as a formula,

—

Wi.

=

unit weight of standard

X

sp.tfr.

X

vol.

For example, taking the average specific gravity of anthracite coal as 1.5 the weight of this coal underlying 1 acre
(43,560 sq.ft.) of land for a thickness in the seam of ' ft.:
or, as we say, per foot-acre. In long tons (2240 lb.) is
62.5 X 1 5 X 43.560
= IS23 tonff tons
2240
Or. taking the weight of 1 cu.ft. of air (60" F., bar 30 In.)
as 0.07P6 lb., since the specific gravity of carbon dioxide (COj)
is 1.529, the weight of 100 cu.ft. of this gas Is
0.070G X 1.529 X 100 = 11 712+ lb.
Calculation of the Spoeine (Gravity of GaNrx The specific
gravity of a gas can he calculated by dividing one-half of
.

—

Fut- example, the molerulur
molecular weight by 14.4.
weight of carbon dioxide Is 44; therefore, 44 -=- 2 = 22.
and 22 — 14.4 = 1.528. The actual specific gravity Is 1.529.
tiaKirn
Gravity
A glass globe, any conof
Finding Sp.-clflc
venient size. Is first weighed empty (air exhausted), w; then
full of air, w,; and, lastly, filled with the gas, w^: the temperature and pressure remaining constant,
w, - w
- Sp.f/r. = its

—

—

—

FlndlHK SnecKle (iravlty of MquUlM A glass-stoppered botand,
tle Is first weighed empty, w; then filled with water Wi;
The specific gravity is then
lastly, filled with the liquid, w,..
Or. the specific
calculated bv the above formula for gases.
gravity Is determined by a graduated Hoat (hydrometer).
In
Finding Speelllo f iravlty of Solid*— Weight of the solid
weight Immersed In water w,. The weight of the
air w
w,. which Is the same volume
water displaced Is then w

—

as that of the

solid.

/t.

Sp.ar.
ft.

were

It

Wide difference in v)latile matters is accounted fur
probably by the fact that the shippers have mines in difIt also happens that when a shipjicr is
ferent seams.
unable to complete a cargo within the specified time, he
la
gets another shipper to help him make the cargo.
either case, it is carelessness. As to preparation, of which

When

about 36

of

of lading.

li

By

afiairs

was even
said, probably by competitors' agents, that this was onl\"
a fair sample of American business methods and explained why Americans demand payment against liill

some cargoes having been received
which contained coals of widely different analysis. In
the same cargo a coal containing less than 20 per cent,
volatile matter might sometimes be found in one of the
compartments, while coal from anotlier compartment
showed 32 per cent, volatile matter.
.V cargo of 6200 tons was given as an example of
irregularity.
It had been ordered by a French
The specifications called for
railroad as a sample cargo.
larity

These unfortunate
and advertised broadcast.

of 32 per cent.

made much

was general about preparation.

-

—-!^
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
silmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu^

—

Ventilation
meant
—
—The term "equivalent

Ques.
AVhat
fan ventilatiou ?

the "tHiuivalent orifice," in

l)y

is

orifice" is

der the pressure absorbed by the fan.
Ques.

—Explain the meaning

Alls.

—

=

II

The

'f

First find the tip-speed

X—16 X

3.1416

of the

—The term, manometrieal

,.
12.3.
^

.

^.^

.

(ill

per

//.

at

sei-.

the given

then

is

"!/

=

(1.(1144—

term manometrieal

X

0.0144

125.66'^
.(17 III.

The manometric

under these conditions,

efficiency,

is

effi-

therefore

ciency of the fan.

Ans.

of the fan; thus,

.v

=

water gage of this fan

thcoretii d

speed.

150

32.15

used in fan ventilation in estimating the

efficiency, as

fan

orifice of the

used to describe
an opening in a thin plate, that will allow the given quantity of air to pass under the same pressure as is producing
The area of this oj)ening is
that quantity in the mine.
In the same
called the equivalent orifice of the mine.
way, the equivalent orifice of the fan is the area of opening through which the given volume of air would pass unAlls.

Ques.
A fan is 16 ft. in diameter and. running at a
speed of 150 r.p.m., is passing 16,50(» cu.ft. of air per
min., under a water gage of 4 in. \Vhat is the equivalent

has been used
gage produced
the theoretical water gage

4

A,- =

efficiency,

X

100

=

~';r~""

_

per rent.

o<i..Di

to describe the ratio of the actual water

by a fan at a given speed,

to

Now

find the e(|uivalent orifice of the mine, thus

calculated bv the formula

0.00(14

0„
«'-^-

=

-

X

1,

(i.(iU4

V

X
The

The above formula merely

expresses

the

theoretical

water gage, which it is assumed a fan whose tip speed is u
will produce.
It must be remembere<l. however, that the
Avater gage produced is determined by the mine resistance and not by the fan. Cut off the mine, and there is
no resistance or water gage. On the other hand, increase
the mine resistance and the water gage is increased, for
the same size and speed of fan. For this reason, the term
manometric efficiency has no particular value, with respect to the fan alone.

—

Ques.
If 60,000 cu.ft. of air per min. is passing
through an airway, under a pressure of 6.954 lb. per sq.ft.,
what will he the size of the opening in a regulator placed
in thi.s' airway, to reduce the volume of air to 15,000 cu.ft.
per min.?
Ans. It is first necessary to find the natural pressure,
or the pressure due to friction when 15,000 cu.ft. of air

—

are jiassing in this airway.

Since, for the

same airway,

the pressure varies as the square of the quantity of air
in circulation, the pressure ratio

of the quantity ratio.

wc

is

16,500 _

sq.ft.

4

equivalent orifice of the fan

=

\T K Om
Ques. — At a certain
Of-

then calculated by

is

0.

\

5657

=

X

3.3

is

installed a ventilat-

3.76

.vy./y.

0.4343

mine, there

The fan is proing fan operated by an electric motor.
ducing 300,000 cu.ft. of air per minute, against a water
gage of 4.2 in. The wattmeter registers 145 kw. for each
two motors, or a total of 290 kw., in the fan house.
At the power plant, one mile from the fan house, the
of the

What

meter registers 330 kw.
ciency of the fan

—

is

the mechanical

?

effi-

—

=

X

=

290
.\iis.
The power lost in transmission is 330
40 kw. or, 40 X 100 -=- 330
say, 12 per cent, of the
power generated. At tlie fan house, it may be assumed
that the efficiency of the motors is, say 95 per cent., which
'^90
makes the power applied to the fan shaft, 0.95

=

;

275.5 kw.

;

or,

X

275.5

The horsepower on

H

x,

iia\c

X
V

the formula

equal to the square

Calling the required pressure

Q _ 0.0004

ti-.y.

0.746

the air

300,000

X

4.2

=

205.5 hp.

is

X

5.2

=

198.5

/;;;.

33,000

Accordina' to these data, the mechanical efficiencv

_^^ =

the fan

/iM!!i^V = /'V'= '"
V
\^60,0nuy

6.954

^4/

198.5

X

100

=

9().5

205.5

per

vent.

It
is a very high efficiency for a ventilating fan.
be that there were some factors assisting the ventilation in the mine that were unaccounted for, and that
these operated to produce the high efficiency registered.

This

The pressure due

to the regulator is

now found by

sub-

tracting this natural pressure from the original pressure,
0.434
which is assumed to remain constant; thus, 6.954

—

=

per sq.ft. The opening required in the regulator to pass 15,000 cu.ft. of air per min. under a ventilating pressure of 6.52 lb. per sq.ft. is then
6.53

lb.

0.0004

^-1

()

W.f/.

_

o.ono4

V

X

0.52

may

It often

happens, in conducting

cial lieat

5.35 sq.ft.
-T-

5.2

under mining

of steam pipes in the shaft or slope, or the nat-

mine in dip workings, are powerful facmust be t-onsidered in ascertaining the cfticiency

ural heat of the

lo.onn

a fan test

conditions, that certain air columns, caused by the artifi-

tors that

of the ventilator.

Marrh
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

I
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Washington, D. C.
Under the present coal contracts made v.-ith the Isthmian
Canal Commission, which have eighteen months to run from
April, the present price of coal is about $4.09. plus the cost
of discharging and other incidental items, the tidewater price
being .$2.70 and the transportation $1.39.
The competitive
price with the Go^'ernment price will depend on the short
haul from the United States, the proximity of supply to the
canal and the means of getting' it to the isthmus.
The efficiency of the uptodate vessels of the Government
must be taken into consideration. It is understood that in
the event of the free toll clause of the Panama act being repealed the Government may itself run a line of steamships
through the Canal, ^\'hich may act as a rate regulator against
i-ailway-owned steamship lines.
In this connection a memorandum recently issued by the
Isthmian Canal Commission is of much significance as outlining the policy of the Government in regard to applications
received from coal companies and fuel oil companies in reference to establishing private coal and oil depots on the
Isthmus to supply shipping passing through the Panama Canal.

The memorandum

says, in part:

The act of Congress approved Aug. 24. 1912, authorized the
establishment of Government plants for coal, fuel oil, etc..
for supplying shipping, and steps are being actively taken to
start the construction of the same.
It is not, however, intended to prevent private interests doing business in the Canal Zone as regards selling coal and fuel oil to shipping.
Under the so called Taft agreement with Panama, coal and
fuel oil may be brought into the Canal Zone by individuals
and companies without the payment of duty to Panama.
It is estimated that oil can be, if required, transferred
from one terminus of the canal to the other by pumping
through a pipe line clieaper than by being earried across in
oil vessels and paying canal tolls.
Transportation of coal
across the isthmus will probably be cheaper by vessel, including payment of tolls, than by railroad.
It will be the policy of the United States to retain complete control of the terminals, water frontage and transportation by land and water across the isthmus.
It will not be the policy of the United States to attempt
to monopolize, the fuel business, and every possible means
will be taken to encourage the establishment of private coal
and fuel-oil depots on the isthmus under proper conditions.
Under the conditions of a revocable license, it is doubtful
whether an individual or company would be warranted from

a business standpoint in making a large expenditure for
dredging, wharf consti'uction and similar iinprovements. From
the standpoint of the canal, the duplication of such independent and separate improvements, the cost of which will have
to be absorbed eventually by the selling price of coal and
fuel oil, is not desirable whether suitable locations can be
found and assigned fo!" this purpose or not.
The Government plants are being laid out so as to afford
ample wharf room and to provide ample modern coal-handling machinery for unloading colliers into the coal pile and
reloading coal to lighters or barges.
Likewise the Government fuel-oil plants will ultimately be combined with the
Government coaling plants so far as wharfage is concerned.
At Cristobal it Is proposed to temporarily At up docks 13 ana
14, near the Cristobal dry-dock shops, with oil pipes and
pumping plants in duplicate until the permanent combined
coaling and oiling wharves are completed.
So far as coal Is concerned, it has been decided to set
aside a certain ground area that will be served by the coalhandling machinery with the same convenience as tho area
occupied by the Government coal pile for the storage of the
different coal piles of individuals and companies.
This arrangement will obviate the necessity of any dredging, wharf construction, or purchase of coal-handling machinery by private owners and companies, and at the same
time will enable them to obtain the benefits of the rapid coalhandling machinery to be purchased by the United States. It
is expected that the Govrnment coaling plant will be In operation before .7an. 1, 1915. Suitable temporary arrangements
will be made to take care of any business originating before
the permanent plant Is completed.
With the large number of coal and fuel-oil lighters and
barges at each terminus of the canal that will be maintained
by the Uniti-d States, the purchase and use of additional
barges and lighters by Individuals and companies will probably be unnecessary, for the I'nited States will be In a position to make a price on lightering coal for Individuals and
companies In Its own lighters that will result to the advantage of all parties concerned.
Any taxes levied In connection with private coal and oil
depots will have two purposes In view for the Interests of
the canal: First, to reduce the unnecessary nupllcation of
plant; and, second, to encourage the carrying of large stocks
of coal and oil. To accomplish this, there will be a tax based
upon the cost of Improvements which would enable revenue to
he derived In proportion to the Investment made, which will
probably be 1 per cent, per annum on the cost of Improvements.
Inasmuch as the storage of large amounts of coal and oil

111."

'-•n

istlimus should

be encouraged, a
be

present merchandise tax would not
would tend to discourage same. In

*ax similar to the
satisfactory, as it

lieu of a
per cent, on

merchandise

tax. therefore, a tax of about one
the sales of
coal and fuel oil by individuals and companies within the
limits of the canal will be levied.
This tax will probably be
IVjc. per barrel of oil, and 5c. per ton of coal of 2000 lb

Report on Coal Prlcen
report on anthracite coal prices ir.
pared by the Department of Commerce and Labor as the f
suit of a House resolution passed some months ago. has jus'
became available. In brief the most imports"' of the results

The

full text of the

.

are as follows:
The Increase in wholesale prices, as measured by the ret
receipts from sales of anthracite coal by the operators sii -e
tlie

agreement of May

25.S2C.

per ton.

if

20.

1912.

amounted

to

an average

the prices existing in June, July,

Augu

if
t

and September, 1911, are compared with the prices -eallKid
during the same months of 1912. On this basis of comparison
the average increase in the piice of sizes of coal pre^)ared for
domestic consumption amounted to 31.23c. per ton' .ind 'ho
average increase on pea coal and the smal'-^r steam sizes
amounted to 16.14c. per ton.
This increase was in part due to the unusually active demand for coal in the summer of 1912 and cannot properly be
assumed to be a permanent increase. It seems to consider as
the probable permanent increase the advances in the circular
prices asked for coal. A weighted calculation of the average
increase in the circular prices of the Philadelphia S. Reading
Coal & Iron Co. for the prepared sizes of white-ash coal
shows that the average increase at tidewater was 34.3c. per
ton and on sales for railroad shipments 23.2c. per ton.
The
average for all sales (allowing 25 per cent, of the total shipments for tide water sales in accordance with the results of

No similar cal1011) was 26c. per ton on the prepared sizes.
culation can be made for the steam sizes, since no circular
prices are ordinarily issued to covei" steam sizes at tidewater
and even when issued have little significance.
Furthermore, the discounts on prepared sizes of 50 and 40c.
a ton customarily allowed in April and May. respectively,
were suspended in April and May. 1912. As a result the operators gained not onl.v by selling their prepared sizes of
coal during these two months at 40 or 50c. more per ton than
during the corresponding months of 1911. but. In addition, the
purchasers, who were unable to secure the<r customary supply of coal during April and May, were forced to buy it
either during June, July or August, when the regular discounts were smaller, or in September and the later monthe.

when

the full circular prices are charged.

The coal companies in 1912 received through the general
increase in prices and through the suspension of discounts
about $13,450,000 more than they would have received for the
same tonnage at the prices previously existing.
Of this
amount about $10,900,000 was derived from the general increases in prices, and about $2,550,000 from the suspension

and May discounts. In addition, a limited number of
operators received immense sums through the sale of coal
premiums made possible by the shortage of shipments.
These amounts, it should be understood, do not represent
the amount of increases in net profits to the operators, because out of these increased receipts had to be paid the cost
of the six weeks' cessation of work in April and May, and
also the increase In the wages of employees resulting from
the settlement of May 20.
The reasons presented by the anthracite operators for these
increases in prices are that they were necessary to cover (a)
the advance in the wages of their employees resulting from
the agreement of May 20. 1912. and (b) the various Increases In the costs of production which have taken place between 1902. the date of the last general Increase In prices, and
1912. largely as a result of Increasingly dilTlcult physical conditions of rnining. increases in taxes and more stringent mine
of .Vprll

at

laws.

The anthracite mine workers were benefited by the agreement of May 20. 1912, not only through a "t Increase in their
wage rates, which averaged 5.6 per cent.. i;."t through the
concession of certain working conditions which >vere consid:

ered of Importance, though they cannot be measure'. In terms
of money.
An additional Item of Importance to the n^inera
was the partial recognition of their organization, both In the
negotiations and In the form In which the agreement was
signed. The advance of 5.6 per cent, in mine-workers' wages
represents an average Increase of 9c. i)er ton In the cost oi"
producing coal, and on the basis of the shipments from June
to

December,

1912,

amounted

In

round numbers

to $4,000,000.

I'KWSVI.VANI.V
.\nthrncitr

—

Soronton Suit has been commenced by the Lackawanna
Coal Co. against the People's Coal Co. to restrain the latter
from continuing to mine coal at the Oxford colliery. The,
grounds givfU are that the defendant company has
mining outside the boundaries of Its lease and, furthei>
It Is charged that the PeopJ,
It Is mining recklessly.
pany is taking out all the supporting pillars an^
irty In West Scranton is endangered.

COAL AGE
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—

PottsTllle Upward of 700 or SOO employees are on strik-:'
at the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.'s Otto colNot a wheel is turning at the .colliery
liery at Branchdale.
and only those necessary to keep the fires and pumps goins'
are on the job. The output is about 100 tons per day.
As a result of a mine accident. Mar. 20, at the Blackwood
colliery three men were injured while working- in the gangway. A loaded car was pushed up the incline and somehow
or other it got away and jumped the track.

—

IVIIkes-Barre The Avondale Colliery of the D. L. & W.
Coal Co.. which has been closed since Feb. 25, w;is opened
on Wednesday, Mar. 26. The colliery was closed down on
account of a strike among the workmen, and remained closed
until repairs had been made by the company.
Thirty members of the Industrial Workers of the World,
employed at Jermyn & Co. collieries at Old Forge, were notified by the company that they must join the United Mine
Workers or quit their jobs. They have been given three
weeks to comply with this order. The company officials say
they will not stand for two rival unions.
Carrolltoivn The coal tipple of the Blaine Coal Co. has
been destroyed by fire. The blaze caused a $13,000 loss. It
is expected that the mine will be tied up for six weeks.
Four hundred men are idle.
Dn Bols On Mar. 24, the mines of the North-Western Mining Exchange Co., a corporation, subsidiary to the Erie R.R.,

—

—

were

still idle,

and were commencing their sixth week

of in-

be recalled that they quit work on Feb. 10
because the company refused to make the dump pan selfAfter two weeks' idleness, the men returned to
cleaning.
work on an agreement. After four days the company, ascertaining that it was getting short weight, closed down to
change the pan. This suspension was to last three weeks.
The company repaired the mine but did not work on the pan
It will

activity.

till

last

week.

—

Brocknayville The F. A. Lane mine is worked out. In
years it has never had an accident, but its production at
no time was much over 100 tons per day. For many years it
had no railroad connections. There is another seam and the
company expects to open it and dump the coal over the present tipple.
40

—

Punxsutawney L. M. Furniss, state mine inspector, caused
the arrest of seven foreign miners in Indiana County, charging them with neglecting to use sprags under their coal and
They
failing to make a proper examination after a blast.
were brought before James A. Crossman, justice of the peace,
and fined $1 and costs in each instance.

WEST VIRGINIA

—

MonndNvllle One hundred and fifty miners spent the
night of Mar. 20 in the mine of the Mound Coal Co. because of a breakdown in the shaft.
The shutdown was
caused by the dropping of the cage, which put the hoisting
machinery out of commission. Since this shaft is the only
entrance to the mine the men were forced to remain below
until the necessary repairs could be made.
The Parrs Run Coal Co.'s mine was partially destroyed by
The loss will probably reach the $5000 mark,
fire. Mar 19.
and is fully covered by insurance. Officials of the company
state that it will probably be two months before the mine
will again be put in operation.
The cage fell a distance of
over 400 ft. When the new cables arrive this will be raised
and repaired. The mine employs about 100 men. Many of
these have secured employment in the various mines of this
section, but the remainder, in all probability, will be out of
employment until the mine resumes.

—

Fairmont Considerable damage was caused at the Middletown operations of the Consolidation Coal Co. when four
company houses were destroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at about $7000. The houses were all insured and it is
announced that they will be rebuilt at once. The fire was
caused by sparks from a passing engine.

leased.

The RIack Cat coal tipple, near Crown Hill, and a tipple
Mahan mine on Paint Creek were burned Mar. 16.
supposed 'that the fires were of Incendiary origin.

at the
It is

KENTl'CKY

—

HriifUTMon One hundred and thirty miners were imprisoned Mar. IS in a coal mine of the Pittsburgh Coal
Co. at Basketts because of a cave-in which clogged the
mouth of the shaft.
Reports state that there were no
fatalities.

—A

Louisville
Friday, Mar.

terrific

r,.

Xo. 13

wind storm passed over

this city
2.
The Consolidated Coal Co. suffered the loss
of fourteen barges, tied up at Port Fulton, on the Ohio
river near Louisville, which we;e blown loose and sunk

by

storm.
Each was loaded with 17,000 bushels nf
worth about $10,000. The company also lost a pump

the

coal,

boat valued at $2500.
It ma.v be possible to recover some
of the coal by dredging, and perhaps to raise the barges.
A number of other barges on the river were torn from their
moorings, but were recovered without damage.

VIRGI!VI.\

—

Norton The Norton Coal Co.'s store in the coalfields
which adjoin the Harlan and other eastern and southtasttrn
Kentucky coalfields, was recently destroyed by a fire. The
total loss was about $25,000, and of this only $8000 was
covered by insurance. The coal company's store is to be rebuilt at once.

OHIO

—

ColumliuN .\ bill has been introduced in the Ohio senate
by Senator Moore of Jefferson County proposing to relieve a
situation said to prevail extensively in mining sections of the
state.
The situation has to do with the instances wherein a
farmer may have coal under his land, but finds himself completely surrounded by big interests that have bought up all
the holdings. The farmer often finds himself unable to market his coal because of inability to get an outlet and thus is
forced to sell his lands at a sacrifice. The Moore Bill W()uld
permit the owner of the land in such a circumstance, to
condemn an outlet and pay for the appraised damages.
IXDI.\SrA

— Two

hundred and fifty miners of Coal Bluff, together with s.\'mpathizers from surrounding towns attempted
to mob John Beck, mine boss at the Monkey mine of the
Clay County Block Coal Co. recently. Beck's alleged preference for Brazil miners is given as the cause of the outBrazil

break.

Princeton

—A

temporary

agreement

has

been

made on

the powder question at the Ft. Branch mine, where an explosion occurred recently'.
The state mine inspectors demanded that a new patent explosive be used instead of black
powder. The company opposed the order and the mine was
The new explosive is to be given, a thirtyshut down.
days' trial.

—

Dueser Nine men were injured, four seriously, in an explosion of gas. Mar. 22, in Superior Mine No. 10. The mine
belongs to the Vandalla Coal Co. Only 14 men were at work,
cleaning up in preparation for opening again Monday. Usu
The men injured sul
ally there are 300 to 400 at work.
from burns and inhalation of flames and poisonous fumes.1
Two of them were taken to the hospital at Terre Hautt
ILLINOIS

Auburn

— Two

explosions in separate parts of the Solomori
caused a serious injury to four miners
Officials of the mine are at a loss to find an explanation f<J
The
the twin accidents, which occured a mile apart.
plosion extinguished the men's lamps and left them in til
dark. It was some time before the rescuing party was ablj
to locate the injured men and bring them to the surface.

mine on Mar.

11

OREGON
Portland
Ore.,

—According

Anthony Mohr was

to a newspaper article from FossiB
at that place about a week ago ana

secured leases on coal lands wanted by the Pennsylvania
The clipping from a Fossil newspaper sa.vs tha
Coal Co.
Mr. Mohr is of the opinion that the fields he has leasej
are the most extensive in the West. The report also state
that he has spent months in exploring them.

FOREIGN NEWS

— Governor

Hatfield has ordered the unconditional release of 10 of the 49 prisoners before the military
commission. "Mother" Jones and other leaders were not re-

CharleMton

Vol.

A new compan.v, of which Sir Owen Phillips, eliairman of
the Royal Mail Steam Packet Co. is a director, intends to
mlestablish a fueling station at Colon where the steamship
pany owns a pier, this property having been granted to
The Packet Co. also owns an island not m
CO years ago.
than one hour's sail from Panama in the Pacific Ocean.

—

Roohnm. Germany
the

.\

sudden

President colliery cutting

off

fire

broke out. Mar.

lH

II

the superintendent of the

mine and an unknown number of miners. The
close to the main shaft and spread
rapidly.

fire

started

Gangs
rescuers found the dead bod.v of the superintendent at
bottom of the shaft. T^ater in the day they brought out
the miners alive and unhurt.

of

'he
fJl

March

29.
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—

London, Kns:. It is understood that on behalf of a powerful
syndicate D. A. Thomas, chairman of the Cambrian Trust, will
soon proceed to the United States in order to complete the negotiations for the purchase of coal mines there, which he entered
into during his visit to several American coaling centers in
January last. It is feared here that the opening of the Panama
Canal will to some extent decrease the export movement from
the United Kingdom, particularly from South Wales to ports
on the west coast of North and South America, but by the
acquisition of coal fields on the other side of the Atlantic
Jlr. Thomas and those associated with him will be in a position to secure a big share of the supply.

PERSONALS

—

Cincinnati, Ohio A syndicate headed by John B. Parwell,
of Chicago, is to build a railroad between Tucumcarl. N. M..
and Rotan, Tex., with a branch line to the Dawson coal fields
in New Mexico.
Ohio and Pennsylvania coal men and capitalists are interested in the project and have bought up more
than one million acres of land in western Texas.

—

Tnniaquu, Penn. The Kaska William colliery of the Alliance Coal Co., has closed down for extensive repairs both inside and out.
It is expected that these will require about a
month to complete. The improvements which have been under
way at this coUler.v are progressing satisfactorily and within
a short time the output will be greatly increased.

—

A. Thomas has completed in South Wales, since his
recent visit here, a combination of several collieries, capitalized at $10,000,000.
These mines produce nearly four
million tons, and the output will be increased to six million.
D.

Arthur E. Nelson has been appointed district sales agent
of the Consolidated Indiana Coal Co., with headquarters at
403 Traction Terminal Building, Indianapolis.
Mr. Nelson is
in general charge of the sale of the company's coal in the
State of Indiana, vice Prank Ragan. resigned.
J. G. Smyth, manager of the Consolidation Coal Co.'s operations at Jenkins. Ky.. has been appointed chief engineer
and expects to leave for Fairmont. W. Va., to take up his
new work. E. Drennen. who has been superintendent of the
power and mechanical department, at Jenkins, will become
manager.
J. W. White, engineering salesman for the Jeffrey Mfg.
located until recently at their Athens, Ohio, offices, has
been transferred to Duluth. Minn. Mr. White will look after
the sales work of the above company in eastern Minnesota,
northern Wisconsin, and the entire Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
His headquarters will be 1905 East Superior St., DuCo.,

luth.

rapidity and will be completed not later than .Sept. 1.
Only
and concrete will be used in the construction work.
Steam hoisting engines will be installed.

steel

ilinn.

HuntinB'ton, W. Va. Work on the Beaver Creek extension
Sandy division of the Chesapeake & Ohio railroad
must begin not later than Apr. 1 under the terms of a contract entered into by the Chesapeake & Ohio with the Beaver
of the Big

Creek Consolidated Coal Co.. before the holdings of that
corporation were taken over by the Elkhorn Fuel Co.
Pittsburgh, Penn. The Miller Construction Co. has commenced the construction of a two-mile branch of the Buffabj.
Rochester & Pittsburgh R.R., from Cralgsville, Penn., into
Butler County.
The purpose of the line is to tap the limestone and coal fields along Buffalo Creek and the lower part
of Butler County.
The line will be completed this summer.

—

— The

Columbus, Ohio
contract for
Kerr's Run into
the

—
—

—

Erie.

It

is

said that these impi-ovements will

neighborhood of

cost

in

the

Jl. 000. 000.

—

Dulutli. .lllnn. The fourth immense coal dock to be constructed in Duluth win be erected this summer by the Berwlnd Coal Co., at a cost of $500,000. The dock will have a
storage capacity for about 500.000 tons of coal.
PittHburKh, Prnn. The Erie & Northern R.R., of Ontario.
Canada, is perfecting plans for a new and more direct route
for liltumlnous coal into the Canadian markets. New lines of
car terries from Erie, Pcnn.. to the north sliore of Lake Erie
are planned.

compaii,\-.

JohnMlotvn. I'rnn.— Tin- .Mljintic Coal Co.. which has extensive opeiatlons In the PoHwell field. Is sinking test hole.s
In an entirely new field in Black township and it is expected
win start a new operation this year. Wilson Creek branch of
the Hiillimore & Ohio R.H. Is to be extended Into the territory that will be developed,

Ohio

— Ground

broken for the erection of
modern $25,000 coaling station for the Lake Erie & Western
R.R. The work of completion will be pushed with all possible
I.Imn,

li.-i»

Ix-.-n

.t

is

has awarded

known

Ohio.

KIttannInK', Penn.— The Allegheny River Mining Co. one
of the Shawmut interests is about to build 100 new dwellings
for miners on Furnace Run, three miles above this town on
the right bank of the Allegheny. The new tipple is rapidly
nearing completion and within 30 days it is hoped that coal
will be dumped over It.
Two new motors will be taken into
the mine on Saturday.

W.

Va.

— Work

was started recently

to

construct

a second coaling plant near Independence, that will develop
the large tract of valuable coal land owned by Madame DeBiliers.
Messrs. Late, of Clarksburg, and Irving, of Pitts-

burgh, have

now

leased the DeBiliers property and have been
tests of the coal and pre-

working for several weeks making

paring for beginning active construction of a coal plant.
Superior, A\'is. Work has been started on the improvt nients at the Hanna docis.
When completed this work will
represent an outlay of $500,000.
A contract for the superstructure has been awarded to the Mead-Morrison Construction Co. of Chicago. Other contracts calling for dredging and
crib work are pending.
The improvements will be made on
a 12-acre tract recently acquired by the Hanna company at a
cost of sevei-al thousand dollars.
AVhen all Improvements
have been completed the dock will have a handling capacit.v
of over one million tons annually, an lnc!"ease of 350,000 tons.

—

NnW

—

Vulontonn, Penn
The W. Harry Brown Coke Co. is arranging for the erection of several hundred ovens on the
Weltner farm. Just opposite Masontown In (Jrcene County.
Some six weeks ago the Brown company purchased about
1000 acres of coal from J. V. Thompson.
.\Krr, t'allf.^The Yreka Development Co. Is proceeding
sy.stematlcally with the work of opening up Its vast field of
lignite coal near here.
The company has 3000 acres of coal
beds.
J.
K. Gamble, general manager, is prospecting the
whole iir.a thoroughly. \V. \V. P.arham is president of the

Co.

of a branch line through
as Nease settlement in the
Pomeroy Bend mining district. The work will be started at
once unless obstructed in obtaining the right-of-way.
The
proposed line will open a large coal area east of Hamden.

Grafton,

I'ottxvllle, I'rnn.
The Locust Mountain Coal Co. has
awarded the contract for the erection of a new breaker.
KlrmlnKhiim, Ala. The Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co.
has made an appropriation of $100,000 for the opening of a
new coal mine near Ulocton.
PunxHufnn'ney, I*t-un. The coming summer will see thi;
woi-k of building two hundi-ed new coke ovens at Sykesville
by the Cascade Coal & Coke Co. completed.
Erie. I'enn.— The Pennsylvania R.R. Co. will build a dry
dock, coal and ore docks and track extensions at the harbor of

Hocking Valley Ry.

extension

the

what

INCORPORATIONS
— The

DonaldKonvllle, La.

Co.: capital stock, $10,000.

Consumers Coal

'i'ard

,t

.'5up])ly

President, R. N. Sims.

—

ClarkMliurK, W. Vu. Fifty-foot Fuel Co.. was incorporated
a capital stock of $25,000 to develop coal lands.

with

St. I/oulN,

r.3o.

Incorporators:

— The
D.

G.

Imperial Coal Co.; capital stock. $S000.
Jackson. F. S. Sm-nr, and I!, 10.

Hefter.

HopklnHvllle, Ky.— The West Kentucky Fuel Co.; cipllal
Incorporators:
$5000.
Paul Winn. Sam Winn .ind

stock.

James

Breathitt.

—

St. I,ouiM. .Mo
The Universal Smokeless Fuel Co.; capital
stock. $50,000.
Incorporators:
Jas, M. Moran. Asa A. Loudon, and Alfred Mueller.

—

AnilnluHia, AIn.
The Black Warrior Mill Co. has been Incorporated with a capital stock of $100.00(1 to Install sawmills
develop coal and timber lands.

and

rineinnntl.

Ohio— The Cleveland * West Virginia Coal

D. F. Bevlngton. C. F. Becker. T„ K. Bevlngton. A. C.
all of Cleveland. Ohio.

and ,1. K. Matthews,
MontKomery, Ala.
('II

—

Co.;

Becker

Cahaba Central Coal Co. of West Bloowas Incorporated by the Secretary of .State. Mar. 12.

COAL AGE
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Incorporators:

Capital stock, $20,000.
W. Randall.
Pueblo, Colo. The

W.

R.

Young and

G.

—

Canon City Coal & Development Co.:
mine coal and develop coal properJoseph Walton, Mrs. Joseph Walton
Incorporators:
and L. A. Wieland.
ChattaBooi^a, Tenn. The Tennessee Coal & Coke Co.; capInital stock. $100,000: to mine coal in Hamilton County.
corporators: J. F. Walters, L. N. Spears, W. D. Spears, G. D.
Lancaster and M. O. Cates.
Nashville, Tenn. The Hazel Creek Coal Co.: capital stock,
$120,000; to mine, sell and deal in coal, ore and minerals; to
bore for oil. etc. Incorporators: C. C. Christopher Lee Brock,
John H. Carpenter, A. R. Hill and L. A. Powers.
Philippi. W. Va. The Meriden Coal & Coke Co.: capital
Incorporators:
Wiliam P. Hurst, Harvev
stock, $3,500,000.
R. Hurst, Richard H. Parker, James R. Hurst, of Scottsdale,
Uniontown,
Penn.
Penn., and Fuller Hoggsett, of
Logan, \V. Va. The Island Creek Colliery Co.; miningIncorporators:
H. M. Vest,
coal: capital stock, $50,000.
Welch, W. Va.. P. A. Grady, Roderfleld, W. Va., Fred C.
Prichard, Rufus Switzer and Thomas A. Wiatt, of Huntington,
W. Va.
capital stock, $100,000; to
ties.

—

—

—

—
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sui-rounding mining towns of Dunham, Burdine and McRoberts, as it possesses five power units, with an aggregate capacity of 13,000 horsepower,

—

Fajrette, la. A deal hafe ^ust been closed by which the
Big Joe Co. gets the Big Four mine on the Milwaukee,
eight miles west of Centerville. The compan,\' has also leased
500 acres of coal land near Jerome and expects to sink a new
shaft.
Two hundred men will be employed by fall. Robert
Hunter is the superintendent.

—

Clinton, Intl. A visit of Clay F. Lynch, general manager
of the Bunsen Coal Co., a United States Steel Corporation subsidiary, to the Miami Coal Co.'s two mines south of here, has
led to a report that the Bunsen company is going to buy the
iliami mines.
It is said to own the coal lands surrounding
the tract of the Miami company.

—

Chnrle»ton, \A'. Va. The appointment of receivers to take
charge of the properties of the New River Co. and its 17
subsidiary companies has been denied by the Supreme Court
of .\ppeals of ^^'est Virginia.
This reverses the decision of
the Cii-cuit Court of Fayette County.
The New River Company, is a $30,000,000 coal corporation,

—

^[or;u:anton-n, AV. Va.
Holdings of the Kingwood Coal &
Coke Co., situated on the West Virginia Northern and the
Jlorgantown & Kingwood railroads, in the vicinity of Kingwood, have been sold to Cleveland capitalists. The consider-

named in the sale of the property is $60,000. It is understood that the Cleveland purchasers will develop the propation

erties.

will develop 1000
— A.
preparing to sink a shaft.
property, and
Toledo, Ohio—
rumored that a gas well,

Rich

Mo.

Hill.

Griffln

P.

acres of coal

is

estimated to
It is
flow more than 30,000,000 cu.ft. per day, has been drilled near
Butler. Penn.
The well started with 700,000 cu.ft. daily but
after it had been cleaned out the great flow began.

—

CoHhocton, Ohio A bed of coal seven feet in thickness
has been discovered on the Leander McVey farm in the MoWork of developing will be bevicinity.

hawk-Walhonding
gun

at once.

—

Penn. It is reported that J. P. Morgan & Co.
have concluded negotiations with Col. J. M. Guffey tor the purPIttMliurgrh,

chase of 100.000 acres of West Virginia coal land. The price
paid is said to be $10,000,000.
Connellsville, Penn, .\ mine, which has been opei'ated until
1909 by the Ashville Coal & Coke Co,, has been reopened under the direction of C. P. Burtner, of Altoona, and

—

is

now producing

coal.

—The

Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
About 200
Co. has started storing coal at Landingville.
carloads are dumped daily. This is the first attempt to store
for
nearly
a
year.
coal
Chicago, III. The Susquehanna Coal Co. of Pennsylvania
has acquired a tract of 24 acres of land at the corner of
Muskegon Ave. and 116 St. which is to be used eventually as
The price paid is said to have Isetn in the
a coalyard.
Reailing;,

Penn.

—

neighborhood of
liirminKbam.

$75,000.

—

.Via.
Judge Grubb has taken under advisepetition filed by the trustees of the Alabama Consolidated Coal & Iron Co. asking tor an order of sale for the
It is probable that his decision
properties of the company.
will be announced Mar. 22.

ment the

—

BrownNVille. Penn. The Pike mine, owned by the People's
Coal Co., will be sold to the Jones & Laughlin interests.
This mine, which is located close to the Brovinsville
borough line, has been idle for nearly three years. The mine
will empToy about 200 men.
Birmingham, .\la. The Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R.
Co. has struck coal in the slope sunk for the rtovelopnient
of their No. 16 Pratt mine, on the Birmingham Southern R.R.,
about 10 miles northwest of Birmingham. The town at this
point will be called Bayview.
lintnvla, N. Y.
Within the last few days there has been
considerable talk about prospecting for coal in this vicinity
and making another effort to finance a project to continue
work on the shaft which was sunk 40 years ago on the
Gayton farm, a mile east of Stafford.
Shamokin, Penn. Three large Cochrane feed-water heaters have been received by the Philadelphia & Rading Coal &
Iron Co. for service at the Henry Clay, Burnslde and Bear
Valley collieries. The first Cochrane heater was tried out at
the Locust Gap colliery and proved to be entirely satis-

—

—

—

factory.

with

its

—

The Consolidation Coal Co. has completed its
power plant, and will hereafter operate Its mines
The phnit will also supply current to the
power.
own

.fenkluH,

big electric

Ky.

—

Brazil, Ind. At the Schrepfman Coal Co.'s mine No. 1 two
seams of block coal are worked.
Several hundred yards
from the main shaft another shaft rises from the bottom
seam to the top or rider vein. The coal mined in this seam
is lowered to the bottom and thence hoisted by cages in the
main shaft. This gives rise to the peculiar situation of two
mines in one.
Pinevllie. Ky.
A deal has been consummated by which the
Lick Branch Coal Co. has leased the mining plant of the
Harlan Coal Mining Co. at Croxton. The minimum royalty
for the first five years amounts to approximately $100,000.
The Harlan Coal Mining Co. is composed of Barbourville and
Louisville capitalists and will begin at once the development
of other property which it owns in southeastern Kentucky.
Taylor, Ivy. An effort is being made by the Taylor Mining
Co., which operates mines in Ohio County, in the western
Kentucky coal field, to induce its employees to improve the
appeai-ance of their houses by the cultivation of gardens and
lawns. To this end the company is offering a prize of $10 in
gold for the best garden, with a second prize of $5, and a

—

—

prize of $7.50 in gold for the best lawn, with a second
prize of $2.50.
first

—

Pot«.<<vilie,
The Philadelphia & Reading Coal &
I'enn.
Iron Co. at Shamokin has let a contract for a tunnel to be
driven from the No. 5 seam which will cut Nos. 6, 7 and S.
All of these have been tested and found to be of excellent
quality and of minable thickness. The recent improvements
at Sterling and Burnside collieries will make the twin colliery one of tile most valuable in this section of the an-

thracite region.

—

Cineinnati, Ohio It is expected that plans for the dissolution of the Sunda.v Creek and other coal mining companies
of eastern Ohio and ^^'est Virginia and coal carrying roads
The
will be presented to the U. S. District Court Mar. 29.
railroads named in the dissolution order which was Hied
at Columbus include the Lake Shore, the Toledo cSt Ohio Central, the Hocking Valley, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the

Kanawha &

Michigan.

Charleston,

W. Va.^Negotiations

for the sale of the Dick-

son Pocahontas Coal Co.'s properties in tlie Pocahontas field
have been completed. The purchasing company is the Lake
Superior Corporation which owns the Cannelton coal properties in the Kanawha district, and has its principal headThe consideration is said to
quarters at .Sault .Ste. Marie.
have been $500,000 and it is reported that the purchasing
company has set aside $200,000 for development worlt

—

Penn.
The
Pottsvlllc,
equipped several additional

Lehigh
fire

Valley Coal Co. has
cars for fighting fires in its

They consist of the truck of a mine car upon which
mounted an electric pump which is capable of delivering

mines.
is

In addition to this they each
30-g.al. chemical extinguishers to be used
not available and a number of smaller extinguishers.
Axes, buckets and complete first-aid outfits
These cars arc kept abovf
also figure in the equipment.
ground near the mouth of the shafts and can be lowered in a
few seconds to be taken to any point of the mine where thi;
track is laid.
300

gal.

of

water per min.

carry two large

where water

is
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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GENERAL, REVIEW
While there has been an occasional order for hard coal
during the week, buying has been pretty definitely concluded,
pending the arrival of spring prices on Tuesday next. April
orders are not coming in as promptly as usual, and there
is not much enthusiasm in the trade over the prospects for
Of course, dealeis will lay in some stocks,
that month.
but the disposition is to go slow. However, most of the hardcoal business automaticallv renews itself, and wholesalers
are not seriously worried over the outlook, although the
market is at a standstill and suspensions are the rule.
There is quite a volume of coal moving on spot orders in
the Eastern bituminous trade, and also on contracts expirConsumers are obviously endeavoring to stock
ing Apr. 1.
sufficiently to carry them over for some time.
Shippers are
inclined to hold oft on April business, but are endeavoring to
place prompt tonnages, while orders for same are not
plentiful.
The situation hinges to a greater or less extent
on the West Virginia labor troubles: even in event of a general lockout, it is not probable there will be any great shortage of coal.
Shipments to the Xorthern markets are still heavy, but
few companies are able to place their full output, and many
mines are working short time. Still there is a large consumption due to considerable industrial activity, and prices
as a rule are being well maintained, although quotations
are uncertain and at times conflicting. Production continues
to increase in the Pittsburgh district, due to the opening
of the Lake trade; prices are fairly steady, but they may
experience a break at any time, due to considerable shading of quotations in other fields. Large producers are holding especially firm, and although there is some price cutting
on the part of the smaller operators, it is not regarded as
of a serious nature.
Preparations are being made in Ohio for a heavy Lake
tonnage, and business is fairly active: there has been some
falling off in domestic, but prices continue firm.
Steam
business has also been restricted somewhat, but there is considerable activity in railroad contracts and production for the
week has been fairly strong.
In the Middlewestern market, production is at a low point,
the mines working half time or less; however, it is stated that
orders as a rule are in excess of those for the same period
last year, and the new contracts are being closed at the
same figures. Contracting is the only active branch of the
business at the moment. There was some increased demand
for Illinois coal, but operators over-shipped the market and
caused another break: it is stated that there is a movement
under way to curtail production in this district.
Demand
in the Rocky Mountains has slowed down quite materially,
due to warmer weather.

BOSTON, MASS.

—

BitumlnonH The bituminous situation turns on the probability of strike troubles in the New River district.
There is
a dearth of anything like definite news on the subject but
the same shippers who are striving to place spot coal at
current prices are holding back on business after Apr. 1.

The spot market, if anything, is a shade weaker and all the
agencies have an abundance of coal at the Virginia terminals.
Quite a volume has been fed to this market, either at
prices considerably off the contract figure for the coming season or else shipments are being Ilberallv applied
to contracts expiring Mar. 31.
Even if there should be a cessation of work in .V-w River this market would
probably get
on for some months without any pronounced
price movement.
And if there is no trouble we are almost certain to
have a dull spring followed by a summer not unlike that
of
1911.
What yearly business has been closed has been with
the usual strike clause and the now customary
protection
against a decline in the market.
The shippers of Georges Creek have named a tentative
price of »2.85 f.o.b. Baltimore, or »1.«0 at the
mine, but the
trade Is not taking It very seriously as a year-round
price.
Orders for this grade are plentiful now but this is early
In
the season.
The Pennsylvania coals are mulling along on
about the same basis as previously reported.
There are
signs of slightly lower prices here and there as
operators

I
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orders getting scarce.

find
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may

be said that for better
grades from the Clearfield district, prices at the mine are
about 5c. off from a week ago and the demand is more
spasmodic.
In the all-rail territory consumers are guarded
in making purchases.
There is no snap to the business in
any quarter and the prospect is not particularly good for the
prices set a few weeks ago.

Water
for

the

It

Freljctata are also off, 70(5 SOc.

largest

vesels,

about the rate from

having been accepted

Hampton Roads

New York

to

to

points

Boston; 40c. is
on Long Island

-sound.

—

the

Anthracite There is not much enthusiasm on the part of
anthracite dealers for early .\pril shipment.
Jlost of
will lay in a fair stock at .\pril prices but the disposi-

them

tion is to go slow.
The companies who are the largest distributors to this market are understood to have a fair amount
of spring business in hand.
Those, however, who did little
for New England in 1912 are meeting with rather a cool
reception, and buyers rather than sellers are drawing the
lines this year.
It is expected that retail prices in Boston
will be reduced on or around Apr. 1 from $S to $7.50 for stove
and chestnut, with 25c. less for egg.

Current wholesale quotations on bituminous ;ue about as
follows:
Ciearfields, f.o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Ciearfields, f.o.b. New York
Cambrias, .Somersets, f.o.b. mines.

^i
j
.

.

i

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. Philadelphia
...
Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. New York
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton Roada. ....!........
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas. New River, on cars Providence
.

2
2

2
3
3

3 10

2,80
3,8.5
3 75

>K\V YORK
BltuminouM

—

The local soft-coal market continues at the
relatively low ebb prevailing over the last few weeks.
Interest is concentrated entirely on contracting, which is becoming more active as the season advances. In fact, the
business became quite active on small contracts during the
week, but it might be stated that this was the result of the
most persistent endeavors on the part of the sales agencies.
The large contracts are still hanging fire, the buyers being
firm in the belief that plenty of tonnages will be available
at last year's figures.
What the ultimate result will be is
more or less problematical, but present indications are th-.it
both sides will ultimately grant concessions.
Stocks at tidewater are about normal or a little low approximately the same as last week. Production in the mining regions continues at a good pace and is much more

same

steady than in hard coal.

The spot demand is rather slow
with prices weak, particularly on the off qualities, there being a fairly steady demand for the high-grade fuels, and
prices firm. The local market Is not changed from last week,
which we c.uote as follows; West Virginia steam $2.55®2.60
fair grades, Pennsylvanias, $2.65(g)2.70; good grades of Pcnnsylvanlas, J2,75®2,S0; best Miller, Pennsylvania, ?3,05@3.15;
Georges Creek, J3.25#3.30.
.Vnthraclte
Production at the hard-coal mines Is only
about 50 per cent, capacity, and the trade is absolutely devoid of Interest; the demand Is scarce with the exception of
pea size, for which there seems to be a fairly steady consumption. However, the large companies are most optimistic
about the future. The Western stocks are well cleaned up.
and a strong healthy demand Is expected to develop when
the April discounts go Into effect on nejtt Tuesday. So firm
are some companies In this belief that they have Issued instructions to the operating departments that, effective .\pr
the mines would work continuously.
1.
It seems reasonable

—

to believe that such will be the case for two or three months
at any rate, after which it Is dltricult to say what the conditions will be.
Some dealers arc of the belief that consumers
were left with enough coal on hand to carry them over to
because
of the unusually mild winter.
next spring,
Also the

comparatively long suspension last spring forced many hnrdcoal consumers to use bituminous, which they have continued
with since.

C
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Prices are quite easy on the following basis:

Broken

Egg

Lehigli

So. 00

$4.50 (al $5 00
4.50(a 470
4.50 fui 4,70
4.70@ 4.95
3.35 (g 3.45
1.95(3' 2.45
1.80® 1.95
1.25® 1.55

5.25
5.25
5.50

Stove
Chestnut..
Pea
BuHiwiieat..

3 50

Rice
Barley

2.75
2.25
1.75

.

Scranton
$4.50
4.55P 4.75
4 55 (Si 4,75
4 75(0! 5.00
.

3 45 g;

2.50

(n;

2 10 (S.
1
55 tn
.

3.55
2 75
2 25

1.75

PHIL.lDELPHI.l, PENN.
Coal yards are not a particularly lively asset at the
present time as dealers are simply waiting for the opening
Occasional orders are being received, but most of
them are employing their time in making needed repairs to
yards, and getting things in shape to handle the April
business.
While orders for April delivery are not coming in
rapidly, the dealers are looking forward to a good business
at least during the coming month.
Most if not all of them
have a class of business which renews itself automatically
during April, year after year. Largre residences, churches, etc..
with generous storage capacities, try to get as much of their
winter supplies as possible, when quotations are the lowest,
and it is this class of business that will keep the trade
prices.

moving.

The wholesale market is almost at a standstill, at least,
as far as the large companies are concerned. Suspension was
universal over the Easter holidays, but operations were resumed at most collieries Monday, and will doubtless continue
It is ununtil April, surplus coal, being placed in storage.
derstood that many of the companies are already starting
coal toward their shipping ports on the lakes, and will
load vessels, as promptly as they can be secured. Ice conditions on the Lakes are such that the movement is not likely
to become effective for a week or more at the least, and. of
course, shipments in that direction are limited to the number
of vessels available.
The bituminous market

is still sluggish.
Higher prices
talked about for new contracts, and it is understood
more than one large buyer is holding off for this reason.
The resumption of work in the West Virginia fields is not
likely to improve conditions to any extent, and the advance in

are

still

that

price

may have been founded on

fields

were no longer a

the assumption that these

factor.

IMTTSBl RGH. PENIV.

—

BitiiminouN Jline operations in the Pittsburgh district
at the increased rate in last report have continued, but the
slight gain is due only to the starting of shipments in the
Lake trade, since general demand has been far from good,
owing to warm "weather. Prices are fairly steady for Pittsburgh district coal, but are under fire on account of shading
in other fields.
Large producers are' adhering to their regular prices more tenaciously than for a long while, and the
shading by small interests is not regarded as of much moment. The market is generally quotable at regular prices,
subject to occasional shading by small interests. Slack rarely
brings a premium now. on account of heavier production
through the shipping of Lake coal. We quote regular prices:
Slack. 90c.: nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30;
•):i-in.. $1.40; H4-in., $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

—

3,

Xo. 13

>ID.

Although consumers have hesitated about renewing con-

Individual
Circular

Vol.

ConuellHVille Coke A little light has been thrown upon
the condition as to contract-furnace coke, which had for some
time been nominally quoted at about $2.50, in the absence
of sales or serious inquiry. A furnace company in Cleveland
has closed a contract for 5000 tons a month for four months
to July 1
at $2.25. ovens, it being understood that coke,
standard in every respect, was secured.
The majority of
operators, however, would not touch this figure either for
early shipment or for the second half.
There is tentative
inquiry for the later delivery, but no serious negotiations.
Sales of standard coke for prompt shipment have been made
at $2.43. while off coke continues to be offered at relatively
low prices, a fairly well known grade running about 1.2
per cent, sulphur being freely offered at $2.15.
We quote
the market as follows:
Prompt furnace. $2.45*82.50; contract furnace, $2.25®2.50; prompt foundry,
$3®'3.50; contract foundry, $3'?) 3.50 per ton at ovens.
Production and shipments of Connellsvllle coke continues
at record rate, although there may be a slight decrease this
week from after effects of the Easter celebration. The labor
supply, however, has been good in the past few weeks and no
shortage may be experienced. Some operators are surprised
at the maintenance of prices, for precedent shows anything above $2 to be above average, when the tonnage moved
is so large, but consumption is likewise at record rate, since
the country is making pig iron at the rate of about 34.000.000 tons annually and no serious decrease Is likely in
the near future.

tracts because of the advanced prices asked by the trade, it
is
believed that practically all of them will have closed
for their fuel requirements over the next year by Apr. 1.

More complaint has been heard regarding the higher price
which the trade is demanding for the better grades.
A
number have endeavored to procure coal at last years figures, but they have not succeeded, except in a few cases,
where the operator thought that the price gave a pretty
good profit in the first place.
In order to get the best
possible results from coal several consumers have conducted
a series of tests for the purpose of ascertaining if the lowjrrade coals could be substituted for the more expensive product which they had been using.
The market was well stocked with fuel during the week.
especially with good coking coals, due to the decrease in the
output of coke.

Bl

FF

VLO, N. Y.

In anthracite the consumers and retailers are waiting for
April prices, and the output of bituminous is now so large
that only the expert salesman is able to sell up to full capacity.
On this account a good many bituminous mines are
again running on part time.
It is hard to say what the summer market is going to be.
The Pittsburgh district operators are holding to their specified prices and Buffalo dealers who handle that coal or
Youghiogheny agree that there has been no discounts offered
yet.
Still there is plenty of coal offering at less than $1,
mine-run, at the mines, some of doubtful quality and some
fair.
Just how these conflicting prices are to be reconciled is
not settled yet; it is not easy to see how both can be maintained.
Some mines can put out coal at less than $1 but
a great many cannot. The consumer is able to pay the full
price, but he will, of course, buy as low as he can and this
conflict in prices will be pretty sure to take up the entire
season.
This section is consuming a large amount of coal and will
continue to do so, as all industries are active and the number and capacity is steadily increasing.
The territory east
and north covered by Buffalo dealers in bituminous is well
maintained, more coal being sold every year.
The market
for Pittsburg coal is steady, though not active at $2. SO for
lump. $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.15
for slack, with Allegheny Valley selling at about 30e. less.
The coke market is still pretty slack, best Connellsville
foundry selling at $5.
Anthracite will be dull till the April reduction of price is
in effect.
There is quite a large surplus now and the companies are loading lake vessels at a good rate, having about
100.000 tons afloat here now.
Retailers are doin.^ little
business.

'

COLIMBUS, OHIO
Conditions in Ohio have been fairly good during the past
week. The steam trade is moving along smoothly and preparations are being made for a record-breaking Lake movement. Taking it all in all the coal trade is as active as could
be expected at this time of the year and the tone is satisfactory.

Prices have ruled firm dispite the falling off in the domestic demand. Only small orders are being received from
retailers and not a great deal is expected from that source
until the stocking up season starts. Steam business has been
fairly large although some of the plants have curtailed their
requirements.
This is especially true of iron and steel
concerns.
Other lines of manufacturing are running full
and the fuel requirements are normal.
Coal men generally believe that the slight falling off In
the demand for steam grades on the part of manufacturing
establishments is only temporary. They believe that industrial conditions will remain active and that many large users
will be in the market for a greater tonnage in the near future.
Outside of the railroad fuel contracts there is considerable activity shown in renewing steam contracts, many
of which expire around Apr. 1.
Chartering of lake boats is now on in full sway. .^11 of the
operators which usually enter the lake trade have secured
bottoms and some of the larger producers have started to
load vessels. There will be a large tonnage ready for shipment Just as soon is the ice is out of the Soo which it is
believed will be around Apr. 15, but may possibly be earlier.
Production has been only fair during the weak. In the
Pomeroy Bend field the output is estimated at 70 per cent,
and the Hocking Valley produced about 65 per cent, of normal. In Eastern Ohio the production has been about 65 per
cent. also.
In the purely domestic fields the output has been
small.

j
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Quotations

in

the Ohio fields are as follows:
Hoclcing

lump

Doniostic
J-inch

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

Kanawh

SI. 50

$1.40
1.30

SI. 45

1.35
1.30

Nut

$1.20
...

115

Mine-run
Nut, poa and slack
Coarse slacli

1.35
1.30
1.15
0.73
0.65

.

1.10

SO
70

....

SO

HA.MPTo.v no.\ns.
There

1.10

O.SO
0.70

v.v.

a distinct feeling of a coming .mprovement in
conditions and contract prices for the new year are being
closely adhered to, notwithstanding the fact that many large
buyers are still holding off. Few, if any, of the large contracts have been closed; none of the Chesapeake Bay transportation lines, who use the greater part of the local product, have definitely arranged for their coal yet.
is

niKMI.\«HAM.

for approximately 300,000 tons for delivery over one
year beginning July 1, 1913. A number of the roads have expressed a willingness to pay higher prices than heretofore if
better prepared coal can be obtained.
There is no material change in the steam or domestic market, although prices are not as high as during March of last
year on account of the unusual conditions prevailing at that
time.
Several new mines will be put into operation during
the summer and a larger bid than ever will be made by the
Alabama operators for export business. The foundry coke
market is holding its own quite well indeed when it is considered that 'he pig-iron melt is somewhat below normal at
the present time.

LOl'ISVILLE, KY.

I.XDIAN.VPOLIS, IND.

With the

movement

of

coal

at

the

low ebb, operators

concerning themselves in renewing the expiring conNotwithstanding the low prices prevailing in the
market, the companies sa.v they are having little
trouble in closing at the old figures.
In domestic, buying is
practically over for the winter, large retailers still having
enough on hand or coming in to fill all probable needs. They
are

tracts.

open

believe they will Sell some coal yet, though the periods of
cold weather may be short.
Mine-run, No. 4 is selling anywhere from $1.05 to $1.20. Screenings are strong at 90c. to $1
and scarce on account of the small demand for domestic.
Some of the larger mines are running better than halftime but the smaller companies do well to get in three days a
week. The weather generally is spring-like but there is still
an occasional day or two ol" winter; these cold spells bring a

good .sprinkling of coal wagons on the streets.
tail prices still hold to the high winter schedule.

Local re-

Several large coal operators declare that their orders are
greater than for thi- same period last year, by as much as 10
per cent., and also that the price basis per ton is approximately
fiom 5 to 10c. better than were the figures ehtalned last season.
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Anthracite conditions have not changed much In the past
few weika.
The usual light end-season demand Is being
hanill.d with ease from stocks on hand, and shipments from
the i;;ist to this point, have been comparatively Insignificant.

Lake movement.

the

Prevailing prices in Chicago aie;
Franldin Co.

Springfield

Domestic lump

Clinton

S2.07((i!2, 22 S2.43(ai2.55

Egg
Screenings

Coke

1

,

1
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nut,
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1
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Steam lump
Mine-run

$4,75('g

County, $5.75@6; bypro5,35; gas house, $4.75#5.35.

ST. LOIIIS, iMO.

There has been some little encouragement to the retail
inasmuch as there was a good demand for very
small lots of coal, but on the whole this did not affect the
shipping market in the least. As a matter of fact, if anything, it created a disturbance that brought prices lower than
they have been thus far this season, and especially was this
so on the better grade coals.
Over-production still continues, but there is hope now that
conditions will improve, inasmuch as some of the operators
are in a movement to suspend operations for the next three
or four months.
Washed coals are in fairly good demand,
and from this time on these grades will continue to get
coal man,

better.
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Steam business is reported rather lax as Industrial concerns seem to be content with only enough stocks to run
them a short period. It is generally thought that the early
summer months will be slow for the wholesaler and Jobber as
conditions point to low prices at least up until the latter part
of July or the first part of August.
After that, with the oncoming of winter, business ought to be good with healthy
prices prevailing.
Then after the first of next year, wholesalers should find business exceptionally good in view of the
fact that the present aggrei-ments with the soft-ooal miners
will be drawing to a close.
\

\n. OHM.

Just as the people of the Pacific Northwest were beginning to believe that spring hud come with sunshine and
balmy breezes, a cold wave swept over the country with
from two to eight Inches of snow. The effect has been a revival in the coal business, giving the dealers their second Inning this season; however, prices are unchanged and the
present cool spell will have no ffect on values.
i

0(M)l-:\.

W.Va
Domcfltir lamp.

If

I'OIITL

IJETHOIT, MH'H.

Mine-run

number of contracts are being negotiated in
market and this is, practically, the only activoperators were compelled to rely upon spot sales
they would soon be out of business.
There have been an
unusually large number of sales of screenings and mine-run
on contract. In all instances the operators have obtaine.l
what they call fair prices.
Chicago dealers have been participating, in a large measure, in the closing of contracts for Lake shipments.
It is
expected that a big tonnage will be moved at prices higher
than those prevailing a year ago. The coke market is dull.
Hocking Valley operators are not shipping any coal into
this market and are reserving what free coal they have for

is

Prices on Eastern Kentucky domestic grades are quoted
With best
almost without reference to market conditions.
block at $1.50, lump and block at $1.40, and round at $1.15,
Mineit may be gathered that the demand is nothing brisk.
run can be had at S5c., although there are quotations as high
as $1.05. Whether these would yield to a bona fide offer of a
Firstclass
substantiall.v lower figure is another question.
nut and slack is in demand at 90c. to $1, and second grades
Pea and slack, from both sections of the
at 75 and 80c.
state, is quoted at 45c.; western Kentucky lump at $1.25 and
nut at $1.10 are not moving to any extent.

Slack

A large
the Chicago

ity.

.VI-A.

Inquiries are now coming in from many of the railroads
and specifications, as a rule, call for heavier tonnages than
were bought during the year ending June 30, 1913. Most of
the railroads are using more than the maximum of their contracts at the present time.
One of the largest railroa'd inquiries

fjiin

ITAII

The Wyoming and L'tah mines have had a great many Idle
days, due to lack of lump or nut orders.
There have been
fiurrles of slorms and cold weather In various parts of ih
territory, but thi'Se have not been of long enough duration
to effect shipments materially.
The Wyoming operators
have been watching the storm In Nebraska for the past we> .;
but to date the elTect has not reachi.'d the mlnc.s.
Wyoming operators have nnnouneed April and May quotations for Nebraska shipment as follows:
Lump, $2.25;
nut, $2; mine-run, $1.75; slack, $1.
This will have a tendency to decrease shipments during the latter part of March.
but should Increase the movement of coal In April.

COAL AGE
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While quotation of the various grades have not changed,
the selling price on nut and slack has been fluctuating. Nut
coal has varied $1.75 to $2.25 per ton. while slack is selling
from 50c. to $1, according to the demand. Lump cq^l in the
Northw«?st reBaaine# firm at winter quotations and will proljably not be changed until summer storage prices are encountered.

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
XORFOIiK * AVESTERX RY.
is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke shipments over the lines of the N. & W. Ry. for the

The following

months
in

of

February and the

2

first

months

of 1912

and 1913

short tons:
-F^bruary-

Destination
Coal
Tidewater, foreign
Tidewater, coastwise.

Domestic

I

Months

122,944
337,202
1.413,398

219,893
335,943
2,716,413

267,006
646,120
3,030,292

J.026.391

3.741,813

4.244,516

Coke
Tidewater, foreign.
Domestic
1.922

Total.

SOUTHWESTERN TOXWVGE
The following
western

is

production

a comparative statement
for September and Octo

1912:
.

State
-Missouri

Kansas
Arliansas

Oklahoma....

1911
202,404
401.536
133.238
229,300

September1912
242,871
424,329
169.325
249,604

Change
+40.467

+ 22.793
+36.087
+ 20..304

he South1911

and

Yol.

3,
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XJO matter

what our present

^ may be, we
we are striving
-'-

are

station in

for

—

faction.

However, that

we must not

is

the one state of existence

When we

enter.

are pleased

with ourselves, there we will abide. It is
only when we are dissatisfied with what we
are that

In

we

all

what we are

desire to attain to

the world nothing stands

either advance or retreat.

backward, and to be

To

satisfied

still

stop

is

is

It

life

prone to believe that
one thing self-satis-

all

not.

—we

junction.

satisfied"

A man may

quite content until

it

is

aspire

time to

is

is

No.

U

a lack of personal contentment that

great, while an excess of
mental ease and self-satisfaction has made
Spain humble. Her citizens are filled with
self -approval, which leads to idleness, and
an idle man is like a watch without hands
useless whether running or not.

True, there is some ambition which knows
no gorge but the grave. It jumps at the
stars, only to fall in the mud.

The man who would

rise in the world must
ambition in the forms of humanity.
must not cut above his height, or he will

veil his

He
"Be content but not

l!)i:i

made America

has

to go

to stop.

5.

a wise in-

get chips in his eye.

and yet be
rise.

Nothing should be more humble than amwhen it is about to climb. And, when
the topmost rung of the ladder is reached, we
should not gaze off into the clouds and scorn
to look again at the means whereby we did
bition

We,

must be and do, and not
merely with reading and meditating over what other men have been and done.
ourselves,

rest satisfied

ascend.
Satisfaction

is

A man who

conclusion.

gratified with himself will achieve

a case of arrested dev^elopment
tion has set in.
It

is

The men who have
the

world's

is

no more.

—stagna-

perfoiTned the bulk of

work were always

dissatisfied

with anything short of an unattainable perfection.
Contentment, therefore, with them
was out of the question. They wf)uld not
liave been able to recognize it had it come
their way.

Any man who

is

satisfied

with his efforts

The wiser
he knows how far his

to win success does not merit

he

is.

the

.best falls

more

clearly

it.

below the best possible.

worth remembering that wealth
no more a crime than poverty is a virtue,
and although we should prefer great principles
to a great bank account, we need feel no
shame in the possession of riches which come
as an honest reward for toil.
It is also

is

Let us Hve in deeds, not years; in feelings,
'Tis our actions,
not figures on a calendar.
not our posterity, that will i)eqxtuate our

memory.
If

contentment means absolute

indifference,

stupid slumber, or meek submission to circumstances, then no man has a right to be

contented this side of death.

::

•
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Ethics of Organized Labor
Editorial C'oREsroxuExci-;

SIWOPSIS — .4
mass of

of the

local press, subservient

its

readers, has greatly

to

the opinions

minimized what

is

developing into a serious situation in the anthracite fields.
The labor organization taking advantage of its irresponsibilities for its own acts, has consistently and repeatedly
.

violated one of the ba-fic principles of its agreement ivith
the operators. Officials of the unions declare themselves

powerless to control the situationj however, a suggested

remedy

is

justment, and in case of their failure to adjust the saml
they shall refer the grievance to the Board of ConciliatioB
for final settlement, as provided in the Award of the An3
thracite Coal Strike Commission and the agreements subsequent thereto, and whatever settlement is made shall date
from the time the grievance is raised.

offered here.

The

Less than a year ago, a formal agreement was entered
into between the anthracite operators and mine workers,
binding employers and employees alike, for a period of
This was signed by ten coal-company offifonr years.

and ten officers of the mine-workers organization, all
duly authorized. It constitutes a binding agreement that
should be scrupulously observed by every self-respecting
employer and employee having the least conception of
business ethics. In spite of this, the agreement has been
violated, by tlie mine workers, openly, wilfully, knowingly
and shamelessly, no less than 200 times, as reference to
the files of the press will show.
In 1903, the Anthracite Coal Strike Commission, appointed by President Roosevelt, made an award in settlement of the great 1902 strike, containing the following
cials

excerpt

The CftmmiMHion

IV.

with the mine committee and company officials in adjusting
disputes. In the event of the mine committee failing to ada"
just with the company officials any grievance properly re
ferred to them they may refer the grievance to the me
bers of the Board of Conciliation in their district for ad

Adjiidgres auil A«-arils

— That

any

dif-

disagreement arising under this award, either as to
interpretation or application, or in any way growing out
of the relations of the employers and employed, which cannot be settled or adjusted by consultation between the superintendent or manager of the mine or mines, and the miner
or miners directly interested, or is of a scope too large to
be so settled or adjusted, shall be referred to a permanent
joint committee, to be called a Board of Conciliation, to consist of six persons, appointed as hereinafter provided.

Irkespoxsibility of the Miners

definite, fixed, unequivocal mannej
suspension of work shall take place, by lockoul
or strike, pending the adjudication of any matter so
taken up for adjustment. Yet this latter clause has been
violated wilfully, knowingly, even wantonly on no less
than 200 occasions in the short space of ten months.
Strikes have occurred weekly, and have been winked at,
excused and even ordered by the union officials. They have
also been condoned by the jjress of the country when such
a flagrant violation of business ethics would have ordinarily resulted in the most bitter denunciation and an entire
loss of prestige for the offender. The press may be able to
justify its subserviency on the specious business reason
dictated by the circulation manager
that it must cater to
the majority of its readers. With one eye upon the subscription list and an ear to the ground for the first sound
of partisan disapproval from its interested and biased

These provide in a

that

"No

:

—

—

ficulty or

readers,

its

it should express any opinion at all, it does
not even straddle the fence but looks through a knot hole
from the employees' side and explains away and condones

The Board of Conciliation thus constituted, shall take up
and consider any question referred to it as aforesaid, hearing
both parties to the controversy, and such evidence as may be
laid before it by either party; and any award made by a
majority of such Board of Conciliation shall be final and
binding on all parties.

If,

means of
manager.
Perhaps a fair, unbia.sed, fearless press would have
few readers. Possibly it might acquire many.
Why should these violations and strikes occur? Nearly
every mine worker in the anthracite region is now a member of the union, and as such he is subject to its rules
and regulations and represented by its officers. If, then,
some absurd reasons advanced by the

union

and

MUNpeiiMion

of

work

.shall

take place, by lockout or
any matter so taken up

The

subse(|ueiii

agreement, Apr. 29,

proxided as

— Any

dispute arising at a colliery under the terms of
must first be taken up "with the mine forethe employee, or committee of
employees directly Interested, before it can be taken up with
the Conciliation Board for final adjustment.
this afrreement

man and superintendent by

the agreement of May 20, 1912, further provides:
At each mine there shall be a grievance committee
consisting of not more than three employees, and such committee shall under the terms of this agreement take up for
adjustment with the proper ofllclals of the company all
Krievances referred to them by employees who have first
taken up said grievance with the foreman and failed to efIt is also understood
fect proper settlement of the same.
that the member of the Board of Conciliation elected by the
Mine Workers' organization or his representative m.ay meet
.\iid

(d»

ficers,

If with their consent, then the organiza-

of these officers.

tion

is
is

and irresponsible;

guilty

if

without

irresponsible as to its obligations

its officers inefficient

organization

is

it,

then the

and agreements

and incompetent. The miners'
and cannot be sued. It

not incorporated

unwilling to incorporate so as to be, as the employers
responsible legally as well as morally for its acts.
An agreement between a body of incorporated, responsible
employers with an army of unincorporated, irresponsible
employees, must depend for its very existence upon the
honor of the contracting parties.
The agreement of 1912 carries with it no penalties for
is

I9(i9.

follows
4th

circulation

the miners violate an agreement entered into by their ofthey evidently do so with or without the consent

select.

Xo

feebly reports the existence of another strike.

the strike (a violation of a sacred agreement) by

The membership of said Board shall at all times be kept
complete, either the operators' or miners' organizations having the right, at any time when a controversy is not pending, to change their representation thereon.
At all hearings before said Board the parties may be represented by such person or persons as they may respectively
strike, peiiilliii: the ailjiidlcatlon of
for adjustment.

it

perchance,

are,

violation.

Herein

lies

its

anthracite agreement there

fatal

u'eakne.'is!

Under

the

no monetary penalty imposed upon either party for a violation. Here is the real
cause of all the trouble, for obviously a law without a
is

—

penalty is ineffective
a deadletter.
Violations of many
laws are punishable by fines; business agreements by forIVitnrc.
iiiil

Why

roi-fcilin'c

not a penalty of fines in this case? Why
whole or in part of the benefits of this

in

April

5,
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agreement?
and sincere

and otRcials were fair
would discipline and pun-

If the labor leaders

in the matter, they

members who

The anthracite agreement provides a means of adjustment for every possible dispute. There can be no dispute
or action on the part of either party to justify a suspen-

work upon any pretext. A walkout, concerted
away from work, or any other wilful
suspension is a strike and a strike cannot occur without
Yet there have
violation of the anthracite agreement.
been over two hundred!
sion of

action in remaining

A Remedy
In past agreements the operators have given an inIn return their emcrease in wages or its equivalent.

The employers have
met every condition imposed upon them, wliile
the employees have violated the agreement repeatedly and
with no provocation whatever. If the operators ever again

ployees agreed to do certain things.

Motors

Self-Starting Direct-Current

Driving Mine

the

ish members and groups of
agreement. Only by the strictest, almost military discipline can they hope to control the majority of the mine
workers who make up their cosmopolitan army.

violate

513

for

Pumps and Fans

motor has proved so thoroughly satispumps and fans that it seems
almost impossible to improve it. It can be placed wherever

The

electric

factory for driving mine

pump

or a fan can be located; a couple of wires supply
with the requisite power; and when running it requires no attention whatever beyond occasional inspection
and oiling. In fact, motors have proved themselves so
a

it

and economical that they are rapidly displacing
forms of power for fan and pump service

useful
all

other

wherever electricity

is

An improvement

available.

has, however, been recently developed

by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. which
increases the value of these machines for mine; work.
This improvement consists in making the direct-current

motor

self-starting.

faithfully

enter an agreement with the miners, they should demand
a heavy bond to assure the latter acting in good faith.
if the agreement is violated by the employees, let
there be a clause providing for an automatic suspension

Or,

of certain conditions
It is safe to say

imposed upon the employers.

that

if

the last 10 per cent, increase

wages had been made contingent upon the employees
living up to their agreement, there would not have been
To allay the fears that a strike might
a single strike
possibly be forced upon the men by unjust acts on the part
of the operators, the Board of Conciliation, or the Umin

!

])ire.

case

could pass impartially upon the merits of such
last vestige of an excuse for not accepting

and the

a
a

penalizing clau.se disappears.

The bad
control

its

faith,

the lack

of discipline, the failure

members, has placed the mine workers'

to

officials

in such a position that they are

now

to call for a reassembling of the

committee of twenty and

technically obligated

such a penalty for future violations. If
they are acting in good faith, if they are sincere in their
efforts to keep their agreement and maintain discipline
in their organization they will suffer no unjust penalty
and may still regain a reputation for business integrity
offer to accept

which they do not now possess and without which they
are a menace to society. In the name of industrial peace

and

ijusiness ethics, let the

miners

call for a

reassembling

of the committee.

National President John 1'. White, ])ublicly and privately deprecates and denounces, but has not succeeded
in preventing petty strikes. If he will advise, recommend

and offer on behalf of his organization the enactment of
an amendment or supplemental agreement along the lines
suggested, he will insure the results he has, apparently,
been so earnestly imt fulilly seeking. His sincerity is not

The business honor of his
badly shattered and likely
to be lost.
A practical solution is offered here and the
miners' officials may some time be called upon to explain
why they did not act upon it.

in question, but his authority

organization

is

at stake.

is.

It is

The i;n);ll.sh Rescue Apparatus Comml.ssion reached th«
that Uquld air was unsuitable for use In minerescue apparatus, as It illd not meet the demands made upon
It when excessive exertion was necessary.
conclu.-jlfin

SKLF-STAiri'ixii

JIo'i'oi;

IX

1'i.ack

r\i)i:i;(;i;ni-M)

it has been ])ossil)le under some conthem from the power house, most
motors driving mine pumps and fans had to be started by
hand. Hence, if the power went off temporarily for any

Heretofore, while

ditions

to

control

reason, the motors stopped, necessitating an

going

to each station to start

attendant

them again.

With the new self-starting machines, this inconvenWhen the ])ower fails, the mois done away with.
tors stop, it is true, but a.s soon as the power comes on
again, they start automatically and settle down to work
ience

Moreover, starting
as though nothing had happened.
boxes are rendered unnecessary, and the wiring is of the
An occasional visit of insimplest possiblo character.
spection is all that is retpiired by these motors.
Otherwi.se they can be left entirely to them.sehcs.
These motors have been thoroughly tried out in jiraclical service and their advantages arc commending them

Their electrical characteristics dill'cr but little
from those of the usual type, flic only alteration being
iti
the use of a heavier compounding winding, which re-

highly.

duces the flow of current when starting.
Mechanically,
no change. They are built in ratings up to 20
hp. for the voltages usually employed in mine work.

tliere is
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Western Coal & Mixixci

Co.'a Xo. 15

Tipple at

Franklin, Kan.

Lump

of Coal Taken Olx oi Mine of the Canada
West Coal Co., Taber, Alberta, Can. The
Chunk Weighs 5965 Lb., and Was Exhibited
AT THE LeTHBRIDGE FARMING CONGRESS

Tipple Xo. 17 of Western Coal & Mining
Minden, Mo.

Co.,

Eesidence of Gen. Mgr. Shoemaker of the Ya.-Lee
Co., St. Charles. Va. This Photo Was Taken
at Midnight by Moonlight; Exposure. 35 Min.
XoTE LiGHT IN AViNDOW

SrxNYsiDE Mine, Utah Fuel Co. Daily Output 2400 Tons. 'Most of Which

Is

Crushed Coke

at

April

5,
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fHTTES. Xo.
^IlNE OF St. BkUNAKD MIXING Co., FUBXISHEb TOWX OF Kaklixgton, Ky.,

Ba1!-Si ItKKX

!l

WITH Coal

A

( ;

E
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I'owEK House. Tipple axp Headfkame at
THE Allison Plant of the W. J.
Eainey Co., Allison, Penn.

Jeffhy Steel Tipple and PFiAunixc! Convicyoh. Hoanoake I'oal & Coke

Co.,

Beak Hollow,

\\.

\ a.
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Mine Pumps

By W. H. Eastox

SYNOPSIS —In
economy and

this

reliability

the

article

of

advantages,

the electric

pump

relative

are com-

pared ifith those of the fteam and compressed-air driven
machines. The types of motors available for such work are
also enumerated and their relative merits discussed.
It is safe to say that unless electric power had proven
thoroughly satisfactory for driving pumps, it would not be
enjoying its present extensive and increasing use in coal
mines.
In most mines pumping is essential for successful operation and no power could be used that did not
adequately fill the requirements of mine-pump drive. But
electricity is not only satisfactory for- this purpose, but
has also shown itself to be in general superior to either
steam or compressed air.

when

the level

be

of the electric motor-driven

summed up under

(a) ease of installation

C'entiufucal
(b) reliability,

points

it is

superior, of

As

and

at least
its

pump

and

of late.

pump, viz., that when no provision for remote
was made, a man had to visit each machine to
after a shutdown of power.

control,

Pumps Underground

economy. In all three of these
the equal, and for the most part the

formed by motor

pump is as compact and easily handled as the steam
or air pump and can be placed wherever the others can
be.
It gets its power from wires, which are much more
and

and removed than are steam or
no exhaust to consider, and the wires

easily installed, altered
air lines.

There

is

give off no heat as do steam pipes.

It

is

therefore a com-

paratively simple matter to install an electric pump in
the most out-of-the-way location, so that it is especially
suitable for draining

swamps.

For the same reasons, mo-

the best for track and sinking pumps,
the flexibility of the cables readily permitting the machine to follow the receding water level.

tor drive

The

is

much

adaptability of electricity

is

so great that the elec-

pump can be controlled in almost any desired manMany such machines are arranged to be started and
stopped from the power house, even tho\igh they may be

tric

ner.

located miles awa.y. Others are automatically started when
the water level reaches a certain height and are stopped

control
start

it

and oiling. A properly installed pump
run continuously for many years with no renewals or repairs beyond a few extra brushes.
sional inspection

motor

will

of Electric

Pumps

In regard to economy the small steam pump is notoriously inefficient, whereas the small motor has a high effi-

A Westinghouse Motor
ciency.

That

is

to say,

Driving a Plunger Pu^[p

it

will

take less coal to run a

pumps than

to run the same
machines of similar capacity. In
large sizes, the economy of the steam jnimping engine is
greatly improved, but the motor keeps pace with it and is

half dozen small

number

competitors.

The

In reliability the motor is at least the equal of either
the steam or air engine. The modern motor is so designed
that it requires practically no attendance beyond an occa-

The Economy
can

(c)

to ease of installation, the unit

lowered to a predetermined point.

because of a temporary failure of power, it will start automatically on the return of the current.
This motor
eliminates one of the principal objections to the electric

Advantages of Electrically Driven Pumps

The advantages

is

pump motor has been extensively employed
When one of the.se machines has been stopped

self-starting

electric

of steam-driven

at least as good.

Air pumps are extremely uneconomical.

In one instal-

lation in the central Pennsylvania bituminous field,

quired 11 boiler-horsepower to obtain

1

it

re-

water-horsepower

from large air-driven pumps emptying

Electric
a sump.
motors were substituted for the engines and it then required about 2 boiler-horsepower for the 1 water-horsepower. Since the load was large and continuous this increase in efficiency

meant

a great

saving in the course of a

year.

The efficiency with which electric power can be transmitted over great distances is of special importance in coal
mining. The loss in electric wires is comparatively small,
while the losses due to leakage of air or steam or the
condensing of steam are always large and often prohibitive, especially in long lines.
For the most part, direct-current motors ari' used in
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Ajiril

Alternating
being the best for haulage.
L'oal
machines are, however, used in many instances, and motors of either kind can be obtained for driving any size
mines,

or type of

it

pump.

In applying direct-current motors to centrifugal pumi>s,
and to reciprocating pumps starting with a by-pass, shunt
Such
field windings will usually be found most suitable.
motors have better speed regulation than compoundwound machines, and will start under considerably more
than full load.
For reciprocating pumps starting under full head, or
where heavy initial effort is required, the compoundwound motor will prove more suitable, owing to its ability to exert greater power during the starting period.

The Two Types

of Motors

There are two types of alternating-current induction
motors in general use, viz., squirrel-cage and wound-rotor
machines. The squirrel-cage type of motor is the simpler

A Vertical
Centrifugal
Pimp
and

less

expensive of the two designs.

and control.

Tt

is

also easier

undoubtedly the most suitaiilc
and popular alternating-current motor for centrifugal
pumps and is at the same time tlie one most advantageously employed for piston or plunger pumps whidi
may be started with a by-pass; but if any such reciprocating machine must \h: set in motion against tiic full static
head, more starting effort is needed and a uoimd-rdlor
motor will better fill the re(|uirenicnts.
After either a squirrel-cage or wound-rotor motor has
been brought up to speed, there is no ditference in operation they will have approximately the same efficiencies,
power factors and overload cai)acities and will also have
the same speed regulation between no lead and f\dl loail.
to start

;

It is

VB
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;
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proof and the

and the brushes and makes renewals necessary. But by
using commutating poles and designing the motor care-

low-voltage release coil

sparking can be eliminated, so that the commutator's life is indefinite, brush renewals are rarely re-

construction prevents the corrosion and deterioration that
is apt to take place in unprotected apparatus.

fully, all

quired,

and the

of the

reliability

motor

is

greatly in-

Direct-current

self-starting

motors,

previously

men-

Ordinary motors are sometimes used for this purpose but it is not considered good

form a

special class.

practice, as the stresses arising in starting a motor, not
specially designed, without the interposition of a starting

and are sure to cause deterioration.
In the self-starting type of machine, special coils are
provided which keep within safe limits the rush of current
at starting; such a motor will, therefore, not only give
better service, but will cost less to operate than the nonThese direct-current motors are built
special machine.
in capacities up to 30 hp. Almost any good alternatingcurrent, squirrel-cage induction motor up to 20 hp. in
capacity or even larger can be started directly from the
box, are quite severe

line without injury.

AusiLiAEiEs Should Be Specially Coxstrccted
is used in connection with a motor,
should also be of special design in order to withstand
dampness. One manufacturer supplies a box in which the

Wlien a starting box

it

A Pump

for

friple.r,

vertical,

This

In ordering an electric pump it is always advisable
motor made by a reputable firm with extenSuch a motor may cost a
sive experience in mine work.
trifle more than one of inferior make, but vnW more than
make up the difference by the better service it will give.
Similarly, in buying motors to drive pumps already installed, it is advisable to consult such a manufacturer

plunger

pump

fornier magnitude.

disposal of refuse and unmarketable sizes of coal
is frequently a somewhat perIf flushed into streams or rivers, as
plexing problem.

The

from anthracite breakers

it soon fills up and clogs the chancausing complications in time of high water, for
which no mining company would care to be held respon-

was once the custom,
nel,

sible.

tliree

methods of disjwsal for

(a) It may be flushed or otherwise stowed
such refuse,
(b) It may be heaped
in the old workings of the mine,
or piled by cars or conveyors at some point close to the
breaker, or (c) it may be flushed or conveyed to some
point more or less remote from the breaker and where its
likelihood of being washed into the neighboring larger

reduced to a minimum.
be employed in any particular case
will be determined either wholly or in part by the location of the breaker and the topography of its immediate
surroundings, as well as the conditions underground.
For several years past the practice at a certain anthracite colliery has been to dispose of the breaker refuse
by elevating and flushing to a location considerably above
water courses

is

The method

pumps and

the require-

an
motor for any
made, trouble may

different services vary so greatly that only

expert

qualified

is

given case, and

if

a

to select the proper

wrong

selection

is

result.

In order to secure the advantages of electric pumping
is not now always necessary for the mine to install
In many parts of the country
its own electric plant.
central-station power is being used for driving part or
Where such power is availall of the mine machinery.
able, it will nearly always pay to install electric pumps
and in many cases the entire mine can be economically
operated in this manner. At all events, the subject should
be investigated carefully as an increasing number of mines
are finding it jirofitable to buy their power.
it

IMXIAL C01iKESP0XDi:.\ f K

be judged at present, this machine will cut the cost of
getting rid of the -^lush from the breaker to about one-

There are in general

the characteristics of different

ments of

This was accomplished by means of a system of bucket

single-acting, cement-

has been installed recently at an anthracite hreaher to replace a bucket elevator and sluice system of refuse disposal. So far as can
lined, motor-driven,

its

is

in a moisture-proof cement.

Breaker Refuse Disposal
>

SYNOPSIS —A

half

embedded

is

to specify a

creased.

tioned,

resistance

to

the point of preparation, where it was allowed to settle
and drain off in a depression beyond the first ridge in
rear of the breaker.

And, altogether

elevators discharging into sluices.

this

was
was decidedly unsatisfactory, both from a
power-consuming and an operating standpoint.
Eecently, therefore, a special slush pump and pipeline
h.as been installed which does the work of the former
system, occupies much less space and has thus far been
vastly more satisfactory in operation.
The water carrying the refuse from the breaker passes
through a steel plate filled with iV-in. circular perfora-

method was
concerned,

efficacious, so far as the refuse disposal

it

What

tions into a vat or tank.

particles of slate, etc.,

remain on the screen are removed and disposed of by
hauling away. From this tank the water passes to the
suction of the pump and since the latter is considerably below the level of the water in the tank,
vided with an air chamber.

it

is

pro-

The pump which has
is

a capacity of 1000 gal. jxt niin.,
of the vertical-triplex variety driven by a 5()-hp. open

type slip-ring induction motor operating upon a 440-volt
The full load speed of the
25-cycle 3-phase circuit.
motor is 360 r.p.m., while the speed reduction, which is
accomplished liy means of a cut-steel herringbone gear

meshing with
to

1,

making

a forged-steel pinion is in the ratio of

the full-load speed of the

Bronze plungers 14
These

are employed.

12V^
29 r.p.m.

diameter with a 16-in. stroke

are, of course, outside packed.

The

parts of the piping arc celined to resist the action of the acid and also the

cylinders, valve chests

ment

in. in

pump

and

all

abrasion of the gritty slush.

The

valves

of

this

])um])

are

is also

They

unique.

of 5iA-in. bronze balls operating within
of bronze, u])on Sl/o-in. ports.

The

a

consist

cage, wliick

sph(>ricai foriB

April
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of the valve rentiers

were

it flat

while

its

far less liable to imeven wear than
composition possesses strong capacity
it

A

bypass is provided from the discharge to the suction
pipe and drain cocks are so located as to thoroughly rid
the pump and pipeline of all water. The apparatus must
be thus drained not only to prevent freezing in cold
weather but to rid the pump and discharge pipe of all
slush when no water is flowing, as otherwise this material would settle in a compact mass effectually clogging
pipe.

Relief

valves

are

also

provided in case of

any contingency.
The liquid handled contains from 30 to 50 per cent,
of solid matter by weight, as well as about ^Jj^ of 1 per
This is delivered against am
cent, of sulphuric acid.
actual vertical head of 109 ft. through an extra heavy
cast-iron pipeline 13 in. in diameter and about 500 ft.
long. The actual pressure against which the pump works,
due to the increased weight and resistance of the liquid
This, of course, includes the

in the pipeline, is 65 lb.
friction.

The power required

to handle this slu.sh

mately 63 amp. at 440-volts tension.

is

approxi-

When pumping

clean water, the current required at the

same

voltage,

was only 45 amp. The motor is mounted on top of the
pump frame, where it takes up no floor space and requires no guarding of gears.
As stated above the slush was formerly disposed of
by means of elevator towers and sluices. For some time
before the installation of the pump, the operation, maintenance and repairs on this system cost approximately
8600 per month. As nearly as can be foretold at the
present time, the pump attendance, maintenance, power
and repairs, in short, all items of e.xpense connected with
this latter system, will be approximately $300.
The installation of this equipment has, therefore, cut the expense entailed in the disposal of slush at this colliery exactly in half.

Small

Pumps

for

Hard

Service

Sl'KCIAL L'ORRKSPOXDEXCE

The

lover of hor.ses

is

prone to discourse enthusiastically

upon the speed, endurance or beauty of the genus cquus,
forgetting meanwhile the draft animal, which is the real
servant of man, bearing his burdens, transporting his
goods, drawing his agricultural implements; in short, ])erforming much of the work and drudgery which renders
our modern civilization possible.
In like manner the operator or engineer familiar with

mine drainage and the problems incident thereto, will
persistently speak only of those puni])s which have been
])urcha.';ed and installed to pert'onn some special service,
or those which occupy some conspicuous pasition, forgetting utterly the nuichines which are scattered about
through the workings, each doing its share, even thou.gh
that share be but small, toward enabling the iinderirround
worker to perform day by day his allotted task and thus
securing to the mine its rated output.
The capacity of such pumps is not ordinarily great.
The conditions under which they are called upon to work
are usually far from advantageous.

must
more

liandle

is

Any pump which
these conditions

can successfully meet and cope with
must be simple in design, constructed of

the best materials, sufficiently heavy to withstand not only

for resisting corrosion.

the

519

frequently

The

fluid

aciduous and

which they

often

or less solid matter and grit in siis|iciision.

carries

amount of abuse, neglect and rough handbut also to retain a large percentage of its original
efficiency over long periods of hard and continuous service.
But above all other thing.s, such a machine m\ist be
first, last and always absolutely dependable.
The A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works have long

a considerable
ling,

produced machines to meet the exacting conditions of
mining work. From the mechanical standpoint the most
interesting feature of

the.se

pumps

is

the steam-valve

mechanism. This is entirely inclosed and is in no way
dependent iipon the movement of any exterior cams, levers
or contacts. The piston near the end of its stroke operates
a small auxiliary or pilot valve which, through the action
of the steam, causes the

main valve

to shift, thus revers-

The advanmechanism for use underto require comment.

ing the direction of travel of the plunger.
tages of this inclosed valve

ground are too self-evident
Another distinctive feature

of this

pump

is

the easy ac-
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The Advantages
By

SYNOPSIS — The -electric system

of

of Electric
is

than either steam or covipressed air
and electrically driven pumps are more efficient than those
employing cither of the above mentioned working fluids.
There are other advantages also, such as portabiliti/ and
the space required, to say nothin;/ of air vitiation or dry

much more

rot in

flexible

mine timbers.

Electric

pumps

are

now

sold

under guarantee

to op-

They have been flooded by
water at 165 deg. F. for twenty-four hours and have come
out unhurt, have pumped themselves dry when flooded
even after weeks of submersion, and have stood up under
erate

under water

if

flooded.

the attack of sulphuretted hydrogen for years in locaAdd
tions where attendants could not endure the gas.
to this brief review a statement that the operating cost
of electric pumps is generally less than that of any other

power-driven pump, the efficiency frequently 20 to 40 per

A Horizontal Plunger Pump. Driven

than steam- or air-operated machines, and
the reliability of operation supreme and some idea can be
gained of the reasons which have caused widespread inter-

and adoption of
pumping.

Any

electricity as a

motive power for mine

statement of the principal advantages of electric

power for mine pumps should include the general advantages of electricity as a motive power for mines, which also
applies to the pumping-power system as a whole. A brief
review of these, with a few remarks on the selection and
application of motors followed by the experiences of some
operators with electric

pumps

will be interesting.

ADVANTA(ii:s OF ELECTRIC

One power plant can

PoWER

be used instead of several.

This

means greater efficiency because of larger average load,
To aslarger size and less attendance and supervising.
sure continuity of operation, a smaller margin of reserve
apparatus

is

necessary than the total provided at the sev-

eral small plants.

central station can be located solely with reference
to the generation of power, the supply of boiler and condensing water, the liandling of fuel and disposal of waste,

The

No. 14

Pumps

etc.,

practically regardless of the relative location of the

various points at which the power

The

is

to be applied.

use of electricity eliminates the necessity for long

lines of steam and air piping which are expensive to install
and maintain and with which the danger of breakdown and
the difficulty of obtaining the necessary working pressures
For these
increase with every extension of the service.
conditions electricity svibstitutes a simple and thoroughly
flexible system of transmitting power by means of conductors, which can be easily run and rapidly extended to meet
changes involved in the progress of development, which
are not affected by temperature variation and are not liable to mechanical

injury or breakage due to floods or

shifting ground.

They can be safely used in places where steam lines
would introduce an element of danger, and finally they
can, in many instances, be run in shafts or bore holes
already in use for other purposes without occupying room

by a G. E. Motor throit:]! DorBLK-PEDrcTioN Spur Gearing

cent, greater

est

3.

Matthews

J. \y.

power distribution

Vol.

that could otherwise be utilized.

Many

coal

companies

are at present economically transmitting or distributing
current from central stations over lines more than 10

miles long and in some cases twice that distance.
A large percentage of the friction losses and repair
charges can be eliminated by directly connecting the motor to the pump, as the modern types of both alternating- and direct-current motors lend themselves to this
method of connection in the majority of cases with the
assistance of a single gear reduction.

With

electric

power only a small part of the generating

plant need be operated during a shutdown for the pumps,
ventilating fans, etc., which must be kept in operation.
This intelligent subdivision of the total power-generating
equipment into units which can be operated at or near
their full capacity during anticipated
is

mining conditions,

a valuable intrinsic feature of electric power.

Electric Machines Have Higher Efficiencies

The efficiencies of electric pumps are 25 to 40 per cent,
greater than .steam or air. the centrifugal pumps in one
case operating at 61 per cent, or 5.6 lb. of coal i^cr i.lqi.hr., and in some ciises efficiencies as high as 80 jht cent.

April
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A few extreme examextravagance of air pumps which have an efficiency of only about 15% under quite favorable conditions
are claimed for these machines.
ples of the

521

Both high- and low-lift centrifugal pumps, three-throw
pumps, and special positive-valve pumps have been driven
successfully with electric motors.

are known.

pumps can

Electric track

Steam pumps, of the compound condensing type, 30
and 38x13x36 in., require 10 lb. of coai per i.hp.-hr., including boiler

loss,

condensation,

etc.

Where

air pressure

ease

be

moved with

the greatest
trolley or

and can be operated from the nearest

lighting circuit available.

double-gear reduction,

They

are usually driven with a

which can be made practically

noiseless with cloth pinions.

Either compound- or shunt-wound direct-current or
or squirrel-cage alternating-current induction
motors are suitable for the operation of pumps. AVhere
varying voltage is encountered a compound-wound motor
is better ada]ited to pump operation than the shunt maThe shunt motors are satisfactory where a little
chine.
increase in speed, due to their field heating up, is not objectionable, but the induction motor is most highly recommended because there is no electrical connection between
its operating and stationary parts which, together with
its insulation, renders it waterproof.
Beside this its speed
slip-ring

constant and its efficiency high. These motors can bo
controlled from any convenient point, as by a float in the

is

sump

for automatic starting and stopping.

A Motor-Drivex
PrMP

A

Sixkixct

must be maintained outside of working hours, the efficiency of air pumps may be as low as 1 per cent.
The meters used in electric circuits show at a glance
any abnormal operating conditions, and etliciency can
therefore be maintained at all times and there is no possibility of undetected leaks as in the case of steam or
lir.

>y

Economies in operating cost and maintenance greater
15 to 40 per cent, are claimed for electric pumps over

5team or air. In the case of the latter, pipes are not as
juickly repaired as wires and the many joints are hard
lo keep tight.
Electric jiumps occupy from a fourth to a half less space

han steam or

pumps, are easily moved and (|uickly put
without loss of time, can be controlled
from a distance and can be arranged to maintain high
pumping efficiency under widely varying loads.
air

into operation

Electric

pumps

are

desirable

in

many

cases becau.se

hey do not vitiate the air nor cause ilrv rot in mine timlering, as is the case with steam, which also warms the
.vatcr in sumps, so that its value for condensing purposes
8

lessoned.

SPLIT IMoTOU-DuiVEN" CeNTRIF CO AT,
I'lMP

Il0RIZ0NTALL\

miles away, and

They can

from a distant point, which may be

also be controlled

stoiJjicd or slarlcd

liy

sim])ly ]iressing a

button.

The weight

of

water ininipcd, multiplied by the

tlie

height plus the loss in head due to ])ipe friction, 'divided by 33,000, should be divided by the efficiency of
the pump to get the horsepower of the motor required.
Excess power is needed for starting a rolumn of water

and for overcoming

silt or sand in the intake pipes, but
designed motors will take care of this.
operating a number of alternating-current motor-

all liberally

When
pumps from

driven
kc])t

one generating station, they should bo

well loaded or

it

may

be necessary to install syn-

chronous motors or rotary converters to improve the power
factor.

The power factor is the ratio of the useful power in
watts to the product of volts and amperes. The difl'erencc
is lost in magnetising current and in chargitig conductors, but must be generated as well as the u.'^eful ])owi'r.
Fortunately this

is

very low, say 5 or 10 per cent,

ol'

the generated power, on a well

more than made
electric current

loaded system, and is
up by the great economies in transmit ling

and

its

possibilities

for direct api)lica-
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without countershafts or belts for mine machinery.
factor can be better understood by considering a few examples of electric equipment.

tioii

The power

Some Examples of Electric Installations
At the Windber

]3l;iiit

of the

Berwind-White Coal Min-

ing Co. there wei-e installed seven -iOO- and two 15(J-kw.
rotary converters, three 300- and two 225-hp. synchronous
motors, totaling over 4000 kw. iu synchronous apparatus.
addition to 300 kw.
The inductive apparatus includes,

the power factor

To

is

illustrate the

over 90 per cent.

waterproof qualities of squirrel-cage

3,

^o. 14

disconnected from the pump and the air cooling has never
been necessary.
Part of the government's test for the new dry-dock
pumps recently purchased was to submerge the motors
for three weeks and then turn on the current until thef
had pumped themselves dry. The water was 30 ft. deep
in a well at the drydock, and was, I believe, sea water.

A

m

about 3000 hp. in induction motors.
The power factor ori the system is usually just at unity,
that is, there is no so called useless power.
At the York Eun plant of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.,
the synchronous load connected is 1200 kw., all rotary
converters, while the inductive apparatus amounted to
2200 kw., consisting of 1350 kw. in transformers for the
rotaries and the balance in induction motors from 50 to
400 hp. The induction motors are fairly well luaded and
transformers,

in

Vol.

High Head

Centrifugal

Pump

Although many centrifugal pumps may be found ia
coal mines throughout the country, the vast majority of
them operate against heads considerably below 1000 ft.
Several installations exist, however, wherein this head is
greatly exceeded.
The Preseott turbine pump shown in
the accompanying illustration and located in the Penn
Iron Mining Co.'s mine at Vulcan, Mich., is an 8-iii.
S-stage, composed of two 4-stage machines operated in
-erics, one located on either side of a 500-hp., 2200-volt,
()0-cycle, 3-phase induction motor, operating at 1209
r.p.m.

induction motors, two e.xamples will be instructive.
During a heavy thaw a 20-hp. induction motor, driving a mine pump at the bottom of a shaft at the mines of

Richmond Iron Works, was flooded, the top of the
motor being two feet under water. The machine continued in operation and at the end of two hours had pumped
It was then stopped, cftaned and oiled
itself clear.

the

A

Vektically-Si'Lit ('i;NTKiFr(iAL I'uMr DikectCONNECTED TO MOTOU

This pump has been operatservice again.
ing about twenty hours a day ever since and has appar-

A.N

The most remarkable motor-driven

i)um])s in existence

are probably those at the Comstock mines, where, during
a changeover, water at 165 deg. F. submerged the
pumps for twenty-four hours. The motors were dried

out with voltages of 3<S, 110 and 440 and in a few hours
were put to work. Although the motors were not damaged, a telephone receiver w«s melted out of shape and
warts were raised upon it.
Whenever the air supply is insufficient the contractors

on the Catskill Aqueduct stop the air pumps and rely entirely on the electric pumps.
This is done where the compressor capacity makes

it

advisable to use the air

pumps

when demands are light, but wherever possible the air
pumps are removed and electric ones substituted. In one
case three air-driven pumps were displaced at tlic Hudson
Siphon by one 500-gal. per min. (1200-ft. head)
pump, driven by a 275-hp. ball-be<iring
water- and air-cooled sfpiirrel-cage induction motor. This
motor can be turned over with the little finger when

ii.Ai.

A 1300-Ft.

The

and put into

ently suffered no injury.

Ekiut-Stage CKNiiai

shafts of the

pumps

I'l

m\-

W'okkixi;

imucr

Head

are direct-conuected to the

motor shaft by compression cou])lings. The discharge
from the first half is carried around the motor to the

The direction of flow of the
suction of the second half.
water in the two parts of the pump being thus opposed tends to balance the end thrust on the impeller
shaft.
In addition to this, however, there is furnished a
disk thrust bearing with oil cushions which completely
takes up the thrust and maintains the impellers in their
projDer positions with respect to the ditt"usion vanes and
prevents excessive wear on one side. As may be seen in
ihe photograph, the discharge heads and pressure rings
are of cast steel, split vertically

and held in position

liv

heavy external through bolts. The impellers and diffusion vanes are of ca.st lironzc.
The bearings are of llie
ring-oiling type and separate from the pump casings.
The pumps and motor are mounted on and securely
liolted to the cast-iron ln'(l|)late extending under the entirp

T{.iver

unit.

centrifugal

machine delivers 1000 gallons ])er minute against
liead of 1300 ft. and lias been in continuous
and successful operation for over two years.
'I'his

n

\ertical

April
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Mine Pump

of the

By FrwixK H. Kneelaxd

SYNOPSIS— Like

most other pieces of meclianism em-

ployed in present-day arts and indusir'ies,

the

modern

pump is the outcome of a gradual development.
The early stages of its growth are linked inseparably with
the names of such inventors as \Yorcester, Savery, Newcomen and Watt. However, during the past century,
many other men have introduced various alterations and
tnine

raising water

Some

from the mines.

of these

machines

have been in use up to the present day.
The next improvement of the pumping engine came
from James Watt, who added, first the separate condenser
and later other improvements. This inventor also built
the first successful rotary-motion engine or machine suitable for driving industrial plants.

The coal-producing industry as an industry is perhaps
The operator finds it difficult to dis-

refinements.

rather conservative.

Neglecting the experiments of Hiero, of Alexandria,
lived and flourished about the year 200 B.C., the
real history of the steam engine and pump began with
Edward Somerset, second Marquis of Worcester, about the
This inventor designed and built a device
vear 1663.
somewhat simila. in principle to the present-day pulsoneter, lacking, howexer, the hitter's automatic-valve fea-

who

though he

That the pump should be the first successful heat endeveloped and that it should find its primary apjiliation in ridding mines of water is not strange. Great
lifficulty had been experienced in satisfactorily draining
Jritish mines, particularly those of Cornwall, and the

jiiie

make

perators were, therefore, extremely anxious to

use

any device for lifting the water which might prove
lore economical than the horses then employed.
It is a strange but notable fact that many, if not most
f the real improvements in coal mining, have come from
The
len who were not themselves practical miners.
line pump was no exception to tbis rule.
f

Tiiic

The

first

FiHsT Steam-Uhivf.n' Pi •^rp

steam-driven water-lifting machine to be snc-

employed

jssfully

aver3''s "fire

in

engine."

mining was what was known as
This was not altogether dissimi-

r to the Marquis of Worcester's device in principle,
he main ditt'erence was that surface condensation was
iployed to hasten the insuck of water to the operating
ssel.
A safety valve was also employed as was a secid or auxiliary boiler to force water into the main or
orkiiig boiler without interfering with its operation.
The next great forward step in pump development was
In this
e invention of the famous Newcomeii engine.

pump

rod was attached by a
lain to one end of a walking beam provided with a
ladrant.
To the other end of this beam, also provided
th a (|uadrant, was similarly fastened the piston, which
achine a heavy vertical

trked

vertically

boiler

e

to

in

the

Steam was

a cylinder.

cylinder

o(|ualizing

the

led

from

pressure

of

and allowing the heavy ])unip rod to fall, thus
isiiig the piston.
The steam supply was then cut off
a jet of cold water introduced into the cyliixlcr. This
ndensed the steam beneath the piston, which descended
air

(]

dor the pressure of the air, thus raising the
Several
)ni

inijirovcnients in this device were

time to time, chief

pump

rod.

introduced

method

of packing the piston

and its lubrication with tallow.
machine was received with considerable favor
'ouglioiit the mining districts.
From about 1758 until

English

have

walking-beam and bell-crank
and heavy wooden pump rods.
Of course, these machines have their advantages and

jiower, cluras}^,

The
pump,

all

but universal means of

pump

direct-acting

special shaft or

compartment

rods oscillate.

piston

either simplex

or

outside

packed plunger

or duplex, simple,

compound

or

triple-expansion, has always been a great favorite in this
country.
And although some economical flywheel ma-

American collieries and have been
some years past, yet the great majority of our pumps,
those which handle by far the largest percentage of the
mine water encountered, are of the direct-acting type.
With the electrification of mines and the adoption of
this form of energy, for various mining problems, has
come the duplex, triplex and quintuplex electrically
driven, geared pumps. These are frequently small machines, capable of being mounted upon a truck which ciin
be run along any mine track, to be used wherever a dip
chines are in use at

for

or

swamp

THK

is

encountered.

('K.VTlMFrdAI,

I'IMI'

Is

A

KavoIMTK WITH

jMaXY

In

comparatively recent years also another tyjie of
j>unip, known as the centrifugal, has been developed. This
as radically ditt'erent from the older varieties as is a
steam turbine from a recijirocating engine.
Although
the centrifugal pump is not popular for use underground
with some operators, it is a great favorite with others.
Its utility for this service seems to depend largely upon
the size and shape of the impeller passages and the quantity and size of the pieces of foreign matter (chips, coal,
rocks, etc.) suspended in or otherwise carried by the
water. It cannot be wood lined and thus jiroofed against
the action of acid, as may be the plunger ])unip.
All
jiarts subject to the action of the water ma", however,
is

be

made

which are

The

of bronze,
well

the corrosion

I'csisling

qualities of

known.

great simplicity, light weight, large capacity and

pump may be connected to a
other driving apparatus, as well as a total lack
vibration or water hammer on the connected pi))e-

ease with which this type of
nir)for or

Trap was the standard, and

and require a

within which the

<if

Newcomen

to

be so constructed as to be economical in their use of
steam.
They are, however, extremely heavy for their

This

tlie

stuck

their long

may

th leather or rope

introduction of the engines of Watt,

convinced that money would be saved thereby
Just as the older mining companies in

the United States are clinging tenaciously to distribution
of power by means of extravagant steam lines, so the

among which was an automatic

Ive gear, a fairly efficient

'

is

in the long run.

pumps with

ure.

e

card any piece of machinery that is in even fair working
order and pay out good cash for new apparatus even

line, due to the closure nf valves, are all considerations
which have greatly influenced the favorable reeejition of

this type of water-handling apjiaratus.
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A New Type

of Centrifugal

SYXOPSIS— The

striking features of this pump are the
absence of diffusion vanes and the use of double-inlet
impellers.
Since the shaft is theoretically in hydraulic
balance, there is little or no tendency for it to move endwise,
to

and the multi-collar bearings provided serve rather

keep the rotating parts

cessive

in

alignment than
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to resist e.v-

end thrust.

Pump

pose of the apparatus under con.-idcratiou.
if a

pump

be small,

it

place to place in the
lifts

Particularly,

from
mine and therefore subjected to
likely to be shifted about

is

and heads which are decidedly

more,

it

variable.
Furtherfrequently be placed in a poorly lighted

will

and often cramped

position.
Add to this the fact that
the labor available both for installation and operation
is usually unskilled, or at best only semi-skilled, and it

Prar-tically ever since the beginning of foal mining as
we know it today, the reciprocating pump has held a supremacy over all other forms which has been all but

will be readily appreciated that the

many localities, however, the centrifugal
mining pump is now rapidly encroaching upon the domain of the older and perhaps better known type. This

To meet these varying and strenuous requirements the
Epping-Carpenter Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn., have recently designed a type of pump which contams mau\

absolute.

In

Fig.

1.

pump

has to perform

in

work which the mine
most cases at least severe, if

not exacting.

Cross-Skction of 3-Staoe Pcmp. Note Absic.nte

due not to any one jjarticular point of excellence, but to
lombinatiou of reasons.
Throughout the entire field of mechanical engineering,
almost without exception it has been found easier and
more convenient to govern, control and lubricate a continuous rotary motion, than one which is reciproeatory
or oscillating in its nature.
The moving, or working

is

oi-

DiFFrsiox Vaxes

is

novel features.

a

depending upon the service required.

pump may be considered as a
common shaft. The problems of

parts of the centrifugal
unit, revolving about a

operation have,

therefore,

reduced

themselves

to

their

lowest possible terms.

One of the principal difficulties which has heretofore
confronted the designers or users of this type of pump
has been the tendency of the shaft to move endwise in
the casing and bearings, due to the reaction of the water
handled upon the impeller. This has been counteracted
or taken care of by the employment of ball thrust-bearings, or a bearing of the marine multi-collar thrust type
upon one or both ends of the pump shaft. In many in-

of this design

To

It

is

is

built either single or multi-stage

illustrated in Fig.

A

three-stage ijum)

1.

those familiar with this type of apparatus, two

tinctive features in the construction of this

pump

dis

are a

once apparent.
These are, first, the entire absence o
diffusion vanes and, second, the double-suction impel
ler.
The water entering the suction pipe, which is lien
shown to the left of the drawing, has easy access to boti
sides of the impeller of the first stage.
After passim
the first stage it is conducted to the second impeUfr

which it enters in precisely ,the same way as the
and so on throughout the remainder of the stages.

The pump
sible a

is

so designed as to give as nearly as pos

uniform velocity of flow

the various

first

pump

to the water throughou

passages with

the

exception of thi
maxi

impellers, this condition being conducive to the

mum

of efficiency.

stances these have not been altogether satisfactory in ser-

As will be noted from
upon which the impellers

vice.

cased from gland to gland of the stuffing boxes either

Another but

source of trouble has been
the tendency of the pump to suck in air through the gland,
or stuffing-box, on the suction or intake of the jMimp,
less

fruitful

thus destroying the vacuum and rendering

it

difficult to

raise the water.
.\s
itself,

an industry, inining |)rcseiits ]iniiili'nis peculiar to
in) matter what may be the type, or kind or |iur-

the drawings, the steel
are pressed ami keyed

.*haf
is

in

b

bronze sleeves or by the pump impellers themselves. I
is thus entirely removed from the corroding action o
the liquid handled.
As has been stated above, in ]iumps of this charade
there is a tendency for the air to creep or leak along tlu
shaft through the stuffing box on the suction end of tl"
Tn this ]iarticidar design, to avoid this Icakagi
puni|).
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frame work somewhat resembling the retainers of the ordinary ball bearing, is
placed in the stuffing box in such a way that water may
be conducted from the terminus of the first stage of the
pump into this opening. A water seal is thus provided
at a pressure which at all times exceeds that of the atmosphere and renders impossible any air leakage along the

A

of air an open "lantern" or

shaft.

The main bearings

of the

On

ring-oiling type.

split

pump

are of the vertically

the suction end, as will be

marine thrust is provided. Since
however, hydraulically balanced the
function of this marine thrust is rather more one of
alignment that is, keeping the impellers of the pump
constantly in their proper position
than the taking care
of any excessive end thrust which niav come upon the
()i)served, a three-collar

the

impellers are,

—

—

535

Small Portable Electric

Pump

The accompanying illustration shows a new type of
portable electric mine pump vviiich has recently been
placed upon the market and is now carried in .stock by
the Harris

Pump

and Supply Co. of Pittsburgh, Penn.
designed particularly for dips and entries
or for follow-up work where bitt small amounts of water
are encountered, and the head against which it is to be
raised is not great.
The construction is such that air entering the suction
even in considerable amount does not stop the operation,
neither do small quantities of solid matter such as sand
This machine

mud

rir

is

clog or seriously interfere with the proper action

of the valves.

The pump

is

ordinarily built for handling pure water

shaft.

On

the opposite, or discharge end of the shaft, a flanged

may be provided for attachment to
motor, steam turbine or other driving apparatus.
In
order to take care of the rough usage and neglect to
which these pumps are frequently sui)jected, all ])arts
The casing is split horizontally and
are made heavy.
or other coupling

flSBpHflj

Sixglk-Stage
the entire

Pimp axd Motor ox Common Base

pump may

be dismantled for inspection or re-

pairs without disturbing the base or foundation.

The

single-stage

pump

exactly similar to the multi-

is

it has but the one impeller.
both stuffing boxes, and a col-

Pump axd

but the substitution of a solid bronze w;itrr end renders
the machine capable of coping with w,-iter wliieh is
\-trongly sulphurous.

stage except, of course, that

A

water

.seal

is

provided

in

lar upon either end of the shaft takes care of any slight
end thrust which may exist.

.\

valuable feature of this |)um]) as illustrated

of the ftatuii-s
stallation at the Dover

of

a

new

electrical

pumplnpr

In

collieries.

mining work.

England,

AmonK

cylinders of this machine are

live inches in diameter
four inches, the rated cajiacity l)eing
minute while the maxiniiim head against

while the stroke

is

30 gal. ]ier
which the pumji

is

intended to work

is

tions are ])rovided for a 'Zyo-in. .suction

charge.

The truck wheels

height over

The Manor Powis coal field. Stirling. Scotland, presents a
very Interesting geological formation.
The Carboniferous
limestone series are underlaid by a great sheet of basalt, and
the degree of anthracittzatlon is determined, to a greater or
less extent, by the distance of the seams from this basalt.
\t the time this sheet was thrust up It was intensely hot,
so that Its effect on the coal above was to reduce some of
these seams to graphite and materially change the character
of the others. The six seams of the horizon show. In regular
gradation, the effects of this Intense heat.
The lowest are
burned beyond anthracite, the next are anthracite, the middle
earns, coking coal, and the upper, bituminous.

that

instantly.

The

in-

are more or
these are the variation
of the centrlfuKal pumps, the Increase of the
load on the alternators by means of air blades, and the
fool-proof combination of switchpear foi- the starting of
two motors coupled to the same pump.
The hiKh-tension
motors are dried by means of a low-tension current.
less novel
of output

is

motor can be and regularly is made self-starting.
One wire is grounded through tlie truck while the other
may be liooked over the trolley wire which starts the
the

pump
Some

Moroi; JFoixted rrox a Tijuck

This

all

pump

track gage but

be

raised

up

i.s

is

are 12

usually

made

.so

than those above

as

to

Connec2-iii.

in. in diiuneti r

con.sequently only

if suflicieiit

100 ft.
and a

in

I".'

disllio

in.

from

head room

and

is

3!)-in.

to

available

I

it

l-in.

may

accommodate any gage smaller

nieiitioiied.

The motors

ordinarily furnished with these ]uimps are
either 230 or 500 volts direct current.
Any other kind

or type of

motor of suitable power and

speeil

<'ou!d,

however, be employed, tile above being merely the voltages most commonly encountered.
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A

Large Triple-Expansion

Pump

characteristics of operation

«f the ordinary duplex plunger steam

pump

are familiar

mining men. Whatever may be the merits
of such machines as concerns durability and reliability,
to almost all

they are notoriously extravagant in their consumption
If such machines are, however, made triple
expanding and such refinements as steam-jacketed cylinders, rotary valves, etc., are introduced the high rate of
of steam.

steam consumption

may

be decidedly reduced and the

efficiency of the unit correspondingly increased.

The Goyne Steam Pump Co., of Ashland, Penn., which
manufactures mine pumps exclusively, has just completed a large triple-expansion condensing ptimp for the
Exeter colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. As the installation of this machine has nut yet been completed, it

20oo-Gai.. Tkii'Lk-Expaxsiox Puiir ron

The total weight of the pump, exclusive
160,000 pounds.
As this pump will be called upon to handle water
which is strongly aciduous the water end is entirely wood
and bronze lined as a protection against the corrosive
action of such liquid.
Owing to the varying circumstances in colliery operation it is not always possible to maintain a steam pressure which is even approximately constant.
Should a
condition arise whereby the steam would drop to a pressure that would not give the required piston speed to
meet the water conditions, this pump is fitted with an
appliance such that by the manipulation of a valve
(which can be accomplished in a fraction of a minute)
the high-pressure cylinders may be thrown out of service
and the pump for the time being operated as a compound

and to deliver 2,000 gallons of
high-, intermediate- and lowpressure cylinders are 20 in., 30 in. and 45 in. in diameter respectively.

and the stroke

is

Biachine.

ft.

might be mentioned also that the manufacturers of
are now engaged in building four other large
station pumps of practically the same type except that
It

this

pump

these latter will be

compound

instead of triple expansion.

The

water per minute.
•

No. 14

Use ix ax Axtiii!acite Colliery. Xote Rotauy Stkam Valves

has not, of course, been put in operation and no data are
available from the operating standpoint.
This machine was, however, designed to work against
a vertical head of 650

3,

internal parts.

of condenser,

The general appearance and

A

Vol.

The plungers

A

are 14 in. in diameter

and Pumping Plant

Filtration

The problem

Both the high and intermediate steam-pressure cylinders and their heads as well as
the heads of the low-pressure cylinders are steam

house-water supply at

many

tions, e,«pecially those

jacketed.

of considerable size,

which are isolated
one which requires careful con-

is

36

in.

The steam valves are of the semi-rotative type and the
high-pressure cylinders are fitted with the Goyne adjust.able cutoff, which is capable of alteration while the pump
is at work.
Each of the si.x steam cylinders is lubricated by

operation

is

a power-driven

made by

The steam

oil

pump and

a record

of

a six-figure revolution counter.

separator and cylinder jacRets are drained

by separate traps and steam is supplied to operate the
condenser from the discharge end of the cylinder-jacket
main drain pipe, which assures dry steam in the jacket.
''J'lie arrangement of cylinders, cylinder heads and piston
rods is such as to give the easiest possible access to the

providing an adequate and

of

siuitable

mining operafrom any town

of the larger

is

sideration u])on the part

of the

designer in laying out

the plant.

pumps supplying such a domestic water .system
probably be called upon in the contingency of fire,
they should be selected with a view to a largo overload or
.\s the

will

emergency capacity.

The

P'ittsburgh-BufPalo Co., at

aiina, Penn.,

their

have such a plant installed.

mine at MariThe machines

selected for this pvirpose are two Jeansville comjiound
duplex direct-acting )ilunger pumps which are duplicates
of each other.
The high- and low-pressure steam cvliiiders are 12 and 2
in. in (lianu'ter respectivelv.
The
1

April
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and the stroke

j)luugers are 8 in. in diameter

These -have,

in.

is

18

in.

pumps are each 10
however, been bushed down to 8 in. in

and discharge

Tiie suction

of tliese

both cases. The steam supply pipes are 3 in. in diameter
and the exhaust 6 in. The pumps are provided with
rubber pot valves, 10 in. in diameter.
Steam is supplied to these machines at about 1-tU lb.

In case of emergency, provision is made so that both
their water supply direct from the creek
and deliver it to the reservoir through two separate 8in.
pipe lines.
This places an abundant supply of
water at a pressure equivalent to at least a 800-ft. head

pumps may draw

at the disposal of the

company

in case of fire or

any

otiie,'

emergency.

A New
The exchange
(if new mining

Company

Stripping

of big coal holdings
com]iaiiies

are

and the organization

frequent occurrences in

and the surrounding coal fields. This
mining industry. The
most recent corporation to be formed is the Moka Coal
Co., with Thomas W. CafEey, George Williams, William
Williams, A. L. Blair and Oliver T. Jones as the members.
Pittsburg, Kan.,
IS

especially true of the strip pit

]\Ir.

Jones

is

the practical coal

man

of the group, he hav-

ing had considerable experience in various phases of the
Inisiness.

The new company,

capitalized at $30,000, has

leased 165 acres of land with a shallow lying vein

OxK

OF Tin:

Two Compouxd Pumps Haxdlixc House
Watek

fact the

pressure per

while

s(|.in..

tlie

exhaust

is

made

to

the

Both pumps are lubricated Ijy means of a
pump. They are set upon solid concrete
foundations in a brick pump house, with concrete floor
They ordinarily
about 6 ft. below the ground level.
Each
operate at approximately .50 strokes per minute.
machine is provided with all necessary priming and drain
pipes on both .steam and water cylinders.
atmosphere.
forced-feed

oil

Under ordinary

ojjerating

ExTKitioi! \'ii:w

oi-

conditions,

Fii.ii;

one

of these

ATiox I'lwt.

where

subjected to the action

name '"Moka"

be put to

work

is

derived.

A big

in the near future,

and

steam shovel will
said $35,000

it is

will be necessary to start operations.

Options on coal lands are being taken up or renewed
over the district, both in shallow and deep-vein tracts.
The shallow coal is mined by stripping ofl' 10 to 20 ft.
of earth with steam shovels. The Southwestern Developall

Co., which is known as a subsidiary of the M. K. &
T. Ry. Co., and George K. Mackie, of Scammon, a well
known operator, recently have been buying options and re-

ment

Hoistixg

pumps draws raw water from Ten-Mile Creek, and discharges it into a tank. PVom here the water flows to the

from

Miller Bros., of JIull)erry, toward the north end of the
coal field and on the Missouri-Kansas line, from which

I'i.axt

ami

Boiij:i:

Horsi: i\ Ua<k(;i!0U\ii

Hewing old ones to the south and west of the ])reseiit prospected district, in Crawford and Cherokee counties. Miller

a

Bros., coal-land dealers of Mulberry, have just completed

After being thus
treated chemically, the water passes through a filter from
whence it is conducted to the suction of the second juimp.
This machine draws its sui)[)ly of filtered wat(>r from
the purification plant, and discharges it into a house-su])ply tank located on a hilt at an elevation of a])])roximately 000 ft. above the pump. This tank is about -^00
ft. above the highest ])oint where water might lie needed

buying options and renewing others on 3700 acres on the

.treating plant

solution of

alum

for fire purposes.

it

is

to effect ]nirification.

ol

north edge of the district. Much of the territory has not
been pros]iected, but great confidence is felt because of
showings made on ])art of the holdings.

The United States Government ntlll owns over 70 mllllan
acres of coal land In the West. Some parts of this Immense
acreage contain bi'ds of hiKh-Kradi; coal ranging from SO
tfi SO ft. In thickness.
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An

Electric

At many nuiiing
ing whieh

Pump

Water Supply

plaiit.s

hy no meant,

all

of the

pump-

mine drainage.
Power plants must be supplied, dwelling houses must be
provided with drinking water, and provision must be made
is

done,

is

for the purpose of

for fire protection.

3,
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as to drive the crankshaft of the pump at approximately
4? r.p.m. when the motor is running at full speed.

The pump and motor bases are separate, but are bolted
securely together, thus forming practically one base plate.
The motor is raised a sufficient height from the floor
any danger from water which frequentaccumulates upon pumphouse floors.
The pump is provided with a 6-in. suction and a o-in.
discharge.
Both of these openings have, however, been
Inished down to 4 inches.
The unit as a whole is compact and all parts are readily accessible.
The plungers are of bronze, single acting,
and the pump chambers are all wood lined.
This machine draws water from the Monongahela River,
and forces it thnmuii about 21^ miles of pipeline to the
town and power jilant. at Crescent.
to largely obviate
ly

the Crescent mine, of the Monougahela Hirer Coal
Coke Co., near California, Penn., there is installed

At

&

Vol.

an 8xl()-in. Deming vertical triplex pump in a sumji
under the tipple. This machine is geared to and driven

Panel Board
A

great

Lightning Arresters

many raUway,

lighting, nunc and industrial
properties have certain •'spots" where lightning conditions are particularly severe, and where it is difficult to
secure thoroughly efficient and reliable protection.
In

other cases, particularly in central stations, there

is

cer-

what may be termed,
protection, as, for instance, power

tain electrical apparatus that needs,

The Pump, Showixc How

The

CiiEsr:Exi'

i'li'i'i.i:

It Is

Geaked to

tjie Moto;i

m: MoxoxcAHELA Pivef; Coae & CoKic

by a Westinghouse 25-hp. interpole motor, which operupon a current of 500 volts.
The rawhide motor pinion is keyed to an extension of
the motor shaft, which is attached thereto by means df a
flexible coupling of the flange atid rubber Imffer tyi)e.
This extension shaft is ])rovided with an outboai'd bearing
ates at 685 r.p.m.

outside of the pinion.

Meshing with the motor pinion there is a gear ujion a
countershaft, which extends across the frame of the ])ump.
This shaft carries two pinions, which engage the main
or driving gears upon the pump shaft.
The two gears above mentioned serve not only to drive
the crankshaft, but are themselves crank disks, pins be-

ing provided to drive the two outer jjlungers of the

i)uni]i.

between the two main
pump bearings, which drives the middle plunger.
All gears are cut and the ratio of reduction is such
.\

center crank

is

one hundred per cent,

also located

Co., bjcxkath

^\'nI(H I'cjip Is Located

for the fans and pumps.
For the protection of these
portant installations, the Electric Service Supplies

ini(.'u.,

Philadelphia, has placed on the market a line of panelhoard lightning arresters, for both direct- and alternatingcurrent .service; illustrations of typical boards for both
are

shown herewith.

These boards are
matter how efficient

on the well known law that no
lightning arrester may be, it will

Iniilt

a

never carry off' the entire discharge from a given line;
some small portion will always find its way past an arrester and into the apjiaratus to be protected.
With an
efficient lightning arrester, however, and a suitably designed choke coil, this leakage will be small and usually
not enough (o damage the apparatus, but with heavy induced strokes, and under certain other conditions, this is
not the case.

The

arrc'.iters

here

deserilx'd

ell'eetuallv

take care of

A]iril 5,
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triple board,

two

must pass through three choke

aiblitional

units

before

coils

and by

can get into the appar-

it

atus.

With but a single choke coil and a single arrester unit,
and assuming that nine-tenths of the discharge goes to
ground through the arrester, it is seen that one-tenth will
be left to enter the apparatus.

If an additional choke coil

and a .second arrester unit be placed back of the first, and
assuming that the second unit takes nine-tenths of the
one-tenth leakage to ground, obviously only one-one hundredth of the original charge remains to flow into the
ii]jparatus.
Similarly with a third choke coil and a third
arrester unit, but one-one thousandth of the original
charge will leak through. In other words, by the addition
of e.xtra arrester units and extra choke coils, the protecb,y a doitble panel board,
board and a thousand times

tion has been increased ten times
11

hundred times by

a triple

a quadruple board.
These arresters are not new l)y any means, having been
furnished numerous companies all over the country for
the protection of apparatus under unusally severe condiIjy

Al.TERXATiyG-CuRRENT AkKESTEKS

DlIIECT- AXI)

this leakao;e bv iiiter])olintr additional

choke

coils

between

the line and the apparatus to be protected, and by connecting; lightning-arrester units

leakage passing the

first

ahead of these

coils.

Any

arrester unit, for instance, in a

Recovery

of
15 V

J.

W.

SYNOPSIS— The

need of drawing timber in all irorkcdout (ilaces is emphasized by the fact that timbers left
standing in the waste cause a loss of coal by throwing
undue weight on the pillars and crusliiiig them, and by

tions.
The boards are regularly furnished in station type,
mounted on heavy impregnated oak framework and are
furnished complete with insulators for attaching to any
suitable support. The arresters are furnished with highly
polished and lacfjuered metal work.
Choke coils are of
copper, black enameled and baked.
They are designed especially for the ])rotection of apparatus up to 6600 volts alternating current, 2500 volts
direct-current railway and 6000 volts direct-current arc
circuits, and are furnished in any ampere capacity for

voltages within this range.

Mine Timber
I'OWELI.^

kinds of timber, as the work proceeds, using, if necessary,
suitable appliance for this purpose.
Timbers left
standing in the wiiste orteii cause a loss greater than

some

making it necessary to build packwalls. etc., that wouldnot otherwise be required.
The Sylcester machine for
drawing tiinber

The

tiiiibcr

is

described.

needed daily

in

llir

(iperation of a colliery

often exceeds the cost of any other kind of material or
supplies.
Any means, therefore, of reducing the heavy

expenditure should be at once welcomed. Although mine
profis and sets of timber are often broken a short time
after being .set, the broken ends arc valuable as they can
still be utilized for the purpose of cap-pieces, wedges,
track ties, or for the ijiiilding of "cogs" or "chocks." Also,
post timber broken in a thick seam can often be used
again, in a thinner seam at the same colliery.
In some mines there is a considerable loss of timber,
through the carelessness of miners who will let them lii!
in the waste where they are finally buried.
Rv keeping
a careful watch in their daily rounds through tbr mine,
the mine officials can do much toward reducing this loss
or waste of timber.
I

want

to

emphasize the importance of drawing
Columbia Coal

Coke

all

FiC).
Co.,

Coalniont,

1.

r
Face oe

|)|;\\vi\f; A

IM

Till:

I

iiii;ii

.Vdvancim;

ill

iw iTjoM -run
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their

ii\vii

value,

liv

i)revt'ntiug

and frequeutly making

it

the

roof

from caving

nece.-^sary to build extra

walls or timber cogs to keep the roads open.

pack-

The ma-

packwalls often has to be transported a
considerable distance; whereas, if the timber was drawn
and the roof allowed to fall, there would be plenty' of
material for the building of all necessary packwalls in

terial for these

most

cases.

Again, under many conditions, when the roof does not
fall but a large standing area is kept open a great weight
is throv^ii on the timi)ers standing next to the face of the
coal, with the result that these timbers are broken more
quickly, or they kick out and the roof is ruptured at the
face.
When this occurs, the condition is bad, as the influence of the roof in breaking the coal after the latter
is undermined, is destroyed.
\Mieu the roof is of such
a nature that it breaks readily, I believe it is a good
policy to set a line of large breaking posts, with good
sized cap-pieces, on one side of the track, which should
be carried along the straight rib of the room.
Under these conditions, when the timbers are drawn

Vol.

3,

Xo.

U

on steep pitches.
In a seam pitching 3.5 deg. I have
found the cost of timber to amount to an average ol'
about 5V2C. per ton of coal mined. This was in a mine
where the roof conditions were fairly good.

Although

mo.st

mine managers

are,

no doubt, familiar

with the appliances in use for drawing timber, a brief
description of the Sylvester machine, which I have found
is the best for that purpose, will be of interest.
The
general method of using this machine in a flat seam is
seen in Fig. 1, which shows a miner in the act of drawing a post, in a thick seam of coal. In general, the head
of the post resting on a cap-piece will be disloged more

quickly than the foot of the other post to which tlu
machine is anchored, especially if the bottom is rough
or soft. Caution, however, is always necessary to see that
the machine

is

properly anchorecl before attempting to

drawn another post. If this is not done the post to which
the machine is anchored may be dislodged and the miner
operating the machine be caught by the falling slate and
killed or severely injured.

The
and

Sylvester machine

shown

is

very simple in construction,

It consists of a notched
deep and 5 in, wide.
The
notches are cut 1 in. apart and
in. deep and shaped as
shown in the figure. To one end of the bar is attached
a 3-ft. chain L which is passed around the post .1/ and
fastened or held by the chain block -7.
Sliding on the
rack is a heavy block E, to which a 3-ft. hand lever G is
attached by the link //, and by which the block E is
worked along the bar, from notch to notch.
is

bar F, 3

ft.

in detail in Fig. 2.

long,

ly^

in.

%

WT-

One end of the long chain I, having been attached to
the post that is to be drawn, the chain is attached to the
block E, by slipping a link into a recess in the side of the
bolts A' in the end of the hand lever are 1
which gives a leverage on the block E of prac-

The

block.

in. apart,

times the force applied to the lever. As the
moved along the notched bar, it is held by the
pawl shown in detail below, in the same figure. The
tically thirty

Mock

E

is

actuated by the spring B. A detailed section
showing the operation of the pawl is shown
also below. When it is desired to release the block E the
lever G is moved forward slightly to relieve the pressure
l>awl

A

is

of the block

FiG.

2.

Showixg Detail of the Sylvester Machine
Foi{ Drawing Post Timbers

in the waste, as the face of the

room advances, up

to the

not only a saving of timber, but
the caving of the roof prevents the crushing of the pillar
coal when the roof "weights" and cannot fall. In heavylast

crosscut, there

is

pitching seams, the recovery of timbers

is

and dangerous than in flat seams; because the
worked-out ])ortion, from which the timbers are drawn,
is located up the pitch, and any loose pieces of rock that

when

the post

dowii upon the

is

drawn

men engaged

are liable to roll or slide
in

drawing the timber who

are unprotected.

The danger may

lie

figure.

much more

difficult

fall

on the pawl, which is then drawn out by pulling on the
crossbar head C and giving it a half turn, to place it
crosswise of its recess. This holds the pawl back, and the
block E can be moved in any direction. The large hook
D on the end of the chain L is for use, if needed for attachment in another manner than >vhat is shown in the

avoided, in part or wholly,

iiy

using

from the
which the drawing ma-

a long y2-in- steel cable or chain that will reach

timbers to the first crosscut, in
chine should be placed.
This will not only afford the
necessary protection for the men, but will enable them
The cost of
to recover a larger percentage of timbers.
timber in pitching seams is much greater than in flat
seams, owin? to the labor required in handling the timber

Limiting Coal Profits in France
Frem-h Chamber adopted an amendwhich has the support of the
government. It takes the form of a tax on each ton of
coal shipped or sold, on all mines whose net earnings

On Mar.

ment

4 the

to the Finance Bill,

more per ton. The tax, it is underbecome operative on Oct. 1. In the case of
mines whose net profit is quoted as from 20c. to 30c. ])er
ton. the tax imposed will be e(|ual to the excess in the
As reckoned. Ilie tax will therefore
value over 20c.
amount to lOe. or more per ton wli.'n the profit is 30c.

amount

to 20c. or

stood, will

The estimate of the tinance minister
or over.
the tax will bring in $2,SO(l.OOO.

is

that
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A Pump

Designed for Acid Water

—

A mine pumy should be sectionalized to
It
transportation and erection underground.
should be as nearly acid-proof and as efficient as possible,
This article debut above all it should be dependable.
SYyOPt'^IS

facilitate

scribes

a

pump

which has been designed

icith all of these

points kept coustantly in mind.

In different sections of the country and even in varmines in the same district, the conditions \inder
which the pumps operate vary to a considerable degree.
In some instances, the pump rooms are large, well
lighted, comparatively'dry, and the water free from acid.
The engineer, or pump runner, is a competent man supplied with the necessary tools and equipment for properly
taking care of and getting the best results from the ai>In such cases, standparatus placed under his cliarge.
ious

TitlFLKX Pr.MI'
ard pumps similar to those used in stations on the surface will often meet all requirements.
Frequently, however, the conditions are quite different,
sj)ecial construction is necessary to satisfactorily
cope with the exacting service, and' a careful study (if

and

the actual operating conditions
])rovide reliable

and

In general, a mine

is

essential in order to

efficient luachinery.

pump must

have the following chartogether with any
sjjccial features that may be necessary to meet local conditions.
The various ])arts iriust be sectionalized to such
an extent as to ])criiiit their being lowered through shafts
of limited dimension.s, and the separate castings must
be of .such size and weight as to be readily handled in
limited quarters without the use of a crane,
furthermore, in order to lessen the liability of flooding the mine,
the ])ump must be as reliable as possible, extra heavv in
all its ])arts, provided with large wearing surfaces, proacteristics

tected

embodied

in

its

design,

from corrosion, and of such construction that

re-

minimum

of

placement and

re|)airs

cmii

be

made

in

a

time.

While
cost

a primary consideral ion,
must by no means be forgotten.

reliability

of jiou'er

is

531

vi't

tlw

Mauv

pumps, particularly

in coal mines, have to handle water
containing such a percentage of acid that it will attack and quickly eat oitt cast iron.
The water ends of
such machines must be so j)rotected, that none of the
iron castings come in contact with the water.
The accompanying illustration shows a pump designed
and built by the Dean Steam Pump Co., Ilolyoke, Mass.,
which is intended to meet the severe conditions of coal-

mining

service.

The pump

of the triplex type maintaining a prac-

is

and uniform flow in the discharge colmnn. It is fitted with one air chamber on the suction
pipe located directly in the line of the stictiou flow and
>\ith three air chambers on the discharge so located thiil
(Hie is directly over the mitlct from each cylinder, thus
lending to take the peak of the discharge and overcome
tically constant

(ii:.U!ED

TO MOTOIi

any tcndi'ncy

to accclci'iition or iTlnnlat ion in the tlow of

the discharge column.

A

uniform rate of flow makes the load on the motor

constant and tends toward a high elliciency. The ]ilungers Hhich operate horizontally aie !<? in. in diameter with
a l".'-in. stroke giving at 48 r.]).ni, of the crankshaft a
capacity of Siiii gal. The total head is e(piivnlent to 400
ft.,

inal<iiig Si

li|i.

in

the discharge column.

The mechan-

approximately S.") jier cent.
so that the 125-hp. motor used for dri\ing has an am|ile
the ]nimp

ical efficiency of

is

surplus capacity.

motor is 3(i.j r.p.m. and
through single reduction herlinghone gears, ])rotected by a sheet-steel guard.
The motor is ])laced on a heavy base plate securely attached to the ])ump base and is raised a sufricient amount
to prevent damage in ease of water on the ])um|)-n>om
door.
A heavy oidboard hearing on the armature shaft
maintains the alignment of the pinion with the gear.
The main gear is nunmted on the crankshaft of the
pump between two of the main l)earings and is thus rigidly supported upon either side.
Pcrfecl alignment of
liciringbone gears, which is es.scntial to their i)roper op'i'be

s])eed

the

(if

the crankshaft

is

driving

driven

COAL AGE
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thus secured by the ample supjiorts jirovidLMl
of the train.
The crankshaft is a steel forging carried in four babbitted bearings each provided with chain oilers. An openhearth annealed steel casting disk with a large crankeratioii,

is

for both

members

pin made as an integral part thereof is pressed upon
A center crank is also
the crankshaft at either end.
provided which drives the middle plunger. The connecting-rods are steel forgings fitted with wedge and screw
The crossheads operate in
adjustments on each end.
bored guides and are fitted with adjustable shoes both
They carry large engine-type taperto]) and bottom.
fit

All parts are readily accessible for adjustment, a parwhich per-

ticular feature being the split cradle or yoke

mits the removal of the upper half without disturbing
the other parts of the machine. The enlargement of the
yoke at the water end offers ample facilities for access

and stuffing boxes.

velocities

which are

Xo. 14

which nuiy be used either for priming or washing out are
In the
nuide on all the cylinders and valve chambers.
design of the entire water end of this pump, one of the
principal objects in view has been to secure permanency
and reliability, while at the same time providing means
for making any necessary repairs or replacements in the
shortest possible time.

A

Steam

Pump

at

an Anthracite

Colliery
many

throughout the country, parwhere adequate power facilities were installed a number of years ago, or where the mines are
so gaseous as to render electric ppwer distribution dangerous, the steam pump is still largely employed. In the
majority of such cases, not only is the steam consumption
of the machine important, but the accessibility of all
parts is a feature which must be carefully taken into
In

coal operations

account.

ruovisioy AG.\iNST Grit and Acid
All waterways are

3,

ticularly those

steel wristpins.

to the glands

Vol.

made
so

detrimental to

acid or sand in the water.

The accompanying
high
carrying

large, thus avoiding the

pumps

As these machines are

de-

illustration

shows a compound, con-

duplex, Jeanesville mine pump
built for the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., and installed at the
Dorrance Colliery, at Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
densing,

direct-acting,

: ;

:
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An

Safety First
By J. E. J ONES*
morn on your way

vlie

to

work.

Safety first.
In the darkness, clangers lurk.
Safety first.
Be cautious as j'ou pass along,
Life's not all a cheerful sung

Watch; you may
Safety

As you reach your
Safety

place of

mining
up until recently has usually called for
some kind of a steam pump to rid the opening of water
Eecently, however,
as rapidly as it was encountered.
electric machines have been introduced which will comprocesses which

tiiose

The accompanying

toil.

first.

Lesi some mishap your welfare spoil;
Safety first."

Sound your roof for fear it might
Have been weakened through the night.
Then test it often don't trust sight

driven by steam.

shows an electric minebeen placed upon the market
by the Goulds Manufacturing Co., of Seneca Falls, N. Y.
It is of the quadruplex outside-packed plunger type. The
four plungers, operated by connecting rods from the 8throw crankshaft, produce an almost continuous flow of
water, the cranks being set at 90°. All exposed working
parts are protected by iron casings so the pump cannot
be injured by coming in contact with the sides or framing
sinking

find something wrong.

Pump

of a shaft has been one of the

pare favorably with

first.

Sinking

Electric Shaft

The sinking

Written expressly for "Coal Age"

In

533

illustration

pump which had

of the shaft or from

falliiiE;

rocks.

;

Safety

If

hard

it's

first.

keep the turn

to

Safety

first.

Don't chance your
Safety

A

you'd better learn

minute's risk will sometimes

An

entire

Be

careful

life,
;

you

mar

so better far

rather miss a ear.

Safety

If

life,

first.

first.

liave to ride a trip,

Safety first
Take precaution lest you

slip.

Safety first.
"Riding in between's" a crime
Against yourself; against your mine:
Eide where safe and take your time.
Safety

first.

When making
Safety

Be very

careful while you

Safety

Fuse

Of

it

"dope," take

ofl'

your lamp;

first.

tamp;

first.

so there'll be no Tear

ELi:cTiiic

firing until all is clear:

Don't

use good judgment

fail to

Safety

Pump

iiere.

Sinking
.\nd

JIoToi;
fir.st.

The main frame and guides

If the

mine

is

making

gas,

arc cast in one piece and
hand-hole o])eniiigs for examination of
working parts. Wrought-iroii hanging bars and clamps
are al.so provided.
The gear wheel is of charcoal iron,
meshing with a bronze motor pinion, both being cut from
the solid and fully protected by gear covers. The cylinders and valve i)oxcs are of charcoal iron iiuulc in one
r-asting.
The four cylinders are cncli fitted with a hronze
provitled

Safety first.
Use great care or you may pass
(Safety first.)
Into realms beyond the sky
In the twinkling of an ej'e
If you do not heed the cry
SalVtv fir.st.

lining.

The

FIrebosses, who must necessarily ro their rounds alon*
by the dim llsht of a safety lamp, should Insist that the
miners m;ike good manways, especially on steep pitches. In
order that their work be as safe and e.isy as possible. Unless
this has been done, compel the miners to stop work until the
defect Is remedied.
•505

West Madison

St.,

Danville.

Til.

with

jilungers are of cast iron and are o])erated by
plunger rods. The valves are rubber disks on bi-onze
grid seats with cylindrically wound s]>rings.
Any ty])o
of motor may be u.sed on this type of inim]), the |)ower
30
ranging from 10 to
h]). while the capacity varies from
75 to 205 gal. per miii., according to size, all of the pumi)s
being designed for a working pressure of 130 lb.
steel
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WHO — IN COAL MINING

WHO'S

I
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Hitherto we liave not recorded the lives and characters
who are changing the face of the South by openWhen we begin to describe a
ing lip its coal deposits.
Southern operator, we are impressed immediately with a
new atmosphere. The Southern planter has always had
a paternal interest in his farm hands and the activity
of the Southern coal operators and managers in studying hygienic conditions, iu engaging others to aid them
of those

in that study

and

their willing-

ness to put into expensive operation

such improvements as

for

a

A

Ijrief

period

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;^

partner

a

cotton

a

of

broker.

him to withdraw
several months and he then entered
coal mining as a weighman.
He

serious illness of his wife caused

from

all activities

for

the real

practice of

left this

company

corporation.

he was soon

A

as

i

A
])iit

to act as a surveyor for another coal

litfle later

he entered the

office

which

of

in charge.

change of nianageuieiit. and Tucker was back again
oil the farm, but the mine life
seemed more exciting and he
was soon employed in prospect-

number

their inquiry shows to be neces-

ing a

sary, reflects the generous spirit

These condemned, he went to a

of the South.

furnace at Middlesboro, Ky.,
staying there a year and being
transferred by the same con-

In

this

respect,

W.

C.

Tucker, "father of Benham."'
in the South and hoping ever to make it his home,
To him, the coal
is
typical.
plant he manages at Benham,
Harlan County, Ky., is no mere
industrial venture, it is a community development and it is

of coal properties.

cern to be manager

and bred

of

their

mines in Tennessee and Xorth
Carolina. This first independent command was held for
several years, each year being
signalized by an increase iu salary.

He

destined to set a number of valuable precedents like those of

resigned this position to

the other steel-plant collieries
throughout the States.

go as chief surveyor and prosliector for a large acreage in
Kentucky, a portion of this land

W. C. Tucker was born at
Columbus, Miss., in 1864. Had

town

covering the
of

present

site of the

Benham. The land was

it

not been for the Civil War
the consequent impoverishment of the South, Mr.
Tucker would have been a law-

])urchased by a Xortheru syndi-

ajid

cate,

yer and planter, for his leaning
was toward the law and the call

gineer in charge.

of

the

land

is

His

Tiring of the
of

W.
father's

failure

left

number

unde-

of years,

Mr. Tucker was retained as en-

strong in the

South.

and although

veloped for a

r.

in '79

permitted him to stay but two more years at school ami
at 17 years of age he started work with an engineer corps
on railroad construction. The work finished, he entered
the coal industry by assisting in the sur\'ey of several coal
lands in Walker County, Ala., then newly opened. Some
knowledge of the underground operations was obtained
by the monthly "measuring up" in which he took part.
This work being finished, he returned to the farm but
the free yet strenuous life of the engineering corps ap])ealed insistently and another railroad survey being

rodman.
Returning to the farm at the completion of this work, he
filled in an interval by farming, teaching school and get-

started in the vicinity, he entered the corps as a

ting married.

But he soon returned to railroad construction, being
promoted this time to assistant resident engineer, in
charge of the completion of 13 miles of track. This work
done he left for another road with ])ronioti()n to assistant
chief engineer. Leaving this position because a promised
leave of absence was witblield, he entered business life

managing

an

trivial

duties

undeveloped

land holding, he crossed into
Virginia to accept a position as
superintendent of the -fmboden Coal & Coke Co., aiul in
two years was made manager. He held the position for a
vear and resigned to be di\ision superintendent of the
Southern Iron & Steel Co., with his headquarters at

TrcKKi;

Chattanooga. He was in full charge of that division, including its coal and ore mines, quarries, coking plants and
furnaces.
His work was appreciated, but after a few
months the panic of 1907 caused the company's failure.
Tlien followed a small coal plant in Kentucky which
he managed for friends. Money being scarce and the market poor, tlie plant was a failure and for a year he went
as superintendent of the Federal Coke Co.'s plant, at
While there the properties which he ap(jrant Town.
]>roved for purchase many years before were repurchased
liv the Wisconsin Steel Co., a subsidiary of the InternaThey had decided to build a coking
tional Harvester Co.

and olfered him the superinteiulence.
This plant, which embodies all the ideas acquired iu
long years of tlunigbt, is now nearly complete, and is
Mr. Tucker's "labor of love."
I'lant
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The Mine Pump
The danger

areas increase, the water to be handled will continuously

augment and

of our uareful distribution of charges as

indorsements on the payroll is that we overlook their
inevitable inaccuracy as guides to the true expenses of
operation.
iiead as

"Drainage" covers only

a

few

which we are subjected by the presence

of the costs to

of excessive water in the mine.
facilities crops

The

in excess of present requirements

work

to do.

'

Too many are looking for some great scheme to lift
their mines from profitless to successful operation.
Yet

too widespread.

Water losses are hidden under "Headings and Dead
Work," because additional yardage prices have to be paid
If the foreman
to men who have to work in wet places.
the price, he cither loses his men or has to
heading men with more yardage than they
Often concessions for water result in inhave driven.
creased yardage prices in wet and dry places alike.
Inefficient drainage at the face necessitates the construction of frequent crosscuts from heading to heading
and of driving of the airway backward up the rise, which,
where sights are not used, often greatly increases the
yardage driven without increasing the territory develholds

down
the

oped.

work is increased and
any event the trackmen's time is wasted laying additional partings and in moving track.
As for the surveyor he finds his work less accurate and made far slower
by the presence of water and parts of the mine remain
unsurveyed because inaccessible.
The health of the live stock is undesirably affected and
the charge, "Mule Barn," remains e.\cessively high in
a wet mine. The item, "Supplies," is increased because
rails, pipe and cars left in water impregnated with sulphuric acid are often only fit for the scrap heap when
the water is removed.
And, furthermore, all the other items are affected
though not in equal measure or in the same direct manner. For example, fixed charges are distributed over a
smaller tonnage, when water disorganizes the mine.
hi many cases mine development is so delayed by lack
of pumping facilities that the operation fails to produce
at any time over 50 per cent, of its rated capacity. The
heading:; are delayed or closed down and even the opened
If sights are used, the engineei-'s

in

mine stand
them dry.

of the

nieans to keep

idle

for

not for a reconof the simplest

up

principles of f(jrcsight.

in the

dragged through water lose the oil in their bearings and
are hard to haul, because the mules and motors are unalile to do their, best if the road is wet and because when
many working places are filled with water, the work is
scattered and the territory to be served by one unit is

credit

is

struction but merely for the following

cost of inadequate

up in nearly every item

colunin of distributed charges.
For instance it appears under ''Hatdage" because cars

portir)ns

pump

in nine cases out of ten, the need

Thus what we

pumping

a

will find jjlenty of

lack

of

adequate

Most operators buy ])umps only when they feel they
wusf have them. They do not kec]) a sufficient reserve
supply on hand though any day a flood breaking through
the caved areas may fill the workings with water.
An
operator may always feel sure that, as his worked-out

The Widespread Flood
AVe can

all

see

now

the

f(jlly

of

it,

of those light

frame

houses on the riverside destined some day to be engulfed
in the river flood and some to be burned while crowded
with the very people who lived in and erected them.
Clearly now we view the thoughtlessness which made
them raise feeble levees against ever-rising rivers instead of straightening them and giving them greater
cleansing qualities than provided by nature. They built
their firetrap shells in the floodbed of the waterways and
the livers rose in their might and claimed their own.

We

all,

as a people, have been unwise in granting unre-

stricted rights

up

bank -nnthout discriminaground bordering on water
even further encroachments have

to the river

tion, to all those claiming the

courses.

In many

cases,

been permitted.

Xo coroner's jury will he called, nothing but sympathy will be extended to those unfortunates who are yet
living to see the consequences of their mistakes. We hope
the disaster, however, will convince them that all distress above the ground and below it, does not argue a real
perversion of human nature.
Mine misfortunes, floods, fires, explosions and the like,
are the outcome often of a desire for ])ront and of a
hope born of lack of personal experience that some threatened event will never happen.
And this disaster, was it not caused by a desire to
save money in buildings that it might be spent on personal adornment and what is known as the American
style of living? A little money would have replaced temporary and combustible dwellings and stores with reasonably floodproof, fireproof structures.
A few hundreds
of dollars would have made each smaller dwelling as
resistant as were the French in a recent flood.
A reasonable addition to the costs of living wcmld bnve streiigtbened dams, dikes and levees am! widciuMl sti-cams to

meet all requirements.
But the hope existed here also, as in the mines, that
the delayed disaster would never come or if it came,
that it could be mitigated by energy and decision.
It
is now we know no time to condemn.
It is our duty to
see that profit, comfort, ea.se, luxury and avarice, do not
stand between us and the duty of preventing loss of life.
It is true the flood has been unprecedented in severity.
Similarly in the mines, not only do ])roblenis of uii-

intensity often occur but new |)hcnomcna freappear which the imagination of the Iiuiiimii mind
has been totallv unable to foresee.
eqiiali'd
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The
How

Individual Operator

individual

the

anthracite

operator

fare

will

under the changed conditions in the hard-coal trade
subject of

much

speculation

of the opinion that

among

means

it

is

Some

the trade.

was sold

who

others

feel

is

a

when the
about the same way
Again,

there are

way

will be found to discourage
from flooding the market with
In any event, a broad change in the
upon which a large industry of this

that a

the individual operator

low-priced coal.
basic principles

character

is

built up, offers grave possibilities.

The outlook in the anthracite trade is dull enough at
moment, without being further aggravated by having

(he

the independents flood the market with a low-priced prod-

To

uct.

those familiar with the conditions of marketing

anthracite coal,

generally conceded that the present

it is

method has proved advantageous to both the consumer
and the operator. It has induced the buying of coal
during the slack season, thus assuring the mines continuous work the year round, and at the same time offering the consumer the opportunity for storing his winter's
supply of coal at the lowest quotations in
time during the year.

In addition,

it is

a

effect

well-known fact that the

at

any

maximum

economy of operation cannot be effected by intermittent
work at the mines, and the railroad man is free to confess that the

transportation facilities of the country are

not adequate to meeting the excessive demands which
Xor can the raildevelop at times during the winter.
roads afford to provide sufficient equipment for handling
this abnormal tonnage, since
ranch of the year.

it

would be

idle

during

A

plan that has been evolved from years of experience,
such as the one referred to, is not to be lightly cast aside
Last fall the individual
without mature consideration.
operators gave ample evidence of their disregard for the

companies' circular when they withdrew from selling arrangements of long standing in order to obtain the extra
profit that was being freely offered for premium coal.
Now that conditions are reversed, these independents are
finding it necessary to sell at less than the companies'
And even at
circular in order to place their product.
discounts ranging from 15 to 40c. per ton under the

consumers

are

not

inclined

to give

them

business.

The country will be fairly well stocked by July and
August, and it is interesting to consider what steps the
independents will take to place their product. It is
doubtful if they will, as a rule, put any curtailment
policy into effect, and it seems more probable that this
period will find

move
It

them

offering large discounts in order to

their long sizes.
is

to be hoped, however, that such will not be the

it is obviously as much to the advantage of the
independent operator not to force his coal on an unresponsive market, as it is to the larger companies.
ca.se,

He
have

as

should also recognize that his corporation neighliors
facilities

for

fulfilling

their

agreements

and

a

among

the consumers that the individual operator can scarcely ever expect to obtain.
Tt is to be hoped
prestige

that the current year will see the trade
the

same channels of other

The

Mix-Up

coal industry in

at

St.

and around

Louis
St.

Louis seems to

be on the verge of a complete demoralization, with the
producers fairly fighting for an existence. The cayie is,

primarily, a condition of ruinous competition, prices being cut down to, and even below the cost of production,

by operators who are determined to keep their mines
working at any cost.
While instances of overproduction in the bituminous industry, are all too common
throughout the coimtry, in this case it has attained most
exaggerated proportions.
The trust-busting enthusiast, who has so aggressivel}'

demanded the

dissolution of the big anthracite combine
would do well to study conditions in the St.
Louis market and observe the results where there is a
lack of cohesion in the industry.
If economic condiin the East,

demand that competition be so secompany after company is becoming defunct,
dream of the trust-smasher has been realized in

tions of the country
vere, that

then the
southern Illinois field.
AVhen overproduction is accompanied by an aggressive
campaign among the individual operators to force their
competitors into bankruptcy, we must confess that the
situation appeals to us as unusual, to say the least.

tile

Everv'one knows that

it is an expensive proposition to
a coal mine, and in the case of many of the
older operations it is sometimes fatal. Maintenance expenses such as drainage and timbering, continue, regard-

close

down

whether the mine be working or idle and, in some
having a large territory developed, these
charges are invariably heavy. And, again, there are other
conditions. For example, a mine having a capacity of say,
1600 tons per day, has a contract at $1,021/2 to $1.05 per
ton for 1000 tons of its production, the cost of producing
which is $1 per ton. The best price obtainable in the spot
market is 85c. per ton, so that on the face, it appears that
the production must be curtailed down to the contract
requirements.
As a matter of fact, however, operators
find that this last 600 tons, which is produced wi-thout
any additional day men or increase in fixed and running
charges, is obtained at a figure which makes it entirely
feasible to market it at 85c. per ton in spite of the fact
that the average cost of production is 15c. higher. Thus,
it is easy to see why odd tonnages of a low-priced coal
less of

operations

A

circular, the

Xo. 14

are

a reversal, in part at least,

open market ui
handled today.

in the

that bituminous

3,

operator will support to the best of his ability the orderly
method of distribution which has meant prosperity to the
anthracite industry for the past decade.

to the conditions in effect previous to 1900,
coal

Vol.

years,

and

moving along

in

that the individual

may

occasionally find their

way

into the market.

This latter condition applies more particularly to the
Williamson and Franklin County field. Operators in the
Standard field, which comprises the fifth and ninth districts, freely admit that they are losing money and it is
difficult to understand why they should persist in the
The cost of proface of such discouraging conditions.
duction in this district varies from 85 to 00c. per ton,
with a few who can po.ssibly produce at a trifle under this
minimum, while the average selling price is only about
75c. a ton.

To
Traffic

further aggravate conditions, the St. Louis Coal
Bureau, made up of all the local coal-carrying

announced a general advance of 5c. a ton into
This arbitrary action of the transportation
companies is, however, meeting witli bitter opposition.
roads, has
St.

Louis.
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The Leisure and Pastimes
Frick Employee

of the

By Thomas W. Dawsox*

m

SYXOPSIS — Tlic

Frick comijany endeavors to promote
healthful sports, providing and maintaining baseball diamonds and mating donations for suits and equipment. A
sirimming pool is provided at Leisenring No. 1. Fortyfive playgrounds were constructed in 1912.
Tlie

H. C. Frick Coke Co. has built churehes of all deand encourages the estaljlishing of schools.

iioiiiinatious
It

cooperates with the school authorities in every possible

way,

many

of

its

superintendents being members of local

.school boards.

Sports and recreation of an elevating character arc fur-

I'AKK A.\D

PlaYGHOUND PrOVIDLD
Youngsters

FOl!

THE TkOTTEK

nishcd for the young and old. and athletics are encouraged
among the young men.
Tin-;

furthermore they must be eniployed at the plant or plants
which the club represents.
In 1!)11, the Leisenring Xo. 1 ball team won the cup,
and in 1912 Edenborn was the victor.
The company
})ro\ides the ball diamond, keeps it
I'Ondition, and
makes donations for suits and equipment.
However,
many of the teams are self-supporting, raising money by
festivals, picnics and other means.
The baseball diamonds are so well constructed and kept that they would
do justice to independent municipalities.

FuHK Baseball League

At every plant there

is a baseball team, and all these
are in a league with regularly scheduled games. They
use the official playing rules of organized ba.seball, and

Thk Svvimmixg

Pool.s

The Leisenring Xo.
plant is the
ming pool, which the company has

first to

1

have a swim-

constructed.

It is a

rectangular concrete tank, SO ft. long and 40 ft. wide, and
its depth ranges from 30 in. at one end to 1 ft. at the
other.
Each person using the pool is required to take a

Lawn and

Flowkh.s

Which Dukw

Fhist Pkizi: at

Baggalkv. Penn.
shower bath for ck'aiising

]uiri)oscs: he then dcuis a liatliing suit, before cnlci-ing tlie pool.
The water is frequently changed so that it is always pure. On certain
afternoons the pool is reserved for the e.xclusive use of
women. A competent guard or instructor is in charge of
the pool at all times to lend assistance to the bather and

see that all

rules are ((niiplicrl with.

the winning team at the end of each season receives the

Thomas Lynch
ists among the
is

well

loving cup as a trophy.
Keen rivalry exteams, and public interest in the outcome
sustained.
In the larger towns you will find

crowds of peoj)le scrutinizing the board which records the
wores of the games played by the Frick teams.
It is doubtfid whether any amateur league in tlic cduntry sustains as many good ball players.
All of tlicni arc
required to work in or about the mines, and only eni])loyees who have been in service 30 days immediately before
playing are permitted to take part in the league games;
•Assistant chief engineer, H. C. Frlek Coke Co., Pcottdale,
Penn.
Note Abstract from paper entitled "Welfare, H. C. Frick
Coke Co.." read before the winter meeting of the Coal Mining Institute of America.

—

Tim:

Nii.i.uii:

Gheens

In addition to this, tennis courts, croiitiet greens, ])arks

and playgrounds are |)ro\ided for all forms of outdoor
amusement. They are condueted by organizations overseen by a com|)etent party.
Forty-five large and

sport and

well e(|uipped ])laygrounds

were

laid out in

1912.

They

arc c(|uipi)ed with seesaws, flying rings, horizontal bars,
roly-polys,

dancing pavilions, and the

like.

In some of

the towns, baiuls nuide up of enipioyee.<! of the

company

furnish concert music during the .summer evenings. The
amusement hall for basket ball, dancing, entertainments,
etc.,

provides e.xercise and ei|uipment during the winter

months.

An

employees' bath house has been built

at the Collier
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mine

as

an experiment to see if such an innovation will
and to educate employees along lines of

be appreciated

cleanliness.
Workmen leave their clean clothes here during the daj', and when they return from the mines at night,
they take the shower or bath, as the case may be, leaving
the clothes they wore during the day, don clean garments, and are ready for supper as soon as they reach

jiome.

EvEHY Lot Is a Gaeden or a Lawn
During the summer season, remarkable vegetable and
tlower gardens and lawns are seen in all the towns owned
by the company. The superintendent of each plant is authorized to do the necessary grading, to soil the gardens

where good soil does not exist, to fertilize and plow them,
and do all he can to assist the employee and teach him
how to sow and tend his garden and make a lawn. He
is told that every part of his town must be green at the

summer

season of the year.
It is really remarkable the manner in which the people
have interested themselves in the care of their little gardens and lawns, and now little or no persuasion on the
part of the superintendent is needed to secure rows of

Leisenring No.

1

Team, AYhich

The

reported a "cole" mine on the Illinois River, above Fort
Crevecoeur, near the site of the present city of Ottawa.

Coal was not mined in the state of Illinois, however,
when it was produced in Jackson County, at
a point on the Big Muddy Eiver.
until 1810,

Later, coal was found at Fort Duquesne, now Pittsburgh, in 1758, when that frontier post fell into the
hands of the English under General Forbes. On Oct. 4.

Thojias LYxnr Cup in 1911
General

1770,

Penn.,

to

him

as his property.

In 1913, there were 5150 ganlens occupying 72 per cent.
company-house lots. In

1913,

we

look for 100 per cent, of

them

to be cultivated.

we estimate the value of the average garden at $50
many of them are worth $75 and $80), we find that
hist year the employees of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.
If

(and

made

Washington, while in

Fayette

County.

the following entry in his jouiual:

At Capt. Crawford's all day. We went to see a coal minf
not far from the house, on the banks of the river. The coal
to be of the best kind and burned freely.

seemed

The coal mine here referred to was at the site of the
present town of New Haven, opposite Connellsville, then
known as Stuart's Crossing.
Coal was known to be present in Virginia as early as
1700, though mining did not begin until the latter part
of that century.

Northern

of the
It is

covei-ed

down
to
ill

of the total area covered by the

Early Use of Coal

Probably the earliest mention of the use of coal in the
United States is contained in the journal of Father
Hennepin, a French missionary who, as early as 1679,

table

forwarded

Xo. 14

garden and find wholesome food. Should a certain employee be able to cultivate more than the plot of ground
allotted to him around his dwelling, the corporation will
provide him with land adjacent for cultivation if owned
by the company.

well-kept

liery l)efore these certificates arc filled, they are

3,

enriched themselves $"257,500 through their gardens alone.
Fresh vegetables are usually a scarce commodity, but all
the Frick employee has to do is to go out into his little

Won the

lots.
Cash prizes are offered for the best vegeand flower gardens and lawns. Committees composed
of disinterested parties, doctors, business men, farmers
or the civic committees of the nearby towns are called
in to award the prizes.
It frequently happens that this committee finds as many
as a half dozen gardens, any of which would be entitled
to the first prize.
In a case of this kind, cash equal
Neatly framed
to first-prize money is awarded to each.
certificates, printed from steel dies, are presented to the
o'^vners of the prize vegetable and flower gardens and
lawns. These certificates are signed by the various members of the committee awarding the prizes. They bear the
name of the owner, the house number, and the name of
the mine. Should a prize winner move away from the col-

Tol.

not

In 1789, shipments were made to some
states.

known when

the anthracite dejjosits were dis-

Pennsylvania, but in 1776 coal was shipped
Susquehanna Kivcr, from the Wyoming Valley

in

tlie

Harrisburg, and hauled
makini: (ircarms.

W yomliiK.

in

wagons

MluiiiK KxiiiniMniioiis

to Carlisle for use

— Notice

has been received

from George Blacker, state coal mine inspector, District No. 1,
Cumberland, AVyo., stating that the Board of Examiners will
meet in Kemmerer, Wyo., Apr. 24, 25 and 26. 1913. to examine
those who may desire to take the examintaion for mine foreman and flreboss certificates.

:

April

5,
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Post Timbering at the
Letter A'o. 11 — In my opinion,

Working Face
a

miner

is

the proper

timber his working face. As all practical minis must admit, a great many difficulties arise in a workiiij,' place,
in a very short time: and as the miner is eni])loyed in the same place every day, he is in a better
])ositiou to know when and where i)osts are most needed.
I do not think that any systematic method of timbering should be introduced in mines, unless the company
is prepared to give their men a particular size and grade
of timber that would be suitable in every way for the
purpose intended. AVe can hardly say timbering is being
done systematically where vve are using timber of various sizes and grades. Say, for ordinary work, the miner
is supplied with a nund^er of black-spruce posts, eight
iierson to

inches in diameter, and a number of fir posts of smaller
dimension.
After a short time the fir posts will be
Ijadly broken, while the spruce posts will show scarcely
LTnder these conditions suppose
any signs of strain.
the posts are to be set six feet apart in every direction,
in an endeavor to equalize the weight on every post.
If they are not of the same size and grade of timber,
it is evident there would soon result a very bad looking
particularly

place,

if

the

roof was

while

the

grades and

better

"weighti7ig."

The

wood would be broken,

smaller-sized timber of inferior

larger

sizes

would

claim that every miner should be held reasonably

responsible for the proper timl)ering of his place, and

when the foreman

making

his usual visits, if the
he should promptly send
the miner out for neglecting a very serious duty.
John A. McDoxald.
Reserve ilines, Cape Breton, X. ,S., Canada.

place

not

is

is

j)roi)erly tindiered

—

Letter Xo. 12
In considering the question of timbering at the working face, the safety of life and limb should
be of more importance than the cost of the timber. The
post plan of timbering, in seams of coal 6 ft. thick or less,
is

generally found to be efficient

from 8

to

12

ft.

:

but where the .seam

is

thick, with a drawslate over the coal,

may have

to he modified.
It may be, and often
necessary to modify the general plan of extracting the
coal to suit the conditions and to insure safety.
The Miners' Circular, Xo. 9, published by the Bureau

this plan
is,

of Mines, pp. 6 and

7,

gives four ])rincipal causes of acci-

and a table showing the percentage of
fatalities at the working face, as compared with those on
entries and in pillar workings.
This table suggests to me that the entries of a mine
are often more closely insjiectcd and are tindiered by more
cxi)erienced men than the working places, particularly in
the anthracite mines, where the number killed at the
working face is from six to seven times the number killed
on the entries and in pillar workings, although the latter
is the most dangerous work.
The fact is that miners are
too often left to do their own timbering in such manner
as they see fit. The posts are set haphazard, according to
dents from

falls,

Machine opemployed to undercut the coal, by contract
drillers are employed to drill the holes, by contract,
power drills being used; the coal is loaded by loaders
working on contract. The company employs shotfirers
to tap and fire all holes; trackmen are employed to lay
all tracks and switches, and timbermen are employed to
set all timbers.
The seam of coal is from 6 to 10 ft.
thick, there being from 1 to 3 ft. of drawslate between
the coal and solid roof.
a sj'stematie division of the entire work.

erators are

As a result of such a systematic
company rejjorts a less number

this

sand

men

division of the work,
of accidents per thou-

employed, and a greater tonnage or output per

fatal accident and, I believe, a larger percentage of coal

won, than in most mines in this state. If the plan works
well in this mine, why not adopt a similar six-department

mines? The work is better done, track is betwhich makes hauling easier timbers are better
set, which reduces the number of accidents
and the machinemen, drillers and shotfirers all perform their work
with less troitide and better results.
In such a system, if there is any fault to be found, the
coal broken too fine, timbers not set right, or cars frequently derailed, a word from the foreman to the man
in charge of that work is sufficient to remedy the trouble.
Furthermore, machinemen, drillers, shotfirers, trackmen
and timbermen all get more experience in their particular
line of work and better results are obtained.
Answering, briefly, some of the questions asked in the
outline, Feb. 28, p. 286, I would say
The province of
a mine post is to indicate the condition of the roof and
uphold the roof slate rather than to sustain any great
amount of weight due to the overburden, which must
rest on the pillars.
Posts should be .set as quickly as the
working face is advanced 4 or 5 ft., not more; a less distance would be better under many conditions. The posts
should be set perpendicular in a flat seam but when the
seam is inclined, they should lean a little up hill from
the normal position in the seam.
The advantage to be
derived from a systematic system of timbering is that the
roof has less chance to move or draw and there is greater
protection against a chance sli]i or fault line in the roof.
I believe, however, special timbermen should be employed for the work, as they become more experienced and
plan in

all

ter laid,

;

;

stand

firm.
I

no particular system. It is true that the percentage of
killed at the working face would naturally be larger
on account of more men being employed there, representing a larger number of working hours than is true for
the entries or gangways in the mine.
In this connection, I want to state that the second largest producing mine in the state of Montana has adopted

men

:

;

;

bettor results are obtained.
this locality,

when

An

experienced forester,

in

regard to the ctitting, storing and jtreserving of mine timber, notwithstanding his
knowledge of the present practice in mines, advised that
mine timber should be cut when the sap is ii)>, say from

June

ask('d

in

to Septemlier, claiming that the bark is more easily
removed, which should be done, and that the timber sea-

—

:
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wood is stronger than when the timwhen the sap is down. The wood
then, he states, is harder to work, drier and more brittle.
He also advises storing mine timber in horizontal layers
Strips or slats
rather than standing the same on end.
sons better, and the

ber

is

cut iu midwinter,

should be laid between each layer to allow the air to cirHe advises treating mine timber with creosote or
a zinc preparation to preserve it and prevent fungus

culate.

growth.

J. B.

McDermott,

Chief Mine Inspector.
Helena. Mont.

AG E
ground

Abandoned Mines

have seen references, from time to time, in Co.\L Age,
the question of developing power directly from the
coal, in mines, according to the suggestion of Sir WilI

It

seems to

of this suggestion

me

that practical use will

some time, and why not now?

It has occurred to me, iu this connection, that the large
abandoned coal areas that have been worked out could be
utilized for the purpose of testing this method for the
development of power.
There are right here in western Pennsylvania, large
areas, containing several thousand acres of coal land,
the coal of which has been worked out and the mines
These coal fields originally belonged to
abandoned.
Jones & Laughliu and the H. C. Frick Coke Co. and
The field forms a
were long ago entirely exhausted.
triangle extending from Broad Ford to Dawson; and,
liounded on the north by Jacobs Creek, reaches almo.st to
Scottdale. There are similar abandoned fields near here,

Smithdale.
It

seems to

me

that these abandoned fields would form

an excellent opportunity for making
periment. The Jacobs Creek field is on fire, already, in
As I understand the suggestion, all that
two places.
would be required to try out the method would be to
close the mine openings and sink drill holes at suitable
the" proposed ex-

points for the introduction of air sufficient for the partial combustion of the coal remaining in the mine. Other
holes would then have to be drilled and cased and con-

nected with pipe lines that woiild carry the gas from
the mine in which it is generated, to the several points
where it is to be used, say Connellsville, Scottdale and
(itlier places.
I believe this question should be brought
to the attention of men who have the capital necessary
to carry

forward the

i)rujei-t.

E. Ki!Ai-SE.

Mine Foreman,

Forest Hill ^line. Pittsburgh Coal Co.
Sinilbilale,

I'eiin.

[While the suggestion of Sir William Uamsay. regarding the development of power directly from coal in place,
lias a jiractical bearing and appeals to men iu the sense
eliminate the dangers incident to the
mining of the coal, the proposition has not as yet been
The suggestion of piping
reduced to a practical basis.
sufficient air into old abandoned workings to insure the
partial combustion of the coal and the generation thereby
that

it

U

under the conditions that would

mine and
owing to the rupture and crevicing
of the overlying strata and frequeut breaking of the pipeline.
The surface damage that would result both
(2)
from the subsidence of the strata as the coal is burned
out, and from the heat of the underground fire, which in
some cases would destroy vegetation. These dangers are
in the pipe system,

of such a nature as to hold the proposition in abeyance

until

some method of converting the energy of the coal
power is devised that would not entail
greater than what now invest the industry.
Ed.].

An Echo

would

of the Discussion

Ventilation

to

made

wbirh,

Xo.

iiaturally exist, could not be retained iu the

risks

be

fires,

3,

into available

Utilization of

liam Eamsay.

Vol.

When

— Reducing

Firing

With the consent of the director of the Bureau of
Mines, we piublish the following excerpt from the report of the chief engineer of the bureau, to whom the
matter of conducting a series of experimental tests in
the Brucetou mine belonging to and operated by the
federal government for the sole purpose of experiment
and investigation, was referred.
Several of the contributors who took part in the February discussion, iu Coal Age Reducing Ventilation
When Firing in Mines made the suggestion that the
federal government should be asked to conduct such

—

—

at their testing station, as would throw
on the question discussed. In response to
these requests, the director of the Bureau of Mines refer-

e.xperiments,

some

light

red the matter to his chief engineer
as follows

who reported

iu part

Ttie prolilem of tlie effect of tlie movement of air in a
at the time of shotfiring has been one of the features
investigation at the experimental mine.
0"wing; to the
lack of sufficient funds these tests have been suspended, and,
therefore, the bureau is not in position to make any authoritative statements, and will not be until the tests have been
lesumed this coming fiscal year.
It may be pointed out, however, that in the few tests that
have been made in which there has been a variation in the
air current, that this variation appears to have no effect on
the initiation of a dust explosion; a number of tests were
made with the air intaking toward the initiating shot, and in
several other tests the air was returning from the point of
the initiating shot; there was no appreciable difference in
the results of the initiating shots. Explosions of dust resulted

mine

of

under both conditions, although other variations prevented
drawing conclusions as to whether the explosion was more
In the last exviolent in the one case than in the other.
plosion test, which was a very violent one, the maximum
pressures being 115 lb. per square inch, the initiating shots
Mere fired in a perfectly quiet atmosphere: all the crosscuts
being closed by stoppings.
From these tests the chief mining engineer gives his
personal opinion that the movement or nonmovement of the
air is of relatively small importance in the initiation of a
dust explosion; although it is quite plausible that in the propagation of a dust explosion, where the dust has been thrown
up into suspension by previous shots, that the chances of a
continued explosion are greatly increased by a strong air
curi-ent.

The influence of the composition of the atmosphere in a
mine prior to an explosion Is another matter, and no large-

of combustible gas that could be ))iped to the surface and
distributed to the ])oints wher(> it is to bo used, presents

scale tests have yet been made at the experimental mine, or
From
so far as known in the foreign experimental galleries.
the laboratory tests it does not appear that the presence of
small quantities of carbon dioxide have any appreciable effect
on either a gas or dust explosion, but the amount of oxygen
present is all important. This, however, is yet to be demonstrated on a large scale.

danger that might eclipse the ])resent dangers of coal
mining.
The generBriefly, the probable dangers are:
(1)
ation of large quantities of poisonous gases from under-

.subject, the point was
brought out and the fact quite definitely established that
there are eonditions existing in some coal mines that

a

^\hilc there was

much

in the discussion of this

diversity of opinion manifest

important

o

April

make
when

it
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with each question.
There is no reason why any man
who has the ambition to learn and will take the time to
study cannot equip himself properly. The reason why so
many applicants fail to pass the examination is because
they do not get down to study until the time comes to
take the examination.

still air, in the mine, than
sweeping the lace with more or less ve-

safer to fire shots in

the air

is

locity.

Just how far, if at all, the suggestion of reducing
the ventilation when firing, or closing the upcast shaft
can be applied with safety or advantage, under the varied conditions of coal mining, is yet to be determined.

Many mine foremen who have

passed a successful exbooks aside as soon as the examination is over, and, as a result, they are as far behind today as ever. 1 would not say that all men who pass do
this, but I think it would be safe to say that 60 per cent,

We

note with pleasure the willingness of the Bureau
of Mines to look further into the matter and ascertain
if possible, the true bearing of the facts brought out in

We

the discussion of the question in Co.vl Age.

amination

desire to

bureau to the offer of Mr.
\A'aternian, Genl. Supt. of the Fleming Coal Co., Pittsburg, Kan. (Coal Age, Feb. 22, p. 311), to assist representatives of the Bureau of Mines "to obtain samples
of the air in mines where the fan is entirely stopi)ed for
from 30 min. to 1 hr. before firing shots." Ed.

draw the attention

of

A Good

torial,

in

Study is inipurtaut in order to keep up with i)rogi-ess,
and every mine foreman must continue to study new
To give
.systems of mining if be would be successful.
go back; therefore, I believe in hard study,
the present system of examining applicants for mine foremen should 1)e continued. Also, I think
that every mine foreman should be examined again, once
in four years.
If this plan was followed out, and men
would study, 1 do not think there would l)e any ueetl
for using textbooks in the examination.
Wji. K. Eay, Mine Foreman.

Mining Examinations
word

like to say a

reference to your edi-

in

Mar. 22,

Suggestion,

urging

456,

p.

the free use of textbooks, by candidates, in

mining ex-

aminations. I think every man who takes the examination should possess the ability to answer the questions
I am in
asked by the examining board, independently.
favor, however, of the board giving the proper formula

Study Course
By

study

=

r

,..,,.
= velocity
(ft.

per sec): ^
h

which v
and g = force of gravity {32.16
in

The Coal Age Pocket Book

1„f
fall If.
(ft.),
of f„ii

per sec).

ft.

FLOW OF W.VTER

=

,„v,.
height
V.

IN

velocity of the water flowing
ft. wide onthe surface. 6.4 ft. on
the bottom, the water being 3 ft. deep.
The ditch is fairly
smooth, brick lined, and has a fall of 4 in. per 100 lb.
Solution The area of cross-section of water is a r, 3 (10
-4each
+ 6.4)
2 = 24.6 sq.ft.
sloping side is
The length of
Tjq _ 8 472
k
-I — 3.5 ft. The wet perimeter is then 2 X 3.5 +
\ 3' +

—

^ V

—

I

(

=

6.4

13.4

The hydraulic
radius
'

ft.

24.6

k n
T/

l**'

therefore,

is

4

Jf^ =

DITCHES

The now of water in a ditch or pipe, like the flow of air
an airway, is impeded bv the friction of the sides or the
rubbing surface of the conduit. The formulas for calculating
the velocity and quantity of water flowing in a ditch are
Identical with the same formulas, in mine ventilation, for
finding the velocity and quantity of air flowing in an airway,
except that the flow of air is expressed In terms of the pressure p, while the flow of water is expressed in terms of the
"head" or vertical height h through which the water falls.
Mean VeloHty of Stream— Let v ,mean velocity of water
flowlng in a ditch; h = head or vertical fall (ft.) In a dlstance 1 (ft): o - wet perimeter of ditch. In feet; a - aiea
of cross-section of the water: and c Is a coerticlent expressing
the resistance offered by a unit of rubbing surface (1 sq.ft.)
Then
to a current having a unit velocit_y (1 ft. per sec).
,'

— Find the mean
that measures 10

in a ditch

In

"

Coal Mining

Beakd

V^Jh
s

Co.

IVnn.

Exnmple

all fluids, assumes a level surface when at
re.»t; and. conversely, a difference of level causes water to
flow' from a higher toward a lower point, in obedience to the
law of gravity. The theoretical velocity of the flow is the
same as that "of a body falling through the same vertical
height, as determined by the formula,

,_

Quemahoning Coal

in

Water, like

•

to

is

believe

I

Iiali)hton,

J. T.
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PLOW OF WATER

,

is

over.

and
would

mine foremen examina-

in

tions never look at their books after the '-xaminatioii

u]i

I

set their

of the successful candidates

the

—

Textbooks
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r

—

a

=

-

1

"T"'-

''""'^" ''^
'''"" '"'"" '" """
,00 X 12 " i^l
constant taken from the table above, for a brick-lined channel,
having a hydraulic radius r = l.S, is c, = 123. Then the

mean

velocity

is

—.
r

=

r,

\/ sr = 123 \j

,.«

OF
..k-

i.,
H.(>\\

X

:r^,

I

\ •«'"
uiti^ii
\V .\
I I-.K

» = 0.6

ft.

per

see.

wioi^c
IMI'ES

i»i
IN

Gravity Or PrrNxnrc Heii.l— The flow of water in a pipe
bv a certain "head." which Is the vertical distance of the point of discharge below the surface of the water
j„ j^^ supply basin or reservoir.
This head causing the flow
jg mailed the 'gravity head" or the "pressure head."
,inp jg ^.,,used

,

,

„

,.

,

,

Th

..

.i.

u

<

<

^Z'{\^*lr"sn^,:J::\rL^r:'u^^^^^^^^^
^?
the water in the pipe and In producing the velocity.
That
portion absorbid bv the friction Is called the "friction head,"
and that producing thi' velocity, the "velocity head." K:- h
of these heads depends on the quantity of water discharged
per minute and the diameter of the plpi- and the friction
head, further, depends on the length of the pipe line.
The
formulas follow;
•

In calculating the flow of
ditches', s

=

h
-

=

streams and water

slope or grade of ditch, and

r

1

the hydraulic radius; and the formula for the
may then be written

flumes and

In

=

-I

o

is

mean

called

velocity

Friction

Following are values oVc'' for'dlfferent kinds of material
the channel and different values of the hydraulic

Ihiing

,,
of,
Value
,

,
r^•w
.
c, for UilTorcnt

Vnlups of the Hydraulic RttdiuH,

Kind of Chanwl Bod
Smooth compiil lined
Smooth brick lined
Rough rubWc masonry

?e;?'L"rrXbed-.:::;..

1235

0.25

0,W

125

1.35

141

95
57

110
72

fl

i!

r

="

147
1,30

131

KM

148
128
108

25
148

112

l^

^2

7»i

145

110

144
124

87

08

3^,?

Tl

12(1

10

head.

h^

Velocity head.

=

.

/,.,

if,,

0020^;

^^^^^^^^ ^^ _^^^ ^^^^, ^^ ^ ^^,^^,^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^.
>
= length of pipe line (ft.); d - diameter of pipe (In.); and
q _ quantity of water discharged (gal. per mIn.).
Exnmiilc-— Find the friction head and the velocity head In
a 6-ln. pipe lini' 5000 ft. long, dl.schargliig 700 gal. per mln.
,^

^^^^.^

^^

Solution

^

— Substituting

t^,
.,
Friction

115

50
148
131
116

"g?

'^

velocity head,

,.

^

head,
,

''I

b.

-

values

In
700'

the formulas above:

X
' 'n<vrv~n-~
" ^^
whi a u
.V)IK(

0.0020

Z^

-

0.0,3.

„„.

..„

,

f'

1

/,.

:
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GENERAL INTEREST

INQUIRIES OF

I

|
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Calculating the Flow of Water in a

Again, for a

per cent.

pipe 200

Siphon

ratio
1

and the percentage

1

is

pipe 100

1-in.

long, or a 6-in. pipe 600

ft.

long, a

ft.

of error, in this case,

of water in a 4-in. siphon, having a rise of 12

follows

24
12
12 ft.
Johnstown, Penn.

X -t-i
\'^
>

6 =

(''"^'''-

J"'''

ille,

— =

It errs,

^
f/5

3.78 \l

//

in

many

first,

=

cases, is only

in giving too

3-'^8

(P y'

dh
J-

(cu.ft.

[dh

G =
^f

per min.)

x'8.28

d-i

I

.

J
-r- {(/rd.

.

3.78

G =

28.28

=

li.,

—

is

great.

The

still

where the velocity

])ercentage of error,

in

X

\

13.5 cv.ff. per min.

In this

4

X

4:2

\

X

12

=

in 1.2 gal. per min.

9(5U

using the second formula, allowing for

case,

velocity head, the flow of water in the siphon

is 100.7 gal.
per min., instead of 101.2 gal. per min., which is a reduc100.7
tion of 101.2
0.5 gal., or less than one-half of

—

=

•

1

per cent.

We

will now take a case in which the loss, by using the
formula and disregarding the velocity head, wUl
equal at least 2.5 per cent. For example, find the discharge of a 4-in. siphon, which has a rise of 12 ft. in 6n
and a fall of 20 ft. in lOo. This si]ihon will work propfirst

because

34

— 12
+

(Coal Age, Vol.

The discharge

.

60

,,
^^'^"^

,

^'^'""'

'"

— 12

20

2.08X4-H 00

386).

1, p.

of this siphon, in gallons per minute, cal-

culated by the approximate formula,
corrected formula,

is

and then by the

first,

as follows:

28.28

\d

K)

ill.

(Z2

the

give

=

X

28.28

42

in the

use of

V

160

G =
=

ratio of the diameter of the pipe, in inches, to the length

28.28

28.28

X

42

1-

pipe 200 ft. long, or a 4-in. pipe 800 ft. long, or a fiin. pipe 1200 ft. long, this ratio is
\, and the percentage
«r error, in the use of Ihc first formula, is one-half of one

=

202.3

Ag-ain,

the pipe, in inches, to the entire length of the pipe, in
The percentage of error is practically equal to the

Thus, for a

W)

4 (20

d
rf»

Nf

The

difference

an error of 2.5 per

4 (20

\ 2.08 X

—A
rf

+

— 12)

4 -f 160

,)
I

197.3

the results obtained in the use sf

in

these two formulas

(/?a

2.08

feet.

iu.

=

12

960

that formula, will vary with the ratio of the diameter of

of the pipe, expressed in hundreds of feet.

therefore, in this

correcting

the constant and using 3.78 instead of 4.71, will
cases

and

—

=

4

42

G =
many

;

Or,

/(,.

too high results, in
pijjcs

X

2.08X4

These formulas express correctly the flow of water in

0.416

less

is

Q =

.

I

The formula given by our correspondent, even

^

77-;:

—

per nun.)

a siphon, under mining conditions, taking the coefficient
of friction for the flow of water in the pipe as 0.01, which
conforms closely to mining practice. If the siphon has a
rise /(j and a fall /'.„ the effective head producing the flow

h

4
feet, is

than one-half of 1 per cent, of error
in disregarding the velocity head and using the first
formula with the corrected constant. Making the calculation by this formula the quantity of water this siphon
will deliver, since /),
h^
24
12
12 ft., disregarding the velocity head, which in this case is only 2.-58
ft. per sec, is
there

case,

erly,

is

This question was submitted by G. H..
In this case, the ratio of the diameter

9.0

approximatehigh a value for
the constant, 4.71, which is only adapted to pipes of a
comparatively smoth bore. Under ordinary mining conditions, the pipes become more or less obstructed by corroOn this
sion due to the acid nature of the mine water.
accoiint, the constant 4.71 should be 3.78, in order to
adapt the formula to mining conditions.
Again, the formula is deficient, for general application,
because it takes no account of the velocity head, which is
the head absorbed iu creating the velocity of the water
in the pipe. For a low velocity, the pressure or head absorbed in producing the velocity is small and may be disregarded. At other times, however, for higher velocities
or when greater' accuracy is desired, it is important to allow for the velocity head, in addition to the friction head.
Making this allowance for the velocity head, the formula
becomes, expressing the flow in cubic feet per minute, or
in gallons per minute, as desired.

Q =

ft. in 60 ft.,
followed by a fall of 24 ft. in 900 ft. The entire length
of the pipe is 960 ft.
The effective head, in this case, is

hundreds of

I'eun.

The above formula,

ly correct.

desired to ascertain the flow

is

of the pipe, in inches, to the length of pipe expressed in

""'«•)

A. L.

Gaston\

Sujjpose, for example, it

'

il

is

per cent.

have taken the following formula from a textbook of
W. Wardle and have been told that it is approximately
correct as expressing the flow of water through a siphon,
As the formula is a simple one,
in cubic feet per miu.
Tlie formula is as
I would like to ask if it is correct.
I

2-in.

long, etc., the

ft.

amounts

to 5 gal. per min.,

cent, in the use of the

first

showing

formida.

5

:
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Drainage and Pumping

—

J"

1

multiplying the head in feet, by this weight. Thus, the
62.5
pressure due to a head of 100 ft. of water is 100
6250 lb. per sq.ft.
The weight of a prism of water having a base of 1 sq.in.
and a height of 1 ft. is o.4;]4 lb. Therefore, the pres0.434
sure due to a head of 100 ft. of water is 100
The pressure must always be ex43.4 lb. per sq.in.
pressed iu the same units of measurement as the head.
Qucs.
What is meant by "fi-irtion head," in the flow

X

=

=

X

—
—The

of a fluid in a conduit

A Its.

?

friction caused by the flow of water through

must be overcome by pres-

a pipe or of air in an airway

This pressure

sure, iu order to allow the water to flow.

expressed in water column, in ])umi)ing,

is

—What
—The

Alts.

is

the "velocity head"

velocity head

is

thai poition of the actual

absorbed in producing the velocity of the
E.xcept in small pipes and high velocities, the

head that
flow.

is

inn

then 538

X

nnnnnnnl

iiiinniniiiniiiiiniiininiiiinni

0.434

=

233.5

lb.

—

Ques.
Find the size of pump that will be required to
discharge 300 gal. per min., from a shaft 200 ft. deep.
Give the size of suction and column pipes.
Assume a

steam pressure of 80

pump and
Alls.

lb.

a piston speed

—The

per sq.in. at the throttle of the
S
100 ft. per min.

=

diameters of

pipes, respectively,

ai-e

and

suction

the

Suction,

(I

=

(1.35

V a =

0.35

V 300 =

(/

=

0.25

V

=

0.25

V

(r

discharge

follows:

as

Discharge,

3()0

=

O.nii,

sm/

(i

in.

4.33, sin/ 5 in.

Calling the entire depth of the shaft, including suction
ft., it is first necessary to find the
additional friction head due to the flow of water through

and discharge, 225

the suction and discharge pipes, calling each of these 5
in., for the purpose of calculation.
For a flow of 30t) gal.
per min., through a 5-in. pipe 225 ft. long, the friction

head

is

called the fric-

pumping?

in

iiinnniniiinnnnnnnnnn

is

per sq.in.

hf

225 X 30()2
800 X 5

=
800 d^

tion head.
(Jues.

niinnii

piston of the ininip

Ivuowmg the liead uf water, in any case, how
Ques.
is the pressure, iu pounds per square foot and pounds
per square iueh, calculated
cu.ft. of water is 02.5
Ana. Since the weight of
lb., the pressure, in pounds per square foot, is found by

—

nniiiinniiiinnnnnnnnnn

inn

iiiiiiiiiiiiinnnninii

=

.^

+

//.

The total head against which this pump operates is
therefore 225 -f 8
233 ft. The diameter d of the
water end of the pump is calculated thus:

=

'

may

When, however, a
discharged through a small
pipe, a high velocity is produced, which represents a
considerable portion of the head or pressure producing
In sueh case, it is necessary to consider the
the flow.

ft.

velocity head.

is

head

velocity

be disregarded.

large quantity of water

QtiPs.

— In

|iumping,

the ])ressiire on the

d = 5.37

is

in

|)istciii

a
(jI'

.")<)<•

slial't

iIh'

deep, what

I't.

pump, due

tn tlie

(r

J3T)0

......

5.37

\S

\ 100

—
Ques. —

Tile pressure f\nr to the de]illi

Aii,s.

is

X

500

0.i:if

=

>\7

lb.

ol'

deptb

the shaft, in

per .sq.m.

—

a shaft, it is necessary to calculate the friction head,
or the additional head due to the friction of the water
in the column ])ipe; and this must be added to the
in order to obtain the actual head
which the jjump is operating. When 250 gal. of
water are discharged through a pipe
in. in diameteiand 500 ft. long, under usual mining conditions, the
friction head due to the llciw of water (bii)\igli the pijie

ficpth of the shaft,
again.st

I

Then
shaft

ing

addinjr

llu'
is

/r/j

800

r?«

llii,-

500 X 250-'
800 X 4'
Iriclidn

bead

=
0.

:tH

+ ft.

Ibc dcptl,

actual head against which the ])urnp

500 -f 38

=

53S

ft.;

is

of

=

of the water end, (/
10
steam end. fur a bead of 23;i
and an available steam i)ressure ol' so Ih. per sq.in..

the diameter

D

of the

calculated thus
/>

= n.:,/^i

o.r

x"io

(bo

o)»erat-

and the piessure on the

233

\

80-

.U, sin/

1

2 in.

assumed an elliciency of S.")
water end and 75 per cent, in the slean\

In this fdrninla. \\v ba\e
])er cent,

in

=

sin/ 10 in.

i.-

If it is required to discharge 250 gal. per min.
through a 4-in. column pipe, in this shaft, what will be
the total pressure against which the pump mu.st operate,
disregarding the friction of the valves, and, likewise, disregarding the velocity head, which, iu this ca.se, is small.
Alts.
Before calculating the ])ressure due to pumping

A/

!t.3,

Having found the diameter
in.,

of the shaft?

this case,

=

in the

cud, which

is

of the .stroke

usual
as

pumping
Hi

in.,

for

practice.
a

Taking Ibc

piston speed

of

Iciiglli

100

fl.

per min., the pump is running at a speed of 100
12
H- 16
75 strokes per min. The pump required, in this
case, is, therefore, a duplex, direct-ading pioiip 12x10x11!
in., the steam cylinder being 12\l(! in. ami the juonp cylinder 10x16 in.

=

X

—
—

Ques.
At what speed simuld a pump be dri\en to insure safety, continuous .service, and economy of operation ?
Ans.
The safe piston speed of a ]ii:m|> will dejiend

on the style of pump and the service for which it is deeigiicd namely, the (piantity of water reipiired to be discharged and the vertical lift of the pump. TTnder ordiiiarv' mining coinlitions, pumps are designed
to make
from 50 to 150 strokes per min., according to the style
ond size of the pump. .\ pump having a 6- or 8-in. stroke
may make 150 or 160 strokes per min., while a puni]) having a longer stroke, say 3 or 3 ft. or more, is commonly
designed for 30, 40 or 50 strokes per min. Tn usual mining i)ractice, the piston si)eed varies from 75 to 100 ft.
per minute.
;
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Washington, D. C.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down an
important decision regarding the rates on coal from Western Kentucky and Alabama mines to Memphis, Tenn., and

points taking Memphis rates. This is the case of the Memphis freight bureau versus the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co.
In substance the Commission holds that a rate of $1.10 from
the Kentucky and Alabama mines to Memphis is not unreasonable and it therefore dismisses the complaint. In summarizing the Southern coal situation as exhibited by this
case, the Commision says:
Manv comparisons were made by defendants with rates
from Western Kentucky and Alabama mines to stations intermediate to Memphis, in all of which instances the intermediate rates were higher. On the Louisville & Nashville the
is the
maximum is $1.50; on the Frisco. $1.25. As the Frisco
short line and as water competition cannot be held responsible for the Memphis rate, there is little probative force in
the Frisco comparison and but little more in the $1.50 rate on
the Louisville & Nashville, which, with 67.3 per cent, of the
total rail coal tonnage to Memphis for the year i;ao-ll. experiences little discomfiture by reason of the 4.S5 per cent,
handled bv the Frisco, and is not seriously disturbed on account of the 24.93 per cent, transported by the Illinois CenHowever, compared with other coal rates in the Southtral.
For exeast, the $1.10 rate does not appear to be too high.
ample, the rate from .Alabama mines to Atlanta. Ga.. 16b;
miles, is $1.20: to Meridian. Miss., 177 miles. $1.10: to Chattanooga, Tenn., 167 miles. $1.10: from Illinois Central mines in
Kentucky to Jackson, Tenn., 207 miles, $1.20.

Coke Rates Are Vpheltl

—

In another coal decision that of the .St. Louis Blast Furnace Co. versus the Louisville & Nashville, the C. & O. Ry.
etc.
and in sundry allied cases, the Commission has
ruled that the charges imposed upon shipments of coke from
the Virginia, West Virginia and Pennsylvania fields to Missouri are not unduly high and should be sustained in consequence.
In reaching the conclusion thus indicated, the Commission notes that the essential claim is that the rate of $2.80
per ton is unjust and that it discriminates against the city
As to this the point is made that very little
of St. Louis.
testimony was presented in behalf of the complainant in support of the contention that the rate of $2.80 per net ton
charged for the transportation of the coke from the various ovens to the furnace was unreasonable, discriminatory,

—

Co.,

and prejudicial.

The existence of dual rates on coke, whereby blast furnaces at other points, particularly Chicago and other lake
ports, enjoyed lower rates on coke intended for their use was
alleged in the complaints and admitted by some of the defendants as relating to the time covered by the shipments in
question, though it appears that following the condemnation
of such rates in the Anaconda case, 19 I. C. C. 592, they
were canceled, at least so far as concerns the defendants in
the present cases.
r^rther Anthracite Regulation Antielpateil
understood that in view of the facts regarding the
cost of production of anthracite coal that have been brought
to the attention of Congress in the report on the production
and prices of anthracite coal lately issued by the Department
of Commerce & Labor it is probable that an attempt will be
made at the forthcoming session to secure further regulation of the rates charged for the transportation of coal from
This may be done through
the mines to points of sale.
further legislation designed to improve the commodities
It

is

clause of the Interstate Commerce law.
The attention of
legislators is being directed to that portion of the coal re-

port

in

which

this

subject

is

discussed and which says

in

part:

Where there is a common control of the coal mines and
railroads (as in all the companies included in this report), the
capital invested derives its income from both the mining and
transportation of thi- coal, and the failure to realize profits
in mining may be. and often Is. compensated by the profits
in the operation of the railroad on account of the coal tonnage. In such a ca.se it is not a matter of importance to the
controlling financial interests whether the profits are derived
from the mining or from the transportation. The purpose
is simply to operate the coal mines and the railroad so as lo
produce the maximum profit from both together and not simply to secure profitable results from each source of income
separately.
Under these conditions the motives to increase the effi-

mill

iiiiimii

mmiiiiiiiii

liiiiiliiiiliiiiimmii

imiimmiiiin

iiiiimii

miimi

miiimmmilllllillllliii

ii^

ciency and decrease the cost of mining coal are much weaker
tlian in the cas»e of a corporation dependent for its profits
entirely on the results of its mining.
Furthermore, where there is a joint control of the mines

and the railroatl, and where the failure to realize profits on
mining can be compensated by the profit in the transportation of coal over the i-ailroad it might well be advantageous
order to secure all the coal that could be profitably
hauled to market to operate at a loss certain collieries
that could not be worked independently of the railroad supin

port.

PE\'\SVL.V.\.MA
Anthracite
than 1200 employees at No. 1 and No. 2
collieries of Jermyn & Co. at Old Forge have gone on strike
because of the refusal of about 20 of their number to join
the miners' organization. The plants are completely tied up.
The strike of the employees at No. 14 colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co. at Hilldale has been settled and the men
have returned to work.
\Vilkes-Barre Officials of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal
Co. at Wanamie have not come to any agreement with their
emplo>"ees and the result is that over 900 men and boys are
still on strike.
Pott.si-lIl«
The six miners who were entombed at Buck

Scranton

—More

—

—

Colliery at Mt. Pleasant, worked their way to the surface through a forgotten airway, greatly surprising the rescuing party, two members of which had been killed while at

Run

Every man was not only active, but well.
The flooded condition of the Susquehanna and Lackawanna

work.

Rivers has caused the closing down of several mines in the
valleys of those two streams. .\11 collieries in Plymouth wvie
closed, with the exception of those belonging to the D. & H.
Co., and the washeries of the Gaylord and Dodson collieries.
Of the collieries operated by the Susquehanna Coal Co., the
Glen Dyon, Richards and William Penn collieries were obliged
to suspend operations, the latter two owing to the fact that
The water
the surface water was entering the workings.
from the Susquehanna entered the old workings of the Enoperations
Valley
Coal
Co.,
and
terprise colliery of the Lehigh
were suspended in the Henry Colliery, adjoining the Enterprise.
Bitiimlnoii.s

—

$itonelioro
The engine and boiler house of mine No. 7 of
the Mercer Iron & Coal Co. has recently burned to the ground
and the tipple badly damaged. Two hundred men are idle
as a result of the fire, but a large force is at work making
the necessary repairs. Mine No. 7 is one of the largest in the
county and has a daily output of 1600 tons. The origin of the
fire is not known.
I'unx»uta«ney Trouble still exists between the miners
and operators at the Eriton shaft at Du Bois. The men quit
work Feb. 10 because the company refused to repair the
For the past three
tipple and make the pan self cleaning.
Weeks the company has been repairing the workings, espeLast week a crew started
cially at the bottom of the mine.
work on the tipple.

—

—

The miners of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Coal
2 struck Mar. 25 because J. E. Brown was disThis man had been a regular employee for some
time.
He obtained permission to lay off for a period, desiring to go to Harrisburg to argue in favor of certain labor
bills.
On his return he did not immediately return to work
and when he did attempt to resume work he was not permitted to do so. The strike has been declared oft and the
men returned to work Mar. 29 pending a settlement by agree-

Du

Bols

Co. Shaft No.

charged.

ment

or arbitration.

WKST VIR(;iXIA
Lake coal shipments from Fairmont regions
have been stopped and the local mines cut out of much work
by an embargo placed by the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. The
destruction of the track and of railroad equipment by the
flood were the reasons for the order which will cause tho
l-'airnionnt

-

local regions to go on about half time for a week or more.
CharlrHton .Tohn P. White, president of the United Mine
Workers of .\merica. held a lengthy conference with H. G.
Hatfield, governor of West Virginia, recently during which
he handed the governor a letter containing various ilemaiuls

—
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of the mine workers.
The changes demanded in this letter
were as follows: That no discrimination should be made
asainst mine workers for joining an organization, and that
all employees should return to work.
The establishment of
a nine-hour day applying to all classes of labor.
A semimonthly paj -day should be established. The miners at any
one mine shall be accorded the right to select a check
weighman. and the ton shall consist of 2000 lb. That a joint
commission shall be established, and also a board of arbitration.

The fan house of the Paint Creek Collieries Co.'s Scranton mine near Mucklow was destroyed by fire recently. The
fan was put out of commission and the coal took fire and
burned to a distance of 300 ft. back from the fan mouth.
Forty men were at work in the mine at the time, but all
escaped without serious injury. The mine has been operated
by nonunion labor since the middle of last April, The loss
is approximately $2000.
Bluefleld
As a result of the conference held by the mine
owners and their superintendents in the New River and Virginia district, a nine-hour day will be inaugurated Apr. 1.
About half of the mines will also adopt a two-weeks' payMany of the miners do not approve of the two-weeks'
day.
pay-day as they claim they can save more money if paid only
once a month.
AL,.\B AM.\
India One miner is dead and three seriously burned as
a result of a gas explosion in the Indio mines. The mine was
The explosion is said
closed down following the accident.
The
to have occurred when a naked light ignited the gas.
mine is operated by thj? De Soto Mining Co.

—
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—

Eldon A bad fire is rasing in the mine belonging to the
Anchor Coal Co. at Laddsdale. All operations are suspended.
The mine has been in operation for 45 years. It is likely that
the 50 men who are thrown out of employment will have
to move to other places.
The loss to the men is placed at
$500, while the company's loss is hard to estimate.

—

Knoxvllle A bed of coal 5 ft. 7 in. thick, has been found
within less than 14 blocks of the court house. This is the
result of the extensive prospecting work which is being done
by Geo. H. Ramsey.

S01:TH D.IKOT.V
The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered an inquiry into carload coal rates from producing fields in Wyoming and Montana to South Dakota points. These rates have
been the subject of much complaint to the commission, and
it has begun an investigation on its own motion.
All leading
roads in the three states are defendants.
XEV.\D.\

—

Goldfleirt
H. .\. Darm. who has been developing coal near
Coaldale. in this county, has received notice from Washington that the coal land that he has sought to secure by location and purchase has been re-opened to entry. This land was
withdrawn sometime ago by presidential order.

—

TENNESSEE

—

Chattanooga According to a statement issued by C. E.
Buck, the merger which has been pending' for several months

amalgamation of the City Gas Co., the Durham
Coal & Iron Co., and other mineral and coal interests in this
immediate section has completely failed and all aegotiations
:iiinow broken off.
relative to the

OHIO

— Six

hundred miners in the Provident mine
of the Provident Coal Co. have struck, claiming that the scales
used b.v the company are not correct, and that they are being
cheated out of many tons of coal every day. The miners have
asked the state authorities to examine the scales.
St.

ClnlrMvIll*-

.MaHMillon

— Workmen

are

making great

Riisisellvllle

—

— The

.\RK.VNSAS
Russellvillc

anthracite coal mines are
in operation after having been idle for more than tn-o years
This property is one of the largest in this section, and is
owned by Detroit capitalists.

OlvL,AHOM.V
Mcrnrtain Three hundred and twenty-six miners were
thrown out of work when mines Nos. 1 and 3 of the SansBois Coal Co. were shut down. The mines have been thoroughly cleaned and all tools removed, indicating that the
shutdown will be for a considerable period.
Mp.VlllNter It is rumored that because the Oklahoma legislature repealed the mine-run law, the headquarters of district No. 21. United Mine Workers of America, composed of
Texas, Oklahoma. Arkansas, Kansas and Missouri, are to be
removed from McAllister, Oklahoma, to Fort .Smith. Arkansas.

—

—

FOREIGN NEWS

efforts to recover

the bodies which are believed to have been buried under the
wreckage of the Malcom Mining Co.'s main building when it
was destroyed by a fire and gas e.xplosion. Five bodies have
been recovered and many more are believed to be under the
ruins.
The property loss is $100,000.
ColumbuN The Thomas I'esolution pi'oviding for the naming of a commission by Governor Cox to investigate conditions surrounding the mining business in Ohio with especial
reference to the scale of wages paid was passed by the house
by a vote of 61 to 49. The resolution seeks to delay action
on the Green anti-screen bill which was passed by the Ohio
senate and which is now pending in the House of Representatives.
The commision will be named at once and is to report
at the extraordinary session of the General Assembly called to
meet during the fall or early winter.

.V

—

OileNxn, Itiinnla
The coal famine at present existing in
Russia has had the effect of arousing the attention of the
state administration to the possibility of vastly increasing the
present insuHlcient output of Russian coal.
To this end an
expert commission of mining engineei-s and specialists has

been appointed to study and report upon the whole question.
It
is believed that the Dombrovo coal Held can increase its
cutput 25'>; through improved systems of mining.
It
i.s
thought that the Donetz basin collieries are also capable of
a lil<e Improvement.

—

Stillwatpr Fire recently destroyed the engine house at
new shaft of the .Stillwater Coal Mining Co. The origin
blaze is unknown and the loss has not been estithimated.
As a result of the fire, which damaged the hoisting i-ng1ne, the mine has been closed down until repairs can
be made.
the
of

IMJI AN.\

—

BIpknrll Th.- Indian
their shaft mini- on Mar.

Cnek
10.

Coal Mining Co.. hoisted from
tons. This mine is gradually

.1111.1

Increasing Ha output.

James

— The

State Mine Inspector has closed

&

expert,,
Co.,

has been

ai>-

which firm failed

rumored that United States Senator Clarence W. Watbe elected president of the Elkhorn Fuel Corporawhich was recently organized with a capitalization of

It is

transportation of coal.

De Soto

lawyer and coal

William Andrews, of I..ansford, chief coal Inspector for the
I.ehigh Coal and Navigation Co., has been appointed foreman
of the company's yards, succeeding B, H, Stockett.

II.I.I.VOIS

— The

Southern Illinois Coal & Coke Co. has brought
ult In the United States Court for $500,000 damages against
the Illinois Central R.R. on account of failure of the railroad to provide cars to ship coal, between .\ugust 1909 and
the present date.
It is alleged that thi- railroad favored certain mining companies In the distribution of cars, and damages are claimed under an Illinois statute, requiring the
railroads to furnish cars to persons demanding them for the
HrrrlD

Y. Coryell, a

polnted receiver for J. K. Ulmmlck
recently in Philadelphia.

son
tion,

may

$30,000,000.

Alexander Bennett, former division mine superintendent
Delaware & Hudson Co.. has been appointed to succeed John G. Hayes, as general superintendent of the People's
Coal Co. He ha's assumed the duties of his new position.
for the

John HInes was recently appointed superintendent of the
Colliery at Dunniore and of the Mohawk Colliery at
Mr, HInes has for several months past acted as
foreman at the Nay .\ug. mine.
A. P. Wolf, of Wllkes-Bare, has bought out the Intensts

Nay Aug
down

the
mine of the J. M. Krelkemeler Coal Co., on account of the
.failure of the mining company to provide Its miners with a
sufficient amount of air.
It Is probable that the mine will
be closed down for several months.

Carbondale.

of the Central Coal Co., of .Scranton
seven acres of coal land In Plains

a property of ninetytownship, near Hudson.

In

—
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is
to erect a modern breaker and to start
operations as soon as possible, probably within six months.
Mr. Wolf is the head of the Wolf Coal Co., with offices at
Freeland. and extensive operations at Lattimer.

His intention

Max G. Voelker, northern sales manager of the Skeele Coal
Co. at Buffalo, has been appointed northern sales agent of the
Toughiogheny & Ohio Coal Co. at the same place, to fill the
vacancy caused by the promotion of H. L. Pindlay to the position of general sales manager of the Y. & O., with headquarters at Cleveland.
Mr. Voelker will be succeeded by
Frank J. Honan. from the New York office of the Skeele
Compan.v.

Ala.

Vol.

March

1.055.671,

Filed

1913.

11,

May

14,

3.

Xo. 14

1912.

Serial

No. 697,196.

Check Holder for Mine Cars
Penn.

Feb.

1.054,513,
711,122.

No.

Conveyor
lumbus.

—O.

1913.

25,

Dickinson, Herminie.
Filed July 23, 1912.
Serial
E.

— G.

H. Mueller assignor tc Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Co1,054,305, Feb, 25, lalC.
Filed April 8, 1903.

O.

Serial No. 425,903.

—

Turbine

J.

L.

Moore assignor

N. Y.
1,054,134,
Serial No. 737,292.

Feb.

ville,

25,

to Kerr Turbine Co. Wells1913.
Filed Dec. 17, 1912.

—

Safety Device for Cable Railways R. H. Williams, Shamokin. Penn.
1.055,249, March 4, 1913.
Filed Dec. 26. 1911.
Serial No. 667,789.

Preparing Coke for
Youngstown, O.

Steese,
24,

Bulletin No. 58-0.
Sullivan Machinery Co.. Chicago. 111.
Portable drilling rigs. Illustrated. 16 pages, 6x9 in.
InKersoll-Rand Co.. 11 Broadway, New York. Form 4017.
"Butterfly" hand hammer drills. Illustrated, 8 pages, 8x9 In.
Electric Service Sopplles Co.. 17th and Cambria Sts., PhilaBooklet. Garton-Daniels lightning arresters.
delphia, Penn.
Illustrated.

The Baldvrin Locomotive Workii. Philadelphia, Penn. RecIllustrated, 44
Mallett articulated locomotives.
ord No. 72.
pages, 6x9 In.
Bulletin
No.
Machinery
Co.,
66-G
on hammer
Sullivan
The
drills for various classes of mining construction work and
core
drills.
prospecting
diamond
65-A on

&

JohnHon

\%'in.

Sons (Leeds).

Ltd..

7y2XlO

in.

'rhe Link Belt Co. have recently issued a new 48-page
book illustrating and listing their line of steel chains. This
book should be of interest to the trade and will be mailed
free upon request.
The Economical Burning of Coal The Valley Iron Works,

—

32 pp., S^xll in.
Describes the conWilliamsport. Penn.
struction and possibilities of Ajax grates, with notes on the
economical burning of coal, the treatment required to efficiently burn various kinds of coal, the air supply, firing

methods,

The

etc.

Tube

— Bulletin

No. 12. Under the headings of uniformity, chemical composition, physical properties,
bursting strength, threading, improvements, full "weight
pipes, and spellarizing. this bulletin contains a vast amount
of concise information about pipes which the average conIVational

sumer wants to kno'vv.
The Increrxoll-Rand

Co.

New York

Broadway,

has
covering
"PE" duplex direct-connected electrically driven
compressors.
Among the principal features of design and
construction are: The clearance controller, the hurrican inlet
valve, auxiliary water separator, inclosed flood lubrication for
main bearings, crank pins and cross heads, liberal wearing
surfaces, maximum valve and port ares. The ctalog is illus-

just issued
their class

trated and

Co., 11

40-page,

a

shows

6x9-in.

catalog,

a table of sizes

form

City,

3008,

and capacities.

RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENT
MinerM Drill

March 11.
MinluK
March 11,

1913.

— W.

25.

1913.

Feb.

25.

1911.

1.055,608,

Serial No. 649,189.

—

—

Filed

MinluK Appnratusi
410,

13,

W. A. Berger, Boston, Mass. 1.055.309,
Filed April 30, 1908. Serial No. 430,054.

Cupola Furnace
Feb.

Channon. Des Moines. Iowa.

Filed Sept.

Tranjiit
];il.3.

vS

1913.

P.

Anderson, Arvika, Sweden.

1,054.381,

August

11,

—

Henness. Moclips, Wash.

I.

N.

Filed July

Rotary Steam ISnelne

—

1911.

18,

Serial No. 644,338.
Serial

1910.

No.

1.054.572.542.

Prosseda, Fredonia, N. Y. 1.054.612, Feb. 25, 1913.
Filed Sept. 13, 1912.
Serial No. 720,246.
Train Coaling Station C. C. Brackctt, Chicago. 111. 1.054,272. Feb. 25. 1913.
Filed Sept. 13, 1911.
Serial No. 649,035.
Coal SereenInK Toiver G. R. Titcomb, Philadelphia. Penn.
1,056.472, March 18, 1913.
Filed May 29. 1911.
Serial No.
J.

—
—

630,107.

BlaHt

Furnace CbarKlnK .\pparntus

—

J.

W. Shook,

Holt,

CbareInK
1.054.051,

—

Blast Furnaces M.
C.
Feb. 25, 1913.
Filed Feb.

Serial No. 610.653.

Apparatus for Drying ^V'ashed Coal and Other Material
Hancock, Birmingham. .\la.
June 1, 1912.
Serial No.

Catiett. Staunton, Va. and D.
March IS, 1913. Filed

1.056,738,
701.102.

Manual Coal and Rock Drilline Machine
D. Lippiett. T. Lippiett. S. Lippiett. B.
Lippiett. Tredegar, Eng.
1,054.925. March
1911.
Serial No. 65S.574.
4.

4.

— Theo.

Lippiett,

Lippiett and W.
1913.
Filed Nov.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

Armley, Leeds, Eng-

land.
U. S. Enginering Co., 80 Wall St., New York, repreBrlquettlng machinery. Illustrated, IS
sentatives. Catalog.

pages,

C.

1911.

Meyersdale. Penn.

— The
—

Boynton Coal

Co.

is

sinking an air

shaft in their mines just out of Meyersdale.

Shenandoah. Penn. The contract for building the new
Mammoth breaker of the Locust Mountain Coal Co. has been
awarded.
Haoto, Penn. Contractor Lewis Riebe, of Summit Hill, is
erecting a new washery for the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.,

—

at Hauto.

—

.Moundsville, AA'. Va. Riggs Brothers have been awarded
the contract for erecting a ne'w tipple at the Hitchman Mine
at Glendale.

William. W. Va.— The Roberts & Schaefter Co., of Chicago,
have closed a contract with the Western Maryland Ry. for
a large Holmen coaling station for installation at William.

—The

Mt. Pleasant, Penn

W. Harry Brown Coke

Co.

is

arranging to erect several hundred coke ovens on the Weltner
farm in Green County. The contract will be let and work
started at once.

—

Gary. W. Va. It is reported that the U. S. Coal & Coke
is making preparations for the erection of 200 houses
around its various operations. It is said that the work will
be begun at an early date.
Charlestonn, \V. Va. It is reported that Barboursville is
to be the terminal of the Guyan Valley branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. Work will soon be started on the construction of more than two miles of trackage. It is expected
that the improvements will cost over $150,000.
Centralla, III
The Roberts & Schaefter Co., of Ch» .ago.
iiave just closed a conti'act with the Marion County Coal Co.
This
for a new Marcus conveyor installation at Centralla.
new Marcus equipment, which this company has brouglxt out
during the past year, has met with much success.
Tcrre Haute, Ind. The Clovelly Coal Co., H. B. Talley.
President, is building a large modern shaft mine northwest
of Terre Haute. The plant will have large capacity and will
be entirely modern. .An order has been placed with Crawfoi-d
Co.

—

—

& McCrimmon

Co., Brazil, Ind., for

a large hoisting engine.

—

VounsEStonn. Ohio Thos. MacDonald. district superintendent of the Carnegie Steel Mill, has returned from New York,
where he attended a meeting of the U. S. Steel Corporation
coke committee. It is the intention of the Carnegie company
to commence next fall, the construction of coke ovens at

MacDonald.

—

Pottsvllle. Penn. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Co. has awarded a contract for the sinking of a 700-ft. shaft
to the Seven Foot Vein in the vicinity of Beechwood drift
The contract calls for a three-compartment
at Mt. LafCee.
These dimensions will be continued to
shaft, 7x12 ft. 8 in.
600 ft. It is possible that a new breaker will also
.a depth of
be built at Mt. Laffee.

—

The Delaware & Hudson Co. will soon
breaker in operation in the southeastern part'
has been in the course of conbreaker
The

Scranton. Penn.
Iilacc a new
,of Archbald.

April
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struction for eight months and is now practically completed.
All the adjoining buildings, such as fan houses, pumping
The
houses, engine and boiler rooms, have been finished.
new slope which was driven about a year ago has been in
operation some time. The new structure was built at a cost
The old White Oak breaker will not be
of about $300,000.
abandoned, but the machinery will be removed and it will be
used us a culm "washery.

NEW INCORP RATIONS
(3

Wythevllle, Va.
stock. $50,000.

— The

Wythe Mining Corporation;

—

—

—

III.

— The

Southern

Incorporators: W. K. Kavenaugh,

Coal,
J.

Y.

Coke & Mining Co.
Lockwood and J. B.

Kennard.

—

PIttsbureh. Penn. The American Fuel Co.; capital stock.
Incorporators: E. F. McMillan. E. R. McMillan and
Roberts. Jr.
OHeeola .Mills, Penn. The Grace Coal Mining Co.; capital
stock. $5000. Incorporators: S. B. Isenberg. G. W. Minns, E. C.
Trees, Robert Wyatt and L. R. Somerville.
$10,000.

T. R.

—

Ponxsntanney. Penn.

— The

Brush Creek Coal Mining

Co.;

Incorporators: L. W. Robinson, B. M.
capital stock. $750,000.
Clark. F. H. Beck. J. W. Brown and Lewis Iselin.

—

Harlan. Ky. The Martins Fork Coal Mining Co. has been
The incorporators are
organized with a capital of $20,000.
W. F. A. Gregory. W. A. Brock. Geo. W. Creech, and H. M.
Brock.
Frankfort, Ky. The Butler County Coal Co., of Aberdeen.
has been organized with a capital of $2000. The incorporators
are J. A. Watkins, C. E. Sullivan. J. C. Haney and C. L.
Drury.
(ulumbux, Ohio The Maple-Gallia Coal Co. has been
organized with a capital of $100,000. The incorporators are
F. A. McManigal, W. J. Hamilton, A. Morse, M. L. Phelps, L.

—

—

E.

Ridgway.

—

Jarman and Edgar McLaren,

all of San
mine gold, coal, etc.
Francisco,
Ronton, .ManH.. The Wakefield Coal Supply Co. has been
organized with a capital of $35,000. The incorporators are
Edward P. White. E. Horace Perley, Herbert M. Whitten,
Albert R. Perkins. Daniel D. Peabody and Geo. H. Smith.

Harry

—

I. E. Mathers is treasurer,
iMorKantonn, W. Va. Holdings of the Kingwood Coal &
Coke Co., situated on the West Virginia Northern and the
Morgantown & Kingwood R.R., in the vicinity of Kingwood, have been sold to Cleveland capitalists, who will develop the same.
\e\v Florence, Penn. A big coal-land deal has just been

of $S3.395.

—

closed in which the consideration is said to be over $20,000,
and the land purchased lying between New Florence and
Seward. It is believed that the Berwind-White Coal Co. is

behind this deal.
Charleroi. Penn. It is understood that negotiations havt*
practically been clc.sed for the purchase of the Pike mine of
the People's Coal Co., at Brownsville, by the Vesta Coal
This mine, which opens into a tract of coal of between
Co.
1000 and 1200 acres, has not been in operation for about three

—

years.

Pittshurgh,

E.

Calif., to

—

—

Penn. It is reported that the Reading compreparing to develop abandoned mines In the anthra-

PottHvllle,
cite region.

—

Indiana, Penn. R. W. Webrle, of Indiana, Is the sole
of about 1200 acres of coal land In Blacklick Township,
making openings to mine the same,

owner
and Is

—

foal Creek, Tenn. A 30-ft. coal seam is said to have been
discovered on the property which lies between the Louisville

&

Buckeye Engine

Co..

of

Salem,

—

—

—

Birmineham.

.\la.
The development work at the mines of
new operation is progressing rapidly,
drifts having been already opened.
They will begin
shipping coal about July 15 and will have the largest output
of Black Creek coal of any mine in the State.
About six
miles of railroad is being constructed and a rich mineral dis-

the Maryland Coal Co.'s

twenty

is opened up by it.
Bayvlew, .Ala. The opening of mine No. 16 of the TenCoal. Iron & R.R. Co. is progressing rapidly.
The
company has ben working for some time and has striii K'
a fine bed of coal about a month sooner than was expected.
Although no preparations had been made for mining the

—

nessee

coal the

opening

started their men to
order that there may be no delay.

company has
in

and the Southern railroads.
lilrmlnKhnni. Ala. The Tennessee Coal, Iron & R.R. Co,
has made an appropriation of $100,000 with which to open a
new c<ial mine near Blocton, In Bibb County.
Moricantown, W. Va. Pltsburgh coal operators, who recently purihased large tracts of coal along Cheat River, are
preparing to develop the same and openings are being made.
I.anNfonl, Penn.— All the collieries In the Panther Creek
Valley are closed on account of an oversupply of coal. The
collieries have been working only a few day.s during the
latter part of March.
Na.fhvllle

—

—

—

ConnellHvllle. Penn. The Penn-Westmoreland Coal Co. has
recently purchased 100 acres of 4-ft. coal near West Norton

work on a new

—

Steuhenvllle, Ohio It is understood that Chicago capitalists are about to purchase several thousand acres of No. 8
coal in the vicinity of Morristown. In Belmont County.
If
present plans do not miscarry, at least two mines will be
opened on the property as soon as the sale is completed. It
is believed that a further extension of the Belmont Central
R.R. will be made in the direction of Morristown as soon as
the sale is completed.
Rliiefleld,

Is

— The

BulTalo, N. Y.
Rumors persist that the Buffalo & Susquehanna railroad and mining interests are soon to be taken
over by the Shawmut company, which is expected soon to be
out of the hands of the receiver. Still it seems hardly probable that the Shawmut could swing the property without
very material help from some source.
Unlontonn, Penn. Floods in the Middle West are responsible for the temporary shutdown in the coking industry.
The H. C. Frick Coke Co. has announced that three-f lurths
of its ovens have been shut down for four days and independent companies have closed down for an indefinite period.
Railroad companies are refusing to take shipments.

Western

pany

Penn.

Ohio, have appointed the Federal Engineering Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn., as sales agents for the Pittsburgh district, to
handle their full line of steam and gas engines and other
products of their manufacture. This appointment takes effect
Apr. 1, 1913.

trict

—

Frankfort. Ky. The Hobson Coal Co, has been incorporThe incorporators are A.
with a capital of $30,000.
Maben Hobson, S. Delaney. and W. R. Carter, The incurrence
of debt is to be limited to $100,000,
hoenlx, .Vrla:. A charter has been granted to the Tanaha
Incorporators, M. O.
GoUlfield .Mines Co.; capital, $10,000,000.
ated

Bicknell.

will develop it at once.
A. R. Byers, of New Stanton, is
the head of the company.
Cleveland. Ohio Bankruptcy schedules filed in Federal
Court by the Buckeye Clay & Coal Co., operating in Jefferson
and Columbia Counties, show liabilities of $75,417, and assets

and
at

—

capital

Cleveland, Ohio The Provident Coal Co. has increased its
capital stock from $300,000 to $600,000.
LoulKVllle. Ky. The Tennessee Jellico Coal Co. is increasing its capital from $300,000 to $400,000.
BrlMtol. Va.
An amendment has been issued to the Mount
Xlorgan Coal Co., decreasing the capital stock to $25,000.
Belleville.

547

is

—

W. Va. A new branch line of the Norfolk &
being constructed from Norwood up Laurel Hol-

low, a distance of four miles.
It is the opinion of residents
In that section that it will be but a short time before the
road will be extended to Plneville, It is said that this extension will be made eventually with a view to tapping the
coal deposits which are found In that section in large quantities.

BlrmlnKham, .Ala.— The Standard .Steel Co. has recently
purchased from the trustee In bankruptcy all the lands,
works, merchandise, accounts and business of the SouthtTn
Iron & Steel Co.. and have taken over the title to and possession of said propert.v and business.
The business of the
purchased company will be conducted without the sllfrhtest
Interruption, and the various departments will be handled
by the same staff of olTlclals as heretofore.
AVheellnK. W'. Va. The Richland Coal Co. has purchased
the property of the Beech Bottom Coal Co., located south of
Warwood. The sale was a conditional one, and the purchase
price amounts to approximately $600,000.
The property contains about 2500 acres of coal Land, a modern mine and m.arhlnery, and a number of miners' houses.
The new owners
expect to increase the working force from 100 to 200 or 300
m.en.
Bids will be received within a short time for the ercc-

—

•lon of 50 additional houses.

C
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THE FLOOD ZONE

of the recent flood, insofar
concerned, will be in the loss of tonnage due to the restricted transportation facilities and curtailment in demand, because of the general suspension of
At the moment, the
manufacturing in the affected area.
tiansportation problem in the flooded zone is the controlling
While the trouble is being cleared
feature In the situation.
up rapidly, there is still a considerable territory along the
In
Ohio Valley, upon which reliable reports are wanting.
general, however, the situation is now fairly well in hand,
and the conditions are about as follows;
New York Central * HuilMon River R.R. and Subsidiary
Liues The New Tork Central reports all main lines open
and conditions normal. On the branches, however, particularly down through the Miami Valley, in which are located
Dayton and Piqua, there is still considerable uncertainty as to
when traffic will be restored. Aside from a number of small
landslides and washouts, which delayed traffic for not to exceed a few hours, the situation in Pennsylvania, except immediately in the Pittsburgh district, was at no time serious.
Conditions at the latter point are normal and the main lini;
open and working to Ashtabula on Lake Erie, so that consignments to the Lakes will not be interfered with. They report no congestion of any kind and, owing to the light traffic
recently, expect to be able to handle everything offered without any trouble.
Pennsylvania Railroad This company reports conditions
They conas normal on their lines East of Pittsburgh.
cede trouble to the west in Ohio, but are not prepared at
Western
extent.
the moment to make any estimate of the
shipments were embargoed, most of last week, and producembargoes
these
tion fell off to less than half capacity, but
were raised the first of the current week, and the shipments are now about 60 per cent, capacity. The first movemtnt is, of course, being confined to flood sufferers, then to
perishable freight, after which the coal consumers will be
considered, and finally the Lake shipments. Fortunately, the
the
traffic has been light over the past few weeks, and
roads generally are in an excellent position to recover
One large coal company on
rapidly from the high waters.
the Pennsylvania lines reports no trouble of any kind at
their operations, and this in spite of the fact that they are

The most serious consequences

as the coal industry

is

—

—

ordinarily subject to minor floods of all descriptions.
Norfolk <«: AVesfern Railroad This road reports the East-

—

as normal in every respect, but with embargoes against everything North and West of the Ohio
Their service across the river seems to be very
River.
seriously crippled, and indications are that Lake consignments will not be accepted for between one and two weeks.
Baltimore »* Ohio Railroad As in the case of the other
roads, the Baltimore & Ohio reports the movement Bast as
steady and normal in every respect. This road has declared
no embargoes, and are accepting freight of all kinds, but
with the understanding that it is subject to delay. It expects to have western connections completed at the end of

movement

ern

—

the current week.
Chesapeake & Ohio Kailrond At noon on Tuesday of this
week, the Chesapeake & Ohio succeeded in restoring its tidewater service, which had been out for several days. Their
Western end is still under water, and the movement beyond Ashland, Ky., is restricted. Indications are that connections will be restored between Cincinnati and Chicago by
The Chesapeake & Ohio conthe last of the current week.
nections into Ohio over the Kanawha & Michigan Ry. at
service would be normal
and
intact,
all
Point Pleasant, are
except for trouble on the latter line, the extent, of which

—

it
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impossible to estimate at the moment.

GENBR.'VL,

REVIEW

per ton on all the dowinter season on hard
trade opens with an
coal Is technically closed.
unusual lack of activity. Ordinarily, there is a strong delowest
the
are
these
since
mand for April tonnages,
Offerings at the spring circular
official prices of the year.
dealers
many
while
time,
have been freely made for some
have some of their winter supplies, and the combination

With the spring discount

mestic

grades

now

in

of 50c.

effect,

the

The summer

still
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of these two conditions has resulted in rumors that the companies' circular will be liberally cut throughout the summer.
Naturally, in the face of such conditions, buyers are hesitating to enter the market.
Many of the Eastern bituminous consumers are still holding off on contracts and do not appear to be uneasy over
the outlook; shipments on the old agreements continue heavy,
prices are not changed, and little interest is shown over the
future.
The Middle Western floods have not affected the
Eastern situation in ajiy way, as all the lines shipping those
markets have experienced little or no trouble, and it is doubtful if anything short of a protracted and general suspension
would be felt at the present time. As a matter of fact, the
closing of shipments to the Northern and Western markets
has resulted in these extra tonnages being thrown into the
Eastern trade, creating a large surplus at several points.
Contracting has naturally increased, most o' the old ones
having -.'xpired on Tuesday of the current week. Some offerings
ff of the
regular circular are still being reported,
but the trade as a whole is holding remarkably firm for
- line, and it is evident that they will
advances all along
not in any event recede to the low level of last year. In the
Pittsburgh district, on the outskirts of the flooded area, the
market is rather unsettled, and rests entirely on transportation conditions.
There is practically no market in Ohio, and the trade is at
a standstill, with the exception of a few odd tonnages of doThe coal movement in the
mestic coal for flood refugees.
The
state was probably never more completely paralyzed.
mines proper appear to have suffered comparatively little,
from what information is available at the moment, and the
greatest loss will be sustained by the falling off in tonnage.
Many manufacturing concerns have been indeflnitely crippled,
and with the train service practically at a standstill, the
consumption has dropped to little or nothing. Some of th."
Southern roads have issued embargoes on all shipments to
the Lakes through Ohio, but it is expected that these will
be raised before very long-.
The railroad companies in the Middle West are in such
poor condition that there is liable to be a serious shortage
Contracting is not being very actively carof steam coal.
ried on, as buyers evidently prefer to pick up what they reThere have been some heavy
quire in the spot market.
storms and snow, but these have not helped the situation
much. There are rumors of an important coal consolidation
among certain Illinois operators, which, it consummated, may
establish a new condition in the Middle Western trade.

BOSTON,
UitnniiuouN

— The

M.VSS.

shippers argue variously on the outcome
The general opin-

of the strike talk in the New River field.
ion Is that the recognition granted in

Kanawha County

means that the New River operators must

either concede
that may be more or less
Meanwhile, the
rather in doubt.
and the agencies are still trying
Buyers decline to be scared into
long purchases and shipments on old contracts continue to
arrive in liberal amounts. Prices are unchanged and there is
little interest shown in any of the Southern coals for future shipment.
It is understood that the largest producers of Georges
Creek have marked prices up to a new high level: $2.95 is
being talked now for a contract figure f.o.b. Baltimore. The
impression seems to be that with the volume of business offshore and coastwise trade already in hand, the Georges
Creek district is reasonably well supplied with orders.
The Clearfields show no change from a week ago. The
heavy rains are being heard from and some of the operations are temporarily out of commission, but the market is
dull and anything short of a general cessation will have
Prices are weak and consumers are slow placlittle effect.
ing orders. In Somerset and Cambria counties there is a disposition to hold for prices at least 5c. higher than last year,
and to curtail if the program is not realized.

this point now or face a
serious.
The prospect is
receipts at tide are ample
hard to place spot coal.

—

strike

Anthrnelte April is is bound to be a disappointment to
the producing companies. Spring prices have announced 50c.
discount from the March circular on all sizes, but they had
been so generally anticipated that little int.iest v.-as shown.

.

April

5.
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AL

least quibble on the part of a transportation company
as to towing or docking is enough to divert the order elsewhere. The outlook is that May will be a dull month, for
New England will be fairly well stocked by the end of April.
Current wholesale quotations are about as follows:

The

Clearfields, f o.b. mine
Clearfielda. fob. Philadelphia
York
Clearfields. f.o.b.

New

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. m.nes
Pocahontas, New River, fob. Hampton Roads
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas, New River, on c.^^s Providence.

.

S1.00@. 1 ,35
2.25©. 2.60
2 55© 2.90
25(a 1 50
1
2 liWu 2.80
3 r,r,(<i 3.80
3 3,")(n 3.65
.

NEW YORK

—

Bituminous With many of the old contracts having expired and the new ones not renewed as yet, production for
the current week will probably experience some falling off.
However, consumers are showing a more active interest in
contracts, and there has been considerable done in this line
during the ^\'eek. Furthermore, the operators generally are
obtaining the substantial advances over last year's quotaContions, for which they have been so firmly holding out.
ditions during the week appear to have taken a turn for the
better, and there is a good healthy demand which has
placed the sellers in a strong position.
As compared with
last year at this time, the price level is about $1 lower at
the moment, but such comparison is hardly fair because of
the unsettled labor conditions prevailing at this time in
April,

1912.

The movement into New York is fairly strong, and the
Because of the number of
spot market comparatively good.
contracts which have not been rene"wed. there will probably
be fin increase in this business for the time being.
Prices
continue at the low point for the year so far. as follows:
\\'est Virginia steam. $2.do^.'2.60: fair grades. Pennsylvanias,
$2.65'!7'2.70: good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.80: best
Miller. Pennsylvania. $3.05S)3.15; Georges Creek, $3.25(33.30.

—

Antbraeite The hard-coal mines were, in a great many
instances, closed do"wn between one and two days as a reof the flood.
As all the companies were, however.
working under a curtailed production, the matter was of no
consequence. The anthracite movement, as a whole, has not
been seriously interfered with by the high waters except for
the comparatively small shipments to the West, where the
flood conditions are more severe.
Car supply has been in
excess of requirements for several weeks, and as freight
traffic has been generally light, there is little cause for the
roads to become congested because of the recent trouble.
April business did not open up as strong as in previous
years, and the consumers are apparently undecided about
entering the market at the present time,
.A
number have
carried fairly large stocks over irom the past winter, and
there are rumors to the effect that April prices are liable to
continue well into mid-summer, so there is not much inducement to stock heavily this early in the season. The
larger cornpanies are again working full time, and apparently expect to continue so indefinitely.
Both steam and
domestic grades are moving rather slowly, the only active
demand being for pea.
sult

No important change

is

with the exception of
per ton on the prepared
quotable as follows:
ket,

noticeable in the New York marthe automatic decrease of Sflc.
s.izes,
the market now being

Circular

Broken
F.ttg

Stove
Chei^tnut.

.

Pea
Buckwheat.
Ri(
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of the question to mention prices at this time
be at all informative, and even a week hence a
not be clearly established.

which would
market may

BALTIMORE:, MD.
Interest here, at the moment, is centered in the floods in
Ohio and adjoining states during the past week, which practically brought Lake shipments to a standstill on the Baltimore & Ohio and other roads. Large tonnages had started
to move to Loraine and Cleveland on Mar. 20. and other operators were preparing to forward cargoes, when the roads
notified shippers that they would be unable to handle fuel
During the latter part of
traffic to the West and Northwest.
the week the Baltimore & Ohio was closed. West of Parkersburg and Wheeling, and its Cleveland. Loraine & Wheeling line, over which most of the Lake coal traffic is carried,
was also put out of commission. Such shipments accumulated rapidly during the week.

BIPF.VL.O, N. Y.
claimed by bituminous jobbers that prices are firmer
than they were a week ago, as the leading operators, especially in the Pittsburgh district, are holding firm on their seaWhile it is conceded that there is more or
son's quotations.
less coal offered at reduced prices, the trade as a whole is
refusing to consider such business and is determined not to
It

is

recede to the low level of last summer.
The beginning of shipments to the Lakes always disturbs
the bituminous market, especially as it develops a surplus
of slack.
In addition to this the floods have practically shut
down the mines and aljsolutely held up the movement in

many

cases.

Bituminous quotations remain at $2. SO for Pittsburgh
lump; $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.15
Coke is
for slack, with Allegheny Valley 25 to 30c. lower.
steady on the basis of $5 for best Connellsville foundry.
There is next to no demand for anthracite, though the April
price will revive it.
The drop in prices has been

more pronounced in the East
than it has here; all quotations appear firmer towards the
West. The great scarcity of anthracite Westward no doubt
has something to do with that. Flood conditions will tend
to make that still scarcer in the West and as it now appears
there will not be much relief possible till the lakes are open.
There is a large amount of both sorts of coal going afloat
and it may begin to move very soon. Buffalo ships only anthracite by lake, having about 125,000 tons afloat now, with
all shipping docks active; tonnage is plentiful.

CHICAGO
estimated that half of the domestic supply and 25%
steam production has been shut out of the Chicago
As a
m.arket because of the floods in Ohio and Indiana.
Cold weather has also
result, prices here are increasing.
stimulated the demand. Almost half the mines which supply
domestic coal to this market are now unable to ship. Chicago is dependent, at present, upon the mines of the northern
central part of Indiana and the more northerly operations in
There are but a few of the Indiana producers able
Illinois.
Companies in a posito get their coal into this market.
tion to make shipments here are able to get fancy prices,
about on a level with those obtained for the better grades of
The coke market remains steady as a result of
Illinois coal.
It is

of the

a curtailment in supply. New circular prices on byproduct
coke place the price of that commodity at $4.45 for April
delivery.

Prevailing prices
Domestic lump

.

in

Chicago are:

Vol.
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April

this

grades will continue to get

these

on

time

l>etter.

The prevailing circular

is:

Cartervi

and
Standard
$0.90

Franklin

lump,
lu
6-in.

lump

Lump and

egg.

No. 1 nut
Screenings

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No 3 washed
Xo. 4 washed
:4o

.5

20®

$1

90
OS

1

nut
nut
nut

1

nut
wa.shed nut

1

40

1
1

1

@
@
@
@
35®
25 @
15 @
00 @
10

1

-

.

.

1.25
1.25
1.15
95

115
1
1
1
1
1

.

50
45
30
20
03

.MI>'XE.\P<H.1S

— ST.

I'.Vl

L

Wholesalers representing Illini)i.s loals. reprrt business
with prices inclined to be rather weak. Carterville discoal is selling tor $1.15 to $1.25. and Franklin County
lump is quoted from $1.25 to $1.40. Dock circular prices,
quoted Apr. 1. are as follows: Youghiogheny. Hocking and
Splint lump. $3.55; Hocking screenings. $2.30; Youghiogheny
and Splint screenings. $2.25; Splint and Youghiogheny dock
run. $3.25: Hocking dock-run. $3.15; Smokeless lump or egg.
$4.75: Smokeless lump and egg, $4.50: Smokeless mine-run.
The above prices are 15c.
$3.50; Smokeless screenings, $2.90.
above the opening prices at this time last year.
dull
trict

OGDEN, VT.VH
The storms which have

visited the inter-mountain territory during the past 10 days have stimulated the demand
This was noticed first about Mar. 24. when urgent
for coal.
demands were made for immediate shipment of both lump
and nut. The movement of coal into the Nebraska and Kansas territory picked up slightly and no doubt will continue
Naturally the summer
to do so until it is again normal.
prices, effective Apr. 1, have had a tendency to curtal shipments during the last of March owing to the reduction of 50c.

per ton on

lump

coal,

f.o.b.

mines.

Quotations on Wyoming coal for shipments to Nebraska
and Kansas are: Lump, $2.25; egg. $2; nut, $1.75; mine-run,
For shipment to the Northwest from Wyo$1.75; slack. $1.
ming and Utah: Lump. $2.75; nut, $2.25; mine-run, $1.85;
Wyoming slack, $1; with Utah slack, $1.25.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Thi- weather in the Pacific Northwest the past week has
been conducive to a good cleanup of coal stocks. Indications
and records are to the effect that the cool spell cannot well
be expected to continue longer, milder weather having
Prices
already been noticed in the vicinity of the coast.
have shown no fluctuation since last fall when winter quotations were put into effect.
What effect the opening of the Panama Canal is going
to have on the fuel situation in the Pacific Northwest, is one
That there is ample
on which there is much speculation.
room for lower prices and that such would tend to increase
the consumption is the general belief of the buyers, if not of

the dealers.

PRODUCTION AND TRANS-

PORTATION vSTATlSTICS
VIK<;i.\l.\\'

R.\IL.W\Y

Total shipments of coal over this road for February of the
current year were 399.267 tons as compared with 294,041 tons
Shipments for the first two
for the same month last year.
months of the year were: 853,153 tons for the current period
and 611,446 tons In last year.
IM'
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Lehigh Coal
The following

&

Navigation Co.

summary

of President Warriner's report
for the year ended Dec. 31, 1912:
The decrease in commercial production during the year i?
accounted for mainly by the suspe'.sion of mining during the
month of April and part of May, pending the conclusion of
negotiations between the operators and the United Mine
Workers of America, Production was further curtailed by
interruptions at several collieries which occurred in the
month of September and lasted for a period of nineteen days,
due to trouble among the men over the question of union
is

membership.
The decrease in production was general
throughout the anthracite trade in 1912, as the official statistics show that the total shipments of anthracite during
the year amounted to 63,610.578 tons, a decrease of 6,343,721
tons as compared with 1911.
The cost of mining increased
on account of increased maintenance charges during the
suspensions of work above referred to, as well as on account
of increased wages and cost of supplies.
Market conditions "w^ere satisfactory during the year, excepting for the company's inability at times to supply the
demand for its coal, a condition resulting from the suspension
above referred to. This inability to meet the demand is now
almost overcome, and it is expected that within a short period
the production will be able to fill every demand.
The company sold its entire production during the year as ^vell as
The tonnage sold was 3.646.431
its supply of stock coal.
gross tons, an increase of
367 tons compared with the previous year.
During the past year the company expended for additions and betterments the sum of $649,743, and charged off
for depreciation, and abandonment on account of obsolesc-

RESl'LTS FOR C.\LEND.\R YE.\RS
1912

the balance sheet for the year 1913.
The gross revenue from all sources for the year amounted
to S13. 862,437, an increase of $128,659.
Expenses increased
The' tonnage of commercial coal mined by the Lehigh Coal
& Navigation Co. and by the Alliance Coal Mining Co., and
the tenants of these companies, during the past four years
(in gross tons) compares as follows:
Mined by:
Company.
.

1912

1911

1910

3,275,585
181,505
88,067
71,776

3.615,141

3,375,541
285,822

3,01C.,>)33

215,887
39,645
130,334
4,001.007

Total receipts

Deduct—Taxes

Total deductions
Balance

10,

Debili

Capital

.1.

Hill, of this

company, states under date,

Checks are herewith transmitted for a dividend of 2'%r on
the stock declared payable on this date.
For the year ending Dec. 31, 1911, the company received
one dividend of 1% upon its holding stock In the Crow's Nest
Pass Coal Co., but during 1912 no dividend was received from
this source.
The Coal company resumed operations about
Nov. 1. 1911. following a prolonged strike. We are informed
that the business of the Coal company has been satisfactory
during 1912, but that it has been the policy of its directors
to apply the net earnings to the reduction of the floating
debt.
That the debt at the end of the year 1911. amounted
to about $1,374,000 (as against their paid-up capital stock of

$174,848

3,679
20,609
5.438

3,512
20,952
5.427

.

(2%)79,058

(3

$103,671
sur.861,067

def

<^i)

(4'c)lo8,U6

U8,.-)90

$148,316
$1,020

$188,007
def.S13,159

31

1912
$85,048

.

1911
$8,=i,048

n 6,,599,954

61,585

6,600,949
99.091

$3,9.54.000

$3,954,000

—

st.M-k

liw.ooo

1?.5.000

i.2.iy.i2..',S7

2.656.088

Bills payahl.-

Surplus.

Total

$6,785,088
a The item of investments includes in 1912 14,903 shares Chic. Bur. & Quin\ c
R.R.. valued at $2,858,688; 26,552 shares Crow's Nesi Pass Coal Co
Ltd.
$3,741,166.
h Before deducting 2% dividend p.iid Jan. 10, 1913.
.?i).71i;.'iS7

,

,

COAL SECURITIES
The following table gives the range of various active
securities and dividends paid during the week ending

coal

March

29:

Week's Range

,

Stocks
.\merican Coal Products
.American Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Color.ido Fuel & Iron Pref
Consolidation Coal of Maryland.
Island Creek Coal Pref.
....
Lehigh Vallev Coal Sales
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pre:
Pond Creek. ..
.

.

Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal

.

.

.

&

&

109{
355

109i

-33}

102J

102}

SO
240

85
204

I

A

gen. s.f.g.5s
gen. 63

Rky. Mt.

&

Pac. Isl

.

.

BurnH BrothrrN

— Regular

holders of record Mar.

150
102}

102}
.

19}

24|

85

95

22"
155i

23}
161;
91

90;
89J
50

783

06

98

Sale

107}
78}

94

85
93

102}

Range

98
June '12
79
June '11
Oct.

12

102;

98

99}

78}

85

....

.\pr.

06

98

Jan

87
78

87}

Mar

13
13

76

Mar

13

7fi"

-Ji

1025

100}
101}
102
110

Mar. 13

100}
101}
102

l.i;i

103}
103;

SO
94

,50

84
97}

79i
y4J

quarterly of

lOlJ
Feb. '13

Jan

98
87»

1%%

'is

sT,

lo.i

lOJ

09

Feb'1.1
Mar. li

79}
94}

payable

?9}

98
.Vpr.

20.

—

Valley foal .Snies Co. Regular quarterly of
payable .\pr. 21. to milders of record .\pr. 10.
I.elilKh

<9

80}
rl
28}
168}
)52J
89}
91J
93
87{
54
44}
Year's

or Last Sale

99

...

85
77
100

90

Week's Range

31

.

19

82i

.

.5s

s7
109}

IQJ

97iS

.

87
109}
41S
15.'>

23;
161;
91

I.

.

Year's Range
Low
High

,

Last
90
109i
35j
155
J02}
S5
204

85

Closing
Bid .\skcd

Victor Fuel 1st s f 53
Va. I Coal & Coke Ist E 5s

to

90

.

Tenn Coal gen. 5s
Birm Div 1st consol. 6s.
Tenn Div. 1st g Os
Cah. C. M. Co. Ist g 63
Utah Fuel 1st g .5s

1.

Low

90

90
50

Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C. 1st sf g .is
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st sf 59.
I..

High

Colce

Bonds
Colo F

1913:

$147,296

Cash

St.

Piesldent Jas.

40

$119,738
$3,477

BALAXCE SHEET DEC.

Colo. F.

Northern Securities Co.

40

15,521
5,615

Dividends

1909

3,187,979

$119,704
(2'';)55,104

34

.\dministration expenses
Interest on loans

.

3,849,8.55

$119,704
(l''J)27,o52

$119,71)4

Credilx—
Organization exp.
Investments

1910

1911

Q. R.R. (reg.

(S<yc)

Divs. Crow's Nest Pass C. Co.,Ltd
Interest

.

$453,572.

Jan,

&

Divs. from C. B.

ence, $522,667.

During the year an exhaustive investigation was made
into the operating and accounting methods of the company
and in accordance -with the advice of certified accountants,
your board are agreed on the wisdom of a policy of accounting under which there shall be established proper reserves
for coal lands depletion, depreciation of improvements, insurance, mining hazards and similar items entering into mining costs; and have, beginning with the current year, in accordance with this plan, transferred the securities and cash
in the coal lands sinking fund and the insurance fund into
the general funds of the company, under appropriate accounts establishing the proper reserves, which will appear in

immiiinjinil

about $6,213,000), and we are informed that at the end of
1512 it had been reduced to about $900,000.
The by-laws of the Northern Securities Co. have been
amended and the number of directors of the company reduced from fifteen to si.x.

—

$1.2.i

Uelnnarv. I..acknn'nnnn & WeHti-rn foal C«. Regular
quarterly 2^,% and an extra of 20% payable Apr. 15, to holders of record Apr. 1.
Poenhonta* ConHolldated Collieries Regular dividend of
2"~r and an extra of 1% payable Mar, 31, to holders of record
Mar. 25.

—
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Carpenter

"A'

known by

candlestick maker.

any

"So are we

above

of the

If

who

always

pletion of each switch;

find

with schools and churches and what about

had

useless

gob at the com-

and

of brattice-men

camps with kindling because
and mis-measurements; and of

supplied the

blacksmiths

who

Go into their towns, the towns that he
planned and must leave behind for future
and search out the women folk
homes, the children at their play, the
as they come from work; look for their

generations,
in their

men

minister,

their doctor,

their school

Do you

find here

you are

are acquainted with a

man who

has worked his

way

But

just

We
as a

now we
nor

eliminate the
scattered

We
self

are thinking of neither

romance.

of a

to

this

we must

the chips he

Perhaps

startled to find that

human

because the

moving

beings had been

simply

overlooked,

man who was

spirit

in

the

the

estab-

lishment of this vast enterj^rise was neither
moralist nor philanthrojnsl.

This brings us l)ack face to face with the
proverb.

We

was when a
an entire forest in order
to obtain enough choice timber to build one
mansion, if such were his whim; the conservaare reminded that time
sacrifice

would plaster that mansion with

tionist

ridi-

cule today.

he buildcd.

forget that he completed for him-

a fortune and a name, and think only of

the material that he used;
feet,

do

man and examine

wliile

must

man;

toiling

entirely

man might

are trying to apply a world -f)ld j^roverb

measure

evi-

the welfare of thousands of

from trapper boy to managing
director of a large mining
corporation.
Step by step,
unaided except by sheer personality, he has overcome ever}- obstacle,
every difficulty, until now his very^ word is
all but law to a vast army of toiling, struggling
mining folks. \'iewed from most any angle
liis career is both romantic and inspiring.

inspiration

any

dence of want or waste or

pieces, etc., etc?

criminal ner'igence?

We

teacher.

swelled scrap

accumulations with short ends

and burnt

l.")

add:

did you ever

Well;

for the chips.

mis-fits

><,,.

their recreations?

pieces of rail to hide in the

of

you can't

classes, just

1913

Were their lives abused and wasted that
he might accomplish his ends? How were
they housed and fed; were they furnished

Chips;"

all."

know trackmen

who

his

likewise the butcher, the baker, the

yourself in

Now

is

12,

the hands, the

the brains of his workingmen.

Wait
pare

until our humorists are able to

men

with

played fast and
laugh

is

on him.

trees;
lost,

the

may

fellow

com-

who has

decide that the
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The Buttonwood Washery
By Fuaxk

B.

in

3,

Xo. 15

Pennsylvania

Davkxpokt*
;!

SYNOPSIS—Description

and detailed drawings

of

an

high

structiire

is

SojiE Features of

niiw

at

the Modern Washers

Wilkf

was, therefore, built adjoining the south side of the present breaker and takes most of the pea, buck, rice and
barley coal, where the facilities are better for a cleaner
preparation.

While washeries have been built for a considerable
time back, their use was confined primarily to the preparation of steam size from the waste or refuse of the
older collieries, dumped there when there was no demand for such grades. The banks often contain larj^e per-

PresentBreqkec
a;

I
I

^
^

n'-o"-

i

I

1

s

General

T'i.a.n

oe

l-hk Bt

worked under

washery was designed by the writer to relieve and
better jirepare the fine or small-size coal from the large
breaker and at the same time handle the bank coal. It

quite stiihle.

Juilding-.

it is

Tliis

the Buttouwood colliery of the Parrish Coal Co. at Buttouwood, Penn., is one of the largIt cleans and prepares
est of its kind in this region.
about 800 to 1000 tons of bank coal daily and was designed and built during the summer of 1911, by the ParOn Feb. 1, 1913, the property and holdrish Coal Co.
ings of the Parisli (Vml Co. were taken over by the Le-

The washery

Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. and

the supervision of that company.

and modern anthracite washing plant in I'ennThe portion here described acted as an auriluinj to the main washer and was equipped for liandling
Concrete hoppers are used and
the steam grades only.
efficient

>:i/lraHia.

tlic

&

1

TTONwoon Breaker, Showing Schk.me for Sizing tue Coal

COAL AGE
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centages of domestic sizes

condemned years

it

f'oxDiTioxs Forxi) IX tiik
Tests of the banks show a
smaller

sizes.

To

The building

ago, probablj'

was easier to put it on the bank than to reprepare it. Up to a few years ai^o this coal was ground
down to pea and the smaller sizes. With the improvements
in mechanical pickers, this bank material is now reclaimcil. and today domestic sizes are as important in
this plan of operation as the smaller or steam sizes.
because

itself

covers an

contains almost 400,000
tion

the

is

ft.

Haxk

includes

the

convej'or

lines,

shakers,

jigs,

rolls,

All the bank material

Conveyor, built on

lirouglit into the washery iiy
Keystone Straight Line Rivet21 deg. pitch.
The drive was

a

compounded and every means taken
stantial as possible so as to eliminate

to

make

it

In fact there are spots
bank which run high in prepared sizes, as high as
45 per cent, of good coal, over a %-in. mesh. Or-

dinarily the smaller sizes are greatly in excess so that
am])lc screening surface

is

necessary.

>k'jo-o"-~-'---->Uir

is'-o"

Kxi)

I

HiTTOXWOOO
IIIK

Coi.LIKItY.

JyOCATIOX

(IK

lin'.

(

'OXCHKTK

—

n'-o'

SllOWIXf! JIkTIIOI)
IIol'I'KRS

()!•

>!<-

SiZINi;

as sub-

breakdowns and

be rich in other sizes as well.
to

line

is

from the breaker, two sets of
shakers were necessary; these are both 5 ft. and 6,x21
ft.
Since opening up the bank, however, tests show it to

30

and

used so that a substantial plant was desired. All
built by the Vulcan Iron Works, which

take the small-size coal

in the

ft.

wet prepara-

shafting, etc.

le.«s

percentage of the
meet this condition and at the same time

A

machinery was

a 12.\24-in. double-strand

large

area of oOx.'iO

of lumber.

n'o'--

TIIK CO.AL.

AXD

at
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Gekeeal View of the Buttonwood Steam Plaxt, "Washeky axd Breakhi!. Lookixg North.
The Culm Banks Ack ox the Opposite Side of the Bheaker
the same time yield a large capacity.
From this main
conveyor the coal goes onto the u]5per screens, .5 ft. and
6x15 ft. These make egg size and larger, the finer grades

Valley Jigs were installed and five Anthracite SpirXo stove coal was to be prepared for shipment:
however, this size is prepared, being sent to the middle

going to one or both of the lower or fine-coal screens.
The material from the upper deck, egg coal and aboA'e,
is hand picked and the coal sent to the large rolls, where

set of rollers

it

i.-:

iiroiiiid

down

to cliestnut.

The
The prepared

als.

set of rolls

An

to chestnut.

The

other

pea size; this also goes to the elevators. All the elevator material goes to the fine-coal screens, which have

deck hung underneath the top deck.

The

chest-

nut, pea and buck sizes can be returned to the jigs

from

arrangement was made to jig
Fmir Leif necessary.

the tailings from these spirals

and ground down

grind any bone coal from the hand pickers

to

a special

Pp.epared Sizes

sizes are sent to the spirals direct

the upper screen.

liigh

if

necessary.

The hoppers underneath
111

that

thcv are of imic

tlie
i-eie.

shakers are of special note
iciiiforced bv stuut wire

Boiler House

\3

^"3'-

Genekal Plan of the Buttonwood Culm Bank, Showing TJelaitve Location of Breakek
AND Plan for Attacking the Banks

April

IJl

1-2.
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ITUXWOOD WASIIEiiY AND BrEAKEE, ShOWIXG MaIX
COXVETOR AND IxfT.IXE TO "WasIIEKY

iiR'sli.

This eonslrurlidii

The phiut

is

lias

siih.staiitially

jiroved quite snlisl'actory.

and steady.

huill

The

rice

than the others on
account of the larger percentage of these sizes and hold
ahout two cars of coal. .\in|ile light is provided, esoeci-

aud barley pockets were

for the pickers on

and

fine

culm goes

built higher

the

to a

large-size coal.

hore hole and

is

Tlie slush

flushed inside

the mine.

Use
The use

of

Coal

Tiiev were not, however,

made

Stoves

in

of .stoves dales hack

to
ol'

tlie

IJoman

times.

iron or cast metal of

any kuid, but were constructed of slate aiul like material.
They were probably first cast in Alsace in i4il0 and cerThe first .\meritainly were cast at Il.senberg in lo()9.
can stove was cast at Lynn, Mass., in 1612. All of these
were for use with wood or charcoal.
In the L^nited States, coal stoves iiuue into use about
But in 1771, Dr. Frankthe close of the 18th century.
lin, who was then in England as a representative of the
American colonies, constructed a stove for burning bituminous coal, which consumed its own smoke.
The introduction of anthracite made it necessary to
adopt some type of stove that would inirn such a coal.
Dr. Eliphalit Xott, president of Fnion College, con-

structed a stove for that purpose which. how(>ver, had the

unpleasant property of blowing uji wlien it was opened.
Jordan T>. Mott and .Tames Wilson, both of Xew York,
made self-feediiiir stoves, sometime between 1827 and
1831, which would burn English or Welsh conl. Tn 18.33,
tile former constructed a self-feeding base burner, whieli
Would burn anthracite coal of chestnut size, fed in thin
layers from a magazine.

Doubtless, in England, coal has been burni'd for several
centuries in o])en grates.

England,

is

borcnigh. in

found
<S."i()

The

reference to coal, in

first

the records of the Bishop of I'eter-

in

A.l).

Chimneys were introduced about

the 1.5th centurv, and the o])cn grate

is

probably at least

as old.

In Creat Uritain, <ipen
coal fed to

Ihem are

still

freely biii'iiing coal sto\e.

fii'es

consuming barely

ball'

jirererred to the economical

The

desire to see the

lir<'

the

and

burn-

the reason for this practice, but it has many disadvantage,«.
A stove acts as a regenerator staring up
ing

is

calorie eiiiTgy

new

riicl

and

and the lieat which
keep tlie room al

to

it

a

emits sctxcs (o ignite
nnit'orm heat.
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The

Illinois
By

SVNOPSIS —A

a.

Bemext*

general and valuable review of mining

throughout the state. The seams lie level and
an' comparatively thicl: as a rule, so that conditions are
The room-andfavorable for economy in /iroduction.
pillar system is most commonly used, although longivall
have a
is found quite frequently. The state is estimated to
lunctilions

productive capacity of from
qu'rements.

Knowledge
rived, not so

two

to

three times

its

re-

concerniiig- Illinois toal fields has been de-

much from

geological investigation, as

from

engineering experience. Notwithstanding this fact, more
exis known regarding the fields than would usually be
licrted under such circumstances. This is due very largely
in
to the fact that the seams as a rule are quite uniform
thickness and persistent throughout their known areas.
C'OAI.

KksoiKCES AM) CiEOLOGY

territory covered hy the principal seams is shown
in Fig. 1, which also outlines the area of the coal formation covering about three-fourths of the state, or a little
estimate of the original
over 37,000 square miles.

The

My

which conclusion is illustrated
somewliat in detail by Table Xo. 1. giving the known
tliickness of beds; it assumes that such beds are underlain by certain others of less thickness, and that a little
coal is 201

billion tons,

10,000 square miles in the center of the basin conF. W. DeW'olf,
IHiuois state geologist, places the original coal at loG
,ivcr

tains coal averaging 18 in. in thickness.

960 million tons, and M. E. Campbell, of the
United States Geological Survey, estimates 240 billion.
because
It is difficult to form an estimate of this kind,
while the upper and more important seams have been extensively operated and are well understood, those in the
lower measures have not been exploited to any great exTotal production of coal up to the present time is
tent.
approKimatcly 811 million tons, which on a basis of a 57
per cent, recovery, represents an exhaustion of 1159 mil-

billion

lion tons,

which

is

about 3 per cent, of the

known

coal.

TABLE NO.

I.

ORIGINAL COAL RESOURCES

Coal Fields

thick

Vol.

3,

No. 15

.

COAL AGE
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are in the southwest portion of the

Ijoth of these localities

was first settled hv the French. Later,
however, the northern part became settled and the population rapidly extended southward, the reverse of its
initial trend, and when coal production first assumed important proportions it was in the northern part of the
When the thick seams
state instead of the southern.
were discovered and their advantage realized, the center of production began its southern migration, which
From 190G to 1910, the
is illustrated by Table Xo. 2.
southernmost county has been the leading one in proSt. Clair County led in UHI, and Franklin
duction.
state

will

where

Illinois

probably lead in

TABLE NO.
in

nations under the column headed "Mining" show where
the longwall or pillar-and-room methods are in use.

Roof conditions are generally good, although

it is

often

necessary to have some of the top coal as a roof.

The

Xo. 6 seam, is shale or slate.
Where slate, it is timbered and the full height of the coal
mined. As a general rule, however, shale immediately
above

stratum

the

it is necessary to leave up some top
forms a satisfactory roof and requires only a

overlays the coal, and
coal, whicli

minimum amount

of

tiiiilicr.

19r<;.

SHOWING GR.'VDUAL SHIFTING OF CENTER OF
PRODUCTION

2.

Year

County Leading

La

559

Production

Salle

(

VemuUioa

(

1883
1884
1886
1889
1890
1892
1895
1896
1885
1888
1891
1893
1894
190B
1907
1908
1909
1910

1882

1897
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1903

1911

TABLE NO.

.?.

PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCTION FROM DIFFERENT
THICKNESSES OF SEAM

Seam Thickness
10

Thin

coal under three feet
coal between four and six feet.
Thick coal between six and eight feet
Very thick coal over eight feet

Medium

11

65
14

100

Total

TABLE NO.

4.

PRODUCTION FROM THE DIFFERENT SEAMS

Areas of c.
rzlafive producfi
vdocfions of

*T^//iie^^^

-.

ihe different fields

Referring to Fig. 1, a thick coal area is shown
LaHalle County. This was a small bed of seam Xo.

which had a

and was

7,

most active
the pre.-ient time it
which gave LaSaile

consitieraifie tliickiiess

many

a

years, although at
was tliis bed, in fact,
County its lead in 1882 and 1S8T. As illustrating tiie influence of thick coal on output. Table Xo. :! shows the
percentage of production from dilferent thicknesses of
seaiu, from which it appears that about 79 per cent, is
from the thick .seams. Tai)le No.
shows the ])ercentagc
of output of the different beds, in the fields, as illustrated
by the circles in Fig. 2, tiie production being proportion-

producer for
is exhausted.

It

I

ate to the size of the circle.

[iw)f

in 1911

in

V\r,.

•>.

will

anl>

fields as these

for the

produce no

Xnrtheni and Wil-

inJiie-nin.

'I'hc ilesig-

ruODUUTION OF EaCH

5 seam has various kinds (if roof in the three
where it is worked, all of which readily allow
mining the full height. This seam varies to such an e.\-

The

.\i).

teiit

as to justify the belief ticcasionally that the beds are

not

identical.

But the conclusion

of both the

first

and

second Geological Survey is that the three l)eds are one
and the same seam. The Xo. 2 .seam, in the north, has a
niiiiing.

Faults

be ob.served that no ash values

are given for mine-nin coal

mington

Rl'.LATIVi;

districts

fairly

It

AND

method of
seams are generally a
although (he floor of No. 5 seam in

shale roof especially suited

Conditions

Table No. 5 presents .such data referring to eacb cij' the
fields as conveniently lends itself to a cla.ssification of
this character.

CoAI. FlKLDS

The

.soft

to

the longwall

strata underlying all

fire clay,

the Saline field

is

quite hard.

There are comparatively fi'W faults and disturbances in
the coal measures, the most important being (he LaSalle
anticline, whiih separates the Wilmington
from the
Northern field, and which extends the greater part of the

V

560
length of the state on

its

AL

The DuQuoin

eastern edge.

is

importance, passing through the
city of DuQuoin in Perry County in a north and south
another

anticline

of

direction.

There are

a

number

of

minor

faults,

more particularly

AGE

Vol.

;^.

Xo. 15

cent. is worked on the longwall system, where the coal is
supposed to be undercut in the fireclay by hand, and
broken out by roof pressure.
During 1911 the average days worked by Illinois mines

was 169.

The

total

capacity of the mines of the state
to 150 million tons per an-

from 100 million

the southern part of the state, which, however, are
The No. 5 seam
Hot serious, except in a few instances.

is

Springfield district contains what are known as
horse-backs, an intrusion of the roof material through

shows the relative standing of the coal carmines are counted more than once,
as some are served liy more than one railway.

iu

in the

the seam until

it

meets with the

It has been esti-

floor.

TABLE

5.

at least

num.
Talilc Xo. 7

riers.

Many

of the

MISCELLANEOUS DATA, ILLINOIS COAL FIELDS
Composition

Coal Field

Name

Number
1

Rock Island

2
3
4
5
6

Northern
Wilmington

7

Virden

S

Pana

Peoria

&

Fulton..

Grape Creek
.Springfield

9
10

Central Illinois
Centralia

11

DuQuoin

12
13
14

Williamson & Franklin.
Big Muddy
Saline

of

Coal

—

:
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and has

4500 tons in
oue da}- with two single-deck cages, from a depth of 350
Other shafts in the state have equipment justifying
ft.
larger capacities than this, but as the Superior Coal Co.'s
mines deli\er their coal to the Chicago & Northwestern
tons of

Ity..

coiii

iu 1911,

lioisted over

for railroad use, the car supply

tinuous, and no time

is

is

practically con-

The Assumption Coal &

lost.

Hilling Cn., in Christian County, has a shaft, 1004 ft.
deei), and mines what are considered to be seams Nos.

and

1

liy

3,

ranging from four to

the longwall method.

six feet thick,

and operated

The Loviugton Coal Mining

Moultrie County, has a shaft 920 ft. deep, and
ing what is considered to lie scam Xo. G. which
in

Co.,

is

work-

is

eigli'i

feet thick.

Hoisting shafts are

all d()iiliK'-ioiii|iavlnient.

The stand-

ard hoisting ecjuipment, for the pillar-aiid-room mines,
a .>;elf-dumping cage, holding one car, but

longwall operations

hoi.st

some

is

of the

two cars tandem on a cage, and

others have double-deck cages.

With the longwall mines,

one car in five hoisted contains dirt ; for
tiiis reason self-dumping cages have not been used, as it
IS cu.stomary to make a separation between the coal and
liowever. about

dirt rars before they

A

are unloaded.

IiEVIEW OF

F'iKLDS

THI-:

Tins subject W(nild not be ci
divithial treatment of the ^ari

s

('(inl

fields,

which

is

— The Rock

No. 2

—The

Northern Field,

like

the others

in

the

northern part of the state, formerly occupied a leading
position; iu fact, until within recent years the output has
steadily increased, although not at the same ratio as for
the state as a whole.
The Chicago & Northwestern Ry.
was formerly a heavy producer in this field, largely for
i;se on its own lines.
A few years ago, however, they purchased a large field in the southern part of Macoupin
County and extended their line to the City of Peoria in
Peoria County, and by a trackage agreement with the

Chicago & Alton Py., now liaul inal from Marou|.iii)
County, through the NortliiTii l-'idd.
The di\ersi(iii of
this largo loiiiiage has had a iiiai'ked ell'ect on the production in the latter district.

operators in this

field

are the

:

;

—

—

The reason for this latter is that the field lies close to
Chicago, and the transportation facilities are favorable
for the movement of the large output; the Illinois Steel

The
Co.,

from here for many years.
is the Bunsen Coal
subsidiary of the United States Steel

its supj)ly

largest operator in the field

which

a

is

The

principal railways are the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois and Cleveland, Cincinnati & St. Louis,
the main towns being Westville and Steel town.
Mining conditions here are the least favorable of any

No. 6 Seam, due especially

iu the

activity

to the roof.

The great

and large output, however, neutralizes

this dis-

advantage so that the field enjoys considerable prosperity.
No. 6 The Springfield Field is made up of a large
number of mines which center about the City of Springfield.
They are an average size group which have maintained a fair production for a good many years, and the
field is as active today as any time in its history.
The
principal railways are the Chicago & Alton; Illinois Central; Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis; Cinc'innati, Hamilton
& Dayton, and the Illinois Traction System (electric).
The main towns are Springlicld, Greenview, Lincoln
and Athens.
No. 7 The Yirden Field was at one time (piitc an
active one, but its output has declined in the last few
years, as scarcely any new mines are being opened.
The

—

—

is the Illinois Midland Coal Co., with
some sixty thousand acres. This property
is operated by the Peabody Coal Co.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Py. is the next largest ])ro))erty holder.
The princii)a! railways are the Chicago & Alton; Illinois
Central; Waliash
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. The main (owns are
Virden, Thayer, Diverman, I'awnee, Taylorville, and

principal operator

Spiing
Valley Coal Co.. wliich formerly su]jplied the Chicago
& Northwestern Py. the St. Paul Coal Co., which is
controlled iiy the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Py..
the LaSalle County Carbon Coal Co., and the Oglesby
Coal Co.
A thick area of the No. 7 Seam at the City
of Strealor was an important factor in the production
of this territory some years ago but the coal has been
exhausted.
The principal railroads are the Chicago &
Northwestern Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Cliicago,
Rock Island & Pacific a-id the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy.
Priiici))al towns are liaSalle, Spring Valley,
Streator and Oglesby.
No. S The Wihiiiiif/fon Field was an important producer in the early history of Illinois, at one time furTiie principal

& Eastern and the main towns are Coal City,
South Wilmington, Braidwood and Braceville.
Xo. Jf The Peoria and Fulton Field is not an important one, as far as local consumption is concerned, the
product being largely shipped away from the state. The
])rincipal railways are tlie Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
Iowa Central and the Toledo, Peoria & Western, the
principal towns being Peoria, Farmington, Canton and
Cuba.
No. '/ Grape Creek is a field quite remarkable in
some respects, the area being small and the output large.
gin, Joliet

Corporation.

Island Field, in the early history of
mining in Illinois, was a most important one in supplying the northern markets.
At present, however, there
are only two companies shipping coal, the principal railway is the Chicago, Eock Island & Pacific and the main
towns are Sherrard and Cable.
1

Thus, coal from the Wilmington Field is being supplanted by that which has to stand a 300-mile greater
transportation cost. The principal railways are the Chicago & Alton, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the El-

Co. has taken

presented as follows

Xo.

addition to this, the increasing popularity of the Franklin County coal has also contributed to the reduction
of output.

without some in-

pletc

561

from this district, but they are now taking coal from the Grape Creek Field, and the loss of this
business has had a marked etfect on the production.
In
erable tonnage

;

—

nishing 17 per cent, of the production of the state. The
Elgin, .Tolict & Kaslern Pv., fmnicilv hauled a consid-

a territory of

;

Girard.

No.
The I'niin Field is essentially a new one. Mining has been condiicteil at tlic City of I'ana for a good
many years, but the reniaimler (jf the ficbl was not opened
until quite recently.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Py. is the largest property holder and its lands arc oper<S'

ated by the

Peabody Coal Co.

Chicago

&

The

principal

railroads

Eastern Illinois; Illinois Central and
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the main
towns being Pana, Hillsborough, Nokomis and Witt.
are

th(!
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No. 9

—The

Central Illinois Field

area than any other in the state.
tliat

there

is

is

This

is

much

larger in

due to the fact

no diiference in the condition
it cannot
a district of small mines, although

Xo. 15

Vol.

made the matter clear, aud the seam
generally recognized as the No. 6.
largest property holders in Franklin County are

survey, however, has
is

now

The
Bunsen Coal

jJracticallj'

or the quality of coal over this area and hence

the

This is
The seam
at the same time it has some of the largest.
is only a few feet below the surface in St. Clair County
and having a good roof, the opening of a mine is quite

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Ey., United Coal Mining Co., D. W. Buchanon, the Chicago, Wilmington & Vermillion Coal Co., Brazil Block
Coal Co., Consolidated Indiana Coal Co., and the Ziegler
Coal Co., whose property is now operated by the Bell &
Zoller Mining Co.

be subdivided.

a simple proposition.

the Superior Coal Co., a subNorthwestern Ey. it owns fifty
thousand acres of coal, and operates three mines, which
are the largest producers in the state. The Consolidated
Coal Co. and the Western Coal & Mining Co., subsidiar-

The

largest operator

sidiary of the Chicago

is

&

;

The
ies of the Wabash By., are also large operators.
principal railways are the Illinois Central; Louisville &
Nashville ; Southern Baltimore & Ohio ; Southwestern
Terre Haute & Indianapolis; Wabash, and the St. Louis,
Troy & Eastern. The nuiin towns in this field are Belleville, Collinsville, Edwanlsville, Gillespie, Mt. Olive and
;

;

Staunton.

Xo. 10

—CenimVm

The towns
principal

is a small, but quite active field.
are Centralia, Sandoval, Salem and Oden, the
railways being the Illinois Central and the

Chicago, Burlington

—

&

The

principal

Qnincy;

Tamaroe and DuQuoin, the
Mobile

& Ohio;

and the Wabash, Chester & Western.
The Williamgon and Franklin Field is today
]^o. 12
the best known, the best advertised and the most spectacular field in Illinois, particularly the Franklin County
portion of it. The Williamson County coal area of the
No. 6 Seam is practically all in the hands of a large
number of comparatively small operators, some of the
most important of which are Big iluddy Coal & Iron
Co., the Taylor Coal Co. and the Peabody Coal Co.
The Franklin County portion is new, mining beginning
in 1904, when Mr. Joseph Leiter acquired eight thousand acres and erected an elaborate and expensive mining plant, which he attempted, with only partial success,
This fact, together
to operate with nonunion labor.

—

with

spectacular

County known

advertising

in a

way
"^

l)(-cii

advertised before.

methods, made

Franklin

that no other coal field has ever
This, followed by the intelligent

and progressive methods of the United Coal Mining Co.,
and otiier operators, has given the Franklin County product a valuable prestige.

The seam was formerly designated

as No. 7, an error

mistaken interpretation of the seams at the City
The anticline there has
in Perry County.
thrown the seam to the surface and the apex was
eroded leaving what appeared to be two outcrops, the
eastern one of which was exposed, while the western one
was covered. This led to a belief that the exposed oiiterop on the east was a scam lying above the one to the
west, which latter was known to he the No. 6 and the
other was, therefore, called No. 7. The second geological

due
of

to

DuQuoin

Illinois,

Louis,

St.

Iron

the oldest field, having produced the first coal in the

and having continued with a uniform output up

marketed as

Illinois Central;

Eastern

—

and the quality of coal rather inferior to the WilliamTherefore, when shipments from
son County product.
this locality are to bear a high freight rate, preference
The principal towns are
is given to the latter county.
Willisville,

&

Chicago

Mountain & Southern and the main towns are Cartervilk\ Herrin, Marion, Christopher, Benton, West Frankfort and Zeigler.
Xo. 13 The Big Muddy Field, although a small one,
is in other respects the most important in Illinois.
It
state

Pinckneyville,

production of a metallurgical coke.
railways are the Chicago, Burlington &

volatile fuels for the

No. 11 The DuQuoin Field is an old one. Mining
was begun at an early date, owing to the outcrop of the
No. 6 Seam. The field, however, has never been especially active, the distance to the market being considerable,

main railways being the

the

The mines of this county are deep, and for Illinois
they are quite gassy, requiring more than usual care in
mining.
The coal has practically the lowest sulphur
content of any in the state, and some experiments toward
coke making have been carried out, which appear to indicate the possibility of it being a good mixer with lower

is

Quincy.

United States

Co., a subsidiary of the

Corporation,

Steel

The

the present time.

quality of the coal

it has been known
Muddy, for a number
New Kentucky coal.

many by

the state. Wbile

to

name

of years

of Big

to

the best in

is

it

the old

has been

The principal operator is the Big Muddy Coal &
Iron Co., whose product is marketed by the New Kentucky Coal Co. Coke from this seam made the first iron
produced in Illinois in a coke furnace. AVhen the ironore dejiosits at Pilot Knob and Iron Mountain in Missouri were discovered, furnaces were erected at St. Louis,
in Illinois.
Coke made in the Big Muddy Field was
used in these furnaces and this was continued until the
iron deposits were exhausted.
Principal towns are Murphrysboro and Carbon and the main railways are the
Illinois Central; Mobile & Ohio, and the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern.
The Saline Field, next to Franklin County,
JVo. 14
The coal is of a high quality,
is the newest in the state.

and

—

and

the

mining

conditions

although the seam
respect

it

differs

is

are

especially

variable in thickness

from

all

other

fields.

;

favorable

in this latter

It is

known

to

the trade as Harrisburg, after the town of that name,
which is the county seat. The O'Gara Coal Co. is the

The principal towns are Harrisburgh
and Eldorado and the railways are the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; Illinois Central, and Louisleading operator.

ville

&

Nashville.

The use of iron anil steel in. place of mine timbering has
Iron and steel
increased rapidly during the l;u><t few years.
give good results as praps at the coal face or as girders or
bars where the pressure is great or in return airways where
Where iron girders are used in a pertimber decays rapidly.
manent lining, great care should be fallen to prevent rupturLay pine planks
ing the masonry and bendine the girders.
3 in. thick and 12 in. wide along the top of the side walls and
Each .girder must be absolutely
place the girders on them.
plumb with webs at right angles to the plane of the roof
and with ends clear of the ground or stone on either sid».
ft. thick.
Tt is advisable
The side walls should be from 2 to
to use duick-setting mortar, which must l)f allowed to obtain
a perfect sot before t.ie girders arc put ir. position, as other,'>

wise

it is

liable to failure.
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SNAP SHOTS

IN

COAL MINING

|

liitiiiimininnvnnnimMininmiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiNiiiiiniiiiiii^

The Clover Leaf Mining

The Victor-American

Co.'s

Co.

Heaton Mine in

and the Century Coal

Co. in Illinois

The Koehleu Mine

Xew Mexico

CoNCUKTE Fan Installation of thk Jslanu Creek
Coal Co,

of the N'ictor-Amekican Co. in
Ts^ew

Mexico

JjOWKRiNCi

Motor down ax
Shaft

Illinois
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British

Special C'orrp:spo\dexc'k

SYNOPSI!^

—

nirrcnt of IS miles an hour irill rrmove loose coal ilut<l from a mine. Equal quanlilies oj
pvlverized coal and dust form a noncomhustihle mirturc.

coal dust will

Bitumen electric cables
work below ground. A

caused the slightest discomfort to the workmen, nor has it
interfered with the haulage system, or injured the ropes

.4

are preferable for high-tension
who has been trained to

fireboss

judge gas percentages at one air pressure is not capable
In
of estiinating them when the pressure is changed.
England, it is still being laugh t that firedamp is a highli/
complex mixture containing ethane, propane, butane, hydrogen, carbon rhonp.vide, sulphureted hydrogen, carbon
dioxide, oxygen and nitrogen, as well as methane. An
interesting attempt is made in England to reduce carpetbagging.
\X.

E. Garforth, iu a lecture at N^ottingham, statetl that,

aeeordiiig to experiments, an air current at a velocity of
700 ft. jjer min. is not sufficient to remove coal dust from

the rock ledges and the tops of cross-bars on which it
At a velocity of 1500 to 1600 ft.
has been deposited.
per min. coal dust is raised and carried away by the air
At 2200 to
current, but stone dust is left undisturbed.
2600 ft. per njin., stone dust is also carried away, leaving

the surface of a roadway entirely free from dust.

The Cost

of mechanical haulage roads at the Alhave now been treated with stone dust.
The approximate cost has been $1.80 per thousand
tons of coal produced, including the loading of the rock
in the mine, the haulage of rock to the mortar mill,- the
transport of the stone dust to the point of distribution,

Twelve miles

of grinding, the cost of raising steam, the depreciation of the mil! and the total cost of application under-

work

ground.
Stone dust should be sprinkled wherever coal dust is
found, and not merely in occasional zones. The i)roportion between coal and stone dust should be continually
Although coal dust when mixed with an
maintained.
equal quantity of pulverized rock is rendered incombustible no matter how much of the mixture may be
present, yet the proportion used at Altofts is about l-l
parts of the ground stone dust to 1 of coal dust, on the
principle that

it

is

better to be sure than sorry.

Precautions to Reduce the Coal Dust in the Mine
can be done to prevent accumulations of coal
the surface need not be carried
down the shafts, the cars can be made dust tight, the
bumping of wagons along roadways and at junctions can

Much

dust.

The dust made on

be reduced and other causes of disintegration of
and distribution of dust prevented. But as long as
continues to be mined, so long will dust be made in
process of working, and this will remain in the mine.

coal
coal

is

Coal

dust

Mines

in

power below
ground, the cables may be ]irovided with any of four
kinds of insulation: (1) Rubber, (2) paper, lead covered,
Discussing these iu a
(3) paper, leadiess, (-1) iiitumen.
paper before the Manchester Geological and Mining
Society, G. W. T. Anderson says that bitumen cables are
by far the most suitaljle for average colliery work. For
use in shafts they are certainly the most serviceable.
Until quite recently great difficulty was experienced
in getting the bitumen insulation to such a consistency
that in moderately high temperatures the conductors
would not decentralize. On the other hand, if the bitumen
were made too hard, at low temperatures it would become brittle. It is possible today to avoid these troubles
over a range of temperature which covers all ordinary
working conditions say from 2S to 120 deg. Fahrenheit.
electric

light

or carrying

Bitumen Cables No LoNGiai Contain Hygroscopic
Mateihal
^Vhereas it was formerly necessary to introduce in the
construction of the cable, mechanical reinforcements,
such as tapes, braids, etc.. the improvements in the physical

properties of

manufacture

now

the

bitumen and

in the methods of
enable cables to be made
and electrically undesirabh;

available

without these hygroscopic
components.
For instance, the "solid" three-wire bitumen cable which is familiar to most colliery engineers,
is so constructed as to contain no hygroscopic material
whatever within its sheath, so that in effect the conductors are iml>edded in a solid cyliiuler of vulcanized

bitumen.

A
sists

recent form of construction called "Cracore," conin the laying

up

of the separately

insulated cores

on a central cradle of vulcanized bitumen shaped to reThe whole is then sheathed over all with a
ceive them.
tube of vulcanized bitumen, which is cylindrical on the
exterior but shaped internally, so as to fit the interstices
This construction, by distributing
of the laid-up cores.
the mechanical pressure between the cores over a large
area, enables even twin bitumen cables to be made without
the inclusion of hygroscopic substances anywhere within
tbc lidnndary of the v\ilcanizcd bitumen slicnth.
Thi; Cai!1.i> a now: GiiouNU

Its

not

should be diluted as faithfully as
noxious gases. Its treatment is as much a part of mininir as the mnintoiinncc of pumps or the use of timbering.

water.

Electuic Cabli;s
For installing

the

presence is inevitable, but now we know that
necessary that this dust be a potential danger.
The underground roadways can be kept free from accumulations of pure coal dust in the same degree that the
workings are kept clear of accunndations of firodamj) or
it

or other appliances.

—

of Effective Stone Dusting

tofts collieries

the

In process of time, precautions against the danger of
form part of the ordinary routine of the
mine. At Altofts, the application of stone dust has not

Bitumen

cables

sIhiuM

nut

be

installed

after direct exposure to frost uv cold winds.

immediately

The

space

between generating station and headgear is perha]is the
The
most prolific field of Mn\ fur cable breakdown.
best

means are

either to Imild

:i

well

ventilated surface

(open or covered with checker ])late) in which
the cables can be carried on brackets, or to sling them
Old hiinlaLre roi)e can
overhead from n catenarv wire.

cidvert

April
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i-2.

geuerally, be used for this

made

purpose,

taut

with

socketed ends aud tightening screws.
When shaft and power house are some distance apart,
paper lead-covered cable laid solid is worth considering,

disconnecting box should be inserted at
For even greater distances, especially on the "extra-high-pressure" lines where the tension normally exceeds 3000 volts, bare overhead conduc-

such a case,

ill

a

the top of the shaft.

In bitumen cables, the condttc50 per
cent, of that of the largest conductor which they incJose.
tors are frequently used.

tivity of the metallic coverings should be equal to

Atmospheiuc Pke-ssuke and

Caps

(JAs

C. J. Wilson, of Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, in
article entitled "An Investigation into the Influence
Variations of Atmospheric Pressure on Gas Caps,"
read before the Mining Institute of Scotland, showed how
a fireboss trained to estimate gas in a mining school
might fail to determine the correct proportion of gas
!Ui

of

m

an actual mine owing to the air feed being
the laboratory or because in the
of air

mine

insufficient in

a greater pressure

might be encountered.

He declared that the gas cap in a lamp represents the
combustion of the gas in the mixture and not the burning of the oil of the lamp which we can ignore. It must
be borne in mind that the size of the cap depends on the
])roportiou of gas present and on the presence of air capable of supporting its combustion.
The height of the cap
represents the proiJortion of gas to air or the volume of
gas in the mixture.
If

the

we compress
same

we compress
The reduced volume

the mixture,

j^rojsortion.

the gas in
of the gas

a reduced size of

the cap but the flame inDr. Thornton, of Armstrong College, Newcastle, has suggested that the higher the heating
value of the gas, the smaller would be the gas cap.
In
the comjjressed mixture we got a greater heat for the
results in

creases in intensity.

same volume of

As the height

gas.

of the cap varies

inversely as the heat of the combustion of the mixture,

the cap decreases in size as the pressure increases.

IIkiout

()!

I\(Hi:s. roii

axi) Cai'. rx

Fi.A^ti:

VAinixG

I'iii';ssfi(i:s

Atmospberir
5S
5
4S
4
3i
3
2!

Increase of

jjrcssiirc

has

no

effect

on

the

oil

flame

when no gas is present, but when testing mixtures of
air and gas under varying pressure the flame has to be
reduced as the pressure increases, if it is to render a
proper test flame. As the pressure increases, this flame
changes, whether it augments merely in luminosity or
whether it also increases in height has. unfortunately,
not been observed.
There is merely the record of the
fact that the wick lias to be pulled down as the pressure
goes np. and

vice

versa,

if

IT

(IF

the standard

flame

is

to

lie

maintained.

Tni,

h:!!

I

Dii'iii

(IN-

C.M'.s

The

im|)ortancc of this effect of pressure is that it is
hard to estimaic the percentage of gas jtresent in a mine
when the (tressure of the air is higher than it was at the

point where we have learned to estimate (he

amount

of
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"Horsebacks"

No.

in Oliver
By

.SYNOPSIS

Vol.

E. S.

3

3,

No. 15

Mine

Mooke*

—

Uniformity in Direction

Under lateral pressure from earth movements, the bottom clay of the Pittsburgh bed in Oliver
J\'o. S is lifted in places so that in part it cuts out the
The rolls or lifts in the floor are by some termed
coal.

from the accompanying map. (Fig.

"horsebachs." They bear no relation to the original deposition of the coal and are not sand or clay bars, such as we
find occasionally deposited by a primeval stream. Pyrite
is often found to increase at rolls and the writer suggests

nearly parallel anticlines produced by gentle folding, and,
owing to the coal being less resistant than the underlying floor, the folding is almost entirely expressed in
anticlines without prominent synclines.
(See Fig. 2.)

rea.'<ons

for this phenomenon.

The word

"liorsebaek"

In the mine under discussion the arrangement of the
"horsebacks" is remarkably uniform, as will be observed
1.)

They

are small,

These undulations have somewhat the arrangement of the

is used in different senses in

the coal areas of the various states. What in Pennsylvania
are termed "clay veins" are named in Kansas "horse-

On the other hand, the word "roll" in Kansas
synonj'mous with "horseback" in Peuusj'lvauia. The
words are nsed in Iowa with almost the same meaning as
backs."
is

in the latter state.

Deritatiox of "Horseback"

The Germans have long used the term "horst"

for a

geologic structure where a mass of rock has been pushed
up into the overlying stratum. Among American metal
miners, a portion of the country rock which occurs in an
ore deposit is termed a "horse" whether it was forced into
that position by the sidewise pressure of the measures or
existed before the ore was deposited, and whether it has

been partly or who)Jy surrounded by the ore.

Although the structures are somewhat alike in origin
and the words "horst" and "horse" have a similar sound,
it is doubtful whether the adoption of the English word
was at all influenced by the u.se of the German. The wor(
"horse" as used by the miner has doubtless been employed
1

because

it is

used in ordinary parlance to indicate either a
which must be overridden, both mean-

truss or something

ings being suggested by the fact that the miner must pass
around or over these masses, for they are often left and
they act as supports when the ore is removed.
The confusion between the terms "horseback" and "clay
vein" may have arisen from the fact that in many cases,
at least, the metal miner's "horse" and the coal minei-'s
"horseback" are both developed from lateral pressures
which cause the floor of the coal seam to buckle in places
The clay vein marks tlie pushing of clay
of weakness.
into a fissure in the coal while the "hor-seback" is a mound
formed by the clay being squeezed out of place and thus

compressing the coal overlying it.
Either of the terms "roll" or "horseback" is quite appropriate for the wave-like structures which a])pcar in the
floor of the coal seam just as "liogback" is sometimes used
in geological literature to describe a pitching anticline
on the earth's surface from which the softer layers have
been partially removed by erosion so that the harder beds
stand out as a ridge resendjling at a distance the liack

of a thin hog.

Fig.

"tortoises"

— Kditor.

Map Showing "Horsebacks"

in Oliver No. 3
^llNE NEAR CONNELLSVILLE, PeNN.

large and small waves on water, when there is a gentle
ground swell, and they die out longitudinally like a wave.
The largest one traced was about -5(1 ft. wide and they
They rise from
vai'y from this to a few feet in length.

above the general level of the floor of the
coal is invariably compressed and thinned
The mine superintendent at
above them. (See Fig. 2.)
Oliver No. 3 stated that only in one case did they find
Die full thickness of coal in the seam and in that case
(i

in.

to

4

ft.

seam and the

draw

.slate was arched above the "horseback."
structure the "horseback" shows the strata which
com])o.'!e it dipping away from its crest and often mucli
fi'actured and slickensided where slipping has occurred.
tlie

•Pennsylvania State CoHegre. State College, Penn.
>The words "horseback," "roll" and "clay vein" vary in
meaning extensively in the state of Pennsylvania. They are
popular words without generally accepted interpretation. A
mine report in Pennsylvania once declared that a man was
"killed by a fail off horseback." Kvidently the word "oft" was
a tvpoprraphical error and the word "horseback" referred to a
slickensided aBplomeratlon of clayey material In the roof.
Such bodies are frequently termed "bells," "camel-backs and

].

In

'I'he

its

laminae

in the coal overlying, are bent

and fractured

harder than is natural to the seam.
The rock forming the "horseback" may be shaly sand-

and

the

coal

is

April V2.
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stone, shale or i-lay.

mound

Frequently the upper part of the

consists of fairly rigid rock while underneath is a

jumbled mass of clay which has been squeezed

in

from

beneath.

In the center of the fold Imuches of pyrite often occur
it is stated that scarcely any of this sulphide is found
elsewhere in the floor of the seam. The reason for this
ia explained later.

and

OiiiGix OF

The

folio of the

THE "Horsebacks"
is

by streams which flowed into the basin in which the
now lies. It is to be observed, however, that the
present basin was not there, as it now exists, when the
coal was laid down and that if a stream of sufficient size
to make the bars flowed through the swamp where the coal
was deposited, it would be impossible to have such a great
mass of vegetation, so free from sediment, laid down in
left

coal

the basin.

Moreover, these structures show the strata dipping away
crest of the fold as in any ordinary bend in the
earth's crust, the coal is shattered and squeezed and in.
some cases slickensided where compressed by the folding
action.
The laminae in the coal also conform to the
bedding in the "horseback" and the draw slate is uniform.
A nund^er of narrow fissures, without displacement were
seen in the seam and roof running roughly parallel with
the long axes of the "horsebacks" and probably due to ten-

from the

United States Geological Survey shows

that the region in which Oliver

567

situated

is

folded so

that the axes of Laurel Eidge and the basin lying along
its western side run almost X. 25° E, this being approxi-

mately parallel to the greater Appalachian folds in this

sional stresses

which accompanied the bowing upward of

the floor.

From

the above statements

it

seems clear that these

structures are due to folding and that the folding oc-

curred subsequently to the development of the coal seam
and not in the bottom of the swamp previous to the deposition of the vegetation as has been supposed to have
Fig.

A Typu al Hokseback/''
Showing Secondary

happened

2.

in rare cases.

A

IjNDfLATION
These small ridges and basins have in turn developed upon them still smaller ridges and basins and the
structure of the Appalachian Mountains is seen on a
diminutive scale in the "horsebacks" of the coal mines.
Fig. 3, which is a reduced copy of a portion of the geological map of the Masoiitown-Uniontown quadrangle,
shows the contours on the Pittsburgh coal seam and the
region.

preliminary study of the structure of an area
"horsebacks" occur may in some cases aid the
greatly by establishing the general trend of these
tures so that if they be regular lie may drive the
lieadings parallel or normal to them when desired.

The Development

where
miner
struc-

main

of Pykite in a "IIouskback''

The more frequent occurrence

of pyrite in the "horse-

backs" than in the other portion of the floor of the coal
seam is apparently due to two conditions; in the first

mine with relation to the
The mine is located along the

position of the Oliver No. 3

large coal-bearing basin.

southwest side of the basin where the contours indicate
that the coal bed is less disturbed than farther north, and
the folds have been produced by pressure from two directions only, resulting in nearly parallel and narrow "horsebacks" with their long a.xes nearly parallel to the strike
of the rocks at this point.

Farther north, nearer the center of the basin, the conmore irreguhu- and
am informed that the
"horsebacks" tend to run in various directions because
cross folding is produced by thrust from all four points
of the compass. Under these conditions there would be a
tendency to develop, in some cases, dome-shaped structures
which would be higher and broath'r for their length. The
Pittsburgh seam averages over 9 ft. in thickness over
tours are

large areas in this region and

I

the coal

is

readily

com-

pressed sufficiently to allow a buckling of the strata in

materially disturbing the roof. There
are often considerable areas even in the same mine where
the floor without

no "hor.sebacks" occur because the strata are either almost uniformly strong Ihroughout or not rigid enough to
fold up and comjircss the coal.
f)ne fold tends to produce
another in some cases and where the strata are weak in
some locations aiul strong in others they tend to buckle
in the places where the resistance is least.
"H0RSEBACK.S" AkE NoT DkPOSITIONAL
There has been an opinion prevalent among some mining men (hat the "liorsebiuks" are sand and clay bars

Fid.

3.

Con ToiRS OE PiTTsiu'RGH Bed AT Olivkr, Pi:nn.

place there

is

nuirc pyrite in the strata a little below the

seam as the latter often conand secondly where the strata are

coal than in the floor of the

tains little or no iron,

bowed up and fractured
greater freedom of

in

movement

the

folding there will

be

of water tending to carry

iron sulphate and deposit it where the sulphate is reduced
by oxidation of carbon, as the water will come more readily in contact with the metamorphosing coal in these fractured folds than where the fuel is protected by an impervious floor of clay.
am indebted to F. C. Keighley, general superintendI

ent

for the

Oliver

.Vo.

mine maj)
3,

and

for

illustrating

some of the

tlie

"hor.sebacks" at

infurniMt ion

in

this

article.

The maintenance of a constant humidity rate throughout
the year Is said to be of material benelU to mine roofs as the
yearly expansion and rontrai'tliin, due to moistening and
drying Is thus avoided.
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Folding Troubles in the Bering Field
By W.

SYNOPSIS— The

coal

hetl'<

being

sistant than the rode masses with

trcaker
irhich

and

tliei/

less

E.

re-

are inter-

have suffered considerable ilistoriion. in some
places 1)eing pushed together in a mass toward the tops
and bottoms of the folds. In others the hroken rock has

stratified

been puslied into the coal mass. But some beds are free
from all irregularities other than bad roof, broken coal
The fourth of a special series of
or complex cleavage.
articles by

The

Craxe*
such dislocations in this field displacing the bed from a
few inches to probably hundreds of feet.
Among the
most important of the large faults are those inclosing the
Lake Charlotte portion of the Kushtaka and Carbon
ridges district, the two on Kushtaka Ridge, one extending southwcstward from Lake Tokun, one on Clear
Cieek md one tutting kioss the iidge
a noitheast

m

W. E. Crane.

irregularities in coal beds caused by folding are

of a large variety of forms,

among

the most

common and

consequently important being the thickening and thin-

ning of the stressed beds. An excellent illustration of
the squeezing out of a thin bed of coal on the sides of a
fold and its massing at the crest in the form of a saddle
is

shown in Fig.

1.

0;468IO

Fig.

3.

zo

Oltcrop of Coal. Show-ing Massing of Coal
Due to Folding

Illustrations of the massing of coal beds in both the
troughs and crests of folded strata can be found without
end in practically every district of the Bering River
field.
In certain localities masses containing thousands
of tons of coal have been forced together by the folding
back upon themselves of coal beds ranging from 18 to

40 ft. in thickness. Usually the crowding together or
massing of the coal has seriously disturbed or broken up
such rock strata as are folded with it as they must of
necessity be displaced to

make room

1

for the increased

volume of coal. Such massing of the fuel is shown to
good advantage in Fig. 2.
In fact the thickening of coal beds is of such frequent
occurrence that when a large deposit of coal is en(ountered and there are signs of folding the inference
is that an abnormal thickness is shown rather than the
normal width of the bed.

Faults
Excessive folding usually results in the rupture of the
rock strata inclosing the coal beds and if continued will
produce displacements, forming faults. There are many
•Professor of mining, Pennsylvania State College,
CollcBc Pcnn.

State

Fig.

3.

2

3

4^

Shove Fault on Falls Cheek,
Bering Lake District

and southwest direction just north of the Boring Lake
district.

In the first instance an area of coal-bearing rocks has
been completely isolated front the rest of the district by

Iwo extensive fault planes. The faults on Tokun and
Clear Creek have so shattered the rock strata that the
fissured zones have presented lines of least resistance to
mountain streams wliicb liave cut deep gorges for considerable distances along the lines of the faults.

Owing

to the nuicii greater

frequency of faults of

less

magnitude they are of more importance economically.
The effect of faults upon bedded deposits is so well known

COAL AGE
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that such disturbances of the coal beds of this field will

not

be considered in this connection.

When, however,

b}' compression of strata, due
Two
shove faults may result.
illustrations of such disturliances occurring in this field
are of more than passing interest and will therefore bo

faulting

accompanied

is

to folding or otherwise,

cited

here.

In the Bering Lake district on Falls Creek, a thick
bed of shale containing a high percentage of bituminous
matter and closely resembling coal, containing, in fact,
many stringers of real fuel, has been both faulted and

it,

569

otherwise the jagged rock masses could not be ex-

])lained.

Another peculiar occurrence belonging

to

the

same

above mentioned is
shown in Fig. 6.* There are several explanations of this
irregularity worthy of consideration, namely, first, the
did of a roll occurring next to the top rock has been
of

class

irregularities

the

as

last

forced into it; or second, i'km

m

lU-;iire

was formed by

The result of this combined action is that the
top rock has been badly broken and a large portion forced
forward into the bituminous-shale bed. Detached masses
folded.

of the top rock are

embedded

in the coal

and shale and

the gnarled and twisted mass of the beds shows indis-

putably the nature of the movement which has taken
])lace.
See Fig. 3.

Fig.

rock

Face of Ti'xxel, Sttowinci Coal and
BiioKEN Sandstoxe

movements and

soiiu^

material

foreign

has

iiecn

and tlic top-rock. Tlic
occurrence of nodules of pyrite would tend to indicate
forced into the coal bed between
a distiirlianee of tfie i-oal

water,

which

lieil.

The other
though

ment

ill

illustration

of

a

AforVTAIN

similar occurrence, al-

this case not accom])anied

thus jicrmitting the })erco-

assiiinpt ion

latiiin

111'

by the

lirokeii eouclitiiiii of the e<ial

l)lKi:s

V C\Iv'H()\

it

AMI

is

also strengthened

itself.

SlI.l.S

Action subsequent to the furinaticin of the enal beds
lias been responsible for another interesting class of irlegularities occurring in the coals of this field, namely,
th(! occurrence of dikes and sills, produced by igneous

by actual displace-

was observed on Carbon Mountain.
Here the coal bed was fractured and a lateral
movement of the top-rock has forced a mass into the
upper portion of the bed actually shaving off, as it were,
a mass of the coal.
Many nodules of bituminous shale
and ])yrite as well as fragments of rock occur around
of the whole bed,

this disturbed portion of the coal bed.

As was previously pointed

See Fig.

4.

not an easy task
cases whether the occurrence of an
out, it

is

determine in all
is wholly normal or whetlKT it is partially
flue to subsequent action.
A case in |)oiiit is shown in
Fig. 5, taken from the face of a tunnel in the Bering
to

irregularity

Lake

district.

Were

it

not

Cor the liidlscii

condition of

the sandstone iiicldsing the coal, as sIkiwii in this section,

might readily lie assumed to be a normal occurrence.
Could a greater extent of the face be examined it is
possible that the true condition of affairs might be readily
(letermiiicd.
Under the circumstances the most natural
conjecture is that tlii! coal lied has been broken up and
masses of tiie top and boftoni rock have been forced into
it

Fig.

KiTiiKi! a

(!.

f'tssriM;

Co\roi;rKi)

I'Kii.M

A

i''oi.i).

Ci.w
Caimion

\'Er\

oi;

\

Fn.i.i:i>

Miir\iM\

intrusions, following the line of (is>ures and planes of

ile-

]iosition.

Dikes

may

extend

in

any direeiinn irrespective of the

•This illustration Ih talcii ridiii Ih.' iirtlelc in Ihl.M himIv.-*
published Mar. 22, Fit. lA.
All thico a.-ctlons A. IJ and C,
difffrinK widely in aiifiearance as they do. wire taken from
the same side of the tunnel on Carbon Mountain at distances
not exceeding 30 ft. apart alons the lino of the tunnel. However, this section occurs at rlsht annles to the heading lino
beInK on a rib of coal where a room was turned olT.

:
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bedding planes, while with

sills

the rupturina; force

is

not sufficiently intense to form fissures crossinj; the beds.
They are able merely to follow the contact between
the coal beds and the top and bottom formations.
Dikes and sills are of fairly frequent occurrence in
A number
this field, but the former are usually small.
of sills of moderate size were observed, attention being
given particularly to those associated with the coal beds.
Both dikes and sills are composed of basalt and diabase
and seldom exceed 3 or 4 ft. in width, although in one

Vol.

Numerous rounded masses

of diabase varying in size
occur along both the top and bottom of
the coal bed, some of which are detached and entirely
independent of the main body of the sill, while others are
<'onnected by stringers of varying size.
These isolated
masses of rock are in turn inclosed in layers of natural
coke, which have approximately the same order as te
form as was previously given in connection with the silh;
proper, but the coking action has extended less far.

from 4

to 18 in.

Summary

place, I observed a 30-ft. dike.

Two

particularly

interesting

occurrences

of

diabase

intruded into coal beds are to be found at the south
Carbon Mountain and on Clear Creek, just below
In the first
the falls, at an elevation of about 700 ft.
mentioned locality the coal has been changed wholly to
coke, while in the other there are evidently two sills following the contact of the coal bed with both top and
bottom rock. Only a few feet of the coal beds immediately
sills

end

of

masses or bombs constitute a great
source of danger when considered from the standpoint
of mining, having in this respect the nature of nodules
of shale

irregularities occur in the coals of this
but they are insignificant when compared with those
mentioned and they differ but little from oal troubles ocouring in other fields.
While particular emphasis has been placed on the irregularities occurring in the Bering Eiver field and on

Fiu.

half-coked coal

1

to 6

fine

v.-lii(h

powder bordering on muck.

arc peculiar to

it

in

many

respects, yet not

Occuni;i:\(E of Diabase Sill bktween Tor

8.

Columnar Coke and Detached
Masses of Sill Are Shown

Rock and Coal.

of the beds are troubled

all

many

tioned and

iiy

every disturbance men-

are apparently free

from

all

irregular oc-

currences of a serious nature, except possibly shale partings and other impurities common to all coals.
There are, however, two conditions, which are in themselves irregularities strictly speaking,

which are particu-

larly troublesome in this field, namely, bad top fornuitions

and irregular and extensive fracturing of the coals or
Many of the coal beds have, howcomplex cleavage.
ever, excellent sandstone top-rock which will be a great
assistance in mining the coal.

Coal

inches.

Considerable labor was required to uncover the bottomrock of this coal bed, which accomplished, gave 17 ft. 8
in. of coal and coke.
A mass of diabase boulders was also
uncovered, indicating that there had been an igneous
intrusion along the bottom rock also.
No coke was observed next to the lower sill, which is probably due to the
extreme weathering action to which the bed had been
subjected at this point, the coal even being reduced to a

pyrite.

field

Outcrop of Coal Bed, Showing Tor Kock,
Igneous Sill, Natural Coke, "Bombs" and Coal

In this section the massive sandstone strata are shown,
immediately beneath which is some 6 in. of shale oxidized
to a reddish color by the intense heat and considerably
altered by being burned. Directly below the burned shale
occurs the diabase sill, which ranges in thickness from 20
to 30 in., and directly below the sill is from 8 to 84 in. of
natural coke. The occurrence of the coke is as follows
Columnar coke 4 to 18 in.; dense, hard coke, merging
into a flaky form, 4 to 6 in., and at irregular intervals

and

Many minor

7.

adjacent to the sills, particularly the top one, have been
altered and the transition from columnar coke to coal is
clearly shown.
A section of the coal bed, sills and associated formations is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

of Ikregularities in Coal

The detached

those

Fig.

No. 15

.-!,

An

fstiuuilc

in

South Africa

the coal resources of the

111'

Union

of South

Africa, based upon geologieal survey's, yet only approxiMiMte,

tons.

phues
Most of

appear,
(piantity

sav

is

!)()00

pi'iA iiii'es.

in

mil.

aggregate

quantity

55

at

the coal, about 36 billion tons, it

billion

would

Transvaal, while in Natal the given
9400 million tons. The remainder, eipuil to

in

is

the
the

million

The

tons,
riiuiii

is

distributed

produced over

among
71/2

the

niillion

othei

tons
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Co-operation

in the
By

SYNOPSIS — The
murk

law

present

monopoly and

restricts

J. F.

therefore

efficiency

Coal Industry

Callbkeath
as

being extensively
evaded. The public should be protected against monopoly, only when those combining, seek to make an unreaWhile the laws against producing and
sonable profit.
selling trusts are drastic, there is no law against buyers
as

571

is

who conspire to obtain an unreasonable price. Conservation and safety are neglected where a corporation is los-

binations, understandings
or general agreements, by
which cut-throat competition is avoided. In the bituminous coal-mining industry, the one industry upon which
all others depend, the one which cannot close dowii, except with enormous loss, a most startling and dangerous

condition exists.

Depreciation and Interest Charges Are Provided,
Other Overhead Cost Is Not

ing money.

In the

Tho Sherman

anti-trust law wa-; enacted for the pur-

pose of preserving equal opportunities by
restricted

there are

competition.

many

of

un-

purpose was laudable and

Its

who

today,

means

still

believe that in the end,

will accomplish the purpose for which it was designed.
However, we must admit that since its enactment, the
most far-reaching monopolies the world has ever known
liave been developed, enormous aggregations of capital
have been amassed and, to an e.xtent, through disregard
of its provisions, the most mar\elous industrial prosperity
that the world has ever known, has been created.
Why have its provisions been violated? Because the
law attempted to prevent efficiency as well as to destroy
monopoly. Its prevention of monopoly, all will approve,
but no system can be devised, no law can be enacted which
it

can ever force intelligent
unproductive methods.

men

to choose

The Axti-trust Laws Should Bk

When
It

cumbersome and

Oi'kkative

Only

Public Is Injured

must be apparent that when a man with a small
is asked to compete with one having

business investment

an operation involving an outlay of $1,1)00,000, he is told
Producto perform a feat which is utterly impossible.
tion upon a large scale is necessai^ if we would attain
the highest efficiency.
There is a magnitude in operation, however, beyond which the cost of production naturally and necessarily increases.

When

this point is reached by a business, it naturally
by control of transportation rat.es, by manipulation
of the market, or some other unfair means, to make up
the deficiency brought about by its more cumbersome
machinery. At this point, the Sherman Law should lieseeks,

gin to become effective.

If

it fails

it

latter part of

1911, our

office

sent out 2300

letters of inquiry to the various coal operators,

with blank

forms, asking for information, outlining the then con-

A large number of replies were
The information contained in these answers
was tabulated, and upon the basis of information fur-

dition of the business.
received.

nished, a paper was prepared by B. F. Bush, of St. Louis,
JIo.. and presented to the Chicago Convention
American Mining Congress, by A. J. Moorehead,
St. Louis, Mo.

of

the

also of

This paper shows the average cost of producing bituminous coal at the mines, to be 95c. per ton, and that
the average selling price, for a number of years was
$1.11, leaving but 16e. per ton, to meet the cost of selling, accounting, insurance and taxes, legal expenses, interest upon investments, depreciation of property and exhaustion of resources, to say nothing of profit.
At the same convention, a paper was presented by
James Douglas, of the Phelps-Dodge company, owners of
the Copper Queen mine, in Arizona, which operates its
own smelters, railroads and coal and coke plants. Doctor
Douglas described one of the coal mines of his company, with 10,000 acres of coal land, -nith an uptodate
plant designed for 40-year.s' operation, with a continuous
demand for its product and no selling cost, and demonstrated that a sinking fund of 15.63c. per ton of production is necessary to meet the interest on the investment
at 5 per cent., depreciation of plant and exhaustion of
coal reserves.
The Phelps-Dodge plant probably reaches
the

maximum

of possible efficiency.

must be greatly increased,

The charge

of 15.62c.

meet the cost of the same
items for smaller plants with a limited acreage and de-

signed for but a few

The

I'dssimii.i IV oi'

creates a condition

ycni's'

to

operation.

Xaiion-wide Insolvency oe Coal
Interests

which absolutely drives out the small operator by competition, who, notwithstanding the efficiency of production,
is unable to compete, in the market, because of the increased cost of sale and delivery.
Over-production has made exceedingly burdensome the

after meeting their ])ayroll, could have put aside a sink-

increased cost of sucii safety appliances as are necessary
for the protection of the miners.
It has forced entire
disregard for every principle of conservation. The Sher-

The fact is, that the bituminous-coal industry
facing a critical situation and its danger menaco?s all
lines of production in which the u.se of coal is a necessary

man Law

The bankruptcy of the coal business, with its inscstment estimatiK] by Mr. Moorehead, at over a half billon dollars, will create a panic, the like of which has not
been experienced since the days of '"73.
What is the remedy? CoThis is the condition.
operation, a joining of hands in a general effort to effect a greater economy in production and to protect the
operator against the brutality of big buyers of coal, to the
end that coal shall not be sold at a loss; to the end that

has not prevented the aggregation of buyers, but
the small operator from joining bands
in an elfort to even up the advantages necessarily coming
to large aggregations of capital.
In almost every other line of busine.S9, there are comit

has

(lcl)arre(l

'Secretary American Mlnlnj? C'onKresB, 602 Miinsfv Bulld-

WaBhIngton. D. C.
Address delivered at the fourth annual banquet of
the Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association, Knoxvllle, Tenn., Feb. 11. 1913.
Ini?,

Noti

—

How many

coal o|)crators are there in the

country who,

ing fund of 15c. on each ton of coal produced during the
years? There may be a few, but the number

last five
is

small.

is

factor.

C
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coal buyers may. at all times, be able to do business with
going concerns and not with referees in bankruptcy, to

and speed superior

the end that the small consumer of coal in the future
will not be obliged to pay back the losses now being made
to enable the big consumer to scalp the small producer.

coal incident to their use.

for a Eegclation of the Coal Industry

The Bill

been prepared, pro\iding for the creation by Congress, of an Interstate
Trade Commission, with powers similar to those exercised
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, over transpor-

To meet

this situation, a bill has

tation companies.

By the provisions of this bill, the commission is authorized to consider and pass upon all existing or proposed trade combinations and to issue a permit to all
those whose purposes are fair
will not result in

and reasonable and which

clamshell,

Xo. 15

3,

to both, dispensing with the crushing

or grab bucket,

Storage capacity

and the rough handling of

limited only by the ground space

is

may be from 50 to 150 ft. in
width, and of any length desired.
The standard-gage
The

coal

yard

machine takes care

of a

available.

coal piled

20

ft.

yard 70

ft.

wide, which with

high, contains 20 tons per each foot of

The same equipment

its

thousand tons, or a
hundred thousand tons, and at a lower cost than any other
mechanical method now in use.
If the storage yard can be located with one end near the
mine tipple, run-of-mine coal may be conveyed to the machine from a chute beneath the weigh-box.
When cars
are available, the machine reloads the coal from the
length.

stock

jjile

into the

stores a

same conveyor, which, when

reversed,

monopoly.
Surface

The Effectiveness

Tracks

of Eestraint

makes possible the highest and most beneficial cooperation for the betterment of any industry and, at the
same time, jirovides a most wholesome check upon monSenator Clapp, chairman of the Senate Comopoly.
"TThen you
mittee on Interstate Commerce, said to me
will show me how it is possible to open the stable door
and still have it closed, or, having it closed, may at the
same time have it open, I will understand how what you
want can be accomplished."
My reply was this: "Between the stable and the garden is a plot of grass going to waste, and needing to be
cropped; in the stable is a horse suffering for want of
It

:

this grass, I am going to put a halter on that horse, give
you the end of the halter strap and allow you to supervise the grazing and whenever the horse attempts to go
over into the garden, you can pull him back and, if he
persists you can put him back in the stable."

The

coal

operators should

demand:

1st.
That the lives of the mine workers shall be given
the best possible protection.
2d.
That the operators shall have a fair profit.
3d.
That the public shall have its coal at the lowest price
consistent with economical production expenses and a reasonable profit.
4th.
That unnecessary waste of coal resources shall be
prevented.

A

Storage and Reclaiming Machine
common

Coal A6e

Storage axd Ueclaimixg Machine in Conjunction
WITH A Belt Conveyor

mined goes

discharges directly onto the tipple screen. In reclaiming
nut coal and other sizes which do not require rescreening,
the

machine handles

ers

it

coal

from the storage

pile

and

deliv-

directly into the railroad cars.

As the machine can be operated so that the coal does
roll do^vn from the apex of the pile, does not avalanche
or slide in massed quantities, its employment causes
The coal is
less breakage than any other method.
not

gently handled by the rubber-belt delivery conveyor and

and into railroad cars.
be had the mine must shut

placed without fall immediately in its permanent position.
It is not disturbed by continued operation of the machine and does not move until reclaimed for shipment.

down. It is apparently impossible for the railroads to
furnish at all times cars in sufficient numbers to meet
the rated capacity of all the mines tributary to them.
Erequently. also, operations are halted because there
is no means of disposing of such grades as nut and slack,
even though bins or bunkers of a limited capacity have
been provided. But from whatever cause the shut-down

which has, say, ten thousand tons in stock that can be
shipped immediately (being loaded out at the rate of a ton
per minute), will frequently be able to secure orders
which otherwise would be lost. During the summer season, when trade is dull and prices are low, men are more
plentiful and production is easier. By then accumulating

may

a stored surplus at a

In

practice, coal as soon as

directly

to the tipples, over the screens
If none of the latter are to

lars

arise, it is certain to

and

prove not only expensive in dol-

cents, but highly demoralizing in its effect

upon

the operating organization.

To overcome
least,

these difficulties,

to a

the Jett'rcy-Hamilton storage

certain extent at

and reclaiming ma-

chine has been placed on the market by the .Tcffrey
facturing Co., of Columbus, Ohio. This machine

Manuis self-

contained, combines the elasticity of the locomotive crane
with the reach of a traveling bridge, is without the limitations of either, and with a conveyor, gives a capacity

The demand

for coal constantly fluctuates.

The mine

minimum cost, the operator prepares for the season of rush orders and best prices; since
this machine can be equipped with a screen to make one
is loaded directly into the car the
reclaimed material will go to market in the best condition.
In addition to the benefits heretofore mentioned, both
the operators and the railroad comjianies will appreciate

separation, as the coal

relief

from the constant controversies over the distribu-

tion of empties,

cured.

and

better car service

may

be thus

se-

"
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EDITORIALS
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Mining Legislation
Columbia
Two

opinions in relation

British

in

ments

mines by persons appurpose by the employees of the mine,

respectively, for the inspection of

a minimum wage in coal mines.
providing for the inspection of mines by mine
workers. Bill Xo. 47, introduced by Mr. Place, is entitled "An Act to Amend the Coal Mines Regulation

and prvoiding for

The

bill

Act," and

as follows:

is

His Majest\", by and with the advice and consent of the
legislative assembly of the province of British Columbia,
•

nacts as follows;

1.
This act may be cited as the "Coal-Mines Regulation
Act Amendment Acl. 1913.
2.
The "Coal-Mines Regulation Act." being Chapter 160
of the "Revised Statutes of British Columbia, I'Jll." is hereby
amended by striking out Rule 37 of Section 91. and reenacting the following in lieu thereof:
Rule 37. The persons employed in a mine may from time
to time appoint two competent persons to inspect the mine at
their own cost, and the persons so appointed shall be allowed,
once or oftener in every shift, day, week, or month, accompanied, if the owner, agent, or manager of the mine thinks
fit, by himself or one or more officials of the mine, to go to
every part of the mine, and to inspect the shafts, levels,

planes, working places, return airways, ventilating apparatus,
old workings, and machinery, and shall be afforded by the
owner, agent, and manager, and all persons in the mine, every
facility for the purpose of such inspection, and shall make a
true report of the result of such inspection: and such report
shall be recorded in a book to be kept at the mine for the
purpose, and shall be signed by the persons who made the
same. And if the report state the e.xistence or apprehended
existence of any danger, the person or persons making the
inspection shall forthwith cause a true copy of the report
to be sent to the inspector of mines for the district; Provided
always that where the miners in any mine tail to appoint
two competent persons to inspect the mine, the chief inspector of mines shall select from the men. in alphabetical
order where possible, two competent miners, who shall comply with the provisions of this section, and the said owner,
agent, or manager may withhold from the wages of the underground employees a sufficient sum pro rata to remunerate
the persons making such examination.

The Minimum Wage Act.

Xo.

intn.duccd by
entitled '"An Act to Kstablish a MiniBill

4.S.

Mr. Williams,

is

mum Wage

Coal Mines." and reads as follows:

in

His Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the
legislative assembl.V' of the province ()f British Columbia.
enacts as follows:
This act may be cited as the "Minimum Wages Act."
1.
Every adult person working underground in any coal
2.
mine shall be paid a wage of not less than $3 per day.
3.
No contract shall be entered into that provides for the
payment of a wage less than herein specified: Provided always
that contracts entered into previous to the passing of this act
shall be of full force

and

in

tion of this act

contraven-

shall also be

liable to prosecution under the ".Summary Convictions Act"
and amending acts before two justices <tf the peace or a police
magistrate; and upon conviction for such offense shall be
liable to a penalty or fine not exceeding $100 nor less than

$10 In each Instance.
5.
This act shall

May.

\>cUiVf

strong contrast

with

many

nf ibc

bodies

We

upon the

into

force

tlic

CanadiMii assembly are

first

day of

1914.

These acts now
ill

have

arts that

in

iniiul.

The mass

of mining bills now before the legislature or
hands of the committee on Mines and Mining, has
heeii referred to, by one of the oldest and best informed
mining men in the state, as a "crazy quilt." It yet
remains to be seen which of these bills and how many
will ever get beyond the committee, and be presented to

the legislature for their action.

at

tlic

acts

mining

lu-cscntcd

states, in

present,

a

to

in

legislative

our own country.

number

of conflicting

have been presented to the Pennsylvania legislature and are now awaiting their action.
These acts
are so numerous and cmbodv such a varictv of views and

Little

is

to be expected

improve mining conditions in that state, in
the present session of the Pennsylvania legislature; unless, by a miracle, the House and Senate approve of the
report of the commission charged with the revision of the
anthracite code.
That commission has presented two
reports some time since
one a luajority report. File of
the Senate, No. 6.56 and the other a minority report, File
of the senate, Xo. 657.
The former of these bills was
amended in a few slight particulars bv the committee,
that

will

—

;

Apr.

1.

"Red Tape
the

in the

Geological Survey"

"Discussion

by Headers" in this
appears a reply from Director Smith, of the U. S.
Geol. Survey, to a previous editorial on this subject. We
publish Mr. Smitji's remarks with the belief that some
of the information containccl therein will be an agree111

(lepartiiu'iit

issue,

able surprise

agree with
ter of fact

many

to

him

appropriation

is

.\nierican

engineers.

We

quite

that doing business under an inflexible
a serious handicap, although as a

much

of the construction

mat-

work of the country
most any engineer

done under such restrictifiiis. as
can testify.
But this question has
is

such length that further
be sii[)erfluoiis.
To our
of

tioii
i.

how

the

been discussed at
along this line would

coniiiiciils
iiiiiid.

is

it

ap|iro|iriat ions

not so

much

a (|ucs-

made, or of the
way of applying them.
arc

mount, but of the most elTective
Xo complaint is evident in our editorial, because of the

that certain sheets are occasionally out of ])rint, as

fact

Smith

.seems to infer.
Furthermore, we wish to congratulate the Director on the fact that, of the 2200 sheets
now in existence, only eight of these are, at the moment,
Sir.

i)riiit.

reason

On

it

is

incidentally interesting to

know

tin-

thereor.

the matter of substitution

are out of stock,

we grant

ol'

maps, when the same

that the Director has offered

.some e-\te.'iuatiiig circumstances

we

come

the situation can only be de-

that

in the

out of

effect.

Any employer who employs any person
may be enjoined therefor, and

4.

conditions and require-

iniiiing

to

the stale,

scribed as wild and chaotic.

miuiug bills have recently been intro<hRed into the British Columbia legislature, providing,
inijiortaut

])ointed for that

in

in

this connection,

but

maintain tiiat our <<im|iarison is a fair one. There
can be nothing more exasperating to an engineer than
lo ordi'i- a map covering a particular district, and receive
one which only shows the territory immediately ad.ioining
that in which he is interested.
We repeat: "Engineers
generally know what they want and resent this apparently
indifferent attention to their requests." It would i)e more
still

them to know when they can get the map
they want, than to be surfeited with others in which they
Jirobiibly have no interest whatever.

satisfactory to
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In reply to the Directors anxiety to see that those ordering maps obtain the advantage of the wholesale rate, we
would suggest that this could be accomplished easily by
adopting some method of coupon books; the books could
he bought at the wholesale rate and the coupons torn
out and sent in as the

maps were

This would

ordered.

also eliminate the uncertainty of sending cash ("the exact
amount") by mail, as is always specified in the instruc-

tions for ordering maps.

We do not think Mr. Smith is Justiiied in reminding
us of the fact that no "firiu" sells maps worth from one
to three dollars at ten cents each. When we said: "The
high excellence of the government publications, and parmaps, is too well known to require comment," we believed we were paying the Survey a high
compliment, and if these maps are selling at far below
the cost of manufacture, the people of the United States
are standing the loss, and it is assuredly no cause for
self-complacency on the part of Mr. Smith or the Geoticularly its

logical Survey.

That it is possible for engineers to wire the Survey
maps is a revelation to us, and if such is the case,
we certainly feel that we owe an apology in this instance. Obviously, however, this was far from being generally known to engineers throughout the country, and we

for

now it has been brought
many who will avail themselves

are sure that

be

to light, there will
of

new

this

con-

Vol. 3, Xo. 15

comparable in a degree to the United States Government
failed utterly to get profits per a:re in any way comparable to those of the small holder.

In a small boom town, a millionaire held his lots at
$600 per acre; another land holder charged $100 or $200
properties of

for

slightly

less

Today the

value.

But there are other causes
the market learn of the

new

coal

own constant advertisement and

its

it

is

the holdings pass into the hands of the
the

think the Director has either misund stood or
evaded our point in regard to estimates of the probable
time that reports will be issued. We know that the Survey occasionally publishes announcements of the "prob-

However, what
was a specific personal
inquiry regarding a certain report or map. Unless such
could be answered on one of the blank forms of the
Geological Survey, we still contend that it would be igable" date of issue for certain reports.

we referred

nored.

to

more

jjarticularly

If a certain report that

patiently waiting for,

month

an engineer has been

after

month,

is

hopelessly

buried in a mass of other matter and possibly will not
appear for a year or two, it would surely be a relief to
him to know that such is the case.

The Unearned Increment

which have fallen
The thought is
and if it is practical and

as a nation cannot enjoy the profits

of the people as individuals.
is

patriotic,

fair to the states in wliich

]niblie

commended.
But we must not be blind

it is

lands are

still

foinul,

to be

to the nature of those inexamples we see daily where
the increase failed to accrue, where large land holders

crements

in values or to the

arrivals in

who

value.

its

The American

public shuts its eyes to these facts and
some purblind millionaires that coal land
of a certain quality should be worth as much as coal territory of the same character elsewhere. They forget that
increment demands time for attainment. It is indeed a

growth.

The publications of the U. S. Geological Survey, unaccompanied by drillings, cannot give the purchaser of
coal land an assurance of profit such as he would have
if he saw a department of the coal industry doing a sucThe excellent but unappealing bullecessful business.
tins of the Geological Survey do not travel into every
part of the country like cars of coal. Moreover they can
never appeal to the untechnical as can the coal itself,
in use or for sale and, needless to say, the Bureau of
Publications does not provide the railroads for the marketing of the product which its bulletins describe.

To

rely

on these

bulletin'^, therefore, to raise the price

on coal territory
by the Department of the Interior is to put a padlock
on the states in which coal is found, to restrict their fu-

of coal lands to the fancy figaires placed

and

them

to deprive

enment before the

public has seen coal lands rise in price continuously, has watched coal territory advance in value from
66c to over $1000 per acre, and wonders if the people

natural, the purpose

new

of their rights.

The

intentions

of the British Parliament, in those days of lesser enlight-

The

some

is

believes like

ture,

to

iu

not long before

the users of the coal, or of the jobbers

have learned

in-

and the customers
region.
The coal

Mr. Smith's figures of the number of maps handled
Furthermore, the extra
per day are most interesting.
rush occasioned by the change in the prices of the maps
seems a good explanation for the excessive delay of eight
days in getting maps from New York. Engineers generally, however, are of the opinion that the Survey has
always been rather lax in this respect, and we do not
see why even 24 hours, and surely not 48 hours should
elapse before an order is filled.

field,

The new

for increase.

dustries attract jDeople to the field

venience.

We

lots

which sold for the smaller price are held for far more
than those of the millionaire, for a thriving town has
been built on the cheaper lots and competition has raised
their value immensely.
On the other hand, the millionaire's lands still serve merely for the grazing of cattle.
Increment is not always unearned. When a coal company has made a market for its coal, de^^te opposition,
and at great expense, the value of its property rises. The
company has demonstrated the ability of the fuel to fill
the needs of the market. Having shown the character of
the bed and the popularity of its output, all the neighboring lands become of greater value.
Still more important increments arise when new industries are started owing to the availability of fuel, and
when railroads are built which provide for its transference to market. Thus the demand constantly grows and
the value of the fuel in the bed augments.

ican iron trade

revolution, in suppressing the

may

have been animated by

Amer-

less exalted

purposes but did not result in any greater hardshi]) than
is entailed by the desire of the Interior Department to
acquire an increment which it has not earned and for
which it has not waited.

Even

if

coal land should be sold at the price for which

the department haggles, in a few years,

more valuable and the increment

will

it

will be

still

go to the owner

because increases in value are products of somebody's
use if not of the use of all those who benefit by the increment.

—

;
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I
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siiniinmnii

Mine

iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiB

Held

Examination,

Inspector's

105,562 -H

is

tracting

Pittsburgh, Penn., April 1-4, 1913

at

Ques.

—

What

(b)

of a fan producing 2.7
pressure being 2.4 lb. per

sure 5.5

Ans.

is

water gage, the blowing-in
and the blowing-out pres-

in.

sq.ft.

per sq.ft.?

lb.

—The manometric

efficiency of a fan is the ratio

of the actual pressure on the air, as indicated by the
water gage in the fan drift, to the theoretical pressure or

represented by the sum
and blowing-out
pressures of the fan, assuming these can be obtained or
are known. The mine pressure corresponding to a water
The
14.0-1: lb. per sq.ft.
5.2
gage of 2.7 in. is 2.7

water gage, which, in this
of the

mine pressure and

case,

is

the blowing-in

=

X

manometric

efficiency is then

X

100

14.04

_

14.04

^
64%, nearly
~ 21.94
14.04 -h 2.4 -t- 5.5
This is not a practical question, for the rea[X. B.
son that it is impossible, practically, to obtain the blowing-in and blowing-out pressures of the fan and these
must be assumed. Ed.]
Ques.
At a certain mine, the temperature of the inthe mine
let is 38 deg., and that of the outlet 62 deg. F.
resistance is equal to 15 lb. per sq.ft., and the atmospheric
pressure, 14.7 lb. per sq.in. The quantity of air entering

—

—

;

mine

the

current

100,000

is

is

found to contain 4 per

cent,

marsh

of

gas.

What quantity of marsh gas is given
(b) What is the least amount of de-

(a)

Plea.se state:
off in this

per min., and the return-air

cu.ft.

mine?

(b)

when

What

(c)

increase of gas will render the

return air explosive?

Ans.
ways:

—The
First,

by the increase of temperature from 38 deg.

and, second, by the decrease of pressure,
per s(|.ft., on the return airway.
The expansion

to 62 deg. F.

15

lb.

due

to tile

;

increase of teni])erature

.r.

..

r

,

X

100,000

460 -f- 02
,-g^.p3g

=

100,000 X 522
,
4,8

104,820 cu.ft. nenrhj
This air is again expanded by the decrease of pressure.
Assuming the fan is blowing air into tlie mine

2131.8

lb.

per

sq.ft.

lb.

per

per
144

sq.ft.

the inverse ratio of the absolute pressure;
])aiided

vohime

is

therefore

104,820

X

2131 8
l'.'r,
2110.0

=

ga.s,

there

is

case, the total

100

—4=

volume of

15

-f-

previoitsly

air

t

per

96 per cent, nf

X

air, in

144

=

equal to

is

and the ex-

and gas on tbo

coiit.

air.

=

of

marsh

Tii

that

ri'luni iiirway

105,-

;

=

is

found

gives, for the decrease of air necessary

make the return
=48,364 cu.ft.

— 61,596

current explosive, 109,960

Again, assuming the mixture first becomes explothere is 7.14 per cent, of gas present, the pro]'ortion of air is 100
7.14
92.86 per cent. Then,
dividing the expanded volitme of air on the return current by this percentage, the total volume of air and gas,
at the lower explosive limit, is 105,562 -h 0.9286
113,678 cu.ft.
Xow, subtracting from this the volume
of gas and air previously found, the quantity of gas necessary to be added, to make the mixture explosive is
113,678
109,960
3718 cu.ft. per min.
Ques.
Twenty-five loaded cars weigh 4600 Ih. cadi
the length of the engine plane is 6000 ft., the weight of the
rope, 1.2 lb. per ft., and the grade of the incline, 5 per
cent.
Find the tension on the rope aiul the iiorsepower
of the engine required to hoist this tri]) at a speed of 13
(c)

sive

when

—

=

=

—
—

=

miles per hour.

4ns.— The

=
=

X
X

weight of tlic buided trip is 25
4600
the weight of the rope. 6000
1-2
72f0 lb., which makes the total load hoisted, when the
trip is at the bottom of the incline, 115,000 -f 7200
122,200 lb.
115,000

lb.;

=

=

Calling the angle of inclination a: tan a
26° 34'. The tension or pull on the rope

sum

of the gravity pull

=
=
pull =
=

Gravity pull
Friction

122,200
122,200

X
X

and the

«!"

(122,200

X

is

0.05; n
v(\\\;\l

])ull

:

to

thus.

26° 34'

=

"•44724

^ (122,200 X
:jij

friction

=

ro.s-

5 l.(;52

lb.

2,732

lb.

26° 34')

0.89441)

=

Total ptdi on rope
57,38-1 lb.
52SO -^ (id
speed of 13 miles per hour is i:>
1144 ft. per min. The horsepower of the engine re(|uircd
to draw this load up the incline at the given speetl is
then

=

X

„.

=

105,5(i2 ni.ff. (nlr)

(a) Tf the return current contains

4398

air

to

the

Sfj.ft.,

pressure on the return

atmospheric pressure, 14.7
The ratio of expansion

this ca.se, is the

2116.8

The

X

—

per min.

cu.ft.

A

=

lb.

l(i9.96o cu.ft. per min.
Subexpanded volume of the return air

7.14 per cent. and the total volume
then 4398 -f- 0.0714
61,596 cu.ft.
Subtracting this result from the volume of gas and air

and

is

against a mine resistance equal to 15
ab.solute pressure on the intake is 14.7

=

this the

Assuming the lower explosive limit is reached
the mixture of gas and air contains 7.14 per cent,

cf gas

the

two

intake air, in this case, is ex]3andcd in

4398

of mar.sh gas,

crease in the quantity of air that will render the return
air e.xplosive?

=

562

manometric .efficiency, as
the manometric efficiency

(a) Define the term

from

n.9()

gives, for the gas generated in the mine, 109,960

(Selected Questions)

relating to fans,

I

'^

Ques. — W'lial

57,384

X

1144

= --33,000— =
ai'c

,

,

^'^"

+

''/'•

ibe chief ]ioints to be coiisiilci'ed

in

establishing and maintaining substantial and reliable vencoal mines?
mine with a well-dcsigiu'd ci'iitrirngal
ventilator of sufficient power and ca))acily to su))ply the
re<|uirc(l air at the necessary water gage and built reversiI'lan the mine with regard to pro))er ventilation,
ble.
drainage and haulage. Build substantial, air-tight stoppings, doors, air bridges and brattices and sj)lit the air
to jrivp a moderate velocity swpei)iiig all working faces.
tilation in

Ans.

—

bituminous

Eqiiij) the
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one of the most important questions in present-day mining. I may say frankly that I do not favor giving candidates, in examinations, te.xtbooks or helps of anv kind,
other than the necessary paper, pencil, rubber, rule, protractor and all the scrap paper they want.
Because there are intelligent men in the mine who did
not have the advantages of an education in their early
days and who now realize what they have missed and derea-.
sire to make a short cut to secure their papers, is no
son for making the examination easier or more simple.

would not be fair to one who has made good use of
his time, to discount his efforts for the sake of those who
are handicapped for lack of early training.
It

mines who
work before
Kecent mining legislation
prohibits boys under 14 and 16 years old from working
The aim of legislation today is to give
in the mines.
every boy a chance to educate himself, and after so much
In

my

opinion, there are few

men now

who

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii

i

tablish schools

Coal Mining

The practiral and theoretical education
Letter Xo. 1
of the miner, iu its broadest scope and in its relation to
the manner of conducting state mining examinations, is

are capable of studying and
they were 13 years of age.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

in the

started to

iiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiim

iiiiiii

|
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiill

every county, where workingmen can

in

Those who have no chance
secure the needed education
in early life, let them take ordinary school subjects on
certain nights and other more practical subjects other
In such schools, in Great Britain, the men study
nights.
coal mining, .surveying, geology,

machine construction and

These subjects
drawing, mechanics, mathematics, etc.
are taught every year, in some districts, at a nominal
cost, only sufficient to pay for the gas and coal and varying from 25 16 60c. a subject, for the whole term extending from September to April or May. Good teachers are employed.
My experience has been that good e<luI recation at low cost does not overcrowd the school.
member not over 30 were in attendance regularly, in my
home town of -lOOO coal miners.
There is a crying need, in this country today, for the
education of miners, in technical subjects. The knowledge
must be conveyed in an interesting way that is sim])le to
uiulerstand and that will develop a love for study. This
can only be done by beginning in a simple way, coming down to the level of the student and helping him to
In this way, the ventilation formulas
rise, step by step.
become simple, if the student is first acquainted with the
rules

and

jirinciples of arithmetic,

by which he can work

own formulas and not be obliged to carry them in
head.
The same is true in calculations on pumps

has been accomplished in this regard, it is no time to raise
the cry to allow the use of textbooks in examinations.
Would it not be lowering the standard of the examination to suit them to the needs of those who have not had
an early education. If we have missed our opportunities

out his

we alone are the losers.
The rapid advance in coal mining, requiring larger and
deeper shafts and improved machinery to handle the in-

get the best results (inc must attend a school where a
I
teacher I'an lielii and explain what is not understood.
enjoyed leading in Coal Agk. Jan. 18, p. 107, how

creased output has brought increased responsibilities for
the men in charge, and these increased responsibilities
should require greater knowledge on the part of mine offiThere are men in my own district in charge of.
cials.

Thomas Thomas,

state
first-class mines, who could not successfully pass a
examination, but I believe if these men had had the facil-

his

and steam engines.
'J"he Study Course
Coal Agk. is a good

Coal ilining jnst conuuenceil

in

in

start in the right direction; but to

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., overcame
and got his ediu-ation. Just a few weeks ago
I met one of the mine examiners (firebosses) in my district, who was going to high school, studying during the
day mathematics and physics and examining the mines

difficulties

for gas at night.

It

my

is

hope that textbooks will never

today, to secure a technical ediu-ation in
coal mining, they would have made good and have secured
their certificates in the regular way.
But, denying the use of textbooks in examinations, the

be allowed in Illinois, in mining examinations, but that
the high staiidnnl of the examination will be maintained
so that (iiic who ]iasses succ'cssfully can look n)i(ni his
earned
pride. In'rause it was honestly
ciM'tificiilc with

question arises, what can be done to help those miners
who did not enjoy early advantages. I answer, tcaili
them in a way they can understand and that will be inteiLet the
esting, so that they will have a desire to learn.
desire for knowledge supplant the desire to pass an examIt is often discouraging to have men ask the
ination.

witlioiit

ities offered

them

to work a problem or to answer a question,* for the
purpose of enabling them to pass a coming examinaThey expect to obtain their certificates by a few
tion.

am

W.
Kast St. Louis.

The (luestion wo
weeks', in.stead of a few years' study.
Which is tlie best for the advancement of
must answer is
to lower the standard of the examination or
coal mining
:

—

bring these
the

men

Ill

men up

I

would

say. lift

this quei*tion of education, can

we do

than follow the example of Great Britain aiul

es-

District.

— The

at

the

Working Face

question of post timbering at the

working face is im])ortaii), and its discussion in Coal
Agk cannot help but result in great benefit to both miiu'
Firedamp and coal dust are often
officials and miners.
.

All staregarded as the greatest evils in coal mining.
The
(istics. however, ])ro\i' this conclusion to be in error.

second annual

to the higher level.

dealing with

lieltcr

to that standard?

1-i

Htli

Ill,

Post Timbering
Letter Xo.

MondAS.

r..

State .Mine Inspector.

way
sole

nid at the examination.

artilicial

Mines,

and

liM'i.

roof, as

rejiort

of the director

gives the loss
lillO

in

ot'

life.

liUO and

\--Vi\

iil'

A\w
in

the
to

l!M

liurcau of

I'lills

1.

of coal

April

1-2,
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According to the report of the engineers of the Bureau
of Mines, the immediate cause of this class of accidents
is the delay or failure, on the part of miners, to place
sufficient timbers.
The reports of the Pennsylvania mine
inspectors, for a period of 33 years, show that 59.38 per
cent, of all the accidents underground was caused by
The report for 1910 shows 63
falls of roof and coal.
per cent, of all underground accidents due to this cause.
The subject, however, is important not only as a question
of safety but as a matter of economy, since the cost of
mine timber in many localities makes this the heaviest
item in the operating expenses of the mine.
In considering post timber, one of the first requisites
A good mine post is one
is the elasticity of the wood.
that will bend and still retain its efficiency to support
the loose fragments of roof, before finally breaking under
All experienced miners know
the maximum pressure.
that the maximum roof pressure is irresistible and that
it would be foolish to try to resist such a pressure with
timber.

The

use of dry, brittle timber, in mines,

is

accidents, because such timber is
broken instantaneously without bending and the roof
A good mine post,
falls without a moment's warning.
by bending, gives the miner warning that danger is imminent and he must either set other timber or seek a
place of safety. In this locality, the pine wood of which
the Douglas, or red fur, is a specie, will meet these requirements.
Another important point is the thickness of the seam.
I consider it a good rule to adopt to make the diameter
its

length, other conditions

However, some mine posts are better seasoned and more sound, not being infested with vermin
being equal.

or containing knots.

A

knot, of course,

calculations of the strength of a

mine

may

upset

all

post, but the rule

good one for general application. The
rule that the strength of a mine prop varies as the ratio
of the square of the diameter to its length has reference
only to the bending strength of the post. The rule first
given provides equal resistance to crushing and bending.
Again, it is important to consider the essential priii(tiples of timbering.
The first of these is to timber in
time. Xever judge of the roof ahead by that exposed to
view.
The roof ahead is an unknown quantity and may
at any moment so change in character from that overhead as to present new dangers. It is a common thing
for a stone to fall out of the roof, or for an unsuspected
slip to draw back from over the face of the coal in such
a manner as to leave the roof suddenly unsupported over
the miner.
The only safe rule to adopt is: Trust no
roof further than is absolutely necessary.
Another essential point is to timber in the line of ])rcssiire.
In a flat seam, the line of pressure is vertical and
posts must be set per])endicular to the roof and floor. In
a pitching seam, owing to the tendency of the roof to
nevertheless

is

>lide downhill,

a

necessary that the posts should lie
to 9 deg., depending on the inclina-

is

it

"underset" from
tion of the seam.

1

Any

.slip of the roof downhill will then
In every case, post timbers should be
set with a "lid" or cap-piece, which should be from .3
to 4 in. thick and at lea.st 3 in. wider than the prop. The
length of the cap-piece must i)e governed by the nature
of the roof, but should never be less than 18 in. The cap
is a very essential part of the mine prop, as, when the
roof "weights," the head of the jxist sinks into the soft

tighten the post.

wood of the cap, which then acts as a hoop to bind together the fibers of the post and prevent its splitting.
1 believe that the miner should be held personally responsible for the safety of his own place.
In this way
alone can the cooperation of the miners be secured, for

own safety. To obtain this cooperation is more important than reprimanding the men or imposing penalties
their

for neglect in this regard.

It is the duty of every miner,
on entering his place, to examine the roof carefully before proceeding to work.
If the roof is dangerous, he
must secure it in such a manner as to make it safe or
come out and fence off the place. A failure to do this is
an offence against the Coal Mine Regulation Act. A miner
violating this act should be prosecuted and there should
be no mistaken sympathy that will prevent such action
being promptly taken when required.
J.

W. Powell, Mine Mgr.,
Columbia Coal & Coke Co.

Coalmont, B. C.,Canada.

often

the cause of serious

of the post proportional to

r,77

"Red Tape

in

the Geological Survey"

In connection with the editorial in your issue of Mar.
"Red Tape in the Geological Survey" I may be

—

8—

pardoned for making some comment. There are certain
restrictions and limitations in probably all government
bureaus which are not appreciated by outside business
men who come in contact with them. One of these is
the hard and fast, and often restricted, appropriations
under which the bureaus must work.
You complain that the topographic maps of the Geological Survey are sometimes reported out of stock.

Owing to the inadequate appropriation available for map
engraving and printing, not only is new map-engraving
work considerably in arrears, but there is involved a
tremendous pressure on the engraving division to keep
on band the 2200 topographic sheets which now represent the Survey stock. Furthermore, certain sheets must
be at times reported out of stock for the reason that they
are being revised and brought uptodate, and with a new
not considered advisable to print the
at the present time, for these
reasons, eight sheets out of -stock.
In cases where a map
is soon to be issued or reprinted, an estimate is given
to the correspondent as to the probable date.
issue in sight

obsolete

it

map.

is

There are

You fu'.-ther complain that in filling an order for
topographic nia])s, substitution is sometimes made and
that such a procedure would not be contemplated by any
editor of a magazine in sending the number immediately
preceding or following, in place of the one asked for. I
do not consider the comparison a fair one, for the cases
are not exactly parallel.

You

will note that the

explana-

map

index, which serves as the public's guide
in ordering these maps, states that small substitutions

tion on the

made by the Survey; that is, rather than return
the 10c. or 20c. remitted with an order for maps, where
one or two sheets are out of stock, substitution of sheets
will be

covering adjacent territory will be made. The substitution of a map adjoining the one of the area required is

apt to be of more .service than the issue of a magazine
preceding the one which you may order.
//, however,
such map substilulion ix not desired and the correspondent
so slates in his order, substitutions are not made.
Furtlicrinore, these substitutions of one or two maps
are frequently made strictly in the interest of the re-
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will give him the benefit of the
wholesale rate) and two of these are out of stock or have
not been published, substitutions are made for the pur-

increase in the price of the

$3 would be $4.80.
I would call attention further to the fact tiiat no
"firm" sells for 10c. each, maps worth from $1 to $o
~

and

a day.

Concerning your complaint that questions as

book publications, such as the monographs, which are sold at the higher prices.
You further remark that unless one has connections
in "Washington, to whom he can wire for a map, in case
of urgent need, he is sure to be disappointed. My answer

certain reports will be issued are ignored,

in the ca-se of its

that the Survey

is

of the Geological

in frequent receipt of tele-

Survey

—maps and

is

to handle its dis-

reports

—on

as nearly

a business basis as possible. I believe some progress is being made. Ordinary orders for topographic maps, which do

not involve some especially difKcult conditions, are

fillea

Study Course
By

to

when

the Sur-

Coal Mining

in

J. T.

Beaku

The Coal Age Pocket Book

The Coal Age Pocket Book
ResiHtance

AIRWAYS

FLO«' OF AIR

is

vey's practice to give estimates to the public of the is-

deserve.

The aim

it

suance of reports whenever it is possible to forecast with
any degree of certainty the probable date of such issue.
In this matter, however, the state of the appropriation
for printing and binding is frequently the controlling
factor.
The Geological Survey has at the present time
sufficient manuscripts of scientific reports, practically
ready for printing, to consume a printing fund approximately twice the amount appropriated for the current
year.
To forecast when these reports will be printed
would be worse than guessing.
Geo. Otis Smith, Director.
Washington, D. C.

grams from engineers and others requesting maps, sent
and such requests receive the immediate attention they

tribution of publications

numerous misunderstandings, or account of the
maps and because of the receipt of a great, number of very large orders, placed during the la.st two months of the year for the jDurpose of
taking advantage of the old rate, there have been more
instances of delay than usual. The normal sale distribution by the Survey of its topographic maps is over 2000

to the

pose of bringing the order up to the required number,
for if the purchase was for 48 maps the price instead of

is

No. 15

many of them within 24 hours. Some of
the larger orders require longer to complete because of
the time required to assemble from among the 2200 racks
in which the stock is stored. During the past winter, due

minimum amount which

to this

3,

within 48 and

mittev, in order to give liim the lienefit of the wholesale
For example, if he remits- $3 for bO maps (the
rate.

in fact costing that, if the actual expenditure in field
surveys, oiSce editing, and engraving and printing are
The Geological Survey does not subsfifufe
all included.

Vol.

air in a conduit or airway is in obedience to
an excess of pressure at one end of the conduit over that at
the other end. Air always moves from a point of higher presThe moving air is
point of lower pressure.
toward
a
sure
called the air current.
Velocity of Air Cnrrents The rate of motion or the distance traveled per unit of time is called the velocity of the
The velocity is commonly expressed in feet per
air current.
second or feet per minute, as most convenient.

The flow of

of

-Vir«ays

— The

resistance

that

an

airway

offers to the passage of air is of two kinds: frictional resistance due to the rubbing of the air on* the inner surface of
the airway, and the resistance due to the air striking against

Relation of PreKsure and Velocity To double the velocity
of air in an airway or conduit requires four times the pressure: and since 2 = i^T. the velocity v varies as the square
root of the pressure p; thus

obstructions such as timbers, roof falls, sharp bends, etc.
How Resistance Varies In mine ventilation, the entire resistance of airways is rated on a frictional basis, according to the extmt tif tiilibing surface and the velocity of
thrit when the velocity of the air curthe air. It is a.-isnni.
rent is doubled. f,t( h itsisting particle in the airway is struck
as hard, by the passing air, which
twice as often and Iwn
makes the resistance offered by each particle 2x2 = 4 times
as great as before. If the velocity is increased three times,
= 9 times,
the resistance of each particle is increased
etc.
On this assumption, the resistance of an airway varies
as the extent of rubbing surface (s) and the square of the
velocity (v X v = v-), or as the expression s v-' for that air-

or, vice versa.

way.
Vnit Resistance or Coefflcient of Friction The amount of
resistance, per unit of rubbing surface (1 sq.ft.), for a unit

—

—

—

il

i

3X3

—

p

vanes as

i-

For example, if an airway in a mine is of such size and
length that the piesure per square foot at the intake is 3 lb.
greater than that at the discharge opening and this difference
it will
of pressure produces a velocity of 5000 ft. per min.
require a difference of pressure of 4 X 3 = 12 lb. per sq.ft.
to produce a velocity of 1000 ft. per min. in the same airway.
Solution by RatioN Expressed as ratios, the solution is
always simpler and shorter, because the method admits of
readv cancellation, thereby keeping the numbers small and
reducing the amount of necessary work. For example, when
quantities are proportional their ratios are equal. Or. in this
case, the velocity ratio is equal to the square root of the
CaUing the first velocity v second velocity
pressure ratio.
v.; the first pressure p, and the second pressure p2, we have
;

—

velocity (1 ft. per min.)
the coefficient of friction.
for this unit are

is

called the unit of resistance or

The values most commonly adopted

00000002 lb. (.\tkinson, revised)
k =
=
00000001 lb. (Fairley)
rnlrulntion of Resistance of .Vlrways To find the resistance of an airway, for any given velocity, multiply the unit
resistance (k) bv the rubbing surface in square feet (s). and
that product bv the square of the velocity in feet per minute
(v=): the final product will be the total resistance (li), in
pounds, as expressed by the formula
(I

I;

—

R = si'
Find the resistance of an airway having 60.000
rubbing surface, when the velocity of the air current
J-

—

Example
sq.ft. of

ft. per min.
Solution The resistance, in this case, is
R = 0. 00000002 X 60,000 X SOO' = 768 lb.
Ventilatini; Pressure The ventilating pressure is the total
pressure exerted on the entire sectional area of the airway,
If the sectional
to move the air or produce an air current.
area of an airwav is a = 50 sq.ft., and the pressure created
bv the ventilating fan is p = S lb. per sq.ft., the total pressure on the air is p a = 8 X 50 — 400 lb.
The pressure exerted on
I'nit of Ventilatlnsr Pressure
sq.ft. of the sectional area of an airway, or the pressure
1
per square foot on the air is the unit of ventilating pressure,
often called the unit pressure (p). In speaking of ventilating pressure or the "pressure on the air," either the total or
unit pressure, it is the excess of pressure in the intake over
that in the return or the gage pressure that is meant.
.\liMOlute Pressure- The absolute pressure is the actual
pressure supported b.v the air: or the atmospheric pressure
plus th-e gage pressure when the ventilating fan is blowing,
and minus the gage pressure when exhausting.

is

800

—

—

vice versa.

—

Kxample What difference of pressure per square foot will
be required to produce a velocity of 1200 ft. per min. in an
at the rate of 500 ft. per min.,
lb. per sq.ft.?
= the required difference of pressure;

airwav where the air is moving
under" a moving pressure of 3.5

/1200N2 ^ /121
3.5
3.5

X

\

144

500

j

I

5

=

—

—

;

20. \G

lb.

per sq.ft.

'
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hat
Whereas, The Board of School Trustees of the City of

The Half-Time System

MBitnfSBftl),

The two documents following are halt-time contracts,
such as have created so much attention in Great Britain
and in certain towns, uotahly Cincinnati, in the Uniteil
States. We present them because we feel that they can be
easily rendered applicable to

The boy

mining needs.

He

of 14 has a taste for labor.

be regarded as a

and indeed

it is,

is

soon tires of his new work
(piite exhausting, and he needs

at first,

an occasional release from the hard grind.

Thus

him.

reinvigorates

school

anxious to

He

man.

he

is

A

day at

better

fitted

phvsicallv for his daily work and is week by week growing more efficient. The school is frankly vocational. It
tells

him

of the dangers of his work, instructs

him

in

it

and makes him a competent workman. His occupation
becomes not merely his daily toil, but his life hobby.
For years people have thought that the training in vocational schools was to be urged because it helped a man
to rise and displace his fellows, or because it aided the
United States to hold its own against Europe. Efficiency.
however, is best described as the means by which man
wrests from nature the largest spoil possible.
If the boy or man can do a larger work because of liis
The wage earner
efficiency he can obtain a better living.
of today earns a larger real wage than the laborer of the
loth century, because by efficiency and machinery he can
turn out more in a day than the artisan of that time
could in all probability produce in two weeks.
The discontent of the working classes is only to be met
by giving tiicm a better living. The only way to jirovide
that desideratum is to teach them to earn it. When men
are scientifically expert, are taught to study causes and

Hammond, Lake County, Indiana, are desirous that the boy.s
and girls of said City may become more efficient industrially,
and that more of them may be able to remain in school a
longer period,

it is therefore understood and agreed, by and
between the said School Board of the City of Hammond, Lake
County. Indiana, party of the first part, and
of the City of Hammond, Lake County. Indiana, party of the

second part.

That certain boys and girls of said City, over the age
1.
of fourteen years and under the age of twenty-one years, are
to be given opportunity to devote one-half of each school day
in attendance at school and the remaining portion to be devoted to the services ar.d employment of the said
and that a copy of all contracts with the parents or guardian
of any such school apprentice shall be approved by said
School Board and signed by the superintendent and become a
part of this agreement as fully as though it were embodied
therein.

The party of the first pai"t agrees:
1.
To submit a course of instruction which

shall be offered

approval of the party of the second part,
proper facilities and competent Instructors for

in the school for the

and

to provide

the teaching of said course.
2.
Not to demand the attendance of the apprentice during
the time -when he should be in the service of the party of the

second part,
3.
To employ a competent vocational director who shall
be familiar with the work of both the shop and school, whose
it
shall be to see that the terms of this contract are fulduty

filled.

The party of the second part agrees:
1.
Not to employ a school apprentice during the lime that

bound forward.
Every mine worker will inspect his own working place
and will take a pride in making his part of the task

he should be in school.
2.
To submit a course of instruction in the art or trade
to which the boy or girl is to be apprenticed for the approval
of the Board of School Trustees, and further agrees to offer
this instruction to the apprentice.
To allow a representative of the School Trustees entrance to their establishment or factory at appointed times
when the apprentices are employed, providing such representative does not Interfere directly or indirectly with the work
or employees.
The term of this apprenticeship shall be four years. .M
the end of the apprenticeship each party to this agreement
shall issue a diploma to the apprentice if the work has been
satisfactory.
In Witness Whereof, the said parties have hereunto set

move without

their

results,

the

industries

of

the

world

will

take a

rapid

Conditions will not arrive at their
every coal cutter and motorman
can make at least the less important adjustments on his
machine or locomotive just as every chauffeur is supposed to be aliic to take care of the automobile he

maximum

friction.

efficiency

,?.

hand and

day of

seal this

la...

till

By

By
Superintendent of

.Schools.

drives.

our miners were educated, tiu'ir pride in their order
would be increased and the exodus to other trades would
cease.
T!ie other iiuhistries have already a start in this
respect.
Nothing retains a body of men at their emIf

ployment so fixedly as a
ticed

demands

than a daily

APPRENTICE CONTRACT
CONKKY COMPANY

\V. B.

rei)utatioii that the trade prac-

iiitoiligence,

that

it

is

something more

grinii.

The contracts were presented
superintendent of schools at

to us by C.

Hammond,

M. McDaniel,

Indiana.

Knlcnd into hvlwien
and

(parent or guardian) of

contrac;t

li.

Conkeii ComiKiiui. of Hiiiinitond

Hammond. Lake

Coiinlil.

Indiana.

Snbenturr witncRseth that
or
the County of Lake and State of Indiana, has voluntarily, of
his own free will and accord, put and bound
of Hammond, Lake County, Indiana, to learn the art and trade
and an apprentice to serve from this date
of
for and during and until the full end and term of four years
next ensuing: during all which time the said apprentice shall
serve his employers faithfully, honestly and Industriously,
^|)ii3

Articles of aKrfi»ment m.-iMf and ontirod Into by and between the School Trustees of the City of Hammond, Lake
County. Indiana, party of the first part, and
of the City of Hammond. Lake County. Indiana, party of the
second part:

lliiW,

nirlianit.
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lawful commands readily obey, and conduct himself in a
modest, courteous and accommodating manner toward his employers and all other persons employed in and about the
premises and business of his said employers; at all times
protect and preserve the groods and property of his said employers, and not suffer any to be w^asted or injured; and that
the apprentice may acquire an education, he shall attend the
Hammond Public Schools one-half of each day that school is
in session, at such time as shall be arranged by the employer
and the school authorities, and shall employ himself about the
premises of his employers during the time five hours per
day during the full term of his apprenticeship, unless otherwise ordered, and the said employers shall use their best endeavors to teach or cause him. the said apprentice, to be
and
taught or instructed in the art or trade of
to pay the said apprentice for the first year the sum of ten
cents per hour; for the second year of his services, the sum
of twelve and one-half cents per hour; for the third year of
his services, the sum of fifteen cents per hour; for the fourth
year of his services, the sum of seventeen and one-half cents
per hour.
Beginning- the second year of his apprenticeship the W. B.
Conkey Company will deposit to the credit of the apprentice
one dollar ($1.00) each two weeks with the treasurer of the
W. B. Conkey Company. This money will be deposited as a
joint account of the apprentice and W. B. Conkey Company.
At the completion of the apprenticeship the entire sum to the
credit of the apprentice in the treasury of the W. B. Conkey
Company plus twenty-five dollars, will be paid him. If for
any reason the apprenticeship is not completed, this money
The apprentice will
reverts to the W. B. Conkey Company.
be given a pass-book showing the amount paid in for his acall

is
It
possession.
count, said pass-book
understood that this money placed in the bank is not in any
volunis
a
but
rendered,
services
sense wages or payment for
tary contribution by the employer, to be paid the apprentice
in consideration of good behavior and the completion of his

remain

to

in

his

.ipprenticeship.
At the end of his apprenticeship, a diploma will be awarded
to the apprentice by the W. B. Conkey Company, stating that
he has served the full term of apprenticeship, and giving his
status as a workman, and he shall at once be put on the paybe in the
roll at $15 per week, and should said
employ of the W. B. Conkey Company when he arrives at the
at
pay-roll
age of 21 years, he shall at once be put on the

the regular journeyman's wages.
In case the W. B. Conkey Company by reason of destruction of, or injury to, their buildings or their machinery by fire,
explosion, necessity for repairs, disturbance of business by
strike, or by any calamity or other cause beyond their control,
shall find it necessary to shut down their plant or suspend
business in the whole or any part, during such time of suspension the \V. B. Conkey Company shall not be liable for

wages or damages.
And should the

said apprentice fail in any of the above
requirements to faithfully perform the duties, trusts and obligations required of him then the W. B. Conkey Company
may. if they see fit, discharge the aforesaid apprentice and
this contract at once become null and void.

Apprentice's si?;Tnature
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1.
CO.\L MINING
The different systems.
(a)
Laying out the workings.
Methods for thin and tnick and for flat and pitching seams.
Management of squeezes, etc. (b) Mining and blasting. Various explosives.
Evils from improper blasting.
Dangerous
and safe methods. "Safety" powders. Machine mining. (c)

Supporting excavations, including the principles underlying
timbering; the different methods employed; computing the
strength of pillars, etc.
Ventilation.
(d)
Methods of obtainin.?: it and of coursing, splitting, and regulating the current.
Its measurement; use of anemometer, water gage. etc.
Study of furnaces and fans.
Haulage and drainage,
(e)
(f)
Sinking Shafts and Slopes. Safety appliances for shaft
and slope mines.
2.

MINE GASES AND TESTING

(a)
Nature and origin of each and the indications which
they furnish of their presence.
Testing for explosive
(b)
and inexplosive gases. Principle of the safety lamp, and
various types of such lamps. Use of safety lamps, e'.c.

EXPLOSIONS AND FIRES

3.

Their various causes.

and management of
and other explosions.

dust.

Relation of coal dust to explosions,
Relation of blasting to coal-dust

Demonstration of coal-dust explosions.
Prevention of explosions. Causes and management of fires.

SURVEYING AND MAP DRAWING

4.

Use of compass (or of transit, as the case may be); putting up sights, marking off rooms at various angles, grading
track (use of level), laying out curves, etc.
Drawing the
mine map. Men may devote all of the cours* to surveying
if they so desire.

USE OP MINE RESCUE APPARATUS

5.

Diffei-ent

of

l\-pes

apparatus.

Draeger oxygen helmet, and

of the

Practice

in

use

of

th<-

"Pulmotor" reviving ap-

paratus.

The equipment used in demonstrating includes; A mine
fan (running either exhaust or forcing), a working model of
a Sirocco fan, anemometers, water gage, safety lamps of various types, electric and acetylene lamps, gas-chamber for
testing with safety lamps, gas-testing machine. Smith appliance for gas-testing in mines, apparatus for showing characteristics of gases and effect of red-hot coal-dust on carbon dioxide, coal-dust explosion box, spray nozzles, samples
of various
mine telephones, pneumatic mine
explosives,
signal, safety, shaft-hoist. Cameron pump (dissected). Ha; rison coal puncher, coal and rock drills (Nixon ratchet, pneumatic hammer etc.), various makes of pit-car wheels, wirerope and electric transinission-wire bonds, mine trolley hangers. Bteel entry sets, G-ton electric locomotive, surveying instruments, etc.

The session begins May 19, 1913, and ends on July
By coming May 15, students can attend the meeting of

Vi.

the

Kentucky Mining Institute, which opens on that date.
The Board of Examiners of the state mine inspector's office

has always held an examination at the close of the

practical miner's course, thus avoiding the extra trip to

Lexington for this purpo.se.
$2.50 to $3.50 per week.

Fee, $10.

Koom and

board.

Address
A£^e

Signed

Garden Awards

Per
Witnesses:

Co., of Kentucky, offers the following
tenant employees for the best garden
and yard cultivated during the season of 1913. The information is furnished us by C. F. Eraser, the mine manThe mines are situated at Beaver Dam. Ohio
ager.

The Taylor Coal

cash prizes to

J

agree that

my

(parent or guardian)
son or ward shall serve the TA'. B. Conkey
specified above.

Company upon terms

WITNESS my hand and

day of

seal this

19.

.

its

County, Ky.
Approved by the Trustees
this

(iay

of

of the School,

if

Hammond,

19-

Miners'

Summer

By H,

School

D. Eastox*

The Kentucky University offers the followinor opportunity to miners, mine foremen, manaojers and others who
desire to improve their knowledge of the principles underIving correct methods of mining!;.
•Professor of mining. College
State University, Lexington, Ky.

of

Mines and Metallurgy,

Inspection will be made June 18 and 19 by Messrs. C. M.
Barnett, Hartford, Rev, A. B. Gardner. Beaver Dam, and a
representative of "Coal Age." The inspectors will take into
consideration neatness, kind and quality of crops raised and
the natural advantages and disadvantages of the location.
All tenants will be entitled to compete for prizes regardless
of the .amount of ground under cultivation or the kind or
No salaried employee will be eligible to
style of the houses.
compete for any prize.
In gold
$10.00
For the best garden cultivated by white tenant
For the second best cultivated by white tenant
^"J
10.00
For the best garden cultivated bv colored tenant....
5.00
For the second best cultivated by colored tenant
7.50
For the best vard cultivated hv white tenant
2-50
For the second best cultivat.d by white tenant
7.50
For the best yard cultivated by colored tenant
2.60
colored
tenant....
by
cultivated
For the second best
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OHIO

—

Columbus A coal famine in many of the cities
towns of Ohio is threatened because of the inability of

prevail.

Nothing has yet been done toward a settlement of the
strike which has been in progress since January at the
Glouster mine of the Hisylvania Coal Co. which has offices in
Columbus. The strike was in the nature of a lockout. The
managers of the mine wanted the men to protect their own
lives to a larger degree and they refused.
The Sunday Creek Co. which has headquarters in Columbus has sustained some damage to a bridge connection
with one of its mines in the Hocking Valley owing to the
flood.
The New Pittsburgh Coal Co. sustained the loss of a
trestle which will put one of its mines out of commission for
The New York Coal Co. also suffered some
several weeks.
mines in the Hocking Valley.
Martins Perry The Gaylord mines Nos. 1 and 2 have resumed work in full, together with the Red Bird, Yorkvills
and Y. & O. mines. Every important mine in this immediate

damage

at

its

—

vicinity

is

new

in operation.

ILLINOIS

—

SprinKfield A raging Are which has broken out the botof the Capital coal mine has consumed property to the
extent of $1000, despite the efforts of the company's men to
check its progress; 330 men are thrown out of employment as
a result of the blaze.
Harrlsbure On Apr. 5 practically all of the coal mines in
the vicinity of Harrisburg had been closed down, and em-

tom

—

ployees were working day and night in an effort to prevent
The back water
wa/ter from getting into the shafts.
from the Ohio had covered the entire country surrounding
Harrisburg, and levees several feet high had been built up
around the air shafts and main shafts of practically every
mine in this field. Even with this precaution there threatened to be a tremendous loss by the washing away of mining
property, such as timbers, wash houses, etc.
Marion The cyclone that recently swept over Southern
Illinois caused a loss of $3000 at the Illinois Hocking Washed
The smoke stacks were blown away and
Coal Co.'s mine.
The property
the roofs of all the buildings were torn oft.
of the Chicago Big Muddy Coal & Coke Co. suffered a loss of
the
destroyed,
completely
about $8000. The engine room was
boilers dislodged, stacks blown down and the tipple stripped
of everything but the heaviest timbers.

—

MISSOURI

—

The largest piece of coal ever taken from a
Madison County was hoisted by the Horn"? Trade
Coal Co. recently. The piece is 3 ft. square, and weighs 1050
Several months ago a piece weighing several tons was
lb.
mined, but on account of its size could not be brought to the
The coal will be placed on exhibition at Edwardssurface.
St.

mine

Louis

in

viile.

COLORADO

—

Fort Lupton Another strike in the coal flilds of nortliern Colorado has been ordered, involving over MOO miners
The miners claim
in the employ of the American Fuel Co.
the company owes them back pay aggregating $20,000. This
reci-ived.
they have not

SOUTH DAKOTA
I'ierre

—A

new

find of lignite coal is

Mauleon, France

— Pour

men were

killed

and seven others

injured by an explosion in a mine at Osser, Mar.

23.

Edward V. d'Invilliers announces the removal of his general engineering offices to No. 51 Walnut St., Philadelphia,
Penn., opposite Independence .Square.

Wm.
office of

B. Neal, who has been in charge of the New Orleans
Bonnyman-Norman Coal & Iron Co., has resigned that

become connected with the sales department of the
Central Foundry Co., located at Holt, Ala. His successor has
not been announced.
Edward L.vnch. of Wilkes-Barre, formerly employed on
the U. S. Bureau of Mines Rescue Car, giving instruction
in first aid, has accepted a position on the G. B. Markle engineering corps at Jeddo, Penn. Tlie appropriation for tliis
car has run out, and Mr. Jessup, general manager for the
Markle Co., secured Mr. Lynch to take charge of the first aid
and rescue work of the company.
position to

OBITUARY
Wm. Harding, 83 years old, for many years manager of
the Consolidated Coal Co.'s properties, and one if the btst
known coal operators in the southern Illinois field, died
recently at his home at 539 North 13th St., East St. Louis.
III.

Death was due

to

pneumonia.

—

Wilites-Barre, Penn. A. F. Wolf has bought out the interests of the Central Coal Co. of Scranton in a property
of 97 acres of coal land in Plains Township near Hudson.
His intention is to erect a modern breaker.

—

Moundsville, AV. Va. The tipple at the Glendale mine of
the Hichman Coal Co. is being torn down by the Riggs Bros.,
contractors. The work of building a new tipple has already
been started and will be rushed to completion.

Martins Ferry, Ohio It is understood that the coal territory in the southern part of Belmont Count.v is soon to be
tapped by an sO-ft. shaft and Pittsburgh coal will be mined.
About $100,000 will be required to install the necessary equipment.
Connellsville, Penn. Worli on the coke plant along the
Youngwood branch of the Southwest R.R., is progressing

—

rapidly.
The shaft of the United Coal
a depth of 100 ft.

& Coke

Co.

has been sunk to

—

heeiiuK. W. Va. Extensive improvements are under way
Sixteen new
at the Johnston coal mine at West Wheeling.
entries will be driven in the mine in the near future and a
new 8-ton motor has been purchased from the Goodwin Manufacturing Co., of Chicago.
Sturgls, Ky. The contractors who are working on the
branch line being constructed by the West Kentucky Coal
Co. to its new shaft. No. 9, have about completed the heaviest
part of the work, which was the trestle over Cypress Creek,
and the remainder of the work is not expected to take long.
\\

—

reported near Isabel.
especially
of earth, allow-

in thickness, and

The seam is said to be 12 ft.
desirable, as it is covered with only 16 ft.
Mining by tunneling is not
ing for stripping operations.
practicable on account of the lack of stone or other substantial covering for a roof.
is

NORTH DMvOT.V

—

—

Bridgeburg, Ont. A dangerous blaze which caused the
destruction of hundreds of tons of coal broke out Mar. 26 en
The western
the big Grand Trunk coal chute at this place.
end of the chute "was completely destroyed.
The loss Is
placed at $2500.

—

.\RK-\NS.\S

— Miners

working at No. 7 Central mine, better
known as the Hoffman mine, have received orders to clean
up and put their tools away. It is reported that the company intends installing electric mining machines. Another
report is also current that the company intends shutting
down mines Nos. 2 and 5. If such is the case, over 500 men
will be thrown out of employment temporarily.
Hurtford

FOREIGN NEWS

and
rail-

roads to move coal cargoes. This condition prevails especially
in the northern part of the state where the railroad connections with the coal mining districts have been broken.
It will be some time before normal transportation conditions

Holiron There will be $17,500 donated for the maintenance
and permanent Improvements at the Hebron Lignite Coal Experimental Station, at the University of North Dakota, according to E. J. Babcock, Dean of the School of Mines.

—

The Kansas Gas & Electric Co. is rushing
>> ieliita. Ivan.
to completion a $50,000 traveling grab bucket crane, which
A contract has been let to
the cars.
from
coal
will unload
the Dieter & Wenzel Construction Co., to extend their dock
on the river 100 ft. eastward.
will be completed by Aug. 1.

Susquehanna, Penn.

It

— Scranton

is

expected that the crane

capitalists are

making good

1-2,

Aiii-il
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shaft on the George Young farm at
All the drilling manear Binghamton, N. Y.
been set up and the shaft is down twenty
work is under the supervision of Engineer Yates, of

li.ailway in sinking- a

Crane,

I'di't

has

iliinery
ti

t,

Srt anton.

oS.3

J.

Hammers. Adamson: David

L..

Murdook. Wilburton.

William
Wilburton; Martin

porators:
St.

Louis, Mo.

— The

—

Carbondale, Penn. The Salem Hill Coal Co.'s property
here has been sold to the New England Coal Co., owned by
Scranton capitalists. The coal land of the company is located
above Wayne street, and the assessed valuation of the
breaker and coal lands is in the neighborhood of $30,000.
It is the intention of the new company to drive a slope.
MoundMville, W. Va. The old machinery in the Big Run
ccal mine, in Ohio, has been replaced with modern electrical
equipment. The work to date has cost in the neighborhood
of $175,000 and it is expected that before the improvements
have been completed the total cost will reach $400,000.
Plans for a modern steel tipple are now being dra-wn up. The
Rail & River Coal Co., owner of the mine, plans to double the
output.

—

Co. has been ina wholesale coal business, with a
The incorporators, all of Webster

corporated here, to do
stock of $6000.
Groves, Mo., are J. H. Curd, W.
capital

—

IlIlMboro, III. It is rumored that work may resume at the
li-iul mine of the Clover Leaf Coal Mining Co., in the near
future.
The new airshaft has now been sunk to a depth of
40u ft. and the work of finishing is only a matter of a few
weeks.
When these improvements are completed it is expected that work will be resumed.

R. Bridges,

Haddaway-Curd Coal
S.

and W.

J.

Haddaway.

—

Sens, W. Va. Opperman Coal Co.; to develop coal and
timber lands in McDowell County; capital stock, $50,000. Incorporators: J. H. Opperman, of Cambridge, Ohio; Thomas E.
Richards, C. Riggs, A. C. Orcutt and S. G. Campbell, of Seng,

W. Va.

—

Phoenix, Ariz
A charter has been granted to the Western Plaster Company of Phoenix: capital, $100,000; incorporators, Henry Mitchell, G. M. Satterfield and Grant Monical,
all of Phoenix: among the objects are to deal in and operate
coal lands and mines.

—

Phoenix, .\rlx. A charter has been granted to the Papago
Placer Mining Co. of Phoenix; capital, $500,000; incorporators,
Ned Creighton, Roy N. Davidson and H. V. Young, all of
Phoenix; company to deal in and operate coal lands and
coal mines, and other minerals.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

—

Iniontawn, Penn. Improvements which will cost in the
neighborhood of $40,000 will soon be made in the three mines
of the Evans Coal & Coke Co.. formerly the .Superba Coal Co.,
It is understood that plans have already
at Evans Station.
been made and the conti'acts have been awarded. These imconsist
of the construction of a 60-oven coke
will
provements
plant and also of a new tipple. It is also the intention of the
big
coke crusher. When the three plants
company to Install a
are in full operation, about 800 tons of coal will be produced

mine

daily.

for $39,000.

—

Falliston, Ala. The Eureka Coal Co. will have its new
in operation by May 15, and will produce the high-grade
domestic coal for which the Cahaba field is noted.
Waynesburg, Penn James L. Rush, has become the owner
of 260 acres of coal located in Center Township.
The property was purchased from George G. Gaus, of Uniontown.

—

—

Klondike, Tenn. J. M. Robinette announces that he will
develop 200 acres of coal property which he owns in that vicinity.
The extent of the operation is not at present definitely
determined upon.
Coshocton, Ohio Joseph Norman of Keene, who discovered a deep seam of coal on his farm near that village
about a week ago, has stated that he expects to start developments about June 1.

—

Coma, Texas
stock of the

— E.

Como

King, of McKinney, has purchased the
Coal Co., incorporated for $40,000.
G.

Birmlnehnm, Ala.
000;

to

—The

Alabama

Co.; capital stock, $6,919.& Iron Co.

succeed the Alabama Consolidated Coal

—

Chlcaeo, III. The Villija Co.; capital stock. $10,000: coal.
wood, ice, etc. Incorporators: M. M. Dudas, L. J. Petrulis and
P. M. Dudas.
Rhea-Stone Coal Co., Shelby County;
NaMhvllle, Tenn
amendment changing the name of the corporation to "John
White & Son Coal Co."
Fort Wayne. Ind. The E. W. Williams Supply Co.; capital
The directors are E. W. Wilstock. $10,000: to deal in coal.
liams, E. M. Williams and C. S. Tumbleson.

—

St.

John, N. B.
stock,

capital

County. H. W.
Chlcneo, III.

Woods

— The

$100,000:

stock,

Ward

— The

New Brunswick

$29S.0OO;

to
is

& Clay Co.;
province in Queens

Coal, Iron

develop the

president.

Citizens Coal & Supply Co.; capital
Incorporators:
ice. building material.

fuel.

Koenecke. E. E. Zyfarth.
Oklahoma City. <»kla. A charter has been granted to the
Omego Oil Gas, Mineral & Coal Co.; capital stock, $15,000. Incorporators: A. C. Ahorn, and others of Omega.
BarbourHVllle, Ky. Barboursville Blue Gem Coal Co., BarIncorboursville; has been formed with a capital of $200.
porators, A. D. Smity, G. W. Tye and Myrtle Tye.
Zyfarth,

F.

\V.

—

—

New

—

>'. Y.
The R, J. Buchholz Coal Co., Inc.: coal
Incorporators: Richard
fuel; capital stock, $25,000.
Buchholz, Charles E. Buchholz, John V. Koch, Jr.

York,

and other
J.

—

ico

DeUueen, Ark. A charter has been granted to the MexMining & Development Co. of De Queen; capital, $50,000;
Aleman and J. O. Johnson; to

Incorporators. C. Mendosa, P.

mine

coal.

—

St. LouiN, Mo.
The American Coal and Ice Co. has been
The
Incorporated here, with a capital stock of $5000.
Incorporators arc W. C. Vogel, A. J. Schmandt, Clara E. Vogel

and Edna M. Schmandt.

—

W.

Va. The Cub Fork Coal Co.; capital stock,
In$25,000; to develop coal land and oil and timber lands.
corporators: W. E. Deegans. J. B. Hoffmler, John Faulkner,
ParkernhiirK,

Wm. Brown

and E.

C.

—

James.

Wilherton, Okln. The Gaines Creek Coal and Mining Co.
has been organized with a capital stock of $10,000. Incor-

—

Lincoln, III. The Chicago & Alton Ry. is now concentrating a large number of coal cars in the field in the southern
part of the state, and operators there are planning to run
their plants on full time.
Indiana, Penn. Dr. Charles E. Altemu;;. of Morrellville,
has taken options on 1700 acres of coal land between Vintondale and Strongstown, this county, this being about the only
idle tract left in the country.
Onosso, Mich. The New Haven Coal Co. has sold 196 acres
of coal property in the New Haven Township to Wm. McAvoy,
and it is expected that local capital will make another attempt to operate the mine successfully.

—

—

—

Louisville, Ky. The Louisville agency of the Continental
Coal Corporation has contracted with the Louisville Water
Co. for a year's coal supply for the operation of its river
pumping station. About 5000 tons are required.

—

MorKanfleld, Ky. The Drury Coal Co. has sold its mine
and 1800 acres of coal rights at Waverly, Ky., which for a
time have been operated by .\. Maben Hobson, of Birmingham,
Ala., to the Hobson Coal Co., of Birmingham, Ala.

—

Mahanoy City, I'eun. Twenty collieries are Idle in this
In
region, owing to the rapidly rising water in the mines.
some instances pumps are runing under water. Preparations
moment's
notice.
the
mules
at
a
have been made to hoist
KnIehtNtown. Ind. During the recent cyclone that cut

—

through the southern part of Indiana, fourteen barges, containing seven thousand tons of coal were sunk at the coal
landing here; also a pumping boat. The total loss Is over
$25,000.

—

Huntlnurton, Penn. A large vein
in the new drift of
& Coke Co. The vein is fi ft. 6 In.
general manager, is at the mines

Rocky Hidge,

of coal was discovered at
the Possum Hollow Coal
of pure coal. Mr. Jacobs,
and no doubt will make

many Improvements.

—

Preparations are now being made for the
Ilazleton. Penn.
reopening of the Sliver Urook mines which were abandoned
have been prepared for the coal royBids
year.s
ago.
several
A large amount of
alties and these will shortly be opened.
coal remains to be taken from the mine.
Meeker. Colo. Charles Gates has purchased the big David
Morgan place north of here, comprising 8000 acres, the conLand Is located In the anthracite
sideration being $160,000.

—
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section and was purchased for the coal it contains.
mined extensively during the coming summer.
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be

erecting 230 ovens. Approximately 175,000 tons of coke will
be produced annually.

experimental station in charge of
the department of the University of North Dakota has worked
out a process which makes it possible for railway engines to
use lignite coal.
The Chicago & Northwestern and Burlington railways are now making practical tests upon 40 locomotives in actual service.
Sebree, Ky. The Sebree Mining & Development Co. h.as
sold the mine at Sebree, with 1050 acres of coal rights, to
Messrs. J. ^'. Miller and J. D. Smith, of Birmingham, Ala.,
who will organize a new company to operate the property.
The mine is now producing about 300 tons per day and is
located on the Louisville & Nashville Ry.
Cumberland, Md. The Empire Coal Co. of Allegheny
County has leased to Geo. C. Pattison and Louis B. Brydon, of
Bloomington. the right to mine coal on Military lots Nos.
5 and 6. included in lot No. 1 and No. 2. of Stone Ridge, for a
term of ten years from May 1, 1913. The lessees are to pay
a royalty of 7c. per ton.
Indianapolis. Ind. The coal rates from Indiana mines to
Indianapolis are to be advanced 5c. a ton, effective April 14,
on the Illinois Central, Chicago. Terre Haute & Southeastern
and the Evansville & Terre Haute. The present rate is 50c.
a ton. The Vandalia and the Big. Four have not notified the
railroad commission that they "will follow the advance.
Morganton-n, W. Va. Cleveland capitalists have purchased the holdings of the Kingwood Coal and Coke Co. on
the West Virginia Northern and the Morgantown and Kingwood Railroads near Kingwood. The Kingwood company
owned 1100 acres there but never installed a plant. The purchasing company will develop the tract at once. Price, $60,-

Boonville, Ind. An important deal in the southern Indiana
has been consummated in the purchase by William T.
Blair of 400 acres of coal land for $40,000. The purchaser o'
the property is reported to represent Indianapolis and Chicago
interests.
He had options on more than $200,000 worth of
coal land in the Boonville district, and the land purchased
represents the cream of the lot.
It is announced that the
coal w'ill be removed by surface mining, which is a new
method in that section.

GraEd ForkH, N, D,

It will
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—

—

—

—
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—

Penn. The Isabella Connellsville Coal &
Coke Co. is about to erect another coke plant in this vicinity.
The proposed site of the new plant is on the Rush Run
branch of the Monongaheia R.R. The Isabella Co. refuses to
discuss the probability of a new plant, but certain activities
in this region by that corporation imply the erection of this
plant in the near future.
Connellsville. Penn. The Titlow Waste Heat Power Co.
proposes to uiilize tiie waste heat of the process of coking in
the ordinary beehive or rectangular ovens, in making steam
and thus developing power for the manufacture of electricity.
The plans are covered by patents just issued, after a fouryears' struggle, and contemplate the installation of boiler
units over the trunnel head of the oven.
Spottaville, Ky. The mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., in
the Henderson district, has been flooded rendering operation.s
impossible. Eighty men are employed in the mine, but warning of the rise was received in time to enable all to make
their escape before the water reached the shaft. It is stated
by Manager Blair that it wi.l be not less than four months
before the mine can be pumped out and operations resumed.
Washington, D. C. The Democratic tariff bill presented
by Chairman Underwood of the Ways & Means Committee to
the House on Monday, .\pr. 7. places coal on the free list.
This includes the following grades and materials. Coal, anthracite, bituminous, culm, slack, and shale; coke: compositions used for fuel in which coal or coal dust is the component material of chief value, whether in briquettes or other
Brownsville,

—

—

—

form.

—

AVaynesburir, Penn. Two coal deals aggregating more
than $1,000,000, and involving lands in this vicinity were
31.
The Baily Block, comprising 1500 acres near
Carmichaels, has been sold to Pittsburgh operators for $900,000.
It is reported that the buyers will open up the coal at
an early date. Fifteen hundred acres of coal land in Jackson Township, known as the Nettle Hill Bluff, have been sold
to eastern capitalists for $100 an acre.
Birmingham, .4ila. During the week Judge Grubb, sitting
in the Federal Court at Birmingham, signed a decree, ratifying the sale of the Alabama Consolidated Coal & Iron Co.
to the protective committee, composed mostly of Baltimoreans. This committee prepared the reorganization plan
A new company, known as "The .\Iabama
of the company.
of Delaware,
Co.." has been incorporated under the laws
which concern will take over the property of the old conclosed Mar.

—

cein.

—

PIttHburKh. I'enn.. The Lilly Coal & Coke Co.. and the
Reliance Coke Co. have entered the West Brownsville field.
The former company has about 600 acres of coal under development and its mine and plant are near completion. It is
understood that no coke will be made at present. The Reliance Co. will manufacture coke and has already started
work on the development of 600 acres. The company is now

—

field

—

The annual meeting of the stockholders
International Coal & Coke Co. was held in Spokane
the following officers were elected: A. C. Fiummerfelt, Victoria, B. C, president; Hugh Davidson, Vancouver,
B. C. first vice-president; D. H. Kiser. of Spokane, second
vice-president: John Keegan, of Coleman. Alberta, treasurer;
W. G. Grave, of Spokane, secretary: R. W. Riddle, of Coleman,
Alberta, managing director.
The directors elected are -A. C.
Flummerfelt, Hugh Davidson. P. H. Graves, D. H. Kiser and
W. G. Graves.
Spokane, ^Vash.

of the

last

week and

Tamaqua, Penn.
operation, near

— Silver

Brook

is

to

be

reopened.

This

McAdoo has an immense body of coal in
J. S. Wentz & Co. who worked

which was barely touched by

it
it

about 25 years ago. Reading, Lehigh Valley, Jersey Central
and others have an interest in the operation.
Bids have
been prepared for the coal royalties that will be paid and
w^ill be opened in a few days.
Baird Snyder, of Pottsville,
formerly general manager, of the L. C. & N. Co. at Lanstord.
who is opening a mine on Locust Mountain, near Shenandoah
is

said to be after the place also.

—

Louisville. Ky. The Snead & Meguire Coal Co. is one of
the two conceris w^hich will divide the state penintentiary
contract, amounting to about 13,000 tons a year.
The other
contractor is the Gem Coal Co.. operating in the Kanawha
field along the Big Sandy.
This is the first time for six years
that rail coal has figured in the penintentiary contract, the
installation of a switch into the institution having made this
possible.
Heretofore the favorable location of Frankfort on
the Kentucky river rendered conditions particularly favorable
to those having river coal, and piactically excluded rail operators and selling agencies.

—

Greenville, Ky. It is reported tliat a lease of 3000 acres is
being reopened for operation by George Krouth and others,
of Louisvilie. who own 2150 acres of the property on which
Work was started on this tract 3 years
the lease applies.
ago by the Louisville interests. Coal was originally found
on the property at a depth of 135 ft. This seam has recently
been entered, and found to be of No. 9 grade, 5 ft. 10 in.
Analysis shows the product
thick, with a solid slate roof.
to be of good quality, and the owners are making preparations to get the coal out in quantities. Machinery will be installed at once for this purpose.
Lexington, Ky. The stockholders of the Northern Coal &
Coke Co., recently met to consummate the sale of that com.\mong
pany's properties to the Elkhorn Coal & Fuel Co.
the other operating coal companies whose properties are likeBlackthe
Elkhorn
company
are
the
over
by
wise to be taken
stone Coal Co., the Cokeland Coal Co., the Howard Coal Co.
Creek
Co.
Beaver
and part of the holdings of the
The Elkhorn company, which is generally understood to
be the operating agency of the recently organized Mineral
Development Co.. is making active preparations for the beginning of development work on its new holdings, both in
coal and timber, especially in the Boone's Fork and Millstone
Creek sections in Letcher County.

—

Mine Reseue .\p|iaratus
Co., 39 Park Place. New York City, announce that they are now the exclusive .American agents for
the complete line of Westfalia Mine Rescue Apparatus and
Oxygen Reviving Apparatus, formerly sold by the Westfalia Engineering Co. of 42 Broadway. New York.
They have a department devoted exclusively to the perfection and manufacture of respirating devices for all the
S.

F.

Hayward &

various conditions of service.
The Westfalia apparatus posses.ses the advantages of being easily adaptable for either mouth breathing or helmet
connection, is entirely without valves to impede the circulation and possibly clog with saliva, and has a perfect cooling
system, the metal regenerator dissipating the heat without
coming in contact with the body of the wearer.
The circulation in the apparatus is not dependent on the
wearer's lungs but is actuated and maintained by an injector,
thus avoiding additional strain and fatigue on the wearer and
insuring a good supply of oxygenated air throughout the
whole period of working.
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(iEXERAL REVIEW
spell has created a temporary snap
to the market, which is not, however, showing the activity
that ordinarily follows the announcement of the spring dis-

An unexpected

cold

counts. However, mining is being carried on at the full-rated
capacity, and there are sufficient orders now on hand or in
sight to eliminate any necessity for curtailing production
through the current month at least. In spite of the generally soft market, a shortage of broken and egg is developing in some sections, due probably to the fact that the companies are putting the large sizes back through the breakers to provide for the increased demand on stove and chestOperations in the mining regions were affected to some
nut.
extent the early part of last week by the flood, but conditions
were restored to normal before the end of the week. Prospects are for a rather inactive market during the summer.
It is becoming obvious that the stiffest kind of curtailment will be necessary to maintain bituminous prices in the
East, as some companies are entirely without contracts and
there is no further apprehension being felt over the West
Virginia labor situation. Occasional cargoes of consignment
coal are being forced on the buyer, and quiet discounts are
being made on many of the standard grades at a number
It is generally
of points, all of which are rather bad signs.
conceded that the market has been maintained for over a
month in the face of a production exceeding the consumption,
and the pressure is beginning to tell.
There is a most optimistic feeling in the Pittsburgh disReports
trict over the season's prospects in the Lake trade.
from the upper lake ports are uniformly to the effect that
stocks are low, and since the prices realized on the Lake
business have been materially higher, in keeping with the
general advance in the market, the producers feel they are
on the eve of a record-breaking year in this branch. Most
of the steam contracts in the Pittsburgh district have been
closed at prices which are said to represent a material advance over last year: production for the current week was
scheduled to be at full capacity. As noted in the last week's
review, the greatest loss to the Ohio trade will be in decrease
of tonnage.
The industry is slowly recovering from the
flood, but it will be several weeks yet before normal transRailroad consumption
portation conditions are restored.
has been reduced to a minimum, and many factories are out
of commission and will probably remain so for a number of
weeks in some instances.
There has been a general shading of prices on steam business In the Southern market, due to a shortage of domestic
orders for nut, but such a condition is customary at this
period of the year. Transportation in the mining regions of
the Middle West appears to be at a complete standstill, but
as a like condition prevails in industrial circles, the situation about balances itself.
Small shipments are being made
by roundabout ways, and the railroads are rapidly restoring
their tracks, and expect to be in a position to handle most
of the traffic by the end of the current week.
Arrivals at
Chicago are below normal, and prices are showing a tendency to advance as the stocks are depleted.

BOSTOX, MASS.

—

In the absence of an.v strike news from the
River district the market is decidedly dull, with only a
listless Interest on the part of buyers; $2.ii5 f.o.b. Hampton
Roads Is apparently being maintained, especially since Apr.
1, although
there are sceptics to be found.
Some of the
agencies are practically without contracts and either there
must be the stiffest kind of curtailment, or, lower prices. At
Providence and Boston there are occasional "market cargoes"
being forced on buyers which Is o bad sign.
It Is even j.
worse expedient than In former years, for a greatly Increased
proportion of tidewater coal for Inland delivery Is now
handled by concerns that operate their own forwarding
plants and are In close business connection with agencies
which depend upon them for outlet. There Is not so much
opening, therefore, for coal that Is shipped outside these
arrangements.
There Is nothing new to report on the situation here with
regard to coals from the Pennsylvania and Georges Creek
districts.
There are quiet discounts here and there to buy.
ers who will take on coal now and this upplles to practically
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The price of $2.95, f.o.b. Baltimore,
the standard grades.
All-rail there
for Georges Creek is the talk of the tiade.
is little doing and manifestly some of the operating interests
with orders.
supplied
mines
keeping
their
are worrying over
Anthracite In the face of what is generally regarded as
quarters
a shortage
certain
appears
in
a "soft" market there
of broken and egg. This is due to the companies putting the
of the Inaccount
breaker
on
the
large sizes back through
As a consequence
creased demand for stove and chestnut.
for
broken
for
paid
there is even a slight premium being
The movement of anspecial uses and on large contracts.
April
in
u
for
normal
about
thracite, all-rail and at tide, is
all

—

with perhaps a rather less demand.
Wholesale quotations on bituminous are about as follows:
S2 35@2 60
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelpliia
2.65®2.90
..
Ciearfieids, f.o.b. New York.
dull year,

.

.

1.25@1.50
2.S0@2.75
2.80@3.05
1
67@1.77

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. rn nes,
Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. Philadolpla
Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. New York
Georges Creeks, f.c
Georges Creeks! f.o.b.' Phifadelphia
^
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Providence

o^ul^®?,""
2^85 and (fss
i
Vi^i fa
i.iblffla.ta

Boston retail prices were announced Apr.

1

to be as fol-

lows:
»6.50
7.00
7 25
7.50

Broken

Egg
Nut
Bituminous, J4.65 to Oct.

and $3.25

1,

and t4.90

Pea
Shamokin
Franklin
Lehigh Egg
thereafter.

J5.50
7.50
8.50
7.25

Screenings, Sii.OO to Oct.

thereafter, all net tons.

PHIIiVDELPHIA, PKIVN.
An unexpected cold wave the early part

of the week,
effect of instilling a little ginger into the trade,
but it still lacks the snap that generally characterizes the
business at this season of the year, after the low prices are
made effective. Many householders had drawn their fires, and
as a consequence, a ton or two of coal from those who usually
postpone their purchases until the following wintei', had to
Outside of this,
be ordered, to run over the cold period.
there is nothing of moment. It is understood that all of the
full after
working
collieries of the companies are now again
a rather trying week, owing to the flooded condition of the
at the
operations
keep
mines. Orders are plentiful enough to
mines continuous for at least the month of April, tnu the
good.
month of May does not look particularly
The demand at present is, of course, centered mainly
Pea coal, while in fairly active
upon the prepared sizes.
demand, is not being entirely absorbed, and as a result,
some of this size is going into stock. This is by no means a
new feature at this season of the year as the minute fires
are drawn there is an appreciable falling off in the demand
Buckwheat coal is still being taken care of,
for this size.
many of the large buildings and apartment houses using this
size for their boilers, and as cold weather is still in evidence
requisitions for this size are absorbing all that is produced.
Rice coal is far from active, and It is understood that much
of this grade has been, and Is still going into stock: the season
Just passed has not been a particularly active market for
this size, and it is understood that some of the companies
have quite large stocks.
The bituminous market still continues In anything but
an active condition. Many contractors are still holding off
in their purchases, feeling that they will be able to renew at
the old figures, at least, and the operators are Just as stead-

had the

fast in their position, that late summer and fall may tind the
situation such as will make their present contract offerings look acceptable. Much cheap coal Is being offered on

the market, for current business, but the
is not great.
1\E\V VOHK

volume of tonnage

,sold

The soft-coal maiket Is rather quiet and dull,
K
vhide, steady and with prices being well mainon th
Contracting continues somewhat slower than the
operators would like to see. It b.lng evident that consumers
Kenerally believe that they can do better by buying In the
spot market for the time being at least. On the other hand,
operators are showing no dlspoHltlon to recede from their determination to obtain higher prUes on this year's business.
llllutnir

but,

tained.
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and this fact is being forced home so conclusively on the
buyers generally, that they are gradually signing up for the

new

year.

The spot market

is

quiet,

almost entirely to contracts.

the movement being confined
Prices are being well main-

tai7ied as supplies of soft coal in the open market are restricted.
It was feared for a while that the flood situation
in the Middle West would divert a large surplus tonnage into
the Eastern markets, but such has not proved to be the case

so far.
Mines are working fairly well, but operators are
careful not to overship the market so that some curtailment
The local market is not quotably changed
is being practiced.
from over the past two weeks, and we continue quotations
on the following basis: West Virginia steam, $2.55@2.60; fair
grades, Pennsylvanias, $2.65 @ 2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.80; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15;

Georges Creek,

$3.25

@ 3.30.

—

Anthracite Business in hard coal is quite active at the
moment, but it is generally conceded that the spring trade
is lacking in much of the strength that it has customarily
shown in previous years. For the time being, however, there
is a good, steady demand, which is absorbing the full possible
production of the mines; this is general on all grades and
sizes, there being no abnormal surplus or shortage in any
particular branch. The steam grades, which ordinarily begin
to ease off at this period of the year, have been somewhat
stimulated by a short spell of rather cold weather, which
created a temporary demand and an advance in prices. Production at the mines was interfered with during the first
part of last week, but since Wednesday, mining has been
up to full rated capacity, and the outputs are being readily
absorbed.
Some individual coal is being offered at 10@15c. below the
regular company circular, and, in some instances, such sales
are being made for delivery into May and June. The nominal
New York market is quotable about on the following basis:
Individual
Oircula

$4

Broken ....
Stove
Chestnut

.

.

3.50

Tea.

Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

.iO

4 75
4 75
5 00

Egg

.

.

.

Leiiigb

.75

4.65 fe

4.85®
3.35

PITTSBIHGH,

@

2.15®
1.95®
1

.

60®

$4

.

30

@

$4.45
4.70
4.70
4.95
3.45
2.45
2.05
1

.

55

•

Scranton
$4 50
4.75
4 75
5.00
3.50
$2.50
1

.

60

®
®

1

.

75

—

Western points, since the floods closed practically everything.
The main breaks are. that the Pan Handle is not open beyond
Dennison, Ohio, while the Ft. Wayne is not open beyond OrrIt is, however, open to many points beyond through
ville.
Lines to the Lakes are
the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus.
Most of the Pittsburgh district mines were schedall open.
week, owing to the
this
operation
full
practically
uled for
regular starting of laKe shipments.
Nearly all the steam coal contracts for the twelve months
beginning Apr. 1 have been closed, and it is claimed that in
practically all cases full circular prices have been obtained,
representing a very decided advance over prices in the past
two seasons, and promising, with the large tonnage in prosinpect, by far the best year the Pittsburgh district coal
dustry has had for many years.
Premiums on slack disappeared several weeks ago, and
the market now stands at the regular price, while there may
be some cutting later on account of heavy production of
We quote regslack during the season of lake shipments.
ular prices well maintained, as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and
%-in.,
$1.40; Hi-in.,
$1.30;
mine-run.
nut,
$1.25;
slack, $1.05;
$1.55 per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

—

ConnellNville Coke Regular channels are now open for
coke shipments to almost all regular consuming points, but
the furnaces have not been getting into operation very rapearly
idly, and as they had coke on the way the shipm.nts
The coke market
this week have not been up to normal.

3,
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Interference with shipments to Western points, on account
of the floods, resulted in the local market being overstocked
and prices were considerably lower than had conditions been
normal. Western consumers prefer the two- and three-inch
gas coal, and ordinarily, this kind of fuel will bring
from 10 to 30c. more in that section than in the East. In
marketing this they were compelled to meet the prices of
three-quarter gas coal, which commands a readier market
in the East.
Toward the end of the week, the movement improved considerably, and the trade believes that by the time
Lake traffic opens, transportation conditions will be normal.
Contract renewals continue, but some consumers are still
holding oft, preferring to take their chances for some weeks
to come in the spot market.
The car situation is satisfactory and the movement East good. The warm weather prevents any improvement in the anthracite business. The deriand for colve has slackened, and the output has also been
reduced; operators say that just enough coke is being produced to meet present requirements.
It is not believed that the damage done by the flood will
materially affect the coal business in the West and Middle
West, which means a great deal to the Baltimore companies.
More contracts were renewed during the week, but a number
of the larger consumers are still holding back, preferring to
supply their current needs in the spot market. Cars were
plentiful all the week.
In many instances the supply was
much greater than the demand, and this will continue until
operations become normal again in the West.
There was no pronounced change in the coke market during the week: there is still a curtailment in output.
Freezing Weather the first half of the week, improved the anthracite market.

1»E.\N.

Bituminous The Lake coal shipping season formally opened today, with all the railroads open to receive consignThe first movement of Lake coal from the Pittsments.
burgh district occurred about the middle of March, when
certain railroads accepted coal destined to be loaded on specific vessels, which would clear later for upper lake ports,
but this movement was small, and was entirely interrupted
by the floods ten days ago.
A heavy lake movement is expected this season, prospects
being that all records will be broken, as, according to all accounts, there are no stocks in the Northwest, and demand is
good. Prices realized on Lake coal have been much better
than last season, in keeping with the general strength of the
market.
The railroads are now fairly well opened for traffic to

Vol.

has stood the sudden cessation of shipping facilities to points
West, Involving about half the total output of the Connellsville region, very well indeed, since there has been no open
offering of standard furnace coke at less than $2.25. the
market before the floods having been $2.40 to $2.50. It is
possible a few special deals have been made whereby operators unloaded coke on furnaces at cut prices, the furnaces
merely stocking the coke, but there is no evidence that much
of this was done, and the open market is clearly quotable
at $2.25 for standard furnace coke, both prompt and contract.
Foundry coke, prompt and contract, is quotable at
$3 and $3.50, depending on brand and tonnage.

BlFF.\LO,

X. Y.

Bituminous is quiet as usual at this time of the year and
the weather for the past few months has created a surplus
of anthracite. The railroads have for seme time contributed
to the bituminous surplus and, in this section and beyond, at
least, they are still doing so, tor the flood conditions did not
last long enough in this section to seriously interrupt the
movement. Reports from various Canadian points state that
bituminous coal is still pouring in from the strandeJ shipments of some weeks ago. If the present stand of the leading shippers continues, there will be no further decline in
prices.

In fact, the firmness in the bituminous market has been
maintained for a month or more in the face of a demand
than the recepits, so that the trade is quite well satisfied
The opening of the Lake trade is at hand,
as a whole.
though it is not now expected that much, if any, through
Buffalo Harbor has
sailing will be done till after Apr. 15.
now about 150,000 tons of antliracite afloat, and rates have
been made on the basis of 30c. a net ton to Lake Superior
and 35c. to Lake Michigan, with an extra charge to minor
less

It is expected that more coal will be shipped to the
ports.
upper-lake ports than ever before. There is still considerable bituminous on the market at cut prices, but the general
trade holds up well to former quotations, $2.80 for Pittsburgh
lump, $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.16
Coke Is
for slack, with Allegheny Valley about 25c. lower.
not very strong, but prices hold on the basis of $5 for best
Connellsville foundry.
Facilities for moving coal northward over the Buffalo and
adjacent routes are steadily improving, though possibly no
The two coal-car ferries
faster than the traffic increases.
across Lake Erie are active and the one across Lake Ontario
arrangement is in operaenlarged.
An
to
be
Charlotte
is
at
tion by which coal for Canada over the Pennsylvania R.R
but trains will be made
Buffalo,
in
stopped
be
longer
will no
up on the Pennsylvania line and run to the Canadian side
much of the complaint
will
stop
This
intact.
of the Niagara
reof coal being stranded in the city, while in process of

routing for Canadian points.
Just now the local coal trade is commenting on the outcome of the tender for bids on the city waterworks coal sup*-
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On

the day for opening it was found that only one bid
had been put in and that for $2.15. which was something like
30c. more than it usually is.
Specifications were tor "nut
and slack." a sort of antiquated way of asking for slack and
a little better. The lack of bidders and the high price is a
direct protest against the practice of testing the coal and
docking the contract severely on account of some supposed
excess of ash. Coal men grew to regarding this practice as
ply.

unfair and unjust to them.

COLliSIBlTS,

OHIO

The coal trade
fects of one of the

here is slowly recovering from the efmost disastrous floods in the history of the
state.
While the damage done to coal mines directly was
comparatively slight, still the loss to the industry as a whole
will be large, this will be due mostly to the ces.^ation of
trade and the fact that railroads are not able to move coal

result of the crippled railroad service many operators themselves, or their agents, are being forced into the
market to obtain tonnages with which to maintain their

contract agreements.
This forced buying has inflated the
market, and prices as high as $1.35 and even $1.50 f.o.b.
the mines are being freely reported. Many of the distributing companies in the river towns and cities are entirely
out of commission, their plants being from 100 to 300 ft.
from the present shore line. This has, of course, had Its
effect on the wholesale trade.
Western Kentucky mine-run

has been eagerly taken up at SO to S5c., although this grade
seldom gets into the market except when screened.
It is
believed shipments for storage will be actively underway as
soon as the transportation companies regain their grip on
the situation.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

cargoes

promptly.
The flood caused quite a rush of small orders from dealers who either sold their stocks to take care of flood victims
or had them floated away by the high waters. This business

demanded immediate

delivery, which the mine owners and the
railroads were unable to make. It will be several weeks before all the railroads resume normal operations, and in the
meantime the market will be more or less interfered with.
Prices became firmer undei- the influence of the flood, but
operators and jobbers did not take advantage of the situation to boost quotations.
Instead, they were content to let
prices remain at the level which has prevailed for some time.
There is a good demand for both domestic and steam grades
with the latter becoming heavier as the temporary flood wants
are satisfied.
Many factories were put out of commission by the high
waters and it will require several "weeks to get ready for
operation. In some instances their stocks of coal were floated
away and this will mean re-stocking at once. Railroads have
not been taking a large tonnage because of their inability to
run trains, but the demand from that source is expected to
increase soon. Some railroad fuel contracts are pending, but
It is genlittle has been done recently toward closing them.
erally supposed that prices on railroad contracts will be
much higher than last year. There is a fair demand for the
fine sizes and prices on those grades have advanced materially.

While the flood has interfered with the movement of coal,
Conactive preparations for the Lake trade are going on.
siderable coal has been loaded on boats at the lower Lake
ports and it is believed that navigation will be formally
opened by Apr. 15 and possibly earlier. The Northwest is
anxious for the shipments to start.
Retail trade was active immediately after the waters subsided, but that condition is expected to be only temporary.
Natural-gas connections in many places was cut off and this
made an additional market for coal. Dealers' stocks are depleted and there is expected to be scattering orders from this
time on.
Quotations in the Ohio

fields

Hocking
Domestic lump
J-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and slack
Coarse slack

are as follows:
Pomeroy
Pittsburgh

$1.50
1.35
1.30
1.15
0.90
0.80

$1.20
1.10

75

$1.50
1
35
1.30
1.15
0.90
0.80

Kanawh
$1.40
1.30
1

587

As a

When, on

liar. 25, the flood waters in Indiana began carryrailroad bridges, they stopped further shipments of
coal to most of the industrial cities of the state. As a large
number of factories were under water, however, the immediate arrival of coal was not of consequence. After two weeks,
the railroads are beginning to haul freight again and small
shipments of coal are coming in by roundabout ways, but
the bulk of that moving is for the railroads themselves and
for public utilities.
Practically no coal is going through
Indianapolis, which was the main sufferer by the flood. Operators believe that within another week they will be able

away

ing

to resume normal operations and shipments.
Indianapolis happened to be well supplied with coal, and
as the weather was mild, the domestic needs were moderate
and some of the largest steam users were incapacited by the
floods.
There were some large stocks of coal in the city,
the Pennsylvania R.R. having the largest.
No reports- have
reached here yet of flooded mines, but there is considerable
damage in trackage washed away, etc. Mail, telegraphic and
telephonic communication w^as cut off several days, as well
as facilities for traveling, so that sales departments have
had a vacation. Coal dealers have not raised prices and are
selling at a discount, or giving coal away to flood sufferers.

DETROIT, MICH.
The general trade in and about Detroit, is suffering from
slump due to a between season condition, and coal operators
and shippers are turning their attention to preparations for
a large season in the lake trade.
At the present time, the
market is decidedly weak; however, it is predicted there will
be quite a movement in steam trade, because all coal-carrying roads south of this point have been washed out by the
This is liable to cause a serious shortage in steam
floods.
coal if the conditions are not remedied shortly.
The lake trade is drawing considerable attention from the
operator.
It is predicted that there will be some trouble in
getting coal moved by cargo: on the other hand, it depends
largely upon the way coal comes from the mines. Shippers
say that if the mines and railroads are able to furnish as
much coal as they would like throughout the season Lake
Michigan consumers will not buy freely unless the rate is
satisfactory to the vessel men; that 30c. per ton will not be
a

attractive, is certain.

The following quotations prevail today:

10

90
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Oaa

\V \a.

BIRMI\GH.\M.
The

only feature In the

.\I-.\.

market during the current week

was a general shading of prices on desirable steam-coal
business. This adverse condition is due principally to a shortage of domestic orders foi" nut and this surplus, thrown on
the steam market, has made it top heavy. No serious alarm
is felt, however, as this condition usually appears annually
about this season of the year. Relief will come as soon as
dealers begin taking in regular tonnages of nut coal for
stocking purposes.
The best grades of 72 -hr. foundry coke are quoted at
from $3.90 to $4.25 per net ton f.o.b. local ovens, with furnace-coke prices running from $2.75 to $3.25. The supply and
the demand seem to be well balanced.
loi'i»!Vii>l.e:.

ky.

flood waters have been subsiding now for a
or more, the railroads are in such poor condition that
consuming centers are far below normal.
the
receipts at
The coal Industry suffered both directly by damage to operations, and by the interference with transportation on the
railroads: with the mall and passenger service so completely demoralized as It has been, coal shippers have, of
The heavy Lake shipcourse, ren-lved little consideration.
ments which should be well underway by this time are at

While the

week

a complete standstill.

Hock-

Cam-

inK

bridge

Ohio
No. S

Pncnnontas

Ekc
Nut
lump
lump

U-in.
J-in.

Mint-run
Slack

1.50
1.40
1.20

110
1.00
0.85

.lack.soD
lliil

$1 90

Domestic lump. $1.50
$1.75
$1.50
....

....

^•-

1.10
1.00

$1.10

$1.10

1.00

100

100

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.85

....

$1

10

•

1,91)

1.25
1.05

CHICAGO
As a result of the floods, shipments of coal to the Chicago
market have been curtailed and storage piles are diminishing
rapidly, while qifotatlons on a number of varieties of coal
have been advanced.
There has been an increase of

10c.

a

ton in the price of

Lower-grade screenings from central Illinois
have been commanding from 95c.Ci)$l a ton. and the price of
other flne coal has been on a proportionate basis. Almost all
of the fuel arriving In Chicago Is being used for steammaking purposes. As a general proposition, it may be said
that the supply Is not more than two-thirds of the normal
amount. It is expected that several weeks will elapse before the shipmints of Indiana coal will be up to the average.
The mines south of the Wabash and the White Rivers have
been shut out of this market as a result of the floods.
Much diniculty has been encountered by Illinois operators
In meeting the demands made upon them, due to lack of transportation facilities. The market for coke Is strong.
Prevailing prices In Chicago are:
screenings.

J

.
.
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Springfield

Domestic lump

$2.07

Egg
$1.92@1.97
1.87@1.92
1.77@1.82

Steam lump
Mine-run
Screenings

Franklin Co.

$2.40
2.40

Vol.

2.20@2.30
2.00@2.05

2.17
1.97
1.77

—

ST. 1.01IIS, MO.
There has been nothing out of the ordinary in the coal
market here for the past week, and weather conditions are
Prices are
not such to make the future look encouraging.
still the same, with practically no demand, and coal still
Several of the mines in the
comes in under demurrage.
southern Illinois field have been put out of commission on
account of the high waters, and this, of course, has had a
tendency to keep a small tonnage out of the market for the
present.
There is a rumor to the effect that certain Chicago operators are making arrangements to take over several FrankHowever, there
lin County properties and consolidate them.
is some question as to whether this deal will go through on
account of a difference of $75,000. it is rumored, between what
one owner wants and what the Chicago people are willing
to give. The property in question has never been considered
a paying one, and it is possible that the stockholders may
differ with their agent and let the property go.
If an arrangement of this kind went through, it would be a wonderful help to the Franklin Count.v operators by putting the
scavengers of the coal business at the present time out of the

is

more inclination

it

is

Mar.

Best Welsh steam
Best seconds
Seconds
Best dry coals

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg ....
1

nut

Franklin Co.

Muddy

tl
1

.

20

@

10

(S>

1

25
25

I

15

1

.

Standard
$0.90

.

.

days

— less

.

.

nut.

nut
nut
nut.

1

I".*l'l,

this year.

I'ORTI.-WD,

OKKdOK

nothing new of particular interest to report in
this district, excepting that spring weather has set in and
the demand for fuel for domestic purposes is consequent^'
Australian and Wyoming coals are quoted at $10.
lighter.
retail, delivered within a reasonable distance of the city
While no Australian coal was imported here during
center.
the winter the supply Is said to be abundant for whateverbusiness may be expected until new shipments can be seis

.

78@ 3

.

84

3.54@3.60

FR-\IVCE

French Imports and Exports
wert

last

for

January of

and

this year

follows:
Iinport.s

.

1912
1,303,900
186,000

Exports

.

1913
1,351,300

286,400
78,800

98,500

Briquettes

•

1912

1913

151,412
14.680
12,944

95,287
20,842
9,611

SPANISH IMPORTS
Imports of coal into Spain for January of the current year
were 192,390 tons as compared with 194,789 tons in 1912.
Coke imports were 25.327 tons in January of this year and
37.056 tons for the

same month

last year.

COAL SEC URITIES
The following table gives the range of various activ
and dividends paid during the week endinj

coal securities
Apr. 5:

Week's Range-

f

Stocks
American Coal Products
American Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref
Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Island Creek Coal Pref
Lehish Vallev Coal Sales

& Coke

Bonds

— ST.

.

4.08@4.14
3

Production of coal in France for the yeai" of 1912 was
43,227,647 as compared with 41,229,090 tons for 1911.
Production of coke in 1912 "was 2.603,965 tons as compared w^ith
Briquettes manufactured
2,487.183 tons for the year previous.
during 1912 amounted to 2.649.380 tons and in 1911, was
2,519.144 tons.

O.'i

MIIVNI<:.\POL.IS

S4 26

.

2%%.

Reading
Reading Ist Pref
Readina 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron. Coal

nut

Best Monmouthshires
Seconds
Best Cardiff smalls
Seconds

.

4 44(Sj4 50

Pond Creek

Like the preceding months this year. March proved itself
a disappointment to the coal trade and especially the wholeWhile the retailers have been doing a fair
sale end of it.
business some of them will have to carry certain grades over
In a number of towns in the Northwest, dealto next year.
ers have been unable to get hard coal during the past two
or three months, while in other places, retailers stocked so
heavy last fall that they will be forced to carry anthracite
over for next year.
Steam users are reluctant about signing up contracts and
at present are ordering sparingly, evidently expecting a
repetition of last year's erratic market. While it is true contracts were taken at any price last .year, the leading wholesalers in this tei-ritory are talking firm quotations, and it is
thought the strife for tonnage will not be repeated again

There

.

4.44@4.50
.

Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref

Screenings

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
Mo. 5 washed

$4 68(an 80
4.44(at4.5G
.

for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.
Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30

Coke

2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

t
enter into fresh
evident that the holiday influences

The prices

The anthi-acite companies are not as popular in this section as heretofore, and especially in this so with the Jobbers.
After the business in Illinois had been worked up by the
jobbing interests in St. Louis, the anthracite combine has advised them that jobbers will be no longer allowed a discount
off the circular, as the anthracite shippers are going after
the small one-car customer direct themselves. However, it is
a question as to whether anthracite will be in favor in the
future on account of the utter disregard shown this market during the past winter.
The preparation and sizing of
practically all the anthracite shipped west this winter was
poor.
One of the most discouraging features developed during
the week was the price war between two or three of th<At the moment the coal is being
retail anthracite dealers.
deli\'ered consumers at thr same price demand f.o.b. tracks.
The prevailing circular is:
Big

'2H

have not been altogether overcome.
Quotations are approximately as follov

Coal

Carte rville

GRE-VT BRIT.\IX

—There

business, although

"way.

and

No. 15

3,

Clinton
$2 27

Coke Connellsville and Wise County. $6@6.25; byproduct,
egg. stove and nut. $4.45; gas house, $4.75@4.85.

No.

.

Colo. F. * I. gen. s.f.g 5s
Colo. F. & 1. gen. 6s
Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. l»t os

High

Low

87
109}
37S

87
109

102}

102}

19

21i
85j
23;
167}

92

84
22
160|
91

94}

91

49

47

Closing
Bid Asked
98 S

85
210
21}
85J
231

85
210

8fi

High

Low

109}

109}

155
102}

150
102}

24j

19

80}
22

165i

943
44}

We
oi

99

Sale

93
1021

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. .5s
Or. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f g .5s
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f 5s
St. I.. Rky. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s
Tenn. Coat gen. 58
Birm. Div. 1st consol. 6s
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s
Utah Fuel 1st g 5s
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s
Va. 1. Coal & Coke 1st g Ss
K<>

34}

225

Year's Range

Last
87
109J
36§
155
102i

Oct. '12

Apr
Jan. '13

102;

100}

871

87 S

87

Mar. '13

100}

103

102}
103}

ced during the

Important DividenfiN

—

The Lehigh Valley foal Sales Co. This company, which
was incorporated last January, as a subsidiary of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co.. in order to comply with the provisions of
the Hepburn law preventing a railroad from carrying commodities owned by itself, declared its initial dividend of 2H
per cent, recently. The company has a capital stock of 16,080.SOO outstanding.
The authorized capital stock
Rol))' Coal Co. (Cleveland)
It is an Ohio
of this company is $800,000. all of one class.
corporation, which, in January, 1902. Increased Its capital
stock from $100,000 to $400,000, and In August. 1905. to $800.000.
It is said to be producing at the rate of 1,000.000 torn
per year.

—

April 12, 1013
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PRICES OF MINING SUPPLIES

I
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THE MARKET
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GEXERAL

Business was better at the end of March than at the beSentiment improved more in the first week of April
than in any month this year. This was not without several
adverse factors, which would ordinarily force business in a
contrary direction, but apparently the tide of pessimism has
run its course, for the time being- at least, and merchants and
manufacturers are willing to take more risk in business, and
ginning.

assume more responsibility.
The settlement of disturbances in Europe helped matters
materially, and the averted squeeze in money in Germany resulted in Europeans taking more interest in American affairs.
In pig iron, there is no discernible improvement.
Prices
have declined slightly, due in some instances to an oversupply and lower prices for coke, and a reluctance on the
part of consumers to speculate in the market.
The floods
in the

Middle West have, of course, upset

calculations in
the last ten days, but it is evident that the damage to the
large industrials particularly the iron and steel, is going to
be much less than was at first believed.
The situation in metals has improved much more rapidly
than any other line of industry. In the copper market there
have been large sales, prices have advanced, and exports to
Europe, the key of the copper situation, have been at recordbreaking figures.
It is believed now that copper will be
still higher within the next few months as surpluses are being rapidly reduced.
all

liABOR
Labor all over the country is well employed, particularly
rough labor, and it is almost impossible to secure enough
competent men to do the work planned for this summer.
Miners are in especially good demand. All the labor agencies
In New York are reporting more orders for this class of help
than can be filled. There i:: also a large inquiry for handy
men and workers around mines.
Unrest among skilled workmen is not general, and aside
from the firemen's strike, or the controversy over wages
r-xised by them, there seems to be little dispute among the
better paid employees.
An extension of time has been
granted to the arbitrators in the firemen's strike, and award
will not be made for threj weeks at least.
One of the
bitterest strikes in some time i; that of the street car
operators in Buffalo, N. Y., and another strike exists in New
York among the employees of the International Harvester
Co. or one of its subsidiaries.
It will be recalled that last
fall there was much discussion that the wages paid in this
plant were extremely low, but that may have been largely

due to politics. The demand for miners continues large, and
exceeds the supply.
Surface workers are also in excellent
demand.

IRON AND
Numerous features

STEEI.,

|

PRODUCTS

of interest developed early In the month
of April in the iron and steel market.
The chief of these
was the flood of a number of plants in Ohio. This had a
greater effect on the finished materials than on the blast furnaces, but In such districts as Hanging Rock, most of the furnaces were out of blast and one company had 55 furnaces out
The American .Sheet & Tin Plate Co., the
Of blast at once.
largest manufacturer of tlnplate and sheets, at one time was
operating to only 40';; of its tinplate capacity, and the sheet
Situation was almost as bad.
Not as many wire mills were
affected as others, hut enough to have an effect on the situaThe floods will exert another potent influence on the
tion.
market to buy in the near future. Increasing the demand
considerably for finished products. These will be used for
rebuilding, and while the entire loss Is estimated at a quarter
Of a billion dollars. It will not be replaced at once, and only
a portion of It is covered by Iron and steel, still there Is a
great deal of steel which will be used In replacement. Another factor of prime Importance Is the Introduction in Congress of a new tariff bill which reduces duties all along the
line In the Iron and steel industry, as well as In the metal
trade.
While tariffs are never finally disposed of until they
are signed by the President, It Is now as good a time as any
to take account of conditions, and from the present state of
the market In both the United States and abroad, the new
tariff will have little effect on Iron and steel prices.
It may

be that some of the commodities used by large consumers
along the Atlantic seaboard and the Pacilc Coast will be iml5orted rather than purchased from mills in this country.
These, however, will in no way effect the coal trade.
Rails The buying of rails was neglected by the railways
during March, and only a few thousand tons were disposed of.

—

The demand

for light rails, however, was large, and mills
rolling this kind of shapes have practically all the work
on their books that they care for, for a few months to come.
At the same time, street railway companies have been buying
rails in large quantities, and this will take a good deal of

the capacity from the T-rail

rolls.

Deliveries are not at all

satisfactory, being made
orders are received.

eight

and twelve weeks after

in

Quotations continue unchanged at 1.25 cents per lb. for
standard sections weighing 50 to 100 lb. per yard: 1.21 cents
for

40-

to 50-lb. rails; 1.30 cents for 16« to 20-lb. rails;
cents for 12- to 14-lb.: 1.40 cents for 8- to 10-lb. rails.
in carload lots f.o.b. Pittsburgh.
In
Chicago, 16- to 20-lb. rails are 1.30 cents; 12-lb., 1.35 cents;
S-lb., 1.04 cents.
Relaying rails in Chicago sell at $24 per
gross ton, and at times these rails can be had for delivery
other than Chicago.
1.35

These quotations are

—

Track Supplipx The demand for track material has been
unusually heavy. Before the fioods, all the railroads of the
country were trying to get as much material as possible,
and since that time there has been such an urgent demand
for prompt deliveries that railroads have reshipped material
from one point to another. Spikes are held at 2.10 cents
base for large lots, track bolts with square nuts, 2.40 to
2.60 base, and tie plates at $34 to $36 per net ton.
These
quotations are for Chicago delivery.
In Pittsburgh, angle
bars at 1.50 to 1.60 cents; spikes, 1.95 to 2.15 cents, and as
high as 2.25 has been paid for prompt delivery.
Structural Materials

— Structural

mills are

much replacement work

now

figuring on

for the railroads, and as this is
heavy material, and the orders come from their best customers, it will be pressed through, regardless of any other
work. For this reason, deliveries for the next few months
are bound to be slow, and for fabricated work of a light

character, prices -will be correspondingly higher.
This applies only to the fabricating of the work, and not the actual steel.
Some of the mills are not disposed to make contracts for the delivery of roof trusses and other light work
until they learn how much bridge material will be required.
Similar conditions apply to the plate market, although not as
urgently as in the market for other structural shapes.
Quotations are unchanged at 1.50 cents, Pittsburgh, for
future shipment, and 1.75 cents for prompt shipment.
In
Chicago, the quotation for future shipments is 1.6S to 1.73
cents, and prompt delivery from $1 to $2 per ton higher.
Plates are 1.55 cents.
In Chicago, plates are 1.68 to 1.73
cents on contract, and 1.78 to 1.83 for near-by shipments. All
of these prices are per 100 lb. In carload lots and over.

—

Pipe The flood damage affected several of the pipe mills,
It was not as serious in
heavy lines as In other cases.
The demand for pipe Is large, especially the smaller sizes.
Mills are making fairly prompt shipments, and within a
month should be doing considerabl.v better.
Discounts continue unchanged as follows: Steel pipe, 1%In., in large lots from mill, black, 77%: galvanized, 66%
%to 2-in. black, 80'/;; galvanized, lOVi'/t: 2%- to 6-ln. black,
79%: galvanized, 70y2%

but

Based on these discounts, the net prices of pipe are as
follows

in

carload

lots,

f.o.b.

Pittsburgh:
-

Size, in.li.»
5
1

U
U
2
2i

3

—

Black
2.30
3.40
4.00
5 50
7.40
11.50
15.40

Ccnta Galvanized
3.40
4.85
6. (55

7 70
10 30
16 70

21.75

Shrrta The sheet mills of the country are more seriously
affected by the floods than any other line.
At one time,
fully 60% of all the sheet mills operating In the country
were compelled to close on account of high water, lack of
power, or lack of material. Some of the mills, which for the

COAL AGE
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last month
to close on

Vol.

$7 30
4 95
3 95

3.40
3.20
3.00
2.90
2.80
2.70
2.60

iin

^ in.
H in.

i

and
and
and
and

1

to 1}

i
i
f

i^ in.

a in..
in.,

.

Cents per Pound
Pittsburgh
Galv.

Black
2.75
2.80
2.85
2 90

Nos. 22 and 24
Nos. 25 and 26
No. 27
.No. 28

3 53

3.70
3.93
4.00

MET.\l.S

Chicago
Black
2.70
2.75
28.0
2.85

—

Galv.
3
3
3
2

50
65
90
95

WIRE PRODICTS

— Activity

in this line continues, and the fact that
wire mills in the Central West were put out of
commission by the high water has stimulated interest in this
market to a marked degree. Quotations are $1 per ton higher
and considerable delay is experienced in securing delivery.
For large lots, quotations are as follows: Painted barbed
wire, $1.80 Pittsburgh; galvanized, $2.20; annealed fence wire.
In Chicago, annealed fence wire is
$1.60; galvanized, $2.05.
Barbed fence wire in that market
$1.78, and galvanized $2. IS.
galvanized
at $2.38. All of these quotaand
held
at
$1.98,
is
tions are per 100 lb. in fairly large lots. In small quantities,
prices are advanced about 25c. per 100 lb.
Wire Rope Business is more active, but prices are unTwo-inch rope is held in Pittsburgh at 57c. per
changed.
These quotations are for the highest
lin.ft.. IVi. 23c., %, 10c.
grade, and for large lots. Cheaper grades can be secured at
slightly lower figures.
Teleuraph Wire The demand has been much larger than
Deliveries are slow, and it is practically impossible
usual.
for small consumers to buy from manufacturers, and they
are compelled to secure supplies from outside interests.
Prices are as follows in cents per pound for wire meastired in
the Birmingham wire gage: "Extra Best Best," Nos. 6 to 9,
4%c.: Nos. 10 and 11, 4Hc.; No. 12. 4%c.; No. 14, 5%c.; "Best"
Nos. 6 to 9. 3M!C.; Nos. 10 and 11, 3%c.; No. 12, 3%c.: No. 14,
Actual freight is allowed from Trenton, N. J., where it
4c.
does not exceed 25c. per 100 lb.

Wire

many

—

—

—

Copper Wire The market is much better, the demand
and deliveries slow. Quotations have advanced i^c,
and the base price of copper wire in fairly large lots is now
large,

Ifii.^c.

per

lb.

H.\RDWARE

—

Bar Iron and Steel Prices are firm, and stocks are fairly
well assorted, and consumers secure supplies desired with
little difficulty.
Quotations from jobbers' store in New York
and Chicago are as follows:
Per

Refined iron:
to I J in., round
1} to 4 in. X i to
1

and square
1

in

2,

1

lb.

5c.

2 15c.

Sjft steel:
to 3 in., round and sqeare
to 6 in. x J to 1 in
to Bin. X } and Ts in
in
Band.s— IJ to 6 i iV in. to No. 8
Beams and channels 3 to 15 in
J

1
1

Rods— land

H

—

—

2 10c.
2 10c.
2 25c.

2,20c.
2.40c.
2 25c.
.

NnllN While the demand for nails is not especially heavy,
there is a shortage in the supply, due to the flooding of many
nail manufacturing plants in the Middle West, and, at the
same time, railroads are unable to move supplies from mills
that have not been flooded, so there has been a fair amount
of anxious buying among consumers who wished to secure
supplies promptly. Quotations are higher at $1.80 Pittsburgh
In New York, wire nails
for large lots, and $2.08 in Chicago.
from store at $2.10, and cut nails from store are at the same
price In other jobbing centers, prices prevail equal to those
in

New

No. 15

have been making low prices, were compelled

account of the high water.
This removes the
feature of weakness in the market, and prices may be exThose of the trade who recall the San
pected to advance.
Francisco disaster, will remember at that time, there was a
tremendous demand for sheets for temporary structures.
While this present disaster is somewhat different, there will
undoubtedly be a large inquiry for sheets in the affected disDeliveries can be made on contracts in about eight
tricts.
weeks. The general quotations are $1 per ton higher than
The following prices are for lots of a few
last month.
This should not be
bundles f.o.b. Pittsburgh and Chicago.
confused with the quotation for carload lots, which is based
on a price of $2.30 f.o.b. Pittsburgh for No. 2S black.

a great

3,

York.

—

RIvetH Deliveries of rivets are unsatisfactory, because of
Quotations are
the inability to get raw material promptly.
without change at $2.20 for structural rivets and $2.30 for
of
100
lb. in carload
rivets.
These
prices
are
per
keg
boiler
lots, f.o.b. Pittsburgh.

—

Chain Prices of chain are firm, but the buying has not
been especially large. Ruling quotations per 100 lb., f.o.b.
Pittsburgh, are as follows:

Copper Seldom has feeling so changed concerning any
single commodity, as has been the case in the copper market
during the last month. Prices are now advancing steadily,
and copper is selling at around ISV^c. compared with 14^10.
a month ago. The exports to Europe during March were the
largest on record, totalling nearly 42.000 tons, and the report
of the Copper Producers' Association was especially satisfactor>', showing a decrease in American stocks of over 18,000,000
American consumers have bought largely, not only for
lb.
present, but for future, delivery, and it is evident that they
will have to buy more in the near future.
The market for
copper sheets is steadier, and sheet copper is selling at around
181-2C. base in New York, and slightly higher prices at interior
points.
Quotations on copper sheets are for comparatively
small

lots.

—

Tin Prices of tin advanced steadily, and in wholesale
weights, tin is selling at around 5c. per lb. New York and
Chicago. Solder, half and half guaranteed, sells at 27% @ 28c.

Hor.se

MISCEL,L,.\NEOrS
and Mule Khoes The price of iron

—

burgh is $4.10 per case of 100 pounds.
had at $3.85 per keg of 100 pounds.

s'noes f.o.b. PittsSteel shoes can be

—

Brattice Cloth Seemingly, there is little change in the
market for brattice cloth compared with last month, and although consumers are looking for lower prices, there is
little hope of this for several months to come.
Deliveries are

somewhat

better; at least, importers are promising better
and while the demand is large, the supply is
greater than two months ago.
The new tariff as now
planned, will not have any great effect on the brattice cloth
market, and while it changes the method of levying the
duty from a fiat rate to a percentage rate, this does not at
present operate in the consumer's favor.

deliveries

—

Portland Cement Makers of cement have more business
All of the cement comon their books than ever before.
panies are holding prices very firm at around $1.58 in Pittsburgh and New York. This corresponds to a price of 90 to
95 cents per barrel in bulk at the mills, with an additional
charge of 40 cents for bags or barrels. It would not be at
all surprising if there were a serious shortage in cement
later in the year, especially in the Middle West, for the
consumption there promised to be larger than ever before
previous to the flood.
Rope It has been a number of years since the prices of
This is
rope have bten as high as those now recorded.
due to the world wide demand for all kinds of hemp and
Manila products, and prevailing prices are nearly double
Best grades of Manila rope sell at IB
those of last year.
cents per pound in New York, while second grade is at 14
Sisal sells at 9 to 10% cents.
cents per pound.
BarH, Concrete Relnforeing The market is active, and
shipments are being urged liy consumers of all classes.
Stocks in the warehouse are considerably better than two
months ago. but they are not at all large Quotations from
warehouse stocks in comparatively small lots are as follows:

—

—

.

PITTSBIRGH PRICES IN CENTS PER POIND
Warehouse
Stock
2 00(512.10
2 05((i:2.1.?
2 lO(a:2.20

3-in
l-in
i-in
i-in

2.25@i2.35

—

Triansular Me«h Business continues active, and makers
of this material have little difficulty in making prompt shipments From mills in De Kalb, 111., quotations are ISc. per
100 lb. higher than those quoted below, which are 100 sq.ft
These are for lots of less than 10.000 sq.ft
f.o.b. Pittsburgh.
No. 23
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Breakers Ahead!
about time that some of the lookouts in the
ITcoal-mining
industry shouted a warning: "Rocks

The "Green"

is

ahead!"

In

a

half-dozen states today, legislative

programs have been proposed, which, if enacted into
laws, would paralyze the coal business.

This

no time to

is

sit

idly in our

end

in Ohio.

is

a step backwards,

The

name

fair

and

of coal

in the

mining

Mr. Green and
when it becomes evident to
consumer has to pay the added freight.
citizens will hold

colleagues responsible

that the

his
all

Glance for a moment at Arkansas and (-klahoma,

hammocks and

smoke the pipe of peace. The industry as a whole
The most it has done in years is to wiggle
is asleep.
a toe or bat an eye when some "Idol of the People"
has jabbed a harpoon into its anatomy.

bill

not add luster to the

will

where, in addition to being shot from the solid, the
coal

is

gested

paid for on a mine-run basis, such as
in

Ohio.

Since

law went into

the

is

sug-

effect,

screenings have gone up from 30 to 55 per cent, of the
total output,

and the price

of

lump

coal has increased

nearly 70 per cent.

Supposing

all

the citizens in Ohio

knew that

the

which seems about to pass the legislature
of that state, is a measure that eliminates all premium
on skillful mining. Under this act the men can shoot
the coal to atoms if they please, and they will do this

"Green"

if

the

bill,

becomes a law.

bill

Fortunately the solid-shooting law in
has just been replaced by a
to

become

effective July

coal to be shot unless

some years

Talk

of conservation

to

all

—can anyone conceive an act

that the term means?

Miners as

new
two

in

legislation

(

)klahoma

recently enacted and

which forbids any more

it is first

undercut.

ago, resulted in placing

behind Ohio

more inimical

1,

bill

Legislation,

Oklahoma

a decade

common mining practice. Proposed
in Ohio may reverse the order of the

states.

a whole are as decent, as careful, and as intelligent as

any other

But they

class of labor.

are working for

not fun, and when they are paid as

dollars,

dust as for lump coal, they

much

will let explosives

work, regardless of the quality or

size of their

for

do the

product.

Coal Age has always maintained its absolute independence and has based its every action on what
seemed fair to miner and operator alike. We have
never violated our belief that the industry can make
no permanent headway except on lines of unquestioned

Our policy has ever advocated
and decent treatment to the men in return
integrity.

We

stake our reputation that the result will be as

follows:

The percentage

of slack coal will increase

from 10 to 30 per cent, and the large sizes will decrease
The price of lump coal to the
that same amount.
consumer will advance materially. More timber will
be needed; more lives

will

be

lost

and general operat-

ing costs will increase.

tin-

We
many
in

have been heart and soul with the miners in
However,

of their fights for better conditions.

such matters as the "Green"

labor,

them

and can prove the justice
it in some other way.

get

bill in

200 petty strikes that have occurred

miners of Ohio waiu more

money

for tiu-ir

of their claim,

let

wages

for honest

labor.

field since
If

fair

Ohio, and the

in the

anthracite

the recent wage agreement was signed,

we

(|uestion not only the

honesty of the men, but the

sincerity of President

White and the Union

in the different states concerned.

olTicers
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Efficiency

Improvement through

Jipw-dip with the safety-lamp.
to raise himself

Education
Education in

ba-sic

has enabled the miner

It

from the degradation

of a chattel, throtigh

successive grades of improving self-respect, to the posi-

principles increases the efficiency

tion he occupies toda\',
capital,

o)ie would, be greatly surprised to learn that eoalininiug Avas outside the scope of its influence.
The arbitrary popitlar division of industries into those

of equality

when

the manipulation of tools, or the
exercise of some degree of mental dexterity in directing
their peculiar operations; and those in which it is alleged brute force and a somewhat instinctive action

tion afoot to have instruction in the principles of min-

the

workman

in all other handicrafts

and professions,

and

requiring some

skill in

alone are needed in their iJursiut,

is,

of course, a mis-

taken one, with a mischievous prejudice as the result.
We have j^et to be convinced that the skill considered
requisite to carve a piece of wood, cut a block of stone
along geometrical lines, apply the necessary temperature
to the welding of iron, or direct the operations of the
machine that reduces pieces of steel to symmetrical pro])ortions, differs in aught else than degree from that nec-

mining and blasting of a section of a coalseam, in an atmosphere which may carry a deadly agent,
whose detection depends upon the skillful handling of
such a delicately adjusted piece of mechanism as a safety
essary to the

lamp.

There are incompetent masons and carpenters, just

men who are a source
employers, and whose bung-

there are inefficient miners,

a.s

of concern

and

loss to their

ling attempts to earn a livelihood are a

menace

to

whole

communities.
In either case the predisposing cause, as a rule, is directly traceable to lack of knowledge of a special kind.
From being an industry distinguished by the great
simplicity of its operations, coal mining is rapidly being
transformed into one of remarkable complexity, and its
successful pursuit calls for special knowledge of a wide

and varied character on the part of workmen and officials, and a general mental alertness that educational
processes in theory and principle alone can provide.
It is no argument against education to aver that many
apparently superior practical men have attained marked
efficiency withoiit much, if any, assistance from schools
or text-books.

The uneducated efficient man does not exist.
Time and again some weak link in the chain

and

where labor challenges the sucalls for recognition on terms

premacy of

c.l'

issues that affect the destinies of the

industry are at stake.

In .some mining

districts in

arduously acquired experience gives way, and exposes
incompetence with terrible consequences to him-

his

and others.
have wrought alongside many so called practical
men who boasted of their independence of theory, and
who professed a contempt for hook-knowledge. I rarely
])arted from even the best of such individuals without
an opportunity for demonstrating the value of some

self

T

(^espised principle, or theory, presenting itself.

It is education and its theories that have enabled the
mine worker to displace the ])ick with the machine, the
wedge with the explosive, the furnace with the fan,
steam with olnctricitv, the mule with the motor, the tal-

is

an agita-

ing incorporated in the elemetary schedtiles of the com-

mon

schools.

In this matter it is the miners themselves who are
moving; and they reason that in a mining community
where the majority of the boys must inevitably follow
the calling of the mines, many of the principles whose
possession will be essential to their efficiency as bread-

winners in after years, may be as successfully inculcated
at the schoolbench as at the face of the coal-seam.

Is the

Mine Telephone

By Sim axd

"Williaii

a Failure?

Eeyxolds

IT.

The foreword in Coal Age of Feb. 8, on the mine telephone, or rather on the neglect of the mine telephone
generally, should be of universal interest to mining men.
For some tniaccountable reason many coal operations
try valiantly, if foolishly, to get along without its invaluable aid. It is a safe assertion that not 5 per cent,
of the coal mines in the Pennsylvania bituminous regions
have telephones in running order. During the past year
I have had occasion to visit, in a business way, more
than 100 mines in the states of Pennsylvania, Ohio ami
West Virginia, and

I,

therefore,

from observa-

.-^peak

tion.

While there are few modern mines that have not had
a telephone system in use at one time or another, in
dozens of them only the remains are to be seen today.

Sometimes we

iind that the

same

official

who had

stalled has allowed it to disintegrate, but
shift in officials is the cause.

it

were possible to

If it

in-

more often

a

in-

all the foremen and superintendents who liave
had mine telephones and given them iip we would prob-

terview

ably find their rea.sons were:
of his

Scotland there

"Out

of repair too often";

"Wires broken too frequently by falls"; "Too much mois-

"Someone fooling with the line all the time." \\"e
have the first to find yet who did not acknowledge the
great convenience and actual necessity of the system, and
we have interviewed many on the subject. But because
of one or more of the above reasons the upkeep was allowed to become neglected and final abandonment was the
ture";

result.

In our opinions the failure of most mine

tclei>luine

management fails to recognize that
it must be given the same consideration as a trolley line
or a jiipeline.
If a wire carrying power to the mine is

.systems is because the

short-circuited or broken,
mediiitcly.

If n

rail

is

somebody

broken or

a

"on the job" impipe "busted" or a

is

COAL
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l^ump '•buckiug," somebody is geuerallj- held responsible
for getting it into shape again.
But pity the poor teleplwue line; it is usually installed and then left to take
care of itself, which is something niiue equipment of any
sort does not generally do.

Yet this is not because the utility of the sj'stem for
mine iise is not understood. There are too many hours
of messenger service, too numy bits of quick action can
be taken, when quick action means money in the ofliier's
poc4cet, for its practical qualities to

be denied.

Several years ago the foreman of an old drift mine in
Ohio found that the main haulage motor was losing a great
(leal

of time because the

motormau when

in one of his

two sections, which were a mile and half in, did not know
what the conditions were in the other. Many times the
motor waited for loads at one sidetrack while the drivers
were waiting for empties at the other. At other times,
near the finish of the day, when the motor had barely
time to make another trip, the driver would err on the
safe side (for himself) and not start in, for fear of meeting the drivers coming out, when if a telephone had been
in service he could have notified the trapper at the sideThe loss of this last trip at
track that he was coming.

mine meant a great deal in the cost of the day's outThis was but one phase in the daily work where
the need was urgent. The workings being so far removed
from where the supplies for the mine were kept, caused
a great deal of inconvenience and expense, and was a
decided drawback to the proper management of that
mine.
So the forenum determined on having a telephone system rigged up, as the '"made-for-the-mine" outfits were not on the market then as they are today, and
the installation of a system which would serve for mine
tise was largely a matter of ingenuity, and subject to a
This one was no excep
great many discouragements.
tion, and for sometime was very irregular in its service.
Like Finnegan's report it was '"Off agin, on agin" quite
often.
Sometimes a little fall would break the wires; at
other times somebody would twist them together just for
pure onerv'ness, and, on one occasion someone, evidently

AGE
room

of that

mine stuck

to

it,

placed the entire responsibility of keeping it
order on a certain employee.
He had that

and finally
in running

man make

c\aniin.itii)ii of the entire line every morning, and
on fool. Anil that system is in good use yet, though it
has never consisted of anything more complex or exiin

pensive than the ordinary wooden case as used on the
surface, protected from the mine air by a large box made

by the mine carpenter, the latter being heavily coated on
the inside with pitch, and covered on the outside with
tarred roofing [>aper.

The

outfit consisted also of a

good

light-fitting door, with ordinary steel wire for the line.

Aside from

advantage as a business proposition in
the equipment of a mine the utility of a telephone system
as a safety device can iiardly be overestimated.
This service alone should impel mine managers to install the
'phone.
Ii..;tances innumerable are recorded where not
oidy have accidents been avoided but relief brought more
promptly when they did occur, and much valuable time
f^aved when minutes meant b«th dollars and life.
One
instance we recall at a mine in West Virginia, where the
nuMi ill charge had installed a tele])bone from the engine
its

the workings two miles under-

A driver was injured by getting his head between a
mine car and a post, and rendered unconscious. His fellow workmen notified the superintendent on the surface,
who in turn called up the ho-spital two or three miles
distant.
As a result the hospital ambulance was on the
spot beforv3 the injured man reached the shaft top, and
within an hour of the accident the victim had received
expert attention just in time to .save his life.
Another instance we recall of a large mine fire in one
of I'eunsyivania's largest mines.
gas feeder was ignited as the machine cut into it; ordinary methods of

A

fighting it proved futile, and flames were soon rolling
back yards from the face. The mine telephone was put
into action and the manager on top hurriedly decided to
borrow a thousand feet or so of hose from the local fire
department, and rushed it into the mine on a motor.
Connection was made to a large pump line and the fire
put out before it had a chance to get the entire section,
if not the whole mine "-oinjj-.

Coal Prices

put.

But the foreman

at the shaft into

ground.

that

thinking the batteries were not strong enough, ingeniously connected a fine wire to tlie trolley line and "burned
her up I"
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at

Suez and Panama

In a review of investigations by the United States as
to the supply and relative cost of coal on the Suez and
Panama routes to the far East, the Manchester Guardian
notes that American and British coal will be brought into sharp competition, and prices at the coaling stations
will, ill many cases, determine whether the new or the
old route will be taken by vessels sailing to the Orient,
Australia and some ports of South America.
From Europe to Australia and the Orient generally the
advantage of distance will be with the Suez mute, but
if,

as

is

anticipated, in certain quarters, coal

jirices

at

stations on the n.ew route can be maintained materially

below those on the old,
sels to

make

it

cheaper fur inanv ves-

will be

the longer voyage.

Prices of British coal at Suez are relatively high, ranging from $5.10 to $6.;5() per ton, whereas it is expected
that American coal will be supplied at Panama for $1.60
at the outside, and that in due time the in-icc may be
gotten as low as $4.15, or thereabdut, at the I^aeilic end

of the

new

canal.

Obviously if good American coal can be bunkered substantially below $1.90 a ton, many ves.sels will be inclined
to take the

Zealand.

new

New

route to the Orient, Australia and

At Norfolk, New River

coal

is

only $2.70

,\

ton.

and the freight rate from there to Panama is about $1.10.
It is expected that eventually the government will be
able to make contracts on the i)asis of $2.65 Norfolk, and
with $1.10 for freight, and 50 cents to cover <'harges for
storage, labor, etc., the coal can be supplied f.o.b. at the
Atlantic end of the Canal at about $1.60 a ton. ami that
the price at the Pacific end will not exceed $5.
In 1913, the contract price for Welsh coal at Port Said

was $6.33 per

ton, the )»rice to those

previous contracts being $6.21.
United States government can
Christobal for about $1.7.",. and

Tl

companies renewing
is

))robablo that

profitably
at

.sell

coal

Balboa for $1.25

the
at
le.«s

charged at the Suez Canal. 'I'his will be
by the government maintaining coaling station.s at the Canal termini and l)y
selling the coal at cost or with but very slight |)i()fil.
than the

made

])rice

possible, however, only
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Mining

in the

SYA OPSIS—The Pocahontas district has long
occupied
prement position among the famous bituminous

Xo. 16

H. Sj

more

a

coal

watched

3,

Pocahontas Field

By Audley

fields of the

Vol.

world and the methods adopted there
are

with interest. The best portions
of the district
are controlled by two holding
corporations who lease the
land on a royalty basis to the operating
companies
To
insure the ma^ximum recovery,
under these leases, exhaustive studies into the best
methods of mining have been
conducted, and the results are quite
interesting.

]>artu-ularly. they are the
direct antithesis of

The physical

each

features of the Pocaliontas

field are unasually interesting.
The mountains here, as in a considerable area
both West Virginia and Kentucky
are
the result of erosion.
The district was doubtless at one

m

The famous Poealioutas coal is characterized
more particularly by Its relatively low
percentage of volatile matter, as compared with other
bituminous coals. It is however, somewhat soft and friable,
so that under the rather
strenuous methods of modem mining
and
handling the

TgpofBiqStoneRid<:iP

Coals'

Con! 2*

Coaf 2*

Coal&'fi^

•Fig. 1.

Section of the Pottsville
Measures, Showing THE Pocahontas Seams

percentages of lump, egg and
nut are not always as hi<.h
In texture and appearance
Poca''^"^"'^•^'- ""'^^^^^
J-kSs
"eTm Vf°th:T"Tf'fseam
of the Consolidation
Coal Co.'s new operation
athough on the other hand,
the latter has a higi r.'
centage „f volatile matter,
resembling the Pittsburgh coal
^'' '"'^^•^'^''' °^ ^^^ Pocahontas and co tan
ain Wei h coals ,s much
the same in regard to volatile
although as to physicial
characteristics, hardness
^j^'Consultins mining and civil
engineer,
as would be des.red.

-

WelT'S
^er,

Pocahontas. Vir-

FiG.

9.

A

12-rT.

OuTcnop of the Famous Pocahontas
Co.\r.

lime an immense plains .ounlrv.
uhirb u-as liftcl to a
great elevation, will, a pibl, „r
liuvc feet in a hundred,
toward the Oh,o b'ncr. Krosi,,,, has
since been rapid a.id
«it]i the exception nf narn.w
b,,ll,,n,s nlnn^ tlie
.reeks

"
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'
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Moun+nin

COAL

Poof Sld+e

Roof Slate
Coal

BO'A"

9^2!4"=l07*4V2i=||oy

S-5J=93|+8'=I01 j"

Fig.

'SicISPoof

3.

The Pottsville Measures on Elkhokn Creek and Sections

5-7

=65+4=67"

of the Pocahontas No. 3

Seam
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now

remains practically uo level land, oiitfew comparatively small area? on the Flattop Mountains. It is hai-dly plausible, either, that these
tlierc

side

of a

areas or plateaus represent the surface of the original

plains country.

The

of

geolo,jry

stantially the

same

the Pocahontas
as that of the

New

field,

which

Eiver,

is

is

well

sub-

known

and even the general statement that these measures are
the equivalent of the Pottsville Conglomerate is almost

Xo. 16

Vol.

that of the great Xo. 3 seam, as

is

shown by

Fig.

1.

Judg-

ing by sections shown later, large areas of the upper
seams, equal in development perhaps to the New River
field, have been eroded.
It is considered that the Pocahontas field is a shore
deposit.

However this may be, the No. 3 seam increases
from Welch, the county seat of McDowell
W. \'a.. toward Pocahontas, Va., where it reaches

in thickness
('(imit\'.
its

inaxiiiuiiii

nf

1 (i

ft.

the N(i.

in

2

operation of the

namray

J.5

AirCoi/rse]

Pnnel

SJ«.

I

— Turn

i-

rooms as

soon as possible on 3d Cross
Entry. Begin robbing as soon as
second room is completed and
rob advancing- on 2d and 3d
Cross Entries to within 100 ft.
of 2d Cross Entry. On 1st Cross
Entry drive last room first and
rob retreating as shown, taking
out the barrier pillar left on
2d Cross Entry.

—

Pnnol No. 2 Drive entries to
the limit before turning rooms
Turn last
except as shown.
room on 3d Cross Entry first.
Begin robbing at inside corner
of panel, develop rooms only
fast enough to keep in advance
of robbing and bring robbing

back
until

with uniform breakline
completed to barrier pil-

—

Pnnel No. S Continuous PanDrive entries to the limit beturning rooms except as
shown. Turn last room on 1st
Cross Entry first, begin robbing
as soon as sfccond room Is completed. Develop rooms only fast
enough to keep in advance of
robbing and bring robbing tack
with uniform breakliiie until
limit of mining is reached.
el.

fore

Fic.

superfluous.

.").

OicxKirvT.

Pt.w of Mink Devf.lopmext fok

The main producing borizon

in

the Poca-

however, nearer the underlying red shales
than in the New Kiver field. If, however, the Davy field
on the Norfolk & Western Ry. be considered a part of the
Pocaluiiitas, then we also have what is nearly the equivahontas

field is,

111' the New River field.
In certain portions of the boldings of the Pocahontas
Consolidated (Collieries Co., in the Pocahontas field, stinu'
of the upper seams iiave a development of coal rivaling

lent

tiiic

Poc.mioxt.vs Coal

».<:

Cokk Co

This devclopPocahontas Consolidated CoUieries Co.
of the seam is, however, abnormal, a more average
thickness l)eing 8 to 9 ft., although this is often considerably exceeded, as shown by Fig. 2, taken along the
outci-oi» at Pocahontas, Va.
We lunv not. however, reached llie Abbs \'alley fault,
n|i. ralber abruptly, and
seam is liir
whei'c our Xo.

numt

•">

stands on edge.
aiiv rehilion

I

Whelher

llie

to the original

loration of this fanlt bears

limit

ol'

\\n-

lield,

thai

is.

ol"

I
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.shore line, is a question of some interest; if
seam continued to increase in thickness on past
the Abbs Valley fault, a rare and valnable body of fuel

tile iuicieiil
lliis

has certainly been

The

lost.

tainly the limit of the field

Z3:r3oaa

laooi

.^12

~5CJ!IJC3a
3CZ]'

!3>iac::;c:r

—

—.aaDnpc
^r~]0

^-i^i^aa jcncn cilO
=iaQi

fault line, however,

on

this side

i?-

and may

cer-

haw

also been substantially the original shore line; therefore,
it is

at least possible that

it is

also the limit of the some-

what thicker portion of the earth crust on which the
Pocahontas coal was formed or deposited.
Beginning at a point on Bluestone Eiver, say 25 miles
down stream from Pocahontas, the No. 3 seam increases
until tlie town is reached, but shows no
in thickness
furtluT increase beyoud, iiltbough

it

apparently holds

its

own.

Limits of the Field
proper is a relatively well deone side by the Abbs Valley fault,
and on the opposite by a line approximately parallel to
this fault, and crossing the main line of the Norfolk &

The Pocahoiilas

fined area,

bounded

lield
ini

Western Ry. at the town of Welch, the county seat of
McDowell County. The limits along this line are
Susanna, on the Dry Fork, in one direction, and Pineville, the county seat of Wyoming County, on the Guyandotte River, in the other. This is the western limit
adopted by the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co., the Norfolk
& Western Ry. in their car-allotment distribution, and
by J. J. Lincoln in his tabulated statements of the annual
shipments. This limit, however, is not an entirely satisr
factory subdivision, as the measures of the No. 3 seam,
for instance, really extend still further westward, getting, however, deeper and probably thinner, while the
water and gas to be contended with, are necessarily considerable.

Fin.

SiKiWIXG DOUBLK-EXTUY
Systioi ok the Upl.vxd Coal &
II.

J'l.AX

Coke

Co.

The two remaining

iind opposite sides are less

sharply

going from Pocahontas down Bluestone
River, the .seam becomes rapidly thinner, reducing to
defined.

In

VII0NTA8 CONSOLID.VTEP Coi.M IJtUCS Co.'s ANfiLIO MlNIO
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about 4 ft. in thickness, although it remains above drainIn
age level, so that there is no gas to contend with.
the opposite direction from Pocahontas, along the Abbs
A'alley fault line, the No. 3 seam becomes deeper and
deeper, finally going below water level, and, insofar as
I have been able to ascertain, it is no longer found beyond
a certain point.

nearly directly up the
3 per cent, or 150

ft.

From Bluestone Eiver to Pocahontas, and
per mile.
along the Abbs Valley fault, is roiTghly along the genoral strike of the measures.
There is one feature here that is of considerable interest from a mining standpoint and one which I haAC
never seen referred to elsewhere. With the Caswell Col(Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries Co.) as a cenis quite an area of the field in which there is
The local hills and hollows
practically no general dip.
in the seam are very moderate and might be likened to
the waves of the sea. or rather as the long ground swells

liery
ter,

3,

Xo. 16

Plans of Mixixg
The

entire Pocahontas field proper

is

practically all

leased out on royalty by two large holding companies,

the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co. and the Crozer Land
Association. Under the lease contracts, the holding companies have reserved the right to define the method of

working, and the result, on the whole, has been highly
to all concerned.
A standard plan of mining, by Thomas H. Clagett,
chief engineer of the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co., is
shown in Fig. 5 this is largely followed by their lessees,
although in instances materially modified, due to local
conditions.
This large holding company owning or controlling some 275,000 acres of Pocahontas coal, has in
active operations some 45 leases, covering about 145,000
acres.
The Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co. and the Crozer
Land Association control about 75 per cent, of the Pocahontas field, proper, the holdings of the former extending
over into the head waters of the Guyandotte Eiver. The
Virginian Ry. traverses the northeastern part of the Poca-

satisfactory

Dir OF Strata

From Welch to Pocahontas is
maximum pitch, which is about

Vol.

there

:

hontas

One

field.

of the special advantages of the system of

mining

on a calm day.

From

l-iu.

the Caswell Collierv toward, and past,

Surface Plant at the
Tipple

«.

the town

of Pocahontas, roughly

on the

Oi;i(iixal

PoeAHoxTAs

line of strike,

zone

a

is

;

which the No. 3 seam is locally eroded.
toward the Abbs Valley fault the
pitch is again sharply reversed, immediately at the fauU
line, resulting in a syncline, one side of which is almost

summit

From

9.

Angle-Norfolk
P. C.

reached between the Abbs Valley fault, and the usually
regular dip toward the Ohio Eiver, in which there is a
marked change in the general dip of the strata a broad
anticline having a gentle slope is developed here, along
the

Fig.

of

this anticline

.John

.1.

Lincoln, chief engineer,

shown on

the crop line

The sections of the No. 3 seam shown in Fig. 3 were
obtained in the vicinity of the Pocahontas Consolidated
Collieries Co.'s property and are typical of the best of the
The thinner secfield in which this company is located.
tions of the No. 3 seam are due to a split that occurs

the break line

into three benches, one of 4

ft.

and two

of

ft.;

1

])artings are about 10 in. thick, so can hardly be

the

termed

In spite of the
was almost entirely bought up 25 years

partings, in the usual sense of the word.
fact that this field

ago, the

number

of inquiries for strictly

number

one, low-

amusing.
The sections shown on Fig. 4 are from tbe jioldings of
the U. S. Coal & Coke Co. and were furnished by Howard
N. Eavenson, chief engineer.

])riced properties, is certainly

Collierie.s of

the

C. Co.

adopted by Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co. is the relatively
quick recovery of the pillars, and the panels are so driven
that the rooms and all entries split the pitch; thus if
the maximum pitch is 3 per cent., then the maximum
for the workings will not exceed 2 per cent, and may
be even slightly less.
The nu'thod of working adopted by the Upland Coal
& Cuke Co. on one of the Crozer leases, as furnished l)y

vertical near the surface.

near the top of the seam at different points, Welch, for
instance. However, there is, roughly, 6 ft. of coal, divided

&

is

this

carried in

plan

is
it

shown in Fig. 6. Were
would be evident that

from the crop and does not
There may

involve, strictly speaking, breaks in the solid.

where the width of lease is too great to
only, as shown.
This plan of mining,
Ml'. Lincoln states, was evolved from a number of years
of revisions and has been found entirely satisfactory unThe main entry is to be driven as
der all conditions.

be .several

'•lifts"

admit of one

lift

near the line of the strike as possible, in order that the
reverse grade against the loads may be negligible.
If
the cross entries are turned off at more than 90 deg. from
the main, and the rooms are less than 90 deg. off the
cross entries, grades in favor of the loads may be obtained.
The Crozer Land Association has 12 operations

under

actix'e

mining.

The Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries Co.'s Angle
colliery, as of July, 1912, is shown in Fig. 7. Soon after

April

]•).
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taking up the work of the old Xorfolk Coal & Coke Co.
(which was essentially the nucleus of the Pocahontas

Consolidated Collieries Co.) in 1904, the work of revising the systems of mining was taken up in detail. One
of the first im23rovements adopted was the introduction
of the multiple air-course system, as illustrated in

The

Engineeriny and Mining Journal, Jan. 26, 1907, under
After
the title of '"Ventilation in Flat Coal Seams."
further discussion, James Ellwood Jones, then general
manager of the old Xorfolk Coal & Coke Co., and now
of the Consolidated, finally approved and authorized the
panel system, which was afterward illustrated in a series
of articles by myself, in The Engineering and Mining

panel, entirely in the solid and with, say, 500 ft. of cover,
as shown in Fig. 7, has been almost completed.
In the
Angle mine, as in the Norfolk, this method of robbing
has, so far, been entirely satisfactory.

It need hardly be
said that the smaller the panel the quicker the returns
that may be had from a given territory.

TlPPI.KS

There

Pocahontas type of tipple, not
that there are two in the field (except, possibly, the U. S.
is,

essentially, a

Steel Corporation
tipples) that particularly resemble
each other, in detail, yet the '"family resemblance" between many of them is quite noticeable. The Pocahontas

compromise between the simple low structure
Ohio and Indiana where several grades of
are screened directly into the railroad cars, and au

tipples are a

Journal.

The Pocahontas measures

are not merely the geological

equivalent of the Pottsville Conglonicratc, but they are
many instances actually like it, particularly to-

also in

1

i'^.

Avard the top, where

I'K

liic

(iKNKiiAL Yii;\v OF

liaiil,

THE

Empiri::

llawless sheets of sand-

stone arc studded with while quartz pebbles.

Even where

the peijblcs are al)scnt, the sandstone is about as low and
dense, the thickness being commonly 5ll to 80 or 90 ft.
without the smallest trace of cleaverage or l)cd<ling planes.
Tiie shearing force of these great sandstones

tainly be enoniious

and materially

must

cer-

work,
owing, ill part, to the absence of sullicient soft material
to pack and tiius aid in carrying the weight.
The immediate ovcrl)urden is at times disintegrated, particulara licet the pillar

ly when tlic surface has been eroded fairly close down to
the coal, but squeezes are usually of a vicious nature, if
such an expression may be used in this connection,
it is

due to this that the harriers are much larger than woidd
be necessary in many mining districts.
In my opinion. 1000 or T-JOO ft. square is the miniinuni
area (bat
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<-,u\

conditions:

be safely robbed, in the solid, under these

that

is,

without a free edge.

The eecond

common
coal

to

anthracite breaker.

Coal & Coke

Co-'s

Suhfack Equipment

few of the ninrc

(^uite a

Pocahontas

liclil

in

inlluciitial

engineers in the

the earlier days, were fnmi the an-

Our \alleys are cpiite luin'ow and by the
bank of railr()ad coke ovens with tra<ks and miner's hou.ses and other huildings were arranged for, it is
not difficult to understand that room for a two-track
tipple in the earlier days, appeared to he about the limit;
thus storage was necessary for the other grades.
In the
Pocahontas type of tijiple either c!gg or nut, and slack
are usually stored, and commonly all three.
Tlu3 egg and nut rnals thus stored were screened over
thracite Held.

time

a

tup screens just
the slack

turned

liefcn'c

accumulated

liciiig

in

in the slack bin, to

loaded into cars, so that

storage was removed, and rei)e

coked.

The

loss in size of

the stored coal at that time appeared negligible, while
the slack thus recovered was just that

much

less

to be

crushed.

Today

the constant conversion of, say, V^-in. egg coal.

COAL AGE
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into slack at a time

when the former may be

a fancy price, witli perhaps

little

or no

demand

selling at

for coke,

appears a serious loss, compared with which the additional outlay for two or three extra tracks where same
are at all practical, is a relatively small item.
original Pocahontas tipple and a new steel tipple,
within the limits of the town of Pocahontas are

The
lioth

shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows the Angle-Norfolk tipple, and Fig. 10 the Empire Coal & Coke Co.'s new steel
tipple in which breakage in handling is thought to be reThe Consolidated has already
duced to a minimum.
authorized a new tipple, with two others underway, in

1

i

\\i-

»''>

'||

:i,
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Our

British

Coal-Mining Letter
Special Cokrespoxdexce

SYXOPSIS—A

much

review of recent improvements in byproduct coke-oven processes and tar distiliing. Power can
be made at a low price by using gas from coke ovens.
Electricity from coke-oven gas is sold in Belgium for less
than 7 mills per kilowatt-hour despite tht high cost of
the fuel used. Much oven gas is purchased by the city of
Ghent. The "minim inn wage," a.v provided by arbitration,
scales.

liy

section of the

and ((iiueutrates them centrifiigally.
To
Mr. Christopher, the separate extraction of light and
heavy oils seems to be based on correct principles.

The

really direct process of

making ammonium

sul-

phate, thus briefly sketched, appears to have tempting advantages as far as thermal losses are concerned.
The

gases contain

all the water originally to be found in the
slack and that due to the combination of the element's of

F. E. Christo]jher before the Manchester

Society of Chemical Industry, and since

tlie

oily globules

Reference lias already been made* in a previous issne to
paper on the "Progress in Byproduct Recovery at Coke

Ovens" read

Here

tor.

armored. Some lamps are described which are approved
for use by the British Home Office.

a

Only the lighter tars go to the extracrapid motion of vanes removes the light

their deposition.

low as to have inappreciable influence on wage
Power cables in shafts should be light and un-

so

!>

and complication and reducing tlie
In the Simon-Carve system, tlie heavier
tars are removed by passing the gases through a cyclone
extractor without moving jiarts. The rapidity of the rotation throws the drops of tar to the periphery and causes
of the heat

waste liquor.

water in the coal. If these are kept at a temperature above
176 deg. F., the dew point will not be reached and the
water will be carried without deposition through the
various processes to the place of combust icui.

WITH Bkxzol

DiFi--i('rLTiK.s

When

benzol

Ri:covi:i;y

not to be recovered, the direct process
is clearly the best to adopt.
To obtain the benzol, the
gases must be reduced to 77 deg. F.
This causes the
is

water vapor to condense but the effluent is clear because
cf the mechanical removal of tar which precedes such
cooling. As no additional water is used in the absorption
of the ammonia, that retention being effected chemically
by the sulphuric acid, the effluent is only one-half that
usually formed.
Fii.L S.wi.vcs IN T.m; Srii.i.s
is now rcc(M\iiig iimrc attention from
designers and several coke-oven firms are al.so erectors of
tar plants.
In a coke-oven plant of the Evence Copper
Co., fuel is saved i)y using the heat in the vapors rnmi the

Tar

distillation

latter portion of the distillation to drive off

(he water

and oils in the earlier part.
The Ileniiebutte process of tar distillation is now being installed by the Coke Oven Construction Co. Several
plants on the continent of Europe are using the process.
The tar is first heated by an inclosed .steam coil. Tiien
SECTIONAL ELEVATION
Till-:

it

ir.\ii,\vooii liAMi'

Approved mv Bhitisii Home
Okkici:

|»ub]ished in the Journal of that society.
is

summary of his remarks.
The recent changes in coke ovens

is

passed on to a

Little
j'lants.

change can be observed

The tendency

f!

tons of coal within 24 hours.

of the newer byproduct plants remove the tar

particles at a relatively high temperature

and then

piiss

the gas thu.s ]Hirified through sidphuric acid, thus saving
••'C'OHl

Akc"

Mar.

22.

Vol.

3.

:

4.=i2.

is

Some

injected.

is

amply

siillicient

in the desijjii

of

to

lie:i/.ol

today, however, seems toward the

TowKii AT 3 Kw.-IIk. fok 2

Ch.vt.s

Contracts have been signed for the .supply of coke-oven
gas to the existing municipal gas-works at (ilicnl.
The
gas is to lie supplied from ovens of the Seinet-Solvay
type and the contract is for 105 to 210 million cubic feet
per

T.M! Is Rkmovki) Mbch.anmcai.i.y

Some

air

liroduetion of refined products at the works.

of increase of size

United States,
the continuous regenerator system, are being l)uilt, .5 or
flues high, of such size and duty that they will coke 16

which

The iieat thus liberated
provide for distillation.

The following

are in the direction

into

form water.

a

and decrease of coking time. In the
ovens of tlie Semet-Solvay type, utilizing

still,

of the hydrogen in the tar comiiines with the owgcii to

annum

at a price equivalent to 10. Sc. ])er thousand

Power is also to be supplied at 0.66c. [ler
kilowatt-hour for a guaranteed consumption of 3 to 6
million kilowatt hours.
(

ubic feet.

The importance
that

of the byproducts

is

the relative values of the oiilpul

shown bv
of

:in

tlie

(i\en

fact

are:

;
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(uke 60 per cent., byproducts 25 per cent, and gas

15

Eohert Xelson, declared that he was not

aluminum

jier cent.

Tin;

Vol

Minimum \Yagk Xot Harmful Because

favor of

Approved Safety Lamps

The

first

lamps approved by the

was explained by G. A. Mitchell in a lecture at Glasgow University on "The Minimum Wage in the Coal

the Coal Mines Act for use in

Trade," that the men at the face are usually paid on conIn Scotland,
tract, because supervision is impracticable.
the minimum wage is about $1.50 per day for every man
Owing to the advance
ajid boy employed underground.

loyd

It

m

cables for shafts.

In-

effective

Xo. IG

applies are the Hail wood

&

all

Lamp

Home Secretary under
mines to which the Act
Xo. 1 (made by Ack-

Best, Ltd., Morley, near Leeds),

"Emergency"

Electric

Lamp (made

and the Oldham

by Oldham

&

Son,

Denton, near Manchester). The Hailwood lamp is approved, provided that the strength of material and at-

in miners' wages in Scotland, since the act was passed,
the minimum-wage rates have had little effect on wages.
It

may

be anticipated that when times again become
act may (1) destroy, to some extent, the in-

normal the

centive to work, (3) cause many workmen to lose employment, and (3) result in men losing earnings by beThe working sent home frequently from their work.
men, in the view of Mr. Mitchell, will not gain any great
advantage by the act, except in some cases where the
day-wage rates have been raised by its operation. There
is no margin of profit to pay the increase of cost, and it
must be passed on to the consumer if the collieries are

not to stop.
Increased prices might cause a loss of export trade and
industries, unless increases in wages in
Great Britain are accompanied by increases in competing
countries or lower cost is brought about by improvements. The workmen should cooperate for their own advantage with the operator in reducing costs instead of
hampering him by working short time and by opposing

hamper home

labor-saving devices.

Cables for Mine Shafts
At the present time in Great Britain much attention is
being directed to the use of electric cables in the mines
and among other papers, one has been read by E. Kilburu
Scott before the Association of Mining Electrical Engineers. Briefly some of his points are: (1) The weight of
a most important factor in their design,
it may be reduced, high-tension aluminum cables should be used without steel armoring. (3)
The place of the latter as a return-current path can be
taken by continuous metal work already in the shaft, or
by old haulage ropes suspended for this purpose. Cab
shaft cables

and

is

in order that

SECTIONAL SIDE ELEVATION

FRONT ELEVATION

KMiiiaiKxc y" Electkic Lamp .Vpproved
AFTER BitrnsH Official Test

lire

The Olduaii

closed cable.

tachments throughout tlie lamp are not less than in the
sample submitted to the mechanical tests; that the oil
and wick used in the lamji arc such that it can maintain
all around in a horizontal ])laiie a light of not less than
0.30 cp., as determined by a pentane standard throughout a period of not less than ten hours: that the glass is
of an approved type and its dimensions within stated

sheathing may be employed to give more flexible and
impermeable mechanical protection than ordinary steel
armoring. (3) Telegraph poles sawn longitudinally are
more suitable than plank casing, such as has hitherto
Such casing would be cheap and easy to
been used.
erect, and it would form a complete protection to the in-

Saccharine for Preserving Casino for Cables
impregnate wood for casings or cleats
with saccharine than with tarry or other chemical substances, because it has no action on insulation or metals.
Wlaen wood is impregnated with both saccharine and
In a Xew South
arsenic it is proof against white ants.
Wales mine the armor on a shaft cable was rendered
useless by the atmosphere in less than six months, and in
It is better to

Great Britain a

steel

rope, used in a shaft as the earth

return, became so corroded that a special copper cable
to be put in its i)lace.
In discu.ssioii Ilic British Electriial Ins]iector of

had

I^Iines,

"

limits.

The Oldham lamp is approved, i)rovided that its total
is not more than 4.5 lb.
that the strength of material and attachments throughout the lamp are not less
weight

than

in

:

the sample submitted to test; that the lam])

is

maintaining a light of not less than 1.5 c]).
throughout a period of not less than ten hours; that the
lamp is used only for the work of rescue or exploration
in the case of an accident or other emergency or hv offica])able of

cials.

:
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Use of Purchased Power
By

11.

V.

SYNOPSIS— The

writer shows ihai the central station,
has most power to sell at the time of day when the operator has most need of if, so that a low price is possible
Many of his argufor the coal-mining requirements.
ments apply equally well to the establishment of private
central stations with hii/h-fension current.

may

ideal corporation

be defined as a cooperating

aggregation of individuals of specialized ability.
The practical apjilication of thi.s idea has produced
industrial comjianies whose activities frequently become

and so diversified as to make it desirable to
them into component parts, each exercising those
functions which it is especially fitted to perform. Thus
we find the huge industrial organizations of today made
up of a number of departments, each complete in itself
so extensive

separate

and each virtually a corporation, in the sense of the

defi-

nition given above.
((p.\ri'i;TKXT

Ukads of Uepartmexts Ijipovekish Small
COMPAXIES

This division and segregation of corporate activities is
practicable only in comparatively few instances, as the
cost of thoroughly com])etent heads of departments be-

comes too great a burden for the companies of less than
extraordinary size to carry. In the majority of cases it
becomes good business policy to carry out this division of
effort by depending upon outside agencies, whose sole
function is to supply, in the most economical way, some
certain requirement.

Thus the function of public-utility (-onipanies is to
supply transportation, transmit information and distribute electricity, water and gas, each a highly specialized
branch of service calling for tlie expenditure of much capital, technical knowledge and broadgage thought, to reach
the fullest possible development.
There is then a sound fundamental basis for the existence of an organization whose sole business is to make
and sell power in both large and small quantities.
However sound the abstract theory of tiie central station as a power merchant may be, its continued exisupon its
power on a basis which
tence depends

to both parties

An

in

ability,

shall

practice,

reasonaijly

be

to

During the working day the demand is quite variable,
fluctuating between wide limits for short periods.
The

power in the
bituminous coal mines in Pennsylvania and Ohio discloses certain general facts which are decidedly favorable
to the purchase of power, when available, as compared
with the operation of independent ]>lants.
u.se

of

Mink and Domestic Demands you Powek not SvnIlliOXOIS

(

There are but few mines in these fields that 0])eratc
more than sixteen hours ])er day, and many that run but
a single shift.

The

however, sufficiently

double-shift basis of opera' ion

common

The load curve of such

a

— Paper read at
Institute of Electrical

to

be considered

mine shows that

thi-

existing

the individual

in

practically

; tipples may be above or below the level of the mine
opening; fan operation may be required continuously at
a high rate of air discharge or the reverse.
Xotwithstauding all these variables, the general characteristics

true

of the total load are quite uniform in being
from the central-station peak.

removed

The application of alternating-current motors to mine
equi])ment is not general, practically all mines operated
by electric power using direct current at either 250 or
550 volts. This necessitates the use of either .synclironous converters or motor-generator sets when power is
purchased.
When the latter are used it is the general
practice to specify synchronous motors, on account of the
.somewhat better efficiency to be ol)tained, as compared

with induction motors, and also for the improvement of
the power factor.

PowKi; Companies

('(ial-.Mine

t'ovi:r

Business

The advantages to the central station which justify
low prices for mine power, may therefore be summed up
as follows

The consiiU'rai.lc aiiujiiiil
The -off-peak" load.
The extensive application

power

of

U!^ft\.

(jL' synchroninis
motors, tending to raise the ])lant power factor, with the attendant
advantages.

From the standpoint of the mine operator the advantages of purchased ])ower are more niimerous.
Coal Mines
The most
is

Siiofi.n

Vsk

I'liiciiAsED I'owei;

inqiortant consideration

is

thai

of cost.

within

it

lies

my

province to iiulicate the essential reasons for
a relatively high cost of operation of independent mine

power

plants.

The controlling element lies in the load factor, which
may be defined as the ratio of average u.se of the equipment required to meet the maximum load conditions.
The daily load factor is much higher than the monthly
ratio due to the fact that during the month the average
number of working days ranges from 15 to 20, due to
car shortage, market conditions and temporary labor dilTicidties.
The annual load factor is even lower, due to
the

ty]>ic.d.

It

obvious that in this presentation of the subject, no

is,

same general conditions, but upon

a

more extended

basis.

a])i)roximately

PittHljursh m>-.|lnij of the AmiTKngineerB. Apr. IS and 19. 1913.
Ican
•Contract agent, American Gas & Electric Co., 30 Church
New
York,
N.
Y.
St.,

Note

conditions

impossible to give accurate
values to the various elements of load. In one mine the
grades may be in favor of the loads to be hauled by the
locomotives, while in another case the reverse may be
it

comparisons of actual figures can be made, but

concerned in the transaction.

analysis of the conditions of

different

mines make

sup])ly

profital)le

Coal Mines

two-thirds of the total kilowatt-hours per day of twentyfour hours, is used between 7 a.m. and 4 p.m., the remaining one-third being used between 6 :3() p.m. and
1 a.m.

widely

The

in

Eddy*

The

result of this condition

plant and

equipment

is

that the investment in

for much of the
time, and as interest, depreciation and taxes are continuous charges, the result is that the actual onlpiit of

l<ower

is

idle
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the plaut carries a very high fixed

c-liarge

The

per kilowatt-

hour.

The operators

This condition does not exist when power is purchased.
as it applies to the current-transforming
apparatus.
The cost of equipment per kilowatt of cacapity being much lower than the cost of complete plaut
equipment, there is a substantial saving to be effected in
this item of power costs.
The actual manufacturing cost, exclusive of overhead
charges, under conditions of widely varying load and
intermittent use of generating equipment, becomes much
higher than would be found with exactly the same apparatus working more continuously.
exceirt so far

The Necessity

fok IIigh-Texsiox Distribution'
FOR EcOXOilY OF OPERATION'

The individual mine plant

is

usually located at the

least favorable point, considered electrically,

mouth

i.e.,

at the

As the mine is developed the electhe load recedes from the jjlant location

of the mine.

trical center of

and the

losses in the distributing sy.stem constantly in-

crease.

The extent

to

which

it

is

advisable to increase

investment in copper to minimize voltage losses can
be determined only by a careful survey of the conditions apiJlying to each particular installation.
Aside from the actual copper loss, the low voltage obtainable at the point of delivery of current brings in its
wake a high maintenance cost for motors on locomotives
and coal cutters, chiefly in the form of armature and
commutator repairs. These troubles are directly traceable to the abnormal volume of current required by reaAside from this
son of the less than normal voltage.
actual expense there is the loss of possible output due to
reduced capacity of motors brought about by the unfavThis loss is far
orable conditions of current supply.
greater than the actual cost of repairs and its magnitude
is often unap^jreciated by mine ojDerators.
tlie

These conditions may be remedied to a great extent,
not i^ractically eliminated, where power is purchased, by
placing converters or motor-generators so that the mine
distributing system may be fed at several points, thus
materially reducing line losses, equalizing line voltage,

and bringing it up to the normal working voltage of the
motors in use. As the mine is developed ancl new conditions arise with respect to the distributing system, the
location of the conversion equipment may readily be
This flexibility is impossible with a complete
changed.
steam plant.

Any

]\Iink

Low-Tension Station Kquiioiknt Soox

demands

for outpuf.

gines and generators,

ment

of capital than

is

solved by adding boilers, en-

with

a

resulting greater

invest-

would be required by the addition

The capital invested in jilanl
of a motor-generator set.
equipment in excess of the cost of motor generators woidd
earti

nuich more per year,

chiiierv.

if

Charge

mine plants are ordinarily handi-

As

a natural result the average mine plant receives

than an ordinary amount of skilled attention, when,
by reason of the severe conditions under which it operates, it should receive more.
L^^nder such circumstances
it is to be expected that the cost of maintenance and
repair will be' high. Aside from labor conditions the item
of boiler repairs and replacement is usually excessive
on account of the bad water conditions that are so commonly found in coal districts.
Where power is purchased the care required by conversion ajiparatus does not call for an expert man in conless

The ordinary daily care required niav
be furnished by the necessary switchboard operator.
It is obvious that the employer's liability hazard, so
far as power supply is concerned is greatly reduced when
power is purchased than when a steam plant is operated.
The tendency of labor and other costs entering into
This can only be
the production of pow-er is upward.
stant attendance.

met and compensated

for in the case of the central sta-

tion through the use of generating equipment of the \ery
iiighest

economy, by the securing of business of a diver-

sified character of use,

enabling the ojieration of the plant

under good load conditions each Iiour of the twenty-four,
and through quantity production.

Si.MMARY OF Advantages to the Purchaser

The advantages gained by the mine operator by
purchase of power are direct and

may

be

the

summed up

as follows:

Reduction of fixed charges on in\('stnient.
Reduction of actual operating costs due to the fact
that only power is paid for, without stand-by charges
due to intermittent operation, and by reason of the
higher efficiency of electrical apparatus at any load, as
compared with .steam-generating equipment of the character available for mine work.

(

Material reduction of distribution losses.
A considerable increase in the output of mining mabines and locomotives due to maintenance of speed
Flexibility

In anv >ucccssfui coiiceru the growth of its operations
The coalis ordinarily greater than originally expected.
mining industry is no exception to this general rule, and
operators are periodically faced with the proposition of
extending and enlarging individual jjlants to meet the

Usually this problem

Xo. 16

through normal voltage.

ReciiIIES UtSELlCSS

greater

IxLEi.LiGEXcE

of

3.

capped by the character of labor available«for power-plant
operation.
Li some cases mines are so located with regard to living conditions that really skillful engineers
may be obtained and kept. In more instances, however.
the conditions of work and locality of the mines do not
])rove attractive to the best men except as a temporary
expedient.
It is more often than not, a case of a more
or less regular procession of engineers through the cycle
of being hired, endured and ''fired."

if

In

Tol.

put into strictly mining ma-

them

to

results,

of location

of

motor-generators, enabling

be placed at points giving the best o])erating

and

to be readily

and

clieajily

moved

as condi-

tions change.

Reduction ol' labor costs for atteiulaiuc.
Elimination of higii maintenance, repair and replacement costs for boilers, piping and engines.
Reduction of cost of superintendence, enabling llie

mine superinlcmlcnt

devote his entire attention to

to

se-

curing output.
I^eduction of liability.

Insurance against constantly
tiirough term contracts

iit

iiirreasing

fixed rates.

Additional coal available for

sale.

])ower

costs,

— — — — ——

—

;
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Machine

Storage and Reclaiming

Oji page oT2 of our
we published a
(leseriptiou of the Jeffrey-Hamilton storage and reclaim-

issue of Ajir.

Vi,

()05

of Katalla are prevented, through this control. Iron) mining their fuel needs, which total only fiO tons annually,
and are forced to depend upon fuel mined many hundreds
of miles away.Tlie Wall SI. Journal.

ing machine, together with a line drawing of a possible
installation.

We illustrate herewith one of these machines which
was designed by William E. Hamilton, built for the HThis malinois Steel Co. and installed at Stockton, 111.
chine is identical with that illustrated in our previous
issue with the exception that it is for a wider gage of
It has successfullly loaded 2000 tons of coke per
track.
day which is equivalent in bulk to 3000 tons of coal and
can be used with equal facility for either piling the
material upon the storage yard or reloading it into railit

The Two Wise Pumpmen
Ky
(•Written

how

for "Coal

Age")

like to learn

to ritn a mine.

pumpman and

Get near the

When

Allaedyce

who Would

Yott fellows
Jtist

J. H.

i-xprt-s-sly

his

jnil.

these two worthies dine.

road cars.

They know

And

it

all

A

from

Z,

to

"never had no school"

Where clean-drilled talent cautious
They rush without a rule.

And

creeps,

while they niiinch their bread and cheese.

Or wrestle with a chop
The whole mine scheme is
From motor to a prop.

\i]i

for trial.

Hank

lights his pipe, and slowly puffs.
While Slade tucks in a chew
'If coal is what they want, says Sladc,
I know what 1 should do."

The mine

And

is

on the

bum

tlnit's

clear

faster, every day,

Things peter to a little point.
Where some fine morn they'll

stay..

Maciiixe 1{t:(Laimi\(i Coke fi;om Yard
Nearly

more

or

storage systems in use today break the coal
making careful rescreening and regrading

all
less,

may

cost of coal storage.

be quite an important item in the
As an illustration, let us take the

case of anthracite coal

which we

This

necessary.

will

assume has an aver-

age value, including tlie freight charges, of $5 a ton. The
breakage and degradation resulting from ordinary methods of storing and rehandling is often as much as 10
per cent., causing a depreciation of from 30 to 50c. per
ton

ill

;

"I can't

a

storage machine of this kind in conjunc-

tion with a rubber-belt conveyor if necessary, the break-

age in storing and. reclaiming is practically
item alone, the manufacturers claim, will, in
first

cost of the

machine

nil

and

many

this

cases,

make

out (nir

men."

"I told the boss the oihci' >\:\\
Says I it's strange lo nic

—

—

How

that wet west can cvit pay."
says he.

"You mind your pumps."

value.

total

By using

pay the

Hank dumps the ashes from his pipe.
And fills it up again
From Tim, the trackman's sack and says

ll

happened once, this clever jiair
With complex problems wrought

When through
The

lioss

the tra)) door popjied a light

was on the

sjiot

—

in a single season.

"Six men, says he, lia\f just gone lioine
From water in the south."
Slade's chew went down, and Hank's old

So Near and Yet So Far

]iipe

Slid rroni his iicrx'clcss nioiilh.

There

southern Alaska, called liv
the natives Katiilla, ixiasting of a few liundred inhaijitants, which really knows what the high |M-ice of coal

means.

is

a tiny luunlct

coal

in that town costs
within 2.5 miles is one of the richIt is the famous coal
the world.

Each and every ton burned

c.vactly $21.7.5.
est

in

And

deposits

in

region about which the Pinchot-Ralling(!r-Cunningham-

fiuggeniieim controversy was waged.

ernment now controls those

deposits,

The Federal

gov-

and the inhabitants

Pennsylvania Bituminous Examinations
Ivvaniinations of candidates for the ollice of ininc forcmine foreman and fireboss, in the biliiinin-

maii, assistant

ous region of Pennsylvania, will be held, May G, 7 and S,
iiV the examining boards in each of tiie several inspection
districts.
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Central-Station Power for Mines
Jexks

-By J. S.

SYNOPSIS—Abstract

an address before the Pitts-

of

burgh meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. The paper is devoted chiefly to a historical
sketch tracing tlie development of the West Penn system
from its original installation of 120 hp. to its present aggregate of 15,000 hp. in coal-mining service alone.
This subject covers such a broad
be folly to undertake to cover

field

more than

that

it

would

a limited por-

In order to supply this service there was installed at
the power house of the Irwin Electric Light & Power
Co., at Manor, one 150-kw., single-phase, 2000-volt, 133-

and a 125-kw. transformer for raising the
generator voltage to the transmission and motor voltage.
The line consisted of two No. 4 insulated wires carried
by glass insulators on a two-pin crossarm over private
right-of-way from Manor to the substation located near
Circleville, except through the town of Irwin, where the

cycle alternator

branch; hence I vrill deal only
with the historical side of the question as it has to do with
the development of central-station service in connection

pole line was on the street.

Penn system.
mine service has l)ccn greatly
handicapped by the prejudice of some engineers and
mine inspectors who have actually fought the installation of such power, stating that it was not as reliable as
an isolated plant, was more dangerous on account of the
high voltage and more costly.
In order to overcome these objections it was necessary
to prove the reliability and advantages of central-station
service.
The objection of the mine inspectors was the
hardest to overcome. Even after the operators were convinced that purchased central-station service was more

the pole.

tion of anj' particular

with coal mining on the West
Central-station power for

economical and were in favor of installing it, the inspectors frequently prohibited its adoption for some uses
in and about the mines, particularly for fan service.
'

They contended that mine ventilation was of such importance that no mining company should be dependent
on another corporation for its power for fan operation.
It was only after years of successful employment in all
other classes of mine service that we were able to overcome

this prejudice

and succeed

in getting the

mine

spectors to' approve central-station service for fans,

recommend it.
The engineer, and the

in-

much

less

about

order to protect the lead cable where it entered the
ground, a high circular stone wall was built around the
bore hole.

The apparatus supplied from

and operate central-station power.

The first installation of central-station service in a
mine on the West Penn system was made at the Larimer
mine of the Westmoreland Coal Co. in 1896. It consisted of a 12()-hp., 4000-volt, single-phase, 133-cycle, in-

duction-type synchronous motor, belted to a 10i)-kw., 500volt, direct-current, multipolar generator.

The switchboard consisted of a standard direct-current
marble panel with ammeter, voltmeter, circuit-breaker
and switches. The alternating-current board consisted
of a wooden panel having mounted on it a small twoswitch for controlling the large motor, a twoswitch for the starting motor, pilot and
synchronozing lamps. This apparatus was located in an
oil

knife

underground substation as
aged liy employees during
ground.

this substation consisted

mining machines, a 10-hp. pump and a 60-hp.
haulage, but no fan service was supplied for reasons alof six

ready explained.

The

first

trouble that developed was the falling in of

which not only damaged the apmine out of service for some time
until the bebris could be removed and a brick lining put
to prevent a recurrence of similar trouble. This brick
the

substation

roof,

paratus, but put the

m

lining sweated so that it made all the apparatus wet,
which resulted in frequent burnouts of the starting motor.
In order to insure reliability, duplicate starting motors
were provided and at times it was a problem to keep one
in condition for service.
This difficulty was partially
overcome l)y ])utting a wooden lining inside the brick-

electrical

many advantages which it offers, thus requiring
the services of an engineer and electricians to most effi-

pole

was

The entrance to the underground substation was made
by sinking a bore hole through which lead cables were
carried to a tunnel which led to the machine room.
In

The next

it

was feared

it

might be damwere above

strike periods if it

difficulty arose

from a breakdown

in the lead

by lightning. This had the effect of charging everything in the substation.
It was overcome by
removing the lead from the cable and supporting it ou
glass insulators, except where it passed through the bore
cable, caused

hole.

of the

pole

of this line

work.

employees, opposed
central-station service for obvious reasons, one of which,
frequently frankly admitted, was, that with its adoption
they would have no job. The truth of the matter has
been that it has actually enlarged their field of labor, as
more mines are being electrified every day on account

ciently install

The length

A

telephone line consisting of duplex
insulated wire was strung on a ridge pin on the top of
five miles.

The next weakness developed

in the oil switch

which

consisted of eight V2-i"- brass rods working through small
brass bushings, mounted on a wooden board submerged

This two-pole switch had eight breaks of about
each and was contained in a tank 8x10x9 in. and
operated by handwheel and pinion. This made a slowoperating switch, with which it was difficult to synchronize.
After numerous interruptions, caused by failures of
this n]iparatus, a make-shift device consisting of an ordinary two-pole, two-break, knife switch on a marble base
in

oil.

%

in.

was mounted on insulators in the bottom of a half barrel.
The switch handle was removed and a broom stick tied
to the crossbar with a belt lace.
Leads were brought over
the edge of the barrel and connected to the switch. The
barrel was then filled with oil, and the switch operated
by pulling or pushing on the broom stick.
This switch was so much more easily operated and
such ini))rovemcnt was made in the time of synchroiii/cing
that the cotisunu'r would ]iol lia\c it changed and it re-
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mained in service until the substation was finally abandoned on account of the mine being worked out.
The Irwin Electric Light & Power Co. was acquired
by the West Penn interests and in 1905 the 133-cyele
power house at Manor was discontinued and service established from a 60-cycle turbine station at Connellsville
through 28.52 miles of 22,000-volt transmission lines and
a substation at Manor. This necessitated the reconstruction of the motors from 133 to 60 cycles.
The work on
the large machine was done in the field and the starting
motors were sent to the factory one at a time. This reconstruction had the effect of reducing the capacity and
resulted disastrously in the case of the starting motors,

making it necessary to provide larger machines.
The next trouble to develop was rather peculiar in that
the large motor started to drop out of step without any
apparent cause and would do so when pulling practically
This was a puzzling circumstance and no
no load.
amount of adjusting by the attendant seemed to remedy
It was found, however, when the supply
the trouble.
from Connellsville was generated by a single unit that
this departure from synchronism was most pronounced.
Later it was discovered that there was a splice in the
between the motor and generator that caused a jerking which would get in step with the governor mechanism
on the turbine, causing the latter to hunt. This hunting was exaggerated in the motor, making it drop out of
belt

step.

The remedy

consisted

in

direct

607

Another prominent example of a coal-mine installation where the most minute detail was worked out by the
engineers in charge with the idea of producing the most
efficient results is illustrated

is

delivered at

installed in the substation, together with the necessary

switches and lightning protection. This installation consists of a 750-hp., alternating-current haulage, two 300-

kw. synchronous motor-generator sets, two 150-hp., alternating-current pumps and many locomotives, mining

machines and small motors.
While the growth of central-station service was slow
at first, it is now growing rapidly, and from the original
installation in 1896 of 120 hp. we have steadily added
all kinds of mine installations until at the present time
we have in operation 76 coal mines, consuming 14,831
hp. and have contracts with 10 companies which aggregate 5701 hp., which is being installed as rapidly as possible.
This will make a total of 20,532 hp. In addition
to this we are at the present time figuring with a numl)er
of coal companies and have every reason to believe that
in a short time we will have under contract more than
10,000 hp. additional, which will increase our total to
over 30,000 hp. in coal-mine service only.

connecting the

The Alaska Land Frauds

motor and generator, which hai^peued to be the same

.Sl't:CIAL

speed.

On

account of the high voltage of the motor it was necessary to have its frame insulated and a satisfactory insulating coupling became necessary. This was solved by
turning the shafts end to end, setting the pulleys about
drilling and tapering their rims
six inches apart,
and laying a piece of belt around inside of both
pulley rims and securing it in place with capscrews. This
proved a satisfactory flexible insulating coupling, which
gave no trouble and operated for a number of years until

mine was worked out.
Notwithstanding the difficulties enumerated, this in.•-tallation j)roved a satisfactory one to the mining comjiany, and led to many other large installations.
The first mine where West Penn service was used for
fan operation was at the Penn Gas Coal Co.'s mine near
Penn Station, and consisted of a l(l()-hp., 5()0-volt, directcurrent motor, belted to the fan.
This was installed
about 1901 when the mine was completely electrified with
direct current.
The equipment consisted of numerous
pumps, mine machinery and a large haulage. The fan
operated until 1907 when tliis motor was replaced by a
the

200-hp., alternating-current, two-phase, 6()-cycle machine.

This installation, which originally consisted of about 500
h])., has been increa.'ied from time to time until it now
has about 1250 h]). in electric motors.
In 1007 our first high-tension installation was made
at a coal mine.
This was at the Xaomi mine of tlic
United Coal Co., near Fayette City. In this case the Coal
Co. built its own substation and bought ci.rrent at 22,000
volts, installing three 200-kw., 22,000- to UO-volt tran.sformers, one 300- and one 150-kw. synchronous motorgenerator sets, one 150-hp., alternating-current haulage,
a lOO-hp. chain lift, two 75-hp. fan motors, alternatingcurrent pumps and numftrous haulage locomotives and
milling machines.

by the Keystone Coal Co.'s
Crows Nest substation. Here 1500 hp.
2300 volts from 22,000-volt transformers

installation at its

The

cases of

TELECiKAPHIr

C'OI{IiK8ro.\Di;XC'K

Eaymond Brown and William Dunn,

of

Spokane, Wash., Charles Doughten, formerly of Spokane
but now of Los Angeles, Calif., Charles Mackenzie, of
Seattle, Wash., Donald Mackenzie, of Washington, D. C,
Seattle, Wash., and Alaska, who were indicted in the
federal court at Spokane, November, 1910, charged with
conspiracy to defraud the government out of valuable
Alaska coal lands, will not go to trial as Attorney-General

Townsend

will ask that the cases be dismissed.

Coincident with the filing of this petition, similar petitions were entered at Seattle and Tacoma, Wash., Portiantl. Ore., Boise, Idaho, and Juneau, Alaska, desiring
that prosecutions be dismissed against other persons indicted for Alaska land frauds during the winter of 1910.
The action of the Attorney-General results from the failure of the government to convict Albert C. Frost in Chicago on a similar charge. Townsend planned in case of
a conviction of Frost, to press the Western cases through
trial during the summer and clear the criminal docket.
The land involved in the present cases consists of 20,-

000 acres in the Kayak

valued by the government
There are 131 claims, each
of a qiuirter section, which the government declared had
Ixcii fraudulently obtained.
These claims will not be
lost (o the present owners, among whom are John H.
McGraw, ex-governor of Washington, James N. Gillett,
ex-governor of the state of California, and Henry T.
Oxnard, of New York City, i)rcsidont of the American
Beet Sugar ('(j. These men are assignees of the original
at

many

district,

millions of dollars.

claimants.

About llOO square miles of the state of Tennessee .are underlaid by coal measures and about half of this area contains
workable seams. It Is calculated that these beds originally
contained 25,665.000.000 short tons of coal.
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SNAP SHOTS

IN

COAL MINING
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Power House axd Tipple at Caebondale Mine of
THE McGlLLIVRAY C'EEEK C. & C. CO.

SiKMMxu THE Ciiit'Acd. W'li^.M NcTc IX ANi> A'eii j[ iLLio.v
Mines UNDER Construction, Five Miles Southeast of Christopher, III., on a Switch
IiUNXiNC, Out from the C, B. & Q.
Railway
1

iTAiiv

('o\vi;i;ti:ks

i\

>ii>i\tiii\ at

AVoodwaud Mine of the
E.R.

Co

L., L.

& W.

Minehs at Pit Mouth, Cakbondale Mine, at CarbonDALE, AlBERTA, CaNADA

Watek-Tube Boileks Set Upon Concrete Foundations Preparatory to Bricking In. A Part of the Plant Shown
at the Left of This
Photo.

Fori; \'EK'rirAL

Two-Staci
\
\|
I'l MI' AT
Truesdale Collieuy, Being J)riven by

l:iOlt-(;.l'.A[.

G. E.

(

I

I

i;

Synchronous Motor

|

:
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"Fools Butt

iiiiiiiiinniiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ii

i

In—"

six in the

of

Boston.

Mass., recently wired in great excitement to the President of the United States that ''anthracite tonnage was

curtailed by restrictive measures for the purpose of pre-

venting a surplus accumulation of coal, according to one
The mayor further asserts

of the coal-trade journals."

was compelled to submit to a heavy inowing to a lack of production
last summer and hopes that tiie President will include
in his message to Congress "pertinent suggestions in
that the public

crease in the price of coal,

regard to the anthracite trade."

on

such an absurd
light.
As a matter of fact, there was a tremendous
shortage in the supply of anthracite coal last year, due
to the suspension in mining during the labor conferences
in April and May.
But immediately following the fixing of an agreement, the hard-coalers began straining
every nerve and concentrating all their powerful resources
on the task of overcoming the deficiency with the result that there was a general and consistent smashing
ot all production records, mouth after mouth, during the
record

in

summer and early winter. Furthermore, they made
every effort to allay the fears of the public that there
late

would be a shortage (which fears speculators were trading upon to their own profit) by issuing periodical statements to the effect that they had the situation well in
hand and that there were no prospects whatever of any
suffering from a lack of fuel
a boast which as everyone

—

now knows they made good.
Has Boston nimlhrr Lawsdii?
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American

fields.

This law of proportion, of course,
but

may

not hold good,

which division
of labor has been carried in Europe are true, we can
well believe that here, where there is no such demand for
arbitrary divisions, there should be no difficulty in reducing any European costs. Especially should this be the
case in the rural districts, where the opposition to the
if

stories of the pernicious extent to

overlapping of trades has not destroyed the efficiency of
labor.

But even

if

Mr. Rice

is

right,

would pay today, by
saving

and flushing proves as

many

places that practice

preservation of the surface,

its

its

extension of the effective life of the
colliery and mining town, its complete use of headings
in

coal,

its

and tunnels which must be constructed

in

any event,

its

assurance of continued profit to the railroad which has
been built to handle the colliery output, its delaying of
the time at which the longer hauls with long transmissions
of compressed air or electricity will have to be made, its
saving of the cost of coal and nf drilling, its reduction of

and linoring the accumulation
on beds not yet workable.
The value of a ton of coal in place is more than the
royalty payment,
foal shoidd be worth all the outlay
which has been expended on its development, whether
the expenditure be direct or indirect.
In fact, from a
broad community point of view, factories and ii(in-((nupany mining towns may be regarded as integral parts of
the expcnditun on the coal. I'nr mi tbc inntinnaiuc of
the area exposed to
of firedamp

and

its

fires

effect

coal sup])ly tlieir usefulness largely depends.

Hydraulic Stowing
(ieorgc S. Hiir, cliicr mining engineer
Bureau of Mines at the recent meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, have a large degree of
Tlic rciuarks
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costly as he anticipates, yet in

well to loot; over a few statistics

placing himself

before

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiii

three, the Belgian laimi- in sUnving should be dixidcd by

The upright aud most righteous mayor

The mayor would do

lu

cjI'

Furthermore, we may recall that in Silesia, it has been
customary in some places to fill the workings only in certain parts of the whole excavated area ami that ))ractice
may be possible here. This will largely vcdiiic the cost
i>f
flushing per ton mined.

of the

timeliness.

Another Coal-Dust P^xplosion above

Tie stated that

"In the Upper Silesian coal field, about oiic-hair of tlie
collieries are using hydraulic filling.
About fifty independent plants provide for this feature of colliery activity.
At one mining plant 500(1 cu.yd. of sand are being stowed

arc

still

a

dust

lieve that coal

number
is

"In Westphalia, 27

have adopted the system
with
inde])en(l(;iit installations; in Belgium, ten collieries have such ])lants and in France, several such flushing
operations are installed."
Mr. Rice .says it will cost American coal-mine owners
collieries

m

to 40c. per cu.yd. to

make such

filling.

We

hope he

is

or to

in

many

dampen

the deposited dust.

more rapidly and

States Steel ('or[)oratioii's

efficiently

than our European competi-

tors.

ton

The accident occurred

is

man employed, whereas in
obtained per man engaged.

barely half a
.Vpplying the rule of

liclgiiini

Hays yards of the United
Homestead works on Saturday,

at flic

n.
Five men were shoveling coal into stoker cars
from a pit 15 ft. deep. At these works, -10 cars of coal
are ground every day for use in the rotary stokers of the
steel plant.
At 4 o'clock, the coal dust ignited and an
.\pi-.

get three tons of coal in the antlnacitc region for

That some ])recautions

were taken at the plant where the accident occurred
which we are about to describe only emidiasizes the
danger to which men working in a dry, ilusty Mtinnspbere
are expo.sed.

We

wlm dd not bewho have an

of its dangers above ground as can be
crusher rooms where dust is made in great
quantity and no .system of suction is used to remove it
.seen

too conservative in this estimate, and that it will be found
that when we decide to do the work, we can perform it

every

nf persons

explosive and others

utter disregard

every day.

30

Ground
'riiei'c

:
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workmen near-by rushed up

explosion occurred; the
the pit and saw the five
the iloor.
laborers at

the otlier

men

writliing in the

The men were pulled out by
much risk to themselves. Four

is

Vol.

to

smoke on

their fellow-

are dead

and

dying.

The Breaker Boy and Other Youths
The Kepublican State Committee of Pennsylvania has
prepared a second tentative draft of an act to regulate
the employment of minors in Pennsylvania. One of the
He
provisions puts the breaker "boy" into past history.
must now, if the law be passed, be at least .sixteen before
he goes to work.
The committee appends the following footnote to the
from working

clause which prohibits youths under sixteen
in breakers:

all of which
dangerous or injurious, especially to
more
liable to acchildren.
Children have been found to be
cident than adults on account of inexperience or carelessphysical
development
and
lack
of
ness; moreover, through
strength they are more seriously affected by injurious and

"This section provides a Hst of occupations

are

more

or

less

unhealthful occupations."

A Solomon has indeed come to judgment. Can any
statement be less reasonable than that youths should be
prevented from working because of inexperience. Surely
such lawyers as constitute the state committee, who have
repeatedly grilled witnesses on the stand, know that ex]ierience is the result of years of practical use of certain
materials or of actual performance of specified duties.

How

can anyone have exijerience as a beginner? Conis danger in beginning, why bar
youths from labor? The risk of the green hand cannot
be avoided. It is, however, to be supposed that the committee really referred, not to inexperience, but to imsequently because there

maturity of judgment.
We are about to present some figures. They are not
conclusive because all American statistics are collected
in a most incomplete manner and cover only a few parts
But seeing that they all run counter
of human activity.
to the committee's conclusions, they largely weaken the
reasoning of that political caucus.
The State Department of Mines of Pennsylvania shows

among

the following

numbers

mine workers

at the following stated ages in

of juvenile deaths

outside

1911

DE.iTHS OF JUVENILE OUTSIDE MINE WORKERS, PBNNSYLVANIA
1911

Boys

of the following ages

1.^)

16

17

18

19

20

Anthracite

1

.i

4

7

1

5
2

7

Bituminous

1

1

14

The evidence

of these figures

is

that the youth of 11

He is probably
has the advantage of the adult of 30.
not so careless, is not placed in so dangerous a situation
and is more carefully watched. This is even more apparent underground. In 1911, only five youths working
inside the antliracite mines were killed at 16 years of
The
nge whereas 20 were fatally injured at 19 years.
evidence shows therefore that forces other than legislative
are already protecting the adolescent labor around the
mines.

The

.statement that "through lack of development and
strength, boys are more seriously affected by

physical

injurious and uiiiieaithy occupations" is generally admitted, although, indeed, not by any means, is it necesIn fact, it is probably absolutely false. In
sarily true.

digesting the following figures our readers

must remem-

7,577,324

3.
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Rescue Work

in

Fifeshire, Scotland

Beneath each seat inside the
space for a set of rescue apparatus.
the front end within the car a space is provided for

the chauffeur's seat outside.
car, there is

Special Cokkespoxdence
It is

now a

collieries

ment

legal

At

reciuirement in Great Britain that

provide breathing apparatus and

all

tho equip-

for rescue work, including carefully trained brigades,

or they

must make arrangement with some

stations within easy call, so that

central rescue

a fully equipped brigade

may be available at short notice.
Some time ago the Fifeshire Coal Owners' Association
appointed a committee to make inquiries regarding rescue apparatus for use iu mines.
the committee reported:

That

Among

other matters,

equipped with about 30 sets
ready for use in case of emergency is necesThis station
sary for the needs of the county of Fife.
should be in telejihonic communication with every colliery
in the district and located at t'owdcnbeath.
1.

a central station

of apjiaratus

three oxygen cylinders, and in cabinets, also on the forward end, four smoke helmets are carried, with three

and two ambulance boxes. Two
suspended from the roof. On the floor in
the center of the car a hand pump is placed, so arranged
that passage is not obstructed in parsing to or from the
wide doors at the rear of the car.
The body is built throughout of best ash and oak framing with mahogany panels. It is painted an artistic shade
of gray with red lines, the inside dimensions being 9 ft.
9 in. by 5 ft. 9 in., complete with canopy over the
chauffeur's seat and two w'indows in the center at either
side with louvers above.
The chassis upon which the body of the wagon
is mounted is a 32-hp. Albion of four-e.ylinder, chaindriven type, with single solid tires on front wheels and
twin solid tires on the rear.
There are several groups of plants, in the United States,
which should combine to provide a car of this kind. They
cases of caustic potash

.stretchers are

from a locomotive yard that an engine
not always available for use. The adoption of motor
cars has been delayed, howe\er, by the fact that most
large coal corporations are affiliated with railroad companies and naturally rely on rail connections in planning
are situated so far
is

Another obstacle has been found in
the condition of the ronds which a rescue motor car must
their rescue w-ork.

Travel.

A
The

A
2.

JIoTcii; C.u: Foi;

That

a certain

a Si'otcii Riosd'E Statiox

number

of sets of a])paratus (say not

should be kept ready at every colliery.
3.
That at least 20 men at every mine, including all
the officials who are acquainted with the workings, should
be instructed in the construction and use of the apparatus.
4.
That an intelligent man should have the care of the
central station. lie shoidd be capable of instructing the
men in the use of the apparatus ami in the manner in
which it should be kept in condition.
It almost seems unnecessary to remark that a central
roscne station, however well it may be equipped in other
respects, would be of little avail in time of need if it were
less

than

five)

not furnished with the means of sjieedily getting to the
colliery from which the call for hel]) may come. In view
of this, the various central stations have been provided

The Fife and
with specially fitted rescue motor cars.
(nackmaniian Coal Owners' Association has purchased a
car for the Dunferndine Station from the Albion Motor
Car Co. A ])hotograph of this truck accompanies this description.
The car resembles an ambulance wagon.
Tho inside of the car is arranged to seat ten persons,
and there is also accommodation for two passengers on

Census

of Benefit

Idea i-iuitains

Funds

rnlbiwing slalenicnl, entitled "Uencfit Funds for Factory Employees" ami written by W. L. Chandler. This paper is published monthly
Jhjilf/r

llic

by the Dodge Manufacturing Co., of Mishawaka, lowsi.
The editorial staff of the journal has recently sent out
twelve inquiries to which those controlling over 100 fundfs
replied.
The information has been extended by the use
of the reports of the Bureau of Commerce and Labor iti
reference to over 400 funds:
I. Does a Compnny r
i>flt l>y lliivliii; n lli-nelit FiiikI amoiii;
itN RmployepKf
Thirty per cent, of tl
funds which have reported, receive regular contribution
froni the operating company, but
this seems only to lower
he cost to members, as no reasons

are

apparent

self-sustaining.
Four cases were

why

I

thi'

funds

cannot

be

entirely

whore funds controlled by employees alone had disbanded.
The failures, as far as investigated, were not of such a character that they should infound

fluence others against the starting of benefit funds.
The membership of all funds comprised on an average 48
per cent, of the total numbi'r of <'niployi'es of tho factories at
which thi' funds were established.
Khiiulll n Flinil lOKUrc ukiiIi'mI 'I'enillorilry DlMiililllly line
•i.

to SlokiieNMf

Ninety-three per cent, of the funds provide

tliis

feature

and such as do not are organized for the purpose of paying
death benefits only, except one which only providi'S for permanent disability and superannuation and two wlilch only
pay superannuation pensions.

:
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Of all funds (comprising about 350,000 members) the average cost per member per year for temporary disability due
to sickness and accidents combined (these cases not being
The amounts paid weekly
reported separately) was $3.42.
and the duration of the payments were so varied as to make
Dues and benefits will
it impossible to strike an average.
be discussed later.
a Fund
3. Should

Insure asaln.wt

Temporary Aeeidental

Disaliilityf

Ninety per cent, of the funds now pay such benefits regardless of compensation paid by the operating company.
They settle with the fund membership much as other accident insurance companies adjust the claims with their clients.
Of these funds 22 per cent, are managed, at least in part, by
the firms which have created them. Some establishments reimburse the funds for any mony paid out to. compensate
members who may have been hurt at work. This is done
Some of the funds
in lieu of direct payments to the injured.
do not pay for any accidents for which the establishments
are liable under the law.
Ninety-three per cent, of the funds, managed by employees

A
pay temporary disability benefits for accidents.
few funds restrict the accident benefits to cover only certain definite accidents such as those which are incurred when
at work or when going to or from work or when not on

alone,

duty, etc.

Ninety-one per cent, of the funds managed entirely by establishments or jointly by employees and the employing firm

now pay temporary

disability benefits for accidents.

remains to be seen what may result later from the
enactment in various states of employers' liability laws and
workmen's compensation acts.
Re4. Should a Fund Insure against Permanent Disability

Vol.

Xo. 16

3,

Eleven funds divide the sexes and provide separate regueach, covering dues, benefits, etc.
Of the total
of all funds, 10 per cent, are females, and of the
members of funds reporting female members, 11 per cent,
are females. Fifty-six per cent, of the establishments where
more than five females are employed have a provision for
The suffragettes may have something to
female members.
say on this question.
12. Should Membership Be Compulsory?
Where funds were managed by employees only 30 per cent.
of the employees of the establishment were enrolled.
Where the management rested with the establishment, 75
per cent, were enrolled and where the firm and employees
managed jointly 66 per cent, enrolled. Of all the funds, 15
Vaper cent, had more or less compulsory membership.
rious exceptions are found; some excuse office clerks, boys
and girls, those employed before the organization of the fund,
and those earning less than a fixed sum per day.
Twenty-five per cent, of compulsory funds were managed
by employees but were evidently strongly endorsed by the
establishments, while 50 per cent, were managed jointly by
employees and the firm for which they worked.
One fund writes that they had 95 per cent, of their employees enrolled before compulsory membership was required
of all employees.
Some establishments having pension funds, require membership in the benefit funds to entitle employees to pensions,
thus stimulating the employees to accept membership in these
lations for

membership

funds.

It

Hultine from Sickness?
Twelve per cent, of all funds pay benefits for permanent
disability and one-third of these, or 4 per cent., apply the
benefits to cases due to sickness as well as accidents.
Of the funds paying benefits for permanent disability
(sickness and accident cases not reported separately) a
quarter of one per cent, of the members received such bene-

one year.
The average cost per member covering both sickness and
The various schedules of
accident for the year was 4Sc.
benefits are too varied to permit of averaging.
Permanent Accidental
against
a Fund Insure
5. Should
fits

in

Disability

the previous question should be conIt will be noticed that twelve per cent,
sidered here also.
It remains to be
of the funds now have such provision.
seen what effect may follow the enactment of employers'

laws and workmen's compensation acts.
Should a Fun<i Insure against the Death of a Member
through Siclcnessf
Eighty-three per cent, of the funds have this provision.
The amounts which in these funds are payable at death of
(sickness and accident cases not reported sepamember
a
rately) vary from ten to one thousand dollars, but the averclaim
paid in one year was $209.76, or an averdeath
age
age of $1.45 for each member of all funds paying death
rate per 1000 members of all funds redeath
The
benefits.
This is lower than the genporting their deaths was 6.7.
the
country, because only able-bodied perrate
of
eral death
sons can gain or retain employment in a majority of establiability
(i.

lishments.
7.

Should a Fund Insure against the .\ccidental Death of

Member f

Figures given above for amounts paid for death benefits
apply here also, as the funds did not distinguish in their reports between sickness and accident.
Ninety per cent, of all funds have benefits for members
dying from the effects of an accident. Ten per cent, of these
apply it only for accidents when on duty.
S. Should a Fund Insure against the Deatb.-. of ^lemlit-rs'

Wives?
Twenty-two per cent, of all funds have this provision.
The average annual cost to these funds for death benefits for
members' wives averaged 25c. per member. This experience
covers nri.S.ss members.
jl. Should
a Fund Insure iiuHiiist the Dt-iKhs .if Other »«liendents «»f the ^lembers?
Ten per cent, of all funds have this provision. The average annual cost of these funds for benefits for death of dependents other than wives, average 2Sc. per member. This

experience covers 4 4,3S1 members.
10. Should Any Dlstlurtloii He Made lie(«e.-ii Salaried
ployees and Day Workers?
Of the funds under observation there seem to be

which make any distinction.
II. Should Membership Include

lioth

Kmfew

Males and Femalesf

Pools

H. C. Frick Coke Co.

pleased with the experimental erection of a
pool and amusement hall at Leiseuring, that
establishing pools, measuring 75

ft.

by 40

ft.,

is

so well

swimming
it

purposes

and building

gymnasiums at all its plants. Instructors will teach the
employees how to swim. Cinder tracks will also be built
for track events.

West Virginia Mining

f

Data given with

a

Swimming
It is reported that the

Institute

The e.xeiulive comniittce iii the West \'ii'ginia Coal
Mining Institute has selected Morgantown as the place
for holding the

June

24, 25

summer

and

meetiug, which will be in session

26.

Papers will be read and discussed on the following
subjects
"Gasoline Motor Haulage in Mines"; "A New Type of Undercutting Machine"; "Welfare Work in the Mining Communities of West Virginia"; "The Qualifications of a General
Manager from a Superintendent's Point of View"; "HydroElectric Power in Mining; A Description of the Cheat River
Installation."

The program is so arranged that approximately onehalf of the three-day session will be spent in sight-seeing
and pleasure-seeking. Papers and discussions will occupy
Tuesday and Wednesday mornings.

On Wednesday

after-

noon, the members of the institute will be conveyed by
automobiles to Mt. Chateau, a noted summer resort along
the Cheat Elver, and from iiiere to Sabraton, where an
inspection will be made of the tin-plate plant of the

American Sheet & Tin Plate Co. and the mammoth glass
industries.
The return to Morgantown will be in ample
time to enjoy a bancpiet to be tendered by the city board
of trade.

Tliursdiiy will

sentative miiu's

most

repre-

the Conncllsvllle coke region.

This

be devoted to visiting the
In

win permit an examination Into the methods of mining
and coking the celebrated Connellsvillc coals, and furnish bases for comparison with the conditions and meth(^ommlttees, selected jointly from
ods at home plants,
the local membership and the city board of trade, arc
actuallv preparing to provide for a large attendance at

the

summer

meeting.

April

lii.
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Choke

Coils and Disconnecting
Switches

The choke coils ami disconnecting switches illustrated
herewith were recently bought out by the Electric Service
Supplies Co., Philadelphia, Chicago and New York, and
unique points
comment.

several

serve

The

bases ot both

in the design of this

the choke coils

apparatus de-

and disconnecting

(.V.i

each end to secure proper contact.
Separable terminals are provided on these switches for all capacities.
These disconnecting switches are designed and intended
for use not only as lightuing-arrestor disconnectors,
but
also as switches for disconnecting

and controlling high\oltage lines, branch feeders, emergency feeders, etc., and
for other purposes for which such switches
are required.
They are made for voltage ra.tings up to 23,000, and of
ampere capacities

switches are of standard 3-in. channel iron. These bases
permit the apparatus to be installed either inside or out,

attached to switchboards direct, to cross-arms, to
anv other suital.)lc mean's of support.

to be

poles, to pipe or to

A

meet any o])eratiug condition.

to

Good

Boiler Test

The Narragansett

Electric Light Co., of Providence,
R. I., recently ran an eight-hour boiler test on a 390hj). Babcock & Wilcox boiler equipped with
a Riley .self-

dumping underfeed

stoker with five retorts, during "which
216.3 per cent, of the builder's rating of the boiler was
developed.

The

was 16 ft. long, 12 tubes high
was operated throughout the test
at a pressure (practically without variation) of 175 lb.
boiler in question

and 18 tubes wide.

It

per sq.in.

Nineteen thousand seven hundred and five pounds of
were fired, thus making the rate per hour 2463 lb.

coal

Analysis of this fuel showed 77.44 per cent, fixed carbon,
l-").42 per cent, volatile matter; 5.46 per cent, ash and
1.68 per cent, moisture. As fired the coal contained 14,-

Choki; Coil

The weight of water fed to the boiler
the average temperature being 196.6
deg. F.
The actual evaporation per pound of coal as
fired was 11.04 lb. of water, the equivalent evaporation
728 B.t.u. per

Iron pins are riveted to this channel, and insulators
cemented to these pins support galvanized iron tops, cemented to them, which tops in turn support brass terminal
blocks for either the choke coil or the switch mechanism.
Choke coils are sweated into these blocks, which in
every case are ])rovided with separable terminals.
The
coils are air-insulated between turns; this is advantageous,
because if arcing should occur between adjacent coils, the
insulation (air) is immediately reestablished after the
passage of the discharge.

The manufacturers claim

that these choke coils are
rugged in construction, possess great electrical and mechanical strength, and that their design has been worked
out so that they all'ord gi-c:it protcrtion to elect i-ical ap-

was 217,600

from

lb.

lb.,

212 deg. F. being 11.8] lb.
stoker was narrower than the boiler, so

aiul at

The

that two

more

much

retorts could have been installed

so

which

would probably have given correspondingly greater consumption of fuel and evaporation of water. The l)oiler
was 12 years old and was one of a lottery of two, the
other being cold at the time of the test.
The fire appeared to be in about the same condition
throughout the entire trial and the boiler was kept on
the line after the test was over.
One notable advantage

was that there was no period of dumping as the stoker
automatically cleaned itself of ashes continuously and
thus avoided fluctuations incident to periodic ash removal.

Tiie coal was thoroughly burned, there being but

a slight excess of air.

First

Aid

nm:cii\(. Nwrii
paratiis

wiieii

used

in

conjunction

II

witii

tlicir

standard

types of lightning arresters. They are made for voltage
ratings up to >:],()Q0 and for ail .standard ampere capacities.

In the disconnecting swit<'h, the clips are sweated into
the brass terminal blocks,
ished,
in

pure, hard-drawn

the clips as sho\vii,

and are made of machine
copper.

The

blades are

fin-

hung

and tension screws are provided at

at

Old Forge Colliery

the flrst-aUi teams of the Old Forge Colliery, of Jt-rmyn & Co. were held on Saturday evening, Apr. 5.
The outside team won first prize, making SI points out of a
po.ssible 100.
Inside team No. 2 was second with 82 points,
and Inside team No. 1 was third with 6S points. Between 600
and 700 people witnessed the e.\hibltlon. Following the contests a Ijanquet was held, and President .Joseph Je-myn presented the winning team with a large silver loving cup. He
congratulated the winners on their excellent work, and also
Dr. Edwards, of Taylor, who drilled the teams.
Mr. Jermyn
promised to send the winners to PIttsbugh next fall to participate In the annual state contests.
Each member of the winning team was also presented with
a watch fob. appropriately engraved.
The following men
made up the winning team: David Davis, captain: William
Williams. I^awrence McDermott, Charles Llewellyn, and Lawrence Fallon.
The members of the other teams are: Inside
No. 1. John B. Price, captain: Walter TIbbs, Patrick Kelly,
and Harry Edwards: Inside No. 2, James McGlnley, captain;
William Riddel, Michael McNulty, Joseph Hart, and James
Thi- conti-sts of

Marino.

C
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Coal Mining
on Educato make a few remarks

to the

me

di.scu.ssion

on this subject, gained from my observation as inspector
of mines durino; the last decade. I wish to draw attention
briefly to the importance of higher education along this
line.

It is my opinion that a higher educational standard
should be set by our examining boards, in addition to
the technical and practical requirements. It is true that
many of the workmen in the mines have not had the ad\antage of a common-school education; but this feature

be less prominent as time goes on, owing to the
law requiring that children attend school until
Those who follow mining
they arrive at a certain age.
will, in the future, have an easier road to travel than did
will

school

mining education, have spent much time and burned the midnight
Many have had to start at their
oil at their studies.
their fathers, who, seeing the advantage of a

A B

mine foremen and

for

lioai'ds

years, I

am

we would get some
mine officials were they permitted to
textbooks and work out the questions asked

men

very good

firebosses for the last ten

firmly of the opinion that

refer to their

as

at these examiuations

;

whereas,

if

they are required to

work out such problems by trying to remember the formula in the particular case, they would make a failure.
1 know of several such eases where the party can sit
down and work any ordinary ventilation problem if allowed to refer to his textbook for the formula, but he cannot remember the formula in an examination. I will say
that if textbooks are allowed at examinations, the books
should contain only formulas, and be so arranged that
it would be up to the student or ajiplicant to know just
what formula he should use for the question under con-

sideration.
It is the desire of the examining boards to make the
examinations for mine foremen and firebosses as nearly
practical as possible.
Only such technical questions as

are absolutely necessary are generally inchided.

But I

C's; but, step by step, they have finally mastered
the object of their ambition through the assistance of

am

mining books and papers and correspondence

schools.

in order to ascertain the capabilities of candidates along

risen to high posi-

certain lines.
I am also of the opinion that all miners
'should be urged to read certain mining literature bearing

By

their efforts

many such men have

mining world; and have become successful
general managers, superintendents, mine inspectors, mine
tions in the

foremen,

etc.

I have noticed that the average man, after receiving
a certificate for mine foreman, which was evidently the
height of his ambition, has thrown his books aside. He
begins to think he is competent to fill that position at
any mine. He fails to understand why some foremen can
obtain positions at mines where a high salary is paid,
But the secret
while he holds a less important place.
of the matter lies in the fact that the higher positions
with good salaries require a man having more thorough
and uptodate education on mining problems, and who can
make an intelligent report to higher officials on any conditions they may meet in the mine. Such men earn the
support of their superiors. By their education they learn
to exercise good Judgment and are successful in handling
the workmen. In other words, education is the means of
making a broad-gaged official one who, while he has all
these quaJifications, is still pursuing his studies as an
ardent student of mining conditions, reading uptodate
mining literature and having always the ambition to attain higher honors.
I do not mean by these statements that the successful
foreman is compelled to keep in his head all the formulas
pertaining to mine ventilation, chemistiT and mechanics;
but he shoul^d be so familiar with the subjects that he
could readily refer to his library and know where and
how to get the information he desires and Imw to ap])lv it.
Just as a mining engineer refers to his field book for the
sine, cosine or tangent of a required angle; or a lawyer
refers to his library to ascertain the law on a certain case.
This point leads to the use of textbooks at mining exnminntions. and as I have been a member of examining

—

of the opinion that there should be

more

technical

questions, in addition to the practical questions asked,

on their duties and explaining the dangers pertaining
to certain methods that they persist in following, and
describing how they can increase their efficiency.
I believe that every person should serve a certain
length of time as assistant mine foreman or fireboss before he is allowed to assume full charge of a mine
especially a gaseous mine; and if he serves under a good foreman, his chances are better for becoming himself a successful foreman.
I have seen old practical miners, who
had a good education, pass a good examination and yet
make a failure as mine foremen and suiwrintendents, because they were unable to manage men; their judgment
was bad and they could not apply their mining experience
and education to the proper supervision of the mine.
I am of the opinion that a person wishing to attain
a mine foreman's certificate should educate himself along
the following lines: Reading, spelling, writing, elementary English, arithmetic, to cube root of numbers.
A

—

mining course should include mine gases, safety lamps,
mine ventilation, blasting, timbering of mine workings,
mine haulage, mine mechanics, electricity, practical
methods of developing and operating mines, and should
teach men how to read and understand mine nraps.
If
one attains a fair education on the above subjects, in connection with the practical experience required by the state
mining laws, there should be no question about his being
nlilc Id ]iass an examination.
will say riirther that the adxantages education offers to those wishing to better their condition are as ac1

cessible as

private

the air

instructors,

we

breath.

Institutions, as well as

have offered their services free

to

those wishing to avail themselves of the opportunities,

and

i

am

.i;iad

to sav that

manv

hnvc taken advanta^'e of

'
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these golden opportunities; but,

on the other hand, there

many who have not availed themselves of these
portunities. Some have started who did not have the
are

opwill

power to give up pleasure and have dropped back in the
old rut, spending their spare time in idleness. My advice
to the young man connected with mining is: Avail yourself of any opportunity to secure a good mining education.
These opportunities, for first-class ambitious men,
are increasing daily.

W. ClXXIXGHAM.

Mine Inspector. 31st

Dist.

Bit.

Chiirleroi, Penii.

w.uit to .say I favor the use of textLetter Xo. o
There are so many
books at mining examinations.
branches of science connected with coal mining and the
scope of the questions asked in the examinations is so
great, that the average man cannot undertake to memorize a sufficient number of the formulas required to
answer the questions, which he must do if he is to pass
I believe where the answer
a satisfactory examination.
to

sines, cosines, tangents,

these should be given in the questions.

It

might be

required to work the question, to
print the formula with the question, as this would save
the candidate much time looking through the textbooks

well where a formula

to find the

may

I

formula he wants to use.

aminations, held in three different states; but I would
add that the time spent in these examinations was, for
the most part, a season of anxiety for me.
My brain

was not as clear and I could not collect my thoughts, in
the examination, as when going about my daily occupation.
Had I been allowed the use of a textbook, as at
liome, it would have been a wonderful help to me.
I have often thought that many of the questions asked
at mining examinations were too far advanced in mathematics for the average miner to an-swer without a texthook to which he can refer.
It is one thing to ask a
question and another thing to give the proper answer
to the question asked.
Anyone can ask a question that
will require an educated man to answer.
For these reasons, I think textbooks should be allowed in

examinations of mine foremen and

some

of the

fircliosses.
li.

J. PlCKICTT.

Shelburn, Ind.
Letter Xo.

— There

appears to be a large difference
as to whether textbooks
should or should not be used at mining examinations, by
candidates seeking certificates of proficiency that would
.'/

among mining men

make them eligible to the position of mine foreman or
fireboss.
Some men who are opposed to the use of textbooks in examination, claim that the proper formula
should be given with each question.
Others argue that
neither formulas nor textbooks should

l)e

provided, but

that the candidate should take the examination without

helps of any kind.

In

my

opinion,

it

would be much better to conduct

these examinations without allowing the use of textbooks
or giving

that he

any formulas.

knows nothing

A

candidate will often show

of the question by using a

wrong

formula, and to give the formula with the question would,
in this case, be giving the candidate .just the information

needs to answer the question correctly. If textbooks
were to be allowed in a mining examination, I believe

lie

ventilation.
I will give here an

instance where I believe the use

would do the candidate
more harm than good.
believe if the following question was asked and textbooks were allowed in the examination, 95 per cent, of the candidates would apply the
wrong rule. The question is:
1

In a certain mine, a current of 66.000 cu.tt. per min. is
passing- under a pressure of 5 lb. per sq.ft.: what quantity of
air would be circulated in this mine if the pressure was increased to 8 lb. per sq.ft., the power remaininfj the same?
Ans. 41.250 cu.ft.

—

Looking in the book the candidate would find a rule
reading somewhat as follows: "The quantity of aii in
circulation in a mine or airway varies as the square root
of the pres.sure." Applying this rule, he would get about
double the right quantity of air
the

for his answer.

"power remains the same," as stated

is

say that I have been successful in seven ex-

of opinion

and grow careless about reading and studying the theory
and principles of mining. They would not be so anxious
to know the reason "why."
Many of them would not be
able to transpose the many formulas pertaining to mine

!

any question involves the use of

etc.,

such a practice would tend to lower the standard of the
examination. Men would depend too much on the books

of textbooks in an examination
F.

—

Gir>

When

in this question,

the quantity of air in circulation varies inversely as
pressure.

tlie

Another reason why textbooks should not be allowed in
is that the man who has a good school education, but who knows nothing at all about mining, would
be more likely to pass the examination for mine foreman
examination

than the

man

with only a fair education, but wlio has
I think that to encourage such a practice would be doing an injustice to
those who, by hard study, have reached their present

worked

all

his life in the mines.

standard.

Joseph Northover.
Scanor, Penn.

Sudden Collapse

of

Working

Places

In reading Mr. Lane's letter regarding the sudden collapse of mine roof, Co.vl Age, Mar. 29, p. 500, it occurred
to me that the trouble, in the instance he describes, was
due to leaving too small a rib when driving up the center
of the pillar. It seems evident, from his description of the
occurrence, that the side pressure probably shoved ihe
legs of the timbers in at the bottom.
Mr. Lane slates
that the bottom was hard, and probably the timbers stood
erect, without any batter or other provision against side
pressure.
I would not consider two 12-ft. ribs, in this high coal,
a sufficient thickness to support a roof pressure due to

500

ft.

of cover.

Under

the.se conditions,

pect a creep or squeeze to start; and, in

we might

my

ex-

experience,

no timbering of this sort was ever effectual in stopjiing a
squeeze.
The most that could be expected of the r)-in.
timber frames, mentioned in Mr. Lane's letter, in a 9ft. seam of coal overlaid with 500 ft. of cover, would
be to steady the immediate roof strata and possibly give
warning when the pressure came on or the 'Sveighting"
of the roof occurred.

When an undue

weight

is

thrown on the

pillars,

il

is

not always shown by "nipping" of the to]) coal, or the
"heaving" of the bottom; but. when the pillars or ribs are
narrow and the weight comes on, the coal liegins to spall
off at the middle of the seam, just as a post under great

COAL AGE
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However,
pressure bows out and breaks in the middle.
assuming tliat the "bearing in" or mining, in this seam,
would be broken when
is near the bottom, the bottom coal
would
the squeeze first came on and the grea+ pressure
they
then be apt to kick out the timbers at tl.e bottom if
did not break.
Permit me to say that I think this accident would not
which
have occured if, instead of splitting the pillars,
already weak, they had cut across near the face, each

Another Letter

were

ft.

I have always thought that
the pillar is about
because by so doing the rib

splitting should be avoided unless

twice as strong as necessarv ;
is weakened at the very tir.ie

it most needs its strength.
breaking line will do much to
guard against the loss of coal and timber and avoid the
It seems to me there is no reasacrifice of many lives.
except
son why large pillars should not always be left,
In
where a maximum of machne coal must be obtained.
most cases, after the room centers exceed about 35 ft.,
the fewer times
'the wider the pillars between the rooms
tonnage.
does the track turn have to be laid, for a given
anyway,
If the centers are wide enough to require a turn

Ample

pillars

and a

regiilar

The second reason that may be given is that the timber was altogether too light for use in a seam of coal
It is impossible
9 ft. thick, imder the heavy roof cover.
to wedge a 9-ft. post 5 in. in diameter very tight, without

ample supthey might as well be sufficiently wide to give
port to the roof pressure.
E. C. Taylor, Rupt.,
Keystone Coal & Coke Co.

Xew

first

bracing the legs from one timber frame to the

other, with a plank spiked between them.

g

would say

tace.

Thomas

Seranton, Penn.

Study Course
J.

I

that heavier timbers should have been used in the work-

Alexandria, Penn.

By

No. 16

3,

In reading of the sudden collapse of a working place, as
described in Coal Age, Mar. 29, 1913, p. 500, it seems to
me that there are two good reasons that may be given
as causing the sudden collapse of the roof in that case.
Mr. Lane does not state the time the miner quit work
the day before the accident; but we will say it was 4
o'clock, and from that time until 3 o'clock the next
morning when the fireboss made his first round, the roof
had been working continuously. In this condition, it
was about ready to fall when the fireboss made his exammation, but was held in place by the frail timbers, which
were 9 ft. long and only 5 in. in diameter. When the
mine started again in the morning, the roof began to
work the second time, and the breaking of the light post
at the face started a heavy fall of roof that kicked out
the timbers in order, back from the face, as it fell.

;

{.me, in lifts of about 15

Vol.

in

R. Pikrce.
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MINE AIRWAYS

Circular Airway

—

"airwav." in mining, gerDefinition of T»Tnis Thf
thf circulation of the air
eraUv relates to a pas.i.iu. «
lage road or travelingway,
current, in distinction fi-m
The entry
ilso as airways.
although these entries iii.i>
mine ."'.^'i:„
is called the
'"•"^
n..
current lih. ^ tlif
the air curiem
bv which tne
*>,,»
'i„\
the
mine,
take," and that by which it is carried out of theopenings in
slope
"
or
shaft
two
the
manner,
like
In
••Feturn
upa mine are called, respectively, the "downcast and the

Area=a7BW(DiaTTl)*

Fferimet?r=3J4i6fD!amJ

Formula.

o-3!416d

Formula,

Kd-IOft,

o-i»H6«10

If

a =0.785* d^

d-iDt., a-ttTSSlxlOxK)

-?>.»

5q. ft

"perimeter" of an airway is the distance measured
The area
around the circumference of its cross-section.
cross-secor "sectional area" of an airway is the area of its
*^^^The
*'°

inner
The "rubbing surface" s of an airway is the entire
the perimsurface of the same; and is found by multiplying
eter o by the length 1, of the airway; thus,
s = lo

mines
ISKsrntial Fonturc-s of Mine Airways— Airways
of sharp bends
should be as straight as possible and voidresistance
of the
and other obstructions that increase the
tiiwav to the flow of air. The shape of the airway is im-

Formula,

Fbrmukj,

If

Ifd-Bft,

a= d^

cl=B*, a-IO^IO«IO
-lOOsq.*.

in

portant as affecting the

quantity of

pressure required to pass a given

air.

be
.ihope of Airways— The cross-section of an.airway may
of these
a circle, square, rectangle, ellipse or any combination
of
that best meets the needs or conditions. For the PU>-P"ses
shoitest
the
has
that
ventilation, that form of airway is best
length of perimeter, for the same area of section.
ellipsoidal
In this respect, the circular airway is first; the
times the^ minor
airwav next, until the major a.Kis exceeds 2.73 is
equal to that
axis when, for the same area, the perimeter
The square airway is then third in the
of a square airway.
series and the rectangular and trapezoidal forms last.
ot venThere are, however, other requirements than those
Haulage requires a level bottom for the roadway.
tilation.
an
Roof conditions or economy of driving entries may make
arched roof out of, the question, making it necessary to adopt
weak
the square, rectangular, or trapezoidal shape. Again, a shape
coal and heavy side pressure may demand an ellipsoidal
the
of section or" a special type of timbering approaching
a
same. It is not un<ommon to arch the roof of airways tor
distance, using either a semicircle or a semiellipse to form
arch.'
"flat
called
a
the arch, the latter being
a
nearer
the
circle
or
the
The closer the ellipse approaches
rectangle comes to lieing a square, the less is the perimeter
For the sarnc
of the airwav. for the same area of section.
length of airwav. the perimeter Is proportional to the rubbing- surface of the airway.
Colcnlntion of Airways— In. order to facilitate the calculaof the perimeter and sectional area of the different
the followshapes of always, we give the diagram shown on each
case.
ing page, which explains these caleulatlons for
tion

Areo- Height X
wiatn

ftrimeter= £(HeigW
+Wiclth)

formula.

o-2(h*w)

Formula,

6ftx\0ft..

o-2(6«IO)-».

6t.«IO*,

a*hxw
a =6x10=60 5q.ft

Tra pezoidal Airway
Perime+er=ExSlant

Formula,

o='£«l*t*b

SlarTtHeigm-,l=6.08lT.
t-8 ft
Top,

Boitom,

b-IO

Half

Perimeter =

of Top

S Bott.

Height,

a = hxg(t*b)
h-6ft

Top,

t-8ft.

Formula.

:!

1

iL

!

eotti]m,b-IOft

ft;

—j

Sum

:j
..;/

a-6«S18'K!)-54sq.ft

o=J«6.08-^*IO-3aitift.

x

(Long AxL^tShortAxis)

Formula,

Areo=HeiglTtx

;^-

HeigW-Top-Bottom

o-^t^-y)

Area=0.7534«
(Long Axis X Short Axis)
Formula, a=a7854(««y|

LongAxi6.x-Z4ft.
Short Axis.

v-IZ ft.

0=C.T854<J4xK-n6.iSq.ft.
-U4'lt|-b6.55ft.

Diagram Showing Method of Calculation of PeiumETEU AND AdKA OF AlUWAYS OF DlFFKKENT Section
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Firing

iiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiii

I

Ill

Ill

Ill

I

by Trolley

Blasts

iiiiii

i

nil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Connection

usual practice in electric firing, in mines,

is

to

employ a magneto machine for generating the electric
current, although it is not an uncommon practice to use
the power lines for the purpose of firing. In such cases,
however, a special arrangement is generally preferred,
similar to that shown in the accompanying figure, which
consists in introducing a safety or fusible plug into the

positive wire conveying the current

There

to the coal face.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iii

iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiii

i

gn

i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui

uiiiiiiiiiiiis

i

GENERAL INTEREST

I want to ask if it is a dangerous practice to fire a
heavy charge of, say eight or more holes together, by
founecting the blasting wires with the trolley wire on
the main haulage road, or with any other live wire conducting current into the mine. Will such a connection
for that purpose affect, in any way, the dynamo at the
power plant ?
EicHAitn Evans.
Olj^phant, Penn.

The

iii

617

from the power

line

sliould also be introduced into

iiiiiiiininii

iiiiiiiiiinininin

However,

iimi

iiiiiiiiniiiiiiu

,

u

iiiiiimiii

n

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiif

prevent the explosion of the blast.
Jn presence of gas, there is always the danger of the
sparking of the wires at the switch igniting a possible
explosive mixture.
\\(ju1(1

i](it

The firing of the charge, in any case, could not atfect
dynamo at the power plant, any more than does the

ihe

change of load due to turning on or shutting off the current of the motors used in haulage or coal cutting and
drilling.
A little experimenting may be required to ascertain the number of lam])s that should be introduced
as a resistance to reduce Ihc current sufficiently for the
]jurpose of firing.

Consumed

Percentage of Fuel

There are two boilers in operation at a certain plant.
-Vo. 1 boiler burns 1168 tons of coal in the same time
that Xo. 2 boiler burns 6.52 tons.
1
want to ask what
per cent, of fuel does Xo. 1 boiler burn more than No. 2 ?
s.

(;.

ITarrisburg,

T.

111.

Xo. 1 boiler burns KiS — (i.VJ
51(5 tons more coal
than Xo. 2 boiler consumes. This quantity of coal is

=

I

516

X
—;bo2

consumed
consumes 7!l.l

100

of the coal
boiler

in
jier

=

_

i\).l, 'tier

cent.

Xo. 2 boiler,
cent,

more

(

Therefore, Xo. 1
than Xo. 2 re-

lal

quires.

Barometric Pressure
warm

air is lighter than cold air, why docs the
barometer record the same pressure in summer as in
winter, at the same elevation above sea level:-'
should
think that the warm air in summer would cause a less
pressure and the reading of the barometer be lower tlinu

Since

I

in winter.

.SnuwiNa Arrangement for Firing Blasts n\

Power-Line Connection
this wire a sufficient

candescent
is

resistance consisfing of several in-

While this
reduce the current.
it is generally considered safer
negative, or return wire, may be connected

lamps, to

not absolutely necessary,

The

practice.

with the rail.
A switch is also introduced info the |)ositive line to
enable the current to be turned on after all connections
liave been made.
To insure greater safety, the fusible
plug in the positive wire should always be removed and
only introduced after everything is in readiness for firing.
This forms an extra safeguard against the current
being sudilenly turned on at the switch before everything
is

ready

.

It

i)ossible

is

to

fire

shots in

named; hut

mines, without taking

is more liability of acand the blasting wires may be fused
by the strong current flowing in the power line. This,

the precautions

cidents occurring

there

X. M. RiGsnY.
Sale Creek. Tenn.

The change of seasons does not affect the temperature
of the air surrounding the earth, for a great distance
above the earth's surface. Very little of the heat of the
sun
tnit

is

absorbed in

its

j)assage

through the atmosphere;
is radiated back into

the heat absorbed by the ground

the atmos])here and
tact with the earth,

warms the lower almos])here in conmaking this air lighter. The elfect,

however, is not sufficient to cause a great change
metric pressure.
It

true, nevertheless,

that the average

in baro-

barometric
northern hemisphere, in the
winter months tlum in the summer season, reaching a
iiiaximum about January and a minimum about .'uly.
This is explained under "The Barometer," Study Course
in Coal Mining, Mar. 21), p. 501.
The daily variations
of barometric pressure and the variations due to atmospheric changes are so much greater, however, as to wholly
absorb the effect of tiie change of seasons.
is

[iressure is greater, in the

C
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FIFTEENTH BIENNIAL REPORT OP THE STATE INSPECTOR OP COAL MINES OF COLORADO FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DEC. 31. 1912. James Dalrymple, Chief Inspector
Denver. Colo. 13S pp.; fix9; paper.
IJtsides the usual statistics giving the production of coal
and the accidents in mining, the report contains many valuAttention is drawn to the failure of
able recommendations.
the attempt to obtain new mining legislation in 1910.
At
that time a commission was appointed to investigate the
great loss of life in mines and prepare a new mining bill,
which was presented to the ISth General Assembly, but so
mutilated in the Senate as to be later vetoed by the governor.
The report states that the present mining law is the same
as it was nearly 30 years ago. and draws attention to the Incompetent class of miners now employed, whicli. togetlier
with the improved machinery, is responsible for the high
death rate in the state. It is stated the death rate in Colorado is double that of the United States taken as a whole.
The report gives an account of the Hastings mine explosion, June IS, 1912, when 12 men were killed; also an account
of the Piedmont explosion, .\ugust 29. 1912. entailing the loss
of

two

lives.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MINE INSPECTOR FOR ALLEGANV AND GARRETT COUNTIES, MD., FOR THE
YEAR ENDING APRIL 30. 1912. John H. Donahue. Inspector.

36 pp.; 6x9; paper.

The production of coal in Maryland for 1911 was 4,166,736
long tons, being a decrease of 496.792 tons from the production in 1910,
The report gives an account of the drainage of the old
Borden shaft, abandoned 21 years ago, and which had recently become dangerous from the accumulation of water,
and was a menace to adjoining properties. A brief description
is given of each of the mines in operation.
AN'NU.\L

REPORT OP THE ST.\TE INSPECTOR OF NETHE Y'EAR ENDING NOVEMBER 30,
Edward Ryan, Inspector of Mines. 79 pp.; 6x9;

V.ADA MINES FOR
1912,

-

paper.

This report is practically confined to the metal mining
industry in Nevada, but is of interest in coal mining as referring, page 24, to "Nevada's only known coal deposits."
The report states that the mining of coal in the state is an
"Infant industry," which may never get out of its "swaddling
clothes."
The principal coal operation is that of the Nevada Coal & Fuel Co., which recently received its lease from
the Nevada Coal Co. and is developing a 16-deg. slope, described in the report as "an inclined shaft."
The slope is 725
ft. long and has a vertical fall of 200 feet.
The seam of coal
varies from 3 to 5 ft. in thickness.
The quality of the coal
Improves as the development progresses. The mine is not
as yet productive, although numerous shipments have been
made at different times. The property of the Darms Coal Co.
lying adjacent is being prospected with core drills.

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BURE.A.U OF LA^HOR AND INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS FOR THE STATE
OF VIRGINIA. 148 pp.; 6x9 in.; cloth bound.
The report is of great Interest to the coal industry of
Virginia, Including as it does on pp. 98-110. a copy of the
new mining law, approved March 13. 1912. This law is
Chapter 178 of the Virginia code, entitled:
An act concerning coal mines and safety of employees, creating a department and inspector of mines under the Bureau of Labor
and Industrial Statistics.
The new law is a vast improvement in coal-mlning
legislation In Virginia.
The law makes numerous speciflcatlons, providing for the safety of employees and determining
the duties of both miners and operators, providing also
ultable penalties for the violation of Its provisions.
The
law specifies a standard cotton-seed oil for use In the
mines.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STATE COAL MINK INSPECTOR f)F WYOMING FOR THE YEAH ENDING
SEPT.

30,

1912.

57 pp.;

6x9

In.;

paper.

The publication Includes the report of the two district
mine Inspectors. George Blacker, state coal mine Inspector,
District No. 1 Cumberland, Wyo.. and W. E. Jones, coal mine
Inspector, District No. 2, Sheridan, Wyoming.
The report of the first district describes

the Susie

Mine

of the Kemmerei' Coal Co., Jan. 20, 1912.
Some
important recommendations are made in the report of the
second district. These include; A standard grade of miner's
oil: rock stoppings for cross-entry crosscuts; precautions in
the handling of powder and methods of blasting: employ-

explosion

ment of shotfirers. or electric
all working places,
instead

shotflring; daily inspection of
of every alternate day; prohibiting use of compressed air for brushing out gas in working places: adoption of a Qualification Act, providing apprenticeship tor underground employees: adoption of a suitable compensation act to avoid the present difficulties concerning the liability of employers for injuries of workmen.

COAL-MINE STATISTICS OF STATE OF ALABAM.A. FOR

H. Nesbitt, chief mine inspector.
Paper. 13 pp.:
Alabama Mineral Map Co., Birmingham, Ala.
a somewhat belated publication of mine statistics.
It includes a statement showing the output of the largest
producers in 1912. which proves that it is barely dry from
the press.
The record shows the location of mines, the operating
companies, superintendents, mine foremen
post-office
addresses, coal thickness, seams worked, types of openings,
whether the mines are gaseous or non-gaseous, number of
employees, mode of ventilation, explosives used, method of
mining, production in various sizes, prices paid per ton for
mining, number of days worked and railroad connections, output of the different companies and the annual output since
1911.

C.

9%xl2',^.

This

is

1870.

The report is almost wholly economic and contains only
a few references to fatalities.
That record, though short, is
not very favorable; in 1911 one man was killed, for every 108
employees, the tonnrge per fatality being 71,827. The record
was even worse the year before when one in every 92 employees was killed.

COAL FIELDS OF GRAND MESA AND THE WEST ELK
MOUNTAINS, COLORADO. By Willis T. Lee. 6%x.9%

with 21 full-page plates and a few text ilPocket with a large map U. S. PrintingWashington, D. C.
Without desiring to exhibit any national complacency but
seeking rather to defend in all fairness our national bureaus which are assailed so unmercifully that we sometimes forget that we have abundant reason to be proud of
them, we propose to compare this bulletin with the Report of
the Committee on the Carboniferous Limestone Formation of
the North of England.
The -American report is in every respect superior. There
is a careful attempt to correlate beds, the illustrations give
us a correct idea of the formations, and the descriptions of
the strata are much clearer and more specific.
The analyses are many (88) in the American work and almost en219 pp.
lustrations.

in.;

—

office,

The British report has only
tirely absent in the English.
one analysis and that unofllcial and, whereas the book of the
survey has several paleontological plates, the foreign monograph has none. The map is more complete and detailed and
has many valuable cross-sections. The English map is. it is
true, a beautiful example of the almost unexcelled British
cartography with all the clarity of color of the Philip
Bartholomew maps. However, seme of the clearness and
color value Is due, of course, to the paucity of detail.
This report of the Geological Survey is no better than the
aveiage publication of that bureau. It is not more worthy
In fact. W. T. Lee
than any other of our commendation.
labored under some considerable disadvantages.
The territory, he describes, has been only locally operated whereas
the English area has been mined since 1736.
One would
therefore expect the British report to be far superloi- to the
American but It Is not. It Is cieditable to the .Survey that It
Is able to equal and even to surpass the work done in the
country where geology had not only Its birth but much of
its earl.v development.
The coal described Is In the Upper Cretaceous series. It
Is
therefore comparatively recent,
geologically speaking,
having been ripened by the mellowing heat of the bodies
of volcanic mat'rlal which found vent In Its midat.
The
coal found therefore varies from anthracite to sub-bltumlnous. though the area of the former Is restricted.
Bodies of
natural coke are also found.
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ether industries, involving the movement of commodities in
interstate commerce, but with particular reference to mining
has been completed and is understood to have the approval
of the Civic Federation of New York.
This is along the lines of the bill proposed about a year
ago, but is understood to have been more carefully prepared.
It will probably be introduced in Congress at an early date
and will be referred to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, but it is not expected that anything will
Something may be underbe done at the current session.
taken next winter.

Washington, D. C.
In spite of the hostility to many of the rates in the new
tariff bill, it seems to be pretty generally conceded that there
will be no interference "with the determination to keep coal
on the free list. It is certain that that policy will be followed throuKhout the time that the measure is in the House
of Representatives, and careful investigation has indicated
but little disposition to oppose the item in the Upper Chamber.

In addition to coal of all kinds the free list includes charmineral salts, crude minerals not advanced in
value by refining or grinding and "miners' rescue appliances
designed for emergency use in mines where artificial breathing is necessary in the presence of poisonous gases, to aid in
the saving of human life, and miners' safety lamps." Tar is
also included in the free list.
There has been a strong demand for so long for the inclusion of coal as a non-dutiable article that the movement
to remove the tariff from it would have strong support in
any case. This backing is greatly strengthened, however, by
the fact that within the past year there has been so much
dissatisfaction regarding the price of coal and the relations
coal, coal tar,

AVILKES-BARRE, PEXN.

Work

It was pointed out here, as soon as news of the verdict
was received, that this does not open the way for any further
work on the claims, as the coal lands are still withdrawn

from entry and will remain so until released by the Department of the Interior. The construction of the proposed road
depends upon the opening of the coal lands, and is admittedly

•

The Pennsylvania Coal Co. is building a new breaker at
the Underwood Colliery, and work is progressing so rapidly
that the officials hope to have it in operation in the early
fall.
Reinforced concrete and steel are being used in the
construction.
The main building will be of steel, and the
coal and rock pockets and part of the washery will be of
concrete. The washery will be located in the main building.
There are many new ideas contained in the plans for the
structure, prominent among them being the use of concrete
for the coal and rock pockets, and the manner of their arrangement.
Coal cars will be loaded directly beneath the
pockets, while the box cars will be loaded outside the building, from a chute leading from the center of the bottom slal>
of the pocket.
The width of the pockets varies from 10 ft
8 in. to 16 ft..
The walls of the pockets are designed as usual
to carry that part of the load which comes from the arching
of the coal in the pocket, and also to withstand the pressure
against them when one pocket Is full and another one empty.
The pockets will have a capacity of 3500 tons. The breaker
will be fed by coal from a new tract that is now being opened
by the company in Throop and vicinity. It is being built by
contractors Williams & Richardson.

PE\'NSYL,V.\NIA

country is closed to locators.
to secure the relaxation
policy
respect to the opening of the
with
of
coal lands and it is expected that the verdict in this case will
They have desired
considerably strengthen their activity.
that the subject should be taken up at the special session of
legislation
that would
some
view
to
passing
Congress with a
pave the way for what they want to do in opening up the

idle

country.

colliery

not believed that anything of the sort will be attempted now, but the adoption of legislation on this old quesIt is adtion may be taken to regular session next winter.
mitted that there should be some change in the present legal
situation in regard to the opening of Alaskan lands if it is
desired to have the growth of the territory proceed at all
rapidly in the future.
While there Is a strong conservation sentiment in Alaska
there has apparently been some relaxation cf feeling in recent
years with respect to what are considered the somewhat overdrastlc regulations on this subject.

recent

at a standstill so long as the

Alaskan interests have been eager
the Government

It

is

F.rdman Act Redrafted
redraft of the Erdman act, framed with the purpose of
extending the provisions of that legislation to mining and

A

to connect the Parrish Col-

&

tariff, while under
ordinary circumstances not very important, may affect the
price of the article quite materially at times when there
would otherwise be a disposition to advance the price charged
the consumer, owing to domestic shortage as was the case
during the coal strike of 1902. It is also believed that special benefit will be had by New England and by the Northwest, both of which regions are fairly close to the coal fields
In this way it is supposed, some portion of the
of Canada.
effect of the reductions of duty on the products of those sections may be offset.

to Frost.

is

Patent pickers, etc., are being placed
of the latter colliery.
and the breaker will be enlarged. If the fire in the Red Ash
Vein at the Buttonwood, \^'hich has been sealed tight for
the last few months, is not out by the time the tunnel is
finished and brealcer repairs made, a landing wrill be made
in the shaft to the end that cars may be caged from the upper
as well as from the lower veins.
The coal from the new Inman shaft of the Lehigh
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. will also be run through the Buttonwood breaker, obviating the necessity of erecting a second
structure. Surface tracks will be laid from the Inman to the
Buttonwood, and the coal taken to the latter. When this
work is completed, the present little Buttonwood will be one
of the largest and greatest producing collieries in the anthracite region.

between mine owners and railroads.
It is believed that the removal of the

Albert f. Frost Has Been Acauitted
Information received here to the effect that Albert C. Frost,
who was under prosecution in Chicago for alleged conspiracy
to obtain illegal control of a large tract of coal land in the
Matanuska Valley in Alaska, has been acquitted, has led to
an unofficial statement that the Government has no intention
of relaxing its Alaska conservation policy.
Frost and several others were indicted about two years ago
for conspiracy to obtain control of 64 coal locations by the
It was claimed that the accused
use of dummy entrymen.
had caused various employees to apply for coal lands with
the intention of turning over the whole amount thus obtained

on the tunnel w^hich

liery of Plymouth with the Buttonwood Colliery in Hanover
Township, has begun and will be rushed to completion. Mechanics are at work improving the machinery in the breaker

.\nthrnclte

— Every

in the anthracite
region was
while the mine workers celebrated the fifteenth
ol
working
This
day
is a holianniversary
the S-hour
day.
day for the miners throughout the country.

Sornnton
Apr.

colliery

1,

—

Shenandoab' Fifty-two breaker boys at the Maple Hill
have struck for higher "wages notwithstanding the
agreement between the miners and operators. The
company filled tholr places, however, and the colliery was
not

idle.

In a fall of top rock at the Knickerbocker colliery near
Shenandoah, one miner was killed and another was fatally
Injured. The men had fired a shot while robbing pillars and
before they could get out of the way the roof came down,
completely shutting the mouth of the breast. Another accident, caused by the premature explosion of a blast, occurred
at the Packer No. 4 colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
One miner was killed and another was seriously Injured.

Shnmokln

—

.\

fall

of coal at the

Cameron

colliery, Apr.

caused the death of Robert Boyd, a miner. Arthur Neely,
was working with him, had a narrow escape.

^

wli'
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Bituminous
Sharon Two hundred ami fifty miners were temporariiy
tlirown out of worlv wlien tiie coal tippie and boiler iiou&e at
mine Xo. 3 of the Filer Coal Co., \vas destroyed by fire.
Because their demand for higher wages has been
Aiiullu
refused the employees at the Paulton plant of the Hicks Coal
Co., have struck and the "works have been closed.
Charleroi .\bout 1500 dock employees of the Jlonongahela
River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., who are employed at the
marine mines of the company in Allenport, Monongahela and
Blizabeth, have struck for an increase of 50c. a day.
They
have been receiving $3 a day.
Brookville, Penn. Mine Inspector Thomas Fiuniss of
Punxsutawney is bringing charges of violating the mining
law against John Jacob and Martin Mescavick in the Jefferson County Court.
Alkinn Sheri of Brockwayville is
charged by Andy Lovas with removing car checks from
loaded wagons in the West Clarion mine of the Northwestern
Mining & Exchange Co.
WaMhin^on The Pittsburgh Coal Co. has started proceedings in the local courts against the Carnegie Natural Gas
Co. to restrain the latter from drilling a well on the Gault
farm in Nottingham Township.
ConnelLiville The H. C. Frick Coke Co. has decided to
establish swimming pools and gymnasiums at all its plants

—

—

—

—

—

—

in this territory.
Instructors will teach the employees. The
tanks will be 40x75 ft. Cinder tracks will also be built at
plants where track events can be held.
Efforts of a professional diver, employed by the LatrobeConnellsville Coal & Coke Co., to enter the shaft at Derry No.
2 mine to examine the pumps buried beneath 50 ft. of water

have proved unavailing. The company is renewing its efforts to pump out the water which has been flooding the mine
for months.

WEST

VIRGINI.V

—

Charleston The department of mines of West Virginia
will conduct examinations for mine foremen and flrebosses
at the following places: May IS and 14, at Logan; June 3 and
4, at Mt. Hope; June IS and 19, at Charleston.
About 125 men employed at the Long Branch Coal Co."3
mine, near Mt. Hope, have struck because certain of their
number were discharged for trying to induce the men to
strike in a body.
Reports are to the effect that the United Mine "tt'orkers'
leaders have decided to issue a call for a state-wide strike, to
become effective in the near future. It this report is true.
will be the most important development in the coal trade
Should the suspension in West Virfor at least a decade.
ginia become serious, it is believed coal would advance at
least $2 a ton at the mine from Pittsburgh territory.

It

—

HuKbeston- Part of the tipple and a barge of coal belonging to the Hughes Creek Coal Co. were destroyed by fire, Apr.
7.
The blaze Is thought to have started from a fire which
was built by some careless persons.

—

Two hundred men employed in the PursSt. riairnvllle
glove mine went on strike Apr. 8, compelling the mine to
suspend operations. The trouble arose over some didiculty
concerning the wage scale.
.\l.AB.VMA

— The

Co.. the new operation in the
Sipsey basin, near Empire, will be shipping coal July 1. .\n
to this effect was made recently by local ofli-

Empire
of

the

—A

LouISTllIe

company.

The improvement

of

the

Maryland

Coal Co are the beginning of a development to involve over
$2,000,000 when the Panama Coal Co. makes its Improvements.

—

Birmineham It Is reported that the Mine Inspectors Inof America will hold Its annual convention in Birmingham, commencing on June 10. It Is expected that 100
mine Inspectors of the United States, accompanied by their
wives, will attend.
The Institute will be welcomed to Alabama by Governor O'Neal and to Birmingham by the presi-

stitute

dent of the city commission.

—

MontKompry Former State Mine Inspector Hooper, who
was recently appointed to examine Into conditions at the
Banner and Flat Top mines, has submitted a report commending the conduct of the Banner mine, criticising the watei- furnished at Flat Top and recommending that a portion of
the earnings of the convicts be used for the support of their
families. He declares that there Is less whipping at the Banner than at any other place where convicts are worked.
In regard to the matter of ventilation used In the Flat
Top. however. Mr. Hooper's opinion seriously clashes with tho
opinion of State Mine Inspector C. H. Nesbltt.
Mr. Nesbitt

is

as safe as

it

is

possible to

KENTUCKY
recent decision of the

Kentucky Court

of

Appeals

in the case of the Bennett-Jellico Coal Co., of Artenius. Ky., against the East Jellico Coal Co., will operate almost
to put the latter company out of business, as far as its present

workings are concerned. The land Involved consists of 146
acres and is located in the heart of the East Jellico Co.'s
holdings of 1000 acres, and contains the entries opened by that
company and all of the equipment used by it in the operation
of the property.
The East Jellico Coal Co. has consequently
suspended operations and shut down the mines for an indefinite period. In the meantime it is preparing to open other
tntries on parts of its property not claimed by anybody else.
Several hundred miners working in the western Kentucky field have brought suit against the Illinois Central R.R.
for damages because of its failure to supply cars, thus
throwing the men out of employment. The men ask reimbursement from the railroad for the wages which they lost
by reason of the car shortage. The individual amounts are
small, but the aggregate is in the neighborhood of $100,000.
SpottNville The Green River flooded the mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., located at this place, on Apr. 4, and on Saturday, Apr. 5, at 10 a.m. the water in the mine reached water
level outside.
The mine is worked by a shaft. The coal
crops out above low-water mark and it is proposed that a
drift be driven into the mine to drain the Water, this waterway being closed in periods of flood.
Co.

—

OHIO
Logan

—

the annual convention of Subdistrict 1 of District No. 6 of United Mine Workers, held at Logan, Ohio, recently, steps were taken to prepare for the struggle between
the operators and miners on Apr. 1, 1914, when the present
wage scale expires. John Moore, president, and Leo Hall,
vice-president of the Ohio organization, attended the meeting.
.\t

—

CrookHvllIe The fan house of the Standard Hocking Coal
was destroyed by fire, Apr. 8, with a loss of $650. The
fire is unknown.
At the time of the fire 93
men were at work in the mine, but all were brought to the
surface in safety. As a result of the fire the mine has been
closed down until a new fan house can be erected. One hundred and twenty-flve men are idle.
Co.

origin of the

—

Columhns The Thomas resolution, providing for the appointment by Governor Cox, of Ohio, of a commission to investigate the question of wages paid to coal miners in Ohio
has been finally passed by both houses of the Ohio General
Assembly, and is now a law. The resolution was vigorously
assailed in the senate after it had been passed by the house
of representatives by a vote of 69 to 40.
In the senate the fight against the resolution was made by
Democratic Floor Leader William Green, author of the antiscreen bill, which has passed the senate and is pending in
the house. The matter of passing the Green bill Is now i:p.
but it is believed the bill will be allowed to rest in statu
quo, because of the passage of the Thomas resolution.
EljTla The loading and coal docks of the Lake Shore R.R.
were destroyed. Apt: S. by a Are which was supposed to have
been started by spontaneous combustion.
The docks were
valued at $50,000 and are a total loss together with 600 tons
of coal.

—

Maryland Coal

announcement
cials

631

declares that the Banner
make a mine.

I.MJIANA

—

Boont-llle
The transfer of title to 300 acres of land near
here and the organization of several coal companies now in
progress, means the Investment of considerable capital In the
coal Industry In this part of Indiana.
The fields hereabout
have many shallow coal beds which, in the past, have been
mined with great danger to the workers, from falling slate
due to bad roofs and several mines were abandoned on this
account. The beds run from five to twenty-five feet In thickness.
The new companies will use the stripping process and
the huge steam coal shovels used, after the removal of the
soil from the top of the coal, are said to mine one thousand
tons a day.

—

InillnnniioilH
The Chamber of Commerce of this city has
a tirotest with the Indiana Railroad Commission against
the proposed Increase In freight rates for coal shipped from
Indiana mines Into this city, from 50 to 55c. a ton.
filed

—

.Sullivan
W. E. Woods and M. A. Haddon. of this city,
have located a drill for coal on the land of Wilton Howard,
Jeffersonville Township and propose to test the entire territory In the south part of Sullivan County.
They have
options on 16,000 acres. They will also drill test holes on a
fiOOO-acre tract north of here and on a 12.0UO-acre option In

Fairbanks Township.

COAL AGE
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—

Evansvllle About four hundred miners employed in the
Sunnyside, Crescent and Ingle mines have gone on strike because the management at the Sunnyside refused to reinstate
a discharged miner. The three mines are controlled by one

company.
IVEAV

YOUK

—

in

(ieneva One hundred employees at the Empire coke plant
Border City struck, Apr. 2, for an increase in wages and a

shorter day.

lvANS.\S

—

Pittsburg Mine No. 11 of the Cherokee & PittsburgCoal & Mining Co.. has been closed by the order of Francis
Keegan. assistant labor commissioner. This is the largest
mine in the district and employs 300 men. Mr. Keegan declared the mine to be in a dangerous condition. Refuge holes
for the miners had not been provided along the haulage way,
and the ventilation was poor. The officials state that they will
put an extra force of men at work to make the necessary alterations and repairs.
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The structural-steel work was furnished and erectea by Wm.

& Sons Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.
nreensburg. Penn. Byrne Brothers, who recently purchased
Miller and Keller tracts of coal in Sewickley
Township, have begun operations on the Miller tract. A force
of men is at work driving the main entry for the mine.
£vnn.s Station. Frnn. The Evans Coal & Coke Co. has
awarded contracts for extensive improvements to cost about
$40,000.
A new tipple and a 60-oven coke plant will be built
and a coke crusher installed. The company has 1050 acres
of coal still unmined.
Duitiioin, III.
Preliminary work on a new shaft of the Bell
& Zoller Coal Co.. at Zeigler, was begun ..\pr. 10. The nesv
mine will be sunk near the famous Leiter colliery and will
be equipped "with modern machinery throughout. The colliery
will have a dailj- capacity of 3000 tons.
Punx::utuM-ney. Penn. The Maderia Hill Coal Minirig Co.
has purchased 5000 acres of coal land in the Clover Run district.
A tipple will be erected at once. Surveys have been
completed for a t^vo-mile spur from the Eellwood division of
the Pennsylvania R.R. to the new operation.
Birmingham, .Via. The Montgomery Coal "U^ashing & Mfg.
Co. has been awarded the contract to construct a JMonlgomery
coal washery, for the Black Jlountain Coal Land Corporation,
whose main offices are in Bristol. Va. The plant to be erected
by the Birmingham concern will be at Pockett, Va., on the
Virginia & Southwestern R.R.. and will cost approximately
B. Scaife

—

the Mathias,

—

—

—

—

John T. Parry, foreman at the Butler Colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co.. at Pittston, has been transferred to the
Barnum Colliery, taking the place of Thomas Huntley. The
latter is transferred to No. 9 breaker, taking the place of William Wertz, who goes to the Butler.
Earl Martin, of Chattanooga, Tenn.. has resigned as presi-dent of the Continental Coal Corporation, of Tennessee and
Wyoming. The cause of the step taken by Mr. Martin is not
H. L. Cory, of Chattanooga, who has been
definitely known.
vice-president and sales manager of the Tennessee branch
of the company, will assume the office of president of that
company, and White L. Moss, of Pineville, vice-president of
the Wyoming side of the corporation, will be acting president
of that company until the annual meeting of the stockholders
in June.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
The- annual convention of the Canadian Retail. Coal-dealers
AsKcciation will be held in Toronto, Ont., on June IS and 19.
An especially interesting program is in preparation.
The Southeastern Passenger Association has granted special return rates for the Kentucky Mining Institute meeting
The
to be held in Lexington, Ky., on May 16 and 17. 1913.
special return fare will be one first-class one-way fare plus
after
void
and
and
17,
Tickets will be on sale May 15. 16
25c.
May 19, 1913. Fares will apply from an-i tickets will be on
sale at all agency stations in Kentucky on the Cincinnati,
Ne%v Orleans & Texas Pacific Ry., Louisville & Nashville R.R.
and the Lexington & Eastern Ry.. and also at various other
stations in Kentucky and Tennessee.

$25,000.
PlttNlinrgta, Penn.-— A deal
has just been consummated
Co. has purchased 2500 acres of
Pittsburgh coal and 350 acres of surface land on the line of
the Pan Handle R.R.. in AVashington County The .\merican
Zinc & Chemical Co., a subsidiary of the American Metal Co.,
is being organized under a Pennsylvania state charter to operate a new $2,000,000 zinc smelter which will be erected at
Burgettstown.
Connellsville, Penu. The Connellsville Coal Co. is conterapl.ating the erection of a modern coal-storage and sales plant
at its property on South Arch St.
The project calls for the
erection of si.v 50-ton bins, a 200-ton di-op open storage, a
large bin for anthracite coal and a bin for coke. A switch
is to be run from the tracks of the Baltimore & Ohio to the
company's property. The proposed plant will have a capacity
of over 500 tons.
Ste-wartsville, Ohio
The mine of the Franklin Coal Co.
will be shut down for a period of five weeks. This suspension
is necessitated as a result of the fire which occurred there
recently, when the entire power plant was practically destroyeo by flames. Plans for the new structure are now being
drawn up and it is understood that the new building will he
much more substantial than the old one. Officials of the company estimate that it will cost $15,00() to replace the damage.

whereby the American Metal

—

—

—

The Imperial Coal Co.: capital stock, $8000.
St. Louis. Mo.
Incorporators: D. G. Jackson, F. S. Suerer and B. E. Hefter.

—

Pun.xsutawney, Penn. The Lorenze Mining Co.; capital
Incorporators: F. A. Lorenze, J. W. Wingert
slock, $25,000.

and
.Mfg.
Co.,
24 pp., 6x9 in.

>>tei>beii8-.Vilnin!ion

Saver."

Mar., 1913.

Auiora.

111.

"The

Adams.

Pueblo, Colo.

Labor

^Vil:!nmM Patent CruHher * Pulveri/.er Co., St. Louis. Mo.
Catalog. Coal crushers. 111., 46 pp.. 10x12% in.
Form No.
Ingerxoil-Rnnil Co., 11 Broadway. Nt w Toil
3312.
Imperial "XB" duplex power driven air compressors.
111., 20 pp., 6x9 in.

G.

J.

— The

Smith-Tanner Coal & Mining Co.; capIncorporators: G. T. Ortner, L. F. Schumni

ital stock. $50,000.

ar

1

V. G. Garnett.

St.

stock,

—

Louis, Mo. The Universal Smokeless Fuel Co.; capital
Incorporators, Jas. M. Moran, A. A. Loudon
$50,000.

and Alfred Mueller.

—

New York, N. Y. The Mineral Lands Co.; to acquire, own.
and deal in lands containing ores, minerals
and stone: capital stock, $100,000.
Hoton, .Mass. A firm has been incorporated under Massachusetts laws as the Staples Coal Co.. of Boston, with an auuse, develop, sell

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

—

thorized capital of

— The

Mountain Valley Coal & Iron Co.
The company will
is reopening Its mines at Mountain Valley.
spend about $20,000 in new developments, with equipment for

Rlrminghnm.

Ala.

a 400-ton capacity.

— Work

has been started on the new Union
Pacific coal chute, west of the city. The new chute will have
a 250-ton capacity, 150 more tons than could be held by the

Topekn, Knn.

old chute,

and

will cost $15,000.

—

Fnlrpoint, Ohio The large coal tipple and trestle of the
Provident Coal Co. has been completed and put in operation.

IVenin coal

$1,000,000.

—

The R. J. Buchholz Coal Co., Inc.; to deil
Incorporators: R. J.
fuel: capital stock. $25,000.
C. E. Buchholz, J. V. Koch, Jr.

York, X. Y.

and

Buchholz.
Mt. Sterling. Ohio The Barner Coal Co.; capital stock,
$32,000.
Incorporators: Lewis Apperson. W. C. Taylor, J. W.
Clay, M. C. Cl«y. R. T. Judy and J. A. Judy.
Mingo Junction, Ohio The Brettelle Bros. Co., of Jllngo
Junction. Ohio, has been incorporated, with a capital stock
of $25,000. to mine and deal in coal.
The incorporators are
Thomas Brettelle. Sr., W. M. Brettelle. M. Brettelle, George

—

—

L.

Thompson and James

Brettelle.
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INDUSTRIAL N^WS
Dorchester, Va
The Wise Coal & Coke Co. recently
ordered two flve-ton, 44-in. gage electric mining locomotives

from the General Electric Co.
Fairmont, AV. Va. The Consolidation Coal Co. will add to
equipment two 10-ton electric mining locomotives recently
ordered from the General Electric Co.
Pott.sTlIle, Penn.
A Massachusetts manufacturing firm has
purchased the only loose tract of coal land lying untouched
in Kline Township.
The consideration was $45,000.
Huntington, \V. Va
The local plant of the American Car
& Foundry Co. has received an order from the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R. for the construction of 500 all-steel hopper coal

—

its

—

—

cars.

—

Elders Rldee, Penn. The Iselln mines of the Rochester &
Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Co., recently loaded 20oS two-ton mine
cars in one day. This coal-loading feat was accomplished in

—

UuQnoin, III. A large block of coal weighing 4000 lb. was
recently taken from the Paradise mine and shipped to Cairo.
It was 6 ft. 9 in. high, 42 in. square at the base and 21 in.
square at the top.

—

Chicago. III. The By-Products Coke Corp. will install one
and three 135-hp. motors in connection with new belt
conveying systems.
The motors will be furnished by the
General Electric Co.
Johnstonn. Penn. The Black Lick Mining Co.. for 20 years
operating at Big Bend, has gone into the hands of a receiver, a Philadelphia man having been named to settle the
70-hp.

—

firm's financial affairs.

—

Bis Stone Gap. Va. The Stonega Coal & Coke Co. will
place in operation in its mines four ne\v four-ton, 250-volt,
44-in. gage electric mining locomotives recently ordered from
the General Electric Co.

—At

a meeting of the stockholders of the
Standard Quemahoning Coal Co. the old directors and officers
were reelected. Plans for future development of the company's fields near here were discussed.
Boonville, Ind. T\'. T. Blair has recently bought 400 acres
of coal and expects soon to start operations at surface mining.
Mr. Blair is said to represent Chicago and Indianapolis
capitalists. The price paid for the land was $40,000.

Bosnell, Penn.

—

—

Johnxtonn, Penn. Options for 1700 acres of coal land in
Indiana County, between Vintondale and Strongstown, which
were taken by Dr. Charles E. Altemus, may result in the development of this large territory within the next year.
Lorain, Ohio The United States Steel Corporation's new
freighter "James A. Farrell," built at the Lorain yards of the
American Ship Building Co., was given its trial trip recently
and will be used in coal trade after the lake season opens.
GreenHhurg, I'enn. John G. Pelger, of Greensburg, has
been inspecting property which he owns in Sewickley Township. Tests are being made of the underlying seam of Pittsburgh coal, preparatory to sinking shafts for the mining of

—

—

the coal.

—

Moreantonn, W. Va. .T. A. Martin, owner of the Terra
Alta electric-lighting plant, has sold that property to W. P.
Patterson, of Waynesburgh, Penn.. in exchange for 1000 acres
of coal in Monroe County, Ohio.
The deal Involves approximately $50,000.
PlltNhurKh, Penn.— The Belmont Coal Mining Co. will add
to the electrical equipment in its power plant 200-kw. and
300-kw. two-unit, three-bearing motor-generator sets and
switchboard.
The machines have been ordered from the
General Electric Co.
Mt. PleaHiint. I'enn.— M. F, Byers has sold his farm, which
Is underlaid with valuabli! coal, about .a mile from Central, to
Isaac Brownfleld, of Unloniown.
Mr. Brownfleld tendered
In payment 2050 acres of coal land In Marshall County, West

and $74,000

LoKan, Ohio
public service

In cash.

— According

made by the
commission, the Hocking Valley Ry. Co. must
to a decision recently

pay the Colonial Coal & Supply

Co., of Columbus, the value
of 11,020 lb. of coal alleged to have been lost In a shipment

from Pomeroy

to

Lima.

—

A tract of 2500 acres of coal In the Ohio
near Wellsburg. W. Va., has been sold for $600,000.
The tract was being operated by Messrs. .St.auffer. Braddock
& Hough under the name of the Beech Bottom Coal Co. The
ale Included the plant with a dally output of 1000 tons.
Scottilale. I'enn.

vall.^y,

—

stall the plant.

Pond Creek. Ky.

— The

Pond Creek Coal

Co.,

which con-

trols a large acreage in Pike County, Ky., is reported to be
arranging for a bond issue of $2,000,000 for the purpose of
providing funds for the development of its nroperties. The
company already has seven mines in operation and plans three

additional openings.

—

John-^tonn, Penn. John Lochrie. of AVindber, has taken
over a lease of the 400 acres of rich coal near Dunlo, owned
by Matthew Calvin and Eliza C. Smith, of Hollidaysburg.
Mr. Lochrie is to mine a minimum of 2000 tons a month for
one year after beginning operations and a minimum of 400"

tons after the

ten hours.

Va.,

Pottsville, Penn.
Excavating for cellars for new dwellings
on the property of S. A. Hogan, workmen discovered the
outcrop of a vein of fine coal. The vein is 15 ft. thick, but
being so near the surface and directly underlying Pottsville's
new residential section, it will be impossible to mine it.
Dorchester, Va. The N. T. Mining & Mfg. Co. will iijrease
its power-plant capacity by the addition of a 1250-kv.a. Curtis turbo-alternator with 15-kw. turbo-exciter, three 150-kv.a.
transformers and switchboard. The apparatus will be supplied
by the General Electric Co.. which corporation will also in-

first

year of mining.

—

Des Moines, Iowa Supervisors James
and Harry Barquist have been appointed

B. Uhl, C. AV. Keller
to enter into a contract with the Bloomfield Coal Co. for the leasing of the coal
under the Polk County farm. A royalty of 10c. per ton has
been agreed upon with the stipulation that, if the third vein
Is directly under the shaft of the mine, the board expects an
income of $40,000 from the deal.

—

Kariluicton. Ky. The St. Bernard Mining Co. has arrai.ged
for equipping its power station and mines with new electrical
apparatus consisting of a 500-kw. Curtis turbo-alternator, a
200-kw. Curtis turbo-generator set, a 14-kw. induction motorgenerator exciter set, 100-kw., 150-kw. and 200-kw. synchronous motor-generator sets, and switchboard.
All the apparatus will be built by the General Electric Co., which will

make

the installation.

—

Louisville, Ky. After recovering rapidly from the slight
setback caused by high water, the coal mines on the Lexington & Eastern in eastern Kentucky and in the Letcher County
field, recently opened by the Consolidation Coal Co., are increasing their output daily, an! expect soon to be operating'
at the maximum.
The Consolidation company is shipping
nearly all of its Letcher County coal to Gary, Ind., for the
use of the U. S. Steel Corporation's plant at that place.
Joliet, III
The Laclede Gas Light Co. has awarded to the

—

Koppers

Co., of Joliet, the conti-aet for the installation of a
$5,000,000 byproduct coke-oven plant, to be located in
South St. Louis at the junction of the River Des Peres and the
Mississippi.
Work will start In the course of the next
three weeks. The coal to be used will be brought from West
Virginia fields by water in baiges via the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and a special dock for unloading barges will

new

be built.

—

Camden, .\rk Considerable activity in the development of
the lignite deposits In this vicinity would indicate that in the
course of the next two years large investments will be made
in mines west of this place.
Local parties are planning the
organization of a $1,000,000 corporation, to develop coal and
clay properties In Ouachita County.
A party of Little Rock people Is organizing a similar company for the development of lignite and clay properties in
Ouachita and Nevada Counties.
Jenkins, Ky
The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. has let the contract for the construction of its 22-mIle Beaver Creek extension, reaching from the mouth of Beaver Creek to Steele's
Branch, Jackson County, Ky. The branch will tap a rich coal
and timber section, and Its completion will be followed by
an industrial development similar to that which has been
seen in Harlan County In the past two or three years. The
cost of the line will be about $10,000 a mile, but the amount
of grading and trestle work necessary Is expected to run the
total cost to nearly $300,000.
The firm of Ballard, Herring &
Severer, of Jenkins, Ky., received the contract.

—

—

MounilHVlIie. \V. Vo. The big river tipple at the Fort Pitt
coal mine In Belmont County. Ohio, which was carried away
by high water three weeks ago, will not be rebuilt. The

company has been making but few shipments by water during the last few months and It has been decided that ail will
be discontinued from now on. owing to the fact that It 'a not
considered profitable to build a new tipple In consideration
of the small returns.
All shipments will be made by the
Cleveland & Pittsburgh dlvlsl(.n of the Pennsylvania line,
which runs by the mine. It Is likely that Improvements will
be made on the railroad tipple In order that the full production may be handled through this source without delays.
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GEXEKAL REVIEW
The hard-coal companies appear to have all the business
they can possibly handle as is usually the case in April when
the minimum anthracite prices are in effect. There is a general shortage on all the domestic grades, with broken probably in the greatest demand: pet. is the shortest of the steam
sizes. The difficulty in obtaining supplies last fall has tended
to stimulate an early buying this season.
Some of the Coastwise soft-coal agencies are still apprehensive over the labor situation in West Virginia, but this has
not effected any tangible improvement in the market so far.
Buyers generally are not responsive and usually more than
small concessions are necessary to interest them. There is
quite an amount of coal on hand, inland, although this is
slowly moving off, but probably at low quotations; many
prices are being asked and predictions into the future are
confusing. The heavy consumption has undoubtedly been the
controlling feature in maintaining prices, and operators continue to hold firm; it is not believed that the discounts of
the smaller companies are having any material effect upon
the market.
Shipments out of the Pittsburgh district into Ohio and
beyond are still considerably restricted, but the Lake serPrices are holding
vice is probably up to full requirements.
well, except on small business, wiiich is a trifle irregular and
production is greater than at any time since the Lakes
Order is
closed, fully 75 per cent, of full rated capacity.
being gradually restored out of the chaos in Ohio, and conditions are again slowly becoming normal. The movement continues uncertain, but embargoes are being lifted rapidly, and
it is now possible to get rail connections to all Ohio points.
Operations have been severely restricted because of the lack
of transportation facilities, conditions in the Hocking Valley
having been generally better in this respect than at other
points.

In the Southern market there is a temporary rush of
orders for steam sizes, consumers fearing that the floods
may cut them off from supplies as has been the case on other
occasions.
The movement into Chicago is far below normal,
only a few of the Illinois mines being able to ship; the main
supplies for the time being are coming from the Hocking
The Terre Haute, Ind., mines, which were
Valley district.
closed for two weeks, are again working, but many other
operations are still unable to get cars; fortunately, the demand, especially for manufacturing, is also restricted.

BOSTON, MASS.

—

Bituminous Reports on the labor troubles in the IJew
The
River district are received here ^vith much interest.
union seems to be gaining in membership from day to day
and several of the important mines are affected. The practice
of the mine-workers buying land to camp on has put a new
face on the situation. Some of the agencies appear to be apprehensive of trouble but so far there have been no signs
A good volume
that the market has in any way improved.
of coal is being sold off-shore but there is no slackening up
Buyers are not responsive and
of effort to place coal here.
with the present state of trade it will take more than small
The call for Pocahontas and
concessions to Interest them.
New River for spring shipment will depend very largely on
the outcome of the negotiations in West Virginia.
Georges Creek mines are in good shape with an ample
There has been some hesibusiness and a large output.
tation on the part of the regular buyers of this grade on
differential
asked
this yea" over Pocahontas
account of the
and New River, but it remains a popular coal.
small
movement
of Pennsylvania coals at
There is only a
tidewater this month. A good tonnage is usually moved in
conjunction with anthracite, particularly from Philadelphia,
but retailers are apparently confining t; cmselves to the latter
for the present. .-Vll-rail there is fair business for coals from
the Cambria districts and from the better known operations
in Clearfield, but otherwise there is only a light demand.
Anthrnclte April is not turning out such a diyappo'ntment as was feared. The companies appear to have all the
business they can handle and there are even notable shortages in sizes like broken and pea. Dock screenings are also
hard to get and distributors at this end are getting more interested in hard coal as the weeks go on. Inland, there are

—
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so many that were in difficulty last year that with the spring
price in their favor they are trying to get their coal forward
this year as early as possible.
A decided improvement can
be reported in that respect over a week ago. At least one of
the originating companies that stayed out of New England
last year is planning to do the same in 1913, on account of a
largely increased demand from the West.
That situation
helps keep the other shippers well supplied with orders.
Dealers here have become so accustomed to entering requisitions to be filled on short notice that already some of tnem
find themselves out of certain sizes.
Current wholesale quotations are about as follows:
Clearfields, f.o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Clearfields, f.o.b. New York

51.00@1 35
2.25@2.60

Cambrias, Somersets, f.o.b. m"ne3
Georges Creeks, f.o.b. mine
Georges Creeks, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Pocahontas, New River, f.o.b Hampton Roads
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Boston
Pocahontas, New River, on cars Providence

2.55(0,2 90
1 ,25@1 .55
1

.

67® 1

.

77

2.92@3.02
2.75@2.85
3.

70® 3. 85

3.40@3.70

PHIL.\DEL.PHIA, PEXN.
Dealers here are reporting a slight improvement

in

the

demand

for anthracite, but the difference is trifling, and is
undoubtedly due to the damp and unpleasant weather prevailing here for almost a week.
The companies, however,
still continue mining at full time, and it is understood that
most of the prepared sizes are being readily taken up, but
all that is moved to the retailer is not sold, by any means.
Quite a number of the dealers, whose demand for a certain
size, say egg, is not great, will possibly get a supply in
April that will about carry them over until fall of next year,
and the same is sometimes true of the other sizes, particularly
buckwheat and rice. The market, from a wholesale point of
view, is good, although still lacking the snap that usually
characterizes April business.
While seme new business is

reported, orders are not coming in as rapidly as they would
like to see them, but they all claim to see business ahead
for at least the next three or four weeks.
The bituminous situation shows little or no improvement.
Cheap coals are almost a drug in the market, and the better
grades are selling, in some cases, at prices that probably net
the operators less than the cost of production.
JIany contractors are still holding out for better figures, and with the
prospects fair that they will secure them, if conditions do not

change.

—

NEW YORK

Bituminous While there is no tangible evidence of any
improvement in the local soft-coal market, there
is undoubtedly an optimistic undertone that is having a
steadying and beneficial effect on the trade. This is particularly true on contract business.
Consumers are showing a
greater willingness to close and there has been much business signed up during the past week; in fact, the companies
generally report that nearly all contracts which expired the
first of the current month have been renewed, and that they
material

are not interested in further contract business unless same
presents some unusually desirable features.
Prices for the
new contract year showed a general increase without excep-

varying from 5@15c. above last year's figures.
In the prompt market there is no pressure to sell and inquiries seem to be on the increase.
Supplies at tide are
Mines are reported to be working
rather below normal.
about t'wo-thirds capacity, some curtailment still being evident: the railroad movement is good, and plenty of cars are
available.
Prices have not undergone any change, although
they are probably somewhat firmer on the same basis as last
week as follows: West Virginia steam, $2.55@2.60; fair
grades, Pennsylvanias, $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.S0; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15;
Georges Creek, $3.25(g)3.30.
Anthracite There are no indications of any letup in the
demand for hard coal, and it is probable that this will continue in excess of the production throughout the balance of
the month, as is usually the case in April. Production is up
to full rated capacity and all the tonnages are going immediately into the consumers' storage bins. The car supply
Is a trifle short but not sufficiently so as yet to materially afThe heaviest demand is centering on stove,
fect production.
although all the domestic sizes are about equally active; tha

tion,

—
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steam grades are also quite strong, particularly rice, and the
companies are, in some instances, drawing upon their storage
these grades.
in the Eastern markets is being shown in the
the Northwest, where the supplies on the docks
This means that Lake shipentirely depleted.
those to the West generally, will be unusually
coming
season, while consignments to the
heavy during the
Eastern points will be correspondingly lighter: in fact, one
withdrawn
entirely from the New England
company has
trade, in order to concentrate its entire attention upon the
market.
We
quote
the nominal New York market
Western
fairly strong and active on the foUow'ing basis:
supplies for
Interest
situation in
are almost
ments, and

Individual
Circular

$4 50

Broken

4.75
4.75
5.00
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.75

Egg
Stove
Che.stnut

Pea
Buclvwlio:,!

Rice
Barley

Lehigh
$4.45
4.70
4.70
4.95
3 35@3.45
2 2.5® 2. 45

1,95@2.05

150®!. 70

Scranton
$4.50
4.75
4.75
5.00
3.50

2.50@2.75
2.25@2 35
1.60@1.75

PITTSBl'HGH, PEXX.

— Coal

shippers have been securing almost full
railroads for lake coal, but shipments to vaare still considerabl.v
in Ohio and beyond
hampered. Production in the Pittsburgh district is greater
than at any time since Lake shipments closed last season, and
probably exceeds To per cent, of capacity. Prices are well
maintained by leading shippers, with occasional irregularit'es among the small ones.
Slack rarely commands a premium, now that the Lake trade has begun. We continue to
quote: Slack, 90c.: nut and slack, $1.05: nut, $1.25; mine-run.
$1.30; ?4-in., $1.40; l^-in.. $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh

Bituminous

service from
rious points

district.

—

Connellsvllle Coke The coke market shows more stiffness than might be expected, after so serious an interruption
The regular
to shipments as wa.; caused by the floods.
quoting basis on prompt furnace is $2.25. this being shaded
only occasionally on small lots, while on contract the operators speak confidently of obtaining $2.50. There is. however,
no contract market, there being practically no inquiry even,
and an actual inquiry would probably develop weak spots,
as "was the case in the last contract placed, some thrse
weeks ago, when $2.25 was done for shipment to July 1.
Furnaces uncovered for second-half are quite indifferent, and
naturally so, as they see a constantly falling pig-iron marWe quote: Prompt furnace,
ket, and scarcely any demand.
$2.25; contract furnace (nominal) $2.25(82.50: prompt fjundry,
I3@3.50, and contract foundry. $3fi3.50. per ton at ovens.
Indifferent grades of foundry coke could possibly be picked
up at slightly lower figures.
b.\l.ti.more:.

md.

The continued movement of traffic westward to await the
opening of Lake business was the only feature of interest
Local operators depend largely on this
during the w^eek.
Western business to tide them over the dull period in the
East, and the Lake trade promises to show a substantial inThe Eastern situation has undergone but
crease this year.
little change.
The demand for coal is still light, the suppl.v
has not been large and the report is current that some of the
smaller mines were shutting down.
More consumers renewed their contracts during the week.
but there are still many who are holding out, preferring to
In the face of thitake their chances in the spot market.
quiet market at this time optomistic predictions for futur.business are heard.
Spot business here Is certainly not booming, due to the
large supplies purchased by consumers during January and
February, when It was thought that severe weather would
be experienced.
These consumers are still drawing on their
supply, and consequently have no occasion to enter the market.
The coke market Is quiet, the supply being gradually
reduced to meet light demand.
BrPP.\l,0. N. Y.
There are a good many prices asked for bituminous coal
and predictions as to the future of the trade differ widely.
The seller who has held his prices firm and expects to continue doing so does not believe that the low prices here and
there are likely to have any Influence on the general trade.
If a few operators want to give their coal away they certainly cannot be prevented.
For all that the consumer Is
buying sparingly: he Is not going to pay 15c. or 20c. more
for coal than he has to.
It Is not denied that a good part of
the cheap coal Is low In quality, but there Is enough of It
that Is good to keep the consumer uncirtain as to the futur<'.
There Is nothing hut the heavy consumption all along the
line that keeps prices at all firm. Theri' Is really enough being
used to enable the sellers to maintain prices, but dealers

635

hear rumors that competitors are cutting and start doing likewise themselves, when it is quite likely they are the only
ones cutting. Some time ago there was quite an amount of
coal on track here, but it is now said to be sold at pretty low
prices,

it

is

believed.

Reports from the Canadian trade are favorable to a
heavy movement in that direction. The industries there are
well kept up and there is plenty of money available. Collections in Canada are said to be satisfactory.
The Eastern
trade is not so strong, but it would be good if the cheap
salesman would stay away.
Pittsburgh is holding prices firmest. A big Lake trade is
opening and rumors are current that some of the heavy operators refuse to make quotations to new inquirers. With such
possible competitors out of the way it ought to be rather
easy to keep the market firm. Quotations remain at $2.80
for Pittsburgh lump. $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for minerun, and $2.15 for slack.
Coke is still rather quiet at $5 for
best Connellsville 72-hr. foundry.
Allegheny Valley coal is
about 25c. below Pittsburgh. Side coals, such as smithing
and cannels, are not much affected by other fluctuations and
prices have not changed lately.
The demand for anthracite is light. March and April have
not made much inroad on the supplies, so that consumers
have quite an amount on hand and do not care to buy now,
even at the reduced prices.

COLl'MBUS. OHIO
After several weeks of demoralization, the coal trade is
again showing signs of becoming normal.
One of the results of the flood was a rush of small orders for domestic
grades and this is having a good effect on the trade generall.v.
There is also a fair demand for steam sizes and
taking it all in all the outlook for the future is considered
excellent.

Prices have strengthened materially although there has
not been any special advance excepting in the small sizes;
other grades are sold at the circular figures.
Concessions
off of the list are infrequent and most of the operators and
jobbers are inclined to maintain the circular figures.
Railroad traffic is still somewhat uncertain but officials
are making every effort to remedy the situation.
Embargoes have been the rule and the work of shipping required calculation. But toward the latter part of the week
the embargoes were gradually removed and it is now possible
to reach practically every point in Ohio through some railroad or other.
Springfield, O., was about the only large
town where there was any great shortage of coal and this
situation is now relieved. The shortage at no time amounted
to a coal famine.
Operations have of course been much restricted by the
lack of transportation facilities.
The greatest activity is
shown in the Hocking Valley because the roads were best
able to handle the output from that district. Lake trade is
close at hand.
A number of bottoms have been loaded and
will leave the ports of the lower Lakes just as soon as navigation is formally opened which will be shortly after Apr.
15.
Word received from the upper Lakes shows considerable
ice In the Soo, although efforts are now being made to break
the ice by means of tugs.
There is an extraordinary Lake
demand in prospect for the summer.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
Hocking
Domestic lump

Pomcroy

Pittsburgh

SI. 50

1.35
- _
1.20
1.15

Mine-run

SI

.50

.35

1

30

1

10

1

'^r.
1
1.25

1.10

1,(K)

0.90

0.85

BIKMINGH.VM,
One interesting feature

1

15

1

00
90

I 00
0.85

.\L,.\.

the local

of

Kanawh

$1.50
$l.:i5
....

coal

market

is

the

rush of orders for steam coal by some of the railroads west
of the Mississippi who have contracts for Alabama coal. It Is
feared that the floods of last year will be repeated; at that
time some of the roads were caught short of fuel on account
of their Inability to get coal across the flooded territory.
There Is no apparent change In the domestic market since
our last report.
We give below schedule of prices covering
Carbon Hill domestic coal for the coming season:
Month
Fancy Lump
\ut
April

SI

May

7.')

June

1.85
1.90

July

195

AuKu-sl

Septemlwr
October to Fobninry incluaivc
,

.

2 (X)
2 IS
2 25

45
1.55
1.00
1.05
70
I
75
1
1 90

$1

The market for both foundry and furnace coke Is active
and high prices are maintained. All of the produeirs are sold
up for several months ahead and an Inquiry for 100 cars for
nearby shipment found no bidders although It was stated
thiy were willing to pay $1 f.o.b. local ovens.
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LOIISVILLE, KY.
The coal business in this vicinity was virtually brought to
rea standstill by the flood, but the railroads are slowing
suming operations again, although the road beds are in a
precarious condition.
The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis which handles the
large proportion of the Western Kentucky production is once
more getting under operation, but the movement is still unIn the same field the Illinois Central is in somecertain.
what better condition and its movement East is fairly prompt
floods
but the service for the South is badly crippled by the
In the Eastern Kentucky fields the
in the Mississippi Valley.
situation is much better. The roads generally are not so acexperienced in
cessible to flood waters and little trouble was
rapidly repairing what little damage was done.
insignificant
comparatively
was
mines
The damage to the
and there will be few if any protracted shut-downs due to
great conThe
workings.
the
in
loss of equipment or water
gestion of traffic at all the important junction points appears
The serflood.
the
of
result
serious
to have been the most
and
vice is still badly demoralized at a number of points
forward
going
is
again
the work of getting cars moving
slowly. The congestion of coal is particularly accute. While
the physical condition of the roads is such that there seems
paralyzing conto be no reason for further delays there is a
fusion that seems to make the efforts of the operating de-

partments ineffective.
Because of the large number of cars tied up and not
available for use an actual shortage of equipment has developed. The Kentucky product is being called upon to supply markets which usually belong to the West Virginia operA prominent Kentucky operator recently shipped 30
ators.
box-cars of the best block coal to Seattle, Wash., the
freight rate on which was between .?10 and $11 a ton.
The heavy demand and short supply of nut and steam
grades has resulted in an advance on these to as high as
Western Kentucky lump can be had from $1.10 to
$1.10.
with nut and slack
$1.10.
51.25. domestic nut from $1 to
strong at 75 to 85c. and not much available.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Business in this district

is

considered fairly good for this

advance in prices, as comperiod of the year.
pared with other states, and even with adjoining competing
steam contracts are bemost
districts is somewhat less, still
ing closed on an average of about 10c. higher than last year's
The domestic consatisfied.
figures and operators appear
sumption has been comparatively light due to the persistentthree months, but
or
two
ly warm weather over the past
the steam grades are in strong demand and the surplus domarket.
steam
mestic is being diverted into the
The excessive domestic production which always occurs
through May and June appears to be pretty well covered;
contracts have been rather harder to close. Local operators
are taking considerable pains with their preparation and this,
together with a rather extensive campaign for business, and
the high grade of the coal, has created a very strong and

While the

consistent

demand

for these fuels.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
of the mines of the state are still shut down because of inability to get cars and the movement to IndianRailapolis and to some of the other large cities is small.
roads are repairing flood damage as fast as possible, but
scores of bridges were carried away and the work of rebuilding will be slow. Where parts of them only were damaged,
repairs will soon be made and some have already been flxed.
On account of the high water and restricted railroad service, hundreds of factories were shut down or are now working part time and this relieves the pressure for coal. The

Many

weather has not been severe and the domestic demand has
not yet cleaned up stocks in retail yards, the mild winter leaving these still of- ample proportions.
In the Terre Haute district, mines that were closed for
two weeks during the worst of the flood and its aftermath
are in operation again, as some cars are being furnished.
While here and there a premium is offered, no advantage is
being taken by operators or retailers of the shortage condition in particular places and summer prices prevail at the
mines.

DETROIT,

nilCH.

There is a reverse condition existing here from last week;
the consumers of steam coal seem to be all over stocked by
the abundance of fuel that is arriving daily, some of the
railroads being forced to auction several cars off for demurrage. They are now requiring the shippers t'> stop all
shipments so that they can work their stocks down and
clean up for the spring.
It is thought by the operators that this will give them an
excellent advantage on prices for contracts in the future.
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Pocahontas is the only coal that is showing any strength just
now, however, as retailers are very slow in 'he matter of
stocking up on domestic soft coal.
The market is dull at present, and only those who are
forced are buying coal. The following quotations foi today
are as follows, f.o.b. mines:
HockW.Va.
ing
Gas
,Splint

Cambridge

No. S

Domestic lump. SI. 40

Egg
Nut
lump
lump

l^-in.
5-in.

Mine-run
Slack

1.40
1.30
1.15
1.05

SI. 05

105

0.95
0.75

95
0.75

0.95
0.75

Pocahontas
S2.25
2.25

Jackson
Hill

$1 75

175

SI 30

$1.05
95

SI. 05

75

0.75

125

95
1.00

The coke situation here has fallen oft quite materially in
few days because of the slight demand. Connelsville is being quoted at $2. SO Semet Solvay $3, and Gas House
the last
$2.75,

f.o.b.

the ovens.

CHIC.VGO
The amount of coal available for Chicago delivery is far
below normal, due to the recent floods in Ohio, Indiana and
The main source of supply at the moment is the
Illinois.
district of Ohio, that part of Indiana north of the
a comparatively few mines in IlliChicago dealers report a temi^orary rise of piices for
dimirished
storage
piles.
spot coal and
Domestic coal is being sold largely for steam-making purmine-run
prices;
mine-run is bringing
poses and commands
from $1.10 to $1.25. Retail dealers are paying $1.25 for ctnEastproduct.
for
the
southern
tral Illinois coal and $1.35
ern coals coming into this market include Hocking. Penritemmarket
The coke
sylvania smokeless and anthracite.
porarily is strong and byproduct coke has been fairly active
shipments
of
few
during the past few days at $5 @ 5.25. A
Connellsville coke have been made and the price is firm at
about $6 delivered.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are:

Hocking

Wabash River and from
nois.

Clinton

2

.

Ajiril

G27

THE
The net surplus

ANTHRACITE SHII'MEXTS
comparative statement of the anthracite
shipments for March and the first three months, of the years
1H12-13. in long tons:
3
1913

Marcli

1913

1912
1.472.696

Lehighi Vallev

976,712
829,502

Cent. R.R. N. J

66.1.856

Del. Lacli, & West
Del. & Hudson

532,247
562.440
429,211
700,383
212,932
4,909.288

Pennsylvania
Erie
Ont.

&

Western

Total

New England Lines
N. Y.; New Jersey, Del.; Maryland; Eastern Penn.
Ohio; Indiana' Michigan; Western Pennsylvania
West Virginia, Virginia, North & South Carolina. ....
Kentucky

.

Surplus Shorlagc'
321
182
4.303
1,215
554
1,574
400
1,412
150
3,368

ka

Months
3,861,766

848,110
916,824
578,983
537,470
761,742
22S„S43
6„569,687

16,919,876

18,209,351

Net*
.?21

4.121

1.4.53

Oklahoma

\rkansa.s.

1912

3,399,293
3,066,782
2.240,293
2,217,917
1,782,988
1,490.825
2,073,542
642,236

l,22.i,019

of idle coal

.

is

Phila& Reading

C.VR SITUATION

cars shows an Increase of
about 40% over the two previous statements. American Ry.
Association reports surpluses and shortages of coal equipment
for two weeks ended Apr. 1, as follows:

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
The following

—

.

COAL AGE

19U

19,

2.792

3,3-'9,391

2,i93,145
2,491,221
1,718,283
1,603,828
2,154,850
656,867

Totals
Greatest surplus in 1912 (Apr. 25).
Greatest .shortage in 1912 (Oct. 10).
*Bold face type iudicate a .surpli..

20,209

1.400

94.(592

2.144
14,897

6,491

FOREIGN MARKETS

Stneks at Tidewater at the close of March were 772,115
tons as compared with 484.270 tons on Feb. 2S.

CHES-VPEAKE & OHIO RY.
The following
coke

is a comparative statement of the coal and
over the lines of the C. &. O. Ky.. for February,
2S. 1912-13, in short tons:

traffic

and the eight months ending Feb.
February

.

Destination

Tidewater
East

West
Total

Coke
From connections
Bituminous
Anthracite

Grand

.

%

1,216,202
29,643

l,461,5:j0

91,579

10,240.466
195,343

88,.546

17,650
4,742

423, 11
8.829

4

10.S67.749

1,335.871

.

Eight Months
1912
22
2,605,213

1921
299.459

1913
2,391,580
1,739,689
6,109,197

190.6.5S

971.416

1.4.S0

total.

.

1913
323,469
220,991
671,742

1,503. 301

16

57

1,472,804
7,456,874

%
22

—

GREAT

BRIT-VIN

A great Improvement has taken place in the defor all descriptions of coal.
Prompt supplies are very
scarce and dear, while for forward shipment values are
stiffening further all round.
Quotations are approximately as follows:
Apr. 4

mand

13

63

11,534,891
147,616

1

1

153,890
26,646

100

11.863.043

100

1

Best Welsh steam
Best seconds
Seconds
Best dry coals

$4.80@4.92

Best Monmouthshirea.
Seconds
Best Cardiff smalls
Seconds

4.68(oi4.S0

4.50®4.68
4.56

$4.44
4.32
3.78

3.60

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.
Newport: both exclusive of warfage, and for cash in 30 days

— less

2 t2 Cv
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Pittsburgh
Chairman M. H. Taylor

Coal Co.

report.s

under date of March

11,

as

the beginning of the year is as follows: In commission either
the whole or part of the year. 51; available but idle for the
year. 6; operated under leases. 7; exhausted and dismantled.

assigned to other mines,
total, 77.
The possible tonnage
capacity of the mines in commission for the year as against
the actual output shows an elliciency percentage of only
65.36%.
PittxIinrBh Coal Dork * «linrf Co
Giinranteeil RondN
To secure funds to repay the rittsburgh Coal Co. of Wisconsin for its advances on account of Dock No. 7 construction,
to enlarge dock No. 5 at Superior, Wis., and to construct a
dock at Lime Island, Mich., it became necessary to transfer
the dock properties at the head of Lake Superior to the Pittsburgh Coal-Dock & Wharf Co. and to retire the $1,852,000
outstanding bonds upon them as follows:
Northwestern
Coal Ry. Co.. $794,000; Ohio Coal Co., $200,000; Pittsburgh
Coal-Dock & Wharf Co., $858,000. [Of these old bonds there
remained outstanding on Dec. 31. 1912, $121,000, $S5,0U0 and
5;

follows:

—

ReHoltH The total tonnage produced and handled, including coke purchased and exclusive of coal purchased by the
subsidiary comp.anies. was 18.363,417 net tons, an increase of
about 14',;. The gross earnings from all sources increased
$382,558, or 9.46%, and the net earnings after interest charges
and full depreciation were $2,025,483 (an Increase of $633,545,
or 45.52% on the preferred stock.
Demand caused by favorable weather conditions and the
uncertainty attending the biennial miners' wage-sclae settlement materially improved tonnage and earnings for the
first quarter of the year.
Then followed idleness for three
weeks in April, pending scale adjustment. When the mines
resumed, contracting was done under sharp competition from
all districts at prices at which the bulk of the production
for the year was moved.
This, with floods, shortage in labor and car supply, limited the advantage that otherwise;
would have been received under the better trade conditions of
the last half of the year.
The increase In net earnings is partly due to a small increase In the average selling price of the product f.o.b.
mines, and from better dock and agency returns. I>abor mina
costs were increased under the wage scale adjjslment of
Practically all of the betterments on the mines
Apr.
1.
for the year have been charged to operation, as has also full
depreciation.
Floods during the spring and summer caused
severe losses in property.
The undivided earnings account now stands at $9,153,434.
FInnneeM The working capital Dec. 31, 1912, was $4,573,679, a net Increase of $267,275.
There are no outstanding obllKattons for borrowed money, either by this company or any
of Its subsidiaries, and the floating debt Is chiefly for accounts
payable not yet due and for paper is.sued by subsidiary companies for sold undellverid dock stork coal.
Mlulnic riuiitx Disposition of 77 mining plants owned at

—

—

.S

;

$230,000, respectively.]

To do these things, an issue of bonds by the Pittsburgh
Coal-Dock & Wharf Co. of Minnesota, guaranteed as to principal and interest by the Pittsburgh Coal Co. of Pennsylvania,

was duly ;iuthorized in the sum of $3,500,000, dated Apr. 1.
bc.ing 5.4% interest payable semi-annually, with
1912,
sinking fund provision for their retirement at or before maturity, Apr. 1, 1938. but redeemable all or any part on any
Trustee, Union Trust Co. of Pittsinterest date at 102^.
burgh.
The large expenditures authorized will provide modern
dock facilities sulllcient for storing and handling an iiiereaso
over present tonnage requirements, and for some time to
Decrease in handling
come, at the head of Lake Superior.
costs, maintenance and rentals, heretofore paid, will exceed
the Increase In fixed charges created based upon the same
tonnage.
The Midland Coal Co. lease of
Mliiinnil Purehaiie nnnilH
1736 acres of coal rights and of three
.Ian. 1. 1903. upon
mining plants taken over at that time w.ii terminated by

—

COAL AGE
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sinking fund bonds of Pittsburgh Coal Co. of Pennsylv.,nia.
known as Midland purchase bonds, dated May 15. 1912. $1,006,000 of which have been issued on the conveyance of the property, and the balance retained for the retirement of a priorlien mortgage of the Midland Coal Co.

—

Mononsaheln River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co. While
practicaUy all of the preferred and about 94% of the common
shares are held, this controlled company has been independently conducted, although, for economic reasons, a portion of
the operating staff of both companies is joint and it had relOf
atively an equal year in net gain with this company.
the issue of debenture bonds exchanged for the preferred
the
during
canceled
shares. $57,500 have been acquired and
year, and we plan to retire annually hereafter such a percentage as will cancel the entire issue prior to maturity.
Montour R.R. Extension Bonds To insure maintenance
of the present tonnage of the company, and to provide for
its increase, it has become a present necessity to extend the
Montour R.R. from its treminus at North Star, Penn., to the
Mifflin Yards of the Bessemer & Lake Brie R.R. Co. by an
extension of about 34 miles, to furnish an outlet for proposed
new mine developments. A contract has been entered into

—

—

between the Montour R.R. Co. and the Bessemer & Lake
Erie R.R. Co.. dated July 11, 1912, for a traffic exchange between the two railroad companies and a division of the rates
upon it.
It is expected that the road will be in operation by July 1,
1914: To finance its cost, .$2,750,000 first morgtage 50-year 5%
cupon bonds have been Issued, free of deductible tax, and
having an annual sinking fund provision sufficient to retire
Contracts have been let
all before maturity on Feb. 1, 1962.
Current progress will also be made in the
for the work.
opening up of mines along the line of the projected road, with
which all the railroads of the district can be connected.
While the tonnage of this company will furnish a sufficient
revenue to meet all charges, there are assurances of other
traffic which would add greatly to the value of the new line.

RESULTS YE.\R ENDING DEC.
Production in short tons:

31

1912
Pittsburgh district coal

Hocking

district coal

Pittsburgh district colce
Profits, after all expenses
Depletion of coal lands
Deprec. plant and equipment

Net
Interest

profits

on bonds

Preferred div. (5%)

$2,901,506
876,024
1,353,590

INCLUDING SUBSIDI.\RY

GO'S
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A

you

—the

undue
If

You're

Sure!

only one class of

is

who escape
of

now?

of

For them

this

beings

imagination

a season

is

advent of Spring, just shadow the
leads to the fishing pool,

and

trail

you'll go

that

home

convinced that your wits have been woolIt doesn't take the

boys long to

discover that the outside boss isn't keeping

on them, while the fever keeps hold

close tab

and they

of him,

won't

be

their families,

Can you
calculated

than an

it

comes

little

planning

to

themselves

for

which explains, no doubt,

community

interest.

picture to yourself anything better

develop

to

a

community

spirit

camp's population being hauled

L'ntire

to a picnic in company wagons, drawn by
company mules, under the personal direction
of the local superintendent, at a time when
the Spring fever is first making itself felt?

that they

slip off satisfied

missed.

country display

this

when

amusements and recreation
and

you assume that every one regrets the

gathering.

folk in

their lack of

activity.

1

a combination you can stage any kind of out-

Mining

human

ir

]So

l!)i:i

door fun from baseball to "spooning."

the tired feeling incident to Springpoets;

-'(;.

suffer-

ing from "vSpring Fever"!

There
time

and out

feeling rather tired

sorts just

Al'HIL

vSuch a picnic holds out
If all

women

the

many

possibilities.

folk are required to furnish

eatables for a general feast, good-natured disIsn't

it

just barely possible that these

same

cussions as to culinary usage will spring

boys are the only ones around the camp who

and the rivalry promoted

have found a sensible remedy for the annual

on

tired feeling

—sneak away and commune with

nature while she

is

at her best

and you are

at your worst?

We

all

many

a future

mining company should

if

every

of fare

—

if

up

its effect

you consider

miners' wives ideal cooks, your digestive

organs must resemble those of the proverbial
can-eating

wonder what would happen

bill

have

will

billygoat.

Furthermore, think of the misunderstandings that might be cleared

up during a general

each Spring and allow the entire camp to

gathering of

Isn't

shut up shop and take to the woods

to suppose that

set

a])art

one day

women,

men, children, babies, dogs, mules,

etc.,

avoided

if

this

kind.

many

talk things over in a friendly

fashioned picnic.

ously?

of the ideal picnic

grounds that are

within easy riding distance of most camps:

Water, flowers, moss,

trees, birds;

with such

"All

reasonable

opportunity had been presented to

that they might enjoy together a genuine old-

Think

it

a strike could have been

work nnd no play

Honest now!

lias

way, spontane-

—

the miners' play been given

proper consideration ?
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Account

Brief

Some

field.
is

li.

— The

Matanuska field lias been exposed to
and volcanic heat than the Bering River

violence

less

of the coal is almost lignitic, but 75 per cent,
The best coal chemically is in the
fuel.

bituminous

worst physical condition and would have to be briquetted
or coked to make it acceptable to the market. A portion
of the field has good coal, which could be mined at reasonable expense.

The Matanuska

coal region, as

commonly

Matanuska

of the
B\ W.

,'<lW'OPSL-<
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Field

CliANE*

of the rivers

The accompanying map gives the location
and creeks in the coal field with respect to

Knik Arm.

See Fig.

to

Cook

Inlet.

3.

Not an Icy Wilderness but a Productive Valley
Few parts of Alaska excel the valley of the Matanuska
The rainfall is
River in favorable climatic conditions.
abundant but not

excessive,

and the amount

of sunshine

dclined, oc-

cupies an area some 80 miles long by 5 to ID miles wide,

lying principally along the valley of the

Matanuska Eiver

and extending to the eastward from a point slightly to
the northeast of Knik, on Knik Arm.
The coal-bearing area is being rapidly extended until at
present a considerably larger area is included in the iield
than was at first anticipated. Coal is now known to occur
ill beds
of workable size to the northward along the

Susitna and the Little Susitna rivers and on Willow,
Caribou and Billy creeks, while to the southward similar

U

S

r
''

'y

¥i(i. 1.

beds have

LooKixG rp Matanuska Ei\i:i;,
MorxTAixs IX BACKOKorxD
liccii

erable ;ircas

in

in (iacii

«

located at various points, covering considthe

Chugach Mountains.

valley of the

Matanuska River

and rugged, having elevations ranging from
See Fig.

lies

between

;iiHiO

to

6000

1.

The c6untry

to the north of

Knik Arm

consists of low-

which gradually increase in elevation as the valley
of the I^atanuska River is approached and change into a
comparatively narrow strip of rolling country with hills

lands,

.seldom exceeding 1500
in height as the

ft.,

but increasing rather abruptly

main ranges

of the

Fields axd the Railroads
RriLt axd Puoposkd

mountains are ap-

the valley of the Matanuska attest.
Excellent pasturage for animals and a soil suitable for
raising a great variety of vegetables and cereals is to be
found in this locality. In the valley of the Matanuska,

timber grows in great variety. The most common trees,
naming them in order of their frecpiency, are the followCottonwood, birch, spruce, quaking aspen, white
ing:
willow and alder; current bushes are also abundant.
The width of the bed of the Matnuska River probably
averages one-half mile, although it measures a mile or
more in some places. The stream gorges with precipitous
walls at other points.
of gravel

Unlike the i'.eriiig River coal field, this region is not
from the interior by mountains and glaciers,
although to the northeast and eastward, except for a few
))asse.s, the pa,«sage to and from the region is rather diffiHowever, to the northwest and westward, a concult.
tinuous stretch of practically level country extends along

elianiiels.

into a similar

glacial

niid

See Fig.

country adjacent
.stall'

rolh-Ke, State

streams are

extensive flats

constantly

cutting

tor-

new

1.

Xo Lack

(If

Riviciis

axd

('i;i;i;ks

streams tributary to the Matanuska River
and entering it on the north are: Moo.se, Eska, (iranite.
Kings, Chickaloon, Hicks and Caribou, while on the south
and proceeding up the river in the same order as before
'i'lic

are

Pennsylvania

It often consists of

and sand, through which swift mountain

isolated

tlie

growth and maturity of vegetagrowths on the flats bordering on

sufficient to insure the

rents

•Professor of MinlnK.
College, Penn.
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The Alaska Coal

proaclied.

Knik Arm and thence

100

Rd Iway Rootes

oooo-o Rci Iwdv Routes Cons dered
Coal F'elds
«S&
c',,;»~
Moun+ain Barriers
.^.^..^^ Rivers Navigable m Sumrqer

Knik Arm and

the Talkeetna Mountains on the north and the Chugach
Mountains no the south, both of which ranges are steep
ft.

is

2.

50

.
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MILES

tion, as the luxuriant
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The wide

Fig.
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:

iirincipal

Carbon and Coal and numerous others of minor
These tributary streams are usually of con-

ini])ortance.
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volume and

are, particularly in certain seasons,

A
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E
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estimated that some 70 square miles are underlaid with
Of this area fully three-quarters, or approximately
50 square miles, contain coal of a bituminous character.
The coal areas of this field are naturally named after

is

difficult to ford.

coal.

While the Matanuska Eiver can be forded in a number
crossing it is usually a hazardous undertakOwing to the difficulties encountered in towing and
ing.
poling river boats up the river, most of the supplies required in the field are either carried in by pack animals
or are sledded in during the winter, the trail following

the various streams where coal has been found to outcrop.
These streams arc all tributary to the Matanuska Eiver.

of places,

the course of the river.

The only e.xception is the anthracite ridge, which lies
between two streams. For convenience in discussion the
coals of the bituminous area can, therefore, be separated
into districts according to the arrangement indicated
above, namely, those along Chickaloon, Kings, Young,
Eska. Moose, Carbon and Coal creeks, respectively. The
last two mentioned, the combined Carbon and Coal Creeks
district, lies to the south of the Matanuska and on the
opposite side of the river to the Chickaloon Creek district.

The Noktiieastekx and Southwestern Groups
This subdivision of the bituminous area by districts
does not take into consideration the character of the coai,
v.hich, if followed, would require a wholly different ardistricts in the field.
Were the bituminous areas to be subdivided according to character of
coals, the coals on Chickaloon, Carbon, Coal and Kings
creeks would be placed in one group and called true bituminous coal, while the coals of Young, Eska and Moose

rangement of the

creeks would be designated as low-grade bituminous fuels,
as they are in

The general

some places considered

lignitic in character.

physical appearance of the coals of Chicka-

loon and Kings

creeks,

when compared with

those

in

portion of the Matanuska coal field,
would seem to indicate that there should be a greater difference in chemical projierties than there actually is.
the southwestern

The

Fig. 3.

THK

Imiiediatk SriiitocxiUNGs of
ilAT.\Na".SK.\

FlELD

Fi(i.

It is

I.

^Iai'

Showing the Vakiois

claimed that George Jamnie discovered the coal
comparatively early date, although it was

in this field at a

Coai, Districts

I''urther, the rock movements evidenced by the folds,
and igneous intrusions ai)i)arent in the ujiper coal

gave

doned.

those in the districts above mentioned.
('()A[.

it

Is

oE \'aiiieu

area

in

ever)'

Tin: Cii AKACTi'iis

(iliAniCS

which tin,' various grades of bituminous
coals occur, extends u|) the river as far as Chickaloon
Creek, imhiding jjarticularly the region lying between
and including Moose and Chickaloon creeks. Of the 300
square miles of coal-beariiiij formations in this field, it

The

field,

opportunity to the coals of both Chickaloon and
Kings creeks and possibly to less extent Carbon and Coal
creeks to assume a radically different character from
those of Young, Eska and Moose creeks, where the rock
movements appear to have been slight conipaicil with

became generally known that coal
occurred in workable quantities. While considerable work
has been done in certain localities, it has been confined
to exploratory work and since the withdrawal of the
coal lands from entry the field has been practically abannot until 1894 that

faults

()! 'I'm:

Coai.s

The ])b\si(:il condition of the coals of the bilnininous
The
area of the Matanuska field is, as a whole, good.
and Kings Creek districts are
These are badly broken and fractured and
coal will be produced in their mining and band-

coals of Chickaloon Creek

exceptions.

much

fine

:
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The rock movements responsible for the broken
ling.
fondition of the coals on C'hickaloon and Kings creeks
were miicli less severe in the western portion of the field,
for aside from a moderate degree of folding and fanlting

the safety of underground workers.
"First may be mentioned the telephone, whii-h

the coal remains practically undisturbed.
The U. S. Geological Survey has made extensive tests,
both chemically and physically, on the coals of this field.

asters.

The

results of

ANALYSES OF iMATAXlSKA COALS
Fixed

tile

Matter Carbon

ture

Chickaloon Creek.... 1.98
Carbon and Coal
Creeks
4.20
KingsCreek
1.45
2.50
Youngs Creek.
6 08
Eska Creek
MooseCreek
7 04

Next may be mentioned

portable-electric

lamps

The development of such lamps is
the United States. At the date of this

for use of miners.

lamps of this sort.
There can be no doubt, however, that in the near future some such device will be developed and then the
electric lamp will become safer than the locked safety
lamp, although it has not the latter's ability to detect the
l)y

Vola-

Total
Mois-

of

writing no device has been fully developed and standardized for insuring absolute freedom from gas ignition

ing table'

District

is

use in spreading the news of trouble, in calling aid to the
injured, and in assisting in mine-rescue work after dis-

just beginning in

of these tests are given in the follow-

some

more dangerous equipment and methods, promote

for

.\sh

Sul-

Cal-

phur

cries

B.t.u.

Fuel
Ratio

I

17.20

66 08

14 56

67

,8260

14.868

3 77

19.72
22.77
28.32
35.41
35 45

6S.26
66.40

10.82
9.38
10.36
8.23
8 41

0.42
0.67
0,58
0.42

6649
7419

11,968
13,354

3.32
2.91

6299

11,338

2 08
1 41

.58.82

49.78
49 10

139

32

The statement that the eleclamp may be made safer than the safety lamp is
based upon the fact that the parts of a safety lamp may

jH-esence of explosive gas.
tric

properties of coals determine their value
and utilization while the physical properties indicate the
possibility of their production and are limiting factors

The chemical

in their utilization.

mav

It is not, therefore, easy to say

which

be the most important from the commercial standexcept that the iirst consideration is fuel value.

point,

Thk Eelative

Availabilities of the Coals

The coals of Chickaloon Creek, Carbon and Coal Creeks,
and Kings Creek districts, being in bad condition for use
commercially, and readily making a coke of good quality,
are naturally best suited for the production of coke. But,
like the Bering River coals, they might be briquetted to
advantage.
The coals of the remaining districts being hard and

mined with

production of a moderate
them to be placeil
on the market in competition with coals of other fields.
Further, the conditions under which these coals occur are
no more severe nor extreme than the conditions existing
in other localities, where mining is carried on both extenfirm, could be

amount

sively

than one occasion.

"The greatest benefits to be derived from the electric
lamp as a safety device will be in tho.se mines where
the electric lamp supplants the open-flame lamp and
thereby eliminates a real

of transportation both by

rail and by water, if these coals are to be placed on the
market in competition with other coals. However, Alaska
needs fuel for local consumption, and with the assurance
that a reasonably cheap fuel can be obtained, the consumption will steadily increase to the vast benefit and
(if

hazard.

of sparks or flames.

Use of Stohage-BattI'Iky Loco.motives

tlie

and economically.

fire

"Next may be mentioned the firing of shots by electrical means.
There can be no doulit that the firing of
shots by properly designed and operated electrical shotfiring devices and equipment is safer than firing them
by fuses or other devices which ignite explosives by means

of small coal, thus permitting

Much depends upon means

".n'owth

be improperly arranged and ignition of gas occur as the
result.
The records show that this has happened on more

"Finally,

ment may

it

may

lie

suggesicd that electrical develop-

remove some of the greatest dangers now confronted, by displacing trolley locomotives
for those actuated by storage batteries.
Main-line haulpartially

age by such locomotives

cm

hardly be advocated at pres-

ent but the gathering of coal by these motors seems to
lie

a feasible proposition, in

many

cases.

"The use of storage-battery locomotives would entirely
do away with the trolley wire from a large part of the
mine entries which are now provided with this dangerous equipment.

In

addition to the greater degree of

safety assured, storage-battery locomotives

her various industries.

would be more

than are calilc-rccl motors. The load
factor on the generating statimi would be materially imflexible to operate

How

May Make Mines

Electricity

Safer
Clark,

engineer of the Bureau of
on "Safeguarding the U.se of Electricity in Mines" read before the Pittsburgh meeting of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers which
met Ai)r. IS and 19, made the following remarks relative
lo the hdjie tliat mines will be safer when certain electrical ilcvelopments become more general and arc modi(icd to meet the needs of the situation.
"There are, however, some ways in which it seems
11.

11.

Mines,

electrical

in his jjaper

possible for electricity to decrease the risks

ant u]K)n mining work.

There

is

now

attend-

one piece of electrical

equipment which may almost be considered as a safety
device and there are three others which, by substitution

proved, satisfactory voltage regulation of the distributing

system could be obtained with less copper, and the expen.se of install in</ and maintaining trolley wire and rail
bonding would be eliminated in the entries worked by
storage-iiattery locomotives."
lie also

i;.

S.,

Bull. No.

2S<I,

pp. 27 ;uui 28.

the following observations regai'ding the

"It

is

not the best practice to sbciot electrically under

conditions that require one side of the detonating circuit
to be connected to the earth, because wherever grounded
systems of distribution are used unexpected differences
of |iotrntial exist in the carlli in the vicinity of such cirIf, therefore, one side of the detonator be purposely grounded, an accidental ground on the other side
of the detonator may enable an igniting current to traverse the detonator.
Premature ignitions have been re-

cuits.

ported
'U. S.

made

premature ignition of shots;

which seemingly have been caused by the con-

ditions just described."

:

.\]inl

-.m;.
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Operation

Parallel

ilY

!<YNOPSIS

mud

he

— Conilitions

ruinplleil

ivilh

are

enumerated, irhirh
two alternators may be

upon a common

of Alternators

A. Turi'Eu*

here

before

[i/aced at worli- in jiarallel

('.
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to act

and admit mure steam there must be such

Xow

load.

the two alternators must always run in synclii-on-

same

rate, assuming the number of poles
the drop in speed does not result in an
equal increase in the steam admission of each engine,

ism, or at the

Willi the rapidly increasiug use of electric

power for

iiiining, its geiieratiou aucl distribution as alteruat-

cual

has become general; hence the matter of
opt rating \arious units of a large system or systems in
parallel has assumed an importance, at many plants,
iug luirciil

formerly nnknown.
This is particularly true where
are not in the

of the alternators

all

same power house, serving a single mine

group of mines, but are installed in stations located
at different points in an extensive area and counei'ted
by a common net-work of transmission cables.
Such interconnected systems have heretofore been more
common in Europe than in America but within a few
or

;

years that condition

is

likely to be reversed.

A

discus-

sion of the various factors to be considered in operating

such units may, therefore, be of value.
When alternating-current generators are run in paralmust be met
lel, there are certain conditions that

m

These are
order to secure satisfactory operation.
The machines must be in synchronism. That is,
(a)
the frequency of alteriuition must be the same for each,

a s])eed

decrease.

to be alike,

and

one alternator

if

will

be supplied

with more power than

the other and the load will beiDUie unequally divided.

Changing the field excitation of the lightly loaded machine will not remedy matters (as with direct-current
generators where the machines do not have to run in
synchronism and have independent speeds). The only
effect of changing the field excitation is to make a wattless current circulate between the two alternators, the
actual amount of power supplied by each remaining the
same.
The oidy way to increase the steam admission is by
adju.sting the engine governor, and to secure equal division of load under all conditions, the change in speed
for a given change in load must be alike for each engine.
WHieu two or more alternators are run in parallel
it is advisable to have an indicating wattmeter on eaeii
machine, so that the actual load will be indicati'd.

and the points of ma.ximum potential of the different
units

(b)

must be in phase.
The voltages must be

(c)

api>roxiinatcly equal.

In order to secure proper division of the load

under changes in load conditions the speed regulation of
the prime movers must be alike.
To prevent periodic cross-currents between ma(d)
chines the variations in angular velocity during different
parts of the revoluticjii of the prime movers must be
kept witiiiu certain limits. In waterwheel or steam-turbine-driven units the angular velocity is uniform, but

'Oenerotor No.l

with reciprocating-engine-driven generators there may be
trouble, due to periodic variations in angular velocity, if
the engine flywheels are not sufficiently heavy.
it is important that the |i\ilproportioned so as to make the speeds of the generators such that they will give exactly the same frequency; if all the machines have the same number of

With belted alternators

leys be

poles their speeds

must be exactly

alike.

are not of the projjcr size there will

If the pulleys

be excessive belt

slippage or exchange of cros-s-currents between the vaii-

ous units, thus causing fluctuations in voltage.
With engine- or steam-turbine-driven alternators the
speed can be varied iiy adjusting the governor, and there

no trouble from cross-currents provided the anguvelocity of the engines does not vary too much, and

will be

lar

Wlien alternators are running

in

parallel Iheir outpiil

amount

of

power supplied

For exainjile, suppose two enby their prime movers.
gine- or «team-turi)ine-driven machines an; running in
parallel and that each is taking half of the total load.
When the load increases there is a fendency for the speed
to drop slightly, and

in

order for the engine governors

i-()i;

."^YNrHUONiziNc

Two

.\i,i'i:itNAroi;s

In case wattmeters are not provided llie jciad cm each
should be adjusted so that the sum of the currents as
indicated by the machine ammeters will be a minimum
for a given total current supplied to the line.

If the

sum

machine currents is much in excess
current it shows that a wattless current is

of the

line

of the

lietween

the

cii-eulatiiig

inai-liiiies.

TliS'llMI FOI; Sv\lHlt()\IZI\(i

The condition

of

synchronism

either by incandescent lamps, which

is

usually

is tlu'

imlieated

simplest nu'th-

by a synchronism indicator or synchrosc()])e, the
used in most large installations.
A
synchroscope gives more accurate indications than lamps
and has the additional advantages of showing whether
the incoming machine is approaching or receding from
phase and how much this variation actually is.
Fig. 1 is a diagram of the connection for synchronizing
lamps. Two siiudl transfornu'rs A and Ji have their primaries coniK'cted to the same phase of each generator.
The secondaries (' and D are connected in series through
])hig or switch ji, to the lainjis A'and L. .Vssuming that cored, or

latter

the engine governors act properly.
(actual power) depends on the

I>iaiii;a.\i

now being

COAL
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A

E

Cx

Vol.

V

responding terminals of the primaries are connected to
corresponding lines on each machine and that the two
transformers are alike in every particular, corresponding secondary terminals will, at any given instant, have
the same polarity when the two machines are in phase.
When plug p is inserted, secondary terminals of opposite
hence the two secondpolarity are connected together
ary voltages are in series and aid each other in forcing
and L. which are, therefore,
current through the lamps

correspond to

bright at synchronism.
It may happen that the transformers are not

age will not be generated in the windings.

;

K

wound

exactly alike or that the connections have become confused; it is always advisable, therefore, to test them out
to

make sure that the lamps are
To test the connections

light or dark at synchron-

disconnect B
from generator No. 2 and transfer the connections, withism.

in

Fig.

1,

out changing their relative position, to lines 1 and 3 of
generator No. 1 A and B will then be connected to the
same lines and if the lani])s arc liri^ht. they will also
;

a',

17

connected to the generator, the

c' ,

,

3, N^o.

temporary transformers C and D can be removed.
Bring each alternator and exciter up to speed and make
sure that the

oil

rings are revolving freely.

See that

and alternator-field rheostats
is out and that both field and main switches are open.
Cut out resistance in exciter tielil and bring the ex-

all

resistance in both exciter-

citer pressure

ujj

to normal.

the alternator and have

all

Close the field switch of

resistance in so that full volt-

In case the machine is being started for the first time,
it to run for an hour or two at low voltage and
then gradually increase the voltage until it reaches normal the load can then be thrown on. As the load inallow

;

creases

some resistance

will be necessary to cut out

it

the field circuit in order that full voltage
tained,

larger

may

l)e

in

main-

and if the load on the alternator is inductive a
amount of resistance must l)e thus removed than

noninductive load.
light loads comparatively small field excitation is
required and it is advisable to run the exciter at rather
low voltage and avoid wasting so much power in the field
rheostat, provided the exciter voltage is not made low
enough to render the operation unstable or cause sparking at the lirushes, and that the exciter is not supplying
witli

On

current to other alternators.

A New
The

ami contraction of
which should receive the most
This is parcareful attention in any piping layout.
ticularly true, however, when high pressure and supersteam pipelines

Generawr
Fig.

2.

Test fok Pkopek Coxnection to Busbaes

when B

is connected to genIf dark lamps are preferred,
erator No. 2, as shown.
either the primary or secondary connections of one trans-

be Ijright at synchronism

former must be reversed.
Another method of testing

is

to leave the transformer

connections as they are and disconnect the main leads
Both main generator
at e and / on generator No. 2.
switches are then closed, thus connecting both transformers A and B to generator No. 1. In synchronizing,
bright lamps are to be preferred to dark.
When a polyphase alternator is first connected up

machine

is

correct, it

nected to the busbars and B to the generator. A second
pair of transformers C and D is connected to one of the
other phases, the connections in each case being such tliat
the lamps are bright at synchronism.
Tlie connections should be tested as described above
to make sure that the polarity of the transformers is
the

main switch open and with the generator

lamps
do not do so the generator leads are incorrectly connected to the machine terminals and .should be interchanged so as to make the
After this test has been made,
lamiis jiiilsate logclher.

running

at full voltage, both sets of synchronizing

should pulsate together.

to injure

lliiit

If they

(cniiiiials n. h. c

At 175 lb. pressure a superheat are to be dealt with.
heat of 375 deg. F., causes an expansion of the pipe 2.2
times greater than is the case when saturated steam is
used at the same pressure.

One of the most satisfactory expansion bends which
has heretofore been produced is what is frequently termed
"the lyre shape" which is equivalent

connected to the busbars

U-bend combined

to a double-offset

with two 90° bends. The principal
olijection to this shape is, however,
great

space

particularly

TiiK

New

Note

Hioxn

.Se(^th)n

does not follow that

Two of the phases should
be tested at the same time by using a pair of auxiliary
transformers in addition to the regular synchronizing
transformers A and B, Fig. 2. Transformer A is con-

With

a subject

the

the other two are correct also.

correct.

is

it

is highly important to see that all of its phases correspond with those of the busbars; if one phase only of

a three-phase

Expansion Bend

pro))er provision for exjiansiou

requires,

it

pipe.

In
size

excessive expansion

which

the larger sizes of

in

order

and

obviate

to

lessen

and contraction,

the
a

its

strain

German

great

due to
firm has

recently brought out a flat "lyre" shaped bend, the crosssection of which is somewhat elliptical in form and re-

sembles, to a considerable extent, the ordinary Borden
tube as used in the steam gage. The manufacturers of
this

new expansion bend claim that

]iacily

is

its

compensating

ca-

four tinu's as great as that of the ordinary bend.

According to the U. S. Oeological Survey, more recovery
coke plants were constructed in 1909 and 1910 than at any
time since 1903. In 1909. 649 such ovens were being- built and
800 more were contracted for. Of the 649 ovens in process of
construction in 1909, 99 were finished and working- in 1910.
The amount of coke produced by byproduct ovens in 1910 was
7.138.734 short tons, against 6,254,644 tons in 1909. an Increase
of 14.13 per cent.
The output of byproduct coke ovens in
The
1910 was 17.12 per cent, of the total coke production.
average cost of coal used in the byproduct ovens in 1910.
$2.18 per ton; the cost of that used in beehive ovens was ?1.01.
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The Car Hauls
SYXOPSIS

—A

system of six hauls

ivliich

R.

F.

disintegrates

trip at the foot of the tipple incline, elevates one car

Modern Tipple

Bogaht'
whuli
foot,

same speed and makes them up into

haul.

of empties

pull

tlicin

them (luwu the

at a time, five cars per minute, lowers the cars at the
trips

635

for a

By
a

AGE

and u\cr

ii|i

inclim', to

lie

a

ready for assembling into

tri|)s

The two trip-makers and he
from one lineshaft operated by

again.

:i

In order to rapidly handle the output of the No. 2

was recently installed. At
mine cars weigh 6000 lb. when loaded and
2000 lb. empty. These are hauled up an incline at the
The incline is approximately
rate of five per minute.
200 ft. long and the difference in elevation between the
ground level and the tipple floor is about 47 ft. The
a system of chain car hauls

this plant the

thus slightly over 14°.
There are three headings into the mine, one for the
exit of loaded mine cars, and the other two for the entry
angle of inclination

is

Tii'i'i.i;

AMI

TxcLixi-;

The latter lie upon either side of the former,
and the tipple floor is provided with four tracks.
The system consists of a feeder-haul 20 ft. long, center
of empties.

rp

ami then lower

by the trip-maker

are driven
motor, and each
can be operated independently df the others by friction
clutches.
Driven from the head of the feeder-haul, and
arranged to be thrown in by a clutch, is installed a car
puller, to bring up a trip of cars which may have been
tirojiped by the locomotive some distance from the feeder.
The driving machinery of the trip-makers is arranged
with a breaking-pin device to give way and protect the
I

colliery of the Provident Coal Co., at Fairpoiut, Ohio,

liuiuii.

released autonuitically at the

['ccder-haul

.'iri-lip.

machinery in ease a "wild" locomotive bumps into tlic
it is being pushed by these trip-makers.
The
two down-hauls and the up-haul are eunneeted by shafting and gearing, and are ojierated by oiu' TS-hjj. motor.
trip while

\\'Hic'ir ('ai;s Tiiwi.i.

Clutches are also employed to allow
hauls to be thrown out.

eitliei-

of the

down-

cline;

Upon one of the countersluifts of the iipdiaul there is
arranged an automatic band brake, which prevents the
chain from running backward in ease the current should

ter;

be cut

to center of shafts, for loaded cars at the foot of the in-

an up-hatd for loaded cars 225 ft., center to centwo down-hauls for empties, each 205 ft., center to
center; and two trip-maker hauls, each 20 ft., centers
at the foot of the down-hauls.

A
cars,

mine locomotive brings a
and drops them wheiU! the

trij)

up by the hooks of the loaded car
controlled by an attendant who

of,

first

say,

50 loaded

car can be jiicked

feeder.
o|)erates

This feeder
the

is

friction

Starling the haul,
advances fhe trip till the .second ear in the train is engaged by a hook of th(! feeder. The chain is then stopped
long enough to ]iull the coupling pin between the first

•EriKliM-.r. r,lnk- li.lt Ce.. flill.id.lphla.

while there are cars upon the incline.
for the U]i-haul

is

composed of

IS-in. pitch

upset-end links with wrought-steel rigid hooks every IS
ft. upon four-roller trucks, aiul two-roller trucks placed
midway betw'cen hooks to lietter sup)iort the chain.

The

rollers are flange(l.

in.

(i

in

diameter, anil of the in-

closcd-oiling type.

clutch, starting or stopping the haul.

and the second cars, whereupon it is restarted, the following car pushing the uncoupled one upon the foot of
the up-haul, where it is caught by the haul books and
drawn np the incline.
After pnssing over tile tipple dumps, the einiify cars
are delivered by gravity from kickbacks to the head of
the down-luiul. TTere they encounter a slight incline u|iward, just before they reach the toji of which they are
caught und held by one of a series of dogs until they are
automatieiilly Jiieked up by the hooks of the down-hauls,

off

The chain

The chains on

the ilou n-iinuls are of

Iv'-in.

pitch with

and with double-lund)liiig hooks of east steel
every 18 ft.
These are also ])rovided with four-roller
The
trucks, and with two-roller trucks placed between.
fiat

links,

rollers are identical with tho.<e

The chains
jiileh links

above mentioned.

and tri))-inakers are 12-in.
one-way tumbling hooks every

for the feeders

with cast-steel

The rollers
provided with four-roller trucks.
in.
in diioneter. but are
this case are, however,
10

ft.,

I

closed

oiling,

similar

lo

the

others,

George A. Baton Co.. of i'ittsbnrgh
neer-s for the tipple, whi<'h was erecte(
Scaifc & Sons' Co., of Pittsburgh. Th
designed and installed by the Link Be
dol])hia.

in
in-

were the engiby William B.
ciir-hauls were
Co., of

IMiila-

'
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Mine Accumulator Locomotives
By

J.

Eechtexwald

SYNOPSIS—Description

of a novel haulage system
which dispenses with the services of the motorman. Comparatively low speed is used and provision is made for
automatically stopping the motor when obstructions are
encountered, and also for throwing the required switches.
Thr III ef hod certainly has its limitations, and there appear to be many possibilities for failure, hut there are
undoubtedly numerous ca.-<es where it might be economically applied.

shown in Figs. 1 and 3. The feeler-like wooden frame,
which protrudes over the fore part of the engine, is attached in sled-like fashion to the body of the locomotive
so that when meeting an obstacle it can retreat until behind the bumper of the engine. When the wooden frame
is thus pushed back, the electric current is disconnected
liy a switch and at the same time a short circuit is produced which sets a powerful brake on the wheels. This
action occurs even if the loop is pushed back a little
distance only.

Heydt mine, some time ago, a hauling
system with aeeumiihitor locomotives and without motorIll

The slow speed

the von der

of one

meter per second

a short application of the brake

FlG.l

is

is

used so

sufficient to avoid

any

PLAN

FIG.? SIDE VIEW
Figs.

1

.and

2.

Pl.vx .\xd Elevation or (Iuidei.kss vMixe ^Iotoii

The construction of the locomotive.s
not greatly different from the usual accumulator locomotive, only the motorman is replaced by a device which, on meeting an obstacle, automatically disconnects the electric current, pulls the brakes electromagnetieally and stops the train at once; the same de-

collision:

and switches on the current as
soon as the obstacle is removed and the road again clear.
The construction and action of the arrangement is

buffer, so tiiat the switching

men. was
in

general

installed.
is

vice releases the brake,

Note

— Translated

from "Oliickauf."

it

has been found that the motor, with a full

load behind, stops readily after one meter of travel.

By

back the protruding frame, a spring is pressed
together which advances again as soon as the pressure
is relieved
this at the same time switches on the cur])iisliing

;

is regulated by an oil
on of the motor occurs gradThe
ually; the disconnecting, however, occurs suddenly.
hoop, in its sled-like guide, is arranged so that it can be

rent.

The

action of the spring

swung over the top

of the b.ittcrv to the other side of the

COAL AGE
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locomotive, and thus give
if

it

another direction of travel,

so desired.

The device is so sensitively constructed that a niiniruum pressure against the frame, for instance, running
against a miner, brings the train to a sudden stop. Also
if the obstacle should exert a pressure in a slanting direc-

G37

in., without frame; breadth, 2 ft. 11 in.; height, 4 ft.
These dimensions were selected so that the locomotive
could be used wherever horses were working.

5

SwiTcirixG Arraxgemext
switches, which ordinarily have to be

The

thrown by

hand, are so arranged that the locomotive changes them
The front end of the locomotive shows
automatically.
(see Fig. 4), on which rings are hung
that engage levers, laying between the tracks which, in
turn throw the switches; the different hooks are so ar-

various hooks

ranged that they are exactly above the levers of the corresponding switches. Before starting the train, rings are
placed on the front which will throw the switches for the
track it desired the trip shall take. The switch tongues
themselves are retained in the final position by springs,

FI6.4ENDVIEW
FiG.S. 3

tion,

TO

FIG. 5

5.

and when leaving the switch, are pushed into the right
position by the wheels of the locomotive. The mine doors
are opened in both directions, automatically by the locomotive itself, without the frame touching the door (see

"-''

SIDE VIEW

Al'TOJI.VTIC S\VITCHIN'(i Ai!I!Axgi:mi;xt

as for instance,

when

crossing switches or curves,

pushed back by a parallel guide run(See Fig. 1.) Thus any laning in a chain and rolls.
borer, without special knowledge, can stop the locomotive
immediately or give it another direction of travel. If
it is to be stopped altogether, the frame has only to be
pushed back and held in this position by a bolt.
The power is furnished by a side-circuit motor of two
horsepower, which acts upon the axles through a double
Going down inclines this kind of
(See Fig. 2.)
gear.
motor keeps up the same number of revolutions and
when miners are carried to their places or back to the
the frame

is

easily

foot of the shaft, a higher speed can be used

;

these ad-

vantages could not be obtained with a main-circuit motor.

The
which

batteries are ciiarged by a current of

220

volts,

developed outside the shaft.
Each battery consists of 30 cells, of 2-volt discharge tension, with a capacity of 72-amp.-hr. and a radius of action of 10 km.
The discharge tension of the battery is 60 volts and it is
charged with a current of 30 amp. by connecting the batis

The time required
three hours and the exiliange of the batcan be made by one man in two to three minutes.

tery to a plug with direct current.

for charging
teries-

Fig. 6).
At both sides of the door, next to the rail, are
swinging posts, at bumper heights, and so fastened that
when the door is closed they are directly across the rails.
As soon as the bumper of the locomotive pushes the post
sideways (see dotted line) the door is either pulled or
After the
pushed open by a rigid-lever transmission.

train has passed

and the door shuts

itself.

There are also block stations, which prevents trains at
the junction of two lines or at a crossing from running
into each other.
To stop one of the trains a post is
fastened at the height of the frame this is held by a
blocking device with a rope and spring transmission. As
soon as another train passes the switch, the post is pushed
;

aside,

vice

and when

is

it

has left the switch, the blocking deframe of the locomotive then ad-

released, the

vancing and thus switching on the current. The various
locomotives succeed each other at suitable distances, thus

(oiitinunl sup]>ly of coal.
The locomotive
always stop])ed by the last ear of the leading
train and advances automatically as soon as the latter releases the frame of the second locomotive.
Each of the
two locomotives, in eight-hour shift.s, does about f)5-toiikm. of work, with a current consumption of 0.1(17 kw.-hr.
furnisliiiig a

following

is

to 1 ton-kilometer.

is

The weight of tlie locomotive, ready for use. is 2.5
tons.
The measurements are as follows: Length,

gross
8

ft.

The coal supply of Oklahoma la estimated to be ten blUlon
The state contains more than six million ncres of roal-

tons.

bearlnp land.

.Some of the land

.yielding 7000 tons pet- acre.

is

estimated to be capable of
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Geo KirE. Luskin e IIam^ay, ILuniY
American InspecjEssui' AND Other Members of
Ferndale, T\ ales
tion Party A^isitino Xo. 1 Pit at

Durham
Top Works, Hatton Mine, South Shields,
County, England

Mine de
Lens, Pas-de-Calais, France. This Headfkame
Is 80 Meters High

Showing Headframe of Shaft

X'o.

15 at

in UiTEa
iMMiioi; or Buthem Eescue Station
of
Sii.EMU SiroM-iNG Mr. Jessup and Director
THE Station in Background

i

1

an
View of an Interesting Steel Headfra.me
Hoisting-Engine House

Silesl
Top^Vorks^oI'^ Myslovit/ Mines in Upper
of Entire
"'^'^ the
'^"'' Substantial Character
Note
Surface Plant
'
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Top Wokks at Williams Pit, Looking Towaijd the
Sea. TThite Haven. Knci.axd

Heaofhame and Screening Plant under Construction AT Wellesley Pit, Weymss Coal Co.,

339

Surface Plaxt, Showing Steel PTeadfi;a-me xv BoniEATri--^

^riNi:.

Office Building and Miners' Hall at
IX

Pit,

Baum Washf.ry at the

Weymss Coal

Co., in

T'i'ri;i:

'^'ellesley

Scotland

(Above photocrraphs puhllshcfl through the

xiii.

Lli

i

Background, Delbruck Shaft in

DEXItKATir. SroiI.AXI)

Outside View of

WESTPirAT.iA, (JKinrAXY

Another View of

a

Silesia

Steel TTeadframe and Power
Mine of AVeymss Coal Co.

TIousi: at Wi:llesi.ky
courte.-iy of .John

O.

n.-irt.

RuHHollton. rpnn.)
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What Dynamite Grade Markings
By

F.

grading of (hjnamite is actually based
its percentage of nitroglycerin.
That chemical when absorbed by a body which does not
aid explosion is not as powerful as when saturating bodies
which are able to take part in the detonating action, such
as wood pulp and nitrate of soda. Substances having much
explosive force are sometimes added, guncotton for instrength and not on

its

many consumers, and

or "per cent,
of a puzzle to

often a source of misunderstanding

between manufacturer and customer.
Originally a 40 per cent, dynamite meant that the
dynamite contained 40 per cent, of actual nitroglycerin
by weight, but as modern dynamites do not always contain this proportion as marked, a short description of
A
the modern practice in grading may be of interest.
slight knowledge of the history of the manufacture of
high explosives

may

also help to explain the situation.

The Kiesel-Gdhr Dynamite
The

first

dynamite manufactured by Alfred Nobel ou

a large scale was called "No. 1 dynamite" and consisted
of 75 parts by weight of nitroglycerin and 25 parts of
"kiesel-guhr," an inert infusorial earth, which is full of
and which has the property

microscopic tubes and shells,
of absorbing three or four
This was truly a
glycerin.
dynamite but it was not as

times its weight of nitro75 per cent, nitroglycerin
strong as the 40 per cent,
today, which contain even less

strength dynamites made
than 40 parts in a 100 by weight of actual nitroglycerin.
The kiesel-guhr acts only as an absorbent. It does

Bot assist at all in the explosion and with it we can make
•only one grade of dynamite, that in which the kiesel-guhr
holds nearly all the nitroglycerin it can absorb. If more
is added, it leaks from the dynamite to a
dangerous extent, and if less than 75 per cent, is used the
dynamite becomes insensitive, so much so that a mixture
of 40 per cent, of nitroglycerin and 60 per cent, of kieselguhr cannot possibly be detonated at all. Advantage is

nitroglycerin

taken of this property in the transportation of nitroKiesel-guhr is chemglycerin for medicinal purposes.
A pound of 75 per cent, kiesel-guhr dynaically inert.
mite will do just as much work and no more than 75/100
of a

pound

of

pure nitroglycerin.

Active-Base Dynamites

The dynamites which are in use at present in the
United States were originally known as "active-ljase"
dynamites in contra-distinction to the kiesel-guhr dynamites which had an inert base.
At first to form active-base dynamites a crude gunpowder was substituted for the kiesel-guhr, but as the
gunpowder was not a good absorbent, it was not possible to make a dynamite containing more than 30 per
cent, or 40 per cent, of nitroglycerin; so a mixture of
wood meal and nitrate of soda was used instead of the
•Manager technical
Powder Co. Wilmington

division
Del.

E.

I.

Express

crude gunpowder. With these two ingredients, dynamites
could be made with different proj^ortions of absorbent to
nitroglycerin, .so that explosives containing as much as
75 per cent, or as little as 20 per cent, of nitroglycerin
could be made, worked, packed and exploded.

A

stance.

The meaning of the grade distinctions
strength" mark on dynamite is somewhat

Xo. 17

H. GrxsoLrs=^

SYNOPSIS— The
on

3.

Du Pont de Nemours

40 PEE Cent. Wood Meal and Nithate Dynamite
Equal to a 75 per Cent. Kiesel-Guhr Dynamite

It was also found that with an active base like wood
meal and nitrate of soda, a dynamite having only 40 per
cent, nitroglycerin would develop as much power or more
than a 75 per cent, kiesel-guhr dynamite. A reasonably
definite proportion of wood meal to nitrate of soda existed at which an explosive was not so wet that it would
leak nor yet so dry that it could not be "punched" into
the paper shells.
The proportions of wood meal and nitrate were
changed to accord with any change in percentage of
More wood meal and less nitrate were
nitroglycerin.
used when the absorbent was to retain a large percentage of nitroglycerin. More nitrate and less wood meal
or wood meal of less capacity for absorption, like finegrained sawdust, were used when making a dynamite

with a lower percentage of nitroglycerin.
Using these three ingredients with minute proportions
of other nonexplosive substances required to stabilize the
dynamite, a type of high explosive known as "straight
dynamite" is made which when thoroughly incorporated
out of well dried and pulverized ingredients, constitutes
the standard of strength against which all other dyna-

mites are graded.

Dynamite Containing Added Explosives

When

other explosive substances are incorporated into

dynamites they increase the power over the straight dynamite and ic is then necessary to reduce the amount of
nitroglycerin and otherwise modify the formula so that
the new compound will develop the same power in actual
work as the standard dynamite.
For instance, when guncotton is dissolved in nitroglycerin it makes a sticky jelly-like substance which when
added to the wood meal and nitrate of soda makes an
explosive much more powerful than one in which nitroglycerin alone

is

used.

such an explosive were graded according to its
actual content of nitroglycerin, it would be so much
more powerful than the standard grade of dynamite that
it would not be safe to use in work where the blasters
were accustomed to using that standard grade, as it
would break the material too fine and throw it too far
Tf

and do much damage.

When

other active ingredients in the absorbent were

employed,
of

it

was found necessary to reduce the amount

nitroglycerin until the mixture developed the same

strength as the straight dynaniite nitroglycerin by which

was graded.
There are now many explosives in the market which
contain no nitroglycerin at all, some of them being equal
to a 40 per cent, straight nitroglycerin dynamite, and
these are graded against the straight nitroglycerin dyuait

'

AL

C
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There are other powerful exwhich contain only small amounts
nitroglycerin, sometimes from 5 per cent, to 10 per

I

if

—

which, nevertheless, develop as much power,
weight for weight, as 50 per cent, and 60 per cent,
It is readily seen,
straight nitroglycerin dynamites.
therefore, that a customer should not feel that he has
liecn injured when he finds that the dynamite he has been
buying as 40 per cent, strength has actually less than 40
per cent, nitroglycerin in
.SxiiAiGirr

work to be performed and are much more sensitive to
rough handling than explosives which have been developed more recently.
When a dynamite contains less nitroglycerin than the
per cent, strength as marked on it, that difference is made
up by other explosive substances so that a given weight
of the dynamite is equal in strength, as developed in the
ballistic pendulum and in active field trials, to a straight
dynamite which contains that percentage of actual nitro-

it.

Dynamites Ark Rapid ix Action and
Blsceptible to Shock

While the straight nitroglycerin dynamites are
the market, they alone actually contain the

still

same

641

centage of nitroglycerin as the per cent, strength marked.
In many ways they are distinctly inferior to later explosives containing less nitroglycerin, but having more
of the other active ingredients in the absorbent.
The
straight nitroglycerins are too quick for much of the

mite as described above.
plosives widely used

it-nt.

AGE

on

per-

glycerin.

Central-Station Power for Coal Mines
By

SYXOPSIS— The

aiiilior

f.

W.

prpxcntx the roal-rorporalioii

view of central-station power for coal mines and declares
himself in favor of its further introduction where a reasonahle contract can be secured. This the central-station,

management opposes, not understanding

nature of
mine demands, which are highly favorable for power generation. He regards 0.8c. per kiloicalt-hour delivered at
the

the substation a fair figure for 50 per cent, load factor.

The power-plant
muiii colliery

officials

decided that the average ma.ri-

demand was

power

half the rated

in kilo-

walls of all the connected consuming units, not including
transformers, conrerters and motor-generator sets. Their

Uei;i;s

on the tyj)e of lioiier used, the grates employed, and the quality of fuel burned.
telligent effort

Long steam
much waste of
owing

of central-station

coal operators

u.«e in and about the coal mines, appears paradoxical
owing to the apparent cheapness of fuel at the mines,
yet some companies have found it economical to do so,
and up to the present time these companies do not regret

for

making contracts for tlie purchase of power. One large
coal company in the anthracite field has closed a contract
with a large central station for a long term of years, and
witb considerable advantage to

bad conctition.
the above rough sketch of average conditions it
is seen that large steam consumptions are invited, and
it is a conservative statement to say that for every effective horsepower-hour used in and about the coal mines,
25 to 30 lb. (11.3 to I3.(i kg.) of fuel arc burned under

From

the boilers.

A

is

in

fort

are

is

due

that while fuel

is

made

to use

it

economically; oftentimes the grates

adajited for the kind of fuel used

ill

is

are not very in-

and their wages are not jiarticularly high. The
is comparatively cheap, little ef-

telligent
result

This

the boilers themselves.

to the fact that the firemen em])ioved

and

this is

time to time.
Draft arrangements are not always suital)le, with the result that much energy goes up the stack.

The

boiler units are usually small

in

size,

large overloads, and no arrangements are

them operate
A.s far as

ject to easy

has

made

working at

made

to have

the boiler losses are concerned they are sub-

and one large operating company

great strides in this direction by expending in-

—

Note Paptr prt-sciitid at the Pittsburgh mcctliiK
American TnHtltutu of lOli-ctrlcal Engineers, PlttsbuiKh.
Apr.

18.

1913.

1000

(453.5 kg.) of steam generated.
This figure
about I'^c. per 1000 lb. in plants of 2000 to 3000
boiler horsepower capacity.
lb.

droits to

modern central-station plant
a rather difficult task, and it
requires that the future of the mining operations be
clearly forecast.
This is an exceedingly difficult thing
correct design of a

nf

lli«

is

to do, and, as a result, the tendency is to curtail the initial
expense as much as possible, owing to the uncertainty
of future developments.
Hence the ])lant is started on
a more or less limited basis with the idea of expansion.

^'AHIAXT

Powek Factok

A.S

MixK

Axi)

Plaxt Ghow

This is good practice, and the engineer, being eager to
sliow good economy, installs a])paratus that permits of a
good load factor on the ])lant, and as a result shows low
cost of power at the switchboard.
As soon as the ])lant
is loaded, additional apparatus must be installed.
The
station then

at their highest efliciency.

control,

i<\'

due

to the fact that the fuel varies largely in quality from

Sri:A.\[

rated capacity has a steam cost of approximately 15c. per

for colliery operations

great source of loss in the ])resent colliery steam

plants today

CoxTixuAi, Rise ix the ('osr oe

During the bust eight years, the average value of the
fuel used under colliery boilers has increased in value
from 35c. to 75c. per ton and it is still advancing.
Today, an ordinary boiler plant
TOO to 1000 hp.

The

itself.

IXEFKiriEXCY IX THE HoiLKR RoOM

Leaks are seldom repaired, and,

in

A

power by

steam.

to exposed locations, the pipe covering is usually

bid iras based on this ronsidfra/lon.

The purchase

lines poorly designed are responsible for

will

operate

some time, although

at

a

reduced load factor for

there has been no reduction in the

steaming expense; hence the cost per kilowatt-hour delivered to the switchboard has naturally increased.
This methofl i)roduces a variation in the kilowatt-hour
cost from time to time and may result in the ultimate

I'liiii.,

inslallatiiiii

(jf

lac ur six

Mia<liin('s

in

the pbiiil.

Icllc-

.
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time periods and idle hours during the working day
require that some machines work at underload and this
with full steam capacity on the boilers, hence the load
factor naturally decreases,

kilowatt-hour cost

is

and

as a result the average

This condition must

fairly high.

the boiler plant does not show a proportionThe
ate decrease in cost of steam as the load falls off.
continued acquisition of generating capacity along these
lines ultimately results in a high cost per kilowatt in-

be

so, since

stalled.

The

cost per kilowatt

varies

installed

somewhat

for

each particular case and for a mining central station of
two 500-kv.-a. turbo-generator units the cost per kilowatt
This included a 100installed was found to be $110.07.
deg. superheater for each boiler unit (1200 boiler horse-

power was divided into three 400-hp. units). Stokers
were also included. The plant operation was based on a
50 per cent, load factor. The following is an estimated
tabular statement of the fixed charges pei kilowatt installed

:

Fixed Charges
Installation

per Vr. per

Item
Cost per Kw. Kw. Installed
110 07
5.50
5 per cent, interest on station cost
37.70
3.77
10 per cent, depreciation and repairs on machinerj3.00
0.15
5 per cent, depreciation and repairs on switchboard
lO per cent, depreciation and repairs on light-arrester.
0.30
03
10 per cent, depreciation and repairs on superheater.
4.80
0.48
5 per cent, depreciation and repairs on buildings..
6 00
0.30
10 per cent, depreciation and repairs on coal- and ashhandling devices
5 00
5 per cent, depreciation on boilers
Boiler repairs (800 hp. at $2.25 per year)
50 per cent, depreciation and repairs on condenser
(mine water)
5 per cent, depreciation and repairs on steam piping.
10 per cent, depreciation and repairs on feed-water
heater
0.15
2 per cent, taxes and insurance on plant cost
2 20
Superintendence, etc.
0.32
$19.00

a basis of 50 per cent, load factor

Fuel at 75c. per ton
Boiler-room attendants
Power-house attendants

7.62
3 42
2 00
0.75
0.20
2.12
.

One

general electrician, one-half time.
Oil, waste, etc

...

Water

$16.11

fixed charge of

will be observed that there is a

$19 per kilowatt

installed,

constant, regardless of the load on the plant.
of 50 per cent, load factor there

which

On

is

a

a basis

a yearly charge esti-

is

mated at $16.11.
At this point in the argument

it is well to consider
the item of fixed cost the values
of depreciation and repairs may be considered high. This
IS not the case.
It must be remembered that the plant is

these values.

Under

mining plant to
and not a main central station

installed as a

mining
some city.

suit

in

exercised in preserving efficiency,

etc.,

is

in

condition.s,

The

care

proportion

employed, hence the plant
be considered to depreciate ra])idly for two reasons:

to the intelligence of the help

may

proposed life of the plant or
additions may bo required from time to time, with the
result that present capacities may be hardly operated bofore the necessary additions are made, thus bringing
about a condition of hard usage; second, obsolescence of
equipment.
The first reason naturally carries with it
For tliese reasons (ho above values, from
large repairs.
which the fixed charge of $!!» ])cr kilowatt is ohtained,
are considered fair.
First, variations in the

factor assumed.

Load Either below oe above Maximum Efficiency
The investigation of a mine load shows that on account of hoisting, locomotive, and other variable power
service, the load naturally varies largely in a plant of the

above rating, the variable load being such as to cause
the generators to be temporarily overloaded many times
during the day. Also, for many intervals in any 12-lir.
period they are run at underloads, and neither condition
tends toward the best economy, although the load factor
based on the kilowatt-hours generated may be fairly high.
The result is that a large portion of the kilowatt-hours
developed is on ascending parts of the water-rate curves

prime movers, and, hence, we approach a condition
good load factor on a reduced steam economy. It is
such conditions as these that cause the ordinary mine
of

central

station to differ

from the regular
uniform

station in which the load varies at

city

central

rates.

The Annual Load Factor
Another condition that tends
load factor

is

to destroy the calculated

the idle-day periods, and,

must be taken care

when pumping

the absence of large quantities of

of,

It is estimated that 105 days per year are idle
and naturally on these days the load factor is not
nearly so good as on the regular working day, and par-

water.
days,

is

this true if

pumping

is

not required during

a part of this time.

The

.

it

point in the estimation of the kilowatt-hour cost, that
many fail, simply because of the high value of the load

and

OPERATING COST PER YEAR PER KILOWATT

these figures

costs for coal, water, labor, etc., are the
bones of contention, and at best, their estimate is
simply a guess, and the nearer the load factor approaches
unity the better the guess.
It is at this really crucial

ticularly

we would have

the following operating cost per year per kilowatt:

From

The operating

.

Total

On

17

real

.

,

3, ^^o.

of the

FIXED CHARCiES PER KILOWATT

.

Vol.

fixed charge of

$19

still

keeps on working silently

due to opcharge that
show any real decrease are the coal and water. Therefore, we see that while it is possible to estimate the average kilowatt cost per year at a total of $35 or $0,008 per
so does a large portion of the $16.11,

erating expenses.

The only items

of this

kilowatt-hour on a basis of 50 per cent, load factor, there
are conditions which are apt to change this figure considerably.
It will l)e observed in the original estimate of $110.07
per kilowatt installed that no reserve or emergency equipment has been included. If such had been the case, then

the

fi-\ed

charge of $19 would have to be considerably

increased, with a resulting increase in the e.stimated kilo-

watt-hour

cost.

A number

of calculations on mine power plants up to
and including 1500 kw. capacity resulted in a close agreement of all the figures, which may be expressed in concrete form as follows:
AVER.VGE FIGURES ON POWER COSTS

Cost per kUowatt installed
Fixed charges per kilowatt per year
Operating charges per kilowatt per year
Net cost per kilowatt-hour at switchboard
Liiad
.\

factor

IB. 11

0.008

50%

careful study of these statements by the engineer

will liriiig to
I lie

$110.07
19.00

mind the following

saddled with a

"How

fi.xed

questions:

"Why must

charge of $19 per kilowatt?" and

can I improve the load factor Avithin safe station
and reduce the kilowatt-hour cost ?"
Some years ago a large central station of 40,000 kw.
ultimate capacity, located in a mining region, endeavored
limits

:
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interest the company by whieli I am employed, in
ceutral-staiiou power, but lack of understanding of miu-

to

mg

conditions on the part of the central station always'

the secondary side of transformers.
lutely necessary

if

This

is

not abso-

the central station installed the meters.

In any event they should always be located in the customers' substation.

interfered.

Mills pek Kw.-Hr., 50 per Cekt. Load Factor
it became apparent if the power company could
be induced to sell to the mining company at a rate not
Price

643

exceeding eight mills per kw.-hr. on a 50 per cent, load
factor basis, that the proposition

would be

a fine solution

In this case the power company agreed to deliver

(4)

8

Finally

direct

into

the

customer's

substation,

consequently

it

and equitable to permit the power company
to deliver the power and voltage from its nearest available lines. This particular power delivery should always
be specified by letter for any particular substation exseemed

fair

;

above perplexing questions, and it was with this idea
in view that the mining company ultimately took up the
consideration of central-station power in earnest.
A close study of colliery conditions, such as the expected load factor, periods of high aJid light loads, peak
loads, etc., indicated that if a complete imderstanding of
to the

conditions could be

made

clear to the

untract advantageous to

(

all

power company a
would be

)

delivery. (5) Maximum de(6) What apparatus should be considered
as '"connected" load and the methods of rating the same?
voltage,

(7)
(8)
line

power and point of

charges.

The included rating of apparatus used intermittently.
The method of determining load factor. (9) Polecharges co-party lines.
(10) Power factor.
(11)

—

Explanation of terms used.

(12)

What

constitutes a

substation.

The

customer was required to build his

line into his

substation then he should have the privilege of de-

termining his own voltage in order to suit his delivery
requirements. This would eliminate the cost of probable
transformers on the part of the customer in lieu of the
investment required by the pole line.

Maximum Colliery Demand One-Half the Total

Later a contract was executed to the satisfaction of all
luucerned in which the charge per kilowatt-hour was
based on load factor only.
Before the contract wa-s signed the following points
were taken up and thoroughly discussed
On what basis current would be paid for. (2) Ter(1
ritory to be covered by tne contract.
(3) Location of
meters for registering the power consumed. (4) Delivered

mand

If the

own

parties concerned

nusidered.

'

perience has proved this to be satisfactory.

discussion of each of the above topics brought out

"Connected" Load as Rated
Under

(1) it was decided to use a sliding rate
per kilowatt-hour rather than a charge based on maxi(5)

mum

On what would the maximum demand
Certainly not on the momentary maximum
starting loads of motors, as the starting peaks would
scarcely be noticed on the load curve of a station of 40,000 kv.-a. ; neither could a two- or three-minute peak
demand.

be based?

be used on accotint of the difficulty of properly analyzing
curves for such a time limit, as errors would naturally
be introduced by the thickness of the line; neither could
a five-minute peak be used, because this would tend to
eliminate hoisting and this would be unfair to the cenmuch hoisting is done on a one-, two- or

tral station, as

three-minute basis.
To settle this question the central power-plant
visited

many

officials

plants in the mining regions, and found

the following arguments for their adoption, and at the

from actual observation that the rating

of the "connected"

same time

load was just about twice the average

maximum

illustrates

the

items which should be con-

sidered in any contract between a central station

and

a

mine operator.

Power Cost Varied with Power Factor
Current could be paid

(1)

maximum demand

for, either

on the "straight

prevents argument as to the demand.
To the ordinary mind, it presents the idea of cheaper

mand

a clearer

manner than

rates based on the de-

system, as the only point to be observed

is

that

the greater the load factor the less the rate; whereas the

demand system has a tendency to curtail consumption, due to the fact that the demand power may
at times be cumulative, and hence the operator may feel
worried as he sees the increa.'^e on his demand chart, although his kilowatt-hours may not increase.
The contract to be of benefit should be made to
(2)
cover all territory that a private mining plant could
straight

ultimately cover in order that
factor would be obtained.
Ci;ni(ENT Mea.si'rei)

maximum

o\ Secondary

k()r.mi:rs

(3)

'"connected" load, rated in kilowatts.
(G)

basis plus cost per kilowatt-hour," or

The
on a varying rate depending on the load factor.
latter ];laii was argued and adopted, because it is a simTt eliminates erpler method of handling all charges.
rors due to wrong reading of graphic meters, and hence

rates in

denuuul
Experience proved this to be
fairly close, hence for the term "maximum demand" a figure was used that was equal to one-half of tlu' total
that occurs on the plant.

results in load

Sidic

of Traxs-

at Substation'

Tlic prclVrred location for meters should b- on

the

Since the basis of cost was load factor and since
as outlined above is used in lieu

"maximum demand"

of station capacity

it

is

necessary to correctly define the

"connected load."
This to consist of all direct ]iowcr-consuming devices
(no transformers, converters, motor-generator .sets, etc).

and is equal to the sum of the namcplate ratings of all
motors, or lamps, or heating devices, etc.
Exceptions.
Direct-current hoists and direc!t-curr<'nt
locomotives to be rated on one hour nominal rated basis.
Alterimtins-current hoists to be rated on their continuous
basis, and where transformers are used for lighting onlv,
then the full kilowatt rating of the transformers is used.

Reserve Equifment Rix'konkd as Part of
"Connected Load" in Month Used
Suppose resprve equipment should be installed,
(7)
such as pumps, to give ))rotection in time of floods. This
equipment would be in .service only a few weeks total time
per year. It was considered equitable to include Ibis a])paratus only for the month during which it was used. Tt
is

reasonable to state that

in

emergency conditions arc given

a

private

mining plant

])rel'erence,

and, there-

:

COAL

6U

apparatus would not be worked for this reawas considered that such reserve equipment shoukl
2iot be carried from month to month as connected load.
The method of determining load factors was inti(8)
mated in (6) and is as follows: Let the total manufacturers' nameplate rating of apparatus used during the
month equal 500 kw. and let the total kilowatt-hours
used during the month of 30 days equal 72,000 then
the maximum demand is equal to 500 divided by 3,
equals 250, and the average demand is equal to 72,000
divided by 30 days times 24, equals 100; therefore, 100
divided by 250 equals 40 per cent., which is the load
factor.
Eeference to the cost curve shows the rate to
be approximately $0,009 therefore, the charge for that
particular month would be 72,000 kw.-hr. times $0,009
fore, other

son

:

it

;

;

AGE
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Failures on the part of others to obtain satisfactory
no doubt, be charged directly to this lack of
knowledge on the part of the central station which is
rates could,

due to the failure of the mining company to
properly with the central-station management.
The company with which I am connected
operating on central-station power for about
and up to the present we have about 1000 kw.

cooperate
has been
one year,
connected

load consisting of fans, pumps, hoists, locomotives, and
heaters, and provisions are being made to increase this

amount in the near future by about 2500 kw. Plans are
now under way to remove the present boiler plant from
one of our collieries and operate entirely by power from
the central station.
OiiSEiiVKii

equals i^6iS.

Advaxta(;ks

on central-station power, a number of
features have presented themselves that make it appear
They are as follows
a satisfactory arrangement.
1.
Our average kilowatt cost is lower than the estimated kilowatt charges in the ratio of about ly^ to 8,
and this kilowatt charge is based on delivery at our substation meters, and not at the main power-house switchboard as per the original data.
2.
The company is more ready to consider additions
to its power equipment, due to the fact that main powerplant costs have been entirely eliminated aiul do not apiSince operating

PowEi; CoiiPAxv Builds TitAXsiiissiox Ltxer
If the coal

(9)

company

company should require

power

the

to build a line expressly to reach a substation,

then it seems fair and equitable that the power company
should be paid a rate that will represent the total investment charge on the line. However, if the coal com])any uses power of a value in excess of this investment
charge, then no pole-line cost shall be included in the
monthly bill, but if no powrr is used then the full in-

vestment charge is to be paid. This service was fixed at
15 per cent, of the pole-line cost.
If the power company should place extra
Exceptions.
customers on this line, then this 15 per cent, line charge
should be prorated among the various customers in proportion to their respective '"demands."

])ear in the estimate.

There

3.

is

always a ''readiness to serve" on the part
and this is seldom true of the min-

of the central station

ing power plant.
4.
There is absolutely no worry due to power-jjlant
operation.

IXADVtSABLK To UsE IXDUCTIOX MoTOHS

At

(10)

pany

all

times

it is

The

have the proper voltage.

to

installation of

considerable amounts of induction machinery tends to

destroy this feature, and

may

etc.,

company considered

it

advisable to

make

use of defini-

tions that clearly explain the following terms:

ilanufacturers' nameplate rating.

demand,

To

(12)

Load

suitably define the word "substaliou"

detei-minecl that all operations \vhi(
ly

Maximum
fac-

Day.

tor.

grouped under one

colliery

li

couM

lie

should

lease

it

was

((niveniciitlie

known

as a substation.

are

Is

coal will be sent to a ready

lio

small amount of fuel.

The use of central-station power aft'ords a remarkcheap method of reaching isolated banks, and isolated pumping problems. Operations, such as small washeries are riiore or less temporary in character, and can
be advantageously worked without causing the distress
7.

alily

that

station

is

might be occasioned when

seen iiow essential

management shoidd

be

ojierated

I'rom

a

mine

central station.
S.

The

failure

9.

the aliove discussion of the elements of a power
it

market which otherwise would

service

is

ol'

su])ply,

Our
more than

reliable.

and

thcsi>

service

up

to the pres-

due to
were directly iluo

15 min. delay,

failures

1o lightning.

COXS'I'ANT

contract

i)er

As electric operations are increased, less demands
made on the colliery boiler plant with the result that

ent time does not total

Day Load Occrus Oitobtuxkly; Xight Load
From

rate

be burned under the boilers, niul ultimately this will be

In order that no errors in calculations in load
could arise through ignoraJice, the power

(11)

monthly

little.
6.

recting devices judiciously.

the

eti'.,

kilowatt-hour will only slightly increase, which would not
be the case in those plants operated by the mining company, for, in such plants, labor and fuel decrease but

cause trouble to pumps,

fans and hoists, hence to protect itself it is good policy
on the part of the coal company to use power-factor cor-

factors,

In case of holidays,

5.

com-

to the interest of the coal

it

made

is

that the central-

to

understand

col-

operations thoroughly and the conditions relating
to connected loads, and in addition they should be made

able,

The

effect of efficiency is

hence air gaps can be

desirable in

mining

not particularly

made

larger, w hieh

a]>parat\is, as

it

is

reiluces the

iu)tii'e-

highly

danger

of breakdown.

reduces their station losses and increases their
load factor to a very high degree, and when the night
loads occur that they are usually of the constant-duty

have presented the case of
corporation su])ply
as it appears to me.
My experience has been somewhat
limited, but the longer the service is continued the more
I am convinced that the purchase of ])ower from ))ublicservice corporations offers advantages that should not be

kind.

overlooked by mining coriJorations.

liery

to appreciate the fact that the

able as

it

day load

is

highly desir-

In the above discussion

mine central station

1

vs. public-service

The
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Pittsburgh Meeting of the A.
By

XOPSIS— Many

>)

luiil
I

lie

o^

papers of

more important of these
////n week and last ireel-.

inlcrcsl

pi'riiiirnf

industry luere presented at

tliis

R.

the

to

Some

meeting.

of

our issues
a complete

-were put)lisked in

This article

is

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers met
Apr. 18, in the English Room of the Fort Pitt Hotel in
Pjltsburgh, at 10 a. m., with ahout 150 members and
guests present.
R. D. Mershon, the president,

and

dress

made

the opening ad-

called the attention of those present to the for-

mation of

new

n

committee

technical

Baxquet of the

Elc-ctricily

Mines, presided

ill

a.

(i\er

I.

on

the Use of

AN

Is

Rati; Ri-;asonable?

S-JfiLi,

The speaker brought Mr. Eddy to his
m reply that his company was willing

and he stated
power fo-.
8 mills per kilowatt-liour under reasonable conditions and
Mr. Beers remarked that his company was purchasing
much of its power at 5.3 mills per kilowatt-hour.
.Mr. Eddv declared that many power companies would

rent central-station plants in the field of which Mr.

I^ecM's

Held at the Eoist Pitt Hotel, PiiTHnri;(iH, Penn.,
ox THK EvEXIXG OF ApiJ. 18

by (leurge

\'.

Wood

One speaker

spoke.

slated tliere wrvr -ion i-inupanies al-

eoal ojieratur with n|i-tci-(lali'

Coal urines." were read eonseciitively without iiilerniedi-

v.'cre

1

to sell

readily sell ])owcr to coal companies at less than the
average year round cost at the switchboard so as to reduce the dead losses of the off-peak period. The chairman stated that most of the nunes demanded today at
least 300 kw. and that there were l"<i or 15 alternating-cur-

Arcade i'.uilding, riiiladelpliia. I'ciin.
To speed up the presentation of paiicrs the addresses of
.•.,
•IT
r.
/•
11,
ri. (
hddy entitled ,.,,
I'urcliascd rower in ( oal Tf
Mines, »
pulilisberl ill our last issue, and that of ('. W. Beers. ])ublislied in the present issue on "Central Station Power for
1

feet

OF E. E.,

.of the

I,.

of E. E.

I.

Dawson Hall

of the discussion of tliese different articles.

-iii'imririj
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•

I

1

I

ready using

eeiil ral-slatioii

,

MI.VLL

(o\T.

I'ltE

powei'.
,

()i'i:i;Ar(ii;

ifv on

,

,

•

'owi;i;.-'

^i;i.i.

.

ate discussion.

Whatever the nature of the presentation.

Obviously

if eeiitral-slal

the parties

most rea<ly to discuss the ))apers were those
sympathy with the jniblic central station. Tliere was

business as any one.

nature in the nianiifaet

a

disposition

.(.inbiiie

]'lants of tlu'

Thus one

regard

the

mine operators
s])ea'cr said

ujitodate

central

station

as <piite small.

that the usual

needs of a

in( nt
<'ol-

liery were from 10() to :{00 hp.
thai as the eoal used
wns worth $1 a ton and the load factor only about 20 jier
cent., he tiioiigiil Mr. Beers had been too conservative in
slatiiig his case beeause
the average mine purchasing
p<iwer was expending not 8 mills per kilowatt-hour but as
niucli ns 2c.
This is ypi-y true. Such small plants ccr(ainly df) well to biiv siieb power when; an S-niill rate is
;

luaiialile.

|ici\\i

w.re

for

eh
is

fiirnislu'd

ami

ilnniestie
iirolit

the proilini ion

(if

I.,

the

the

iibiiil

distribution,

entering the
of a
magical

in

nothing

of poxMT.

if

lliat

eoal.

be could

not

Kvery argu-

siipplviiig power to
and \aliie in favor of llie
iiroduicr supplying ibe power eonsnnier wiib eleein

fa\nr of

the operator
(oal

aIiIi

thi,-

Tlu'ic
lire

r

ei]iii|iiiieiil

located at an ideal spot
ho-should be able to make a>

ill

to

khi

is

llie

ei-nl ral-slal ion

of eipial

force

trie current.
It is a certainty that the average o|)eratoi' today disregards the ratio of iiower actually wsct] to power on the
rate-plate of bis apparatus; in bis csiimate he coolly divides the rating of his ecpiipment in kilowatts into his

dailv

expense,

thinks he

is

divirles

this

bv his working hours and

getting his true kilowalt-liour cost.

But as
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he

is

not using so

much power

for any length of time as

the rate plates of hi? machinery indicates, he should realize that the figure he places as the cost of his liourly
He must realize that because his
reouirements is low.

generators are rated at 500 kw. he is not necessarily using
that amount of power every moment of the day.

Safety ix Mixes

no lamp burning oil gave a perfect assurance of
and have regretted that the word "safety" was
ever appended to the oil lamp, while a better word like
'permissible" was already in the dictionaries.
When the gauze of a lamp is broken or dirty, the glass
fractured or improperly sealed and the air is traveling
liil'idly and is explosive, when extremely gaseous atmospheres are encountered or when the lamp is held out of
safety

the perpendicular,

m [nature

electric

be entered in the proceedings. The greater part of the
paper was of a character hardly new, (except in the manner of expression) to those who have followed the bulIt
letins of the bureau and modern safety literature.
was designed mainly for electrical engineers whose experience was not so definitely subterranean.

battery

overcharged,

Mr. Clark gave an interesting description of an explosion caused by the ignition of a canister, containing
5 lb. of powder. The explosion seriously burned several
men who were in a mine car seven cars removed from a

In the discussion attention was called to the dangers
economy in light equipment. The use of

&,nd lack of

is

himp

the

and

gas,

West Virginia where a miner tried to
He went back on
shot with a battery but failed.
the shot and was met by the blast which was exploded by
fire

some unknown means.
Mr. Clark did not believe that induction could be the
He explained that
cause of these premature explosions.
the sensitiveness of detonators varied, and consequently
one would be fired before the other and break the conHe could possibly have reasonably added that
nection.
differ.
the resistance might vary and the igniting effect

The

PoitTABLE Electric

Mixe Lamp

another matter which
Mr.
further exemplifies the injustice done electricity.
Clark declared probably without ulterior meaning, that
the electric lamp should be perfectly safe, because it
could ultimately be made 100 per cent, efficient. AVe do
not

here

demand

may

be

mentioned

this ideal

of its predecessor, the oil

safety

lamps; why demand it thei'cfore of the new light unless
indeed 100 per cent, efficieiu'y is now to be considered
achievable?
The British government has approved two lamps, one
The first is for general use
oil and one using electricity.
and the second is only for the use in rescue work. The

lamp has adaipiate i)rotection and if I mistake
not is the safest but the British Home Office does not
This is largely due to
regard it with as much favor.
electric

prejudice.

The Bureau

of

Mines

(illiciiils

have always contended

is

not reliable.

ignite gas,

to

especially

if

the

we do not show concurrently that
unsafe as a safety lamp burning oil, pro-

it

shows

itself to

be undesirable.

further strengthened by a
heavy glass cover and arranged to go out as soon as the
electric

glass is broken, it

bulb

is

becomes much more

reliable

than the

safety lamjj, however well shrouded by gauzes

oil

may

and

Let us remember that a suddenly exposed tungsten filament of one candlepower '"frequently" ignites gas and one of a half a candlepower niaij

cies will

called a case in

lamp

which

in

The miner withdrew to fire them by electricity.
He had barely left the room when one went ofE. He re-

And

as

is

When an

fire it,

connected the other shots and without passing a current
througli the leads, another explosion took place almost
An engineer present reas soon as his back was turned.

lamp

safety

oil

vided the risk of breakage of the bulb and of the oil
lamp glasses are equal. There are also many other ways
beside breakage, whereby an oil safety lamp can explode

much sand to obtain adhesion made accidents likely from
rethe imperfect grounding of the motor, increased the
sistance of the cars to traction and reduced the available
voltage for the propulsion of the motor.
Mr. Clark instanced a case where three shots were conDected in series to be fired by attachment to the trolley
Wire.

the

Hence, when we show that a blow which braaks the bulb
without immediately severing the filament, will cause a

glasses the latter

mine locomotive.
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3,

tliat

that by H. H. Clarke on
The
'•Safeguarding the Use of Electricity in Mines."
most interesting remarks in this paper are not for immediate publication as the institute withholds it till it can

The next paper read was

.

Vol.

but

is

be.

"unlikely" so to do.*

The Prone Method

of Resuscitatiox

Dr. C. A. Lauffer gave a demonstration of the prone
or Shaffer method of resuscitation, and he remarked
that the importance of such methods for aid in emergen-

can

lie

never cease
rolled

till

oxygen resuscitating apparatus

up and snugly packed away

in

a

vest

There will always be accidents where pulmotors
will not be immediately available. Doctor Lauffer has instructed 2000 men in the prone method and he cited the
fact that the system of resuscitation had the indorsement
In this
of the Xational Electric Light Association.
pocket.

metliod, the unconscious person

downward.

His head

is

rolled over

till

his face

then turned to one side, so
that his mouth does not lie in the dirt or in such a manner
as to prohibit breathing; the head must, however, be
is

is

given a sufficiently downward inclination, so that the
tongue falls naturally forward, giving freedom for respiratioji as soon as that function is restored.
AVater will
naturally fall out of the victim's mouth, thus aiding in
the clearing of the air passages. The arms of the patient
should either be spread out or placed above his head.

—

Location and Duration of Shaffer Conipre.ixion
The
attendant then preferably straddles the patient, dropping
down onto his knees. He grasps the victim with his hands,
placing one on each side of the patient over the eleventh
The location of this hold is all-importor twelfth rib.
ant made too high or too low, no good result can l)e obtained.
Perhaps the place where the pressure should be
imposed is better defined as about 6 in. above the upper
line of the victim's trousers, though Doctor Lauffer is not
;

responsible for that statement.

A

gentle but firm pressure

on these parts
important and
should 1)0 regulated, either by a watch, by counting three
or by tlie attendant judging by the working or ids own
Eajiid lircalliiug is a strain on the norma!
lircathiiig.

of the man's body for 3 sec.

is

])la,ced

The time

is

•The words in (juotation marks are from Mr. Clark's recent
report on "Ignition of Mine Gases by the Filaments of Incandescent Lamps," page 30.
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human being and cannot long

be sustained. It is likewise
impossible to induce the fre(|uency of respiration of a panting victim, who by drowning or shock has an even smaller
ability to breathe

than a normal human.

How Much

Force Shocld Be Used

The pressure should be imposed and removed every
sec. till

hope of recovery.

is

tions thus secured should each total 13 per minute.

pumping

3

adjudged utterly beyond
The number of compressions and dila-

the patient recovers or

The

action induced tends to discharge water from

the air pa.ssages

and thus aid

in keeping those channels

The attendant can use
action, so that a strong

his

weight

man

is

to effect the required

not needed, nor does

it

demand much energy. Unless the one injiired was affected
with cancer or tuberculosis before asphyxiation, there is
no risk of injuring his ribs by excessive pressure. But
such "living museums of pathologic ills" are not usually found among miners or linemen.
Continue to press
harder till you feel the ribs give way under your hands.
Some victims resist the pressure unconsciously and suffimust be

Btinnilants

applied.

—Doctor

Lauft'er did not advocate the put-

ting of hypodermic syringes in the hands of linemen for
use in cases of suspended respiration.
Aromatic spirits

ammonia, applied to the nose, are helpfiil. So also
domestic ammonia, if the other cannot be obtained,
but as the strength varies with the honesty of the manuof

is

and its age, it is well for the attendant to first
himself and see how much it has been diluted by
solution and evaporation.
As for heart stimulants, atropine is the best with
strychnine the second favorite; either one or both can be
gi^en, but care must be exercised, as heart stimulation
can be overdone. Digitalin, cactin and camphor in oil
are all good stimulants, but present greater possibilities
for harm than help if administered by amateurs.
How Long to Persevere Doctor Laufi^cr stated that
his students had restored six men who were injured by
electrification, drowning and other forms of asphyxiation.
In reply to J. S. Jenks, who remarked that he had seen
men brought back to life after 1% hr., Doctor Lauffer
stated that results had been obtained after as much as
2% hr. of work, but that most men revived after 20 min.
One man of 57 years of age, who fell !) ft. onto a concrete
pavement, came around in one hour, sufficiently to cause
him to vomit. Yet, even with the aid of a stethoscope, his
breathing could not lie detected when resuscitation was
facturer,

try

It did not meet the needs of the
anthracite region where the fan used is rarely more than
100 hp. and sometimes only 50. He regarded constant

plication to large fans.

speed as highly desirable for regulation, but a variable
speed involved, in his opinion, a variable pressure and excessive water gages were imdesirable, because they are so
uneconomical. He preferred to let the fan run at any
even number of revolutions per minute and make up for
the increased length of the headings to be driven, by increased cross-section or by additional splits. He regarded
the simplicity of the squirrel-cage motor as a great element in its favor and urged its continued use in mine
ventilation.

cleared for respiration.

cient force

it

—

commenced.
Doctor LaulTei-'s remarks ended the morning session
and the meeting, after a short recess, reassembled nominally at 2 p.m., but actually

much

Another speaker stated that many other methods of
speed regulation were available, some of which are more
simple than that Mr. Crosby had outlined. All evidence,
to the contrary, he said that the

heavier machines than the foreigners. I had always supposed that all foreign machinery was proof
against fire, flood, earthquake and the suffragettes, but
there are apparently people of a different opinion. The
foreign apparatus described was not only light, but complicated and would require expert supervision, such as
was given machinery in Germany.

A speaker who appeared to have a most complete knowledge of German conditions, countered with the statement that variable-speed fan motors were being run in
Germany by superannuated miners and not by trained
men. Some of the stations were kept locked and were
tended by a man only once a day. The German experts
and operators regarded the regulating set as a great advantage, since it saved so much power, that the purchase
price of the apparatus was soon returned in reduced operating costs.

meet the requirements of the enlarged mine and
then a change in pulley ratios could be made without
iiiM-li tnnible.
The "delay" could not be called "'annoy-

failed to

iiig"' or the "method" a 'make-shift," since the change
had only to be made once. A belt was necessary in any
event as the motor and Tan could not be run at one and
the same speed.
-Vs Mr. Wood explained, the need for a variable-speed
motor IS more marked with a new mine than an old one,
and he did not see why, when full speed was needed, the

regulating set with

.'severely technical
those presented, entitled "Alternating-Cur-

rtnt Motors for the

Economic Operation

The

of

Mine Fans."
Whether Mr.

discussion took two divergent ])aths
Crosby's system covered all and the mosl desirable forms
of speed-variation jirovisions, and whether, after all, the
:

operator was wise in
least

demanding

\arialilp

whether a choice of two would not

nary operating conditions.
Mr. Beers objected that the

speeds or at

siiflice

for ordi-

was restricted

in

ap-

complications could not

lie

entirely

is

of variable speed,

found a supporter

believed in a reduction of speed at night, becau.se

let<s

was needed when few men were in the min«. That
true, though where much gas is generated, jiractical

men

in this

country are not much interested in speed reit is considered import-ant in (icrmany.

duction, though

Strange to say, no oiio instanced the difference in barometric pressure as a irasoii for the use of variable-s])eed
motors. This .speaker further advocated arranging for a
belt reduction to make u]i the difference between the requircmcMits of a

tem
jiajicr

its

discar^led.

Buf the advocates

Crosby then read the most
all

.speaker advocated either a two-speed

motor or a
variation in speed by changing jiuUeys.
He pointed out
that the variability needed was not diurnal or monthly
or even yearly. There came a time when the initial si)eed

air

F. B.
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to

make

new and

old

mine; also a two-speed

.sys-

the change in revolution from the day air

current to the lesser night ventilation.
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own solution. He purchased two
made by the same firm and having
same characteristics. One he installed on

H. L. Beach had

his

squirrel-cage motors

exactly the

temporary work, and one was set up for the driving of the
So far the increase of speed needed to take care of
the extension of the workings has been obtained by a
change in the pulley ratio, but the time is arriving when
the second motor will be needed and it will lie used to

AUE

Vol.

and therefore even

if pi;re

3,

Xo. 17

current considerations did not

enter into the question, the load-factor should, in any
e\ent, have a bearing on the jn-ice paid for power.

fan.

assist in driving the fan.

Mr. Crosby declared that in his paper he did not intend
The problem of variable speed
discuss ventilation.
was given to him for solution and his jiaper was a reply
to the question, "how to vary," and not to the one of,
to

"why

vary."

Low-Load F.vctoks
Jenks then read his paper on "Central-Station
I'ower for ilines," prefacing it with a few remarks on
J.

S.

the impossibility of fixing (without consideration of local

conditions), the proper

number

of mills per kilowatt-hour

which the consiamer should pay to the pulilic central station.
He made the statement that the load factor was
often as low as 20 per cent, and might even run as low
In an average of over 200 installations,
as G per cent.
it had fallen inider 40 per cent.
He did not, however, de"load factor."
^'I. Warren then read the paper, of which he and
A. S. Biesecker were Joint authors, entitled "Characteristics of Substation Loads at the Anthracite Collieries of
The discussion turned: (1)
the Lackawanna E.K. Co."
On his definition of "load factor," which expression he
chose to use to express the ratio of the average load to the
fine

IL

rated connected loads; (2) on the fact that his "one- and
five-minute peaks were measured as block ])eaks," and did

not give the integrated kilowatts.

In the discussion there was no lack of speakers and
e^eryone seemed to have his own way of calculating load
factor, some figuring in four or more ways, according to
Not one adhered to
the classification of the customer.
the definition which was placed upon the word for the sole
purposes of the jsaper. Xor did the more general version
of load factor meet with approval, viz., ratio of average
load on the station to the rating of

its

included ma-

cbmery.

Mills

The

rint

Tox

Mixi:d on Mills per Kilowatt-Hoit,

definitions given by the public central-station ex-

perts varied so

much

that

was no wonder Mr. Wood decommit himself
them except on the basis of so

it

clared that the operator would hesitate to
to a bargain with

any of

many

mills per ton of coal mined.
Some compared the nuiiute peak

with the average
took the .j-min. or 15-min. or 30min. or the 1-hr. peak and found its relation to the average power used in determining the load factor. Again
it was .said that all the peaks should i)e integrated and

monthly denumd.

IxnucTiox
of

vs.

tlie

SvN'cuiioxors Motoijs

induction and synchronous motors
and one s])eaker declared that tiie

was then brought u])
current supplied was the crux of the whole question. Whea
induction motors started there was a watt-less cun-ent,-

at

Finleyville

This mine is located near the Town of ilonongahela,
about 1.5 miles in a straight line south of Pittsl)urgh. It
is one of the oldest mines in the Monongahela River Valley.
The Monongahela Eiver Consolidated Coal & Coke
Co. is a subsidiary of the Pittsburg Coal Co., the latter
owning practically all of the preferred and 94 per cent,
of the common stock of the former.
The Monongahela
Co. has been for the most part independently conducted,
although a portion of the operating staffs of both comis the same for economic reasons.
The mine is a drift operation and has three principal
Having been in operation for such a long
openings.

panies

])eriod of time, the

workings are quite extensive.

evidently been considered dangerous

from

a dust

It

has

and gas

standpoint, reference being found in the Pennsylvania
Mine Inspector's report for 1909, where the dust was

In later reports of the
being laid by a water wagon.
Pennsylvania inspectors the mine is also rated as gaseous.
It is ventilated by an electrically driven Capell fan,
which in 1911 was furnishing 129,000 c-u.ft. of air per
minute, at a developed water gage of 3 in., the fan

The inspector's report for
running at 157 r.p.m.
1910 shows that the air was divided into twelve splits,
but this was reduced to eight in 1911, a portion of the
mine evidentlv having been closed off during the intervening period.
The ventilation in the mine, according to the Pennsylvania Mine Inspector's report for 1911, was considered
good in some portions and fair in others. The report
I'urther states' that the defects were not due to lack of ade(|uate power, or the most advantageous arrangement of
openings and airways, but rather to a lack of attenIt appears
tion to details and over-splitting the air.
that brick and concrete stoppings were freely used, there
having been some 70 installed during the year 1911, toThe slope at the secgether with three brick overcasts.
ond opening was enlarged at this same time, a 10-ton
locomotive put in service, and a Morgan-Cardner longmining machine installed.
moment, the information available
regards the cau.se of the explosion is meager and en-

wall electric

Up

Some

further some thought that a single peak towering above
all others .slioiild not be given siu li a |)rominencc in figuring, so that they took the liii'cc highest peaks in the
year and divided by 3 instead of a single isolated peak.

The question

The Explosion

Shortly after 1 o'clock, on the afternoon of Wednesilay, Apr. 23, the most disastrous explosion that has hap])ened in this country for more than a year, occurred at
the Cincinnati Mine of the Monongahela Eiver ConsoliPresent indications show that
dated Coal & Coke Co.
i.'.iout 100 men have been killed.

as

to the present

however, evidently of great
windows in buildings
several hundred feet from the mine mouth were shattered
and a 1.5-ton locomotive completely turned over. The fan
tirely

unreliable.

force,

jiress

It

was,

reports stating that

house and fan were also .seriously damaged, and the venIt is evident, howtilation of the mine badly crippled.
ever, that the exjilosion was not general throughout the
From
entire mine, as some 70 men made their escape.
the information now at hand, nu)st of the fatalities have
lieen caused by afterdamp rather than by the force of the
explosion itself.
A detailed rejiort will l>e ]inlilishcd in

Coal Age next week.
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I

The

Prinze

Need

of the

Workingman

be taken, however, to

make

mill

I

iiiiiiiiiii;;

the top of this foundation, or

the points upon which the boiler supports rest, perfectly

The average workman does not
est of his personal

needs

is

believe that the great-

efficiency.

problem for his employer.
He admits that there may be something dishonest about loafing but it is a vice which concerns only
the corporation which employs him.
The social condition will never be bettered measurably
till the operative, miner or mechanic, learns that he is
engaged with others in supplying the world with what it
needs.
If he or his fellows in other industries produce
but little, the world receives a smaller proportion of its
wants and, as he is part of the world, he himself suffers.
Efficiency is the humbler worker's problem
if two
blades be induced to grow where but one grew before, the
second blade on the stalk, from its root almost to its very
tip, will fall to him. We admit he is concerned in the relative distribution of the awards of labor but he is even
more interested in the bulk of that prize of which the
workers as a whole get by far the larger share.
The waste of labor and material is a moral question and
it is an appropriate consideration for us all.
The operator who fills his mine with men, in excess of his power
to supply them with cars is depriving those men of their
due opportunity to make money and is withdrawing from
the world a certain amount of valuable labor. The man
who neglects to put his mine in such shape that work can
be performed with minimum effort is wasting the limited
of that quality, he thinks,

is

level.

The attainment

a pretty

If proper precautions are not thus taken to

have the
almost certain, sooner or
to settle at one or more points, thus bringing undue

boiler set firm
later,

and

true,

is

it

upon the pipelines, which are connected to the
steam nozzle. These in course of time may cause rupture
of the steam pipes with attendant danger and possible
loss of life, to say nothing of the loss in time and the
inconvenience required in making repairs.
strains

The Purchase

Power

of

;

the other hand, the miner

ments

in production,

who opposes improve-

mining machinery and mechanical

is endeavoring to constrict the world's output
which output is destined ultimately to find its way in part
into his own home.

devices

We

read of the "class consciousness of the working
of the ".solidarity of the laboring classes." Has

man" and

the workman's social consciousness and his unionism done

him much good

in

vast majority of collieries, or, for that matter,

most coal-mining regions, there

source of power, and that

he has not learned that
of the consuming worker to the working
work as efficientlv as he possiblv can.
if

t1ic

is

is

one and only one

coal.

There are some regions, however, which are situated
within the reach of transmission lines from water-power
developments.
There are also many power companies,

and

their

numbers are constantly increasing, that are

generating current in central power plants, transmitting
it at high voltage, and selling same to the various mining
companies within reach of their transmission lines.
The question of buying power from some outside compan}', or generating it at the mining plant, hinges upon
the difference between the cost of the power as supplied
and the value of the coal which would be used in gen-

Where

erating an equal amount.

labor of the world's markets.

On

At the

kilowatt-hour

is

at the colliery in

the rate charged per

high, and the coal which

making steam

is

may

be burned

of a low grade, possess-

ing but a small market value, the choice would naturally

go against the central power company. If, on the other
hand, the outside company can furnish power at a moderate or low rate, and the output of the mine possesses
a good market value, no sensible mine operator will insist ui)on

nianufactui-ing bis

own

current.

main duty

Concrete Underground

coiisiihict is to

The employment
derground

Adequate Boiler Foundations

is

of concrete or reinforced concrete un-

on the increase.

in this country,

at

least,

It

has not yet, however,

assumed such an importance

as to be a serious competitor of wood.

The matter

of proper

and adequate

boiler foundations

one which is not infrequently neglected around coal
mines.
This is, generally s])eaking, not a wilful overeight but ari.ses from ignorance.
In laying out and building boiler rouiidations, they
JB

should be made .sufficiently deep in tin. uMiHind to strike
good, solid, natural earth, and not be laid uikhi any lilling.

A

layer of concrete at

lea.st

S in. thick should be

placed under the entire boiler and setting, and not merelv
under the side walls.

Above this layer of concrete, and up to the floor line,
the foundations for the boiler may be built nji of cilbiT
concrete or hard brick hiiil in comcnt mortar, care should

Although utilized to a considerable degree for the building of stoppings and overcasts, concrete in mines is not
used to the extent that engineers who work only above
ground might anticipate, for, altliough almost ideal for
supporting tender roofs on haulage roads, the lun^essary
centering and the supports sustaining the same, for a
consideraI)le

period

(if

time, necessarily block

the Ininl-

ageway upon which they are placed.

In many instances,
rliis fact alone ])recludes the enijiloyment of concrete underground.

The many and

vnried nietliods of using wofid have been

so successful, that ()])erators in gciu'ral are loath to adopt

any substitute, the

idility

and

adajitiibility of

which have
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not been thoroughly proved.
To the actual miner, the
use of timber has become almost second nature and he distrusts any change introducing marked variations in his
daily routine as being either useless or unnecessary.

although perhaps concrete may
never be a strong rival of timber for room props and
similar purposes, it may become a serious competitor of
steel timbering on road and haulageways, where it is desirable to make the roof support of a permanent or semipermanent nature. Eeinforced-conerete posts and beams
either made separately or cast en bloc, possess all the advantages of the steel timbering and recjuire no painting
or other protection from dampness.
It is

possible

that,

The West

Virginia Strike

Governor Hatfield, of West Virginia, will have performed a great service to the coal industry in general,
and to the State of West Virginia in particular, if he
succeeds in settling the bitter dispute between the operators and miners of his commonwealth. Industrial histor}' affords no more f)rolonged, cruel fight than has been
carried on during the last year in the southern coal fields

West Virginia.
Both factions in the controversy have been virulent in
their campaign both sides have been jjartly wrong and
of

;

partly right.

Many

of the operators interested in this

Vol.

3,

Xo. ll

organizations as a whole, any more than moral laxity on
the part of one individual is sufficient cause for a general
condenuiation of the whole human race.

Every movement, whether industrial or social, if it is
must be built on a foundation of truth and
honesty. The day is near when crooked labor leaders will
to succeed,

be as popular with their

On

social tea.

men

as a cholera patient at a

the other hand, it

the very union so

many

is

quite possible that

coal operators have been fighting,

will eventually prove the

bulwark of their defense against

such dangerous anarchistic bodies as the Industrial Workers of the World, which have already, and will again, try
to gain control of the miner.s' tmion.
Only a short time ago the great railroads of America
were crying out bitterly against the strictures placed on
their business by our federal government.
A few days
ago this same government appeared before our Supremo
Court as the champion of the roads in an appeal against
the destructive attacks of individual states. Surely times
do change.
The coal industry has enough outside enemies to keep
it busy.
Why can we not have peace within the family?
Let us encourage the imion to select honest, capable leaders who will fight to the "drop of the hat" for what they
consider "fair rights of the men," but who will insist
that every miner strictly observe his bargain, once a
contract

made. Just the same as the operator is supXo other plan is fair or right, and what is
and honest cannot permanently succeed.
is

particular field have failed to keep pace with the ad-

loosed to do.

vances in commercial industrialism. They have wielded
power in a thoughtless, selfish manner, often extracting the maximum of service and forcing the minimum

not fair

their

reward.

For years a few of these same operators have held the
whip hand and have successfully fought down every reThe country afbellion on the part of their employees.
fecid is not easily accessible and has practically no large
towns so that physical conditions favor the establishment
of company stores, which latter have been frequently operated in a manner unfair to the men. Time was not so
far back when a miner who was not a good spender at the
company's store was discharged, and his place filled by
someone less careful in the matter of handling his hardearned wages.
Such actions as this on the part of a few coal companies aggravated the acute labor situation of the field to
the breaking point, and the more humane operators of
the district have paid a fearful price for the shortsighted
jiolicy of their less

wise breathren.

If in future contests between labor

and capital in the
miners become masters of the situation
and base their subsequent conduct on the idea that might
should prevail rather than right or reason, some operators
will have to concede that they themselves were the exponents of such a creed, and that the men are only following the example laid down by their worthy teachers.
Xo man should whimper at having to take some of the
same medicine he has forced down the throats of others.
A great many miners are mean and .selfish, seeking to
force concessions from their employers without regard
Contracts have been vioto ju-stico or legal procedure.
lated knowingly by the union officials and wage agreements have, and are, today being disregarded with imHowever, this unfortunate condition does not
punity.
furnish a justification for employers to condemn labor
coal industry the

Conservation and the Consumer
Ditring recent years we have all heard much from the
public platform and popular press concerning the con-

Almost without

servation of our natural resources.

ex-

ception this expression refers to coal in the ground, nattiral gas either in the earth or as it issues therefrom,

mineral

oil in a

position similar to that of the gas above

described, and standing timber in the forest.

Up to the present time, regardless of what eiforts have
been made toward saving for future generations what
might truthfully be termed the nation's birthright, no
legislator has been bold enough to advocate compulsory
utilization of fuel-saving a^jparatus by the consumer. Xo
would-be statemau has yet unlimbered his oratorical
artillery in condemnation of the pernicious waste of heat
in the furnaces of antiquated and inefficient steam boilers, with which the country is all too generously dotted.
The public in general is quick to criticize the producer
of the world's fuel and clamor for drastic legislation
governing the mining industry. These same people evidently forget the little cook stoves in their omi kitchens
which utilize in actual cooking perhaps 2 or 3 per cent, of
the heat evolved in the combustion of the fuel and spill
form of hot air and gas.
consumers of the country by employing oljsolete and extravagant methods of
fuel burning and heat utilization annually waste amounts
the balance

up the chimney

in the

It is safe to say that the small

of coal which in actual cash value vastly e:tfceeds that
in the ground impossible of recovery.

The conservation
bition

of natural resources

and one worthy of

.strong

a

laudable amLike

commendation.

most other great reforms, however,
begin at home.

is

left

its

practice should

—
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Dangers of Taking Powder
By H.

Home

The

9,

By

in order to see

more

clearly

The

All.vrdyce

(Written expressly for "Coal Age.")

liole;

Says he, with a grin,
"I put powder in.
An' play helly-fire wi' da coal."

1913, by a keg of powder.

the powder into his cadger.

J. K.

Old Tony Marconi, the Dago.
In the face of his room drilled a

Mike Truckley, a Slav, preparing for work with foitr
other boarders at 5 a.m., went into the cellar to get powHe stepped near the red-hot
der for his day's work.
stove

Through

Shot Blew

G. Cockill*

The picture published herewith shows a house owned by
the Knickerbocker Smokeless Coal Co., at Knickerbocker
Xo. 3 mine, Hooversville, Penn., which was blown up
Mar.

651

and began pouring

So he gave it six feet of a charge
And tamp'd it up tight as a gun;
Says he, "I come back
When he giva da crack.
An' maka da big pile o' mon !"

dust of the powder blew

onto the stove and the tlame passed back into the keg,
which exploded with great violence.

So he

lit

up the fuse and decamped.

To wait for the roar and the
And muuch'd at his ease

crash;

His garlic and cheese,

And

reckon'd his labors in cash.

When
He

the smoke rolled away from the face.
crept back elate to the job;

But Tony

When
And

felt

punk

he found not a clnmk.

he sat down and wept in the gob.

"Cara mia!" said

Da

he,

"but I hear

big crack, an' I smella da smoke;

But I no see no coal.
An' da tani]) in da hole
Sancto Pietro

And

!

he no even broke."

he quit the whole job in disgust,

AVhile old Sf|ueaky Pete with

Loaded

Shouinc Rksui.t or PowDEi; ExrLo^xu.x ix
Mixer's Hojie

Till

From
broke the 10-in. concrete walls and comFour open kegs of powder standing near-by were untouched by the explosion.
Mike's sister and her child were at the door upstairs and

The

,1,-light.

coal in the cars

he blink'd and saw

stars.

the shot that blew through on the right.

e.xplo.sion

pletely demolished the building.

had to be taken down over the ladder shown in the picThey escaped unture, as the stairs were blown down.
harmed. Two porches of the house were blown a distance
of 20 ft. The injured man, Mike Truckley, was removed
to the Johnstown Hospital, where he died two weeks

Our Front Cover This Week
The piiotogra|)ii on the front cover of this week's issue
of Coal Agk shows a No. A-T i/^-C-3 electric rotary
drill in operation in mine of the New Pittsburgh Coal
Co., Murray City, Ohio.
Tliis drill has met with conliitumiiious mines because of its extreme simplicity.
It may i)e readily handled by one
man and is easilv moved or set in position for drilling.
Although especially designed for drilling coal, it can be
used for drilling slate, shale, rocksalt, clay and gypsum.
Th" drill is manufactured under jjutents owned by the
Jctfrey Mfg. Co.

siderable favor in

Knickerbocker

Smokeless

Coal

of the committeemen at the Pittsburgh
Experimental Station of the Bureau of Mines, which was
scheduled for Apr. 7, has been postponed. The object of
the meeting was to make provision for the organization

American Mine Safety Association.

of the

sire to organize the

15,000

men

.scattered

It

is

the de-

throughout the

United States, who have qualified as first-aid men into u
compact body.
The idea is to model this organization after the farfamed St. John's Ambulance Association of Great Brit-

later.

•Minlne enKlneer,
Hooversville. Penn.

Mining Meetings
The meeting

Co.,

The

ain.

the

first

step necessary

is

American Safety Association

to have the

members

of

solidify the widely scat-

So few of the
committee were present on Apr. 7, that it
was decided to postpone the meeting until such time jis
would be most convenient for those concerned.
tered local branches of that institution.

members

of the

The presence of blackdamp, a mixture of carbon dioxide
and

nltropren, will often neutralize the effect of

firedamp on

Analyses of mine gases which gave only a faint cap
tested with a safety lam'p. have shown 4 per cent, of
methane mixed with blackdamp. When testing w'th a lamp,
remember that the flame Is not as clear in those that have
a flame.

when

burned some time In a dusty atmosphere as
have burned but a short time In clear air.

in

lamps which
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Education

Coal Mining

in

—

The unique suggestion of Coal Age,
Letter No. 6
that textbooks should be allowed students in examination, is a striking commentary on the system of mining

How true it is that system makes or
Favorable results, however, are often attained, despite the system employed; and when the results are otherwise, the system is more to be blamed, perI have seen exhaps, than the capacity of the student.
cellent work accomplished by a system confined to certain
limits when the slightest deviation from the beaten
Most untrack would produce confusion and disaster.
academic systems err in their neglect of the study of
principles, and this, even with the approbation of boards
education today.

mars the man.

of education.

What, after all, is education but a knowledge of prinTherein lies the crucial
and their application.
If the student is not enahled to
test of any system.
grasp funclamentals and use them in the development
ciples

or transjX)sition of formulas, in the solution of problems,
upon what does the system as a means of education rest?
Here is where the function of examination lies not in

—

mechanical
the tools have been provided
scrutinizing the
sible, the

results,

to

produce which

but to ascertain, if posextent of the pupil's mastery of principles and
;

them efficiently in practice.
would like to ask what is a man's efficiency, in a
special branch of education, if his. results are obtained by
the mechanical handling of a ready-made formula?
Would there be any obstacles to his acquiring the reputation of an '"admirable Crichton," with accommodating
textbooks at his elbow and a minimum of study and
grind to his credit ? What is my knowledge of the steam
engine worth if it consists only in ability to substitute
numerical values for the symbols in the foinuUa
his ability to apply
I

II

No

formula

= V

fii/P-'^

—

perp.'-

J. K.

Allaudyce.

Saginaw, Midi.
Letter No. 6

—The

cated
tion

;

—

education of the miner

I believe every

they ever worked as

common

miners.

Miner.
Scrauton, I'enn.

— Owing to the failure of the

state legis-

Washington to pass legislation on the new code
of mine laws drawn up by the connnission ai^pointed by
Governor Hay, who retired from office, Jan. 1, 1913, the
state of Washington is deprived of the advantage to be
gained by a new code of mine laws, for another two years.
As I have stated in a previous article, in Coal Age, the
present law does not require a

Let us take the bull by the horns and, admitting
the defects of method in our systems of teaching and
taking a dose of Bacon or Descartes as a stimulant to
our efforts, settle down to the ])roduction of something
that will simplify instruction and yet provide a basis
for a system that shall efficiently teach the essentials of
the education needed in coal mining.
!

subject to discuss.

foriret that

AVe should educate the mine officials to get nearer to their
men, and then we can do something towards educating
I sav, however, educate the miner by all
the miner.

lature of

Or, what is my conception of the mathematical relation
of the sides of a right-angled triangle to one another, if
it is determined by the mechanical substitution of figures

Base

men and

Letter No. 7

= plan
o3,0()u

in variations of the

miners unless we start with the boys.
I believe every
boy ought to be compelled to attend school until ho
graduates from the high school.
He will then have a
start in life and if he lias any ambition he can advance
himself in any line.
On the other hand, if a buy is compelled to work about
the mines at the ages of twelve and fourteen, he will lose
all ambition to study and will not realize what he has
lost until later in life.
He is then ashamed to start back
with the boys, and continxies in the same old rut as his
fiither did before him.
To avoid this embarrassment
every boy should be compelled to attend school till he
completes the high-school course, as the miner needs education as well as any other class of men, so that if there
is any chance for his advancement he will be capable of
filling a higher position.
In coal mining, there is not a greater drawback than
to be without an education ; but if we educate the miner
who is going to mine the coal ? The educated man is not
going to mine coal. And again a miner cannot educate
his family on the average wage of $50.00 a month.
I
believe we will have to educate somebody- higher than the
miner and have them take more interest in educating the
mine workers who cannot educate themselves. The great
cry in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania is, "We must
educate the miner." But the great trouble is that those
who have been educated seem to get above their fellow-

is

a large

miner ought to be edu-

at least he should have a commou-scliool educabut I cannot see how we are going to educate the

man

to hold a certificate

competency in order to serve either as mine foreman or
fireboss.
The Northwestern Improvement Co., the largest and most progressive coal company in the state, does,
of

however, require that in order to hold either of these
positions, a man must have a certificate which is issued
by the company, and cxamiiuitions for such certificates
are held by this comiiany twice a year.
At the last examination, which was held during the
fore part of the present month, the same method was
pursued as in the previous examinations. The applicants
for fireboss were given ten questions to answer in writing

with a total nuirking of 50 per cent. Later, they were
inkcn in n certain entry, in a mine in which the ventilating sv.stcni had been ilisarranged, props knocked out and

April
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wrong, drop sheets misplaced, and in several
small quantities of marsh gas (CHj) could be
iound. Throughout this territory, experienced and competent men were stationed to watch the men as they made
set

fillici-s

jilaces

their inspections.

The candidates were stationed on the main parting
nnder the inspection of a competent man, and when all
was ready, they were started in, at intervals of ten minWhen they had completed their inspection, each
ntes.
candidate was required to make a written report of the
conditions as he found them and this report was compared with the report of the inspectors, and the candidate
given a mark, accdrding to the rullciwing schedule:
;

ruiiits
10
10
10
10
10

Handling and testing of safety lamps
Drop sheets and ventilation
*
Gas in all places
Timbering
General deportment
Total

.

.

50

:

have always been an advocate of allowing candidates
the use of textbooks in these e.xaminatioiis, as long as the
questions asked do not give the applicant a direct chance
to copy, although by so doing the candidate would cheat
no one but himself. In conducting the last two examinations held by the Xorthwestern Improvement Co., I found
that several good men would have failed to pass the examination had I not allowed them the use of textbooks
t(i find the formulas for certain questions asked.
Knowiii'4these men from having lieen connected with them
III
their work around the mine. I am satisfied that they
will make much better mine foremen than the younger
men who have studied hard to memorize all the formulas,
and who have had some engineering experience, but who
still lack the necessary practical experience in mining.
It has also been my experience that men who have
studied hard previous to taking an examination, in order
that they might memorize the formulas, constants and
other data, after securing a position as foreman, forget
tlii'se formulas and data and refer at once to their text-
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framing of timbers and
avoid waste, as far as possible, by cutting down posts that
are too large for the purpose.
Much timber is lost in
abandoned places, that could be used again if proper care
be taken to recover and send it where it can be used.

to give careful attention to the

Again,

it is

important that timber should be cut at the

and stored
mine timber

light time of the year

The

seasoned.

life of

FiiANK Good.
Koslyn. Wash.

Waste

timbering at the working
face lia.s called my attention to the large and in most
cases unwarranted wast(> of timber in and around coal
mines. This waste of timber is ])r()bably greater in mining than in any other industry.
The unnecessary waste
of timl.ior can be greatly reduced; at the same time, the
Jiece.«sary waste portions can often be put to .some good
u.se, if the mine ollicials will give the matter proper attention.
(Jreater consideration is given this matter in
foreign countries than in America, because they have

The

tome

recent discussion on

])ost

to realize tlu? necessity for so doing.

As

civiliza-

advances ami the population increases, suitable
timber naturally becomes more scarce and higher in

lioii

price and. for this reason, the ]irac(ice of

use

economy

in

its

Tt

is esseiil ial.
is

tpeetion

important to give

when

ins]>ectioii

it

is

lie

mine limber a

careful in-

received at the mine, as without this

much timber

used and must

all

thrown

will

be received that cannot

aside.

Tt

is

it

will

it from decay.
Wood
under the stre.sses or loads to
which it is subjected, and these ill effects are greatly increased liy the conditions of moisture and temperature so

treating timber so as to preserve

common

iji

mining.

should be used in placing timber, in order
and prolong its life. In rooms,
a systematic method of timbering is generally the safest
plan to follow. Special conditions require special forms
of framing.
When mining under a week drawslate, and
I'rojier care

to secure the best service

it

to mainpermanent haul-

desired

is

tain a

age road,

it

may

be ad-

visable to adopt a style
of

timbering similar to

that shown in the ac-

companying
this

sketch. In
system four longi-

tudinal

Arched Timber

Ft!.\me

are

stringers

supported by two legs,
two struts and a short
collar or crossbar at the

top.

As shown

in the figure, the legs of the timber

frame

sre given a slight inclination

inward, at the bottom, so
as to better support the side thrust of the drawslate
above the coal. The upper ])orlion of the frame forms an

arch and

is

lagged, as shown in the sketch.

where the roof has
be advisable to omit the
cases,

In special
tendency to cave high, it may
collar, or crossbar, and extend

a

the side struts as rafters until they
in

meet

a single stringer

the roof, which gives greater head room.

iluch timber can be saved by the miners and daymen
engaged on pillar work, exercising suitable precaution.
It often pays to set a couple of temporary ]u-ops to save
one timber that would otherwise be abaiulimcd. Machines for drawing (inili(>rs ai'c^ used to adxanlago by
neglect.
In

work-

ing places and never used.
A visit to most abandoned
places will reveal many posts that should have been

drawn and other timber covered by falls. It is common
to find ties, wooden rails, brattice board.s, etc., .scattered
through air courses and going to waste, becau.se thev have
not been cleaned uji and taken to where they could be
used.
Miners will often order timber sent in rather than
gather the loose timber lying in (be waste and left along
the rib.
Care siiould be taken (o see that miners order
(he proper length of timlier required, to avoid (he waste
of cutting long timbers where a shorter stick is needed.

For permanent work, when

possible,

steel

and

rein-

concrete should be used, as they have greater
strength and longer life.
Tile, brick or concrete stopI'ing.s, and overcasts are generally tighter and safer than
(hose built of wood. The use of steel mine ties, in rooms
anrl airways, will generally be found (o be of advantage.

forced

Ml\IN<:

b(?

likewise- impurliint

become

greatly increased by

many comjianies. ^linh timber is lo.st thi'dugh
Jt is common to find po>ls ihat have been lakiMi

Mine Timber

of

is

continually deteriorates

I

books M-henever obliged to make calculations that will
eiuil)le them to contend successfully with the various
difficulties that occur in daily mining jiracticc.

so that

Clarksburg, W.

\'a.

I'NiilM'I'l!
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System

and advantageous to adopt a unimethod of timbering that will be suited
The weight is
10 the particular conditions in a mine.
thereby more evenly distributed over the coal face and the
special

timber is mtfre promptly set by the miners, because the
svstem demands that another row of timbers must be stood
at the specified distance

from the face

is

of the coal

and the

back timbers drawn regularly as the working face advances. If the miner fails to do this at the time, his neghis
lect is observed by the foreman or his assistant on
coal
first round and he is ordered to cease work on the
the regulatill he has done the timbering as required by

ditions change,

tions of the mine.

working of the coal

In

my

timberman, because the miner working
same place is more apt to note the changing "conditions of the roof than the mine foreman or
timberman, who spend but a portion of their time in one
place and visit, perhaps, a hundred different working
The miner should be supplied
places, in the same shift.

Ethane
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide...
Hydrogen sulphide

H=l

16

8

28
30
28
44
34
32

14
15
14

CO

CO,
H,S

Nitrogen

O,
N,

Hydrogen

H,

Oxygen

Molecular
Weights

OH.

22

28

17
16
14

2

1

and the

Bexjamix Hartill.
Johnstown, Penn.

in

Coal Mining

Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

(i.VSES
The gases of most importance in coal mining, together with
their chemical symbols, molecular weights, densities referred
to hydrogen and specific gravities referred to air of the same
temperature and pressure, are the following:

C,H«
C.H,

for the

of the openings

tiniliering will avail to correct the evil.

J. T.

MINK

Symbols

method adopted

the pillars and the face of the coal. If the thickness of
the pillars is too small and not made proportionate to the
width of the opening, no amount of timber or system of

The Coal Age Pocket Book

Gas

the

against falling and to give the miner warning of impending danger and more evenly distribute the weight upon

with plenty of timber of the right length so that he will
have no excuse for not setting the same promptly, as the
face advances.

Methane (marsh gas)
Olefiantgas

that

—the width

required is more important than even the
It must be
adoption of a proper system of timbering.
remembered that timbering, at the working face, is only
for the purpose of securing loose pieces of slate or roof

special

Density

Spec. Gravity

Air = l
0.559
0.978
1.0366
0.967
1.529

11912
I
1056
0,9713
0.06926

—

Occurrence of Mine (aMcM Aside from the oxygen and
air, the gases commonly occurring in coal
mines are methane, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and
less frequently or in less quantity, hydrogen sulphide and
These gases are produced by the processes of
oleflant gas.
decomposition or combustion constantly going on in the mine,
or they emanate from the coal or other strata, where they
nitrogen of the

—

Any continuous flow of gas from a
in the strata is called a "gas feeder," or
crack
The gas flowing from the crevice is known
simply a "feeder.'
Gas Feeders, llowers
1

or

crevice

as "feeder gas."
V\'hen a gas feeder is under high pressure so that the gas
issues with considerable velocity, the feeder is called a
"blower" and the gas "blower gas."
Effect of Gas Pressure In Mining The pressure of gas
confined in the coal is often sufficient to splinter the coal in
its effort to escape, the fine coal being thrown into the face
times, the gas escapes from the
.-Vt
of the miner at work.
coal with a peculiar hissing sound known as the "singing of
the coal." The presure of gas in the roof frequently causes
heavy roof falls, and gas in the floor causes the bottom to
heave.
In some instances, the gas pressure assists the extraction of the coal and lessens the work of the miner by
lielping to break down the coal.
Outbursts of Gas In the mining of gaseous seams, it is
not uncommon for gas to work in the strata as the coal is
extracted. As a result, the gas often accumulates in pockets
as shown in the accompanying figure. The settlement of the
roof incident to
the removal of thtf
coal
affords
opportunity for the

—

—

gas
to
expand
and work forward
toward the open-

exist as natural gases.

—

Occluded Gases The gases commonly occUided in the coal
formations are methane, ethane, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and
oxygen. They are the result of the chemical changes that
took place in the formation of the coal; or are produced by
the action of acid waters on certain limestones or other carOccluded gases are held in the pores of the coal
bonates.
and other strata, from which they drain into the mine openings, or worli upward through such pervious strata as shale
and sandstone. The process is called "emission" or "transpiration" of gases.
PrcHHure of Occluded Gas At times, the gas is confined in
the coal or other strata by an overlying stratum of clay or
impervious limerock that prevents its escape to the surface,
and the presure of the gas is then often very great, varying
from 500 and 600 lb. per sq.in. to four or five times that
As
amount. This presure is manifested in different ways.
the mine workings are extended the flow of gas into tiie mine
increases with the exposure of fresh faces of coal, except
where the conditions are such as to allow the gas to drain off
and reach the surface.
Effect of Faults
Fault lines and other geological disturbances of the strata have opened channels by which the gas
confined in certain strata escape to other strata or into the
mine workings or to the surface. For this reason, the near
approach of the working face to a fault line or a disturbed
condition of the strata is often accompanied by a marked
change In the gaseous condition of the mine air. The percentage of gas common to the mine may tlien either increase or
decrease depending on the location of the gas and the nature
of the fault.

ing.

The working

of the gas in the
strata is often ac-

companied by

se-

"poundings"
"bumps," due
sudden
displacement of the
Such sounds
gas.
often continue for
several days previous to a sudden
the
of
outburst
gas Into the mine

vere
or
to

—

—

change or modify

size of pillars

in the

By

will be necessary to

timbering, I believe

opinion, the miner should be held responsible
working place as it admethod to adopt than to

Study Course

it

the system of timbering, and the miner should be given
proper instructions at such time.
But, after all has been said, in favor of systematic

for the timbering of his own
vances. I believe this is a safer

employ a
every dav
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ditions that should determine

It is both economical

form and

3,

not a proper judge of all the conwhere timbers ought to be
placed, it is all the more important that he be required
to set the timbers at the face according to some regular
This system should be determined by
order or system.
the conditions and nature of the overlying and underlying
tirata; the thickness and nature of the coal; the depth
below the surface; the pitch or inclination of the seam;
and the method of mining the coal. When these con-

Since the miner

Timbering

in

Tol.

SiiowixG THE Accumulation or
Gas in Pockets in the
Stkata

wor1<ings.

The

of
continuance
these poundings

sufficient
are
a
warning to exthat part of the mine till the
perienced miners
q' lit by the gradual draining oft
strata have becnmt
of some of the gas.
works down into the coal,
In many
cases. vhere the
.^
mt: figure
shown In
m the
iiu»,
as suuwn
either at the face or in the "ribs,"
above, the pressure of the gas becomes distributed i^w. «
considerable surface, and is sufficiently great to throw down
This is called an "outburst" of gas, smce large
the coal.
volumes of gas and often hundreds of tons of coal are thrown
violently into the opening.
i

.
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GENERAL INTEREST

INQUIRIES OF

I
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Carbon Dioxide on
and Flame

Effect of

What

(a)

ceut.

l^er

of

dioxide

carbuii

cause a miner to notice that he

is

working

Life

(C'Oo)
in

will

bad air?

per cent, will ordinarily cause him to stop
What per cent, will cause unconsciousness,
work?
(c)
(d)
What per cent, will
say after a half hour's work?

What

(I))

extinguish a miner's open lamp

?

M. C. Butler.
Fairfax, Wash.

The effect of carbon dioxide on the liuman sysnot alone dependent ou the percentage of this
gas present, as the effect of the gas, both on life and
flame, is greatly increased by the depletion of the oxygen
Careful experiment has shown that when carin tlic air.
bon dioxide is added to pure air, respiration becomes
noticeably more difficult when the proportion of the gas
(a)

tem

is

in the air exceeeds
of carbon
in the

-i

per cent.

If there is 4 per cent.

dioxide present, the proportion of pure air

mixture

is

100

—

4

^

96 per cent.; and since

o.xygen forms 20.9 per cent, of the pure air before the

carbon dioxide is added, the proportion of o.xygen present
96
20.064 per cent. In
in this mixture is 0.209
this case, therefore, the oxygen has only been depleted,
by the addition of carbon dioxide, from 20.9 to 20.064
per cent. but the presence of the 4 per cent, of carbon
dioxide begins to make respiration difficult.

=

X

;

Xo

percentage can be .stated as producing such
effect as will cause a man to stop work owing to the
presence of carbon dioxide in the mine air. The effect is
greatly modified by the physical condition of the person, the character of work he is doing and the temperature of the air and amount of moisture present.
All of
these conditions greatly modify the effects of the gas
on the system.
As respiration becomes more difficult
owing to the increasing percentages of the gas in the
air, headache and nausea are produced.
Some men are
stronger and better able to withstand these effects and
continue work longer than others; but, in general, from 6
to 8 per cent, of this gas present in the mine air may be
considered sufficient to jjroduce ell'ccts that will cause
the ordinary miner to stop hi.s work.
(b)

The answer

must be modified by
For thi.s
reason, it can only be stated, in a general way, that from
10 to 14 per cent, of carbon dioxide present in the mine
air may produce unconsciousness when breathed for one(c)

the same conditions

to this question

we have

The

depletion of the oxygon in the mine air in-

creases the effect of carbon dioxide on the flame of the

lamp

to a

much

greater extent than

human

it

modifies the ef-

For example, a
lamp placed in a closed place, as under a hell-jar, and
allowed to burn until it is extinguished, consumes some
of the oxygen of the air and produces, at the same time,
carbon dioxide. The depletion of the oxygen of the air
fect of this gas

on the

the nature of the flame. A candle is extinguished when
3.2 per cent, of carbon dioxide is present and the oxygen
of the air

system.

A

depleted to 15.7 per cent.
lamp burnextinguished when 3.0 per cent, of caris produced, the o.xygen of the air being depleted to 16.6 per cent. The atmosphere remaining when
the lamp is extinguished is called a residual atmosphere.
is

ing paraffin
bon dioxide

oil is

On the other hand, an artificial atmosphere, prodiieed
by adding carbon dioxide to pure air, will extinguish
a candle flame when 13.4 per cent, of carbon dioxide
is present, the oxygen being then depleted to 18.1 per
cent.
In like manner, an artificial atmosphere, produced
by adding carbon dioxide to pure air, has been found to
extinguish an oil lamp when 14.3 per cent, of carbon
dioxide

present, the oxygen of the air being depleted

is

to 17.9 per cent.

Owing

to the free circulation of air in the mine, the

mine air must be considered as more nearly approaching
an artificial atmosphere than a residual atmosphere. It
is true, however, that in portions of the mine workings
that are poorly ventilated, the oxygen of the air has not
been replenished as rapidly as it has been consumed and,
in this case, a slightly less percentage of carbon dioxide
present in the air will suffice to extinguish the lamp.
Although 18 per cent, of carbon dioxide in air, under
ordinary conditions, is stated as producing a fatal atmos-

phere while an oil lamp may be extinguished in air
containing only 14 per cent., it is never safe to remain
in an atmosphere where a lamp is extinguished.
Less
than 4 per cent, of carbon dioxide present in the mine
air will cause the lamias to burn dim aiul this should warn

men

to seek better air.

Heat Absorbed by Air
IIow mnuy
perature of

li.t.u.

1(10,1)1)0

will

lie

reqiiired

cu.ft. of air

to

from 35

the tem-

raise

to 54 deg. F.

?

FinEBOs.s.

Monongahela, Pcnn.

The

step

to finil the weight of 100,000 cu.ft.
temperature (35° F.), assuming a barometric pressure of, say 30 in. of mercury. Thus,
first

is

of air at the given

just mentioned.

half hour while at work.

(d)

and the percentage of carbon dioxide produced, at the
the lamp is extinguished, are found to vary with

moment

100,

Now, assume that

the i)rcssure Temains constant and
allowed to expand freely under the staled rise
of temperature.
The specific heat of air, for constant
pressure, being 0.2374, the heat absorbed by 1 lb. of air
for each degree the temperature rises, is 0.2374 li.t.u.

the air

The

is

rise

19 deg.

of temperature,

The

in

this

case,

is

51

—

35

=

heat absorbed in ]>roducing the rise
of temperature, or the heat rc(|uired to raise the temperature of 100,000 cu.ft. of dry air, under constant pressure, from 35 deg. to 54 deg. F., is

8044

total

X

19

X

0.2374

=

36,280 B.t.u.

:
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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at the top

Mensuration and Surveying

when
{Ansivercd

Bequest)

hij

Ans.

—

Ques. A certain entry is driven 9 ft. wide on the bottom, 7 ft. wide on the top and 6 ft. high, its section being
If this entry is half full of
in the form of a trapezoid.
water that is to say, contains half the water that it woidd
hold if full, what is the depth of the water standing in
the entry, and what is the width of the entry measured

—

and

5

is

the entry

—The

is

ft.

Ans.

—The area
sum

two

of its

pendicular distance between them

area

=

=

6

One-half of this area, or 24

found by multiplying
by the per-

is

parallel sides

=

is '/a

of

water 9

Arm

=

.T

=

—
.T

0.6.1-,

0.6.r,

X

1/2

IS

sq.ft.

the area of the cross-

sq.ft., is

section of the water.

Now, observe
2

ft.

in 6

that the width of this entry decrea.ses

Therefore, calling the

of vertical height.

ft.

depth of the water x, the decrease in the width of the
entry at the surface of the water will be | or | of x,
making the width at the surface of the water 9
J.r.
The sum of the two widths measured at the bottom and
?,,r
at the surface of the water is then 9 -[- 9
^.r.
Then,
Ix; and the half sum of these widths is 9
multiplying this half sum l)y the depth of the water x, we
lif.ve for the area of the cross-section of the water

—

—
—

9

—

=18

—

-

since this area must equal 24
found by solving the equation

But
is

sq.ft.,

the value of x

24
Or. multiplying tlirough by 6 to clear of fractions, and
changing the signs of all the terms, and writing .r first
we have
54.r
144
.(•-

—

—

=

Xow, complete the square

piember by adding

in the first

to it the square of half the coefficient of x; or 27-

=

729 remembering that the same amount must be added
to both sides of the equation, to preserve the equality;
we ha\e
;

x-2

_ 54 729
— 54.T + 27^
a;

z-

-)_

=
=

729

— 144

585

member of this equation is now a perfect
square root being .r
27 hence, extracting
the square root of each member, we have
The

square,

first

—

its

a;

— 27
=

=

=t

—

V^a

;

= ±

24.187

=

2.813 //.
24.187
27
The depth of the water is, therefore, 2.813 ft.; and the
width of the etitrv at the surface of the water is

X

-5--^Ques.

— Au

entry measures 9

0.938
ft.

=

The area
we have

making

8.0()2 //.

on the bottom, 6

ft.

the width at the surface of

and the sectional area
(9

+

''

—
—

0-6.')

=

—

0.-Bx-^

tlie

of the water

x (9

—

0.3.r)

=

0.3.)-

of the water being 37.5 -^- 2

9x

thus.

:

of the water

sq.ft.

9.r

of a trapezoid

Find the depth

area of this entry is 5 (6 -f 9) -f- 2
Since the width of the entry decreases 3 ft.
in 5 ft. vertical height, and calling the depth of the water
.r,
the decrease in width, at the surface of the water.
37.5

at the surface of the water?

one-half the

high.

half full.

=

18.75

sq.ft.,
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

I
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Washington, D. C.
Attoruey-Genej-al McReynolds has developed a plan to
sovern the future administration of the Sherman act which,
it is believed, may operate to change in some important particulars the present method of applying that law and would
incidentally alter the mode ot proceeding in the so called coal
cases.

Mr. McReynolds' idea is to have the local federal legal
authorities, instead of waiting foi- an elaborate investigation
to be made by the Department of Justice, and instead of waiting for instructions from Washington, take action in all instances where they are advised that local violations of the
Sherman act are being committed.
If this plan were to be followed, the effect would be that

proceedings under the Sherman law would be rendered much
more numerous and the amount of difficulty caused to thos?
subject to prosecution would probably be largely increased.

Drmaud Coal Be Krpt Dutiable
It is being unoflBcially stated that a strong demand is to
be made by coal interests which are powerful in Congress for
a restoration of rates of duty to some extent, or at all events
for the insertion in the new law of a provision removing the
duties on Canadian coal only in the event that Canada gives
equally good treatment to America. This, however, is likely
to be sharply rebutted by the New England manufacturers
who have been feeling all along that they were being given
but little consideration and who have recognized help for
themselves in a small group of items used by them in the
process of production and considerably reduced under the
tariff bill or placed on the free list.
One of these was coal and there has been a strong disposition to regard the treatment ot it in the act as nothing
more than a bare recognition of their claims for something
offsetting the heavy reductions on their goods which were
carried in the act. It is therefore likely that a sharp struggle
will occur before the dutiabli- status of coal will be altered.
Mimt Become Partie» to the Government
According to information received by the Department of
Justice it will be necessary for J. P. Morgan & Co. and the
Central Trust Co., of New York, to become parties to the case
Of the Government against the combination of railroad and
coal operators in which the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
the Hocking Valley, and the Sunday Creek Coal Co. were involved.

now been

held to be a trust in violation of the
a decision of the Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals at Cincinnati, Ohio. The decision holds that all persons Interested in the stock of the coal company and all those
holding property who are pledged to secure the dividing of
the coal traflic moving over the roads in question shall he
made parties to the suit of the Government. This Involves the

This has

Sherman law under

New York

interests already referred

Coal In Our

to.

Mxport Trnile

The Departnif-nt of Commerce has compiled an analysis of
the export trade of the United States which shows that ten
countries take the bulk, or about three-fourths, of United
States exports and among these considerable attention is
given to coal .and coke.
England Is first In the list of countries and Canada second while in Canada's receipts of goods from the United States
coal and coke rank second in value with $43,000,000. Germany
iB third in the list. France fourth. Netherlands fifth, Italy
sixth, Cuba seventh and In Cuba's receipts coal ranks fifth

with $3,000,000.
Mexico follows Cuba as eighth In the list, her receipts of
coal from the United States being the seventh article of importance and amounting to about $1,500,000 annually. Japan
Is ninth and Argentina tenth, bituminous coal received by the
latter from the United States amounting to $500,000 yearly.
>llnlnK InNtituteM mill Voentloniil SeboolH

According to the data which have b. in rnadi- public In regard to the mining Institutes and vocational schools in the'
anthracite regions of Pennsylvania, the past season has been
Institutes were held at Wllkes-Barre,
decidedly successful.

Scranton, Pittston, Lansford. Hazleton, Nanticoke, Shamol^in,
Mt. Carmel and Carbondale.
At present there are about 100 different positions in and
about the mines for which special training is advisable or
indispensable.
In order to avoid embarrassing adult miners
wiio dislike to show ignorance or enter classes with children
the present method is to have the classes at night for men
only. These have been held either three or five nights a week
according to the disposition of the miners to attend.
The strong interest in the work has been quite acceptable
to the mine operators as they believe it tends to bring about
more efficient work and closer attention to duty on the part
of the employees.
Some of the coal roads have contributed
largely to the expenses of the undertaking.

The

I'reMlilent

Will Xot Interfere

The present understanding is that President AVilson will
pursue the policy of not interfering with the men at the head
of the scientific buieaus of the Government, and that in pursuance of this policy he probably will not make any changes
in the Bureau of Mines or Geological Survey.
The action taken in removing the head of the Census Bureau was based on the belief that that institution had not
been efficiently conducted and, curiously enough, it would
seem that one of the most severe criticisms made with reference to it relates to the way in which it carried on the census
of mines, particularly coal. this, however, being jointly managed by the census and the Geological Survey. There seems
to be general approval for the policy of non-interference with
the scientific bureaus of the Government.

PENNSYLVANI.V
.Vnthrnelte

Hazelton

—

.\

colliery of the

of the mine workers at a
Lehigh & Wilkes- Barre Coal Co. has extended

recent

strike

Eighteen hundred
the operations of the corporation.
men are idle. The strike was caused by the question of the
wearing of union buttons.
to all

Wllkes-Barre

— Four

men were

killed

and two fatally

in-

in the East Cooper slope of the
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Several others received burns
Co. at Edwardsville, Apr. 12.
A naked light was the cause of the
and lesser injuries.
explosion.
Seranton Fire slightly damaged the breaker of the Diamond mine of the Lackawanna Coal Co. in West Scranton.
The fire started in the loading shed of the building, and a
serious blaze which might have destroyed the breaker was
prevented by the timely discovery of the fire by two workmen employed about the breaker.
Fire believed to have been causid by children playing
with matches nearly destroyed the old Mt. Pleasant washery
of the I^ackawanna Coal Co. at the West end of the M\ilThe washery had been
berry Street viaduct, in Scranton.
abandoned some time and was of little value.

jured by an explosion of gas

Woodward mine

of

—

llllnmlnoHN

— Striking

<alkers and woodworkers employed
at the maiin<' ways oi' the Monongahela River Consolidated
Coal & Coke Co. have been ordered to return to work or remove their tools. The striking men are demanding an Increase in wages. They claim that the company has refused

PlttMhurKh

meet their grievance committee.
VateNhoro Miners in this vicinity are said tn be in
strike owing to trouble which has arisen concerning; the
method of weighing.
GreenNliiirK The commissioners of Westmoreland Coiint.y
have iici'titly fixed valuations for various coal lands for taxto

—

—

able purposes.
\\

—

KST

\ lit 1.

1

M

\

Governor Hatfield has served notice that he
arrest all persons who are caught, aiding in an.v way,
insurrection In West Virginia.
The coal operators of Kanawha County have accepted the
governor's proposal for a settlement of the miner's strike.
ChnrleMton

will

—
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The miners' representatives, however, have not yet answered.
It is said that the New River operators also have made
peace.

A movement has been started by the United Mine Worlters of America to help the miners and their families, who
A committee has been
suffered during the recent floods.
going the rounds in this vicinity to see how many need as-

Vol.

PERSONALS

—A

six-week summer course will be given
West Virginia department of mines to
prepare men for mine foremen and fireboss positions. The
course will begin June 23 and is intended to prepare miners
for examinations for certificated mine positions.
The West Virginia Mining Institute will meet in this
city June 24.
Clarksburg The Consolidation Coal Co. is making its annual inspection of its coal mines in the West Virginia dis-

Morgantown

of

—

trict.

—

Coal Valley Local officers of the United Mine Workers
have received word that 125 men are on strike in the Coal
Valley mine in Boone County.
Wheeling The plant of the Elm Grove Coal Co. was tied
up Apr. 16 when 75 men went on tsrike. The strike is of an
entirely local nature, involving the insurance policy of the
company, and an early adjustment is expected.

—

KENTIICKY
liouisville

— The

Western Kentucky Coal Operators' Asso-

met last week at the Seelbach Hotel in annual
convention, for the purpose of electing officers for the ensuing year and attending to other business, mostly of a
The Association is composed exclusively of
routine nature.
the operators of union mines in that section of the State,
was consequently confined to that class
representation
and
of the trade.
ciation

OHIO
Lisbon

No. 17

an examination of iron deposits in Venezuela and Colombia is
being made and plans are under way to utilize the coal and
iron in the establishment of an iron industry on the Caribean Sea.

sistance.

by the University

3,

Judge Mitchell recently appointed Thomas Robinson receiver of the Hiawatha Coal Co., whose mine is located half
a iTiile west of Urichsville.
His bond was fixed at $5000.
The appointment was made upon the application of 65 min-

who claim they have not been paid wages earned during
February.
Arthur C. Smith, formerly in charge of the office of the
Bessemer Coal & Mining Co., is now connected with the St.
Louis office of the Egyptian Coal & Mining Co.
Edwin M. Chance has severed his connection with the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., to become consulting
chemist to a number of the larger anthracite and bituminous
producers, and to enter into a general consulting practice in
Wilkes-Barre.
James W. Turner, state superintendent of the Banner mine,
which is leased by the State of Alabama from the Pratt Consolidated Coal Co., and operated by state convicts, has resigned his position, effective when his successor is appointed.
His resignation has been accepted but his successor has not
yet been named.
Governor Major, of Missouri, has appointed George Hill, of
Bevier, as state inspector of mines. The office is a new one
and pays a salary of $2000 a year and expenses. Mr. Hill
has been a practical coal miner all of his life, and the governor in looking for his man wanted a practical miner from
one of the largest coal-producing counties in the state.
ers,

— The

power plant and buildings of the Duquesne
Newhouse, a mining hamlet three miles east

Coal Co., at
of this town, have been almost totally destroyed by

fire.

INDI.VN.-V

—

Iniliannpnlis The Indiana Railroad Commission has
acted on the notification of some of the roads that they
raise their rate on Indiana coal. May 1, from 50 to 55c.
Operators believe, however, that the higher rate
ton.
never prevail.

not
will

per
will

ILLINOIS
on good authority that shotfirers will not be ousted from their jobs if machine minThe machines
ing is adopted in this section of the state.
will merely facilitate the undercutting of the coal, and shotSprlngileld

—

firers will still

It

is

stated

of.

MISSOURI
Kahf>ka

TRADE CATALOGS

be a necessity.

Streato-— The Munts Brothers have closed their operation
and the 40 men employed there have sought work elsewhere. The mine will not be reopened until it has been disposed

Alexander Fulton, aged S3, one of the best known and
wealthiest coal operators in the anthracite region, died at
Shamoltin, Penn., on Apr. 15. During the early days of mining in this region, he was manager for John Jacob Astor,
Franklin Delano and J. Langdon & Co. He came to the United
States from Scotland in 1S4S.

A seam

a short distance

of coal has been discovered
south of Memphis.

on a farm

K.^NS-VS

—

Pittsburg The Wear Mine No. 21 has been idle for more
than three weeks, following a dispute between the miners and
operators in regard to the distribution of the entries. Two
hundred men have been out of work.
Fort Smith It is reported that six men were entombed in
mine No. 2 of the Western Coal & Mining Co., at Denning.
An explosion wrecked the mine and set it afire. Efforts to
reach the imprisoned men have met with little success.

AVm. B. Soaite & Sons Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Gasoline Storage Outfits. Welded Gasoline Tanks. S pp.; Th^x9Vi in.; ill.
Myers-AVhaley Co., Knoxville, Tenn. Shoveling. Machines
22 pp., SxlO in., profor Underground and Surface Work.
fusely illustrated. This is of especial interest to coal operas it describes machines which shovel the coal from
The smallest machine
the mine floor and load it into cars.
described weighs 3 to 3^4 tons, is 38 in. maximum height, consumes about IVs hp. per minute. This machine will clean a
heading or room 17 ft. in width.

ators,

—

—

Hillsboro, III. The Clover Leaf Mining Co. has struck
coal at its new air-shaft and it is understood that the work
of sinking will soon be completed.

—

Sartell, Minn.
The Northern Pacific is planning to erect
It is inextensive coaling docks at Sartell this summer.
tended that Sartell will be used as a coal supply depot for

—

Brussels, Belgium Between 300.000 and 400,000 miners
in the Charleroi district are on strike for the bal-

employed
lot.

—

Hamhorn, Germany Sixteen miners were overcome by
known as the "German Emperor", Apr. 16.
Fire had broken out in the pit during the night.
Vencjiueln Pell & Co. of New York are investigating the
coal deposits of Venezuela and are proposing to engage In
an extensive exploitation of them. In the same connection
coal gas In a pit

—

all

through passenger

—

trains.

Superior, AVIs. The Heyl & Patterson Contracting Co. is
starting the erection of a big coal handling bridge on Northwestern dock No. 1. The company has recently completed
the Island Creek dock at Duluth.
Henryetta, Okla. The Pleasant Valley Coal & Coke Co. is
sinking its No. 2 shaft north of the old 'Frisco tank on that
The shaft will be Sxl2
road, about 5 miles north of town.
ft.,
12S ft. deep, and will be built of concrete for a part of
its depth.

—
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PunxNiitawney, Penn. The P. & N. W. has started an exspur that runs from Hilman into the Maderia
mines at Clover Run. It will be about two miles long
and will tap a field of between five and six thousand acres
ti'nsion of its

Hill

good

of

coal.

—

lieavenworth, Kan. It is understood that a Kanxas syndicate has made an offer for the Brighton coal mine south
of this city. 160 acres of land. 1200 acres of coal rights and
the railroad from the mine to Lansing. It is the purpose of
the syndicate to make a manufacturing center of Brighton.
It is not the intention to sell any coal, but to use it for
generating electric power.

—

Milwaukee, AVIs. The Milwaukee Western Fuel Co. and
the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co. are contemplating increasing the capacity of their docks at a cost of more
than $1,000,000. The present capacity of the Milwaukee comf-ai.y is about 125.000 tons annually, while the capacity of the
Reading company is 300,000 tons. It is expected that when
the new machinery has been installed that the capacity of
each will be doubled.

659

—

Cleveland, Ohio The Short Creek Coal Co., of Cleveland,
Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $600,000
to mine and deal in coal.
Incorporators: J. J. Roby, E. B.
Thomas, C. A. Niman, E. G. Hoag and L. T. Smythe.

—

Columbus. Ohio The Central Pocahontas Coal Co., of Columbus, Ohio, has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$100,000 to mine and deal in coal. Incorporators: J. S. McVey.
S. McFadden. J. W. Miller, E. Bragunier and D. N. Postelwaite.
Phu-nix. .Vrlz. .\ charter was granted to the Golden Rescue Mining & Mercantile Co.. of Phoenix; to deal in and operate mineral lands, including coal; capital, $1,500,000.
Incorporators: W. G. Johnson. J. A. Jacoby, C. S. Norman and
R. S. Watkins.
Phcenix. Arlx. A charter has been granted to the Antelope
Gold Placer Mining Co.; deal in and operate coal and other
mineral lands in addition to gold; capital. $250,000.
Incor-

—

—

porators: John L. Uhlik, of Octave, Ariz.;
tave, and C. W. Trasey. of Octave.

—

Grand Porks, B. C. The Kettle Valley Ry. is building a
spur to the Midway mines of the Boundary Mining and Exploration Co.
As soon as this has been completed the road
will use this coal for its locomotives.
It is not the intention of the company to try to market any of the product, except that used by the railway, until next fall.
A
number of pumps, a compressor and a hoist are being installed at the mine.

ital

—
— The

Blrmlnfffham, .Via.' The tsurnwell Coal Mining Co.;
stock. $50,000.
Priestly Toulmin, president.

Birmingham,

.Via.

MarlMMa,

III.

Wittichen Coal

—The

Marissa

Transfer Co.;

— The
Co..

& Mining Cc;

Coal

W. H.

Hale,

J.

B.

l,i«tle

— The

Roek,

.Vrk.
T.
J.

$75,000.

the Elkhorn and
been increased from

of

Quing

Bullock,

.\i

of

ithracite Coal Co.: capital
Russelville. is named as

agent for the company.
Dalian. Tex. The MalkofC Lignite Co., capital stock. $10,
Incorporators:
H. C. Jones, H. C
000: purpose, mining.
Maersch and Joseph Samuels.
Rich Hill. Mo. The Eureka Coal Mining & Mercantile

—

—

Incorporators:
Co., capital stock. $20,000.
riffen, J.
H. Williams and G. H. Davis.
New StralBhtNville. Ohio The Calvin Essex Coal Co.; capital stock.
$40,000.
Incorporators:
Calvin Essex, Sumner
Cottlngham, Fred Essex, P.. R. Statler and J. A. Statler.

—

The New Enterprise Coal Co.; capital stock,
treating and preparing coal for the markef.
F. C. Honnold, L. L. Dent and C. Y. Free-

ChieaKTo, III
$10,000; mining,

Incorporators:

man.

ChlcaBc

—

The William Meusching Coal Co.; capital
buying selling and dealing In coal, wood, ice,
E. A. Kimball, E. M. Kimball and J. E.

III.

stock. $10,000;

Incorporators:

etc.

McDowell.
Santa Ff.

—

.^

perior Coal Co.; capital, $25,000.

W. Va.— The Big Ugly Creek Mining

HnntlDKton.
capital

stock,

$60,000; to mine coal, seek oil, gas, etc.
A. J. Stein. G. Neace, G. J. McComas, H. E.

corporators:
and Daniel Dawson.
$20UO;

Co.;
In-

Love

— The

United Coal & Coke Co.; capital .stock.
to do wholesale and retail coal and coke bulsneas.

St. LonlM, Mo.

Incorporators:

Murphy and

G.

T.

F.

Nolde, C. E.

Jliller,

L.

C.

I'oon,

J.

P.

W. Hooper.

—

charter was granted to the Mother Lode
Gold & Copper Co.. to deal in and operate minerals and mineral lands. Including coal; capital, $1,000,000.
Incorporators:
Fred H. Larsen and M. A. Rabbltt. of Phoenix.
Pbirnix,

.Vri».

—

Pittsburg. Kan. Frank Pierce & Sons, of Sharpsville, have
purchased 160 acres of coal land and are now making arrangements to develop the same.
Pine Bluir. Ark. The Arkansas & Texas Consolidated Ice
& Coal Company has disposed of its ice plant, street railway

—

light plant at Marshall, Tex.

Ashland, I'eun.

make an

effort

— The

to

Reading Coal & Iron Co. is .soon to
transplant the borough of Gilberton and
from the present site.

500 inhabitants

—

Hazleton. Penn. Many Hands will be given employment
N. J. Cuyle & Co. open the new strippings at Laurel
Hill for the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., east of this city.

when

—

\VllliamMon, W. Va. It is stated that a tract of 10.000
acres of coal land on Pond Creek, owned by Col. L. E.
Tierney. will soon be leased to several well known operators.
Pnnxsutanne.v. Penn. W. G. Wilkins & Co., Westinghouse building. Pittsburgh, have placed orders for the equipment of the power plant of the Sykesville Coal & Coke Co.,
Sykesvllle. Penn.

—

—

PittshurBh. Penn. J. V. Thompson, of Uniontown, has
sold a tract of coal land to the Midland Steel Co. for $1,700.000. netting him a profit of nearly $1,000,000.
The average
price per acre was $800.

—

Snnbury, Penn. A prospector has been seeking continuation of the Lykens Valley field, in lower Northumberland
County. During the last year his eflorts have been rewarded
by striking a 5V4-ft. seam.
Piedmont. \V. Va.— The Franklin Coal Co., at Westernport.
has recently filed a petition for receivership, and W. P.
Coale. of Cumberland, has been appointed.
The company
alleges debts of over $16,000.
Weleh, W. Va. It is understood that the works cif Unf. .S. Coal & Coke Co. on Tug River are again in full operation.
They were shut down as a result of the car shortage
caused by the recent high waters.

—

charter has been granted to the SuIiicorporators: Mrs. Elizabeth G. Kunz. Charles E. Kunz and Guy L. Rogers ,all of Albuquerque.

M.

>i.

—

Grove. Okla. A bed of coal about 4 ft. across and 6 in.
thick has been discovered on the John Kariho farm, 5 miles
north of Grove.
Port Arthur, Tex. Capt. W. W. Tyrrell has purchased an
interest in the South Coast Coal and Fertilizer Co. with
headquarters at Sabine.

capital

rirown and

$30,000 to $130,000.

stock.

—

New Albany. Ind. The C. H. Menden Coal Co., formerly
of Evansville, has moved its headquarters to this city.

more than

capital stock
of Ashland,

Castle, of Oc-

INDUSTRIAL Nl^WS

and

Incorporators:
stock, $2000.
W. D. Newcom.

Frankfort, Ky.
Beaver Valley Ry.

&

cap-

Carl F. Wittichen, president and gen-

capital stock. $25,000.
eral manager.

C.

—

incorporations

NE:^^'

C.

.V

—

MlDKO Junction, Ohio The Brettel Bros. Co.;, capital
stock, $25,000; mining and dealing In coal and kindred proIncorporators:
Thomas Brettel, Sr., N. M. Brettel,
ducts.
M. Brettel, G. L. Thompson and James Brettel.

—

Mahalfer. Penn. The Maderia Hill Coal Co. has purchased
a tract of 5000 acres of coal land In the Clover Run district
near this place. Operations are to begin at once and a large
tipple has already been contacted for.

—

I--reei>ort. III.
E. J. Thorne has bten appointed receiver
for the Falrbury Coal Mining ("o., following a strike by the
employees due to unpaid wages. The miners have returned
to work pending the action of the receiver.

—

HaKurd, Ky. It Is reported that several prominent coal
operators have been making Investigations In that vicinity,
either with a view to acquiring properties or for the purpose
of looking over lands which they already own.

—

ObeNonIn, Penn. A large bed of coal has been discovered
Rocky Ridge. In the new workings o^ the Possum Hollow
Coal & Coke Co. Special arrangements are being made to get
the coal on the market. R. W. Jacobs Is general manager.

at

COAL
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—

The Boswell Coal Co. has recently been
Bluefleld. W. Va.
formed at Richlands. Thos. T. Boswell, of Baltimore, is genThe company has leased 23,000 acres of coal
eral manager.
land on Coal Creek and will make extensive improvements.
Charleston, «'. Va. A tract of several hundred acres of
coal land on Slab Fork near Mullens has been leased by
is
It
Fayette capitalists form the Powell Lusk heirs.
rumored that great developments will begin at once. This
tract carries the famous Pocahontas No. 3 seam.
Mine No. 11 of the Cherokee & PittsburgPittsburg, Kan
Coal Co.. which was shut down a little more than a week
ago by State Mine Inspector Francis Keegan, is again in
The managers have remedied the defects which
ope'ration.
caused Mr. Keegan to order the mine to be closed. The mine
employs about 300 men.
Morgantown. Ky. The Butler County Coal Co.. recently
incorporated, proposes immediately to begin development
work on a tract of SOO acres, with a daily output of about 50
The officers of the company are: J. A. Watkins, presitons.
dent; G. L. Drury, vice-president, and C. B. Sullivan, secretary, treasurer and manager.
Johnson City, III. The Lake Creek mine, which has been
idle for several years, and was recently taken over by a New
York Syndicate, representing the Cotton Belt Ry.. has been
leased by the Consolidated Coal Co., of St, Louis, who are
rapidly developing the property with a view to selling the

—

—

—

output for railroad purposes.
SIoAHster. Okla. W. E. Beatty, president of the Union
Coal Mining Co. has given orders to the superintendent to
open the company's mine at Adamson. The mine was closed

—

February for want of orders. Four hundred men will return to work and a long run is in prospect. This is one of
the largest mines in the McAlister district.
Plttsburch, Ponn. A special meeting of the stockholders
of the "Westmoreland Coal Co. has been called for June 16
for the purpose of voting on the proposition to increase the

in

—

The proceeds of
capital stock of the company by $1,000,000.
This
the issue will be used to purchase new coal lands.
move would bring the capital up to $6,000,000.

—

Columbus. Ohio Coal men in Columbus have received
word that insurance on lake vessels is now in force and a
good lake movement is expected from this time on. A number of vessels had been loaded before the formal opening
of navigation and these moved as soon as word was received
from the upper lake regions that the ice was melted.

—

Buffalo, X. V. The Noble-Williams Coal Co. has bought
the property of the Outlook Coal Co., of Lackawanna County,
Penn., consisting of 790 acres of partly developed anthracite
The company proposes to mine about 300 tons of coal
land.
a day. It is controlledd by the Frank William & Co.. which
operates three bituminous mines in the Allegheny Valley.

—

Scranton, Penn. T. P. Lewis, of Throop. has struck a .5-ft.
vein of coal on a tract lying between Marshwood and the
Mossic Mountain, and expects to open up one of the richest
coal fields that has been discovered in this region in years.
Mr. Lewis, who is foreman for the Pancoast company, owns
The first seam was struck at a
4 38 acres in that vicinity.

depth of 110

ft.

—

JohnstoTi-n, Penn. The new drift at Rummel has recently
The original Rummel
sent out its first shipment of coal.
Shortly before this,
drift was exhausted not long ago.
however, work was commenced on a trestle from the old
Coal is now
hill mine to another hill across the valley.
brought from the new mine over the trestle and through the
old drift to the tipple.

—

-Vn outcrop of virgin coal has been disPotts^-lllc. Penn.
covered on the property of S. A. Hogan by workmen who
were excavating for a cellar. The seam measures 15 ft. in
It will, however, be imthickness and is of good quality.
possible to work the coal for market purposes, owing to
the
surface and in the resiclose
to
so
lies
the fact that it

dential

section

of

the

city.

—

McKeesport. Penn. It is reported that the upper or
Sewickley seam of coal, which is located SO ft. above the
Pittsburgh seam, has been discovered and opened up in North
This coal covers an area of several
Versailles Township.
hundred acres and is easily accessible because of improved
It is said that the G. M. Cypher Co. is contemplating
roads.
opening up this new field and operating it on an extensive
scale.
It is reported that a large coke plant
Beaver Dam. Wis
soon to locate at Mayvillc. The new plant will furnish
for about 600 men most of whom will live in
houses erected by the company. It is said that several furis

employment
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naces will be built near the ore mines and that the gas
obtained in the coke manufacture will be utilized in smeltThe Mayville Coke & Gas Co. is behind the
ing the ore.
venture.

—

Springfield, Ohio The Ohio Southern R.R., from Lima ta
Wellston, was sold recently to Henry J. Schumacher and Danrepresenting the Central Trust Co., of New
iel I. Murray,
York, first-mortgage bond holders, at the upset price of
$1,550,000.

The

sale of the D. T.

&

1.

from Lima north and from Wells24, in view of the fact

ton to Ironton was postponed to June
that there were no bids presented.

—

W

Inchester, Ky. The Broadhead-Garrett Co. recently closed
a deal for 3000 acres of Perry County coal and timber land.
The tract is one of the largest undeveloped pieces of land in
that part of the state, and has been sought by many investors and working companies.
The consideration is said
to have been in the neighborhood of $500,000. Green Garrett,
of Winchester, a member of the Kentucky Railroad Commission, is president of the purchasing company.

—

Belleville, III.
Mine No, 2 of the St. Louis & O'Fallon
Coal Co.. at Nigger Hollow, claims the state record for the
output of coal. One day recently the output of this mine
was 4112 tons in six hours and fifty minutes, or 600 tons
per hour. The previous state record was 4500 tons for eight
and one-half hours, or 529 tons per hour. This mine uses the
H. & H. automatic self-dumping cages, manufactured by the
Heryler & Henniger Machine Works, Belleville, 111.
Columbus, Ohio The rumor that the Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.. of Columbus, Ohio, is contemplating consolidation
with another large concern in its line of manufacture and the
removal of the larger part of the plant from Columbus has
been emphatically denied recently by R. H. Jeffrey, vicepresident of the concern. He says the plant will continue to
operate in Columbus and. except for a slight modification of
the system of the plant, there has been no particular change

—

in the policy of the

DuQuoln,

III.

company.

— The Central Illinois Utilities

Co.,

a subsidiary

Commonwealth Co. of Chicago, has taken over a large
number of lighting plants in the Southern Illinois coal field.
of the

understood that it is the intention to operate them in
connection with a new gas company which will have a
monster plant at Marion. The gas will be made from Carterville coal with a purifier, and will be pumped to surrounding
towns to the extent of 30 miles. The proposed plant will produce a big tonnage of domestic coke.

It is

—

Welch, AV. Va. It is understood that the Berwind-White
Coal Co. has made an offer to purchase the property and
holdings of the Jed Coal & Coke Co. at a consideration of
This property has been in the hands of a re$300,000.
The property consists of a shaft
ceiver for the last year.
mine of Pocahontas No. 3 coal and is a part of a lease from
the Pocahontas Coal & Coke Co. and the Bouvier-Iaeger
Coal Land Co. The mines are adjacent to the U. S. Coal &
Coke Co. The Berwind-White people expect to spend in the

neighborhood of $200,000 on improvements.

—

Fort Smith, .Vrk. A $2,000,000 deal has been consummated
heie whereby every mine in the Spadra field, with the exception of the Pennsylvania Mining Co., has become the property of a party of New York capitalists who are said to be
closely allied with some of the railroads that traverse the
Spadra field. Thirty-two mines are involved, together with
The purpose of the consolidation, it is underISOO miners.
stood, is to overcome the winter car shortage. Immense storage yards will be built in St. Louis, Kansas City, Little Rock
and other points for summer shipments, leaving the cars
available in the winter time for the scattered country trade.
This will permit the operation of the mines in the summer
months, which has never been done with any success in the
past.

—

All the property of the -Southern Coal &
St. Louis, .Ho.
^lining Co., in St. Louis and Illinois, including its several
mines on the Southern Ry.. has been acquired by the Southern
Coal, Coke & Mining Co., with practicall,v the same officers
of the company holding these properties previously. The new
company is a reorganization of the old company.
In a suit against the Watson Coal Co.. of Herrin. 111., for
$29,000. for alleged damages, etc.. the Mississippi Valley Fuel
Co.. of St. Louis, endeavored to tie up $29,000 worth of propert.v of the Devoy Sr Kuhn Coal Co.. claiming that Devoy &
Kuhn were indebted for a large amount to the Watson Coal
Co. for coal shipped under a contract.
In connection with this, the Watson Coal Co., in March,
was given a judgment in the U. S. Supreme Court of about
$14,000 against the Mississippi Valley Fuel Co., in a breach
of contract suit.
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GENERAL, REVIEW
While the hard-coal dealers aie fairly busy, they are not
by any means as crowded as is usually the case at this time:
as a rule they are having no difficulty in filling all requisitions, although there is coal going into storage.
The situation in the wholesale trade is somewhat stronger and the
originating companies as a rule are declining to commit
themselves for an>" further deliveries at April prices; indications are that May will also be nearly as active in this
department as April has been. It is becoming evident that
the individuals are not cutting prices to the extent that was
anticipated; this may be accounted for, however, by the fact
that many of them have sold their entire summer production at the April circular.
The West Virginia labor trouble still continues to be the
controlling feature in the Eastern Bituminous market.
It
is evident that there is a great deal of determination on both
sides of the controversy, and the probabilities are that
Pocahontas and New River shipments will be very materially restricted before long.
The movement now is almost
entirely on contracts, but as consumers ai-e showing a disposition to take their full allotment it is evident that there
is a good strong and consistent consumption.
Prices in the
New England markets still rule about 15c. above last year's
level, but business is slow to close at these figures; consumers do not feel that the advance is justified and think that
concessions will be offered later.
The Pittsburgh market developed a great deal of strength
during the week due probably to a large unsatisfied demand
for Lake coal. There is some shortage of railroad equipments
particularly of certain descriptions, but operations are now
up to about 75 per cent, capacity; local producers are watching the West Virginia labor difficulty with keen interst as
a restriction of the production there will undoubtedly be
reflected upon the Pittsburgh market.
Conditions in this
vicinity are evidently becoming steadily better in spite of
the effort on the part of the consumers to depress the market; consumption is so enormous that it is taxing the capacity of the railroads, and it is tentatively conceded that the
operators are in controU of the market.
It is now evident that it will be several weeks and possibly months before the movement in Ohio will again be enThere is still considerable congestion at junctirely normal.
tion points, but embargoes are being lifted in every direction, and production has probably reached 75 per cent.
normal.
The tidewater demand out of Hampton Road is
light, but coastwise shipments are heavy, and have materially reduced the accumulated supplies; dumping at the piers
has been good, and prices firm. In the .Southern markets the
steam coals ai'e maintaining an unusually strong position
hardly to be expected at this period of the year.
In the flood zone in the Middle West railroad yards and
terminals are jammed with all kinds of freight, and the
roads are making slow headwa.v in the work of restoring
The first shipments for more than three weeks
conditions.
over the Norfork & Western and Chesapeake & Ohio Into
Chicago, ariived last week.
Coal at this latter point continues selling at the circular, but there is evidently a large
unsatisfied dimanrt.
Screenings are somewhat stronger due
to the meager jjroductlon of domestic grades: prices are quite
unstable and fluctuating over a large range.
IIO.STO.X, i>I.\.SS.
BltiimlnoiiM Till- mine workers' union Is apparently confining its efforts to the New River field and is letting other
districts alone for the present.
A good sized sum of money
is reported available
for purposes of org-tnizatlon and for
supplying necessaries to those who Join and are thereby out
of employment.
There appears to be a good deal of determination on both sides and It Is now expected that work at
the New River operations will be under severe curtailment
from lack of men.
It Is too early yet, to say what would bi- the effect of a
general strike In West Virginia on the market; the other
fields are capable of a much Increased output and unless the

—

troubles In New River develope to serious proportions It may
be that the results will be negligible, so far as prices are
concerned.
Huyers seem not to be disturbed over the outlook, and there is almost no change from a week ago. Sales

nf I'oealKintas and N'.\v River are scattering, fur the most
part, and few contracts are being placed.
There are many
large orders in New England yet to be closed but purchasers
feel that there will be concessions later and that conditions
do not warrant higher prices than in 1912.
There has been an awakening of interest in the better

grades from Pennsylvania. The differential with Pocahontas
and New River is larger than usual and several buyers are
experimenting with them in the hope of replacing some of
the coal ordinarily taken from West Virginia, via Hampton
Roads. Many have already found that certain of the coals
from Cambria, Somerset and Clearfield, can be used with excelle"t results and from now on there is likely to be a better demand for these grades.
The movement is good; the
dullness early in the month has given way to a fairly strong
demand, although prices remain where they were put, in
order to induce Aps il shipments.

—

Water Freight!* Barges and large schooners are chartering at 75 to SOc. Hampton Roads to Boston, and while' there
is a regular demand there is no snap to the business.
Steamers that ordinarily load New River, in one or two instances,
have lately been diverted into Baltimore to load Georges
Creek. On Long Island Sound 40c. to 45c. is the ruling rate
from New York.

—

Anthracite The cold weather has given an impetus to
the retail demand and in some cases the originating companies are declining to commit themselves to the April price
on boats entered between now and the end of the month.
Broken, stove and pea are in relatively short supply and it
looks as if May would prove to be almost as active in anthracite as the month just closing.
The bulk of the hardcoal receipts continue to be from Philadelphia.
Current wholesale quotations are about as follows;
Clearfields, f.o.b. mine
Clearfields, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Clearfields, f.o.b. New York
I

t'l'i

y:'"

'

2 25(a,2 00
.

''''
-

<~""<-'-

'

1

I'uralic.iiliiN,

Pocahontas,
Pocahontas.

'

'

'

1

t»,
'.!>.

fob. New York
mine

1

Now
New

River, on cars Boston
River, on cars Providence

.\E\V

—

1.25(&;1.4.t
2 o0@2 70

2.80(6,3.00

. •> I). Baltimore
.Niw Uiver, f.o.b. Hampton Roads
I

90

2. 5.5(g;2

,

I

00® 1.35

tl

Cambria.H, .'^cimiTsfts, f.o.b. mines
- iiM i-,Ms, f.o.b. Philadelphia
Cainlin

1,«7@1.77
2.85@2.95
2

85

7o<fl)2

3.B8@3.90
3 i5S@3 80
.

.

YORK

some vii>

BltuniiiioiiM
Til. -re is
offered in the local spot

ih.a|, soft coal luing
murUel. hut tin- volume inoviiig is
so small that these low quotations are not of great moment.
There is very little demand for prompt coal, but owing to the
restrictive measures of the operators there is an equally reduced supply available. Operators are showing every determination to obtain a stable and protitali.e figure for their
product, and in some cases are restricting production entirely
to contract requirements
The contracts In the local markets
are now all pretty well closed up and this feature of thu
business has ceased to attract any further interest.
.

The car supply has been gradually tightening for some
and was a trlHe worse during last week. However,
mines aie not alemptlng to run full capacity the
supply has so far been fully up to requirements. The shortage is ascribed to the large amount of equipment tied up in
the flood zone, and It was stated by one company that the
distribution for one day last week was only 10 per cent, the
time,

since, the

We

requirements.

continue last week's quotations, although
less, on the following basis:
fair grades, Pennsylvanlas.
J2.65(?(i2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanlas,
t2.75#2.80; best
Aliller, Pennsylvania, $3.05(&3.15; Georges Creek,
$3.25(5)3.30.
Antbrnclte The hard-coal market has developed no new
features during the week. The companies have all the orders
they can possibly take care of and it is clear they will not
there Is some coal being offered at
West Virginia steam. $2.55 2.60;
(ffJ

—

be able lo fill all the requisitions for April tonnages They
are endeavoring lo make as equitable a distribution of the
production us possible. The den-.und is generally Insistant on
all gradi-s, but Is the most ui'gcnt on stove and rice, particularly the former.
Production at the mines Is heavy, there being few Interruptions to work, due to labor troubles or car supply, although
there has be<-n some slight delays occasioned by the latter.
Toward the end of the week an occnslon-il shortage develops
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open cars, but the railroads invariably catch
up again over the weelc end so that the shortage has at no
time been serious.
The local market is not quotably changed and we continue
last week's prices as follows:
In the supply of

Id dividual

Circular
$-4-50

Broken

4.75
4.75
5.00
3 50
2 75
2.25

Eek
Stove
Chestnut

Pea
Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

175

Lehigh
S4.45
4.70
4.70
4.95

3.35@3.45
2.25@2.45
1.95@2.05
1,50®1.70

Scranton
$4.50
4.75
4.75
5.00
3.50

2.50@2.75
2.25@2.35
1.60@1.75

PHIl,.\DEL,PHI.l, PENIV.

There is practically little or no change in the anthracite
coal trade in this vicinity. All the dealers seem to be fairly
busy, although they report business is not what it should
Most of them like to have their books crowded with
be.
orders, but now they claim they are having little or no difficulty in keeping up with those they are receiving. The demand for egg does not seem to be as brisk as would be desired, although this by no means indicates a general condition; requisitions from other points are absorbing all that
The operations at the mines are still continuing at
is mined.
full time, with little troubles here and there on account of
strikes.
One of the largest companies had all of its mines
tied up for some time, owing to the so called "button" decormen
ation, which the mine workers seem to feel all the
should wear. These troubles, however, seem to be quickly
adjusted now. Compared with 1911, which is the only comparison that can be made, inasmuch as the suspension was
on at this time last year, all operating companies report that
their tonnage is at least on a parity, but they do not look for
to be broken.
Strange to say, notwithstanding the marked lack of snap
to the trade, there does not seem to be as much cutting of
prices by the individual operators as has been the case in
former years. This has been commented on to some extent,
but the explanation may be in the fact, that many of them
have closed for almost their entire summer output, at the
April circular. One very large operator claims that his ton-

any records

nage for the next five months has been disposed of, although not indicating at what price such disposition had
Taking into consideration the fact that posbeen made.
sibly these arrangements are being made, this may possibly
explain the lack of cutting at the present time, the trade
being perfectly willing to pay the present prices, if assured
of obtaining them over such a long period.
The bituminous market is not distinguishing itself by any
There are consumers enough, but it is
m'arked activity.
difficult to sell them, and they are driving hard bargains.
Good grades of coal are holding fairly to quotations, but the
medium and fair grades are going begging, in some inContracts are still being held up, and the current
stances.
movement at the present time is rather to the individual
than the contract buyers.

—

PITTSBURGH, PENN.

Bltnmlnons The market is very strong. It is claimed
that some producers have in the past week secured $1.50 for
A heavy business was done
%-in. coal in the lake trade.
after the announcement of season prices, at $1.40 for %-in.
coal, but it is understood some producers held off from conThere remains contracting, expecting to do still better.
Mine opersiderable unsatisfied demand in the Lake trade.
ations are the best yet this season and represent better than
Car shortage is heard of in
75 per cent, of full capacity.
some quarters, and flat bottom gondolas are being used in
It is claimed the
trade which much prefers hopper cars.
railroads have not sufficient hopper cars, and some of the
operators have been trying lately to make an issue with one
of the leading roads, furnishing it coal for its own use in
flat bottom cars when the road much prefers the hopper
Contrary to reports sent out last week from the
bottoms.
scene of the trouble, the West Virginia labor difficulties are
and some operators in the Pittsburgh district
settled
not
expect production in that state to be curtailed all summer.
firm at regular prices, as follows: Slack, 90c.;
market
Is
The
$1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run, $1.30; %-in., $1.40;
per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.
Coke The market is showing surprising
While a little coke backed up in the region on
stiffness.
difficulties growing out of the
transportation
of
account
floods, it seems difficult to find enough coke to resume norfigures of shipments week beTrustworthy
mal shipments.
fore last showed less than 400.000 tons, whereas requirements
tons at the very least, and
425.000
involve
furnaces
of blast
made even last
It is doubtful whether full shipments were
for prompt coke, but the
little
demand
very
is
week. There

nut and slack,
114

-in.,

$1.55,

ConnellMvllle

—
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As to
at $2.25, with very few sellers.
second-half contracts, there is nothing but opinion, there
being no active negotiation, but the operators all insist that
Foundry coke remains
nothing can be done under $2.50.
quotable at $3 @ 3.50 for prompt or contract, these figures
referring to standard brands of 72-hr. foundry.
market seems strong

B.VLTIMORE, MD.
The movement in the local market during the past weeU
was confined almost entirely to contracts, especially in the
tidewater business. As compared with last week, there was
considerably more contract coal handled over the local piers,
this willingness of the consumers to take their full allotment, has caused a more cheerful feeling in the trade.
While operators have been generally optimistic, there has
not, as a rule, been anything tangible upon which to base
such a feeling, but the increased business during the past
week makes them now feel that the dull corner in the
trade has been definitely rounded.
More contracts have
also been renewed at the customary advance.
The small demand in the spot market is ascribed to the
heavy stocking early in March, when a protracted cold spell
was anticipated. The low grades are quoted in the prompt
market as 70 to 80 cents; slack is active, due to a rather
sharp demand from cement works in Maryland.
The labor
situation in the West Virginia field is causing a slight
feeling of uncertainty in the local trade.
A number of the
coke oven plants in the state have been shut down, and will
not resume until there is more life in the coke market.

and

BIFF-VLO,

N. Y.

The bituminous market is quite strong and appears to be
gaining in steadiness from week to week in spite of the efforts of the consumers to depress it.
The amount of unsold coal is not as large as it was and there would be none
at all if everybody believed in the future soundness of busiThe consumption is enormous, fairly taxing the railness.
The outlook is for a continuation of
roads to handle it.
these conditions for an indefinite period.
All effects of the late floods have about disappeared from
this section and the railroads running into Ohio are taking care of their business about as usual.
The opening of
the Lakes has improved the bituminous market, for it was
found that there was not tonnage enough to handle the coal
stored at various points.
Something like the same condiditions prevailed in anthracite for the Lake trade; shippers are
complaining that when they can get tonnage they are often

without coal.
Reports from all points in this bituminous sales-district
agree that the demand is very strong. Shippers with a good
organization and good coal behintf them claim that they are
selling a large output at paying prices and the outlook is
very much better than it was a year ago. There is a good
volume moving under contract and contracting is not concluded yet, but the consumer by no means controls the
market, as he has done for so many seasons past. At the
same time there is no great profit to anyone.
The Lake season opened here on Apr. 12 by the sailing of
one steamer light, for a coal cargo at Toledo She was followed on Apr. 16 by 31 other steamers, mostly coal laden. The
upper Lake ports are not open and they may all have to wait.

Lake clearances

to date include 280.000 tons.
looked early in the month as if the bituminous market
to break, so many people were offering coal at
cut prices, but Pittsburgh and the largest concerns in the
Allegheny Valley held firm and now the others are following suit. Quotations are fairly strong at $2.80 for Pittsburgh
lump, $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.25 for mine-run and $2.15
for slack, with .Allegheny Valley and Reynoldsville about
25c. less.
Coke is stronger on the basis of $5 for best Connellsville foundry.
Smithing and other special coals are active, but they seldom vary in price.
It

was going

COLIMBI'S, OHIO
The trade in Ohio shows signs of becoming normal again,
since the disastrous floods.
Railroads are gradually getting in shape and embargoes are being removed in every direction.
There is still considerable congestion at junction
points and it will require several weeks and possibly months
for traffic to become normal again.
There is a good demand for practically every grade of
coal from the Ohio fields.
While the domestic demand is
gradually running out, still orders are coming in from unexpected sources. The recent flood caused a rush of small
domestic orders and all the broken natural gas mains are
not yet repaired.
Steam business continues good and in a larger volume as
plants are gradually resuming operation again.
Prices for
steam grades are strong and inclined to advance all along
the line.
The prospects for the future are believed to be
good and producers think that steam business will rule

A])ril 26,
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strong for the coming few months at least. There is also a
better demand for railroad fuel as the freight movement increases. Sales managers of many of the Ohio companies are
turning their attention to railroad fuel contracts which will
Some steam contracts are exbe awarded in a short time.
piring at this time and prices generally are higher than
last year.
Lake trade is also receiving its share of attention. Since
insurance on lake vessels is in force, there is much activity
Movement of cargoes has started and
in that direction.
within a short time a large tonnage will be on the way to
In fact it is expected that the Lake movethe Northwest.
ment will tax the capacity of the coal carrying roads in the
Ohio fields. The demand for tonnage from the Northwest is
strong and the season is expected to be a prosperous one.
Production is gradually getting larger. In the Hocking
Valley the output during the past week has been about 75
In
per cent, normal and the same is true of Eastern Ohio.
the Pomeroy Band, where a number of mines were flooded,
the production is about 60 per cent, of the average.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
Hocking
$1.50
1.35
1.25
1.15
1.00
0.85

Domestic lump
}-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and slack.
Coarse slack

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

$1.30

$1.50
1.35
1.25

1.10

0.90

1.15
1.00
0.90

Kanawh;
$1..50

1.30
1.10

1.00
0.85

LOUISVILlrE, KV.

A continued spell of pleasant weather has reduced the demand for domestic grades and caused a corresponding shortage

of
strong.

screenings,

but

the

The flood damage
been more general than was

consumption continues
the railroads seems to have

steam

to
They are exat first supposed.
periencing a great deal of trouble in restoring order and
there is still a heavy congestion at the terminal. Belt lines
are finding it diflicult to move freight owing to the crowded
condition of the yards and in some cases to the lack of ade-

quate motive power. While all the roads are now handling
the roadbeds, trestles and bridges are so unsafe that
the train movement is considerably handicapped.
However, about the only inconvenience that is being experienced by the consumers is due to the shortage of screenPreferences as to quality on screenings are being disings.
regarded because of the shortage: the Western Kentucky
variety which usually sells 10 to 20c. off the Eastern Kentucky grade now readily brings 90c. and even higher, while
Straight Creek and like qualities sell up to as high as $1.10
Mine-run is rather heavy, operators being glad
f.O.b. mines.
to obtain $1.25 to $1.35 for Eastern Kentucky grades.
traffic,

H.tMPTON ROADS, VA.
While there has been no heavy demand for coal at tidewater during the past iveek there have been some large shipments on Coastwise contracts which has considerably dePrices have remained firm,
creased the accumulated coal.
There have been some
12.85 being asked for spot coal.
small shipments of high-volatile coals but there is little
demand for this grade. The outlook is that prices will continue firm although the unrest in the New River-Pocahontas
fields may have some effect on the market.
Dumpings at the three ports have been good, during the
latter part of the week; a large tonnage was handled ovvr
the Sewalls Point Piers and it is expected that April dumpings there will run considerably over the March tonnage. It is
rumored that one of the large shippers over these piers has
acquired land at that point for the erection of a large and
modern plant for the storage of steam coal: also that the
contract has been let and that work on the plant will be
commenced

shortly.

Bids have been asked for on Government transport coal
but operators have not responded on account of several of
the requirements in the contract.
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It is said the C. & O. has 6500 cars in
25.
to move through Cinheld back because connecting lines in that city
have been unable to accept shipments. Temporary bridges
are being erected over the rivers in Indiana. The Big Four
is only no'w getting into Chicago over its own lines.
Coal
prices are at summer level and run about as follows, f.o.b.
mines:

the

flood.

Mar.

Kentucky and West Virginia, ready
cinnati but

No. 4 mine run
No. 5 and 6 mine run.
l^-in. steam lump.
.

.

OS
1.30
1-25
1.35
1

Nut
Egg

The

f.o.b.

,

$1.45
55
1.00
1

.

price. Indianapolis, is 50c.

.

0.90
2.05

higher than the above

figures.

BIRMINGH.VM, ALA.
the year is here when

The se.ison of
the steam-co.'il
marl^et suffers most, Ijut a thorough canvass of the various sales offices finds present business and tlie outlooii
better than for the past several years at this season. There
is of course price cutting on the cheaper steam coals which do
not find a ready market except during the period of th"
year when business is most active. A number of the local
producers report heavy bookings of domestic orders, on
which shipment is to begin at once, and continue through the
entire winter season.
We give below prices of Corona coal for the ensuing
Corona is one of the Standard coals with the doseason.
mestic trade.

Fancy Lump

Month

$1.80
1.85
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.15

April

May

June
July

August
September
October to
February, inc

2.25

DKTROIT, MICH.

—

BttumlnouM The steam trade at this point is entirely
featureless, and as quiet as it has been at any time during
Spot business is confined entirely to small
the last year.
orders for filling out requirements until the new contracts
The larger buyers who failed to close up
go into effect.
early in the season are still holding off. and no important
business has been reported during the week.
The prevailing market is about as follows:
W.Va.

Cam-

Splint

bridge

PocahoDtas

Domestic lump. $1.50

Egg

1..50

IJ-in. lump
^-in. lump

1

1. 15

$1.15

Mine-run

0.10
0.90

1.10
0.90

Slack

lacksoQ
Hill

Open
Open

S2.25
2.25

.30

— There

1
1

.

20

$1

$1.20

15

1

1.15
0.90

0.90

a light der ind for hard coal, and
independent shippers
unable to dispose of much
tonnage, with the result that they are cutting the circular
prices freely. Egg and stove have been quoted down to $3.20,
f.o.b. mines, with chestnut 25c. higher.
Lnthracit«

is

—

Coke^ Ovens seem to be working up to a good capacity,
but the demand for coke is far from strong. Connellsville is

quoted at

$2.75.

CHICAGO
Chicago coal dealers were agreeably surprised this week
when shipments of coal via the Norfolk & Western and the
Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. were received. These shipments included smokeless mine-run and they had been iti transit
What little coal there Is In Chicago
for nearly three weeks.
According to dealers, the maris selling at circular prices.
amount
of coal as soon as shipments
ket will absorb a large
are heavier.
Prevailing prices In Chicago are:
SpriiiKfield

INDIAN.\l»Ol.lS
parts of the state can again be reached
Railroad
with coal, although some In a roundabout way.
conditions are far from normal, however, and it will be a
month or two yet before that status will be reached. Shipments are still slow on all roads and a week to ten days
must be allowed for the usual two to three days movement.
Railroad yards at terminal and connecting points are Jammed
with all kinds of freight. Including coal.
Under these conditions operators are not busy.
With
spring wi'ather prevailing, the consumption of domestic coal
has practically ended and the warm sun has cut down the
needs of steam users, though, otherwise, the latter trade is
about normal for the season. The floods left many of them
with inatters more pressing to attend to.
Not a car of Eastern coal has come to Indianapolis since
Practically all

3-inch domestic lump
4 and 5-incli
4 screenings ...
5 and 6 screenings
Brazil block

10

$1

.

$2.07

Domestic lump

Ekk
.Steam

lump

Franklin Co.

$2.40
2.40

Mine-run
Screenings

— Connellsville

Clinton

W.

Va.

$2 27

$3.95
2,17

$l.S2Ca»1.87

1.82@1.87

2.200)2.30

1.02

1.95@2.00

1.97
1.02

3.30

and Wise County. $6(&6.25; byproduct,
egg, stove and nut, $1.45(ii'4.75: gas house, $4.65@4.76.
ST. I-OMS, MO.
Screenings have been about the only coal on which there
has been a change In price during the past week; Carterville
screenings have gone as high $1, but the market Is unsteady and they are liable to fall oft to 80c. one day and be
back to 95c. the next. Standard screenings are selling anywhere from 75c. to 80 and S5c., with a steady demand that
Is hard to supply, for the reason that there Is no call for
the screened domestic coal.

Coke

:

COAL AGE
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Carterville fell off to its lowest point during the past
weeli, when it was offered for 95c. at the mines, for lump and
It is being quoted to large consumers at from $1 to
egg.
An order for 125 cars.
$1.05, and mine-run as low as 95c.
lump, egg and nut, for immediate shipment, received quotations on all sizes at from 97 Vic. to $1.15.
The anthracite price cutting war still continues; one company is now selling to the retail trade at 25c. under the

company made, when they announced a
If these people are paying the circular price they are
delivering the coal without compensation for delivery. Even
at that it is hard to move anthracite, on account of the poor
preparation that a large tonnage has shown in this season's
shipments.
There is no demand at all for smokeless, and liliewise
coke. The prevailing market is as follows:
price that the first
cut.

Carterville

Mt.

and
2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

SO.

lump
lump
lump

Lump and

Standard

Co.

Franlilin

90

1.20
egg.

No. 1 nut.
Screenings

i

90 (
1.00(

.

.

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
No. 5 washed

;

nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

1.15
0.95
1.10
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.10

MINNE-tPOLIS

— ST.

P.lUl.

The trade in the Twin Cities and the Northwest is withApril so far has
out any particular interest at this time.
been very dull and were it not for the fact that the contract
While
period is here business would be extremely slow.
some industrial plants are very reluctant about tieing up OlI
contracts at this time, coal men generally predict a good
summer in steam business. There is considerable spot coal
to be had which is given as a reason for the holding off of
some plants in signing up contracts. Wholesalers appreciate
the fact that labor troubles in some fields are liable to develope and are making allowances for same in case of writing contracts over a years time.

OGDEN, IT-VH
It

has

years,

for

been customary at
the Union

Pacific,

this

time,

for

a

number

of

and Oregon Short Line Rail-

roads to announce a reduction of 25c. per ton in the freight
rate on lump and nut coal to take effect either May 1 or
June 1 and continue for 90 days. This automatically establishes what is known as a storage period and the mine
operators have cooperated with the railroad by announcing a
reduction on coal for shipment during this time; this reduction, varies from 25c. to 50c. and in connection with the
25c. in freight rate makes a difference of from 50c. to 75e.
As a change in tariff must be published thirty
to the dealer.
days before il becomes effective, it is evident that the storage
period will not commence on May 1 this year, as no notices
have so far been received.

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
I.MPORTS

AND E.XPORTS

The following is a comparative statement of imports and
exports in the United States for February. 1912-13, and for the
eight months ending February, 1911-12-13, in long tons;

—8 MonthsImports from

1911

United Kingdom..

Canada
Japan
.\ustralia & Tasmania
Other countries..
.

.

12,005
1,113,655
6,313

206,765
4.709
1,345,447

Total

Exports:
Anlhrnnle^

1.911,812

Bitttminous.

Canada

5..iS(i.404

Panama

:!4.S.:i42

Mexico

438,853
602,474

Cuba
West

Indies

Other countries..
Total

nunkercoal

:i4fi,823

391.471
7,714,367

4,189,020

1912

Vol.

3,

No. 17

April
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1913

2(5.
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Coal Reserves of the Rhenish-Westphalian District.
(Die
Kohlenvorriite des rechtsrheinisch-westfalischen Steinkohlenbezirks.)
Kukkuk & Mintrop. "GlUckauf," Jan. 4, 1913.
pp. 1-13, diagram and map.
40c.

Coal Area of South as Compared with Europe. Edward W.
Parker. "Mfrs. Rec." Mar. 27, 1913, 2 pp. 25c.
(From Report of Geol.
South African Coal Resources.
Survey of So. Africa.) "Iron Coal Trades Rev.," Mar. 7, 1913,
372.

p.

40c.

of Nova Scotia in 1912.
25c.
1913, pp.39-43; ill.

The Coal Trade
JI.,"

Jan.

1,

Mining Progress
World." Apr.

5,

1913,

the

in

pp.

Transvaal

673-4.

in

F.

W. Gray.

"Can.

"Min. Eng.

1912.

Labor

&

S.

20c.

the Mines of Western America.
20c.
P.," Feb. 1, 1913, pp. 210-13.

H.

F.

H. G. Henderson.

Mine Surveying.

Minerals," Feb., 1913, pp. 359-60,
"Coll.

Davis.

"Mines

40c.

ill.

Amortizing and Interest Charges for Coal Mines.
Jones.

Engr.," Mar., 1913,, pp. 415-S.

L.

C.

40c.

Coal Reserves of Hungary.
(Die Steinkohlenvorrate UnK. v. Papp. "Montan. Rdsch.," Jan. 16, 1913, pp. 62-5.

garns.)
40c.

Construction of Buildings to Avoid Damage by Mines.
(Ueber die Durchbildung von Bauten zur Verhiitung von
Elwitz. "Gluekauf," Feb. 22, 1913, pp. 278-87;

Bergschiiden).

The Use

1913, pp. 106-8.

ill.

The Development of New Colliery Districts, with Special
Reference to the Support of the Surface. Hubert Braeishaw.
"Iron Coal Trades Rev.," Mar. 14. 1913, p 417. 40c.
Moving Minerals in Thin Flat Beds. "Mines & Minerals."
Jan., 1913, pp. 310-2.

ill.

40c.

Mining Steep Dipping Coal.
erals," Jan.,

1913,

pp.

301-3,

The Hydraulic Stowing

A. A.
40c.

ill.

Sti-il.

"Mines & Min-

Geo. Knox.
(From
paper read before a recent meeting of the Manchester Mining & Geological Soc.)
"Min. Eng.," Feb., 1913, pp. 7-10, ill.
of

Mines.
ill.

F.

H.

Gunsolus.

40c.

40c.

Simply Flywheel Calculations.
Chas. W. Beers.
"Coal
Age," Mar. 29, 1913; pp. 478-80. 20c.
Advantages of Poor Gases for Industrial Firing.
(Des
Avantages qui se Rattachent a I'Emploi des Gaz Pauvres
comme Combustibles pour le Chauftage Industriel.) P. Cousin.
"Revue Noire.," Jan. 12. 19. 26. and Feb. 2, 1913; 5 pp.
CO. Diagrams from .\ctual I'ractiiV. A. Bement. "Power,"
Mar.

25, 1913, pp.

Goaves.

30c.

Mechanical Effects of Mine Working upon the Behavior
(Die Mechanischen Einwirkungen des Abbaues
"GlUckauf,"

of the Rock.

auf das Verhalten des Geblrges.)
A. Eckardt.
Mar. 8 and 15, 1913, IB pp.. 111. 80c.

How a Coal Company Gets Down to the Coal. (Brief
description of method followed in opening new coal mine.)
"Fuel Mag.," Mar. 19, 1913. pp. 19-20; 111. 20c.

409-11;

1,

1913, pp. 445-47;

15c.

ill.

The Rational Utilization

mixer.\l,s

Longwall Worl< and the Use of Electi-ical Coal Cutters at
(Travail par Longues
the Grand-Hornu Colliery, Belgium.
Tallies et Emploi dcs Haveuses Electriques au Charbonnage
du Grand-Hornu.)
Niederau.
C.
"Ann. Mines Belgique,"
1913, pp. 112-20.

Coal

in

The Braking of High-Speed Winding Engines.
G. K.
fhambers. "Coll. Guard.." Jan. 17. 1913, p. 121-24; ill. 40c.
Discussion of Machinery in Uptodate Plants at Mines.
(Allgemeine Betrachtungen liber neuzeitige Maschinenanlagen
des Bergbaues.)
P. Koneczny.
"Montan. Rdsch.," Feb. 1,

-Vpr.

wokkim; op

Explosives

of

Engr.," Mar., 1913. pp. 459-60,

"Coll.

40c.

111.

40c.

ill.

STE.VM ENGINES .VXD BOILERS

in

Difficulties in

&

382,

Latest Improved Mine Fuse. SchafHer electric fuse. (Neuesvervollkommneter Minenzunder.) "Z. d. Zen.-V. d. Bergbau-Betr.," Mar. 1, 1913, pp. 146-7, ill. 40c.
Correct Shot Firing.
Compares electrical and time fuse
methods. (Ueber rationalles Schussziinden.) T. Blum. "Montan. Rdsch.," Jan. 16, 1913, pp. 58-61, illus.
40c.
ter

20c.

(Lecture in Dept. of Min..
Principles of Mine Valuation.
"Coal & Coke Op.,"
Jas. R. Finlay.

Col. Univ.. Dec. 2, 1912.)
Mar. 20, 1913, pp. 203-5.

"M.

Development and State of the Modern Explosives Industry.
(Entwicklung und Stand der Mondernen Sprengstoffindustric).
P. Loeffler.
"Montan. Rdsch.." Mar. 1. 1913, pp. 193-97. 40c.
Blasting Coal on to Pans. "Mines & Minerals," Feb., 1913.
p.

40c.

Min.

E.\Pl.OSIVES

Bl.ASTI.\(;,

GENERAL.
(Zur
Study of the Coal and Carbonization Residues.
Kenntnis der Kohlen und Verkohlungsriiclistande). E. Don(Reprint from Chemiker-Zeitung, No.
ath and E. Briiunlich.
Feb. 22, 1913, 5 pp.
"Oesterr. Z. Berg-Hiittenwes."
41. 1912.)

of Coal.

ill.

F.

E.

Junge.

"Power."

15.

TIMBERING, PACKING, ETC.
Use of Timber for Mining Purposes.
(Verwendung des
Holzes zu Grubenzweckcn.) Neumann. "Z. d. Oberschl. Berg
u. Hiittenmiinn. V.," February, 1913, 2 pp.
40c.
The Relation of Forestry to Coal Mining. It. A. Williamson.
"Fuel Mag.," Jan. S, 1913, pp. 21-2. 20c.

MOISTING AND HAHli.VGE
Standard Dimensions of Mine Ralls, Ruhr District. (Einvon Grubenschlenen.)
"Gliickiiiif.."

heitliche Abmessungen
Mar. 8, 1913, pp. 364-5;

3

tables.

40c.

Diamond Crossovers for Shaft Bottoms.
'Coal Age," Mar. S, 1913, pp. 375-6; 111. 20c.

II.

D.

Easton.

Two

Years" Service of Benzine Locomotives.
(Deux anncfs
de I'ratique des Locomotives a Benzine.)
.\.
Haljot.
"Ann.
Mines Belgique," 1913, pp. 3-30, III,
.V

Storage Battery Gathering Motor.
405-6,

1913, pp.

III.

"ComI .\go," Mar

13

20c.

New

Control of Electrically Driven Hoist, KlOckner system.
(EIne neue Steuerung fiir <lektrl.-«h lielrlebene Drihslrom-FBrderhaspel.)
A. Schiieldei-.
"Gliickauf." Feb
15
1913.

2

pp..

III.

40c.

Working Shafts and a New Inclined Shaft HaulSystem.
(Uber tonnliiglge FOrderschdchte und eine
ncuartlge SchleppschachtfBrderung.)
E. Gmeyner.
"Montan.
Inclined

age

<;eolo<;v

On

the Arsa Coal of

Carpano

In Istrla.
(Ueber die Arsakohle von Carpano In Istrlen.)
E. Donath and A. Indra.
(Determination of Its nature.)
"Oesterr. Z. Berg.- HUtten1
and S. 1913. 4 pp. 80c.
Study of the Borings of Waudrez and Harmlgnles.

wes," Feb.

pp. 250-1.

30c.

Roy Ronald.

1,

1913,

pp.

101-6,

40c.

III.

Safety of High Tensile Hoisting Rope.
CSIcherhelt hochfester Forderselle.)
D. F. Buumann.
"GlUckauf," Jan 25
1913,

pp.

117-20.

40c.

A 6000-Horsepower Steam

fl'Itiid.

dcs Bondages de Waudrez et d'Harmlgnles.)
O. KarapCtlan.
(Geological Engineer's thesis at the Hainaut School of Mines.)
"Rev. Univ. Mines," LUge, Belgium, Die, 1912, pp. 230-77.

French Coainelda.

Rdsch.," Feb.

Age," Mar.

1,

1913, pp. 322-4,

Hoist.
111.

pp. 369-70,

"Min. Eng.." Jan., 1913.

111.

333.

III.

Knccland.

"Coal Age," Mar.

"Coal
S

1913

1,

1913

20c.

A Gasolene Hoist at a Coal Mine.
p.

P. H.

20c.

Economical Steam Mine HolMts.

20c.

"Coal Age," Mar.

COAL AGE
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A
I,

Hoisting and Haulage Plant

1913, pp. 330-2,

A New

Driven Hoist.

"Coal

Age," Mar.

1,

20c.

ill.

BORING, SHAFT SINKING

AND TUNNELING

Results of the Sinking Shaft Process. Cost and other data.
(Erfolge mit dem Senkschachtverfahren.)
C. Bell.
"Gluckauf." Mar. 1, 1913. 6 pp., ill.
40c.

The Efficiency Valuation
Op.," Mar.

413-4,

1913,

13,

B.

of Coals.
pp. 183-5.

Hanson.

S.

W.

F.

"Power,"

Elwood.

"Coal

20c.

the Influence of the Flame Temperature in the Evaluation of Fuels.
(Ueber die Einfluss der Plammentemperatur
be! der Bewertung der Brennstofte.)
A. Gwigger. "Stahl und
Eisen," Mar. 6, 1913, 9 pp. 40c.

Sampling Coal Deliveries and Types of
fications for the Purchase of Coal.
Geo.
reau of Mines, Bull. 63, 1913, 6S pp., ill.

The Determination of Water
Mar. 7 and 14, 1913,

in Coal.

14, 21, 28,

pp..

91/2

Government SpeciS.

Pope.

U.

S.

Bu-

"Coll. Guard.," Feb.
ill.

$2.

COKE

ELECTRICITY

The Manufacture

of Coke.
F. E. Lucas.
"Mines & MinFebruary, 1913, pp. 351-2. 40c.
Progress in Byproduct Recovery at Coke Ovens.
J.
E.
Christopher. "Sci. & Art Min.," Mar. 15, 1913, p. 371. 30c.
Mechanical Coke Quencher.
W. Reubold.
"Iron Coal
Trades Rev.," Feb. 2S, 1913, pp. 325-6, ill. 40c.

1913,

The Manufacture of Coke
"Bl.

Diam.," Jan.

—

25.

W.

Its Rise and Growth.
1913, p. 17.
20c.

H.

40c.

Exhaustion of Crude Gases in Coke-Oven Practice. Communication from the Coke Works Commission.
(Ueber das
Absaugen der Rohgase beim Koksofenbetrieb.) E. Jenkner.
"Gliickauf," Jan.

Ammonia

25,

1913, pp. 127-30,

Distillation

Apparatus

40c.

ill.

at

Group

S.

1913, 7

p.,

ill.

40c.

New

Investigations of the Hardness of Coke. Communication from the Coke Works Commission.
(Neuere Untersuchungen (iber die Hiirte des Koks.) O. Slmmersbach. "Gliickauf," Mar.

1,

1913, pp. 315-23.

ill.

7,

1913, pp. 224-5,

&

Load factoV in Mine Power Plants. C. M. Means.
Coke Op.," Feb. 6, 1913, pp. 100-1. 20c.

40c.

ill.

(Eln Beitrag zur Frage der Bergschaden durch
OfC Water.
Wasserentziehung.) Kegel. "Gliickauf," Feb. 15, 1913, 9 pp.,

1913, pp. S6-S.

IS,

371.

40c.

Power

8,

1913. p.

20c.

W. T. Anderson.
Colliery Cables.
Rev.," Feb. 28, 1913, pp. 331-2, ill. 40c.

"Iron

&

Coal Trades

MINE FIRES
W. A. Taylor. (Paper read
Fires.
of Scottish Inst, of Min. Students.)
Rev.," Feb. 28, 1913, pp. 338-9, ill.
40c.

Underground
Eastern Branch

before
"Iron
Coal Trades
Gob Fires and the Prevention of Gob Fires in Mines. John
Harger. Trans. Manchester Geol. and Min. Soc. Vol. XXXIII,
Part I, 1913, ill.

Note on the Fleuss Apparatus for
Places Filled with Irresplrable Gases.
Fleuss pour I'ExpIoration des Milieux
"Annales des
respirables.)
J. Taffanel.

&

Sim Reynolds. "Mines

of Its Dangers.

Minerals," January,

1913,

pp.

307-9.

40c.

The New Coal Dust Experimental Station
(Die neue Kohlenstaubversuchsanlage
40c.
Rdsch.," Jan. 1, 1913, pp. 13-14.

RESCUE AND
1,

1913, pp.

in Brux,
Briix.)

Bohemia.
"Montan.

AMBUL..4.NCE

Mine Rescue Work
Feb.

in

in Canada.
25c.
69-75, ill.

W.

J.

Dick.

"Can. Min.

Jl.,"

New Westphalia Rescue Apparatus, 1912 Model. (Der neue
Westfalia-Rettungsapparat, Modell 1912.) Breyhan. "GlUckill.

40c.

BRIQUETTES

the E.xploration of
(Note sur I'Apparell

Remplis de Gaz
Mines," Vol.

DirsT

CO.\L,

Robbing Coal Dust

MINE GASES, TESTING

3,

Ir-

No.

Drying and Briquetting of Lignite under a Vacuum.
(Trocknen und Brikettieren von Braunkohle unter Vakuum.)
"Montan. Rdsch.," Mar. 1, 1913, pp, 202-6, ill.

W. Heckmann.

2,

40c.

pp. 83-110.

Ignition of Mine Gases by the Filaments of Incandescent
Lamps. H. H. Clark and L. C. Usley. U. S. Bureau of Mines,
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The Breaker
Bv

And

it

isn't

in the

liUALlCY
Age

breaker

no fun, you

X„. is

i:il:i

Boy's Ambition

I)l.i:Tll.\

Wrillen expressly for Coal

I'm pickin' slate

:;.

I'm pickin' slate

But

bet,

in

the breaker.

after a while

I'll

Fer the dust is strong an' the shift is long
An' I'm covered with dirt an' sweat,
But I'm hopin' when I get older,
(An' I reckon of course I will)
I kin shake this mob on the breaker j(jb
An' handle a ratchet drill.

Way down below where
A miner —you bet,

I'm pickin' slate

I'm pickin' slate

But

in

the breaker.

by

With a

light

above

An' a steel
I'll

me

be,

the miners go
that's

me!

forehead

drill in

me

hand,

be too proud fer this breaker crowd,
I'm gonna be something grand!

in

llic

breaker

When
Go

I reach the age I kin ride the cage
Like a regular miner guy,
down with the gang of mornin's—
vSay, wouldn't that strike me fine

But it ain't the i)lace I'll stay
I'm gonna be found way underground
A-drawin' a miner's pay,
An' takin' a miner's chances

me

It's

It's

thinkin' of

dearest

dream

an' by,

to

work

in

the seam

Of an honest-to-goodness mine.

(An' plenty of tlicm there be)
for the hole where they dig the coal,

me

A

miner

you bet

— that's

Me!
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Combined Screening and Picking Table
By FkANK

E.

SYNOPSIS—Prohahhj

every coal engineer has at one
iime felt the necessity of a combination arrangement,
whereby the coal would be simultaneously screened and
cleaned, and it is rather surprising that a successful arrangemeni for accomplishing this has never before been

The device here described seems to have met the
hard practical usage in foreign mines for a niunber of years and has also been advantageously applied in.
evolved.

MtKLLER*
It is readily

kind
large

observed that a simple installation of this
which not only necessitates a
of machinery, but increased power, addi-

recjuires three units,

amount

tional tipple height, greater attention

and more

maintes.,

nance, and, worst of all, a further handling of the coal,
catising breakage or slack.

test of

West Virginia.

The roeahontas
various collieries,

field of West Virginia has, among its
more picking, screening and washing

>«cr

plants than any other bituminous coal section of the
United States. As each year passes, additional requirements are given the designers and builders of tipples in
this section,

due to the increasing demand for cleaner and

mfi^>^ ^

Tipp/e

To overcome all these difficulties, the Carter Coal Co.,
W. Ya., have recently put into successful
operation a new tipple, embodying the new "Marcus"

at Coalwood,
5^>{^'

combination screen and picking

'Mi

table,

a brief descrip-

tion of the plant being as follows:

The

ElG.

1.

shown iu

1, is brought around the hillwhere it is fed automatically
onto a retarding conveyor, which delivers it to the "Marcus" combination screen and picking table. This screen,
as shown in Fig. 2, is horizontal and comprises two decks.

coal, as

Fig.

side to the dumiJ house,

»a«fe-

Genkhai.

\'ii.\v

<ir

iiii:

(_'

m;ti:i;

('" ai.

The

Cd/s

ujjper deck, for the first 14

l/2x2i/2-in- perforations; the

Plant at C'oalwood, W. Va.

a small portion at the

This demand includes shaking screens
and picking tables for the larger grades of coal, such as
nut, egg, and lump, and for washeries for improving the

better-sized coal.

of a dead plate.

and simply

ft., is fitted with the
balance of the screen, except

end for rescreening,

The lower deck

is

comprised

consists of a dead plate

serves the purpose of carrying the slack coal

forward.

screenings.

The "Marcus" System

in "West Yikginia

Great care must be exercised in the design of a tipple
for this field because the Pocahontas coal, as everyone
knows, breaks up very easily. It must be handled as little
as possible, the screening, picking and other machinery
being arranged to give the minimum breakage and at the

same time be

as effective as possible.

in an ordinary screening and
to introduce a shaker screen with,
The coal passes over this screen
say, 2-in. perforations.
onto the picking table, and is then discharged directly

The common procedure

picking installation

is

into railroad cars or a lowering boom.
the screens passes directly to a washery,

The
if

slack frcmi

there

is

one,

conveyed to the end of the picking table to be mixed
back with the picked lump coal in making picked run-ofmine; or it may be discharged directly into railroad cars.
or

is

•Contract engineer, Roberts

&

Schaefer

Co.,

Chicago,

111.

Fio.

2.

CoMiuNED Screen and Picking Table
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It
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readily peen that this screen does the wori-; of tho

picking table and conveyor; it will also
be observed in the accompanying photographs that the
picking and screening platform is level, which reduces
shakiiiff screen,

the tipple height.

This screen has been operated at about 25 per cent, over
it was intended, and the separation is more perfect and uniform than with the standard
type shakers; it is easier to pick on this table and the
pickers can clean the coal better than on any other device.
It has been in successful operation for a good many years
the capacity for which

Fig.

3.

The Marion County Coal Co/s Four-Track

Titi'le

Equipped with the CoiimxED SrnuEN

AND Picking Taulk
COMBIXATIOX SCREEXIxr, AND PlCKIXG

Fig. 4.

An Enlarged View

Germany, Canada and other countries, and
has Just been introduced in the United States by the
Koberts & Schaefcr Co., of Chicago, 111., who own the
in England,

This horizontal screen is given a peculiar to-and-fro
motion, which etfects a perfect .screening of the coal, and
at the same time moves forward that which has passed
over the perforated plate so that it can be readily picked.
When the coal is received on the "Marcus" screen from
the retarding conveyor above mentioned, the slack is removed at once, dropping below onto the horizontal dead
plate.
The nut, ^^^ and lump remaining on the perforations, pass on over the dead plate, where they are picked,
and then discharged directly onto a loading boom and
loaded as lump coal ; or they can be mixed again with the
slack coal, which has also been brought forward on the;
lower deck, and shipped as run-of-mine. Gates have been
provided in the lower deck for loading the slack on a separate track when picked lump is being prepared.

rights.

Ax
Tho

Illinois Ixstallation

simplicity of the device and

its

methnil of instal-

shown in Fig. 3, Avhich is the remodeled tijiple
of the Marion Connty Coal Co., at Centralia, 111.
This
company originally had a three-track shaker-screen tipple,
making lump, egg and screenings, a common form of tipple in use in Illinois. Within the past year, however, oplation, is

erators have considered the necessity of better preparing

lump and egg sizes which heretofore have been picked
on the railroad cars. The installation of picking tables is
now being considered and the Marion County Coal Co.
the

op the "Marcus" Screening Arrangement on the 'Marion County

Coal

Co.'s Tipplio

—

:
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one of the first in Illinois to adopt this method in their
After having carefully made an inspection of the
"Marcus" installation at C'oahvood, \V. Va., they decided
is

making

This could be accomplished by introducing the "Marcus" system, which also
gave them the benefit of picking the lump and egg before
it was discharged into the railroad cars.
The simplicity with which this device could be installed
in the old tipple is readily apparent by observing Fig. 3.
No change has been made in the arrangement of cages,
sheave wheels, dump chutes or weigh hopper; in fact,
there was sufficient height to install the screen between
the bottom of the weigh hopper and the tracks, and also
it

into a four-track plant.

provide a reciprocating feeder.
The coal from the selfdumping cages is discharged into a weigh hopper and

then deposited in the small dump hopper, from which it
i.s
fed uniformly, by means of the reciprocatins' feeder
onto the screen, the following sizes being prejiared

Coal Preparation
Coal

i.s-

lierc

The VanLear mines, four in number, located on the
Big Sandy division of the Chesapeake & Ohio E.R. in
the newly developed coal field of eastern Kentucky and
belonging to the Consolidation Coal Co., are worthy of
more than casual mitire. Iiotli on acrouiit of the machin-

XivAv .\LoxG Tin;

semi-antliracite in nature.

Before shipping this coal to market it is screened iido
four grades, the larger sizes being loaded so as to avoid
as much as possible any breakage, and the utmost care
I'^nrli of tlie four mines
is exerci.sed in its preparation.
above mentioned is equipped with an e.vteusive plant

,

6-in. perforation.

the valves, picked nin-of-mine coal can be loaded on the

outside track.

Fig. 4 shows in an enlarged detail the ar-

rangement.

This device has met with such favor abroad, in Canada,
in West Virginia, that the operators in this country
will, no doubt, investigate it carefully, not only because
of its better screening and cleaning possibilities, but owing to the fact that it eliminates the moving machinery
that is necessary with screens, picking tables, and conveyors. At the same time it gives a cheai)er tipple, due to
its low cost, low power, maintenance and low cost of operation. Obviously a more effective cleaning can be done
where the coal is handled in this way.

and

Eastern Kentucky
biiilt

form

by the Fairmont Mining Machinery Co. All conclosely to the one described and illustrated below.

The

coal is first

dumped from

the

mine

cars

and passes

over a 3-in. gravity bar screen, set on a slope of 21 deg.
Ou account of the large size and the flatness of some of
the lumps, some fine coal tends to ride upon the larger

The Exd

Pkkixc R.wd

This is
cry installed and ilic quidity (if the coal itself.
a slabby lump bituniiudus, hut quite hard and brittle,

Xo. 18

The lump and egg is picked ou the upper deck and by
means of the valves shown, delivered to the railroad cars
through the hinged and telescoping chutes; or by closing

in

prepared for inarl-ct in four
Gravity screens, shaker screens, knocker screens,
sizes.
picking hands and loading booms are all used to secure
effective separation and prevent degradation of hinips.
iSFVCJP^'/^'

3,

Nut over 1^-in. perforation, through 3-in. perforation.
Screenings through lV4-in. perforation.

tipple.

to rebuild their present three-track shaker-screen tipple,

Vol.

Lump over 6-in. perforation.
Egg over 3-in. perforation, through

pieces.

This

is

of thic Loadixg Booji

dislodged by a drop of about 12

in.

at

the foot of the screen, which causes the lumps to eithei
turn over or tilt. A shaker screen B then receives the
coal, making a final separation of the lumps from the

smaller

sizes.

This screen is .5 ft. wide and 17 ft. long over all, the
bottom being perforated with 3-in. diameter holes for
18 ft. of its length. It is set on a slope of 18 deg. and

Mav

;J,
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driven by eccentrics and eccentric rods with 6 in. of a
throw, the shaft making 100 r.p.m.
From the shaker^
the clean lump coal passes onto the picking band.

The screenings from the shaker are canght in a pan attached underneath it and deflected to one side into a conveyor. This is of the scraper type set on a 32-deg. slope
strand of welded-steel link chain and flights
long by 8 in. deep curved slightly forward on the
bottom, suspended at intervals.
This conveyor delivers
the screenings to the knocker screen C located directly
below the bar screen A. Here the screenings from the
shaker mingle with those from the gravity bar screen and
pass over the knocker screens together.

with
12

a single

in.

A=

Grcivi+y Bar Screen
B= Shaker Screen

C= Knocker Screen
u-.CL Picking Band

671

being gotten at any intermediate points as desired. Upon
starting to load a car, it is used in its low position, being
raised for topping out as soon as one end is tilled and
kept at this height until the car is loaded. By this means,
a car

may

be trimmed without any danger whatever from

a rush of coal.

The

raising and lowering device for the loading boom
worthy of attention. I'ower is taken from the same
motor that drives the picking band and is governed by
is

means of a friction clutch located at G. A brake is also
mounted on this same shaft. The levers are so arranged
that when the clutch is thrown in, the brake is released,
and, upon disengaging the clutch, the brake is at the
same instant autoniiiticariy applied.
The capacity of this plant is governed by the efficient
capacity of the shaking screen. For good results, the average depth of coal ui)on this part of the apparatus should
not exceed 6 in. The forward movement of the coal upon

C.L.Dump.

the screen is approximately 50 ft. per min. The capacity
is thus 125 cu.ft. per min., or 1871/^ tons per hour, which

.Mofor

is

equivalent to 1500 tons per S-hr. day.

A New

Electric Miners'

Lamp

By an

ingenious arrangement of vent tubes, the "Witherbee Igniter Co., of Springfield, Mass., has developed
an acid-tight, lead .storage battery, for the electric head

lamp which permits of the use of free electrolite. Thus
the standard construction of lead accumulators is adapted
to the ordinary miners' use and the resulting gain in effiand hours of service, in proportion to
expected to greatly accelerate the fast growing
popidarity of this type of electric lamp. J. T. Jennings,
electrical engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
& Iron Co., placed a large number of these lamps in service over a year ago and the manufacturers acknowledge
his valuable assistance in perfecting many of the details
of consiruction of the '\^'ico Safety Elccli-ii- ryani|).
ciency, life of plates

iX^

weight,

U-.- /5'-— J<-- /5'— ->U-- /g'-—>J
SlCCTIO.V or SCRKEXIXG Pl.IXT. SllOWIXr, ScliEEN
Arraxgejiext
The knocker

C

pivoted at the upper end and
of offset cams on a shaft
at the rate of 200 elevations per minute.
The rise of the
screen

is

raised at the lower end by

means

is

cams

is 1 1^ in. and the return blow of the screen is taken
by stout wood blocks. This screen is set on a slope of 21
deg. It is made in two decks, the bottom of the upper
deck being perforated with 2i/2xli/^-iu. holes, the lower

deck with i/^x4i/i-in.

slots.

which passes over may be dropped through
a fly at E into a conveyor of similar construction to that
previously described and elevated to the picking band,
there mingling with the lump coal, or it may be loaded
on track Xo. 2. The nut coal may either be thrown in
with the egg or ]>assed tlirough a fly at F and loaded as
shown.
Tlie egg coal

The picking band is 3 ft. G in. wide, mounted on 12-in.
pitch chain with 5-in. rollers every foot.
It moves at a
speed of 40 ft. per niin.
The horizontal portion of the
band is 18 ft. long, allowing ample space for pickers
remove any slate from the coal.

To
boom

to

avoid dro]>ping the coal into the cars a loading
is provided, which consists of a structural-.steel

frame pivoted at the upper end and adjustable at the
lower, and carrying guides for the ])icking band.

The lump

coal, after leaving the

shaker screen,

is

car-

ried by the

band and loading boom and ])lafed either on
the car bottom or on the pile in the car without appreci-

The lowest slant of the boom is 22 deg.
highest position may be horizontal, adjustment

able breakage.

and

its

Det.ml

^'Il:vv

OK Tin;

I.,.\.mi'

axij Its .Vi'I'cijtexances

C
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might be called extraordinary, were

it not so comoccurrence in inventions generally, that battery
manufacturers have overlooked the possibility of venting
a cell in the manner here employed. Two tubes are sealed
into the cover of the acid chamber with their upper and
lower extremities in diagonally ojiposite comers.
con-

It

mon an

A

stant acid level

is

maintained by

in the side of the jar,

filling

through a plug

and while the battery

mal position, both tubes vent freely.
turned on its side, one of the tubes,

is

in the nor-

If the Ijattery
of course, has

lie

its

AGE
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in staggard grades, correctly proportioned to give the
greatest capacity for weight at the desired discharge rate.

The drawn aluminum housing

is sufficiently stifi to resist
the ordinary rough handling by miners and the connections from the battery terminals are strong and positive,
spring contacts being avoided for the sake of reliability.

The

latest type of bayonet-locking socket is

to hold the tungsten bulb in the lamp,

smooth, sufficient and well diffused light
to fit on the standard oil-lamp support.
Several of

tlie

Philadelphia.

employed
which reflects a
and is arranged

& Reading

colliers are

now

equipped with the Wico Safety Lamp, and other operators
are following suit. As evidence of the remarkable cleanliness of the battery,

it is said that they are in great defor candelabra equipment on hotel tables.

mand

The
The U.

Suitability
Bureau

S.

of Explosives

of ilines recently published Bulle-

tin 48, dealing especially with tests

which show the

suit-

ability of different classes of explosives for various kinds

of work.
sives

It

is

one of a series dealing with tests of exploof reducing the risks involved in theii-

and methods

use in mining.

Many explosives suitable for quarry work have ]n-oved
unsuitable for use in mines or iu closed workings.
An
explosive for use in gaseous or dusty coal mines must be
so composed that its explosion temperature and the height
aaid duration of its flame are reduced sufficiently to permit
its being used with comparative safety.
The nature of the
gases evolved in detonation, the imperviousness of the explosives to moisture, their behavior in cold climates, their

freedom from chemical or physical change durall have an important bearing upon
their selection for any special work.
Practically every class and grade of commercial explosive is \ised in open-air v/ork to meet varying conditions.
This bulletin states the use to which each of the following
explosives is best adapted
Black blasting powder, granulated nitroglycerin powder, "straight nitroglycerin dynamite," low-freezing dynamite, ammonia dynamite, and
stability of

ing

warm

weather,

:

gelatin dynamite.

\u:w SnuMixG

Tin:

Wu-o Lamp ix Use

lower extremity within the acid chamber, below the acid
level, but its upjier extremity, projecting through the
cover, is above the acid level so that none can escape. The
other tube, being in the opposite position, has its lower
extremity within the acid chamber, above the acid level,
and is, therefore, entirely free to carry off the gases without the liquid spilling unless the battery be completely

and this condition maintained; as the battery
turned from side to side, first one tube and then the

Black blasting powder is stated to be the best suited for
work, in which a gradual pushing or heaving effort is desired, while "straight nitroglycerin dynamite" develops
greater disruptive force than any of the other explosives
tested.
For this reason it should be employed for pro-

ducing shattering effects, or for blasting very tough
or hard materials.
The gelatin dynamites on detonation prodiiced the
smallest percentage of poisonous gases, but even these are

from being satisfactory in this respect. To obviate this
Bureau had a special gelatin dynamite prepared, which, upon detonation, produced no poisonous

far

objection, the

It

gases.

is

believed that this illustration of the possibil-

producing an explosive of this

inverted,

ity of

is

evolve poisonous gases, will result in

other serves as the vent.

At no time are the plates ^uuovprcd, and in no position
that the miner may assume, will his light be diminished.
Although the ca])acity of the liattery is more than adeliglit for an entire shift, it is surprisingly
small and light as a direct result of the increased effi
The active material of the five plates is formed
ciency.

quate to furnish

cially

that will not
being commer-

class,
its

manufactured.

The

Indletin closes with a taljle

showing the

relative

potential energy, disruptive effort which bears a clase reuition to the shattering force of the explosive, the pro-

pulsive effect which corres])onds to the jnishing or heaving force of mine explosives of different classes and
iffrades.
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Preparation of Anthracite
By IIluh

—A general discussion

of present methods of
sizing hard coal in the anthracite field. Re-

i'^YXOPSIS
cleaning and

cent practice

is

from the crude methods

quite different

formerly used.

,

The means employed for the preparation of anthracite
coal for market vary from mine to mine, according to the
character of the coal which is being worked and the
methods of development employed. '\ATien the coal, as it
comes from the mines, is dry and bright, and the slate
separates easily from the coal, the method known as dry
preparation may be employed, in which no water is used
But when the run-of-mine coal is
in cleaning the coal.
wet or stained so that it must be washed in order to
make it look Ijriglit and so be more marketable, a strictly

Chutes

ix

ax

()lii Biii;AKr:i;.

Shhwinc

AitruiiALi)

which are nnder construction or have been
few years, either steel or concrete or a
combination of both have been used. The Sterrick Creek
breaker of the Pennsylvania Coal Co., at Olyphant, Penn.,
is a large breaker which has been built out of steel with
corrugated-iron siding. The same company is at present
constructing a breaker known as the Underwood, near
Throop, Penn., in which the pockets and foundations are
of breakers

built in the past

made out of concrete, while the rest
made out of steel.
The Lehigh Valley Coal Co.'s new
Spring,

cleaning

is

miner for a car

of coal if there is

done on the surface.

MATKlil.VL

USKD IX

BliEAKKI!

COXSTULTTIOX

the older breakers being constructed

with mortise and

the more recent wooden structures,
In a number
shoulders and tii-rods arc used.

tenons, whereas in

•Minlntr engineer. Scranton. Penn.

to

breaker, at Mineral

built out of steel, the lining of the pockets

made

out of concrete.

The

and

D., L.

&

Co. has constructed a large breaker at Taylor,
Penn., which is built entirely with reinforced concrete.

bJlUWINC

and Coimi-cATED-SiniNc CoNTiox ox A iMoDEUx Bkkakici;

^ n:i:i.-

,sTi;r

the only steel work being liie frame which carries the conveyor that lifts the coal from the shaft to the head of the
This breaker is unusually steady, there being
breaker.
very little movement in it wlicn all the machinery is running, a barrel of water at the top of the breaker not in-

dicating any movement.

The Anthracite Mine Law of Pennsylvania, wliich was
passed in 1871, required that any breakers constructed
after the passage of the act should be placed a certain
distance from the shaft.

The purpose

of this

was to

avoid a repetition of the Avondale disaster of 1860, when
ibe breaker, which was located over (be shaft, Inirned
down, smothering the men in (be niijic fnini the smoke

was carried down the shaft.
law has necessitated the handling of the coal between the shaft and the breaker. At some mines, this is
done by hoisting the coal car high enough so that it can
be run over a trestle directly into the breaker.
A more
wliich

'i'his

The majority of coal breakers in use, having been built
for a number of years, have been constructed of wood,

ca.<t-iron

is

W. R.R.

(kuwih:!!

more
than a certain amount of rock in the car, this amount
varying from 300 to 500 lb. Li pitching seams where the
coal is drawn from a battery, such a preliminary preparation is not possible to any great extent, as the coal cannot be shoveled over.
In this case everything from tlie
seam is loaded into the mine car and the preliminary
price paid to the

is

the flooring being

I'ooHLV Luiinici) Ai:i:Axui;Mi;xT

wet preparation may be used. In many breakers a combination of both wet and dry preparation is employed.
In flat seams where the coal is shoveled over by the
miner before it is loaded into the car, the preliminary
preparation is given in the mine, the larger ])ieces of rock
and bone being picked out by hand and stowed in the gob.
Under these conditions a deduction is made from the

of the breaker

be

common

))ra(tico

face and (here
it

though,

dump

is

to hoist the car to the sur-

the coal into a conveyor which lifts

to the head of the breaker.

.\n advantage in this is that ])ockets of the conveyor,
holding only a porticin of tin; coal in a car, deliver the
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a more uniform quantity than where the car itclumped directly at the head of the breaker, a better cleaning of the coal always being jjossible when it
moves in a steady stream from the breaker. When the
suj)ply of coal from the mine comes from more than one
source and is dumfied from two points into the boot of
the conveyor, the feed to the breaker is more even than
coal

self is

when

the cars

from two points are dumped

directly at the

head.

Must Avoid Eough Handling
Coal should be handled in a breaker so that the least
amount is broken into small sizes. It is stated that a
reduction of 1 per cent, in the breakage amounts to a
saving of $75,000 a year for one large company. As the
average price of coal is about $2.40, a saving of 1 per
cent, is equal to 2.4c. a ton, which can easily amount up

^iJiAViNG A Coil.Mu.N

Ai:i:A.\!..i,.\ii.:.

I

.

\\iii.i;i.];\

(..'Ai:s

amount when the production is large. Breakage will occur as one piece of coal strikes against another or where the coal strikes against the side of the
chute as it changes its direction of flow.
Tlie coal on entering the breaker, passes over bars,
either fixed or movable, or over shaking screens, so that
to a large

lump coal may be separated from that which is already broken to a more marketable size, and also to avoid
The small coal
passing all tlie coal through the rolls.
is sent directly to the sizing and preparing machines.
Sliaking screens are preferable to bars for making this
preliminary separation, as the separation is more distinct,
the

the reason for this being that

when

the coal slides

clmte and over the bars, that which

down

should fall
througli, often gatliers enough momentum to carry it over
or may be so held by larger pieces of coal that it is carthe

Vol.

ried along with them.
all otlier
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Whereas if it is shaken free from
happen on a shaking screen,

pieces of coal, as will

and given time

to drop, it will pass through.
The disadvantage is the power required for the screens and move
complicated machinery.
The lump coal is given a preliminary cleaning before
going to the rolls to be crushed. This may be done
a
picking chute or on a moving table. When it is done on
a moving table, better cleaning can be accomplished as
the pieces of coal do not move so fast as when sliding
down a chute, and are not piled up one on the other as is

m

likely to

happen

at the

end of a chute.

Necessity of Caeefcil Cleaning at the Head
Cleaning the coal at the head

is

important, for

it

is

easier to piclv out one large piece of slate in the beginning
tlian to pick

Ai;i,

Takl.x

out a number of smaller pieces later on. Five

ii:u.\l

TiiL

Jii-Ai.i

MiAi

r

iLi

iJiiLAKU;

men

at the Mineral Spring bi'eaker of the Lehigh Yalley
Coal Co. do most of the hand picking which is done in
In this breaker there are three picking
that breaker.
Shaking screens are employed for
tables on the head.
the preliminary sizing, and these make two products,
lump, which is cleaned on the center table, and steamboat and broken, which are cleaned on tables at each side.
The slate which is taken out at this jioint, goes directly

to the waste.

After cleaning on the head, the lump coal passes
ihrough rolls to be broken down to the sizes desired. In
a combination wet-and-dry breaker, it is generally the
pioiluct from breaking down the lump coal that is cleaned
by the dry method and goes to its separate part of the
breaker.

The

rolls

generally enijiloyed are higli-speed toothed

Mav
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numiug at 900 r.p.m.
known as the Lloyd

rolls,

Recently, however, slow-

have come into use.
In these rolls the revolutions have been reduced to 250
a minute and the saving in breakage below the desired
They are compound
sizes runs as high as 15 per cent.
geared and the teeth are set in staggered rows and do
not overlap as iu the old high-speed, pointed-tooth rolls.
To get the best results, rolls should be fed evenly with
speed

a

rolls,

Even feeding

sized product.

when moving

rolls,

is

better accomplished

tables are employed, as coal

moving out

of

after being held back by a gate, travels in a

a chute,

mass, whereas with moving tables

end of the

it

falls

evenly over the

table.

After passing through the rolls, coal is sized on shaking or revolving screens, each size being prepared separately.
The sizes of prepared anthracite coal and the
square holes through which they will pass are as follows:
Steamboat, 5 in.; lump, 4 in.; broken, 2% in.; egg, 2
in.; pea, Yo in.; buckin.; stove, 1% in.; chestnut,

%

wheat,

ill-

1/4

j

ric6,

Ys inch.

In the early days of anthracite mining, no size below
was prepared and the cleaning was done by
In those days the miner was required to rake
hand.
over his coal in the chamber before loading a car and
all the fine coal which passed through the rake was
shoveled into the gob. The contrary is true of the present
day, the smaller and cheaper sizes having increased
stove coal

demand, so that egg is the largest size made
some breakers. These breakers are so arranged that

steadily in

in

even egg coal can be broken into smaller sizes
there

is

no demand for

when

it.

Dry Methods op PuErAKATiON
In breakers using the dry methods of preparation, the
coal is first cleaned by mechanical pickers and then by
hand.
The mechanical pickers are of two types the
Emery picker and the spiral picker. In the Emery
:

picker, the coal

down

i.s

separated from the slate as it slides
is a slot, the coal on account

a chute in which there

of its glassy surface, gaining

jump

enough velocity to make

it

whereas the slate being heavier and sliding at a slower rate, falls through. The spiral separator
has a sheet-iron spiral which inclines toward the center
down which the coal and slate slide. The coal, gaining
greater velocity than the slate, is discharged over the edge
by centrifugal force, while the slate remains on the spiral
and is discharged in the center at the bottom.
In the modern breaker, built out of steel and corthe

slot,

G75

A machine has recently been devised to do
which can be attached to the end of the shaking screen or placed by itself in a chute. In this machine, the coal passes over a series of plates which overslate.

fiat

this work,

lap in the direction of the

movement

of the coal, so that

machine moves forward, the flat slate passes back
through the opening between the plates. The plates open
a little at the end of each stroke iu order to release any
slate which may be caught between them.
as the

AliliANGEMEXT OE COAL PoCKETS
The usual arrangement of the coal pockets is to have
them parallel to the railroad track on which the loading
is done.
In the illustration shown of the Sterrick t^'reek
breaker, two tracks are shown passing beneath the breaker,
on both of which cars can be loaded. In contrast to this
custom is the novel arrangement of the Mineral Spring
breaker, where all the loading is done at one point and
only one track is used. The pockets in this breaker are
arranged in two opposed rov.-s at right angles to the track,
and the loading is done by means of a belt which passes
through an alleyway between pockets and onto which the
coal is loaded by gravity for delivery to the railroad cars.
One man by a system of levers controls the gates in the
pockets, the belt, and a box-car loader.
In loading by a belt, greater speed has to be given to
it when the smaller sizes of coal are handled in order
to throw them free from the belt at the end, and not
have them stick to it, following it around. This system
of loading is to be maintained in the new Franklin lii'caker
which is being built by the same company. Another
S3'stem of loading which is proposed for a breaker under
construction by another company, will not have pockets
in the breaker, but will have a separate track for each
size of coal so as to load directly into the railroad cars.

The refuse from the breaker nowadays is generally
ground up and sent back into the mines to fill up old
workings.
The ashes from the boiler plant are also
flushed into the mines with water. The crushing is generally done with a "AVilliams Xo. 3" crusher, the largest
slate sometimes being broken down in a Gates crusher.

r"

BY THE WAY
Even a non must defend

Itself

against the

flies.

"Let the unions try to orpanize my camp." a boastful
superintendent threatened, "and I'll show them." They did.

rugated-iron siding, attention is paid to lighting the inside of the breaker so that there may be plenty of light
for picking the coal.
In the old structures adapted to
recent mines, the chutes for hand cleaning are often bad-

He

ly constructed and poorly lighted, the lack of daylight
being made up by hanging an electric light over the
picking chute in front of each boy. The hand picking of
the coal is done by boys. It is avoided as much as poseible nowadays
only the larger sizes are cleaned by
hand.
At one modern breaker, only two boys are em-

The Philadelphia ooni-ern that ofi>n-d its employ. -.•s 15c.
a day for taking a bath has created an opining for an awful
roar from the Miners' Union.

ployed on the clean coal, both of them working on egg
coal after jigging.
After picking, the clean coal is sent
into the pockets for loading onto the cars, for shipment.
In a wet breaker the cleaning of coal is done by means

A party nonchalantly plioiicd us the other day for the adWe referred him to
dress of the Anthracite Co.il Trust.
ex- Attorney-General Wlckc r^h.•lIn.

;

of jigs, the coal being .sent directly

from the

jigs to the

pockets.

One

of the bind things to

cliniii]<it(!

in

cleaning coal

is

didn't.

A dwarf on

a giant's shoulder sees the further of the two.

Education may not end in eminence, but, without
nence can hardly be attained.

—

It,

emi-

(Prolilem) The Criminal Courts In Georgia sentence a
small boy to 11 years In Jail for stealing a 5c. bottle of pop.
How many years should the Pennsylvania courts sentence a
greedy or careless miner for crossing the flreboas' dead
line?
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Balanced Shaking Screen

i^YNO'PSIS Double screens suspended by flexible wooden strips and driven by opposed eccentrics through

between the journal and box.

eccentric rods greatly reduce the noise of operation, the cost of installation and repairs, and the reflex

more rapid

resilient

the screen

itself,

The

greater the weight of

upon it, and the
the more severe would become

or of the coal carried

its oscillation,

Throughout most coal fields where the product of the
mine is sized before going to market, the oscillating or

any tendency to pound.
To overcome these difficulties the Wilmot Engineering
Co., of Hazelton, Penn., has placed a screen on the market which is known as the Parrish flexible-arm shaker,
which is in many respects decidedly different from the

shaking screen has, generally speaking, supplanted the

older type of shaking screens.

action of the shaker upon the building.

revolving screen for sizing purposes.

The

jection to this type of ajjparatus has been

action upon the building in which

destructive

its

the earth, or any other two heavenly bodies.
The push
exerted by the eccentric to force the shaker forward may
be transmitted in the opposite direction to the timbers

A

CoLLiEiiY

i^hnft,

with the result that build-

Wheue These

ings not constructed M'ith

tlie

Sii.viiEES

ated plates by which the coal

especial idea in

mind

of

and not infrequentl}', been shaken to destruction.
Attempts have been frequently made, therefore, to

counterbalance or neutralize the action of the eccentric
shaft upon the building itself, and, although these were

more or

less successful, the heavier the screens were made,
the greater and more disastrous were their effects upon
the structure within which tliey were housed.

ordinarily constructed, shaking screens are hung
above with rods ])rovided with boxes to allow a

slight rocking botli at the point of suspension

of support

upon the

screen.

The

up en-

This serves to minimize the
framework.
In order to obviate the necessity of connecting the ec-

in the opposite direction.

effect of the inertia of the screen-supporting

times,

from

sized, is built

Are Used and the Screens Themselves ix Operation in
THE Washery

resisting the action of the oscillating screens have some-

As

is

wood, being thus somewhat lighter than if made
of structural-steel shapes. This framework is hung from
above on a series of lx8-in. strips of seasoned ash, which
are securely bolted to both the shaker proper and to
the supporting beams overhead.
The backward and forward motion of the screen framework is made possible by the elasticity of these wooden
hangers, and at either extreme position of the shaker
tlu'v ai'e bent and tend to force the suspended weight
tirely of

it is jjlaced.

The third law of gravitation, which states that "for
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction,"
holds as true between the coal screen and the structure
whereby it is supported, as it does between the sun and

supporting the eccentric

In this apparatus the framework, carrying the perfor-

principal ob-

and point

eccentric rods were also

attached to the shaker, the
is again taken advantage of.
One end of the eccentric rod is bolted securely to the
shaker framework, while the other is bolted to the eccentric

wristpins

rods to

elasticity of seasoned

centric straps.

tachment, a

wood

Between these two ends, or points of

flat strip of

at-

thoroughly seasoned white oak

is

interposed and securely fastened.
In order to counteract as much as possible the action
of the shakers

double, that

is,

upon the building, they are usually built
one shaker above the other, or upon the

attached to the screens in a similar manner, the points
of attachment, however, being usually provided with brass
boxings similar to those used upon the ordinary steam-

opposite side of the eccentric shaft.

engine connecting-rods.

times opposite, which puts as little oscillatory shaking strain upon the building as possible.
The advantages of this construction are many. All of
the ])rinciple ])arts except the screen plates themselves be-

Although there was coinparativeiy

ment and the driving

direction of travel of the two screen-bearing frames

is

at

all

little

trouble experi-

enced from heating, or undue friction, in these various
boxes, great difficulty was encountered in keeping the

made

various joints tight.

ing

any

to install.

It will be readily appreciated that
motion, cither at the points of support or at the
application of power, would cause a knock in the boxings which, if unattended to, would grow steadily worse,
not from friction, liut on account of the pounding action
lost

AYith this arrange-,

eccentrics opposed to each other, the

is light in weight and cheap
Renewals of either hangers or eccentric rods

of wood, the shaker

are not frequent, but when necessary such renewals can
be accomplished (|uirkly and at small cxpcnsi' by an or-

dinary carpenter.

May

3,
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Cincinnati Mine Explosion, Courtney, Penn,
By

Iv.

Dawsox Hall

SYNOPSIS—A

gas explosion occurred at the Cincinnati
mine of the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Colce
Co., near Courtney, Washington County, Penn., killing

90 men. I'he mine had been operated about three-quarters
ff a century and had extensive workings. Many of the
men escaped through an, unsuspected avenue of safety, all
the provided roadways being blocked by afterdamp.

The Cincinnati mine

is one of the ohlest in the bituminalong the west or left bank of the
Monongahela River, just north of the town of that name.
The nearest railroad station is Courtney. A few men
live in a block of wood houses between the Pennsylvania
R.R. (Monongahela branch) and the river, and this block
is shown in the view of the tipple. But there is no town
near the mine, and the miners in general live in the many

ous regions.

It lays

(iiiXKKAL

Monongahela, Xew Eagle, Riverview,
and Gaston villc, for at the Cincinnati mine
he river rounds sharply against the liills and makes a
>trep bluff, affording little room fur buildings at its
i'ase and none on its slopes.
Fiadleyville

I

A PioxEEU Mixe
This mine and the abandoned Buffalo workings ad-SO years ago.
Cincinnati has
liicTi
o])crated discontinuously since that time, having
|)assed into many different hands, being owned at differiiit times by the Fifth and Tradesmen's National Banks,
at Pittsburgh, Roliert Artiiurs and C. M. Jutte & Co.
At all times gas has been found, not in great quantities
but sufficient to serve as a menace.
At one time reports
aver that the mine exj)loded and blew cars almost across
the river, i)ut this accident is said to have occurred 30
><ar8 ago, long before the operation came under the presliit ownership, and the damage was to property and not
1o liunian life.
According to report, gas is occasionally
jacent were opened almost

in

large qiiaiitities.

been rare until

the

Nevertheless, accidents have

present disaster wipeil out

in

one

when the

disaster

to occur.

Thk Slope Maxwat
When

M. Jutte & Co. still owned the mine, Henry
Louttit, being mine inspector of the district, declared
that the escape of the men in case of an accident was
not sufficiently provided for and insisted on a new opening on Fromans Run, a branch of Mingo Creek.
The
court appointed D. M. Anderson, a coal operator Henry
Cook, a miner, and George D. Jenkins, a mining engineer, to report to the court.
They made an examination
Oct. 13, 1893, and declared that a 20-deg. slope 550 ft.
C.

;

long should be constructed to connect with the surface in
Fromans Run. This opening constitutes the drift marked
in the illustration as

View of the Plaxt at Cixcixxati Mixe, Couhtxey.

villages near-by, in

f'lUiul

catastrophe 96 lives just at a time

seemed unlikely

Mi ago mauway.

By

this steep in-

A\'a8iiixgtox Colixty, Pi;x\.

dine the men and mules eiilcr the mine, ami al ils nidulh
the mule stable is located. It is a primitive adil such as
a company might be expected to construct under legal
necessity.

Thus there were two entries to the mine, the level mam
road with its rope haulage entering the hill ojjposite tlio
tipple, and the manway about a mile away on a small
run near the Mingo school house. By tlie first, the bodies
removed, and the rescuers entered the mine by the
Five rescued mules were driven out of this opening about 70 hr. after the disaster, looking little the worse
(vere

second.

for their severe experience.

The

Wioatiiei!

Coxditioxs

The explosion occurn'd about ]2:\') in the afternoon
on Wednesday, Apr. 23. The Icnipei-alure was about 80
deg. F., and the weather bad been warm and, therefore,
unfavorable for a dust ex)>losion for .several days. Since
Apr. 7, the tem])erature had not fallen below 30 deg. F.,

though on Apr. 20 the teiviperature
freezing

|)oint.

plosion any

The conditions

more than one

did

fell
iu)t

at 6 a.m. to the

favor a gas ex-

of coal dust, for

I

be day was

COAL
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bright aud the harometer did not show any marked deI qnote the statement of the Weather Bureau:

cline.

BAROMETRIC READINGS AT PITTSBURGH STATION
Date
Apr. 20

Hour

Inches

8 a.m.
8 p.m.

29.50
29.54
29.66
29,44
29 36

Apr. 21

8a.m.

Apr. 22

8
8
8
8

Apr.

2.3

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.

8 p.m.
8 a.m.
8 p.m.

Apr. 24

Maixly

29
29
29
29

18
27

23
,

31

29.20

a Gas Explosion

Apparently the center of the explosion was not far from
the oth aud 6th butts out of the 8th face. The accident

AGE

Vol.

From

was obtained.

main
No.

return,

a

iS'o. 8,

Xo. 18

S.

right to left these were No. 7, the
motor road and intake airway, and

a traveling road, also serving as an intake.

9,

Lead-

ing to the left out of these were several butt headings,
each providing approach to or being prepared to provide
ajiproach to about 50 rooms.

The

last started

was Xo.

Parallel to the face entries mentioned was Xo. 4

21.

face entry,

aud the 15th butt heading from

this entry

struck across the new work not far from Xo. 21 butt
heading.
All the work in Xo. -1 face was nearly com^
pleted.

1")

The

and stumps had been largely drawn
Yet through Xo.
face, broken and caved as the former

pillars

extensive caving had taken place.

:ui(l

butt

was.

and Xo.

many men

-4

reached the surface.

Shipp Holmes, a colored man, was followed by 15 men
into the end of Xo. 8 face workings and thence along

No. 15 butt outward.

ITolmes had an unextinguished
men were in the dark, and, so

safety lamp, but the other

parted from the rest and perished. When
Todd discovered that Holmes had managed to reach tlie surface by way of the far workings of
No. 4 face, ho made the trip liack over the ground, anil
five

men were

the Boss Driver

finding

them

Edward Furlong and William McDonald, brought

out.

SoJlE 1nD1V1L>UAL FxPFlilENrRS

Edward Furlong was a mule driver who worked in the
14th entry. Like other drivers, he collected cars from
the room faces and delivered them near the mouth of
From this place
the heading where it enters 8th face.
He used an open
the cars were removed by a motor.
lamp when driving do-mi to No. 16 room. At that point
he was in the habit of laying his open light down and
then, taking the safety lamp in its place, would proceed

AVor.Kixf;.'^ Adjacent to the Cincinnati
Mine. Some Think Much Gas Leaked from This
Mine into the Cincinnati Workings

The Buffalo

down the heading.
At 12:15, on Wednesday, he was sitting at this No. 16
room, when the explosion occurred. It rolled him over
a distance of about 12
to No. 8 face,

afterdamp.

was probahly largely a gas explosion, the violence not heing greatly increased hy the presence of dust. The coal
is about 5 ft. thick, increasing in dips to 6 or 7 ft. Above
the coal is about a foot of draw slate which is hard to
maintain in place. This slate is always pulled or shot
down. Thus the floor normally is covered with a certain
amount of broken rock which mixes with the coal dust.

ft.

and found

He

Picking himself up, he went
three face headings full of

all

tried to pass in the direction of the drift

mouth but found the

air terribly foul

and remembering

his deccascil father's oft-rc]icatcd admonition, he decided

violence of the explosion has, as is usual in such
been exaggerated by the press. The hlast blew open
the explosion doors of the fan, an illustration of which
ventilator is shown in the last illustration. The doors were
replaced by the fan tender, made tight with sacking a:Kl

The

cases,

loaded with iron. The fan was in no way in.jured. As
an evidence of violence it is said that in the mine, a locomotive was blown off the tracks.
There was, however, a great deal of afterdamp, which
invaded both rooms and headings. Unfortunately, the accident occurred in a heading outby from the point where

many men were working. These men were thus pennecl
in behind the clouds of afterdamp, and many more might
have perished had

it

not been for a fortunate circum-

stance.

The Unforeseen Exit
formed the main approaches to
the portion of the mine from which the bulk of the coal
Three

parallel entries

The Minoo Manwat, Where the Rescuers Entered
THE Mine, a Steep and Narrow Slope
to go only half as far as he felt was safe so tliat retreat

would be possible in case the

air

his escape by the regular road.

was too foul to permit
He went only a short

distance and then returned lo llic mouth of the 14th butt
entry and finally traveled as far down as butt entry 21.
McDonald was wit1i him and, as c\])lained, ho also escaped

with the aid of Todd.
Many of the men were working in No. 4 face heading

and the butt headings leading from

it.

These

all

escaped,

Mav
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some

as did also

nieUj to the outi))- of the explosion.

One

man

declared the explosion gave two distinct thuds. He
was standing outside the mine foreman's shanty and after
the explosion occurred he stepped inside and closed the
door. As the foul air entered through the cracks around
the door, he decided to leave and passed through a rear
door to the intake and thence escaped.

Two
The

Eesctki) aftki;
Charles

.")!)

Horns

679

the restarting of entries 5 and G is blameablc for the accident.
Eeport has it that these headings were closed
down for a while because of the presence of gas and re-

opened shortly before the explosion.
Alexander ilcCauch, the state mine inspector, made an
investigation of the mine about six weeks before the accident and found it free of gas, but those who know thp,
mine are disi:u.-ed to think tlsat an investigation is only

and Philip Legler
aroused hope that many more men might he saved. They
were located in hutt entrj' Xo. 20 out of Xo. 8 face headrescue

of

11.

Crall

ing, after having heen immured for about 59 hours. The}'
were taken to the hospital, but they were soon in excellent
condition and were permitted to go home.
Like the
other workers in the headings leading from Xo. 8 face
they had retreated to the remote workings of the mine

after the explosion, as the air in tliat direction

was

less

coiitaminated.

In

all, !tC

Piiffocatioii.

men were killed
One man w;is

either by shock, burning or
complcti'ly

dccaiiitatcd, anthe clothes burned from his body; on the
other hand, some were found who had covered their heads

other had

all

with their coats to shut
quietlj' lain

down

off

the deadly fumes and had

to die.

The ventilation of the mine is supplied by a Capell fan
measuring 12 ft. in diameter, having a 6-ft. face and operated as an exhaust ventilator.
It is driven by a continuous-current motor through gearing; this General
Electric motor is rated at 52b hp. and has a speed of from
300 to 525 revolutions per minute.
Suggested Causes of the Explosion

mine inspectors have made
and the inquest has been held, to suggest
causes for the catastrophe. Some have assumed that gas
entered from some of the many mines adjacent but now
abandoned. The Buffalo and Garfield mines were both
extensive. We show the old opening of the Buffalo mines,
and the Chamjiiou or Murphy fan by which it was ven-

Elixtiucai.ly Driven- Mine Fax.
Door.s IX THE EonEGROuxD Were

BUT THE Fax

'I'lii:

I')i.()(

AND

HoisEs

K OF
Tin;

l;ivi:i;

Xi:ai!

tiii;

Tipi'u: iv

riii-;

Cixcixxati Mine
BACKCiiiOixi)

James, ijie father of Edward Furlong,
who was rescued, was foreman of this mine, ft is tlioughr

tiJated.

that

in

In

l.S.s;i,

some way the

sto|)pings

keeping back the gas

from these old mines leaked out and filled (be 'iminnati
mine with firedamp.
There is also a disposition to blame near-by and abandoned gas wells for the catastrophe. It is said that at one
time a machine cutter broke a hole into a well but fortunately no gas was found, so completely was the well
exhausted or so ti:.'htlv was it sealed. Some contend that
(

Was Uninjured

good for the period at which

made, the gas generaand depending on work-

it is

tion being largely discontinuous

ing conditions.

The

It is early yet, before the

their search

The Explosion
Blown Open

ilixEi) LioiiT

System

may

be interesting to recall the mixed-light methods
of the Pittsburgh district as in existence at this Cincinnati mine, because the much discussed question of
their propriety will probably be revived by this disaster.
It

Two

butt headings are driven

up .side by side with
These are numbered, we will
suppose, 14 and 15.
X'^o rooms are turned from entry
15, but they are started in regular succession from entry
1-1, beginning near the month and extending inward. The
air enters at entry 15,' passes to the end of that heading
as far as completed and returns by entry 14.
As the
rooms are driven up, the pillars are drawn back and gas
escapes from the broken roof.
Xo naked lights are allowed in those rooms where pillars are being drawn or
in the part of the heading from which those rooms are
started.
The men who are driving rooms ahead enter
their working ])laces through entry 15 and pass into
entry 14 through a small door in the crosscut next above
the last room where ])illars are l>eing drawn.
They are
forbidden to travel down to the ])laces where the jiillars
crosscuts between them.

are in process of removal.
In regular turn with the rooms in entry 14 rooms are
turned off entry 15. That is, when all the rooms in the
first entry are turned, a room is started from the end of
entry 15 and thereafter other rooms are opened and the
pillars

drawn ])roceeding outby and not

treating,

not advancing

inliy; that

is

Thus, as the air current

fontimies to follow its old course, the new rooms are
all on intaking air and the pillar-drawing rooms
reached by the current which has ventilated the
rooms.

re-

still
still

are

new
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Mechanical Coal Picking
By FitANK

H.

SYNOPSIS—A

description of two macliines which i/ire
good results. The first can be attached to any ordinanj
shaking screen and removes the flat slate. The second
picks slate of any shape, either flat or otherwise, and is
used mostly upon chestnut or larger sizes of anthracite
coal, although there appears to be no good reason why
it should not work with equal success upon the l)itu7ninous
coal in nut, egg or

The preparation

liiiiip sizes.

of coal for market, especially

if it

be

no means ends with its extraction from
the tenacious embrace of Mother Earth. In order to successfully meet the requirements of the consumer, it must
be properly graded as to size and free from impurities,
such as slate and rock.
anthracite, by

KXKKLAXD
the upper end of which passes the
attached at one end to the hanger C.

tliiDujrh a slot in

A'.

I'od

L.

which

is

At an adjustable point on the rod L

M, which comes
picker

in its

is

placed the stop

is

K only

in contact with the lever

when

the

extreme fonvard position.

The bottom

from
upon the
maximum thickness of the slate which is to be removed
from the coal. This distance in each separate machine is
slightly adjustable.
The coal entering the picker from

each other by

plates of the picker are separated

the width of which depends

slots,

is easily jigged forward across the
on the other hand moves with greater

the receiving chute

The

plates.

slate

and instead of progressing continuously forward,
backward through the slots between the plates.
At the beginning of each rearward movement of the

difficulty

passes

PARTS
1

2

5

Header above, fop feed
Bearing box for feed
Feed

Side iron forholding lever
n Gusset Plate
Driving shaft hearing
19 Crank pin
16

4 Double knuckle joinf
h
6
1

8

Straight [?in nifhjam nuf
Boltandnut connecting rod to knuckle
Driving rod
Bottom he low feed

J°''"''

20
21

and lowering stone
Rody/ithcam forraising and lowering stone

9 Lever for raising
10

Side iron for holding bottom

21

cam rods

15

Stone
ieve r for adjusting slate pan

14

Slate pan

15

Thumb screws

12

22

to ho lei levers
FI&.2
GRAVITY

Crank disk

and catch tohold

Brace

levers

Division shutter
Over- chute

Single knuckle joint
Driving shaft
Rods connecting feed to knuckle
Joints
27 Tandem header

2A

25
26

SLATE PICKER

Side \'ikw of (inAvixY and Flat Slate Pickers. List hf Parts Refers to (iRAvity Picker Oxly'

For many years, the

iinal

rock separation was accom-

plished by employing breaker boys to hand-pick the for-

eign matter from the coal, although

it

was clearly recog-

nized that an efficient mechanical device for this purpose would prove not only a great convenience, but a
attemjits at mechanical

picking

proved failures. Recently, however, some such machines
have been placed upon the market, one of the most successful of which, manufactured by F. H. Emery & Co.,
of Scranton, Penn., is herewith illustrated and described.
Fig. 1 shows a side view of a shaking picker, for the removal of flat slate. The framework A is suspended by
four rods C from the points D, is free to oscillate backward and forward, and is driven by the eccentric E.
Mounted in this framework /I is a scries of slightly bent
transverse plates, every other one of which may be rocked
slightly about the adjustable axes F. These axes are connected to the levers G, which are joined at their upper
ends by the rod 77. One lever is also connected to tlie
spring 7.
Pivoted at •/ and connected to the r(j(l // is the lever

for a piece of slate to

fore,

become caught or jannned

in these openings.

A
all

slightly

increase the opening or width of the slot by the lever K,
coming in contact with stop .1/. It is impossible, there-

great saving as well.

For a long time

move and

picker, the rocking plates are caused to

careful inspection

machine

fails

to

of

show any

refuse discarded by this

tlie

ap])reciable

amount

of

good

ordinary operation of the picker leaves
less than 3 per cent, of combustible matter in the refuse,
while one-half of 1 per cent, is a result not infrequently
coal, in fact, the

achieved.

Another device manufactured by the same com]iany and
one whose
of the

field

of ii.«efulness

is

machine above described,

is

This
a stationary slate picker.
The crank .1 is connected by
and gives it a rocking motion.

even broader than that
wiiat might be termed,

is

illustrated

in

Fig.

2.

a

rod to the feeder B,

//

in

turn

coniic'itcil

is

throuffh rods and levers to the simihir tccdcrs

('.

P

and

E.
'I'hesc

feeders are senii-cvlindrical

and

in

ajipearance

resemble nothing so nnidi as the valves of a Corliss enTheir rocking nio\cnicnt within suitable seats algine.

Mav

3,
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lows the coal to enter the separate stages or passes of the
machine in intermittent batches, or "volleys."

From
which

is

set at

Upon

readily.

B

the feeder

down

the coal moves

the plate F,

such an angle that the coal will slide
reaching the stone slab G, its momentum

by no means brought to a standstill.
The slate also is retarded through contact with the stone
slab, but to a decidedly greater extent than is the coal.
The result is that the clean coal reaches the lower edge
of the slab at a higher velocity than the slate, and readilv jumps an opening, into which the slate drops.
Of
course, some coal is retarded in crossing the slab by pieces
of slate; this falls through the opening with the former
and enters upon the second stage of the operation. The
clean coal, which has jumped the opening above mentioned, is carried off by the over-chute H.
Four feeders and a like number of stages and slabs are
provided in this machine, and by the time that the final
slab is passed, the refuse falling through the last opening
contains only about 5% of coal. This can be easily led
is

checked, but

I'll...

•;.

it is

Flai Slaik

1'J(

kki; ix

M'II; a

(

End ok Shakixc;
into a chute, where
breaker boy.
Tlie above

is

tiic

coal

i

ion

.Vi

tached TO

Sriii;i;x

may

lie

the stationary picker in

removed by one
its

simplest form.

These machines can, however, be mounted in double or
triple decks or in zig-zag form, depending upon the floor
i-pace and liead-room available.
Their work in any of the
above types is practically uniform and identical.

The inclination of the various stages, a.s well as that
of the stone slabs, will vary considerably, with different
Qualities and grades of coal. The width of the slot succeeding each slab

is

these variations are

A

Adjustments

for

each machine.

known mine superintendent in the anthracite
who has used these pickers for some time, make.s

well

region,

the statement,
clean

also important.

made upon

liis

coal,

tiiat

he

whore he used to employ 40 boys to
hire.s only 8, and if the head room

now

was suHicient to permit double decking of
employ none at all, as he believes
that a separation could be accomplished that would be
so nearly perfect as not to warrant any hand picking
in the breaker

the machine, he would

whatever.

Although these machines are at present (mploye<1 mostin the preparation of anthracite, some are working
successfully uf)on bituminous am] there seeni.s to be no
pood reason why it should not prove to be a cheap and
efficient means of removing slate from j)racticallv all
grades of this fuel, shuk iilonc excepted.
ly

Efficient
Two

illustrated below, both ijeing
Co., Carbondale,

Fig.

screens

Screens

efficient screens for sizing

1

and

Penn.

designed

is
is

and cleaning coal are
the Hendrick Mfg.

made by

known

for

use

in

ordinary

oscillating

as "Perisertread" shaker plate.

It

has proven effective in the proper cleaning of the smaller
sizes, the perforated steps placed every 12 in. eliminating
the necessity of strips of wood, angles or other shapes

V
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F.

SYNOPSIS— The

ordinary sliaking screen, although adhas many objectionable characteristics,
chief among which is its tendency to slial'e to pieces any
structure within which it may he mounted. In the installation described this has been obviated by balancing the
reciprocating parts and suspending them in a framework
entirely independent of the mine tipple proper.
efficient,

In the early stages of coal mining the consumer would
gladly accept coal in any condition and of any quality,
it heiug even thus vastly superior to wood and other fuels.

This state of

however, has been constantly changenlightened, educated to the difference between good and bad fuel, between
coal well prepared and that carelessly loaded, until today
the average purchaser, especially the steam-coal user, is as
well or better informed on the merits of the different
coals as the producer.
Science has taught the commercial coal consumer to test
his fuel for heat value, city ordinances have compelled him
to keep down the smoke nuisance, experience and his
yearly balance have shown him which coal is the most
economical to use and which gives the best residts.
On the other hand, the domestic user perhaps does
ing.

Xo. 18

Novel Screening Plant
By W.

mittedhj

Vol.

affairs,

The consumer has gradually become

Schadkl*
ing and resereening have accordingly been
more or less success.

tried out with

Shakixcj Screens Abe Most Efficient
It is

now

generally conceded that the shaking screen

the most efficient

WK

means

^^;-V

of grading coal, but the

is

many

May

3,
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principles in the ordinary liglitly constructed, high-frame

screens have been provided with a novel

which is constantly deteriorating and being.
]ireyed upon by the various elements of destruction, so
plentiful around a coal mine. These and other considerations have given the operator good grounds for being

ing on double arms, so that they reciprocate in opposite
directions, thus reducing vibration to a minimum.

structure

skeptical.

In order to overcome some of these ditticulties, the Morrow Manufacturing Co., of Wellston, Ohio, have had their
engineers at work for some time developing and perfecting an oscillating device which appears to have eliminated the most objectionable features of the old shaking
screen and to have incorporated in its construction several
features which adhere more closely to good practice in ma-

They are now

chine design.

installing for the Jewell

Eidge Coal Corporation, at Tazewell, Va., a steel-frame
self-contained shaker protected by a steel superstructure,

which

is

entirely independent of the former.

The accompanying

may

structural steel,

or

lump

of

mount-

screen

each -1x6

ft.,

is provided with 4 perforated
giving 96 sq.ft. of screening sur-

face, over which the lump cdal must pass.
The upper
end of the lower screen is pioNidcd with 12x6 ft. of perforated plate, which screens out the slack and the lower
end has 12x6 ft. of a larger mesh, through which the nut
passes, and over which the egg coal is carried.
This arrangement gives ample screening surface for all
sizes of coal, and the plates, being inserted in sections, can
be removed and changed readily if an alteration in grade
is desired.
Bell cranks instead of eccentrics have been
employed to dri\c the shaker arms, and the connecting

rods are provided with ailjustable brass bearings similar
commonly used on the connecting rod of a steam

to those

show the shaker which
principal frame is of
the posts and top girders being built up
illustrations

The

be described as follows:

The upper
steel plates,

means

engine.

The angular

]>osition of the drive

tion to the screens tends to fiirtlicr breaA
of

motion and thus

i-cilucc

The lump and egg

cranks in rela-

up the direction

vihi-almn.

two 10-in. channels thoroughly tied together with
The whole structure is well
steel lacing and gussets.
stayed laterally by angles aiul plates, and the principal
longitudinal stiffening is effected by the two diagonal
braces in the rear also built up of two 10-in. channels
laced together, while the heavy double gussets also serve

These are so arranged
that picking tables and loading booms can be added at
any time if desired. The other two tracks are furnished
with plain chutes to convey the coal frum the screens

as bracing longitudinally.

to the cars.

of

How

SiiAKici!

Is

Fed

chutes,

tracks arc pnixid.'l

which compensate

I'cji'

with receding

the (liU'erciice

in

height of

the cars furnished by the railroad.

This whole screening stnictui-e is I'ovcred with an enindependent steel hcailli<iusc. to which lluu'c is no
possible chance of transmitling \il>ralion.
The plate feed
is provided with a
Iriclidii clutch, cuntrdllcd I'roni tlu''
headhouse so that the coal supply can be shut oi!' at any
time without stopping the shakci-. Furthernidi-c, the apparatus is driven liy a mot(H- which sets on its own fduudation on the ground.
tirely

The receiving hopper is provided with a plate feeder,
by means of which the coal is distributed evenly to the
first screen of the apparatus.
This feeder reciprocates on
rollers at a speed of about 30 strokes per minute, and
the feed is regulated by an adjustment which lengthens
or shortens the travel of the plate. The upper and lower

Preparing Coal for the Coke Ovens
By Milton

iSYNOPSIS
nellsville, coal

— Except in the immediate
must

Conmake a good

vicinity of

be crushed in order to

The tendency in recent years has steadily been
larr/er and heavier machines, ivhich will handle
more coal and produce a finer and more uniform, p^dveiicoke.

ioward

zation.

J. Wili.iam.s*

couraging, but the crude crushers used were of light construction, gave niu( h Iroulilc. wei-e inaccessihle tor I'enewal or repair of ])arts, could not he adjusted for line
or coarse work in the same machine, and were, generally
speaking, unsatisfactory.

Enterprising

began to search
machine, and one that
would produce a liiici- and nuuv uniform ])rodui't. Their
theory wa.s that if I-in. lump and liner gave better results than run-of-mine. a jn-oduct
in. or V., in. and
for a

There has been a notable change in the size of coal
employed in coke manufacture during the ])ast decade and
a half.
Twelve or I") years ago the byi)roduct oven was
little known in tliis country, ami tho.se making coke in
bee-hive ovens at that time seldom u.sed crushers, taking
their slack or .screenings and charging the ovens with
coarse coal.
It whs not long, however, before someone
discovered that great ios.ses were incurred in coking coal
in this manner, and tried a crusher.
This wa,s the beginning of what is now an imjjortant ste]) in almost every

The
from

1

first

in.

FiKs'r

Ciii'siikus

M.mu: Cdmisi-; Coal

crushers used, ))roduced a ])rodiict ranging
to dust.
The results obtained were en-

down

•Old Colony RuHdlnR. PhlcaKO. IW.

thererm-c

]iul\cri/.ing

%

would give still better results.
About this time (1898) the Shawnee Coal & Coke Co.,
of Eckman, W. Va., secured from Milton E. Williams,
of St. Louis, the first hanimer crusher which lie built.
Within 18 months from the inlroduction of this niachine
there were in operation in West Virg-inia about 3r) Williams' hammer crushers, most of these machines being
efpiip])ed to crush to
in. and liner.
It
was not long, however, until all of these crnsh-rs
were e(piip|)ed with new cages for T/j- in. to %-in. crushing, and all new machines were built with l/^-in. perforations.
It i.s now seldom that coal for coking is cru.shed
finer

%

large c(jking operation.
Tin-:

operat(U's

more substantial

coarser than

i/i

inch.
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These operators found that by reducing the .size of their
were able to produce more coke per oveu, and
improve its texture, making it hard and firm, something
that could not be accomplished without thorough pulvericoal they

zation.

ginia,

Today

in

many

localities in Virginia,

West Vir-

Pennsylvania and other coking regions, even with

the bee-hive ovens, the requirements are for a product
through i/<j-in. opening or finer.

Byproduct Ovkns Eicquire Fixe Coal
The

byproduct ovens has always been
Mlieu the Hamilton-Otto Coke Co. installed
their ovens about 10 years ago, they vindertook to charge
them with screenings and .slack, but soon found that making coke in this manner was a decided failure, as the
product when exposed to the elements for but a short
time disintegrated and crumljled to such an extent that
it had the appearance of crushed coke.
Crushing to i/j in. and finer gave better residts, and it
was not long until the byprnduct operatoi-s all o\'er this
^country were calling I'ur froni 70 to 90 per cent, through
coal required for

quite fine.

Vol.

3,

No. 18

At the present time, crushers with a capacity of 200 tons per hour through Vs i"- are considered
a large unit.

onJy

medium

size,

and not

until

we reach

a capacity of

300 to 400 tons per hour through Vs-in. openings is such
a machine considered a large one.
In summing up the vast change that has taken place in
the size of the product with which ovens are charged, it
is evident that the crushing and sizing plant is one of the
most important departments of any large coking operation.
It is probable that many operators pay too little attention to the selection of the proper crushers as the increase in the percentage of coarse coal greatly affects the
structure of the coke, and spoils many a charge that might

have been a perfect product.
These conditions have been carefully studied with the

now manufactured and sold are, in
machines weighing 10 to 30 tons, as compared
with those of two to five tons made ten and fifteen years
ago.
Furthermore, the machines of today are equipped
with adjustable hammers, cages and breaker plates to
maintain the fineness and capacity.
If the coke operator would pay more attention to the
selection of crushers, as important as this matter is to the
result that crushers

most

cases,

success of his entire plant, he could save himself

many

thousands of dollars in equipment, reduce the amount of
cx]ierimental work, and get results right from the start.
Many corporation presidents, managers, superintendents,
and purchasing agents have learned, however, that a
crusher is an important and valuable piece of machinery
and requires as much careful study and attention in installation as many other iteius about their plant that mvolve several times the outlay in money.

Germany's Coal Wealth
At the instance
WiLLi.vMs Jumbo Crusher.

Construction
%-in. openings, and

this basis

of fineness has prevailed

There is, of course, no
good reason why an operator cannot have a product 90
per cent, through i/g-in. openings at all times, but this
means more expen.sive and careful attention to the crushers, as working under these conditions they must be adJusted frequently, and the coal must be reasonably dry
for the past four or five years.

for the best results.

Coking

coal in

possible were

As

it

byproduct ovens would lie \\cll nigh imnot for the improved ty|ics of cnishors.

for bee-hive ovens,

many seams

using slack and screenings.

of

co;il

These' arc.

a it

imw

lici\vc\ci',

of the

mining authorities

at

Bochnur,

the coal deposits of the industrial districts of Eight-Rhine

Note Substantial

coked,

pi-a(tic-

been
generous in that the product of In- {oal measures will
I^roduce a good coke without ci-usbing.

and Westphalia have been carefully calculated. Within
an area of 1533 sq.km. (about 591 sq.miles), which is now
Ix'ing worked, after deducting two billion tons as the
amount already extracted, there remains to a depth of
1500 m. (4930 ft.) 33 billion tons of workable coal, while
below the 1500-m. line there is estimated to be 10 billion
tons additional.

A further area of 1728 sq.km., or aliout fifili sq.miles,
has been opened by borings and is calculated to contain
above a depth of 1500 m. a further 45 billion tons of coal.
Finally, coal has been discovered in an additional area
of about 2900 sq.km. (1130 sq.miles) through scattei-ed
borings, with the result that down to a depth of 1500 m.
there are here deposits containing 18 billion tons, and at
lower depths 151 billion tons.

ally all in the Connellsville region, win re nalui-e has
I

TXCKIOASE IN ('ArAciTV OK
.Vhnosi

all

ClIUSiri'.RS

other coking coals must, liowcNcr. he crushed,

in order to secure a

must be employed

good coke,

jlence mechanical means

to offset nature's neglect in those

seams

outside the immediate vicinity of Connells\ilIe.

Tn coal
(•rushing today, there seems to be a constantly increasing
demand for greater capacities and heavier weiglits. Twelve
to fifteen years ago a crusher with a capacity of TOO tcms

per hour through a

1/2"'"-

openings "was looked upon

;us

Labor Conditions at Washington
Mines
During the year liM"? the United Mine Workers of
America organized local unions at the mines of the Carbon Coal & Clay Co., at Bayno, the Denny Kenton Clay &
(^oal Co., at Taylor and Eeiiton and the Puget Sound
Traction Light & Power Co. (formerly the Seattle Electric Co.), at Eenton.
Those companies, however, have refused to sign a i(intra(t with the union, and are either
operating on flic open-shop plan or have closed down.

May
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Requirements in
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liquid having a specific gravity of 1.7.

This

is

a specific

specifications for anthracite coal. Description of the different methods and macliines that have been used for

gravity test; often called the "acid test," because sulphuric acid was at first used as the liquid in which the

cleaning coal, particularly the anth racite-breaker methods
and machinery. Improvements introduced to obtain a

tests

more perfect separation of coal from impure coal, bone,
and rock. Detail description of the Langerfeld separator and recent improvements in the same. Cost of

breakers

slate

cleaning coal.
it must be
That means that
if there are more than certain percentages of impure coal
or stone mixed with the coal, the excess must be taken

After screening and sizing coal, most of

further cleaned to

make

marketaiile.

it

out to make the coal salable.

is

Eice, or buckwheat No. 2, 14 to

were made.

in.,

from

is always cleaner than buck; since the coal being more friable breaks to the smallest sizes in larger
quantity than either slate or bone. Barley, about i/s ^o
What is smaller than 14 or a\ in- is called gun1/4 in.
powder or culm, and is generally allowed to go to waste,
although it is nearly pure coal. Some of this is now being made into briquettes.
Recently, much of the slate and bone that formerly
went to the culm dump is being ground down to the
smallest sizes, it is probable that these small sizes will

also be limited in quality in

Classificatiox of Coals

%

usually not limited in quality, because rice coal

new

specifications.

Besides,

the three smallest sizes, called "steam" coal, in distinction

than 25 per cent, of carbon is
Coal containing
commonlj' classed as "'rock"; that containing from 25 to
40 per cent., "slate" from 40 to 60 or 65 per cent.,
'"bone" while higher percentages of carbon pass for coal
less

:

from the larger "domestic" sizes, are now largely sold by
their actual heat value.
Pure anthracite produces 14,500
B.t.u. per

pound.

;

of varying (juality.

common

It is

The same

be over 15 per cent, of bone.

smaller

Methods of Cleanixg Coal

to class all coal contain-

ing sulphur, rock or other impurities as "slate." "Good
bone" is that containing from 50 to 60 or 65 per cent, of
carl)on, while "bad bone" contains from about 30 to 50 per
cent. In chestnut and the larger sizes bad bone is usually
It is generally understood that if there
das.sed as slate.
is 10 per cent, of actual slate in pea coal, there must not

There are seven different methods of cleaning coal,
Hand picking to remove the
1.
Avhich are as follows:
2.
Jigging. 3. Separation by frictionslate and bone.
al

differentiation.

4.

Separation

by

specific-gravity

ap])lies to all the

sizes.

Specifications for Antiiuacite Coal

In the soft-coal regions the percentages of slate and
bone allowed in marketable coal and the regular market
sizes vary in different localities, but in the anthracite-coal

Pennsylvania, these percentages and market sizes
The specifications for anthracite coal
Steamboat, 5 to 8
usuallv demand the following sizes:
lump, 4 to 6 in., must contain no
in., must be all coal
slate and not over 1 per cent, of bone ; broken or grate, 3
to 5 in., must not contain over 1 per cent, slate, or 2 per
cent, bone; egg, 2 to 3 in., must not contain over 2 per
fields of

are nearly uniform.

;

cent, slate, or 2 per cent,

bone; stove,

li/o to 2

in.,

must

not contain over 3 per cent, slate, or 3 per cent. bone. In
many specifications, however, 4 per cent, slate and 3 per
cent, bone are stated as the limits allowed; but this may
be a clerical error, as what wa.s probably intended was 3
per cent, slate and 4 per cent, bone; chestnut, commonly

%

Fig.

1.

The

Fikst

Thomas

Ski-akatot!

to I/2 i"bad bone as slate. Buck, or buckwheat Xo. 1,
must not contain over 15 per cent, slate, and not too much
bone.
Some s])ecifications provide that buck must not

method. 5. Sejiaration by wasiiing. 6. Separation depending on the shape of the pieces. 7. Separation depending on difference in friability.
Formerly, all the cleaning of anthracite coal was done
by hand ])icking, costing from 8 to 30c. per ton, according
In ltd I. there were 6607 boys and
to size and quality.
320] men emjjloyed in the anthracite breakers of Pennsylvania to pick slate. The picking of coal by band resulted
in a loss of from 6 to 12 per cent, of the coal mined, owing to the fact that mucli of the coal is covered with a

contain over 15 per cent, of pieces that will sink in a

slate-colored veneer or layer of charcoal-like material as

called "nut,"

cent, slate, or 5

to 1V2 '"•• must not contain over 5 per
In some specifications
per cent. bone.

the slate and bone in this size

same

]K'r<entages

"peanut"

coal.

per cent,

slate.

as

V^ to

stove

%

coal,

in.,

is

limited to nearly the
i'ea,

formerly

called

must not contain over 10

The percentage

of bone allowed here

is

not usually stated, good bone being clas.ied as coal and

%

<1iiimt

and

Incliistilal

;irchlti<t.

Scranton,

Also a large
thin as paper, which deceives the pickers.
percentage of salal)le bone is throwi out and lost in hand

;
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Thirty per cent, of good coal in the pickings
usually represents about 9 per cent, of the eoar mined.
picking.

FlIiST

ilACHIXES

WeKE

JiG.S

it

is

attended, rate of feeding and the difference in the

bone and slate. Some coals
cannot be cleaned by jigging, owing to the coal being
nearly as heavy as the bone.
Jigs equipped with elevators cause a large loss of the
best coal, often amounting to 7 per cent., as shown by
actual tests. The coal is caught in the boots of the elevaBesides, there is a considerable loss of
tor and crushed.
The expense in jigging is
coal in the slate, in jigging.
materially increased by corrosion, owing to the Avntcr
l)eing acidified by the action of the impurities in the coal.
specific gravities of the coal,

3,

Xo. 18

passes under the apron B, the purpose of which

first

is

tendency of the pieces to roll down the inon the plane. As the
different pieces of coal, bone, slate and rock have different
velocities, they arrive at the opening above C at a different
speed. The more swiftly sliding coal and bone jump this
to prevent the

and

cline

Jigs of the most primitive construction were first used.
These vere gradually improved and a large number are
The results obtained
still in use in anthracite breakers.
depend on the construction of the jig, the care with which

Vol.

start each piece to slide

opening, while the slower-sliding slate and rock, for the
most part, fall through the opening onto the lower chute
F, which is provided with another apron D that serves

B in the chute above. lu
separators of this kind that have been installed in
the anthracite breakers, there are eight decks or chutes.

the same purpose as the apron

many

Sepaeatiox by Fbictioxal Differentiation
This

the cheapest and most economical method of

is

cleaning coal that has

_vet

been found.

It is

based on the

djfferences in friction between coal, bone, slate

sliding on

bone next,

and rock,
an inclined surface. Coal slides the quickest,
slate next, and rock last, the friction of the

rock on the inclined surface being greatest. By
method it is possible to separate the material into the

lowing

five classes

bone '"slaty coal" or "bad bone"
In the separation of anthracite coal, all but the
clean coal, with its allowable percentage of bone and slate,
are sent to the rolls to be broken to smaller sizes ; except,
of course, the rock, which is worthless and goes to the
dump. The bone should be reduced one size smaller and
Separators of this class are
the slate, two sizes smaller.

and

;

;

rock.

called "gravity pickers," because the coal slides

down

6.

Diagram Showing Features of the
Laxgerfeld Separator

fol-

Coal, rough coal, called also "boney

:

coal" or "good bone"

Fig.

this

the

one under the other, to provide a more thorough separation of the coal

from

its

impurities.

A

number of improvements were made on this machine,
both by Thomas and others, from time to time. In place
of the opening

2)

(Fig.

1),

a

vertical

was fixed slightly below and

partition

B

in front of the

(Fig.

end of

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the more
quickly sliding coal and bone would fall beyond this partition, while the slower-sliding slate and rock would fall
the inclined })lane.

on the rear side of the partition, causing a more or less imIt was soon observed that the prinperfect separation.
cipal difficulty was that the different pieces interfered
with each other on the sliding plane. A piece of coal
sliding behind a piece of slate overtakes it and accelerates its speed, while the speed of the coal is retarded.

overcome

this difficulty intermittent feeding

To

was adopted,

the material being fed onto the incline in dashes or small
amounts. While this was an improvement, the separation
was still unsatisfactory.

The Emery Feeder
IiiPi;ovEjn:NTs i\ Sepakatoks
incline by gravity.

It

would be more correct to

call

them

"frictional separators."

Specific gravity also plays a part

in frictional separation,

sometimes aiding and sometimes

counteracting the separation of the impurities from the
coal.

The

TiiintAs l-'utcTioxAL Sepauator

The first patent for a frictional coal separator was
granted to Septimus Thoma.s, in 1875. Without going into
unnecessary details, the important principle of this machine

is

illustrated in Fig. 1.

The

coal is fed into the

chute from a revolving screen A, which is not a part
of the separator. A stream of coal as wide as the machine

This improvement, in the manner of feeding the coal
onto the incline plane, is shown in Fig. 3. It ha.s been
used in more breakers than any of the other improvements. It consists of a cylinder A. with a'quarter section
cut out, as .shown at B. This cyliiuler was supported by
two journals and rocked or turned to and fro, through a
quarter of a revolution, by the arm C. This device provided a simple method of interrupting the flow of coal

and produced good

results.

In 1899, Caryl & Snyder introduced an important improvement, the principle of which is illustrated by the
diagram. Fig. 4. The differentiating slide .1 tenninated
in a short apron B, inclined at such an angle as to give
the material when it arrived at this point an upward direction.
By tlius throwing the pieces ui)Wrtrd, the different flights or trajectories, resulting from

tlie

different

May

3,
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velocities of the material, caused

widely than before and

made

it

them

to separate

more

possible to introduce

two

D

beyond the opening. The lower deck'
or chute D was also provided with an apron E, inclined
upward at its upper end. The swiftly flying coal was
caught on the upper deck C, while the bone fell into
the lower deck D. The slate and rock being the heaviest,
and .slidins" more slowly, fell through the opening and
was caught by the still lower deck F.
parters

C and

The

Fig.

7.

Sirowixr;

\

patent for such a machine was granted to Phillips, in
1896, and later, to Ayers. The machines, however, have a
small capacity, and are therefore not useful for the sizes

made

in large quantities.

The Laxgerfeld Separator
patent was granted to the writer for a fricovercome the defects in the
picker, in such a manner as to give a positive

In 1903,

a

tionai separator designed to

This separator contains several new features,
one of the chief of which is that the pieces are fed onto
the chutes separately and apart, as illustrated in Fig.

showing the chute

and

in plan

Sehiks ok Six Langerfeld Separators rxnER

80 as to afford a better separation in different coals.

Un-

type of apparatus, the centrifugal acwrong way. The

tion developed tends to .send the rock the

bone and slate being heavier than the coal have a tendency to move outward from the center and mi.x with the
coal when the spirals are dry and dusty, or when the bone
or slate has smooth surfaces.

Otiteu Skpahator.s
Separators have been designed with inclined moving
and some of these have iiceii used to advantage

surfaces,

A

separation.

good results in some breakers, while in others they were
almost u.seless. They have been lately used, to a large e.vtent, for repicking the slate that comes from the Emery
pickers. Later, an adjustable spiral was patented by Rice,
by which the inward pitch of the spirals could be altered
tliis

for partly separating the larger sizes of anthracite coal.

Thomas
Spihal Separator

In 1899, a patent was granted to Pardee for the spiral
separator (Fig. 5), which depends on the frictionai prinMany of these machines were installed and gave
ciple.

fortunately, in

687

mLvture of

Oxe

T?oof

coal, Ikjuc. -laic aTul rock,

vided at B, in a mannci- Id
passes onto the incline

the diagram the coal
purities in outline.

('

shown

is

ranged that each piece

is

shown

at

.'1.

di-

is

described later, so that

i)c

in separate

At D,

6.

The

sectional elevation.

streams or

in solid black

it

In

files.

and the im-

a single-piece feeder

is

so ar-

fed .separately onto the chute E.

This arrangement of feeding alshown in the figure.
lows no collisions between the pieces and )K'rmits each
piece to arrive at the end of the chute, or slide, with a ve-

as

locity
It

determined by
is

upon

its

kind.

this princi))!(' of

siKcess of the separator depends.

feeding chiclly

The same

that

the

principle

is

applied throughout the sy.stem. This feeding mechanism
has recently been perfected in every detail, so as to give
the re(|\iired capacity. The (|uantity of coal that can be
fed into a separator, in this manner, can be ])ositively cal-
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Vol.

A

and B,

3,

Xo. 18

After passing over the

by first ascertaining the ntimber of pieces in a
ton and then designing the machine to feed the required
number of pieces a da.v. For example, the number of

likewise

a ton of anthracite chestnut coal varies from
70,000 to 90,000, giving an average of 80,000 pieces per

and the parter X, Fig. 10, parallel to the roller and under
its front downward-turning face.
As shown in Fig. 10, the parter A' divides the stream

ciliated,

I)ieces in

The

ton.

of chestnut-size pieces,

files

shown

in sections

C and

E, Fig. 6, should be about 2 in. apart, and the
pieces should be fed about 2 in. apart lengthwise or in the
direction of slide. Experience has shown that from four
The average run of
to six pieces can be fed per second.
coal of this size can be fed at the rate of six pieces per

Fig.

A

8.

1'oi:tio\ ws a

when

second, but

the coal

is

in

spreader, the material

Fig.
is

9.

divided into two nearly equal

streams, by a stream parter, consisting of the roller

.1

of coal so that about one-half, consisting of the thicker

carried forward and the other half, consisting
mostly of the thinner pieces, is carried backward under
This partial separation sends nearly all the
the roller.
rock forward and nearly all the slate backward.
This
jiieces, is

Laxgerfeld Separator
very dirty,

has to be fed

it

This must be determined at the mine in question.
But we may assume the average rate of feeding as five

slower.

pieces per second.

In a thousand-ton breaker, the percentage of anthracite
chestnut runs from 20 to 30 per cent., average 25 per
cent., or 250 tons.
Such breakers are iisually built in two
equal halves where the chestnut size is made, giving 125
In order to

tons of chestnut on each side of the breaker.

allow for delays and the subsequent rush of coal to make
up for the time lost, it is necessary to calculate on 150
tons or better, 200 tons per day of, say

V

X

which gives an average of (200 X 80,000)
60 X
(9
say 500 pieces per second. Feeding at the rate of
60)

=

five pieces

per second will then require 100

feeder; and

if

these are 2 in.

apart,

files

in the

the total feeding

width must be 200 in. or nearly 17 ft. As this is an inconvenient width, the stream of coal is divided in half
and two feeders, each 8 ft. wide, are used and have been
found to give good results.
In Fig. 7 is shown a series of six Langerfeld separators
under one roof. The construction of the separator is
shown more in detail in Fig. 8, which represents one only
The coal first runs over a
of the series of separators.
spreader that spreads it evenly from the width of the
feed chute to the entire width of the machine, as shown
above A, Fig. 8. A side elevation of the separator is shown
in Fig. 9, while the movement of the coal through the sepFig. 10,
arator is clearly illustrated by the diagram
which represents a vertical section through the several
rolls,

chutes and parters

;

and makes

clear

t.ie

the several grades and qualities of material.

B, C,

D

refer to the

same parts

in Figs.

Fig.

9.

Side Vikw of Stovk-Coal Sir

\i;a

im;

nine hours;

separation of

The letters A,
8 and 10, and

separation is important as it facilitates the single-piece
feeding that follows in each set, as illustrated in Fig. 10.
Leading to the top of each feed roller B, there is a
channeled chute E, in which the pieces travel in files, as
Above each roller 5 is a
shown at C and E, Fig. G.
fringe of feeding fingers, which are clearly shown in Fig^.
8.
The purpose of these feeding fingers is to retard the
movement of the pieces, separating them so that they are
a certain distance apart, more or less, in each file or
stream.
The fingers are lifted each time a piece passes
under it and drop back in time to catch the next following piece, so that no two ])ieces follow each other close

enough

on the slide belc)w the roller.
cliute in each set is attached to a
shaker K, Fig. 10.
These shakers are perforated with
small holes and let out the dirt and rub off much of
the 11111(1 or particles that adhere to the moist piec^es. The
dirt falling into a hopper is carried away by a screw
to collide

The channeled

conveyor, shown at V, Fig. 10. From the roller B the
material passes over the slide to the end C. from which
it falls

in

a shower, as illustrated in the diagram, Fig.

Mny
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These stream

1(1.

shown

or iron, as

slides are

shown in
down in the

nut coal, the breakage of the coal
almost entirely prevented by giving the end plate a
sidewise inclination, which causes the coal to slide to its
proper jjlace, instead of letting it fly or jump, as in the
diagram, Fig. 12. This end plate is shown at P, Fig. 10.
The end plate is warped or twisted so as to give the separation shown, the different materials sliding over the
plate in the diverging curved lines indicated by the arrows. The parters .SN. below the lower edge of this jjlate,
carry the material to the proper places.
These parters
for sizes larger than

in Fig. 11.

that the coal

tail is
iis

made of corrugated soft steel
The advantage of this de-

is

is

pulverized less and rides the ridges,

Fig. 11, while the fine particles

and dust

The
much

valleys between the ridges.

increase the efficiency of the slide very

slide

corrugations
over the old

In those slides the
oal and slate ride on the small particles and dust, with
the result that the slate slides almost as quickly as the

^lyle of flat stone slab

or plain steel.

(

luaj.

M

C

the end

of the slide, the best coal has attained a

velocity sufficient to send

it

into the discharge chutes D.

H

(589

over these chutes

is

over the parters R, Fig. 10,

The purpose

of the fringe

the breakage of the

to prevent

passed over the parter under a high velocity,
reduced by the fringe sufficiently to avoid the
breakage of the coal. The pieces that fall back of the
parter pass down into another ]:)art of the machine de.signed for separating rough coal and bone from slate
coal that has

which

and

is

The

rock.

construction shown in Fig. 12

is

called

an

"invertor."

After passing over the roller B, in each

down F, the

pieces strike the invertor

piece over as

it

(/

and sliding

set,

that turns each

leaves the slide F. as illustrated in Fig.

There are many pieces that consist of a layer of slate
These are called capped
or bone and a layer of coal.
pieces, and are classed as bone.
They are apt to pass
over with the coal if they slide on the coal side, and with
the bone or slate if they slide on the other side; but the
invertor makes the final separation of such pieces practically complete.
Another advantage of the invertor is
that it checks a rolling piece by acting to reverse its roWhen a piece rolls it moves
tation, as shown in Fig. 12.
faster than when sliding and may go to the wrong place.
12.

l\\i:ilTOR AND SkcTIOX OF
Chaxnhled ("hutk

DlAGl.'AMS SlIOWIX(i
.

made

are

adjustable to regulate the separation according
I omitted to mention
view of the stove-coal machines, lo-

to the condition of the material.

that Fig. 9

is

a side

cated at each end of the series of separators shown in
Fig.

n.

In

Again, the centrifugal action developed in passing the
invertor causes the heavier pieces to rub harder against

breaker,

a

ruii-of-mine coal

the

clean as to require

usually comes so

cleaning after sizing.

In
such cases, separators can be speeded to nearly double
their intended capacity.
But in a washery, or in breakers where \ery dirty coal is to lie cleaned, tlie machines
should* be run at llicii- iiitemlcd speed.
Xo bovs are

^^Sfream Divider
Thin Piece^iiJlick Pieces
'^k'^ ^(^'tT^^Singre Piece feeder

l)ut

little

employed to pick slate, in the breaker shown in Fig. 7;
but the wages saved by using these machines is a small
item in comparison to the saving of coal and decrease in

single htce Feedtr^

,_^,*^«V'-

.

expenses and

los.ses

demned

A

coal.

incident to the recleaning of conmade at one of

carefully conduct(Ml test

the breakers equipped

in

the

oM wm.

30 per cent, of the market value,
that was run through the breaker

ArroirATic EicdfLATiox

Hy
Bone^/

Bad Bone crUafe-

i-oi;

shdwi'd

of

loss

w

in a y\w of clicsliiiil coal
a secinid time.
i)i;v

axu

\Vt;i'

made in aiinlhciare made automatic

the ])erfecti(in rei-eiilly

('o\t,

part

(if

the

machine, these sejiarators
in separating runs that vary from dry to moist aiul wet coal but
the ])atents on this addition have not yet been issued.
At the present time, these machines are set by means of a.
single lever, so as to separate drv, moist or wet runs.
In breakers in which the ruii-or-iuiiie changes in respect
to being dry, moist, or wet, a runner is re(|iiired to regu:

FlO.

DUGKAII ShOWINO

10.

•rilliOITJH

the deflecting

.«lieet

tion assists in

i'h(jwn

at

//,

C'O.VL

HliKAKKi;

and retards

their niolioii. whiih ac-

of the second slide
Fig.

ihis gives a greater

they leave

OF

their proper se])aration.

The lower end
lis

C'oriiSK

12, and,

E

is

curved upward,

|)reviously explained,

as

divergence of the flying

])articles as

and makes possible a four-part separation; namely, coal, bone, slate and rock, by the insertion of three parters, as shown at P. Tn general, howI'ver.

rf

tlii^

chute,

only a tlircc-yiart separation

the

inacliinc.

in

scjiarators

of

is

made
Ibis

in

kind,

late the necessary changes.

fer

The

regulatinn to

accomplished, at the present

parters

Pill.

Fig.

10.

tiini'.

and the others

in

iiv

wiiicli

I

inii\iiig

|ii(i|miiI

inn,

re-

the

by

suitable connections.

Tun Cost
The

this part

designed

is

as

I

of Clicaninc! Coal

cost of cleaning coal by

have described

is

means

of sncii niachines

about. Ic. per ton, which coxers all
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expenses, including the average cost of renewing worn-out
In a wet breaker, the internal
parts, in a dry breaker.
v/ear of the parts is greater

on

account of the acidity of

the water, to which I have previously referred, and which
increases the cost of separation to IV2 or 2c. per ton.

Separation by Specific Gravity
separation of coal by specific-gravity methods cannot be done ccuraercially, in large quantities. It costs too
much. This method is of use only for the separation of

The

samples for tests. Such a separation is accomplished by
immersing the material in a liquid that is heavier than
The cheapest liquid
coal and lighter than bone or slate.
sulphuric acid properly diluted. A
less dangerous liquid to use is a solution of chloride of
The average specific gravity of antliracite coal may
;dnc.
for this purpose

is

Vol.

3,

18

K'o.

Flexible System for Boiler Coal
Motor-driven coal hoppers, which can take coal from
bunkers located anywhere and deliver it to any boiler in
Their
a battery, are coming more and more into favor.
use does away with the system of overhead bunkers and
individual chutes for each boiler, and permits all the
coal to be concentrated in one bunker instead of in a
series of pockets.

The bunkers can be placed
room,

or, for

at

one end of the boiler

that matter, outside the building

if

neces-

sary, so that the steam-generating plant can be designed

and located with greater freedom, and plenty of space
can be left above the boilers for light and air.
This system is also frequently preferred to conveyors

be taken as 1.45; but pieces exceeding 1.T5 are classed
as slate.

The separation

of coal

from

slate

ing was accomplished in English
ago, in the same manner that gold

and bone by wash-

collieries,
is

many

washed

years

in troughs.

Two
riffles on the bottom of the sluices.
such sluiceways were used; and when one was full of
bone and slate, the run of coal and the flow of water were
turned into the other one, while the first was beingor sluices, with

cleaned

;

and

this process

was repeated,

successively.

A

few years ago a machine was patented in this country
for washing the steam sizes of anthracite coal by dropping
a sheet of such coal into a flowing stream of water. The
coal being lightest, was carried the farthest down stream,
Good results
the bone next and the slate and rock last.
were obtained, but there was little use for the machines.

Separatiox by Shape of Pieces
Separation depending on the shape of the pieces is too
wasteful to be commercially useful, but, in most breakers,
devices are used for separating flat pieces, because most
There are, however, many
of the slate is of that shape.
fiat pieces of coal as well as slate, and a further separafion

is

necessary.

Si:pAiiATiox BY

Crushing of Coal

Soft coal is often cleaned by crushing, in such a way
as to crush the coal without crushing the slate, bone and
sulphur. In most cases, this is done by dropping the material in

revolving perforated cylinders, the drop being of

height to break the coal, but not the slate, bone
or sulphur. The fine coal passes out through the perforsufficient

Tkavelixu Hopper on Overhead Trackway
cleaner, less liable to break down, cheaper
and does away with the difficulty of taking
care of the surplus or overflow which a conveyor will
carry on to the end of the line after the intermediate dis-

because

it

is

in first cost,

charge gates are closed.
The hopper runs on a trackway parallel to the front
of the boilers and is controlled by an operator in the
same manner as an overhead crane. Accurate scales on
the hopper

make

it

possible to keep a precise record of

the fuel burned by any boiler.

If desired, a recording

device can be installed so that a printed record of the

every

discharge

can

made

by

ations,

weight

cylinder.

operator.

1 hracite coal

by the operator, the scales indicating when it is
full.
It is then run into the boiler room to deliver its
contents wherever it is wanted.
These hoppers are manufactured by the Bergen Point
Iron Works, Bayonne, N. J., and Westinghouse motors

and the refuse passes out at the open end of the
Another method is to pass the coal through
liammer crushers so adjusted as to crush only the coal.
This method cannot be used at the present time, for an;

because fine anthracite coal brings a

much

lower price than the larger sizes.
Knockers, or bumpers, are also used for cleaning soft
coal.
In this method, the coal is fed onto a slightly inclined plate near its middle. The plate is moved upward
in the direction of its plane, slowly; then it is abruptly
stopped and quickly moved in the opposite direction,

which tends to move the slate upward on account of its
greater weight, friction and momentum, while the coal
moves downward. For anthracite coal, these machines
would probably not be as economical as other separators.
becau.<e there is considerably less difference in specific
gravity between the anthracite coal and slate than there
is between soft coal and slate.

of

The hopper runs under

be

the bunker and

the
is

filled

are ordinarily used to propel tbcni.

The production figures of 1912 are being compiled as
rapidly as possible and from reports already received it appears that the total output of Alabama mines will be well
over 18.000,000 tons, which is approximately a 21 per cent.
This abnormal increase In coal conIncrease over 1911.
sumption bespeaks the wonderful industrial progress now
Many new
being made In Alabama and adjacent states.
mines are being opened with the expectation of getting a
goodly supply of the coal business that will naturally deIf adevelop in connection with the Panama Canal trade.
quate shipping facilities are furnished, the year of 191S will
show a substantial increase over last year's production.
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WHO — IN COAL MINING

WHO'S

I
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has been aptly said that some men cau do business
well.
Others can do business very well.
few can do
liusiness superbly well.
And there be found at long intervals
an occasional one who can do business so completely well that he has distanced the bunch and stands
It

A

—

—

alone in his chosen

To

field.

this latter select class

Fran-

Stuyve.sant Peabody seems to belono-.

cis

Mr. Peabody was born at Chicago
tors on one side of the family
were Dutch, the other branch
English, although the Peabody

in 1859.

His ances-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu
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Peabody became a power
service for the industry

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuli

that field he performed

in

that

can never repay.

it

a

He

brought

together contending interests and abolished
intrigue and secret methods of doing business that threatened ruin to the contending principals and elfectually
discredited the industry in financial circles.

Previous to this time price-wars of the most reckwere precipitated upon the slightest pretext, or
no pretext at all, while the
trade was surfeited with irresponsible
adventurers
and

less sort

family has now passed the twoeentury mark in this country.

And

I

business integrity
ly

diminishing

was vapidan un-

into

only fair to say in
he comes by the

legitimate enterprise could not

"Stuyve.sant" legitimately, his

exist in the face of such con-

mother belonging

ditions,

it is

passing

known

thait

to

one of the

After knocking about from
'pillar to post" in various of
the country's then meager educational
institutes,
he succeeded in ca])turing a sheep-

principles into the trade.

era in the Chicago coal trade

—rejuvenated

Thus

nipped, he went through the

new
One

customary painful disillusion-

ment

of

the

cub-graduate,

position,

a

and

was the formation
an association which collected
some
two
hundred
thousand dollars in bad debts
from scheming consumci's and
nnscrnp.dous small dealers.

finally

a job" as. railroad
messenger.
Two years in
various capacities as bank messenger and traveling salesman
convinced young Peabody of

Frank Peabody

the fallacy of getting rich on
salary

we

find

coal

.so

;

ojitimist

of

nounced

ty])e.

is

a radical

most

the

pro-

We

endeavored
to impress him with the grave

in the year of 1883

him embarking

of the tangible evidences

of

"getting

ii

it and gave it a
and a new strength.

vigor

of his labors

waiting for the world to offer

him

He

attacked the job with his usual
in<l(iniitable
enthusiasjn and
gradually inaugurated a new

skin at the Sheffield Scientific

c(|

Obviously a

quantity.

and it remained for
Mr. Peabody to set up new
standards and inculcate new

old Knickerbocker families.

Sciiool of Yale, in 1881.

•

FrAXCIS StUYVESANT

in the

I'KAIiODV

possibilities

trade, his sole assets be-

of

labor's

latent

brute power of pa.ssivity.

We

ing a team of white mules, an indifferent wagon and a
well cultivated taste for cigarettes. J^ut that he has now
distanced the bunch and stands alone, even his most bitter

alarming progniostications of
our most eminent authorities on economics regarding the
concentration of enormous wealth that is being effected by

rivals cheerfully concede.

the

To understand

the

man

it is

necessary to study the en-

vironment and conditions under which he waged his successfid battle with life.
It is a well known fact that most
of the leailers in the

((lal

the o})erating end, bui

industry today

.Mr.

Peabody

is

came up from

an exception

in

having made his (h'hut in trade circles. Tlis
broad knowledge of the producing end of the game has
this respect,

been acquired entirely in the bard school of practical e.x])ericnce that he was an apt student one has only to com;

pare the photo of his maiden effort, the "Old slope" mine
(shown on next page) with any of the present-day efficient

and high-powered Peabody

The
pa.«t

o[)erations.

merciless competition which has characterized the

history of the coal business in Illinois does not seem

to present a

very inviting praspect.

But when Frank

called his attention

to the

modern interlocking

directorates.

In fact we bom-

barded him with a perfect broadside of the subtle innuendos of the present-day alarmists, but without a\ail.
In every ca.se, he stoutly affirmed tlie.«o were but temporary problems that would automatically solve themselves in due time ami jn'ove steii])ing-stones to hi;rher
and better things.

The

knows the man as a ((nisislent
and a conservation enthusiast. On liis iiciiiKliral
visits to the mines he is more apt to iii(|iiirr Imw liijl
Jones was killed up in the Tenth Xortli air course last
month than why the cost of haulage on the Main West
coal industry itself

altruist

increa.sed three cents.
The humanitarian aispects of the
mine-workers commands his first interest and he was
among the fir.st to adopt the modern slogan of "safety
first."

Me

regards the recent legislation

in

Illinois,

pro-

1
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viding more comprehensive and effective safeguards for
the miners as only the beginning of a broad general move-

ment

in that direction.

In the matter of conservation, he is inclined to shoulder
He regards
the greatest responsibility on the consumer.
the meager percentage of efficiency obtained from burning
the coal as the gravest menace to the principles of true
While conceding that the mining comconservation.

panies are also wasting enormous tonnages, he believes
that no concern can properly conserve its coal and remain
solvent, without a broad

comprehensive governmental reg-

Even so he is of the
ulation of the systems of mining.
opinion that the operators have materially benefited the
conservation cause by educating the consumer up to using
the finer grades of coal, which have in the past been

Vol.

3,

Xo. 18

Miners Less Efficient
A

mathematit.-al demonstration of the decrease in the

miners in recent years has just
been prepared from the figures in the last report of the
Department of Mines of Pennsylvania. When the breakers are not running, it is useless for the miners to cut
coal, and hence, the only way to arrive at a right and jtist
estimate of their efficiency is to divide the annual output
of the mines by the product of the number of miners employed and the number of breaker days.
The result of
efficiency of anthracite

was

this calculation

Year

as follows:
Average
No. of

No. of
Miners

Da.v--^

Employed

Worked

37,S04
36.392
36.823
39,848
42,078
41,801
43,035
44,340
44,675
43.651
45,324

195
116
211
213

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

211

7,371,780
4,221,472
7,769,653
8,4S7.624
8,752,224
8,611.006
9,768,945
9,355,740

205
212
234

10.605,816

208
206
227

Average Pro-

Total
Miners'

Working
Days

9,1.58,375
9,2.54,012

duction per

Output
Tons

in

59.905.951
36,911.549
67,171,951
65,709.258
70,220,554
64,410,277
76,836,082
74,592,181
71,628,422
74,717,852
81,176,050

Miner
per

Day

8.13
8.74
8.64
7.74
8.02
7.48
7.86
7.97
7.82
8.07
7.65

The variation of even a small fraction of a ton in the
average production per day makes a tremendous difference
on account of the great number of miners employed. As
tlie variation in the above table is over a ton, it implies
a decrease in efficiency of

and lowest

the highest

nearly 40,000 tons a day,

figures are compared.

when

This de-

is affributed by James E. Eoderick,
Department of Mines, to the laxity with
which miners' certificates have been issued by the Min-

crease in efficiency

ruthlessly scattered along the highways to improve the

roadbed.

In some respects the suljject of our sketch differs from
the usual type of self-made man who tends rigidly to business up to the last gasp and dies with his boots on. Thus
we find that he insists on an annual pilgrimage abroad,
is an ardent fisherman, an enthusiastic equestrian and as
boastful of his presidency of the Hinsdale Golf Club as he
is

indifferent to like offices he holds in

some

of Chicago's

powerful financial institutions. He is a member of many
popular clubs. On the whole, Frank Peabody is a genial,
hospitable personage who has a boundless liking for his
fellowman and an innate courtesy so entirely unaffected
that one is iinmediately impressed with its sincerity.
He credits his conspicuous success to an infinite ca-

chief of the

E.xamining Boards to foreigners who cannot speak or
understand English, and with whom the more intelligent
and conscientious class of mine workers are unwilling to
work as helpers for two years in order to qualify as miners
ers'

themselves,

The great variation in the total number of working
days also shows how costly to the mine workers are suspensions and strikes. In 1902, there were 3.150,308 fewer
miners' working days than in the previous year. At the
absurdly low estimate of $2 a day, this cost the miners
alone $6,300,616, Since the miners form about a quarter
of the total number of mine workers, the total loss in
wages to

pacity for hard work and a faculty of letting the other
fellow do the worrying. The most casual observer, however, catches a gleam of other things behind the kindly

employees was approximately .$25,000,000,

Rolled Cast-Steel Flanges for HighPressure Piping

—

brown eyes.
An alert, questioning, appraising in fact a
'•show me" look that makes you feel glad your business
with him is legitimate business. It hints of a coldly impersonal and unbiased mind that has, perhaps, intuitively
or subconsciously, proved his great mascot.

all

The

Zeit.

for Feb. 14

fiir

and

Pam jifhrxsil

iiiul

Maschineiibeirieh

21, 1913, has the following in substance

to say regarding the u.se of rolled cast-steel flanges for

The welded-flange joint is always
produce local stresses at the weld, which may result in a lowering of the coefficient of safety of the plant.
The rolled joint is both cheaper and safer. The cast-steel

high-pressure piping:
liable to

Paint Creek Strike
The

officials of

at

an End

the United Mines Workers of

America

have entered the country now under martial law along
Paint, Cabin and Coal Creeks, by permission of Governor
H. D. Hatfield. They are repared to instruct the mine
workers to apply for their jjositions trusting in the assurances of the governor that fhc interpretation they put on
the agreement will be accepted by the o])erators. The men
have claimed that there was some aml)iguity as to whether
the adherents of the Union would be given an equal opportunity with others. There is no little rejoicing over
the promising outlook for early peace.

when

made and

annealed,

much

su-

i

perior to wrought iron, but not every steel foundry can do

1

flange,

])roperly

is

such special work.

The

tests

made

at

tiie

IJoyal

Gross-Lichterfelde, West., have

Testing Laboratory at

shown the superiority of

the cast-steel flange over other types.

was due partly
a

series

This superiority
which wa:

to the construction of the joint,

of grooves

and sharp-edged threads.

By

this

means the working face between the pipe and the flange,
owing to the softer material in the pipe, is made iiiuch
larger than

is

the case with the usual construction.

|

a

ilav
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The Flooding

of a

Mine

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinr

published, the press of Pittsburgh rose to a
called the inquiry unholy and a travesty on

in Illinois

On

Apr. 6, the recent flood invaded the mine of the
Gallatin Coal Co., and caused aliout $25,000 of damage.
The shaft lies near the Saline River at a village called
Equality. The rising of the Ohio River flooded the Saline Valley and filled up the mine, where about 150 acres
of 5-ft. coal has been taken out. After the water poured
in, the compression of the air caused a remarkable phenomenon. According to some observers, the water spouted
up from the shaft mouth to a height of 300 ft. Great
difference of opinion exists as to the cause of this geyserlike action.
We are conducting an inquiry into the cause
of the strange occurrence.

Labor Be Immune?

Shall

Mr. Gompers is iiuiking a persistent and determined
push through his bill providing exemption of the
labor unions from restraint under the Sherman Act

effort to

—

move which,

regarded with
favor by the President. The bill is being introduced in
the form of a "rider," which immediately condemns it
in the eyes of all honest men, since a just cause may
stand on its owti merits and does not have to be tucked
it

is

strongly intimated,

is

under the skirts of a legitimate and necessary measure
which our national assembly feels honor bound to enact.
Xor is this the most obnoxious feature of the case, as
Mr. Gompers and his associates are seeking to accomplish their purpose by a miserable subterfuge, so transparent as to be at once obvious to all. That is, instead
of openly and boldly demanding exemption from the
Sherman Act, they are seeking to make it ineffective by
forbidding tlie application of the regular funds to the
prosecution of those cases wherein the labor unions are
infringing upon it.
We have had a glaring example of the irresponsibility
of organized labor in the

the anthracite

fields,

and

numerous unjustified
it

is

strikes in

to he hoped that our law-

cognizance of these incidents, and
fit to put the same check on labor as on capital.
Taft vetoed a previous effort to put this bill throiurh.
it will l)e interesting to note the attitude of our new
ministration on the question.

makers

will take

The
The

see

Mr.
anct

ad-

Press of Pittsburgh

press of I'ittsbiirgh has ever been disposed to view

name

man and
the fair

and its industries. In fact, the Pittsburghers are proud of their commercial supremacy and
more jealous of the honor of their industrial captains than
of the city

are the citizens of other municipalities, yet strange to
say, the newspapers of Pittsburgh have, with remarkable
unanimity, condemned the company operating the Cincinnati mine.
The mine, we must admit, does not justify the adage
The
which declares that only model mines explode.
pictures accompanying our review of the disaster sufficiently bear witness to the fact that the mine at Courtney was not a show colliery.
It is a relic of former
years, and this fact is not disguised by the presence of
electric machinery and an electrically-driven fan.
But apparently the mine was a better working proposition than exterior appearances would tend to make us
admit.
It has had for a generation a reasonably good
record of freedom from accident. So there is no apparent
cause for condemnation, and one is led to ask why the
newspapers are disposed to take an unfair view. The
answer is furnished by stating the untimely attitude of
the company. In the year 1913, it is an anachronism for
a corporation having an accident of such magnitude at
a mine, to debar photographers and reporters and to decline to answer any fair and reasonable questions.
Met by the State Constabulary, forbidden to jjlioto-

graph the company's tipple and drift mouths from other
points than the public roads, the reporter is naturally
made sore and nettled. Refused information by the company officials, the newspaper man is driven to obtain his
facts from parties whose misfortunes alone make them
partial

witnesses, even

naturally honest and

if

these

reliable

in

men

of themselves are

their

statements.

In

almost inevitably drifts to the professional agitator, the loud-mouthed sorehead and the theorist who talks for the prominence thus obtained.
fact, the inquirer

It

is

said that the

men and

company has

the reports of the fore-

and key, and other evidences of the condition of the mine are hard to find. The
public is naturally sus])ii-ious; we think entirely without
real reason but certainly not without occasion.
The railroads have long learned that openness in such
cases pays and the Pittsliurgh Coal Co. may also find it
to its advantage to appoint someone to distribute reliable
news to those desirous of oi)taining it. The early declaration that the explosion was not severe surely has not
profited

firobosscs uiidci- lock

The report, true or
the corporation a whit.
discouraged the Bureau of Mines from send-

the corjxjrational activities in the environs of that city

false, that it

fri('ii<lly judgment.
If it has failed to record the
whole truth, tlie error in it.s verdict has been in smugness
and com|)lacency ratlier than in fierce and unrelenting
criticism.
The newspa])ers have almost never been disposed to break into the conscienceless condemnation .«o
common in other cities, where corporations, good, I)ad and
indifferent, are flayed with superlative criticism whether
they do well or do ill. When the I'itlsburgh Survey was

But of all
its rescue team has not made it popular.
blunders the worst was its treatment of the ])n'ss in
the persons of a number of young rcjiorters who were
willing to do the company and the mishap at its mine
more than even justice. Can these young men be Itlamed
for thinking that some foul thing needs enshrouding?
A\Tiy. otherwise, should the company cover it u]i so completely or guard it with such jcalims circuinsix'ction ?

with

ing
its
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Dangerous

the seriousness of the situation to again point out the

dangers that will result from the enactment of such unlegislation.

There seems to be little hope that the Miners' Union,
which organization has fathered the bill, will reconsider
its purpose and withdraw support of this hostile measIt

is

to be hoped, therefore, that the citizens of

thought to the proposed act before
Certainly, the experiences of
becomes a law.
other states, where laws have been enacted compelling
the coal oprator to pay the miner for his coal on a "minerun" basis, should have some influence in the legislative
course pursued by Ohio.
Careful investigation will show that in all states where
the "run-of-mine" system has been adopted, the number

Ohio
the

will give careful

bill

and the price of domestic coal
consumer has been raised. It is inevitable that
when a miner is paid for his coal, irrespective of the size
of the product, he will use an excessive amount of powder
As a result, the roof is shattered and the
in shooting.
falls of slate and rock are more frequent.
Whatever affects coal mining in Ohio will have a simShould
ilar affect on other gi'eat industries of the state.
the "Green" bill become a law, coal mining in Ohio will
be put back where it was half a generation ago. From the
of accidents has increased,
to the

enviable position

it

now

holds near the top of the list of
it will retrograde to a position

mining states,
among the few remaining
progressive

states,

where

ill-advised legisla-

tion preserves a condition that causes the coal operators

up to ridicule.
The widespread effect of such an
of Ohio can best be understood when
to be held

act by the legislature
it is

stated that there

The output

are 648 mines operating in that state.

of

these mines last year was approximately 34,01)0,000 tons,

having a value of more than $35,000,000 at the mouth
Under the present agreement the miners
of the mines.
are paid $1 per ton for all coal that goes over a U^-i"There is also an equivalent mine-run price of
screen.
This, therefore, is a difference of 28.6c.
71.4c. per ton.
per ton, which fully compensates the miner for the fine
coal.

As

the agreement

now

stands,

it

is

to the interest

send out clean coal. Under the new proposed act, he would be encouraged to load out whatever
impurities the coal might contain, so that he could receive
of the

miner

to

pay for it.
In the year 1883, this same question was extensively
discussed in Ohio. A commission was appointed and the
following conclusions were arrived at by the majority of
this commission, after having taken testimony from
miners and operators in practically every mining district
of the state.

CONCLUSIONS
From

Xo. 18

we do not find to be founded. The weight of at
testimony is strictly opposed to this view. The
claim that as a body they would mine their coal as large as
possible from a motive of pride in doing their work well, or
as one witness expressed it, "The operators could safely trust
to the conscience and pride of the miners," in this respect we
find to be of still less weight.
It seems to us to be negatived
by experience and invalidated by the laws of human nature.
Against the steady interest of self-interest in the way of
relief from hard work, such motives do not hold their ground
except in a small minority of cases.
Under the third and fourth heads, however, the present
screen system fully sustains itself. It gives all due advantage
to the skilled miner, and it proves itself in operation a
thoroughly practicable working scheme. It is simple, intelligible and easy of execution.
The fact that it has' won its
way against all competing systems to its present prominence
goes far to show that the miners are not suffering injustice
from its operation. A system essentially and innately unjust
would not have been allowed by them to grow to its present
proportions.
A number of experienced miners testified that
though the general sentiment of their body was opposed,
they themselves considered the system a fair and satisfactory
least indirect

Although we have already called attention to the direOhio should the
proposed "Green" bill become a law, we are pressed by

ure.

3,

such grades,

Bill

ful consequences to the coal industry of

fair

Vol.

as fair and unprejudiced study of the testimony and
the facts of the case as they were able to give, the commissioners agreed in the conclusions that if the payment of
wages for mining was based on the weight of the coal sent
out by the miner without consideration of its quality as to
size, the plan would prove, for a time at least. pri-Judicial to
the interests of both parties: to the operator by putting him
to an inevitable disadvantage in the market, and to the miner
by reducing or cutting off his work.
The claim that good mliitrs would make the best possible
good grades of coal because it is wisest for thim to make

one.

In 100,5 the Legislature of Arkansas passed a mine-run
similar to the one now proposed in Ohio. A. H. Purdue, State Geologist of Arkansas, made a careful investigation of the matter, and we quote from his report as
bill

follows:

The proportion of fine coal increases unless the men have
some incentive to do better work.
Thirty-five cents a ton is a conservative estimate of the
decrease in value of the Arkansas coal as a result of the influence of the mine-run law.
The heavy shooting following the passage of the mine-run
law has progressively increased the amount of rock falling
in the rooms to triple that of 1905. prior to the law.
It is,
therefore, directly responsible for at least half the deaths
due to this cause in 1908.
The estimate of the proportion of deaths due to the minerun law is shown to be conservative by the fact that the
number of deaths per million tons of coal mined has increased
more than 40 per cent, since 1905.
The consumers suffer and are compelled to pay an increased price for coal of inferior quality.
The unfair treatment of the men who have spent their
money developing the coal mines, the impairment of the
value of the fuel supply of the state and its increase in price,
will tend to discourage the investment of more money in industrial enterprises.

William Green, who introduced the bill, is a miner and
was a few years ago president of the Ohio Miners' Organization. For two years he has been statistician of the
United Mine Workers of America. Although he does not
draw pay from the miners' union while the legislature is
in session, we understand that his salary from the miners' organization will commence automatically upon adjournment, so that he is really an officer of the miners'
union. He is president protein of the Senate, which fact

him prestige in legislative matters.
The "Green" bill passed the Senate and went to the
House of Representatives, where after two weeks' delay it

gives

A

was reconsidered
one of the committees and may or may not be brought up again at this
session, which is about ready to adjourn.
There is no doubt whatever but that the only purpose of this measure on the part of the miners is to obpassed by one vote.

piid slightly

amended.

few days later

The

bill is

now

it

in

tain a greater price for their labor with a less

amount

of

work. To enact such a law would be unfair to ever}' coal
operator in the State of Ohio, since it will remove the
only method by which ho can make contracts with his employees.
It will counteract effectively all plans designed
1o safeguard the lives of the miners, and strikes a deslructivc lilow ni our |)i-i'.<cnl pnpulnr ideas coiiccrniiig the
coii.'^crvation

dl'

the iiatinn's I'csduni's.
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Coaling Steamships
SYA'OPSIS—Description

of a poriable apparatus tvliich
can unload barges or vessels at a high rate of speed without employing numerous shovelers or trimmers.

Oue

of the

most modern and unique machines for

coal-

ing steamships is the Ue Mayo unloading elevator, manufactured by the Kobins Conveying Belt Co., of Xew
York.

This coal-handling device consists of a series of sheetbuckets of rugged construction, the backs of which
form part of an endless steel belt. Between each two

steel

to be dug.
During tlie greater part of the operation the
buckets are self-filling, although it is necessary to have a

man

>.r two near the elevator to help break down the pile
and allow it to run toward the foot of the elevator.
Power is brought to the motor by a flexible cable from
the dock or vessel being coaled. The average machine requires a 10-hp. motor and the larger sizes, which are
some 40 ft. in length, require a lo-hp. motor.
The
smaller machines can deliver 75 tons per hour and the
larger ones 100 tons per hour of steam coal.
Several steamship companies are now bunkering their
coal under this arrangement.
They state that it costs
them considerably less and requires not more than one-

third of the time necessitated by older methods.
It also
eliminates the dirt and dust, which are such a frightful
nuisance in the coaling of passenger ships.

As compared witli the above stated capacities of the
machine, we will add that under the present or old
method of coaling vessels by means of tubs, a gang of
six or seven men with a tub is able to put only 15 tons
i)f coal per hour into ports, to say nothijig of the dirt
involved and the loss of coal overboard.
Another great advantage of the machine

is

il

flexi-

can be hung and swung anywhere and easily
raised and lowered to conform with the height of vessels or cargoes.
In coaling steamships, it is generally
customary to have four to six loaders on each side of
It

Ijility.

the ship, which clean up the coal tc the bottom of the
barges; when this operation is completed, all of the machines are raised simultaneously, the barges are moved
to a new position and the operation recommenced.

This machine is not only adapted for handling coal, but
sort of semi-hard material such as pho.sphate, sulphur, salt, etc.
It can be used for loading from barges

any

into vessels,

from

cars into bins.

vessels into barges, or

In fact

its field

from railroad

of operation

is

quite ex-

tensive.

The
Tm:

I)i:

Ma'io r\Lo.\ijiNii

1-;li:vai()I!

i\ ()i'i:uatiox

tiie same height as the
acting as a spacer.
The buckets and the
'I'cr plates are connected by hinged joints through
liK-li steel pins arc passed the full width of the bucket and

Ki'ts
I:i't

is

a steel plate of about

itself,

At the upper and lower ends of the
two cast-iron sprockets of special shape prowith teeth wliich engage tlic aforesaid pins.
'le buckets are self-clearing by virtue of their special

"jict at each end.
tor are

I

'!

1

I

I

ruction, so that the backs of the buckets a.s well as
intermediate plates act as a chute for conducting
oal or other material from the head sprockets into

(I'Icscopic cjiute.

The

entire

machine

is

inclosed in

dust-proof casing and the motor is set at the head
inside tlie casing and is rendered accessible by doors
!'• housing.
fie lower end of the casing is open, the corner antrles
'I

I

which sink into tiio material in the
1.
The machine is suspended from a boom or mast
i-able and its weight is allowed to rest on the material

ling four legs
•

;i

Nitro<jen in Coal

In his book on the "Carbonization of Coal," A'i\ian B.
Lewes discusses the source of nitrogen in the fuel. He believes that not all of }t is derived from the original vegetation.

In growing plants, small traces of nitrogen arc found
combined so as to form extremely stable compounds.
Some plant forms contain more nitrogen than others,
but as a rule, 0.1 to 0.2 per cent, will represent fairly the
amount present. Little nitrogen is disengaged as the
vegetation changes into coal.
Moreover the coal represents only a small fraction of the original de])osit from
wliich it was formed.
These two facts suffice to explain
why coal contains from 1 to 2 per cent, of nitrogen.
Peat, however, which is regarded by most authorities
as an intermediate stage in the conversion of vegetable
matter, often contains more nitrogen than is present in
coal.

While the highest percentage

in coal

is

1.8

per

cent., I

I have ever found
have fou)id 2.5 and even 3 per

cent., in specially rich peats

;

so that

it

is

probable that

growth or decay, the sphagnum has a sjiecial power
of directly absorbing and assimilating the nitrogen of
in its

the

air.
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Education

in

mil

iinniim

Ill

m

i

i

iiiiiimm

i

mi

nmiiiii

inn

in

he earns his certificate he can secure a position as
which is a rise of 30 per cent, and

if

15 per cent., respectively.
An education may be obtained by private study, and
we are all familiar with notable examples of success due

There
attending a mining

method being

followed.

are,

however,

In the
class.
certain advantages in
first i^lace, if one is enrolled iu a class he is much more
apt to advance faster in a given space of time. His class
meetings are definite periods, in his weekly calendar, and

he is a great deal more likely to attend them regularly
than he is to sit down and study by himself with the same
Also a properly conducted class will lead a
regularity.
Bian to study more systematically, as the instructor
should be able to carry the work along definite lines,
without allowing students to wander

into endless

off

and

The whole question
the

spelling;

gram-

—

mining law -Writing down sections
2. Bituminous
from dictation study of the outline of the state mining
:

3.

Mining Coures

age ; haulage.
Arithmetic

— Mine

gases

;

of

ventilation

;

drain-

of the use of textbooks

is,

however,

Ellsworth, Penii.

Letter Xo. 9

—

I

am

not in favor of the use of textbooks

mining;
examination

in examinations for certificates of competency in

aminer

laws.

IT

matical problems ought to be based on such actual work
and conditions or on those that could easily occur.
M. D. CooPEK, Mining Engineer,
Ellsworth Collieries Co.

as follows:

:

m

niiinni

iiiiin

that involve a knowledge of the regular work in the mine
and the conditions that exist or may be met. All mathe-

and

— Arithmetii-

inn

questions to be asked in examinations for certificates of
competency to act as fireboss or mine foreman, are those

In the class we are conducting, an effort is made to
divide the work into three rather clearly defined groups,

Elementary branches

nnnnnnm

opinion, secondary to that of the practicability of
The only fair and reasonable
questions asked.

because,

1.

mi

my

in

profitless discussion.

mar.

nniiiiimnninmin

mining examinations, we
would be unIt is better that a person acquire a sound
desirable.
knowledge of mining principles than that he become an
adept in the use of the index of a mining pocketbook.
However, since it is well nigh impossible to commit to
memory the great mass of technical data and formulas
that must be used, we believe that a certain portion
or certain sessions of the examination might well be devoted exclusively to the solution of mathematical problems and in these, books should be allowed. This would
form a good test of the candidates' ability to intelligently
ajjply the formulas and constants required.

fireboss at about $3.40,

this

i

i

I

feel that the unrestricted use of textbooks

—

that

mnnnnnmiiiim

i

Eegarding the character

Coal Mining

The value of education for the coal
Letter Xo. S
miner is strikingly illustrated by the careers of many men
who have risen to high places of authority. The man in
the mines who does not study may have no trouble iu
holding his job; but the man who acquires an education
and learns about the job ahead of him is pretty sure to
rise, provided of course that he possesses the proper moral
The direct money value of an education is
([ualifications.
evident. If a man is an inside laborer at $2.63 per day,
or a motorman at $2.!)o, he can feel reasonably certain

to

miiiimii

ii

iii

Vol. 3, Xo. IS

immiimiiu

i

a person is anxious to pass the

if

receive a certificate for either of the following classes

Mine manager (mine foreman), mine exmine inspector,

in Illinois:

(fireboss), hoisting engineer, or

he should be willing to give a part of his time to preparing
for the examination.
The average man can learn and retain the formulas
necessary to pass successfully any of the above examinations, and I believe that the person who, after a great
amount of study is successful in passing the same, without the aid of textbooks, will be a better man than the
who would pass by using textbooks. I feel like our
good friend, Mr. Pickett, that when it comes to ques-

taught by means of problems that have
appeared in state examination papers and also by probThe
lems based on requirements of the mining laws.

fellow

work in grammar

cosines, tangents, etc., they should be given with the ques-

is

is

necessarily brief,

consisting of a

study of sentence and paragraph construction, with
practice in the use of punctuation marks.
(treat emphasis is given to the study of the mining
law, both in the matter of helping each man to acquire
a good working knowledge of tlic law, for the purpose of
jiromotiug greater safety in the mines; and also, because
a

man must

pect to

make

be familiar with the law l)efore he can exa good showuig in any state examination.

courses, by far the greatest attention is
Numerous problems
study of ventilation.
illustrating the three law- of Irirtion are worked out;
and a close study is made of ventilating apparatus. The
properties of mine gases are stutlied tJioroughly, while
Ill

paid

the

mining

to the

manv problems
connection.

in

])erceiitage

r"'?

worked

out,

iu

tliis

tions, the

answering of which involves the use of

sines,

tion.
1

believe that

tlie

use of textbooks in examination would

give the adxaiitage to the candidate

most

in the

way

who had

I'eceived the

more familiar

of schooling, as they are

with the use of books and in that way would pass the examination more readily than the candidate who had been
deprived of the oiJjiortunity of the same amount of schoolA man. after reaching the age prescribed by law,
ing.
provided be had the practical experience necessary, could
take the examination and with the use of textbooks make
the grade required lo ]i:iss. Unless there was a rigid oral
examination, this mini wnuld ])ass with a lietter grade

than another man. ulin |irrlia]is had
perience than be and Nilm would In'
em]iloy as

a

nunc

niaiiavcr.

a

great deal

a

much

more

safer

man

exto

C

1913
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AL

have known j'oung men to appear for examination
more times and make the written grade every
time, because they had taken a high-sohool course; but
they woukl fail in the oral or practical questions, which
was the most important part of the examination.
I recall one instance of a miner, living in one of the
southern counties of our state, and who came before the
mining board to take the examination for certificate as
mine manager. The first time he came he did very poorly
I

three or

in his written

work and did not reach the
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mensuration, ventilation and gases, hydraulics, etc.
At
the same time they should attend lectures f-nd be taught
how to think clearly and quickly and how to commit the
knowledge they have gained in the mine and at school,
to paper.
In their advanced studies, the planning of
mine workings so as to concentrate operations and facilitate haulage and ventilation will prove most valuable to
them when the time comes for the practical application
of the knowledge gained at the mining school.
But, unfortunately, the

Textbooks would have done him no good, because
ence.
he would have been unable to apply the formulas had they
been given him. He was not at all discouraged, because
of his failure, but went home with a fixed determination
to show the board that he could and would pass the examination. In less than two years he had reached the place
where he did not need textbooks to pass the written grade
and in the oral, or practical part of the examination, he

official still exists who scorns the mining school.
He proclaims on every available occasion:
"I am a practical miner, my school was the pit." The pit
is a pretty good school, but the good pitman is like the
good coal digger, he loses nothing by an education similar
10 the one mentioned at the beginning of this letter. In
this age of science, strength of muscle is to strength of
mind as burnt flax to beaten iron. The colliery official
can spare the former but must possess the later.
The time is rapidly approaching when there will be a

had no

scarcity of officials possessing the necessary education.

oral part of

the examination, although he had had a very large experi-

trouble.

From my

experience in connection with the work of the
State Mining Board of Illinois, I believe that the use of
textbooks in the examinations would be a mistake and

should not be considered. What is worth having
effort put forth to acquire.

is

surely

worth the

Martix Bolt.
Chief Clerk, State Mining Board.
Springfield,

111.

In
where laws have been suddenly passed demanding
that all officials from the foreman down be certificated,
it is found that men who wish to go to night schools
range from 20 to 50 years of age, and but few young
fellows between the ages of l-t and 24 desire to attend.
It appears men generally get to be twenty and thirty
years old before they realize what they have been losing.
And it is indeed often pitiful to watch their struggles
states

The mind

out of pitch and the man has lost all
He discovers that he is like a man
who puts on skates for the first time. The solving of
ordinary problems often looks hopeless to him.
What is the remedy for this condition? The progressive employer realizes the value of educated officials,
"\\ ill an
education boom do any good ? The rescue helmet
has had its boom, but it is a fact that as the number of
then.

Letter Xo. 10

—

I

welcome the opportunity

of joining in

Education, in the line of the actual mining or digging of coal, consists partly of demonstrations
by a miner who has learned by experience how to do the
vork. In like manner, a child learns how to draw a bucket
this discussion.

a well by watching the father or mother do
boy learns how to pitch ball by watching another boy pitch and then improves his own pitching by
practice.
Few boys are actually shown how to pitch by

of water

from

the work.

A

professional

baseball

They must show some
expert takes them in hand.

players.

nataral ability before the

But the coal digger receives instructions from the offifrom the first day he commences work. Advice is
given him in the undermining of coal and he is shown
how to set timbers, drill a hole, etc. He is told what to
do and what not to do, with a view to insuring his own
safety and that of others.
He then gains proficiency
liirough practice.
A knowledge of percentage, ratios or
But
d(( inials would not assist him in tliis class of work.
and realizes the imporif a man is a good coal digger
tance of study, a technical education in the science and
principles of coal mining will make him no less capable
cial

a-J

a coal digger.

The demand
mine

cdiiialcd

at tlie present day, however, sboidd be for
officials,

and

it

will

be time enough to

think about the educated coal digger when more interest
is taken in this demand.
Many men who aspire to the
p(»ition of mine foreman have held
or are holiliiig
positions, and we must deal with the (mIuis inexamination of tlie.«e nien first.
It
varialily the case that such men have forgot ten most of
tile aritiimetic they learned at school, and many uiifortui'ately did not get much schooling as boys and are unP.l.le to intelligently express their knowledge of mining,
ill writing.
They should be given first a grounding in
eienientarv inatliemati<'s and after that they should study

mii;or
cation

official

and

is

interest in study.

educated

officials

increases, the need for rescue helmets

The education

will decrease.

of the official

is

the

first

promote safety in mines, it produces better eflSciency, and thereby more economy.
It is my opinion that mine foremen, assistant mine
foremen and firebosses should not be allowed the use of
textbooks at the examinations for this reason:
If they
know that such books will be available they will become
mere coypists and will develop only slight independent
step to take to

mind

faculties of their own.

rely

will

upon the books

and

In their
at

home work, they

the examinations will

copy the text in addition to using the mathematical examples to aid then in working out problems.
On the
other hand, they will be imt to r fair test if they are given
the

more

intricate

mathematical formulas embodied

in

the examination pa])ers, but printed on a separate sheet.
At the examinations for mine superintendents or higher

mine

officials and state mine inspectors, formulas should
not be given, and certainly no textbooks allowed.
A
candidate who passes an examination where books are allowed gives no jiroof of his ability to efficiently fill the

the position.
rci|iiire that

It

I-;

rcirrct table

that

it

is

not cu.stomary to

mine supci-intendcnts stand a severe examin-

atiiiii.
1

am

not overl(H)kiiig the fact that education does not

mining men to become capable oflicials. An
education does not always iiroduce that trait called executive ability, nor d(H's it always supply a man with the
necessary inor;il liacklionc.
Hut the aspirant can console
enable

all
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goes far to produce that result. Where a man stays at college until he reaches the twenties, it is not surprising that,
in a mine, he will often appear like a fish out of water.
The college education that is likely to produce the best

Under this arrangeis the "sandwich system."
ment the student is at college for six months of each year
and the remaining portion of the year is spent underground and in the workshops on the surface.
Samuel Deax.
results

Delagua. Colo.

Timbering

was pleased to note the great interest that was manifested by those who took part in the discussion of mine
I notice, however, that some of those who
timbering.
discussed this question thought that no "hard and fast"
rule could be laid down to regulate methods of timbering
I believe, on the contrary, that such a
in coal mines.
conclusion is wrong, and that legislation is greatly needed
to regulate the question of timbering, in coal mining.
I

Wm.

By

Arithmetic is tlie science of numbers. Numbers are used
to express magnitude or quantity; as two, three, or four feet;
two. three, or four apples: etc.
One
etc.
A unit is a single thing; as one foot, one apple,
Numbers are
is the unit and foot or apple tells the kind.
used to express how manv units are taken; as two feet means
two units of one kind; three apples are three units of a kind.

—

The DIeits and Cipher There are ten characters used to
express number, and by arranging- these in certain ways, according to certain rules, it is possible to express any reasonThese ten characters are given
able number or quantity.
below with their names and the spots or balls under each
shows the number of units that character represents. The
first character is called a "cipher" and is used to indicate no
The remaining nine characters are called "digits."
units.
Cipher

One
1

2

O

•

•

Tvro

Three

Four

S

4

5

Six
6

•

•

•

•

Five

Seven Eight
7

S

Nine
9

—

RxpreMMlne- I/OrBer !«nml>eTS To express numbers greater
which is the highest digit, it is necessary to begin and
than
count these same digits over again. This gives a series of
digits or counts, and the number of the series is written beit.

fore the cipher or digit, after the
First series.

first series,

Quinton, Ala.

in

J. T.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
ARITHMETIC

as follows:

Xo. 18

Crooks,

Mine Foreman.

do not want to be considered as radical when I say
that I believe thoroughly in "hard and fast" rules, in
I

Study Course

3,

mining. In support of this statement I will point out
a few facts that must be evident to every mining man.
First, consider what is meant by a new mining law.
It is an attempt to compel mining men to abide by a
"hard and fast" rule. For example, in the operation of
a gaseous mine, where it is necessary to use safety lamps,
mining laws require that all tobacco pipes and matches
shall be left outside.
Men using safety lamps are compelled by law to keep them at a safe distance from the
swing of their pick, where they will not be liable to injury or accident. There are laws regulating ventilation,
explosives, and the use and handling of the same, and
In some inthe manner of mining and shooting coal.
stances, the law specifies how timbers shall be set.
Everyone of these laws is a "hard and fast" rule. In
my opinion, there should be such a "hard and fast" rule
regulating the maximum distance at which timbers
should be set apart. The suggestion has been made to
employ a timberman to set timbers. In Durham, England, this was done and the cost deducted from the price
In this country, this would uiuloubtedly give
of mining.
rise to trouble.
I am a firm believer in systematic timbering and am convinced that this would go far toward
reducing the number of accidents at the working face.

that the mine official of the
himself with this truth
future will, to a certain extent, be educated.
College education does not always produce capable
men ; but the system that is drilled into them at college

Legislation to Regulate

Vol.

Coal Mining

Beard

;

May
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Mine Foremen's Examination, Northwestern Improvement Co.,
Roslyn, Wash.
(Selected Quentiuus)
Qiie.9.

—What

foreman

What

?

consideration

—

are his duties

make-up

?

of a good

What should

second consideration

;

mine

be his first

third consideration

?

The principal qualifications of a good mine foreare a wide experience and knowledge of mining in

Alts.

man

;

constitutes the

branches; a good judgment of mining conditions; a
thorough knowledge of the mine of which he has charge;
ability to handle men; skill in directing others and planning the work so as to accomplish the greatest results in
the least time and at the smallest expense. A mine foreall its

man must

and considerate in
all his dealings; a good judge of human nature and of
what constitutes a day's work. He must be patient, industrious and sober.
It is the duty of tlie mine foreman to devote his entire time to the operations of the mine.
He must superinbe fearless, firm, fair, just

tend every detail of the work, either personally or through
his assistants, and should, as far as possible, visit every
working place at least every alternate day when the mine
is working.
He must inspect all machinery and appliances to see that they-are in safe condition, giving particu-

and the drainage of the
mine. lie must inspect all airways, haulage roads and
travelingways and remove all dangers found or that are
reported to him, permitting no men to work in such places
until the same are made safe.
He must provide the
needed sup])lies of timber and other material and must
see that the mining laws and mine regulations are strictly
lar attention to the ventilation

obeyed.

The

first

of the

men

and most important consideration

is

in his charge; second, the security

ervation of the property

the safety

and

pres-

third, the economical extraction

:

undue loss and expense.
lamp gives no indication

of the coal so as to avoid
Quc-f.

—

If the safety

presence of gas.

is

of the

this fact proof that the atniosjjhere is

— Xo.

The mine

air

may

still

contain poisonous

gases in sufficient (|uantity to be dangerous or fatal to

Air containing one-half of
gas

may

jirove fatal to life

life.

per cent, of carbon monoxide
in a short time.
The presence

1

would not Ije indicated by the safety lamj)
but a caged mouse or bird, if carried into such an atmosphere, would betray by its actions tliat the air was not
safe to i)reathe.
These small animals are affected by tiu'
of this gas

poisonous gases in much less time than is reipiired to afhuman system.
Ques.
How would you ])roceed to remove llrrdam])
(afterdamp?) from a section of a mine, after an explo-

fect the

should be stationed at each approach to the return airway,
leading from the affected section to prevent anyone from
entering the return-air current.
Only safety lamps

The circulation of air should then be
increased in that section of the mine, as much as possible, either by speeding the fan or by such a regulation of
the air current as to supply a larger quantity of air to
that particular section. The work must be performed on
the intake side and its progress carefully watched, by maksliould be used.

ing the necessary tests of the

Wherever necessary, temporary

from time

air,

to time.

brattices should be erected

so as to deflect the air current in such a

manner

as to

sweep out the accumulated gases from the workings. In
time should be given for the air to act
upon the gases, diluting and removing them from their
lodging places. Due precaution should be taken against
unexpected roof falls driving the gas out upon the lamps
all cases, sufficient

workmen.

of the

—

Ques.
An airway is 10 ft. 5 in. wide and (i ft. I) in.
high; find the area of the airway. If the velocity of the
air current is 450 ft. per min., what quantity of air is
passing per minute in this airway?

Ans.

— The

follows:

The

10

_

=

5 in.

=

av

=

X

'in.

ft.

=

6.75

of air in circulation

70.27

X

is

found as

is

9

10.41 ft.; 6

then 10.41

is

The quantity

Q

area of the airwav

sectional
ft.

sectional area

nearly.

=

6.75 ft.
70.27 sq.ft.,

then

=

450

say 31,620 cu.fi.
Cjues.
The quantity of air passing in an airway
120,000 cu.ft. per min., and the water gage produced

—

is
is

what are the units of work performed each minute and the horsepowei- producing the circulation in the

2 in.;

iiirway

?

—A

Ans.

on the

water gage of 2

air of 2

X

5.2

=

in.

10.4

corresponds to a pressure
lb. per sq.ft.
The work

/.orformed each minute, or the power on the air, is fo\uid
|jy multiplying the quantity of air in circulation by the

pounds per square

jiressure in

U =

Qp

=

X

120,000

The horsepower producing

Thus,

foot.

=

10.4

Ques.

—A

of 30 deg.
is

;

l,2is.

the circulation

liorsepower or the horsepower on the
000 H- 33,000
37.8 hp.

air.

=

slope

what

is

2Gim)

ft.

long,

is

fi.-lh.

the effective

which

is

1,248,-

measured on a pitch
and what

will be the horizontal <listance,

the vertical height of the slojie?

What

is

the pressure

on a puni]) i)nmping water from the bottom of this slo])e,
disregarding the j)ipc friction?
Ans. The horizontal distance, or horizontal length of

—

Ibis s!o])e

2600

The

is

X

is

is

c"s 30°

=

2600

X

"•'^66

=

2251.6

corres])onding vertical height of the slope

2600

sion?

—

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

tluit exist in tlie mine,
in general, the work
must be conducted by first removinff all men from the
mine except those engaged in the work. Reliable men

—

What dangers would you expect and how woubl you
overcome them ?
Atis,
The removal of noxious or dangerous gases from
a section of a mini', after an ex[)losion, will (le])en(l on the

iiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiniiinnnii

tonditions

safe to enter?
An.s.

iiiiiiininnn

iiiiiiii

X

«M

30°

=

2600

X

0.5

=

1300

ft.
is

//.

Since the water pressure due to a foot of vertical height
0.434 lb. per sq.iii., the pressure exerted on this pump
1300
•'•434
5G4.2 II). ])er sq.in.

X

=

COAL
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Washington, D. C.
Hamlin lias introduced a bill (Apr. 23)
to prohibit the interstate shipment or attempted shipment
of convict-made goods, or products of mines in which convict labor is employed.
Representative

The bill requires that "no carrier of interstate commerce
shall knowing-ly transport or accept for transportation any
goods, wares or other articles of merchandise manufactured
in whole or in part by convict labor, or knowingly transport or accept for transportation the products of any mine
or factory in which convicts are employed or permitted to
work, and which goods, wares or other articles of merchandise or products of mines are to be carried to any point in
any state, district or territory of the United States outside
of the state where produced or mined and each separate
shipment prohibited herein shall constitute a separate and
distinct offense."
The bill further provides that any agent of any interstate
carrier who violates the law shall be adjudged guilty of a
misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less than $1000 or
by imprisonment not to exceed six months.
Furthermore
the bill requires that "it shall be unlawful for any person,
jrm or corporation to ship, attempt to ship or offer for
shipment to any interstate carrier any goods, wares or other
merchandise, or products of any nines produced or manufactured wholly or in part by convict labor to any point
in any district territory or state in the United States outside the state where such goods, wares or other merchandise
or products of mines are made or produced." The same penalties are made to apply in this case as in the case of the
violation of the earlier provisions of the measure.
,

—

—

Senator Crawford has introduced a bill which has been
referred to the Committee on Public Lands, to provide for
the leasing of public lands containing coal, reading in part
as follows:
That all public lands and lands included in national forests containing "w-orkable deposits of coal are hereby classified as coal lands, and hereafter shall only be disposed of
by leasing the same in the manner provided in this Act. and
that the title in fee to all such coal lands shall remain in
the United States.
Sec. 2.
That any citizen of the United States of the age
of twenty-one years who has not acquired title to coal lands
from the United States, or any association of persons who
are thus severulb' qualified, cr any corporation duly emI'lisiness in the State or Territory in
powered to trnits.ii
which the land is >iiii:it-'d. not holding title to coal lands,
may make appli' iti.iii i.i the Secretary of the Interior to
lease coal lands, and ilit^ Secretary of the Interior is hereby
authorized to lease to such applicant or applicants not to
e.xceed to any one person, association, or corporation two
thousand five hundred and sixty acres of coal land, exclusive of the surface, in legal subdivisions of not less than
one hundred and sixty acres each, which said subdivisions
need not be contiguous, for a period not exceeding twentyfive >-. ars. a? long as such person, association, or corporation
'
sii i"
to and abide by the terms of the lease and all
of
r
the United States and lawful regulations of
if the Interior as shall now or may hereafter
t

:

—

m
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PENXSYLVANIA
Anthracite

—

Prackville The Whip-Poor-Will breaker crashed to the
ground recently in the course of a high wind storm. This
colliery has not been in operation for the past five years.
Shamukin Fifteen firemen, employed at the Reliance colliery, went on strike, Apr. IS. claiming that they were being overworked and demanding the assistance of more men.
A tie-up at the collieries of the Mineral R.R. & Mining
Co. was caused by a strike of 2500 employees, Apr. 22. Tlie
men refused to work any longer until all the men at the mines
had paid their back dues to the Mine Workers' organization.

—

—

Harrisliure The McDermott bill, which proposed to make
unlawful to use the electric current in the mine where
it
miners are loading or mining coal, or in gaseous mines, has
been killed in the House on the second reading. If it had
become a law it would have meant an increase in the price
of coal.

—

Hazelton The ISOO mine workers at the collieries of the
Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. have voted to return to
worii after a two-day "button" strike.

Bituminous

—

J

.•\rmy and Navy, and at such reasonable and remunerative
price as may be fixed by the President, but the producer or
producers of any coal so purchased who may be dissatisfied
with the price thus fixed shall have the right to prosecute
suits against the United States in the Court of Claims for
the recovery of any additional sum or sums he or they may

claim as justly due upon such purchase.

wilkks-b.vrre:. pexn.
Examinations for certificates for Mine Foreman and Assistant Mine Foreman were held at Pittston, Wilkes-Barre,
Nanticoke and Plymouth on Apr. 22 and 23. Eighty-one men
took the examination at Pittston, 65 at 'W'ilkes-Barre, 49 at
Plymouth and 55 at Xanticoke. The boards holding these examinations were presided over by Messrs. McDonald, Jennings,
Davis, ^'iUiams and Walsh, state mine inspectors of the several districts contained in the Wyoming Valley.
The miners in the Five Foot Vein in the Henry Colliery
of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. are dissatisfied with the scale
for rockwork. and at a meeting it was decided to refer the
matter to the conciliation board for adjustment.
Miners
in the Red Ash Vein of the Dorrance Colliery of the same

il

houses are also to be erected for the colliery bosses. The
village is to be laid out with wide streets and roomy garden
plots for all the houses.
It will have a central plaza, and part of its equipment will
be two public baths, one for men and one for women. The
baths will be built of concrete, and modern in detail. Hower
& Stender, contractors, of Scranton. are in charge of the construction work. The Underwood Colliery is to be one of the
most modern in this part of the state. It will open up big
tracts of virgin coal, and give employment to many men
It is expected that tile colliery will be
for several years.
ready for operation in a few weeks.

made

••«•<•.
;!
iiat the United States shall at all
times have
the preference right to purchase so much of the coal produced by any mine or mines opei-ated under the provisions
of tills Act as may be deemed necessary for the use of its

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

company, being dissatisfied with the yardage paid them,
adopted another course of settling the dispute, but after being idle for eight days, decided to return to worli, and allow
the conciliation board to settle the trouble.
To bring the mining of coal to a point wh:re all may
have a chance to see the technical parts of the industry,
the representatives of the different coal companies in and
about Wilkes-Barre have prepared many interesting coal exhibits for the Greater Wilkes-Barre Industrial Exposition,
to be held during the week of Ma.v 10-17.
Contractors have broken ground for a model village that
is to be built around the Underwood Colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co, on the hills east of Throop. The villas;.will consist of 28 double houses of extra-strong construction, to withstand mine settlings.
The houses will be of
timber, 28x40 ft. in size, and their sills or underframes are
to be of 6-in. square Georgia pine, in single sticks for the
length and breadth of the houses.
Several frame .dwelling

City Pour miners were badl.v burned by an
"after explosion" in O'Neil's mine, Apr. IS.
Finleyville A terrific explosion killed perhaps over a hundred miners in the Cincinnati mine of the Monongahela
River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., Apr. 23. About 70 bodies
have been recovered, but it is feared that many more are in

Payette

—

the mine

still.

—

Bakerton The gigantic frame tipple of the Sterling Coal
been destroyed by fire. The tipple was the largest
in that section of the country and its destruction will cripple
the workings.
Co. has

^VEST VIRGI.XI.V

—

Charlcstun By a vote of S4 to 9 the striking miners of
Cabin and Paint Creeks accepted the proposition made recently by Governor Hatfield, with a view toward a settlement of the long strike. While the miners attempted to
attach a construction to the proposition to the effect that
there shall be no discrimination against union employees,
they will leave the final construction to the governor. The
operators accepted the proposition a week ago and have put
it into effect in their mines.

Mav

3.

COAL

11)13

The Xew River miners' convention has decided not to call
a strike, pending efforts which they will make to have a
conference with the operators of that field, to be held in
Ch_rleston, Jlay 10. It is said that recognition of the union
will be one of the points which the miners will insist upon.
Should the operators decline a conference, the miners will
then consider the question of a strike.

—

Wheeling Two hundred miners employed in the Gaylord
No. 2 mine have gone on strike and the mine is idle as a conThe refusal of the management to employ extra
sequence.
drivers caused the men to strike.

KEXTICKY

—

LonisTllle The Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. is authoritatively reported to have consented to an important
concession to the operators in the Harlan County coal field,
in the voluntary removal of the 10c. differential formerly
charged on coal from that district to points north of the
Ohio River over the rate from the Jellico district. The action of the road is almost wholly due to the efforts of the
Southern Appalachian Coal Operators' Association, which has
had the matter up "with the company through its traffic committee for some time.
It is also possible that the same concession will be extended by the road to the Harlan operators with reference
to Ohio River crossings and Kentucky points, although this
is not an association matter, and has not been determined by
The removal of this differential is expected to
the road.
give Harlan County coal a powerful impetus in the northwestern markets, where it has already established a high
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RECENT COAL AND COKE
PATENTS
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Dump

Autcmatic
Car E. L. Stoltzfus,
B. Miller. Paradise, Penn.
1.057. 683, Apr.
17, 1912.
Serial No. 691.312.

—A

publicity campaign for Harlan
County, Ky., and the Harlan coal fields, is being planned
Harlan,
Ky., with a vievf to disby the board of trade of
seminating broadcast information regarding the resources
ot that section, which has experienced a
remarkable development durii s the past two years, and which it is said
Is capable of still further and more extensive working.
It
is proposed to spend not less than $10,000 for this purpose.
One of the plans is the publication of a prospectus, showing the exact distribution of coal throughout the county, as
far as possible.
It is also the intention of the backers ot
the plan to make a powerful effort to induce the Southern
Railway to build into the county to afford competition with
the Louisville & Nashville, which now has a practical monopoly of the carrying of the coal and other products of the
woods and mines of Haxlan.

systematic

— In

the Henderson district, work has been begun with a view to reclaiming the coal mine at that place,
which was completely flooded by the recent high water. It
is not yet known how extensive the damage is which was
done b.v the water, but it will reach $50,000 if the mine is
not reclaimed.
SpottNTllle

Gap, Ptnn., and 1.
1913.
Filed Apr.

1.

—

Gravity Cool Bin S. Otis, Chicago, 111., assignor to Gravity Coal Bin Co. a corporation of Maine. 1.052.945. Feb. 11.
1913.
Filed July 11. 1907.
Serial No. 3S3.2S4.
Grnvltj- CoBi Screen

signor

Gravity

to

Feb.

1,052.M6.

11.

and Bin

Coal

Bin

1913.

—

S.

Chicago, 111., ascorporation of Maine,
".
1907.
Serial No.

Otis,

a

Co..

July

Filed

3S3,2S5.

Jlcthod of Producing a Substantially Complete Combustion of Fuel. F. H. Brown. Philadelphia, Penn., 1.052.279, Feb.
11, 1913.
Filed Dec. 9, 190S. Serial No. 466,530.
Igniting Device for .Miners' Safety Lamps P. Wolf.

—

Zwickau. Germany,
1912.

1,052,783.

Feb.

11,

Filed April

1913.

30.

Serial No. 694,190.

.\ajustal>le Shoe for
gan. W. Va.. 1.052.517
Serial No. 693.230.

Mining Machines
Feb.

11.

1913.

—

C.

E.

Rogers. Lo-

Filed Aprif

26.

1912.

Apparatus for Smoke Prevention and Fuel Economlzlnir
In Connection nitli Steam (Generators. J. Rothwell, Walkdcn,
Eng.. 1.052.51S. Feb. 11. 1913. Filed June 20, 1912. Serial No.
704,923.

reputation.

Harlan

AGE

—

Apparatus for Utilizing Coke Oven Heat E. C. Morgan,
Co., Uniontown, Penn.
1,054.859, March 4, 1913.
Filed Jan. 2S, 1909. Serial No. 474,641.
Also 1.054,860, March 4, 1913. Filed April 26, 1909. Serial No. 492.133.
assignor to Titlow Waste Heat Power

Lamp— A.

Miner's

March

1.044,001.
665,884.

Coal and Ore
055,731,
719,067.

March

4,

L.

Tombelaine, Villanuova-Minas, Spain.

1913.

Filed

Washer— H. W.
11,

1913.

Filed

Dec.

15.

1911.

Serial

Falker, Ashland, Penn.
Sept.

7,

1912.

Serial

No.
1.-

No.

—

Apparatus for Handling Coke W. Feicks, Bethlehem,
Penn. 1.055,456, March 11, 1913. Filed March 31, 1910. Serial
No. 552.667.

—

Retort Coke Oven Chas H. Hughes, assignor to Semet
Solvay Co.. Syracuse. N. Y. 1.555.536. March 11. 1913. Filed

August

19,

1912.

Serial No. 715,736.

OHIO

—

ColumbuN A settlement of the miners' strike at the
Trimble mine of the Hisylvania Coal Co., of Columbus, Ohio,
was effected recently by John B. Moore, president of the
local district of the United Mine Workers, and the officers
of the company.
By the terms of the settlement the company agreed to pay full wages to discharged men during

the

of the
ence.

enforced

idleness

while

a

national

representative

Mine Workers conducts an investigation of the

differ-

The Joseph DIxou Crueilile Co., Jersey City, N. J., has
just issued a booklet entitled "Graphite for the Boiler." The
action of graphite upon scale-forming impurities in boilerfeed water is not chemical.
It neither dissolves the scale
nor attacks the metal. The particles of graphite gradually
penetrate existing scale and soften it to such an extent as
to render it easily removable.
Once removed scale can never
firmly adhere to the l)oiler surfaces .is long as graphite treatment is continued.

ILLINOIS

—

GaleHliurK The Star Coal Co. has sustained a severe loss
In the destruction by fire of the buildings of its large mine
a short distance north of Cuba. The mine had been shut down
for two weeks while improvements and repairs were being
made. About 150 men are idle. The loss caused by the flro
Is estimated at approximately $30,000.
The company is undecided as to whether to rebuild or
not.

c

FOREIGN NEWS

Beuthrn. (;<-rmnny
Sllesian

coal fields
that, to date, 25.000

—

— The
is

strike of the miners In the upper
rapidly.
It
Is
estimated
laid down their tools.

spreading

men have

Son«h Uolex More than 50.000 miners In south Wales are
expected to go out on strike as a protest against the employment of nonunion labor. An attempt to bring about an
agreement with the employers has failed.

John Mitchell, former president of the United Mine Workers of .America, has been designated by Governor Sulzer, of
York, to be state labor commissioner.

New

C. J. Trager has resigned his position as senior Inspector
with the National Inspection Co., of Chicago, to accept tho
position of Insurance manager of the Pittsburgh Coal Co.
Mr. Trager took charge Apr. 16.
H. D. Johnson has recently started In the engineering
business for himself. His specialties are civil, mining, consulting and economic engineering, and his office addr.ss Is
617 Traders Bank Building. Scranton, Penn.
Earle Martin, of Chattanooga, Tenn., president of Iha
Continental Coal Corporation of Tennessee and Wyoming, has
resigned his position with that company.
Vice-president
H. L. Cory will assume the duties of president of the Tennessee company, while Vice-president W. L. Moss will assume
the offlce of president of the Wyoming company.

COAL AGE

ro3

Vol.

porated with a capital stock of ?100.000, to mine and deal in
coal.
The incorporators are: George B. Davis, E. B. Blair,
L. Cugle, C. Ims and N. M. Irwin.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

George

—

Atlantic City, >'. J. Irwin & Leighton are estimating on
plans for coal pockets and bins to be erected at Atlantic City
for the Atlantic City R.R. W. Hunter is chief engineer.
Hazard, Ky
It is reported that the work of preparing
the D. T. Combs property near this city for production by
early fall is being pushed rapidly by the parties interested
in its development.
Connellsvllle, Penn. The Tide Water Coal Co.,, of Pittsburgh, has taken leases on 1000 acres of coal in Parker
Township, near Bruin. W. Va., and has commenced the construction of a colliery.
Connollsville, Penn
It is rumored that the Northwestern
System of the Pennsylvania Lines is planning to extend
the Cleveland & Pittsburgh branch from Powhatan. Ohio, to
a point down the Ohio River, opposite New Martinsville, W.
Va.
Rockford, III.- The construction of the Chicago & Northwestern extension south through central Illinois to connect
with its line in the coal fields is being pushed rapidly. The
road is being doubletracked to provide for a large traflSc.
This will give a new and shorter route between St. Louis

—

—

and

St.

Paul.

—

The Black Mountain Coal Land CorporaBristol, Tenn.
tion has awarded to the Montgomery Coal Washing & Manufacturing Co., of Birmingham. .\la., a contract for the construction of a coal-washing plant at Pockett, Ala., including
jigs, settling tank, elevating machinery, screens, etc., with an
hourly capacity of 150 tons.
The new shaft at the Hammond colShenandoah, I'enn
soon be connected with the breaker and the hoisting slopes will then be dispensed with. It is expected that
the colliery will close down about May 1 in order to make
The work involved will require
the necessary connections.

liery will

about one month's time.
Hazard, Ky. The work of construction on the tipple,
tracks, and other works of the Tennessee-Hazard Coal Co.
has been placed under the direction of T. H. Hopkins, of
Anthras, Tenn., a well known coal operator of that section,

—

will push the equipment of the company to early completion, the object being to start production during the cur-

who

rent season.
Centralia,

— The

Rhoads Contracting

Penn.

Co.,

of

Ash-

land, has started wt .k on an extensive stripping contract
Operations
for the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., at Centralia.
will be started on Mt. Carmel from the northwestern side
The coal is of good
of Centralia for a distance of 7 miles.
quality and close to the surface and it is estimated that it
will require from 7 to 10 years to get it all out.

—

Work on the new Shawmut bridge across
St. Marys, Penn.
the Allegheny River, at Mahoning, has been resumed since the
Opfloods subsided and completion is promised in August.
erations at Furnace Run are progressing fast. The new tipcars
ple is finished and shipments will begin as soon as
are provided by the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh R.R.,
which will handle the coal from these new mines till connection can be made with the Shawmut line by the completion
of the bridge.

to

$10,000.

The Briquette Fuel Co., capital stock,

.Insples, Calif
F. R. Thomas, F. W.
Directors:
$400,000.
Steddom, Q. McCurdy and F. E. McCurdy.

Cleveland,

Ohio— The

Steddom, A. E.

Short Creek Coal Co.; capital stock,
and mine coal. Principal ofJ. J. Roby, E. B. Thomas and

$600,000; to acquire coal lands
C.

A.

Cleveland.

Incorporators;

Niman.

Fairmont,

—

Boise, Idaho Coal has been discovered in Boise County
on the farm of Julius Anson. The seam is 4 ft. thick and is
a good commercial coal.
The Northern Briquetting Co. was organized last winter
with a capital stock of $500,000. The new plant is to have
an initial capacity of 50 tons of briquettes a day.
Colver, Penn
The Ebensburgh Coal Co., which operates
mines at Colver, is planning to start a dairy on its large
farm.
Holstein and Jersey cows have been purchased.
Plymouth, Penn. The Kingston Coal Co. is installing a
new electric pump on the river bank near Fletcherville Pari;,
Plymouth, to furnish a supply of water for the Gaylord

—

Colliery.

—

AA'llliamson, W. Va. The Leckie Collieries Co. expect to
develop 1000 acres of coal at Williamson.
They are getting a mine into shape which will have a daily capacity of

1500 tons.

—

Pottsville, Penn. A large seam of coal has been opened
near Pottsville by the St. Clair Coal Co.. and it is claimed
that this new operation "will produce 10,000.00'j tons of virgin anthracite.

—

Rochelle, 111, The Geo. D. Whitcomb Co. is moving into
This step will
a new factory which they have just built.
enable them to more than double their present output of gasoline locomotives.

Pnnx.snta« ney, Penn.

—

Local men, said to be backed by
Central R.R. interests, have leased 8000 acres of
land at Marion Center.
The acreage adjoins a large
now held by the railroad. No price was mentioned.

New York
coal
plot

—

Pittsliurgh, Penn. The Kendall Lumber Co., whose general offices are in the House Bldg.. in Pittsburgh. Penn., has
acquired some coal lands in West Virginia which it proposes
to develop during the coming summer.

—

ConnelLsville, Penn. The holdings of the Kingwood Coal
Co., situated on the West Virginia Northern and the
railroads, in the vicinity of Kingwood, have been sold recently to Cleveland capitalists for

& Coke

Morgantown & Kingwood
$60,000.

—

Joplln, Mo. The Ellsworth-Klaner Construction Co. has
leased 240 acres of coal land, one mile south of Minton. Mo.,
This land was
and will develop it with a steam shovel.
recently purchased from L. C. Chancellor by E. V. and A. K.

Lanyen.

—

MInot, X. D. The Northern Briquetting Co. has purchased a building site, consisting of 5 "4 acres west nf the
Great Northern depot. It is understood that plans for building operations are under way and will be completed in a

short time.

—

Rock Island, III. The Carpenter Coal Co. has received a
consignment of a new coal which is being put on the market,
Pocahontas.
It is a crushed West Virginia
smokeless, mixed with hydrocarbonized pine pitch under a
pressure of 100 lb.

Los

fices,

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

known

Bereholz, Ohio— The Bergholz Coal Co. has filed papers
with the secretary of state decreasing Its capital stock from
$20,000

Xo. 18

3.

W.

Va.

— The

Fairmont & Cleveland Coal

Wellnton. Ohio

— The

Oreton Mining Co. has been tncor-

the

Sixteen students from the College of
Seattle, Wash
Mines, University of Washington, spent Apr. 5 to 14 in an
inspection trip in the western part of the state. Rock tunneling, coal mining, placer mining and milling were among
the subjects studied.

—

Mobile, .\la. According to a statement made by Vicepresident J. H. Bernhard. the Alabama & New Orleans Transportation Co. will operate barges between Tuscaloosa via
Mobile and Gulfport to New Orleans, and will bring down
600,000 tons of coal annually.
Jollet, III
The Murphy Linskey Kasher Coal Co. is planning to widen its field of operations. The company has recently purchased the mining property and rights of a Pontiac company at a court sale.

Co.;

Incorcapital stock. $600,000: to operate in Marion County.
W. N. Engle, T. L. Henderson, R. R. Wallls, Anporators:
thony Bowen and J. R. Burns.

as

Batnvia,

IV.

V.— It

Is

said that an effort will he made to
40 years ago

recommence work on a shaft which was sunk

the purpose of reaching and developing a bed of roal.
Parties are endeavoring to obtain the necessary finances for
this purpose.
for

—
May

3,

Jeilioo,
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Trnn

—The

Interstate Coal Co. has purchased the
Smith-Jellico Coal Co. in this section, ag1000 acres, and has also taken over the lease
held by the Anchor Coal Co. The purchaser
develop the property.

property of the
gregating about
on the property
will proceed to
Salem, Ohio The Salem Coal Co.. which operated a mine
east of Salem on the K. & O. electric line, has sold out its
holdings to the Baldwin Mining Co.
The purchaser contemplates improvements to the value of $10,000. The capacity of the mine will be largely increased.
^Va.shinKton, Penn. J. V. Thompson and others have
closed a deal for SOO acres of coal land in Gilmore TownThe land was bought from
ship, Greene County, tor $160,000.
a number of farmers and adjoins a tract of 500 acres which
was purchased by the same parties 2 weeks ago for $100,000.
Pltt.ston, Pcnn.
The Delahunty Dyeing Machine Co. has
placed upon the market a rivetless conveyor chain w^ith oneThis chain requires the use of
piece inserted attachments.
no tools of any kind and only slack enough to equal twice
the diameter of the pin to enable anyone to either connect
or disconnect the links.
Chicago, 111. A meeting of the St. Louis, Peoria & Northwestern R.R. has been called for June IS to consider the
purchase of the Macoupin County R.R. and the issuance of
This purchase will
$10,000,000 in bonds to equip the roads.
mark the extension of the Chicago & Northwestern lines

—

—

—

—

into the coal fields of Illinois.

—

DaQuoln, III. It is rumored that a large gas company is
soon to be formed in Illinois. The plan is to erect a monster coke plant at some central point, probably Marion, and
Marion is located in
to supply gas to the surrounding towns.
the heart of the field and is considered the most practicable
place for the location of the plant.

—

Willlam.'ton, W. Va.
The Skillet Fork Land Co. has taken
over the 1600-acre tract of coal land on Gilbert Creek, owned
This
purchase
has again revived the talk of
by Lee Ellis.
It is believed
a railroad extension along the Guj'an River.
Ohio
will
be the first road to build.
that the Chesapeake &
The price paid was in the enighborhood of $60,000.
John Lodhrie, of Windber, has leased
Philipsliurt?, Pean.
A shaft will be sunk
400 acres of coal land near Dunio.
at once and it is expected that 1000 tons will be mined
The agreement provides that Mr.
daily within a short time.
Lodhrie shall not mine less than 2000 tons of coal daily
as soon as the developments contemplated are completed.
ConnrllMTtlle. P»-«u. W. E. Woods and M. A. Hadden have
options on more than 16.000 acres of land in Jefferson TownShip and are now drilling test holes on their property. They
have also taken options on about 6000 acres of land north
of Sullivan and will shortly begin testing that, together with
12,000 acres west of Scott City which they have also op-

—

tioned.
PlttHbnr;;,

—

Kan. By order of the state inspector three
mines belonging to the Central Coal & Coke Co., the Western Coal & Mining Co. and the Chapman Coal Co. have been
closed down.
The inspectors found unsanitary conditions,
poor ventilation and an insufficient number of manholes.
The companies promise to have the mines In good condition
by next week.
ChnrlcHton, AV. Va
The West Virginia Equipment Co.
has opened offices and salesrooms at 901 Kanawha St., Chaleston, W. Va.
This firm has secured the local agency for many
of the best known and most reliable firms in the country
manufacturing mining and power-plant equipment, and is,
therefore, prepared to quote upon steam or mine specialties
of all descriptions.
Salt Lake Clly,

—

—

over

Is

lines

20,-

Dante to the southern and southeastern markets.
This road Is now being extended through the Virginia-Kentucky mountain from Dante
to Elkhorn City. Ky., a distance of 40 miles. The new work
will Include the longest tunnel In the South.
Part Scott, Kan. It Is reported that the FrI.sco road Intends to develop the coal underlying the southern part of
Bourbon County. The railroad has taken options on thousands of acres of farm lands In that district and has secured leases which were held b.v the Miller Bros, company.
A 3-ft. seam is said to underly all this p:irt of the county.
Should coal be found the land Is to be purchased for $100

—

an

acre.

.

111.

—

of the Ayrshire

company

will be

pumped out

in 30 days.

—

Penn. The new breaker of the MadeiraHill Co.. purchaser of the Joseph Stark Colliery, at Hudson,
has been placed in operation. This breaker replaces the one
formerly operated in connection with Mr. Stark's mine, and
when in full operation will have a capacity of 800 tons daily.
All machinery, including the hoisting engines, is electrically
operated, the current being supplied by the Lackawanna &
Wyoming Valley R.R. Co., from the Plains power station.
ConnellMvllle, Penn. The moving picture machine has
been put into action by the H. C. Frick Coke Co. as a means
of bringing home to all their employees the value of the
"safety first" campaign.
The Frick company has been the
pioneer in this movement and is still leading all the work
in this line.
A corps of men has started to make a tour of
ever.v plant of the company in the Upper and Lower Connellsville regions, and will give these educational entertainments at each plant.
Somerset, Penn
It is predicted that Somerset may have
another large coal operation along the Somerset & Cambria branch of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. in the near future.
The land in question consists of 750 acres of Miller vein and
Prime C coal. It is supposed that the controlling force of
This comthe new venture is the Glazier Coal & Coke Co.
pany has an option on the tract and will probib':- begin
operations in the near future. The property now has 2 openings facing the Baltimore & Ohio R.R.
Baltimore. Md
The Elkhorn Fuel Co. has become permanently organized and will at once proceed with the development of its 300,000 acres of southern coal land. The
Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. will construct a branch from Beaver
Creek, Ky., in order to provide transportation facilities to
the new field. It is proposed to begin coal shipments by the
end of the year. A great part of the lands will be leased on
a royalty basis to operating companies. The Elkhorn Fuel
Co. was incorporated last February with a capital stock of
\Vllkes-Barrc,

—

$30,000,000.
Philaildiihia, Penn. The Manor Real Estate Co. has practically completed the purchase of 18,000 acres of coal land
in Indiana County, adjoining the Cambria County coal field.
The average price wts $400 an acre. Five drills are already

—

testing the new field.
that the Manor company has entered
It is also stated
into negotiations with the Greenwich Coal Co. and will soon
take over the holdings of that concern, amounting to several thousand acres and several fully equipped modern
mines. Plans have already been made to extend the Cambria
& Indiana R.R. and the Cherry Hill & DlxonvlUe R.R. into

the

new

field.

—

J. E. Daley, president of tile Scranton
Co.. has closed the preliminaries of a deal
worth of coal mining property In
$2,000,000
involves
which
The land In question occupies all the
Jackson County.
owned by the Pennsylvania Minthat
district
except
Spadra
ing Co.
will
be composed of Eastern capitaThe new company
Branch agencies and storage yards will be established
lists.
More than 1500 miners will be
Omaha.
at Kansas City and
New machinery will be Installed
employed continuously.
mines will be opened for a
the
at a cost of $150,000 and
steady run about June 1.
Tt
has been learned that a special
I'hilnilcliihla. Pcnn.
meeting of the board of directors of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. was held recently and a determination was
reached to make a proposition for the purchase of a controlling Interest In the Ilarwood PUectrlc Co., west of Hazellon.
The Ilarwood company has a total capital stock of $6,831,500
Possession of this concern
and was organized last year.
would mean for the L. C. & N. Co., the control of the power
In the T.ehigh, Schuylkill and Susquehanna Valleys.
In addition to Its power plant the Harwood company owns
the Harwood mine which Is estimated to contain about 2,750,000 tons of marketable anthracite.

CInrkMvlllp. .\rk.

Anthracite Coal

Utah D. S. Tracy and W. Norton, of
Ogden, have purchased from the government 280 acres of
coal land In Carbon County for $40,600.
The land lies near
Spring Glen, on the Denver & Rio Grande. It is understood
that the purchasers except other Ogden men to acqulr" adThe
joining lands and eventually open up a coal mine.
rate of the purchase was about $145 an acre.
Dnntr, Va. Recent estimates state that the Carolina,
Cllchfield & Ohio R.R. carries annually
000,000 tons of coal from the mines about

703

— The

mine of the Royal Big Muddy Co..
which went into the hands of receivers over a year ago,
has been taken over and is being put in operation by J. L.
Mitchell, operator of the North mine at this place, and also
of mines at Cofteen.
During the past week there has been
a strike at this mine, and the mine manager contends that
it is another case of w-here the miners want to dominate
the policy of the company.
PetersbnrBi Ind
Jean, Brown & Co., coal operators, have
leased about 100 acres east of this city, along the B. & I.
R.R. and will sink a shaft for a railroad mine. Vein No. 2
will be worked at about a depth of 130 ft.
The work of
pumping out the Blackburn mines continues. It w^ill take
90 days to complete the work.
Operations have been resumed
at the Littles mine and Ayrshire No. 7. and two more mines
Royaltnn,

—
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GENERAL. REVIEW
The May anthracite trade

is

starting up with a good vol-

of Ijusiness on hand, the West and Northwest opening
The April demand, while somewhat
than normal, was still larger than was anticipated. There
is an excellent undertone to the market and a general feeling seems to pervade the trade that there will be another
shortage the coming fall.
A general shortage of labor, together with the impending
strike in the West Virginia field, has had a steadying effect
on the Eastern bituminous market, which is in a somewhat
There is only a modesrate buying by
precarious condition.
consumers and price cutting on the lower-grade fuels is reducing the demand for the better qualities, such as Pocahontas and New River. The accumulations at Hampton Roads
are becoming so heavy that the yards are badly congested
and the movement seriously restricted; the coastwise trade
is light, but some relief may be obtained in the e.xport business, which has developed to rather large proportions' tem-

ume

up particularly strong.
less

porarily.
Lake shippers are opening up in a way that promises to
result in a general and consistent smashing of all previous
records. The demand in the Northwest is so heavy, that some
are even inclined to believe that it will not be possible to
supply the requirements during the time navigation is open;
in such an event, this will throw a heavy load on the railroads in the Northwest just at a time when they are least
prepared to handle it. Pittsburgh mine-run prices have advanced 10c. per ton to $1.50, and the majority of the companies are sold up for the season and may even have difllculty in meeting their contracts; at other outside points
some large operators are already being forced into the open
market to fill out their requirements. In all of the Lake
shipping districts,reports of low prices have entirely disappeared and the producers are in a stronger position than at
any time this year. In Ohio the railroads are calling for bids
on fuel contracts which, together with a heavier steam consumption, is creating quite an active market; prices are hard
and showing no tendency to decrease.
There is a shortage of cars in the Kentucky field, and a
scarcity of the small steam grades because of the light demand for the domestic sizes. In the Southern market the
steam coals have become slightly heavier, due to the sharp
Retailers in the flooded zone
decline in the pig-iron market.
and continue
in the Middlewest are still short of supplies
holding at the winter circular except on certain grades; mines
not been
has
service
railroad
are working good, but the
There is some concern being felt, even at
fully restored.
situation.
labor
Virginia
this distant point, over the West
Contracting has been more than usually active during the
week, the closing prices being stated as satisfactory to both

consumers and producers.

BOSTON, M.\SS.
BituminouH Prices on Pocahontas and New River continue tirm, largely on account of the shortage of labor in the
West Virginia fields and the threatened troubles in New
There is only moderate buying, however, and many
River.
hope
of the consumers are still awaiting developments in the
will have eased materially by June or July.
conditions
that
are
reThe accumulations at the Hampton Roads terminals
ported to be large, particularly on New River, but the export
business is good and is expected to take care of any surplus.

—

considerable tonnage in New England has been lost to Pocahontas and New River by reason of lower prices on grades
from Pennsylvania and from other districts in West Virginia.
All-rail there is a better movement and this in spite
of an unusually large supply of water (or the mills. A number of steam users, ordinarly dependent on Hampton Roads
and Baltimore coals forwarded from tidewater points, are
turning to rail delivery on account of the high prices held on
the former, and the last week a considerable tonnage has
Bituminous generally is in
been placed in that direction.
better shape than at any time since the January slump. There
are fewer weak spots and for Georges Creek as well as for
the choice Pennsylvania grades there Is a better demand.

A

—

Anthracite The demand for April coal in New England
much larger than was anticipated. Several of tne deal-

wa.s

|
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in the proportion shipped them at the
all cannot be served in a single month.
a good volume of business on hand, at
least for the shippers who regularly look after this market.
Independent coals are still quoted freely and at a discount
from the company circular, but for the most part they go
begging. An active demand for hard coal is reported in every
direction and with the West starting up and the opinion that
anthracite may be short again in the late fall becoming more
general, it looks as if in the summer months the trade would
not be so slow, after all.
Bituminous quotations at wholesale are about as follows;

ers are disappointed

minimum price, but
May starts in with

Mines*

Clearfields

Canib. &
SomtT-

$1.0O@l,3.5

SI 25(5 1 45
2 .50((i 2 70
2 SU(u 3 IK)

Philadelphia*

2,25@2.60

New York*

2 55(ai2,9()

Poca.

&

New

R.

»2.S5

Baltimore*

Hampton Roads*

$2.85

3.73@3.78
3.78®3.90

Providencet.

Bostont
*F.o.b.

Georges
Creek

tOn

cars.

PHIL.VDEL.PHIA, PENIV.
There seems to be a slightly better tone to the market,
judging from the reports from various directions and the
outlook for May business is much better than was anticipated when the spring or opening prices were first announced. This is doubtless due to the fact that the dealers
are getting cleaned out of the coal laid in during the latter part of the winter, and are now in the market for fresh
supplies.
They have probably figured that the difference of
.\s a mat10c. per ton does not amount to much, anyhow.
ter of fact, some of the coal that went into the stocks of
coming
out
again,
to
fill
the curcompanies,
is
now
the large
rent business; the mines are working full, and with the entire
output, with the possible exception of some of the steam
sizes, being absorbed, the outlook for the immediate future
is

excellent.

There seems to be a variety of opinion as regards busiSome are optimistic, and claim
ness for the month of May.
that the tonnage will equal that of June, and that present
indications are for even better business, while others point
to the corresponding period of 1911, when business during
the latter part of the month fell off considerably, that is, on
direct sales.
Most of the companies are kept busy during
the late spring and early summer months, forwarding coal
for stocking purposes in the Northwest and at the head of
the Lakes, and a large proportion of this is not disposed of
until the fall and winter.
The bituminous market still continues in a somewhat
hazy condition, although it is reported that several large
contracts have been consummated, at the prices of the operTaking the market in general, however, it is inclined
ators.
There seems to be a lack of the inferior coals,
to be dull.
which were almost a glut during the past three or four
weeks, and higher grade coals when sold, are realizing
fairly

good

prices.

—

NEW YORK

BitnminoiiN There is a good heavy movement of soft coal
contract, but aside from this the local market is quite
heavy and dull. There is little demand for spot coal, and
odd tonnages are being offered at unusually low prices. However, supplies at tide are rather low, being somewhat reduced
from last week, and the prompt market occupies a relatively
strong position in that it is not being flooded with heavy
shipments of consignment coal. On the whole, the local situation is regarded as normally favorable to the operators at
One of the larger local companies reports that
the moment.
its contract requirements alone calls for approximately 70
highest production during last winter.
of
the
per cent,
With most of their tonnage now fairly well covered, proa disposition to take drastic measures
showing
ducers are
with consumers who are still holding off on contracts. Thus
has a number of contracts pending
still
who
one operator
expects to withdraw his quotation shortly. The spot market
from last week, prices continuing
changed
is not quotably
nominally on the following basis; West Virginia steam,
Pennsylvanias,
$2.65 @2. 70; good grades
grades,
$2.55@2.6n; fair
of Pennsylvanias, $2.75®' 2.80; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.06
$3.25(5)3.30.
@3.1B; Georges Creek.
on

May

3,
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Anthracite The reduction of the anthracite discount from
50 to 40c. on Thursday of this week, has tended to bringabout a further dullness in the anthracite trade. The market
is more than normally supplied with coal for this season, but
even so it is doubtful If all consumers will get as much as
The mines are working fairly heavy, except
they require.
that the button strikes are still occurring periodically and
restricting production to a certain extent.
There appears to
be a certain prescribed policy being adopted by the strikers
now. Thus a certain colliery, or group of collieries, are subjected to the strike, which is persevered in until the union
men accomplish their end and the trouble is then precipitated
at another point.
Stove coal is still in the heaviest demand and is becoming
With the heavier production through
quite short in supply.
April, the steam grades have naturally become somewhat longer and are now fairly easy with the exception of rice, which
appears to be permanently in short supply. With tne curtailed work at the mine, because of the button strikes, the
car supply has been sufficient for all requirements. The indications are that May will see the trade rather less active
than in previous years. The current market is about as follows:
Individual

Lehigh

CirruJMr

$4 00

Broken

Egg

4.85
85

Stove
Chestnut

4

5 10
3 50
2 75
2 25
1
75

Pea
Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

—

$4 45

4.70
4 70
4 95
.3

35@3.45

2 2.5@2.45
1

90@2.00

1

4.5@1.70

•

Scranton
$4.60
4.85
4.85
5 10
3 10@3.20
2 50(8 2 75
2 25(3 2 35
l.OOfel 75

PITTSBURGH, PENX.

BItuni!uiiu.s
Operators controlling the major part of the
Pittsburgh district production have now advanced prices on
mine-run and nut coal by lOc, this being in line with our
report of last week, stating that some sales of lake coal had
already been made at $1.50. Some operators who have formally taken the position on the higher prices quote them
only on new inquiry, undertaking for the present at least
to cover belated old customers at the former prices, but
others are quoting the advances in every instance.
No
change is made in slack and nut, as they are relatively
plentiful during the lake season, but an advance in these is
naturally presaged for the fall, if conditions hold good.
Prices are now quotable as follows:
Slack, 90c.; nut and
3lack,
nut,
$1.25;
mine-run.
%-in.,
$1.05;
$1.30@1.40;
IJ/i-in..
per
$1.55@1.65,
ton
at mine, Pittsburgh
|1.40@$1.50:
district.

On the basis of production at the rate the operators are
likely to achieve, making reasonable allowances for car and
labor shortage, etc., the great majority of the companies are
now sold up for the season. They may easily have difficulty
in making full shipments against their present contract obligations, while on the other hand particularly good operations may result in free coal being offered from time to time.
There appears to be considerable Lake demand still unsatisfied.
Car supply is fairly satisfactory, but the movement
is sometimes
poor, closing mines occasionally for a day
because the previous day's run is not moved; the first day
of the week two important mines were reported closed from
this cause.
About 75 per cent, of the full rated capacity of
the district

is

in operation.

—

The market showed softening tendendays of last week, some prompt furnace coke
to $2.10 and even $2, but the offerings were
light at these figures and the cut prices were due simply to
The Producers'
the light absorbing power of the market.
Coke Co. continued to quote $2.25.
Last Sunday was the
Greelt Easter, and work at the opining of the week has
been light, operators failing to make full shipments on contracts, which is likely to bring in inquiry later in the week
and stiffen the market. Meanwhile it Is quotable nominally
Contract coke is purely nominal, the figure set
at $2.25.
Foundry
by some operators being $2.50. for second-half.
coke remains quotable at $3 3.50 for both prompt and contract, on recognized brands, but IndifTerenl coke can be had
ConnellMvlile C'oke

cies in the late

being sold

down

(Ti

for less.
nilFF.\I..O. N. V.

A riuffalo mine representative claims that his company
has withdrawn quotations from the entire Jobbing trade for
the reason that their coal Is sold so far ahead that they
have to buy In the open market right along. Many of the other
heavy operators also refuse to make any more sales as their
This report from the
entire output for the season Is placed.
The market has
bituminous trade Is becoming common.
Btlffcned

so steadily for several weeks that the seller Is
confident of the future than he has been at any
several months.
It appears that all sections are

now more
time

In

A

(4

E
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eager for coal, not because production is light, but because
consumption is heavy. All reports of low-priced coal on the
market have disappeared, though they were plenty enough
a month or so ago.
At that time even the bulls in the
trade were beginning to weaken, most of them seeming to
look for the market to break before long. The trade is now
safe for several months at least, at prices that are decidedly
more satisfactory than they were a year ago. As a rule
all sellers have contracted as much as they care to this
season and will not accept any more business except at their

own

prices.

The stiffness in bituminous is beginning to be felt in the
steam sizes of anthracite, which in some instances have sold
at an advance of 10c. a ton.
Slack is strong, some dealers
not being able to get as much of it as they need. With such
conditions in effect all bituminous prices are strong, quotations being on the basis of $2.80 for Pittsburgh select lump,
$2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.15 for
slack.
Coke is also stronger, the top price being $5 for best
Connellsville foundry.
The general anthracite trade is quiet, jobbers and consumers even refusing to wake up as the end of the month
approaches. There must be some Eastern trade, as the shipments for the Lakes are not sufficient to satisfy the needs,
though the anthracite line trade is light. There was more
coal held over by consumers than has been the case in recent years, which accounts for the light demand. Shipments
by lake for the week were 131,000 tons.

B.\I/n.MORE, MD.

The local market has shown considerable increased
strength and there are some reports to the effect that the
supplies are becoming inadequate.
There seems to be a
feeling among consumers that prices have touched the low
point and, as a result, there is a general movement to
cover requirements.
The better grade coals became scarce
toward the close of the week, Georges Creek selling around
$1.70, with the next lower grade at about $1.45 on con-

tract, and the demand strong.
The low grades have shown
no improvement, and are still being quoted at 70c. with the
market being over-supplied.
Shipments appear to be rather light at the present time, a
number of the mines taking advantage of the dull period to
effect long-needed repairs.
The car supply is also rather
poor, considerable of the coal equipment having been withdrawn for use in repairing the tracks washed out by the
flood.
It is believed in some quarters that the long delay
to
traffic occasioned by the flood will set back the
general
movement so materially that there are probabilities of an
acute situation developing the coming fall. It seems reasonable to believe that Lake shipments will not be up to the
usual tonnage during the early part of the season, so that

the total movement to the Northwest, by way of the Lakes,
will not be up to requirements.
In such an event, the deficiency will have to be made up by rail shipments which
will throw a heavy strain on the roads just at a time when
they are least pri-pared to handle it.

fOLU.MBUS, OHIO

Warmer weather during

the past week caused a falling olT
domestic business, but the greater activity of the Lake
trade, coupled with a steady demand for steam grades have
made the market In Ohio rather firm. Prices are ruling strong
at about last week's level and outside of a slight weakness
in fine coal, there is no tendency to decrease quotations.
One of the best features of the trade is the call on the
part of several railroads for bids for fuel requirements for the
coming year. None of the larger contracts have been awarded as yet although some action in that direction will likely
be taken by May 1. Sales managers of the larger producing
concerns are busy in the railroad fuel business now: it is
believed that prices will average 5c. more on the ton than
in

last year.

A number of steam contracts have also expired and they
are being renewed generally at an advance of 5c. on the ton.
Some of the steam users are buying their supply on the open
market since the expiration of their contracts. There has
been a slight let up In the demand for steam tonnage, but
this condition Is believed to be only temporary.
Retailers are trying to curtail their stocks for the coming
summer. Outside of an occasional order for domestic sizes,
there will be little doing In that department until the period
Retail stocks are slightly larger than ordifor stocking up.
nary at this time of the year, due to the expected demand
the
recent
after
high waters.
Lake trade continues .active and there Is every Indication
good
demand
from the Northwest for the entire season.
for a
Dockmen are clamoring for coal and every effort will be
made to ship a good tonnage. Prices on the docks .are at
the same level which prevailed In 1911. Last season a diillne
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prevailing quotations on soft coal are about as fol-

SlTi;.\TIO

American Ry. Association reports sur plu.es
two weeks ended

of coal equipment for
Splint

GasJ

ing

hoQtas
$2.25
2.25

bridge

$1.50
1.50

Domestic lump.

Egg
IJ-in. lump
l-in. lump

New England Lines
N. Y. New .lersey, Del. Maryland: Eastern Penn.
Ohio: Indiana: Michigan: Western Pennsylvania.
West \'irgima, Virginia, North & South Carolina ....
Kentucky, Tenn.: Miss.; Alabama, Georgia. Florida.
Iowa, Illinoi-s, Wis.. Minn.; North&South Dakota.
;

1.25
1

15

Mil
Slack

$1.15
1.10
1.00

$1.15

$1,15

$1.15

1.

10

1

10

1.10

1

00

1.00

Open

.

.

—

April tonnages without any difticulty. but the demand as a
whole has fallen below that of previous years. Consumers
have grievances against the producers among which are the

preparation and inadequate shipments last

fall.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Conditions are practically the same in St. Louis and adjacent territory as they have been for the past few weeks.
A few steam contracts are being signed up, ana as usual the
operators are hungry for the business and are not taking into
consideration the fact that there is liable to be a suspension
on Apr. 1. 1914. with the usual car shortage previous to that
time, and the season of high prices.
Aside from the big retail companies, no anthracite is being
bought, inasmuch as the price war between the big companies still continues. During the past week there has been
an accumulation of No. 1 washed nut. but the price has not
dropped off any.
The prevailing circular is:
Carterv

Mt.

and
Franklin
2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

$0.90

lump
lump
lump
and egg

No.

nut

1

.

1.05@1.15

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
No. 5 washed

0.90

St.

ftf'

0.85
0.80

0.95

1.00@1.10
nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

1

.

35

1.35
1.35
1 35
.

1

.

10

Louis circular on hard coal for

May

Chestnut, $7.50; stove and egg, $6.80; grate,

lump and egg
$5

1.05

$2 25

Screenings

The

$1.20
1.25

$1.15@1.20

Lump

is

$4.55

and gas house

with mine-run

$4;

is

as follows:

Smokeless
$6.55.
byproduct coke is

$4.75.

—

MIXXE.XI'OLIS ST. I>\IT
It is generally thought that the dock men will hold firm
this year on prices and some even look for an advance in
dock quotations. Prices in cargo lots are higher and then,
too, the Eastern offices are demanding more profit from the
Northwestern interests and it would seem that the strife for
tonnage is due to come to an end. The docks are now all
activity as boats are expected at any time.
There was only a scattering buying during the first two
weeks of this month by country merchants. This is the time
for the visit of the tax assessor and everyone endeavors to
to the minimum at this time of the year.
holding very firm for this season of the year
and if prices continue firm the rest of the month there is
not much chance for coal being sold this sumnu-r at the

bring stocks

down

Illinois coal is

cost of production.

I"ORTL..\lVD.

ORK.

A cargo of coal arrived in the Columbia River this week
from Australia. This is the first Australian coal brought to
this Section for several months or since last fall when a
The cargo
couple of cargoes arrived early in the season.
represented less than 1000 tons, and came over virtually as
ballast since the vessel had delivered a cargo of lumber and

was booked to retui-n to this coast.
Market conditions here are unchanged, and none are anticipated till summir rates are announced in a month or so.

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
VIRGINIAN R.VILWAV
shipments of coal over this road for March of the
curnnt year were 380,091 tons as compared with 303,159 tons
Shipments for the first two
for the same month last year.
months of the year were: 1,233.244 tons for the current period and 914,605 tons in last year.
Tola

.

.

Anthracite It is grenerall
needed that the local hardig:
and rather below that of
coal trade is a trifle disappo
previous years. Shippers g:enerally appear to have sold their

jjoor

.

;

Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska
Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas,
Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho, California, Arizona
Canadian Lines

Oklahoma

.

.

.

-

.
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Ill

& Western R. R.

The following are excerpts from President Wm. H. Truesannual report for the year ended Dec. 31, 1912:
The gross earnings were substantially larger
than for any previous year, notwithstanding that our mining
operations were suspended during April and May pending negotiations for a new schedule of wages foi- mine employees.
dale's

Elaruin^li'N

The

—

—

i'.

.

this company in perpetuity at a rental of
stock, effective Oct. 1, 1912, and has since
been operated as a part of our system.
year business generally throughout the
of
the
close
At the

was leased to
12% on the capital

R.R.

a highly prosperous condition, ana tne railwas at its maximum. The promise
be desired as respects volume of
which, if no setback occurs and
earnings,
business and gross
should exthe crops of the new year are up to the average,
ceed 1912.
There is no cessation in the efforts made in Congrss and
of additional laws
the state legislatures to secure the passage
regulating railway operations, increasing the number of emregardless
service
of
hours
their
ployees, further decreasing
no mistaking the
of the reasonablene.=s of so doing. There is
control
absolute
the
toward
trend of affairs. It is continuous
Government, national
of all the activities of the railways by
them
of
owners
the
to
or state, stopping only at responsibility
for their financial outcome.

country was

in

traffic of the country
is all that could

for 1913

E.\RNINGS, EXPENSES
1912
Revenue from—
Coal
Miaceilaneo.is freiKht

Pasincera

UM.

express and misc..

.

.

AND CHARGES
1011

1910

1909

Sl3,280,304

$14,096,72.';

7,722.9.W

12.462.679
7.696,800

$14,067,778
12,443,473

514,464,221

13.999.3.59
2..561.S9.5

2,330,.35fl

11.3?.3,S60

7,290,

6,825,430

2,2.50.

2,131, .500

"

I
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Expenses —
Maint. of wav. &<•
Maint. of equipmput
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses.
General
Total

Net revenue
Net. rev. outside oper

eai-nings fi'om the transportation of coal wei'e thus re-

duced by $816,421.
Coal AlininK The net income from the operations of this
department was $2,111,897. or $427,629 more than in 1911.
From the coal produced there was also realized $1,773,611
($32,206 less than in 1911). being the estimated value in the
gi-ound of such portion of the coal owned in fee as was mined
during the year. Further progress has been made in the development of the new colliery, the Loomis, also, work is
fairly under way in opening up the "Laurel Run" tract. Shafts
are being sunk and other preparations made for mining the
coal and preparing it for market through our Pettebone
Breaker.
The tonnage produced from our collieries and washeries
was 8,166,790 tons, or 278,894 tons less than in 1911, entirely
due to the suspension of mining operations during the six
n-eeks in April and May last covered by the negotiations for
new wage scale. The agreement finally reached involved a
.substantial increase in the wages for nearly all mine employees and covers the tour years ending Mar. 31. 1916.
During the past 11 years there has been a continuous increase in the cost of mining coal; for 1912 the cost was 62c.
per ton higher than in 1901. The wages of mine employees
continue to increase steadily, and more employees are required
each year to produce a given quantity of coal. The prices of
In
all classes of material used are higher than ever before.
the older workings the output of coal very largely comes
fiom either the surface veins or the thin ones lying below
all those others which in the mining operation require a large
amount of rock excavation and dead work. In the deeper
and thinner veins the company has introduced a large number
of coal-cutting machines, operated by electricity, which enable it to produce coal profitably from these veins, which it
cculd not otherwise do. Regardless of all that is reasonably
possible in the future, there is no doubt but that the cost of
producing anthracite coal will in the future, as in the past,
show a steady increase from year to year. The taxes levied
on the coal properties also increased in 1912 more than 24%.
The outlook for the anthracite industry for the coming
year seems very favorable, and present indications are that
It should
the demand for coal will be equal to the supply.
be realized, however, that in all probability the maximum
annual production of anthracite coal from the Pennsylvania
fields has already been reached.
General Remarks— The Syracuse Binghamton & New York

way

mill
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT

I

3.

Net. after taxes

1912
$4,646,175
6,128.762
822,83.5
.

11,778,982
769,668

$24,146,423
$13,418,088
561,622

1911

1910

1909

$4,144,940
5,762,903
779,489
10,864,107
767,213

$3,904,931
5,034,605
716.347
10,379,455
688,110

$3,298,390
4,797,073
651,888
9,340,845
657,314

$22,318,652
$14,267,911

$20,623,448
$15,429,484
210,756

$18,745,510
$16,069,501
364,685

ft408,705

nil
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uq^ EACH

thy tongue to say:

I

iiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

YORK,

do not

know."
Here's a proverb that can be traced back
Talmud from which we may infer that

to the

the

If

all"

it

type

is

not a recent creation.

you believe that there are no "know

it

traveUng with the mining fraternity,
just inquire for the date of the next mine
foreman's examination in your state and enter
your name as a candidate but attend the sesAllow us to add right
sions as a spectator.
here that you won't be bored to death, unless you're suffering from acute dyspepsia; and
furthermore you needn't think that all of the
fun will be at the expense of ignorant "cusses"
who are trj'ing to squeeze through; at any
rate such hasn't been our experience.
alls"

The room where
ination

is

the oral part of the exam-

held should be given the prefer-

There

not only be furnished
many things that have
always appeared mysterious undoubtedly will
be explained satisfactorily.

ence.

iiini

MAY

iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

nniinnn

iiiiiiiiiin

iiiiiiiniiiii

No.

"dub."
fore

If

you

that

feel

way about

many moons you may

and some one

10

it,

be-

be an examiner

else will get the treats.

Mr. Mining

Man

there anything relating

is

mine ventilation that you do

to the theory of

not know?

If

you think we are joking,

just reverse the

question and try again;

is

lating to the theory of

mine ventilation that

you

really

there anything re-

do know?

hard to decide which
it seems as
the average man might muster courage
if
enough to admit, even in the presence of a
Considering that
questions

it is

of these

beginner,

that

ridiculous,

is

there

are

some things that

cannot be answered off-hand.

Our examiners are not tiie only men connected with the industry who are ashamed
Vast mining enterat times to "fess up."
have

asks

the

examiner

to

explain

doomed

ply because

dom

undertaken

been

some engineer ventured a ran-

opinion rather than admit that he re-

quired time to investigate.

plicants for certificates leave all textbooks at

industry today.

home.

information

you read

in the

papers next day

Mr. So-and-So has declined

to serve

on

the board another term because of business

you can make him "dish" up the
without half trying.

were

that

to failure from the beginning, sim-

something written therein, and the examiner
in question suddenly remembers that he is
needed in another room, it won't be very hard
to imagine why some examiners insist that ap-

that

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiinuiiiinrH

And don't think for a moment that just because you could have given the applicant a
satisfactory answer that the examiner is a

prises

For example: when one of the ai:)plicants
quotes a rule from a well-known book and

If

n

i

you'll

with amusement but

innocently

nninnin

niiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

i

10, liil3

;

"know

innninnn inn

I
i

All of
ty])e of

which leads us
"high brows"

out

is

to believe that a

required

Men who
of

in

are able to

fellows

new

the mining

pump

who have had

and are then willing to pass the
same on down the line in a manner that will

experience,

pressure,

])rovoke spontaneous

treats

"high brows" and "low brows."

discussion

from both

;
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By

The

Mine Management

Progressive

Vikgixia Engineer

\\'est

Inspectors would do more good by trying to correct bad

Conditions must be careCoal mining is a business.
It is
fully studied if the operation is to be successful.
not only the good we do but also the good way in which

we do

tilings that brings lasting results.

Coal company

majority of accidents are avoidable, as thev

icreat

are usually the results of carlessness, recklessness or greed.

oflficials

should

all

cooperate in

much

the

There is a personal element
same way
in all systems; build it upward and let it be one of construction rather than one of destruction. Men must feel
as a big family.

they will not put forth their best efforts.
The mine official should instill interest in the work
and have it done with the feeling of "all together men."
Encourage, educate and train the worker. Bear in mind
that selfishness and petty jealousies are often the cause

practices in the mine, rather than wait until they reach

the

and write a report

office

and unnecessary

The handling

of

men

friction.

efficiently is

what increases pro-

We are all human and apduction and lowers costs.
A helping
preciate the good will and favor of friends.
hand to show an easier and better way to do some work,
or a word of encouragement will surely make friends
who in turn will be your well-wishers.
The men in charge must be big enough and broad
minded enough to encourage those working under them
they should develop sound judgment, honesty and the
Aggressiveness and competency in
spirit of fairness.

work

shotild be rewarded, while the ones

duty should

An

who

shirk their

suffer.

incentive

for

the

things

worth while must be

The times are progressive
Often the exbe likewise.
and successful
perience and ideas of the most ordinary laborer will suggest worthy plans to the officials in charge.
Labor conditions are more varied than they were some

sought for and encouraged.

men must

years ago and naturally they must be handled differently.
How often now do you find father and son working together in the same place, the former an experienced man

Good pick
teaching the latter to be a good miner?
miners, who used to take a personal pride in their working places, are getting scarcer every year and at the
present time can command almost anything within

with well fenced gardens,
contentment and help keep

Cooperation

mines for 20 years?

However, fools often serve as hor-

as

your men and also to
Discibetter their living conditions and surroundings.
If
pline there must be, but make it of the sane kind.
necessary, discipline of a strict nature need not be feared.
When you are in the right and working for the safety and
It

pays to lengthen the

lives of

best interests of all concerned the strictest discipline will
only react for your advantage. Disresiiectful familiarity

must not be

tolerated.

encourage home

all

down

life

and

the social unrest.

Related

to

Scientific

By A

COI.DKADO KXGIXEEI!

Coal mining needs a change of attitude both on the
part of the management and on the part of the work-

men.
coal mine, there is, in the minds of men,
understanding as to what constitutes a da/s
many employees feel that a certain maximum of

About every
a general

work

;

Whether a man be track
road cleaning, machine cutting or
what not, there is present in his mind a definite concept
of what he or some other man has previously done at that
particular work and has received a day's pay therefor.

effort

must not be exceeded.
timbering,

laying,

Xow

this attitude of the

workman

is

prompted not

altogether by a desire to get something for nothing;
partly the result of the attitude of his superiors,

sometimes

lie

awake nights trying

who

a means of
without correspond-

to

—

it is

find

increasing that maximum of labor
ingly increasing the rate of pay per day.

Were our workman engaged

in marketing eggs instead
would not be expected to deliver more than
twelve eggs for the market price of a dozen, and further,
did he at some time deliver fifteen eggs for the price of
twelve, his purchaser would not get fifteen the next day,
for the dozen price, however much he might expect such
of labor he

delivery.
iness,

and

Again, were our workman
at

still in the egg busany time, for any reason whatever, whether

making or not, unable to deliver a full dozen,
he would expect pay for only what he was able to de-

of his

liver.

A

Mi'ch-Xeeded Change

Workmen must be ready
is this
times to deliver the full dozen and
the management must be as willing and as ready to jmy
The need for the
for any above the dozen delivered.
The change needed

and willing

change

rible examples.

Christian

Management

reason.

Knowledge is sufficient to correct most evils but the
main trouble lies in the application. Have you ever
warned a man about dangeroits conditions or practices
and then have him tell you that he has worked in the

Young Men's

Associations, churches, good schools, comfortable homes,

satisfied or

of serious

recommendations.

full of

Playgrounds, reading clubs.

is

:

at all

in the necessity of establishing scientific nuin-

agcment in

coal mining.

this need, let us suppose two mines
equipped with the same type of mining machines and

To

illustrate

working the same seam of coal

(this supposition

is

real

with the unimportant exception that some of the details
Calling these mines Nos. 1 and 2,
are not quite true).
let us suppose that at mine Xo. 1 a competent man is
employed to look over every machine after each shift;

; ;

May

10,
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that the

machines are in perfect running order at the
beginning of every shift and that if any trouble arises
during any shift, competent help is within telephone call

ings and 10,000 underground
such a humanitarian precedent.

machineman. Suppose we also assume that an
assistant foreman sees thai all working places are in

the

of the

proper condition for cutting: that all tracks are properly
laid and kept in repair ; that feed wires are always within
reach of the machine cables that bits are delivered to
the machine properly sharpened and that at all times
All this
there is a complete set in a substantial box.
and more to enable the machines to cut coal as continuously as possible.
:

establishing

The new rule of this company provides, in brief, that
mine foreman having the least number of accidents

during the year shall receive a prize of $750 there is
Xo doubt the least number
of accidents per foreman is computed on the basis of the
average number of men they have charge of, so that the
man at the large mine has an equal chance. We believe
this is offering inducements at the right point.
;

also a second prize of $250.

The Gamblers

Taking ax Actual As.sujiptiox

By

Let us suppose that at mine Xo. 2 there is no definite
system about anything. Bits are sharpened by an incomThese bits are taken into the mine
petent blacksmith.
by the machinemen themselves, in a gunny sack or in
an old tomato can. The machinemen must carry their
own lubricating oil into the mine and must procure this
oil from a material man who has other duties than attending to supplies, and who is often remote from his
place of business.
The machines are run without repairs until they are completely down and out. The mine
tracks are in poor condition and derailments are frequent ; the haulage system is inadequate, making delays
and laj'offs of common occurrence pumps are often out
of order and men must work ankle deep in water.
In
fact the condition of mine Xo. 2 is such that no one is
working to his capacity.
Now suppose, which is a fact, that the machinemen of
No. 1 mine demand the same rate per ton as is paid at
No. 2 mine, and further suppose that the management
of Xo. 1 mine demands that machinemen work at a rate
per ton which will insure the men about the same return
per month as is received by the men at mine Xo. 2.
Both attitudes are wrong. The condition at mine Xo.

employees,

Bei!Tox Bgaley

(Written expressly for "Coal Age.")
We'll take a chance
that roof is loose and flaky.

—

ought to ha\e another prop,
But though it seems to be uncommon shaky
It really

I

guess

it

ready yet to drop.

isn't

if we hurry.
means jingling silver in our pants,
may fall and crush us? We should worry!

We'll get another car out

And
The

that

roof

—

We'll take a chance.

We'll take a chance

Our tamping
Although

— our

stick is

there's

holes are drilled

—use a

missing

for loading

drill.

danger of the charge e.xploding

;

is

1

the result of several years patient

of the

management with

work on the part

the assistance of

occu])y no official position.

The

many men who

fact that

can cut more coal here than at Xo. 2 mine

machinemen
is

;

When
who

among
there

tho.se responsible.
is

a

general

willingness to

let

everyone

contributes to higher efficiency share in the increased

profits,

scientific

management

will

be well

on

its

I

don't believe

it

will

Of course the rules forbid such methods, brother,
But nary sign of tamj)er meets my glance,
It's too much work to go and get another,
We'll take a chance.

—

We'll take a chance

And
But

if

there m,

there's

So

let's

If there

is

there

it isn't

may

be firedain]i

near us.

any joke.

no boss around to see or hear us.
up our pipes and have a smoke
damp we'd be some smashed and busted

light

—

Which wouldn't be a pleasant circumstance.
But we can trust to luck as we have trusted,

—

We'll take a chance.

not wholly

due to the machinemen themselves. It is true that doing
more units of useful work, the runners at Xo. 1 are
entitled to a larger money return than those at Xo.
2 but since the increased efTicicncy is due to many hands
and to many minds, any increase in profit should be distributed

We'll take a chance,

—

we're not afraid of dangers.
There's nothing killed us yet, so we're all right,

We'll take a chance

To

every sort of worry we are strangers.
so you see us, always gay and bright
Maybe some day the roof will fall and get us
The dynamite may go off in advance.

And

The gas

explode, but

we won't

let

it

fret

us,

We'll take a chance!

road

to actual realization.

Wireless Telephony in Mines

A Commendable

Safety Provision

While the coal miner is slow to concede that his brethren in the metal end of the industry can teach him anything about the mining game, there are, nevertheless,
important exeei)tions to this rule. One of these that has
recently been brought to our attenlion is a provision the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., of Butte, Mont., has made
whereby a substantial ])remium is oll'ered the mine foreman having the least number of accidents during the
year.
In these days of keen competition, it is highly
gratifying to find such a powerful and representative
company as the Anaconda, with its 1800 miles of work-

Great interest is being amused in colliery circles in
South Yorkshire, England, by a series of experiments in
wireless tele]diony which is being carried out at the 15innington Main Colliery, and which, it is hoped, will lead
to easier and safer communication with the various parts
of the mine.
If the system is capable of all (hat the inventor cbiiins
it, the results will be far reaching, as it is stated that
(onversation can be carried on through 1500 yd. of
solid rock.
Great reticence is being observed concerning
this matter, but when the experiments have reached a

for
a

more advanced

stage, it is understood

tails will be available.

that further de-
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Lackawanna

^Substation Loads in
By

II.

M. Wakrex* axd A.

—

Defining the load factor as tlie ratio
tween the actual power entering ilie converter and
rating of the connected units, the authors show that
2Jt-hr. load factor is 12.5 and for 365 days is only
per cent. This is not for the central station but for

SYyOP>'>LS

made on 15 substations ranging
The apparatus in these

in

It is therefore, important to note that about 75
small.
per cent, of all direct-current power supplied from these
substations is used by locomotives and that 80 per cent,
of all locomotives are rated at 70 hp. or less.

S.6

the

size

stations

step-down transformers of either the single or three-phase

How

90

550
500
450

^400
d550
gjOO

5250
200
150
100
400

600

800

1000

Rated Connected Load

Fig.

1.

1200

MOO

1600

1800

in Kw.

Substation Load and Peaks Based on
Synchkoxous C'oxvektei! Ixput

type, and the necessary alternating-current and directcurrent switching apparatus. These substations are usually located on the surface at the colliery, and the threephase high-tension power is furnished from central stations.

Loads Comprise Mostly Shall ITxits

The power apparatus driven from the

svdjstations con-

locomotives, hoists, pumps, and under-cutting maThe locomotives vary in size from 7 to 13 tons
chines.
and are usually geared to operate at a speed of from six

sists of

km.) per hour at full load.
Although the locomotive weights vary, about 80 per cent,
All of the
of the total number weigh seven tons or less.
locomotives have double motor equipments with seriesparallel controllers. The motor equipments average about

to eight miles" (9.6 to 12.8

10 hp.

(railway rating)

per ton of locomotive weight

operate on either slopes or
As most
planes and vary in size from 20 to 160 hp.
of the large pumps are driven by alternating-current
motors, the direct-current pumping sets are usually small

The

direct-current

hoists

•Electrical engineer. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R.R. Coal Department, 237 Harrison Ave., Scranton, Penn.
tElectrlcal Department. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Coal D'jpartmont, 323 Taylor Ave., Scranton. Penn.
Note A paper presented at the PlttsburRh meetlnpr of the
American Institute of Electrical EnRlneers, Pittsburprh, Penn..
Apr IX. 1913. entitled "Characteristics of Substation Loads at
the Anthracite Collieries of the Lackawanna R.R. Co."

—

Tests Weke Coxdl-cted

on these substations were conducted as follows: In order to obtain accurate readings, an alternating-current single-phase watt-hour meter with highThis was connected in one
geared dials was obtained.
phase of the alternating-current end of the synchronous
A recconverter and readings taken every half hour.
ord of the peaks was obtained by connecting a graphic
ammeter which was geared to give a paper speed of 7V2
in. (18.8 cm.) per minute in the direct-current side of
A note was also made of the machines
tlie converter.
operating in the mine at the time of the tests.

The

lOOr

200

and operate intermittently. The power required
machines is at present comparatively

the

consist of 60-cycle, six-phase diametrically connected synchronous converters delivering direct current at 275 volts,

to.LAM

BiESECKEKf

for undercutting

of this paper.

700 kw.

Collieries

in size

rated connected loads widely differ, we were led to conduct a series of tests, the results of which form the basis

to

No. 19

be-

In view of the fact that practically no data of this
nature are available and that the Lackawanna Eailroad
Co. has a large number of substations of which the

Tests were

S.

3.

tlie

average of 15 substations in the anthracite region delivering direct-curj-ent only.

from 150

Vol.

50

tests

Mav

500
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COAL

714
until

now

it

is difficult

to find a

mine where the load

is

not too heavy for them.

CONVERTEKS UKDER 200 Kw. NOT ADVISABLE

We would, therefore, not recommend a converter
smaller than 200 kw. and in case there is a probability
of the load growing rapidly, a 300-kw. unit would be
cheaper eventually. There are certain conditions where
motor-generator sets work out more advantageously even

though the initial cost may be much higher.
Let us assume a condition where the substation is to be
located near an alternating-current motor-driven coal
breaker, both of which are to be fed from a central staThe breaker motors will
tion over a transmission line.
pull a load on which the power factor will be poor and
this load together with the hoisting and pumping load
will be so large in comparison to the substation load that
the small amount of leading current obtainable from a
converter, will not compensate for the lagging current
taken bv the induction motors.

AGE

Vol.

3.

Xo. 19

Mav

111.
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An Improved
SYNOPSIS—A
and advantages

Breathing Apparatus

(lesciipfwn of the principal changes in

exposing the entire surface of the material in the circulation of the exhaled air.
This system absorbs carbon
dioxide to an extent that has never been approached by

Model 12 Westphalia mine-rescue

of the

apparatus.

The accompanying

(15

any other similar apparatus.
In cases where the regenerator has been handled roughly or dispatched by train or motor car without proper
packing, it occasionally develops that minute particles of
the chemical will sift out of the regenerator. To overcome

show the new type of
Westphalia mine-rescue apparatus. Model 12, being introduced by S. F. Hayward & Co. In this model a niimber of important improvements have been made, which
add to the efficiencv, simplicity and ease of operation of
illustrations

the possibility of these small grains entering the circula-

the equipment.

tion tubes of the apparatus, a small trap has been fitted

This type is made more compact in form and fits the
body much closer. There are no projecting parts, making free movement possible under the most severe conditions, thiTS allowing the wearer to go into low and confined places in the mine and perform whatever work may
be necessary with a minimum of effort.
The supply and discharge tubes are both connected at
the bottom of the breathing bag on the left side, obviating the necessity of making any connections in the
apparatus after it is put on and also allowing each man
to examine and test the complete circulation of his own
equipment immediately before its use.
The hose con-

to the pipe at the

bottom of the regenerator.

The regenerator can be quickly exchanged or

refilled,

either the interchangeable or refillable type being furnished, as may be desired.

The breathing bags, which are used to equalize the
varying demand of the wearer during his labors, are fitted on the chest.
They have been increased in size and
are now large enough to provide for the demands made
upon them even during the greatest exertion of the helmet
man. They are protected on the outside from being cut
or torn by means of a cover, which is attached with straps
and swivels to the shoulder straps and back carriage and
is sufficiently free to allow unimpaired expansion.
The supply and discharge tubes connect with and pass
through the breathing bag in such a manner that it is possible for one to crawl on his stomach with his weight
on the breathing bag, without cutting off the air supply.
This is a highly desirable feature when working in small
openings and one which we do not think is embodied in
other types of apparatus.
It will be noticed that the pressure gage is placed in
the back in a protected position, but is supplied for front

reading when desired.
equally well for either
.

Tiiiii;k

Views of the

New

only necessary to unscrew the couplings on the hose at
the top of breathing bags and attach either device that

is

may

At'I'm; ati's

The same apparatus can be used
mouth or helmet breathing, as it

be most advantageous.

A

iiecting the breathing

bag to the face piece

is

made

ex-

tremely flexible and non-collapsing, allowing the \inromovement of the head without any possibility of
disarranging the connections.
straiued

The apparatus can be

stored complete with the regener-

ator ready for immediate service and can be quickly put

on as it is only necessary to fit the helmet on the head
or properly place the mouth-piece and screw up the nose
clips to be ready for instant service.
The automatic reducing valve has been made slightly
shorter and more compact, and is so arranged that the
injector jet can be insjiected without removing the valve
from its connections. The reducing valve maintains a
circulation in the ap])aratus of al)out 2.1 cu.ft. per min.,
so that the wearer has at his disposal approximately 2")4

oxygenated and
ing period of two hours.

cu.ft. of richly

The Regexeuatok
as

has

work-

Con.stiu'ction' Is SAiisi'ACToiiY

The present construction
satisfactory,

)nire air (luring the

of the regoiiewtor
been demonstrated during

is

its

most
use

for several years past.

The regenerating substance is arranged in several compartments, held in wire cages jilaced in shelf-like form

feature to be noticed is that there are no valves
whatsoever either in the face attachments or the entire
circulating system, to i)ecome clogged with saliva or disarranged. Xotwithstanding the absence of the valves, it
is impossible to rebreathe any of the exhaled air until it
has passed through the regenerators and been purified.
The helmet is made exceedingly light and strong and
has the advantage over other types in having the face
washer curved inward, so that it will fit almost any type
of face; this also allows an air-tight fit to be made around
the face without any uncomfortable jjressure against the
temples.

When about to InstnU a lope-haulapre system, examine the
root of the jrangways to be traversed, as this Is often the deciding factor. When the roof is bad it Is ditlleult. expensive
and Impractical to maintain a doiil>Ie tracl<. When the urade is
irregular and too low to allow the empty cars to run by gravity,
the main and tall-rope haulapre give good results. The cost of
maintenance of such a system is not high, as there Is only
one track. ThI.'i low cost is somewhat overcome by the wear
on ropes and cars, due to the high speed needed to handle
There Is always apt to be an
the output on a single road.
irregular and Intermittent delivery of coal at the shaft as
well as a poor supply of ears at the Inside parting. Notwithstanding these defects, this system gives the best results
under an exceedingly bad

roof.

:

;
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Shrinkage

of

A^ol. 3,

Carload Lots
By

of Lignite

Xo. 19

Coal

Crawfokd*

J. G.

investigation and compilation of some
interesting data on the slirinkage of Western lignites.
The tests icere made in minute detail and all possible con-

Sl'XOPSIS—An

ditions effecting the results carefully considered.

fore

The loaded cars were weighed daily at
Wyoming, in the same position on the same scales

loading.

Dietz,

Cars
about 4 p.m.
prevent stealing.

were watched day and night to

Weather Conditions
lu conuectiou with the weighing of car loads of coal
natural shrinkage
it is clesiraljle to know the amount of
This shrinkage depends upon the character
in transit.
and grade (size) of the coal, the amount of surface
moisture thereon and the kind and size of equipment in

The tests herein referred to were
it is loaded.
for determining the probable maximum shrinkage
various
of a certain lignite coal from dry workings, of
grades loaded in both box- and open-cars.
which

made

Coal Used
was from Monarch Vein of Sheridan
County, Wyoming, and in order that no appreciable
amount of the fuel might be dried slightly in the mine,
that used for this test was loaded in railroad cars on the
second of two consecutive working days.
The size of each grade of coal used on these tests

The

is

coal used

shown

in the following table
Size of Openings

and Kind

of

Screen

Through

Over

Grade

|-in.

Slack

Pea

Nut
Egg

Lump
Mine-run

-

square rotary

l-in. square rotar\'
3-in. stationari.- bar
6-in. stationar\- bar

|-in. square rotary
l-in. square rotary
3-in. stalionar>',bar
6-in. stationary bar

..

u
u
o-m. shaking bar
"

-

i

Egg-run..,

In order that the size of the coals will be better understood it should be stated that with these arrangements
about 107c

slack

30%

and

5-in.

bar-screened

lump

is

obtained.

A proximate

analysis of this coal

as follows

is

Moisture, -^3.14 ; Volatile matter, 36.63 ; Fixed carbon,
36.58: Ash, 3.65; Sulphur, 0.49; B.t.u.. 10,137.
LoADiXG OF Coal The coal was loaded July 29 and

—

30, 1909, in cars as

shown

:

Number
Kind

of

of

Box

Coal

slack
IxT-in PC-,
J-in

U3-ia. nut
S%6-ia eee
ifn.?um1f.'

3.2

9
2

2

2

10

1~

4

Mine-run

3

S'i^°.Vgg-run.....

Total
*In thousands of pounds.

Open

Jox

2
2

2
>
3

.

Capacity*

Cars

Open

100
100

60

12-60
|

j_go
70
6"

1

j

™

100
100
100
100
100

The open cars were, with the exception of those in
which the slack was loaded, steel cars 40 ft. long. The
two cars used for slack were 40-ft. composite steel and
wood Ijut they were light weighed both before and after
the series of tests and the weight of these cars was found
not to have varied. The box cars were wooden.
The open cars were loaded to full visible capacity and
care was taken to provide against falling off in transit.
box-cars were loaded, with one exception, to above
Condinoted capacity. All box-car doors were closed.
tion of equipment was such that there was no leakage
through doors or drop bottoms.
Wkighixg of Coal All empty cars were weighed be-

The

—

•547 N. Jackson

Boulevard. ChicaKc

111.

In referring to the days elapsing between loading and
weighing, July 29 will be used as the basing point as
24 of the 27 cars were loaded on that day. An open
car of slack was left standing on the Dietz scales day
and night, which practically covered the bed of the
As soon as any rain fell, the observer on duty
scales.
would visit the scales and find out how much the rain
had increased the weight of the car and thus the amount
of rainfall per open car was determined.

May

COAL

1913

10.

A

to
the twenty-fourth days was ahout
days behind what it would have been providing no rain had fallen on the eleventh day.
It
was
possible to eliminate the ailect of this rain by plotting
for each kind of coal and class of car, the observed

twelfth

the

•lays.

—

TiaiPEiiATriiE
The temperature readings were taken
every hour and the average of these for the entire series
of tests was 74.2 which is high for this locality as the

E

717

does not

it

iwo

weighings as ordinates and the days between loading
A smooth curve was then
and weighing as abscissa.
drawn through the weights of the first ten days and
then another through the weights for the twelfth to
twenty-fourth days inclusive. The curve through the first
teu-day readings was then extended parallel to the curve
through the readings from the twelfth to twenty-fourth

(I

contain as

much

of the badly slacked prod-

uct.

The results show, as would be expected, that the shrinkage is dependent on the size of the coal and the amount
of slack contained, both of these factors influencing the
freedom with which the air can circulate and the size
also
determining the amount of exposed surface
per unit volume of coal. The curves and the accompanying table probably show the maximum shrinkage which
will be obtained under the temperature conditions specifled and in hot, dry and clear weather.
A greater shrinkage would be obtained on coal of this character from a
wet mine, that used being from dry workings as noted.
The additional shrinkage which would have occurred
had the cars been hauled in freight trains during the
25 days, instead of being held on track at one point,

TABLE SHOWING PERCENT. SHRINK.\GE OF VARIOUS GRADES MONARCH VEIN COAL, FOR ONE TO TWENTY-FIVE DAYS ELAPSING
TWEEN LOADING AND WEIGHING. LOADED IN BOTH BOX AND OPEN CARS

BE-

Dav> h.tweeii Loa.ling to

Weighing

Boi Cars
Nut
Egg

Pua
00
OS

1

2

31
39

5

47
0.54
62

7

S
9

0.11
22
33
0.44

77

1

90
00

,s5

1

12
13

92

I

1

IJO

1

11

I

07

1.')

I

14

1

1

22

1

2S
3S
47
57

1

.iO

1

1,6

16
17
18
19

1

175

137
145

2U

1

.52

1

1

160
167

21

'22
23
24
25
No. of cars
Capacity,,,

1

75

90
2

3

Pea

Nut

Egg

Lump

00
09
O.IS
26

0.00
0.16
0.32
0.48

0.00
0.40
0.69
0.93

0.00

00
29
0.58
0.85

3.1

63
0.79
0,94
1.10
1.25
1,40
1.54

1.14
1.34

1

1..54

1

1.73
1.S9

2.1,S

42
0,51
5.3

63
0,71
77
83
88

109
1.20
1.32
1.43
1.55
1.66
1.77

2.10
2.20
2 30
2.40
2 50
2,60

2 1)4
2 13
2 22
2 '1
2, 4'

182
1

S5
94

1.03
1 08

35

2.48
2.59
2 70
2.80
2.89
2.99
3 08

138

3 16

41
2

3,25

I

12

189

117

2.00

121

2,11
2 23

1

25

128

2.35
2 46
2 58
2 70

1

13

1

1

3

2

1.82
1,96
2.09
2 22
2 36

0.93
0.98

IIIIJ.M
2-60.M
60.\i
60M
1-.50M
Note—Coal loaded July 29 and 30, 1909. Tests completed Aug. 23, 1909.

at iiigiits is low.

Tlie

more important tem-

perature results are as follows:

„.,..,...,

DfK.i'

,.

Hifehest individual reading

,,

Lowest individual reading
Highest daily average
Lowest daily average
Average entire series

106
43
,S0.0

62,2
74.2

Te«ts—Uiiiler "Weather

Conditions" was
show the net
weight for each day after loading of each grade of coal
in each cla.<s of equipment, had no rain fallen. The accompanyiiig figure gives similar curves to show the per
cent, shrinkage for each grade of coal loaded in each class
of equipment had no rain fallen on the eleventh day. The
results of the.«e tests are al.^o given in tabular form heroKi:sfLT.s

OF

described the

method

of deriving a curve to

59
06
1.24

137

97

2

$6
00

"4

44

4

,58

73
92

41

2

'7

1

144
160
I

75

109
2 40
•'
IS
2 31
2 45
2 .59
2 73
2 ,S6
3 00

3 12
3 24
3 36
3 48
3 59
3 70

3.59
3 74
3 89
4.05
4 20
4 35

381

'

lOOM

lOO.M

110

0S3

2 .50
2 05
2 SI
2 96
3 12
3 28
3 43

4 72
4 S3

14

28
2

lOOM

71

4 14
4 29

4 71

123

1 89
2 04
2 19
2 34

17

35
53

2.90
3 09

4.56

Egg-run
00
30

157
173

3 2H
3 47
3 65
3 ,S2
3 98

4 10
4 26
4 41

Mine-run
00
32
58
SO
1 02
1

ISO
199
2
2
2
2

3.55
3.74
3 93

4
5
5
5

60

1

3 17
3 36

2.79
2.96
3.13
3.30
3.47
3.63
3.79
3.94
4.10
4.25
4.39
4.53
4.6S

12

1

2,38
2 58
2.78
2.97

2.61

2
lOO.M

51

176

2.08
2.20
2.44

168-

B0.\1

temperature

.

Slack

0.00
09
18

1.09
1.19
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00

10
19

11

Open Cars

Lump

26
35
0.45
0.55
0.65
0.76
0.87
0.98

0.55
0.66
0.77
0.88
0.99

.SO

i>9

10

0.00

10

20
30
40
0.30
60
70

1.5

23

3
4

00

3

lOOM

lOOM

Table represents shrinkage with no nun,

would not have been great. One open car of pea coal was
weighed at Sheridan and then hauled to Edgemoiit 223
miles east, back-hauled to Sheridan and reweighed, the
n
...
.,
tWO WelglllllgS at Shcridail beillff made Within ()l) 111- of
t

..,,

,

i

eauh
.^„^

,,

otiier.

^^ ^^g

nil

i

,

/!

.

i

,

i he diitereiice between

j^j,^.^

^^..^^

^^^1^,

,

„y

j^_

tlie
.^^^^^

'

,.

•

two,
,^.^^^

,

altci- a h.uil^^^^

^

^^

^.

^^^^^

been standing, a greater .Shrinkage than this would have
i.een expected.
That a greater shrinkage did not take
place was probably due "to the fact that the coal had
been rained on slightlv. although on arrival at Sheridan
for rcweighing the coal did not show any traces of this.
,,

Antiirtic

Coal Fields

with.
^.'<''"-

CoNCLi-sioNs

^-

^^'-

Kdgeworth David

is (|U()lcd in the Australian press as saying:
in n-ference to the sclentiflc discoveiics of Scotfs party
there can be no doubt they win prove of immense interest

Ihc results show in detail the shrinkage under various
conditions and it is interesting to note that in open cars
for the same grades of coal, is about twice that of coal
"
loaded in liox-cars. As shrinkage is aCCOinlianied by dctcrioration the advisability of using box-cars, where pos"
•11
rri,
.1
;„
I
i
Ml.le, IS emphasized.
The shrinkage
takes
place mainly
on or near the top ot the coal in o[)Cll cars, this portion
wmii slacking and thus protecting the rest. The deterior"^
,.
\.
ii
f
i
.
atioii lu open cars
therefore, is greater near the to[i of
the cars and not Olllv is the coal in box-cars in nni-

^ with
collection has been obtained
coileiuon'harhecn^h'l'^.
"'T of"^T'
u plants
T
fossil
associated
the seams of coal discovered by Shackleton at nuekleys
^s'^nd. at the head of the Ueardmore Glacier.
Frank WMd.
"^ Shackleton's party, was the actual discoverer of seven
«cams .,f coal outcropping
a ^reat clirr face of sandstone
''"<' shale.
Thickness of these seams was 7 ft., Inclusive of
'''"'
"""^ '"'"'' <''°"'"^'' «"•"' specimens of th«
coal out'.''"^'..u'"..'''';
with his Ice ax. These have been analyzed In Svdnev,
and show the coal to be of workable quality, it is almost
certain that this coal Held win prove to be perhaps one of the

fornilv better condition at the en.l of a given
time Imt
*^

ucen
itrVraced'
iiaceci about
alort75o''mV'rnnI.';h''%",V'«
'"''T''' "M'
l"*'
650 mllua north of the Heardmore
Glacier.
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SYNOPSIS—Modern

mackitiery being hard to maincards of instruction should
be issued to those operating it especially where untrained
men are employed in charge of complex apparatus. li
is shown that pneumatophores need to be aided in opertain in

maximum

efficiency,

With the
as to meet exactly the needs of the wearer.
apparatus not fitted with an injector, it was necessary
to adopt a bypass to give the man sufficient oxygen when
doing strenuous work.

The Injector Sucks Air

ation by an injector but the suction action should be
corrected by an equalizer. Turbines are gaining rapidly

popularity especially as supplementary
gines as are wasteful of steam.
in

to

such en-

With the

early non-injector type,

was found that

it

the regenerative system was inefficient

often the percentage of carbon dioxide rose to 3 and 4 per cent., while
;

These
exhaled air was excessive.
removed with the introduction of the injector.
Mr. Walker referred to the special point raised
in Dr. Cadman's paper; namely, the danger that, while
the object for which the injector was introduced was to
force air through one part of the apparatus; the reflex
tlie

lieating

of the

troubles were

In a paper read before the Association of Mining ElecEngineers in East Scotland, a suggestion, not
without value in other directions, was made by H. J.

trical

Humphreys.

He

directed attention to the prevailing ig-

norance of those who have the oversight and working of

action given by suction in the other part of

apparatus, apart, of course, from the trained
The proposal of Mr. Humphreys is that
electrician.
the colliery manager and the electrical engineer of the

was not sufficiently considered.
Now that attention has been drawn to its liability to
cause trouble, Mr. Walker says it appears to admit of
a simple and obvious remedy, and by fitting an equalizing
receptacle to the pneumatophore, constant i)ressure can
be maintained, as can easily be seen by applying a watergage. With the apparatus not fitted with this receptacle,
the inhalation shows a minus pressure and the exhalation

electrical

colliery should collaborate in

tions for each class of
trical plant.

preparing a card of instruc-

men having

The card should bear

to operate the elec-

a

number

of instruc-

tions in terse simple language, printed in bold type, and
each instruction should be followed by a short explana-

Each
tory note, giving the reason for the instruction.
card should also contain an admonition requiring the
recipient to study the existing "Special Kules" relating
to electricity, also requesting him to ask for further information on any points which he may not understand.
In addition, there should be a note of warning of the
serious dangers of disrega.rding rules.
Mr. Humphreys considers that cards of instruction

would be useful for the following

classes of

men:

ground; (3) motor drivers; (4) coal-cutters; (5) firehosses; (6) "brushers" and repairers and (7) roadmen.
Other instructions may be drawn up to meet individual requirements, and, of course, it is recognized that
it is impossible to draw up a set of rules applicable to
The actual form must depend on the needs
all collieries.

Dangers of

and the character

Ix.iectoRkS in Rf:scuE

With

plus pressure.

equalizing receptacle
ceptacle

comes

the

equalizing

is inflated,

when

bag,

the

the pressure in that re-

to the assistance of the breather

and main-

tains the pressure throughout the apparatus at the plus
value, while again the effect of breathing restores to the

equalizing receptacle the

from

amount

of air

which

is

extracted

it.

Turbines at Mines

(1)

Authorized persons operating switches at the upper landing; (2) authorized persons operating switches below

of the particular place

a

appliance

tlie

of the plant.

Apparatus

John Cadman has directed attention to a danger in
the use of such mine-rescue apparatus as depends on the
In a discussion by G.
successful action of an injector.
Blake Walker before the South Staffordshire and Warwickshire Institute of Mining Engineers, he said that
when he first purchased two pneumatophores, similar in
general principle, they were both far inferior to any kind
of rescue-apparatus manufactured today, and the whole
of the circulation of the respirable air was dependent on
The apparatus
the efforts of the lungs of the wearer.
became foul in about half an hour, due partly to difficulty
in the absorption of the CO, and to the intermittent
supply of oxygen.
To overcome this the injector was introduced, resulting
in (1) the oxygen supply being definitely regulated; (2)
the flow of oxygenated air being maintained at a constant volume throughout the apparatus and so regulated

C.

H. Bailey and R. H. X. Yaudrey addressing the

Birmingham Students of the Institute of
Engineers, stated that many mines are being
equipped with turbines, mostly of the mixed-pressure
type. A large number of mines, otherwise efficiently and
economically operated exhaust large quantities of steam
Association of
Civil

into the air throughout the year.

The turbine has

to

compete successfully against gas

engines, Diesel and other heavy-oil engines and steam engines, and has to justify its introduction by superior
economy and by freedom from stoppages either of short

When

steam

used for hoisting enan economical
factor at a large colliery plant, as there will be in all
probability much steam which will be exhausted at a pressure several pounds higher than that of the atmosphere.

or long duration.

is

gines, the turbine will almost certainly be

resulting from
Above 200 kw. the steam turbine
The
is more efficient
than the reciprocating engine.
first cost of small turbines is about the same as for reciprocating engines; but for large units the prime

The authors summarized the economy

turbines as follows:

cost is only about half the cost of the reciprocating-engine

including condensing plant. The steam consunijition
2000-kw. output may be about 15 per
cent. Ic^s than that of a ipiadruple-expansion engine, and
set,

of a turbine of

Buildings and
the maintenance is considerably less.
foundations for a turbine are less costly and depreciation

and repairs are

also less.

Mav
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Coal Preparation

in

By

R.

coal of Franklin Countij, Illinois, is
of superior quality, containing less sulphur than that
mined in the northern portion of the state. The coal,

passing through the shaker screens on the tipple, is rescreened at all the mines before shipment. In one mine
the coal is cleaned in spirals and k per cent, of asli is

County

is

the best in the state of

and there has been, therefore,

The

little

need to clean

retail coal dealers frecjuently advertise

washed

the coal

but there are no washeries in the county.
The coal has the general appearance of a fuel which has
been improved by washing and readily sells as if so pre-

as a

Frankfort should show such improvement under mechanical preparation.
It would be easy to understand it if the
coal were full of slate partings.
But, in the whole 9 ft.
3 in. to 13 ft. 6 in. of coal, there is but one small parting,
known as the "blue band," which varies from a mere trace
up to one inch in thickness.

Where Dirt Often Enters Clean Coal

coal of Franklin

Illinois,
it.

Franklin Co., Illinois

red.

The
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AGE

fuel,

pared.

Dry Cleaning at a
There

is

now one

Co.'s mine, at

BiTriiixoi-s Collieky

Wilmington Star Mining
West Frankfort, where dry cleaning has
plant, the

ZiEGLER District

C(ii.iji:i;y Co.,

In every mine, however, a certain amount of rock falls
either in first mining or in pulling back the pillars. It is
usual in the Franklin County field to leave coal in the roof
until returning with the ribs, when all the root c^oal which
can be recovered is secured. Sometimes, and in fact quite
usually, the pillar is lost and all that is obtained is that
jjart of the coal in the roof between the room pillars.
This roof rubbish and the unimportant parting in the
coal, furnishes the opportunity to the Wilmington Star
Mining Co. to better their ash percentage 4 per cent.
They cannot fail to have an advantage over those com-

Christopher, III. Rescreen in Rearground on Righi

been introduced, and the pressure on the other companies
to meet competition will doubtless result in many others
being built.
There is a tendency to wait and find out
whether the Wilmington Star Mining Co. is satisfied with
its investment before other companies follow suit.
All the evidence points, however, to the fact that

tiie

panies which are cleaning solely by an inspection of the
coal as it enters the car.
In most mines two men attend
to the "placing" of the car and the loading.
Both of
these

men

at intervals watch for the few ])ieces of ])yrite

or bone as they

fall

dry cleaning process is more than justified and that the
Wilmington Star Mining Co. does not regret its action.

Consequently
the

])laiils

ill

it

is

to be anticipated that before long ail

the county will not only rescreen, but clean

their coal.

The

coal of

11 per cent, of
to 7 per cent.
is

taken to the boilers and is consumed to make power for
This waste is 26 per cent. ash.
It is surprising that a seam so clean as this at West

the colliery.

Pyritic

The

])yrite

in

over in the

roil

metallic luster.

Axn Calcite

the Franklin
It

than disseminated

Franklin County, on an average, contains
a.«h.
Dry cleaning reduces this percentage
The waste or bone from the cleaning plant

from the chute or

'"gondola."

seems

to

County

appear

in partings.

in

coals

is

of bright

small bodies rather

It dcK's not,

however, dis-

integrate and destroy the integrity of the coal, nor does
whiU'ii on weathering like

much

it

of the bisulphide of iron

Pennsylvania. lnconsidcrai)le veins
be found, mere fl.akes of mineral on the
.lividing planes of the coal. To show that th*; ap]iearances
of pyrite have largely a scientific interest and little efin the coal of central

of calcitc

may

COAL AGE
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View of Ziegler Colliery, Showing Resceeexer
with coxxectixg conveyoi!
I

I'l.A.NT

OF HaIM'-W

ILI.iA.MS

KAL

(

(.U.

Kl.M IM.I.M.K

ill

County

with that in other parts of the state

coal

for that jturpose the

same

usiii"

report.

IX Keai;

SULPHUR IN ILLINOIS COALS
on the value of the w\.

feet
of

from

coal

Oxygen

in

Ziegler,

111.,

,i;-ive

I

([iioteil

the following analysis

from "The

effect

of

Maryville.

68 Lump
33 Screenings

.

New Baden

06 Lump
4.98 Slack
90 Screenings

Germantown
Donkville

foal."*

Carbon
Oxygen
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Sulphur

Ash

Ash

•

Run

of

Mine

Sized

67.48

fi7.91

14.99
4.54
1.53
0.54
10.92

13.53

0.54
11.43

Coal
69.05
14.23
4.85
1.4S
0.57
9.82

100.00

100.00

100.00

5
I

10
49

Lump

Lump

70..i.5

0.64
9.63

70.70
11.98
4.96
1.48
0.96
9.92

100.00

100.00

PMi-I.X

4 68

LlVII,!!-t,,I,

13.11
4.51
1.56

is

52.23
30.33
6.01

10.92

11.43

54.46
29.33
6.39
9.82

100.00

100. 00

100.00

52..58

intere-stiiig to

David White, Bull

eompare the sulphur
29,

Bureau

ThE XeW

.55.19
3. .87
9. S3

53.03
31.63
5.42
9.92

100.00

100.00

in the

Frank-

31.31

Springfield

of Mines.

RliSCKEEXEK AT THE

Salle

It will

min

,

Auburn

La

of

,

Livingston

Staunton
Staunton

Run

67 Run of min
4 .63 Slack
4 58 Lump
4 ,56 Screenings
4 52 Lump
4 50 Run of min
4 ,45 Run of min

.4

Coff.-.i,

CollinsNnile
Doiikville

O'Fallon

31.23
5,27

4
4
3
2

Bush
Harrisburg

,

-.

.

.

.4 .43

Run

of

min

Carterville

Marion

1

Carterville

1

Benton

1

West Frankfort
Troy

... 1

65 Run of mine
60 Run of mine
51 Screenings

07
77 Run of mine
76
62 Egg coal
56 Slack
55 Lump

Carterville

1

.37

Mixed

Herrin

1.36
1.34
1.19

Lump
Lump
Lump

Trov
Herrin

4

05 Screenings
04 Coarse coal
61 Run of mine
96 Run of mine

2 70

2
2
2
2

Harrisburg

4

Coffeen

Proximate Analysis
Fixed Carbon
Volatile matter
Moisture

It

Screened
Coal

4 25 Screened

Worden
Centralia

Bush
Bush
Bush

ANALYSES OF ZIEGLER COAL OX AIR-DRIED BASIS
Ultimate Analysis

O'Fallon

4 ^30 Slack
4 .28 Lump

be noted that

all

the fuels from the Centralia

than 4 per cent, of sulphur and all
these are in the Franklin and Williamson fields except
Benton. West Frankfort and
llarrisinirg and Troy.
Zeiiiicr are in Franklin County, and Herrin, Bush, Car-

coal

onwards have

MiXE OF THE UxiTED COAL

less

CO.,

BUCKXER,

ILL.

Mav
terville

10.

COAL AGE
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and Marion are

Williamson, which

is

all in the adjoining founty of
regarded as part of the same field.

conveyed to the boiler room.
The slate passes toward
the center and thus is collected separately from the imjiure coal.

Dry Cleaning

Spiralizixg and

721

The

It is significant that

the cleaning of coal
process has started at a point where the coal
ally

b}'
is

the dry

of unusu-

The superintendant, Mr. Buchanan, has

high grade.

bins beneath this rescreening and cleaning plant
hold 1200 tons of coal and 300 tons of bone. The
plant is now being arranged to store egg coal also. This
will

is

transferred to the rescreener by a separate conveyor
directly to a bin without any rescreening, the

and goes

purpose being simply to stock the coal at times when the
loading of egg coal would interfere witli operation.

The Buckner Resckekxer
mines of Franklin County have their rescreener.
The degree to which the rescreening has been carried
varies considerably from plant to plant.
That at the
Buckner mine, near Christopher, is perhaps as com])lete as
All the

Certain recent additions are not shown in the plans
The wrouglit-iron posts between the bins
have been stiffened by a filling of concrete and a conveyor to carry the fine coal or "dufP' to the boilers is
being installed.
any.

and

elevations.

There are four water-tube boilers in two batteries, built
by the Model Automatic Smokeless Model Stoker Co.,
of Dayton, Ohio. At present these are being stoked with
screenings by hand, but when the conveyor is completed,
the fuel used will be duff and the stoking will be automatic.
The storage capacity of the tipple is 1134 tons.

View and Plan of the Buckner Kescreener

Side

The designers and

...

erectors of the rescreener are

Allen

&

Driving rods 2&.5-9lb.
wifhacfjuihihlehraii
Joi/rna I bo-th endz

Elevation of Shaker Screens in BfcKNKii Rescreexei;, Siiowixr, Mode oe Actuation
traveled in every coal-producing state in the Union,
in several foreign countries,

and

lie is

not disposed to

and

(iarcia, of Chicago,

fol-

Coal Miniiig Co.

low the lead of others, but to introduce commendable innovations.
The coal is screened at the tipple into three

lump, that which passes over a
cular openings 6 in. in diameter; egg,
through the lump screen and is held by
3-in. o])eniiigs, and smaller sizes which
sizes;

RoLLKK SCKEENS

pass through both

hut roller screens are usually installed in the rescreener.

that which passes

Ill

the Ziegler District Ci)llicry. the coal larger than 2 in.

Ill

diameter

from below by

this rescreening plant

is

T'arrish arms.

Here

the market as Nos.

screens are driven by a

having a speed of

The cleaning

1,

it is

3,

sized into 5 sizes,

3, 4

75-hp., 220-volt,

.500 revolutions per

and

5.

4-i)ole

These
motor,

minute.

is ])rovided by 28 spirals. The
down the spiral falls off to one side
and is carried downward by the outer spiral casing. The
bone coal remaining on the inner spiral is carried down to
a gate at its foot, and thence to a bin, from which it is

of the coal

clepn coal in passing

ATTON PLANTS

a screen which has

circular o))eiiings.

known on

I'll l:l'AI!

owned by the TTuited

It

then <arried by a large 3(i-in. 7-i)ly conveyor
belt, manufactured by B.
F. (ioodrich, having a capacity of 2000 tons per day, to shaker screens supported
coal

IN

is

should be noted that both the screeners described,
screen the coal through shaker screens, but this is not the
general jiractice.
They are generally used on the tipple,

screen having cir-

screens.

The

and the mine

is

conveycil

the rescreener.

tu

20

this huildiiig into a roller screen

cdiil

under

1

'4

So oidy (wo
;

coal

Tt pa.sses in

long, with

ft.

1

|-iii.

sizes of coal arc iiiinlc in

between

f

'j

in.

ami

2 in.,

ami

in.

Coal of a uniform size can he buriUMl with less -;moke
and waste than a fuel of ini.ved sizes. The commercial

demand

for careful rescreening

fonsumer gets a
creased price.
erators of

many

of sizing coal.

real benefit

Tt is likely

is

not unreasonable, as the

and

is

(hat

in

willing to pay an ina

few years, (he opmethods

districts will introduce imjiroved
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Panther Creek Valley, Penn.
By W.

B.

SVNOPSIS—An

Richards*

interesting description of the geology
A detailed
one of the iniportant anthracite fields.
study of all the measures in the coal horizon is- given^
with special reference to those which are coal-hearing.
The customary complexities, common to the anthracite
in

—The Subcarhoniferous. consisting the Pocono
Mauch Chunk Red
Second— The
conglomerate and the
measures.
Third— The Permian.
First

of

sandstone and

Shale.

Pottsville

coal

district as a whole, are well shotvn.

The coal measures, designated by the State Geologist
as Formation Xo. XIII, are the thirteenth distinct for-

The Panther Creek ^'alley is, roughly, 12 miles long,
averaging two miles wide, and contains 8000 acres or
121/^ sq.mi., about one thirty-eighth of the entire anthracite coal lands in Peunsj'lvauia.
It is located at the extreme eastern end of the Southern Anthracite Coal Field,
between Mauch Chunk on the Lehigh River, in Carbon
County, and Tamaqua on the Little Schuylkill Eiver, in

mation in Pennsylvania. In 1837, Henry D. and "William B. Rodgers, State Geologists of Pennsylvania and
Virginia, adopted a i)lan of numbering the formations
beginning at the bottom.

STi;ii'i'i\(i

Oi'EUATiox ox THic

As shown on the accompanying columnar
torical geology has
1.

Mammoth Akix

Schuylkill County.
It narrows to a sliarp point at the
spoon end of the basin, a mile east of Mauch Chunk, or at
the top of the Mt. Pisgali Plane, the elevation of which
is 1375 ft. or 843 ft. aljove the Lehigh River.
The conglomerate rocks which form the rim of the valley in the Sharp Mountain on the soiith, and the Locust
Mountain on the north, belong t<> the Carboniferous,
which era is subdivided, geologically, in three periods

at thk Gi!Ei:xwood Coli.iei.y

—

half of this time.

of reptiles, amphibia, birds,

land plants and insects of
type.
Paleozoic
of invertebrates,
divided into the following eras:
<'ainlirlaii
No form higher than Invertebrates.
•>'.

—
— Invertebrates predominate.
— Fishes are abundant.
Carhonlferoux — Land plants assume great

which

is

Silurlnu

Devonlau

.'/.

•Engineer. L. C. & N. Co.. Lansford, Penn.
Note Abstract of paper read before the Panther Valley

first

—Age
high
Time — Age

Mesozoic Time

as follows:

Mitiinf; Tn.stituti-.

—

the glacial period was in the
2.

section, his-

been divided into four time periods:
Cenezoic Time The age of man and mammals;

ean eia.

Time

— Xo

importance.

This is the ArchMostly metamorphic or changed rocks. Per-

:\zoic

fossils knowTi.

ha])s. in part, original crust of

the earth.

May

10,
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which are named from the Greek
which appear
Therefore, they contraces of vegetable or animal life.
stitute the base of all countries, wherever life rocks occupy the surface this is the cojiper- and iron-bearing
strata of Lake Superior.

The Archean

rocks,

for begiuiiing, uuderly all the formations in

;

P.VLEOZOIC TiMf:
Paleozoic rocks
life)

The Medina

^^'hite sandstone is not only characterized
purer color, but by its massiveness. It constitutes
the real backbone of the mountains, cropping out along
their crests.
There is not a known valuable mineral of
any kind in either of these formations.
Formation No. 5 This is the Clinton, Niagara and
Salina rocks, which are noted for their red color, partic-

by

its

—

Bloomsburg red shale.
(named after town of Clinton,
N. Y.) are olive-green slates, calcareous gray and red

ularly prominent in the

(named from the Greek

for ancient

are the prevailing kind exposed to view over the

eastern half of the

?23

North American Continent; they ex-

The Clinton

shales,

deposits

with several sandstones of a peculiar character

tend from the northern boundary of New York, southward to the coal regions of Pennsylvania. A brief resume
of the 13 formations of the Paleozoic Time will now be

and numerous thin strata of limestone these latter are
filled with small shells which were converted by the chem-

given.

the surface, into beds of fossil iron-ore, some of which
is mined at Danville, Penn.
The formation is exposed

—

Formation No. 1 Chiques sandstone (not ordinary
sandstone but a quartzite) is the oldest of our fossiliThe finest exposure is a great rock mass
ferous rocks.
which towers above the east bank of the Susquehanna for

Cuo.s.s-.Siaxuj.N

OF

Till-;

At
it

White Spot
has been famous
the

since the early settlement of that great valley.

—

The Great \'alley limestone; this
noted for the superior fertility of limestone land, and
derives its name, not only for its unusual width, but for
its extraordinary length, being quite persistent over a
course of 1000 miles from Caiuida to Alabama. It occurs
in Pennsylvania over a distance of 150 miles, in some
places 20 miles wide, and is bounded by mountain ranges
lOOU ft. iiigh.
In it we have cement rock in Lehigh
County; limestone quarries in Berks and Ijcbanon Counties; magnetic ore mines at Cornwall, Lebanon County;
and zinc mines in Lehigh County.
Formation No. S This is tiie Utica and Hudson liivcr
Slate, exposed in Northampton and Lehigh Counties, in
Formation No. J

is

—

which are found the roofing slates of Shitington.
Formation No. J/ This is the Oneida conglomerate
(named after Oneida County, N. Y.), and tiie Medina
Ked and M'hite sandstone (named after Medina in Westem New York) exposed at Delaware, Lehigh and Schuylkill Water Gaps.

—

ical

action of the rainfall, for variable distances beneath

Lehigh and Schuylkill Water Ga])s, at
Danville and Bloomsburg, in Montour County, and also
in Fulton, Bedford, Huntington and Blair Counties. Not
at the Delaware,

Pantiikk Ckkkk \'alli;y ox

a mile above Columbia, in Lancaster County, where Chi-

quesalunga Creek enters the river.
on the mountain behind Reading,

;

.tiih

THK LaN.SFOHD TdNNKL

Link

a .single fossil of

any

descTi])tion has been

found

in these

rocks; red beds are usually nonfossiliferous.

The Niagara formation of New York cannot be recognized in this district as a distinct fornnition. The lower
portion is shale and the upper limestone, which latter
is largely of coral origin,
indicating clear .seas during
This limestone comprises
the lime of its formation.
ft. and the shale the lower 80 ft. of the
Niagara Falls; the recession of the falls is slowly .^oing
on due to the undermining of the limestone by the ero-

the upjjcr 85

sion of the shale.

The Lower Salina

(naniiMl

from the town of Salina,

the Bloomslnirg rul shale in Pennsy!v;;;iia, exposed in the cap at Port Clinton, I'enn. At Salina, N. Y.,
''
contains gypsum and rock salt ; wells 70 ti- 7"
it

N. y.)

is

deep are sunk and

'^alt

obtained by evaporation.

—

No. (I This is the Lower Helderbe-g
(named after a range of mountains in New York S*.,tc^
Man; of its
and it is mainly a limestone formation.

Formation

beds arc covered with coral.

—

Formation No. 7 This is the Oriskanv shale a'.d sandand Candagalli grit. Oriskany takes its iianie from
the Oriskany Falls, a few miles west of Utica, N. Y. It

stone,

COAL AGE
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is

made up

of grains of sharp quartz fragments, so loosely
to readily disintegrate, under the action of

cemented as
air, into

heaps of glass sand.

erto relied

upon

their stock in

Glass factories have

hith-

this material for the principal part of

Xew York

State.

Vol.

Xo. 19

—

Formation No. S-G The Chemung outcrops in Erie
It is composed of olive aud green shales, sandstones and conglomerate.
It also outcrops at Stroudsburg and runs from the Lehigh to the Schuylkill and
Susquehanna Rivers. Oil and gas are found in this forCounty.

In Pennsylvania, the outcrop of the Oriskany extends
in straight, curved and zigzag lines, through nineteen
counties, varying in character from sandy shale to masin some places it is crowded with shells and
sive iiint
at otliers almost entirely free from them it is also sometimes highly ferruginous, even containing iron enough to

mation.

Its outcrop in the Steinberg Ridge,
17 miles through Carbon County and 15 miles further
in Schuylkill County.
The Candagalli grit is the upper part of the Oriskany
sandstone and it is almost a nonfossiliferous rock. It is

consists of sandstones, often passing into conglomerates,

;

;

furnish furnace ore.

Geological

Map

—

Formation No. 9 The Catskill formation is the uppermost of the Devonian. It was named after the lofty
mass of mountain sandstone on the Hudson River, near
Poughkeepsie, X. Y.
Coal seams of from one-half to
one inch are sometimes found in this formation which
with some shale. The beds are usually red, but greenish
and other shades occur. The Catskill formation is carried forward under the Broad Mountain from a point two
miles below Mauch Chunk to the Little Schuvlkill River.

of the

Panther Ckeek

A'alley,

Showing the Outcuops

mountain south of Lansford carries forward
the Catskill outcrop in a straight course, S. 68° W., to

usually a sandy shale, dark or nearly black, weathering
to brownish gray.

Tlie second

This is comFormatioti No. S-A (Upper Helderherg)
posed of Onondaga and corniferous limestone. The Onondaga limestone (named after Onondaga County, Xew
York) is a deposit of fine, groundup corals aud crinoids.

the Schuylkill River, three miles below Pottsviile.

The corniferous

tem which has furnished most of the mineral coal in our
The coal beds of the Pocono formation are thin
day.
and local, some of them mere collections of leaves aud
A few v,-ere
twigs floated into small lakes or ponds.
genuine peat bogs of limited extent, and soon buried
under the inflowing sand. Even the earlier beds of the
productive coal measures were irregular in size and area,

from grayish

—

limestone, so called

from the

flint

or

The paint mines of
is often imbedded in it.
Lehigh County are in this formation.
Formation No. S-B The Marcellus Black Slate oiitcrops on the Lehigh River a mile below Bowmans, Penn.,
and through Carbon and Schuylkill Counties to an anticlinal point several miles west of Schuylkill Haven.
Formation No. S-C The Hamilton sandstone and
shale is named after the town of Hamilton, N. Y.
Formation No. 8-D The Tully limestone is named
from the village of Tully, Onondaga County, X. Y.
Formation No. S-E The Genesee slate (named after
the Genesee River) outcrops in Carbon County one-half
mile north of Kregesville and at Lehighton, Carbon
County, just above the Lehighton Railroad station.
Formation No. S-F The Portage formation, named
after three high falls on the Genesee River, in Western
Xew York, is composed of shales and flaggy sandstones.
Formation No. 8-F. G. The Girard shale of Eric
County is ashen gray in color.
hornstone,

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

Formation No. 10 The Pocono formation (named
Pocono Mountains in Monroe County) is the

after the
first

or oldest subdivision of that great carboniferous sys-

can be easily inferred that the great vegetahad not yet spread itself.
Pocono coal has been found witliin the limits of Pennsylvania, in the Cove and Buft'nlo Mouiitains, on the Susquehanna, in Sidelong Hill, in Huntingdon County, on
Tii)ton Run in Blair County, and in many other ravines
descending the escarpment of the Allegheny Mountains;
but at every attempt to work it profitably it has been
a failure, except at the Tipton mines, a few miles northHere actual mining operations have
east of Altoona.
been carried on. A branch road has been laid from the
Pennsylvania R.R. at Tipton, and thousands of tons of
ijuod coal have been sent to the market.

by which

it

tion of the coal age

'Slnv 10,
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The Pocono sandstones, which rest on the Catskill
formation, form the sharp crests or flat tops of most of
the mountain ranges in Carbon County.
The Xesquehouing, or Broad Mountain, west of the Lehigh River,
a triangular flat compound arch of 'Pocono, covered

is

with a sea sand

much

like

that spread over the

Broad

725

sandstone 1200

ft.

thick,

making a

distinct break in the

lithology of that locality between the underlying

Mauch

Chunk

red shale and the overlying coal beds, sandstones,
shales, etc., of the anthracite basin.
The Pottsville con-

glomerate

By

its

800

is

ft.

thick through the Lansford Tunnel.

resistance to erosion,

has been an important

it

Mountain of the Pottsville conglomerate north of PottsXorth of Glen Onoko it is composed of hard gray
ville.
and greenish-gray sandstone and hard gray sandstone
It is 1235 ft. thick north and
with dark gray shale.

factor in preserving the small part of the original anthra-

Miuth of Lansford, Pennsylvania.

into the Atlantic Ocean.

Formation No. 11

—The Mauch Chunk red

2168
ft. thick at Mauch Chunk, is certainly one of the most
remarkable formations in Pennsylvania, or indeed in any
shale,

Its color, its immense thickness to
part of the world.
the southeast and its gradual thinning out to the north-

OF JIIK

PlilM'Il'Al. SKAilS

among

its

Beginning

life,

characteristics.
at

Miiuch Chunk

tlie

red shale valley, walled

Pocono Second Mountain and the
Sharp Mountain, runs with a ilcjith of about 800

in between the straight

Pottsville

This conglomerate is the floor
on wdiich the coal measures rest aijd its outcrops form a
protecting and inclosing mountainous rim to the softer
coal measures.
It is composed of beds of gray conglomerate, white-gray and brownish sandstone, usually coarse
and hard, some thin beds of nrbonaceous slate and genc

AXD THE iLviX AxTII 'LI X ALS AXU

west and w^est and the paucity of aninnd or vegetable
are

cite field which now remains.
Geologists generally estimate that for every ton of coal remaining in the hardcoal region, 98 tons have been swept away by erosion,

and a width of about three-quarters of a mile, perfectly
smooth and straight, from the Lehigli to the Little
Schuylkill River.
The red shale turns the eastern end
of the basin of the Panther Creek Valley at the sharppointed cliff, known as Mt. Pisgah and runs west between the Locust and the Nesquehoning Mountains to

jiASIX.S

more thin seams of comI. while in the snuthern part of the state, as at Lykcns. Pciin., it cont^iins
large and \aluable coal seams.
The beds of the lower part of the formation generally have a greenish color which shades into the red of
erally one or

Mauch Chunk red shale. The central pail shows
an increased coarseness and hardness of the materials
composing it and usually forms the mountain crest or
This is tlu' |iai-t that rornis the ridge on the
ridge.
Sharj) Mountain on the south, and the Locust Mountain
The upper portion, as a
on the irorth of this valley.
rule, contains more sandstone with rrwcr and liner con-

ft.

the

the Little Schuylkill River.
Tiie Pocono sandstone lield

its own against the denuding agencies but the overlying Mauch (reek red shale
is a fragile rock and was nearly eroded olf the Pocono
floor, thus forming the Xesquelioninu', Hloomingdale and
Owl Creek A'alleys.
Foniialion No. 12 The Pottsville conglomerate is the
twelfth (li.-tinct formation of the Paleozoic time and

glomerates.

forms the basal member of the true carboniferous series
everywhere in Pennsylvania.
Mining men frequently
refer to it as the "farewell rock" because usually no true
workable coal beds are found witliin it. The Pottsville
conglomerate is so called from its magnificent and characteristic developments near the Schuylkill countyscat
wliere it exhibits a massive structure of conglomerate and

is
red shales of Xo. 11 to the conglomerates of Nd.
not often abrupt.
Thirl-nesfi of the Pollsrillc ('oiinlomcralr
The forma-

—

Liniils of

the

llir

I'olUrillc CoiHjIoiinrali

Buck Mountain

bed, the

— The bottom

of

bed overlying the con-

first

It is, as
glomerate, has been taken as the ui)])cr limit.
a rule, a well defined horizon and there is rarely any

fixing

difTiculty

in

bottom

much more

is

its

The placing

])osition.

difficult, as

the

of

the transitimi from the
1

v!

—

tion shows a

marked decrease

in

thickness and

coarseness of the materials com|)osing

west

to

reached

the northeast,
in

the

the southwestern

maximum
jiart

it,

in

the:

from the south-

being npimrciitly
Measure-

of (bis lield.

:
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Vol.

at the

Lincoln and Kalmia Collieries, where there
are extensive tunnels to tap the Lykens
Valley coal beds,
furnish a complete section of about 1475 ft.
Its thick-

The

Xo. 19

NAMC OF FORMATION

:— Coat Measures

ness in the Broad Mountain is about 1200
ft., which is
about the average throughout this field. In the
Northern field it averages about 225 feet.

The Coal Measures (Formation Xo.

3,

Poitsville

13)

Conghmsrafe

Mauch Chunk Red Shale

measures consist of beds of sandstone, shale,
fireclay, black carbonaceous slate or
shale, and beds of
coal from a few inches in thickness up to
the great Mamcoal

moth which, over large areas, is from 50 to 60
The prevailing color of the sandstone and shale

ft.

.

-^•^ ^^'^" Pocono Sandsione

thick.

is brown
Beds of fine conglomerate occur within the
coal measures and in some instances
they are so coarse
and massive as to have been mistaken for the Pottsville

or gray.

K

conglomerate.

The coal seams are fairly well distributed
the whole of the measures, the formations
separating them varying from a few feet to a
couple of
hundred, but it is seldom that a barren interval
of more
throughout

—CaHkill Zand si-one and Shales

than 200 ft. occurs. The distance between the same
coal
beds vary somewhat, and at times decidedly, in
the different basins as well as in different parts
of the same
basin.
The lower 300 to 500 ft. of the measures, from
the Xo. 12 to the top of the Mammoth seam,
as a rule,
contains the thickest coal and are more
productive than'
those higher in the series.
Thickness of the Coal Measures—The greatest
thickness is found in the deep basin of the
Southern field
where the total aggregates more than 2500 ft.
Workable
coal beds extend to the very top of the
column and perhaps still others may have been originally
deposited, of
which every trace has been removed by erosion.

- Chemung Sandstone and Shales

—

vnrFg-

WIE

-^^-

vmc

-

-~-

- Marcel lus Black Hud
- Upper Helderberg Onondagoand
Corniferous Limestone
.'OnskanyShale and Sandstone
Lower Helderhsrg Limestone

"^"uniSTONE"
QUARRIES
-;

IRON SANDSTONE
MINES OF
DANVILLE

a

Sandstone

—HamiUvn Sandstone and Shale

MINES ON
'yjy^-THC LEHI5H-....

Y

and Hard

-'-T^T
^'"it^''^
lullyLimesTone

Ynrs
VUIA PAINT

The successive deposits, from the Archean rocks
to
the top of the coal measures aggregate
31,500 ft., and
were originally deposited in succession as shown
on the

Cirard Shale
Poriage drayShale

"Clinton Shales, Niagara
Limestone

andSalura Red Shales

.

accompanying

columnar section, in a great water basin
which, in early times, occupied the area
which is now the
Appalachian Mountains.
Some of these measures were
found in deep sea water, some in water so
shallow that
they exhibit mud cracks, ripple marks
and foot prints
and hold both shore living shells and coral
reefs.
These
facts force us to believe that the
bottom of the Pennsylvania sea continued sinking through
all the ages during which these deposits were made.
The rate of their

'-M=^

Oneida Conglomerate and
Medina Redand White Sandstones

<—UHca and Hudson Slates

deposition has been estimated at 5 ft. in
a centurv approximately 630,000 years to deposit the
13 formations
described.

HYDRAULIC

The thoughts that must be kept in mind in
Pennsylvania Geologj' during the Paleozoic time
are
First—That which was the continental area of
crystalline rocks became, by a downward
movement of the
earth's crust,

an Appalachian sea basin of unknown depth
and was
the course of the Cambrian, Silurian,
Devonian and Carboniferous ages, so
completely filled up as
to become at last a great
marsh or archipelago of marshes

m

6reai-YalleyLih^esfShe

CEMENT
TT_

"
<

LEHI&HCO,
LIMESTONE
QUARRIES OF
BERKS AND

ij

LEBANON CD's,

Ij

MASNETIC IRON

»

ORE MINES OF

S

CORNrVALL.

_Chiques Sandstone.Conghmerate

and Sandstone

bearing the coal vegetation.

Secondly— That
in

the air

movement

this whole area was then lifted
liigh
aad that a corresponding contemporaneous

established the Atlantic Ocean, or
part, of it
as the thrust that elevated
the Sharp, Locust and A,.,.ala( hian Mountains
came from that direction.
In the accompanying illustrations
there is a vertical
section on line with, and through
the Lansford

showing the

relative positions of the coal

Tunnel
measure* the

CoLiMXAii Section of the Pennsylvania Formations
Pottsville conglomerate, the Mauch
the Pocono sandstone, of the

Chunk red shale, and
Carboniferous.

Flexures are generally parallel to the axis
of the mountain range, but they are not
so in this valley where they
have a tendency to approach
the southern rim of the
valley, from the north to the
south, and liaVe the stee»est

:

May
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side generally facing the northwest,

away from the At-
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"C" Vein, has

Tin; Sl-i(hnore, or

good

a specific gravity of

lantic Oceau.

1.64, is 3 ft. thick of

Measuring the Buck Mountain vein on this section,
its dips from outcrop to outcrop, you will find it
to measure 10,400 ft., while, if we measure horizontally
on the surface between the outcrops, we will find it to
measure 7900 ft. This means that the vein, when horizontal, spread over the surface 2500 ft. more, or has
been shortened 2500 ft. in consequence of its flexures.

or "E" Vein, has a specific gravity of
40 ft. thick and averages 30 ft. 8 in. of coal.
The Primrose, or "F" Vein, has a specific gravity of
1.60, is 19 ft. thick, nearly all good coal.
It will be noted
on the section that the Primrose Vein is shown at the
month of the tunnel which cuts in two places. This
is line to an overthrust of the strata.
Tite Orchard, or "D" Vein, has a specific granty of

along

coal.

Mammoth,

2'he

1.61, is

is 3 ft. 3 in. thick and contains 2 ft. 9 in. of coal.
The Diamond, or "H" Vein, has a specific gravity of
1.59, and was not cut in the tunnel, but is nevertheless
in the Lansford and Bull Run Basins. It is about three

1.59,

feet thick, with 2

ft.

9 in. of

The Buck Mountain,
this point, but at
it
Coal

10-10

f

good

"B"

coal.

Vein,

is

not workable at

Nesquehoning and Rahn

a very good seam, averaging 12

Collieries, it

thick with 10

ft.

ft.

of

coal.

_ Refuse 2g"

Tlie

To-lalVein ll-l!^

Holmes Vein, shown on

gravity of 1.58.

'^S'CoodCoal

or

It

is

the section, has a specific
only about one foot thick at this

is being worked at the Xesquehoniug Colliery
averages five feet thick, with four feet of coal.

point, but
/-74 BoneyCoal

S-6'
[FLAHiLtvul TotalVein

Im c SHAFT

^^S* I'i

BoneyCoaf
^^^-!- 4^'Good Coat
Y2^ DOneyCoat
.

'IO%"SoodCoal

5^

i~8

Cood Coal

l-/!i'V,rf
I ?3k-<x>odCoal

Ball

FOOT vein

H-BCOOK

y4-si"6oodl.oal

BoneyCoal
Coal 4-4"

"^"^^ *'

"""vm

Per Cent.
3
4

88

Ash

..

is

total distance

about 515

ft.,

Frinn
2-Sj Good Coat
ij'siatv

hy'OoodCoal
C-SfD ORjI'.IDnOfC VfIN
lO'-i'Dirf

Coal 4-1'

lms'MAFr\

Yli-loh'Cxioa

(mcvn

Coal

BSa

)

^'f''ie l-2!i
TotalVein S-Sli'

I'/l'Pirt

L-dED OUSiUBPOCK vein
(nO.14 SHAFT 2''^L£VEl)

J-KOODTSACr YEW Coal 2^6"

^Codl
2-2f&ood

Seven Foot
Skidmore

Mammoth
Holmes

Primrose
Orchard

I

SS-SJ

!

Refust 7'
Total Yt in 62^8}

C-BED

c^,^^^^

OUnAMnOTM

VEIN

(TAKEN

IN STinPPINOS l20o\
FOOT WEST OF NO.IO SLOPE

j

Skctions of

THI-:

CoAi, Ska.ms rv

('|!i:i:k

rm:

I'Axiiiioit

\'alli;v

measures (9 seams) as shown on the section
Run Basin arc IGOO ft. thick. The lowest
vein, the Lykens \'aiiey, is in the Pottsville conglomerate and, in the Lansford Tuiiel, it is only a stri'iik.
coal

The Buck Moxuilain. or "B" Vein, has a specific- gravand is only 1.G ft. thirk in the Lansford Tun-

ity of 1.62
nel.

The Seven Foot
ft.

75

conglomerate is 800 ft. thick, the Mauch Chunk red
is 2168 ft., and the Pocono sandstone is 1256 ft.
thick, showing a total deposit of the Carboniferous of
ville

feet.

originally as a

mine

1870 the tunnel was driven through to
Hauto and the Nesquehoning Valley Railroad ran
through to the Panther Creek Basin.
On the section at Summit Ilill .\nli(liiial, I call your
attention to the old quarry, which was opened in 1792.
The first discovery of coal in this region was made during
1791 by the famous Phillip (Jinther.
There has been sent to market and used for fuel, from
the Panther Creek ^'alley, from 1820 to 1911 inclusive,
80,000,000 tons.

in the Bull

ages 11

100
325
160

The total thickness of the coal measures is IGOO ft.
The gross thickness of the coal aggregates 71.5 ft., thus
averaging 22 ft. of rock for every foot of coal. The Potts-

far

The

90
40
40

tunnel, but in

,

HO.nunnEL)

Coal

Seven Foot Vein
Skidmore Vein
Mammoth Vein
Holmes Vein
Primrose Vein
Orchard Vein
I)iamond Vein

The Lansford Tunnel was opened

Coat

HOLUCi VEIN
(iH

T«
Feet

Buck Mountain

5824
I

subdivided as follows:

shale

tS

2':hell/Coal

5

from the Lykens Valley to the Buck
Mountain seam measured at right angles to the measures

\2J"Slafe

I

as follows

Flx*d caibon

(iHHaiTUHHEL)TotalYein 4-!f

{Nae SHAFT 2" level)

is

Moi.sture
Volatile

The

8'
'

3£««

(in NO.t TUftftei)

analysis of coal in this valley

^^'''

\

I4"Slafa

\Sk"lxodCoal

it

The

4\'D,rl-yCoal
(rSEOOIIOHCHAflDvein

Coal

,,

I

where

Vem

3 in. of coal.

is

12

ft.

1

in.

thick and aver-

made would

The estimated

life

from provings

so

indicate that the coal goes to a greater

depth than has yet been reached, so that there .should be a
good production from this valley one hundred years hence.

The liKnlte beds of Alabama, MisMlSHtppI and Tennessee
have been developed but sllKhtly or not at all, while the li(rnites of Texas. Arkansas, the Dakotas and eastern Montana
I.iKnItes from Montana somehave a limited development.
times contain from 20 to 40 per cent, of moisture, which
causes them to deteriorate rapidly on exposure to the air, thus
renderinB them of little value as fuel.
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of
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at Equality.

By LrciEK' W. Gonnoy*

SYXOPSIS— The

mine of ihe Ganaiin Coal and Coke
Co. was suhmerged and ia the wreck accompanying the
flow of wafer into the mine, the tipple and surface works
vere all wrecked and drawn toward a crater at the mouth
of

Suddenly the mine ejected water, cars
shaft.
tipple wreckage: there were several such expulsions

the

and

before the

phenomenon

ceased.

to

work

at

raisinp

the

mouth

of the shaft with sand-

bags and clay.

About Mar. 31, it was found that the shaft cribbing
had given way just above the rock and much water and
debris were falling down the shaft. This was checked by
placing further sandbags and clay to resist the action.
Conditions seemed to improve till Apr. 5, when the caving again com_menced, the backwater steadily rising.

On Sunday, Apr.
of the Gallatm t'oal

(!.

&

1913, the 600-ton shipping mine
Coke Co., at Equality, Illinois,

was totally destroyed in rather a unique manner, namely,
by rapidly filling with back water from the Ohio Kiver
flood and' by resultant outbursts of the air compressed
by the inflow of water into the mine.
The entrance to the mine is an 80-ft. shaft which
was sunk in 1883 by the late Broughton Temple. It
was the first shipping mine developed in the southeastern
Illinois field.
It is located about five miles from the now
well known Saline County district. The coifl is extracted
from seam Xo. 5, the number being reckoned according
to the well

recognized Illinois iisage.

Its thickness

is

five feet.

About 150 acres have been mined out. The main enrun to the dip and most of the rooms are driven
The roof is unttsually strong and it has
to the rise.
never broken except in about two places where the coal
The roof consists of a
has beeen worked to the crop.
bard black slate with a])out 4 ft. of hard schist and 30
tries

ft.

(if

heavy bedded sandstone.

The Effokts

to Protect the

The mine was opened

at

Mine

a level above any previous

high-water mark, but the exceptional flood of 1884' caused
a small "cave" at the crop. Pumping was necessary while

The Secoxd

Outbur.st from the Gallatin

Coal & CaKE

Co.'s

Mine

Mav

1(1.

COAL

1913

power house, the hhicksmitli

ip anil

one of the elevated

storaije bins.

The Outbuksts

op Water

p.m. the mine had apparently nearly filled
vith water and the surface of the flood was almost quiet.
The demolished plant was surrounded by sightseers, who
observed the ravages of the flood from boats, the gob-

At 3

:25

and high ground around. Suddenly a tremendous
"explosion" occurred sending the water, dirt, rock,
broken timbers and machinery about 600 ft. in the air.
Twehe minutes later a second "explosion" occurred and
pile,

made

of this I

Compar-

the appended sna]>shot picture.

ing the water column

known

with

objects,

I

estimate

AOE

an acre and the 4-ft. sheaves at the top of the
framework were sunk to their hubs on falling, an evidence of the height to which they were thrown.
The mine was sunk at the southern crop of the coal
field and this caused the workings to be directed wholly
inore than

In a measure, this probably explains the
N 22° for 1200 ft.
with a dip of 2 ft., then it turned to the right and went
K 24° E 4600 ft. having a dip of 38 ft. in the first 1200
ft., the other 3400 ft. being flat.
The east entries were
driven S 66° E for 1200 "ft. with a dip of 8 ft.
The
west entries ran N 66°
for 1600 ft. and rose 30 ft.
While some think that the compre.ssion of the air in
the high levels caused the "explosions" it is more probto the- north.

"explosions."

Aftek the

A number

of gradually diminisliiiig
about 5 o'clock.
The weiglit of the water ejected, crushed in the roofs
'he neighboring buildings; one of the cages known
lave sunk in the mine was blown 300 ft. away, over
H
gol)-pile, and the fan engines located at the foot of
tipple and known to have snidi with it, with its atlied concrete base, estimated to weigh five tons, is now
ing 60 ft. away. The 12-in. builtup ])osts of the tipple
III' broken into pieces and hurled hundreds of feet, and
MIC cars were seen at a height of 60 ft. above the shaft
outh. Draw slate, rock and fire clay were scattered over
as 261)

ft.

\]dosions" took place

till

!'•

'

Meeting
y XOFSlS

— On

a per-diem

ha-sis.

irrd to have a rjrealfi' dralli rale

coal

luiiicr

miner,

tlioufjli

closed

pai'lially

the foot

of the shaft and that the rush of water completed the
closure,,

thereby compressinir the air

Many

believe

that

in

the

became greater than

until the air pressure

the

first

water

main
tlial

enlered

entries

id'

water.

the

shal'l

through rat burrows.
A group of nu-n stainling on the goh-pile at the time
of the outburst was deluged with water and some were
slightly bruised, but fortunately there was no loss of life.
The mine mouth is now caved in. leaving an opening
about 40 ft. across. The loss, including the expense of
pumping is about $30,000.

Mining Engineers

Dawsox Hall
is

from accidents than

much rea-ion to doubt
on which the calculation in
'I.
Precautions taken in aqueduct tunneh under New
'
City and a sizer for coal and other materials which
not depend on screenings and promises to show re'(itile sizin/j power's and a minininm of hrealca/je and
ilion, formed ilie subjects of two other interesting
'iietat

liaraltelism

•

Ilie

!>'.

Had Sixic Out of Sight
BY UxDEKMIMXr;

Th'I'Li:

able (hat previous caving bad

of Institute of
liv

W

The main entry ran

W

TiiE Shaft Biii.dincs Sink As the Watki;
Pours into the Mixe
- lii'ight

?29

tliere is

of the data

Friday, May 2, at the Engineering Soci
29 W'. 39tli St., Xew York City.

The

chair was occupied by

man

of the Executive

tion.

The following

year:

(i.

I'liiildin

V. Kun/., retiring Chair-

Committee

Xew

of the

^'ork Sec-

were elected for the insuing
Chairman, L. D. Hiinioon; Yice-Chairman, A. S.
ollicers

Dwight; Secretary. T. T. Read; Treasurer, E. Jf. Shipp.
After ii short discussion on ways and means. M. Helowskv, custodian of the Mineralogical

Institute and

Museum,

at Berlin,

and

made

retrographieal
a speech in Ger-

man,
rular meeting of

\uv

III

Institute

of

the

Xew York

Section of the

Mining Engineers was held on

re(|uesting the aid of the mem"bcrs in Ills work.
Albert II. Fay read his paper on "Metal-Mine Accidents in the Fnited States." Mr. Fay, of course, in in-

troducing his

orig-inal

remarks had to cover much of the

COAL AGE
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Xo. 40. In the latter part
modify and correct the position which had been taken that today metal mines are
more dangerous than coal mines.
He pointed out that the latter mines worked only 330

ground

of his technical paper

of the paper he did

much

to

days, according to the report of the Geological Survey,
whereas the mineral mines worked 300 days, according to
his count.

table is compiled to show what the death
would probably be per thousand men employed if the
number of men killed were proportioned to the days
worked and the time was in each case equated to 300

The following

rate

days per year.
LOSS OF LIFE PER

THOUSAND EMPLOYEES BASED ON A
YEAR IN VARIOUS MINES

Class of Mines

Copper
Iron

Lead and zinc (Missi-iini V.'illey)
Gold and miscellaneous metals
Non-metal except coal
All mines except coal

Coalmines
Quarries

Actual

Deaths

days
worked

per thousand

308
277
256
276
258
282
220
228

employes
5.33
4.29
3.43
3 95

300-DAY

Deaths
per thousand
calculated on
300-day basis
5.19
4.65
4.02
4 30
2.01
4 45
.

.

1.73
4.19
3.73
1.69

.

5 09

2.22

Mr. Fay defined a quarry as a place where building
Cement rock and broken stone, as
material is obtained.
well as dressed rock, is regarded as being the product
of a quarry.

Other figures, given by Mr. Fay are interesting:
LOSS OF LIFE PER MILLION TONS OF MATERIAL PRODUCED
Lives lost per
million tons
extracted

Miscellaneous
(Gold and
and others)
Other non-metal except coal
All mines except coal
Coal

silver

Lives lost per

Vol.

3,

Xo.

1!)

May
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Solving the Hoisting Problem
By

L. F.

SYNOPSIS — Description of a Corliss valve hoisting
gine of large
vrith

a

size.

late cutoff

The

and the

first

en-

few revolutions are made

Corliss gear disconnected.

When

nil speed has been attained, a complete advance of the
throttle throws the trip motion into gear and steam is

used expansively throughout the balance of the

One
tiie

of the evidences of the changing conditions in

economy and
shown by the steady increase

coal fields as regards

ment

is

hoist.

efficiency of equip-

in the

hoisting engines of low steam consumption.

demand for
The accom-

panying illustration shows a 34x48-in. first-motion, linkreversing,

heavy-duty, Corliss type of hoisting

engine

Mitten*
secure less expensive equipment that would do the work
and whicli could be easily and cheaply
replaced when necessary.

for the time being

These were the conditions that manufacturers of highgrade machinery had to face, and the fact that the older
types of extravagant hoisting engines are being replaced
by equipment which is thoroughly modern and efficient,
shows clearly the trend of tiie times and makes a description of the hoist mentioned ai)ove of interest to all mine
owners and managers.
These engines are equipjK'd with two conical drums,
each tapering from 14 to 10 ft. in diameter and spirally
grooved for li/2-in. rope. One drum is securely keyed to
the engine shaft, while the other is brass bushed and
driven by a toothed clutch wheel to allow for changing
for different levels.
The engines are reversed by an
independent steam cylinder and the brakes on each drum
are operated by this same means.
Auxiliary hand brakes
are also provided.

The engines are equipped with tail crossheads which
take the weight of the pistons off from the inner surface
of the cylinder and ])revent the ordinary elliptical wear.
Sheet

steel crank and splash guards are furnished which
cover entirely the crank disks. Guards are also provided

for the tail crossheads.

The arrangement

of throttles differs

practice followed in the coal regions.

cylinder

is

mounted

from the general

On

a vertical throttle valve.

top of each

These are

operated simultaneously through a erossshaft. Surmounting each throttle is a steam separator and an auxiliary

The Coxical Drums on the Erecting

1!k\h

built

i)y

tile

Vuban Imu Works,

(it

Floor.

Note

throttle,

which

is

used in case of emergency,

is

mounted

in the overhead pipe line.

Man

CoiiPARATiVE Size of

The valve motion is of the full Corliss type provided
with dash pots. The cylinders are fitted with Vulcan

and Side View of Corliss Hoisting Engine

Wilkcs-Harrc, I'cim.,

iiii|ii'<ive(l

relciisiiig

valve geai's and the acfualing eatelies

hy the Coal Mining l)e])arlin('nt of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western \i.\l. Co.
A few years ago hoisting engines of this tyi)e \wrv ex-

are a eonibination of the hand adjusted spring and gravThe trij) or releasing motion instead of being
ity tyi)es.

was
thought to be, cheap, ranging in estimated value from
75c. to $1 per ton, and economy of operation was thereOperators could
fore given practically no consideration.
not see the wisdom of investing any considerable amount
of money in expensive machinery merely for the sake
of .saving a few tons of cheap fuel wIumi they could

o]ierate<l

for instaUation

ceedingly rare in

tiie

•Wllkes-Barre, I^enn.

coal

regidiis.

Fuel

was, or

by the ordinary type of Corliss governor is
from the throttle lever.
The first two or three revolutions of the engine are

controlled

made with
open.

A

a late cutoff, the throttle

being only partially

comjilete advance of the hand lever after full

speed has been attained throws into gear tiie trip motion
and the engine then uses steam expansively for the balance of the hoist. The cylinders are also fitted with a bypass arrangement allowing the engineer to lower a load
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under compression, a foot pedal being conveniently

lo-

cated for this service.

The engines

are designed to handle 100 cars per hour

in a vertical shaft having a present depth of 900 ft.
but which will ultimately be increased to approximately

1575

ft.

Cars will be lioisted from the lower level to the

top of the tourer in self-dumping cages. These will weigh
approximately 13,000 lb.
The empty cars will wiegh

5000

lb.

Some

and the

coal

8000

lb.

idea of the size of this installation

is

to be gained

from reference to the photograph of two of the conical
drums taken while in the erecting shop. Each section
of thes drums together with the drum siders weighs approximately

-±0

tons.

Stations in Mines
By James E. Smith*

Refuge

There are too many

lives destroyed in mines by exand I feel satisfied that sixty per
could and would be saved if they only

plosions and otherwise
cent, of these lives

had some place of safety where they could retreat. As
is well known, an explosion destroys everything in its
path and its path is towards the shafts which is the only
Invariabh- there are miners who are
not injured and knowing there is no escape they have to
wait for the consequences, which is death from afterdamp.
relief for the blast.

Vol. 3,

19

iS^o.

The other neck is closed by a heavy concrete stopping, as
shown in the figure.
The door frames are to be constructed of concrete, cut
in the bottom 6 in. and showing a face of 4 in. above the
floor; the top frame cut in the roof 6 in. and showing a
face of 4 in. below the roof; the side frames to be cut
in the pillars 18 in., showing a face of 1 in. outside of the
pillar; the whole frame to be at least two feet thick.
A drill hole is sunk from the surface to each of the
two rooms all surface water is shut off.
A common
;

blower placed on the surface can be attached to the pipe
at a

moment's notice

so as to furnisii sufficient air to

body of men, until they can be
reached with safety from the surface. This pipe can also
be used for the purpose of furnishing the men with food
and water and sending messages back and forth. A telephone can be placed in the chamber so as to communicate with the office on the surface.
The doors of said chamber should be semi-circular in
shape and open in opposite directions, one to resist pressustain

life

for a large

may

sure and the other to resist any ^iliion that

occur

and both to be air-tight. Everytliiug. being fireproof, if
there is any danger of fire in the rag^e you may at once
cover up the shafts. There is no neM of men going in
search of life and losing their'ODivn lives in the effort,
as was done at Cherry and otlifiii* places.
If this device
had been used in the Cherry mine- before the fire, not a
man of the four hundred would have been lost; or the
same in the mine at Belagua, Colo;, where but one man
was mutilated and twenty-nine men were found dead in
one chamber from the effects of afterdamp.

Laws

Revision of Mining

Washington
The

in

State*

legislature of 1!)11 provided for the

appointment

of a commission to revise the law regulating the opera-

mines, the commission to consist of, one
coal-mine operator, one mining engineer, two practical
coal miners and the state coal-mine inspector. The first
four named above were to be appointed by the governor
tion of coal

Plax of Peoposed Refuge

Station- ix a

Mixe

claim that these miners' lives can be saved if suitable
refuge stations were installed in the mines. The nearer
to the working faces these stations are located, the better

I

chance the miners will have to reach them. These stations should be ventilated by one, or better two, boreholes, say eight, ten, or twelve inches in diameter.

but one borehole

is

used

it

If

will be necessary to insert

a four-, iive- or six-inch pipe inside of the larger casing,

and connect this pipe with a small air compressor or
blower on the surface to ventilate the chamber, the air
returning up the larger casing.
Such safety stations may be made by driving a pair
of rooms, as shown m the accompanying figure, off the
inside cross entries, or at any suitable place in the mine;
the width of the rooms to be determined by the character of the roof and floor.
The necks of the rooms
should be driven in narrow, about twenty feet, and then
widened. Two boiler-iron doors are to be placed in cue
of the

room

necks, al)out ten feet apart, a

tos being attached to the door

where

it

.strip

of asbes-

and the fifth was a member e.r-officio.
The following persons were appointed by Gov. M. E.
Hay: Coal-mine operator, F. A. Hill, Seattle; mining
engineer, J. B. Warriner,
perly, Boslyn,

mine

Tacoma

;

miners, George

and Peter McLean, Wilkeson

;

Tom-

and

state

inspector, D. C. Botting, Seattle.

After the commission had held two meetings, Mr. Mcseriously ill and at his request further
meetings were postponed. He finally resigned and Frank
Bennett, of Eoslyn, was appointed to fill the vacancy.

Lean was taken

Mr. Warriner resigned, October, 1912, to accept a posimining company in Pennsylvania; and C. U.
Claghorn, E. M., was appointed in his place.
This commission has endeavored to compile a code that
will work out along practical lines, and it is to be !i()]ii'il
that the members of the 1913 le.srislature will incliuli'
tion with a

it

among

the laws passed.

carefid study

has been prepared after

It

and the members of

tain that in placing

it.

on

tlie

commission are

tlie statutes,

limb, health and property of

the safetv to

men engaged

cerlife,

in this in-

dustrv wdl bo irreativ enhanced.

meets the frame.

From the advance sheets of the Report of the State Inspector of Mines, for 1912.

May

10.
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The Anthracite Mining Code

iiiiiiii

ers, his

Mining men throughout the State
watching with

of

inn

Pennsylvania are

much

anxiety the doings of the legislature
now in session in that state. The commission to revise
and codify the anthracite mining laws of Pennsylvania,
ajipointed by Governor Tener, under tlie Act of June 14,

which act directed the commission to report its delilicrations arid recommendations to the next General AsMinbly (session of 1913), submitted two reports, differing from each other in important points.
The majority
the
ijiort was signed by six members of the commission
irniaiuing three members submitting a minority report,
which was seemingly inspired, in some of its provisions
at least, by influences emanating from the United Mine

a

;

Workers' organization.

Both of these reports were referred promptly to the
Cummittee on Mines and Mining. The majority report
K.'ceived the first attention of the committee, and after
pr(jlonged consideration was reported out, having been
mended by the committee in a few unimportant mati,

tt

IS

that were agreed to by those

who

Later, Apr. 22, the minority report

signed the report.

was reported favor-

ably to the House, by the committee.

It is ttnderstood

that this minority report was signed by the three
bers of the commission chosen

mem-

from the mine workers

of the anthracite region.

One
in

of the

which

it

made

vision

prominent features of the minority report,
from the majority report, is the pro-

differs

in Article

1.5,

that the

mine inspectors of

the anthracite region shall be elected by "the qualified
electors of the several inspection districts."

The law under which the anthracite mine inspectors of
Pennsylvania have been elected by popular vote in their
SBA'eral districts, has been clearly proven to be one of the
most pernicious features of the state mining law, during
the decade in which it has been in force. The majority
report of the commission seeks, in Article 9, Section 6,
to change this condition by providing that all anthracite
mine inspectors shall be commissioned by the governor
from the certified list furnished him by the examining
board, in the order of the percentage mark received by
the candidate in the examination.
So much has been
written in regard to the relative advantages of the appointed and elective systems in the choice of mine inspectors, that nothing is to be gained by further comment, but the ho])e is expressed that the present legislative session will mark a change in the jiresent law, in this
respect.

We

mention

one other feature of the minorshould be sufficient to kill the
1)111.
We refer to the provision made in Article 15, Section 8, that "'All persons holding mine foremen certifiwill

ity report that

in

briefly
it.self

cates shall be eligible to run for the office of
tor."

According

the candidate for

to this section, all
tlu! office

of

that

mine inspec-

is

mine inspector

ref|uire(l
is

of

that "he

file his mine-foreman certificate with
the county
commissioners in the county in which he resides. After

shall

niiiiiiininnnnnniiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiinnnnniiS

iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

name shall be placed on the official ballot." Such
random provision as this needs no comment.

wild and

Its

enactment as law would overthrow the work of

a (|uar-

ter of a century in the effort to secure greater safety in

coal

mining

in Pennsylvania.

l!lll,

!

ninniiiiniiiiiiiiiii

i

the filing of such certificate with the county commission-

Failure

Put On Breathing
Apparatus

To

A warning example of ihe danger that may be present to rescue parties equipped with breathing apparatus
in perfectly good condition, if the same be not ])roperly
employed, may be found in a fatal accident which occurred last November at the Moller mine in the Gladbeck inspection district, Germany. It is the subject of
a leading article by Dr. Forstmann in Gliickauf, April
6,

1913.

Hearing there was a fire in the mine, a party of subofficials started toward the affected region with breathing apparatus. Three of them, while passing along galleries but faintly permeated by gases from the fire,
neglected to use the apparatus, and after awhile sickened,
one of them collapsing so as to prevent his going farther.
The other two put on breathing apparatus and proceeded.
In about an hour they became exhausted and, althotigh
a retreat was attempted, they were unable to reach a
place of safety.

Their death was shown to be caused by ])oisoning with
carbon monoxide. The eft'ect of the gas which they inhaled at first had apparently been aggravated by their
subsequent exertions.
It is thought also that one of

them neglected

to use his second

oxygen

flask.

Neither

of the victims belonged to a regular rescue team.

This accident teaches that gases of combustion which
are so attenuated as to seem negligible mav nevertheless
be poisonous and should not be entered without wearing
a breathing ajiparatus.

Coming

Substitute for Natural Gas

Jlodern developinent of almost every typo of mechanical
api)aratiis is along lines of simplicity and economy. With
])roper

design,

sim])licity

means low maintenance

means durability; durability
and low maintenance means

cheaper cost of operation.
The tendency toAvard simplicity in design is well illustrated in the improvement of the internal-combustion
engine. Many of us can well recall the first of these machines to be placed upon the market.
But our memories
of these engines are that they were a mass of cams,
s])rings, valve rods, etc.; that they were extremely heavy
for their horsepower and noisy in almost a like ])roportion.
Aft'T a period of development that has been comparatively short, they are now one of the simplest, most elastic and most responsive machines known, as well as being
the lightest of

all

this reason perhaps

prime movers for their power. For
more than any other, they have been

—
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the most highly developed in the smaller horsepowers and
have served man rather as a plaything and a toy
driving his motor boats, his automobiles and aeroplanes

with equal facility
in industrial or

Although
are

made

—than

iinding any conspicuous place

manufacturing

institutions.

at the present time

stationary gas engines

in 5000-hp. sizes, yet the

development of this

type of machine is still in its infancy, perhaps not so
much in the mechanical construction of the mechanism itself as in the perfection of the means and methods of pre-

paring the engine fuel.

In thermodynamic efficiency, the internal combustion
engine is at least the equal, if not the superior, of steamactuated power-generating apparatus. In the light of our
present experience and achievement, it is not too much
to hope that at no remote date, means will be developed
for successfully producing high-grade engine fuel from
inferior

and inexpensive

coal or lignite.

When

this re-

commercially accomplished, we need have no fear
of embarrassment or inconvenience on account of our
steadily failing supply of natural gas.
sult

is

The Load Factor

A"ol. 3,

Xo. 19

It is presumable that the requirements of the various
operators will be better known to them than to the power

On the strength of the knowledge which they
should be presumed to have, they bought machinery of
certain ratings.
Because the central-station authorities
do not know more and may actually know less than the
mine-operating department regarding the mine's needs,
the equipment purchased for the central station will be
based inevitably on a certain function of the installed
load, whether the power house is public or private.
Consequently the station equipment is bought for certain anticipated demands and the cost of construction is
based on the mine machinery bought by the powerpurchasing concerns, who may be independent or the
owners of the station. Hence the relation of the load
borne to the load expected is a ratio of no little commercial importance.
A certain percentage of variation
between provision and use has been expected and allowance has doubtless been made for it, but every further
variation means a decrease in the expected income.
This then is the value of the Warren-Bieseker figures.
They supply the basis which will make the probable
factor apparent, whether it be termed load, use or service
factor or what not.
Clearly the operator is going to put

seller.

many

in so

work and obmust be the units

units to perform the colliery

The paper of H. M. Warren and A. S. Biesecker before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, published in this issue, was met with no little criticism large-

by which they are to be supplied with energy.

ly because the authors defined the "load factor" for the

does not

purpose of the paper as the average load on the converter
increased by the converter losses divided by the rating of
the connected units whether idle or working.

discover what

The argument

of the objectors

was that the load factor

viously he desires to

know what

know how

large

If he

how can he
which must be met even

the average load will be,

is the jieak load
he has the relating factor.
He might have a factor
connecting average load with rating units and then a
factor connecting that average with the peak load, but

if

it a title which no
condemn, combines both these requirements

should have no relation to the possible bad judgment
which any operator had exercised in buying machinery
which either he did not need or which was too powerful

the Warren-Bieseker factor, to give

for his purpose.

It is an uncertain factor, and to be used with caution as
indeed are many others. But the authors have found it
checks remarkably well in their Lackawanna practice, so
Xot how close the
closely indeed as to occasion surprise.
factor of the largest station is to the average. In fact
mining practice is stereotyped, especially in any one

was pointed out that the factor, as defined by the
authors, rested on the balance which machine purchase
and mine development had struck between facilities needThe equipment might be
ed and machinery supplied.
excessive or might be inadequate, but the ''power factor"
should only express the relation between the average
energy neecls of the equipment with- the energy needed at
moments of excessive demand.
A furniture maker was instanced whose construction
engineer had a contract based on the total cost of inIn order to swell his percentage return, the
stallation.
consulting engineer bought equipment which greatly exceeded all the legitimate needs of a plant employing a
given number of employees. Consequently had one diligently totaled the ratings on the name plates, the denominator of the ratio would have been high and the
power factor correspondingly low. Such u factory would
appear to be undesirable as a power customer, whereas the
fact that it used almost equal quantities of power
It

throughout the day made

it

a client to be sought.

central-station authorities favored comparing the greatest momentary demands of the station, that
is the peak of the load with the average needs of the

The public

same period. This is a good method when, having built
a central station of a certain size, arrangements are made
to supply a number of independent concerns. But where
a central station, private or public,

modate a
different.

definite

number

is

started to accom-

of companies, the

problem

is

caviler can

in a single figure.

much alike. This keeps the
Warren-Bieseker factors from excessive variation when
taken for equal durations of time. As a rule, mine installations are rather inadequate than excessive and machinery is rarely bought before it is needed.
It would have been equally justifiable to attack the
paper on the grounds that the coal mines on which the
iiKjuiry was based might be so different from others as
Clearly if the installation is
to furnish no criterion.
not to be declared non-typical because it might be found

region, and the needs are

too large or too small for the

might

work required

of

it,

it

also be objected to as abnornuil because used in a

and then if the load factor demanded
were obtained the result would not be of
any value in professional practice. In short the objections
to either kind of factor on the ground of uncertainty
are at least equal and in addition the factor which the
central-station agents demand will not serve the puri)ose
which the authors of the paper were seeking.
The electrical experts may bicker on definitions, but
the conclusions readied in the paper are valuable, despite
ihe verbal criticisms of detractors. The authors were not
trying to explain the fairest way in which to sell power

manner not
by the

from

typical

critics

a plant already

purchased in Chicago,

111.

Mav

10.
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Letter No. 11

men

— The training and education

of niining

for the different positions they desire to hohl in the

laid

my

books aside, and

mine foremen

cent, of the

who cannot

believe there are not 10 per

1

Pennsylvania and West Vir-

in

say the same thing.

mine, must always be adapted to their particidar line of
Drivers, motormen, miners, trackmen, timberwork.

ginia

men, electricians, firebosses, steam engineers, surveyors,
mine foremen and superintendents should undoubtedly
each be trained and educated in their own line of work;
but the more information each is able to gain of the other
man's work, the more liable he is to advance to a higher
position. All mine foremen are on the lookout for bright

be conducted along practical lines.

whom they are pretty sure to advance, proman keeps sober and is willing to study.
Training for the position a man occupies is absolutely
necessarv, and, in my opinion, the greater a man's theo-

do believe that mining examinations should
I do not think it is
necessary for examiners to af^k how air would split itself up in five spiit? of given dimensions, from the same
fan.
In the mine, the icr"man makes these splits and
However,

divides

retical

knowledge, the more

come.

I believe this is true of all

efficient

workman he

will be-

grades of mining work,
Any miner who has

from driver to superintendent.
learned to cut coal to the cleavage, one cleat at a time;
the trackman who understands curves and gradients, and

knows the proper radius for certain mine curves;

who know the
know how to keep a
cians

value of insulation

If a formula

face to the tipple.

He

fire

;

firemen

alile

to handle his

men

so as to produce dividends.

Hundreds

of good

men have

qualified for these posi-

West Virginia and other
states, thus far, without carrying textbooks to the examinations.
I can see no reason why this should be done.
Tn my opinion, it is ea.sy to master any of tlie subjects
in mining without the use of any difficult formula or
theory.
Whv then ''lower the bars" to admit men who
tions in Pennsylvania, Illinois,

study or try to educate themselves.
first married T coidd not work a longT worked eight hours each day in the
fiivision problem.
mine and studied a liko time at night to pass the examT have
ination, and I feel T know the value of study.
will not

I

is

question.

remember when

never since given up the study of mining subjects or

needed to

ans7,-er

a question, ir exam-

I believe

the introduction of textbook; in ex-

aminations would hurt the very persons they were intended to help.
In any examination, there is always
those who would take advantage of being allowed the use
of textbooks and would pass a good examination but have
little practical

knowledge and

less practical ability.

Joseph Virgin, Supt.
Bancroft,

W. Va.

who

;

mu.st be

this purpose.

ination, I think the formula should be given wjth the

electri-

and mine foremen who
can control the ventilation and drainage of a mine and
adopt a successful method of working the coal, are the
men who are the most valuable, because of the knowledge
they possess. Although there are many good men who
know little of these things and yet do good work, T am
convinced they would do better work if they had a technical knowledge and training.
The position of mine foreman or underground manager requires, perhaps, the broadest information and the
best skill and training of any position in the mine, because of the numerous conditions met underground and
The mine
the difficult problems that must be solved.
foreman must understand the constitution and behavior
of mine gases; nature of roofs and bottom; the peculiarHe must possess
ity of cleavages in the roof and coal.
a knowledge of the flow of fluids; steam, compressed air
and electricity; and the application of each of these forms
of power to ])nm])ing, drainage, ventilation and haulage.
He must understand the mining of coal by hand and
machine. He must be able to study carefully and successfully the problem of transporting the <oal from the
thin

using the

the air according to the conditions,

anemometer for

young men,
vided the

I

—

The discussion of this question by the
Coal Age leads me to offer the following remarks: The most pressing need of the practical coal
miner who is ambitious to acquire an education in his
Letter No. 12

readers of

line,

is

the possession of

will give

him

manner and

mining books and papers that

the information he wants, in the i)lainest

the simplest language possible.

miner can devote to study

is

The time

a

and it is im))ortant
returns from his reading

limited,

that he should reap the largest

and study.

The object of textbooks and mining journals is largely
educational and while it may be necessary that in order
to meet the requirements of a certain class of technical
and scientific readers the writer should express himself
not more
reader
should he expressed in words that he can understand with
the least possible efl'ort.
In reading many of the articles
and books on mining it is lu'cessary for a reader of limited
knowledge to refer constantly to a dictionary of scientific
terms, in order to understand what he reads.
Again,
some sentences must be read over several times before one
can fully comprehend their real meaning. The result is
that the ordinary reader becomes wearied with the effort
and the book or journal is thrown aside in disgust.
Without questioning the fact that the writers of most
in

language suitable to that

class,

necessary that articles written

it is

equally

for the

if

common

mining journals and of mining textbooks are practical mining men, it may be stated that the
language they often use is more characteristic of their
scientific than of their practical training.
It is this feature that makes their writings so obscure and difficult
for the average practical niiiiiiig man to comi)rcli('iid.
The majority of the readers of our mining journals
and textbooks are men engaged in the acfnal operation
of the articles in our

of producing coal.

Their daily labor is arduous and danunder which they work are not
such as to train the mind. In many cases, their early edugerous.

The

condifioiis
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If such men can realize the
need and importance of education and come to know that
"knowledge is power," and that the possession of it will
benefit both thcm.selves and their fellow worker.-^, it is only

cation has been neglected.

Vol.

Many

3.

Xo. 19

questions asked depend solely upon the judgment

men

of the person and, as

ditt'er

widely in their judgment,

the answers to such qiiestions will rarely prove satisfactory to the

members

of the board.

Questions that per-

and just to give them the fullest possible returns
for the time and money they expend.

tain to particularly local conditions should be carefully

have reached this conclusion, after conversation with
miners and practical mining men in every official capacity

ing districts, and practice in one district would not be
successful ill another district.
I am in favor of rating each question by stating the
percentage or number of points allowed for the correct
answer. I believe the board ought always to state the coefficient of friction that should be used or the constant
that will be accepted where difl'erent constants are used;
also the number of decimal places the solution should

right
I

and

my own personal experience. The reamany mining journals and textbooks fail to
practical men is because they fail to educate in a

as a result of

son that so
interest

that is easily understood. The principles of mining
expressed in simple terms would be of untold value to
practical mining men; and authors and writers should
realize, when writing, that there are thousands of eager

way

hungry minds waiting and anxious to

alisorl) this

stated; because conditions differ widely in different min-

be carried.

mental

It

quite generally true that

is

dates in

food.
I.

Jerome,

C. Pabfitt.

Peiiii.

Letier Xo. 13— The average mining man who takes up
the study of coal mining today is burdened with masses
of figures and formulas that look like Greek or Hebrew
The course of study usually laid
to his untrained mind.

out for his guidance commences with the rudiments of
If the man is possessed of extraordinary
arithmetic.
will power, he continues to study arithmetic (the hard-

many

mining examinations, lay by

successful candi-

their studies

when

renew them after
Their inclination to study, however, grows
a brief rest.
less and less as time goes on.
Such men will fall behind
and give place to more ambitious men.
At the present time, there are many good schools and
other means of obtaining a technical education at low
These give the amcost, either by studying or reading.
bitious worker every advantage and he has no excuse if
the examination

he

fails

is

over, intending to

to avail himself of the privileges they extend.

The mine worker who continues

to study

and read

will

driest of all studies) until he has mastered fractions, percentage, extraction of roots, the use of sines,

soon be fitted for a higher position in the mining field,
where many conditions will consume his attention, such

It usually takes the
cosines, etc., and algehraic formulas.
average mining man from one to two years to master these
rudiments, which must be done before he can take up the
study of gases, pumping, track laying, haulage, ventila-

as profit

est

and

As a result, he often becomes
safety lamps, etc.
disgusted before completing mathematics.
I believe it is as important to make the line of study
tion,

in

mining

interesting, as to

make

it

instructive.

To do

necessary to inject into the course some elementary information on gases, air, steam, electricity, firstaid and drawing. This would rob study of much of its
terror, because such information would hold the interest
of the student while it broadens his conception.
I do not favor the use of textbooks in examinations.
this,

it

is

a high educational standard for mining exRaise the standard of mining up to that of
the most modem practice and bring the examination to
that standard. Require that all applicants pass this test,
I believe in

aminations.

where no
needed, except a few days' or

but do not lower the examinations to a

the questions asked at many mining examinations.
These questions often fail to state definitely the conditions, and therefore admit of different answers, according

of

assumed by the candidate. In such

cases,

the solution given by the candidate will often be different
from that re(iuired by the board. If the board has the
time, it may be considerate enough to give the candidate
credit for his work, as far as that shows he had the right
idea.

The candidate may have used

a difperent coefficient

of friction, or a different constant for the flow of water
through pii)es, or a different rule for calculating the size
of the shaft pillar at a certain depth below the surface.
Ao-ain, the
of decimal

answer obtained will differ with the number
to whiih Ibe work is carried.

))lnri'S

no better means for protecting these positions or
men who are incapable from holding them,
than to require a test of competency as determined by
an examination.
I believe these examinations should be periodic, and
that they should be required for the renewal of certificates
I also believe that all
for mine foremen and firebosses.
mine superintendents should undergo a more severe examination than the mine foreman and be certified by
law for the position he holds.

There

is

preventing

R. Z. \'ii!(;[\.

.Sujit..

West Yirginia-l'ittsburgh Coal Co.

level

study, sacrifice or effort is
a few weeks' study before the examination.
Much can be said, by way of criticism, of the character

to the conditions

and loss in business, division of costs, the upkeep of property, taxes, sanitary, social and labor condiAll of these will form an interesting study as
tions.
the man advances and his fund of knowledge increases.
It is common to find many persons holding high posiThe numtions, by personal favor rather than by merit.
ber of these, I am glad to say, is rapidly decreasing.

Colliers,

W. Va.

Letter Xo.

IJi

—

I

have been much interested in roadiiig

the letters on the subject of Education In Coal Mining,
particularly those portions relating to the use of text-

books in exainiiiation. I am one of the great number who
did not acquire a good, common-school education, in my
younger days but have since educated myself by corre;

spondence and now hold a fireboss certificate and a firstgrade mine-foreman certificate, for the bituminous mines
of Pennsylvania.
Mining is a very extensive study, which wc can never
hope to master completely; for there is always something
new to learn in the way of improved methods, machinery,
The best mining men today are those who kee])
etc.
themselves posted by reading uptodate mining literature.
It is bv such constant studv we become familiar with the

Mav
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aud formulas relating to the science of mining.
man's knowledge of the mine law and his practical experience in the mine should give him a good idea of the
kind of questions that ought to be asked at the different
examinations.
This makes it possible for good mining
men to qualify, in a short period of time, for any ex-

7a?

principles

large coal-mining company, operating several mines iu

A

the

same town, or a number of small companies operating mines in the same community, to open and maintain
a room for the purpose ot educating their employees.
It often happens that miners are more or less prejudiced
in their minds against their employers and think that
many things that they do are done for the sole purpose
of robbing them.
It is a hard matter to get men who
have only a limited education to take uj) the study of mining, but this can be accomplished if night schools were
opened and maintained by the corporations operating in a
conmiunity, provided that the mine officials themselves
attended the meetings and did all in their power to instruct and interest the miners.
This work should be
followed up by the practice of selecting the most capable
men among tlie miners to fill the difl:'erent positions.

amination.
It is not necessary for a person to remember all the
formulas, but he should remember the principal ones aud
learn how to transpose those formulas so as to find the
value of any of the quantities required. In my opinion,
no first-class mining man would ever require a textbook
If he has the proper qualifications
in an examination.
for the position, he should have no trouble in passing the
examination without the aid of a textbook. I cannot understand how good mining men would advocate the use
of textbooks in examinations; as, in my opinion, this
would tend to lower the standard of examinations. But,
if we are to economize in the production of coal and reduce the number of accidents in the mine, we must increa.se the standard.
I think that all firebosscs, mine foremen and superintendents should be examined at least every four years, in
order to bring the standard up to a maximum; because
the lives of the miners depend, to a large extent, upon
these officials and the knowledge they possess of mining.
In my opinion, it would Ije a good investment for every

Study Course
By
The Coal Age Pocket Book

.

that number of units.
The order of notation is given below and should be carefully studied.
In ordinary computations it is seldom necessary to go higher than millions or billions, at the most.

a

—

Note In response to many repeated requests, we have
given a few pages of purely elementary matter in the Pocket
Book section. The greate'st care has been devoted to the
work to make it simple and clear. The purpose is to provide
a handbook that will contain all and only such matter as is
necessary for practical minins men to know and to use.
Such elementary matter, while familiar to many, is not without value to all.
In order, however, to give more advanced
work, for students of higher grade, and to publish, at frequent intervals, lessons, formulas and data suitable to all. the
pocketbook pages will follow no regular order at present
Later, the same pages will be arranged, and. together witfi
many tables and other matter that obviously could not appear here, will be published as one of the most valuable mining handbooks yet produced.
We cordially invite criticism
and suggestions.

in

J. T.

The order of notation is important. Beginning with units
on the right the numerical value of each succeeding place to
the left increases in the ratio of ten. For example, any digit.
1.
2. 3. etc., standing in the first place on the right, means
etc., units
The sane digit standing in the second
1.
2.
3.
place means ten 10. twenty 20. thirty 30, etc.. units. In other
words, the value of the digit has increased ten times. If the
same digit stands in the third place, counting from the right,
its value is increased ten times again or one hundred times

JS

Bexjajiix Hahtill.
Johnstown, Penn.

Coal Mining
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I

nl

nm

n

--

—A

minute, and

air per

a.GU

passing 35,0i)0 cu.ft. of
desired to reduce this quantity

it is

to 31,000 cu.ft. per min., by

is

means

The

of a regulator.

water-gage reading taken on the regulator being threefourths inch, what must be the area of the opening in
the regulator?

—

Assuming that the given water gage (O.To in.)
obtained at the regidator, after the volume of air has
been reduced to 21,000 cu.ft. per min., the area of opening in the regulator is calculated as follows:
^/;.s.

is

_

0.0004

V'w^ ~

V

0.0004

_

<?

—

X

21,000

0.71

per

sq.ft.

^

^

8.4

r,

^

^

lb.

Assuming

ill.

and when the

as the ijuantity

velocity of the air current.

—

two ventilators producing the same power
are used on the same airway, will the_v produce twice as
much air as one ventilator? If not, how much more than
one ventilator will the two ventilators produce?
Ans. If thei ventilators consume an equal power,
and have the same efficiency, the power on the air when
both are running will be double that when one ventilator
Ques.

If

—

running alone. For the same conditions in the airways,
the quantity of air in circulation varies as the cube root
of the power; or, in this case, the quantity will vary
is

Or, since

as the cube root of two.

v'

8

=

1.26,

will

In other words, if one of the ventilators produces
10,000 cu.ft. of air, the two ventilators running together
will produce 12,600 cu.ft. per minute.
If the pressure required to pass 12,000 cu.ft.
Ques.
of air per min. through an open airway produces a water
gage of 0.8 in., what will be the pressure required to blow
4000 cu.ft. of air per min. through a regulator fixed in
alone.

—

=

—

=

X

per

—The

water gage,
or the water gage due to friction, when the air is reduced
from 12,000 to 4000 cu.ft. per min. Since the pressure
varies as the square of the quantity, the pressure ratio
hence,
is eciual to the square of the quantity ratio
first

step

is

to find the natural

;

w.g.
0.8'

w.g.

_ I/ 4000 \2
~ y2,000
=

—=

/1\2

0.8

O.Oit \u.^

Ques.

—The
in

length of an airway remaining
what proportion must the power be in-

area and

creased in order to double the quantity of air?
Ans. The formula for power, expressed in terms of

—

the quantity of air in circulation,

the
tiu'

(luestion

1

nearhi

does not state whether th'

pressure or

power producing circulation remains unchanged. If
pressure producing the circulation remains constant,

the water gage vlue to the regulator, in this case,

is

''--^

\f^-

.

For the same airway, the area («)• perimeter (o) and
length (/) of the airway are unchanged; and. A- being
constant, the power (m) varies as the cube of the quantity

=

{q^). Therefore, to double the quantity will require 2^
8 times the power, provided the perimeter is constant.
It is possible to change the form of an airway so as to

have a different perimeter but the same area.
Ques
Fcr the same length of airway and quantity
of air in circulation, if the area of the airway is doubled,
how will this affect the power on the air?
Ans. Writing the formula for the power in terms
of the quantity of air in circulation,

—

—

III this case, the leii.stli
(/) and the quantity {q) being
unchanged and k being constant, the power (i;) varies

as the expression a^/o.

Any change

in

area will generally produce a change

in perimeter of the airway.

It is possible to

is

0.8

assume two

separate airways having the same perimeter and different
areas as, for example, an 8x8-ft. airway, 7x9-ft. airwa.v,
all have the same perimeter but
or a 6xl0-ft. airway
:

—

different areas; the perimeters in each case being 32
sq.ft.,

respectively.

ft.

Such

a

cliangc can only be accmplished, in practice, by "ripping"
the roof or "lifting" bottom and building the waste material at the side of the entry.

For example,

if

2

ft.

of

taken down in a 6xlO-ft. entry and a 2-ft.
"building" be carried on one side of the roadway, the
cross-section of the entry would he changed to 8x8 ft.
The entry would then have the same perimeter, but the
area would change from 60 to 64 sq.ft. It would be difficult to double the area and still keep the same perimeter,
roof

ill

The

=

sq.ft.

and the areas 64, 63 and 60

what was previously the open airway?
^„,,<,.

circulation;

in

when

running the volume of air probe 1.26 times that produced by one ventilator

these two ventilators are

duced

air

air is

—

Ans. The cross-section of these airways (area and
perimeter) remaining unchanged, for a constant velocity,
Or,
the pressure will vary as the length of the airway.
in this case, the pressure must be doubled to maintain the

of

reduced from 12,000 to 4000 cu.ft.
per min., the pressure, or water gage, will be increased
2.4 in.
three times, making the water gage 3X0-8
In that case, the water gage due to the regulator is 2.4
0.09
2.31 ill.
Therefore, the pressure absorbed
by the regulator, when the power remains constani and
5-2
say 12 lb.
4000 cu.ft. of air is passing is 2.31

unchanged,

If two airways in a mine are increased to
Ques.
double their length, other conditions remaining the same,
in what proportion must the ventilating pressure be increased to maintain the same velocity of the air current ?

same

^

the power remains unchanged, the pressure

varies inversely

.f

tJ-^'JO

0.75

11.09

X

{Answered by Request)
7xlO-ft. airway

=^

Therefore, the pressure required
to blow the air through the regulator is 5.2
'^-^l

Ventilation
Ques.

iiiiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiuuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiir

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

lilllllllllllllllllllliliiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

be

jiractice.

However, assuming a constant perimeter, the power
Therefore, if
varies inversely as the cube of the area.
the area is doubled, without changing the perimeter, tliere
will

be required only 1/2^

=

i^ of the original power.

—
Mav
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COAL AND COKE NEWS
Washington, D. C.
Interstate Commerce Commission has just decided
the case of the Sheridan Chamber of Commerce vs. the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy Ry. Co.. et al, in which complaint
was made of the rates on coal from Sheridan, Wyo., to points
in Nebraska and South Dakota on the line of the Chicago &
North Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R.R.,
and to points east and west of Billings, Mont., on the line of
the Northern Pacific.
Comparisons were made of distances and rates from Sheridan, Hudson, and from Illinois and Indiana coal fields to
points of destination on the Chicago & North Western herein
involved.
Similar comparisons were made of distances and
rates from Sheridan and Roundup, Mont., and from Illinois
coal fields to points of destination on the Chicago, Mil^vaukee
& St. Paul herein involved. Sheridan mines were found to be
at a disadvantage of from 85 cents to $1 in competing at
points on the NortLern Pacific with the mines located on that
railroad.
It was held that:
1.
The great
screpancy between the rates from Sheridan
and from Hudson to the same points of destination on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and from Hudson to the same
points of destination on the Chicago cS: North Western and
between rates from Sheridan and Roundup to the same points
of destination on the Chicago. MiUvaukee & St. Paul cannot
be justified on the ground that the movement from Sheridan
involves a two-line haul.
Where the physical connection between connecting car2.
riers is as simple as in these small western towns, involving
no expensive terminal service, the additional cost due to the
switching movement is small, so small in fact that it may
not properly be made the basis of an additional charge for a
two-line haul of substantial length.
The facts in these cases demonstrate the necessity of
3.
promulgating rates which will allow this coal to find a market in the territory described.
In order to accomplish this
result there must be a free interchange of traflRc at reasonable joint rates.
4.
Joint rates should be established from the mines at
Sheridan to the points on the Chicago & North Western
which have been specified in the complaint which should in
no case exceed the rate from Hudson, Wyo., to the same
points of destination, except that the rate to common points
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago &
North Western need not be changed.
5.
A joint rate should be established from Sheridan to
Chamberlain. S. D., not to exceed that from Roundup to
Chamberlain and this rate should be carried back as far as

The

Okaton.

D.
differential of 25 cents is a

S.

6.
A
reasonable allowance for
the difference in the distance from Sheridan and from the
Pacific mines to points of destination involved
within 500 miles of Sheridan.
As the distance to points of
destination Increases, the differential between the rates from
Sheridan and from Red Lodge should be further contracted.
so as not to exceed 15 cents to points between 500 and 600
miles distant and not to exceed 5 cents to points between
600 and 700 miles distant.
To points over 700 miles distant
the rate from Sheridan should be the same as the rate from
Red Lodge.

Northern

Senator Kern*H ReHolutiiiuM
Senator Kern on April 12 offered a resolution regarding
the West Virginia coal strike which has now been reported
by Senator Williams from the Committee on Contingent Expenses in a completely amended form reading as follows:
Resolved, that the Senate Committee on Education and
Labor is hereby authorized and directed to make a thorough
and complete investigation of the conditions existing in the
Paint Creek coal fields of West Virginia for the purpose of
ascertaining:
First.
Whether or not anv svstt-m of peonage Is maintained In said coal fields.
Second.
Whether or not access to post offlces Is prevented; and If so, by whom.
Third.
\\hether or not the Immigration laws of this
country are being violated In the West Virginia coal fields:
and If so. by whom.
Fourth.
If any or all
of those conditions exist,
the
causes leading up to such conditions.
Fifth.
Whether or pot the Commissioner of Labor or any
other official or officials of the Government can be of service
in adjusting such strike.
Sixth.
Whether or not parties are being convicted and
punished In violation of the laws of the United States.
Said committee or anv subcommittee thereof Is herebv
empowered to sit and act during the session or recess of
Congress or of cither House thereof at such time and place
as It may deem necessary; to require bv subpoena or otherwise the attendance of witnesses and the production of
papers, books, and documents; to employ stenographirs at
a cost not exceeding $1 per printed page, to take and make a
record of all evidence taken and received bv the committee
and keep a record of Its proceedings; to have such evidence
record, and other matter required by the committee printed

The chairman

of the committee or any member thereof may
administer oaths to witnesses.
Subpoenas for witnesses
shall be issued under the signature of the chairman of the
committee or subcommittee thereof. Everv person who, having been summoned as a witness bv authority of said committee or any subcommittee thereof, willfully makes default or who, having appeared, refuses to answer anv questions pertinent to the investigation herein authorized shall
be held to the penalties provided bv section one hundred and
two of the Revised Statutes of the United States.
The expenses thereof shall be paid from the contingent
fund of the Senate on vouchers ordered by said committee,
signed by the chairman thereof and approved by the Committee on Contingent Expenses.

Debute on Coal Tariff
During the debate on the tariff bill in the course of the
week under the five-minute rule, considerable attention
was given to the section dealing with coal and an effort
past

was made

to secure the amendment of the tariff act relating
to that subject.
The idea of those who urged a change was
expressed in the following paragraph which was offered as a

substitute for the

Underwood

new

tariff

provision as contained in the

bill.

Bituminous coal and shale,

40 cents per ton of 2S bushels,
80 lb. to the bushel; coal slack or culm, such as will pass
through a half-inch screen, 15 cents per ton of 28 bushels. SO
lb. to the bushel:
Provided, that the rate of 15 cents per ton
herein designated for "coal slack or culm" shall be held to
apply to importations of coal slack or culm produced an
i

screened in the ordinary way. as such, and so shipped from
the mine; coke, 20 per cent, art vnUu-.m; compositions used

fuel in which coal or coal dn-t is the component material of chief value, whether m i.ikiu. it.s or other form 20
per cent, ad valorem: Provi.l. .1 finth.i, that on all coal 'imported into the United States, uliuh is afterward used for
fuel on board vessels propelled by steam and engaged in
trade with foreign countries, or in trade between the Atlantic and Pacific ports of the United States, and which are
registered under the laws of the United States, a drawback
shall be allowed equal to the duty imposed bv law upon such
coal, and shall be paid under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe."

for
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Anthracite

Pottsvllle— Fifteen hundred men and boys struck at the
Vulcan and Buck Mountain collieries of the Lehigh Valley
Coal Co., Apr. 26.
The cause of the strike was the refusal
of the officials to grant the Inside men an increase in wages
for work where a safety lamp was demanded.

—

^VilkPH-Barre The mess house opened by the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co. at its Prospect Colliery, on Jan. 16 of this
year, has proved so great a success that applications have
already been received by the company to establish such
houses at three of Its other collieries. Officials of the company report that from 75 to 100 men use the house regularly,
and a number of them have formed a "Coffee Club." the
members of which take turns In healing coffee for the crowd
on the appliances provided for that purpose,

.Shamokln A tieup of collieries In this region, chiefly six
operations controlled by the Mineral R.R. & Mining Co.. laying between 7000 and SOOO men and boys Idle, has been officially declared off, and the strikers are satisfied with results.
The strike started on .\pr. 22. at several collieries, and two

days afterward all the mines along the Pennsylvania R.R..
between Shamokln and Mt. Carmel. were tied up. excepting
Greenough colliery, controlled by Individual operators.
At that mine almost all the employees were union men with
dues paid up.
Over 4 In. of rain has fallen In this section and a number of the collieries are In danger of being flooded by swollen
mountain streams. It is said that If the rain continues the
mules will be hoisted to the surface. All the company's pumps
the

are

In

operation.

One thousand men In arrears at the collieries paid up their
assessments, JtOOO being collected by the secretaries of locals.
The Green Ridge and Richards Collieries, owned by the Mineral Company, are now "closed shops." acording to the United
Mine Workers.

—

Mhenanilonh Seventy-five employees at strlpplngs In this
have gone on strike because five of the employi-es failed
wear the union button.
The Susquehanna Coal Co. has recently equipped Its William Penn colliery with the latest and most modern type of
Draeger helmets and rescue apparatus.
city
to
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of the Sterrick Creek Colliery of the Temple
Iron Co. in Jessup. are on strike because the engineers
in and about the operation have refused to join
Strikes of this kind are not sanctioned
the miners' union.
by the union, and the strikers do not receive union support.
The agreement under which the miners are working provides
that no men be forced into the union, and it provides also
that all grievances between the employees and operators be
adjusted by a colliery grievance committee and the colliery
officials.
In the event of such a conference failing to bring
about an adjustment, the grievances, under the contract, go
conciliation
board for settlement.
to the

Employees

&

Coal

employed

Bituminous

—

Courtney Xinety-six bodies have been taken from the
Cincinnati mine of the Monongahela River Consolidated Coal
& Coke Co., which was wrecked by an explosion Apr. 23.
Officials of the company
All but two have been identified.
The work of cleaning up the mine
will make no statement.
and putting it in condition for reopening is progressing rap-

Vol.

— The

powder house of the Rochester &
Iron Co., at Lucerne, narrowly escaped
destruction recently as the result of a forest fire. The flames
worked up within a few' hundred yards of the building and
it was only with the united efforts of the farmers and a few
volunteers that it was saved.
Punxsutaivney

&

—

The store and a part of the tipple of the Bando
three miles south of Somerset, were destroyed by
It is thought that the fire was caused by sparks
from a passing B. & O. locomotive. The Bando mines have
been idle for a year and the store building was empty. The
loss is estimated at from $1800 to $2000 and is partly covered by insurance.
Somerset

Coal
fire

Co.,

recently.

OHIO

—

Ulriehsville The fan house at the Hiawatha Coal Co.'s
mine near "52" cut, has been completely destroyed by fire.
The origin is not known. The building was a frame struc-

The mines
ft., and contained valuable machinery.
had just resumed operations under a receiver after an idleness since Feb. 22. Forty men are out of employment. There
was no insurance.
Columbus John B. Moore, president of the United Mine
Workers of the Ohio district, and Duncan McDonald, of
Springfield, 111., have been selected to represent the miners
of the United States at the International congress at KarlsThe congress will be presided
bad. Bohemia, July 21 to 24.
over by Robert Smillie, the British president.
Coal operators and jobbers throughout Ohio are very
much interested in the coming appointments of Governor
Cox on the commission authorized by the Ohio General
Assembly to investigate the rate of payment for coal mining
ture, 24x14

amount into Indiana and cut down to that extent the
of Indiana domestic.
Indiana domestic has not been cutting a large figure,
however, even thrugh efforts have been niade to make consumers better acquainted "with this Indiana coal.
When
natural gas failed in Indiana, a board of coal dealers
was created who did not kno-w one grade of coal from anThere were operators who took advantage of this
other.
ignorance to market some inferior so called Indiana domestic coal. The result was that this low grade of fuel has
given Indiana coal a blow from which it has been difficult to
Notwithstanding the really good domestic grades
recover.
are being worked into consumers* bins again.
consumption

The executive board of the U. M. W, A. has passed a
resolution endorsing the action of Senator John W. Kern,
of Indiana, in trying to get a committee appointed to
conduct a federal investigation into conditions in the Cabin
Creek and Paint Creek fields. A copy of the resolution was
mailed to all the U. S. Senators.

ILLINOIS

—

Royalton The strike at the two Royallon mines still conIt seems to be a case of where the miners insist that
the new company, which bought the property of the South
]\Iine after it had gone through the bankruptcy act, pay the
miners for the labors performed under the former owners.
The present operators are in no way connected with the
former owners of the mine, and for that reason contend that
the miners should not look to them for their wages, but
should have secured same while the property was in the
hands of the bankruptcy court. The miners contend differently, and won't work until they get their back wages.
tinues.

KEXTl'CKY

—

E^arlln^ton It is reported that organizers representing
the United Mine Workers of America have been at work in
this vicinity for some time, in an effort to unionize the mines
in this section.
It is asserted by some of
the interested
operators that the movement is due to the influence of Indiana operators, who complain because of the fact that western Kentucky mines can undersell them.
i

PERSONAL

—

The authorization is contained in the Thomas
the state.
resolution adopted by both houses of the legislature and was
intended to forestall action on the Green antiscreen bill.
While the governor has not given any intimation of the men
who are to constitute the commission, he has publicly announced that that body is to have its report ready for
consideration by the extraordinary session of the general
assembly to be convened during the coming winter.
Two thousand five hundred miners in the
St. Clairsvllle
various mines of the Lorain Coal & Dock Co. in Belmont
County struck recently because of the refusal of the company
to pay the men extra for work in cutting soapstone and slate
out of the mines.
in

—

—

Bridseporf Two thousand miners who went on strike
May 1, still refuse to return to work. It is reported that
delegations representing the men will try to induce the miners throughout eastern Ohio to enlist. The strike was caused
by the refusal of the various coal companies to pay the men
for roll cutting, or the removal of slate from the mine.

Logan

—Work

Straightsville,

is

in the mines about Nelsonville and New
picking up rapidly. Orders from the lake

ports are stimulating the shipments. The local
are working full capacity to take care of the
Pomeroy and
north on the Hocking Valley.
mines are not working yet. A large number
badly damaged by the flood.

freight crews
trains goin?
the southern
of them are

ixni vN.v

—

Indiana coal operators are not excited by
the proposed abolishment, at Washington, of the tariff on
The state is too far inland to be more than indirectly
coal.
Coal men see the possibility that Welsh coal might
affected.
interfere with the coast trade, say, in Pocahontas and any
abbreviation in the amount of the Virginia product that goes
to steamships and other consumers east might throw a
Inilianapolitt
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larger

idly.

Pittsburgh Coal

3,

W.

F.

Murray has been appointed assistant general su-

perintendent of
ican Fuel Co.
Col.

J.

C.

all

the Colorado mines of the Victor-Amer-

of New York, president of the SlossIron Co.. is spending several days in Birminspecting the properties of his company in

Maben,

Sheffield Steel

ingham,

Ala.,
that district.

&

P. F. O'Neill has been
sel for the Lehigh Valley

of

vS

the legal affairs of

appointed assistant general counCoal Co., and will have full charge
& Co., Inc., operating in

Coxe Bros.

the Hazleton region.
R. E. Howe, former traffic manager of the Knoxville, Sevierville & Eastern Ry., has accepted a position as secretarj'
Mr. Howe has
of the Climax Coal Co., at Middleboro, Ky.
been succeeded by J. M. Starrett.
P. J. Rogers, superintendent of the Tennessee Coal, Iron
& R.R. Co., has been selected by Governor O'Neal, of Alabama, as the third member of a commission which will soon

inspect the scales at the Banner mine.

Thomas

Smith, formerly superintendent of the Consolidamines at Two Lick and West Fork, has been
Montana where he succeeds Harley W. Smith,
who has asked for a leave of absence on account of illness
in his family.
.1.
Albert Cook, who for a number of years has been a
member of the engineering department of the West Virginia
division of the Consolidation Coal Co., has become superintendent and has been assigned to the mines at Beechwood
and Murray to succeed W. H. Hess, who has been transferred
Mr. Hess takes the place of A. \'. Morto the mine at Gipsy.
gan, who has resigned from the service.
Thomas H. Hayden, for a number of years operating superintendent of the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal R.R. Co.,
at Louisville, who resigned that position recently, has been
appointed general manager of the Cumberland R.R., in
southeastern Kentucky, with general charge of the extensive
coal holdings of the company, which has five mines in active
Mr. Hayden's experience has been
operation at this time.
entirely with railroads, having been actively engaged in almost every line of service in that connection since 1876. In
his new position he succeeds E. C. Milliner, who resigned tc
look after private interests.
tion Coal Co.'s
transferred to

Mav

10,
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—

Scranton, Penn. Contractors have broken ground for a
model village that is to be built around the Underwood colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co.
The village is to consist

—

Natrona, Penn. Important contracts were let at Kelly
Saturday when officials of the Providence Coal &
Coke Co. met at that company's plant. Estimates approximating $25,000 -ft'ere made on a new tipple.
Station

—

McDonald, Penn. It is reported that the Peoples' Natural
Gas Co. is drilling a well in this vicinity, which is already

of 2S double houses, of timber construction, 28x40 ft.
Several frame bandings are also being built for the colliery
bosses and their families. The Underwood colliery is to be
one of the most modern in this part of the state. It will open
up large tracts of hitherto untouched coal and will give employment to a large number of men for many years. It is
expected that the colliery will be ready for operation within
Hower & Stender are in charge of the cona few weeks.
struction work.

the deepest in the world.
The present depth of the well is
said to be over 6200 ft. and there are more than 60 tons of
pipe in the hole.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

—

The extent of the Locust Mountain Coal
is illustrated by the recent increase in the
capital to $550,000. Pres. Baird Snyder states that
of boring the tunnel through the rock and the
erection of the breaker will be pushed.
Pottsvllle, Penn.

Co.'s

operations

amount of
the work

—

Blrmin^faam, E^ngrland A new colliery has been opened up
Birmingham and is fitted with every modern appliance to
operate a coal seam 24 to 28 ft. in thickness. It is calculated
that with a force of from 500 to 600 men the output will be
from 300.000 to 350,000 long tons per annum.
at

—

PHtsburc;, Kan. The Central Coal & Coke Co. has started
sinking a shaft one mile northwest of Edison. The top house
When the mine opens it
at the mine is nearly completed.
will be one of the largest in the district and will employ from
200 to 300 men. It will be known as mine No. 48.

—

R. W. Stone, who has recently accepted
Oluefield. \V. Va.
the position of superintendent of construction for the Pond
Creek Coal Co., states that the company is preparing to erect
about 400 homes at the various operations along the new line.
Several large stores will also be built. The work is to begin
at an early date.

—

Prnlrie du Chlen. AVis. The Roberts & Schaefer Co. of
Chicago have been awarded the contract for a large coaling
plant for the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R.R. to be built
here immediately. The same firm recently secured a contract
from the Chicago & North Western Ry. for the construction
of a Holman locomotive coaling plant to be erected at
Green Bay, Wis.

—

AVhItpHbnrs, Ky. It is reported that the work of ballasting the upper extension of the Lexington & Eastern is being rushed to completion, and two months more is exThis part of the road conpected to see the work finished.
nects Hazard and McBoberts, and will bear an important
passenger
traffic when completed.
It
part in the freight and
is now handling trains, but when fully ballasted can accom-

modate more and heavier

traffic.

—

Blnefleld, AV. Va. The U. S. Coal & Coke Co. has conditionally awarded contracts to Rufus J. Bird & Co. for the
building of 125 company houses for the concern's operations
The total cost will be approxiat Nos. 3 to 11, inclusive.
mately $130,000. A contract, involving the sum of $120,000, has
also been awarded to John Doss, of Welch, W. Va. It is the
intention of the company to make the appropriation and start
the construction work by May 15.
PottMVllle, Penn.

— Large

Beaver Creek. Ky The construction of the new Beaver
Creek branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.. from the mouth
of Beaver Creek to Steele's Creek, a distance of twenty
miles, has recently been started, a large force of men and
teams being actively engaged in the work. It is expected
that the road will be completed within a year, and It Is assured of heavy traffic from the start. In view of the richness
of the coal and timber lands which it will open up.
a vast
trict

in

W.

Va.

— The

territory rich In

Kentucky.

Chesapeake & Ohio Is opening up
coal and oil In the Beaver Creek dis-

Several

Rose.

Rock Island.
to deal in fuel.
A. R. Gates.

Rock

—

The City Coal Co.; capital stock. $5000;
Incorporators: W. J. Lacey, W. F. Zibell and

III.

Island,

III.

— The

Spoon River Coal

$6000: to mine coal.
Incorporators;
Schoessel and W^. D. Godfrey.

Co.; capital stock,
A. Schaeffer, C. A.

W.

—

Sparta. Tenn. The Young Coal & Coke Co.; to develop and
operate a coal mine at Obey City. Incorporators: E. C. Young,

W.

B.

Goodwin and John McDaid.

Barnes,

—

The Old Virginia Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: W. P. Hutcheson, H. B. Bonney. J. R.

Nashvlllp. Tenn.
$25,000.

W. W.

V.

Mulian and W.

B. Miller.

—

Sbarpsvtile, Penn. The Pierce Coal Co.; capital stock,
$150,000: chief works in Parton County, Mo„ and offices at
Sharpsville. Incorporators: A. M. Imbrie, Frank Pierce, M. L.
Pierce. T. A. Pierce and A. C. Andrews.

—

Columbus. Ohio The Chaparal Mining Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $125,000 to mine and deal
The incorporators are P. L. Tanzey, E. C, Paine, W.
in coal.
G. Bossman, C. H. Blackee and R. S. Barbee.

—

Dover. Del. A certificate of increase of capital stock of
the American Coal & Byproducts Coke Co. was filed at the
State Department .\pr. 30. The increase is from $500,000 to
$5,000,000.
The company was chartered in 1912.

—

Salem, Oblo The Salem Mining Co. has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $75,000 to mine and deal in coal and
The incorporators are Charles Estep, John E. Reese,
clay.
J. E. Morgret, W. W. Weaver and R. D. .Anderson.
Knoxvllic, Tenn.^The Vaspar Coal Mining Co.: capital
Incorporators: G. C. Bell, E. Carson, E. C.
$100,000.
Stookesberry, W. J. Donaldson and Robert Young. The property of the company is located at Vaspar, In Campbell County.
stock,

INDUvS TRIAL

NEWS

steam shovels have been shipped

to Locust Mountain and It is expected that operations will
soon be started to take off the entire top of the mountain to
get at the coal. The seams near the surface will be stripped
In time to take out the coal to operate the new breaker, now
Pending the construction of an
In the course of construction.
extensive system of tunneling, the coal will be carried from
the distant points of the strlppings by a tramway.

Hnntlnicton.

—

The Bruin Coal Co.; capital stock, $10,Incorporators; A. M. Thompson, J. H. Thompson and Ray

Plttsliureb, Penn.
000.

operations are

to
start
the railroad officials

there
expect

within the next four months and
Contracts for the work of
to handle a big output of coal.
building a line to Beaver Creek from the main line have already been let. Twenty-one miles of track are now being
The
laid, but It may be decided to extend the line later on.
spur connects with the main line of the road near Albn. Ky.

—

Cincinnati, Ohio Judge A. M. J. Cochran has confirmed
the sale of the Covington Coal & Sand Co, The purchaser was
Theodore Kirk.

CbicaKo, Ill.^The Dominion Coal
that $110,000 of
be retired May

its
1

first

at

nrldeeport. Tex.

105

Co.. Ltd.,

mortgage 5 per
and Interest.

— Recent

city's industrial activity.
full tim<- and the working

has given notice

cent,

bonds were to

rains have visibly Increased the
The coal mines are running on
forces will be Increased.

DrcHdcn, Ohio— A recent shipment of coal to Dresden has
enabled the water-worl<s plant to resume operations.
The
electric lights, however, hav<^ not yet been placid In operation.

Knox l-lllc
newly

d
recelvi-d

lonn

— Coal

prospectors are

•red field In this vicinity.
drillers have struck at

now working

In

a

According

to reports

four

workable

least

seams o

—

.\t a coming meeting of the dlreelors
lllrnilnicham, Ala.
of the .Mabama Co., formerly the Alabama Consolld.itid Coal
& Iron Co., permanent officers will be elected. The meeting

win be held

In

Baltimore.
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—

Dulutta, Minn. It is estimated that over 150,000 tons of
coal have reached the harbor at Duluth since the first boat
arrived a little over a week ago. This has been principally
in the nut and stove sizes.
Rock Island, 111. A theoretical merger of the Union Ice
& Coal Co., the Spoon River Coal Co. and the Spoon River
Colliery Co. has been effected through the efforts of M'illard
Sehaeffer, president and general manager of the latter
.A.

—

concern.

—

plttHliurgb, Penn. The Pittsburgh Coal Co. has leased a
strip of land from the estates of Alexander and Thomas
Jones.
The tract of land in question lies along the Monongahela River wharf and extends for 500 ft. above the
Point bridge.

—A

meeting of prominent Alabama citithe Morris Hotel, Birmingham, for the pur-

Birmingham. Ala.

was

zens
pose

held in
discussing the

of
of the Alabama

advisability

of

taiilng

convicts out

mines and away from the control of private

corporations.

—

The Marion plant of the Southern
C'onnellHville. Penn.
Connellsville Colie Co., near Cheat Haven, has been forced
to bank its ovens for a week, owing to the installation of a
cable across the river. Until now the plant has been making full time.
Five diamond drills are busy testing IS. 000
Rural, Penn
acres of coal lands located in Indiana County, near the Cambria County line, the holdings of the Greenwich Coal Co. It
is understood that the Manor Real Estate Co., of Philadelphia, will acquire the property and commence coal operations
on a large scale.
^VashlnKton. Ind. The Riverside Coal Co.'s mine has been
sold at a receiver's sale to W. B. Catching, of London, Ky.
The consideration was $4000. This same property was reIt is said that the mine will
cently appraised at $15,000.
resume operations.

—

—

Johnstunn, Penn. Engineers employed by the Cambria
County commissioners have just finished the task of assessing the minerals of the county at what they believe to be
The coal in Cambria County is said to be
the full value.
valued at $25,000,000.

—

Denver, Colo. The Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. has rendered
3400 acres of coal land, valued at $1,000,000, to the United
government in consideration of the dismissal of a suit
The land is
involving 5800 acres owned by the company
located in southern Colorado.

.States

—

Louisville. Ky. It has been learned that J. C. C. Mayo,
vice-president of the Elkhorn Fuel Co., has received, in consideration for the transfer of certain of his coal lands to the
new corporation, $600,000 in cash. $2,000,000 in preferred stock

and

common

$2,000,000 in

Columhus. Ohio

stock.

— Reports

received by

Columbus operators

were ixpected
commission by Apr. 30. Crippled conditions of the
railroads and shortage of available cars is making the movement of coal from the mines to the lake slow.

state that practically all vessels on the lake
to be

in

—

Sbelburn. Inil. The Klondyke mine, southwest of Shelburn, has been closed for some time because of burning gas
Operations will be resumed, however, as soon
in the mine.
The work required
as the aircourses have been opened up.
to do this will cost in the neighborhood of $500.

—

Cincinnati, Ohio On Apr. 2S the Queen & Crescent R.R.
started operations with its new $15,000,
500-ton capacity
coal chute at Ludlow. This is the first to be completed of the
$150,000 improvements, which were authorized last Fall. The
othe !»":? v.-ments include a roundhouse and yard facilities.

—

<s,.'
— Chauncey M. Weeks, a farmer in Prairie
-wns-i-.o. h
ariven a two-year option to Richards &
Sons, "'iii f.r -.-•,,
The tract consists of 92 acres and the
option prii..
"cre.
The company may use five acres
for buildings, ic" .ii Mnes and switches; $150 an acre to
be paid for the site.

J. -)•'..

•".

.-

Hniif.

•

.

•

'

—

rharlestnu. W. Va
C!ark & Krebs. civil and mining engineers of Charleston, \V Va.. have recently completed a map
lines, location and car allotment of
the mines In the New River, i'pnawha River. Coal River and
Guyan River coalfields, in West Virginia. This map will be
of great use for reference.

showing the property

—

Chipnico. Ill
Ofl^clals of the Consumer's Co.. which is a
consolidation of the City Fuel Co. and the Knickerbocker
Ice Co., report that they will soon be ready to prepare a
statement of the company's financial position. Thl.s will be
submitted with the applications to Hat the sh;ires on the
Chicago and New York stock exchanges.

Vol.

3,

No. 19

—

Chattanoosa, Tenn. Chattanooga capitalists have recently
purchased the Monarch coal mines at St. Charles, Va. Application has been made for a charter for the new company,
changing the name to the Old Virginia Coal Co. The original
This will probably be incapital stock is set at $25,000.
creased after the concern has begun operations.
New Orleans, I<a. A New Orleans company has built steel
barges, bought tugboats and established a depot for handling
large quantities of Alabama coal for export and to supply
ships' bunkers.
The company will take advantage of the
completion of the government locks on the Warrior and
Tombigbee Rivers to barge coal past Mobile and into New

—

Orleans.

—

Little Rock, .Vrk.
The coal tests which have been recently conducted by the Rock Island road to determine the
It
several
grades
of coal have been concluded.
efficiency of
is expected that a decision will be reached soon as to the
be
Rock
Island.
Samples
of
grade of coal to
used on the
Arkansas, Oklahoma and other grades of soft coal were used
in these tests.
Salt Liake City, I'tah The Jesse Knight interests in Carbon County are operating a coal property located on the Denver & Rio Grande R.R. at the new town of Storrs. The machinery is up to date, and the company plans to furnish a
quality of coal which is unsurpassed by any in that locality.
The coal is mined from beds averaging S ft. in thickness, over
which is 1000 ft. of solid sandstone capping. The capacity
will be from 1500 to 2000 tons per day.

—

—

Brownsville, Penn. Bids have been received for the driving of the slope entrance at the new plant of the Lilly Coal
& Coke Co. This work will be hurried as much as possible.
The tipple has been under construction for some time.
Some alterations were made, however, due to the change
of the P. V. & C. tracks in the vicinity of the new plant. It
is the intention of the officials to operate the plant at the
Thomas Elliott is general manearliest possible moment.
ager.

—

Pittsburgh, Penn. A deal involving 223 acres of coal
land in Allegheny Township has recently been consummated
by J. F. Steele, executor of the Miriam S. Steele estate. The
Lucesko Coal Co. bought the tract for a consideration of
The coal is the
$28,500, a little more than $125 an acre.
upper and lower Freeport and Kittanning seams. The especial value of this piece of land lies in the fact that it is the
key to many acres of coal behind it which cannot well be
operated without the Steele holdings.

Du

— Options

which were recently taken on
Township by E. E. Davis, of
May 1. The land owners were
notified that payment would be made within a few days.
Between $50 and $70 an acre was paid for the land, and the
entire deal means a transfer of about $360,000.
The tract is
mixed up with a field of about 15.000 acres owned by the
Greenwich Coal & Coke Co., and it is the general opinion that
this company is the purchaser. The field is already tapped by
the Cherrytree & Dixonville R.R., which is jointly owned by
the New York Central and the Pennsylvania.
Bills,

Penn.

6000 acres of coal land in Green

Johnstown, were ordered

lifted

—

Louisville, Ky. Three Louisville coal concerns, handling
Pittsburgh coal from the mines of the consolidated interests,
have been combined under one management, to be known
hereafter simply at the Pittsburgh Coal Co. The companies
included are the O'Neil Coal & Coke Co., Joseph Walton & Co.,
and O'Donnell & Co. The consolidation was announced to
take effect May 1. The new company is to be managed by
Charles J. O'Conner, formerly president of the O'Neil Coal &
Coke Co., who will be assisted by W. S. Montz, formerly
of Joseph Walton & Co.
Rumors of such a move have been
current for some time, but it was not definitely decided upon
until very recently.

—

Property owners and business men of Foshave organized tor the purpose of developing the co;il
in this vicinity
and in connection therewith thr
building of a railroad from Condon to Fossil and the coal
The project is
deposits, about ten miles from the town.
headed by Joseph J. Henry, of Chicago. Anthony Mohr and J
Fossil. Ore.

sil,

fields

of Portland, and Dr. A. Ives, of Chicago.
A meeting was held this week in Fossil and committees were appointed to solicit the necessary funds for preliminary work.
Vice-president J. P. O'Brien of the O.-W. R. & N. Company,
which operates a branch line to Condon, has been interviewed In regard to the extension of this line from Condon
to Fossil, and it Is said this will be done providing evidence
can be shown that the mine will have a dally output of
In view of the encouraglnK
at least 300 tons from the start.
preliminary reports, it is regarded as certain that the railroad will be built as soon as the proper arrangements can
!)e completed.
E. Reed,

May
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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CiEXERAL KEVIEW
The regular monthly advance in prices on the domestic
grades of hard coal has not caused any decrease in the demand, which continues as insistent as ever. Mines are working up to full capacity and the only difficulty before the
operators is providing an equable distribution of the production.
In previous years at this time, the companies have
usually had substantial surpluses on hand with which to
but, owing to the restricted production last year, such is not the case now and the freshly
mined product has to be relied upon entirely. The loading
at the New York piers for the coastwise trade is slow, and
consumers are finding it difficult to obtain their required tonnages, especially when they are particular about sizes.
Now that the West Virginia labor situation has been partially cleared up for the moment at least, consumers are
waiting for some response in the market before undertaking
any extensive buying. The indications are that they are not
without justification in their position as it is difficult to see
how the new higrh prices at Hampton Roads can hold unThere is
less a rigid restriction is put upon the production.
a free movement on contract in the coastwise bituminous
trade, consumers taking their full allottment, and there are
Indications of some improvement in prices, particularly on
certain grades which are developing unusual strength.
The Pittsburgh market is becoming more and more active, due to the exceedingly heavy demand in the Lake trade
stocks are low at the head of the Lakes, and jobbers at
that point are anxious to lay in the maximum supplies because of the possibility of labor troubles when the agreements expire next April before navigation is again open.
The labor unrest, so general throughout the country, seems
to indicate that there may be serious trouble between the
operators and miners before the next agreement is reached.
It is difficult for consumers to obtain coal at the regular
Pittsburgh circular now, a contract for a million tons having
been recently refused. Bituminous and anthracite operators
are showing a determination to put enough coal beyond Lake
Michigan to supply any reasonable demand. Both Lake and
steam business in Ohio has been heavy, and the general
tone is good.
There have been heavy shipments in both the foreign and
oastwise trade out of Hampton Roads, but the congestion at
tillpiers continues unrelieved; producers are showing every
iiulication of holding firm on prices, while buyers are slow
al.out closing, evidently believing that a sharp decline is invltable.
In the Southern pig-iron market the depression is
Im ing more
keenly felt and the effects are now spreading
t.) the coal industry: steam coals are as yet the only sufferers, but some new low prices have been touched by these.
Mines in the Middle West are working about normal, and
the domestic demand is light; some summer retail prices are
Domestic consumption is much curtailed
Kolng into effect.
and there Is a tendency on the part of dealers to reduce

meet the excessive demand,

<

.

Contracting is more active. The customary freight
discounts in the Rocky Mountain region were not made this
year, and shii)ments are confined entirely to the current demand, with the result that operations will be somewhat re-

roads on tonnage that is ordinarily reserved to tidewater
A large volume of Georges Creek is finding a ready
here.
The shippers have ample business in hand and
1913 bids fair to be a record year for this popular grade.
A
large fleet of steamers and barges, the latter suitable for
medium draft points, has an important bearing on the large
tonnage placed in New England every year.
Water freiKhts are easy at 70 @ 75c. for large vessels,
Hampton Roads to Boston, with only a moderate inquiry.
The bulk of the bituminous tonnage is brought in steamers,
almost all chartered on government form rather than at a
rate per ton, and that has its effects on the freight market.
The steamers "Kennebec" and "Kanawha" for some years in
the coastwise coal trade are understood to have been sold
for the lumber trade.
Anthracite Another sign of the strong demand for hard
coal appears in a disposition on the part of the companies to
restrict the proportion of stove size in any one cargo.
The
slow loading at some of the New York piers is already causing anxiety to some of the New England dealers. Many of
the latter are surprised to find that hard coal is just at this
present moment rather hard to get, especially if they are
fussy about the proportion of sizes.
Current bituminous quotations at wholesale are about as

grades.

market

—

follows:
Cambria

Clearfields

Somersets

Mines*

S1.00@1.35
2.25@2.60
2.55@2.90

Philadelphia*

NewYork*
Baltimore*

Georges
Creek

Hampton Roads*
Providencet
Bostont
*F.o.b.

.

BOSTON. M
nitumlnouH

— With

serious trouble in
the New River field now pretty generally minimized, buyers will wait for the market to steady up before making any
comprehensive purchases. There Is a good deal of opinion
here that the $2.85 price on Pocahontas and New River f.o.b.
Hampton Roads will be too high for summer deliveries, and
that In the absence of a drastic curtailment, figures will
have to be modified In order to move coal. On the other hand
prices on fJeorges Creek and on the better Pennsylvania
This is
coals are firm In response to an Improved demand.
especially true of certain of the Cambria and Clearfield grades
and quotations are from HdilOf. higher than prevall<-d during
Improvement also continues In the all-rail territory
April.
and most of the shippers report a comfortable volume of
business In hand.
For Inland delivery, prices In general are about 15c. up
from last year but orders that are competitive are also slow
Rail coals of good quality are making InIn being closed.

any

possibility

of

73@3 90

cars.

—

NEW VOKK

Anthracite The strong and insistent demand for hardcoal continues unabated, with no indications in sight of any
immediate letup. In the steam grades, buckwheat and barley
are still the easiest sizes, while rice continues as short as
ever.
In the domestic fuels, stove, of course, still continues to lead in demand, with egg second and also very
short in supply. As a matter of fact, nearly all sizes are in
heavy demand, and it is simply a question with the companies of getting a maximum production and making an
equable distribution of same.
There is some uncertainty as to the amount of surplus
coal in stock at the present time.
Ordinarily, at this season of the yeai', the companies have some surplus stocks to
draw upon, but such Is not the case now because of the
shortage in production last year.
On the other hand, the
exceptionally mild winter resulted in a materially reduced
that, in all probability, many consumers carried over unusually large surpluses.
quote the New York niarki-t on the following basis:

consumption so

We

Individual
Circular

tiM)

Broken

Egg

4.8.')

Stove
Chestnut

4.85
5.10
3.50
2.75
2.25

Pea
Buckwheat

\SS.

t2.75@2.85
3.73@3.78
3

tOn

.vlocks.

stricted.

Pocahontas
New River

.25@1 .43 $1 .67® 1 .77
2.50@2.7O 2.92@3.02
2 80® 3 00 3.22@3.32
2.85@2.95

$1

Rice
Barley

1.75

Lehigh
J4.45
4.70
4 70
4.05

.

Scrunton
$4.00
4.8.')

4.8.')

5.10

3.35®3.45

3.10®3.20

2.2r,&2.45
I.90®2.(X)

2 .'50® 2. 75

1.45@1.70

2.25®2.35
16()@1.7«

—

nttumlnouM With the exception of the all-rail business,
There
there Is a noticeably better tone In the local trade.
are persistent Inquiries for odd tonnages In the spot market
and unexpectedly good figures are being obtained In some
The orders are from local brokers who are very
Instances.
probably acting for large producers that are falling behind
on their contracts and also for water shipments Into the
New England trade. These conditions Indicate an Improved
tone that Is gratifying to the operators and makes the
outlook for the future decidedly better.
The Improved tone Is naturally reflected In quotations, although the market Is mil ([uotably <hanged from the prices
that have been previilling over the last month and a half or
Quotations are being more firmly held, however, the off qualities becoming somewhat tighter and the
good grades noticeably short. We continue last week's quo-

two months.
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West Virginia steam, $2.55(512.60: fair
tations as follows:
grades, Pennsylvania, $2.65® 2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75(g'2.S0; best Miller, Pennsylvania. $3.05(8)3.15:
Georges Creek, $3.25@3.30.

PHILADELPHIA, PENX.
The first week of the ten-cent increase in anthracite over
April figures has passed, and the trade apparently has renewed all the unfilled orders of the previous month, as the
companies still continue operating their mines to the fullest capacity and outside of some of the steam coals, there
or none of the output going into stock.
Retail
is little
dealers report that trade is fairly good .although not as
strong as it might be; the demand centering on the stove
and chestnut sizes, with egg only fair. Pea coal is quiet,
although some is moving into the cellars of the consumers: during the late spring and summer months this grade is
not usually in particularly active demand.
Most domestic consumers of pea coal buy it from hand
to mouth, and as the price does not usually vary from the
basis established at the inception of the spring season, there
is no particular advantage tO the consumer in storing it; the
stocks accumulated by the large companies finds a ready
market during the winter. As a matter of fact, pea coal
during the winter season is invariably short so that it is
wise to provide against this call, when the demand is light.
The tidewater business continues to be heavy. Water
transportation is able to find a ready market, and the current freight rates are quoted anywhere from 90c. to $1
from this port. The output at the mines was not as great as
April, 1911, due in a measure to the friction between the
operators and miners, and while the loss in tonnage was
small, compared with the aggregate, each suspension had its
effect on the total.
In regard to the bituminous market, there seems to be
a tendency towards increased business, at better prices. This
improvement is more in the nature of stable quotations for
the present offerings, rather than in any marked increase;
the numerous fluctuations in prices that have characterized
this branch of the trade for many weeks past have disappeared.

—

It

difficult

to

place

at the
Within the past few days the leading interest
here turned down an offer of a million tons of lake coal
As noted last week operaat the regular figure of $1.40.
tors controlling the major part of the production have adbusiness
by 10c. and it is quite posnew
vanced prices on all
sible that the whole market may work up by this amount
demand
from
the Northwest is parThe
or even more.
ticularly heavy, both because of the shcrt supplies at the
close of last season and because of the general expectation
that there will be a suspension of mining at the time of
the next wage adjustment. Apr. 1, 1914, necessitating provision this season for a longer period than usual.
While it is customary to speak of the Pittsburgh district
coal operators having the best season in many years, with
the much higher prices ruling this year, attention should
be directed to the fact that their financial results have as a
rule been decidedly poor in recent years, and it is only
by comparison that present results are good. The unrest

operators

withdrawn.

among miners

will

undoubtedly

crystallize

into

an

un-

usually strong demand for advanced wages upon the exWhile plans are altogether
piration of the present scale.
inchoative at present it is well understood that this will
be met by a specific d"emand for a reduction and a contest
of no mean proportions is promised.
We quote prices at a range on some descriptions, the
higher figures representing the advance asked by many
operators on new business: Slack, 9flc.; nut and slack. $1.05;
nut, $1.2S; mine-run, $1.30@1.40: 34-in.. $1.55@1.65, per ton
at mine, Pittsburgh district.
ConnellHTlllp Coke Demand for prompt furnace coke continues very light, and no interest is shown in contract coke.
Furnaces are well supplied by contracts, against which full
deliveries are being made, and those which must purchase
for second half are biding their time, awaiting a more
settled pig iron market, and seeing no occasion to ask
quotations when the nominal asking price on contract is 25 to
Operators generally
50c. higher than prices ruling for spot.
ask $2.25 on prompt furnace coke, but odd lots are picked
up without much difficulty at $2.10 to $2.20, and $2 can probably be done sometimes. On contracts $2.50 is asked but buyFoundry coke is
ers do not take the figure seriously.
somewhat easier. We quote: Prompt furnace, $2(5)2.25: contract furnace (nominal) $2.25@2.50: prompt foundry, $3(5)
8.25; contract foundry. $3(5)3.25 per ton at ovens.

—
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Pittsburgh district declining to accept further orders from
new customers at present. The Pittsburgh district used to
furnish more than one-third the coal in this market, so that
the mines in the Allegheny Valley had to depend on their advantage of 15c. in freight to sell their output but it is quite
different now as the latter coal often has to take the leading
part.
The lake trade, of course, has much to do with the
present situation, but it must be remembered that it was
found impossible last season to satisfy the lake demand and
Shippers both bituminous and anit may turn out so again.
thracite are showing a determination to put coal enough beyound Lake Michigan this season to meet the demand there,
for the rail lines are not able to make up much of a shortage that may exist when the lakes close.
Bituminous prices are firm at $2. SO for Pittsburgh lump,
$2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.15 for slack.
Coke continues quiet at former prices, on the basis of $5 for

best
it

let

is

Connellsville foundry.
Coal now sells so readily that
quite possible for operators to prefer that market and
till it is stronger.

coke wait

The

.\nthracite Trade is quiet.
Shippers say there is a
hesitancy on the part of jobbers and consumers,
quite easily explained by letters from certain dealers, declaring that their purchases are all on hand and they
cannot pay their bills, all of which means that the consumers are also overstocked. Lake shipments for .\pril foot
up 505,000 tons.

decided

which

is

B.\LTIMORE. MD.

new business with
regular season prices, so many having
is

3,

so every week.
There is a decided scarcity developing, due
to a shortage of miners and to an indifferent car supply that
appears steadily worse.
Members of the trade are saying
that they would not know which way to turn if the demand
should suddenly increase. There are operators in this market who have been putting out all the coal they could for
sometime and now they are not keeping up well on their
contracts.
There is no surplus coal whatever on track and
if a jobber runs short of a certain variety he often finds it
hard to buy in the open market.
The coal shortage is due to most of the mines in the

PITTSBl'HGH, PEXN.
Bituminous

Vol.

BITPFALO, IV. Y.
The bituminous market is very steady and becoming more

There has been a slight improvement in the local spot
market due apparently to some rather heavy requisitions
from the large canning factories, which are making preparations to resume operations within the next few weeks.
There are a great many of these plants in this vicinity, and
most of them buy their supplies in the spot market. Those

who

do contract have not yet signed up.
this improved demand quotations are someespecially on the better grades which are in the
shortest supply.
The situation on the off qualities has not
experienced any noticeable change.
There is a free movement under contract, consuniers mostly taking their maximum requirements. The labor shortage in the West Virginia
fields is becoming more pronounced each "week and the outlook for the future is regarded by many as rather unfavorThis will be particularly true should the Federal
able.
Government start investigating the situation as now seems
probable.
The car supply is adequate and meeting the full require
ments at the moment but some believe that conditions in this
respect do not look favorable for the future. The production
of coke is still curtailed because of the light demand, and
there are reports from the trade that prices are weak.

Because of

what firmer

COLl'MBrS, OHIO
Activity in the coal trade in Ohio during the past ^veek

was divided between the lake business and the steam trade.
Both classes showed up well and as a result the tone of the
market is very good. Operators and shippers are looking
forward to a good season in both lines and preparations are
being made for a heavy production.
The lake tiade is opening extremely active in every respect.
Chartering of vessels is going on rapidly and the
movement is quite large. Since there is a good demand from-]
the Northwest it is believed the present season will exceed!
I

that of 1912.
Prices f.o.b. vessels are 10c. higher than lastj
The oroj
year, or at the same level which prevailed in 1911.
trade is opening actively and this means a better movementj
of coal.
Steam trade is strong in every way. The demand fromj
manvifacturing establishments is increasing since most of
the factories put out of commission by the flood have resumed opertions. Accumulated orders has made it necessary]
for these factories to buy a larger tonnage of steam coal.
The demand from railroads is also increasing as the freight
movement is larger. Contracts which have expired recently
are being renewed at higher figures than prevailed in 1912.
I

j

Mrtv U),
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'oiisiderable attention is being given to railroad contracts
The one w^eak spot in the marw Iiich will be placed soon.
Ivet is the fine coal, which is usual when the lake season is
iMtoming": but the weakness is not as marked as in former
All otl-vr grades are holding up strong.
><ars.
Some lit*'e demand is reported for domestic grades, but
Most of the orders are
not sufficient to cause much stir.
traceable to the effects of the high waters of a month ago.
Dealers, however, are preparing for the stocking season
which is expected to be slightly earlier than usual.
The output in Ohio fields during the week has been good.
Since the railroads are better able to handle coal, eastern
Ohio and the Hocking Valley has been producing about 75 to
The output in the Pomeroy Bend
80 per cent, of normal.
district is not quite so large because the flood damages in
In the domestic fields the output is
that field was heavier.
not large.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows;
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DETROIT. MJCH.

I

Hoolting

Domestic lump

Pittsburgh

SI. 30
SI, 20

nch.
Mut.

1.15

Mil

'

.'

i

io

0.

H-VMPTON RO.\DS,

Pomeroy
$1,50
1,35
1.25

Kanawha
$1

,

.50

1.30

1,15

1,10

0.90
0.80

O,S0
0.70

V.V.

The last week has brought about little change in the coal
situation at Hampton Roads.
While there have been some
large shipments both coastwise and foreign they have not
relieved the accumulation at the several piers and the railway yards are still in a badly congested condition. However, producers are not cutting prices, while buyers are holding oft evidently expecting a decline, and there were few
sales made during the past week.
T'lie enormous total of more than one million tons of coal
was dumped over the three Hampton Roads piers during the
month of April, the exact figures being 1.054,208 tons. Of
this quantity the NorfolK & Western Ry. handled at Lamberts Point SOS. 158, the Virginian Railway at Sewalls Point
249.225 tons and the Chesapeake & Ohio at Newport News
Work on the steel pier at Newport News which has
296,825.
been badly delayed is now being pushed forward as rapidly
as possible day and night.

LoriSVILLE, KY.
The

local situation has

not changed to any material ex-

tent during the week, the domestic grades still continuing in
light demand with the steam coals rather tight, although
also showing a tendency to become easier. The car supply is
adequate at the moment, but may become shorter with the
result that operators are becoming cautious over future
commitments both for this reason and because higher prices
are anticipated in the near future. The improvement in the
price situation will be brought about by the increased demand from the Northwest; the West Virginia producers are
finding themselves less able to meet the rapidly increasing
requisition from there and the result is that much of this
business is being diverted into the Kentucky field in spite
of the fact that the latter is under some disadvantage in
The West Virginia operators are also more
freight rates.
handicapped as a result of the recent flood than is the case
with the local producers. There is a strong demand for the
Southern coals in the Northwestern market.
Prices continue around the summer level with the exception of the steam grades which as already noted, are in
strong demand. The eastern Kentucky block is plentiful at
$1.45 to $1.50 f.o.b. mine with lump and block at $1.25. minerun $1.05 to $1.15. No. 2 at 85 to 95c.. and domestic nut at
Nut and slack arc firm at 85 to DBc. and
$1.25 to $1.35.
western Kentucky screenings, nut and slack are quoted from
75

to

85

this

Is

little

situation

illstrlct

$1.50
1,50
1.25

lump
lump

15-in.
j-in.

Mine-run
Slacli

—

..

.\I,A.

in

encouragement

Sl,:i5

ing common
large Industries.

SI 20
10
1
1,00

$1,20

$1.20

1,10
1,00

Open

1,10

$2,25
2,25

$2 ()(l
2,00

.,,.
,,,,

,,.

1

,

,

,

.50

Open

.,

Anthracite The hard-coal market is showing none of the
activity that was anticipated for this time.
Consumers generally are refusing to place orders that could be advantageously filled both for themselves and the producers: they appear to believe that there is a recession of prices in sight
and it is probable that the late fall will see tlie usual
scramble for deliveries at the last moment.

INDI.VN.VPOLIS, IND.
Mines in this state are averaging about four days a week
which is normal for the season. The demand for domestic is
at a minimum, but screenings are strong.
Some time back a
scarcity was reported but it is said that mines are now caring for all requisitions in a very satisfactory manner.
April will be memorable as the month of the great flood;
railroad communication was badly demoralized and haa not
yet fully recovered.
Many factories were damaged and the
industry seriously interfered with, outside the flooding of some of the mines. But much coal was needed immefollowing the subsidence of the waters and the volume of business for the month was thus kept vip to about
normal.
Prices at the mines for standaid grades, f.o.b. are:

coal

diatel.v

No. 4 mine-run

$1.10@*1,20
l.OoCsl.lO

No. S, 5 and 6
Steam lump. Ij-in
Nut and egg

Domestic

1

,

l.iCdil

,

35

1.20(5,1.55
l,40(o,l.G5

3-in

D..ii,,slir 4- .ind .^-in
.\o. 4.

Sirmiings

,

:

ScrccninKs 5 and 6
Brazil block

$1,.50@1,60

OOOfillOO
0. 80(0)0,

90

2.00(n)2.10

CHICAtJO
As a result of an early spring, which has cut oft the consumption of household coal, the domestic market is unusually
quiet at the present time. There is a strong tendency to '-it
down storage piles and get rid of stocks as rapidly as possible.

Steam lump from A\'estern mines is commanding prices
ranging from $1 to $1.25, while mine-run coal is selling all
way from 95c. to $1.10. Western screenings are selling
Prices for smokeless coal remain firm
at from 75c. to S5c.
and it is expected there will be a rise in quotations on this
commodity within a short time: according to some, mine-run
will be advanced to $1.50 and a still higher prica for the
prepared coal. There is a fair demand for coke in the spot
market. A large number of contracts are now being made
and the prices obtained vary. Contracting for coke among
retailers and Jobbers is especially heavy.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are:
the

Springfield

Domestic lump
Egg
Steam lump

foke

1,57

i

Oa

Clinton

W.

Va.

$2.27
$3

(io

3

:iO

2,07
1.97
1..57®l.fi2

— ConnellsvIUe

egg. stove and nut.

and Wise County, $e(r"r>.25; byproduct,
$4.45(1/ 4.75; gas house. $4.60(f)J4.i0.
ST.

Spring businiss

mand

Franklin Co.

$1 .97(0.2.07 $2.30(&i2.40
2,30(<ii2,40
$1.82(!i,l ,S7
1,77 2,20(S)2,.3n

this

have sufficient coke ovens for supplying IheliThe question of securof furnace coke.
labor la a weighty problem with many of the

own lequlrements

,,

,

$1,20
1,10
1,00

1.20
1,10
1,00

Screenings

to be found in the gendistrict, the depression being more
markets and the coal
steel
pig-iron
and
keenly felt in the
Steam coal has suftrade has not by any means escaped.
the season have been
for
record
prices
low
fered most and
made on what might be termed secnd-grade product. The
lump and nut situation, while better than steam, is not showThe real cause of the
ing any activity worthy of mention.
apathy in business Is somewhat dlflliult to place and man>and varied reasons are advanced as the source of the trouble.
In contrast to other markets, the foundry coke demand is
There is
very good and Is showing no signs of weakness.
little demand for furnace coke and the surplus supply Is not
Practically all of the pig iron smelting companies in
large.

There

Domestic lump,

Egg

Mine-run

cents.

BIK.MINCill A.M.
eral

—

RltumlnniiM Slack coal is somewhat more active than the
larger sizes and is the strongest feature in the local market at the present moment.
Consumers are showing no
anxiety about closing contracts to cover their future requii-ements, apparently believing that the settlement of the
West Virginia labor situation will react to their advantage
and result in a material reduction in quotations. P.ail shipments are heavy and operators maintain an optimistic view
of the situation and believe that they will have no trouble
in obtaining the increased circular of the year.
Local prices
continue on approximately the following basis;
W. Va.
Horl<CamNo. 8
Poca,lac-kson
Splint
Gas
ing
bridge
Ohio
hontas
Hill

for

any

is

I..OI l!S.

MO.

about normal

size In partlcul.ar.

In

St.

IjOuIs with no de-

The policy of losing money
continue.
The lowest price

on the operations still seems to
quoted on Standard lump was touched the past week when
it was offered at 80c. f.o.b. the mines.
There are some contracts being signed up. but they do not. In a way. amount
to much, and the prices are exceptionally low in view of thi'

outlook.
Indications are that there will be a fair movement of anthracite during the present month.
Coke Is away off on demand but the price seems to be holding up. There Is not
much doing In smokeless, and It will perhaps lose In the
spring tonnage this year on account of the aggressiveness of
the anthracite shippers.
The prevailing circular Is;
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IN GENERA!,

Sentiment did not improve during April as was expected,
there was more pessimism on May 1 than there was
Numerous factors combine to cause this, not the
1.

in fact,

on April

least of which was the continuation of the unrest in the far
East, due to a quarrel among the allies regarding the spoils
of war, which further disturbed the peace of Europe and upset the balance of powers.
Monetary conditions grew slightly easier toward May 1. but it is a noticeable fact that large

corporations and even municipalities were unable to secure
funds on as favorable terms as heretofore.
The course of piices has been toward lower levels in the
market for iron and steel, and the demand for a number of
products has not been as great as was expected, save in the
regions lately devastated by flood and cyclone.
Metals are
higher in price, while cement is in excellent demand at unchanged quotations. The steel companies have made satisfactory returns for the first quarter of the year, although
the earnings of the leading manufacturer were not up to expectations, and other industrial companies are making fair
profits.

tariff bill which was introduced in Congress, and is
is not as drastic as many believed it would
and as yet it has not had the effect of unsettling business that even the most sanguine expected.

The

being discussed,
be,

iiiiinin

m
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

tions, weighing from 50 to 100 lb per yd.;
1.21c.
for 40to 50-lb. rails: 1.30c. for 16. to 20-lb. rails.
These quotations are for carload lots f.o.b. Pittsburgh.
In Chicago, 16to 20-lb. rails, are 1.30; 12-lb., 1.35c.: S-lb.,
1.40c.
Relaying rails in Chicago are $24 per gross ton and they can be

had at other centers at approximately the same quotation.

—

Track SupplleH Due to the floods in Ohio, and the defor an unusual number of track laborers in that sec-

mand

work other than the relaying of rails, there has
not been the active demand for track material that there was
earlier in the season.
By June, this should return, however,
tion

for

and at that time, business

be just as rushed as evei-.
track bolts with square
plates $34@36 per net ton.
These quotations are for Chicago delivery.
In Pittsburgh
angle base are 1.50@1.60c. and spikes 1.95@2.15c.
These
quotations are per lb. in fairly large lots.

Spikes are
nuts,

2.10c.

will

base for large

2.40@2.50c.

and

base,

lots:

tie

—

On Apr. 12, there was a revision of discounts for
amounting to an advance of approximately $1 a ton, or
Business during the month was
the leading fuel companies in
Pittsburgh buying about SO miles of pipe, and other companies inquiring for large quantities. The mills are able to
make fairly prompt shipments, but the pipe business is very
Ptpe

pipe,

a half point in the discount.
exceptionally large, one of

satisfactory.

New

discounts are as follows:

LABOR

Black Galvanized

been of more frequent occurrence, and lamore pronounced this spring than it was a year
ago in spite of the fact that there is less demand for labor
than at that time.
In addition to a bitter and prolonged
Strikes have

bor unrest

I

is

among the silk mill operators in Paterson, there is
a prospect that the machinists may endeavor to force the
issue for an eight-hour day, and now that the wages of the
firemen have been settled, other railway employees are making demands for higher wages. This time it is the trainmen.
The strike among the operators of the twine mill of
the International Harvester Co. continued during the early
days of April with much bitterness, and finally the company announced that if settlement were not made by a certain date, the mills would be dismantled and the machinery
shipped abroad. The company even went so far as to have
machinists take apart some of the machinery preparatory
to shipment abroad.
Such a proceeding does not help the
employer In any endeavor to gain the good will of the em-

%2 1/4-

to 2-in. butt
to 6-in. lap

welded
welded

70%
70%

79V4%
78

H%

Based on these discounts, the net price of pipe per foot are
as follows in carload lots

f.o.b.

Pittsburgh:

strike

ployees.

There is a general demand for outside labor,
not as urgent as last year.

but

it

is

IRON .\ND STEEL PRODUCTS
Business during April did not develop as was expected,
and the total business transacted was slightly leas than
during March. In the line of finished steel, there were no
great reductions in price, in fact there were some advances.
but there was a feeling of unrest which resulted in fewer
orders being placed, and less activity at the mills.
The
particularly unsatisfactory part of it is that the price of pig
Iron continued to decline.
Steel billets are $1 a ton cheaper than last month; wire
products are slightly higher; there has been come uneasiness
In the price of sheets with a result that quotations are $2
per ton less at certain quarters. Bars are fairly active, and,
especially those for reinforcing work, are In excellent demand. Ralls have been In less requisition, although somewhat over 100,000 tons were purchased during April, and
The price of pipe was ada good export order received.
vanced, but the great falling off was In the demand for railway cars and equipment. The railways are too beset by
financial troubles, and th« securing of funds Is too uncertain to permit them to buy more equipment than Is absolutely

needed.

—

S<eel RallM The demand for light rails has not been as
large as earlier In the year, but some very fair orders for
Early In the month
contractors' equipment were received.
the railways purchased 65.000 tons, and during the last
week, a single system ordered 35.000 tons, and there were a
few scattered orders aggregating 20,000 tons more. Quotations continue unchanged at 1.25c. per lb. for standard sec-

Size,

inches

%
1%
1

l'/4

2V4
3

Black

Galvanized

2.35
3.50
4.75
5.55

3.40
4.90
6.60
S.OO

12.60
16.50

17.50
23.10

—

SbretH There was considerable weakness in the sheet
market before the 'floods in Ohio put a .lUmber of mills out of
commission, but that strengther.od the market materially.
Since that time, these mills have been able to resume operations, and
consequence the market has again weakened.
The mill which was the leading factor In lower prices during
March, has again gone out aggressively after orders, and is
cutting prices from $1 to $2 per ton.
There has been no
change In price by the largest manufacturers, and it is stated
that this weakness !s only temporary, being due to peculiar
causes, and the shortness of semi-finished steel will in itself
prove a barrier to any lower prices. However, this is more
a matter or conjecture than anything else.
The following prices are for lots of a few bundles f.o.b.
Pittsburgh and Chicago. These should not be confused with
the (juotations for carload lots, which is 2.30c. f.o.b. Plttsburprh for No. 2S black.

m

Cents per I'ound
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Black Galv. Black Galv.
Nos. 22 and 24
Nos. 25 and 26
No. 27
No. 28

2.75
2.80
2.85
2.90

3.55
3.70
3.95
4.00

2.70
2.75
2.80
2.85

3.50
3.65
3.90
2.95

—

Structural Motc-rlnlN Replacement orders by the railroads
have not been as large as was expected at the time of the
and the only really large order placed was by the Big

flood,

Four

for 6000 tons of bridge material.
Fabricating shops are not nearly as busy as they were,
In the Middle West, as well as those In the East,
are able to make contracts for fairly prompt delivery. The
plate market Is easier, chiefly because of the falling oft In
the demand for car-bulldlng materials.
Shipbuilding work
continues fairly active.
Quotations are without change as far as future deliveries
are concerned, hut for prompt shipment there has been a
reduction of $1 to $2 per ton.
Plates, beams and angles are
1.50c., base Pittsburgh, for future shipment, and l.OOc. for
prompt shipment. In Chicago, the quotation for future ship-

and shops

COAL AGE

r-ts

ments

1.68@1.73c., and prompt deliveries are held at $1 per
All of these prices are per 100 lb. in carload lots.

is

ton higher.

^VIRE PRODUCTS
active as far as shipments are
orders are being booked on account
Previous to that time, most of the
large consumers were fairly well informed that an advance
would take place, and in consequence placed large orders, so
For large
there will be no orders for some time to come.
lots, quotations are as follows: Painted barbed wire, $1.SB:
galvanized, $2.20; annealed fence wire. $1.60; galvanized, $2.05.
In Chicago, annealed fenc^ wire is $1.78 and galvanized, $2. IS.
Barbed-wire fencing in that market is $1.98 and galvanized,
All of these quotations are per 100 lb.; for smaller
$2.38.
quantities bought from jobbers' stores, an advance of about
25c, per 100 lb. is named.
The market is steady and prices are un"Wire Rope
Two-inch rope in Pittsburgh is held at 57c. per
changed.
These quotations are for best
lin.ft.: 1^4 -in., 23c.; %-in., 10c.
grades or for special grades oi wire rope, but cheaper grades
can be obtained at considerable concessions.
Copper 'Wire The market is steady, business is active and
There has been an unusual demand for
prices are higher.
special grades of copper during the month and quotations
are high at 17c.
Telegrnph AVire Business is fairly active with quotations
unchanged as follows;
Prices are as follows in cents per pound for wire measured
in the Birmingham wire gage: "Extra Best Best," Nos. 6 to 9.
4%c.; Nos. 10 and 11, IVsc: No. 12, 4%c.; No. 14, Si^c: "Best"
Nos. 6 to 9, 3Vic.; Nos. 10 and 11, 3-"8C.; No. 12, 3Uc.; No. 14,
Actual freight is allowed from Trenton, N, J., where it
4c.
does not exceed 25c. per 100 lb.

%Vire^Business

fairly

is

new

concerned, but few

of the advance in March.

—

—

—

H.VRD>V.\RE

—

Bar Iron and Steel Prices are steady. Stocks are well assorted, and consumers can secure supplies desired with little
Quotations from jobbers' store in New York an.l
difficulty.
Chicago are as follows;
Refined iron:
^V\}^'
? i nV
1 to 1 % in., round and square
--^"i;in

Hi to 4 in. X %
to 4 in. X Vi
Norway bars

m

to

in.

1

to

,^,5

in

qk,';^'
i.buc.

"

5nc
5-0»c-

%

Rods— %

—
—
Xalls — Building

—

$7.50
4.95

f
%
%
%

\^

%

and n
and 13
and i;

lU

1 to

'.'.'.

'.'.'.'.'

ioX
|°»
|'"

in
in
in

—
—
—

York market

at

27%

Castings, Gray Iron

per

1.50

and W in
and larger

1

!

25

Extras for triple B (BBB)
fc

jC'

ui-.

i
.

MET.VliS
Copper The excellent buying in the copper market,
month
ago, has continued practically
which was noted a
throughout the month, domestic consumers having purchased
In adsteadily
advancing quotations.
large quantities at
dition to this, consumers of copper abroad have made large
not
did
but
large,
were
during
April
exports
purchases, and

—

foundries

making castings are

lb.

—

The tariff situation is not troubling dealers
any for the present, for the reason that
stocks
on hand, and, according to the present
there are no
schedule, it is difficult to see where there will be any maprice
terial change in the
of this material.

at

any

in

brattice

point.

cloth

—

Portland Cement Manufacturers and dealers in cement
are not as optimistic regarding the outlook as they were two
months ago. There will be a large quantity of cement used
in various places, but a great many of these contracts have
been covered and, moreover, a good deal of this work will
Consequently, there is
extend over a long period of time.
not the feeling at present that there will be an advance, as
was so sanguinely stated about two months ago. Quotations
This
are firm at $1.58 in both New York and Pittsburgh.
allows 40c. for bags returned.

—

Rope Manufacturers of rope have never had such a season
as the past one. Prices have advanced, and the best grades
of Manila rope are selling at 15 to 16c., while hardware
grades, which formerly sold at 6c., are now commanding 12
to 13c.

—

Bars, Concrete Reinforcing Orders for bars are large,
Prices are
stocks are sufficient to meet the demand.
firm and for small lots from warehouse stock are as follows:

PRICES IX CENTS PER POUND

PITTSl'.UKOli

Warehouse
Stock
a^.in

'.'.,....'.'..

%-in'

2.00'ff2.10
2.05 (if 2.15

'.

;

2.10@1.20

^-i,,:

2.25'S 2.35

^_in
TrIanBular Mesli

— Makers

make prompt shipments.
From mills in De Kalb,

of

material

this

are

able

to

quotations are ISc. per 100
lb. higher than those quoted below, which are 100 sq.ft. f.o.b,
Pittsburgh. These are for lots of less than 10,000 sq.ft.
No.
No.
No.
No.

$1.23
2.05
1.42
1.97

23
23
26
28

111.,

No.
No.
No.
No,

32
36
40
41

$2.62
1.05
3.25
2.48

—

Simfting Specifications are coming in freely and althe automobile manufacturers seem to have contracted for all the material they will need this year, there isj
some very fair business. A slight revision has been made inl
the price of shafting, and new discounts are 58% from list'
in carload lots and 53"!!^ from list in less than carload lots.
Business is fair. The following net prices per foot are based
on the discount of 53 ^r.

though

Cents

Diameter

per foot

in inches

4.25
10.80
14.05
19.20
25.00

I'l
13!
2

A

— The

Brattice Cloth Conditions have not changed materially
regarding brattice cloth. The demand is just as active as it
was, in fact more so, and the supply continues short.
Deliveries are being made with more freedom, especially by
foreign manufacturers, but there are no large stocks on hand

ly.

BB

i„

an'd'iargef;;!;;.

2Sc.

not able to secure all the orders they desire, and have been
going out after business. Rough castings in large quantities
can be had at 1.75 to 2.25c, per lb.; smaller castings, such
as are used for construction W'ork, command from 2.50 to 3c.

Si

U

to

MISCELLAXEOrS

''••'"

in

Extras for
,

3.20
^ 22

:::::::\:::::]\y.'.:::..\.....

arid' \i"\n.

to the record-breaking figures of March.
It
is
practically impossible to secure deliveries of special grades
within 60 days.
Electrolytic copper sells at 15% to 16 ^c.
for large lots, and Lake. 16^ to 16 %c. from store New York.
Tin The market is steady and higher, and tin is selling
at around 50c. per pound in New York.
Lead Prices are very firm, and the market is steady at
5.50c. New York and 5.35c. St. Louis.
Soliler
Strictly half and half solder is selling in the New

,i2^'
i.ioc.

over the country is not as active as
last year and in consequence the demand tor nails has
Prices, however, are steady,
extent.
an
quite
slumped off to
large lots being held at 1.80c. Pittsburgh. 2.08c. Chicago. For
price is 2c. in Pittsburgh
the
stores
small lots from jobbers'
and 2.2SC. in Chicago. Quotations approximating those of
West jobbing points.
Central
Chicago are made for most
Rivets The demand for rivets is not as active as last
Quotamonth, and there is less urgency for shipments.
tions are $2.20 for structural rivets and $2.30 for boiler
These prices are per keg of 100 lb.
rivets.
Chain Prices of chain are firm, but the buying has not
Ruling quotations per 100 lb., f.o.b.
been especially large.
Pittsburgh, are as follows:
,„
In

No. 19

come up

c„
S'l
--i^^.

.

all

A3

3,

but

Soft steel:
to 3 in., round and square
to 1 in
1 to 6 in. X
1 to 6 in. X M, and ,'„ in
and jj in
in. to No. 8
ex,*;
to
Bands 1%
Beams and channels 3 to 15 in

%

Yol.

Diameter

Cents

in inches
214

pel foot

2hi-

2%
3

3«4

31.50
39.30
4S.00
56.50
84.00

—

Paoklne Prices vary within wide limit, according to the
brands of various dealers, hut in general, packing can bel
purchased at the following quotations: Asbestos, wick andl
sheet rubber. Il(ail3c.: pure gum rubber,;
packing, 40fff50c.: cotton packing, 16@25c,i
Russian packing, 9(fiil0c.

rope, 13c. per lb.;
40(5i45c.; red sheet
jute,

5(@)6c.:

—

Manufacturers continue to catch up with orders
and shipments are much more satisfactory. New business Isj
coming in slowly, and there is a dearth of new orders, espeRailroads are not buying cars inl
cially from car builders.
any quantity.
Plates

I
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The Mine Telephone
By Bkktox Bralky
Written expressly for Coal Age

you can hear my noisy ring
echoes in the chambers of the mine,
clearly come across with the orders of the boss

"Ting-a-ling-a-ling"

As

When

it

I

Which
Though for

down my

are ripping in a volley

line,

have hitched 'em up as one,
I have made the mine a unit by my call,
From the busy bottom pump to the breaker and the dump
I'm the blooming nerv^ous system of it all!
miles the workings run

I

"Ting-a-ling-a-Hng," hear the message that

Number

I filing,

send a crew,"
So they listen to my shout and they come and dig us out
W'Tiile without me 'twould be hours before the}- knew.
On my slender singing wire thrills the warning of the lire,
I give notice of the vapor's deadly breath,
And again and yet again I have saved the lives of men
Who would otherwise have faced a fearful dealli.
"There's a cave in

20,

"Ting-a-ling-a-ling," you can hear

With

its

my

noisy ring

tintinnabulation on the ear,

I'm the terror of the shirk as I drive him on to work
But when danger conies he's thankful I am here,
I'm the f{x; of all delay and I help to "make her pay"
As a master of efficiency I shine.
From the collar to the sump I can keep 'em "on tlie hump'
I'm the blooming nervous system of the mine!

iiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiiiiiiimiiiiiiniiniiniiniiiiimniiiiiiiK.
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Coal
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By Gordon Buchanan*

—

,'^TXOPSIS

laM 35 years the preparaiion of
experienced several revolutionary
changes. Poirilerless extraction of coal in longivall worlcings, accompanied hy hand screening on forks, has given
place to modern methods of undercutting and shooting,
with preparations on screens and rescreens and in washihe

//(

roaJ in IJluiois

has

The author

ers.

believes that grading will probably be

carried as far as in the anthracite region and that the
spiral is the best suited coal cleaner for some types of
coal.
He suggests that a medium size of bituminous coal

may

possibly soon

command

a

premium

in the market.

My experience in coal niiiiiiii;- began .some 35 years ago
when, as a boy, spending my vacations at the mines, my
attention was first drawn to the production and preparaIt may not be amiss, to sketch briefly the
tion of coal.
changes which have come about during the elapsed period.

Explosives were practically unknown.
have known men to go home for several days on a
stretch because their coal had not broken, only as a last
resort using sledge and wedge to bring it down. It was
nothing uncommon for a man to put in 14 hours' work
daily, although the mine only hoisted during ten hours.
As they expressed it, "they could take their time to it."
Under these conditions few apiDliances for cleaning the
product were necessary. The bar screen set in the bottom
of the loading chute between the tipple dump and the
car was later supplemented in some few instances by a
revolving screen for further sizing of fine coal, and the
cleaning was provided by hand picking on the car. These
simple methods constituted the sum total of preparation
and continued in use for many years.
However, finally, llic mine-run svstom was introduicd

as deep as possible.
I

Eeminiscknces
equipment at our old Xo. 3 shaft,
and no worse, than tliose of our com-

I vividly recall the

which was no
jietitors.
its

better,

It consisted of

Sunday

cleaning,

one old boiler, which, following

was often the cause

of

much

pictur-

esque profanity on the part of our old Scotch engineer,
Andy McKean. It had a practice of squirting so much

water through its seams over the fire as to make it an
even bet whether the coal could be made to burn or not.
Usually the expansion conquered ; if not, we shut down
until the seams had been calked.
The hoist was a single-cylinder link-motion engine with
a flywheel on the shaft, which frequently got on a dead
center.
Then it became necessary for Andy to walk on
the flywheel spokes and "put her over," as he expressed it.
There is still current among the older men in the field
a tale relating to a similar installation which "ran away"
one day, due to the breaking of the throttle valve, whereupon the engineer, during the ensuing excitement, was
advised by a friendly Scot to "fling a prop in the wheel,
Sandy."
The resulting east-iron shower forever established Sandy's reputation as an artful dodger.
Prior to my time the coal was forked in the mine before loading into pit cars, the screenings being thrown

and becoming a fruitful cause of trouble
through gob fires. The gobbing of fine coal continued
long after forking was abandoned. Many a day T jnizzled
my brain in an effort to provide means to insure the loadinto the gob,

ing out of this fine coal.

During

this period railway ('(|uipincnt consisted of ten-

Later, a certain few of our favored customers
wore taken over to the old Canal Street station of the
Alton R.ll., in Chicago, where now stands the Union
Station, to see the world beater, a 12-ton coal car. Strange
to say, on certain roads the spectacle of a wood-burning
locomotive drawing a train consisting of cars of coal was

ton cars.

frequently to be seen.

Mixing Coal

AviTiiorT

•President, Ohio VaUt-y

Miniiit;-

f'".,

ChicuKi).

— An article read May 1913, at the
Pransportation Buildinu and the Locomotive
9,

It

ludught with

it

an increased percentage

due partly to the lowering of the standard of skill employed ill mining. The miners now loaded out their fine
coal wliicli bad foi-merly been thrown into the gob, and
this was largely mixed with fire clay.
Thus it became
necessary to provide new methods of preparation in order
a return from fine coal to offset the loss of
revenue due to decreased percentage of lump.
This condition was met by the shaker screen containing
to obtain

various-sized performations, which permitted a closer siz-

ing of small coal by a single operation, with delivery direct into cars, thereby eliminating re-screening plants.

Following this a campaign was started to educate the
consumers for the jiurpose of creating a demand
for the smaller sizes produced.
As a result various forms
of stokers wiTc iiitrodticcd and perfected.
Coat, Ci,i:a\ixg

111.

dedication of the

and Mining

jiatorles of the Unlver.sity of lUinola, Urbana,

into Illinois.

of fine coal, ('ontaining a greater proportion of impurities,

sleani

Powdkh

Our longwall miners prided themselves on their skill
with the pick, striving to make ihcir cuts as narrow and
Note

Coal Passing fkom Tipple to Rescreener on Rubber
Belt

111.

L.ab-

The

coiifrcuit iiig the i)i-oducer was that
of eliniiiialing inqiurities, such as clay a.nd pyrites con-

nc\l

]ii-olilcni

May

17,
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View Showing Where Coal Enters Eescreener and
Upper End op Screens

View Siiowixg Actuating Dynamo and Rear End
OF Shaker Screkxs

Spirals below the Screens
Figures

\'li;W

Shown

[;

liKN KA'll

These eauscd el inkin llie smaller, or steam sizes.
and impeded eomhustion through clogginj^ of the

i/iMtes,
tyiie.

particularly in the furnaces of the traveling-chain

Thus was introduced

the coal washer in

its

I

Four

Ilorifs'

1{UN of Slate

Taken euom the

Coal

t;Hiii'(l

11-

First Floor, Showing Bins, Bone and Slate Belt
and Spirals

in Previous

IIJI. OF BiNS
OP TilACKS AM) r Mil
1{kscreeni;r

751

various

Like all
forms, wliiih for a time solved (he prohlem.
other a|ipli;nices the washer has its limitations, mid niiist
lie nuidilicd to suit the needs and peculiarities of liio coal

under treatment.
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As perhaps
with

all

is

well

known, it will not produce results
some it will not produce re-

coals; in fact, with

and other means must be sought.

sults at all

It has its

drawbacks even when it does produce a clean coal. The
fuel is prone to freeze in winter, thus causing increased

and expense in unloading, while in summer disputes
are frequent because of the claims for shortage at destination, which our railroad friends are prone to shift over
onto the shoulders of the coal-mine operators. The shortlabor

age

is

to evaporation of mois-

them

invariably charged bv

and not to any other
Having passed through

Vol.

3,

Xo. 20

cook stoves, which nuike up the great bulk of the fires fed
by soft coal.
Efforts to educate the consuming public to the value
of the smaller size.s for domestic use would tend to make
for market stability. If this campaign of education is to
prove successful, it goes without saying that the fuel used
must be closely sized, as clean and as free from impurities

As large tonnages must be produced if operating expenses are to be maintained at a low figure, the
old-fashioned methods of preparing coal are unsuccessful
as possible.

through their inability to take care of the volume of

loss in transit.

ture

AGE

coal

these changes in the conduct
of the industry in a period of short duration, we quickly
realized, on entering the Franklin County field, that while
all

the percentage of impurities, due to difference in mining
methods, was relatively less per ton, the increase of output
necessary, together with largely increased speed of handling, necessitated some method of preparation in addition to that of screening and hand picking.

Ix Europe, Coal Preparation

is

a Leading

Problem

which a great
deal of thought can and should be expended; yet itp to
the present, considering the magnitude of the bituminous industry in America, comparatively little has been
done. America, unfortunately, is far behind foreign countries in this respect, and we may well take a leaf from
their book of experience and profit thereby.
The European coals as a rule, compared with those of
America, are poor and the beds thin, consequently, a
large amount of care and labor must be expended to preIn Great Britain the
pare them properly for market.

The preparation

quality of coal

of coal is a subject on

much

is

better; nevertheless a large share

of the expense involved in

equipping British mines

de-

is

voted to the machinery for cleaning and sizing.
Our American coals, as a rule, are of mitch better average quality than the foreign coals, and have required less

them for market. Today competition
such that the preparation often is the determining facThere is a vast field for imtor in retention of trade.

attention to prepare
is

provement

Up

in this direction.

to the present time, except as already briefly out-

lined, not

much

in the

way

of

machinery to perform

work automatically has been developed for use in the bituminous field, although considerable advance in this line
has taken place in the anthracite regions.

of the curious facts in the

marketing of

Tilt;

Axn

Tw

i:\TY-Ei(niT Sfiiiaes hy Which
(hat. .\\i\: Ri;MovKn

Diiit

L(>Av-(ii;Aiii:

at the rate of speed at

which

it

must be bandied.

It is

obtain conscientious labor which will remove impurities by hand, also difficult to obtain labor
which can stand the rate of speed necessary for this method of cleaning, and it is impossible to remove all impurdiflicult, also, to

Soft Coal of Chicstni't Size Shui'lh Licad in Price

One

Onk of

this

coal is that

ities

by hand methods.

the trade jJays a ])remium for anthracite of certain small
sizes,

notably chestnut, whereas in the bituminous fields
is the case where at times a premium is paid

the opposite

for the large sizes, the small being frecpiently a

the market.

The

reason, undoubtedly, for this

is

drug on
the fact

that appliances for liui'ning domestic soft coal are not
as efficient as those fnr ihc

consumption of anthracite.

would, therefore, seem as thoiigli there was a large
field here for the enterprising manufacturers, who will
develop and market, at reasonable cost, devices which are
It

fitted and designed to burn the small sizes of soft coal
without smoke. These are now being burned in certain
types of house-heating furnaces and boilers, but as yet no
practical efforts have been made to ap]ily this principle
l(j
llic ordinarv heating stoves of small size, nor to the

The

Si'iiiAi. ('li:a\i:r

In searching for new ways to im])rove the quality of
our output, our company reached the conclusion that we
must look for some mechanical ]irocess which would work
Wc llu'rcfore, searched
perfectly at high rates of speed.
the antliracite field thonuigblv. and also examined cerWe fo\niil a niunbcr of aiii)litain of the foreign fields.
iinces. all of whidi had good ixiints. sonic nun'e and some
For our particular kind of coal, after
less than others.
careful practical tests, we concluded that one certain type
of

machine would do the work better than

therefore installed

The

restdf

elliciciu'v.

Tl

others,

and we

it.

has more than warranted our belief in its
is not al)soliitely automatic,
it
is true that

May
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care being necessary to see that
its

tion

it is

This particular device

capacity.

and centrifugal

not crowded beyond
utilizes gravity, fric-

and bone

force to separate the slate

from the coal. When adjusted to the particular size of
and fed within its capacity, it automatically rejects
slate and bone, delivering the coal in a remarkably pure
The coal must be first closely sized and delivered
state.
Like all
to machines built to suit the various sizes.
such devices, it has its limitations and probably would
not work on all kinds of coal.
It must be apparent to the thoughtful producer that,
given a good coal, the successful members of the industry
will be those who deliver to the trade, the coals which
contain the least amount of foreign matter, and which
are the most uniformly sized; those which have, through
close studv of the needs of the consumer best fitted themcoal

AGE
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selves to know and to advise which coals will give greatest
economy under the consumer's peculiar conditions not
;

necessarily those

SYNOPSIS — The

modern mine

is concerned less
with what he pays, than with what he gets for his money.
The producer who delivers a satisfactory product exactly suited to the peculiar needs of his customer, thereby

relieving

him from

fails hopelessly to pro-

from the employment of men of strong
character and moral force.
effort resulting

is

vitally

important that

all

corporate operating

Every phase of the coal
success on the character of

bodies be efficiently organized.

business

dependent for

is

its

the organization of the body conducting

it.

But no matter how elaborate may be the framework,

may

be suited to the purpose in hand, it is
works harmoniously. Xo success can
be obtained without harmony and in no business is such
cooperation more necessary than in the dangerous occupation of coal mining. Organization and discipline, little
as we like the latter, must be linked together if we would

how

well

it

valueless imless

it

conduct any business with success.

Forethought
The conditions

wc cannot hope
merely meeting each difficulty as it arrives.
Modern coal mines must develop a large tonnage and
must be conducted in the most efficient manner if any
return is to be obtained.
Hence, the whole future of
the mine must be considered before any action, however
unimportant, is taken.
to succeed

of today are such that

Complete plans must be drawn at the very outset of the
showing the fully equipped plant both below
Furthermore, the great need for
and above ground.
enough capital to conduct the business without embarrassment, after all the expenditures of purchase and construction are completed, must never be overlooked.

Charactku
In selecting a working force, mere ability to design
the details of operation does not constitute the sole qualiSupervising

officers

should add to such ability,

•President and general manaeer. Madison Coal
tion.

—

Corpora-

Note Abstract of an address delivered May 9, 1913. enas AITectlnp Mirilne." read at the dedication of the Transportation Kulldliii^' and of the Locomotive
and MlnlnK Laboratories, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.
titled '.Ortjanlzatlon

and

from a
and undoubt-

loss arising

edly will, receive the consideration due his forethought

and

labor.

In conclusion, it seems apparent that more thought and
care bestowed upon the preparation of our Illinois coals
should result in increased returns, expansion of our selling

and the establishment of a reputation for quality
which should prove sheet anchors during a depression.
territory

of

Coal Mines

the force of character which will impress not only the
executive, but

the employees.
Otherwise they will be
unable to control the situation at times when danger is

imminent.
LOC.VTIOX
All

and

drifts should be placed well
above the highest flood level, and too much attention
cannot well be given to drainage.
Eeservoirs must be
established where not only good boiler water can be
obtained, but of ample size to impound sufficient water to
take care of the power plant and washer for a period of
not less than ninety clays, otherwise the colliery will
be closed down in times of drought, which occur so often

shafts,

slopes

in the state of Illinois.

Tracks for railroad cars should

be on sufficient grade that both

empty and loaded railroad cars may be moved by gravity and should be of such
capacity that they will take care of the output of the
mine for 12 hours of o])erating time.
All power and supjily houses, machine and carpenter
shops, should be ranged on definite building lines and so
located that the tracks containing material will be kept
out of the way of the operating tracks of the mine.

Ijy

enterprise,

fication.

the annoyance

fuel unsuited to his needs, surely should,

a. J. MooiisiiiCAD*

duce results if not planned and managed iciih system.
But a mere a-^semhling of phydcal and menial forces,
even though grouped with judgment, ivill not create a successful operating organization iriiiiout the harmony of

It

of the lowest price, for in

sell coal

the analysis the intelligent consumer

Systematic Operation
By

who

SrpKiivisio.v

In the arrangement of the underground working forces,
the safest and most efficient practice is to have not more
than three gangs for work on the roadways one for
track repairs, another for timbering, and the third for
keeping the hauJageways and air cour.ses clear. To tiiis
must be added special organized gangs for any particular class of underground ini|)r()vements, such as making

—

concrete stoppings.

A

gang leader or

forcniaii shnuld

of these separate bodies.
tice,

been found by far

This
llic

jilaii

liii\c

clinrge of each

has,

in

actual jirac-

more economical,

botli

in

point of safety as well as in service ])('rforincd, than tlic
method of having many scattered gangs working with-

old

out leaders, and subject only to the infrequent oversight
of the

mine manager* or

his assistants.

One

or two inspectors, as the size of the mine may require, should be employed on the day shift to travel tiic

•The mine manatrer Is In Illinois the certificated
corresponding to the mine foreman In other states.
subordinate to the superintendent.

officer

He

Is

AL

(^
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Iiaulageways and air courses for the purpose of inspecting
trap

all

doors,

track,

switches,

electrical

circuits

and

The inspectors should also test +he air and locate
defective stoppings, as well as watch for reckless drivers.
All irregularities found should be reported to the mine
roof.

manager.
yufficient assistant managers should be employed.
Their duties should require them to visit the faces of

the rooms and of the entries only, to see that the ventilation is properly maintained and that all the miners are
supplied with sufScieut timber and that they are timber-

They
ing their places adequately for their own safety.
should see that all working places are kept in good condition also, when necessary, they should give instructions
as to the manner in which the faces should be drilled
to be shot with safety, and a large size of coal obtained
;

minimum

with a
It

is,

of shots.

I believe, a fair statement to

make, that

in alto-

mines, the underground managing force
is totally inadequate for the number of men employed
and tonnage produced, and I have, myself, known of
many instances where the mine manager was without
assistants, so that he became in fact a mere timekeeper.
He seldom saw an air course unless a fall baffled the air

gether too

many

and interfered with the

ventilation, or visited the face

No. 2 Mine

Vol.

C.

SYNOPSIS — The

mine at Buctner, III, is one of the
mines of which so many are found in FrankThe cars are exceptionally large, the boiler
lin County.
equipment will make steam both economically and with
iiiinintitm labor, and the rescreener makes five sizes of

Wherever
except when some trouble called him there.
such conditions exist, the force is seriously incomplete,
is permitting an unwise
Leakages and mistakes must
in such cases occur, and in an indirect manner the mine
owner is losing a far larger sum than the yearly salaries

and the owner
economy to be

of the property
practiced.

of several assistants.

UlULLING AND Co-OPEEATION
It

will

be recognized that

it

is

mine

of the

United Coal Mining Co.

as near that point

a.-

the nature of the surface would

permit.

The railroad tracks forming the working yard run in
an easterly and M'esterly direction with the empty storage
The connection from the Illinois
tracks on the west.
Central is made, by a spur coming in from the north
which forms a "Y" connecting both empty and loaded
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. comes
yards.
The mining
in from the south in the same manner.
phint is located within this double "Y," which makes a
convenient arrangement for the handling of empties and
loads and also for the receiving of mine supplies.
tracks are equi|)ped with railroad track scales on

empty

The
the

side and also witli a scale for weighing the loads.

Thio Suiif.\ck Plant
l)oth above and below ground to
produce ultimately 4000 tons of coal in an eight-hour day.
The tipple loads onto four tracks and a steel rescreening plant has been built with a bin capacity of 1000

The mine was planned

•Piesident, United Coal Mining Co.. ChlcaKO. Til.
Note Paper read at the meeting- held May 8. 9 and 10. at
the dedication of the Transportation Buildins and Transportation and Mining Laboratories, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

—

money

to

drilling, be prepared to act as a unit, because by 0[uick,
energetic action, and complete discipline alone, can even

a fair degree of success be expected.

Harmony, together with firm and fair discipline, is
necessary for the success of all institutions, but more particularly is it essential in coal mining, because most of
the

men underground

are for the greater part of the work-

ing time beyond the observation of the

managing

forces.

tons and a screening capacity of 1800 tons daily.
steel tipple is complete with weighing, screening

The
and

loading equipment. A combined boiler and power plant, including hoisting engines, electrical equipment and watertube boilers; boiler-house coal conveyor, including over-

is

located about three miles east of the village of ChristoThis location was selected because, while not expher.
actly in the center of the field which is to be developed,
it is

a waste of

equipment without a properly organized, efficient
force to handle it, and this is particularly true of fireEach and every man
fighting and rescue apf)liances.
on the surface, and all supervising officers in the mine,
as well as all employees working round about and in the
vicinity of the shafts in the mine, should not only have
specific duties to perform, but should, through systematic
]ir()vide

coal.

2
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M. Modf.kwell*

iij/lodate

The Xo.

3,

United Coal Mining Co,

of the
By

AGE

..r-J!-^

:
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and brick construction and is as near fireproof and
permanent as possible.
The mine is laid out underground to fit as nearly as
possible the conditions found in the No. 6 seam in Franklin County. It is being worked on the panel system and it
steel

AGE
gatliering.
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Overcasts are built of concrete-steel c(uistruc-

and permanent stoppages are built of brick.
The life of the mine is estimated at 30 years and in
that time it is e.xpected that about 1500 acres will bo
worked out. On the basis of 200 working days, it is expected the ultimate capacity of the mine will be 700.(100

tion

800,000 tons per annum.

to

Illinois

Mining Conference

On Friday ami

Saturday,

May

and

at

Urbana

an interesting
conference was held at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
III., following the dedication of the Transportation Building and the Locomotive and Mining Laboratories.
Dur!)

10,

ing this conference, the following program was carried
On Friday, May 9

out.

The Buckner

Res<i!eexei; ix Cottkse of Construction

proposed to take the pillars on retreat. The seam of
averages about 10 ft. in thickness and about 21/2 ft.
is left up for roof support in the first mining.
This
lop coal is taken down when the pillars are drawn.
As the Franklin County field is comparatively new,
the experience of the operators in that field does not
permit of a statement as to the amount of coal recovered,
hut it is supposed that the total recovery will be about
>^<i
per cent, of all the coal in the ground.
If comini'rcial conditions justify, it might be possible to recover
is

(

o;il

more of the

coal.

:

"Conservation and Commercialism," by Francis Pcabody,
president, Peabody Coal Co., Chicago, III.: "Organization as
Affecting Mining," A. J. Moorshead. president. Madison Coal
Corporation, St. Louis, Mo.; "Illinois Mineral Producers,"
E \V. Parker, cliief statistician, U. S. Geological .Survey,
Washington, D. C.
Prof. H. H. Stock, acting as chairman of the conference,
sug-gested to those attending the meeting that it might be
beneficial to the coal industry of the state if more frequent
meetings of this same kind were held at stated intervals. A
short discussion followed this remark from the chair, and it
was resolved that the chairman appoint a committee to consider ways and means for the formation of an Illinois mining
institute.
Prof. Stoek called the newly appointed committee
together in the afternoon, and the following organization was
effected: J. D. Peters, general manager of the Chicago-Carterville Coal Co., Herrin, 111., chairman; Martin Bolt, chief clerk
of the State Mining Board, was elected secretary cf the committee.
The first regular meeting of the full committee was
called for June 24, at Springfield, 111.
All suggestions concerning the formation of this proposed Illinois coal-mining
institute should be forwarded to Mr. Peters at Herrin, or to
Mr. Bolt at Springfield.

At

8 p.m.

ill

the

he following topics were

eveiiiiii.

discus.^ed
the

"The Preparation of Coal," by D. AV. Buchanan, president of
Bituminous Coal Washing Co., Chicago. 111.

"Safety First." (a) From the Standpoint of the Miner,
Joseph Pope, president of the United Mine Workers of America, District No. 12, Springfield, 111.
(b) From the Standpoint of the Operator, Thomas Moses, general superintendent
of the Bunsen Coal Co., Westville, III.
(c) From the Standpoint of the Mine Inspector, John Dunlop, state mine inspector, Peoria. 111.
Also a discussion of this topic led by
.Martin Bolt, chief clerk of the Slate Mining Board, Springfield,

111.

"Modern Practice

In Illinois Mines, as Illustrated

by Some

Recently Developed Mines." (a) The Buckner Mine, C. M.
Modorwell, president United Coal Mining Co. (b) Cedar Point
No. 5 Mine, C. C. Swift, general superintendent. La Salle

County Carbon Coal

W.
Co.,

Co.,

R. Johnson, general
Ilarrisburg, 111.

On

Saturday,

May

ference was "Fireproof

Showing

Xovi;i,

FROM

The mine

at

.ViiiiAscEMENT
Bins wiTiroi r

the present time

is

for

KKMovixfi Coal

I5i!i:.\ka(:i:

producing about 2500
300 rooms turned

tons per day, t)ut has something
which are available for (|uick deveh>|iiii(iit.
The landing underground on tiie londcil side is
equipped with a Jeffrey car haul wiiicii l)rings the trip
down to an automatic car stop whicii releases the cars
one at a time as they are caged. The main haulage roads
are laid with 50-lb. the cross entries with .'?0-lb. and the
rooms with 20-11). steel. A four-ton car is nsed and the
mine is equipped with electric motors for both haulage and
like

;

La

Salle, HI.
(c) Saline No. 3 Mine,
superintendent. Saline County Coal

lo.

ihc general siiliject of the con-

Mine

Constiuclioii," and the vari-

ous topics discussed were:
"Concrete in Mine Construction," by S. F. Allard, chief engineer of the Bunsen Coal Co., at Westville, HI,
"Steel in Mine Construction," by Carl Soholz, president.
Coal Valley Coal

Co.,

Chicago,

111.

Modern Steel Tipple Design," by John .\. Garcia, of .Mien
Garcia, McCormIck Bldg., Chicago, 111.
"Fire Protection of Mines." (a) From the .Standpoint of the
Mine Operator, John P. Reese, general superintendent, Superior Coal Co.. Gillespie, 111., and Walton Rutledge, state
(b) From the Standpoint of the
mine Inspector. .Alton, III,
Miner, Duncan McDonald, secretary of the TTnlted Mine WorkSpringfield. 111.
(e) From the
America.
District
No.
12.
ers of
Standpoint of the Mining ICnglneer, G. E. layman, mining enCorporation.
Louis,
St.
Mo.
gineer. Madison Coal
The subject was then presented, "The Plreprooflng of Mining Plants," by H. M. Wilson, chairman of the Mine Committee of the National Fire Protection Association.
&
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By
enjoys the unique

E.

distinction

A

general but somewhat erroneous idea prevails that
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States are our
mining states, probably because the bulk of our supply of
precious metals and the larger part of the output of copper comes from that portion. The fact of the matter is
that fully two-thirds of our mineral production comes
from the states east of the Mississippi River, and these
Eastern States constitute only a little more than oneiourth (28.8 per cent.) of the total area of the United
States, exclusive of Alaska and our insular possessions.
the

of mineral production, determined in the
Census Bureau arrives at the center

as the

—

in Cass
is located in this state of Illinois
County, about 90 miles north of St. Louis and 50 miles
The rank of Illinois as a mineral-proeast of Quincy.
ducing state depends upon whether we consider iron ore
or pig iron as the basis of iron production, but in either
As you all
case it ranks among the first three or four.
well know, Illinois is not a producer of iron ore, the

of population,

furnaces here obtaining their supplies of ore from the
Lake Superior region, but Illinois is one of the three leading states in the manufacture of pig iron, being exceeded
in this respect by Pennsylvania and Ohio, both of which
])roduce some iron ore, but depend upon Lake Superior
for by far the larger part of their supplies.
In 1911, with pig iron as the basis of

production,

had a total output valued at approximately
$137,400,000 and was third in rank, with Pennsylvania
If we substitute iron ore for pig
first and Ohio second.
Illinois

iron in our statistical compilations, the value of Illinois'
production drops to $106,230,000, but Ohio takes a bigger
drop to less than $100,000,000 and Illinois comes second
as a mining state and without reflected credit from the
maiiufacture of ore mined in another state.
Illinois owes its high rank among the mineral-producing states principally to the extensive development and
intelligent utilization of the coal resources with which
she has been so bountifully endowed. The state has 102

and coal is mined in 51 of them, which is more
than in any other state in the Union, not excepting
Pennsylvania. In point of coal tonnage Illinois has been
exceeded in the last three years (that is 1909, 1910 and
1911, the figures for 1912'not being available) by AVest
Virginia, but in point of value Illinois continues to
In 1911 West Virginia's coal production exceeded
lead.
that of Illinois by over (>. 000.000 short tons, whereas
in value the output of Illinois was the greater by nearly

counties,

as

many

dollars

signed to this

is

put in Illinois

The cause iisually as($5,840,000).
that the cost of mining per unit of outis

— Ab.stract

higher than in "unorganized" West

TT. S. Geol. Survey. WashinRton. D. C,
of an aflflress delivered at the dedication
at the University of Illinois.

statistician, the

Note
of the

new buildings

No. 20

W. Parker*
of

having the center of mineral production for the United
States within her boundaries, and rantis second among
Altliough exceeded by West Virtlie producing states.
ginia in coal tonnage produced, tlie gi-oss value of Illinois
output is tlie greater.

The center
same manner

3,

Mineral Producer

Illinois as a
SYNOPSIS— Illinois

Vol.

Virginia and this is doubtless true to some extent, but
compensation for this condition is secured through the
relatively local markets with which the operators of
Illinois are blessed.

This state ranks third as a manufacturing state, with
first and Pennsylvania second.
West Virginia, her close and for the last three years her successful rival in coal production, is of relative unimportance
as a manufacturing state (ranking twenty-ninth) and
must seek an outlet for her coal in distant markets. All
of the coal production in Illinois, on the contrary, is
consumed within her boundaries or in immediate adjacent territory, and, relieved of long distance rail haul,
the trade can bear within limits, a higher cost of proNo person here present, nor any one familiar
duction.
with the quality of the coal produced in the United States^
will claim that the average of Illinois coal is of as high
quality as that of West Virginia's product and yet in
1911 the average value per ton at the mines was $1.11
for Illinois coal, and 90c. for West Virginia.
In 1910
the corresponding values were $1.14 and 92c. The moral
Use your raw material at home.
is obvious.
In addition to consuming her own coal, Illinois uses
large quantities of the West Virginia product, and some
from Pennsylvania and Kentucky. Within the last two

New York

or three years, owing to the construction of large by-

product coking ovens at Chicago and Joliet, Illinois has
pushed to the front as a manufacturer of coke, but the
greater part of the coal used (fully 80 per cent.) comes

from West Virginia.

Some

of the Illinois .coals possess

coking qualities, but do not make satisfactory furnace
coke.
An entirely satisfactory coke is made at Joliet,
using a mixture of 80 per cent. West Virginia and 20 per
cent. Illinois coal.

in the state, two (St. Clair and
produce over 5,000,000 tons each; two
others (Madison and Sangamon) produce over 4,000,000 tons, and several others produce from 1,000,000 to
These are large figures, but shrink in
3,000,000 tons.
comparison with two counties in the bituminous region
of Pennsylvania, Fayette and Westmoreland, whose combined tonnage equals that of the entire state of Illinois
and with two others, Luzerne and Lackawanna, in the
anthracite region with about the same aggregate out])ut.
But then Pennsylvania's total production of anthracite
and bituminous coal is four and a half times that of

Of the 51 counties

Williamson)

Illinois.
in importance among the minerals of Illinois
petroleum, the development of which in significant
quantity is part of the history of the last decade. Prior
to 1905 the petroleum production of Illinois was measured in hundreds of barrels it is now reported in tens
They "struck oil" in Illinois in 1905, and
of millions.
in the following year the wells yielded nearly 4,500,000
bhl.. Jumping to nearly 25,000,000 in 1907, since which

Second

is

;

time the production has been between 30,000,000 and
35,000,000 bbl. annually.
Illinois now exceeds both Pennsylvania and West
A'irginia in the production of petroleum and is indeed the
leader in this respect
sippi River.

among

It ranks third

the states east of the Missis-

among

all of

the states, bo-

Mav
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ir.

ing exceeded only by California and Oklahorra. Natural
gas is produced in Illinois, but in relatively small quanThe production
tities, and is used principally locally.
of gas is valued at only approximately $600,000 per

annum.
As stated
pig iron

is

earlier in this discussion, the manufacture of
not included in the mineral industries of the

state, as it is

ment

not based or dependent upon the develop-

of natural resources witliiii the state, but

manufacturing industry of

lacji?

proportions

it

a

is

and de-

As a manufacturer of pig iron,
ranks third among the states, the total output in
1911 (an "oH" year in the iron trade) being v,il\ied at
In 1910 when conditions were more
over $31,000,000.
serves special mention.
Illinois
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nearly normal, the pig-iron product of Illinois was worth
$41,.500,000.

In 1910 Illinois produced 2,688,000 long tons of steel
In 1911 the production decreased
o5i>,000 tons.
This was due to the general falling off
in iron and steel production in that year.
As in the
manufacture of pig iron, Illinois ranks third in the production of steel ingots and castings, although now rather
closely pressed by Indiana, whose production of ingots
and castings amounted in 1911 to about 1,600,000 tons.
Excluding pig iron from consideration, Illinois stands
second in the 50 states and territories comprising continental United States, and contributes one-sixteenth to
the annual mineral production.
ingots and castings.

Work

Steel in Mine-Construction
By Caul Scholz*

SYNOPSIS— The.

author believes that the future will
bring an increased use of steel in mine work. Steel cdnHrudion, if not too heavy, is as cheap as wood and pays
even where temporanj.

new
is

locations

wheu the

Steel tipples can be
coal

is

A

exhausted.

moved

to

description

given of a shaft which iras cheaply lined with steel and

concrete.

The tendency
ment of mines,

Si).

to secure greater safety

larger

and

Kidirr

change

(jx a

Coai. Co., Dallas,

Which Men

17-Deg. Slope, uy

I

in the ciiaracter of the

onstructioii ])urposes,

Ijotli

clusively for the surface plants.

LifiHT Steel Tipples as Chkai' as

Woohkn Con-

STIirCTIOX
Steel

tippU' construction

factory change during the

has undergone a very .satisprior to that
ten years

la.st

With modern engineering, however,

Ixi).

Ax

\n

INi

E.N'TEii j\lixii.

steel ti])ple is

ture

of

\\

Is

\\

were

laced,

strength

and

it

a properly

CoxsTurcTioi)

i;i:i\(i

No Mkn Will

I?:';

no more expensive than

e(iual

<i

has

designed

on THE

IIoistki)
like

wooden

so

many advan-

struc-

tages that there can be no question of the advisability
of replacing

wood by

steel.

The elimination

of fire risk

alone is of much importance, not only on account of the
saving in insurance premiums and possible projjcrty loss,
iiecau.se of the further injury to business should a
occur in the rush season. Owing to fires f /r heating
pur])oses being used during the winter montiis when business is most brisk, more conflagrations o^cur during the
busiest period of the year than during the summer.
The use of steel tipples enables the designer to ]ilace

but

fire

the supjiorts

some distance away from the

shaft,

the '"A" frame type has become pojiular and
sively u.sed.

—

elaborately

tion of steel tipples.

;

•PreslrU-nt. Coal Valley Mining Co., 144 Van Burcn St..
ChlcaKO. 111.
Not(
PaptT read on Mav 9, 101.1. at tht dedication of the
Transportation RulldInK and thi- Lucomotivc and Mining
Laboratories of tlie University of Illinois. Urbana, 111.

columns,

13-in. double-channel

used to take the place of 12-in. square timbers.
This
made a structure strong enough to raise a heavy locomotive, and the resulting cost prevented extensive adop-

W ILL

material used for
above and below ground. Up
In a comparatively short time ago, wood was u.sed entirely
Inr the construction of coal tipples, head frames, and
Ipiiiidings on the surface; the only metal used was for the
screens, which were of simple design and usually only
planned for a single separation.
Already, however,
wooden tipples are no longer built, except for small country mines, and steel and concrete are used almost exmIiouI a

steel tipples were clumsy imitations of the
wooden structures and were built without consideration
of the correct strength and location to secure the best results.
The earlier tipples were much too heavy. Usually,

of longer life, have brought

Pl.wt CoxsoLinATKi) Indiana

1

and the develop-

time the

With a

tipple of this design the

is

and

exten-

wear of the

lining does not affect the structure liecause the
supports are not weakened by the deterioration of the shaf '
shaft

Even caving would not

affect the

supporting foundationfe.

COAL
Where

fireproof

shafts

are used,

the

three-leg

tipple.

which has been exploited by a Chicago engineering firm,
can be used advantageously and at a minimum cost. The
figures accompanying this article show different views
of one of these tipples which is now being erected.

A

Stecl Tipple Cax Be Ee-eeected in a
CATIOX

Lo-

I

mines, both of which will have a
years.

upon extraction of the coal,
can be taken down and removed to another location.

Vol.

at intervals to

permit the concrete

steel

and concrete combination

can be put in with very

employment

and each

Xo. 20

to tie firmly into the

of this

that the fabricated

i

stee:

expense and without tb

little

Sections are bolted together

of [.killed labor.

phites,

fish

is

3,

The advantage

rock surrounding the steel frame.

with

Xew

have developed two new
life of approximately ten
One was a shaft mine and was equipped with a

Withiii the last tvYo years

AGE

section

is

made

self-support-

ing by having a brace riveted to the outside of the I-beam,
which rests in the rock or is supported by a shore or prop
safely embedded in the shaft wall.

Systkji

which Makes Stekl a.vd Coxchkte Lixixg
Cheapei! tu.w Wood

steel tower, bolted so that
it

In

its

present installation only three tracks were needed

for the preparation of the coal, but the tower

was

built

for a four-traek tipple, wliirh may be wanted at the second locatioM.
The second mine was entered liy a slope, and since it
is expected to be the last slope mine which our company
will develop and there would he no furtlier use for the
bents, wooden construction was adopted. Thirteen months
after this mine began operation, the tipple was destroyed
by fire, and tha resultant losses would have paid for the
steel construction even though it would have been wasted
entirely upon the extraction of the coal at this locality.
The other buildings on the surface, and particularly
the boiler and engine houses, must be fireproof and much
steel and iron is used for this purpose, particularly sidThe contents of these
ing, roofing and roof trusses.
buildings are nearly all steel and iron.

U^K OF Stkicl IX Shafts
Fireproofing of shafts

regarded as important for

is

and many state laws require such construction. In
large and important mines a permanent shaft lining is
desirable because only by this means can delays due to

safety,

frequent

repairs

be

avoided.

frames similar in

Steel

design to wooden sets for two- and three-compartment
shafts have been installed with steel sheeting as lagging.
This construct! or., however, is expensive and has not met

with

much

favor.

I recently designed a modification of a steel shaft lining

and

it is

installed at Shaft Xo. 1 belonging to the

Con-

solidated Indiana Coal Co. and located at Dallas, Iowa.

The arrangement of steel in this design provides
members to be placed vertically instead
izontally, as is the case when timber is prefered.

principal

for the
of hor-

Eight
I-beams are tised four near the outside corners of the
cages, two in the center of the cages and to these the
hnntons are fastened, and two on the sides to which the

—

outside guides are
cross-section.

The

attached.

The height

of

the

shaft

is

I-beams

of

elliptic

ultimately

forms the thickness of the concrete lining. In sinking,
they are fastened together on the outside with curved
angle irons bolted to their flanges, spaced about 5 ft.
apart, and tliin lumber lagging is used to prevent the
caving of material.
When the bottom of the shaft is reached, the concrete
is put in from the bottom to the top by clamping short
form panels to the inside flange of the upright I-beams.

These inside forms are made from 3 to n ft. in height,
and ordinarily two sets are sufficient to enable concreting
to progress continuously, the sets being used alternately.

In the Dallas shaft this wall

and the outside lagging was

is

made

7 in. in thickness

left in place,

with openings

By

this

means not much attention need be given

pUimbing

of the shaft

as

it

is

to the

sunk, because the steel

frames can be shifted into the proper position as the
concrete

^^^^P^

is

placed.

The

old

method

of putting in con-

*

May

IT.
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Later, 8- and
straps were placed on the upper surface.
12-Ib. iron rails were used, but with the increased weight

and motive power the important entries are now
5ii- and 60-lb. .steel rails bedded in rock balSteel ties are becoming quite popular, and while

of cars

with

laid
last.

first thought, the expense seems prohibitive, considering that a steel tie for a 36-in. gage costs about 35c.,
whereas a wooden tie costs about i or 8c., the saving in
wages and the reduced number of ties which are then re-

at

quired

make

steel

more economical than wood under

cer-

tain conditions.

Where the mine bottom is hard, steel
from 4 to 6 ft. apart enabling the ba.<e
on the floor and thus carry the load.

can be spaced

ties

of the rail to rest

The

ties princi-

pally prevent the spreading of the track.

tion in height required

is

ability to use steel ties
little cost

ical

for recovery

The reduc-

important in low beds, and the
over and over again with very

makes the

more econom-

steel ties

759

and cross-bars is of more recent adoption. Special Hsections have been made and found to be economical
under certain conditions. The greatest strength of steel
results in the use of smaller sizes which require less excavation for the same finished clearance, and the saving
of wages in bolting those sets together, as compared with
the costly preparation of timber, brings
high cost of the steel frames.

many

the investigation of these frames in many localities. Practically all of the underground equipment has been
changed to steel, including mine cars, which formerly contained much wood.
Locomotives have replaced animal

power, and there is no part of the mine operation into
which steel does not enter to a greater or lesser extent,
beginning with the tools with which the coal is brought
down.
is

is

now used

in

the

into

cmi-s

loaded, in the track over which

it

wliich

is

the

rope by which it is hoisted, and in the surface buildings which are used for preparing it: and yet twenty
years hence we will see more new uses for it than liave
been found in the last twenty years.

Above and Below Ground

Fire Protection

liv

(i.

K.

Hie methods used in fireIllinois laws relative to the fire

.stiiiiman/ of

The
proofing mines.
menace are perhaps as strict as any, but the author liclieves that thcij do not rover till the precautions vhicli

Ly.uan*
If there is any line of effort in which the enern-irs of
the mining engineer should be especially centered, it inav
be said to lie in these directions:

The adoption of evt-iy possible means of preventinggetting- started, botli al)Ove and below.

1.

should he taken.

fire

The broad, humanitarian features involved
make the question command

tection will alone
all,

and the engineer

tlii.s

.spirit of tlK?

and

direction

day, but

is

is

a

the earnest

oi-'

-i-iii-:

Onto

not oidv in keeping with the
poli(y that pays well in dollars

in

fires

MisiMi

whose

below.

The orsani/.ation

Co.,

discipline

\\'i-:si-

and

of

I'l:

a

i

onip.-teiit

anki'okt,

efticiency

ahaii

Ine-flij-hlinK

corps.

Ii.t,.

h

ilMtalned

by fre-

""""' p™<^""'-

The labors of our commission for the revision of the
mining law have given Illinois some advanced legislation
ir.

Note

3.

\'ai.i.i:y

cents.

Madison Coal Corporation. Olen Car-

— I'aper
read on
nulldlnc and

portation

needed

realizes that every step

!

taken in

in fire pro-

a

The planning and

Installation of the best and most
complete fire-fighting equipment possible to obtain, includingevery available provision for rescue and escape, so frequently
2.

attention of

ccuil

hauled, in the

steel

years around

shaft bottoms and on partings where wide entries have to
be maintained, Imt the use of specially made steel props

SYNOPSIS—A

first

The rapidly increasing cost of timber and the damageffect of mine air which results in dry rot warrants

Steel

Steel I-beams have been used for

the

ing

than wood.

Ml.SCELLAXEOUS USE FOR StEEL

down

May

9, at the dedication of the Transthe I..ocomotlve and Mining Labora-

tories of the xrnlverslty of Illinois,

Urbana,

111.

in

this

making compulsory iiimiy |ireventive
now develo])mpnts. and the instMlbition of
The c(jnfire-fighting equipment in oM iniiic-.
direction,

measures
certain

in
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scientious engineer will recognize that no statute, however

as well as

broad, can take care of every detail in widely differing
conditions of operation, and after satisfying himself that
the law is fully complied with, he will make a further

be thoroughly reliable.

careful study of the individual conditions to be

met and

an independent gravity head, so that

In certain places

means

like

wooden fan houses and

the

flooding

may

erty.

obvious to dwell on at length.

One

of the first things he

would consider

The

in

planning

fire to

it

some equally fireproof
would be well nigh impossible for a

occur on the surface.

The Buc'Kneb Plant

ment is involved in a fire.
However thoroughly fireproof the plant might be considered, it would yet be the part of wisdom to install
a water system with an ample number of fire plugs at
convenient points in and about the buildings, with hose
connected ready for instant use. Some of the most disastrous fires have been where the contents of fireproof
buildings were consumed.
In handling an old plant, the need ol' the water sysis

value
too

is

practice of allowing waste

accumulate

is

FiEE Protection ix the Mines
Within the mine itself much can be done toward preventing fires by the elimination of everything combus-

of the Uniteu Coal Mining Co. Is Completely Fikeproof above Ground and a Model
OF iNCOilBUSTIBILITY UNDERGROUND

The fan would be housed in such a manner as to have
nothing inflammable about it, outside of the oil in the
journals, and would be set back a sufficient distance from
the shaft to eliminate chance of injury, even though the
entire shaft lining should be burned out.
The boiler
and power houses should be fireproof throughout, so that
they could be operated if every other part of the equip-

tem just mentioned

The

and other such materextremely dangerous, and the time
required in frequent inspections with the idea of eliminating this practice is well spent.
The condition of the
electrical wiring, above and below, and of the cables in the
shafts, is important.
to

well as the bin linings, concrete or

material, so that

save great losses.

of steel doors to cover the shafts in case of fire

ial

new development would be the
design of fireproof structures throughout, making them
of brick, masonry or reinforced concrete, with modern
structural-steel tipples, making the floors of these, as

tipples,

structures

outside the buildings,

the surface plant of a

may

it

through automatic
sprinklers, as well as perforated pipes handled by valves
of

endeavor to provide such additional safeguards as he
can devise for the better protection of life and prop-

FlKEPROOFING AT THE SuKFACE

No. 30

3,

doubly

too obvious to require comment.

and altogether
Ecgular fire drills and

api)arciil,

the actual use of the equipment at frequent intervals are
essentia] to its maintenance in proper condition.
If possible the system should be connected to a power pump,

around the bottom and
of heavy
lagging and timbers near the bottom, and in permanent
entries, with steel and concrete, will be a matter of economy in maintenance in a property of long life, which will
tible as far as possible, especially

in the stables, oil houses, etc.

The replacing

from

justify the expenditure required entirely aside

its

Such work is
value in eliminating the chance of fires.
recjuired by the Illinois law in new mines, within a certain
area near the bottom, but

its

application to a

modern

mine can be economically extended much further.

The fireproofing of the shafts is a wise requirement,
and one entirely in keeping with modern development.
The fires which cause great loss of life below generally
involve the fan house, tipple, shaft linings, stables, or
Owing to their volume and
other like critical points.
fierceness, these fives poison the entire

so rapidly as to render

Here

it

difficult

mine atmosphere

to get the

men

out.

where the value of good fire-fighting equipment,
backed up by organization and discipline, becomes
apparent.
The first few moments are vital and
in ninety-nine times out of a hundred, an organized force,
is

Mav

17,
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grow

through lack of practice, can
quickly extinguish a blaze at the start.
In fires of this,
character the value of adequate and well maintained esways
capement
becomes apparent, and they should he made
familiar to the men by requiring them to travel frequently
through them.
not allowed to

stale

The writer is a firm believer in the value of perforated
sprinkling pipes in the stables and other critical points.
These are operated by outside valves and are installed
III
addition to the automatic sprinklers required by law.
The water supply for the underground .system should
be not only connected to a standing head on the sur-

761

attempt to control them are often of the gravest character.

Opinions as to the proper methods of attacking such
widely, and their discussion cannot properly
be attempted here, but as to the necessity of the best
and most complete equipment for handling them, there is
no room for argument. Every mine should have availfires differ

able in addition to the usual small chemical extinguishers,
a couple of large capacity mounted on trucks, which can

be rapidly taken to the scene of action.

Iron

dump

used in loading out a fire and
form useful equipment, and
during ordinary operation can be used to advantage in
handling dirt and refuse from roads and air courses, so as
not to be idle capacity.
When pipe lines run over the mine extensively, as in
disposing of

cars, to be

it

in that way,

cases where long-distance pumping is done from many
sumps, it is an easy matter to arrange the connections so
that the pump pressure can be turned into the suction
lines.
The writer has seen this done to most excellent ad-

vantage, and

is

a firm believer in

its

In

desirability.

eases of sufficient emergency, even air transmission lines

may

be thus pressed into service.

Oxygen helmets
fire

territory to be

will

often

made

enable

explorations

of

a

that could not be attempted

otherwise, and may even permit of taking lines of hose
or chemical extinguishers to the very seat of the trouble.
It becomes necessary, therefore, for any mine desiring the
most adequate fire protection to have its own equipment
of helmets, pumps, supply tanks and all accessories, including pulmotors and first-aid supplies. The time lost
in getting one of the state rescue cars on the ground may
allow the fire to make such headway that nothing but

walling

off

the territory can be done.

The saving

to a company in a single bad (ire alone
could easily pay for the cost of its own rescue station
and helmet equipment, while a group of mines operated
by individuals could divide the expense of a common
station between them and make the burden very reasonable.
Their object would not be to supplant the state

rescue cars in any sense, but merely to take advantage of
the first vital moments, and often by such action not

only avert a serious calamity, but iii|) in the bud what
might otherwise develop into a difficult and dangerous job
for the state corps.
Such individual stations would, of
course, be in charge of competent men who had received

thorough training at the state stations.
I

:iii.:

')i-

t'liKAco.

Wilmington & Vekmilion Coal

Co., Fivi; Mll.Es .SoLTHE.VST

OF ClUUSTOl'HEI!, IlL.

A

frequent and often serious source of trouble

ing large
map.s,

face as required by law, but also to the

surface and bottom, so as to provide for

pumps on both

all

possible emer-

gencies.

Where

TTtE Co.VT.

FlIfE

IN'

seam

itself

is of such a character as
study of conditions will be necessary to determine the most practicable precautions to
take, and the details of such special methods of shooting,
caring for machine cuttings, gob, etc., as may be deter-

the coal

to fire easily, a special

fires

in the workings

and the consequent

way

is

difficulty

in

fight-

the lack of accurate
of

determining the

of walling olf the territory affected.

Only too
happens that some unrecorded opening into the
fire area supplies air stiflicient to keep it alive, and at the
same time is very diilicult to locate. An accurate map
would indicate at once the best way to wall off the fire
and lose the least amount of territory thereby.
Where companies maintain their own engineering debest

often

it

partment.s, this question of ma])s shoidd, of course, give
no trouble. But where it is the ])ractice to have an outside surveyor extend tlu;

map

annually

to

comply with

mined therefrom, must be most rigidly enforced by the
management. Fires on the inside, such as gob fires, both
local and extended, and fires of the scnm itself, generally
offer less danger to life than to jiropcrty, although the

there will be portions of the mine inaccessible to survey.
Accurate, detailed map))ing re(|uires frcinicnl extensions,

dangers to be encountered by the limited number who

and the remedy for individual operation

the law, accuracy in details cannot be expected. Granted
that the man doing the work is thoroughly competent,

is

for a

U'w to

—
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combine

to

secure

the exclusive

service

of

compe-

a

tent engineer, and furnish him adequate help and facilities for handling theii- work in a manner commensurate
"with its importance.
Even where an adequate engineering department is

maintained, and frequent map extensions made, places
will freqiieutlj be found which cannot be entered for survej. The writer's experience has indicated that this situation can best be met by a system of monthly or semimonthly reports, showing the length of every working
TjAace which has been closed since the last report was
rendered, the number of cross-cuts right and
other pertinent information.

left,

and

No. 20

down on account of a fire which should ordinarily
have been closely confined in its effects, and this is due
to having the workings so cut up that isolation is diSicult, and the ventilation hard to control.
I believe that
main air courses in either direction from the shaft
bottom out to the limits of the workings should be considered just as important as the shaft itself, and be just
as carefully maintained. This, in connection with a powerful fan, will enable the circulation of a great volume
of air at comparatively low velocity and pressure, which
will permit a considerable increase in tlie number of
the

splits,
fire

thus reducing the amount of territory affected by
any one portion of the workings.

in

The maintenance

maps

tilation

measure it themselves. In such cases the desired
information is obtained from the reports, and the place
shown on the maps in dotted lines, thus differentiating it
sharply from the work of the engineering department,
and placing before the mine management a visible re-

courses of

ancl

3.

shut

a

I do not allow these reports to be used in extending
unless the engineers are unable to enter the place

Vol.

1

is

not

is

of

an abncji'mal amount of venbut the use of main air

advocated,

more than ordinary capacity and excellence

strongly urged, so that the ventilation of the side en-

can be treated as individual problems, as much air
being diverted into each one from the main air courses
the arteries, so to speak, of the mine as its individual
tries

—

requirements

With

this

may demand.
method

ventilation

of,

established,

there

should be small necessity of ever sealing up more than
one entire cross entry at the most. There are probably
very few of us who have not known of instances where
large mines were ventilated on two or three splits, and
where a comparatively small fire caused the sealing off of
jjerhaps half the workings.

Coal Producer

Illinois as a
]>Y A. J.

It recently

became

my

Moop.siikad"

duty, on account of prospective

show the coal tonnage
and the service it required from the

legislation, to prepare statistics to

produced

in Illinois

railroads.

The Large

Fireproof Power House of the i'hicago
WiLMIXGTON & A^EKJIILIGN CoAL Co.

minder of their responsibility
map.

for

that

portion

of

the

possible to bring about a feeling of joint responsibility

for this part of the

which

is

helpful in

work with the mine management

many

000 cars to

Such

As the average number of places closed monthly in even
a large mine is not great, it consumes little time to handle
the report carefully, and the writer has found that it
is

OUTPUT OF COAL IN ILLINOIS. 1912
For the year ending; June 30, 1912, the coal
57,514.240 tons
mines of lUinois produced
Of that amount, there was used for power and
2,471,326 tons
wasted at the mines
924,854 tons
Taken bv railroad locomotives at mine chutes
2,61o,G78 tons
Sold to the local trade at mines
51,502,382 tons
Leaving a total to be shipped in cars
would
require
1,120,car,
46
tons
to
the
Which, on the basis of
move

the product.

figiires in these days,

when we commonly reckon,

nearly everything in millions, do not seem great or astonishing, but when we couple the 1,120,000 cars together

and

figure

them

as averaging

40

ft.

in length,

we have

a

string of loads approximately 8500 miles long, and that
Or,
equals one-third of the circumference of the earth.
in order to describe further the length of that train of

ways.

might note that it would reach from Xew York to
San Francisco and luick, and there would still be enough
loads left to reach from Omaha, Xeb., to Chicago. Ill,, and
from there to New Orleans, La., via the Illinois Central
cars I

Isolating Fires

There are few room-and-pillar mines which cannot
be advantageously worked on the panel system, or some
modification of it, which will permit the walling off of
any fire territory with the least possilile disturbance to the
balance of the mine. The importance of having the maps
show faithfully every connection between adjacent panels
is obvious, and in the modern mining organization no departure in developing the mine should be permitted from
the projections furnished to the mine manager for his
guidance, unless the matter is properly considered and
authorized by the main operating authority.
It

is

not

uncommon

to see a

mine

entirelv. or nearly

E.E.
It will be furthermore interesting for you to learn that
on the basis of 75 empty and 35 loaded cars to the train,!
carrying 40 tons each, it would require nearlv 43.0001
trains to market the production of the mines of Illinois]

for this one vear onlv.

President and
tion.

g-eneral

manaKer. Madison Coal Corpora-

—

Note Preamble of an address delivered May 9, 1913. entitled "Organization as Affecting Mining," read at the dedication of the Transportation Building and the Locomotive ancl
Mining Laboratories, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

|
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Keeping the Doors Closed
A

novel mt'tliud of keeping

door closed when the

uiie

is opened in an air chamber at the head of an exhaust shaft has been adopted at a mine in Roslyn, Wash.
Both of these doors, which are on opposite sides of the
air chamber, swing on their hinges in the same direction.

other

A

chain or rope

opposite to the

is

fastened to the

way

in

which

it

first

door on the side

opens, passes around a

pulley attached to a post, thence through a suitable open-

ing in the stopping, and

is

attached to the second door

at a point similar to its attachment to the

slack
<

is left

first.

Enough

in the chain to allow either door to be fully

pened when the other

AGE
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"But in many cases it would not be convenient to use
such a source, and the products of combustion from a
gas-fired

coal-dust-fired

or

The exhaust

boiler

would be preferred.

gases from these would certainly not be so

hot as 1100° F., but, by the equilibriating device described
below, complete combustion can be induced, without any

monoxide or other unburnt mabeing left in the gas. This device can also be used
with the gases from an ordinary Lancashire boiler,* the
gas being passed through the apparatus before the economizer is reached.
excess of oxygen, carbon
terial

"The

equilibriating apparatus (called an equilibriator)

an iron vessel divided into two parts; the
packed with i/^xl-in. pieces of special bricks
made of a mixture of clay and titanifei'ous bog-iron ore,
or any other suitable catalyst, while the second part is
packed with granulated copper or scrap copper wire. The
bog-iron ore bricks have the property of causing combustible gas and oxygen to react at low temperatures, and by
consists of

is clo.sed.

front part

this

is

means the

last traces of gas are oxidized to

carbon

dioxide and water.

'"Any carbon monoxide remaining

is

removed by the

co])-

per oxide, while if there is an excess of oxygen it is removed by the copper. To oxidize some of the copper a
slight excess of air is introduced when the apparatus is
started, but in normal working, when sufficient copper oxide has been once formed, only the exact amount of air
required for complete combustion

Two DooKs
At

C'l.osKi)

a suitable point between the

first

is

attached to

opened

at a time.

Producing

allowed to enter."

Inert

Gas

to

Locomotive

in

Japan

tiie

The doors in question are near tiie fan at the top of
the shaft on the return airway, which also serves as a
manway. This arrangement prevents any careless person
from short-circuiting the air, as only one door can be
fully

An American Mine

door and the post,

chain or rope. This is sufficiently heavy to pull l)oth doors tight shut under ordinary circumstances.
a weight

is

BY A Wkiciit ox a Eope oh Chain

The accompanying

illustration shows the construction
Baldwin-Westinghouse electric mine locomotive at
the mine of the Ishikari Coal Co. in Japan.
This machine was designed for a track gage of 1 ft. 8 in., measures
of

a

8 ft. 9 in. in length, has a wheel base of 3 ft. (! in.,
stands 3 ft. i/^ in. above the track, has a total widlli of
2 ft. 11% in. and weighs 6000 pounds.

Prevent

Explosions
John Ilarger

in his i)ook

of E.xplosions and

on "Coal and the Prevention

Fires in Mines," gives the following

methods of producing the mixture of carbon dioxide and
make the mines free from

nitrogen whereby he proposes to
explosions.

"An atmosphere
oxygen

is

with an abiiorniaily low percentage of

readily ])rodiiced by mixing ordinary air with

amount

and carbon dioxide,
by the combustion of
suitable fuel, but great care must be taken that it contains no carljon monoxide.
The exhaust from a gas engine, with its exhaust ai)i)aratus suitably modificil. will
give excellent results, if the air supply is controlled and
complete combustion attained. This can be assured iiv
leading the hot gases oyer a catalytic surface.
"Using a 25-hp. gas engine, the exhaust gas wa-s found
to be so liot (IIOO" F.), that complete combustion was
readily effected without the use of a strong catalyst. All
that was necessary was to pass the hot gases, as they left
the cylinder, over ordinary broken firebrick, wln'cii offers
the calculated

which mixture

is

of nitrogen

easily obtained

Gknkhai, Vricw of TjOcoMo'rrvK

The frame

of this locomotive

is

The

of plate steel.

drixcrs are 20 in. in diameter and are actuated by

•A boiler with two l;irpri» flups passlnjr horlzontallv f nin
front to back end. In Ihc-Hi-, combustion tnkc» nlacc.
Probably any other boiler woulil serve as well. Killtor.
'

'

plenty of surface.

two

motors hung inside the frame and wound for 500 volts.
The machine is provided with sanders for all four of
the wheels and two electric headlights.
Tt is well designed, compact and well protected from dirt and dust.

—
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districts, where the coals
sub-bituminous, the burning in the exFarther east, where the
posed slopes has been general.
coals have been hardened by the metamorphic influences
of the igneous mountains, burned areas are rarely found.
Because of their exposure to the hot sun, the southwardfacing slopes about Grand Mesa become dry and do not

are low-grade

Sgheuer*

Experience with several varieties of tape reels in underground worlc led finally to the adoption of the Purdue
model, manufactured by the Keuffel & Esser Co. It was
found that considerable annoyance was experienced from
the loosening of the screws, several of which entered into
its

No. 20

"In the Palisades and Rollins

Reel for Underground Tape
By Charles

Vol.

construction.

this, certain improvements were described
manufacturers and the reel shown in the detailed
An
drawing was made up. The particular changes are

To remedy

to the

:

support enough vegetation to hold the soil in place. The
rocks consequently have become exposed, and the coal
is generally burned along the outcrop.
"The northward-facing slopes are not parched so
quickly by the sun and are more completely clothed with
brush, the roots of which hold the soil, and this in turn
protects the underlying rocks.

On

these slopes the coal
it

has been on the

fires

were started by
There seems to

has not been burned so generally as
southward-facing slopes.

"The

belief

is

general that the

the spontaneous ignition of the coal.

some coal fields
good evidence that some mines
have taken fire in the same manner, but apparently the
theory of spontaneous ignition of the coal has been too
be proof that fires have been started in
in this way,

and there

is

generally accepted.

"Careful observations were made in this field for evidence bearing on this question, and although coal was
found in all stages of weathering, ranging from freshly
exposed faces to beds of slacked coal that must have been
exposed for many years, not a single place was found
where the coal at a natural exposure showed any indication of heating.

"It is a well known fact that dampness favors spontaneous ignition, yet in the Grand Mesa field the coal
in the southward-facing slopes, which are dry, is burned
much more generally than that in tlie damp slopes which
face northwards.
The coals of the dry, exposed sidehills

Reel for IOO-Ft. FxDERGRorxn Tape
enlargement

the diameter so as to

of

would be ignited by forest

accommodate

a

muddy

tape; the substitution of countersunk rivets for
screws through the spreader washers between the two sections of the frame the use of a countersunk riveted knob
for the handle knob instead of a swiveled and screwed

fires

much more

those of the damp, soil-protected slopes,
er's
is

and

readily than
in the writ-

opinion the burning of the coal in Grand Mesa
more due to forest fires than to spontaneous igni-

tion.

;

ring

;

and the fastening

of the handle into the

drum by a

fastened by asetscrew. The result is a rigid and durable reel which can be taken apart
as far as necessary by loosening the setscrew, removing
the fiat-headed screw and so releasing the handle from the

Hat-headed screw,

For a 200-ft. tape, the diameter should be

drum.

in-

creased to 71/^ in. in the clear.

The Burning

of

Coal

at

Outcrops

The "Report on the Coal of Grand Mesa and West
Elk Mountains, Colorado," published by the U. S. Geological Survey states that:
"The coals of Grand Mesa are burned along the outcrop in many places. Indeed where the rocks are well exposed, it is difficult to find coal at the surface. In place
of it the rocks arc reddened by the heat from the burning coal, and in some places they have been melted and
form

'clinker.'

Summer Meeting

Where

crop by a covering of
in fewer places.

the coal

soil

is

protected at the out-

or slide rock,

it

has taken

At a meeting of the Executive Board, held in Denver
on Apr. 15, it was decided to hold the next meeting of
the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute in Salt Lake
A special train, consisting of a baggage coach,
City.
dining car and Pullmans, will leave Denver at 9 p.m.,
June 9, arriving at Rock Springs the following morning, where the day will be spent in viewing the most important properties in this location, arriving in Salt Lake
City early on the morning of the eleventh..

The
iif

—

Institute will convene at 10 o'clock on the

.June

11

and hold a session for

tin;

morning

balance of the

inorning. The afternoon will be devoted to a trip to tli
Bingham copper properties, probably the most iutcresfin,
in the world.
The morning of the t'^elfth will be de:
to Institute business, reading of papers, etc., an(
he afternoon a visit lo Salt Air will bo made, when

\i)tiMl
ill

fire

Prom the "Eneineering and Mining Journal." Apr. 26.
•Chief enRlneer, Fayal district, Oliver Iron Mining Co.,

N^Tte

Rocky Mountain

Coal Mining Institute

I

The thirteenth will
devoted to any Institute business which may remaii
incom|il('t(', to auto rides about Salt Lake City, and to a
grand concert in the Tabernacle.
the rest of the day will be spent.
ii(>

Eveletli, Minn.

of

itself

I

Mav

17,
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As at present arranged, the
City on the return journej',
Eio Grande E.R., some time
tliirteeuth, and will stop over

part}' will leave Salt

Lake

by way of the Denver &
during the night of the
at one or more important
It is proposed also to
coal properties on the way back.
spend three or four hours in Glenwood Springs, to give
the members an opportunity to indulge in bathing in
From this point
one of the finest pools in the West.
there will be a daylight ride through the Grand River
Caiion and the Grand Canon of the Eagle River, so that
the beauties of this wonderful portion of the state may
be seen by those who have not yet had the opportunity
of traveling over the line in daylight.

The

railroad fares for the round trip will be as fol-

From

Trinidad, $26.15 from Walsenburg, $24.75;
from Florence and Canon City, $24.50; from Pueblo,
Colorado Springs and Denver, $22.50.
The Pullman
charge for the entire time will be $!).10.
lows:

;

remember that the special train
Denver and will not leave until Xo.

Please

up

in

rado

& Southern

arrives.

Any member

will be

765

ming may make arrangements

3 of the Colo-

Several interesting papers will be presented at the
convention and a good time is promised to all.
The Institute will furnish an official badge for all members and friends in attendance, and each person is urged
to bring his family or any friends who he thinks would
be interested in making the trip or in the proceedings of
the convention.
In order that the Institute officers may make arrange-

ments for the train, it is urgent that each member signify
immediately whether or not he will be able to become
one of the party. Let everyone make arrangements to attend.

E. H. Weitzel.
President.

W. Whiteside,

F.

Secretary.

Miners Plan to Organize
and Winding

(Inlf coal fichh in

West Virginia-

One hundred and seventy-live memi)ers of the United
Mine Workers of America, representing practically the
whole of the Xew River, Gauley and Winding Gulf coal
fields of West Virginia met in convention in Charleston,
on May 10, for the purpose of forming a new district of
the miner.*' organization.

As originally intended, the meeting was to be in the
nature of a conference between the delegates and the operators.
There was, however, no response when the chair
asked for e.vpressions from operators present. Vice-President Hayes tlien informed the delegates that, in carrying
out the promise of cooperation from the national organiation, the International Board had decided to form a

new district in West ^'i^ginia.
The morning session, on Saturday, was addressed,
in turn, by National \'ice- {'resident, Frank J. Hayes,
who called the meeting to order, by District President
Thomas Cairnes and International Board Member
Thomas ITaggerty, who had just returned from the International Board meeting at Indianapolis.

National President John 1*. White also spoke for over an hour.
The afternoon session was addressed by Senator Win.
Green, of Ohio, who is a member of the United Mine
Workers, and the International statistician of the organization, and. finally, the <-onventiiin listened U> an address
by fcovernor Hatfield.
President White, in bis talk, viewed the hisldry of
tile organization and set forth its ideals.
He spoke at
length of what is expected of the future in West Virginia
and pledged himself to do all in his power to as-sist in
the work which has been so well begun.
Senator Green's address was f)ne in which great emphasis was placed upon the benefits of organization, and,
incidentally,

upon

the

struggles

that

precede

every

when

Members returning may alight from the special train
Canon City, or any point most convenient for
making connections with their homes.

living in \\'yo-

a in cr ling of delegate-^ in Charleston it
was-- decided to organize a new district of the United Mine
Workers of America. This will include the New River,

party

at Pueblo,

made

SYXOPSIS —.1/
Gauleij

to join the

the train reaches his station.

a

W, Va.

Field

achievement tending toward the welfare of humanity.
Governor Hatfield paid a fitting tribute to the men
who toil in mine, mill and shop. He wished the delegates a pleasant day in the city and assured them, unequivocally, that they had nothing to fear from him as
governor of the state. "I exact but one thing," he said,
"and that is respect for the law. The miners stand as
high in my estimation as the mine owner. Slinw me miuI
I will be your protector."

—

He

referred,

briefly,

to

the settlement

of

the

Paint

Creek and Cabin ('reek strikes and of bis part in bringing about their settlement.
"I do not question your right to organize," he said,
"the physicians, lawyers and the mine owners organize,
and why should I question your right to the same priviI am your governor, and I prefer to be llie laborlege.
ing man's governor to any other man's governor, and
all that I ask of you, as your governor, is regard for the
legislative enactments of this state and due respect to
your God. Do not regard me as an oppressor. Demand
your rights as men but do it in a legitinmte way. and
you will have me as y(Jiir govern<ir. tn protect ydii in
securing tho.se rights.
"Do not take the law into your own liaiuls. If you
suffer from the oppressions f)f a stninger band, appeal lo
the law. I know it has been said that the law is innlrdlled
by a certain class; but before God I toll ymi the interests do not control me.
"(Jo al)oiit your work deliberately, lawfully, iiiaiifully.
Demand your rights and you will achieve the victory.
About the guard system, there is no necessity for guards
The mine guard
in W('st Virginia or in any other state.
law is about to go into elTeet, and I promise you that I
will .see that the statute is absolutely and strictly adhced
to and enforced.
"In conclusion, go about your deliberations like men.

Do

not

jnit

the right.

men, you

yourselves in the position of lawbreakers.

And,
will

if

have

a strike

my

is

Do

necessary, and you act like

jirotoction."
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An

The

Effective Slate Picker
Mason & Allen
washery of the Hudson
a

picker in operation in a
Coal Co. handling material containing 20 to 32 per cent.
flat slate and throwing out 18 to 21 per cent, in the process. Tests of the droppings have never exceeded 3 per

flat slate

and have heen as low as 1 per cent.
L. & W. K.R. is using these pickers on chestThe machine is so connut, pea and buckwheat coal.

simplicity of this device appeals to

No. 20

3,

all

coal ex-

stand the severest usage, and
vided "with adjustments to meet all conditions.
perts.

The aecompauyiiig photograph shows

Vol.

It is huilt to

Rules of

Thumb

for Metric

is

pro-

Conver-

sion

cent, coal

The D.

h

6"

>U--

Certain appro.ximate rehitions between conuuon metric
measurement and tlieir English equivalents exist.

units of

''>4<

^

e"

6"

6"-H<

>\<--

A

//v

Cross-skcttox of Picker. Showing Shklves or Steps axu the Eccentric or Swinging Cylinders
Albert A. Cary presents these in Power, Feb. 18, 1913,
in the form of the following handy table:
Dimensions
Weight

etc.

Unit Used
Kilogram

Converted to

Pounds

Rule
Multiply by 2 then add 10
per cent.
10 per cent, then mul-

Add

Length

Meter

Feet

Surface

Square meter

Square feet

Add two

Volume

Cubic meter

Cubic

Add

Capacity

Quarts

Liter

Temperature

Fahrenheit

Centigrade

Heat

feet

Calories

p

per pound
Calories per

kijogram

Heat

pound

kilogram

Kilograms per
square centi-

Pounds per
square

inch

tiply by 3
10 per cents, then
multiply by 9
three 10 per cents, then
multiply by 27
Add one-half of 10 per cent.
(or 5 per cent.)
Multiply by 2; subtract 10
per cent., then add 32
Multiply by 2, then subtract 10 per cent.
Multiply by 0.556 (or divide by 6 and then bv 3>
Multiply bv 14.223 or divide by 0.07

meter

Pounds per
square inch

Kilog;ram3 per Multiply by 0.07
square centi-

Evaporation

Kilograms per
square meter

Evaporation

Pounds per

Distance

square foot
Kilometers

Pounds per Divide by 5
square foot
Kilograms per Multiply by 5
square meter
Miles
Multiply by 0.6 and add 5
per cent, of the product
Kilometers
Multiply by 1.6
Cubic inches Divide by 16 (or by 4

meter

The Picker

at

Work

structed as to be attached readily to any standard coal
shaker by means of bolts and suspension rods and is de-

signed to separate
passes

flat slate

and rock from the

Distance
Capacity

Miles

Cubic

centi-

meters

coal, as it

tivice)

Cubic inches

Capacity

Cubic

from the shaker.

This

is

accomplished by a series of horizontal plates

centi-

Multiply by 16

meters

rigidly fastened in a transverse position between the side

The rules are so simple as to be easily carried in the
head, but for accurate results more complicated factors

plates in step fashion, so arranged as to permit a swing-

must be employed.

ing cylinder, eccentrically pivoted to the side plates by
of adjustable boxes, to hang parallel with and under the front edge of each plate with an opening or space

means

between tlie bottom of the cylinder and the plate below it.
This arrangement allows the flat slate and rock to pass
back through the opening while the coal passes on over
the plates to the chute. The cylinders swing automatically
with the movement of the shaker and are controlled in
the swinging movement by weighting.
The action of the machine is quick and effective, making the limit to

its

capacity difficult to estimate.

Substation Loads in

Lackawanna

Collieries
On page

713, issue of

Load Factor

May

10, the table of

Connected-

at Substations, states that the per cent, for

the largest station

is

32 and the per cent, for the av-

erage station is 20. These ficfures should be reversed. The
other figures, which all show an opposite tendency, are
correct.

Mav

];.
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EDITORIALS
Gasoline-Locomotive Costs
mining locomotive varies considerably with the conditions under which
the machine is called upon to operate. The price of fuel
and supplies, the wages of the driver and brakeman, the
condition of the track, the grades to be traversed and the
loads handled, all have a direct influence upon the cost

The

cost of operation of the gasoline

per ton-mile.

With these locomotives, as with other machinery, it is
but natural to expect that the cost would decrease as the
amount of work done increases, and that the best results
would be obtained when the locomotive is operated up to
its capacity all of the time. Recent experiments in Europe
appear to substantiate this

idea.

The Geyser
The phenomenon

Equality

at

at the Gallatin Coal Co.'s

occasioned general interest and

it

is

mine has

differently

termed

by everyone according to his belief in what constituted
the originating cause.

The author of the
more usual

article

we published

last

week

ac-

interpretation of the forcible ejec-

cepts the

The view is that taken by F.
Kosbottom, the inspector of the district in which the
mine is located and by several others. He regards the
emission of water as resulting from the compression of
This action, however, would not have
the pent-up air.
been violent. The air would have slowly pushed out the
water, as soon as the surging flood had lost the velocity
head with which it entered the mine.
If, however, a large and seemingly impossible body of
air had escaped and filled the shaft for almost its full
length, the downward weight of the shaft content would
have been almost nil and the upward pressure would have
been large. If there were another point of entry from
the surface containing all water and no air, the pressure
would be that of a body of water 80 ft. deep and this
upward pressure would be exerted on what little water
might be over the top of the shaft, which was full of air.
Under those circumstances the water would have been
lifted 80 ft. in the air if all resistance to its motion were
removed.
Had the whole main entry and shaft become filled with
escaping air, a still more unlikely supposition, the water
might have belched out to a height of 120 ft. This gives
the maximum elevation which the air-lift theory would
permit us to expect.
tion of water at Equality.

The

witnesses declare

Whether

their view

is

this

justified

elevation
is

was

exceeded.

(|uestionable because

there were few objects high enough by which momentarily
to

measure such extreme elevations

The height

of the second effluent

in

that flat country.

column

wa.s

probably

more accuracy and the estimate was accordingly lower, namely, 2C0 ft., and even that hardly

estimatcrl with

accords with the illustration Ave show.

Some have thought

that an explosion took place, the

water driving the air in old chambers on to a light left
burning in some part of the mine. While the author of
the article does not say whether gas is found in the workings, he does give a strong impression that the danger of
flooding had caused the complete abandonment of the
mine for such a length of time that there could Bot have
been any light burning. The inspector says there was no
mine fire in the workings. Hence there does *et seem
leg on which this theory can stand, though u»likely solutions are permissible where there is so much uBcertainty.
Another solution remains. The mine had never caved
the pressure of the vs'ater in the measures when the surface was submerged may have weakened the root, causing
it to fall later.
Had the overburden to the grass roots
descended slowly in the lowest part. of the workings, the
water might have been thrown up to a height of about
324 ft. If the roof fell where a certain amount of fre:'
fall was possible, the effect of its energy of descent would
have been to make an even more violent effluence.
The mine is ruined and closed and it may be months
before it is opened.
Meantime the roof may fall and
changes take place.
The problem of the aqueous outburst may contintie to be as mysterious as the violent
projection of water from the West Kentucky Coal Co's
shaft in the same section of the United States.
The Crescent, a small shipping mine, and the Sunnyside and Clover, which produce eoal for local consumption
were also flooded but were otherwise undanuigod. No such
geyser-like ejections, however, took place at these mines
;i

;

Appointment Not Confirmed
The

of John Mitchell, former
Mine Workers of America, by
Governor Sulzer, to be the head of the state Department
of Labor, in New York, marks the earnest desire of the

recent

a])i)ointment

president of the United

governor to reorganize this department. A better man for
the position could not have been selected than John
Mitcliell, who is universally conceded to be better qualified to fill this important olTice than any other person in
the country.
The fact that Mr. Mitchell has only recently removed his residence to New York State forms
no adequate excuse for the rejection of his appointment
by the Senate.

When

that body refused

to conliriu

of Governor Sulzer, in this instance,
])osition to

antagonize

tlie

it

the

;i|i|i()inlin('nt

placed itself in a

strong labor vote of the state.

Mr. Mitchell has few enemies and many friends, not only

among the labor classes, hut among the large majority
of thoughtful people, regardless of politics.
Governor Sulzer's appointment, in this case, met the
general approval of the people of the state, who are well
pleased with his determination not to abandon the hope
of having the appointment of Mr.

confirmed, at a
called

To

June

.special

session

of

Mitchell
the

evenfuallv

legislature

to he

18.

sav that

John Mitchell

we

heartily

indorse the appointment of

as the head of the Departxnent of Labor, in
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would be to express mildly our appreciawork done by this man. Perhaps no one has
ever handled more successfully than Mr. Mitchell the
agsjravated conditions that have existed, from time to
operators.
tiiiu", between the mine workers and mine
Ko one has won so high a degree of the confidence and
esteem of all classes, as this advocate of equal rights and

New York

State,

tion of the

Vol.

No.

2i)

prived of the power of saving, or the operator prevented
from securing a bank account.
It is time that it was clearly understood that any rise
in wage of one class of employees must be taken out of

There can be no federathe pockets of other operatives.
tion of labor-; there can only be a truce between working-

men, an arbitration

of the

the plenitude which results

justice.

3,

wage war between them and
from the blessings of indus-

Whatever mistake Mr. Mitchell may have made that
disregard, by the organization of which he
was president, of a judicial mandate, it is still a matter
of deep regret that recently the Court of Appeals of the

trial pieace.

Columbia has refused to reverse the decision
of the lower court, by whicli Mr. Mitchell was declared
A further appeal to the United Statedin contempt.
Supreme Court is contemplated and, although, from the

That an undue and unwise influence is being exerted
by the prime movers in the United Mine Workers Organization to control legislation iu Pennsylvania and force

nature of the case, little hope can be entertained as to
the result, it can hardly be expected but that final sentence will be suspended. By this means, not only would
the majesty of the law be upheld, but due respect would
be paid to one whose tireless efforts have always been at

legislature, has been evidenced in a

led to the

District of

;

the service of his fellow workers.

The Miners' Union
Unions seem necessary

work-

needs to defend himself as much as the nation. But
whom is his defense mostly directed?
Ostensibly every strike is a quarrel between employer
and employee. Practically it is a battle between work-

against

Other operatives having received an increase
ingmen.
in wage, the miner finds everything which he has to buy
So he strikes to make his employer
increased in price.
charge those operatives an increased price for coal. It is
and comforts between man
and man. The operator is only the go-between, the much

a continuous struggle for life

berated middleman.

The

the laboring
for so

might be removed if the opon the right of
buy so much of the other man's labor
own. Let the operators and miners

necessity for the union

a sliding scale, based

would adopt

much

man

to

of his

the passage of certain bills at the present session of the
number of instances,

by the acts of the Lower House. In no case, however, has
this been made more clear than by the passage, Apr. 29,
of the bill, House File, Xo. 1219, presented by Mr.
Lenker, of Dauphin County.
The bill is an act to amend Section 7, of the act approved May 3, 1909. By this bill, which has just passed
the House, the number of mine inspectors in the anthraregion of the state would be increased from 21 to
and represent an increase of
$30,000 in the annual cost of inspection of these mines.
cite

evils like armies, for the

man

erator

Crazy Legislation

a bureau of experts to ascertain the articles purchased by miners and the amount of each type of purThen let the board ascertain as nearly as possible
cha.^e.
the labor involved in the production of such articles under
present-day methods of manufacture. The result would
show how many hours of other men's labor were equiva-

form

work of the miner.
This figure should be kept constant year by year, the
miner's power of purchase increasing with the increased
output due to improved methods of operation. The reThere are some factors too nard
sult might not be exact.
to weigh with precision, but any solution seems preferable to annual or at least frequent strikes which, like
wars, destroy more than they create.
The method of calculation advocated is at least as scien-

31, or nearly 50 per cent.,

There is no question but that the number of inspectors
should be increased in that district. The A.nthracite Code
Commission in their report recommended an increase of
four inspectors for the anthracite mines, which, in their
judgment, would be sufficient to meet the present needs.
It will be remembered that only recently the House
This
passed the Schaeffer bill by a vote of 157 to 0.
Organization

as the

method

of hunger-strike

and

violence,

which

is

Though
a purely arbitrary attempt to adjust matters.
our courts are not perfect, no one suggests a return to
the trial by ordeal and though a bureau might be wrong
in some of its conclusions, the labor struggle is still more
and does not recognize the point at issue.
In fact, the strike often terminates in the defeat of
one party because in the pa.st that party has been most
unjustly treated, because the laboring man has been de-

unscientific

—

languish.

lent to the year's

tific

—

emanates from the same source the Mine Workers
and luakes all holders of mine-foreman
certificates eligible to candidacy for the position of mine
inspector, without further examination. The Mine Workers made an unsuccessful attempt to have this provision
adopted hy the Mine Code Commission, and are now enIt is
deavoring to force its passage in the legislature.
amazing that Pennsylvania legislators would lend an attentive ear to these appeals, coming as they do from an
unauthoritative source, while the recommendations of the
regularly authorized Code Commission are allowed to

bill

Fires at Coal Outcrops

We

quote today a statement of the Geological Survey
relative to the crop fires in the Grand Mesa. The Survey
follows the popular idea that water normally aids coal to
burn. There is little probability that coal containing all
the moisture natural to it is likely to be caused to burn
The heat of
spontaneously by the addition of water.

hydration cannot take place without previous dessication.
On those faces of the hills where the coal is likely to be
deprived of
ally

much

of its natural moisture,

expect the coal to

fire

we would natur-

on being wetted

if

hydration

is

It

is

ever sufficient to account for the ignition of coal.

such dry and exposed places that the Survey has found
the most frequent ignition and while it may be reasonably
ascribed to forest fires, the cause may be due to hydration
of the dried coal, despite the reasoning of the monogill

rapher.

Mnv
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
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The

First-Aid

Muddle

That there should

lie

a

uniform system taught

is

iiiiiiic

evi-

dent.

1>Y A

PhYSICIAX

SYXOP.-^IS—The auihor

believes that first aid should
Variation of methods confuses and disgusts the trained men. The advisory board of the American Mine i^afetij Association is not well chosen and the

be standardized.

schedule of discounts recommended at last year's conference is amusing but trorthless.

To anyone who
work

has had

much

experience in first-aid

in this country, it is quite evident that

something

wrong with the system of instruction. In
studying the reports of the work already accomplished,
is

radically

the investigator discovers a deplorable condition of affairs,

though the

first

made

are being

glance seems to show that rapid strides
in the education of the men employed

in hazardous occupations.

The inquirer finds that first aid is being taught in the
United States by many different organizations, chief
among which are the American National Red Cross, the
Bureau of Mines, the Young Men's Christian Association,
the

many

separate first-aid organizations and the various

com])anies which have instituted the work independently.

These bodies are not working
structors are teaching ditferent

AMiat that system should be is not so clear. While
true that there is one best way of dealing with any
injury, the fact is that no one absolutely knows what
that best way is.
Many men think they know but they
it is

Their inin harmony.
methods of treatment and

recommending the use of different appliances. From
a purely local viewpoint, this may not seem important.
To those of ns who hope soon to have as efficient a firstaid organization in this country as the St. John's Ambulance Corps is in England, it is a cause of much alarm.
are

can have no legitimate assurance.

The Defects

The

the subject.

report of this conference was eagerly
was hoped that some questions of moment
would be decided. When the report was received, it was
found to be merely an expression of opinion of a body of
men, few of whom were known. No experiments had been
performed, no opinions of men eminent in the medical
profession had been secured but a lot of resolutions had
been passed for our guidance, for none of which any reasons were given.
awaited, as

it

At

this conference the American Mine Safety Associawas formed and the recommendations that an Advisory Board be appointed to have the power to accept or reject any dressings that may be offered, was adopted. This
board is to consist of two first-aid men, two operators, two
physicians and a representative of the Bureau of Mines.
Why operators and engineers should have a place on a
board whose proceedings to be of any value must he surgically scientific, was not explained.
We are sure that
no surgeon would desire a ])lace on a board, the work of
which was purely engineering in character.

tion

SoMJc Strange Decisions

Vaeiation IX Training Methods
Those present at the National Mine Safety and FirstAid ?]xhibition, at Pittsburgh, in the summer of 1911,
were struck by the many dift'erent methods by which the
same injuries were treated. Teams from different companies used wholly unlike methods in dealing with their
problems. This had a bad effect upon the members of the
various corps.
They had come to the meet representing
all the teams in their section and believing that they
had been trained in the best methods. They found that
there were many ways of treating the same injuries and
there was no way for them to discover which were best.
Eeturning home, they reported their discovery to the
other teams in that locality and each organization de-

manded

that their instructor teach

them the

best methods.

of the Conference on First Aid

Recognizing this condition, the U. S. Bureau of Mines
called a conference on first aid to meet in Pittsburgh,
Penn., on Sept. 25, 1912, for the purpose of staudardizhig

A

glance at the report of this meeting will show why it
has been and will be totally disregarded.
The recommendation that the Sylvester method of artificial respiration be adopted was followed in a few weeks by a report
of a commission of scientists of national reputation, in
which the Schaeffer method was declared to be the best.
As this report was substantiated by the records of many
it must be believed.
The schedule of discounts, presented by the conference
and intended to apply to all contests, is amusing but

experiments,

worthless.

In

it

contestants are penalized ten points for

failure to be aseptic in the treatment of a

ably already infected,

when

wound, probthe results of such failure, iu

the average case, would but slightly inconvenience the
The team is penalized but two points for failure

Their ])hysician found in turn that there was no way
in which he could discover the best treatments and to retain the respect of his class, he was forced to teach sev-

patient.

same injury. Thi.s, of course,
more difficult a subject already
As a result,
too complicated for the untrained mind.
many organizations disbanded and countless men discontinued the work because it was too hard. Thi.s is wrong.
First aid can be made more simple and must be so gendered before we can hope to derive the benefits which it

depends. The fact that a contestant is penalized the same
two points for lack of neatness and for tying a "granny
knot" adds to the humor, but not to the value, of the report.

offers.

for the construction

eral

methods

resulted in

of treating the

making

still

to

perform

artificial respiration properly,

when upon

the

correct administration of this, the patient's life absolutely

The American Mine Safety Association announces
circulars that in the future

it

in its

"will fix the standards in

rendering first-aid-to-tlie-injured and set the standards
and use of devices and appliances
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Before

for first-aid work."
itself to

it

tliis, it must show
Such proceedings as are

ou record from its first meeting certainly do not prove
that it should be accorded so much authority.

The Need
First aid

for an Authoritative Council

men of namen who will

must be standardized by a board

tional reputation; conservative, scientific

men, upon whom its success absolutely depends, and
methods thus proven v.'ill he taught as best by all
men.
Following such standardization, let a committee of
first-aid men so grade the work that all classes will be
taught by the same system. The first course should conthe following courses the best
sist of the best methods;
of the alternate methods may be taught. Let all the organizations now teaching first aid cooperate so that no efThen
fort may be wasted and no ground covered twice.
and only then can we hope to see first aid take its rightful
place and expect to reap the full benefits of the system.

cal

the

m

Pollution of Water by Mines
By a Pexxsylvania Engineer
the

new

troubles of the operators

mines is to find streams in which to discharge the
water from the mines without injury to the public. It is
generally believed that the mines and coke plants injure
Where the
Farms to a certain extent and kill the fish.
waters formerly were clear as crystal, they are now yellowish brown with iron hydrate and made acid by the

hydric sulphate formed in the mines.

by the dense smoke coming from
works are
not a desirable place in which to live. But these mines
and coke plants are as necessary to the country as a
Vegetatio\i

and

is

When

these industries are clo.sed

Toi.LUTioN OF Streams
decision has been

handed down

Ii.liccal
in the

courts forbidding coal-mining companies

Westmoreland
from polluting

domestic water supplies by draining their "sulphur" water
therein.
James Mc("une contended that the Pittsburgii
& Baltimore Coal Co. by draining the sulphur water from
its mines into a stream of water, passing through his
farm, which, prior to lf)08 had been pure and suitable
for

agricultural

coal

An Injunction

for

Granted, Forbidding Pollution

who desired to open
mines along Indian Creek were stopped from further development by the Pennsylvania R.E., an injunction to
Several weeks ago the operators

prevent the pollution of the streams being obtained.
The Pennsylvania railroad corporation, through its subsidiary, the Mountain Water Supply Co., secured an injunction to prevent the pollution of Indian Creek in the
Monongahela watershed. This stream is the source of the
water used in filling the tanks of the locomotives in that
section.

Some years ago the railroad company, finding that it
could not get clear water to supply its engines in Pittsburgh territory, purchased rights along the Indian Creek
and constructed a large dam. Over $15,000,000
was expended in providing for a pure-water supply, and
the water was piped to the Union station in Pittsburgh
and to other points in that section.
Indian Creek is now and was at that time the largest
unpolluted stream in western Pennsylvania, as the coal
mines and mills on the banks of nearly all the other
streams had destroyed their purity by discharging large
bodies of polluted water into them. Consequently the fish
were destroyed and in the large streams they are almost
valley

not quite extinct.

Along Indian Creek there are about 75,000 acres of undeveloped coal lands. The moneyed interests controlling'
these lands had been making tentative plans for the opening of this potential source of fuel.

News

of this reached

the railroad company, and. as a matter of self-protection,
steps were taken to preserve the purity of the streams,
if they were polluted by the coal mines, the huge investment made by the company would become worthless.

for

killed

boiler to a battleship.

stream unfit

the coal under-

McCune farm

great expense, pipe this water through such farms.

as a whole the villages near coke

down, the country cannot thrive. They are, themselves,
the or-casion and support of the very people and industries which object to their presence.

A

company owned

No. 20

did not, in the opinion of the
court, give it any right to pollute the water supply of the
It is clear that the company must, at
surface owners.

neath the

if

and engineers

of coal

the ovens,

fact that the coal

3,

of

prove which methods are best and recommend only the
methods thus proven. These methods, supported by the
records of experiments and the testimony of eminent surgeons, will be received with respect by the medical profession and will be taught as the best by them. In this way,
the first-aid movement will gain the respect of the medi-

Among

The

can do

be worthy of the honor.

Vol.

had made the water of the
Judge Doty decided against the

purposes,
use.

company, ami

in

doing so said:

"It

is

clear that

A

Model Coal Town

Contractors broke ground yesterday for a model village which is to be built for the Pennsylvania Coal Co.^
around the Underwood shaft now being sunk on thehills east of Throop.
The village is to consist of 28

double frame houses which will be of unusually strong"
construction so that they may be able to withstand the
.settling of the mine, as the coal is removed.
The houseswill

measure 28x40

ft.

;

their

sills

or

under frames-

will

Georgia pine 6 in. square.
'IMieso will extend the full length and breadth of the
houses.
Several frame dwellings are also to be erected
for the colliery foremen ami their families.
The model village is to be plotted out in wide streets
with roomy garden ])lots for all the houses. It will havea central plaza and part of its equipment will be two
public concrete bathhouses, one for men and the other for
women. Hower & Stender, contractors of Scranton, are
consist

of

single

sticks

of

which
farm; and being without
right in the matter, the company must cease within a reasonable time to discharge the water of its mine into the
said stream."
Six months was suggested as a reasonable

in charge of the construction work.

time.

the colliery will be ready for operation in a few months^

the defendant has no right to pollute the stream

flows

through the

plaintiff's

The Underwood

colliery

is

ern in the anthracite region.

most modopen up big tracts

to be one of the
It will

of hitherto untouched coal ami will give
a large population for

many

years.

employment

to

It is expected that

May

17,
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Education
Letter No. 15

NNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Coal Mining

in

— In my opinion, the

;

answer now.
attribute

this

change largely

to

the fact that

our

examinations arc getting more difficult each year, and
they are providing more alert and better educated men
to fill the positions of foreman, assistant foreman and
fireboss.
To uphohl this standard in examinations and
to advance it, if possible, let us do nothing to make
the examination easier.
Give a fairly well educated man
a textbook in examination on mining, today, and he will
pass that examination with flying colors and, perhaps,
never have seen the inside of a mine. For example, give
a candidate the textbook, Examination Questions and
Answers, for use in the examination, and it will supply
him all the information he needs to pass this part of the
examination. Then, if lie can show that he has had the
liecessary experience and has the required knowledge of
the mining law, there need be no fear but that he will
pass the examination.
Some writers claim, in advocating the use of textbooks
at examinations, that many of the formulas are complicated and hard to remember. I have passed the examination several times, in Pennsylvania, and each year it
seems to me that the desire of the examiners is to get
away from complicated formulas and advanced theories,
as far as is compatible with securing men who can run a
mine in a scientific and uptodate manner. Permit me
to add that most of the men now managing our uptodate
collieries are largely those who have passed the examination without l)ooks.
They had to study and study hard

remember

tlie

laws, principles of veiitilataion, haulage,

methods of working,
remembers such data
the inspector

etc.

The

result

kee])s ujitodate

who made him

jiass

is

that a

and

is

man who

proud when

the examination with-

out the books, visits his mine.

The examinations

for

mine foreman and

(ireboss certi-

.Vll
Pennsylvania, are reasonable and fail'.
(|uestions asked are questions that relate specifically to
the regular work these men must do in and about the
mine, or refer to such work as may have to be done at
any time.

ficates,

T

in

cannot understand how

it

is

cxpecteil to

make an

ef-

mine foreman out of a man, who, when an unusual
condition arises in the mine that demands immediate attention, must rush to his library to look up the needed
ficient

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiie

man

should have this knowledge
and understand the principles of minthat he can give an intelligent answer to every
I believe a

at his fingers' ends

use of textbooks at

from the point of the pick and the ring of the shovel.
These practical, hard-working fellows are surely the best
men in oxir mines but the mining game, like all things
else, is progressive and the uneducated man who was foreman or manager in the mines a generation ago will not
I

niiniiiiiiiii

information.

examinations would be a backward step. The examination of mine officials has reached a high degree of perfection in most cases whore this system has been adopted.
1 have no desire to detract in any way from the glory of
tlie old-time practical mine foreman.
I have the greatest respect for the man who has gotten his education

to

771

ing,

so

question liable to occur in daily work, without consulting
a library or textbook.

Although many men went to work in the mine when
they should have been in about the fourth room at school,
there is practically little excuse today for their not being
able to pass a rigid examination, because of the numerous correspondence schools, night classes, libraries and
other facilities for learning open to them. I do not wish
to convey the impression that, in my opinion, the best
educated men are the best mine officials, as I have known

many such men to make failures as mine foremen.
Some time since, I was on a train approaching WashThe

ington.

from the

train stopped at the yards,

city,

senger inquired

some miles out

when a fellow pasThe reply was: "Well,

for a second engine,

why

they did

so.

you it takes a mighty good pull to get into
Washington." Many of us have the same view with regard to securing a position of responsibility in the mine.
They think that if they can get a "pull" somewhere, they
can have any position they want. I am glad to say the
time when that is possible is fast going by. Mining companies today realize that efficiency rather than favor is
what they require, and we must regard it in the same
manner. Lawyers, doctors and men of other professions,
study constantly to improve their minds and keep uptodate, and mining men must do the same or be relegated
to the scrap heap.
Let us make every effort possible to
elevate the standard of mining let us get the textbooks
into our minds instead of taking them into the examining
I'll

tell

;

;

room.
S.\mui';l M. McMahon, Supt.
West Virginia-Pittsburgh Coal Co.

Wellsburg,

W. Ya.

—

The question of educating the miner
one that needs and should be given more thni! a
passing thought.
The nature of his occu])ati()n the
Letter Xo. 16

is

;

duties that are required of
rest

upon him
some

these are

in

him; the

his relations

to

responsibilities that

his fellow

workman;

of the things in which he slxuild

Xo man who

li(>

edu-

mines vvorks to himself
alone.
Tlie safety of other workers depends on his ability and knowledge, which fact requires that he should
lie well
informed in rcs|iect to his duties to his fellow
workers aiul to himself.
In my opinion, the one question of educating the
miner has not been given the consideration and attention, in the previous letteis, that it sliould have had.
The
writers have dwelt more u]ion the education of mine foremen and h'rebosses. Tt is of equal importance to consider
the question of educating the miner in respect to his
cated.

wcn'ks in the

mining coal. The miner, today, is not the
miner twenty years ago. At that time, the
English-speakij)g miner was the most prominent, while
duties

same

in

as the

COAL AGE
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the majority of our miners speak a foreign langiiage
measure are ignorant of many of the condiTli^y need to be
tions that govern the mining of coal.

and

in a large

educated in more ways than one.
Many miners, today, are unable to read or write their
own names and cannot make up the time sheet that they
They canare required to turn in to the colliery office.
not write a danger signal or the word "dump" on a car,
It is important that all mine workers should
if need be.

have some knowledge of reading, writing and arithmetic.
While the efforts put forth to educate the foreignspeaking miner have met with a measure of success.
a very small number of these men are being reached.
Greater efforts should be made to make them more efficThey should be properly instructed
ient in their work.
in respect to the best and safest methods of mining coal
and made more familiar with the nature of the explosives
they use and the proper handling of the same. It is true
that powder companies give rules for the use and handling
of powder but, as most of the miners cannot read the
English or any other language, they cannot understand,
They
except as they are iold by some other person.
should be made to kn'~>w what they are handling and how
They
to handle it with safery to themselves and others.
;

should be properly instructed as to the nature of the
They should be
taught how to properly timber their place, and be made
acquainted with certain conditions that present themselves, and told what to do when these conditions are
roof and other conditions about thcni.

known
The

Vol.

3,

No. 30

could, with the help of textbooks, solve certain kinds of

given in the examination, especially if the
proper formulas were furnished by the board; and yet if
similar questions came up in actual practice in the mine,
the same man would not be able to reach a practical solution because he would not have the hint how to proceed
or anyone to suggest what formula he should use.
On the other hand, the practical mining man who has
had a fair education and studied hard to keep tip to
the times should be able to pass the examination and get
his certificate without the use of a textbook.
In the end,
such a man will make a more efficient mine foreman, as
he would have a better idea of how to apply the correct
questions

formula in practice.
Examinations for mine foremen should be conducted
along practical lines that is to say, questions given and
the conditions should be similar to those that are met
every day in the mine. All men who are seeking certificates of proficiency that would make them eligible to the
position of mine foreman or fireboss should be equipped to
solve practical questions that call for good judgment in
regard to safety, workmanship and economy.
I do not
;

think that they should be given the use of textbooks or
formulas in examinations.
John H. Kkllv.
Seanor, Penn.

Two

Useful Devices

I noticed a sketch for a safety block for inclines, iu

to exk-t.

mine laws are made for the protection
and limb; but probably 90 per cent, of the foreign-speaking men who work in the mines know nothing
of what the law contains; and it is important that they
should be made acquainted with the mine law. Again,
accidents happen to many as a direct result of their ig-

Coal Age, of Mar. 29, p. 487, which was interesting,
but I believe we have one in use at our mine Xo. 9 which
It has been now employed for sevis much more simple.
The angle of the ineral years and has never failed.
cline to the tipple is 36 deg.
All that is necessary in making one of these stops is

norance of the safety appliances that are provided for
and also from their inability to properly
understand the directions and warnings given to them by

a piece of rail about 7

of

aiithra. ite

life

ft.

8 in. long, an old mine-car axle

their welfare;

the foreman or his assistant.

But this education, to have proper effect, must not be
given with a rod of iron or lash of the whip.
Treat
these men kindly; show them their duties in a brotherly
let them feel that you are interested in their
welfare and are doing this for their good and not for
your personal benefit. If all coal companies would make
an earnest effort to educate their employees they would

spirit

;

get better results from their labors and thereby increase
their earnings, and there would be less suffering and
loss of

time through accidents.

The reason
lish

among

Engwork and keep

the foreigners do not get hold of the

language sooner
themselves

all

that they live,

is

the time; they talk only their

language and are slow

to learn

own

and understand what

is

Top of Beni

required of them in the mine. Educate the miner and you
have solved one of the most perplexing questions in the

Fig.

coal fields of today.

Edward Sandeks.
Scranton, Penn.

—

Letter No. 77
I am not in favor of the use of textbooks at a mine-foreman's examination as, in my opinion,

would have a tendency to create mine foremen who
mining men. I believe a man who has a
college education but has never worked a day in the mine
it

are not practical

1.

Car Stop at Head

and two small clamps which any blacksmith can make.
Add to this 4 long bolts to fit existing timbers and the
list

is

complete.

I believe Fig. 1 is self-explanatory.

We

use the device

shown, on the track for loaded cars. On the empty track
we use a similar stop, but have a lever attached to the
axle so that the block is lowered when cars are let down
the slope. It is always best to have the lever so arranged

:

Mav
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that the safety block
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in position unless held forcibly

is

Drawing Post Timbers

down.
is a sketch of a device for switch-backs from
where there is much liability to derailment. The
sketch shows plan of tracks at bottom of shaft No. 8
of the Osage Coal & Mining Co.
The cast-iron plate at A was arranged so that no frog
point would be necessary. The main rail E is laid e.xactly

Fig. 2

slopes

was interested in reading the article on the Recovery
of Mine Timber, by J. W. Powell, Coal Age, Apr. 5,
I have seen a great many posts drawn with the
p. 529.
Sylvester machine, and consider this the best way to recover timber from worked-out places.
I want to make
one suggestion
It is dangerous to anchor the machine to a post, unless
that post is properly set for the purpose.
Mr. Powell
mentions this as a precaution that should always be taken
when drawing timber, but does not state how such a post
.should be set.
It is important
to set the post leaning toward
the one that is to be drawn,
I

as

Fig.

FudOLEs.s R.ml Crossing

2.

X

with the part Y of the plate A and also with part
e.\cept that a groove is left for the wheel flanges to run
in.
The two rails C and D are laid just the height of the
wheel flange above the plate .4. Eail D is laid so that the
outer rim of a passing wheel will just clear.
flush

George M. Brown, Engr.,
The Great AVestern Coal & Coke Co.
McAlister, Okla.

A

Geyser from an Anthracite Mine

In the issue of

May

ser-like action of the

o, page G93, you speak of the geywater in a flooded mine.
During

the recent high water in the

Wyoming

Valley,

when

the

broke into the old workings of the Enterprise Colliery, old railroad cars and baled hay were thrown in to
try to fill up the opening, and when the water was forced
river

have

I

indicated

the

in

The anchor

sketch.

Fig.

chain

fastened near the foot

is

1.

and the

of this post,

chain

the
post.

only

This

moved back

on

pull

tightens

the

anchor post
as the

is

work pro-

have often seen men
spend much time in attempting to draw a post, without a
EiG. 1. Anchor Post
machine and finally lose it unSet for Drawder a heavy fall.
A machine
ing Timbers
would have saved much time,
and the post would not have been lost.
Referring to the article, Waste of Mine Timber, Coal
Age, Apr. 26, p. 1353.
the form of timbering
described where a single stringer is used in
the roof and the side
gresses. I

same manner as in the mine referred
was thrown high into the air. As the foreman in charge of the work expressed it: "It swallowed
everything until we began to feed it baled hay, and then

struts

out, evidently in the
to,

it

made

the hay

rafters

bear

stringer

this

we

threw up."

or
to

used

E. C. Lee.

Fig.

A Herring-Bone
Timber Set

system

timbering.

of

2.

a

It

Referring to the article on the meeting of the Institute of Mining Engineers, May 2, line 7, top of page 730,
should read 282 days instead of 300 days, that being the
average time worked at all mines other than coal mines.
In the accompanying table below the correct figure, 282
days is given.
Referring to the financial loss due to accidents, the
totals are correct.

accidents only

is

The time

loss resulting

from

serious

calculated on a 30-day basis at $3 per

day for metal miners alone.
You do not state, however, that coal minors and quarrvmen are figured on a basis of only $2 per day. The loss
due to slight injuries is based not on 30, but on 5 days
ofP duty with wages as above stated.
Taking the serious and .slight injuries for the quarry
and mining industry as a whole; their relative ratio is
approximately 14 to 49 in other words, the slight injuries amount to about 31/^ times the serious injuries as
;

actually reported.

A. H. Fay.

Bureau

(jf

Mines, Washington, D. C.

shown

in

Fig. 2, which

is

is

good system to use

in certain roofs

Loss of Life in Coal and Metal Mines

the

call

''herring-bone"

West Pittston, Penn.

what

is

to

are

against

a cross-section

and

irf

of the entry.

Charles Waine.
Marianna, Penn.

Removing Powder Smoke from Mines
Some time ago the question of reducing ventilation at
the time of firing was discussed in Coal Age.
Many of
those who took part in the discussion seemed to think
that to reduce the ventilation at firing time, win

mize the dangers of an

e.x]ilosion.

ii;i'".i-

The only reason given

by the advocates of this practice worthy of any consideration was that the supply of oxygen being reduced

bustion would cease.

com-

T consider such a theory practically

impossible in mines where
vocates argue that there are

men must

work.

more explosions

These adin

new and

undeveloped mines having an abundance of air, than in
old and more extensively worked mines wliere ventilation

They point to the fact that the intake air
is more subject to explosion than the
return; and that there is more danger of ex])losion in
the winter than in the summer time and they attribute
is

not good.

current, in a mine,

;

jthese facts to

the greater supply of oxygen.
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nothing in the arguments advanced; 1 must contend,
nevertheless, that any results' obtained by reducing the
ventilation at firing time cannot be attributed to the
In order to make myself
lack of the supply of oxygen.
clearly imderstood, permit me to relate the following

my own: Assuming

the

new and undeveloped mine, May
the work; and, to give the

.shifted all

1,

management
1910,

men

I

This experience teaches
of the

of a

Two
:iir

every advantage

and

had com-

a 16-ft.. double-intake fan, which
produced between 80,000 and 90,000 cu.ft. of air per
minute, running at a speed of 80 r.p.m. With this large
supply of air it still required from 15 to 20 min. to
remove the powder smoke from the entries.

By

in the

believe

if

summer

pressure between the two
sq.ft., produces a velocity oi
of S lb.
ends of
600 ft. per min.. what will be the velocity in the same airway when the difference of pressure is only 2 lb. per sq.ft..'
isulutlon In this case, calling the required velocity x
If

—

=

i/"

600

i

= 300 /i. p-r min.
Pressure Producing Circulation In mine ventilation, the
that moves
word •pressure" generally refers to the pressure
It is the difference between the intake pressure and
the air
the discharge pressure. Since the pressure of the atmosphere
be
disregarded,
may
airway
it
the
of
ends
both
is equal at
as far as the movement of the air is concerned.
The Blowing Svstem of Ventilation To move the air or
cause it to circulate in an airway or a mine, an extra pressure must be created at one end of the airway, so as to overThis is
due to friction.
come the resistance of the mineventilation,
because the air
called the "blowing" system of
pressure created.
Is blown through the airway by the
The E.xhau»t Svstcm of Ventilation The same difference
of pressure mav be caused by decreasing the atmospheric
pressure at one" end of the airway, when the full pressure
of the atmosphere at the other end will cause the air to move
toward the point where the pressure is less. The principle
is that commonly called "suction": but this system is known
as the "exhaust" system of ventilation.
been used
How Pressure Is Produced Various means have The
wind
to cause a circulation of air in mine airways.
cowl waterfall and stoam jet are useful under favorable
only
is
The
supply
needed.
air
limited
conditions and where a
bottom
upcast
the
of
the
mine furnace, built in Ihe mine near
shaft is often used in nongaseous mines, especially in deep
X = 600

X

i

—

—

—

—

The most reliable means
shafts (see Furnace Ventilation).
of creating pressure in mine ventilation, however, is the mine
fan, which is generally erected at the surface, either at the
top of the downcast shaft, as a blower: or at the top of the
upcast, as an exhaust fan (see Fan Ventilation). The blowing fan creates a pressure above that of the atmosphere, while
the exhaust fan reduces the atmospheric pressure.
How Pressure Is Estimated In mine ventilation, the
pressure producing circulation is estimated in height of air
column, as In natural ventilation and often In furnace venThe more common method, however. Is to state the
tilation.
pressure in pounds per square foot or ounces per square Inch.
Pressure Is also stated in inches of water gage.
Atmospheric pressure is given in pounds per square inch,
or, as barometric pressure (which is the same as atmospheric
pressure), In Inches of mercury.

—

in.
1 in.
1 oi,
1 in.
1

per xq.in.

= .5.2 /6. per sfj.ft.
= 0.491 lb. per sq.in.
= (6. per aq.ft.

mercury

=s

water vai;e

mrrruru

13.6

in.

water gage

its

Wir. Haetmax. Mine ^lanager.
Southern Coal, Coke & Mining Co.
Belleville, 111.

Coal Mining

in

J. T.

— a cUfterence perof
an airway,

it

season.

Beaed

The Coal Age Pocket Book

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Example

mine

result in a disastrous explosion.

current so that

]ileted the erection of

Study Course

;.ir

were possible to heat the intake air
temperature would be the same as
that of the mine workings, there would be no more danger
of explosions in :he intake than in the return airway;
and no more danger in undeveloped than in developed
mines; and no more danger in the winter than in the
I

there was a great improvement in the ventilation, it still
required from lo to 20 min. to remove the powder smoke
little later I

depend on the

to render the atmosphere harmhas taken place. This quantity of air
In my
should be sufficient to make the mine air safe.
opinion, any excess of air will do no harm, but a deficiency of air may cause a dangerous mixture to form

A steam jet, placed on one side of the shaft.
gave sufficient ventilation to remove the powder smoke
from the face of the entries in from 15 to 20 min. After
a few weeks connection was made between the two shafts,
the steam jet taken out and the brattice removed. While
A

that the rate of diffusion
air does not

less after diffusion

the shaft.

face of the entries.

me

powder smoke into the

enough

shafts had been sunk but were not connected be-

and the only means of ventilation was through an
compartment made by carrying a brattice down

from the

No. 20

quantity of the air in circulation, but rather on the denI believe what is true of powder smoke
sity of the air.
is true also of marsh gas (CH^). My conclusion is, supply

double-

possible, I permitted the firing of shots at midshift.

low,

3,

One afternoon in September, the temperature dropped
from 90 deg. to about freezing point. On arriving at
the shaft the next morning, I was informed that the night
shift had to discontinue work, owing to the powder smoke,
which was not removed from the face of the workings.

"While I do not wish to be understood as believing there
is

experience of

Vol.

—

How Pressure I.s MeoKured In mine ventilation, the pressure producing circulation is commonly measured by means
of the water gage: or. in case of high pressures a special form
of manometer is
the water gage
that the rise of
presses the air

sometimes used.

The manometer

differs

from

having one end of the bent tube closed so
the water level in that arm of the tube comabove the water, which lessens the rise of
water level and gives a greater range of readings.
The Mine Water Gage This consists of a glass tube of
about 5s-in. bore, bent to the shape of the letter u and mounted
in

—

on a solid base. Three styles
of water gage are shown in
accompanying
(igure.
the
These differ only in the kind
The first two on
of scale.
the left have the zero at the
center of the scale and read
up and down to the respecwater levels.
The first of
these scales ^s graduated to
full-length filches, and to
obtain a correct reading it
is necessary to add the two
readings together, or double
either of them, as they are
„^
To avoid this necesequal.
sity the second scale is made
half-length
of
inches.
so
that either the upper or the
lower reading gives the full
gage required, which, in this
case, is 3 inches.
VVhen the zero of the scale
Three Forms of Water
is at the middle and the scale
Gage
reads up and down, it is evident that the scale must be
adjusted so that its zero will correspond with the two water
le\'els, before the pressure acts on the gage.
When the pressure acts it depresses the "water ievei in one arm while that
The difference
in the other arm rises an equal
amount.
between these two levels is the actual water column supported
by the difference in the pressures acting on the water in the
two arms. As will be explained later, one arm of the gage
when in position is open to the intake pressure and the other
to the return. The difference between these two pressures Is
the pressure that circulates the air between these two points.
The scale shown on the right has its zero at the bottom
and reads upward. This scale must evidently be :-.et, after
the gage is in position, so that the zero will correspond with
the lower water level, which is always that in the arm open
to the intake pressure, as that pressure is always .greater than
the return pressure. The reading of the scale at the upper
level is then the required gage.
The reading of each of the three gages shown in the figure is 3 in., which indicates a ventilating pressure of 3 X 5.2
i

=

15.6 lb.

per

sq.ft.

.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Bituminous Mine Foremen's Examination in Pennsylvania, May 6-7, 1913
{Selected
is

it

iieccssaiy

to

—

In driving entries or rooms that are approachQues.
ing inaccessible old workings, known to contain a body of
water, what precautions must be observed?
Ans.
When a])proaching old workings, a single entry

—

(Jiit'sliunf<)

—Why
some mines than in others?
Ans. — The dimensions
Qiies.

larijor

\\;\w

pillars

in

only should be driven ahead, as shown in the accompanynot be over 12

and width,

a

are determined by sur-h conditions as depth of cover, character of the roof, floor and coal, thickness and inclina-

differ in

the dimen-

and other
d lie
driven an equal distance, at an
angle of 30 deg., in the rib of

to the condi-

the entry, at intervals of 12 or

shaft pillars depends

15 ft., as the face advances.
This single entry should be

width of opening, and the presence

every mine,

it

is

necessary to

tions as

they exist.

The

make

conform

of the pillars, in every case,
size of

face

of gas

How

the ribs of

which 711 persons were emwould you determine the quantity

of air passing, the airway being 8

ft.

wide, by 5

ft.

X

150

=

10,500 cu.ft.
])cr min.
If the mine generates gas in such quantity
that it can be detected by an approved safety lamp, the
nniiimum quantity of air shall be 200 cu.ft. per min. for

X

each person em])loyed in the mine; or, in this case, 200
70
14,000 cu.ft. per minute.
(b) To determine the quantity of air passing, select a
place in the airway where the road is straight and the section uniform, and measures the velocity of the air current

=

with a good anemometer. An average reading for the entire section of the airway should be obtained by moving the anemometer from point to point in

at this point,

the section, exijosing the instrument to the air current
Hu equal period of time at each point. The final reading
of the anemometer divided by the time of exposure, in

minutes, will give the velocity of the air in feet per minute.
This velocity multiplied by the sectional area of the
airway, in square fe^t, will give the volume of air passing,
in cubic feet

per minute.

The bituminous-mine law requires that

man

j

I

mine

fore-

measure the air once every week, at or near
and outlet airways and at the last cutthrough in the last room, and in the entry beyond the
last room turned, such measurements to be taken on days
when the men are at work. The mine foreman must also
fnter plainly and sign with ink, in a book provided for
that purpose, a true report of all air measurements taken,
designating the place, the area of each cut-through and
the

[

the

shall

main

inlet

the velocity of the air in each cutthrough and entry and the number of men em])loyed in
each separate split of air, with the date when the mcasTirements were taken.

entry separately,

h o u

1

A

close

watch

should be kept for any increase
of water or gas in the strata.
Plugs should be kept in readi-

—

for 70 persons, 70

s

2

in the figure.

high;

where would you take measurements, and how and when
would you enter them in the daily report book?
Ans.
(a) The liituminous mine law (1911) specifies
a minimum circulation of 150 cu.ft. of air per minute,
This
for each person employed in nongaseous mines.
Avo\dd require

entry,

means of a bratft. from one of
the entry, as shown

tice erected

required in a split in
(h)

the

boreholes

ventilated by

—

]iloyed?

of

flank

mostly on the depth of the shaft and the inclination and
i^-haracfer of the strata and method of working the seam.
(a) What would he the minimum amount of
Ques.
;iir

borehole should be kept at
20 ft. in advance of tlie

least

or water in the roof or floor. All of these conditions afAs these
fect the required dimensions of room pillars.
.sions

This entry should
ft. in width, and

ing figure.

of pillars, both length

tion of seam,

I

ness to stop any boreholes that

may
Heading Appuo.vchixg
Abandoxed Wokkixgs

penetrate the old work-

ings.

If there is danger of gas,

only

safety

used.
Que.i.

—

lamps should be

If a

volume

consist-

ing of 100,000 cu.ft. of air
per minute is passing through a mine, how will this
volume divide itself between two splits of the following
dimensions: Split A, 8x10 ft.. 10,000 ft. long; split P.,
8x10 ft., 5000 ft. long?
.4/(s.— The cross-section of these two airways being the
In s])litting.
same, the perimeters and areas are equal.
the quantity of air passing in each split is proportional
to the split i)otential a \i

^

In this case, the area (a)

and the perimeter (o) beiiis the same for each :iii-\\n\'
can be ignored and the expression for the potential becomes

—

for the

,

,

which

gives, using the relative values 2

and

I,

C
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OF EXPLOSIONS AND
COAL \ND THE PREVENTION
FIRES IN MINES. Bv John Harger. 176 pp. with index
514x8%; 4 ill.; Cloth boards. Longmans, Green & Co.
Price,
?1.25.
York.
New
443 Fourth Ave.,
No book on coal mining has excited more comment in the
present year than this little volume. John Harger is a man
We may not agree with him but he
of great originality.
He introduces his
stimulates thought and is never dull.
attack on the British equivalent of
fierce
volume with a
our bureau of mines which he says is conducted "mainly by
This comes with poor grace from an Englishamateurs."
man in view of the fact that the present safety lamp is a
development of the unpractical Sir Humphry Davy, that a
predominant type of fan, which revolutionized mine ventilation in its day, was introduced by a clergyman Capell, that
our knowledge of mine explosives is largely the outcome of
and
Sir Frederick Abel's investigations and that J. S. Haldane
Leonard Hill have done a great work in discovering means
uncertain
under
mines
of reducing the unhealthiness of
toward conditions. None of the three last-mentioned can b>
practias
regarded
be
any stretch of a versatile imagination
cal coal-mine experts. The helmet, also, which has probably the
most extensive sale in England was invented by Helnrich and
Bernard Draeger neither of whom were mining men. But
even more astounding is the coolness with which Doctor
Harger overlooks the work of W. E. Garforth in his introSurely this is not because the latter is a mere
duction.

THE COAL TRADE
614x8

in.,

New York

200 pp.

IN 1913. Frederick E. Saward. Cloth,
The Coal Trade Journal, 20 Vesey St.,

City.

The fortieth consecutive issue of this bright little book,
covering the trade and market statistics for the year of 1912
As in the case of the previous issues, the book
is again out.
is full of pertinent and useful information to those interested
trade and market conditions. The data included
i'h the coal
is of a very comprehensive nature, covering temperature staprices, productions, transportation, etc.
The book is
of course, of any particular originality, but it ie certainly a handy and quick reference work on the subject
covered. In common with previous editions, the most grievout fault to be found is the total absence of any attempt at
segregating the different topics into one department. Thus
selecting a page at random, say 64, at the top of the page,
we find the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. freight rates on coal,
which is fololwed by shipments of anthracite according to
sizes, and finally the utilization of coal mintd in the United
States.
It would be difficult to conjure up three more irWhy could not the matter of freight
relevant subjects.
rates all be segregated into one department or one chapter,
and likewise the statistics governing the anthracite production and shipments and also that portion relating to the utilization of coal?
tistics,

not,

GEOLOGIC MAP OP ILLINOIS: Prepared by
ical

Survey.

Size.

34x56

in.

the State GeologColored; Paper and mounted

on cloth.

theorist.

"In

Mr. Harger frequently surprises us with
he says, "of its attractive simplicity, we can no longer
hold "the peat-to-anthracite" theory which has, in text books
He is even disposed to
at any rate, held such long sway."
accept the bacterial theory of the formation of methane by

The State Geological Survey of Illinois, Pra'hk W. DeWolf,
director, has recently published a handsome provisional geologic map of Illinois. This map has been compiled from data
furnished by the survey staff, and is said to vary in accuracy
only with the degree of detail shown.

coal.

The map is drawn to a scale of practically eight miles per
inch and the several geologic areas are marked in colors. It
is stated that since practically the entire state is mantled
with drift and associated deposits, the boundaries may be
considerably out of place except where detailed surveys liave
been made, as in Jo. Daviess. La Salle. St. Clair and Monroe
The map shows the location of the coal mines of
counties.
Illinois, and these have been revised by the state mine inspectors under the direction of the State Mining Board. Besides these, there are marked on the map the location of the
fluorspar mines, the zinc mines and the petroleum and gas
fields, now or formerly active.
There are marked on the map. in different places, the limColumnar
its of glaciation or. the border of driftless areas.
sections for northern, central and southern Illinois are given
There is also given on the map
to a scale of 1 in. = 500 ft.
an outline of the geological history of Illinois, including a
brief history of the several rock formations underlying the
A brief r^sumS of the economic features of the state
state.
is given, showing the quantity and value of the mineral productions, such as coal, petroleum, clay products, pig iron,
Portland cement, sand, gravel, etc. It is claimed that the
mineral wealth of Illinois is practically $150,000,000 annually,
and that the state held the third rank among the mineral-producing states in 1911, with coal, petroleum and clay products as the chief items.
Two cross-sections, one in the northern and the other in
the southern part of the state, show the general surface to
be 500 ft. above sea level. In many cases the altitude above
mean sea level, expressed to the nearest foot, is indicated by
small figures immediately following the name of the town.
These elevations are taken from the U. S. Geological Survey,
the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Army Engineers, and the
Mississippi River Commission, all reduced to the 1907 adjustment.
The figures refer to the permanent bench marks
established by the engineers. Other figures without decimals
are derived from railroad profiles and give the approximate
elevation above sea level, at railroad stations.
The map is one of which the State Geological Survey can
A
well be proud and shows great care in its compilation.
copy of this map. on heavy paper, will be sent on receipt of
copy,
similar
A
inc., in stamps, to cover cost of mailing.
mounted on cloth and sticks, will be sent if. in addition to
16c. postage, there is inclosed money order for 29c. payable
Remittances should be
to A. J. Nystrom & Co.. Chicago.
sent to the Director, State Geological Survey. Urbana. III.

his theories.

spite,"

Mr. Harger argues in favor of occasional reversals of the
air current to remove such dust as is sheltered by projecting
ledges of rock and would be unsheltered on reversal. Now
R*. E. Garforth has declared that coal dust will not rise into
a ventilating current unless a velocity of IS miles per hour is
attained. If that is correct for really fine dusts, Mr. Harger"s
suggestion is not to be regarded seriously especially as he
does not say whether he has experimented on the. practice he

advocated.
The reader will be anxious to see how the author proposes to fill the air of the mine with carbon dioxide and to
reduce the percentage of oxygen as suggested in his celebrated address before the British Institute of Mining Engineers. It is probable, if a speedy and effectual devitalization
of the atmosphere can be obtained at reasonable cost
that the system will be adopted for shotfiring from the
Mr. Harger proposes either to use Bone's flameless
surface.
surface combustion or to pass the waste gas from a boiler
fire still heated over bog-iron ore so that the catalytic action
will aid combustion, and then over cupric oxide and copper
He also asserts
to effect a yet more perfect purification.
that the discharge of a gas engine can be easily freed from
carbon monoxide and might be available.
The book may contain some false conclusions but it is
well worth reading. A few original thinkers like Mr. Harger
are needed to ferment the mass of stagnant thought.
There has been a disposition to use Mr. Harger with like
impatience with that which he has exhibited toward Messrs.
Dixon and Wheeler. Because G. A. Burrell and other authorities have shown that his statements relative to gas explosions need qualifications, we should not therefore assume that
there is no basis of fact in his statement that under practical
conditions explosions especially of coal dust, will not occur
Let
if the percentage of oxygen, is reduced to 17 per cent.
us be reasonably sure, that he is wrong and unentitled to
public recognition before we excoriate him.

BIENNIAL REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR OP COAL MINES
OF THE STATE OF MONTANA FOR THE TWO YEARS
ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1912. Jos. B. McDcrmott. 66 pp.;
6x9; paper.

The report gives the usual statistics of the production of
and accidents in mining, together with valuable recommendations and suggestions in reference to permissible explosives, the use in mines of gasoline motors, and the smoke
coal

test as applied to illuminating oils

used

in the mines.

!
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Washington, D. C.
Former Secretary of the Interior 'Walter L. Fisher has discussed with the senate committee on territories the coal
question in Alaska during hearings that occurred in the course
of the past week relative to the two bills now pending before the committee to authorize the construction of railroads
Mr. Fisher said in
by the Government in that territory.
part:

Now I do not care what the views of members of Con.srress
be as to the proper way of handling the coal fields. I
undertake to say that not one of them, if he will sit down
and consider the tacts, will conceive that it is possible to
open them under existing law. It would be merely offering
a premium to the larger financial interests to go in and absorb the existing coal fields and absoluely control them.
For Instanct. today we know that there are two. and only
two. great coal fields in the territory the Bering coal field
and the Matanuska coal field and we know relatively the
area and extent and character of them. Suppose you should
open them up to development today; what would happen?
You would simply have the men who have the money, and
who have the familiarity with the conditions, putting persons
in the field to enter these coal lands, so far as they had not
been entered, at once. There is no other possibility.
Nobody would do anything so far as the actual development of them is concerned that would be of any value to the
country.
If the little work which is necessary, even under
instruction of the Department of the Interior and the General
Land Oftice with regard to opening mines, were done so that
the entrymen were really complying with that provision of
the law.* it would not put coal commercially on the market.
It would merely enable the people who make the entries to
acquire title, so they might sit down and wait until a sufficient time had elapsed when they would turn this property
mav

—

—

over to other people.

Mr, Fisher Favor.s Lensin^
You may have differences of opinion about the leasing system as compared with the ownership of the coal land in fee,
but you will find that in Alaska, just as in this country, the
inevitable economic tendency will appear, and we will find
happening there what has already happened in the rest of
the country, namely, the greater portion of the coal lands
operated under a leasing system
Whether we like it or whether we do not, there is no
choice between the fee and the It-asing system because coal
developments in the older states have demonstrated conclusively that private interests prefer to operate under the
leasing system, whether the Government does it or not. and
your only choice is whether the Government will lease, and
lease on terms that will encourage development under effective public control or whether it will turn it over to private
interests who will lease, and lease upon the purely financial
considerations that will control.
This is capable of demonstration. Mr. Jones or Mr. Smith
enters upon a certain tract of coal land, and he gets his title;
he complies with the law and gets his patent.
Now what
does he do? In the great majority of cases he does not operate the coal mine. The statistics are given in the document
to which I have referred, and you can have it readily brought
down to date by the Bureau of Mines. What he does is to
turn it over to a lessee, corporate or individual.
It may be
that the property will pass through a succession of transfers
before the coal is finally commercially operated. If it does,
each transfer means that the party who sells exacts a profit
from the party who buys, and. finally, when the lease is made
and the operator begins to take out coal he does so upon a
royalty basis which pays the carrying charges upon the
profits made in the whole series of intermediate transactions.
The result is, as has happened in the bituminous coal fields
throughout the Central West that many of our coal mines are
being operated upon terms that leave the operator just a
chance to make a living. Many of our coal fields are being
operated under existing private ownership by a private lease
system, under which the operator can just work through.
And what happens? The trade itself is utterly and hopelessly demoralized, because every time there is a falling off
in the demand for coal, there is a decline in
our general
prosperity, so that there is less manufacturing and less use
lor coal. These coal lessees who have taken over these properties upon terms which just give them a chance to live,
usually have notes at the bank, or have to meet their obligations to their lessors, and they must sell coal.
They put
their coal on the market.
They glut the market and the result Is that there are times of plenty and times of scarcity,
with the miner being thrown out of employment, and with
oil of the evils that associate themselves with our coal development, and to a cert.iin very considerable extent, with
our lumber development in this country.
The system does not work properly, and if men In the coal
business both in Pennsylvania and in the Far West will talk
to this committee as they have talked to me. there would not
be any real difference of opinion as to what ought to be
done.

They will all be agreed upon the proposition that the way
handle these fields is to have the Government lease them,
and lease them upon terms which will encourage development, will protect the operator, and will give him a far better
chance In the practical operation of the coal mines than ho
can possibly get under the existing system. You do not proto

pose to throw this coal land open under the present law exctpt in very small quantities, so small that it is not profitable,
so small that certainly if there is any operation it is upon
the most uneconomic basis.

The Question of E^oonozny
We want to have our coal mined so as to prevent waste.
Talk to operators as I have talked to them, and they will
tell you 'we would like a law of this kind to prevent waste,
but here is a vein where the physical conditions are such that
if we go in and take that coal out now it is going to cost
us a whole lot of money.
The coal market is low; there is
a glut.
We cannot afford to do it. It is theoretical. We
ought to take out all the coal from the mine and we ought
to take it out as we go. but practically we cannot do it.
We could not meet commercial competition and do it."
We have already parted with the greater portion of our
coal land in this country.
Fortnately. we have still a considerable area in the West. Fortunately, many of the western
states have considerable areas of coal land belonging to them,
and it is significant that all of those states are operating
under a leasing system, some of them prohibiting the disposal of their coal land under any other than the leasing
system. If you will take the state laws throughout the West
and examine them, and see what the states believe they
ought to do with the coal land, you will observe that there
is a practical unanimity of opinion that it ought to be handled
under the leasing system.
Of course, the object of the whole law ought to be to get
coal to the consumer as cheaply as it can consistent'y be done
with a proper return to the people who are developing the
mines and making the investment
You ought to offer to
those people such a return upon their money as will be a
sufficient inducement to them for the development of the property, whatever it is.
If you offer them any more than that
it

is

gratuity.

There is going to be very litle pioneering about any of
this coal land, especially in" Alaska, and this is true practically of all the coal land that we have left in the hands of
the Government, either the Federal Government or the state
governments. It is not the ordinary case of the prospector
who starts out with a pick and shovel and goes out through
the wildei-ness and finds a vein containing precious metal.
The difficulty with our coal laws is that they proceed upon
the theory that coal land is just like precious-mineral land.
have tried to make the laws the same, and we have
modified the mineral laws just as little as possible so as to
meet conditions in the coal fields.

We

Concerning!: a Government Rnilroafl
T think the Government can afford to build a railroad in
Alaska, which perhaps private capital could not afford to construct, because of the difference between the rate of interest
that private capital would have to pay and the rate of interest which the Government would have to pay. I think that
is a sufficient reason for the Government building this road.

PE>XSVLV-\NI.\
.\nthraclte

—

Scranton Two thousand mine workers at the Sterrick
Creek colliery of the Temple Iron Co., in Jessup, are on
strike because the hoisting engineers and a number of others
have not joined the union. The union officials say that the
strike

is

not authorized.

—

Between 7000 and SOOO men and boys, who
have been idle at the collieries in this region have returned
The strike caused a general tie-up in the various
to work.

Shamokin

collieries.

Bltu

—

HnrrlHbursT Ten additional mine inspectors are provided
for the anthracite field in a bill which has passed the iriouse
by a vote of 135 to 5. The bill was presented by Mr. Lenker,
of Dauphin, who declared that, in view of the fact that 614
men were killed in the mines during 1911, he believed that
there was a need for more inspectors.

—

Monongahela The old Domestic coal tipple which has
been a landmark on the East Side for a number of years
has been toi-n down. Only a little coal has been run over
the tipple during the past five years.
AVaHhinKton A large barn at the Vigilant mine of the
Pittsburgh Coal Co., at Coal Center, was destroyed by flre
May G. All the mules and horses were rescued. The cause
The loss is estimated at $5000.
of the fire is a mystery.
ITnlontonn The magazine of the Sunshine Coal and Coke
Co.'s mine exploded at 1 o'clock, in the afternoon of Saturdday. May 10, killing 3 persons and injuring 40, of whom 22
were seriously hurt. The plant is three miles from Masontown, Fayette County. The magazine contained 500 sticks
The general store, the home of
of a dynamite powder.
Francis Rocks, an ofliclal of the company and 25 small dwellings were made uninhabitable. The magazine was about "25

—

—

—
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Two men, both
yd. from the store and the Rocks home.
The loss is $75,000.
killed were in the magazine.
Susquehanna Coal
Du Bols The miners at the Buffalo
Coke Co.'s mines Nos. 1 and 2 are on strike to secure better wages for the firemen who work 12-hour shifts for $2.42
per day. Superintendent James Harvey has refused to accept

—

&

&

of the men, claiming he
A commission composed of J. S. Foris not an employee.
sythe for the operators and W. Broad for the miners will
hear the arguments relative to the checkweighraan's elegibiilty to the pit committee.
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3,

miners in the
Vancouver,
the
Nanaimo area has been ordered by Prank Farrington of
for
representative
the
Pacific
Northwest
Seattle,
of
the
The collieries aftected
United Mine Workers of America,
employ a total of 2500 men.
B.

C.

strike

of

coal

a checkweighman as representative

Charleston

WEST VIRGINIA

—A

special train in charge of a representative
Hatfield has transported many miners from
Creeks to various mines
Cabin and Paint

Governor
along
throughout Kanawha County, where employment awaited
them.
The men and their families have been living in
tents since the beginning of the strike, in April, 1912.
The Governor has announced that he would place a number of special guards in the former strike zone to do police
duty, but that no mine guards would be permitted to act as
police.
He added, however, that he could not and would not
attempt to prevent property owners from employing persons
to guard their own properties,
of

tents

VIRGINIA
The one most serious obstacle to the mining industry in
Virginia is the difficulty experienced by the operators in
The West Virgetting sufficient men to work the mines.
ginia and Pennsylvania mines absorb nearly all the foreignborn workers, and those states give special attention to provisions for the welfare of the miners by providing hospitals
for them where they may be cared for at the State's expense
In Virginia, while
in case of serious accident or illness.
some of the mining companies are strong enough to provide
and maintain hospitals for their men. many of them are not;
and the lack of such, prevents many from coming to this
state who would otherwise prefer to work in the thick, gasJess mines of the southwest counties,

KENTrCKY

—

Lonlsville Traffic officials of the Louisville & Nashville
R.R. Co., with a number of interested business men as their
guests, took an inspection trip last week over the Louisville
& Eastern region. They were especially interested in the new
operations of the Consolidation Coal Co. in that section. The
trip was made in a special train, which left Louisville on the

evening of May 9.
Hartford Five men were killed May 6 in a deserted shaft
The
of a coal mine belonging to the Taylor Mining Co.
men were exploring an abandoned portion of the mine, when
one of their number fell into some water. The four others
went to his rescue, but were overcome by blackdamp before anything could be done.

—

TENNESSEE

—

Chattanooga The reunion of the United
Veterans will be held at Chattanooga, May 27

Confederate
Great
29.

to

preparations are being made to properly entertain the survivors of the great struggle, whose ranks are thinning so

C. P. Ludwig, general manager of the Alabama Iron Co.,
has tendered his resignation, to take effect May 31,
Willis S, Holloway, who has had 15 years' experience in
designing and installing coal-handling and conveying machinery with various firms is now associated with the Roberts & Schaefer Co., of Chicago.

The Hisylvania Coal Co., which has offices in the Capitol
Trust Building, announces the appointment of Thomas D.
Jordan as the Western sales agent of the company, with office
at 1255 Old Colony Building, Chicago.
Robert Leitch, chief chemist at the Scottdale furnace of
Corrigan, McKenney & Co., has been transferred to Charlotte, N, Y., to become superintendent of the company's fur.
nace at that place. E. Guy Wentsluer will take his place at
the Scottdale plant.
E. P. Laughrey, who has been chief clerk at the Scottdale
furnace of Corrigan, McKinney & Co, for the past several
years, has been promoted to the position of superintendent,
Mr. Laughrey succeeds W. H. Everhart, who has been made
superintendent in the Cleveland works.
Paul W. Holstein has recently been appointed by the Roberts & Schaefer Co., of Chicago, to have charge of its coal
tipple and washing plant construction and contracting business in the West Virginia field. He has had several years'
experience along these lines for other companies.
Mine Inspector Richard Maize, Jr., of Somerset, has been
appointed superintendent of all the operations of the United
Coal Co. in Somerset County, including those in Boswell.
Jerome and Orenda. He succeeds John Gibson. Jr., who has
been made general superintendent for Pennsylvania, Maryland and West Virginia.
W. C. Redfield, formerly vice-president and director of
the American Blower Co., has been appointed a member of
President Wilson's cabinet. Mr. Redfield has deemed it advisable to terminate his business connections with the company and has retired from active participation in its management.
W. H. Burke, formerly purchasing agent of the Illinois
Traction System, and for the past year and a half fuel agent
for that system and general manager of the Kerens Donnewald Coal Co., has resigned to accept a position as secretary
and treasurer of the Roberts Motor Co., at Sandusky, Ohio.
He is succeeded by J. A. Jeffries, formerly of the Williamsville Coal Co., of Williamsville.

rapidly. Owing to the low railroad rates local manufacturers
expect that many of their distributors and suppliers, as well
as many coal operators, will pay the city a visit about that

TRADE CATALOGS

time.

RrMeeport

—The

OHIO
strike of 2000 miners of the Lorain Coal

& Dock Co. which started two weeks ago was settled May 6.
The men demanded pay for all roll cutting where the stone
The
more than 10 in. thick
and gained their point.
resumed work at once.
MartinN Ferry The fan house at the Florence mine, two
miles west of this place, was burned May 9, causing a loss
Four hundred miners will be thrown out of emof $2000.
ployment for two weeks. The origin of the fire is unknown.
is

sti'ikers

—

—

Draeeer Oxysen Apparatus Co., 422 First Ave., Pltttbursk,
T^e Draeger Pulmotor. 111., 32 p., 6x9 In
B, P. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, Pamphlet, "Longlife"
conveyor belt. 111., 5V4x8iA in.
Department of Minen, British Columbia. Preliminary Review and Estimate of the Mineral Production, 1912.
Penn.

The

Oti.s

(x8

MISSOURI

JefferHon City Governor Major has announced the appointment of deputy mine Inspectors as follows:
For the coal mines of the state Benjamin B. Fischer, of
Lexington, and Evans Jones, of Hlgbee.

—

F^ioator Co., Sth Ave. & 26th St., New York. Catarailways and skip hoist machines. 111., 38 p.

Incline

log.

in.

C.
12-9.

7x9

W. Hunt Co., West New Brighton, S. I.
Hunt noiseless gravity bucket conveyor.

Catalofj No.
111.,
64 p..

in.

C. S. Card Iron Works Co., 1601-1679 Alcott St., DenColo.
Coal handling machinery and
Catalog No. 16.
111., 72 p., 6x9 in.

The
ver,

equipment.

FOREIGN NEWS

The Electric Service Supplies

Co., Philadelphia, Penn.; bookillustrating and describing the automatic trolley guard, a
specialty which it has recently added to its broad line of
electric railway equipment.
let

new

—

Halifax, N. S
The miners of the Acadia Coal Co. at Stellarton have left work to Interview the management concernThey claim
ing the reinstatement of one of their number.
that he was asked to vacate one of the company's houses
while sick In bed.

Guarantee Conntructlon Co., 140 Cedar St., New York.
Pamphlet.
Economic Handling and Storage of Coal and
Ashes in Power Plants. Illustrated, 40 p., 6x9 In. Pamphlet.
HI.,
Retail Coal Pockets and Mechanical Screening Plants.
IS p., 6x9 in.

Mav
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National Tube Co.. Pittsburgh, Penn. New edition, Matheson Point Pipe Booklet. 40 pp.; numerous illus. The various
advantages of this pipe are enumerated as follows: Reduced
weight, greater bursting strength, saving in lead per mile,
iiuaptabillty to vertical curves and the advantages of National coating.

The AVItherbee Igniter Co., .Springfield, Mass. Booklet on
Wico Safety Electric Lamps. 12 pgs.. 3.\6 in., illustrated.
This is an electric head lamp operated by a storage batThe accumulator, it is claimed, is
tery carried on the belt.
the lightest and most compact device of its kind and capacity
known, weighing but 2 lb. 4 oz. and giving a continuous light
for 12 to 14

hours at one discharge.

779

the offices of the Pittsburgh Coal Exchange.
There will be
435 ft. of open channel for navigation between the outer
face of the cofferdam and the river wall of the lock.
For
spillway purposes there will be 100 ft. opening off from the
lock chamber.
The contract has been awarded to the National Contracting Co. and the work will be completed by
Oct.

1.

—

Duluth, Minn
The new steel plant at Duluth is to build
an immense storage yard for coal and limestone in the near
future.
The yard will be 1000 ft. long by 600 ft. wide and
will have sufficient capacity to store all the necessary sup
plies.
It has been officially announced that three additional
open-hearth furnaces will be constructed at a cost of $760,000, together with another reheating furnace.
There will be
90 coke ovens in the new plant with a capacity of 1000 tons
of coke per day.
These are now in the course of construction.

NBW INCORPORATIONS

Bulletin 46.
U. S. Bureau of Mines.
An investigation ot
explosion-proof motors. By H. H. Clark, 1912. 44 pp., ( pli.
IT.
S. Bureau of Mines.
Technical Paper 2S.
Ignition ol
gas by standard Incandescent lamps.
By H. H. Clark, IIIJ.
4

Cheyenne,

pp.

filed articles

Wyo.— The

Cedar Grove Coal Co. has recently

of incorporation.

Capital stock, $300,000.
Gas, Light & Fuel Co. of
Permit granted to do a busi-

Western Society of E^nglneers. Journal for April, containing paper on, "The Cause of Floods and the Factors that Influence their Intensity." "Investigation of Flood Flow on the
Watershed of the Wisconsin River," "The Desirability of revising the Rating and Methods of testing Electrical Appa-

Maine; capital stock, $200,000.
ness in Texas.

ratus." etc.

with the secretary of state increasing

"The Electron Theory of Magrnetism," by

E. H. Williams,

has just been issued as Bulletin 62 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois.
This is a mathematical discussion of the new theory of
The bulletin traces the experimental evidence
magnetism.
leading to the development of this theory, defines its present
status, and points out certain phenomena which the theory
in its present form fails satisfactorily to explain.
Copies of Bulletin 62 may be obtained upon application td
W. F. M. Goss, director of the Engineering Experiment Station. University of Illinois, Urbana. 111.

Austin,

Tex

The

Sherman

Youngstonn, Ohio— The Brier

Hill Coal Co. has filed papers
its

capital stock from

$50,000 to $500,000.

Dayton, Ohio— The Service Coal Co., of Dayton, has filed
papers with the secretaiy of state decreasing its capital

stock from $50,000 to $5000.
Brazil, Ind
The West Side Coal Co.; capital stock, $5000;
to mine coal.
Incorporators: C. H. Zellar, Lena Zellar, B. F.
Schrepferman and M. D. Schrepferman.

—

—

LouisTille, Ky
The White
capital stock, $25,000.

tucky;

Oak Coal & Coke
Incorporators:

C.

W. H. Kurk, C. A. McKamey and H. S. Phillips.
Yonnsstonn, Ohio The Reserve Metal & Coal

Co. of KenS.
Maddi.s,

—

Co.; capital
stock. $10,000; to deal in junk, old iron, coal, etc.
Incorporators: Mary Roland, Minnie Sussman, A. B. Calvin. H. G. Bye

and

B.

L.

Smith.

Woodward, Tex.

—

Minneapolis, Minn. The Sullivan Coal Co. is planning to
5000-ton automatic coal elevator on the Milwaukee
The cost is to
tracks at Lyndale Ave. and "Twenty-ninth St.
be in the neighborhood of $16,000.
erect a

The U. S. Coal & Coke Co. has let a contract for an annex of 8 rooms to be added to the Gary clubhouse.
The dining room will also be enlarged to have a
Gary,

W. Va

—

The Farmers' Coal, Grain & Elevator Co.;
capital stock, $5000.
Incorporators: I. J. David, G. A. Stuart.
I. Carpenter, D. P. Thacker, W^ A. Campbell,
W. R. Smith,

J.

and

J.

H. Hamilton.

—

Clinton, Ind. The West Clinton Coal Co. has been incorporated here, with $150,000 capital stock, to mine coal. The
directors are John Shirkie, Steward Shirkie, S. P. Hancock,
G. H. Bridges and Henry Adamson.

seating capacity of 60 at the tables.
Bellaire, Ohio
The contract for rebuilding the powei"
house of the plant of the Franklin Coal Co. at Stewartsville,
Ohio, has been awarded and the work will be rushed to completion.
The power house was destroyed by fire recently.

—

—

Lorain, Ohio The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Co. has
started the work of rebuilding the coal docks at Lorain. The
docks, especiiilly No. 1 was badly damaged by the recent
flood.
Repairs will be made to dock No. 2 which was also
damaged by the high waters.

—

Battle Creek, Mich. Twelve new coal sheds, 200 ft. long
and having a capacity of 960 tons, will be erected in the
near future by the J. O. Davis & Son Coal Co. It is understood that the company will not let any contract for the
work but will undertake the construction itself.

—

Sparrow's Point, M<1. The Maryland Steel Co. has just
placed contracts for additions to its byproduct coke and gas
plant.
The new ovens will be of the Koppers' type and will
be constructed at once.
When this work is finished the
company will be equipped with sufficient coke capacity to
supply Its needs for fuel and give it abundant byproduct
gas as well.

—

Wyandotte. Mich. The Eberts Bros. Co.. dealers in fuel
and builders' supplies, has purchased the entire block of
river front property between Poplar and Walu'nt streets.
A
dock, almost a block in length, will be erected. Which will
be equipped with modern devices for unloading vessels, inclurllng a large steam crane.
A mammoth fireproof storage
building will be erected at one end of the property.
I'lttshurKh. Penn
Plans foi- the new cofferdam to be
erected in the Ohio River at Dam No. 9 have been received at

—

Sullivan. Ind. The Princeton mine, owned by the Consolidated Indiana Coal Co. Is to be reopened.
The machinery
has been removed from the Keller mine.

—

Blnirs\'1lle, Penn.
It is rumored that the Buffalo. Rochester it Pitsburgh R.R. is about to be extended from Josephine,
through Blalrsville to Latrobe and perhaps further.
Manilla, P. I.— E. Randolph Hlx states that the Phlllipine
Coal Consumers' Association has just been formed and is
about to ask for bids on $1,000,000 (gold) worth of coal.
Punxsutnnney. Penn The H. C. Frick Coke Co. has
ordered the firing of more ovens at Dorothy.
This will
make a total of 210 ovens in operation In the Westmoreland

—

region.

Altoona. Penn,

— The

to place In operation its

Cambria County.
some time.

Altoona Goal & Coke Co. is preparing
coking plant of 100 ovens at Coupon,

The plant has been out of commission

for

—

Bvansvilie. Ind. Fire at the Ingle coal mines, near Evansville, destroyed the boiler rooms at the power plant, with a
loss of more than $15,000, and also did considerable damage
to the mine shaft.

—

CInclnuntI, Ohio The directors of the Mahoning Coal R.R.
Co. have declared a dividend of $25 a share on the common
The majority of the stock is owned
stock, payable May 15.
by the Lake Shore R.R.

COAL
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—

New Lexington. Ohio The Common Pleas Court, of Perry
Saltillo
County, has ordered the sale of the property of the
of several
Coal Co. at auction, June 7. The property consists
tracts of coal land in Perry County.
Connellsvllle. Penn. The Indiana Coal Mining Co., whose
operation is located at Lockport, on the Westmoreland County
operation
of the Conemaugh River, is now working a new

—

side

on the Indiana County side of the river.
Colonel Tierney, head of the Elkhorn Coal
Lexington. Ky
co.il land on Pond
Co., has just purchased a large tract of
open 15 mines there. These mines will
soon
will
Creek and
have a capacity of about 15.000 tons a day.
petiBrazil, Ind.—The Indiana Clay & Coal Co. has filed a
The company opertion for a receiver in the Circuit Court.
but
Patricksburgh,
ates a coal- and clay-stripping pit near
this has not been in operation for two months.
The county mine examiner has ordered the
Belleviile, Hi
the mine
Little Oak Mine closed because the wood work of
was decayed and the tipple in a dangerous condition. Three
hundred miners are thrown out of employment.
The Joliet Coal Products Co. is considering
Joilrt, 111.
The
the expansion of its operations at a cost of $375,000.
The plan is to
plant now consists of 35 byproduct ovens.
build an additional 36, thereby more than doubling its capa-

—

city.

—

Jolmstonn, Penn. Negotiations have practically been
closed for the purchase of about 6000 acres of virgin coal in
Green and Cherryhill Townships. Indiana County. The iden.\n average of
tity of the purchasers is being kept secret.
$60 an acre has been offered for the coal and the deal means
the transfer of $360,000.

—

Reading, Penn. The Reading Coal & Iron Co. is still storThe mines, however,
ing coal at Abrams and Landingville.
are working full and are likely to continue during May. It
is reported that the eastern and western states are storing
large quantities of anthracite, and this accounts for the
activity at the mines.
Birmingliani, .*la. The New Orleans & Northeastern R.R.
and .Alabama & Vicksburg R.R. have placed together with
the Coiona Coal & Iron Co. probably the largest individual
The order call.^
coal order in the history of Alabama.
for 600,000 tons to be shipped at the rate of 25,000 tons per
July
1913.
beginning
years,
1,
two
month over

—

—

JohnNtonn. Penn. It is said that the Berwind-White Coal
Mining Co. is about ready to purchase the holdings of the
Jed Coal & Coke Co., near AVelch, W. Va., for $300,000. This
property has been in the hands of a receiver for a year.
Should the court confirm the sale, it is said that the Berwind
company will spend $200,000 on improvements.
Lorain, Olilo The American Ship Building Co. has arranged to launch the new freighter, "A. C. Dustin," which was
built at the Lorain yards of the company in the near future.
The vessel is named after A. C. Dustin, of the firm of White,
Dustin & Kelly, admiralty attorneys, of Cleveland. The "A. C.
Dustin" is 545 ft. long, has a beam of 58 ft., and a draft of

—

31

ft.

—

Slienandoab, Penn. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal &
Iron Co. is experimenting with a new carbide gas lamp for
use In its mines. It is expected that this new lamp will do
away with the old oil-burning lamp. The miners who have
used the new lamp -say that it is far superior to the old-style
lamp. It gives a much brighter flame, in addition to being
cleaner and safer.

—

Manliattnn, KnnH, The Rocky Ford Power Co. has devised
a scheme for getting its coal across the river from the Blue
Valley R.R. track to its plant. Large iron pipes, supported by
The coal is fine and is washed
cables, will span the river.
through the pipes under pressure.

The Rocky Ford company is abandoning its water-power
machinery for steam power.
The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
Pat«Hville, Penn
Co. is preparing to reopen the old Anclior mine at HeckThe mine was abandoned 40 years ago and has
schcrville.
remained full of water since that time. It is now planned to
install pumps and drain the mine. When in operation the output will be hauled by motor to the Thomaston slope and conveyed on the main line to the Pine Knot breaker.
The work of pumping the water from the
.tpottMvIlie, Ky.
coal mines at Spottsvlllc. Ky., on the Green River, which were
flooded during the high water last month, has been started,
and It Is hoped to get the workings cleared In time Lo resume

—

—

long. It is said that many of the men formerly
employed In the mine have left the town, being under the Impression that work would not be resumed in the mine.

work before

A
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—

^Sc^anton, Penn. The plant and business of the Scranton
Steam Pump Co. was recently purchased at a receiver's sale
by a committee representing 98 per cent, of the creditors.
The total price paid was in the neighborhood of $400,000.

This firm was forced into receivership by a combination of
financial difficulties and not by any inferiority of its product.
The business will be continued and it is believed that in a
short time it will again be on a paying basis.

—

.Mliance, Olilo Mayor B. F. Hennacy has been taking
At present he has
options on coal lands in this vicinity.
2000 acres in Elkrun Township and more than 3500 acres in
Salineville.

Tests have shown that there are rich beds of coal underlying the land in Elkrun Township, and it will probably not
be long before mining operations are begun there. It is understood that Mayor Hennacy's purchase is merely an investment.

—

Pineville, Ky.
The Continental Coal Corporation, operating extensive properties in southeastern Kentucky, t-specially

the vicinity of Pineville, has moved its Louisvill.; officts
into new and commodious downtown quarters at 217 South
Fifth St., between Market and Jefferson. All of the business
of the company in Louisville will henceforth be handled from
the office referred to, only a yard manager being left at the
The central
yards, where the office was formerly located.
oflice will be in charge of L. .\. Powell, who has been local
manager for some time, and the company's branch c fflces
^viIl remain as before.
in

—

Beginning with May 1, the output of
Connellsville, Penn.
5 mine of the Vesta Coal Co. is to be shipped by
rail.
The ne"w arrangement has been caused by the closing
for repairs of one of the locks at Lock No. 4 on the Monongahela River. The other mines of the Vesta company will
ship by river as at present. A siding has been placed to hold
50 cars at the Vesta No. 5 mine.
The tipple at this mine was designed for river as well
For this reason the contemplated change
as rail shipments.
The mine is turning
will mean but little additional expense.
out about 3100 tons a day.

Vesta No.

—

the

Wincliester. Ky. Coal and timber lands in Tennessee to
extent of about 41,800 acres have been sold by H. C.
of Winchester, to J. A. Smith, Roger E. Miles and

Thompson,

W. A. Odell. representing Cleveland and New York interests.
The price paid is said to have been about $400,000. Mr.
Thompson also holds an option on 50,000 acres of coal lands
on the South and Middle Forks of the Kentucky River, which
The latter will make an
he ma.v sell to the same parties.
investigation of the property, and, if favorably impressed, will
close the deal, and immediately arrange for the building cf
it to open up mines.

a railroad through

—

After long working of the coal fields
and Sullivan Counties, it is reported capitalare planning to push further south into Knox, Pike, Gibson and Warrick Counties and electric roads are being promoted. The most promising looking one at present will extend from Boonville to Lynnville and thence through Petersburg and Washington to Indianapolis. It is further said the
Pennsylvania and Monon contemplate building into the new
fields, the American Coal Co., supposed to be closely associated with the Monon, having leased several thousand acres
of coal land in Knox County, near Wheatland.
IndlanapuiiM, Ind.

of Greene, Clay
ists

—

ConnellHvIlie, Penn. Steps are being taken to wind up
the affairs of the Great Lakes Coal Co., which operates in
Butler and Armstrong Counties. The company went into the
hands of receivers some time ago, following a strike of its
The
miners for a union wage scale and working rules.
property is now advertised foi' sale at auction in the Allegheny County court house. May 29. It consists of 22,133 acres
of coal in Butler and Armstrong Counties, together with
6S5 acres of surface land, mines, tipples, etc., and 20,000 shares
It
of stock of the Allegheny & Western R.R., at $50 par.
is likely that some effort will be inade to reorganize the property and develop it.

Blrmingliam,
organized,

owns

.\la.

—The

Maryland Coal & Coke Co., recently
Warrior field,

15,000 acres of coal land in the

about 30 miles west of Birmingham, which is being developed
for a daily output of 2000 tons. The Frisco system is extending its Empire branch a distance of 7 miles to reach the
scene of operations. A model mining town, consisting of 250
houses, is in the course of construction. Electric locomotives

and mining machines will be used.
The seam which is being developed is known to the
Warrior field as the Black Creek seam. It is 3 ft. thick,
and is very hard. It is expected that shipments will *^egin
between July 15 and Aug. 1.

.
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reported;

and

75c.

SOc.

have been paid this week for large

Hampton Roads to Boston.
.\iitbTaoite
May shipments are

vessels,

A

of uncertainty pervades tlie iiard-coal
trade.
May shipments, at some ijoints. are falling beiiind
those for April, with the result that there is not so much
free coal offered as when the spring circular went into effect;
requisitions at such points and for certain grades are subOn the other hand, rumors are
ject to indefinite delays.
current that some producers are experiencing difficulty in
obtaining sufficient orders to cover their production, although such rumors are indefinite and have not been esA period of mild depression during the mid-sumtablished.
mer seems probable, but the situation is not to be regarded
as serious, providing there is no pronounced cessation of inTroubles between operators and miners
dustrial activity.
has acted as a balance and tended to keep production down
to the consumption.
In the coastwise bituminous trade, the larger buyers are
beginning to lose hope of compelling the operators to recede
from their higher prices on contracts and a few have
signed up for a short period, evidently in anticipation that
there will yet be a break in the market a little later. However, the trade, generally, is in better shape in all directions;

distinct

feeling:

heard about deferred buying, and operators, as a
rule, continue withdrawing their bids, probably believing
that they would rather curtail production for the time being, and have some free tonnage available when the higher

less

—

so far very much behind
those of April, and it looks like a month of relatively small
tonnages. Loading" is slowing up and the companies are not
as free with the various sizes as they were at the opening of
the season. Stove is notably short, and schedules calling for
much of this size are entered subject to indefinite delay. Pea
is also hard to get and New England dealers, especially those
with relatively small storage, are getting apprehensive with
such reports thus early.
Current bituminous quotations at wholesale are about as
follow.s:
Clearfiolds

$1.00^
2.25^

Philadelphia'
New Yorlc*

2

prevail.

The Pittsburgh market is becoming steadily stronger
producers asking for substantial advances over the
season's prices, although the regular circular is being mainThe car supply is
tained on contracts with old customers.
good, the lake shipments are steadily increasing, while production is at the highest point of the year, and would be
is
still
greater were labor conditions more favorable.
It
seldom that buyers have ever been so eager, and there is
nothing to check the heavy consumption except some highly
with

adverse legislation

enacted by the

new

administration.
The accumulations at Hampton Roads are still about
normal, but have been considerably reduced by a heavy
movement into both the foreign and coastwise trade. Steam
grades in the Southern market have become still heavier,
with sales of small tonnages being reported at remarkably
low figures; business such as this reflects adversely on the
market. The domestic trade has become a trifle more buoyant, on the strength of a stocking up movement on the part
is

of the dealers.

The Eastern producers are moving a heavy tonnage into
the Middle West, where the dealers are anxious to acquire
stocks while the summer circulars are still in effect. On the
local coals, there has been a slight letup on domestic, with
steam grades about normal; many contracts for the latter
Dealers are pushing business while
are being renewed.
about as
prices are low, and consumers are responding
Chicago has experienced some price cutting, with the
usual.
i-esult that quotations have fluctuated over a large range.
There has been considerable contracting for Eastern fuels.

BOSTON,

ItI.\SS.

— On

the whole the market is perceptibly
firmer than a week ago. All reports are that Pocahontas and
New River are being firmly maintained at $2.85 f.o.b., and this
notwithstanding large accumulations at the Hampton Road
piers.
Corporation buyers are coming into the market for a
share at least of their annual purchases, and there is a tendency to buy enough now to carry over into the season when
concessions will be made, if there are to be any. The market
la In much better shape in all directions, and it bids fair to
continue so for the present at least.
The Pennsylvania coals of the better grade are well supplied with orders, and shippers ai'c- still withdrawing quotations left out a fortnight or more ago. Georges Creek is also
firm on the season-contract basis; In fact, there are few weak
All-rail, and for inland shipment
spots all along the line.
from tidewater points there is a decidedly better tone. Less
is heard about deferred buying than was current a few weeks
ago.

nitumlnouH

Water Frelehts are

also some

firmer than

when

last

.
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George.s
Creelt

Pocahontas

New

River

S1.25@»1.45 SI. 67^.1. 77

2.50@2.70
2.80@3.00

Baltimore*

Hampton Roads*

2.92(813.02
3.22^)3 32
2.93
2

S2 85

S3.73@3 78

Providencet
Bostont

3 78(5; 3. 90

tOn

*F.o.b.

cars.

.\K\\

is

prices

Cambrias
Somersets

Mines*

YORK

—

The soft-coal market continues in a rather
condition without, however, any appreciable loss in
strength.
In view of the rather unfavorable conditions,
There
operators are maintaining prices remarkably well.
appears to be a uniform restriction in production on the
determination
obtain
to
producers
firm
part of all large
and a
profitable figures for their product; when such piices cannot
be obtained the busint ss will not be accepted. Consumers are
showing a disposition to buy for their current needs in the
spot market in anticipation of being able to contract at
lo'wer figures later in the season.
Bltuminoiiii

lifeless

Production at the mines appears to have fallen off slightl.v
during the week, but this is probably only a temporary depression. Car supply, as usual, in times of light demand, is
more than sufficient to meet requirements. Stocks at tide
are about normal. Some odd tonnages of low-grade coal can
be picked up in the market at very low prices, but such conditions are the exception rather than the rule, being due to
some unusual features, such as demurrage. The market is
not quotably changed from last week, which prices we continue as follows: West Virginia steam, $2.55(?8 2.60; fair grades,
Pennsylvania, $2.65(a2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias,
$3.05@3.15; Georges
$2.75(§<2.80; best Miller. Pennsylvania,
Creek.

$3.25(gi 3.30.

—

Well defined rumors are current to the effect
that some of the hard-coal producers are about caught up on
their orders and will have to curtail production shortly
These conditions have not
unless more business appears.
assumed definite or tangible proportions as yet. and, as a
matter of fact, most companies have sufficient business on
hand to keep them going steadily at maximum capacity up
into July or August. Nevertheless. It is clear to all that there
is not the customary activity on the part of the buyers, and
there is a distinct undertone of uncertainty over the future
of the summer business, but of not sufficient proportions to
create any serious alarm over the situation.
Mines continue working up to full capacity, and the
"button strikes" seem for the time to be less frequent. Monday of the current week was generally acknowledged as a
holiday throughout the mining regions, and another occurs
on the 30th of the month, which is Friday; this virtually
means two days lost time since Saturday will doubtless see
a very light force out, and the consequence Is that production
for the month will probably fall off below that for April.
The New York hard-coal market is quotable about on the
Anthracite

following basis:

Broken

Eng

....

Stove
Chestnut.

.

Pea
Bucicwheat
Rice
Barley

.
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PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
The coal trade in this vicinity had a slight impetus early
week because of the weather which was the coldest

this

in this vicinity and at this time during the last
It caused many anxious eyes to turn toward
forty years.
coal bins, and resulted in the consumption of considerable
supposed to be in the nature of a nest egg
was
which
coal,
The current business, however, still confor next winter.
tinues about the same as last week. There is no unusual call
for coal, and dealers are being supplied regularly with all
From the present indications, howof their requirements.
ever. May is likely to absorb all of the production of the
prepared sizes; steam grades still continue to be piled up in
the storage yards of the large operators, the demand having
fallen oft considerably.
Taking it altogether, however, the month of May thus far
has been as good as anyone expected, and possibly a little
better, with the prospects of continuing so for at least the
balance of the month. Up to the present, there has been less
reports of concessions by the individual operators than has
been the case in many years. The production continues on
about a parity with May. 1911, and the little difficulties occurring between the operators and miners, mostly on account
of some trivial difference, has had the effect of a balance
Conwheel, in keeping the production within the demand.
siderable coal is still being diverted from the Eastern marshipping
ports,
and
Lake
from
the
Northwest,
ket into the
this in measure lessens the strain on the Eastern selling

experienced

forces.

The bituminous market in this vicinity does not seem to
improve as rapidly as was expected. The low ebb reached
some weeks ago, was not followed by any appreciable increase in prices, but the demand is good. Optimistic views
are expressed that the tangled market of the last two or three
months, is the precursor of summer conditions at variance
with the customary market at that time. Slack coal seems
to be the most erractic. declining in some cases anywhere
from 15 to 25c. per ton, and the demand not particularly active at that.

PITTSBURGH, PENX.
Bituminous

— The

market

is still

stronger.

While the ma-

jority of operators are asking an advance of 10c. over season
prices to buyers not their regular customers, as noted a fortnight ago, prompt lots are frequently quoted at as much as
On regular contract trade, however, the circular
20c. advance.

Production
prices continue to be done with favored buyers.
is on a slightly heavier scale, and is at the best rate of the
year, but would be still greater if labor were in a more
equable mood. There is much unrest, which is growing and
promises unusual difficulty for the next scale settlement, for
the period beginning Apr. 1 next, while the occasional local
outbreaks do not become less frequent. Car supply is fairly
Lake shipgood, there being complaint in a few quarters.
quote: Slack, 90c.;
ments are increasing week by week.
nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25: mine-run. $1.30@1.40; %-in.,
$1.40@1.50; H4-in., $1.55@1.65, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh

We

district.

— The trade

remarkably steady, having
shown no definite change for three or four weeks, which is
The majority of
quite unusual with so mercurial a market.
operators have their minds set on $2.25 for prompt furnace
coke and $2.50 for contract. There being light demand for
ConnellHvllle Coke

is

prompt, this has resulted in slight shading, generally to $2.10
to $2.20, with only occasional sales at $2 and few, if any, at
The contract asking price
the regular asking price of $2.25.
might be similarly shaded if consumers were forced to act,
No
business
needs to be placed
are
not.
contract
but they
for delivery beginning earlier than .luly 1. and furnaces expect more than a small concession from the asking price.
Prompt foundry coke has weakened slightly by operators not
usually making this grade offering limited quantities at cuts
from $3. which has been the minimum asking price of regular
We quote the market:
markets, some adhering to $3.25.
Prompt furnace. $21?? 2.25: contract furnace, $2.50 asked:
prompt foundry, S2.85(S)3.25; contract foundry, $3@3.25. per
ton at ovens.
ll.\L.TIMORE, MD.

There has been a great demand for gas coals in the local
market, particularly the better grades and shipments to the
West have also been unusually heavy with the result that
a scarcity has developed in the Eastern market. Operators
having loose tonnages available for this Western demand have
been obtaining a much better profit and the indications are
that this has become a permanent feature of the local trade.
This condition has brought about a much freer buying movement which Is being further stimulated by the general belief
that thire will be a tremendous car shortage the coming fall.

Vol.

3,

No.

-20

Screened gas coal is quoted at $1.25(81.40, mine-run $1@1.30,
with slack at 80@90c. per ton.
The lower grade gas coals are in poor demand and are
as weak or weaker than the same grades of steam fuel. The
better quality steam fuels are in short supply; the majority
of these have been contracted for and consumers who buy
in the spot market may find themselves in difficulty before
Big Vein Georges Creek is now selling around $1.60
long.
with the next better grades, such as Tyson and Quemahoming being quoted at $1.25 to $1.35.
Reports are generally to the effect that practically all
Coastof last year's contracts have been signed up again.
wise and export shipments from the local piers were unusually heavy during the week. Coke is weak and the output further reduced.

BUFFALO,
There
tuminous

is

a good

demand

N. Y.

for all grades

and

sizes of bi-

and the uproar of
Buffalo at least, the members of the coal trade
market. Slack,
in
the
local
activity
are much pleased at the
which often begins to show weakness as summer approaches,
for
the
weakness
in coke
But
is fully as strong as sizes.
uniform strength in the trade. There is
there would be a
a difference of opinion as to the reason for the lack of acSome say there is an cver-production and
tivity in coke.
others that the iron trade is not in a satisfactory condiThere is iron enough in consumption, but the price
tion.
is not satisfactory.
Another reason for a good bituminous demand is the
continued shortage of miners. Scarcely a mine represented
here has men enough to satisfy its needs and in some instances where an operator has a good many contracts he has
strikes,

coal.

Mindful of

tariff agitation

in

difficulty in filling them.
There seems to be a general belief that politics
turbances of any sort are not going to reduce the

or dis-

general

consumption and so long as that remains the coal must be
Buffalo, for instance, is building as never before
provided.
and the locomotive works at Dunkirk reports a large order
locomotives
just taken and so on. The tariff bill as passed
of
by the House is detrimental to the local trade but business
before
and it is seldom that buyers are so eager
goes on as
for shipments unless they are trying to stock up. The trade
sees no likelihood of a dropping off in demand.
Bituminous prices are, therefore, strong at $2.80 for
Pittsburgh lump, $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run
and $2.15 for slack. Coke is plentiful and weak at $5 for
There is no change in the price
best Connellsville foundry.
of smithing or cannel.

The .Vnthraotte Trade is still quiet. Shippers speak of it
as healthy but they do not look for a brisk demand again
Consumers feel easy and are mostly well supplied
till fall.
with coal bought late last winter. The week's shipments of
anthracite from Buffalo by lake were 132,600 tons.

COLI'MBIS, OHIO
With an expanding lake trade and a good demand
steam grades, the coal trade in Ohio has been firm and
tive
fine

for
ac-

during the past week. Prices with the exception of the
grades, have been well maintained and coal men genbelieve

the

time to come.

No

erally

business will continue active for
price cutting of any consequence

some
is

re-

ported.

One of the best features is the larger requisitions from
manufacturing concerns. Business generally shows improvement and this is reflected in larger orders from many lines
Railroads
of manufacturing, especially iron and steel mills.
are also taking a larger tonnage since the troubles reSome congestion
sulting from the flood are passing away.
is

still

reported

at

junction

is now prompt.
A number of the railroad

points

but

the

movement

of

freight

contracts were made during the past week and they were generally at a marked advance over the quotations of last year. In some cases the
contracts were awarded with a provision for an increase of
.Ml steam
5c. on the ton toward the latter part of the year.
contracts renewed at this time are at higher figures than last
fuel

year.

The lake business is one of the most active branches of
the trade.
Outside of some congestion at the upper lake
ports, no trouble is experienced.
The congestion, which it
is believed will only be temporary, was caused by the movement of dozens of boats at the opening of navigation and
consequently a lack of unloading machinery at the head of
the lakes.
When the movement becomes more uniform the
congestion will be relieved.
There is practically no demand for domestic grades, although dealers are making preparations fur :in activi- consumption somewhat earlier than usual. This is due to the

.

May

17,
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flood caused dealers to sell out stocks closer
than usual.
in Ohio fields during the week has shown a
output
The
good increase. This is especially true in Eastern Ohio where
In the
is up to normal and about capacity.
production
the
Hocking Valley district it is about 90 per cent, of the averdamage
Bend
field
where
Pomeroy
the
greatest
the
In
age.
was done by the flood, the output is about 65 per cent.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
fact that the

Hocking
Domestic lump
l-inch

kut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and slack
Coarse Black

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy
SI.50

Kanawha
$150

SI 20

1.35
1.25
1.15
0.70
0.60

1.30

SO
1-35
1.25
1.15
0.70
0.60

$1

1.10

0.70

110
70
0.60

H.\MPTO!V RO.VDS, VA.
The movement of coal from tidewater during the past
week has been very satisfactory; there have been some large
shipments both coastwise and foreign and the accumulation
railway yards has been considerably reduced,
although there still remains more than the normal quantity.
Quite a fleet of vessels remain at anchor. off Lamberts Point
and at Newport News, waiting berth, and these, together
with others now due, shou'd keep both piers working to their
Shortage of labor
full capacity during the c-oming week.
has somewhat delayed loadings at Newport News and the
large number of bunker steamers arriving at Lamberts Point
have kept the berths occupied, coastwise tonnage suffering
of cars in the

accordingly.
Prices for the week have remained firm with some small
The Government has
sales at $2.S0 for prompt shipment.
loaded into colliers during the past week appro.ximately 15.000 tons from various shippers which is, of course, all contract
Dumpings at Sewalls Point have been good and there
coal.
is no accumulation of tonnage in the stream.

BIRItlI\GH.\M,

.\L..\.

Not much can be added to our last week's report on conSteam coal
ditions obtaining in the coal trade in Alabama.
business is still depressed to the extent that some extraordinarily low prices are being quoted, and while this tonnage
is

not large the entire steam market

is

suffering from the

effect.

A

shortage of coal cars on one of the largest railroads

in

growing more serious daily, a number of the
mines on that line having lost from 20 to 35 per cent, time
This condition is not quite
during the past two weeks.
understood by the operators as the railroad in question is in
secure
all
the equipment needed.
A
position
to
financial
a
slight improvement is apparent in the domestic coal market.
normal
taking
in
a
supply
firmer
and
dealers
are
Prices are
the district is

of stock coal.

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Indications point to a general easing up in the situation
Local prices have fallen off to the customary summer
here.
level with the better grades of domestic lump selling at $4,
but this general reduction has failed to bring about any reDealers themselves are doing but little
sponsive demand.
stocking.
In view of the curtailed work at the mines it is
rather surprising to note that the shortage of screenings has
at last been overcome and this in spite of the fact that the
demand continues rather brisk.
The customary summer circulars are in effect which
means that consumers buy at practically their own figures.
almost inIt is a notable fact, however, that prices are
variably held at an advance of lOt-. over last- year's figures; the steam grades are showing evi-n more substantial
advances than this. The better grades of eastern Kentucky
block are quoted at $1.85 f.o.b. mines, although this figure
would be rather high in the larger competitive centers. The
poorer qualities are from 25 to 40c. below this figure. Nut and
slack are heavy at 70 to 90c. for the better grades with western Kentucky selling at 75 to 85c., and pea and slack are
35 to 45.

IIVDI.VNAPOLI.S. IIVD.
Coal operators see some slight let-up in industrial activity, apparently, but not enough to excite comment.
Sales
of steam grades are not materially smaller than usual In
May: mines are working about half time and their shipments of the domestic grades are practically nil.
Eastern mines are moving domestic into this state, retailers w'ishing to take advantage of the summer schedule of
prices.
This Is particularly true of anthracite and Pocahontas and some Virginia splits that rise in price monthly.
Other Ohio and Virginia coals that hold to about one level
from April to September are not moving so freely at pres-

783

ent.
Indiana domestic can be shipped to the retail points in
a day from the mines, and retailers do not stock up until
Freight rates are
fall, October usually being the best month.
a handicap to steam grades from other states, but to those
points in the state where the home rate runs 60 to SOc, considerable shipments of steam grades come from nearby states.
Screenings are selling around 90c., with a range of 10c.
for quality and urgency of demand. Indianapolis retailers are
pushing business while prices are low and customers are
responding better than usual, following their experience of
While
the last winter when prices were at record marks.
the buying will not be large in May, which is usually a
l:)i'eathing spell for the consumer after the winter's drain on
his finances, there are indications that the succeeding months
Mine prices are unchanged.
will find the retail trade active.
Local dealers came down May 1 to their summer schedule, though they would not guarantee the present level to
The new prices are:
last longer than June 1.

$8 00
7.75

Anthracite, chestnut
Anthracite, stove and egg
Anthracite, grate
Pocahontas, forked lump

.

Pocahontas, shoveled lump.
Pocahontas, mine run
Pocahontas, nut and slack
Blossburg
Jackson (Ohio)
.

Kanawha lump
Kanawha egg, nut
Pittsburg lump

Raymond lump,
Winilrede lump

.

Hocking Valley lump
Luhrig lump

.50
Luhrig washed
--......
5.50 Cannel

7

egg
T

Linton No. 4 lump
Linton No. 4 egg
Indiana washed egg

5. .50

Brazil

4

(10

5,25

lil'.ck

.

4.50
4.75
^n
6.50
3.25
3.25
3.50
4.00
r,

3 50

5,00

$4 SO

.
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Clinton
$2.27

SpringBeld Franklin Co.
$1.97(sJ2.07 $2.30(92.40

Domestir lump

2.30@2.40

Eek

177

2.20^(2

MINNE.VPOLIS

.30

1.95

1.57

Screenings

— ST.

Va.

State
Missouri

$3.85

Arkansa.s ....

W.

Oklahoma.

.

1913
260,586
414,413
130,888
297,004

1,250,821

Totals.

AN.4COND.\

all-rail

is

MO.

The usual dullness in the spring trade prevails in St.
Louis and adjacent territory. There are a few calls for contracts in steam lines, but other than that very little is doing, and contracts are not looked upon with favor by shipping interests.
There is a slight increase in the prospects for the anthracite movement this month, and some inquiries for smokeless. The coke market, however, is dull. Screenings, still sell
The washed coal
for 80c. at the mines and Carterville at $1.
market seems to be holding its own, with No. 3 and No. 4 in
is
also
some
call
for Arkansas
There
extra good demand.
anthracite, but not to the extent as in former years.

The prevailing circular

is:

Carterville

and

Mt.
Standard
$0.90

Franklin Co.

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg

2-in.
3-ic.
6-in.

No.

1

.,

Min

1.05

m

0(1

((/'

1.00
ft'ashed nut.

No. 2 washed nut.
No. 3 washed nut.
No. 4 wasiied nut
No. 5 wa.shed nut

1.20

$1.15

nut

Screenings
.

.

.

.

.

fei

15

1
.

10

1

35
35

1
1

.

95

1

3.5

35

1
1

.

10

Louis prices on May anthracite are: Chestnut, $7.50;
stove and egg $6.80; grate $6.55. Smokeless lump and egg is
By product coke is $5 and gas house
$4.45 and mine-run $4.
St.

$4.75.

OCilJKX,

The Utah operators seem

ITAH

have been the prime factor
They have either solved
the secret of cheap mining and wish to give the public the
benefit or are endeavoring to force their coal on the market.
No dealer cares to store coal in May for three principle
First, because there is no demand while there
reasons:
are a lot of unpaid accounts on the books covering winter
coal, which means money tied up; second, the depreciation
on the coal and interest on the money invested is greater
than the reduction in price f.o.b. mines; third, because there
is no reason for buying coal in May when it can be obtained
Consequently, durat the same price in July and August.
ing May, about the only coal bought will be for current
demand and, of course, will be sold at the storage price.
to

mines.

in

reduction of price

for

Utah mines have announced the reduction of 25c. per ton
coal during the storage season and the delivery price

f.o.b.

Xo. 20

.587.212

1,039.049

431,876
616,713

PORTLAND, ORK.
Dealers
here in five-ton lots or over is now $9.50 per ton.
expect that Wyoming mines will announce a similar reducThere has been no change in
tion within the near future.
Australian coal quotations here since last fall. This is the
quietest time of the year in the coal business here and no
great amount of business is anticipated for some weeks. The
market is steady, however, and values fully as high as at the
corresponding time a year ago.

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
SOUTHWESTERN TON\.\GE
The following is a comparative statement of the southwestern tonnage for February and the first two monthSi 1912
and 1913:

2,574,850

1,102,891

2.482,82

COPPER MINING

CO.
The following is a comparative statement of this company's coal production over the last three years:

many mines have been

ST. LOl'IS.

3.

3.30

1.57@1 62

PAUI-

business is extremely light at this time.
not an over amount ot coal pressing the market as
closed more or less ot late, owing to
Prices on Harrisburg are quoted at $1.30 to ?1.40
floods.
price
for mine-run is $1.20. Screenings
the
lump
and
egg:
for
are scarce, and the price now is $1 at the mines, with contract
Other grades of Illinois screenings are hard
price at 80c.
to get and, at the docks, it will be some time before enough
screenings can be worked through.

The

1912
305,759
501,121
176,210
267,731

Kansas

2 07
1 97

$1.82@1.87

S&aWi'lump
Mine-run

Vol.
Februarj"

Prevailing prices in Chieago are:

There

.

Coal
produced
"
Shipped to other departments.
Sold

Used at coal mines

1912
837,815
514,208
244,685
78,922

1911

1910

800,073
508,913
316,647
74,513

828,531
449,421
309,242
69,868

THE C.VR SITU.VTiON
American Ry. Association reports
rpluses
coal equipment for two weeks er
New England Lines
N. Y.: New Jersey, Del.; Maryland; Eastern Penn..
Ohio; Indiana; Michigan; Western Pennsylvania.
West Virginia, Virginia, North & South Carolina
Kentucky, Tenn.; Miss.; Alabama, Georgia, Florida
Iowa, Illinois, Wis., Minn.; North & South Dakota.

.

.

.

Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska
Kansas, Colorado, Nlissouri, .\rkansas,
Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho, California, .\rizona
Canadian Lines

Oklahoma

.

.

2,1
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T^HE coal

many members with

industr)^ has

axes to grind.
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Some men
They have no
ing of such

constitution.

mean-

words as wonderful, magnificent
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No. 21

It's more decent to present your cigar or
hand out your fraternal grip at the close of a
Clubs, lodges and mining
business interview.

are

institutes

essential

good fellowship,

to

rapid progress and business convenience; but
the

man who

joins such

an organization sim-

man is
command

ply and solely to exploit his brother

they say, and criticism of their

efful-

lacking in

recognition of their innocent

by a generous

and unassumed

m

iiiiiiiiih

uiiiiiiiniiiiii

made

gent praise should be governed

nniinin

24. 1913

allowance must be

Due

or marv^elous.
for all

by

are flatterers

real conception of the true

innnnnnnninnn

MAY

nninnniiin

nininnn

in

iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiii

iiiiiii

those principles which

success through personal merit or individual

worth.

but unfortunate fault.

There are other people interested in some
phase of coal mining, however,

by

flatterers

nature,

who

are not

and who sweeten

are like the fox

who wanted

the morsel of food

which was held in the crow's
regret

pressed

that

the

their

They

tongues with a motive always in view.

The

marking:
wit

is

however, there

that the best pull

is all

right,

re-

but your

wanting."

wisest

marked:

man

in ancient history once re-

flattereth

spreadeth a net for his feet."
!

his

commences an interview with the
can

feel fairly certain there's to

right arm.

grip

Although we

live in the

most commercial

age history has ever recorded, and are a part
of the

most commercial nation the sun ever

shone on, there

is still room for friendships
money foundation with the

promoting the transaction

of

business.

a

man

gift of

a

you

be a swapping

which transaction the other

Personal

pride,

if

nothing more,

compel us to refrain from insincere

should

flattery to

gain a point; and natural vanity in our

strength

and

ability

to

accomplish

own

things

fel-

should cause us to refuse an advantage com-

low intends to be sole referee as to the nature

ing only through the avenues of pull or social

of favors, in
,

own

neighbor

When

choice cigar, or hands out a fraternal grip,
'

no doubt but

it.

not built on a

"He who

is

that of our

weak do we need a lodge

it is

single idea of

The

is

through

unworthy and shameful

bird should have a

which the fox picked up,

"Your voice

affiliations;

at the end of

crow, intending to refute the charge,

released the prize,

his undeser\'ed success

influential friends or

ex-

poor voice coupled with such beautiful plumage.

who gained

Only when

He

bill.

Here and there we can point our finger at
some man high in the councils of coal men,

of

both articles exchanged in the trade.

affihations.
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Modern Steel-Tipple Design
By John

A.

SYNOPSIS— The

steps of evolution leading up to the
introduction of an improved construction of headframe
and screening plant are here delineated. This new de-

braces and carrying the sheave wheel on cross
timbers at the top.
A heavy timber brace was then
framed between the sheave deck and the engine foundations.
The weighhouse was supported by similar bents
placed between the tracks, and the screens were hun<;
or supported underneath and covered by a loading shed,

sign is only about one-half the weight of its predecessors
yet .so rigid and firm that an independent screen-

and

supporting framework

unnecessary.

is

Garcia*

batter

The introduction of steel and concrete into the conmining buildings has revolutionized engi-

struction of

neering practice in their design and erection. This is eswhere large tonnages have to
l;e handled and where the structures are subject to fire
from both surface and underground.
Steel structures have been built in the Illinois and Indiana coal fields only during the past ten or fifteen years,
and even to this day have not been generally adopted in
pecially true in coal mining,

cither of these states, except that fireproof structures are

now required by law in Illinois. At the same time there
has been a steady progress in the West toward more sub.stantial construction and toward mines
designed for
and longer

greater safety
the

demand

fact, together

Top of Weigh Floor-

with

for better preparation of the product in adi<.

o
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View of

Side
dition to the

more recent re<|uirement

an interesting development

in

this

a

of law, has led to

line

of engineering.

Importance of Shaft and Tipple

The keystone

of a mining installation is the shaft and
These are the connecting links between the
underground workings and the commercial market, and
it is natural that the best efforts
of engineers have been
devoted to securing permanence and safety from accident
in these most important parts of a mining plant.
In the old days the shaft was ]nit down in the cheapest
possible manner, small, cramped and timber lined, and
the tipple was placed immediately on the curbing or in
some cases just outside of it. This structure usually contipple.

sisted of six heavy, vertical timbers placed at the corners
of the two hoisting compartments, braced laterally
by

Of

Allen

&

Garcia

Co.,

Chicago.

n'-6'

Typical "A. & G." Steel Tipple

When shaker screens began to come into use, it was
found necessary to support them on an independent interior structure, as it proved difficult to produce and
maintain a timber frame of sufficient rigidity to prevent
the vibration of the screens from affecting the scales and
damaging the main building. On this account
became common practice to carry the screens on
various systems of rollers, instead of hanging them as
seriously
also, it

formerly, in order to avoid the great heights of the necessary overhead structure.

The

first steel

tipple followed almost exactly the lines

of the accepted design in wood.

umns were placed on

At

least six steel

col-

adjacent to the curbing, the
screens were carried on an independent structure and the
batter braces connected as formerly, and the whole structure interwoven with a network of light angle bracing.

The

actual

working

or

stresses in the tower

were found

Mav

2 A.

COAL
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and the required sections were
The first designers did not
realize that steel is an elastic material and that a structure of sufficient theoretical strength would lack entirely
the rigidity necessary for satisfactory operation under the
shocli of hoisting and dumping and the constant vibration
to be

surprisingly small,

made correspondingly

light.

of the screens.
It is

not surprising, therefore, that the

first steel

struc-

and satisfactory than their
wooden predecessors. They had just one advantage they
were fireproof. The freedom from shrinkage and rotting
was offset by the rusting of the metal and the extreme
liability of the light members to damage from accident.
Any damage to the shaft, any settlement around it,
or fire in the curbing, had almost as destructive an effect
tures were distinctly less rigid

—
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of a widely spreading tower by

zontal frames, which, even

particularly liable to

means

of substantial liori-

of sufficient strength, were

if

damage and

corrosion.

Even

at

the best they added greatly to the cost of the structure.
In this respect the old form of six-column tower, when
the footings are carried a sufficient distance outside the
shaft, still has an advantage over the "A-frame." although this advantage is entirely neutralized by the
greater complexity of the structure.

In all these designs the independent screen structure
was a uniform feature. The effect of the vibration of the
screens was so little understood and so inadequately analyzed that none of the designers appeared to be brave
enough to break away from the prevailing ^Jraetice and
plan a structure that should be stiff and strong and with
the unavoidable vibration so localized that no damage
could come to the strticture or inconvenience to the operation of the scales.

In the meantime, there came a development in the

di-

Such construction not only removes the danger of fire, but makes
the shaft curbing, in most cases, the best and most substantial as well as the least expensive foundation on which
to place the tower.
The principal advantage of the "'Aframe" structure was thus removed.
rection of concrete -or concrete-lined shafts.

OuUide'D'ia

The Introduction
About

tw(.)

cago, took u]) the
crete shaft

oe a Neav DssKix

years ago, the Allen

problem

and decided

&

Garcia Co., of Chi-

of building a tipple over a con-

to place the

main column mem-

A

system of construction was
evolved and j)rotected by patents, which seemed to be a
distinct improvement over any previous construction. So
simple was it that the only wonder is that it was not devised long before ; in fact, the only reason that can be assigned is found ill the gradual ste])s outlined above, from
which the steel tipple was evolved.
Instead of putting uprights at the corners of the shaft,
two main columns are placed in the middle of the curbing at either end, just back of the guides, these memoers themselves being carried directly by, or bracketed
from, these columns. The center guides are also carried
l)y a vertical column directly between them, it being hung
from the main structure so as not to rest on the buntins
and bracketed at several points so as to have ample lat-

bers directly on the curbing.

Front

\\v.\\

ok Hoisting Towkh, Showinc SniPLuiTY
OF CoXSTliUCTIOX

on the tipple as

if

it

had been l)uilt of wodd, and the
wonder whether even tiie small
over wood was worth while.

eral

and longitudinal

AVhen adapted

ground

operators rightly began to

the

increased cost of steel

stress.

The
The

first

First Superior Steel Tipple

step toward the construction of a steel tipple

adoption of the "AliMiiic" design, in which the legs of the tower are carried
|iint(j firm ground well away fwjm the shaft.
Another imnrovement introduced about the same time consisted of
-ing the tracks with a clear span and carrying the
IIS on a bridge so as to avoid the inconvenience and
jiT of columns located between the tracks.
Tile "A-frame" tipple, while a distinct improvement
'ii-tinctly sviperior to

in the

and greatly suiierior to the wooden
ture in strength, permanence and rigiditv. had some
nuns drawbacks. The guides had to be carried inside
'

'

wood was

y

!'

previoiis designs,

stiffness.

an end-hoist tower, the sheaves arc
carried directly on an "A-frame" of the same width as
the column, the forward leg of which is carried down to
to

in a line outside of the resultant of the calilc

columns are made of such width as will insure
sufficient lateral rigidity when unsupported throughout
their length, and also carry the journal bearings of the
All

slieaves.

The main

carrying the weighhouse and
over the tracks at right angles to the
hoisting frame and designed so as to give the greatest ))ossible rigidity to the tower and to carry the shock of duni])screens

is

structure

built

ing directly to the ground.
With this tower of extreme rigidity, it is an easy
matter to design a screen structure so stiff that the vibrafion of the shakers will have little or no effect upon it
and the screens can then be hung on properly journaled,
rigid hangers so as to operate with onlv a small part of
Tlic
the friction and wear incident to roller s\ipi)orts.
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eccentrics or other operating mechanism for the screens
niav then be supported on cross members, so that any vi-

bration arising irom them will be entirely absorbed before
being communicated to the main structure.
The advantages of this construction are many. In the
first place, the main tower is composed of three heavy
substantial members,

and

crete, so as to protect

which can be incased in con-

them

entirely against accident or

and cost of the mam tower,
and rigidity, is scarcely
half that of a properly designed "A-frame" tower. Third,
the shaft is left entirely clear at the bottom of the tower,
so that rails and other material can be easily loaded on
Fourth, the foundations are cheapened and
the cages.
corrosion. Second, the weight

in spite of its great strength

Furthermore, a screen house of
can be rigidly connected to the main
Fifth, the guides are attached direct to the
structure.
tower columns and form a stiff, rigid slide for the cages
from shaft to dumping point; all at a less cost than the
cut

down

Vol.
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plishment of proper separation for large tonnages especan be greatly facilitated by the introduction of
an automatic feed hopper, which allows the coal to flow
to the shakers at a uniform rate, thus avoiding the rush
of imperfectly screened coal, so common when large
amounts are dumped directly on the screen from the
weigh-pan.
Space will not permit of the discussion in detail of
these important questions, but the advantages of scientific
designing are such that the sales department will find it
cially,

increasingly difficult to market coal and
profit in competition

latest improvements
and screening equipment.

advantage of the
tion

show a yearly

with the operator who has taken
in tipple construc-

in nuitiber.

sufficient stiffness

former style of construction.
In working out the details of this new type of structure, which has been christened "the A. & G. Tatent Tipple," it became necessary to make a careful analysis of
the action and operation of the screens. The first requirement is to design the shakers so that they will be as nearly balanced as possible under the varying conditions of

This can usually be accomplished by making the
upper section of the screen which receives the coal somewhat shorter and lighter than the lower section.
In studying the forces acting upon the screen through
load.

became evident that it was possible
mechanism than the
time-honored eccentric, which is, as all engineers know,
an inefficient and troublesome appliance for transmitting
the driving rods,
to devise a

which have been found to perfectly balance the two sides
of the screen.

The power factor is thus made so constant that the
motor or engine can be direct-connected to this shaft
and as the whole mechanism is self-contained, the resulting vibration is small. The driving rods have brass journal
bearings of ample size, arranged for thorough lubrication,
of lever

arms

is

such that the forces are

greatly reduced before reaching the driving rods

and the

flywheels.

While

it

is

admitted that these changes are somewhat

revolutionary, they are based on established mechanical
principles, and are only a beginning of what can be done
in

does not require the care necessary with the
lamp, as this torch burns equally well in any position.
possibly,

Sectiox of Home-Made Torch

One advantage

it within the reach of any handy
has access to a hacksaw, a set of pipe dies, a
vise and a few pipe fittings.
The illustration shows probably the most convenient
A piece of li/i-in. brass pipe A has a cap B on one
size.
end and a iy^x%-m. reducing coupling C on the oilier.
Into the coupling is screwed a %-in. nipple D, about 2

Its great simplicity puts

A few strings of lamp wickins long enough to
reach the bottom, complete the torch. Unscrew the cotipling from the pipe, fill with kerosene oil, and it is ready
in. long.

fo" use.

British
According
tistics

& G." construction
proven to be unexpectedly easy. It is only necessary to carry the two main
columns on a low "A-frame," or even on steel beams to
any desired distance from the shaft curbing. Next comes
ne.xt step

was

to adapt the

to a timber-lined shaft,

and

"A.

this has

the adaptation of this construction to the "side hoist,"
which may be required under certain conditions, and here
it

is

also possible to use

two main guide columns

stead of the old-style si.x-column construction or the

in''.\-

frame," and to obtain the same advantages with a little
economy.
The perfect balancing of the screens and the accom-

from the great con-

man who

transforming the old-style coal-mining plant into a
and economical machine.

Adaptation to Timber-Linkd Shafts

of this torch, aside

venience in inspecting boilers and in working in any dark
restricted place, is the ease with which it may be made.

simple, efficient

The

Work

The following descri]ition. of a liome-made torcii, written by J. F. Mowat, of .Iciliet, TIL, appears in a recent issue of Power:
Some time ago there appeared in Power a description
uf a holder for a lamp to be used inside boilers. This ingenious arrangement brought to my mind a torch (by no
means a new one) in use for the same purpose, which,

better operating

have, therefore, substituted a bell-crank device, operated by driving rods from two large flywheels,

and the ratio

for Boiler-Inspection

it

much

We

power.

Torch

to

Coal

Statistics

advance proof sheets of government

sta-

(the figures in which are subject to correction),

the largest coal production of any county in England

was for Yorkshire with 38.491,000 tons.
second in production with 37,890,000 tons;
Glamorgan was third, with 33,727,000 tons. Xorthumberland produced 13,381,000 tons.
Each of these districts showed a decrease in yield from
for the past year

Durham was

the previous year, due, of course, to the strike, but this
is less than might be expected when the dur-

falling off

ation of the stoppage

The number

is

borne in mind.

of miners in Yorkshire slightly exceeds

161,700; Durham has 169,600 and Glamorgan has over
151,700 miners.

:

Mav
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was the smallest since 1899 the death rate per 1,000,000
tons of coal mined was the lowest, and the number of
tons of coal produced in proportion to the number of men
These facts ofEer indiskilled, the greatest on record.
putable evidence that conditions tending toward safety
in coal mining are actually improving and that coal is
now being mined with less danger to the miner than ever
;

shows au underground
The
pump house of the Homestake Mining Co., at Lead, S. D.
In tiiis mine the arrangement of jnimps is wliat might
rightfully be termed a relay system, since the water
is removed in a series of lifts.
The shaft is 1400 ft. deep and is supplied with pumping stations placed approximately 300 ft. apart, each station being equipped with two units, one of which is held
accom])anyiiig illustratiuii

constantly in reserve.

before.

"The general improvement in 1012, as compared with
In 1912 the numis shown by the following facts:

1911,

ber of

men

was 359

—a

killed in the coal

less

than in 1911

mines of the United States
as compared with 2719

—2360

decrease of 13.3 per cent., and this in spite of the

more men employed in the mines and
mined than in any previous year. The

fact that there were

more

coal

death rate per 1000 men employed in 1912, was 3.15
as against 3.73 in the previous year,
a decrease of
15.5 per cent.
During 1912, for every 1,000,000 tons of
coal mined, 4.29 men were killed, as compared with 5.48
men in 1911, a decrease of 21.7 per cent. There were
233,000 tons of coal mined, for each man killed in 1912,
as compared with 183,000 tons in 1911, an increase of
50,000 tons or 27.3 per cent.
"Although the improvement in 1912 was greater than
in any jjrevious year for which accurate statistics are
available, partly due, perhaps, to the exceptionally mild
weather during the last few months of the year, which
decreased the likelihood of disastrous coal-dust explosions,
there has been an annual
3'ears, as

NUMBER OF MEN KILLED

OxE OF THE Units at Oxe of the Lower
The amount
gal.

of water

handled by each pump is 1000
is approximately 325 ft.

per minute, and the head

for the 1400-ft., 1100-ft., 800-ft.
this

St.vtioxs

amount

is

reduced to 200

Each

nearest the surface.

and
ft.

level is

500-ft. levels, while

for the

pump

provided with a

placed

sump

from which the respective pum])s draw their supply.
Each of the four lower pump stations contains two
Jeansville multi-stage centrifugal
suction type.

pumps

of the double-

These are direct-connected to 125-hp. West-

60-cycle, 220-volt motors, operating
1745 r.p.m., while the station at the 200-ft. level has
pump units similar to the others in capacity, but with
fewer stages and operating against a lower head.

inghouse, 3-phase,
at

Coal-Mine Accidents Report
(/.'.

.S'.

Bureau

of Mini'-'')

The coal-mine accidents occurring

in the

United States

during the year 1912 have been compiled by the United
States Hureau of Mines under the direction of Frederick
W. Horton. The publication, which is now ready for distribution, is a resume of the accidents from 1896 to 1912,
inclusive, together with monthly statistics for the year
1912.

Mr. ITorton, in reviewing the year, says: "During the
calendar year 1912, there were 23()0 men killed in and
about the coal mines of the United States. Based on an
output of 550,000,000 short tons of coal produced by
750,000 men, the death rate per 1000 em])loyed was 3.15,
and the number of men killed for every 1,000,000 tons
of coal

mined was

4.29.

The number

of

men

killed

was

the least since 1906; the death rate per 1000 employed

improvement for a number

of

indicated by the accompanying table

IN AND ABOUT THE COAL MINES
OF THE UNITED STATES. IN THE CALENDAR YEARS
1907 TO 1912. INCLUSIVE, WITH DEATH RATES

COAL AGE
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tSYNOPSIS The writer advocates the eniployme7it of
a practical linguist at each mine to talk to the men and
explain their work. He deprecates reliance on printed
He points out
rules, and the use of the naked light.
that with telephones and refuge
could be saved.

stations

many

lives

The prevention of mine accidents has been the foremost
thought of all conscientious mine owners and managers
from the beginning of the industry to the present day;
and prevention of accidents will continue to be the first
aim of every careful official charged with the responsiWith this
bilities of coal mines for all time to come.
idea in view I offer the following suggestions.

A

Mining Instructor

in All
sented.

Languages

Repre-

Thirty-five years ago, the mine workers in Anglo(1)
Saxon America were mainly of English, Welsh, Scotch,
Irish, French, Belgium or German extraction, while today
the major portion of the laborers employed in our mines
are emigrants from central and southern Europe, who

are very

much

inferior to their predecessors.

These men are foreign to our customs, do not understand our language and the majority never saw a coal
mine before coming to this continent and securing employment therein, and a large percentage of our accidents today can be attributed to these facts.
I would suggest that in every mine employing this
class of labor an official who thoroughly understands the
language of the men employed be appointed by
the
management, this official to confine his whole attention

to

the instruction of these

men

in the

different

methods of working, the safe handling of explosives,
drilling and tamping of holes, undermining of coal, placing of timbers, etc., and all the various things having
reference to their own safety and the safety
of
their
fellowmen and of the property in general. It would not
be necessary for this

official to

be certificated because he

would be acting under the direct supervision of the certificated mine officials.
Nevertheless he should be a man
chosen by the management after careful consideration
as to his practical knowledge, carefulness and force of
character so that he might thus be enabled to command
the respect of the men under his instructions.

Danger Signals and Illustrations
Danger signals should be placed at several conspicuous points throughout the mine; these should be
flashed by electricity where the mines are non-gaseous or
(2)

painted in large letters in the different languages if gas
is encountered in the mine.
In addition to these there
should be large finger boards pointing the direction to
the surface and placed at different points throughout
the mine where men are liable to become confused.

At the entrance
dition

to

the

workings above ground, in adand regulations required by law,

to the

rules

large pictures or lithographs should be tacked up, these
])ictures depicting the different accidents which
fre-

quently occur in the daily operation of mines, due

Xo. 21
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^'Safety First" the Slogan
By

3,

to

For example, a miner
could be shown preparing a charge of powder with a
naked light on his head, undermining coal and neglecting to use sprags, working under a dangerous roof and
not placing timbers, tampering with a safety lamp or
using a match to light his pipe in a gaseous mine.
That day is long past when extended, heavy matter
written or printed was read with avidity.
Today we
must reckon with the hustle which is the spirit of the
Business and like institutions no longer call atage.
tention to their products by the use of many words. Instead of that they grip the spirit or central idea that
such words would convey and depict that leading thought
so that it may be apprehended at a single glance and
leave a lasting impression on the memory.
To attempt to interest the men in safety by a system of "rules and regulations," printed in small type and
carefully framed, will in my estimation fall far short
of accomplishing the desired end since men by reason
of deficiency in education, dullness of comprehension,
or lack of knowledge of the language may not be able
to understand the words at all, and those who can, have
neither the time Jior tlie inclination "to 'do-eo.
the carelessness of the men.

Its Many Crimes
Naked lights should be prohibited by law in all
coal mines.
The lives which have been sacrificed upon
the altar of the naked light have been legion, if we add

The Naked Light and

(3)

to the losses

due to insufficiently diluted products of com-

bustion, the disastrous fires which have been caused by

open lights and also the various other accidents which
can be attributed to them. Sparks from lights have ignited kegs of powder, and boxes of detonators have been
exploded by the same cause.
I would suggest the use of some form of inclosed
light. Electric lamps seem to be
giving
satisfaction
to some of the companies which have installed them.
Again, nothing but the most approved type of safety
lamp should be used in a mine showing the least trace
of explosive gas; the use of

mixed

lights as

is

practiced

today in some mines should be prohibited by law.

Telephones and Rescue Stations
Telephones should be established in every mine
connecting the inside workings with the office on the surface, such telephones should be placed
different
at
points throughout the mine so as to be easily aecessible
in case of accident.
The lines should be securely laid
in conduits underneath the tracks in such a way as not
to be liable to injury in case of derailment of cars
or an explosion.
Refuge stations should be required by law in
(5)
all coal mines where the number of men employed under
ground exceeds 50, so that in case of an explosion of gas,
or a mine fire or any serious accident which
off
cuts
(1)

access to the surface, the

men may

find refuge within

its

walls.

These stations should be excavated in the solid coal
and surrouiuled by large pillars. The entrances sliouM
be througJi long, narrow necks which are provided witli
3 or 4 sets of massive iron doors con.siructed in such

manner

as to be explosion proof.

In heavy

:i

pitching

May
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seams these chambers could be excavated in
on the sides of the entries.

solid

rock

Equipment of Eefuge Chambebs

To

be effective such stations should be provided for
These stations should be
each district in the mine.
connected to the surface by a compressed-air line either
carried through boreholes

from the

surface, or through

indestructible conduits along the headings.

These con-

manner as to be
Each station should

duits should be constructed in such a

proof against

fire

and explosion.

be provided with a complete telephone s_ystem connected
with the office on the surface, also with first-aid cabinets, stretchers, medicine chests, water for drinking and
supplies of concentrated foods in dampproof cases for
use by men who might be cut oil from the surface for

an indefinite time.
Electric lamps and an adequate supply of safety lamps
of the Wolf type should be provided, with material for
recharging the same, also rescue apparatus, compressedoxygen cylinders and pulmotors for resuscitating men
overcome by deadly gases. Trained men should be constantly in charge of such stations so that in case of
accident they could sally forth from such places and work
in conjunction with the rescue parties from the surface.
They would be far more effective in my estimation, as
they would be close to the seat of the disaster, and men
would be rescued and resuscitated, and restored to anxiously awaiting wives, children and friends on the surThese men would be irretrievably lost if they had
face.
to remain in the fouled atmosphere of the mine until

came from the outside.
There would also be a great saving of human

relief

lives

numbers of whom are killed in modWith independent means, by which the
ern disasters.
entombed could take care of themselves, it would not
be necessary for the rescuers to act with the same haste
and intrepidity, for the telephone system would apprise
them of the conditions in the underground workings of

among

the rescuers,

the mine.

How

Previous Mine Disasters Testify to the Value
OF Eefuge Stations

Let us take a retrospective view of some of the disaswhich have occurred in our mines and we will be enabled to imagine what a blessing such stations would
have been to many of our poor unfortunate brothers entrapped.
The Courrieres mine disaster in France was
the greatest in mining history.
There is evidence that
hundreds of the men in this mine lived for days after
tlie explosion, some of them for two weeks, devouring the
bark of mine timber and the putrid flesh of horses.
At the Monoiigah disaster, Dec. 6, 1907, 361 lives were
lost, quite a number of which could have been saved, as
was ascertained by the conditions. Some of the men
were found with their heads in the ditch seeking a breath
of fresh air.
At the Primero explosion, Jan. 31, 1910,
11 men must have lived for hours after the di-saster. for
one man who was found with them was finally resuscitated.
At the Fernie disaster in British Columbia, 58 men
lived for 48 hours but were finally overcome by the gas
which leaked through the stoppings.
ters

A Refuge Station AYould Have Saved

26

Mkn

at

Belle vfi-:
At the Bellevue explosion
were

killed,

in Alberta, Dec. 9, 1910, 31
including one of the rescue party. This num-
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if there had been a
I
refuge station in the working district of this mine.
found 21 men lying along the ditch at a compressed-air
charging station near chute 84, seeking fresh air. All
these men could surely have been saved, as there were

ber would have been reduced to five

men

rescued on the same entry 10 hr. later and these
Had the other men reft. further inby.
treated to the face the death list would have been greatly
8

were over 2000
reduced.

At the mine

at Cherry,

fire

Written

111.,

Nov. 13, 1909, 256

several very paaddressed to their families, were found with the
bodies.
One message showed that some of the men were
Several
conscious for 48 hr. after the fire started.

were

lives

lost.

mes.sages,

thetic,

paddle fans had been constructed from parts of drilling
machinery and pieces of board. These were made, as indicated by one message, with the forlorn hope of stirring
up the air while making an attempt to reach the shafts.
There were, however, 21 men who saved their lives in this
disaster by erecting a barricade across one of the entries,
building it with powder cans, stones and mud.
These
men were rescued seven days after the disaster occurred.
At Delagua, Colo., Nov. 8, 1910, there was a fire and
an explosion in which 33 men were killed by
noxious gases and 46 by the violence of the explosion.
Quite a large percentage could have been saved had rescue chambers been provided. Four men were rescued seven
or eight hours after the explosion. They were found
behind a brattice which they had erected to keep back the
afterdamp.
In the Price-Pancoast mine fire in Pennsylvania, Apr.
7, 1911, 73 lives were lost; all of which possibly might
have been saved if sufficient refuge stations had been
provided.

Industrial Provisions Have Lagged behind
Safeguards

Civic

We

have our large standing armies prepared for war
We have our life-saving stations for
the protection of lives along our seashores and at our
summer resorts. We have our fire brigades in our cities
ever on the alert for the protection of lives and property.
In our coal mines comparatively nothing has been done
in times of peace.

in this direction for the preservation of the lives of those

who work in perpetual danger and who may at any moment be imprisoned deep down in the bowels of the
earth,
tiermauy and Austria are taking up the matter
of providing safety stations for the protection of their

miners, and I think

it is

high time that their examples

be followed.
It is essential for the safety of our mines that
(6)
there should be efficient discipline, and in order to attain this end the management of the mines should be

permanent.

We

do not appear as yet to have learned the

value of efficient, permanent
safety

not

1)0

To
be a

and economy.

management

as a factor of

Management, as a general

efficient vmless it is

rule, can-

continuous.

operate mines safely and successfully there should
mutual feeling of interest between all officials and

their employers, a feeling that their association together
is of a lasting character.
I do not think it good practice
in the interest of safety and economy to make a habit
of changing officials as seems to be the policy of some
companies. As a general rule accidents occur and mines

where the mine
coming and going.
are destroyed

officials

are

continually
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The Dangeks

in the

Mine Must Be Met by

Disci-

The mine managers and subordinate officials who
mine are men who

successful in securing safety in a

are
are

not afraid to stand upon their conviction and insist upon
the directorate of the company furnishing them with the
necessary wherewithal to protect the men under their
supervision, even if it does raise the cost per ton a cent
or two. If they do not have the backbone to do this, they

should at least be just to their fellow men and hand in
their resignations, as they are unfit for the positions with
which they have been entrusted.
If they find a

down

hand

man violating the rules and regulations
common safety, they should not
He should be turned over to the stei'u

for the

discharge him.
of the law.

There

is

no punishment which brings

quickly as that administered by the courts.
You can reprimand a man or you may discharge him
and he will forget it in a short time, but arrest him and
results

as

you are assured that he will in it be in a hurry thereafter
to violate the mining law in your mine or in that of any
other company.

Meet Youk Accidents Midway

When you

discharge

Vol.

possibly results not only in the loss of his

him he simply

3,

Xo. 31

own

but
should
given a complete understanding of everything re1)0
quired for the safety of the mine and a responsibility
equal to their ability for the preservation of the safety of
in that of

pline

laid

AaE
many

the mines and
lier

others.

tlie lives

of the official family

All subordinate

life

officials

workmen. If any memfound to be lax in his duties

of the
is

is becoming indifferent in his work, he should be immediately dealt with accordingly, as the laggard is a very
dangerous official in any mine.
The philosopher who said "Forethought will often save
nnich afterthought" expressed a great truth.
Superintendents and mine managers should consider, with the
officials underground and above ground, the quickest and
safest method to enter the mine in case of an explosion
They should have all their plans outlined and
or fire.
discussed and all the officials should be acquainted with
the result of the deliberations.
They should imagine a fire occurring in different parts
of the mine and plan their action in such cases. Eememl)ering that an explosion may occur in certain parts of

or

the workings or

may

involve

all

the headings and destroy

their system of ventilation, they should discuss the

same
and decide upon plans for the different cases.
It is far better to prepare plans and modify them as necessity points out than to meet the catastrophe without
carefully

leaves

you and

goes to some other place and secures employment and in
This
all probability does the same thing over again.

Handy Apparatus

thcni.

Testing Mine Air

for

Sl'KCIAL ('()I(I!I:s1'()NDENCE

SYNOPSIS — The

author describes two apparatus, one

for the measuring of methane and the other for determining all the impurities in mine air. A knowledge of

not needed to manipulate the apparatus.
taking place only
the mercury has cut off the required body of air.

chemistry

Even
when

is

the gas ignition is automatic,

ami instruments, so long as safe conditions for the use of
suih wires are provided.
In order to provide for such tests, Leonard Levy, of
the engineering firm of Alexander Wright & Co., Ltd.,
of Westminister, has developed the instruments shown in

accompanying figures. Tlie first is for the estimation
methane only.
The measuring tube A is surrounded by a water jacket
and its narrow stem is graduated so that the percentage
of methane can be read directly.
It is closed at the top
by a cock B containing an "L" shaped bore so arranged
the

of

The rules and regulations of the British Coal Mines
Act of 1911, which came into force on Jan. 1 of this
deemed to be in
working or passing therein if the air contains either less than 19 per cent, of oxygen or more than
11/4 per cent, of carbon dioxide and an intake airway
shall not be deemed to be kept normally free from inflammable gas if the average percentage of methane
found in six samples of air taken by an inspector in the

year, provide, that a place shall not be
a

fit

state for

air current in that

airway

at intervals of

otlicr

No

Elec-

than a locked safety

any seam where the air
current in the return airway from any ventilating district in the seam is found normally to ('ontain more than
14 per cent, of inflammable gas, and further provisions
are that if at any time, in any place in the mine, the
percentage of inflammable gas in the general body of
the air in that place is found to exceed I14 per cent., the
electric current shall be at once cut off all cables.
This,
of course, does not apply to telephone or signal wires
in

impossible to put the oxidation tube

C

into diof
it

Automatic Ignition of Gas

A new

Oi'KN Lights in 0.5 per Cent, of Gas;
tricity IN 1.25 PER Cent.

Moreover, no lamp or light
lamp can be carried or used

it is

communication with the atmosphere. The plug
the cock has a screw washer fixed on the back so that
cannot be accidentally withdrawn from the barrel.

not less than a

fortnight, exceeds 14 Per cent.

No

that
rect

has been devised by
quartz capillary tube
through which a platinum wire runs axially. This wire
is heated to whiteness by a current derived from the
small storage cell J. The expansion of the wire on heating is taken up by a s]n-ing to which one end of the wire
type of oxidation tube,

Dr. Levy.

It

consists of

a

(',

fine

This oxidation tube is entirely surrdunded
water jacket.
The current passes through the platinum wire when
the mercury in the measuring tube reaches the fused-in
platinum contact D. Connection to the mercury is made
through the fused-iu contact at E. It is thus evident that
the current only passes when the reservoir F is raised
to drive the gas through the tube C and thus the ojieris

by

attached.
a

Mav
ation
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passing the gas over the wire, automatically

of

switches on the current.
During its passage througli the quartz-platinum tube
the

methane present, no matter how small may be the
is completely oxidized to carbon dioxide and

percentage,
water.

The

resultant contraction

is

equal to twice the

designed for the complete examination of mine air are
exactly the same as in the one first described and it contains precisely the same provisions for rapidity, accuracy
and safety in use. However, in addition to affording a
method for accurately estimating the methane, means
are provided for the precise determination of carbon di-

volume of methane present and is observed on the fine
stem of the measuring tube. The graduations at 0.25

oxide and oxygen.
A measuring tube

per cent., 0.5 per cent, and 1.25 per cent., the three limits
specified in the Act, are marked in red.

of

Two

passages of the gas through the quartz-platinum

tube are sufficient and an estimation can readily be ef-

Appaeatus

FoPi

Detkiqiining

Methaxk Only

E

provided into which the sample
and lowering the reservoir C.
The gas is first passed into the vessel A which
The carbon dioxide is removed here
contains potash.
and on drawing the gas back into the measuring tube.

mine

air is

is

drawn by

raising

Device Makes a Cojii'Lete Analysis of Mine Air

two minutes. An accuracy of 0.01)5 per cent,
on the assumption than no combustible gases other than methane are present.

the percentage of carbon dioxide

Can Be Operated by. Anyone Who Can Read a Scale
No caustic liquids or chemicals are employed and the

from a two-volt storage cell Q.
The circuit is completed by pressing on the leather top
of the safety mercury switch P. This causes the mercury
As the
to rise in the tube and completes the circuit.
make and break of this current are entirely inclosed,
there is no danger of firing the atmosphere and should

fected in
is

readily attainable

necessary manipulation merely consists of drawing in a
sample of the mine air by raising and lowering the
reservoir F, and then effecting the estimation by turn-

ing the cock B to communicate with C and raising and
Xo knowledge of chemistry or gas
lowering F twice.
analysis is required and the percentage of methane is
read off directly from the position of

tlie

mercury

in the

graduated stem of the measuring tube.
As the make and break of the electrical circuit are
entirely inclosed in the tube A which is surrounded by
a water jacket there is no danger of any explosion being
The apparatus is
caused by the si)ark at the contact.
viTV small and compact.
The external dimensions of
iIkj base are 131/2x8x3 in. and the total weight ready
for use is 8 lb.
A tripod is sometimes used for supporting the apparatus.

The main

princi])les of the other

apparatus which

is

the finely divided .stem.
lary tube

F

is

is

observed directly on

The wire

in the quartz capil-

now heated

to whiteness

by passing the

current, supplied

is immediately broken. The mine air is again passed through
the tube F into the vessel A by raising the reservoir C
and drawn back into the measuring tube E by lowering

the apparatus be accidentally dropped, the circuit

the reservoir C.

The percentage

of ni(Mbano

is

thus olitaintNl

1iy

an Ob*The'

servation of the level of the mercury in the tube E.

mine
gen

air

is

is

then passed into the vessel B whore the oxji^its percentage determined by an ob-

removed and

servation of the position of the

mercury when the

air is

passed back into the tube E. The complete analysis is
thus effected by a simple manipulation. The apparatus
requires no previous knowledge of chemistry.
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The Superior Coal
By
The operation

AV.

D.

is

located

among

the hills of southwestern Wyoming at an altitude of 7000
It is at the terminal of an eight-mile branch line,
ft.

running north from Tliayer Junction ou the Union Pacific

K.E.

run and lump may be loaded on two tracks at the tipple, or conveyed by belt to the adjacent rescreening bins
having underneath and side chutes for loading either
open or box-cars.

The modern tendency toward permanent construction
as prominently in evidence in the Eocky Mountain
states as in East. Some typical examples of this are shown
is

The growth and advancement
opening,

Xo. 21

cages.

Brennan*

of the Superior Coal Co.

3,

There is also a steel cradle box-car loader, capable
of handling 50-ton loads at an angle of 50 deg.
Mine-

Wyo.

Co.,

Vol.

less

of this

camp

since its

than seven years ago, has been a marvel of

A

in the

accompanying photos, the large central stack for

Dktailkd and Gkneral View of the Surface Equipment at thic "E" Mine

Interior View of the Turbo-Generator House and the Cradle Box-Car Loader
Western industrial development. It has now a population
of about 3000 people and a daily production of
5000
tons.
The coal is semi-bituminous and among the best
for steam purposes, mined in the Eockies.
There are five mines in operation at present, working
on three different seams, and two more are imder de-

the power plant, the

made

Acme

velopment. The camp is electrically operated throughout,
tlie coal being mined, drilled and hauled by electric machinery.

The main power-plant
ment consisting of four

is

centrally located, its equip-

300-hp., and six 250-hp. maand four 300-kw., 2300-volt, 60-cycle, 1800r.p.m. turbo-alternators and two 300-kw., 250-volt direct-current turbines.
Apart from this is an auxiliary
gas producer plant, equipped with a No. 8 Wood Producer, an 18x24-in, tandem gas-engine, and a 150-kw.
rine boilers,

The latter has proven quite successful, generating 1000 to 1100 kw.-hr. in an eight-hour run.
The "E" Mine, is a two-compartment shaft, equipped

generator.

with
hoist,

a

steel

hung

headframe,

a

directly over the

double-drum,
200-hp.
and self-dumping

shaft,

•General superintendent, Superior Coal

Co.,

Cheyenne, Wyo.

steel

headframe and the

liberal use

proposed to work out an extensive acreage with this plant, which partially accounts for
the thorough equipment of the operation.
of concrete.

It is

Plant in Pennsylvania

The Acme Coal Mining

Co.'s plant at Eimershurg,
Clarion County, Penn., while not of such large capacity
as compared with some other electrically operated mines,
it

is

a particularly interesting one.

lation of the

ments

this

new

Before the instal-

machinery and other improvemine had an output of approximately 700
electrical

tons of coal per day, but

it is expected that this will be
doubled within the year.
A small direct-current plant was formerly the only
power used, but when the new mine was opened some
distance away, it was decided to put in an alternatingcurrent machine so that current could be economically

transmitted.

The
upon

selection of an

alternating current was decided

as being best adapted to the conditions to be met.

;

Mav
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The present

site of the

plant

is

about in the center of

mines to be supplied, and accordingly
This meant that
the new installation was located there.
it was only necessary to remove the old direct-current
generating equipment and install the new machinery.
Being centrally located, accessible to water and fuel, it
will be possible to supply other mines in the future,
distribution for the

should there be occasion for such.

The Electkk'Al Equipmext

age at the plant.
The alternating current generated here is transmitted
a distance of about three miles to a substation where it
is changed to direct current fur operation of the mine

Westixgiiouse Motors at the

set

consisting of a 300-kw.

compound-wound, 275-volt
and mounted

direct-current generator direct connected to

on a

common

iron base with a 450-hp., 60-cycle, 2200-

volt, three-'phase,

speed of the set

self-starting synchronous motor.
is

900 r.p.m.

The motor

is

The

started by

means of a three-phase auto transformer, thus obviating
the trouble of synchronizing.

The

carried into the mine by means
through a bore hole located near
the substation, thus rendering the liability to interruption on account of grounds very remote.
The lead
direct current

is

of lead-covered cables

sheathing also
ployees,

which

materially
is

increases

the

safety

of

em-

always a point of particular importance,

mine operations. The distance from the
seam to the surface at this point is 246 ft.

especially in

top of the

From the bottom of the bore hole, the current is distributed to the different portions of the mine by independent circuits so that in case of any trouble on one
of these, no portion of the mine will be affected other
than that fed by the circuit on

«lii(li

the trouble has oc-

curred.

With the completion of the electric equipment, it is
said that the Acme Coal Mining Co. will have e.xpendcd
a

total

of .$100,000 within a year on the plants in the

&

llanufacturing Co.,

East

Pittsburgh,

Pennsyl-

vania.

Coal Production in Washington
Washington's coal production decreased from 3,979,569
tons in 1910 to 3,548,322 tons in 1911, a loss of 431,247
tons, or 10.8 per cent.
The production for 1912 was
3,346,946 tons, a loss of 201,376 tons or 5.6 per cent,
and a combined loss of 632,623 tons for the biennial period.
This decrease is not encouraging to the coal-mining
industry of the state and can be assigned to no other
cause than the substitution of oil as a fuel on a percentage of the steamers running out of Puget Sound
ports.

Acme Mine and

machinery which consists of three locomotives, pumps,
lights, etc.
The change to direct current is affected by
means of a three-bearing Westinghouse motor-generator

795

neighborhood of Eimersburg. All of the improvements
and additional equipment were installed in the best manner possible and are of a permanent nature. The entire work has been carried on under the direct supervision of W. G. Strachan, superintendent, and the electrical work was designed and installed under the direction of the company's chief electrician, J. A. Shaw.
The entire electrical equipment of the main and substation was furnished complete by the Westinghouse Electric

intended to electrify what is known as the Shannon mine and preparations have already been made for
Energy will be sent from this plant to a
this work.
Bubstatiun, located near the mine, from which direct current will be delivered to the pumps and locomotives. The
generating equipment in the main power plant consists
of one 400-kv.-a., 60-cycle, three-phase, 2400-volt Westinghouse alternator, direct connected to a 700-hp. Ball
engine, and a three-panel marble switchboard for control
A voltage regulator maintains a constant voltof same.
It is

Two

AGE

a Gex-^ekal

View of the Surface Equipment
power

using a large
can be sold in
this state, at a price that makes it more economical for
steaming purposes than coal, no one seems prepared to
state, but it is to be hoped for the sake of the coalmining industry that the time is not far distant when the
price of oil will advance.
The value of coal per ton
at the mine was $2.43 for the year 1912.
The coke production for 1910 was 57,715 tons; 1911,
40,301 tons, and 1912, 48,889 tons. The value of coke
per ton at the mine, increased from $5.50 in 1910 to
$5.80 in 1911, but decreased again to $5.54 in 1912.
It
is
gratifying to report that the number of
fatal accidents reduced from 43 in 1910 to 27 in 1911,
and to 14 only in 1912. But the number of nonfatal
accidents increased from 108 in 1910 to 115 in 1911, and
in 1912 reached the higli-water mark, numbering 455.
This large increase of nonfatal accidents reported for the
year may be ascribed to the compensation, paid through
the State Industrial Insurance Commission to employees
who lost time on account of injuries received while disI'ailroads

amount

luid

of fuel

oil.

])la)its

arc

Just how long

also
oil

charging their duties. The duty of this commission
enforce the provisions of the

is

to

Workmen's Compensation

Act passed by the legislature of 1911. Previous to the passage of this act and following the rule of other states,
oidy serious accidents were reported to this dc]iartniciit
and many of these were not reported.
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The Harlan Coal
By W.

SYNOPSIS—A

11.

Field in

Peck and

description of one of the i-ubdivision^-

Vol.

It.

J.

3,
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Kentucky

SAMPso>f^

The outcropping rocks
and

in the last

named mountains

No

The coal lies
of the Cumberland Gap coal field.
generally and is a high-volatile fuel possessing excellent
coking properties. This district is one of the more recent

are sandstones, shales

ones to be opened up.

The shales and sandstones are
Big Black Mountain.
about equally developed, the sandstone probably predominating. The lower part is principally sandstone and contains some fairly coarse conglomerate.
The Lee conglomerate, called here the Lee sandstone,
It does not
is the lowest division of the coal measures.
outcrop in the Harlan field, but is seen on the north
flank of the Pine Mountain, where it is brought up by the
Above the Lee there is about
Pine Mountai]! Fault.
2300 ft. of sandstone and shale in nearly equal propor-

level

Harlan t'ounty
tucky on

tiie state

lies in

line

the sontheastern part of

Ken-

between A'irginJa and Kentucky,

head waters of the Cumberland Elver. It is enoff from Virginia and her railroads by the
Cumberland Mouiitains and the Little and Big Black
MoTintains, along the crests of which runs the state line.
On the western side of the county, the Pine Mountain
also cuts off the main part of the county from the waters
of the Kentucky River and the railroad that follows that
at the

tirely cut

coal beds.

continuous lime-

stone beds have been found, although a bed of fossil limestone alxmt J 2 in. thick has been reported high up in the

tions.

Gexehal View of Haklan (FouMEiiLY Mt. Pleasant), the CorxTY Seat of Harlan County
stream.

Therefore,

to and from the county
Cumberland Eiver.

all freight

must follow the waters
Toi'dUHAPiiY

of the

and General Geology

The county is very mountainous, the valleys narrow
and there is oidy a small area of tillable land along the
streams.
The mountains vary in height from the innumerable low spurs to the main ridges, which in many
instances rise more than 2000 ft. above the valleys.
On
tlic accompanying map are shown several elevations which
part of the Cumberland Gap coal
field.
The geological structure is that of a flat-bottomed
syncline with its axis almo.st parallel to the Cumberland
River.
until

From

is

this

a

axis the

rocks rise

with slow dips

they are sharply upturned in the Pine Mountain

on the northwest

l)y the Pine Mountain Fault and in the
Cumberland Mountain on the southeast, by the Powell's
Valley Anticline. Between these tvo boundaries lie the
Black Mountains and Martin's Fork Ridge.

•Fox. Pi-ok

&

tically worthless at the present time.

The
At

Coal.s

.Sampson, engineers. Harlan. Ky.

Mountains there
we will
which in some part of the
taking them in order and

the foot of the crest of the Black

are a great

number

of coal beds outcropping, but

only attempt to describe those,

give the general height of the ridges.

This district

In the Big and Little Black Mountains and Martins
Fork Ridge and their spurs, occur the workable coals.
The coal in the Pine and Cumberland Mountains is so
liadly split up and on such a heavy jiitch that it is prac-

district are of economic value,
beginning at the bottom.
Harlan Seam This seam, which is the lowest that
is commercially workal)le, is the most regular and tlie
most valuable. It lies between massive sandstone beds,
the top one of which is usually less than three feet above

—

the coal and in many instances, rests directly on it; there
is probably an average of nine inches of shale between.
T nderneath the coal there is usually a shale bed of varying thickness, which is too luird to be cut by chain machines.

Mav

It.
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This coal is readily located by the fact that it lies 251!
above the Cawood sandstone, which outcrops all along

forming prominent cliffs. It is genseam and has been opened in
numerous places in the central, southern and western portions of the county. Eastwardly just above the mouth of
the river bed, often

erally

known

a 4-ft.

as

Seagraves, a distance of about fourteen miles above the
town of Harlan, the coal goes under the river; at this
point there

On

is

3

ft.

6 in. clean coal.

Fork, one mile above the town of Harlan, the Harlan Town Coal Co. has opened this seam.
They have 50 to 5fi in. of clean coal underlaid by a shale
C'lo\er

I)arting

from

3 to 6 in. beneath

Map

which there

is

another

of thk Haiil.vn- Cotxty Coal Field,

bench of coal. The seam at one place in this mine
6 in. high with a 4-iu. parting 14 in. from the
bottom.
The Clover Fork Coal Co., also operating on
Clover Fork one mile above the last mentioned mine, has
from 50 to 54 in. of clean coal. Between the two mines the
bottom bench seems to have disajipeared.
Just across
from the Clover Fork Coal Co., the Lynn Hollow Coal Co.
has o|)ened up this seam in the Big Black Mountain,
wliere it shows a thickness of 48 in. of clean coal.
The Harlan Coal Mining Co. opening on Clover Fork
in the Little Black Mountain, at a distance of three and
one-half miles above the town of Harlan, has developed
from 45 to 47 in. of clean coal, in a spur of the mountain ; this is expected to be 51 to 56 in. in the main
ridge, as has already been proved in an opening at the
14-in.
is

6

ft.

r97

head of a hollow just west of their present operations.
The Ages Ridge Coal Co. operating in the Big Black
Mountain, on Clover Fork five miles east of Harlan, has
found 42 to 46 in. of clean coal ; this should thicken as
they progress east to a maximum of 59 in. as shown in
an old opening near the center of their proiierty.
In general, the seam in the Big Black Mountain
shows a uniform section of from 48 to 50 in. of clean
coal on the outcrop. On the northeast side of Martins
Fork there is 50 to 56 in. of coal in the upper bench with
from 18 to 24 in. in a bottom bench, the two being separated by G to 18 in. of shale.
In the eastern part of the county this coal is luider

Showixg Location of thf Phincipal Mines
drainage.

On Ewings

Creek, in

tlie

lower end of the

county, on the property of the Wilhoit Coal Co., there is
a seam from 140 to 160 ft. under the Harlan coal. This

scam
is

is

36

in.

thick and usually has

some partings.

the only place in the county where

with this thickness,

Init

it

it

This

has been found

has not Ijcen thoroughly pros-

pected for yet.

The Harlan seam, in general, dips slightly in
The following is an analysis

easterly direction.

a north-

of

some

crop coal from the Harlan seam
"\'olatile matter, 38.3
fixed carbon, 55.8; moisture, 1.7; ash, 3.5; sulphur, 0.9.
",B" wliich has no imjiortance in the
Bed or
:

;

Smm

the county is the most persistent, though
It lies
not the most valuable in the eastern portion.
In the extreme
abcnit 1-10 ft. above the Ilarlan seam.

western

i)art of
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eastern end of the county this seam attains a thiel^ness
of 3

6 in. of clean coal.

ft.

—

Seam This scam, which occurs about 200
above the Harlan coal, has not been thoroughly
urospected for in the lower or western part of the county;
however, where opened it shows a section of 3 ft. 6 in.
It is mined at Keokee, Ya., as the MeConucll
to 4 ft.
seam and is probably the Darby or Xo. 5 seam mined
in the Pocket district of Virginia, as well as the Taggart
Kfillinka

to 250

ft.

seam mined

at

Rhoda, Va.

comparative values of various coals

—

Note: Due recognition must be given to the fact that all Harlan samples are
taken from outcrop (weathered coal) while others are taken from active mines,
far from surface.

—

Seam*

Coalst

S

— Moisture—

^- Volatile

tf

Plus Minus

Plus Minus

—

Ash
Plus Minus

"Standard" ."Standard"...

Value
100

Creek.

Fire

New

River.

W. Va
Longdale

12.75

9.06

111.84

2 1,94

1-46

103.40

R.

Pocahontas,

W. Va
Georges Creek.

4 2.10

BroadTop....
Clearfield

5 2.80
6 2 00

Latrobe

7 1.80

8
9
10

Elkhorn, Ky..

110.60

Fairmont

12
59
13 0.44
14
15 1.40

KcUioka....
Creech
Thacker,

1

1

.

100

16

13

1.57

514

3.50
2.50

9124

31

12,34 3,86
11.50

103.14
101 95
101.75
101.00
95.05
93.75
92.24
92.14
91.45
91.27

0.50

S9.97
89.40

W.

Va

16 1,24
17

Eastern Kentucky
18
Middle Kittan-

Wallin

90
4 30

3.25
5.25
13.27 5 02
12.12 3 10
12.65 3,50
11.26 1 94

50
49

Connellsville..

130

1.90
0.75
3.25

3 2 54

Harlan

ning, Pa. ... 19 0.38
Pittsburgh.... 20 1.26
21

1.17

10.54
11 28 0,68

1.00

10.85 0.06

1132

1,68

89,02
88,23
88.21

0.11

12.35

2 36
4 04
3 19

86 70
85 42
84.35

2.54

8 77

5 82

82.82

11 80

Bovd County,

Ky

22

Upper Freeport.

M.

O

23 0.14
24 0.71

12 35
15

U

6 20
11.07

81.59
78.49

Kittanning,

Ohio
4.00
76.05
25
9.18
10 77
Bnflcd on Kent's suggestion (p. 51 "Steam Boiler Economy") that a standard
bituminous coal be con.sidcrcd as containing not over 20^ volatile matter. 2%
6
'^^
hiand
r:ited
as
100.
For
percent,
volatile
a-^h
each
of
matter
moisture and
in value is made, and for each per cent, of moisture
over 25%. a reduction of 1
Also a reduction
in excess of the standard a reduction of 2% in value is made.
By appl>nng this methof 2% in value is made for each excessive per cent, of ash.
od rctroctivelv (the range from 20% to 25% in volatile matter being considered
of eciual value) the results above given are obtained.
•Name adopted by the state and U. S. Geol. Surveys 1902 and 1903. tTrade
or geological names of various other selected coals in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West
*";>

Virginia.

Co.
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Taken befoee Cojipleted

Tlie Wisconsin Steel Co. is mining in this seam at
Benham, Ky., 27 miles above the town of Harlan, where it
5

lias

There

f\..

is

6 in. of coal

seam

also a

practically without

in the eastern

end

a

parting.

of the county

above the Kellioka, which averages 3 ft. 6 in.
The folowing is a typical analysis of the
Kellioka coal: Volatile matter, 38. .5 fixed carbon, oi.9;
moisture, 1.8; asli, 3.8; sulphur, 0.96.
Wallins Creek Coal This coal, named for Wallins
Creek of Cumberland Eiver, has a thickness of 9 ft. with
a 6-in. parting, IS in. from the bottom, leaving a top
bench of 7 ft. of clean coal. It occurs approximately
600 ft. above the Kellioka. The Terry's Fork Coal Co.,
operating in this seam, on Terry's Fork of Wallins Creek,
about 60

ft.

of clean coal.

;

—

mining

section of 7 ft. of clean coal. Tlie followVolatile matter,
an analysis of the AVallin coal
37.4; fi.xed carbon, 52.1 ; moisture, 2.3; ash, 7.6; sulphur,
find a

ing

is

:

0.88.

Se-

New
W. Va
well,

Vol.

The Looney Seam, opened in several places in the high
knobs of the Little Black Mountain, shows from 4 ft.
5 in. to 5 ft. of coal and usually has a small shale parting.
The Lower High Splint coal lying from 300 to 350
ft. above the Looney seam in the Big Black Mountain,
The Middle
shows more than 3 ft. of minable coal.
Splint averages about 3 ft. in the Big Black Mountain.
The Upper High Splint occurs 400 ft. above the Looney
and is the most valuable of the high seams in the Big
Black Mountain it varies from 4 to 6 ft. with practically
no ]iarting.
In one place it show.-; 9 ft. 5 in. of coal
with a 6-in. shale ])arting one foot from the floor.
;

History of Development
For several years past companies and individuals have
However, no
been acquiring coal lands in this county.
move was made toward building a railroad until the
early spring of 1907 when Mr. T. J. Ashcr began the
construction of some thirteen miles up the Cumberland
River, in Bell County, to reach the operations on his own
property. This was known as the Wasioto & Black Mountain R.R. The Louisville & Nashville R.R. then acquired
it and completed it to Benham some twenty-seven miles

May

24,

C

1913
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alwve the town of Harlan.

When
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this line

work began on a branch up Clover Fork

was completed,
Ages Creek,

to

a distance of five miles.

This branch was jjut into operation on the third of
August. While the road was under construction leases
were taken by mining companies and the installation of
plants begun.
At the present time there are six companies in the county shipping coal. These are the Terry's
Fork Coal Co., operating in the Wallins coal on Terry's
Fork of Wallins Creek, the Harlan Town Coal Co., operating on Clover Fork in the Harlan seam, the Clover
Fork Coal Co., operating in the Harlan seam on Clover
Fork, The Wisconsin Steel Co., operating in the Kellioka
seam on Poor Fork at Benham, Ky., and the Stonega
Coal & Coke Co., operating from the Virginia side in the
Kellioka seam in the Big Black Mountain.
The Terry's Fork operation shipped their first car in
the summer of 1911 and was the first to ship coal out
of this district.
They have recently installed an electric
plant and their present output is from 600 to 700 tons per
day.
The total distance on the mountain side, through
which they have to lower their coal, is about 6000 ft.
This is divided into two parts, the lower end being an
engine plane, the upper a gravity incline.
The Willi oit Coal Co. began shipment in the early
winter of 1911; their output is from 300 to 400 tons
per day at the present time and is increasing. It is also
very likely that they will install another plant on the
opposite .side of Ewings Creek from the present one.
Tbfv have recently installed a Morgan-Gardner 150-kw.
iiiTator, Ijclt-driven, and two Sullivan and one MorganMules are still
iirdner short-wall chain coal cutters.
i-('d for haulage but will eventually be replaced by electric
Incomotivcs.

The Harlan Town Coal Co. began shipment June 7,
Their present output is from 500 to 600 tons per
day, and is expected to reach 1000 tons in a few months.
1912.

AGE

Their equipment consists of one Morgan-Gardner 250-kw.
generator, belt driven, two 8-ton Morgan-Gardner, com-

bination gathering and haulage motors and one MorganGardner short-wall chain cutter.
The Clover Forlc Coal Co. began shipment at practically the same time as the Harlan Town Co.
Their
machinery equipment consists of only a single engine
to operate shaking screens.
Their present output is
about 600 tons per day.
llie Wisconsin Steel Co.'s operation at Benham is at
present by far the most important in the county.
At
present all of their coal is converted into coke for which
purpose they have built 300 ovens of the beehive type,
a breaker equipped with two crushers and flight conveyors
driven by motors.
The slack is conveyed to the ovens
by electrically-driven larries.
Their output is 20 cars
of coke per day. A brick power house in which they have
installed two 338-kw. and one 150-kw. generators, direct connected.
There are two hundred modern mine
houses of various designs and painted in different colors,
a club house and handsome residence for the superintendA $20,000 Y. M. C. A. building has recently been
ent.
opened and there is now iinder construction a large hotel.
The Stonega Coal & Coke Co.'s operation at Keokee,
being really a A^irginia mine, we will not attempt to

describe

it

here.

The Lynn Hollow Coal Co. is installing a plant on
Clover Fork. They will have no mechanical equipment
but are developing for an output of 400 to 500 tons
per day.
is working now on an inon Clover Fork three and one-half miles above
the town of Harlan.
The equipment of this plant will
be of peculiar interest in that they have departed from
the customary gravity incline and will use a retarding
conveyor of the rope-disk typo. From center to center the
length is 825 ft., the last 300 ft. across the river bending

The Harlan Coal Mining Co.

stallation
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on a curve of 600 ft. radius, 180 ft. of which is on a
At the foot the retarder discharges
suspeusion bridge.
onto a belt conveyor 285 ft. long which carries the coal

Also the road already started up Clover Fork will
field.
eventually be extended to a point opposite the town of
Keokee, if it does not tunnel the Black Mountain and

The lump from these screens will be
to the screens.
loaded by a boom loader. They have one Morgan-Gardner
250-kw. generator, directly connected to a Skinner engine,
two Morgan-Gardner short-wall chain cutters, one 8-ton
Jeffrey electric locomotive and motors for driving their

connect with the Virginia Southwestern E.E. at that
point, or build into Appalachia, Va., there to connect with
the Cumberland Valley division of the Louisville & Xash-

conveyors and screens.
The Ages Ridge Coal Co.

is

now

iLufKETS

Their tipple will have shaking screens and
eventually the mine will be equipped with gasoline loco-

the steel plants of the

one

operation will
be .started on Martins Fork in the immediate future.
Whether this is true or not, it is only a matter of time
until a railroad will be built up Martins Fork, which
is

that

reported

would tap what

is

at

least

really the best of

the Harlan coal

county at present goes to
Wisconsin Steel Co., at South

in the

Chicago.

from the other operations finds a ready market
West and South, which it can reach over
the Louisville & Nashville R.R. and its connections. The
coal and coke from Keokee goes East and South over the

The

motives.

made

All of the coke

installing a plant at

Ages, Ky.

It

ville K..E. itself.

coal

in the North,

Southern Eailway. In general the fuels have an excellent
reputation.

Conservation and Commercial Advantage
By Francis

SYNOPSIS — The

pursuH of connnercial advantage is
opposed to conservation, and no one realizes this- more
than the miner who risks Ids life arid reduces the coal
bed to slack- to increase /tis earnings and minimize his
labor.

On

The tvaste
The railroads and the

this subject legislation is silent.

of coal does not end in the mines.
public generalhj are more wasteful than the coal operator.

Conservation and commercialism are both concerned in
Where conservation
would save human life, and maintain the worker in vigorous health, commercialism would save the energy of his
Where one would
labor by increasing its productivity.
save natural resources, the other would reduce the waste
It is strange that, while both seek the same
of capital.
the saving of our national resources.

end, which

is

nature, their

the

work

more
is,

perfect

vise

of the

endowments

of

nevertheless, largely antagonistic.

MiXK Safety
The State

Legislature, in the interests of conservation,

Peabody^

S.

that part which

is most quickly reached and extracted,
and which involves the least outlay of capital.
Under this method he is extracting less than 60 per

cent, of the coal in the bed, leaving over

the ground for the support of his roof,

in

tipples, air

He could mine the most remote coal iirst,
would be years before he would receive a return
from his capital. The profit of coal mining is, by my
computation, less than 2c. per ton, and the operator does
not feel justified in conserving the coal in the ground because such conservation would change this small gain
into an ab.solute loss.
Yet, by our mining methods, we
are wasting money and making mining much more hazcourses, etc.

but

it

ardous.

Although coal in place has doubled and even quadrupled in value in the last ten years, yet many of the
largest operators in the State have become bankrupt.
It
is easy to obtain millions of dollars for the purchase of
virgin coal land, but it is practically impossible to induce
ca]iital to invest in the coal-mining industry.

most recent session passed laws to promote the
No operator can deny that, on the whole,
safety of life.
at

40 per cent,

mine

its

these laws are right.

mode

Criticisms

may

The Comjiekcialism

be directed at the

of application provided for their enforcement, but

of the

Workingman

('(jniinercialism is frequently regarded as

an attribute

But the miner has the quality as well
He tries to produce as large a number

of large capitalists.

not at the improvements demanded.

as the operator.

However, the natural attitude of the operator is to
evade their operation, because they encumber him with
a burden which is not imposed in other and rival coalproducing States. The new laws which were passed by

of tons of coal as possible with the least expenditure of

the last legislature, especially those relating to the construction of shafts, tipples, surface buildings

and

fire

ap-

have added at least 40 per cent, to the cost of
de\eloping a new mine, and these same enactments have
increased by 10 per cent, the operating costs of old luid
new mines alike.
The operator is producing his coal as cheaply as he
can. To do this he is taking the coal nearest to the shaft.
])liances,

•President Peaborly Coal

—

Co..

Chicago. TH.

Note Abstract of paper read May 9, 1913, at the dedication
of the Transportation Buildlnp; and the Locomotive and MinIns Laboratories, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

He rarely cares how much the coal is deteriorated
value by his careless methods of mining, how much

lalior.

in

he endangers his own life or that of others, and he
often regardless of the destruction of property.

is

The miner today, in.stead of mining by undercutting,
shoots off the solid and shatters the coal, so that the fuel
liroduced is almost unmerchantable.
The percentage of
screenings has increased from 80 to over 40 per cent. Not
only docs the miner thus destroy the coal, but he breaks
the roof, knocks down timbers, makes windy shots jirobable, and thus endangers his own life and those of others, as well as

mine in wliich he works.
powder into coal mines has

destroys the

The introduction

of

creased the dangers of mining.

in-

Despite the ]n'ecautions

May
taken,

24,

1'^
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men

lost their lives

by

its

use last year, aud

28 were injured. The law should require undercutting,
and thus reduce the danger of coal-dust explosions.

The Mixkr Shoots
The depth

fou

Maximim Pkoduct

quire from 20 to 24 in. of powder. A cartridge of 2-in.
diameter, such as is generally used, contains a little over
one pound of jjowder to the foot, so that miners should
use at

most only
use

conservative

powder to the shot. Such a
explosive would make shot firers

2 lb. of

of

unnecessary. But the coal is now largely neither undercut nor sheared. The miner drills what he terms a "blister" in the center of the coal face.
Then he follows

The holes are drilled from 51/0
and are angled so as to give the shots a
chance to fire the coal out from the face. The cartridge
is from 40 in. to 48 in. long, and contains 3I/2 to 4
The result of such methods
lb. of powder to the shot.
this

wasteful.

Aud

there has been a disposition to overlook

the protection of property for political reasons.

The

leg-

has restricted the introduction of labor from
neighboring states, and when trouble has arisen between
islature

operators and miners

depend ou the depth
or a 6- ft. hole would re-

of drillholes used to

of the undercutting, but a 5-

801

with two rib shots.

to 6 ft. long,

it has been loathe to interfere and
prevent the destruction of property. Nor have laws been
passed requiring a proper recovery of the natural re-

sources.

How

The law requiring payment for all the coal mined,
whether pulverized to slack, or in lumps, was one of the
most lamentable pieces of legislation imposed on the coal
operators in the state of Illinois.

The people of this state are as much to blame as the
operator or the coal miner. By permitting this shooting
tr..m the solid they have made mining dangerous and

Whex Mined

Is

Wasted

employee are
been estimated that the railroads, the largest consumers of coal, utilize less than 50
per cent, of the heat in the coal which they burn uaider
their locomotives. If 60 per cent, is wasted by the operator, and 50 per cent, of that is lost by the railroads, only
30 per cent, is actually utilized and 70 per cent, is wasted,
and not the railroads only, but all consumers are equally
censurable for waste.

his

It has

wasteful.

Our

is one of the most advanced in protecting
but as these laws cripple the industry we
.should endeavor to assemble an interstate commission of
operators and miners from the states of Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio and Pennsylvania, appointed by the several governors of the various commonwealths.
It should be the
object of this body to recommend uniform laws to be
enacted in the various states. Such laws would reconcile
conservation and commercialism.

.state

human

has been already described.

Coal

But not only the mine owner and

life,

Alternating-Current Fan Motors
By

SYNOPSIS— The amount

of air required

mine cunstantly increases due to
the workings. To meet this condition

ventilate a

sion of

lo

F.

B.

proinrly

the extenit

has been

customary to install direct-current motors driving the
This paper describes in more or less detail the
fan».
various methods that may he employed to obtain variahh
speed from alternating current.

no longer necessary for the advocate of electric
upon its many advantages. The
superior qualities of the electric motor are thoroughly
The question
attested by its all but universal adoption.
which confronts the engineer today is n.ot that of relative
merits of the several possible methods of transmitting
It is

l)ut

rather

the in-

most suitable elect'-ica! equipment with due consideration ol' all futors bcarii.g ujjon

telligent selection of the

the particular case in hand.

Recognizing the limitation of design and the

I

•

pliysical

impossibility of producing a universal motor, electrical

manufacturers are giving more and more attention

j

to

the specific requirements of certain clearly defined classes
of service.
As a result of this specialization and the
steadily increasing variety of ff)rms manufactured,

I

may under ditferent conditions jirove an
utter failure or at best needlessly expensive.
tire satisfaction,

Induction motors can be readily designed to develop at
reduced speeds:
a. Constant horsepower
increasing torrpie.
b.

Constant torque

—
—horsepower proportional

to speed.

Torque decreasing with speed.
Moreover these motors can be given either a maximum or overload rating. The power required to drive a
centrifugal mine fan varies approximately as the cube
c.

drive to dwell at length

energy to the point of application,

Cuoshy'

it

is

of the speed.

Obviou.sly to

install

for fan service

a

motor capable of developing constant horsepower at reduced speeds or with any considerable overload capacity,
does not represent sound engineering, either from the
standpoint of first cost or operating characteristics.
It is the purpose of this ])aiier to indicate certain considerations which should govern the .selection of the mine
fan motor and describe briefly those ty])os which have
been adapted to this service.
No attempt is made to
discuss the relative merits of the several types of fan on
the market or forced draft as compared with the suction
It is assumed that the type of fan and horsepower required to operate it have been determined for
any given a])plication.

draft fan.

ol)viously of great

importance that for any given duty
the proper motor be selected, otherwise a motor which
under conditions for which it is designed, would give en-

Two general conditions arise requiring (1) constant
speed drive, and (2) adjustable speed drive.
Until recently, for adjustable speed drives, it was practically

•A paper presented at the Pittsburgh meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Pittsburgh, Penn.,

necessary to install direct-current motors.
This necesIn laying out now installations
sity no longer exists.
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not handicapped by an existing direct-current system,
alternating-current motors only need be considered.
lu the following discussion the term "constant speed"
implies no appreciable change of speed from no-load to
full load; "variable speed" implies speeds varying with

load; "adjustable
speed" implies several independent speeds, each constant
under varying load. In either case the polyphase alterthe

load,

constant

but

at

constant

nating current motor in some one of
meets all requirements.

its

several

forms

tributing system.

This

is

obviously the simplest condition

met with and

connection with long railway tunnels,
subways, and old mine workings in which the volume
and pressure of air handled is practically constant twentyFor such,
four hours a day and every day in the year.
service the standard polyphase induction motor is withi.s

found chiefly

in

As compared with

these disadvantages

desirable characteristics of the induction motor
have frequently led to its installation even at the cost of
a compromise between efficiency and desirable oi^erating

the

many

speeds.

Numerous schemes

for obtaining speed control

motors
Among those of chief importance
1. Constant speed motors with
2. Variable speed motors with
3. Multi-speed windings.
for

polyphase

induction

5.

Concatenation.
Single cascade motors.

6.

Dj'namic regulation.

4.

Coxstaxt-Speed Drive

I.

803

have

been developed.

are the following

changeable pulleys.
rheostatic control.

Brush shifting motors.
1. Changing pulleys is obviously a make-shift method
subject to annoying delays and limitations such as practical ratio of pulley diameters, and distance between
7.

center lines of shafts, etc.

COAL

804
iio-load the seeonclar}' current is negligible, no
resistance within reasonable limits will hold

amount of
down the

speed of the motor.
Fig. 3 shows increase in speed of
to several initial speeds

114 to

when

times full load torque.

1/4

Where two

Multi-Speed Windings.

3.

motor corresponding
is changed from

the load

definite con-

stant speeds are sufficient the induction motor can often
be suiJplied with external connections by means of which
the polar grouping can readily be changed to give the

The cost of such a motor
desired synchronous speeds..
is but slightly more than that of a single-speed motor
])rovided a 2 :1 ratio

Where a

sjieeds.

is

employed for the high and low
than 2:1, or where three or

ratio other

four constant speeds are required, the condition can
sometimes be effectively met by two separate windings
in the same slots, one or both of these windings being
arranged for external multi-polar grouping. Three separate windings are not

permissible in practical

design.

Such motors are sometimes used with or without changeable pulleys and rheostatic control for intermediate speeds

A

( i

E

Vol.

;J,
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As noted with a polar-wound

rotor, any reduction in
accompanied by a proportionate reduction in efficiency, the power factor remaining practically constant. With concatenated motors the
efficiency remains approximately constant provided there
is no external resistance in the rotor circuit of the second
motor, while, at the lower speed, the power factor drops,
due to the fact that as compared with their normal individual ratings, the motors are underloaded when in conca-

speed by rheostatic control

is

tenation.

The single cascade motor
another method of obtaining two or three definite fixed speeds.
This motor has an internally concaternated winding. The stator windings are of the usual
Single Cascade Motor.

5.

offers still

full-

and half-speed

types.

The

single

winding

of the rotor

the same
would be produced by two separate windings. It is,
however, a decided improvement over two separate windings, since all coils which, in such cases, would neutralize
is

so arranged that its magnetizing effect

is

as

each other, are omitted in the concatenated connection

but at best are a compromise, since the number of constant speed steps is limited by characteristics of design
and by prohibitive costs. Rheostatic control is always
chjectionable for reasons noted above.
Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically the arrangement of
stator and rotor windings for a two-speed changeable
I)ole

motor.

shows typical efficiency and power factor curves
motor with rhoestatic control.
Another method of obtaining three
4. Concatention.
or more constant speeds, particularly where low speeds are
required, has been employed abroad for mine fan service.
This scheme employs segregated electrical and magnetic
circuits and is known as operating in "cascade" or "conFig.

-4

for a two-speed

catenation."

In general two single-speed motors, one of which at
least has a polar wound rotor, are mounted on the same
shaft.
The primary of motor A is connected to the
secondary of motor B. Each of these motors may have
either single or multi-speed windings and may be operated independently of the other as well as in concatenation.
The second motor may have either a phase-wound
In case phase-wound rotors are
or squirrelcage rotor.
used, speed regulations by secondary rheostatic control
may be obtained in the xisual manner, and with the usual
objections.

Two inotors are connected in direct concatenation if
they show a tendency to start in the same direction and
in differential concatenation if they tend to start in opposite directions. The synchronous speed of motors in concatenation may be determined as follows:
Speed

—

—
'1

where I\

number

= number of

~

^

]K)les of first

for

Illirsll-SHIFTING MOTOI!

connection to the slip rings

AVhen the primary of the
element is properly connected with two circuits per
phase in multiple corresponding to the number of poles,
for use only at other speeds.
first

these circuits are in exact opposition for the
poles in the second element

number

of

and form a perfect path for

secondary of the second element.
carries two currents simultaneously (1) a current from the line at full frequency and (2) induced current at a frequency corresshort-circuiting

The

the

stator winding, therefore,

ponding to the slip. Tlie general arrangement of windings is shown in Fig. 6.

By

inserting

a

variable

external

certain points in the stator windings

resistance

between

and open-circuiting

the collector rings, variable-speed control can be obtiiined
for the concatenated connection.
Resistance across the
collector rings gives ordinary variable-speed characteris-

the other two speeds.

This type of motor is particularly adapted to the three
speeds corresponding to the polar ratios 1-3 and 3, for ex-

3

motor and

and grouped together

tics for

—

_^

12. ('()NNi;('IU<l\S FOli

Fl(i.

P.,

= the

of poles of the seeoiid motor, the ])his sign being

ample 4-8-13, 6-12-18,
6.

etc.

Dynamic Regulation.

As

stated earlier

in

this

used for direct and the minus for differential concatena-

paper, each of the foreging schemes possesses inherent

tion.

disadvantages whi"h until recently have made it practically necessary to employ a direct-current motor with
shunt characteristics whenever close rea:ulatiou was re-

With the multi-speed

pole changing motors.it

sary to open the primary circuit

is

neces-

when changing from one

speed to the other, this may be avoided in concatenated
sets by introducing resistance in the leads between the
two motors, the resistance being cut in or out step by step
when changing speeds (Fig. 5).

number of speeds eaih constant under
varying loads.
Recently means have been perfected whereby shunt
speed characteristics can lie had with the standard ])oly(|uircd for a large
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induction motor, together with high-power factor
and high efficiency throughout the range of operating
The method employed is sut^eeptible of several
^^peeds.
pliase

nioditications

and

will be referred to inclusively as dy-

namic regulation. With rheostatic control the secondary energy is dissipated as heat whereas with dynamic
regulation the major portion of this energy is returned
Referring to Fig. 7, the external resistance
to the system.
B of Fig. 1 is replaced by the compensated commutator
motor B, which forms one element of a two unit niotorLiciierator set, the second element of which is a standard
>'|iiirrel-cage induction motor connected to the supply
mains. This machine is driven slightly above synchroni-m by the commutator motor and operating as an induction generator returns to the system energy proportional
to the slip of the main motor, less the losses in the set
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:

:
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3.

rheostatic

lowing subjects are suggested as being of sufficient

cent,

tance for presentation and discussion

and dynamic control are seen to be 51 per
and 70.5 per cent., respectively. The relative power
consumption is therefore 169.5 hp. and 132. 5 hp., or a
net saving of 47.0 hp. per machine in favor of the regulating set. Assuming that power can be purchased for 1
cent per kw.-hr., the net saving due to the use of a regulating set with each fan 13 hr. per day, 300 days per
2
300
0.746
13
47.0
year, would be 0.01

=

X

X

X

X

X

In many gaseous mines the
$2535, approximately.
fans must operate continuously 24 hours per day every
day in the year, which would make the net savings $6160.
Brush Shifting. For fan installations requiring
7.

motors of 100 hp. or

less capacity, in place of the

regu-

that

it

lation after a

is

closed until the brushes are

moved from

of the motor is proportional to the brush shift.
Eeverse operation can be obtained by moving the brushes
in the opposite direction from the zero position, but for

commutation two phases should then be reversed.
Brush shifting is accomplished by means of a suitable
worm gear and haudwheel conveniently located. Commuis

throughout the entire speed range.

excellent

Fig. 13 shows power-factor

and

efficiency curves for a 60-

hp. brush-shifting motor and for an ordinary induction
motor with rheostatic control designed for fan service.

These curves were plotted from actual test data. The
minimum permissible speed depends largely upon the
torque requirements of the driven load. For fan service
this type of motor will give stable operations at quite
low speeds corresponding approximately to 70 per cent,
slip below synchronism.
In conclusion it would appear to the writer that in
the absence of an existing direct-current system, the advantages of the polyphase motor leave small ground for
the application of direct-current motors for either constant or adjustable-speed fan drive.

Inspectors' Institute, U. S. A.

The announcement has just been received of the fifth
annual meeting of the Mine Inspectors' In.stitute of the
United States of America, to be held June 10-13, 1913.
This is actually the sixth annual
at Birmingham, Ala.
meeting, counting the conference of mine inspectors, held
at Indianapolis, Ind., June 9-13, 1908.
Following this
first

ton,

conference, annual meetings have been held at ScranPenn. (1909) Chicago, 111. (1910) ; Charleston, W.

Ya. (1911)

;

and Columbus, Ohio (1912).
All members of the Institute and all regularly commissioned inspectors of mines, in the United States and
Canada, are urgently requested to attend the meeting at
Birmingham. The purpose of the meeting, as stated, is
to afford an opportunity to the mine inspectors of the
states and provinces of Xorth America to exchange ideas
and discuss subjects relative to greater safety in mining.
;

All members arc requested to furnish the secretary, at
the earliest possible date, the title of any paper or subject they may desire to present for discussion.
The fol-

mine

explosion.

secure the cooperation of the miner in

to

of mixed lights in mines.
Election versus appointment of State Mine In-

8.

spectors.

Ventilation in metalliferous mines.

Hardships imposed upon State Inspectors.

Members

are earnestly requested to prepare papers on

one or more of
of the

same

the.se or

other subjects and to send a coj)y

to the secretary not later

Birmingham and

than June

many

vicinity offers

1.

opportunities to

and ore mining, blast furnaces, coke ovens, steel
mine sanitation, rescue stations and first-aid or-

see coal
mills,

ganizations.
If a

member

or a

mine

inspector,

you are cordially

The State
Mine Inspectors, the state and city officials, and the
Chamber of Commerce of Birmingham will lend their
assistance to make the meeting a success, and those who
invited to attend this forthcoming meeting.

attend will have a touch of real Southern hospitality.

James W. Paul,

A New

Secretary.

Chapter of the Rocky MounCoal Mining Institute

tain

By

F.

J.

Mullen

A

meeting was held at Koehler, X. M., on May 3, for
the purpose of organizing a Xew Mexico Chapter of the

Kocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute. The following
members were present
T. H O'Brien, Allan French, Wm. McDermott, John W. Morris. Walter Kerr,
B. Morrow, M. O. Smiglow, Frank
Frohmann, Archie French.

J.

The

Mine

at

The use

7.

best

tation

miners

reduction of accidents.

tJie

this position.

The speed

How

6.

9.

merely shifting the brushes.
With a certain brush setting no torque is developed,
consequently the motor will not start when the line switch

l)y

of uniformity of danger signals in mine?.
Precautions to be observed in restoring venti-

5.

10.

reversed

lamps

of portable electric

Need

4.

and controlled by

stopped,

The use

3.

the fact

started,

is

of retarded ventilation at firing

the working face.

this type

its

The phenomena

3.

name from

derives

miner and

time.

arrangement of connections for

The motor

of motor.

as they affect the

iniijor-

operator.

lating sets described above, the brush shifting polyphase
motor can often be employed to advantage. Fig. 12 indicates the general

Compensation laws

1.

-21

Wi

followincr

Kilpatrick, Daws
Tinsley Dawson New
1

Wm.

Stafford.

members were
New Mex.
Me

New Mex.
Dawson, New Mex.
Wni. CSordon, Dawson, New Mex.
Warren Bracewell, Dawson, New Mex.
Moses Saul, Dawson, New Mex.
James Lees, Dawson, New Mex.
C. A. Mitke, Dawson, New Mex.
Peter Gardner. Brilliant, New Mex.
James Bell, Brilliant, New Mex.
Joe Connor, Koehler, New Mex.
John Evan, Koehler, New Mex.
Wm. Britton, Koehler, New Mex.
James Wallace, Koehler, New Mex.
Menzie Wyper, Koehler, New Mex.
Hatchings Dawson

F. J. Mullen,

Frank R. Weitzel, Sebastian

enrolled:

H. B. Kerr, Van Houten. New Mex.
Alex Stewart, Van Houten, New Mex.
Wm. Niel, Van Houten. New .Mex.

James Stewart, Van Houten, New Mex.

W. Wallbank, Van Houten, New Mex
Frank A. Young, Raton, New Mex.
Walter Lovett, Raton, New Mex.
J. L. Caruthers, Raton, New Mex.
J. H. Wilhs. Gardner, New Mex.
J. Burkhalter, Gardner, New Mex.
.\dam French. Gardner, New Mex.
T. C. Harvey, Sugarite. New Mex.
Vincent Donati, Sugarite, New Mex.
Adam Pagliai, Sugarite, New Mex.
A. H. Beamer, Sugarite, New Mex.
T.

Wm. Langley, Sugarite, New Mex.
were elected
President, Walter Kerr; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. McDermott; Membera
Executive Board, Allan French, T. H. O'Brien, Wm. Ivilpatrick, Peter Gardner.
Owing to the short time at hand for the formation of
the chapter, nothing else was attempted but the organization.
However, at the next meeting, which will probably be held at Dawson, X. M., several excellent papers
are promised for reading.
The Koehler "bunch" cannot be beaten on entertainment. A "swell" dutch lunch was provided for all those
wlio desired to partake thereof, and added greatly to the
sociability of the meeting.

The following

officers
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The Cincinnati Mine Explosion
!

[i

i
'

Coal
lives

& Coke
were

Co., at noon, Apr. 23,

lost,

we have recently

of the face of the heading,

This

to have originated.

1913, in which 9G

received a detailed sketch

where the explosion
Xo. 12 butt entry

is

is

off

thought
Xo. 1-i

face entry.

I

'

[

According to the evidence given at the coroner's jury,
which completed i*"s work May 13, and whose verdict, in
full, we append, the ex])losion was started by the ignition of a body of gas that had accumulated at the face
The Xo. 13 butt entries were beof Xo. Iv butt entry.
ing driven to open up a new portion of the mine. As
shown in the sketch, one of these entries was being pushed
ahead and was ventilated by a brattice, consisting of
canvas nailed to a line of posts set about 2 ft. from
the right-hand rib of the entry. The coal was drawn out
from the face of the entry through the last cut-through,
and the air current was conducted through the same cutthrough to the face of that entry and returned behind the
brattice.

The explosion that developed gained
throughout the mine, and, as a result,
were ushered into eternity with but slight warn-

head of this entry.
force in

addition to the meager accounts thus far obtainable in regard to the explosion that occurred in the Cinciuiiati mine of the Monoiigahela River Consolidated
111

807

96

lives

its

j)assage

ing.

Inasmuch

as the verdict

and recommendations of the

coroner's Jury are somewhat out of the ordinary, we give
tbcni in full for what they are worth. Thev are as fol-

lows

:

The Aerdict
We, the jury, find that Stephen Long and the 95 others
named came to their death in the Cincinnati mine of the
Monongahela River Consolidated Coal and Coke company,
Washington county. Penn., on April 23. 1913, from violence
and asphyxiation as a result of an explosion of gas in the
said Cincinnati mine at about 12: 15 p.m., while the miners
were at work and the mine in operation.
We further find from the evidence given by those that
worked in the mine at the time of the explosion and previously, also the state mine inspectors, experts and officials
and others who made an investigation and examination of
the mine after the explosion, that the cause of the said ex-

was as follows:
(a)
That it originated in No. 12 butt entry off No. 14
face entry, as a result of the entryman, who woi'ked in said
entry, firing a butt 'shot which struck a clay vein exposing a
feeder of gas. After firing said shot, the entryman evidently went to the break to eat his dinner and on returning
with an empty car he ignited the gas with his open light
with which he was permitted to work; we also find that no
gas has been reported in said entry since March 5, 1913, by
any of the mine officials.
(b)
Further, that said explosion of gas which we find
originated in said No. 12 entry reinforced itself in other entries, namely:
Nos. 4 and 6 entries in which gas was generated and had been reported by the mine oflicials at different times and which entries were being worked with safety
lamps.
We further find that said explosion could have been
(c)
prevented had safety lamps been used in this section of the
plosion of gas

mine.

Showixg Face of Xo.

Butt Entry Where Ex-

12

plosion'

Started

fired a shot at noon and had retired
where he ate his lunch at the point
marked .-1. The face of the entry had struck a clay vein
and the shot fired had penetrated this vein, and it is supposed had opened a feeder of gas, which is very apt to
occur when an opening is driven through a fault. The
gas from the feeder had accumulated in considerable volume at the face of the entry while the entryman was eat-

The cntryman had

to the cut-through,

ing his dinner.

As no gas had been discovered in this portion
mine since Mar. 5, 1913, according to the reports

of the

of the

entry was being driven with open lights, no
As a consequence, when the
safety lamps being used.
miner returned to the face of the heading, after eating
fireboss, the

his lunch, he unconsciously walked into and ignited the
The burning gas evidently
gas that had accumulated.
developed into a violent explosion a short distance from
the face, as the last 10 ft. of the brattice near the head

while the remainder was
entirely destroyed, as shown by the dotted line in the
sketch.
The bodies of the two men who were killed in
these entries were found at the points marked B and C.
The miner's cap and the lamp (a common miner's torch
of the entry

was

left

or lamp), were

found

in the sketch.

When

intact,

at the end of the brattice, as shown
the miner returned from his hnicli,

he had brought in with

him

the

empty car shown

at the

(d)
While under the law the legal responsibility for any
explosion such as this would rest on the mine foreman, we
say frankly that a greater responsibility rests upon the lawmakers and particularly upon those responsible for its enactment, for the reason, that it places the entire responsibility for the operation of the mine on the man granted a certificate of competency by the state but employed and paid by
the owner and operator of the mine; certainly an absurdity
on the face of it, and one that under human events will not
successfully protect life either in theory or practice. If the
present system must continue, surely the legal responsibility ought to be placed upon the owner or operator equally
with the mine foreman.
Guided by the testimony given,
opinions expressed by those in official capacity as well as
those employed in and about the mine we make the following recommendations:

Recommentlatiuns
To the management of the Cincinnati mine: That
hereafter it be operated by safety lamps as a whole, and
that no machinery be used that would make possible the
First.

emission of sparks.

Surely the lesson to be learned here Is
the folly of working a gaseous mine with part open and
part safety lamps.
Second: To the legislature and senate of this state: That
it it is your desire to make safe the operation of mines
that in the enactment of mining legislation you be guided
more by tlie opinions of those intrusted with the responsibility of safe-guarding lives, namely, the state mine inspectors,
the mine foreman and the miner, rather than by the opinion
of the corporation, attorneys and managers of corporations,
who, from a careful reading of the present law, seem to have
in mind the competitive nature of business and the protection of property rather than the safe-guarding of human
life.

Third:
To the Department of Mines: We recommend
that a more definite report be required from the flrel)osses
and mine foremen in respect to the dangers existing In the
mine, in their dally and weekly reports. For Instance, If gas
be discovered, that they be required to state In what part of
the working place It was found, whether it be on a fall, or In
a clay vein, roof, or the face of the working place and if
possible In what volume.
Fourth: We call attention to this fact that while many of
the mines of this district are working In whole or In part
with safety lamps It is not because of any legal requirement.

COAL
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but rather because of the diligence of the inspectors. Hence,
until the final authority for the safe operation of the mines
be vested where it should be, in the state inspectors of
mines, without the right of the reverse of appeal by common pleas and supreme courts with all its delays, that the
owners and operators or managers of mines cheerfully comply with the recommendations of inspectors, particularly
those made for the purpose of safeguarding life and they
should not be considered a business hardship.
Further, we recommend that, at any mine where gas is or
has been discovered or is being generated, they be worl<ed
with safety lamps and other necessary precautions and that
the use of machinery that caused emission of sparks be disWe have carefully considered the evidence and
continued.
law and the opinions expressed by those who testified, and
ftel that we have placed the responsibility for the explosion where it properly belongs, namely, on the mine foreman (legally), as we believe through an error of judgment
on his part he permitted part open and part safety lamps in
that part of the mine where the explosion took place; but
we place a greater re.sponsibility, morally, on these responsible for the framing and enactment of such a law.
Signed;
C.

H.

T.

J.

LANDEFELD, Foreman,
ECKBRETH,

:?.

and between the picking

rection.

out breakage.

The mixing conveyor runs at right angles of the picking tables, receiving coal from any or all of them simultaneously, and delivering it to the cars, mixed in any
proportion desired.
All shaking screens are equipped with veils which per-

mit of variation in the

ment

of

to the

of

mine-run

coal.

size of

From

the product or the ship-

these screens the coal passes

picking tables, practically without drop or breakage.

entire mechanical system consists of six units, each

which

erations

HOON,
IS.VAC YOHE.
D.

No. 21

tables, but in the opposite diThis discharges into a steel refuse tank located
over a track at the end of the ti^jple.
The picking tables for lump and egg coal are each 5 ft.
wide and 68 ft. long between centers, and both have
liinged or adjustable loading booms, which are capable
of being raised or lowered so as to discharge the coal
into either the mixing conveyor or the railway cars withto

The

B. S. ALLEN.
W. F. ALTEN,
J.

AGE

is

are

driven by an independent motor and all opcontrolled by one man from an elevated

Ijridge in the

picking house.

The operation

of this plant, which was designed
by the Jeffrey Mfg. Co., of Columbus,
Ohio, has been higlily satisfactory and unattended by any
serious troubles of any kind.
The methods employed
in the manipulation and treatment of the coal have not
only eliminated the usual breakage, but have substan;iiid

Plant of the Empire Coal

& Coke

Co.

C)ur fruiit cover tliis week shows the phiiit of the
Empire Coal & Coke Co. at LandgrafE, AA'. Ya., on the
main line of the Xorfolk & Western E.R., about Id miles
This is one of the most modern and upeast of AA'elcli.

todate tipples in the Pocahontas

it has to be treated with extreme care to prevent
degradation in sizes.
This tipple has a capacity of oiiO tons per hour, and
spans four loading tracks.
It is so equipped that the
coal is conveyed, sized, j^icked, mixed in any proportion
desired, and loaded without appreciable breakage.
The mine cars are dumped at a point about 70 ft.
above and 175 ft. south of the inside track.
The coal

hontas,

from the mine cars into a 10-ton steel refrom which it is delivered by a recipro-

di.scharged

ceiving hopper,

cating plate feeder to a scraping conveyor, having steel
flights 13 in.

wide by 5

ft.

long, placed every three feet

on

two

18-in. pitch sprocket chains.
This conveyor is 135 ft.
long l)etween centers, and delivers the coal to shaking
screens, where it is graded into slack, nut, egg and lump.
Tlie slack coal passes by gravity to a 200-ton steel bin,
from which it is carried, either by a 32-in. rubber belt
conveyor to cars for shipment or by a scraper conveyor to
a crusher and pulverizer, where it is reduced to uniform
fineness for coking, and deposited by a 90-ft. bucket elevator in a 25-ft. diameter cylindrical steel larry bin at

the end of the tipple.

it

The nut coal passes
is more thoroughly

the nut picking table.

first

to a revolving screen,

cleaned,

and

is

where

then delivered to

Tiiis discharges either into cars

mixing conveyor.

direct or into a

The egg and lump

coal

pass directly from the screen to their respective picking
tables.
These also deliver to cars direct or into a mixing

conveyor.

The

refuse

and deposited

is

tially increased

A

field.

The proper cleaning and sizing of the coal from this
mine yields aii increase iu the market value appro.xiniatm^ lo to 21 ic. per ton upon the entire output, ^^s the
type of coal handled is a soft and brittle grade of Poca-

is

built

removed bv hand from the picking tables,
which runs parallel

in a refuse conveyor,

The June
cipally

Special
7 issue of

the

to

the market value of the fuel prepared.

Coke Number
Coal Age

will be devoted prin-

subject of coke manufacture.

We

will

be pleased to receive articles and discussions dealing with
some phase of the coke business from any of our readers.
All matter for this particular issue of Coal Age
shcnild l)e in our liands within the next week.

The Kentucky Mining

Institute

The pa])crs presented before the summer meeting of
the Kentucky Mining Institute, held in Lexington, May
16-17, will be printed in our next issue of Coal Age.
A detailed account of the First-Aid Field Meet also will
be ])ul)lished in our next number.

It is safe to say that

most recent meeting of Kentucky coal men was the
most enthusiastic and the best attended coal conference
ever held in the State of Kentucky.
The Continental
Coal Corp. deserves particular mention for the vigorous

this

support

it

came
band and
ple

rendered the Institute.

The Continental

peo-

meeting in a special train, with a brass
the other essentials needed to create plenty

to the
all

of enthusiasm.

American Coal

in

France

Fnited States Consul General Frank H. Mason,

sta-

tioned at Paris, says:
The year was marked by a notable advance in the prices
of both coal and coke, so that some apprehension has been
felt about future supplies of fuel for the iron and other industries.
The price of coke for the metallurgical industries
is fixed by agreement between producers in the Pas-de-Calals
district and the blast furnaces in the east, and is revised every
three months. The rates for the four quarterly periods of 1912
were as follows per metric ton of 2204.fi lb.: First quarter,
$4,137; second; $4,194; third, $4,415; fourth, $4,697. This shows
a net increase during the year of 5Sc. per ton.
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The Miners' Opportunity
During tlie past few years much attention has been
drawn to the various vocational mining schools being
established throughout the country, and particularly in
Here the trapper boy, the driver,
the anthracite region.
the laborer, miner and foreman meet upon a common
level for mutual improvement.
Xor is it uncommon to
find the men in the inferior positions showing greater
aptitude for, and improvement in, their studies than those
liigher up.

We
tlie

much

have heard

of the hopelessness of labor

man

and

above his enshould remember, however, that

inability of the laboring

to rise

vironment. These men
with the vocational schools and the mining institutes at
their very doors, it is strictly "up to them" whether they
shall remain in their present humble circumstances or
shall succeed to positions of responsibility and profit in
tlie mining imlustry.
Surrounded by present-day oportunities, they nnd they alone are the masters of their own
destinies.

Ohio's Proposed Anti-Screening

Law

exempted from tests of their alertness and ability even
though thousands of the traveling public are daily dependent upon these qualifications for their very lives. The
"service bill" in Pennsylvania is an equally ridiculous
and reprehensible measure, while the ultimatum delivered
by the president of the Firemen's Brotherhood to the railroad managers that
"If we don't get it here, you can
depend upon it we will get it in AVashington" is particu:

larly significant.

The Ohio screening bill is obviously a labor measure,
headed by a labor leader and strongly supported by a
labor party.
It shows a determination on the part of
the unions to gain their ends at a sacrifice of every other
consideration and the people of Ohio would do well to
study the effects of a like measttre on the coal industry
of Arkansas before idly conceding.
Thv, screening bill
there went into effect in 1905.
During the succeeding
five years, to and including 1910 (the banner year in
the coal industry for which any authentic returns are so
far availal)le), the coal production of the United States
increased 28 per cent.
During this same period Ohio's
tonnage increased nearly 35 ,per cent., while that of Arkansas showed a slight decrease. The results are too obvious to rcipiire any comments.

The determined and partially successful efforts that
are being made to push through the Green "Run-of-Mine"
liill

in

—

time when corporations assisted in the election of men
they could depend upon to at least protect their
interests, but ujider pressure of ])ublic opinion they have
been gradually forced to withdraw.

a

whom

In the ca.se of labor, the public is disposed to be more
sympathetic and the unions are showing a prompt appreciation of the advantage and ])ossibilities of this leniency
Class legislation is being enacted in all parts of the couiitry, which is not only interfering with the management,
but is destroying discipline and must over.ttialiy deplete
the revenues of the industries affected. Labor's position
differs

from that

of the corporation's only by delivering

money with which to buy them,
must declare himself or be branded
as a "foe to labor" and suffer an ignominio%s defeat.
A brazen example of labor legislation is shown in a bill
the \()tes instead of the

and

a

The West

Ohio, in the face of numberless irrefutable ar-

guments against it, furnishes conclusive evidence of another power in the political arena
the enormous and farreaching power of organized labor. There was, of course,

camlidale

recently introduced in the New Jersey legislature, prohibiting railroads from testing their signals without first

warning the locomotive engineers that such tests were to
lie conducted.
It seems to have been the practice of the
Pennsylvania K.R. to

make

tests of this character at in-

and of some .51.000 made in 1912 it was found
that the enginemen failed to observe the signal in 510
tervals

cases.

Presumably each of these might have resulted in a
and yet these men deliberately and unlilushingly resent being disciplined and demand to be

fearful catastrophe

Virginia Settlemenc

The Paint Creek mine-strike is settled, at least for a
time, and we are not mnoh nrprised that an increase
in wage is not among the previsions.
The miners of
West Virginia have been able to earn a fair, living out
of the present schedule, though it is lower on the actual
tonnage basis than that obtaining in Pennsylvania and
other states. This has been due to their steadier effort
and to the fact that the coal is, for the most part, easier
to dig.

But even

if

these statements were not true and the

mcome from

West Virginia miner were
we hardly think the Union,
would be able to raise the wages

labor of the
abnormally low, nevertheless
if

firmly established,

of the miner in that state appreciably.
It has been always found that differentials were hard to
correct because the interests of the operator and his employee and of the railroad transporting the coal are
identical.

Disturb the differential

and the change in
some other field the railthe operator and employee

rates will reduce production in

road in that

field as well

as

;

will be idle.
So that real modifications of the balance
are rarely effective whether decreed by courts or unions.
The Springfield, III., operators are raising a purse to

seek lower rates from the commerce commission. If they
succeed, other reductions will occur elsewhere and the
differential will continue.
The same condition is true of
West Virginia in regard to wages. To raise the ton or
day wage paid to miners and mining men will put West

Virginia at a disadvantage in the market and in that misfortune, the workiiigman will suffer with the rest.

;
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There was a time when wages could have been raised
a higher level in West Virginia, but that time has
The coal has worked its way into too closely
passed.
competitive markets and the industry has grown accordingly, with the result that the lower wage is not
merely needed to enter new markets but to retain those
to

already secured.
It is foolish to believe that a Union could raise wages
in a state where the ability of the operators to produce

power to sell it. The
Union and the operators have always acknowledged differentials where they e.xisted and will be obliged to do
Labor is largely immobile and this
so in the future.
fact prevents the actual compensation being nicely adjusted to the labor of mining. Men will not move from
state to state for a trifling differential and when this
coal so largely overweighs their

is as much apparent as actual, the appeal
not enough to induce workingmen to migrate. So
despite the lower wage the miner decides uot to take
"his beef and brawn" to the better market, and the price
of his labor is fixed at the level which will permit the
operator to conduct his business and meet the competi-

difference
is
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adopting the electric hoist and largely using the record-

Some

ing scale.

of its operators of)enly declare that the

Eastern bituminous

fields are effete

selves largely against progress,

and have

set

them-

but one can readily see

where a trip East would reveal many new ideas which
would revolutionize mining in the Middle West.
Our coal-mining institutes are doing valuable work in
helping to bring the less modern mines of districts up to
the level of the best, but these organizations are purely
They do not broaden the minds of their members
local.
as such institutions should.

we welcome the trip the Coal
America is about to make to WilkesBarre. It is well known that this body consists mainly
of western Pennsylvania mining men, whose vision has
been largely circumscribed by the Chestnut Ridge and
ihe boundary lines of the western part of the state. There
is a great need that all the institutions be widened by the
travel of their members, and in no way could this end be
obtained more successfully than by the welding of these
It is for this reason that

Mining

Institute of

common

smaller units into a

national body.

tion of all the fields into which his coal enters.
If labor was freely migratory, the lower-tonnage rate
would years ago have caused the miner to move north and
He would then have compelled the operator to
west.
raise the wage rate and the market of West Virginia
would have been limited to its boundaries on three sides
and to Virginia and the Atlantic Coast on the east.
Labor did not migrate and West Virginia coal is found
everyvi'here.

Nothing but

pronounced exodus can cause the operator to give higher rates than he now pays. If the miners
would all have work and stay in the state, they must
a

enable the operators to continue to ship coal to all points
which it is now being consigned by signing a wage

to

scale like that

now

It is needless to

obtaining.

many are the concerns which cannot earn them
or even "coax" a favorable balance on their books. The
struggle between the operators of the state is now keen
and profits are not made as freely as 15 years ago.

tain and

burden of a wage increase is to be laid anywhere,
it might be placed on the royalties paid by the operators,
but in any event such an increase would uecessarilv be
If the

.vniall.

The Other Man's Way
coal fields of

America are operated

of exceedingly varietl ways.

Metal Mines
Albert

in

a

number

remarkable lliat in a
country with an active technical press, with railroads and
mails highly developed, there is so much provincialism.
All our readers want a paper which will detail the
plants in their own neighborhood
the mere chit-chat
of local development. They do not know or care to know
is
being
done
in
what
remoter coal regions.
It

is

—

Yet the

hi.story of their own future mining methods
being written in these distant places. The State of
Illinois, for instance, with increasing output and many
new mines, is developing new standards light steel headframes, fireproof vi't unt unreasonably expensive.
It is
is

—

II.

York Section
gineers,

Fay, at the

recent

Xew

meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Endeclared that if the coal mines worked with the
of the

regularity of the metal mines, the fatality rate of the

former would be higher than that of the latter.
But the method of calculating working days is perhaps
not exactly parallel in the metal- and coal-mining industries.
Mr. Fay declared that many of the companies reporting from the West, represented themselves as working
365 days, doubtless because every day some men were in
the mine

add that the increase of wage cannot

well come from the profits of the operator.
West Virginia has been over-exploited like almost all of the American coal fields. Dividends in that state are hard to ob-

The

Relative Fatality Rate in Coal and

;

the operations of timbering, laying track

repairing, proceeding briskly

The method

when

and

the mines are idle.

of calculation favored by

many metal-mine

operators, has not found favor in the coal industry, the

tendency being to record only the days when the mine is
officially said to be running.
In many mines when business is slack, much coal is undercut and shot down, not
a little coal

is

hauled, and some

into the railroad cars

is

often actually

on what are termed

the tonnage being credited to the next

official

dumped

idle

days

day.

Both the records of the Bureau of Mines and the GeoSurvey relative to days worked are, we are assured
by Mr. Fay and Jefferson Middleton, duly weighted so
that the idleness of a small mine does not have appreciable effect on the estimated average, whereas the shutting down of a large mine has a much greater effect.
But the records received from the mining campanies
by these bureaus, while properly manipulated when prelogical

sented, are not constructed by the ro])orting companies
with due regard to scientific principles of reckoning. The
results are, therefore, not entirely reliable, and if the
truth could ever be known, it is probable that the small
11 per cent, margin, against the coal operator, would lie
shown to be the result of a variance in the method of

calculation of the

number

of

working days.

remains a fact that the annual death rate of coal
miners is 12 per cent, less than that of metal miners
and, that thanks to the bureau amid many other agenIt

cies,

the death rate

is,

at least, at present decreasing.

:

Mav
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The Wilkes-Barre

Industrial Exposition

811

to drill

a hole.
So realistic was this representation that
a boy, after examining the face, remarked
to his father
"This is really and truly a coal mine !"

The Greater Wilkes-Barre Industrial Exiiosition
was
new Penn Tobacco Co. Buildinij, on S. Main

held in the

Wilkes-Barre, Penn., May 10-17, inclusive.
The exwere disjilayed on the first and second
floors, occupying a total space of about 24,000 sq.ft.,
while' the
third floor was used for concerts, etc.
The total number
St.,

Machinery Exhibits

hibits

of exhibitors

was

in the

The Vulcan Iron Works
which was new and looked

displayed a mine locomotive
very attractive.
It was so
placed that a visitor could examine all its
parts without
bending or stooping.
The Hazard Wire Pope Co. exhibited a machine drawing copper wire and
insulating
the same.

neighborhood of 112, while the

materials displayed included everything from heavy
mine
machinery to a peanut stand.
The most interesting features of the exposition were in
the display by the coal companies.
To this the Lehigh
A'alley Coal Co., the D., L. & W. Coal Department,
the

Tlie

Howells Mine Drill

Co.. of

hibited an electric coal drill.

This

Plvmouth, Penn., exoutfit consisted of

an

OF THi: Coal C'o.mi.axjks' ExHiiiix at the Gkeatku
Wilkk.s-Bahke Ixdustiual Exposition

P.virr

D. & IL, the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal
and the Sus<|uohaniia Coal Co. contributed jointly.
This exhibit included the demonstration of the first-aid rescue
work,

preparation of anthracite coal, pyramid of coal eight feet
high, fossil tree weighing two tons, undercutting
machine and all kinds of miner's and safety lamps, all
sizes
of coal and the face of a timbered gangway
with a loaded
car on the track.

The length

of the gangway was about thirty feet and
timber was covered with tarred paper or similar black
material, so that the whole room was made dark,
while
the face appeared to be a solid mass of coal, eight
feet
high, with a six-inch .slate band, four feet from
the bottom.
It was built with lumps of coal, each about
one
tiio

cubic foot in size and mortared with a black cement.
dummy was placed at the face to represent a miner about

A

electric drill. Spry type "S," and a
10,0(i()-lb. lump of
anthracite coal, obtained from one of the D.,
L. & W.
mines, in Plymouth.
This coal contained, roughly. 110
cu.ft., being a 4.8-ft. cube. The electric
drill was mounted
front of the coal with a U/g-in. bit, and

m

curieiit

was turned on.

The machine actually drilled at the rate
per minute.
To drill a 7-ft. hole with a band apparatus nM|i,ires
at least 30 min.
In other words, the elei'tric drill works
thirty times faster than the ordinary liand
machine. The
of 7

ft.

motor requires about 15 amp.
nating current.

The weight

220 volts, direct or alterof the complete outfit with

at

yost is 275 lb., and the cost $275, or one
dollar per pound
There are now about 300 of these electric drills
nsed

the anthracite region.
salt,

gypsum and

They

talc mines.

in
are also being employed in
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Education in Coal Mining

laid

—

Education, in its broadest sense, inLetter No. IS
to
cludes such instruction and discipline as is intended
enlighten the understanding, correct the temper, cultipervate the taste, form the manners and habits, and fit
Education
sons for usefulness in their future stations.
any other industry.
is as necessary in coal mining as in

Every man and youth needs
and the amount of good he
pend upou himself.

all

the education he can get,
from it will de-

will derive

A systematic study will bring good results, if properly
applied to everyday conditions; but a spasmodic effort
to get, in two weeks time, the knowledge that should require two years to obtain, can result only in final failure.
Compulsory school laws will tend to keep many boys away
from the mine; education

will turn

many

to other occu-

As a natural result, the future of coal mining
pations.
must depend on imported foreigners, who must be educated and trained how to mine coal properly, and how to
protect themselves and the property of their employers.
The education that is mostly needed in coal mining is
the kind that applies to the actual working conditions,
and teaches the miner how to properly mine and shoot
his coal, timber his working place, handle and load cars,
and many other things that will insure his safety and
economize time, labor and material.
advice to every coal miner is: "Be ambitious; get
the book learning .you can by reading and studying
coal-mining books and journals. Do not crowd your head

My

all

with formulas and neglect other tilings more important.
Try to apply what you read to the actual conditions with
which you "are familiar. Make good use of your spare

mine

Consider the work
course of educational training and. study how the work
can be done in the best, safest, cheapest and quickest
manner. Observe closely all that is done in the mine, and,
wlien pcssible, ask to have explained what you do not
in the

time and idle days.

as a

understand.

The question

of deciding the character of

mining

ex-

very broad one and can be looked at
from many diiferent sides. I think that only suc'h questions should be asked as relate to the actual work and con-

aminations

is

a

mine foremen and firebosses have
mine and the problems they inu.st solve.

ditions that
in the

to

meet
Some-

times, questions are asked at examinations that are entirely out of iilncc and, in actual practice, would be

handled by one of tiie engineers rather than by the foreman.
ihiiidliooks and textbooks are written by cxjierls and
iuitliorities, and tlieir jiurpose is to aid the worker and
save his time. If a man understands the ]iriiici])les taught

and has the intelligence
will
li

use

it

made

sible.

A

in actual ])ractice

;

and the examination should

to c<)rresi)ond to that practice, as nearly as pos-

mine worker going

i)efore

naturally anxiou.s-and

excited.

hands are used

and

iiis

handbook correctly he

to use a

to toil

it

an examining board is
fenrs and forgets;
hard for him to write

He
is

iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiDn^^^^^

fast

and long. Therefore, 1
on oral questions and

believe

more

less v/ritteu

stress should be

work should

be

In this way, the examiner-;
required of the candidate.
would be able to draw out many good points that the
candidate would forget to write.
Proper weight should be given to a man's experience
and his personal and moral record. It frequently hapi)ens that certificates are granted to young men who are
wholly incapable of running a mine and have not had the
actual experience in gaseous mines; but who, by stretching the truth, are able to pass a creditable examination.
A man's experience in gas should be verified. T am in
favor of giving the mine worker every educational advantage possible, morally, physically, intellectually and
sociologically; but, by all means, be square with Iiiui;

and do not expect

of

him the attainments

of a student or

man.

a college-trained

Mining ENoaNEEu.
(iarksburtr,

W.

Letter A'o. lU

A'a.

—The

ncjcessity of requiring candidates

mine foreman or fireboss, to undergo
an examination and obtain a certificate of competency
from a duly authorized examining board has been demonstrated as a wise provision. Mining today requires the
services of men who have more or less technical training;
but the man who blends both practical and technical ex])erience and training is in greatest demand. The method

for the position of

of obtaining technical training in almost any line or in-

dustry

is

cational

not denied any ambitious person today. Edumethods are made clear and concise, and the

course of study

much

shortened by presenting only

t'.iose

parts of subjects that are necessary for the particular

work in hand.
While there are some amhiticnis, energetic young men
with means sufficient to obtain a thorough technical trainit cannot be denied that many of this class woidd
have received greater benefit by going to work in the
mills, mines, or on the farm than by going to college.
There are, on the other hand, many thousands of men
whose schooling has never gone beyond the eighth grade:
and this, in many cases, has only been accomplished by
the passage of the law prohibiting children under 14
years of age, in some states, and 16 years of age in MonFew of these men
tana, from working in the mines.
realize they have much to learn until they have reactied
the age of 31) or 35 and sometimes 50 years.

ing,

A Chinaman
liiiid

Butte City, Mont., took a course in
vears of age, and successfully com\Miilc men of advanced age, however, hava
in

siirvcyiiit;', at

pleted

it.

generally lost

tlie

(10

faculty of memorizing formulas, con-

stants and other data,

it is

not

difficult for

them

to learn

and a])ply the proper formula required for the
solution of any problem.
The engineer, although a college-trained man, refers constantly to his handbook for
such formulas, constants and data. The practical mine
foreman, in the same manner, uses his handbook to work
out any mathematical problem connected with his work.
to select

COAL AGE
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Siuh

a

man

is

more competent man in the mine than
man. who seldom has any practical ex-

a

Carelessness the Cause of
Mine Explosions

the college-trained
perience.
I

recently discussed the subject of examinations

with

a general manager of coal properties in Canada, who was
himself a college-trained man but, later in life, gained
considerable practical experience and understood well
what was required of a good mine manager. This man re-

marked that, in Canada, the examinations were running
more to the academic than to the practical and that, on
this account, good mine managers were becoming scarce.
When the mining law requiring the examination of
mine foremen and firebosses in Montana was being
drafted I asked those who had charge of the bill to in;

corporate a provision allowing the use of textbooks in the

examinations, explaining that

man and

it

would be

a benefit to the

by suitable regulations in respect
t(i the character of the examination, it would give no advantage to the college-trained man. On the other hand,
the practical man with some technical training would thus
become a dangerous competitor of the technical man who
had little or no practical e.xperieuee.
Education is a valuable asset, more so to the man who
works during the day and studies at night to acquire
knowledge. Such a man is of more value to a company
than any walking encyclopedia who can reel off formulas,
constants and other data, without reference to textbooks.
In the performance of difficult mining work, I very much
]irefer to employ the engineer who refers to his textbook
practical

that,

]jrefereiice to the

ill

who quotes from memory.

wiseacre

The use of textbooks, in examinations before county
boards in Montana, is safeguarded, as the books are only
allowed for certain purposes, and this law is working satI believe less

isfactorily.

harm

will result in allowing the

miner to pass an
examination for mine foreman or mine inspector than
would result if many of ihese men were debarred on account of their inability to memorize formulas. In such
an examination the college-trained man certainly has an
advantage, because he can more easily renicmliei tbe data
and formulas he needs in the examination.
It is my experience that the use of textbooks, in this
manner in examination, does the technical man no h;'rn!,
u.se

of textbooks to enable the practical

while

it

the

]>laces

work

to

the

])ractiral

same

training on the

lunii

basis on

in the office or at Imnn.

practical

man

an

of

wliich

limited technical
he

accustomed

is

In ntlier wurds,

op|iort unity

to

show

his

it

gives

ability

handle this class of work in connection with his other
duties.
It would not make him a better man if he could
remember the data and formulas he is accustomed to find
to

in the

textbook.
JohKi'ii

I!.

M('i)i;u-M()-n',

Chief .Mine Inspector.
Helena, Mont.

A
The

]")r;ictical

man

Suggestion
has a hard

I'dad to (ra\el

should be some means adopted that would
to increase his education along cci'tain lines.
that an examination at certain
•

piestion.

ful

;

and there

rci|uiri'
It

him

might bo

periods would solve this

Mining journals should give

this

matter care-
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Since I have been a reader of Coal Age, many articles
have appealed very strongly to me, especially those treating on explosions of gas or dust.
Ill the year 1888, Jan. 24, I was in an explosion at No.
5 mine, Wellington, B. C, Canada, where !I7 men lost
their lives.
Eight months previous to this No. 1 mine
at Nauaimo had exploded, causing the loss of 137 men.

was a witness of tlie terrible effects of these explowhich were ascribed to coal dust ignited
by blownout shots. I know gas was often found in each
of these mines and I believe that in the explosion gas
was disturbed and brought down on the naked lights
by the blownout shots. I believe also the explosion was
augmented by the coal dust blown into the air by the
force of the blast.
However, comparatively little was
known then of the danger of coal dust in respect to mine
explosions.
In these cases the coal seam was irregular,
measuring in some cases 16 and 20 ft. in thickness, while
in other cases the coal would run out to 2 and 3 ft. in
I

sions, both of

thickness.
This condition interfered considerably with
the proper ventilation of the mine.

I

the coal industry deserves greater consideration
men than it has received in the past and
glad to see that such men are applying themselve.-

feel

I

by

scientific

am

;

to a careful study of this subject.
lie

my

place was a brattice cloth.
I found gas
and went out to ascertain the cause, when
I discovered a man with a curtain propped up while
he was loading a car.
I pushed the car ahead and dro])iied the curtain.
Going back to my place, it was not
long before the condition was as bad as ever.
Going
out again. T found the man working as before with the
curtain up.
It is true he was rather cramped for room
to iill the ear with the curtain down, and sooner than
put u]) with that inconvenience he was willing to run
the risk, and endanger the lives of every man in the mine.
into

stalls
in

my

place

I re]iorted this incident to the fireboss,

but it did not
matter of importance, and I
left the mine at mice.
could not leave the camp, since
1
a, washout had occurred on llie railroad, and while I was
waiting for transportation, the most disastrous explosion
ever experienced in Kritish Columliia occurred at No. 2
mine, Fernie, May 22. 1902.
I was at Michel.
The
superintendent there called fni- volunteers to go to Fernie.
With others I answered the call and worked four
days in the efforts to rescue (he men in that mine.
I think this and similar accidents, which are of everyday occurrence show that it is of the utmost importance

seem

in

to impress

coal

him

mining that

as a

careless

i'l'jin.

workmen should

be elimmines.
T admit there
are dilliculties in acc(im])lisliing (his. but claim it should
be the constant effort of mine managers to secure a force
inated

and kept away

of careful

fniui

(be

workmen.

Amos

A
ii.

I believe that greater

taken by mine managers generally in the
selection of workmen in mines where gas is encountered,
and coal dust is known to be a source of danger.
I recall an instance that occurred when I was employed in an entry where several stalls were turned off
and the only means used to conduct the air past these
care should

cfinsidci-atifiii.

.Ii)bn.^ti>\\

Many

Mini: Sui'icia.N'TicNDHNT.

GooFTiEY. Mar.

,

R. C. Anthracite Coal, Ltd.

Vancouwr,

11.

C.,

Canada.
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Appointment

vs.

Election of

Mine

Then

If this were true, and it is in some states,
would be an important one, since it would
inaugurate the "spoils system," which is opposed to civilservice practice, which should always control the selection
All will agree that the office of inof mine inspectors.
spector of any nature, mine inspector, boiler inspector,

law open to the previous criticism, giving the
governor the supreme power that is always objectionable.
To avoid this difficulty, the district court should be made
to appoint the examining board, while the governor is authorized to appoint, as inspectors, and commission those
candidates receiving the highest percentages in the examination.

appoint a mine inspectors' examining board, consisting of four mining engineers and five miners, whose qualThe law further speciifications are specified in the law.

shall

measured
— A the
force
conditions under

Measure of Force
two ways, according

to

or the results produced.

A

in either one of
is
which it acts
In statics, the action of the force

Beaud

The Coal Age P

—

ft.

tons.
In dvnamics, the unit of

is

it is

called the

"momentum"

—

Gravity The force of gravity is the most universal force
manifestation and, for this reason, its effect is made
the basis for the measurement of all forces both in statics
and dynamics. Gravity is the attraction that every particle
of the mass of the earth exerts on each particle of the mass
of a body. This attraction is greatest at the surface of the
earth and decreases above or below sea level.
Weight The action of gr,T.vity on bodies produces weight.
The generallv accepted unit of weight is the pound. Since
gravity acts eouailv on each p.article of the mass of a body,
the weight (W) of the bodv is proportional to its mass (m)
and the force of gravity (g), as expressed by the formula
W = mo
The pound la the static unit of measure. It is the amount
of the force of gravitation that acts on a certain prescribed
mass, at sea level.
^fQNH The mass of a bodv is expressed by the quotient obtained by dividing its weight, in pounds, by the value of the
force of gra^'vlty at sea level, as expressed by the formula

—

—

Valne of firnvlty The value of gravity is determined by
each second, in the velocity of a body falling in a
This value varies with the latitude of the place
second. It has
and the elevation, and Is expressed in feet perexperiments.
been carefully determined by a number of
the gain

vacuum

=

For two seconds, the gain in velocity is 2 X 32.16 = 64.32
Falling from rest, the velocity at end of 2 sec. is 64.32
per sec. The average velocity for the 2 sec. is V4 (64.32)
32.16 ft. per sec; and the distance of fall for t^wo seconds

therefore 2 X 32.16 = 64.32 ft.
For three seconds, falling from rest:
Gain

of the body.

In its

Book

cket

—

Tlieoretical Velocity When a body falls freely in a vacthere is no resistance to its fall; and the force of gravity (considered as constant for the distance of fall) acts on
each unit of the mass of the body to increase the velocity
of its fall. At sea level. New York, lat. 40°, the force of gravity produces an increase in the velocity of a body falling in a
vacuum, of 32.16 ft. each second. This is called the "theoretical velocity" of a falling body; because, in practice, the
resistance of the air is always present and reduces tlie gain
or increase per second.
Body Falling from Rest, in a Vacuum If the bodv falls
from rest, in a vacuum, its velocity is zero at the beginning
of fall and 32.16 ft. per sec, at end of 1 sec.
The average
velocity for the first second is therefore hi (32.16) = 16.08
ft.; and the distance of fall in the first second is also 16.08

uum

ft.
ft.

when

Coal Mining

in

produces pressure only, and this pressure is the measure of
the force expressed in ounces, pounds, hundredweight, or

measure is a force capable of producing "a unit velocity in a unit of mass. The moving force,
in any given case, therefore, is expressed by the product of
the mass (m) of the body and the velocity (v) produced. This
moving force is sometimes regarded as imparted to the body

Eeadeh.

I'ittsbnrgh, I'enn.

J. T.

—

of this provision of the law claim that,

lays the

perform.
Referring to the appointment of mine inspectors, the
law recommended by the majority of the anthracite-code
commission (Art. 9, Sec. 1), provides that the governor

—

which reads:

be remembered, however, that, in accordance with Sec.
1, the governor appoints also the examining board, which

to

Mechanics is that branch of science which treats of the
action of force on matter.
Forre Force is an indescribable agency that acts on matter and changes or tends to change its condition or state
with respect to rest or motion.
There are two general divisions of the
Statics, Dynamics
1. Statics includes
subject, which may be defined as follows:
all cases in -which force acts on a rigid body and no motion
Dynamics relates to the action of force on bodies
2.
results.
free to move and motion is produced.

6,

must appoint the candidate or candidates receiving the highest jDercentage in the examination,
he is not free to appoint the man of his choice. It must

and that he may be untramthe difficult work he has
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MECHANICS

follows Sec.

The advocates

officer of the law, in

By

and the
and requires that the suc-

of the examination

since the governor

Iniilding inspector, etc., should be entirely disassociated
from the spoils system, in order that the work of the in-

Study Course

o-^

highest percentage in the examination, to be inspector for
each district where a vacancy exists.

the objection

efficient,

No_

The governor shall, from the names certified to him by the
examining board, commission a person or persons having the

this respect.

be

and character

3.

cessful candidate must obtain at least 90 per cent, in the
examination.
The law provides that at least six of the
nine members of the board shall certify to the governor
and also to the chief of the Department of Mines the
names and percentages of the candidates who passed a
successful examination.

ernor of the state, the power to appoint any jjerson
he may choose who fills the requirements of the law in

may

the time

fics

Inspectors

spector

Vol.

qualifications of the applicant,

Referring to the editorial ou "The Anthracite Mining
Code, Coal Age, May 10, p. 733, permit me to add that
the chief objection urged against the appointive system,
in the selection of mine inspectors, is that this system
places in the hands of a single person, generally the gov-

meled as an

A(iE

=

3

=

J (96 48)

X

32. 16

in velocity
Velocity at end of 3 sec.
Average velocity for 3 sec.

=0+96.48

Distance of

=

fall in

3 sec.

.

3

X

48 24
.

=96.48

ft.

=

ft.

=
=

96 48
48 24
144 72
.

.

.

ft.

per aec.
per aec.
per sec.

ft.

In like manner, for a body falling from rest, in a vacuum,
the total gain in velocity is the final velocity at end of fall;
the average velocity is one-half the final velocity; and the
distance of fall is the average velocity multiplied by the
number of seconds of fall; thus.
Time of Fall,
Distance <rf
Total Gain or Average Velocity
Gain in Velin Seconds
Fall, in Feet
ocity Each Sec. Final Velocity in Ft. per Sec.
1

32.16

:

May

24,
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Removing Gas by Boreholes
A

ditt'ereuce of oi)iniou existiug,

we

desire to subinil

Hoisting from

The

surface

of a hilly nature

is

;

a 6-in. borehole

900

from the surface to tap a
body of pure marsh gas accumulated in an abandoned
section of a mine. The gas is dormant, by which is meant
there are no feeders producing a fresh supply of gas.
The abandoned section is entirely isolated from any other
part of the mine and does not get any air from the mine
in depth has been drilled

workings.
I

j

I

Owing

to tiie depth of the

workings below the

surface, the difference between the atmospheric pressure

and that

mine is 1 in. ; or, say the
23 in. of mercury when the
pressure at the bottom of the shaft is 24 in.
Will this
borehole remove the accumulation of gas in the abandoned area under these conditions? The only vent is
through the drillhole to the surface.
at the surface

pressure on the surface

in the
is

James W.

What kind

tlio

following question relating to the drainage of gas accumulated in abandoned workings that have been sealed
off with air-tight stoppings

ft.

iiiinn

Gi!Ah.\ii,

Deputy Mine Inspector.

of an engine

from two veins

in the

be keyed to

shaft?

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniuiiin

tlie

Ex(;ixi:i;i;.

Calvert, Texas.

For this depth of shaft (K5 ft.), a geared engine,
sometimes called a second-motion engine, should be used.
In deep shafts, say where the depth exceeds 75 or 80
yds., a higher speed pf winding must generally be used;
and for that purpose a direct-connected or first-motion
engine is generally preferred. In shallow shafts, the
geared engine gives a better control of the hoisting operations and permits a heavier load being hoisted.
In order to hoist from two separate seams, a double
drum must be used, one portion of which is movable on
the shaft and supplied with a friction clutch by which it
can be made fast to the other drum or to the drum shaft.
This arrangement will permit the relative position of the
cages in the shaft to be changed
hoist

air-tight

stoppings,

and the only vent

is through the
Therefore, no air can enter or

through the drillhole.
There are two conditions that would give rise to a
slight Or gradual interchange of the gas below and the
atmospheric air at the surface: (1) The atmospheric air
is generally cooler and therefore heavier than the mine
atmosphere.
(2) The "pure marsh gas" (CH^), being
much lighter than air, will tend to rise as fast as it is
replaced by the heavier air at the surface.
The interchange of the gas below and the air at the
surface will be very gradual at the best, owing to the
There would probably be no
great depth of the hole.
perceptible current, either up or down, in the drillhole.
The conditions named, however, would operate slowly to
change the gaseous condition in the abandoned section, but the change would be too slow to be of any pracleave this section except

draining off the gas.
In order to drain the gas from the abandoned section,
in this case, it would be advisable to in.sert a pipe provided with a stop-cock, in one of the sealed stoppings.
Observations should be taken, from time to time, to ascertain any movement of air or gas through this pipe. If
the blowing system of ventilation is used in the mine,
the mine air will always escape through the pipe into the
abandoned secti(m and drive out the gas, which would
then ])ass up through the drillhole to the surface.
If,
on the other hand, the exhaust .system of ventilation
is employed, the gas accumulated in the abandoned section will be forced by the pressure of the atmosphere exerted through the drillhole, into the mine workings whentical benefit in

ever the stop-cock

is

ojien in the pipe.

install to hoist coal

same shaft? The first vein is 70
ft. below the surface and the second vein is 105 ft. lower,
making the total depth of the shaft 175 ft. Should we
use a friction clutch on the drum, or should the drum

The question

drillhole to the surface.

ii

Two Seams

must we

Lafayette, Colo.
states that the place is sealed oif with

I

when

it

is

desired to

from another seam.
For example, suppose it is desired to stop hoisting
from the lower seam and start to hoist from the upper
seam. When hoisting from the lower seam, one of the
cages is at the landing in that seam when the other cage
is at the tipple landing.
Now, to change the relative
position of these cages,

it is only necessary to apply the
brake firmly to the movable drum, thus securing the cage
at the upper landing, and, having loosened the friction
clutch holding that drum to the drum snaft, hoist the
other cage to the landing at the upper seam, and again
apply the friction clutch.
The cages are now in posi-

tion to hoist

from the upper seam.

Percentage of Gas in Air Splits
an air current containing 9.5 per cent, of gas and
measuring 30,000 cu.ft. of air per minute, is divided at
If

the regulator so that one split passes 10,000 cu.ft. per
min., and the other split 20,000 cu.ft. per min., what percentage of gas is there in each of these splits, and what
quantity of gas is ])assing in each split per minute?

Stkpiikn SxRAXcir.
Helen, Pcnn.

Assuming the gas

is

evenly distributed

in the air cur-

same proportion in which
the air is divided and there will be the same percentage
of gas (9.5 per cent.), in each of the splits, as was found
in the main air current before it was divided.
rent,

it

will be divided in the

The quantity

X

of gas in the fir.st split is 0.095
10,000
per min.
The quantity of gas in the second split is 0.095
1900 cu.ft. per min.
20,000

=

950

cu.ft.

=

X
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Bituminous Firebosses' Examination
Pennsylvania,

May

8,

in

—

mine?
_^^5._Assumiug that the fireboss has properly cleaned,
entering the
filled, trimmed and tested his lamp before
mine, his first duty is to proceed at once to the main

the

intake airway in order to ascertain whether the usual
amount of air is passing into the mine. Before entering the mine, the fireboss should always ascertain that
the fan is running at the usual speed and that the proper

danger signals are set at the mine entrance to prevent
anyone from entering the mine while he is making his
examination. The fireboss then proceeds to the intake of

mine

in his charge

and examines,

in

regular order, the working places in that section.

—What are the
Ans. — The bituminous
the

fireboss

to

mine in his charge; and to mark the date
and side of every place examined, as evidence
He must examine the
that he has performed this duty.
entrance or entrances to all worked out and abandoned
portions adjacent to the roadways and working places,
where explosive gas is liable to accumulate; and place
a danger signal across the entrance to every place where
explosive gas is discovered or danger is found to exist.
In making his examination, he must use no other light
tions of the

than that of an approved safety lamp. It is the duty
of the fireboss to explain all danger signals to the nonEnglish-speaking employees of the mine, through an inlanguage.

requires the fireboss to enter in a book kept

mine for that pur])ose, a record of his examination,
and sign the .«ame immediately after the examThis record must show the time taken
ination is made.
in making the examination and state the nature and
location of any danger found, which danger must be then
immediately reported to the mine foreman.
He must
notify the mine foreman, or assistant mine foreman, by
telephone, or otherwise, that the mine is in safe con-

at the
in

ink,

dition for the

men

six essential features of a safety

lamp

for

lamp

for the jiurpose of testing for gas

and examining the mine for other dangers must not only
be (1) simple in construction and sensitive to gas, but
must be (8) capable of giving a good light when required.
In order that the lamp shall be sensitive to gas, (3) the
air should enter the lamp at a point below the flame
and circulate upward through the combustion chamber.
The lamp shoukl be (4) provided with a double-gauze
chimney that will permit of a free circulation of the air
in the lamp while, at the same time, giving the needed

protection in the upper part of the lamp.

The

lami)

should be (5) provided with a suitable bonnet or shield,
such as to protect the lamp against strong air currents
or blasts of air. without unduly restricting the circulation
in the lamp.
Tlie oil burned in the lamp should be such

A

at the face

own

— Give
Ans. — A good

testing purposes.

sperm, or cottonseed oil, is better adapted for testing
than a volatile oil. because the latter volatilizes more rapidly as the lamp lieats in gas and gives unreliable results

;

The law

near the main entrance or entrances to the

mine.
Ques.

mine law of Pennsylvania reexamine carefully, within three

hours before the appointed time for the men to enter
all
the mine, every working place without exception
places adjacent to live workings; every roadway and every
unfenced road leading to abandoned workings and falls
in the mine; and to examine for all dangers in all por-

terpreter, in their

miiiniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiillllliinill

as (6) to give a constant flame that does not incrust
pare
the wick or cause the lamp to heat rapidly in gas.

briefly.

quires

iiiimmiiiiMiiimimmmi

State

legal duties of a fireboss?

Ques.

in

])roper danger signal designated by suitable letters and
colors, at or

1913

Ques. On euteriiig a miue as fireboss, how would you
discharge your duties as such, aud what information
should you obtain before beginning the examination in

the section of the

iiiiiim

iimiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiii

in

to enter.

Where

the record book

is

kept at a station in the mine, the fireboss must also sign
the report made in the book kept in the office on the

The law requires that a second examination
shall be made by the same or other firebosses during the
Imurs when the men are at work.
The mine foreman

in testing.

Ques.

—Who

should be intrusted with a safety lamp,

and when and where should you use safety lamps in bituminous coal mines?
Ans. A safety lamp shoubl only be intrusted to a
competent person one who has shown that he understands its use and can be relied on to exercise proper
judgment and discretion in its handling and use. A
safety lamp is never safe except when properly handled
by a competent person.
Safety lamps should be used exclusively, in mines generating gas in sufficient quantity to be detected on the
flame of a common Davy lamp, or where the condition
at the working face, with respect to the generation of
gas and the circulation of air, is such that gas can be
readily fired at the roof or at the immediate face of the
In the ])resent status of coal mining operations, it
coal.
is not safe to work, with open lights, such jilaces where
the lamps must be kept at a safe distance below the roof
and away from the face of the coal. The only exception
to this rule may be at the anthracite mines, where coal
dust is not as dangerous a factor in the production of an

—

—

explosion.
It

is

mixed

mine with
any unforeseen occurrence in the

not safe to work any bituminous coal
lights,

since

safety-lamp section, such as a fall of roof or a slight derangement of the ventilating system, may precipitate a
dangerous condition in the open-light section of the mine.
Ques.
Where should safety lamps be filled and trim-

—
—

surface.

med

and the

lamps should be properly cleaned.
examined, filled and trimmed in the lamp house before
they are delivered to workmen.

fireljoss

must provide a permanent

station with a

before being given to the

A71S.

All

safety

workmen ?

Mny

-^1.
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Washington, D. C.
MacDonald has filed with the [Senate Committee on
Territories a recommendation for dealing with the coal
situation in Alaska which embodies the following suggested
T. F.

propositions:

Limit the ownershij) or control of any coal comFirst.
pany to 4 or 6 sci.mi., or such acreage as may he deemed sufRcient.

Fix adequate penalties to i>revent coml:>inations
Second.
control output or prices.
Third. Empower the Interstate Commerce Commission or
some other competent court to make thorough investigation and fix minimum and maximum prices upon a proper
showing by either a coal producer or a coal consumer and
thus ijrevent the crushing of independent operators by their
more powerful rivals on the one hand or the charging of
extortionate prices on the other.
Fourth. Fix a permanent tax of a few cents per ton to
be paid into a territorial fund to defray the expenses of
proper supervision of mining methods under laws to be enacted by the territorial legislature, to protect the lives and
health of the miners, and to provide a laborers' compensation fund.
Such a law would preserve the principles necessary to
secure competition, a wide distribution of ownership, and enable the operator of moderate means to finance his enterprise,
and provide for the welfare of the miners.
Fifth.
The coal-land law of May 28, 190S, was intended
to restrict the amount of coal land any company might own
or control and to prevent monopoly, but that law is only
applicable to such lands as were located prior to the withdrawal. That act has been nullified to all intents and purposes by construction and such drastic rulings by the Land
Department that no titles can be issued under it.
to

Opi

an Alaskan Kailn'ay

Falcom

Joslin, of Fairbanks, Alaska, in discussing before
the committee the question whether a government line should
be built in Alaska for the purpose of opening up the country
and developing coal mining, said:
I think the coal fields should be opened without a moment's delay. Then I believe there is no better way of getting
these trunk lines built than the way proposed in the Ijill.
You might provide that tlie government shall guarantee 75
per cent, of the cost of those lines by guaranteeing the bonds
of a company to build them, the company to supply 25 per
cent, of the cost, as was done in the western half of the

Canadian

line.

This is a good system. It results in the economy of private
both in construction and in operation: but if the
government guaranteed 75 per cent, of the cost of the lines. I
would certainly put in the contract that the government
should have at least 50 per cent, of the net earnings when
those roads become profitable.
I cannot see any reason in
the world why, if the government guarantees the cost of the
entei'pi'ise

lines,

or 75 per cent,

of the cost of the lines,

the govern-

ment should not have a percentage of the net earnings, exactly as a banker would require tor supplying the money
to build them on a straight business proposition.
If I sought the money to build that line across from Seward or Cordova from a banker in New York, and he supplied the money secured by bonds to build the line, he would
unquestionably require at least half of the equity or half
of the stock of such company.
I cannot see why, if the
to do such a thing, it should not have

iiiiiiii

by

IWr.

McReynolds.

PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite
Haxleton As the result of a recent decision rendered by
Charles P. Neill, commissioner of labor, who has been umpire
on questions submitted to him by the Conciliation Board.
$500,000 in back pay will be awarded the anthracite miners
who have won a victory in three or four cases
Five-hundred employees of the Oak Hill Colliery
Pottsvllle
at Duncott. are on trike in support of eleven firemen who
have struck because their demands were flatly refused by Superintendent .Jeffreys.
Plymouth Of tile 49 candidates who took the mine foremen's examination in the Ninth Anthracite District, held in
Plymouth, four passed successfully for mine foremen's certificates, and 14 for assistant foremen's certificates.

—

—

—

BituminouM

—

The explosion of 500 sticks of dynamite in
i>laNonto>vu
the magazine of the Sunshine Coal & Coke Co.'s mine No. 1,
three miles from Masontown. May 10. virtually wiped out the
mining settlement, killing three men and injuring
little
forty more. The cause of the explosion is unknown.

—

Monongahela The coroner's jury which has been hearing
the testimony regarding the cause of the death of 96 men in
the Cincinnati mine of the Monongahela River Consolidated
Coal & Coke Co., Apr. 23, has returned their verdict placing
legal responsibility for the disaster upon the mine foreman,
and the moral responsibility upon the mining laws of the
Throughout the verdict blames ineffective and defecstate.
tive laws for the disaster, and recommends to the coal company that it operate the Cincinnati mine hereafter with safety
lamps and that no machinery be used which will cause sparks.
The legislature is asked to pass remedial statutes.

—

L'niontown The boiler house at the Colonial No. 4 mine
of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., was destroyed by fire May 10.
The loss is estimated at $15,000, and 350 men will be thrown
out of employment for a week. Four boilers of the structure
yt'ere damaged beyond repair, and it was necessary to hire
traction engines from nearby farmers to keep the mine fans
running. The origin of the blaze is unknown.

MAHYL.VND

— Early

on the morning of May 14, 1700 lb. of
kegs of powder, stored in the magazine of
the Consolidation Coal Co.. at Eckhart, exploded, killing three
men. Every house in the town was more or less seriously
damaged. The shock of the explosion was ft It distinctly
(Minlierlanil

Instead of giving the government stock for its interest the
government would retain a certain percentage of the net
earnings when there are net earnings. As these roads could
not become profitable tor five, or maybe ten. years after they
are built, the government would be obliged probably to pay

distance of 60 miles.

Further progress has been made by the Department of
Justice with reference to the plan for the prosecution of the
coal roads along new lines as was announced by AttorneyOeneral McReynolds some time ago.
It has not, however,
been positively indicated precisely how the plan will be put
into effect nor does it aiipear that details have been fully
worked out in the dep.artment.
What is evident is that the work done under the Taft administration i.s not considered final or conclusive.
It is in-

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiininiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiinuiiiiiiiiiiiiniis

According to apparently trustworthy information, legislation regarding tlie price of coal or legislation intended to
affect that price directly is not likely to be attempted during
this session of Congress, but there is a disposition to await
the experience of the coming fall before acting definitely upon any proposition, however limited or ineffective it may be.
Neither does it appear as yet that any very good prospect
exists for the adoption of an extended form of the Erdman
Act intended to apply to controversies involving the transportation of coal in interstate trade.

dynamite and

TrouliU- with the Coal itoadH

I

tended to go further and get some more effective application
of the commodities clause than has yet been considered
feasible.
It is probable that a suit will be started against
some one road rather than against several at the same time
in order to make a test of the method that has been developed

government is going
an equal privilege.

the interest on the cost of the lines for that period. Whatever they paid on such a guarantee should be added to the
cost of the roads, as the Canadians do, after seven years.

I
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WEST VIRGINIA

—

''iilrniont
John Iloffcr, a blacksmith by occupation,
claims to have invented a mine-cage safety device which will
He states that in a
absolutely prevent an accidental drop.
short time he Is going to make a demonstration of its merits
by getting into a mine cage and cutting the cable when 279
This demonstration. Hoffer
ft. from the bottom of the shaft.
says, will be made at the shaft of the Jamison Coal Co.. at
The Jamison people will
its No. 7 mine, near Barracksville.
be the first to equip a mine cage with this Invention. If this
device is what Hoftor claims, a company will be formed by
cm the market.
local business men and it will be put
i

COM, AGE
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Morgontown Delegates to the West Virginia State MiningInstitute, which meets June 24 to 26, will go to Connellsville
for a trip of inspection through the H. C. Frick and Oliver &
Snyder Coke Works. Mining men from all over the state will
attend the institute.
Charleston Officials of the United Mine Workers of Amerarrangements
ica and the Peytona Block Coal Co. have made
whereby the men working in the mines will get an advance
plenty of
has
company
This
coal.
mining
for
ton
per
of 7c.
orders and needs 35 families at once to do work in the mines.
Hickory
the
with
made
been
have
arrangements
same
The

Vol.

—The one hundred and

Bntte

Institute of

from Aug.
i-anged for

Co.

After more than a week of strenuous debate the Senate
has referred to the education and labor committee. Senator
Kern's resolution for a federal investigation of the conditions
It is understood that the
in the West Virginia coal fields.
committee will report favorably within a few days and that
the senate will adopt it.
oppression of
It is understood that charges of peonage and
workers in the Paint and Cabin Creek coal fields in West
representaby
Kern
Virginia have been laid before Senator
Union.
tives of the State Federation of Labor and Miners

Aug.

members

—

too large.

Columbus

—Considerable

discussion

is

heard among coal

in
of the action of the Hocking Valley Ry. Co. officials
selling three thousand 30-ton coal cars to a Northwestern
railroad and only securing 500 of the GO-ton cars to replace
the
the eciuipment so sold. It is believed the curtailment of
railroad equipment will work a 'hardship on the coal trade

men

in the

summer and

fall.

KENTUCKY

—

Louisville One of the most interesting and practical firstaid devices seen at the first-aid meet held under the auspices
of the Kentucky Mining Institute at Lexington, Ky., on
May 16 and 17, was the flrst-aid box used by the team representing the St. Bernard Coal Mining Co., whose general
The box
offices and mines are located at Earlington, Ky.
itself contains bandages for every possible injury, from the
finger to the head and the various parts of the body, as well
as safety-pins, scissors, antiseptics, aromatic spirits, disBesides the box, however, the
tilled water, and the like.
outfit consists of adjustable splints, which can be used in the
shorter lengths or bolted together for the purpose of servA take-down stretcher
ing in case of compound fractures.
frame is also included, consisting of four sections of pipe
which screw together, forming the sides, with two wooden
cro^s pieces which complete the framework.
SpottHville

— The work

of

pumping the water from the

mines on Green River, which were
flood, will start in

a few days.

filled

of the

Hall and will be open to the public.
POO delegates will be present.

It

is

expected

that

—

lieutlien, tiermany
The strike of 60,000 coal miners in this
district which began Apr. 21, has been called off by the Men's
Trade Union, owing to the apparent hopelessness of attaining
success.
The employers have refused to grant the conces-

which were demanded.

PERSONAL

vS

John Gibson, formerly superintendent of the Bos-U'ell mine
of the United Coal Co., has been appointed general superintendent of a mine of that company.
'W^illiam Warner, for some years secretary-treasurer of the
Pittsburgh District Mine Workers organization, has recently
been appointed superintendent of the mines of the United
Coal Co., at Thayer, W. Va.
William H. Weller, secretary and treasurer of the MunroWarrior Coal & Coke Co., has resigned his position with that
company, effective June 1. Mr. Weller has held the above
mentioned position for several years.
Governor Major, of Missouri, has appointed J. P. Hawkins,
of Kennett, secretary of the State Bureau of Mines and Mining, to succeed George Bartholemeus, whose teim has expired.
The appointment is for a period of four years, at a salary

of $1800.

George Watkin Evans, consulting coal-mining engineer,
of Seattle, has been selected to make an examination as to
the commercial possibilities of the Matanuska coal field of
Mr. Evans
Alaska, for the United States Bureau of Mines.
left Seattle on a preliminary trip May 18.

Word has been received of the selection of U. S. Morris,
formerly commercial agent for the Clinchfield Coal Corporation, as vice-president and general manager of the Superior
Colliery Co., which operates mines in the Jackson field. The
general offices of the concern have been removed rfom WellsThe operating
ton, Ohio, to 418 Hammond Bldg, Detroit.
offices are still located at Wellston.

coal

INDIAN.!

—

Brnxli During a severe electric storm. May 15. a coal
mine belonging to Geo. Wiederoder, was struck by lightning
and the tipple and sawmill near-by were burned. The total
loss was $1500.
Wheatlnui].— The mines in this vicinity are temporarily

because of the recent high waters.

ILLINOIS

—

EnHt St. LouiN Indictments against the Vandalia, the Big
Four, and the Grand Trunk Ry. of Canada and the O'Gara
Coal Co., of Chicago, were returned by the United States
Grand Jury for the eastern dKlsion of Illinois, is session
in

UTAH

—

men

at the mines previous to the flood have left the
town, fearing that the mine owners could not resume work.

down

held at Butte. Mont.,

have been carefully ar-

during the recent

About one-half

who worked

shut

meeting of the American

will be

1913.
Tours
of the Institute.
21,

Lake City The semi-annual convention of the Rocky
Mountain Coal Mining Institute will be held in Salt Lake City,
June 11-13. Excursions will be made to the celebrated copper mines at Bingham. The meetings will be held in Barratt
Salt

sions

OHIO

Xo. 31

— The

bodies of fifteen miners who lost their
Imperial
lives. May 17, in an explosion of firedamp at the
mine have been brought to the surface by rescuers. An investigation into the cause of the explosion was begun. May 19.
by officials of the State Mining Department. The Imperial
mine is owned by the O'Gara Mining Co., composed principally
of Cleveland stockholders,
Three-hundred miners employed by the
Dilles Bottom
Rail & River Coal Co., have gone on strike, asserting that
they were not getting their full weight. They claim that the
screens used by the company are fitted with meshes which are
Belle Valley

fifth

Mining Engineers

18 to

—

Ash Coal

3,

MONTANA

this city.

The five Indictments Include 71 counts. In the last Indictments the four corporations are named as defendents,
charged with conspiracy, and the maximum fine is $10,000
each on seven counts, and no minimum Is named.
On the
remaining sixty-four counts, the maximum is $20,000 on each
count, v/ith a minimum of $1000.

—

Deimrtmeiit of the Interior Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 62.
"National Mine Rescue and First Aid Conference, Pittsburgh,
26, 1912," by Herbert N. Wilson, 74 pages.

Penn., Sept. 23 to

—

UniverHity of Illinois Bulletin No. 64, "Test of Reinforced
Concrete Buildings under Load," by Arthur N. Talbot, and
in., with 75 diagrams, figures

Willis A. Slater, 104 pages, 6x9

and

illustrations.

—

Department of tlie Interior Bureau of Mines, technical
paper 38, "Waste in the Production and Utiliaztion of Natural
Gas and Means for their Prevention," by Ralph Arnold and
Frederick G. Clapp, 29 pages.

—

Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines, "Monthly
.statements of coal-mining accidents in the United States for
January and February, 1912." compiled by Frederick W. Morton, contains 12 pages and numerous tables.

—

Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 55,
"The Commercial Trend of the Producer Gas Power Plant In
the United States." by R. H. Fernald, 92 pages, with numerous tables and diagrams and an insert map of the United
States, showing a distribution of gas-producer power plants
using anthracite, bituminous and lignite fuel.

Mav

24,
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Wiiiteslnirg, Ky. It is rumored from Wise County, Va.,
that the Wise Terminal R.R. is to be extended into the coal
and Timber fields of Dickinson County, and that a right-ofis now being secured.
It is said that the road will make
a connection with the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, which is
now constructing a branch to Elkhorn City. The work of
construction will begin within the next two months.

way

—

SlielioyBan, ^Vis. The C. Reiss Coal Co. will complete its
new coal dock with a capacity of 250.000 tons at Green Bay
before the end of the year.

—

Wilkes-Barre, Pcnn. Bore holes are beine; drilled on
North River St., for the foundations for the new $100,000
office building- for the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
The Lexington & Eastern is to build a
«"hlte.sburgr, Ky.
branch line up Rockhouse Creek and into Knott County. It
is idanned to open up rich coal and timber districts.
Huutinston, W. Va. A new extension of the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R., running 28 miles from Huntington, W. Va., up the
left fork of Beaver Creek, is soon to tap the eastern Kentucky coal fields.
Extensive improvements have been made
AViuiIber, Penn.
by Lochrie Brothers Coal Co. at their Argentine. Butler
County, plant. The daily output has been increased nearly
150 tons, and the capacity now reaches about 600 ton.o.
roshocton, Ohio Active development of the holdings of
theOhio Canntd Coal Co. in Bedford Township between
A\ .irsaw and Tunnel Hill
is to be started within the next
ffw weeks. A contract for the building of a tipple with a
tPliacity for 5000 tons daily has been let.
Martins Perry, Oiiio The Big Five Coal Co. has under construction eight new houses for the use of its men, employed
The capacity of this mine is about
in its Stewartsville mine.
1200 tons a day, and this tonnage is increasing steadily as
the supply of cars is augmented.
Itai'ine, Wis.
The Bauman & Murphy Coal Co. has decided to equip its coal-hoisting machinery with modern clamshell grabs, which will be put in operation within a week.
This type of equipment lessens the time required to unload
a coal barge, and reduces the number of men needed in the
work.
Johnstown, Penn. The Cambria .Steel Co. has awarded contracts for 28 byproduct coke ovens, to be located at its works
The company proposes ultimately to Innear Johnstown.
crease the plant to 500 ovens, and will replace the present
ovens with new ones of the byproducts type. Work on the
new plant has already been commenced.
Knoxvillp, Iowa Actual work of developing the New Ramsey coal shaft has been in progress since Ma.y 5, and at the
present time the excavators are working in blue shale at a
depth of 41 ft. The steam-hoisting apparatus is being put in
The
place and will be in working order in a short time.
coal lies at a depth of 161 ft. and is 6 ft. 5 in. thick.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Actual construction work has begun
ovens of the byproduct coke plant of the ReSteel Co., at Youngstown, and it is hoped to
have them completed and in operation by the end of the
year.
The plant will be of the Koppers' type, and is the
first installation of this kind for the Republic company.
Slilwaiiltee, Wi.s.
A $100,000 steel derrick is to be constructed b.v the Milwaukee Western Fuel Co. at 16th and
Canal St.s. The derrick will form a span of 300 ft. and will
be a twin to the coal hoist which was destroyed two years
ago by the McNamara dynamiters. It will be equipped with
clamshell grab, capable of carrying five tons of coal to each

Younestown, Ohio

on the

first

public Iron

&

—

—

day when the mine

men

—

Lelianon. Penn. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron
has recently awarded a large contract for stripping a
large tract of virgin anthracite at a point between St. Clair
and Wadesville. The coal will be prepared for the m.arket
at the Wadesville breaker.
The largest steam shovel employed in the anthracite region will be used in the stripping
Co.

work.

—

C'larksburf;, W, \a. A new mine is being opened on tho
Farm by the Francois Coal & Coke Co. It will be one
of the largest and most modern pl.ants in this region.
Two
of the four openings have already been made as far as the
coal.
The remaining two will be started at once. The work
of constructing the tipple and power house will begin at an

full,

between 100 and 125

.and

The new mine

will be

known as

the

8.

—

Pittsliuriih, Penu.
More than 1000 new merchant coke
ovens are being built by small independent companies in this
region.
Among them is the plant of the Poland Coke Co.,
which recently began to ship coke from its ovens at Dunkard
Creek, Green County.
This company is building 100 ovens.
The Reliance Coal & Coke Co. is building 400 ovens at Denbo,
Fayette County, and other small companies have 500 additional ovens under way. The majority of the new operations
are located in Green County, which is rapidly developing as
a coking center.
Pittslmrgii, Penn. Half a dozen working camps have already been established on the Montour R.R., which will extend from Homestead to North Star, where connections will
be made with the old Montour R.R., a branch of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. A bridge to cross the Chartiers Creek
near the Bell Tunnel is under wa.v, and it is expected that the
road will be completed in about 18 months. The road is owned
by the Pittsburgh Coal Co. and will be used mainl.v as a coal
and coke road. Passenger ^ains will be run, however, to
meet the requirements of the State Railroad Commission.

—

—

Little Roeli, Arli. The Sterling Anthracite Coal Co.,
Clarksville; capital stock, $50,000. Sam Laser, president.

of

—

ChioaKO, lit. The Pilsen Coal Co.; capital stock, $10,000.
Incorporators: G. H. Ruble, M. A. BituUo, B. B. Collins.
MoAlester, Olila. The Pascoe Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators. W. M. Pascoe, S. Pascoe and August
$2000.
Bernhardt.

—

Dover,
capital

n«'l.

— The

stock,

American

Mining

& Power
W.

Incorporators:

$6,000,000.

B.

Inc.;

Co.,

Jones and

M. M. Mays.
Covinttton, Ky.
stock, $50,000.

and D. C. Lee.
Kaxard, Ky.
and

— The

Consumers Coal & Supply Co.; capiIncorporators: Louis Fritz, S. D. Rouse

— The

Incorporators:

000.

J.

W.

Northfork Coal Co.: capital stock,

C. G.

$10,E. L. .Speaks, D. G. .Speaks

Bowman,

.Speaks.

—

The West Clinton Coal Co.; capital stock,
mine coal and other minerals, and sell the s.ame.
Shirkie, S. Shirkie, F. P. Hancock.
Kno.xvllIr, Tenn.-— The Catrons Creek Coal Co.; capital
Clinton,

Inil.

$150,000; to

Directors:

Stout

running

is

will be employed.

Lindsey No.

tal

load.

early

—

Grafton, \V. Va. It is rumored that the Wionna Coal &
Co. intends to erect 16 new two-story residences at
Coftman. and that the contracts will be let in a few days.
During the early work at Coftman, about 25 houses were
built along the hill east of the coal plant, and a few years
ago several houses were built below the railroad west of the
plant. The new buildings will be built north of the railroad.
Just west of the present location of the tipple and power
house, and will be of fi'ame construction.
Pun.YMutawney, Penn. The Lindsey Coal Mining Co., which
is opening a new operation at Koss Run, has awarded a contract to Patrick B. McGovern for the construction of a spur
at a point three miles below this place to the new mine. The
railroad track is to be completed during July, and the company expects to begin shipping coal before Aug. 1. It is estimated that the output will be between 500 and 600 tons a

Coke

J.

Incorporators: J. K. Griffin, L. M. G. Baker,
$40,000.
Baker, G. H. Gallagher and B. A. Morton.
The Wariick Coal Mining Co.; capital
Inil.
Directors:
Robert R. Hammond,
.stock, $5,000,000; mining.
L. E. Fischer, H. C. Hays, W. H. Hays and A. C. Owens.
stock,

C. U.

KvanNvlllf.

—

—

d.ate.

—

InillanapoliH, Ind. The Indianaiiolis
is planning to enlarge its yardage and
stall modern
in bonds, the

Mortar

&

Fuel Co.
equii)ment and inIt has issued $.")0,000

coal-handling equipment.
money from which will pay for elevated coal
pockets and apparatus for dumping cars .and for dumping
direct from the bins into wagons.
dent of the company.

A. B.

Bradshaw

Is

presi-

HiinthiB'ton, W. Va. The Blackburn-Thacker Coal Co.;
capital stock, $100,000; coal development. Incorporators: J. C.
Miller, J. B. Hiscoe, F. W. Higgs, G. F. Wallace and M. E.

Brown.

— The

Illrminghaiii, Ala.
$25,000; headquarters.

Fuel Economy Co.; capital stock,

Birmingham.

dent; C. R. Wald, vice-president;
and treasurer.

W.

W.
L.

L.

Rosamond,

presi-

Klrkland, secretary
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W. Va.—The Tug

Williamson.

Valley Coal

& Land

Co.;

developments.
capital stock, ?500,000; real estate and mineral
B. C. Goings, A. Goings, W. Bronson, S. D.
Incorporators:

Stokes and F. Meeks.

3,
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land holdings on Pine Creek, near the new extension of the
It is said
L. & E. R.R. to the Heuser Coal Co., of Roanoke.
that it is the purpose of the company to start the work of
dtvelopment within the next few months. It is rumored that'
the amount of the consideration is unusually large.

'

—

Charleston, \V. Va. The Buffalo Creek Coal & Coke Co.,
in West
of Atlanta, Ga.. has been admitted to do business
Virginia and hold property in that state. The company is
capitalized at ?S00,00O.

Kinpwood. W. Va.— The Cleveland-Kingwood Coal & Coke
in
Co.; capital stock, $250,000; to develop coal lands
John Orgill, S. M.
Incorporators:
County. W. Va.

Carl Huett, T. A. Fleming and

Vol.

W.

Preston
Brady,

B. White.

Tamaqna, Penn.

— The

East Lehigh Colliery has recently

established a record for pumping water from its mine. Several days ago a tap was made to a large body of water in
an abandoned working, with the intention of pumping out
the water so that the mammoth seam could be worked in the
Three pumps were kept continuously at "^vork, and
mine.
1.750.000 gal. of water were hoisted out of the mines within
36 hr.

—

—

Tracy City, Tenn. The Tennessee Consolidated Coal Co.,
is reported to have purchased the property of the Fren Hill
Coal Co. near Fern Hill, Ky., including 600 acres of land,
with the complete equipment for the operation of the mine.
Tile output will be increased by the purchasers to 350 tons
a day. The price, it is said, was in the neighborhood
This sale was rumored some time ago, but the
of $75,000.
identity of the purchasers was not known.
Pottsville, Penn. The Otto colliery, at Branchdale, one of
the Reading's most valuable operations, recently handled a
total of 703 mine cars on a single tipple at the breaker. This
colliery has been in continuous operation for about 70 years.
One of its main feeders is the White Ash slope, which was
sunk in the year 1S59, and bids fair to keep up its shipments for many years to come. The Otto colliery is one
of the most modern in equipment in the anthracite region.

—

who

—

ing the flood, either on their own account or because of
scarcity of cars, work was continued in preparing this large
operation.
It is rumored that the concrete work is to be
completed next week. Already, a number of new houses have
been erected.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
—

Gnlesbnrg, 111. A contract for 24.000 tons of soft coal has
been landed by the Spoon River Coal Co. The coal will be
used in federal sei-vice.
Poteet, Tex. The Poteet Sand & Coal Co. has recently
struck a new seam of very fine coal. The discovery is said
to be 6 ft. 6 in. thick.
has recently
Pittsburgli. Penn. The Cambria Steel Co.
purchased the Robert H. Love tract of 324 acres of coal land

—

—

in

Loyalhanna Township for

$50,000.

VVnshins'ton. Penn. Sixty-three acres of coal land in Snowden Township, have been sold by H. J. Davis to Chas. Braznell. of Pittsburgh, at a price of $700 an acre.
Shenandoah. Penn. The Locust Mountain Coal Co., which
is opening a new colliery at Raven Run, has received two new
locomotives and a number of mine cars to start work at their

new

operations.

Greensburs, Penn. The Greensburg Coal Co. has placed
a contract with William B Scaife & Sons Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn., for a structural steel headframe, together with a number of plate steel bins.
Montreal, Can. The Montreal office of the Sullivan Machinery Co., hitherto located at 403 Lagauchetiere St., West,
is now situated at Room S06. Shaughnessy Bldg., corner St.

—

Paul and McGill Sts.
North Sydney, N. S. During 1912, the Nova Scotia Steel &
Coal Co. mined 841,000 tons of coal. Of this amount 256,000
tons were used by the company itself. A new seam of high
quality coal has been discovered and 1500 more men will be

—

employed

to

work

it.

—

Leslie, Ark. A 14-in. seam has been discovered in this
vicinity, and it is claimed that the surface is underlaid for
company has been
miles around by a solid bed of coal.

A

organized, known as the Red River Coal & Mining Co., with
a capital stock of $100,000.
Toledo, Ohio Nine-day tests of three qualities of coal to
determine which variety is most suitable for locomotives,
are being conducted by the Toledo & Ohio Central and the
Lake Erie & Western. The same engine crews are retained
without layoffs as long as the tests continue.

—

Ohio — E.

W. Clark & Co. have leased about 90,Columbus.
000 acres of land which they owned in West Virginia, to the
Huntington Development & Gas Co. It is said that a bond
issue of about $2,000,000 will be made for the purpose of developing the lands and putting in pipe lines for the transmission of gas.

—

Montgomery, Ala. The Blount Mountain Coal & Lime
is
reported, develop mineral
will,
it
lands
owned
by them in Blount, St. Clare and Jefferson Counties, Alabama. The company is capitalized at $2,000,000. J. C. McGinnis is general manager and Carl F. Wittichen assistant
general manager.
PIttsburiKh. Penn. When the Rice's Landing Coal & Coke
Co. has taken out its charter of incorporation, it will take
over the Dillworth Coal Co.'s plant, which went into bankThis plant is located near
ruptcy about 18 months ago.
Brownsville, on the Monongahela River, and its mine and
shipping facilities will be developed more fully.
Co.

—

—

I.cxInKton, Ky. During the past week 41.800 acres of
Tennessee coal and timber land were sold to Messrs. J. A.
Smith, Roger E. Miles and W. A. Odell, of Cleveland and New
York. The consideration is said to have been $400,000. It is
.'laid that the Cleveland people are looking out for coal and
timber lands in both Kentucky and Tennessee, and claim to
have large sums of money to Invest.
Sereent. Ky, The H. Hardaway interests of Wise County,
Va.. have just transferred their 300 acres of coal and timber

—

—

—

Work is progressing \apidly at the new
.Shad.vside, Ohio
mine of the Geo. M. Jones Coal Co., at 'Wegee. Contractors,
are doing the concrete work, have been making rapid
strides, and, while other mines were out of commission dur-

—

Ponfiae, 111. The property of the Brady Coal Co. has been
It is proposed
sold to JIurphy, Linskey & Cashier for $4825.
to begin work immediately in overhauling the mine and to
have a large force of men engaged in mining coal by next
fall
The mine will be equipped in accordance with all the
requirements of the state mining laws so that a large force
of men rnay be put to work. The coal is of excellent steaming quality and there has always been a ready sale for it in
this

vicinity.

—

Marquette. Mich. The City Fuel Co.. recently organized at
Maniitique. at a capitalization of $10,000, has taken over the
coal business of the Chicago Lumber Co., leasing the warehouse, coal bins, etc., and the building known as the Ann
Arbor.
The company has procured the agency for the high-grade
coals that have been handled in the past by the Chicago Lumber Co. and arrangements are being made to procure the supply for the coming year.

—

Lisbon, Ohio All the metal which has been used in the
operation of the mining plant of the Duquesne Coal Cc, at
Newhouse, has been sold as junk. This includes all the iron
copper, brass, machinery, and everything composed of
metal about the power house and mine. The Duquesne mines
were abandoned by the company following the Are, which destroyed the power house several weeks ago, and the probThe price
ability is that they will never again be operated.
paid for the metal was $4000.
rails,

—

Payetteville, VV. Va. It is rumored that 5361 acres of valuable coal land belonging to the Wm. Hill estate has been
optioned to Chicago capitalists. The ultimate consideration
The option is
is said to be in the neighborhood of $250,000.
for a period of 90 days, but it is expected that the Chicago
The
of
that
time.
expiration
men will close it before the
new owners will operate the mine already under development,
and will also open up other extensive mines. It is said that
they now handle over 500 cars of coal per day.
7,ane.svllle,

owned

— The

Ohio

principally by

Pan-American Coal

Co.,

Newark men, has taken over

which

is

the prop-

erties of five large c:)al mines in Ohio and West Virginia. It
is said that the Pan-American company will apply for a new
It is
state charter, increasing its capital stock to $500,000.
said that the average ouput of the five or six mines will reach
8000 tons per day.
The company already has contracts for

furnishing coal to the Michigan Central, P^re Marquette, Ann
Arbor and other large railroads, besides having a large market for domestic consumption.
All of the mines own and
operate individual electrical equipment, and the coal is
mined with the latest improved electric mining machinery.

.
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS

I
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GE>F.RAL REVIEW
as

Business in hard coal for

current month is exceeding
expectations, which were pessimistic because of the lacli of
snap during- April. As a result there is a better feeling in
the trade, but receipts continue rather small, and dealers
claim they are unable to get sufficient business ahead to
However, companies are having
justify any heavy buying.
difficulty in meeting orders on certain grades, while promises
for May shipments are now difficult to obtain, and many
orders for June delivery are already coming in.
In the Eastern coastwise bituminous trade the better
grades are becoming steadily stronger and predictions are
freely made that there will be a general shortage in these
Some large consumers are in
the coming fall and winter.
Ihe market, but bids for their business are scarce.
Supplies
in the spot market are short, due to the slow loading in
Hampton Roads, and consignment coal is scarce. The labor
shortage is also becoming a featuie in the market. There is
a better consumption, and, as a rule, a generally better tone
pervades the trade, particularly on the more desirable qualitlie

ties.

The Pittsburgh market continues to show increased
strength with operators asking a substantial advance on new
business.
There are. however, rumors to the effect that this
firmer tone is an artificial condition brought about by a restriction in production, so that the situation is subject to
reversal should the companies open up full blast. The mines
are running short of men and the car supply is a trifle tight.
It is obvious that there is not sufficient coal to go around,
and producers have ceased to ask for further orders. There
is considerable activity in the steam grades in Ohio, due to
a heavier railroad movement and an increased demand from
K.^-nufacturers. The congestion at the head of the lakes has
been removed, and the lake shipments are heavy. Quotations are firmer than for several months, with production
steadily increasing.

A very heavy dumping, mostly on contract, occurred at
the week, with the result that the
congestion there has been relieved, and there is a scarcity
Hampton Roads during

remaining vessels. The Southern market is
weak, but would be much more so were it not for a car
shortage which has had a steadying influence on the situation.
This shortage of equipment seems to be general on
all roads touching the coal fields, and there are no indications of any immediate improvement.
In the Middle Western market the consumers are becoming anxious to close contracts in order to protect themselves
over a possible suspension in mining next April. The market remains moderately firm, particularly on the steam
grades, and Eastern coals. The possibility of an acute shortage the coming fall is also a condition which is to be considered.
Prices here, as in the Eastern coastwise markets,
are holding unexpectedly firm.
of coal for the

BOSTON,

—The

Bitumlnons

M.VSS.

market continues

to improve, both on
business and contract.
Two large corporations have
the market here this week, and there have been surSeveral of the
prisingly few competitors for the business.
larger agencies sent in regrets that they were not in a position to submit any quotations. The tonnage has not yet been
awarded and it will be interesting to see to what quarter it

spot

been

in

goes.
The $2.85 price for Pocahontas and New River f.o.b.
is firm, and there are those now who freely
predict a shortage of high-grade coal next fall and winter.
Georges Creek Is also In strong position. Shipments are
regular and orders plentiful for that grade as well as for
the better qualities from the Pennsylvania districts.
Prices
are hardening on all the desirable coals and the prospect is
good for an even market during the summer months.
For inland shipment quotations are somewhat up from a
week ago. The slower loading at Norfolk has shortened up
the volume of consignment coal for sale, .ind there is a disposition to go slow for the present on commitments. All-rail
shippers are getting coal forward rather slowly for the season, due, In part, to good business and parly to the shortage
of labor In the various districts.

Hampton Roads

Anthracite receipts in May continue to be rather small,
compared with other normal years. Several of the anthra-

companies have difficulty in working out the sizes the
trade calls for, and the succession of miners' holidays, and
manner of interruptions to mining, have seriously cut
down the supply available for New England. It is now practically impossible to secure from any of the larger companies
a promise of May shipment and orders are already being set
forward into June. The cool weather is creating a demand
on retailers, especially for domestic coal, and with the fill-up
orders that are usual in the spring there is a rather brisk
cite
all

trade.

Reports are that the companies shipping West have so
much business in view that they will have little coal this
summer and fall for delivery in this market. Tide-water New

England is so largely dependent on the companies that are
suitably equipped with transportation, and now that these
are practically conflping their output to the line and Western
trade, the choice of coals is pretty well narrowed down from
what it was two years ago.
Current wholesale quotations on bituminous are about as
follows:
Clearfiikls

Cambrias

Georges
Creek

Somersets

S1.05@l,40
2.30@2.65

^iTfrL-'i
Philadelphia*
New/iork*

2.60(B)2.9o

Baltimore*^.

Hampton Roads*

!

Proyidencet
Bostont
*F.o.b.

Pocahontas
New River

S1.25@1.45 S1.67@1.77
2.50@2.70 2.92(3)3 02
2.80@3.00 3.22@3.32
2.85@2.95
S2 85

!

'.

1

'.
'.

'.

tOn

!

!

!

!

'.

'.

'.

!

!

l

:$3.73@3;78
3.7S@3.90

cars.

NEW YORK
Bituminous

— The

local soft-coal market continues to show
is less coal on demurrage than is
customary at this period of the year, and consumers are
buying more freely because of the scare last winter.
A
great many of the new contracts are for much heavier tonnages, buyers frequently signing up for more than their

a

better

tone.

There

actual requirements, in order to guarantee an adequate supply.
Last year many of the operators failed to fulfill their
contract obligations during the period high prices were in
effect, and consumers are endeavoring to protect themselves
against this contingency over the coming season; the possibility of a strike next April is also having an effect upon
the situation.
Quotations are becoming still stronger, but
actual prices have not advanced and we continue those of
last week as follows:
West Virginia steam, $2.55@2.60; fair
grades, Pennsylvania, $2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.S0; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.05@3.15;
Georges Creek, $3.25 @ 3.30.
Anthracite The local hard-coal market is featureless.
Business is continuing without any let up, but there is an
entire absence of any snap to the trade.
Indications are
that May business will fall behind April, and. In fact, no
great activity is anticipated until about the middle of August,
when the demand will rapidly become insistent. The mines
are working good at the present time, there being no further
reports of "button strikes," and with the car supply good, the
shipments are quite heavy.
Some companies report that they are ready to furnish any
size In any quantity demanded, while others state that they
are unable to meet requisitions for certain grades; it is clear
in any event that nothing is going into storage.
Rice and
stove continue in the shorest supply, with pea and buckwheat the easiest. The water trade out of New York up into New England is quite heavy.
The local hard-coal market has not shown any material
variation during the week, and Is now quot.Tble on approximately the following basis:

—

-Iiulividual-

$4
Stovo.

,

Chestnut
Pea

Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

COAL AGE
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PHILADELPHIA, PEJVN.
Judging from the expressions heard, the current month
thus far has exceeded the expectations. April did not start
with the usual whirl and snap to business that characterizes
that period, and rather pessimistic utterances were heard
regarding business for Ma.v; now that the month is almost
gone, there is a better feeling regarding June business. One
large operating company states that their tidewater business
already in hand is lil^ely to carry them over during the month
of June, but the business locally is not much to brag about.
This is not meant to convey the idea that no coal is being
sold, as there is a large tonnage moving, especially of the
domestic sizes, with a fairly good demand for pea. but the
dealers state that they do not seem to be able to accumulate
sufficient ahead to warrant them in placing any extensive
orders: one day's business almost cleans up what orders they
have in hand.
This is the kind of busine.ss prevailing at present. Orders
given ip the morning are quite frequently filled in the afternoon, but at that, the dealers as a whole, characterize the
The mines are all working
situation as fairly satisfactory.
full and the entire production of the prepared sizes is being
absorbed. The independent operators are still on their good
behavior, little or no reports of concessions being made.
This is really one of the features of the market, and speaks
well for prevailing conditions. Quotations of the individual
producers heretofore have almost been a perfect index of
trade conditions.

The bituminous market

is

still

holding

its

own.

The

slack coal seems to be the only bad feature; outside of this,
quotations are not reported as fluctuating, and in some coals,
there is a better price being realized. As far as the demand
is concerned, coal on cars seems to be as active as it has
been, with a fair movement on contracts, although there is a
host of the latter that have not been signed up as yet, for
next year's business. The 10c. or 15c. advance is meeting
with opposition, and with coal on the market at this much
less, current requirements are being filled from spot offerings.

PITTSBURGH. PENX.

—

Bituminous The local coal market continues strong, with
operators continuing to ask an advance over the season prices
on new business, though the standard market is still represented by the prices put out some time ago. The Pittsburgh
district trade is undoubtedly stronger than the market in
some of the more Western districts, and while superficially
the demand is active and not easily satisfied, there is a theory
in some quarters that this condition is due in considerable
part to some of the larger operators having held back part
of their tonnage in anticipation of better prices.
If this is
the case, there may not be as plain sailing as now presaged,
as difficulty may occur in marketing the additional tonnages.
The advance in railroad fuel is being maintained by a
number of interests, the advance being 5c. to S5c. for slack,
$1.20 for mine-run and $1.30 for ?4-in.
Shipments are increasing slightly from week to week. On new business tlie
majority of operators are usually asking 5c. to 10c. over the
regular prices on mine-run, %-in. and 114-in., but on the
other hand the regular price of 90c. on slack is sometimes
shaded 5c. We quote regular prices unchanged as follows:
Slack, 90c.; nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run, $1.30;
»i-ln., $1.40; 114 in., $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

Cunnellsville Coke

—

Shading of the $2.25 asking price on
prompt furnace coke has been less pronounced in the past ten
days. The Bethlehem Steel Co. purchased about 15,000 tons.
and paid $2.15 or $2.20 for the bulk of the tonnage, purchasing a little at $2.25. A 10c. cut is about the most to be expected now from $2.25. As to contract coke, there is more
dickering. The New Jersey Zinc Co. has inquired for about
10,000 tons a month over the latter half of the year, and it is
rumored In several quarters that the Pittsburgh Steel Co.
has closed for its requirements against two blast furnaces
now being completed and involving a possible consumption
of about 25,000 tons a month. The rumor mentions 15,000 tons
as having been covered, but this cannot be confirmed. While
$2.50 is frequently mentioned on contract coke, no specific
quotation Is known to have been made on a bona fide inquiry,
the $2.50 price merely representing the idea of a group of
We quote: Prompt furnace, $2.15(3)2.25: contract
operators.
furnace (nominal) $2.50: prompt foundry, $2.75@3.25; contract
foundry, $3<g>3.25 per ton at ovens.

n.VLTIMORE, MD.
The demand for the better grades of fuel continues good
and prices remain firm. The output of most of the mines
Is going on contracts, and operators say that the supply for
the spot market is short.
In some instances, the best free
steaming coal is difTlcult to obtain, especially Quemahoning.
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Some operators are not disposed

to sell more than one car to'
spot purchasers.
There is about 10c. difference in the price
of spot and contract business, better grades of Georges
Creek coal under contract bringing $1.60, while spot delivery
Georges Creek and Quemahonins- coals are
is around $1.50.
practically out of the spot market being contracted up for
about as much as the mines are producing. Spot prices for
the last-named fuels were quoted at $1.15, while contract
prices ranged from $1.25 to $1.35, the same as last week.
Gas coals are in good demand, and the shipments to the
Lakes are heavy; there was no material change in prices for
these grades during the week.
A reduction in the coal tonnage of the Baltimore & Ohio
R.R. occurred in March, on account of the floods in Ohio and
adjoining states.
The total tonnage of the road for the
month was 2.538,039 as against 3,173.168 tons for the same
.

month

of

1912.

Bl'FP.*.IiO, IV. Y.
In spite of all sorts of discouraging

conditions

the

bi-

tuminous market is good. There is not enough coal to go
around and it appears to be growing scarcer daily.
The
price of slack which is usually the gage of the market, is
much above what it was a year ago. Jobbers say that it
went begging then at 65c. net, while it sells easily now on
contract as high as 90c. The increase in the price of sizes is
not so great, but there is no discount on the trade so long as
slack sells at a good figure.
At the same time mine-run and three-quarter are at
least 10c. higher than they were a year ago.
There are also
a good many shippers who are not asking for any more business at present.
Especially is this true with Pittsburgh
coal, which is going into the lake trade so freely and is so
tied up in contracts, that shippers are pulling their salesmen
off the road and letting the trade take care of itself.
One
reason for the strong market is that the mines are all
short of men. The drain caused by so many men going home
to the Turkish war has not been made up yet and it is not
going to be right away. Cars are none too plenty also and
a good many delays are caused in that way.
At the same time the condition of the coke trade is not
reassuring. It has been "weak for quite a long time and now
the most optimistic of jobbers advise a quotation decidedly
down from former figures, in fact to a basis of $4.75 for best
Connellsville foundry.
It is not very easy to say why the
weakness exists, except that iron is not high and is crowding coke

down

to its level.

Bituminous quotations are strong at former figures, $2.80
for Pittsburgh lump, $2.65 for three-quarter, and $2.15 for
slack.
There is no consignment coal on track anywhere and
The anthracite trade is quiet, but
everything is healthy.
Shipments by lake for the week were heavy,
very steady.
being 164,500 tons.

COLUMBl'S, OHIO
Coal men in Ohio are having a good run of business in
steam grades. This is due to increased activity among manufacturing establishments and a larger tonnage required for
railroad fuel.
In fact, every branch of the trade shows
activity with the possible exception of the domestic sizes.
Generally speaking, the market shows a good tone, and it is
the belief that the year 1913 will be a prosperous one in coal
circles.

One of the features of the trade is the good demand for
lake tonnage. Since the boat congestion at the upper lake
ports is over the- vessels are running much more smoothly.
The docks on the lower lakes are busy loading a heav.v tonnage.
The Northwest is demanding a large amount of fuel
and Ohio operators are trying to supply the demand. Lake
prices are 10c. higher than last year, and this aids in the lake
movement; the ore trade is also good, and boats are active in
both directions.
Steam tonnage

is

wanted by manufacturers

in this terri-

tory in larger quantities than for some time. The bad effects
of the flood are now passed and practically all factories are
again in operation. Railroads are taking a larger tonnage
since the freight movement has increased.
No trouble has
yet been experienced from a car shortage, but operators are
looking forward to a lack of equipment in a few months.
Preparations are being made for an active domestic demand in about a month when the stocking period starts. The
fact that dealers shocks are unusually low, is taken as an
indication of a larger domestic movement than in years.
Sales agents are busy making their connections for the domestic business.
Increases in production from all Ohio producing districts
are reported during the past week. In the Pomeroy Bend
district, which is waiting for the domestic trade, the output
is estimated at 55 per cent, of the average and the same percentage prevails in the other domestic fields. In the Hockine

May

24,

COAL AGE

1913

is practically normal and the same is true
Eastern Ohio field.
Quotations are rather firm and there is less price cutting
now than for several months.

Valley the output
of the

Hocking
Domestic lump

Pittsburgh

Ponicroy
SI. 50

Kanawl'a

SI. 25

135

1.30

S1.5()

133

}-inch

1-15

Kut ..
Mine-run
Nut. pea and slack
Coarse slack

1.25

115

1.15

0.70
0.60

65

H.\Ml'TOX RO.VDS,

SI. 50

115

110

70

70
0.60

(iO

V.V.

The beginning of the past week saw some large shipments,
both foreign and coastwise, over all the local piers, but tonnage to move coal has gradually decreased, and there is at
Such
the end of the week very few vessels waiting cargo.
vessels as are now in the stream are not loaded on account of
suppliers being short of coal due to the heavy loadings at the
beginning of the week. Bonker business for the week has
been exceptionally good at all piers. The greater portion of
the cargo shipments have been on contract business, although
there have been a few sales of spot cargoes. The New England market has taken practically all of the coastwise busi-

mild and there was a chance to get coal at lower figures than
had been paid when the fall trade opener at high flguns,
forcing a continuation of the high prices throughout the
winter by the large yards.

DETROIT, MICH.

—

There seems to be a diminishing activity in
Bituininou.-«
local market, notwithstanding the fact that industrial
concerns are operating up to full capacity. However, there
the

Quotations remain unis no excess coal bein.g shipped in.
changed, and the strongest demand is for the finer sizes. The
situation will probably become somewhat easier as the summer advances, but indications are that it will remain stronger
than ordinarily.
The local market is quotable on about the following basis,
mines:

f.o.b.

W.

To date the dumpings for the Sewalls Point piers alone
amount to over 150,000 tons, and unless tonnage now
bound for this pier is delayed, it is hoped that the dumpings

will

for the month of May w^ill amount to considerably over 275,000
tons.
Lamberts Point and Newport News are also well ahead
in tonnage dumped, and it is expected that these piers also
will run considerably over past records.

BIKMINGHAM,

AL.V.

The shortage of coal equipment in this district takes
on a more sei'ious aspect from week to week. Practically
every railroad touching the coal fields is short of cars and
there are no indications that any of them will be able to
relieve the situation at any time in the near future.
Labor conditions are also gradually becoming more acute.
A number of the smaller mines have suffered from shortage
of labor during the past week and it is possible that had an
ample supply of cars been furnished their outputs would not
have been materially increased. A lack of equipment always
causes unrest among the labor which has a habit of roaming from mine to mine when regular work is not obtainable.

LOlilSVILI.E, KV.

There is a noticeable shortntss in the supply of cars at
the present time and although not sufficient to restrict operations at the moment it is threatening to develop to larger
The probabilities are, however,
proportions at any time.
that this feature will be eliminated by June when operations should be open in full swing and a heavy movement
of domestic coal on into the northwest.
The recent elimination of the 10c. differential in freights against the eastern
Kentucky field as compared with the Jellico district is of
course, having a stimulating effect on the movement from
the former field into the North and Northwest.
Prices on the steam grades are weak, the off-qualities of
pea and slack being quoted at as low as 20 and 2jc. Western Kentucky nut and slack are selling at 40c., with the second-grade eastern Kentucky qualities at 50 and 55c., f.o.b.
mines. The better grades from this district are not in very
heavy demand, because of the plentiful supply of cheap coal
and can be had at 85 to 90c. Block coal is also rather low,
at $1.50 to $1.65, with block and nut at $1.45 to $1.50, depending largely upon the conditions of the sale.
Indications point to still lower prices when consignment coa! begins to come in and demui'rage ch;ii-ges start accruing.
I.\DI.\!«.\P01.BS

There is little change in the mine situation in Indiana.
Some mines are operating only two days a week but the
average for all seems to be three or four.
Prices hold
no domestic coal is moving, but there
18 a normal demand for steam grades from the local mines.
Jobbers say they are not able to place all the orders thoy
wish to for Eastern coals, the mints there reporting the.v
Practically

are sold far ahead and that prices will be advanced 15c. a
ton In June.
That is probably the reason the wholesalers
are anxious to get their orders in this month.
Another
reason Is that the new interstate agreement will be made
next spring and buyers are willing to make contracts to
carry them over this uncertain period.
Retailers in the city report a satisfactory opening summer trade. M >re consumers than usual seem to be ready to
put Eastern coal In their cellars while the price is at the
low point. It is noted that some of the small coal yards that
sprang up in the winter are for sale This occurred when
It was seen
the weather was apparently going to continue

Va.

Splint

Domestic lump.

Egg

SI. 50

1.50

li-in.

lump

Slack

Cam-

No. S

Poca-

iuB

bridge

Ohio

liontas

tlill

Sl-70
1-70

Sl.flO

SI. 40

....
....

— The

Jackson

Hock-

Gas

1.40

100

...

1.2.^

1.15
1.05
0.85

3-in.lump
Mine-run

1.10

SI 10

SI. 10

1.05

lOO

1.00

1,23

0.90

O.SO

1.00
O.SO

0.80

Open

SI. 13

...

of hard coal so far this month
shows some little improvement over that of last month. The
unusually cold spring has tended to stimulate the consump-

Anthracite

ness.

steady.

823

movement

While there is no particularly active demand, the circular seems to be well maintained and there are no surplus
tonnages in evidence. Some coal ordered as far back as February is only now coming in.
tion.

CHIC-VGO
There continues to be a strong demand for steam coal,
the prevailing prices for the steam lump and mine-run beScreenings are selling at
ing $1 and $1.15 at the mines.
SOc. to 85c. for the lower grades and S5c. to 90c. for the better
qualities.

Conditions in the coke trade are satisfactory, the supply
A fair
this commodity not being fully up to demand.
Mine-run.
amount of smokeless coal is being received.
An in
chiefly, is in demand, the circular price being $1.25.
crease in orders for anthracite is being noted and the
volume of business for the year is expected to be fully up to
normal.
The car shortage question is again agitating dealers and
With the assurance that bountiful crops will be
operators.
harvested this year, the opinion prevails that the railroads
will not have a sufficient supply of equipment to handle an
unusually large volume of business ne.xt fall. On this account many dealers are now purchasing coal for storage
purposes.
Prevailing pi-ices in Chicago are:
of

Springfield

Domestic lump

Egg
Steam lump

Franklin Co.

S1.97@:2.07 $2.30@:2.40

W.

Clinton

$3 63

2.07

S1.82@1.87

Mine-run

1.77
1.57

Screenings

— Connellsville

V.a.

S2.27

2.3002.40
2.20(a;2.30
1.95

197

3 30

1.57@1.62

Wise

County, $5.25(5 5.50: byproduct, egg, stove and nut. $4.55@4.75; gas house, $4.65@

Coke

and

4.75.

—

MI>NE.*.POLIS ST. P.WL,
Business in the coal line has only been a repetition of the
The trade has been slow and
past two preceeding weeks.
were it not for the fact that the time for writing conactivity
very
little
would have been extracts was here,
perienced.
Prices are being maintained, far beyond expectations, even in the face of the existing sluggishness of the
market.
Very little all-rail coal is moving and the market during the past week has been practically free from
demurrage coal. The steam trade is holding off expecting
prices to weaken along about June 1 as was the case last
>'ear.

The hard-coal business is reported to be unusually quiet
so far this year, with a tendency to hold off on the part of
This is contrary to last year at this
the country dealer.
time, and it would seem that with the empty bins in the
country and the advancing price of 10c. per month, the
Conditions will not
dealer is playing his hand very poorly.
Prices on all grades of
favor him any more by waiting.
Illinois coals are holding steady with not much change from
two weeks age. Various grades of screenings .ire still in
demand and the price Is ranging from bOc. to $1 ut the
mines.
ST.

I.,OlIIS.

.liO.

There Is absolutely no change in local conditions, and
country business, instead of picking up, seems to be dropping off.
There is a fair movement of anthracite under
way, a-nd during the past week a small tonnage of .Vrkansas
.s :ilhas been placed. There is nothing ib'iiii; in inke. ami
i

J
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of a

most a drug on account

few speculators bringing

it

in

and Nos. 3
good price,
still

washed coals No. 2 is just a trifle too plentiful,
and 4, which have been bringing an exceptionally
are expected to drop. The circular of last week

OGDEN, UTAH

West Virginia and
month of March,

in

for the

the commercial and
in short tons:

ComField

Pocahontas
Tug River
Thacker

Shipped

Tipple

Total

1,003,352
184,668

1,019,715
187,827

238,340
59,345

16,363
3,169
8,978
7,470

1,485,695

35,980

1,521,675

Kenova

market throughout the entire Western territory
two
is in a bad condition, with mines only working one or
days per week, due to the small demand for lump coal. This
nut
for
The
demand
slack.
of
shortage
quite
a
has caused
coal has decreased, and with the mines working short time,
this
At
production.
of
the
take
care
able
to
the market is
time last year there was quite an over-production of this
grade, due to the brisk demand for lump coal.
The reduction in price on May 1 has not stimulated shipments or caused anyone to commence storing coal. This has

Company

mercial

981.120
153,430
177.358
57.108
139,426

120 031
34.397
69,960

1,508,442

242.716

247,318
66,815

Clinch Valley

9,707
8,621

coal

been somewhat of a disappointment to the operators, who
cannot get away from the idea that lowering the price or
cutting quotations will increase shipments. At this time of
the year the consumption of coal is at its lowest point, and at
the same time the operator, whose output is large enough to
dictate prices, sees fit to sell his coal at the lowest price.

Shipments of coke entirely from the Pocahontas
were 116,219.
BAL,TI.MORE & OHIO R.R.

precipitated here because mining
companies are selling direct to large business blocks, hospitals and other large -consumers at jobbing prices, which is
lowering materially the price of the product to these buyers.
Whether it will become so general as to effect the buyer of
one- and two-ton lots is not known at present. The trouble
has grown out of the charge that the Crows Nest Pass Co.
is owned
largely by the same stockholders as the Great
Northern Railroad and this company is chiefly responsible
coal

March
Coke
Total

Months

3

.

1913

1912

2,538,039

Coal

1913

.

1912

405,220

3,173,168
384,094

8,091,860
1,215,753

8,312,570
1,080,427

2,943,259

3,557,262

9,307,613

9,392,997

FOREIGN MARKETS

war has been

for the trouble.
Responsibility is also laid at the doors of
the McGillvary Co. and the Corbin Coal & Coke Co. The local
men have appealed to officials of the Great Northern both at
Seattle and St. Paul asking that the coal company be forced
lo change its methods, and adding the threat that they

field,

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke movement over this road for March and the first three
months of this year and last year:

SPOK-VNE, WASH.

A

coal,

Xo. 21

3,

the

prevails.

The

road from mines

company

unsold.

Among

Vol.

GREAT BRITAIN
The market remains

but quiet, there being

firm,

little in-

Buyers are disposed to \vait until after the holiday."?,
With supplies so limited
the hope of easier conditions.

quiry.
in

after the recent stoppages, sellers show no signs of relaxing
The very best
quotations either for large or small coals.
Cardiff large steams are now unobtainable for May loading.
Quotations are approximately as follow:
Best Welsh steam
Best seconds
Seconds
Best dry coals

Best Monmouthshires. .$4.80@4.92
4.68@4.,S0
Seconds
3.60@3.72
Best Cardiff smalls
3 36®, 3 48
Seconds

$5.40@5.52
5.28@5.40
5.04@5.28
5.04@5.28

might not receive any more shipments over their lines. This
threat has been carried out after learning that the railroad will not enter into the controversy, and nearly all
local dealers have refused to accept coal shipped over this

The prices for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff. Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.
Newport; both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30

line.

days

—less

.

.

2%%.

PORTLAJTD, ORE.
Newcastle (Wash.) and South Prairie coals are selling
They have
here at $9 and $7 per ton, retail, respectively.
been shipped in to replace the Black Diamond coal of which
there has been very little in the local market for some
time.
Lignite coals retail here at from $6.50 to $S per ton,
the wholesale price to dealers being ?5.25 per ton sacked and
Wyoming coal is retailing for $10 per
in three-ton lots.
Stocks
ton, and Utah brings $9.50 @ 10 according to haul.
are light for the present but receipts are quite liberal and
Although
there will be enough to fill all requirements.
practically no Australian coal was imported here during the
High freight rates
past year there is still some in stock.
Very little Wellingprohibit importations for the present.
ton coal is being sold owing to its high price, and little has
been shipped in since the strike at the mines.

The following table gives the range of various active coal
dividends paid during the week ending May

securities and
17:

America.! Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel & Iron Pref
Consolidation Coal of Maryland
Lehigh Valky Coal Sales
Island Creek Coal, com
IshiiKl Creek Coal Pref
PittsburBh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref

Reading
Reading 1st Pref
Reading 2nd Pref
Virginia Iron, Coal

& OHIO

RY.

1912
487,236
198.472
805,017

1913

%

1912

2,720,022
2,032,099
6,809,347

23

3,092,449
1,671.276
8,201,891

1,321.002
32,207

1,490,725
22,932

11,561,468
227,550

71,588

20,060
3,330

494,699

309

9,138

1

173 950
29,976

1,353,209

1,513,657

11,789,018

100

13,195,164

Tidewater
East

West
Total

Coke
From connections

is

1913
328,442
292,410
700,150

Bituminous
Anthracite

Grand

total...

NORFOLK & WESTERN
The following

Is

13,025,616
170,548

4

102}
225
52
85

102}

3U

51

31
155
102}
215
51

84

84

..

18
80J
19}
159J

210

160}
91

SOJ
19}
158}
90

43

43

80J
22}

Closing
Bid Asl:ed
96
97
7,S!

75

79}
80
94
100

93

109i
41
155
102}

24J

95
23J
16SJ
92}
95
54

90
89}
43

Week's Range

Yea.

107}
78}
85
93
102|

87i
78
101}
103J
103J
104

87f
76
100

SO
97

80
93

101

102
110

April '13

June

17i

79«
19}
152i
S9J
ST}
43
's

95

9D}

78}

S5

'11

Oct. '12
April '06
Jan. '13
'13
'13
'13
April '13
Feb. '13
'09
Jan.

Mar.
Mar.

May

May
May

31
150
102}

'12

78}

June

10!!}

Range

or Last Sale

95

98
86}
70
100
101}

Year's Range
High
Low
87
87

Last
87
109}

..

98

98

87}
76
100

87!
80
)03
103
102

101

102

'13

79?

'13

93

80
98

DIVIDENDS
n.-lmviire
.Tup.e

RY,

a statement of tonnages shipped over

87
109J
31

..

Colo. F. & 1. gen. s.f.g. .5s
Colo. F. & 1. gen. 6s
Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st K 6s
K. & H. C. &C. 1st sf g5s
Pocah. Con. Coll. 1st s f 5s
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st Ss
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s
Birm. Div. 1st consol. 6s
Tenn. Div. 1st g 63
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s
Utah Fuel 1st g 5s
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s

a comparative statement of the coal
e traffic over the lines of the C. & O. Ry.. for March,
th( nine months ending Mar. 31, 1912-13, in short tons:
-MarchNine Mi DthsDcslinalion.

Low

87
109i

& Coke

Bonds

CHESAI'E.\KK

High

Pond Creek

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
The following

Week's Range

.

St>cks
American Coal Products

20,

to

*

Iliid.son

holders of record

—

i

— Regular

quarterly of 2Vi%

May

payable

28.

HocklnB Vnlley Regular quarterly of 1% and an extra
of 4'/4%, payable June 28 to holders of June 6.

May

-24,
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BL.VSTIXG, E.VPLOSIVES

Development in Explosives in the United States During
Chas. E. Munroe.
Eighth Internat.
the Last Three Tears.
Cong, of App. Chem., Vol. XXV, 1912. 9J pp.
Methods for the Determination of the Effective Strength
Eighth
A. M. Coney and F. B. Holmes.
of High Explosives.
Internat. Cong, of App. Chem., Vol. XXV, 1912, 161% pp.; jHus.
JernSigurn Xauckhoff.
Electric Dynamite Thawer.
kontorets .A.nnaler, January. 1913, 9 pp.; illus.
The Selection of E.xplosives Used in Engineering and
Bureau of
C. Hall and S. P. Howell.
Mining Operations.
Mines, Bull. 48, 45 pp.: illus.
(The new "permitted"* list isExplosives in Coal Mines.
Coll. Guard., Apr
1^4
sued by the Home Oflic :.)
40c.

pp.

What Dynamite Grade Markings Express. F. H.
Coal Age, Apr. 26, 1913, 1% pp. 10c.
(Report of Departmental Com;
Squibs in Mines.
Iron & Coal Trades Rev
pointed in Nov., 1912.)

%

1913,

olus.

11,

.

Lewis.
Prof. V.
The Testing of Safety Explosives.
(Abstract of paper read Apr. 2 before the Royal Soc. of Arts.)
Iron Coal Trades Rev., Apr. 4, 1913, 2 pp. 40c.
(Sprengstoffe und
Explosives and Electrical Ignition.
Wichert. "Bergbau," Jan. 30, Feb. 6
elektrische Ziindung.)

and

13. 1913, 6 pp.

SOc.

j

i

BORIXG, SH.VPT-SINKIXG AND Tl' NNELiISTG
Rand Practice in Deep Shaft-Sinking. Chas. B. Brodigan.
Min. & Scl. Press, .A.pr. 2fi. May 3, 1913, TVs pp.: iHus.
40c.

BRIQIETTES
1

Briquette Making at Polmaise Colliery.
Rev. Apr. 4, 1913, 1| pp.; illus.
40c.

Iron Coal Trades

The Briquetting Industry at the Head of the Lakes,
Malcomson. The Coal Dealer, April, 1912, Z% pp

r.

C0.4L,
:.-il!losions

pr.

IS,

Coal Dust Experiments.
in Mines Committee.
Iron

1913. 2 pp.

•

I

"•

r

1913.

%

p.

40c.

The Experimental Gallery Station In Derne. A detailed
new Westphalian outfit for explosion tests.
>ie
Versuchsstreckenanlage in Derne.)
Beyling and Zlx.
scrlption of the

'iickauf.

Mar.

22. 1913, S'/i

pp.; Illus.

40c.

COKE
1

:

Ammonium Sulphate by Means of the SulCoke Works Commission Report.
Gewlnnung von Ammonlumsulfat mlt Hilfe des In

Production of

|iur In

Coke Oven Gases.

I'eber die

Notes on the Recent Reconstruction of a Retort House at
Deckton, Eng.
(Abstract of paper by T. Goulden. read at
meeting of Eastern Counties Gas Managers' Assn., Apr. 24.)
Gas World, Apr. 26, 1913, 2% pp.; illus. 40c.

DR.^,INAGE, PUMPIJfG, ETC.

A Pump Designed
pp.; illus.

1V4

for Acid Water.

The Advantages

of Electric

Kokereigasen enthaltenen
Schwefels.)
J.
Relchel.
and 19. 1913, 7H pp.; Illus. SOc.
Types of Coke Oven Plants as Seen In Operation— IL The

n

"ts World.

Apr.

5,

1913. 5

pp.;

Illus.

40c.

Influence of Coke Sales on the Fuel Market.
Vnd, Apr. 19, 1913, 1 p. 20c.
.1

The Rise and Development of Bv-Product
Gas World. Apr. 5, 1913, li pp. 40c.

fie

Pumps.

J.

Age, Apr. 5, 1913, 2% pp.; illus. lOo.
The Evolution of the Mine Pump.
Age, Apr. 5, 1913, 1 p. 10c.

5.

1913,

M. Matthews.

Coal

Kneeland.

Coal

F. H.

ELECTRICITY
Hydro-Electric Power for West Virginia Industries. Mfrs.
Rec, Apr. 17, 1913, 1 p.; illus. 25c.
Safeguarding the Use of Electricity in Mines. H. H. Clark.
Proc. Amer. Inst. Elec. Engrs., April, 1913,

Purchased Power

in Coal Mines.

H.

C.

7

pp.

Eddy.

Proc. Amer.

Elec. Engrs., April, 1913, 6 pp.

Inst.

Parallel Operation of Alternators.
.^ge, Apr. 26, 1913, 1% pp.; illus.
10c.

C.

A.

Tupper.

Coal

The

Electrification of Cannock Chase Colliery.
S. P. SopColl. Guard., Apr. 25, 1913, HA pp.; illus.
40c.
Central Station Power for Coal Mines. C. W. Beers. Proc.
Amer. Inst. Elec. Engrs.. April, 1913, 10 pp.
Characteristics of Substation Loads at the Collieries of the
Lackawanna R.R. Co. H. M. Warren & A. S. Biesecker. Proc.
Amer. Inst. Elec. Engrs., April, 1913, 7 pp.; illus.

with.

E.XPLOSIOXS
The Bellevue Explosions, Alberta, Canada. (.\n account of
and subsequent investigation concerning three explosions
produced by sparks from falls of roofs.) J. T. Stirling and
Trans. Inst. Inst, of M. E., Vol. XLIV, Part 4, 16
J. Cadman.
illus.

Forecasting Barometric Changes.

H4

pp.

Coll.

Engr.

April, 1913.

40c.

Standardization of Coal Sampling.
Iron & Coal Trades
40c.
Rev., Apr. 11, 1913, 15 pp.
Standardization of Coal Analysis and Sizes. Iron & Coal
Trades Rev., Apr. IS, 1913, % P- 40c.
Proximate Coal Analysis and Its Value in Power Plant
(Abstract of lecture before HI.
Economy. A. R. Maujer.
Coal & Coke Op., Apr.
N. A. S. E. at Chicago, Jan. 15, 1913.)
17,

1913, li pp.

20c.

The Rapid Determination of .\sh In Coal. H. M. Ullmann
and N. W. Buch. Eighth Internat. Cong, of App. Chem., Vol.

XXV.

1912, 3 pp.

Report of the Sub-Committee on Standardization of Methods on Determining Water in Coals and Other Fuels and in
Minerals of the International Committee on Analyses.
R.
Leasing, Eighth Internat. Cong, of App. Chem., Vol. XXV,
1912,

50

pp.;

illus.

<|ilckauf. Apr. 12
ij

Coal Age, Apr.

10c.

FUEL. TESTING

Combustion of Oxygen and Coal Dust in Mines.
read Apr. 12 before North of England Inst, of Min. &
Engrs.)
W. C. Blackett. Iron & Coal Trades Rev.,

IS.

SOc.

(Die letzten ErLatest Things in Coke Works Practice.
K. Elscheinungen auf dem Gebiete des Kokereiwesens.)
lingen.
Feuerungstechnik, Apr. 15, 1913, 2 pp.; illus. 40c.
Carbonization in Bulk in Horizontal Chambers.
G. S.
Cooper. Gas World. Apr. 26. 1913, 2^4 pp.; illus. 40c.

40c.

Small Coal and Dust; Its Production, Prevention. Treatand Utilization (Dry Mines).
J.
Drummond Paton
liiper read Apr. 8 before the Manchester Geol. & Min. Soc).
"n & Coal Trades Rev., Apr. 11, 1913, % p.
40c.

The

1913, 10 pp.; illus.

29,

pp.;

Third report of the
& Coal Trades Rev.,

lit

!•

cess

illus.

DUST

New

of the Direct

Chas.

'Commercial .\spects of the Coal-Briquetting Industry.
T. Malcolmson.
Eighth Internat. Con. of App. Chem.,
.KXV, 1912, 121/4 pp..

The

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

iii

Ammonia Production

Pro(Die Vorziige des
as Against the Old Indirect One.
direkten .Ammoniak-Gewinnungsverfahrens gegeniiber dem
alten indirekten Verfahren.) C. Heck. Gliickauf, Mar. 22 and

The Advantages

ApApi

40c.

p.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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We will furnish a copy of any article (if in print) in the
Where no price is
original language for the price quoted.
Inasmuch as the papers must
quoted, the cost is unknown.
be ordered from the publishers, there will be some delay for
Remittance must be sent with order.
foreign papers.

P.lack

Dla-

Coking

—

«;k\krai.

From Alabama Coal
Rec, May 1, 1913, 2 pp.;
Coal-Mlne Accidents

W.
II.

1V4

Fields to Tidewater by Barges.
Illus.

Mfrs.

25c.

the United States, 1896-1912.
P.
Horton. Bureau of Mines, Tech. Paper 48, 66 pp.
Labor.
The Ethics of Organized
Coal Age, .Apr. 5, 1913,
p.

10c.

In

COAL AGE

S26

Wm.

Op.,

Iron Coal Trades

Reminiscences About British Mines and Min-

Interesting:
ers.
20c.

& Coke

Coal

The French Coal Market and Supply.
Apr. 24, 1913, %. p. £oc.
Coal Industry of the British Empire.
40e.
Rev.. Apr. 25, 1913. »A p.
Coal

Clifford.

& Coke

Op.,

Mine Accidents and the Remedy.

Apr.

John

i;il3,

24,

Hi

PP.

Coal &

Pratt.

I.

Coke

20c.
Op., Apr. 3, 1913, 2 1,2 pp.
(Tells
Properties of the Four States Coal & Coke Co.
by planning ahead the Jones' interests have made ample
provision for a continuous supply of their coal for more
Black Diamond, Apr. 19, 1913, 2 pp.: illus.
than 100 years.)

how
20c.

1913.

Fuels in Austria.
wlrtschaftliehere Ausnutzung dcr natiirlichen
Oest. Zeit. f. B. u. H..
Oesterreich.)
E. Donath.

(Ueber

die

Brenstoffe in

of

Mar. 29 and Apr. 5, 1913, 9 pp.
Mining in the Belgian Congo

&

Sci.

Press, Apr.

Natural

1912, 214

19,

Univ. of

111.,

Air.

Bull. 63. 15 pp.; illus.

The Illinois Coal Fields.
10c.
1913. 5 pp.; illus.

Bement.

A.

Coal Age, Apr.

A

p.

Foreman

Mine

Coaling Plants at

Tube

Pilot

From Four

\'iew

Inst,

Panama

Canal.

Coal Age, Mar.

29,

Jl.,"

Mar.

McQuigg.

Gas Measurement.

C. E.
25c.
29, 1913, pp. 649-51, illus.

in

1913, pp. 53-7;

1913,

80c.

40c.

Wm. Maurice. (Higher Mining
Miners' Electric Lamps.
Lecture delivered at University College, Nottingham. Mar. 15.)
Iron Coal Trades Rev., Apr. 4. 11, 25, 1913, 514 pp.; illus. $1.20.
MIIVE FIRES

Underground

(Abstract of paper read Apr.
Fires.
H. Rowan.
fore the Min. Inst, of Scotland.)
Iron
Trades Rev., Apr. IS, 1913,
40c.
p.

12 be-

&

Coal

%

The Buttonwood Washery
port.

Coal Age. Apr.

in Pennsylvania.
F. B.
1913, 314 pp.; illus.
10c.

12,

RESCUE

Daven-

.\ND A.MBlIiA.NCE

A

Disaster with Breathing Apparatus. Caused by neglect
to put on the apparatus in air slightly gaseous from a fire.
(Ein Unfall mit Atmungsgeraten.) Dr. Forstmann. Gluckauf,
.\pr.

1913.

6.

3

pp.;

40c.

illus.

40c.

ill.

1.

1913.

pp.

5-9;

40c.

ill.

«iEOt,0«Y

The Origin

of Faults in the Rhenish-Westphalian Coal
(Die Entstehung der Sprtinge im rheinisch-westfalischen Steinkohlengebirge.)
Dr. H. Quiring.
Gliickauf,

The Geology and Paleontology of the Warwickshire Coalfield.
R. D. Vernon.
(Abstract of paper read before the
<3eologlcal Soc. of London.)
Coll. Guard., Mar. 28, Apr. 4,
4

pp.

1913.

SOc.

in the

April, 1913,

Bering Field.

pp.; illus.

bau.)

Apr.

1913, 2 pp.; illus.

Powell.

Coal

.\ge,

Apr.

40c.

pp.

Wolff. Zeit.

T.
15,

7%

1913,

W.

R. Crane.

Coal

10c.

3

Mine.

E.

S.

Moore.

Age, Apr.

26,

R.

Crane.

Coal

Geol.

for a
1

Modern
illus.

p.;

Betr. Oest.,

Tipple.

F.

R. Bogart.

Coal

10c.

MINER.\I.S

1

p.;

40c.

illus.

Mining

Anthracite

in

5%

Engr., April, 1913,

Mines.

pp.; illus.

Mining
Apr.

19,

in the Pocahontas Field.
10c.
1913, 6^4 pp.; illus.

Hugh

.Vrchbald.

40c.

A. H.

Stow.

Coal

.Ar.',

Machine Coal Cutting.
(Ueber mascbinelli' GewinnuiiKMontan. Rdsch., Mar. 16, 1913. 4 pp.:
V. Lipoid.

sarbeiten.)
40c.

VENTIl, \TION
of Fans: A Plea for Standardized Test Conditions.
(Abstract of Paper read Apr. 12 before the Min. Inst.
of Scotland).
John Watson. Iron & Coal Trades Rev., Apr.

The Testing

18,

The South-Bastern Coal Field, the Associated Rocks and
the Bvrled Plateau.
W. Boyd Dawkins. Trans. Manchester
<3eoI. and Min. Soc, Nov. 5, 1913, 30 pp., ill.

Bergbau

.1.

1913,

4.

Surv.

Origin of Coal and the Carboniferous Flora.
(Lecture by
A. R. Horwood to the Narborough Literary Soc.)
"Coll.
Guard," Feb. 28, 1913, p. 251.
40c.

d.

Diamond. Apr. May 3, 1913, 1% pp.; illus. 20c.
MeCann.
Installation and Manipulation of Coal Ctitters.
(Read before the Assn of Min. Elec. Engrs.) Iron Trades Rev,,

illus.

Mount Mulligan Coal Field. Lionel C. Ball.
of Queensland, Pub. No. 237, 1912, 39 pp.; illus.

1913,

WORKING OP

Machine

W.

Zent. Verb.

d.

40c.

Getting Anthracite Coal Storage at a Low Cost. (DescripBlack
tion of a plant containing many economical features.)

10c.

Original Impurities of Bering Coal.
Age, Mar. 22, 1913, 1% pp.; illus. 10c.

pp.

SrRF.VCE TR.VNSPORT.VTION

Coll.

12,

1%

The Car Hauls

Investigation of the Peat Bogs and Peat Industry of Can1910-11.
adi:.
.A.
.\nrep.
Canadian Dept. of Mines, Mines
Branch, Bull. 8. 1912, 80 pp.; UIus.

Oliver No.

AV.

Reinforced Concrete Props and Beams in Mines.
(Paper
S. M. Dixon, read Mar. 27 before the Concrete Institute.)
Coal
Trades
Rev.,
Apr.
4,
1913,
Iron
% p. 40c.
Preservation of AVood and Its Importance to Mining. (Die
Konservierung des Holzes und Ihre Bedeutung fiir den Berg-

Apr.

in

J.

lOe.

illus.

pp.;

Preservative Treatment for Mine Timbers.
G. D. Crain.
Fuel Mag.. Apr. 2, 1913. 15 pp. 20c.
(Paper read by F. D.
Forestry. as Related to Mining.
Rash before the Kentucky Min. Inst, on Dec. 9.) Coll. Engr.,

Coal Age,

"Horsebacks"

P.\CKIN(;, ETC.

Mine Timber.

of

114

40o.

The Formation of Coal and the Industrial Production of
Hydrogen. (Results of experiments by Dr. Bergius of Hanover.)
Gas World, Apr. 12, 1913, 1 p. 40c.

Folding Troubles
Age, Apr. 12, 1913, 3

5,

by

Seams.

29, 1913, 4 pp.; illus.

TIMBERING.
Recovery

for Mine and Ventilating Maps, with
a colored plate of drafting sections, etc., for different materials, piping, doors, etc.
(Ueber einheitliche Ausfiihrung der
Gruben- und Wetterk.T rten.)
"Montan. Rdsch.,"
O. Braun.

Apr.

pp.; illus.

Art of Min.. Apr.

LIGHTIJiG

"Eng.

A Standard System

1913,

&

40c.

-Vpr. 10. 1913. 4 pp.; illus.

Points.

(Die Rohrleitungen im
Pipes for Flushing Purposes.
H. Keckstein.
"Montan. Rdsch," Jan.
Spulvtrsatzbetriebe.)

Mar.

das Jahr 1911.)

"^

10c.

2 pp.

Jan.

pp.; illus.

14

PREP.VR.VTION

Successful

on Dec. 9.) Coll. Engr., April, 1913, 1 p. 40c.
Recent Attempts at Utilization of Low Grade Fuels. Ad(Neuere Bestredress at the Mining Celebration in Vienna.
bungen bei der Verwertung mlnderwertiger BrennstofEe.)
E. Mann.
Montan. Rdsch., Mar. Ifi, 1913, 4 pp. 40c.

16,

114

Sci.

for the year 1911.
of hoisting safety.
fiir

Shaft Hoisting with Driving Pulley.
(Die Schachtforderi-ng mit Trtibscheibe-Kopescheibe.)
Wintermeyer. Bergbau,

40c.

(Paper read by H. La Viers before the Kentucky Min.

Min.

1913,

Mining.

to

12,

Standard Colors for Designating Pipes in Industrial Works.
(Sinheitsfarben zur Kennzeichnung von
"With colored plate.
Eohrleitungen in industriellen Betrieben.) Gliickauf, Mar. 22.
1913, 1

Wire Ropes Applied

Min.

Entropy-Temperature and Transmission Diagrams for
C. R. Richards.

40c.

illus.

pp.;

of the Prussian Rope Statistics
An e.xtensive contribution to the question
(Brgebnisse der preussischen Seilstatistik
E. Burklein. Gluckauf, Apr. 6 and 12, 1913.

Data

80c.

Sydney H. Ball.
in 1912.
20c.
1913, 6 pp.; illus.

19,

40c.

pp.; illus.

21/4

riant Costs and Efficiency of Electrically Driven Hoists.
(Aniagekosten und Wirkungsgrad bei elektrisch betriebenen
Hauptschachtfordermaschinen.) Karl Meller. Gliickauf, Oct.

26,

pp.

6

The Economic Utilization

No. 31

3,

Hoist Locking Device at the Rheinpteussen Mine.
An
automatic electrical braking system to prevent premature
(Fordermaschinen-Sperreinrichtung auf
starting of cages.
Terbeck.
GlUckauf, Apr. 12,
der Zeche Rheinpreussen.)

Conservation as Applied to Bituminous Coal Industry. S.
A. Taylor. Eighth Internal. Cong-, of App. Chem.. Vol. XXVI,
1912,

Vol.

HOISTING AND H.\rL.\riE

of

1913,

%

p.;

illus.

40c.

Alternating Current Motors for the Economic Operation
Proc. Amer. Inst. Elec. Engrs.,
F. B. Crosby.

Mine Fans.

April. 1913. 12 pp.: Illus.
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The

Time

Best
By

Hi-ktox BrtALEY

Written expressly for Coal Aye

II

I

—

My

yuh somethin', neighbor,
Which same I will expound
Uv all the hours. uv labor

I'll

I

puts

The one

in

that's

underground,

most appealin'

When

it

that
is

hungry

ratchet drill

Among

(An' that's no idle hunch)

Comes with

—

I chucks it
An' lays my shovel by,
An' opens up my bucket
An' eats my bread an' pie,
There's fun an' talk an' jokin'

tell

When

time fer lunch!

dusty bunch

the

That's eatin',

feelin'

it

laughin',
is

sirokin'

time fer lunch.

Ill

The mule he champs his bridle,
The trapper gulps his scoff,
The bloomin' mine is idle

The

An' everybody's off.
pipe smoke's curlin' hazy,
You hear the miners munch

—Gee,

life

When

is

good an' lazy

it is

time fer lunch!

V

IV
There ain't no need to hurrv\
There ain't no need to sweat,

An' so I'm

Yuh murmurs,
An "wot's

Uv

"I should worry,"

—

When

it

is

Which same

time fer lunch.

all

I

neighbor.
will attest,

the hours of labor

The

the use to fret,"

Yer eyes they halfway closes,
Yuh nods among the bimch,
An' then an' then yuh dozes

sayin',

lunchin' hour's the best,

At minin' I'm no slow one

But
I

make

—

listen to

my

When

my

hunch,

biggest showin'
it

is

time fer liuich!

:.';
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Flood Protection at the

Illinois

3.

Xo. 22

Mines

-PKCIAL L'olUaCSPOXDEXCE

—A

hnpf descripiion of the meilwds emprotectiiKj the shafts of tlie O'Gara Coal Co.

ijl'XOPSIS

ployed ill
during the recent floods. One of the chief troubles encountered was in obtaining clay for filling in the bulwarks; as the surrounding country was completely inundated, this material had to be carried in by handThe water stage e.rceeded the previous high record of
ISSJf by 3 ft. but the O'Gara Co. was uniformly successful in protecting its mines.

The rich coal field of Saline County, 111., lie,^ in the
low valley of the Saline Eiver, a tributary of the Ohio,
with its mouth near Shawneetown, 111. The Middle Fork
of the Saline River flows within two miles of HarrisThe drainage
burg, the county seat of Saline County.
area at this point approximates 200 square miles of low
land of which 25 square miles are stibject to overflow.
At the time of the recent flood, back water from the

1.

rjioi-iLK

Showing

Iii.si-:

.\nd

Fall of

tiik

when operated

a

daily output of

to capacity.

The

10.400

shafts are all

sunk in low ground but were considered above high wate:'.
Mines Xos. 2, 3, 4 and
are all connected, forming a
chain of underground workings more than three miles
in length.
The average depth is 230 ft. The soil dejith
in the shafts ranges near 40 ft., which includes 10 to 15
ft. of loose rock fill around the timber casing.
After obser\ing the rapidity of the rise of the water on
Apr. 2, the management of the O'Gara Coal Co. be;an
the fight to keep the water from the threatened mines.
Work continued for five days and nights before the mines
Mere considered safe subsequently all company men reported at the mines as a reserve until the water sub1)

;

sided.

Flood
Fig.

Biver extended 30 miles inland with a varying
width of from 2 to 10 miles.
Xo definite record of the precipitation was kept at
Harrisburg during the storm period of Mar. 22 to 26,
hut approximately 6 in. of rain fell.
The effect was

These have

flooded district.

tons of coal

2.

Map Siiowixg

Aiiha

Imnuated

Oiiio

1

— The

are located 300

ft.

oi"

Pi!oti:ctio\

and fan house at this mine
from the hoisting shaft they

air shaft

distant

:

was noted and a rapid rise of back water at
the rate of 3 in. per hr. was registered. Ri-ports of flood
conditions in other states had been received, but owing to

were threatened on Apr. 4. A protecting wall of ]iuddled
clay was immediately started around the entire fan hou.<e.
The clay was held in place by a substantial form built
(f car lumber.
In order to make the wall as water-tight
as possible, the top soil was removed and a stiff clay substituted.
This wall proved effectual against a head of
2 ft. of water.
The hoisting shaft was never reached by
the flood, although the same protection was provided as

the rapid

at the air shaft.

plainly visible in

the rapid rise of all streams, which
reached a flood stage filling all the low lands on Mar. 27.
On Apr. 1 the head water had almost disappeared. At
1 p.m. on this date a reversal of the current iu the Sa-

line River

fall

of the local headwater no cue feared ex-

damage from

the incoming flood.
The overflow
from the Ohio continued until Apr. 8. when observations
showed the water to be stationary. The previous highwater mark of 1884 was passed and a new record 3 ft.
tensive

higher

,

^ItrrHons

Mine Xo.

lias

been duly recorded.

A

large

territory

in

Harrisburg ToM-nship was submerged, including a ]>ortion of tlie city of TTarrisburg. Fig. 1 shows the ri.se and
fall of tiic water, wliile Fig. 3 shows the submerged area.
Five mines of the O'Gara Coal Co. were M-ithin the

Mine Aw.

—

The hoisting shaft at Jline Xo. 2 was
surrounded by a wall R ft. distant from the casing,
3 ft. high and 2 ft. thick, formed of puddled clay supported by timber forms.
As the water approached the
bulkhead, leaks from underneath became so numerous
that it was found necessary to increase the height of
the shaft casing at least five feet. This was done and a
wall formed of clay was thrown around the added casing,
the clay being jM-otected from the waves by lumber fonns
first

,'

i

May

31,

well braced

1913

C

(see Fig. 3).

The

xV

L

escapement shaft
was provided with a clay and timber bulkhead carried to a
height of 5

At

all

air anrl

ft.

of the

mines the greatest problem was

to obtain

the clay, as the territory surroiuidin"- the mines had be-

AGE
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Mine Xo. 3 O'Gara Mine Xo. 3 is located within the
corporate limits of Harrisburg. The imdergrouud works
are connected with O'Gara Mines Xos. 'Z, 4 and 9, so
that the failure to save any one would have flooded all
The

four mines.

and escapement shaft at Mine X'o.
The wood easing around
the shaft appeared to be weakening under the pressure
of the saturated soil.
Immediately men were placed in
the shaft and the portion subject to the direct soil pressure was heavily reinforced.
air

3 received the first attention.

Bulkheads made of puddled clay, supported by forms,
were started around the entire fan house. As soon as
the water reached these walls, leaks through the loose
rock fill under the bulkheads developed to such an extent
as to prove dangerous.
All efforts to stop these from
the outside were in vain until clay was filled in between
the bulkheads and the fan house and its height kept
above that of the surrounding water. When observations

showed the flood at a standstill, five feet of water was
found around the i^rotecting wall as shown in Fig. 4.
More than 300 cu.yd. of clay had been used in the
protection of this shaft alone, 75 per cent, of which had
been carried to place in cement sacks over a trestle mau'

FiG. 3. Hoi.sTixti

Shaft at thk O'CJaua

Co.'s

Xo.

Mine

FiGS. 4

AND

5.

Views at the O'Gara

Figs. 6

and

7.

;\Ikthoi)

Co.'s

No. 3 Mine, Showing Protection at Aiu Shaft

of Pkotecting the An; Shaft

at O'Gara

Mine Xo.

1

come flooded before the work of protection began. Dump
wagons drawn by company mules were abandoned after

of strings of incandescent lights, the current being sup-

the

plied

first day's work.
Railway flat cars wore then loaded
along the right-of-way of the Big Four Railroad two
miles from the mine and placed at the mines by switch
engines as long as these were able to run.
Later cars

were pulled in to the low mine tracks by means of block
and tackle, the power being furnished by nudes working
from small elevated areas.

way 200

ft.

long.

from the

The work
central

at

night was aided by mean-

power station

at

Mine No.

In order to do this, two boilers were surrounded

and

fired

when

the top of the
of

all

3.

by dikes

the water level stood several inches above
fire box.

TTand pumps and jets took care

leakage.

At the time everything seemed safe a strong wind
sprang up from the east, causing waves to run 3 fi. high.

These waves soon softened the clay in the bulkhead to
siK-h an extent as to render it almost fluid.
Cement sacks
were imniediattely filled with sand, some being rammed
into the softened clay while others were i^laced outside
the walls until the exposed side was protected, as shown
in Fig.

The

5.

Mine 'So. 3 is 6 ft. higher than
the air shaft and therefore requires less attention.
The
clay wall was thrown around it and all leaks in the
hoisting shaft at

casing calked.

Xo

developed at this point.
Mine Xo. 4 was
quite high, compared with the air shaft which required
immediate attention. Owing to a peculiar location of the
air shaft, it was uncertain just how soon the water would
])reak across the railway embankment which had temporarily held it.
For this reason the fan house was partially removed and the shaft sealed.
(See Fig. 6.)
The

Mine Xo.

Fig.

AGE
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S.

4

—The

Flood at

bulkheads with the

difficulties

hoisting shaft at

tiil

filling

eu.yd. of clay being used.

(i'i,

Co.'s

of clay were also added, 200

This clay was hauled

TiESfT.TS OF TTIK

to a

FlooD

around the casing at all the
shafts.
This could have been easily handled by the bottom ]nnnps had the boilers remained in service. Two days'
pumping prepared each mine for hoisting coal. The
in

O'tiara Coal Co. sustained considerable loss, additional
to the expense incidental to the actual protection of the
mines. Seventy-five company houses were submerged and

damaged by waves and floating debris. The company
warehouse, machine shop, electric shop, foundry and corn
crib were all damaged, including various supplies and
machinery located at this center of distribution. Two
weeks of running time were also lost, due to the railroads
being unable lo handle the

The work

A New

traffic.

was directly in charge of Harry
Thomas, general sui)erintendent of mines of the O'Gara
of protection

Coal Company.

Lamp and

Safety

Xo. 23

a Blasting

& Co., of Vienna, Austria, are the manufacand Peter A. Frass & Co., Inc., of 417 Canal St.,
X"ew York Cit}", are the American agents of the new minScbaffler

turers,

ing apparatus illustrated herewith.
Fig. 1 shows an
machine with a capacity of six detonators fired simultaneously.
It is not a magneto but a
miniature dynamo-electric generator, operated through a
ratchet by a detachable T-handle.
This device measures 3% in. long, 31^ in. wide over
electric blasting

the strap buttons

and 514
is 41/^

in.

lb.

—

being but 214 in. wide over the case—
high to top of handle connection. The weight
As may readily be seen, the whole machine

Fig.

Shotfiijixg ]\Iachixe

1.

small, compact and durable, being
tected by a seamless drawn-metal case.
is

thoroughly pro-

The magneto machines, as ordinarily constructed, are
heavy for their capacity, and the magnets are certain to
deteriorate or lose their .strength, correspondingly weakening the current generated. This device is free from
this inherent defect, as it is furnished with electro instead
of permanent magnets. This greatly increases the life of
the machine.
Fig. 2 shows an electric safety lamp of remarkable

The

simplicity.

three

principle

exterior

parts,

base,

housing and cover, are each a single casting of magnaliuin
metal, which has the strength of cast brass and about the
same weight as aluminum.

The battery
incased type.

is

of the lead-plate, non-spilling, celluloid-

A

lug placed upon the side of the case
it impossible to get the connections to the lamp reversed.
The
one- or two-candlopower tungsten filament light bulb
fits

into a mortise in the housing and renders

(this lamp
two convex

is

made

in both powers)

reflectors in a

The

is

incased between

heavy glass cylinder, which

rendered air-tight by means of

AU piedlctions of pa.st years tliat coal could not be worked
at a preater depth than 1500 ft. no longer hold water
At
the present day, according to W. E. Garforth, president of the
British Institute of Mining Engineers, coal Is being mined
at
depths exceeding 3000 ft. The adoption of a system of lon<'wall working has solved the question of superincumbent
weight. The coal Is exposed to this weight for a very short
time .and places are closfd im tii'i'l'v

3,

Machine

Wakehouse

convenient point on flat cars, .sacked and carried to place
over a trestled manway, as at Mine Xo. 3.

Some water seeped

Vol.

a

is

gasket upon either end.
shielded from external

outer or protecting glass is
injury by four heavy columns cast integral with the main
body of the housing.

The cover to which the suspension hook is attached is
screwed into place and automatically locked by the insertion of

tlip

battery.

A

small thumb-srrew upon the side

I

Tin:

Mil

of

tlie

Iiou.':^iii,i;-

C

AL AG E

iuid plainly visible in tlio illustration serves

as a switch for

turning the current on or

off

from the

lani]i.

l)ottoui or base of the housing screws to place
locked securely by means of a small winged socketwrench. The locking bolt can not be readily withdrawn

Tlic

and

is

by any other means than this key.

As may be seen from

Fig. 2, this lami)

is

extrenielv

831

Provided, further, where the approach or aproaches to the
escape shaft crosses an air course, entry or other passageway
used as an air course, either as an intake or return, the air
current shall be conducted by an overcast or undercast, over
or under the point where such approaches shall be kept free
from falling slate, mine tracks, mine cars and other dfebris,
and shall be used only as a means of ingress or egress to or
from the escape shaft. All water coming from the surface
or out of any strata in such shaft shall be conducted by rings
or otherwise to prevent it from falling down the shaft and
wetting persons who are descending or ascending the shaft.
The operator may provide at such outlet or escape shaft
hoisting apparatus, which shall be at all times available to
all persons in the mine, the same signals to be used as provided by law for use at hoisting shafts. The traveling roads
or gangways to said outlet shall be separated from the hoisting shaft by at least two hundred (200) feet of natural strata
and not less than four (4) feet in height and four (4) feet
wide and shall be kept as free from water as the average
haulage roads in such mines. At all points where the passageway to the escapement shaft, or other place of exit, is
intersected by other roadways or entries conspicuous boards
shall be placed indicating the direction it is necessary to take
in order to reach such place of e.xit.
It shall be unlawful to
erect any inflammable structure or building or powder magazine on the surface so near to the escapeway as to jeopardize
the safety of the workmen in case of fire.
And no boiler
house shall be erected nearer than thirty-five (35) feet of the
mine opening. All explosive materials shall be stored in firepioof buildings on the surface located not less than three
hundred (300) feet from any other building.
Fans shall be located and maintained at such place as not
to be directly over the opening of an air shaft or escapement
shaft, and all fans hereafter installed shall be arranged so
as to enable the operator, when desirable, to reverse the air
current.

Provided, further, that escape shafts already constructed
under the provisions of the law herein amended shall not be
affected by this act except they shall be maintained according
to the provisions herein.

Fici.

2.

Lamp Assejuslkd axd Taken Down
made and amply strong. It weighs,
The addition of the electrolite would

simple yet carefully
Arj,

4

3 oz.

lb.

probably increase this weight a few ounces more.

New

Development Work

in Illinois

The Consolidated Coal Co., of St. Louis, with olHces in
the Syndicate Trust Building, have completed arrangements for the greatest development made in the coal rain-

A

An
The

Indiana

foilowiiig

hill

Mining

Bill

introduced by Senator Kolseni, pres-

Bituminous Coal Operator's Associwas passed by the last legislature, and signed by
Gov. Ralston. It is felt that this law, in time will prove
to be of great benefit to both the mine employee and emident of the Indiana
ation,

ployer.

A

for

bill

"An act

an act

to

amend

.Section

3

of an. act entitled

laws in relation to coal mines and subjects relating thereto, and providing- for the health and safety
of persons employed therein," approved Feb. 28, 1905.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
State of Indiana that Section 3 of the above entitled act be

amended

to revise the

to read as follows:

be unlawful for any operator to allow
persons to work in any mise at any one
time after five thousand (5000) square yards have been excavated until a second outlet shall have been made; provided,
that all air and escape shafts sunk hereafter shall be separated from the hoisting shaft by at least two hundred (200)
<eet of natural strata and shall be provided with stairways
not less than two (2) feet In width, at an angle of not more
than fifty (50) degrees, with landiiiss at easy and convenient distances and with guard rails attached to each set of
stairs from the top to the bottom of the same, and shall be
available at all times to all employees engaged In such mines.
Also provided, that the stairways, landings and guard rails
shall be of suitable design and strength to accomplish the
purpose for which they are intended, and shall be kept free
from obstructions. .\nd that when the escape and air shafts
are combined, the .scape shaft and air shaft shall be separated by a good substantial partition from top to bottom.
Section

3.

more than ten

ing fields of Illinois for many years.
huge central
house is being erected, about a mile and a half
north of Staunton, whicli will suppiv all the ])ower recjuired at four new mines ihat this comiiaiiy will open
Mines Xos. 1-t and 15 will he midway between Benid and
'Staunton to tlie west, and connected up by spurs from the
pov,'er

It shall

(10)

&

C.

X. W., which

either the

Wabash

now building down to connect with
& Madison. Mines Nos.

is

or Litchfield

16 and 17 are two and four miles respectively .southwest
of Staunton on

a

The four mines

will

& N. \V.
have a dailv capacitv of from 4000

propo.sed sjjur from the C.

6000 tons each.

to

Xo

information is axailable as to what this tonnage is
intended for, but it is presumably a part of the original

Gould scheme to furni.sh fuel from central Illinois for
of the Gould lines, including the Wabash, Cotton Belt,
Iron Mountain, and Missouri Pacific, and possibly a
])ortion of the Te.\as & Pacific and Internationa! & Great
Xorthern. E.xcluding the T. & P. and I. & G. X., the
Gould roads at the present time are estimated to use
about 10,000 tons of coal per day.
all

At

present time

Consolidated Coal Co. has sevLouis and has recently
taken over a big operation at John.son City in Williamson
County.
They, with the Western Coal & Mining Co.,
which has a mine in Williamson County and several
mines in Missouri, Kansas and .\rkansas. aic fiiinisheral

tlie

mines

iiig fuel

tlie

in the field east of St.

for

jtixvt

of the Gould .system at (his linn-.
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The Origin and Deposition
By W.
SYN0P''<1S

—

.4

B.

ure flora are described together with the different agenwhich determined tlie varying qualities- of the fuels.

Particular attention

devoted

is

to

anthracite coal.

Plants are the sourre uf eoal beds. Their stems, leaves
and tissues have gathered in places and beds like peat
bogs and after long burial have been converted into
The formation of the coal from the beds of vegecoal.
table debris probably only made a beginning while these
lay as open beds of peat.

The same

process

Coal

of

Pl.wt Life of the C'AiiBoxiFKKOfs

Types of coal meas-

cies

Xo. 23

Eichakds*

raiher dclailcil suimitarij of the modern

theories of the formation of coal.

;?.

The Nova

PicniGn

Scotia coal fields abound in erect stumps of

standing in the old dirt beds. The rocks capping
may be slate, sandstone or conglomerate, depending on whatever circumstances succeeded. The shaly beds
often contain the ancient ferns .spread out between the
trees,

the coal

abundant that however thin the shale may
opens to view new impressions of plants. In
the sandstone, broken trunks of trees sometimes lay scatSome of the logs of the Ohio
tered through the beds.
coal measures are 50 to 60 ft. long and 3 ft. in diameter.

layers

and

be split,

so

it

carried

is

forward in the modern peat beds but result only in poor
coal, which contains 25 per cent, or more of oxygen.
Peat is a woody material passing part way to coal and
sometimes wholly so in places; it is an accumulation of
half decomposed vegetable matter in wet or swampy
depressions.

In the temperate climate it is due to the gro^rth
mainly of spongy masses of the genera of sphagnum which
are very absorbent of water.

swampy

Besides spreading over

many

from the

places they extend in a lloating layer

borders of shallow ponds, dropping ])ortions to the bottheir lower roots, as they die above. They thus
gradually take possession of the pond and may form beds

tom from

PECOPTERIS PtNNAtrORMIS

of great thickness. The leaves, stems, branches of trees and
shrubs, growing over the marshy region or in shallow
water also contribute to the accumulating bed. This dead
and wet vegetable mass slowly undergoes a change in its
lower part, becoming brownish-black, loose in texture and
often friable, although commonly penetrated with root-

This change is sometimes continued until coal is
lets.
formed, bui unlike good coal, it still contains 25 to 33
per cent, of oxygen, f

The
tion,

rate of growth varies with

amount

A

of vegeta-

foot of

depth

ten years. Over many parts of
Kngland, there are extensive beds the amount in

may form

New

tlie

moisture and other conditions.
in

from

five to

;

Massachussets has been estimated to exceed 130,000,000
cords.
Peat waters have an antiseptic power and, consequently, tend to i)revent complete decay of the vegetable
matter.
The deposits of clay or sand over the peat accumulations of the (^trboniferous prevented the atmospheric oxygen from participating in the change and to
this is due the better product.

The Carboniferous

period, or that of the coal measures,

was a period of large marshes.

The day beneath

the coal,

often called the underclay, generally contains fossil plants
and especially the roots of underwater stems of the Lep-

idodcndrons and Sigillaria, called Stigmaria. It

is

often

old dirt beds of earth over which the earth's plants
grow that commence to form the coal beds. It was either
those or the clayey bottoms of the plaiit bearing marshes
tile

or basins which accounts for the slate bottom in the anthracite seams.

SYRlGODtNDRON PES-CAPREOLI

—

A

— Kdltor.

Lansford, Penn.
Panther Valley
of this InterestVol. 1, page 712.

VENULOSA
i.\

the

At Carbondale, Penn., there was found an impression of
the bark of a Le])idodendron 2 ft. wide and 75 ft. long.
At Breckenbridge, Ky., the coal is marked through its
whole mass by stems and leaves of the Stigmaria and
Lepidodeudrous, rendered distinct by the infiltration of
sulphuret of iron. The coal is often penetrated with the
tissues and spores of plants; even the solid anthracite has
been found to contain vegetable tissues.
Animal material has also contributed

to

the

coal,

though sparingly, for animal decomposition always yields
carbonaceous material and animal life, particularly fishes,
were so abundant that the contribution in some cases may
have been imi)ortant.

•Engineer. Lehigh Coal & Navlgratlon Co.,
Note Abstract of paper read before the
MinlnK Institute.
more technical and detailed discussion
ing phenomenon will be found In "Coal Age."

PtCOPTERlS

PLICATA

Typical Coal-Measure Fossils Foixd
Panther Creek Valley

little in

It

com]K)sition

must be kept

in

The mineral

charcoal differs very

from the ordinary bituminous

mind

that

all

real.

the agencies which con-

tributed to the formation of coal beds worked on a prodigiouslv larsrer scale than those which are now in activ-

COAL AGE
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and perhaps more longcomposing the peat bogs of our day.

itv liir

cisely similar but vastly greater

laliK'

lived than the plants

Then the deposits of vegetill' formation of peat.
remains were from an exceptionally exuberant vegetiitioii, ta\()red by the greatest possible humidity of the
air and a superabundance of carbonic acid in the atmosDuring that period the amount of carbon in the
phere.
atniosplicre was at least '> in 1000 parts as compared with
3 in 10,000 parts today.
<iTiox OF

Di:

ft. in diameter
measuring from 1 to
ft. high or even more, grov.-ing close
together and forming an impenetrable forest of stems,
branches and leaves, whereas at the present time plants
are rei)resented by mere herbage of small size v.-ith stems
'5

and liranches scarcely as thick as a goose quill.
The first growth was generally floating or creeping
plants and was essentially com]K)sed of a peculiar .species,
the Stigmaria, whose unusually long stems and branches
from

1i)

1

'i

ft.

were woven together into a mat
luxuriant land vegetation

thick,

ur tliiek carpet oxer whii-h the

imb

layer of ono-i'i'rbth "f an

an inch,

to

100

h) tn

plainly appears that

it

A

^lAiy.ia.ii.s

trees, th'ir ti'unks

that has liecn sani,

all

bears evidence of alterations of conditions in its own lamination, and even in tbe alleralion in shades and colors.

A

THE Coal

The flora consisted of acrogeuous plants, ferns, lycopods and equiseta (horsetail) covering nearly the whole
All the plants of these orders,
area of the coal region.
represcjited bv tlie numerous genera, were then large
and from

Trom

in the growth of tha peat, we have microcosmic, but true,
coal bed itself
representation of the formation of coal.

mains and,

least,

at

Jieiice,

in thickness corresponds

the accumnlating vegetable re-

of

the resrularitv and delicacy of structure

not surprising.
There may have been great variations in the length
of time before the peat-like vegetation, after forming,
was covered with water, which wonld cause a varied
quality of coal ihic t(j Ih.' pve-snre of tlie lieds of clay and
sand. The deconiposit inn df the xegetaliou depended on
is

amount of water, the emnposition nf thai water, and
In <oine parts nf the marsh,
the length of time exjioseil.
there were ]hh)1s where the 'egetation was long steeiniit;'
the

and

so

became

re(lueed to pulp, thus olditerating all bed-

coal penod was a time of uiereasiiig
change, eras of ver<lure. alternating with those of wideS]iread inundation de.-tructi\e to all the vegetation ami
terrestrial life, except that which covered the region becling planes.

The

Yet it was an era in which the
coal measures.
changes went forward for the most jiart with such (extreme slowness and with such jU'evailing quiet, that if
a man had been living at that time, he would not have

yond the
in Progress, wi-fh o Diaiom Deposii,
(6)over the boffom of the Pond

Peai forming

suspected the change.

Sivirrcji

iprcad itself.
jf its

>f

Such

own weight

merged.

Till-:

Showixc; Dkpositiox of Pj^at
a

mass of vegetation naturally sank
and places, until wholly sub-

at times

This hypothesis

is

pnr.cd by

tlie

superposition

the beds of sandstone, shale, clay, iron.-^tone and lime-

Chaxge

ov

Wood

Coal

in'to

All organic materials tend to decay and in this the
chief jirocess is oxiilati<in: o\idcs are the largest ])art or
of the final

all

Wood,

result.

thoroughly dried,

\\-hen

consists approximately of the following percentages: Car-

bon, 49.66; hydrogen,

O.;-'!

;

oxygen,

nitrogen, 1.10

lo.o:!;

animal fat
In smothered conihustion,
as in making charcoal by Iniriiing wood under a cover of
earth, nearly all of the hydrogen and oxygen disappear in
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water, withoui the

upon the (jld coal beds.
The measures containing the coal seams were laid in
If
alt, brackish or fresh water and vary accordingly.
he salt, water had found its way into the life of the
ungles and forests they would have been destroyed. At

and

hat time the encroaching water occasionally flowed with

This also oecui-s when
coiLSumption of all the carbon.
the jilants decompose iimler a complete covering of water
or earth, because this exchides the air and conlines tbe

;toue

shown, not only by the
oarse gravel beds of conglomerate, but also by the erosion
in some cases the vegetable debris
if rock de]>osits. and
(nHilogists
vas washed away making what we call faults.
idmit that in some regions the coal plants may have been

rreat

and plunging waves, as

is

Irifted to tiieir place of deposit.

traces

of

and

suliduir

phnsplidi-us

contains the same elements.

change to the elements of the

]ilanl

ami the more cnm-

plete the protection the i;i-ealcr will he tbe ]iropoiM

carbon and hydrogen sa\ed.

In

llu'

chan'.'-i.

(Ji'

till-;

('(i\i.

Mi:Asi;ifi:s

i(C|

of

oi'dinai'y

(,|

bituminous coal, the loss in the hyilrogcn in wc.ciil r,s
to
and to that of
compared with carbon is aljout
pci' cent. <if -ucii coal
oxygen about 4 to 5. About
iiei' cent, oxy(ash excluded) is hydrogen and \'l to
Mineral coal congen, with 80 to 81 per cent, carbon.
Anthracite contains, usually, 2
sists chiefly of carbon.
to 5 per cent, of oxygen and hydrogen, ami bituminous
])er
to
often 12 per cent., by weight, of oxygen and
cent of hydrogen, while brown coal contains 20 per (cnt.
•")

.'

iUBSiDicxci-: AXi) Co.uiMiH.s.sjox

:

."i..")

To account

the succession of coal beds .separated

for

by many feet of strata, constituting a
nass of coal measures several thousand feet in total thickie.ss,
it is necessary to take into consideration the slow

rem each

otiier

•ubsidence of large areas of the earth's surface; these
lave taken

]ilace

in all geological

ages and were nearly

scale during the whole time in
formations of middle and western
Pennsylvania wi'W being de])Osited, ending with the rise
>f the whole region to its present height, at the end of
he coal iieriods.
During the last ])art of the downward
novement tlie coal vegetation flourished magnificently but

ontiinums on
vhicli

Ibe

a-

grand

I.")

or

nnnier'iius

on an equally grand
cale, which explains the intermediate sandstones, shales,
iniestones, and iron-ore beds.
The i)lant life was pre-

vas interrupted by inroads of the sea

(i

I

is

to
more of oxygen, with
The process id' con\( rsioii
."J

shown

6 per cent, of hydrog(Mi.
of

woody

malei'ial

into coal

in tlu; following table:
('.

H.

o.

N.

Wood

lOfifi

fi.2l

Sf"-!"'

S!)

Bituminous

>il.2

n..T

43.0,^
S.l.no
12.

1.10

I'cat

Anthracite

!!•'>."

2.r,

2,r,

It is jirobable that in the forimition of
at

least

three-fifths

id'

the

ingredients

.-i

bituminous
of

2.0
fl.flfi

ii.oo

coal,

tbe original

:
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Belost, and in ajilhracite about tliree-fourths.
sides this reduction of two-fifths and one-fourth by deeomiwsition there is a redi;etion of bulk by compression,

the area of greatest disturbance, as

wood was

whicli,
fifth

metamorphic

the various

The following

only one-half, would bring the total up to oneOn this estimate it would take 5 ft.

if

3,

coal

is

Xo. 22

well cxemplilied iu

regions.

!

are the facts go\erning the origin of

—

Fii'st
The coal of the upturned and more or less metamorphic coal measures of lihode Island 's the hardest of

or oue-eighlh.

iu depth of comjiact vegetable debris to make one foot of
bituminous coal, and 8 ft. to make one foot of anthracite.

anthracite.

Secondly

For a bed containing 55 ft. of pure coal, like that at our
Greenwood Colliery, the bed of vegetation should have
been at least 440 ft. thick
Anthracite coal is a result of the action of heat on bituminous coal under the jn-essure which accompanied the

—The

coal of the Carboniferous coal measures

of western Pennsylvania and that of the states farther
west, where beds are nearly horizontal,

.

is

uniformly

bi-

tuminous and not anthracite.
Thirdly —

^'ariations

m

the condition of the coal mak-

nearly all the
Anvolatile matter, and leaving the anthracite behind
thracite iu eastern Pennsylvania is due to the action of

ing eras over the whole globe have led to various kinds
Brown coal, or that
of coal without making anthracite.
containing a large percentage of oxygen, is known to

heat on ordinary bituminous coal, caused by the upturned
and flexed condition of the rocks in that part of the state.
The upturning fades out to the north westward and the

form where there is much excess of air. Cannel coal, a
kind rich in oil producing hydrocarbons and little oxygen.

Wilkes Barre anthracite region is on its outskirts. The
conversion of bituminous to anthracite coal would not require any great amount of heat nor heat of prolonged
duration. Moreover, it would have spread laterally from

sediments.

upturning of the rocks, the heat driving

olf

An Improved

•

by prolonged steeping beneath a deep cover of
Graphite, a grade beyond anthracite, is
formed from the excessive heating of mineral coal, as is
proved in the metamorphic regions of Rhode Island auit
\\as fiirmed

AVorccster.

Steel

By Alfhed

SYNOPSIS— These

cars have a capacity of nearhj Ihree
tons run-uf-ii/iiie t(inl and ivcigk over 3200 lli.. ijrl llieij
are so cons/nic/ed that one man can easily /nish Iheni.

about upon a

Mine Car

Fickes*

straii-brace of lx4-in. iron

ear

at

the criiter.

is

placed across the top of the

With the exception

of the slightly

]irotruding brake, there are no ]irojections on the outsid'"
of the body, wdiile on the inside, all the rivets are

even a slight grade.

lerel Irark or

C.

flat-

tened.

As the use

of steel niiiie-cars

becoming nun-c general

is

every day, a description of an advanced type reixnitly
put iu service by the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co.,
will he, ])erliii]is. not altogether ina]iiiropriate.

Tin:

The

of

tirely

|icilcslal-li(>\

of cast iron.
of

brackets, etc.,

-.wr

various parts

The

ear

while

irdu,

made

nieled

eoiisl

diniensioiis

gcnei'al

drawing.

,

in ly

parts constructed

the

steel,

made

couplers,

licd. stals,

iho!

doorbeing eleven

th;s inati'rial.

fur a

gage (if
on the

.'i

being shuwii

The capacity

or about

Ihc

\rs a lid bearings are

nf rast

i(ini|i(iseil d!'

is

1..

Sri:!; l

rdinposed almost eniron.
The wheels, brakeis

::l

lids ar

jicdcstal

'I'lir

malleable

a

lli.

I

wrought

and

steel

shoes and

•"I'-'ii

All

I'l.'AcricALi.Y

Is

Cai,'

car weighs

is

11-").

13

euhic

ft.

(i

ih

impaiiymg
feet,

top-icvel

tons of rnn-of-inine coal.
The L. C. cK- X. Co. has been experimenting witli part
steel and all-steel mine-ears U>v some years with various
full,

2'i/>i.

degrees of success, having

ni.iile up cars ranging in weight
from 4150 to 5530 lb. The new car was designed at the
Lan.sford 8ho])s, under the supervision of Robert E. Hobart, master mechanic, who lias had much experience
along these lines and who has endeavored to embody
all
the good features of former cars without their

disadvantages,

at

the

same time introducing imnnneThe present car contains the

nients wherever iwssible.

latest features of car design.

The

sides

reinforced

and bottom are made of I'l-iiL steel, strongly
heavy angles and channels.
A heavy

with

•I.ansford,

I'l

nil.

(^ne of the

imi)roved

opterated on the raihei

features
]iriiu-i]ile

is

the brake, which

from either side

is

of the

Mav

C

l!)lo

31,

()

AL

They are eqiaipped with 1-in. round steel spiral
and have been found to decrease considerably the
strain on the locomotives hauling the trips, especially in
The compression and pull on these cars are
starting.
both on center. The impact being deadened greatly reduces the wear on couplers, whidi in the old-style cars
couplers.

springs

ran into a considerable sum of money annually for repairs
and replacements. Instead of the usual three-link coupling

but one link

The
to 3^/4

axles are

™

i'l-

is

used.

made from 3%-in.
of

835

Last February, 175 of these cars were placed in seron the Springdale run at Coaldale Colliery and are
doing good work. These were fabricated by the AmeriOrders have been placed for
can Car & Foundry Co.
-too additional cars and the Lansford shops are now
building them in large numbers.
This type of car costs approximately 40% more than
vice

It is the
formerly used by this company.
however to replace the old ones as fast as
possible and n.anufacture the new style exclusively in the
future, mod tied, of course, or improved wherever con-

the

style

intention

stock, turned

down

the center and 3 in. at the wheels and

The ends

journals.

AGE

the

axles

project

beyond the

ditions war- ant.

wheels as shown and are inclosed by the bearings and
Ordinary car-oil is used for lubrication
pedestal-boxes.

and the boxes are packed with waste to keep out dust
and dirt and prevent leakage of the oil. The pedestalbox lids are fastened to the boxes !)y V^-m. round iron
chain to prevent being

of

to

the figures of the United

sylvania during the year 1912,

i.s

u.se

According

%-in. scjuare

steel

spiral

Spitixos

long tons.

minimum

to a

springs,

each

States

logical Survey, the production of anthracite coal in

lost.

Journal Boxes Abe Carbied ox
reduced
The shock on the bearings
by the

Last Year's Anthracite Production

The

value of this

amounted
coal

at

Geo-

Penn-

to 75,310,049

the

mines was

$177,767,054, or an .average price of $2.36 per ton.
The year's prdilmtidn was smaller than that of 1911

FRONT ELEVATION

Wheel Bast

H

5'-^j Over all

I

SIDE ELEVATION

3-5i iVheel Gage

'f

S'-Q'i ExfremeWidth

1<

END ELEVATION
Dk'I'AII.S

ok CoNSTUri'llON.

Xoi'i-:

Si'i(iX(;

\M>

Hr

liAi'ciiET

Kvery effort has been made
an easy-runnnig ear in spite of the great
weight and as one man can readily push a car about on
the level, or even on a slight grade, it would indicate
that these efforts have been successful.
iigurcd for 5800-11). safe load.

to

|)roduce

.'.wnEAns.

Si'inN(i-SriM'()i,"i-i:ii

.lorBXAi, Boxes,

Rbakk

by approximately five and oik'-1kiII' iuiIIkhi Iimis; Imt its
value was greater by over $2,800,000.
The ]>resent average price at the mine is greater than at
any previous time, the highest price charged before being
$2.28 per ton

in the

year 190.3.

AL

C
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SNAP SHOTS

xx thk Hastixus ('extual
Plant of Tiumdad K. T. E. & G. Co..

Coal Binkeiis

IN

1'o\\i:i;

Colorado

Tipple of the Rose Cheek Coal
Coyletowx. Ky.

Co.,

Vol.

Co.,

at

3.

Xo. 32

COAL MINING

Minim

i

I-lood^

i.\

TlITLE AXD POWEI; Hor.SE OF THE UtAH FuEL
AT Slixxyside, Utah

AGE

\i>i
a.l

i,

Euixr Ohio Valley

Diiiuiiliin

>spoiismlii on (tklen Ri\ii: ix Ken111 K\

GeXE1!AL \\\:\\ OF THE "()LI>" ('(iKI-<l\l N
i.atkix at Si'nnysum:, ix Utah

Steel I-Beams ix Ko.
CoKP.,

8

K.-IAI.-

Mixe, Maoisox Coal

Dewmaxie,

III.

Mav

31.

COAL AGE
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Non-Fatal Injuries
By

L.

F.

Anthracite Mines

in

Hoffman*

SYNOPSIS — The

author iiuinfs out thai ir(irl,'nii'ii's
coinpeiimtioii in about to twcoinc uiiircrsal iritliout auij
Jala being available in tlie United States from irhich tlie
probable rate of injnrij per 1000 men emploijed can be

837

If tlu' ratio of iioii-fatal

to fatal aeeidoiits for British

applied to the Pennsylvania anthracite collieries,
the resulting number of non-fatal accidents during the

inine.s

is

determined. The records covering only serious injuries
are inadequate, as comparisons iritli Britisli slatisiics

period ending with 1911 would be 144.148
against o?45 as actually refiorted.
Granting that possibly the non-fatal acciilent rate is much less in tiie Penn-

amphj prove.

syl\ania anthracite mines than in British coal

which employers' liability
workmen's compensation
statutes makes it iiuportant that the nature of industrial
accidents should be much better understood than they are
at present. In a few of the annual reports of state mine
inspectors, the information is given in sufficient detail
to disclose the nature of the injuries, as well as their
causes, and the resulting degree of incapacity for work,
It would serve a most useful pubh'c purpose if mine inspectors were to present the facts in a more convenient form.
and, as a suggestion towards a feasible method of statistical research, the following tables and observations are
]>resented as a first contributi(m towards a subject which
has heretofore boen much lu'glccted.

The increasing extent
being

are

4'ilt

As

to

by

replaced

PlXXsYIVVXIV

mine accidents
is limited to a statement of the number of fatal and uoiifatal injuries and their causes.
But fortunately, in the
reports of the Pennsylvania Department of Mines, ad••
,.
,!
,.
,,
,
f
\
,

(htional

•

injuries, as at present made, are unquestionably untrustworthy and a serious understatement
of the facts.

To

secure more trustwortliy and complete returns

is

as

suiiplied

regards the nature

form

the

ill

y^^"^
^—3

"7";'
351

••— is

34.3

26-1-

.")745,

equivalent to

a

non-

accident rate of G.7 per 1000 employed.
Since the fatality
rale for the same period was 3.8
per 1000, it re(|uires no extendeil analysis to sustain the
conclusion that llie non-fatal accidents are far from befatal

ing fully rei)orteil, and that a thorough rexislon of the
methods by whicli records of such accidents are obtained
is urgenlly needed.
Granting that the most serious accideiits are of most importance from a medical, legal, .social
or economic point of view, it is nevertheless true that a
ilarge number and proportion
oi less serious non-fatal injuries occur, for which compeiisalion wouhl lie re(|uireil

,1

1

under the

,•

o])eratioii of mtjrc

oi-

•

1

J-

i

1

less drastic

compen.sitimi

TO

OxK KiLLFO

10^ A,;k

Ix.K-RKi,

perhaps the best illustration of existing defects

the reporting of non-fatal

be directed

mine

injuries, attention

the British exiieriences for

to

in

mav

1911. as

ported

re-

ill
the statistics of compensation and of proceedunder the Workmen's Compensation Act of lOOfi.
and the Kmjiloyers' Liability .Vet of 1880. According to
tliis return, the numlier of persons employed in mines was
i,,-<. r-to
Ju
,r.,i
l,o.yj,642, and among this number there
occurred 1711
fatal accidents and 178,466 non-fatal accidents.
The
fatality rate was, therefore. 1.6 per 1000, and the nonfatal accident rate was 16^'
rier looo.
The ratio of

ings

4-1

1

1

•

1

1

J.

.

,

According to

^

»

,

,

.

,

'

,

„

latal to non-tatal accidents was, therefore, as

1

to 10.5.

lnsiii:i trcf Co.. Nf-wni-U.

.V.

.1.

.30.2

js

.38^4

31

s

Shipping
'^'^^'^

204

12.2

453

52!8

4,0

4.(1

.->j)

1.3

19

2.2

S4
42

ummj

loo'o

loo.o

kio

""^ff

2.31
41

12.

.5

4.3

this table, of the

ioo~o

mine accidents,

.5.1

per

compensation for 13 weeks or more as
against 10.8 per cent, for men employed on sailing vessels, and 12.6 per cent, for men employed in steam iiavigation.
The table emphasizes the wide divergence in the
economic consequences of non-fatal injuries, whicli by
modei-ii conceptions of legal

responsibility

M'ill

probably

require to be provided for by the compensation of the injured em])loyee by the employer, who, as far as praeticable. will shift the e-\|)eiise

liKTriiN.s

As
I'm'

,

,,

.

Aki:

upon the

cost of pi'mluclion.

,r

.

.Acltkatk

Licss

01;

^r

stated at the out.set, the non-ratal accident returns

Since the returns do not show

.seriously defective.

""" '!"'''^*°" of resulting incapacity for work,
|iossible to say whether the defect in the returns
to accidents of
,,r

,

,

aIixks Mori: ^afe.''

the anthracite coal mines of Pciusylvania are without

it
is

is

_im-

limited

comparatively small economic importance,

to all rlas.ses, excepting,

table which

perhaps, the most serious. Tlu'
follows seems to show that the tendency is

rather towards diminished accuracy or completeness, for
a.uaiiist

a

was milv
^.

TABLE

,

II.

r,:te
fl.

of 8.11

IS per

in

lOiii)

.\0.\-F.\TAI.

1907 the reported rale

for 1911

emjiloved.

ACCIDENTS IN PENNSYLVANIA A\TnR\-

cite coal .mines,

1907-1911
Rat, per
iooo'En,pi„.vc,i

'',,';;;;

i^""<
I9II9

imo
1911

•St.-itisllcian. Pi-iidftitial

Dock-

''"'^f

required

cent,

doubt

laws.

Ix Gmkat BiHTMx
.'Vs

100, »

Railroad

"^"^^f

* Excepting clerical staff.

summary or made the subThe total number of such ac-

was

'^""7;"''

35
id

13—20

of a convenient

cidents during 1907-11

is

DURATION OF INCAPACITY FOR WORK, OR PERIOD
FOR WHICH CO.MPENSATIO.N WAS PAID

I

Compensation

of the injuries sustained, but the data are not presented

ject of critical analysis.

it

term •accident" should be delined in
the law and general usage, and that uniform rules of
statistical practice should be agreed upon by the mine
inspectors of the se'veral coal-producing states.
Such a
definition, to be trustworthy, should provide for inforniation regarding the resulting duration of incapacity for
work, and the importance of such a requirement is best
illustrated in the Briti.sh statistics, according to which,
of the non-fatal accidents re])orted during 1911. (Jii.tS per
cent, caused a work incapacity of less than four weeks.

essential that the

,

iniormation

and metal-

the fact remains that the re-

turns of non-fal;;l

TABLI-:

I?Fl'OI!I)S

the information concerning

a rule,

mines combined,

litcrous

t-:

la\v.s

five-year

nv.tal

'''I'nsrn"
i74'.oii3

'"^Two"'"

um

173.3.38

1034
in4s
1124

9x-.

^7\r,

171,19.-1
ic.s,i7.'-.

n.-,.-.

ii 70
04
b 23
0^48
(i

i:

71

•

.

.
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The analysis which follows is for a five-3'ear period,
since a study of the facts by single years would have
required much more space than is avaihible for a discus-

AGE

Considering first the age distribution of the injured,
below gives the required information by divisional periods of life. It has not seemed necessary to ex-

tend the analysis to single years of

since the fre-

life,

quency distribution is quite well emphasized by the
elaborate and more convenient method.

TABLE

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS INJURED IN NONFATAL ACCIDENTS IN PENNSYLVANIA ANTHRACITE COAL MINES, 1907-1911
.\GE

III.

Number

—24

18

3

825

14 4
17 4

1000
949
809
686
543

25—29
30—34
35—39
40

Percent.
of Total

Injured

Ages

12—14
15—19
20

less

—

14

Ifi

o

14

1

Ages

—
.iO—
4.5

Per rent.

Injured

of Tot.il

418

7.3

54

251
135

4 4

.55— .i9

60—64

05+

119

Unknown

10

0.9

2

9 5

of the foregoing table

100.0

5745

materially impaired

is

fact that the age distribution of the

by the

2 3

CO
49

Total:

The value

Number
19

men employed

present not known. It is possible that the forthcoming re!5ults of the Twelfth Census
in anthracite mines

TABLE

V.

is at

CAUSES OF NON-FATAL ACCIDENTS IN THE
Fall

Fall of

of

rock or

coal

slate

113

Inside employees

Mine foremen
Asst. mine
Firebosses

formeu

.

Miners
Miners' laborers
Drivers and runners.

Falls
into
shafts

3

3

2

1

702
454

17

41

11

2

2
33
29

1

46
49

.....

.

Door boys and helpers

11

Other inside

22

821

Total

Outside employees

7
17

137

1266

cars
11

3

549
214

Pumpmen
Company men

Mine

6
5
170

378
601
62
61

S4

1380

......

Superintendent.'*.

17

Foremen
Blacksmiths and carpentt-iEngineers and firemen
.

Slate pickers

Bookkeepers, etc

i

_
7

4

1

2

2
IS

4

S

15

1

1

p
16
29

14

.

Other outside..

7

22

42

106

828

1288
22.4

179
3.1

1486
25.9

Total

Grand total
Percent

46

14.4

may

give the required information, but in view of the
curtailment of census appropriations, it is doubtful
whether the analysis was extended, as indeed is desirable,
to the age distribution of occupations by divisional periods of

Thk

life.

RicLATiov OF Placi: of Biisth
1)i:nt

The same

conclusion, in

ro

thk Acn-

Rai'k

jiart,

applies to the factors of

race and nativity, which also have an important bearing
As shown by
u])oii the frequency of accident occurrence.

the table, which follows, the proportion of Polish

mine

workers injured during the five-year period was 25.1 per
cent, or not much less than the proportion of native-born
Americans, returned as 26. G per cent. A .serious question
may be raised, however, as regards the accuracy of the
nativity returns, since
as .Vustrians,

it

number

is

difficult to l)elieve, for illus-

and Greeks, as
was not larger than actually reported.

tration, that the

many men

of Alagyars

well
.\p-

were returned
as Slavs, which is a rather indefinite term in popular
usage, although cthnologically well defined and underpai'cntly,

stood.

of

these

nativities

3.

Xo. 22

1907-1911

Number Per
Nativity

sion of this kind.
•the table

Vol.

TABLE IV. NATIVITY OF PERSONS INJURED IN NON-FATAL ACCIDENTS IN PENNSYLVANIA ANTHRACITE COAL MINES,
Injured
1530

Number

cent.
of Total

26.6

Arabian

Bohemian
EngUsh

Mexican
Montenegrin
Norwegian

Finnish

Polish

Austrian

.

French

Russian
Scotch

German.
Greek
Horvat (Croatian)
Hungarian

0.2
0.1
2.5

Slavish

Irish

Swedish
Syrian
Tyrolean

Italian

Welsh

.

.

.
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and the data not available for analysis Avas
and to that extent the table is open to
criticism, althongh there are no reasons for believing that
am- one class of minor injuries is more affected by this
fjiuli

14

retin-DS

]i(>v

rt'iit.

degree of nncertainty than nnotlicr.

Most Accidexts
The foregoing

Ain-;

to

LowEn Extremities

table exhibits the rate of non-fatal in-

juries according to their nature per 1000 employed, to-

gether with the percentage distribution of the injuries
according to tlie part of the body affected. It is shown
that the lower extremities, including the hips, represent
the large.st group, or 41.5 per cent, of the whole, followed
by the upper extremities, including the shoulders, which

Injuries to the head, inaccount for 21.1 per cent.
cluding the ej'es and nose, account for 12.1 per cent., or
about the same as injuries to the trunk, including tlie
collar bones and internal injuries not otherwise specified,
which account for 11.3 per cent.
P.\RT.S OF BODY INJURED IN
ACCIDENTS IN THE .\NTHRACITE MINES OF PENN-

T.\BLE VII.
XON-F.\T.\L

SYLV.\NIA, 1907-1911

AGE

Y„

Xo.

n

:

COAL

1913

Jlav

Meeting

spriiiii iiiecliiif/ of the Ki'iduckij MinInstitute was held in Lexington, Ktj., May 16 and

papers which were
a state-wide first-aid meet, with "24 lea>n<

In addition

17.

read, there ««.<

to several inte resting

competing.

The

meyt held in comiection with the

field

first-aid

Kentucky Mining Institute

spring meeting of the

May

Lexington on
(if

lU, took

the State University.

address of welcome was delivered \>\ President
Barker of the Kentucky College, after which there was
Followa short drill by the cadets of the state school.
.\n

mencing the contest.
Event

First
thifih

— Lacerated

compound

up preparatory

The events were

fracture,

to

com-

as follows:

wound

in palm of left hand.
bleeding-, patient carried 50

Rightft.
on

an improvised stretciier. Full-team event.
Second Event Treat burns of face. neck, ears and liands.
Two men carry patient -without stretchei-. T-wo-man event.
Third Event Dislocated shoulder left side; right foot
mashed, bleeding. Full-team event.
Fourth Event Man overcome by gas; one man shoulder,
Perform standard form of
lift and carry to place of safety.

—
—

—

One-man event.
Fifth Event Man to fall on electric -wire: back down,
Rescue, give artificial respiration, one minute;
uiisconcious.
Improvise stretchtieat bui-ns on back and right upper arm.
ers; carry 50 ft.
respiration.

—

I.I.ST
1

2

Harry Donaldson. Sam McMurry, Clabe

aldson.

Biier,

Elmer

— Rim

No. 1: Anderson Manon, Harry W. Fritts, J.
Grayson Ponder, Charles McPherson, John Sheltcn. Jim Stone,
Instructed by Dr. E. M. Howard.
Captain.
No. 4 Stearns, No. 2: Nels Robbins, captain: Will Taylor,
Alec Taylor, Ben Sweet, Jacob Reeves, Louis Burnet,
No, 5 Barker, No. 1: J. W. Dean, captain; J, I. Stone.
E. G. Moore, Henry Hubljard. James Hampton, Chas. Mailer,
Joe Cox, Dr. B. B. Giannini.
No. 6 Luzerne.
No. 7 Arjay: Sid Ingram, captain: R. .-V. Billings, L. AI.
Disney. R. F. Frye, Walter Fortner, Joe C. Cobb, Dr. Fred D.
Haston.
No. s St. Bernard Coal Co.: Tom Peyton, captain; Wads
Cole, F. Griffln. Chas. Ray. James Cloren, Will Donnelly,
William Taulbee, captain; Charles
No. 9 Barker No. 2
Pressnell, John Sutton. J. S. Do/.ier, Perry Lone. Chas. Moore.
Dr. B. E. Giannini.
lenkins No. 1: Lester Shrum, captain; Loui.s Biggs,
No. 10
3

—
—
—
—

—
—

—

Bice. Thad Shunk,
John Clark, captain, Ben Stone, Halsey
Johnstone, William .-Vnderson, James Phillips. Charles Rollins: instructed by Dr. E. M. Howard.
No. 12 Stearns Coal Co., No. 3: Joe Henry, captain; Lee
Tourds, Sid King, Oscar Ross, Jim Strunk, Silas Jones.
No. 13 Glendon: John Onks, captain: Frank Bowman, John
T. Lackard, Jim Lay. Bentley Messer, Dr, Fred D, Haston.

James Walker,
No. 11

— Rim

G.

No.

W. Rucker, Forest
2:

—
—
14 — Van

P. Jennings, captain;

Noah Henson.

Lear: J.
No.
William Joushon. J. M. Stambaugh, Grover Wolf, Carl Pickleslner.

15— Castro: James Hyatt, captain: Wilson Spivy. WalWalter Green, Elijah Burke, Tip Jackson.
No. 16— (Sraham: W. B. Hager, captain: S. K. Hite, \V. L.
Cash, P. H, Morgan. T. J. Vinson. J. H. Spencer. W. D. Duncan Coal Co.. of Greenville, Ky.
No. 17: Geraldinc: Smith Snow, captain: William J. Black,
Ed. Whlttaker, Ballard Mattimgly, Harvey Markham, Floyd
No,

ter Lock,

Mills,

No

Dr, F. D. Haston.
Stearns No.
IS

chester,

man.

—

—

PRIZES
First prize, a silver lovin.g cup, donated by the Goodman
Manufacturing Co.. of Chicago, and $K0 in cash donated by
the Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., of Columbus, was tied for by
the follow-ing teams:
Team No. 9. Barker No. 2. Continental Corporation. 99 Vo
per cent.: team No. 22. Benham. Wisconsin Steel Co., 99 i/o.
By agreement the money was divided and the cup was given
to the Benham team to keep for six months, -when it will
be sent to the Pineville team and at the meeting in October
it -K-ill be contested for as a side event bet-ween these two

teams.

Second prize, a Johnson & Johnson flrst-aid cabinet, one
Woods emergency case, five copies of Johnson's First-Aid
Manual, and one-half dozen rubber-cloth covered flrst-aid
Won by team No. 10. Jenkins, Consolidation Coal
packets.
9S

Co..

'/.•..

—

4
Reason Cecil, captain; Ed. WinJohn Smith, John Hifdon. Jim De Prossett, Bill Bow-

No. 19— Cary: Ed. Duncan, captain: John Stilllngs, Frank
Bradshaw, Francis Dunn, Thad Idol. Will France,
No. 20— Stearns, No. 5: Noble Stevens, captain; Dault

electric-lamp

Third prize, an

Won

by team No.

S,

St.

outfit

Bernard Mining

lamp.
Earlington, Ky.,

and a safety
Co..

95 Vs.

Fourth prize, clock mounted in cannel coal. Was won by
team No. 3. Rim No. 1. Continental Coal Corporation. 98.
Colored teams. Barker No. 3, 91,n, Rim No. 3. 95.

R.\TINGS
No. 3. 9S: No. 4. 95 Vr.: No. 5, 97 V.i
97: No. S, 9S ' >.: No. 10, 9S Vr.: No. 11
7.
13,
94 /;: No. 14. 96; No. 15, 93 -,',
97
No.
'/»;
96 V.i': No. 12,
No. 16. 95 '/..,: No. 17, 96; No. IS. 96 =/,,: No. 19. 97 '/=: No. 20,
No.
22.
99 'ANo.
21,
97
95 Vs:
'A-,;
No.

92: No.

1,

75

6,

'/>,:

2,

97

'

V.:

No.

by Prof. Xorwixid. chief
President Barker of the University also presented each team with a lianiuT. and Mr.
WiLson. Chief Engineer of tlic U. S. Bureau of Mines,

The

Chitwood.
No.

—

No.

OF TE.\MS

— Wallsend: .lames Dixon, captain; Robert Coswell,
Thomas McDonald, James McGleneroy, James Wicks.
No. — Stearns Coal Co.: Earl Mallcy, captain; Brier DonNo.

Boyce, Edgar Phillips, Carl Fleming, Homer Stevens. George
Smith.
No. 21 Auxier: John Ward, captain: M. L. Cornutte. John
Coyer, Dave Corder, A. M. .\lley. Ancil Rogers, Northea.st
Coal Co.
No. 22
Benham: L. D. Smith. Verner Luigart. J. R. FosWisconsin Steel Co.
ter. Orby Hall. Orion Kelly.
The colored teams. Barker No. 3 and Rim No. 3. from the
Continental Coal Corporation competed for Events 8, 4 and 5.

at

place on the athletic field

ing this the first-aid teams lined

841

Kentucky Mining Institute

of

SYXOPSIS — The
iiiy

AGE

state

prizes

mine

were awarded

inspector.

presented a dozen medals to the teams, giving one medal
to each of the twelve teams scoring the highest number
of points.

Li the

evci'iiiL!-,

at

T ::iO,

a

baiupu't

w;is

licld

at

ihe

Phoenix Hotel. Shoi't addresses were ilelivered by E. W.
Parker, Floyd W. I'arsons, Pres. Rash, James W. Paul,
,T. E.
Beebe, J. B. .lohnston, E. B. Wilson, C. J. Norwood, W. A. Miller and

Thk

;MKi:Ti\(;

L. Moss.

\V.

SAiniDAY ^Moiixixn

On Saturday ni<irniiig lie ronvciilidn nf the Kentucky Mining Institute convened in the Civil Engineering Building of the State University, '{"he meeling was
The convention then
called to order by President Rash.
I

adopted a memorial t" C. F. Fr:i/ier. mining engineer,
\ext was the readTaylor Coal Co., Beavei- l):iiii. Ky.
ing of a paper by Dr. A. M. I'eler on •('alorimeler Tests
Made on Kentucky Coal." Then I'nl lowed a |)a]jer on
"Workmen's Compensation," by K. \V. Meguire, president of the Snead & Meguire Coal Co., Louisville, Ky.
Following this was another paper by W. C. Tucker, ucneral superintendent of the Wiscon.sin Steel Co,, Denhain
Ky. Mr. Tucker di.scu.ssed "welfare work," .\lter Mr.

Tucker came David Victor, chief mine inspertor of the
Con,soiidatioii Coal Co,, Fairmont. \V, \a,. who read a
paper on ''How Be.st to Handle the Dry or Dusty Mine,"
Because of trouble to the electrie;d
it was found impo.ssible to

University,

appiir:itns
ns..

of

the

the stercop-

AL

C

842

ticon slides that were necessary to illustrate Mr. Wilbert
Pres. Rash
A. Miller's paper ou "Shortwall Mining."

annoiuieed, laowever, that this paper will appear in the
proceedings of the Institute.
Next was a discussion on Mine Ventilation by Mr.
"^eiushank, after which President Rash made a short
talk thanking the members of the Institute for the hearty

A

V,

E

Vol.

Xo. 22

The committee on nominations reported further elecFor secretary and treasurer, T. J.
as follows:
Barr; for vice-presidents from the following districts of
tions

For the central

Kentucky:

district,

B. R. Hutchcraft;

for the western district, T. E. Jenkins of Sturgis, Ky.,

and

W. Tajdor

C.

W. P. Duncan Coal Co. for
James Butler of Stearns, and W.

of the

southeastern Kentucky,

,

him during his term o^
then called for nominations for a new president and Mr. Davies presented the name of AVhite L
Moss. The nomination of Mr. Moss was made unanimous, and he was elected president of the Institute for

C. Tucker of the Wisconsin Steel Co., Benham for the
northeastern district, L. G. Abbott and H. LaViers.
There being no further nominations, the foregoing were
duly elected to the otFices suggested.
The meeting closed after a .further discussion on ven-

the ensuing year.

tilation l)v Messrs. Tictor

cooperation they had rendered

He

office.

;

AVeinshank and Paul.

rieat in the Volatile Matter of Coal
By Alfued M.
SYXOl'SIS

— The aidhor endeavors

to

separate the hra!

of coinbustion of the lolatite combustible matter in coal
from that of the fixed carbon. He uses- several analyses
of coals from the Kentucky field and concludes that the

bituminous matter from the Eastern field is more heatgiving than that from the Western. The heat from the
volatile combustible matter is much greater than that
from fired carbon and appears to reach 17,412 B.t.u.,
whereas carbon on burning oiily generates IJ/.-'tOO.

During the years when the Kentucky Geological Survey was being conducted under the able and efficient directorship of Charles J. Norwood, with headquarters at
State University, a number of calorimeter determina-

from difwork Prof. Norwood
provided, first a Parr fuel calorimeter and later one of
the Emerson design, the latter being a new form of the
bomb type of calorimeter and capable of giving results as

made upon samples

tions were

ferent mines in the state.

of coal olitained

For

this

accurate as those obtainable with the other standard in-

struments of this type but

much

easier to

more rapid in action.
The determinations were made

Some

at

different times by

Quickel,

McHargue

of these results have been published

in the report of progress of the survey for the years

and 1909

:

.'some

190S

are to be found in the bulletins of the

survey, |iart of which, however, are still in the hands of
the public printer, and I lielieve some have never been
published.
Is

'1-III-:

matter

is of equal heating value in all the coals
considering, of course, the quantity of such

in the coal.

Where coal has a large amount of volatile combustible
matter, we naturally expect it to have a high heating
•Chief chemist, .^ffrlrultural Experiment Station, Kentucky State University. T.exlncton. Ky.
Abstract of paper entitled "Some Calorimeter Determinations of Kentucky Coals." read at the Kentiickv Mining- InHtitUte.
r.9l3.

Kelitiiikv

Still,-

T-rnv.vMltv,

T.exlinrton,

Kv

.

M;iv

17.

of hydrocarbons wliicb

Hydrogen, on burning,
produces 62,000 B.t.u. per pound, whereas carbon develops onlj' 14,500 B.t.u., and for this reason we woidd
expect matter containing hydrocarbons to give more heat
than fixed carbon when burned.
On the other hand, volatile combustible matter contains
more or less oxj-gen, and its presence indicates that the
coal is more or less an oxidized product and, therefore,
less capable on combustion of giving out all the heat
which a completely unoxidized body would emit on burnMoreover, in this volatile combustible part of coal,
ing.
sulphur and nitrogen are included, the former having a
low heat value, about 4000 B.t.u. per pound when burning, and the latter oxidizing with the emission of but
little heat.
In the incombustible volatile matter, more
or less water is found.
This is derived from the clfiy
which forms after burning a part of the ash constitueut.
Thus, if the volatile matter has a varying composition, it
may have a variant ability to emit heat when burned.
I ju'opose to

estimate the heat in this volatile part of

deducting the heat generated by burning fixed
carbon or coke from that which is obtained when the
original sample is burned. This deduction for the heat of
the fixed carbon will not be taken from coke prepared
in the laboratory, nor from the same sample of coal of
which the heat of combustion is determined but will to
derived as an average from 7 commercial cokes made
from coal mined in Kentucky and consumed in a Parr
l)y

calorimeter.
this investigation been kept in view at the time the

made

the tests on Kentucky coals, the goal would
have been more certainly attained by actually determining
the heat of combustion of the coke from a sample of coai
which was a duplicate of the fuel tested in the cal-

survey

combustible

amount

are contained in such matter.

Had

CoMiusTiiu.E ix the Kextucky
COAI.S .\r,I. KiJlALLY HE.VI-GlVIMi ?
\'()i,-\rii.K

1 intend to take oidy a few of the determinations, those
which are most representative of the more importani
coal bc<ls in the state, and T shall endeavor to ascertain
whether that part of the coal which is both vohitile and

])resented,

value because of the large

the coal

Prof. Norwood's assistants, Messrs.

and Calloway.

manipulate ami

Petki:

orimeter.

AVER.AGE AXALYSI.S A.\D HEAT OF COMBTSTION OF

7

COM-

MERCIAL COKES FROM KENTICKY COAL
Hi-liesl

Averafc^;

-

Mav

31,

From
•of

COAL AGE

1913

this table

it

appears that the average heat value

the combustible matter in these samples of coke

was

13,680 B.t.u. per pound, and, in the absence of better
data, I propose to use

tliis

figure in the calculations

843

contains data of interest in this connection. The author
reports the chemical analysis and heat of combustion
of 12 gas cokes, mostly German.

which

LABORATORY DETERMINATION OF

are to follow.

12

GAS COKES

Ultimate analysis combustible part of cokes

T\'iiY

Coke Briixs with Less Heat thax Amokphous
Cai;box

erably lower than that usually accepted for carbon. There

however, certain reasons why the heating value of the
combustible matter in coi<-.' should not be as great as
Coke always contains more or less
that of i^ure carlfon.
sulphur as well as small i)ercentages of nitrogen and hyare,

drogen.

Hydrogen, of course, would

tend to bring up the
sidphur and nitrogen would
Besides this, according to the statements
reduce it.
of the textbooks, Favre and Silberniann, whose work
was published in 1852, declare that the heat value for
graphitic carlion is decidedly lower than that for the
amorphous form of that element, and it is probable that
a part, at least, of the carbon in coke is graphitic in
character.
The value, 13,680 B.t.u., therefore, does not
a

little,

whereas,

seem unrea.sonalily k)w.
In recent literature there seems to be little which
bears upon the subject of this investigation.
One chemist, however, seems to have made some careful inquiries
along much the same lines, but unfortunately I have the
account of his work only in the form of the brief summary whiet appeared in the Abstract Journal of the
American Chemical Society.^ The work is a thesis by
Herman Streit, entitled "Studies on the Chemical Composition and Heat of Combustion of Cokes Prepared by
Different Methods, and on the Determination of the
TTeat of Combustion of Coals by Calculation.
STREIT'S

-WERAGES FOR HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF COKE

For oven coke
For gas coke
For crucible coke made by the American methotl of

:

alysis

...

14,310 B.t.u.
14,400 B.t.u.
14,580 B.t.u.

These averages are close to the commonly accepted value
and much higher than the one derived above
friim Kentucky cokes. Indeed thoy seem too high.
One of the author's conclusions is that, with few exceptions, due to abnormal composition, as high sulphur,
the heat of combustion of cokes can be calculated within
about 1 per cent, by multiplying the per cent, of comIju.stible matter by the appropriate factor corresponding
to these findings.
Thus, for an analysis by the American method, the factor would be
15.8.
Another conclusion is that the heat of combustion of the total combustible matter of coke obtained by the same method from
difTerent coals is the same, but differs if difFereiit methods are employed. The author also concludes that the
chemical composition and hence the heat of combustion of
the combustible matter of a coal dc|)('nds on the method
for carbon

1

of coking.

A

pa])er by

H. Bunte,

"Notes on the Byprodwas seen
Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry.,
entitled

ucts of the fias Industry,'" an abstract of which
in

tile

n4.I8 percent.
ij go
77

nitro;:c.,

.-i

Sulphur

The range of variation in the analysis of these samples
and in their heat values as thus determined, is quite
large and the figure for the average heat value is consid-

value

Carbon
Hydrogen
O-xygen and

'"Ch.-micMl .\hHtracts," Vol. 2 (190S). p. inio
Tieiman Streit. Dissertation. Univ. ZUrich. inofl,
'.I.
fur Gasbeienclit. 40, 1897. pp. 405-4f)7.
=.T.
Snc Ciiem. Ind., xvl (1897), pp. 661-662.

p.

115.

„
Proximate

1.13

H9 98

.

of analysis of original coal

Total combustible matter
Water and ash

89 11
10.89
.

100.00
Actual and theoretical determinations of heat values
B.t.u. per lb. of total combustible matter, from the calorimeter determinations
Calculated from the analysis by Dulong's method

This value,

14,101
14,00()

is higher than that obtained from
the Kentucky cokes, but tends to confirm it because gas
cokes are presumably less thoroughly carbonized than

also,

are oven cokes and would be expected to have a somewhat higher heat of combustion on account of their containing more hydrocarbons.
Having decided upon a value for the heat of combustion of the combustible matter in coke, we may determine, by difference, what the heat of combustion of the
volatile combustible matter in a coal should be, if we
have the pro.ximate analysis of the coal and its heating
value as determined by the calorimeter.

Alloavance

Is

Made for Water

of Coxstitution in

Clay
In order to get the total combustible matter in applying this method, I have decided to subtract not only the
ash and moisture but in addition a further 10 per cent,
of the ash, which is an allowance made for the combined water contained in the ash constituents before
heating.

The ash

composed largely of clay and it is
must have contained its proper
amount of combined water before the coal was burned.
This water would be driven off with the volatile combustible matter and be counted with it in the analysis.
Kaolin contains about 13 per cent, of combined water,
but as the ash is not all clay I have assumed 10 per
cent of the weight of the ash as approximately repreof coals

is

evident that this clay

senting the original amount of water in combination.
Accordingly, in the following calculations, one-tenth
of the ash has

amount

been, in cadi

case,

of volatile combustible matter
sis of the coal.
The percentage of

deducted from the

shown

in the analy-

carbon multiplied by 136.8 gives the heat of combustion of the fixed
carbon.
This deducted from the heat of combustion
fi.xed

of the original coal gives the heat of combustion of the
volatile combustible matter, which, divided by the weight
of that matter, corrected as already explained for com-

bined water, gives the heat of combustion per pound of
the volatile combustible matter.
The.sc calculations have been made upon the analyses
representing coal from five of the important bods of ordinary bituminous coal and also upon a number of cannel
coals, as .shown

in the following tables, which give the
data for the calculations and the results.
Tn the last
table the final results are brought together and a comparison of them is interesting.
As was to be exiiected,

the cannel coals show considerably the highest heat "f
eombusti/)ii, both for the total and for the volatile combustible matter.

A

('
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.Average of

A'oLATiLi; Mattkr of the East Kentucky Field
Has Mokk Heat Units Than That of the West

TuK

The most important

piiiiit

brought out in this table

that the coals of two important beds, Xos. 9 and 11,
in the Western field, agree pretty closely in the heats

is

of combustion of their total combustible matter and of
their volatile combustible matter, but differ materially

Volatile con
Fixed carbo

Ash
.Sulphur
B.t.u. per lb. of coal.
B.t.u. of 0.6092 fixed

@

carbon

from the coals of three important beds
It is seen that the heat of comin eastern Kentucky.
bustion of the volatile combustible matter from the Eastern Jventucky coals approximates more nearly that of
cannel coal than that of the western Kentucky coals. I
believe this observation is a new one and while I do not

Total combustible matter (100
ash and 1/10 of the ash)

has any practical application, it seems to
me to be worth recording. It would be interesting to
extend this study to coals of other important beds, but
the time at my disposal did not permit this in the present

Moisture.

in these respects

know

that

13.680 per

lb.

B.t.u. of
3451 volatile combustible matter.
B.t.u. per lb. of same aft«r deducting 1/10 of
.

the ash

B.t.u. per lb. of

same

less moisture,

{~gj^)
Eastern Coal Field,

it

communication.
In conclusion I desire

to

thank Mr.

J. S.

assistance in looking u\> the literature.
to sav that he

made

nearly

all

McHargue

for

It is ])roper also

the chemical analyses used

in this paper.

CALCILATION OF HE.\TS OF COMBUSTION OF TOTAL COMBUSTIBLE MATTER AND VOLATILE COMBUSTIBLE MATTER
age of 12 samples from Muhlenberg.

Hiahest

Lowest

Average

Volatile conibustible matter.

Fixed carhnn

Ash ...

Sulphur
B.t.u. per lb. of coal
B.t.u. of 0.5845 fixed

carbon

(

13.680 per lb.

B.t.u. of 0.3414 volatile combustible matter,
B.t.u. per lb. of same, after deducting 1/10 of
.

the ash
Total combustible matter (100
ash and 1 10 the ash)

B.t.u,perlb.ofsame(^)

less moisture,

.")
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Work

Welfare

Benham, Kentucky

at
By W.

SYNOPSIiS

—A

detailed discussion

C.

of the socioloyical

work being carried on by a subsidiary of the International
Harvester Co. in

its

mines.

coal

some interestiny
Laws, and siiyyests a

rriiiarks

845

Tlie article includes

Tucker*
purpose, and a regular Sunday school
by all the denominations together and
supporting.
for that

is

car-

ried on

is

self

]yorkmen's Comperisation
the enactment of snch

on

The School

basis for

Systi:m

rooms. Tliese
hou.«es are on stone foundations, have noveltj' siding or
weather-boarding and are plastered throughout with one
We have found that plaster
coat of wood-fibre plaster.

In order to give our j.ieople a full term school we tax
our men $1 for families with children of school age,
50c. for those children under school age or none, and
25e. for single men.
This charge is monthly and when
added to the public funds enables us to have a good school
the full term, and we have three teachers and an enrollment of about 140 pupils. In this case we are acting

house,

more cleanly antl saiiitarv, makes a warmer, cleaner
and is at the same time cliea])er than good ceil-

on the idea of enlisting ilie cnii)loyees' interest and aid
and insuring the attendance of the children through their

ing.

contributions.

legislation.

Ill

building the town of Benliain we built neat

and

lortable houses of two, three, four

is

com

five

There are cbimne}-s with grates in every room except
The
the kitchen, which is provided with a brick flue.
town is cut up into blocks by regularly laid out streets,
each house is fenced separately with a neat picket fence
in front, and the back yard has either a board or woven
wire fence, and there are alleys through center of blocks
in rear of lots for convenience in removing refuse, de-

equipped at a total cost of about $15,000. This building is steam heated, electrically lighted, and is equipped
with tub baths, shower baths, hot and cold water, lava-

livering coal, etc.

tories,

Water

back yard of every house from
a dam built across a small niountain stream and impounding about one-half million gallons of water suitElectric lights are furnished
able for all domestic uses.
at the rate of 25c. per room per mouth, the tenant supThe
plying the lamps after the initial installation.
houses are painted and trimmed in different colors and
are of different designs, tlie idea being to gi\e the appearance of a village where the individual dweller.s are
owners and have expressed their dilTerent ideas in buildis

piped

to the

Realizing that amu.senient is a necessity, it was planned
erect our amusement hall, but through the efforts
and solicitations of the State Y. M. C. A. Secretary, this
was abandoned and a Y. M. C. \. building erected and
to

closets,

A

dies, etc., are sold.

the equipment and

^.

We

that

insist

We haul away

neat barber shop

M.

all

all

.Mi>i

Ki.ci

Hi.

teiiaiits kee])

trash,

and

rt'TiL-ie

Ii.i:a.\

their yards clean,
anil

and

furnish lime for

the closets, whieh, by the way. are the ordinary outside

type as we have no general sewage system

—

a

vault

is

one

included in
picture

of purposes as well as shows'.

\.. Is

('.

is

The moving

kept busy.

number

hall is u.sed for a

Thh

is

operation of the Y.
Y.u;ii>

tables,

times a week for which a clinrge is made and on Sunday
afternoon a free show of approjn'iate pictures is given.
A handsome soda fountain is in operation,' cigars, can-

The Company contributes

ing and painting.

All

contains three pool

It

etc.

table for either pool or billiards, a double bowling alley
and a moving picture inachine. Shows are given three

.M. ('. .\..

Si;i.i--Sri'i'oi;Ti.N(;
.-fiUKI

but

its

per inoiitli lo the
accounts show thai

the A.ssociatioii is paying all expenses and a little more,
not including the -^lOO donation, though its object is not
to make money, but to allonl a place for harmless amusement tor our men under the supervision of a regular
X. M. C. A. Secretary and to reduce drinking and

the ground, cased with lumber, and the closet set
over this and tilled around with earth to exclude light

rowdyksm.

and

used to pay our physician a flxed salary and to pay
for all drugs: this also provides a visiting nurse, an

gentlemen, all this is not diuie for imdit. Xeither
done in order that we may say: "I am more righteous than tluju," but because the Company takes a
personal interest in the welfare of its employees individually and collectively and believes that it is good

experienced trained graduate nurse who visits the homes,
attends the sick and instructs the mothers in the care

give

dug

ill

i)lan

contribute a flxed

followed by

all

sum toward

a

mines our
medical

ein])loyee.s

fund, which.

is

of tlicir bailies

and helps the physician

in o])crations or

iliree

churches, one for the colored popula-

one for the catholics, and another for the use
The company does not
support the.'je churches so far as pastors or visiting
preachers are concerned, but does provide the i)uildings,
furnish same, and gives free electric light. The jirotestant church is sunporteci financially by a league organized
tion, also

of

all

i)rotestant denominations.

•General supi-i iiiti-mU-nt. Wlsfonain Steel Co., Benham. Ky.
Note Abstract of paper read before Kentucky Minine Institute.

—May

to life in

are.

is it

business policy to get in

17.

ISIS.

clo.'je

touch with the eni])loyee,

him comfortable (piarters, living wages, iiinl
him that we realize and know he is a human
and not merelv

accidents.

ha\c

mining camps

Xow

flies.

Under the

We

This plan certainly adds something

isolated places such as most

a

machine performina'

.-jo

manv

siiow
beini;
houi-s'

labor.

We

intend

to

build

population also, and
fluence for good

it

among

a

Y.

is

hojied that

M. C. A. for our colored
it will have an inthem, and tend to reduce drunic-

emiess, gambling, etc

We have also pla
lo biiibl m miners' wash house
but have not yet reacheil the point of actual construction: a small |)ark to be used as a general recreation
I

ground

is

under

We have now under consteam heated, eiectricallv li'ditcil

i-onsideial ion.

struction a hold lo

lie

:
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and equipped with modern comforts
and cold water, baths, etc.

in

the

way

of hot

dents, such as loss of eye, loss of foot, etc.
All the benefits provided by this plan and all expenses

of its administration are paid by the Company, except
one-half of the disability benefits during the first 30
days, which is paid out of a fund to which the em-

ployee contributes the nominal

month according

sum

of

from

six to ten

to his wages.

Since the inauguration of this plan by the International Harvester

Company,

of

which the Wisconsin Steel

a constituent part, several states have enacted
compensation laws, and in the states of Illinois and Wisconsin, where such laws have been enacted and wliere

Company

is

the Harvester

has industrial plants, the Comacceptance of these laws and is now

Company

pany has filed its
operating under same.
I think I have said enough of Benhain, Imt in closing I would like to get before this body a statement

concerning this workingmen's compensation legislation,
which is now attracting so much attention.

CojirENSATiox Laws Promote

Harmony

The experience of our Company has demonstrated that
operation under carefully prepared Compensation Laws
has a decided tendency to promote more harmonious relations between the employer and the employee, reduce
personal injury litigation to a

minimum, and

increase

one indirect effect of
compensating for all accidents is an increased effort on
These adthe part of employers to reduce accidents.
vantages are, of course, aside from the distress and suffering of the injured employee of the dependants of
those who are fatally injured, which are to some extent
relieved by the compensation, including necessary mediservice pro\ided for under
cal, surgical and hospital
Compensation Laws.
The object of so called Workmen's Compensati(ni Laws
is to provide adequate and definite compensation to employees who become disabled as a result of accidental injuries received in the course of their employment, also
to the dependants of employees who meet with fatal accidents while on duty. The undcrlyinu' |irinci]ile for legislation of this kind is that an iiidusii'v should bear the
burden of its industrial accidents iu ihc same way as
insui'aiiic and iTplacement
it bears tlie burden of fire
of machinery and equipment.
This compcnsnt imi slmnld
be provided regardless of who is to blame I'm- 1lie accident, and i)raetically all the compensatiou laws aliolisli
the usual common law defenses, namely:
L That the em])loyee assumed the risk of his employment.
2.
That the accident was due to the negligence of
efficiency to a noticeable extent, as

a fellow servant, or
3.

That the accident was due

Xo. 82

Vol.

dition to these laws, the legislatures of fifteen other states

num-

are considering bills jjroviding for similar laws, a

IxDusTHiAL Accident Insurance
The Company has an Industrial Accident Department
which provides the payment of one-half wages for not
more than two years on account of accident. This plan
also provides for three years' wages in case of death from
accident and a specific amount for other serious acci-

cents per

AGE

to the contributory neg-

ligence of the injured employee.

Prior to this year, fourteen states enacted Working-

men's Compensation Laws, including, Illinois, Michigai;.
Mass.-'.cluisetts, Xew Jersey, Ohio and Wisconsin.
In ad-

ber of
states

which have j)assed both houses.
Among these
are Minnesota, Missouri, New York and Penn-

sylvania.

The Compensation Laws which have stood the
highest

the

of

courts

and

in

practical

test.?

operation,

in-

clude several important provisions, namely
Employers and employees are given the
1.

option of
electing to accept or reject the provisions of the la-w: if rejected, the employer is not permitted to plead the commonla-vv

defenses.

A definite and fair schedule of compensation for cerserious injuries other than death.
The creation of an Industrial Commission or Industrial Accident Board to administer the law and to settle all
disputes.
4.
Payment of compensation to be assured by requiringthe employer to fui-nish evidence of his financial ability to
meet the obligations of the la-w, or on the other hand to require the employer to insure his liability in some mutual
or other insurance company authorized to do business in the
state
2.

tain

3.

.

Favorable Aspect of Such Laws
law of this kind you as operators would know
that }'ou would have to pay in case of certain accidents,
no law.suits to defend, no liability insurance to carry
and at the same time the welfare, or humanitarian idea,
if you will, is there just the same because the injured
])arty would get his benefits and in case of death of hus-

With

a

band and father the wife and children would get their
without litigation and long delay, but promptly
and at the time when it is most needed and will be of

benefits,

further

greatest benefit;

ambulance chaser, both

it

legal

will

deprive the

and medical,

so

called

of his job

and

his parasitic livelihood.
I
also wish to call the attention of the operators
We have .i
present to our plan of safety committees.
committee of three men on each entry who serve with-

out pay and whose duties are to observe any and

things which

may

company

all

be dangerous, contrary to the rules

or the mining laws of the state.

These
badges and thesi
are worn all the time.
Each committee of three men is
changed by retiring one man every month and putting iu
We feel that in this way we can ultimately
a new man.
interest all our men in preventing accidents.
of the

committees are provided

w'ith suitable

The Coal Deposits
A

coal

seam

6

ft.

3

in.

of

Holland

thick has been discovered at

the Beringer Veld, near Helden

(Limburg), at a depth
Boring operations are now in progress near
Mill and Aploo (Ijimburg) and in the Zeeland province,
and further discoveries are expected shortly.
At present the Dutch coal basin covers an area of
of 3280

ft.

205.8 square miles, including 85.5 square miles in southern Limburg, and 53.2 scpiare miles in the Peel. In addition to this there are 63.9 square miles of coal, which

is

Recent discoveries have been
made in tiie Overyssel ]n'ovince, under an important bed
of sail,
in the eastern jnirt of this province it is estimated that the coal area, consisting mainly of gas coal,
extends over 7.6 square miles.
Thanks to the reduced railway tarifi's and to the low
rates of freight by the Khine. Cernian coal jn-acticallv
commands the home market. 'i'lu> total ciml consnmf)tion by Ihe Dutch industi-jes xai'ies between 10 nwd 12
too deep

to

be worked.

million tons annually.

;

C

101;
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WHO'S
I't'W

I

instances in wliieh the careers of

men

bitious hard-v-orking

of limited

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

am-

means and educa-

tion stand out as strongly for the uplift of their fellow
workers as does that of John Mitchell. The plain unvarnished tale of his forty odd years of life is an inspiration

and devotion to a noble cause.
John Mitchell was born, of Irish parentage, in Braidwood, 111., Feb. 4, ISTO. He was left an orphan at an
early age, and when ton years
old went to work on a farm
to loyalty

entered

he

thirteen

at

A

( ;

847
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WHO — IN COAL MINING
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when he was electeil fourth
he was unanimously reelected to that position the following year, and in 1900 was elected second
vice-president, to which i)osiii(in he has been reiUccted
each year since that time.
When Mr. Mitchell was made president of the United
Mine Workers of Anici-ica, that organization consisted
of 43,001) members; and when he retired from the presi-

eration of Labor was in 1898,
vice-president

;

dency,

the

mines at Braidwood, and from
that time until his twentysixth year he was employed in

mines of

the coal

Illinois

in those of several of the

and

to

visit.

and

In

returned

Mitchell

was

1892,
to

married

ment

Miss

Valley.

As

early

a

Kentucky,
Kansas,
Arkansas, Oklahoma and portions of Tennessee and West
Michigan,

Alabama,

At present Mr. Mitchell
a

Joiix Mitchell

his lack of opportunities pro-

the Local Assembly of thi Xiiights of Labor; and
upon the formation, in 1890,
the organization known
as the L'nited Mine Workers of America, he identified
<if

that body.

Mr. Mitchell was, successively, secretary-treasurer of
the Northern Illinois subdistrict of the LTnited Mine
Workers of Amci-ica member of the legislative committee
;

executive board of that organization,

is

of various nonlabor

and for their betterment,
namely, the National Child
.Vincncan Academy of Political
tions

president

of the Illinois miners' organization,

member

organizations for the study of
social and industrial condi-

civcrendeavored
to
handicap which

the

him.self with

Iowa.

Missouri,

A'irginia.

however, many of the
standard works on sociological
<|uestions,
and by study at
terest,

He became

conference

operators, in

vania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

by actual school attendance,
was meager; he read with in-

duced.

joint
coal

mo-

advance

and 1902; the establishment of
in
the eight-hour workday
central and western Pennsyl-

John Mitchell's education, in
so far as it can be measured

night

by

the

great

workers, secured as a result of
the successful strikes of 1900

as 1885, he had
Local Assembly of
the Knights of Labor, and
from that time on his entire
sympathies were enlisted in
organized
labor.
behalf
of

come

the

19(10. when wages of bituminous-mine workers were increased 21 per cent.; the increa.se of 24 per cent, in the
wages of the anthracite-mine

Mr.

Catherine O'Eourke, of Spring

joined

are

secured

with

Illinois

to

more

Mitchell as of the greatest

West-

ern states, which his desire to
see something of the world led

him

had a membership

it

than 300,000 mine
workers. Aside from its enormous increase in membership,
the achievements of the organMr.
ization
regarded
by
of

member
and

of the state

finally

was ap-

pointed national organizer for the United Mine Workers
of America.
In 1898, he was elected national vice-president, and that same year, upon the resigiuition of the
president of tliat organization, he was appointed acting
lircsident, being later elected to that position, in 1H99.

He was unanimously reelected each year until 1908
when, on account of seriou.sly impaired health, he declined to again become a can<lidato for the office. Mr.
Mitchell's first official connection willi the American Vvi\-

Labor Committee; llic
and Social Science; and the .\nieriean Association for
Labor Legislation. He was a member of the New ^'mk
Commission on Workmen's Compensation, and is llu^
Trustee representing Labur on the Nobel Peace Prize
Fund the Foundation fur the Promotion of Industrial
Peace, which Theodore Hoosevelt gave to be devoted to
the promotion of industrial peace.
In the summer of 1908, Mr. Mitchell was strongly
ur?cd to become the democratic caiulidate for governor
of Illinois, as well as to be a candidate on the same ticket
Politics has
for vice-president of the United States.
never attracted Mr. Mitchell, however, and be declined,
He
in both of these instances, to become a candidate.
then moved to New York, and became actively idiiitilicd
with the National Civic Federation, as Chairman nl' ibe
Trade Agreement Department of that organizatiim. Mr.

—

]\lit(hcll

tci'iniiiatrd

his

connection

with

the

National

C
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Civic Federation iu March, 1911, because of an iinfounded prejudice of the United Mine Workers organization in respect to the work undertaken by the National
Civic Federation thereby proving his great loyalty to the
rank and file of the order with which he was still identiMr. Mitchell has maintained his membership in
fied.
the United Mine Workers of America, and has never
lost his keen interest in the mining industry, in its affairs, and the men engaged in it, whether as miners, opFor the past two years, Mr.
erators or otherwise.
;

Mitchell has been on the lecture platform he has spoken
in practically all the large cities of the country, and in
a large number of the smaller cities, and has addressed

AGE

Vol

No.

2-i

When the coal is too thick to be broken
with the prescribed charge, it should be shot in two
benches, the lower bench being shot and loaded out before
the holes in upper bench are fired.
All heavy rock shooting or work requiring dynamite
sliould be done when the miners are out of the mine and
when oujy enough men are nnderground to do work of
black powder.

that kind.

Blueprint Frame

;

many Chautauqua

How

assemblies.

Best to

Handle

the

Dry

or

Dusty Mine
By David Victor*
with Frank Haas, consulting engineer of the
Consolidation Coal Co., that an explosion may|«'be largely
propagated by the gas distilled from the coal .in the ribs
Moreover, sefeing that
of the mine during an explosion.
it is imijossible to get the large quantity of air necessary
for combustion in innnediate contact with the coal, I
feel confident that the explosion is not a true combustion
of the coal dust but of the gas distilled from the coal
I believe

when

it

is

The accompanying

illustration is a working drawing
frame for prints up to 29x41 in. iu size.
"This is a standard ty]ic of commerciaT frame," says the
Engineering uiid Mining Journal, of May 24, '"but
circumstances may arise where it becomes necessary or
desirable to make such a frame at the mine."
The most important and expensive single item enterThis is
ing into the construction is the plate glass.
of a blueprint

m

TT
Ft'

\

^

i,

I

i\L\

--41

heated.

show, without taking any extreme figures.
make a mine free of dry dust by
the use of water cars or sprays from water pipes even
if these devices are competent to wet dust and not merely
create pools of standing water, surrounded by undam]iit is

Hinged Covers
of Pine

<-—!!--!-

It is easy to

that

I,

Hi.

not possiljle to

ened coal powder.
Suppose a mine circulates 100,000 cu.ft. of air per
minute and that the intake current shows a dry-biilb temperature of 32 deg. F. and a wet-bulb reading of 20 deg.
F. this shows that the moisture content is only 69 per
cent, of capacity.
The space occupied by the intalie air
passing into the mine every minute holcls 2.496 gallons.
AVhen the air leaves the mine we will suppose that the
wet and dry bulb both read 60 deg. F. This shows that
saturation has been reached. The 100,000 cu.ft. of space
contains 9. 81.3 gal. of water and the water removed from
the mine must be 9.843
2.496
7.347 gal. per min.

.1.
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10,579 gal. per day.

PRESSURE BARS
\A'oiiKix(;

l)i;-\«ix(;

of Standard Bll'kprixtixg

Frame
usually of a gage approximating 14

in.,

but should be

heavier rather than lighter for a frame of this

BoiLKiis FOR

The Consolidation Coal

Moistening Aie
Co.

is

using exhaust steam

from the fan engine and other engines near the drift
mouth. Where this is not sufficient, live steam is taken
from the boilers, and in a few cases boiler plants are being installed solely to complete the humidification of the
air.
Every operator should provide each of his foremen with a thermometer, barometer, psychrometer, anemometer and water gage, and seo that he understands
how to use them.
I believe a charge limit of 2.5 lb. should be fixed for
blasting powder and of permissibJes no more should be
used than Avill produce a result equal to that of 2. .5 lb. of
•Chief mine '.nspector. Con-soHtlation Coal Co.. Fairmont
\a.
.\bstiact of paper lead at meeting of Kentuckv Mining
Institute^ Kentucky State University, Le.xington, ky., May

W.

size.

The

frame proper should preferably be made of hard wood,
which should be as thoroughly sea.soned as possible. If
even a small amount of warping takes place, the glass
will be cracked.
The same consideration makes it imperative to protect the wood from the absorption of
moisture, which is also capnl>le of distorting the frame

and breaking the

To

glass.

avoid accident and

save

time,

it

is

advisable to

have large frames mounted so as to run either on tracks
or on a floor and to revolve upon a borizontal axis, and
if possible, iqmn a vertical one, thus olitaining the fidl
value of the sun's light at any time.

Such

a

mounting

can usually be constructed out of scrap ivdii or a good
A small uninniuited
carpenter can make one nf wood.
frame, similar In tbe one lu>ve illustrated, will, luiwcvcr,
1)6 found extremely convenient for handling small tracings.

May
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woman married

Generous Public

Sometime ago we read with some surprise that Congress had on the advice of the director of the Bureau
of Mines voted Mrs. Cora K. Evans $1320 compensation
for tiie loss of her husband who died performing valianc
mines of the Price-Pan-

service for the country in the

Bureau

coast Coal Co. where, with oilier menJ.ers of the

had gone

of Mines, he

who

to rescue the unfortunates

were trapped in that mine.

Congress expects the rescue men of the Bureau
to disregard their lives, the happiness of their wives and
families and plunge into places of extreme dangsr with
with such a paltry compensation as a reward for heroism
in case of death, we cannot tell. Congress and the people
are alike niggards when the private purse is concerned,
and it is little creditable that the widow had to wait

two years for a moiety or
are not

sur].)rise(l

less of

hor just claim.

seeing that the public will not

have to pay the bill that the people of Pennsylvania are
arranging that wives like Mrs. Evans shall be compensated with ^lOOl if their husbands die in the coal mines
without any of the accompaniments of heroism or that
in the state of "Washington a compen.sation of $30 for
life has been awarded in a recent act, the limit being

We

do not wonder seeing the subtle distinction between
"ours and yours" which the people are making, that the
Bureau of Mines which pays compensations of $1320
We do indeed
reckons each life lost as worth $.'5000.
somewhat question its estimate of the annual death loss
especially in the case of single men.

men have

so regulated

they die no anticipated gain

have spent

outcome

all

will

they
i)e

made and

is

their affairs, that
lost

if tlicy

to the .state.

continue to

the same; their consumption

when
They

live the

and

We

the unkind views of the

turn with pleasure from
taken hitherto in this editorial to view the generosity of those same people in gently emptying the ])ockets
We note
of the cruel o])erator when an accident occurs.
that the St. I'aul Coal Co. of Chicago wound up the last
This was not ])aid without
claim against it for $()!)(iii.
liublic

M

Tln'

ii/.zarclli

.i-tcr
S")*;

liad

company

k]icw

il

was safer to pay Andrino
Cherry mine dis-

ilian to contest the suit. Tiie

already cost that corjuiration $.500,000 for the
lost their lives
far more being ])aid to

—

miners who

the wives of

hewer or loader,

coal

]]lain

fai'

lower,

would get 18 months pay or one half more than Mrs.
Cora Evans received and in addition funeral e.xpenses not
to exceed $100 from that industrial organization without
even filing a claim. The company would not be as good
to her as to some others as she had no children and her
husband had not worked five years for the trust but still
it would be much more liberal than the representatives of

We hope we may escape a charge of lese inajesli] to
our soverigns, the electorate, if we point out that ,lohn
Hays Hammond who
pert gave $250

bution of the

which totaled

is not even a coal magnate or exEvans' widow as part of the contriPittsburgh Coal Operators Association

to-

$37.5.

In conclusion we may be pardoned if in a table we
record the compensation to which Mrs. Evans would be
entitled under the compensation acts of several of the
states assuming, so as to be well within the mark, that
the Bureau employees are paid for 52 "weeks" in the
year.

C()MPENS.\TION SET BV ST.\TE LAWS
Compensation

State

$4,000
3,960
10,000

Arizona
California

men who accepted an ordinary

risk

Kansas not more than
Maryland

3.H(K)
3,9(i0

Judging by recent

Compensation
$3000

State

Massachusetts
Michigan

.'iOOO

Nevada

.'SOno

New Hampshire
New Jersey

.3000

legislation,

1904

we conclude

that while

it may be true that corporations have no souls, it seems
generally understood thai they possess pocketbooks. The
people reluctantly and ade(|iuitely pay their dues to

now

the dead but in righteous indignation they are
termined tiiat the corporations shall not be
)3enurious.
shall rise

Of

course,

they are

right;

who

de-

equally

is

it

that

and condemn the common people?

their

production will balance so that if they are single the
world is hardly the loser when the passing bell is tolled
as far, at least, as things of sense are concerned.

reason.

a

land where wages are

Indiana under

placed at $l(iO(i.

^[ost

just

the peoph'.

How

We

to

fresh perhaps from a

than the

Spontaneous Combustion
A
year,

careful

of

Coal

investigation shows that in a single recent
103 cases reported in Lloyd's list of

there were

vessels with inuikers on

with cargoes on

fire

fire,

'I'hc

aiul also

24 cases of

vessels

investigators concluded that

the occasional sptnitaneous develo])ment of heat

is

due to

chemical changes, which iron pyrites and some carbohydrogen compounds occurring in coal undergo through
the agency of atinos])heric oxygen.
There is no doubt but that oxidation of pyrites is

accompanied by the development of heat, which may increase to such an extent as to load to the ignition of the

nation paid to appease the sorrows and remove the want
of the widow of a licro who had gone bravely to his duty

coal.

where death seemed certain.

pores large volumes of certain gases, including oxygen.
Wood charcoal, for instance, will absorb from the air nine
times its volume of oxygen and .seven times its volume of

We
them
its

would not shame the people by holding up
a trust

—above

all

the T^nited States Corporation and

But the temptation
wife of a comnujii miner, not a hero.

subsidiary coal companies.

strong.

The

l)eforc

is

too

1)ut a

It is also a fact that carbon itself, in a finely divided condition, has the property of condensing within its

nitrogen, which condensation of gas is attended by the
de\elopmcnt of heat. In such cases, if the heat is allowed

:
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to accumulate, chemical action may be promoted aud
the carbon be heated to the igniting point.
It is certain, therefore, that the presence of water would
diminish the power of coal to absorb oxj'gen, and, as a

be too strongly impressed upon those responsible that
danger of overheating and spontaneous combustion in-

consequence, be antagonistic to the oxidation of the carbon of the coal, although it would accelerate the oxidaAnother precaution in
tion of the iron pyrites present.

put on board.

creases with the length of time the coal remains in a ship.

the matter of safeguarding stored coal is to have efficient
surface ventilation to remove into the open air the gases
rising from the coal; however, any attempt to ventilate

no risk entailed by the coal being wet when
In fact, in rases where coal is known to
be of a fiery nature, it is of advantage for the small coal
to be dampened when charging the bunkers.
In conclusion, it is well to remember that although
some kinds of coal have proved to be more liable to spou
taneous heating and combustion than others, it should

the bulk of coal by drawing air through it would favor
the production of a violently explosive mixture of gas

these occurrences.

and

There

is

be realized that

even anthracite,

coal,

all

is

liable

to

air.

When

coal is being carried on long sea voyages, the
temperature in the various portions of the cargo should
be tested periodically by a thermometer and registered
in the ship's log. In order to guard against an explosion,
free and continuous egress to the open air, independently
of the hatchways, should be provided for the explosive
gases by means of a system of surface ventilation which

would be

effective in all circumstances of weather.

years ago, interested parties conducted an inquiry into a casualty sustained by a sailing ship, through
the spontaneous ignition of her cargo of coal aud coke.

Some

They reported
ArtificiaHy

1.

dried

absorbs

coal

oxygen

with

great

avidity.

Ordinary air-dry

2.

absorbs

coal

oxygen,

though

less

rapidly.

Damp

3.

in heaps
coal.

coal absorbs

and when piled
temperature any faste;' than dry

oxygen

does not rise in

less rapidly,

Thoroughly wet coal is practically protected against
4.
the action of the air insofar as the production of spontaneous
heating is concerned.

One authority has said that "the heat given off by the
oxidation of pyrites is only one-fourth of that evolved
by the oxidation of the same weight of coal." Moreover,
the oxidation of coal goes on more rapidly than that of
pyrites .so that it would be expected that the cause of
heating in any particular case is the oxidation of the
coal rather

than that of the pyrites.

is

significant that both Eichter

The explanation

of this

a

in

the

first

place,

that the rise of temperature

The heat must,

be generated, and in the second,

must not be allowed

much

is

heap depends upon two factors:

in

to escape.

Amongst

We

it

large coal, with

to allow of overheating.

not repeat the time-honored story that the

who now

enters our mines

laborer and not a miner,

is

an agricultural

and that he cannot be taught

by the foreman because he cannot be instructed by the
latter in his

own language.

We

leave these banalities of

the office and the institute, and ask instead

what can be

done about it.
Much can be effected we think by the Bureau of Mines.
An opportunity is given that organization, it seems, to
put the industry

still

further in

and

We

believe

assistance.

it

its debt for cooperation
could engage men who

have a good working knowledge of foreign tongues to
from mine to mine with vitagraphs, stereopticans
and models showing how mining work should be performed. Any one who had attended the course could be
given a certificate.
Such a man would not necessarily
be made thereby a miner, but he would be better fitted
to be so regarded than a man who had not received such
travel

instruction.

Some

of these teachers would, of course, talk English,

and these could hold day

sessions in the schools educat-

ing the scholars in the work of safe mining wherever
the sons and daughters of miners were to be found.
several stations of the bureau, teachers could

who would

teach elementary mining to all comers.
would probably come about that no man
would be allowed by state law to enter the mines withMoreover, when the
out such training and certificates.
compensation law gets fully into operation, the mine
owner himself may demand "papers" before admitting
the raw product of European farms to the imminent
It is a wonder that some of the
dangers of his mine.
larger companies have not taken that stand already. It
would be a hardship to the miner, but its very requirement would make him realize the importance of taking
be kept

In time,

it

care of his safety.

interstitial sjjace, the circulation will be too great

If there are

shall

foreigner

At the

aud Fayol established
the fact that dry coal oxidizes more readily than wet
coal, whereas the reverse is the case with pyrites, and yet
numerous cases of spontaneous heating occur with drv
For all practical purposes, therefore, pyrites is not
coal.
an agent in the spontaneous heating of coal. In ship'<
cargoes of large coal the only danger is in the heap of
small coal under the hatchways.
It

The Uninstructed Foreigner

AVe are aware that such learning will be condemned
1iy experience, but to

as being unequal to that afforded

any parts

of

bunkers in which, owing to

the proximity of boilers,

uptakes, or recesses through
are carried, there is likely to be

which steam pipes, etc.,
a higher normal temperature, these parts should, if possible, be stowed with large lump coal and should be
worked out as soon as possible. The shoots should he arranged not to deliver small coal into these places. Small
coal which accumulates under shoots, etc., should be
worked out as soon as possible and not left till the last.
If any coal is left in a bunker when a fresh charge
has to be taken in, it should be trimmed into a position
to insure its being used on the next voyage.
It cannot

learn by

maiming

sults in death

is

expensive, and

training which re-

unavailable to the person

is

who

suffers

it.

may

be conceded that perhajis the inferior training
of a school is more to be sought than the rougher educa-

So

it

tion of the mine.

The presence
ide

of blackdnnii\ a mixture of carbon diox-

and nitrogen,

damp on

will often neutralize the effect of fire-

Analyses of mine gas. which gave
only a faint cap when tested with a safety lamp, have
shown 4 per cent, of methane mixed with blackdamp.
a

flame.

May

31,
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SOCIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT

I

Concrete Houses

at

punched in each plate, and three square hole^
punched in each of the small flanges. Tliese plate.s
are arranged around the building with their flat sides

Lacka-

holes are

are

wanna Mine
SYXOPSIS—The

Coal

Di'tmrtmenf

of

the

Delavare,

Lackawanna and

Western R.R. Co,, has constructed
tnenty double houses of poured concrete for its miners.

These houses are perfectly tireproof, the floors, roof and
They have 6 rooms and rent

staircases being of concrete.
at .^'5 per montli.

At Naiiticoke, Peiiu., the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western R.R. Co.'s Coal Dejiartment has built twenty
concrete double houses by a new and interesting proIt has long been anticipated that l)efore many
cess.
years, houses would be built by pouring concrete into
forms, and perhaps Thomas A. Edison was the first person of record to

make

this suggestion.

TiiK Edison-

Plax

That inventor estimated that an equii)meiit of heavy
cast-iron molds would be uecessary, costing $30,000 for
each design.
His suggestion could hardly have com-

mended

itself

to

those

who

are

interested

in

the

im-

provement of dwellings, because a distressing uniformity
would inevitably have resulted, and the designs would
in many cases have been entirely unsuited for the tenants
of the houses thus built.
Moreover, so heavy would the
CombinCT+ion

A

A
FIG.

Figs.

1,

2

and

Showixg How

3.

I

TAiiTs Anic Assejii i.kd

Cornbina+ion
Fixture

f:ixture

SECOND FLOOR
4.

Plans ok the Doiblk Six-Roojr

molds have been that it is probable that it would not
have been possible to have shipped them from place to
place economically where only a few buildings were to
be constructed.

I

I

Contrast this heavy expenditure for molds, the inflexibility of design and the weight of material to be
transported, with the simplicity, tightness and portability of

the Morrill molds which are illustrated in this

article.
I

Steel-Plate Molds

The

,

plates used are 2 ft. square and are made of Vs-in.
cold-rolled steel, all four edges of these plates being
slightly flanged as shown.
Two horizontal rows of squar-

at Concukti-: City

r)\vi;i,i.i\(;s

back to back and set at a distance equal to the width of
the wall which

In order

it is

desired to construct.

maintain

a uniform width of wall, straps
of Ys-ui. cold-rolk'd steel punctured with square holes
are passed through the opposing belts of plates and

to

through a pipe distance piece. The straps are secured
in places by wedge pins which are lightly driven into
position.
Thus the walls are prevented by the pins and
straps from becoming too large, and by the pipes provision is made that they are not less than the required
width.

Li Fig.

1

is

shown the method of constructing
Fig. 2 shows a ])lan of the
])ost, and a side view of a plate be-

the outside wall of a house.

forms arranged for a
ing lifted from the inferinr

to the siitK-rior belt.

Vis. 3

COAL
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shows a unit

The

D

space

The binding

plate.

and the pipes for

strips are

marked B

width of the wall ('.
with concrete, a narrow

re.ffidating the

forms, when

filled

partition wall.

How

Tin: Sizes of

the Houses

C'ax

Be Varied

Plan AiKUMi.n W

hi.i;i:

Ratid CoxsTRi'tniox

I.~

around the building. The lower belt serves to protect
the concrete which has already been placed, and the
uijper is used for the molding of the new concrete which
is jioured in. Where, however, only one house is to be built
and consequently a delay of this kind would be expensive,
iJlates

are obtained so that the building can

Uaimxc

Fig

9.

mensions

be covered, as siiown,

to

Fig.

Hou.-i; iloiiKi.

6.

A lii.LT. XoTK\\'ixnii\v

Axn

Hooi; Fi:A:\riS

For

Fn:.

s.

Fig.

l(t.

A
lioii

ol'

the buililing shall

of the plates.

For

l)e

any even

all

figure which shows the plates in detail, they can be used
for the construction of a small concrete post, as well as
for molding the lines of the building proper.

Wbere
time,

1

1

IS

j)lates

Showixg

t'HEEiiFL'L

Yet

Sijiple

Effect

iriultiple of

widlli

with

to the roof.

kinds of houses tlv
same molds will do, the only variation consisting in the
variant use of the same plates.
As will be .seen in the

Ibe

Such a building needs
from the ground

be constructed wholly in one day.

Di;sii;i;d

l-'iG. ;.

No. 22

^'c.l.

sutiicient

be seen that it is possible, when turning an
angle, to connect the plates to one another at any point
Consequently, it is not necessary that the didesired.
It will

Pig.

AGE

several houses have to be constructed at one
usual not to use more than two belts of plates

I'li.ixi;

Tin;

.VitciiiTiccT's

most important Feature
is

that

tlie

M;

i-'i;A:\ii

I

l;

\

\-->ll I'-MEXT
I

Bfiliuxg Scheme

method of constnicwhich surround llic build-

in the

belts of plates

need to be entirelv separated by tbe withis purall connecting wedge pins when it
Each series
])osed to rai.se a belt to a higher elevation.
of belts is connected with the belt below it by cms.sarms connected to the square jierforatimis in tbe flanges
ing do not

drawing of

of the plates.

Thus, as

will lie seen in

one of the illustrations, several

Mav

C

i:<lo

AL

AGE

of the plates in a single belt can be lifted with ease at

noted that the inner belt in this
particular illustration has alreadj- been lifted into potitiou, and the outer belt is being placed ready for the
pouring of the mixture, which will raise the wall another
one time.

stage.

The arrangement lor openings is extremely simple.
As soon as the mixture is at the right level for the casings to be inserted they are placed in position and the
tilling

with concrete continues as before.
l^ROVisioxs FOR

In most climates
space in the wall.

it

\VAl;^[|I-[

is

8jiaces serve to

Axn

1)kyxi;ss

not neressary to leave any air

It is well,

however, to make the con-

this way the interstitia;
the concrete a good uoucouductini;'
wall would, however, be extremely

porous as possible.

crete as

In

make

material.

Such

damp and

cold unless coated with a good coat of pain:

a

inside and out.
To this end it is the practice of th.;
patentees of this system of building to use two coats of
paint, one a

primer which

not be affected by the
alkali in the cement, and the other coat, one which will
inqtrove the appearance of the building.

Fi(!. 11.

Livixi;

will

may

They are entirely incombustible except insofar
window frames, doors and any moldings which

A

be inserted are concerned.

way destroy

fire

would not in any

the building, though, of course, as a result,

would be somewhat disfigured by smoke. In fact, in
it has been the habit of a
concern which is engaged in exploiting a piece of available suburban land, to start a fire in a house of this
construction, having previously announced that this experiment would be made and thus gathered a crowd to
Another adattest the fire resistance of the structure.
vantage is that the house is entirely sanitary, and should
an undesirable tenant occupy the building, it is extremely
it

a suburb near AVashington,

easy to clean

it

out with
Tx('<)i[i:

a

water hose when vacated.

l)i:iavAi!i.i-:

Accustouicd as we are to «ooilen floors in all our dwellit is perhaps necessary to point out that some of the
finest hotels in Xew York City have concrete floors in
their lulibics, which are covered A\'ith rugs.
ings,

12.

Kitciikx axh

1'axtuy

Each side of the houses which the Delawai'c, Lackawanna & Western K. If. liave built, contains T inoms

sorbent by the use of hydraulic lime, the proportions of
tile ingredients being as follows:
One-half part ol' lime:

are informed by the ((nuiiany that there

oil.

Till-:
It

will

\ir

seen

('o\( i;i:riM;

that

Ti.'ux

the bouses are ai ranged

ai-(]un(l

.V
playground which measures .'500x600 ft.
railroad track was laid around the entire group, aiid a
mixing jjlant was motinte<l upon a flat car with an eleCars of sand, eovator for hoisting concrete attached.
TTiont and cinders were attached to tlie mixing car, and
he concrete was hoisted from the mixer to ati elevated
hojiper, from which spouts conducted the mixture into
fiteel forms at
As soon
various jjarts of the building.
as the concrete was jjlaced so as to complete one belt
around the building, then the mixing train was moved to
the next house and a belt of concrete was placed there.

a

ij

as the

the

CMidc

ii

houses.

Fig.

In
one part oP cement: six or .seven parts of cinders.
order to prevent water from rising from the foundations
upward into the buihlnig. the IdW.'st course is mixed with

I

Fiiit:

There are many advantages in connection with these

Axu Dixixt; IJooMS

In order to insure further the dryness of the structure,
mixture of cement and cinders is made iu)nab-

I

Resistaxte to

It will be'

I

|iark

or

including the ])antry. and rents at $8 a month, and we
in filling these dwellings,

from $1800

riie

is

no

difficulty

cost of construction

ha-:

to -$2000 fnr

each side of the house.
The i)rolits, therefore, of the inxcstmcut will ]m'oI)ably not exceed 5 per cent, under ibi' most l'a\oi'alilc circumstances. It certainly would not pay in (jiri'ct material dividends to build such bouses, if it were noi loi- tlu:
fact that they need no repairs and are not subject to tin'
losses.
In order to nu'ct the objections raised to the
l>een

coiicrele

llocu's.

udodeii

sti'i])s

could be allaclied to iheni.

wei'e

laid

so that

carpels

This has removed

all

dilli-

cuUie.s.
It

in

is

woi-th noting that a conihination fixture

the kilchen.

tub and

wash

a

.siiik.

The introduction
E.

plaeeil

is

This serves the duplicate diitv of
of these

houses

E. Loomis, President of the

is

due

Delaware,

to

desire of

Lackawanna

and Western R.H., to furnish model buildings
workers of the coal department.
The intention

for
is

the
a\so

AL

C
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to arrauge, not only for uptodate dwellings, but for

stairways

walls,

floors,

and

roofs

partitions,

dwellings are constructed

of

concrete

of

as

Vol.

The compensation law

model

surroundings. Much loss of life has occurred from nonfireproof buildings in the mines, but it may be safely
said that still more lives are being lost annually by the
This loss will be entirely
lack of fireproof buildings.

removed when the

AG E

to reduce accidents.

must pay

Eeed
Joralemon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
They are providing the molds for several workingmeii's
dwellings, which are about to be erected near Budapest.
Hungary.
We are indebted to them for some of the illustratious

The patentees

and General Manager
kindly had several photographs taken for this issue of
Coal Age. That company has long been most energetic
in promoting safety in mines and is about to be equally
active in devising new plans for promoting the health and
comfort of its em])loyees above ground.

Sincerity

and Safety

By Thom.\s Mosks"
Before the motto "Safety First" can .jaave any real
meaning, the employer must sincerely and honestly beIf he, as many do, paints it on his property
lieve in it.

on his stationery iii bright letters,
and does nothing more,
the words are meaningless, and rather oppose than advance the cause which he should desire to lie aiding by
their use, but if he sincerely believes in the maxim, makes
it his religion, and under no circumstances deviates from
its meaning, he will obtain more profit from its preaching .than from any other device.
It is important that the employees realize the sincerity
I am inof fhe superintendent in promoting safety.
formed that only the old men in the industry can recall
But when markets
the times when profits could be made.
in big signs, places

speaks of

are good,

it

it

in public gatherings,

and there

is

a profit in the

coal

business,

if

you go into your mine and discover some broken bars,
loose rock, an accumulation of gas, bad tracks, or any
one of the numerous dangers to which a coal mine is
heir, it seems a hardship to be obliged to stop operations
until the dangerous condition is renujved.
'I'm-:

ADVANT.\CiKs or

When an

accident

studied with an open

must

Comi'icxsatiox
the

mind

find out exactly

.sure that

•I'liic

hap])ens

free from
what caused

conditions

in

which he was injured.

The Cost

it.

No man

if

can

up the fan or

indeed such a provision
urge safety on his men,

.sends special

men

make

in a

into the

is
if

all

mine.

All the

it

takes to pro-

men who

are employed

inspections, serve not only to

safe, Init also to

make

its

operation

in

hand that

ly

under either of those heads.

it is

impossible to classify duties exclusive-

In the nine years previous to the inauguration of
"Safety First" as a motto at the mines of the Bunsen
Coal Co., there wa.s one fatal accident to every 135,827
tons of coal mined. In the best year of those nine year.«,
there was one fatal accident to every 188,387 tons of
coal.
During that year very little coal was mined, less
than one quarter of the amount now produced.
During the first year of the "Safety First" campaign,
one fatal accident occurred to each 132,452 tons of
coal mined.
During the second year, we had one fatal
accident to every 32;i.474 tons of coal, showing an increase of 192,022 tons of coal mined per fatal accident.

The

''Safety FniST" Campaign Did

possible.

he speeds
to shut

mine

doors or to operate his regulators so as the deceive the

mine inspector when he makes his visits of inspection.
If you would di.sci])line your men, you must first of all
discipline yourself.
You, yourself, must obey without
question the instructions of the mine in.«pector.
•General superinteiiflent. Bunsen Coal Co.. Westville. 111.
Abstract of paper entitled "Safetv First from the Standpoint of the Operator." read at a mining conference. State
University of Illinois. Ibbana. 111.. Mav 9. at the dedication
of the Transportation linildinff and the Locomotive and Mining Laboratories.

Not

IxcEE.iSE

Costs
Notwithstanding the fact that an increase of 10.8 per
wages took place during this time, the coal cost
less per ton for labor at these mines than it did the year
previous to the iuaiiguratioii of the new slogan.
The

cent, in

company for safety, during. the p&riod it has
been operated under the compensation law of Illinois
has been approximately lYoC per ton, which charge covers all money spent in first-aid instruction to employees,
cost to' this

ambulance and hospital service to all who need it, mediand doctors' services, and the salaries of persons in
charge of the comjiensation department and compensa-

cine

tion for all injuries received.

of

You
parts

make the mine
Good tracks

efficient.

and safe timbering are needed as much to maintain the
output of a mine and to save repairs as to protect the
miner.
Safety and efficiency run so completely baud

By

and then make

similar conditions are renioxeil Ironi

of your mine,

mote safety
to

of Safety

hard to discover just how much

It is

must be

selfisb desires.

its

Mine Rescue Work

Law

Illinois

knows that he

for every accident, he

of this .system of construction are

E. Tobey, Vice-President
of the D., L. & W. K.R., who

the operator

is indisposed to misoccurrence in order to make
a good defence against liability, and the injured man
is equally free from a desire to misrepresent the manner

Morrill, Inc., of 179

to this article but also to C.

Xo. 22

doing a great deal in

i.s

When

represent the causes of

are those in these buildings.

&

3,

Up

to Jan.

1

1911, 46

in the State

Washington
I).

C.

Botting*

men had taken helmet

tr.iining in the

Washington and received certificates of competency.
This number has been considerably increased for we now
have 304 men trained as follows: In the use of the helmet
only, 64, in both helmet and first-aid work, 146, in first-aid
work only, 94. The Bureau of Mines issues no certificates
for first aid only but men who take this training are qualistate of

receive a certificate from the Industrial Branch of the
.\meriean Red Cross Society.
It is the intention of the Department of Mines to arrange
for the organization of Red Cross Societies in as many of
the mining towns as possible, during this year and we also
hope to have sufficient men trained in both helmet and firstaid work, in every coal-mine town in the State, to enable
us at .all times to make up a team of at least 6 men who
could render efficient service in case of need.

fied to

•Chief mine inspector, Seattle. Wash.
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Conditions

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN

the Cincinnati

in

Mine

I

iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiinminjijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiin;

the igniting line of the gas; there were, however, two

blowers that acted otherwise, a feature that could not
recent

Tlie

mind some

(Ii.sa.ster

in the

recollections

in

mines in that vicinity, where

The mining methods

ago.

crude;

butt

entries,

my own

experience in the

I

worked nearly forty years

at

that time were generally

many

in

niiue calls to

Ciuciiiiiati

instances,

were driven

draft were almost the sole dependencies for ventilation.

caused by the action of the fan.

There was gas in the mines, but the quantity was small,
and the air current, though feeble, was sufficient to dilute
Occasionally, explosions
the gas below the danger point.
occurred, l)ut they were of comparatively little force and

Xow, applying these facts to the ventilation of the
Cincinnati mine, the water gage produced by the old
fan was 2 in., which the new fan increased to '3 in. The

mostly

sion of gas

local.

increased

owing to the decrease of pressure

once,

at

increased depression in the mine favored a larger emis-

from the

strata.

a])iiarently,

cinnati

that explosions

I

much

less

ties for

of great force and magnitude are of
frequent occui lenie in mines having less facili-

producing draft.

In

my

opinion

a.

review of the

lating fan

conditions and events in the Cincinnati mine dui'ing the
many years of its existence presents a striking illnstru-

minute

tion of this fact

produced a current of 48,000 cu.ft. of air per
The report states
a 2-in. water gage.
"The ventilation has been improved and is well conThe report adds
ducted to the face of the workings."
that the "8-ft. Stine fan driven by a. 40-hp motor was
again.st

primitive methods of working and ventilating this

I am impressed with the thought that the great improvements made in recent years, in the nietiiods of mine
ventilation, have created a danger that could be readily
minimized or eliminated entirely, if the existence of
such danger were generally ap|)reciated and its nature
better understood.
I believe the- danger is greater because its presence is geiu'ialiy unsuspected, under the
improved conditions of \cnlilalion in mines. In order
that the coniinendiiliK^ wmk done hy mine operators and
ownei's. who Inne provided more than sufficient means
for jirodueing ani|il<> ami ellieient ventilaticui in mines,
niav lune its diu' revvavd and llnil These elVorls to secure
greater )n-otection to heallh, life and property nniy bring,

plosions involving great loss of life occurred; but, after

better understanding of the existing dangei- ami

installed to be used temporarily, until a sliaft could be

down near the face of the workings, when it is the
management to ])lace a more powerful
ventilator at the shaft."
The report of 1911 shows that
put

intention of the

improvements were made, and that the mine at
was ventilated by an electrically driven Capell
which, running at 150 r. p.m., produced 129,000 cu.ft.

these

that time
fan,

of air against a 3-in.

In

my

opinion,

it

water gage.
is

worthy of note thai

undi'i-

the

mine
and the subsequent gradually im])roved methods no exhad been improved t(j an unusual
volume than ever before
the history of the mine and when the mine appeared
])c better and safer in e\ery way, a great disaster has

the draft facilities

extent, ])rodiicing a greater air
in

lo

occurred.
the

eti'ects

meiits

ccjiif

The
(if

situation

these

magnitude

rihute,

suggests

in

T

question:

Diil

desirable im])rove-

any nnuincr, to the

of the explosion?

Some time

the

commendable and

I

occiirreiu'e

and

believe they did.

experiments were nuide by T. E.
South Wales, to ascertain what
effect, if any, the s])eed of tlie ventilating fan had upon
the flow of gas from more or less constant feeders in
the mine.
AMiile the experiment showed that the effect
of Tedncinsr the speed of the ventilator on a number of
such feeders was to ahnost inxariablv lower the level of
Jfichards,

[

time; and the fan was again started the outflow of gas

have repeatedly called attention to the fact that the
most disastrous explosions have occurred in mines with
ventilating arrangements of a superior order, where large
air currents were produced by powerful fans.
1 believe

from the mine inspectors' reports, the Cinmine has kept abreast with the progressive movement. The rc])ort fur liiO/ shows 186 men employed in
the mine, whith is al)iiui the same number that was in
A ventithe mine on the day of the recent explosion.

I

In a recent paper on Analysis of Mine Air, Mr. J.
W. Hutchinson states that the slowing down or stopping
of the fan when exhausting resulted in an increase of
pressure throughout the mine; and, as a result, the outflow of gas from the strata was materially checked for a

With the inauguration of the inspection service in
Western Pennsylvania, a general and steady improvement in mining and ventilating methods began ; and,

;

factors.

and draft facilities (ventilation) were of a low
order.
Fans were almost an unknown feature of the
equipment of the mines located along the west bank of
the Monougahela River, and small furnaces and natural
.-ingle

I

he explained, but was thought to be the result of opposing

sinc<'.

,\hci-ihirc.

in

tile

may

fullest

measure, the

be overcome

is

(Icsii'ed

hciieneial

results,

how

a
it

necessary.

The alarming frequency

of

explosions

great

in

well

arranged mines where llie \cntilaling facilities ai'e fai'
above the average, and llu' apparent immunity I'roni
such explosions in mine- woi'king the same seam of coal
under ])ractically idenliial mitural conditions hut Inning
greatly inferior \entilating ai'rangcmeiils.

in

my

<j|iinion.

matter of meiv
chance. There must l)e a general and fumlaincnlal cause
to account for their persistent occurremc under conditions generally considered as acting to ])rc\('nl such occannot

he

reasonahly

currences; and
cover this cause,

it
if

regarded

as

a

seems det'ldedly \vorth while
.loiiN

Chariton,

Iowa.

lo

ilis-

possible.
\'i:i;M:i,'.

—

—
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Danger
Sdine time since

ment

Coal Age,

in

The Geyser

Rapid Firing

in

my

attention was

drawn

referring to the

rr.pid

manner

in

sult in loss of life.

would take into consideration the dangers
which they are subject, I believe they would, in most
Instead of doing
cases, change their method of working.
this work in 3 or 3l^ hr., if shotfirers would allow them.selves a longer time, say o hr., to do the same work there
would be less danger of trouble.
Many explosions have originated in the tiring of shots
in quick succession, or in the firing of two or more shots
The firing of such
ill a close working place or heading.
If shotfirers

drilled to act as a vent.

to

in

many

To unwater the two mines, buckets were swung in the
Xo. 2 shaft. After the work of unwatering had been in
progress a short time, a stream of water was noticed to
shoot up out (if the borc-hdle driven for a vent. At times
it would rise fully fifty feet in the air.
This action
continued at least two days and then graduallv ceased.

My theory is that the borehole acted as a steam ejector,
compressed air Ijeiiig the power in place of steam, the
air being compressed by the water used to flood the mine.
I believe the Equality outburst has a similar cause.
G. M. Shokiiakei!,
General ilanager, Yirginia-Lee Co., Inc.

instances, absolutely unsafe and, rather

than perform the work in this manner, shotfirers should
make a second trip to such i^laces.

John Sutton,

Fireboss,

Wizard Mine.

St. Charles, A'a.

^^cst Terre Haute, Ind.

Study Course
By

Coal Mining

in

J. T.

Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

The Coal Age Pocket Book
Combining: equations

and

(1)

The following are the values

(4),

produce

to

and subsequent calculation:
Xew York,
By experiment,
Greenwicli,

EX.VMPLES TO ILLUSTR.^TE

What

is

= 257.28
per sec.
2
What is the theoretical velocity a freely falling body
and what is the time required in falling through
height of 2000 feet?
Solution The final velocity or the theoretical velocity due
to this height is
ft.

.

will attain

—

= l''2"^ = l/ 2 X 32.10 X 2000 = v' 128,040 =
The time required for this fall is

1-

3.")S.B0/(. per s^c.

Parallel 45,
Poles,

What

height of

velocity of 500
Solution

etical

required to produce a theor-

per sec.?

l'l^

at-

Due

ft.

is

= l^ =
= --/'•
it height will a body fall from rest in 30

"

Velocity

fall

to

32.10

X

30

X

Any Given

.30

=

14,472/1.

—

Heiicht Since a body falling
under the induence of gravity attains a certain velocity and
fall.s through a certain height, in a given time, the velocity
attained \a said to be due to the height through which the
body has fallen. Roughly, the velocity attained by a falling
body, disregarding the resistance of the air. Is eight times the
square root of the height from which the body falls- the
body falling from rest, and the height being expressed in
and the velocity found in feet per second. This relationfeet
is
expressed by the formula
r

=

8l/T

For example disregarding the resistance of the air. which
acts to retard the fall, a leaden bullet dropped from the top
of a tower 100 feet In height would strike the ground with
a velocity of S -/ 100 = 80 ft. per sec.

lat.

lat.

45° 00';
90° 00';

9
g

=
=

32 160

ft.

»=

ft.

=
=

32. 183
32. 191

y

32.091

ft.

32. 173

ft.

(?= 32 255

ft.

ff

.

ft.

per
per
per
per
per
per

sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

For the purposes of general calculation, the value first
given above, being the value for New York at sea level and
a fairly average value, is commonly used. But -wliere greater
accuracy is desired, this value must be corrected for latitude
and for elevation above sea level.
Calculation of Gravity The calculation of the force of
gravity for any latitude (L) and any elevation (h) above sea
level, is based on the value determined for the 45th parallel:
namely, g = 32.173 ft. per sec. The formula used for making

—

this calculation is
32. 173-

K.viiniiilr

3.

lat.

Equator,

calculation.

the theoretical velocity that a freely falling-

body will attain in eight seconds?
Solution— V = gt = 32.16 X 8

ii

Bv

of gravity at

determined by experiment

lat.40°30';
lat. 48° 50';
51° 29';
0°00';
lat.

Paris,

a given velocity,

1.

of the force

sea level, for different latitudes, as

V^Jh
Height

Equality

at

your paper reference to the
accident to the mine of the Gallatin Coal coiapany.
I
once experienced a phenomenon somewhat similar. About
1900 or 1911, Xo. 1 mine belonging to what was then the
James W. Ellsworth & Company, Ellsworth, Penn., took
fire and to put it out the mine was flooded.
The fire
destroj'ed the tipple and timbering in the shaft.
Mine Xo. 1 was connected with mine Xo. 2 by l^vo entries, 1800 ft. in length.
The average depth of each
shaft was about 275 ft. The water entered ar mine Xo.
2.
Above the highest point in the mine, a bore-hole was

must perform tlieir work. In most cases,
these men must fire from 150 to 300 shots a piece. They
go into the mine at 3 :.!() and start firing, often finishing
tlieir work by 5 o'clock but seldom later than 6 :30 p.m.,
no matter what the size of the mine may be or the numI believe this rapid work is too
ber of .shots to be fired.
often the cause of local explosions, which at times re-

is,

Xo. 22

I note in the editorial of

to a state-

M-hifh shotfirers

shots

Vol

•0.000003/1

the value of
— Calculate
elevation 7600

latitude 19° 26' N.
Solution
a

=

=

32.173

— 0.082
— 0.0S2 X

32. 173

giavit'

ft.

:

cos 2 (19° 20')
.

7786

—

.

above

—

00(1003 X 7000
022S = 32.080//. ,,er

str.

—

Effect of Change in Gravity On -WelBht of BoilleN Since
the action of gravity on bodies at or near the earth's surface
gives to them weight, any change in the force of gravity
produces a like change in the weight of bodies.
For this
reason, a body weighs slightly more in the higher latitudes
at sea level than on a lofty mountain near the equator.
The
dilTerence, however, is very slight, and, in the use of balances, is wholly eliminated, because both the body and the
balancing weights are affected alike.
Gravitation of BodiCN .\11 bodies free to move fall, under
the influence of gravity, and are then said to "gravitate."
The movement is always downward. The force of gravity
acts, in this case, to create a certain velocity each second or
unit of time.
The same increase of velocity is imparted to
each particle of mass so that if there is no resi.stant^ to the
fall, a small body will drop as fast as a large body.
In a vacuum, a feather is found to fall with the same speed
as a lead bullet, because there is no air present to resist the
fall.
Resistance decreases the velocity of fall.
-Acceleration Due to Gravity The gain per second, in the
velocity of a falling body, is called the "acceleration due to
gravity." Tt is the velocity imparted to the body bv gravity,
each second or each unit of time and is estimated in feet
per second. In like manner any force acting on a body free
to move produces acceleration.
A constant force produces a
constant acceleration.

—

—

Mny
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puwer

^upjiluMl hi an ckctrir iiiotur

35

k\v..

the

pressure, :i50 volts; iind the eurreiit in anipei-es:

als.i

the

is

Kindly give the formulas for

horsepower of the current.
these ealculations.

„ivt.

i>.

t

..

anada.

'

divided by tin' i)reslu
sure of the current, in volts, gives the strength of the
Therefore, since 1 kw. r= lO'to
current, in amperes.

=

watts and 35 kw.
current

in watts,

35,000 watts, the strength of the

in this case

is,

this current

cial

surli

j

wil'

tons per acre for

loii.i,'

jf

When

the seam

has

considerable

a

]ying
i',i

inclination

it

is

acre on the surface, to divide the weight given

aii

the table for the given thickness of seam, by the cosine

For example, a

of the angle of inclination.
poal 5

seam

level

of

6 in. thick contains 10.0-36.46 long tons of coal

ft.

IF the specific gravity

specific g'ravity of 1.5.

tons,
lip.,

1

cd'

this liunite iindcrl

ol'

the weight in short

1.3.

is

an acre

vIiil;.'•.'4(1

power of

the

X

1(1, 1131:. 4i;

\

=

,

is

Imn

s;is:!.7

>J)i)(>

is

((irxriiiiirvr
'

in

ivsuit by

This

qiK'stioii.

iji

1111 fUiljirrcs

Hi watts are ('(pii\alent to

1

i.mitipiyuifi- timt

i(ial

the lignite coal, in <pies1ioii.

35,<itl()

Cllltx

Since

thr

seam, and to lind the wei-ht in short tons C'OlM)
1.1;^ or, sav adil oiieiV necessary to ninltiply hy
eighth fto the weight given in' the table.
i^^vel

]!,

having a

iraf/x

=

((iiiprrcy

mid

\.->

(iT

necessary, in order to obtain the quantity of coal uiider-

power,

electricity, the

weight of

tin-

.,

KLKCTlilciAX.
iliehel,

tai)ic i>y

uraxity

.<]iecific

tile
TliL'

"Vthc

-i^''"

Calculating Electrical Currents

—=

=

inills

35,(111(1

-~^,

—r-,

Uii

=

,^

,

4,

x((ii^

4().'.),

'

74(1.

Jf

,

scam

this

oT

lignite

had

coal

///;.
'

"36

rroiii

(leg.

the horizontal,

an

inclination

of

wcnild contain

il

S!)S3.7

s;),s3.7

Coal Underlying an Acre
Being interested
w-ant to learn the

tons of coal underlying
recently,

weight

of calculating the nitniber of

a:i

acre of land.

I

have

.?een.

published hy Co.VL Age, giving the
underlying an acre of land, for dif-

When

great acciii'acy

sary to ascertain

coal

seam but 1 think this table aponly to hard or anthracite coal and bituminous coal.
Can the same table be used for lignite coal?
Willi. \.\i TTk\i)i;i!son.

ferent thicknesses of the

is

it
is always necesaverage specific gravity of

desired,

c.vact

the coal in question, since Ibis varies for different qualities of all grades of coal.

A

;

]ilies

Suggestive Inquiry

want to make a siigu'esl
lives, and would be glad to
I

The question

ion

that

the

sec

may

saM'

to

iud]i

same discussed

in

Cameron, Texas.

('o.\L Act:.

We

Would there be any lieneht ileriM'd by connecting t]u>
two shafts of a mine (iipeasl and downcast) hy means of
a heavy masonry air cour.sc Imili on the surface and ]irovided with iron <loors in smh a nianner that the air cur-

reproduce in the figure below, a portion of tlu
As explained in
refers.

chart to which correspondent

'*»Lt I - TONS OF COAl UNOtR CUE AWE OF SURFACE
Calculated for a Specific Gravity of 1.50 or 93 7 lb- per cubic foot
FIVl

lie

f

T

I

SIX

n Mvm

f1

EI6HT n.'HIHE f 1,1

TEH

f

rent

'e'j<x>\i6460(iMm,?i9'm'mixi\io«ii«ii2vooH!eJixi!M'(xm'30cio

ia/JMT/wi;

ir>

X^ZittfiVfl^f
MS 73

tyikT
W7M 'Zm°7itZ°iM'
rafJo of ihe given iStcifKorar-

iKfoLSo"

';

;

for ttamplf- Tht rttignf of coal

to

the

chart

a

of

coal land in this state, I

lignite

in

method

rii2s xis

w;a T^^S'fhu'i.thihlS'

nea IS

'^'uoi"(B:is::!,;^"^

WWif2IS0J3JOIiS_^
^l5ISo'i}4!IO[il6in'6'V« «.i"
•ii»roi

a,«f,'t"^''4^fitr

ii}4a\sinoOmoi 'sxm>

J

Itiplf

by

thickre^ of Iff tin.r

fan

drift

be

coiibl

|-(ii(

A

('(iM,

itii-iii'i.,

I'een injured by the blast.

propo.sed

^"r" ''fi'^^m-i'^-"

rescue

Li:vi:i.

\<;

.\v

Si:\\i

the note aceonipaiiyiiig this chart, the weight of coal is
giveii ill long Ions, for cmcIi inch of thickness of a level
I

in.

to in

ft.

II

in.

in thickness and underly-

The figures on the chart refer
one acre of surface.
111
a coal having a s|iccific gra\ily of 1.5. which is the
average specific gravity of aiithraeite coal.
The figures of this table may be made to apply to coal
of any other specific gravity, by dividing the weight

cither

to

shaft

air

with

,

i

StOrt'd

T mikim.vi

coiidiicled

happens that the

frequently

1

*.

arraiigenieni
*

111

such

In

a

ihc

eiiabl,.

won

eas,..

\eiilihilion

d no- ihe
to

re-

lie

'

1

tllC

i

Illllll'

i

i

IIKirC (Illicklv
i

:llll|

.

,

i

l'\]K'lllIl'

till'

i

WUvV

..

ol

.

1

(I lidiaii:

CO.. Aoi

Wi;l(;iiT oi

Aci.'i;.

iiig

the
It

as I'oliows:

which the fan is c(miiected, is damaged in an e\plosion
',
and choked with debris to such an extent as to practi'*>"}' incapacitate the fan. although this may not have

would contain chi/Sk thii amount
or pracficalh 79.000 hngtoni
[upresstd in ihorf hni.fheit

t

Cn-'MtT SifowTxr;

.seam, finni

in

'^liaft?

is

Slu'iiandoab.

I)

WIS

i'eiiii.

h^ c give space (o tliis suggestion, which no iloiibl has
some value in its relali<iii to gaseous mines or dusty mines,
liable to exjjlosioii.

We

tion discussed further

shall

b\-

be glad to have

practical

iJie

ques-

mining men.

There are many (pieslions similar to this one. asked
by correspondents, from time to time, that are deserving
of the most careful consideration on the part of mine
officials.
It often hapjieiis that wdiat seems a good scheme
is proved hy the discussion of practical men to be tinsafe.

Hence the value

of a thorough discu.ssion.

Ed.]

:
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

|
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Examination for Mine Managers, Mine
Examiners and Hoisting Engineers

Held

at Springfield,

111.,

April 14, 1913

—To

mine

light a

witli

available for conversion into electricity?

—

Ans. A 16-cp. lamp may be assumed to consume from
;")()
Estimating on the maximum
to 56 watts of energy.
amount, the total electrical energy required would be
200
56
11,200 watts. The efficiency of the dynamo
may be taken as 90 per cent, and, since 1 hp. is equivalent to 746 watti?, the power transmitted by the belt run-

=

X

ning the dynamo

H

is

11,200

=

X

0.90

IC.liS

Iij).

746

Xow, assuming the efficiency of the engine driving the
dynamo as 85 per cent., the total indicated horsepower
(i.hp.)

is

0.86

long

20

leg,

its

vertical,

ft.

a total length of
hour, allowing for frictional resistaiue.

Ans.

—

never safe to calculate the discharge of

It is

a siphon without first ascertaining whether this siphon
will run dry or, in other words, tend to empty itself,
which will always be the case if the flow of water in the
short leg, under atmospheric pressure,

le^s

is

than the

discharge in the long leg, under gravity.
At sea level,
the water column supported by the atmospheric pressure
and, assuming that the short leg, in
this case, is' 100 ft. long and the long leg, 200 ft. long,
while the uniform diameter of the pipe is 6 in., the relative flow in each leg of the siphon, calculated indepenis

practically 34

dently,

hhort

ft.

X

leg,

X

2.08

There
in

6

20—

24

,

100

H2.48

+ 200

212.48

10

,

10

running drv.

case.

The discharge
a rise of 10

r

....

of a 6-in. sipluiii 300

and

ft.

[800

a fall of 20

X

.08

=

6

(20—

X

446.18

6

+

//(tl.

ft.,

10)

per

is

long, having

ft.

calculated thus:

.,,.

=

300

148,000

'^''\

=

at the

crown or summit to

water.

of release

when the

ex-

make possible an intelligent
answer to this question is that the steam in the cylinder
expands down to atmospheric presure at the moment of
release.
Even on this assitmption, the calctdation would
be practically worthless since no allowance is made for
condensation and clearances, which always form a very
considerable percentage of the total quantity of steam
consumed.
However, ignoring these two factors, condensatKin and
clearances, and assuming there are four compressions in
the steam in the cylinder previous to cutoff, if the engine cuts off at 1/4 stroke, the steam will have expanded
down to atmospheric pressure, at the moment of reonly assumption that will

Under this assumption, the cylinder
displacement, in cubic feet per minute, or per hour, will
give approximately the volume of steam consumed in that
measured at atmospheric pressure and if this is
1640 times the volume of the water from which it is generated, the weight of steam is found by dividing the cylinder displacement, in cubic feet, by 1640 and multiplying that result by 62.5.
In the present case, the area of each 3o-in. cylinder is
300.7854
706.86 sq.in. The piston displacement
706.86
per stroke for the two cylinders is then 2 X 5
-^- 144
49.09, say, 50 cu.ft.
An engine running at
30 r.p.m. makes 60 strokes per min., which gives for the
total piston displacement per hour, in this case, 50 X 60
X 60 180,000 cu.ft. On the assumed basis, the weight
of steam consumed ])er hour is, then, 180,000 -f- 1640
^
62.5
say, 6860 lb!
Ques.
How would. jpu open and (.lose the \alves to
start and stop an engine, as quickly or as slowly as possible?
Give reasons.
Ans.
Steam is compressible, and the effect of the
sudden arrest of the flow of steam is not like that when a
flow of water is suddenly arrested by the closing of a
vahe. The sudden opening or closing of the steam valve
or throttle will jiroduce no other effect than a possible
derangement of the rope connections on the cage or the
time,

;

=

X

X

=

=

=

'

.

—

of

the

rope on

the sheave or drum, provided

X

momeivtnm of the cage is such as to produce a slack
rope when the wiiuling drum is arrested too suddenly
by shutting off the steam and applying the brake. It is

collect the air given

important, however, in hoisting, to start the engine slow1}', so as to overcome the
inertia of the cage gradually
and not produce an undue strain on the rope connections

the

of this sijilion [ler hour is, therefore, 60
26,770 gal. per hr. It is important that both
446.18
ends (if the siphon be submerged and that an air trap be
|n(i\icl('d

moment

considerably above the atmospheric

pressure, for noncondensing engines, which is the usual
type of hoisting engines at mines.
For this reason, the

position

312:48

in in.

The discharge

iqi liy the

is

—

(i.(t47

therefore, no danger of the -ipliDii

is,

tliis

6

+

haust valve opens,

X

— 10

34
leg,

2.08

Long

;

as follows

is

in the cylinder, at the

lease, very nearly.

short leg, 10 ft. vertical, and
and is 6 in. in diameter, with
100 yd. Find the flow, in gallons per

Ques- -A siphon has

If water weighs 62. .5 lb. per cu.ft.,

—

(SeU'ctnl Qiif'.slions)

800 lamps of 16 ep. each,
what amount of mechanical energy would have to be
Ques.

—

and steam
1640 times the volume of
the water from which it was generated, w'hat weight of
steam would be used per hour by a pair of engines, 30-in.
cylinders and 5-ft. stroke, making 30 r.p.m. and discharging steam at atmospheric pressure?
Ans. In general steam jjractice, the terminal pressure
Que».

at atmospheric pressure has

and other

]iarts of the

winding

Licar.

Lj
I

'

L

May

31.
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COAL AND COKE NEWS

I
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Washington, D. C.
According to informatiun

public by tlie Depaitrtifnt
of Justice a modified final deciet- of the Supreme Court in the
Government's case against the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
& Iron Co. has been filed in Philadelphia. The so called
65 per cent, contracts made by the defendants severally with
other named producers before the court for the purchase of
anthracite coal mined or owned by the producers, as set forth
in the pleadings and evidence, "from the times they were
entered into have restrained and monopolized trade and commaiii-

merce among states."
The exceptions already referred to were a contract dated
Mar. 1, 1902. between the Pennsylvania Coal Co. and the Elk
Hill Coal Co.; a contract dated Nov. 1, 1900. between the New
York, Susquehanna & Western Coal Co. and John Jermyn
and Joseph J. Jermyn; a contract dated Oct. 21, 1903, between
the Hillside Coal & Iron Co. and the Lackawanna Coal Co.,
Ltd.; a contract dated Oct. 26, 1899, between the Lackawanna
R.R. and the People's Coal Co., and a contract dated May 1,
1907, between the Lackawanna and the George F. Lee Coal Co.
The so called 65 per cent, contracts, therefore, with the
exceptions stated, are canceled by the decree of the court, and
the defendants who are or were parties thereto, including
their officers, directors or other agents or assignees are "perpetually enjoined and prohibited from further executing them
directly or indirectly, and from entering into any like agreements or arrangements restraining or monopolizing interstate

commerce in anthracite coal."
The decree of Dec. 20, 1910,

is modified, so as to dismiss
the petition as to the alleged acquisition and holding by the
Erie of a majority of the capital stock of the Susquehanna
R.R. This is done, however, without prejudice to the right
of the United States to institute any other suit or proceedings.
The same dismissal of petitions, but without prejudice to
the United States government, is made in respect to the
charge based on the alleged acquisition and holding by the
Reading company of a majority of the capital stock of the
Central R.R. of New Jersey.

Reduction Ordered In Freight Rates
down on May 23, the Interstate Commerce Commission, upon the complaint of Wayne R. Brown,
orders the Boston & Maine, Delaware & Hudson, Lehigh Valley. New York Central. New York, Ontario & Western and
West Shore R.R., to reduce the rates on anthracite coal from
points in Pennsylvania to Scotia, New Y''ork. The roads have
been charging $2.15 per ton on prepared sizes, which rate was
ordered to be reduced to |2 from Packerton, Peckville and
Scranton, Penn., to Scotia, by July 15.
Rates on coal of other sizes were ordered reduced proportionately.
In this instance it was found that rates were
so arranged as to permit merchants in Schenectady to deThe commission held that both points
liver coal in Scotia.
were in the same trafHc area, and that Scotia should be placed
upon the same rate basis as Schenectady.
In a decision handed
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completed by D. H. Burnham and Co. of

New

iiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiE

York, and the

contract in all probability will be awarded by June 1. The
structure will be six stories in height, and will be built on
North River St., north of the Laurel Line tracks. It will be
a handsome edifice of white granite and terra cotta, and will
probably mark the beginning of a group of modern buildings
in the neighborhood of the Luzerne County court house.
It
is hoped to have the building' ready for occupancy by April
1,

1914.

It will be
built upon specifications providing absolute
safety from fire. The skeleton structure will be of steel, the
interior walls of tiling and the floors of concrete.
It will be
lighted by electricity and heated by steam, both the power and
the heat are to be obtained from the Dorrance Colliery, about
3000 feet away.
A conduit along the Lehigh Valley Railroad tracks will carry the necessary conductors.
he outside measurement of the structure is 60x125 ft.,
over 40,000 sq.ft. of floor space being available. The ofllces
will be of varying size, to suit the requirements of over
two hundred employees.
The offices of the vice-president and general manager,
the mining superintendent, and the mining engineer, will be
on the sixth floor. In the basement there will be, in addition
to the storage and stationary rooms, a large dressing room
with showers, baths, lockers, etc., for such employees of the
office whose work takes them into the mines.
The first floor will be occupied by the paymaster's office,
the chemist's office and laboratory, the office of the retail
coal shipper, the telephone exchange and information booth,
and a large room to be used for conference of officials, or if
desired, for employees as a reading- room.
The second floor
will contain the two division offices, that of the Wyoming
and that of the Lackawanna. The latter is now located at
Pittston, but will be moved to Wilkes-Barre when the
change is made. The fourth floor will remain unoccupied
for some time, being reserved for future needs.
The offices
on the fifth floor will consist of those of the mechanical
and electrical engineers, of the inspector of equipment, of
the legal department, and of the real estate department.

PEN'.XSVL.V.V.'VI.V

>VilkeN-Barre

— The

.\nthraeite

concrete wall constructed last December to seal off a mine fire in the Kidney Vein of the Buttonwood Colliery, was recently broken down and the fire
found to have been smothered by the gases generated by
combustion. The work of unsealing the fire area was done
by Mine Inspector D. T. Davis, of the Ninth Anthracite District, Superintendent Lewis J. Davis, Mine Foreman William
Powell, and five firebosses. This fire had burned for several
weeks before the plan of bulkheading it was decided upon,
and about 300 acres of coal land were in danger. The colliery
now operated by the Lehigh & Wilkes-Iiarre Coal Co.
i'.s-

UltumlnoiiN
MonierNet The big power plant and tippb- i>\vni-il l>y the
Consolidation Coal Co. at Houghton, near Ualplit.>]i, have
been destroyed by fir.-.

—

VIRGINI.V
I.iNt

far efforts in the Senate Finance Committee to secure
the elimination of the item coal from the free list have enCoal men and various others have lately seen
tirely failed.
members of the committee for the purpose of securing some
duty if possible upon the item. There appears, however, to
be a strong disposition to avoid the odium which would, it
Is supposed, come from a restoration of coal to a dutiable
status.
The argument has been made that in order to have a good
basis for reciprocity negotiations with Canada it would be
only fair to arrange matters, so that coal could be used as
makeweight in the negotiations. This argument has not had
much effect, so far as can be learned, and it now seems probable that the item will remain on the free list throughout the
history of the tariff bill not only in the committee Itself, but
probably also in the liit.r discussion on the floor- of thiSenate.

Thus

vvii-Kios-n \rkf:. i-enx.
Plans for the n.w oilic , ))uilding which the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. sivii.il iiiorilliN ;iu" decided to erect, have been

ChnrleH

—

Plans for the extensive development of the
coal mines near St. Charles, Va„ have been completed by the Old Virginia Coal Co., which was formed recently at Chattanooga, Tenn. W. F. Hutcheson is at the head
of the company.
H. K. Bonney, J. R. Barnes, W. W, Mullen
and W. B. Miller are other Tennessee mining men who are
identified with tin- new company.
St.

Monarch

.\I,.\B.V,M A
.MuntKomery Chief Mine Inspector C. H. Nesbitt has asked
Governor O'Neal to add another man to the present force of
mine inspectors. The term of W. R. Ray, district mine In-

—

spector at Blocton, expired Apr.
reappointed.

—

30.

It Is

believed he will

lie

TKWKSSEE

Oliey fity Work of opening the laige coal seam near Obey
City, Tenn., has been begun.
The operations are being conducted by the Young Coal & Coke Co. This Is the most pretentious effort that has ever been made to develop the coal
deposits In Overton County.
E, C. Young Is at the head of
the compan.v. and John McDald has charge of the mine.

—

COAL
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KEXXrCKY

—

LouixTliliBy a rect-nt rulins of the Interstate Commerce
Commission the Louisville & Nashville R.R. Co. was given
authority to establish rates on coke in carloads from Benham. Ky., at which point the great coking plant of the ^Visconsin Steel Co. is located, to various other points the same
as rates eoncurrentl.v In effect from Appalachia, Va.
Shafer The East Jellico Coal Co., of Shafer, Ky.. which
was recently in effect deprived of the possession of its mines
by a decision of the Kentuck.v Court of Appeals in favor of
the Bennett-Jellico Coal Co., a suit involving the title to the
property upon which the mines were located being sent back
to the lower court for a new trial, has opened new entries on
a part of its property regarding which there is no dispute,
and expects to be able to get out coal by June 1 or there-

—

about.

Elkhorn

— The

Elkhorn Fuel

Co.,

in

accordance with

its

plan for the acquirement and development of coal lands on
a large scale, has recently purchased of the Long Fork Coal
Co. several thousand acres of coal property in Letcher County.
Development work will begin at once, and it is believed that
coal will be shipped within the next 12 months.

McRoberts X full recovery from the scarcity of labor
which resulted from the shutdowns necessitated by the April
floods at McRoberts, Ky., is indicated by the report from that
point that the Consolidation Coal Co. is getting out an average of about 54 cars a day.
Mtaaiesltoro A meeting of Harlan County operators was

—

held recently at Jliddlesboro. Ky., for the purpose of taking
steps to present to the Louisville & Xashville R.R. Co. the
request of the operators in that field for the same rates on
coal to all points as are given the Bell County operators. The
removal of the 10c. differential as to all points north of the
Ohio River was recently announced, but it is reported that
the operators have not had like success with reference to
points within the State.

—

Col:zinl>u.s
Both Ohio mine inspectors and the Federal
Government investigated the cause of the explosion at the Imperial mine at Belle Valley, Noble County, recently. Two inspectors representing the National Government came from
Pittsburgh. After a thorough investigation it was announced
b.v John C. Davies. state mine inspector of Ohio, that insufThis permitted firedamp
ficient ventilation was the cause.
to accumulate and this was ignited b.v a spark.
operators
met
at the Neil House in
coal
number
of
A
Columbus, May 23, and discussed the antiscieen bill, which is
exti'aordinary
meeting of the
up
at
the
expected to come
Ohio General Assembly, to be convened some time in the winwill
detei-mined
effort
operators
make
a
to prevent
ter.
The

the passage of the bill and plans are being laid to bring this
about.
At the last session of the General .\ssembly the
bill was side-tracked b.v the adoption of the Thomas resolution, providing for a commission to investigate all the conditions surrounding wages for mining coal in Ohio.

—

CoMhoeton Miners employed at the Morgan Run mine in
Coshocton County again went out on a strike because of a
controversy over the prices to be paid for driving entries.
There was a difference between the men and the operator,
according to the miners, of 68c. per yard. An effort is being
to settle

E

Vol

—

ll.L.I.\OIS

—A

Marian
evening of

which started about si.x o'clock on the
mine of the Illinois Hocking Washed

fire,

May

22,

at the

Coal Co. at Marion, continued until about three o'clock on
the afternoon of the following day.
Two supply men, who
were distributing powder in the mine at the time of the fire,
were taken from the mine on the afternoon of the 23d. They
were Ed and John Duncan, brothers, 19 and 30 years old,
respectively.
John was dead when found and Ed was unconscious, was able to tell of his experience the ne.xt morning.
One mule of the 17 ow"ned by the mine was saved, the other
16 having perished in the fire.
The air shaft, the fan and
fan house were also destroyed.
It is not known how the
fire originated, but is supposed to have started in an old tool
house, which was being used as a wash room.
Sprlngfleld

— Fire

destroyed the plant of the Royal ColThe loss is estimated at $125,000.

OKL,-VHOM-V
Mc.4^1e8ter
.\fter a three months' shutdown the Adamson
mine of the Union Coal Mining Co., of McAlester, Okla.. has
Orders from the district tributar.v to this
been reopened.
mine are expected to be heavy enough to keep the property
in operation "without interruption until February or March.
W. E. Beaty is president of the company.

—

TEX.VS

— .Anderson

Palestine

County. Texas, coal deposits are being

examined by New York engineers. Prospect holes are being
sunk on several of the outcrops and diamond drilling is being
Considerable secrecy surrounds the operations, but it
done.
is understood that Palestine interests have an option on a
considerable acreage of coal lands.
IiOTlne The Sallie-.Alice Mining Co. has opened a coal
shaft on the W. S. Purselley lease and has installed its machinery.
The firm is working night and day shifts to get
the entries sufficiently advanced to enable it to begin filling
a large contract at an early date. The coal is considered as
good as any in the state, being a 5-ft. bed of bituminous
found at a depth of 100 ft. under a rock roof and carrying

—

just

enough water

to

keep down the dust.

^VVOMIN'O

—

Mi-Arthnr The fire which destroyed the tipple, engine
house and plant of the Starr-Hocking Coal Co., at Coonville,
Vinton County, Ohio, caused a loss of $100,000. The fire was
discovered in the yard office at 7 p.m. in the evening, and
every effort made to stop the flames proved fruitless. Charles
Hargrav, who controls the mine ownership, announced that
the tipple and engine house would be rebuilt at once.
I\DI.i.\.V

—

ImllannpnllH .\ttorney-Oeneral Honan, of Indiana, has
given an option to Frank I. Pearce, state mine inspector, interpreting the law of 1905 to mean that firebosses In Indiana
mines are compelled to examine mines for firedamp that are
known to contain, or are supposed to contain that gas, but
are not required to examine all working places in mines for
firedamp.

Miners employed at the Washington-Wheatland
Washington, Ind., have returned to woi k after
several days, contending that the mineboss did
careful examination for firedamp, and they feared

No. 22

—

the trouble.

— In

the presence of over 200 out-of-town operators
the new freighter, ".Arnold C. Dustin," built at the Lorain
yards of the American Ship Building Co., for John Mitchell,
of Cleveland, was recently launched.
The vessel is 545 ft.
long, and will be used in the coal and ore trade.
L.orain

(;

lieries Co., at Virden.

OHIO

made

A

They returned to work after the state mine inspector and
deputies had made cai'eful investigation.
PrterMburg The S. W. Little Coal Co. officers were surprised, after pumping out the Blackburn mines, three miles
north of this city, to find the motors dry and in usual condition.
Before deserting the motors during the recent rush
of water into the mines, the drivers took them to the highest
point in the mines.
It is believed the water forced the air
in the mines to the top of the slope and so compressed it as
to keep the water back from the motors.
It was expected
the machines would be ruined by long immersion, and the
company was glad to escape a loss of several thousand dollars.
Booni-llle
The Warrick County Coal Co., recently organized, has bought the Polk Patch mine properties in this
country from the J. ^^'ooley Coal Co., and will introduce the
strip mining process.
The properties have a daily output of
1000 tons.
The deal carries with it the conveyance of 5000
acres of coal lands east of Boonville.
W. H. Hays, L. E.
Fischer and R. R. Hammond are the directors. The capital
stock of the new company is S350.000, all from Chicago.

mine near
being out
not make
accidents.

—

Lander The Gebo coal lands, near Hudson, in Fremont
County, amounting to 2200 acres, were formally restored to
These lands are regarded as some
public entry on May 12.
of the most valuable in the district and already a number of
filings have been made.
This tract has been classified by the

Government and entrymen will have to pay from $30 to
an acre to secure their claims.
Glendirr

— R.

$50

MO>'T \> 1
W. Snyder Coal Mine has been purchased by

J. Bohannon and Geo. B. Williams, the consideration has
Experts have been employed and
not been made known.
after a brief examination they state that the public has no
The
idea of the tremendous amounts of coal in this mine.
Northern Pacific Ry. will build a spur leading to the mine
from Stipek, a distance of two miles and will carry 100
tons of coal per day for the first year.

C.

WASHIXOTO'

—

Brooks, representing a big coal company,
located in the Middle West, was in Astoria last week for the
purpose of investigating conditions relative to the establishment there of a big coal dock to provide coal for steamships
.\iitorln

J.

C.

coming to the Columbia River. .A.storia is at the mouth of the
river an4l bunkers there would be in good position to furnish

Alav
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coal for outbound vessels which, as a rule, now proceed to
British Columbia to fill their bunkers for long^ voyages.

—

ChehallN J. E. Leonard has found a vein of coal 250 ft.
nest of Coal Creek. The height is S ft. and the quality is
superior to most coals that have been uncovered in the
vicinity.

A

( ;

E
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liull'alu. \-. v.— The Cascade Coal & Coke Co., an adjunct
of the Rogers-Brown Iron Co.. of Buffalo, has awarded the
contract for an increase of its coal-mining plant at Sykesvllle, Penn., which will include two 300-hp. boilers and engines, and which is a practical duplication of the present
equipment. The addition is to be finished by July 1.
.^loundsrille. W. Va. Contractor R. J. McFadden announces
that he will start the work of the new shaft on the Ball
property back of Glendale. for the Hitchman Coal Co., to be
used in connection with the Glendale mine now in operation.
KaKlanil. .*la. The Ragland Coal Co. is preparing to
open new mines on their property at Coal City in the near

—

PERSONALS

—

E.

F.

Mullin.

many years engineer

for

for

the

Jeffrey

Co., and previusly with the Heyl & Patterson
has severed his connection with the former concern to
engineering staff of the Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia.
Mr. Mullin has had extensive experience in the design and
construction of tipple equipment and general coal handling
machinery, particularly in the West Virginia and Pennsylvania

Manufacturing
Co.,

join the

coalfields.
J. F. Healey has resigned his position as general manager of the operating department, Davis Colliery Co., Elkins,
W. Va.. effective May 31. Mr. Healy is considering several
offers of similar positions, but may open a consulting office
in Charleston, W. Va.
A. M. Campbell, formerly of Louisa, Ky., and recently engaged in mining and development work in eastern Kentucky,
has been made general manager of the Elkhorn Fuel Co.'s
operations, and is at present in the Boone's Fork district
looking over the ground for the purpose of planning for the
beginning of active work.

The announcement

is

made

that

W.

H.

Warner

will be in

offices of the Pan-American Coal Co., of Newwhich will be moved to the Schultz Building, Columbus, about June 1. The Pan-American Coal Co. recently
look over a large number of mining properties in Ohio and
West Virginia, making it one of the largest operating concerns in the Buckeye state.
W. M. Fulton will be president
of the company which will have an authorized capital stock of

charge of the
ark. Ohio,

future.

—

Lexingrtim, Ky. It is reported that on account of the great
increase in coal operations along the lines of the Lexington
& Eastern, the Louisville & Nashville R.R., which controls
that road, is preparing to spend $1,000,000 in improving the'
property, cutting down heavy grades, shortening the curves,
and the substitution of wooden trestles and bridges with
steel work, covering the entire distance of 95 miles between
Lexington and Jackson. Ky. These improvements are considered necessary in order to handle the traffic which is expected, heavier engines and longer trains being planned.
Altoona, Prnn. Vast coalfields, containing deposits estimated at 475,000,000 tons situate in northern Blair and Cambria Counties, and traversed by the Altoona Northern R.R.,
now in a state of construction, will soon be tapped. Expert
mining engineers declare that the deposits of the new field
are sufficient to keep 10,000 men constantly engaged during
the next ten years.
The branch of the New York Central into the Cambria
fields and at Frugalit.v, and further construction of ten miles
of trackage will be necessary to tap into the Goughertv-Patton field.

—

NUW INCORPORATIONS

$.100,001).

—

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
Cornell Inivernlty. Ithaca. N. Y.
The Sibley Journal of
Engineering: vol. XXVll. No. S: May, 1913. 30 pp.; 6%x9>/4
Annual subscription. $2.50: single copies. 25c.
in.

West

Survey, Coal, Oil, Gas, Limestone
and Iron Ore Map. This new edition is the joint publication of
the State Geological Survey and the State Semi-Centenni.il
Commission. It contains all the special features of pi'evious
editions brought up to date and shows the approximate areas
of the several coal sei'ies, operating mines and their postSize. 35x44
office addresses, as well as the oil and gas pools.
Vir;j;inia (ieoloKical

Price.

in.

50c.

postpaid.

NaNh-rille. Tonn.
The Fern Hill Mining Co.. Grundy
County; capital stock, $25,000. Incorporators: H. L. Gregg.
W. G. Dillon, E. W. Patterson. W. P. Stone and W. E.
Robertson.
Clevelaml, Ohio The Tice Coal Co., of Cleveland, Ohio has
filed papers with the secretary of state changing its name
to the Kirk-Dunn Coal Co. and at the same time increasing
its capital stock from $10,000 to $300,000.
ColumhuN. Ohio The Stalter & Essex Coal Co. of Columbus, Ohio has been Incorporated with a capital stock of
$25,000 to mine and deal in
oal.
The incorporators are
Calvin Essex, James R. Stalter, Fred Essex. Robert R. Stalter
and Charles Essex.
Huntinston. W. Va.— The Sharon Coal & Coke Co.. of Newton. Penn.; chief works to be located in Pike County. Kentucky: to engage In the mining of coal and the manufacture
of coke: authorized capital stock. $100,000.
Incorporators: Z.
T. Vinson. W. R. Thompson. T. J. Bryan, E. M. Watts and A
E. Bush, all of Huntington, W. Va.

—
—

i

CONSTRUCTION NEWS
Latrultr, I'enn.

— Tony

Colangelo had been awarded the con-

tract to build SO ovens for the Marietta company, at
near Wllpen. in the Ligonier Valley.

its plant,

—

VounsMton n, Ohio Julian Kennedy is at the head of the
<.'oke Co.. which is building a plant of 100 ovens on
its llOO-acre coal tract on Dunkard Creek, near the Monongahela Kiver in Greene County. Pennsylvania.
Poland

— William

who operates a mine
contemplating opening
up a new mine near Kimbolton, Guernsey County, on 140 acres
which he has under lease.
t'oMhiicton,

five

Ohio

Powers,

miles southeast of Coshocton,

is

—

.\fbenN, Ohl<i
A force of men is now at work in mine
No. 210 on Sugar Creek, making ready to put that shaft in
operation as soon as possible. This mine ha.s been idle for the
past six years, although in all that time Its owners, the Sunday Creek Co.. has at all times kept it pumped out.

—

INDUSTRIAL NEWS

Hirkn<-ll, Inil
The American Coal & Mining Co.. recently
organized, has purchased a large acreage of coal land near
here, and is preparing to sink two mines.
The first vein Is
~% ft. thick. Hal R. McClelland, of Clinton. Ind.. Is vicepresident and manager r)f the company.

—New

Sernnton, IVnn
ton Coal Co. in the

mining Is to be done by the Scransection between Irving Ave. and Nay

hill

Aug Park and Vine and Myrtle

Sts.

PIttHbureh. Penn,— Charles T. Topping has been appointed
agent for the Phoenix boilers and engines in the Pittsburgh
district.
His office Is room Slfi Bessemere Building.

—

IVInilber, Penn
M. C. Yoder. Chas. Estep and John Reese
have taken over the property of the Salem Coal Co.. near
The mine Is being equipped with modern ma-

.Salem. Ohio.
chiner.v.

Penn

PuttNvllle,

—The

Philadelphia

& Reading

Coal

&

Iron Co. will soon place in operation in Its Suffolk Colliery
an S-ton electric mining locomotive ordered from the General
Electric Co.

MoundMvllU-,

May
tricts,

10.

when

iV.

the

—

A big coal deal was consumated here
tract lying In Cameron and Liberty distotal of 556 acres, was sold to S. \Y

Va,

comprising a

Booher for
.•«ulllvan,

$40.fiOO.

Ind.

— The

been sold by Receiver

Rood
J.

mine,

T. .\kln to

near Farmersburg. has
Ralph Sharp, trustee, for

—

COAL AGE

865

There is due
?2035. which will pay the preferred claims.
miners for wages *6000.
the company
representing
Miller,
\V.
J.
BollTor, Penn
which recently acquired the coal underlying about a thousand
the
John
A. Camppurchased
also
has
here,
acres south of
bell farm, near ^\'est Fairfield.
Birmlnshnm. .Via. The .Alabama Mineral Land Co. announces the purchase of 12.000 acres of coal land situated in
Walker County, near Jasper, the county seat. C. C. Huckpurabee, of the .\labama Mineral Map Co.. states that the
chase was made from J. F. .\ndrews. of New York City.
New
in
New Orleans, La. Contracts have been signed
vessels
Orleans for a year's supply of Alabama coal for the
Central
Mobile
and
of the United Fruit Co., which ply between
The vessels landing cargoes at New Orleans will
.\merica.

—

—

use Pitsburgh coal.
Columbiis. Ohio .Application has been made by the MidUtilidleport & Northeastern Ry. Co. before the Ohio Public
for the exties Commission tor permission to issue secureties
of
tension of the railroad line through the southeastern part

—

.\thens County to open a rich coal area.
Tamaqna, Penn Baird Snyder, of Pottsville, former head
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., is to be president of the
corporation that will reopen Silver Brook in a few months.
Snyder, and will own a
C. M. Dodson Coal Co. is to back Mr.
good part of the stock of the new concern.

of the

—

New York City capitalists, who have
Pottsville. Penn.
organized the Bloomingdale Valley Coal Co. have just bought
known as the Phillips Colliery,
operation
coal
the individual
Valley.
in the southern part of Middleport, in the Schuylkill
develop
it to its fullest capacity.
will
The new owners

—

Welch, W. Va. Jairus Collins, of Bramwell, has purchased the holdings of the Kimbal-Pocahontas Coal Co., for
time
the sum of $35,000. The property is unimproved. At this
we have been unalbe to learn whether Mr. Collins bought the
alnot,
Co.
or
property for the Pocahontas Consolidated
though it is supposed he did.
\Vashlngton, Penn. Several coal tracts in the neighborhood of Old Concord. Morris Township, and East Finley
Township, have been optioned at a uniform consideration of
$200 per acre. Persons taking the options represent that they
are agents of Waynesburg people, who are able to finance
the deals should they decide to accept the coal.

—

Birmingham,

-Via

The interests

of P.

B.

Thomas

in the

Montevallo Mining Co. were acquired May 19 by Henry L.
Badham and W. S. Lovell, following the purchase of the
Thomas stock by two well known industrial men. Robert J.

Badham was

elected

vice-president,

and D.

A.

Thomas,

a

son of the retiring president, was elected secretary.
Fostorla, Ohio The Seneca Coal Co. has brought suit
against the Ohio Coal & Coke Co., of Cleveland in the courts
at New Philadelphia, Ohio, claiming that a contract for the
purchase of certain coal lands in Warwick and Mill TownThe
ships in Tuscarawas County has not been carried out.
plaintiff asks for immediate possession of the property.
Wilkes-Barre, Penn. The Delaware & Hudson Co., will
place in operation a new 300-kw. motor-generator set and
This company
switchboard in its Baltimore Tunnel Mine.
will also install a motor-generator set with switchboard of
the same capacity in its Pine Ridge Mine at Parsons, Penn.
Both machines and apparatus will be furnished by the Gen-

—

—

eral Electric Co.

I'niontown, Penn. A large coal deal involving more than
$150,000 and conveying 757 acres of Gilmore Township coal
from the Enterprise Realty Co. to Judge R. E. Umbel, Hon.
The deal
B. F. Sterling, et al, is about to be consummated.
was engineered by Kobert & Bradley, J, H. Zimmerman, representing the Realty company and Carter Bros., representing the purchasers of the property.

—

ChlcaKo, III. The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis Ry. (Big Four Route), through their chief engineer,
Smith, awarded a contract to the Roberts and Schaefer
P.
G.
Co. this week, for five large Holmen coaling plants to be
built immediately at Paris, HI., Lynn. Ind., Anderson, Ind.,
This company has also secured
Lilly, 111., and Dayton, Ohio.
a contract for two large 400 ton capacity, reinforced concrete, fireproof Holmen coaling plants which are to be built
immediately at Chicago.

—

Columbus will be the headquarters of a
which is expected eventually to rank in
with the Sunday Creek Co. and the Lorain Coal & Dock Co.
The new organization is being formed by the merger of the
Pan-American Coal Co., the Granger Coal Co. and the Buckeye
Coal Co., of Murray County, the Sedalla company, of JacksonThe new company will
ville, Athens County, and others.
C'nIumliuH, Ohio
coal company,

new
size

Vol.

3,

No. 22

control 12.000 acres, employ over 900 men, and have a daily
capacity in the start of SOOO tons.
The Seneca Coal Co., a company composed of
Tiffin, Ohio
local capitalists, organized a number of years ago to operate
coal mines and leases in Tuscarawas County, has brought suit
in New Philadelphia, claiming that the Ohio Coal & Coke Co.,
of Cleveland, has failed to carry out its contract to purchase
the property, which is located principally in Warwick and
The terms
Mill townships. Tuscarawas County, for $50,000.
of the sale were $6000 down and $2000 the first of each month
The Seneca company claims that
until the balance was paid.
$35,000 is still unpaid.

—

During the past two weeks coal tracts
Washingrton, Penn
the neighborhood of Old Concord, Morris Township and
East Finley Township have been optioned at $200 an acre.
The options are being taken by parties who claim to be
More than a
acting as agents of Waynesburg interests.
dozen bore holes are being drilled at various points in the
tract known as the Dawson block and should the coal seams
prove to be of uniform thickness and the coal of good quality
The Dawson
it
is believed the options will be taken up.
block extends over a large portion of Morris and East Finley
Townships, a portion reaching across the line in Morris Township.
This tract surrounds most of those recently optioned
and it is announced that should the Dawson block which is
optioned at $240 an acre be accepted the smaller tracts will
be sold at the consideration previously named of $200 an
in

acre.

—

Columbus, Ohio The international officers of the United
Mine Workers of America have given a decision on the
strike of the Hisylvania Coal Co. at the Trimble mine at
Glouster, Ohio.
The men after being out for four months
went back Apr. 22 pending an adjustment of the trouble.
The original cause of the strike was the discharge of three
After an
men. for failing to set posts while driving entries.
investigation by a representative of the international officers
of the organization, during which evidence from the company;
was admitted tending to show that the posts were on thi!
ground and had been buried by the men, the three men -were
reinstated at their old positions. Both the men and the com'
pany "were held equally guilty in violating the state lawM
J.
W. Blower, general manager of the
to safety.
company is trying to have the case re-opened in order to
show that the company "was blameless in the matter.

relative

—

Butler, Penn. AA'. S. AVagner who has been in the cement
business for several years past but who formerly had worked
a quarter of a century as a coal miner recently purchased
the coal rights on the Redick farm in the Bonnie Brook
district.
He has recently completed his explorations for coal
in that vicinity and has taken up options for
the coal
rights on several farms adjoining. One of the seams found is
3 ft. 2 in. thick and is pronounced
the best coal that has
been discovered in this country for some years past. Chemists who have examined the coal declare that it is entirely
free from sulphur and superior to the Pittsburgh coal which
is
extensively used in the Butler district.
The old mine
taken over by Mr. Wagner is being rapidly developed the
new workings having been already extended several hundred
feet.
There is a nice grade on the roadways that favors the
movement of the loaded ears. This is a rare occurrence in
mines in this section. It is stated that arrangements have
been made and work will be commenced at an early date by
the Rochester company for the building of a switch from
their main line to the mouth of the mine, a distance of about
500 feet.

Galveston, Tex.

—

It

is

gateway

confidently expected that this city
to South America for both .\tlantic

will be the Texas
and Pacific ports

when

The outlook

promising

Panama Canal is opened for traffic.
for the establishment here of
business.
Inquiries are being received
daily and merchants and manufacturers are visiting the
city with a view to securing locations.
One of the latest
evidences in this line concerns coal interests operating in
Illinois, Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and Colorado.
S. W. Sorat, president of the Star Coal Co., and E.
R. Dusky, general sales agent for that concern, have been
recently looking over the ground relative to the establishment of a mammoth marine coaling station.
is
It
thought to make Galveston a base for supplying bunker
eoai to ships of all nations.
With favorable freight rates
the way will be clear for bringing additional industries
into the entire Trans-Mississippi territory through the port
of Galveston.
The daily production of the mines operated by the Star
Coal Co. is 110.400 tons.
This company can bring coal to
Galveston to supply every ship that floats in the Gulf of
Mexico, engaging in the coastwise and foreign commerce.

many new

is

lines

of

the

1
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31.
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COAL TRADE REVIEWS
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GKNERAL KEVIEW
The month of May has closed with the hard-coal business
Shipments are coming forin a fairly satisfactory condition.
ward slowly, but small dealers have a liberal supply and a
normal amount of orders are on hand for June. The tnain
demand continues to center on stove, eg-g and nut being comparatively easy and some of the steam sizes now going into
storage.

The strong tone still continues in the Eastern coastwise
bituminous market, with buyers unusually anxious for tonnage, even at the new high level established for this year;
prospects are excellent for a profitable season. All Hampton
Roads coal not required in the coastwise trade is being readily absorbed in the export business and on Government colShipments, all-rail, are barely up to requirements and
liers.
mining is much below capacity in some districts. Many of
the large agencies are declining further orders except when
same are from old customers, and the increased buoyancy in
the market is being felt even on the lower grades.
New business in the Pittsburgh district is light, but that
being done is invariably at an advance on the season circular.
The market undoubtedly occupies a strong position with the
producers in full control of prices, and will in all probability
continue so as long as present conditions prevail. But should
the car and labor shortage be relieved, the increased pi-oduction would probably bring about a rapid reversal in condiIndications are,
tions as noted in these columns last week.
however, that the situation will continue indefinitely, or, at
any rate, until the winter trade opens up. The railroads are
moving heavy tonnages with good dispatch, but it is becoming apparent that they are up to about full capacity.
Railroad equipment is also becoming scarcer in Ohio, and
It is believed that the customary fall car shortage will deThe Lake trade
velop much earlier than usual this season.
continues the main feature in the local market, while steam
coal is also active and some stir is evident in domestic, although dealers are not as yet beginning to stock. The tonnage handled at Hampton Roads fell below that of the previous week, but was, nevertheless, heavy. There is a strong
demand in the spot market, but producers are inclined to hold
any surplus tonnages for the purpose of applying these on
Alarm is still felt
contracts which soon become effective.
over the car situation in the Southern markets and fears are
expressed that this will not be cleared up before the usual
fall shortage develops.
The situation in the Middle Western market remains unchanged, with prices at a low level and likely to continue
There was, however, some slight stiffening on the steam
so.
grades, due probably to the advance in Eastern coals. In the
Rocky Mountain region there are rumors that some of the
oil-burning railroads and manufacturing industries will again
resume coal burning. No authentic information is available
regarding this point, but the effect on the coal business there,
would be quite material.

BOSTON,

— There

M.\S.S.

almost no news beyond the general
Some of the large buyers are
firmness reported last week.
some shipper with a volume of
for
still
hunt
engaged in a
Pocahontas and New River to sell, even at the $2.85 price,
but by far the most of the agencies are out of the market.
What coal at Hampton Roads is
at least for the time being.
not being moved coastwise is readily absorbed for export or
by government colliers. The tone is strong and the prospect

BKuminouN

is

whole season.
For Georges Creek and the better grades from Pennsylvania there is steady request and no accumulation is heard.
Practically every anthracite cargo from Philadelphia includes
Stocks at this end are
at least a bin-load of bituminous.
small rather than large. All-rail supplies are barely keeping
up to requirements. Mining is less than normal for most of
the districts and operations In most cases are becoming infrequent
The loading continues slow and with vessels arriving here already on the point of demurrage there Is small
encouragement for dividing up cargoes.
Wntrr FrelehtH share the generally firm tone of coal
prices; 75c. is the prevailing figure on larpre vessels, Hampton Roads to Boston, with 5®10c. advance on smaller tonnage.
Aii«brnp|«r is coming forward very slowly, and with many
excellent for the

restrictions on

the proportion of sizes.
There is practically
nothing being shipped to the storage depots in New England
and dealers are most urgent in their calls for coal.
The
smaller retailers have had a liberal proportion of their season's supply in April and May, but large distributors in the
cities are still anxious over their smal receipts. To still others
it is embarrassing not to be able to take the apportionment
of egg and nut they are asked to absorb in order to get stove.
All told, however, there is a reasonably good amount of anthracite business in hand for June.
Current bituminous quotations are about as follows:
Cambrias

Clearfields

Somersets

$1.05@1.40
2.30@2.65
2.60@2.9S

.Mines*
Philadelphia*

XewYork*

Pocahontas
River

Georges
Creek

New

.25®1.50 $1 .67@1 .77
2.50®2.75 2.92@3.02
2.80@3.00 3.22®3.32
2.85@2.95

$1

Baltimore*

Hampton Roads*

$2.8*

rovidencet
ostont
*F.o.b.

S3.73@3.78
3.78@3.90
tOn

cars.

—

\EW YORK

BitumlnouM Local conditions in the bituminous trade continue about the same as the previous week.
No further recessions in prices have occurred except in few instances
where demurrage coal, particularly in the cheaper grades,
were offered at $2.45 and $2.50. The market prices on various
grades were as follows; West Virginia steam, $2,50@2.60;
fair grades, Pennsylvania, $2.65 @ 2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@2.80; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3@3.10;
Georges Creek, $3.25 @ 3.30.
Contract tonnage still continues in demand, although the
majority of large consumers have already arranged for their
yearly requirements.
The present situation from all ponits
of view indicate a fairly healthy condition, which is probably
accounted for by the limited car supply and shortage of labor
in some of the Pennsylvania and West Virginia fields.
Operators, on the other hand, avoid sending surplus tonnage to
tidewater in fear of a repetition of past occurrences when
they received ruinous prices for their product. The general
trade opinion, notwithstanding the an.xiety experienced by
certain manufacturers over the tariff question, seems to indicate a decided expectation among operators that there is
going to be a lively and active fall and winter season.
Anthracite From all indications the hard-coal trade is
in splendid shape, especially on prepared sizes.
The demand
for egg and stove coal has created a shortage with most of
the operators on these particular sizes, and nut. which up
to this writing was hard to dispose of, is beginning to move
more rapidly. Local dealers are busy delivering their spring
orders, but most of them express a certainty that summer
conditions this year will not be different from previous years.
Heavy shipments are being forwarded to the Lakes and
Western markets. The individuals are finding difficulty in
disposing of pea coal with their line trade, which accounts
for the cut price on this size at tidewater.
Buckwheat still
continues to be a drug and hard to dispose of, in many instances it is offered by the individuals at low prices. Barley
and rice coal in the better grades are decidedly short, due,
no doubt, to the heavy contract demand on this quality, but
the Schuylkill grades of rice size are beginning to get long,
although no real difficulty Is experienced in making dispositions where a slight cut in price Is offered.
The Schuylkill
grades of barley are not as freely offered as In the past month,
but what tonnages happen to be available are still offered :it
cut prices.
The following is the local market on hard coal:

—

Individual
Circular

Broken

Egg
Stove
Chestnut
Pe.i

Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

$)

fiO
.

4.85
4.85
5 10
3 .W

2.75
2.25

Lehigh
»4.4,5@4.55
4.70Cal4.80
4 80
4 f).5(niS.05
3.2fl(«:3.45
2.1.5fnl2.45

1.85(0)1.95

.

.Scranton

$4.50(5)4 60

4.85
4.85

5.00@5 10'
3.25®3,S0
2..50®2.75
1.75(a2.26

175
1.40(<itl.70
PHIL.\DEI.Pni.\, PEXN.
The month of May closes with the anthracite trade in a,
comparatively satisfactory condition. Most of the large companies will have considerable business go ovi'r Into the month

C

864

AL

of June at the advance of 10c. per ton: they claim that the
prospects look as favorable as May, when the mines were

and little or no coal went into
slock, outside of the small or steam sizes. Broken, egg, stove
and nut are still holding their own, as far as demand is conThere has been a trifie less demand for pea. which
cerned.
this market, while buckis essentially a domestic size in
wheat and rice show little or no improvement. A large proportion of the three last sizes are going into stock.
The retail business is fairly good, although still in the
hnnd-to-mouth state as far as orders are concerned. The

worked

to their full capacity,

demand here is in marked contrast to some of the large Eastern cities. Prompt shipments are demanded, the claim beins
made that coal is going out faster than received, which seems
and winto be an indication that the lesson learned last fall
Tn this market, the experience of last
ter has had its effect.

safe
vear has had exactly the opposite effect. It is almost
done by the retailers is
to say that the business now being
year in the
the same that they have been doing from year to
new busiearlv spring months. There is comparatively little
shortage in
ness from householders anticipating a possible
is no
there
that
is.
consequence
the
winter, and

the fall and
dealer's
particular snap or activity to the trade. Most of the
prevail upon the
solicitations are along the lines of trying to
is
consumers to take advantage of the present, when coal
as
comparatively easy, but the results are not as satisfactory
last moment,
thev would like. They will all wait until the
investigations,
and then it will be again the same committees,
the last year.
etc that characterized the business during
market still remains about the same as

The bituminous
reported.

last

PITTSBVRtiH. PEXX.
light,

Bituminou.^— While new transactions are relatively
be at an advance
the major portion of current sales seems to
some large operof 5c over the regular season prices, with
There has
advance.
10c.
a
ators refusing to sell except at
the smaller
been a moderate amount of lake coal sold to
the
before,
noted
As
advance.
shippers at Sl.iTVo, or a 5c.
but there is
local coal market appears to be very strong,
definite
the
for
made
be
must
question how much allowance
full productive
policy of manv operators not to sell up to the
The labor and car supply will
limit" except at an advance.
able to
determine how close to capacity the mines will be
at this
operate, and these factors are largely indeterminate
With the supply scant the present market position
time.
labor
and
of
cars
supply
full
can easily be held, but a fairly
might put more pressure upon sellers than is now in evisubject
follows,
as
prices
We quote regular season
dence.
Slack. 90c.; nut
to frequent premiums, particularly for %-in.:
$1.42U:
and slack. $1.05: nut. $1.25: mine-run. $1.30: %-in..
district.
IVi-in., $1.52>-i. per ton at mine. Pittsburgh

—

Connellsville Coke The market continues relatively inactive, but with still greater evidence of underlying strength.
With a limited demand tor prompt furnace, the market has
been held at close to the asking price, $2.25. of several weeks.
Indicating that operators as a whole are closely regulating
Foundry coke has
their output to contract requirements.
sold quite well on contract, being more active than for some
shaded in any inbeen
have
to
time, and $3 does not seem
stance, sales at slightly under this figure being only of odd
understood that
it
is
lacking,
are
prompt lots. While details
the Pittsburgh Steel Co. has closed for at least the major
furnaces it
blast
the
two
against
portion of its requirements
about the
is completing at Monessen. the first to be blown in
shipments
July,
the
end
of
about.
end of June and the second
It is assumed that the
to start about a fortnight earlier.
contract was placed at a concession from the usual asking
price of $2.50, which price the furnaces thus far have shown
Prompt furnace, $2.15@
no inclination to pay. We quote:
2.25: contract furnace (nominal asking) $2.50: prompt founper ton at ovens.
$3l&3.25.
foundry,
dry. $2.S5Ca3.25: contract
n.\L.TIMUI(Ii:,

MD.

every indication that the local trade has entered
of activity which will continue Indefinitely.
The demand is becoming more insistent, with the result that
prices are stiffening, and many companies are finding it
necessary to refuse further orders, except to oldest customSpot coals in the line trade are particularly strong, esers.
pecially the better grades, while the off qualities are bringCoal
ing higher average prices than for some time past.
which has been selling at 70c. per ton has now advanced to
SOc. and tonnages are scarce even at this new high level.
The labor situation Is one of the principal features in the
market at the present time. The scarcity of miners has
caused the general impression that the market may advance
rapidly until even the high level prevailing during the
Many large consumers
strike in Great Britain is reached.
who iiave kept out of the market are now buying readily

There

into

a

is

period

AG E
for stocking-up purposes, and indications are that the.v will
continue doing so until substantial surpluses have been ac-

cumulated. Operators seem to be in good cheer and say they
expect a very satisfactory year. They are busy now making
or Lenowing contract.s for steam grades.
The unusually cool weather has had a tendency to create
some activity in anthracite, although not of any great exCoke operators claim that production has been retent.
stricted recently, and is now just about equal to the demand,
with no surplus in the market.

nlFF-VLO,

X. V.

There is all of the former firmness in the bituminous trade
and operators are expecting to maintain this position through
the season. All the reasons for a continuation of the demand
are still in full force and the output cannot well be increased under present conditions. The chief efforts are directed toward increasing production, but that is difficult to
accomplish and about the best possible now is to make sure
it does not fall ofT.
In some districts there is a growing scar*-*The
ity of cars ^•l.ich is decreasing the tonnage of the mines.
scarcity of men is also becoming more acute: it extends into
Anthracite shippers find country
all branches of the trade.
jobbers and retailers complaining that they cannot unload
their consignments, for it appears that men are harder to
get in small towns than anywhere else.
The only "w-eak spot is still coke, w^hich is none too strong
Quotations of biat $4.75 for best Connellsville foundry.
tuminous coal continue on the basis of $2.80 for Pittsburgh
lump, $2.65 for three quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.15
for slack, with Allegheny Valley about 25c. less.
It is often
hard to get Pittsburgh coal at all, as so much of it is tied up
in contracts and the lake trade.
There is no coal on track
unsold and it looks as if the utmost service is being obtained of the cars where the roads are moving them with
good dispatch. Consumers are buying promptly and not haggling about the price if they know the quality of the coal.
Control of prices seems to have gone entirely over tu the
seller.
It

is

now

believed that

conditions are

such

in

the

bi-

tuminous trade that nothing short of a general break-down or
While iron is not
other business can injure it very much.
at its best the crop situation is so good that it will counterIf labor difficulties fail of an
act almost any bad feature.
early settlement they will reduce the demand for coal, but they
ought to subside before long. The demand for anthracite is
still light, with not much promise of earl.v improvement.
Lake shipments for the week were 147,000 tons.

H.VMPTOX ROADS.

V.V.

While the dumping at tidewater has not been so heavy
the past week as the previous one at the same time there
has been a good supply of vessels and all piers have been
working constantly. Some few of the suppliers are short of
coal which has held up a number of vessels a few days but

the beginning of next week should see these all loaded and
away. There has been a heavy demand for spot coal during
the entire week, a number of inquiries coming from the
foreign buyers but few sales have been made owing to the
fact that suppliers having coal on hand are holding same
for contract tonnage about due.
On account of the unrest in the New River field suppliers
from that district are making few contracts prefering to hold
off until matters are more settled.
Prices offered by buyers have ranged from $2.80 to $2.85
for June cargoes but the latter figure has been refused by the
operators as it is expected quotations will go higher during
Prices for high volatile coals have been
the coming week.
quoted from $2.40 to $2.50 but only one or two small sales
have been made, there being little inquiry for this grade.

COtVMBlS. OHIO
Despite a growing car shortage which is affecting a number
of mining districts in Ohio, the trade has been fairly active
during the past week. Reports from Eastern Ohio show a
scarcity of cars and this is having an effect on the production
from that region. There is also some car shortage reported
from other mining districts in the state. Coal men are predicting an acute shortage later on and it is believed it will
develope earlier than last year.
The lake trade is active in every way and the demand
from the Northwest is strong. Dock prices are 10c. higher
than last year and that fact is stimulating the trade. Thcongestion caused by the ice and scarcity of unloading machines in the upper lake ports is passing away. Toledo dock.«
of the Hocking Valley company loaded 113.000 tons for th'
week ending May 23 and since the opening of navigation th.
docks have handled 504.000 tons. Another strong point in the
market is the demand for steam tonnage. Factories engaged
in making iron and steel products are busy and their fuel
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The railroads are also taking: a
requirements are large.
large tonnage since the freight movement is increasing. Most
of the railroad contracts have been made and many of the
steam contracts with manufacturing establishments have
been closed.
Some stir is being felt in domestic sizes. While the stocking season has not opened, retailers are placing small orders.
Preparations are being made to take care of the stocking
demand earlier than usual. Most of the dealers in this section have very light stocks and they are placing their orders
now.
Quotations have been well maintained in every mining
district and on all grades with the possible exception of fine
coal, on which there is a slight weakness.
This is due
to the larger tonnage of nut, pea and slack and coarse slack
resulting from the Lake trade.
Mine-run and three-quarter
inch are the strongest sizes in the market.
The output in Ohio fields has been fairly large during the
week although the car shortage has decreased it in certain
In the Pomeroy Bend district where the operators
localities.
are slowly recovering from the effects of the flood the production is gradually increasing. In Eastern Ohio it is estimated at about 65 per cent, of normal while in the HockingValley it is about S5 to 90 per cent.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
Horliing

Domestic lump
J-inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut, pea and slack
Coarse slaclc

Pittsburgh

Pomeroy

$150

...

$1.50

1.35
1.15
1.15
(170
0.60

SI 25

135
25
1.15
0.70
0.60

Kanawha
SI, 50

1.30

1

1.10

0.65

1.10

70
0.60

LOUISVILLE, KY.

A between-seasons

lull seems to be prevailing over the
local market.
This is due probably to the reluctance on the
part of the dealers to begin laying in their winter stock.
The local market has undergone a dii-ect reversal of form
within the last ten days, particularly in the steam-coal

branch.
The scanty supply lias been abruptly relieved and
there are plenty of tonnages available now.
With railroa-l
conditions again practically restored to normal, there is a
good, strong movement; dealers are stocking quite heavily,
and there appears to be plenty of slack coal available.
The Illinois Central R.R. is taking a very heavy tonnage,
a great deal more than normal, at any rate, probably for the
purpose of accumulating some surplus supplies in case of
an emergency. Because of this condition, mines along this
line are finding tliemselves with moi-e slack on hand than
they are able to marl^et and as a consequence quotations
have fallen off to ridiculously low points.

BIRMINGH.VM,

for May, if not somewhat above that.
The experience of
these domestic consumers the past seson was such as to make
them more eager to buy earlier than usual.

DETKOIT, MICH.

—

The contract market in this vicinity is showing increased strength, but spot sales are somewhat oif. An
embargo against lake coal, which was established by t^wo of
the large carriers has diverted a great deal of fuel here on
consignment, with the result that this had been forced on the
market and a reduction in prices has consequently followed:
however, the indications are that the slump is only temporary.
Buyei-s are also showing only a slight inclination
to purchase believing apparentlj-^ that a decided slump is in
prospect.
The following is approximately the Detroit market:
BituminouH

W.

Va.

Egg
1

.

lump
lump

j-in.

3-in

duction.

IXDI.V\.VI>OI-IS
is about what
It
usually Is in
is fair demand for steam grades,
there Is nothing doing in domestic. Prices are at the bottom
and no prospect for an advance. Some buyers, however, say
they note a stiffening in the price of steam grades, probabl.v
due to the higher tendency in Eastern coals, which throws
more inquiries to Indiana operators.
Wholesalers in this
city say there is not as much free coal in the market as there
was a year ago and they are having continued trouble to
place orders for their requirements.
The largest consumers
of steam grades have placed their orders for next season, and
contracts are being made quite liberally with those that take
wagon delivery. A slight advance Is looked for the first of
June in eastern coals.
Retailers say deliveries to householders for next winter's consumption. Is up to the average

Hock-

Cam-

No. S

ing

bridge

Oliio

Gas

Splint

Domestic lump.

$1.50
1-50
1 25

....

10

1

1

00

1

Slack

100

Jackson
Hill

$1 90

190
....

SI

00

1

Pocahontas
$2.00
2.00

$1.40
1.40

110

Mine-run

$1.10
1.00
0.75

10

00
75

75

$1.10
1.00
0.75

....

..

1.23

....
....

....

.

—

.Vnlhraoite Bu>'ing of hard coal in the local marlvet has
been graduall.v improving, due, of course, to the demand for
storage coal. The demand for this purpose customarily starts
somewhat earlier than this, but has been delayed this season
b.v the late shipments.
The local dealers are reporting a
good business for the current month.
Coke The demand for this commodity is strong and the
market firm in every respect, with local ovens working to
Connellstheir ma.ximum capacity and behind on shipments.
ville is quoted at $2. SO: Semet Solvay, ?3: gas house, $2.75.

—

all f.o.b. ovens.

ST. LOIUS,

MO.

Conditions are about normal as they have been for the
past few weeks, with perhaps a similar demand for bituminous coals. In connection with this, the price has also gone
down. Standard 6-in. lump has gone down to 85c. and S7^4c.
at the mines, while 2-in. lump is at from SOc. to S5c.
These prices not only prevail in the city, but also in the
country to some extent, on demurrage coal. In the Carterville sizes the lump and egg are being sacrificed at $1, both in
the city and outside, while screenings have not increased any
Some of the washed sizes are a drug on the marin value.
ket, and are being sold at the same price as unwashed
coals.

The prevailing circular

is:

Carte rville

.VL.V,

Considerable alarm is felt among the local operators lest
the car shortage, which has gradually grown worse for the
past few weeks, will not be remedied befoi-e fall. The labor
situation is also apparently growing more serious from week
to week.
The domestic coal market is possessed of a little
more interest than during the few weeks preceding, owing
principally to the fact that man.v of the mines have not
been furnished n'ith sufficient equipment to keep up with
monthly specifications on contracts with dealers.
The market for steam coal is quiet, but quotations have
not changed materially during the past three weeks. A good
deal of interest is added to the steam market, as this is the
season of the year when most annual contracts are being
closed for shipments to begin July 1.
Foundry coke maintains a stiffness decidedly above other
kindred markets on which it so often depends. Record high
prices are now being obtained and the market has been extended over the entire Western States.
The demand for
furnace and smelter coke is well balanced with the pro-

The mine situation here
June and July. While there

86o

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg
2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

No.

1

and

Big

Mt.

Franklin Co.

Muddy

Olive

S1.15(all.20

1.:

S2.25

1.05® 115

nut

0.95

Screenings

0.90

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed

l.OOfri. 1.10

fo'

imt
nut
nut
nut
No. 5 wa.shed nut

35
20
"}
25

1

1
^

1
1

.

...

...

J

St. Louis prices on May anthracite are:
stove and egg $6.80; grate $655. Smokeless

$4.45

Standard
$0.90

$1.'

-

and mine-run

$4.

Byproduct coke

is

Chestnut,

.$7.50;

lump and egg is
and gas house

$5

$4.75.

o«;nK\,

iTAH

There are prol)abIy instances where a low price would be
an inducement to a large consumer to place an order, and
this would offer temporary relief, but the bulk of the coal
goes to dealers who at present are only buying single cars,
and then only when absolutely necessary. In other words,
the mines are working short time, which increases the cost.
Reports indicate that some coal will be stored during
June and that July will probably be up to standard: however,
this will be caused by the season of the year, and not by
Present quotations for the entire territory
the low price.
are: Lump. $2.2;'i: nut, $1.75: mine-run. $1.75, and slaclt. .$1.

I'ORTL.VXD, org:.

The mines

the Centralia district are all preparing to
increase their output for which there is a good demand both in
the Puget Sound cities and in Portland. One company is now
putting out about 1500 tons dally and another has an output
The Rainer company's mine has an output of
of 500 tons.
about 100 tons daily but this will be increased as rapidly :is
in

possible. Development work
The coal market here is

is now under way.
unchanged and as we now have

.

—

.

.

AL AGE

C

S66

-.

Xo.

Vol.

Shipped

Field

Tipple

861,724
183.995
189,004
48.839

Pocahontas

Tug River
Thacker

Kenova

Total
875,671
186.493
199.363
53,881

13.947
2.498
10.359
5.042

mercial

865.154
156,336
142,167
45,713
130.565

30,157
57,196
8,168
12,493

1.339.935

203.285

Clinch Valley
31.846

1.283,562

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS

coke

.Shipments

were

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and
coke shipments over the lines of the N. & W. Ry. for the
month of April and the first four months of 1912 and 1913
in short tons;

1,315.408

from

entirely

OHIO

Jt

Months

The following is a comparative statement of the coal and
oke movement over this road or April and the first four
lonths of this year and last year:
4

589.202
1,137.359
5,395,002

535.211
1.300.671
5,401,914

25,147

16,984

Mo

1913

Coal

10.608.227
1.6)6.070

Total.

1913

field.

R.R.

Coke
4

1912

1913

Pocahontas

the

96.659.

BAt.TIMORE

X0BF01.K & WESTERN RY.

April

3

Com-

is little probability of any great volsummer weathe the
ume of business until consumers begin putting in coal for
der the storage rates, which are about 50c. per
next winte
ton lower.

1912

-2

2.512,513

ili.,l'iS4

12.224.297

11.905.510

Destination
Conl
.

223.220
315,076

147.917
326.920

.

.

1.325.259

1,06,S.383

.

.

7,744
108.801

6,950
122,675

-509,919

-561,469

1,979,900

1,672,845

7,6-56,629

7,816.249

Tidewater forcien
•ndewat^r coastwise. ..
Domlsti?
Coke
Tidewater foreim
.....
Domestic
.

.

.

.

.

.

Total

»-OAl,

The following

a

is

the principal roads during
of this year and last:

March and

&0

(a)
(a)

C&O
Erie

January

February

195.667

161.676
1.480
612,281
988,036

-.

.......

Total 5 roads

...

.

56
1,763,529

1,490,886

.

.

3,187,956
774,052
lt;?,«H
'.: ^••2

2,633,197
752,999
150,544
1,304,748
62,941
129,114
787,078
1,873,544
3,857,304
920,183
224,215

2,710,031
766,576
155,706
1,392,590
61,538
102,337

J

571,754
11,227
2,179,941
3,288,737

434,392
2.167
1,958,048
2,743,504
311

5,138,422

Iti

— The

market

6,051,659

(a)

BR&P(c)"
BA-Su^q

&OH)

C'
Erie

(cl

'.n

N &

W

Penn-i

,^M,,742
2,01)9,874

(c)

(a-c)

4,210,196
1,033,330
228,426
453,886
241,021

(a-b)
(a-c)

P i 1 E
P S & N (c)
Vircinian

M

W.

:7:;

l.-.",14',i

(a-ci

\YC&HRR

.

(c)

follows;

Bestdry

S5

&

O.

.399,267

248,678

371,355
50,265
22,209
29,643
4,106
152,847
1,220,360
579,360
2.996
6.014

109,620
57,831
28.153
30,764
7,548
148,251
1,288,514
668,392
3.212
6.643

(c)

(c)

(a)

NYC&HRR (c)
N & W. (a-c)
Penna. (a-b)

P&L.E(a-c)
P S & N. (c)
W.

.

40@5

.

Best Monmouthshires. .54.74(5 4.86
Seconds
4.62(ai4 74
3.60^3.72
Best Cardiff smalls...
Seconds
3.36fe3.48

52

S.28@5 40
5.04@5.28
5.04@5.2S

coals

.

for Cardiff coals are f.o.b. Cardiff, Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire descriptions are f.o.b.
Newport: both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30
days less 2% %.

The prices

—

8,761,578
2,293,627 2,299,829
450,064
468,079
3,961,230 4,306.586
184,852
113,335
381,600
402,070
2,443,985 2,392,196
5,694,576 5,258,008
12.117.247 12,169.935
2,909,651 2,876,295
681,982
563,772
1,233,244
903,966
722,775
760,985
8,.531,184

770,165
1,751,158
4,050.247
956,138
229,341
380,091
271,286

is a statement of shipments over the P.
R.R. Co.'s lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie for April, and
first four months of this year and last year in short tons:

The following

Four Month;

.\pril

Anthracite

1912

1913

1,230.979

290,865
3,291,985
1,079,046

3,674,096
15.914,179
4,987,304

3,579,602
15,461,920
4,190,832

1.958.003

4,661,896

24.575,579

23,232,354

930,592

.

Bituminous

3,796,432

Coke

Coke:

C.

the

V.

14,703,711 13,343,812 13,597,204 41,644,727 41,238,424

Total 13 roads....

B & O (a)
B R &P
B. & Susq.

to

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

\

'

H & BTM

BRIT.VIN

somewhat unsettled owing

—

Bituminous:

B &O

is

uncertain position after the holidays. Business is quiet, but
there is no alteration in values which are approximately as
Best Welsh steam
Best seconds
Seconds

1912

1913

89

673,614
1,014,259

"

vSan

months

three

—Three Months

March

1.884,007

378

movement over

first

77.049
309
672,153
741,209
166

...-•

Penna"(a-b)

the

1913

.

Anthracite.

B

of the fuel

GREAT
May

MOVEMENT

summary

FOREIGN MARKETS

M

405,220
55,911
27,401
32,207
5.775
147,730
1,247,451
612,095
3.084
6.381

886,195
164,007
77.763
92,614

1,080,472
113,478
81.971
59,951
23,248
418,721
3.111.786
1,488.430
4.817
19.283

17,429
448,828
3,756,325
1,859,847
9.292
19.038

COAL SECURITIES
The following table gives the range

of various active coal

dividends paid during the

securities and

week ending May

Stocks
2,348,928 2,439,155 2,.543,255 7,331,338 6,402,112
Total 10 roads
Southern Railway handled during January 358,386 short tons; February
.

.

.-^Lmerican

Coal Products Pre!.

.

& Iron
& Iron Pref
Consolidation Coal of Maryland..
Lehigh Vallev Coal Sales

345,206 short Ions of bituminous coal.
Includes coal received from connecting lines.
a.
Does not include company's coal hauled free.
b.
c.
Includes company's coal.

THE

-American Coal Products
C^olorado Fuel

Colorado Fuel

American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages
equipment for two weeks ended May 15. as follows:
Surplus Shortage
76
2,640
1 .0.54
934
789
1.500
781
503
226

England Lines

N Y New Jer.sev. Del. Maryland Eastern Penn.
Ohio- Indiana; MicliiK,in: Western Pennsylvania. ..
West Virginia. Virginia. North* South Carolina.
Kentucliv.Tonn Miss.:.-M.ibama. Georgia. Florida.
Iowa, Illinois, Wis. Minn ;.North & South Dakota
;

:

.

;

.

;

2,622

.

Montana. Wyommg. Nebraska
Kansas. Colorado. Missouri. Arkansas, Oklahoma.
Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho. California. Arizona
Canadian Lines
Totals
Greatest surplus in 1912 (Apr 251
Greatest shortage in 1912 (Oct. 10)
*Bold face type indicate a surplus.

10

367

1

.586
145

719
277
2,612
ib?

.75

1,957

6

2.254

138

175

.58

299
2.116
117

12.267

4.226
2,144
14.897

04,692

NORFOLK & AVESTERN

6.-191

8.041
92..S48

8.106

RY.

The following Is a statement of tonnages shipped over
from mines in AVest Virginia and the commercial
and company coal, for the month of April, in short tons:
this road

54

19}
152}
89}
87}
43

17J

82 i

76

305

.

102}

19}
162i

Net*

2,032

.

171

17J

82i
22}

of coal

New

102}

Island Creek Cn.il.
r-.,al P]
M:,I..l Cl

C.VR SITUATION

Coal

Bonds

.5s

Birm Div. 1st consol. 6s
Tenn. Div 1st g 6s
Cah C M. Co. 1st g 6s
Ftah Fuel 1st g 5s
Victor Fuel 1st s

Va.

I

Coal

Ni>

43

Closing
Bid XsU-n

Colo. F. & I. gen s.f.g. 5s
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s
Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st Ss..
Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s
Gr. Riv. Coal & C. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C IstsfgSs
Pocah. Con. Coll 1st s f .53
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st 5s

Tenn. Coal Kon.

43

43

^k (_!

f

95

97

79

81

86}
100
101}

1st g

lOH
103!
102
104

8"
.5s

7S|
85

79}

93

'11
Oct. '12

1021

April 06

98
87}
76
100
101
102

May

1

10

93

95

80
93

99}

78}

85

June
Jan.

.Mar.

13
13

.Mar 13
13

87}
/o
100

'l.i

101

Feb. 13
Jan. 09

102

April

,.:-•-.;.,

53

& Coke

80
94
100
96
87>
78

Range
95

May
May

13
'13

,iA,

79'
93

87i

102

oA

80
98

Inipnrtnnt Dividends were announced during the week.

gin
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A

time keeper

of a

coal-mining

Y()1;K,

who had been in the employ
company for three years, re-

marked on quitting his job that of the 400
men then enrolled on the company's pay sheet
there were only 10 who were on the roll when
he

entered

first

service

at

that mine,

al-

though during all that time the average number of employees had been nearly constant.

Time keepers
have to

make

at

most

of our

camps would

a similar statement

if

asked to

juxe

7,

The most
oped

Xo. 23

l!)in

satisfactory system so far devel-

for accomplishing this,

is

to inaugurate

old-age pensions with benefits directly proportional to the years of service preceding the

Upon the same prinand accident benefits may be established whose benefits are governed by the
years of serv'ice of the injured man.
When
interest is once aroused and the workers realize
the benefits of such a system, it takes more
arrival at the age limit.

ciple, sick

investigate.

than a misunderstanding with a driver or

Coal miners are in demand everywhere;
wages, living conditions and surroundings in
general are pretty much alike at all mining
camps, so why should a man remain at a place

a drunken brawl with a "buddie"or a row with

if

he becomes dissatisfied ?

money

ions are

Of course

it

,

especially to the average miner
whose ability to value small sums of money
hasn't been developed.

sideration

A

baggage that he

may

a

man pack up bag and

try his luck in a

new

town.

takes

move but if one's household possessfew the money involved is a small con-

to

make

a check clerk to

,

thought and investigation will conmost any one that the average miner
could buy a cosy cottage with the money he
wastes in moving, added to the loss of time
little

vince

incident to moving, during a period of 20 years.

To

this

voice

has

plan of pensions one dissenting
been raised: John A. Fitch of
"The Survey" objects to them on the
ground that it gives the employer an unfair advantage over the employee in compelling him to remain at work continuously
or

lose

the benefits of his years of service.

To quote him:

"This effectively prevents
stoppage
of
work as a protest
against anything considered unjust by the

any

workmen."
Wliat
ditions?

is

being done to change these con-

Much by the few,

little

by the many.

The few are beginning to realize that if aman's

In trivial disputes, undoubtedly the pension

would make itself felt, and its restraining
would be beneficial to both employer

family can be induced to take an interest in a

influence

garden, a school, a church or a community,

and

they will take enough interest in the

man

employee.

see to it that he

becomes satisfied with the
which they live. vSome have
gone a step farther and arranged to reward a

however,
be nil.
"Give

community

is

man for each

room

camp;

to

in

additional year's residence in the

this appeals to the man as well as to the
family and the interest aroused is spontaneous.

ings,

woven

In
its

me

serious

misunderstand-

would probably
liberty or give me death"
influence

into the creed of too large a portion

Americans from all walks of life, to leave
for doubt as to what would occur if
an unscrupulous emi)loyer attcmjjtcd to ride
roughshod over his employees.

of
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Semet-Solvay Coke Plant at Cleveland
By

SYNOPSIS—A

of the

description

employed for the production of a
with

the recovery of sncli
benzol.

T. E. Pierce*

plant and metliods
metallurgical col'i;

byproducts as gas,

tar,

am-

imately 70 per cent, high-volatile coal and 30 per cent, of
To insure against shortage in
coal deliveries the Cleveland Furnace Co. carries a stock
low-volatile Pocahontas.

of

monia and

from 20,000

to 35,000 tou.s,

which

is

handled by their

ore bridge.

The Semet-Solvay

Co.. in April,

191)9.

The ovens

entered into a

contract with the Cleveland Furnace Co. to rebuild the
coke-oven plant, which had been constructed about 19o3

by Wilcox and Wagner, known at that time as the Retort
This plaiit had a series of irregular
Coke Oven Co.
operations, which were never successful and in the fall of
1904, Dr. Rothberg rebuilt the ovens and the plant was
run until about March, 1907, when it was shut down, as
it was considered a failui'e.
The plant as rebuilt has 49 Seniet-Sohay, silica-lined,
recuperative ovens, known as the five-high, with neces-

are of the well

known Semet-Solvav

type,

the most characteristic feature of which is the system of
horizontal heating flues in the oven linings which constitute the retorts.

These are so constructed that they are
main structure of brick work

entirely independent of the

e.xcept their own weight.
Thcv can
thus contract and expand independently of their surroundings and a single oven can be completely repaired
while those adjacent to it are in full operation.

and carry no load

The ovens are heated by gas admitted to each of the
top four iiues through external pipes. The air for eom-

A Block of Byproduct Ovexs
sary machinery

handling coal and coke, and apparatus for the recovery of tar, crude ammonia, gas and
benzol.
The capacity of the phuit is about 600 tons of
dry coal per day, producing approximately 430 tons of
coke.
This latter is used for metallurgical fuel by the
Cleveland Furnace Co.
for

How THE

Coal

Is

Handled

Ail the coal comes in by rail and

track hoppers, from wlience

it

is unloaded at the
flows to be crushed in a

hammer pulverizer and elevated by belt conveyors to the charging bin over the ovens.
Due to a fire on
Dec. 21, 1911, the coal-preparation plant is at present
Williams

only temporary.

The present

practice

is to

mix approx-

'General superintendent. Semet-Solvay Coke Plant

land, Ohio.

*

Cleve-

Inistion is preheated by the recuperation system underneath each oven. The waste gas, after preheating the air,
passes to waste-heat boilers and generates some of the
steam for the operation of the plant. The gas and air
entering each flue are easily regulated, as is the chimney

suction on each tier of flues.
Coal from the larries is charged through the holes
in the top of the ovens and leveled by an electrically
driven leveler carried on the pusher. The oven is .sealed
and the coking process proceeds undisturbed for from
18 to 20 hr., the gases passing to the collector main on

top of the ovens. When this process is finished, the coke
is discharged in a single operation by the pusher, and
distributed in the sloping-bottom quenching car where it
is

quenclied.

June
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of the oven fliies is easily controlled
at every point, thus insuring uniformity of product, which
is essential in metallurgical fuel.
The easy control of the fine temperatures makes it pos-

The temperature

vary the daily production of coke and gas, excellent results being possible whether the coking time be
shortened to 17 hr. or lengthened to 26 hr. or 28 hr.
This flexibility of output is obtained without interfering
sible to

with the uniformity of the product.
horizontal-flue system makes it possible to mainany desired temperature in the gas space above the
coke without interfering with the complete coking of the
This is a matter of great importance, as the temcoal.
perature to which the gas is exposed, after being driven

The

tain

869

At lliis particular
which may reasonably bu required.
plant however there is but a single main with no arrange-

ment for separating the gas.
The gas from the hydraulic mains

is first

conducted to

condensers, thence to water-tube condensers
and finally through an intermediate water-tube condenser.
The exhausters are placed immediately after the primary
air-cooled

From the exhauster the gas goes to the
ammonia washer and from thence to the oil washer. This

gas condensers.

is a tower about 60 ft. high, with wooden grids, onto
which oil is fed at the top. The gas, passing up through
a shower of oil, is brought into intimate contact with this
absorbent, which removes any naphthalene or other con-

densible hydrocarbons.

The

benzolizcd

oil

pumped

is

where the benzol and heavier
off.

The absorbing

and returned

oil,

to the

plant

light-oil

volatile oils are

di.stilled

after being debenzolized,

cioled

is

to the benzol washer.

is piped direct to the gas holder,
to the fuel-gas distributing mains for
heating at the ovens. The fuel gas going to each block of
ovens passes through a Venturi meter, equipped with a

The debenzolated gas

and from thence

recording device, which gives a continuous record of consumption.

(_UAL

Ti;!..-

About 425 tons

f'OAL (.'ONVEYOII.

(^As

ami 'oKK-PrsIIKI! WITH
Attach i:d

.MaiX-;

Li:vi;li;i!

(

out of the coal, controls the sei-ondary reaction, upon
which, to a great extent, depend the quantity and quality
of the gas and tar as well as the quantity of ammonia
and benzol which may be recovered.
8enict-Solvay ovens are described as 4-high, "j-higli and
6-high. dci)ending upon the number of superimposed horThe .5-high ovens at this
izontal fl\ics upon cither side.

plant hold nine tons of dry coal to a charge.
Tin-:

The
process

Maxiitlathin ok

tiik (!as

gas coniiiig olT in the early stages of the coking
is

higher

in

both illuminating and heating power

At .^ome ))lants there are two
than that evolved later.
independent gas (-(uidensers and scrubbing systems, the
one for rich and the other for lean gas. Double hydraulic
mains are used, so arranged that the jn-oducts of distillation from any oven may be turned at will into the rich
This makes it possible to keep the calor lean .system.
orific ]iower of the surplus gas very close to any standard

:

1,

.

||

I'kAi K

lIoiTEIiS

of coke arc delivered daily in quench-

ing cars to the Cleveland Furnace Co.'s bins; the cars
hauled direct from the ovens to the bins by a steam
locomotive.
The quenching apparatus spreads the coke

lieing

in a thin layer, where it is quickly and thoroughly
quenched by means of a large stream of water; this enables the production of a coke containing a low jicnentage of moisture. The quality of coke produced in these
ovens is suitable for blast furnace and foundry purposes,
whereas that obtained from the same coal in a gas retort
is not adapted to these uses.
The byproducts, ammonia and tai-, are recovered in the
same way as from coal gas made in ordinary retorts.
The quantity of gas and ammonia obtained from a ton
of any given coal carbonized in Semet-Solvay ovens is
somewhat higher than the quantity obtainable from the

same

coal

retorts.

when it is carbonized
The quality of liir is

in horizontal or inclined

slightly

dill'crent,

as

it

carries less lampblack.

oven

ok
carbonization in a
flues are quite similar

those

the results obtaiiu'

with

respect to by|n-o(lucts closely resemble those secur(
vertical receptacles of this kind.

with

As the conditions

of

having horizontal heating
existing

in

a

vertical

retort,

(

t
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Device for Waste-Heat Recovery
By

SYNOPSIS—

a. T.

Shukick

It is estimated that the annual
tained through waste heat from coke ovens is approximatehj 30 million dollars. This is undoubtedly one of the
gravest menaces to the basic principles of true conservation there is. The apparatus here described introduces a

as a track on which the truck or frame work
supporting the generators travels. Each truck is equipped
with sprockets, chain and crank so that the generators
can be quickly and easily moved from their position over
the trunnel head and permit the charging of the ovens

novel innovation by bringing the boiler to the heat instead
of the reverse, along irhich lines all previous attempts at
salving this problem liave been conducted.

in the regular

loss sus-

rails act

The question

stant water level

Many

differeut

i^laiis

grees of success.

One

have

l^een

evolxed for the utiliza-

from coke ovens with varying

de-

of the chief disadvantages has been

the heavy first cost and the excessive cost of maintenance.
Furthermore, most installations of this character have

been found notoriously uneconomical, due to the excessive
radiation in the flues, it being safe to say that not to ex-

LONGITUDIX.VL SlXTIOX -VXD

ExD ElEVATIUX,

in

the large

number

of

small boilers

prime importance. E. C. Jlorgan, of Chicago, has proposed a method which consists
of placing a feed water main, without static head, located
on a level with the proper water level in the boilers and
connected to each through pipe with swinging joints.
The principle is that the pressure being equal in the
boiler and feed-water main the water level will be the
units

tion of the waste heat

manner.
of maintaining an approximately con-

is,

of course, one of

same.
It is believed that pre-heating the feed

^-'IIOWING

water can be

ac-

ApPLICATIOX OF APPAKATUS TO THE

Mitchell Oven
cecd 40

])('r

cent, of the gross latent ])ower available being

realized.

Tn the apparat\is described herewith, the inventors hava
many of these difficulties by taking

ingeniously overcome

the boiler to the heat instead of vice versa.

shown herewith will give a very
construction and method of operation.

The

illustra-

clear idea of the
It will be noted

that the generators are quite simple, being similar to the

ordinary vertical boiler, less the usual equipment of stack,
firing door, grate bars, etc.
The generators are mounted on trucks carrying a
framework adapted to bold them in an upright position
over the trunnel lieads of the coke ovens.
Ordinary Trails are laid at right angles to the larry track, one on
each side of the trunnel head, and are supported at one
end on the foundation wall and at the other by the pil-

between each oven, thus avoiding any posanv weight resting on the oven itself. These

lars or wall
sibility of

mounting and regulating
them in the same manner as for the boilers. These lieaters would be of the closed type, all being served by a common feed-water pump. If super-heated steam is required
these heaters at fixed intervals,

The Titlow Appauatus

tions

complished by a direct-acting heater of special design on
the ])rinciplc of the economizer, permanently locating

tl<e

boiler design

may

be easily modified to meet this de-

mand.

One main steam pipe and one main feed-water pipe are
suspended under the rails which carry the generator, and
flexible connections are made between each generator and
'he main pipelines. Automatic feed-water regulators are
jjTCvided with each generator and also non-return valves
on the steam and water connections, so that when a generator is moved off the opening over the oven, it does not
in any way affect the operation of the balance of the generators on that bank of ovens.
The steam pipe may be suspended outside of the foundation wall of the oven, if desired, but from actual tests
it has been found advantageous to place botli the main

;
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water and steam pipes in the
as a feed-water heater

and

of the oven as

filliiiii;

it

acts

also has a tendency to super-

heat the steam and prevent condensation in the pipes.
Wheu desired, a superlieater for drying the steam may be

871

taken into consideration, as well as the value or (|uality
of the coke produced.
The largest saving from byproduct ovens is in the gas,

which amounts

Opei!ati\g Expenses axd Results Obtained
Large batteries made up of these units can be taken
care of by one man. With the arrangement outlined any
number of generators may be connected to one feed-water
supply pipe without regard to the variation in height of
the different ovens. Also one steam pipe will carry all of
the steam from a battery of generators direct to the
power house.
As regards the efficiency of the apparatus, under i)ractical working conditions, a thorough test of this was
conducted at a coke-oven plant at Xew Salem. Penn.
This test showed that each unit is capalilc of developing
about SS-boiler horsepower, which in a modern turbine

territories

where

gas produced from byproduct ovens could be sold except
at a loss.

The

'

already

tests

made have

these generators do not in any

hand

the coke, but on the other

also

way
it

ilemonstrated

that

affect the cpiality of

was found that an

in-

was given, due to the perfect coking
clear to the bottom of the oven, practically

(Tcase in coke yield
of the coal

eliminating "soft ends."

Regulation of Power and Cost of Installation

The amount

])ractice to

power generated can
steam generators placed in

of heat utilized or

be regulated by the
))osition for

WaferCoJumn

Tubes

some

to considerable in

a reasonable price can be secured for it and sufficient demand exists. However, in the Connellsville region where
the natural-gas resources are so great, it is doubtful if the

placed in the top of each generator.

number

of

operation over the ovens. As it is the usual
charge one-half the battery of ovens on alter-

nate days there is little variation in the total amount of
steam generated per hour or day.
From equipment already purchased and ipiutations
from various manufacturers, the inventors state that it
will cost no more to install Titlow AVaste Heat Generators and equipment than to construct and e(|ui]i a regular
It is at least clear
generating plant of equal capacity.
that with this apparatus there will be no boiler house,
with its expensive equipment, to construct and main-

i

tain.

DETAIL OF TRUCK

of ap-

would be the equivalent
ju'oximately

i.hp. per oven.

.50

The inventors contemplate

The cost fci labor to operate the jilants should be less
than that of the regular generating plants, as there are
no firemen to employ; one attendant should take care of
from 50 to SO generators; no ashes or cinders to handle,
no expense for loading or unloading coal and no fuel to
purchase.

the

construction of apparatus having 20 per cent, greater capacity than this.

As compared with
dinary
that

oven,

tained by the Titlow
accelerated
l)y 91/2

hr.

planofc.1.rin6

increased at a nearly uniform
llic

end

(if

CoMpAiMsiix wnii
It

of

is

4it

•'!()

the

Ty

lb.

]K'1'

min.,

Knots on Timber

determine the effect of knots of different elassifieaon the crushing strength of certain varieties ol
timber
It will be noticed that in some eases the presence of knots seems actually to increase the strength.
to

tions

ratio of results of .strength tests on knotty Tl.MBEH
to results on clear timber, strength of
clear timber taken as unity
Cru.shinc
Coinprc.'4.sivo
StrciiKtIi at
i:i.'istic

Douglas

fir:

V'''f'storn

Ovens
cll'cct

a

StrcnKth

iit

Maximum
Load per

Mo.hilus of
Elasticity pci
Sq.In.

Sci.In.

Oiir,
().S7

OSO

(I.

78

().7S

(1.71

1.19
1.00

Pin knots

Standard l<not^
LarRC knots...

Limit

i"'r Sri.ln.

,

(1.

rini

1,00
flu

larch;

Pi-i knoti
Standard knots
l.artjf knots

min.

r>> I'lioini-r

Effect of

a

ash

min.. after which

rale of

believed that this apiianitus will

17 per cent, of the

showed

and

near Fniontown, Penn., it was
found that 40-ib. pressure was

ohtained in the boiler at the end of
rcai-hing 90 lb. at

also

increase,

was somewhat less. In a test
conducted at the Shamrock
\\'orks of the Fayette Coke Co.,

Details <w Hoimoh
AM) TlM'CK

it

ob-

process

the burning time
on 48-hr. coke. The

yield in coke
slight

or-

found

draft

increased

the

the

was

it

The

The ac ompanying table sums up the results of a series of tests made by the U. S. Forest Service, and pubThe tests were made
lished by them in Bull. No. 108.

U12

1.(14

(1.08

0.98

0.80
0.K5

0.90
0,94
0.86

0.97
0,91
0,83

WpHtern hemlock

recovery

heating value of the coal charged
it cannot but com-

Pin knots
Standard knots
LarRo knots

1.00
0,97
0.8?.

pare favorably with the savings of the byproduct oven.
In addition to this the comparative cost of the latter

knots are defined as sound knots l/^ in. or less
Standard knots are defined as Round knots
in diameter.
ranging from I/2 to IV2 "i- in diameter. Lp.vge knots arc

and standard rectangular or beehive type of oven must be

also

into the ovens

during the year, and

Pill

sound knots from I14

in- in diamef'Oi,

up.
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Connellsville

Coke
By W.

SYXOPSIS— They-e

is

L.

probably no other article of the

industrial importance of colce that fluctuates in price over
The variations in a year have heen
i'uch a wide range.
as much as 200 per cent. Investments in the Connellsville

regions have reached an enormous fi.gure

and

liirge sales

agency.

3,
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Selling Problems
Bykks*
blast

furnace purposes and the remainder for foundry.
and smelting purposes.

Iieating

DiSTIXGUISItlXG

Fi:.\TUIiES

BETWEEN THE UPPEU

.\XD

Lower Regions

costs of

production are advancing rapidly. The demand for the
product is erratic and herein lies the advantage of the

Vol.

By far the largest tonnage of blast furnace coke is
supplied by the Connellsville Region which is divided
into two divisions

known as the Old Basin and the Lower
The Old Basin Coal Fields are

Connellsville Region.

The iudepeiulent or merchant ovens (those not allied
with some consuming interest) of the Connellsville, Latrohe, Greensbnrg and Washington County Regions, can
produce approximately ten million tons of coke annually.
About

eisrht

millions tons of this

A

is

ordinarily sold for

owned and operated by the United States Steel
Corporation and the most of the merchant coke is supplied by the Lower Connellsville Region.
The principal difference in the cokes is that Old Basin product is
larger in size i\v(\ higher in phosphorus than the Lower
Connellsville Itcgion, while the better grade of the latter
largely

Dktailku M.u> of the Connellsville Coke Regions, Showmjg Location oe Railho.vus,
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in

Connellsville

The Lower
phosphorus, ash and sulphur.
Coke is smaller in size but has equally good

burden-bearing qualities or structure.
The terms size and structure are often erroneously
confused and it should be understood that they are enUpon the cell structure of coke depends
iirely different.
furnace,
its qualification for bearing the burden in the
but this has nothing to do with the size of the pieces.
small-size pieces of strong cell structure give the
best results in the furnace if thoroughly cleaned of ashes
and breeze. Some concerns are now crushing coke to

Uniform

standard size for blast furnace use.
fications

mentioned

in

sales

of

The chemical

blast

speci-

furnace coke are

usually the Bessemer Limits of not over

12%

ash,

1%

coke is sold
producer to
consumer would seem to be the logical method, but unless
the producer has a large out]nit. the sales agency gets
of

blast

furnace

Sales direct from

Mixes axd Cokk Plants wriii

the better results.

ti£E

First, because the risk of

shipment

being suspended can be distributed over a greater number of furnaces with a large tonnage. A great many sales
contracts are made subject to the operation of the furnaces; on account of accidents at the furnaces, the uncertainty of

tile

life

of linings, conditions of the iron

market and many other unusual circumstances, the consumption of coke at the stack is more uncertain than the
work at the ovens. Therefore, if a coke plant has a contract with one or two furnaces alone and they hold up
shipment, the operations are either compelled to shut
down temporarily at a heavy expense or go into the spot
market. Wiiereas, if a sales agency has contracts with a

number

of furnaces, well scattered in different iron

kets, it is

sulphur and 0.02% phosphorus.

The largest tonnage
through sales agencies.

87<3

improbable that they will

all

mar-

suspend operations

simultaneously.

The Advaxtages

of Large Sales Agexcies

Sales agencies to be successful

must

Num-hek of Ovens, Coeuected to the Cuukent Ybab

lie

well financed

COAL AGE
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that they can pay the operation promptly on tlic
twentieth to the twenty-fifth of the month following
shipment. The furnaces do not always pay promptly but
as a rule the credits in the furnace coke business are
good and the losses small compared to the volume of
It often takes the output of two small operbusiness.
ations to supply one large furnace with fuel while the
so

furnaces usually want their contracts placed, for at least
the entire requirements of one stack, with one source of
supply.

Furnaces reqiiire lieavier shipments in the fall and
winter than in the spring and summer largely because
of the slowing up of the movement of cars due to the
advent of bad weather, and a consequent greater number
When the
needed en route, especially on long hauls.
furnaces are not getting delivery, no matter how many
cars they have en route, they order more coke and then

t'jj.iL

unloading.
all

do

The

It is a

wonder

to the coke

]

best furnace ovens do not

make

and must either be sold as heating coke or
]mt into the furnace grade, which is not fair to the latter, and the well jjostod furnace men will not buy what

as the best

they know it.
Smelters usually buy good structure coke, low in ash
but not limited as to sulphur or phosphorus, although
some smelting processes require regular blast furnace cokeConsiderable smelting coke is shipped to the piers for vessels loading for points in Mexico and South America. A
is left if

.

^i^

I'i(

\

I'l

I.

large trade in Pennsylvania and

change in the weather may make a difference of fifty to
one hundred cars needed in transit for one concern to

when the Panama Canal

furnish a supply or avoid car service.
Foundry, heating and smelting coke

|iresent all-rail rate.

A

local

The most

wiiolesalers

is

come from

these men.

api)arently take the stand that for 35c. above the
price of run-of-oven furnace coke, in open-top cars, they
should receive the heart of the oven, on 72-hr. charges,

carefully wrajiped in tissue paper and loaded in box cars.
They want it to look good eiiough to eat, no matter how
it works in the cupola.
Some will insist on the coke

long and 6 in. thick and then pay a man two
to break it up with a sledge.
Others want
it small
but thoroughly polished.
It not infrequently
happens (hat one car is refused at a foundry and another
accepted when both liave been loaded at the same ovens
-1

ft.

dollars a

day

the same day, side i)y side.
Some of the big foundries
])ow have solved the problem of costs and quality and

high-grade run-of-oven 72-hr. coke loaded in open
top cars and gondolas if they do not have trestles for

I)ny

freight rate will be

\

r

irginia coke

is

is opened.
It is thought the
lowered by $-1: per ton un<ler the

Costs of PijonrcTiox

near the point of consump-

insistent complaints

West

w

anticipated for smelting purposes on the western coast

generally sold

They

being

a practice of load-

over an extra day during the week. This selection makes
eonsiilerable coke which is not quite as hard and bright

hold up shipment when the weather becomes better and
the railroads begin to gather up the stretch.
sudden

through

they do not!

ing foundry coke.
The foundries require selected YShr. coke, that is, the fronts and jambs taken out of ovens
which have burned over from Friday until Monday, or,

T"!

tion.

man

this.

m'*i.aJU!

iT l«UJi«

I
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The

cost of

making coke has been advancing

constantly

and plant construction. Although not generally known there has been an advance
in wages in the Connellsville Region since the first of
the year.
Pit timber is becoming more scarce while
oil, wire rope and all supplies are showing substantial advances.
Good coal land is also becoming more scarce
each year, and as mo.st of the new development is noiv
at considerable depth, expensive shafts and power equipment for handling the coal and water arc necessary.
in labor supplies, coal land

AVashers are being installed as the lower grades of
are developed.
It

now

costs

some modern

jilants SOc.

per ton of

in fixed charges for de])letion of coal land, sinking

coal

ii)l\i>

fiiu'l

for plant and equipment, interest, replacement and gcnernl

expense which with a labor cost of $1.20 and

20c.

:
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makes the lotal $2.20 net ton at the ovens.
The employers liability act jiow before the Pennsyl-

for supplies

vania Legislature, if passed, will add considerable to the
present cost. One large mine explosion will put most of
the present operators out of business. It is, however, excellent for the insurance people,

are pushing the

In general

it

who,

it

is

iinderstood,

bill.

might l)e said that the capital invested
and equipment is enormous, and out

in local coal land

of all proportion to the stability of the business.

Phuits
with a fair coal acreage and oveu capacity sufficient to
supply one furnace frequently stand one million dollars and good-sized operations involve as high as seven
million dollars capital.

Sometimes they yield high

re-

turns but over a period of years the profits are iiot groat.
The tricks of a trade are always interesting and the

875

men and

furnace

they arc sometimes detected, wliich
done if the furnace men would have
their freight bills checkd with their notice cards.
By
buying one good brand of coke and two or more inferior brands the brokers can often "sweeten np" and get
business by being able to quote a lower price than firstclass coke bring.s and hence furnaces frequently buy some
inferior coke in order to establish a low price.
Speculation in the coke market is verj^ hazardous. la
an active market it has been known to advance 75c. a
ton in one daj' and a fluctuation of 200 per cent, in a
year is certainly greater than occurs in any commodity
of like industrial importance.
In a general way it follows the demand for steel but labor conditions plays a
most important part since it constitutes about 55 to 65
per cent, of the gross cost of coke on board the cars.

would be

easilj^

Susquehanna Relief Funds
A

Boiler Plant at the H. C. Frick Coke Co.'s
Leisexuixg No. 2
coke business has a Ijrand of

its

own.

The o\en owners

say the coke brokers are all rascals, while the brokers retaliate

by saying that the owners are farmers {some

far-

concerned). The
brokerage business has in the past been profitable but
with easy profit came also the greed which tempts men
to over.step the bounds of honesty and fair dealing,
j-irokers at one time used to speculate on the producers
mers, surely, as far as the capital

is

idke under the conditions that

the spot price went

if

then the producer is compelled
\<>
shij) the full tonnage, but when the reverse occurred
only part of the tonnage would be taken. This has, however, about been discontinued and the producer now
aliove contract quotations,

wants the profit if he takes the risk.
Brokers have frequently sold a brand of coke without
lither having the agency or any of the brand bought, expecting to get the order first and cover with the producer
afterwards. Xot infrequently they were caught and made
to pay dearly for the coke or else they shipped other
Misbranding
brands under the name of the one sold.
coke has frc(|ueiitly been practiced I)y the brokers on the

new kind

of "benefit fund, in which the mine worker.s
themselves contribute a percentage of their wages for one
day and the operators the rest, is being successfully tried
at three of the subsidiary collieries of the Susquehanna
Coal Co. in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. Usually
the miners remain idle on the day of a funeral. At these
collieries the custom has been instituted of having the
men work and contribute 20 per cent, of that day's wages
to a fund for the family of the deceased while the
company contributes $200.
The Susquehanna Coal Co. has had a relief fund in its
main collieries at Mineral and Xanticoke ever since 1887,
under which it pays out about $20,000 a year. This fund,
which is managed by the company free of charge, consists
of a graduated scale of assessments on the wages of
the mine workers who are members, the company contributing an equal amount.
Membership is open to all employees, inside and outside, and the members are divided into four classes
Those receiving between $2 and $2.50 a day, those receiving between $1.50 and $2 a day, those receiving between $1 and $1.50 a day, and those receiving less than
Members of the first class contribute $2.25.
$1 a day.
those of the secojid $1.75, those of the third class $1.25
and those of the fourth $0.75. Tlie contributions are assessed as needed.
In case of accidental death $50 is paid from the fuiul
for funeral expen.ses, $3 a week to the widow for one year
and $1 a week for each orphan under twelve years of
age for a like period. In case of accidental injuries, not
fatal, $6 a week is paid to members of the first class,
$1.60 a week to members of the second class, $3.30 a week
to meinbers of the third class, and $2 a week to members of the fourth class for a period of three months.

No payment
pacitate the

The

is made for injuries which do not incamember for a longer period tlian two weeks.

existence of this relief fund for over two score

j'ears is

thracite

the best recommendation of its value
The nnmine workers of Pennsylvania have a keen s^nse

of perception and do not iXTiietuate any ]ilan which

does-'

not work to their manifest benefit.

What

claimed to bo .he largest steam turbine In existbeing con.stiuoted by Messrs. Brown. Boverl &
It is a 33.000-hp. unit and will be coupled
It is intended for the extension of the munito a generator.
cipal central electric-lighting station in the town of Hagen.
Is

ence toilay
Co., of

Is

Mannheim.
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Coke-Crushing and Screening Plants
By

SYXOPSIS — Typical
Among

place.

and

cul-e-crushing

It
used in icestern Pennsylvania.
capacity of 300 tons in 10 hr. and

F.

W. Hetzel'

screeninr/ planl

designed for
costs about $3500
is

the special features is feeding

the

a

They

springs.

in.

Mechaxical Details

ele-

vator buckets directly, instead of into an elevator boot,
vhlch latter causes crcessive irear.

The crushed material

Within the past

five

years a

immber

ol'

cheap and

ef-

coke-crushing and screening plants have been built
for various coal and coke companies in western Pennsylvania. These have usually been placed between the ovens
and the shipping track, so that the coke can be wheeled

1.

1o the

plant with a

minimum

of labor.

These plants take

not salable for furnace or foundry use, and reduce it to the
various sizes for domestic trade; or in case of delay in
getting cars a ]i(irli(in of the total output can be crushed

The crusher

to the bins for storage.

is

One

Fig. 1 .«hows such

usually set a little below the yard level

dumping

in the coke.
The crushing
diameter by 94 in. face beand running at about 100 r.p.m.
fixed and the other backed np by

arc not large, 20

ing a

is

Fig. 4 gives a good idea of its construction.

for convenience in
rolls

down

A

is

chute or
directs the flow of coke into the
elevator, care being taken in the
material directly into the buckets
plates.

into a collecting hop-

sometimes lined with
nozzle on this hopper

buckets of a vertical
design to deliver the
and not into the ele-

vator boot; this saves wear on the buckets, which would
otherwise have to dig the coke out of the boot, and at the

CiAKiiAL Vir.w OF a Typical Wksterx Pkxxsylvaxia Cokk-C 'lirsiiixG axd Sizixc Plaxt

the cleanup of the coke yard, or coke which

and elevated
a plant and

falls

per, which, for greater durability,

hard cast-iron
ficient

are provided with teeth, which, to resist

the abrasion of the coke, are cast in chills.

common

size

of the rolls

is

in. in

•Chief engineer. Link Relt Co., Nicetown, Penn.

avoids unnecessary crushing of the coke and
much "breeze."
elevators designed for this service must be simple

same time

it

the production of too

The

The steel buckets are of the continuous
type fastened to a strong chain wliiih has hardened steel
As a further precaution
renewable pins and bushings.
against wear and to insure long life to the elevator, the
sprocket wheels arc of the flint-rim type manufactured by
and. durable.

the

Link Relt

Tn

order

to

Co., with

avoid

rims and teeth cast in

chills.

making "breeze" the buckets

are

shaped so as to pour the coke out instead of throwing it.
.\ steel chute leads the coke from the head of the elesometimes this chute is
vator into the rotarv s.-rcen
;

June

7,
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a perforated bottom to take out part of the
but as the perforations are apt to clog with
small bits of coke, it is better practice to leave all the
sizing to the rotary screen.

taking out a few bolts.
The usual practice is to take
dust or "breeze" out through %-in. square holes, nut
through li/4-in. square, small stove through 1%-iu.
square, stove through 2^2-1"- square and egg over the

To stand up to the work of sizing coke, a rotar}' screen
must be properly designed and well built. The coke must
be kept from contact with the working parts and from
The perthe parts which give strength to the screen.
forated plates are made in sections and these are so arranged that they can be renewed without trouble by

end of the screen.
The frame of the screen carries two steel tire rings,
which run on chilled rollers, these rollers being mounted
on pedestals and !)ase plates to hold them in proper alignment. If these are not properly held, there is unnecessary wear on the rollers and tires and it takes more power

made with
"breeze,"

•

/|' Sq.,Perforatio

2j Sq. PerforaHc

li'Sq. Perforatio

'^'Plaie

^

Sq. F^rforafiom

4
K...-2l5"-.>k— 2-5"^>i

Fig.

'i.

Detail of SI-Ft., ForK-SKCTiox, Eotaey Coki: SciiKKX

EI.965:04-\..

.,

Fiu.

3.

Uhtail

oi'

i'lJii'

y
IlixppuK

Axu

S^-T'N.

Apiiox

Fi;EDi«t

a'-ok'
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The drive is usually by bevel gearto drive the screen.
ing, the large gear being cast on one head of the screen;
end a thrust pin on the axis of the screen
works in a fixed bearing and keeps the screen from running down hill. Fig. 2 .shows such a screen 4 ft. 6 in. in
at the other

Vol.

3,

No. 23

prevents the crusher from being overloaded. If the feeder is not used a jam of coke in the crusher may cause
the spring relief roll to yield and this may pass coke

uncrushed, hence the advantage of the feeder in getting a better crushing and sizing of the coke.

The feeding, crushing, elevating and screening machinery of such a plant has a capacity of about 30 tons
per hour and costs about $3,500; when it is erected on
a wooden structure with wooden bin it forms a low-cost,
compact and

efficient

means

of

producing sized coke.

Permissible Explosives in Washington
Considerable progress has been
missiljle

explosives

in

this

state,

made

in the use of per-

during the past vear

{191-^).

In July, 1911,

took up with Doctor Holmes, director
Mines, the question of securing the assistance of the bureau in the effort to introduce permis-

Bureau

of the

explosives

sible

Holmes

Fig. 4. Side Elkvatiox, Showinx;

Method of

Sizing and Loading
diameter by 24

ft.

long adapted to

make

five

sizes

of

coke and Fig. 5 shows a similar screen at work.
JIktiioi) of

Driving

Referring again to Fig. 4 it will be seen that a single
manila rope from the engine drives the whole plant, the
rope running from the engine .sheave to the top of the
elevator, thence to the crusher and back to the engine
through a tension carriage or slack adjuster. The screen
is driven from the head of the elevator.
This plan makes
the driving simple and keeps the engine on the ground
wliere it can be easily attended to.
In some plants the coke is received in side-dump cars,

and

to control the delivery from these cars to the crusher
feeding conveyors are used. These consist of steel pans

I

of

into

detailed H.

the mines

M. Wolfin,

of

this

state.

Doctor

division engineer for the

bureau in the northwest, iustrtictiug him to make a series of tests in several of the mines of the state.
Much
time and patience was expended in this work. As a result, the Eoslyu Fuel Co. is today using permissible
explosives exclusively, at their mines at Beekman.
The
Pacific Coast Coal Co.'s Coal Creek mine, at New Castle,
and the Fairfax mine, at Fairfax, also use permissible
powders almost exclusively.
Several other companies have tised them at diilerent
times, bat find it difficult to get the miners to adopt
ibem. The miners claim that the use of these powders
reduces their earnings.
In the majority of cases, however, I do not think the miner has used the permissible
])owders long enough to thoroughly tinderstand them.
Another reason for their dissatisfaction is that a permissible explosive must be given a little more chance than
the miner usualh' gives high explosives.
I sincerely hope that before long, nothing but permissible explosives will be used in the mines of this state;
or, at any rate, that their use will be adopted in all gaseous or dusty mines. The following law, relating to powder and other exjilosives, was passed by the 1911 legislature

:

ExTKACT OF AYashixgtox State Mixixg Law
Be

it

enacted by the legislature of the state of Wash-

ingrton;

Section 1.
Each person, firm, or corporation engaged in
coal mining, requiring the use of powder or other explosives,
sliall provide (subject to the approval of the state mine inspector), at or near the entrance of each coal mine operated
or at some suitable place near such work, a suitable distributing magazine for the storage of such powder or other
There shall be posted upon such magazine a
explosives.
notice, printed in letters not less than 3 in. in height, that
such magazine contains explosives. No person shall store or

Fig.

5.

A'iew of thk Rfvolving Schefn ix Place

attached to two

steel roller chains running at slov/ speed.
Fig. 3 illustrates .such a machine. It is of advantage in
permitting the cars to be dumped quickly and taken

away and

at the

same time the regular delivery of coke

keep in any magazine mentioned n this section, any powder
or other explosive in excess of one ton. In the case of coal
mines, such powder or other explosive shall be issued daily,
in quantities not to exceed the average used by each worlcman in one day, in proper recepiacles. Any person or corporation violating or failing to comply with the provisions of this
section shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor.
Section 2. Any person who shall store or keep any powder
or other explosive, in a quantity greater than 1 lb., in any
occupied dwelling house or residence, or in any outhouse
appertaining thereto within 300 ft. of any dwolIinK shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.

—

Note From the advance sheets of the Report of
Inspector of Mines, for 1912.

tlie

State
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Beehive and Byproduct Coke
ISv

Jl.

S.

GicisMEi;*

^rXOPSIS —A

statement uf tiie quality and quantitij
of cole produced in Alabama and the coal from which it
ix made, ioqetlier witli a discussion of the washing of coal
for the purpose of reducing the ash in the coke
necessity for using dry coal for cohing.

and the

In 1880 there were 316 coke ovens in Alabama and
these ovens produced 60,781 tons of coke, which was consumed in the four coke bhist furnaces then in blast in the
state.

At the present time there are nearlj' 10,000 ovens of
and 700 byproduct ovens,
420 of the latter Ijeing of the Koppers type and 280 of the
In 1911, the last year for which
Semet-Solvay type.
statistics arc availalilo. the total coke production was
the beehive type in the state

Imghtv Xi:w Koppkks Ovk.ns Bicixg Built at
?,761,.521 tons and

liy

far the larger portion of this coke

was consumed by the blast furnaces of the state, a comparatively small portion going to foundries and to markets outside of the state. All but about 1000 beehive ovens
are owned by companies operating iron blast furnaces.
The annual capacity of the 10,000 beehive ovens is
about 5,000,000 tons, if all were continuously in operation, and the annual capacity of the 700 byproduct
ovens is about 2,000,000 tons under the same coiulitions.
The completion of byproduct plants has put thousajids
of beehive ovens on the idle
statistics

are available at

tlie

and while no separate
present time there is no

list

doubt that over 50 per cent, of the present coke producThere have
tion of the state is from byproduct ovens.
been no beehive ovens built in the state since 1907, while
460 l)yprodiict ovens have been built since 1907, and two
additional byproduct plants arc projected.
Since almost the entire coke product of the state, now,
as in the past, goes to loeal blast furnaces, tlie annual

production follows closely the annual production of
iron

pij;-

in the pij;-

and incidentally follows the fluctuations

iron market, therefore, no great increase in coke production is to be looked for, but the rapid' change from beehive to bj-j^rodttct coke shows that the Alabama coke

manufacturers are iu the front rank of progress.
The coal used for coke making comes almost entirely
from the Warrior coal field and from two principal seams
The Pratt seam was the first to be
of coal in that field.
extensively develojied in the state. This is a seam about
4 ft. thick, ordinarily, with one principal slate parting.
It can be mined in a comparatively clean state and for
many years mine-run coal from this seam was made into
an excellent grade of coke. With the advent of coal
washers it has become tbe general practice to crush and

the Woodwakd Iron

Wood\v\i;i). Ai.a., by

wash

sult that there is

now made from

Co.

making with

this coal, preparatory to coke

tiic

re-

this coal a quality of

coke probably not surpassed by any blast-furnace coke
in the world.
!^-^AJis

oi''

Coal

Bei.nc

Mixed

of coal, locally known as the Xewcastle,
Hor-^a Creek, Blue Creek, Mary Lee, Jaggor, etc., all Ijclonging to the same geological horizon, is now extensive-

The Big seam

ly

mined and the

coal

made

into coke.

It is a dirty

seam

carrying numerous slate partings as well as irregular
lenses of slate and requires washing to make a satisfactory grade of coke. With the improved coal-washing ma-

chinery
it,

now

in use a good quality of coke

the coke being in

the Pratt.
thick,

many

The Big seam

is

generally from 6 to 12

and. although the loss in washing

washed product

is

made from

is

cases but sliglitly inferior to

produced at

less

cost

is

large,

ft.

the

than Praitt

washed.

The
•Consultlne engineer, Birmingham. Ala.
tConsultlng engineer and chemist, Birmingham, Ala.

Alabama

in

AXD David HAXcotKt

Big seam coal has led to a
problem and to extensive ex-

necessity of wasliing the

close study of the wasliing

COAL AGE
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Bri'ROi)r( T

CoKK-OvEX Plant, Korri

Three important washing machines, tlie
Eobinsou-Eamsay, the Stewart, and the Montgomery were
first tried out on a large st-ale in this state.
Other types
of coal washers have also been tried and are in successjjerimentiiig.

ful operation.

As illustrating the extent to which coal washing has
been introduced into the state it is interesting to note
the character of coal used for making coke in 1911:
15.7 per cent, was mine run coal unwashed.
29.2 per cent, was mine coal crushed and washed.
0.1 percent, was slack unwashed.
55.0 per cent, was slack washed.

Slack

is

usually

smaller than 21^

in.,

though the practice

all

coal

quite varied

%

Slack screens as small as
in. are
at different mines.
frequently employed, as well as bar screens of li/2-iii.
opening, which will pass a certain amount of material
that will not go through a S^^-iu. round perforation.
coal over the slack screen is either crushed

The

and mixed

coal.

The location of coal wa.'^hers iu close proximity to the
coking plant has brought forth a peculiar problem, viz.,
that of reducing the amount of water in the washed coal
to a constant and satisfactory figure.
Necessity fok Disyixg the Coal

The wet

from 1 per cent, to 13 per
and for some time after charging one can

coal will contain

cent, of water

Sy-

i

i:5r,

]Si:.\i;

Corey,

Xo. 23

Ji:ffi:i;s(:)x Co.,

Ala.

The oven

thereby chilled and often the yield.'
is affected.
Also, the variable quantity of water makes it imjDossible to keep accurate records of the tonnage of coal charged and consequently no reliable figures as to yield of coke can be compiled.
This trouble has been obviated to some extent by
allowing the coal to stand in cars or in large storage bins

oven door.

is

of coke as well as the quality

way

is

i:-

3,

notice a considerable stream of water running out of the,

for

understood as comprising

with the slack or else sold for fuel

Vol.

2-i

to 36 hr. before

charging into the ovens;

m

this

somewhat uncertain,
quantity of water is retained iu the coal.
Experiments
on au extensive scale have shown that on an average
a fairly constant though

still

about 5 per cent, of water is retained in the coal after
standing for aboiit 36 hr. This percentage is influenced
to some extent by size of the coal, but is fairly constant
for coal coming from the same washer.
Eecently a centrifugal dryer has been placed on the
Ijy the
American Concentrator Co., that will
handle 50 tons of washed coal per hour containing 13 per
cent, of water and reduce this uniformly to 5 per cent.
The,«e machines will be given a try out iu the Birmingham district iu the next few months.
The average yield of coke from Alabama coal in 1911
was 62.6 per cent., recent years having shown an increase
from about -59 per cent. The increase is due largely to
the increased percentage of byproduct coke, the yield

market

Utilizatiox of Wa.ste Hi.AT FROJi Beehive: Ovexs

:

Juue

7,
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COal,

Iiiu.\

t^'

and Big Seam Loal in beehive ovens being
about 59 per cent. Yields lower than this are found
on individual plants and are generally the result of inefficient sui)ervision of the coke-oven operation, variations
in the size of the charges, poor drafting and daubing,
leaky oven doors, imperfect or slow sealing of the ovens
I'rom Pratt
still

after

burning

in, etc.

Systematic records so placed that they are available and
intelligible to the foremen in charge generally result in
noticeable improvement both in quality and yield.
The yield on byproduct plants is much higher, averaging around 70 per cent., though the screening operations
which are necessary for preparing a suitable coke for
blast-furnace use, by removal of a large amount of small
coke, reduce this figure

somewhat.

Probably 66 per cent,

would be a fair average for the yield of screened coke at
the byproduct ovens of the state.
It is often erroneously assumed that the analysis of
coking coal will give exactly the yield which may be
'Vliected from it, by simply computing the total of ash
a

and fixed carbon; a corollary to this fallacy is often
worked out by which the ash of coke is computed loy
dividing the ash of coal by the known per cent, of yield.
Such calculations neglect entirely the variable production of ashes

A

a

and breeze

at the ovens.

one of the Alabama coke plants shows
very ])e(uliar condition, as well as the danger of ntaktest

made

.

at

881

Iiailhuaij ruiii'A.\

i

ing such assumptions as those mentioned. At this plant
a very regular coke product was being made and analyses
of the coke over a long period showed an average of 14.50
per cent, ash, and a yield of about 60 per cent. The coal
used was Big seam washed and ran regularly 13 per cent,
This coal theoretically would produce coke running
ash.

20 per cent, ash instead of 14.50 per cent. It was decided to investigate this, so two ovens were selected for
the test and a tiglit floor built in front of them so as to

The

retain all ashes and breeze.

coal charged into the

ovens was weighed and analyzed and everything from the
oven after a ?"'i-hr. coking period was also weighed and
analyzed.

Ash Coxtkxt
The following

of the Coke

results were obtained (jier cent, of origi-

nal dry coal)
14.56 per cent.
81 .56 per cent.

60.6 percent, screened coke, ash content^
2.6 per cent, dry breeze, ash contents.
4. 1 per cent, dry ashes, ash contents

49.34 per cent.

The amount of ash represented by these products was
then calculated to be 11.73 per cent, of the original weight
of coal (dry basis), while the analysis of the coal before
charging showed 11.90 per cent. ash.
The explanation of this is- that with this iinrticular
coal, the ash-forming imiuirities are to a great extent
noncoking, and in some peculiar way are segregated from
the coke during the coking ojieration and appear in the

Semet-Solv.vy BYPitonfcT Coke-Oven Pl.vnt, E.xsley, Jkj-fekson County,

.\i.\.

|

:
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910 Beehive Coke Ovexs at Thomas, Ala., Largest Group of Ovens in the South.
pU-BLic 1j!ON & Steel Co.

form of an unusual amount of ashes at the oveu insteail
of going into the body of the coke. This action probably
takes place to a greater or less extent with all coking
coals, and, unfortunately, makes it impossible to deter-,
mine iu advance of actual trial to what extent reduction
of ash by

improved coal washing Avould be reflected in

the reduction of ash in the coke.
For instance, iu this case improvements in the coal-

washing plant were contemplated, amounting to about.
$60,000, by which it was expected to reduce the ash of
this coal to about 8.5 per cent., but iu view of tlic u-sults shown by the test it was concluded that no lowering of the ash of coke would bo effected thereby, but only
a diminution of the amount of ashes made at the coke-

The above

3,

No. 23

Owned by the Re-

from the records
and are averages of many sepAll are on coke produced from washed
arate results.
coal in beehive ovens. Byproduct coke is usually superior
are representative figures

of operating companies

but does not have the silvery bright
appearance characteristic of good Ijeehive coke.
The products obtained from the Ijyprodtict ovens of the
state with Pratt coal will run on an average about as
to Ijeehive in density,

follows

Screened coke
Breeze and small coke
sulphate

Ammonium

66 to 70
6 to 4
.20 to 25 lb. per ton of
to 9 gal. per ton ot
WOOO to 10,000 cu.ft. per ton
.

I

Gaa

per cent.
per cent.

dry coal
dry coal
dry coal

Al)out one-half of the gas is needed for heating the
ovens and the liahuico is cither wasted or used outside of

AGE
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Improving Coke from Beehive Ovens
r.Y

SYNOPSIS— An

aiiicJe suggesting

lines for

Ni:\vi:i-L (i.

the prac-

causes for the variation, in. tlie
qiialittj of the product produced in beehive coke ovens, and
titc means for maintaining a uuiforui product.
iicaJ investigaliun.

of

ilie

To standardize operating methods about

a lieehive coke-

problem which superintendents and manOf course, this
agers find themselves periodically facing.
applies best to operations where a "coke inspector" is not
overseeing the work and consulting with the coke boss.
This overhauling of operating methods is apt to invohu
the personal supervision of an engineer or one higher up,
and offers material for a lengthy article. Therefore, only
the more common difficulties are dealt with in this short
oven plant

is

a

article.

To begin

with, the distress

is

likely to start with

some

Dear

Sir:

tice

has shown that sweeping the oven floor clean with a

steel

broom

will

aid

the

in

radiation

and increase of

heat.

To

increase the heat the oven

must be closed by placing
doorway and the lid

a sheet of iron snugly in the oven

on the trunnel head. This not only excludes the outside
air but hastens the rise in temperature, so that after
standing an hour and a half or two hours in this state
before charging, the inner temperature will have risen
from approximately 150 deg. F. to 600 deg. or thereabouts.

With the oven ready

for charging, further features oT

When

the sheet iron and

removed, the dazzling of heat can be seen within,
while, perhaps, the bricks in the dome may be tinged
If dry coal is charged, gas may
with an orange glow.
be generated so readily that a slight explosion may take
place, and a streak of flame be emitted from the top of
the oven door. This is a good indication, as it signifies
quick combustion, the very result desired.
lid are

We beg to advise that the last two consignments of coke
received from your ovens are far from satisfactory. Our labratory analyses show that the fixed carbon for the past weelv
has been averaging 78% instead of the S4^c. which you
guaranteed in our contract. Unless your coke is brought up
to this latter figure at once, we shall be forced to make other
arrangements for our furnaces.
•

floor

the drawing of coke from an oven, pieces of coke varying
in size from chunks to breeze may be seen on the oven
Good pracfloor where they have been left by the puller.

interest are brought to notice.

this tone.

from the dome and

are contributary elements for regaining heat. Following

sultry letter addressed to the general superintendent in

somewhat

Alfoiu)*

Eadiatioii and reflection of heat

The general superintendent, of course, gets the gist of
and summary action follows.

the letter in one reading

Needless to say, an interesting bit of dialogue ensues between the superintendent and the coke boss. For the sake
of discussion let it be

assumed that the

letter to the super-

intendent was a true statement of facts.
In.spection reveals that the moisture in the coke

noticed in touching

it,

may

be

an inch or more of "black butts"

marking the ends of the lower sections, while the color
is a dirty gray and the cell structure spongy.
If the coal used in charging the ovens analyzes the
same as it did when better coke was produced, it is safe
to lay the cause of the trouble to the oven operation. Under these conditions the coke described above

is

However,

washed

being used in the ovens,
The benefits derived
from sealing an oven and letting it stand over bolweeii
charges can be entirely effaced by charging coal whicli
is too wet.
Unless dried after washing, coal is .^(aiTcly
ever fit for charging into the ovens the same day that
IF there is more water ])i'csent
it comes from the wa.'-her.
in the coal than the heat of the oven will eva])orate before the coal ignites, the same result will be obtained as
in the case where the oven was too cool before chargif

another difficulty

coal

is

likely to arise.

is

ing.
Sizi:

()!•

('a.\i!Cii;s

usually

understood that a cool oven will iirodiue a slow
and feeble combustion of the coal with which it
is charged, and that it will require a longer time to complete the burning than an oven which was hotter at tin:

worth considering is the size of
the cliarges. There are two or three gauging devices for
sale which measure the discharge from the slack bin into
the larry, which insure a standard charge for all ovens
burning the same length of time. One of these devices,
known as the Hughes Patent Charge Cutter, can be set
to gage correctly for any charge varying from 48 to 5)6
hours per oven.
This charge-measuring machine is in

start.

successful operation at the plants of the

the result of cool ovens, together with insufficient coni-

The analysis of the coke will, therefore, show
high moisture and volatile matter with a low fixed car-

liustion.

bon.
It

is

ignition

Overquenching the coke not only injures the coke but
destroys a certain amount of the heat that would be availal)le in

the bottom

tile of

Another

Co. and the Colonial Coal

TTkat of

After the coke has been drawn the

Tests should be

the heat

in the

rai.^e

as that described

oven preparatory to charging the

coal.

ning of

St.

Be

rd

Mining

iqion the ovens lo delerniine tiie

be avoided.

to

fngineer,

made

Underburning, on the one band,

step

is

& Coke

By coupling the results of such tests with the use nf a
charge gager, underburning and overburning of the coal

Ovfx
fir.st

Wise Coal

Co., both of Dorchester,

exact size of the charge which burns off best in a given
period, the determination to be governed liy analyses.

may
I\ci!ic.\.siXG

& Coke

Va.

the oven, in order to start the

The heat decombustion of the next charge of coal.
stroyed varies with the tcnipornture of the boltoni tile
before the coke is qiicncluMl and the anioiini (jC excess
quenching.

feaiiire well

results
Co.. K^irling-

a

brittle!

this
in

in

artiile.

Ovcrluirning. on

the waste of Hxed cai'bon,

coke.

pi-odiices

coke such

the liy|)othetieal case at the

licj-in-

the other band,

and

yields as well
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Quenching the Coke

machines, quenching is usually done by one or two men.
But where tliis is not the practice, the watering is done

by the pullers, and, consequently, a variety

of

quenching

methods are apt to be in vogue.
Coke otherwise perfect may be spoiled by watering it
after it has been drawn from the oven. The man quenching the oven should make a careful distribution of the
water over the incandescent coke, and the quenching
should only go to the point of extinguishing the fire,
when the pipe should be pulled from the oven. If the
water is thrown on the coke for a longer period than
this, saturation will follow with the consequent cooling
of the oven.
If the fire in the coke

is

not put out witii the
lie

3,

Xo. 23

must enter at the door of the oven to permit a brisk
combustion until the active generation of gases has subFollowing this the air space at the top of the door
sided.
is to be gradually decreased until the fl^aming on the
The oven door
surface of the incandescent coke ceases.
should then be tightly sealed with the lid placed on the
trunnel head until the coke is quenched.
air

The quenching of coke is au important department of
Where coke is drawn wth electric-pulling
the process.

plication of water, the coke should

Yol.

first

ap-

requenched while

Failing to put the lid on the trunnel head, neglecting
to repair chinks that occur between the

jamb

bricks, or

not sealing the oven door thoroughly, result in the burning and consequent waste of fixed carbon.

Coke, which shows upon analysis a high j)er cent, of
may also be the result of uneven leveling
of the coal.
The process of fusing and coking begini^
with the surface of the coal and continues downward
through the mass to the bottom. If the charge of coal
has been unevenly leveled, the vertical sections of the
charge being of varying thicknesses, will not all burn offi
volatile matter,

Ch<^rge-I50 Bushels

Coke-6ood, very Large Amoun-tof Smoky Coke, Coke of n^-hher
Chalky Whife appearance, and having rafher Large Cell Sfruc-ture
prefty VYeh
3000

^10

12

2

4

6

2

P.M

1M1|

^K->K--

I

JulylS,

4
A.M.

6
I

>k--Julyl6,06->t

Tejiperature Curve of ax Ovex
oven.
If watered on the ground after being drawn from the oven, the moisture does not evaporate
from the coke. An analysis of such coke may show the
moisture varying from 2 to o per cent., or, perhaps, even

in the

jnore.

A good grade of coke may be readily identified by the
presence of silvery globules on the upper half of the sec-

inside the

In the very nature

ol'

things, air

is

necessary in the

beehive process to furnish the requisite heat for the coking of the coal by the combustion of the volatile mat-

same length

of time.

Thus

there will be patches

in the oven, which will be underburned coke, with "black

butts" and
tile

dark-colored masses running high in vola-

matter.

Air is, therefore, admitted through the door of the
oven to supply the necessary oxygen to secure complete
combustion of the gases thrown off by the coal while cok-

when held in the sunlight, often have a tendency toward iridescence. The silvery globules are the
deposits formed by the gases from the volatile hydrocarbons in the coal during their upward passage through tlie
fissures of the incandescent mass which has been already

ing.

coked.

ter.

E.xperience has ])roved

that

the key to

the

ventilat-

ing problem is this: The supply of air entering the oven
must be adjusted so as to give a complete combustion or
as nearly so as is possible in practical work.
Observation shows that the largest volumes of gas are liberated
liy

the coal in the early stages of the process, varying

with

tlu'

amount

of volatile matter in the coal.

Enough

tion, which,

A high per cent, of ash in coke may he caused by a
poor interior condition of the oven.
The intense heat
sometimes breaks the silica brick in the crown of the oven,
bits of brick and brick dust falling upon the coke.
The
very best grade of silica brick sliould always be used in
oven crowns, as these will stand the amount of heat
which they are likely to come in contact.

witli

June

7,
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Yariatiox IX Coke

r,fv oint.

Moisture

The recortLs of twu differing couditions, luiiler wIul-Ii
the same coal was col';ed, follow, the marked t-ontrast in
the coke j)i"ocliiced being shown in each case by the an-

Fixed carhon

oveii

CondUion.i: Oven was not sealed and was allowed to
stand over prior to charging. The bottom was not swept
An hour elapsed before the coal ignited. There was
out.
insufficient ventilation at top of door in the beginning,
which was not altered throughout the process. The charge
was burued off long before door was sealed.
The lid
was not used at all. The coke was overquenched. Brick
dust was present on the top of the coke. Black Butts occurred on the coke near the door jamb. The coke was too
dark in color and the cell structure spongy.

oven

71
3.91
.

100.00
2

Oven was in good repair. Hot ovens
The bottom of the oven was cleaned

Voiulillons:

in.

draft

the

in

more brisk than in
gradually

until

quenched.

Xo

luster.

Xo.

test

charge
black

Coke bore

idea can be had
temperatures throughout the coking process.
The electrical pyrometer was used until
the heat became strong enough to effect the optical pyrometer.
The readings were taken hy three men, each working an eight-hour shift.
The maximum temperature in the curve shown is 2580
deg.. while in some instances where ovens are hotter before charging they frequently reach 2.S00 degrees.

Combustion decidedly
Draft was diminished

1.

ceased

flaming.

Carefully

with

Color-metallic gray

butts.

silvery globular deposits on

upper half

of section.

Machinery
pal advantages

I-;.

ilirce col- e-<lmn-i 11(1 niachiiies al pres-

ent on the market are

hrieflij

described

and shorfcominfjs

.-el

and

forth.

their princi-

A

few short
ma-

(

.

chines mentioned

l)el(nv, while it, seeminglv, has no advantages worth mentioning, to offset the additional expenditure.
To the best of the writer's knowledge, there

are

chine.

Laughlin's
(if

))urpose of this article

is

not to enimieratc the

various machines (almost a score of them) which have
been designed for drawing coke from beehive ovens, but
to outline briefly the o])eratioii of the tliree types at present in everyday operation.

The Hebb machine

is

one of the "over-drawing"

tyjie.

operated by electricity, and pulls the coke from the oven
onto a chain and slat conveyor, which deposits it in railroad cars. The machine is a very heavy affair, hut per-

forms

work

has attained comThis has been due
partly to "squabbling" among the stockholders, but
maiidy on account of the cost of the machine, which
is necessarily much greater than that of the other maits

fairly well although

paratively no commercial

Uniontown, Penn.

success.

it

fall in

Hicks*

parayraph.-: are also devolcd to a tmccestfut leveling

The

and

Beehive Coke Ovens

for

l-l'i

SYNOPSIS— The

the operation of the

the aceompanying figure, an

of the rise

AVhole arch of door given

beginning.

in

?

From

Oven was sealed, standing idle 2^2 hours prior to
charging. Oven dazzling hot. Leveling very even. Coal
out.

3

lies

graphically.

sides.

ignited 4 min. after charging.

the cause

if

Are charges of uniform size?
4.
Are charges too large or too snuill for the leng'th of
time that the ovens burn ?
5.
Does the ventilator attend to his duties?
6.
Is the proper amount of air admitted to the ovens?
7.
Is the coke properly quenched ?
8.
Are the ovens in good repair?
9.
Are the charges evenly leveled ?
A few years ago one of the large West Virginia eokeproducing companies made a thorough investigation of
the conditions which tend to produce the best coke, the
research including pyrometer readings on the temperatures of the ovens, readings being taken every half hour
and the temperatures plotted to show the variations

14.76

were on both

the iinesl igator a clue to his lieehive-

3.

2.

Test Xo.

gne

Are the ovens sutficiently hot when charged?
Are jiroper steps taki'n to regain heat between

charges

7S 62

Ash

troiilile,

1.

Per cent.
carbon

will

:

2.

ANALYSIS

Fi.\ed

17

mind, the following nine

the i)rerediiig d:ila in

\\\X\\

ciiiestiiins

Volatile matter

.

12.30

100.00

1

Moisture

S5

Ash

alyses.

Tkst Xo.

0.61
1.92

Volatile matter

five

the

of

tlie.se

machines

i)huit

in use luday; one at Jones &
Pittsburgh, and four at the plants

in

Thoiiipsdii

(•(iniiellsville

Coke

Co.,

at

lieiud)lic,

Penn.

The Stauft machine

— At

present, there is only one of
being located at the plant of the
Taylor Coal & Coke Co.. near Uniontown, Penn., of
which plant, the inventor, I).
Stauft, is general superintendent.
This is al.<(i of the '•over-drawing" type,
similar to the Ilelili machine.
The conveyor part of
this a])])aratus works on the same principle as the Hebb
and Covington machines and is operated by electricity;
hiiwcver. air is used on the extractor part, not onlv to

these in operation,

it

I',.

draw

the loke, hut

in front

id'

to pn,pel

the device along the track

the o\ens.

The Stauft machine, while yet in its infancy, is doing
good work and attracting some attention.
As to howwell tliis machine will continue to stand up to everyday work, drawing its capacity of ovens, remains to be
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howe er, the machine at Taylor M'orks has been
drawing 46 ovens per working day, for the joast sevThe supreme test of time and operation
eral months.
under varied conditions, tlirough which this machine will
have to pass, before it van be considered a commercial
success will be watched closely, and with interest by all
seen

;

.

ing shifting of the machine,

etc.,

3,

N'o.

23

within the ]icriod men-

tioned.

The

drawing an oven in the Conregion, where most of these machines are in
31e. per oven as against $1.10 to $1.15 per oven,
total labor cost for

nellsville
use, is

same work done by hand. Adding to the labor cost,
machine and ovens, power, oil, waste, interest
on investment, etc., the machines effect a net saving of
from 50 to 60c. per oven drawn, to say nothing of the
increased production from the ovens, due to the short
time required for drawing by machinery, allowing a
longer burning period, which permits heavier charges of
for the

repairs to

coke operators.

Thk

Vol.

PioNEEii Maciiixio

Has Attaixed Success

The Covington was the pioneer machine

to

attain

commercial success and is, today, the only one for drawing and loading coke from bee-hive ovens, which has been
extensively adojited, there being approximately t^ro hundred of them in operation throughout various; sections of
the United States and Canada, representing an investment of more than a million dollars.
From the crude machine operated by steam, shown in
Fig. 1. the Co\'ington has had its ups and downs, workiiii;under all imati'inable conditions; beina; redesioiied

coal.

Fig. 2 shows one of the later

model Covington drawnundjer of which have been installed in Pennsyl\ania and West Virginia, within the past four months.
Twenty more of these machines are now on order for the
same section, and will be installed within the next 60 to
00 days.
ers, a

Tjie Covington Levelek
dsii

Fici.

1.

from time

The

Fiust Sr('(i:ssFri, ('(ivix(iT()x CokkDitAW iN(i Machine

to time, better material

being used in

its

con-

struction, whenever e.xperience proved a change necessary

So well have coke operators taken
to this machine, that it has been necessary for the makfor

its

betterment.

ers to build Kirge additions to their plant twice within
the past few years.
Now they have a capacity of one
coke machine every two days.

The Covington Machine Co.. of Covington, "\'a., are
the manufacturers of the Covington macliine. This company reports that its entire out|)ut has been sold from
throe to four months ahead, for the past year. Although
there are about fifty concerns using these machines, one
of the best evidences of their utility is the fact that the
H. C. Frick Coke Co. has given repeat orders Ciw or
six

times.

At present

their

total

investment in these

machines is close to a half-million of dollars.
The Covington nnichincs are of the "under-drawing"
type and are operated by electricity; every mechanical
movement of the latest model being power driven.
The capacity of all three makes of machijies above
mentioned is from four to six ovens per hour.
The
coke being drawn, screened and loaded into cars, inelud-

Fic

A

M.

sliowii

a

(ijicralion

III

tlie

IjAlilfV

leveler, a

num-

Connellsville region.

^Iaciiixi;, ai

ii:i:x

The machine shown

Covington

m

A

Li;vi:i,i:i;

nx

Tkack

the picture was put in service

in

works, of the H. C. Frick Coke
Uniontown, Penn., June 4, 1909, and so far has
At this plant there
leveled more tlian 150,000 ovens.
are 400 ovens, comprising two blocks and one bank, and
this one leveling machine takes care of the entire instalThe malation, keeping ahead of three larries charging.
chine levels from 'M) {n 40 ovens per hour, including
shifting, and reipiires C'niy one man for its ojieration.
Wlipre this le\elii'ig machine is used, as soon as tiie
coke it drawn, the door is immediately bricked completely, and daubed, regardless of when the oven is to
be re-charged. This, of course, conserves heat and makes
at the Continental

No.

1

Co.,

ignite much sooner than is the case where
necessary to leave the door partly open until the
leveling is done by hand.
This miicliiiic. also, makes it |inssililc io b\irn hea\ier

the
it

new charge

is

It has been
charges, besides, being a great labor-saM'r.
conservatively estimated that 5 per cent, additional coal

can be coked,
used,

owing

in

a

given

time,

where the machine

to the conservation of heat,

and the good leveling done.

is

above mentioned,

June

7,

C
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Evolution in Coking Practcie
I'oke

mamifacturers have been slow

to j;ive

up the

old

There has probably never been an
beehive type of oven.
example of more tenacious adhering to acknowledged
uneconomical methods than is exemplified in this case.
That a change must eventually take place is obvious,
but it is equally clear that it will not be an abrupt change
such as is frequently witnessed in metallurgical engineering. In this latter profession, when new and more
ert'ective methods of ore treatment are devised, the engineers are prompt to take advantage of them and there
are innumerable examples of elaborate and expensive
plants being dismantled before they were scarcely in oper-

anthropic multitude wlio trecpioitly nuike labor troubles
their hobby.
Mrs. Jones is a venerable old woman, 81 years of age.
For the most part, one is disposed to believe she does

Perhaps she knew
not purposely palter with the truth.
W'cll the temper of her audience, knew that it was not illdisposed toward violence, for she did not hesitate to admit
that the large following she took to Charleston to demand
the dismissal of the guards provided themselves v/ith guns
before their return to their hoi.ies.

She detailed the evidence

"gainst

her

the

at

court

martial and related that a miii3 superintendent and a

It is estimated tliat less tlian
it there.
two per cent, of the ovens constructed in that district
during the last year have been of the beehive type. In
its present accepted form the Mitchell is not a byproduct
oven, but the inventors have devised certain alterations
by which they expect to be able to effect a saving of
these, and without any depreciation in the quality of the

bookkeeper complained that she had incited them to
violence by calling them individruxlly, and we may add
not very brilliantly, "two by fours." A major in uniform
complained that he had been incited by being told that,
one of these days, his epaulets would be removed and
swords would be transformed into pruning hooks.
These are mild ways of creating a disturbance, but
Mother Jones showed that she is not a child at the art,
and has not served her apprenticeship for nothing, for
at the hall she declared that Morgan's fingers had drijiped
witli the blood of women and children ami that a certain
senator had murdered 700 men in his mine by an explosion.
We could not help wondering whether Mother
Jones had not uttered in the hill country of West Virginia, language at least as inciting as she used in Carne-

product.

gie Hall.

ation.

The evolution

of

the beehive oven, while less rapid,

and along more conservative lines
less
it

is

sure.

Thus we

now being

is,

however, none the

find that a radical modification of

generally accepted in the Connellsville

region, the Mitchell type of rectangular oven having defi-

nately superseded

The

principal advantage of the Mitchell oven lies in
To '"pull"
the rapidity with which it can be discharged.
the old beehive type requires from 3i/2 to 4 hr., wdiile the

mechanical pusher and loader used with the Mitchell
oven reduces this time to as many minutes. By the former method the oven becomes cooled to such an extent
during the time the coke is being extracted that there is
also a loss of about two hours more before the coal starts
burning properly, so that the total time lost amounts to
between 5I/2 and 6 hr. In addition to this the charging
capacity of the Mitchell type is between 8 and 9 tons per
oven, or from 3.^ to 50 per cent, greater than the standard t'onnellsvillc beehive oven.

Mother Jones
Mother

.T(ni('s

ca?ne to

Xew York

and addresser!

a n/cct-

ing of 1500 enthusiasts and left the following morning
for Washington.
The yellow journals gave her three
inches of insignificant type with a one-column headline.
So despite the cheering and waving of banners, Mother

Jones did ncjt score any marked triumph.
She had been brought to the city for he purpose of
setting a new monthly periodical on its fcit and perhaps
I

she was

She had nothing

about wages or company-store
open her discourse by saying that the Cabin Creek miners had never had a good
meal aiul that their toes protruded IVoiii their wni'ii-out

prices.

shoes.

to say

It is true that she did

IJut she

made

it

clear that the light was ])i-ininrily

for the establishment of a union in some phices and lor

its

effectual recognition in others.

We

unions can ever greatly benefit
we cannot feel that
the o])erator does well to attempt in any way to prevent
tbi'iiI'oni.'ation, unreasonably
harassing though they
often ari". Interference with the liberty of the individual
does but exasperate him and breed violence such as West
Virginia has just seen and will see again shortly if the
signs do not fail.
The Industrial AVorkers of llic World Ihink they iioie
in West Virginia a fit place for their lawless attiid-s on
society and though now they arc cumbered with the
barbers' strike, and the frenzied attempt to wipe Paterson,
jST.
J., from the map, they may at any time descend
are not sure

tliat

the working clas.?es but nevertheless

coal fields of West Virginia.
They frankly confess that they have uo ultimate program. The jiresent evil to be overborne, they declar", is

on the

capitalism.;

being overthrown, the work of re

th.at

structioii will be

sii^-c.-.-ful in this endeavor, but she did not brincT
the sober elc-rnents of societv to a decision favorin;.' her

ture to bo selected,

cause, for iier supporters on the platform were Socialists

w;}y."

and Industrial Workers of the World, and in Tarnogie
Hall were few if any labor unionists and none of the pliil-

of the

"don't

The

'on-

But the manner of structhey do not know. They in very truth

commenced.

know where they
impressi'^n

is

are going but they're on their

abroad that the Indus!

World are the very

ofl'-sccniring

of

rial
I

be

A\''orkers

people.
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is

attended meetings. They are fanatics
The frenzy of
of the type of the English suffragettes.
modern life is in their veins, a wild craving for excitement, to leave the beaten path, to plunge headlong with

chain-grate stokers with which the

their fellows, whether friendly or resisting.

This

spirit

the overstrung, brilliant and weakwilled alike, and among their leaders are many men of

of unre.st has seized
ability

all

prepare for the pleasure of their subscribers.
•can there be to a publisher to tell the truth

What
when

If every government bureau must [mljlish bulletins,
engage press agents, and .send trained speakers, north,
south, east and west, bow are the coal operators going
to succeed if they sit i)assively through it all and do not
defend their positions? The world is very equal, very
human; the high places and the low are filled with men,
good and evil. They who would maintain those economic
]n'inciples which they believe will promote human happiness, must urge tliem at some expense of time and money
on their less enlightened fellows and give the world a
glimpse, we think it will be a gladdening glimpse, of
the real brotherhood and true socialism of our modern
coal operators.

Coal Storage under Water

air

lo

the railroads, habitually store coal in the open

the action of the atmosphere,

is

certain to oxidize to a

greater or less extent, and thus depreciate in heat value.

Furthermore, the action of frost tends to disintegrate
individual pieces of coal, thus increasing the losses
in burning.
Second, particularly if the coal contains a
large percentage of sulphur and is stored to considerable
depth, there exists a strong liability to spontaneous coml)iistion, and considerable losses occur annually from this
tin-

cause.

To overcome both of thesi' difficulties, coal is sometimes stored under watci- in concrete tanks or vats of
considerable size and cajjacity.
It is claimed by those
employ

this

method

of storage

that the practically

negligible loss in heat qualities va.stly

the increased

amount

more than

of moisture in the coal as

offsets
it

goes

Furthermore, the subaqueous
storage of the fuel renders spontaneous combustion
impossible, and there is therefore no danger of loss from
this source.
This result, too. is accomplished regardless
to

the

boiler

furnaces.

of the size or quality of the coal stored.

A

Ohicago manufacturing firm is at present
employing this method at one of its suburban plants,
with results which are averred to be entirely satisfactory.
The fuel handled is No. 1 screenings, Illinois coal, which
ranges in size from dust up to approximately 1t4-iulumps. This fuel, after being loaded out from storage,
large

at

the advantages gained, namely, small

least

lo.ss

may

be thus safely stored throughout indefinite

commensurate with the expense. The co.st
of handling coal in a storage scheme of this kind should
not be higher and nuiy be decidedly less than when it
is i)iled ujion the ground in the usual manner.
periods, are

John Fu_ton
A

number such

would be incomplete did it not
some opinions and views of the leading spirits
in the coke industry.
Fulton and coke are two such entirely synonymous words that each immediately recalls
the other.
John Fulton occupied a unique position in
the coke industry of the past
a position which no one
as this

reflect

—

may

He

ever attain to in the history to come.

stood

preeminently at the head of the profession in all its
ramifications, whether of the beehive oven, the retort
oven or any of the intricate regenerative or byproduct
recovery processes. As he now frankly concedes, the industry has become too complicated for one brain to grasp
in its entirety; in common with other engineering professions, new branches and subdivisions have developed,
each requiring the attention of a specialist so that it is
quite probable no one man will ever again predominate
the profession as John Fulton has in the past.
Mr. Fulton thinks the country is facing a great prob-

lem when the Connellsville region

the larger industrial companies, as well as

upon vacant property. This method is, however, open
two .serious objections. Soft coal, when subjected to

wlio

ces

from oxidation, immunity from spontaneous ignition,
and the fact that the smallest sizes and poorest grades

object

wrong.

of

Although the expense of building a storage plant of
is great, it would appear that in many instan-

this kind

the sale

«f a newspaper depends on the number of readers ? Most
of these are not wealthy and the Journalist must condemn
the "haves" and commiserate the "have-nots," right or

Some
many of

fed.

of coal

and character.

The only way to meet the evil i)ropaganda which have
created them is by mending what is now unjvist and by
commencing a campaign of education which will swee])
away the tissue of lies that magazines and newspapers

Xo. 23

allowed to drain for a few hours liefore passing to the
Ijoiler furnaces are

Those who have such an idea woiikl be disabused by a
visit to their well

:?,

life

of these fields

when

is

is

exhausted.

quite definitely defined now,

the end comes, the retort oven

must be

The
and

resorted

to.

demise of the
a supply of these

Tliis he thinks will also witness the final

But so long as there is
coals he predicts that the old-fashioned beehive will
continue to thrive, as no retort oven has yet been devised
that will displace them with the world's two standard
beehive oven.

coking coals
land.

And

—the

it is

Connellsville

and the Durham, Eng-

incidentally interesting to note that Mr.

Fulton puts the Connellsville product ahead of Great
former

Britain's, the slightly higher ash content of the

producing somewhat better slag in the blast furnace.
Conservation is also a favorite topic with Mr. Fulton.
While both coal and iron are being exhausted at an alarming rate, he thinks that the real conservation will be effected by greater economies in the methods of using, particularly in the case of coal.

He

also views the

growing

scarcity of water with sonic alarm.

Of the foreign coal-mining methods, Mr. Fulton has
He spoke of one German installa-

the greatest disdain.
tion

he visited which was constructed along the most
and permanent lines. Steel and concrete were

elaborate

used throughout and the whole represented an almost
awe-inspiring edifice.

The

cages had

many compartments

for cars, but these were only of a quarter-ton capacity,
while the production of the plant was only lietween -200

and 300 tons per day. The local sujierintcndent also explained that they were most careful to ship only sufficient coal to just meet the market requirements. EvidentIv a Sherman anti-trust law is unknown in (Icrmany.
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Model Coal- Preparation Plant
By Miltox

During the past few

J.

years,

\\'iLi,iAiis''

although

much has been

written about the subject of coal mining and coke manufacture in both beehive and byproduct ovens, only a

comparatively meager amount has appeared concerning
the pulverization or other preparation which the coal
should receive if a fine grained and sujicrior grade of
coke

to be anticipated.

is

In this matter of preparation before coking, the plant
of the Byproduct Coke Corporation at Solvay, 111., just
south of South Chicago, may be well considered as an
example of the best practice in this country. Unfortunately, it is impossible to show photographs illustrating

machines and processes.
The preparation plant consists of three

the various

distinct sets of

Bradford breaker, a coal hopmagnetic separator and feeding belt, and a No. (5
The coal handled is smokeless and
Williams crusher.

units, each consisting of a
]ier,

a

Boomer West Virginia bituminous.

It

36 in. wide. They weigh approximately 25,000 lb. each,
and operate at 750 r.p.ni. Their durability, accessibility, and efficiency are too well known to require further
comment.

After being crushed and puherized, the coal is carried
belt conveyor to a storage bin, from which
may be drawn off from time to time and carried to

by an inclined
it

the ovens as the operation of the latter may require.
Erom the foregoing it will be seen that the preparation of the coal for coking at this plant is continuous and
entirely mechanical, ami can therefore be accompli slieil

with a minimum of lahor and superintendence. A fadure or breakdown of any one piece of the apparatus can
only decrease the output of the preparation plant by
one-third, for should the failure of the particular unit
be sufficiently serious to .stop operations in that part of
the equipment, there are, as mentioned above, three separate and distinct routes by which the coal travels from
the original dumping or storage point to the bins serving
the coke ovens.

•

passed

first

is

889

through a Bradford breaker provided with perforations
114 in. square. Here a large percentage of the foreign
matter is removed and no coal passes on until it has
been reduced to the size of the perforations above mentioned.

A New

Method

of Boiler

Cleaning

A- new type of boiler-tube cleaner, or, more strictly
speaking, a new method of boiler-scale removal, has been
recently invented and placed upon the market in England

product and smaller, 80 to 85 per
under.
When the moisture content
of the coal reaches 314 to 5 per cent., the material becomes difficult to handle in hoppers and chutes, as it is
an inert or slow-moving body; consequently, special
chutes are emi)loyed to handle this coal.

Of

lYo-in.

this

cent, is ^2 "i-

^i^cl

The

Bijadfoki)

Bkeakkhs

The Bradford breakers above mentioned are of Heyl
Each has
aiul Patter.son design and are regulation size.
a capacity of 125 to 150 tons per hour, and the succeeding machinerj' over or through which the coal travels is
arranged for a similar capacity. From the breakers the
material

whence
short

into large steel bins or hop]iers, from
passes to magnetic separators in the form of

falls
it

belt

conveyors.

wide, and 8 or 10

The

coal

upon

ft.

These are approximately

5

ft.

'Sy^

in.

long.

these belts varies

from

3

to

deep throughout the full width of the conveyor.
The
head or driving pulley is magnetized ami consequently
catches and discharges into a siiecial chute a considerable
percentage of the iron or foreign metallic material which
has found its way from one source or other into the
coal.
These separators also furnish an automatic, uniform feed to the crushers.
Erom these belts the coal jiasses directly to Xo. 6
Williams Jumbo crushers and is pulverized or ground to
a product ranging from 80 to 90 per cent, through a
%-in. opening. These machines are direct connected to
150-hp. alternating-current motors by means of a Muir
friction clutc'h.

Sm-h chitches are employed

to pick

the load gradually in starting the crushers as the

np

hammer

type of pulverizer requires more power to start than to
Tii many similar installaoperate em.pty at full speed.
tions flexible couplings are xised to direct-connect crushers to motors, but in such cases it is advisable to have

motors with high starting torque.
These particular crushers are 48 in. in diameter and

special

•Old Colony Building, Chicago,

111.

Till-;

OxYACKTVLi':.\io

Siai,i:-Hi;.\iovixg

Api^akatus

AFTEu A Trial Test
by Adolph Schror.

This method

from those common

in this country,

is

radically different

which are

strictly

me-

chanical in their action.
The principle of the new apparatus is simple. It consists in the employment of an oxyacetylcne flame of high

temperature but of moderate pressure, which is rapidly
played upon the scale. The effect is to disintegrate and
break down the dejiosits, and, notwithstanding the high
temperature of the flame, the makers claim that there is
no cause for anxiety on fbe score of uiulue heating in the
boiler tubes, and that the apparatus may bo used to re-

move

the thinnest scale.
Contracts under this system are undertaken on the "no
cure, no pa\'" principle, l)y the Pyro Boiler Cleaning Co.,
of London, and we understand that thus far, at least,
the results obtained have been entirelv satisfactory.
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Names

Works

W.

.

.

Adelaide
Alverton
BaggaleyBeatty
Bethany.
Bitner
.

.

.

.

-

.

.

Boyer

Buckeye ....
Brush Run
Calumet
.

Carolyn.
Central
Chester...
Clare

Coalbrook
Collier

No
No
No

Continental
Continental
Continental
Crossland

Davidson

Dorothy
Ellen No. 1
Ellen No, 2
Elizabeth

135

,

W
W

.

.

Pa

l'iii-l,iiiL-li.

I'll

Hecla No.
Hecia No.

Mt, Pleasant, P. R.

1

.

,

Pitr^burgh.

Pa,

l'iii-l.ui:;li.

I'll

I'lii-liiirLli.

I'h

Ml

,

Pa

(irc-i-n.^buri:,

Ihi- ml.

l'illsl.urt!li.

I'll,

Brinkerton, P. R. R.
Star, P. R. R, -Mullen, B.
O.
Mt. Pleasant, P. R. R.-B.
O.
Calumet, P. R. R.
.Mverton. P. R. R.
Tarr, P. R. R.
Vance Mills, P. V. <t C.
Trauger, P. R. R.
Ruth, P. R. R.
Collier, B. & O.
liiiontown, P. R. R.-B. & O.
Walnut Hill, P. R. R.
Newcomer, P. R. R.
Croi-sland, B.
O.
Davidson, P. R. R.-Connellsville

&
&

,

I'll

Fniontown, Pa
Pittsburgh,

Pa

Uniontown, Pa
Greeiisburg,
Pilt.sburcli,
Pitt-huriili,

Pa
Pa
Pa

,

,

P:,
urjih. Pa
I'ltt.-lmrKh, Pa,
Piit.-.liurj:l,.
I'll 1,-1.

I'ltt.-lnirKli.

&

Pa

rill>lniri;li, I'a,

,,

West Overton, B. & O.

Pa

loiii,.ll>villr.

riii-liui-!li. I'a

I.alrobe, P. R. R.

riu.iiitMV.

Whitney, P. R. R.

11.

I'a

Whitii
P. R. R.
Do othy, P. R. R.
Siding, B. & O.
i.i.kerson Run, P. & L. E.

.

,

,

Coke Co
Coke Co
Cuke Co
Coke Co

iUviUe

ill:.

I

& O.
Mover, P. R. R.
hccla. P. R. R.
Trauger. P. R. R.
Hecla. P. R. R.
Rroad Ford. B. & O.
H.istetter. P. R. R.
Trauger. P. R. R.
.luiiiata. B. & O.
^
Dickerson Run. P. & L. E.
Fairchance. P. R. R.-B. & O.
Leisenring, P. R. R.-B. & O.
Bute, P. R. R.
Monarch, P. R. R.
Leith. P. R. R.-B. & O.
Darent. P. R. R.-Lemont. B. & O.
Lemont. B. & O.
Humphries. P. R. R.

wn. Pa
rk, N. V,

,

Frick
H. C- Frick
,H C
.k

E

Smithfield, B. & O.
Adelaide. P. & L. E.
.Tiverton, P. R. R.
Baggalev, P. R. R.
Beattv. P. R. R.
Ruffsdale, P. R. R.
Bitner, B. & O.-P. R. E,
I'dell, P. R. R.

,,

,

in-liurL-li. Pa
CniiishurK, Pa,,
Vniontown, Pa

J Rainey
Gilmore Coke Co
J Rainey
H, C, Frick Coke Co

Fort Hill
Grace.

riii,.ni.iuii,

I

.

Y

York, N.

I'lU-KurL-h. Pa,

(

.

.

Dexter

272
300
300
120

Penn Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
H C Frick Coke Co
Mt Pl.-asant Coke Co
.Maj.sli. Coke Co
H I' Kriik Coke Co
.Mt rhusant Coke Co...
H, (• Frick Coke Co
H, V Frick Coke Co
Brush Hun Coal & Coke Co
H ( Fruk Coke Co
I'd rlrss-Connellsville Coke Co
H
l-r.ck Coke Co
.•<iiii>hn.- Coal & Coke Co
(|;in- Coke Co
H C. Frick Coke Co
H, C. Frick Coke Co
H C, Frick Coke Co
H C Frick Coke Co
H, C Frick Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
,H, C, Frick Coke Co
ConnclI.sviUe Coke Co
H C Frick Coke Co
Win. Coke Co
Whv.l Coke Co
I'nity-Connellsville Coke Co..
W. J. Rainey
.

Brinkerton

150
120
400
400
326
300
120
333

New

Rainey

J.

Nearest Railroad Station
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Operate

of

Isburgh!

I'a].
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tsburgh.
Isburgh,
tsburgh,

Pa,

Su.illifield, B.

Pa.,

Pa.
Pa.

A
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'

Kyle.
Leisenring No. 1
Leisenring No. 2
Leisenring No. 3.
Leith
Lemont No. 1
Lemont No. 2.
Little Sunshine.
.

t.sljurgh.

H

.

.

,H. C, Frick Coke

Coke Co
CMIIm Mutual Coal & Coke Co
MaKe.- Coke Co
.Main. mils Coal & Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
Marion Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
W, J. Ha

Mahoning.

Mammoth
Marguerite
.

.

.

.

.

Co
Co
Co

KiriK

Magee

,

rk (-Mkr

1

ck Coke

Love

,

I

H, C, Frick Coke

.

Morgan,
Mt. IJraddock.
Mt. Pleasant
Mutual.

(

H,

.

.

,

Mt

Pa

r.l.'ll.
I'll

tsburgh, P.a..,

New

Uniontown

Da
(l|l^r

-!,,.l.

,\

I

I

.W.

r

,t

,

Co

SI, a.

.11, .11

H. C.

Coke
Coke
Coke
Coke

New

H. C- Frick Coke

150
3.52

White
Whitney

Mt- Pleasant Coke Co

300
500
241

Yorkrun..
Youngstoi

Wvnn
.

w

Ka

H C

Frick

20
100
470

.

.

sburgh. Pa.
sburgh.' Pa.

Co

H. C. Frick Coke Co
HosU'ttcr-Connellaville
H. C. Frick Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co

-

Coke Co

I'lttsburch.

Harry Brown,
J. Rainey
Wilkey & Feather Coke C.
.

Brier Hill

Brier Hill
...

Coke Co
Browning C»kc Cn
Rrownsville Cok.

i

\. u >
I

,,rk.

i.i..i,t..wii.

V

Pittsburgh, Pa
Brier Hill, Pa
,

,

Uniontown, Pa
Uniontown, Pa

&O

Alverton, P R. R.
United, P. R. R.
Valley Wks. P. R. R. Valley Mines.
Udelf. P. R. R.
Sherrick. B. & O.
Whitney. P. R. R.
Wvnn Works. P. R. R.
YoVkrun, M. R. R.-B. & O.
Stambaugh, B. & O.-P. R. E.

Allison,
.

&

M.

L.

O.

Haven, B. & O.
South Brown.sville, M. R. R.

(I..,

Uniontown, Pa

-

&

Chi-al
"i

I'a

VuiinKstown,

Co

&

O.

RE«;i(>\

Uiiiotitowii, P:i
Mi, i,i. I'n

W.

Republic Iron & Steel Co
Baxter Ridge Coal & Coke
H. C. Friek Coke Co

Pa

Pittsburgh, PaPittsburgh, Pa,
Pittsburgh, Pa

-

.'

Ridge.
Bridgeport

Brownsville

&

Trotter, P. R. R.-B.

Coke Co

VV.

Browning

,

Smilev, B.

Alicia.

.50

,

l;,..l-t,„,.. .I.t

P. R. R.
.Alice Mi;
Tarr, P, R- R.
Dawson, B. & O.
Mt. Pleasant, P. R. R.-B. & O.
Uniontown, P. R. R.-B. & O.
Summit, B. & 0.; Summit Ter. P.

,

Co

Adah Coke Company

•20

K, ,isi,,i„. ,I.t

.Morewood, - - -

,

Coke Co

Adah

BaxUT

,

.
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.

.

,

Pittsburgh. Pa,,
Pittsburgh. Pa,,
Pittsburgh. Pa.,

.

Veteran

C...ke

Frick

.

.

Co
Co

Valley...,

r

.

Co.

SO

II

-

Pit t.sburgh. Pa...

Stewart.

Uhv.I

.

Pa

Co

155
L35
40
404
50
350
245

.

,

New York, N. Y.
Uniontown, Pa.
Dunbar, Pa
Uniontown, Pa.
Uniontown. Pa..

.

C.cliran Bros
( Frick Coke Co
II
Stewart Iron Co., Lim...,
11
C Frick Coke Co

Tnion...
United

.

York. N. Y.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

.

,

Co..

standard

Thomas

-

,

Pittsburgh,

.

Favette Coke Co..

003

Summit.

.

Y..
Pennsville, Pa.
.Connellsville, Pa..
.

Co
Coal& Coke

-ick
rick
rick
rick

Furnace, P. R. R.
P. R. R.-Oliver, B.
P. R. R.-Oliver, B.
ri,„« Station, P. V. & C.
MiClure, B. & O.
I)i. kcrson Run, P. & L. E.
I'.iinsviUe, P. R. R.
I'.r.v, B. & O.
Phillips Mine, P. R. R.
Dawson. B. & O.
Hrowiifield. P. R. R.-B. & O.
H.v.-re Works, P. R. R.
Leckrone, B. & 0.-^L R. R.
Dunbar, P. R. R.-B & O.
.Jimtown, B. & O.
Baggalev, P. R. R.
Shoaf, B. & O.

,

.New York, N.

Coke Co

i-s,,lvav

S..iith

,

Mt. Braddock. B. & O.-Gist. P. R. R.
Hecla. P. R. R.
Mutual. P. R. R.
Tarr. P. R. R.
Dickerson Run, P. & L. E.
tilil.l, 11111

,

-

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

-

Marietta & StiUwagon
H. C. Frick Coke Co
W. J. Rainey
H. C. Frick CokeC
,W. ,1. Rainey
Sapp.T Coke Co
1,,.

.

.

.

s,

Pa..

I'lltsiturgh. Pa.-

Rainey

J.

Pennsville

.

,

sburgh, Pa.sburgh. Pa.

Co..
,<l.-el Co..
Steel Co..

Simi.
.H. C. Frick Coke
(>ll\.

I

.

.

.el

Anica
Atehcson

,

V

York, N,

.Clreensburg, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

-

Allison No.

P. R.R.
Clare, P. R. R.
Dunbar, P. R. R.
P. R. R.
Marguerite, P. R. R.
Udell, P. R. R.
Morgan, B. & O.

Mammoth,

,

,

Co..

40
400
200
40

Mutual.

Pa,
Pittsburgh, Pa,
Pittsburgh, Pa,,-

.

Trotter.

.

(..iiii.llsville.

ukc Co.,

I'l.'

Pa..

tsburghi Pa.!
tsburgh. Pa.
t.sburgh. Pa.,
tsburgh. Pa.
tsburgh. Pa.
L.ntown, Pa.
.ttdale. Pa,..

R, R.

Whit.sett Junction, P. ^ L. E.
Cans, B. it O.
Outcrop, B. & O.
South Brownsville, M. R. R.
Brier Hill, M. R. R.
Vance Mill .let., P. R. R.
Brownsville. P. R. R.-P. & L.

P..

,

-

.

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

.
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Burchinal

Champion

.

Connellsville

Coke Co

Smithfield, Pa
Browns\-ille, Pa
Brownsville, Pa.
.Uniontown. Pa..
.Pittsburgh, Pa,.
.Pittsburgh, Pa..
.Pittsburgh, Pa

.

.

Crj-stal

Co
& Coke Co

Frick Coke

Sunshine Coal

Cyrilla

L'nit«d Connellsville

.

Consolidated C'ville Coke Co
.Consolidated C'ville Coke Co
The Bixler Coal & Coke C.
.H. C. Frick Coke Co..
Waltersburg Coke Co
South Fayette Coke Co..
Sunshine Coal & Coke Co
Struthers Coal & Coke Co
.

i

.

Edna
Emery

.

Eleanor.

.

Fairbank
Finley
Footedale
Francis No. I
Francis No. 2
Fretts

.

.

Garwood

.

Griffin Nos.
Hill Top

1

and

.

Byrne

& Co

H. C. Frick Coke Co
Sunshine Coal & Coke Co.
Sunshine Coal & Coke Co.
South Fayette Coke Co
Etna-C'ville Coke Co
Genuine Connellsville

Connellsville Central

Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh.
L'niontown,
L'niontown,
Pittsburgh,
.Pittsburgh.

.

.

Nc

Isabella

Katherine.
LaBellc
Lafayette.

Lambert

.

.

.

Leckrone
I^eon ...

Lincoln
Phos.

Low

Madison

.

.

.

.

.

Martin.

.

-

.

McKeefrev

.

Millsboro.,

Mt. Hope.

.

.

.

Lniontown, Pa
.Uniontown, Pa
Uniontown, Pa
Cleveland,

...
...

Home

Orient
Parhsall No. 1
Parshall No. 2.
Perry

.

.

.

Uniontown, Pa
.Uniontown, Pa
.Uniontown. Pa..

Plumer

.

.

Republic
Rich Hill.

Rose
Royal
.

.

Sackett
Searight
.

.

Shamrock
.

Sterling

Thompson No.
Thompson No. 2
Tower Hill No. 1
Tower Hill No. 2.
1

.

Washington No. 1
Washington No. 2
Wineland

.

.

.

Uniontown, Pa

Pa

Pittsburgh,

M'Clellandt'wn,

W. J. Parshall
Orient Coke Co...
Puritan Coke Co.
Puritan Coke Co.
Perry Coke Co
Plumer Coke Co.
Republic Iron & Steel
Rich Hill Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
Sunshine Coal & Coke

Uniontown, Pa
LaBelle, Pa
Helen, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa

Uniontown, Pa
Scottdale, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa

Uniontown, Pa.
Youngstown, O
I^eetonia, Ohio.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Uniontown, Pa.
Connellsville, Pa
Uniontown, Pa.
... Uniontown, Pa.
.Uniontown, Pa.
l'niontown. Pa.
Uniontown, Pa.
.

,

,

&

Pa..-.

R. R.-XL R. R.-P.
R. R.
C.

Miiilison, P.

.

R

R.R.

(

.

.

Sta

.

.

.

Co

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Uniontown, Pa.

Youngstown,

O

Outcrop, Pa

Pa

Pittsburgh,

Co

J. Rainev
H. R. .Sackel Coal & Coke Co
Taylor Coal & Coke Co
Fayette Coke Co
Prospect Coal & Coke Co
Consolidated C'ville Coke Co
Thompson-C'ville Coke Co
Thompson-C'ville Coke Co

Hill-C'\'ille

Pa

Pittsburgh,

M.

.

W.

Hill-C'ville

Uniontown, Pa

C.

...

Coke Co
Coke Co

Washington Coal & Coke Co
Washington Coal & Coke Co
Banning Connellsville Coke Co

Whyel Coke Co

.

Pa

Pittsburgh,

Co

Co
Isabella-Connellsville Coke Co
Union-Connells\dlle Coke Co
LaBelle Coke Co
.\tlas Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
H. C. Frick Coke Co
Franklin Coke Co
Lincoln Coal & Coke Co
Connellsville Central Coke Co
United Connellsville Coke Co
Southern Connellsville Coke Co
Republic Iron & Steel Co
McKeefrey Coal Co
Bessemer Coke Co
Mt. Hope Coke Co

Tower
Tower

.

Pa.

Waltersburg, Pa

Uniontown, Pa

.

.

Pa

..
.

Coke Co

&

.Salem.

Grindstone, P. V. & C.
Grindstone, P. V. & C.
Linn, P. V. & C.
Cans, B. & O.
Low Phos, M. R. R.
Grays Landing, M. R. R.
Grays Landing, AL R. R.
Edna. B. & O.
Edenborn, M. R. R.
V\ altersburg, P. R. R.
Leckrone, B. & O.-M. R. R.
Low Phos,
R. R
Fairbanks. M. R. R.
New Salem. M. R. R.
Footedale. AL R. R.
-M.irtin, M. R. R.
N. ucomer, P. R. R.
M. ,^^lore, P. R. R.
.<iiiip.son, M. R. R.
Waltersburg, P. R. R.
Masontown, M. R. R.
Newcomer, P. R. R.
Low Phos. M. R. R.
Shoaf, B. & O.
.\che Junction, M. R R.-P. R.
East Millsboro, M. R. R.
Isabella Sta. M. R. R.
Simpson, M. R. R.
LaBelle, M. R. R.
Helen, P. R. R.
Lambert, M. R. R.
Leckrone, B. & O.-M. R. R.
Tippecanoe, P. R. R.
Waltersburg. P. R. R.
Low Phos. M. R. R.

M

O

Uniontown. Pa
Pittsburgh.

Connellsville,

Echard Coal & Coke Co.
Newcomer Coke Co.

Murphy.

Pa
Pa
Pa.
Pa.

.

Coke Co

Hustead-Semans Coal

.

Pa.
Pa.

...

Hope Coke Co
James H. Hoover

Hustead,

Yukon

Jas.

.Bessemer Coke Co
Sunshine Coal & Coke

:

Herbert

Hope

Old

.

.

.

New

Smock, P. V.

Cniont

Coke Co

H. C. Frick Coke Co

Dearth

Salem,

.

.

South Fayette Coke Co.
H. C. Frick Coke Co.
H. C. Frick Coke Co.

.

-

New

^L R. R.
Smithfield. B. & O.
Brownsville, M. R. R.

Pa

Pittsburgh.

.

.

Champion
Coffman

Donald Nos. 1
Donald No 3

(Continued)
Nearest Railroad Station

H. C. Friek Coke Co
Smithfield Coal & Coke Co
.Century Coke Co

Colonial No- 1
Colonial No, 3
Colonial No. 4

891

Work?

of

Buffington.

Century

1

.

E

RECIOX

1.0AVER roXXEl.LSVIL.l.E
Xame

C,

.

Uniontown, Pa
New York, N. Y
Smithfield,

Pa

Uniontown, Pa

New

Salem,

Pa

Uniontown, Pa
Uniontown, Pa

Pa
Pa
Uniontown, Pa
Uniontown, Pa
Dawson, Pa
Dawson, Pa
Uniontown. Pa
Uniontown, Pa
Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh,

Republic, M. R. R.
Outcrop, B. & O.
Ronco, M. R. R.
Bourne, B. & O.
Royal Works, P. R. R.
Outcrop, B. & O.
Low Phos, M. R. R.
New .Salem, M. R. R.
New Salem, M. R. R.
Masontown, M. R. R.
Republic, M. R. R.
Republic, M. R. R.
Republic, M. R R,
Republic. M. R. R.
Star Junction, B. & O.-P.
Star Junction, B. & O.-P.
Fanning. B. & O.
Yukon. P. R, R.

&
&

L. E.
L. E.

&

L.

:

:
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Carbon Monoxide a Supporter
Combustion

A

of

combustion, the editor states
The statement quoted from the I. C. S. Instruction Paper
that carbon monoxide does not support combustion is correct.

the

in

first

1000

copies of "Examination Questions and Answers," but was
corrected in all subsequent issues. A similar incorrect statement was made in some editions of "The Coal and Metal
Previous editions of the pocketbook
Miners' Pocketbook."
stated that carbon monoxide is not a supporter of combusthat
it is a supporter of combustion
tion.
The statements
were made by a writer formerly in the employ of the
publishers of "The Colliery Engineer," who, while an able
mining writer, and as a rule accurate, in this instance expressed an opinion of his own, which is in direct opposition
to the actual experience of chemical authorities whose works
are regarded as standards all over the world. EDITOR.

—

It is clear the above statement refers to me as being the author of the offending statement, viz., "carbon
monoxide will support combustion," and the reference
justifies

a

reply.

quotations referred to are as follows
It (carbon monoxide) is combustible, burning with a pale
blue flame; but, by itself, does not support combustion.
I. C. S. Reference Library, Vol. 145, § 6, p. 2.
It (carbon monoxide) is also a supporter of combustion,
beinjf the only mine gas that burns and also supports combustion.

Coal and

ii

Miners' Pocket Book,
Tenth edition (1911), p. 350.

Metal

(carbon monoxide) is combustible, burning with a paleblue flame. This gas also supports combustion
Examination Questions and Answers,
First edition (1907), Ques. 312, p. 53.

....

I

From

the right idea.

the plans

and not

the gas, in that case, supports the combustion.
Any gas or substance that, through its own agency
l)y

virtue of

its

composition, renders the combustion of

"supporter" of that combustion.
destructive chemical
reaction between tlie constituent elements of two substances, and resulting in the formation of new products
is a

By combustion we understand any

or compounds.
J. T.

Xew York

Citv.

niiiiinnil

liillliHlllllll

inn

uniiinniig

Beaed.

of Feb. 15.

the manufacturer's standpoint,

for various pro.spective customers, as well as for those

I

all

who

from curiosity, must be charged to some
In some factories, this becomes a serious conaccount.
sideration in the matter of costs, which must be added

make

inquiries

Considering
prepared
plans and specifications for one inquiry, and, out of all
these, only one can receive the contract, the balance must
figure to recover on future sales what they have spent on
proportionately to the price of machinery.
now that six or seven manufacturers have

all

these estimates.

Another matter of great difficulty is, as suggested in the
that no competent engineer is employed by the

article,

purchaser of machinery, in a vast number of cases, the
jiurchaser considering that by requesting bids, and specifications for machinery he gets his engineering done for

The

variation in specifications on machinery by
same installation is often

different manufacturers for the

will not stand long enough to
being considered even a fair investment, is
very frequently sold at a much higher price than highclass machinery that someone else has offered at a com-

Equipment that

startling.

warrant

its

paratively low figure.

Most purchasers

will

say that they want a plant to
when the specifications

give lasting, uniform service, and,

judging what machinery will
They usually form their judg-

arrive, they are incapable of

them such

frequently to their

other matter possible

i

and estimates made and engineering work done

carbon monoxide has no available oxygen and therefore
cannot support the combustion of carbon, the gas (CO)
will support an oxygen flame, which will Inirn in an atmosphere of pure carbon monoxide, although it would not
burn in air. The statement, although correct, was modified later, at my o^ti suggestion, in the I. C. S. coal-mining textbooks.
As I have often explained, the reason mine lamps burn
even more brightly when in the presence of carbon monoxide (CO) is liecauso the gas adds to the combustion
going on in the flame of the lamp by adding a gaseous
air,

i

believe that the writer of that article had, unquestionably,

give

The

m

was much interested in the Foreword

The statement is not one of '"opinion," but on the
contrary one of fact; although it were better that, for
milling students, it should be further explained. While

fuel to the hydrocarbons of the flame.

i

Valuable Suggestion to Buyers of

nothing.

The

It

iiniiiiii

iii

Mining Machinery

In the present June issue of a contemporary, in answer
to the question as to the correctness of two contradietorv
statements in reference to carbon monoxide supporting

The contradictory statement was made

iiiii

iiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

|

ment

service.

tlie end of the proposal,
and they purchase on this basis

largely by the little item at

which

states the price,

own

detriment.

universities are every year turning out young engineers in large numbers. The majority of these young

Our

a natural leaning and aptitude for this line of
work, but, as the Foreword suggest.*, they become timekeepers, clerks or hold other similar positions in which
their knowledge of engineering is not properly broadened,
nor is their opinion, from an engineering standpoint,

men have

often requested by their employers. Many of these young
men would have been as well off if they had taken a business course for $60, instead of having spent several

thousand dollars and four years of their time training for
engineering and never having an opportunity to use the
knowledge acquired. These young men should be given
positions in which they can prepare drawings and specifications, after having investigated the conditions and ascertaining the requirements. In this manner, it would be
possible to receive from manufacturers a uniform line of
bids, and then prices would become a true comparison
as to the quality of the machinery offered.
I believe it is the custom in Europe that when a buyer
asks a manufacturer to prepare plans and specifications.

June
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he agrees to pay for these on a basis of 2i4 per cent, of
the total estimate, irrespective of whether the bid is accepted or rejected. This places the various bids received

seem more advisable

In this country,
on a more equal basis of comparison.
the purchaser does not pay the 'Zy^ per cent, for the plans
and specifications submitted; but, in reality, he uncon-

forces that disturbed the strata.

to set a post where it is needed, reIn this locality,
gardless of the regular distance apart.
the heavy pitching seams have been fractured by the very

The system of timbering employed here is irregular, being adapted to the varying conditions of the roof. In some cases, posts are set
to prevent the bottom from sliding as much as to se-

amonnt.
some system of this kind were adopted
in this country, both the manufacturer and the buyer
of machinery would be saved many thousands of dollars
vear; and it would certainly eliminate the person who

sciously pays six or seven times that

cure the roof.

1 believe that if

is a question of growing imshow that three times as much timber is being consumed as is being produced by the forest
growth. According to the U. S. Forest Service Bulletin

The

ii

merely as a matter of curiosity or for
if he has been duped in some
I would like to see this
recent purchase of machinery.
matter further discussed by those who are interested, and
believe much good would result from such a discussion.

.sends in inquiries

timlu'r

of

J

II.

mine

Statistics

No. 78, 1909, there are appro.ximately 500,000,000 cu.ft.
mine timber in use in the United States, about 40 per
"•^nt., or 200,000,000 cu.ft. of which, it is claimed, caJ"
be advantageously treated, which would reduce this portion of the timber in use, to one-thirteenth of the quanThese figures are
tity required, or say, 15,000,000 cu.ft.
based on the estimated life of an untreated mine prop
while, with proper
as being appro.ximately three years
treatment, it is claimed the life of mine timber may be
increased to 13 years.
The cost of mine timber per ton

the purpose of ascertaining

0.

care of

portance.

Rohm.

American Contractor Co.
Joplin. Mo.

;

Systematic Timbering

of coal

Svstematic timbering may be practicable where the
conditions with respect to the roof and floor are regular;
but, in many coal seams, the roof is fractured and there
are fault lines and cross-slips in the roof that make it

Study Course
By
The Coal Age Pocket Book
Heieht Due to

.\nj-

Given Velocity

— Reversing

the condi-

exhausted. The water was previous-

ly boiled to drive out the air, which
otherwise would escape into the
vacuum formed in the jar and destroy the accuracy of the experiment. As shown in the figure, there
provided at the bottom of the
is

tank a spout turned vertically upWhen every provision is
ward.
made to reduce the friction, the
column of water that spouts from
tank
will rise to practically the
the
As
level of the water in the tank.
shown bv the dotted lines, the
height to which the water spouts
decreases as the level of the water
falls in the tank.

—

Velocity of Rfllux By means of
the above e.xperiment or a similar
one. it is found that water or any
fluid flows out through an opening
in a tank (Fig. 2) with the same
velocity
that a body
theoretical
would attain falling through a
ight equal to the distance of the point of discharge below
This Is
1.
free surface of the water in the vessel or tank.
lied the "velocity of efflux" or the "velocity of discharge.
llend-ProducInK Velocity The vertical distance of the
liquid
of
the
is
surface
It
of dis
rge below the free
"head" producing the velocity
.-Surface of Wakr
Hence, the theorthe discharge.
iir,il velocity of discharge for any
-ivnn head is the same as the vc" itv due to an equal height, in the
11- of a body falling in a vacuuin.
rius is one of the most Important
study of hyr-iples
the
in
Fli:.

1.

Showixq

Height of Rise
P^QiAL TO Fall

•

I

—

1

ilic

Heuil

— The

pressure

of the preservation of

.

in

J. T.

tions of falling- bodies and assuming a body is projected vertically upward with a given initial velocity (v). it will rise
to the same height (h) from which it must fall to gain the
given velocity. The same formulas are used in each case.
The
This is well illustrated by a simple experiment.
small tank of water shown in Fig. 1 is placed under a
bell jar from which the air is then

mined makes the question

timber an important factor. This cost, in 1905, in the
anthracite region of Pennsylvania, was 8c. per ton of
coal mined.
Coalmont, B. C, Canada.
J. W. Powell.

Beard

Coal Mining

;

^
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I

shaft 22o

ft.

deup

lined for the

is

lirst

rick rests ou sills above this timber lining.

new

steel

7.J

ft.

The present headframe

the surface with timber.
to erect a

mil

nil

headframe.

The timber

from

or der-

It is desired

lining

is

not

durable or substantial enough to support the new conneither would it support the surrounding
ground, should the new headframe lie built on foundaIt has been suggested
tions on either side of the shaft.

new headframe must

on concrete founda-

rest

from the shaft to
8x18 ft.,
and inclined to slip.
SUPERINTEXDEXT.

tions set a considerable distance back

afford a firm bearing.

The

size of the shaft is

The ground

in the clear.

is

soft

Steubenville, Ohio.

In reply to this inquiry, we cannot do better than to refer our correspondent to two articles, recently published
in Coal Ace, one entitled "Steel in Mine-Construction
\\'ork," May 17, p. 757; the other "Modern Steel-Tipple
Design," May 24, p. 786. Both of these articles e.xplain in
detail the great advance made in tipple construction since
the introduction of steel for this purpose.
In the most recent designs in steel-tipple construction,
the vertical columns have been replaced by inclined or

spreading

making

it

legs, forming a very substantial frame and
possible to set the foundations at a considerable

distance back

from the

m

Vol.
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niinn

um
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ture in

1

cu.ft.

when

Since

its

—
—

—

0.3765

of

H. E. UnsHiXE.

perature and pressure, as unity.

The number.

0.37,

the reciprocal of the weight of

is

1 cu.ft.

of di-y air at absolute zero (460° F.)

sure of

1 lb.

per sq.in.

Tiiis

numlicr, 1.3273, which

a presto the

the weight of 1 cu.ft. of dry

is

and

air at absolute zero

and

number corresponds

pressure corresponding to 1

a

The weight

of 1 cu.in. of mercury (32
and 0.4911 -^ 1.3273 =^).37,
which shows that these two constants correspond and will
give the same result in calculation.
in. of

deg.

mercurv.

F.)

is

0"'.4911

lb.,

Calculation of the Specific Gravity
of

Gases

Kindly explain the method of calculating the

the tension of water vapor is meant its elasticity
other words, the effort exerted by the water vapor

This expansive

why

effort of a

always equal to the pressure that

it

vapor or gas
supports.

is

Some

word "pressure," instead of tension;

but, correctly speaking, the ten.sion

sjiccifie

does not correspond ex-

this

EoKEi!T

Smith.

Federal, Pcnn.

The specific gravity of any gas, referred to air of the
same temperature and pressure, as unity, is calculated by
first finding the molecular weight of the gas, which is the
of -the atomic weights of its elements.

=

12;H^

molecular weight of this gas

is

Thus,

for

= 4Xl = and the
= 16- Tlieu,
12 -f
-i;

-^

have twice the
volume of an atom of hydrogen, at the same temperature
and pressure, the density of the gas referred to hydro-

since the molecule of a gas

gen

is

one-half

the density of
.Vir

is

its

is

assumed

molecular weight;

marsh gas

to

or,

in

this

case,

is 8.

14.4 times as heavy as hydrogen, at the same

and pressure, and the specific gravity "f a
gas referred to air as unity, may, therefore, be calculated
from its density referred to hydrogen, by dividing the
0..^56,
density by 14.4. Thus, for marsh gas, 8 -I- 14.4
tcnilicrature

Monoiigahela, I'enn.

it

—

As just explained, the number 0.6235 is the specific
gravity of water vapor, referred to air of the same tem-

sum

Water Vapor

Kei'erring to the answer to the first question, under the
heading "Air and Mine Gases," Coal Age, Feb. 15, p.
275, I want to ask what is meant by the "tension of
water vapor." Also, in the answer to this question, what
does the number ().37()5, represent; and. in answer to the
third question on tlie same page, what do the numbers,
().(i2:i5 and 0.37 re])rcsent?

the effort

+

t.

marsh gas (CHJ, C

is

iiiiiiniii

disregarding the moisture it
atmospheric pressure (p) minus the tension (t) of the
water vapor; while the weight of the water vapor depends on the tension {t) of the vapor, multiplied by
its specific gravity (0.6235). The combined weight (w)
of the air and the water vapor it contains, therefore, is
proportional to the expression (/)
(0.6235 t),
0.6235) f, or /)
which can be written /'
(1

introduction, in the Middle

West, this type of tipple has attracted considerable atteuti(jn and, it is stated, continues to give satisfaction.

authorities use the

mil

iiiiiiliiiliiiii

saturated.

actly with the actual specific gravity.

to expand.

uiiiiiiii|

In making
weight of the air,
contains, depends on the

of tlie air

investigation of the retjuirements in coal-tipple design, by

or, in

uiniiiniin

this calculation for saturated air, the

gravity of gas, and

By

«>

I

In ihc cali-ulation of the weight of 1 cu.ft. of satair, it is necessary to calculate, first, the weight
of 1 cu.ft. of dry air, under a pressure diminished by the
tension of the vapor, and add to this the weight of mois-

with the weighing of the coal on the tijiple. This special
form of construction is the result of a carefttl study and

Tension

>

Xo. 23

shaft, so that the vibrations inci-

dent to the handling of the coal on the tipple are not
transmitted to the shaft lining. This form of con.structiou is known as the "A-frame" and very much reduces
the vibration in the structure, which formerly interfered

the manufacturers.

««

3,

urated

struction:

that the

i

i

New Headframe

Foundation for
A

ill

i

in

I
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of a gas or vapor
exerts to resist the pressure it su])ports.

=

nearly.

The actual specific gravity of n gas, as determincil by
experiment, varies more or less from the calculated specific gravity, owing to inaccuracies of determination and
impurilics in tlie gas, but the difference is slight.
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Bituminous Firebosses' Examination
Pennsylvania, May 8, 1913

in

The mixture has been styled "flashdamp," because, when
the lamp is first introduced into the gas, a cap is formed

—

If, while making au examination, you diseovQues.
ered explosive gas in the intake current of one of the
splits in which 60 persons are at work, explain your

method of proceedure
.1;)*-.

—Assuming

to protect the

that

the

men.

intake current

dangerous percentage of gas and that

it

is

contains

a

impossible to

restrict the inflow of gas into the current, and, further,

that to short-circuit the air current in an endeavor to

prevent the gas from reaching the working face would
create a dangerous condition where the meu were at

work, the only means left to prevent disaster woidd be to
increase the circulation of air in the section affected, if
In the meantime, prompt notice should
this is possible.
be sent in for the men to extinguish their lights and

withdraw from that section of the mine. By sufficiently
increasing the volume of the air current in that section
of the mine, the percentage of gas would lie reduced below the danger point.

—What

June 9, 1911,
make in regard to firebosses who neglect to comply with
their duties, or who .shall make false reports?
Ques.

Ans.

provision does the act of

—The law

neglect of duty

sijecifies

(Art.

Sec. 6) that for such

5,

or false report,

ture will extinguish the ttame of a lamp, ni a brief time.

the fireboss "shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be suspended
by the mine foreman, and his name shall be given to the
If found guilty, he shall reinspector for prosecution.
turn his certificate of qualification as fireboss to the Deprovided, however, that he may
partment of Mines
again be an applicant for a certificate as fireboss, at any
regular examination, after the expiration of six months;
but if found guilty of a second offense, he shall return
his certificate to the Department of Mines and c'aiinot
then be an applicant for reexamination."

on the flame but almost immediately disappears, owing
to the fresh air in the combustion cliamber of the lamp
being exhausted.
The flame then dims and is extinguished by the gas, which enters and fills the combustion
chamber of the lamp. The mixture of carbon dioxide and
marsh gas is lighter than air and collects at the roof.
Ques.
How would you proceed to enter and examine
a place supposed to contain firedamp?
Ans.
Proceed with caution, moving quietly and making frequent tests for gas at the roof.
Care should be
taken not to allow a thin layer of gas at the roof to escape
notice.
The gas should be slightly disturbed by blowing
the breath against the roof, so that the gas will come
down and reach the lamp. Every precaution should be
taken to avoid walking into a body of gas, or passing
under a la3'er of gas at the roof, without this being ob-

—
—

served, until

too late to retreat safely.

it is

—Where the gases that
mines generally found
tuminous
mines,
found,
Ans. — Gas
Ques.

are generated in bi-

are

coal

?

in greatest quantity,

in all

is

where it aecurnulatcs oi' in poorly ventilated places
where it is generated. The accumulation of gas depends
on the character of the gas and the strength of the aii
current circulating through the place. The tendencv of
marsh gas (CHJ is to accumulate at the face of rise
headings, or at the roof, or on the "falls." The tendency
of carbon dioxide (CO..) is to accumulate in swain])s. or
either

the foot of dip

at

woikings. or

at

the

floor

or

other

:

—
—A

If a feeder of gas

Ques.

roof of a heading,

fills

a large cavity in the
the cavity clear?

how would you keep

special brattice should be erected so as to deSuch a
the air current into the cavity in the roof.
lirattice is generally arranged by stretching a piece of
ciinvas across the heading a sufficient distance above the
iix.

I

,

i*

<

I

and inclined at a suital)le angle to carry a portioH
up into the cavity of the roof, so that it will

floor

or the air
~\\ri-\)

out the gas.
If, while

ijues.

binip

making an cxaniinalion on a fall, your
bow would you determine

extiiig-uished,

were present ?
to answer this (|ueslion without
The gas above the fall may be
iiH.ir exact inrorniation.
lio.lv of pure marsh gas, the gas being given off" in the

"hilt

gas or

.I,,.,.

,

—

became

—

gase.s

Tt

is

difficult

',1

r

'h

il

and accumulating in the cavity as fast as it is carIn this case, the action of the
off by the air current.

hiHH' in the
iiinl
iniiv

mnrsb
be

nriucd
iiii\

a

lamp should betray the
.i^iis.

nn'xtiirc

On
of

fact that

it

is

undi-

body of gas
and marsh gas,

the other haiul, this

carbon

dioxide

under conditions that permitted these gases to
without the addition of air. Such a mix-

tosiether

low places and
Ques.
fire

in

—Under

poorly \cntilale(l aban(h)ne(l workings.
what conditions would it be unsafe to

shots in bituminous coal mines?

Ans.

—

-It

is

always unsafe to

fire

a shot in a woi'ki no-

place generating gas before carefully testing that an<l ibe

adjoining places for gas. If the mine is dusty, the working face and the road, ribs and gob should be sprinkled
thoroughly before a shot is lired. It is unsafe to (ire a
shot when the brattice has not been ])roperly arranged or
there is any derangement of the circulation by which an
unusual condition is produced. It is generally unsafe to
fire

more than

a single shot in a close working place of

contracted area, since the heat, gas and dust generated
by the first shot may be ignited by the llame of the secIt is always dangerous to liic shots facing
shot.
each other, or to fire a shot depending on another shot
.\n eiiti-y sbi>l. in blowthat is expected to exjilodc first.
ing roof or bottom, should ne\ei' be laid to I'aec a

ond

strong air current.

—What meant
Ans. — The term head,
Ques.

air,

is

by the "head"

in

reference to

water, or other fluids?

as then used, is the MM-tieai distance between the stirface of Ibe fluid and any given
Whether the llnid is air, water
point below the surface.
or other liquid, the pressure, at any point below the
surface, is equal to the weight of a column of that fluid

extending from the given

i)oint to the surface.
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Washington D. C.
revised form of the resolution for the investigation of
rethe coal controversy in the West Virginia fields has been
ported in the Senate within the past few days as follows;
and
Resolved that the Senate Committee on Education
thorough
a.
Labor is hereby authorized and directed to make
existing in the
and complete investigation of the conditions
of
Paint Creeli coal fields of West Virginia for the purpose
'^^'^First"'"w'hether or not any system of peonage has been or
is maintained in said coal fields.
>,„„.,
Second. Whether or not postal services and facilities ha\ e
been or are interfered with or obstructed in said coal fields;

A

.

and

if so,

by whom.

,

.^

^.
Third Whether or not the immigration laws of this country have been or are being violated in said coal fields; and if
have been discriminathere
not
whether
or
so" by whom: and
the
tions" against said coal fields in the administration of
immigration laws at ports of entry.
Fourth Investigate and report all facts and circumstances
relating to the charge that citizens of the United States have
been arrested, tried, and convicted contrary to or in violation
of the Constitution or the laws of the United States.
Investigate and report to what extent the condiFifth
tions existing in said coal fields in West Virginia have been
caused by agreements and combinations entered into contrary
to the laws of the United States for the purpose of controlling
the production, sale, and transportation of the coal of these
.

,

.

Investigate and report whether or not firearms,
Sixth.
ammunition and explosives have been shipped into the said
coal fields with the purpose to exclude the products of said
coal fields from competitive markets in interstate trade; and
if so. bv whom, and by whom paid for.
the
If any or all of these conditions exist,
Seve"nth.

causes leading up to such conditions.
Said committee, or anv subcommittee thereof, is hereby
empowered to sit and act during the session or recess of Con-it
gress, or of either house thereof, at such time and place as
the
may deem necessarv; to require by subpoena or otherwise
attendance of witnesses and the production of papers, books,
and documents: to employ stenographers, at a cost not exceeding $1 per printed page, to take and make a record of all
evidence taken and received by the committee and keep a
record of its proceedings: to have such evidence, record, and
other matter required bv the committee printed: and to employ such other clerical assistance as may be necessary. The
chairman of the committee or any member thereof may administer oaths to witnesses.
Subpoenas for witnesses shall be issued under the signature of the chairman of the committee or subcommittee
Every person who. having been summoned as a
thereof.
witness bv authoritv of said committee or any subcommit-

tee thereoif. willfully makes default, or who having appeared
refuses to answer any questions pertinent to the investigation
herein authorized, shall be held to the penalties provided by
section one hundred and two of the Revised Statutes of the
United States.
The expenses thereof shall be paid from the contingent
fund of the Senate on vouchers ordered by said committee,

signed by the chairman thereof, and approved by the committee on contingent expenses.
Divergent Opinions at the Supreme Court of .\ppeals
In the furtherance of its study of the West Virginia coal
situation, the Senate has had printed two recent decisions by
the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia in the cases
of State ex rel. Mays vs. Brown and others, in which careful
attention is given to the action taken by the governor of
West Virginia in establishing martial law in that state. According to the majority opinion in these cases:
As a result of these principles, views and conclusions, we
have two areas or sections in the state, by virtue of a declaration of a state of war in the district, in which the powers

government and the rights of citizens differ most radically.
The tremendous power of the governor in the military disNevertheless,
trict does not extend beyond the limits thereof.
he Is the governor of the peaceable territory of the state, and
has such powers as are normally vested in him by the constiadditional
authority
the legistution and the laws, and any
lature may have conferred upon him in pacific territory in
of

the event of such exigencies, not violative of constitutional
provisions. In the language of John Adams, the state has a
peace power and a war power, both of which are now active.
We construe the returns of the respondents as asserting,
for the purposes of this case, the powi'r of detention of the
petitioners, not a right to try them by a military commission.
Having shown the existence of a state of war in the area covered by the governor's proclamation, and the steps taken to
suppress the insurrection and lawlessness in that territory,
the returns say the petitioners have been largely instrumental
in causing and encouraging the lawlessness, riot and insurrection, and that their detention is. In the judgment of
the executive, necessary in order to effectually suppress the

same.
This sufficiently charges them with having willfully given
aid. support, and information to the insurgents, the enemy,
In a time of war. Insurrection, and public danger, and Section 6 of Chapter 14 of the code confers upon the governor

to apprehend and imprison all such persons.
Such acts may be done ilther inside or outside of the mili-

power

"I

'
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'""
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tary district. Nothing in the terms of the statute limits the
exercise of this executive power of apprehension and imprisonment to persons within the military district, and it is
obvious that persons outside of such district may do as much
or more tlian persons inside of it to defeat executive action
looking to the suppression of the insurrection or rebellion.
Hence there is no reason for such a limitation. On the contrary, there is good reason against it. wherefore we must
say "the legislature intended no such a limitation, and the
statute contemplates such arrests and imprisonment of persons committing these acts outside of the military district.
The minority opinion in the same case as now issued by
the Senate taltes practically the reverse point of view, saying:
A clash between mine owners and miners cannot be considered public war, and the participants dealt with as enemies
True, it is that in war the enemy, whether a
of the state.
foreign one or a rebel to whom the status of belligerent has
been given, has no legal rights which those opposed to him
must respect. But have either the mine owners and their
guards on the one side, or the miners on the other assumed
the status of belligerency against the state?
Because of warfare between themselves and violations of
the law in relation thereto, has neither side any constitutional rights which the state is bound to respect? Nothing in
the record justifies the conclusion that either the mine owners and their guards on the one hand, or the miners on the
other, have lost their allegiance of the state by the unfortunate clash between them or by any other act.
Each
Neither faction has made war against the state.
time the militia has been sent to the district, all has remained
quiet. Chief Justice Marshall early defined what it is to make
"war:

To constitute a levying of war, there must be an assemblage of persons for the purpose of effecting by force a
treasonable purpose. (Ex parte BoUman. 4 Cranch, 75.)
Nothing even reminding one of treasonable purpose is
Yet the majority opinion deals
involved in these cases.
with the citizens of the district as rebels. It deals with a
part of Kanawha County as enemy's country. In this it cannot be sustained bv reason of auttiority. Cabin Creek district
has not seceded! The residents of that district are citizens of
the state under its civil protection, though they may have
violated the law. Because one violates the law, does he lose
The guiltiest man, if he is not an enemy
his legal rights?
in putjlic warfare directly against the state, is entitled to all
riglits as a citizen.

PENNSYL,V.\NIA
Anthracite

—

Philadelphia G. C. Todd, special assistant to AttorneyGeneral McReynolds, has presented to Judges Gray, Buffington and McPherson, in the Federal District Court, a decree
to enforce the mandate of the highest court, cancelling the
so called 65 per cent, contracts under which the large coalcarrying railroads purchase the product of small companies.
This decree will not prevent coal companies, individually,
from entering into the 65 per cent, contract arrangement with
railroads, so long as they are not the result of a concerted
plan or plot or in restraint of trade.

—

\Vilkes-Barre About 700 employees at the Westmoreland
Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. and 1000 employees at
the Taylor Colliery of the Lackawanna Coal Co. are on
strike because of the failure of some of their number to wear
the union working button. It is reported that agents of the
the
I. W. W. have been at work at Westmoreland, influencing
men to drop their allegiance to the United Mine Workers and
ally themselves with the Industrial Workers of the World.
The 1500 employees in the coal-stripping operations of
Contractor David Benjamin, in the Hazleton section, have
been granted a substantial increase in wages under a threeyear agreement, secured by the officers of the United Mine
Workers of the Seventh District.
Soranton The climax of this city's fight for surface protection comes with the march of citizens on the State Capitol
in Harrisburg, to demand that the Senate pass the Davis Mine
Cave bill and the Roney coal tonnage tax measure. Special
rates have been obtained, and it is expected that more than
200 men will form the delegation. This demonstration promises to surpass any that has ever been made in this section of

—

the state.

— Over

Bituminous

men employed at the Gallatin and
River Coal Co. struck. May 26, because the company officials demanded that they work in entries
with white powder and safety lamps. It is reported that the
men have stated that they would not work with safety lamps
and white powder in any entry as long as electricity is used
in the mines.
They claim that electricity is as dangerous as
open lights.
Mononeahela

Manown mines

of

the

GOO

-

Jiun'
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—

WEST VIRGINIA

Charleston Governor Hatfield, of West Virginia, is exonerated on a number of charges circulated against him in connection with the West Virginia coal strike, in a report to the
national commiteee of the Socialist party made June 3 by
Victor L. Berger, Adolph Germer and Eugene V. Debs, who
conducted a personal investigation.

—

Saeamore The large and costly plant of the Buffalo &
Susquehanna Coal Co., at Sagamore, was put out of commission and a loss of about $15,000 was entailed by an accident,
May 30, that has all of the earmarks of being the handiwork
of vandals.
The coal train that visits the town daily had taken out
all but eight loaded coal cars and put 30 "empties" in en the
grade above the tipple. About two hours after the train had
f girders, and every cne of
left there was a heavy crash
the 38 cars was smashed up badly and piled under and about
the tipple. The bottom pans, girders and much other skeleton
work of the tipple being torn out.
Investigation showed that the cars had had their bri.:kes
properly set v/hen they were put in. It is evident tha.t srme
one opened the brakes and the cars started by vh'^ir own
weight. There is no clue as to the perpetrators cf the deed.
A wrecking crew from Galeton was called and has been at
work clearing the tracks, but it will be some time before
the tipple is put into shape to permit the resumption of work
at the big operation.

—

AVheeling Five hundred miners went on strike May 24 at
In
the Loraine Coal & Dock Co.'s mine at Crescent, Ohio.
addition to this 400 workmen employed at the Enterprise
Enamel Works, at Bellaire. Ohio, are also on strike.

'

—

Moreantonn The summer meeting of the West Virginia
Coal Mining Institute will be held in Morgantown, June 24,
25 and 26. There is a desire on the part of the officials of the
Institute that the coal men of the state get acquainted with
It is believed that when the interests
the State University.
become aware of the excellent equipment of the school, so
far as the college of mines is concerned, that they will take
morfe interest in it and will begin the ground work of an
important school of the state.

OHIO

—

I

I

I

(

I

Columlins The Ohio representative of the annual mining
congress to be held at Karlsbad, Bohemia in July will ask
for a six-hour day and a five-day week for all work conHe will also ask for a
nected with coal-mining industries.
uniform inside day wage scale, and proportionate advances
for machine mining and also for a substantial advance on
pick-mined coal.
It is said that Ohio coal operators will be drawn into the
investigation to be made by the United States Senate Committee on Education by the labor people in West Virginia
fields.
Allegations have been made by the members of the
committee that the operators in Ohio are interested in fomenting trouble in the West Virginia field.
Governor Cox, of Ohio, will soon take up the matter of
naming the commission provided for in the Thomas resolution adopted by the Ohio General Assembly.
This commission
is to investigate the rate of wages being paid for coal mining
The resolution was adopted to sidetrack the Green
in Ohio.
antiscreen bill, which had passed the Ohio Senate and was
pending in the House of Representatives. Judge M. N. Donahue, of the Ohio .Supreme Court, who was offered a place on
the commission, refused to serve.

INDIANA

—

IndlanapollH The Indiana wide entry law of 1907 is held
to be constitutional by the Supreme Court of the United
States.
It provides that there shall be at least 2 ft. of space
between track and wall, either on one or both sides, as a
means of escape for miners in case of threatened collision
or other accident to the cars. Veins 3 and 4 in the block field
The penalty for violation is a
are exempt from the law.
fine not to exceed $200, to which imprisonment may be added.
The Vandalla Coal Co., in a test case, which It carried through
the courts of the state, took it in final appeal to the highest
court of the land, the judges of which decided unanimously
that the law is constitutional.
The company alleged it was
discriminative and class legislation.

ILLINOIS

—

the mine inspectors' bill, which is now in
the State Legislature, becomes a law, the miners of Illinois
SprlnKflelil
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JacksonTille A fire which started from spontaneous combustion of coal dust recently destroyed $125,000 worth of property of the Royal Colliery Co., IVz miles west of Virden. The
upper works of the mine, with the exception of a one-story'
brick engine house, and the tipple and washery containing
100,000 tons of coal were consumed.
Machinery in the tipple
valued at $17,000 was ruined. The fire started in the upper
part of the washer building and had gained considerable
headway before employees of the company on their way to
start the night shift had discovered the blaze.
None of the
company's men were in the mine at the time. The upper
works were recently improved at a cost of $20,000, and the
tipple, when constructed a few years ago, was valued at
$15,000.
The cost of the washery was placed at $50,000, and
this spring new shaker screens were installed at a cost of
$10,000.
The loss is covered by insurance. Six hundred men
will be thrown out of work temporarily.

—

Herrin One life was lost and another saved only by the
use of an oxygen machine as the result of a fire which broke
out May 22 in the mine of the Illinois Hocking Valley Washed
Coal Co. The fire is still raging and the state rescue car has
been called from Benton to aid in fighting tho flames. Th
fire is believed to have started in the mule stable, where 17

animals were burned to death.

COLOR-\DO

—

Denver The new coal mine inspection bill of Colorado has
now become a law. Each coal operator is compelled to pay
the coal mine inspection department Sc. for every ton mined.
It is expected that this will bring in a revenue of approximately $24,000 a year. The expenses of the department will
be in the neighborhood of $15,000 to $18,000. and the balance
.

will go into the general fund of the state.

IDAHO

—

Kelloggr The miners employed on Big Creek, at the Sidney
Shonts lease went on strike May 19, demanding $4 per day.
They claim this is a scale that should be paid at all properties
located on isolated spots such as the one at which they are
working.

MONT.VNA

—

Leivlston-n Judge R. E. Ayers has named the following
to constitute the Board of Coal Mine Inspectors for
Fergus County: P. H. Gilkerson, mine operator; A. H. Brew,
coal miner; J. B. McDermott, state Inspector.

men

PERvSONALvS
R. M. Waugh, of Calvert, Tex., has been appointed general
superintendent of the Southwestern Fuel Co.'s mines, located
three miles north of that city.
Mr. Waugh succeeds T. M.
Reaverly.
J. W. Bishoff, chief engineer of the Davis Colliery Co., has
been appointed acting general superintendent, in the place
of J. F. Healy, general manager of mines, who has resigned.
This appointment was to take effect June 2.

Martin Garvey, superintendent of the operations of the
Davis Coal & Coke Co., at Thomas, Tucker County, W. Va.,
has resigned his position, to take affect June 1. It is expected
that he will travel for eight months.
After that time has
elapsed, he will have charge of the coal properties in the state
of Kentucky.

James E. Reese, foreman of Mine No. 6, at Albia, Iowa,
was instantly killed while on duty May 28. Mr. Reese was
using the telephone at the foot of a hill, when the tailrope
on the ingoing trip broke, letting the cars run wild. Mr.
Reese was struck and sustained a broken neclt. He is survived by a wife and child.

If

will soon vote on each inspector
to be posted at each mine, giving

by

districts.

Notices are

the date of the proposed
convention to which each mine shall send a delegate. The
delegate has a vote for every miner represented, so that two
er three large mines in a district may by combination agree
on a choice and force It on the others.

T, S. Elwell, general manager of the Pittsburgh Coal Co.,
of Wisconsin, died May 21 at St. Mary's Hospital, in Duluth,
following an operation for acute appendicitis. Mr. Elwell is
a graduate of the University of Wisconsin Law School, and,
for a number of years practiced that profession.
The body
has been taken to Minneapolis. Mr. Elwell is survived by a
widow, a daughter and a sister.
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
Department of the Interior. Bureau of Mines: Rules and
Leased
to Govern the Coal Mines at Gebo. Wye.
Owl Cieek Coal Co. Thirteen pages 5%x9 in.
Construction of Bailroails In Alaska. Hearings before the
Committee on Territories, United States Senate, Sixty-third
Tart 7. dated May 12, 1913, pages
Congress, First Session.
Regulations

to the

267-288,

The

5%x9

in.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.

conveyor

belt.

111..

51/2x8

',4

Tamphlet. "Longlife"

in.

The ^Vntt Mining Car Wheel

Mine Cars, Catalog
Second Edition May 1913. Nineteen pages 5V4x7% in.
Also Catalog "B" Steel Ore Cars.
The Star Electric Fuz.e Works, Wilkes-Barre, Penn. Eight
pages. 714x9 in. describing and illustrating "Red Spitters"
for blasting in Coal Mines.
Also matter describing the "LilCo., Steel

"F",

illustrated.

liput"

shot

firers

battery.

The Trimont Manufucturingr
bui-y

(Boston),

Mass.

Co.,

Catalog No.

55-71
77.

12

Amory
pp.;

St.,

5i4,x6%

Roxin.;

illus.

The above is a neat little catalog containing advance prices
upon all goods (Trimo wrenches, etc.) put out by the Trimont company. Tt will be sent upon i-eqiiest.

1

1

RECENT COAL AND
PATENTS

No. 21

—
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lid:

— The

Citizens Coal & Gas Co. has been
incorporated here, with $10,000 capital stock, to deal in
The directors are, G. A. Linton, H. G. Williamson and
coal.
W. L. Morris.
L,us;ans|iurt.

luil.

—

Newton, Penn. The Saron Coal & Coke Co.; capital stock,
$100,000; to engage in the mining of coal ami manufacture
Incorporators: D. T. Vinton. W. R. Thompson, T. .T.
of coke.
Br.vant, E. Watts and A. E. Bush.
Chief works to be located
at White County, Ky.

—

Buffalo, N. Y. The Commercial Coal & Supply Co., cap$2500; directors, William A. Adolf, Henry C. Stone, a
former coal dealer, and Peter Englehardt. The coal business
of the late James Ash is incorporated under the name of
James Ash, Inc., the directors being John G. Cloak and
Charles F. Houck, executors of the estate, and Daniel C.
Shearer.
ital

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
W.

Wellaburg,

i>-— T.

1

C.

Bane, of Short Creek, ha:

i

—

—

—

—

—

reality.

—

Spokane, AVash. The International Coal & Coke Co., whose
mines and offices are located at Coleman, Alberta, will distribute $30,000 in profits, among its stockholders who were
registered on May 20.
.\lbia, Iowa
The Harris Bros, are arranging to open their
new mine on the Spencer farm, south of Hilton. They have
a large tract of land to woi'k and the enterprise will represent an investment of $300,000.
Connellsvlllr, Penn. The Pittsburgh Coal Co. has purchased 300 acres of the Caldwell tract in Washington County.

—

—

The consideration was $82,500. The tract of land in question
lies in Mt. Pleasant Township.
WayneMliurB, Penn. W. H. Brown, who recently bought
1344 acres of Greene County coal at Grays Landing, is ex-

—

pecting to develop his property during the fall.
plant of 400 ovens, on the river near Brownsdale,

His Alitia
is

in active

operation.

—

Detroit. Mieh. The Solvay Process Co., of Detroit has
bought the Spring Coal Co.'s property in the Pocahontas
smokeless district of West Virginia, as an addition to its
list of ten mines.
The output is to be increased to SOO.OOO

tons annually.

—

Wichita. Kan. 71 is rumored that S. B. McClaren. a coal
and lumber dealer, will establish two coal yards in Wichita
are now at work erecting the sheds, the first
The
is to be- 14x130 ft., and the second, 20x58 ft.
buildings will be finished early in .lune.
this fall.
of which

Men

Cofreyvilie. Kan.
A 6-ft. bed of coal Is said to have been
found at a depth of 292 ft. on the Sullivan farm, four miles
south of Parsons. The coal was so finely ground that it is
Impossible to determine its quality, but there is talk of organizing a compaTiy to make a thorough test.
ColnmliiiM. Ohio
The Hocking Valley R.R. Co. has placed
an order with the Ralston Steel Car Co., of Columbus, for
1000 gondola steel coal cars, to be delivered some time in the
fall.
These cars are to take the place of the 3000 30-ton cars
sold by the road to a Northwestern railroad company.
WInillier. Penn.
It is reported that the first coal has been
extracted from the Loyalhanna new mine at Calrnbrook. This
coal is being taken out through the tunnels put In for taking
In empty mine cars when the mine is in complete operation.
Scheesley & Sons, contractors, finished their work and bft

—

—

the job

May

30.

—

—

—

Coshoeton, Ohio Members of the Ohio Coal Co., whose
mines are located in the Tunnel Hill neighborhood on the
C. A. & G. lines, held a business meeting in Coshocton reExtensive impi'ovements have been made about the
cently.
mines the last several months. The shipping facilities and
output have been increased, houses built and other improvements made.
Mounilsville, W. Va. Attorney I. N. Kuhn, of Waynesburg,
and J. W. lams, of East Waynesburg, have ju3t closed a deal
by which Mr. Kuhn secures from Mr. lams 521 acres of coal
land located in Marshall County, W. Va. The coal is in two
tracts, one lying near Limestone, and the other near the Panama mines on the B. & O. R.R. In partial payment, Mr. Kuhn
has given a business property in Washington.

—

acres, to the McKinley Coal Co.
Pnnxsutanney, i'enii. W. J. McAninch. Joseph Knabb and
others, have secured options on a large tract of land fronting
the Sandy Lick, where they have secured siding privileges.
They are now test drilling and expect to develop a deep
seam of coal which has been found constant throughout the
numerous drillings for gas.
Connellsville. Penn. A seam of coal has been discovered
at Rockwood recently, and preparations are being made to
develop it and erect coke ovens.
Pott.sville, Penn.
The actual work of stripping Broad
Mountain for coal by the P. & R. has been started by Dick
and Co., contractors of Hazleton.
Shady Side, Ohio The shaft at the new Webb mine, of the
Jones Coal Co., has been completed, and work on the inside
of the mine is to be started at once.
Minot. N. D. The site for a briquetting plant has been
bought for some time and the machinery has recently been
arranged for. This makes the plant practically an assured

half of his farm, 11

892

Hirliman, Ky. Saad Salaamy, who has been in the coal
business in this region for the past two years, has gone into
business with J. T. Dillon. The firm will be known as the
Independent Coal Co. They will install a large electric crane,
with two 100-ft. towers, for conveying coal from barges on
the river to their yards.
Pittsburgh, Penn. The new coke-dra'wing machinery has
been delivered at the Marianna plant of the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Co.. on the Ellsworth branch of the Monongahela division
of the Pennsylvania R.R. One thousand men are employed at
present, but additional miners are being employed each day.
and 200 more men can be given work.

—

Eldora, III. Mr. Reece, of Gillespie. 111., has been in Eldora for considerable time investigating the coal fields in
that region. His object was to become acquainted with ownLater he will
ers of property where coal prospects exist.
return and endeavor to secure option on the coal-bearing
lands for the purpose of drilling. If successful, he will install
machinery a.nd at once begin mining operations.
It is rumored that the Standard Oil
L,os AnB'eles, Calif.
Co. of California is behind individual land seekers who are
buying or leasing extensive properties in the Kern River disIt is pointed out that the company is already in the
trcit.
fuel, oil and asphalt business on an extensive scale, and the
heavy variety of petroleum found in the Kern River field is
needed by the concern's refinery in that section.

—

—

BIrminiehnm, .\la. Contracts have been closed with the
Central Coal Co. to supply electric power for the production
of coal at Kimberly No. 3, and Kimberly No. 1, which are located about 19 miles north of Birmingham, on the Louisville
& Nashville R.R. The power will be furnished by the Birmingham Railway Light & Power Co., at a cost of $50,000,
approximately half of what it will cost the coal company to

manufacture

it

itself.

—

Battle Creek, Mieh. For nearly six weeks the Grand Trunk
R.R. has been unable to get coal from the mines in Indiana,
and it has been necessary to use the largest part in the reserve dock in the Nichols yards. In view of the fact that the
flooded mines are now dried out. the road intends to replenish
For this
this reserve coal supply which it has drawn upon.
purpose 50 men are at work in the local yards unloading coal,
tons
will
be
required
several
hundred
and it is expected that
to refill the bins.

—

Cleveland. Ohio The Kiik-Dunn Coal Co.. with $300,000
capital stock, contemplates developing 2000 acres of Ohio
coal land on the Youngstown & Ohio River R.R., according to an announcement made recently. Interested in the new
company are F. M. Kirk, Cleveland coal man, and W. H. Dunn,
.Salem coal man. The land lies in the neighborhood of East
The company expects to be
Liverpool and Lisbon, Ohio.
operating extensively by autumn of this year. Its Cleveland
office will be in the Williamson Building.

—

Philadelphia, Penn. .Vt a meeting of the directors of the
B. Newton Coal Co., the report of the president for the
first sl.x months showed earnings In excess of the amount
necessary to pay a dividend on the first and second pi'eferred
stock, as well as a sufficient amount to take care of the sinkIn view of betterments and Improvements to be
ing fund.
made this summer, it was felt that the consideration of the
dividend on the second preferred stock should be postponed
until the end of the company's first year. In November.

George

—

Colon, Panama The discovery of a high-grade anthracite
coal has been made within IS miles of deep-water transportaThe discovery was made on the
tion. In the Colon region.
Rio Tndio. which flows Into the Caribbean, not far from the
mouth of the canal. An area of 25 miles was surveyed and
was found to be underlaid uniformly by a seam of coal from
Surveys, pre2 to 4 ft. thick, running S5 per cent, carvon.
liminary to the construction of a railroad, 80 miles In length,
This will bring the coal region
are to be started at once.
Into direct communication with the c:\n:\:. where It can be

loaded aboard ship.

.
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The coastwise bituminous trade

is

showing an increase
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Anthracite is coming forward steadily on sp: ing orders.
The demand keeps up from all sections and June is expected
Stove is the size most
to be an activfe month for hard coal.
in request although the demand for other grades is really
understood that a
It is
more even than was expected.
liberal share of the anthracite mined is being sent to other
markets and if that condition holds for a tew weeks the demand -ft'ill continue to be somew-hat ahead of the supply.
Loading with most of the New York companies is notably
slow, except on pea and buck-wheat.

NE-W

are demanding a premium over the season's cirwhatever free coal they have. Most shipments on
are being well kept up but there are occasional rean insufficient labor supply; were this condition
remedied the movement would immediately become so heavy
In adjacent territories
that a car shortage would develop.
practically no one is filling orders promptly, because there is
reports
are current that a
around:
to
go
coal
insufficient
number of large wholesalers have contracted for some tondeliver.
unable
to
now
they
are
nages that
There is an increasing demand for domestic grades in
Ohio, which, together with the good steam trade, and a heavy
lake business, has stiffened the market in every respect;
every effort is being made to rush as large a tannage as possible into the Northwest, and prices are being well mainDumping at the Hampton Roads piers during the
tained.
week has not been as heavy as was expected; producers,
however, are holding their surpluses in a number of instances to apply on contracts which shortly become operative.
The Southern market is as active as could be expected at this time, with a car shortage in some districts, as
a result of which a number of mines are falling behind on
their contracts.
Buyers generally in the Middle Western market still appear to be holding oft in anticipation of a uniform bieak in
prices, but indications in most districts are that the coming
winter will see some ne^v high records in quotations. The
heavy shipments in the lake trade are red'^cing consignments
on certain grades, -with the result that a scarcity is developing in some feiv districts. The strong position of the Eastern fuels continues to be the main feature in the market.

operators
cular for
contracts
ports of

BOSTOX, M.\SS.

—

BltuminouM Very little new business is heard from. .All
the agencies appear to be comfortably supplied with orders,
especially on Pocahontas and New River.
The smaller buyers are falling into line from week to week, having practically abandoned any hope of lower prices.
The market is
very firm and there is an entire absence of "cut" rumors.
The first of June finds the situation in decidedly better shape

many years

at

this season.

Receipts at

Roads are rather smaller than a month or two ago.
cumulation has all been moved and on account

Hampton
The acof

short

somewhat diminished.
slowing up on deliveries. Some of the

labor supply the daily output is

Georges Creek

is

transportation operated by Georges Creek interests has been
diverted to loading other coals, in only a small way, to be
sure, but yet it seems to signify a reduced output.
A small
decrease In each of a large number of operations will be sufficient to make things interesting again this fall and winter.
Kven at the high prices ruling It Is no effort to place all the
Georges Creek that comes down. The same is true of the
better known grades from Pennsylvania districts.
All-rail
and up the line from the tidewater distributing points there
is no preceptlble change from a week ago.

iiiiiininniiiiminnniniiiinininiiiiii

Somersets

Hampton

ket.

In the Pittsburgh district indications point to a recordbreaking business in the lake trade, while the market still
continues strong in all branches; in the spot market most

iiiiiiiiii

S1.2o@l.S0 S1.67@1.77
2.30@2.75 2.92@3.02
2 S0(<f.3 00 3.22@3.32

Bostont

Jlost agencies seem to
in strength as the season advances.
be liberally supplied with orders, and the small buyers have
The market
prices.
of
lower
hopes
abandoned
definitely
now
condition than
is firm all along the line, and in much better
supply in
labor
The
year.
the
period
of
this
at
ordinarily
the mining regions is short, and a slight curtailment in prowould
operators
of
number
large
part
of
a
the
on
duction
Loose toncreate an interesting situation to say the least.
in
broadening
to
a
infrequent,
due
more
becoming
nages are
the market and a restriction in production, and this is, of
marspot
in
the
movement
buying
freer
creating
a
course,

than for

nil

follows:

-

every respect.
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Current' quotations on bituminous at wholesale are about

tJENEKAI. REVIE\V
The demand for hard coal keeps up in all sections of the
month is expected to be an active
current
the
and
country,
The loading out of Newone in the anthracite business.
and stove still continues to be
slow,
notably
is
harbor
York
the shortest in supply. Naturally some of the sizes are be-

to drag with the approach of midsummer but as
compared with previous years the situation is satisfactory in

mill
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YORK

Anthrnoite The hard coal business during May was just
about equal to that of 1911, and, of course, far ahead of the
trade during the same month in 1912, conditions then, being
abnormal, due to the suspension in mining. The outlook for
the sumn-ier is doubtful. Some companies are inclined to regard the situation rather optimistically, -while others anticipate an abnormally dull market over the midsummer period.
In general it appears that the trade is easing oft slightly,
although not more than what is normally expected at this
time of the year.
Stove coal continues to be the shortest in supply, with
Lehigh egg a close second; in fact most companies report
all the prepared sizes to be in good demand.
Pea and buckwheat in the steam grades are still the heaviest, some operators reporting that they are no\v putting these into storage,
although others state that they have not yet found this nec-While labor is short in the mining districts, the efessary.
fects are not apparent on the shipments coming in, which are
fully up to the usual amount for this time of the year.
Car
supply is excellent.
A further increase in the standard anthracite circular of
10c. per ton is now in effect, and we quote the New- York
market on hard coal as follows:

Broken
EggStove
Chestnut.

.

Pea
Buckwheat
Rice
Barley

.

June

7.

COAL AGE

1913

Bituminous

— The

PITTSBURGH, PENX.
market

continues

strong

Tidewater business from this port seems to be the strongfeature of the market.
The local trade is still going
along at a jog trot, with nothing to boast of in either the
demand, or the outlook for future business. As a matter of
fact, the market is gradually approaching the season when
conditions are generally sluggish.
Of course, a comparison
with last year during the summer months, cannot be considered, but as general rule curtailed work at the mines,
and a stagnant condition of the market, usually prevails during the season now approaching.
The bituminous market has still to redeem itself. While
there seems to be a slightly better feeling, its growth is
slow, and action feeble, although the feeling seems to be
general that, taking all in all. it is gradually growing better.

throughout,

est

but as operators are well able to ship there is not much
prompt business being placed. There is no uniform prompt
market, some producers being willing to sell such free coal
as they have at regular circular prices, while others demand
a premium, and occasionally secure it. We note a sale today
of 1500 tons of prompt at 10c. above circular prices.
The supply of labor is somewhat scant, according to the opinion of
some, but it remains a fact that necessary shipments are
being made. The car supply is short only occasionally, but
with a larger labor supply operators would probably try to
get out more coal than they could secure cars for, and then
the situation would be definitely called one of car shortage.
Lake shipments are heavy with all signs pointing to a
record breaking tonnage this year.
This does not mean that
the Pittsburgh district is doing more than its share, but that
there is general pressure for neavy Lake shipments.
The
slack market is quite Irregular, as usual at this time, many
operators selling for what they can secure, while others hold
to the circular price of 90c. and store what cannot be sold.
The lowest price done on slack this season is understood to
have been 55c., and in extreme cases in the past week 60c.
has been done, though 75c. would probably represent the
average market for prompt slack. Operators are now quoting two prices on 114-in. screened coal, $1.55, the regular circular price put out months ago. for 1%-in. domestic, and
$1.50 for 1%-in. steam coal.
Noting that prompt coal, except
slack, frequently commands a premium of SfUlOc. we quote
regular circular prices as follows: Slack, 90c.; nut and slack,

BIFF.VLO.
The bituminous market
bers of the trade

is

>'.

Y.

as strong as ever and bear

now content themselves by

mem-

predicting that

will all go fiat next fall.
their time for hunting up coal

At present they need most of
enough to meet their demand.
Practically nobody is filling orders promptly, for the reason
There
that there is not bituminous enough to go around.
were long faces when the Decoration Day reports came in
with notice of next to nothing done in the mines. Every effort was made to keep the miners at work, but with only
it

partial success.

There are still a good many minor contracts making, all
which are quite satisfactory to the seller; one operator
claims to be getting fully 15c. more than a year ago. There
is much report of jobbers eastward who have taken big selling contracts without fortifying themselves at the mines and
now they are begging for coal. One of them who used to
buy all he could sell, and getting it at his own prices, is now
paying as much for slack as he contracted to furnish mineof

$1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30; %-in., $1.40; 114-in. steam,
$1.50; 1%-in. domestic, $1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh
district.
Connellsi-llle Coke
The market remains quite strong in

—

the face of a very decided lack of activity as regards new
business, and it is quite evident that the operators are holding together on prices through faith, stiinulated by the
strong influence of banking interests, rather than through
Shipments against contracts are
actual market conditions.
heavy, but have undergone a slight decrease in the past fortnight, due to the blowing out of a few blast furnaces.
Prompt demand is extremely light, and is generally filled at
concessions of 5@10c. from the usual asking price of $2.25
Negotiations for contracts for furnace
for furnace coke.
coke are light, and some inquiries recently out have been
withdrawn. Demand for foundry coke is only moderate, but
prices continue to be held at a good premium over furnace
coke, on account of the shortage of labor, which particularly
We quote prices unchanged:
affects the forking of cars.

run for.
There

Pittsburg
therefore, no slackness in prices.
quoted at $2. SO. three-quarter at $2.65. mineCoke is less firm than coal
at $2.15.
quotable on the basis of $4.75 for best Connellsville
is,

select lump
run at $2.55

and

is

is

and slack

furnace.

The anthracite trade is steady, but consumers are well
enough supplied to keep them quiet for sometime yet. Report has it that the Eastern coast trade is good enough to
make it undesirable to crowd coal Westward just now except
for storage against winter. Shipments of anthracite by lake
for May, were 628.650 tons and for the season. 1.133.364 ton.s.
For the same time last season the shipments were only 40,250
tons,

Prompt furnace, $2.15 @ 2.25; contract furnace (nominal asking) $2.50; prompt foundry $2.S5@3.25; contract foundry.

owing

to

mining suspension.
COLI'MBITS.

OHIO

Activity still characterizes the coal trade in all the mining districts of Ohio. There is a slightly increasinij demand
for domestic grades, which coupled with a good steam trade
and a heavy Lake business has the effect of making the
market stiff in every particular. The tone is good and practically every one connected with the trade anticipates a
good year. Prices are well maintained at the same !evel
which has prevailed for the past few weeks.
The lake trade is still active, every effort being made to
rush a large tonnage to the Northwest. The docks are tf-king care of the shipments in good shape and the con.gestion
among the lake vessels is about over. Dock prices are well
maintained and shippers in both the Hocking Valley and
Some
eastern Ohio fields are working as fast as possible.
trouble over a car shortage is reported from eastern Ohio
and as a result production in that district has b"en cur-

$3(S3.25. per ton at ovens.

B.\L,TIMORE, MD.

The improved condition in the local market was maintained
during the week, the demand for all grades continuing brisk
and the price list firm; spot business was the feature of the
market, especially in the line trade. Consumers depending
on prompt delivery are buying more freely, while loose tonnages are becoming more infrequent, due to a broadening of
the market and some restrictions in production at the mines.
The movement under contract continues large, with prices
unchanged. In fact, a good healthy tone pervades the coal
industry in this vicinity due to an unusual industrial activity,
and operators are having difficulty in meeting the increased
demand because of the labor shortage.
Shipments of gas coal to the Lakes have reached the highest point of the year, and this has tended to create a shortage of railroad equipment in the Eastern markets. As yet,
this has not seriously interfered with operations, but indications are that it will gradually become worse and be even
more acute than usual the coming fall.
PH1L,.\ DELPHI A, PE!«N.

tailed.

Railroads are taking a large tonnage, because of the increasing freight movement; many of the railroad contracts
have been renewed although a few are .still hanging file.
Steam contracts have been mostly renewid at higher figures
than prevailed in 1912.
Quotations in the Ohio fields arc as follows:

The anthracite trade is now past the first ,veek in .June,
comparing with the business during this month last

and

year, which was the first full month that the mines worked
after the suspension, the situation is said to look fairly good.
Of course, some of the sizes are beginning to drag, notably
the small ones, and egg and chestnut, but stove coal will
All orders for this last size must
carry the others along.
be accompanied by some for the other sizes as well.
The market so far has shown almost a reversal of condi-

regards the demand for stove and chestnut. It was
the unprecedented call for the latter size some two years
ago. which doubtless Impelled the operators to advance the
price to 25c. over stove, and the effect has been to drive some
of the business that formerly was on chestnut, back to the
stove size.
At any rate, the market Is hungry for stove,
and the proportion of the orders is entirely at variance with
the percentage of this size mined.
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Hocking
Domestic lump
J-inch
fjut

50
l-JS

$1

,

120

1.15

0.70
0.60

tions, as

.

PittsburRh

Pomeroy
51..50

Kanawha

COAL AGE
HAMPTOX ROADS,

VA.

disposition at a lemunerative figure.
In
the railroads where the car shortage i.« most acute, the mines are not keeping up with their
contracts.
Regardless of how favorable other conditions may be,
it is not believed that the outputs in Alabama can be largely
increased until the labor situation is materialy improved.
Prices seem to have struck a level properly justified by
consumption and production as there is little variation from

suppliers are not negotiating, preferring to hold coal
now at tidewater for contract vessels about due. One of the
large shippers over Lamberts Point has 19 vessels due during"
the month of June for foreign cargoes in addition to Coastwisf contract business and it now looks as though the coal
shortage will continue on into June unless the unrest at
the mines is straightened out and the collieries worked to
their full capacity.
Total dumpings for the month of May are not yet in but
at Sewalls Point it will be around 280,000 tons, at Newport News about 295.000 tons, while Lamberts Point figures
should run considerably over 330,000.
sales,

Week

that

fall.

It

the idea that prices may Increase. If no lift is given prices
for .Tune, that month is likely to see more than the average
quanMty o.^ coal put in house cellars.

Th-

Raj'niond lump
Winifrede lump.

$1.35.

Springfield

—

The market generally is slightly duller than
week, due probably to the firm stand which the Mperators are taking in the matter of prices.
Some buyers are
undoubtedly holding off in anticipation of .a decided slump
before very long, while on the other hand one of the largest
local wholesalers is credited with the statement that he 'Xpects to see the highest price level the coming winter this
district has ever witnessed.
It is generally conceded that
many of the Ohio operators are already sold up to December
and are now refusing to accept any further business at the

Dome.-^tic

i-n

.Steam

Domestic lump.
Eke...

lump
lump

.Splint

Ga.s

$I.,W

...

1..51I

....

.\o.

iiiK

briclRc

Oliio

$1

Screenings

yi)

1.1,5

Sl.l,-,

1.1,5

$1.1.5

10.5

10.5
0.85

1.05

105

....

0.50

(180

— The

soft

Hill

$i 90

190

125

demand

for hard coal in the local Miarket
jobbers seem to have a better volume

.

Va.

$3.75
2.07
1.97

;f.:j0

1.57@1.62

—Connellsville

ST. L.OIIS, MO.
The past week saw some new records for low prices made,
both high-grade and cheaper coals.
Standard mine-run
sold down to 72V4c., 2-ln. lump 77>^c., and 6-in. lump S5c.

difflci'lty

in

the curient month.

generally conceded that the cost of producing .Standard
is above S5c., on a mine-run basis, so if they continue
produce large enough tonnages, it is only a natter of
time.
On Carterville and Franklin County the low market
was 95c. for lump and egg. Even in anthracite, on a jobbing
basis it is being handled in St. Louis on a 5c. margin.
There Is a scarcity of smokeless and very 'ittle moving in:
the strike in the New River field threatens to cut off the local
It

is

coal

A canvass

cases that orders are seriously needed and in almost every
Instance the mine that Is short on orders has a poor grade of
coal to offer.
Where the coal Is properly prepared there Is

W

$2.27

The coal business continues on the same slow and steady
basis as heretofore this coal year. May was a sample of two
extremes in weather. The for-epart of the month was cold
and rainy, and the retail trade was stimulated by small
ordering of coal with which to keep heating plants agoing.
The last week was the other extreme, with the thermometer
rtgistering as high as 90 degrees. A smaller amount of hard
coal was placed with the consumer at the spring prices than
usual, and it seems the early summer storage has become almost a negligible quantity in the Twin Cities and the Northwest.
Dock prices have been adhered to at circular vor.v
closely and the senseless cutting in vogue last .year, has
not been in evidence except in a few cases.

Jackson

RIHMl\«;llAM, AI.A.
of the local situation shows that most of the
producers consider the general coal market as active as could
bo expected for this season of the year.
Tt is only In rare

Clinton

(fi

holding up well, and
of business than they had anticipated.
There nas been no
in disposing of all the coal coming in. and a number cf orders for May delivery have been carried over into
is

Franklin Co.

S1.97@2.07 S2.30@)2.40
2.30@2.40
$1.82@1.87
1.77@1.82 2.20@2.30
1.62@1.67
1.95

MINNE.lPOIilS-ST. PAl L

si. is

l.Oo
0.85

.

and Wise County. $5.25 ©5.50; bypro4-75.
duct, egg, stove and nut, $4.55@4.75; gas house. $4.65

Coke

2.->

I

.\nthrnci(f

liontas

190

J-ici.

Slack

Pofa$1

,V)

I..5:)

li-iii.

Mino-run

,S

lump

Mine-run

coal:

Cum-

lump

Egg

last

Il(,i-li-

.

3.20

4.50

DETROIT, .MUH.

Va.

6 55

3.50
4.00
6.00
6.00
7,00
6.00
0.00

There is an exceptionally strong demand for smokeless
A number <ji. the larger buyers
coal in the Chicago market.
who have not cbtained a sufficient supply on contract are
buying freely in the spot market. A large amount of tonnage is being absorbed by the lake trade and, as a result,
rail shipments to Chicago are light.
A large supply of easterr Kentucky coal is being shipped here and sales are brisk.
Hocking Valley prices continue to be strong, but comparative'.v little of this coal is being received here.
Dullness prevails in the spot market for Western domestic
fuel.
In anticipation cf the harvesting season, a few order.s
have been sent for Brazil block and southern Illinois ooal.
A substantial increase in the number of orders for anthracite
has been noted, although the general volume of business is
far from heavy. As a result of the small production of lump,
there is a strong demand for Western screenings.
Low
grade screenings command SO to S5c.. while the price for the
high grades ranges from 85 to 90c.
Prevailing prices in Chicago are;

products, with 30c. being a fair average on pea and slack.
Eastern Kentucky block is .$1.60 to $1.70, block and lump $1.50

W.

4.75

.

CHIC.VGO

The second-grade eastern Kentucky screenings are in
demand .at 50 to 60c. f.o.b. mines, with the better qualiand little moving. Western Kentucky fuels
range about the same as the second-grade eastern Kentucky

prevailing circular.
The following is appro.\iniately the local market

.

.

light

lilluminiiuH

Hocking Valley lump.
Luhrig lump
Luhrig washed ee.»
Cannel.
Linton No. 4 lump
Linton No. 4 egg
Indiana wasiied egg
nl block.
Indianapolis lump coke.
Indianapolis crushed coke.
Connellsville lump
Citizens' egg coke
Citizens' nut coke

no

ties at 75 to Soc.

to

c'ail:

.

sulted in a sufficient volume of business to materially affect
the field as a whole.

$1.25

pr

Pocahontas, mine run
Pocahontas, nut and s

market; car supply in those fields is also reported as inadequate, and the combination of these conditions may prove to
the advantage of the local market.
There is some inquii-y
from Chicago and the Northwest, but this has not as yet re-

and round

ving pric

Pocahorita.'. slioveleci

West Virginia may have a stimulating

to $1.55.

folio

5.50

not unlikely also that the labor situation in
effect upon the local

is

week.
I.XDI.VN-VPOLIS

As a result of the falling off in domestic consumption, due
to the arrival of summer, eastern Kentucky producers generally find it difficult 'to obtain orders, and the trade is dull.
Operators are now looking forward to the time when consumers will begin to stock up, with which business they will
have to be content until the real winter demand opens up in
the

to

The coal trade continues in about normal condition, with
littlt to change the situation from week to week.
There is
a fail amount of the steam grades moving, all the factories
contiH' ing on a steady, if somewhat limited schedule.
The
deliver; of domestic coal from the retail yards increased as
the morth of May advanced, consumers apparently having

1.0l'ISVII,l,E. KV.
The abnormal supplies of slack which have been offered
during the past few weeks appear to have been absorbed,
and the market for this grade is again in an approximately
normal condition. As noted in a previous issue, this condition
was due to a large railroad consumption, particularly in the
Southern market. It now seems that these roads have acquired good surpluses, with the result that their demand has
been materially reduced, and the supply of fine coal is again
approximately normal. As a result of the excessive demand
for the small grades, there was naturally an overproduction
of lump coal, and a consequent falling off in prices.
This,

stocking-up so

No. 23

3,

much worry about
many instances, on

not

While dumpings at tli,- tidewater piers have been good
they have not been as heav;- as "wao expected at the bea inning of the week when there was a large fleet at all pie:s.
iiuyers have been offering .$2.S5 to $2.90 for spot or prompt
coal during the week and while there have been some few

however, tended to stimulate the
unusual surpluses accumulated.

Vol.
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The prevailing circular

FOREIGN MARKETS

is:

Muddy

Franlilia Co.

....
lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg.

2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

$1.13

(li.

1.05

(u)

1.1.5

0.90

fe'

0.95

Standard
$0.90

1-.20

.

No. 1 nut
Screenings

1.00

Mine-run
No. ) washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
Ho. 5 washed

@

nut
nut
l.UO

nut.

«;lti:.VT

Mny

BRITAIN

— Prices

continue to show irregularity for proii
abundant, w
shipment.
Smalls, particularly, are more
prices on the downgrade. Colliery owners are holding firr
for high figures for forward delivery, but buyers are
willing to operate at the prices asked.
Quotations are approximately as follows:
::»

i

1.10

nut.
nut-

Chistnut, 57.15;
Louis prices on June anthracite are:
stove and egg $6.90; grate $(5.65. ."Smokeless lump and r s;g is
Byproduct coke is
;ind gas liouse
$4.45 and mine-run $4.
St.

.(^5

$4.75.

Best Welsh steam
Best seconds
Seconds
Best dry coals

So
5

28(S:.5.
lOf'f

.

Best Monmouthshires .$4 74@4 86
Seconds
4.56@4.68
Best Cafdifl smalls
3 48@3 54
Seconds
3.36@3.4-J

42

.

5 22
.

4.92w;5.04
5

U4(g'.

.

5 2S
,

.

.

.

.

for Cardiff coals are f.o.
Cardiff. Penarth or
Barry, while those for Monmouthshire Jeseriptions are f.o.b.
Newport: both exclusive of wharfage, and for cash in 30
days less 2i/2%.

The prices

1.

—

SPOK-VXE. ^V.VSH.
said that a big profit is made by the retailers in
Spokane, aiif'. that the domestic trade could be served with
Itoslyn and Crows Nest Pass coals at about $6 75 to $7.25 a
ton, auijording to the haul, and at about $8 to $8.25 fur the
Wyoming product, the difference in freight rates making the
There is said to be about $1 difference in
latter ooal higher.
the cost of slack and mine-run and there is 25c. more duty
on lump coal for family use from Canada than on slack, or
steam. Prices at which steam coal is sold to business blocks
This Goal
are: $5.25 for mine-run or S5.75 to $6.25 delivered.
Slack, $2;
costs at the mine in tlie Crows Nest district:
The latter
mine-run, $ii.S5@2.35 and lump, $3@3.25 a ton.
The freight rate on coal
'retails at $8.75@9.25 f.o.b. Spokane.
trom the Crows Nest Pass district ranges from $2.15 to $2.25
a ton and the auty is 15c. on slack and 40c. on mine-run and
lump. On this basis the lump coal costs from $5.65 to $5.80
laid down in Spokane, and as it is claimed that this must be
screened, and th.'" screenings sold at a low rate, this loss
is estimated at at out 25c. a ton.
Taking the bene.lt of this, the highest rate for Canadian
Owl Creek coal comes from the Northcoal is $6.05 a ton.
ern Wyoming field and the freight rate is $4.25 a ton to
Spokane, but the Carney and Roundup coals draw a lower
The cost of Owl
rate, the latter conung from Montana.
Creek at the mine for lump is $2.75 and for nut $2.25. Taking the highest rate, it cos s $7.20 laid down in Spokane.
Southern Wyoming coal including the Rock .Springs district
costs $4.80 freignt and tiie ;nine cost is the same as Owl
Creek, iislcing It cost $7.55 here.
It

•!

Louis draws largest from that particular dis-

St.

trict.

.

..

is

—

British Exports The following is a comparative statement of British exports for April, and the first four n.unths
of the last three years, in long tons:
-4 Months19:2
29,793
1,086,312
236,486
45,634
06.326

Total

1913
235,650
4,708,475
983,697
146,273
276,774

1911
766,219
14,631,510
3,203,899
474,255
973,350

S87.797
10,132,335
2,203,484
344,888
696,939

937,16b
17.317.543
3,593.943

6,350,869

20,049,233

13,967,643

23,589,878

70,200

310,909
548,697

288,204
395,188

352,390

184,14.5

6,605,214

20,908,So9

14,651 ,0d5

24,633,615

Coke
Manufactured

Grand

fuel

1,527,508

total....

1912

.581,727

1,139,499

GBR]»IA1VV
Germany's coal ptoduction, imports and exports, for March
and first three months of the current year were as follows:
-March
Coal

Ligmle

Coke

,.

Coal Ijriquettes.

.

.

.

-Three Months

1913
15,413,278
6,706,221
2,744,330
462,014
1,127,304

356,336
l,652,gM

.

Lignite briquettes

—

1912
12,811,823
7,041,990
2,lo0,905

1912

1913
47,S58,4'.9

20,917,977
7,991,860
1,436,225
5,048,260

1913
Production
Imports.
Exports.

i,i,021,000

1,899,000
7,595,000
36,325,000

.

.

Consuraptii

1913

47,558,000
2,177,000
8,460,000
41,276,000

0,743,000
132.000
1,303,000
5,370,000

7,992,000

COAL SECURITIES

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS

"he following table gives the range of
and dividends paid during tin-

securities

-Week's Rang

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

Stocks

a comparative statement of imports and
exports in the United States for March, 1912-13, and tor the
nine months ending March 1911-12-13, in long tons:

The following

is

^9

Imports from:
United Kingdom..
Canada
Japan
Australia

&

mania
.

.

Total

Exports:
Anthranle
Bituminous,

Canada

Panama
Mexico

Cuba
Indies

Other countries..
Total

Bunker

coal

1913

1912

7,451

5,911
729,.5.=^.;

1912
SO

i,,i,„ii.

1913
107,016

158
89

10,324

10,141

57

32

1,231,934

120,355

117,725

161,379

42,657

lC,a8.,

.228,003
4,717

159,720

1,494,198

909,601

1,501

)

V.
;i

I.^l^iii.l

Isliitid
9fi

104,346
5,578

)

440

Tas-

Other countries..

West

1911
13,067
1,240,937
7,474

31i
ioij

March

Months

orirnn Cnnl Pnrlu

\ui:.-v

I-',,.,;

C

Creek Coul
Creek Coal

Pittsburgh Coal.

,

1'

.

17J

.

82 i

SOi

808

22i
163

19}
159)

160i

40

40

Piltsburt'h Coal Prel

Pond Creek
Reatl

Ueadine

19}

233
168]
92)

1st Prof.

Week's Range
2,048,533

2,578,400

3,383,126

277,283

5,996..537
.•?96,.36'/

7,987,2:37
330,4.33

491,490
705.478
385,708
459,968

235,493
804 094
.505 769
774,316

8,295,614
340.259
264.537

511,616
27,414
24,119
91,043

K,435,,54K

10,«37,:M2
3,124,183

4,763,429

915,,8S9
4.56.013

741, .597

11,013,909
5.:!77,041

63,07.5

235,259

158,522

736,549
.32,500
.57,629

110,727
53,308
99,230

073,126 1.089.943
582,129
671,052

VIRGINIAN R.VIIAVAY
Totfil shipments of coal over this road for .April of the
current year were 345,039 tons as compared with 280,905 tons
for the same month last year.
Shipments for the first four
months of the year were: 1,578, 2S3 tons for the current period and 1,195,600 tons in last ye:ir.

Bonds
Colo. V. k I. ""n. H.f.e. 58...
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6a
Col. Ind. Ist & coll. .5s. Ku.
Cons. Ind. Coal Mc. ^M .5s..

97
107}

May

'13
.)„„,. '12

Cons. ConI 1st and rcf. .5s.
Or. Riv, Conl & C. l.sl gOa..
K. & II C, A C 1stsf g,5s.
.

.

100

m

A

g6«

Call, C. M. Co. Ist K 6s...
t'tah Fuel 1st g.5s

Victor Fuel Ist s f .5s
Va. I. Coal & Coko Ist g

.5s..

S5
93
102}

96

PopmI,, Con, Coll. 1st sf .5r,.
St I.. l!kv. Mt.
Pae. 1st .5f
Tcnn. Coal gen. .5s
Rirm. Div. 1st eonsol. 6s.
lat

95

99}

79?

.

Tcnn. niv.

Year's

Range

or Last Sale.

...

80?

Oct

'12

.April '00

Jan. '13
803

Mnr,

'13

Sale
103i

100

100

101

102
104

102
110

April '13
Feb. '13
Jan. "09

80
95

80
93

93

May
May

.

.

98
86}
76
100
101

102

'13
'13

79'

niviiJKNns
I.phieh

A

—

WlikoH-nn rrp Coni Dividend of
r •i-ord June 10.

.Tune 17 to holders of

$3.25,

payable

——
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nil

I

I
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follows:

AVheel-n-right of this
for the fiscal year

19.

company

reports
31 as

ended Dec.

—

Bonds The following 5% 1st Ms. have been released of
Consolidation Coal Co. Kenand bonds canceled.
tucky Div., $3,000,000; Somerset Coal Co., $4,000,000: Clarksburg Fuel Co., $2,500,000: Pittsburgh & Fairmont Fuel Co.,
record

$1,300,000.

Sinking Funds and Pledged

Coiisolida
tion

%
—
— %%
4J
tJ

1st
ref.

First

and Refund

Pledged

M
M

S322',006

1st and ref
Coal Co. 5
Cumb. & Penn. RR. 1st 5%,
Fairmont Coal Co. 1st 5 %
So. Coal & Trans. Co. 1st M. o%.
Briar Hill Coal & Coke Co. 1st M. a ,
Somerset Coal Co. 1st M. 5% of 1910
X Sinking fund holds $678,000 bonds
.

.

ig

nS.F.
$444,000
446,000
95,000

.

11)0

IMi.DDO

.

14,000

and

iiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniniiii

i

iiiiniii

i

iiinniiiiniimnn

niujg

believed that the production of 1913 will
greatl.v exceed the tonnage of 1912.
[The stockholders on Feb. 18, 1913 authori^i^d the issuance
of $6,500,000 6% 10-year bonds convertible into stock at 105
prior to Feb. 1, 1922, and also an increase of $6,190,500 stock,
to take care of the convertible feature of the bonds.
A public
offering of the bonds was made in March.
Pres. Wheelwright on Feb. 27, 1913, reported the company's total bonded
debt as $25,613,000. including $11,645,000 "1st & ref. M'' 5s.
$10,468,000 underlying issues and the $6,500,000 new convertible bonds.
He also reported the collateral for the new
bonds as $1,800,000 Northwestern Fuel Co. com. stuck; $500,000 Metropolitan Coal Co. stock, and $6,500,000 Consoi. Coal Co.
1st & ref. M. 5s, or their equivalent in cash, pending deposit
There are now listed on the N. Y. Stock Exch.
of bonds.
$16,345,000 1st & ref. M. 5s. which amount, we learn, includes
of
the $6.50u,000 which are to be pledged for the
$4,605,000
convertible issue.]

year

Consolidation Coal Co.
H.
President
under date of Mar.

iinnii

nil

niiiiiinnnii

I

it

is

'

3,.'jS5,00U

of

other companies.

Of the auth. issue of $40,000,000 1st & ref. 5s. $10,495,000
are held to retire underlying bonds, $95,000 are in sinkingfund, $14,956,000 are held for future additions, improvements,
etc., $1,479,000 are in treasury and $12,975,000 are held by
[Compare convertible bonds below].
public.
Tonnage The tonnage produced by all mines of the company from 1912 was 10,347,100 net tons, compared with 9,-

—

219,731 net tons in 1911.

RESULTS FOR YEAR ENDING DEC.
Tonnage

1912

Coal mined
Colce manufacturec^
Coal mined by le.'^.'.'es.
Gross earnings (vu ling)
Operating expe'is'"
Deprec. mining
mt.
Deprec. misc. e--: ipm't.
Taxes
Interest auJ ."change.
Insurance
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9,238,482
62,647
536,401
$13,708,564
9,896,157
247,508
95,284
220,215
62.092
39,424
212,847

_.

.

Royalties

Mi^.Cr. Elkloril Tot.Oross. Tot. Xel.
2,162,996 4,576,484 1,748,091 522,900 228,011 9,238,482 10,347,100
8,231,903 9,219,731
2,178,391 3,925,329 1,671,639 456,544

Maryland
1912
1911

W. Va.

INCLUDING SUBSIDIARIES

"

1910

1909

9,370.633
7,325,123
96.692
62,441
524,858
466,087
$12,712,256 $10,223,087
9,186,013
7.144,567
251,410
206,647
59,607
68,491
!12,179
169,213
37,850
25,140
197,335

Penn.

—

Elkhorn Field The development work of the company in
its 100,000-acre Elkhorn Field in Eastern Kentucky has proThe town of Jenkins, on the
gressed most satisfactorily.
eastern or Sandy Valley & Elkhorn Ry. side of the field now
The central power
has a population of over 5000 people.
plant is now supplying all the power for the mines in the entire field, and these mines have been equipped with electrical
haulage locomotives and electrical mining machines designed
to cut this Elkhorn seam of coal.
Owing to the unusually high waters last spring, the construction of both railroads into this field was seriously delayed, and it was Oct. 1 before the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn
Ry. was taken over for operation by the Baltimore & Ohio
R.R.
On the western side, the L. & N. R.R. was not completed until several months later, and the buildings are not
so far advanced as at Jenkins, but some have been comThe
pleted and a large number are under construction.
Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. has ordered 3000 all-steel
ears to take care of our output and they are now being delivered.
The Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co., for the Sandy
Valley & Elkhorn Ry., has had built and delivered to that
road 2000 all-steel cars, and we understand have an order for
an additional 1000 all-steed cars in the process of being
placed. Considering that the construction of neither railroad
was commenced until April 1911, and the fact that their construction and equipment expenditures made and to be made
are estimated at $40,000,000 shows the desire of the railroad
companies to reach this field as quickly as possible and the
value placed by them upon the traffic originating therefrom.
It is our belief that the production this year
from the
Elkhorn field will be at least 1.750.000 tons. During 1913
miners' houses and other necessary buildings will be conBtructed so as to provide homes for the miners required to
produce the inrrensing output of these mines.
-Ml the important steel producers have built, or are building, by-product plants, and have, therefore,
adopted this
method of making coke. Several hundred thousand tons of
our Elkhorn Coal have been used in the largest by-product
plants and gas works in this country, and the coal has been
found to be uniform in quality and analyses show only ^A
of ir! in sulphur. 3% or under in ash, with only a trace of
phosphorus. This is run-of-mine coal as It reaches the consumer and not an analysis of picked samples. By practical
use. therefore, it has been proven an ideal fuel for by-product purposes, yielding a pure metallurgical coke, a large
and rich yield of illuminating gas, together with the other
resultant by-products, tar, etc.
Outlook The conditions show an improvement over last

—

31,

1911
8,231.903
43,740
473,008
$11,420,694
08,467,662
221,618
78,999
222,194
22,437
41,803
172,343

Total

&

divs.

on

sec.

owned.

Total income.

Deduct
Int.
Int.

$9,227,056
$2,193,038
311,431

$9,978,664

$7,849,243

$2,935,037
811,853

$2,733,592
197,848

$2,373,844
277,815

5,746.890

$2,505,069

$2,931,440

$2,651,659

$10,773,527

Net earnings
Int.

on Cons. Coal bds...
on mb. cos. bonds

Sink. fc. Cons. Coal bd.-i
Sink. fd. sub. cos. bonds
Casli dividends (6 Tt)

.

.
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Coking the Semibituminous Johnstown Coals
Bv JoHX
The Johnsloicn

lyi'A'OJ'iS/.S

coals

ivill

\V.

not coke in hec-

ovens unless part of the fixed carbon is burned lo
make heat. They give much trouble because they swell

liive

on coking. It lias been noted that the coals
which expand least are those which are highest above
These also mntain Ike highest volatile consea level.
so freely

but

tent

the indications

for a conclusion

o.v

to

do

not

afford sufficient

basis

Ike cause of the excessive expan-

sion.

<ioLHi:ir-

niug. or Cement, bed, with a few openings tapping the
Upper Freeport, or Lemon seam. The topography of

broken up that within a comparafrom the center of the city, coal is
mined from the same seam in openings varying 200 ft.
or more in elevation, and this coal shows markedly different characteristics, with a more or less definite relation
lietween the elevation of the coal and its proximate anthis region is so badly
tively short radius

alysis.

A

Aliliougii classed as a semil)itununous fuel, the woi'k-

able seams of coal in the Jnhnstowii basin

to be

among

may

be

saiil

the drj'est of the so called dry bituminous

coals.

Battekies

.5

Joiuistown folio of the Geological
bottom of the basin lies immediately north of the city and for convenience, in the
table which is given later in this paper, the elevation of
the various workings from which samples were taken is
reference

Survey

Axi) n, OTTo-TToFFir.vx TK-piionrrr Ovi.x-

Tiic .Tohiislown >ynclNn. crosses tlic lower end of the
city in a northeasterly direction, and lies between the
Laurel Ridge anticline on the northwest and the Ebens-

hurg anticline on the southeast. Tn the hills surrounding tlic valley of the Stony Creek, on which the city is
located, the workable seams of coal outcrop at numerous
poiids.

UKTWEEX Kl,EV.\TIOX AXD
COKIXO ACTIOX

.\lM'AliKN-T T?EL.VTIOV

workings are to be found in
.vo seams.
the Lower Kittanning, or Miller, and the Upper Kittanilost of the

t

>ii\sii)« \.

.steel Co.,

Johnstown, Penn.

tlie

Pkxx.. Fiftt Ovkks to a Block

given as above sea

le\el. the

bottom of the basni
that datum,
Tiii:

In
tile

Uppei-

ami

tile

Kaiii.'i

suited

l-'i-eepoi'l

coal

resiiliing produel

The coke

is

for

said

use

in

which were used
fiuxing ore.
but

beinu'

to

with

lower Kittanuiug bed
apiiroNimatelv D.jD

CiiKixci

ibe early (la}s of ibe

made
Consulting: eng-ineer. fiimhriM

t(i

will siiow that tiie

ii-oii

in the

above

Mimions
iiulustrv at

was coked
\\^vt\

ft.

ill

Johnstowu.

heaps or mounds

in llic local Idas!

furnaces.

been of fair ipialitv and well
Ihe small blasl fiirnai-es of the time,
he local low-grade selff(u- sim ltiii<;

to

More

lia\i

I

re<eii(ly

coke the local coals
indifferent

success,

varions iittem|its have been
in

oi'dinarv beehive ovens,

the cokillU-

time

beinij

7?

J
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June U. 1913
to

lilj

hr. anil uroMt dillii'iilly lieiug (.'xpfrifnced in

tainini;' tlu'

At the present time,
ilar coals

lidWi-vcr,

are being eoked in

thi>

volatile nnitter.

The method

in

liceliiNc

West

tci

\'ii-ginia,

sim-

now

being used in ad-

maintain ihe heat.

of coking in hcajis al

the

Cambria

])lant

The

first

NoxiiKidvi;!:-!

retort

ovens

in

i;i:ioiri'

()vi:\s

whiih .lohnstowu coal was

used were located at Conemaugh ami worked in connection with llie Cambria iron Co.'s blast furnace at that
])oint.
I'etort

The

])lant

louse,

damage

to th

i\en

walls

The gradual exhaustion

of Otto Ovens

the Cambria Iron Co.'s
holdings of first-class coking coal in the Connellsville region led, soon after the flood of 1889, to further invcstiof

ation of possible methods for coking the local coal,

and

in

1893 and '9-1 representatives were sent to Germany to
study the various systems of retort ovens.
Coal was
shi])]ied to some of the Crerman ]ilants and coke made

from

it.

a result, a contract was made with the Otto Coke &
Chemical Co.. the American representatives of Dr. C.
Otto & Co., and GO retort ovens with a plant for the recovery of tar and ammonia, wei'e built at Johnstown in

As

in existance.
Coi'i'Ei-:

itself

The Intuoductiox

ovens, hut with low

was followed sometime in the seventies. b\ a plant of so
called '"Belgian" ovens, which were operated for several
years and abandoned about 1880, when the company acquired coal lands and built beehive ovens in the ConnellsNo definite reeonls of these Belgium ovens
ville region.
are

eoke liad burned
resulted.

yield, a fair ])errentage of the carljon

dition to

main-

nvcn \wi\U.

907

consisted

of

ovens and was built in

60 Co])])ee noni'ecovery
1S8G-1S8T, and operated

1894.'

This was the

first

byproduct-coke plant in this country

to he built in conjunction vfith a steel plant
its

pi'ineipal

jiroduct

for use in a

l)last

and making
Thia

furnace.

.

:

. .

.

.
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known

only,

Franklin mines Xos. 1 and 2, effrom other mines in the same seams

locally as

forts to use the coa!

giving trouble.
recently, to a systematic investigation
of the characteristics of the coal as mined at dilfereut
points, the results of which are given in Table I.

This fact

results given are fair averages,

The

tion can be
is

led,

made,

found in the coal

and

if

any deduc-

that the highest volatile content

it is

at the highest level in the basin,

which the

also that the degree to

and

coal will swell in cok-

ing varies considerably with only slight differences in
analysis.

An

effort

was made

to trace

some analogy between the

Vol.

mixed

average

analysis

sludge.

The average

of

loss

coal,

3,

No. 24

washed mixture and
and washing is

in crushing

about 12 per cent, by weight.
After draining for an average period of 72 hr. the coal
is removed, in successive layers of about (j in. thick, from
the top of the piles in the storage pits, by means of a
traveling excavator which places it on belt conveyors,
which, in turn, deliver it to the oven bins.
The average moisture content in the coal as delivered
to the ovens is about 8.5 per cent.
With fair oven heats
the coking time

is about 21 hr.. and the coke yield about
SO per cent, of the coal charged, or the yield from coal as
mined will average 68 to 70 per cent, of dry coke.

RELATION OF ELEVATION AND COMPOSITION TO EXPANSION OF COAL ON COKING
iver

Kittanning

—West Side

of

Stony Creek

—

Lower Ivittanning East Side
Mine No.

of

Stony Creek

1150 Ft.

Elevation above
Coal

Raw Washed Raw Washed Raw Washed Raw Washed Ra
15.12 17.37
15.40 16.34
75.46 79.11 73.58
76.48
9.00
5,77
9.05
8.12
0.012 0.008 0.008 0.007
1.27
2.56
2.71
1 04
2 39
2.40
2.52
2.31
0.10
0.10
0.11
43
31
11
1 35
3 02
2 10
3.08
1.43
3 20

Volatile matter.

Fixed carbon.

.

.

.\sh

Sulphu
Silica.

Lime

.

Alumna
Ferric Oxide

17.65
76.81
5.54
1.61

0.08
0.12
2.38
1.26

Washed Ran

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

.

,

"dow
badly — could not push when ovei
—Swelled
badly —could not push when ovens were "down.'
—Swelled
Swelled considerably — pushed, but with
—Swelled
than No. 3 — pushed hard.
somewhat
—
No.
conditions
—
Swelled badly — could not push.
—Same

2
3
4
5
6

difficulty.

less

as

3.

behavior of the coal and its ultimate analysis, but the
laboratory results varied so widely that no definite basis
for such comparison could be fixed.

The

Present Practice ix Preparation
mined from Mines 7 and 9, given

coal as

above,

from the
tipple bins onto a conveyor belt leading to Bradford
breakers, where the lumps are broken and some of the
is

delivered in approximately equal quantities

bone, sulphur balls,

removed. The coal then passes
and is crushed to the followin,

etc.,

to the crushing rolls,
sizes
Sizes

On

j-inch mesh
i-inch mesh.
i-inch mesh.
J-inch mesh
i^-inch mesh

Through
Through
Through
Through

Leaving the crushing

rolls, it is

conveyed on belt con-

veyors to a storage bin in the highe.st part of the washery

Thence

building.

it

is

delivered through spouts to the

feed .screws of two rows of improved Campbell washing
tables.

From

the tables the washed coal

same water with H'hich

is

sluiced, using the

was washed, into nine concrete
drainage pits, each holding 1500 tons.
The refuse is
also sluiced into two smaller pits and allowed to drain,
it

afterward being loaded onto cars for removal.
The water from the drainage ])its finds its way into
sewers under the pits, is collected in a sump and pumped
back to an elevated tank for re-use. Table II shows an

TABLE

AVERAGE ANALYSIS OF MIXED COAL, WASHED COAL
AND REFUSE

II.

lixcd

Volatile matter

Fixed carbon

Ash
Phosphorus.
Sulphur
Silica.

.

.

....

Lime
Magnesia ....
Alumina
Ferric Oxide

.

.

Coal

1470 Ft.

Washed Raw
iw Washed Raw Washed Raw Washed

17.66 17.80 17.53 17.14 18.55 18.15 16.20 16 23 17.30 17 10
17.90
72.95 75 79 72 04 76 07 73.35 76.66
73.32 70.35 74.36 71.53 74 .59
6.48 10 30
.13
9.12
6 20
9.75
10.36
8.53 13.45
9.41 11.17
8,31
0.010 0,009 0.013 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.011
045 0.043 0.021 0.020
1.07
1.35
4.05
1,48
2 33
2.90
1 26
1.37
0.76
2.32
1.26
2.50
2.38
2.96
2.63
3 90
3.68
6.00
3 70
4..52
3.65
0.08
0.08
.38
0.19
13
10
0.77
0.10
0.08
0.21
0.21
0.22
14
0.15
0.36
0.21
0.14
0.15
1.85
1.98
2.24
2.82
2.58
2.40
3.68
3.35
1.65
1 22
4.25
2.91
3.83
1 32
1.74

RESULTS OF COKING TESTS
Mine
Mine
Mine
Mine
Mine
Mine

1320 Ft.

Upper Kittanning
Mine No. 9

No. 8
1208 Ft.

Mil

i

1250 Ft.

10

I

Junr

'

'

14,
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The average lii'e of the coking chambers up to the time
when the walls become so crooked as to prevent pushing
Eeuewa! of
the charge, is about two and one-half years.
individual retorts or of a group, with the remainder of the
battery in service, is not good practice, as the local expansioii of the new brickwork temls to increase any cracks
which may exist in the working portions of the battery.
It is now believed that the best procedure is to work the
battery as a unit as long as practicable, allowing ovens
which become too bad for service to remain banked. "When
the number of idle ovens becomes excessive, the battery
should be rebuilt as a whole.

Effect of Moistuke ix the Coal
With oven chambers constructed altogether of silica
brick, the question of what effect charging the wet coal
into the hot chambers will have on the brickwork has
repeatedly been asked.

Tlie face of the brickwork, after

909

A

Gasoline

Rock

Drill

A new

and interesting gasoline rock drill has been recently develoj^ed in St. Louis, Mo. This has been built in
four sizes, ranging from the hand drill weighing O.j ]h. to
the largest size which weighs 265 lb. and which will drill
holes up to 20 ft. or more in dej)th.
The gasoline drilling engines are built to operate upon
They are free from gears, cams
the two-cycle principle.
and pushrods. Backfiring is said to be impossible and
speeds up to 3000 r.p.m. can be attained if desired.
The piston is moved rearwardly by energy stored in tlie
flywheel and is picked up or cushioned on the return
stroke by the compression of air.
The drill steels are
automatically rotated by means of a chain and sprocket
which connects the crank to the rotator shaft.

Two types of drill steels may be used, one the
hollow steel through wliii-h water can be forced

common
to;,'ethcr

extended use, shows a slight checking or spawling, but in
certain particularly good ovens, which have been in constant use six years, this checking is not enough to interfere with

pushing the coke.

Coke Pusher Working at Battery No.

The Gasoline Eock Drill Upon

8

Its Tripod

whether the moisture contained in the
coal as charged may not be beneficial in coking a swelling
coal.
While wet coal weighs about l-t lb. per cu.ft. more
than the crushed dry coal, the mixture as charged occupies considerably more space in the coking chamber
than the same weight of dry fuel, due probably to the tendency of the moist particles of coal to stick together in
irregular masses, thus forming interstices, which, when

with a small amount of explosive pressure fur the ]mrpose of removing the rock cuttings from the' drill holes.
The other type is solid but is formed with a spiral conveyor which works the rock cuttings out of the hole, in
the same manner as a wood augur docs its chips.
This
type of steel does away with the water connections which
sometimes cause trouble.
It is claimed that this machine is fodl jii'ddf and simple

room

and light for its capacity; that it will di-ill rock at the
rate of from three to 15 in. ]icr minute and the largest
machine uses only two gallons of i;asolinc jx'r ten-hour

It is a question

the coal later

commences

to swell in coking, provide

for a portion of the increased volume.

Tests have been

made with dry

coal and the coke ap-

parently pushed about as easily as the usual charge. As
the unwashed coal does not make satisfactory coke this
practice could not be continued

long cnougli to obtain

information along this line.
off during the ])roccss of coking, ho\v('\cr, adds considerably to the vohime of gases to
be handled through certain parts of the byproduct apdefinite

The water vapor driven

paratus.

From

the foregoing

it

will

lie

beehive ovens, in retort ovens presents a variety of complex and interesting problems, such as do not fall to the

oven operators

who can

The
l>lied

roller bearings with which (his machir.e is supare packed with grease and require attention only

ahout once a month. The exhaust may be either cooled
by being piped into water, or led to the mouth of the
shaft or tunnel through pipe liiu's.
Tn either case, provided the ventilation is reasonalily elTicient, the exhaust
does not vitiate the miiu' air to anv extent.

apparent that coking a

lean semibituminous coal while practically impossible in

lot of

day.

select their coal.

Experience has shown that with the most careful of packing the surface subsidence will equal from one-third to onehalf the thickness of a seam. Even where hydraulic packing
Is used the .subsidence may be anywhere from
to 10 per cent.
Allowance should always be made for this shrinkage.

.
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Colliery Practice in Concreting
Hv J'Ilwyx

SYNOPiSIS

— This

is-

//ie

Skklye* axd A. T. SHCiaCK

E.

third installment on this stih-

the advantayes of concrete arc discujised, together with costs and methods of dcsigninij a
number of different types of structures. A nuinljcv of

In

ject.

this issue

construction details, and feir

reiuarl,-s

on forms are also

tjireu.

In our previous issues of Dee.

U

and durability of the structure

life

generally militate

«'ill

in favor of reinforced concrete.

Cost

KKIXFOI.'CKD-CoXCItlCTE STlirCTUEE.S

(IF

A

rough idea of what a reinforced-concrete structure
should cost may be obtained by using the figures given

s
and as, we have de-

tlie processes involved in concreting operations,
the general rules which should be followed to safeguard
the execution lA' the work, the commonest types of roin-

scribed

100,000

125.000

d

^'^

^^

4"x4"-6'CfoC.-

W

Fig.

-

j^
cr
Centering
of

Fobm Details

5.

Area of
Steel
J=ilC

-V't

Reo|ulrec(=
0.52So|Jn

heliAV.
\\

Column

Figs.

1,

2

axd

?>.

Stkkssks ix

These price mr.st be considered as basic ina-Sinuch
and conditions:

as they will vary greatly with location

\i_lJ

Beinforced Concrete versus Other Materials

— The

SU 10
U.ll
.

lieights'

forcemeut in use, and proposed formulas for the design of
It is proreinforced-concrete beams, slabs and struts.
l)osed in this article to take uj) the practical design of
some of the ordinary structures which may be built in
reinforced concrete.

centering of concrete surface'

Centering for solid slabs*
Centering for tile and joist slabs including sbonug lor ordinary biory
"

Kxek Bkacixg

u 10
o, US
f> 00
u 025
.

Beam and slab centering and sborijig^
Concrete in place''
Steel reinforcement in place*=*
Stiffened-wire lath in place '
t*lastcring three coats on stiffened wire lath'.
Cenieni tile for roofs in place*

.

.

U Ot»
u 07
.

0.

1&-

* Per cubic yard.
Per square foot.
i*er pound.
* A rough idea of the weight of the reiulorcement in a structure may be obtained by the formula weight of steel in pounds equals cubic feet of
times five.
-'

'
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lirst

The frames

breakers, washeries, buildings

and

XII

steel

be readily
difference

and reinforced-concrete frame

the concrete structure knee-bracing

This
uneconomical.

to in lieu of diagonal bracing.

brace centering

may

The main

trestles

constructed of reinforced concrete.

between the

1

of such structures as headframes, tipples,

is

is

is

that

ii

generally resorteil

is becaii.'^c

diagonal-

Concrete Wall

Coicr&fe mil
Girder

drder

pri

an
o7IQS.
Plaster

Reinforced

inn

en

ConcrefeSill-

'
'

Stiffened Meta!
Lath

.S-Coats of Plaster

'

TwoExterior

One Interior
l'.i:\r

Pa\i:[.

Iiroblem which will present itself will be the expediencv
of using reinforced concrete in place of steel or timber
for a certain structure.
Factors determining this are as
follows:

The occurrence

of a suitable aggregate near the
site, such as a gravel bed, slag or facilities for crushing
Tock, and availability of a suitable sand.
Questions of

•ronSuUinp .-nKineer
St., Nfw York City.

In

idnforcd

loncrete.

38

W. 32d

FIG.

Figs. G

.\xi)

7.

[.'.I

6

FIG. 7

SmEWALi, CoxsTitrcnox

Let us assume a stress diagram for a unit of a frame
and design the members and the knee bracing, see Fig. 1.

The main stresses are assumed to be acting along the axis
of the main members, but the wind load and vertical jiancl
load will be resisted

l)r

the knee liracing and

fle\ural

June

14.

will

lie

main memUors.

of the

srn.'ii,i;th

COAL AGE
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taken up

This knee-brace design

first.

This problem

indeterminate and
an excursion into the comBut, if we assume that B
iuid (' are pin connections, we shall have a higher bending
moment in the angular beams B A (' than if B and C are
rigid joints, and hence, be on the side of safety.
Accordreally

is

statically

susceptible of solution only by
plication of the elastic theory.

Fig.

911

X

Hence, we will make the horizontal strut 8
10 in.
with four %-in. square rods, as shown in Fig. 4. The
i-ods are placed in both top and bottom to provide reverse
flexural strength which might be induced from the panel
above.

The

direct cunipivssn c

125,000
400,

and the

lb.,

making

rc^s

>t

in

Al' was assumed at

wind load

axial comjioiieiit of the

a total 12.J,400

lb.,

see Fig.

is

The formula

:!.

C'oluhx Fokiis

8.

Heih wrapped around
Flange to holdConcre+e

"""*"

FIG.

Figs. 9a

9^

and

FIG.o''

CoXI'IM'.TlXG

\\.

V\^'.

.\

KodF

Th-lflll

Steel and Concrete Eoofs

b.

for direct coiiiprcssion
(iOO

ir).l.v)

in a cunci'ctc strut is

=

IT

(.I,

-|-

which

in

W=

The load on the

\c =

-\rea of conerete

As=

.\re!i

strut.

..f -^t.el.

llciiic.

\\f

(sec

liinc

prc\ ions

oni-

issue

Dec. 2S,

of

11)12)
12.-I.400

SECTION

FIG. 10

The Application

10.

l"i(i.

nig to this assum]ition.
to

iiial

,„

,
'

1

I'l

=

B

we have

('.

1000

X

30

=

if

a

wind load

loiMi-jl).

bt'iiiliiig

=

niiiiiiciit

ft. -lb.

=

at

.1

=

(ion (.If

-I-

is

rete

.1/

=

(M|ual

to

As =
and Wc have

M = Moment

in inch-pounds
1)= Width of strut
d = Effective depth of .strut

We

have 60,000

=

J,

b

=
108

.Vssiiining etfcciivi.

depth

2, and wc ha\r:
00,000

X

14

2.8

X"U

=

=

concrete in flexure gives ns:
bd»

=

43.2nn

=

Assume d = 8 then w = -rr =

=

4

Cli

-j-

8x6jx0.008 = 0.42

^A in.

.sq.in.

.1,

<(insist

+

As

L"i

four

<if

=

201)

l-iii.si|.

.sv/.//,.

=

209

.1 //

be 12x13

sliiuild

stress of

ali(i\r.

43,200

in.,

but

in. -lb. to

addilicni

in

take care of

43,200

.\s

12x13 in. will be l!..",
So that the strut shouM he l."i.\13 in.

;;nd the effective dc]ith of the strut

hence
with four
in.,

us a

/;

=

3.

l-.sq.iii.

rods.

similar design

.\

for

HI) gives

l.')\-13-in. strut.
is

also an

additional

coin|iressive stress

in

the

due to the moment of wind load. This would
be found for AB by taking moments around ('. Fig. 1.
The moment due to the force /' must be resisted by a
comjirossive stress in AB. However, for ordinarv structures tliis stress is comarativch sniall and wc will not consider it in our design.
The complete design nf he unit is shown in
I.
cross struts,

I

100

!0K

Steel

So that the strut
wc have the flexural

There

=

0.0f»8 X 2.8 X 14
Area of steel
0.;V2 sq.in. in strut.
Xoxt the bending moment at A should be calculated.
This is done by determining the resultant at B or C
normal to AB. See Fig. 3. We then have .300 X 1? X
12
43,200 in.-]l)., and by tlie formula for reinforced

t(i

Ac = 149

just as in

108 hd-.

=: 14. see Fig.

liciirc

:

CO. 0(111 in. -III.

formula for reinforced con(.see our previous issue of Dec. 28, 1912. p. 901).
108 h<P. where

of joint

As)

then;

ro.ls.

iior-

.Vou" recalling the flexural
I

1.-,

.Vssuiuc the slccl rciiifiirccincnl

of Stiffened-Wire Latti

tlir

,-)000

A,-^

l^'i^;'.

Attention is called to tlu' fact that the actual llcviiral
stresses, induced by M'iiul load or other coiulitions, will
be much lower than those obtained by the assumption of

COAL AGE
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pin connectioDS at B and C. This is a good thing in a design where the nature of side stresses are indeterminate
and where safety factors should be increased for impact.
Certain features of design common to tipples, washeries, power houses, breakers and miscellaneous buildings

Vol.

3,

No. 24

should not be used on a flatter pitch than one-quarter
one horizontal. This tile is manufactured by the

rise to

American Cement Tile

Co., of

Wampum,

Penn., and in-

cludes a complete line of special shapes such as gutter,
ridge tiles, etc.

These include roof, floor and sideand may be divided into two groups,
namely, those where the skeleton frame is steel and where

will

now be

discussed.

wall construction

it

is

reinforced concrete.

EooF CoNSTlsnCTION
Under

the

first

group for

we have the

roofs,

solid

reinforced slab, and the concrete slab on stiifened-wire
lath, as

On

shown

in Figs. 9, a

work

and

and

&

10.

may

be found advisable to run
the ribs of the stilfened-wire lath horizontal in order to
retain the concrete while pouring. This is opposite to that
steep-roof

it

and 11. Stitfened-wirc lath for this
manufactured by the Trussed t'oncrete Steel
Co., of Detroit, Mich., the Corrugated Bar Co., of Buffalo,

shown

in

purpose

Figs. 10

is

Fig. 12.

A

Pisactical Application" of

and the Northwestern Expanded Metal

An
is

Co., of Chicago.

illustration of such a roof in process of concreting

given, Fig. 11.

Concrete Purlins

beam and

—Under

slab type, the tile

heading we have the

this

and

joist,

wire lath construction shown in

and the

Figs.

13,

stifEened-

14 and 15,

respectively.

Amekicax Ckmkxt-Tile Eoofs
and

cotta

tile,

bricks, reinforced-concrete slab,

The

given on p. 901, of our issue of Dec. 28, 1912.
Wind
stresses are taken care of by knee bracing between the

per
Attention
lb.

sq.ft.

may

be

and

7.

The formula

for stucco

is

five parts

Portland cement, 12 parts sand and 1 part hydrated lime;
to this may be added the coloring matter and an integral
waterproofing compound, such as described in our previous article <if Dec. 38, 1912.

as discussed in this article for

should be assumed at
lb. for pitched roofs.
is called to the method of forming the T-flange
in Fig. 14 by the reduction of the size of the block.
Cement-Tile Roofs Another economical type of concrete roof is the cement tile.
This tile is really a reinforced-concrete slab.
Tt is about y^ i"- t'lifk and reinforced with expandod-mctal lath. It weighs 13 to 15 lb.
per sq.ft. The slabs are made to span between purlins
on 4-ft. centers. The top surface is treated so that it is
impervious to moisture. It will be seen from the illus-

50

and hydraulic

brick, concrete blocks or tile blocks

see Figs. 6

Roof

—

plaster slab, used in connection with the stiffened-metal
lath.

^These roofs are designed by computing the flexure on
the girders, purlins and slabs by means of the formulas

the unit frame.

h,

used either as bearing walls or in skeleton construction,

Roof Design

main girders and columns

—

The types of construction, shown
13 and 14, are commonly used in floors.
Sidewall Construction
The commonest forms of concrete sidewall construction are the concrete blocks, terra
Floor Construction

in Fig. 9 a

Foinrs

live loads

for flat roof and 30

—

tration in Fig. 12 that the tiles lap

and

interlock.

They

oPv

Cextf.rs

The appearance of the finished structure will largely
depend upon the quality of the forms, so that not only
must we build true workmanlike forms, but they must
so stayed that they will not become deformed under
the severe strains due to the heavy hydraulic pressure
caused by ramming and the weight of the concrete mass.
l)e

Class of

Wood

—In

warp too

selecting a lumber, choose one which

is not too hard to be easily
workable, will not split when the forms are removed and
which is also cheap. Spruce is an ideal lumber, and hemlock is comiiiijr into use because of its cheapness, but the

will not

readily,

I

I

;,

i'

|l

!

(i

'

'!

;
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good material for forms.
Cypress and yellow pine are suitable materials, but tbe
latter is ratber expensive.
For forms supported on
Slab and Beam Centering
latter splits too readily to be a

—

may be used. Various
methods for carrying the centering on the steel are in
vogue, the commonest being to carry slab forms sn beam
boxes and suspend same with wire ties.
For the beam and slab construction, such as is shown
in Fig. 13-, one-inch material with 2x4-in. framing and
4x4-in. shores is suggested, as shown, Fig. 5.
A typical section of forms for a column is sho\\^l in
For octagonal columns the same forms are used
Fig. 8.
structural

steel,

%-in. lumber

Slat>Reinforcem''r,-/-

Reinforce dConcrefs^

..-^l\

of Rod '.or

Concrefe Purlins

Terra Co+fa

y^ "Longi+udinai Rode
Curved
Sfiffened Me+al Fl&is
Lath Plastered
co»u>»

and

triangular
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New

Brazeau hills, Kootanie rocks are exposed, dipping west
at about 20 deg. and four coal seams of 7, 14, 7 and 4
ft., respectively, are being opened for mining at the railway grade. A vast quantity of coal lies above this level,
and it is believed that at one place between Shunda
Creek and the Saskatchewan, the uprises from the main
entry will measure 6000 ft. at right angles to the entry.
The fuels of southern Saskatchewan are found south
of the main line of the Canadian Pacific Ey. The nearest
coal supply to Moose Jaw, at present known, is south of
Lake Johnston, and outcrops on the banks of the Lake of
Rivers.
This is a seam of about 8 ft. of lignite, which
ajjpears to be a good fuel.
the
his examination
of
G. S. Malloch contimied
Groundhog coal basin, in British Columbia, and determined the southern, eastern and northern boundaries of
The souththe area in which coal-bearing strata occur.
ern boundary is situated near latitude 56 deg. 50 min.
the eastern follows the Dooti fork of the Skeena to Shawnee Lake, thence to. the valley of the Cluatakutahn, from
which it passes over a ilat divide to the Cluayetz fork of
the Stikine and thence over another divide to the east
fork of Clappan River.
The northern boundary is, approximately, latitude 57 deg. 30 mm. Information given
by prospectors leads to the belief that the western boundary runs up the east fork of the Nass River and over a
divide to the main fork of the Clappan. The dimensions
of the field are, therefore, roughly 30 by 45 miles; but in
parts of this area the coal-bearing rocks have been re-

moved by

Coal Fields

in

Western Canada

By Phillips Thompson*
D. B. Bowling, of the Canadian Geological Survey, recently visited some new coal lields concerning which the
survey had previously but

little

information.

913

erosion.

While many new outcrops were discovered last season,
no marked improvement in quality was noted, quartz or
calcite veinlets being present in nearly all the seams and
niggerheads and numerous thin beds of bone occurring in
many of them. Proximate analyses of nine samples, from
difEerent localities in

:

claimed to be the .50-ft. seam.
The coal field on the Saskatchewan is on the line of
the Canadian Xorthern Ey. that is being built west from

J. D. Mackenzie examined about 250 square miles in
southwest Alberta, including most of the foothills area
between the valleys of the South Fork River and Pincher
Tlie well known coal measures of Blairmore and
Creek.

Coleman, in the eastern part of the Crows Nest Pass, extend in part southward into this district, and an investigation into their extent and structure sliows that there is
a considerable

amount

of coal in this area that can be

worked when railway transportation becomes available.
W. W. Leach made a detailed examination of the country covered by the Blairmore map sheet, an area of about
12 to 17 miles, including practically all the producing
mines of the bituminous coal fields on the Alberta side of
the Crows Nest Pass. Sufficient information was obtained
to map closely the outcrops of the coal-bearing beds and
the position of the major faults, rendering it possible
to represent accurately the location of the coal

is

and the quantity

Outside the break marked by the Brazeau hills,
the Edmonton formation is brought to the surface and a
10-ft. seam of domestic coal is exposed beneath the rail'^^y grade, near the mouth of Shunda Creek. Inside the

small.

'-

in the lab-

quality, the percentage of fixed carbon, ranging from
40.81 to 80.25, the majority of samples, however, carrying upward of 60 per cent.

newly opened field on Saskatchewan River, east of the
Brazeau coal field and the Coteau in southern Saskatchewan.
One of the Flathead areas which is near the boundary
appears to be the most important of these fields. It is a
basin of rocks similar tg the Crows Nest, but restricted
In this basin, seams of
in area to a few square miles.
20, 30 and 50 ft. are exposed by opencuts and prospecting
tunnels and a very large tonnage can be safely expected.
The seams dip at angles of about 20 deg. and are easily
mineable. In the center of the valley, 80 miles north of
the boundary, a block of these rocks on edge was also
found, and the 50-ft. seam has been traced for two miles
in a north and south direction.
This is probably the
extent of those measures. The third locality being prospected is near the North Kootcnay pass and is a block recorded by Doctor Dawson, but is probably not so extensive as he supposed.
Seams of 6, 13 and 18 ft. are
expo.sed by tunnels.
A mass of coal near the fault line

•Toronto. Canada.

made

C,

these were three small areas on Flathead River, B.

tj

basin,

oratory of the mines branch, showed great variations in

a

Stettler.

Groundhog

Among

measures

of coal available.

Nothlni? tends to shorten

the

life

of

.a

much

as

The drums

of

rope so

bendinK und unbending on drums and pulleys
This fault l.s more often encountered in
and pulleys than In hoisting arrauKements.
hoisting engines and the head pear-pulleys
more than 100 times the diameter of the rope,

which are too
haulase drums

are generally
which, according to many rope experts, is the minimum size of pulley for
six-stranded seven-wire ropes. Head-gear pulleys should not
exceed 18 ft. In diameter. If over this dimension they become
unnecessarily heavy and lead to trouble and excessive local
wear.
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Kentucky Mines and Workmen's Compensation
By

K. U. Meguii!e*

STyOPSIS~The
that

form

among

author di'scrihcs the ndrantages of
compensation irhirh dirides tlie losses ereiili/
opemturs of llic slul,/. regardless of Ihe miiie

of

tlie

which the accident

at

look- /dace,

compares

lie

ihe emploijers' liahilitij derisions,

Ihis

irilli

ore satisfaclonj

irliicli

to no one hut Ihe Iniri/er irho. r/.s n result of the present
jury system, is Ihe principal person to tie eoinpensated.

In at

least

-'iT

of the slMtes of this cniinlrv tlierc liavo

beeu ailopted or are

workmen's

viiling

the old

iiig

imw

iiiidcr cinisitlci-al icm,

i-oniiH-iisatiuii

common-law

ami prart

defences, with

laws pro-

ically

wliidi

aholish-

em-

the

could frerpiently meet suits for personal injuries
which arose from accidents to men at work. In 1.5 of these
jilover

states, the

new system

is

now

in

operation

in the

:

other

23, the suhject is being considered with a view to legis-

But in Kentucky as yet, personal-injurv suits
multiply; courts are clogged; all the other evils of
the old era flourish mightily, and no official notice has
been taken of what is an epoch-making change all over
the civilized world.
lation.

still

W

The

principle of woi'kmen's compensation

be the greatest

factor in

social

is

declared

evolution since the

emiiodimcnt in modern law is declared to
mark an important step in industrial evolution. Certainly it has been the most prominent feature of labor
legislation all over the world for several years.
Patterning to a degree after the European nations, the Fnited
States Government first adopted this principle for comCivil AVar; its

l)ensating accidents at

the naval

stations,

arsenals

and

in the limited sphere of federal jurisdiction.
Later, one
by one, the various states, led by Maryland, have adojited

laws,

extending this protection

to the nuire

numerous

iii-

dixidual corjjorations.
shall

in

thereby placing that loss finally on the consumer
the form of a slight increase in price on every unit

of

manufacture which he buys.

(|uestion,

The
The

Evils oe

employer,

tributed

relieved

the

latter

of

liabi'lity

for

toward the injury.

With the radical change
mod-

and

gradually dawned on the
is an
iiiiavcjidable factor

there uill

lliat

he less disturb-

less

injury suits altogether,

to

relieve

ihe

state

which now congests the courts,

sive litigation,

of

expen-

to ease the

employer and eiuplovee alike of the uncertainty and inconsistency of jury \erdicts, to save the emiiloyee heavy
court costs and lawyers' fees; to exempt the employer
from loss of time in court attendance, and. finally, to
clear the whole industrial horizon of ihe ill-feeling invariably attendant on ]iersoiial-injtiry actions.

The

UxcEin-AixTiEs i\ Woukjiex's Cumpkxsation

insurance laws

as yet too brief to have bared all the;

is

weaknes,ses of the

new

system. In Germany, we are told,
the costs of administering the state's industrial insurance are so great as to be burdensome to the industries
it was established to protect.
In this eounliy, from the

mass of data and argument eolleeti'd hv Ihe Bureau of
Labor and by ])rivate interests, such as the casualty coniit is
ini|)ossible as yet to form I'ven an approximate estimate of the cost of compensation.
Xor is the time yet ripe to appreciate the full effect
which the .system will have on the relations between lalior
and capital. Even the legality of the various state laws

paiiies.

is still in i|uestioii. numerous cases
instituted to attack these laws in a nuiniier of states being
.still
It

pending.
seems to

sums

of

money

me

that

eolleeied

the

(|isp(r>ii

fi-dui

the

of

imi

\ariijus

the

large

industries to

compensate their injured emphiyecs must be safeguarded
with the iituKist care to |ire\cuit widespreail fraud 'and
graft.
That, in addition to the danger of waste and cor-

and

is

likely to he a continual struggle

capital as to the

amounts

to be fixed for

between

compen-

clas.ses of accident, the former .seeking to
increase and the latter to decrease these amounts unduly,
and bringing into phiy to accomplish these ends all the
disorganizing melliods of political chicanerv.
A\'hatover be the ultimate cost in nione\-, strife ami

eorrii])tion, the ills of the

employers' liaijility system seem
and the nlief pronii.sed by workmen's compensation so tangible and attractive that T look for the
automatic compen.sation method to prevail iti every state
in which the so called hazardous occupations are carried

me

to

so great

on.

The
•rnsiili-nt, Hailaii Ccjul MiiiliiK Co.. Coxton, Ky.
.\bstract of papi-r read before the Kentuiky MlniiiK
Institute, Lexington, Ky., May 17.

—

lias

sating the .se\eral

industrial conditions due to the introduction of

NotH

il

hardship on human beings when
its con.sequences are borne by the entire industry and
not by one or several iiidiv iiluals.
By abolishing the oh! di^fenei's of the employer, the
new order of things seeks also lo do away with personal-

ruption, there

damage arising from an accident, where the negligence of
Hie injured workman or that of a fellow-emi)loyee conin

and

negligence

that

iijudern industry,

labor

benefits of

the

m

men

ance of business and

Kjri'Lovi:i;s' Liahii.itv

workmen's compensation are not yet as
certain as are the evils of employers' liability, which it
practically supersedes.
The old scheme of law devised
in England at a time when materials were mainifacturcd
by small groups of udrkincii under the personal direction
of

niiiids of

or vital parts thereof

not discuss the abstract principle at length.
Its essential value rests in the distribution of the economic loss arising from an accident by removing this loss
from one or several employers and employees and dividing it among all the persons engaged in tlie industry in
I

>p(insibility therefor,

In escaping these kn<jwn evils, we may expo.se ourselves to others, whieii are yet unforeseen. The experience
of the 15 .states which
have compensation or state

COMPEXS.-VTION Is (iREATEST FaCTOI! IX SoCIAL
EvoLrTioN SixcE Civil
\k

to

crn machinery, the division of labor, and the grouping
together of large armies uf workers, there came greater
danger of accident and greatci' ditticidty in placing re-

cidents

The

loss of the entire
is

now estimated

(igiires

woiibl

United States through work acat about $250,00(1.000 annually.

eonviiiee

economists

that

a

defieit

:

COAL AGE
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magnitude should be distributed with

of such

that individual employers or employees be not

care,

so

swamped

by an accident, while their fellows enjoy temj^orary immunity'.

The Employees' Liability Is to the Law-yek Rather
Than to the Employee
But economists cannot do much to enact or defeat comFor the emjJoyer, the strong argument for
pensation.
compensatory laws is furnished by the inconsistency and

many

injustice of

jury verdicts.

And on

the other hand,

the injured employee or his dependents, while they

may

on sympathy from a jury, receive little or
none from damage-suit lawyers; so that after they have
tisually rely

—

—

judgment probably excessively large against
an employer, and after they have paid their .50 per cent,
contingent fee, they may have a net balance to their
credit amounting to much less than the fair compensation
given for injuries by the new sj'stem. Indeed it may be
said with almost entire truth that under the past laws the
principal liability of both employer and employee was
the lawyer, rather than the accident.
The coal-mining business of Kentucky is now the second largest of the state's productive occupations, excluThe gross value of output is more
sive of agriculture.
than $16,000,000 per annum, and its importance as an
industry in Kentucky ranks next to that of the distilling
collected a

of whiskey.

In addition thereto,

it

yields to the trans-

portation companies a revenue in freight somewhere be-

tween $13,000,000 and $1.5,000,000 within the boundaries
of Kentucky alone, and further revenue to connecting
lines serving a territory extending from the far Northwest to Florida and the Gulf of Mexico.
Its aggregate
payroll, amounting to about $13,000,000, maintains nearly
25,000 employees and their families, and spreads through
channels of trade in a hundred different directions.
Not only has the coal industry already assumed this
magnitude, but it will soon outstrip all other productive
industries of Kentucky, barring agriculture alone. Present mining developments along Kentucky River, the upper Cumberland and Big Sandy Rivers assure that the
30,000,000-ton

mark

will soon be reached.

The Low Mining-Accident Death Rate

in

Kentucky

But there is another side to this picture of prosperity
and growth, and the more sensitive public conscience
of this day will not allow this unattractive side of the
picture to escape scrutiny, or its meaning to remain uninterpreted.
toll

of

This side of the picture

human

life

is

an exhibit of the

and the destruction

of

health and

with a consequent loss of money to employers
and employees alike, and an added burden imposed on
the state by an increase in the ranks of paupers and
efficiency,

other public charges.

Kentucky we may console ourselves that

It is true in

our record of mine fatalities compares favorably with the
averages for industry through the entire United States
and even bears comparison with the figures from states in
which the mining industry has been for some years the

Vol.

3,

No. 24

mines of the country killed 4.29 employees per 1,000,000
tons, Kentucky during the same year killed only 3.25.
And while the nation's mines killed 3.15 emjjloyees per
1000 on the payrolls, Kentucky's mines killed only 3.08
per 1000.

Amount and Manner
The laws

of Compensation

15 states in which compensation is
already required by law, and also the act of our neighboring state. West Virginia, effective May 23, impress
of the

on examination, with the simplicity of the problem of
compensation for fatal accidents. The range of the compensation fixed by the various states is not wide, extending from a minimum of three years' average earnings, or
us,

$2000, to a maximum of six years' average earnings, or
$6000.
In nearly all states, the commission is instructed to
disburse the compensation in weekly or monthly payments, as in the discretion of the commission may best
suit the particular case. I

cannot overlook an opportunity
here to emphasize the merit of this method of payment
over the system that now results.
After several years
of controversy, the dependent family secures by jury
verdict a

attorney.

lump sum of money, which is shared with their
They do not have the proper knowledge or ex-

perience to handle

it,

cases, for only too

brief

The Compensation

and so it is with them,
and fleeting a period.

in

most

foe Partial Disability Is the

Uncertain Factor

A

comjjeusation of $3000 as the average economic

Kentucky mines would have cost the
follows under a State Compensation Law

of a death in

dustry as
1910, 84 Hves
1911,
1912,

44
52

loss

in-

$252,000
132 000
156!oO0

lives
lives

and considering the present premiums on casualtv insurance, the industry could well afford to meet the bill.

new system apthink we will have to jump in
the dark in regard to nonfatal accidents, for I see no
means of ascertaining, within any bounds of reasonable
I will say, however, that attractive as the

pears to

me

in general,

I

certainty, what the bill for minor accidents will be.
While several of the annual reports from the state mining inspector give the number and classification of nonfatal accidents, it is certain that under the system of comall injuries, the list of such injuries may
soon become appallingly lengthy and the amounts demanded for these accidents will exceed those claimed for
deaths and total disabilities.

pensation for

Though

operator

under

proposed
he need
not be too confident that workmen's compensation
will necessarily afford less expensive insurance than
he is now able to purchase from the companies that are
embraced in the so called Conference, much less that it
will be cheaper than that furnished by several outside
companies, which now make rates as low as 90c. per
$100 of annual payroll, and did until the last year or
legislation,

the

eliminate

will,

excessive

jury

the

verdicts,

two, write policies for as low as 7 mills on the dollar.

much

Not cheaper insurance, but more complete protection

remedial legislation.
The latest publication of the United States Bureau of
Mines, shows that in all the mines of the United States
the total deaths in 1912 wore fewer than in any year
since 1906, and conspicuously fewer per 1.000.000 tons of

due the operator, for the policies now written by the
companies to indemnify operators for damages recovered
under their present employers' liability, indemnify only
within certain limits, and when a jury verdict is rendered

men employed.

against the operator, assessing damages greater than the

subject of

output or per 1000

But while

all

the

is

June
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14,

maximum

fixed in the policy, either due to the loss of one
or the results of one accident, the operator is left to
pay a sum which may be greatly in excess of his stipu-

life

lated

maximum.

But

danger is not the only serious objection to
indemnity policies, as the loss of time and
money due to court attendance is expensive alike to the
defendant employer and to the commonwealth, and friction between employer and employee is continually aggravated by the personal negotiation of claims for damthis

the present

from

ages arising

death or from the breaking of n
is prone to feel that if he does not
take the claim to court, he will be a recipient of chanty,
and not justice.
finger.

a

The employee

A State

Cojimissiox To Admixistek Ixsuhance

FUXDS
Therefore,
the

when we come

compensation system,

to consider the

advantages of

us assure ourselves at the
outset that to achieve satisfaction for either em])loyer or
let

employee, it must be reasonably fair to both; that it is
not merely a device by which the former may escape being
"soaked," nor a scheme of graft by wnich the latter
may recover money for accidents numerous and trivial.

mind that the ideal condition is one
accidents will be fairly compensated, with
the least possible interruption to business, by the payLet us bear

whereunder

ment of

in

all

sums

monev

in such manner as is be.st
This should l)e paid promptly,
but with due care, by a state commission, which body
should be free of the influence of party politics.
Payments should be made out of general funds collected from
the several hazardous industries and carefully guarded.

fixed

of

suited to the beneficiary.

T

strongly

recommend

Kentucky Mine Own-

that the

Association, either alone or

m

conjunction with the
body representing the southern Appalachian coal operators, constitute a committee to advise with the framers
of a compensation act.
If this be done, Kentucky will
be as conspicuous in her success in compensating mine
accidents, as she now is in reducing their frequency.
ers'

The

Belle Valley

The following

letter

from

Mine Explosion
.1.

Uavies, the state

(_'.

James M. Cox,

inspector of Ohio to the governor,
to the Belle Valley

ment
On

mine

relative

mine explosion, needs no further com-

:

H

the evening of May 17. .at
p.m.. the State Mining
Department was notified that an explosion had occurred in
the Imperial Mining Co.'s Imperial No. 3 mine at Belle Valley,
and that a number of men were entombed as a result of the
explosion, the news having been bi'ought to the surface by
four of the men who though employed in the mine at the
time had escaped the force of the explosion.
Upon arriving at the mine, I ascertained that the bodies
of the entombed men had already been reached.
Immediately
following the explosion. District Mine Inspector Abel Ellwood of the fifth inspection district, in conjunction with General .Superintendent Thos. Matthews of the Imperial Mining
Co., made arrangements with the Pennsylvania R.R. Co.. to
run a special train from Cambridge to Belle Valley, carrying rescue equipment and medical aid.
District Mine Inspectors Hill, Grogan, Morrison, Devore,
Werker and Wheatley. were also notified of the explosion,
and with myself went to the mine to render such assistance
as was possible.
Upon the arrival of the special train,
rescue parties were organized to enter the mine. The ventilating appliances were not deranged, and this led us to hope
that at least some of the entombed might be still alive.
Previous to the arrival of the rescue equipment, Henry
Fairhurst, of Belle Valley, and several others entered the

917

mine to attempt to rescue the injured. They succeeded in
saving J. R. Yeager. who was badly hurt, but Fairhurst died
effects of breathing the afterdamp.
Superintendent J. B. Morris of the Caldwell mine, John
Smolley of the Laura mine, and others, formed a rescue
party and penetrated the mine to the seat of the explosion,
where they encountered the bodies of several of the victims.
Upon the arrival of myself and the other inspectors, we
found the work of the recovery of the bodies well under
way, several of them having been brought to the surface.
TVe entered the mine, made our way to the vicinity of the
trouble, and rendered what assistance we could, and continued at the work until the last body was recovered, which
was about 11:30 Sunday morning.
Upon our arrival at the mine early on Monday, we found
Jas. W. Paul, the engineer who Is in charge of the federal

from the

station at Pittsburgh, and two of his assistants, had arrived for the purpose of making an investigation for the
federal government, and to render all assistance.
In company with the above and John Moore, state president of the United Mine Workers of America, Lee Hall and
William Thompson, vice-presidents of the same organization,
we entered the mine and proceeded to obtain evidence that
would enable us to determine as nearly as possible where
and what caused the explosion. Returning to the mine on
Tuesday, we completed our investigation. A report of this
party of inquiry is herewith attached to this report.

Mine

We

lus|ieetor*s

Report

have

toda.v" completed an examination of the O'Gara
Imperial No. 3 mine,, Noble County, O, with a
view of determining the cause of the explosion in that mine
on the evening of May 17, 1913
This explosion occurred between six and seven, p.m., at
which time twenty men were in the mine. Of this number
14 were killed, and several others injured.
The number of
fatalities was later increased to 15 by the death of Henry
Fairhurst. who was overcome while attempting to rescue one
of the injured men.
As a result of our investigation, it is our opinion that the
explosion originated in the vicinity of No. 5 room, off No. 7
south entry, and that it was produced by the ignition of a
body of firedamp in or near this room. The force of the
explosion seems to have radiated from this point.
The direction of greatest force was from the vicinity of
No. 5 room, in No. 7 entry outward through No. 7 entry
and through the crosscuts into No. 8 entry. In the latter
heading opposite No. 4 and No. 5 rooms, a number of men
were engaged in laying a side track and two machinemen
were cutting a skip from the east rib of No. 8 south entry.
Ten of the victims were found along No. 8 entry; one in No.
1 east entry, just west of No. 8 south; one in No. 1 room in
No. 1 east entry, one in No. 7 south entry between No. 4
and No. 5 rooms; and one in No. 1 room in No. 4 east entry.
None of them were mutilated to any considerable extent, but
all except the one in No. 1 room in No. 4 east entry were
severely burned.
Considerable marsh gas is generated in this section of
the mine, and an examination of the workings in the vicinity
of the scene of the explosion on May 19, and 20, showed
traces of firedamp in most of them.
In our investigation we found no dates marked in the
working places later than May 16, Indicating that these
places had not been examined by the fireboss on the date of
the explosion.
Evidently, the ventilation had been cut off
this section of the mine for a considerable time, thus permitting a body of firedamp to accumulate, and some of the workmen, presumably the one found between No. 4 and No. 5
rooms, in No. 7 entry had entered No. 5 room wth a naked
light, igniting the gas.

Coal

Co.'s

APPROVED
J.

C.

D.WIES.

Chief Inspector of Mines.

THOS. MORRISON,
Inspector 9th District.
L.

D.

DEVORE,

Inspector 10th District.
R.

S.

WHEATLEY.

Inspector 12th District.
W. H. WERKER,
Inspector 8th District.

THOS.

F.

GROGAN.

Inspector 11th District.
,,.^y,'?'^",
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^ safety

lam,p,

remember

that

(1) The height of the cap depends not only on the amount of
gas present, but also upon the size of the testing flame
(2)
That a 1 14 to 2 per cent, mixture produces quite a large
though very delicate cap, with a testing name having a small
white apex.
(3) That density Is a better indication of percentage than height.
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Concrete

in

A a E

T.

Xo. 04

Mine Construction
By

a. S.

Ai.i.Aiiii

SYXOPSIS— The

in

amount

stacks

modern coal-mining plant uses a large
and below ground lo a--<sure
permanence and safety from fire. A concrete shaft costronh/ about one-third more tlian one cased in wood. The
concrete above

of

3.

appearance as compared with an installation of

which are subject

author

describes

concrete stack.

linings

and

are

three kinds of concrete shaft-bottom
details the approjiriate places for their re-

steel

from rust and
require frequent painting and attention; while no expense for maintenance after first cost is necessary on a

now

spective vse.

>teel.

Within tlio l.ist lew years, a great many inipuiiam
advances have been made at tlie modern coal plant in the
use of concrete for buildings, shaft-lining walls and con-

fiirnis of

to deterioration

Coal-storage bins and watcr-supplv taid\s

ci'ccted of reinforced concrete, instead of

wood

or

This material now replaces the wooden walks and platthe steel tipple and the members themselves arc
jirotected from rust and mine gases with a covering of
Swimming tanks built of concrete
the same material.

View of CoxcnKTE Machixk-, Blacksmith- and

Eeinfoeced-Conceete Buxkee

('Ai;pi:xTKi;-Strop BfiLoixc;

;

Capacity,

Tons

250

Granaey

Mule Stable

The appearance of the uptowonderful ly improved with its concrete min.c
liiiildings, consisting of tiie power plant, hoist house, re]iair shop, miners' bath house, fan house, supply house.
])owder house and outside stable.
These fireproof striietnres with reiirforced-concretc walls, concrete floors and
lement roof covering are permanent and involve little

prove a source of amusement and recreation for the employees at a coal-mining plant.

struction inside the mine.

date plant

or

no

is

e.\i)ense for

The

upkeep during the

life of

the plant.

boiler hou.«e, with its reinforced-concretc

lowering to

a great height,

is

chimncv

substantial and attractive

•Chief engineer, Bunsen Coal Co.,

.-Vdii

Building, Dan-

Abstract from a paper read at the Mlnlnu Conference in
connection with the dedication of the Transportation BuildinK and of the Locomotive and Mining Laboratories, Univer.slty

of Illinois.

May

10,

1913.

SiiAi'T

Walls

and permanent material for the lining
From comof shaft walls, concrete is without a rival.
-Vs a

fireproof

parative cost data, I fiud that the price per vertical foot
of a completed concrete-lined shaft is about one-third

more than for one encased

in

wood.

As timbers have

to

be renewed after a short period of time, this additional
lost in first coustruction is soon absorlied by the savings
in

repair

crete

bills.

shafts,

Of

all

the numerous designs for con-

rectangular,

most economical.

circular,

elliptical,

etc..

the

and circular end walls is the
The end space is utilized for pi]ieways

shaft with straight .«ides

COAL
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and excavation and concTete yardage is
minimum. The eireular end walls adequately resist the pressure of the strata and of the water,
forming as they do a concrete areh from the surface to
However, the sidewall pressures have
the shaft bottom.
stairways,

or

reduced to a

be resisted by the

to

tliickiiess of

the concrete lining, and

must dcjx'nd upon the nature and depth

this

strata

penetrated.

Self-sustaining

sandstone, slate

rock,

a wall of from 6 to 9

or good
in.

measures,

sliale,

of

the

such as

generallv require

in thickness.

Tiiis

is

sufficient

for tlie anchorage of the luinidiis.
A licaw fiveclav or
wet sand would require a niiuh Ihirker v.-!i.

SllAFT-BoTTd.M i.lMNcis
Shaft-boiujm
three way-:

Tin

]<.j-I-'i'.

linings

Fir-t:

A

can he constructed in one of
wall of reetangulai- sect inn can

('oxfKi:ii:

BuiCK

I'oi;

Sjiokk-Stack.

LowKU

beam

is usually 6 or 8 in. for a single-track span, and
from 12 to 18 "in. for that of double track, l)ut the size
and weight of the bean; selected depends upon the nature and condition of the room.
My practice has been
to place the beam.- on 4-ft. centers, covered with slabs
;

ft.

in

width.

Second
.\
pou red-concrete arch with concrete sidewalls.
Third: T le concrete-ljlock arch, which is com]in>ed of plain eoiu rete lilocks molded in steel forms with
:

(.;

E
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joints disposed

on two radial planes.
Blocks are laid
crown from each side wall with cemented
Joints, supported on a light framework until the key
piece is placed and one section of the arch is thus com-

up in the

arcli

pleted.

Provision is made in molding to provide blocks of
different lengths so that joints are broken on alternate
courses.
Blocks 6 in. thick for single- and 8 in. for
double-track spans, and about 18 in. long make a convenient size for men to handle.
This method of arch
construction is much cheaper than that of the solid-

poured sections, for it eliminates the cost of expensive
forms and the time necessary for the transporting and
placing of the wet mixture.
Tlie first system is preferable at the back of the shaft
where it is necessary to provide clearance room for the

Lim:i

75 Ft.

be l)uilt along eit her side supporting I-beams.
These
can be covered wi th reinforced-concrete slabs having a
thickness of three or four inches.
The depth of tlie

2

A

\i:\Tii.

M

iNi;

Shaft at

I'

\i vi:i;s

\ i.

Mini-:

empty-car

lifts and where culling into the roof with an
arch of large s])an would ]irove e.\pcnsi\c.
The second, or poured-arch section, is generally adopted

from 10 to 15
work being connected

for a distance of

ft.

shaft, the

to

shaft walks.

construction
aroMiiils,

on each side of the
ami supporting the
By continuing the arch with coiUTetc-block
for the main landing ami
empty run-

an ideal and

fircjjroof .shaft

bottom

is

made.

[All the above illustrations are of erections at the Universal mine of the Bnn.sen Coal Co., Clinton, Tnd.
Other
views of the same plant can be found in Xn\. T.
pp. 2^\r.U;. iin<l

in

\'o|.

',.

]>.

Iir..— El).
I

:

C
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''These activities have two objects First, to make the
miners believe the Union is carrying everything before it
in the state, and that if they do not join at once they
may find themselves out of a job ; the second is to impress
the Senate subcommittee with the importance of the
Union and its magnanimous attitude toward the operators in offering its good offices to 'settle' a 'strike' that
never existed."
:

COMING SOCIETY MEETINGS
Mine Inspector's Institute
secretary, Pittsburgrh, Penn.

W. Paul,
I'.
S. A
J.
Annual meeting at Birming-

of the

June 10. 11, 12 and 13.
Coal Mining Institute of America

ham.

Ala.,

—

C. L.

Fay, Wilkes-Barre,

This institute holds its annual meeting at
Penn.. secretary.
Pittsburgh, Penn., on June 17 and IS.
Mioiiisan-Ohio-Indialna Coal Dealers .Vssociation G. F.
This association holds a
Nigh, secretary, Columbus, Ohio.
joint annual meeting with the order of Kokoal at Cedar

—

Ohio,

Point,

June

17,

—

and

IS

of Kolioal

C.

Lester, secretary. No. 1
This society holds a joint

—

is

secretary.

The
The

West Virginia

Situation in

West. Virginia ilinino- Association, AV. X. Page,

Pres., has issued the following

statement regarding the

labor situation there
of

America are making

forthcoming investigation by the Sensubcommittee of conditions in the coal mines of W^est
Virginia.
Thomas Haggerty, the international board
member, who has headquarters in this city, issues frequent
bulletins recounting the success of his efforts to 'settle
the strike on Xew Eiver,' and of his trips into that region 'to bring the miners and operators together,' when,
as a matter of fact, no strike exists on New River, and
Mr. Haggerty has never left Charleston. Nor have the
miners on New Eiver any desire to strike.
capital out of the

ate

"The most convincing evidence that

a strike exists

is

New River
May 30, was

the fact that the production of the mines on

working days ending Friday,

123,180 tons shipped by the ('. & 0. alone, which is about
the average for the last six months.
"The miners are being told that the Senate subcommittee is coming to put all the forces of the United States

Government

work

to

to insure

their rights to join the

them the

full

enjoyment

of

Union, the inference being that

they had better join at once and so avoid future trouble
at the hands of that organization.

"The Union is also making a play to the galleries by
ostentatiously manufacturing tents in a conspicuous place
here to 'shelter the strikers on

New

River.'

"Incendiary articles abusing Governor Hatfield for his
efforts to restore normal conditions are being sent to daily
papers in the state by ex-Senator Sam B. Montgomery in
behalf of the Union, accompanied by letters offering to
pay advertising rates for their publication. The Union
has ample funds, for the asses.sment of 50c, .t month on
all members for use in West Virginia is still in force.
This alone yields at least $2,2.50.000 a year. Tn addition
the United

Mine Workers

February voted

is

of the Coal

of Illinois in the last

week

in

to give $900,000.

"As the Union has but 3200 members in a total of 79,781 mine workers in the state, it is essential that this
should be one of the cases in which 'moi.ey talks.'

Mining

Institute of

America

be held in the Assembly Hall of the Engineers'

to

Society of Western Pennsylvania, 25th floor of the Oliver
Building, Pittsburgh, June 17 and 18.
The following is the program beginning on Tuesday

afternoon
"A Pictorial Survey of the Pennsylvania Bituminous Coal
Field." Introduced by John Bolleau and illustrated by private
maps and numerous lantern slides showing distinctive operating and transportation developments of principal mining
:

companies.
Inspection of ofBces and appliances of the U. S. Weather
Bureau by invitation of Henry Penn>-witt. Local Forecaster.
H. C. Frick Coke Co.'s "Safety First" show, demonstrating
methods of safety instruction used by this company. Stereopticon and motion pictures, combining instruction and entertainment in a novel and interesting manner.
In the evening there will be a banquet.

On Wednesday

"The United Mine Workers

for the six

The meeting

E.

—

City

Coal Mining Institute of America

19.

Broadhnnual
way. New York City.
meeting with the Michigan-Ohio-Indiana Coal Dealers Association at Cedar Point. Ohio, on June 17, 18 and 19.
West Virginia Coal Mining Institute Prof. E. N. Zern,
secretary and treasurer, Morgantown, W. Va. This institute
holds its annual meeting at Morgantown, W. Va., on June 24,
25 and 26.
.Vmerican Institute of Mining Engineers This institute
holds its ne.xt annual meeting at Butte, Mont., on .\ug. IS to
Bradley Stoughton, 29 W. 39th St., New York
21 inclusive.
Oriler

in the foi'enoon a visit will

l)e

made

to the

Carnegie Museum, by invitation and under direction of Dr.

W.

Holland, Curator.
In the afternoon, the Bureau of Mines will either arrange
a demonstration at the Arsenal Grounds, or a trip to the experimental mine operated by the Bureau.
The meeting was to have been held at Wilkes-Barre,
Penn.. but the place was changed because so many of the
operators and other mine officials were too busily engaged
to permit of their attending.
J.

A

Government-Approved Mine Lamp
The Ceag*

lamp has the distincUnited States
The approval was granted on June 3

portable electric mine

tion of being the first to be approved by the

Bureau of Mines.
and carries with

it the permission to attach a plate to
each lamp, reading as follows:
"Permissible electric hand lamp. United States Bureau of Mines, Approval No. 1."

The approval

given under the restriction that any

is

modifications the manufacturers

any future date

shall first be

in order that they
tests.

The Bureau

may

may

desire to

make

at

submitted to the Bureau,

be subjected to the necessary

also reserves the right, should occasion

demand, to rescind its approval at any time. The use of
unapproved changes in the design arid construction of the
lamp will be considered as sufficient reason for withdrawing the approval, as will also any developments which

may appear

in practical

liable, unsafe, or easily

use that prove

made

The Harlan Coal
We

it

to be unre-

so.

Field in

Kentucky

informed by Frank A. Carr, of Hendersonville, N. C, that two of the photos used in our article
under the above title (See Co\h Age, Vol. 3, No. 21, p.
796) were copyrighted by him. A notice to this effect
was unfortunately overlooked.
are

•For detailed description of this lamp see "Coal
Vol.

2,

p.

393.

Age,''

June

14,
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Gates for Run-of-Mine Coal
By

F. V. riKTZia/'

SYNOPSIS— The

dimdvajilagcs and inconvenience of
the slide gale are well l-noivn lo mining men. Various
types of undercut gates arc here described and illus-

and

eitiier

ilav in the

chute

else

fall

over the edge

of the gate.

Tipple Gati:s Ake UsifALLY Counteubalancicd

trated.

For

Most men in the soft-coal business know that it is almost impossible to control the flow of run-of-mine coal
by an ordinary slide gate. There are several reasons for

work the undercut gate

ti])])le

il.iMrid

Im

iii.i'm'

III,.

iiiii\(.'iiirnls

is

usually counter-

caslcr

and more rapid.

this.

A gate opening which will pass run-of-mine
without choking is necessarily large and the weight
of the gate plate makes it hard and slow to handle.
If the gate in closing comes down on a liimp,
Second
the small coal and slack continue to flow under the edye
First

:

coal

:

^'LocAL Coal" C'lnii: FiiTi:i)

with Geared

Gate

Fig.

1.

I'lVOTKD UiVUEIiCUT G.\TE IN ItS SIMPLEST
FoiiJr

of the

plate:

t(]

stop this the gate

and drop|icd

lifted

iinlil

it

nmst be repeatedly

happens

mi.ss

to

Slide gates with rack-and-pinion

pieces.

large

all

movement have

been used to give the operator a

i)etter

control of the gale

and large plates are sometimes

fitted

with steam or air
hard

cylinders to force the gate

down

in spite of large or

lumps.
In

however, all such gates arc inferior to
undercut type and particularly to those
which work on a pivot.
In its simplest form such a
gate is shown in Fig. 1.
In opening, the curved plate
drops as is shown liy tjie arrow and the coal flows over the
top edge. In closing the gate rises and either cuts off the
flow partially at an intermediate point or completely
])rinciplc.

those

of

when

in the position

the

shown

in

the figure.

It

is

that no hini]i can ever stick this device, because

be lifted

evident

it

would

by the upward movement of the curved plate

*J'hilailfIphi;i.

Penn.

Fig.

3.

R

TTICI)

WITH

COAL AGE
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and for large gates the motion is geareil for operation liy
hand chain or haudwheel.
Fig. 2 shows a "local coal" chute iiticd with a geared
gate, and Fig. 3 shows a ruu-of-mine loading bin fitted
with two large chutes. Here the lowering of the chute
aprons and the opening and closing of the gates are all
under the control of an operator on the elevated platform.
This control

is

so accurate that the loader can

Vol.

jnx'vent the gate

from pushing lumps

3,

Xo. 24

u]iwiivd in

tiic

act

of closing.

At some mines
lem.

If

it is

out again.

the disposal of rock

put into a bin

A

large gate

A

lli:AVY

is

it

is

is

a .serious ])rob-

cjuite a job to

a necessity in such

get

it

a case.

deliver

the coal at the rate of 20 tons a minute, or he can load
the car to its limit hy dropping the coal a bushel at a

time

if

he pleases.

Fig. 4 shows the assembly of such a gale with its chute
apron, and Fig. 5 illustrates a geared undercut gate set

up on the front of
chute is hinged and
beconiiuir wet

a tipple.

The cover

plate over the

loose; it serves to keep the coal

and frozen

in

coM weather, but

it

from

does not

Vk

Stka.m-Ac'tl'athd Rociv

Fig. U .shows a rock chute

.j4 in.

Gate

sipiare in rross-sectiou

with a steam-operated undercut gate attached.
This
is extra heavy in construction and will handle rock as big
as a man's body.
The gate is controlled by a small hand
lever on a four-way valve and is quick and certain in
operation.

Mine-Inspection Service in
Fig. 4.

Asskmbly of Gate and Chute Apron

During the year 1883,

Illinois

law was passed creating the
office of state inspector of mines.
Candidates for this
office were required to furnish evidence satisfactory to
the state mining board that they were citizens of th.'"
state,

a

at least thirty years of age,

practical

mining experience

of

and that they had

ten years.

All

a

candi-

dates were required to pass an examination to

show whac
and technical knowledge they possessed of mine
surveying; mining machinery and appliances; the proper
development and operation of coal mines; ventilation
in mines; the nature aiul properties of mine gases; the
geology of the coal measures in this state and the laws
practical

:

of this state relating to coal mines.

During the year 1911, the subjects of tir.st aid to the
injured and mine rescue methods and appliances were
incorporated in the law; Intt this was the only change

made
same

in

the

hiw

in

During the
was passed jdacing

twenty-eight years.

session of tiie legislature, a law

all state employees under the civil service rules.
This
included the state inspectors of mines.
Although Illinois is not in the lead in coal production, it has taken

an advance step in legislation over all other states in
matters pertaining to mining and particularly to the
metlKxl

of ap.pointing mine inspectors.
Prior to this
time, the inspectors were subject to the changes incident
to a
Fi.;.

Gkauki) UNniiitcirr (Jatic fok riiE Fhoxt
OF A Bin o.h Tipple

change of administration.

The inspectors are required to send to the Civil Service Commission monthly reports stating the number of

June

COAL

inin

11.

and also to tlie stale mining board a remines examined during tlie moutli. I submit

mines examined
port of the

making an examination
or

!!^hipiiins

ILLIXOI."*

For the
To thr Chief Clerk of the State MiniUK
Sir:

I

SiiringHeld,
havp this

Dixiru't

2

day of

1 Dl .. .inspected
located at
State of lUinois. and

If)
(

3.

f

)

S.

RECORDS:

(a)
(b)

of
of
of
of

fans
cages
ropes
safety catches

system

(f)

ATI-

(g)

Is
is

(h)

(a)
(b)

underground

(j)

(c)

Conditions

is

i-tni-

Are crosscuts made within sixty feet?
-Are any rooms opened in advance of last open cross-

law relating to the storing of explosives and the
opening of powder kegs observed?

Is the

by proper sized pipe
required hose connections provided?.

all

eui'rent

as to close automatically?

EXPLOSIVES:

located?

it

j?o

cut?

.

12.

TRAVELING AND H.AULING WAYS:

.

Condition

they extended to cover the fire-protected area?

they properly installed?
the mine supplied with the necessary hose and
for immediate use?
it ready

13.

.

AIRWAYS:
What is the

condition of the main and return airways

Describe in detail

Are automatic sprinklers properly located and connected

(i)

Are they supplied as required by law?

CROSSCUTS:

10.

fire

Is the quantity sufficient?
(d) Is it conducted into the mine

.Are

escapement shaft?

.

Number

structed

(c)

and are

.

Are doors used for directing the ventilating

the ivater supply for fiprhting
pro\"ided as required by law?

(e)

.

DOORS:

9.

Is

Where

stairs.

Are the records required to be kept by the Mine
iManager. Mine Examiner and Shotfirers in accordance with the law?
(b) Are maps made and recorded according to law?
(c) Give date of last extension

lion

11.

(b)

men

Conditions as fcdlows

FIRE-FIGHTING APPLIANCES:
(a)

to get

(a)

(b) Condition

Condition
Condition
Condition
Checking:

wet or dry?.

TELEPHONES:

Condition

Date of liist insmi
HDISTIXC. .vri'ARATU.S:
(a) Condition of engine
(c)

it

7.

changed hands

BOILER.S AT I'L.AXT

(d)

Is

(i)

operated by

la)
(b)

escapement shaft?
Width and general condition of

it

Boiiril.

find its condition.s as follow.s: (If mine has
since last inspection, grive old nani'> here):

1.

If hoisted,

is

.\rea of

(g) Distance to each landing
(h) Are there any obstructions in the

of ^linrs

lu»|i<-<-tor

III.

County of

shaft, or

what time would be required

(d)
(e)
(f)

Stiitj-

Are men hoisted from the escapement
equipped with sluiis. or both?

.SKKVHE

l\!SI'K< I'lov

Itrport of

mine

till

of a mine.

L.u<-iil

fOAL MI\K
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(c)

;

herewitii a copy wliich the inspectors are required to
out, after

A(;e

What

is the distance of the nearest underground
feet:
stable from the hoisting shaft?
from the escapement shaft?
feet: if the
distance is within 1000 feet, are automatic sprinklers
properly placed and connected in the stable?
If the stable is otherwise located, are extinguishers
and hand pump buckets kept therein, including entries and passagew^ays into which stable opens, and
are they ready for use?

(k) Give

the

number

14.

PLACE OF REFUGE:
(a)

At what intervals?
Are the top and botom man at their respective posts
of duty half an hour before the hoisting of coal begins in the morning and the same time after hoisting ceases for the day?
For the better protection of the lives and health of the
employees, would recoinmend the following:
(b)
(c)

Hand

of extinguishers

.\re there proper places of refuge on all hauling
roads where workmen are required to travel?

pump buckets
(1)

Are barrels of water and pails properly located in
each entry or passageway leading to the stable?
State Inspector of Coal Mines.
District

Give numljer
4.

NFMBER OF MEN AND
(a)
(c)

5.

Men underground
Animals

(b) Total

sfieak of the !iis])e(tioii service of Illinois and fail
mention the names of two men who are yet in the
service, and have given to the state and the mining fra-

To

employees

to

VENTILATION:
cubic feel at bottom of downcast

(a)

Quantity of air

(b)

Quantity of air

(c)

Quantity of air in cubic feet at last open crosscut of
each division or spilt of the air current:
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

in
in

cubic feet at bottom of upcast

8th
supplied in each division

7th

Bth

(d)

Number

(o)

Is

(f)

throughout the mint-?
Does the mine generate explosive gas

(g)

ternity
of

(lutv

stale

5lh

6.

ANIM.VLS EMPLOYED:

of

employees

sufficient

air

supplied

in

every,,_,worklng

place

In

dangerous

ESCAPEMENTS:

How many

(b)

signboards placed indicating
thereto at each intersection?

Are

best years of their lives.

ami

(ibligatioii.

who can bear

wouM

be uuinindfiil

There are many men

wiliu'ss

to

lln'

nia]iv

in

assistance given ibein by Inspeelors Rutledge and
son,

especially

men

ulni

were

anxious

the

kind :nls and
to

better

Hudtheir

condition so that they could become successful managers.
The.se two inspectors are of the broad-minded type of

men,

kind

liearted

and

generous

and

by

won many friends tliroughniit the state.
Walton Rutledge, of Alton, and Thomas

tliis

token

liave

quantities?
Did you discover the presence of gas in the main
return airway?

fa)

tile

roads leading to the escapement shaft?
the

direction

TTud.son, of

were both ap])oiiited inspectors in the year 1S83
;nid served until ISOl when a change was made in the
Tn
political complexion of the state administration.
rial\a,

1897, they were again reappointerl and are
in that capacity.
iiispectii)ii

Mr.

.service in

T?utledije

is

the oldest

still

man

the United States and he

is

serving
in the

famil-

COAL AGE
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iarly called the Dean of the
brief sketches of their careers:

Service.

Following arc

Sketch of Waltox Rutlicdge
Eutletlge, inspector, Hth district, was born at
Haswell, county of Durham, ]']ngland, in 1835. At the
age of 14 years he began working in the coal mines at

Walton

that place. After about a year he was transferred to the
surveying division, working with the niiue examiners a.
part of the time. In 1854 he came to the United States,
locating in the anthracite coal region, where he worked as
He came to Illinois, in 1856, and
a miner for two years.

which has been his home ever since.
Here he worked in the mines until May, 1864, when he
enlisted in company D, 133d regiment, Illinois infanAfterward, in the same year, he
try, as first sergeant.
raised a comjtany which was mustered into the 14th regsettled in Alton,

now 67

Vol.
years of age.

first

chosen secretary of the Miners' Benevolent organization,
embracing the states of Illinois, Indiana and Missouri,
serving that organization for two years. During the session of the constitutional convention of 1870, he was
active in securing a clause in the constitution providing
for a police regulation for the coal mines of the state.
In after years he was a member of a committee of miners
After several
to formulate a mining law for the state.
attempts to secure such logishition lie, with others, was
finally successful in securing the passage of a mining
law at the session of the General Assembly of 1870, but
which provided foi' county inspectors only. In 1883,
after the passage of the law creating State inspectors of
coal mines, he passed, in the first examination for inspectors, and was appointed inspector for the fourth district.
He was reappointed successively each term and
held the position until 1894. In 1897 he was again apjioinlcd inspector, and is still serving in that capacity.

Sketch op Titomas Hudson
inspector, 2d district,

attended the schools in the

ploy of that company for ten years.

In 1883 the General Assembly passed an act creating
the offices of state inspectors of coal mines in Illinois,
dividing the state into five districts, also providing for
the examination of candidates for inspectors, by a board
For some time previous to the jiassage of
of examiners.

Thomas Hudson

lieutenant to the close of the

war of the rebellion.
At the close of the war he again went to work in
At the same time he was
the coal mines near Alton.

Thomas Hudson,

No. 24

mining districts of Northumbria until he was 13 years of
age, when he commenced work in the collieries of the
Bedlington coal company, going through the regular
courses from trapper boy to miner.
Mr. Hudson came to the United States in 1871, locating at Henry, Marshall county, Illinois. After working
two years in the coal mines at Galva, and operating a
local mine at Henry, he moved to Streator, LaSalle
county, where in 1873 he engaged with the Vermilion
Coal Company, as a miner and remained in the em-

^\"ALTON RUTLEDGE
iment, and served as

He

3,

was born

in

the county of Northumberland, England, in 1846, being

Mr. Htidson had been a close student of mining literature, and was fairly well versed in the technical
as well as the practical knowledge of coal mining. At the
first examination held by the board he successfully passed
the examination, and was at once appointed by Gov.
John M. Hamilton, as state inspector of coal mines for
this act,

the second district.

from Streator

He

at once transferred -his residence

to Galva, the latter being

more

centrally

Since 1883 he has been reappointed and commissioned by every Republican governor,
and now holds a commission imder Gov. Deneen.
The state of Illinois now ranks as third among the
coal-producing states. In the year 1883, there were ten
million tons of coal produced and twenty-three thousand
employees in the mines, and five state inspectors were aplocated in the district.

pointed at that time.
At the present time, there are
twelve state inspectors and the production for 1912 is
over fifty-seven million tons and there are seventy thousand employees in the mines.

By the use o£ steel in place of wood for mine timbering
waste due to decay, framing and fitting', fire and insects Is
entirely overcome
Steel mine timbers also call for less
excavation, cost less to erect, have a greater endurance and
tend toward better ventilation. While the first cost of steel
is nearly twice that of the wood used for timbering, the
ultimnte cost is lower, as steel lasts much longer. It can be
used again and again and If crushed it has a salvage value.

—
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hut not nearly such a large proportion can be vaporized,

and slag does not form, that the reason
is held as a sulphate and not in the
weaker pyritic bond, but it would be obviously mistaken
after what has been said to omit the word "possible" and
to fail to grant that another viewpoint might be urged
Some analyses inas a feasible working hypothesis.

Valentine has
least, under commercial conditions.
shown that when pyrite is heated for one hour to 1833
deg. F. in the absence of air, it gives up only 26.27 per

troduced to defend the theory that pyrite is non-slagging
appear more easily interpretable by the assumption that
the sul]ihur is in the form of a sulphate.

found

Pyrite in Coal

is

The action
understood.

of
It

iron
is

bisulphide of iron

is

pyrite under

commonly

heat

ijelieved

not clearly

is

when

that

heated, half the sulphur

is

the
driven oil

at

in

coal,

that the iron

sulphur while at the extremely high heat of
2599 deg. F., which would appear in a furnace fire as a
bright white heat, 44 per cent, of sulphur is volatilized
Thus the desulphurization of
after 11/4 hr- of heating.
cent, of its

is slow and halting.
But while in the absence of air, the sulphur is hard
to drive from combination, in its presence, this is easily

An

Ultimate Analysis of Modern
Labor Conditions

pyrite

The labor unrest so strikingly in evidence, not only
in this country, but throughout the world wherever in-

accomplished. If the pyrite is maintained at a temperature of 1833 deg. F. for one hour, 98.8 per cent, of the

dustrial development has passed

is lost whereas the same degree of heat and
duration of time, as has been seen only removed 36.37
per cent, of it when the heating took place where air

the prevailing social system.

sulphur

was excluded.

Hence
certainly

in a furnace, the sulphur of the pyrite

burned away before the compound

is

almost
even ap-

is

])roximated to a monosnlphide, and the iron is available
therefore, for combination with the lime and alumina to

form a slag. Herbert Lang, the author of a book en"It is gentitled "Metallnrgy" writes us as follows:
erally held that pyrite ('brasses') of coal become oxidized
during or soon after combustion and then certainly appear in the analyses as ferrous or ferric oxide." But he
"If the fire were urged at a rapid rate, it is
adds:
likely that some part of the pyrite would be converted
into ferrous sulphide and would appear in tlie ashes as
By
matte, most probably as small spherical pellets.
vanning the ashes, these spherules might be discovered."
The question arises what is that combustion rate
which would produce such a result and the answer is not
forthcoming. There is need for a caution which is not
It
always shown by those who argue on this matter.
tlian dogmatic.
is far preferable to be non-committal
The temperature, at which Valentine says 98.8 per cent.
of the sulphur will be burned out in one hour is that

M. Pouillet to be a clear cherry red.
Mr. Lang, in his letter, adds that the intermixture of
sulphur compounds whether ferrous sulphides or some
other such bodies with whatever ])ortiou of the iron was
oxidized would not interfere with the scorification of the
This is the condition
latter and the formation of slag.
prevailing in the matting of roasted ])yrite ores of lead
or copper in a large way, wb.cre sulpliur is usually left
in the roast to the extent of 6 or even 13 per cent. The
part not expelled in fusion goes to form matte and its
presence does not prevent the forming of slag.
Hence wo are not Justified, until more exact information appears, in allying ourselves with those who have
declared by

rejected vehemently the popular idea that pyrite
tionable.

It

is

possible

and

likely that

is

objec-

when sulphur

is

itive stage, is

beyond the most primas a serious menace to

now openly regarded

A

transitional

period

is

no mistaking the trend of affairs.
Tangible evidence of these conditions is found on every
hand in the annual reports of our large corporations
which almost uniformly comment on the situation; in
the powerful lobbies by which labor is forcing the enactment of class legislation at the sacrifice of every other
consideration, and even in the protracted revolution in
Mexico, which is, after all, but a futile protest of the
masses against the systems of peonage practiced in portions of that unfortunate country.
Capital is being forced into continually granting further concessions each of which is scarcely established
before preparations for others are under way; nor does
labor show any disposition to recede in times of commercial depression when the revenues of the large corporaObviously such conditions
tions are naturally dejjleted.
cannot continue indefinitely and the issue must be met
sometime, somehow. Wliat is the solution?
Unfortunately no feasible or practical solutimi has
But in a recent book* we ihid a
yet been advanced.

hand and there

at

is

—

clearer insight and a broader exposition of the basic evils
responsible for prevailing conditions than seems to have

been offered. The treatise is based on a series of arin the Daily Mail written by H. G. Wells, an
These precipitated
author of international reputation.
an almost universal discussion from able thinkers in
business men of large affairs, labor
all walks of life
leaders themselves, economists such as Messrs. J. Galsworthy and F. Harrison, the Duke of Marlborough and
statesmen such as Karl Grey. The work is of such importance and so tmiquely compieto as to justify more
;yet

ticles

—

than the ordinary review.
Mr. Wells takes the stand llial the Iroublo is largely a
psychological one, an imaginary evil, in fact a coiiditioii
Tlic
of the mind and hence must be dcall with as such.
situation is not new, except that labor is protesting
against the fundamental conditions in our social system,
rather than the mere question of hours and wages. The

'"What the Worker Wants."

—
f

i)26

proletariat

bocoming more

is

seusitivo, critical

()

aud

A

A

irri-

with the wider diffusion of education, disconequally more diffusive, and as a result the unrest

table, wiiilc

tent

is

more general and extended than in the past.
The most striking characteristic of the present-day
situation is the close harmony that prevails between the
is

occupations, the existence of interlocking arranjjements, hv which the various organizations are being
welded into one gigantic octojuis. The trouble is most
different

acute where the govcrnnicut

is

nmst re]iresentative ami

democratic: where minds are most alert, most intelligent
and where industrial developn^ent is the greatest.

As to the actual causes of these corulitions there is a
We find that ilr. Wells is
great diversity of opinion.
inclined to shoulder much of the blame on the narrow
views of the nioilern lawyer who resorts to unfair technicalities rather

than resting his case on

its

true merits

:

usually beaten and hence
arises a dis.satisfaction ami discontent ibat is deep-rooted
and unforgivable.
In addition to this the representatives of labor in the
oovernment ha\e been wou over by the ghunor of the
in such enconnters the laborer

is

other side and proved untrue to their
sentative

aud we

find

The

tru.st.

repre-

government has been proved ineffective,
such men as the head master at Rugby aud

form

of

of Hereford, agreeing with the labor
leaders that the present social system is unfair, unjust
and permanently so. It is even insinuated that the un-

Canon Bannister,

rest is

a moral issue for which

tlie

ChuTch

is.

iu a way,

(I

E

Vol.

that a number of the larger corporations are alreadj
seeking the good-will of th.eir employees through th
medium. It is, of course, obvious that a man's productive

powers and effectiveness gradually develop until the maximum is attained, when it is equally clear that they must
deteriorate.

Socialism
acea of the

is,

of course, strongly advocated as a

i)re vailing

troubles,

is a significant fart, howdo not come from the workmen themselves. P>ut all classes are agreed that there
must be a radical readjustnuMit in our social system and
a closer understanding aud more intimate relatioii>hiu
between llie laborer and his employer.
Xorman Angell pertinently reminds us that envy of
the rich is not new, but boldly asserts that the representative form of government, "'of the people, for the peopli'
and by the ])eople'"' has been found im]iracticable and thai
this is the new condition which is responsible for all the
He claims that it is an institution developeil
trouble.
by condition.s tliat have long since ceased to exist, such

disciplined democracy."

It

as the elimination of the oppressive political

monarchy.

when

pervades the people because of the way they have lost
their recent struggles. Others call attention to the change
in the character of labor, which is tending towards a loss
individuality and hence creating a lack of interest
and a sub.sequent dissatisfaction.
Mr. (ialsworthy points out the evils of the fiduciary
system (an essential part of large corporations) wherein
the owner is displaced by a manager or agent; in his
opinion this condition stands preeminently the first in the
prevailing disturbance. There is no latitude granted the
manager for the exhibition of generosity, even though th.'
feeling be present, with the result that the relations between labor and capital have been reduced to a coldAnd, finally, the effects of
blooded commercial basis.
the high cost of living are ably discussed by Profesov
He shows
Ashley of the University of Birmingham.
that the co.st of foodstuff's increased lit per cent, during
the period from 1896 to 1910, while the advance in
wages during this same time was only about 11 per
This he regards as the basic cause of all the discent.
turbance, for the reason that it is cliiefly felt on the
home life and is uniforndy in effect everywhere.
Coming JU)W to the question of a remedy, we iind
equally divergent opinions.
Mr. Wells demands a radical readjustment in labor conditions, which, as he pertinently points out, lias never been done and is, therefore,
of

all

the

more

necessary.

One

jirovisiou of old-age pensions

of his chief plans

and

it is

is

a significant

the

fad

Xow

jwwer

exer-

such havi'
been definitely relegated to the past, the instruments by
which this was effected have become none the less obsoThis systen. of
lete and should likewise be abandoned.
government has been found effective in dealing with less
intricate problems in rural districts, aiul even with thosr
cised by the old-time

relating to capital crimes, but

lavs the disaffection to Socialistic legislation while workmen themselves write of a feeling of hopelessness that

this

ever, that such suggestions

England ascribes the
trouble to the lack iu purchasing power of money, the ineffective results obtained by the Labor Party, the increasing anxiety over the future and greater jjressure of
Another leading authority on indu.strial questions
life.
of the leading Socialists in

pan-

and the exponents of

creed claim that salvation will only be ol)tained throuitb

res23onsible.

One

3. :^o. -24

it

called itpon to decide the

that

has not been found

more complicated

so

ques-

tions relating to credit, foreign competition, insurance,
etc.

Coming
we

finally to the question of resorting to violence,

and capital are agreed ihat such
measures can oidy result iu suicide.
The stoppage of
any vital function will not be tolerated and the party
attempting to etfei-t such a national calamity is faciuu
Frederick Harrison ultimately
immediate dissolution.
sums up the situation with the statement that whatevei'
the remedy, it must be one of gradual evolution society,
he thinks is far too complex, too strongly established, to
bp clnniged by any single remedy or by one revolution.
find that both laborer

;

Where an Accident Becomes
Tliat coal

mining

is

a

Suicide

dangerous occupation no

oiu

attempt to deny. Were it not so the "safety-first"
movement would never have been inaugurated. Xinctenths of the accidents occurring underground, however.
are unnecessary, and are the outgrowth of either ignorance or rashness, or both. And it would appear that we
need look for no very substantial reduction in the lo>-^
of life in our coal mines until all men engaged in tbc
industry ha\e learned to axoid all danger wherever they
will

possibly can.

Superintemlents and I'orcmen by exeri ising care
diligence in pro])erly

marking and labeling the

aii'i

point>

known danger, may rencler accidents inexcusable, bui
hardly impossible. Eegardless of how it may l)e classified
in the record of mine. State or Xation, the death of a
man who has deliberately ci-awled over or under or
through a barricade or danger sign, is luit in a true
Such a death is little, if ;'.ny, short
sense an accident.

(if

of deliberate suicide.

;
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Mixed Lights
J)Y J. T.

In presenting the next sultject for discussion in Coal
Age, wc have chosen one tliat is of greater importance in
the prevention of mine explosions than is generally conceded or appreciated. That this subject is of widespread
interest is amply demonstrated by the number of contributors that mentioned it, in response to oilr request
made sometime since, asking that contributors should express their preference as to what subjects should be discussed next.

using mixed lights in mines

known

tlie

danger of

to generate gas regu-

from time to time, by the explosion
occurred in the Cincinnati mine. This
was known to be a gaseous mine and safety lamps were
used in all entries or headings where gas had been found
larly or at intervals,

recently

but,

it is

open

stated, the

rooms in the mine were worked with

The evidence given

lights.

at the coroner's inquest

suggests the conclusion that had safety lamps been used

where the explosion started, the gas that
accumulated in the brief time after the heading had penetrated a clay vein, would not have been ignited, and a
great disaster would have been averted.
in the heading

almost impossible to determine in advance when
will make their
appearance and
where gassy clay veins are found,
it is questionable,
whether open lights should be permitted under any circumstances. In the Pittsburgh district it has been customary to use open lights in rooms and then replace thesj
with safety lamps, when the pillars are being drawn.
Mining men from other regions have frequently criticised
This open disthis practice, regarding it as dangerous.
cussion will give all an opportunity to express their views.
Let us get busy and discuss this important question
It is

such

from

irregularities

determine the question of whether open lights should lie used in any portion
of a mine in which it is necessary to use safety lamps in
other ])ortions. In other words, is it safe, under any conditions incident to coal mining, to use "mi.xed lights," by
which is understood the employment of open lights on
a broad, practical standpoint, to

roadways and traveling ways or in other portions of a
mine in which certain sections generate sufficient gas that
the use of safety lamps in those particidar sections is
neces.«ary at all times?

From

mine inspector and

the standpoint of the

the fire-

question will probaldy admit of only one
answer.
These men are charged more particularly with
the responsibility of maintaining safe conditions in the
bo.ss alike, this

mine.

The

decision

in

reference to the

u.^e

of

safety

depending as it does on the gaseous
condition of the mine air and the possibility of gas being
generated in dangerous quantities, is largely in the hands
of the mine inspector, whose duty it is to see that the law
Is the mining
is obeyed.
The question is often askeil
law sufficiently specific in this regard, in any of the coalmining states in this country?
lamps or open

lights,

:

From

the standpoint of the

mine

(i]iciator,

superintend-

it is
ent and foreman, the question has another Itearing.
Tecoenized that the exclusive use of safety lamps, to a cer-

tain extent,

reduces the output and increases somewhat

the cost

llie

of

Mining

in

Beard
ment,

however,

without

almo.^t

regard

exception,

the

mine and that of the workers as the first
consideration, and whenever they are convinced that the
safety of the

demand certain requirements, the.se are invarmet without complaint.
From the standpoint of the miner the question of using
an open lamp in preference to a safety, is one of con-

conditions
iably

venience

or, in

many

Except un-

eases, reckless daring.

der the strictest regulations and the rigid enforcement

Attention has been recently drawn to

that

9-^^

operation

of

the

mine.

The manage-

the mine, the large majority of mine
workers are willing to incur unwarranted risks in the
u.>;e of an open light.
The general attitude of the miner
is to assume a place free from gas, uidess he knows positively to the contrary.
lie is loath to take any precautions, under ordinary inining conditions, and will genof discipline in

erallv lautrh at

tlie.ri]ii>

who

expresses fear of a possible

danger.

In tlie discussion of the question of mixed lights, let us
have a frank, open expression of judgment and opinion,
or we would rather say, conviction born of experience.
Let us argue the matter from both sides, always having
in view how far the question of safety must give place
to convenience and economy in the operation of a mine.
Let each contributor aim to present clean-cut, positive

arguments in as concise a manner as possible. Let. it be
remembered that much of the force of an argument is lost
by a superfluity of words and the lack of a strict adherence to the question at issue.
It is well to

remember

opinion, even though

it

also that the

be

tliat of a

a thorough acquaintance of

weight unless such opinion

mere expression of
man, with

practical

mining conditions,
is

On

are the result of an intelligent experience.

hand,

it

is

carries

no

based on convictions that

true that, owing to

tlie

the other

lack of a sufficient

knowledge of the theory and jirinciples of mining, the
experience of many good ]>ractical mining men has led
to convictions that would have been difl'erent had they
posses.«ed the knov,'le<lge of llio.-;e who have made uining
a study.

In a few instances, contributors have allowed
selves to

wander from the

real point of discussion.

a writer iloes this he fails to arrest the attention

the interest of readers.

We

tlicni-

When

and

liolil

often hear good iiractiial

men, who are able to write and discuss any important
mining question, make the excuse that they have not the
time at their commanil. We have generally found, however, that the most successful men in all industries, including coal mining, are those
that (hey can

(iiid

tinu' to

lirl])

who
in

are never so busy but

any

effort

made

vance the knowledge of their particular industry
the workers.

to ad-

among

Good mine management recpiires that a rea.-^onalile
amount of time and money should be regularly expended
in the education of mining men and the advancement of
mining.

We

iiope

these

few words

will

appeal

Id

nil

mining men, from manager to miner, and tliai
we shall have from them at the earliest possible nmnii'iil.
brief and concise statements of their convictions, based
on experience. Let this di.scussiou be one of the best Ibnt
classes of

has been held

in

Coal

.Vgic.

C
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The Education

of the

Miner

Prizes for Efficiency

Docs the coal miner really need an educatiou, in order
As a
to become the best coal digger in the world?
niau begins to get a little education, he ceases to be a
"coal digger" and wants to start "bossing," although he
can earn more money by digging coal than by bossing.
As a result, there is, in this country, probably not more
Under
than .5 per cent, of English-speaking miners.
these conditions, the education of the mi]ier means very
largely the training of the foreign-speaking miner, and
this can only be done by constantly talking and showing
ihem both the right and the wrong way of doing things.
Xo class of men needs education more, and it would seem
that this country

is

just beginni)ig to realize the fact.

few years ago, in nearly all the mining
\illages in the Xorth of England, mining classes were
These
held under the auspices of the County Council.
classes were free to all mining students, and the course
It was n
eiul)raced all the subjects incidental to mining.
(jiree-year course:
the first year consisted of elementary work, the second year, more advanced studies; an-1
lie third year was devoted to honors work, for securing
raidc.
The students who completed this course were in
I'air shape for taking any mine foreman's examination.
I have been much interested in the discussion as to
\\iiether textbooks should be used in examinations, and
would say that, in my opinion, if this became the rule
and textbooks were used, everybody would have the same
ojiijortunity.
As far as 1 liave observed, there are few
questions asked in Pennsylvania examinations, recpiiring the use of textbooks; and a man with a good practical knowledge should be able to answer these questions
from his own experience. I believe it is essential that a
man should know something about the laws of ventilation
and be able to use the formulas required for the solution
of mining problems; but I do not think it is necessary
for him to master algebra and the higher branches of
engineering.
In splitting air, practically, in the mine,
a mine forenum's experience tells him where to place the
regulator; and, after a few trials, he is able to obtain the
I

remember,

a

was interested in reading of the prizes offered for
cflHciency by the Corona Coal Co., and H. B. Swoope &
Co., Coal Age, Eeb. 8, p. 229.
Fifty cash prizes were
to be distributed among all classes of employees who
showed their willingness to assist the work in every way
possible.
While this no doubt will prove an incentive
to many workers and accomplish good results in some
I

ways, the fact should not be overlooked that it presents
a temptation to the men to violate some of the mining

laws or the regulations of the mine when they
is

point.

The

air.

my

prize system, in

accidents that will cost
to

lie

opinion, presents a very

men to do many
may often result in
company much more than is

tiic

gained through the extra amount of work done.
J. E.

;i

have gained has not given them the big head, but rather
the effect has been otherwise.
I think much credit is
due to the man who, by his own efforts, has gained suf-

knowledge to pass a mine foreman's examination.
opinion, practically all of our best men arc
those who have risen from the ranks.
ficient

In

my own

Thomas HocMiTH.
lleilwood, Penn.

HOMltE.

inisworth. I'enn.

The Coking QuaHties
Some time

my

of Coal

drawn to the necessity of crushing coal in preparing the same for coking,
by an article entitled "I'reparing Coal for the Coke
Ovens," Coal Age, May 3, p. 683. In this connection,
since

attention was

I desire to make the following remarks in regard to testing samples of coal to ascertain their coking qualities.
It has been the custom in some places to test coal, in

this respect,

by sending a nail keg

the nearest coke plant, where

it

is

full of the slack to
placed in an oven, cov-

drawn out later
method has been

ered with the usual charge of slack and

when

oven
used, however, it
the

is

is

co(<l.

Where

this

needless to say that

unsatisfactory, as the sample

it

has been fouml

far too small to give

a

desired to ascertain whether the coal of

:t

is

correct indication.

When

Speaking of the education of miners, I have heard
the remark made by a superintendent that it wa^;
good thing that a man who had taken the examiiuit imi
"did not learn that he had passed, while he was in llic
mine, as his head would get so big that he would not \f
able to get out."
My experience has been that the majority of men who take the examination know something
of the practical side of mining, and the knowledge they

that

temptation to unscrujjulous
things that they should not do, and
strong

I

required division of

know

watching them.
More than once I have seen inotoi-men run their motors
faster that the law allows.
Men will take risks and endanger not only their own lives but the lives of others,
in order to bring their record up to the highest possible

no one

it

is

coke satisfactorily, at least two carloads of the coal taken from different parts of the mine,
should be shi])])ed to the coking plant, so as to eiutble

certain

seam

will

two ovens to be run on this coal. If the result
shows that the coal, as "mine run," does not yield a
satisfactory coke, it is well to grind 40 or 50 tons to
It has been fouiul
slack and again try the coking test.
at least

that

when

many

coals that will not coke, as ''mine run," or

the product contains

lumps

of considerable <ize,

produce an excellent coke when powdered or crushed
to a more or less uniform grade.
When this is found to
be the case, the treatment of such coal, in coking, will
involve the question of installing grinding or crushing
and elevating machinery at the mine.
will

In some cases,
coal,

it

may

be desired to ship the lump

and coke only the slack or the screenings.

In this

—
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euough coal should be mined to furnish a carload of
screenings for the test; and this will give a very good
idea of the quality of the coke to be obtained when the
plant is in complete operation.
true estimate of the
coking qualities of screenings cannot be obtained by grind-

wholly or in part, by the exercise of proper
care on the part of the miners, or by the adoption of
avoided,

case,

improved methods of mining.
The amount of sulphur and phosphorus in a seam of

A

must not only
contain a low percentage of impurities, but must present
uniform
composition, such a variation of these oba
as the coke required in a blast furnace

the mine.
to

not exceed 10 per cent, ash, 1 per cent, sulphur, 0.02 per
cent, phosphorus.
A coke of uniform composition, al-

though approaching these specified limits of impurities,
is more desirable as a fuel
than one averaging very much
less but having a variable composition that may unexpectedly run higher than the specified percentages of
these impurities.
The ash and phosphorus in coal are
not removed during coking, but about one-third to oneiialf of the sulphur is volatilized during that process and,
allowing as before,- one and one-half tons of coal to 1

the coke ovens; and, in many cases, the resulting
coke will then be found to come within the prescribed
limits of purity.

a general rule,

make one ton

in the process of

it

features must be carefully investigated in
Coke employed in the manufacture of iron,
be used in the Bessemer-steel process, must generally

jectionable

to

As

Inasmuch

coal will often vary widely in short distances.

mine-run coal; because the slack and screenings, in
the operation of the mine, always contain a larger percentage of impurities than is true of mine-run coal.
If the analysis of the trial lot of coke shows too high
a percentage of ash and sulphur, for the purpose for
which the coke is to be employed, it may still be possible to obtain a satisfactory coke, by first washing the
To determine the possibilities in this case, a carcoal.
load of slack should be sent to the manufacturers of
coal-washing machinery; and then passed through their
experimental plant. The washed coal should then be sent
)iiu'

coal to

929

requires one and one-half tons of

of coke

; and, since ash is not
removed
coking, a coal containing 6 per cent,

ton of coke, a coke containing 6.5 per cent, of ash. 0.75
1 per cent, sulphur, and 0.01-3 per cent, phos-

of ash should yield a coke containing about 9 per cent.

per cent, to

At times, when the analysis of coke shows more ash than
might be expected from the analysis of the coal it may
be due to the excess of impurities in the slack, owing
This can generally be
to insufficient care in mining.

phorus should yield a coke within the Bessemer

Study Course
By

Geoegk Stockdale,
Hogsett Coal

What

Beard

The Coal Age Pocket Book

pressure, in pounds per square Inch, corresponds
ft of water?

Sulution
p
4.

=

0.434 h =
434 X 200 = 86.8 lb. per tg.in.
in feet of water column corresponds to a
lb. per sq.in.?

What head

A

=

2 3 p

=

2 3

X

-50

=

Co.

Coal Mining

in

J. T.

head of 200

pressure of 50
Solution

& Coke

Percy, Penn.

The Coal Age Pocket Book
3.

to a

limits.

Supt.,

115//.

FLOW THKOl

(;H OKIFIl'ES
When water or other fluid, including air, flows through
an orifice of eomparativelv small size there is always a crowding of the streams of flow toward the orifice, as indicated by
This crowding
the dotted lines in the accompanying figure.
or converging of the stream lines
the orifice naturally
causes a contraction of the sectional area of the flow^ing particl'-s. a short distance outside of
the opening, as shown in the figThe contraction is greatest
ure.
at a distance from the orifice
about equal to its diameter. In
order that the sides of the vessel
may not interfere with the conJ
verging lines, the distance of any
side from the edge of the opening
should not be less than 2.7 times
-S^ its diameter or width.

toward

^^

—

The Vena fontraeta The contraction of area in a stream flowing from an orifice is called the
The amount
"vena contracta."
of the contraction depends on
contracta
the form of the opening through
stream
flows.
The
which the
tlieoretlcal orifice is a hole in a thin plate, and the diameter
of the contracted vein, in that case, is found to be 0.8 of the
diameter of the liole. This makes the sectional area of the
flow, at that point, 0.8^ = 0.64 of the area of the orifice.
The
ratio of the contracted area to that of the orifice is called the
"coefficient of contraction."
It varies with the style of orifice

of greatest contraction, is slightl
than the theoretical
velocity due to the head, or say
of that velocity.
This
latter is called the "coefficient of efflux
In order to calculate the quantity of flow (Q), for any
head (h) it is necessary to combine the coefficient of efflux
with the coefficient of contraction. Thus, tor the flow through
an orifice in a thin plate, 0.97 X 0.64 = 0.62 is the true coefficient of discharge.
For any area (A) of the orifice in a
thin plate, the area (a) of the vena contracta is a = 0.64 X:
and t he v elocity at this point, for any head (h) is v =
0.971/ 2 gh.
Therefore the quantity of discharge is

V

Q = av = 0.62A
2oh
Seeing that the value of gravity (g) is given in feet per
second, the head of water (h) must also be expressed in feet,
and the area (A) in square feet, then the quantity (Q) will
be found in cubic feet per second.
The flow or discharge
through an orifice having anv area (-^) in square inches, and
any head (h) in feet and anv coefficient (c) of discharge,
may be found b\
following formulas:
Q = 3 .342 c.4 1' h cu./l. per
Q = 25cA V'i'Oat. per min.
Q = 1500 cAVh gal per hr

—

Effeet of No/.xle to InereiiMe
rent*
Flow My adding a mouthpiece or nozzle to the opening,
opening. as illustrated by the accom-

panying diagram,

(a),

(b)

and

(c),

it

has been found pos-

{a)

Showing Vena

employed.

—

(Innntity of Kffln.Y or DiHeharee The quantity or volume
of the discharge, jjer unit of time, depends on the velocity
of i-fflux, as determined by the head or pressure producing the
flow, and the sectional area of the contracted vein fvcna contracta).
From this fact, it appearH that the velocity due to
the head or pressure is only attained at the point where the
contraction of the vein is greatest. The velocity at the orifice.
In a thin plate, is reduced in the ratio of the coefllcient of
contraction, and is therefore about 0.64 of that of the contracted vein.
Owing to the resistance met by the streams of flowing particles as they crowd the orifice, the velocity, even at the point

L^^

1

V'a8l5\2gh

Showing Effect of Xozzle to
sible to greatly reduce the contraction

T.vcrease

Flow

of area and increase
the flow through the orifice. By thus adding a short straight
tube, as shown at
(a); or the conical spout shown at
(b); or the compound mouthpiece at (c), the velocity of discharge becomes respectively, 0,815, 0.94 and 1,5 times the
theoretical amount.

:
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A New

'

AL

Locomotiv'e Trolley Pole

The ordinary single trolley pole as employed on mining locomotives has many disadvantages and is subject
When operated where the height of
to many limitations.
the trolley above the rail varies considerably the pressure
exerted between the trolley wheel and wire also varies.
This causes poor contact at 'the higher wire levels
and extreme pressure with consequent rapid wear of

AGE
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is running of 4 ft. to the right or left without'^
change of location of socket on the locomotive itself.
This also does away with the necessity on gathering locomotives of two trolleys, one on each side.
The trolley consists of two members which operate
By means of a latch or pin at the locomoin sockets.

locomotive

wheel and harp at the lower levels.
When the wire hangs low and the pressure between
wire and wheel is great if for any reason the latter leaves
the wire the trolley pole strikes the roof or other obstructions with considerable violence, often causing

damage.

Particularly in coal mines where the conditions of roof

rock is such that narrow entries are
often impossible to run one of the single-

or overhanging
necessary,

it is

pole trolley locomotives on
reverse

the

trolley,

because

account of an inability to
of the narrowness of the

heading.

Where high
clears

them,

and the trolley wirr barely
sometimes experienced from the

cars are used

difficulty is

CoAuAGt

LowKi; Part of Trolley
SiDE

View of Locomotive with Xew Trolley Pole

trolley pole striking on the to}! of ilu' vnv inniicil lately
following the locomotive.
Furthermore with the ordinary single-pole trolley, the wheel will not follow any

Swuxg

Avoiding Necessity for
tivc socket ilie

across Locomotivi:

Two Sockets

lower mciiiber can be adjusted vertically

considerable transverse variation in the position of the

and kept in a rigid position and also can be swung
horizontally and fastened in any definite place required.
Furthermore it can be attached to locomotives now in

wire.

service.

To overcome

those difficulties, the Westinghouse Elec-

& Mfg. Co. of East Pittsburgh, Penn., have placed
upon the market the compound or semi-pantograph motric

tion,

trolley

pole

illustrated

herewith.

The

principle

advantages claimed for this device are the following
(1) The variation in contact pressure for different
trolley-wire heights is much less than that obtained by a
standard single-pole trolley.
Short length of trolley pole permits of its Ic(2)
ing turned around in a narrow pas.sage.
(3) The trolley does not interfere with high trailing
cars on sections where the trolley wire is low.
When the wire is at a height of five feet from the top
of the rail the trolley-wheel pressure is approximately
26 lb. while at the height of 11 ft. it is about 18 lb. This
shows a variation of <S lb. in a range of 6 ft. which is
much less than can be obtained by a. single-pole trolley.
The new pole can he turned around in a passage from
4 to 6 ft. in width with the .socket located approximately
in

the center of

ill

its

the locomotive.

Tt

will

The quantity

in Alsace-I-orraine

of coal

mined

in Alsace-Lorraine has in-

creased in the 40 years from 1872 to 1912 from 290,206
lb., the output for 1912
almost triple that of 1902. Coke was produced to
Ihe amount of 94,595 metric tons in 1912, against 90,27.")
tons in 1911, in addition to the coke used at the mines.
The following byproducts were also recovered in 1912:
4250 metric tons of coal tar, 1208 tons of ammonium
sulphate, and 967 tons of benzol, against 4577, 1175 and
787 tons, respectively, in 1911. of the 3,538,723 tons of
coal yielded from the mines of Lorraine in 1912, 197,475
tons were used in the works for heating the offices, firing
the boilers, etc., against 221,456 tons in the preceding
year.
The sales amounted to 3.341.3-17 tons, a gain of
18.8 per cejit. over 1911.

to 3,538,722 metric tons of 2204.6
lieing

operate suc-

where the trolley wire may have n variation
location from the center of the track on which the

cessfully

Coal

Because of

its

.=

mokeIe.s.s ch;

:
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiliiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii

iiiiiiiiiiiii

nil

Ill

inn

IIIIIIIIII

—A

iiiiiiiiiiiiiinj

Any.

— The

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii

formula

I'or

(/

slope dips one foot in 12

ft.,

for a distance

niiiniinn

niiiiiin

luiin

niiniii

|

iimiig

power, expressed in terms of

the velocity of the air current,

(Answered by request)
Ques.

miu

niiiiiiiiiiiu

Pumping and Surveying

Ventilation,

I

=

is

klov^

From the reading of the question, the distance
being measured on the slope, we assume the dip is one
foot vertical, in each 12 ft. of slope measurement.
This

from this formula that, for a given veproduced by a given power, the area of the airway is
not concerned. Assuming the cross-section of the airway
remains unchanged, the perimeter (o) is constant, and
k and v being constant, the power (u) varies as the length
(I) of the airway.
Therefore, to produce the same velocity of the air current when the length of the airway
is doubled, the power must also be doubled.

from the mouth to the foot of
63 ft., which is the difference
in elevation between the mouth and the face of the slope.
The horizontal distance between the same points is

Ques.
(a) If the course of a main entry is due north,
what is the course of a face entry turned off to the right,
at an angle of 80 deg. ?
(b) WTiat is the course of a butt

of 756

measured on the

ft.,

What

incline.

the differ-

is

mouth and face of the slope,
the horiozutal distance between these two

ence in elevation between the

and what
points

is

?

Ans.

—

It is observed

locity

gives a total vertical fall,

=

-^ 12

the slope, of 756

V 7562 _ 032 = 753.37
Ques. —A seam dips 4
per
horizontal measureangle
ment. What
inclination
Ans. — A dip
4
per
4
36
/;!.

yd. of

in.

is

of

its

of

measurement, or one

zontal

seam

inclination of the

Ta7i

The angle

in 9 in.

(a)

of

entry turned off the face entry to the right, at an angle
of 90 deg.?
(c) What is the course of a room turned
off the butt entry, at an angle of 80 deg. to the right ?

Ans.

—

(a) In the accompanying sketch, the general
and direction of the main entries, face entries,
butt entries and the rooms turned off the butt entries are

position

= 1= 0.1111
= i)° 2u'

—How many horsepower

will

000 gal. of water up a shaft 250

The

in. of hori-

in. in

is

then found as follows

is
(1

a
Ques.

?

yd.

in.

—

pumps and

ft.

it

take to raise 60.-

hour?

deep, in one

25 per cent.
Ans. The weight of a single gallon of water is 7.48 lb.
The total weight of water lifted per hour is, therefore,
7.48
448,800 lb., or 7480 lb. per min. Add60,000
ing 25 per cent, to this weight for the resistance of the
pumps and pipes, we have 7480
1-25
9350 lb. Since
resistance of

—

pipes

is

=

X

=

X

through a vertical height of 250 ft.,
the work performed each minute is 9350
250
2,337,500 ft.-lb.
The effective horsepower required for this
-=70-|hp.
work is, therefore, 2,337,500
33,000
Ques.
An entry 5x10 ft., and 10,000 ft. long, is driven
through a hill from daylight to daylight. If a large fan,
this

weight

is

lifted

=

X

=

—

say 20

mouth of this enper minute, what will

in diameter, placed at the

ft.

try, circulates

100,000

cu.ft. of air

be the water gage on the fan drift?

There

is

no

is

10,000

X

10,000

=

ft.;

X

the area 5

30

30 ft.; and
the perimeter 2(5 -f 10)
10
50 sq.ft. The rubbing surface is

=

=

300,000

ing this circulation

is

sq.ft.

shown.

The water gage producmanner;

calculated in the usual

thus.

The course

and the face

of the

main

entries being

entries being turned to the right

N

80° E.
butt entries being turned 90 deg., again, to
the right, the azimuth of their course is 80 -f- 90
170
Since this azimuth lies between 90 deg. and 180
deg.
bearing

(b)

is

The

=

(leg.,

the course of the butt entries lies in the southeast
All bearings in the .southeast and southwest

(|uadrant.

quadrants being estimated from the south end of the
meridian, the angle of bearing, in this case, is found by
subtracting the azimuth from 180 deg. Thus, 180
170
10 deg.
The bearing of the butt entries is then
S 10° E.

—

=

0.00000002
icy.

5.2

X 300,000 X 100,000^ =
X 50 X 50 X 50

92 -f in.

—

Note Such a water sage is never attained In practice.
It Is due here to carrying the air In a single current, at the
high velocity of 2000 ft. per min., a distance of nearly two
miles.

Ques.

— If

(c) The rooms Ix'ing turned SO deg. to the right of
the butt entry, the azimuth of the rooms is 170 -|- SO
250 deg. Since this angle lies between 180 deg. and 270

=

rooms lies in the southwest quadand the angle of bearing measured from the south
end of the meridian is 250
180
70 deg. The course
of the rooms is, therefore, S 70° W.
deg., the course of the

the length

of

an airway

is

doubled,

how

will this affect the power; the velocity and the area of
the airway remaining the same?

due north
an angle

of 80 deg., the course of these entries will lie in the northeast (|uadrant, as .shown on the right of the figure, and
its

air

a single current from
the intake to the discharge opening.
Ans.
In this case, the total length of the air course
course, but the air circulates in

—

OF M.\TN. FacK AM) I?ITT KNTinES, AND DlAShoWIXC; THiC ('()l(l!i:si'OXI)IN'(i AZIMI'THS

(IIIA.M

rant,

—

=

C
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State Miners'

mont,
Bv

SYXOPSIS—Tlie

A.

Hospital
W. Va.

at

briok; the roofs are of slate. The partitions are built of
studding, lath and plaster; the walls are covered with
hard plaster filled and finished with paint.

Fair-

The ground

W. Heisse*

floor has two wards, each having 11 beds
wards, each accommodating three beds.
On the second floor there are nine rooms in each wing
each containing ont^ bed.
So in all there is provision

and

West Virginia has provided
three hospitals for its miners of irhich that at Fairmont
Those injured
It accommodates -^9 patients.
is one.
at their regular eniploijment are admilfed free.
!>late

of

three

building

act passed by the state legislature of

West Vir-

ginia, during the session of 1899, three hospitals were

The

and

nurses

toilet

Faikjiont Hospital for Miners, Erected by the State of West Virginia

created for the free care of those accidentally injured.
These, designated as Jfiners' Hospitals Xos. 1, 2 and 3.
were located at Welch, McKendree and Fairmont, respectively.

The

is

and other employees.
Convenient bath
rooms are located on both floors of the main
building and wings. The office rooms are in the main
ficials,

By an

The second floor of the main
for the living and sleeping rooms of the of-

for 49 patients at one time.

building and occupy the ground floor lieing on the left
The operating,
of the building and facing the front.
preparatory and sterilizing rooms are across the hallway
in the rear of the main building and on the left of the

Fairmont hospital was donated by
Tt consists of an acre of ground
on a gently sloping knoll, easy of access and about four
blocks from tlie Baltimore & Ohio R.R. station.
Paved
walks and roadways lead to aiul around the property.

same. The kitchen is between the wings to the rear of
the hallway and easy of access for the serving of trays to
patients. Tlie large well-lighted dining room in the rear

Description of Building

corners finished to correspond with the main building.
Tt is seen to the right of the hospital as shown by the

site

for the

the people of that cily.

The building

consists of a

main

section and two wings,

one at each end extending back 48 ft. The walls are
of red brick and the corners finished with bufF shale
•Assistant chief engineer. Consolidation
Virginia division, Fairmont, W. Va.

Coal

Co.,

West

center

The

is

for the officials

and nurses.

stable has a stone foundation, red brick walls and

front view herewith.

Both buildings are plumbed for gas and water. Elecand power are furnished by a plant located in
the basement of the hospital building.
tric light
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C'lassiftcatiox of Injuries

The Power Plant
The generating equipment consists of a 20-hp. Bessemer gas engine driving a 13.2-kw. dynamo and a 5-lip.
Bessemer gas engine driving a 2.3-kw. dynamo. A deepveil pump dri\'en by a 3-hp. motor supplies the operating
plant, and with the tank and air compressor thrown in-

For the eleven liscal years ending Oct.
admitting diagnoses were about as follows:

work for ihc institution is done in the
laundry being equipped with three large
slate tui)s with hot and cold water, large hot and cold
mangles and a large rotary washer driven by a 3-hp.
All laundry

t^
^"

Wounds

1^
»

Contusions

Burns

3

All other

supply the institution in case of emergency.
The refrigeration plant is in a 7x10 ft. room in which a
3 lip. motor drives a ono-ton Brunswick compressor.

Fractures and
Dislocations

Of the

1912, the

Per cent.

Injur.-

Fractures

to use will

1,

dislocations.

2

-

1

-

1176

last

..

ca.ses of

fracture treated, 59 per cent.

building, the

were simple fractures, 20 per cent, were comminuted
comi30und fractures, 18 per cent, compound fractures and
3 per cent, comminuted fractures. Of these fractures 37

motor.

per cent, occurred in the tibia and fibula, 14 per cent, in
the femur, 6 per cent, hi radius and ulna, o per cent, in
the skull and the balance scattered in small percentages.
Seventy per cent, of all the injuries were incurred in the

Fi!i:i':

The
shall

act

'lo

creating

Thosi: Tx.jntKi) at Woi;k
tliese

provides,

hospitals

"That

it

be the duty of the board of directors of each of

mines.

Up

to

about 1911, perhaps

.>!

per cent, of these

Containing KiTfiiEN and
Rear of Hospital. Siiowixg Wikgs axd Central Building, Latter
Rooms for Officials
these hospitals to admit

under their rules and regulations

persons requiring hospital care and to treat free of charge
persons accidentally injured in the state, while engaged
ill
their regular employment or occupation; preference
injured."
at all times to be given to per.sons accidentally
Since this hospital was opened, Oct. 1, 1901, the law

governing admission to this hospital has been closely observed and the entries for tlie eleven following years

numbered 2838 or an average

of 258 per year.

During

the year 1910-11, 323 were admitted, this being the largest

number

since

the

institution

these cases requiring hospital

dressings for

was opened.

care,

Besides

an average of

wounds were performed each

year.

60ft

accidents at the mines were due to coal and slate falls and
those due to cars ran about 6 per cent. During 1911 and
1912 the accidents due to falls decreased to about 40

per cent, while
per cent.

When

tho.-;e

this hospital

due to cars increased to about

was opened

in 1901, Dr.

3.5

James Mc-

placed in charge and has maintained
the position as superintendent since then. TTis staff consists of an assistant superintendent, matron, two nurses,

Donald

was

four assistant nur.ses and two graduate nur.ses. With this
force he has carried on a charitable as well as an economical work successfully and the hospital has amply liupplied a

much

felt need.

. ..
.
.
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Some time ago

a

careful

classification

if

fractures

Both

Com-

Clavicle

Femur

.

Com- pound and 3
pound Comminuted'
_

Fracture

Fracture

Total
5 28
15 37

.

.

Fibula.

1
-

.

Ischium
Malar.
feri^
Maxillary
Maxillary supc
Metacarpal
Metatarsal ...
.

.

was sold and two additions have had to be made since.
houses, the greater number of which cost from
$700 to $2800, were built by the purchasers. Most of
j^
tliem were constructed for the mine workers owningj
them by contracting concerns which furnished all raater-4
ial complete above the foundations; lumber, paint, hard-'
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0,09
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40.40
0,28
0,09

1080
100.00
171
233
37
100.00
100.00
15.83
21.57
3.43
Percent
The classification of the contusions and wounds is too extensive for this paper
t.Pt' -8 omitted.

639
59.17

etc.

The

architecture

is

above the average of that of mining towns.
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was made with the following results:
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Washington, D. C.
The situation produced by the action

of

the

Senate

in

undertaking to investigate the West Virginia Ctal strike
conditions seems to become more and more serious daily
and to involve more and more colateral issues which had
hardly been expected to be drawn into the discussion.
During the past week sharp clashes have occurred on the
floor of the Senate with reference to this matter while in
the process of working up the investigation itself there has
been serious difficulty and friction, and in the coalfields the
question of prosecuting various men responsible for the
mining difficulty or supposed to be so has become involved
with the enforcement of the Sherman anti-trust law.
The fact that President John P. White with eighteen officers of the United Mine Workers were indicated in the
Federal District Court at Charleston, West Virginia late last
week is tending to complicate the situation greatly, particularly as the Department of Justice disavows having instigated or directed the proceedings. It is now stated that if
the prosecution of these men is pushed it will be taken as a
direct order on the part of the President while if dropped it
will be construed as Indicating that the President is in sympathy with the terms of the proviso in the Sundry Civil bill
now pending, which forbids the use of the funds for the
prosecution of combinations of labor in defiance of the

Sherman anti-trust law.
Unofficial reports from West Virginia make

it

appear that

the charges against the nineteen labor men are more serious
than the technical violation of laws against conspiracy in
restraint of trade ordinarily involved in widespread strikes.
While indictments so far have been returned only against
mine workers affiliated with the labor union, it is hinted that
coal operators
not miners in Ohio, Indiana and Pennsylvania are regarded as co-conspirators with the union men.
According to these reports, the operators in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Indiana wanted to see the unions recognized in
West Virginia, wages increased, and the cost of West
Virginia coal advanced to a point where these fields could not
compete in the markets coveted by the operators in the other

—

—

connection between the union men and the coal
established and the operators also are indicted
of the case will change. In such a circumstance it is believed, the sympathies of union labor might be
on the side of the prosecution. It would not then be a trial
It would be a prosecution of certain
of labor men as such.
laborers charged with conspiring with certain operators to
If

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinn^
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Every company, of course, showed a remarkable increase
as compared with the output in the strike month of last
year.
Reading- increased 922, OOU tons, the Lehigh Valley.
988.000 tons, and the other companies proportionately.
From these figures it is being argued that there will be
an unusually heavy aggregate output of coal for the current
calendar year, the demand being large up to the present time
while stocks are unusually low so that a large production is
necessary to replenish the fundamental supplies.

Another Supreme Court DeeiNion
The Supreme Court of the United States in a decision
handed down on June 9 closed the long-standing litigation
between the International Coal Co. and the Pennsylvania
Railroad with reference to shipments of coal by holding that
the company could not collect a rebate from the railway
owing to the fact that no definite damages had been proven
to exist so that a fixation of the damage in money terms was
out of the question. The full text of the decision will not be
ready for several days.

PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

—

Seranton United Mine Workers from Scranton to Pottsville in the three anthracite districts held a large demonstration. May 30, at Mt. Carmel in the dedication of a handsome monument to the memory of the late D. F. Gallagher.
Gallagher while a member of the State Assembly introduced a bill known as the Miners' Certificate Law. This
law requires a person entering the mines to work as a
laborer two years before be can engage as a miner.
The Temple Iron Co. has dissolved in conformity with a
decree of the U. S. Supreme Court. This announcement has
been made at its main offices June 5.
Mr.

—

Wllkes-Barre The 500 striking employees of the East
Boston colliery of the W. G. Paine Co. in Luzerne, have returned to work. During the strike which lasted several days
the

company took the opportunity to make some necessary
The men whose refusal to join the Union caused

repairs.

trouble

have at

last

affiliated

themselves with that organ-

ization.

states.

this

operators
the

i

i

is

whole aspect

i-estrain

trade.

The proviso in the Sundry Civil Appropriations bill which
caused President Taft to veto the measure was reinserted beAt
fore the bill was reintroduced at the present session.
that time it was said that President Wilson had reason to
believe that so

emption

that

many Democrats were committed
even

if

he

many Democrats would
would be imperiled.

threw
support

his
it

influence

and

party

to the ex-

against

it

harmony

The Production of .Viilhruelte Ih Large
Information received here by Government officers shows
that the production of anthracite coal during the current
spring is going on rapidly. The information has been communicated to members of Congress who have been threatening more investigation to the coal situation and has apparently served to mitigate their disposition to be active in reAccording to the official statements
gard to the matter.
now current about 6,000.000 tons of coal were mined during
May while slightly more than the same amount was consumed.
In May of last year the mines were closed about twothirds of the time pending the wage settlement, and the
total production of coal in that month was but 1,429,000 tons.
At the close of May, 1912, after nearly two months of strike
the loss in tonnage, as compared with the first five months of
This year the production in May
1911, was 9,188,893 tons.
shows an increase of 4,566,385 tons over last year, and tor
From this time on
five months an increase of 8,976,474 tons.
the production of anthrclte coal will compare, until the end
of the caleiular year, with the largest output ever reported.
.

Giovanni Ettor, the organizer of the Industrial Workers
of the World, who figured so prominently in the Lawrence
strike, is expected to come to the anthracite coal fields on
the 10th of this month, to remain for a period'of at least 15
days, and possibly a month.
He will be accompanied by a
Polish organizer and the two will endeavor to arouse interest
among the foreign element of the mine workers in the organization of I. W. W. locals throughout the entire Scranton,
Wilkes-Barre and Hazleton regions. Alreaay one strike ha.s
been caused by the efforts of the I. W. W. organizers to get
a foothold in territory which the U. M. W: of A. regard as
their field, and there promises to be even more serious trouble
should the two become embittered.
Shamokin On June 6 rescuers equipped with oxygen helmets saved the lives of 23 miners in the Scott Colliery, following a gas explosion. Two men were killed.
Fire followed the explosion but it was extinguished without any
The colliery is operated by the Susquefurther fatalities.
hanna Coal Co. an adjunct of the Pennsylvania R.U.

—

BltumlnouN

— The

American Mine Safety Association will
hold its first annual meeting at Pittsburgh In September.
A
national button bearing the red circle signifying danger and
the white arrow pointing the way to safety has been adopted
This society is the outgrowth of the Naby the society.
tional Mine rescue and first aid conference held in Pittsburgh last fall. It has a membership of 250 and its purpose is to preserve the lives and health of miners and to
PIttNliurich

reduce property

loss.

—

ConnrllHVllle The boiler house at the Colonial No. 4 mine
of the H. C. Frick Coke Co. was recently destroyed by fire.
The loss is estimated at $15,000.
Workmen In the Cincinnati mine of thhe Monongahela
River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co. have found another victim of the explosion which occurred April 23.
This brings
the total death list U|) to 97.
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The tipple of the Lennox Mine of the HastAbout
Colie Co. was destroyed by fire June 2.
will
be temporarily thrown out of employment.
100 miners
Barneaboro

ings Coa!

&

WEST

VIRGIIVIA

—

Charleston After a long conference with representatives
of the United Mine Workers and coal operators in the Paint
Creek and Cabin Creek fields, the Senate Committee is preparing to investigate West Virginia strike conditions and
hearing began at Charleston June 10.
The trouble at the four mines of the New Elver and Ohio
Coal Co. at Stanford has been satisfactorily adjusted and the
mines resumed work June 6. The trouble arose when thf>
company refused to allow a check weighman on the tipple.
Out of a class of 112 who took the examination for firstclass certificates for mine foremen and fire bosses at Welch.
May 20, 21 and 22. 11 received first-class certificates. 35 seeond-class certificates and 3 passed the examination for fire

3,

No. 24

miners shall not be compelled to push their loaded cars a
Mr. Steele has decided that
distance exceeding 150 feet.
since No. 14 is a new mine, it comes under the contract
miners
between
the
and
operators last year.
made
Some
of the other mines of the coal company are operated under
old contracts, which allow a distance of 200 feet.

AVYOMIXG

—

Sheridan A severe electric storm, in the vicinity of Acme,
28, caused a blaze which completely destroyed the power
house of the Model Coal Co., entailing a loss estimated be-

May

tween

$15,000

and

The building was entirely
much valuable machinery.

$18,000.

stroyed, together w^ith

de-

—

boss.

nEw jersey
Amboy — According

to decisions rendered by Surunning into thousands of dollars will be
collected by the city of South Amboy on coal of the Susquehanna Coal Co. and other companies which use coal storage
yards at this place. The Court holds that the coal is nut
in the process of interstate shipment, and has come to rest
as a part of the property within the State.

South

Vol.

preme Court,

ta.xes

OHIO

— After

a mass meeting held June 2. 300 miners
in this vicinity refused to return to work until Italians and
been
loading coal, were discharged. These
Poles, who have
nationalities have a deadly feud, and evseral battles have
Other miners fear that a battle
mines.
occurred inside the
may be started, which will endanger the lives of all under

Yorkville

ground.

—

The miners at the Rush Run No. 2 Mine
Martin.<i Ferry
strike June 5 because new mules had been put
The 300 men
into service to haul the coal out of the mine.
employed declared that the new mules could not haul the
were
losing
time
as a result.
they
and
that
enough,
coal fast
Officials of the company sent the old seasoned animals back
work.
to the
W'oodsfleld State Mine Inspector J. C. Davies states that
he does not agree with all the findings of Coroner Elmer
Radclifte of Noble Co., on the recent explosion in the ImThe coroner states that the
perial Mine at Belle Valley.

went out on

—

was caused by gas coming in contact with an
open lamp of one of the miners, and that the gas was forced
down upon the men by a change in the course of air brought
about by the removal of a brattice and the closing of a door
Inspector
a few minutes before the explosion occurred.
Davies says the closing of the door had no effect on the explosion, and that the real cause was the failure to maintain proper air courses, which allowed the gas to accumuexplosion

late.

1ND1.4!VA

—

Vandaila The validity of the wide mine entry law of
Indiana, requiring that the entrance to a coal mine must be
kept clear of debris, was recently upheld by the Supreme
Court of the United States in a decision in a suit brought
by Charles E. Barrett, as agent of the Vandalia Coal Co.

Vancouver, B. C, Can. Sixty-one miners brought from
to work in the coal mines at Nanaimo have refused to serve as strike breal<ers and are being cared for at
headquarters of the United Mine Workres of
the local

England

-America.

A.

4500th

T.

Shurick of the editorial staff of "Coal .Age"
of the order of Koiioal.

is

the

member

Governor Ammons of Colorado has reappointed James
Dalrymple as chief inspector of coal mines.
F. L. Natt has tendered his resignation as manager of the
Rock Island Fuel Co.. of Moline, 111. He expects to enjoy
a short vacation and then enter into business for himself.

W. Finney, of Hartford, Mo., has resigned his posi'
J.
as commissioner for the Southwestern Coal Operator:;
Association of Missouri, Kansas. Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Texas.
T. A. Preese, of Huntington, Ark., has resigned his
position as State Mine Inspector, to succeed Mr. Finney.
Wm. Nicholson, who for the past four and a half years
has been district mine inspector for the eleventh district
has tendered his resignation to the State Mining DepartMr. Nicholson will assume
ment, to take effect June 15th.
the superintendent's duties for the Jewell Ridge Coal Co. at
Richlands, Va.
Fred S. Green, of Byesville, Ohio, has been made superintendent of the Imperial Mine at Belle Vallej', in which 15
miners lost their lives by an explosion two weeks ago. Mr.
Green succeeds Harry Dudley, who was held responsil>le for
Mining in the Imperial
the explosion by Coroner Radcliffe.
mine will be started at once.
tion

Rowland Jones, of Avoca, who has bee.i employed as assistant mine foreman at the Thomas Shaft, Butler Colliery,
Hillside Coal cfe Iron Co., has been transferred to the position
of foreman at the Courtright Slope, of No. 14 Colliery, Pennsylvania Coal Co., at Plainsville.
He takes the place of
foreman Shovlin. who wa.^ killed by a fall of rock a few
weeks ago. Walter Hutchinson, assistant foreman at the
Clarence Colliery, has been transferred to the Thomas
Shaft, to fill the vacancy left by Mr. Jones.

ILLINOIS

— The

Egyptian Coal & Mining Co. has voted
a new issue of bonds for $50,000 to purchase the Meek mine
All of the mines of the Egyptian Coal & Mining
at Marissa.
Co. are at the present time on the Illinois Central, but when
the Southern Traction Co.'s line is completed that will also
MarlsHa

connect with them

all.

—

Marion The Watson Coal Co., with two mines northwest of Marion, has gone into voluntary bankruptcy. One
of the mines has not been working for several months, on
account of being flooded when the high waters prevailed in
southern Illinois.
The Pittsburg Big Muddy Coal Co., operating a mine at
Pittsburg, a few miles east of here, has been declared a bankThe cause given is that it is impossible to market the
rupt.
coal at a profit, and that such conditions have existed foi"
several months.

KANS.\S
PIttNburK

— John

Kansas

state arbitrator, has announced that the miners of No. 14 District of the United
Mine Workers are right in their contention with the Cherokee-Pittsburg Coal & Mining Co.
This means that the
Steele,

CONSTRUCTION NEWS
—

Mora. W. Va. The .American Coal Co.. of New York, is
constructing mines in this vicinity, together with a model
company store and office building, at a cost of $20,000.
PunxHUtanney, Penn. The Lindsey Coal Mining Co. has
work underway on a new opening about three miles from
Punxsutawney. It is expected that they will be ready to
begin shipments by Aug. 1.
Craig, Colo. A party of Eastern capitalists is planning
It
on making investments in coal lands in Moffat County.
is understood that these lands will be placed in readiness
for extensive operation by Oct. 1.
ConnellDvllle. Penn. Extensive improvements have been
made by Lochrie Bros. Coal Co. at their Argentine, Butler
County, plant. The daily output has been increased by nearly
150 tons, and the capacity now reaches 600 tons.
Two Harbors, Minn. It is rumored that the city of Two
Harbors will soon ask for bids for the construction of a coal

—

—

—

—

June

14,
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trestle to be built near the City Water
to be used by the city in hauling coal by

Light station, and

937

owns a location on the

left fort of

Beaver Creek.

The

new-

when completed, will connect with the Chesapeake &
Ohio Ry. As a result of the construction of this line, there
will be about 1000 acres of coal land owned by the Elkhorn
Fuel Co., which will be developed. No date has yet been decided upon for starting the construction of the proposed

road,

the cargo.

—

BloomlnKton, 111. Officials of the Big Four Coal Co. have
received word that the contract has been let for a new coaling station at Lilly, to be erected at the cost of $10,000. This
contract has been awarded to the Roberts & Schaefer Co., of
Chicago, 111.
ConnellsvUle, Penn. It is reported that the activities of
the Maryland Steel Co., which is planning the erection of 120
new coke ovens, will soon be broadened to take in the manuAbout $3,000,000 will be spent
facture of structural steel.
on improvements.
It is reported that the Buffalo, RochesBlalrsvllle, Ohio
ter & Pittsburgh R.R. is to be extended from Josephine,
It will cross Conemaugh
through Blairsville, to Latrobe.
River by a long trestle. A surveying corps is said to have
been working out a plan of extension for some time.

—

—

—

line.

—

AVashington, Penn. The Chartiers Mining Co., which recently purchased a large block of coal territory in Mt.
Pleasant Township, has accepted the surface of three farms
on which the new openings will be made, together with other
developments to establish the new mining town. The sum of
$25,000 was paid for a total of 264 acres of surface land.
The coal rights were purchased at the rate of $135 per acre.
No active operations will be started toward the development
of this block for a year or so. owing to the fact that the
company is making extensive improvements in other sections
of the county.

Pound, Va. Several hundred men are at work on the construction of the upper Pound River extension of the Indian

Creek

& Pound River

R.R. from Pound, along and continuous

to the Kentucky border line, in Wise County, Va.,
tap rich coal and timber fields controlled by the
Lumber Co.

Henry,
10,000

The Santa FS R.R. has recently purchased

111

acres

which will
Tidewater

of

land in

coal

the

vicinity

of

its

station

at

The Santa Fe company is now sinking coal shafts
and putting in machinery to develop this field. It is expected
that this will be a source of fuel for its system in Illinois,
Iowa and Missouri.
Cincinnati, Ohio In the electrification of its lines in the
Pocahontas coal district the Norfolk & Western R.R. will

Toluca.

—

Several large firms
build its own special generating station.
interested in this class of work have been figuring on the
The generating station will have a 24,000-hp.
construction.
capacity and will be located in the middle of the Pocahontas
coal district.

—

Monongahela, Penn. Engineers of the River Coal Co. are
making locations for a borehole to be driven to the coal in
the Cincinnati mine. This will enable to West Penn Electric
Co. to run a power line to furnish electric current to run
The West Penn Co. expects to have
the mining machinery.
connections made with all the mines of the coal company
within a short time.

—

Huntlnf!;tan, ^V. Va.
It is reported that W. A. LiUer. of
Keyser, has been awarded the contract for $250,000 worth of
houses to be erected for the Pond Creek Coal Co., at their
operations in Pike County, Ky. This contract calls for the
erection of 420 houses of modern construction. Many of them
will be finished with baths and other conveniences.
Each
house will contain from five to six rooms.

—

rnlonville. .Mleh. A new shaft for the Handy Bros. Mining Co., near Unionville, has been sunk to a depth of SI ft.
in 12 days.
The work has been done under the supervision of
John Morris and William Williams. The entire depth of the
shaft is to be 200 ft. The coal is of the Pennsylvania bituminous character, and it is understood that the territory
will warrant mining operations for approximately 20 years.

—

ConnellNTille, Penn. The Connellsville Coke & Fuel Co.
rushing the construction of 80 new ovens at their plant In
the Ligonier Valley and have the railroad from their plant
at the Marietta-Connellsville Coke Co.'s works almost graded.
The new works will be modern in every respect and will be
equipped with a compressed air coke drawing and loading
machine, which is being built at the Scotdale Foundry &
Machine Co.'s plant.
Announcement has been made that the
Denver, Colo
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. will spend $500,000 in Improvements on the Pueblo plant this summer. These Improvements
will consist of the installation of three open-hearth furnaces,
which will be completed in about six months. These furnaces
will Increase the output of the mill approximately 20 per
cent., and will mean the addition of more than 100,000 tons
to the annual output of steel of the company.

—

Boston, Mass. The Atlantic Coal Co.; capital stock, $500.Incorporators; P. D. Dean. J. B. Sullivan, Jr.. W. G.

000.

Todd.
Aledora, N. D.^The \\ estern Coal Co.: capital stock. $60.Incorporators;
L. H.
Hallin, M. S. Mitchell, J. T.
Roysten.
Portland, .Me. The Brookline Coal Co.; capital stock, $25.000; to carry on a wholesale and retail coal business.
E. A.
Randal, president.
New Vork, N. Y The Von Bauer-Lively Coal Products
Co.; capital stock, $1,000,000.
Incorporators: G. G. Stiegeler.
E. F. Hellings, W. M. Pyle.
Charleston. W. Va. The Elmo Mining Co.; capital stock.
$50,000; chief works, Elmo, W. Va.
Incorporators; R. M.
Price, R. S. Stilman. D. W. Hill, A. C. Collins, Buckner Clay
Charlexton, W. Va. The Wheeling Monroe Coal Co.; capital stock, $25,000; to operate in Monroe County, Ohio.
Incorporators; J. B. McKinley, M. A. Hanning, H. P. Lockwood.
L. W. Brown and H. O. Wells.
Anchor. Ky
The R. C. Teway Mining Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000. by R. C. Teway.
E. B. Teway and W. F. Burnwinkle, for the purpose of developing a small property in that vicinity.
000.

—

—

—

—

—

—

LeMlie, Ark
The Red River Coal & Mining Co. has been
organized here with a capital of $100,000, to develop the Hin. seam of coal near here.
The officers are: G. S. Thompson,
president; Edward Mays, vice-president, and A. G. Klllibrew,
secretary and treasurer.

—

Sprinefleld. III. Hickman Williams & Co.. of Louisville.
Ky.. have been licensed to incorporate in Illinois.
The
capital stock is $600,000. To buy and sell pig iron, coal, coke,
alloys and steel and iron products, and to own and operate
glass furnaces, coke plants, coal and ore mines, and steel
and iron works.

is

Sykenville,

Penn.

— Work

on

the

improvements

at

the

progressing rapidly. The
new smokestack has been completid. The structural Iron
workers, who will do the Iron work on the power house, have
arrived and are now in shape to pu.th their part of the conThe
struction to a finish as fast as the material arrives.
foundations for the power house arc now practically completed.
Work on the new ovens Is well under way, much of
the masonry having been already completed.

Cascade Coal

& Coke

Co.'s plant

—

is

Rlnefleid, W. Va. The Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. proIt has
poses to erect another coal railroad In Kentucky.
acquired the charter rights of the Long Fort R.R. Co., which

—

Koanokr, Va. The Hcuser Coal Co. has purchased 300
acres of coal and timber land on Pine Creek, near Mayking,
Ky., and will divelop the same within a short time.

—

Maraeailio, Venezuela Development on a limited scale has
been begun by the Caribbean Coal Co.. an American org.anlzatlon, on the coal deposits on the Guajira peninsula.
A diamond drill Is being forwarded to the property.

—

Grand Haven, Mieh. A large deposit of coal has been
discovered on the beach In this vicinity by a grang of workmen who were putting In the new water main.

—

The Canada Oil Co., which Is drilling on
farm of Thomas DIx, ha.-n recently shot a well at a depth
ft.
From all Indications, It will produce from 50 to 60

Shelburn. Ind.
thi'

of 615

bbl. a day.

—

Padueab, Ky. The West Kentucky Coal Co. will begin
at once the construction of 50 new barges at Its plant, for
the purpose of taking care of Its Increasing production.
.Since Jan. 1 the company h.as built 47 barges, but requires
still

more.
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Hulbert, Ark. Last week the Roberts & Schaefer Co.
secured a contract from the Rock Island Lines for a fireproof
counterbalanced bucket (Holnien type) coaling station, to be
Contract price approxibuilt immediately at Hulbert, Ark.
mately $15,500.
Morgantown, \V. Va. J. V. Thompson, ot Uniontown,
Penn., has failed to purchase several valuable tracts of coal
land in this county upon which he secured options some time
It is
ago. The options were for 45 days and have expired.
understood that the price ranged from $600 to $S00 an acre.
L,rnn Hollow. Ky. The Lynn Hollow Coal Co. was recently organized by local men on the new Wasioto & Black
Mountain R.R. in the Harlan field. This is another new company which is starting development work on a large scale,
with promise of large production later on.
Uurkburnett. Tex. The Corsicana Petroleum Co.. which
has purchased the lease on 3600 acres of land in the Burkburnett oil field will bore a number of wells upon the propThere is already one well which has a production of
erty.
more than 100 bbl. per day located upon the land.
Monongahela, Penn. It is reported that leading operators
of the Pittsburgh district have refused orders for 1.000,000
tons of coal during the past week or ten days, owing to the
Indications
fact that they were already sold to capacity.
are that the mines will run steadily during the entire summer

—

—

—

—

season.

—

Lexington, Ky. The miners' short course which is given
by the State University College of Mines and Metallurgy is
proving exceedingly popular with miners, and many additions
to the class which will take the course during the summer
have been made, the students coming not only from all parts
of Kentucky, but from other states as well.
A 2,000,000-bushel coal fleet arrived in
LoulsTlIle, Ky
Louisville a few days ago from Pittsburgh, principally intended to supply the local yards for the summer storage
Large tows of empty barges were awaiting the
business.
arrival of the towing steamers of the fleet, to be taken back
to Pittsburgh for immediate loading for the South.
J. G. Gwyn, chief engineer of the Denver
Denver, Colo
& Rio Grande Ry. Co., Denver, Colo., has just awarded a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Co. for the building of two
large counterbalanced bucket (Holmes type) locomotive coaling stations for installation on their line at Salida and
Contract price approximately $22,500.
Minturn, Colo.
A large acreage of coal and timber land
Sargent, Ky
on Smoot Creek has been purchased by A. H. McClure and associates, of Frankfort, Ky., and it is intended to develop the
property at once ,for which purpose a complete coal-mining
plant will be opened up shortly. Subsequently lumber mills
will be installed for the purpose of cutting up the timber.
Harlan, Ky. The Harlan Coal Mining Co. is taking bids
on lumber to be used in the construction of 120 miners' houses
which it proposes building at its mines. They will be of a
little better class than the average run of such houses, as
a good grade of yellow pine is to be used for the most part,
and cypress shingles will be used in the roof, instead of tin
or composition roofing.
Johnxtonn, Penn. Mine No. 33 of the Pennsylvania Coal
& Coke Corporation, at Patton, resumed operation June 2,
after having been closed down for three months. The company now has about 100 men at work and is putting out
about 300 tons daily. The capacity of the mine is about 1200
tons.
It is said that the company is driving new headings
in preparation for a rush in the coal business next fall.
BoonvUle, Ind. The Big Four Coal Co. has secured an
option on several hundred acres of coal land and is completing arrangements for large stripping operations in Southern

—

—

—

Indiana. A company, which will include tlie Big Four company, together with outside capital, is now being formed to
mine this coal by a stripping process. It is claimed that the
output will reach a thousand tons daily and the company expects to be able to put the coal aboard the cars for 20c. a ton.
OwenHboro, Ky.. Announcement has been made of an increase of 5c. a ton on coal from the mines in western Kentucky, on the Louisville & Nashville, after June 1. A similar
increase has been ordered, also, upon the Illinois Central.
The reason for the increase on the part of the Louisville &
Nashville has not been given, but it is understood that the
step has been taken to equalize the rates from western Kentucky mines with those from the mines in southeastern Kentucky.

—

New Cumberland,

Penn.

— The

Monongahela River Con-

solidated Coal & Coke Co., which h.is lost two boats on the
Ohio River, near Louisville, within the past month, suffered
the loss of another a few days ago when the towboat "Tornado" struck Dam No. 9, on the Ohio River, near New Cumberland, and sank. The boat was on her way to Pittsburgh
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with a tow of empties when the current and high water
combined to cause the accident. The crew of 28 men escaped
by leaping into the river as the boat went down. It will
probably not be possible to recover her.
Salt L,lck. Ky. The Licking River R.R. Co., which has been
operating a 32-mile line running from Salt Lick to Yale,
in Bath County, has filed notice in the ofBce of the Kentucky
Railroad Commission of its intention to quit business. The
road served a region which showed considerable promise of
coal and timber, but operations have evidently not proved
profitable.
The company has a capital stock of $50,000, and
Stockholders holding 497 of the 500
is bonded for $100,000.
shares filed the notice, these including J. H. Fulmer, Jr.,
W. W. Hubbard, H. G. Niles, Jr., J. A. Roper and Charles
Bygate.
Lexington, Ky. J. B. Allen, who is in charge of the SlempCamden-Mayo coal interests in Perry, Knott and Letcher
Counties. Ky., proposes to conduct an elaborate and exhaustive system of prospecting over the properties which he
handles during this summer, and for that purpose recently
secured the services of Henry L. Noel, a member of next
year's graduating class of the Kentucky University College
of Mines and Metallurgy.
It is intended to ascertain exactly what the properties are worth for coal-mining purposes,
in order that development may proceed intelligently when

—

—

.

it

begins.

—

Beaver Creek, Ky. The charter of the Long Fork R.R.
which owns a location for a railroad on the left fork
of Beaver Creek, and whose proposed line will render accessible about 100,000 acres of coal lands owned by the Elkhorn Fuel Co. and about SOOO acres owned by the Milwaukee
Co.,

Coal & Gas Co., has been acquired by the Baltimore & Ohio
R.R. Co.
The latter company will proceed with the construction of the line, although the exact date of the beginning
F. L. Stuart, of Balof the work has not been decided upon.
The
timore, Md.. is chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio.
road will be about 30 miles in length.
Jenkins, Ky. It is reported that the Consolidated Coal
Co. has now increased its output to the point where it is
shipping 200 cars a day from its mines at Jenkins and 60 cars
from the McRoberts workings: and the output from the latter
This largely increased
is to be doubled within two weeks.
output has necessitated the operation of more and larger
Elkhorn
and the Lexingtrains over both the Sandy Valley
The Louisville &
ton & Eastern railroads in that section.
this
field its new
Nashville is rapidly getting into service in
steel coal cars recently provded for. and is doing everj-thing
requirements
of the coal
in its power to meet the increasing

—

cS:

operators.

—

Columbus, Ohio The Chapman Mining Co., of Columbus,
which has ofiices in the Wyandotte Bldg., is branching out
and has established sales agencies at a number of points.
At Mason City, Iowa, L. B. Hagerman has been stationed and
W. H. Spencer is staA. M. Fisher is located at Detroit.
tioned at Grand Rapids. In addition to these agents the company has assigned A. S. Tingley to cover Indiana and A. L.
Vogt to cover the state of Ohio.
Arrangements have been made with the New York & New
England Coal Co., of Albany, Penn.; the Nayaug Coal Co., of
Dunsmore. Penn., and the Mohawk Coal Co., of Carbondale,
Penn., to act as selling agency in this territory.

—

Louisville, Ky. The Kentucky Court of Appeals has granted
the Illinois Central R.R. Co. an order restraining Judge
Rice, of Muhlenberg County, from proceeding with the
trial of the 1600 damage suits filed by the miners in that
section against the railroad on account of last winter's car
shortage.
One of the reasons alleged for the issue of the
order was that Judge Rice is a candidate for reelection, and
that the number of plaintiffs involved in the suit might influence him.
The amount involved in the cases is $50,000,
and the appellate court holds that they should be tried in
the circuit court, from which an appeal may be taken to the
appellate court, in order that the full merits of the matter
to

J.

J.

may

be adjudicated.
^tonega, Va
The Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Co., which
operates large coal and coke plants at Stonega, Va.. two
miles from the Kentucky line, has announced that it is about
to start the biggest operation ever attempted in the Virginia
coal fields.
The new development will be along the headwaters of Guests' River for seven or eight miles along the
Kentucky line, and will be reached by the Interstate R.R.,
the company line, which is to be extended from Norton, Va.,
for that purpose.
For years it has been the company's intention to develop this part of its property, and it is now
ready to spend in the neighborhood of $25,000,000 in the
work. The construction of the railroad has begun, and engineers will soon locate the first town of the series which will
be built in connection with the operation.
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GENERAL, REVIEW
The retail demand for hard coal is the best it has been for
years at this season, which has enabled dealers to buy more
liberally than usual.
Shipments by the companies are steady
and promise to continue so. There is a perceptible tendency
to drag, however, and stove coal which has been the leader
for several months is now comparatively easy, with broken a
close second.
Some bituminous shippers in the East are so short of coal
that they are being forced into the open market for small
tonnages to fill out their contracts. This is a most unusual
condition for this season of the year when the market is
ordinarily at the lowest point. The inadequate labor supply
is probably the direct cause of this condition, but the situation has been further aggravated by a heavy buying movement on the part of some consumers seeking to cover their
requirements against a possible further advance in quotations.
The Eastern bituminous trade is in a commanding
position with the market steadily strengthening, and indications are that there will be a further shortening up in tonnages unless the labor situation improves. Forced sales, even
in the low grades, are practically unknown: coal is to be had
only on reasonable notice, while operators are slow about
taking new business and there is a general feeling that higher
prices will prevail later.
Mining in the Pittsburgh district continues active, although consumers are well taken care of on contract. The
labor supply is inadequate, but not sufficiently so as to
seriously affect operations and there appears to be sufficient
car supply to take care of shipments; slack is the only heavy
feature of the market. In outlying districts the car shortage
particularly where prompt
is becoming more pronounced,
shipment is required. The asking price is stiff and there is
no difference of opinion regarding the firm condition of the
market. Operators are well sold up for several months and
there is little prospect of any increase in the production.
Although the car shortage in Ohio is restricting operations, it is now evident that the lake shipments will exceed all
previous records. There is still a shortage at the Hampton
Road piers, and some producers are having difficulty in meeting their contracts: the dumpings at the piers fell off last
The Southern
week, due principally to a lack of tonnage.
markets remain steady, because of the light production, as a
result of a scarcity of both cars and labor.
The wave of prosperity in the coal trade now seems to
have been definitely established in the Middle Western marContrary to expectations, the trade continues to imkets.
prove and it is now clear that there is little danger of any
Prices are advancing beimmediate slump in quotations.
cause of the shortage of Eastern coal, which is forcing buySome large contracts
ers into the Middle Western markets.
are open and operators are showing a tendency to hold for
prices.
higher
BOSTON, M.VSS.
RitumtnouM Pocahontas and New River continue quite
firm in price. Some of the shippers are even short of coal for
e«rly June loading and are in the market themselves to buy
This is a most unof other interests at the contract figure.
usual situation for June and it points to a strong market
through what is ordinarily the slow season. The far-sighted
people in the trade are expecting such a shortening up of
tonnage on account of the poor supply of labor in most of the
districts that they are trying hard to pile up coal as fast as
There Is no accumulation at any of the loadit can be had.
ing piers and the demand from the West is reported as unIn all directions bituminous Is in a comusually brisk.

—
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is

position.
significant that a further slowing

Georges Creek

tonnage coming

to

^Vate^ Freights are hardening from all the ports; 70c. has
been paid from Hampton Roads to Providence and 80c. to
Boston, both on fair-sized tonnage, while 45c. continues the
rate on barges for Long Island Sound, for New York loading.

—

Anthracite A slight easing up is noticed, but dealers in
are still after shipments. The retail demand has
been the best in years and it has enabled the dealers to take
on rather more coal than ordinarily. Individual shippers are
doing little in this market, but the few companies that are
serving the trade are sending coal around with almost clocklike regularity.
Stove is still the size hardest to get, although broken is not far behind.
Current wholesale prices on bituminous are about as follows:

New England

Cambrias
Georges
Pocahontas
Somersets
Creek
New River
30@1 60 SI .67® 1.77

Cleiirfields

Mines*

S1.05@1.40
2.30@2.70
2.60@3.00

Philadelphia*

New York*

SI

.

.

2.5o®2.8o
2.85@3.2a

Baltimore*

Hampton Roads*

2.92@3.02
3.22@3.32
2 SS@2.95
.

up
tide.

Is

apparent on
Steamers at

3.73@3.78
3.83^3.95

euro.

PITTSBl'RGH. PENN.

—

BltuminouH Coal mining continues active but the market is relatively quiet as buyers are well taken care of by
existing contracts.
Free coal usually brings a premium,
though not always. The labor supply is not altogether adequate, but does not curtail production materially.
The car
supply, while not ample, is sufficient to take the coal which
can be produced, though in spots shortages develop.
Shipments in the lake trade are practically at record rate for
this stage in the season and the prediction continues to be
made that the season will show a new record by a comfortable margin.
Slack continues in heavy supply in consequence of the lake movement and frequently sells down to
60c., though some large operators refuse to shade the 90c.
price.
Noting that prompt lots outside of slack frequently
bring premiums of 5@10c. a ton, we quote regular prices as
follows:
Slack, 90c.; nut and slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25: minerun, $1.30: %-in., $1.40; IH-in. steam. $1.50; lV4-in. domestic,
$1.55, per ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

—

CoDuellsville Coke Prices continue to be well maintained
despite light inquiry.
There is a small turnover of prompt
furnace, generally at $2.15 or $2.20, while the nominal asking price is $2.25.
It is to be noted that sales have been
made at the lower figure by operators who are committed to
the $2.25 figure. Furnaces have not yet arrived at the point
of being willing to pay prices asked on second half contracts, but their apathy is in large part due to the stagnant
pig-iron market.
It is becoming understood that the operators who have been naming $2.50 as their price for second
half would be willing to close at a concession of 10 or 15c.,
depending on the desirability of the contract.
We quote:
Prompt furnace. $2.15f!j)2.25: contract furnace, $2.35(g)2.50;
prompt foundry, $2.85@3.25; contract foundry. $3@3.25, per
ton at ovens.

NEW YORK

— The

BltumlnouM
to

case

oft

slightly

soft-coal
in

this

market has shown a tendency
section

during the

past

week.

The indications are, however, that the condition is only temporary and the unusual strength noticed in the report last

week

still

exists,

although

not

so

clearly

evident at

this

writing.

Mines are working about the same as

Baltimore are having fair despatch, but sailing vessels and
barges are now required to wait for a few days at least. At
Philadelphia and New York the receipts are Just beginning
The same is true of the highest-grade
to be Intermittent.
coals from Pennsylvania.
Cargoes arriving on the market are now seldom heard
from and spot coal for inland distribution is only to be had
on reasonable notice. There are no auction sales Just now.
Most of the all-rail shippers are behind on orders, but consumers have learned to be forehanded and to provide storage
more liberally than used to be the case.

.

..

tOn

*F.o.b.

S2. 85 firm

..

Providencet
Bostont

last

month, and

The growing scarcity of labor is
the production is heavy.
devi'loplng to such proportions that opei'ators are becoming
seriously alarmed over the outlook.
Concessions of many
kinds are being offered In order to attract the men to the
mining regions, but In spite of this fact operations are being seriously crippled, especially In the more undesirable
districts.
With production thus restricted the car supply
has been sufficient, but predictions are being freely made
that the situation In this respect will be quite serious the
coming fall. It Is a well known fact, however, that the roads
are providing a great deal of additional equipment, so that
It is probable they will be able to handle the situation better than Is anticipated.
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We

continue

last

week's

quotations

on

the

following

basis:
West Virginia steam, $2.55@2.60; fair grades Pennsylvania, $2.65lg/2.70; good grades of Pennsylvanias, $2.75@
2.80; best Miller, Pennsylvania, $3.05 @ 3.15; Georges Creek,
S3.25@3.30.
Anthracite While there is not a great deal of snap to
the local market, the trade continues moderately active and
about normal for this season of the year. The demand for
the prepared sizes, particularly egg and stove, is excellent;
most of this is, of course, for stocking purposes, although
there has probably been more than the usual consumption
lately due to the rather cold weather for this period of the
Buckwheat and barley are quite heavy and some of
year.
these grades are now going into storage.
While the hard-coal market as a whole will probably
touch a still lower level in midsummer, there is a strong
healthy undertone and indications point to a heavy business
The anthracite companies are being supthe coming fall.
are
plied with plenty of equipment, the mines as a rule
working good, and the production is about normal.
We quote the New York hard-coal market on the follow-

—

ing basis:
Individual;

Broken

Eee
Stove.', v..

.

Chestnut
,,,

Pe.:

Buckwheat
like
Barley,.,,'

.

.'.'',,'...'.

..'.'

Circular

Lehigh

Scranton

S4.70
4.95
4.95
5.15
3.50
2.73
2,25

$4,45(5:4.65
4 90
4 90

$4.50@4,-0

1.70@1.95

3 3.5(s3..50
2,50f3.2,75
2 25

75

I,35fe.l,70

l,60fel,75

1

PHILADEI-PHH.

5.15
3

30@3.45

2,15((i:2,45

4.95
4.95
5,20

PE\'>..

Just at the present time, the coal trade in this vicinity,
particularly in the local market, is not as favorable as both
the retailer and wholesaler would like to see it. While it is
understood that the companies are taking care of their
output of the prepared sizes, there is a tendency to drag in
This is particularly true of the local
almost all grades.
market, where even the demand for stove coal, which has
been the leader for months, has fallen off, but this has given
the operators an opportunity to furnish this size on calls in
other directions. The reports of business at tidewater, however, still continue favorable, large quantities of coal going
by barge to the down East points, where the demand is said
to be strong.
There is, however, an unmistakable lack of snap to the
market, and until after the middle of the month, not much
improvement is looked for; but the approach of the ^first of
next month, which marks a further advance of 10c. per ton,
is always characterised by a spurt.
Operations at all the
mines are still good, and large quantities of coal are being
sent to market; while it is not expected that it will be necessary to curtail production during the month of June, some
of the pessimistically inclined hint at a possible intermittent
suspension of mining during the next two months.
The bituminous trade is gradually rounding into shape,
but the improvement is so slight that it takes an optomistic
operator to indicate what it amounts to. Prices appear the
same as last reported, with some few variations.

B.\LTIMORE. MD.
The featuie of the local market during the past week was
the heavy tonnage handled over the railroad piers.
The
Curtis Bay piers of the B. & O. R.R. were particularly active, one company alone having contracts for 66,000 tons of
export and coastwise coal to be shipped at this point. The
business showed a marked increase over previous weeks and
promises to continue so for the next two weeks, a number
of vessels being due here within that time, which will be
loaded at both the Curtis Bay piers and the Port Covington piers of the Western Maryland R. R.
General market conditions continue good, with prices
firm, especially on the low grades, which are selling freely at
from 80@90c.
Quemahoning and Georges Creek are, of
course, in active demand.
Some companies are reported to
have insufllcient production to meet their contract obligations and are being forced into the prompt
market; the
trouble is due to the inadequate supply of miners in the
mining district.
The spot line business is exceptionally strong, with consumers insisting on prompt delivery. This would seem to indicate that buyers are stocking up at present prices rather
than taking chances on the possibility of a restricted output in the future. The depression reported in other lines of
industrial activity has not reached the coal trade in this
vicinity as yet and operators continue to take an optimistic
vli-w of the outlook.
Export business for May was slightly below that of April,
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but still of sufficient proportion to show a substantial increase in this branch. The total exports for May were 88,138 tons, or a reduction of 2492 tons over that for April.
Of this amount, 25,417 tons were shipped to Egypt; Brazil,
Mexico and Cuba, being the other main points.

BUFFALO,

]V.

Y.

The interest of the coal dealers and consumers is just now
centered more on the threatened strike of »ne teamsters than
on the price of coal. It is noted that there are a great many
buildings in the city, with elevators and sometimes other machinery to run, that seldom have more than two days' supply
ahead so the problem may be a serious one.
Otherwise the situation is without much change.
The
complaint of car shortage in the bituminous trade is incieasing, especially where cars are to be hurried to a consignee who is about out of coal; it is usually then discovered that passing and junction points are badly congested.
One shipper states that it takes from a week to ten days to
make sure of a car consigned from the Alleghany Valley
mines, a matter of 150 miles or so, to Black Rock, for which
the East Buffalo yard probably is more or less to blame.
As a rule the members of the bituminous trade are not
forgetting the long years of selling coal at cost and the consumer was not then interested in helping them out. It is
ftlt now that coal is bringing a paying price, not on account
of any corner or stress that the consumer is obliged to stand
for, but because business is good and the consumer can well
afford to pay a good price for his coal.
There is a growing scarcity of cars as well as miners,
which makes it certain that there is no coal waiting on track
to be picked up.
If the jobber has no mine connection he is
finding it difficult to get much coal of any sort. The bituminous trade is feeling much more confident of the future than
ever before.
Quotations, therefore, are strong at $2.80 for Pittsburgh
lump, $2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and $2.15 for
slack, with Alleghany Valley about 25c. lower, chiefly on account of freight rate, the reduction being partly divided with
the consumer.
Coke is unchanged and not especially strong
at $4.75 for best Connellsville foundry.
There is an increasing complaint from the Allegheny Valley mines about the lack of both miners and cars. With such
a large amount of coal sold on contract the situation is anything but pleasant, though it may be fully as satisfactory as
when it was sold at cost. Nobody claims now that there is
110

profit in the business.

The anthracite situation is without feature and no stir is
expected until fall except a little at the end of each month,
when consumers show an interest over the saving of 10c. a
Shipments of anthracite from this vort for the week
ton.
amounted to 135,000 tons, a fairly good average. Most of the
coal went to Chicago, as return cargoes from Lake Superior
are not plenty.

COLtlMBUS, OHIO
The chief feature of the local market is the continued
strength although some weakness has developed in the small
sizes.
On the whole the trade is firm and prices are well
maintained. No important weakness has developed and every
branch of the business is on a sound basis. Prospects for the
future are generally considered favorable.
The lake business is still one of the strong points of the
Thousands of tons are moving from Ohio mines to
trade.
the Northwest, via the lakes, and since the demand from that
section is strong it is freely predicted that the present season
Charwill be one of the largest in the history of the lakes.
tering of boats is still going on and the movement of vessels
is good since the early congestion at the upper lake ports is
over.

Production has been somewhat restricted by an increasing
In the eastern Ohio district where cars are
car shortage.
the scarcest the output is estimated at 70 per cent, of normal
and the Pomeroy Bend district shows up with about 60 per
In the Hocking Valley there has been
cent, of the average.
less trouble on this account and the output is close to normal.
In the domestic fields there is a slight increase in the output.
Domestic trade shows some activity, although it is yet
Retailers are gradually actoo early for much movement.
cumulating supplies so as to be prepared for the stocking
Some of the larger domestic users
season when it comes.
are already laying in their winter supply. On the whole there
is bright prospects for an active domestic trade in all parts
of Ohio and adjoining states.
The steam business is rather active along all lines although some factories are not buying as well as formerly.
Railroads are
Iron and steel concerns are buying as usual.
The freight movement
also using quite a good deal of fuel.
is gradually increasing since the flood damage has been repaired.
Some few steam contracts have not been renewed

.
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although most of them have been closed up for the year.
of the railroad contracts have also been signed.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
Pomeroy
Domestic

SI. SO

lu

$1.50
1.35

1.35
1.20
1.15

2 inch

Nut
Nut. pea and slack
Coarse slack ...

1.25
1.15

0.70
0.60

.

Most

Kar
SI
1

1

.0.70
0.60

H-VMPTON HO.VDS, V.V.
Hampton Roads piers have not been as
Some large foreign shipments have
heavy as expected.
been made during the week but coastwise business has not
Dumpings

at

There is still a shortage of coal at all piers and
some suppliers are finding it difficult to take care of conProducers having free coal have been able
business.
tract
to dispose of it at $2.90 but even at this price there have been
only one or two small sales as no one has had a large surThere has been some inquiry for spot
plus at tidewater.
high volatile coal and no sales as suppliers are practically
been brisk.

cleaned out of this grade.
While it was expected that the Norfolk & Western Ry. at
Lamberts Point would lead in the tidewater dumpings for
May yet it was hardly anticipated that they would reach
The actual dumpings, however amounted
over 350,000 tons.
The Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. at Newport
to 490,917 tons.
News dumped during the month 2S9.990 tons and the Virginian Ry. over the one pier at Sewalls Point dumped 281.537
The total dumpings for Hampton Roads for Jlay
tons.
amounted to 1,062,444 tons. The dumpings at Sewalls I'oint
broke all previous records of that pier.

BIRMINGH.VM,
The most satisfactory market

AL.V.

is that on foundry
and furnace coke; the usual summer weakness has not yet
made its appearance, although the pig-iron market has been
steadily declining for sevei-al months. The demand seems to
easily absorb all coke offered by ovens which do a merchant
coke business. The companies operating the furnaces make
most of the coke and use same at their own smelters.
Anything that we might say regarding the coal market asa whole would be practically a repetition of last several reThere is no price cutting worthy of serious menports.
tion, but the situation might be changed very quickly for
the worse if all mines were supplied with plenty of cars and
Unless the production is increased it
a little more labor.
is not believed that prices will reach as low a level as during former summeis.

locally

liOUISVILLE, KV.

While the larger steam consumers are renewing contracts,
the smaller ones seem willing to take the risks in the open
market for their winter needs.
The movement of domestic from retailers' yards is fairly
well divided between anthracite and the harder bituminous
coals. Of the latter Pocahontas has the heaviest call, followed
probably by Kanawha. Luhrig, Raymond City and Ohio Jack.son In the order named.
The local wholesale market is about as follows:
No. 4 mine-run
Nos. 5 and 6.
Steam lump, 1
Nut and egK.

Domestic

locally

I

•

mines.
INDI.\N.\I"01.I.S

report a Kood market, the .June
movement of coal promising to equal or excel that of May.
This buying is practically all of Eastern coals, those who
linn anthracite being particularly anxious to get their
inter's supply before the usual advances in price.
Last
liter consumei-s had trouble in getting anthracite, even at
highest prices on record in this market. This experience
liurrying up their orders and few will take the risk of
v.aitlng until fall to lay in their supply.
The mines of the state show little change In the extent
"1
their operations, three to four days a week being the
"I'-.
Some operators report an Improved movement to the
liit,'er industries of the state that carry a large quantity of
"al In storage.
Indiana mines continue to put in half time or slightly
I" Iter.
Reports reach here of a slackening In Industrial acRetailers

I

'

of

this

city

$1.10®!. 20
1.05@1.10
1
15@1.35

i-

3-in.

1.20@1..55

Domestic

4-

and

Sl,50@1.60
0.90@1.00
0.80@0.90
2.00®2.10

.5-in

Screenings No. 4
Screenings 5 and 6
Brazil block

1.40@1.65

.

DETROIT, MICH.

—

Bltnmlnouti Contrary to expectations, the soft-coal trade
continues to improve, and prices are becoming stlffer generally all along the line.
It is now clear that if lower
prices are to appear, it will not be very soon.
As a matter
of fact consumers who have neglected to cover their requirements will now probably have to pay substantially higher
prices.
Contract business is becoming decidedly better, some
operators claiming that they have all the tonnage, available for this purpose, now covered.
It Is doubtful if local contract prices have ever before
been as stiff as they are today, and it would only take a
light buying movement to precipitate a runaway market.
The only easy branch is the spot market, which is slightly
softer than last week.
There has been considerable slack
offered in the open market, but the smaller grades as a whole
have not suffered materially, and, while they will probably
weaken toward midsummer, there is no r.'ason for dis-

couragement.

The feature of the market at the present time is the high
price level on the better grades of spot coal; these have
stiffened to such a degree that prompt shipment can only
be had at from 5@10c. below contract figures for the year.
There is a feeling that what little coal yet remains in the
spot market will be commanding higher figures than contract tonnages.
The market in general is regarded as exceptionally strong for this period of the year.

shown little change during
now quotable on the following

Prices have

market

is

Domp.stic

In:

\V.

Hock-

Va.

Splint

J-in.

$1

311

1

.-)()

the week, and the
basis:

No. 8
Ohio

ing

Egg
1

has not materially changed from
coals
;ire
last week, with the exception that the steam
This is due to
slightly v/eaker and notably over-supplied.
heavy demand for domestic grades resulting in an exssive production of the smaller sizes; there has also been
an easing off in the demand for these, due to a curtailment of industrial activity. In addition to this, railroads
are taking rather more than the usual amount of the larger
sizes which has further over-stocked the smaller grades.
.Si-veral operators have found themselves with more of these
sizes than they could dispose of, but it is believed that the
•kmand will shortly catch up.
Domestic sizes of the better grades are in heavy demand
in eastern Kentucky at $1.65@1.70, with the off qualities at
about $1.50. No. 2 mine-run is selling at 90c.@$l, and 3-in.
slcam at 85c. The better grades of nut and slack are quoted at
TiiiiiSOc. with the second quality in rather light demand at
111 fi 60c.,
this latter price also prevailing on western Keniiiiky nut and slack.
Pea and slack are weak at 30c. f.o.b.
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tivity in the East, which is probably reflected to the coal business, but while the tariff may be causing some uncertainty
and hesitation In the West, the wheels are kept going although
factory owners have a keen eye out for any new developments.

Pocahontas
$1 90
1
90

Jackson
Hill

$1 90

1.90

lump.
1.15
1.05
0.80

Mil
.Slack.

$1.15
1.05
0.83

1.15

$1, 13

40

05
0.85
1

.

0.

1

10

...

nthracite

Operators of all
Diding firm on
but it is generally conceded that the outlook from
now on until the fall trade opens up is rather dull, to say
the least.
Wholesalers are already complaining that there
is a falling off in demand, although not of sufficient magnitude to restrict shipments.
Supplies are coming forward as
rapidly as required and no delay is experienced in satisfying
prices,

the demand.

Coke
ville,

at

— The

market on

being quoted at

$2,85,

all

f.o.b.

$3,

this

iiroduct

Semel Solvay,

is

$3.10

brisk.

Connells-

with gas house

ovens.

MIXNEArOliIS

— ST.

I'.\l I,

While it is a fact that most Illinois coals have been sold
low price during the past month, there is a general
expectation of a rise during the next two weeks and a
steadiness which will prevail during the summer and fall.
Eastern coals were never held on as firm a basis as they
have been this year, and an actual scarcity of these exists
which, with the strained labor conditions, fully warrants a
maintenance of price. The amount of coal coming to the
head of the Lakes was heavy during May. but the height
of the ore carrying season is on and if coal is not available
at Eastern loading ports, vessels will come up empty Inat a

stead of waiting for cargoes

CHICAGO
Owing to a shortage of East<'rn coal, increases are eviDuring the week lump, egg and
dent in contract prices.
nut has sold for $1.25 on the spot market.
Recently buyers who have been depending for their supply upon the
western Pennsylvania, Kanawha and Hocking Valley fields,
found these to be practically exhausted and have turned
to the Western districts for their supply, with particular attention given to the Franklin County field.
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GEKERAL

'°^y-

The cement trade is active and prices are
The tariff bill has not yet been settled and
Senate

is

firm.
Its

delay in the

undoubtedly having an influence un business.

Precipitated liquidation of securities in New York and
foreign financial centers about the middle of June had an
important effect on new construction. Until this selling runs
its course and the markets of the world are able to save new
capital, new construction work will be less active with a
consequent reduction in the demand for supplies. This should
make for lower quotations in the material markets. Contrary to the belief expressed in certain quarters the financial
troubles were incident to. and not caused by, the "Rate Decision" handed down, June 9, by the U. S. Supreme Court.

LABOR
Unrest has been more widespread this month than before

The number

of strikes in all parts of the
is unusually large, but most of them have occurred
unskilled workers and, for the most part, those laborers
securing less than $12 a week Fair-minded men believe that
such laborers should have a just compensation and in many
instances these strikes have been settled, the laborers -securing a substantial increase. The strike of greatest importance
among the skilled trades was the machinists in Baltimore,
asking for higher wages and shorter hours, while the same
is true in Buffalo. This, of course, has had its inception from
the tremendous business automobile manufacturers have been
doing, and they are still scouring the country for capable
machinists.
Coal miners are in exceptionally good dertiand and the
supply seems to be short. Immigration coming to these shores
is large, the total steerage passengers arriving during the
first ten montns of the year numbering 750,000, while the
arrlvals at the port of New York alone in May there were
in several years.

engaged for six months if no other orders should
come in and there should be no postponements. It is also
significant to note that a prominent street railway company
'" applying for certain franchises urged the commission to
expedite its work as it would be impossfble to secure equipment in less than six months after the orders were placefl.
'^he automobile manufacturers of the country are working
^^ never before, one company making a popular low-priced
'^^''' being 60,000 cars behind in
its orders.
This means that
'°'' nearly ten weeks this company will not be able to make
actively

a great deal better than most of the reports
New York would lead the readers to think.
It is true that there is a tightness of money in New York, considerable unrest and a diminution of business in a financial
way. Moreover, it is equally certain that some of the large
corporations are unable to get the funds they desire at attractive rates of interest.
If these companies are not able
to secure a reasonable return as a result of the improvements they contemplate making, they will certainly be unwilling to pay any interest. There is no law compelling them
to build fine stations or double-track their roads.
They have
been able to live without this and they will probably continue so for some time, and while the plea for higher freight
rates is illegitimate, or at least is so considered, they will
probably secure it. The great trouble is that a financial upheaval in Europe has had a serious effect in New York,
through d>-a'ning from New Tcork a large supply of gold
which might be used as a substantial ba^is for business in
this country.
It is probable, however, that by fall there will
be some let up ,n the demand from Europe and by that time
money will be available for the much neeued crop movement
in this country.
Price changes have tended toward lower levels in almost
every instance, and the iron and steel markets are $1 to $2
per ton lower than a month ago, but it is significant to note
that the leading interest is operating its steel production to
more than 90% of capacity and in the month of May more pig
iron was made in the United States than ever before in hisis

emanating from

country

prompt shipment even though no other orders come in.
Railways are not buying equipment with anything like
'he liberality of a year ago, but the New York Central recently ordered 175 locomotives.
Unfilled orders on the books of the United States Steel
Corporation decreased 650,000 tons during the month of May.
Steel Ralls-A marked decline in the demand for light rails
^.^s a distinct disappointment to the steel trade and a most
unexpected one. It has been conceded for some time that the
railways would probably curtail their orders for standard section, but it was not believed that light rails would be so
inactive.
The only order of importance during the month
^^^ ,„,. j^ ^^g ^^^^ ,^,, ^^port.
Quotations continue unchanged at 1.25c. per lb. per stand^rd section weighing from 50 to 100 lb. per yard: 1.21c. for
40. to 50-lb. rail; 1.30c. for 16- to 20-lb. rail. These quotations
^re for carload lots, f.o.b. Pittsburgh
Chicago, 16- to 20-lb. rails are 1.30c.; 12-lb., 1.35c.; S-lb..
Relaying rails, Chicago, are $24 per gross tons and
1.40c.
can be obtained at other points at approximately the same
Agure although not in any considerable quantities.

^

—

Track Supplies Business is very inactive, although there
was an enormous order for tie plates early in the month by
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. Spikes are 2.10c. base
*<" large lots; track bolts with square nuts, 2.40@2.50c. base,
and tie plates, $34@36 per net ton. These quotations are for
Chicago delivery. In Pittsburgh angle bars are from 1.50®
l-60c. and spikes 1.95 @2. 05c.
All these quotations except the
tie plates are per lb. and fairly good sized lots,

Pi„e— The demand

IROIV AND STEEL PRODUCTS
business in April did not develop large and In fact
it was a general disappointment to all classes of manufacturers. There had been a boom for a year which was expected
to continue indefinitely.
New orders were few and very far
between and salesmen were unwilling to make quotations
while consumers seemingly had no interest in the market.
On the other side. It is worthy of note that the U. .S. Steel
Corporation were operating their finished-steel mills to 92%
of capacity, while the Ingot production was 99% of productlon. and other steel companies are working in like ratio.
It Is true that the unfilled orders for steel products have
,,,,,,.
.u
11.
..
J \i.
iiw,
been rapidly
other
declining, but on the
hand
there Is little
suspicion that the steel mills of the country could not be kept

New

,

.

.

I

in

same

other commodities and while

g^^e

revision of discounts has been made the general pipe
business continues active.
The fuel companies are buying
'" ^^"'^^ quantities and the pipe mills have all the business
5"''" take care of for the present.
They are. however,
*^t^'
'^'^'j^.'"

"^^'^'^

^^"''y •"'""'P' shipment,

iJiscounts are as follows,

among

approximately 100,000 immigrants.

for pipe has not fallen off to the

degree as has been noted

%2i/4-

to 2-in. butt
to 6-in. lap

welded
welded

Black

Galvanized

79i/4%
78^4%.

70%
70%

Based on these discounts, the net price of pipe per foot are
as follows in carload lots

f.o.b.

Pittsburgh:

—

-^

^

inches

Size,

'1

j^
1

.................!...!!!!.'!!!!

'A

^

Black

Galvanized

2.35

3.40

4!75
5.55

660

iR'c'n

i^'^"
^J.IO

S.OO

2'4
'

sherlN— Much weakness has been manifested in the mar^pj and considerable price cutting is noticed, especially In th.^Vest.
Some of the mills, which were securing premiums for
prompt delivery three months ago, are now most actively engaged in cutting quotations. At the same time, the Steel
Corporation is obliged to curtail operations to about 25% of
^'"."'^"/ ^' the \andergr,ft mills because of the lack of semlfinished steel. Shipments are f.-iirly prompt and can easily be
^,<^'"" ""«'•, specifications are received,
"^^t "''f';
<'"'''« '°"« '""^.''"' .'"^^ °^^
'"'^ """<""«
,
T l-Ifl
^"^-

l"

^'"^'''iT^''
^^hanged
at 2.30c.

N"«' 22 and 24
Nos. 25 and 26
jsjo.

No.

27
28

%"\
k
t^"
f.o.b. ^'nTff
Pittsburgh
for

""'
Ir
No.

00
black.
28 'k,'^"

"

"""

Cents per Pound
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Black Galv. Black Galv.
2.75
2

SO

'

<"i

2.90

3.55
3.70
3 95
4,00

2.70
2.75
2 80

2^85

3.50
3.65
3 90
2.95
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structural Materials Business is less active in the East
and similar conditions prevail in the West, although there it

expected that considerable railroad business will develop
The diminution in buildins.
within the next few months.
which is prevalent in the East, seems likely to continue (oi
some time, and from the present outlook, when railways are
obliged to pay such high rates of interest on capital, it is
doubtful if they can secure the funds with which to make
Under such circumstances an early retheir improvements.
turn to a large volume of business in fabricated materials is
is

unlikely.

Quotations are without change, except the premium for

prompt shipment has disappeared. Plates, beams and anfiles
are held at 1.50c. base from Pittsburgh, and in Chicago LfirSfe
1.73c.

All of these prices are per 100

WIKE
New

lb.

in

carload

lots.

I'HODl IT.S

orders are coming in slowly and there

is

far

less

for wire products in the farming community than
The mills are not rushed
\\as expected early in the year.
with orders and are able to make shipments fairly prompt.
Quotations are as follows for large lots: Painted barbed
wire. $1.S6; galvanized, $2.20; annealed fence wire, $1.60; gal-

demand

In Chicago annealed fence wire is $1.78 and
Barbed-wire fencing in the Chicago mar$2.18.
All of these quotations arc
ket is $2 and galvanized $2.40.
For smaller lots bought from jobbers' store in
per 100 lb.
these centers advances will be about 25c. per 100 lb.

vanized, $2.05.

galvanized

—

Rope The demand is steady and prices are unTwo-inch rope in Pittsburgh is held at 50c. per
changed.
AVire

These quotations are for the
iin.ft.; li/i-in., 23c.; ?4-in.. 10c.
highest grade, but cheaper grades can be had at considerable
concessions from these figures,

—

Copiier Wire Business is not especially active, but several of the important trunk lines of the country are making
preparations to electrify portions of their system. This will
call for an immense amount of copper and stimulate trade
more than at any time since 1906. The base price of copper
wire is unchanged at 17c. per lb.

— Business

TeleBraiih \Vlre

unchanged as

fairly active with quotations

is

folloA's;

Prices are as follows in cents per pound for wire measured
by the Birmingham wire gage; "Extra Best Best," Nos. 6 to 9,
4%c.: Nos. -10 and 11, iV^c; No. 21, 4%c.; No. 14, 5%c.; "Best"
Nos. 6 to 9, 3i^c.; Nos. 10 and 11, 3%c.; No. 12, 3^4c.; No. 14,
Actual freight is allowed from Trenton, N. J., where it
4c.
does not exceed 2dc. per 100 lb.

HARDWARE
Rar Iron and Steel

to 1%
1V4 to 4
Hi to 4
Norway
1

— Prices

Quotations from
Chicago are as follows;
Per lb.

are steady.

New York and

jobbers' stores in
Refined iron:

round and square
X % to 1 in

in.,

in.
in.

X

bars

%

in.

to

ft

2.10c.
2.10c.
2.30c.
3.60c.

in

Rivets

to 3 in.,
to 6 in. X
to 6 in. v

round and square

%

'A

——
Chain — There

to

1

in

and

ft

Rods % and U in
Bands 1 V4 to 6ft in.
Beams and channels 3
quotations per 100
ft

%
ft
%
ft

M:

%
%
%
1

to No. 8
to 15 in

—

is

less
lb.,

demand than

f.o.b.

month

ago.
Ruling
Pittsburgh, are as follows:
a

$7.50

in
in
in
In
in

and A
and U
and j|
and tE
to

1 'A

4.95
3.95
3.40
3.20
3.00
2.90
2.80
2.70
2.60

in
in
in
in
in

Extras for
ft
'2

In
In

ft

and larger
triple

BB

— In

2c.

1.75c.

demand

not as active as a month
ago and some falling off in the West, although not in the
same proportion as along the .\tlantic Coast. Prices are
steady, large lots being held at 1.80c. Pittsburgh and 2.10c.
Chicago. For small lots from jobbers' store the price is 2c.
In Pittsburgh and 2.30 in Chicago.
Approximately the same
figures may be obtained in important jobbing centers throughout the Middle West as in Chicago.
NailH

the East the

is

less active

Xo. 24

than a month

MET.\I.S

—

Copper Consumers abroad continue to buy copper in large
quantities and exports for the first five months of this year
established a new high record for the period. American consumers are likewise buying freely and the recently published
statistics of the Copper Producers' Association show that the
stocks of unsold copper were again reduced during the month
of May.
Prices have been shaded somewhat during the last
few weeks, chiefly because of the financial situation, and electrolytic can now be had at 15U@16c., while Lake copper can
be had at 15%@16%c.
These prices are for comparatively
large lots.

—

Tin The market continues steady, although slightly lower.
Consumption abroad is large, but in the United States is falling oft somewhat. The price is 47c. per lb.
I<eail
The market is not as strong as a month ago. and
quotations have been revised downward. In New York lead
sells at 5.35c. and in St. Louis at 5.20c.
Solder Strictly half and halt solder can be had in New
York at 20 @ 2714c.

—

—

-MISCELL WEOl'S

—

Castings, Gray-Iron The foundries making a specialty of
castings having low-carbon content and being used for general building work, are anxiously looking for business, and in
consequence some very low prices have been named. Rough
castings of large sizes can be had at 1.65 !{i2. 20c. per lb. Small
castings can be had at 2.50@3c. per lb

—

Portland Cement A rather extended inquiry covering all
parts of the country has been made from reports of managers
of cement mills and while It Is found that business is fairly
satisfactory, in every part of the country except northern Indiana, Michigan and Kansas, none of the mills are especially
well supplied with orders and they do not believe a serious
It is thooght that in some
shortage will result this year.
quarters a slight advance will possibly be made later in the
year, but the shortage of freight cars in which to ship the
cement is more likely to be an Important factor than any
other one thing. There have been no price changes and the
following quotations are per bbl. in bulk at the mill, to which
should be added 40 @ 50c. per bbi. for the packing, giving the
price f.o.b. mill; to this should be added the freight from the
mill to destination. In Pittsburgh the price is 90c. @$1; ChiChattanooga.
$1(31.05;
cago, $1.05#1.10; Missouri district,
Tenn., $1@1.05; Texas and Oklahoma, $1.10 @ 1.20. A few mills
are quoting around $1. In New Y'ork and Pittsburgh $1.58 is
quoted with an allowance of 40c. per bag returned.

—

Bars, Concrete Reinforcing The demand is not as large as
in the spring, but still it is fairly satisfactory
The following quotalittle price cutting.
tions are for small lots from warehouse stock:
it

was early

and there has been

PITTSBURGH PRICES

IN

CENTS PER POUND
Warehouse
Stock
2.00@2.10
2.05®2.15
2.10 @1. 20

^i-in

%-in
14 -in.
'.j-in

2.25(g)2.35

—

Shaftins The largest consumer of shaft for automobile
This
Iiurposes entered an order for 4000 tons last month.
temporarily stiffened the market. Business continues active,
and the discounts are unchanged at 58% from list for carload
The follots and 53% from list for less than carload lots.
lowing net prices per foot are based on the discount of 53%:

Diameter
In inches

Cents
per foot

Diameter

4.25
10.80
14.05
19.20

2V4
2Vi

34

1V4
l»i

in

inches

2%

3

25.00

2

Triangular Mesh

B (BBB)

and Vi in
and larger

demand continues

lU
1.50
1.50
1.25

Extras for
ft
ft

2.05c.
2.05c.
2.20c.
2.15c.
2.35c.
2.1dc.

in

— The

3,

ago and users seem to have a sufBcient supply on hand to
meet their needs. Quotations are $2.20 for structural rivets
and $2.30 for boiler rivets. These prices are per keg of 100 lb.

Soft steel:
<i
1
1

Vol.

— Business

3V^

Cents
per foot
31.50
39.30
48.00
56.50
84.00

not especially active.
From mills in De Kalb, 111., quotationa are ISc. per 100
lb. higher than those quoted below, which are per 100 sq.ft.
f.o.b. Pittsburgh.
These are for lots of less than 10,000 sq.ft.
No.
4
No. 23
No. 26
No. 28

$1.23
2.05
1.42
1.97

—

is

No.
No.
No.
No.

32
36
40
41

$2.62
1.05
3.25
2.48

Brattice Cloth The scarcity of material continues, an^l
orders are in as large a volume as ever. No hope is held out
that the situation, as far as lower prices are concerned, will
improve during the summer.
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"To work hard,
to hell after all

hard and go
hard indeed." Here we
few words the creed of

live hard, die

is

have expressed in
When we say this we
the average miner.
do not wish to infer that this creed is peculiar
to mining folk, it was framed long before
civilization had need of the miner; in truth
it is the creed of the "under dog" in all walks
and occupations and probably has been since
"under dogs" became necessary to the scheme
of things

mundane.

treatment
his creed assures him that
must be hard and hard he finds it.

fair

;

his lot

That

As a matter

when

of fact

conditions

become strained this miner will be one of the
most enthusiastic agitators for a "strike with
no quarter" and if opportunity is presented
he'll make an end of that Mr. Clerk and no
will

be able to explain the motive.

peculiar thing about this creed, how-

is that so few of those who have to deal
with these self-styled "under dogs" are aware

himself that he

of its existence.

deal as he can easily do.

The

state of

mind produced by

the blind

acceptance of such a creed is responsible for
many of the mysterious actions observ^ed in

who

profess allegiance to

serious

consideration

average

human

the

of

have the "whip

clerk won't always

hand."

endless

of

its

it.

effect

A

little

on

being might eliminate many
misunderstandings between

down

to wcjrds of

syl-

I

lables" here's

men

Then

if

a square
the

men

provokingly.

But

until a great

an example:

change

is

manifested in

human make-up popularly
"human nature," you must not

that part of the

known
"two

giving his

themselves weigh and consider they will always agree with him, even though some of
the under bosses, in the exercise of a little
authority,
do conduct themselves
brief

as

men

weigh and consider. It will
grudges develop and fester you
must actively exhibit some concern in the
otherwise the
welfare of the discontented
one vial of grievance will poison all your

expect
this

is

the

employee and employer.

Reducing

will assure

Of course, a conscientious boss

ever,

those

I

has never occurred to him that possibly
employer desired that all men be given

It

his

one

The

I

Xo.

-n. vjr.)

not do to

to

let

;

;

A

I

miner goes to a check window to draw a
check; the clerk recognizes him as one who
never has time ahead and promptly turns
him down without taking the trouble to in\cstigate (that's what the clerk would describe
as "doing a thing on general principles").
Ilic' miner realizes that he has not been given
a square deal;
never having been taught
lliat

the best

s\stem
\;<jI

is

rid of

a thing to

way

to run

to get a thing out of one's
it

down immediately and

he accepts the clerk's "slap" as
be expected and nurses a grudge.

it,

copious springs of good

Not

less

will.

important than generous dealing

that spirit of friendship which destroys suspicion and supplies the key to the motives
is

which actuate

When

us.

the sure-enough strike with

all

upon

us,

enmities and misconstruction

is

never regret that we have tried to
our manners as benign as our acts.
shall

its

we
make
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the brewer, the hunter, the fisherman, the printer, the

Technical Language in Educational Writings
By M.

E.

Wadswoeth*

Apparently one of the most important factors in mining education is to bridge the chasm between the nneducated and the educated mining man; and stimulate and
encourage the former to undertake the necessary drudgery to acquire more or less education, at least in his
chosen work. The term "practical mining man" is one
that seems to be greatly abused and misused, as the educated mine expert

is

often as practical or even

more

so

than the uneducated miner.
There is a common misapprehension among men uneducated in any special study, that papers upon the subject can be readily written so that they will be easily
understood by those who have given it no consideration.
While this simplifying process may be and ought to be
applied to a greater or less extent in textbook writing.
it seems to be difficult if not impossible to do so within

As the
the limits of an article prepared for a journal.
object of a textbook is to start upon the level of the stu-

whom it is designed, and to lead him up to a
higher plane of knowledge, care should be taken in it to
begin at the proper point, and to define and render clear
every technical term and every step of the way; so that
the science and its principles can be easily understood
by the attentive reader. The mental discipline should be
dent, for

provided by the practical application of the principles
and not through difficulties placed in the way of understanding those fundamentals by an obscurity of language.
It must be acknowledged, however, that the vast majority of our textbooks fail in not being adapted to the use
of the persons for whom they are supposed to have been
written.
The uneducated mining man has a right to
complain in regard to the teaching afforded by the average textbook.

While the technical language of any subject is difficult
comprehend for one unlearned in that study, it seems,
as before said, impracticable for any special journal arti-

to

be written

to

cle

in

untechnical language, unless the
number of words.

writer uses an excessive

Technical terms are the shorthand of scientific language that allow one, in a few words, to save many pages
In fact, to the scientificially
of untechnical writing.
trained man, these terms arc the common everyday language in which he thinks, and they are perfectly simple

and

In truth, in most cases,

clear to him.

him

possible for
All

nical)

men

in every

walk of

life

employ

merchant, the dressmaker, the milliner, and the housewife
all have and use their technical phrases, which it is necessary for others to know, if they wish to talk with them
understandiugly upon their chosen subjects.
Even the domestic animals know to a greater or less
extent some of this technical language. If this is doubted
let one who has never been in a mine try to drive a mine
mule, or one ecjually ignorant of the special language
employed endeavor to guide an ox team, a cab-, coachThe street uror race-horse, or manage a hunting dog.
chin, the school child, the cowboy, the burglar, sneak
thief, the pickpocket, as well as the banker, lawyer, docand engineer all have their distinctive
tor, geologist
technical language, and, if we are to converse intelligently
with them in their specialties, we must instruct ourselves
in

it.

Slang

is

tedious description to express

may frown upon

it

—

will ever be in popular

but chang-

African mining man.
AVho is there who would understand a report of a game
of baseball or football, if it were reported in common
untechnical language or what journal would print it?
Yet it is as just to ask that the language of our athletic
sports shall be translated into the venacular, as to de-

mand

that

mining language shall be. To bring this about,
miner would have to change the world,

the uneducated

as his language is as obscure to others as that of the
most abstruse mining article is to him.
That all writings for general or for class teaching
should be made as simple as possible is a truism, but it is
as necessary for the imeducated mining man to educate
himself up to the standard of others as it is for the
learned writer to forsake that which has become to him
as his mother tongue, and use language that he has long
ago forgotten and which usually has so many different
shades of meaning that it cannot convey a clear and posiNeither class of mining men should
tive technical idea.
despise the other, but both should strive to approach each
other as far as practicable and become mutually help;

ful.

The Evolution

special

must become the master
The miner, the farmer, the

of the

Mine Foreman

(tech-

u.se

stand, any subject, ho

of

technical language.

baker,

engineering,

it,

it

Even the miners themselves use different speing use.
cial terms in their work; for example, the coal miner and
the metal miner, the German and the English miner, the
C'ornishman and the Australian, New Zealand and South

By

terms

•Professor fmeritus. mining
Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, Penn.

word or a senwould take a
hence, however much we

technical language in which a

tence conveys to the initiated that which

seems im-

to use different language.

All
.suited to the occupation they follow.
that language to a greater or less extent, and
anyone desires to be at all versed in, or to under-

have to

when

it

I

Univo^rsity

its

ol

.v

Penn.sy"lvaxia Enoineer

The mine foreman, though employed by the mine

oper-

double service to perform, his duty to the operator and his duty to the state the.se services are often
in apparent or actual conflict. He serves, in effect, as
It is almost
both mine foreman and de])uty inspector.
an axiom of government that such dual service should
ator, has a

;

June
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There sliould be, therenever be imposed on one man.
fore, at every operation. siiHicieiUly large to justify it,
two men

—

a

mine foreman and

It is observable that the

a deputy inspector.
tendency of mining legislation

on the mine foreman a larger and larger bur\ot
den of responsibility for the safety of the mine.
only must he see that th» miner is safeguarded against
the hazards incident to machinery, but also he must
guard him against his own misjudgment and neglect, by
constant visitt, inspection and counsel.
There has been no law passed compelling a woods-foreman to visit his woodsmen and to see that they use due
care in handling their axes and in regulating the direction in which trees are felled so as to avoid personal inTrue, it is the duty of the company to provide
jury.
safety appliances around the saws and boilers, but the absence of the mill foreman from the mill temporarily or
all the time, and his omitted counsel would not subject
him to reprimand and to the equivalent of dismissal or
legal incapacitation for reeugagement, should any employee be hurt through some misjudgment. In fact, there
is no requirement that any mill or woods-foreman should
is

and

947

and fill both antagonistic offices
himself and satisfaction to others. The
foreman of today should evolve into two specialized funcprivate employee

a

with credit

to

tions.

to place

The owner himself is the responsible party.
is more completely developed along
The larger corporapaternalistic lines than any other.

be engaged.

Mining

legislation

tions are not inclined to regard this as a disadvantage,

rather adding to, than attempting to evade the requirements of the drastic laws. The main objection to such
legislation is that smaller corporations are prone to seek
every means of evasion rather than to fulfill the obligation
In such cases, on the mine foreman rests
of the law.
the brunt of this fatherly law making.

He is not disposed to carp at the provision for close
inspection.
The ignorance of some miners, many of
them aliens, nearly all of them reared in other occupations, whose mutual dependence on one another against a
multiplicity of hidden dangers, the nature of which they
inadequately comprehend, necessitates a close inspection

Does

It

Pay?

By W. H. Droll*
"We are beginning to realize the existence of a great
problem in this country, especially in our mine camps,
where the problem of sanitation is a leading question.
Formerly we opened a mine, and the camp soon grew up
around the pit's mouth, without due regard to sanitation,
building laws or layout. The development of a mining
town was a helter-skelter proposition.
The more progressive coal companies realize the evil
of this method and are beginning to straighten out their
camps and clean them up. We all knov,' that health is essential to good work and that a sick miner cannot accomplish as much -as one who is in good health. When
miners work in pair.s, the sickness of, sue man throws his
"buddy" put, and in a pitching seam this means the rearrangement of cars.
^''e are beginning to realize that the most important
enemies of the raining companies are the typhoid germs
We know that the mosquito carin the drinking water.
ries these bacilli and that the insect breeds and thrives
in damp and wet places. We realize that the old "summer complaint" found among mining communities comes
from the same source. We no longer build our camps

haphazard. We lay them out so that the rain in soaking
through the ground does not carry the germs from the
outhouses to the nearest spring or stream. We no longer
build open closets, where the deposits are picked over by
chickens and hogs. We have ceased to regard the latter
as a scavenger, placing our faith instead in a sanitary
department, which removes the food from the housefly
and prevents the mosquito from breeding.

methods and working places. The commine foreman is not against inspection in

of their individual
jilaint

of the

but against being at once both a servant of the
advance its interests by increasing its output
;iinl by diminishing the cost per ton, and also the servant
III'
the state, inspecting without cost to the common-

The Coal

itself,

'

(iiiipany to

mine equipment, working methods and places
miners and others.

wealth, the
nf the

Clearly his duties are peculiar in kind, almost withHe is responsible to the law for

out parallel in law.

He is cushis employers and his employees.
Han of the law and boss in many matters both of himYet to his
f.
his employing operators and his men.
iiloyer he must look for his pay, his advancement, his
an anomalous posiforts, his reference on leaving
He can only bring pressure to bear on his
surely.

liimself,

—

III

11

<

inployer by resigning or by reporting the case to the in.,„,f.tor
an officer who cannot do anything to hold him

—

|i<rmanently in his position should the employer be disI'li'ased at his advocacy of a lawful conduct of the duties
of his office
an officer who does not wish to exercise pressure on the foreman's employer in his behalf, for fear of

—

icfpiving censure for any economic inability which might
alleged or proved against his proteg6.
The mine foreman should be relieved of the necessity

111'

harmonizing conflicting purposes and of the duty of
ITc cainint br both the state's man
.serving two masters.
i.r

The

Fields of

Michigan

Michigan occupy an isolated basin
covering approximately ll,l)i)0 S(|uare miles in almost the
coal

fields

e.xact center of the

of

lower peninsula.

They are estimated

have originally contained 13 billion tons of coal, from
which the exhaustion to the close of 1912 has amounted
to about 30 million tons.
The principal coal-mining operations are in Bay and
Saginaw Counties, but a smaller production, chiefly from
local mines, is made in Clinton, Ingham and Tuscola
to

Counties.

Coal was known to exist in Michigan early in the last
century and some mining is said to have been done in
Other mines were
the Jackson field as early as 1835.
opened at Grand Lodge in Clinton County, in 1838. It
is known that some coal was produced in that place in
those early years, but tliere is no record of the output
prior to the census report of 18(50, in which Michigan
was credited with a production of 3.S20 tons. It is only

within the last 13 years that the coal fields of Michigan
have been worked to any considerable extent, and their
development has followed in some degree the depletion of
the forest resources.
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Manure

as a Protection for
By Xkwki.l

SYNOPiSlS —

'The general conditions yuvernimj the

tiny of concrete

and

sel-

the results of a trial in utilizimj the

heat-producing qualities of fresli horse manure upnu a
large reservoir in au exposed location duniitj serere

(I.

men to erect concrete in freezing temperatures without incurring undue expense or having to anticipate anything but the best setting results in the mix-

construction

Fiu.

1.

Fig.

4.

li.\ij' of Fokm Complete
Completed Structuhe with Foems

Use

turc handled.
Not only will the cost of such protection
be moderate, but it decreases directly as the area of the
surfaces to be treated increases.
Furthermore, the temperature of the numure remains practically a constant for
comparatively long periods.
Xot infrequently is a mine manager or superintendent
confronted with the necessity of installing concrete about
Even though
his surface operations in the winter .season.
low temperatures make such construction hazardous and
expensive, at the same time the work must be undertaken and pushed through in the face of possible ruin
tlirough freezing.

The new construction may be a retaining wall, a reinforced reservoir, foundation piers or some other work

common

to

the

class

oP

concrete construction

usually

found about the surface plants of coal mines. However,
it goes without saying that when the necessity for vhis
•Asst. Chief Kngineer, St.

Bernard Mining

Co.,

Earlington,

Concrete

Alfoud*

character of installation occurs in the winter time it
devolves upon someone to devise a scheme for accomplishing the desired result.

Cold Coxcketk

winter weather.
Fouiidud upon the basic heating qualities of manure
from horse or mule stables lies a practical possibility for

Xo.

Vol.

Si:ts

Slowly

Extensive experiments in concrete work done under
severe weather conditions, and low temperatures, show
that the use of calcium chloride furnishes a partial safeguard against the dangers encountered in cold weather.
But this will not prevent ruin to the mixture unless there
is a sufficient heating element surrounding the forms

Fig
Fig.

3.
6.

Con('1!Ete .\nd

M.\nure in Place
Completion

RESEiiVoiu after

inclosing the concrete to permit

it

to set

under normal

conditions.

To quote from Prof. F. E. Turneaure "The effect of
temperature on the rate of setting and hardening in ce:

ment

is

and often requires special consideraAt or near 30 deg.
setting and hardening is very slow. Ex-

very great

tion in processes of construction.
F., the rate of

periments on natural cement nu)rtars indicate a speed
of hardening at 40 deg. about one-half that at 80 deg. on
CO-day tests. Tests on portland cement show that at the
teniperture of 40 deg. the strength at 30 and 60 days is
about two-thirds that attained at a temperature of 70
deg.
At or near 33 deg. the time of setting is greatly
prolonged.
Cement setting in Si^ hr. at a temperature
of 6.5 deg. re(|uired 38 hr. at 33 deg."
IJiuler the usual conditions in winter,

it

is

impossible

any accuracy whether fires at intervals
about the concrete forms will yield the desired results.
In isolated cases, there are perhaps walls of neighboriug

to predict with

June

21,
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structures or like shelter provided by local conditions,
but tliese are infrequent.

Ordinarily the wind can sweep down upon the strucalways detracting from some portion of the protection afforded by the fires. Thus the temperature in which
ture,

the concrete sets is variable, compelling a wide range of
setting conditions for the cement mixture.
Therefore, it

comprehended how

packing of manure within
suitable retainers about the forms produces a heat, at
no time subject to sudden changes, and which affords
simultaneously a constant setting temperature for the
entire mass of green concrete.
During the winter of 1912-1913 a reservoir was needed
at the coal-washing plant of the St. Bernard Mining Co.,
Since shipment on a steel tank of the
at Earlington, Ky.
necessary capacity could not be had under 100 days, and
conditions demanded an adequate water storage in 60
is easily

a

was chosen. It was
approximate life of a steel tank would
be 15 years, at the end of which time the concrete installation would have only attained its maximum strength.
The reservoir was constructed 10 ft. deep and 25 ft.

days, a reinforced-concrete reservoir
also held that the

•p\rjr

••Vwr

D^
-Si

±^.

D

-JAi

PC

P,

A

2.
I'lax View of Wall
WITH Concrete axd MaxuitE IX Place

Fig.

949

ing containing the concrete.
jjlace.

])laced
*',

C shows

the concrete in

A

and A^ represent the 2xl-in. plates, which were
horizontallv upon the ends of the vertical studding

S^, S.,—S,.

To such convenient studding

as (S', S^, S^, S^ and S^,
small boards of sufficient length were nailed to act as
cleats.
To the cleats B, uprights
were nailed 6 or 8 in.
from the outside faces of P and P^. The 1-in. boards E,
of any width, were then nailed to D, forming a box on
both sides of the concrete in which the manure was to be

D

l^acked.

Manure hauled from the mine stables had been piled
conveniently close to the work.
This was next wheeled
in

barrows,

dumped and tamped

tightly

between the

and P and E^ and P^.
This methoil was followed out until the

entire form,

vertical faces of

10

E

:
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temperatures of the air and the manure next to the concrete atmospheric temperatures have also been plotted.
These are the minimum readings recorded by the Government Weather Bureau Station, at Earlington, Ky.
the manure temperature curve is
The only variance
found on Dec. 11, when the heat dropped 2 deg. This
was undoubtedly caused by the severe wind which had
blown during the two preceding days, and which tended
to drive the moisture from the manure.
On Dec. 12 there was a slight drizzling rain despite
the low atmospheric mercury reading, after which the
manure was seen to steam perceptably. The temperature
was, therefore, taken and found to have resumed the con-

m

stant of 110 deg.

Vol.

same protection by

would have amounted to $0,067

was constructed at the summit
an ascent about 100 ft. above a natural basin from
which the timber has been cut. The wind had access to
Finally, the concrete

of

the four sides of the structure, which, despite

nitrifying

would

Concrete Shaft Lining
mine of the United Collieries of Charleroi,
Belgium, a sm^ll 133-ft. shaft has been sunk recently. It
is about 13 ft. 4 in. in diameter and 16 ft. 8 in. over all.
The lining is formed of concrete blocks, with their verti1

Between these voussoirs and the
poured. The blocks were made at the
mine in wooden molds. They are 30 in. high and 3.2 in.
thick, in the thinnest place. Fourteen of them are needed
to make a complete ring in the shaft.
cal

joints staggered.

rock, concrete

is

HORIZONTAL SECTION

Why Manure
tains

fires,

have made uniform setting conditions for the concrete
wholly impossible. Fig. 6 shows the reservoir as it is at
present, the forms having been removed and a dirt fi.U
made next to the outer concrete surface.

causes the results.

Horse manure

No. 25

per square foot.

At No.

This experience indicated that periodic sprinkling of
the manure with water would sustain the chemical action
producing heat. Accordingh', on Dec. 16, it was given an
application of water with a hose, and this was repeated
on the 22nd. This effect of the moistening, as shown in
the upper curve on Fig. 5, was the maintenance of a conIt will be seen that
stant temperature in the manure.
this temperature, with the exception of one day, remained
at 110 deg.
On the other hand, a glimpse at the atmospheric curve
indicates that the minimum temperatures ranged from
35 to 7 deg., the average being approximately 23 deg.
Thus the average difference in temperature afforded by
the manure was 87 deg. In this connection it is interesting to take into account the latent chemical action which

fires

3,"

is

Heats

rich in nitrogenous substances, con-

bacteria,

and

also

HORIZONTAL SECTION

hydrocarbon com-

pounds, such as cellulose, starches, etc. The nitrogenous
material is first broken down by the bacteria, and in the
presence of substances containing hydrogen (such as
straw) forms ammonia, which is later oxidized.
If

any sodium

nitrate

salt or

(NaNO^)

or

potassium
potassium

formed, so that saltpeter

(KNO3)

salt is present,

nitrate
is

sodium

(KNO3)

\A

is

VERTICAL
SECTION

usually found in old

REAR VIEW

vertical section

manure.

The bacteria referred to will not work except in the
presence of nioisture, so that when water is added to the
manure they work very fast, proditcing sufficient chemical

Concrete Lining and Forms of Concrete for a
Belgian Shaft

reaction to account for an increased quantity of heat.

In each block are embedded two iron dowels 0.6 in.
diameter and 12 in. long; these project 6 in. from
the top edge of the block and fit into holes in the voussoir

Manure,

if

dried, will not ferment, but the bacteria are

is an
This explains the rise in temperature of the manure, shown in Fig. 5, on Dec. 12.
The manure protection on the work described above
cost $59.95.
If the protection had been accomplished
through the medium of fires the cost would have probably
reached $195.70. An analysis of the manure protection
expense reveals the following

not killed.

All they need to revive their action

in

application of water.

above.

Timber for framework, etc
HauUng manure 1 Vi mile

In the concrete between rock and inner lining is embedded a bent rod of iron about 14 in. thick, which ib
laced through rings anchored in the backs of the blocks,
there being four rings to each block.
The V's formed
by this bent rod are joined together by bars 30 in. long
and 0.4 in. in diameter. There is understood to be a
further reinforcement of the cement mass, not indicated
by the drawings, and reinforcement in the several blocks.

Labor

$40.43
10.2.5

9.25

Total

$59.95

The

Since the niainire possessed a fertilizing value after its
removal from the concrete forms no charge was made
for its use. Two thousand nine hundred and seventeen
square feet of concrete surface was involved in the undertaking, which constituted a cost per square foot of $0.02.

Compared with

this,

using driftwood with charge, the

cost of construction is figtired at $8.65 per run-

Tests have shown this lining to be equal in
strength to one of masonry 32 in. thick, which would

ning
cost

foot.

$13.50 per running foot of depth.

The concrete mixture used
of sand

and three

—

is six

parts of gravel, three

of cement.

Note Translated and abstracted from the "Annales des
Mines de Belgique," by B. P. Buffet for "Coal Age."
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Cadeby Main Colliery

Explosions at the
By

Orii British

SYNOPSIS—A
ish chief

mine

brief abstract of the report of the Britinspector on the explosions at the Cadeby

men, including 53 rescuers.
A fire in the mine, which ignited the firedamp present,
is believed to have been the cause of the explosions. This
walled off, but apparently an infire was supposed to be
main colliery, ivhich killed S8

was

let

probably along the longwall face.

left,

whether

spector questions

is

it

wise to risk

life

The
to

in-

bring

out dead bodies.

The report

of the British

of the explosions at Cadel^y

on July

9,

Home
Main

Office into the causes

Colliery, in Yorkshire,

1912, has recently been issued.

It

will

be

remembered that there were two principal explosions, the

Fir;.

1.

951

Coerespoxdext

The output from the Cadeby mine is about 3000 tons a
day, coal being hoisted at both shafts. These are 16 ft.
in diameter.
No. 1, the downcast, is 2256 ft. deep, and
No. 2, the upcast, 2214 ft.
Thirty-Five Fires at Cadeby
ft. above the Barnsley bed
a seam of coal 2 ft. 2 in. thick. The top coal of that
bed is of inferior quality and mixed with dirt. The im-

It will be seen that about 49

is

mediate roof of the seam is a shale, variable as to hardness, but of moderate reliability.
The Barnsley bed is a
gassy seam, which, in South Yorkshire, is peculiarly liaAt Cadeby there have
ble to spontaneous combustion.
been no less than 35 fires ascribable to that cause. To

Cadeby Main Colliery in South Yorkshire, England. The Section Marked A Was the Scene
OF Two Severe Explosions

destroying 35 and the second 53 lives, making the
death roll 88.
Among those killed, were several
mine officials, including the mine manager, also three infirst

work

total

vigilance.

this

bed

safely,

The dip

requires

of the

seam

greatest

the
is

1

in

and

care

14 to

I

in

12

to the southwest.

mines, including the divisional inspector, \V.
H. Pickering. The report is by R. A. S. Redniayne, the
chief inspector of mines of Great Britain and Ireland.
•spectors of

Methods of Working
The system

of

working practiced

is

long wall, the disft.
Packs,

tance between the gate roads being usually 130

Description ok Mink

The two

shafts of the

Cadeby main

colliery are

7

sunk

to

the only .seam worked at this
mine. Tt lies at a depth of 3389 ft. from the surface, on
the dip side of a large fault, which has a throw to the
The coal on the north
south of 378 ft. (see Fig. 1).
the Barnsley bed,

side of this fault

which

is

is

won by

a pair of headings driven

through the rock at that displacement.

ft.

6 in. wide, are built on either side of these roads,

and every

21

ft.

a

gob pack, 6

ft.

wide,

is

built.

The

material used for building the packs is stone, obtained
from the waste and from the ripping in the gates. In
the

main roads much

of the brushing has to be done in

the shale roof, thus forming a large amount of stone dust.
This dust considerably decreased the extent of the explosions.

All the coal

was mined by hand; neither coal cut-

.
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ters nor conveyors
friable, a certain

were in use.

amount

of dust

The

coal being fairly

was made

at

tb«'

face,

but not an unusual quantity.
The following is a section of the seam at the shafts
and of the strata immediately above and lielow the Barns-

Practically none of the powdered coal
ventilation

SECTION OF STRATA IN CADEBY MAIN SHAFTS

down

I

[

shale

Coal

Dark blue
Bank
Dark blue

shale
shale

Strong shale

Grey rock
Strong shale
Blue and black shale
Strong shale
Shale with ironstone bands.
Day beds

.

South Plane District

Parting
Parting
softa

Clay seam....

Top

hards.
Bright hards.
Bottom hards.
.

Bottom

.

.

softs.

.

Fires,

Manager Fired All Shots

No

and then

only at weeli ends, when few persons were in the mines.
As an additional safeguard the manager alone was permitted to fire the shots.
The cars were hauled in the main intakes by an endless
rope, electrically-driven

from the bottom

the secondary haulage was performed

liy

of

the shaft;

horses and pon-

ies.

At the time of the accident, the volume of air circulating in the mine was about 163,000 cu.ft. per minute,
under a water gage of about 31/2 iii- The air was drawn
through the mine by a Schiele fan, 21 ft. in diameter,
making about 119 r.p.m. Although the Cadeby and Denaby mines are connected by means of an emergency outlet, the ventilation system of the two mines was entirely
separate, the iron doors in this connecting airway being
kept locked.

The Marsaut type of safety lamp was used exclusively
by the unofficial workmen. The lamps found after the disaster were examined and all those in places where the gas
might have been fired were found to be intact.
Precautions against Screen Dust

dusty.

Gas and an Explosion in South Plane

Gob

fires liad

Ix'eii

known

in

j

j

i

|

the neighborhood of th

face fault for some

time past, the first developing
August, 1906, at the face and occurring right up agains
the fault in old 37 stall. This fire was dug out.
A second fire occurred not far away from the first, be
ing on the upper side of the crossgate out of 33 level oi
the fault side, where some timber had been left.
A third fire, to which the explosion was probably due
occurred at old 121 stall, also against this fault. Thi
was discovered on Nov. 20, 1911, and when scouring road:
were driven to it, it was found that the fire had backe(
from the fault for a distance of 24 ft. into the gob. Oi
Jan. 20, 1912, a small explosion of gas occurred at thi;
fire, slightly burning four men who were engaged in work
The effect of this explosion on the aii
ing at the face.
was felt about 450 ft. distant; it frightened all the mer
in the district and they came out.
Five flashes were seen on Feb. 2, and also on Apr. 10,
while on Apr. 2 a gas cap on the flame of the safety lamp
was noticed on top of the old scourings. Coming to July,
"gob stink" was reported in 121 old gate by deputies on
the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th of the mouth, but gas was nol
mentioned as being present on any of these days.
i:

surface arrangements are described as admirably

designed to prevent the floating dust produced by the
of the coal at the dumps, screens, conveying
belts and hoppers from being carried down the downcast
shaft, and so on to the roadways of the mine.
The dust
is collected wherever made, by means of funnels attached
to pipes connected to an exhaust fan, which creates a

movement

vacuum (2%-in. water gage), the current of dustladen air passing from the fan into a cyclone where it
enters a steamy atmosphere maintained by a steam jet
partial

from the boilers this prevents any of the lighter dust
from escaping by the chimney to the outer atmosphere.
Where necessary, the screens and hoppers are almost en;

tirely

and

District

shots were fired except in rock headings,

The

was limited to the distric
1.
This area is d
The endless rope worked as f

tributary to the South Plane, see Fig.

14 level to ventilate the district in which the explosioi
way of 33 level, which crosses tl
south plane at a point about 2900 ft. from the shaf
The other half went into the area at the end of the sout
plane and ventilated the workings at that point.
This South Plane district had not a long life before i
It was near the boundary of the Dalton Main collier
on the south, while to the east, it was approaching the pi
lar of coal left to support the Dearne Valley Viaduct.

Bags

Top

t

occurred, returning by

.

Bagmuck

Coal

carried by

intake shaft to the undergrou

inby as the 14th level, the haulage along that road for
distance of about 450 ft. being by tail rope attached
the endless rope by means of a clip.
Beyond this poii
horse haulage was employed.
The volume of air entering the south district was 21
661 cu.ft. per minute. About half this air went alor

lft.5 in. coal, hards
2-iu. bituminous shale
7-in. coal, cannel

Dark blue

is

No. 25

effect of the explosion

scribed as dry
[

Coal

the

3,

workings.

The

ley bed:

Vol.

inclosed.

This arrangement, wliich has been in

operation for about five years, has proved effective in
clearing the air of dust about ihc hcMdl'riime and tipple.

The
From a
Redmayne

First Explosion

consideration of the evidence presented, Mr
concludes that the first explosion originatec

about 64 gate, mostly probably in the neighborhood oi
7's working place, and traveled in two direcApparently, the fire just mentioned had been shul
tions.
off along all the gateways leading to it, but along the
front of the face fault an inlet for air had been left. This
received the intaking air current, which, however, hac
passed along the line of face from gate 131 onward, anc
the face of

consequently possibly contained some gas. Mr. Redmayn(
believes that this inlet should have been closed, and ir
fact urges that the intaking air current should be shut of
before the return.

The explosion

directed itself partly toward the intake;

June
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going down to 121 crossgate and running along that haulageway and also along the face to 13 gate. On reaching
14 level, the explosive blast seemed to have developed
its

greatest violence,

953

alyses of samples of dust

Points in Rescue

either ov?ing to accumulations of

on the landing or because along this intake airway it
found enough air to render the mixture of gas and dust
coal

There was no evidence of burning by
any distance beyond the end of 19
crossgate, but there was evidence of force up to the end
of 14 level, as the cars at the outby end of this level were
more explosive.

the first explosion for

blown on to the plane.
The explosion also projected itself toward the return,
passing down 64 gate, and with force and flame continuing along 19 landing to 19 crossgate. Mr. Redmayne does
does not think, however, that the flame reached the end of
19 crossgate, but that the explosion died out along that
He thinks it stopped for want of fuel to feed it.
road.

showing that

it

was of a danger-

ous character.

Work

Mr. Redmayne condemns the lack of organization which
permitted men to enter the mine after the explosion without written authorization.
A guard should have been
placed on the outby end of the South plane to prevent
unauthorized persons entering from other parts of the
mine.
Had this been done the loss of life occasioned
by the second explosion would have been much less heavy.

Mr. Redmayne does not think, however, that the management of a colliery is justified in allowing persons to
risk their lives in the recovery of dead bodies.
There is
always great risk of a second explosion when a fire is
known to exist underground.
It sometimes requires
much moral courage to restrain oneself and to prohibit
others from undertaking a risk of this nature.

The

correct

number

of casualties

was not

definitely

ascertained until three days after the disaster, owing to
the indiscriminate i?8ue of lamps after the first explosion.

Mr. Redmayne urges that until the fire had been comand stoppings, all the men
not engaged in combatting the fire should have been withdrawn from the district in which it occurred.
Mr. Redmayne quotes the evidence of W. H. Chambers,
the manager of the Cadeby and Denaby Main Collieries,
wdio has had 30 years' experience of underground fires at
Denaby and Cadeby, during which period he has dealt
with .56 cases, some at the coal face and others in the
pletely isolated by stowings

w(irkcd-out areas.

Fire Starts in Crushed Coal of Crevices

He

'iiK

Part of Cadeby Main Colliery Where
THE EXPLOSIOXS OCCURRED

The supply of gas was exhausted, and the dust was too
much intermixed with stone dust to allow of the continunnco of the explosion.
An analysis of the sample taken
when an entry was made to the recovered workings in 19
crossgate below 19 landing, showed it to contain SO. 81
per cent, of ash and the dust was coarse, only 10..5'> per
cent, passing through a 100-mesh sieve.
Probal)ly the blast in 14 level was stopped by the same
immunizing stone dust for a sample from this level at
the foot of 10 crossgate

contained 18.31 per rent, of

a.sh.

said that a large proportion of the face fires had
occurred in the neighborhood of faults, this fact being
due to presence of pulverized coal in the fissures, which
offer.s a considerable area for tiie absorption of oxygen

from any air, which may be found in the fissures.
There is often sufficient air to start such chemical action, but insufficient to carry off the resultant heat, and
hence the fine coal gets hotter and hotter until it reaches
the point at which combustion commences.
A number of fires, however, have occurred in the
worked-out areas, but they generally originated in the
fissures above the fjoaf, the o.xygen necessary for combustion finding its way along these crevices. He said there
was a "rotten" roof, and that was the reason why they
could not work tiie whole of the senm. They had to leave
he top coal to prevent the fall of the shales above it.
Fires break out freely, if the workings are allowed to:
stand even for a few days, ami c\cn wiien the progress of
advance of the coal face is slow, as when impeded by
faults.
Therefore, he found it necessary to keep the face
continually advancing irrespective of the state of the coal
market.
Mr. Clianibcrs defended his present system of leaving
21 -ft. wastes between gate packs 7 ft. 6 in. wide.
Intermediate packs were also used, mainly because the latter were necessary to keej) the face open.
He did not
favor the hydraulic method of stowing the waste, because he had doubts as to its efficiency in preventing the
formation of fissures, and ho foresaw insuperable difficulty
in the way of its adoption at Cadebv colliery, owing to
the fact that water was necessary if this system was used.

\-

I

The Second

I'Ix

plosion

The second explosion seems to have traveled wh(jlly on
and along the face, as there were no signs of force

14 level

or burning other than were occasioned by the first ex-

64 or 19, nor along 19 level or cros.sgate.
Mr. Pickering suggests that there was a large accumulation of gas on the rise side of the district after the
first explosion, which, igniting at the fire, burnt more
plosion in gates

or less quietly

up and down the

face until an explosive

mixture was formed at about 14 level, when it detonated.
The force in 14 level was very much greater than in the
first explosion, and the flame probably extended nearly
to the outby end of that level. Had the explosion extended
far on the South plane, Mr. Redmayne thinks it is probiible that the whole colliery would have been wrecked, an-

!
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had experimented with water as a means of laying
but he had found that even
the dust upon roadways,
the small quantity required for this purpose had such an
injurious effect upon the roof that the roads were closed.

He

Since the explosion at Cadeby Main, Mr. Chambers
had, however, devised a method of dealing with gob fires
by excluding the oxygen altogether, which had proved
successful in the recovery of the South Plane district after
the recent explosion. If a sign of heating in the gob is
detected by an analysis of air or otherwise, the ordinary
is excluded from that particular
and there is forced into it a gas deficient, or entirewanting in oxygen so that instead of the fire being fed

ventilation of the pit
area,

ly

by air containing 21 per cent, of oxygen, it is gradually
stifled by an inert atmosphere of increasing density.*
Leakage, if any, would then be outwards from, not inw^ards to, the fire. To facilitate this procedure he would
lay along the roads a system of pipes, which could be put

Vol.

Liquid Rheostats

No. 2i

3,

Large Motors:

for

The

use of large alternating-current slip-ring motol
for driving mine hoists, rolling mills, etc., has increasi

during the past few years and has created

largely

demand for a simple, efficient and economical controlK
To meet this demand the Westinghouse liquid rheost
from 400 to 1500 hp. was developed.
These rheostats provide an infinite number of ste
l)etween the minimum and maximum limits, thus pc
mitting fine speed adjustments and smooth acceleratio
The rate of speed increase can be definitely fixed and
independent of the rate at which the operator manipi

in capacities of

lates the starting lever; it is therefore impossible to

ii

jure the motor or the machine connected thereto by

t(

rapid acceleration.

moment. The gas to be employed
should be absolutely inert, consisting solely of nitrogen
and carbon dioxide, so as to be practically innocuovis
from the point of view of leakage.

into operation at any

OcCUKIiENCE OF GOB FiRES

mine inspectors,
working the Barnsthese fires were becoming

R. E. Wilson, one of the British

J.

said that at three or four collieries
ley

seam

in the Doncaster area,

and were a source of great danger.
thought it rather more than a coincidence that the
system of working at each of the collieries was the same,
viz., longwall, with narrow wastes and numerous gob
packs, and he could not help thinking that this method
increasingly frequent,

He

was responsible for much of the trouble which was experienced with gob fires. He considered that next to stowing
the goaf tight by artificial means, for example, the hydraulic method, the best course was to let the roof "stow
by falling. Hence he considered that wastes only
wide with intermediate packs were inadvisable, on
the ground that such a system prevented heavy breaks

To Primary Snl-hches

Mas+erSwiich

Cooling

ToLine

Colls

Cross-.sectiox of Rheostat.

Co.v «t

Showing Mechanism

itself"

21

ft.

and did not let the roof fall sufficiently freely to tighten
up the waste and exclude air until a considerable period
had elapsed.

The

principle of operation of the.se rheostats

is

clearh

shown by the accompanying diagram. The apparatusconsists of two compartments, an upper tank for the electrodes, and a lower reservoir.
The three phases of the
rotor are connected to electrodes suspended in the upper

A small motor-driven pump circulates a steady
stream of liquid, usually a solution of soda, from the
reservoir into the electrode tank, and back again over

tank.

System of Working Compared

The

inspector pointed out that in other parts of the

with top coal as thick
not thicker than at Cadeby, is worked with little or
no trouble from gob fires, and he thought it was significant that at all these collieries, with a 9-ft. gate and

the weir.

gate packs, the gates are 66 ft. apart with
no intermediate packs. L^der this system the wide area
of unsupported roof tended to fall freely to a good height.

level rises,

same

coal field, the Barnsley seam,

if

7-ft.

6-in.

and then

if

the roads are well ripped and the packs tightly

built, the roads are ultimately

wholly in the hard stone

above the goaf.

He

Now

by raising or lowering the weir, the height of
is correspondingly varied.

the liquid in the electrode tank

The

resistance in the rotor circuit decreases as the liquid

and

vice versa,

and the weir

at its lowest level, so that the secondary re-

maximum.

sistance

sustained.

lates the rate at

•We do

—

not believe that such a system r.eeded devislnpr.
It been advocated in Aniericar
technical jour-

of course,

central or off position, the primary switches are opened

was aware that this method had been criticized on
the ground that to dispense with gob packs involved groat
difficulty in keeping the face open between the gates, but
by the use of wood chocks this difficulty had been surmounted. He had never found that air would hak past
heavy caves in sufficient measure that gob fire would be

so often has
nals.
Ed.

and the motor speed,

changes with the rotor resistance.
The operating lever of the rheostat controls both the
master switch and the weir. When the lever is in its

is

Moving the

lever in one direc-

tion clo-ses the proper primary switches for starting the

motor forward and
posite direction

raises the weir.

reverses the

Moving

it

in the op-

motor and again

raises the

weir.

A

valve in the intake ])ipe of the electrode tank regu-

which the liquid is pumped in, so that no
matter how quickly the operating lever is moved, the
liquid can only rise at the rate for which the valve is
adjusted, thus fixing the rate of acceleration.
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Erecting an Engine Underground
By

SYNOPSIS

—The methods followed

to

B. J.

prevent the foun-

upon a slanting foot-wall, of determining how much was to be removed from the lugs to
dation from slipping

bring the cylinder center lines parallel and making the
two-piece flywheel tight upon the shaft with an IS-in.
wrench are here described.

Lowe*
surfaced on one side, was placed beside the engine bed at
the same height as the center line of the crankshaft. By
means of a long straight-edge, two fine pencil lines were
then drawn upon this board, each being parallel with one
of the

steel

wires.

These lines were accordingly out

of parallel by g\ of an inch.
Xext points A', B' ,
and D' were located upon these
lines in positions exactly similar to A, B, C and
upon

C

Properly erecting such a piece of machinery as a hoisting engine is by no means a difficult piece of work when
all circumstances are propitious. Doing the same job some
hundreds or thousands of feet underground by the weak,
uncertain and often deceptive light of candles and carbide lamps may be a different proposition.

D

SpurWheel

[<._...._^'5^'..„-^_.

.ig:,3,J.

^

The writer was recently called upon to install underft. from the surface, a cross-compound
hoisting engine.
The cylinders of this machine were
131/^ and 21 in. in diameter while the length of piston
travel was 24 in. Motion was transmitted from crankground, 2500

drumshaft through gearing at the ratio of 21^ to
drum being 6 ft. in diameter. The engine was
to operate on compressed air at 70-lb. gage and was designed to pull six loaded cars up an incline of 15 deg. at
to
1,

the

a speed of five miles per hour.

A chamber was first blasted out of the solid rock for the
engine and foundation. This left a rough and decidedly
sloping bottom.
The height of floor line or bottom of
engine base, as well as the center line of the engine,
was next laid out by the mine surveyor. An ordinary
template was prepared and set in place on this engine
center line, with the foundation bolts properly placed
therein.
More than half of the foundation had to be
built upon rock which sloped about 45 deg. to the horizontal, and, as considerable blasting was being done nearby, it was feared that the shock and vibration would
cause the foundation to crack and slip.
To prevent this, a number of holes were drilled into
the bottom rock 10 in. deep and spaced 2 ft. each way.
Pieces of old drill steel about 20 in. long were then
grouted into these holes and, as the masons built up the
foundation, they built in these "dowels."
When the foundatioQs were finished, they were allowed
to set for a week before any machinery was placed upon
them. As many of the parts of the engine weighed over
2000 lb., a number of eye-bolts were securely fastened in
the roof at convenient places for lifting purposes.
After the side frames, cylinders, trunks, pedestals,

crank- and drumshafts had been put in place and .securely
and the entire unit made level, fine steel

bolted together,

wires were stretched through each of the two cylinders,
extending to the drumshaft, and made central in the
ordinary manner. The distance between these two wires
was then carefully measured, and it was found that they
converged, being g\ in. elo.ser together at the drumshaft than at the baxk of the cylinders.
As the cylinders and guides of an engine must be paralit became necessary to know how much mu.st be removed from the lugs marked A, B and C to render the

lel,

center lines of the cylinders parallel.
board about 12 in. wide, 2 in. thick
•Gcrmi.'itown. Transvaal, South Africa.

To
and

obtain this, n
18. ft. long,

Plan of Engixe and Parti \l Skctiox of F'ouNnATiov,
UxDEKGIiOL'ND EnOI.NK KoOM
As C was the
main frame

where the trunks were
was considered as the pivot point, or the one where no change
in the distance between center lines should take place.
The straight-edge was now placed at
and swiveled
until its edge became parallel with the first line. A third
line was then drawn, intersecting the second at
and
continued each way to A' and D'. The distance between
this line and the second line at the points A' and B' gave
the amount which must be removed from the lugs in order
to bring the center lines of the cylinders and trunks
the engine.

bolted to the

jioint

of the engine, this

C

C

parallel.
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was found upon examination that the low-pressure

cylinder was correct and square with the main shaft.
while the high-pressure cylinder was the one at fault.

This was accordingly taken off and the lugs filed down
to thfir proper place. It was then put back and securely
bolted up. The steel wire was recentralized and measureand Y showed that the lines were parallel
ments at
within the thickness of a fine pencil line. This was con-

X

sidered sufficiently accurate for all purposes.

By laying off these two lines upon the board and proceeding in the manner above described, it was only necessary to remove the cylinder once, it was not a case of
"cut and try" on the amount which sJiould be removed
from the lugs, this being accurately known in the beginning.

Wlien lining up the cylinders and trunks, as no inside
micrometer caliper was at hand, touch gages made of a
light piece of wood with an ordinary pin in each end
were used. Being light in weight, an extremely sensitive

Peabody Coal
SYXOPSIS —At

this tipple

the coal is hoisied

S-',

ft.

electricity.

a
Co., of Chicago,
111.

Here

Tipi'LE OF

touch could be

felt.

of Ijeing cheap, easily

is

reconstructing

a 6-_year-old operation,

Peabody Coal

Co.,

3,

No. 25

They had the furtlier advantages
made and extremely efEective.

Eather strangely a 7-ft. flywlieel was placed on the
end of the crankshaft of this engine, a hand brake being
fitted thereon to assist in holding the cars.
This v/heel
was made in two pieces and bolted upon the shaft. As
some trouble was experienced in tightening down the
li^-in. nuts, with an ordinary wrench, the bolts were removed one at a time, heated black hot, returned to their
places and screwed up with an 18-in. wrench.
Upon
cooling off, these bolts, of course, shrunk and bound the
two halves of the wheel together extremely tight.

The writer is pleased to state that
now been working for some time and,

this macliine has
to all appearances

giving perfect satisfaction to all concerned. In setting up
any engine under similar conditions, great care should
be taken in

making

all

measurements,

as,

under the very

best of circumstances, the light of a candle or carbide
lanij) is liable to

be deceptive.

Co.'s Tipple at

above the surface and screened over bars and perforated
The tipple
plates, the latter being of the shal'er ti/pe.
will handle 3000 tons per day and hoisting icill be by

The Peabody Coal
its mine at Xokomis.

Tol.

Nokomis,

111.

mditterently equipped and able to hoist less than 500
tons daily, is now being outfitted with an entirely new

ground and below.
For a long time the mining work done below ground
has only been such as to prepare the workings for a daily
production of 3000 tons. It is expected that this output
plant, above

will be

The

obtained as soon as the present plant

is

complete.

entries have been driven long distances in all direc-

at Nokomis, CnnisTiAN County,

III.
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tions, and upwards of 750 rooms have been necked off
and widened out, ready for the mining machines and
wide-work production.
The shaft has been enhirged, and a complete new surEverything is to be electrically
face plant installed.
driven, by power brought in from outside generating

It is said that the tipple will be the largest in

plants.

the state of Illinois.

The shaft as now enlarged is of such size as to permit
operation of double cages, and two cars will be hoisted
The cars are to hold about four
at a time, side by side.
Hiis each, when the coal is well built up at the sides,
each hoist there will be brought

at

'

iip

and dumped

725

shaft depth

The

ft.

is

640

ft.

cages will be self

and

tlie

total

hoist about

dumping and operated by

Power

at

Plants

greater economy in

mine practice would not be better
than the purchasing of power for the mining load curve
is often reasonably uniform.
"To understand correctly the reasons why a large producer of anthracite should find it economical to purchase
central-station power, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the ordinary steam production, and the
uses to which it is applied in and around the various
"About eight or ten years ago, I was discussing with
the mechanical engineer of a coal company the seemingly
large

an electric hoist.

As the two

Wastefulness

Addressing the meeting of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, Apr. 18, 1913, C. W. Beers made the
following remarks, but it is a matter for doubt whether

collieries.

aliout eight tons of coal.

The
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cars brought

up on each cage

will usually

have been loaded by different miners, there
separate weigh hoppers to receive their contents.

must be

The Screening Equipment
After weighing, the coal will descend directly over
fixed bar screens for the removal of slack.
Passing these

amounts of steam used

in various collieries, as the

management was constantly for more
steam, although the installation of new steam-consuming
devices was in no way proportional to the constantly increasing amount of steam generated.
"The mechanical engineer in reply advised that it was
simply a waste of money to install more boiler capacity,
and made the remark that the surest and best method of
cry of the colliery

increasing the usefulness of the boiler plant was to get
busy with the pumps and engines, meaning that if these
steam consumers were kept in suitable repair, or rejected,
and an entire new outfit substituted, that the duty
of the existing boiler plants would be largely in excess
of the actual steaming capacity required, and they would
operate with better load factors with a consequent reduction in steam expen.se.
A statement of this kind, com-

ing from a liberal-minded engineer,

is

the unadulter-

ated truth.

160 Lh. of

Steam per TToitsnpowER-HorR

"There are old-fashioned jjunips in the mines today
working on 24-hr. service that vai-y in age from 40 years
down, and as long as they are able to push water they apparently

consume

Vii:\v

OF Shaking Screens, Looking B.\tK

Towahd

Weigh Hoppers
lump

be converged to the width of the
The
shakers, and fed to them over an adjustable apron.
shaker screens are carried by a -supporting structure comHence,
tiletely separate from the main tipple framing.
no shaker vibrations will be felt in the tipple tower.
bars,

the

will

The photograph of the screens was taken from the extreme end of the shakers, looking back at them toward
the weigh hoppers.
It shows clearly the arrangement of
screens,

veils,

grades of fuel.

preparation of all desired
Loading spouts beneath the .screens catch

etc.,

for the

through and deliver it in its several
on the four tracks which will pass
beneath the shaker when the grading is comi>leted. The
shakers are carefully counterbalanced and will be actuated
by an electric motor.
The tipple was designed by the Feabody Coal Co.'s own
engineers, and the structure was fabricated by the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Co.
The entire operative equipment, from weigh hoppers to ear loading chutes, was furnislied and installed i)V the Webster Mfg. Co., of Tifthe coal as

it falls

sizes to railroad cars

fin,

Ohio.

fill

the

bill,

easily 160

regardless of the fact that they can

(72.5 kg.) of steam per water
horsepower-hour.
Pumps on long-duty .service are seldom touched on account of the time necessary to make
lb.

and when repairs are made the question
"how economically will the pump operate?" but,
rather, "how short a time will it take to make repairs?"
One can imagine the condition of the cylinders, pistons,
suitable repairs,
is

not

and with tight packing and a jioor water end
not a hard problem to guess where the steam is
wasted.
valve-s, etc.,
it

is

"The same is true of engines. There
workmanship and material

of old-time

are fine specimens
in .service

8760

hr.

Fans usually must be kept running at any
per year.
cost, and, owing to the inability to .shut down the engines to make necessary repair.s, the piston.s, rings and
become badly worn with the result that large quansteam are used with a remarkably bad distribution,
ifore than one fan engine shows 90 lb. (40.8 kg.)
of steam per indicated horsepower-hour.
These statements are advanced to show the condition of much of
valves

tities of

macliinery in use today.
Colliery operations are
usually conducted with the idea of getting maximum coal
output, and little attention or money is spent in keeping
the

the machinery
economy."

in repair so tliat

it

may work

at

maximum

-
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Shaking Screens
By
SYA^OPSIS

—A

description

is

to

3,

No. 25

Concrete Tipple

in a
O. G.

Peteesex*

given in this article of a

change in the design of shaking screens, so as

them

Vol.

T=

adapt

3.1416

\ 32.16

T=

use in concrete tipples, a long screen being replaced by a short-arm screen, in order to reduce the horizontal strains set up by their operation and at the same

2.88 seconds for a complete swing or period
This corresponds to 21 complete swings per minute. II

time increase the vertical strains. Moreover, the efficiency
of the screens is increased by shortening the hangers, as

screen were set in motion

it

to

It will be noticed

Fig.

company daring

to place a device that gives as

much

trouble as a large shaker screen in a concrete frame, was
strongly criticized at the time of completing the struc>-/.72 Per Cent

ac-

when

that

1,

the

from the diagram of the pendulum,
pendulum is seven feet long and the

swing or double amplitude is 41/^ in., the effective component due to gravity causing the weight to move is .5-10
lb., when the bob weighs twenty thousand pounds.

—

r

f'6-C-.

Xow

ture.

th«

cord at this rate.

increases the action of gravity.

A

were no friction at the bearing points and
it would swing of its own

there

that the plant has been

and

a half,

& Lumber

Co., of

in operation for a year

the Stearns Coal

Ky., feel that they have
made a good investment.
Two factors entered into the sucStearns,

cessful

design and construction of
One was a shaker frame

this plant.

designed particularly

to

meet the

periodical strains incident to shaker-

The other, a
suspension
system
which replaces the usual longitudoperation.

screen

shaker-screen

Fig.

inal strains bj' vertical ones, strains

that the concrete frame

is

well fitted

ing the
have

^il

to withstand.

3.

Elevatiox of Coxcrete Tipple

new values in the first used formula by givpendulum a length of six inches, or 0.5 ft., ^'e

Inserting

An

examination of the law governing the motion of the pendulum
discloses

some interesting

facts

T=
T

applied to shaker-screen operation.
4*

T = 2-

FIS.

\

is

TT

is

/

is

1

FIG.

is

The

A

known and almost

used type of
shaker screen has hanger rods, which are six or seven
feet long. By considering all the hanger rods as brought
into one and the weight of the screens as concentrated at
a point corresponding to that of the bob at the end of
the pendulum and inserting the usual values in the above
formula, we have
well

32.16

0.74 seconds, corresponding to 81 complete swing^:
If there were no friction at the bearinsr

is

points and the screen were set in motion
of its

own accord

it

would

swiuj;

at this rate.

Greater Vertical Straixs
time of complete vibration in seconds;
3.1416;
length of pendulum in feet;

value of gravitv', assumed at 32.16.
particular item of interest in this ease is that
the time of vibration varies as the sqiiare root of the
length.

g

0.5

\

per minute.

Pexdulum
Diagram

in which

T

3.1416

when

universally

•Assoc. Eng. Co., LouisvUle, Ky.

Making
is

a

assumed

new diagram,

Fig. 2, in

which the pendulum
am-

at six inches, while the stroke or double

is retained at iy^ in., we obtain as the effective
component due to gravity 7680 lb.
Applying the two pendulum lengths to actual working

plitude

conditions in having one
7 ft. long

and

screen

with suspension rods

a second with 6-in. rods or links, test in-

struments will show a power consumption of 15 to 25 hp.
for the first when running at 110 r.p.m., and passing
250 tons per hour over a screen 72 in. wide and separating the coal into four sizes.
For the second screen,
running under similar conditions, the instruments record
a power consumption of sir horsepower.
A further examination of the diagram reveals an almost straight line, as the path of any point in the screen

June
with

21,,

7-ft.

a vertical

COAL AGE
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rods, while

movement

the screen with 6-in. rods shows
of almost
in. for the assumed

%

stroke of 41/2 ii-

This vertical movement considered in connection with
the path traversed by the coal on the screen, which is
approximately that described by a six inch pendulum,

959

The plant illustrated is provided with columns 2 ft.
The beams, both shaker frame and tipple floor,
are 2 ft. deep and 1 ft. thick.
At all junction points
square.

braces are introduced, being 2
thick.

The

tipple floor

is

4

ft.

on a side and

1

ft.

in. thick.

Shaker-frame beams are reinforced for concentrated
Tipple floor beams are reinforced for general

and with the fact that the coal would therefore have a
natural period of 81 per minute, while the screen is made
to run at 110, shows why the screens keep themselves so
The screen plates actually drop away from the
clean.
This tends to displace the long-pointed pieces that
coal.

loading.

persistantly remain in the holes of screens of the usual
type and that can only be removed by the use of a punch-

mitting the shaker strains to the tipple-floor anchorage
have nine %-in. vertical bars.
The floors have %-in
bars placed on 6-in. centers and passing from beam to

in a; bar.

SOMK ViKW.S OF THE

TlIM'LK OK

Passing to the design of the concrete frame, a review
column and beam dimensions reveals figures far
above those used for bridge and building construction.
In concrete we have the means to provide, at a reasonable
cost, ample mass to withstand and counteract the strains
set up by the periodic screen motion.
In addition to this structural advantage are tho.«e of
freedom from fire, rust, decay and vibration and, as a
consequence, no burden of insurance, paint and repair
of the

bills.

In getting ready for design, a thorough examination is
For rock the columns
of the foundation material.
are run to bottom with no change in their cross-.section.
For anything other than rock, a spread foundation is

made

the area of this being determined by the na-

ture of the material encountered.

Columns generally have six %-in. square steel bars and
in. hoop steel.
The two 42-ft. columns supporting
the shaker frame and the tipple floor and also trans-

%

THE StE.AUXS CoAL &

Desigx of CoxcitETK Fkame

utilized,

loading.

beam.

LirMnKIJ Co.. Steauxs. Ky.

Longitudinal temi)erature bars are also used. Th(

tracks are fastened to steel stirrups, that are cast

the concrete floor.

eliminating

A

smooth surface

is

presented

intc'

by

ties.

At the dump, where two rhili])s kick-back dumps arc
beams are 30 in. deep and the shock of the return of the dump is absorbed on a 6x6-in. white-oak beam
6 ft. long. Tiie oak beam is removable for renewal. This
used, the

effectively prevents the

hammer blow

of the

dump

affect-

ing the concrete.
Quick weighing scales arc introduced
All loads come over one track, are
on the load track.
diverted to one or the other dump, and when cyi])tv automatically seek their respective om])ty track.

Style of Screkxs

The
means

screens liave screening plates
of valves

i/j

in.

thick

and delivery chutes can be

and bv

set to give

COAL AGE
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any of the following

sizes: 1-in. slack, 2-in. slack, 1- to

2-in. slack, 1- to 2-in. nut, 1- to 3-in., 2- to 3-in.,

round coal up

to 6 in.,

any

size block

from 3

any

in.

size

up, or

Xc

Vol.

Somerset, Ky., control the rights under which reinforcedconcrete shaker buildings, tipples and headframes and
also short suspension shaker screens are manufactured.

run-of-mine with or without slack.
The suspension links are made in halves for ease in
In these
erection, and are provided with steel bushings.
%-in. steel rollers 4 in. long rest on steel pins 2 in. in

Center Lin e

diameter, that act as the stationary supports.
Connecting or pitman rods are made of hickory. A
flexible point is obtained by reducing the cross-section of
the rods to 1x6 in. at a point 12 in. back from the screen.
Xo springs are used, as there is no shock at the end of the

Crosi Section .
/'x&
Hickory Connecting

stroke.

Rod

-'

StafionarY
Suspension

Wectge

It is obvious that the design lends itself to adajitation

and shaft mining.
manager of the Stearns Coal &
Lumber Co., is to be congratulated in having the courage
to face down the adverse criticism thrown at the strucBoth he and the
ture during the construction period.
owners have since felt amply repaid for taking such a
for drift, slope

J. E. Butler, general

radical step.

The Associated Engineering

A New
SYNOPSIS—In

Co.,

of

Louisville

and

Fu;.

4.

Plan and Elkvation of Screen

They designed and built the plant illustrated in January
and February, 1912, it being at that time, the first of its
kind.

Mine-Rescue Telephone

mine-rescue ivork following a disaster

ihere exists a strong need for a means of instant communication between the helmet party and the outside.

This article describes a successful telephone equipment
that does not in anij way interfere with the oxygen ap-

known as the throat transmitter, has been developed
meet this unusual condition. This instrument is light
and compact and provided with a soft-rubber cup to
adapt it to the curves of the throat.
This device has been found, by actual test, to transmit
type,
to

speech practically as well as the standard Bell instruBoth receiver and transmitter are held firmly in

paratus.

ment.

The problem
tection of

ways and means for the promines is probably the most im-

of devising

human

life in

position in such a

portant question confronting the mining industry of toThe laws of practically every state in which minday.
ing operations are conducted, call for periodic inspections
and contain many safety regulations, not the least of
wliich in a

number

of states

is

a section

making com-

pulsory the installation of telephones underground.

The MAxrFACTUREHS Knew the Conditions
During the past few years several thousand telephones
have been sold and installed for use below the surface.
The makers of these instruments were thus brought into
intimate association with those interested in mine-safety
work, and their attention was directed to the urgent
need of some means of in.stant and continuous communication between an advance or rescue party equipped with
its oxygen helmets and the rear party or that outside the

In the past, members of rescue parties have lost
where .such loss could have been prevented
by a quick and reliable means of summoning aid..
The demand for an equipment of this kind has been
met by the Western Electric Co. in the production of
light, .serviceable and extremely simple telephone instruments for use in rescue work. In developing this apmine.

their lives

paratus the Bureau of Mines was frequently consulted, in
order that every requirement for this severe service might
be fully covered.
It is immediately obvious that a man wearing an oxygen helmet which effectually covers his mouth, cannot use
A special
the ordinary type of telephone transmitter.

i

manner

that they will not interfere

:

June

21,
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nregnated with a moisture-resisting compound. This wire
is in

500-ft. coils

and

the helmetman's

is

carried in a leather case fastened

paying out as he advances.
weighing less than .3 lb. each,
several of them can be carried and as one is run
out, another can be connected by means of a plug and
to

As the

coils are

jack combination.

belt,

light,

The wire

is

so

wound

that

it

can-

not become tangled and will pay out in whatever posi-

The total
tion the rescuer may be obliged to assume.
weight of telephone equipment carried by the helmetman,
including one coil of wire, is only slightly over o lb.
One end

of the coil is

equipped with an aluminum-in-

cased plug, which connects with the head receiver and
throat transmitter by means of a similarly covered jack.

The other end is equipped with a like jack connecting
with a plug and cord running to a battery and apparatus
box.

This box

is

an

essential

part of the equipment and

961

Heavy Cable Provided for Shafts
In many cases it may be found desirable to use cable
for carrying the talking circuit down a shaft or into a
slope or drift up to the edge of the danger zone. For this
purpose a large box, including a cable reel, is furnished.
This box is made of ash, heavily reinforced and provided
with metal corners. It carries an aluminvim reel holding
1300 ft. of specially strong and flexible twisted pair cable,
having 30 per cent, pure para rubber insulation, the highest grade obtainable.
A heavy ratchet and pawl are provided to prevent the

from turning, after enough cable has been paid out.
Connections with the apparatus box and the coil carried
by the helmet man are effected by means of an aluminumincased jack and plug, while electrical contact with the
inside end of the reeled cable is made through collector
rings and commutator brushes connected to a jack.
This entire outfit has been designed and constructed
with a view to providing practical and serviceable teleplione equipment for mine-rescue parties.
Service tests
have proved that this object has been attained. This
reel

equipment should, therefore, be of incalculable benefit to
those engaged in this work, which is at best hazardous.

Coal Trade

at

Marseille

General A. (ianlin i-epoi-ts J'roni ilarseillc,
France, in the Consular licports under date of May 28
concerning the coal trade at that point as follows
The coal, coke and patent-fuel imports at Marseille
during 1913 amounted to 1, -170,1 58 metric tons, being
practically equal to those of the preceding year. England

Consul

1,101,816

furuislicd

tons,

Germany 213,10-1 tons, and
The imports of American

the United States 33,334 tons.

coal consisted of 15,911 tons of coke purchased by the

aluminum

factories
of the
Savoie district,
11,353
tons of steam coal, and G070 tons of gas coal for the Mar-

Gas Co.

seille

An

excellent

coke, although
line.

market ajjpcars

The imports

isfaetion

to exist here for

German competition

is

American

very keen

in

this

of gas coal have also given entire sat-

and the inadequate transportation

facilities

and

usually excessive freight rates are the chief obstacles to
be overcome in order to secure transactions on a steady
profitable*)asis.
There is always a limited demand
American steam coal in Marseille, but it is chiefly
dependent upon industrial conditions in the British coal
fields.
Coal suitable for the manufacture of briquettes

and
for

Apparatus ix

Position-.

N(

Tlti;OAT TliANSMITTER

at the point from which the rescue party
being directed. It contains eight dry batteries mounted
in a Patterson screw-type battery holder, together with a

must be located
is

two jacks and a battery gage, placed in a removable
compartment. The operator's telephone set is connected
to the apparatus and battery box by means of a cord,
plug and jack. Tlie key operates in two directions and
has three positions, neutral, right and left. In the neukey,

tral

position the batteries are in circuit;

when operated

one way the batteries are disconnected to save current
when the apparatus is not in use, while in the other position the gage is connected across the battery terminals,
Fo that the condition of the cells

may

be determined.

It

would be a serious matter after the rescue party had entered the mine to discover that the batteries were too
weak for service.

could also be sold in large quantities in this district.
French coal is unsatisfactory in this respect, and certain

grades of American coal could, in the opinion of competent authorities, replace most advantageously the jiroducts

now used

for this purpose.

The statemtnt is made, In tin- Journal of the Clu-mical,
Metallurgical and Mlninn Society of .South Africa, that
frozen dynamite or gelatin Is very susceptible to fire and
It no doubt often happens that the detonator,
easily burnt.
though falling to explode the frozen sticks of gelatin In the
hole, will set them alight, thus causing a burnt-out hole,
with the accompanying gases, bad heads and general, discomA frozen stick of gelatin may also be
fort to the workmen.
the cause of a misfire accident, by remaining In the bottom
of the hole unexploded. In its frozen state; but thawing out by
the aid of th.' natural rock temperatures, and later being
rouKhly disturlied by an aiiger when another hole Is being
drilled. It is fired and an unexpected explosion takes place.
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Mine Inspectors'
By

SYNOPSIS— The

J.

Institute, U.
T.

annual meeting of the Mine InspecUnited States of America was held

tors' Institute of the

No

papers were presented. The corof the Iron City of the
South contrasted strongly with the chilliness of the
weather, which was phenomenal for the sunny South in
at

Birmingham, Ala.

dial reception

of

the

Vol.

citizens

3,

No. 25

A.

S.

Beard
year of 1907, in which 690 persons lost their lives by
mine explo.sions. While this record is better than it has
been for the past six years it is still entirely too high.
We realize that the miner is engaged in a hazardous
occupation, but we are equally agreed that many of the

States

an unnecessary sacrifice and not warranted
by the hazard of the miner's occupation.
We, as mine inspectors, have greater opportunities for
acquiring experience and an intimate knowledge of varied

America held its annual meeting, this year, at the Hillman Hotel, Birmingham, Ala., June 10-13. C. H.
Xesbitt, chief inspector of Alabama, occupied the chair,
and called on Culpepper Exiim to make the opening address in which he welcomed the visitors to Alabama. To
complete the expression of welcome, W. P. G. Harding,
of the Chamber of Commerce, delivered an address ou

mining conditions and of the best means to eliminate
the dangers incident to mine operations, than any other
body of men. Furthermore, it is our duty as members of
this institute, both in our individual and organized
capacity, to blazie the way which will lead to the adoption
of sveh precautionary and remedial measures as shall
render the mines safer in the future than they have been

behalf of the city.

in the past.

June.
Tlie

Mine

Inspector's Institute of the Uniterl

of

Pres.

.

Thomas K. Adams then

delivered his address, an

abstract of which follows:

The
This

is

Pr?:sident's Address

the fifth annual convention of our Institute

and

We

are,

we meet today under auspicious circumstances.
in common with all other classes of American

citizens,

enjoying the fruits of a prosperity never exceeded before
in the history of our country, for which we should be
thankful. AVe should feel proud of the fact, too, that in
the rapidity of the accumulation of wealth no other nation has excelled us.
Few nations can equal us in our
enormous territorial holdings, which contain a practically
inexhaustible supply of valuable minerals, capable of increasing to fabulous proportions our already acquired
$110,000,000,000 of national wealth.
The coal-mining industry has kept step with the
marvelous progress and development attained along all
Sixty-three years ago
other lines of human endeavor.
there were produced 7,000,000 short tons of coal in this
Lountry, which increased to nearly 550,000,000 in 1912,
and in the production of this enormous tonnage 750,000
"While the product of the
persons found employment.
coal-mining industry is not of such large vohime and
value as compared with that of agriculture which amounts
to nine and one-half billions of dollars, nor of the annual output of manufacturers, worth fifteen billions of
dollars, yet, as mining men, we are justified in the belief
that coal is king and that it is the most important pillar
in the structure of the

When we

industrial life of

this

nation.

our country's industrial greatness
has been rendered possible by the ingenuity, industry
and organizing genius of our people, we have great reason
for rejoicing with all other patriotic Americans.
realize that

The Mining Fatality Rates
Our

industrial position, however, has been

human

won

at a

In the year 1912, S360
persons lost their lives in and about the mines of this
country, or there were 3.15 deaths to every one thousand
persons employed, which is 4.29 deaths to every one
million tons of coal produced, which means that one per-

great sacrifice of

son

is

life.

killed for every 233,000 tons of coal

Tliis is the best record

we have had

produced.

since the disastrous

lives lost are

The people of this country have reason to expect that
an organization of this character, composed as it is of
experienced and intelligent mining men, will take the
initative in securing such uniform and necessary legislation as will safeguard

life.

to accomplish much good
has learned how to use that power eifectively. If
we have not been as potential or as effective in realizing
the real purposes of our association, the failure is ours.
By well directed efforts, earnest, united and enthusiastic
work, we can make this institute a powerful agency for

This organization has power

if it

good or we can by our indifference make
failure.

The

Institute gives us a

it

a

monumental

medium through which

we can talk to the people of this country with a power
not possible as individuals. We are also in a much better
position to reach the governmental powers and obtain
But
the enactment of reasonable and necessary laws.
these alone will avail us nothing, unless those concerned
in the operation of the mines are forcibly required to
obey them.

Possible Eeductions in the

Whenever the mining people

Death Rate

of this country sincerely

endeavor to eliminate 50 per cent, of the mine accidents
they have the power and the knowledge to do so. This
much desired result will surely come whenever the captains of the coal-mining industry find that the preservation of human life is a more valuable asset than large
dividends; and, when the mine workers themselves have
learned the lesson of obedience and found that
lives are

rate

their

the acquisition of a high
this time comes the disastrous

more important than

of wages.

When

problems having such baneful results, will, in a large
measure, be solved and eliminated.
We feel that we have good reason for encouragement
because, with all our shortcomings, at no time in the
history of the coal industry have greater efforts been put
forth for the betterment of mining conditions in general
with more laws enacted, and better enforcement of the
same, than now.
The dangerous elements incident to
the mining of coal never were better understood ; a better
knowledge of mining was never so universally diffused
and the mines have never been so intelligently managed

COAL AGE
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unnecessary accidents happen,
which are of great magnitude.
Along with our wonderful progress and development
This is
iu mining many more dangers have arisen.
largely due to the introduction of a multiplicity of machinery together with dangerous powers, into the mines,

9S3

as at the present time, yet

many

of

and the inordinate desire to obtain big things by concentration of productive nnits, thus effecting greater
In addition to this there is the great haste
economies.
of the working men striving to secure a larger tonnage
and greater efficiency; this attempt, with the large

numbers of unintelligent and unskilled men now employed in the mines of the country accounts for the disIn view of such facts
astrous results that have followed.

much work remains to be done by the mining classes
and especially by the mine inspectors before conditions
can be secured iu the mines that will better safeguard
life and reduce the death rate to the proper minimum.
Those of us who had not the experience in the mines
of this country before effective mining legislation was
enacted can hardly imagine the great improvements
in the sanitary conditions of the mines.
In fact, we
have been creditably informed that such conditions in the
large, well regulated mines of this country are unexcelled
While it may be reby those in any other country.
garded in some quarters that

human

held very
cheaply, especially that employed in the mines, yet, were
all the adverse conditions with which we have to contend
life

is

our death rate would bear a
favorable comparison with other countries.
well understood,

much more

Responsibility of the Inspector

country.

men now,

It is the opinion of nearly all intelligent

that in order to accomplish

the best results

any enterprise, whether of a political, social or industrial nature, success can be attained only through organized effort. We live in an age of organization.
If organization is necessary along political lines and
in

indispensable to secure the general social uplift of society,
it

is

certainly as necessary to the accomplishment of in-

dustrial
ditions.

freedom and the betterment of the working conHence good results will be accomplished through

our unified, independent, unrestrained and well directed
efforts.

You

as

mine inspectors deserve

governments.
selves

to

Xo

your state
men in the service have proved them-

be more efficient

or

more

well

of

faithful

to

public

performed and done
under adverse conditions.
Your compensation for the
kind of services you render, the hazards taken, and the
uncertainty of cniploymcnt, with no provision made by
the state for ycjur future, all show the recompense is
shamefully inadequate. The great .services you have renduties; duties well

and

at the meeting that in future the papers
about to be read before the Institute be published in
pamphlet form before that body convenes so that the
discussion will be less extempore than would otherwise

be the case.

In the afternoon, in addition to a session for discussion,
automobile rides were arranged for the visitors by their
hosts.
The trip led them to the Highlands, over Mountain Terrace, Cliff Road, and across town to Norwood
and then to Fairfield.
In the evening a smoker was given at the Hotel Hillman, while the lady visitors were entertained at the the-

The weather was

ideal for automobiling and the
coming mostly from the North and West found
tlie sunny South all that could be desired.
Thursday was wholly devoted to a most enjoyable and
instructive trip, which consisted of a -lO-mile jnnket
around Docena, Ensley, Edgewater and Bay View. During this trip the -members of the Institute and their
aters.

visitors

friends were the guests of the Alabama Coal Operators'
Association and the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad

The mines and steel mills of the company were
and the members were further entertained and

Co.

visited,

refreshed by a barbecue in the woods skirting the lake,

and a

game between the company team and
Powder Company.

baseball

that

of the Jefferson

The

T.

C,

&

I.

R.R. Co.

is

to"

be sincerely congratu-

lated on the success of their efforts to establish

and mainand cooperation of all their employees.
This has been accomplished, in a remarkable degree, by
the untiring efforts and a generous expenditure of funds
by the company, in order to give to its employees every
advantage of education, physical culture and entertainment. All the camps visited displayed to a marked degree the determination of the company to leave no stone
unturned that would assist in maintaining pleasant and
profitable relations between employer and employed.
The Institute held a session the same evening, at which
time the important question of the use of mixed lights in
gassy mines was discussed.
The annual election of officers then took place, which resulted in the choice of the
following: David J. Roderick (Pcnn.), president; John
Dunlop (111.), finst vice-president; J. B. McDermott
tain the goodwill

Institutions of this character are an absolute necessity
in this

Sessions and Entertainment

was decided

It

intelligently

dered the state in the past, done silently and unostentatiously, putting into motion with missionary zeal forces
having in view the common good of the mine workers,

have had splendid effects. These may not have been done
in such a demonstrative and spectacular manner as is often the case, yet we know of no single agency in the government .service or otherwise that has accomplished more
for the real betterment of mining conditions in general
than has been done by the organized and unorganized
ctlorts of the humble mine inspectors of this country.

vice-president;
(Mont.),
second
Thomas Morrison
(Ohio), third vice-president; J. W. Paul (Penn.), secretary; R. S. Wheatley (Ohio), assistant secretary; R. Y.

Muir (W. Va.),

treasurer; and

.1

.

T. Beard

(New York),

editor-in-chief.

A brief session was held Friday morning, at which
time the following resolution, among others, was adopted:
I{l':SOL.I'TIOX

Following an interpsting- and prolonfred discussion of the
methods employed in different status, for the selection of mine
inspectors, the Mine Inspectors' Institute. U. S. A., In session
June 11. 1913, at BlrminKham, Ala., unanimously adopted the
following:

—

KeHolved That in view of the nature of the duties Imposed by law upon all state mine inspectors, requiring him to
act as agent for the state: and because the upright and conscientlons performance of those duties often calls for the
fearless, unprejudiced and unhampered exercise of an inspector's best judgment and convictions, in the
face
of
threatening opposition uf cither operators or miners or both:
Therefore be
I(rHi>lved

the

it

— That

members

oflice

of state

of

it

this

Is

the sense and deliberate opinion of
that the Incumbent of the
be, as far as possible,

Institute,

mine inspector should

C
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removed from any influence that would tend to warp his
judgment, or embarrass his conclusions, or in any manner
delay his action in the interest of safety and security of
mining; operations under his direct supervision; and further,
Resolfed That, in securing this end, it is the unqualified
opinion of this body that the elective system as applied to
the selection of state mine inspectors should be condemned
unreservedly and abolished. In conclusion be it further.
Resolved That due publicity be given this action by
wide-spread notice in the public press and mining journals.
so as to bring it prominently before state legislators and
governors, in the hope that such laws may be wiped from
the statute books where they exist in any state, or may be
killed if contemplated.
By vote of the memljers iDresent, the next annual meet-

the point where this cable

ing of the Institute will be held at Pittsburgh, Penn.
It is the purpose of the mine inspectors of Penn.sylvania
to make this meeting a memorable one in the history

able

—

—

of the Institute
Among those who attended the convention were: Charles
H. Nesbitt, David Kelso, Frank Hillman. Thomas Roscoe and
Mr. Hillhouse, all of Alabama; Thomas K. Adams, Thos. D.
Williams. D. J. Roderick and P. G. Moore, all of Pennsylvania;
James Martin. L. D. Vaughn, L. B. Holliday, Frank E. Parsons, Arthur Mitchell. R. Y. Muir and H. H. Pinkney. all of
West Virginia; George E. Sylvester and John Rose, of Tennessee; F. I. Pearce. of Indiana; Hector McAllister, John Dunlop, Oscar Oartlidge, Thomas Little, W. S. Burris, Thomas P.
Back, Martin Bolt and Thomas Moses, all of Illinois; J. D.
McDermott, of Montana; J. W. Paul and E. R. Sutton, Federal
Bureau of Mines; R. H. Beddow, of New Mexico, and J. T.
Beard, senior associate editor, "Coal Age," New York.
Messrs. Bolt. Moses, Burris, Martin, Mitchell, Parsons and
Vaughn were accompanied by their wives.

A New
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subjected to the greatest

an open coil spiral spring for
a distance of approximately 6 in. This prevents the cable
from kinking or doubling short with consequent injury
flexure, it is protected by

to the insulation.

By removing

the cable and inserting the

lamp

reflector

direct into the socket of the battery an extremely simple

and efficient hand lamp is jDroduced.
This device possesses many advantages which may not
be immediately apparent upon a casual inspection. The

made

of cast aluminum is light, durconnections are efficient but exceedingly simple.
Xo skilled labor is required for recharging the batteries and no generating machinery is
necessary at the mine where these lamps are employed.

battery case being

and strung.

All

According to the specifications of the Bureau of Mine^
a battery attached to a lamp should not have a short-circuit current of more Than 50 amp. at 2i/^ volts.
The

luaximum

short-circuit output of this battery

is

18 amp.

Assuming

that 50 amp. at 21/^ volts is just
sufficient to produce a gas-igniting spark, it may be elearat 1.6 volts.

Mining Lamp

Ever since the introduction of the incandescent bulb
upon a successful commercial scale, it has been the desire
of

many mining men

to utilize this

means

of illumination

in the miner's cap lamp.

Despite the fact that the old oil lamp is both reasonably
in first cost and operation, it leaves, nevertheless,

cheap

much

that

is

to be desired in the quality

illumination.

and steadiness

Many experiments and

trials have
been conducted, therefore, in the attempt to produce a
satisfactory and successful electric cap lamp.
Heretofore, practically all of the electric devices of this
kind which have been placed upon the market have been

of

its

which require several hours
each day to charge.
After years of experimentation and development, the
Maxivolt Primary Battery Co., of 200 Fifth Ave., New
of the storage-battery variety

York

City, will shortly place

upon the market

their

new

mining lamp, known as the "Bulldog." This is
claimed to be the lightest, most compact and most convenient apparatus of this kind ever placed before the mining industry.
electric

This device

is

a rather radical innovation in the elec-

mining-lamp field. It consists of an aluminum-incased primary battery which is carried on the belt. This

tric

battery requires a small amount of liquid electrolyte and
a small zinc bar about the size of a lead pencil for each
day's work. When thus charged, it will deliver a current
of 10 amp. at 1.6 volts for 10 hr., producing a steady,

unflickering light of 2 cp. throughout the entire
period.

clear,

The cap lamp proper

is a small incandescent bulb
concave reflector wliich is attached to
miner's cap in the ordinary manner.
A carefully
sulated double cable leads from the lamp back over
cap and down to the battery upon the miner's belt.

ried

in

a

car-

the
in-

the

At

Cae Lamp and Aluminum-Incased Primary Battery
ly seen how remote is the possil)ility of such an occurrence
with a battery of the current strength described above.
The electrolyte used in this battery is harmless and inexpensive and cannot be spilled from the container under
ordinary conditions.
Both this and the necessary zinc
electrodes may be purcha.sed in quantities at small cost.
Experiment has proved that this device will give a continuous light of 2 cp. for 10 hr. with an expense not
exceeding four cents.

Don't ever cause anyone to receive an electric shock.
Don't think that it is smart to get an electric shock. Every
time a man gets a shock it shows lack of care and knowledge.

Don't be ashamed to be careful.
yourself, but to others

who may

You owe

this

not only to

follow your example.

Don't handle wires or electrical
unless you are told to do so.

apparatus

of

any kind

Don't get off or on trips from the trolley-wire side.
Don't carry tools on your shoulder whpn crossing under
when traveling in the same entry wiih it.

the trolley wire, or

Juno
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Banked
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Fires

At manv mining plants, partienlarly those of small operit is a common practice to bank the fires over night
or during periods of light load.
This may or may not
be a dangerous custom, depending upon the manipialation of doors, dampers and drain pipes.

ations,

When green coal is first placed upon the fire, it passes
through a process of distillation, the volatile combustible
matter being driven off by the heat from below. If the
gases thus evolved are not burned upon formation and
are not swept away by a circulation through the furnace,
they may form with the air present an explosive mixture, which only rcMpiires a tiny tongue of flame or a
spark to ignite.
The violence of the explosion following an ignition
of this kind, or the damage which may result therefrom,
depends not only upon the proportion of the gas-and-air
mixture, but also upon how thoroughly this mixture is
confined within the setting walls. It is seldom that such.
an occurrence wrecks the brickwork, but it may be, and
frequently is, sufficiently forcible to be dangerous, or even
fatal to the firemen or other attendants who may be in
the proximity of the doors when they are blown open.
When a fire is banked, and doors and damper are
closed, the water-column drain or any other steam or hotwater pipe leading into the ashpit should never be opened.
Such a procedure forces air through the grate bars and
fire bed with more or less violence, and, with the proper
mixture of air and gas in the passages and combustion
chamber of the boiler is almost certain to result in an
explosion of this kind.
It is the part of wisdom, therefore, to never blow down
water columns of gage glasses (presupposing that these
drains terminate in the ashpit) when the fire is banked.
It is better still to make it an infallible rule never to

bank

the

when

fire

the

ciiimiioy

(lam])cr

is

entirely

closed.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

development.

For more than a year it has been well
some of the most powerful companies in the
country have been hard pressed for funds, especially
those contemplating extensive new work. While this has
naturally caused some temporary embarrassment to those
affected, it has perhaps been beneficial to the permanent

known

that

interests of the trade since

it

has discouraged the increase

of our already excessive capacity.

Apparently, the effect of the tight-money situation has
not yet reached the coal markets. AVhether it ultimately
will do so is a cjuestion yet to be solved, and is, of
course, dependent on the duration of the present conditions; although, as a fact, the coal trade has seldom been
in such a strong position at this season of the 3-ear. Ship-

ments in all the principal mining regions are exceedingly
heavy and limited only by the labor supply, while prices
are unusually buoyant and display a strong rising tendency.
The consumption is large and well distributed

among

the various branches of industrial activity, so that

now seems to be
should not have any serious effect
on the trade as a whole.
Returning again to the money situation, it is interesting to review some of the cau.ses that have led up to
the present conditions. The trouble, no doubt, originated
with the European wars, although these alone could not
have developed such an acute situation as now prevails.
Following this came the uncertaint\', in this country, because of the tariff revision, and more recently the appointing of receivers for the defunct St. Louis & San
Francisco K.R. At about this same time an abnormally
heavy flotation of government, state, municipal and corporation securities appeared, which congested the markets
and made it clear that credits were over-strained. Nota recession in any one department (as

impending

among

in steel)

these was the

announcement of an impending
German and Prussian government bonds. Since it is mandatory on the Germari
bankers to subscribe for government securities, the necesably

issue of 56 million dollars of

The

Financial Outlook

An

sity of

providing the required funds resulted in a heavy
of American issues and was jirobably thi'

unmistakable and uniform depression in securities
has developed possibilities which are too poLent to be

liquidation

the famous panic of 1907, the slump is
due essentially to an over-straining of the world's financial reserves, but llie cases are not parallel becau.se the

Pacific stock.

ignored.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnniniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiij^

In the coal industry itself, the money stringency has
had the effect of bringing about a rigid restriction in new

As

in

present depression has been anticipated to a greater or
less degree.
Close students of conditions have noted for

some time that the investment markets have been congested to such an extent that even old-line standard securities of the most reputable kind could be sold only

A

with difficulty.

notable example of this was the re-

cause for the recent spectacular slum]) in the Canadian

Thus

it appears that the trouble is due to a coniliiiiauntoward and unforseen conditions. The result
has been to cause a general retrenchment and establish
business on a more e(|nable and sound basis. It has also
brought a renewed feeling of confidence, becau.se of the

tion of

stron
resistance offered to a series of conditions that
would, on other occasions, have resulted much more seriously.
Secretary McAdoo's announcement that thi! government is pre])ared to make loans to the extent of 500

million dollars worth of eightmonths' notes, by the state of New York, on an interest
These issues are resjarded
basis of about 4.87 per cent.
among the most con.servativc investments obtainable and
heretofore have comnmnded a substantial prcniiiini on an

act, ha<l

interest basis of 4 per cent.

relieved the situation generally.

rent flotation

of

2?

million dollars, under provisions of the .\ldrich-Vreeland

an immediately stimulatins; effect upon all seThis removes any possibility of a tight money
market when the crop movement starts and has materially

curities.
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AaE
Recognition

The Sherman Act

places where wages are not equal to those in other industries or even in other centers of the same industry.
It will be thought peculiarly reprehensible that such an
attempt has been made in West Virginia.
\\'e are not sanguine that any great increase of wages
will result from any action of the United Mine Workers
©f America, still less from the violence of the irresponsible
Industrial Workers of the World, but we believe that an
attempt to penalize the formation of a union will result
solely in the passage of an amendment removing labor

organizations and agricultural associations
eration of such organic law.

from the

is

No. 25

not obligatory by law or by moral consid-

we confess the right

exercised to the disadvantage of the

commonwealth

or to

the peril of the public.

In 1834, a group of men, known since as the "Six Men
were sentenced to seven years' penal servitude
tor asking unitedly for an increase in wages of one English shilling a week.
Fifty thousand men marched to demand their release. In 1913, a monument was raised to
these early martyrs of industrial oppression. We thought
the matter settled years and years gone by, and that the
prison ship "Success" sailed into New York harbor this
summer, to hail the fact that such crimes had long
ceased.
But the proof has all to be demonstrated again
that the Caucasian race does not consider it to be a conspiracy to seek with others or for others an increase in

of Dorset,"

prfy.

op-

The country needs this weapon of defense against attempts like those made abroad to tie up the labor market for purely political reasons, to obtain class legislation or to reinstate some union man whose discharge is
This
dictated by the welfare and safety of the public.
defense

is

3,

to form a Union is a
fundamental property of all men and should not be
aljridged until the powers thus acquired are arbitrarily

erations, but

We imagine that everyone was grieved to learu that
some over-zealous government official was endeavoring to
apply the Sherman Act to remedy the evils in the Paint
and Cabin Creek districts. The most unfortunate feature is that there is only too much hope that the prosecution may be successful. The public is not in sympathy
with any attempt to restrain the formation of unions in

Vol.

not to be used to victimize men who only seek
pay with those customary else-

to procure equal rates of

where.
If any charges are to be made, let them be that the
union has promoted violent attacks on the majesty of the
law.
We do not know whether such charges could be
proved, but if they cannot, the courts should not be
asked to convict men whose acts could not be proved
imlawful and contrary to public advantage.
We are inclined to believe the Union is not in bad
Perhaps our judgment is in error, but we are
hands.
disposed to feel that even in the anthracite region, the
will to break contracts is more marked among certain irresponsible miners and inferior organizers than among
those who are the head and front of the organization.
Certainly the Union is only impatiently tolerating the
evil and not encouraging it.
We cannot believe that if both labor representatives
and capitalists are proved to have conspired to unionize and raise wages that the public will be disposed to

condemn either for that action. Only those whose consummate blindness to public opinion has caused the present trouble could be bewildered enough to overlook the

Mark
Around mining power

the Piping
plants

it is

not

common

to find

marked or designated

in any
Aside from the circumstances that the live steam
pipes are frequently covered with asbestos or magnesia,
and that w-ater-supply pipes are sometimes made of cast
iron, the person unfamiliar with the intricacies of the
piping system is at an utter loss to know which conductor
carries steam, water or air.

the various piping .systems

way.

In time of excitement, emergency or accident, even the
and firemen are liable to become confused ; but on such occasions the "greenest man" about
the place should not be obliged to hunt around and trace
out the logical course of the steam in order to ascertain
best of engineers

which valve to close or open to relieve the situation or,
perhaps, prevent loss of life.
Various color schemes have been tried and adopted at
any of which are better than no designation whatever, but each leaving much to be desired. Not
only are the various colors employed unintelligible to the
different plants,

novice, Init they utterly fail

to

which the fluid carried normally

show the direction in
flows.

By stenciling upon each pipe at suitable intervals
legends stating both the contents and its direction of
travel, there need be no confusion as to which particular
pipe carries steam and which carries water or

air.

Such

fact that the whole

designed and cut
from paper or tin either in the company's drafting room
or in the power plant itself. The main steam header
as it leaves the boiler room might well be marked "Live

debatal)le.

an arrow pointing the direction of flow. The same pipe
entering the engine room would be marked "Live Steam
from Boiler Plant" again followed by the index arrow.
It is, of course, possible that under the ordinary conditions of everyday operation, such a system as above

United States is in a league of sympathy with the Union in the present attempt to secure
recognition.
^Miether the miners are getting a living
wage or are paying too much for their necessaries of life,
whether the mine guards did or did not violate the laws
of the state or of common humanity, are points far more

But while we believe the operators should permit and
not attempt in any way to restrain the formation of a
union, we do not feel disposed to put the blame upon
them of having caused the declaration of martial law.
It was not unreasonable for Mr. Glasscock, who was then

a system of stencils could

(or high-pressure)

Steam

be easily

to

Power Plant" followed by

But
described would have comparatively little utility.
emergency, disaster or danger, the most easily

in times of

governor, to advise a recognition of the Union, as we are
now doing, but it is distinctly unfair to blame the operators for all these troubles if the only crime they have

comprehended layout of piping ever devised, if unmarked,
It
can be readily misunderstood and misnianipulated.
frequently happens, also, when human life depends upon
the prompt closing or opening of a certain valve, that he

committed

who

is

that of failing to acknowledge the Union.

blunders, blunders but once.
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Eescue Team Ready for Service

C'axox Coal Co., South Caxox. Colo.

Electric Car Dumper and Craxe at Dedier-^Iasch
Coke Plant of Bethlehem Steel Co.

Hope ^\nicH Tied Itself into a Knot on Breaking
AND Falling Down Shaft

Tipple and Boiler House at Weaver Mine,
Victor American Fuel Co.

Breaker and Culm Dump at Packer, No.
Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
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Alls.

Miscellaneous Questions

— The
and in

clearly

(Ansircred by request)

—

How

(a)

maii_v gallons of

''

water per minute

—

(a)

=

7200

^-{ns.

X

10

The

to

empty

sump?

this

cubical contents of this

cu.ft.

Its capacity

7200 —X 1728

.„ ^,,^

=

sump

is

8

X

90

,

,

53,800 gal., nearly

Approximatelj' the same result is found by multiplying
the cubical contents by 7.18, since 1 cu.ft. contains 7.18
7.18
53,856 gal.
Thus, 7200
gal. of water.

=

X

—An

engine developed 60 hp., as shown by an
indicator card taken when the engine was pulling a load
of 3 tons up a shaft 118.5 ft. in depth, in 30 see. Neglecting the friction of the load or hoist, what is the efficiency of this engine?
Ans. Disregarding friction, the work performed in
2000
148-5
891,000 ft.-lb. Since
each hoist is 3
this work is jierformed in 30 sec, or i/^ min., the work
performed per minute is double this amount, or 1,782,000 ft.-lb. The effective horsepower is then, 1,782,000
33,000
51 hp. The efficiency of the engine, in this
Ques.

—

=

X

X

^

=

case,

is

100

=

900)

—

nineteen wires in each strand.
Ans. The breaking load of a 1-in. extra-strong, caststeel hoisting rope of six strands and nineteen wires is 39
tons. Then, since the load a rope will carry varies as the

—

square of the diameter of the rope and using a factor of
safety of 5, the safe working load for a %-in. rope of

kind

is

_
L = 39^
~5
Ques.— The

belt wheel

and should

X

3C)

on

0.752

a

=

4.39

dynamo

is

2

tnn.i

ft.

in

diame-

run at a speed of 600 r.p.m. ; the belt
wheel on the engine is 11.5 ft. in diameter.
At what
speed must the engine run to produce the required speed
ter

—

of two belt-connected wheels, disregarding any slip of the belt, varies inversely as their
diameters. In other words, the speed ratio is equal to the
inverse diameter ratio. Tn this ca.se, calling the required

speed

=

?

78,000

The

lb.

trip

is

20 (3000

+

inclination being small, the pull

therefore 2,468,000 -^- 33,000

Ques.

way

—The

=

ft.

=

X

=

+

=

X

=

74.8, say 75 horsepower.

anemometer makes 120

that measures 8

X

r.p.m., in

an

air-

6 in. at the top, 10 ft. 6 in. at

the bottom, and is 7 ft. high what is the (piantity of air
passing per minute?
Ans. The section of this airway is a trapezoid. Its average width is one-half of the sum of the widths at the
top and bottom of the airway, respectively; or 9 ft. 6 in.
;

—

=

9.5

ft.

The area

anemometer

is

is

then "9.5

calibrated so

X

flint

7

=

66.5 sq.ft.

The

one revolution of the

rr

!L
600

vane corresponds to

_L
~ 14.5

= —,

,-

14.0

Ques.

=82.75

1

ft.

indicates a velocity of 120
rent.

a;

r.p.m.
'

—What precautions are necessary

in the installause and operation of electricity in mines, to safeguard the <smployees and preserve the property?

tion,

proper

on the rope, due to the weight of the loaded trip on the
incline, is found by multiplying the weight of the loaded
trip by the percentage of grade; thus 78,000
0.07
5160 lb. To this must be added 13 per cent, to cover the
resistance of the rope and pulleys; thus, 5460
0.13
709.8, say, 710 lb. This makes the total pull on the rope,
due to the weight of the loaded trip on the incline and
the resistance of the rope and pulleys, 5160
710
6170 lb. Since this pull is exerted through a distance of
400 ft. in one min., the work performed is 6170
400
2,468,000 ft.-lb. per min. The effective horsepower is,

lie

dynamo?
Ans. The speed

in the

the

—

A71S.—The weight of the loaded

Qiie.s.
Find the safe working load of a -^-in. extrastrong, cast-steel hoisting rope, having six strands and

this

purposes,

grounding of metallic coverings, frames and bedplates of
generators, transformers and motors, and the proper arrangement of switchboards and other necessary apparatus,
and the safeguarding, by suitable means, of all places
where men or animals are liable to come in contact with
As far as practicable, power lines should not
live wires.
be installed on traveling ways and suitable danger signals should always be placed at points where these wires
The wiring should be such as to avoid, as
are exposed.
far as possible, the risk of the ignition of gas by sparking, or the ignition of timber or other combustible material, by the short-circuiting of wires.
How many horsepower will it take to pull a
Ques.
trip of 20 loaded cars up an incline 100 ft. long, in one
min.; the weight of coal in each car being 3000 lb., and
the weight of each empty car 900 lb. ; the resistance of
the rope and pulley being 13 per cent, and the grade 7

90 per cent.

(]0

is

paratus, the insulation of the wires, the limitations of

per cent.

K = 51 X

electricity

mine, the work should be in charge of
an electrician who is competent and familiar with the
requirements of the law. The principal precautions to be
taken relate to the size and power of the electrical apto be installed in a

voltage to be vised for different

therefore,

is,

When

installation of electricity in mines.

water will be contained in a sump 8 ft. wide, 90 ft. long, and 10 ft. dee])
(b) How long will it take a piimi^ discharging 80 gal. of
Ques.

bituminous-mine law (Art. 11), specifies
detail the requirements in regard to the

of air-travel, and
ft.

In ordinary mining practice,

make any

120 r.p.m.

per min., in the air curit

is

not customary

anemometer rending; but
this is taken to indicate the actual movement of the air,
in feet.
Assuming this is an average velocity of the
to

correction of the

air current, the quantity of air passing in this airway
is

66.5

X

120

=

7980, say 8000 cu.ft. per min.

—

:
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Mining Examinations

few of the interesting and instructive
Coal Age, in regard
I want to say that I do not
to education in coal mining.
favor allowing candidates the use of textbooks in any
examination held for the purpose of determining their
proficiency to act as mine foreman or fireboss.
I have two good reasons for my opinion
First, if a person is anxious to pass the examination

Having read

letters

a

that recently appeared in

and to obtain a certificate making him eligible for appointment as mine foreman or fireboss, he should be willing to give a part of his time to learn the most common
formulas relating to haulage, drainage and ventilation.
Second, if textbooks were allowed candidates in examinations, the man who had a fairly good college education and knew nothing about mining practically would
have a better chance to pass the examination than the
practical mining man who had only a fair education but
understood mining from a practical standpoint.
It is claimed by those who advocate the use of textbooks that many good mining men fail to pass the examination because they are unable to memorize the formulas required. I believe all mine foremen should be
able to memorize the simple and common formulas used
Only such questions as are conin mining problems.
In order to illustrate what in my opinion is not a
practical question, I will quote the following question,
which was given at a mine foreman's examination a few
days ago.
long is used to lift a wagon of ihree tons'
weiglit.
The force exerted on the end of the lever is 200 lb.
Find the position of the fulcrum, neglecting the weight of

A

lever 15

ft.

the lever.

consider this not a practical question, because not a
in existence would take the trouble to
figure out the position of the fulcrum in such a case, but
I

mine foreman

would proceed at once to
easily as possible.

lift

the car on the track

TIjc position of the

m

inn

iiiiii

n^

m

re

Cincinnati

Mine

have read with interest the article* by John Venier.
referring to conditions in the Cincinnati mine.
Mr. Verner refers there to the increased circulation
provided later in this mine, as contributing directly or
A new fan had been
indirectly to cause the explosion.
I

later installed at the

Cincinnati mine, and the volume

was thereby increased to 120,000 cu.
ft. per min.
According to his statement, Mr. Verner believes that this increase of air had a tendency to caii.se
the explosion. I note also that Mr. Hutchinson, referred
to in the same article, is quoted as saying that the slowof the air current

May

31, p. 855.

iiiiiiiii
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My experience has always been the reverse of what is
here claimed; namely, when the fan was slowed down,
more gas was released and found its way into the mine.

My maxim

has always been "Keep a good circulation going and conduct the air right to the working face.
If
anything goes wrong with the fan, withdraw the men at
once."

Referring to mine operators and owners, permit me to
say that I believe they have done and are doing all that
lies

power

in their

firebosses

and other

and should

see that

may

and about
mine foremen,
These meii know the law

to eliminate accidents in

The remainder

the mines.

is

assistants.
it is

up

to the

fully carried out. If this

is

done,

Impress upon every mine
worker the importance of living up to the law, and I
believe this will have a great tendency to reduce mine
I wish Coal Age good luck in the work it
accidents.
has undertaken.

great results

be expected.

Thomas Stockdale,
Vivian, \V. Va.

Fireboss.

[In order to avoid confusion of ideas and unnecessary
questions and explanations, we would draw attention to
the

mine

is

if the fan is exiiausting air from the mine,
ventilated under a pressure below that of the

atmosphere, and when the fan
pressure

is

is slowed down, the mine
increased to that of the atmosphere, which

would cause the outflow of gas into the mine

On

the other hand,

if

the fan

is

blowing

to dimini.^h.
air into

tli'!

mine, the mine is ventilated under a pressure aliove that
of the atmosphere. In this case, if the fan is slowed down,
the mine pressure falls and the outflow of gas from the
strata into the mine is increased.
The statement in
regard to the outflow of gas from the strata, therefore, depends on whether the fan is exhausting or blowing. Ed.
|

Conditions
was much

Then and

Now

n-ading the article. Coal
Age, May 31, p. 855, relating to the conditions 40 years
ago as they existed in bituminous mines. At that time,
most, if not all, of the bituminous mines in Pennsylvania
were at or above the drainage level, and, in most cases,
extended only a few hundred feet from the outcrop, with
a small amount of cover.
When pillars were drawn, the
overlying strata naturally broke to the surface, permitting
I

interesleil

in

ga.s from the strata.
Mines worked
under these conditions naturally require the cinulntion
of less air under a low water gage.
At the present time, many of the mines have ]wnctrated the hills to a great distance; and, in some cases,
the workings lie far below the drainage level. Tiie workedout and abandoned areas have also greatly increased in

the free escape of any

size.

I

•Coal Age,

iiiiin

i

ing down of tlie fan when exhausting had the effect of
increasing the pressure throughout the mine and this increased pressure checked the inflow of gas for a time.

us

Seanor, I'enn.

Conditions

iiiiiii

I

fulcrum would be

governed by the available power and other coiulitions
close at hand.
B. P. Stkalin.

'

mi

i

the fact that

sidered thoroughly practical should be given.

'

iniiiiiini
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off in

As a consequence, a larger amount of gas is given
both the old and new workings?, and pockets of gas

.

—

;

.
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A

are liable to be tapped by the live workings.

number

of

men

are employed

and

a greater

explosives used in blasting the coal.

amount

require a larger

larger

amount

in pick mining.

Explanation
attention has been attracted to an article on "Calculating Electrical Currents," Coal Age, May 31, p. 857.

of air to be circulated in the

The improvements

in

Inasmuch

mining

is

I am the electrician in charge of the elecplant of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., at this
point.
I desire to state that the question submitted to
you was not sent by me.

from me, since
trical

to

A. E. Stacet, Electrician-in-Charge,
Crow's Xest Pass Coal Co.
Michel, B.

subscribers at Michel,

appear,

trical

—

may

be briefly stated as follows: In the flow of all fluids, the
sum of the gravity or pressure head, the resistance
head and the velocity head' is zero.
The gravity or pressure head always acts to produce the
floM- and is therefore positive
while the other two
( + ),
heais. the resistance and velocity heads, each acts to oppose
the flow and these are therefore negativeC
Hence, the
).
law that governs the flow of fluids may be stated simply as
follow.- The sum of the friction head and the velocity head
is always equal to the gravity head.
Formulas KxpreHRtiie Flow The following formulas are
necessary to express the flow in pipe conduits.
It is important in combining formulas to reduce the elements to the
same denomination. Let

iilfsrebraic

—

—

ftp

=

total head producing flow
velocity head (ft.);

hf

=

friction

(ft.):

(ft,)

H =h,+h^

Then

(1)

—

Formula for Velocity Head The formula expressing the
portion of the head absorbed in producing a given velocity is
developed as follows: J^et
value of gravity
velocity of flow

(ft.
(ft.

per
per .sec).
per min.l

(cu.ft.

:

O =
d
a

discharge from pipe (gal. per

= diameter of pipe (in.);
= area of pipe (sq.ft.)

V

"igh

ft.

per

sec.

r

is

com-

simple, clear answer was

plant would not naturally ask for such informaand the term "electrician," as here used, refers only

one interested in electrical matters.

in

J.

FL,0\V THROl'fiH <^ONDlITS

quantity of flow

A

himself no uneasiness, owing to the simple nature of the
question ; as one capable of assuming charge of an elec-

to

The flow of fluids (air, water, etc.) through conriuits ot
any kind is governed by the same laws as the flow through
orifices, previously explained.
The flow is caused by a certain head or pressure, which overcomes the resistance due to
friction in the conduit and creates the velocity of the flow.
Bernounii Theorem The law established by Bernouilli applies alike to the flow of all fluids.
The principle of this law

=

cases.

of our

wish his name to

"Electrician," as

We

are glad, how-

ever, to give space to the above explanation.

The Coal Age Pocket Bojk

=

came from one

interested in the study of

given to the question, as it relates to direct current, which
the comparatively low voltage would warrant us in assuming. We think our present correspondent should give

tion,

By

Q

is

we signed the inquiry

monly done in such

is fired.

Study Coarse

head

to above

who

electricity and, as the sender did not

Benjamin Hartill.

=

C, Canada.

[The inquiry referred

Jolmstown, Peiin.

/^

as this inquiry comes from Michel, B. C., and
signed "Electrician," it might be taken as emanating

I

be examined before a shot

No. 35

My

have referred have therefore added at least three
dangers that did not formerly exist to the same extent
namely, the high velocity and pressure of the ventilating
current, and the fine coal dust produced in machine minI believe, as has been pointed out, that the exploing.
sion of gas, or a blownout shot, causes a greater disturbance of the air under a high ventilating pressure, and
more dust is thrown into the air current and carried
further because of the hig!^ velocity of the air.
In my opinion, all mines where explosive gas is liable
to be encountered should be worked exclusively with approved locked safety lamps and the miners thoroughly
Only permitted exploinstructed in the use of same.
eives should be used for blasting and all places should'

which

3,

of

These conditions

mine. To maintain the circulation of a larger air volume
through longer airways requires a greater ventilating
pressure than was formerly necessary.
The mining machines so largely used in mines of the
present day produce more fine dust than was formerly

made

Vol.

T.

Coal Mining

Beard

Ed.]
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H. C. Frick Welfare Plans

the illustration.
raised

Special Courespoxdence

mound.

It

The

is

built

on a

hillside

and

letters are of brick 'iO ft.

is on a
high and

whitewashed.

Sanitary drinking fountains, both underground and on
the surface, are an innovation at the II. C. Frick Coke

Welfare

plants.
The first of these was installed at the
The drinking bowl
Lambert plant, near Uniontown.
Co.'s

Work

in

Coal Mining

By W. H. Droll

consists of a reducing coiipliug, 8 in. in diameter, such

found about any plant. It is supported by a
3-in. pipe, inside of which a smaller pipe is placed which
The space between the standcarries the water supply.
ard and the supply pipe serves as a drain.
The fountain could be arranged to flow continually,
but in those now in use whistle valves inverted and
worked with a foot pedal start the water flowing. All
as can be

The Alabama Mine

Operators' Association has banded
together to study the sociological question and the sanita-

mine camps and the Tennessee Coal, Iron and
Eailroad Co. is a leader in promoting every form of mine
betterment. Where other institutes and mine operators'
associations have made the technology or the profits of the
industrv their aim, the Alabama organization has laid
tion of

NEVER 4TTEMPT TO

MAKE

A COUPLING OR

TO WORK BETWEEN
CARS CN THE INSIDE
OF CURVE

Sanitary

Dkixkixg

mines of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.
be equipped with similar devices.

will, in a short time,

They furnish the men

to drink during working hours without
putting their lips to cups which have been contaminated
by the lips of others.
The same company is preparing to inaugurate a visiting-nurse system at its various I'lants. The experiment
has only been tried, so far, at Lambert and Hecla; but
it has been so successful, that it is prol)able that the ex-

an opportunity

periment will be tried elsewhere, and the practice may be
extended to all the mines of this company. The nurses
will work in conjunction with the company's physicians
and will be under their direction. They will make daily
reports of all cases under their care to the superintendents of the various plants.

The value of this system to the workers and their
families can hardly be estimated by one who is not familiar with the class of peojjle who are employed in the
mostly foreigners who are unacquainted with the health needs of their families. It is
the intention that these nurses shall not only take care
of The sick, but also shall instruct the employees in percoke region.

They

are

and hygiene.
Superintendent II. W. Boyd, of the Lambert plant,
has erected the immense "Safety First" sign shown in
sonal cleanliness

A

Fountaix Underground
stress

all

20-Ft. "Safety FiRaT" Brick Sign

on the advantage

to

the employer, of a due

recognition of his social obligation.
All the Northern cities are planning playgrounds

we

are as active to introduce

them

and

into our villages.

We

have our civic centers, with churches, schools, public dance
pavilions, uptodate commissaries, sanitary closets, electriclighted houses, and it won't be long before our mining
camps will have a central boating plant. Nearly all of
them have their own "first-aid teams," which meet to
comi)ete once a year, for prizes given by the company.
These companies are not doing this work for purely
charitable purposes.

The miner

is

independent and

is

willing to pay for what he gets and does not seek charity.

These model mining camps, these first-aid teams and
awards for proficiency, tliese competitions between tenants and prizes for the cleanest house and tlie best garden are not instituted for charity, but as a business prop-

Keeping the miners healthy increases the production and reduces to a minimum what are termed overhead charges and fixed expenses. The companies figure
that the employees who are to mine 25 to 30 millions of
osition.

tons of coal a year must be healthy men and must be
kept in the best possible condition.
No. Sanitation is not charity; it is a business proposition.
Do you think it pays?
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Washington, D. C.
Since the departure of the Senate committe charged with
the duty of investigating the West Virginia coal strike situation there has been a renewal of the attempt to jockey with
this investigation, making capital out of the subject and
preparing to use the developments in speeches and discusThere has been little sursions on the floor of the Senate.
prise here over the news that has come back from the place
where the inquiry is proceeding as the information has been
expected to run in substantially the way that has actually
been the case.
The legal experts in congress are now taking the view as
was expected that there is really nothing that can be done by
the Senate no matter what may be ascertained, in this inquiry and that, therefore, the sooner it ends the better. A
.

good many senators now think that it was a great mistake
The same issue had to be met at the
to go into it at all.
time of the Lawrence textile strike and was then decided adThe present action
versely to Congressional interference.
it is conceded sets a bad precedent and is likely to result in
dragging congress into many local squabbles.
The situation in the West Virginia case has however
tended to concentrate attention upon the plan for extending
tlie operation of the Erdman Act which was drafted by the
national civic federation and was this week brought to
Washington by Seth Low. The plan follows the lines made
familiar a year ago, but is not likely to get much attention
this session of Congress.

Recent Coal-Rate Decisions
In the Connellsville Coke Producers Association case
against the B. & O. and other railroads reductions from 4 to
10 per cent, on coke in the present rates were last week
ordered to take effect on Aug. 1 to Youngstown, Canton,
Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio, North Cornwall, Robeson, Reading and Philadelphia, Penn., Baltimore, Md. and Newark, N. J.
The decision, written by Chairman Clark, held to be reasonable the present relationship of rates as between the Connelsville district and the Pairmount district in West Virginia. The
roads were ordered to maintain this relationship between the
rates.
Furthermore, the commission held that participation
by the roads in through rates of the West Virginia and
Tennessee fields which yield lower earnings per ton-mile
than their rates from the Connellsville field is, under the
conditions of competition between carriers which the defendant roads cannot control, neither unduly discriminatory

nor unduly preferential.
In the case of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. and
others against the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie R.R, the commission ordered the rate of .?1.35 per net ton on coke from
the Connellsville district to points in the Mahoning Valley of
Ohio reduced to $1.20. The new rate is to take effect Aug. 1.
In the cases of the Wisconsin Steel Co. against the Pennsylvania R.R. and other roads and the Inland Steel Co.
against the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and other roads the
commission sanctioned the present rate of $2.50 per ton from
the Connellsville region to Chicago.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down
an opinion in the investigation and suspension of rates on
coal to Milwaukee and other Wisconsin points as follows:
Soft coal originating on the lines of certain of the defendant carriers and destined to points beyond Milwaukee,

Manitowoc and Kewaunee, Wis., has. for 10 or more
moved over the across-lake routes to those points
Chicago rates.
riers undertook
rates

years,
at the

By the tariffs under suspension the carto close certain of the routes and cancel the
applicable to them because of a failure to arrive at

agreements following a demand on the part of thhe delivering carrier for an increase in its division; Held, That the
suspended tariffs must be withdrawn and the present routes
kept open. An advance of 10c. per ton in the rates is perlitted.

H ARIUSnVJRG, PENN.
A

which empowers

all municipalities in the anthracite
region to enact ordinances, by-laws or rules prescribing all
needful regulations for the mining of coal beneath such municipalities has passed both houses.
It also allows councils
to create bureaus of mine inspection, to consist of one practical mining engineer and whatever assistant he^ shall need.
bill

to be fixed by councils and approved by the chief executive.
The latter has the power to appoint the mining engineer, and
his assistants, the salaries of all to be fixed by the councils.

Members

of the bureaus are given the right to enter all mines
which have workings beneath their respective municipalities.
All mine owners or operators are
required, within three
months of the passage and approval of tht ordinance to furnish to the bureaus accurate maps and plans of all their
workings beneath such municipalities They must also every
three months, furnish to the bureaus new maps" showing all
the extensions of their workings beneath the municipalities

since the last

map was

furnished.

Operators must not remove coal, rock or earth from beneath any street, avenue, thoroughfare, court alley or highway without having first constructed sufflcient adequate permanent artificial support to maintain the surface of such
highways, etc
Violaters of any of the provisions of this act are subject
to a fine of $1000 or imprisonment for one vear or both at
the discretion of the court.
The provisions of the bill are made <!everablo and. in the
event that one of them may be declared unconstitutional such
a decision will not affect the validity of the remaining provisions.

PE!V>SYLV.\NIA
Anthracite

—

PIttston The Henry colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co
at Plains resumed work June 9. after an idleness of a
week. The shutdown was due to a strike caused by the invasion of the Industrial Workers of the World in this
neighborhood and the consequent desertion from the ranks
of the United Mine Workers.
It is said, however, that the
900 men have now taken up their tools with the expectation
that the difficulty will be adjusted speedily.
The opposition
to the Industrial Union is still bitter, and the resumption of
work does not necessarily mean a cessation of hostilities.
The preliminary meeting of many of the first-aid teams
of the South Pittston district of the Pennsylvania Coal Co.
to choose a team to represent the district at the interdistrlct
meet at Valley View^ Park, in the fall, was held in the Y. M.
A total of thirteen teams participated in
C. A. at Pittston.
the contest.
The judges were John Huntley, of the North
Pittston district, and Moses Ballentine, of the Old Forge district, and the timekeepers were Isaac Benjamin and William
Coplan.

—

Philadelphia The Central Labor Union of this city has
voted against the state-wide strike proposed by President
Morrow, of the State Federation of Labor. It is also understood that delegates to the Central Labor Union convention
at Harrisburg, coming from the northeastern part of the
state, will also vote against the state-wide cessation of work,

—

Suprar Notch It is expected that the Hadleigh colliery of
the Pittston Coal Co., which was closed down last fall to allow of the construction of a new breaker, will reopen during
this month.
This colliery employs about 300 men and boys.
Wllkes-Barre The South Wilkes-Barre colliery of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., recently lost one day as the
result of an unofiicial strike, which affected about 1200 em-

—

ployees. This strike is probably the first unintentional strike
According to the union
that ever occurred in this region.
officials, the men remained away from work under the impression that the local with which they are connected had
called a "button" strike. This was not the case.
At the last pay day, a committee of five men took their
position at the head of a shaft where they were to collect
back dues froin about 100 miners, who would then receive
buttons. A number of workmen on their way into the mine
were encountered by the officials with the buttons, and when
asked to show their due books, came to the conclusion that
a button strike was being called. Going buck to the entrance
to the colliery they informed the incoming men of their idea
of conditions, with the consequence that the workmen did not
report for work.
There was a button strike at the South Wilkes-Barre colliery on Nov. 1 last, when all of the employees were officially
called out, and the colliery was tied up for some time.
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BituminoiiH
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TRADE CATALOGS

Johnstown The business sectiuii of the mining town ot
Bens Creek was entirely wiped out by a fire June 11. The
damage is estimated at from 150,000 to $200,000. The town
the center of large coal operations; among the largest are
the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Co., Juniata Coal & Coke Co.,
and the Lilly Coke Co.
is

Electric

New

York.

Supplies Co., Philadelphia. Chicago and
Catalog on Protected Rail Bonds and Appliances.

Service

1913 Edition.
This is a handsome

WEST VIRGIXIA

—

book of 72 pages, and covers the subbonding in its every phase. It is beautifully illustrated and besides showing every practical type of Rail
Bond, it illustrates clearly the value of proper installation,
the importance of accurate testing apparatus, and the use of

Wheeling A strike has been declared at the Pursglove
mine at St. Clairsville as a result of a dismissal of an emSubdistrict officials of the United Mine Workers
ployee.
ordered the men to return to work, but they refused. About

ject of rail

250 are out.

bond compressors.

Huntington
Coal
fire.

— The

Band

mill, owned
AV. Va., was

&

Oil Co., at Holden,
The total loss is $30,000.

by the United States
destroyed June 10 by

—

Terra .Vita As the result of the mysterious destruction
of the Righter Coal & Coke Co.'s blacksmith and machine
shop, at its plant on Long Creek, Sheriff R. P.
Stout has
stationed a posse of deputies at that point to prevent any
further increase of 15c. a car for digging coal. This is the
first strike trouble in this section tor many years.

—

General Chas. D. Elliott, of West Virginia,
supreme command of the military in the strike
called as a witness by the United States Senatorial
Committee, which is investigating the coal miners' strike in
General Elliott declares that martial law was
this region.
heard by the strikers themselves and the United Mine Workers' officials; while the coal operators protested both to him
and the governor against the issuing of such a proclamation.
Charleston

who was
zone, was

in

—

M.VRYL.VXD
An attempt was made June

Cumberland
7 to organize
the miners of the Georges Creek region at a big labor meeting in the public square at Cumberland.
The meeting was
addressed by John P. White, president of the United Mine
Workers of America, and other labor leaders. The miners in
this region are said to number over six thousand.

OHIO

—A

consignment of powder exploded June 16 at
the Jefferson mine No. 2 at Fineyfork, fatally injuring four
men: eight others were seriously injured. The Jefferson Coal
.%lliance

Co., of

To the users of rail bonds this book is more than simply
a catalog, it is a treatise on rail bonding in general and will
prove a wonderful aid to operating men in selecting from
the hundreds of different types of bonds one that will exactly suit any special requirement.
The section of this catalog describing and illustrating
proper methods of installing Rail Bonds enters into the subject in detail and shows graphically the importance of assuring a perfect, moisture-proof contact with the rail.
From cover to cover this book will prove of interest to
the 3000 operating men to whom it is being sent.

Cleveland, Ohio.

—

Steuhenrille Three miners were killed
serious fall of slate in the Dungien mine.

June

14

by

a

PERSONALS
Edward H. Coxe. of Birmingham, Ala., former general superintendent of coal mines and coke ovens for the Tennessee
Coal Iron & R.R. Co.. has been appointed general superintendent of the LaFollette Coal Iron & Ry. Co., with headquarters at LaFollette, Tenn.. effective June 12, 1913.
Harry Sharp, formerly superintendent of the Barton mine
of the Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co., has resigned to accept
a position with the Davis Coal & Coke Co., at Thomas, W. Va.
This company owns more than 100,000 acres ot coal and
operates 29 mines.
Chas. B. McNaught, of Reed, Shaw & McNaught, has been
appointed president ot the Sterling Coal Co., Ltd., and also
president of the Conger Lehigh Coal Co., Ltd.
In the first
instance Mr. McNaught takes the place of W. F. Tye, who
will still remain a director of the company.
In the second
case, he takes theh place of R. E. Gibson, "who has become
vice-president.

ILLINOIS

—

Sprlng^field
Fire at the Royal Colliery Co.'s mines near
Verden caused a loss which is estimated at more than $100,000.
The upper "works, washery and shaft timber-works were de-

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

stroyed,

Marlon

— Fire

Carterville

is

district

sweeping the underground works
mine.
The loss is estimated at

of the
$100,-

000.

Herrin

—The engine and

terville Coal Co., which
to be replaced at once.
the Burlington will be

boiler houses of the St. Louis Car-

were i-ecently destroyed by fire, are
Arrangements will be made so that

enabled to get its track in at this
mine, which was impossible before on account of the location of the engine room.

—

Royalton After several months' strike at the south mine,
the miners have leturned to work. They contended that the
new company should pay them the wages that the old bankrupt company owed them, and the matter has been settled,
but details were not made public.

Marlon^The

Illinois Hocking mine, which caught fire on
has been sealed up. inasmuch as the fire got beyond
the control of the men.
The question of flooding the mine
has been discussed.
DeHOto The mine of the Krelkemeier Coal Co. has suspended operations indefinitely. This company Is involved to
a considerable extent with the Mississippi "Valley Fuel Co., of
St. Louis, for which a petition in bankruptcy was recently

May

22,

—

filed.

\I, \ll V>l \

—

Rlrmineham Rumors are prevalent that the coal miners
Birmingham district are likely to strike this summer.

in the

statement was made at the headquarters of the United Mine
Workers of America, Alabama District No. 20, that no strike
has been ordered, and so far as the organization was conIt Is
cerned, nothing of the kind was under consideration.
not denied, however, that efforts are being made to bring
coal
miners.
the
about a general reorganization of

A

—

Lansford, Penn. The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. is
planning to erect a breaker at No. 11 near Lansford.
.llliia. la.
Harris Brothers have leased 1000 acres of land
south of Albia and will open a new coal mine between Albia
and Moravia.
Wllkes-Ilarre, Penn, Excavations were commenced recently for an engine house to bo built at the Maderia Hill
Colliery near the new slope on Scotch Hill.
.\shland, Penn.. Work on the new Lehigh washery to be
erected on the site of the old Bowman breaker has been
commenced, Wheeler and ReiUy, o£ Luzerne, have the contract for the work.
PunxMutawney, Penn Another coal mine will be opened
soon in Furnace Hun. along the .Mlegheny River, where over
500 miners will be employed. There are at present about 500
miners employed in the other coal mine at Furnace Run.
RlrmlnKham, .\ln The new steel tipple and concrete
washer at the Banner mines of the Pratt Consolidated Coal
It will permit of
Co. will be soon finished and put into u.se.
an increase In production to at least 1200 to 1500 tons dally.
on
the verge of the
^VIIllamHon. \V. Vn. Mingo County is
biggest coal and gas boom in the history of the county.
Over 50,000 acres of coal and gas land on both sides of
county are being prepared for opening within the next six
months.
LexinKton, Ky. It Is said that the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Co. proposes to construct another coal railroad in
Kentucky and has acquirad the charter rights of the Long
Fork Railroad Co., which owns the location on the left fort of
Beaver Creek.
The Consolidation Coal Co., of Lexintr'Whlteliuric. Ky

—

—

—

—

—

—
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ton, Ky., has started to build a large hospital, which will
take the place of the temporary hospital built a year ago.
This will be the largest in eastern Kentucky, and will cost
in

the neighborhood of $30,000.

— Two

new coal tipples are to be conthe line of the Middleport & Northwestern Ry. The Stalter & Essex Coal Co. will erect a tipple
on the Kers place, and the Sherman-Essex Coal Co, will construct a tipple on the O. L. Bradford farm.
Pomeroy, Ohio

structed this

summer on

—

Birmingham, Ala. Announcement was made of the opennew coal mine, at Pierceville, Jackson County, with
The new mine is to
a proposed daily capacity of 1000 tons.
Grading work on nine
represent working of 23,000 acres.
miles of narrow gage track is now under way.
It is understood that Chas. H. Hagen will
Bristol, Va.
buy the Hagen property comprising 30,000 acres of coal
ing of a

—

land in Scott county for immediate development. Mr. Hagen
controls water power which will be developed to transmit
tons of coal
2,000,000
electricity for mining more than

annually.

—

It is understood that the new elecplant of the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co., which is now
under consideration at Hauto, will not be completed in July
Various delays will make it imposas originally expected.
sible for the contractors to complete the work until probably
late in October.

Mauch Chunk, Pcnn.

tric

—

V'Incennes, Ind. The American Coal and Mining Co.. organized at Brazil some time ago and which purchased a
large acreage of coal land in Knox County near Bieknell, is
W. H.
preparing to sink two mines on the land at once.
Zellar, as president, W. J. Snyder, secretary-treasurer; Hal
R. McClelland of Clinton, vice-president.

and

—

Cannonsbnrg, Penn. Development of virgin coal tracts
east of Canonsburg is to follow in the wake of the construcPittstion of the Montour and Chartlers Southern railroads.
burgh Coal company will open four large mines as soon as
Another mine will be located
the new roads are completed.
on the Park farm near McPhersons Mill, north of Chartlers
Cieek and the Chartlers railway.

—

Indianapolis, Ind. Contracts have been let by the Big
Four Coal Co., with the Roberts & Schaeffer Co., of Chicago,
for the construction of five coal plants to be situated at Anderson and Lynn, Ind., Paris and Lilly. Hi., and Dayton, O.
The contract price is said to be $50,000. The same company
has a contract for the erection of a reinforced concrete coaling station at Chicago, for the Indiana Harbor Belt R.R.

—

Punxsutanney, Penn. The Buckingham Coal Co. has reawarded to the Andrew Lumber Co of New Bethle-

cently

,

hem, a contract for the erection of 20 miners' houses along
Five
the J. F. & D. R.R., near Strattonville and Somerville.
of these dwellings will be erected in Somerville, five about
one mile from that town and ten near Strattonville. Work
win be started .at once and the houses will be rushed to
completion.

—

Connellsville, Penn. With a view to reducing the cost of
living for its employees, the H. C. Frick Coke Co. is making arrangements to establish dairy farms near its coking
plant and coal mines. The company will supply its workmen
wilhfjdairy products at the same price the farmers receive
Similar establishments are
from the wholesale dealers.
being operated by the Pennsylvania-Maryland Coal Co., and
the Ebensburg Coal Co

—

Des niuines, Iowa It is understood that a $1,000,000 coal
development will soon be started on the new line of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R.R., between Des Moines and
Four thousand acres of coal lights have been
Charlton
taken up In Lucas County. The deal includes the purchase
property, a mine located close to Chariif the Island Coal Co
The entire field has been prospected and much of it
lton.
deposits.
valuable
In addition ta investments in coal
contains
rights, it Is planned to spend $20'J.UO0 in shaft sinking

—

Denver, Colo. It is reported that a combination of Belglum and Paris capitalists Is planning to take over SCOul
acres cf valuable coal land .n Routt County, a railroad will
be built from Hayden. Colo, to Casper, Wyo. Plans of ths
combination cah tor the immediate expenditure of $22,000,001
It Is understood that Denver will be the
In these two states.
The company has already been formed
source of supplies.
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known as the Tampa Fuel & Iron Co. It is sa
new railroad will be known as the Colorado

will be

that

the

Northern Railway Co.
Whitesburg, Ky. In pursuance of

—

'

its announced plans
its recently-acquired holdings as rapidly as possible
the Elkhorn Fuel Co. has several hundred men at work
the Boone's Fork section. They are employed in making sui
veys. laying out towns, building temporary offices, doin
grade work, and the like, the whole on a larger scale tha
anything before done in Eastern Kentucky. The compan
announces that it has let a contract for the erection of 30lJ
buildings, including offices, stores, churches, schools, machin
shops, supply houses, hotels, Y. M. C. A. buildings, hospital
and residences.
The first town to be built is to be in Potter's Fork, on
mile from the main-line of the Lexington & Eastern, an
will be reached by a branch from that road.
Two other
will be built at once, both directly on the Lexington & East
er.n one on Wright's Fork and one on Main Boone's Fori
In order that this work may be pushed as rapidly as pos
slble, the present forces will be increased by -a thousand mei
within a short time.
An order has been placed for several million feet o
lumber to start the work, pending the installation of twi
big band-saw mills which will be Installed on the groum
and manufacture the native timber into the necessary lum
ber.
.\t the outset the industrial cities of the company wil
be supplied with electric current from the big power plan
cf the Consolidation Coal Co., at Jenkins, Ky., ten miles dis
Ultimately, however, the Elkhorn Company will bull,
tant.
:

develop

i

own power

its

plant.

NEW INCORPORATIONS

—

Pomeroy, Penn. The Calvin-Essex Co., of the Hocking
Valley proposes to open a large mine near the .\venue
Bridge, on Thomas Fork, -which will be connected with the
K. & M. R.R. by a spur up the creek from Bradbury. J. M.
Lama, of the Hocking Valley, has leased the Elba Mine, below Middleport, and will increase its output.

Vol.

—
—

Alcron, Ohio The General Hocking Fuel Co.;
Promoter, N. J. Odell.
stock, $50,000; mining coal.

capital

Boston, aiass. The Atlantic Coal Co.; capital stock, $500,Incorporators: J. B. Sullivan. Jr., and P. D. Dean.
000.

Wilmington, Del.

— The Castle-Craig Coal

Incorporators:
$1,000,000.
A. McGarvey.

and

S.

H.

Co.; capital stock,

Hossecker, T.

—

.\nohor, Ohio
The B. C. Tway
Directors:
$10,000; fuel business.
W. L. Morris, J. G. Long.

J.

Bohn,

Jr.,

Mining

Co.; capital stock.
G. A. Linton, H. G. Wil-

liamson.

Buffalo,

Y.

N.

— James

Ash

of

Buffalo;

coal,

coke,

ice,

lumber; capital stock, $15,000. Incorporators: John G. Cloak,
Charles F. Houck, Daniel C. Shearer.
Newport, Ohio The Licking Coal and Towboat Co.; capFrederick A. Laidley,
Incorporators:
ital stock, $15,000.
George P. Quiggin and Walie E. Quiggin.

—

Camden, N. J The Twin Rocks Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: A. M.
$100,000; to deal in coal, charcoal, etc.
J. H. Brooker, and D. C. Mann.

Garrison,

Fairmont,

VV. Va.

— Fairmont

stock, $100,000. Incorporators:
R. Walls, Anthony Cowen and

Charleston,

W.

Va.

— The

&

Cleveland Coal Co capital
N. Engle, E. L. Henderson,
R. Burns.
;

W.
J.

Co-Operative

Coal

capital

Co.;

Incorporators:
stock, $15,000; to deal in coal lands.
Davis. F. W. Johnson, C. E. McCoy, and R. V. Ramsey.

ators:

— The

T.

C.

Twin Rock Coal

Co.; to acquire, purIncorporsell coal; capital stock, $100,000.
A. M. Garrison, Joseph H. Brooker, C. B. Mason.

Camden, N. J.
chase, mine and

—

VVellsliurg, W. Va.
The Ohio River Coal Co.; capital stock.
$1000; t') mine and deal in coal and other products. Incorporators: H. C. Cochrane, Elmer Haugh, Robert Wheeler, J. K.
Capulias and H. A. Stengle.

—

Ohio The Morrow Prospecting Co.; capital
Vl'ellstun,
stock. $10,000; drilling and prospecting coal and mineral lands.
Incorporators: H. C. Morrow. W. F. Schadel, Jerry Morrow,

Morrow and M.

F. C.

E. Martin.

— The

Miners' Light & Power Co.; capiproduce electricity and operate coal
Gaines, A. B. Moontz, G. D. Todd.
Incorporators,
J.
H.
mines.
F. R. Hurlbutt, and R. K. Morton.

Charleston, AV. Va.
stock,

tal

$250,000;

BirmlnKham,

.\la.

to

— The

Esson Company has

filed

articles

The concern will mine, buy and
president and treasurer and R. B.

of incorporation for $2000.
sell

coal,

J.

F.

Leary

is

vice-president and secretary.
The Ross-Petroy Coal Co. Is being organ
Ized at Hazzard in Perry County, on the new extension of the
Lexington & Eastern R.R. The promoters are Alex Rosa and

Leary

Is

Sergent, Ky.

—

June

21,
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Lois E. Petroy.
land tract.

planned to develop the Curt Combs coal

It is

W.

Huntington,

Va.

—

It

Is

reported that a gigantic coal

company has been organized to develop coal and timber land
C Mayo and a number of
in southeastern Kentucky by C
Th'e name of the company has not as yet
his associates.
been announced, nor has any details as to its future policy
been given out. It is stated that the operation of the new
will be confined 13 Kentucky and West Virginia.

company

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
—

Brltona, .Via. The new mine of the American C
poration. at Beltona, has begun operation and i(
that they will reach a large tonnage in
while.

pected

al

Corexshort

is
I

—

—

Wlndber. Penn. John Lochrie has purchased from Berwind-White their large No. 41 mine and has taken over the
operation of the plant. Mr. Lochrie owns a 300-acre tract in
th area tapped by the mine.

—

AVashlngrton, Penn. A. W. Pry. of Hickory, has sold his
and surface to the Chartiers Mining Co. Mr. Pry purchased this farm only a lew years ago for about $7000 and
coal

received in the neighborhood of $15,000.

—

JohnHtonn, Penn. The Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation has taken over the old Wigton mine near CarrollThis mine has been closed down for 12 years. The
town
company will attempt its operation in the near future.
Greensburg, Penn. Former Senator J. M. Jamison has
purchased from the Sunshine Coal and Coke Co., three tracts
of cial land in Hempfleld Township.
The consideration is
said to have been $72,500, which averages $1000 an acre.
'Wilmington, Del. The Nortonville Coal & Coke Co., a
Delaware corporation doing business at Nortonville, K> has
filed a petition in voluntary bankruptcy in the United States
The position sets forth liabilities of $476,920,
District Court

—

—

.,

with assets of $1638.

—

Martins Ferry. Ohio The Glenns Run Coal Co., will employ the stripping method of mining coal from a seam,
which comes close to the surface six miles north of this city.
This company will remove the surface earth with steam
shovels and use the same shovels later for taking out the
coal
The seam Is from 10 to 30 ft. under ground.
Brazil, Ind. Crawford & McCrimmon Co., builders of mine
machinery, hoisting engines, fans and mine pumps are starting construction of an entire new plant on a nine-acre tract.
The buildings will be of the most modern steel fire proof
Considerable new machinery equipment is beconstruction.
Practically all contracts have been let.
ing installed.

—

Wyo.

—

It

is

known

that there

is

a

seam

of

Horse Creek, and a number of the ranchmen in that
have a pump and steam engine on the ground, and
This coal is about 18
have dug out considerable coal.
miles from Torrington and if the quality ot the coal and top
rock is good, it will probably be developed in the near future.
Ironton, Ohio The Hecla Coal & Mining Co. has been dissolved in the Court of Common Pleas, June 1. as a lesult
of a suit for dissolution Drought by Chas. Campbell and AlThe Hecia
bert Campbell, both interested In ihe company.
Co. was incorporated at $100,000 and owns aoout JOOO acres
in fee simple.
Besides this the company has purchased
some mineral rights en about .000 acres more.
ColumbuH, Ohio The affairs of the Detroit, Toledo &
Anmuncement of a
Ironton R.R. are nearing adjustment.
plan looking forward vo the (eorganization of the Northern
& Southern Divisions, after iheir formal sale on June 26 is
made to the New York Trust Co. The latter company is
coal on
locality

—

—

acting In behalf of the holders of me $4,243 000, 4 per cent.
general mortgage and divisional first mortgage bonds

— The

Goal & Mining Co.,
lies five miles southeast oi McArthur, has decided to test the Elk Fork Valley for on and gas.
A J
Martlndil, their representative, recently signed a contract
with the Corts & Botkins Drilling Co, if Lanca.ster Ohii;. to
drill several wells into the deep sand a depth of Si.ofjQ

Logan, Ohio

VInton-JacKson

whose property

feet.

—

Mo. The New England National Bank, cf Kanhas asked that a receiver be appointed for the
Farmers Coal Co., a Missouri corporation which owns coal
St, lioulH,

sas

City,

in

975
Lafayette County.

The

petition states that notes by
the company amounting to $30,000 are due and unpaid.
Furthermore, it is stated that there are first mortgage bonds
on the company's property outstanding, aggregating $77,000.

—

Johnstonn, Penn. J. Blair Kennerly takes over the posSeward Coal Company and the Seward Brick
Company, both bankrupt corporations. As a result the creditors ot the two concerns will receive about 85 per cent, of
their claims. The interests of both properties will be merged
under the name ot the Nineveh Coal Company, the acquirement of which will cost Mr. Kennerly in excess of $100,000.
Fayettevllle, ^V. Va. The New River Coal Cj., the largest
session of the

—

Preseott. la. On June 4 cap rock was struck in the pros.
pect hole which was started several months ago, in the hopes
It is estimated that the seam will
of finding a seam of coal.
be 20 in. thick.

TorrinKton,

mines

corporation operating in the New River district, held its
annual meeting of stockholders at the offices of the company
at MacDonald, June 5, and elected a new board of directors.
Roberc H Gross was reelected president and Colonel M. Scott
has been reelected general manager. A number of improvements are contemplated in the different operations, including
the acquisition of additional production.

—

Johnstown, Penn
Railroad men are greatly interested in
the fight in which the Pennsylvania Railroad and the New
York Central lines are at present engaged to obtain the
right of draining large coal fields in Blair and Cambria
Counties, which will be opened within a year or two.
The
land lies between Dougherty and Dysart, and contains, according to the estimates of mining engineers, 475.000.000
gross tons of coal, or enough to keep 10,000 miners busy for
over 10 years. "The project is to be financed by eastern
capitalists.

—

Connellxvllle, Penn. Efforts to obtain only picked men
work in the Charleroi mine, of the Carnegie Steel Co.,
will be made when operations are resumed in the summer.
All applicants for work, either outside or inside, must convince the management of their sobriety.
'W'hen ready for
operation about 800 men will be employed and the mine will
be one of the best equipped along the Monongahela river.

for

is understood that Geo. W. 'W'ilkies, of Charleroi, will be
named mine foreman. As yet, the superintendent has not
been chosen.

It

—

Birmingham. Ala. It is understood that the Pratt ConCoal Co. is negotiating for the purchase of the
property of the Sayre Mining & Manufacturing Co., which
is located in the extreme western part of the county.
Two
mines are in operation, as well as a large battery of coke
ovens.
The properties belonging to the Sayre estate are
considered among the best in the state. There are several
thousands of acres involved and it is said to be valued at
$1,000,000.
The coal mined by the Sayre Mining & Manufacturing Co. is in steady demand for its coking qualities. It
is largely used by the Birmingham Railway Light & Power
solidated

Co.

—

Philadelphia, Penn
The Electric Service Supplies Co. of
Philadelphia and Chicago, has placed on the market a trolley
ear adapter known as the type RB.
This adapter has been
very popular in mining work for use in supporting grooved
trolley wires after the groove has been badly worn, or the
wire twisted due to the fact that the wire is used a number of times and its location frequently changed.
These adapters are used In connection with st.andard 3
screw, 5- in. clamp ears, and are also used by railway comThey are made for grooved
panies for emergency work.
trolley wire of all sizes and for any standard screw clamp
car.

—

Winchester, Ky. John, C. M. and Floyd Day, have transferred to a New York syndicate all of their holdings of coal
land in eastern Kentucky, for a consideration Involving over
a million dollars. The property carries with it the Mountain
Central R.R., a narrow-gage line 13 miles in length which
runs ircm Campton Junction to Campton. The deal includes
a number ci stores, mills and other .mprovements. Considerable 01 the property, coal and timber lands, is located on the
Lexington & Eastern. The Messrs. Day will retain an Interest in the new company which will be organized to handle
the property, and will have the management of It on the
ground,
AVhlteHliurK, Ky. An Eastern syndicate has Just purchased 5000 acres ot leh ciial lands along Lower Carr s Fork
Creek, on the Knott-Leteher border, and is planning tne
early development of the property, which will necessitate tne
building of a branch line of railroad out from the Lexlng
ten & Eastern sevi n miles In length. The consideration paid
Is ret known, although It Is said to have reached a vet>
large sum, running Into several million dollar.s.
The iract

—
i

In (lUestlon Is jiimost the last of the large bodies of coat
land not taken up, practically ail cf the known coal territory now being in the nands of companies which Intend to
develop It
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GEXERAIi REVIEW
The dominant feature of the coal market throughout the
Generally speaking, there is an
entire country is firmness.
active call for practically all grades of coal, with just about
enough production to supply the demand and replenish depleted stock in some localities.
Throughout New England some apprehension is felt for
Southern coals, and the output is expected to be seriously
Loading at Hampcurtailed within the next three months.
ton Roads is slow, due to heavy takings by the Government.
not
as firm as those
England
are
All-rail shipments to New
sent by water.
than
last week, with
shipment
Anthracite is still slower in
In
indications of a good market during July and August.
slightly
easing up.
New York the demand for anthracite is
The mines, however, are operating full force. Some price
shading has been done by individuals but not by the larger
companies, and the quotations remain unchanged.
Bituminous is a little easier, with no change in price. The
better qualities may be had promptly and the lower grades
do not appear to be coming to this market. Contract coal is
firm, with gas coal active and slack easier.
Throughout eastern Pennsylvania the local demand for
anthracite has fallen

off,

due to the

warm

weather, but the

demand from Tidewater is insistent, and has thus far been
There is a lively traffic in bituminous
but little affected.
and the market is strong. This branch of the industry looks
more promising than formerly.
Throughout the Pittsburgh region some small strikes
have been experienced, but these are of comparatively little
The Lake traffic is heavy, and there exists a
importance.
congestion of cars en route to Lake Erie, and a car shortage is feared latei-. The manufacturing demand for coal has
fallen off slightly, while coke prices are receding, and many
furnaces are not inclined to pay over $2 per ton. In Baltimore, there is a rumor that some operators are storing coal
in anticipation of a heavy demand this fall, and the trade
continues strong, due to inadequate car and labor supply.
Heavy exportations are taking place from Hampton Roads,
and there is less fuel on hand now than for some months. To
all appearances this situation will not change unless labor
conditions become better.
Throughout the Southern iron-producing districts conditions are about normal.
The maximum number of furnaces
have been in blast during the year, which has increased the
consumption.
Throughout Ohio, Michigan and the upper
Mississippi Valley generally, the demand for coal is strong
for this season of the year.
Prices are, however, as a general thing, unchanged.
Coke at Detroit is rather dull, and
some of the local furnaces have been shut down. At Chicago
there exists a good demand for domestic cuKe. which, to a
measure at least, offsets the dullness in the requirements of
iron and steel industry.
One of the most important, and perhaps the greatest, stabilizing factor in the present situation is the great amount of
coal which is being shipped by way of the Great Lakes. The
demand for fuel by the Northwest seems to be remarkably
strong, and the coal-producing states lying south and east of
these inland waterways are securing the benefit of a stable
market at a time of the year when the demand for all grades
of coal, particularly that used for domestic purposes, usually
experiences a decline.

—

BOSTON

DItumlnouN In some quarters much apprehension is felt
over the situation in the coal mining districts in West Virginia.
Operators in the Pocahontas and New River fields are
advising their factors to go slow on sales, and all apparently
expect the output to be subject to material decrease during
the next three months.
The government is making heavy
drafts on the supply at Hampton Roads, and the loading of
coastwise tonnage is consequently slow.
Some of the agencies have withdrawn all quotations, even
that of $2.85 f.o.b. These conditions have seldom been effective so early In the season, and are usually construed as indicative of strained situations during the balance of the
year.

Georges Creek grades are firm with a strong demand for
that comes to tide.
Although cars are fairly plentiful, a
labor shortage is being seriously felt in this field, and coal Is
all
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not being mined up to the usual tonnage. Throughout Pennsylvania generally there seems to be a stringency. The better
known coals are all practically sold up, that is, as far as the
operators care to commit themselves, and there is an increasing tendency to decline orders.

The effect in New England is marked. Already some fair
sized purchases have been made of coal from Somerset, Cambria and Clearfield Counties, that will net the mines from
The plain fact
10c. to 15c. more than was the case in April.
is that good coal is hard to get and prices are harding accordingly.
The present status of all-rail shipments is not quite as firm
as for tidewater delivery. It is expected, however, that when
inland buyers find their cargoes are not arriving with accustomed regularity there will be a similar bracing up in allshipments.
Current wholesale prices on Bituminous are about .as folClearfield coal, $1.05@1.45; Cambria and Somerset,
Georges Creek, $1.67 @ 1.77. All the above, f.o.b.
$1.30 @ 1.60.
mines. Pocahontas and New River coal is firm at Hampton
Roads at $2,S5. The same grades at Providence bring $3.78@
3.S3 f.o.b. cars, while at Boston, the pri3e is $3.83@4.
.4ntbraoite If there is any change in the anthracite marDealers
ket it is in the direction of still slower shipment.
are finding orders for certain kinds and prices rejected for
June, and the demand for all grades continues steady. An
active market for anthracite is unusual at this time of the
year, and the outlook is good for a strong demand in July
and August. Such a condition is something new in the hardcoa.1 trade, strike years alone excepted, and some anxiety is
These
felt over the shortage of broken and stove grades.
sizes are much in demand, and the proportion in any one
cargo is being held down to the minimum.

rail

lows:

—

PITTSBURGH

— Several

small strikes have occurred in the
directed principally against the enforcement of the safety lamp and permissible explosive regulations.
These have not amounted to much, however, and
labor conditions are fairly satisfactory, as is the car supply.
There is considerable congestion of cars enroute to Lake Erie,
apparently due to a lack of motive power, and a serious car
shortage later in the season is feared by some operators.
Manufacturing demand for coal is slightly reduced, in anticipation of inventories, midsummer closings, etc., but on the
whole demand continues good. Lake shipments are heavy.
Prompt lots of mine-run and screened coal occasionally
bring premiums, while slack is going at 60@70c. for prompt;
other'w^ise i-egular prices rule as follows: Slack, 90c.: nut and
slack, $1.05; nut, $1.25; mine-run, $1.30; %-in., $1.45; 1%-in.
steam, $1.50; 1%-in., domestic, $1.55, per ton f.o.b. mine,

BituminouH
Monongahela

Pittsburgh

valley,

district.

—

Coke Operators who were committed menon second-half furnace-coke contracts
claim that this is still the asking price, but it is a fact that
definite quotations have been made both by such operators
and by outside sellers for $2.25, without leading to sales.
The furnaces seem now to expect to secure $2 or less, or buy
from time to time during the second half. Prompt furnace
coke has weakened slightly, the few sales made being usually
at $2.10.
Foundry coke is off slightly, with only a moderate
turnover.
We now quote: Prompt furnace, $2.10; contract
(asking), $2.25; prompt foundry, $2.S5@3; contract foundry,
$2.75@3, per ton at ovens.
ConnellsvlIIe

tally to the $2.50 price

NEW TORK
As we get further into the summer, the demand for anis easing up, and the larger companies are making
prompter shipment on orders than they have at any time
since March. However, orders are still to be had and unfilled
ones taken care of, so that the production is going along at
an almost record late.
The mines are all working, and it looks as if, even though
thracite

production was over 6,000,000 tons, this month's
output would equal it. As mining was naturally brisli last
June, after two months' suspension, this indicates the healthy
condition of the market at the present time.
\\ hile we understand that some of the individual operators
are shading prices on some of the prepared sizes, the larger
companies seem to have a market for all they can produce,
at full circular, and have not yet found it necessary to stock
last June's

June
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prepared sizes, although some pea and buckwheat is being
accumulated.
Taking it all in all the market is in a healthy condition,
and while it may naturally become a little dull during July
and August, the outlook is for a heavy demand for all sizes
in the fall.

Prices generally remain

Broken

Egg
Stove
Chestnut

Bucliwheat
Rice
Barley

unchanged

at:

977
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The lake trade is still booming and no let up is in sight.
The Northwest is demanding: a large tonnage which the Ohio
producers are making every effort to supply. All fields are
rushing large shipments to the lakes. The congestion at the
upper lake ports is over and there is scarcely any drawback
to a free

movement

from the mines

of coal

to the docks.

Production in Ohio mines has been larger than formerly.
Hocking Valley the output has been materially in-

In the
creased

and the same

is

true of the

Pomeroy Bend

field.

Eastern Ohio, car and labor shortage have combined to
keep down the output. In the strictly domestic fields there
is a good increase in the tonnage mined.
Reports from the Hocking Valley docks at Toledo for the
week ending June 13 shows that 117.000 tons were handled as
compared with lOS.OOO tons for the previous week. Since the
opening of navigation the docks have handled 830,000 tons.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
In

Hocking
Domestic lump
2 inch

Nut
Mine-run
Nut. pea and slack.
Coarse slack

81.30
1.35
1.20
1.15
0.()0

0.50

ittsburgh
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asking a price that is considered just a
The market still continues dull, with
coal,

Carterville

which

is

unreasonable.
the exception of
pick up a little.
moving, but a better price
of this grade being; sold for
sizes.
On the other hand.
cost of production as 6-in.

commencing

There is not any great tonnage
is being asked and received, none
than $1.10 on the screened
Standard coal is still below the

less

trifle

to

and 2-in. lump for 75c.
to note in the daily papers about the
advantages
that
the Keokuk Electric Power Co.
wonderful

lump

is

selling for 80c.

amusing

is

It

They forget that the Keokuk Power
will bring to St. Louis.
Dam will displace several million tons annually of screenings

A few years ago these same screenin the St. Louis market.
ings were hauled away from the mines as ballast for the
railroad companies, and the same thing will likely happen
again. This means that the cost of screenings must be added
to the screened sizes, and the public will have to foot the
bill, so that aside from the business houses of St. Louis the
Keokuk Power Dam will increase the fuel bills instead of
lessening them.
Anthracite is moving fairly well and so is coke, and on
account of the high prices asked for smokeless it is likely
that this will lose the hold in St. Louis that it acquired last
season.
The prevailing circular is:
Carterville

and

Big

Franklin Co.

lump
lump
lump
Lump and egg
No.

1

Mt.
Standard
$1.20

S1.15@1.25

1

$2

nut

1.10®

1.20

1.00®

1.10

1

.

2.5

20

0.80(a0.85

Screenings

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 washed
No. 4 washed
No. 5 washed
St.

Mudd

S0.80@0.85

2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

1

.

40

1.2.5
1
1
1

Louis prices on

May

.

.

.

2,5

20
05

anthracite are:

Chestnut, $7.15;

Smokeless lump and egg
Byproduct coke is $5.10 and gas

stove and egg, $6.90: grate, $6.55.
is

$4.65

house

and mine-run

$4.

$4.S5.

PORTL.VND, OREGON
Dealers report the coal business dull with little prospect
of any heavy movement here tor a few weeks. Although the
strike in the British Columbia mines affected the market on
Puget Sound, to some extent, it has not been felt here in a
material way.
It is reported, however, that coal is now
being brought to the coast from Japan for bunker purposes.
Two cargoes are said to be on the way, and others will probably follow unless conditions change soon.

PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION STATISTICS
NORFOLK & WESTERN RY.
The following is a statement of tonnages shipped over
from mines in West Virginia and the commercial

this road

for the r
Field

Pocahontas

Tug River.
Thaclter

.

.

.

.

Kenova
Clinch Valley.
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Island Creek Coal Co.
President Holden, of the Island Creek Coal Co., reports for
the year of 1912, as follows:
The earnings of all companies for the year have been as
follows:

Net earnings from coal and miscellaneous operations.
$811,048
including net profit on sales of lumber
Deduct administrative and general expenses
°l'^li
753, 79d

Total net

Add

interest received on

bank

Total

18,693
772,489

deposits, etc

.-••

•

•

•

have been appropriated as follows:
Reserve funds for extinguishment and depre-

The above

profits

ciation of coal properties, transportation
plants, river and railroad equip, etc

$95,356

Dividends declared:
-„„„ c-n
$298, 6o9
Four dividends on pfd
102,553
Two dividends on com
Extra dividend of $3 per share on

Balance charged against surplus
The properties have been operated continuously during the
Net capital expenditures
year, and produced 2,039.837 tons.
for the year amounted to $534,522, which have been especially
required in the construction of 126 houses and the completion
of 38 houses in course of construction on Jan. 1, 1912; the construction of a new hospital and its equipment; new store
buildings at mines 7 and S; a Catholic church and parsonage:
new mine equipment, including twelve 6-ton locomotives and
two 15-ton locomotives, mining machines, mining cars, etc.;
expenditures on account of docks in Superior, '^'is.; and especially the construction and equipment of the new dock at
Duluth, Minn.
During the year arrangements have been made with the
Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. for the operation of our railroad, with
the right to have other roads jointly use our railroad, if such
joint use seems to us advisable.
On Aug. 1, 1912, was paid the first dividend upon the common stock at the rate of $2 per share per year, and also an
extra dividend of $3 per share. At the same time an opportunity was given to the stockholders to reinvest the $3 thus
paid in the common stock at $50 per share. In this manner
the cash capital of the company was not reduced, but stockholders not desiring thus to reinvest were permitted to receive a portion of the surplus which has already accumulated
and for the distribution of which they had so patiently
waited.
Consolidated balance sheet for last two years compares as
follows:
Assets:
1912
1911

Property account
Current assets
Deferred chgs. to operation
Total

$5,001,858
1.651,548
22,383
6,675,789

$4,467,335
1,759,546
14,831
6,241,714

4,779,350
15,950
373,050
455,061
3.556
1.048,821

4,480,650
17,100
247,698
420,550
4,087
1,071,627

Liabilities:

Capital stock
U. S. Coal stock

Current liabilities
Depreciation and reserves
Undiv. surplus subsid. cos
Surplus

Pond Creek Coal Co.
President A. T.
1912. as follows:

Holden reports for the year ending Dec.

31,
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been purchased mining cars, mining machines, etc. A power
plant is sufficiently far advanced so that the company is already operating to some extent by electric power.
Through the selling agency that developed the market
for the Island Creek coal, a market has already been developed for the Pond Creek coal, calling for a supply in excess
of your company's ability to produce. Many tests have shown
that the coal is a valuable byproduct coal.
Shipments During November your company shipped 11.902
tons of coal; in December, 24,119 tons; in January, 35,142 tons:
The coal thus shipped is the result
in February, 28,313 tons.
of the development work and the mines are not yet, and will
not be for some time, upon an operating basis.
Plan Your directors believe that the property, the railroad facilities and the market all warrant the immediate
raising of sufficient money to bring your property up to a
10,000 tons per day basis." The company, Dec. 31. 1912. had
on hand $784,619, but most of this was or is immediately required for the equipment and construction already begun.
The stockholders are therefore requested to authorize an increase in the capital stock to $3,500,000 by adding 150,000 new
shares of $1 each (none of which is to be issued at this time)
and $3,000,000 bonds secured by a mortgage, of which only
$2,000,000 6% bonds will be issued at present, the remaining
The $2,000.$1,000,000 bonds to be retained for future needs.
000 bonds, convertible into stock at $25 per share (that is,
each $1000 bond convertible into forty shares of capital stock),
have been underwritten by Havden, Stone & Co., subject to
your approval, to net the company 94 'v; that is. $1,880,000.
The bonds will be convertible into stock at any time within
five years of their issuance and will be callable, upon proper
notice, at option of company at 105
The bonds thus underwritten will be offered to the stockholders at par in the ratio
of one bond of $1000 for each 100 shares of capital stock now
outstanding: the total outstanding issue of capital stock being 200,000 shares par value $10 each.
The proceeds should suffice to develop the property to a
10,000 tons per day basis and provide working capital, so
that the company may much sooner be in a position to pay
dividends than if the development were to be accomplished
out of earnings.
BAL.WCE SHEET DEC. 31, 1912 (TOTAL EACH SIDE, 82,536,173).

—

—

<7,..

Real estate
Construction, etc..

.

Cash
Accounts receivable.
Inventories, etc

$1,002,182
632,518
784,619
39,517
77,337

Capital stock (par $10)

Share premium account
Accounts payable
Accrued pay-roll
Drafts in transit

Funds and

Delaware

reserves

& Hudson

$2,000 000
250,000
2.52.047

13,442
18,036
2,648

Co.

Delaware & Hudson

Co. in 1912 earned approximately 12%
on $42,500,000 stock. Earnings in 1911 were 12. 32"!, and in
1910 12.54<rt,.
Balance for dividends was between $5,000,000
and $5,100,000. against $5,237,680 in 1911 and $5,330,189 in iniO.
Notwithstanding the anthracite strike in April and May, when
net after taxes fell off more than $950,000. the year closed
with only a slight loss in surplus for dividends.
Considering the losses through cessation of mining operation and the increase in maintenance expenditures of about
$600,000, the year's record must prove gratifying to stockholders.
The decrease in net after taxes amounted to $270,000 for the twelve months.
Had the directors wished they

could have wiped out the small decrease by checking maintenance work. Instead the company took advantage of the
open winter and carried on full maintenance, both of way
and equipment, to the end of December. The company ex-

pended $435,000 more on maintenance of way in 1912 than in
1911, and $168,000 more on equipment.
Operating revenue increased almost exactly $1,000,000, of
which $935,000 was contributed by freight traffic and $45,000
by passenger.

—

ProprrtirM Your company was organized in November,
1911, and has purchased approximately 31,000 acres of coal
lands.
The surface rights were purchased only when such
rights appeared a necessity: the company owiis some 5000
acres of surface.
We have approximately 26.000 acres of
demonstrated coal, a seam of from 5 to 7 ft. in thickness having been shown by openings and drillings throughout a verv
large percentage of the territory.
On Mar. 11, 1912, the first mine opening was begun and
we now have seven mines, the highest present capacity ot
any one being approximately 200 tons per day, with a prospective ultimate capacity of 1000 tons per day for each. The
properties, situated in Pike County, Kv., lie about 10 mil. s
fi-om Williamson. W. Va., a town on the Norfolk & Western
R.R. The N. & W. R.R. began in May, 1912. the construction
of a railroad from Williamson to our various mines and
reached the first mine Nov. 1, 1912, the first shipment of coal
being made on that date. At present this branch has a total
constructed mileage of about 16 miles. In addition your company has built sidetracks at the various mines.
There had also been constructed on Dec. 31, 310 dwelling
houses and machine and blacksmith shops, and there have

FIXAjrCI.'VL.

— The

NOTES

Pacific R.R. Co. owns
the entire $5,000,000 of the outstanding stock of its subsidiary,
the Coal Company.
Of the $5,500,000 first mortgage, 5V(>
bonds of the Coal Company, the Railroad Company owns
$3,354,000, the remaining $1,646,000 being held as a sinking
fund by the Coal Company.

tnion Pacific Coal Co.

—

Union

Tlie Rendlns Co. The surplus assets of this corporation
on June 30, 1912, approached $50,000,000.
As a potential
factor in whatever financial development the Reading directors may undertake, this exceptionally strong financial position of the concern is of interest.
Another feature of this
is the fact that none of its obligations mature for a lonff
time to come. Its demands upon its cash assets are more than
met with each year's operations.

:
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The inventor
invention

its

of the cash register

gave his

"try out" at a coal-mine com-

The owner

of the estabUshment was
unlooked for results that
he decided that these machines had a brilliant
future and forthwith he abandoned the commissary and turned his attention to cash
He has been interested in selling
registers.
them ever since.

missary.

so astonished at the

JUXP]

superintendent

down

to the office

boy

bu.sy

making explanations and suggesting changes.
There is nothing remarkable about this
when you realize the difficulty of keeping in
close touch with ever>- one at a large mining
operation who is responsible for entering up
time and tonnage; neither should it be construed as a slur on the personnel of the coalmining business as compared with other large
industries.

often difficult to obtain a check on the
weighman's figures and his additions may assume an amazing proportion of the whole,
If the weighman's
over long periods of time.
weights are checked by total shipments, it
is still

There are three well known systems of obmoney from coal-mining companies, and, strange though it may seem, year
after year they are set moving and generally
are carried to successful terminations, from
the standpoint of the dishonest

1.—Tipple weigh
with some

possible for

men and

bosses enter into collusion

and then credit them
can be added to the actual

At mines where part
ovens and the balance

exciting

of
is

suspicion.

coal goes to
shipped in cars, it

the

to short-weigh

some

—Commissar>'

clerks arrange with some
employees who trade at the commissary
to handle company checks for them and then
instead of canceling the checks as they are
presented, they retain them and pass them
of the

back out

for circulation.

—Bosses

from coke-oven foretrackmen have been kncv.n
to pad their labor rolls and divide the profits
3.

of all kinds

men down

to boss

with those

who

are in a position to conceal

the irregularities from the paymasters.

In some camps all three systems have been
discovered in action at the same time, while
at others they have followed singly but with

almost dizzy regularity.

Are the guiltv ones piniished when overRarely.

The

gains

ill-gotten

slip

fingers almost mechanically

through

and there

their

is little

Furtheror no chance to recover losses.
more, in many such cases, salaried lawyers are
frequently able to successfully oj^pose company
prosecutions.

of the miners

with as much coal as
tonnage sheets without

him

credit his "pals" with a correspond-

ing amount.

taken?

taining easy

No. 26

is

2.

There are plenty of managers and bosses
willing to denounce you as a fool or a crank
if you so much as hint at any possible crookedness around their "diggings," and yet the first
complete systematic audit of any mining company's affairs rarely fails to uncover irregularities enough to keep every one from the
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And

S(j

the loss

door neighbor

MORAL:
are

still

is

is

hushed up and the next-

not warned of his danger.

Auditors and red-tape experts

useful citizens

operations.

around many mining
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Use

Vol.

Purchased Powers

of

3.

No. 26

Coal Mines

in

Bv H. D. Jackson*

SYNOPSIS— This

is

a prchlem

which does not

ii<iw

The day is not far
greatly vex the mining industry.
distant, however, when it is destined to assume a posiThis article discusses
tion of considerable prominence.
salient features in its consideration.

some of the

rapidly superseding

Electricity is
of supplying

power

to

all

operations,

coal

other methods

except possibly

owing to the gaseous condition
unsafe to carry the current into the
Even in operations of this
underground workings.
character, electricity is used to a large extent in all
in those locations where,
of the mine,

it

is

The

early installations were all of the direct-current
operating at either 250 or 500 volts, and were emPunij)s,
ployed mainly for lighting and haulage work.
tj'pe,

Fig.

1.

A

At the present time there
conditions

owner.

All

schemes seem possible, there are being established central stations, the avowed purpose of which is the furnishing of power to the mines, at such a figure that by
adopting this source of supply, those operations which
are

now

finding

and are

still to

a certain extent,

ered reliability of the greatest importance; and owing

knowledge of what steam could do, they would
it than the more recently developed electric motors.
In case of an accident to a locomotive, it
was a comparatively easy matter to put the mules again
into service; but in the case of a break-down of the
electric fan-motor, it was an entirely dilferent matter.

loads on the different plants

These new
campaign to

These Plants Aee Htill Operating
These plants having been
in operation.

built,

they are, to a large

The owners being conserva-

and the mining work paying fairly well, the quespower was a secondary consideration.
Today, however, things have changed, and the powercost, including as it does a large item in labor and fuel
is becoming more and more important.
tive,

tion of the cost of

St.,

operate advantageously,

Boston, M.ass.

Dam

wliich they serve will prob-

all come at the same time, can supply power
cheaper than the mine plants can manufacture it them-

selves.

Broad

to

ably not

rather trust

•88

difficult

modern plants which now make power for themselves.
The idea is that these generating stations by virtue
of their size and location, and the fact that the peak

to their

still

it

be enabled to successfully compete with the more

Typical Hydeo-Electkic Centeal Station, Viewed from Above the

operated by steam largely because the owners consid-

extent,

is an element entering into
which is of interest to the mine
through the coal regions wherever such

existing

will

operations where feasible.

fans, hoists, etc., were,

rhere has been a vast increase in the number of minmodern ones of which are upei'ating at a maximum of economy, with a consequent reduction in the cost of their product.
ing developments, the

an aggressive
and doubtless in many
instances are securing business at a price that would
installations are carrying out
sell

their product,

warrant the investment. In other cases, however, it is
seriously to be doubted if their power can compete
witu that furnished by the isolated plants. It must be
remembered too, that the central station has to pay fixed
charges on a high initial cost.
This is unavoidably the case since the installation consists not only of the generating apparatu.s, but also the
tran.smission lines which are necessary for distril)uting
the power to the various plants it supplies.
It must
also have a relay service in order to take care of any
unit which may be shut down in case of an accident, so
that the amount of its equipment is great, its load factor
not good, and

its fixed

charges consequently high.

June
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In addition to this, the plant must have an organizaand carrying on the business, and a
force to obtain necessary data for calculating and making
tion for securing

out monthly bills.
All of these arc excess items to be added to the ordinary expense of operation so that, while it may be true
;

that the purely manufacturing cost
of

installation

character

this

charges,

any

is

may

does

be low in an

not

necessarily

power production, including

follow that the total cost of
all

it

or even equal to that in

less

many

of the isolated plants.

Wheee the Central Station Has
It

Greatest Advantage
may be true, and doubtless is, that

Its

a central sta-

tion can furnish current to one of the old type

plants using electricity

now

mining

haulage purposes
and supplying all its other power by means of steam engines located at more or less favorable points about the

mine and

at

considerable

but

it

do

could

modern

so

if

be

of the simplest and
most rugged type.
This
means that they must be practically free from all the
refinements which make them economical in the use of
steam, and it would be natural, if every effort were to

this

plant

maximum of economy, that
would be abolished.
is true of pumps which take steam
full
stroke, as they are probably more wasteful thermodynamically than any other steam-operated apparatus.
Therefore, it is advisable for the owner or operator of
a coal mine, when this matter of purchasing power is
brought up, to consider not only what it may cost bitii
to supply power as he is at present doing, but also what
it will cost him to furnish it from his own plant if
modernized; and then compare that figure with what it
to operate

will co.st

with the

this character

him

purchased.

if

He must

not lose sight of the fact that although tbe
equipment may not be economical when the

present

power is compared with that as offered by
the supply company, there yet remains the opportunity
of calculating the price of current if the plant were put in
cost of its

from the
were

made

be

machines of
The same

solely for

distances

983

boilers,

rebuilt

along

lines?

This would not necessarily mean an entire reconstrnc-

the best possible condition. The relative advantages and
disadvantages of either alternative will then be clearly
perceptible and a wise decision can therefore be reached.

The Cost
The

of Introducing Purchased Power

price of the apparatus necessary in order to use

purchased power is by no means a small item, and when
one takes into consideration that the machinery in use

must be scrapped, or practically so, the cost
introduction runs up still more, unless it may l)e
that the plant which is abandoned has been so lojig in
at present

of

its

and so handled

service,

a point of no value;

no monetary
If,

or

if

financially, that

when

its

it has reached
discarding would represent

loss.

however, no depreciation allowances have been made,
the plant has not been in operation for any consider-

length of time, it cannot be scrapped wIIIiomI. a
heavy financial sacrifice. The fixed charges on this loss
should be added to the cost of power as purchased from
able

the central station in order to

make

a correct cotnjjar-

ison.

FiG.

2.

Interior of a Powki;

Showing Three

I'i.axt.

tion of the plant, but in

replacing
electric

of

the

ones.

many

.steam-driven

By doing

this,

cases

The

cost

of

power from an existing plant

sented by the fixed charges on

Generator Units
might involve the

pump.s,

hoists,

practically

all

etc.,

of

by
the

I

lie

utilization, the operating ex])ense, the price of

(Mii'reiit,
llic

fixed charges on

tlic

amount

tion, its cost is

steam pumps, and steam-driven hoists are almost universally steam eaters.
It has long been known that steam engines operated
at a distance from the boiler i)!ant are exceedingly hard
to keep in gooi] riiniiing order, owing to the large
amount of water, unavoidably condensed in long pipe
lines.
This condition requires engines of large clearance, which are uneconomical in the extreme.
The condensation alone represents a considerable loss,
and the difficulty of keeping the long pipe lines tight
is in itself a large item. Engines of the character necessary for use where attention is small must of necessity

repre-

and the

of the original plant and

required for operation, as fan engines,

is

valuation, ])his

operating expense; if purchased, its price is composed
of the fixed charges on the machinery required for its

machinery requiring skilled attention would be centered
in the power house, reducing largely the cost of attendance and also decreasing to a far greater extent the
of coal

its

diffcri-iire bctucH'ii

the

aniomit

foi-

which

cost
il

is

sold.

In case power

total

is

generated after remodeling

tlie

sta-

represented by the fixed charges on (he
value of both old and new e(|nipment, plus (he

operating expense, depreciation, insurance and taxes in
all cases being included in fixed charges.
Wliichever
one of the.se proves the smaller is certainly the one to
be chosen.

Before contracting for power, the fixed ciiarges as well
current can be secured slioidd be
scrutinized with care and calculations made over a conas the rate at which

range of load.
TTnder certain conditions it
probably be found quite advantageous to purchase

siderable
will

power from an outside source.
be equally desirable to generate

I'nder otlio-s
it

at the

mine

il

might

plant.

—
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Some Unreduced Death Rates

3,

Xo. 26

in Illinois

By Johx Duxlop*

SYNOPSIS— The.

death rates from roof falls and falls
of coal, and that from mine cars show no sign of reduction in Illinois, though the decrease is apparent in otlier

The author of the paper is
parts of the United States.
of the opinion that shooting off the solid has not been
shown to 6e a more important source of accident from
falls than certain other methods of mining.

At No.

same company, the number of accidents
months shows a decided decrease over
those reported in the first three months of the fiscal year.
quarterly return of accidents, no. 1 MINE
1 of the

for the last three

July,

August and September
November and December

1912
1912
1913

October.

January, February and March
It is true that

72
46
39

more powder is used where coal is being
and it is probable that the roof is af-

shot off the solid,

There is a part of the mining death rate in Illinois
which legislation, inspection and the work of the federal
Bureau of Mines has been unable to reduce. This part
is that due to falls of roof, coal and drawslate and to the
mishandling of cars.
In the last year of record between June 30, 1911, and
the same date in 1912, the deaths from falling rock, coal
and drawslate amounted to o-l per cent, of all fatal acciMine cars were the cause of 19
dents in coal mines.

fected by the hea\7 shooting, but a careful perusal of the
reports of the state in.spector of mines shows that 60 per
cent, of the men killed by falling coal, roof and draw-

per cent, of the accidents.
The number of nonfatal accidents in the state from
falls of rock, coal and drawslate were in the same period
45 per cent, of all accidents and from mine cars 26 per

Hence, it seems by these figures that the use of electric
machines has a more detrimental effect than shooting off
the solid. If props are set at a sufficient distance from
the face to allow proper clearance for the working of a
machine, the distance is too great for safety, especially
where there is a bad roof. Under conditions of this sort,
which are general through the central and southern part

cent.

from
mined has remained almost

It is surprising to learn that the loss of life

these causes per million tons

constant since 1901.

LoNGWALL Workings Have More Accidents and Less
of nonfatal accidents per thousand men
greater in the longwall workings than in the
room-and-pillar mines, but it is a redeeming feature that
This is due to the coal
there are less fatal accidents.

The number
is

being thinner. A piece of loose coal or shale of sufficient
weight to injure a miner working in low coal would in
all proliability kill

5

ft.

him

if it fell

from the

roof of a

seam

thick or over.

mines, and employing about thirteen hundred men, states
that face bosses have been at work only a year in his
mines and he cannot tell whether they have done any
good. The men are taking advantage of the compensation act and are reporting injuries and seeking medical
aid in eases so slight that they would not have reported
the accident had it happened a year ago.
This is his statement

TONS MINED PER .OCCIDENT
No. 1
3857
2364

1912
1913

No. 2
1378
1144

Apparently more men are injured than before the hiring of face bosses, but also the increase may be due to
the concurrent effect of the compensation law.
•state mine Inspector, Third district, Peoria, 111.
Abstract of paper entitled "Safety First from the Standpoint of the Mine Inspector," delivered at the mining conference held at the dedication of the Transportation Building
and Locomotive and Mining Laboratories, University of Illi-

Urbana,

111.,

May

of the state, props should be placed before the coal
if

face bosses are employed,

it

would be

is shot,

their duty

was properly timbered before any
must not be taken for granted that
because the inspectors have strongly recommended that
to see that the place

shots were fired.

It

face bosses be employed for each 100 men in the mine,
that the supervision of these men would avoid accidents.

The Car-Accident Problem
To

is a problem more diffiThis subject was earnestly discussed by the
Mine Investigation Commission, and they listened attentively to suggestions of all kinds and considered the
feasibility of having a law enacted to prohibit the driver
from riding on the tail chain. It was agreed that such
They did
a law would not be practical in all cases.
recommend that in mines opened after the passage of the
act then prepared, all mine cars should be equipped with
a bumper or bumpers on each end, which should project
from the end of the car not less than 4 in. This was

prevent accidents to drivers

cult to solve.

The state inspectors have been insistent in recommending that face bosses be employed, and the provision would,
I am sure, save many lives. But there is a feeling against
The miners believe that they would
their employment.
be arbitrary in performing their duties. A number of the
larger companies have employed such men, and I learn
that the results are not as favorable as might be expected.
The superintendent of a coal company operating two

nois,

to shooting out of the solid.

and

Fatalities

employed

down in mines where the coal is almost
undercut by machine. As the.se mines produce only
about 52 per cent.* of the total output, it seems that they
have an undue proportion of accidents, and it is not fair
to ascribe the maintenance of rate or increase in accidents
slate are struck

all

S,

9

and

10.

only palliative, and would not remedy the

Xot long

ago, I

had occasion

evil.

to investigate a fatal ac-

I found that he had
He atnot taken the proper care to protect himself.
tempted to come down a grade with a loaded trip and did
not take time to put in sprags, but undertook to hold the
trip by placing his back against the car and his feet on
the rails, allowing the trip to push him down grade. His

cident which occurred to a driver.

feet slipped off the rails,

and

was traveling
which ran over his

as the trip

rapidly, he fell in front of the car,

body injuring him, and causing his death a short time
after.
In this case, it was a matter of speed at the expense of safety.

To

prevent accidents to drivers, we

must always urge "More caution and
•Although

less speed."

44 per cent, of the coal in Illinois is machinemined, these same mines produce 4,230,077 tons of hand-mined
coal and 51.8 per cent, of the whole tonnage of the state.

Editor.

—
June
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A

Gas Ignition Controversy
By

SYNOPSIS—A

reply

questions

to

James Ashworth, in regard

to

J.

propounded

ascertaining

the

W. Powell*
by

entry to chute No. 58, we examined the counter entry
and section above as far as chute Xo. 70, proceeding at
some points nearly up to the fourth crosscut. This section

most

probable cause of the second explosion in the Bellevue
An account of a careful and demine, Dec. 9, 1910.
tailed investigation of the

was slightly caved at different points and there were large
quantities of dust on the fallen rock and floor and evidences of a slight coking on the corners of some of the

mine by Mr. Powell, Jan. 20

and 21, 1911, followed by his theory of the explosion
and its cause. Experiences in heavy-roof caves in mines
in Pennsylvania and elsewhere.

coal pillars.

Going back to the main entry, we entered chute Xo.
72 and examined the counter entry in this section as far
as chute Xo. 80.
From the center of the pillar between
chutes Nos. 76 and 77 as far as chute Xo. 79, there was
no cave of roof rock, as was previously supposed when

In answer to the request of James Ashworth, Coal
Age, Mar. 1, p. 344, I will recount my theory of the second Bellevue mine explosion, Dec. 9, 1910. I was the superintendent of the mine at that time, having resigned my
position as district

mine inspector

was examined Dec. 13, which examination
was hurriedly made. I went up chutes Nos. 75 to 78,
inclusive, as high as the fourth cross-pitch, and found
but a slight cave crossing chutes Xos. 75 and 76 and
extending about 35 ft. above the first crosscut. There
was some coking in evidence on the caved rocks in this
section and a slight coking appeared on some of the posts
in chute Xo. 76.
Proceeding along the counter entry to chute Xo. 85,
I found a large quantity of dust deposited on tlie bottom
this section

of Alberta, eight days

previous to the disaster.

The verdict of the coroner's jury, based upon Mr.
Ashworth's evidence as mining expert, stated that the
disaster was caused by the percussion of air, due to the
caving of rock over chutes ^Tos. 76 to 78. Feeling that
the responsibility of reopening and operating this mine
devolved upon

me

as

985

superintendent, and not feeling

satisfied that tliis verdict

was in

with the

line

facts,

I

500'
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= Regulator blown Inwards
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I
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Dec.7,1910

3 = Found 6as Jan 21
A= Chute blown Down
5= Caved

VeryPusty

Fig.

was anxious

1.

Plan of Pakt of Bellevue Mine, Showing

to ascertain for

myself the true cause of the

After some persuasion I prevailed upon the pit boss,
J. Anderson, who had served in that capacity practically
since the opening of the mine six j'ears previous, to accompany me in making an inspection of the mine. Mr.
Anderson claimed that the workings were liable to cave
again and with more disastrous results than before, owing to the great accumulation of gas. In this prediction
he was correct, as was proved by the third and more
violent

of this entry

cave

and explosion, which occurred
was completed.

five

days

after our inspection

Referring to Fig. 1, starting Jan. 20, we first examined
points on the counter entry from Xo. 45 chute outward to Xo. 43 chute, where this entry was caved tight.
all

We

found a large amount of dust on the timbers, ribs
floor of the entry.
The force was outward as shown
by the direction in which the timbers were blown. Inby,
from chute Xo. 45 to No. 49, there were large quantities of dust but no signs of coking.
I found the force
was upward through chute No. 45 to the surface. Going
down chute No. 45 to the main entry and along that

and

^Mine manager. Columbia Coal

& Coke

Co.,

Coalmont, B. C,

The

and on the timbers, but no coking was

was
and the boards on
the sides of the coal chutes.
Going down chute No. 85
to the main entry, we traveled the main entry to the
face at Xo. 139 and returned by (hat entry to the nn)uth
visible.

disaster.

Inspected and Points of Interest

,\iu:vs

force of the explosion in this section

inby, as indicated by the stoppings

of the mine.

The next

day, Jan. 31, as indicated in Fig.

1, in comAnderson, pit boss, and Frank Lewis, driver
boss, I jiroceeded up Xo. 53 chute to the counter entry
and along that entry to between chutes Nos. 60 and 61,
where we found this entry blocked tight with coal that
had been put there for a stopping to turn the air up over
(he workings aljove.
This stopjiing had not been disturbed.
There was a largo amount of coking along the
counter entry, between chutes Nos. 53 and 58, and a
board nailed on one of the posts near chute No. 57 was
charred, showing it had been subjected to a great heat.
In this entry there were large globules of coked dust all
along this section. You could pick up cakes of coked dust
as large as your hand.
Both Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Lewis stated that tliis coking was the result of the second
explosion, as they had traveled through this section many
times after the first explosion and before the second oc-

pany with

J.
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curred, and were certain that there were no signs of
coking then at that place. At chute No. 54 a car was
tilted up, which they claimed was caused by the second
explosion.

Vol.

3,
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chute, and, in comparison with this, the cave of Dec. 9,
was but a drop in a bucket. The cave caused a great rush
of air and a concussion that made many think an exr
plosion had occurred but there was no development of
heat and no explosion. The question may be asked if the
roof cave, Dec. 9, produced heat sufficient to ignite the
gas, why did noi the previous cave, which was much
greater, also produce heat and ignite gas?
Eeflecting on these facts, I came to the conclusion that
this disaster (Dec. 9) was not caused by percussion of
the air
but that it was due to gas ignited by sparks
emitted from the roof rock while "weighting," Just before
caving took place
or from the striking of the rocks
against each other as caving occurred.
The dust blown
into the air undoubtedly distilled
carbon monoxide,
which propagated the flame of the explosion. It is a well
known fact among the miners at Bellevue that the roof

,

;

;

The force evidently came down chutes Nos. 56 and 57
and passed outward along the counter entry as there were
no signs of coking on the corners of the pillars at the
mouths of these chutes. Going uj) chute No. 56 and returning down chute No. 54, I found little caving in this
section. I then went up chute No. 5-^ to the fourth crossAfter building a ladder 1 tried to go up to the
pitch.
fifth cross-pitch, but was prevented by a body of gas 8

Then
ft. above the high side of the cross-pitch.
going back through the fourth cross-pitch to No. 56
chute, I again tried to get up the angle chute to the
fifth cross-pitch, but again encountered gas at about the
same height as before. We then crossed over to a point
between chutes No. 57 and 58, but could go no further,
as the large excavation above this point made it unsafe
to proceed, and we returned by the fourth cross-pitch to
No. 53 chute and thence to the main entry and the mouth
of the mine.

or 10

Roof Caves and Air Percussion
in respect to air percussion due to heavy caving
of roof in mines, I wish to recall an experience I had in

Now,

the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, in the Whites
vein seam, at Williamstown, Dauphin County. The mine
was operated by the Summit Branch E.R. Co. The roof
of the mine was a strong, tenacious conglomerate that

would hold over a large area without caving, until, finally,
as the work progressed, the roof would begin to weight
and, for several days before the cave would take place,
it would snap and crack, and there were loud reports
rifle shots.
You could hear the cracking crossing through the roof over the solid pillars similar to the cracking of ice traveling across a large pond.
This was warning for everyone to get away at a respectful distance as, when it caved, there was always a great
rush of air to such an extent that the sheet iron lining
the chutes would sometimes be lifted and carried before
f he
blast and twisted around props in its path.
I want
to say that at such times I never experienced any heat in
the rush of air, nor did anyone else.
On the contrary,
the air was cool like a cold wind.

similar to those of

In Carbonado, Wash., I experienced several large caves
in mines, where explosive gas was present in tlie old
workings, I recall one experience in No. 7 mine, which
was very gaseous, when the mine foreman and myself,
sitting on one of the counter entries, eating our lunch,
felt a great concussion accompanied, a few seconds later,
by a great rush of air. Thinking that there had been
an explosion in some portion of the mine, we proceeded at once to make an investigation. Meeting some
of the men we were told that heavy cave had occurred
in some of the pillars.
The nature of the rock in this
mine differed from that in the Bellevue mine, as it did
not emit sparks, and there was consequently no explosion.
In Coleman, Alberta, I experienced a number of large
caves in No. 2 seam.
Some of those were of larger proportions than the one at Bellevue mine on Dec. 9; but I
never heard of anyone feeling any heat in the rush of air
that always accompanied a cave of any extent. I am told
further, by Mr. Anderson, that a very heavy cave once
occurred at Bellevue mine, in a section around No. 29

i

1

|

;

;

rock

is

when

capable of emitting sparks

struck or

when

been proven, in a reliable way, that
these sparks are capable of igniting firedamp. That there
was also an ignition of dust is confirmed, in my mind,
by the fact that, while leading the first rescue party
not more than three-quarters of an hour after the explosion occurred, I encountered smoke at No. 76 chute.
The smoke was the same dull-gray color given oft' by a
newly made bituminous coal fire and had. a similar smell.
It was not the mist that sometimes accompanies ex-

falling.

It has also

plosions of gas.
at

Andrew Matson

stated, in his evidence

the inquest, that he recognized the smell of snioke

like gas from a stove," from chutes Nos. 107
and that this got stronger as they advanced to the
outside.
There was also a smell similar to that of burning coal coming from the air shaft at No. 82 chute, for
In fact, at one time,
several weeks after the explosion.
we were afraid that there was a fire burning in the
mine, and I went down through No. 82 air shaft, Dec.
but
23, to ascertain, if possible, whether this was true

"a

little

to 90,

;

The smell
burning.
gradually became weaker as the air current carried it out
of the mine.
I

could find no indication of

fire

Where the Explosion Originated
my

opinion, gas was ignited by sparks emitted by
the rock that caved at the surface pillar, in the neigh-

In

borhood of No. 65 chute above the fourth cross-pitch.
This was one of the points where gas was found by Cardie and Bovio, Dec. 7, two days previous to the explosion.
These men stated, in their evidence, that they discovered
gas in this place, by standing on the loose rock lying on
the floor of the seam, and raising their safety lamps to
the roof; but were unable to estimate the amount of gas,
owing to the broken state of the roof and the large exI have shown, in
cavation in the surface pillar above.
Fig. 2, what I think was practically the condition of the
roof in this section, near the surface pillar. In my opinion, any weighting of the roof, which is always accompanied with a grinding action, would have emitted sparks
sufficient to ignite the body of gas that undoubtedly was
accumulated in this place when the cave occurred. According to their evidence, the roof in this place was in
a dangerous condition, at the time these men made their
examination, and made it unsafe for them to venture
across to chute No. 74.
Inasmuch as the cave, if any occurred in chute No. 76,
was small, and since the men working on pillars Nos. SO

June
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38,

and 81, close to that chute, reported no weighting of the
roof that day when they came off shift, only four hours
previous to the explosion, it is reasonable to suppose that
the explosion originated in the section between chutes
65 and 74, where the heavy cave took place. It is worthy
of mention that, owing to the peculiar nature of the roof
here, it gives considerable warning before caving, and

men

work there would certainly have known if
there had been any movement in the roof above them.
the

On

at

the other hand, the weighting of the roof, in the sec-

No. 65, could not have been heard, as
abandoned.

987

up chute No 45, to the surface.
force of the explosion also extended downward to
blast here i>assed

The
the

counter and main entries, at different points between
chutes Nos. 65 and 53.

The fact that the bodies of men
cross-pitch. Just outside chute No.

found on the fourth
52, showed signs of

being subjected to great heat but no flame, indicates to
my mind that the flame of the explosion was here extinguished by expansion in the large area of open
workings.
The men here were subjected to a rush of

tion above chute

hot air and dust, as the blast extended outward along

this section

(he

is

Path of the Explosion
The

winged arrow.s in Fig. 1 arc intended to
general way, the direction in which the force

large

show, in

a

cross-pitch, and down through chute No. 49,
was the outlet, at the end of this cross-pitch,
leading to the workings below.
Men who were on the
I'liurth

which

counter entry, at chute No 45, when the explosion occurred told me afterward that the rush of air and dust

coming from the inside workings
dently cooled

off

much

felt hot.

It

had

evi-

before reaching this point.

Eeplying to Mr. Ashworth's Questions

My

account thus

and theory of the disaster, will
1, 3, 11 and 15, submitted
by Mr. Ashworth, Coal Age, Mar. 1, p. 344.
I will
endeavor now to answer briefly the remaining questions
far,

practically cover points Nos.

in regular order, as follows:
3.
There was no evidence, as far as I remember, to
show that there was any accumulation of gas at a point
between the third and fourth cross-pitches, above No.

Fig.

2.

Showing Conditiox of Hoof, Where ExploTo Have St.\rted

sion Is Assu.viED

73 chute.
4.
I found No. 73 chute slightly damaged.
5.
This chute being but slightly damaged would not,
in my opinion, indicate positively that no explosion occurred on top of this chute, 300 ft. up the pitch. That
would depend on the direction of the force of the explosion.

of the e.xplosion traveled, fror.i

No.

its

point of origin above

Following the arrows the explosion
traveled inby along the top of the workings, igniting any
gas present at No. 74 chute, and blowing inward the
regulator between chutes Nos. 79 and 80, and passing out
through No. 82 air shaft, to the surface. Branching from
this course, as shown by the arrows, some of the force
of the explosion passed down through the robbed-out
portion, to the counter and main entries, depositing
coked dust on the rocks and the floor of the seam around
chutes Nos. 75 and 76 and on some of the posts at this
point. Passing along the counter entry, part of the force
traveled up chutes Nos. 83 and 83 to the air shaft, while
another portion continued inby along the counter entry.
Outby, the force of the explosion extended along the
top of the workings, through the fourth and fifth crosspitches.
There was considerable force in evidence along
the fourth cross-pitch from chute No. 57 to chute No.
49.
Chutes and timber were blown out, and one of the
men, who lost his life on the cross-pitch outside of chute
No. 53, was buried under the debris so that it took
several hours to find the body.
At this point, an empty
dump car was blown up on end. As shown by the arrows,
the force split at chute No. 53, a part going down through
this chute, tearing out the chute and manway in its
path, to the counter entry.
The other part traveled
along the fourth cross-pitch and passed down through
chute No. 49, to the counter entry; then passing outby
along this entry to chute No. 43, where there was a cave
chute

65.

completely blocking the entry.

Much

of the force of the

6.
Not having read the article by Stirling and Cadman, on this explosion, I cannot answer this question.
7.
Yes. These pillars were all intact, with stoppings
in all crosscuts except the top one, which was left open

to allow the air current to pass through.
8.
The j)illars working on the day of the disaster
were Nos. 76, 77, 78 and 79. These were the only pillars,
to my knowledge, working in that section, at the time.
9.
Cardie and Bovio stated that they found a small
quantity of gas over chute No. 74.
10.
As previously stated, I have not read the article
to which you refer, but am of the opinion that the only
gas that entered into this explosion was that which was
accumulated in pockets above the fourth cross-pitch, and
which was above the path of the ventilating current.
13.
I plugged
No. 84 charging station in order to
turn more air into the inside charging station, where the
miners were assembled who were hitcr rcs<'uc(l.
The
charging station plugged was blown dif at the T where
it branched off the main line.
No. 53 chute was blown nui (niiiiilctclv ;iiid all
13.
the coal it contained was piled on the main entry.
.\o.
52 chute was blown out from the fourth cross-pitch down
to the counter entry.
This chute was a network of timbers, sheet iron, etc.
We found this chute completely
blocked with debris just below the fourth cross-pitch.
The coal drawn from the chute 24 or 36 br. after the
explosion occurred was very hot when drawn. The crossjiitcli on the south side of No. 53 chute was strewn with
timber and coal that was blown out from this chute. I
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noticed no signs of great heat at this point, but the diist
on the corner of No. 53 chute felt rough and cindery
to the touch; otherwise, there was no indication of heat

or coking.

No. 52 chute was used for dumping coal from the
14.
I have already defourth and fifth cross-pitches above.
scribed the condition of this chute from the counter
entry to the fifth cross-pitch. The chute was not damaged below the counter entry, but was protected by the
large

Vo\.
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When this takes place, the bell crank L
can move no further, and the lever B, instead of pivoting
at the point C, now pivots at D.
A further movement
of A tilts the rocker E about the point F, raising the
counterweights G and pulling down the point H, which,
in turn, through the rod /, opens the latch of the gate,
which can now be swung outward and cars or men admitted to the cage.
After a car, we will say, has been pushed upon the
side of the cage.

amount of coal it contained.
Not having read the paper

to which you refer,
answer this question.
I was unable to get up to and examine the fifth
17.
account of the accumulation of gas.
cross-pitch, on
Chutes Nos. 45 to 52 were intact. Chutes Nos. 53, 54
and 55 were blown down, and a considerable amount of
coal and timber was lying on the entry at the foot of these
There was very little damage done from chutes
chutes.
Nos. 56 to 62, but all of these chutes were more or less
ruptured and had to be repaired the night of the explosion, in order to enable us to convey the air current

16.

I cannot

along the main entry to the inside workings. The chute
that was driven off the rock tunnel at No. 62, and connected with the counter entry of No. 1 seam at this point,
was blown down completely, the timbers and coal being
piled up in the rock tunnel, at the foot of the chute,
which demonstrated there was quite a force exerted down-

ward at this point. We put a curtain across the rock
tunnel outside this chute the night of the explosion, to
prevent the air current short circuiting at this point.
I believe this answers all of

ievsr

'

A

/b Lai^h Closed

K

E is

also heavily counterbalanced by the weights

G, which, under ordinary circumstances, hold it in the
position shown.
At the point H,
is connected to the
rod /, which, at its ujipcr end, is pinned loosely to the

E

latch J.

Suppose now that the hand grip

A is pulled when the
not at the landing. Tbe lever H is free to move
forward as far as the stop N, the only effect being that
the point D will be pushed backward, causing the rod
cage

is

K

to revolve the bell

Suppose now
at the landing.
will

Posii-ion-No Cage,

^ Lafch Open
^
fCon iaci nifh Cage -La+ch Closed
^f^" Norma I Position

Safety Latch for Shaft Gates

On page 464 of our issue of Mar. 22, 1913, there appeared two photographs of a safety latch for mine gates
as used by the H. C. Frick Coke Co.
As some of our
readers have made inquiry about this device, we deemed
it advisable to describe it in greater detail.
The object of this safety latch is to prevent the gate
at a shaft landing being opened, except when the cage is
Fig. 1 shows a plan and side
in the proper position.
elevation of the assembled device.
A is the hand grip or operating lever. This is connected to B, which is pivoted at C to the rocker E, while
at its lower end it is connected at D to the adjustable
rod K.
The rod
is connected to the bell crank L, which is
pivoted to a stationary fulcrum on the framing or timbering of the shaft. The rocker E above referred to is
at i^ to a stationary fulcrum attached to the
l)i voted
landing.

Plumh -fx freme

icrfch ClosGd

Mr. Ashworth's questions.

crank

L

through a certain angle.
that the cage is in the proper position
If the grip

move forward and the

A

is

bell

now
crank

pulled, the lever

L

revolve until

B
it

comes in contact with a suitable plate placed upon the

Side

Meghan i.sM

View

of the Safety

cage, the grip

A

swing backward.

E

is

released,

Latch for Shaft Gates
and the

lever

B

The counterweight G upon

now returns to its original position, closing
The small counterweight A' upon the lever B

allowed to
the rocker
the latch.
also pulls

its original position, which rotates the bell
back from the cage and out of the way along the

the latter to

crank

L

side of the shaft.

The cage can now be raised or lowered without interfering with any part of the latch mechanism, and the gate is
closed and will remain closed until the cage is again
brought to its proper level when pulling the rod A will
again makes contact between the cage and the bell
crank L.
A further refinement, and one which is not shown upon
this drawing, is that of connecting tbe rocker E with a
system of rods and levers, which can be made to actuate
a pair of chocks located at a sufficient distance in front
of the gate to allow the latter to swing open and which
will hold a car until the cage is in position.
Tliis device was invented by one of the employees of
the H. C. Frick Coke Co., and a patent upon it has been
applied for.
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An Oklahoma Water-Hoist
By

SYNOPSIS—A

E. C.

of the means employed to
an old mine that threatened to
break into and flood a newer operation. The expense of

description

water from

remove

handling this water by bailimj wof. decidedly

less

than

by the use of pumps.

Oklahoma has
of

all

several important coal fields, practically
which are in the east central part of the state.

Title to .most of the coal lands

who receive substantial

is

royalties

vested in the Indians,

from the mining com-

panies.

One

of the largest

fields is

and most important of these

the McAlester,

named

The town

of the pioneers of this region.

Fi:o.\i'

also

named

of the state.

after

AMI

1;i:aj:

him and

is

coal

after Col. McAlester, one

\'ij::w,'

of

McAlester

is

the metropolis of this part

mines and is served by both the Rock Island and Missouri.
Kansas & Texas lines of railroad which give outlets
north and south as well as east and west.
The largest of the mining companies in this region is
the Osage Coal & Mining Co. who also operate several
large mines in the Wilburton District to the east of McAlester.

At McAlester the coal Ijcds outcrop in a number of
and dip at a fairly uniform angle to the southwest.
The angle of inclination varies only slightly but usually

places

There are several workable seams of
some hundreds of feet existing between
the uppermost and lowest beds.
At the village of Krebs, some three miles from McAlester, the Osage company has .several large mines
mostly opened on the upper seam which here averages
about five feet thick and dips to the southwest, the angle
flattens with depth.
coal, a distance of

being about 15 deg., flattening to about
SOO ft.

6 deg. at a vertical depth of

The Necessity

till
np with water. The Osage company is
connected with the old workings at a point about 490 ft.
vertically from the shaft mouth where an electric turbine
pump was located which took care of the overflow from
the old mine, pumping to the surface through a drill hole.
As the workings of the new mine got deeper and approached these old workings below the water level, apprehension was felt that the entries might break through and

allowed to

maps of the old
mine were in existence.
The shafts and slopes of the old mine were in bad condition, being practically impassable and a great deal of
work and expense would be entailed if the old mine were
to be pumped out by the ordinary methods. It was finally
be flooded, particularly as no reliable

Ulaufka-Mi: with a Bailkk

It is located adjacent to several of the large

at the outcrop

Reedek*

fou W'Arioit-lloisTiNG Appauatus

decided, after
a

new

DisijiiAifdiNM.; in

much

lowest point and either install

<

lit;

inter, Chicago.

111.

pumps

workings at their

or bailers to handle

the water.

A two-compartment shaft, 5 ft. by 9 ft. 9 in., inside the
timbers was sunk through the shales overlying the cnal at
this point. It was estimated that the coal was down aljout
774 ft., and the shaft was stopped at a point apiiroxinialcly 73G ft. from the surface.
The tind)cring was then
completed, buntons put in, guides strung and the shaft
finished so a cage could be

run in either coniparlnient.

time (November, 1910) the Osage com]iany
decided that it would install a hoist and handle the water
with self-filling and self-emptying bailers, raising the
same with an electric engine. This macliinery was accordingly contracted for.

About

this

The work of finishing the shaft and tapping ilic water
was then carried forward and com])letcd. When ihc (i inhering was finished a churn drill was erected on the surface and a 18-in. hole drilled from the bottom ol' llie
After drilling ahmit
shaft into the old mine workings.
40 ft. the drill broke through and the water rose in the
The

ft.

of the

<(illar.

was then niiKiM'il and the hailing machinery erected and connected up. The iiailcrs themselves
are
ft. 10 in. in diameter and 18 ft. 3 in. long, built of
There arc two
fg-\n. plate and hold HiOO U.S. <;alloiis.
.'i

•MlninK

study, that the best plan was to sink

vertical shaft, tapping the old

shaft to within .500

Cutting into the Osage comi)any's acreage is the property of an older concern, the greater part of whose coal
has been mined out and the workings aliandoned and

Ivvch Case

drill outfit

1;
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hinged on
connected by rods
to the tripping mechanism which automatically opens it
at the siirface when the trip comes in contact with a
guide runner placed for that purpose. The discharge of
water is directed to the side by a spout attached to the bot-

14x18

valves in the bottom about

one side

tom of
The

to

open inward.

One

in. in area,

valve

is

the bailer.

other valve is used for tilling purposes only as
both open automatically v.hen the bucket enters the water.
The bailers discharge as soon as the spout attached to the
bottom clears the collar. A concrete wall surrounds the
shaft and forms part of the .receiving basin into which
the water runs to be cMrricil off finally

liy

a ditch.

Vol.

3,

and

chinery, including the head frame, buckets

No.

-id

hoist,

was

by the Lidgerwood Mfg. Co., of New York.
The plant was put in service in July, 1911, and has
been worked continuously ever since. It has been found
that operation for 10 hr. during the day is ample to keep
Ijuilt

down to about 700 ft. from the surface,
and the greater part of the time the hoist operates with
the motors in series, running at approximately half speed
and bringing up a bailer full of water about every 11/^
min. On test at full speed they have hoisted a bailer
every 50 see. and kept it up for several hours, but when
running at this rate would bail out the shaft in 3 or 4 hr.
hc'ice it was found more economical to run at a slower
the water level

rate.

When

luuulling their water by

means

of the turbine

Osage

p,5

i

The Hoist and

It.s

Two

Diiivixc;

Map Showi\(

Motors

OlJ)

WoRKIXCis A.VD I'OSITION OF

AMI

A

structural-steel head

frame

'25 ft.

of the sheaves surmounts the shaft.

.

WA'rKi;

No. 1

,

PuMP

HoisTv

high, to the center

This carries the head

sheaves and the tripping runners for emptying the bailers.
The photos show the general construction of the head
frame, also the bailers discharging.

pump it cost the coal company about 4c. per 1000 gal.,
but since the installation of the water hoist this has been
reduced to about l%c. per 1000 gal.
Several other mines in the district are preparing to

method similar to that above
operation of this plant has been closely

handl-e their water by a
I-IoisT

The

DiiiVEV BY Direct

Current

hoist is arranged for operation with direct current

at 600 volts, the railway circuit of the

&

described, and

Lighting Co. passing within

a

tlie

watclied hy the ])arties interested in similar properties.

Choctaw Railway

short distance of the

For several reasons it was decided to use two
motors on the hoist with master control and magnetic

plant.

Removing
Those who

Solidly

Driven Keys

have trouole in removing head keys from

contactors arrange for series-parallel operation.

the valve-gears of Corliss engines and other places will

might be
desirable to operate over indefinite periods at reduced
speed, and another that in case of accident to one motor
there would still remain the other for operation at either
reduced sjjced or load.
The motors are of the (ieneral Electric niaiuifacture,
17") hp. rating, type CLC, 350 r.p.m., with comnnitat-

find that all trouble may be avoided by adopting the
following method of removing the keys, says John F.
Hurst, in Poiver of June 10, 1913.

One

reason for using two motors was that

it

Place a monkeywrench over the key as shown and incompound wedge between the jaws of the wrench
and under the head of the key. By applying a jiressure
sert a

ing poles. They ai'e geared direct to the dnim shaft, the
ratio of reduction being 6.1 to 1, giving a rope travel
of approximately 1100

ft.

per

niiii.

at full speed.

ropes are both wound on a single drum 72
diameter by 5o-in. face, machine grooved for 1-in.

The

in.

ill

rojjc,

one part winding on as the other winds off. The drum
gear is bolted to the drum at one end and on the opposite
end is located the brake which is of the post type, operated
by hand.
The operator stands on a platform at the rear of the
hoist, where he commands a view of the bailers as they
All the madisciiarge a-; well n-: the buist and nKit(ir>:

Showing Use of Wrench and Wedges for Removing
Ki;ys

end of the wrench and at the same time dri\ing
the wedges, or cold chisels, whichever is used, the key

to the

will slowly

but surely come out.

Juno
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Coal Mining Institute of America Meeting
Hy

SYNOPSIS— The

courtesy

H.

Dawson Hall

Pittsburgh officials
and the wealth of opportunity for study in that city made
the meeting of the institute most profitable to all in attendance. The program, though improvised, was of great
of

the

interest.

The change

of place of session from Wilkes-Barre
Pittsburgh at the last minute could not fail to have
Its effect in reducing attendance and it was somewhat
surprising that so many persons came to the meeting
to

despite

the fact that

at the last

the

program was

moment and might

hastily

framed

be expected to show some

evidences of that haste.

venue was justified,
not so much because the attendance would have been
small as because the executive committee had no way
of being assured of the number of persons who would
It is certain that several members
probably be present.
had decided to attend who either did not want to avail
themselves of the special train service from Pittsburgh
or were too negligent to make reservations.
('.

in

Frick Coke Co. Safety Exhibit

There was no program provided for a morning session, so the regular meeting did not commence till 3
o'clock in the afternoon of

June

being held in the
A.s.sembly Hall of the Engineers' Society of Western
Pennsylvania. Mr. Keller, of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.,

tons.

"In the Pittsburgh district proper more than 60,000,000 tons are mined annually, but when the product of the
Connellsville district, Fayette and Westmoreland Counties
is added, the tonnage is 100,000,000, or approximately
one-fifth of the entire tonnage of the United States. This
includes coal sold as coal and coal made into coke. The
coke region itself will produce 2], 000, 000 tons of coke
each year, to manufacture which .32,000,000 tons of coal
must be mined. The coke tonnage will probably increase

the manufacture of gas.

"Our great
of coal

tities

Ohio and Pennsylvania

delivered the regular lecture which he

rapidly exhausted.
acres

also

the

accidents resulting from following the

wrong

methods.

The result of the training seems to justify the company in its expenditure. Fatal accidents in the Frick
mines are far less numerous per million tons produced
than in England, Scotland or the United States, as was
shown by some diagrams presented. The real merit of
that fact was, however, not made plain. The II. C. Frick
Coke Co. is mining the Pittslnirgh bed almost exclusively

and

this

dangerous

seam
roof.

having an exceptionally
The remarkable record was made, there-

is

regarded

as

fore, despite adverse conditions.

Pennsylvania Possesses 5 pek Cent, of the Coal
AND Mines One-Half
Jobii W. Boileau then delivered his address on the
I'itlsburgh Coal Field," illustrating it with a large map
of the seam, showing its extensions in West Virginia
and Ohio. He has mea.su rements of the coal bed comjiiled from drillings throughout the field and perhaps
no one knows better than he the characteristics and values
His address is
of every portion of this coal territory.

United States

coal fields of Pennsylvania produce
This constitutes
100,000,000 tons per annum.
niie-tliird of all the coal produced in the United States.

is

industry

is

located in

so that the Pittsburgh

bed will be

One

The

per day.

iron

large

total

railroad

alone

uses

six

acreage requirement of the

more than 325 acres

regretted Ihat this exhaustion

is

daily.

It is to

be

not rejilaceable like that

is
but one gleaning.
If all the
Pennsylvania were drawn from one of
our largest counties, like (ireene or Washington, the coal
in those areas would last oidy .S or 10 years."

in

agrii-uHure

coal

The

there

;

produced

in

CoNiii'iiONs Dkii:i!.\iinin(!

Coal Tiiii'Kness

The

discussion largely centered on the relation of coal
thickness to the direction of the main basins and anticlines resulting

from the Appalachian

u])lift.

Mr. Boileau

stated that the basins usually siiowed thicker coal than

the anticlines and .some were disposed lo believe that this
was an indication that the mam iipliri was in process of

formation when the Pittsburgh bed was laid down, because the lower coal beds do not thicken in those syndines which have that particular direction.
For in.stance, the basins which show thick coal in the Kittannings are those which run east and west and not northeast and southwest.
Mr. Boileau declared that the thickness of the coal varies along the basins as well as across
them and that the summits of the anlidines are sometimes eroded.
The irregularity of hi' sulphur content
was also discussed, but its presence could nol be subjected to forecast, its occurrence being UKJie iiregular
than that of the eoal.
I

abstracted as follows:

A'lSI'lS

TO I'OIXTS

"The bituminous

nearly

consuming immense quan-

railroads are

and half the

make

is accustomed to
miners at the company's various plants, acrompanying it with stereoptican slides illustrating different accidents and the means by which they may be prevented.
The pictures show not only the right way, but
also the wrong way of doing certain kinds of work and

annum.

"Pittsburgh and the manufactories in the Monongahela, Ohio and Allegheny Valleys within a short radius
of that city form the greatest coal-consuming district in
the world. While we consume in the Pittsburgh district
proper 16,000,000 tons, we use enough in the form of
coke to raise that figure to 25,000,000 tons.
"Pennsylvania has only about 5 per cent, of the coal
area, but the state is producing nearly half the output
of the entire United States.
Consequently, the early exhaustion of the coal resources is to be expected, particularly of that part of the coal which is suited for coking or

17,

to the

whole coal output of the
production is about 90,000,000

this docs not represent the

5 to ? per cent, per

Everyone believed the change

H.

But

state for the anthracite

The

OK

In'I'ICHIOST

adjourned to the offices of the
weather bureau and H. Pennywitt, the local forecaster,
institute

Ibeii
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which the weather was preFarmers'
Bank Building, where the weather conditions are meas-

fxplaiued the methods

The

dicted.

l)y

visitors cliiuhed to the top of the

ured, the actual readings being taken in the offices below.
June IS the members met at the Carnegie Museum

and were shown through the exhibition rooms and tlie
As a rule, such a trip is wearisome in the
laboratories.
extreme and not to be compared with an unconducted
However, with W. J. Holland, the curator, and D.
trip.
Stewart, his assistant, as guides no such weariness was
Drs. Holland and Stewart have made the expossible.
hibit what it is, have traveled long distances to secure
and excavate the specimens and are, moreover, brilliant
conversationalists, their enthusiasm and extensive knowledge making every exhibit of interest.

Talking thuough Adam's Apple
In the afternoon a trip was made to the Bureau of
Mines, whei'e a lengthy program had been prepared.
,). W. Paul demonstrated the u.se of rescue apparatus in
the smoke room and showed how the telephone could be

operated by attaching it to the throat of the rescuer. As
this vibrates with the vocal chords, it is possible to use
The rescuer, thereits motion to actuate the transmitter.
fore, speaks in the confines of his helmet and not directly
in front of the diaphragm, but the instrument being at-

tached to the throat receives and delivers the message

Vol.

s(jme lag in

3,

No. 26

changing the record when the operating con-

ditions change.

Portable Electi;ic Lamps for Mine Use
H. H. Clark exhibited

several portable electric-mining
lamps, including the C. E. A. G. lamp, which has just
been approved. He showed that a spark caused by a break
in a current of 10 amp. at 15 volts made a large and
Despite the long period during which
brilliant spark.

the flash was continued in the presence of gas, no ex-

A

plosion resulted.

smaller spark at a higher voltage

ignited the gas as soon as discharged.
voltage will not ignite

Sparks of low

methane unless the current

is

ex-

tremely high.
G. S. Eice announced that the state of Colorado had
just passed a law requiring that oil safety lamps shall
only be used for testing purposes after Jan. 1, 1911:, and
requiring the use of electric lamps for ordinary mining
This law is to be of effect when the bureau
purposes.
shall determine the electric lamps which are safe for

mine

A

use.

was made to the large testing machines of the
A test was being prepared of a
large rock pillar, surrounded by concrete and bound by
iron bands.
The rock was piled loosely and filled with
visit

Bureau

of Standards.

sand by flushing. The purpose
of the loose rock

when

it is

is

to ascertain the strength

confined and prevented from

A yellow-pine prop about
diameter was tested in another machine and
failed under a total load of 771^ tons.
The failure was
wholly at the bottom and the prop was in such condition
that it could be sawn off and used in a thinner bed or in
This sawing
a place when a shorter prop would serve.
off and relocating of crushed props is effecting large
economics for the Philadelphia & Readin;; Coal & Iron
sliding sidewise under pressure.

nevertheless.

Mr. Paul also showed the action of a modern safety
lamp in a mixture of air and 8.6 per cent, of explosive
gas moving at a velocity of 2500 ft. per min. The flame
Then placing
left the wick and went up into tlie gauze.
an unbonneted lamp in the same mixture, moving at
1500 ft. per min., he showed that it was extinguished.
The Davy lamp in the same mixture exploded, though the
velocity of the air current was reduced to 600 ft. per
min. Passing one by one into a dark room, the visitors
compared the cap of the naphtha-bonneted lamp with that
of the Davy lamp in 2 per cent, of methane.
SiJiPLE

8

in.

in

Co.

At the

close

of

this exhibit,

tlie

nifcting

disbandetl

without further formalities.

Chilean Coal Importations

Detonator Test

The quantity

of coal imported into Chile has increased

nail test for determining the strength of detonators

in the jJast few years, having doubled during the last de-

The detonator is tied beneath a finishing nail and ignited through a fuse. The
explosive bends the nail and the action measures the
This is not true of the
force of the detonator correctly.
Trauzl block which has hitherto been the recognized
method of measurement. The method invented by Mr.
Hall has certainly the merit of simplicity. He exploded
two detonators, one a Xo. 3 and the other a Xo. 6, and

cade; 1,577,000 tons were imported in 1912, practically
At present
all of it coming from England and Australia.

The

was then exhibited by C. Hall.

the difference in the angle to which the nail was bent
easily

manifest.

Weak

full strength of the

was

detonators fail to produce the

powder

gasoline motors in every condition of working.

A motor is

being tested in the laboratory, but in the field the conditions of working are being ascertained so as to discover
what effect the gasoline engine has on the atmosphere in
a mine.
The bureau is testing carbon-dioxide recorders for determining the operating efficiency of boiler and other

The various

same record during the

from the United States

is

pre-

vented by the lack of any line of ships running directly to
this country.
With the opening of the Panama Canal
and the establishment of a fleet of ore-carrying steamers
between Chile and Philadelphia, it is expected that there
will be a better opportunity to sell American coal in that
country, as, no doubt, the ships would take return cargoes
at low rates.

to be detonated.

Hood described the experiments being made to
determine how much of each kind of gas is exhausted by
0. P.

furnaces.

the importation of coal

types under test
visit,

but

it is

all

showed the

said that there is

Hirsch Electric Mine
The Bureau

Lamp Approved

Mines has approved the safety electric
miners' lamp, mantifactured by the Hirsch Electric Mine
Lamp Co., of 221-227 Xorth Twenty-third St., Philadelphia, Penn.
This is the first cap lamp approved by the
Bureau.
The battery is carried on a belt around the
waist of the operator and the lamp is connected by a flexiof

ble pair cable passing over his back.
easily

liandled by the

with his work.

workman and

The

light

is

thus

does not interfere

June
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Notes on the Groundhog Coal Field
By Ajxos Goufkey^

SYXOPSIS— The

Groundhog

northern British Columbia

coal field is situated in

and

contains a large amount
of high-grade coal that will come into competition tvith
the Alaskan coals in the Pacific Coast markets.
A few
facts concerning it are given in this article.

The Groundhog coal field is in northern British
Columbia, iu the Cassiar district, and lies between 56 and
57 deg. north latitude, and about 128 deg. west longitude, covering an area about 30x45 miles in extent. The
nearest town is Stewart, 90 miles away, as the crow flies,
on the Portland Canal, but the town from which all supplies must be obtained is Hazelton, on the Skeena Kiver,
which is about 150 miles by trail from the coal fields.
Supplies are taken up the Skeena on the ice in winter
and on pack trains in the summer, both of these methods
being expensive and uncertain.
In 1903, James McEvov, formcrlv of the Canadian

No. 4 "A" Trail Creek, Opposite Jacksox

there are some 1500 square miles of territory staked out.

No

doubt much of this territory is barren.
In September last the B. C. Anthracite Coal, Ltd.,
had some thousand feet of tunneling driven in the several
seams, the longest tunnel being 183 ft., one fault and
one roll having been encountered, but in l)oth instances
the coal was normal on the other side. J. A. Challoner,
writing in December last, reports upon one seam that
there

is

6

ft.

of good, clean coal.

Char.\ctek of the Coal

The

geological age of this field has been classed by the

Canadian Geological Survey as cretaceous, the exact

posi-

tion in that age not having been fully determined.

The

classifications of the coal
split

volatile

ratio,

by D. B. Bowling's method of

are anthracite, semi-anthracite

Camp

Tunnel on Outcrop on Telfer Creek

Survey, took a party into the Groundhog
country and staked 13 claims. In 1904, W. W. Leach
went in with a party and staked four additional claims
F. A. Jackson was a member of
for the same company.
both of these parties, his work being the hunting of
caribou. On his hunting trips Mr. Jackson noticed other
outcrops which the Western Development Co., for whom
he had been working, did not take up. In 1909 he deJames Latham and Mr.
cided to stake his discovery.
Jackson went in during July with four horses, two pack
and two saddle horses. They staked 14 claims, which

we

were taken over by a syndicate calling it.self the British
Columbia Anthracite Syndicate, which was later merged
into the B. C. Anthracite Coal, Ltd., claims having been
added as prospects warranted until the company now
owns 66 claims in all.
The next one to take an interest in the Groundhog
In the fall of
region was Leon Benoit, of Winnipeg.
1910, E. C. Campbell Johnson went in to examine Mr.
Benoit's holdings and in 1911 took in a large party and
did considerable work opening some fine anthracite coal.
Since then many stakings have been made until now

The Provincial Government has granted several
way charters. One proposed railway from Xasoga

Geological

•Manager

B.

C.

Anthracite Coal, Ltd., Groundhog

P.

O.,

and

In this connection George Watkins Evans states in a report: "From the above analysis
anthracitic in character.

find that the coal field contains

what can actually be

men who have
no anthracite present. I
think the above partial summary should convince anyone
that anthracite really does occur."
The government reports upon the coal show that it is variable in the amount
of fixed carbon that it contains, that constituent running
from 40 to 85 per cent, and averaging around 60 per
classed as anthracite.

It is

claimed by

criticized the field that there is

cent.
ii'AII.nOADs

INTO THE liEGIOX
rail-

tiulf

to the coal fields would be in the neighborhood of 200
miles long aiul traver.sc the Naas River valley, which has
great agricultural possibilities.
This road would be
called the Naas & Skeena Rivers R.R. Another charter
has been granted for a road to start in the town of

Stewart on the Portland Canal, called the Canadian
Great Eastern. This, too, would enter the upper reaches
of the Naas River and possibly be laid along Currier
Creek, the mouth of which is the center of the field. The
length would be ai)proximately 120 miles. Fourteen miles
of this are already in operation u]) Fair River from Stew-
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Another route would be a coiuiunation of the Grand
Pacific, which is in operation from Prince Eupert
This would follow the Skeena Eiver from
to Hazelton.
Hazeltou to the coal field, the distance being approximately "200 miles and the grade would be in favor of
loaded trains. The Xaas & Skeena Rivers E.R. has one
divide to cross, the Canadian Great Eastern has two, so,

Vol.

3,
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His company has no less than 29 nationalities
and each has holidays peculiarly its own.
recent compilation of the nationalities of the mine

art.

involve.

Trunk

on

although the

workers in the anthracite region gave them as follows:
American, English, Welsh, Scotch, Irish, German, Slavonian, Italian, Polish, Hungarian, Austrian, Swedish,
Russian, Belgian, Bohemian. French, Finnisli, Canadian,
Lithuanian. Greek, Tyrolean, Danish, Syrian, Montenegrin and Horwat.
The workers classified as '"American"
include all of those born in this country even if their
parents were foreign and did not speak a word of English,
and several groups, like the Slavonians, are capable of

initial

expense of the Grand Trunk Pacific

would possibly be greater, it has the advantage that the
actual cost of haulage would be less.

Market kok the Coal
It

has been thought that the opening of the

Panama

Canal would start a market for an immense amount of
Moreover, the cities of the Pacific
coal from this field.
Coast are making great strides. In fact, there has been

Vancouver recently, showing that
would find a market

a shortage of ccal in

a portion of the output of this field

Moreover, the in-

in the near-by cities along the coast.
terior of the province is
also take care of

some

making rapid progress which

will

its

A

payrolls

further subdivision.

still

The worst feature of these holidays is that, in many
cases, the mine workers do not notify their foreman in
advance, and to keep the numerous foreign holidays in
changing nationalities
foreman would have to be a sort
of human almanac. The celebration of most of the holidays also implies a second day off for those who have

his head, taking into account the

of the shifting labor, a

celclirated too well.

of the ciutput.

Coal Outcrops o\ Barney Creek

Alvo iloLWTAix. SaowixG Basal Coxglomeiutes

views are given winch were taken in the Groundfirst figure being a view of No. 4A Trail
Creek, opposite the Jackson camp, where some prospecting has been done. This shows a drift in the bank along

As long ago as 1906 the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. presented this difficulty as a matter for consideration to
the Board of Conciliation, but the two grievances were

Some

hog region, the

the creek on a coal outcrop.

The second

picture

is

withdrawn.

of a

which has been driven into the coal on Telfer
In this the inclination of the strata can be seen
dipping about 30 deg. N. E. Fig. 3 is of a stripping of
the outcrop on Barney Creek, where some good anthracite
coal was found.
The character of the country can be
seen from the background.
Fig. 4 is a picture of Alva
Mountain, and shows the basal conglomerates which undrift

"Shooting

Creek.

derlie the region.

Advance

off the Solid"

sheets of his report for 1912

show that John

Laing, chief of the Department of Mines, makes the
nroud boast that '"shooting off the solid" has been nearly
eliminated in West A'irginia.

Government

show that more than 48 per
mines are due to falls of roof. One

statistics

cent, of deaths in coal

of the causes of these falls is "shooting off the solid."

shot in the solid

Mine Holidays

the

tamping

seam

is

also

so that the flames

more

may

The numerous attempts which have been made to compile a list of mine workers' holidays in the anthracite

or gas, thus causing an explosion that

Pennsylvania have so far been a complete failure.
In view of the many recent "Button" and
other strikes these frequent holidays are becoming an

risk their

coal

region

of

increasing source of loss and annoyance to the operators.

Capt.
Co.,

W. A. May,

recently

president of the Penn.«ylvania Coal

stated that he could

miners' lioliday was coming or

never

tell

how many men

when a
it

would

likely to

set fire to coal

may wipe

A

blow out
dust

out scores

In other words, reckless miners deliberately
lives and the lives of others to save labor.
This dangerous practice has been discouraged in West
Virginia by a vigilant sj'stem of inspection backed up by
The 1911 report of the chief
pro.secutions of offenders.
of the Department of Mines .shows that 105 miners were
of

lives.

an aggregate of $1303 for shooting off the solid in
This vigorous enforcement of the law evidenthad its effect in 1912.

fined

that year.
ly

own

June
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Our
SYNOP!?IS—The

British

Coal-Mining Letter

Riifford accident has called atteniioii

need for ladders and automafic hoisting control
The tonnage of English mines per man
in shaft dnking.
employed has not decreased, despite the shortening of the
hours of labor, and the increased remoteness of present
to

the.

operations from

production

The

the shaft bottom.

995

This uniformitij of

the result of the greater use of machinery.
utilization of the e.rhaust from steam engines in lowis

is an important source of the increased
power in British collieries. Underground fires in Wales
are found to occnr fr"qucntly in the shales of the roof.

pressure turbines

pumping, coal cutting and coal conveyance, electricity
lujw stands preeminent, and a modern installation of
electric

motors may be made a thoroughly mechanical

job,

well able to withstand rough usage.

paratus
used,

may

that

be so protected that

Further, the apthe current is rightly

if

only where the risk of accident
arising therefrom is, so far as can be seen, negligible,
the standard of safety is as high as that to be attained
by any machinery in any situation.
is

to

say,

Utilizixg Steam Exhau.st

The question

p.

The hoisting accident at tlie Rntford shaft, related on
453 of Coal Age, has aroused much question as to the

need for ladders in shafts which are in process of sinking.
It will be remembered that, owing to the fall of a water
bucket, the scaffold beneath the workmen broke.
They
fell into the water and, probaoiy, several of the 1-t killed,
perished by drowning.
Eope ladders have been suggested as furnishing the
best mode of escape, but it was pointed out that if four
ladders had been provided for IS men, five or six, perhaps eight or ten, would have tried to reach one ladder,
which could hardly serve as even a life line for them all.
It was made apparent in the inquiry that an automatic
controller should have been installed.
This would have
reduced the speed 42 ft. from the top of the shaft and
have stopped the bucket on the surface. It was suggested
that an emergency engine should have been provided so
that the men could have been removed regardless of the
disablemoit of the regular hoisting engine used for sink-

of utilizing the power of exhaust steam
one which arises in the experience of most colliery
managers, and as A. Benson reminded the Midland members of the Xatioual Association of Colliery Managers, in
nearly every case the plant installed for this purpose
necessarily includes a condenser.
If electrical energy or
compressed air is used at the mine, the most convenient
way of dealing with the exhaust steam from the hoisting
or other engines is to use it in a low-pressure turbine for
driving electrical generators, or for actuating air compressors.
Other circumstances might arise where more
power is required from non-condensing engines such as
the engine driving a ^an, and in this case the difficultj
might be met by installing a cordenser of a suitable type.
The advantage derived from the use of a condenser, as
Mr. Benson stated are A saving of steam of from 20 to
10 per cent
increased power cf steam engine, economy
of boiler plant and a supply of liol, pure feed water for
is

:

,

the boilers.

L'XUERGHOUXD FiRES

ing purposes.

Mechaxkai, Power

ix

Mines

Taking as his subject the development
power in the mines of the northeastern

of mechanical

coal field, R.
XeLson, chief electrical inspector of mines, addressing the
Xorth of England branch of the Association of Mining
Electrical Engineers, recalled the important part which

mechanical power has played in enabling the coal-mining industry to meet the demands made upon it.
In 1911 there were in operation 511 collieries in
Xorthumberland and Durham, and they produced 56,401,343 tons of coal, while the number of workmen employed was 216,733.
Thus SCO tons were produced per
Comparing the figures for 1844,
person per annum.
when the use of mechanical power was limited, with those
for 1911, the number of workmen and the output had
each been multiplied by about six, an indication of the
extent to which the use of mechanical power had aided
the development of coal mining, seeing that the output
per man was almost maintained, although the daily hours
of labor in coal mines had been reduced one-half .and
despite the fact that the more remote and less easily
worked coal is now being mined. As regards the output
per colliery, the figure for the year 1844, namely 77,600 tons, was increased to 110,000 tons by the year 1911.
Mr. Xelson then proceeded to say that the present century has so far witnessed nothing in mining comparable
with the wide adoption of ck'itricity.
Motors totalling
iivcr 100,000 hp. arc now at work in the mines of XorthFor the various operations of
uniijerland and Durliam.

In a paper before the Scottish Institute of Mining Students, W. A. Taylor explained that apart from spontaneous ignition of the coal, fires may be caused underground
by (1) ignition of timber resulting from the careless handling of naked lights; (2) badly constructed
in

which inflammable material

starters, motors,

cables, etc.;

or coal by steam pipes.
there

is

any danger of

is

(3)

the heating of timber

The precautions
fire,

suggested

ering, are recalled as follows:

motor rooms,

in too close proximity to

(a)

liy

to be taken

where

the late Mr. Pick-

Withdrawing

as

much

timber from the waste as possible; (b) packing the waste
as tightly as possible; (c) paying great attention to the
building of side packs; (d) leaving as little coal standing as possible; (e) keeping the workings cool by means
of an adequate amount of ventilation.
Blaes, a bhio shale, is undoubtedly a primary cause of
fires.
During the past year the railway fill at Wellosley
Colliery, near Methil, which is largely made up of blaes,
caught fire in two places. Other embankments in the vicinity have also caught fire.
A short time ago a fire took
place at Rosie Colliery, belonging to the Wemyss Coal
Co., in which the blaes overlying the Chemiss seam was
found burning at the edge of an old pillar.
Hoi.sTiNG Engineer's Eigiit-TIh.
British hoisting engineers

now have

ployment regulated by law, the

Home

Day

their hours of

em-

Secretary prescrib-

ing .Tune 30, 1913, as the date after which a hoisting enmay not be employed for more than eiglit hours in

gineer

any one day, except

as provided by general regulations.
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Benham Coke Works, Wisconsin
By

J.

I\.

SYNOPSIS—A

small plant iunilng out a good product
from beehive ovens. Two beds of coal are worked, the
product of one being made into coke while that of the
other goes to tlie market as a domestic fuel. Considerable
attention

given to the sanitation of the town and the
employees.

is

safelij of the

The coke works of the Wisconsin Steel Co. are situated
on Big Looiiey Creek in Harlan County, Ky., 79 miles
from Midcllesboro on a branch of the Louisville & Xash-

The

plant proper

ville

E.E.

mar

the beauty

o"f

not
within short
the laborers' homes.

walking distance of

all

The Geology
The region drained by
of the

is

so located that it does

the town and

still

is

of the Coal Beds

Cumberland Eiver includes the southern slope
Mountain and extends from the confluence

Steel Co,

half of one per cent, sulphur

and

a trace of phosphorus.
bed resembles the Elk
Horn seam of the Kentucky Eiver section but no connection can be made between the two because of the disturbance made by the upheaval of the Pine Mountain
shown in Plate 1. This coal is the one now being coked
at this plant.
Its height in Benham Spur averages 5 ft.

In

many

respects

this

coal

8 in.

The D, or Low Splint seam, is now operated by the
company for domestic and foreign market purposes and
gives

following

the

Moisture, 5.012 per cent.;
per cent.
fixed carbon,
52.002 per cent.; ash, 6.7855 per cent.; sulphur, 0.635
per cent.; phos., 0.025 per cent. This seam averages at
the outcrop a height of 4 ft.
volatile

test:

combustible,

35.54

Only One Seam

of

As

of

these two streams to Proctor Fork, a distance of about

Xo. 26

Foster*

the Poor Fork and Clover Fork

the Pine

3,

stated above, the eompanj^

two distinct beds of

coal,

;

Is
is

one 60

Coked
at present
ft.

working

above the other.

MILES
Fig.

\.

Ceoss-Sectiox of Coal-Bearing Strata near Benham. Ky.

Big
38 miles, its extreme width being about 9 miles.
Black Mountain, lying along the center of the region, is
the most prominent feature of its topography, rising to
a height of 4500 ft. above tidewater. This is the highest
point in the state.

The upper seam is worked
and the market, none bemanufacture of coke. The coal is low-

Each has a separate

tipple.

entirely for domestic purposes

ing used for the

ered to the tipple by two monitors of 5 tons capacity each,
running on a three-rail, gravity incline. It is passed over

making three sizes of coal.
The other or lower tipple is equipped with two Jeffrey
swing-hammer crushers of 1500 tons capacity each. The

Except on the narrow flats of Poor Fork only the
creeks have bottomlands wide enough for the
economic location of coke ovens. The seams of coal in
this field are divided into the upper and lower groups.
Those of the lower productive group are locally designated as A, B, C and D, and are of varying section and

gravity screens,

value in the property.

At present there are 300 coke ovens of the beehive
type in operation and 108 under construction, requiring
on the average 1400 tons to fill with 48-hr. charges.

larger

Fig. 1 shows the relative distance between the seams.

This group with associated rock is about 200 ft. thick.
The bed A, or Harlan seam, is the lowest coal measure
which has proven of any commercial value. The B seam
is from 110 to 115 ft. above the A.
The C, or Keokee
bed, lies about 40 ft. above the B, while the D, or lower
splint, is the highest of this group, lying about 75 ft.
above the B.

An

analysis of coal

from the Keokee, or C seam, shows

the following approximate results:

Volatile matter 38
per cent., fixed carbon 58 per cent, and ash 21/4 per cent.
The coke produced from this material contaiiis about 1
per cent, volatile matter, 94 per cent, fixed carbon, one-

•Coke foreman. Wisconsin Steel

Co.,

Benham, Ky.

maximum
crushing

is

size

of

the

done dry.

crushed coal is i/4 in. and all
bin of 1200 tons capacity takes

A

care of the fine material.

All the machinery of the lower tipple is run by electric
power except the crushers, which are driven by two
steam engines of 150 hp. each. The power plant consists
of a separate power house, equipped with two 250-kw.
250-volt generators and one 100-kw. 250-volt generator.
The boiler house is equipped with four Stirling watertube boilers of a total of 1400 hp., working under a steam
pressure of 125 lb. The mine is worked on the four-entry
system, all haulage being done by electric motors. It is
ventilated by a Jeffrey fan, with an ultimate capacity of
This is now working at a
200.000 cu.ft. per minute.
capacity of 60,000 cu.ft. and a present speed of 30 r.p.m.

June
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As above stated, all the coke ovens in operation are of
the beehive type. There are two parallel batteries, which
contain 120 ovens each and one short battery of 60 ovens.
The coal cokes e.vceedingly well, requiring little air, %in. to 1-in. draft openings being used for 72-hr. coke
and

li/2-iii-

for 4S-hr.

i^r 48-hr. coke.

and

71/2 to 8

Six tons of coal are charged

tons fur 72-lir. coke.
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An

Italian Aerial
By

description of an aerial train way irliich
tra^ installed to transport coal over rugged country from
the harbor of Savona to the town of San Giuseppe, supplementing the facilities of a single-track railway, upon

which the towns of northern Italy were dependent for
their supply of coal and which could not he duplicaled
on account of the expense of construction.
Italy mainly depend for
two harbors of Genoa and Savona, which, though near together, are separated by a precipitous spur of the Apennines which until a short time
Since
ago made any interconimunieation impossible.
Savona has only a single-track railroad to the interior.
iucliistries

Xo.

•()

Tramway

Ori! Bfi;i ix ('okrkspoxdk.nt

—A

,'^YXOPSIS

The

A^ol. 3,

of northern

their supply of coal on the

found to l)e readily olitainable iiy means of a Polilig
aerial tramway.
Therefore, Messrs. J. Pohlig, Ltd.,
with whom the scheme had been worked out, were en1 rusted with the installation, and the following plan was
adopted
Lighters Avere designed for receiving Inickets of 30
tojis capacity.
These buckets, which empty at the bottom, are lifted by gantry cranes and unloaded into pockets which serve as the loading station for the aerial tramway to which they are immediately connected. The rope
railway, 10.9 miles in length, terminates at San Giuseppe
in a telpher line al)out 2!)50 ft. long where it passes over
pockets and open store yards. Tlie coal from the pockets
is loaded into railway curs through chutes, but on the

mmmnmmr
*

CoaWAqe.

ThL

Sa,\ GlLbl-l'l'L U.NLOAJJIM.

STATION, ShOWIXU THE CONCRETE CONSTKUCTION

there were frequent disturl)ances in the coal supply, affecting the industry of Milan, Turin, etc. At times more

than 30 coal barges would
cliarge their cargo.

lie

in the harbor unable to dis-

An improvement

TisA.Mw.w

11

]\Iiles

Long

In order to avoid tliis expense, two Italian engineers,
Carrissimo and Crotti, drew up plans for an aerial tram-

way

to attain the same end.
This plan re(|uired only
small pocket installations at the terminal of the railway
to act as buffers

was
10.9

between the supply from the vessels and

The terminal point of the ropeway
San Giuseppe, which is
miles from Savona on the Lombardy slope of the

the actual

The Plant at Savona Hakbor

of this state of af-

was prevented by the expense wiiich the installation
of a second railway line, and the reconstruction of the
quays of Savona would have entailed.
fairs

An Akiual

open store yards, loading bridges and crabs with automatic grabs had to lie provided.

demand.

to be the railway station of

Apennines and where there are railway connections with
Turin and Milan. The scheme required the transportation of 900,000 to 1,200,000 tons per annum, which was

The whole plant consists
lighters, cranes and pockets

main parts: First,
Savona Harbor to unload
the coal secondly, the Savona, San Giuseppe aerial tramway; and, thirdly, a storing and unloading plant at San
Giuse]>pe.
In order to take up a minimum of the available space on the sea coast, the pockets in Savona Harbor
were built out over the water as far as possible. They are
made of reinforced concrete throughout and rest on loncrete foundations.
Each of the 24 pockets is 23x26.24
ft. in cross-section and 29.5 ft. in height, exclusive of the
discharging funnel.
Each compartment has a capacity
of 17,650 cu.ft., corresponding to 400 tons of coal. Above
of three

in

;

these pockets, 59

above the level of the water, there are
advance o er
the water on a projecting structure ranii'd by pillars in
order to pick up the buckets from the lightei's.
ft.

three traveling gantry cranes, wliich can

June

28.
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V

Vuw
A BUCKHT WITH

(IF

()

AL

TlIIIKK LiFTIXG

GeAUS

two parts hinged near the top.
gear there is suspended a trans-

versal

main lifting
beam which when lowered

open.

Transversal pieces suspended from the two

cau.ses

lighters Iranspurting the filled

Tlic

of the clam-shell type with

the

999

Twii UxLo.uiixii Bridges and Storage Yaiid

Each crane has a main and two auxiliary lifting gears
operated from a common lifting motor. The hucket is

From

AG E

the bucket to

of iron throughout

during the time the lighters are being unloaded in front
of the pockets.

au.xil-

A Long
The loading

raising coal, the three lifting gears are coupled to-

gether and thus operate jointly; in unloading, the two

Iioimcway

with Two

station of the aerial

adjoins the jiocket.

LAnciE

Turns

tramway immediately

The suspended ropeway

is 57,000 ft.
with intermediary
stations at the points of connection.
Section 1, which is
16,080 ft. in length, goes from the terminal station of
San Giuseppe as far as Sella, aiul reaches at a ilistancc

in length and

comprises

five sections

of 2.4 miles the greatest altitude of the line, which

A

CiKXERAL View of the

Bucket Showing

IjIve

auxiliary lifting gear.s are kept in ])osition wliile

gear

is

The
is

tlio iiiain

lifting

designed to

motor of each crane develops
lifi a loaded l)ucket 40 tons

a speed of 39.1

ft.

and the auxiliary

]icr

min.

It operates

lifting gears.

l--)0

in

lij).

and

weight at

both the main

Tlie crane travels at a

speed of 164 ft. per min., the traversing motor developing 4.5 hp. the crali is traversed by a 14-hp. motor at a
speed of 82 ft. per min. Continuous current at 250 volts,
reduced by a convcrtor from 22,000-volt three-phase cur;

is used for operating the crane, a storage hattery
balancing anv heavy fluctuations in current coiisnin|)tion.

rent

I'ohi.k;

The ropeway then continues

ft.

as Caribona, a distance of

lowered, causing the bucket to open.

built

fore and aft, being operated by a 10-hp. electric motor,
fed from a small accumulator battery which is recharged

iary lifting gears, support the outside edges of the bucket.

When

iiuckets are

and are provided with double gearing

to t'iatti, 1.S.050

At

ft.

!)!)75

is

1705

Traversing Gear
in a straight
ft.,

line as far

and from there goes

Ciatti .section 3 joins section 4,

which is 9300 ft. long, the ropeway at this station making
an angle of about 1 1
At Lorenzo station there is
(leg.
another ])()iiit of deflection, the last .section, 3700 ft. in
length, between San Lori'iizo and Savona being connected
at an angle of about 105 degrees.
1

The
steel

cable

track of this

cables,

a(M-iaI

tramway

consists

of

locked

the load cable being 2 in. and the no-load

1.38 in. in diameter, with a breaking strength of

135.000

lb.

per sq.in.

The

cables are carried by

208 iron
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framework supports, the maximum span between two supports being 1068 ft., and the maximum height of supports
152

ft.

The supporting

cable

is

subdivided into sections

which are substantially
moored at one end, being kept taut at the other end by a
weight.
The traction cable is one inch in diameter and
consists of steel wire of a breaking strength of 255,000
lb. per sq.in., and 1.58 lb. per ft. in weight.

of an average length of 4920

ft.,

Side and

End Elevation

the other buildings,

Vol.

is

made

3,

No. 26

of reinforced concrete.

carried by hollow pillars 4.6

ft.

in diameter,

It is

and about

in height, which are placed at distances of 328
which point an interruption is made in the bridge
to allow for temperature expansion.
The two tracks for
going and coming on the bridge are parallel to one another and are situated 13 ft. apart.
The aerial tramway buckets are driven on the elevated

52.5

ft.,

ft.

at

of the San Giuseppe Station

Clan and Elevation ok the Loadim; Biudces
Each driving station is equipped witli two ISO-kw.,
3-phase-eurrent motors, one of which serves as a standby.
The working tension of 500 volts is obtained by transforming the 83,000-volt current supplied to the railway.

The Telpher Plant

at San Giuseppe

At the terminal station the aerial tramway is connected
immediately to an extensive telpher plant, the tracks of
which are installed partly above the pockets, and partly
on an elevated bridge 2955 ft. in length, which, like all

bridge by means of an endless cable arranged above the
rails, the driving gear being situated near the center of
the elevated bridge and operated by a 35-hp. motor. They
arc each designed for carrying 2200 to 2425 lb. of coal,

and are about 3300 ft. in gross weight when fully loaded.
As the ordinary two-wheel traveling gears could not be
used to transport such high individual loads, and the
adoption of twin traveling gears would have given rise to

many drawbacks, a special type of four-wheel traveling
gear was adopted, which has given satisfactorv results in

June
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connection with a number of heavy wire-rope tramways.
The distinctive feature of the traveling gear is the design
It
of the connecting beam above the traveling rollers.
has a hollow cast-steel body with an elliptical cross-section

and possesses an extremely high resistance to torsion.

Systkm of Unloading
The loaded

cars arriving at the unloading stations are

uncoupled automatically from the traction cables.

They

1001

four

pairs of wheels traveling on a staudard-gage
double track and operated by a 50-hp. motor. Each of
the two feet of the gantry pillar has a traversing gear
with two pairs of traveling wheels which run likewise on
a standard-gage track, being operated by a 25-hp. motor.
The two supports thus have self-contained drives, the
steering and balancing of any speed difference being effected from the driver's stand, which is fitted into the

stationary support.

CT
Gantry Cranes and Dropping Buckets over CoNciiKTK
are then

moved by hand onto

Whenever the coal is to be
unloaded on the storage yard, the cars are moved by hand
to the coupling station on the elevated bridge, where they

The cars then
along the cables on the elevated bridge, passing
onto one or another of the traveling uidoading bridges
These are
in order there to be unloaded automatically.
each 197 ft. in span, and have runways 279 ft. in length.
While the support turned toward the elevated bridge
is
an ordinary pillar, the other has been designed
as a gantry, each foot of the former resting on
are automatically coupled to the cables.
travel

Thk

the telpher tracks above the

pockets and there unloaded.

I'ockkt.s

Thrice

Hlnwws

is 49 ft. per min.
There are three runways on the bridge: First, the crab
runway, which is suspended by means of brackets from

The

traveling .speed of the bridge

the lower flange.

Second, that carrying the wire rope

resting on lateral projections of the lower flange. Third,

the

runway

speed of 79

which the cableway cars
These hoppers, which are traversed at a
per min. liy a .special 8-hp. gear, have two

of the lioppers into

are unloaded.
ft.

length, the lower half of which can

chutes about 20

ft. in

be folded up.

The. crab comprises a 23-hp. traversing

—
!
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motor and a 93-hp. lifting motor, the traveling speed
being 591 ft., and the lifting speed 161 ft. per minute.
It is expected eventually to extend each of the two
loading bridges by an additional bridge 187 ft. in length.
The pockets at San Giuseppe have 48 compartments, 16i/^

XI614

and

in cross-section

ft.

Each

161/2 ft. in height.

of

these compartments has a capacity of 100 tons, and the
whole plant a capacity of 1800 tons of coal. The store
yard is 646,000 sq.ft. in area and has been designed to
receive 300,000 tons of coal.

The whole plant as now completed is able to transport
900,000 to 1,200,000 tons of coal. As the need occurs,
which is likely to be soon, this is to be extended by the
addition of another aerial tramway of equal dimensions
parallel to the former, and with duplicate pockets and
loading devices at Savona Harbor, thus raising the transportation capacity to twice the present figure.
I am indebted to the Zeitschrift des Yereines deutscher

Vol.

3,

Furthermore, all animals work best when in their natenvironment.
In the dark and cavernous mines
the rat, above all other creatures, should be strictly at
home, and, with such an irresistible attraction before his
nose as we have above named, he should be capable of proceeding at top speed (say 15 to 17 knots per hour) for as
long a time as the oxygen will last in the helmet cartural

far ahead.

As soon

as the gas inspection is finished, or the helmet
returns to his base of supplies, the faithful animal
upon the tread mill may be gently removed, carefully
curried and rubbed down, given food and water, and al-

man

lowed

and recuperate until the next shift.
claimed that many advantages are to be gained

to sleep

It is

from the employment of

ingenious,

this

gas-detecting

which accompany

ways abundant and cheap around coal mines,
so, in fact,

Mine

Safety

Lamps

A

contributor with a somewhat inventive tttrn of mind,
and possessed of a desire to accomplish the dual purpose
of detecting dangerous gas, and at the same time illuminating the gloomy corridors and passages of the mine,
has sent us the accompanying drawing.
This device is simple, and requires but slight explana-

A

tion.

the apron of a tread mill, carried

is

B

upon the

a gas-tight box containing a
small electric generator, which is driven from the tread
mill tail roller by means of the belt H. The terminals
ball-bearing rollers C.

of the

dynamo

The

may

efficient

so

be seen in the drawing,

M. which allows a free and
unol)structed circulation of the mine atmos-

phere.

is

an adequate number of

.small,

them phlegmatic
Their care would require the services of a trained veterinary as such hardy animals thrive

and short-winded.

when only sufficiently fed and properly exerThe cost of their capture in most cases is merely
nominal, amounting only to keeping an efficient wire
naturally

cised.

trap baited with a few kernels of corn or other suitable
lure.

L'Kxvoi

"A

little

nonsense

now and

then

mining men."

Is relished e'en by

this picture of the rat in his little bos was
an inventive friend and the operation of this
wonderful apparatus had been described to him, the
dream light came into his eyes, and sitting down he cmnposed the following lyric, in broad daylight and withEditor.]
out the use of any subtle stimulants.

[When

shown

to

you see.
dread captivity.

a little rat

in

Chasing after toasted cheese
Instead of catching hungry fleas,
Doing at last some useful work,
nu shirk.

Proving

to all

The

we almost all suppose,
what we here disclose.

rat,

In

he

is

place of

To

1)0 a dirty, lousy beast
Inclined upon our lunch t(i least,
Tipping over our dinner cans

Si'fjcus'i'iox

The motive power
mine

rat,

mately 3

is furnished by a nimble and sinewy
which, for best results, should weigh approxi-

lb.,

and stand about one hand, or

the withers. .\s an incentive for vigorous

less,

high at

and long con-

With

He
To

may

the

the rat, thus dispensing with

the necessity of carrying

an iiinocMit and attractive sonar bird to

n

hideous death.

he's

]ilans.

found a job at

last

on a tread mill running fast,
works away with all his might

And

be

in

scientific ratty

But now

manner shown at /.
It is well known that all animals are easily susceptible
to the action of mine gases, and the presence of the latter
could therefore be easily detected from the behavior of

tinued action, a small piece of fragrant cheese

suspended

al-

be rightfully considered as a byof feeding

in captivity

Here
Held

Th;'.

is

much

quire superfluous flesh, as this renders

reflector.

are composed of wire netting
j)ractically

may

motive power

is

D, inclosed in an

sides of the box, as

it

of

since to keep them in
good running condition they should not be allowed to acrats while

are connected through suitable cables to

bulb

the electric

that

The supply

The expense

product.

Suggestion in

1

making his noctural peregrination.
Such a speed will make the dynamo fairly
"hump itself," and send a clear penetrating beam of light

light-giving device.

A

;

ridges, or while the fireboss is

Ingenieure for permission to publish the line drawings
this article.

No. 26

turn the wheels that give us light,
alas
Until the time alas
He's overcome by deadly gas
Say,

Who

—

who

the

!

—

was the

I

fool cuss

invented this marvelous appa-rat-us.

'

:
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Colliery Boiler Plants
An

editorial appearing in the

June

17 issue of I'oirer

the operation of a i)lan'i upon coal costing $1 per ton
may be decidedly different from the economical operation
of the same plant on a fuel which co.sts only 25 or 30c.

entitled "Colliery Boiler Plants," calls attention to the

per ton.

lax and wasteful methods and practices prevailing in
many, if not most, of such installations. The article savs

mine

ill

part

This

refuse,

installations are very dirty with coal strewn
over the floor and ashpits nearly full of ashes. "»"hen
the ashpit is cleaned out, but scant attempt is made to provent mixing good coal with the ashes and throwing all out
together.
Then, again, neglect is indicated by the cracked

condition of the boiler settings, especially where returntubular boilers are used, and by badly cracked furnace fronts
firedoors.
Many of the latter are so out of shape
that it is impossible to shut them tightly.
Leakage of air through the cracked boiler setting into the
combustion chamber and an excessive amount of air leakage
past the furnace doors above the fire produces but one result.

which

legitimate charge in dollars

lui

and cents coidd he made.
In such

Many such

thiciily

would again vary upon the use of

jn-actiee

foi'

thought,

a case,

may

it

tiigi'ther

with

and

fore-

small investment in cash,

may

he (piite true that care

a

saving of onc-lialf in the amount of fuel burned.
Considering the monetary value u\' the conserved material, however, wc might well ask. in the langua,ge of
effect a

I'etroleum

how

Xasliy.

\'.

nuiih

twice nuthing?"

is

and warped

If the exteriors of the boilers show neglect, it is natural
assume that the interiors are no better, and. if so, many
of them are evidently operating under dangerous conditions.
The few^ colliery plants operating without this neglect of
economy and safety, for some are kept clean and orderly, by

to

contrast, reflect the greater discredit on the rest.
Reasons for this state of affairs ai-e cheap coal, indifference,
ignorance and lack of opportunity. The first three probably
have much more to do with the effect than the last named.
None of these reasons is sufficient to excuse the situation.
Even if the coal is cheap, it is worth as much in the plant
coal bin as on a car ready for shipment.
If a ton of coal
is worth a dollar when ready for the market it is worth a
Every ton of coal needlessly condollar in the boiler room.
sumed in the boiler furnace is a dollar thrown away.
An increase in the selling price of coal is maintained by
the mine operators as justifiable, because of the increased cost
of production, but has any attention been given to the economical operation of the power plant which produces the
ste.-im and power necessary as an eleinent in economical production?
believe not in a large number of installations.
Is not the boiler plant left in the hands of men who are
coal handlers rather than men capable of keeping the boilers

We

proper condition? Although neglect plays an important
part in the conditions existing in so many of these mine
plants it would appear that ignorance regarding boiler economy and safe operation is largely responsible.
in

In a large measure we are inclined to agree with rather
than dissent from the views of our contemporary. Tlii;
conditions e.vistiiig in many colliery plants are highly
reprehensihle and deserving of such hitter condemnation
On the other hand, there exist in many
as is given ahove.
instances, circumstances whii'h may strongly mitigate an
apiJarent evil.

At many mines, particularly in the liit\iininous region
where coal is sized for the market, it is only the i)oorest
and least valuable of fuel that finds its way to the boiler
furnaces.
In many such plants, the best grade of slack
that it is possible to secure will bring a price which is far
below the
terial

fo.«t

of production.

removed from the

coal

Frequently,

also, the

ma-

in the picking process con-

amount of combustible matter, and
which would otherwise have to be disjjosed
of at an appreciable cost, is burned under the boilers.
While there is no possible excuse for dangerous methods
of procedure in boiler practice, or for slovenliness in plant
tains a considerable
this refuse,

operation, regardless of the f|ualify of fuel burned, yet

wouhl

call

iittciitidii

The Evolution
There

Improper combustion.

to the fact that

we

good eugiueering in

Mine Foreman

of the

made hy a Pennsylvania Engineer, in the jjreceding issue, that the uiine
foreman has been a victim of two opposing duties.
The

.xiimc

is

belief

is

false, that the

found

commonly

expressed, whether

cause of the inctticiency of

lad

the

in

"openly and
moral control

truth in the statement

that

those

of

wIk.

ihos,'

m

notni'idu.-^lv"

pay and

the

whom

against

be true or

it

laws is to be
enforce them are
o\ir

finaiicial

or

enforcement

the

must proceed. "Open and notorious" indeed is the control of the mine foreman, when that control is embodied
in the state statute, when all ])ay, emoluments, duration
of service, reputation, everything in slun-t, are dependent

on one of the

which he

parties,

able to those statutes.

It

is

required to keep amen-

is

law provided
determine the

as if a federal

who

that each distillery hire a gager,

shall

taxes upon the product of the still, or each abbatoir sliall
engage enough inspectors and bacteriologists to pioti'ct
the public against diseased meats, said gagers, inspectors

and

be answerable for

liacteriologists to

the acts of

all

their emiiloyers, yet to look to tlu'in for everv tittle of

compensation on which they and their

The

that the contractor
.spector of the

bound

is

to

depend.

ianiilics

existing enactments resemble a eontrac

written
provide a "qualified" iii-

work thereby contracted,

is

t so

to select

and

to

pay him with privilege to remove him at his pleasure,
without reason given, is permitted to give him enough
other duties to kee]) him continuously employed and yet
provides that the decision of the .said inspector or his
underlings is binding should any question arise as to
com])liance with the specidcations.
But there is yet an-

other ]n'ovisioM that every

pendent

ins])eetoi'

shall

si.\

indiitlis (U' so, a

spend

the job ordering a ('(U'rection of
the e.r-pnrlc

insiiector

has been

day

a

all

real,

inde-

day on
defects which

or

half

thcise

unable to

covei'

u|)

for

his employer.

In
tion

these facts are to he fnund an
iif

the acts about

to be

making the operator liable
The monetary interest of
in the safety of

knows he
life as for

is

a.s

the

much

men

passe(l

important justificaalready in force

(u-

for accidents to the employee.

the operator

is

then

centered

flu'

foreman

he employs and

liable

to tlie

employer

waste of material or high cost of

for

coal.

lo.ss

of
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branches oi hnnian activity are sordid and reckand legislation which will make them pay
the costs of their peuuriousuess and of their gaml)les
with death is usually in the interest of humanity. There
are also careless and foolish workmen. It has been hard
to control such men hitherto, but it is likely that when the
operator has to compensate the families of such men

In

all

less persons,

in ease of death,
to get

men with

dejjendents will find

it

hard

employment anywhere unless they subject them-

selves to such reasonable discipline

as will assure their

unfortunate that the laws have been so
weak that the disciplining can only be elfectual when
the operator, who has normally nothing at stake, is comIt

safet}-.

is

Yo!

Xo. 26

he used flowery language concerning the fair state of
West Virginia, and then boldly stated that some of its
citizens had been consumed by greed. When it is realized
that this same man, as a member of the committee, had
listened only to the testimony of one side, it is hard to

mine owners

believe the

will get a square deal.
At a
reported that the same senator u.sed
abusive language toward a man appearing before the com-

date

later

it

is

mittee.

This

is

not the attitude of a judge quietly seeking

justice for all the people, but that of a politician to

whom

his colleagues have granted the favor of a place

on an

ful

investigating committee, that he may have the opportunity to gain publicity so as to promote his political
future.

disposed to compel the foremen and their workingmen,
when compulsion was necessary, to comply with the law,

It is doubtful if any real good can come from an inquiry conducted in such a spirit.
An investigation of
another sort, however, might be able to bring about an

but some of those who were hardly able to make a ]irofit
have been disposed to content themselves with doing

adjustment of relations between owners and miners which
would result in la.sting peace and prosperity.

some measure

pelled with

of injustice to restrain the wil-

workman from his own destruction.
The operators who have been making money have been

only what the inspector demanded.
Perhaps it may be necessary under

liability

law

to appoint a safety inspector in every mine, and it
yet come about that he will be appointed like boiler

may

company which assumes

the

elevator inspectors by the

a

only his work will be continuously at
one mine and not an unending travel from operation to
His mind will be as keenly on the liability
operation.
per ton produced as the foreman's is on cost per ton and
operator's

The

Operators' Attitude toward Legis-

and

risk,

output per running day.

lation
The addresses and
fore institutes

and contributed

Virginia Investigation

by operators be-

to the technical press are

an answer to the statement that the mine owner manino interest in safety.
Representatives of capital
serve on committees to formulate new mining laws and
the measures they aid to draft completely refute the asfests

who would

sertions of those

The West

articles delivered

to the needs of the

We

rejiresent

them

as callous

mine worker.

are convinced that there are

many

operators

who

The majority of people in this country would like to
know the real truth concerning the labor situation on
Paint and Cabin Creeks in West Virginia. The interest

are anxious to

extends to the whole mass of people and

tiieir

men

lliat

no employee shall suifer by reason of any over-

is

not confined

mining, though their interest is
That disinterested citizens can and
will judge fairly eonceruing any question, when the
truth is laid before them, is demonstrated every day by

to

those

engaged

in

probably greater.

the jury system used as a basis in our trial of causes. It
is hard to know what the true facts are in "West Virginia.

aware that there is trouble at the mines,
is being carried on between those who
own the mines and those who work in them. Some facts
concerning it seem to be well established, as they are
often repeated without denial. It is true that men have
been employed to guard the mines and that there have
been fights between them and others, so that it has been
considered necessary to declare martial law throughout
It is true, also, that men have refused
a certain region.
Statements
to work and that some mines have been idle.
have been issued that no strike was in progress and then

Everyone

is

that a controversy

a contradiction has been made.
strike

and

its

Yet

accompanying trouble

all

exist.

the signs of a
Erom all the

mass of contradictory statements it is hard to find out
what is and what is not so.
It was to be hoped that the investigation by the Senate
committee would disclose the true situation, but confido so is destroyed, when the investigaconduct themselves in the manner of impartial judges.
It is rather shocking to read in the
papers that one member of the investigating committee
made a speech in church on a recent Sunday in which

dence that

it will

tors do not

They

made.

make
will

live

their mines as safe as they can be

not be content simply with having

longer than the average man, but desire

which they may be guilty.
law does uot compel sufficient safety
on all, as long as one state is more careless than another,
so long the operator who would make his mines the last
word in securitj' will hesitate to expend the money which
now shields him from bankruptcy.
Many a man, able to see a balance in normal years, onfy
by closing his eyes to the value of his coal in the hili
and to the depreciation of his plant, is fain to go not a
step beyond the la.w's imperative demands till his neighbors are compelled by a new enactment to make like imsight or omitted precaution of

But

as long as the

provements.

This

is

one reason

why

the

anthracite

corporations

and the subsidiaries of the several steel companies, have
been more active than other bodies. Those organizations
could see a balance at the end of the j'ear's expenditures
and they have unstintedly spent money which the law
did not demand, for the comfort and happiness of their
Sometimes we wonder whether a stockemployees.
holder, filled with the narrowness which only too often
distinguishes those who seek to enforce the law against
corporations, might not bring suit against these beneficent organizations for following the dictates of the company soul rather than the undoidited law of the land,

which requires that the corporation
ness to the

l)est

interests of those

shall

conduct

who have

its

busi-

intrusted

it

with their money, subject only to the law's restrictions.

June
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Muddled?

the First-Aid Situation

Is

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Boyle*

"The First-Aid Muddle"
May 17 with some concern. The physi-

your issue of
cian who wrote this article deplores the attempt of the
promoters of first aid, in this country, to perfect and
promote first aid among workers in hazardous occupations.

My

experience in first-aid work leads

me

to

believe

that there cannot be a definite system of treatment which
will apply to all conditions.
Even the St. John Ambulance Corps does not specify any individual preference
for any special form of artificial respiration or of applying bandages. Moreover, it does not advocate any special
appliance for use in treating injured persons. Different
conditions demand varying methods of treatment.
There is an essential difference between the conditions
on the field in which a meet is held from those which
obtain in a mine, for the rescuemen underground do

not have

all

kinds of antiseptic bandages and suitable

appliances with which to perform their work.
It

is

possible that the first-aid

in the actual conditions

own

man

will have to use,

which confront him, part

clothing, pieces of lagging

innni

may have been

i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

iinn

llilliliillliilllllllllilililillllllliiiiiiiiiiiiinuiiimii.'H

a suttxTer from tuberculosis, Itut his

and therefore was thought

chew
avail-

The Bureau of Mines, in calling a conference of firstaid workers at Pittsburgh, Penn., Sept. 25, 1912, and in
forming the American Mine Safety Association, performed a valuable service to the mining community. I
do not think that the principal results to be attained by
such a conference, or by the formation of such an association, are to be found in the formulation of a series of
standards for first-aid work. Its largest function is educational.

A

British

House-Building Experiment

The house shown

in the
illustration was designed
by J. M. Mihier, vicar of Poundstock, Cornwall,
England.
The foundation walls are built by sections in what is termed a "pattern mould," and by employing, in part, modern patented materials, a six-room
cottage of two stories can be erected for $650.
The kitchen or living room measures 15x12 ft. and the
height is 9 ft. 6 in. except for 3 ft. on one side where a

of his

or bark, to bind and

compound

hold respectively a simple, a

inn

of tobacco was a styptic
able for use.

read the remarks entitled

in

iiiiiii

I

or even

commin-

uted fracture.
artificial respiration, it must
remembered that the victim may be injured in several
parts of the body and his ribs may be broken, or he may
If
also be seriously burned about the chest or arms.

Moreover in the case of

be

by the Sylvester,
In fact, no form of artificial respiration could be u.sed which would require that
the operator should touch the burned or broken parts of
the arms, chest or abdomen. For an injury such as that
this is the case, he coiild not be treated

Schafer, or Lathrop method.

described, Laborde's

some

method

of artificial

respiration, or

method, would have to be practiced. I believe
that any of these methods are good when you can use
them, and that due credit to their value should be accorded by physicians and by the men whom they train.
They should all be taught to first-aid men.
The first thing which rescuemen should learn is how
to stop bleeding, for in case of an accident which severs
a blood vessel or in any way produces a marked effusion
like

of blood the injured

man

mu.st be treated for this injury

whether he is conscious or not. After the bleeding has
been sto]>ped respiration should be restored.
The physician's remarks that too much stress was
placed on aseptic treatment of wounds in according tlie
demerits at a meet are, it seems to me, unfair. No lesson
can be more important to the average first-aid man. Only
a few years ago, when patients were bleeding, it was
thought the proper treatment to take a cud of tobacco

from the mouth and put
gave up his quid

it

on the

may have had

•Fern Glen. Penn.

cut.

The man who

a cankerous

mouth, or

A\ EXGLISH ExPKIilMENT IX CllEAP
bacon rack

is

hung.

The

stove

is

TToU.SIXG

of cast iron,

having

a boiler set in brickwork and furnished with a wide shelf
("hob"). The chimney is of brick. A cupboard is provided to serve as a larder. The scullery contains a sink
with a tap from the rain-water tank, while in a recess is
a Thomp.<!on seandess copper boiler, with the flue entering the kitchen chimney.

The other rooms are a large bed room, two smaller
sleeping rooms; and a small parlor.
The walls are of
weather-boarding either over a thick vulcanized sheeting
or asbestos-cement sheets -^ in. thick nailed to .3x2-im
framing and lined with 3/,. in. match-boarding. These
walls are of good red fir and are rain-proof.
They are
quite stiff and it is claimed that they are dryer than those
of a stone house, flic woodwork below the vulcanite being
better protected than
Stdll,..

it

is

in a

building constructed of
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Coal Mining

About

to

Carry Patient Up-Hill

W'yo.

l.y a Pall of Rock
The Broken Leg; and Arm Arc Bandaged
FiRST-AiD Squad of Vandalia Coal Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
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Mixed Lights
Letter No. 1

—

iniiiiiiiiii

in

iinini

niiuiiiniu

iniii

Mining

generate gas iu suificient quantities to necessitate the use
of safety himps.
If the ventilating currents, however,
are kept separate, no trace of gas may ever be found in
the other sections of the mine.
Where such conditions
I

believe it

is

entirely consistent with safety,

if

the ventilating system

is properly planned, and the overand stoppings are substantially constructed, to use
open lights in the nongaseous sections.
Where this is done it is advisable to use an exhaust
fan and great care must be exercised to keep open lights

casts

off of the

The

return airway.

overcasts should be of con-

crete reinforced with discarded

mine

rails

and made

suffi-

ciently strong to resist the force of a possible explosion.

The gaseous

section of the mine should, so far as possible,
from the other workings, by means of barrier pillars; but where necessary connections have been
made, the stoppings in such openings should be constructed of reinforced-concrete or .stone, and should be
Then, in case of the failure of one, the
built in pairs.

be isolated

probabilities are that the force of the explosion will have

spent itself to such a degree that the remaining stop-

pings will be able to resist being blown out
I believe that the above method of isolating each .section
of the mine ventilated by a different current if introduced
into every mine,

would prove equally valuable

in localiz-

ing the effect of a dust explosion.

Ernest

L.

inn

ii

ii

Bailky, Mining Engineer.

such an explosion has once originated. For this reason,
it
is better practice to try and prevent the occurrence
of an explosion by avoiding the ignition of gas or dust in
the mine atmosphere. There are too many lives and too
much property at stake to run any risk in this regard.
In most cases, it will be found that the increased cost of
operation, due to the use of safety lamps, will be offset by
the increased protection afforded thereby, in the operation
of the

mine

—protection

against

fire

and explosion.

In my opinion, all mines where gas has been detected
should be worked exclusively with safety lamps. When
mines are worked with mixed lights, the miners are apt
to think that open lights being used in one part of the
mine, they can be used also in other portions. They be-

come

and often proceed to enter places where gas
unconscious that they have an open light on
their heads, until they are made aware of the fact by the

may

careless

exist,

ignition of the gas at the roof.
regulations,

it

is

difficult

to

Even with strict mine
avoid such an occurrence

where mixed lights are used.
I believe that the exclusive use of safety lamps throughout the mine where gas is generated in any part of th''

workings, has a tendency to make the miners more careful in regard to the gas, which they know exists in places.
Safety lamps, also, offer a greater amount of protection,
because they indicate more clearly the presence of dangerous gas in the mine atmosphere, and this warning permits
the miner to retreat to a place of safety without igniting the gas.

Crumpler, W. Va.

liEN.J.\AIIN HaRTILI..

Johnstown. Pcnn.
Letter No. 2

— The

large majority of miners prefer to

use an open light in place of a safety lamp, because it is
more convenient and gives a better light, which enables
them to perform more work in the same time. On this
account, the miners and, too often, the mine officials are
willing to assume a considcralile risk in order to get out

more

coal, increase the oulpiit of the ininc

and keep down

mine officials have never made
a study of the formation and occurrence of natural gases
in the strata overlying or underlying the seam of coal.
They do not realize as they should that the working places
and other parts of the mine that are at present free from
gas may become gaseous, and that dangerous bodies of
firedamp may accumulate, at any time, in such inines.
A study of the subject of mine gases makes it clear
that it is practically impossible to determine, with any
exactness, where gas may be expected in coal formations,
or the exact location of pockets of gas, which occur frequently in the strata. Also, it is impossible to determine
the

amount

Shooting Mine Timber
The seam
Seam."
Top coal
Rock
Coal
Ilock

the o])erating cx])('nscs.

Most miners and

Coal

niiiny

of gas that

loiiniiiiii

111 advance, the strength
iuid iiuignitiidc that an
explosion of gas or dust in the mine may attain when

where the workings are extensive, certain sections may

exist,

niininimuiiiiiiinn

i

mining,

an interesting fact that in mines

It is

nmi

inniu

|

may

b(^

given off

in

the Tuinc work-

Ti.tal

A

ol'

coal

section

we arc w oi-king
of (he

si
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practical use,

in a foot of the roof.

any reader has worked a similar seam, I would be
know the method he employed for drawing the

If

glad to
timbers.

Mixeh.

Littleton, Ala.

tliis

Effect of Safety
2,

Lamps on Eyesight
The

From my

my

observing the roof and floor of the mine.
I have used safety lamps for the past li years; and,

The Coal Age Pocket Book

—

the follo^ving:

Rule

—

Write the numbers one under the

other.

Beginning

on the right, place units under units, tens under tens, hunAdd, first, the column of
under hundreds, etc., etc.
uiiiK ;iii.l i.lace the units figure of this sum under the units
Then carry
(iiliiiiii
III'- units figure of the required sum.
"I
liundreds figures forward, writing them above
til.
~|ii
tl.ii
iv._. columns, to be added with the figures in those
Now, proceed to add. in turn, the tens, hundreds,
columns.
etc., columns separately, including the figures carried forward from the preceding columns and written above these
columns. As before, write the units figure of the sum of each
column below the column added, for the corresponding figure
of the required sum and carry the remaining figures forward,
writing tliem over the next preceding columns, to be added in
those columns. The full sum of the last column added, on the
left, is written below for the corresponding figures of the required sum.
One or two examples will make the process clear.
dieiis

I

I

I

]

.

I

,

.

t

3,407.448
632,123
8,.547.,379

29,280
2.J6,.563

safe in stating that

From

tlic

observation, I would say

John Sutton,
West Terre Haute, lud.

in

J. T.

Addition of I.araer .Numbers V\'hen numbers of two or
figures are to be added together, proceed according to

am

oil, such as is often sold to miners.
The carbide lamp
produces a strong light that requires some effort of the
eye to adjust itself to the difference between the liglit
and dark in the mine.

an open lamp, the security afforded by
makes up for this deficiency.
The shadow cast by the lamp on the roof and floor dejiends largely on the style of lamp used and the way in
which it is carried. The safety lamp should always be
The best style of safety
carried in an erect position.
a large measure,

more

experience, I think I

eyesight has not been injured, in any manner, by

is concerned, in the use of the
carbide lamp, and in the use of a poor grade of lamp

ecpial to that of

By

manu-

the effect on the eyesight

a light

Study Course

lamp gauze ami

that not 5 per cent, of the flrebosses employed in mines
would admit that their eyesight was at all affected in
this manner.
I believe there is greater danger, as far as

nate light and shadow to which the eye was exposed by
reason of the alternate upward and downward glance, in

its use. in

consists of a piece of

shields are also supplied by

use of the safety lamp.

the irritation to the nerves of the eye caused by the alter-

lamp does not give

sliield

facturers on request.

;

true that a safety

The

copper, of the same height as the

lamp standards. These

article stated

lamp; namely,
the
tlie poor light given in comparison with other lamps
shadow thrown by the lamp on the roof and floor; and

it is

Xo. 26

bent in the form of a semicircle, the two edges of the
shield being turned so as to partly encircle two of tlie

three objections to the use of the safety

while

not provided.

is

tin, or

There appeared some time since, in Coal Age {VcA.
p. 73-i), a brief comment on the use of the safety lamp

as affecting the eyesight of miners.

3,

lamps has three standards securing the chimney of the
lamp to the oil vessel. The safety lamp used by firebosses
should be provided with a shield encircling about twothirds of the lamp gauze.
This shield forms a suitable
screen to the eyes and reflects the light forward, which
greatly improves the illuminating power of the lamp.
Any practical fireboss can put a shield on his lamp if

mine; but in other rooms it eould not be put into
owing to the waste being built up to with-

this

Yol.

Coal Mining

Beard

Firebost.

June

m
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INQUIRIES OF GENERAL INTEREST
ggiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiii

i

Working
What

in

iiiiiiii

nn

iiiiiniinii

niiiii

iiiii

iiiiiiii

Compressed Air

system when a

man

is

upon the human
following up that kind of work?
Subscriber.

Olyphant, Penn.

The

on the

effect

human

sy.stem due to

working in com-

pressed air for any given length of time varies with the
health and physical condition of the individual. It has
been found unsafe to allow anyone to enter an air cham-

m

n

From

40 min.

are the effects of compressed air

m

uu

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

i

miii

iimu

um

iiiiiuu

I

iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiil

was concluded that there was danger in removing too quickly from a compressed atmosphere, after an exposure of 40 min.
The period of time of withdrawing from a compressed
atmosphere is called the period of "decompression." Observing that no serious results had occurred by rapid decompression up to about two atmospheres. Doctor Haldane concluded that no danger was to be anticipated by
decompressing rapidly to the extent of one-half the absolute pressure but, beyond this point, sufficient time must
be given for complete decompression to allow desaturation of, the blood to take place, depending on the time
of immersion in the compressed atmosphere.
The disorders 'resulting from working in compressed
air were seemingly removed when the person affected reentered the compressed atmosphere from which he had
withdrawn.
The most practicable method of avoiding
the troubles arising from working in compressed air,
it has been found, is to lengthen the period of withdrawing from the compressed atmosphere.
The same theory now advanced by Doctor Haldane
was promulgated by one Paul Bert, about 1880. Mr.
Bert then claimed that the effect on the human system
was caused by the absorption of nitrogen in the blood;
and he advocated withdrawing slowly from the comthis

it

;

ber where the air

is

compressed to two or more atmos-

pheres, without a previous medical examination.

when

this,

precaution has been taken, fatal results have

ensued, the victim dying from what
disea.se.

Even

At

is

known

as caisson

times, sudden death has resulted after the

person has worked in compressed air for several months
without being apparently affected thereby up to the time
of his death.

The symptoms,

in severe cases, are unconsciousness or

accompanied by acute pain in the
This was at first thought to be due to the compressed air being absorbed in the blood and tissues, and
later liberated throughout the body when the pressure
was relieved. The liberation of the compressed air from
paralysis,

both,

or

Jinibs.

the blood

and

tissues

was believed

to be sufficiently vio-

lent to disrupt the tissues, froth the blood

and interfere

seriously with the circulation.

The continued study of the subject, both by doctors
and engineers, revealed the fact, however, that the true
source of the trouble could probably be ascribed to the
saturation of the blood with nitrogen.
It is true that

aerated air contained in a bottle effervesces freely when
the cork is drawn, owing to the escape of the air from
the water.

The

effervescence

is

much more

violent in

the case of water saturated with carbon dioxide, owing
to the greater solubility of this gas in water.

Dr. J. S. Haldane showed conclusively that the percentage of carbon dioxide absorbed varies inversely as
For example, the percentage of
the pressure on the air.
carbon dioxide in the air exhaled from the lungs, under

pressed atmosphere, suggesting a period of 30 min., for
compressions up to three atmospheres, ami ()0 min. for
compressions up to four atmospheres.

In late practice, in tunnel work, two or three air locks
and the men are required to spend a certain number of minutes in each lock, the time increasing
as the pressure decreases in each successive air chamber.
The greatest pressure under which men can work with
safety may be stated as four atmospheres, although men
have been exposed, for short periods, to pressures of six
atmospheres, without experiencing any ill effects.
are provided,

Why

atmospheric pressure, is .5.6 per cent. ; under two atmospheres, the carbon dioxide in the exhaled air is 2.8
per cent.; and, under three atmospheres, 1.86 per cent.
In addition to this automatic regulation of the percentage of carbon dioxide. Dr. Haldane has said that, owing
to the oxygen of the air being taken up chemically by
the hemoglobin, the blood in the human system soon becomes poisoned with an excess of nitrogen, where the at-

air.

mosphere

ing air

is compressed.
In the practical application of this theory, the difficulty of respiration in compressed air has been, it is
stated, wholly overcome by supplying a constant volume
of compressed air per minute to the workers, instead of
It was found
a constant volume of free air per minute.
that some parts of the body are affected more quickly
than others; and experiment showed that 90 per cent,
saturation took place in the slowest parts, in 4 hr. ; while

com])lete saturation took place, in the quickest parts, in

Compressed Air Freezes

Kindly explain why coinpressed

air

freezes.

i.NQUIUER.

Kingston, Penn.

Compressed

air does not freeze, iiut the moisture

when

it

con-

allowed to expand by escaping into the atmosphere. This expansion
is accompanied by an absorption of heat from the sur^
tains

is

deposited as frost

the air

is
•

rounding

air, the absorbed heat becoming latent in the
As a consequence, the temperature of the surround-

falls sufficiently to freeze

be ])rcsent.

The

any moisture that

may

capacity of air for holding moisture de-

creases with the fall of temperature, and the moisture
appears as a vajjor, which is frozen immediately, if the
tenifjcrature

This

is

sufficiently low.

observed at tlie exhaust ports of the
])ump operated by compressed air. It
frequently happens that when the pump is driven by comeffect is often

air cylinder of a

pressed air, the freezing of the m(}isturc completely closes
the exhaust ports of the air cylinder.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
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Miscellaneous Questions
(Ansivered by Request)
Ques.

—A mine ventilated by three

the following
eu.ft.; split B,

distribution

1500

cu.ft.

of
;

splits of air

current:

split C,

2000

cu.ft.

showed

A,

S])lit
;

v'5oo

making

a total of 6000 cu.ft. per min. What quantity of air will
pass in each of these splits if the total quantity is increased to 75,000 cu.ft. per niin.
:•'

Alls.

— Provided

there

is

no change nuidc

in the

mine

airway so as to increase or decrease the resisting power of
any of the splits, each split will pass the same proportion of air as before the circulation
ratio of increase is 75,000

:

The
The quantity

was increased.

60,000, or 5

:

1.

of air passing in the several splits after the circulation
lias

been
Split A,

increased

is,

therefore,

as

follows:

Vol.
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Washington, D. C.

or other form.
Coal tar, crude, pitch of coal tar. wood or other tar, dead
or creosote oil, and products of coai tar known as anthracene and anthracene oil, naphthalin, phenol and cresol.

PEIVN.

The joint resolution introduced in the Senate by Senator
Catlin calling for the appointment of a commission to investigate the causes of mine accidents in the anthracite region, has passed both houses and is now in the hands of
the Governor for his signature.
The commission will have the authority to enter mines
and make investigations, and will make tests and experiments to determine the efficacy and practibility of roof supporting materials and other methods of safety.
Dr. Holmes, director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines has
tendered to the state of Pennsylvania, the use of the bureau's
experimental station located at Pittsburgh, to make the necessary tests and to cooperate with the state in any effort
that will tend toward the safety of those employed in the
mines.
The governor is required to appoint within 30 days after
the passage of the act three citizens from within the anthracite region one to be a competent mining engineer, one
to be versed in anthracite mining and the other shall be a
practical miner, to investigate into the causes of mine accidents.
They will report the result of their investigations,
etc.,
to the next
General Assembly, together with such
recommendations and drafts of such bills as in their judgment may be necessary.
Each member of the commission shall receive for his
service $2400 per annum, and $25,000 is appropriated for the
purpose of carrying into effect the provisions of this resolution.
The commission is authorized to employ a secretary,
stenographer and such other assistants as may be necessary.

unlawful to mine or remove any pillars
of coal in any anthracite mine where the seam has a pitch
of 25 deg. or more unless two or more miners are employed
and engaged at the same time, has passed both houses, but
was amended in the Senate. The House would not concur In
the amendment, and a committi-e from each branch has been
appointed to confer on the bill, and as yet have not made a
bill

making

iiiiiiraiMniiiiiiimimiiiniiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

il

of
of

PENNSYLV.WI.V
.\iithrac*lte

however,

Free Coal Still on Tariff Hill
While some minor changes have been made in the paragraphs of the tariff bill relating to coal and its products,
these remain substantially the same as reported by the
Finance Committee of the Senate to the Senate caucus as they
were in the original draft of the bill as it came from the
House.
The paragraphs in the free list as they stand in
this latest draft reported on June 21 are as follows:
Coal, anthracite, bituminous, culm, slack, and shale; coke:
compositions ustd for fuel in which coal or coal dust is
the component material of chief value, whether in briquets

HARRISBIRG.

limiii

and prescribes rules for the obtaining

certificates, etc.. extends to truant officers
the several districts the same right to prosecute violations
of this act as has the Chief of the Department of Mines.
This bill has been signed by the Governor and is known as
"Act No. 48. Approved Apr. 15. 1913."
The McDermott bill has been introduced in the House
making is unlawful to use electric current for any purpose
in any room, breast or entry where miners are engaged in
mining or loading coal in the mines of the Bituminous region
that generate explosive gas. This does not apply however to
the use of electricity in the main haulageways of these
mines. This bill has passed second reading, and is receiving
much opposition from the bituminous operators, who appeared befoie the mines and mining committee.

may

be finally arrived at.
It is understood that a final decision will not,
be reached for some little time.

The

niiiiiu

employment

Further evidence from the West Virginia field whero the
coal mining situation is being investigated by the special
Senate Committee at worlt on the subject shows that there
is more and more apparent certainty that there will be a
positive finding against the coal mine operators, but that
there is an increasing degree of certainty that nothing can
be done with regard to them, no matter how severe may
be the condemnation which the Committee for political reasons may choose to measure out to the operators.
The outbreak of Senator Martine during the past week
with reference to the operations of the armored train which
carried forces on behalf of the operators up into the regions
where disorder was prevalent is regretted here by those
who have been expecting to get a verdict against the mine
owners as it is considered undignified and likely to prejudice the decision that

nm

i

their hours of labor

it

report thereon.

The Ehrhardt bill amending the act approved May 1, 1909,
which provides for the health and safety of minors In bituminous coal mines and anthracite collieries or breakers by
regulating the ages at which such persons may be employed,

—

iScrauton Another mine cave occurred in the vicinity of
Prospect Avenue and Gibbons Street recently, but prompt action upon the part of the Illuminating Gas, and Water Work:!
Co.s rendered the damage comparatively small.
It
is expected that the D., L. & W. Co. will repair all damage and
leave both public and private property in as nearly the same
condition as it was before the cave occurred as is possible.

—

Plttston The North Pittston District of the Pennsylvania
Coal Co. will be represented in the annual first aid meet to be
held at Valley View in the fail by the Clarence team.
The
preliminary meet of the teams comprising this district was
held in the Pittston Y. M. C. A., and the winning team received the high score of 97%.

—

The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. will publish the
of its new employees magazine early in July.
be a monthly and will contain news from all the
divisions and from the general offices, as well as articles on
WilkeH-Barre

first

issue

This

is

mining

to

topics.
Bitun.:n<su!<

—

Mononeahela The Cincinnati mine of the Monongahela
River Consolidated Coal and Coke Co., in which 97 men lost
their lives in an explosion on Apr. 23, will resume operations shortly.
A new ventilating system has been installed,
together with a new gas proof electric coal cutting machine.
Fifty men have been at work cleaning up the mine for some
time.

^VEST VIR<;lXI.\

—

CharieHton The United Mine Workers of .\merica have
decided to call a strike in district 29, embracing Raleigh and
Payette counties, and affecting approximately 15.000 men.
WheeilnK Three hundred miners at the Pultney mine of
the George M. Jones Coal Co.. south of Bellairp, O.. struck
June 19. District officers from Bridgeport are making an
effort to adjust the trouble.

—

OHIO

—

Columbnn The commission appointed by Governor Cox
June 7 to investigate the report on the equitable method of
weighing coal in the mines of Ohio met recently and organized by electing Judge Phil M. Crow, of Kenton, chairman
and Prof. M. B. Hammond, of the Ohio State University, secretary.
It is announced that sessions will start soon and
that trips will be made by the commission to every mining
In the state.
Testimony will be taken both from
mine owners and miners. The commission will report Its
findings to the Governor early in the winter, in time to have
it submitted
to the General Assembly which meets in ex-

district

traordinary session shortly after the

first of

the year.

IMDI.\N.\

—

ETanHvllle The old Ingle coal mines, owned by James
H. Moore, of this city, and closed several weeks ago beof a fire, will reopen about July 10.
i luse
More than 100
miners will be employed.
Oaklanil Ctty The Peacock Coal and Mining Co., owner
of the Massey mines near this city, will abandon the present
workings and sink a new shaft this summer.

—

—
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—
Lyons While

drilling for oil on the
Grounds, a v<in of coal nine feet thick

farm

was

of Mrs.
struck.

Anna

—

Sedalia The Scdalia Lumber and Coal Co. of this town
has filed preliminary notice of dissolution.
Indianapolis The proposed increase from 50c. to 55c.
a ton for coal, carried from the Indiaa fields to Indianapolis
has been withdrawn by the Indiana carriers. It was vigorously opposed by shippers and buyers.
Fremont The Fremont Lumber and Coal Co. has been
incorporated here, with $10,000 capital stock, to deal in fuel.
The directors are E. C. Shupp, N. G. Ball and H. I. Isbell.

—

—

Vol.

3,

No. 20

Ne«- York and Nctv Jersey Lulirlcant Co., 165 Broadway.
New York, Bulletin No. 21, .\pril, 1913. Hyatt Roller Lubricants for mine car wheels equipped with Hyatt flexible
roller bearings; 11 pages, 7>^xl0 in.; illustrated.
Sullivan Machinery Co
Bulletin 5S-M. Sullivan CrossCompound Power-Driven Air Compressors; 19 pages. 6x9 in.
Also Bulletin 66-M Sullivan Hammer Drills for Quarry Purposes and Stone Dressing Tools. Also Booklet 112 Sullivan
Air Compressors.

ILLINOIS

—

Dnquoln The Leiter colliery, at ^igler. which has been
sealed up for years as the result of a series of explosions
in which nearly 100 men lost their lives, was recently reThe task of the experts who unsealed this mine
opened.
is said to have been one of the most difficult in the history
of

mining

in

Illinois.

—

Germany Rescuers on June 19 saved the lives
miners who were improsoned the previous day at

Diisseldort,

of fifteen

Lindorf by the caving in of the shaft of a coal mine.
Rotlierham, England Eight men were drowned June 17
and as many more had narrow escapes when Brown's colliery, near here, was flooded.
It is believed that in extending a tunnel the workmen accidentally struck some old
workings, resulting in the flooding of the mine.
Toronto, Canada The ninth annual meeting of the Canadian Retail Coal Association was held at Toronto on June
19 and 20 with an attendance of 176 members from various points in Ontario.
The delegates were w^elcomed to
the city by Controller Church. The reply to this greeting was
made by one of the directors, J. C. Hay. After the reports
of officers, addresses were delivered on "The Labor Problem
Solved for the Coal Merchant." by J. A. W. Archer, and "Coal
from Mine to Consumer," by W. H. Lesser, an engineer of the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.
The latter address

—

—

was

illustrated by 150 slides showing in an Interesting
the evolution of coal.

way

Edgar A. Perkins has been appointed chief mine inspector
to take the place of Elliott R. Hooton, effective May 1.
L. Blenkinsopp has been appointed mine inspector for the
11th "West Virginia district,, with headquarters at Welch,
W. Va.
Alfred G. Heggem, of Pittsburgh, has been appointed petroleum engineer in the Bureau of Mines, at a salary of $3000
per annum.
J. C. Koslem has resigned as president of the Indiana Coal
Operators' Association, after ten years of continuous service.
Shlrkle succeeds him.
A. J. Sayers, engineer in charge of the tipple and A-ashery
work of the Link-Belt Co., has just returned from a four
weeks' trip in the Utah coal mining district.
Julius Anson has discovered a 4-ft. vein of coal on a
deserted farm 9 miles from Boise, Ida.. It is expected that
the Idaho Northern Ry. will build a spur for the purpose
of developing this deposit.

Hugh

George Sylvester, chief mine inspector of Tennessee has
appointed the following deputy mine inspectors: John Rose,
H. H. Braden and W. A. Overall. The appointments are for
a period of 2 years, commencing June 1, 1913. H. B. Jackson, a former stenographer, has been appointed clerk and

mining board.

statistician for the

Diehra, of Bluffton, Ind., was recently elected
president of the Miciigan-Ohio Coal Dealers' Association.
Eucceding Robert Lake, of Jackson, Mich., who declined renomination. The other officers elected were: Vice-President,
J. W. Ballard, of Detroit; Secretary, B. P. Nigh, of Columbus:
Treasurer, W. A. Gibson, of Upper Sandusky. These were all
elected by acclamation.

John

T.

PUBLICATlONvS RECEIVED
COAL AND COKE PATENTS
Journal of the American Society of Naval Elnglneers
1913, Vol. 25, No.

2.

Western Society of Engineers
pages,

329-446;

— May,

6x9

with

in.;

—Journal

many

insert

for May, 1913,
figures and dia-

grams.

—

Tlie Illinois Coal Mining Investigations
Preliminary Report on Organization and Method of Investigation; 71 pages
6x9 in., 26 figures and illustrations.

—

Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines. The Plash
Point of Oils, Methods and Apparatus for its Determination.
Irving C. Allen and A. S. Crossfield; 31 pages 6x9 In. two

By

figures.

— Bulletin

No.

65.

The Steam Con-

sumption of Locomotive Engines from Indicator Diagrams.
By J. Paul Clayton Seventy seven pages, 6x9 in. Numerous illustrations, curves and diagrams.

—

UniverNity of Illinois Bulletin No. 66. The Properties of
Saturated and Superheated Ammonia Vapor. By G. A. Goodenough and Wm. Earle Mosher; 94 pages, 6x9 in.; with
numerous diagrams, curves and tables.

11,

P. Rice, Regina, Ky., 1,062.504,
1912.
Serial No. 719,795.

May

20.

—

Coal Drill J. G. Huntley, Pittston, Penn., 1,055,464, March
Serial No. 718,303.
Filed Sept. 3, 1912.
1913.
Coaling System. D. A. Lee, Centerville, Iowa. 1,048,325.
Filed Apr. 3, 1912. Serial No. 68S.241.
Dec. 24, 1912.
11,

Smoke Consumer

May

20,

24,

W.

Filed Aug.

1913.

Mining Car.
Dec.

—

Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines.
Monthly
Statement of Coal Mine Fatalities in the United States, April,
1913, with revised figures for preceding months.
Compiled
by Albert H. Fay; 15 pages, 6x9 in.
University of Illinois

— W.

Miner's Lamii
Filed Sept.

1913.

1912.

Kelly,
1912.

3,

Memphis,

Tenn., 1.002,473,
Serial No. 713,077.

Helmick, Fairmont, W. Va. 1,048,309.
Filed July 15, 1912. Serial No. 709.581.
G.

L.

—
Consumer—

Smoke Consumer
051. Anr.

Smoke
559,

Apr.

A. E. Wilson, Indianapolis, Ind., 1,060.Piled Oct. 30. 1911. Serial No. 67.534.

29.

1913.

22,

1913.

Improvements

J. H. Ottman, Milwaukee, Wis., 1,059,Serial No. 522,565.
Filed Oct. 14, 1909.

and Relating to Miner.s' Satetj * air:-s.
Naylor, 23 The Wiend, Wigan, Englan
Undermine Coal A. Roe, Beaver, Ohi
Serial No. 704.Filed June IS, 1912.
1913.

in

No. 4193 of 1913.

'

J.

Hand Machine
1,062,854. May 27,

—

to

i,

286.

Automatic Coaling Bucket
1.062,359,
194.

May

Improvements
VanSlyke,

4

1913.

20,

in

—

J.

Filed Mar.

T.

Richards, Chicago, 111.,
1911.
Serial No. 616,-

22,

and Relating to Mining Mr chines, P.
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne; 12,364

Eslington

E.
of

1912.

—

—

Powder Co. Wilmington, Del. High Explosives,
Powder and Blasting Supplies; 107 pages 6x9 in.
with numerous illustrations and diagrams describing the seAtins
Blasting

lection, storage

and use of high explosives.

Inexploslve Steam Boiler E. Maslln, L'Estaque, France,
Serial
No.
1911.
Apr. 22, 1913.
Filed Jan. 22,

1,059,481,
605.252.

Power Loading
1,1159.955,

6S6,410.

Apr.

29,

—

J. H. Hogston, Ladysmith. Wi.s..
j\8h Pit
Serial No.
Filed Mar. 26, 1912.
1913.

June
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28,

M. A. Smith and T. .
Filed Apr.
1,048,222, Dec. 24, 1912.

Tender Coal Gate.
Penn.

Thornton.

Albion,
S rial No.

1912.

13.

motor-generator set will be installed in the near future in
the Loomis colliery of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
R.R. Co.

690,580.

—

—

Tool L. F. Hess assignor to Hess Dustless Mining
Filed Oct. 4, 1912.
Co., Ansted, W. Va., 1,059,463, Apr. 22, 1913.
Serial No. 725.951.
niinini;

Automatic Gate for Mine Elevator Shaft.s
1,055.033, March 11, 1913.
Sykesville, Penn.
Serial No. 690,001.
1912.

— M.

Serial No. 654,396.
Coal Wasliing Apparatus A. France, rue de I'Esperance,
223, Liege, Belgium, and P. Habets, Montegnee, Belgium.

—

Filed in London, 22,655 of 1912.

—

Diamond Power
1913.

22.

Filed

July

Chamber Ovens

— Especially

Such as Are Suitable for the
of 1912.
N. Len-

Manufacture of Coke or Gas. No. 19,812
gersdorff, of Bunzlau, Silesia, Germany.

—

Gas Producer W. P. Luick and A. J. Bassett, assignor to
Lulck-Bassett Producer Co. a corporation of Wisconsin.

May

1913.

27,

Filed Oct.

2,

1911.

Serial

No.

652.-

Improvements in Methods of Mining Coal, Converting it
into Gas, and Then Conveying the Gas from the Mine.
J. H.
Hoadley,

IS

East

82d

St..

New

York,

U.

S.

A.,

14,494

of

1912.

A New and Improved Conveyor Specially Adapted for Use
as a Coal Face Conveyor in Collieries. No. 1966 of 1913. H.
Hirst,
land.

Crescent House, Moorelands Avenue, Dewsbury, Eng.

—

Potlsville, Penn. The Philadelphia & Reading Coal and
Iron Co. have purchased from the General Electric Co. a 125kw. two-unit, three-bearing motor-generator set and necessary switchboard. This will be installed in the power plant
of the Silver Creek colliery.

— The

Pennsylvania Coal Co. is arranging
apparatus for electrical drives,
from 10 to 200 hp.. with the
necessary compensators and controllers.
These have been
ordered from the General Electric Co.
Barnesboro, Penn. The Cambria Coal Co., of Philadelphia,
expects to install soon, in its mines near here, a 200-kw.
motor-generator set and three 7*/^-kv-a. transformers and
the necessary switchboard apparatus, all of which has been
ordered from the General Electric Co.
Sunnyslde, Itah. The Utah Fuel Co. expects to increase
the equipment of the plant at this place by the installation
of a 625 kv-a. Curtis turbo-generator unit, a 200-kw. motorgenerator set, a 200-hp. induction motor and the necessary
switchboard. This" apparatus was recently ordered from the
General Electric Co.
Lnmoni. la. The new coal elevator which is in course
of construction by Hammer & Co. is now nearly completed.
This new structure is 50 ft. long, 12 ft. wide and 38 ft. high.
The coal is
It has five hopper bins, also five storage bins.
unloaded from hopper cars into the elevator pit, and then distributed to the different bins. The elevator is of the bucket
type, 35 ft. high and operated by a 5-hp. electric motor.
Lorain, Ohio It is rumored that the Baltimore & Ohio
R.R. will erect a third coal-loading machine at this place in
the near future.
The new loader will probably be erected
at the bend opposite the shipyard just south of the site of
Scranton, Penn.

to equip its tipple with new
including 32 motors ranging

—

—

—

—

Means

lor Protecting the Seams of a Boiler directly exposed to the Fire. J. J. Gage assignor to Gage Co., Dayton.
1,059,962,
698,449.

O.,

Apr.

Shale,

the

or

Filed

1913.

22,

Improved Process and
Coal,

tracked.

15.

12, 1911.

Blo«-er for Boilers J. Magee assignor to
Specialty Co., Detroit, Mich., 1,059,479, Apr.
Serial No. 711,014.
22, 1012.

Pitt.xliurgh. Penn.
Owing to the heavy movement of coal
over the Indiana branch of the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh R.R., new sidings are being laid by a large force of
men, and it is understood that the line will soon be double-

W. Harvey,

Filed April

Improvemeuts in Blasting: Detonators for Coal Mining and
Like Purposes. No. 15,600 of 1912. W. A. Malson, Sheffield
Road, Chesterfield, England.
Kilning Tool.
C. L. Aragon, assignor of one-half to O.
Ellmore; both of Ely, Nev. 1,047,910, Dec. 24, 1912. Filed Oct.

1,062,721,
396.
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Like,

May

20.

in

Dunfermline Corporation Gas Works,

Serial No.

1912.

for the
Vertical Retorts.

.Vpiiaratus

Treatment of

A

Waddell,
Fife, Scotland; 21,991

of 1912.

Improvements

in

Direct Recovery of

Ammonia from

the

Products of the Destructive Distillation of Coal or Similar
Material.
Chas. Stell, 2-4 Bismarckplatz, Recklinghausen,
Westphalia, Germany; 28.072 of 1912.
A Method of and .Apiiarntus for Preventing the Spreading
and Effect of Coal Dust and Firedamp Explosions. No. 16,440
of 1912.
G. Kahler, 31 Kaiserstrasse and F. Junker, 48
Schalgersti-asse Geisenkirchen. Germany.
Improvements in Machines for AVashing and Separating
No.
Coal. Ore and Other Granular and Like Materials.
10,929 of 1912.
R. S. Benson. Riverside, Middleton, St. George,
Durham and Head Wrightson & Co., Ltd., Teesdale Iron
Yorks. Thornaby-on-Tecs, England.

the old Whirlies. The erection of the loader at this point will
necessitate considerable dredging, and the building of sevThere Is a bare possibility
eral hundred feet of new dock.
that the old No. 1 loader north of the viaduct will be replaced by a more modern machine.
Duluth, Minn. Work in connection with the erection of
the Boroughian Fuel Co.'s coal dock at West Duluth is now
actively under way. The plant will be one of the largest on
the lakes, with a storage capacity of more than two million
tons, and a coal-handling capacity during the shipping season of two million tons. It will entail an expenditure of approximately one million dollars. The contract for the structural steel required for the dock and for the large machine
shop adjoining It has been awarded to the National Iron Co.
It is planned to have the dock ready for operation at the
opening of the 1914 season.

—

NEW INCORPORATIONS

CONSTRUCTION NEWS

—

Henrietta,

— The

Consolidated Coal Co. has recently
given the Link-Belt Co., of Chicago, an order for reconstructing their No. 14 tipple at Staunton.
SturglH, Ky. Two 8-ton General Electric mining locomotives will soon be placed in operation in the mines of the
West Kentucky Coal Co. near here.
Koynlton, III. The Franklin Coal and Coke Co.. of St.
Louis, have recently awarded a contract to the Link-Belt Co.
for a large re-screening plant at No. 1 mine near Royalton.
Lansford, Penn. The Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co. will
soon place in operation a new 15-ton electric mining locomotive which has been ordered from the General Electric Co.
Jedd, W. Va. The Jedd Coal and Coke Co. have recently awarded a contract for a complete modern steel headframe and tipple equipment to the Link-Belt Co., of Chicago,
ijtaunton,

Hi.

—

—

—

—

111.

—

Knoxvtile, Tenn. The Asher Coal Mining Co. expect to
a mono-bar chain retarding conveyor and screening plant purchased from the Link-Belt Co. at their mines at
Anirii. Ky., In the near future.
I>l>m<iulh, Penn.
A 50-kw. General Electric synchronous

Install

—

stock. $10,000.
S. J. Harris.

Okla. The Modern Coal Mining
Incorporators: Harry Lantz. T.

Co.;
J.

capital

Harris and

—

I'niontonn, Penn. The Westmcre Coal & Coke Co.; capiIncorporators: C. E. Bortz, J. C. Bortz and

tal stock. $5000.
C. C. Baldwin.

—

Springlleid, III. The Bond County Coal Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: D. J. Gray,
$200,000; to develop coal lands.
Joseph Folarl and J. D. Adams.

—

Wnukegan, III. The Waukegan Fuel Co.; capital stock,
Incorporators: C. E.
$25,000; general coal and fuel business.
Balrstow, F. R. Balrslow and J. E. Hussey.
Ohio
The
IIorger-Heldt
New Philadelphia,
Coal Co.; capIncorporators: G. R. Heldt, Emll Horger.
ital stock. $10,000.
J. W. Horger, Chas. Hcldt, I. M. Horger and S. RIdgley Thrapp.
IndlnnnpoIlM, Ind. The Ohio Valley Coal Co.; capital stock,
$125,000; to mine coal. Directors: F. M. Ayrcs, Clarence Stanley, C. C. Kendall, Samuel Aahby, Harry Stout, E. E. Stout
and F. U. Danner.
ChnrlcNton, W. Vn. The Monroefield Coal Co.; capital
stock, $10,000; to deal In real estate, coal and mineral land,
Incorporators: J. A. Martin, W. .1. Snee, M. C. Martin,
etc.

—

—

—

S".

P.

Weaver,

B. C.

Weaver.

COAL AGE
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labor organization is trying to get a foothold in the mines
Each mine has its own scale of
but with little success.
wages and hours of work per day, so it is not a Union camp,
as yet.
Birmingham, .Via. A recent electrical installation by the
Alabama Power Co., reduced the cost of operation of the plant
from $45,000 per annum to $18,000 per annum, making a saving of $27,000 yearly, which was practically the cost of the
new installation, and which, therefore, would pay for itself
in one 5-ear.
This is a good Illustration of the saving effected
by electrical installation in large plants now operated by

—

—

Bens Creek, Penn. The Old Piper Mine, at Bens Creelt, lias
been abandoned and dismantled. The mine has been in operation for more than 60 years.
Dn BolM, Penn. It is reported that the Brush Run Coal Co.
is preparing to operate a new coal field in Jefferson County

—

by the stripping process.
AVIdnoon, Penn. Operations of the Widnoon Coal Mining
Co. were suspended for four days last week on account of
breaking of cables which carried their coal across the river

—

in

buckets.

Traer, loma

— The

is said to be making
has been begun on a plant

Rock Island R.R.

Traer a coaling station.

Work

100 ft. east of the depot, which will have a capacity of 200
tons, and will be automatic.
Connellsvllle, Penn. F. M. Tompkins has secured a lease

—

on a coal acreage owned by the Cambria County Coal Co.. near
Portage.
An opening is to be made on the upper end of
Trout Run in the C prime bed of coal.
Mo.4rthnr, Ohio R. B. Cutter and H. B. Stevenson of
Parkersburg. W. Va., have purchased the assets of the Mohr-

—

The assets consist of
Jlinton mines of the Mohr-Minton Co.
coal mines and a brick plant near McArthur.
Connellsvllle, Penn.

— The

Consolidation Coal Co.

is

opening

new mine at Wilson Creek to supplant the old workings
which are now approaching exhaustion. The new heading has
a

already been driven some distance into the coal.

Terre Haute.

Inil.

— The

Jackson Hill Mining

Co.

has con-

tracted to furnish the Inland Steel Co., at Chicago, with sevhundred tons of coal daily for the next five years. Crawford Fairbanks is president of the mining company.

eral

—

ChattanooKa, Tenn. H. F. Noyes has been appointed
It is said that
ceiver for the Dayton Coal & Iron Co.
assets of the company would invoice about one million
The liabilities were
lars, including furnaces at Dayton.

re-

the
dol-

not

stated.

—

Pleasantvllle, Iowa The city of Pleasantville has recently
employed M. B. Flanders to prospect for a municipal bed of
coal in the suburbs of that city. Mr. Flanders has a diamond
core drill at work at that point and says that he expects to
strike coal at a depth of 300 ft. or more.

Bronilers, Ky.

— The

tipple,

power house and machine shop

of the Caldwell Coal Co.. in the western Kentucky coal disa loss between
trict, was destroyed by Are recently, with
The cause of the flre is as yet unknown.
$20,000 and $30,000.
No men were in or around the mine at the time of the
fire.

—

Louisville, Ky. The O'Donnell Coal Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000. for the purpose of
operating a number of coal mines which will shortly become the property of the company. The incorporators are
Joseph W. O'Donnell, M. O'Donnell and M. Lanning. all of
Louisville.

—

New Orleans. La. Owing to the low stage of the Ohio
River the coal movement from Pittsburgh for New Orleans
has been stopped. As the high stage began early this year,
more coal has been brought down the river than in any other
The movement of
year in the history of the industry.
Kentucky

coal

will

continue.

—

Monouieuhein, Penn. It is reported that several large
tracts of coal land have been leased in the vicinity of Bentleyville, within the past few weeks, and that some important
trades are now underway. It is said that one of the companies will haul its coal several miles underground in order
to bring the pioduct to the mine opening.

—

ChattanooKa, Tenn. Investigation of the affairs of the
Dayton Coal & Iron Co.. which has been placed in the
hands of a receiver, shows that the local company was doing
The cause of the assignment is the
a profitable business.
This firm
failure of James Watson and Sons, of Glasgow.
controlling
interest
in the Dayton company.
held a
.Martins Ferry, Ohio Chief mine inspector. J. C. Davies.
several deputy mine inspectors and a number of representatives of the Pittsburgh Vein Operators' Association met June
IS to start upon an Inspection trip of the mines in the No. 8
coalfield, with a view to making recommendations for improv-

—

ing the safety of operation, as well as the production.
Portland. Ore. The mines of the Beaver Hill Coal Co.
are in operation although there Is considerable agitation over
wages and a number of strikes have been the result. The

—

steam power.
Dnbois, Penn. The Northwestern Mining and Exchange
Co. has broken ground for a big electric power plant that is
planned to be one of the largest in this section of the state.
It will be located a mile above Brockport close to the John-

—

son

Run

coal

tract.

The new plant is to be built to furnish light and
for the various plants of the company in Toby Valley

power
and at

Crenshaw and Bi-ockwayville.
.Vthens, Ohio
The Athens & Pomeroy Coal & Land Co. has
leased its coal lands in Meigs County to the Calvin Essex
Coal Co. of New Straitsville and arrangements are now being made to operate upon the leases this summer.
The
company has been taking up coal lands in this section for
some time and now has 700 acres outright. L. G. Worstell,
Bart Davidson, H. D. Henry and C. J. Martin are owners of
the Athens & Pomeroy Company.
Carbon Hill, Ohio Labor troubles are reported from several mines near Carbon Hill due to trouble between union and

—

—

non-union miners. It is said that 400 union miners carried
from the mine 12 non-union men and threatened them with
violence should they return to work. The mines affected are
the Snake Hollow. New Pittsburgh and Sand Run.
Charles
Green and L. L. Sweazy have been selected to confer with
the state mine department at Columbus over the trouble.
Geneva, N. Y. Coal has been discovered on the Wm. Barron farm, owned at present by R. A. Cooper, of the Geneva
Automobile Co. Several weeks ago Mr. Cooper engaged the
Comstock Drilling Co. to sink a well on his farm for water.
While drilling at a depth of 390 ft., the drill penetrated a
seam of coal estimated to be between 7 and 9 ft. in thickness.
Tests have proved the coal to be a fine grade of anthracite.
It is said that a company will be formed immediately to mine

—

the coal.

—

Louisville, Ky. The Interstate Comerce Commission has
ordered the suspension of recently-issued freight tariffs
canceling through rates and routes on soft coal from West
Virginia and Kentucky mines across the lakes to Milwaukee
and other northwestern points, on the application of coal
operators, who protested that the cancelation of existing
tariffs would result in prohibitive rates.
The Commission,
however, held that existing rates were too low, and ordered
a ten-cent increase on the ton.
New Orleans, La. After a disastrous experience above
Memphis, the big tow boat Sprague arrived last week with
The large tow was caught
34,000 tons of Pennsylvania coal.
The
in the current and several of the barges were sunk.
Sprague has started on her return trip with thirty-one empty
barges and one loaded with lumber.
The Jos. B. Williams, another boat in the service of the
Monongahela River Consolidated Coal & Coke Co., is in port
with 23,000 tons of coal. Five thousand tons of the tow were
left to fill orders at Baton Rouge.
Chicago, 111. It is reported that a new coal-mining company with a capital stock of two million dollars, and a like
amount of bonds has been formed under the laws of the State
The
of New York, to operate in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.
new company is to be known as the Middle States Coal Corporation, and is controlled by T. J. O'Gara, of Chicago. It is
said that the company will take over the properties of
the ^'ivlan Collieries Co., two of the Imperial Mining Co.'s
in Ohio, as well as that at Springfield, 111., owned by O'Gara.
The officers will be the same as those of the O'Gara Coal Co.
KImIra, N. V. An increase of activity in the Morris Run
coal mining district is assured in the purchase by O'Donnell
Brothers of the farms near the old east Mine at Morris Run,
owned by Martin Yenovik and Stans Laakaski. These farms
comprise 160 acres and are underlaid by the Bear Creek,
Bloss, Cannel, Morgan and Seymour seams.
This purchase
extends the holdings of O'Donnell Brothers to the Fail Brook.
They have also bought the Kiley mine at Blossburg and are
now building new chutes on the east side of Morris Run.
Some new openings show from 3 to 6 ft. of clean coal. The
purchases are said to give the O'Donnells possession of all
the available coal land at Morris Run except that held by the
Morris Run Coal Mining Co.

—

—

—

>
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GENERAL REVIEW
While there aie some soft spots in the hard-coal trade,
is, nevertheless, a strong healthy undertone apparent.
Dealers are becoming over-stocked on some grades but
there is no indication of any let-up in the demand. However,
it is becoming clear that many consumers carried over fair
supplies, because of the mild winter which will, of course,
curtail the summer stocking, but it is difficult to tell how
the fall trade will line up yet.
there

In bituminous, the West Virginia strike situation is assuming serious proportions again, and the Eastern bituminous market hinges almost entirely on developments there.
As a result, the trade is firm in every particular, many operators being forced into the open market for prompt ton-

nages to fill out their contract obligations. There has been
a perceptible rush to cover on the part of consuniers, and
preparations for the worst are being made at a number of
At the moment there is a good car supply, but the
points.
feeling prevails that there will be a serious shortage the
coming fall.
Operators, as a rule, are afraid to accept
further orders, and the situation in the Eastern market may
be regarded as fairly tense at the present time.
The Pittsburgh district is operating at full capacity and
making heavy shipments on contracts and into the Lake
trade.
The labor and car supply are good, but the men canNo surplus coal is availnot be induced to -work steadily.
able, and it is difficult to get tonnages to fill out corgoes,
while some dealers are persistently advocating an advance
Conservative members of the trade, however,
in quotations.
are against any such increase, although recognizing the general stiffness of the market.
The demand in Ohio continues strong, and is well distributed among both steam and domestic consumers.
Domestic dealers are stocking up for the "winter and are taking
more than the usual tonnage since their supplies were depleted by the flood.
The manufacturing demand is steady
and the railroad consumption large, due to the heavj' freight

movement.
Most of the producers

Hampton Roads seem

to be taki.Tg care of their contracts, but there has been a scarcity of
at

coal all week, although the dumpings have been fair. Operators are inclined to hold any free tonnages available to
apply on contracts later: with plenty of vessels awaiting tonnage in the foreign trade, the loading for coastwise shipment is becoming even slower. There has been a slight
heaviness develop on steam coal in the Southern market, and
Condiproducers are pushing their salesmen for orders.
tions, as a whole, however, are about normal for this season
of the year.
Consumers in the Middle West are watching the market closely in anticipation of an advance that now seems to
be inevitable. Quotations are improving, particularly on thi'
better grades, with full list prices being obtained on contract and occasional premiums on spot coal.

BOSTON, M.\SS.
having broken out anew in the New
eagerly sought from day to day. This
week there has been some alarming rumors; one that there
would be a general tie-up in New River beginning June 24.
and others of less serious consequence.
New England is
certainly being prepared, so far as reports go, for the worst
that can happen; during the last fortnight there has been
a mild rush to cover, on the part of the few good sized buyers who had previously kept out of the market except for
hand-to-mouth purchases.
With government colliers and steamers for foreign con:Mgnment, at Hampton Roads, there has begun to be an
accumulation of tonnage and even slower loading Is in
prospect for coastwise transportation. There has been talk
of $3 f.o.b. as an asking price for spot coal but no sales
Practically every shipabove $2.!i5 have been reported.
per has all the business he dares take, and there is hardly
any prompt coal offering.
There is trouble hinted at In
Pocahontas as well, and it will be an entirely new situation
if both fields are kept from producing for any appreciable
period.
The situation Is being anxiously watched, but there
have been no marked developments In this market as yet.

—Trouble

RitumlnooH

River

field,

There

is

news

is

practically no change In either the Georges Creek

grades or those mined in Pennsylvania.
There is active
demand for all the good coals, and prices generally are firm
at the levels reported last week.
"Don't want any more business," is now the usual answer of the Pennsylvania operator.
Labor troubles are heard from in nearly all the districts and it is an exceptional case where an operation is
getting out a normal tonnage. For tide-water shipment the
anthracite business is in such shape that transportation is
not available for bituminous to the extent that was looked
for this month, and that adds to the difficulty of getting adequate shipments.

Water Freights are firmer in response to a better demand. Large vessels are getting SOc, Hampton Road to Boston, and 75c. is the rate on barges. 3000 tons or so to Providence.

—

Anthracite The demand continues steady.
Some dealers are finding themselves with an over-stock of egg and
chestnut and are therefore somewhat handicapped in their
efforts to make up schedules that the companies can ship.
There is, however, no present sign of any easing up in the
call for hard coal.
The retail business is exceptionally good
for this time of the year. It is becoming apparent, however,
that the mild winter has left a considerable supply in
the cellars of many householders. Just what effect this will
have remains to be seen.
Current wholesale prices on bituminous are about as
follows:
Clearfielda

Cambrias
Somersets

Mines*

S1.10®1.45
2.35@2.70
2.6S@3.00

Philadelphia*

New York*
Baltimore*

Georges
Creek

Hampton Roads*

$2. So firm

Providencet
Bostont
*F.o.b.

Pocahontas
River

New

S1.30@1.65 $1 .67@1.77
2.55@2.95 2.92@3.02
2.85@3,30 3.22@3.32
2.S8@2.73 2.8o@2.fl5

3.83@3.88
3.90@4.05

tOn

cars.

I'lTT.SHl Rt;H, PEiXN.

—

BituminouM Mines of the Pittsburgh district continue to
operate at substantially full capacity, with heavy shipments
in the lake trade and fairly heavy deliveries on contracts
with commercial consumers.
There has, however, been a.
slight seasonal decrease in the latter, and new demand is
slightly less from the same cause.
The market will probably make up this slight loss by the middle of July.
Car
supply is fairly good, but serious shortage is feared later
in the season.
The supply of men is good but they do not
work steadily and several mines could produce a larger tonnage if more labor were available. Slack for prompt shipment continues to sell at G0@ "Oc. well under the season
price, while mine-run and screened coal occasionally bring
premiums for prompt shipment, over the season level, which
we continue to quote as follows: Slack, 90c. nut and slack,
$1.02; nut, $1.25; mine-run. $1.30; s^-in., $1.40; 114-in. steam,
$1.50; 114-ln. domestic, $l..'i5. per ton at mine, Pittsburgh dis;

trict.

—

HitnminouM If there is a "deadlock" between coke operators and blast furnacemen as to second-half furnace coke
contracts, it is by no means strenuous.
After the recent refusal of some furnaces to close at $2.25, when this had been
named as a special price, the operators withdrew the figure
and are now quoting $2.50 again as the minimum. There is
a considerable tonnage, between 100,000 and 200,000 tons a
month, in contracts which expire June 30. Furnacemen seem
to expect to be able to renew at $2 or less and feel that they
can buy in the prompt market from time to time until they
obtain this figure. The operators, however, have for several
months been committed to the policy of blowing out all
ovens, which they do not need to operate for the filling of
their contracts.
The whole market situation today resolves
itself into a question whether the operators will have courage to blow out ovens against the expiration of the firsthalf contracts mentioned.
If they did this, they would run
the risk of losing their operating forces, as labor Is relatively
scarce, but If they carried out the policy the large prompt
demand created would undoubtedly stiffen the market. Meanwhile we quote as follows:
Prompt furnace. $2.10^)2.15;
contract furnace (nominal) $2.25(^2.50; prompt foundry. $2.85
®3: contract foundry, $2.75(5)3, per ton at ovens.
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Bituminous

— The local market on

.soft

coal

is

firmer,

alarm-

ing reports regarding the labor situation in West Virginia
having caused prices to harden quite perceptibly. The consumption continues large in all directions, but the movement
Further contracts are being
is almost entirely on contract.
delayed pending a return of more settled conditions in West
operators would not conmoment
the
present
Virginia; at
sider entering into any further agreement for tonnage.
While
continues
at a high rate.
Production at the mines
the labor supply is not up to full requirements, it is still
holibeing
the
numerous
fairly plentiful, the chief difficulty
days which the miners insist on taking. The car supply is
The
fair and fully up to the requirements of the mines.
local market is not quotably changed, and we continue previous quotations with prices firm in every respect as follows:
West Virginia steam. $2.55@2.60: fair grades of Pennsylvania.
$2.65@2.70; good grades of Pennsylvania, $2.75@2.S0: best
Miller Pennsylvania, $3.05 @ 3. 15; George's Creek, $3.25 # 3. :o.
Local water freights are firm with tonnage difficult to ob-

Vol.

tinues as heavy as ever.
One of the interesting

coming announcement

now until September, since the discount during the intervening months is too small to interest the buyers generally.
On the whole, however, the market is in a fairly strong
considering the period of the year, and is fully
as good, if not better than is to be expected at this time.
Stove coal is still in rather short supply, while dealers are
position,

becoming overstocked

chestnut and

^vith

The

buckwheat.

all kinds are dull, but as a rule are not
Some companies report that
as the steam grades.
they are entirely cleaned up on rice coal, but there is no
doubt that plenty of this could be obtained for reasonably
prompt shipment.
The New York hard coal market is quotable about tin the
following basis:

domestic sizes of

so

flat

Individual

.

Circular

Broken
Egg..
Stove

$5.00
5.25
5.25
5.50
3.50
2.75
2.25
1.75

.

Chestnut....

Pea
Buckwneat.,
Rice..

BarJcy

Lehigh
$5.00
4.55
4.85

Scranton Schuykill

...
S4.90

3.60

..

.

....

S2.50
2.25

...

...

2.!5
I
SO
1

15

PHIL-VDEbPHLV, PEXX.
The anthracite coal trade

is

beginning to show additional

signs of slowing up in this particular vicinity. All the dealers are complaining about lack of business, although admitting that the conditions are not abnormal, but the contrast
between what they were doing last year and now is so
marked, that they are inclined to feel somewhat dissatisfied.
Last year, the market was absorbing everything from broken
to barley, but this year being a normal one, with no strike
demand, the dealers find the situation hardly to their lilcing.
The tidewater business to the East still continues good.
Every week sees large sailings of barges en route for the
New England market, and while the demand here is not so
insistent, there seems to be another order ready as soon as
the last one is shipped.
All the mines are still continuing
operations, although it is understood that partial suspensions
are looked for during the coming month. Outside of the small
sizes, very little coal has as yet gene into stock, and the
demand may be such, with the curttiiled mining during July
and August, that the market will be able to take care of the
output. There is talk of some cutting on the part of the individual operators, although confined to certain sizes.
Stove
coal seems to be about the only grade in this market that
finds a ready sale.
The pressure for bituminous coal seems to have shaded off
somewhat during the week, and in some quarters, operators
are inclined to believe that the change for the better is not
to be as lasting as many expected.
Prices are well maintained, however, and the softening of the market is commented on by many as being only temporary.

BALTIMORB, MD.
The

of

features at the
the award of the

BUFFALO,

—

a protracted shutdown in the West
Virginia mining regions, because of the labor troubles there.
is having its effect on the local market.
A number of consumers who have heretofore consistently refused to contract, signed up at the increased prices asked during the
week, rather than face the possibility of being caught in
a short market. The situation in the New River and Pocapossibilities

of

No.

SI-

moment

is

the

municipal coal

contract for 45,000 tons during the current year, on which
a dozen or more companies are competing.
The hot spell
has eliminated any further interest in the anthracite market, and coke continues weak, with production still further reduced.

tain.

.4n<hracite The last week of the month naturally sees
some activity in hard coal as dealers and consumers are
anxious to buy before the next reduction in the discount.
Aside from this temporary activity the general trade is dull
and flat. Furthermore, this condition will no doubt prevail

3,

hontas fields, which supply much of the fuel here, is openly
regarded with alarm.
As a consequence the local market remains firm in every
particular.
The demand for all grades is quite persistent,
and reports are current that some of the large operators have
such an excess of orders that they are being forced to buy
from competitors in order to make prompt delivery. Line
business is particularly heavy, while shipments at the piers
have been active all week, and low-grade coals are in
ready demand at 95c. to $1.
There has been a slight improvement in the car situation, but still more equipment
could be used, were it available; the lake movement con-

Ji.

\.

Bituminous dealers are, in some cases, advising an advance in quotations. There is no surplus coal anywhere and
it is diflicult to get up an extra cargo or fill a rush order.
Pittsburgh is steadily reporting that contracts are taking the
entire output and such is also the case to a great extent
in the Allegheny Valley; this in spite of the reports of shut
downs by the iron furnaces, a sort of contradiction that
coal men do not try to reconcile. Coal sells briskly and that
is enough.
So much coal is going to the lakes to make up
the annual demand for 12 million tons that it is hard to get
enough to go around in other parts of the market. Cases
are reported where Lake Ontario shippers have paid more
for coal than they are to get for it, being obliged to borlow and buy all they could find to make out a cargo.
Still, the conservative side of the trade is against any
direct recognition of the stiffness and it may be well to wait
another week before quotations are changed. It is becoming evident that the actions of Congress are not being
talcen seriously. If the crops are as good as they now promise to be the present activities will go on, regardless.
At the
same time it is uncertain what the markets will be in the
near future. A state institution is asking for bids on a lot
of slack to be furnished for a year beginning with next
October, but the jobbers are not prepared to gamble to
that extent. It looks as if big prices will have to be paid if
a contract is made at all, as was the case with the city

water-works contract.
Quotations will therefore remain strong at $2.80 for Pitts$2.65 for three-quarter, $2.55 for mine-run and
for slack.
Coke, however, is not at all strong at former figures. $4.85 for best Connellsville foundry. Allegheny
Valley coal is about 25c. under Pittsburgh.
There is no
change in smithing coal, which is subject to few fluctuations.
A leading reason for the shortage of bituminous is the
scarcity of men in the mines and a lesser scarcity of cars,
the two often conspiring to spoil a week's mning; no improvement in either direction is looked for right away and
only a falling off in demand can make coal plenty.
Shipments by lalie are
There is no stir in anthracite.
heavy, being 191,000 tons for the week.

burgh lump,
$2.15

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Trade in all grades of coal in Ohio has been quite active
during the past week. The demand is distributed among the
domestic and steam grades and prices all along the list
have been well maintained. On the whole the market is in
good condition and operators as well as shippers believe that
quotations will be raised in the near future.

One of the best features of the trade is the activity shown
domestic sizes. Dealers are stocking up in preparation of
the expected demand from householders; it is believed that
their stocking period will arrive sooner than usual and
dealers are preparing for this. Dealers' stocks as a rule, are
light because of the demand upon them incidental to the
flood.
The extra large harvest in Ohio is also expected to
furnish a market for threshing purposes.
in

Steam business is steady in every way; manufacturing
plants are taking a large tonnage and a few show a disposition to stock up to guard against the expected car shortage.
Plants in the iron and steel trade are large users of fuel
and in fact a marked improvement is reported in manufacturing circles generally, railroad fuel is also in good demand there being a large freight movement. Most of the
railroad contracts have been made, although a few are still
hanging fire.
The tonnage moving from Ohio and West Virginia fields
No
to the Northwest via the lakes and the docks is heavy.

June

28,

COAL

]!)13

cong-estion of consequence
docks or with the vessels.

has

taken

place

either

at

the

Production in all Ohio fields has been large during- the
Excepting in Eastern Ohio, there is not
past few weeks.
much trouble over the car supply and all of the mines are
working with a large force. Some trouble is experienced in
certain districts from a labor shortage. In the Eastern Ohio
district the output is estimated at 65 per cent, and in the
Pomeroy Bend field it has been 75 per cent. In the Hocking
Valley, where car shortage has not affected the output the
production has been about 90 per cent, of capacity.
In the
strictly domestic fields the output is gradually increasing.
Quotations in the Ohio fields are as follows:
Hocking
Domcsti- lunv)
2 inch..-

Nut
Mine-nil
Nut. pea and slack.
Coarse ::laclc

IJ.

Pittsburgh

AGE
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.

AL

C

l:»l.S

secured the coki; contract from the Laclede Gas Lisrht
running until Jan. 1. 1915. From now until Jan. 1, 1914
there will be about 10.000 tons of gas house coke, and for
the following twelve months the production will be about
This is about 20.000 tons more than the St. Louis
90.000 tons.
market is able to take care of, and the price at which the
contract went, it is rumored, is so high that cheaper outside
cokes will give the local product brisk competition.
ciniiati

Co.

Muddy

@

0.85

@
@
@
@
@

1

'

1

—--"
1.10
00®

1

4(1

nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

1.25
1 25
1
25
1
00

,

.

,

.

.

May
Destination

1912

Tidewater, foreign
Tidewater, coastwise..

1913

1,516,662
6,847,814

7,027,891

12,687
93.862

5,857
132,391

37,834
603,781

22 841
693,860

Total

85

2,062,044

2,269.993

9,718,673

10,086,422

712,582

700,906
1,640 744

PEiV]VSYl,VA!VI.\ R.\H,RO.*D

The following
lines

Co.'s

months

50
1.30
30
1 30
1 05

is a statement of shipments over the P. R.R.
east of Pittsburgh and Erie for May, and first
of this year and last year in short tons:

1

May

Five Months
1913
1912

1913

1912

967,898
4,178,271
1,238.083

109.341
3.495,016
1.150.080

4,641,994
20.092.450
6.225.387

3,688,943
18,956,936
5.340,912

6.3.84.252

4,7.54.437

30.959.831

27.986,791

,

Anthracite

Bituminous

Chestnut. $7.15;

Coke

Smokeless lump and egg is
Byproduct coke is $5.10 and gas house

$4.

165,695
340,073
1,625,977

.

Domestic
Coke

five

Louis prices on June anthi acite are:

and mine-run

Months

123,380
379,303
1,452,812

stove and egg, $6.90: grate, $6.65.
$4.65

5
1912

1913

Coal

0.85@0 90

1.10@1,20
n 80

Mine-run
No. 1 washed
No. 2 washed
No. 3 waslied
No. 4 washefi
No. 5wa,shed

May 31. as compared with corresponding periods of 1912 in
short tons:

Standard

$1.20
1.20

S1.15@1.25

Screenings

St.

OUve

SO. 80®

iump
lump
lump
Lump and egg
No. Inut

Vol. 3. No. 26

Domestic

Mt.

and
2-in.
3-in.
6-in.

AGE

Tidewater, foreign

Carterville

Franklii

.

.

$4.85.

PORTL-VND. ORE.

COAL vSECURlTlES

While business is not now active, the season for placing
orders for next winter will soon be open and hence dealers
considerable activity in the near future.
The market is steady and it is believed the demand for ne.xt
winter will be greater than a year ago. Wood, which takes
an important part in the local fuel situation, is selling at
$5.50 per cord, which is about as low as it has been at this
This naturally has an effect on the
time for some years.
coal trade for domestic purposes.
are

looking

for

The following table gives the range of various active coal
securities and dividends paid during the week ending June 21.
Week's Range
Stocks
American Coal Products
American Coal Products Pref
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Fuel

GRE.\T BRIT.\1>

— Business

is

an easy tone prevails

slow and as supplies are plentiful.

in all sections.

S4.80@5.04

Best Welsii steam
Best seconds
Seconds

4.62(314.74

4,44@4.56
4..',6@4.80

Bestdry coals

Best Monmouthahires. .$4. 20(" 4.32
4 OS(ii 4 2(.l
Seconds
2.40(ii2,52
Best Cardiff smalls
2.28(n2 40
Seconds
.

—

British Exports The following is a comparative stateof British exports for May and the first five months
of the last three years, in long tons:

May

.

Steam

Gas
Household
Other sorts
Total

Coke
Manufactured

Grand

fuel

total

...

Months

5

196,423
4,659,433
1,120.763
140,711
331,706

1913
251,117
4,318,911
929,955
128,856
301.108

6.449,036

5.929.747

48,765
131,446
fi.629,247

1912
Anthracite

1912

1911

1913

784,220
14.791,968
3,326,247
485,999
1,028,645

1,188,283
21,636,454
4,523,898
710,583
1,460,607

20.416,679

71,944
145,723

26.255.066
392,889
717,655

526,634

29,589,825
424,334
837.070

6,147,614

27,.365,610

21,280,282

30,781.229

986.525
19.138,316
4.215.605
613,181
1,301.439

Coal of Maryland
Lehigh Vallev Coal Sales
Island Creek Coal Com
Island Creek Coal Pref
Pittsburgh Coal
Pittsburgh Coal Pref
Pond Creek
Reading
Reading 1st Pref.
Reading 2nd Pref.
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke

.336.969

TRANvSSTATlvSTlCvS

The Car Situation
American Ry. Association reports surpluses and shortages
equipment for two weeks ended June 14. as follows:

New England Lines
N. Y; New Jersey, Del; Maryland;

Eastern Penn...
Ohio;Indiana:Mirhiu';in; Western Pennsylvania ...
West VirKinia.ViiLlii, Vol 111,t South Carolina. ..
^'
-iiia. Georgia. Florida.
Kentucky. Ten.. ':
i.
ih & South Dakota,
Iowa, Illinois, W
.Montana, Wvr.h,
Kansa.s, Colorado. ;\hs.s„uri. .-^rkansa-s, Oklahoma ..

Ml
1

.

i

I

II

Texas, Louisiana, New Mexico
Oregon, Idaho, California. Arizona
Canadian Lines

Totals
Greatest surplus in 1912 (Apr. 25)
Greatest shortage in 1912 (Oct. 10)
"Bold face type indicate a surplus.

,

2,694
196

47

11,098

2.033

94.692

2,144
14,897

6,491

ICflJ

109}
26|
155
102}

109}
41}
155
102}

28

26|

102}
195

102}
185

16}
76}
17 J

..

Bonds

78|

79i
94
100

97
107}
77j
85
93
102|

98
70

.

100}

02

87=
76
99i
102}
102
104

SO
97

92}
95
54

Week's Range
or Last

.Sale

May

'13

June
June
June

'12
'13
'11
'12
'06
'13
'13
'13
'13
'13
'13
'09

Oct.
April
Jan.

June
June

86
76
100

Mav

101

April

102
110

Feb.
Jan.

80
92

Mav
June

14!

24}
95
23}
168}

86
41}

41}

Bid As!;ed
97
93|

Colo. F. & I. gen. s.f.g. 5s
Colo. F. & I. gen. 6s
Col. Ind. 1st & coll. 5s. gu
Cons. Ind. Coal Me. 1st 5s

Cons. Coal 1st and ref. 5s.
Gr. Riv, Coal & C. 1st g 6s
K. & H. C. & C. 1st s f g .5s
Pocah. Con. Coll. l.st s f .is
St. L. Rkv. Mt. & Pac. 1st .5s.
Tenn. Coal gen. 5s
Birm. Div. 1st consol. 6s.
Tenn. Div. 1st g 6s
Cah. C. M. Co. 1st g 6s,
Utah Fuel 1st g 5s
Victor Fuel 1st s f 5s
Va. I. Coal & Coke 1st g 5s

15|
74J
17}
155

.86

41}

87
109}
24J
150
102}

48
81

81
15*
74!
17}
154|

1.595

Low

.

.

48

High

'13
'13

73
17}

I51|
86
84
37}

Year's

Range
95

99}

77i

85

..

98
86
76
100
101

102

79;
92

98
87J
80
103
103
102

80
98

DIVinEXDS

—
—

&

Coal Co. Dividend of 2<;'<. payable
June 15.
Mine Hill & Sohuyllvill Haven Dividend of $1.50 payable
July 15 to holders of record June 20.
Reading Co. Regular quarterly dividend of 2'/i on the
common stock payable Aug. 14 to holders of record Jul.v 29.
Regular quarterly on the first preferred of 1% payable Sept.
Regular quarterly on the
11 to holders of record Aug. 26.
second preferred of 1% payable July 10 to holders of record
1

Valley R.R.

to holders of record

—

of coal

Surplus Shortage
85
6
715
1,756
135
1.202
939
280
425
152
1.706
398
128
2,000
4
263

87

109J

Closing

L,ylieii.M

PORTATION

87

.

Jul.v

PRODUCTION AND

Last

87

50
f2

.

ment

Low

87

Iron Pref

Con.'solidation

FOREIGN MARKETS
June 13

&

Year's Range

High

Net*
79
715
1,621

263
145
1,554

398
1.872
259
2,694
142
9,065
92,548
8,406

NOItFOI.lv & WESTERN BY.
The following Is a statement of the tonnages shipped over
this road during Ulay. 1913, and for the five months ending

June

28.

—

Quarterly dividend
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain * Pacific
No. 4 on preferred of 1^% payable June 30 to holders of
record June 21.
Central Coai & Coke Co. Dividend of 1%9'r on the common and 1^7f on the preferred, both payable July 15 to
holders of record July 1.
Island Creek Coal Co. Regular quarterly on the common
of 50c.. and an extra dividend on the common of $3. payable
Also regular quarterly
.-\ug. 1 to holders of record July 15.
on the preferred of $1.50 payable July 1 to holders of record

—

—

.fune 25.

—

American Coal In 1903 this company paid a 20 per cent,
extra dividend from the proceeds of a sale of real estate and
In 1907, a 25 per cent, distribution was declared from the
Bale of their railroad.

June
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We will furnish copy of any article (if in print) in the
Where no price is
original language for the price quoted.
Inasmuch as the papers must
quoted, the cost is unknown.
be ordered from the publishers, there will be some delay for
foreign papers. Remittance must be sent with order.
BLASTING, EXPLOSIVES
Blasting Accident at the Gliickauf Mine in Westphalia.
(Untall bei der Schiessarbeit auf der Zeche
1911.
S,

Westfalen am 8. Mai 1911.) Zeit, t. d.
40c.
P.frg-Hutten- u. Salinenwesen, 1912; 6 pp.. illus.
Permissible Explosives Tested Prior to March 1, 1913.
Bureau of Mines, Tech. Paper 52: 7 pp.
Study of Magazines for Black Powder. Tests at Droitaumont of the Permanent Commission on Gas and Explosives.
(Etude des Depots de Poudre Noire.) Ann. des Mines. Vol. 3.
No.

1,

1913: 40 pp., illus.

Northern Mines.

in

Engr., June, 1913:

Coll.

1

H. Gun-

F.

40c.

p.

Sinking Shaft III of the Minister Achenbach Colliery to
(Das Abteufen des Schachtes III der
Coal Measures.
Zeche Minister Achenbach bis zum Steinkohlengebirge.)
Norkus. Bergbau, Apr. 24, May 1. 1913: 7 pp., illus. 80c.
the

DUST

CO.VL

The Influence of Incombustible Dusts on the Inflammation
Coll. Guard.
Apr. IS and 26. 1913; 5Vi
of Gaseous Mixtures.
80c.

illus.

pp.,

Dust Explosions.
.1913;

Z%

pp.

Young.

M.

C.

Coal Tr.

Bull.,

May

15,

A New Coke Quenching, Screening and Loading
May 3, 1913; 1 p., illus. 40c.

Gas

Car.

14

pp.

Bee-Hive Oven and By-Product Methods of Coke ManCoal & Coke Op.. June 5, 1913; ly™ pp.

ufacture Contrasted.
20c.

Mechanical Coke Quenching and Loading Appliances of
(Maschinelle Kokslosch- und verthe Neumlihl Colliery.
ladeeinrichtung der Zeche Neumlihl.) Braunsteiner.
Gliickauf, Apr. 26, 1913: i% pp., illus.
40c.
(Uober dis Festlgkeit
Strength of Blast Furnace Coke.
von Hochofenkoks.)
Bergbau, May 15, 1913:
A. W'agener.
4

tables.

40c.

The Ostwald Process for Making Nitric Acid from Ammonia.

Iron

Coal

May

Rev.,

Tr.

1%

1913;

23,

illus.

pp.,

40c.

T.

The "Agglutinating Power" of Coals. (Paper read by J.
Dunn before the Newcastle Section of the Soc. of Chem.

Indus.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev..

May

9,

1913.

H

40c.

P-

The Rise and Development of By-Product Coking
Gas World. May 3. 1913; 1 p. 40c.

—

May

23.

1913;

1%

E.E.) Iron Coal Tr. Rev.,

May

pp..

23.

illus.

at
F.

Constant
Walker,

40c.

1913; 2 pp.

Electricity
in
Anthracite Mining.
School of Mines Quart., January. 1913;

40c.

\\'m.
4

pp..

Jennings.

P.

lUus.

60c.

Colliery Cables.
W. T. Anderson. Trans. Manchester
Geol. & Min. Soc, Part V. Vol. XXXITI; 21 '4 pp.. illus.

Gas Power for
3 '4

Collieries.

pp.,

illus.

Sydney

F.

Walker.

Coll.

Engr.,

40c.

EXPLOSIONS
Firedamp Explosion
of the Oberhausen

the Osterfeld AVorklngs I. IT.
at
Colliery. Rhineland, July 3. 1912.
Schlagwetterexploslon auf der Schachtanlage Osterfeld T. TT, III des Steinkohlenbergwerks Oberhausen Rhelnland, am 3. Juli 1912.)
Koepe. Zelt. f. d. Berg- Hutten- u.
Sallenenwesen, 1912; 1\(. pp., illus. 40c.
TIT.

(Die
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